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A
ADJOURNMENT.
,
Jfotion made {Mr, McMillan) for—Point of Order, raised as to -whether it was according to Parlia
mentary Practice to move two motions of a similar character consecutirely; Mr, Speaker ruled
that since the Additional Standing Orders, altering the character of the motions for adjourn
ment, bad been adopted, the practice of the House of Commons did not apply, 247.
Motion mode {Sir Henry Parhee) for, and Speaker calls attention to continued irrelevance or.
tedious repetition on the part of Mr. A. G-, Taylor, and directed the Honorable Member to
discontinue his speech, 407 ; there being no tellers for the noes, motion passed, 407.
Sskciax, 14, 373, 383, 393.

Of House:—

Motion made for and passed, 5, 19, 27, 34, 41, 47, 70, 74, 76, 84, 39,100, 109,117, 125,138,143,
148, 155, ICO, 164,191, 203, 208, 232, 237, 241, 270, 277, 289, 303, 317, 321, 338, 373, 382,
385, 390, 393, 397, 401, 412, 416, 419, 432, 434, 443, 453, 461,470, 476, 480, 558.
For want of a quorum before commencement of business, 559.
For want of a quorum after commencement of business, 104,121,134, 178,195, 211,253, 329,342,
345, 349, 353, 449, 458, 486, 499, 521, 530.
Motion made for and withdrawn, 458.

Of Dkhate:—
Motion made for and passed, 4, 33, 63, 58, 62, 63, 70, 74, 80, 96,100,109, 203, 269, 282, 296,360,
317, 342, 397, 443, 458, 466, 520.
Motion made for and withdrawn, 227, 228, 458.
Motion made for and negatived, 104, 335, 430-1, 441, 442, 498-9,
Undeb Additional Standing Oiideb No 1;—Motion made for, on subjects stated below, and
negatived.—
Investigations into recent Railway Disasters, 53.
Abolition of practice of Imprisonment for Debt—Cases of Ray and Chee Hoy, 76.
Necessity of dealing with the Rabbit Question, 79, 222.
Railway Accident at Batburst and other Railway and Tramway Accidents, 95.
Agricultural Society's Ground, 103.
State of the Public Business, 108.
Administration of the Post and Telegraph Department, 152.
Charges against the management of the " Vernon,”. Training-ship, 175.
Attack made on character of Mr. William Stephen, M.P., by Postmaster-General, 217.
Mr. Willis and the Railway Commissioners, 239.
Railway Merchandise and Live Stock Rates, 247.
The Government and its broken pledges, 253.
The state of the country in the present crisis, 329.
The attitude of the Government towards Trades Unious and Unionists with reference to the
present labour difficulty, 332.
The unsatisfactory state of public business, 336.
Ministerial Statement of the Premier, 373.
Charge of the Government Business of tho House by the Minister of Public Works, 466.
The labours, constitution, and general character of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire
into the cause of Strikes and the Labour Question, 489.
The unsafe state of the Postal Pillar Boxes now being erected in the City of Sydney, 498.
The charge of Corruption in connection with the Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 535.
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE:—
‘
AnjIINlSTltATION OF LICENSING L.UV IN BATHURST
.
Motion made {Mr, Paul) for papers in reference to, 231, 269 : Return to Order laid on Table, 273.

Mri']!at. Case to

the

Piuvv Councii, Alison

v.

Burns :—

Information respecting, laid on Table, 226 ...........................................................................................................

Catherine Him, Bay :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 257 ............................................................................. ......................................

Case

of

Barrie u. Simfson, Lismore :—

Motion mnde(iffr. Mwing) for papers in connection with, 87 j Return to Address, laid on Table, 158

Case

of

Bdwabd Clayton, tihud

and convtctf.d at

Albury:—

,

Motion made {Mr. Crick) for papers in connection with, £57; Return to Address, laid on Table, 307.
Case of Fluty v. Martin:—
Motion made {Mr. Crick) for papers in connection with, and withdrawn, 303.

Case

of

Gibbs,

tried at

3

929

4

219

3

859

3

685

3

699

3

707

3

857

3

855

3

723

3

805

3

713

Pot.toe Coohi, Qubanueyan:—

Motion made (Jtfr. O' Sullivan) for papers having reference to, 295; Return to Address laid on
Table {not printed), 535.

Case

of

Henry Williams,

who was akrf.sted at

Moree:—

Motion made {Mr. Garrard) for papers in connection with, 316; Return to Address, laid on Table,
370 ............................................................... ..........................................................................................................

Court-house, Rediern : —

‘

Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, 273

Court-house, The Glebe:—

............

_

Notifiealion of resumption of Land under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 18 .................................................................................................................................................................
District Courts Act of 1853:—
Annual Returns under 103rd Section, laid on Table, 166................................................................................

Imi'risonnient

of

Cabman Sweetman, Mount Rennie Crime:—

Motion made {Mr. Crick) for papers in connection with, 162 ; Return to Address, laid on Table
(not printed), 380.

J. W. Edwards’ Conditional Purchase, 84-13, Cooma :—
Return showing instructions given to the Crown Solicitor to employ Counsel before the Land
Court, laid on Table (not printed), 419.

Daw Reform :—
Motion made (Mr. lleid) in reference to Legal Procedure, and urging on the Government tho
necessity of inquiry with a view to, 479.

Metrot'oLtTAN Magistrates Act, 1881,

■

Correspondence respecting Rules under Section S, laid on Table, 287 .....................................................
Mr. T. R. Icely, Visiting Magistrate to Lord Howe Island :—
Motion made (Mr. Traill) for copy of complaints made against, 380 ; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 471.................................................................................................................................................................

Ray

and

Chee Hoy :—

Adjournment moved for abolishing practice of Imprisonment for Debt, as exemplified in oases of, 76-1
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Rmcoval
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He. Willis, M.P.,

the S

mom

r0Sident3

thk

Commission

of

the

Peace —

°f NeW S°Uth Wales PrCEent^ » favour of replaeiog him c
869

»CorrcBponJonee ros])octing, laid on Tublo, 558,
ADYEElISIiMBlsTS (S
fSco
ob “ GOVERNMENT ”
AFGHAN CARRIERS
1
Use

of

Camels

bt

in

the

TniNspoRT

of

860

Goods —

'“ssastessKS'*

i“ -«*

*»

AGENT-G)5NRRAL OF THE COLONY................................................................................................

740

senlod and road ^ IdTll" t^n made
whether Bill was_ beyond fhc Order of Leave, and ruled against by Mr Speaher • read 3°
restoredlo* Paper12fdC r0^°''te^ 110 <Iu<>rurn> and House connfld out, 104 ; Order of tho 1%
AGRICULTURAL:— e ’

'

SOCIFTIRS:—

Motion made (Mr Gormty for Committee of tho Wliole for granting to them £1 for £1 raised by
agr^d tri63
1 °rtlCT °£ thC Day P0Stp°nCt1' 27 ’ Hou9e “ Committed Resolution
Colleges :—

Belura respecting estaUishmont of, laid on Table 99

65

JTjihe Common

Hotion^uaile (Mr. Franic Farndt) for papers in connection with selection of, for site for College,
Impost Dittos

upon

Pbodtjce : —

°f’ 0,1 cortai\Pr°<Iu“. ^ WebatB adiourned,
443.
‘

ITALIAN 6E.1TLEMOT, RICHMOND RlVEB, KNOWN AS "New ItaLT”-—

Report by the Director of Forests on, laid on Table, 464
Lew South Wales, Society’s Ground

.............................................................................................................

. M™Uo“ Sooieti-. Cdl att0nti0n 1x5 pUlp0SG3 for

59

U3e(]'103-

Return showing amount of money roceired from the Government since its formation as subsidies
and special grants, laid on Table 107
as sl,Dsiaies
ALBUM OF CONGRATULATORY CARDS:—....................................................................................

67

^'Exhibit onl’y^0^ ^ fTOm I,0St 0fI1C09 in Oth0r Parts of 1;ho world- laid 011 Table
ALISON F. BURNS—APPEAL CASE (See “CROWN T,ANT)8”'i
ALPHABETICAL BKGUSTEHS:UWJS hAJsm >'
Addressee and Orders passed during Session
Bills dealt with during Session .
.................................................................................
ALTERNATIVE ROUTES (See “RAILWAYS’'’}.................................................................................
AMENDMENT:—
Form of, amended by consent, 83.
AMEROO (See “EDUCATION”)
ANSWERS AND QUESTIONS :—
Sessional Order passed, 10
ANTONY (See "SILK CULTURE”)
APPROPRIATION BILL (SECOND SESSION, 18S9)
Assent reported, 2,
APPROPRIATION BILL :—
“cLTnos aTdW36; I°fCr°,d
fouled on Resolutions of Ways and
^ PrP,*ntBd ^ »*l 1 i 549; read 2a, committed, reported with an
amendment*anTsne^buf'm^b rC

,

f

’ paSSed/ ^ BOnt to 0ouncii’ 553 i

727
721

ntumci without

“M-MBBES",

"""SJSS

Opening of Session, 1.
'
Members sworn, 1(2), 171, 217, 239,257, 395, 605.
Governors Opening Speech, 2; Addressdn-Reply, 34; Anewer to Address 15
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 7, 27, 36, 08, 73, 11G 411 414
’
Sessional Orders passed, 10(f>), 11(e), 12(s)j ^ 253, 410, 469.
’
’
Sessional Order rescinded, 336.
Sessional Order negatived, 3G9.
Sittings after Midnight, 14, 41, 76, 84, 89,100, 104 117 125 138 ifio ifi3 iTd

itii ooo

J.nterrupfcione to proceedings, 217.
’
Leave of Absence to Members, 18, 83, 316, 332
Business fixed for a future day to toko precedence of all other business 33 53 58 70 74 100
Business postponed to after Notice of Motion, 305.
’ ’ M
W> 74) 10a
General Business takes precedence at 6 o'clock on Friday, 410, 419, 436 457 472 498 521
Government Business takes precedence after half-past six o’clock, 555 ’
’
’
’
'
°Cl0Ck 0” ■FrKlay’ r‘Dd Geneml BuEiEe« l*ke precedence until half-past 6
Government Business to take precedence on Additional Sitting Day, 460, 652.
Form of amendment to motion, amended by concurrence, 83,
1
Orders of the Lay of Government Biisiuess postponed i a bunch, 143, 2G6, 282,314, 416,512,549.
Government Business postponed in a bunch, 400.
Order of tho Lay restored to Paper, 240.
Order oftlioDay discharged, 133,208, 288 (2) 34], 423, 461, 521 V) 524 634 553 fG

s ffljasSM?288 B-

Motion to lay Bill aside negatived, 348-9.
Vacant Seat, 139, 157,161, 223,375, 431-2.
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ASSEMBLY (continued)
Chairman of Committees appointed for day only, 162.
Ministerial Statement made by Sir Hepry Partes, 328, 373, '165.
Clert informs House of unavoidable absence of Speaker, 385.
Ecsignation of James Henry Young, Esq., as Speaker announced, 3S7.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq., elected Speaker aud presented to Governor, 3S7.
Speaker having observed grave disorder in Committee resumes Chair, dl9.
Member being adjudged guilty of disorder expelled, 4-30-1.
Votes and Proceeding?, 1 to 112 ..........................................................................
Business undisposed of at close of Session ..........................................................
Attendances of Members iu Divisions and Counts-out during the Session......
Business of the Session ............ ■..........................................................................
Weekly llcporfs of Divisions in CommiUoe, Yos. 1 to IS..................................
"Weekly Abstracts of Petitions, Kos, 1 to 31 ................................. ..................
Alphabetical Eegiaters of Bills..............................................................................
Do
of Addresses and Orders..................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session .............................
Proclamation proroguing ............................................................................................. .......................... '
Smoking

in

the

LieeAev

and

1
563
567
569

671
649
721
727
731

501

Beading-booms: -

Complaint of Mr. 0. 0. Hangar against Members, laid on Table, 46.......................................... ..
PeIYER :—

Motion made

(Mr. Turner)

to open business with on each sitting day, and negatived, 147-8.

Sir Henry Passes :—

Mr. Speaker informed the House that the head ot the Government would resume his duties ou
27th August, and asked for permission to depart from certain rules for that purpose, £07.
Standing Ordkes —

Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) to refer the Additional Standing Orders to the Standing
Orders Committee for consideration as to the expediency of inereasiog the number of Member.reqHired to rise in support of the motion for adjournment from five to twenty, and amend
ment proposed (Mr. j. P, Abbott) to refer the whole of the Slandiog Orders to the Com
mittee, and amendment carried, 372; Eeport brought up, 485 ................................................
Negatived, 436.
Suspended, 32], 624, 536, 540.
Name of Mr Young added to Cominiltco, 418.

737

Mb. Speaker Young—Pkivixisge :—

Mr. Dibbs referred to alleged insolvency of, and drew altcntion to Conslitulion and Bankrupted
Acts to show Unit his seat was vacated ; Sir Henry Partes stated that the Attorney-General’!opinion was that Mr. Young bad not become a bankrupt within tho meaning of the Constitu
tion Act; Mr. Dibbs laid correspondence on Table, 375 .............................................................
Intended Eetieembst

ok

799

Mr. Speaker:—

Mr. Young addressed the House in reference to, 383.
ASSENT TO BILLS (See also “ MESSAGES ")
Of previous Session reputed, 2 (3).
ASSURANCE (Sec t: POLICIES OE ASSURANCE BILL”).
ASYLUMS
Mbs. Con yn on am it,

late

Soi'ERINTENDENi', Parramatta

Motion made (Mr. JIorA) for Select Committee to inquire into removal of, and papers referred to
Committee, 13 j Mr. Hawthorne's name added to, 188 : Report brought up, 328..................
Petition presented from Mr. Sydney Masted for leave to appear by Attorney before the Select Com
nnllee, and prayer granted, 39 ........................................................................................................ '
Petition presented from Sarah Cunynghamc for leave to appear beforc-Scleet Comnuttee, and leave:
granted, 39 ...................................................................................................................... ................. I
ParraviATT*,

and

367

2

465

2

453

7

305

Newington :—

Information respecting kid on Table, 379 ....
............................................................................ I
ATTORNEYS’ BILLS OF COSTS AND PRACTICE OF CONVEYANCING ACT AMENDMENT
BILL:—
Received from Council, and on motion (Mr. MoMiHan) read 1°, 516.
AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION :—
|
Motion made (Str Henry t'or/'e.s) that House concurs, in Resolutions adopted by the Conferei.ee
held in Melbourne, Resolutions appointing Delegates to National Australasian Convention,
making provision for submitting Constitution to Parliament, and for the appointment of
Members of Council l.j the Convention, and debate adjourned, 33; debate resumed and
adjourned, 53, 5S ; debate resume!, 69 ; imicudinent moved (Mr. Slattery) to insert Resolu
tions in pines of first Resolution, mid debate adjourn'd, 70; debate resumed and ad]0unicd.
73-74,79-80; debate resumed; form of amendment utnendid by 'ioneurreue-', S3; debate
adjourned, 8t; debate lesumed and adjourned, 95-96, 99-100, 103-100, 2SI-2, 295-0, 300:
debate resumed, 307 ; amendment noga'hud, 303, amendment moved (J/V. jjiirn<) iu Resolu
lion 2 for the appointment of Members by Ballot, and carried, 309; Kesol ntions, as amended,
agreed to, and Bnllot taken, 309-10 ; message, w ith Resolutions, sent to Council, 312.
Message from Legislative Council acquainting the Assembly that it bad agreed to certain Resolu
tioiiE and transmitting a copy, 360.
Conference:—

Olficial Record of the Proceedings and Debat.cs of, held in Parliament House, Melbourne, kid on
Table, 25 ............................................................................................................................................

8

441

8

579

Convention :—

List of Delegates appointed to represent the various Colonies at, laid on Table, 464 .....................!
Motion made (Str Henry Paries) providing for filling vacancy in, Message to Council, 540;
Message from Council, concurring, 554.
AUSTRALIAN BANNING COMPANY OF SYDNEY BILL:Petition presented (3fr. Poteel) tor leave to bring in, 287 ; leave given, presented, and read 1 ,
329; referred to Select Committee, 332 ; Ko]X)rt brought up, 358; Order of the day postponed.
410; Mo ion made (Mr. Home/) for 2“ and amendment moved (Mr. Oou/d) to refer to a
Second Select Committee, and amendment curried. 436; Report brought up, 436 ; Order of
tho Day postponed, 510 .................................................................................................
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM
Report of (he Trustees for 1889, laid on Table, 334 ...........................................................................
AUSTRALIAN MUTUAL PROVIDENT SOCIETY'S OFFICERS’ PROVIDENT FUND
TRUSTEES BILL:—
Received from Legislative Conucil, and on motion (Mr. Garrard) read 1°, 310; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 311 j read 3°, pii.-scd, and returned to
Council, 316 ; assent reported, 340.
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BALLINA (Sec " RAILWAYS ”).
BALLOT
Delegates to National Federal Oonvenlion nppointod bv, 310,
BALLOTING .FOR SELECT COMMITTEE
Sessional Order passed, 11.
BALMAIN (See "WHARVES” ; also ‘‘ELECTORAL”; also ‘‘RAILWAYS”; also "TRAMWAYS”)
BANKING, LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES (see also "AUSTRALIAN
BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY BILL ")
For Quarter ended 31st December, 18S9, laid on Table, 17........................ ............. ...................
Do
31st March, 1300, laid on Table, 123 ..................................... ........................
Do
30th June, 1S30, laid on Table, 280 .................................................................
Do
30Lh September, ] 830, laid ou Table, 495 .......................................
’
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS
'
For Quarter ended 31st December, 1SS3, laid on Table, 17 ............................................................
Do
3lst March, 1890, laid on Table, 45...................................................................
Do
30th June, 1890, laid on Table, 234 ... .
.
Do
30 h Sept., 1800, laid on Table, 410 ...........
..........................
BANK HOLIDAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
.....................................
Motion made (Ifr. Fii'i'an) for leave to bring in, 257; presented and read 1°, 263; Order of the
Day postponed, 307; motion made for second reading; Faint of Order, that Bill was beyond
file order of leave, sustained by Mr. Speaker ; Order discharged and Bill withdraivn, 423'.
BANK HOLIDAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)
Motion made (JTr. Vitkin) for leave to bring in, 476 ; presented and read, 1° 479
BANKRUPTCY ACT:—
’
'
Rules of Supreme Court, laid on Table, 17, 307 ......................................................................
WoukijiO or :—
.................................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for return in reference to Official Assignees, 358 ; Return to Order,
laid on Table, 516 ..................................
BANKS..........................................................................
Return respecting Government Moneys in various, laid on Table, 410...............
BAR OF THE HOUSE'
..............................
pEIYILEOB—NiiWSI’APER Aiticie : —
Motion made (Mr. TtaiH) that the editor of Truth be summoned to give evidence at the Bar of the
House in reference to sLilement that bribes had been offered and asked for by Members of
Parliament, 291-2 ; Mr. Adolphus Geo’-ge Taylor eummonel and examined, 299.
BARBOUR, ROBERT, ESQ., M.P.:Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to appoint James Patrick Garvan, Esquire, to Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, and amendment moved to substitute name of; amendinent negatived, motion passed, 415.
*
EARRATTA RUN (See M CROWN LANDS’’)BARRIE v. SIMPSON (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
BARTON, MR. G. B :—
'
Motion made (Mr. O’SnUizan) for copy of terms and conditions of writing the History of New
Sou Lb Wales, 380.
"
Correspondence in connection with “History of New South Wales from the Records," sliowimr
terms and conditions of contract with, laid on Table, 4 H .......................................................... "
Return respecting History of Now South Wales, laid on Table, 504 ........................ "
Further Correspondence, Ac , “History of NewSouth Wales from tile Records ” laid on Table 553
BATHURST (Sec “RAILWAYS”; also‘‘LICENSING").
J
'
BERRY- ESTATE:—
Noitrn Snow::—
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for papers relating to grants at Crow's Nest and Gore Island 94
SnOAT,HAVEN:—
Motion made (jlfr. O'SVh'raji) for papers relating to, 103; Return (o Order, laid on Table (not
printed), !ldl.
BERRY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT NAMING BILL (See also “MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF
BROUGHTON CREEK AND BOMADERRY NAMING BILL"),
Motion made (Mr. Morion) for leave to bring in, 26 ; presented and read 1°, 246 ; Older of the
Day postponed, 299; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 423 ;
read 3°, passed, nud sent to Council, 42S; returned without amendment, 465; Assent
reported, 487.
BILLS (See also “ MESSAGES”).
Vote of Chairman of Select Committee on Piivatc, 11.
Withdrawn, 133, 208, 288 (2), 3tl, 423, 461, 521 (2), 534, 553 (2).
Amendment moved to refer to Select Committee, negatived, 505.
Second reading intereepted by amendment that Bill bo road " this day three months,” 163.
Amendment moved to read 2° “ this day six months,” and negatived, 236.
Laid aside, 294., 360.
Motion to lay aside negatived, 348.
Title amended in Committee, 456.
Recommitted, 550.
Alphabetical Registers of ................
BINDA (Sec “ROADS”).
......................................................................................
BINGERA (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
BISHOP'S CREEK (See “ BRIDGES
•
BLACK ROD:—
Delivers Message, 2.
BLACKTOWN (See “RAILWAYS”).
BLAYNEY (See “RAILWAYS”)
BLAYNEY MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ENABLING BILL : —
Petition presented (Mr. Garland) for leave to bring in, 371 ; leave given, presented, and rend 1°,
380; referred to Select Committee, 3S2 ; Report brought up, 388; read 2°, committed, re
ported without amendment, Report adopted, 416 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 418 ;
returned with an amendment, 465 ; amendment agreed to, 473 ; Assent reported, 510 .........
BLUE BOOK:—
For 1889, laid on Table, 107..............................................................................................
BLUE-METAL QUARRIES (Sec “ BOMBO BLUE-METAL QU A RRIES" At" FT A Ml ’ “ j............

615
647

649

651
037
639
641

643
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721

595

655
085

659

721
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JJOABB OP WATER SUPPLY A TO S1WBRAG-E OPFIOBS ERECTION BILL i—
Motion made (ills-. Bruee Smith) for Commiltce of the Wlioie, 136: Message Loin LieutenantG-oremor, 154; Order of the I)aj postponed, 1G2; House in Commillco, resolution agreed
to. Bill presented, and read 1°, 16S; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment. Report
adopted, 190 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 202; returned "with an amendment and
laid aside, 294
BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE OE El CES" ERECTION BILL (No," 2) ■—.....
Motion made (Afr. Bruce Smith) for Committco of the Whole, 359; Message from Governor,
360; House in Committee, Resolution reported, 368; Resolution agreed to, Bill presented,
and read 1°, 412 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 415;
read 3 , passed, aud sent to Council, 418; returned without amendment, 452; Assent reported
4BI.

'

469

471

BOATS, HIRED (See"HIRED BOATS LICENSING BILL”).
BOATS REGISTRATION AND REGULATION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Ratclcen) for Committee of tho Whole, resolution reported, 25? ■ agreed to.
Bill presented and read 1°, 258 ; Order of the Day postponed, 320; Motion {jlfr, 'llaicken)
for second reading being proceeded with—Poinf of Order : That Bill was a Money Bill, and
should be covered by a Message from the Governor, Speaker overruled tho Point of Order,
but pointed out that Bill imposed license fees not referred to in order of leave, and therefore
was out of order; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 4C1.
B0MADERR3^(See^‘ MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BROUGHTON CREEK AND BOMADERRY
BOMBO Ilf,UE-METAL 'qCARRIES AT KIAMA —
Motion made (Mr. Lj/ne) for papers in reference to purchase of by Government, 433.
BONDSMEN AND SURETIES LIABILITIES BILL:—
Motion mode (Mr. Wall) for leave to bring in, 26; presented and read 1°, G1; Order of the Day
postponed, 195.
J
BOOK PURCHASERS PROTECTION BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Stevenson) read 1°, 200; read 2°, com
mitlcd, reported with amendments, with an amended Title, Report adopted, 288-9; Ordm
of the Day postponed, 295; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council with amendments.
“““’S 1111 nnlended Title, 298 ; amendments agreed to, 313 ; Assent reported, 339.
BOROUGH OP NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL :Petition presented (Mr. FIcM/er) for leave to bring in, 136; leave given, 151; presented and
read 1 , 152 ; referred to Select Committee, 159; Eeport brought up, 182; motion made for
2 , and Point of Order, that Bill was beyond order of leave upheld bv Speaker, Order of the
Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 288 ..........................................*.................................
Petition presented from Ratepayers of Newcastle against, 152 ...
..........................................
Petition presented from Directors of Newcastle Gas and Coke Company (Limited), praying the
_ House to limit the operations of the Borough Council, 152.....................................................
Petition presented from Ratepayers of Newcastle in favour of, 152 . ............................
Petition presented from Directors of the Newcastle Gas and Coke Company (Limited), referring
to previous Petition, and praying for leave to be heard before the Select Committee or at the
Bar of the House, and leave to appear before Select Committee granted, 162..........................
Petition presented from Ratepayers of the City of Newcastle to he heard by Council before Select
Committee, and prayer granted, 162 ..............................
BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL (No.'2)":—....................................
Petition presented (Mr. Alexander Brown) for leave to bring in, 384; leave given, presented, and
read 1 , 393; referred to Sclent Committee, 414; Report and minutes of evidence of Select
Committee of present. Session be referred to Select Committee, 418 ; Report browrht un 428
BOROUGH OF WILLOUGHBY NAMING BILL:—
b
p
Petition presented (Mr. Cullen) for leave to bring in, 178; leave given, presented, and read 1°
181; referred to Select Committee, 188; Report brought up, 195; read 2:|, committed, reported
without amendment, Report adopted, 22?; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 232 ■ returned
without amendment, 264; assent reported, 268 ..........................................
’
BOURKE (See also “CROWN LANDS" ; also “STOCK”).
............................................................
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for £20,000 to be placed on Estimates for Embankment around and
withdrawn, 27.
’
Report of Board on Inquiry into Floods in Town and District, laid on Table. 52
BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS:—
...............
Eeport of the Board of Healtli on, in the South Coast District, laid ou Tabic. 360
BOWRAL (See “CEMETERIES”).
......................
BRAGG AND ARDILL (See “NAUTICAL SCHOOL-SHIP ‘VERNON'”)
BRAIDWOOD
~~
(See ""RAILWAYS"),
RAI------------~ ~
'
BRANDS (See “STOCK”)
BREAKWATER (See “BYRONBAY
also “SOUTHERN BREAKWATER, NEWCASTLE’
also “TRIAL BAY”). '
BRENNING, MISS
from the Select Committee on case of (Session 1889) negatived, 88
BREWARRINA (See “RAILWAYS
also “STOCK”)
b
BRIBERY (See “PARLIAMENT”).
BRIDGES:—
Bishop's Cheuk, Eibib

ot

_

merit, oil.........................................................
at

55

57
53
59

G1

63

69

241
45

Maks :—

Notification of resumption of land for approaches, under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition
Act, laid on Table, 18........................................................................................
CotTNECTlNO CillltWGTOir WITH TKT MAiyiAXD At NEWCASTLE:—
....................................
Petitions presented in favour of erecting a permanent structure without delay :—
From Residents of Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, and Carrington, 5 (s) ......................
Do
Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, Wavatah, and Carrington, 5 C)................
CoswECTixo-Sydney with the Noeth Shoee :—
Motion made (Mr. Slattery) for papers in reference to, 189; Return to Order, laid on Table, 307
Reection ot, oyee Mini and Danoae Creeks :—
Corresjioudenco, reports, Ac., respecting, laid on Tabic, 390 ; returned to Public Works DepartHunter River

39

Jerry's! Ruins —

1
..........................................................................................

Report, together with Minutes of Evidence. Appendices, and Plan, from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 52..............................................

817
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GI3
797
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615
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BRIDGES (continued) :—
Iron, at Cowra (See also “ Cowra Bridoe Bill ").
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, end Plane, from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 87 ; Motion made (Mr. Brace Smith)
that work be carried out, 141.............................................................................................................
Morpeth and Hinton :—
Report by the Examiners o£ Public Works Proposals on, laid on Table, 465 s evidence laid on
Table, 4G0...........................................................................................................................................
Murrumbidgee River, at Freshpord :—■
Report respecting the proposal to construct, laid on Table, 3tl..........................................................
Pyrmont and Glebe Island :—
Report of Board appointed to inquire into the questions of the construction of, together with a
line of Tramway to Balmain, laid on Table, 312 ..........................................................................
River Murray, at Tocumwal:—
.......
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers relating to, 295. Return lo Order, laid on Table (not
printed), 358; returned to Public Works Department, 535.
Tarban Cheek, Parramatta River :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, from tho Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25............................................................*
Tarreganda :—
Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, for
approach to, laid on Table, 129........................................................................................................
To connect Bullock Island with the Mainland at Newcastle; —
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans from the Parliamontary Standing
Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 32.................................
BRITISH NEW GUINEA:.....................
Annual Report on for 1889-90, with Appendices, laid on Table, 455.........................................
BROKEN HILL AND PINNACLES TRAMWAY BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Slattery) for leave to bring in, 76 j presented and read 1°, 79 ; referred
to Select Committee, 88.
Petition presented from William Peter MacGregor, Jenkyn Collier, and Duncan Grant, against
and praying to be heard before the Select Committee, and prayer granted, 124.
BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY BILL:—
Petition presented (3fr. J. B. Ahbatt) for leave to proceed with under the Goth Standing Order,
presented, and read 1°, 2°, 24; Order of tho Day postponed, 79; committed, 257 ; Order ol
the Day postponed, 324,341,353,372,405,410. House in Committco—Disorder. Mr. Speaker
resumed the Chair, and expressed astonishment (hat I lie Honorable Member for Burrowa,
Mr. Slattery, did not obey the ruling of the Chairman, and also slated that if the Honorable
Member did not do so be would have to take an extreme course; Mr. Slattery explained,
Mr. Speaker gave ruling, and Committee resumed—Bill reported with amendments. Reportadopted, 419 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 423-4; returned with amendments, 492 ;
Order of the Day postponed, 501 ; amendments agreed to, 512 ; assent reported, 531.
Petition presented from Town and surrounding Districts of Broken Hill, urging tho passing of
without delay, 137 .............................................................................................................................
Petition presented from certain Directors of Mining Companies, Broken Hill, in favour of, 245 ...
Petition presented from certain residents on Crown and other Lands, within the area proposed
to be submerged by tho Company, to delay the passing of the Bill until their claims are
satisfied, 261........................................................................................................................................
On Altai:? or Bribery in connection with the passing or:—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for Royal Commission to inquire into—Taint of Order,—That motion
was substantially the same as an amendment moved the previous night, and therefore could not.
he put, Speaker ruled motion out of order, 529.
Adjournment of the House moved to call attention of the Government to the urgent necessity of
investigating, 535.
BROKEN HILL WATER.WORKS BILL :—
Petition presented (Mr. Cullen) for leave to bring in, 261; leave given, presented, and read 1°,270;
referred to Select Committee, 316.
BROMLEY, MR. SIDNEY N. DE MONTFORT (Sec "CIVIL SERVICE’’).
BROUGHTON CREEK (See "MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BROUGHTON CREEK AND
BOMADERRY NAMING BILL
BROWN’S CREEK (See " FLOODS”).
BRUNSWICK RIVER:—
Report by Mr, E. B. Price, Temporary Examiner of Public Works Proposals, in regard to
improvement of, laid on Table, 465................................................. . .....................
BRUSHGROVE (See “ROADS").
'
BUCKLEY, THOMAS (Sec “ROADS”).
BUCKNELL AND LOMAX, MESSRS. (See “TELEGRAPHS”).
BUILDINGS RENTED BY GOVERNMENT:—
Return (in,part) respecting, Department of .1 uslice, laid on Table, 166..............................................
Further return (inpart) respecting. Public Works Department, laid on Table,188.........................
Further return (*» part) respecting. Post and Telegraph Department, laid on Table, 2L6...............
Further return (ia part) respecting. Department of Public Instruction, laid On Table, 216 .........
Further return (in partt) respecting. Department of Lands, laid on Table, 231 ..................... ........
Further return (in part) respecting, Treasury Department and Attorney-General’s Department,
laid on Table, 245 .......................................................................................................................... .
Further return (inpart) respecting, Colonial Secretary’s Department, laid on Table, 293 ,
,
BULLOCK ISLAND (See “ BRIDGES ”).
BURROWA (See "RAILWAYS").
BURSARS (See "EDUCATION”).
■
UURWOOD ROAD (Sec “RAILWAYS
BUSH, MAURICE (See "CROWN LANDS”).
BUSINESS DAYS ;—
Sessional Order passed, 10,
Hours of meeting on. Sessional Order negatived, 359.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Precedence of Government Business, Sessional Order passed, 10.
Precedence of General Business, Sessional Order passed, 10.
Formal Business, Sessional Order passed, 10.
Sossionnl Order passed, 11.
J,imitation of llnsiness Honrs, Sosjomil Order passed, 40; Rescinded, 336.
Fixed for a future day, to take precedence of all other business, 33, 53, fS, 70, 74, 100.
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BUSINESS OE THE HOUSE (eon(inued)
Orders of Hay ordered to take precedence of Notices of Motion of General Business on Wednes
days and Thursdays, 253.
Government, takes precedence on Fridays up to 6 o’clock, and General Business after that hour,
and General Orders of the Hay takes precedence of Motions, dll.
BUSINESS OP THE SESSION
Undisposed of at close of Session......................... :.................................................................................
Sessional Paper .........................................................................................................................................
BY-LAWS.
Laid

on

EG3
569

Table:

Municipal ilies Act —
Borough of Lithgow, 31....................................................................................................................
Do
Enfield, 31
Ho
Grafton, 31....................
Ho
St Leonards, 31 ..........
Do
Wnjrga Wagga, 31 ........
Ho
Gosford, 31, 366 ...........
Ho
Narrondern, 31 ............
Ho
Waterloo, 32 ................
Do
Newcastle, 32 ...............
Ho
Burwood, 151, 245, 293 .
Ho
Narrabri, 166 ................
Ho
Waverley, 207................
Ho
Noir Lumbton, 245.
Municipal District of Burroiva, 31
Ho
Wtngham, 31 .........
Ho
Muswellbrook, 31.....
Ho
Hillston, 31 .............
Ho
Blayney, 31 ............
Ho
Strathfield, 31 .........
Ho
Nowra, 32.................
Ho
Camden. 32 .............
Manly, 32 .............
Ho
Do
Sdverton, 82.............
Do
Dnbbo, 82 ................
Do
Bj de, 91 .................
Ho
Gundagai, 2GO .........
Ho
TenterJiclcl, 293 ... .
Ho
Bingara, 293.............
Do
Bowrnl, 293 .............
Do
Kogarah, 312 .........
Do
Mittagong. 312, 502..
Do
North SvdnrY, 312 ..
Huy, 312 ...‘............
Do
Do
Waleba, 379 ............
Do
Port Macquarie, 393
Do
Murrumncli, 485 ....
Katoombo, 534 ........
.
1)0
Nuisances Prevention Act
Borough of Waterloo, 32 ............
Do.
Drummoyne, 234 ....
Municipal District of Hillslon, 31
Do
Nowra, 32
Do
Camden, 32.....................................................................................................
Do
Manly, 32 ............................................................ .........................................
Do
Parkes, 32 .....................................................................................................
Do
Adamstown, 32..............................................................................................
Do
Bydr, 94...
....................................................................................... .
Do
'Wmgbnm, 166 .............................................................................................
Do
Waverley, 207 .............................................................................................
Ho
Hamilton, 293 ............................................................................................
.
Ho
Kogarah, 312.............................................................................................
Ho
Cooma, 312......................................................................................................
Ho
Mittagong, 312 .............................................................................................
Ho
North Sydney, 312 ......................................................................................
Ho
Port Macquarie, 393....................................................................................
Do
Katoomba, 534...................................................................... .......................
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts —Water and Sewerage Board, 23 (!) ..................................................................................................
Country Districts in the County of Cumberland, 174 ..............................................................
Newcastle Paving aud Public Vehicles Begubition Act:—
Borough of Newcastle, 32 (•) ........................................................................................................
Silverton Ercc Public Library, 414 ............................................................ ............................................
University of Sydney, 414........................................................................................................................
Water Supply, Municipal 1 listrict of Lismore, 434 .........................................................................
Maitland Cottle Driving Act Amendment Act, 464 .............................................................................
Hurstville Public Library, 531....................................................................
,,,
............
BYBOCK (See''RAILWAYS").
BYRON BAY:—

619
6S7
605

611

613
583, 583
617
787
873
613,645, 647
649
799
051
593
629
607
773
609
615
735
719
755
641
639
797
635
603
667
665
801
701, 829
811
677
679
847
693
855
737
713
773
733
719
753
707
703
797
703
799
715
SOL
717
829

S1L
817
855
405, 433
437
873 , 873
703
931
45)
809
039

Proposed Breakwater:—

Report, together with Minutes of Evidouce, Appendices, and Plan, from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25; inolion made (Mr. lirwc Sm'th)
that work be carried out, 130...................................................................
.........................
Landholders

near

:—

Motion made {Mr. HastrilT) for Return showing, 203 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 307 ......
BYEON BAY BREAKWATER BILL:—
Motion made (Mr, Uruce Sni'lli) for Committee of the Whole, 141 ; Message from LieutenantGovernor, 153 ; liou'ein Committee, resolution reported, 159-60: agreed to, Bill presented
and read l", 169; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, Report adopted, 175 J
read 3°, passed, aud sent to Council, 191.........................................................................................

1
017

59
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C
CALAGHAN (See "CROWN LANDS
CALOOLA CREEK (See '' CHURCn AND SCHOOL LANDS
CAMELS (See "AFGHAN CARRIERS”).
CAMP EQUIPMENTS (See "MILITARY”).
CAMPBELL A. (See “ CROWN LANDS ")
CAMPBELLTOWN : —
Water DiBniici:—

pTOcliimadon delininf; boundaries of, laid on Table. 4.S

429

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT ABOLITION BILL:—
.............
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to brine m, 2G.
CARCOAR, ELECTORATE (Seo "EDUCATION”)
CARRINGTON:Petimoss
connect

presented

in

pavoue

ot

ERECTING WITHOUT

DELAT A PERMANENT

STRUCTURE TO

Newcastle :—

From residents of Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, and Carrington, 5 (a)
"R twu TfATr m
P^fcweastlc, Hamilton, W.ckbam, Waratah, and Cnrnngton’ii'
CARTWRIGHT, ELIZABETH ANN (Seo “CROWN LANDS ”)
b
.
..................
CASEY, MR. J. B.:—
Petition presented from, praying that his ease may be examined and weighed, and (hat fustice and:
consideration may bo meted out to him, 510
1
'
CASTING VOTE:r11

613
613

489

Given by Mr. Speaker, 164, 342.
CASWELL, Mr. (See “ CIVIL SERVICE ”)
HiLL BAY (3c<; “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”).
CEMET'ERIE8°—r03!,e0tlItS eT01v1’h of’ in Mne,car nnd Bellinger Districts, laid on Table, 321........
Bowral, Gknsral :—
Ptinwc CSodth Head1--” °f

361

UndCT L!lI,tt1S f0r PllbIlC Pllrposes Acquisition Act,laid on Table, IS

u,,te *k' ***•r“» p'"v-”

a-

CS7

*»

TeRAEBA, GrNKRAL:—
...............................................................
I,0tia.Wc,153t resumptitm of IliIlcl ut!dc', Landa fov :[>"bliG Pucposes Acquisition Act, laid on

669

CEMETERIES BILL:—....................................................................................................................................
Motion made {Mr J. P Abbotl) hr leave to bring in, 34; Order of the Day postponed, 133, 13? •
Order of tho Day discharged and Bill withdrawn 341
i 1
>
>
,
CENSURE (Seo “VOTES OF CENSURE”)
CENSUS AND INDUSTRIAL RETURNS BILL:—
Message from Governor, 4G7 , Motion made {S,r Hen,;/ Parke.-,) for Committee of Die Whole
48.; Douse in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 490: Order of the
Day postponed, 519 526 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, leport adopted

691

cEsmVuri saasfte&ffisffiBffiK;wi'"o"‘

Re[xirt of President, of New South Walos Commission on, laid on Table, 16G
CENTR^LDIvlsiON’(Sec1" CROwll^NDS ”)3j'C'’

’

1271

Tibie; 216

131
161

CHAIRMAN OE COMMITTEES :—
Mr. Melville elected, 10.
Mr. Garrard appointed for day only, 162.
/-.tt ,
Afehu'ffe) Commission to administer the Oath, 21.
CHATTELS (Seo “POWER OF MORTGAGEES OF CHATTELS RESTRICTION BIT f ”'1
CHEE HOY, CASE OF (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
}CHLOROFORM (See “DEATHS UNDER CHLOROFORM”)
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS:—
Motion made (Mr. Jones) for papers m reference to applications of P. J. Glasbeen and S. Webb
ciKOHLAR ?i!ay land bi;ll?-n f° ^ kid on T:lb‘c (ll0t printcd)-1SS'
’
Message from Governor, 306 ; Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for Committee of the Whole 314 •
Douse in Committee, resolution agreed to, 361; Bill presented and read 1°, 435- reads'’1
committed reported with amendments with an amended Title, Report adopted, 450 • read 3'
. passed, and sent to Council, 461; Teturned without arnenrlr^ent. 489 ■ Assriili nwnvfnri F;iri !
city of Newcastle gas and coke company’s ELECTRif and otAer light
Petition presented (Mr Cullen) for leave to bring in, 61; presented, and read 1°, 69 ; referred to
Select Committee, 73 ; Roport brought up, 109; Motion made for 2° and negatived, Order of
i tlic Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 287-8............................................
6
Petition presented against, from Municipality of New Lambton''and asking’icavc'to appear'before
Select Committee, 76......................... ..... ..............
*r *
Pet itions presented against, and asking leave to appear before Select Commitfcce’and prnver granted •tromjllayor and Alderman of the Municipal District of Waratab, 69
, ...........
Do
do
Municipality of Adamstown, 69 .................!
Do
do
Municipal District of Hamilton, 69................
Do
do
Municijmlity of Carrington, 69 ............................
Do
do
Municipality of Wallsend, 69 .......................
Do
do
Borough of Stoektou, 69 ...............................................”
Do
do
Municipality of Plattsburg, 76.....................
Do
do
City of Newcastle, 76 ......
.........
Do (See also “ RAILWAYS’^Ulll0’Pal’f‘
do
CITY OF SYDNEY
T bbpre'vel,bcr>
— —
Siatement of receipts and eiponditure of Corporation for 18S9. laid on Table 32
iJIPROVRilENT BOAltP:—
’
.........................
Annual Report of, for 1890, laid ou Table. 3C6 ...
CIVIL SERVICE :—
..................................................................................
Blue Book for 3889, laid on Table, 10? ..........................................
Report of Board of New South Woles for 1889,'iaid on Tabiej m.................................................
Acme DEFcxy-GovEntrou of Besrima Gaol :—
..................................................
Motion made (Mr. Edmunds) for papers in reference to appointment of Mr. Sidney N. Do Hontforl
Bromley, 76 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 94................ ........................... ............

936—B

737

83
119

121

119
117
577
5S1
995
231
467
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CIVIL SERVICE (continued)
Amat.oa5!atfon

Ofmces

of

of

Glehk

of

Petty Sessions

and

Land Agent

at

Coovamt.le:

Motion made (Jlfr. Cass) for papers In reference to, 405 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 440
Applications

dy

“Hansaiid” Staff

fob

275

Additional Remuneuation

Motion made (Afr. O'Sullivan) for copies of, 515.
Appoints!ests

in

Postal

and

Telegraph Dktahtmbsts

_

359

Return showing, made by the Hon. Daniel O’Connor during his tenure of office, laid on Table, 231
Motion made (Ifr. William Stephen) for return iu reference to, 235.
Appointment

of

Dr. C. Lepeuvancue

as

Government Medical Officer

at

Uarrabri

483

Motion made (Afr../. P. Abbott) for papers in reference lo, 320 ; Return to order, laid ou Table, 3fi6
Complaints Against Kramjiach Postmaster and ms Wife :—
Motion made (Mr. Vivian) for papers in reference to, 371; Return to Order, laid on Table (no*
printed), 610.
Comptroller-General

of

Prisons :—

Motion inado (Jlfr. Alexander Jirown) for papers relating lo appointment of Mr. George Miller,
loflj Return to Order, laid on Table, 174 ..................................................................
.

473

Government Printing Office ; —

479

Return respecting Compositors, laid on Table, 260 ........................................................................... .
Mr. Caswell, Police Magistrate, Dubdo:—

471

Information respecting salary, fees, Ac., laid on Table, 124 .............................................. .................
Mr. Charles Egeson,

late

Map-compiler, Oeservatoby

Correspondence respecting charges of insubordination and neglect of duty, and subsequent
removal from the Service, laid on Table, 47 L..................................................................................

457

Mr. Hammond, Postmaster, Moama :—

Return to Order (Second Session, 1889), laid on Table (not printed), 18,
J. B. Cases':—
.
.
Petition presented from, praying that his case may bo examined and weighed, and that justice and
consideration may bo meted out to him, 549 ................................................................................
Prune Officers as Special Constables :—
Information respecting employment of, laid on Table, 4G4............................................... ..................|
Mr.

Public Service Inquiry Commission:—

489
635
|

Report on the General Post Ofiica, Money Order Office, und tho Electric Telegraph Department,
laid on Table, 430 ............................................................................................................................
Registrar Gp-nkral’s Department

_

Motion made (3fr, Crich) for a Select Committee to inquire into worhiug of, and negatived, 303. t
Report on, by Registrar-General, 245 ..................................................................................................... t
Removal

of

Mr, Hidelton

from the

281

,

353

Public Service :—

Motion made (Jlfr. Wright) for papers in connection with, 552.
Salaries

of

Officers

of thf.

Legislative Council:—

_

Memorandum by the Clerk of the Parliamenia and Minute of President thereon in reference to
increases, laid on Table, 504 ............................................................................................................
Superannuation Pund

Motion made (Mr. Kkht) for return respecting, 103 ; Return to Order, laid ou Table, 4*1 .........
CIVIL SERVICE ACT, 1834
'
Return of Pensions grunted under, laid on Table, 39......... ..................................................................
CLARENCE RIVER (See also '‘ENTRANCE TO THIS CLARENCE RIVER IMPROVEMENTS,
BILL”):—
Proposed Improvements

to

and

of

:—

255

61

Harbour Improvement:—

Petition presented for execution of works, 25........................................................................................
CLARENCE TOWN (See " PARKS ").
CLAYTON, EDWARD (See "ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”).
CLERK OE ASSEMBLY:—
_
Reads Proclamation convening Parliament, 1.
Roads Address in Reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 3.
,
r
Swears Members of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 35 (s), 68 (3), 73, 116, 414.
Reads Deputy Speaker’s Commission to Administer the Oath, 21.
_
Reads Speaker’s (Mr. J. P. Abbott) Commission lo Administer the Oath of Allegiance.
Reads Petition, 25, 124, 325,384, 399, 415, 461, 489, 497.
.
Reads Newspaper Article reflecting on Members of the House, 291.
Swears Witness at Bar of the House, 299.
Lays papers on Table, 318............ ................................................................................................ *..........
Informs House of the unavoidable ab-ence of the Speaker, 385.
_
Announces receipt of letter from James Henry Young resigning office of Speaker, 387.
CLERK OP PETTY SESSIONS AND LAND AGENT, COON AMBLE:—
_
)
Motion made (Mr. Cass) for papers iu reference to amalgamation of offices, 405,—Return toj
Order, laid on Table, 449 .............................................. ..................................................................
CLOSURE OE DEBATE :~
, Motion made for and passed, 274, 336.
,
' Motion mode for, and less than forty Members shown in Tellers List in favour of, 2rn-G.
COALConveyance

261

Entrance:—

Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, from the Parhamenlarj
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25; Motion made (Jlfr. Ernes Smith)
that work be carried out, 124 ....................................................... . ..............................................
Railway Construction

487

,

,

Return respecting, by Railway Commissioners, laid ou Table, 166...................................................
Railway Contracts for 1890 :—
Return respecting. Inid on Table, 345 .....................................................................................................
COAL MINES REGULATION BILL:—
„
Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 33 ; Message from Governor, 49°;
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 142; Bill pre'ented and read 1°, 143; read 2°,
committed, 170; House :n Committee, 21S, 345; reported with amendmenls, 349; Report
adopted. 412; road 3° passed, and sent to Council, 414,
_
Message from Council asking leave to examine Mr. Curley, M.L.A., and leave given, 485.
COAST HOSPITAL, LITTLE BAY : —
Report for 1889, laid on Table, 32 .......................................................................................................
COBAR (See "MINING”; also “RAILWAYS”; also "NYNGAN TO COBAR RAILWAY BILL”)
COCKBUKN (See “ RAILWAYS”).
COKES:—
.
Report, Ac., on, manufactured in Now South Wales, laid on Table, 315 .........................................
COLLEGE FOR TRAINING TEACHERS (Sec “EDUCATION”).
COLLIERIES (See “MINING”).

1113

57

270

1077

1075

mi

493

423
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COLLINS, CHARLES, ESQ..
Issue arid rcliurn of Writ for The Namoi reported, Bivorn, 239.
COLO TALLEY (See “RAILWAYS”).
COLONIAL COURTS OF ADMIRALTY ACT, 1S90:—
Despatch respecting, laid on Table, G10
.
COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT, PROVISIONAL:................................................
tl0t",cen
Britain and Servia, laid on Table, 136 .................
COMMERCIAL CONVENTION'
__
Despatch respecting, botivccn Great Britain and Egret, laid on Table. 136
COMMERCIAL TREATIES:—
...................
resPMt‘ug, between Great Britain and Roumania, laid On Table, 319
. ,
COMMISSIONS:—
......
Progress report of Rojnt, into schemes for Extermination of Rabbits, laid on Table 32
Report of Fisheries to 31st December, 18S9, laid on Tabic, 107............................... ’
Speaker’s to administer (he Oath of Allegiance, 388.
..........................
Report^of^Pubjic Service, General Post Office, Money Order Office, anil Electric Telegraph
Mcdoee Town i—

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for papers in reference to sale o.f, 19; Return to Order, laid on Table
(.not printed), 32.
Permanent

and

Temporary :—

Return to Order {Session, 1839), laid on Table, 32 ..............................

Sydney Common

and

Moore Park:—

....................

Notices of dedication and appointment of Trustees, laid on Table, 146

ja Aa)I *
C0MPANIEs7cT(EiKeSt MLL

^ r0fCTfUC° ‘0 “ 6it° f°r ASric“ltu™1

2iJ‘

Motion made {Mr. Wall) for leave to brine in, 202.
COMPTROLLER-GENERAL OF PRISONS (See “CIVIL SERVICE”)
0J' (Seo “ COURTS OF CONCILIATION BILL”).
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (Sec “CROWN LANDS”; also “MINING”!
CONDOBOLTN (See “CROWN LANDS").
nu-eaflu j.
CONNELLY, JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS.”)
CONSERVATION OF WATER (Seo “WATER CONSERVATION”).
CONSOLIDATED RENENUE (See “ FINANCE ”)
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL —
Message from Governor, 3'JS; Standing Orders susperded, 321; ordered, on motion {Mr. McMillan)
founded on resolution of Ways and Means (No. 1), presented, read 1°, 2°, committed, reported
reported
without amendment, report adopted, rend 3°, passed and sent to Counci’ 337-S; returned
without amendment, 345 ; assent renorted, 353’
CONSTITUTION
-----------, ACT
T AMENDMKN-------ENT (LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL QUORUM) BILlV—...........
iteecived from Legislative Council, read a first time [Mr. McMillan), 73 ■ read 2° committed
reported without amendment, report adopted, 142; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council’
lol; Assent reported, J 73.
1
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (Seo “STOCK”)
CONTRACTORS DEBTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion mado (Mr. Walker) for Committee of the Whole 287
CONTRACTORS' LIEN BILL
’
Motion made {.Ur. G-arrard) for Committee of tho Whole, 340; Order of the Day postponed 414.
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented nud read 1°, 457; Order of the Dar
poetponed, 510.
*
■’
CONVICTIONS UNDER THE LICENSING ACT :—
Annual Return to Order, laid on Table 3? 174
COOKE, J. H. (See “EDUCATION”)
..............................................................................................

COOK’S RIVER ROAD
__
Return showing expenditure on, laid on Table, 343 .. ..
COOK’S RIVER ROAD TRAMWAYS BILL i—
Petition presented (jlfr. Melville) for leave to bring in, 252
261; referred to a Select Committee, 264.
COOLABAH ACCIDENT (Seo “RAILWAYS”).

COOMA (See “RAILWAYS”)

............................................................,

leavo given, presented, and read 1",

"

SIiiSI0KS A,iD I'Un) AaBIra AT COONAMBLE »).
COOTAMUNDRA TO TEMORA RAILWAY BILL:—
Motion made (jlfr. Jtrucc Smith) iQI Commiftee of the Whole, 136; Mossogo from Licutenant-

COROWA (See “RAILWAY’S”).
CORPORATION OE THE CITY OE SYDNEY :—
?i Ecc',,'Pts
Expenditure for 1839, laid on Table. 32 ............
COUNTS OUT (See also “NO QUORUM”).
..............................................
Attendances of Members in Divisions and
COUNTRY- TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE"ACT OF 1880....................................................
Iroelamation respecting application of certain sections to Wilcannia, 188.........................
Notification of completion and transfer of works, Borough of Orange, laid on Table,"ilO."!!"!......

a’"E' Borough ot Lismore, laid on Table, 434 ......................
.....
£2S5£,fl:.!?T,SES (S“ "ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”)!..............................................................
COURl’S OF CONCILIATION BILL: —
Motion made {Mr. Dibbs) for Committee of the Whole, 295; Order of the Day postponed 410 •
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 457
J r
r
>
>
COWRA (See “BRIDGES”; also "RAILWAYS")
COWRA BRIDGE BILL:—
Motion made {Mr SrtKe Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 141; Message from Lieutenant*
Goicrnor, lo4 ; Order of the Hay postponed, 163 • House in Committee, resolution agresd
to, lull pretented and road 1 , 169 ; read 2 , eoinmitted, reported without amendment, Report
adopted, 130; read 3 , passed, and sent to Council, 202; returned without amendment ‘>06 -!
assent reported, 26S ................
’
h
GRACE, Mit. E. K. (Seo “CROWN LANDS ”)............................*................................................................
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C
CHICK, WILLIAM PATRICK, ESQ,., M.P.:Chairman of Committee of Ways and Means reported that ihe Honorable Member for West
Macquarie having refused to obey the Chair, had been removed from the Chamber, and that
the Honorable Member had violently resisted the Sergeant-at-Arms: Mr. Crick admitted by
direction of Mr. Speaker and invited to explain; Mr. Crick addressed the House,and refusing
to obey the Chair, was ordered to be removed from the Chamber, nud having used certain
disorderly words was edjudged guilty of disorder, &c , mid expelled from the House, 430-1;
scat declared vacant, 431-2 ; issue and return of Writ for West Macquarie, reported, 003 ;
sworn, 500.
PltlVILEffE : —

Motion made (Sir JTenry Paries) instructing Mr. Speaker to require the Honorable Member to
stale whether ho had at Lambton denounced the Parliament sis being “rotten and corrupt,
Point of Order—That the mutter not suddenly arising was not one of Privilege, overruled
Amendment proposed {Mr. Crick) for the appointment of a Koynl Commission to inquire
into charges of “ corruption and bribery " in reference to the Broken Hill Water Supply
Bill ; amendment negatived ; original motion passed; Mr. Crick denied having used the|
specific language as quoted in the resolution, 524-5.
CRIMINAL LAW AMEND!!HINT' ACT OF 18S3
Regulations in respect to Licenses laid on Table, 231, 348 ......... .......................................................
CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE AMENDMENT BILL
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Jlfr. Oort Id) read 1°, 235 ; Order of Day post
poned, 314, 45G.
CRIMINAL LUNATICS AND PRISONERS (See " DESPATCHES
CROOK WELL (See “ RAILWAYS ” ; also “ ROADS ”)•
CKO WE, HENRY (See “ CROWN LANDS"),
CROWN LANDS (See also “COMMONS”; also “LAND COURT”):—
Ninth Annual Report of the Department of Lands, being for 1389, laid on Table, 414 .................
Act ot 1889 :—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 32, 13S, 1SS, 280, 553 (2)..................................................................
Notification of amendment of Form 11 under, 307 ................................................................... ............
Auteuatioks

ot

Names

Design’s

and

Cities, Towns,

ok

and

Villages :—

Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 78, 124, 294, 464, 534............................................................................
Dedication

Public

to

and

Religious Purposes :—

Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 39, 79, 124,181, 231, 293, 410, 42S, 4C5, 534......................................
Dedication Of

oebtain

Lands

itndek the

Oazelle Notices respecting, laid on Table,
Reserved

for

Preservation

of

IOStei Suction —

17, 79, 121,181, 231, 204, 345, 410, 428,534.

tor

Cities, Towns,

and

Villages

Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 78, 123, 181, 294, 410, 404, 534 ..........................................................
Additional Conditional Purchase

ot

George Curry,

at

to the

Privy Council,

Alison

p.

op

Rorbrt Lamhock

for

a

Conditional Purchase

at

Mudgee:—

bv

W. Sullf.v

and

Others

for

4

|

035

, f 641, 043, 045,
j. 647, 649, 651.
(loss, 655,657,
, ) 059, 661, 663,
11,665, 667,669,
(J 071,073.
(• 075, 081,083,
41 685,087,089,
( 091,093.

727,729,731,
733,735,737,
739,741.

349

Portions

of

219

_

Return lo Order {Session. 1889), laid on Table, 32 . .7...... .................................................................
Applications

1

.f 207,031,217,
* ( 033, 639,037.

Burns:—

Information respecting, laid On Table, 226 ............................................................................................
Application

4

Cootamundra: —

Motion made (Jlfr. J. P. Abbott) for paper forwarded to Land Court in reference to, 09 ; Return
to Order laid on Table, 69..................................................................................................................
Appeal Case

801,803

095, 703, 707,
709, 713, 715,
717, 719, 721,
725.

Water Sutply :- -

Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 78, 123, 180, 231, 294, 315, 410, 405, 534

Sites

3

325

Land, Thackaringa : —

Return to Order {Session, 1839), laid on Table (not printed), 32.
Calaoiian’s Conditional Purcuases, Braidwood

and

Queanbiiyan :—

Motion made {Mr. Pail) for Select Committco to inquire into, 303 ; report brought up, 399......
Claim of Mu. E. K. Crace to, adjoining Gungauleen Estate : —
Motion made {Mr. O'Sullivan) for Select Coinimtlee to inquire inio, and debate adjourned, 02;
debate resumed and motion parsed, 133 ; Report brought up, 373.............................................
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 132 ....................................................................................
Conditional Purchases

and

585

697

Conditional Leases :—

Return showing area of land applied for in Central Division during July, August, and September
1890, laid on Table, 353....................................................................................................................
Return showing area of land applied for in Eastern Division during July, August, and September,
1890, laid on Table, 440...................................................................................................................
Conditional Improvement Purchase

by

W. II. Williams,

at

made

upon

229
231

Albury :—

Return to Order (Second Session, 1889), laid on Table, 32 ................................................................
Conditional Purchases

5u7

303

Barratta Run:—

Motion made {Mr. Jjarbour) for copy of Petition to Governor, and copies of papers received since
the adoption of the Report from the Select Committee, 152.
Conditional Purchases of J. Smith, J. M. D. Sullivan, and A. Campbell, Land District
of

Lismore —

Motion made (Jlfr. Niccll) for papers in connection with, and House counted out, 211; Motion
mode and passed, 236; Return to Order, laid on Table, 380 .....................................................
Motion made (Mr. Xicoll) for Select Committee to inquire into, 269 ; Return to Order, referred,
393.
Conditional, Purchases

of

August Moller

at

435

Condobolin

Motion made (Mr. Cooke) for papers in connection with, 147; Refurn to Order, laid on Table (not
printed), 307,
Conditional Purchases

of

C. H. Thatcher, Forbes Land District :—

Motion made (dfr. Greene) for Select Committee to inquire into forfeiture of, nn,l papers referred
to Committco, 13 ; Report brought up, 328; report adopted, 479 ............................................
Conditional Pdrchase

made by

Maurice Bush,

District Ueana : —

Motion made (Mr. Mayes) for Select Committee, 629.
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CROWN LANDS {continued) :CONDITIONAL PrECHASE MADE BY ANNIE NASH 0‘BBIEN, AT COItOWA :—
MoLion made (Jl/?'. Hayes) for Select Committee, 529.
Condobolin Land District :—

Return of uiisurvejed land in, laid on Table, 553 ...................................................................................
PiSTitiCTS

Inverell, Wamalda, Binokra,

ot

and

Woeee:—

Motion made {Hr. Crmclcshank) for Rctume respecting land Tevonue, 95.
Elizabeth Ann,Cartweiout's Additional Conditional Burciiases :—

Motion made {Hr. Ball) for Select Committee to inquire into, 303 ; Report brought up, 415.........
Petition, presented from Edward llolfe, prnjmg to be beard before Select Committee, and prayer
granted, 307.
Encroachments

on

J. Peter’s

land,

Urinqalla, County

of

__ Return to Order, {Session, 18S9), kid on Table (not printed), 32.

Argyle;—

EonFEiTUKK or Henry Crowe’s Conditional Purchase, County

of

Harden ;—

Motion made (H/r. Barnes) for a Select Committee, 406; report brought up, 519..........................
Forfeited Selection of J. J. Ray :—
Motion made {{Mr. Qormli/) for a Select Committee, 479.
1

Irrigation Lease

of

Atbert Stafford,

of

Harrabri.—

I

Motion made {Mr. Lyne) for papers in connection with, 116; Return to Order, laid on Table, 2G0
James Maher's Conditional Purchase

at

Burrowa

Motion made (Mr. O'Stdlirati) for papers relating to, 159; Return to Order, laid on Table, 307...
J. W, Euwatids’ C.P. 84-13, Cooma;—
Return showing tho instruct ions given to the Crown Solicitor to employ Counsel before tho Land
Court, laid on Tabic {not printed), 449.
Land Board, District

of

Hay: —

Return showing the number of cases heard by the Local Land Boards for the Land Districts
within, from 1st January, 1885, to 18th April, 1890, laid on Table, 324. ..................................
Land Boards, Hay

and

Deniliquin :—

Return to Order laid on Table 27t.h November, 1889 ordered to be printed, 257 ..............................
Land Court:—

Rules and Regulations, laid on Table, 32,183..........................................................................................
Land Revenue:—

Motion made (jMV, Goman) that tho present system of treating, is unsound, and that a Bill should
be introduced to apply a substantial portion for the redemption of Doans and carrying out
worts winch arc usually carried out from Loan bunds, and negatived, 302-3.
MTlveen

and

Clift's Conditional Pokchashs

Motion made (Mr. SWiirr) for Select Committee to inquire into, 147 ; Report brought up, 341 ;
Motion made (Mr. Turner) for adoption of Report, and negatived, 406 .................................
Municipality

of

Boueke :—

1

Return respecting, laid on Table, 24G

..............................................................................................

Newcastle Pasturage Reserve:—

Motion made (Mr. MehiUe) for papers in connection with grant to Piuuilivc Methodist Connection
at Adamstown, 42S ; Return lo Order, hud ou Tublr, 464 .........................................................
Permanent

ane

Temporary Commons: —

Return to Order (3e.vfion, 1889), hud on Table, 32 .......................................................................... . ;
Pre-lease

by

John M;Innes, Parish

of

Tuckerhuba, County

of

Ross:—

Return to Order (iSmioa, 18S9), Inid on Table (not printed), 32.
Rents

Pastoral Leases

of

and

[

Resumed Areas:—

Motion made (Jlfr. Copeland) for return showing respectively those dealt with by Mr, Copeland,
and Mr. Garrett, 24G ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 260 .....................................................
Reserve

tor

RecrisA’iion, Parish

of

Willousimsy :__

Motion made (Mr. Burns) for papers in reference to, 4.18; Return to Order, kid on Tabic, 534
Reserve

known as

Sevfn-mile Reach, Siioalhavjin River :—

Motion mndo (Mr. O jS’affii’fln) for papers m reference to lease and application to purchase, 1G2;
Return to Order, laid oa Table (not printed), 390
Reserve!;

in

Reserves

on

Resumed Areas

and in

Pastoral Holdings:—

Rclurn to Order (Session, 1889), laid on Table, 103 .............................................................................
Runs

in

Glen Innes, Inverell, Morhk,

and

Warialda Land Districts :—•

Motion made (Mr. Cruh-kshanlt) for return respecting, 232 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 328 ;
ovdi red to be prinLcd, 515.................................................................................................................
Reserves

in tiie

Molono District:—

.................................................

Motion made (T>r, Ross) for return in reference to, 393,
Ryans’ Conditional Purchases

at

'

Wagga Waooa :__

Motion made (Jlfr. Oormly) for Select Committee und papers ref erred, 88 ; Report brought up, 2GS;
Motion mode (Mr. Ctarmty) for adoption of report, amendment moved (Mr. JJranker) to
refer back to the Select Committee, amendment carried, 441 ; Second Report broimht up, 540
Selection

made by

James Connelly,

at

Tamwoeth

n

Motion mndo (Mr. ]j(rien) for Select Committee to inquire into, 19.
Selections

taken

ur

in

Pastern Division .—

Motion made {Jlfr. Itt/rie) for return respecting, 222; Return to Order, laid on Table, 260...........
Shlfomons

under

Conditional Purchasn:—

Motion mode (Hr. Ross) for return respecting, 324.
Special Areas : —

Return showing number of, proclaimed from 1st March to 13th September, 1890, divine nviec and
locality, laid on Table, 323 ....................................................... ............ ’ ......... ..... ...............
The Land Law :—

..........................

Motion (Mr. Cruiekshanlc) in reference to, being proceeded with, and House counted out, 353.

Wookoowooi.oen Run:—

Return to Order (Si-aHou; 1SS9), laid on Table, 32; ordered to be minted 109
CROWN RKN'TS BILL:—
v
'
...............................
Motion mndo (Jlfr. Brnnket) for Committco of the Whole, 69; Message from Governor, 77]
Douse in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill prevented mid reul,!0,112 ; Order of the Day
po.-tponed, 170, 190; motion made for 2°, mid debate adjourned, 203; debate resumed*.
Point oj OfuVr ..—Tlial, Title of Bill did not conlnin miy referenco to that providon in the Bill
which repealed eii'fmg legislation, and was theriToie not in order, Mr Speaker ruled that
such rifereoee was not necessary. Pont of Order .—-That clause 9, which affected important
rights legally acquired, was not in tho older of leave Mr. Speaker ruled that such provisions
should ho within the order of leave, and that therefore (he Bill was improperly before the
Home; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 208.
'
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CROWN RENTS BILL (No. 2):Jlotion made {Mr. Jirnnher) far Committee of the Whole, 210 ; Message from Governor, 221;
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 222 ; motion made for 2°,
and de.batc adjourned, 232 ; debate resumed, amendment moved, (jlfr. Miller), that Bill be
read 2° “ tliis day six months" and negatived, and motion passed, roads'1; motion made
(jlfr. O' Sullivan) to disallow vote of Mr, Walter Hussey Vivian and withdraivn, 2H0 ; com
mitted, 237; House iu Committee, reported with amendments, 261,- report adopted, 265 ; read
3°, passed ; motion made to adopt title and amendment moved and negatived ; Title agreed
to ; Message to Council moved, and amendment lo add words negatived ; Message agreed to,
274-5-6; returned without amendment, 313 ; assent reported, 327 .........................................
CROW’S NEST (See "BERRY ESTATE, NORTH SHORE”).
CULUATRN (See "RAILWAYS”).
CULCAIRN TO COROWA RAILWAY BILL:—
Message from Governor, 15 ; Motion made {Mr. Brace Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 137 j
House in Comniittee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented undread 1°, 15ft; read 2°, committed,
reported without amendment. Report adopted, 170; read 3°, passed, aud sent to Council, Iff-;
returned without amendment, 222 ; assent reported, 231..............................................................
CULLEN, JOHN
Motion mndo [Mr. Eminij) for papers in connection with dismissal from Dredge Service, 237,
Return to Order, laid on Table {not printed), 410 .......... ...........................................................
CUNYNGHAME, Mbs., LATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PARRAMATTA ASYLUM
Motion made (Mr. Ifowri) for Select Committee to inquire into removal of, and papers referred to
Committee, 13; Mr. Hawthorne’s name added to, 188 ; Report brought up, 328 ..................
Petition presented from Sydnej" Masted for leave lo be represented by Attorney before tho Select
Ooimmttes, and leave granted, 39....................................................................................................
Petition presented, Sarah Cunynghamc, for leave to be hoard by Counsel or Attorney before the
Select Committee, and leave granted, 39................................................................... .*...................
CURLEY JAMES, ESQUIRE, M.P. : —
Message from Legislative Conned requesting leave to examine before Select. Committee, and leave
given, 4-Sd,
CURRY, GEORGE (See “CROWN LANDS”).
CUSTOMS :—
Duty

on

Tea

Motion made {Mr, WUlis) for removal of, and intercepted by Previous Question, 89.
Motion made (.Ifr. Willis) for removal of, and negatived, 406.
IsironT Dutiis rrON AoiucuLTinuL Produce :—
Motion made (Mr. McFarlane) in favour of, on certain produce, and debate adjourned, 443.
International Tauitf Conference

held at

Documents relating to, laid on Table, 553

Brussels :—

............................................. ............................................

D
DAIRIES SUPERVISION BILL:—
_
Report on administration of, during 1887-8-9, laid on Table, 151..................................... ............... .
DANGAR, THOMAS GORDON GIBBONS, Esq., M.P.
Death of the Honorable Member for The Namoi reported, Sect declared vacant, 161.
DANGAR CREEK (Sec “BRIDGES ”).
DARLING RIVER:—
Motion made (jl/r,P. Abbott) for papers and plans relaf tve to locting of, 4G ; Return to Order,
laid on Table, 534 .................................................... ....................................... ...............................
DARLINGHURST (See “GAOLS”).
DEATH OF MEMBER: —
Reported, 161, 223,375.
Motion made {Sir Senry Parkes) to express regret at, 373.
DEATHS UNDER CHLOROFORM :Return of, in the Sydney and Prince Alfred Hospitals since 1 January, 1885, laid on Table, 94 ...
DEBATE (Seo “ADJOURNMENT”).
’
DEBTORS BILL (See also "IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT AMENDMENT BILL”) :—
Motion made (jl/r. OoaM) for leave to bring in, 359.
DEBTS (See “IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT ABOLITION BILL”; also “CONTRACTORS’
DEBTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL”),
DECLARATION OF IMPERIAL ENACTMENTS BILL :—
Motion made {Mr. Goodchap) for leave to brin» in, 87.
DEDICATION OF CERTAIN LANDS (Sne “CROWN LANDS”).
DENILIQUIN {See “ HAY AND DKN1LIQUIN TRAMWAY BILL,”)
DEPUTY SPEAKER (See " CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES”).
DESIGNS FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS ”).
DESPATCHES :—
Laid

on

Table :—

Extradition of Fugitive Criminals, 17, 345............................... .............................................................
Regulations as to removal and return of Prisoners and Criminal Lunatics, 17..................................
Commercial Convention between Great Britain and Egypt, 13C ..........................................................
Provisional Commercial Agreement between Great Britain and Servia, 136......................................
Sydney Branch Royal Mint, 161, 540......................................................................................................
Convention between Her Majesty and the United States of America as to tho Extradition of
Fugitive Criminals, 200 ................................................................................................................ . .
Commercial Trenties between Great Brhain and Roumania, 319..........................................................
Procedure in Extradition Oases and Cases under the Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881, 345 ...............
Merchant Shipping Acts, 410 .................................................................................................................
Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890, 510..........................................................................................
Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890, 510..............................................................
........................
DIFFERENTIAL RATES (See “RAILWAYS”).
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DISORDER.
Mr. A, Gt. Taylor, removed from Chamber by Sergeant-tt(-Arms, by direetion of the Sppnher, for
rerusmg to obey the Clmir, Mi1, Speaker gavo reasons for bis notion in removing Mr, Taylor;
motion made, (Mr. Garuau), tbnt House disapproves of action of Speaker and amendment
proposed, (Mr. Willis), that Mr. Taylor be beard in Ins place, and negatived ; Mr. Garvan’s
motion negatived, 305-G.
The Chairman reported disorder from the Committee of Ways and Means; and also that he had
directed tho removal from the Chamber of the Member for West Macquarie (Mr. Crick) ;
Mr. Crick admitted by direction of Mr. Speaker, and invited to explain ; Mr. Crick addressed
the House, and refusing to obey the Chair, was ordered to be removed from the Chamber ;
and having used certain disorderly words, was adjudged guilty of disorder, &c,, and wasl
expelled from the House, 430-1.
j ^
^
J
’
AltlSIXG

WHIIE

THE

HOUSE IS IX COJDIITTEE :—

Mr. Speaker, having obserred grave disorder when the House was in Committee on the Brokenl
Hill Water Supply Bill, resumed the Chair, and expressed astonishment that the Honorable
Member for Burrowa (Mr. Slattery) did not obey the ruling of the Chairman ; and also
slated that if tho Honorable Member did not do so he would have to take an extreme course;
Mr. Slattery explained, Speaker gave ruling, and Committee resumed, 419.
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) that when any Member refuses to obey the Chairman the case shall bc!
reported without debate to the House, to be dealt with after explanation from tho offending!
Member; and amendment moved (itfr. Garrard) to give tho Chairman the right to make an
explanation—amendment and original motion negatived, 436.
DISTRESS FOR BENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave lo bring in, presented and read 1°, 26 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 7C, 195 ; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn. 553.
'
DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Walkn) for leave to bring in, presented, and read l”, 203; Order of the Dnv
postponed, 400, 504.
'
DISTRICT CO CRTS ACT OE 1858:—
Annual Returns under 103rd section, laid on Table, 106..................................................
..........
DISTRICT GOVERNMENT BILL :—
Motion made (Sir llenry Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 18 ; House in Committco J
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and rend 1° 33 ; Message from Governor, 49; Order of
the Day postponed, 341.
DIVISIONS :—
No Tellers, 313, 357 (4), 358 f4), 407, 554.
Tellers not agreeing, 4S2.
Attendance of Members in, and Counts out ...........................................................................................
Weekly Eeport of in Committee of the Whole, Nos, 1 to 18 ..... .................... ...................................
In

the

House :—

Printing Petitions (Sessional Order). 12,
Public Tolls, 19.
Privilege—Seat of Honorable Sydney Smith, 27.
Limitation of Business hours (Sessional Order), 40.
Smoking in tho Library und Reading-rooms (Printing Documents), 46.
Illawnrrn Harbour and Land Corporation Bill, 46, 482.
Absentee Tax, 62.
Claim of Mr. E. K. Crace to Crown Land adjoining Gungahlccn Estate, 62,
Land, corner Pitt aud Bridge Streets, 63.
Case of Miss Brenning, 88.
Conservation of Water iu Lake Albert, near Wagga Wagga, 88.
Ryans’ Conditional Purchases at Wagga Wagga, 89.
Duty on Tea, 89,406.
Railway from Marrickville to the Barwood Road, 117.
Railway from Grafton to tho Tweed, 125.
Reception of Petitions, Sunday Laws Amendment Bill, 357 (s), 360.
Hour of Meeting on Business Days—Sessional Order, 369.
Standing Orders, 372 (2).
Adjournment—Ministerial Statement of the Premier, 373.
Privilege—Seat of J, H. Young, Esquire, 380.
■
Fiscal policy of tho Government—Yolo of Censure, 396 (a), 400 (!), 401.
Breakwater at Byron Bay, 130.
Law Vacations Abolition Bill, 133.
Ministerial Election Bill, 134.
Railway from Molong to Parkes and Forbes, 138
Postponement of Orders of the Hay of Government Business, 143.
Railways to connect towns with existin'1 lines, 14>7.
Prayer,' 148.
Byron Bay Breakwater Bill, 159, 169, 175,191.
Electoral Act (Plural Vote Abolition) Amendment BUI, 163 (2), 341.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 182 (2), 415.
Molong to Parkes and Forbes Railway Bill, 189.
Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill, 190, 349, 360.
Imprisonment for Debt Abolition Bill, 228,
Nautical School-sbip “ Vernon,” 235.
Crown Rents BUI (No. 2) ; 236 (J), 265, 274, 276s, 27611.
Railway from Tnrago to Braidwood, 241.
Precedence of Orders of the Hay of General Business, 252, 253.
Adjournment—The Government and ita broken pledges, 253.
Railway accident near Bathurst (printing document), 273.
City of Newcastle Gas and Coke Company's Electric and other Light Bill, 288 (2).
Book Purchasers Protection Bill, 288.
Privilege—Newspaper article, 292, 299.
Land Revenue, 303.
Registrar-General’s Department, 303.
Australasian Federation, 308, 309, 310.
Suspension of Standing Orders, 321 (s).
Rescission of Sessional Order for Limitation of Business Hours, 335 (3), 336 (s).
Adjournment—Unsatisfactory State of Public Business, 336, 337,

■

I
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DIVISIONS (continurd) : —
Railway from Byrock to Brewarrina, 405, 406.
Mellreen and Clift’s Conditional Purchases, 406.
Sydney Hospital, 411.
Publicans Licenses Further Restriction Bill, 411.
Milson's Point Extension Railway Bill, 41C, 429.
Broken Hill Waler Supply Bill, 423, 512.
Expulsion of William Patrick Crick, Esq., M.P., from the House, 431; adjournment of Debate, 431.
Disorder arising while the House is in Committee—Standing Order, 436.
Conveyance of Hails to and from General Post Offiee, 442 (*).
Government Loans to Trades and Labour Unions, 443,
Adjournment of the House, 461.
Bar in Parliamentary Refreshment-room, 469.
Additional Sitting Day, 469.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 472.
Divorce Amendment and Extension Bill, 4&8.
MuIkou Irrigation Bill, 505, 506.
Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill (No. 2), 611.
Privilege—Cluirges of Corruption made by Mr. Crick, M.P., against Members of Parliament, 625 (s).
Post Office Carvings, 529.
Rabbit Bill, old,
Ty Committee

.

■j. &

of the

WitotE:—

That the Chairman leave the Chair, 608.
■
That the Chairman leave the Chair, to report a Point of Order, 572, 642.
That Liu Chairman leave the Chair, report progress, and ask leave to sit again, 613, 614.
That the Chairman leave tho Chair, report progress, and ask leave to sit again so soon as the
new Member has been sworn, 502.
That the Honorable Member for Redfem, Mr. Schcy, be further heard, 607-8.
St. Leonards School of Arts Ruabling Bill, 571.
Agricultural Society of New South Wales Lease Bill, 572.
Wentworth Irrigation Bill, 073.
Hawkers on Rivers Bill, 574.
Agricultural Societies, 575.
Grafton to The Tweed Railway Bill, 577.
Illawirra Harbour and Land Corporation Bill, 579, 580, 581 (-}, 5S2 (3), 583 (2), 618, CIO.
Coal-mines Regulation Bill, 585, 003, 604 (-).
Imprisonment, for Debt Abolition Bill, 537, 5SS.
Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 589, 591 (3), 592, 607, 603.
Crown Rents Bill, 592, 693, 594 (s), 595 (“), 596,
Milson’s Point Extension Railway Bill (Resolution), 605.
Wagga Wagga Cattle Sale Yards Bill, 609,
Electoral Act (Plural Vote Abolition) Amendment Bill, 613, Oil.
Hospital Elections Bill, 619.
Mulgoa Irrigation Bill, 631, 032, 033.
Rabbit Bill, 610, 641, G12 (3), 613, 641 (3).
Appropriation Bill, CIS.
In SurriT:—

.

“That the Question be now put,” 645.
That the II morablo Member for Rsdfcrn, Mr. Schcy, be further heard, 039.
Vote of Credit, 597.
General Estimates for 1891:—
Supplement to Schedule B—Pension to Mrs. Maria Bate Wise, 614.
Legislative Assembly, 614,615 (3).
Legislative Council and Assembly, 616.
Parliamentary Reporting Staff, 016 (-).
Colonial Secretary, 616,617 (*).
Department of Audit, 6LS.
Permanent und Volunteer Military Fo.-o-s —General Staff, 62L 622 (!),
Military Instructors, 622.
Artillery Force, 622,623 (3), 624,
Ordnance and Barrack Department, 624.
Torpedo Defence, 624.
Police, 624.
'
Mastei-in-Lunacy, 625.
JOfdiories Commistioi, 625, 626.
Civil Service Board, 626.
‘
Charitable Allowances, 627.
Miscclhnejus Services (Colonial Secretary), 627 (!), 628.
The Treasury, 028, 629 (s).
'

r

Scores and Stationery, 629.

Miscellaneous Services (The Treasury), 630.
Masler-in-Equity, 633.
Prothonotary, 633.
C.iralor, 634.
Sheriff, 634.
Bankruptcy Court, 635,
Coroners, 635 (2), 036.
Prisons, 636
Public Works and Services—Doek Establishment, 036.
Parliamentary Standing CoinniLtboc on Public Works, 037.
Railways and Tramways, 639.
Miscellaneous Servicjs (decretiry for Public Works)—Pension to U.-.Johu Whitton, 64i (2),0L8.
Do
do
Do
Abatement
under Civil Service Act, 6 46,
Additional Estimates for 4391.

Miscellaneous Services (Colonial Secretary), GtC, 647 (2).
In Wavs

and

Means:—

’

Governor's Establishment (Financial Statement), 611.
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DIVORCE AMENDMENT AND EXTENSION BILL
Received from Legislative Council, read 1° (3fr. McMillan), 160; Order of the Day postponed, 162
320,341,353,372,422; Motion made (Afr,
Smi'iA), for second reading ; Motion for
adjournment, of Debate negatived j House counted out, 498-0.
Petition presented from Clergy of the Diocese of Sydney and Lay Representatives of tile Synod
against, 287 ........................................................................................... . i
_
J
Petition presented from tho Bishop of the Diocese of Sydney against, 371 . .......
Petition presented from Members of the Synod of tho Dioocee of Grafion and Armiduie aEoinst
and read by the Clerk, 489..........................................................................................
&
1
Petition presented from Ministers of the various Christian Churches of New South Wai against'

8
8

753
755

8

759

8
8
8
8

759
759
759
759

8

759

S

757

3

815

8

739

5

495

5

511

7

157

V

Petition presentedfrorn Members of the Syond of the Diocese of Newcastle against, 489 .............
Petition presented from Members of the Synod of tho Dioeese of Bathurst against 4S9............
Petition presented from Members of tho Synod of tho Diocrse of Gonlbnrn against’ 489!!!!!]!!!]””!
Petition presented from Members of the Synod of the Diocrse of Rivcrina against,’ and read by the
Clerk, 497...................................................
■'
letition presented from Edgar E. Tye, President, and A. Maelsren, Secretary of the Australian
Secular Association of New South Walos, in favour of. 395
DIVORCE AND MATRIMONIAL CAUSES —
......................................................
Rule of Supreme Court, laid on Table, 324
DOG TAX
nu .
Prcscrite(1 fronl Planners of Bungawalbin, Richmond River, praying for repeal of, 76 ......

DKAINAG-ii1
Api’i.ication

poe

Union

at

Nowha:—

,

jVorio’!) tor papers and plans relating to, 130; Return to Order, laid on'

MOt,mUi,imade

"Westeiin SujirRiiB Reticuxatiow Sohumk
Sewerage Scheme KKTicuLATioy

a^d

(Soo aleo ‘‘Weetbhn Subcbus, City

of

Sydney

Compi.ktiox Bill’*)

1

*

Bcport, together with Minutes of Evidence, from the Pftrlinincntary Standing Committee on Public
'' op*8>
011 Table, 25 ; Motion made (Mr. JUruce Smith) that work be carried out 124

3

Jill EDO ES :—
Disjiissai

of

"

John Cullen

Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for papers, 2S7; Return to Order, laid on Table (not printed), 410.
SriiNuv Hahbouh :—

1

■"

Report, Mitiutes of Evidence, mid Appcndh, from the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works, laid on Table. 25
..
^
o
DUTIES (See “CUSTOMS”).
.......................................................................... .............,

E
EARLY CLOSING BILL :~
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for Comniittee of the Whole, 320; Order of the Day postponed, 329
368; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and rend 1°, 423
‘
’
Motion mado (Mr. Alfred Allen) for 2'J; Point of Order, “That Bil! involved expenditure and
should be covered by a Message,” ruled against by Mr. Speaker ; amendment moved to refer
to Select Committee, and amendment carried, 436-7.
EASTERN DIVISION (See “CROWN LANDS’’; also “STOCK”).
EDDY FERSVS MARTIN, CASE OE (See “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”)
EDUCATION (See also “CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS"):—
Report of Minister of Public Instruction for 1889, laid on Table, 39.............................................
Report of University of Sydney for 1839, laid on Table, 52 .......................................]]]...............

7
7

651
917

.................................................. *’

5

55

Motion made (Dr. Ross) for papors in reference to, 175; Return to Order, laid on Tablo, 216.. .

7

1007

7

1003

7

1001

7

1021

7

1023

7

(1025,1029
4 1031,1033
(1037,1089

7

933

Aobioui.tukal Colleges

...................................... .

Return respecting establishment of, laid on Table, 99................................................................

Cask

of

Miss Bbiinnino :—

Report of Select Committee (Session 1889) negatived, 88.
Conduct
Dismissal

Teacher

of
of

Amedoo Public School :—

at

J. IT. Cooke

fboni the

DurAimtENT:—

......

Motion mado (ilfr. Cntiehshanh) for Committee to inquire into claims of, and negatived MO
High Schools

°

Return to Order (Session 1889), laid on Table (not printed), 240
Industrial Schools Act

of

1866:—

Regulations under, laid on Table, 174..........................................................................................
Me, William Nevvbery,

late

Mathematical Mastkb, Sydney Grammar ScnooL"—.............

Motion mado (Jlfr. Alison) for papers in connection with dismissal of, 460; Return to Order laid
on Table (not printed), 461.
1
Public Instruction Act of 1880:—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 17 .............................................................................
Public Schools

in the

Carcoar Electorate ;—

.......................................................................

Motion made (Mr. Garland) for Return respecting, 24-1; Return to Order, laid on Table 302
Public, High,

and

Suuerior Schools:—

’

’

Motion made (Dr. Ross) for return respecting, 320; Summary of Return to Order, laid on
Table, 393 ...........................................................................................
Return to Order, laid on Table (not printed), 393,
..............................................................
Resumption

of

Land

for

School Purposes :—

Notification of, laid on Table, 17, 79, 129, 174 l1), 324
State School

and

University Bursaries ;—

Regulation respecting, laid on Table, 393 .................... .
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EDUCATION (continued)
Sydney Free Pubuc Library :—
Report from Trustees for 1889-90, laid on Table, 17 .......................................................................
Sydney Grammar School :—
Annual Report for 1889, laid on Table, 21G ........ ................... ........... ..............................................
Training College foe Teachers of Public Schools:—
„ , t,
-m- , ,
Explanation, Estimate, and Plans, in accordance with the 13th section of the Public Works Act
of 1888, laid on Table, 458 .............................. ........................ .................. ........................
Motion made (Mr. Carrntkers) to refer to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works tho matter of the erection of, 456.
Uniteesity and State School Buesahs :—
Return showing names of, and occupations of Parents, 39 ..... ......................................................
EDWARDS, MAJOR-GENERAL:—
......
Letter from Principal Under Secretary to Mr. Dibbs, forwarding extracts from private letter to
Sir Henry Parkes, from, laid on Table, 58 ..................................................................................
EDWARDS, J. W. (Sea “CROWN LANDS”).
EGESON, MR. CHARLES.
Correspondence respecting charges of insubordination and neglect of duty against, and Ins removal
from the position of Map-compiler, Observatory, laid on Table, 471..........................................
EGYPT (See “DESPATCHES”).
EIGHT HOURS BILL:—
„ ,
„ , „
£
t „
Motion made (Mr. Scliey) for Committee of the Whole, 26; Order of the Day postponed, 88;
House in Committee 1 resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 227 ; Order of tho Day
postponed, 435; Speaker ruled that the Bill was beyond the Order of leave ; Order of tho
Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 521.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (Seo “ELECTORAL”).
ELECTORAL (See also “MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”).
Elections and Qualifications Committee :—
• Speaker’s Warrant laid on Table, 7 (Mr. young), 391 (Mr. J. P. Abbott) ; Maturity reported, 35,!
411; Members sworn, 35 (=), 68 (s), 73, 110, 4-14.
Resignation of the Hon. J. P. Abbott as Member of, reported, 391.
Privilege—Seat of tie Honorable Sydney Smith, Esquire :—
Motion made (Jlfr. Crick) to refer to, and negatived,-27.
Privilege—Seat ofJ. H. Young, Esquire:—
Motion made (Mr. Crick) to refer to, and negatived, 380.
Balmain :—
.
.
Resignation of John Stuart Hawthorne, Esq., reported; Scat declared vacant, 139; issue and'
return of Writ reported, sworn, 171.
'
GOULBURN:—
,
■
Death of William Toeee, Junior, Esquire, reported, and seat declared vacans, 223 ; issue and!
return of Writ reported, 255; Cecil Bedford Tceco, Esquire, sworn, 257.
Hastings and Manning:—
,
„_ .
Resignation of Charles Jainss Roberts, EsQuirc, C.TVI.G., find issue and return of Writ reported,
Walter Hussey Vivian, Esquire, sworn, 1,
1
MonABO
I
Issue and return of Writ reported; Gustave Thomas Carlisle Miller, Esqmrc, sworn, 1.
.
Rolls for 1880 to 1890:—
,
1
Showing the past operation of the expansive clauses of Act of 1880, laid on Table, 32 ..................
Rolls foe 1880 to 18911—
I
Showing the past operation of the expansive clauses of the Electoral Act, 293; Return (in skosUtution) laid on Table, 324 ..................................................................................................................j
U-AHTJjKY •
I
Resignation of John Hurley, Esq., reported; Seat declared vacant, 157; issue and return of Writ
reported, 213 ; sworn, 217.
The Namoi :—
.
Death of Thomas Gordon Gibbous Dangar reported and Seat declared vacant, 161; issue and
return of Writ reported, Charles Collins, Esquire, sworn, 239.
West Sydney:—
.
Death of Alfred Lamb, Esquire, reported and seat declared vacant, 37o; issue and return ol
Writ reported, 395.
West Macquarie :—
t ,
Scat of.William Patriot Crick, Ifsijij declared Tacaut, 431-2 ; issue and return of Writ reported,'
503; sworn, 505,
ELECTORAL ACT (PLURAL VOTE ABOLITION) AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Jtfr. Traill) for leare to bring in, presented and road 1°, 27; motion made
Traill) that Bill bo read 2°, amendment moved (Mr, Garrard) that Bill be read 2 "this1
day three months,” and amendment canoed, 163-4; motion made (Mr, Traill) for second
reading, and Nos., on division, being equal, Speaker gave casting vote for the ayes; read 2 ,
committed, 341-2 ; House in Commitlee, 461.
ELECTORAL BILL:— Motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) for Committee of tho Whole, 330; Order of the Day
postponed, 412; Message from Lieutenant-Governor, 417; House in Committee, 419, 429;
Resolution reported and agreed to, 4-29-30; presented and rend 1°, 430; Order of tho Day
postponed, 464, 489, 519 .............................................................................................................
ELECTRIC LIGHTING (See “STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL"; also “CITY Ol
NEWCASTLE GAS AND COKE COMPANIES ELECTRIC AND OTHER LIGHT
BILL”; also “BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL; also
“BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL (No. 2)”).
EMBANKMENT AROUND BODRKE :—
.
Motion made (Mr. Waddell)) for £20,000 to be placed on Estimates for, and by leave with
drawn, 27.
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for leave k, bring in, 12; presented and read 1°, 24; Order of the
Day postponed, 79 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, £87 Order of tho Day postponed, 295 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 298,
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ACT EXTENSION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Edmunds) for Committee of the Whole, 26 ; Order of the Day postponed, 46.
105, 227, 287, 317 ; Order of the Day discharged, 553.

945
937
015

935
729

457

801
805

809
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ENTRANCE TO THE CLARENCE RIVER IMPROVEMENTS BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Brvae Smith) for Committee of the Wlioie, 136 ; Message from LieutenantGovernor, 154; Order of the Day postponed, 162 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to
BiU presented and read 1°, 16S; read 2°, committed, reported ivjth amendments, report
adopted, 189; read 3 , passed, and sent to Council, 202; returned without sinieudment, 321 -I
Assent reported, 340.................................. ...............
,
J
ENTRANCE TO THE RICHMOND RIVER IMPROVE VENTS BIl/L....................................
Message from Governor, 115 ; Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of tho Whole, 137 ;
Order of the Day postponed, 1G2 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and
rend 1°, 168 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 189 ■ read 3°
EQUIPMEnTs^^'-IiIUTARy'^202 5 retUrrled "'ithou1' amendment, 282 ( assent reported, 280
ESTIMATES (Seo “ FINANCE”).
’
EVELEIGH (See "RAILWAYS”).
EVIDENCE (See “LAW OF EVIDENCE AMENDMENT HILL")
EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS :—
Sostional Order passed, 12.
EXHIBITION (See ” CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION")
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTSJ
Of sums Estimated and Voted..............
EXTRADITION (See“DESPATCHES”).
..................................................................................

^

153

1

155

,
I
I
|
a

509

FARLEY ACCIDENT (Sec “ RAILWAYS ”).
FEDERATION (See “ AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ”).
FERRY;
MitRWiLr.ujniA u ;
Motion mndo (Mr. JivAmf) for papers in connection with, 435,
FEVER (See “TYPHOID FEVER*1)FINANCE (See also "FISCAL POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT-VOTI OF CENSURE")
Babk Liabilities Akd Assnis :—
For quarter ended 31st December, 18S9, laid on Table, 17 .........................
Do
31st March, J 890,
do
45 ........................
Do
30th June, 1890,
do
234 ..................
Do
30th September, 1890
do
410 ..........................
Banking, Land, Building,

and

C37
639

641
643

Inybstment Companies:—

For quarter ended 31st December, 1SS9, laid on Table, 17 .........................
Do
31et March, 1S90, laid on Tabic, 123 ...
Do
30th June, 1890, laid on Table, 2S0...............
Do
30th September, 1890, laid on Table, 4S6 ,
Estimates

'

615
617
649

Gol

'

Message No. 59 (-Ifr. McMillan) recommending accompanying for 1891 and Supplementary for
1890 and Previous Years, 379 ........................................................................................
Ways and Means for 1890, laid on Table, 382 ...........................................”...................................... ‘ ' I
Schedule to, for 1891, showing moneys received by Public oiliccrs during 1890, laid on Table, "392
Schedule A to F, Public Works Department, including Schedules for Subordinate Roads, laid on!
Table, 465 .................................................................................................................................
1
Message No. 79 (Mr. McMillan), recommending Additional for 1891. 531 ..............................
"
Message No, 80 (Mr. McMillan), recommending Further Supplementary for 1890, 531"!"”!,!.!!!!
Message No. 81 (Jiff. McMillan), recommending Loan for 1891, 531 ............................
Govkrnmmm Moneys in various Banks:—
'
Return respecting, laid on Table, 410 ...........................................................................
Government Railways —
..............................................................
Return shosving Receipts on, for month of August, 1889, laid on Table, 107 ..........
Government Savings Bank :—
....................................
Statement of Accounts for the year 3889, laid on Table, 18 ...........................................
Inscribed Stock Act op 1883 :—
....................................................
Seventh Report of the Creation, Inscription, and Issue of Stock under, laid ou Table 17
Land Revenue :—
i
Motion made (Mr. G-artan) that the present system of treating, is unsound, and that a Bill
should be introduced to apply a substantial portion for the redemption of Loans, and currvine
out works which arc usually carried out from Loan Funds, and negatived, 302-3.
'
Old Loans Account:—
~ '
Minute of Auditor-General respecting credit balances, with remarks by Consulting Accountant sue
decision of tho Colonial Treasurer, laid on Table, 207; further correspondence rcsnoHimr
laid on Table, 231..................................................................................................
_
J
^
Rabbit Nuisance Act:—
...........................................
Return showing the Annual Expenditure at the present time under, laid on Table, 379 .............
Motion made {jlfr, J. B. Abboit) for Eetum of Receipts and Expenditure under, 107 - Return to
Order, laid on Table, 379 ...................................
..................................................
Receipts and Expenditure or tiie Consolidated Revenue
...............................
Copy of Colonial Treasurer's Statement with Auditor-General's report, laid upon the Table In
Mr. Speaker, 193.......................................................................................................
•
Supply:—
................................................. ...............................
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 11.
.
Motion mado (Mr. McMillaii) to enable House to go into Committeu, 313.
House in Committee, 325, 382, 466, 470, 470, 486, 490, 502, 611, 517 G), 526, 542.
Resolution reported, 325, 382, 542 (,(j).
Resolution agreed to, 325, 382, 549 ('Sl).
Trust Moneys Deposit Account ■—
'
From 1st April, 1889, to 31st March, 1890, laid on Table, 17.......................................................
Vote op Credit :—
.............................
Message from the Governor, recommending, 306 ............................................
.
.

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

189, 191, 455
517
357
605
491, 493
485, 4^7
499, 501

3

595

5

1,681

3

603

3

177

597
325
327

1

601
593
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^y a vs

and

Means :—

Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made {Mr. McMiHan) to enable House to go into Committee, 313. ^
House in Committee, 337, 3S2-(HiiunieiaZ Statement), 300, 430, 434, 440, 432, 549.
^Resolutions reported, 337, 453, 549 (J).
llosolntions agreed to, 337, ■153, 5l9 (3).'
Esplanatobv Absthact:—

Of sums estimated and voted ............................................. *............................ .............................
FINCH, TAMES (See “LABOUR STRIKE”;.
Eire BRIGADES ACT OF 18S4
Report of Hie Metropolitan Board for 188.1, laid on Table, 107 ......................................................
Report of Wollongong Board, laid on Table, 207 .............................................................................
Report of Goulburn Board laid on Table, 32.....................................................................................
FIRE IN PZTT-STREET: ...
_
Motion made (J/^\ Lees) for copies of depositions taken at- the Coronial incjuirj on^
lie turn
to Order laid on Table, 535 .........................................................................................................
FISCAL POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT—VOTE OF CENSURE:—
Motion made {Mr. Dibbs) condemning postponement of, und in favour of a Protective Policy.
Disorder, Mr. A. G. Taylor removed from tbo Chamber for refusing to obey the Chair
Mr. Speaker explained reasons for directing Mr. Taylor’s removal, and motion made (Mr.
Garr-an) to disapprove of Mr. Speaker's action; amendment proposed {Mr. Willis) that
Mr. Taylor bo beard in bis place, and negatived; Mr. Garvan’s motion negatived. Debate
adjourned, 395-0-7. Debate resumed, amendment moved (Jlfr. AViutj,?) approving of the
action of tbs Government, original motion negatived, and amendment carried, 400-1.
FISHERIES_
Report of the Commissioners to 31st Dcsembcr, 1SS0, laid on Table, 107.....................................
Petition from Fishermen and others for repeal of Fishing in Port Hacking Prohibition Act, 317...
All .MINISTRATION OF ACT:—

509
653
683
681
583

1051
1083

'

Motion made (AH. Frank Fame'll) for return in reference to, 480.
Net Fishing :—

Return respecting Tidal Waters closed against, laid on Table, 534.............................................
FISHERIES AND OYSTER FISHERIES ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made {Mr. Frank Farml!) for leave to bring in, Bil! presented and read 1°,_13 ; Order
of tiie Day postponed, 88, 317; motion made for 2°, and debate adjourned, 317; Order ol
the Day postponed. 313, 335, 405, 423, 441, 524.
FLOODS (See also " STOCK”)
Boueke :—

Report of Boar! of Inquhy into, laid on Table, 53 ........................................................................

1081

241

Huntee River : —

Report of Mr. George Gordon, C.E., respecting, laid on Table, 252; returned to Public Works
Department, 511................................................................................................................... .......

Gate

at

245

Brown's Creek, Lismore :—

Motion mado (Mr. Nicolf) for vote for, and withdrawn, 269.
FORBES (See ■' RAILWAYS”).
FOREIGN JURISDICTION ACT, 1890:—
Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 510 ................................................................ ..........................
FORESTS :—
CoNSEiiViNcr Branch : —
Annual Report for 1889, laid on Table, 207 ...................................................................................
FORMAL BUSINESS:—
Sessional Order passed, 10.
ERESHFORD (See “BRIDGES”).
FRUIT PROTECTION BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Dobbs) for leave to bring in, 469; presented and read 1°, 511.
FUGITIVE CRIMINALS:_
Despatch respecting Extradition of, laid on Table, 17, 345.............................................................
Despatch respecting tho Extradition of, between Her Majesty and Columbia, 17.......................
Despatch respecting convention between Her Majesty and the United States of America, as to the
Extradition of, laid on Table, 200 ...................................................................................................
FUGITIVE OFFENDERS
, ,
Despatch respecting Procedure in Extradition Cases aud eases under the Fugitive Offenders Act,
1SSI, laid on Table, 345.....................................................................................................................

817
333

821, 829
821
827
831

Gr
GALONG (See “RAILWAYS”).
GAOLS■
DarlisGhURST :—

.

.

Information respecting Committals to, of men belonging to the Imperial Navy, laid on Table, 87
GARBAGE, DEPOSIT OF ;—
'
Report of the Board of Health on, in the Borough of Redfern, on a site for building purposes;
laid on Table, 379 .............................................................................................................................
GARRARD, JACOB, ESQ., M.P. :—
Apiwinted Chairman of Committees for day only, 162.
GARRETT, THOMAS, ESQ., M.P.:—
Leave of absence granted to, 316.
GARY AN, JAMES PATRICK, ESQ,, MP.:—
.
.
,
Appointed Member of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Publ c Morks, 415.
GAS (Seo “STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL”; also “CITY OF NEWCASTLE
GAS AND COKE COMPANY’S ELECTRIC AND OTHER-LIGHT BILL”),

227
503
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G
GENKBAL BUSINESS
Prenedencc of, Scasionol Order passed, 10.
Precedence of Orders of the Bay on IVednesdiiys and Tlmrsdays, 253.
Orders of the Day take precedence at G o'clock on Friday, 410, 413, 43G, 457, 472, 498, 521.
Precedence of at 2 o'clock until half-past G, and Orders to lake precedence of Motions, 53G.
Order of the Day intercepted by Government Business being called on at half-past 0 o'clock. 555, \
GENERAL POST OFFICE1
I
Album containing congratulatory cards from Post Offices in other parts of the world, laid otJ
Table (os exhibit oafy), 82.
CONTEYAKOE OE Maim TO AS]) FItOJI GeNEPAL POST OFFICE, SYDNEY:—

Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) for Select Commilteo, 44.1-2 : Report brought op, 553 ...... 1
GIBBS, CASE OF (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
GLASIIEEN, P. J. (See “CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS").
I
GLEBE ISLAND (See “BRIDGES”).
j
GLEN INNES (See “ RAILWAYS”; also “CROWN LANDS”).
!
GOLD DISCOVERY;
Claim of William Tom, James Tom, and J. H. A. Listep :—
[
Motion made (Mr, Dalton) for Select Committee to inquire into, 2G9 ; leave given to make visits
and hold inquiries, 348 ; Report brought up, 540..........................................................................
Petition presented from YVm. Tom, for leave to appear before Select Committee, read by the.
Clerk, and prayer granted, 384.......
I
GOLD LEASES (See "MINING”).
t
GORDON, MR. GEORGE, C.E. (See “HUNTER RIVER FLOODS”).
GORE ISLAND (See “BERRY ESTATE, NORTH SHORE”).
GOULBURN(See also “RAILWAYS”; nlso “ELECTORAL”)

529

4

1053

4

1087

3

681

6

1339

2

123

S

621

8
8
8
8

8

699
701
703
705
707

8
8

709
711

2
8

479
007

8

735

3

505

3

603

8

731

6

503

Fipk Bbigadks Boaud :—

Fifth Annual Report, laid on Table, 32......................................
GOULBURN TO CROOKWELLRAILWAY BILL:—
.....................................................
Message from Governor, 115 ; Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 137;
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 169; road 2°, committod, reported without amendment, report adopted, 170; read 3°, passed, and sent tn
Council, 176..........................................
;
GOULBURN WATER SUPPLY CHARGES BILL .—..............................................................................
Petition presented (Mr. Teece) for leave to bring in, 68 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°, G2 :
referred to Select Committee, G9; Report brought up, 99; read 2° j commitleJ ; reported
■without amendment, Report adopted, 133; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 141:
returned without amendment, 200 ; Assent reported, 22G ...................
’
GOVERNMENT:—
.....................
Advertishments

ip

“Maitland Meiichhy” Nkwspafkii:—

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for return of, 371; Return to Order, laid on Table, 41.0................
And

its

Broken Pledges :—

Adjournment moved to bring forward subject of, and negatived, 253.
Business : —

Preeedcnca of, Sessional Order passed, 10.
Orders of the Day postponed in a bunch, 143, 26G, 282, 314, 416, 612, 5t9.
Postponed in a bunch, 400.
Order of the Day intercepted by General Business being called on at G o'clock, 419.
To take precedence on Additional Sitting Day, 409, 552.
Takes precedence after half-past; 6 o’cloek, 665.
Buildings rented by :—
Return (in pari), Department of Justice, laid on Table, 1GG .........................................................
Further Return (in part) respecting, Public Works Department, laid on Table, 188 i................
»
»j
u
Post and Telegraph Departments, laid on Table, 21G
.....
»
>>
,,
Department of Publie Instruction, laid on Table, 21G ....
n
n
„
Department of Lands, laid on Table, 231 .........................
»
a
n
Treasury Department and Attorney-General’s Department.
laid on Table, 245 .....................................................
■
n
n
a
Colonial Secretary’s Department, laid on Table, 293 ......
Printing Officr :—
Return respecting Compositors, laid on Table, 260 .........................................................................
Annual Return to Order (Session 1883-4), laid on Table, 161..........................................
Goods SupplAd by M'Aiithite & Co.:—
.....................
Return showing amount paid for, during present Administration, laid on Table, 604..................
Loans to Trades and Labour Unions :—
Motiorynadc (Mr. Walker) for Committee of the Whole to bring in a Bill for, and negatived,
Moneys in various Banks :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 410 ............. ........................................................................................
Savings Bank :—
...................................................... .......
Statement of accounts for the year 1889, laid on Table, 18...............................
GOYERNOR (See also -"MESSAGES ”).
■
.........................
Messages from, 1; Opening Speech, 2 ; Address in Reply, 3, 14; answer to Address, 15.
Instrument empowering the Lieutenant-Governor to act during the absence of, laid on Table, 166,
GRABBEN GULLEN (See “ROADS”).
GRAFTON (See “ RAILWAY'S”).
GRAFTON^ TO^TIIE ^TWEED RAILWAY BILL (See also “LI8MORE TO THE TWEED
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smilh) for Committee of the Whole, 142; Message from Lieutenant
Governor, X53 ; Order of the Day postponed, 162 : House in Committee, resolution agreed to.
Bill presented and read l6, 167..................................................................
GRANTING OF PROBATE OF WILLS AND LEXTERS OF AD MI K IS'i'kaTION ' FACILIXA TION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 26; Order of the Day
postponed, 104,132 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted,
258; read 3 , passed, and sent to Council. 261,
GREAT WESTERN LINE (See “ RAILWAYS
GULGONG (See “ RAILWAYS”).
GUNNING (See “ROADS")
GUYRA (See “RAILWAYS”).
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HAM COMMON (See "COMMONS”).
HAMMOND, ME. (Sec “CIVIL SERVICE”).
“ HANSARD ” STAFF. _
. .
,
. ,
Mo l ion made (Mr. O’ Sullivan) for copies of all applications for additional remuneration by, 515.
HARBOURS (See also “ ILL AW AURA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION BILL”): —
Contract

of

Mu. William Wakeforb

at

Kiama

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers in reference to, 204 ; Return to Order, laid on Table
(not printed), 34S .................................................................................................................... .
ImI'KOyiih’ents, Clarence River :—

_

__

Petition presented for Exeeulion of Worts and for Railway Coustrnetion, 2»..................................
Soutdern Breakwatf.ii, Newcastle :— _

Re^ioTt of the Engincer-in-Chief respecting condition of, laid on Table, 234 ..................................
Sydney, Dreikie

and

Plant

:—

■

1113

7

171

7

157

4

81

2

129

n

137

5

819

S
8
8

655
685
659

7

313

7

331

7

309

_

Report., togetlicr with Minutes of Evidence, and Appendix from the Parliamentary Standing
Committro on Public Works, laid on Table, .................................................................................
HARTLEY (See “ ELECTORAL”).
HASTINGS AND MANNING, THE (See " ELECTORAL”).
HAWKERS ON RIVERS BILL:—
.
Motion made f Mr. J. P. Abbott) for Committee of the Wliole, 10S; House in Committee, resolu
tion reported, 133 ; Ordor of the Day postponed, 137,152; Resolution agreed to, 341.
H4WKESBURY RACECOURSE BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr J. P. Abbott) read 1°, 294; Order of the
'
Day postponed, 307, 400 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted,
605 ; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 503-0; assent reported, 554.
HAWTHORNE, JOHN STUART, ESQ.. M.P. :—
,
Resignation of, as a Member for Balmain reported and seat declared vacanl, 139; issue and
return of Writ reported, sworn, 171.
t
Name of, added to Select Committee on Mrs. Ounynghame, late Superintendent of Macquariestreet Asvlum for Infirm and Destitute, Parramatta, 1SS.
HAY AND DENILIQUIN LAND BOARDS —
Return to Order, laid on Table 27 November, 1SS9, ordered to be printed, 237 ..............................
HAY AND DENILIQUIN TRAMWAY BILL:—
_
Petition presented {Mr. If If. Wilkinson) for leave to bring in, 232 ; leave given, 235.
Petition presented (J/r, If. If. Wilkinson) for leave to bring in, 269; leave given, 316; pre
sented and read 1°, 316; referred to Select, Committee, 321; Report brought up, 434;
Motion made for 2° and debate adjourned, 458 ; Order of the Day postponed, 501; Debate
resumed, Amendment moved that Bill be read 2° "this day six months”; debate inter
rupted hy Government Business having precedence at 6 o’clock, 555.
HAY ATHEN/EUM TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL:—
Petition presented (Hr. Lak/’man) for leave to bring in, 528 ; leave given, presented, and read 1 ,
534 ; referred to Select Committee, 540 ; Report brought up, 553 .........................................
HEALTH (See "PUBLIC HEALTH”).
HIGH SCHOOLS (Sec 11 EDUCATION”).
HiLLGROVK (See “M 1NING")
HINTON (Sec “BRIDGES”).
HINTON PUNT:—
,
Pelilion from certain persons for abolition of tolls nn, 21C .................................................................
HIRED BOATS LICENSING BILL:—
_
Motion made {Mr. ffaw&en) for leave to bring in, 26.
HIRED BOAT’S LICENSING BILL (No. 2):—
Motion made (Mr, limnken) for Committee of the Wliole, 62 ; Order of the Day postponed, 79.
HISTORY OF NEW SOUTH WALES-.—
.
Motion made {Mr. O’Sttlliran) fur copy of terms and conditions made with Mr. G. B. Barton in
reference to, 3 B0.
Correspondence in connection with, showing terms and conditions of contract with Mr. G. B. Barton,
laid on Tnble, 414 ............................................................................................................................
Return respecting, laid on Table, 50-1................................................................... .................................
Further correspondence. &c., laid on Table, 553.....................................................................................
HOLIDAYS (See “BANK HOLIDAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “BANK HOLIDAYS
ACT AMENDMENT BELL (No. 2) ”).
HOMES PRESERVATION BILL:—
_
Motion made (Mr. Traill) for leave to bring in, 27.
HORNSBY (See ‘ RAILWAYS”),
HOSPITAL ELECTIONS BILL-.—
, , „
Motion made (jl/r. Lee) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 216; Order of the Day
postponed, 274, 341, 372, 422, 464; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report
adopted, 472 ; read 3°, passed, and eenl to Council, 479 ; returned with amendments, 516 ;
Order of the Day postponed, 519 ; amendments agreed to, 550.
HOSPITALS :—
Buit.mngs, Macquahie-street :—

5

_

Motion made (Sir Henry Parties) to refer original plans and specification, and those on a reduced
scale, to tho Public Works Committee, and Amendment moved that Committee report
forthwith, amendment and motion carried, 4S5-6,
JXSANE, UFOV Tim KKSMOM ESTATE, YEAR GOUXBUItN :—
Motion made (3Lr. Bruce Smith) to rescind motion (Session 18S9) to refer to Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, 151.
'

Oraxg-K:--

Motion made (Mr. Walker) for papers in reference to inquiry into management of, 52; Return to
Order laid on Table, 379 ...................................................................................
Petition presented from residents of town and district, for a Select Committee to inquire into Dr.
Goode's charges, 178 ............................. .......................................................................... . ............
Motion (.Ifr. Walker) for Select Committee being proceeded with. House counted out, li8. _
Motion made (jllr. Walker) for Select Committee to inquire into management of, 385 ; leave given
to make visits of inspection to Orange Hospital, 392, 443; leave given to make Special Report,
652; Special Report brought up, 553 ............................................................................................
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HOSPITALS (rovtitmcd) —
Sydney :—

Motion made (Sir Henry Paries) to proceed with the completion of the building now partially
erected in Mncquarie-street, and amendment moyed (Mr. Edmunds) that the grant to the
Trustees be revolted, and that the land be reconvcyed to the Crown for hospital purposes,
and withdrawn, motion carried, 410-11.
Particulars respecting Buildings, laid on Table. 485..............................................................................

Sydney

and

Peince Alyked

................................

Return of Deaths under Chloroform at, since 1st January, 1885, laid an Table, 04
HOUR OP MEETING- ON BUSINESS DAYS;—
'
Sessional Order negatived, 359.
HULBERT, REV. DANIEL P. M.
Motion made (Afr. Sums) for Select Committee to inquire into claims of 2G9,
HUNTER RIYER PLOODS
Report of Mr. George Gordon, C.E., respecting, laid on Table, 252 ; returned to Publie Works
Department, Ell.................................................................. ............ ..........................................
HUNTER’S HILL (See “MUNICIPALITIES OE RYDE"AND HUNTER’S PULL BILL"L.......
HURLEY, JOHN, ESQ., M.P.h
Resignation as Member for Hartley reported, Seat declared vacant, 157; issue and return of Writ
reported, 213 ; s worn, 217.
Name added to Select Committee on “ Land, corner of Pitt and Bridge Streets,” 231.
Motion of censure on, 352.
HURSTYILLE (Sco “ WATER SUPPLY”).

7

307

7

333

8

245

Fuee Pctbiio Libbaky

By-laws of, laid on Table, 534 ..................... •................ .................................................... ....................

959

I
I0ELY, MR. T. R. (See “LORD HOWE ISLAND”).
ILL AW AREA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. C'Jtapman) to proceed with, under the GSth Standing Order, presented,
and read l0, 4; read 2°, committed, 47; House in Committee, 195; Order of the Day,
postponed, 269, 302, 320,334,385,405,414; reported with amendments, Report adopted,472;
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 483 ; returned with amendments, 535; amendments
agreed to, 549.
Petition presented from persons interested in coal, Ac., to westward of harbour, imfavour of, 40
Petition presented, Commissioners of Wollongong Harbour Trust, against, 152....................
Petition presented from residents of Wollongong and Ulawarra Electorate, against, 181
Petition, inhabitants of Ulawarra District, in favour of, 195 ,
IMMIGRATION;—
..................................... ................
Report for 1889, laid on Table, 32
IMPERIAL ENACTMENTS (Sco “DECLARATION OE IMPERIAL ENACTMENTS BILL"!
IMPERIAL NAVY
Amended replies to Questions respecting imprisonment of men, laid on Table, 298 .........................
Information respecting Committals to Durlinghurst Gaol of men belonging to, kid on Table 87 "
IMPORT DUTIES (See ” CUSTOMS"),
&
>
J
'
IMPORTED STOCK ACTS, 1871-1884 ;~
Rcgulations under, laid on Table, 25, 2G0
IMPRISONMENT EOR DEBT:—
'
...................................... ...............................................
Adjournment moved to consider abolition of, and cases of Ray and Chee Hoy, 76
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT ABOLITION BILL:J
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for leave to bring in, presented, and rend 1°, 222 j Motion made (Mr.
PUbs) for second reading—iW of Order, That Bill was beyond order of leave, as clause 2
would operate as retrospective legislation and interfere with judgments already obtained of
which the order of leave contained no reference—Spealer ruled order of leave to be sufficiently
comprehensive to cover the Bill, 227 ; motion for 2° passed, Bill read 2°, committed, reported
with an amendment, 228 ; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 534.
IMPRISONMENT EOR DEBT AMENDMENT BILL (See also "DEBTOR’S BILL”):—
Motion made (Mr. Gould) for leave to bring in, 359 ; presented and read 1°, 429 j motion made
for 2 and Debate adjourned, 520.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL ACT OE 1866
RegulationB under, laid on Table, 174...............
INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC :—
.................................................................................. ;
Report of Chief Medical Inspector, for 1890. laid on Table. 534
INGLIS, JAMES, ESQUIRE, M.P.:—
.......................................................
Motion made (Mr. Bmee Smith) to appoint to Parliamentary Standing Commil tee on Publie Works
and amendment, carried, to substitute name of William McCourt, Eso.. 181-2
'
INSANE (Seealso “HOSPITALS”):—
^
'
Report of the Inspector-General of. for 1889. kid on Table 32
INSCRIBED STOCK ACT OF 1883 :—
.......................................................... 1
Seventh Report on tho Creation, Inscription, and Issue of Stock, kid on Table 17
INSTRUMENT’
...................
to act during absence of the Governor, kid on Table, 166...
INTERNA I ION AL EXHIBITION (See “ CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION ”1
INTERRUPTION:—
xiAn.xal.i.i.un
To proceedings of the House, 2.17, 239, 395.
■
INYERELL (See "CROWN LANDS,” also “RAILWAYS”)
IRRELEVANCE, OR TEDIOUS REPETITION :—
Member direoted by Mr. Speaker to discontinue his speech on the ground of, 399 407
IRRIGATION (See “WENTWORTH IRRIGATION BILL”; also “CROWN LANDS”).
“ MULGOA IRRIGATION BILL” ; also “SEGENHOE ESTATE IRRIGATION BILL”
ITALIAN SETTLEMENT, RICHMOND RIYER
siusj.
Report by Director-General of Forests on, laid on Table, 4G4...................................... .............. .......

143
147
149
145
47
229
227
37, 39

1003
551

217
177
731

59
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8

745

8

747

1

627

4

207,217

J
JEREY'S PLAINS (See “BRIDGES”).
JOADJA CREEK RAILWAY TRANSFER BILL ■RccciTed from Legislative Council and read 1° (Mr. Garrard), 415 ; read 2°, committed, reported
Tvittiout amendment, Report adopted, 457; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 460;
assent reported, 467.
JUVENILE OFFENDERS BILL_ _
Motion made (Mr. CrickJ for leave to bring in, 12.

K
KATOOMBA LIGHTING BILL —
Petition presented (Mr. Hurley) for leare to proceed ■with under the 65th Standing Order,
presented and read 1°, 32; Order of the Daj postponed, 22C, 414; read 2C, committed, reported
without amendment, Report adopted, 472 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 470; returned
with amendments 535 ; amendments agreed to, 650.
KENMORE ESTATE, NEAR GOULBURN (See “HOSPITALS”).
KIAMA (See “RAILWAYS”; also “HARBOURS”).
KIAMA TO NOWRA RAILWAY BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Bnu'e Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 136; Message from LieutenantGovernor, 153; House-in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read 1°, 155 ;
Order of tho Day postponed, 163; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, reporl
adopted, 16fl; read 3d, passed, and sent to Council, 174; returned without amendment, 235 ;
assent reported, 239.
■
KR4MBACH (See “POSTAL”).

L
LABOUR STRIKE;—
,
_
Petition presented from James Finch, Chairman of the Labour Defence Committee, alleging that
at a Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, attended by 32,000 persons, it was resolved to petition to
be heard at the Bar cf the House in reference to the great distress consequent thereon, rend
by the Clerlt, 399 .............................................................................................................................
Petition presented from James Finch, Chairman of the Labour Defence Committee, as chairman
of a public meeting of citizens of Sydney, submitting that trade organizations have a right to
combine and affiliate, a right which has been asiailcl by a numerically small section of the
community; that those whom the petition represents are in no way blamable for the serious
consequences that have befallen the country through the attitude of the employers during the
present great crisis; and praying that for these and other reasons in the Petition set forth the
House will take the premises into favourable consideration and grant such redress as shall seem
meet and proper, and read by the Clerk, 415...............................
............................................
Adjournment moved to call attention to tho proposed labours, constitution, and general character
of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the cause of Strikes and the Labour
Question, 489.
Report of the Inspector-General of Police on occurrences coming specially under tho notice of
the Police during, laid on Table, 502 .............................................................................................
LAKE ALBERT;—
Motion made (Mr. Gormly) for Conservation of Water in, and negatived, 88.
LAMB, ALFRED, ESQUIRE:—
Motion made (Sir Henry Parlces) to place on record the sense of the House of its loss at the
death of the Hon. Member for West Sydney, 373.
Death of the Honorable Member for West Sydney reported, seat declared vacant, 3/5.
LAMROCK, ROBERT (8ec “CROWN LANDS”). *
LAND BOARDS (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
LAND COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA BILL:—
_
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Garrard) read 1°, 493; read 2°, committed,
reported without amendment, Report adopted, 553.
LAND CORNER OF PITT AND BRIDGE STREETS ;—
Motion made (Mr. Harley) for Select Committee to inquire into, 62 ; and Debate adjourned, 63
Debate resumed and Motion passed, 133; Mr. Hurley appointed a member of the Committee,
231; Progress Report of Session 1887-8 referred to Committee, 246.
LAND COURT (See also “CROWN LANDS)”:—
Rules and regulations, laid on Table, 32, 188....................................................................... ................
LANDHOLDERS (See “BYRON BAY”).
LAND REVENUE (See “ FINANCE
LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT;—
Notification

of

Rbsumptiox

usdeb,

laid

ox

Table :—

Public School Purposes, 17, 79, 129, 174(!), 324

1

Wharf Accommodation for traffic between Sydney and Balmain, 18
North Shore Water Supply, 18 Q) .................................. ..................
Additional Wharf Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay, 18 .........
Buildings for Public Offices, Phillip-street, Sydney, 18 .................
Manly Water S upply, 18 ....................................................................
Sewerage of the Western Suburbs, 18, 226, 358.............................. .
Public Recreation, Balmain, 18
...................................... ...........
Bridge over Bishop’s Creek, Field of Mars, 18 .................................
Court-house, Glebe, 13 .......................................................................
Public Park at Clarence Town, 18 .....................................................
General Cemetery at Bowral, 18 ..................... ...................................

7
5

7
8
5
5
4

5
3
4
8

fl025,1029,
] 1031,1033,
(.1037,1039
189
455,457
187
693
453
487,489,491
785
817
855
783
687
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LA.ND3 FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT continued)
NoTiTfCAKON of Resumption undeb, laid on Table (eo»i!*Ki/er/) : —
Public Cemetery tit South Head, 32.............................................................
Water Supply i'or Town of Richmond, 32 .................................................
Wharf Accommodation at Woodvillc, Paterson River, 32 ......................
Tarreganda Bridge Approach, 129 ..................................... ................... ’ * ^
Court-house at Rcdfern, 273................................................
Public OJIices, Sydney, 273 .............................................................. ’ ’ "
Water Supply, Sydney, 273 ........................................
Sewerage of the City of Sydney and Suburbs, 390...............
Enlargement of the Post Office, West Maitland, 390 ..... 1...."".',"!""!
Conservation of Water, Paterson, 390............................................!! .!! !!!
Wharf aecommodntion, Oxley Island, Manning River,' 390'
Post and Telegraph Ofllce at Picton, 410.........................................]''!',!!!!!
General Cemetery at Teralba, 531 ...........
................................
LAND LAW (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
..............................................
LAW OF EVIDENCE AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Crick)Jot leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 19; Order of the Dot
’ d2 : read 2 1 comin!u°^
i Order of tho Day postponed, 353, 395.
LAW XViLi* UKrM ?—
Motion mado (Mr. Reii) m reference to Legal Procedure and urging on the Government the
necessity 01 inquiry with a view to, 479
LAW VACATIONS ABOLITION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 26; Order of the Day
postponed, 101; Motion made for 2°, and negatived, Order discharged and Bill withdrawn,

8
5

7
5
3
8
5
5

7
6
7
7
8

fa ere.

6SG
459
191
657
857
695
461
493
607
463
193
609
691

1 O J.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE:—
To Members of the Legislative Assembly, 18, 83, 31C, 332
LEGAL PRACTITIONERS BILL:'
1
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for leave to bring in, presented and read lc, 19; Order of the Duv
postponed, 52, 220, 353, 395.
LEGKve^
act amendment (LEGII
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:—
Memorandum by Clerk of the Parhaments and President’s minute thereon in reference to increases
to salaries of officers, laid on Table, SOI...............
LEPERVANCHE, DR, C. (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
.........................................................................
• LEPROSY:—
'
Report on, in Australasian Colonies. laid on Table 32
LEPROSY BILL,
’
'
..........................................................................
Motion made {Mr. McMillan) for Committee of the Whole. 293 5 Message from the Governor,
306; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 314; Bill presented and read 1°, 321; read
2 , committed, reported with an amendment, report adopted, 360; road 3°, passed and sent to
Umncil, 367; returned with amendments, 390; amendments agreed to, Message to Council,
430 j assent reported, 4G7....................
°
\
LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION (Sco “GRANTING ' OF" PROBATE'op" WILLS' AN It
LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION FACILITATION BILL")
LEVEL CROSSINGS ON RAILWAYS BILL:—
J
j
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for Committee of the Whole, 174; Message from Governor, 180 ■
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read l®, 203; Order of the Day
reeommitfod2 556 rEad 2°’ committ'cti' rr:Portcd without amendment, Report adopted, 457;

487
527

531

1107

Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for third reading, and Debate adjourned,'466dobato resumed, and
it being b o clock General Euemesa takes precedence 472
LIBRArTcOMMTTXE™9 (SOe "BCLmSMEN AND SURETIES LIABILITIES BILL”).
SeBsiotml Order passed, 1L
|
LIC!?|^TT^eVal”“III,R1SB BOATS LICENSING BILL;” also “HIRED BOATS LICEN-1
SING BILL NO. 2
also “PUBLICANS LICENSES FURTHER RESTRICTION BILL").,
Ain. Mansiso, CnAIKMAN

of

Bencu AT RyDB:—

'

Cr’cty
Select Committee to inquire into charges made against, by Mr.
O Maley, and papers referred io Committee, 13 ; report brought up, 369 ; motion (Mr. Crick)\
, *;or adoption of Report being proceeded with, House counted out, 530 ......................................
Pctirimipresented from, to he heard before the Select Committee into charges against, and prayer
Ltquob Thaffio :—

871

..................................................................................................................I

927

Petitions presented in favour of Local Option without compensation from,_
i
Mass Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, held in Domain, 124.....................................
Citizens of Sydney, 147.............................................................\.......................................................
Public Meeting of Residents of St. IfoloreV209.................
Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, 217.................................................. ................................I
Public Meeting, Summerhill, 226............................. ........................................................................ I
General Havelock Tent, Independent Order of Rcchabitosjat Auburn' 225...............................1
Australasian Wesleyan Methodist Conference, 252 ...........................
............................I
Public Meeting, Citizens of Sydney, 237'..................
.................................. '
Public Meeting, convened by the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, 261"!!.....................
Meeting of Residents of Newtown and Enmore, 293 ......................
,
..........................
Meeting, Borough of Granville, 329 .......................... !!!'!!.!!!!!....................................................
Publie Meeting Orange, 332 .................................. !...,!! ! !!!!!!!! ..................................................
Publie Meeting, Ryde, 345,.............................................
......................................................
Public Meeting, Castle Hill, 345 ............................!.'.""!".!!!!!,.,'...................................................
Public Meeting of the Citizens and Residents of Marrickville, 348 '"!..................................
Public Meeting, Citizens of Sydney, 358...................... ...............................J...............................
Public Meeting of the Residents of Woolloomooloo, and against employment of Bammids, 405
'
^^Synod 441^’ ^ Pr,mate of Australia and Tasmania, submitting a Resolution of the

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

959
963
907
965
973
979
081

Public Meeting of Residents of South Sydney, and against the employment of Barmaids, 406

3
3

999
991

951
953
955
957
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983
935
997
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LICENSING (continued)
Liquor GCeafpio (continued):—
Petitions presented against extension of principle of Local Option.—
Public Meeting at, New Masonic Hall, Sydney, 269 .....................................................................
Public Meeting at Balmain, 272 ...................................................................................................
Publie Meeting at the Town Hall, Sydney, 280............................................................................. |
Public Meeting at the Town Hall, Rodfcrn, 281 ..........................................................................
Public Meeting, Protestant Hall, Sydney, 280 .................................................................... •
Petitions presented against extending the present hours, extending the Sunday trathe, reducing
the duty on spirits, and in favour of the retention of the restrictions as to refreshments to
travellers, from—
Superintendent and Teachers of the Wesleyan Sabbath School, Parramatta, 307......................
James J. Jennings, Minister of St. Ancrew’s Presbyterian Church, Porruuiatta, 307 .............
President and Officers ot “Olivo Branch " Lodge, i.O.G.T., Fairfield, 307 ...............................
The Clergy, Churchwardens, Superintendent of the Sunday School, Teachers, and Members
of the Church of England Mission Church of Prospect, 307 .............................................
The President and Officers of the Members of the “Kiverview” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Ermiuglon,
307 ............................................................................................................................................ '
The President and Officers of the “Star of the East” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Carlingford, 307 ......
The President and Officers of the “Prince Alfred Division ” of the Sons of Temperance,
Granville, 307............................................................................................................................
The Superintendent and Teachers of the Wesleyan Factory-street Mission Sabbath School,
Parramatta, 307 ........................................................................................................................
The President and Officers of the Baptist “ Band of Hope,” Parramatta, 307 .........................
The President and Officers of the “ Women’s Christian Temperance Union,” Parramatta, 307
The Superintendent and Teachers of St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Sabbatli School, Parramatta,
307 ............................................................................................................................................
The President and Office-bearers of the Wesleyan Factory-street Mission, Parramatta, 307 ...
The President and Officers of the “Universal” Lodge, I.O.G.X., Castle Hill, 307 ..................
The President and Officers of the “ Light on the Hill” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Bankstown, 307.......
The Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of the Baptist Church, Parramatta, 313 ..............
The President and Officers of the “ Happy Thought ” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Parramatta South, 313
The President and Secretary of the l' Carrington Tent” Independent Order of Recbabites at
Parramatta, 313 ......................................................................................................................
The President and Officers of tho " Home of Peace'1 Lodge, I.O.G.T , Granville, 313 ..........
The President and Officers of the “Mutual” Lodge, i.O.G.T., Seven Hills, 313...................
The President and OiUceis of the '• Sunshine ” I.odge, 1,0 G .T , Bunllcham Hills, 313 .......... ^
Tho President and Officers of the " Church of England Temperance Society” at Castle Hill,
313 ......................................................................................................................................'. ..
The Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of (lie Church of England, Eookwood, 313 ........
Tho President of St. John's Church of England Temperance Society at Parramatta, 313 ......
The Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of the Congregational Church, Granville, 313 .. j
The President and Officers of the “ Orange Blossom” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Pennant Hills, 31(1,,,
The President and Officers of the “ Light of Dural” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Dural, 316 ................
Tho Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of tbe Congregational Church, Eookwood, 31C
The President and Officers of tho " Sherwood Rangers” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Gougbtown, 316
The President and Officers of the Wesleyan “ Band of Hope,” at Castle Hill, 316.................. j fThe Minister and Office-bearers of the Primitive Methodist Church of Granville, 316
‘
Tbe President and Officers of the “Hope of Auburn” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Auburn, 316
*
The Captain of the Salvat'on Army, Parramatta, 316 ...................................................
The Superintendent and Teachers of the Wesleyan Centenary Sabbath School, Parramatta, 316
Spirits, Wises, asd Beer—Cosvictioxs ukdeh Act:—
Annual Return to Order, laid on Table, 32,174..................
CEiitisAii Law Amendment Act, 3883 :—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 231, 348..........................
Administration op Law at Bathurst :—
Motion made (Mr, Paul) for papers in reference to, 231, 269; Return to Order, laid on Table, 273
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Greer) for Committee of the Whole, 226; Order of the Day postponed, 287 ;
House in Committee, resolution reported end agreed to, Bill presented and read 1“ 317;
Order of the Day postponed, 410, 436, 464, 472, 501.
Petition presented from J. Straughen, as Chairman of Baptist Hnion, New South Wales, against
more than one bar in houses licensed to sell liquor, and against female labour, and in favour
of Bill, 332
Petition from certain Mothers and Daughters residing at Teralba, Greta, and Minmi in favour of,
345
...
.
Petition of Caleb Gambling, as Chairman of a Public Meeting of Residents of Castle Hill,
against Private Bars and the employment of females in public-houses, and in favour of the
Bill, 345 ............................................................................................................................................
Petition from certain Members of the Committee appointed by the Congregational Union of New
South Wales against Private Bars and the employment of females in public-houses, and in
favour of the Bill, 371 ....................................................................................
LIENS ON WOOL BILL
_
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Ah&olt) for leave to bring in, 52.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR (See also “ MESSAGES”).
Instrument empowering, to act during absence of Governor, laid on Table, 166
LIMITATION OF BUSINlfSS HOURS —
Sessional Order passed, 40.
Motion made (Mr, Morion) to rescind Sessional Order and amendment moved (Mr. DiMa) to
apply only to Tuesdays ;—Speaker called attention to continued irrelevance or (odious repetition
on the part of Mr. Willis, 334; motion that Member be further heard negatived,—motion fo
adjournment cf Debate moved,—Speaker called attention to continued irrelevance and tedious
repetition on the part of Mr. Schey, motion that Member be further heard negatived,—motion
for adjournment of Debate negatived, 335 ; amendment negatived, original question carried,
336.
LINWOOD COLLIERY:—
Motion made (Mr. Stfrns)lor Reports on subsidence at, 62; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 72 ,

9C9
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC (See also tf LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT DILL ”'l •—
Local Option :—

v

Feliitions presented in favour of, williont. compensation—
From Mass Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, held in the Domain, 134 ..............
From Citizens of Sydney, 147 ..........................
................................
hrom C. IVilhngs, Chairman of Meeting of Residents of St. Peters, 208 ...
From J. Garrard, Chairman of Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, 217
From Robert R. Jack, Chairman of a Public Meeting, Sunimerliill, 226 ...............
From Qener.il Havelock Tent, Independent. Order of Recbabites, at Auburn, 226 ...
From Australasian Wes’eyan Methodist Conference, 252 .........
F'rom Public Meeting, Citizens of Sydney, 257 ................
From Public Meeting, convened by the Women's Christian Temperance Union, 2G1 .................
From Charles ,T. Lane, as Chairman of a Meeting of Residents of Newtown and Enmore, 293
From Robert. Alexander Withers, 32!) ....................................................................
From James Cox, as Chairman of a Ptiblio Meeting at Orange,' 332
From Public Meeting, Residents of Ryde, 315 ..........................
From Public Meeting, Residenta of Castle Hill, 345 ]!’!!. .' 7
"
From Public Meeting, Citizens and Residents of Marriekvillo, 348
From Public Meeting, Citizens of Sydney, 358 ............ ...................
From Publie Meeting of tho Residents of Woolloomooloo, end against the emplovment of
Hftrmaids, 405 ......................................................................
i ‘
From bishop of Sydney and Primate of Australia and TuEmamasubrajtting a Resolution of’tiic
Synod, 441 ..........................................................................................
°
>
^ ^es'c*cnts
®ou*'1 Sydney, and against the employment of

951
953
955
957
961
959
963
967
965
973
979
981
083
983
983
985
987
959
991

Petitions presented against extension of principle of—
From Public Meeting at New Masonic Uall, Sydney, 209
F'rom Public Meeting at Ralmain, 272............*..................
From Public Meeting at the Town Hall, Sydney, 2S0 ...
From Public Meeting at the Town Hall, Bedfern, 281. ..
Frederick Albert Allen, Chairman of a Public Meeting at the Protestant Hall, Sydney'

969
969
969
969
971

Petitions Presented against extending tho present hours" extending'the S™

ic duty on spirits, and in favour of the retention of the restrictions as to refreshments to
travellers from,—
Superintendent and Tracbers of the Wesleyan Sabbath School, Parramatta, 307 ................
James J. Jennings, Minister of St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, Parramatta, 307
President and Ollicers of the " Olive Brunch ” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Fairfield, 307..
.....
iho Clergy, Churchwardens, Superintendent of the Sunday School, Teachers, and Metnbers 'of
the Church of England Mission Church of Prospect, 307 ........ ...........................................
T1307rOSidCnt' a"ti 0fficcra of thE JIembers °f the “Rivomcw'” Lod^.'l.d.G.T.,"Ennington,
The President and OdieerB of the "Star of the Easl’1 Lodee, I.O.G.T., Carlingford, 307.......
The President and OlTieers of the Prince Alfred Division ” of the Sons of Temperance,
Granville, 307 .....................................................................................
The Superintendent and Teachers of the Wesleyan Factory-street Mission Sabbath School
Parramatta, 307 .............................................................................
The President and Officers of the Baptist “ Band of Hope,” Parrumaftii, 807..................
on J>reS^ellt llIK^ ^'c<’rs
^Ie 11 Women’s Christian Temperance Un;on,” Parramatta 307
JicSupermtendent and Teachers of St. Andrew's Presbyterian Sabbath School, Parramatta’, 307
I he President and Office-bearers of the Wesleyan Factory-street Mission, Parramatta 307
The President and Officers of the ‘‘ Universal " Lodge, I.O.G.T., Castle Hill 307
S~?s!denfc rtnd 01Rccra of tl!e "Light on the Hill” Lodge, I.O.G.T, Bankstown, 307......
Ihe Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of tfie Baptist Church, Parra mat In, 313
The President and Officers of the "Happy Thought” Lodge, I.O.G.T.,ParramattaSonth"313
Iho President and Secretary of the "Carrington Tent," Independent Ordor of Rcchabites, at
Parramatto, 313 ....................................................................... ^
I
The President and Officers of the " Home of Fence Lodge' l6'G.'li, GranvilVe' '313.............1
The President and Officers of the " Mutual ” Imdge, I.O.G.T., Seven Hills 313
I
The President and Officers of the “Sunshine ” Lodge. I.O.G.T, Baulkham Hills'ais'!!!!!!!!!!
ij'ii
aL^ Officers of the r* Church of England Temperance Society1* at Caetle
The Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of tfie Church of England, Rookwood, 313y'
The President of St, John’s Church of England Temperance Society at Parramatta, 313
The Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of the Congregational Church, Granville, 313
1 he President and Officers of the “ Orange Blossom " Lodge, I.O.G.T., Pennant Hills, SIC
mu ^T,dentnnd OS‘ccrs of tlle “Light of Dural” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Dural, 310.......
■the Officiating Minister and Office-bearers of the Congregational Church, Eookwood, 316
The President and Officers of the ■' Sherwood Hangers" Lodge, I.O.G.T., Goughtown, 316
The President and Oflicers of the Wesleyan “ Band of Hope” at Castle Hill, 316
''‘
iho Minister and Office-bearers of the Primitive Methodist Church of Granville, 316
The President and Officers of the “ Hope of Auburn” Lodge, I.O.G.T., Auburn, 316 .....
3Jic Captain of the Salvation Army, Pnrrainntta, 31C..................................................................
The Superintendent and Teachers of tho Wesleyan Centenary Sabbath School, Parramatta, 316
Bar

in

-

976

976

977

Parliamentary Refreshment Room:—

Petition from N.8.W. Local Option League for abolition of, and to prohibit sale of intoxicants :
and motion to reccivo Petition negatived, 469.
LISMORE (See “RAILWAYS”; also “ MOLESWORTH-STREET, LISMORE"- “COUNTRY
TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OE 1880”).
'
LISMORE TO THE TWEED RAILWAY BILL [Heretofore GRAFTON TO THE TWEED
RAILWAY BILL].
Motion made (Afr. Srvce Smith), to read 2°, read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report
adopted, jS3 ; read 3 , pasaedj and sent to Conned, 191 ‘t returned without amendments, 310 •
assent reported, 327.
LISTER, J. H. A. (See " GOLD DISCOVERY”)
LITIGATION (See “REDUCTION OF COST OF LITIGATION BILL”)
LIVERPOOL:—
'
Water District

Proclamation defining boundaries of, laid on Table, 45

......................................... ............................
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LOAN BILL:—
,
„ , .
Standing Orders enspendcd, 540 ; Ordered (Sir jTenry Parses), founded on Resolution or Wajs
and Means, No. 5, presented and rend 1°, £°, Committee report without amendment, report
adopted, 549 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 555; returned without amendment, 550;
Speaker authorised to present to Governor for assent, 558.
LOAN ESTIMATES (See “ FINANCE
LOANS ACCOUNT (Sec “FINANCE”).
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (See “DISTRICT GOVERNMENT BILL").
LOCAL OPTION (See “LICENSING”).
LOCKING (Sec “DARLING RIVER”).
LOCOMOTIVES (Sco “ RAILWAYS ”).
LONG COVE
.
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Worts Act, for reclamation of certain lowIjing mud flats in vicinity of, laid on Table, 358 ..... ..................................................... ............
LORD HOWE ISLAND„ . , „ . t 4 .
Motion made (Ifr. Trail!) for copies of complaints against Mr. T. R. Iccly, Visiting Magistrate to
Lord Howe Wand, 380; Return to Order, laid on Table, 471 ...................................................
LUCKNOW (See “ROADS”).
LYNE, WILLIAM JOHN, ESQ.,
,
.
Speaker's Warrant appointing, as member of tbe Elections and Qualifications Committee, laid on
Table, 391, jnaturity reported, 411; Mr. Lyne sworn, 414.

MACLEAN (See “ROADS.”)
MACLEAY AND BELLINGER DISTRICTS
Information respecting growth of cedars in, laid on Table, 32i.........................................................
MACLEAY RIVER DISTRICT:—
.
Reports, letters, &e., respecting thequestion of draining Swamps in, laid on Table (not printed), 392
MAGISTRATES (See "METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATES ACT, 1881”).
MAHER, JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS").
MAIL SERVICE (See “POSTAL”).
MAINTENANCE OF PRISONERS:—
Return showing cost to the State, laid on Tnble, 380 ............ .............................................................
MAITLAND CATTLE-DRIVING ACT AMENDMENT ACT (See “BY-LAWS”).
MAITLAND MERCURY NEWSPAPER:—
Motion made (Mr. O' Sullivan) for return respecting Government Advertisements, 371; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 410 ................................................................ ..............................................
MANLY (“See "WATER SUPPLY”).
MANNING, MR.:—
Chairman

of

4

787

3

718

361

7

649

S

621

3

871

3

927

6

003

6

605

8

735

Licensing Bench, Rvi>i: :—

Motion made (Mr. Grid) for Select Committee to inquire into charges made against, by Mr
O’Maley, and papers referred to Committee, 13; Report brought up, 309; Motion (Mr.
Crick) for adoption of Report being proceeded with, House counted out, 530 .....................
Petition presented from, for leave to appear before Select Committee inquiring into charges
against, and prayer granted, 24 ............................................................... .....................................
MARRICKVILLE (See “RAILWAYS”).
MARRICKVILLE TO BURWOOD ROAD RAILWAY BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Truce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 142; Message from LieutenantGovernor, 153 ; Order of the Day postponed, 162; House in Committee, resolution
reported, 167, agreed to, Bill presented, and read 1°, 175 ; read 2°, committed, reported
without amendment, and Report adopted, 183; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 190,
returned with amendments, Motion made that Bill be laid aside and negatived, 348-9;
Order of Day read for consideration of Council’s amendments, and attention called to the
nature of the amendments, 359 ; Bill laid aside, 360.
MARRICKVILLE TO BURWOOD ROAD RAILWAY BILL (No. 2)
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 411; Message from LieutenantGovernor, 416; House in Committee, resolution reported, 429; agreed to. Bill presented and
read 1“, 434; Motion made (Mr. Truce Smith) for second reading; Point of Order that pro
vision in Bill was not covered by order of leave, ruled against; read 2°, committed, reported
without amendment. Report adopted, 511; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 516-7;
returned without amendment, 540.
MARRIED WOMEN’S PROPERTY BILL: —
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Frank Fame!!) read 1°, 423; Order of
tho Day postponed, 505.
M’ARTHUR & CO. :—
Return showing tho amount of money paid to, for goods supplied to tho Government during pre
sent Administration; laid on Table, 504..........................................................................................
McCOURT, WILLIAM, ESQUIRE :—
Appointed member of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Worts, 182.
MTLVEEN AND CLIFT (See “CROWN LANDS”).
MTNNES, JOHN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
MEADOW BANK (See “RAILWAYS”).
MEDICAL BILL
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Frank FarntO) read 1°, 5IG.
MEETING OF THE HOUSE
Sessional Order passed, 10.
Hour of, Sessional Order negatived, 359.
MELVILLE, NINIAN, ESQ., M.P.
Elected Chairman of Committees, 10.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to administer Oath of Allegiance, 21,
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1

667

7

195

8
4
3
4
6

581
1111
863
627
1339
134L
155

M
MEMBBRS
Sworn, 10, 171, 217, 239, 257, 395, 60S.
Leave ot absence granted to, 18, S3, 316, 332,
Ot Eloetions and Qualifications Commilteo, eworn, 350, 6S(J), 73,116, 414.
Death of, reported, 161, 223,375,
Motion mado cipressing regret at Death of, 373.
Name added to Select Committee, 138, 231.
.
Vote of, challenged, 236.
Mates personal explanation, 327, 399.
Motion made that Members bo further heard, 335 (i).
Speaker calls attention to continued irrelevance or tedious repetition on part of, and directs Member
to discontinue his Speech, 334, 336, 399, iff!.
Censured by tho House, 352.
Removed from Chamber by direction of Mr. Speaker, 395, 430.
Adjudged guilty of disorder, and expelled from tbe House, 430-1.
Leave given to, to be examined before Select Committee of Council, 485.
Swearing in of, not to interrupt business, 605.
Attendance of, in Divisions and Counts-out ..........................................................
..
MERCHANT SHIP PINO- ACTS
‘ "
Despatch respecting, laid on Tabic, 410 ..............................................................................
i
MESSAGES..................
Transmission

or,

between the

two

Houses: —

Sessional Order passed, 11.
From

the

Governor:—

Delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 2.
1. Assent to Tine Diseases Acts Continuation Bill, 2.
2.
Do
Redhead Coal-mine Railway Act Amending Bill, 2.
3.
Do
Appropriation Bill, 2.
4. District Government Bill, 49 ...................................... ............
5. Coal-mines Regulation Bill, 49 ......................................... .
C. Probate Bill, 68...........................................................................
7. Crown Rents Bill, 77...................................................................
8. Goulburn to Crookwell Railway Bill, 115 ..............................
9. Culcnirn to Corowa Railway Bill, 115........................................
10. Entrance to Richmond River Improvements Bill, 115 ...........
From

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
63.
C9.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

the

Nyngnn to Cobar Railway Bill, 153 ............................................................. ...................................
Kiama to Nowra Railway Bill, 153....................................................................................................
Byron Bay Breakwater Bill, 153.........................................................................................................
Grafton to The Tweed Railway Bill, 153 ........................................................................................
Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill, 153............................................................................
Molong to Parkes and Forbes Railway Bill, 153 ............................................................................
Oootamundra to Xemora Railway Bill, 154 .....................................................................................
Entrance to Clarence River Improvements Bill, 154 .....................................................................
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Erection Bill, 154 .................................................
Western Suburbs (City of Sydney) Sewerage Scheme Reticulation and Completion Bill, 164....
Cowra Bridge Bill, 154........................................................................................................................
Assent to Joadja Creek Railway Transfer Bill, 487.
Do
Berry Municipal District Naming Bill, 487.
Newcast Li Sand-drift Reclamation Amendment Bill, 497 ...........................................................
Vine Diseases Acts Further Continuation Bill, 408 ..........................................................................
Assent to Blayney Municipal Council Enabling Bill, 510.
Do
Circular Quay land Bill, 510.
Metropolitan Street Improvements Bill, 515 ...................................................... ..........................
Water Conservation Bill, 515 ............................................................................................................
Assent to Tumut School of Arts Site Sale Bill, 527.
Do
Probate Bill, 527.
Do
Vino Diseases Acts Further Continuation Bill, 527.
Additional Estimates for 1891, 531 ................................. ..............................................................
Further Supplementory Estimates for 1890, 631 ............................................................................. .
Loan Estimates for 1891, 531 .............................................................................................................
Assent to Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 531,
Do
Mulgoa Irrigation Bill, 554.
Do
Hawkesbury Racecourse Bill, 554.

From

the

G
7

Lieutenant-Governor:—

6
6
7

6
C
C

G
7

5
5
5

203
297
59
503
603
857
953
155
469
511
815

4

795
61

2
5

875
467

3
3
3

491
485
499

7

613

5

1107

4

629

3
5
2

593
1109
737
531

5

331

Governor:—

22. Postage Acts Amendment Bill, 167 ..................................'............................................................
23. Assent to Constitution Act Amendment (Legislative Council Quorum) Bill, 173.
24.
Do to West Wallsend Coal Company (Limited) Bill, 174.
25. Level Crossings on Railways Bill, 180 ............................................................................................
26. Assent to Nyngan to Cobar Railway Bill, 200.
27. Crown Rents Bill (No. 2), 221
28. Assent to Goulburn Water Supply Charges Bill, 226.
29.
Do
Culcairn to Corowa Railway Bill, 231.
30.
Do
Toronto Tramway Act Amendment Bill, 239.
Do
31.
Kiama to Nowra Railway Bill, 239.
32.
Do
Molong to Parkes and Forbes Railway Bill, 2G8.
33.
Do
Cowra Bridge Bill, 268.
34.
Do
Borough of Willoughby Naming Bill, 268.
35.
Do
Remission of Penalties Bill, 280.
36.
Do
Entrance to tho Richmond River Improvements Bill, 286.
Do
Wentworth Irrigation Bill, 287.
37.
38.
Do
Tarrnwingee Tramway Bill, 287.
39. Vole of Credit, 306 ...................................................................................
49. Railway Employees Provident and Pension Fund, 306 .......................
41. Circular Quay Land Bill, 306 ...................................................................
42. iLeprosy Bill, 306 .......................................................................................
43. Assent to Willoughby and Gordon Tramway Act Amending Bill, 319.
4 t. Rabbit Bill, 324 .......................................... ......................... . .......!.........
45. Assent to Crown Bents Bill (No. 2), 327.
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46. Assent to Lismore to tbe Tweed Kailwav Bill. 'it'i.
St. Lcormrds School of Arts Enabling Bill, 32?.
47.
Do
Mount Kcira Tram way Acquisition Act Amendment Bill, 330,
48.
Do
Cootunuindra to Tcmorn Itailway Bill, 339.
49.
Do
Transfer of Mining Stock Sfamp Duty Exemption Bill, 339.
50.
Do
Book Purchasers’ Protection Bill, 339.
51.
Do
Entrance to the Clarence Eirer Improvements Bill, 340.
52.
Do
Australian Mutual Provident Society’s Officers’ Provident Fund Trustees Bill, 340.
53.
Do
Western Suburbs (City of Sydney) Sewerage Scheme Eeticulation and Completion
54.
Do
Bill, 352.
'
.
,
.
Public Yehicles Regulation Acts Amendment BUI (Bo. 2), 352.
55.
Do
56.
Do
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 353.
57. Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Erection Bill (Bo. 2), 366 ......................................
58. Mileon'e Point Extension Railway Bill, 366 ...................................................................................
59. Estimates of Expenditure for 1891, and Supplementary Estimates for 1890 and previous
years, 379 ............................................................................ ...................................
60. Assent to Municipalities of Ryde and Hunter’s Hill BUI, 399.
FflOlt the Liectbnant-Govehsob:—
61. Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill (No. 2), 416 .........................................................
62. Electoral Bill, 417............................................................................................................................
63. Publicans’ Licenses Further Restriction Bill, 425..................... ....................................................
64. Assent to Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Erection BUI (No. 2), 467.
65.
Do Milson’s Point Extension Bail way Bill, 467.
66.
Do Leprosy Bill, 467.
67. Census and Industrial Returns Bill, 467 ......................................................................................
From Assembly to Council:—
Transmitting Party Processions Act Repeal Bill, 79
,,
Mortgages Act Amendment Bill, 116.
„
West VValhcnd Coal Company (Limited) Bill, 116.
„
Wentworth Irrigation Bill, 137.
„
Toronto Tramway Aet Amendment Bill, 141.
Goulburn Water Supply Charges Bill, 14,1.
„
Nyngan to Cobar Railway Bill, 174.
„
Kiama lo Nowra Railway Bill, 174.
„
Culcairn to Corowa Railway Bill, 174.
„
Goulburn to Crookwell Railway Bill, 175.
„
Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill, 199.
„
Lismore to The Tweed Railway Bill, 101,
1
,,
Byron Bay Breakwater Bill, 191.
|
„
Molong to Parkes and Forbes Baitway Bill, 201,
1
„
Cootamundra to Temora Railway Bill, 201.
|
,,
Entrance to Clarence River Improvements Bill,202.
|
„
Entrance to Richmond River Improvemeots Bill, 202.
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Erection Bill, 202.
,
,,
Western Suburbs (City of Sydney) Sewerage Scheme Reticulation and Completion
Bill, 202.
„
Cowra Bridge Bill, 202.
,,
Turrawingee Tramway BUI, 203.
„
Willoughby and Gordon Tramway Aet Amending Bill, 232.
„
St. Leonards School of Aits Enabling Bill, 232.
,,
Borough of Willoughby Naming Bill, 232.
Granting of Probate of Wills and Letters of Administration FaeilituFon Bill, 201.
Crown Bouts Bill (No. 2), 276_
„
Transfer of Mining Stock Stamp Duty Exemption Bill, 281.
„
Mount Kcira Tramway Acquisition Act. Amendment Bill, 281.
,,
Employers Liabilily Act Amendment, 298.
„
Australasian Federation Resolutions, 312.
„
Probate Bill. 316.
„
Publie Yehicles Rogulalion Acts Amendment. Bill (No. 2), 320.
„
Municipalities of Ryde and Hunter’s Hill Bill, 320.
„
Consolidated Revenue Fund BUI, 33S.
„
Leprosy Bill, 367.
,,
Coal Minea Regulation Bill, 414
,,
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Erection Bill (No. 2), 418.
,,
Blayney Municipal Council linabling Bill, 418.
„
Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 424.
,,
Waggn Wagga Cattle Ssile-jards Bill, 427.
„
Tumut School of Arts Site Sale Bill, 428.
,,
Berry Municipal District Naming Bill, 428.
,,
Milson’s Point Extension Railway Bill, 429.
„
Circular Quay Laud Bill, 4G1.
„
Kntoomba Lighting Bill, 476,
,,
Hospital Elections Bill, 479.
„
Ulawarra Harbour and Lard Corporation Bill, 4S3.
„
Yine Diseases Acts Further Continuation Bill, 501.
i,
Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill (No. 2), 517,
,,
Metropolitan Street Improvements Bit], 524.
,,
Rabbit Bill, 541.
„
Census and Industrial Returns BUI, 553.
„
Loan Bill, 555.
„
Appropriation Bil1, 555.
Returning Constitution Act Amendment (Legislative Council Quorum) Bill, without amendment, 151.
„ Remission of Penalties Bill, 277.
,,
Book Purchasers’ Protection Bill, with amendments, including amendment jn tin
Title, 293.
,,
Australian Mutual Provident Society’s Officers’ Provident Fund Trustees BUI, 316.
„ Joadja Creek Railway Transfer Bill -without amendment. 460.
„
Hawkesbury Racecoiirto Bil), without amendment, 509.
„
Mulgoa Irrigation BUI with amendments, 509.

47 L
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Fbom Assembly

to

:—
Council (cortimml)

Agreeing to AraeniimentB mndo in tho Toronto Tmmivay Act Amendment Bill, 227.
Do
Willoughby and Cordon Tramway Act Amending Bill, 282.
Do
Tarrawingco Tramway Bill, 266.
- !
Do
Wenlworih Irrigation Bill, 2C6.
.
Do
St. Leonards School of Arts Enabling Bill, 811.
Do
Blayney Municipal Council Enabling Bill, 47.8.
I
Do
Leprosy Bill, 430.
Do
Probate Bill, 498.
Do
Broken Hilt Water Supply Bill. 612,
I
Do
Tumut School of Arts Site Sale Bill, 612.
\
Do
Illanarm Harbour and Land Corporation Bill, 549.
i
Do
Kutoomba Lighting Bill, 550.
Do
Hospital Elections Bill, 650.
Do
Wagga Wuggu Cattle Sale-yards Bil1, 554.
Do
Moore Street Improvement Bill
from)
Metro
politan Street Improvements Bill, 557.
Do
,
—
Rabbit Bill, 55S.
Granting leave to Member of Hie Assembly to be examined before a Select Committee of tbe
Council, 4-85.
Forwarding Resolution providing for the filling up of any vacancy in the Australasian Federation
Convention, y40.
'
From Council

to

Asseiihlv r- -

Transmitting Constitution Act Amendment (Legislative Council Quorum) Bill, 73.
„
Divorce Amendment and Extcnaion Bill, 160.
„
Book Purchasers Protection Bill, 200.
„
Remission of Penalties Bill, 222.
,j
Criminal Law and Evidence Amendment Bill, 235.
„
Mulgoa Irrigation Bill, 274.
'
„
Hawkesbury Kuceeourte Bill, 294.
„
Solicitors’ Right of Audience Bill, 299
Australian Mutual Provident Society’s Officers’ Provident Fund Trustees Hill, 310. I
}1
Ausfmlaaian Fedeniliati BciolutioiiSj 360.
,
„
Joadja Creek Railway Transfer Biil, 415.
1
„
Married Women’s Property Bill, 428.
„
Policies of Assurance Bill, 428.
„
Land Company of Australasia Bill. 4S3.
j
„
Attorneys Bills of Costs and Practice of Conveyancing Act Amendment Bill 516.
■i.
Medical Bill, 516.
1
Returning West Wnlteend Coal Company (Limited) Bill, without amendment, 152.
I
I!
Nyngan to Cobar Railway Bill, without amendment, 189.
|
„
Toronto Tramway Act Amendment. Bill, with amendments, 200,
I
n
Goulburn Water Supply Charges Bill, without amendment, £00.
j
„
Wentworth Irrigation Bill, with amendments, 201.
„
Culcairn to Corowa Railway Bill, 222.
„
Kiama to ^Towra Railway Bill, without amendment, 235.
j
.i
Tarrawingee Tramway Bill, with amendments, 246.
|
”
Borough of Willoughby Xamitig Bill, without amendment, 2GI.
j
,»
Molong to Parkes and Forbes Railway Bill without amcndmenl, 2C5.
j
„
Cowra Bridge Bill, without amenduinit, 26(1.
,,
Willoughby and Gordon Tram *ay Act Amending Bill, with amendments, 273.
„
Entrance to (bo Richmond River Improvements Bill, 282.
,,
St. Leonards School of Arts Enabling Bill, with amendments, 204.
I
„
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Ereelion Bill, with amendments, 294.
„
Liemore to the Tweed Railway Bill, without amendment, 310.
,,
Crown Rents Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 313
•>
Transfer of Mining Stock Stamp Duty Exemption Bill, without amendment. 320.
,,
Cootamundra to Temora Enilnny Bill, williont amendment, 320.
,,
Mount Kcira Tramway Acquisition Act Amendment Bill, without amoudmciit, 325.
„
Clarence River Improvements Bill, without amendment, 321.
„
Public Vehicles Regulation Acts Amendment Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 332.
Western Suburbs (City of Sydney) Sewerage Scheme Reticulation and Completion
Bill, without amendment, 332.
„
Consolidated Revenue bund Bill, without amendment, 345.
,,
Morrickvillo to Burwood Railway Bill, with amendments, 34S.
„
Municipalities of Ryde and Huutrr's Hill Bill, without amendment, 375.
„
Ijoprosy Bill, with amendment*, 390
„
Milson’s Point Extension Railway Bill, without amendment, 452.
»
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage Offices Erection Bill (No! 2), without amend
ment, 452.
„
Blayney Municipal Council Enabling Bill, with an amendment, 465.
,,
Horry Municipal (Dist-fiet Naming) Bill, without iitncndaieu^ 465.
»>
Wagga Wagga Cattle Sale-yards Bill, with Amendments, 483.
j,
Tumuh School of Arts Site Sale Bill, with amendments, 484.
„
Circular Quay Land Bill, without amendment, 480.
j>
Probate Bill, with amendments, 400.
Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, with amendments, 402.
„
Tine IBseafes Acts lumber Continuation Bill, without Amendment, 511.
„
Hospital Elections Bill, with nmeudments, 51G.
„
Ulawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Bill, with amendments, 535.
„
Kntoomba Lighting Bill, with amendments, 535.
»
Marrickville to Burwood Road Kailwny Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 540.
ji
Census and Industrial Returns Bil), without amendment, 556.
j,
Loan Bill, without amemlinent, 556.
„
Moorc-street Improvement Bill {chanffrd from) Metropolitan Street Improvements
Bill, with amendments, 556.
„
Babbit Bill, with amendments, 55?.
,,
Appropriation Bill, without amendment, 658,
*
Agreeing to Amendments made in the Mulgoa Irrigation Bill, 517,
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MESSAGES (continued)
Erom Codncu to Assembly (continued):—
i
Asking leave to eiaraine a Member of the Assembly before a Selert Comuiiltce, 4So.
Concurring in Bcsolution in reference to filling vacancy in the Australasian Ecdcration Couvcn-,
'
lion, 554.
....
1
Agreeing to amendments made in the Book Purchasers* Protection Bill, including an amendment
in the Title, 313.
’ METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATES ACT, 1881 —
_
_
805
3
Correspondence respecting Rules under Section 8, laid on Table, 287 ..............................................
METROPOLITAN 'WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS, 1880-1889.
5 405, 433, 437
Amended Bv-laws of Board, laid on Table, 25 (J), 174.............................................................. ..........
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT :—
431
5
Proclamation defining boundarv, laid on Table, 45 ......................... ..................................................
METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITIES CATTLE AND SHEEP DRIVING BILL;—
Motion made (Mr. Hawthorne) for leave to bring in, 476 ; presented and read l", 479.
METROPOLITAN STREET IMPROVEMENTS BILL (changed to) “MOORE STREET IM
PROVEMENT BILL”:—
Motion made (SirHenry Parkes) for Committee of tho Whole, 4S2 ; House in Commillce, Rerolu*
tion agreed to, presented and read 1°, 502 ; Message from Governor, 615, read 2°, committed,
reported vith amendments Report adopted, 520; read 3°, passed and sent to Council,j
2
875
524; returned with amendments, 556; amendments ogrecd to, 557......................................
MEYER, MR. OSCAR:.
Motion made (Afi\ Click) for Return showing amount paid to, 99; Return to Order, laid on|
8
235
Table, 115...........................................................................................................................................
8
237
Retnrn showing statuary, Ac., purchased from or through the agency cf, laid on Table, 200...........
MIDDLE HARBOUR
|
Traffic acboss Spit Febrt
Return showing for periods of six months ending 31 December, 1889, and 30 June, 1890, laid on
821
5
Table, 183.......................................................................................................................................
MIDELTON, MR. THOMAS (See “ CIVIL SERVICS”).
MIDNIGHT'
Sittings after, 14, 41, 76, 84, 89, 100, 104,117,125, 138, 150, 165, 170, 183, 191, 228, 232, 236,
247, 261, 289, 32], 334, 342, 368, 373, 382, 401, 406, 412, 410, 430, 452, 461, 466, 470, 476,
486. 490, 502, 606, 511, 517, 526, 536, 542, 556.
MIHI AND DANGAR CREEKS (See “BRIDGES’*).
MILITARY: —
2
207
Report on Forces of the Colony for 1889, laid on Table, 129..............................................................
Cartage on Camp Equipments :—
Motion made (2fr. Molcsicor/h) for papers in refcience to contracts for, 124: Return to Order,
213
2
laid on Table, 166 ............................................................................................................................
Volunteer Force Regulation Act:—
2
225
Regulations under, laid on Table. 32 .......................... .................................................................... .
MILLER, GEORGE, MR. (See "CIVIL SERVICE”).
MILLER, GUSTAVE THOMAS CARLISLE, ESQUIRE
Return of Writ for Monara reported, sworn, 1.
MILLTHOUPE (See " ROADS”).
(
MILSON’S POINT EXTENSION RAILWAY BILLi
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 359 ; Message from Governor, 366
House in Committee, resolution reported, 368 ; Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read
1°, 412; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, 416; Report adopted, 419;
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 429 ; returned without amendments, 452 ; assent reported,
6
1181
.
467 ....................................................................................................................................................
MINERALOGY (See“MINING”).
MINING (See also “WEST WALLSEND COAL COMPANY (LIMITED) BILL” ; also “ COAL
MINES REGULATION BILL"):—
4
797
Annual Report of the Department of Mines, for 1889, laid on Table, 18 ..........................................
Claim of John O'Brien, Ttaqong Gold-field
Motion made (Mr. CreencJ for Select Committee to inquire into, 13 ; Return to Order (Session
1679-80), referred to the Select Committee, 103.
Claims of William Tom, James Tom, and J. H. A. Listek, as the first Discoverers of
Gold in Australia :—
.
Motion mado (Mr. Hall on) for Solent Committee to inquire into, 269 ; leave given to make visits
4
1053
and hold inquiries, 348; Report brought up, 540..........................................................................
Petition presented from William Tom, praying for leave to be heard before the Select Committee,
4
1087
read by the Clerk, and prayer granted, 384 .................................................................................
Gold Leasb, Parish Etthina, County St. Vincent:—
Motion made (Mr. Morton) for papers in reference to, 23].
Gold Leases at Cobar:—
4
1089
Return to Order (Session 1589), laid on Table, 18.......................... ............................ .......................
Gold Leases at 1 [illgrove
_
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) Lr papers relative to Applieationg of D. Anderson, G. Quinncll, and
J. Bourke, 115.
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for papers relative to Applications of Stevenson, Moore, and others,
115.
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for papers relative to Applications of Thomas E. Mills, 116.
Motim mado (Mr. Fletcher) for papers relative to Application of J. C. Hogan, 116.
Linvvood Colliery : —
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Reports in reference to subsidence at, 52; Return to Order, laid on
4
1107
Table, 72................................................... ..................................... .......................................................
Mineral Application by Mr. J. F. O’Donouue:—
Return to Order (Second Session 1889), laid on Table (not printed), 32.
Peak Hill Gold-field :—
4
1049
Report of Mr. Geological-Surveyor David, laid on Table, 147..............................................................
Validated Conditional Purchases :—
_
4
1109
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for a return respecting, 181; Return to Order, laid on Table, 181 ......
Afpointjiest of Lecturers on Mineralogy: —
Motion made (Mr O'Sullican) io favour of, 211,
1
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MINING STOCKa (See “TRANSFER OF MINING STOCK STAMP DUTY EXEMPTION BILL”).
MINISTERIAL ELK
ELECTION BILL:—
»
Motion made (Mr, Htirley) for learn to bring in, 13; presented and read 1°, 17; Order of the Dav
postponed, 134, 226, 414, 471, 472.
MINISTERLAL STATEMENT:—
Made by Sir Uenry Pnrkes, 328, 373, 4C5,
Adjournment moved to call attention to, 373.
MINT (See “SYDNEY BRANCH ROYAL MINT”).
MITCHELL, JOSEPH, ESQUIRE, M.P.'
Leave of absence granted to, 83.
MOLESWORTH-STREET, LISMORE ; Motion made {Mr. Eming) for Papers in reference to Resumption, 103: Return to Order, laid on
„
Table, 210................................................................... ........ .......................
MOLLEB, AUGUST (See “CROWN LANDS”).
............................................................................... .
MOLONG (Sco “RAILWAYS; "also “CROWN LANDS”).
MOLONG TO PARKES AND FORBES RAILWAY BILL:—
Motion mado {Mr. (Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 141; Message from Lieutenant1
Governor, 133; Point of Order as to whether it was competent for tho Lieutenant-Governor to
act in the matter, not having been sworn in, overuled by Mr. Speaker, 154; Ordor of the
Day postponed, 162 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°,
16: ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 189; read 3°, passed
and sent to Council, 201; returned without amendment, 265 ; Assent reported, 268............. .
MONARO (See “ ELECTORAL").
MONEY ORDER OFFICE
Report of the Public Service Inquiry Commission on, laid on Table, 430
MOORE PARK:—
Notices of dedication and appointment of Trustees, laid on Table, 146.........................................
MOORE-STREET IMPROVEMENT BILL (CHANGED FROM METROPOLITAN-STREET
IMPROVEMENTS BILL)
(See “METROPOLITAN-STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BILL”).
MOORE-STREET PROPOSED WIDENING
Petition presented for public meeting of Citizens of Sydney, in favour of, 385.................................
JIOREE (See “CROWN LANDS").
MORPETH (See “ BRIDGES”).
MORTGAGEES (See “POWER OF MORTGAGEES OF CHATTELS RESTRICTION BILL”)
MORTGAGES ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
'
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for leave to bring in, 12; presented and read 1°, 18; read 2 ,
committed, reported with an amendment, report adopted, 104; read 3°, passed, and sent to
Council, 11G.
MOSS VALE (Nee “RAILWAYS"),
MOTIONS —
Rescinded, 151.
House counted out on Member proceeding to move, 121, 178.
MOUNT KEIRA TRAMWAY ACQUISITION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for Committee of the Whole, 207; House in Committee, resolution
agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 217-8; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment,
report adopted, 277; read 3“, passed, and sent to Council, 281; returned without amend
ment, 325 ; Assent reported, 339.
MOUNT RENNIE CRIME
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for 1S89, laid on Table, 22 .......... .. ........... .....................
Spkcial Gkants

'

r ’ ■

-m

Motion made (Mr. Crick) for papers in connection with, 162; Return to Address, laid on Table
(not printed), 380.
MUDGEE (See also “ RAILWAYS")
'
Tows Common:—
'
.
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for papers relating to sale of, 19; Return to Order, laid on Table (not
printed), 32,
MULGOA IRRIGATION BILL :—
‘
Received from Legislative Council and on motion (Mr. Mil hr) road 1°, 274 : Order of the Day
postponed, 410, 428, 464; motion made (3fr. Tj'thhb) for 2°, and amendment moved (Mr,
Plumb) to refer to a Select Committee, and amendment negatived; read 2°; committed,
reported with amendments, report adopted, 5C6-6; read 3°, passed and returned to Council.
609 ; amendments agreed to by Council, 517 ; assent reported, 554.
’
Petition presented from Inhabitants of Town and District of Penrith, iu favour of, and read by
thn Clerk, 4G1 ....................................................................................... ......................|.....................
MUNICIPAL (See also “BY-LAWS”; also “ BLAYNEY MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ENABLiNG
]iILL
Coupoeatiojt

i.'

Mumcipaiittes ■—

Motion made (Mr. iToseph Abbott) for Committee of tbe Whole to consider a further additional
grant of five shillings in tho pound, 385; Order of the Day postponed, 418; House in
Committee, Resolution agreed lo, 457.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BROUGHTON CREEK AND BOMADERRY NAMING BILL
(See “BERRY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT NAMING BILL”)
MUNICIPALITIES OF RYDE AND HUNTER’S HILL BILL :—
Petition presented (Mr. Frank Farrell) for leave to proceed with under the 65th Standing Order,
presented and read 1°, 24; Order of Ihe Day postponed, 88; read 2°, coiumitted, reported
with amendments, Report adopted, 317; rend 3°, passed and sent to Ccunei', 319; returned
without amendment, 375; assent reported, 399.
MURDOCH, D. (Sec “POSTAL”).
MURWILLUMBAH FERRY :—
Motion made (Mr. Fusing) for papers in connection with, 435,
MUSEUM (See “AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM”).
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HAMOL THE (See "ELECTORAL”).
MARRABRI (See “ROADS”).
NATIONAL ART GALLERY
'
Report of, for 1889, laid on Table, ?9......................................................................................................
^ NAUTICAL SCHOOL-SHIR “YERNON”:—
'
Adjournrnent moved to call attention to pamphlet mating charges against the management of, 175
’
"Annual Report for year ending 30 April, 1890, laid on Table, 2C0......................................................
* Ahticle in Daily Tklegbaph Nwspapeb :—
,
^ Motion made (Mr. Copaland) that article headed “ The ‘ Yemon’ Boys ” was a breach of privilege,
*
"
177.
■ CHABGES JIADE BY MkSBHS. BhAOO AND AbDIID :—
4
» Minute by tho Minister for Public Instruction after inquiry into, laid on Table and motion made
' ,, *,
. (Mr. CorrreiAers) that documeot he printed, and amondment moved to omit names of boys
.
from the evidence and withdrawn ; amendment moved to omit evidence, carried ; motion as
amondod ogrecd to, 235 ................................................................... ............................................
NAVAL FORCES OF THE COLONY:
'
T'r Report for 1889, laid on Table, 32 .....................................................................................................
\
NAVY (See "IMPERIAL NAVY ”)
t .NAVY, IMPERIAL
"
Information respecting Commil tab to Darlinghurst Gaol of Men belonging to, 87......................
, NECROPOLIS (ADDITIONAL AREAS) BILL
'
Moticin made (Tfr, Gould) for leave to bring in, 208 ; presented and read 1°, 216.
NEILD, MR. JOHN CASH
Petition presented from, in reference to his appointment as Eieeutive Commissioner at Adelaide
Eihibitidn, and the disbursement of certain moneys; also calling attention to Notice of
A
j Motion of Mr. J. P. Abbott, and nsling leave to appear before Select Committee, 45.............
'
Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition :—
1
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for Select Committee to inquire into representation of Colony at,
and expenditure of Public Money in connection therewith, 353; Report brought up), 520;
adopted, 640..................................... ...................................................................................................
Petition presented from, praving to be heard before the Select Committee, and prayer granted, 414.
NET-FISHING IN PORT HACKING PROHIBITION ACT'
Petition presented from certain Licensed Fishermen praying for repeal of, 317 ..............................
NET-FISHING IN PORT HACKING PROHIBITION ACT AMENDMENT BILL;—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for leave to bring in, 18 ; presented nod read 1°, 25 ; Order
of tho Day postponed, 79, 316, 324, 385, 405, 441; on Order of the Day being read
Mr. Speaker ruled that Bill was beyond the Order of leave; Order discharged and Bii!
withdrawn, 521.
NET-FISHING :—
Retnrn respecting Tidal Waters closed against, laid on Table, 534.....................................................
NEW GUINEA (See “BRITISH NEW GUINEA”).
NEWBERY, Me. WILLIAM (See “EDUCATION”).
NEWCASTLE (See “TRAMWAYS”; also “CITY OF NEWCASTLE GAS AND COKE COM
PANY'S ELECTRIC AND OTHER LIGHT BILL”; nlso “ SOUTHERN BREAKWATER,
NEWCASTLE”; also “BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL”;
'
also “BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL (No. 2)”).
* NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE
p
Motion made (Mr, Melville) for papers in connection with grant to tho Primitive Methodist
)
Connection at Adamstown, 428; Return to Order, laid on Table, 464 ....................................
■
-NEWCASTLE PAVING AND PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT (See “BY-LAWS”).
NEWCASTLE SAND-DRIFT RECLAMATION AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 490; Message from Governor,
497 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 49S .................................... ..
......................
* NEW ENGLAND (Sco "RAILWAYS”).
NEWINGTON (See "ASYLUMS”),
w NEW POSTAL PILLARS (Seo "POSTAL”).
■
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE (See “PRIVILEGE ”).
NEWTOWN (See “RAILWAYS”).
NO QUORUM:—
In House before commencement of Business, 559.
In House after the commencement of Business, 104,121, 134, 178, 195, 211, 253, 329, 343, 345,
349, 353, 449, 458, 480, 499, 621, 630.
Reported from Committee of the Whole, 104.
Reported from Committee of Supply, 486.
In House on Member proceeding to move Motion, 121.
NO TELLERS:—
•In Division, 313, 357(l), 358(*), 407, 554.
NORTH COAST (Seo "RAILWAYS”).
NORTH-SHORE (See " WATER SUPPLY”; also “ RAILWAYS" ; also “BRIDGES ”).
NORTHERN DISTRICTS (See also “RAILWAY") :—
Particulars respecting Police, laid on Table, 216................ ...................................................................
", NOTIFICATIONS (See “ RESUMPTION OF LANDS”; also “ REGULATIONS” ; also “ WATER
" .
SUPPLY”; also “SEWERAGE”; also “CROWN LANDS”).
■ 1N OWRA (See “ RAILWAYS " ; also “ DRAINAGE ”).
.
,! NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT (See “ BY-LAWS”).

++,

Vi

: NYNGAN (See “RAILWAYS”).
_ NYNGAN TO COBAR RAILWAY BILL:—
*
Motion made (Mr. Fruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 136; Message from Lieutcnant^ _
Governor, 153 ; House in Commitfee, resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 155 ;
" ^ .
Order of tho Day postponed, 163; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report
,
5adopted, 169; read S'*, passed and sent to Council, 174; returned without amendmont, 189;
Assent reported, 200 ..................................................................... ..............................................
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OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
Speaker’s Commission to Administer, 388.
■
OBERON (Sec “ROAUS").
O’BRIEN, ANNIE NASH (See “CROWN LANDS”).
O’BRIEN, JOHN (See “ MINING”),
O’CONNOR, THE HONORABLE DANIEL:—
Return showing appointments made in Postal and Telegraph Departments during enure of ofllce
as Postmuiter-Generul, laid on Table, 231 ......................................................................
.
O’DONOHUE, MR. J. F. (Seo “MINING”).
OFFICIAL ASSIGNEES (See “BANKRUPTCY ACT”).
OLD LOANS ACCOUNT (See “ FINANCE ”).
OPENING OF THE SESSION
Proclamation read by tho Clerk, 1.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 2, 14.
ORANGE (See also “WATER SUPPLY”)
Hospital :—

2

359

7

313

-

Motion made {Mr. Walker) for papers in referenoo to inquiry into management of, 52; Return
to Order, laid on Table, 879.............................................................................................................
Motion (Jfr. Walker) for Select Committee being proceeded with, House counted out, 178.
Motion mado {Mr. Walker) for Select Committee to inquire into management of, 885; leave
given to make visits of inspection to Orange Hospital, 392, 443 ; leave given to make Special
Report, 552; Special Report brought up, 653 ..............................................................................
Petition presented from Town and District for a Select Committee to enquire into Dr. Goode’s
charges, 179 ................. .......................................................................................................................
ORDER OF JUDGES (Sec “PAYMENT OF MONEY UNDER ORDERS OF JUDGES'FACI
LITATION BILL”).
ORDERS AND ADDRESSES
Alphabetical Registers of,
................................
ORDERS OF THE DAY —
'
......................................................................
Discharged, 133, 208, 288 (;), 341, 423, 401, 521 (!), 524, 534, 553 <:J).
Of Government Business postponed in a bunch, 143, 266, 282, 314, 416, 612, 649.
Restored to Paper, 246.
General Business, precedence of, over Notices of Motions on Wednesdays and Thursdays, 253,
General Business takes precedence on Fridays, after 6 o’clock, 411.
Of General Business postponed till after subsequent Order, 423, 471, 504, 560, 653.
Government intercepted by General Business being called on at 6 o’clock, 419.
General intercepted by Government Business being called on at half-past Six o’clock, 55B.
ORDNANCE LAND TRANSFER BILLa
>
Presented and read pro forma, 2.
OURIMBAH CREEK (See “RAILWAYS").
OXLEY ISLAND (Bee “WHARF ACCOMMODATION”).
OYSTER FISHERIES (See “ FISHERIES AND OYSTER FISHERIES ACTS FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL”).

309

fj

331

1

727

* ‘

4

*
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P
PARKES, THE HON. SIR HENRY, G.C.M.G., M.P.
Makes Ministerial Statement, 328, 373, 463.
Adjournment moved in referenoo to Ministerial Statement made by, 373,
Iiotter from tho Principal Under Secretary, to Mr. Dibbs, enclosing an extract from a privatr
letter from Major-General Edwards, laid on Table, 58 .............................................................
Mr, Speaker informed tho House tint, the head of tho Government would resumo his duties on
27 August, and asked the House to concur in the departure from ordinary rules for thnf
purpose, S67.
PARKES (See “RAILWAYS”).
PARKS

^
S

729
*

Clahencb Town Public :—

Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 18............................................................................................ .............*................... ..............
Public, Balmaiit:—

.............................................................................................................. ...............................

Notification of resumption of land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on Table, 18......
PARLIAMENT
Opening of Session, 1,
Proclamation proroguing Council and Assembly ...................................................................................
Chahofs

op

Bbibbky

in

connection with

the

passing op the

4

783

4

785

Beoken Hill Wateh Supply

Bill

Motion made (Ifr. Waddell) for Royal Commission to inquire into. Point of Order:—That
motion was substantially the same ns an amendment moved the previous night, and could not
bo put; Speaker ruled motion out of order, 529.
Adjournment of tho House moved, to show the urgent necessity of the Government investigating,
PARLIAMENTARY REFRESHMENT ROOM:—
Petition presented from Now South Wales Local Option League to against Bar of, and to prohihil
the Supply of Intoxicating Liquor within the Parliamentary Buildings; motion made (Ifr
Alfred Allen) that Petition bo received and negatived, 469.
PARLIAMENTARY SESSIONS BILL:—
•
Motion made {Mr. Copeland) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 181; Order of the Dav
postponed, 269; motion made for 2°, and debate adjourned, 342 ; Order of the Day post
poned, 464, 501.
j
.
>
ji
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS: —
General Report, together with Minutes of Proceedings, laid on Table, 25..........................................
Further Returns respecting payments to, laid on Table, 39, 129..... .....................................................
Motion mado (Jfr. Waddell) for correspondence in reference to reporting proceedings of, 489.
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PAKLIAMEXTARY STANDING COJDHTTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS (continued)
AvrOINTMENT OF MtMBEtt : —
Motion made (ATr. Bruce Smilh) to appoint James Inglis, Esqnire, and amendment proposed
[Mr. Frank Farnell) to substitute the name of William McCourt. Foint of Order.—As to
whether amendment was in ordor, and whetlier a ballot could bo demanded. Mr. Speaker
ruled the amendment in order, and against the demand for a ballot, amendment carried, 1S1-2.
Motion made [hlr. Bruce Smii/i) to appoint James Patrick Garvon, Esquire, and amendment
proposed {Afr. Frank Smith) to substitute tbe name of Robert Barbour ; amendment nega
tived, motion carried, 415.
Cobae to Cockbuen Railway:—
Motion made [Mr. Bruce Smilh) to refer, 555.
College toe Tealking Tkachehs of Public Schools :—
Motion made (Mr. Carntthern) Lo refer the matter of the erection of, 45d.
Glen Innes to Inverell Railway
Motion mado (Air. Bruce Smith) to refer, 555.
Hospital Buildings, Macqgarik-stkeet :—•
Motion made (Sir Jlenry Parkes) to refer the original plans and estimates, and those on a reduced
scale, amendment moved that Committee report forthwith, amendment and motion carried,
485-6,
Hospital foe the Insane upon the Keniiobe Estate, neah Goui.buen :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smilh) that motion (Session 18S9) to refer to, be rescinded, 151.
Impeovbjients to the Entrance of the Richmond Rivee (See also " Entbance to the Rich
mond Riveb Improvements Bill”) :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 40.
Ieon Bbiuge at Cowra (See also " Cowea Beidge Bill”)
Report together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 87 ; motion
made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 141 ..................................................................
Kiama to Nowba Railway :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer matter of extension of, into the town of Nowra, 555.
Proposed Impeoybmknts to the Entrance of the Clarence Ritee (See also "Entrance to
Clabence River Ivitbovhmen'is Bill”) :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, laid on Table, £5 ; motion
made (Afr, Bruce Smilh) that work be earned out, 124 ............................................... .............
Proposed Railway fbom Grafton to the Tweed (See also "Grafton to the Tweed
Railway Bill ”) Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 25 ; motion
mado (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be earned out, 125 ,.v.....................................................,...
Proposed Breakwater, Byron Bay (See also “ Byron Bay Breakwater Bill) :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, laid on Table, £5; motion
made (_Vr, Bmee Smith) that work bo carried out, 130 ..............................................................
Proposed Railway from Nyngan to Cobar (See also ‘‘Nyngan to Coeiab Railway Bill.”)
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 25; motion
made CMr. Bruce Smilh) that work be carried out, 116 ..................................................................
Proposed Railway from IIaiieickville to the Burwood Road (Sco also “ Marrickville to
Burwood Road, Railway Bill.’’)
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 25 j motion
made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 117 .................................................................
Proposed Extension op Sydney Water Supply to Southern Suburbs—Hukstville and
Rockdale :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence and Plan, laid on Table, 25 ..........................................
Proposed Dredge and Plant for Sydney Harbour :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence and Appendix, laid on Table, 25..................................
Proposed Reticulation of the Western Suburbs Drainage Scheme (See also “ WesternSuburbs (City op Sydney) Sewerage Schems Reticulation and Completion Bill.”)
Report, together with Minutes of ETidcnce, kid on Table, 25; motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith)
that work be carried out, 124 ............................................................................................................
Proposed Beidge otee the Hunter River at Jerry's Plains :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, laid on Table, 25......................
Proposed Offices for Board op Water Supply and Sewerage (See also "Board of Water
Supply andJSewerage Offices Erection Bill.11)
Repert, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 25 ; motion
made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 124 ................................................................
Proposed Beidge over Xarban Creek, Parramatta River :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 25 ...... ...........
Proposed Railway from Moss Vale to Robertson :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, kid on Tabic, 25 ..................
Proposed Railway from Kiama to Nowra (See also “Kiama to Nowra Railway Bill”).
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, kid on Table, 25; motion
made (ilfr. Bruce Smilh) that work be carried out, 116 ................................................................
Proposed Railway from Cootamundra to Temora (See also “ Cootamundra to Temora
Railway Bill”).
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 32; motion
made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 116 ....................
...............................
Proposed Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the Mainland at Newcastle :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 32 ..... ............
Proposed Railway prom Mudgke to Gulqong :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 68 ...................
Railway from Byrock to Bkewarbina:—
Motion made (jl/r. Waddell) m favour of line, and amendment moved to refer to, and negatived,
405.
Railway from Culcairn to Corowa (See also "Culcairn to Corowa Railway Bill”).
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smilh) that work be carried out, 40.
Railway from Goulburn to Crookwell (See nlso “ Goulburn to Crookwell Railway Bill,1’)
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried, out, 40.
Railway from: Molong to Parkes and Eoehes (See also " Molong to Parkes and Robbes
Railway Bill”; also" Railways").
Report together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, kid on Table, 87 ; motion
made (Mr. Bmee Smith) that work be carried out; amendment moved (Mr. Wright) to
re-submit to Committee on Public Works, negatived ; motion put and passed, 137—8..............
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PARLTAMBNXABT STANDING ON PUBLIC WORKS
Railway

to coxitbct

Motion mado

North SnoiiE Railway

{conUmted):—

Port Jackson,

at

Milsos’s Poikt __

to remit to, 40-1; Second Report brought up, 273 ; motion made
I,hut work be curried out, 314 ...........................................................

{Mr. linen Smith)

{Mr. Brace Smith)

Rival Routes

with

of

Railway

tbom

Towns

to

Existing Railways :—

165

"

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) tn submit, where trial Bun-eys have been made and neentived 117
PARRAMATTA (Sec “ASYLUMS'’).
‘
h
'
PARRAMATTA ROAD :—
Notification for resumption of land under the Pubnc Works Act, at University Cutting foi
improvement of, laid on Table, 324 ..................
‘
b
PARTY PROCESSIONS ACT REPEAL BILL:—
............................................................
Motion made (Jfr. Wdliam Stephen) fov learns tc bring in, presented, and road 1°, 13; road 2J.
committed, reported, report adopted, 70 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Conned, 70 ’
PASTORAL HOLDINGS (SeeCROWN LANDS”].
PAUPERS (See “SICK PAUPERS”).
PAYMENT OF MONEY UNDER ORDERS OF JUDGES FACILITATION BILL
Motion made (Jfr. Vivian) for leave to bring in, 257 ; presented and read l0, 26S; Order of the
Day postponed, 295, 299, 422.
PEAK HILL GOLD-FIELD
Report of Mr. Geological-Surveyor David on, laid on Table, 147 ......................................
Motion made {T>r. lions) for papers in reference to roads to, 167.
’
PEDLERS (Sco “HAWKERS ON RIVERS BILL”)
PENSION FUND (Seo
“RAILWAY EMPLOYEE:
•
-'EES' PROVIDENT AND PENSION FUND1
JflJjLi

559

1049

J,

PENSIONS (Sec "CIVIL SERVICE ACT, 1884”).
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY COMMONS
Return tn Ordor (Session, 1889), laid on Tnble, 32
PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mt. Bruce Smith proceeded to make an explanation, and objection being taken, motion mado (Jfr.
Copeland) That tho Honorable Member be heard, and withdrawn, explanation continued and
concluded, 327.
Mr. A, G. Taylor proceeding to make, repeated language which had been ruled out of ordnr, and
was ordered by Mr. Speaker to discontinue his speech. 399.
PETERS, ,I. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PETERSHAM
Pontic Rkceeatton:—

749

■

Notification of resumption of land under tho Public Works Act IS
PETITIONS'
......................................
Printing of, Sessional Order passed, 12.
To bo heard in person or by Counsel before Select Conimitl.ee, 2J, 39, 87 0) W4 367 414
Read by tho Clerk, 25,134, 325, 384, 399, 415, 461, 489, 497.
'
Petitions presented from Sydney Typewriting Association in favour of legalising typewriting

787

751
649

Weekly Abstract of. Nos. 1 to 34
.......................................................................
PILOTAGE RATES i—
...............................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Molesworth) for reduction of, at Sydney and Nowcastlo 385
PITT-STREET FIREJ
.
Motion mado (Mr. Leen) for Depositions of Coronial Inquiry on, 434; Return to Order laid
Tame, 535 .............................................
"
}
F™AN:D !BRJDGE STREETS (See 1'LAND CORNER OF"piTP AND "bRIDGE STREETS'’V
PLURAL VOTE (Seo “ELECTORAL ACT (PLURAL VOTE APm.irnmvi ianrarni/irWr
BILL”).
POINTS OP ORDER
Arisingi n the Ho use! 04 125, 154, 181, 208 {>), 227, 247, 205 («), 272, 288, 337, 423, 431, 436,
401, 4{>d, 5J1, OS'!, 529.
Reported from Committee of Supply, 517 (2).
POLICEW
Report of Inspector-General for 1889, laid on Table, 32 .......................................................
Report of Inspector-General, on occurrences coming specially under tho notico of the Police
during the late Strike, laid on Table, 502 ..................................................
Northem,* District : —

583

617
627

.......................................................................

Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 216 ........................................................................
William Stafford, Ex-mountiid Sudgeant :—

637

....................

Petition from presented, praying the House to immediately grant tho inquiry into his case, 210
Motion made (Jfr. Hawthorne) for Soleet Committee to inquire into case of. 211,
Petition in reference to his dismissal from the Police Force, laid on Table, 121
Officers

ix

Civil Service

emi-loved as

Special Constables

Telegraph Office, Picton ■—

635

7

rr
7

j

613
611
335

’

Report and Proceedings of, held in Adelaide, May, 1890, laid on Table, ISO

Axxn

641

...............................

Information respecting, laid on Table, 4G4...
POLICIES OF ASSURANCE BILL
.................................................................................
Received from the Legislative Council, and on motion (Jfr. Frank Farnell) rend 1° 4?S ■ Order1
Of the Day postponed, 505.
I
PORT HACKING (See “NET-FISHING IN PORT HACKING PROHIBITION ACT AMENDMEM BILL ; also " NET-FISHING IN PORT HACKING PROHIBITION ACT"!
PORTLAND-PLACE (See “TRAMWAYS”)
1
POST OFFICE (Seo “GENERAL POST OFFICE”)
POSTAGE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL•
Motion made (Jfr. O'Connor) for Committee of the Wliole, 166; Message from the Governor
. -fk? ; -House hi Committee* resolution agreed to. Bill presented, and read I6, 2L7
5
1 etition presented from Committee appointed at a Conference of Provincial Newspaper’Pro-’
pnetors held m Sydney against, 280 ......................
,
POSTAL:—
........................................................................... j
Report of the Postmaster-General for 1889, laid on Table. 141 ......................................................
Adjournment of the House moved to call attention to administration of Department 152
Axp Telegraph Conference

639

‘

Not'ficalion of Resumption under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for, laid on
I able, 410 ............. .........................................
^
,

453
609
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P
POSTAL—coniimed.
Complaints

ao-atnst

Kuambach Poskiaster

and

nis Wife :—

■

Motion mado {Mr. Vivian) for Papers in roferenco to, 371; Pcturn to Order, laid on Table (not
printed), 510 ....................................................................... ............................................................:
Conveyance

op

Mai is

to and fbom

Geneesat, Post Office, Sydney :—

1

Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) for Soleet Committee, 44.1-2; Report brought up, 553 ......
General Post Office, Money Oedle Office,

and tde

Electric TELEOEAPn Department :—

Report of Public Service Inquiry Commission upon, laid on Table, 430 ..........................................
between Sydney and San Francisco vid Auckland and Honolulu :—
Further correspondence respecting, laid on Table, IS, 502..................................... .............................
Renewal by the Hew Zealand Government, of, from Hovember, 1890, to November, 1891, 502......

7

529

2

231

7
7

553
563

7

671

7

007

7

573

7

049

7

C49

Mail Contract

Mail Subsidies :—

Particulars of contracts with lines of stcamcra and sailing vessels, kid on Table, 147......................
West Maitland Office;—

_

_

Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, For enlarge
ment of, laid on Table, 390 ...................................................................................................... .
New Postal Pili.aes

_

.

Motion made (JUr. Molrstvorih) for papers relating to contract for, 4 S3; Return to Order laid
on Table, 502 .............................. ....................................................................................................
Adjournment moved (ilfr, Lyne) to call attention to unsafe stato of, 408.
Charges against Mail-Guard D. Murdoch;—
Motion made (Mr. Dowell) for papers in reference to, 552.
POST-OFFICE CARVINGS_
Motion made (Jfr. Uawken) against removal of, 629.
POSTPONEMENTS
Government Orders of the Day Postponed in a bunch, 143, 266, 282, 314, 410.
Business postponed until after Notice on Business Paper, 395.
Government Business postponed in bunch, 400.
General Orders postponed until after subsequent Order, 423, 471, 550, 553.
POWER OF MORTGAGEES OF CHATTELS RESTRICTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Levien) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1“, 299.
PRACTITIONERS (See " LEGAL PRACTITIONERS BILL”).
PRAYER;—
_
Motion made (Mr. Turner) to open business with, upon each sitting day, and negatived, 147-8.
PRECEDENCE OF BUSINESS (Seo “ BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE”).
PREVIOUS QUESTION;—
_
Motion made for and negatived, 89.
PRICE, MR. E. B. (See ‘‘RAILWAYS”).
PRINCE ALFRED HOSPITAL (Seo " HOSPITALS”).
PRISONERS:—
Return showing cost of maintenance of during 1889, laid an Table, 380 ..........................................
PRISONERS AND CRIMINAL LUNATICS (Seo "DESPATCHES”).
PRISONS
Report on, for 1889, laid on Table, 62.......... ............................. .................... .................... .................
PRIVATE BILL (See also “BILLS”);—
Referred back to Select Committee, 436.
PRIVILEGE*
Slat

of

Honorably Sydney Smith, Sechytabt

fob

Minis :—

Motion made (Jfr. Crick) to refer to Elections and Qualifications Committee, 27.
Newspaper Abticli :—

Motion made (Mr. Copeland) that article in tho Daily Telegraph headed “ Tho Vernon Boys,' is a
breach of privilege, 177.
Mr. Hurley called attention tn article in the Maitland Mercury, and elated his intention to move
a motion of Privilege thereon; article read by the Clerk, and Mr. Hurley not being present
to make the motion of Privilege Mr. Dibbs moved a motion censuring the Honorable Member,
352.
Newspaper Article :—

.

1

Motion made (ilfr. Trail) that. House do to-morrow proceed lo inquire into statement that bribes
had been offered to and asked for by Members of Parliament, and that the editor of Truth be
summoned to give evidence at Bar, 291-2; Order of the Day read and Question put, that House
proceed to tho consideration of the statements referred to, and agreed to—Speaker informed
House of issue of summons to editor of Truth, and motion made (Mr. Traill) that the editor ol
Truth be now examined at the Bar and agreed to—Mr. Adolphus George Taylor conducted to.
Bar, sworn by the Clerk, and ejumined—Witness withdrew, and on motion of Mr, Bmee Smith
was discharged from further attendance— Order of the Day discharged, 299.
The Hon. J. H. Young:—

Mr. Dibbs referring to certain correspondence in reference to alleged Bankruptcy of Mr. Speaker,
drew the attention of tho House'to section 26 of the Constitution Act and section 4 of the
Bankruptcy Act under which he considered Mr. Speaker’s seat was vacated. Sir Henry Parkes
having stated that, in the opinion of the Attorney-General, Air. Young had not become a
bankrupt within tho meaning of tho 26th section of tho Constitution Aet, Mr. Dibbs laid
the correspondence on the Table, 375.............................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) that scat be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications
and negatived, 389.
Cjiakgis

against

Members

of

799

Parliament :—

Motion mode (Sir Henry Parkes), instructing Mr. Speaker to require Mr. Crick to state whether
he had, at Lambton, denounced the Parliament as being “ roflen and corrupt.” Point ol[
Order ; That tbe matter not suddenly arising was not ono of privilege, overruled ; amend
ment proposed (Mr. Crick) for appointment of Royal Commission to inquire into charges of
corruption and bribery in reference to tho Broken Hilt Water Supply Bill; amendment
negatived; original motion passed. Mr. Crick denied having used the specific language a«
quoted in tho resolution, 524, 525.
PROBATE BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Gould) for Committee of tho Whole, 58; Message from Governor, 68; Honsi
in Committee, Eesolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 142 ; read S3, committed, 170;
House in Committee, 208 ; reported with amendments, report adopted, 314; read 3=, parsed.
and sent lo Council, 316; returned with amendments, 490; amendments agreed to, 498 ; assen^
reported, 527 ....................................................................................................................................
PROBATE OF WILLS (See “ GRANTING OE PROBATE OF WILLS AND LETTERS OF
ADMINISTRATION FACILITATION BILL”).

3
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P
rWOCESSIONS (Sf-o “ PAETr rEOCESSIO>TS ACT REPEAL BILL”).
PROCLAMATIONS
Defining boundaries of the Campbelltown Water District, laid on Table, 45............. .......................
Defining boundaries of the Liverpool Water District, iaid on Table, 45...................... .......................
Defining tbe boundaries of the Metropolitan Water District, kid on Table, 43 ...............................
On Opening Parliament, 1,
Prorogniug Council and Assemblj .............................................. ...........................................................
Yesting in the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage certain Sewerage Works, kid on Table, 43...
PUBLIC BUSINESS
Adjournment moved to call attention to state of, and negatived, 10S.
Adjournment moved to call attention to tho unsatisfactory state of, 33G.
'
PUBLIC HEALTH
Motion mado (llfr. Vivian) for report upon Mortality in tho Metropolitan and Urban Districts
from preventable diseases, and the remedy far same, and withdrawn, 147.
Report of Board of Health on tho deposits of Q-arbago in tho borough of Redfern on a site for
' building purposes, laid on Table, 379 .......................... ...................................................................
Appointment op Dr. C. Lepervancue as G-otsrnment Medical Opficee at Naeeauei :—
Motion made (-Ifr.F. Abbott) for papers in reference to, 320; Return to Ordor, kid on Table,
3G6 ......................................................................................................................................................
Influenza Epidemic
'
Report of the Chief Medical Inspector for 1S90, kid on Table, 634 ..................................................
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (Sec "EDUCATION”).
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT OF 1830
Regulations under, laid on Table, 17 .....................................................................................................
PUBLIC OFFICES
Notification of resumption, under the Land for Publie Purposes Acquisition Aet, of land in City
of Sydney, iaid on Table, 273 .......................................................... ...................................................
Land, Thu,nr-street, Sydney:—
Notification of resumption under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, kid on Table, 18
PUBLIC SCHOOLS (See ‘‘EDUCATION”)
PUBLIC SERVICE INQUIRY COMMISSION (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
PUBLIC TOLLS (Sec "TOLLS”).
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (ilfr. Slattery) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 208.
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL {No. 2) : —
Motion mado (Mr, Furdtl-in) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 216; read 2°, cormnitled,
reported witli amendmenis, Report adopted, 817; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 320;
returned without amendment, 332; assent reported, 352.
PUBLIC WATERING-PLACES ACT, 1884
Amended Regulations under, kid on Table, 25 .......................................... ................................... ....
PUBLIC WORKS (See "PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.”)
PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1988:—
Notification or Resumption ukdeb, laid os Table:—
Public Recreation, Petcrebam, 18.............................................................................................................
Addition, Railway Works and Conveniences at Newtown, 358 ............ ................................................
Additional Siding Accommodation at Como, 188 ..................... ............................................................
' Construction of an Approach Road to Meadow Bant Railway Platform, 390 ..................................
Construction of a Line of Tramway from Ashfield Railway Station to Portland Place, 390...........
Improvement of the Parramatta Road at University Cutting, 324......................................................
Reclamation of certain low-lying mud-flats in the vicinity of Long Cove, 358 ..................................
Tramway from Castlcreagli-street to tho Rondwiek Road, 324..............................................................
Tramway from Leichhardt to Five Dock, 257..........................................................................................
Widening Line of Railway from Sydney to Eveleigh, 358 .........................................................
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:—
'
Annual Statement of works carried out by Department during 1889, kid on Table, 257........ ..........
PUBLIC WORKS PROPOSALS :—
Bin do ib at Moepeth and Hinton :—
Report by Examiners on, laid on Table, 4G5 ; Evidence laid on Table, 469 ..................................... .
Impsiovemkhtb op tub BnuNewiCK River:—
Report of E. B. Price, Temporary Examiner on, kid on Table, 465 .................... .........................
Branch Railway to Bai.lina :—
Report by Mr. E. B. Price, Temporary Examiner on, in connection with tho Lismore to tho Tweed
Line, 485 .............................................................................................................................................
Galong to Buehowa Railway :—
Report by Mr. P. Scarr,Temporary Examiner of Public Works proposals, laid on Table, 055 ....
PUBLICANS LICENSES FURTHER RESTRICTION BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Heavy Parkes) for Committee of tbe Whole, 411; Message from the Governor.
425; Order of the Day postponed, 429 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented
and read 1°, 471-2.
PULLMAN OARS (Sec " RAILWAYS.”)
PUNT :—
Petition from corfain persons for abolition of tolls on Hinton. 216 .................................................
PYRMONT (Seo “BRIDGES”).

QUEENSLAND BOEDER (See “ROADS”).
“QUESTION BE NOW PUT”:—
Motion mado for, and passed, 275, 336.
Motion made, and less than forty members shown in Tellers list-, in favour of, 275-C.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS :—
Sessional Order passed, 10,
QUORUM (See "NO QUORUM.”)
■
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QUESTIONS (coniimed)
Agricultural (continued):—
Removal from Glebe Island, 170.
Premises rented by Scientific Department of, 504.
Trucking Cattle to Glebe Island, 332.
Utilization of Reformatory Buildings and Grounds,
Abbott, Mr. J. I’., M.P.
Letter in reference to Bores
Rookwood, 464,
for Water, 07.
Albf.rt Gold-fields:—ApplicationforMineralLcasc, 186.
Aboriginals
Alburn
Express Trains, 417.
Enrolment on Electoral Lists, 243,
Alison v. Burns -Case of, 38, 56, 225.
Protection Board, 244.
Amaroo :—Public School at, 219.
Administration of Justice :—
Ammunition (See “Military”).
Acting Gaoler at Cobar, 107.
Angledool (See “Water Conservation”).
Appeals under Crown Rents Bill, 370.
Annandai.e :—Post and Telegraph Office, 78.
Auciiitkct’s Department (Sec “Government;” also
Appointment of Mr. F. B. Hales, P.M., for Bombala
and Eden, 552.
“Civil Service.”)
Case of Alison v. Bums, 3S, 50, 225.
Ardill, Mr. John Roche :—Claim to compensation, 8.
Argyle Electoratf,
Roads in, 209 (;).
Case of Whitton v White, tried at Bathurst, 198.
Arqyli; Keeks :—Removal of, Clarence River, 414.
Case of Constable Semmington, 204.
Case of Gordon Garrett, heard at Dubbo, 446.
Artesian Bores :—
Anglodool-Gollarendabri Road, lo, 132.
Catherine Hill Bay, 255.
Clerk of Petty Sessions for Tamworth, 2S5.
Barringim Contract, 123.
Deniiiquin to Moama Road, 496.
Clerks of Petty Sessions in Sydney acting as Chamber
■Magistrates, 207, 280.
Hay, 24.
Letter of Mr. J. P. Abbott in reference to, 97.
Coniinces in Darlinghurat Gaol for Wife Maintenance,
Prices of Well-boring Rods and Tubes, 223.
369.
Yellow Waterholcs, near Moama, 129, 200,
Cost of maintenance of Prisoners, 149.
Court-house, Milton, 128.
Artillery (See “Military”).
Ashkurnham and Gordon :—Leasehold Areas in Coun
Court-house, Bourke, 225.
Court of Petty Sessions, Jindabyne, 140.
ties of, 97.
Court of Petty Sessions and Lock-up for Katoomba, 187.
Asiirury Carriages (See “Railways”).
Court of Petty Sessions at Swansea, 389.
Ashfield
’
Railway Permanent Way to Burwood, 229.
Daniel Grove and William Topper, Crown Witnesses,
Tramway to Druitt Town, 478.
162.
Asiatics :—Influx of, 75.
Decisions in Land Court Appeal Cases, 551.
Assays (Sec “Mining”).
District Court Judges, 30.
District Court of Quarter Sessions, Condobolin, 127.
Asylums :—
Government, 376.
Eastern Suburbs Court-house, 365.
Macquarie and George Streets, Parramatta, 171.
Ecclesiastical Court, 06.
Mrs. Ounynghame, late Superintendent of the MacElla, arrested for Sussex-street Biot, 150.
quarie-atreet Asylum, Parramatta, 377, 413.
Fines paid by Benjamin Tripp, 283.
Imprisonment of Defendants in Civil Actions, 187.
Purchase of Rosaiville and Kenmore Estates for
James Ray, incarcerated in Debtor’s Prison, 23.
Lunatics, 85.
Inebriate, 449.
J unee Court-house, 418.
Australian Colonies :—Deportation of Pauper and
Law Reform, 513.
Liberated Criminals to, 539.
Lord Howe Island, 244, 256.
Man named Neish, convicted of Bigamy, 378.
Automatic Brakes (See “Railway's’’).
Baan Baa :—Village at, 65.
Members of Parliament, serving as Jurymen, 107.
Bairnsdale r—Extension of Railway to N. S. Wales
Metropolitan District Court, 60.
border, 426.
Millanc v. M. Tully, Land Case, 489.
Ballina :—Railway to Lismore, 019.
Mr. Thomas Connolly, J.P., 102.
Mr. Lee, Stipendiary Magistrate, 206, 221.
Balmain l—
Extension of Tramway to, 179.
Mr. Giles, P.M., Parramatta, 334.
Railway to Longnose Point, 39, 332.
New Court-house, Maclean, 263.
Reclamation of White Bay, 57, 404, 446.
■ Newcastle Court-house, 99.
Tram Extension from Forest Lodge, 392, 404.
Police Magistrate, Broken Hill, 51.
Balmoral :—Government Land at, 100.
Police Magistrate, Bombala, 111, 285.
Banks :—Government Moneys in, 403.
Police Magistrate, Windsor and Richmond, 403.
Barclay’, Isaac :—Claim of, 128, 333.
Prisoner Davidson, 60.
Barratta Run :—
Prosecution of Francis Leslie Shaw, 255.
Annual leases, 272, 284.
Police Magistrates transferred to Mines Department,
Forfeited Improvements on, 120.
243.
Petition in reference to, 37, 07.
Remission of Fines by Magistrates, 135,
Barkingun :—
'
Remuneration to Jurors, 352, 421.
Sheriff’s Officer, Cobar, 221.
Bore, 123.
Post Office, 121.
Stephen v. Erwin, 97.
Road to Bourke, 233.
Site for Court-house, Redfern, 17.
Swamp leading into Town, 121.
Small Debts Courts, Country Districts, 73.
Barton, Mr. G. B. :—
Small Debts Court at Yantabulla, 365.
Agreement to write History of Now South Wales, 279
Vacation for Sydney Police Court, 177.
Publication of History of New South Wales, 413,
Wesbury Atha, v. Olsund, 113.
Baths
Erection of, Sydney Harbour, 221.
Witness in ease Regina v. Myers, 422,
Bathurst
'Women Imprisoned for Debt, 243.
Advertisements :—
Agricultural College at, 10.
Licensing Inspectors, 229.
Government, in Country Papers, 210,
Locomotives at, 172.
Sunday Amusements, 343.
Railway Accident, 8, 37, 78, 114, 384.
Agent-General :—Office of, 533.
Agricultural :~
Bathurst Burk :—Eradication'of, 224, 280.
Battersea :—Peppercorn’s Property, 418, 455.
Branch, Mines Department, 16, 36.
Bear Island :—Royal Commission on Fortifications, 158,
College at Bathurst, 10.
Beef, Mutton, Ac. :—Export of, 205.
College and Model Farm, Orange, “2
Beg a :—Railway to Eden, 43, 301.
College, Ham Common, 172.
Bellinger Riytei: :—
College at Rookwood, 186.
Growth of Cedars in District, 315.
Establishment of Colleges, 97.
Harbour and Entrance, 194.
Experimental Farm, Bourke, 132.
Improvements of Harbour, 459.
Experimental Farms, 187, 215.
Benefit Societies
Information respecting, 388.
Farm at Rookwood, 161.
Bensusan (Seo “Mining”).
Freights on Produce, 378.
Bekridaik :—Telegraph Line from Cooma, 315.
Grants to Societies, 23, 99, 106, 224.
Berp.igan :—
Metropolitan Society’s Ground, 120, 538.
Sale of Town Allotments, 129,
Metropolitan Society, 71, 85, 101.
Railway from Jerilderie, 418, 481.
Model Farm, Hunter District, 161.
Abattoirs
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (conUnveil) :—
Bhvan, Matthew :—Eino imposed under Stock Aet, 240.
Bridges (continued):—
Be van', Mk. :—New Ouinea Explorer, 224, 244,
Gundagai, 271.
Beyts, Dr. Samwii, Cellim, F.M.C.P., D.C.L.M.M. —■
Hawkesbury River, 57.
Status of, 305.
Iron Cove, 87, 332.
Sinaloa'o :—Reserves at, 50.
Ironwork for construction of, 199.
Blaokheath :—Railway Aceident at. 37.
Morpeth and Hinton, 389.
'
Blacktown
IVial Survey of Line to Blayney, 9, 224.
Mulwala, over Murray River, 128 256.
Blayney :—Trial Survey of Line from Blacktowu, 9, 224.
Narrandera, 60, 186.
Blue-Jacket Lease (See “Mining”)
Orphan School Creek, ] 80.
BlukStone:—Sale of, under Poisons Act, 50.
Over Murray River at Jmgellic and Tintaldra, S, 323.
Boatmen :—Of the Marine Board, 524.
Over River at Goolagoug, 16, 140, 391.
Bogan River :—Bridge between Bourke and Brcwarrina,
Over Mnhvarrie Creek at Goulburn, 51.
225.
Over Mnmimhidgco River at Freshfard, 82, 234, 340.
Bombala :—
Over Bogan, lietween Bourke and Brewarrina, 225.
Mail Service from Perico. via Bondi, 280.
Over Narran Crook, between Goodooga and Brcwarrina
Police Magistrate, 111, 235.
225, 364.
Recreation Reserve, 552.
Over George's River at Liverpool, 305.
Road to Bondi, 280.
Over Tarrabong Creek near Goodooga, 364,
Bombo Quarry ;—Fatal accident to man named Saunders,
Over Lachlan River at Cowra, 389.
166.
Over Lachlan River at Forbes, 409.
Bondi :—
Over Maclcay River at Kempsoy, 478.
Extension of Tramway, CL
Overhead, at Honeysuckle Point Railway Station, 533.
Road from Bombala, 280.
Over Parramatta River ot Rydalmero, 528.
Tram Fares to, 200.
Overhead, and Railway Station, Katoomba, 331.
Tramline, 477.
Pyrmont, 45, 251.
Botirnore:—Conveyance of Mails to Forbes, 112,119,120.
Pyrmont to Glebe Island, 251, 422.
Bonus (Seo “Artesian Bores”).
Redbourneberry, 29.
Botanic Gardens :—Supply of flowers to hospitals, 404.
Wilbertree, 92.
Botanical Survey
Of the Colony, 315.
Yerong Creek, near Costigan’s, 93.
Bourke:—

Bridge over the Bogan between Brcwarrina and, 225.
Crown Land in Town of, 225.
Court-house, 225, 344, 3G5, 443,
Experimental Farm at, 132.
Flood, Railway Line, 15, 452.
Free Railway Passes, 128.
Government Buildings and Revenue, 230.
Hospital, 452.
Losses of Stock in District, 50.
Rabbit-proof fence between Dubbo and, 370.
Railway Line, 16, 173.
Railway from Byrock, 30.
Railway trucks for Wool at, 446.
Belief Fund, 537.
Repair of Road to North Bourke, 364.
Returns on Railways between Wellington and, 471.
Roads in District, 233.
Road from Barringim, 233.
Streets of, 233,
Time of arrival of Western Mail Train at, 446 (a).
Wool at Railway Stations between Nyngan and, 448.
Bowling Green
Formation of, Victoria Park, 497.
Bowral

Quarry at, for Railway purposes, 177.
Resumption of Pember's land for Cemetery, 460.
Road to Wombeyan Caves, 207.
Boyle, Constable :—Assault on, at Eire in Pitt-street,
448.
Brackenrig. Mrs. M. (See “Civil Service”).
Bradford, D. and R. :—Tender for Special Castings,
478.
Bradley's Head
Lights and Fog-bell at, 00
Braidwood :—

Mr. Watts, Clerk of Petty Sessions, 7.
Postal Assistant at, 23.
Railway from Tarngo, 9.
Breakwater :—

Construction of, at Trial Bay, 194, 245.
Southern, at Richmond Heads, 551.
Brkwahrina :—

Bridge over the Bogan, between Bourke and, 225.
Bridge over the Narran Creek, between Goodooga and
225, 364.
Extension of Railway to, 44, 107.
Government Buildings and Revenue, 230.
Railway to Byrock, 16, 131, 392.
Repairs of streets, 233.
Special areas near, 233.
Brkwongle :—

Loading Stage at, 319.
Telephone to O’Connell, 22.
Bridges :—

Coldstream River, 44.
Concrete used in Cylinder, 323.
Denison, at Kelso, 305,
Erection of, over Vale Crock at Perth, 9.
Erection of, to North Shore, 24.
Erection of, over the Murray, 293.
■ Glebe Island, 421.
Greg Greg, Upper Murray River, 50.

Bridgewater :—Public School, 488.
British Protectorate
Broderick

(See

Broken Bay :—
Broken Hill

Of, at New Guinea, 85.

“Crown Lands”).

Crown lands in parish, 165.

Police Magistrate at, 51.
Railway Extension via Wjlcannia, 139.
Brunswick River :—

Improvements to, 180.
Works at Heads, 30.
Buchargingah Ron
Bcckley, Thomas

132,

Application for Land, 206.
Dismissal from Roads Department,

School at, 173.
:—Protection of and Iionwood, 364.
Buildings :—Rented by Government, 132.
Bucoble
Buddaii

Bdlli Mine
Bullock

Use of naked lights in, 250.

Island

:—Application to mine under Fore

shores, 150.
BuNGENDORE :—

Drainage Scheme, 214.
Road to Currawang and Collector, 220.
Bunyan
School at, 23.
Burrowa :—Proposed Railway from Galong, 24, 260.
Bursaries :—Obtained by Public School Children, 36.
Burwood :—Railway Permanent way from Ashfield, 229.
Bushorove :—Rood from Maclean, 263.
Butler, Thomas
Dismissal of, 107.
Byrock :—
'

Railway from Brcwarrina, 16, 131, 392.
Railway to Bourke, 30.
Water supply for, and Coolabah, 3G4.
VJABL.J.

okkyick

:—iiiternatc route, Jot),

Cadet Corps (See “Military”).
Caloola Creek
Application of P. J. Glashcen for

Church and School Laud, 129.
Camden

Application for Corps of Mounted Infantry,

165.
Camden Haven, Upper:—Road, 172.
Camp Equipments
Cartage of, 111.
Camping Reserve (Seo “Reserves”).
Canal:.—From MurrumbidgeeRiver to LakcUrana, 478.
Canangles :—Road from Cargo, 172.
Cakhathool:—

Road from Hilleton via Camp Plain, 185, 476.
Road from Railway Station to Hillston, 4S7.
Carcoar :—Trucking Yards, 75.
Careening Cove
Reclamation at, 447.
Cargo:—

Mining Districts, 205, 391.
Road to Canangles, 172.
Post and Telegraph Oilice, 538.
Carmichael :—Gratuity from Railway Commissioners
to, 7.
Carroll (See “Crown Lands”).
Carvings :—Removal of Post Office, 344.
*
Casino :—Pastoral Lessees, 140, 528.
Cassius
Railway from Muswellbrook, 37, 207,
Castings, Special :—Tender of D. and R. Bradford for,
478.
’
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QUESTIONS {continued).-—

Service {continued):—

Caswell, Mr. Warden:—

Civil

Decisions in minine cases at Peak Hill, 146.
Police Magistrate, Dubbo, 113.
Catherine Hill Bay:—Administration of Justice at,
255.
Cattle-drivihq (See “ Stock”).
Catalry (See “ Military”).
Cedars
Growth of, in Macleay and Bellinger Districts,
315.

Postal Inspectors, 98.
.
Promotion of Officers in Lands Department, 102.
Reorganisation of Postal and Telegraph Departments,
427.
Report of Commission on Post and Telegraph Depart
ment, 256, 422, 425.
Report of Commission on Mines Department, 271, 283,
513, 523, 528, 533.
Report of Commission on Treasury Department, 533.
Salaries of Officers of Legislative Council, 496.
Salary of Prothonotary, 272.
Stock Board Examiners, Inspectors of Stock, 186.
Superannuation Fund, 37, 422.
Superintendent of Hospital for Insane, Newcastle, 145.
The Agent-General, 533.
The Colonial Architect, 120.
Thomas Buckley’s dismissal, 132.
Vacancies in Postal Department, 139.
Civil Service Act:—Report of Actuary on, 119.

Cemeteries :—

Introduction of Bill, 446.
Newbridge, 10.
Nyrang Creek, 02.
Petersham, 452.
Resumption of Pember’s land at Bowral for, 4C0.
Thirlmere, 106.
Trustees of, 249.
Census
Of the Colony, 297Centennial Park

Amount expended on, and sale of villa sites, 105.
By-laws, 101.
Sale or lease of frontages, 441.
Marble Statues in, 552.
Central Division (See " Crown Lands”).
Chamber Magistrates:—Clerks of Potty Sessions in
Sydney acting as, 207, 286,
Chatsworth :—Road from Harwood, 210.
Chicaqo International Exitikition :—Representation
at, 263.
•
Chilled Meat:—

Carriage of, 220.
Rooms, Darling Harbour, 178.
Chinese :—Immigration to South Australia, 530.
Chowder Bay

Riot at, 408.
Submarine Buildings, 22.
Churches, Ac. :—Assessment by 'Water and Sewerage
Board, 4SS.
Church

and

School Lands

Application for lease by

P. J. Glasheen, 129.
Circular Quay :—Removal of Commissariat Stores, ISO,
186.
City Railway :—Inquiry Commission, 17.
City and Suburban :—Control of Tramways, 179.
Civil Actions :—Imprisonment of Defendant!;, 187.
Civil Service :—

Appointment of Mr. Davidson as Draftsman, 251.
Appointments to Railway Department, 140.
Appointments from Gunnedah Electorate, 209.
Appointment of Engineer-in-Chief for Hallways, 464.
Assistant Superintendent Stores Department, 244,
256, 260, 264, 267
Appointment of Mr. F. B. Hales, P.M., for Bombala
and Eden, 552.
Clerks in Lands Office, Sydney, 425.
Clerk required to resign from Money Order Office, 440.
Clerks in Telegraph Office, Sydney, 513.
Commission, 60, 433, 504.
Comptroller-General of Prisons, 135.
Dismissal of Thomas Butler from Works Department,
107.
Dismissal of Mr. Egeson from Observatory, 433Dismissal and re-appointment of employee in Post
Office, 514.
Employment of Females, 210.
Government Officials enrolled as Special Constables, 351,
403.
“Hansard” Staff, 514.
Immigration Department, 85.
Lands Office Inquiry Commission, 31.
Letters in ProtiaUint Slaiulard in reference to Postal
Department, 129, 131, 140 (s).
Messrs. Cracknel], Wilson, and Hipsley, 60.
Mines Department, 534.
Mr. Crackneil, 98 (3), 440.
Mr. Watts, Clerk of Petty Sessions, Braidwood, 7.
Mr. John Roche Ardill, 8.
Mr. M'Crcdie, Public Instruction Department, 22.
Mr. W. A. Fraser, Clerk of Petty Sessions at Tingha, 56.
Mr. Caswell, P.M., Dubbo, 113.
'
Mr. E. Erbert, Fisheries Department, 413.
Mr. Midelton, inquiry into case of, 50.
,,
removal of, from Public Service, 477Mrs. M. Brackenrig. Assistant Superintendent of
Industrial School, Parramatta, 508.
Mrs. Cunynghame, Superintendent of Mucquarie-street
Asylum, Parramatta, 377.
Officers imported by Railway Commissioners, 101.
Officers of Lands Department, 123.
Officers of Colonial Architect’s Department, 532.
Pensioners andBensions under SupcrannuationFund, 37.

Clarence River ;—

Dredge for, 44, 66, 210.
Harbour Improvements at Heads, 384.
Population of Electorate, 81.
Removal of Argyle Reefs, 414.
Clocks (Sec
Coal :—

“Post Oefice”; also “Railways”).

Contract for Supply to Railway Department, 344, 360,
377, 378, 389.
Rate of traction on Railways, 165.
Slack in Ulawarra District, 284.
Coalcliff :—Miners at, 447Cobar :—
Acting Gaoler at, 107.

Additions to Post, Office, 272.
Government Buildings and Revenue, 230.
Railway from Nyngan, 343.
Reserve Rifle Company, 139.
Ringbarking Crown Lands in District, 364, 370.
Sheriff's Officer for, 221.
_
Special area around, for small holdings, 16, 130.
Town Common, 78.
Water Supply, 78.
Coke’s Harbour :—Jetty at, 463.
Coinage
Of Silver at Sydney Mint, 206.
Coldstream River
COLLARENDABRI

Collector

(See

Bridge over, 44.
“WATER CONSERVATION”).

■

Road from Bungendore, 220.
Marked-tree Road from Gundaroo, 475, 495.
Colonial Architect :—

Retirement of, 120.
Officers of Department, 532.
Commissariat Stores :—Removal of, from Circular Quay,
ISO, 186.
Commissioners (Sco “Railways”).

CoMsnssiONS:—
City Railways, 17.
Civil Service, 60, 433, 504.
Fees paid in Milburn Crock, Fehon Inquiry, and Tram
way Leasing, 497.
'
Fortifications, Bear Island, 158.
Lands Office Inquiry, 31.
Mines Department, 271, 283, 513, 523, 528, 533.
Post and Telegraph Office Inquiry, 256, 422, 425.
Royal, on Works of Defence, 532.
Treasury Department, 533.
Commons :—

Cobar Town, 78.
Sydney and Moore Park, 146.
Tank, Molong Town, 404.
Trustees for Molong, 9.
Town Goodooga, 233, 364
Town Coolabah, 364.
Wilberforcc, 115.
Companies :—

_

_

Introduction of Bill for Registration, 35.
Registered under Limited Liability Act, 127.
Compositors (See “Government.”)
Comptroller-General of Prisons
Appointment of,
134.
Concert Public Schools :—Children taking part in,

392.
Concrete (See “Bridges”).
Conditional Purchases (See “ Crown Lands”).
Conditional Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
Condobolin :—

District Court of Quarter Sessions, 127.
Land Office, 333.
Stock route from Dandaloo, 180.
Unsurveyed Land in District, 409.
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Conference :—

Of Road Engineers, 347.1
Federation, 513.
Confixees
In Debtors' Prison, 2Sft.
Connota’', Me. Thomas :—Appointment to Commission
of Peace, 102,
Consolidated Revenue :—Amounts paid out of, 113.
Constitution of New South Wales
Change in, 30C.
Consumption :—Dr. Koch's Cure for, 445, 455.
Conthactoks (See “Roads” ; also “Railways.”)
Contracts :—

Clothing Military Forces, 151.
Prices ol new Railway Carriages and Motors, 157.
Sub-lotting of Government, 284.
Winding Clocks and Watches on Great Northern Rail
way, 194.
Coogee :—Tram faros to, 206.
Cook’s River Road
Expenditure on, 32S.
Cool Storage —At Railway Stations, 9.

Coolaraii :—
Erection of Trucking Yards, 364.
Police Station, 233, 364.
Railway Accident, 225.
Town Common, 364.
Water Supply for Byrock and, 364.

COOMA :—

■

Land Board, 93.
Railway returns, 102.
Railway to Victorian Border, 120, 250.
Sleeping Cars for railway from Goulbtu'n, 369.
Telegraph line to Berridale, 315.
Coonabarabran ;—Abandoned Runs in Land District,
607.
_
...
Coonajible :—Distances by various Railway routes'from
Sydney, 193.
Cooean.hOno
Post and Telegraph Office, 334.
Copeland :—School of Arts, 513, 552.
Coraki :—Road from Maclean, 45, 82.
Coronai.lo (See " Crown Lands”),

Corowa :—Special Areas in Land District, 166.
Country Newspapers ;—Government advertisements in,
210.
Court Houses :—

And Police Station, Redfern, 311.
Bourke, 225, 344, 365, 448.
Hay, 356.
Junee, 418.
Liverpool, 311.
ISastern Suburbs, 365.
Courts of Arbitration and Conciliation ;—Intro
duction of Bill to-provide for, 343.
Cowka:—

Bridge over Lachlan River at, 389.
Local Works in, 72.
Post and Telegraph Offices, 468.
Road to Glculognn, 244.
Show Ground, 57.
Grace, Mr. (See Crown Lands).
Cracknell, Mr. :—
Absence in Melbourne, 440.
Attendance at Postal Conference, 98.
Salary and Allowances, 60, 98.
Criminals :—Deportation of Pauper and Liberated, to
Australia, 539.
Crookwtll r—
Post and Telegraph Office, 185.
Railway from Goulburn, 51, 268.
Crown Lands (Sec also “Reskkves”).
Abandoned Runs in Lund Districts of Narrabri, Wab
gelt, Gunncdab, and Coonabarabran, 507.
Additional Conditional Purchase of George Curry at
Cootamundra, 55.
A. and J. Cunningham’s Forfeited Conditional Purchase
at Queanbeyan, 86.
Advertising, for sale, 218.
.
Agents applying for, 234.
Albert Stafford’s Irrigation Lease, 107.
Applications for land, Buchargingah Run, 206.
Appointment of Mr. C. 'A. Ring to Land Board,
Silverton, 230.
Area of Gosford population reserve, 279.
Areas of land alienated at Stockton, 340.
Board of Inquiry into working of Land Boards at Hay
and Deniliquin, 363, 377Barratta Run, 37, 67, 120, 272, 284.
Binalong Reserve, 59.

Cancellation of Land from dedication, parish of
Willoughby, 388.
Cancellation of Yugilbar and Solferino Gold-field
Reserves, 405.

QUESTIONS {continued);—
.
Crown Lands {continued)—
Case of Alison v. Bums, 38, 56.
Cases of Broderick and Carroll, selectors, Queanbeyan
District, 551.
Casino District, Pastoral Lessees, 140, 528.
Claim of Isaac Barclay, 128, 333.
Compensation to Mrs, Tucker, of Forbes, 36.
Conditional Purchase of Charles Tucker, jun., at
Forbes, 30.
Conditional Purchase of Michael Madden, 38.
Conditional Purchase of James Maher, 146.
Conditional Purchases transferred to Financial Insti
tutions, 331.
Cooma Land Board, 93.
Coronallo Resumed Area, 06, 107, 121.
Decisions in Laud Court Appeal Cases, 551.
E. Wolstencraft’s Grant at Gindyandy, 92,
E. Wolstencraft’s Grant at Kowra, 105.
Forfeited Leases under Land Act of 1884, 177.
Goff’s Harbour, within 4 miles of Jetty, 45.
Gold-fields Reserves between Forbes and Parkes, 145.
Gosford Land District, 94.
Government Land at Balmoral, 106.
Grant held by Mr. Alexander Dyce, 503.
Grants held by Messrs. Grace, Johnston, and Dyce, 468.
Hay and Deniliquin Land Courts, 259.
Homestead Leasoof Mr. John Higginsat Wentworth, 40.
Homestead Leases, 404.
Increase of Rents above Board’s recommendation, 71.
Inquiry into Local Boards, 114, 363, 377.
' Introduction of Bill to prevent dummyism, 445.
Land in Molong District, 123, 128.
Land Agents, 427Land Board, Gosford, 426, 470.
Land Court, Mount M‘Donald, 240.
Land Office at Condobolin, 333.
Lauds selected and leased in Central Division, 347.
. Leasehold Areas, Counties of Ashburnham and Gordon,
97.
Leasehold Areas reserved from settlement, Molong
District, 173,
Leases under 48th section of Act of 1889, 67.
Leases in Eastern Division, 92. ■
Lessees in Western Division, 469.
Manly Cove, Narrabeen, and Broken Bay, 165.
Maps of Snow Leases, 551.
Maximum areas of Conditional Purchases, 302.
Miss O’Brien's Forfeited Selection, Corowa, 86,
Parishes of Narara, Popran, Mangrove, Eglinglon, and
Koroe, 286.
Pastoral Holdings, 65.
Pastoral Leases, 19S.
Quit rents, 445.
Regulation No. 50 under Act, 552,
Removal of Land Board Offices from Tamworth to
Narrabri, 378,
Rents of Homestead Leases in Bourke and other
Western Districts, 81.
Rents of Conditional Leases, 120.
Rents of, 215, 225,
Routs of Rabbit-infested, 244.
Rents of Mr. RicketsoiTs Annual Leases at Deniliquin,
263.
_
_
‘
Reservation in Parishes of Arakoon, Kinchcla, and
Kempsey, 45.
Reserves for selection, Richmond District, 16.
Reserves, Molong District, 8, 173, 388.
Reserves in Resumed Areas and Pastoral Holdings,
93.
Reserves and Leasehold Areas in Eastern Division, 171.
Reserves near Mungindi, 301.
Ringbarking Crown Lauds in Cobar District, 364, 370.
Salaries of Members of the Land Court, 496Sale of Town Allotments, Woodstock, 251.
Sale of Town Allotments, Berrigan, 129.
Sale of town lots, Delegate, 435.
“Scrub ” under Acts, 370.
Selection made by John Patterson at Corowa, 38.
Special Areas, Lands Act of 1889, 8, 128, 323,
Special areas land, District of Corowa, 166.
Special areas round Cobar for small holdings, 1C, 136,
Special areas near Brewarrina, 233.
Special Areas—Return of made since March, 1889, 347
Survey of Portion No. 31, parish of Chines, county of
Rous, 508, 537.
Taken up on 17th July, 215.
Township of Bourke, 225.
Tumult Electorate, 279, 285.
Unsurveyed land in’ Condobolin District, 409.
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Chown Lands (continued)

QUESTIONS (continued):—

Volunteer Land Orders, 185.

Woodstock Township Allotments, 57.
Yowendah and Enroka Runs, Walgett District, 340.
Yugilbah Pastoral Holding, 533.
Crown Rents Bii.t,:—Error in,'240.
Appeals under, 370.
Crow's Nest :—Grant to E. Wolstencraft, 02.
Cudgellico Lake

'

Conservation of Water in, ISC.
Works to conserve Water, 478.
Cullen, John :—Dismissal from tho Dredge Service, 404.
Cumnock :—

Post and Telegraph Office, 172.
Road to Peak Hill, 56, 93.
Telegraph from Molong, 43
Telegraph to Peak Hill, 43,
Cunningham, A. and J. (See 11 Crown Lands").
CuNYNGHAME, MRS. l—
Cost of Inquiry before Select Committee, 377, 413.
Printing of “ Protest ” in case of, 514,
Currawang :—Road from Bungendore, 220.
Curry, Geohck (See “Crown Lands.”)
Curves (See “Railways.”)
Cylinders or Bridges :—Concrete used in, 323.
Dairies Supervision Act

Action of Board of Health, 333.
Cows Suffering from Tuberculosis, 9S.
Expenses under, 82,
Dam :—Yerong Creek, 1S6, 199.
Dams (See “Water Conservation”).
Dantaloo :—Stock route to Condobolin, ISO.
Darlingtiurst
Debtors Prison, 44, 59, 285, 519, 528.
Darling Harrour :—

Chilled-meat Rooms, 178.
Control of Iron Wharf, 188.
Labourers at, 538.
Dap-linc Island

Purchase of, 45.

Darling River r—Tclcg aphic Communication during
Floods, 113.
'
Davidson :—Imprisonment of Woman, 60.
Davidson Mr. :—Appointment of as Draftsman, 251.
Dawes Point
Reserve, 45.
Debt :—Women Imprisoned for, 243.
Debtors (See " Prisons ”).
Deep Creek :—Opening of road on hank of, 414.
Defence op the Colony

Department of and appointment of Military Secretary,
260, 425.
Replies to Communication of President of Committee,
514, 532.
Royal Commission on Works, 532.
Delegate
Sale of town lots, 435. ’
Deniliquin (See also “ Water Conservation.")

And Hay Land Court, 259.
Board of Inquiry into working of Boards at Hay and,
363, 377.
Coronallo Resumed Area, 66,
Railway from Jcrildcric, 418, 4S1.
■Denison Bridge (See “Bridges”).
Differential Rates (See “Railways”}.
Dimbecki, Alexander T. t—Charges made by, 351.
Diseased Meat Bill :—Introduction of, 91, 101.
Diseases in Sheep Act ;—Receipts and disbursements
under, 98, 244, 267, 3S3.
■
Diseases in Stock Acts :—Amendment of, 490.
District Court :—

Metropolitan, 66.
Salaries of Judges, 30.
Doodle Cooma:—Road fromMunyahla, 45.
Drainage ;—Scheme, Town of Bungendore, 214.

Union for Land at Seven Oaks, Macleay River, 376.
Broken, on Goods Train—Granville to
Strathfield, 302.

Draw-bar

Dreuges :—

Dismissal of John Cullen, 404.
For Clarence River, 44, 66, 210.
For Hambucca River, 50.
List of Employees, 57.
Sportsmans Creek, Clarence River, 381.
Drew, Messenger :—Compensation to mother of, 426.
Drink Traffic :—City of Sydney, 205.
Drcitt Town :—Tramway from Ashfield, 473.
Dubbo :—

Road to Peak Hill, 93.
Railway from Wcrris Creek, 113.
Rabbit proof fence between Bourke and, 370.
Dummyism :—Introduction of Bill to prevent, 445.
Dyce, Mr. (See “Crown Lands”).
Easter Manceuvres:—Visitors to Fortifications during,
61.

Eastern Division (See "Crown Lands”; also “Hares”).
Eastern Suburbs;—Court-house, 365.
East St, Leonards
Amalgamation of Boroughs, 149,
183.
Ecclesiastical Court
Alteration and reform of prac
tice of, 56.
Eden :—Railway from Bcga, 43, 301,
Education ;—

Agricultural College, Ham Common, 172.
Boarders in Public Schools, 224,
■
Bucoblc School, near Molong, 173.
Bursaries obtained by Public School Children, 36.'
Elementary Political Economy, Primary Schools, 60. •
Examinations of Country Pupil-teachers, 98.
Female Teachers, 213
Fuel in Country Schools in Winter, 61,
Instruction in Public Schools, 259.
Kirkconnell Public School, Yetholme, 51, 193, 199.
Leave of absence to Professors, &c., Sydney University,
219.
Leichhardt Superior Public School, 344.
Model Farm and Agricultural College, Orange, 72.
Publiu School, Molong, 44.
Public School, Lawson, 67.
Public Schools, 199.
Public School at Amaroo, 219.
Public School Concert, 392.
Public School, Bridgewater, 4SS.
Public School, No mb Creek, 489,
Recreation Grounds for Public Schools, 389.
School at Bunyan, near Cooma, 23.
Scripture Lessons in Public Schools, 229.
Sydney University, 16, 111, 194, 240.
School-house, Louth, 365.
School of Telegraphy in connection with the Technical
College, 447.
Technical School, Ultimo, 75.
Telegraphic School of instniction, 447.
Utilization of Reformatory Buildings and Grounds,
Rookwood, 464.
Egeson, Mr. :—Dismissal of from Observatory, 433.
Eglington -Crown Land, parish of, 286.
Eight-hour Day Holiday :—
Pay for Railway Men, 312.
Pay of Government Employees, 377, 378.
Eight-hour System :—Extension of principal to Govern
ment Employees, 355.
Ella Arrested for complicity in Sussex-street Riot, 150.
Electoral :—
Electorate of New England, 284.
Enrolment of Aboriginals on "Lists, 243.
Parliamentary Rolls, 94, 107.
Registration of Voters, 146.
Electoral Act :—Expansive Clauses, 82.
Elementary Political Economy (See “Education”).
Employees (Sec "Railways
also “Tramways”; also
"Government”; also “Water Sutfly”; also
“Se wee age”).
Engines (Soe “Railways”).
Erbert, Mr. F. :—Alleged appointment to Fisheries
Department, 413,
Erosion
Of River Banks, 31.
Ekskine-steeet :—Resumption of Land for Ferry Traffic,
404.
Ecgowea :—Reserve for Railway Purposes, 127.
Eveleigh :—Railway to La Pcrouse, 120.
Ewing's Survey (See “Roads”).
Excursion Trains (See “Railways").
Expansive Clauses (See “Electoral Act”).
Experimental Farms (Sec “Agricultural”).
Express Trains (See “Railways”).
“Extra-hands” (See “Railways”).
Farley
Railway Accident at, 139.
Farmers :—Seed Wheat supplied to, 10.
Federation Conference :—Communication in reference
to, 513.
Ff.hon Inquiry
Fees paid in, 497.
Females :—
.
Appointment to Civil Service, 210.
Teachers, Education Department, 213.
Fkrgusson
Confinee in Debtors1 Prison, 297.
Ferries :—
Largs, 389.
Resumption of Land at Erskine-street for Traffic, 404.
Tolls on, 432.
Traffic between Sydney and Suburbs, 403.
Finance (See also “ Loan ”):—
Amount due to the Consolidated Revenue for Charges
under Rabbit .Nuisance Act, 355.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
FinaNCB (continued)
Glebe Island :—
Amount paid for principal and interest under Act 31
Bridge from Pyrmont, 251, 422.
Vic. No, 11, 3S5.
Removal of Abattoirs, 179.
Duty on Wire Netting, 178.
Trucking Cattle to Abattoirs, 332,
Government Funds, 198.
Bridge, 421.
Net profit or loss on Tramtvays for Year 1889-90, 323.
Branch Railway Line, 460.
Revenue and Expenditure upon certain Railways and
Glen Innks :—
Tramways, 378.
Railway to Invereli, 36, 538.
Treasury Fills, 150.
Railway Goods Traffic at, 36.
Financial Institutions :—Conditional Purchases trans
G lenlogan Road from Cowra, 244.
ferred to, 331,
Goff’s Harbour :—Crown Lands within four miles of
Finks (See “ Amuxisteation ot Justice”).
Jetty, 45.
Finn (See “IPitt-strekt-Fihk.”)
Gold Discovery (See “ Mining”).
Fire Brigades :—Special Grants to, 234.
Gold Leases (Sec “Mining”).
Fire Brigades Bit,]. Amendment of, 30, 91.
Goode, Dr,
.
Fire Damp (See “Mining”).
Charges against, Orange Hospital, 44.
Fisheries Act
Administration of, 340, 389.
Imprisonment of, 297.
Fisheries Commissioners :—Trout-fry in Snowy and
Goods Traffic (See “Railways”).
Umaralla Rivers, 111.
Goods Rates (See “Railways”).
1 isu skiian’s Channel, Macleay River r—Dredging of,

45G.
Fite Dock :—Extension of Tram to Mortlake, 434.
Fleming, Corporal :—Invereli Mounted Infantry, 334.
Floods :—

-

Bourke Bailway Line, 15, 432.
Damage, Hunter River, 214.
Embankment, West Maitland, 29,
Telegraph communication on Darling River, during,113.
Tender for Flood-gate at Lawrence Drain, 381.
Flowers Supply ot, from Rotanic Gardens, to Hospital,
404.
Flying Foxes
Nuisance caused by, 3S4.

Goodooga ;—

Bridge over the Narran Creek, between Brewarrina and,
225, 364.
Bridge over Tarabong Creek, 364.
Town Common, 233, 364.

Ooologong :—

Bridge over River at, 16, 140.
Bridge over the Lachlan River at, 391.
Gordon t. Garrett Case of, hoard at Dubbo, 446.

Gosford :—

Area of Population Reserve, 279.
Laud District, 94.
Land Board, 426, 4/9.

Food and Liquor Adulteration Bill
Introduction
of, 35.
Foot Bridge
(See “Railways”).
Foot-paths Obstruction
Offenders against City By
law, 312,

Goulburn :—

Forbes
And Gunncdab Gaols, 145.
Bridge over the Lachlan, 409.
Conveyance of Mails from Orange and Borcnore, 112,
119, 120.
Gold-field Reserves, 145.

Government :—

Boat and Telegraph Office, 478.

Railway from Molong to Farkes and, 538.
Steamer built on Murray River
for, 08, 488.
Forest Lodge :—Tram extension to Balmain, 392, 404.
Fortifications (See “Military”)
Visitors to, during Easter Manoeuvres, 61.
Frazer, Mr. W. A.:—Clerk of Petty Sessions, Tingka, 56,
Fkeiohm (“See “Railways”),
Freshpord
Bridge over Murrumbidgeo at, 82, 234,
Forest Department

Free Labour Bureau

Opening of, 31.
Office for, 31.
Free Passes (See “ Railways”).
•
Friendly Societies Act :—Amendment of, 131, 537.
Fruit :—

Inspection of, from other Colonies, 369.
Introduction of Bill dealing with diseases in, 8, 439.
Fruitgrowers’ Union
Endowments, 72.
Fuel :—For Country Schools during Winter, 61.
Gaiong
Proposed Railway to Burrowa, 24, 260.
Gangers (See “Railways.”)
Gaols :—
Acting Gaoler at Cobar, 107.
Confinees in Darlinghurst for Wife Maintenance, 369.
Forbes and Gumiedah, 145.
Tender for removal of refuse, Parramatta, 413.
Garden Island Naval Prison at, 223.
“General Gordon” Steamer :—Packet License granted
to, 481.
General Post Oepice (Approaches Improvement)
Act :—Resumptions under, 533.
General Staff (Sec “Military”).
George, Mr. Henry:—Free Railway Pass granted to, 10.
George's River :—Bridge at Liverpool, 305.
. George-street North
Post Office in, 471.
Gkkmanton :—

Lockup, 61.
Public Park, 61.
Gn-ER Mr.., P.M.

Attendance at Campbelltown Court,

Gindyandy (See “ Crown Lands ”).
Gi.asheen, P. J. :—Application for Lease of Church and

School Lands, 129.
Glebe-Balmaix (Sec also “Roads") ;—
Reclamation of White Bay, 57.

Bridge over Mulwarrie Creek, 61.
Locomotives at, 172.
Railway to Crookwell, 51, 268.
Sleeping Cars for Railway to Cooma, 309.
Advertisements in Country Papers, 210.
Asylums, 376.
Buildings rented by, 132.
Buildings and Revenue of Bourke, Cobar, and
Brewarrina, 230.
Compositors, 221.
Contracts in Architect’s Department, 324.
Employees engaged aa Waiters, 102, 199.
Employee nominated for Parliament, 514.
Funds in Sydney Banks, 198.
Moneys in Banks, 493.
Officials enrolled as Special Constables, 351, 403.
Payment on Holidays to Employees, Printing Office,
75, 356.
Pay of Employees on Eight-hour Day, 312, 377, 378.
Printing Office, 434,
■
Rates paid on Buildings, 375.
Stores Department Assistant Superintendent, 244, 256,
260, 264, 207.
Suh-Ietting of Contracts, 284,

Governors :—

Appointment of the Earl of Jersey, 292.
Election of future, 140, 243.
Residence at Hill View, Sutton Forest, 392.

Grafton :—

And Macleay Roads Office, 166.
Population of Electorate, 81.
Road to Yamba, 459,
Greg Greg :—Bridge over Murray River, 50.
Gregra :—Camping Reserve, parish of, 92.
Grf.ta Colliery :—Code of signalling, 551.
Gronc Grong
Site for Tank, 38.
Grove, Daniel :—Expcnscsof, as Crown Witness, 162.
Guards (Sec “Railways”).
Guixiong Star Leases at, 35.
Gum Flat :—Cancellation of Reserves, 67.
Gundagai :—Railway Extension to Tumut, 112, 284.
Gundaroo :—Marked-Tree Road to Collector, 475, 495.
Gun NED AH :—
And Forbes Gaols, 145.
Appointments to Civil Service from Electorate, 209.
Bridge, 271.
Abandoned runs in Land District, 507.
Gunning Roads in District, 65.
Guyka :—Railway Goods Traffic at, 36.
Hales Mr. F, B.:—Appointment of, for Bombala and
Eden, 552,
Ham Common :—Agricultural College, 172.
“Hansard” StaffApplications for increases of
Salary, 514.
Harbours (See also “ Wollongong Harbour Trust”) :—
And Entrance, Bellinger River, 194, 459.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued):—
Harbours(Seo also “Wollongono Harbour Trust”);—
Jetties ;—
Coat of Trial Bay, 260.
continued.
Life-buoys and Lines on Wharfs and, 435.
Improvements, Clarence River Heads, 384.
CofFa Harbour, 463,
Improvements, Richmond River, 434.
,1 indabyne
Court of Petty Sessions, 140.
List of Dredge Employees in Department, 57.
Jingellio ;—Bridge over (lie Murray River, 8, 323.
Nambuccra, 190, 459.
Johnston Mr. (See “Crown Lands”).
Hares :—In Eastern Division, 92.
Harris Park :—Resumption of Land, 440.
Junee :—
Harvey, Arthur, and Wife :—Discharge of, from
Water Supply for, 417.
Public Instruction Department, 441.
Court House, 418,
Jurors :—Remuneration to, 352, 421.
Harwood
Road to Chatsworth, 210.
Jurymen ;—Members of Parliament serving as, 157.
Hawxesbury River
Bridge over, 57.

Katoomba :—

Hay :—
Artesian Bore, 24,
And Deniliquin Land Court, 259.
Board of Inquiry into working of Boards at Deniliquin
and, 3G3, 377.
Court-house, 35C.
Health Bill :—Introduction of, 23, 537.
Heron, Mrs. :—Compensation to, by Railway Commis
sioners, 23.
Higgins, Mr, John :—Homestead Lease at Went
worth, 49.
Hillgrove :—

Court of Petty Session and Lock-up, 187.
Railway Station and Overhead Bridge, 187, 331.
Reserve at, 173.

Kelso :—

Denison Bridge at, 305.
Railway Station, 36.
Station-master’s House, 146.
Kempsey :—Bridge over Macleay River at, 478.
Kenmorf, Estate :—Purchase of, 85.
Kiama ;—Free pass to men employed on Railway exten
sion to Nowra, 533.

Kjrkconnell ;—

Water Supply, 351.
Reward for Gold Discovery, 4(54.
HlLLSTON ;—

'

Dam over the Lachlan River, 38.
Road to Carathool, viil Camp Plain, 185, 478.
Road from Carathool Railway Station, 487.
Weir on Lachlan River, 185, 4S7.
Hill View ;—Governor’s Residence, Sutton Forest, 392.
Hinton :—Bridges at Morpeth and, 389.
Hifsley, Mr. ;—Salary and allowances, GO.
History of New South Wales :—
Agreement with Mr. G. B. Barton, 279.
Contract with Subscribers, 331.
Publication of, 413.
Hobbs, William ;—Mineral Leases of, 146.
Homestead Leases (See “ Crown Lands”).
Honeysuckle Point ;—Overhead Bridge at Railway
Station, 533.
Horses (See “ Military”).
Horthun, A., Mineral Lease Applications at Silverton,
198.
Hospitals :—

For the Insane Parramatta, 102.
Hours of duty of Nurses in Insane, 264.
Orange—Charges brought by Dr. Goode, 44, 341.
Orange—Charges brought by patients, 44.
Superintendent for Insane, Newcastle, 145.
Sydney, 230, 376.
Supply of Flowers from Botanical Gardens to, 404.
Bourke, 452.
Hospital Act :—Amendment of, 3SS.
Hotels and Public-houses
Licensed

Public School, yetholme, 193, 199.
Teachers for Public School, 50.
Koch, Dr. ;—Cure for Consumption, 445, 455
Koree :—Crown Lands, Parish of, 2SC.
Kornkll ;—Site for Noxious Trades at, 186.
Labour (See “ Free Labour Bureau”).
Eight-hour System, 355.
Utilisation of Prison, 43.
Labourers (See “Railways” also “Darling Har
bour”).
'
,
Labour Strike :—
Breaches of Shearing Agreements, 343.
Courts of Arbitration and Conciliation, 343
Cost of Protection of Property during, 376.
Alleviation of Distress, 409.
Distribution of Rations to Sufferers, 447.
Lachlan

River;—

Dam at Hillston, 38.
Bridge over at Forbes, 409.
Bridge over at Goolagong, 16, 140, 391.
Bridge over at Cowra, 389.
Weir at Hillston, 185, 487.

Lake Cudgellico :—

Additions to Police Barracks, 280.
Conservation of Water in, 186, 478,

Land :—

Belonging to Messrs, O’Neill A Lenane, Michelago, 55.
Resumption of, under 53 Victoria No. 13, 72.
Agents, 427.
Land Boards (See “Crown Lands”).
Land Bill :—Introduction of Amending, 448.
Land Court ;—

in City of

Sydney, 197.
Howell, E,:—Road through land at North Liamore, 488.
Hudson Bros. :—Supply of Coal to, by Railway Depart
ment, 302,
“Hume” Steam-launch
Detention at Albury, 129.
Hunter District:—Model Farm, 1G1,
Hunter River ;—Damage by Floods, 214.
Hydro-pneumatic guns
Contracts for, 250.
Illawarra District
Coal Slack in, 284.
Immigration :—Department, 85.
Imperial Navy
Prisoners of, 85, 224, 292,
Indecent Litf-rature :—Publication of, 39.
Inebriate Asylums
Establishment of, 449.

Insane (See “ Hospitals”).
Insurance Marine Offices : —Government Insurance, 87.
International Exhibition, Chicago :—Representation

at, 263.
Inventions :—Patents for, 158.

Invkkell:—
Proposed routes of Railway to, 234.
Railway from Gleu Innes, 36, 538.
Tank on Road from Swaubrook Creek, 14G.
Irrigation :—Introduction of Bill to deal with, and
Water Conservation, 250.
InoN Cove :—Bridge, 87, 352.
Iron Poi.es (See “Telegraphs”).
Ironworks (See “Bridges.”)
Ironwood ;—Protection of and Buddah, 364.
Jeanneret, Mr. C, E. :—Licensing Bench, Ryde, 22.
Jerilderie ;—Railway to Deniliquin, Berrigan and
Tocumwal, 418, 481,
Jerry’s Plains :—Main North Road vi& Minimbah, 149.
Jersey, Earl of
Appointment of, as Governor, 292.

Engagement of Mr. Wise for Crown, 441, 447.
Salaries of Members of, 496.
Decisions in Appeal Cases, 551.

Lands Department :—
Annual Report, 214.
Officers in, 102, 123,

Lands Office :—
Inquiry Commission, 31.
Clerks, Sydney, 425.
Langhorn’s Crossing, Snowy River:—Boat for, 468.
La Perouse :—Railway from Evclcigh, 120.
Largs :—Ferry at, 389.
Law Reform :—Resolutions in favour of, 613,
Lawrence Drain :—Tenders for Flood-gate, 381.
Lawson :—Public School, 67.
Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
Lee-Mitford :—Supply of New Magazine Rifle, 23.

Lee, Mr, :—

Appointment and Retirement, of 206.
Removal of, from Bathurst, 206, 221.
Lwirsi.ATi ve Council ;—Salaries of Officers, 496.
Leichhardt Clock for Postnoid Telegraph Offices, 331.
Superior Public School, 344.
Lemon, Samuel :—Application for Compensation, 93.
Lending Branch, Public Library ;—Wooden Building
adjoining, 140.
Leper Bill :—Introduction of, 272.
Leprosy :—Reports on Cases of, 404.

Licensing :—

Bill for amending Acts, 93.
Drink Traffic, City of Sydney, 205.
Hotels and Public-houses in tho City of Sydney, 197. _]
inspectors, Bathurst, 229.
Mr. C. E Jeanneret, Ryde, 22,
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QUESTIONS {continued):—
QUESTIONS (continued):—
LiCENSpo (continued)
Military (continued):—
Public-hoases with Private Bars, 207.
Appointment of 1st Lieutenant, Field Battery of
Proprietors of Private Up-stairs Bars, 205.
Artillery, 194.
Sale of Tobacco without a License, 20G.
Appointments to New Field Battery of Artillery, 224.
Life-buoys and Links :—On Wharfs and Jetties, 435.
Cartage of Camp Equipments, 111.
Life Insukance :—Railway Service, 230.
Colonel Roberts, 539.
Light Lines (See “Railways”).
Contracts for Clothing Forces, 151.
Lights and Tor, Bell :—At Bradley’s Head, 60.
Corporal Fleming, Inverell Mounted Infantry, 334,
Limited Liabilities Act ;—Companies registered under,
Defence of Colony, Appointment of Militory Secretary,
127.
260, 425.
Liquok and Food Adulteration Bill
Introduction
Defence Committee—Replies to Communications, 514,
of, 35.
532.
Lisjioke North :—Road through Howell’s land, 4SS.
Forces of the Colony, 478.
Ltrmore :—Railway Line to Ballina, 519.
General Staff, 463.
Literature (See "Indecent Literature”).
Helmets for Cadet Corps, 103.
Liverpool:—
Hydro-pneumatic guns, 259.
Bridge over George’s River, 305.
Intended Retirement of Colonel Commanding Second
Court-house, 311,
Regiment, 433.
Loading.Stage (See "Railways”).
Metropolitan Rifle Range, 94, 128, 220, 4S2, 496, 497,
Loan :—For Public Works, 146.
532.
Lock-up (See ‘‘Prisons”).
Mounted Infantry and Cavalry, 29, 481, 532.
Locomotives (See “Railways”).
New Magazine Rifle—the Lee-Mitford, 23.
Logan, Mrs r—Compensation to, by Railway Commis
Partially-paid Mounted Infantry, 86 (a).
sioners, 23.
Reorganization of Force, 149.
Long Cove Canal :—Extension to Battle Bridge, 254.
Report of Officer Commanding Naval Forces, 539.
Long.nose Point, Balmain
Railway to, 39, 382.
Reserve Rifle Companies, 131,351, 404, 417.
Lord Howe Island:—Administration of Justice, 244,
Reserve Rifle Company at Cobar, 139.
236.
Rifles issued to Reserve Corps, 22.
Louth:—
.■
Rifle Range, Moss Vale, 161.
Main Streets, 365.
Rifle Ammunition, 539.
,
Racecourse at, 364.
Royal Commission on Fortifications, Bear Island, 158
School-house, 365.
Royal Commission on Works of Defence, 532.
Water Supply between Wananring and, 365.
Steel Point Battery, 504, 532.
Lucknow :—Road from Millthorpe vid Spring Hill, 18S.
Submarine Buildings, Chowder Bay, 22.
Maclean
Tenders for Supply of Horses for Guns, 131.
New Court-house, 263.
Visitors to Fortifications during Easter Manoeuvres, 61.
Road to Coraki, 45, 82.
Volunteer Artillery, 427, 455, 532,
Macleay :—
Volunteer Force, 439.
Entrance to River, 214, 459.
Millane v. M. Tully
Land case, 489.
Growth of Cedars in District, 315,
Miller, Mr. :—Appointment of, as Comptroller-General
Road to Bnshgrove, 263.
of Prisons, 135.
Roads Office at, 166.
Millthorfe :—Road to Lucknow, viA Spring Hill, 188..
Fisherman's Channel, 456.
Milton
Court-house, 128,
Bridge over River at Jiempsey, 478.
Mines Department :—
Madden, Michael :—Conditional Purchase of, 38.
Agricultural Branch, 16.
Magazine Rifle (See “Military”).
Police Magistrates transferred to, 243.
Magistrates (See “Administration oe Justice.”
Report of Civil Service Commission on, 271, 283, 513
Maher, James
Conditional Purchase of, 146,
623, 528, 533.
.
Mail Services :—
Changes in, 534.
San Francisco, 311, 315.
Mining :—
Subsidized Lines, 145.
Application to mine on Water Reserve, County of
Maid-vans
Tenders for, 237.
Gough, 534
Maintenance Men (See "Railways”).
Application to mine under a Road at Hillgrove, 106 (!).
Maitland :—Railway from Wollombi, 150.
Application for Lease, Albert Gold-fields, 186.
Mangrove :-^Crown Lands, Parish of, 286.
Application for M ining Reserves, Parish of Metz, 198.
Manly :—
Applications at Silverton made by A. Horthun, 198.
Crown Lands at Parish, 165.
Applications to Mine under Foreshores of Bullock
Water Supply, 72.
Island, 150.
And Pitwater Railway, 447.
Assays made in Department, 328.
“ Mann” Car
Cost of, 477.
Blue Jacket Lease, Canowindra, 8.
Manning River:—Erection of Wharf at Oxley Island,
Character of Sydenham Exhibition, 30.
22, 209.
District of Cargo, 205, 391.
Marble Statues
In Centennial Park, 552.
Explosion of Fire Damp in Young-Wallscnd Colliery, 251.
Marine Board
Boatmen of, 524.
For Coal under Road between Plattsburg and Minmi,
Marine Insurance Offices :—Government insurances,
272.
80.
Gold-mining Lease of Messrs. Semmes, Bensusan, and

M'Credik, Mu. :—Charge against, 22.

M‘Arthur and Co. :—Amount of Money paid to, 439,
445.
McSweeney, Mr. :—Contract at San Souei, 378.
Meat (See also “ Dheased Meat Bill ”);—
Beef, Mutton, fee., Exported, 205.
Chilled, Carriage of on Railways, 220.
Chilled-meat Rooms, Darling Harbour, 178.
Inspection of, intended for Food, 421.
Medicine :—School of Veterinary, at University, 16.
“Merik” (See “‘Hume’ Steam-launch”).
Merriwa
Stock Board, 249.
Metz, Parish of :—Application for Mining Reserves, 198.
Meyer, Mr. Oscar
Payments to, 9, 22. 93,
Purchase of Statuary, &c., from, 136.
Middle Harbour :—Traffic across Spit Ferry, 165.
Mtdklton, Mr.
Inquiry into case of, 50.
Removal of from Public Service, 477.
Mi 1,burn Cheek Inquiry
Fees paid in, 497.
Military :—
Application for Corps of Mounted Infantry, Camden,
165.

B. B. Nicoll, 37.
Greta Colliery, 551.
Gold leases at Hillgrove, 106 (8), 226.
Mineral Leases of William Hobbs, 146.
Miners at Coalcliff, 447.
Mr. Warden Caswell’s decisions on cases at Peak Hill.
146.
Mr. Oscar Meyer, Sydenham Exhibition, 9.
Museum, Mines Department 16.
Naked Lights used in Old Bulli Mine, 250.
On Private Property Bill, 478.
Peak Hill Gold-fields, 114.
Prospecting Board, 30, 305, 463, 468.
Prospecting Vote, 468.
Rent paid on Mineral Leases at Tingha, 224.
Reward for Gold Discovery at Hillgrove, 464.
'
South Bulli Mine Ventilation, 250.
South Bulli Coal-mine, 259.
Star Leases at Gulgong, 35.
Treatment of Refractory Ores, 213.
Warden for the Tamworth District, 285.
Weights and Measures Act, in reference to, 284.
Wjndang Island, 157.
Minmi
Police Office and Lock-up, 388,
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QUESTIONS (continutd)
QUESTIONS (continued) t—
MittaoohO :—
Newcastle
Removal of Railway Refreshment-rooms, 179.
Court-house, 99.
Water for Railway Purposes, 207.
Locomotives at, 172.
Duplication of Rahvay Line from Pieton, 4-77.
Pasturage Reserve, 205, 206.
Moama:—Wharf at, 129, 200, 264 (See also "Water
Pilot Service, 225, 250, 508.
Conservation ”).
Supcrintcndeut of Hospital for Lisane at, 145.
Model Farms (See " Ageicoltcral”).
Trades Hall, 271.
Tramway Extensions, 93.
Molong :—
■
Bucoblc School, 173.
New England
Electorate of, 284.
Carriages on Railways, 112.

Nf.w Guinea:—

Land in District, 123, 12S.
Leasehold Areas Reserved in District, 173.
Public School, 44.
Railway to Parkes and Forbes, 538.
Reserves in District, 8, 388.
Road to Peak Hill, 187, 215.
Supply of Trucks at Railway Station, 446.
Tank, Town Common, 404.
Telegraph to Cumnock, 43.
Trustees of Town Common, 9.
Monetary Institutions :—Inspection of, 10.
Money Order Office :—Clerk required to resign from,
440.
•
Montagu Chambers :—Resumption and leasing of land,
67.
'
Moore Park :—Proclamation dedicating, 146.
Morteth :—Bridges at Hinton and, 389.
Morris, Edward :—Killed at Orange Railway Station, •
460.
Mortlake :—Extension of Tram from Five Dock, 434.
Moss Vale :—
Ride Range, 161,
Site for Public Park, 9, 210.
Tenders for erection of Refreshment Rooms at, 302.
Motors (See “Tramways”).
Mount M'Donai.d
Land Court for, 240.
Mounted Infantry (See " Military
Modgef, :—Railway extension, 490.
Mullion, The
Road from Taemns Bridge, 65.
Mulwala
Bridge over Murray River, 128, 256.
Mui.warp.ie Creek t—Bridge over, 51.
Munoindi :—Reserve
Municifal :—

near, 301.

Boroughs of St. Ijeonards, East St. Leonards, and Vic
toria, 149, 188.
Borough Council of Wagga Wagga, 195.
Grant to Country and Suburban Municipalities, 203.
Grants for Sites for Town Halls or Municipal Chambers,
463.
Repayment by Municipalities of cost of Water and
Sewerage Works, 497,
Munyabla :—Road to Doodle Cooma, 45.
Murray River

Bridges at Jingellic and Tintaldra, 8, 323.
Bridge at Greg Greg, 50,
Bridges over, 293.
Bridge at Mulwala, 128.
Steamer built on for Forest Department, 03, 488.
Bridge at Freshford, 82, 234, 340.
Canal from, to Lake Urana, 478.
Museum :—Mines Department, 16.

North Boukke :—Repair of road from Bourke, 364.
North Shore :—

Erection of Bridge to, 24.
Extension of Cable Tramway, 71.
Railway, 267.
Northern Districts :—Police F’orcc, 213.
Northern

Fjxfrkss(See “Railways”).

:—Free passes to men employed on railway
extension from Kiama, 533.
Noxious Trades Site for, at Kumell, 186.
Noxious Weeds:—Introduction of’Bill to deal with,
224, 343.
Nurses :—HoursofDutyinHospitals for the Insane, 264.
Nowra

Nyngan :—

Railway to Cobar, 343.
Wool at Railway Stations between Bourke and, 448.
Nyrano Creek
Cemetery, 92.
O’Brien, Miss (See “Crown Lands”).
Obstructing Footbaths (See “Footpaths”),
O'Connell
Telephone from Brewongle, 22.
Oliver Mr. R. J. (See “ Unemployed”).
Omnibus Stand:—Removal from Redfem Railway
Station, 524.
O’Neill

and

Lenane,

Messrs.

Land belonging to at

Michelago, 55.
Opera House, King-street :—Unsafe state of, 501.
Orange :—

Conveyance of Mails to Forbes, 112, 119, 120.
Hospital—Charges brought by Dr. Goode, 44, 341.
Hospital—Charges brought by patients, 44.
Model Farm and Agricultural College, 72.
Orphan School Creek ;—Bridge over, ISO.
Oxley Island (See “Manning River”).
Packet License.—Granted to steamer

“General Gordon,"

481.

Parks ;—

Railway to Cassilis, 37, 207.
Roads in District, 301, 302.

Centennial, 101, 105, 441.
Ocrmanton, 61.
National, Secretary to Trust, 112.
Parramatta, 66.
Sassafras, Springwood, 78.

Nambuccra River :—

Dredge for, 50.
Improvement of Harbour, 199, 459,
Namoi River :—Village at Baau Baa, 05.
Naraha ;—Crown Land in Parish of, 286.
Narrabeen :—Crown Lands in Parish, 165.
Narrahtjndah :—Reserve, Parish of, 55.
_

Site for Public at Moss Vale, 9, 210.

Marble Statues in Centennial, 552.
Parliament :—

_

Abandoned runs in Land District of, 507.
Goods at Railway Station, 250.
Removal of Laud Board from Tamworth to, 378.
NARRAN Creek :—Bridge between Goodooga and Brcwarrina, 225.
Narrandera :—

Bridge, 60.
Land resumed for Approach to Bridge, 186.
Narrabundau
Trespass of Stock on Reserve, 365.
National Park :—Secretary to Trust, 112,
Naval Forces :—Report of Officer commanding, 539.
Naval Prison (See “ Prisons”),

_

Neisk, man named :—Convicted of Bigamy, 378.
Net Fishing :—Tidal waters closed against, 533.
Neutral Bay:—Reclamation at, 447.

Newbridge

Constitution of, 306.
Election of future Governors, 140, 243.
History of, 279, 331, 413.
New Year’s Card ;—Issued by Postal Department, "8,
86, 98.
New Zealand Exhibition :—Payment to Mr. Oscar
Meyer, 22.
Nicoll, B. B. (See “ Mining”).
Nlmitybelle :—Rosids at, 250, 280.
Norah Creek :—Public School, 489.

Gold-field Reserves, 145.
Water Reserve on road at Borc-Cabonnc, 44.
Railway from Molong to Forbes and, 538.

Mdswellbrook :—

>

New South Wales :—

Parkes :—

Mur rum w doke River:—

Narrabri :—

British Protectorate, 85.
Mr. Explorer Bevan, 224, 244.

Cemetery at, 10,

Members serving as Jury-men, 157.
New Houses of, 77, 113.
Government Employee nominated for, 514,
Parliamentary Draftsman:—Error in Crown Rents
Bill, 240.
Parliamentary Standing Committee
Works :—Payments to, 9.
Parramatta :—

on

Public

Hospital for the Insane, 102.
Macquarie and George Street Asylums, 171.
Park, 66.
Tender for removal of refuse from Gaol, 413.
Parramatta River :—Bridge at Bydalmere, 523,
Pasteur’s Vaccine Specific :—Use of, 39.
Pastoral Holdings (Sec “Crown Lands”),
Pastures

and

Stock Protection Act :—

Fine imposed on Matthew Bevan, 240.
Merriwa Board, 249.

.
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QUESTIONS (amlinutd)
QUESTIONS {coxtimird)
Post Office (con/imuxl):—
Patents:—For Inventions, ICS.
Clocks in Country Districts, 82.
Patterson, Jons :—Selection at Corowa, 38,
Dismissal and re-employment of employee in General,
Peak Hili,:—
514.
Mininff Warden for, 114.
_
Land resumed by Government for Street, 286.
Mr. Warden Caswell’s docisions on Mining Cases, 146.
Removal of Carvings, 344.
Road from Cumnock, 56, 93.
Tenders for Clock, 82.
Road from Dubbo, 93.
Pott’s Hill :—Water Supply Service, 538.
Road from Molong, 187, 215.
Poulton, Mr. :—Confineo in Gladesvillc Asylum, 215.
Telegraph to Cumnock, 43.
_
Press Telegrams :—Amount received for, for 1889, 230.
Pember’s Land :—Resumption of, at Bowral, for Public
Primary Schools (See “Education”).
Cemetery, 4C0.
Prisons
Penny Postage (See “Postal”).
Debtors, Darlingburst, 44, 59, 285, 519, 528.
Penrith :—Locomotives at, 172.
Lockup, Gormauton, 61.
Pensions (See “Superannuation Fund”).
Lockup, Uralla, 128.
Peppercorn's Property :—At Battersea, 418, 455,
Lockup, Katoomba, 1S7.
Pf.rioo :—Mail Service via Bondi to Bombala, 280.
Lockup and Police Office, Minmi, 388.
Permanent-way (See “ Raii.wavs”).
Nava), at Garden Island, 223.
Permits :—Issue of Stock by Justices of the Peace, 150.
Utilisation of Labour, 43.
Petersham :—Cemetery, 452.
Works, Trial Bay, 245.
Phylloxera :—Vineyards infected, 145.
Prisoners :—
PlCTON :—Implication of Railway Line to Mittagong, 477.
Cost of maintenance, 149.
Pillars, Postal
Imperial Navy, 85, 224, 292.
Erection of New, 475.
Imprisonment of Dr. Goode, 297.
Contracts for Erection of, 481, 508, 523.
Pilot Service :—Sydney and Newcastle, 225, 250, 503.
Pitt-strket Fire :—

Man namedFergusson, confincc in Debtors Prison, 297.
Private Ufstairs Bars :—

Telegraph and Telephone Wires in Streets, 460.
Papers in reference to, 537.
PlTTWATER AND MANLY RAILWAY, 447.
Places op Amusement
Regulation of, 107.
Platforms (See “Railways”).
Point Pi per Road :—Commissioners of Trusts, 264.

Number in Public-houses, 207.
Proprietors of, 205.
_
Private Property
Bill to regulate Mining on, 478.
Prorate Revenue
Transfer of Shares, 112.
Properties:—Compensation for Roads through, 463.
Prospecting Board (See “ Mining”).

Poisons Act :—

Prospecting Vote (See “Mining”).

Breach of, 243.
Sale of Bluestone under, 50,
Police
Additions to Barracks, Lake Cudgellico, 280.
Assault on Constable Boyle at late Fire in Pilt-street,
448.
Constable Scmmington, 264,
Constable H. A. Slater, 312, 389.
Country Force, 52,
Land taken from Messrs. O’Neill and Lenane at
Michelago, 65.
Northern .Districts, 213.
Office and Lock-up at Minmi, 388.
Station and Court-house, Redfern, 311.
Station, Coolabah, 233, 364,
Tambar Springs, 519.
Travelling Allowance in Department, 305.
Police Court, Svdnky :—Vacation for, 177.
Police Magistrates (See “ Administration of
JusnOE”).
Pofran
Crown Land in parish of, 286.
Postal :—

Additions to Office, Cobar, 272.
And Telegraph Office, Cowra, 468.
And Telegraph Office, Cooranbong, 334
And Telegraph Office, Cumnock, 172.
And Telegraph Office, Crookwell, 185,
And Telegraph Office, Forbes, 478.
And Telegraph Office, Cargo, 538.
Assistant at Braidwood, 23,
Attendance of Officers at Conference, 98.
Conveyance of Mails from Wilcannia over Tallywalka
Creek, 102.
Conveyance of Mails, Orange to Forbes -Borenore to
Forbes, 112,119, 120.
Conveyance of mails to and from Scone Railway
Station, 158.
Complaints against Department by Mr. J. Windred,
J.P., 298.
Inspectors, 98.
Mail Service, between Perieo via Bondi to Bombala, 280.
New Pillars, 475, 481, 508, 523.
New Year’s Card issued by Department, 78, 86, 98.
Office at Annandalc, 78.
■
Office, George-streot North, 471.
Office, Randwick, 441, 448, 403.
Penny Postal System, 94.

Post Office, Barringun, 121.
Reorganisation of Telegraph Department and, 427,
Report of Civil Service Commission on Department,
256, 422, 425.
Subsidised Mail Sendee, 145.
San Francisco Mail Service, 311, 315.
Tenders for Mail-vans, 257Vacmicicsin Department, 139.
Post Office :—

Clock for Leichhardt, 331.
Clock for Tower of, at Redfern, 21, 311.
93G-D

1'rot'tiant Standard .-—Letters in reference to Postal
Department, 129, 131, 140 (s).
Protection of Property :—Cost of during Labour
Strike, 376.
Pkothoxotary :—Salary of, 272.
_
Public Health Bill :—Introduction of, 23, 537.
Public Houses (See “Licensing.”)
Public Library
Wooden Building adjoining Lending

Branch, 140.
Public Schools (Sec “Education”).
Public Works :—

Loan for, 146.
Payments to Parliamentary Standing Committee, 9.
Pullman Cars :—Use of, on Lines, 93.
PuPIL.TEACUF.RS (See “EDUCATION”).
PYRMONT :—
Bridge, 45. 251.
Bridge to Glebe Island, 251, 422.
Quarantine Station :—Removal of, 501.
Quarry :—At Bowral for Railway purposes, 177.
Quuanueyan :—

Bridge over Murrumbidgce River at Freshford, 82, 234.
Tramway from Railway Station to Town, 82.
Tnralla Reserve, 355.
Quigley (See “Railways”).
Qcirindi —Trucking Yards, 119.
Quit Rents :—Recovery of, 445.
Rabbit Act :—
Assessment under, 67, ISO.
Amount dne to Consolidated Revenue for Advances,

355.
Expenditure under, 377.
Receipts and Expenditure under Act, 221.
Repeal of, 30, 206.
Rabbits :—

Destruction of, 244.
Fence between Bourke and Dubbo, 370,
Fence between this Colony and Queensland, 251, 319.
Provision in Bill to place Infested Districts under
Stock and Pastures Board, SOS.
Rent of infested Crown Lands, 244.
Racecourse :—Laud for at Louth, 364.
Rae, Arthur :—Imprisonment of, 488.
Railways ;—

.

Accident at Coolabah, 225.
Accident at Blackheath, 37Accident near Bathurst, 8, 37, 78, 114, 384.
Accident at Farley, ] 39.
Accident to No. 32, Up-goods Train, 381.
Accommodation at Woodstock, 57.
Across Shoalhaven River, 459.
Albury Express Trains, 417.
Amount expended out of Loan Act, 53 Vic., for Con
struction of Rolling Stock and Permanent-way, 172.
Amount paid for Principal and Interest under Act, 31
Vic. No. 11, 388.
Annual Reports, 127, 160Appointment of Quigley, 140, 151, 166.

1,
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QUESTIONS (continued);—

■

QUESTIONS (eojitiizueci) .•—

Railwats (continued);—

Railways (contentied)—

Appointment of Engineor-in-Chief, 464.
. Approaches to Stations and Platforms, 206.
Ashbury Carriages, 101.
Automatic Brakes for Railway Goods Stock, IBS.
Bcga to Eden, 43, 301.
Bourke Flood, Railway Line, 15, 452.
Bourke, Line near, 10, 173.
Brewarrina, Extension to, 44, 107.
Brewarrina to Byrock, 16, 131, 392.
Broken Hill vid Wilcannia, 139.
Broken Draw-bar on Goods Train, Granville to Strath,
field, 302.
Burwood and Ashfield Permanent-way, 229,
Byrock to Bourke, 30.
Carriage of Chilled Meat, 220.
Carriages on Molong, 112.
City, Inquiry Commission, 17.
Commission on Material, 77Compensation to Mrs. Logan and Mrs, Heron, 23.
Compensation to Samuel Lemon, 93.
Conferences of Officers, 245.
Consideration of Policy, 251.
Contractors for Foot-bridge at Redfern Station, 379.
Contracts for Supply of coal to Department, 344, 369,
377, 378, 389.
Contract for Winding Clocks and Watches, Great
Northern Line, 194.
Contract Prices of New Railway Carriages and Motors,
157.
Cooma, 102.
Cooma to tho Victorian Border, 120, 250.
Curves on Western Line over Blue Mountains, 57.
Deniliquin to Jerilderie, Jerilderie to Berrigan, and
Jerilderie to Tocumwal, 418, 481.
Differential Rates, 220.
Distances by various Railway Routes to Coonamble, 193,
Duplication of Line between Pieton and Mittagong,
477.
_
Duplication of Southern Line, 507..
Edward Morris killed at Orange Station, 460.
Employees, 43, 77.
Erection of Trucking Yards, Coolabah, 384.
Eveleigh to La Perouse, 120.
Excursion Trains on Saturdays, 350.
“ Extra Hands,” 340, 344. (3)
Extension of Victorian, from Bairnsdale to New South
Wales Border, 426.
Free Pass granted to Mr. Henry George, 10.
Free Passes to Bourke, 128.
Free-passes—Regulations made by Commissioners, 376,
381, 384, 391, 414.
Free passes to men employed on Extension from Kiama
to Nowra, 533.
Freights on Agricultural produce, 378.
Galong to Burrowa, 24, 260.
Gangers in Service, 507.
Glebe Island Branch Line, 460.
Glen Innes to Inverell, 36, 53S.
Goods at Narrahri Station, 250.
Goods Rates, 66.
G oods Traffic at Glen Innes and Guyra Stations, 36.
Goulbum to Crookwell, 51, 268.
Government Railways Act, investigations under, 72.
Gratuity from Commissioners to Fettler Carmichael, 7.
Gratuities to relatives of men killed in service, 114.
Guards, 35.
Guards on Suburban Trains, 56.
Gundagai to Tumut Extension, 112, 284.
Inspection of Lines, 199.
Katoomba Station and Overhead Bridge, 187, 331.
Kelso Station, 30.
Labourers, 57Life Insurance in Service, 230.
Light Lines, 91.
Lismore to Ballina, 519.
Loading Stage at Brewongle, 319.
Locomotive Engines indented for October, 1SSS, 01.
Locomotives, 86.
Locomotives at Newcastle, Penrith, Bathurst, and
Goulbum, 172.
Locomotives, Manufacture of, 409, 421, 439, 440. 455,
532.
'
Longnose Point, Balmain, 39, 332.
“ Mann” Carr, 477.
Maintenance Meu, 231, 240 (:).
Maintenance of Lines by Contractors, 256.
Manly and Pittwater, 447.
Midelton, Mr., Inquiry into case of, 50.
Midelton, Mr., Removal of, from Service, 477.

Molong to Parkes and Forbes, 538.
Mr. Thow, Locomotive Engineer, 245;
Mndgee Extension, 496.
Muswellbrook to Cassilis, 37, 207.
New Locomotive Contract, 8.
Northern Express, Goods Train, 251,
North Shore, 267. ■
Nyngan to Cohar, 343.
Officials imported by Commissioners, 51, 101.
Overhead Bridge at Honeysuckle Point Station, 533.
Pay to Men for Eight-hour Day, Holiday, 312,
Premiums offered for best Routes, 214.
Proposed route to Inverell, 234.
Pullman Cars, 93.
Purchase of Land at Darling Island, 45.
Quarry at Bowral, 177,
Rate for Traction of Coal, 165.
Refreshment Rooms, 51.
Refrigerating Trucks, Cool Storage at Stations, 9.
Refrigerating Trucks, 538.
Removal of Refreshment-room from Mittagong, 179.
Reserve between Eugowra and Woodstock, 127.
Returns on, between Wellington and Bonrke, 471,
Revenue and Expenditure upon certain Tramways
, and, 378.
Sleeping-cars for Goulbum to Cooma, 369.
Soundings and Borings between Milson’s Point and
Sydney, 128.
Spark-catchers on Engines, 44S.
State Carriages, 451, 488.
Station-master’s House, Kelso, 146.
Steel Rails, 56.
Steel Hopper Waggons, 105.
Survey at Werris Creek Line, 10.
Supply of Coal to Hudson Bros, by Department, 302.
Supply of Trucks at Molong Station, 446.
Sydney Mail, Supplied to gangers, 355.
Tarago to Braidwood, 9.
Tenders for, 413.
Tenders for Erection of Refreshment Rooms at Moss
Vale, 302.
Time of arrival of Western Mail Train at Bourko,44G( ).
Tourist Tickets, Great Northern Line, 215
Trial Survey of the Blacktown-Blayney Line, 9, 224.
Tracking Yards, Carcoar, 75.
Trucking Yards, Quirindi, 119.
Trucks tor Wool at Bourke, 440.
Urana, 16, 171.
Wagga Wagga to Tumberumba, 8.
Water for, Mittagong, 207.
Werris Creek to Dubbo, 113.
Wollombi and Maitland, 150.
Wool at Railway Stations botivecn Nyngan and Bourke,
448.
Randwick :—
Electric Tramway to Waverley, 151, 440.
Toll-bar, 17, 482.
Post Office, 441, 448, 463.
Tramline, 477Rates :—Paid on Government Buildings, 375.
Ray, Jajies ^—Incarceration of in Debtor’s Prison, 2,
Reclamation Ground :—Smcdly’s Point, Manly, SG.
Recreation Grounds :—For Public Schools, 389.
Reobournebekiiy :—Bridge, 29.
Redfern :—
Contractors for Foot-bridge at station, 379.
Court-house and Police Station, 311.
Site for Court-house, 17, 311.
Turret Clock for Post Office, 21, 311.
Removal of Omnibus Stand from Railway Station, 524.
Reformatory Buildings, ftc., Rookwood :—Utilisation
of by Education or Agricultural Department, 404.
Refractory Ores :—Treatment of, 213.
Refreshment Rooms (See “ Railways”).
Refrigerating Trucks (See “Railways”).
Regina v. Myers :—Witness in case of, 422.
Registrar-General’s Office :—Vacation in, 197.
Registration :—Introduction of Companies Bill, 35.
Registration of Votes :—Embodiment of, in new
Electoral Bill, 146.
.
Regulations (See “Crown Lands”).
Rents (See “Grown Lands’’).
Reserve Cores (See “ Military ”).
Reserves :—

And Leasehold Area in Eastern Division, 171.
Application for Mining Reserves, Parish of Metz, 108.
Application to Mine on Water, County of Gough, 535.
Area of Gosford, Population, 279.
'
Biualong, 59.
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QUESTIONS (coni tntietf} .■—
QUESTIONS (conf.inued):—
Roa ds (coniimted):—
Reserves {continued):—
Rouchell to Scone through Segenhoo Estate, 496.
Bombala. Recreation, 552.
Tacmas Bridge to The Mullion, 65.
Camping, Parish of Gregra, 02.
Through E. Howell’s land at North Lismore, 488.
Cancellation of Gum Flat, 07.
Upper Camden Haven, 172.
Cancellation of Yugilbar and Solferino Gold-fields, 40.>.
Roberts, Colonel -Official position in England, 539.
Dawes Point, 45.
“Rodondo, " S.S. :—Manning of, 324, 328.
For Salcction, Richmond River, 16.
Rods and Tubes :—Prices of Well-boring, 223.
Goff’s Harbour, 45.
Rolling Stock (Sec “Railways”).
Gold-fields between Forbes and Parkes, 14o.
Rookwood :—
Katoomba, 173.
Agricultural Farm, 161.
Molong District, S, 173, 33S.
Agricultural Farm and College, 186.
Near Mungindi, 301. ■
Reformatory Building and Grounds, 464.
Newcastle Pasturage, 205. 20G.
Roselle Bay :—Reclamation of, 245.
Parishes Arakoon, Kinchela, and Kempsey, 45.
Bossiville Estate
Purchase of, 85.
Parish of Narrabuudah, 55.
Rouchell ;—Road to Scone through Segenhoe Estate,
Resumed Areas and Pastoral Holdings, 93.
Tnralla, Queanbeyan Electorate, 355.
496.
Trespass of Stock on Narrabundah, 365.
Rust in Wheat
Experiments by Farmers, 50.
U1 lad villa, 503.
Remedies for, 36, 50.
Water, Parkes Road at Borc-Cabonne, 44.
Rydalmehk :—Bridge over Parramatta River at, 528.
Resumed Areas (Sec “ Crown Lands”).
Hyde :—M r. C. E. Jeanneret, Licensing Magistrate, 22,
Resumption (See “Crown Lands
also “ Roads also
San Francisco :—Mail Service, 311, 315.
“ Ferriesalso “Harris Park ”).
San Souci
Contract of Mr. McSweeney, 378.
Richmond River :—
Sassafras (Sec “Parks”; also “Tanks”).
Destruction of Wrecks at Entrance, 16.
Saunders,—Fata] Accident to man named, 166.
Engineers and Surveyors for, 75.
Savings Bank Act :—Lending powers of Trustee, 422.
Harbour Improvements, 43+.
Schools of A.rts :—
North Arm, Obstructions in, 81,
Grants to, 187.
Population of Electorate, 81.
’
Reserves for Selection, 16.
Copeland, 513, 552.
Scone :—
South Arm at Casino, 66.
Conveyance of Mails from Railway Station, 158,'
Southern Breakwater at Hoads, 551,
Road from Rouchell through Segenhoe Estate, 496.
•
Wrecks at Entrance of, 439.
Scripture Lessons :—In Public Schools, 229.
Richmond and Windsor Police Magistrate, 403.
“ Scrub” :—Under Crown Lands Acts, 370.
Ricketson, Mr,
Rents of Annual Leases, Deniliquin,
Seed Wheat -Supplied to Farmers, 10.
263.
Rifles (See “ Military ”).
•
Segenhoe Estate
Road through, from Rouchell to
Scone, 496.
Rifle Range :—
Semmes, Mr. (See “ Mining ”).
Metropolitan, 94, 128, 220, 4S2, 496, 497, 532.
Semahnoton, Constahle':—Case of, 264.
Moss Vale, 161.
Serpentine Creek, Clarence River :—Road leading
Road across, 209.
to Bridge over, 363.
Ringbarking :—Crown Lands, Cohar District, 364, 370.
Seven Oaks, Macleay River :—Drainage Union, 376.
Ring, Mr. C. A.:—Appointment of, to Land Board, SilverSewerage :—
ton, 230.
Employees under Board of Water and, 365, 392.
Riot :—Chowder Bay, 46S.
Assessment of Churches, &e., by Board, 4SS.
River Banks :—Erosion of, 31.
Repaymentby Municipalities of Cost of Works, 497.
Roads :—

.

Across Rifle Range, 209.
Argyle Electorate, 209 (!).
Barringun to Bourke, 233.
Bombala to Bondi, 280.
Bourke District, 233.
.
Bowral to Wombeyan Caves, 207.
Bungendore to Currawang and Collector, 220.
Bnshgrove—Maclean, 263.
Cargo to Canangles, 172.
Compensation for through properties, 463.
Conference of Engineers, 347.
Cook’s River, 323,
Cowra to Glenlogau, 244,
Cumnock to Peak Hill, 56, 93.
Delay in Payments to Contractors, 38.
Dubbo to Peak Hill, 93.
Glebe-Batmain, Wood-blocking of, 45.
Grafton—Yamba, 459.
Gunning District, 65.
Harwood and Chatsworth, 210.
Hillston to Carratbool via Camp Plain, 185, 473.
Hillston to Carratbool Railway Station, 487.
Inspection and repair of, 215.
Leading to Bridge across Serpentine Channel, Clarence
River, 363.
Maclean to Coraki, 45, 82,
Macleay and Grafton Office, 166.
Main North via Minimbah to Jerry’s Plains, 149.
'
Markcd-trco, Gundaroo to Collector, 475, 495.
Millthorpe to Lucknow via Spring Hill, 188.
Mining for Coal under Plattshurg-Minmi, 272.
Molong to Peak Hill, IS", 215.
Munyabla to Doodle Cooma Railway Station, 45,
Muswellbrook District, 301, 302.
Nimitybelle, 250, 280.
Old Point Piper, 264.
Opening of, on bank of Deep Creek, 414.
Repair of road between Bourke and Nortlv Bourke,
364.
Resumption of, known as Ewing’s Survey, 81.

Shaw, Francis Leslie
Prosecution of, 255.
Shea's Creek
Extension of Canal, 132.
Shearing Agreements :—Breaches of, 343.
Shearers’ Union ;—Imprisonment of Arthur

Rac,

Secretary, 488.
Sheep

Receipts and Disbursements of Fund, 98, 244, 267, 383.
Worms in, 37.
Sheriff’s Officer (See "Administration of Justice”).
Shoalhaven River
Railway across, 459.
Show-ground :—Cowra, 57.
Silverton :—

Appointment of M r. C. A. Ring to Land Board, 230.
Mineral lease application made by A. Horthun, 198.
Slater, Constable H. A.
Allowance to, 312, 389.
Sleeping Cars (See “Railways ”),
Small Debts Courts
In Country Districts, 78.
Small Df,bts Court
At Yantabulla, 365.
Smedlev’s Point, Manly :—Recreation Ground, 86.
Snow Leases :•—Maps of, 551,
Snowy' River ;—Langhonrs crossing, 46$.
Solferino Goldfield :—Cancellation of

Reserves at

Yugilbar and, 405.
Soundings

and Borings (See “Railways”).
South Australia :—Chinese Immigration to, 539.
South Bulli Mine

Check Inspector’s Report, 259.
Ventilation of, 250.
Spark Catchers :—(Sec “Railways”).
Special Areas (See “ Crown Lands ”).
.Special Castings ;—Tender of D. and R. Bradford for.

478.
Special Constables

,
:—Government Officials enrolled

as,

351,’4 03.
Special Grants:—To Fire Brigades, 234.
Spit Ferry
Traffic across, 165.
Sportsman's Creek
Dredge for, at Clarence River,
Springwood :—Sassafras Park, 78.

381.

.Stafford, Albert ^Irrigation Lease atKarrabri, 107.
Star Leases :—Cancellation of, 35.
.
State Caef.lages :—(See “Railways

In
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QUESTIONS (continued)
Telegraphs {continued)
Cable Service, 180.
Statuary :—Pnrcliase of, from Mr. Oscar Meyer, 136.
Charge for Telegrams, 214.
Stkamkei (Sec “Murray Hiver”}.
Clerks iu Sydney Office, 513.
Steel Hopper Waggons (See '' IIatlways").
'
Clock for Leichhardt Office, 331.
Steel Point Battery
Communication on Darling River during Floods, 113.
Onng at, S04.
Communication with Tatham, 508.
Papers relating to, 532.
Cooma to Berridale, 315
Steel Rails (See “Bailways”)^
^
_
Danger of Wires, Pitt-street Fire, 460.
Stephen v. Erwin :—Matter of, in Equity, 07.
Iron Poles, 91.
Stock :—
_
'■
blaster at Yetman, 305.
Amemlment of Diseases in Stock Acts, 49C.
Messenger Drew, 426.
Board Examiners and Inspectors, 186.
Messrs. Cracknell, Wilson, and Hipslcy, 60.
Cattle-driving through the Suburbs, 225, 311.
Molong to Cumnock—Cumnock to Peak Hill, 43.
Cows suffering from Tuberculosis, OS.
Mr. Cracknel], Salary and Allowances, 98.
Eino imposed on Matthew' Bevan, under Act, 240.
Office at Annandale, 78.
Issue of permits by Justices of the Pence, 150.
Press Telegrams, 230.
Losses in Bourke and Walgett Districts, 50.
Reorganisation of Postal Department and, 427.
Merriwa Board, 240.
Report of Civil Service Commission onDcpartment, 256
Receipts and Disbursements of Sheep Fund, 08,244, 267,,
425.
383.
__
School of Instruction, 447.
Remoial of Quarantine Station, 501.
Wire, 91.
...
Route between Dandaloo and Coudobolin, 180.
Telegraphy :—School of, in connection with Technical
Trespass on Narrabunda Reserve, 365.
College, 447.
Trucking to Glebe Island Abattoirs, 332,
Telephones:—
Trucking-yards, Careoar, 75.
Between Brewongle and O’Connell, 22.
Trucking-yards, Quirindi, 119.
Western Electric Instruments, 263.
Worms in Sheep, 37.
Theatres, Ac. :—Introduction of Bill to make better
Stockton :—Areas of land alienated, 340.
provision for safety of, 456.
Strike (See “ Labour. Strike ”),
Thirlmere
Cemetery, 106.
St. Leonatiiis :—Amalgamation of Boroughs, 149, 1SS.
Thompson & Giles, Messrs. :—Land resumed from, 2S6.
Submarine Buildings (See “Military”).
Thow, Mr., Locomotive Engineer:—Visit to England,
Sururhan Trains (Sec '‘Railways”).
245.
_
Suburbs :—Perry Traffic between Sydney and, 403.
Tidal Waters :—Closed against net-fishing, 533.
Sunday' Amusements :—Advertisements of, 343.
Tingha
Kent paid cm Mineral Leases, 224.
Sunny Corner
Water Supply, 22.
Tintaldra
Bridge over Murray River, 8, 323.
Superannuation Fund :—
Tobacco —
Amount of and Subsidy to. 37.
Sale of, without a license, 206.
Pensions and Pensioners, 37.
Cultivation of, 404.
Return Ordered by House, 422.
Tocumyy'all :—Railway from Jerilderie, 418, 481.
Surveyin'!!
Lecturer for University, 111.
Tolls
Susskx-Strkkt Riot
Man named Ella arrested for
On Ferries, 452.
complicity in, 150.
' __
Randwick, 17, 482,
Sutton Forest:--Governor's residence at Hill View, 3P2.
Topper, William
Expenses as Crown witness, 162.
SwANimooK Creek : —Tank on road to Inverell, 146.
“Totalisator” The:—Use in City, and Legalising of,
Swansee :—Court of Petty Sessions at, 3S9.
417.
Sydenham Mining Exhibition :— .
Tourist Tickets
Great Northern Line, 215.
Character of, 30.
Town Halls :—Grants for Sites for, 463.
Payments to Mr. Oscar Meyer, 9, 22,
Townships Allotments (See “Crown Lands”).
Sydney :—
Trade-marks Act :—
Ferry Traffic to Suburbs, 403.
Bill to Amend, 504.
Pilotage Service, 225, 250, 508.
i _
Registration under, 446.
Sydney Common :—Proclamation dedicating, 146.
Trades Hall :—For Newcastle, 271.
Sydney Harbour
Erection of Baths, 221.
Sydney Hospital :—Erection of, 230, 376.
TRAMWAY'S :—
Sylvoy Mail —Copies supplied to gaugers on railways,
Ashfield to Druitt Town, 478.
City and Suburban, 179.
3oo.
Contract prices of new Motors, 157, 171.
Sydney' Mint :—Coinage of Silver, 206.
Electric, between Waverley and Randwick, 151, 440.
Sydney University
Endowments, Students and tutorial assistance, 240.
Employees, 43.
Leave of Absence to Professors, &c., 219.
Extension Five Dock to Mortlake, 434.
Lecturer on Surveying, 111.
Extension of Bondi, 61.
School of Veterinary Surgery and Medicine, 16.
Extension of North Shore Cable, 71.
Students, Professors, and Demonstrators, 194.
Extension to Balmain, 179.
Taemas Bridge
Road to the Mullion, 65.
Extensions, Newcastle District, 93.
Tambar Springs
Police Force at, 519.
Extension, Forest Lodge to Balmain, 302, 404.
Tamworth :—
Fares to Bondi and Coogee, 200.
Clerk of Petty Sessions for, 285.
_ __
Fees paid in Leasing Commission, 497.
Removal of Land Board Offices to Narrabri, 37S.
Gratuities to relatives of men killed in Service, 114.
Warden for the district, 2S5.
Not profit or loss on, for year ended 30th June, 1890,
Tanks (See also “ Water Conservation ”)
323.
Between Swanbrook Creek and Inverell, 146.
Randwick, Waveiley, Woollahra, and Bondi, 477.
Erection of at Sassafras Public School, 508.
Railway Station to Town of Queanbeyan, 82.
Molong Town Common, 404.
Revenue and Expenditure upon certain railways and
Site for at Grong Grong, 3S.
378.
Site for at Yerong Creek, 39.
Watches and Overcoats for Officers, 94.
Tarago :—Railway to Braidwood, 9.
Waiting-rooms, 105.
Tarrauong Creek :—Bridge over, near Goodooga, 304.
Transfer of Shares :—Probate Revenue, 112.
Tatham :—Telegraph Communication, 50S.
Travelling Allowance
In Police Department, 305.
Teachers (See “Education”).
Treasury Bills :—Extinction of Deficit, 150.
Technical Schools (See “Education”).'
Treasury Department :—Report of Commission, 533.
Telegraphs
Trial Bay:—
And Post Office, Cargo, 338.
Construction of Breakwater, 194, 245.
And Post Office, Cooranbong, 334.
Cost of J otty, 260.
And Post Office, Cowra, 468.
Prison W or is, 245.
And Post Office, Crookwell, 185.
Trial Survey's (See “Railways").
And Post Office, Cninmock, 172.
Tripp, Benjamin
Fines paid by, 283.
•
And Post Office, Forbes, 478.

QUESTIONS (contiivied)
State House
Erection, 441.

liii
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Trout Fry :—In Snowy and Umaralta I!ivers, 111.
QUESTIONS (coiUhiaeil):—
.
Wattle
Cultivation of, 93.
Trucking Yards (Sec "Hailways”).
Wattle Flat:—Water Supply, 22.
Trucks (See“'Railways”)'
Watts, Mr,
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Braidwood, 73
Tuberculosis :—Cows suffering from, 98.
Waverley:—
Tubes and Rods
Prices of Well-boring, 223.
Electric Tramway to Randwick, 151, 440.
Tucker, Charles, Jon, :—Conditional Purchase at
Forbes, 30.
Tramline, 477.
Webster, William C,:—Employment of, in the Supreme
Tucker, Mrs.
Compensation to, by Lands Depart
Court, 285, 297, 323, 331.
ment, 36.
Weights and Measures Act:—Inspection of Weights
Tumberumba :—Railway from Wagga Wagga, 8.
Tumut :—

Crown Lands in Electorate, 279, 285.
Railway Extension from Gundagai, 112, 284.
Turalla :—Reserve, Queanbeyan Electorate, 355.
Turret Clock
Post Office, Redfern, 21.
QUESTIONS (continued):—
Tweed, The :—Traffic on River, 112,
Typhoid Fever:—
'
Prevalence of, in Eastern Suburbs, 23.
Registration of Cases, 21.
Ulladulla :—Recreation Reserve, 503.
Unemployed, The (Secalso “Free Labour Bureau”).
Employment of, at Bourke, 31.
Mr. R, J. Oliver, 66.
Railway pass, granted to Mr. R. J, Oliver, 66.
Resolutions passed at meeting, and deputation to
Colonial Secretary, 30.
University (See “Sydney University”).
•
Uralla
Lock-up, 123.
Urana :—
Canal from Murrumbidgce River to Lake, 478.
Railway to, 10, 171.
Vaccine Specific
Use of M. Pasteur's, 39.
.
Vale Creek
Bridge over, at Perth, 9.
Veterinary Surgery
School of, 10.
Victoria :—Amalgamation of Boroughs, 149, IS6,
Victoria Park :—Formation of Bowling Green, 497.
Victoria Wharf :—Resumption of, 435.
Victorian Border :—Railway from Cooma, 120, 250.
Vine and Fruit Diseases
Introduction of Bill, 8.
Vineyards :—Infected by Phylloxera, 145.
Volunteer Force (See “Military”).
Volunteer Land Orders
Applications for Special
Arena under, 185.
Wagqa Wagga :—
Borough Council, 395.
Railway to Tumberumba, 8,
Waiters :—Government Employees engaged as, 102.
Waiting-rooms (See “Tramways"),
Walgett :—

Abandoned Runs in Land District, 507.
Losses of Stock in District, 50.
Wanaaring :—Water Supply between, and Louth, 365.
Watches and Overcoats (See “Tramways”).
Water Conservation :—
Artesian Bore at Hay, 24.
Artesian Bore, Deniliquin to Moama Road, 496.
Artesian Bores on Angledool—Collarendabri Road, 15,
132.
Introduction of Bill to deal with, and Irrigation, 250.
Lake Cudgellico, 186.
Letter of Mr. J. P. Abbott in reference to Bores for
Water, 97.
Premises occupied by Department, 504.
Tanks and Dams, 15.
Works, Lake Cudgellico, 478.
Water Supply :—
Artesian Water, Yellow Water-holes, 200.
Assessment of Churches, &c,, by Board, 488.
Between Wanaaring and Louth, 365.
Byrock and Coolabah, 364.
Cobar, 78.
Dam at Costigan’s, Yerong Creek, 186, 199.
Employees under Water and Sewerage Board, 365, 392,
Hillgrove, 351.
Junee, 417.
Manly, 72.
Potts’ Hill, 538.
Repayment by Municipalities of cost of Works, 497.
Reserve Parkes Road at Bore-Caboimc, 44.
Site for Tank nt Grong Grong, 38.
Site for Tank at Yerong Creek, 39.
Sunny Corner and Wattle Flat, 22.
Tank between Swanbrook Creek and Inverell, 140
Tank, Sassafras Public School, 508.

in Mines, 284.
Weir :—At Hillston, on Lachlan River, 185, 4S7.
Wellington :—Returns on Railways between Bourke

and, 471.
Werris Creek :—

Railway to Dubbo, 113.
Survey of Railway Line, 10.
Westbdry Atha, v. Olsund:—Case of, 113.
West Maitland :—Flood Embankments, 29.
Western Division
Western Electric
Wharfs :—

(See

“Crown Lands").

Instruments (See Telephones”).

Erection of, at Oxley Island, Manning River, 22, 209.
Iron, Darling Harbour, 188.
Lifebuoys and Lines on Jetties and, 435
Moama, 129, 200, 264.
Resumption of Victoria, 435.
Wheat

(See also “ Seed-wheat ”); —

Rust in, 36, 50.
White Bay, Balmain
Reclamation of, 57, 404, 446.
Whitton v. White
Case of, 198.
Wife Maintenance :—Confinoea in Darliughurst Cao
for, 369.
Wilbertkef.
Bridge, 02.
WilberFOF.CE ;—Common,
Wilcannia :—Conveyance

115.
of Mails over Tallywalka

Creek, 102.
Willoughby :—Cancellation of land from dedication,

parish of, 388.
Wilson, Mr. :—Salary and Allowances, 60.
Windang Island:—Right to mine on, 157.
Windred, Mr. J., J.P. :—Complaints against Postal

Department, 298.
Windsor and Richmond
Police Magistrate for, 403
Wire (See ‘“Telegraphs”).
Wire Netting :—Duty on, 178.
Wise, Mr. :—Engagement of, for Crown before Land

Court, 44), 447.
Wollombi :—Railway to Maitland, 150.
Wollongong Harbour Trust
Expenditure of State
subsidy, 195.
Wolktencraf’t, E. (See “Crown Lands,” also “Crow’s
Nest”).
Wombeyan Caves :—Road from Bowral, 207.
Women :—Imprisoned for Debt, 243,
Wood-blocking :—Glebe-Balmain Road, 45.Woods :—Protection of Ironwood and Buddah, 364.
Woodstock
'

Railway Accommodation, 57.
Reserve for Railway Purposes, 127.
Sale of Town Allotments, 251.
Township Allotments, 57.
Wool :—At Railway Stations, between Nyngan and
Bourke, 448.
Woollahra :—Tramline, 477.
W orms in Sheep :—Symptoms of, and Remedy for, 37.
Wrecks :—Destruction of, at entrance of R ichmond
River, 16.
Yamba :—Road from Grafton, 459.
Yugilbar :—Cancellation of Reserves, and on Solferino

Goldfields, 405, Yantabulla :—Small Debts Court, 365.
Yellow Wateuholbs :—Artesian Bore, 129, 200.
Yerong Creek:—
Bridge near Costigan’s, 93.

Dam in, ISG, 199.
Site for Tank, 39.
Yetman :—Telegraph-master at, 305.
Young Wallsend Colliery:—Explosion of Fire Damp
in, 250.
Yowendah and Euroka Runs :—Survey of laud on,

340.
Yugilbah Pastoral Holdings
Court, 533.

Decision df Land
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RABBIT BILL:—
■
Motion made (ilfr. jh-unrcer) for Committee of the "Whole, 298; Message from the Governor, 324;
Bouse in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read 1°, 338 ; Order of tho Day
postponed, 519, 524; Standing Orders suspended, 624; Read 2°, committed, reported with
amendments, report adopted, 536 ; Read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 541; Returned with
amendments, 557 ; Amendments agreed to, 658 ..........................................................................
Mr. Lalteman proceeding to move, without notice, that the Government should now introduce the
Bill before any other business, and before the rising of the House. Point of Order,—" That
as Sessional Order in reference to new business after 11 o'clock was not rescinded until after
that hour in this sitting, such Order still operated to end of sitting,”—ruled against. Mr.
Speaker also ruled that motion could not bo put without notice, unless by consent, 337.
RABBITS:—
.
...
Adjournment moved to call attention to necessity of dealing with question, 79, 222.
Progress Report of Royal Commission into extermination of, laid on Table, 32 ...........................
Extendi tube:—

65

__

325

Return showing annual, at present, time, laid on Table, 379..............................................................
Method

331

ot destroying-, on the

Tf.hrawyhnia Holding:—

321

Motion made (Mr. Dickens) for report respecting, 87; Return to Order, laid on Table, 94 .......
Nuisance Act :—

Petition presented from certain Owners of Stock in the Cooma District for repeal of, 121
Receipts

and

Expenditure

under the

329

.......

Act :—

Motion made (dfr. J. P. Abbott) for return of, 107; Return to Order laid on Table, 379...........
RAILWAY EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT AND PENSION EUND BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for Committee of the Whole, 281; Order of tho Day postponed,
295 • Message from the Governor, 306; Order of the Day postponed, 314 .............................
RAILWAYS (See also "“LEVEL CROSSINGS ON RAILWAYS BILL;” also, “MILSON’S POINT
EXTENSION RAILWAY BILL”):—
Return showing receipts on, during month of August, 1889, laid on Table, 107 ......... ...............
Report of Commissioners for quarter ended 31st December, 1889, laid on Table, 17 ..................
Do
do
31st March, 1890, laid on Table, 17 ............ .
Do
do
30th .Tune, 1890, 216 ..............................................
Do
do
80th September, 1890, 414 ......................................
Annual Report of Commissioners for the year ending 30th June, 1890, laid on Table, 273..........
Accident

at

Bathurst : —

_

_

Report of Board of Inquiry, laid on Table, 52; Report in substitution, laid on Table, 69..........
Motion made (Mr. Crkk) for papers iu connection with, 83 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 87
Adjournment moved in reference to accident ot Bathurst and other accidents; also tramway
accidents, 95.
Papers. Ac , respecting charges made by Railway Commissioners and others against Mr. Schey,
laid on Table, 260 ....................................................................................................... ................
Papers laid on Table (Mr. McMillan), and motion made, that they be printed. Point of Order :
That papers reflected upon the conduct of a Member of, and referred to a Debate in, the
House; Mr. Speaker ruled that they should not he presented; Papers and motion with
drawn, 2G5.
Further correspondence respecting, laid on Table ; motion made (Mr. McMillan) that document
be printed. Point of OrderThat papers were, equally with papers presented on a
previous occasion, such as should not be laid on the Table” ; ruled against by Mr. Speaker;
motion carried, 272-3 ........................................................................ ............................................
Accident

at
at

1109
1081
891
899
907
915
823
925
939

949

965

Coolabah :—

967

Report of Board of Inquiry, laid on Table, 220............................................................................ ....
Accident

327

Earley Station : —

971

Report of Board of Inquiry on, laid on Table, 141 ........................................ ...............................
Additional Works

and

Conveniences

at

Newtown:—

1137

Notification of resumption ot land, laid on Table, 358.....................................................................
Alternative Routes, Great Western _ Line :—

_

Report by Mr, E. B. Price on, for relieving congestion of traffic, 410
Balmain, Line

or

Tramway

Railway :—

or

i04o

..................... ....................

-

Motion made (Mr. JIairiborne) that the increasing importance of that suburb demanded the
construction of, 261.
Ballina Branch Line :—

Report by Mr. E. B. Price, Temporary Eiaminer on, in connection with the lino from Lismore to
the Tweed, 4S5 ....................................... ......................................................................... -.........
BlACKTOWN AND BlAYNEY :—

_

_

991

_

Motion made (Jtfr. Frank Farnell)) for trial Survey with a view to construction of, and Debate
adjourned, 269; Order of the Day postponed,'341, 372, 405, 428, 441; Debate resumed,
House counted out, 521.
Byhocx

to

Brewarrina :—

_

_

Return to Order (Session 1889), laid on Table, 25 .... .................................... .............................
Report of the Assistant-Examiner of Public Works Proposals upon tlie proposed branch line,
laid on Table, 392 ...................................................................................................................... .
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) in favour of construction of, amendment proposed (Mr. Wright) to
refer subject to Public Works Committee ; amendment and motion negatived, 405-6.
City

of

Sydney:—

■

.

.

.

,

,

,

Clarence River:—

Petition presented for construction of and for harbour improvements, 25........................ ............
Coal Contracts :—

Return respecting for 3890, laid on Table, 345 ................................................................. ..............
to

993

,

Copy of Royal Commission appointing certain gentlemen to inquire into tho several proposals for
extending accommodation into, laid on Table, 17 ..................................................... ..............

Corah

1037

1055
1113
1075

Cockbtrn :—

Motion made (Jtfr. Prucc Smith) to refer to Public Works Committee, 565.
Colo Valley :—

.

Report bv Mr, E, B. Price, Temporary Examiner of Public Works Proposals on, laid on Table,
449 '................................................................................................................................................
Cooma Line:—

■

■«

m

Return showing gross returns from date of opening to 31st May, 1890, laid on Table, 272 .....

995
1073
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RAILWAYS (continued):—
Connecting Towns with Existing Lines
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Worts,
■where trial surveys haTO boon made, and negatived, 147.
Construction of Locomotives in the Colony :—
Motion made (Mr. Lync), for papers in connection with letting of contracts, AG,
' Conveyance of Coal:—
. Return respecting, laid on Table, 166..............................................................................................................
CoOTAMUNDRA TO IkMOEA (Sec also " COOTAMUNDKA TO TEMOEA RAILWAY BILL") :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Worts, laid on Table, 32 ; motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith)
that work be carried out, 116 .............................................................................................................
Culcairn to Corowa (Sec also '' Culcairn to Corowa Railway Bill”) :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) tbnt work bo carried out, 40.
Differential Rates :—
Motion made (Mr, John Wilkinson) against present system of, and by leave withdrawn, 353
Duplicating- the Southern Line of Ralway :—
Conditions, specifications, &c., of tho contracts for, laid on Table, 553 .................................................
Extension in the Northern Districts of the Colony:—
Report of the Assistant Examiners of Public Works proposals, laid on Table, 31!)........................
Emtloyees :—
Petition presented in reference to dismissal and giving of their work to public contract, and
praying for an inquiry, 325 ..................................................................................................................
G-along to Burrowa :—
Report by Mr, P. Scarr, Temporary Examiner of Public Works; proposals on, laid on Table, 555.
Glen Innes and Guyea :—
Farther Return respecting quantity of goods carried during 1889, laid on Table, 39........................
Glf,n Innes to Inverell
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to iv for to Public Works Committee, 555.
Goulbukn to Crookwell (See also “ Gouiburn to Crookwell Railway Bill") :—
Motion made (Mr, Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 40.
Grafton to the Tweed (See also "G-rafton to the Tweed Railway Bill”) :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans from tho Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Worts, 25 ; motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be
carried out, 125 ............................................................................................................................................
Guyra to Inverell:—
Petition presented from residents of Ollera, Wandsworth, Tentcrden, Ac., in favour of route, and
praying that it may be submitted to the Works Committee, 479.......................................................
Guyra to Glen Innes and Inverell, Ac.
Motion made (Mr, Cruickshanh) for return of all goods traffic for last five years, 510.
Hornsby to St. Leonards :—
Petition presented from residents of Districts in favour of, 25...................................................................
Kiama to Nowra (Sec also “Kiajia to Nowra Railway Bill”) :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25; motion made (Mr, Bruce Smith)
that work be carried Out, 116 ..................................................................................................................
Petition presented from Residents and Freeholders, Nowra, against as proposed, 152........................
Motion made (ilfr. Bruce Smith) to refer matter of Extension of, into town of Nowra, to the
Public Works Committee, 555.
Light Lines:—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 269 .............................................................................................................
Lismore to the Tweed : —
Petition presented from Railway League, Casino, in favour of construction of, 52 .............................
Locomotive Works in the Colony :—
Correspondence respecting establishment of, laid on Table, 17..................................................................
Marhickyillk to the Burwood Road (See also “Mabrickyille to Burwood Road Railway
Bill”; also “ Mareickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill (No. 2)”:—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans from tho Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25; motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith)
that work be carried out, 117 ....................... ..........................................................................................
Meadow Bank Platform :—
Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 390 ................................
Merchandise and Live Stock Rates:—
Adjournment moved to discuss, 247.
Molong to Parkes and Eordes (See also “Molong to Parkes and Forbes Railway Bill”):—
Report together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan from Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 87 ; motion made (Mr. Srnce Smith) that work
he carried out; amendment moved (Mr, Wright) to resubmit to Parliamentary Committee
on Public Works, and negatived; Original Motion passed, 137-8 ..................................................
Petition presented from inhabitants of Cudal against recommendation of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, 103............................................................................................
Petition presented from residents of Canowindra District in favour of route via Cowra, 103............
Petition presented from residents of Forbes and surrounding districts against carrying out pending
Report on Extension from Cowra or Woodstock to Forbes, 124......................................................
Petition presented from residents of Eugowra and surrounding districts against carrying out,
pending Report on Extension from Cowra or Woodstock to Forbes, 124.............................. ........
Moss Vale to Robertson :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans from the Parliamentary
,
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25.................................................................
Mr, Willis and Commissioners
Adjournment moved to deal with matter of, 239.
Mudgee to Gulqong:—
Report together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 68........ ..............................................................
New England to the Coast:—
'
Petition, Residents of New England and district west of Inverell, in favour of a line to the coast,
and praying that lines Inverell to Guyra and Guyra to Grafton be referred to tho Public
Works Coinmittee at the same time as the Glen Innes and Inverell line is considered, 434 ...
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RAILWAYS (continued):—■
.
Noetii Coast :—
Motion (Mr. Vivian) to carry out being proceeded ivitli, and House counted out, 121.
Nyngan to Codae (See also Nyngan to Oobae Railway Bill”) :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Flans from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 25 ; motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith)
that work be carried out, 11G ............. ................... .......................................................................
Officers engaged in England by Commissioners
Return showing Special Travelling Allowances, laid on Table, 107............................... .....................
Platform at ok near Ocrimbah Crebe :—
Motion made (Mr. (Edmunds) for papers relating to, 141; Return to Order, laid on Table, 257 ...
Pullman Cars
Motion made (ilfr. Crick) for Papers relating to use of, 103; Return to Order, laid on Table, 158.
Railway to connfct North Shore Railway with Poet Jackson, at Milson’s Point:—
Motion made (Mr Bruce Smith) to remit to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works, 40-41; Second Report brought up, 273; motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) that
work be carried out, 314....................................................................................................................
Recent Disasters •—
Adjournment moved (Mr. O’ Sullivan) in reference to necessity of more formal inquiry, 53.
Southern Express:—
Return showing the time of arrival at Sydney aud Albury, from 1st January to 31st October,
1890, laid on Table, 43G..................................................................................................................
Tarago to Braidwood : —
Motion made (ilfr. Eyrie) to submit to Public Works Committee, 241.
Teralba and Adamstown:—
Return respecting Duplication of Line, laid on Table, 17.....................................................................
Thjrlmhre Accident:—
Report of Departmental Board on, laid on Table, 216.........................................................................
Waooa Wagga to Tumberumba :—
Report of the Commissioners on proposed branch line, laid on Table, 17. ......................................
Walgett:—
Petition presented from Progress Committee in favour of, 268 .........................................................
Widening Link from Sydney to Eveleigh :—
Notification of resumption of land, laid on Table 358 ...................... .................................................
RANDWICK TOLL-BAR ABOLITION RILL:—
Motion made (ilfr. Alfred Allen) for leave to bring in, 46.
RATES (See "TELEGRAPHS;” also "PILOTAGE RATES”).
RAY, CASE OF (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
.
RAY, J. J. (See “CROWN LANDS”)
REAL PROPERTY ACT:—
Returns under, for 1889, laid on Table, 32 ........................................................... ................................
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE (See "FINANCE”).
RECLAMATION (See "RESUMPTION OF LAND”).
RECREATION, PUBLIC (See "RESUMPTION OF LANDS”; also "CROWN LANDS”).
REDHEAD COAL-MINE RAILWAY ACT AMENDING BILL
Assent reported, 2.
REDUCTION OF COST OF LITIGATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in, presented, and road 1°, 181; Order of the Day
postponed, 422 ; read IP, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 554-5 ...
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE
Sessional Order passed, 12.
REGISTRAR-GENERAL’S DEPARTMENT:—
'
Report from the Registrar-General respecting working of, 245 ..........................................................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for Select Committee to inquire into the working of, and negatived
303.
REGULATIONS
Laid os Table :—
Criminal Law Amendment Act (Licenses), 231, 348 .......... ........ ....................................................
Crown Lands Act, 136, 280,307, 553 (5)

6

1

5

1087

5

1091

5

1031

6

935

5

1089

5

1083

5

935

5

1001

5

1125

5

1135

8

697

2

353

3

801,803
631,633,635,
637, 639
;37, 39
207,217
1001
465
845
731
1003

.............................................................................................

Imported Stock Act, 25, 260....................................................................................... .................
Lund Court, 32, 188 .................................................. ............................ .................................................
Public Instruction Act of 1880, 17 ..........................................................................................................
Public-watering Places Act, 1884, 25 .......................................................................................... ........
Removal and return of Prisoners and Criminal Lunatics—Despatch, 17 ..................... ...................
Stamp Duties Acts, 17 ................................................................ ............................................................
Industrial Schools Act of 1866, 174.........................................................................................................
Wollongong Harbour Trust Act, 18S!>, 200, 234, 307, 332 ..................................................................
State School and University Bursaries, 393 .............................. ........................
........................
REMISSION OF PENALTIES BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Gould) read 1°, 222 ; Motion made for
second rending. Boiut of Order, thui the provisions of tho Bill, were not covered by the Title
ruled against by Mr. Speaker, 265 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report
adopted, 265 ; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 277; assent reported, 286. ■
Petition presented from certain persons connected with tho Grand Lodge of the Royal Orange
Institution against, 2G0................................................................................ ....................................
RENTS (See "CROWN RENTS BILL;” also "DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL;”
also “CROWN LANDS ”).
REPORTS:—
I/AID OX TAEL!! :—
Annual, Department of Alines, for 1SS9, 18..........................................................................................
Annual, Stock and Brands Branch, Department of Alines, for 1389, 25.............................. ...............
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage for ISM), 17..........................................................................
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, for 18S9, 32................................................... .............................................
Floods in Town and District of Bourke, 52 ............................... .........................................................
Gouiburn Fire Brigades, under Fire Brigades Act, 1SS4, Fifth Annual, 32......................................
Immigration for 1890, 32 ......................................................................................................................
Inspector-General of the Insane for 1889, 32..........................................................................................
Leprosy in tho Australian Colonies, 32 ..................................................................................................
Minister of Public Instruction for 1889, 39 ...................... ..................................................................

5
4

7
5
3
8

7
7
7

ITS, 175,179,185

3

861

4

797
1
3.33
493
241
681
47
217
527
651

5
6
2
8

3
8
7
2
7
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REPORTS (continued) :-r
Laid on Table (continued) :—
National .Art Gallery, for 1889, 79 ................ ................................................................................. .......
Naval PorctB of the Colony for 1889, 82....,........................................................................................
Police Department for 1889, 32 ............................................................................................................
Prisons for 1889, 52 ............................................................................... ................................................
Progress, Royal Commission, into schemes for Extermination of Rabbits, 32 .................................
Railway Accident at Coolabah, 226.........................................................................................................
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers on Southern Breakwater at Newcastle, 234..................
Registrar-General’s on Working of Department, 245 ............................................. ............................
Hunter Rivor Floods—by Mr. George Gordon, C.E., 262 ..................................................................
Outbreak of Typhoid Fever at Waverley and Randwiok,byJ. Ashburton Thompson, M.D., D.P.H.,
260 .....................................................................................................................................................
Nautical School-ship “ Vernon,” for year ending 30 April, 1890, 260 ...................................................
Railway Accident at Bathurst, 52; Report in substitution, 68 ..........................................................
Railway Commissioners’, for quarter ended 31st December, 1889,17................ ................................ .
Do
do
31st March, 1890,17 ........................................................
Do
do
30th June, 1890,216........................................................
Do
do
30th September, 1890, 414 ..........................................
Do
on proposed branch line from Wagga Wagga to Tumberumba, 17..........
Do
for year ending 30th June, 1890, 273..........................................................
Seventh under the Inscribed Stock Act on the Creation, Inscription, and Issue of Stock, 17........
Trustees of the Sydney Free Public Library for 1889-90, 17 ..............................................................
University of Sydney, for 1889, 62 .........................................................................................................
Vaccination for 1889, 32 .........................................................................................................................
Volos for maintenance of Sick Paupers for years 1887-8-9, 32 ..........................................................
Civil Service Board of Now South Wales for 1889, 121 ......................................................................
State Childien’s Relief Department for year ending 5th April, 1890, 123........................... ..............
Commissioners of Fisheries to 31 December, 1889, 107 .............................................. .......................
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board for 1889, under the Fire Brigades Act of 1884,107..................
Military Forces of the Colony for 1889, 129 ..........................................................................................
Board of Inquiry into Accident at Farley, 141 ......................................................................................
Postmaster-General for 18S9, 141 .........................................................................................................
Dairies Supervision Act for 1887-8-9, 151 .............................................................................................
President of Commission on the Centennial International Exhibition, 1888,166..............................
Board for the Protection of the Aborigines for 1889, 166 ...................................................................
Postal and Telegraph Conference, Adelaide, May, 1890, 180 .......................... i..................................
Wollongong Fire Brigades Board, to 31st March, 1890, 207 ..............................................................
Forest Conservancy Branch for 1889, 207 .............................................................................................
Departmental Inquiry on Thirlmere Railway Accident, 216..................................................................
Honorable R. Burdctt Smith, M.L.C., Executive Commissioner for the Centennial International
Exhibition Melbourne, 216 .............................................................................................................
Sydney Grammar School for 1889, 216 ..................... ............................................................................
Auditor-General, on Receipts and Expenditure of tho Consolidated Revenue, 193...........................
Board to inquire into Pyrmont Bridge, Glebe Island Bridge, and line ot Tramway to Balmain, 312
Railway Extension in the Northern Districts—by Assistant Examiners of Public Works proposals,
319 .....................................................................................................................................................
Australian Museum for 1889, 334 ...... ..................................................................................................
Proposal to construct Bridge over Murrumbidgce River at Freshford, 341 ............................. . ..
Tenth and Final, of Committee of Management on Technological, Industrial, and Sanitary Museum,
for 1889, 341 ...................................................... ..............................................................................
Cokes manufactured in New South Wales, 345 .....................................................................................
Board of Health on Bovine Tuberculosis in the South Coast District, 366 ......................................
Annual, City of Sydney Improvement Board, for 1890, 366..................................................
......
Board of Health, on deposit of garbage in the Borough of Redfern, on a site for building purposes,
379 ... ...............................................................................................................................................
Breakwater at Trial Bay, from Engineer-in-Cbief for Harbours and Rivers, 392 .............................
Railway from Byrock to Brewarrina, from Assistant Examiner of Public Works, proposals upon
tho proposed branch line, 392 .........................................................................................................
Drainage on Swamps in the Macleay River District (t:ot printed), 392.
Alternative Railway Routes for relieving congestion of trallic on Great Western Line, by Mr. E.
B. Price, 410.......................................................................................................................................
Ninth Annual Report of tho Department of Lauds for 1889, 414 ........................................................
Public Service Inquiry Commission upon tho General Post Office, Money Order Office, and the
Electric Telegraph Department, 430.................................................................................................
Colo Valley Railway, by Mr. E. B. Price, Temporary Examiner of Public Works Proposals, 449...
Italian Settlement at the Richmond River, known as “New Italy,” by Director-General of
Forests, 464........................................... ............................................................................................
Bridges at Morpeth and Hinton, by Examiners of Public Works Proposals, 465..............................
Improvement of the Brunswick River, by Mr. E. B. Price, Temporary Examiner of Public Works
Proposals, 463.....................................................................................................................................
Annual on British New Guinea for 1899-90, 485 ...................................................... ................ .
Proposed Branch Railway to Ballina, in connection with line from Lismore to the Tweed, by Mr.
E. B. Price, 485 ................................................................................................................................
Inspector-General of Police on occurrences coming specially under the notice of the Police during
Labour Strike, 502.............................................................................................................................
Influenza Epidemic, by Chief Medical Inspector for 1890, 634 ..........................................................
Mihi and Dnngnr Creeks, Bridges, 390 ..................................................................................................
Galong to Burrowa Railway, by Mr. P. Scarr, 555 ............................................................................
Feom Standing O hue ns Committee:—
Standing Orders, 485........................................................................................................................
From Select Committee :—
St. Leonards School of Arts Enabling Bill, 24 ............................................................................... .
Toronto Tramway Act Amendment Bill, 27 .........................................................................................
Willoughby and Gordon Tramway Act Amending Bill, 59............ ....................................................
Gouiburn Water Supply Charges Bill, 99 ........................................................... .................................
City of Newcastle Gas and Coke Company’s Electric and other Light Bill, 109 ..... ............... ........
Tarrawingec Tramway Bill, 124 .............................. .............................................................................
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill, 182................................................... .............................
Borough of Willoughby Naming Bill, 195 ..............................................................................................

2
7
7
5
5
7

2
8

2
7
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
3
7
7

2

2
2
7
7
3

2
5
7

2
8
7
7
3
5
5

8

507
259
925
891
899
907
915

1001
823
177
945
917
501
567
231
197
1051
653
207
971
335
533
131
269
453
683
333
985
161
937

7
3
5

1019

5
7
5

1003
961
811

7

879
423
45
681

8
5

2
2

1

7

503
167

5

993

5

1045

4

1

2

281
995

5
5

59
773

7

8

169
257

5

091

7

2
5
5

627
551
801
997

1

737

2
2
2
2

153
175
199
123
83
167
39
69

2
2
2

2
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189
183

2
4
4
2
3
4
2
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4
2
2
4
8

3G7
517
640
1.7
871
585
33
507
531
G8
129
541
73

4
4
7
7
2

1053
557, 571
529
309
J37

1
7
5
5

5
G
5

741
1
615
741
563
157
415
61
393
859
299
203
505
1183
1235
1
473
G07
663

6

955

5

817
693
855
857
1139
687
453
455, 457
689
783
787
(■1025,1023
\ 1031,1033
(.1037,1039
695
487, 4S9, 491
459
189
191
187
557
461
1133
1141
559
1137
1135
787
561
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REPORTS (continued'} •—
,
Wagga Wagga Cattle Sale-yartls Bill, 251.............................................................................................
Tumut School of Arts Site Sale Bill, 298 .............................................................................................
Mrs. Cunjnghamo, late Superintendent of Macquarie-street Asylum for Infirm and Destitute,
Parramatta, 328.................................................................................................................................
Conditional Purchases of 0. H. Thatcher, Porbes Land District, 328..................................................
M‘IlTeen and Clift’s Conditional Purchases, 341 ..................................................................................
Australian Banting Company of Sydney Bill, 358, 486 (Second)......................................................
Mr. Manning, Chairman of Incensing Bench at Kyde, 369 .................................................................
Claim of Mr. E. K. Crace to Crorni Lands adjoining Gungahleeu Estate, 373..................................
Blnjney Municipal Council Enabling Bill, 389 .......... ..........................................................................
Colaghon’s Conditional Purchases, Braidwood and Queanbeyan, 399 ..................................................
Elizabeth Ann Cartwright’e Additional Conditional Purchases, 415 ..................................................
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill (No. 2), 428..................................................................
Hay and Deniliquin Tramway Bill, 434..................................................................................................
Eorfeiture of Henry Crowe’s Conditional Purchase, County of Harden, 519 ..................................
Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 520.....................................................................................
Claims of William Tom, James Tom, and J. H. A, Lister as the first Discoverers of Cold in
Australia, 540.....................................................................................................................................
Kyan’e Conditional Purchases at Wagga Wagga, 268, 540 (Second)..................................................
Conveyance of Mails to and from General Post Office, 553.......... ......................................................
Management of the Orange Hospital (Special), 553 ...................................................... .......................
Hay Athenaum Trustees Enabling Bill, 553 .......................................................................................
Pahliambntaey Standing- Committee

on

Public Works :—

General, 25 .................................................................................................................................................
Proposed Breakwater at Byron Bay, 25...... ...........................................................................................
Proposed Bridge over the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains, 25.................. ............................ .............
Proposed Bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta Eiver, 23 ................................................................
Proposed Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the Mainland at Newcastle, 32..............................
Proposed Dredge and Plant for Sydney Harbour, 25.............................................................................
Proposed Extension of Sydney Water Supply to Southern Suburbs—Huretville and Rockdale, 25.
Proposed Improvements to the Entrance of the Clarence Rii’cr, 25 ..................................................
Proposed Oilices for Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, 25 ..........................................................
Proposed Railway from Cootamundra to Temora, 32................. ............................................................
Proposed Railway from Grafton to The Tweed, 25 .............................................................................
Proposed Railway from Kiama to Nowra, 25.........................................................................................
Proposed Railway from Marrickville to the Burwood Road, 25 ..........................................................
Proposed Railway from Moss Vale to Robertson, 25.................. ..........................................................
Proposed Railway from Mudgco to Gulgong, 68 .............................. ...................... ...........................
Proposed Railway from Nyngan to Cobar, 23........................................................................................
Proposed Reticulation of the Western Suburbs Drainage Scheme, 25..................................................
Railway from Molong to Parkes and Forbes, 87 .................................................................................
Iron Bridge at Cowra, 87 .........................................................................................................................
Proposed Railway to connect the North Shore Railway with Port Jackson at Miison’s Point
’
(second), 273 ..... ...................................................................
.
RESERVES (See “CROWNBANDS’’).
'
'
RESOLUTIONS
From Committee

op the

r>

7
5
7
r>
6
G
6
G
0
G

6

Whole :—

Reported,32,133,142 (3), 155 (2), 159 {=), ICO, 163,167 (3), 168 (*), 169 (2), 203, 217 (3), 222,
227, 257, 314, 317, 338, 361, 368 (2j, 423,429, 429, 457(3), 472, 490(2), 498, 502, 520.
Agreed to, 32, 142 (3), 155 (2), 159 (-), 163,167 (2), 163 (3), 169 (3), 175, 203, 217 (2), 218, 222.
227, 258, 314, 317, 338, 341, 361, 412 (2), 423, 430, 434, 457 (3), 472, 490(2), 498, 502, 520.
From Comsiittee

of

Sutely :—

Reported, 325, 382, 642(1H).
Agreed to, 325, 3S2, 549 (1H).
Eboji Committee

op

Wats

and

Means

Reported, 337, 453,549(J).
Agreed to, 337, 453, 549(3).
RESUMED AREAS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
RESUMPTION OF LAND (See also “MOLESWORTH-STREET, LISMORE”)
Notifications

op, laid on

Table :—

Bridge of Bishop’s Creek, Field of Mars, 18..........................................................................................
Buildings for Public Offices, Phillip-street, 18 .....................................................................................
Court-house at Tho Globe, 18 ......................................................................... ......................................
Court-house, Redfern, 273........................................................................................................................
Extension of Tramway from Leichhardt to Five Dock, 257 ...............................................................
General Cemetery at Bowral, 18 ..............................................................................................................
Manly Water Supply, 18 .........................................................................................................................
North Shore Water Supply, 18 (2) .........................................................................................................
Public Cemetery, South Head, 32 ...................................... ........... ......................................................
Public Park, Clarence Town, 18 .............................................................................................................
Public Recreation, Petersham, 3 8 ............. ...........................................................................................

8

3
3
5

8
5
5

8
4
4

Public School Purposes, 17, 79,129, 174 (2), 324
Public Offices, Sydney, 273 .................................................................................
Sewerage, Western Suburbs, 38, 226, 358 ..........................................................
Water Supply, Town of Richmond, 32 ..............................................................
Wharf Accommodation for Traffic between Sydney and Balmain, 18 ...........
Wharf Accommodation, Woodville, Paterson River, 32 ..................................
Wharf Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay, 18 ..............................................
Tarreganda Bridge Approach, 129 .....................................................................
Water Supply, City of Sydney, 273................................................................ ,,,.
Additional Siding Accommodation at Como, 1SS ..............................................
Tramway from Castlereagh-street to the Randwick Road, 321 .......................
Improving the Parramatta Road at University Cutting, 324 ..........................
Additional Railway Works and Conveniences at Newtown, 358......................
Widening the lino of Railway from Sydney to Eveleigh, 358 ..........................
Reclamation of certain low-lying mud flats in the vicinity of Long Covo, 358
Construction of an Approach Road to Meadow Bank Railway platform, 890

S
5
5
7
7
7
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
4
5
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RESUMPTION OF LAND (continued)
Conetruotion of a Line of Tramway from Ashfield Railway Station to Portland-plaoe, 890 ...........
Sewerage of City of Sydney and Suburbs, 390 ......................................................................................
Enlargement of the Post Olficc at West Maitland, 390.........................................................................
Conserratiou of Water, Paterson, 890 ...................................................................................................
Wharf Areomoiodation, Oslcy Island, Manning IliTcr, 390.......................................................... .....
Post and Telegraph Office nt Pieton, 410 ................................................... ...........................................
General Cemetery at Teralba, 634 ..........................................................................................................
RICHMOND RIVER’ (Sec also "ENTRANCE TO RICHMOND RIVER IMPROVEMENTS
BILL"):—.
Improvements

Entrance r—

to

Motion made (ilfr. Bruce Smith) for work to be carried out, 40.
RICHMOND, TOWN OF (See “ WATER SUPPLY "I.
ROADS
Cook’s River : —

Return showing Expenditure on, laid on Table, 348..............................................................................
Brush grove

Maclean :—

and

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table (not printed), 634.
Millthorpe

to

Lucknow,

via

Spring Hill:—

Correspondence respecting repair to, laid on Table, 188 .................................................................. .
Narrahki

to

the

Qucensland Border:—

Petition presented from certain residents of that portion of the Colony about and beyond
Angledool, asking for bridges, culverts, embankments, Ac., to be constructed, and that road
should be made a first-class road, and that tho works should be carried out at once, 452.

521

Parramatta :—

Notification for resumption under the Public Works Act of land at University Cutting for
improvement of, laid on Table, 321..................................................................................................
Peak Hill:—

5

559

3

COS

o

519

■5

015

Motion made (X)>‘. Rons) for papers relating to, 167.
Subordinate Roads

Schedules A to F, Public Works Department, Estimates for’1891, laid on Table, 465....,.,,..........
Parana

to

Oiseron :—

Return of Expenditure on, laid on Table (not printed), 32.
Thomas Buckley:—

Return respecting dismissal of, from Department (not printed), 312.
Tuena

to

Binda,

via

Junction Point,

and others:—

Return showing amounts expended on for 1888 and 1889, laid on Table, 210 ..................................
Wheko Post
Wheeo

via

to

Byalla

to

Cunning, Gunning

via

Clear Hill

to

Grabben Gullbn,

and

Crookwell:—

Return showing expenditure on, laid on Table, G8.................................................................................
ROBERTS, CHARLES JAMES, ESQUIRE :—
Resignation of, reported, 1,
ROBERTSON (See “RAILWAYS").
ROCKDALE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
ROLLS (Sec “ELECTORAL”).
ROSSIVILLE ESTATE
Correspondence respecting Purchase of, laid on Tabic, 141: Plans to be appended, laid on Table, 146.
ROUMANIA (See "DESPATCHES”).
RULES :—
Supremo Court, laid on Table, 17, 188, 307, 324, 485 ................................................. .......................
RULINGS OF SPEAKER
'
On Points of Order arising in the House, 104,125, 154,181, 208 (U, 227, 247, 2G5 (*), 272, 288,
337, 423, 431, 436, 461, 465, 511, 62-1, 529.
On Point of Order reported from Committee of Supply, 51"(a).
On other than Points of Order, 505, 521 (2),
Speaker ruled that no dissent from, could be made without notice, 432.
Motion made to dissent from, and negatived, 125, 465.
RYANS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
RYDE (Sec “MUNICIPALITIES OP RYDE AND HUNTER’S HILL BILL”).

1
I
(
7

283

3

807, 811.809,
815,813.

3
3

357
605

8

57

s
SAN FRANCISCO MAIL CONTRACT (See “POSTAL.”)
SAVINGS BANK (See "GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK").
SCHEDULE:—
To Estimntcs-in-Chief for 1891, showing remuneration, Ac., received by Public Officers during
1890, laid on Table, 392.....................................................................................................................
Of Subordinate Roads, laid on Table, 465 ................................................................................. ...........
SCHEY, MR. (See also “ RAILWAYS”).
Mr, Speaker calls attention to continued irrelevance and tedious repetition in Debate on part of,
and directs the Honorable Member to discontinue his speech, 335.
SCIENCE LECTURES (See “ UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY”).
SEGENHOE ESTATE IRRIGATION BILL :—
Petition presented (Mr. Abigail) for leave to bring iu, 510; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 515;
referred to Select Committee, 528.
SELECT COMMITTEES (See also “REPORTS”)
Balloting for, Sessional Order passed, II.
Papers referred to, 13 (s), 88,103, 246.
Prayer of Petition for leave to appear before, granted, 24, 39, 87 ('), 124, 367, 384, 414.
Vote of Chairman of, on Private Bills, 11.
Member added to, 188.
Leave given to make visits of inspection, 348, 392, 443.
Evidence from, of previous Session, laid on Table by Clerk, 348..........................................................
Report from, of present Session, referred to, 418. *
Private Bill referred back to, 436.
Subject referred back to, 441.
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5
5

393
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5

485

5
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5
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5

483

5

31

2

567

2

703
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SELECT COMMITTEES (conHmed)
Amendment to refer Bill to, negatived, SOS.
Leave given to, to mate Special Report, 553,
Appointed during Session ........................................................................................................................
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Removes Member from Chamber by direction of Mr, Speaker, 395,430.
SERVIA {Sec “ DESPATCHES”).
SESSIONAL ORDERS
Passed, 10 {“), 11 (®), 13 f3).
Limitation of Business Hours, 40; rescinded, 33G.
Precedence of Orders of the Day of General Business, 253.
.
Hour of Meeting on Business Days, negatived, 35!).
Eriday made an Additional Silting Day, and Government Business take precedence up to C
o’clock, and General Business take precedence after 6 o’clock, and that General Orders take
precedence of Motions, 410.
Monday made an Additional Sitting Day, and Government Business to take precedence, 469.
SESSIONS (Sec “ PARLIAMENTARY SESSIONS BILL”).
SEVEN-MILE BEACH (Sea “CROWN LANDS”).
SEWERAGE (See also “DRAINAGE”; also “METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE
ACTS, 1880-89”; also “BOARD OE WATER SDPFLY AND SEWERAGE OEFICES
ERECTION BILL; also “BOARD OE WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE OEEICES
ERECTION BILL (No. 2)”; also “COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT
OF 1880”).
And Watkb Supply :—

Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plan, from the Parliamentary Stand
ing Committee on Public Works, on Offices for Board, laid on Table, 25 ; motion made (Mr.
Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, 124 ......... ........................................................................
Report of Board for 1889, laid on Table, 17 ..................................... ................... ..............................
Borou&hs

op

Paddington

and

Woollahra : —

Notification of completion and transfer of works to the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, 246.
City

of

Stdnbt

and

Suhurhs :—

Notification of resumption of land under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 390...................................................................................... ....................................................
Western Suburbs :—

Notifications of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 18, 226, 358.............................................................................................................................
Works :—

'

Proclamation vesling in Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, laid on Table, 45 ............. ............
SHEEP TRUST FUND
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for return of receipts and disbursements, 320; Return to Order, laid on
Table,- 358 .......................................................
,
..........
SICK PAUPERS............................
Report on Votes for Maintenance of, for years 1887-8-9, laid on Table, 32 ......................................
SILK CULTURE:—
Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for copies of communications in reference to abandonment of, at.
Antony, 515.
SILVERTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
By-laws, laid on Table, 414 .................................................................................................................
SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS").......
"
SLATTERY, THOMAS MICHAEL, ESQ., M.P.:—
Speaker having observed grave disorder in Committee resumed Chair, and expressed astonishment
that the Honorable Member for Boorowa did not obey the ruling of Chairman, and stated
that if the Honorable Member did not do so lie would have to take an extreme course; Mr,
Slattery explained; Speaker gave ruling and the Committee resumed, 419.
SMALL POX:—
v
o
b.
,
Detention

of the

Steamship “ Yaeea” :—

Return to Order (Second Session, 1889) laid on Table (not printed), 39.
SMITH, THE HON. BRUCE, ESQUIRE, M.P. :—
Makes personal explanation, 327.
Charge

op

Business

op the

House ;—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Copeland) in reference to—Point of Order that subject was not of
sufficient importance to come under Additional Standing Orders; Mr. Speaker decided that it
was not within his province to decide the point—motion negatived, 465.
SMITH, J. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SMITH, THE HON. SYDNEY, ESQUIRE, M.P. :—
Motion made (Mr. Crick) to refer Seat of, to the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 27.
SMOKING IN THE LIBRARY AND READING-ROOMS :—
Complaint of Mr. O. O. Dangar, laid on Table (not printed), 46.
SOLICITORS' RIGHT OF AUDIENCE BILL:„
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Cullen) read 1°, 299 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 313, 324, 341, 353, 372, 435; Motion made (Mr, Slattery) for 2°, and withdrawn;
Order of the Day discharged; Bill withdrawn, 553.
SOUTH COAST DISTRICT :—
Report of the Board of Health on Bovine Tuberculosis, laid on Table, 366 ...
..................,...
SOUTH HEAD (See “ CEMETERIES ”).
SOUTHERN BREAKWATER, NEWCASTLE
Report of Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers on condition of, laid on Table, 234..............
SOUTHERN EXPRESS (See “RAILWAYS”).
SOUTHERN SUBURBS (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
SPEAKER (See also “YOUNG, THE HON. S. H., M.P.)” :—
Calls attention to continued irrelevance and tedious repetition on part of Member, and directs
Member to discontinue his speech, 334, 335, 399, 407.
Reports Issue of summons under Parliamentary Evidence Act for witness to attend at Bar of the
House, 299.
Lays on Table Complaint of Mr. O. 0. Dangar in reference to Smoking in Library and-Readingrooms (not printed), 46
Lays on Table Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 7 (Jfr. Youna); 391
(Mr .J.P. Abbott) ; Maturity reported, 35, 411.
Lays Papers on Table,193................................................................ .......................................................
Motion made to dissent from ruling of, and negatived, 125, 466.
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SPBA.KEU {continues) : —
Reports atiendsDcc of Homo in Council Chamber to hear Opening Speech, 2.
Reports iasuc and return of writ, 1 (*), 171, 213, 239, 253, 395, 503.
_
Reports presentation of Address in Reply to Grovcmor, and Answer to Address in Reply, 15.
Reports resignation of Member, 139,157
Gives casting vote, 164,342.
Reports receipt of Certificate notifying death of Member, 161, 223,
Informed tho Hoose that Sir Henry Parkes would resume his duties on 2/i]i August, and asked
for the departure from certain rules for that purpose, 267.
Clerk announces receipt of letter from James Henry Young, Esq,, resigning Oflice of, 387.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq., elected, and presented to His ElcelJoncy tho Governor, 387.
Refers to an amendment made by the Legislative Council in the Board of Water Supply and
Sewerage Offices Erection Bill, 294.
_
Calls attention to nature of amendments made by the Legislative Council in the Marrickville to
Burwood Road Railway Bill, 359.
Clerk informs the House of the unavoidable absence of, 385.
'
Commission to Administer the Oath, 388.
Orders removal of Member from Chamber for disobeying Chair, 395, 430.
Motion that House dissents from action of, and negatived, 396.
Having observed grave disorder in Committee resumes Chair, 419. ■
Authorised to present Appropriation and Loan Bills to Governor for Assent, 558.
Rcmnos OE:—

That the Agricultural Society of TTcw South Wales I case Bill was not beyond the order of leave, 104.
That lie could not accept the Public Works Act as governing the proceedings or limiting the powers
of the House, 125.
Tbnt under section 13 of the Letters Patent, in tho absence of His Excellency, Message signed by
the Lieutenant-Governor by deputation irom the Governor was in order, 154.
That amendment was in order to substitute another name in a motion to appoint a member to the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, and against a demand for a ballot, 181.
That apccial reference to provision in the Crown Lands Bill, in reference to tho repeal of existing
legislation, was not necessary in the Title, 208.
That clause D of tho Crown Rents Bill which interfered with actions pending or a judgment obtained
should be mentioned in the Order of Leave, and that therefore tho Bill was improperly before
the House, 203.
That since the adoption of tho Additional Standing Orders, altering tho character of the Motions
for Adjournment, the practice of the House of Commons in respect to two motions of a similar
character being moved consecutively, did not apply to these questions, 247.
That Papers should not be laid upon the Table of tbo House which reflected upon the conduct
of a Member of, or referred to a debate in, the House, 265.
That Bills coming from tho Council could not be ruled out of order in this House oh the ground
of informality in its initiation there, 265.
.
That tho Order of Leave to bring in tbo Imprisonment for Debt Abolition Bill was sufficiently
comprehensive to cover the Bill, 227.
That papers did not refer to the action of a Member in this House, and could bo laid on Table,
272.
That tho Boroucb of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill was beyond the Order of Leave, 288.
That Sessional Order relative to New Business alter 11 o’clock rescinded after that hour in the
same sitting was not in force to end of sitting, 337.
That motion for expuhion of Mr. Crick was in order, 431.
That no dissent from, could bo made without notice, 432.
That Bank Holidays Act Amendment Bill was beyond the Order of Leave, 423.
That Early Closing Bill did not involve expenditure, and did not require to be covered by a
Message from tho Governor, 436.
That Boats Registration and Regulation Bill was beyond the Order of Leave, and was therefore
out of order, 4C1.
_
That question as to what was a matter of “ public importance " under the Additional Standing
Order in reference to Adjournments of the House was not a matter for him to decide, 465.
That in future cases of swearing in new Members he would put in operation the Standing Orders
of the House of Commons, passed on 30th April, 1886, which prevented tho interruption of
the business, 505.
That provision in Marrickville to Burwood Road Railway Bill {No. 2) was covered by tbo order of
leave, 511.
That in Supply, during the discussion of a Minister’s salary, reference could be made to subsequent
items, as the Committee had a right to criticise the Minister’s policy when voting his salary, 517.
That Honorable Members should sit in the Chamber in a manner respectful to other Honorable
Members and to the occupant of tho Chair, and so that the passages would be left clear between
tho seats, but that it was a matter to bo left to the good taste of Honorable Members, 517.
That certain provisions in the Eight-hour Bili were beyond the order of leave, and also referred
to rules in reference to preparation and drawing of Bills, 521.
That the Net-fishing in Port Hacking Prohibition Act Amendment Bill was beyond tho order of
leave, 521.
■
That motion was one of privilege dealing with language which denounced Parliament as “ rotten
and corrupt,” 524.
That motion iu reference to charges of Bribery in connection with tho passing of tho Broken Hill
Water Supply Bill was substantially tho same as an amendment submitted tho previous
night, nnd, therefore, could not be put, 029.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT'
Motion made for, nnd passed, 14, 373, 383, 303.
SPECIAL AREAS (Seo "CROWN LANDS "J.
SPECIAL CONSTABLES (See “POLICE").
SPECIAL GRANTS (See MUNICIPAL ”).
SPIRITS, WINES, AND BEER:—
Convictions

under the

Licensing Act :—

Annual Return to Order, laid on Table, 32, 174 ..........................................................................
SPIT PERRY, MIDDLE HARBOUR:—
.
Return showing traffic for half years ending 31st December, 1889, and 30th June, 1890, laid on
Table, 188 ..............................................................................................................................................
STAFFORD ALBERT (See“CROWN LANDS”).
STAFFORD WILLIAM (Seo “POLICE”).
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STAMP DUTIES ACTS
Amended Begulations and Form under, kid on Table, 17 ..................................... ...........................
STAMP DUTY (See “THASSFER OF MINING- STOCK STAMP DUTY EXEMPTION BICL."l
STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES:—
.
Appointed during Session................................................................................................
STANDING OEDERS
.....................
Committee, Sessional Order passed, 11,
Name of Mr, Young added to the CommiUoo, 418.
Motion made (ME Alfred Allen) to refer to the Standing Orders Committee tho Additional
Standing Orders for consideration as to the expediency of increasing the number of members
required to rise in support of motions for adjournmont from five to twenty, and amendment
proposed (Mr. J. P. Abbott) to refer the -whole of the Standing Orders to the Committee,
and amendment carried, 372-3 ; Report brought up, 483.............................................................
DlSOItDIIl AlilSING WHILE THE HOUSE IS IN COMMITTEE : —
Motion made {Mr. Dibbs) that when any Member refuses to obey the Chairman the case shall be
reported without debate to the House to bo dealt with, after explanation from theoBbnding
Member, and amendment moved (Mr. Garrard) to giro the Chairman the right to mukc fm explanation, amendment and original motion negatived, 436.
Suspension or:—
Motion made {Mr. McMillan) to enable the Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill to pass through all
its stages in one day, and amendment moved (3fr. Crick) to insert words and negatived—
motion agreed to, 321.
To enable tho Rabbit Bill to pass through all its remaining stages in one day, 524.
To enable the Appropriation Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 536.
To enable the Loan Bill to pass through all i?s stages in one day, 540.
STATE CHILDREN’S RELIEF DEPARTMENT;—
‘
Report for year ending 5th April, 1800, laid on Table, 123.................................................................
STATE SCHOOL BURSARIES (Sen “EDUCATION").
STATE SCHOOLS (See “ EDUCATION ”),
STATISTICS (See “CENSUS AND INDUSTRIAL RETURNS BILL’’).
STATUARY
Return showing, purchased from or through tho agency of Mr. Oscar Mever, laid on Tabic. 200
= j
• ’
’
'
ST. CLAIR, OSSIAN=
Motion made {Mr. Crick) for papers in reference to death of, 152: Return to an Order, laid on
Table, 166.............................................................................
ST. LEONARDS (See “RAILWAYS”).
.............
ST. LEONARDS SCHOOL OF ARTS ENABLING BILL:—
Petition presented {Mr. Cullen) for leave to bring in, 4 ; leave given, presented, and road l0, 13 j
referred to Select Committee, 19; Report brought up, 24 ; read 2°, committed, reported with
amendments, 104; order of the day postponed, 132, 167; report adopted, 227; read 3 ,
passed, and sent to Council, 233; returned with amendmeuts, 294; Order of the Day
postponed, 302 ; amendtuente agreed to, 314; assent reported, 327...... ............................
STEPHEN, WILLIAM, ESQ , M.P.:—
Adjournment.moved to direct attention to attack made on character of bv Postmaster-General, 217
STOCK (See also “IMPORTED STOCK ACTS, 1871-84”; also “WAGGA WAGGA CATTLE
SALE-YARDS BILL” also "METROPOLITAN CATTLE AND SHEEP DRIVING
BILL”) : —
Annual Report of Stock and Brands Branch, Department of Mines, for 1SS9, laid on Table, 25 .
Contagious Diskases

:—

in

'

Petition presented from tbo Borough of New Lambton praying that a Bill be brought in to deal
with, 174 ...... .....................................................................................................................................
Board

op

Examiners :—

....................................

Return respecting laid on Table, 188 ............................................... ....................................................
Eastern, Centbad,

and

Western Divisions ■—

..........................

Return of, laid on Table, 260 ...................... ......................................... ........ ................................. ..
Bourke, Walgett,

and

Brewahrina Districts ;—

Return respecting loss by floods, laid on Table, 260...............................................................................
Sheet Trust Fund :—

.............

Motion made {Mr. Lyae) for return of receipts and disbursements, 320; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 35S ..................................................
STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL
..........................................................................
Petition presented (Mr. Fletcher) for leave to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order,
presented and read 1°, 26; Order of the day postponed, S3, 3L7.
Petition presented from Mayor and Aldermen of Stockton against, 5, 405 .....................................
Petition presented from Ratepayers and Inhabitants of the Borough of Stockton against 76
STRANGERS, EXCLUSION OF:—
°
’
.......
Sessional Order passed, 12. ■
STREETS IMPROVEMENTS (See “METROPOLITAN STREET IMPROVEMENTS BILL”)
STRIKE (See “ LABOUR STRIKE ”).
J
SULLIVAN, J. M. D. (See “CROWN LANDS.”)
SULLY, W. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SUNDAY LAWS AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. JPufft), for leave to bring in, presented, aud read, 1°, 226.
Petition presented against—
From Ministers, Members, and Adherents of St, Stephen’s Presbyterian Congregation, Phillipstreet, Sydney, 334 ............................................................................................' ........................ ..
From Primitive Methodist Denomination, Sydney District, 34L................”7'"”.
From residents of Leichhardt, 345 ............*....................................................... ‘
From certain parishioners of St. Clement, Marrickville, 347 ................................".......
From certain residents of Wickham, 347 .......................................................
From certain residents of Barrington, 347...........................................................................
From certain residents of Stanmore, 347 ....................................................'.......
From certain residents of Tnree, 347 .............................................................................
From certain residents of Appin and Wilton, 347 ............................................. ............................
From neriaiu residents of Enmore, 352 ......................................... '.......................
From certain members of the Newcastle Minister's Association, 352.............................
Freni certain residents of Newcastle nnd suburbs, 352 ...........................................................
From certain residents of Hamilton and neighbourhood, 352 ........................
.. .
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SUNDAY LAWS AMENDMENT BILL (continued)
Petition presented against (continued)—
'
Prom certain residents of Auburn nnd Bookwood, 352......................................................................
Prom cerlnin residents of Peeln-ood, Tuena, ie., 352 ......................................................................
Prom residents of Lambton and vioinitj', 352 .......................... .........................................................
Prom certain residents of Campbclitoivn, 352 ...................... ...........................................................
Prom certain residents of Pieton, 352 ................................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Inrerell, 352 .............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Islington, 352 ..............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Dulwich Hill, 352 ..................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Marrickville, 352
................................................................................... j. g
Prom certain residents of Petersham and Leichhardt, 352 .................................. ...........................
Prom certain residents of Wagga Wagga, 352 .................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Parramatta, 356 .........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Lawrence, 356 .........................................................................................
Proin certain residents of Mitclcan, 350 .............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Narrabri, 356 ............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Stanmore, 356............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Richmond, 356 ........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Sydney, 356.............................................................................................
'i
Prom certain residents of Tumbernmba and Welarcgang, 356..........................................................
Prom certain residents of Past Maitland, 356 ..................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Hamilton, 357 ..........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Tinonoe, 357 .............................................................................................
Prom certain adherents of the Primitive Methodist Church, Annandale, 356 ...........................
Prom certain residents of Scone, Ac., 357 ........................................................................................
From certain residents of Singleton. 357 ........................................................................... ..........
Prom certain residents of Berry nnd district, 358 ....................................... ...................................
P'roin certain residents of Mittagong, 358 .... ................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Bowral, 358 .............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Braidwood, 358 .........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Marulan, 35S ............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Binda and Jidong, &c., 358 .....................................................................
Prom certain residents of Gundaroo, 358 ..........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Wallsend and Minmi, 358........................................................................
Prom certain residents of Newcastle, 358 ..........................................................................................
Prom certain citizens nnd inhabitants of New South Wales, 358.....................................................
Prom certain residents of the town and district of Inverell, 358.....................................................
Prom certain residents of Tumut, Adelong, and Gundagai, 358 ......................................................
Prom members of the Hamilton Presbyterian Church, 358.............................. .............................
Prom certain residents of Newcastle. 358 ..........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Newcastle and district, 358 ......................................................................
From certain members and adherents of the Hunter-street Ifresbyterian Church, Newcastle, 358
P’rom certain residents of Leichhardt, 338 .........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Murmrumli, 358 .....................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Araluen, 35S ............................. ................................................................
P'roin certain residents of Crookwell, 358 ......................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Electoral District of Albury, 358 .............................................................
Prom certain residents of Bowral, 35S................................................................................................
Prom certain residents of the City of Bathurst, 358.........................................................................
Prom certain residents of Bathurst and Pitt Streets, 366..................................................................
Prom certain residents of Kelso, Peel, Raglan, Durainaua, Eglintan, Oberon, and White Rock, 366
Prom certain residents of Emmaville, Ac., 366 ..................................................................................
From certain residents of Petersham, Knmore, Ac., 366 ................................................................ }. g
Prom certain residents of St- Peters, 3G6 .........................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Bexley and Arneliffe, 366 ......... ................................................................
Prom certain residents of Cobar and Nymagee, 366 ..........................................................................
1 rom certain residents of Willoughby, Gordon, mid adjoining neighbourhood, 366.....................
Prom certain residents of Woolialira, Ac., 366 .................................................................................
P’rom certain citizens and Inhabitants of New South Wales, 366......................................................
Prom certain residents of Raymond Terrace, Miller's Porest, Fullarton Cove, and Clarence
Town, 366 ...........................................................................................................................................
From certain residents of Walcha, 366 .............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of ITillgrovo, 367..............................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Oberon, 367..................................................................................................
From certain residents of Bourke, 367........................................................................ ........................
Prom certain residents of Cobar, 367 ......................... ........................................................................
Prom certain residents of Homebusb, Ac., 367 .................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Woolwich and Hunter's Kill, 367 ................. ........................................
P'roin certain residents of the Electoral District of Shoullmvcn, 307 ...............................................
Prom certain residents of Homebush, Strathfield, Ac., 367 ..............................................................
From certain residents of Carcoar, Ac., 367 ....................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Monkerai, Ac., 367......................................................................................
Prom certain residents of Stroud and district, 367......... ...................................................................
Prom certain residents of Pyrmont, Ac., 367 ....................................................... . ........................
Prom certain residents of the City of Gouiburn, 367 ....................................................................
Prom certain residcnlnof Adamstown, Ac., 367 .................................................................................
From certain residents of Lismore, 337 .............................................................................................
From certain residents of the Tweed and Brunswick Rivers, 367 ..................................................
From certain reddents of West Maitland, 367 ..................................................................................
Prom certain residents of West Maitland, 367 .................................................................................
P'roin certain residents of Petersham, 367 .......................................................................................
From certain residents of Kogarab, Ac , 3C7 ....................................................................................
From certain rc'idonts of Ballina, Tintmbar, Ac , 367 ......................................................................
From certain residents of Casino, 367 ...............................................................................................
From certain residents of Penrith, 367
..............
..................................................... I
Prom ceitain residents of Leichhardt,, 367......................................................................................... 1
Prom certain residents of Camperdown, Annandale, Ac., 357.......................................................... j
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SUNDAY LAWS AMENDMENT BILL (continued)
Petition presented against (continued) :—
From certain residents of Waverley, Ac., 367 ...................... .....................................................
From certain resident# of Bondi, 367 ............................................................................................
From certain residents of Euabalong and district, 367 .................................................................
1- 8
From certain residents of Wftrialda, 367........................................................................................
From James Boss, M.A., Archdeacon of Armidale, 367 ............................................................
From certain residents of Hillgrove, 367........................................................................................
From certain residents of Redfern, 367 ........................................................................................
From certain residents of Forbes, 367................................................................................ -..........
From certain residents of Pitt Town, Ac., 367 ............................................................................
From certain residents of Wilborforce and Windsor, 367................................................... ........
From certain residents of Pitt Town, Ebenezer, and Sactville Beach, 367.................................
From certain residents of Bergalin, Ac., 367 .......................................... ‘.....................................
From certain residents of Parramatta and district, 367 ............................................................
From certain residents of Gladesvtlle, 367 .................................. .................................................
From csrtain residents of Germanton and vicinity, 367................................................................
From certain residents of Brnespring, Culcairn, Ac., 367............................................................
From certain residents of Cooma, 367 ............................................................................................
From certain residents of Lewisham, Summer Hill, Ac., 367 ............................................. .......
From certain residents of Petersham West, 367 ...........................................................................
From certain residents of Marrickville East, 367 ........................................................................
From certain residents of Belmorc aud Moorefield, 367................................................................
From certain residents of South Sydney, 367...............................................................................
From certain resident# of Pieton and Tlurlmere, 367....................................................................
From certain residents of Bondi and Waverley, 367....................................... ............................
From certain residents of The Glebe, 367 ............................................................... ....................
From certain residents of Tho Glebe, 367 ....................................................................................
From certain residents of For bos, 367 ...........................................................................................
From certain residents of Broken Hill, 367................. ................................................................. .
From certain residents of Broken Hill, 367....................................... ..................................... .
From certain residents of Broken Hill. 367....................................... ........................ ...............
From certain residents of Balmain, 370 ........................................................................................
From certain residents of Singleton, 370.......................................................................................
From certain residents of Orange, 370............................................................................................
From certain residents of New South Wales, 370 ............................................................. .........
From certain residents of Queanbeyan and vicinity, 370............................................................
From certain residents of Annandale, 370 ...................................................................................
From certain residents of Cooma, 370 ..........................................................................................
From members of the Star of the South Lodge No. 76, Cooma, I.O.G.T., 370 .....................
From certain residents of Eandwick, 370 ........................................................... .......................
From certain residents of Paddington, 370...................................................................................
From certain residents of Paddington, 370...................................................................................
From certain residents of "Waverley, 370............................................................... .......................
From certain residents of Coogec nnd neighbourhood, 370 ..... ................................................
From certain residents of Double Bay aud Bose Bay, 370 ................. .....................................
From certain residents of Kempsey and district, 370 ..............................................................
From certain re-idents of Manly, 370........................................................... ............ ..................
From certain residents of Waterloo and Alexandria, 370............................................................
From certain residents of Botany, 370...........................................................................................
From certain residents of Armidale and Uralla, 370..................................................................
From certain residents of Wagga Wagga, 370 ...........................................................................
From certain residents of Hay and district, 370 ................. ......................................................
From certain residents of Grenfell, 370 .............................. ........................................................
From certain residents of Gunning, Collector, Ac., 370 ......... ..................................................
From certain residents of Gunning and Collector, 370...............................................................
From certain residents of Gladesvillc, Kyde, Five Dock, Ac., 370 ............................................
From certain residents of Eden, 370 ...................................................... ...................................
From certain residents of Ashfield and vicinity, 370..... .............................................................
From certain residents of Marrickville, 370 ...............................................................................
From certain residents of Kogarab, 370 .......................................................................................
From certain residents of MarriekviLle, 370 ..............................................................................
From certain residents of Strathfield, 370 ...................................................................................
From certain residents of Narrandera, 370...................................................................................
From certain residents of Hillston, 370 ...................................... ............................................ .
From certain residents of Penrith, 370 ........................................................................... ...........
From certain residents of Bowral, Joadja Creek, Ac., 370 .......................................................
From certain residents of Woolloomooloo, 370 .......................................................................
From certain residents of Woolloomooloo, 370 ........................................................................
From certain residents of AYoolloomooloo, 371 ...............................................................
.. .
From certain resident# of Grafton, 371 ......................................................................................
Y
From James S. Scott, Moderator, and Andrew Barron, Cleric of the Presbytery of the
Clarence, 371 ............................................................................................................................
From certain residents of Grafton and neighbourhood, 371 ...................................................
From certain citizens and inhabitants of New South Wales, 371...............................................
From certain residents of Momya, 371 .......................................................................................
From certain residents of Bega, 371 ...........................................................................................
From certain residents of Kiamn, 371...........................................................................................
Ifrom eartain residents of Gerringong, 371............................................................................
From certain residents of Wickham, 371 ...................................................................................
From certain residents of the Electoral District of South Sydney, 371...................................
From certain residents of Surry Hills, 371...................................................................................
From certain residents of Surry Hills, 371 ..................................................................................
From certain residents of Surry Hills, 371...................................................................................
From certain residents of Surry Hills, Ac., 371 ............................................................... .......
From certain residents of Newtown, 371.....................................................................................
From certain residents of Hunior's Hill, 371...............................................................................
From certain resident0 of Tenterfield, 371...................................................................................
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SUNDAY LAWS AA1ENDMJCNT BILL (conlimieti) : —
Petition presented njrmusL (cnKA'iinerf) :—
Dram cert tin rcsiclrnts of Diibbo, 871.
1
Drom Win. (J, Tnylur, Clmirmnn of Public Heeling held in Centenurj Hall, I'ork'sljwV/Sydmi^
371... ........................................................................... . ........ ......... .......
‘
1
From eertnin members and ndhei'ents of the Scots' Church, 371 ................................. 1
From certain members, adherents, and friends of the Con t; regal ion al Church, Uarria-strect 371
From the Congregational Union of New South Wales, 371....................................................
From uerhiin residents of Svdncv, 371 ..................................................................... ..........
From W. Stephen, Chairman of Public Heeling of uliBetis of Sydney, held 1’n iWeltiiuf Eail
Custlereagli-stroct, 371 ...................................................................... “.......
From certain residents of Parramatta, Baulkhum Hills, &c., 371 .....................................
From certain residents of Darimghurst and rieinilv, 371 ....................................................
From certain residents of Woolloomooloo, 371.............................. ...................................
From certain residents of AVoolloomooloo South, &c., 371 ........................
.
From certain residents of Leichhardt, Pyrmont, &c., 371 ................................................. "
"
From certain residents of Dungog, &c., 371 ....................................................................................
From rerluin residents of Fccleston and Lostock, 371 ................................................
From James II, Terras, Chairman of Public Meeting hold in Greta, 371 ............................
From certain residents of Sydney nnd Suburbs, 371....................................................
............
From certain residents of Ncsvtown, 371.................................................. ” !
.............
8
From certain members, adherents, aud friends of the Presbyterian Church, Quarry-street
Ultimo, 371................................................................................ ‘...........
"
From certain residents of Woollahra, Ac., 371 ..........................................................
................
From certain residents of Watson's Bay, 371....................................................
.....
From certain residents of Durhog Point and vicinity, 371 ................................ .
.
”
From certain residents nt, Jerilderie, 371........................................................................ ’ .............
From certain residents of Denihqmn, 371...................................................... ..................................
From certain residents of Waterloo and Alexandria, 371............................................. ”,............
From certain residents of Darlington, Alexandria, and Eedfcrn, 371.................
From certain residents of Forest Lodge, 371 ................................................................’
...........
From certain residents of Kurragong, 37(t......................................................................
.........
From certain residents of tho Electoral District of Yass and Burroivu, Ziff
From cortnin residents of Manly, 379 ........................................................... ....................................
From certain residents of West Sydney, Ac,, 379 ....................................*....... ................................
From certain residents of Redfern and Waterloo, 379 .........................................!..........................
From certain residents of Redfern, 379 ..............................................................................................
From William N. Wilson, Moderator, and John 9. Maenherscin, Clerk of tiro PresbUerv oi
Maitland, 379
'
^ J
From certain residents of Coonabarabran, 379...................................................
................
From representatives of the Evangelical Alliance of New South Wales, 379 ...... .........
From certain residents of Orange, 379......................... ....................................
...............
From certain residents of Spring Hill, 379.................................. ["
From cortain residents of Petersham, 379 .......................................................... .............................
From certain residents of Summer Hill and vicinity, 379......................................
From certain residents of Kogarah, 379 ............................................................. ........................
From cortain residents of Canterbury, 379..................................................
........
From certain residents of Muswellbrook, 379.......................................... "I.,!"!
...............
From cortain residents of Muswellbrook, 379.................................................................. ..................
From certain residents of Rouchel, 379 ..........................................................................................
From certain residents of Glebe and Forest Lodg;, 370 ......................................... .......................
From certain residents of Gunnedah, 379 .................................................. ....................... .............
From certain residents of Gunnedah, 379
........................................................................... "" "
From certain residents of Boggabri and Gunnedah, 379-..... ........................... .
.............
From certain residents of tho Taralga district, 379 ................................. ],*
" ] ' 1- S
From certain residents of Turnlga, 370 ....................................................................
...............
From certain residents of Gouiburn, 379 ..........................................
..................
From certain adherents of the Congregational Church at Manly, 381 ........ ................................
From certain residents of Young, 381........................... ....................................... .........................
From certain residents of Murrumburrah, 3SI ..........................
From certain residents of Temora district, 381 ............................. .
.............
From certain residents of Bulli and Woonona, 331 ............................. t...... ...... ... ....................
From certain residents of Dapto, 331 ............................................. ..................................................
From certain residents and persons employed in the Electoral District of West Sydney 381.....
From certain residents of Wellington, Ac,", 381.................................................. "
From certain residents of Molong, Garra, and Waroc, Ac., 381 .................. ..................................
From certain residents of Hill End, 381..................................................... '..... ...........................
From certain residents of Sunny Corner, Ac,, 381............................................................................
From certain residents of Lithgow, Eskbank, Ac.,331......................................................................
From certain residents of Lithgow, 381 ........................................"......... .........................................
From certain residents of Ryde, 334 ............................. ................................
...........................
From certain residents of Warren, 384 .................................................. ....... [[[..............................
From eertnin residents in the Electoral District of Carcoar, 384................ ..................................
From certain residents of Milton, 384 ......................................................... .......................................
From certain residents of Mount Macquarie, Ac., 384 ....................................'
]
From certain residents of Camden and surrounding district, 3S4 ........................................
'
From certain residents of Bowral, 334.............................................................
.............................
From the Minister and certain members and adherents of St. George’s Presbyterian Church
Sydney, 334 ...............................................................................................
’
From certain residents of Bundarra, Tingha, 6iiera, Ac.,
From the Bishop of Sydney, 384......................................................................
"
From certain residents of Woodbum, 390 ............................................
" !......
Jrom certain residents of Glen Innes and vicinity, 395... .............................................
From certain residents of Glen Innes, 395 ...................................................... "......................
From certain residents of Parkes and The Began, 393 .............................................
........
From certain residents of Newtown, Enmore, &e., 399 ............................. '
.!! 1......
Front certain residents of Petersham, Ac,. 399 .............................
..............
From certain residents of Gordon and Hornsby, 399 .......... ................................
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SUNDAY LAWS AMENDMENT BILL (continued)
Petition presented against (continued) :—
Erom certain residents of West Maitland, 393 ..................................................................................
Erom certain residents of New South Wales in various Electoral Districts, 399 ..........................
Erom certain residents of Stockton, 405 ..............................................................................................
From certain residents of Forbes, 410......... ........................................................................................
From certain residents of St. Peters, 436 ..........................................................................................
From certain residents of New England, 4G1......... ............................................................................
Erom residents of Paddington, 620 ......................................................................................................
From residents of George’s Ploins, Rocklcv, Esrom, Dunkeld, Perth, Ac., 629...............................
Erom residents of George's Plains, in the Electoral District of West Macquarie, 529.......... ........
Erom residents of Hockley, in the Electoral District of West Macquarie, 629................................
SUPERANNUATION EUND (See “ CIVIL SERVICE”).
SUPERIOR SCHOOLS (See “EDUCATION”).
SUPPLY:—
Committee

ot

8

S

8
8
8
8
8

770
777
777
779
781
783
785
785
785

3
3
3

807,809
811,813
815

8

725, 727

4

747

7

945

8

8

8

:—

Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) to enable House to go into Committee, 313.
House in Committee, 325,382, 466, 470, 4/6, 4S6, 490, 502, 511, 517 (*), 526, 542.
Resolutions reported, 325, 382, 542 (114).
Resolutions agreed to, 325, 3S2, 649 (1M)No quorum reported from, 486.
Points of Order reported from Committee, 517 (!).
SUPREME COURT
Bulks

ot,

laid

on

Taulk :—

In Bankruptcy, 17,307 ..............................................................................................................................
In Equity, 188, 485......................................................................................................................................
In Divorce and Matrimonial Causes, 324 ..............................................................................................
SURETIES (See “BONDSMEN AND SURETIES LIABILITY BILL”).
SWAMPS IN THE MACLEAY RIVER DISTRICT:—
Reports, lelters. Ac, respecting the question of draining, laid on Table (notprinted), 392.
SWEETMAN, CABMAN (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.”)
SWEARING-IN NEW MEMBERS
Speaker staled that in future ho would pxit into operation the Standing Order of the House oi
Commons passed on 30th April, 1866, to prevent the Suspension of Business, 505.
SYDNEY BRANCH ROYAL MINT
Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 151, 540 .......................................................... ...............................
SYDNEY COMMON
Notices of Dedication nnd Appointment of Trustees, laid on Table, 146 ..........................................
SYDNEY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Report from the 'JYustces for 1889-90, laid on Table, 17 ..................................................................
SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL:—
■ Annual Report for 1889, laid on Table, 216 ..........................................................................................
SYDNEY HOSPITAL (See “HOSPITALS”).
SYDNEY TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY’S BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Waul) for leave to proceed with, urder the 65th Standing Order,presented
and rend l0, 18.

937

T
TABAGO. (See " RAILWAYS”).
TARANA (Seo “ROADS”).
TARBAN CREEK (See “BRIDGES”).
TARIFF CONFERENCE (See “CUSTOMS”).
TAERAWINGEE TRAMWAY BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Wyman Brown) for leave to bring in, 87; leave given, presented and
read 1°, 95 ; referred to Select Coinmittee, 99 ; report brought up, 124; Order of the Day
postponed, 167; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 195;
read 3“ passed and sent to Council, 203; returned with amendments, 246 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 252 ; amendments agreed to, 266 ; assent reported, 287 ............. ............................
TARREGANDA (See “BRIDGES").
TAX (Seo “ABSENTEE TAX” ; also “DOG TAX”).
*
TAYLOR, ADOLPHUS GEORGE Esq. (See also “PRIVILEGE”).
Issue and return of Writ for West Sydney, reported, 395 ; sworn, 39S.
Removed from Chamber by Order of Mr. Speaker, for disobeying the Chair, 395; motion made
that he be beard in his place and negatived, 396.
Speaker calls attention to continued irrelevance or tedious repetition, and directed the Hon.
Member to discontinue his speech, 399, 407.
TEA, DUTY ON:—
Motion made (Mr. Willie) far removal of, and intercepted by previous question, 89.
Motion made (ilfr. Willis) for removal of and negatived, 406.
TECHNOLOGICAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND SANITARY MUSEUM:—
Tenth and Final Report of Committee of Management, for 1889, laid on Table, 341 ......................
TEECE, CECIL BEDFORD, Esquim :—
Issue and return of Writ for Goalburn reported, 255; sworn, 257.
TEECE. WILLIAM, Juvioe, EsqtUim, M.P. :—
Death of the Honorable Member for Gouiburn reported, Seat declared vacant, 223.
TELLERS (Secaho “NO TELLERS”).
Not agreeing in division, 4S2.
TELEGRAPHS:—
.
Adjournment of Ibe House moved to call attention to Administration of Department, 152.

2

167

7

879

7

453

Ann Postai, Cosfkbence :—

Report and Proceedings of, held in Adelaide, May, 1890, laid on Table, 180......................................

'
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TELEGRAPHS (conthufd)
Ay i) Post Office at Pieros :—
notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 410 ................................ ........................................................................................................
Complaints made dv Messes. Eucknell and Lomax :—
Motion mode (t/r, 1Install) for Papers in reference to, 181.
Genehal Post Office, Money Oiidrfi Office, and the Kt.ectmc Teleohafh Department:—
Report of the Public Service Inquiry Commission, laid on Table, 430.................................................
Rates, Boeder Stations and Stations in Queensland :—
Notification of reduction in Rates, laid on Table, 62..............................
...
..
TEMORA (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
..................
TERALBA See “RAILWAYS; also “CEMETERIES").
TERRAWYNNIA HOLDING {See " RABBITS").
THATCHER, 0. H. (See “CROWN LANDS").
THIRLMERE ACCIDENT (See “RAILWAYS").
TIDAL WATERS :—
Return respecting, closed apainet Net Pishing, laid on Table, 534.......................................
TIRES (Seo “WIDTH OF TIRES REGULATION BILL”).
TOCUMWAL (See “BRIDGES”).
TOLLS (Soo also " RANDWICK TOLL-BAR ABOLITION BILL”)
PUIILTO :—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for abolition of, 19.
TOM, WILLIAM AND JAMES (See “ GOLD DISCOVERY").
TORONTO TRAMWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Petition presented (Jfr. Stevenson) for leave to bring in, 4; leave given, presented, nnd read 1°,
14; referred to Select Committee, 19; report brought np, 27; read 2°, committed, reported
without amendment, report adopted, 133; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 141; returned
with amendments, 200 ; Order of the Day postponed, 210; Council’s amendments agreed to ;
Message to Council, 227 ; assent reported, 239 ............. .
. .
.,
TRADES AND LABOUR UNIONS
.................................
Motion made (3fr. IVnt/cer) for Committee of the Whole to bring in a Bill to authorize Government
Loans, &c., to, and negatived, 442-3,
TRADES CONCILIATION BILL:—
Motion made (Jfr. DiSiEbthat minutes nnd evidence of Select Committee—Sessions 1887-8, bo laid
upon Table, Ordered to be printed, 348................................
TRADES UNIONS AND UNIONISTS : .......................................
Adjournment moved in reference to the attitude of the Government towards, 332.
TRAINING COLLEGE (See “EDUCATION”).
TRAMWAYS (See also “TORONTO TRAMWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also "SYDNEY
TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY’S BILL”; also “ WILLOUGHBY AND GORDON
TRAMWAY ACT AMENDING BILL”; nlso“ BROKEN HILL AND PINNACLES TRAM
WAY BILL”; also “ TARRAWINGEE TRAMWAY BILL”; also “MOUNT KEIRA TRAM
WAY ACQUISITION ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; “HAY AND DENILIQUIN TRAM
WAY BILL”; also “COOK’S RIVER ROAD TRAMWAYS BILL”).
And Rah-wat Accidents :—
Adjournment moved (Mr. Schey) to draw attention to, 95.
Balmain Like of Tuavtway oe Railway :—
Motion made (Ilfr. Mmvthorne) that the increasing importance of that Suburb demands the con
struction of, 261.
Report of Board appointed to inquiro into the questions of the construction of a new Bridge to
replace tbo existing Pyrmont Bridge, Glebe Island Bridge, and a line of Tramway to, 312......
Casti.ebkagh-stekkt to tiie Randwick Road:—
Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 324 ..............................
Leichiiajidt to Fite Dock Extension:—
Notification of the resumption of land under Public Works'Act, laid on Table, 257 .......................
Newcastle Extensions :—
'
”
Minute of the Secretary of Public Works respecting, laid on Table (not printed), 94.
Ashfield Railway Station to Pomland-plack :—
Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 390
...........
TRANSFER OF MINING STOCK STAMP DUTY EXEMPTION BILL:—
'
Motion made (Jfr. JfeJfiflnn) for Committee of the Whole, 207 ; House in Committee, Resolution
agreed to ; Bill presented and read 1°, 217; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments ;
report adopted, 277 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 281; returned without amendment,
320 ; assent reported, 336.
TRANSPORT OE GOODS
Petition from cortain Residents of Bonrke, drawing attention to unfair competition to carriers by
use of Camels bv Afghans, and pravinir the Ho use to remove the evil. 4fi+
TRIAL BAY........................................
Report of the Eugineer-in-Cbief for Harbours and Rivers respecting construelion of a breakwater
nt., laid on Table, 392.............................................................
TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT•..............................................................
Erom I April, 1889, to 31 March, 1890, laid on Table, 17...........................
TRUTH NEWSPAPER (Seo “ PRIVILEGE”).
.....................
TUENA (See “ROADS”)
TUMBERUMBA (See “RAILWAYS”).
TUMUT SCHOOL OF ARTS SITE SALE BILL:—
Petition presented (Jfr, Jones) for leave to bring in, 2G1; leave given, presented and rend U.HGO ;
referred to Select Committee, 274 ; Report brought up, 298; rood 2=, committed, reported
without amendment; Report adopted, 422: read 3°, passed, and pent to Council, 427-8;
returned with amendments, 434 ; Order of (ho Day posiponed, 501; amendments agreed to,
512 ; assent reported, 627.......................................
TWEED, THE (See “ RAILWAYS
.............................................................
TYPE-WRITING
Petition presented from Sydney Association in favour of legalizing, for Petitions nnd other
documents, 490 ......................................
TYPHOID FEVER:—
.................................................................................
Returns respecting, in Sydney nnd Suburbs for 1876-1889, laid on Table, 32................................
Report of J. Aehburton Thompson, M.D., D.P.H., on outbreak at Waverley and Randwick, laid
on Table, 2G0 .....................................................................................................................................
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UIvEMPLOYED, THE:—
Petition presentorl from, for Employment, 7G.........................................................................................
Petition presented from, praying for free railway passes to where tlioy can get Employment, 129.
UNITED STATES OB' AMERICA (See "DESPATCHES").
UNIYER3ITE OP SYDNEY (See also “EDUCATION”):—
Report of, for 1899, laid On Table, 52 ...................................................................................................
Information as to number of Students attending Science Lectures, names ot Professors and
Demonstrators in Science, and cost of certain Laboratories, &c., kid on Tabic, 200.., .............
By-laws, kid on Table, 414 ......................................................................................................................

8
8

741
743

7

917

7
7

929
931

7

933

Bursaries :—

Regulations respecting, and State School, laid on Table, 393 ....... .....................................................
USHER (See "BLACK ROD ').

V
VACANCY OF SPEAKERSHIP :—
Clerk announced receipt of letter from James Henry Young, Esq., resigning position of Speaker, 387.
VAGANT SEAT (See also " ELECTORAL”), 139, 157', 161. 223, 375, 431-2.
VACATIONS (See "LAW VACATIONS ABOLITION BILL").
VACCINATION : —
Report for 1889, laid on Table, 32 .........................................................................................................
VEHICLES (Sci “PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL” nbo
“PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2).”
“VERNON” REGULATIONS (See “NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP “VERNON”).
VINE DISEASES ACTS CONTINUATION BILL (Second Session, 1890) :—
Assent reported, 2
VINE DISEASES ACTS FURTHER CONTINUATION BILL:—
Motion made (Jfr. St/dney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 47S; Order of the Day postponed,
483-6 ; Hou-'e in Committee, resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1“ 490; Message
from Governor, 498; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted,
498: rend 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 501; returned without amendment, 511; assent
reported, 527.
VIVIAN, WALTER HUSSEY, ESQUIRE:—
Issue and Return of Writ for The Hastings and Manning, reported, sworn, 1.
Vote on Crown Rents Bill challenged, 236.
VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1SG7 .—
Amended Regulations under, kid on Table, 32..........................
,
VOTE (See “MEMBERS”; also “CASTING VOTE").
.............................
VOTE OF CHAIRMAN Ob' SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS:—
Sessional Order passed, 11.
VOTE OF CREDIT:—
Message from the Governor recommending, 306 ..................................
.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (See “ASSEMBLY”).
............
VOTES OF CENSURE:—
Motion made (3Ir. Jlawken) that no Vote except 30 defined, should be regarded as, and with
drawn, 178.
Fiscal Policy

ov

the

'
2

501

5

63

2

225

3

503

2

169

5

463

0

457

Goyeekhknt :—

Motion made (3fr. .Dibbs) condemning postponement of, and in favour of a protective policy—
Disorder, Mr. A. G. Taylor removed from the Chamber for refusing to obey the Chair, Mr.
Speaker explained reasons for direel ing the removal of Mr. Taylor, and motion made (Tfr.
G-arran) to disapprove of Mr. Speaker’s action ; amendment proposed (Mr. Willis) Hint Mr.
Taylor bo heard in his place and negatived; Mr. Garvan’s motion negatived.—Debate adjourned,
395-C-7 ; Debate resumed, amendment moved (dir. Eteing) approving of the action of the
Government, original motion negatived and amendment carried, 400-1,

w
WAGGA WAGGA (Sec “ RAILWAYS").
WAGGA WAGGA CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL
1
Petition presented (Mr. Gormlt/) for leave to bring in, 123 ; leave given, presented, and read 1D,|
129; referred to Select Cum in ill-re. 132; report brought up, 251; read 2°, committed,
reported with amendments. Report adopted, 422; read 3 , passed, and sent to Council, 427 ;
__
returned with amendments, 483 ; amendments agreed to 554 . ,
.....
WAKEFORD Mn. WILLIAM :—
.............................
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers in reference to contraet at Kiama Harbour, 264;
Return to Order, laid on Table (not printed), 34S ......................................................................
WALGETT (See “CROWN LANDS”; also “ RAILWAYS ” ; also “ STOCK”).
WARIALDA (See “ CROWN LANDS ”1.
WATER CONSERVATION —
Is Lake Albert, j-kab Wagga Wagga : —

Motion made (Mr. Gormly) for, and negatived, S3.
Paterson : —

Notification of resumption of land under tho Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 390..................
WATER CONSERVATION BILL:—
............................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith} for Committee of the Whole, 359; Order of the Dav postponed,
412; Order of the Day discharged, 524,
r, v^vuiuun
'
Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Commitlee of the Whole. 497; Message from Governor,
515; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and rend lp, 520 ......................
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WATER CONSERVATION' AND UTILIZATION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for leave to brine in, 4i>0.
WATER SUBTLY (See also “CROWN LANDS"; also “BROKEN HILL WATER SUBTLY
BILL"; also “OOULBURIi WATER SUBTLY CIIARGE-i BILL”; also METROPOLI
TAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS, 1830-89’’; also “PUBLIC WATERING-PLACES
ACT, 1884” ; also “SEWERAGE” , also » BOARD OP WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
OFFICES ERECTION BILL”; also “BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
OFFICES ERECTION BILL (No. 2)”; also “BY-LAWS’’; also “ COUNTRY TOWNS
WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OF 1830”; also “BROKEN HILL WATER-WORKS
BILL”):—
Report of Board for 1889, laid on Table, 17..........................................................................................
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, on Oltircs for Board, laid on Table, 25 ; motion made
( Mr. Jintae Smil7t) that work be carried out, 124............................................................................
City of Sydsbt :—
Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Tabic, 273 ......... ................................................................................................................................
Manly :—
Notification of resumption of land under tho Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 18 ................ .............................. ...............................................................................................
Nomn Shoke :—
Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, Lid on
Table, 18 0 ......................................................................................................................................
SooTHEits Suburbs, Hurstville
Rockdale :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence and Plan from the Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Public Works, laid Ou Table, 25.....................................................................................................
Tows of Kichiiovd :—
Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 32 ..............................................................................................................................................
Water Districts i—
Proclamation defining boundaries of Liverpool, laid on Table, 43 ......................................................
Do
do
do
Campbelltown, laid on Table, 45 ..............................................
Do
do
do
Metropolitan, laid ou Table, 45...................................................
Works, Borough op Orange ;—
Notification of completion of nnd transfer lo Municipal Council, laid on Table, 210...........................
Works, Boroughs op Paudisgton and Woollahra :—
Notification of completion of, and transfer to. Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, laid on
Table, 246 ...........................................................................................................................................
WATERING-PLACES (Seo “PUBLIC WATERING-PLACES ACT, 1884").
WAVERLEY AND RANDWICK (.Sec “ TYPHOID FEVER ").
WAYS AND MEANS
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) to enable tbo House to go into Committee, 313.
House in Committee, 337, 382, (Financial Statement) 390, 430, 434, 419, 452, 549.
Resolutions reported, 337, 453, 549 (3).
Resolutions agreed to, 337, 453, 549 0,
Estimates of lor 1890, laid on Table, 322 ...........................................................................................
Dtiorder-.—Chairman reports disorder from Commillce, and also that he bad directed the removal
of tbo Honorable Member for West Macquarie (Mr. Crick) from tho Chamber, 430.
WEBB, S. (Nec " CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS”).
WEEKLY ABSTRACT OF PETITIONS
Nos. 1 to 34............................................................................................................................................
WEEKLY REPORT OF DIVISIONS
Nos. 1 to 18................................................................................................. ...............................................
WENTWORTH IRRIGATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. J. F. Abbott) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 26; read 2°.
committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 132 ; read 3°, pas'ed and sent to
Council, 137 ; returned with amendments, 201; Order of the Day postponed, 252; Amend
ments agreed to, 266 ; assent reported, 287.
WEST MACQUARIE (Seo “ELECTORAL”).
WEST MAITLAND (Sco “POSTAL ").
WEST SYDNEY (See “ELECTORAL”).
WEST WALLSEND COAL COMPANY (LIMITED) BILL:—
_
Petition (Jfr. Barns) for leave to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, presented and
read 1°, 4; Order of the Day postponed, 52,79; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment; report adopted, 104; read 3°, possed and sent to Council, 116; returned with
out amendment, 152 ; assent reported. 174.
WESTERN DIVISION (Sec " CROWN LANDS ”; also “ STOCK”).
WESTERN SUBURBS (See “SEWERAGE” ; also 11 DRAINAGE ”).
WESTERN SUBURBS (CITY OF SYDNEY) SEWERAGE SCHEME, RETICULATION AND
COMPLETION BILL :—
Motion made (Jfr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 137 ; Message from Lieutenant
Governor, 134; Order of tho Day postponed, 163; House in Committee, resolution agreed to,
Bill presented, and read 1°, 168-9; read 2”, committed, reported without amendment, report
adopted, 190; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 202 ; returned without amendment, 332;
assent reported, 352 ..................................................................................................................‘ ....
WHARFS
ACCOJIltODATIOS' YOB TRAFFIC BBTWBET SXDKXY AKD BALMAIN :—
Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on Table,
18.............................................................. ................................................................... .....................
Accomwodatioy, WooDvn.it!, Paterson River:—
Notification of resumption under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on Table, 32 ...
Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay:—
Notification of resumption of land under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 18 .......... ..................................................................................................................................
Accommodation, Oxiey Island, Manning Eiver :—
Notification for resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 390.............................................................................................................................................
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WHEEO POST OFFICE (See " ROADS ”)
WIDTH OF TIRES RKOULATIOJf DILL
Motion made {Mr. Lyne) for Jeaye to brine in, 328.
WILCANNIA:—
‘
Country Towns Water

and

Sewerage Act :—

Proclamation respecting application of, 188.........................
,
WILLIAMS, HENRY (See‘'ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”')!.....................................................
WILLIAMS, W. II. (See "CROWN LANDS”)
WILLIS, WILLIAM NICHOLAS, ESQUIRE, M.P.
Adjournment mored to deal with remarks made by, in reference to Railwar Commissioners, 239.
Mr. Speaker culls attention to continued irrelevance and tedious repetition in Debate on part of, and
directs the Hon. Member to discontinue bis spoecii, 334.
Rf.motal of, feou CoinnssioN of the Peace :—
Petition from Citizens of New South Wales presented in favour of replacing him on the Roll, 516.i
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 558 .....................
’
WILLOUGHBY (See " BOROUGH OF WILLOUGHBY NAMING" BiLL”).’..................................
WILLOUGHBY AND GORDON TRAMWAY ACT AMENDING BILL: —
Petition presented (ilfr. Cullen) for leave to bring in, 32 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 39 ;
referred to Select Committee, 46; Report, brought up, 09 ; Order of the Day postponed, 167
read 2°, Committod, reported without amendment, report adopted, 227 ; read 3°, passed, and
sent to Council, 232; returned, with aniondmentB, 273 ; amendments agreed (o, 282 : assent
reported, 319 ..................................................................
WILSHIRK, JAMES THOMPSON, ESQUIRE, M.P.7—..........................................................................
Leave of absence granted to, 332.
WOLLONGONG EIRE BRIGADES BOARD :—
Report for year ending 31st March, 1890, laid on Table, 207 ................ ..
WOLLONGONG HARBOUR TRUST ACT, 1889:...................................
Regulations under, laid on Table. 200, 234, 307, 332 .....................................
WOMEN’S PROPERTY (See “MARRIED WOMENS PROPRTY BILL”)......................................
WOODSTOCK (See ” HAILWAYS”).
WOODVILLE (Sec "WHARVES”).
WOOL (See “LIENS ON WOOL BILL").
WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY (See “WHARVES")
WOOROOWOOLGEN RUN (See "CROWN LANDS”). *
WRITS (See " ELECTORAL ”).

Y
"YARRA,” DETENTION OE STEAMSHIP:—
Return to Order {Second Session 1889), laid ou Table, (not printed) 39.......
YOUNG, THE HON. J. H., M.P.:—
Addresses House in reference to intended retirement from the Speakership, 383.
Clerk informs the House of unavoidable absence of Speaker, 385.
Resignation of Office of Speaker by, announced by Clerk, 387.
Name of, added to Standing Orders Committee, 418.

...................

PlUVILKOE :—

Mr. Dibbs referred to certain correspondence respecting the alleged bankruptcy of, and drew
attention to section 26 of the Constitution Act and the section 4 of the Bankruptcy Act, under
which he considered Mr. Speaker's seat vacated ; and Sir Henry Parkes having elated that in
the opinion of the Attorney-Genera! Mr. Young was not a bankrupt in the meaning of the
said 26th section of the Constitution Act, Mr. Dibbs laid on the Table the correspondence
referred to, 375 ..................... ............ .................................................. .................
Motion made (Jfr. Crick) to refer seat to Elections and Qualifications Committee, and nega
tived, 380.
°
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OE MINES.
(ANNUAL TUiPOKT OF TJ1K KTOCIC AND BHAND'3 JiKAXCIF,)

Jjrcsfiitfb lo fjArli.iincni tg OTotniminl*.
TO THE HoKOHABLE SYDNEY SillTH, ESQ., M.P, MINISTER

FOR MlNES AND

Agriculture.

Sir,
I have the honor to submit herewith the Report of the Chief Inspector
of Stock, which slum s that the several Inspeciors have performed a large amount of
work daring the year.
Ihere has been a steady increase in the number of horses each year since
1882, and as regards the breed they appear to bo improving in most of the districts.
Though there is a serious decrease in the number of cattle as compared with
the numboi in 18/9, it is satisfactory to note that there lias hcen a steady increase
since 188o, and in only three districts arc the cattle said to he deteriorating. It is
also satisfactory to find that inoculation where tried has proved successful.
The increase in the number of sheep is very satisfactory, the number having
nearly doubled since 1878 notwithstanding the heavy losses from drought in the
interior. In only two districts is the condition of the flock’s said to he deteriorating.
With regard to lambing the general averages arc satisfactory, considering that the
western portion of the Colony was suffering from drought during the early part of
the year. •
1
The clip of wool for the year shows a large increase, hut a much larger
proportion was shipped from Melbourne than in 1888, through the rivers being up.
Appendix G contains some valuable information concerning the chilled meat
trade, and 1 \ enture to think great credit is due to the Chief Inspector for his
persistent efforts in this direction. It is to he hoped they will eventually be crowned
with success, as it will tend not only to increase our export of meat, but will greatly
improve the meat supply of the metropolis, and will put an end to the cruelties
inflicted upon the stock brought to market for killing.
The opening for increasing our exports of meat and dairy products with the
aid of artificial cold are exceptionally good, and special efforts should, I think, lie
made to secure the full benefit of it.
I have, &c.,
HARE IE WOOD,
Under Secretary for Mines,
Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sydney, 5th May, 1890.

105—A
D,M>3 copies—Approximate cost of printilig (labour ftiifi material), £2S 19s. (M J
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The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sjrj
Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 1st April, 1800.
’
On the 1st February last I submitted a Progress Report for the year ending 31st December,
1SS0, giving the approximate number of the borses, cattle, and sheep then in the Colony; and I have
now the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Report for that year on the working of
this Branch, which is as usual based very much upon Inspector’s estimates—owners still showing very
little inclination to furnish data. It will be seen that the actual number of horses, cattle, and sheep in
this Report exceed those in the Progress Report.
1 have. <fcc.,
1
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
I.—INSPECTORS AND THEIR WORK.
1. The Inspectors.
There are now forty-eight inspectors, having charge of sixty-two Sheep Districts
2. The Inspections made.
The inspections made during the year were as follows :—
Of Stock
...
...
...
...
...
...
„ Reserves...............................................................
„ Pounds .................................... ..........................
„ Noxious animals...................................................
„ Dogs
...............................................................
■. Kgs
...............................................................

...
...
...
...
...
...

18,545
4,329
407
5,521
G50
100

Total
...........................
20,552
•
This would give an average of GIG inspections made by each of the forty-eight inspectors, and is
exclusive of inspections made as overseer o£ Public WaLring-Places.
3. Horses, Cuttle, and Sheep inspected.
Horses.-—The number of horses inspected during the year was 00,836, by forty-seven inspectors.
Cattle.—The number of cattle inspected during the year was 1,024,313.
Sheep.—The number of sheep inspected during the year was 28,203,337. This is an increase of
2,808,7/0 on last year’s inspections.
.

4. Inspections at Homcbush Sale-yards.
During the year bi-weekly visits to the Ilomebush yards have been made by the Sydney inspector,
with the view to inspecting the stock yarded. The total number of stock submitted to auction was as
follows:—Catlle, 80,845 head; sheep, 1,575.195, or a weekly average of 1,727 cattle and 30,292 sheep,
being a decrease of G3 cattle and an increase of 5,080 sheep on the weekly average, as compared with
previous year. These inspections are called for not only for the prevention of disease but also to cbeek
stock stealing, and with that view the inspector sees that the brands and marks of the stock correspond
with those in the permits or travelling statements accompanying the stock, which are collected and filed
in this office for future reference, should, as it at times happens, inquiry be made with respect to stock
suspected of being stolen.
5. Distance travelled by Inspectors during the year on duty.
'
The total number of miles travelled by forty-eight inspectors was 190,037, or an average of 3,959
each per annum, being a decrease of 70 miles for each inspector as compared with last year.
G. Prosecutions and Convictions.
The prosecutions instituted during the past year wore as follows:—■
Under Sheep Act
...
...
...
...
■■■
...
,, Imported Stock Act ...
...
...
...
...
,, Brands Act
...
...
...
...
...
...
,, Pastures Act ...
...
...
...
...
...
„ Public Watering-places Act........................................
„ Impounding Act
....................................................
„ Slaughtering Act
....................................................

.
HI
3
5
173
27
1
1

Total
...........................
354
This shows a decrease in the number of prosecutions for tho year. Under the Public Watering,
places Act only have the prosecutions increased, they being for trespass on reserves.
Tho number of convictions were :—
Under Siieep Act
...
3
„ Imported Stock Act
3
,, Brands Act ...
151
,, Pastures Act ...
23
„ Public Watering-plan Act ..
1
,, Impounding Act
1
„ Slaughtering Act
Total

...........................

312
n —
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II.—HOKSES.
The number
was as follows:
Year.
1861 ...
.
1862 ...
.
1863 ...
.
1864 ...
.
1865 ...
.
1866 ...
.
1867 ...
.
1868 ...
.
1869 ...
.
1870 ..............

1. The Number.
of horses in the Colony during the twenty-nine years previous to and including
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

No.
251,497
233,220
273,389
262,554
284,567
282,587
278,437
280,201
280,818
280,304

.

.

Year.
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

No.
337,597
304,100
328,408
334,462
307,697
:‘G6.703
328,150
336,468
360,038
395,984

year.
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
-1886
1887
.1888
■ 1889

. ...
...
....
. ■...
...
,..
...
. ...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

No.
398,577
328,026
326,964
337,172
344,697
361,663
390,609
411,368
430,777

Tins filiowe nn incrofiac of 1'9,409 during the year, and is due principally to an increase in the
number of breeders inid to the returns being more complete.
'
The number of horses in each Sheep District ■will bo found in Appendix A.
2. The different Breeds.
.
BraughL—Th.a numbers returned under this head are—Ordinary, 119,528; thoroughbred, 19,850;
total, 139,378.
Light Harness.—The number returned as ordinary is 95,433 ; thoroughbred, 14,226 ; total, 109,659;
Saddle.—The numbers of ordinary are given as 156,683; thoroughbred, 25,057; total, 181,740.
3, Horses introduced.
_ From other districts.—The number of stud horses introduced were 369, and stud mares, 165;
ordinary mares, 2,752; and horses, 3,215.
From other Colonies.—The number introduced by sea was—Stud horses and mares, 65; and
ordinary horses and mares, 302.
The number introduced overland was 76 stud mares and 49 stud horses; and ordinary, 382 mares
and 623 horses.
•
_
From England and other Countries.—The number introduced under this head was 24. Tor par
ticulars sec Appendix Bl.
.
4. Horses fit for sale.
The numbers returned as being fit for market during the coining year arc 22,517 draught; 22,096
light harness; and 32,478 saddle.
Of this number it is estimated that 18,220 arc suited for the India and China markets.
. There were sent from three districts 154 horses to be shipped from Sydney, and from three
districts 514 horses to Melbourne for foreign countries.
5. Improvement.
In forty-two districts tho horses arc said to he improving. The principal reasons given arc—
Introduction of superior stud horses, breeding from good mares, more attention to the rules of breeding,
and better prices obtainable; and in fifteen districts there is no improvement. In three districts they are
deteriorating,—the reasons given being too much light Mood introduced, breeding from weedy mares for
racing purposes.
6. Diseases in Horses.
This year has been unusually free from epizootic diseases in horses.
Anthrax was reported in one district.
_ _ Horse Fever.—This disease appeared in a mild form in two teams of horses in the Balranald
district; but it did not spread, as few horses were travelling at the time.
Australian Stringhalt occurred during January, February, and March in three districts. Some of
the cases were investigated by Mr, Stanley, G-.V.S,. and he is confirmed in his opinion that the disease is
due to intestinal parasites. A. paper read by him at the Stock Conference on tins subject is reprinted as
Appendix C.
Nhemnaiism and Pneumonia.—Have not been reported.
_ Strangles.—Has during the year been of a mild character, and has been reported in only seven
districts.
'
_
Prurigo.—Continues to give much trouble in the Clarence and Eichmond "River districts. Clean
liness of the horse’s body and washing with caustic soda and water—£ oz. to a pint of water—arc said to
give good results. A full account of this disease appeared in last year’s report. It is about to be further
investigated by Mr. Government Veterinarian Stanley.
7. Losses in Horses through Accidents, tj'c.
The losses in horses from wire in chaff and other accidents, as reported, amount to 1,638,
8. Wild Horses.
The number of wild horses in the Colony is estimated at 4.230, which shows a decrease on the
previous year of 1,251.
9. Tax on Entire Horses.
A large majority of owners are still in favour of a special tax being placed on entires.
HI—
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III.- CATTLE.
The returns of catlio in.
as follows :—

1. Number.
Colony during; the tivenlv-nine Tears ending: 31st December, 188D.

Year.
No
Tear.
No.
1861
...............
...
2,271,923
1876
...
...
3,131,013
1862
...............
1877
................
...
2,620,383
...
2,746,385
1863
...............
1878
................
...
2,032.522
...
2,771,583
1864
...............
...
1,924,119
...
2,914,210
1879
................
1865
...............
...
1.961.905
1880
................
...
2,580,040
1866
...............
...
2,597,348
...
1,771,809
1881
................
1867
...............
...
1.728,427
1882
................
...
1,859,985
1868
...............
...
1,761,411
1883
................
...
1,640,753
1869
...............
...
1.795,904
1884
................
...
1,425,130
1870
...............
...
2,195,096
1885
................
...
1,317,315
1871
...............
...
1,367,844
...
2.014.883
1886
................
1872
...............
...
2,287,660
1887
................
...
1,575,487
1873
...............
...
3,794.327
1888
................
...
1,622,907
...
1,741,592
1874
...............
...
2,856,699
1889
................
1875
...............
...
3.134,086
This shows an increase during the year of 1] 8,685, and a decrease as compared with the decennial
year 187!) of 1,172,618.
The number of cattle in the several Sheep Districts will be found in Appendix A.
Tho number of cattle introduced from Queensland was 175,117, and the number sent from this
Colony into that, 1,867.
2. Different Breeds.
Shorthorns.—The number of purc-bred and stud Shorthorns is estimated at 46,099 ; and ordinary,
642,375 ; total, 688,474.
Hereford.—Pure and stud, 25,713 ; ordinary, 206,270 ; total, 231, 983.
Devon.—Pure and stud, 10,274 ; ordinary, 54,043 ; total, 04,317.
BIache-polled.—Pure and stud, 671; ordinary, 972 ; total, 1,643.
Ayrshire.—Pure and stud, 2,620 ; ordinary, 0,613 ; total, 9,233.
j^Werne?/*.—Pure and stud, 441; ordinary, 464: total, 905.
Jersey.—Pure and stud, 10.
Brittany.—Pure aud stud, 100.
Grosses.—First crosses, 5,273; ordinary, 739,654; total, 744,927. The crosses are estimated as
follows :—Shorthorn and Hereford, 248,121; Shorthorn and Devon, 86,470 ; Hereford and Devon, 48,610;
Shorthorn and Elack-polled, 4,662; Ayrshire and Shorthorn, 4,132; the balance, 352,926, being
unrecognizable.
There is a comparatively large increase in the milking breeds of cattle. This arises through many
of our cattle-owners in the coast districts having turned their attention to dairying instead of fattening
for market; and it is believed that this change will continue and increase.

3. Oatih introduced.
Brotn other Districts.—Stud bulls, 322 ; stud cows, 605 ; total, 927 ; ordinary cattle, 100,841.
J/'rom other Cotonies by Sea.—Stud bulls. 49 ; stud cows, 13 ; total, 62 ; ordinary cattle, 189.
Overland.—Stud bulls, 242 ; stud cows, 851; ordinary cattle, 175,117 ; total, 176,210.
Brom Countries outside the Australian Colonies.—Bulls, 12 ; cows, 3 ; total, 15. Of these, 2 were
Shorthorn ; 2 Devon; aud 11 Hereford. For particulars, see Appendix B2.
4. Increase and decrease of Cattle.
•
In fifty-one districts the cattle are reported to bo increasing, for which the following reasons are
given:—(1.) The good season and no losses from starvation and disease. (2.) Increase in number of
owners. (3.) Considerable numbers of store cattle have been introduced from Queensland. (4.) More
owners have taken to breeding cattle, and are stocking-up their runs, cattle having become good property
of late. In tho remaiuing districts they are decreasing on account of large sales, owners not breeding
or stocking-up, and bad season.
5. The i‘ Cast ” of Fat and Store Cattle.
The estimated “ cast of fat cattle to be sent to market during the coming year is 298,153, and
store cattle, 17 (',571. From twelve dislricts the fat cattle are principally sent to Melbourne ; from two
districts they are principally sent to Adelaide; and the remaining districts supply the markets of Sydney,
Maitland, Mudgec, Bathurst, Orange, G-oulbnrn, Tamworth, and Albury.
"
"
6. How kept.
The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,318,488; on open runs, 250,214;
and the balance, 172,890, arc depastured both wavs.
7. Improvement and deterioration.
In forty districts the cattle are said to bo improving; in seventeen districts they are stationary ; and
in three districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement arc—introduction of
good stud stock; more attention and care in selection; also, in culling and keeping in paddocks. The
reason given for deterioration is inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from all sorts without
respect to breed or quality.
8. Their diseases and Ailments,
■
Fleuro-Pneumonia.—In twenty-six districts, on 195 runs, the cattle were reported as affected with
pleuro-pneumonia; and in thirtv-four districts the cattle are reported ns being free from that disease.
In

5
5
Tn the whole of the infected districts the disease is attributed to introduction of cattle and contact
with infected travelling-stock from Queensland.
Inoculation was tried on IGo holdings in twenty-five districts, and in every case but one with
satisfactory results—the disease leaving the herds without further loss. The failure in the one case was
caused hy bad virus and an inexperienced operator.
The number of owners in favour of inoculation is given as 7,798; against, 517; undecided, 2,07(5;
and 7,G9G opinions not known.
...
■
Tho number of owners in favour of compulsory inoculation in tbe case of infected herds is given
as 6,398 ; against it, 1,533: undecided, .1,993; and 9,709 opinions not known.
This shows a very large majority of owners in favour of the compulsory inoculation of all herds in
which the disease appears; anil it is hoped that legislation in this direction will soon bo obtained.
■
Cultivation of Virm.—Following up tbe experiments made by M. Pasteur's representatives—Dr.
Germ out and il. Loir—in Brisbane, an attempt lias been made by Mr. Government Veterinarian Stanley
to cultivate the virus of pleuro-pneumonia by injecting the virus taken from the lung of a diseased beast
beneath the skin of a healthy calf on tho fore ribs and in the neck ; but the cultivation was made on too
small a scale to give satisfactory results. Only fourteen calves having been inoculated, it is therefore
as yet in the experimental stage, and it is intended immediately a supply of reliable natural virus
can be obtained, to take the matter up on a more extensive scale, and there is no doubt the results
will bo as successful here ns it is reported they have been in Queensland.
Tuberculosis.—Although power is given under the Imported Stock Acts to deal with and destroy
imported stock affected with this deadly and dangerous disease there is no law in force which empowers
an inspector of stock to interfere with any of our own cattle so affected. Itis true that the meat of
such cattle can be seized and destroyed by inspectors of slaughter-houses, but to do this effectually all
the slaughter-houses in the Colony would have to be regularly inspected, and this cannot be done.
It is also the case that under the Dairies Supervision Act tuberculous milch cows can be seized
and destroyed, but notwithstanding tins it is currently reported by persons competent to judge that there
arc tuberculous cows now in the dairies in Sydney and the suburbs.
Several cases of this disease have been detected at tho Homcbush and Maitland sale-yards during
the year, aud agents have notified sellers that the}' will not receive cattle affected in this way at the saleyards.
notwithstanding this, cattle affected with the disease are still mot with at the public abattoirs.
They are of course condemned and destroyed. It is to be hoped that in the interests of the public health
local authorities will prohibit the slaughter for food of tuberculous cattle in the country townships.
Cumberland Disease.—Prom eight districts the number of cattle reported to have died from this
form of anthrax is GS2, being 531 less than last year.
Symplomatic Anthrax or Ttlaclilcg is reported to bavc carried oil' 7S2 bead iii eight districts, being
an increase of 451 on last year, the principal outbreak being in a mob of cattle belonging to Mr. It-.
Hassall, of Braidwood, which were travelling from Mudgec. Tor Air. Government Veterinarian Stanley’s
report on this case see Appendix D.
Cancer.—Cattle to (be number of .1,997 arc reported from twenty districts to have died of
tubercular swellings in tbe throat, being an increase of 92 on last year.
died Water.—Prom one district 20 deaths arc recorded, but the disease is very prevalent in certain
localities in the coast country.
Ophthalmia occasionally assumes an epidemic form, and the losses arc often considerable. From
ten districts 3G7 deaths are recorded from this cause.
Blaine has not been reported (his year.
IV.—SHEEP.
1. The number.
Tho number of sheep in the Colony during the twenty-nine years ending 31st December, 18S9,
stands as follows:—
18GL
1862
18G3
1804
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

6.119,169
6,558,896
7,169,126
9,082,463
9,650,106
.11,644,593
15,066,377
16,000,090
16.S-1S.217
16,218,825
16,766,012
17,873,696
18,990,595
2.2.797,416
25,353,924

1870
.1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
. .1883
.1884
1885
1S8G
1SS7
1SS8
1.8S9

...
...
..................
.....................
..................
.................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................

25,209,755
21,521,662
25,479,484
30,062,910
35,398,121
30,591,946
36,114,814
37,915,510
31,600,321
37,320,906
39,169,304
46.965,152
46,503,460
50,106,768

number of sheep in tbe several Sboop Districts will be found in Appendix A.

,
. .
Increase and Decrease.
This shows an increase for the whole Colony of 3,903.299. The increase in this instance was
greatest in the north-eastern and eastern portions of (he Colony and loss in the central, with an actual
decrease in the norlh-wcsfcrn and western districts, where the drought of J.SS8 was most severely felt,
and it continued there to the month of March in 1SS9. The result was that not only were considerable
numbers of sboop lost; and those that remained so reduced as to be in very low condition for breeding,
but tbe owners in that dry country, with Ihc sad experience of 1883-1, dreaded a continuance of the
drought, and refrained in many cases from putting the rams to the ewes. During the year 223,369 sheep
left this Colony for Queensland and 311,583 were brought from that Colony into this,'
2.
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2. The different Breeds.
(1.) Merino.
Combing.
Pure and stud—Superfine ...
Ordinary
...........................

Bams.
54,572
83,797

]5wes.
654,007
2,305,976

Wethers.
169,484
1,587,037

Lambs.
299.429
1,236,201

Total.
.1,177,492
5,213,011
6,390,503

Pure and stud—Medium
Ordinary
...
...

.,,

87,102
158,191

1,377,815
6,349,386

010,411
3,549,470

774,379
3,163,057

2,84:9,707
13,220,710
10,070,477

Pure and stud—Strong
...
Ordinary
...........................

56,696
100,7.10

1,256,319
4,489,861

678,609
2,590,877

830,203
2,181,377

2,821,827
9,302,825
12,184,052

Total, Combing

Pure and stud—Superfine ...
Ordinary
...
...............

.......................................

Clothing. .
282,440
162,032
755,318
528,723

15,787
27,074

174,679
400,184

34,645,032

634,938
1,711,899
2,346,837

Pure and Stud—Medium ...
Ordinary
........................ .

27,167
77,485

370,754
3,581,4*04

211,899
1,695,649

232,906
1,574,853

842,726
6,929,391
7,772,117

Pure and stud—Strong
Ordinary
...
...

...
...

20,214
42,947

485,405
1,319,427

237,713
1,007,403

298,014
717,632

1,047,346
3,147,409
4,194,755

Total, Clothing...
*

r

....................................

Total number of Merino Sheep
Pure and stud—Lincoln
Ordinary
...

...
...

(2.) Long-iooottcd nnd cross-bred Sheej J4
3,247
33,690
27,802
24,302
61,553
5,767
48,532
43.394
Total, Lincoln ...............

Pure and Stud—Leicester ...
Ordinary
...........................

2,771
2,320

23.007
41,960

...
...

484
045

3,910
6,881
Total, Downs

Pure and stud—Eomney Marsh
Ordinary
,,,
...

110

267
000

■44

18,004
44,450

Total, Leicester‘
Pure and stud—Downs
Ordinary
...
...

...

4.4

Crosses of the above breeds
(long-woollcd) with Merino
principally.

59,960
116,723

...

176,683

2,855
4,312

9,686
16,462
20,148

90
296

87
.......

554
896

....................................

1,450

(3.) Crosses.
240,520
206,108

4,567

...................................

177,658

Total, crosses . ..............
Grand total

Earns ...
...
Ewes....................................
Wetbers
...
Lambs..
...

j r»

■<»

, ................................

89,047
159,246

15,578
27,993

Total number, Long-woolled Sbeop
*

48,959,341

248,293

...................................

Total, Eomney Marsh...

...

444

...

2,437
4,024

14,313,709

...

...

•

452,574

094,853

....................................

094,853

....................................

60,100,768

Sexes and Classes.
»■*
ll ....................... .............
778,313
*.,
, ,,
f,
4 4
4..
23,647,100
...
<* t
4 44
44 .
4.4
> . .
13,501,050
4.4
4 .4
...
,...
|44
12,179,693
441

50,106,768
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3. Sheep introduced and imported,
■
(1.) From other districts in this Colony—Stud, 8,598; ordinary, 3,826,299; total, 3,831..897.
(2.) Overland from other Colonies—Stud, 6,390; ordinarv, 356,912 ; total, 363,332.
(3.) By sea from other Colonies—Stud, 3,OSS; ordinary, 89 ; total, 4,166.
_ (4.) From England and Countries aud Colonies other than Australian—143 ; of these 87 were
American Merino, 5 German Merino, 4 English South Downs, 20 Shropshire Downs, and 27 Lincoln,
See Appendix B 3.
During tho year 4,077 sheep passed through quarantine, and the Inspectors into whose districts
they went reported that in almost every case the sheep when inspected after arrival at destination did
not appear to have suffered from the effects of tho dressings, of these 3,054 were disposed of at the
annual sales of stud sheep, and were from tho flocks of the several breeders mentioned in appendix E.
4. Long-woolled and cross-hred Sheep.
Amongst the long-woolled_ sheep the Lincoln is said, in a large majority of the dist.-icts, to give
the best returns in wool and in weight of mutton, the cross-bred sheep being second.
5. The “ Cast" of Fat and Store Sheep.
The annual “cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 5,926,431, ami storo sheep,
7,020,696.
6. How Sheen arc kept.
Paddockcd ...............................................................
48,617,818
Shepherded ...............................................................
918,362
Both ways ...
...
...
...
,,,
570,358
ou,JUu./bo
7. Condition of the Flocht,.
In forty-fne districts the sheep arc said to be iiupruwng;
improving ; the
principal reasons
reasons given
given beingme principal
oentg—-more
attention to breeding, paddocking, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing and
culling, and good seasons.
Tn thirteen districts they are said to ho stationary, and in two districts they are deteriorating. Tho
reasons given are—effects of bad seasons, breeding from inferior ewes, bad management, and bad selection
of rams.
'
'
8. Lambing.
The general average for the whole of the Colony of the paddocked sheep is returned by inspectors
at 64| per cent., and shepherded sheep at 51 per cent. In twenty-two districts tho lambing was high, in
twenty-five districts medium to fair, and in thirteen districts very low. The reason given'for tho hioii
percentage is the favourable season and runs not overstocked, while the fair and low percentages are
attributable to unfavourable season, poverty of ewes, want of feed and water, and bad season after lambirm,
numbers of lambs having perished through heavy rains, and flocks harrnssod by dogs.
°
The paddocked sheep show a higher percentage than the shepherded sheep by lOj per cent.
9. The Clip.
Average per sheep.
Lambs.—The number of lambs shorn in the grease was 6,790.889 ; tho number washed 71 693total lambs shorn, 6,865,582.
‘
'
' ’
'
Sheep.—Jhfi number of sheep shorn in the grease was 30,553,336 ; hot water aud spout, 80,000 :
creek-washed, 4/5,254; and scoured, 1,446,105.
Tho average weights of the clip are estimated as follows;—
Lambs.
Sheep.
Grease
...
...
...
Creek-washed
...............
Hot water and spout washed
Scoured
...........................

11).

1
1

oz.

lb.

oz.

1H
9

5
3
4
2

134
3
2
14

'Total Clip.
The total clip in the Colony for the year 1889, according to the number of sheep, would ho
36,553,856 shorn in the grease, average clip, 5 lb. 135 oz. per sheep = 213,611,596 lb.; 475,251 sheep,
creek-washed, average clip, 3 lb. 3 oz. per sheep = 1,514,872 lb.; 80,000 sheep, hot water and spout,
average clip, 4 lb. 2 ok* = ;J30,Ot)0 lb.;
sheep scoured, average clip, 2 lb. 14 oz. = 4,157,552 lb.
Lambs—6,790,889 lambs shorn in the grease, average clip. 1 lb. 114 oz. per lamb = 11,671,840 lb. • 74 693
lambs washed, average clip per lamb, 1 lb. 9 oz. = 116,707 lb.; total clip, 231,402,567 lb , or an increase
of 26,071,487 lb. on last years clip, and is accounted for by a greater number of sheep bavinf been shorn
in the grease this year than in 1888, and the heavier fleeces through the favourable season.
Condition of Clip.
In twenty-one districts the clip is reported as sound and containing a plentiful supply of yolk ; in
twenty-six district's, sound, aud containing a fair amount of yolk ; in eleven districts, sound, but Imht in
yolk ; and in the two remaining districts, light and unsound. On the whole the clip was clean, but in a
few districts the value of the wool was affected by grass-seed and burrs.
Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of New South Wales is shipped principally to England, America,
France, and Germany, from tho ports of the three neighbouring Colonies, as well as from Sydney,’
Tho portion of our clip thus shipped from the other Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those
Colonies, more particularly for that of Victoria and South Auetralia,
The-

8
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The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across the
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane, for the years 1SS8 and 1S8!):—* 1 2 3 4 5
1889.

1SRS.

Port of Shipment,
Oreasy-

Washed.

*

Greasy,

Total.

__

.

_ _
ib.

lb.

Sydney.................................
Melbourne ..........................
Brisbane ..............................

lb.

1

Washed.

Total.

ib.

lb.

_1
;

lb.

14S,681,473
38,421,221
14,369,559
269,352

3,410,500 i 152,001,073 '
163,327 | 38,584,548
14.360,550
15,648
285,000

161,240,577
54,265,600
0,470,900 |
306,251

1
j

3,101,314
1,519,100
1,481,528
16,500

164,342,301
55,784,898
10,052,437
322,841

201,741,605

3.;>S(J3475

225,283,436 |

6,119,131

231,402,567

| 205,331,080
.

This shows an increase in the quantity of wool shipped during the year from the Port of Sydney, of
12,250,418 lh., as compared with that shipped in 1888.
Classing the Clip.
_
In thirty-five districts tho clip is reported as having been well classed. In the other districts it
is not considered to have been so; the reasons being, owners do not think it pays, want of convenience,
sheds not large enough to warrant expense, and the difficulty of obtaining competent woolsorters.
"Wool-presses.
A great number of different kinds of presses are used ; those most in favour are Terrier s Patent
aud Williams' and Robinsons’; rack screw and pinion presses are used. There is still room for improve
ment in the mode of pressing, especially by the owners of small clips.
Woolpacks.
_
The woolpacks used are mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft. C in. x 2 ft. 2 in
to 5 ft. 3 in., and the weight from 10 to 12 lb.
On fifty-three stations the wool is dumped before leaving.
.10, Sheep-brands and marks.
Ear-marking,
'
In most districts the system of ear-marking sheep is properly carried out, and may now be said to
be approved by al! the Boards.
*
Tattoo-marking.
_
This system of marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep, not as yet to any great extent in the
case of ordinary flock sheep, but where tried, it has boon found to be a good preventive to sheep-stealing.
■

V.—BISKiSES IN SIIEEP.

1. Seal.
The flocks in this Colony and iu the Colonics of Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, and
Tasmania arc free from scab. It exists, but to a very slight extent, in New Zealand and Western
Australia, and it is hoped that these Colonics will soon be declared clean. Tbe importation of sheep into
his Colony from New Zealand and Western Australia is prohibited.
2. Anthrax.
In November last a communication was received from M. Pasteur through liis representatives,
Dr. Germout and M. Loir, offering tbe use of M. Pasteur's Vaccine of Anthrax iu all the Colonies for a
lump sum of £38,000. This was submitted to the Intercolonial Stock Conference held in Melbourne in
November last, but was not entertained, ns the Conference considered it would be the better course to
allow M. Pasteur to appoint agents in tbe Colonies, who would deal directly with the owners requiring the
vaccine, the Governments of the several Colonies giving them every facility tor establishing and working
these agencies. Although M. Pasteur's offer of bis vaccine for a lump'sum was declined and the other
course recommended by tbe Conference, it is believed that the delegates were largely induced to make
this recommendation because they considered tbe amount asked too high, and if a more moderate sum were
asked, it is probable the Colonics would agree to contribute to its payment.
3. Foot-rot.
In twenty-throe districts the sheep have been more or less affected with foot-rot during the year ;
the reasons given being wet iu the early part of the year, running on low rich pasture, and contagion.
The principal remedies tried were careful paring, butyr of antimony and bluesfoue, blueatone and
kerosene, arsenic, arsenic aud lime, blue vitriol, sulphate of copper, carbolic acid, and nitric acid—with
satisfactory results. Of these, blueslonc and butyr of antimony have been most effective for hand
dressing, aud arsetiic in troughs.
4. Fluke.
■
In nine districts the sheep were affected with fluke, through depasturing on low swampy groun <
unsound country, aud rank pasture. The remedies usel were—arsenic, salt, tar, and turps, sulphate of
iron, aud Liverpool salt and sulphur—with good results: hut the best course where it can bo followed is
to remove the sheep to salt bush country.
5. Parasitic JT'wjhs,
In sixteen districts the siieep are reported as having been infested with worms, to an extent of
(say) 7 per cent., attributed to,—rain in the early part of year,—to being affected from previous year,—
to rankness in the grass,— and to unsound country.
Of these worms the most common and most injurious to the sheep have been the iumia (the tape
worm), the anchytostouuin (the thread-stomach worm), and tho fifaria (the fang worm).
,
Of the reinedies used for the stomach and tape-worms, arsenic lias been the most general, and with
very satisfactory results. Turps and oil, sulphate of iron, and salt aud tobacco have also been given with ’
good results.
.
For the lung wo'rms, a mixture of turpentine and oil is believed to he the best remedy.
VI.—
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VJ.—PIGS.
, f n J!!1C numljc‘' of P'.gs ip tlie Colony, as returned at 31st December, 1SS9, is 237,27(5 being a decrease
ol 11,40/ as eompared with the returns tor the previous year,
b
Prom the other Colonies, 55 have been introduced by sea.
Foreign pigs are prohibited.
’
_
Diseases in Pigs.
No disease whatever has been reported amongst pigs,
VII.—DOGS.
,
d1;irty-ninc (3!)) foreigii dogs,
dogs from England, America, France, Germany, and other
places outside the Australasian Colonies, passed through quarantine during the year—exclusive of fiftyinTodlS
Colo,.M dog. „cr8
Diseases in Dogs.
Palm is still reported as prevalent iu Europe, and iu London and in some other parts of England
enforCcedatl0,1S re(1UimS dog3 to bc lnuzzlc(! 'm'e>
the dangerous months of the year, strictly
1V , ^^ur’s method of treatment of hydrophobia continues in favour, and patients from almost every
part of the world arc sent to bis Institute for treatment.
'y
info t]i^e8Colonic«araUtine 1,esulatiou? £lrc nbsoIutdlr accessary to prevent tlic introduction of this disease
Vm.—TJUVELLING- STOCK.
]. Trespass on Deserves.
In twenty-four districts the driftways and reserves for travelling slock are reported as haviim been
Snin^of rlT’ morc or’ess’.bT neighbouring lesBeoB* and selectors’ stock; In some instances the
Iw tZ
thV rrVCS of pasture oiMBcs ibrongh then-not being withdrawn from lease, and being used
by the lessees of the riui. In thirty-six districts they are reported as being entirely free from trespass
Inspectors suggest, in order to enable them to exercise proper supervision over these icserves. tha^thc
boundaries should be properly marked.
1
-■ Grass on Deserves ami 'Driftways.
;iiTn.1B0ycn1.<1:H‘?-t? 11,0 ;osP“tor8 report that there is not sufficient grass on the reserves and driftfhere • 1be’r dl^r\cts to e'^ble fa<'stoek to reach market in good condition; in twenty districts that
I ffi^f
''
111 fil,r t0 S°0d Ecasonsi and iu thirty-three districts that, as a rule, there is
sufhcient grass on these reservations.
’
d.„.;,wt]hl01!LKk1:°311 diistriut8 ifc 15 11’eP01'tc(1 ^ abecP to «« number of 2,019,250 have passed through
182 G'll ‘
m Search °f gr'13S llud "'ater' 1 rom sevca distr!cts the number of loafing sheep is given at
3. 2srew Roads for Travelling StocJc.
_ In fourteen districts new roads are required for travelling stock, and in forty-six districts no new
droving roads are recommended.
3
0 ew
4. Raio Deserves for Travelling Stool-.
T„ fnr,InrtOVOl,lreI! diftH,it8 ri0'VI'03ei;''es md alterations of existing ones for travelling stock are required.
In foity-three districts there are sufficient reserves; but in a good many cases these rcaoivcs arc row
being curtailed m a way that will, I fear, be injurious to the stock traffic.
'

5. JSTew Wells, Tanks, or Dams,

bytal''or d*“

fto Erarr0

“

6. Travelling Charges for Stock.
't'’1"01" tarollin? ftmgo. for Mock lavs been colletted on 184 separate occasions
8£ ’ ^
U’ m0,t °f
h“ been
<»
»» »p“ o

7. Daws relating to Travellinq.
a? n16 difitric!'B. the inspectors report that the provisions of the amended Sheep Acts relating to
tiaxel]inD stock arc working fairly well, but are at times evaded, and should be amended.
^
IX.—REGISTKATION OE HOUSE AND CATTLE BEANES.
1. Brands registered.
Tbe number of horse and_ cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1SS0, was 01 700 The
number of brands registered during the year 1889 was—horse brands (alone), f>2S: cattle brands (alone)
Sk’SJS:
1,296 ‘ ”“ki,’S * l0“ 0f 2'1M'
ditoai* of 112 .PpSS
This show’s
anincrease
i
with iow
i ■----of 112 m the total number of brands registered during the year as compared
with 1S8S and is accounted for by increased settlement. Tbete is a decrease in the number of brands
transferred and addresses changed, while there is a largo increase in the number of brands cancelled. *
2. Brands transferred.
The brands recorded during the year 1889 as transferred were -horse brands, 20 • cattle brands
24; horse ana cattle brands, 91; total, 138.
’
uranas>
3. Brands cancelled.
Tho brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1889 were 180.
4, Addresses changed.
The number of addresses of owners changed in 1889 was 9?
105—B

•

g
'
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5. Compliance with the Act.
In fifty-five districts tlie provisions relating to registration and tlie otlier requirements of the Act
arc reported as being duly carried out, and in the remaining five districts fairly so.
G. Benefts of the Act.
The inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of the Act, report that it prevents dulfing, stock
stealing, facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great convenience
and protection to stock owners.
S.-POUNDS.
1. Number ami inspection.
There are 410 pounds in the Colony, some of which are at present closed for want of poundkeepers. The whole of the pounds are inspected periodically by the various inspectors of stock.
2. Slate of Yards.
Forty-one of the pound-yards are reported to be old ; several require renewing, being unfit for
the safe custody of stock ; and the remainder are said to be in a fair and good condition.
3. Keeping and depasturing Pound Stock.
The provision made for the proper sustenence of impounded stock, according to the reports
received, is, witli a single exception, satisfactory. As a rule, pound-keepers have now paddocks for tlie
stock.
4. Management of Pounds.
The pound-keepers are reported to be performing their duties, upon tlie whole, in a satisfactory
manner, and the appointment of inspectors of stock as inspectors of pounds has had a very beneficial
effect
’
XI.—NOXIOUS ANIMALS.
1. The Districts in which the Pastures and Stock Protection Act is in force.
The Act has been brought into operation in all tlie dislricts, and during the year work has been
clone to the extent shown in Appendices F 1 and F 2.
2. Receipts and expenditure under the Act.
The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners during the year 188S was £24,938 4s, Gd., and
tbe amount expended, £52,121 9s. Gd. Tbe amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1889 was
£33,257 Os. 3d., and the amount expended, £50,525 11s. 3d., the difference being accounted for by the
subsidy granted by the Government to tho Boards, and large amount to credit of some of the Boards at
commencement of the year. Eleven districts arc reported to bc iu debt to the amount of £1,831 2s. 3d.
In ten districts'full rates were levied, in thirty-four districts less than full rates, while in sixteen
districts no rates whatever were levied.
During the year the bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows:—For kangaroos,
from Id. to Is.; wallaroo, Gd.; wallaby from Id. to Is.; paddymelon from 2d. to Is.; Bandicoots, 2d. and
3d.; hares, from 2d. to Is.; kangaroo'rats, 2d. to Gd.; native dogs, from 10s. to 80s.; pups, 5s. to 10s. ;
bilboes, 2s. Gd.; opossum, Id. and 2d.; wild pigs, Is.; eagle-bawks, 2s. Gd. to 7s. Gd.; and emus, Gd. to 2s.
3. Kstimafcd number of Noxious Animals.
Tho aggregate of the returns hy inspectors of the estimated number of noxious animals in their
districts shows that there are supposed to be 1,030,717 kangaroos, 3,0G1,961 wallabies, 25,333 native
dogs, 2,744,810 hares, and 3,354 wild pigs in the Colony.
'
4. Increase and Decrease.
Kangaroos are reported to he increasing in fifteen districts, wallabies in twelve districts, native
dogs in five districts, hares in twenty-two districts, and wild pigs in two districts. In twenty-seven
districts kangaroos arc reported to be decreasing, wallabies and native dogs in twenty districts, hares in
six districts, while pigs in eight districts, and in tho remaining district s they are said to be stationary.
5. Number destroged.
The number of kangaroos destroyed during the, past year was 495,G73; of wallabies, 042,782; of
kangaroo rats, 86,527 ; of paddymelons, 5,670 ; of wild pigs, 9,700 ; of hares, 329,683 ; of native dogs,
9.142 ; of eagle-hawks. 3,1.99.
G. Steps taken for their destruction.
In the majority of the districts, hunting with dogs, drives, shooting, aud trapping have been
adopted with satisfactory results. In thirty-six districts poison has been used with fair to best results,
aud only from one district has it been reported ns not satisfactory.
7. Amendments suggested in the Act.
Owners are desirous that the Amended Stock and Pastures Bill speedily become law; and they
suggest that all owners of stock, irrespective of number, should be liable to an assessment, as also owners
of 5 acres of laud and over; that hares be included in the list of noxious animals ; that the Boards bo
empowered to cope with the rabbit nuisance; that the Government should grant larger subsidy; that
uniform rates be levied ; that the rate of bonus be the same throughout the Colony ; that all returns of
stock be made on the same day ; that adjoining Boards assimulate bonuses; and that the provisions of
tbe Act re defaulting Boards to be strictly enforced.
8. Losses from Tame and Native Dogs.
The losses in stock for the past year from the ravages of native dogs are estimated at 57,501 sheep,
valued at £21,Got; and from tame dog's, 4.1,007 sheep, valued at £17,252, making the loss from tame and
native dogs together £38,906.
_
Appendix F 1 shows the work which has been done under the Pastures and Stock Protection Acts
since they were passed, aud how far the objects for which they were so have been attained.
A proposal has been made to discontinue the bonus for kangaroos ; but if this is done the hunters
will not kill tbe small kangaroos, and the number will increase.
XII.—
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XII.—COMMONS.
1. Number and extent.
The number of permanent Commons in tlie Colony is 94, with an average extent of about 1,300
acres each. The number of temporary Commons is 230, with an average extent of 2,300 acres each.
'
2. Number of Commoners, Stock, <f'c.
The average number of Commoners to each Common is estimated at 90, and tho average number
of stock kept on each Common at 140.
In twenty districts tbe Commons are reported to be used for other purposes than that of grazing
Commoners’ stock.
XIII.—MISCELLANEOUS.
1. Artificial Grasses.
In twenty-seven districts artificial grasses have been sown for pasture during the year to a small
extent, in six districts to a large extent, and in remaining districts none; the most successful being
lucerne, prairie, and rye.
.
2. Number and Division of Duns.
The number open or unenclosed runs in tbe Colony is 7,899; the number enclosed is 32,908 ; the
number partially subdivided is 12.029 ; and tbe number properly subdivided is 20,784.
3. Improvements, Fencing, Dams, Tanks, and Wells.
The number of miles of fencing throughout tbe Colony is estimated at 1,402,*511, at mi average
cost of (say) £40 2s. Od. per mile, amounting to £58,050,054.'
■
The number of dams used for stock purposes is esf [mated at 25,000, at an average cost of (say) £83
7s.; number of tanks, 27,345; average cost of each, £180 ISe. Od,; and the number of wells used is
estimated at 3,338, at an average cost of £L84 14s. Gd. each.
Cost of fencing, £58,050,054; cost of dams, £2,139,500 ; cost of tanks, £4,947,751 ; cost of wells,
£01.0,024; making a total of £00,353.929, as representing the amount expended by way of improve
ments, <&c.
4:. Plants and Weeds.
In fourteen districts trefoil burr grows to a slight extent, iu twenty-six districts to a largo extent,
and in twenty districts there is none reported.
In twenty-five districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent, in nineteen to a consider
able extent, and sixteen districts are reported as free from it.
In twenty-four districts black thistle is reported to a slight extent, in twenty-three to a great
extent, and thirteen districts are reporled to be free from it.
In twenty-seven districts tbe land is reported as being slightly infested with Bathurst burr, in
twenty.five to a large extent, and in eight the laud is not infested.
In twenty districts other noxious weeds grow to a slight extent, iu twenty-three districts to
a large extent, and in seventeen districts there is none reported.
Darling-pea, Bolcg-poley, are reported to be growing in a few districts.
'
Fuphorbm Druntmondii.—Although this plant has been carefully experimented with, and shown so
far to be non-poisonous, and put to a practical test by owners, reports still continue to be received of its
causing tbe death of sheep.
5. Cost of clearing Commons, Reserves, fyc.,of Weeds.
The cost of clearing the permanent Commons of noxious weeds throughout tbe Colony is estimated
hy Inspectors at £44,595 ; the temporary commons, £29,484 ; the police paddocks, £3,538 ; the travelling
stock reserves, £177,745 ; aud tho droving roads at £90,502 ; amounting in all to (say) £345,804,
6. Fxamination of intending Applicants for appointment of Inspector.
During the past year two examinations were held by the Stock Board of Examiners. The following
table shows tbe result:—
Date oF Examitin.tion.

Number of Candidates.

Names of successful Candidates.

Natui'ft oE Certificate issued.

18fl0.
Janunry 14-th ......................................
SFptember Oth ..................................
Total

,..... ........ ..........

4

( A. A. Devlin .......................... 2nd clftBS.
J D, C. Gordon
2nd „
( Q go. Day ...................................... 2nd „
Nil.

_

9

It will thus bc seen that nine candidates were examined, three of whom received 2nd class
certificates.
. 7. The Stock and Pastures Bill.
It is hoped that the G-overnment business will, in the coming Session of Parliament, admit of this
measure being passed. '
8. The Chilled Meat Trade.
As there is seemingly considerable disinclination on the part of many of our stock owners, and
those connected with tbe pastoral interest, to give tho establishment of this trade tbe practical assistance
and support which arc necessary for its successful initiation, I have thought it necessary to deal with the
question at considerable length, and to restate a good many of tbe arguments which I have already
adduced in its favour. [&e Appendix Gh]
9. Intercolonial Stock Conference.
The Conference, which met at Melbourne on tho 1st November, was convened at tbe instance of
tho Premier of Tasmania, in accordance witli tbe resolution passed at the Intercolonial Stock Conference
held at Sydney in 18S0, that a similar meeting should be held triennially in one or other of the Colonies.
On
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Oa tliis occasion, the regulations in force in tlie several Colonies relating to the introduction of
foreign stock, i.e, stock from places outside tlie Australian Colonies and Rew Zealand, were first con
sidered by the Conference, together with the infectious and contagious diseases affecting such stock.
These regulations were revised and amended, and where they could safely be so were so far relaxed.
The same course was followed with respect to the regulations relating to the interchange of Australian
stock liy sea and land between the Colonies, and to the diseases to which these stock are subject.
The nature, cause, aud best mode of treating tbe different diseases in stock prevalent in the
Australasian Colonies were then discussed, with the view to their prevention and eradication ; and the
tenor and form of the regulations best adapted for securing the=;e objects were to a large extent settled
by the Conference.
Besides dealing with these matters, the Conference, at the insiance of some of its members, took
up and discussed several subjects having a general but very important bearing on the pastoral interests
in the Colonies, such as the establishment of an Australian Stock Institute, the encouragement of a chill
or fresh meat trade, the erection of rabbit-proof fencing, an annual convention of stock owners, and a
uniform code of regulations for all the Colonics. The resolutions of the Conference, will be found under
Appendix H.
APPENDIX A.
Retues' of Stock in tbe several Sheep Districts.
Tear 1388.

Year 1839.

District6.
Acreage,
Albury ..........
863,2St
Armidale ......
3,320,604
Bulranald* ... 5,12!'.,777
Bathurst ....... 1,331,873
Berrirna.........
227.270}
Ucmibula
.
5 IJ/loS
Bourko ..........
9,262,820
Braidwood.....
313,377}
B rewarrina . . 3,981,172
Broulce..........
259,795
Catmonbar... .
2 7O'i,017
Carconr..........
1,061,031
Casino ..... ..
2,112 6721
Cobar , .......... 6,760,240
Oondobolin ... 5,589,"32
Cooma .........
1,791,172
Uoonabarabran
2,280,563,
Coonamble .... 2,785.5111
Corowu, ..........
1,140,020
Beniliquin .. ., 2,859,571
Dubbo ..........
3,147,359
Eden ..............
330,581
Jforbes *.........
2,301.0711
Glen Innes ..
2,050,506
Uoulburn ......
875 431
Grafton........... 1,020,901
Uundagai ....... 1,034,173
Hay .............
6,01,'170l
Hillston.......... 4,737,832
Hume ........... 1,321,922
Iranhoe..........
0,172,749
Kiama ..........
321.912}
■fllaitland .....
603,556
9,770,975
Metutidie ......
Mirmva.........
721,840
Molong.........
1,583,2021
Morce.............
2,887,242i
Aludgeo..........
1,169,477
Murrnnmdi ...
7^9,218
■Warrandera . . 2,906.292
Narrabri . . .
1.258,593}
Picton ........
247,609}
Pilliga .........
1,510,951
Port Macquarie
660,898
Port Stephen?.
632,531
Queaubevan ...
937,880
Bingletou*......
779,781
Sydney ........
197,300
Tamworih ..
4,269,506
TenterlieM......
1,800,1951
Umna ...... .
1,407,4871
Wagga Wagga 2,703,028
Widget t..........
5,316,238
Wanna ring ... 11,399,262
W&rialda ....
3,331,6471
Wentivort !i . . 6,881,747
Wilcamiia....... 12,608,725
Windsor .......
192,075
Yass ...............
801,112
Young ......... . 2,091,181}

Horses.

Cattle,

6,883
15,037
10,472
63,508
2,690
4,431
14,820
36,2*7
3,9') t
22,239
3,538
14.682
30,299
5,820
3,938
28,796
3,350
14 381
20,819
2/01
16,158
2,365
16,877
8,017
10,264 140,199
7.927
2,490
3,239 1
7,405
8,211
26 721
3.421
8,043
11,239
4.287
4,019
5,755
5,013
7,391
7,172
19,720
40,596
i3j723
7,107
18,607
11,551
71.463
40861
8,780
15,300
56,896
11,496
57,417
5,614
5,967
3,000
3,832
5,759
22,610
1,821
2,W2
65,541
8,8 L4
56,232
15.039
3,658
2,179
13,563
3,525
8,34.0
16,771
5,856
40,388
8,517
25^553
5,900
26,887
3,078
8,581
2,710
5,447
3,624
21,017
1,941
11,598
30,212
10,385
8,03”
49,617
3,909
19,833
11,712
68,120
22,170
15,690
61,215
17,098
5 854
58,413
2,313
5,473
10,551
21,832
4,004
23,266
3,121
12,497
48,949
10,157
1,670
1,770
5.914
5,714
7,736
15,297
5,122
16,320
12,992
28,662

Sheep,

Pigs,

696,486
1,244,651
1,076,103
533,986
26,759
301 700
2,253,278
59,114 ;
1,187,559
1,483
1,050,539
704-J&70 j

.......
......
... ,
.......
....
701
.......
1,612,447
.......
1,701,696
.......
859,136
.....
868,905 ■
.
1,442,819
.......
945,028
.......
1,392,176
.......
1,198,672
.. .
2,132...........
1,436,433 j ......
573,234 ' .......
380,164 I ......
2,579
......
1,135,070 I ......
1.701,723 ' .......
1,105,774
678,113
779,145
4,269
7,217
1,014.715
385,981
796,881
850,654
487,986
4-26.228
1,232,908
498,656
6,034
367,85H
1,209
1,483
461,613 1 ......
97 506 ' ......
10,635 ' .......
1,886,392 1 .......
104,169
.......
070,982
1,567,562
1,583,870
1,119,304
792,891
665,903
1,812,063
6,420
483,899
.......
1,785,938 j .......

Acreage.

Hotsea.

Cattle.

Sheep.

869,833
3,297,880
5,340 722
1,329,911
236,626}
y70,8S&
8,871,925
320,197
3,817,811
255,644
3.159,031
1,047,840}
2,578.722}
6,835,312
5,(570,070
] ,058,097 £
2,449,487.1
2,771.694
1.128,120;
2.501,869
3,194,809
318,306
2,646,777
1,861,612}
909 712
1,027,326}
1.537,448}
5,077,457
4,762,886
1 334,002}
6,315,421
296,417
572,702
9,776,312
654,502
1,808,274}
3,059,418
1,221,058
786,457
2,988,065
1,437,193
242,520}
1,619,449
617.550
613,172
989,468
777,228
197,550
4,168,467
1,776.028
1,415,913}
2,725,880
6,518,021
11,282,081
3,674,645}
6,748,164}
12 481,038
200,657
832,114
2,167,658}

6,903
10,979
3,034
13,637
4,023
3,620
6,113
4,199
3,713
2,798
3,523
7,825
13,201
3,121
3,701
8,351
4,183
4,873
4,274
5,709
8,525
3,835
8,134
12,662
9,111
10,961
10,841
6,679
2,872
5,874
2,081
7,797
13,985
4,264
3,494
8,693
5,954

16.452
63,722
5.903
36.632
25,433
15,221
26.829
32,006
15.430
24,970
16,320
17,083
156,359
6,488
8,287
30,754
8.900
11,504
G,74fi
9.557
26,748
46,856
25,090
79,316
44,215
60,389
48,436
10,002
4,408
23,971
2.280
61,869
55,611
93,857
13,831
14,416
40,535
29,696
28,584
12.405
7,755
22,138
12,613
42,571
48,727
22,022
67,992
15 937
74,505
62,909
6.600
27,496
31,839
9,918
40,532
1,826
0,240
15,405
15,988
31,951

746,859
1,460,853
1,285,881
559,299
28,505
364,488
2,299,813
70,837
] ,187,027
2,227
1,100,341
807,831
1,857
1,420,091
1,002,219
941,038
1,014,450
1,597,480
937,207
1,430,103
1,480,315
2,831
1.650,410
704,091
427,048
2,662
946,054
2,030,150
971,936
578,908
915,081
3,047
5,756
933,490
371,819
803,920
1,069,212
542,817
4.-18,595
1,468,373
635,921
5,382
492,870
1,314
1,418
603,354
110,925
10,028
2,25tij07G
114,433
1,070,339
1,898,282
1,642,664
1.069,4)1
999,180
631,096
1,779,208
4,663
551,321
2,013,763

8,475
5,897
3,519
3,366
3,767
2,038
10,887
8,025
4,239
11,679
22,779
17,770
5,938
2,659
11,037
4,467
3,366
11,245
2,047
6.10S
7,313
5,524
14,032

Pigs

... n1

11 t ■ 1

.....

Total....... 163,109,652’ 411,368 1,622,907 46,503,469 248,683 164,482,034} 430,777 ] .741,592 50,106,768
* These districts, towards the end of the year, wore divided into the Districts

of Balranald and Moulameiu, and Singleton and Denman, respectively-
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APPENDIX Bl.
Poeeign Horses Imported.
Breeds.
Xames and Addresses of Importers.

Where imported from.

Total,
Blood.

rlo

.............

Draft.

Hockney.

1
1

...

1
1
0

2

3
7
2
6
2

3
7
2
0
2

20

21

...
...

W. Elcmine, Sydney .........................................................
Circus Company ..............................................................
J. Douglas ..........................................................................

do

.......................

2

2
APPENDIX B2.
Eoheion Cattle Imported.
HrootU.

Total.
Shorthorns.

Names and Addresses of Importers.

Hcrefoi’d*.

Male. Female. Mule.

Female. Male. Female. Malo. Female

i
Front HeynolcU, Kgq., Tocal, Palcwon.........
H. Barnes, Esq., Dyarabo, Richmond River
H. Beattie, Esq., Victoria
,
. .
A. A. Dan^ar, Esq., Baroona ...........................
II. F. Smith, Esq., Kyoglc, Richmond River

i
3
O
2
■■■

i
i

■

2 1
1

1

1
5
2
2
2

3

12

3

i
3
i

. .

2

3

|

...

APPENDIX m.
Fore toy Sheep Imported.
Coarse Woolled.

Merinos.
Vermont.

Undoing.

South
DowiUs

Shropshire

Downs.

J. Deans, EsC|., Biccnrtou, Oliristuimreli, Now Zealand
S. Wiseman, Esq , Olilfclale, Wingen............................
H. Douttic, Ksq., Victoria............. .............................
_ S. Hobineon, Esq., Springfield ...
.....................
' Kxors. T. Q-. Webb, Esq., Springfield.............................
Messrs. Morrison & Clark, Vermont, America ......

o

...

i "■
’
.

i
i

i
3

C
|

p

6

£
s

6

S

d
2

is

5
3
2
1
1

fc-

4
23
2

3
18

09
2

d
13
S

Male.

£

'5

d
j?

1

V

ci
i 1

3

GO

1

i

18

4

23

4

2

18

Female.

|

Names and Addresses Of Importers.

23
IS

eo

3
18

si

G2

APPENDIX C.
STniNGif.UA' ix Horses.

Paper read by Mr. li. Stanley, P.R.G.V.S. (New South Wales), at the Australasian Stock Conference,
Melbourne. 18S9.
Mr, Clntirmiin and Genllemen,
Having been askod to prepare a short paper on this subject, I shall confine my remarks to tlie
consideration of some theories promulgated as to the cause of this allbctiou; and finally support my
theory of Helminthiasis. Eirst, as to tho noxious plant theory, the common British flat weed or cat’s ear,
Mypochn'is Jiadica, often erroneously called dandelion because it has a yellow flower, has the most
supporters, who believe it causes stringhalt; for what reason 1 cannot understand. I know this weed is
good nnd wholesome food, it covers immense geographical areas in New South ’Wales and in tho other
colonies, it has been oaten by thousands of horses year by year, and continues to be eaten whore tho
stringhalt never existed; again, I have seen many cases of stringhalt where this weed has never been
seen. How is it that the weed theorists during all the year’s the disease has been about have not made an
extract or decoction of their plant ? and so proved their case by producing the disease at will, simply by
administering a concentrated dose of tho plant; nothing could be more easy or convincing; the late
Mr. Graham Mitchell, Y.8., tried to do so, but he failed. Some New Zealanders attribute the disease
either to the dandelion or 1o the Capo weed—African marigold (it has a yellow flower u ith a black centre) ;
if so, why do they not make a decoction of tho plant aud prove it? These weeds are very common, and
are valuable as food. Fungus on plants has been suggested, but has not been demonstrated in any way ;
as

14
as a matter of fact, the symptoms and pathology do not accord with the toxic effects produced by fungi,
or indeed any other weeds or plants. Tho medicinal ingredients of plants are well known to be expelled
from the animal body in a rcry few hours, and when medicines capable of producing toxic effects aro
repeated time after time disastrous results must follow, and would be seen in tho excreting organs ;
nothing of the kind is found in this disease, on the contrary affected horses actually recover while living
on these weeds all through the various stages of the disease ; therefore it appears that tlie plant theory is
untenable and entirely without foundation.
I therefore still maintain that the disease is Helminthiasis, that is, caused by worms. It will be
remembered that I reporled at some length on this disease in duly, 1886 ; since then I have seen tho
same affection at Moama, on the Murray Kiver, in 1887, and again'at Moss Vale this year, therefore I
am able to confirm my opinion as to the parasitic origin of tho disease. It is caused by worms infesting
the mucous membrane of the horses’ digestive organs, especially the intestinal canal, where, by setting
up irritation of the bowels, they disturb the nervous system, thereby affecting the nutrition and action of
certain sets of muscles, producing inordinate contraction whenever the animal moves; this I attribute to
perverted nervous action, which is possibly aggravated by deterioration of tho blood, produced by the
ever-increasing myriads of parasites; they are biting, perforating, and bleeding like leeches the highly
sensitive mucous membrane during tbe whole time they are the tenants in possession; they not only
deteriorate the blood by altering its constituents, but I believe they also % virtue of their excretions and
debris, eliminate toxic material, which being absorbed into the circulation may assist in producing the
disastrous effects on tbe nervous and nutritive systems which are so characteristic of this affection.
That toxic elements are manufactured in the blood by parasitic organisms is well known to
scientists who are engaged investigating bacteria and other microbes in their relation to diseases.
In stringhalt parasitic worms arc found in countless numbers, and of several distinct varieties, in
the large and small intestines, invading their tunics, making innumerable sores, ulcers, and abscesses,
accompanied by the products'attending chronic inflammation, thus paralysing peristaltic action, they
interrupt the natural untriLivc functions of these important digestive organs ; they arc so overcrowded and
voracious that they actually bore right through the bowel", and some arc found as wanderers in tho
muscular walls of the abdomen ; they stray about to become finally encysted in various places, and die ;
their debris creates still furihcr trouble.
In passing 1 wish to note that I consider many of the larger and common worms found froipiently
in all animals that live on mucous or epithetial cells and food in the stomach and bowels arc unimportant
in this disease, therefore I. exclude them. The arteries are free from stronguli, and 1 have never seen
hoematoza in the blood in stringhalt; neither do I find disease in the cercbro-spinal organs; there is
discoloration in the blood vessels, which is duo to impure blood; the cercbro-spinal system is only
temporarily deranged.
’
Having given the basis of my opinion, I am further confirmed by the symptoms, peculiarities,
progress, and terminations of this affection.
1 am in a position to state that Veterinary Surgeons Archibald Park, of Tasmania, William Scott,
of Sydney, and Frederick William Hay. of Handwiek. confirmed my views; each of these gentlemen
formed their own opinion after investigation and observations extending over three years, during which
they have noted the various opinions brought forward iu the Press and expressed by horsemen they have
questioned. \_Opinions of these gentlemen read to the Conference.']
The opinions of such well-known veterinarians carries much weight, and I feel satisfied that the
treatment of the disease will never prove successful unless carried out in detail hy those who understand,
its pathology and deal with it accordingly.
The test of diagnosis is that the line of treatment I advise proves successful, and effects a cure.
The impatient public, who do not understand the structure, use, or importance of the organs
attacked, cannot grasp the direful effeets produced by chronic disease, therefore fail to understand the
great difficulty there is in expelling the parasites without injury to the animal, or the length of time that
must elapse before nature can effect repairs; weeks and even months are required for nature to
re-establish her sway, before a complete recovery can be proclaimed.
Veterinarians find this disease intractable and difficult to contend witli, because tho cases are too
far advanced before their advice is sought,
The objects of treatment should bo to expel the worms, purify the blood, then to assist nature in
the restoration of the deranged organs, and avoid contamination.
Hence the line of treatment will consist of purgatives and anthelmintics and tonics, with change
of locality, water, and food.
Horse-owners beyond the reach of veterinary skill 1 advise to trust nature and assist her by
simple means, such as change of pasture and water (infested water should bc boiled), provide good and
wdiolesome food, and keep out of infected paddocks. Common salt, one ounce daily, alternated with a
drachm of sulphate of iron, may he given wiih advantage; also give two or three times in a month a
purgative of spirits of turpentine, three or four ounces, mixed with a pint of olive or other oil.
Further information may he obtained from my report to the New South "Wales Government,
July, 1886.
EDAVARD STANLEY, F.U.C.V.S., London,
Government Veterinary Surgeon, N.S.W.
APPENDIX D.
Department of Mines, Stock Eraueh, Sydney, 2\i July, 1SS9.
Sir,

Anthrax in Cattw;.

I have the honor to report having examined the diseased cattle in the district of Yroung, just
across Coivra bridge, on the travelling stock reserve; they were the property of Mr. R. Hassall, store
cattle, composed of cows and heifers, in good condition.
He started 3-35 from Mudgce, via Wellington aud Molong: when about 10 miles on the road to
Canowindra sickness broke out and cattle began to die, this continued to Cowra, where I saw several ill
and dead; forty-three deaths laid ihen occurred.
Riding

Hiding through tlie cattle tho following symptoms were observedErect hair, empty stomachs,
wild expression of eyes; in several eases well marked swollen patches could be seen, in one a thigh or
shoulder, in others on the nock, rump, or on the back or ribs; they walk stiffly, often lame; traces o£
blood stains were on the tail and buttocks, blood was mixed with the black liquid dung.
The urine was seldom altered in colour; now and then blood trickled from the nostrils. Those
symptoms precede death for two or three days.
This is anthrax, the form known to Veterinarians as blackleg or charbon symptomatique.
A dozen or so lay dead on tlie Cowra reserve. 1 selected for examination three animals, recently
dead, and found in each the typical pathological lesions of the disease, namely: Extensive patches of
black bloody and yellow gelatinous elfusions in various parts of the body, and also black bloody discolourations on some of Ihc viscera, chiefly the rectum and colon; the serous membranes of tlie heart and
liver wore extensively infiltrated with black blood; the peritoneum had numerous patches of congested
vessels, and tbe mesenteric membrane was thickened by a gelatinous fluid. The spleens were pale and
small, in one the covering was distinctly congested, the lungs and kidneys were healthy in each case.
This is identically the same disease that killed so many cattle near Dubbo, in 1887.
In consequence of its fatal character curative treatment is almost useless, therefore preventive
measures are advised.
In Europe this is done hy inoculation, with a cultured or prepared virus from a diseased animal,
but such virus is not obtainable in this Colony. Move the cattle from contaminated places on to fresh
pasture, and rigorously enforce cremation of every carcase (it is dangerous to remove the skins). This
is all that can he done with travelling stock. Eor cattle that are exposed to the disease and can he
handled, I advise a few doses of saline medicine with the insertion of a medicated seton in the dcw-Iap.
I have, &e.,
EDAVARD STANLEY, E.R.C.V.S.,
A. Bruce, Esq.,
Government Veterinarian.
Chief Inspector of Stock,
APPENDIX E.
The following lots of sheep, bred by tho several New South AValcs, Queensland, and Tasmanian
owners were disposed of at the annual stud sales held in July, 1889.
Name of Breed or.

Numlmr of
Hams.

Address.

Total.

Number of
Ewes.

Rams.

Ewes.

Sold lu Messrs. JlrnnJeer and Wolfe, on account of
Tasmania. '

Messrs. Wm, Gibson and Son .............
Thos. Gibson, Esq.,.............................
Bobt. Taylor, Esq....................................
Bobt. Yincy, Esq.....................................
0. B. Grubb, Esq....................................
H. Gatonby, Esq.....................................
J. M. McKinnon, Esq...........................
IS. Archer, Esq.........................................
E. W. Grubb, Esq..................................
Q. E. Tbirkell, Tisq..............................
E. E. Lawrence, Esq...............................
C. A. Parker, Eeq................................
R. Kermodo, Esq ................................
D. J. White Church, Esq......................
J.E. Hcgucy .........................................
Jaa. Yincy ..............................................
J, W. Brumby, Esq................................

Scone .....................................................
Esk Yolo
..........................................
Yntlcy Field..........................................
Fcrnhill, Lymington ........................
S frathroy .............................................
Rhodes
...........................................
Mountford ..........................................
Woods l de, Cressy..................................

431

Benges ......................................................

43

Darlington Park, Cressy ....................
Tasmania.........................................
Selma Conara .....................................
Mona Vale ..............................
.
Middle Park, Antill Ponds................
Bona Yisla, ......................................
Westwood ......................................
Tasmania ........................................

2
1G

Sold btf Messr.i. Q-oldslroiigh, Mart,

24
20

i

18

4G

32
84
25
16
2
30

"'26 '
18

100

1,157

Co. (Limited), on aceonitl of

Nnw Sorrn Walks.
A. L. Faithful, Esq................................... Springfield, Gotilburn.........................
Thos. Armstrong, Esq., Executors late .. Noorong, Deniliquin
................
George Bruce, Esq..................
.... Looinbfih, Molong ..............................
Gungahleen, Gininderva.....................
E. K. Ctaeo, Esq...................................
Qukknslanh.
Messrs. G. Clark & Co.............................. East Talgaij Homlon.................
......................................
Messrs. Marshall & Slade .................... Qlcngallan
Mossra. Hodgson & Ramsay.................. Eton Yale.............................................
Tasmania.
Douglas Park, Campbell town

David Taylor, Esq..................................
W* li. Uibson, Esq....................................
T. Parramoro, Csq................................
G. Parrnmore, Esq...................................
J. B. Gibson, Esq.....................................
G. W. Reach, Esq...............................

Si. Jolinston, CiunpbeUtown..............
jj'airiieJd, Eppmg .............................
B confront, Boss ..................................
Wetmorc, Boss ...............................
Perth ...................................................
Chiswick., Robb .........................................

..........

W. H. Bennett, Esq................................. Bloomfield, Boss ..............................
Percy W. Archer, Esq.............................. Panshanger, Longford .....................
1). M'Kinnon, Esq................
.......... Elaines?, Evandalc .............................
Quorn Hall, Campbelltown

0
14

.

1R
6

44

8

22

4

4
... .. *

34

4

•

Messrs. A. and G, L. Finlay ................

E. Dowling, Esq.....................................

72
45
21
(19
184
3G

............

GO

220
85
118
128

79

8
10
9

18
.

5G
58
52

10

40

12
30
11

89
38
31
6
33

15

ie

...

16
16
APPENDIX
Name of Breeder.

continual.
Number of
Hams.

AddrefeH,

TotnJ.

Number of
Ewes.
llnms.

|

Ewes.

Tas STAKIA—continued.

H. S. Smith, Esq.........
Thos. G-atenby, Eeq, ,
Vv. A. Gatcnbv, Esq.
Arthur Gatenby, Esq..
W. II. Ralston, Esq. ..
K. C. Gatrnbv, Esq ..
G. A. .Jones, Esq..........
Thos. Riggall, Esq...... .
II. T. Jonrs, Elsq...........
II. Scott Henitt, Esq,.,
Messrs. Falkiner Bros,
Thos. G. Bisdee, Esq...
J. L. Smith. Esq,,
Eormnn Gibson, Esq............................

Harlond Rise, Erandalc........
1’isa, Laic Eirer......................
Glasslough, lipping....................
Lemon .Springs, Oallands ,, .
IVoolmer's. Longford...............
Stcwarlon, Epping....................
Moorrille ...........
,.
....
Somercotes, Boss..................
Biccarton, Canipbclltoivn ......
Tinpnl
.................................
Wickford..............................
Sandhill, Jericho.........................
Cambock, Evandalo...... .............
| Tasmania ’

3
(!S

42

C

20

34

1G

15

8
8

10
53
22

22

6

10
30
5

1,433

167

Hold bf/ Meesri Griffiths and IFearer on account of
Nr.tv South Walks.
WalHngn, Mudgec ......................

Messrs. E. nnd A. Got .
Messrs. E. nnd E. Rouse
G. Rouse, Exors. of............
B. Harden. Jisq. ...
.
IT. C. White, Esq...............
James Lee, Iheq...................................
J. D. Cox, Esq..........................................
J. L. Suckling, Esq...................................

8
12

1
g|

Biragambil ......................
Harilnli, Mudgce ..
Lavras Lake, Molong ...................
Cnllcnbone, Mudgee ..........................
Barsbam, Blandford ..........................
Total

.........

4b

Al
13
5

,

.
.
...........

..........

.................................

105

20

3,773

281

APPENDIX P ],
Statemknt oF tho Oportitions of tlie Pastures tmtl Stock Protection Hoards during tlie year 1880.
i

Albury......................
Armidale.................
Batnumld
...........
Bathurst.................
Berrium..............
BombaEa .............. *
liourke......................
Braid wood...........
Brewarrina ...,
Broulee .................
CTannonbar...........
Carcoar .................
Cftsmo......................
CJobsr ......................
Condobolin,...
Cooma......................
Coonabarabran-,
Coonamble...........
Comwa......................
Deniliquin ...........
Dubbo ......................
Eden............................
Forbes ......................
Glen Innes...........
Goulburn
..
,
Grafton
...........
Gundagai
...........
Hay
.........................
Ilifldton ................
Hume .....................
Ivanboo .................
Kiama ...................
Maitland.................
Jlenindie.................
Werriwa ...............
Molong......................
Moree .....................
Mudgee................
Mumimmll ..,
Narandcra
____
Narrabri.................
Ibeton......................
Pilliga......................
Port Maequarie.
J'ort Stepliens .
Queanbcian ...
Sinffleton ...........
Sydney......................
Tam worth . . ..
Tcnterfiold ..
.
Urana ....................
Wagga Wagga ,
Walgett .................
Wannaring -..
Warialda ............,
Wentworth
..
Witcannia ...........
Windsor...................
Yass............................
Young ......................
Totals.

Amount of
Assessment
collected.

£
85-2
1,769
Ml
027

a j.
ie n
10
IS
13 j}

0

........
426 10
IBO 14
SCO 11
157 4
®7
034
IU6
1,849
SOS
S77
301
Sli
369
4C3
193

J,341

1
0

6
o

10
6
1
9

13 3
10 10
o
33 11
1
17
19
0
6 (i

0

0
1
6
0

i

2,423
132
135

0

1
2
0
m 17
447 18
231 0

7

702
115

0
4

c

0
2
0

4
4
S

20
77S
707
(542
807
2S7
37
129
1SS

0
0
0
c

0

0

14
17 10
7 9
12
2
12

0
0
11

1,186 13 11
IBS 16
1,638 IS
1,008 4 c
60 1
12 4
248 7 9
1,218 1
2,$04 7
199 17
D.) 16 11
217 13 9
425 13
707 G 11

6
11

1.002

10
2
0

33,257

0

s

i
Amount
Expended.

£

1,012
1,869
877
1,500
324
301
,0S2
309
13(5
884
471
,0SI)
53
1,216
2,034
203
939
1,087
404
280

1

1

B.
S

10

0

10

1

6

0
6
0

13 n
13 3
9

12
10 0
7

3

12 2
7

9

1)01 2 0
10 11
0
10

174
950 S
821 13
2,1(14 5
124 4
3,254 3
126
2S5 18
850 14
60S
40 5
190
4
47 3
467 14
1,231 5
7
1,009 3
721 U>
1,746

12

ft

1,212

0

1,100

349
GO 7
59
190
44
925
187
1,800
1,017
478
1,819
356
1,993
2.240
1,335
834
214
320
1,450

8
12
2
13

ft
5

6

S
7

Haros.

4
C
S
5

1
2
10
10
S
i

0
3

| Wal
Kangaroo Bandi
'Hawks
Hats.
coots.
laroo.

4

1

14 n

3

Emus.

Bib
Pigs.
bees.

.

j
|

...

(
242

244

200

910

12

60,212

3(1,403
40,314

441
SftO

36
127
82

541

1,473

9,894

72

10

’20,376
2,092
4,043
70,011
83S
18,060

6,020
12
80

20

44G
1.467

r

63
225

00
45
S,120

7,728
■"*,536

20,701)

40,810
(5,043
18.735
1,133
23,170
10,628

$2
53,431
2,704
1.204
233
1,600
36,872
20,332
58,339
35,420
45$

10

301,114

582

ft,880

990
7,478
12,370

495,073

042,732

IbO

4.316
'

4,448

40,210

81
3,710

6

304

..............

151

412
5,478
14,447
91,934
437
8,513

283
41,374

00

1
..............

16,080

35,732
37

3.013

10

Craw'?.

,

25,954
1,478

2,400

3
4

5

Opos
sums.

20,306

ib,o:i

39.327
117

10
6

20,000

[
7.97(1 1

19,047

102

9S
174
34
DO

14S

356
....

6

9

ftr,

606
129

14,550
500

147
305
0,223

0

29,359
6.789

21,128

9

13

60,525 14

3,946
34,021
17

121

6 9
0
10 7
11 3
8 0
0 «

i

42,240

s

ft

1

1,749

11

15

7

Native PnddaDogs. melDiis.

j.

n
17 n
in
9 7
15
ii
4 4
17
4
13
4
*>

0

Kangaroo Wallabies

100
152
617

...

4,534
5,442

20

IS7
77

78,741
____

,

129

16,897

212
10

j

1

240
1,246
81
SO
69
104
65
135
82

10,901

i
[

.

’ ’

5». 1RO
*
„

.
.

....

37,393
3,880
t

15,102
14^544
1,333

5,104
j

124

v

924

00

74
400
37
427

300
...

s.flrn
4;g&i

ft.......

411 .
322
61
156
392
447
330
17

....
1,151

....

133

18

210

'

............

1

.

I

..

...
5,670

i

8
**

43,393
320,683

2,062
6,350

4,607

99

9,142

88

i

86,527

1,473

iW

3,204

20 140,004

4,139 ill,M3

121

9,700
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APPENDIX F 2.

'

Statement of the estimated number of noxious animals in the Colony at 31st December in the years
1880 to 1889 inclusive; tiie number of the different kinds of noxious animals killed during these
years; the amount of assessment collected; the amount of Government subsidy received, and the
total expenditure for each of these years.
Kangaroos.
OJ
k

T3 ,
V t-

1!
ri
w B
Vf

Native Pegs. |

Wallabies.
*S l!
■5 °
s!

si

£?=
5-“

■gc
rf J
£ £
P

li

g JC

ft

[
mo

1881
1SS2
1833
1P84
1835
18SC
1887
1$3S
1339

.... [ 8,317,000
6.484.000
6.067.000 581,7531 4,242,200
1,452,821)1
3,62-3,000
4.833.000
3,822,200 750,846 2,016.500
3.007.000 1,403,233 2,705,700
2.500.000 855,076. 2,300,000
2,226.700 1,100,478 2,052,600
1,391,600 47Cr4.38l 2,742,500
1,838,830 607,4301 3,184,700
1,036,717 495,073 3,004,96!
7,700,302

!i

Rabbits.
.
ga

ll

‘■is 3
[3s

-a .
ll
Is

'A

U) C

V

.... 1 762300
43,724
347,342
330,109
478,009
606.372
594.603
338.098
053,285
042,782

30.000
30,500
30,800
24.000
23,300
20.000
33,000
32,700
21,405
25,333

3.090,410

Hares.

Wild Pigs.

t*
g-f

E—
13

|1

Amount
Amount
Amount
ol
of
of
Assessment Government
collected, subsidy paid. Expenditure.

1 ^

|

|

£

2,250 50*12000 .3,909
17,648
6.9S0 2500000 188,257
45,772
7,lf)5|
..
32,731
7,330) ..
48,069
8.474
..
5,STS
m 61,754
9,500
..
301,500 28.023 2,400
502 41,685
7,739
..
429,600 50,028 2,400
66* 32,051
9.019
..
2,044,430 176,732 3,430 12,041 25,474
0,142
..
2,744,610 329,038
9,700 33,257
68,2951

102,250

..

| 507,544

e.

d.

£

19
12
14
15
16
0
13
2
0

10
8
2
£f
4
0
9
10
3

749
25,299
16,331
21,600
23,763
16,108
9,589
9,117
6,297

s. d.

£

a. d.

il 2 15*517 5 4
19*2 01,191 14 »
19 C 53*132 7 1
10 fl • 62,121 O o
3 8 64,072 3 2
3 0 07,783 0 6
9 5 37,35* 11 1
7 (i 52,121 9 G
7 3 69,625 14 3

.. |23,889 338,095 14 A 128,063 11 2 «M19 18 2

N.U.—The whole of the aecounta of expenditure for 1$S9 Arc not yet to hand.

APPENDIX G.
The CiriLLTin Meat Tbade.

It is now some sixteen or eighteen years since the late Mr. T, S. Mort, to whom the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand arc indebted for the'establishment of the frozen meat trade, endeavoured to
form a fresh meat dep6t at Lithgow, and although like a great many other public benefactors, he was
himself unsuccessful in that enterprise, the trade in chilled meat has, in America, not onlv become
firmly established, but is there fast supplanting tbe live stock trade, as there cannot be a shadow of a
doubt it will before long do iu Australia and throughout the civilized world.
_ So much for the late Mr. Mort:s foresight, enterprise, and patriotism. His theory was that with
tho aid of artificial cold properly applied there need bo no more waste, and although we 'have to lament
that he has not lived to see the success of his proposals, their correctness and practicability are fullv
exemplified in the success of the chilled meat trade, but more especially in that of the frozen meat export
from the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, and South America.
*
It did not take very much consideration after all that: Mr. Mort did and said on this subject to see
that the principles which he advocated were thoroughly sound, and adopting his views I have for the last
ten or twelve years constantly advocated the establishment of a fresh or chilled meat trade, both on
account of the numerous evils which attend the existing live stock trade and the advantages which must
accrue from the change. These I have previously stated, hut I think it will he of service to recapitulate
them again.
x
I.—The evils or the Dive Stock Trade.

]. The suffering and cruelty inflicted on the Stock.
r
, Leaving entirely out of view the hardship which stock frequently undergo, even in the outlying
districts (where as a rule tho feed is comparatively good), in travelling to the nearest railway station, and
following them from the time they are yarded there till they are killed at the abattoirs, tbe treatment to
which they are now subjected in reaching Sydney from an outlying station like Bourke is cruel and
wasteful in the extreme, for they are between seven and eight days without anv food whatever, made up
as follows:—
"
1
In yarding, trucking, and despatching, say, from Bourke, 10 hours; on the train to Homcbush,
unloading there and yarding, say, 40 hours; lotting, selling, and removal to paddock at
Leichhardt, 15 hours; in waiting paddocks there (as a rule tbe cattle purchased at one sale
remain in these paddocks until after next sale day and a fresh lot have been purchased before
they are sent to the abattoirs), say, 84 hours; at tbe abattoirs waiting slaughter, say, 24 hours.
Total, 173 hours.
;
That is 173 hours, or 7 days 5 hours without any food whatever, and sometimes without any water.
From this it will he seen that a considerable portion of some 1,500 head of cattle and 15,000 sheep
are week after week subjected to the terrible torture of five, six, seven, and even sometimes more days
starvation till the cattle arc to he seen at the abattoirs with their heads hanging down, their bellies tneked
up to their backs, and looking utterly miserable and wretched.
Nor is this all, the poor animals in trucking are terrified, beaten, aud bruised, and when in tho
truck they push and horn each other, the stopping and shunting often throw them down, and some of
them are not unfrequeutly trampled to death. The losses of cattle on the train, and the bruises on tbe
ribs, hips, and rumps (so noticeable on their bodies when killed), show conclusively the cruelty now
inflicted on the animals under the live stock trade, and with tlie terrible starvation' which that system
entails, cries aloud for a thorough change.
II.—The

"Waste

and

Detemobation

of the

Meat.

1. The shrinkage in iceigld.
*
This alone is a very serious matter, for if quiet, fat cattle in England carefully driven short
distances, and fed two or three times a day, waste, as it has been proved they do, on an average over 8 lbs.
in twenty-four hours, it is certain that the loss in weight on our comparatively wild fat hush cattle must, in
trucking
105—C
6
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'

.trucking on tho train, and till they reach the idtling pen—subjected as they are to the barbarous treatfinent aud starvation from which they now suffer—waste nearly double that amount, and that the
’shrinkage in their case will amount to 12 or 14 lb. a day, which again for seven or eight days would on
'ah average be at least 100 lb. per bullock, i.e,, onc-eiglith of the whole weight, and the very best of tbe
meat,
III.—The DETEHiOEATiorr

in the

Quality

of the

Meat.

It is notorious that the meat supplied in Sydney is, as a rule, inferior ; no doubt a good deal of it
may in favourable seasons like tbe present look well, and in some cases where the cattle have not had
far to come to market, may possess a good deal of the flavour and nutrition so noticeable in first class
country killed meat. But a large portion of tbe supply is comparatively tough, and void of flavour, and
in bad and even only bard seasons, the beef supplied to the people of Sydney and suburbs is inferior,
tough, and flavourless. It is, in fact, after the cruelty and starvation to which the stock arc subjected,
simply hard well-trained muscle with all tlie primest and most nutritious part of the meat gone, which
not only renders it dear and innutritious to the consumer, but so far at least as the beef is concerned,
utterly unfit for export to London ; while as regards the frozen mutton now sent from Sydney to London
—it on an average brings id. per lb. less than the New Zealand.
XY.—The Remedy is the Establishment of a Fresh or Chilled Meat Trade.
■
1. How conducted.
The remedy for this unsatisfactory state of things is now exceedingly simple. It lies in the
improvement, or more correctly speaking, the preservation of the quality of our meat hy artificial cold,
which can bc obtained at a comparatively trifling cost. On or near its own pastures, our meat is as good
as any in the world ; and we have only to convey it from the pastures to market without deterioration to.
have an article which is in every way fit for local consumption, and which we can with confidence offer in
any market, either in a fresh, frozen, chilled, tinned, or salted state, and obtain a paying price for it. To
effect this we would have—
(1.) To kill the stock at the main centres of the stock traffic on the railways, as near the pastures
■
‘
on wThich they arc fattened as possible ; or, if they have travelled any distance, to keep them
<
in paddocks near these centres where they can get plenty of good grass and water for six,
eight, or even more days, till they are well rested and cooled down, and thoroughly free
from fever.
(2.) To send the meat, with as little handling as possible, to a chilling-room cooled down to 3G
degs. fah. in winter and moderately cool weather; and in tho Summer time dowrn to 33 dogs,
(just above freezing), in order to have a good surplus of cold to meet the loss which takes
place in the transit when the weather is warm, and thus do away as far as possible, with the
necessity for providing ice by the way. The meat for consumption in Sydney could in this
way afford to lose, say 30 degs. (tbe truck would then only be 53 degs,). and arrive perfectly
safe. The cost of chilling would in the height of Summer be, say, 2s. Gd. per body of beef
>
from Bourke or Hay, with the temperature at 100 degs. in the shade.
(3.) To put it late in the day into non-conducting meat trucks (which would also be cooled dowrn
to the temperature of tho meat, and send it by train at a speed of at least 20 miles an hour
to market; and
(4.) To run the truck, on its reaching Melbourne or Sydney, into a meat market provided with
the necessary appliances for cooling and keeping the meat, and there, according to the state
of the market, either dispose of il to tbe retail butchers, send it to tho chill-room (where
it can be kept perfectly sound for a i'ortnighl) to wait a better market, or prepare it for
exportation as frozen, cbillcd, tinned, or salted meat.
A proper chilled room to protect the meat should it not bo sold on arrival is a cine qm non. It
was the want of this that was one of the principal causes of the failure of the Orange Company to
establish a fresh meat trade, for as the company had no means of protecting the meat when not sold,
they had to take the price offered by tho retail butchers, or allow it to stink. They were, in fact, largely
at the mercy of the trade; whereas with a proper chill-room the salesman could put the meat in and
wait a fortnight if necessary for better prices, to say nothing of tbe other outlets secured by a proper
system of artificial cold.

'

,
„

2. The Advantages of a Fresh Meat Trade.
Advantages which can be claimed for this trade—
(1.) The great suffering and terrible starvation to which our fat stock are now subjected would
cease.
(2.) The risk and inconvenience from which tbe people in tlie suburbs now suffer, through the
driving of the stock, would be at an end.
(3.) There would then be very little slaughtering near Melbourne or Sydney, and the nuisance
which abattoirs near these cities now occasion would cease.
(4.) The owner would receive full value for stock, as he would be paid for every pound tbe
carcass weighs, for tbe loose fat, for the hide or skin, and other saleable offal; and as his
returns would in this way be far better, he would bo able to supply the retail butcher with
meat of a very superior quality at considerably less cost than the wholesale butcher
now does,
(5.) The appearance and quality, us well as the flavour and nutriment, of the meat will be
thoroughly preserved; aud after it is taken to tlie shops in the city, it will keep from thirtysix to forty-eight hours longer than abattoir-killed meat now will.
(G.) The conveyance of the fat stock to market in tho carcass will cost their owner considerably
less than sending them alive; for a great deal of space is, so to speak, wasted in a truck in
which lire stock arc conveyed; and thirteen bodies of cooled well-set beef could be put
into the same space as nine live cattle, while the charge for the truck should in each case cost
the same; or rather the meat ought to cost considerably leas, as tho truck in which it is
carried can be loaded hack with general merchandise, which tho live stock truck cannot be.
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(7.) The making the trade a fresh meat one ■would tend to prevent the spread of contagious and
infectious diseases among stock, us it would do away with the necessity for bringing large
numbers of stock (as the live trnde does) together, aud on the same ground, and thus save our stock-owners from the recurrence of the heavy losses they now sustain, from thediseases wliieh are spread by fact stock going to market, and at the same lime give the
consumer cheaper, better, and healthier meat.
(8.) Companies would be formed, at the different centres of the stock traffic, to kill the stock,
chill the meat, put it in the refrigerating care, and charge them when necessary with ice, on
reasonable terms, while the meat would be consigned to the owners’ agents, who would have
stalls iu tho meat market; and in this way the producer would be able to offer bis meat in
an open well-regulated market, which would bo within easy reach of the retail butchers as
a class ; and they again would ho able to get an ample supply of prime well-set meat day by
day as required.
(9.) The meat would be thoroughly fit for export, wdiich it now really is not; for our beef, and
tbe greater part of our mutton, now-, through wasting and deterioration, only rank as
inferior in the London market, which practically prevents our sending it there ; and unless
we have this outlet, we will have glutted markets, low prices, depreciation in pastoral
property, nnd hard times for owners. This advantage is, therefore, tho most important of .
all, so far as owners arc concerned.
(10.) 'With a steady supply of artificial cold at a moderate cost (which will then he available)-a
salt beef trade will bo established, and the extraordinary anomaly will no longer exist—that"
British and other shipping visiting the Australian ports should bring a sufficient supply of
American salt beef to take them back again—while tbe beef in Australia on its own
pastures is far better and cheaper than in America ; the explanation being, that the use of
cold and care in salting have enabled the Americans to obtain a monopoly of this most
extensive and profitable business.
Xor would these bc all the advantages which would be attained by tho change. With the
completion of the spacious meat market on the railway line at Darling Harbour, now being titled up with
salesmen’s stalls and chill-room, wo will very shortly see extensive Freezimr, Tinning, aud t-'alting Works
erected iu the vicinity of the market (they would create no nuisance whatever), and in this way the whole
of the meat, and every part of it, will he turned to the best possible account, and the heavy losses which
have been entailed on owners in by-past years through glutted markets will, to a very large extent, bo
avoided; for tbe meat thus killed up country will, ns a rule, be of the primest quality and fit, for any ■
market in the world, and when the requirements of the Sydney trade are met the balance will, as tbe
ettse may be, cither be sold for freezing and shipment to London, or for tinning or salting, and the
market cleared. If our fat stock trade were conducted this way, and due caro exercised in its
management, Sydney, with its large ocean-going steamers, cheap coal, and the railways running to
Hay, Bourko, and Tenterfield, ought to do by far tho largest meat export trade of any port- in the
Australian Colonies.
'
Y.—Success

of the

Phesii Meat Trade.

'
1. In America.
Mr, Gilderoy W. Griffin, Consul for tho United States, who has done so much to make our
resources known there, and to promote trade between tho Colonies and America, kindly obtained from
the Commissioner of Agriculture, Washington, an exhaustive and very valuable report on tlie fresh meat
trade iii tbe United States, winch showed that the fat stock trade in America, in spite of the powerful
vested interests which exist there, was fast becoming a fresh meat one. In tbe short space of six years
the volume of the fresh meat trade from the Western to the Eastern States of America, which only began
in IsSO, bad increased with great rapidity, and has by this time overtaken and passed that of tbe live
stock trade; and the Commissioner of Agriculture in reply to tbe question whether the fresh meat trade
is likely to increase, very tersely observed that, “It must continue to increase unless there should be a
revolution in trade affairs, and in the desire of the people to obtain the best meat for tbe smallest outlay,”
—a contingency which it would be simply absurd to suppose would ever arise.
During tbe five years, from 18S1 to 1885, the growth of the trade in dressed meat was as follows:—■
Prom 18S.1 to 1882 the increase was 42'5 per cent, over tbe trade of 1880; in 1882 the gain was 52'3 per
cent.; in 1SS3 it was 127'G per cent.; in ISSt it was only.23'(.i per cent. ; and in 1SS5 it was only 25'2
per cent.
fn 1888-9, under the beading of Dead Meat Imports, and Live Stock Imports, a writer in tbe
Atari: lane JUTprerx, of tbe (ith January last, in alluding to the chilled meat trade, says;—u The dressed
beef business has driven the (carcass) butcher out., and is tbe coming method of handling beef in America.”
The chief centres from which dressed beef is distributed there, are—Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City,
and St. Louis; and none of these centres are less than 1,000 miles from Boston and Now York-, while
some of them are as much as 1,500 miles ; yet this writer tolls us that chilled meat kept at an average
temperature of 36° Fab. is regularly sent by train from these places to Boston or New York, and from
there across the Atlantic to London, Liverpool, and Glasgow, where it is sold to the retail butchers, to be
sent out by them tn their customers who eannot tel! it from Scotch or English beef.
On tliis point a writer in the Daily Nnc.s (London), of tiie 21st December last, says :—“ From the
main slaughter-houses iu America the carcases are run off by tramways into the coolers, where the tem
perature stands at 36 degrees, and from these coolers they are rim out to tlie loading platforms, cut into
quarters, and sent off in refrigerating cars and vessels. In about a fortnight's time the meat thus hurried
off from Chicago may rattle into the Sinithfield market looking as fresh and appetizing as the best Scotch
hoof, and all the tenderer and nicer it is said for the keeping.”
'
Further on again this writer says :—“ There are enormous numbers of ns able to regale ourselves
on the roast beef of old England brought straight from Chicago.”

.
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In support o£ the statement that the chilled meat trade is fast driving out the live stock, tho writer
already referred to in the Marh Lane Express, gives the returns of the export of fresh meat from America
for the year 1SS7-8, and for eleven mouths of the year 1888-9 (the December returns not being received),
and they completely confirm this assertion.
They are as follows:—
In the year 1887-8 the export was ...

»

„

1888-9

„

„

lb.
90,816,426
149,793,485

...

bodies.
106,280
187,241

or

In the year 1887-8 the export was
»
„ 1888-9
„1!
or weekly.

In the year 1887-8 the export was ...
:>
jj 1888—9
„
,,
...

2.042
3,677

Showing the American fresh meat trade had in one year increased 65 per cent., and that there were now
an average of 3,677 bodies of chilled meat sent from America to Europe every week, none of which had
been conveyed in refrigerating trucks on its way to the seaboard a less distance than 1,000 miles, and
some of ifc 1,500 miles; and in no ease could the time, counting from the time tho cattle were slaughtered
in America till the meat was offered by the retail butcher 1o his customers be less than ten days, and
more frequently twelve or fourteen.
How utterly ridiculous, therefore, it is to assert, as some of those connected with the live stock
trade here do, that we cannot kill our fat stock at Bourke, or Hay, and send tlie meat down safely for
sale in Sydney, a journey occupying only some twenty-two to twenty-six hours.

2. In Australia, 1889-90.
_
Notwithstanding that the evidence which is here adduced of the success of the fresh meat trade
in America is overwhelming, and ought to convince the most sceptical, it is still asserted by some in the
trade that, although that system has proved to be a success in America, it may not answer in Australia.
Fortunately, we are not dependent on American experience ; for, through tho praiseworthy energy and
enterprise of Mr. Robert Hudson, of the firm of Messrs. Hudson Brothers, of Sydney and Melbourne,
the reports of the success of the fresh meat trade in America have been fully confirmed by the
experimental trips winch he has made with his refrigerating oar from Xarraudera and N’arrabri to Sydney,
both of which were thoroughly successful, not only as regards the condition of the meat on its arrival in
Sydney, but also as regards the expense aud the owner's nett returns. These, however, are not all the
advantages. Through the excellent quality of the moat, with all the flavour and nutriment in it, it
would, when these como to be more generally known, fetch top prices both in the Sydney market as well
as in London, when frozen and exported there.

VI.—Livk

Stock

axd

Eitrsu

Mk.it Tuauk Coxtkabtkd.

1. As regards the Stock,
The lice stock trade.—If tho stock have to be conveyed any distance to market the trade entails
great cruelty aud seven or eight days starvation.
Under the fresh meat trade.—All this cruelty and barbarity is avoided. A great deal of the
stock would have only short distances to travel to tho killing and chilling depots, and where they had to
come from any distance they could be put in some of the paddocks which would be provided in the
neighbourhood of the depots till the fever induced by the journey had left them.
Every feeling of humanity cries aloud for the change from live stock to a fresh meat trade.

2. As regards the Stock-owners.
This is a matter of pounds, shillings, and pence, and as such the contrast will bo best shown in
figures.
_
With that view I have prepared a statement of a suppose case, where two fat bullocks of the same
weight at Bourke ore sent to Hydney; one of them is sent alive and sold at Ilomebush, and the other
killed and chilled at Bourke, and the carcass sent with the profitable offal byrefrigerating car to the Meat
Market Sydney; and it will be seen that the advantages arc very much in favour of the chilled meat
trade,—the statement showing that there is a saving under the system of at least 10s. per bullock to the
owner, while the indirect advantages to tho stock-owner through the superior quality of the meat and the
price it will bring in tlie London Market if frozen and shipped are of great moment to him.

Ajs

regards the Baihcag Qommissioners.

t

The direct advantages which would accrue to tho Railway Department from tho change by the
adoption of a fresh meat trade would be a considerable saving in tbe loss now sustained in having to
haul the sheep and a good many of the entile trucks up country empty. This saving is estimated in the
statement referred to at from 3s. to 4s. per bullock or say 30s. per truck per trip.
. _
Thou the change would be of considerable benefit io ihc Department in getting rid of the respon
sibility and trouble which the live sfo'ck trade entails.
THE
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THE CONTRAST.
Lite Stock Trade.

Cr.
1. Oita bullock at Bom-ke, say 800 lb.> at 2d per Ib.j on foot
..........................
.
Dr.
'
2. Freight per rail to Sydney ...
.,.
...
...
...
......................... .
_
3. Shrinkage in weight through ill-usage and starvation, say sevendaya without food, SOlb.
at 2d. per lb,
...
...
...
...............
... "...
...
...
4. Deaths on train, say 1 per cent................................................
...............
v“
5. Depreciation in quality of meat, say one-eighth of a penny per lb.
...
...
..

£ s. d.

£ e. d.
6 13 4

ISO
0 13 4
0X0
0 7 6
2 6 10

Cr.

Fresh Meat Trade.

6. Body of beef at Bourke, 800 lb., at IJd. per lb. ...
7. Hide, loose fat, tongue, Ac...........................................

4 e c

5 0 0
16 0

Dr.

8. Receiving, paddocking, killing, dulling, loading, Ac.

£ s, a.

...

9. Carriage of body and offal to Sydney
...
...
...
10, Icing at Bourke and Dubbo, at an average cost of 26s, per ton

6 6 0
0 10 0
0 17 G
0 2 0

_

1

D 6

.^WdalsoCr. Balance
...
.
11. Kailway freight for back loading, which cannot be carried in sheep and catttle trucks, say to tho extent of
only one-fourth of tho capacity back—50s., or per bullock, say ...
...
...
...
...
Total Cr. Balance..............

4 16 6
0 10 0
0 3 10
0 13 10

-Stew 1.—] tliiuk tlie price stilted is a fair average one for a bullock in prime condition at Bourke;
but whether it is so or not is a matter of little importance so fur as the contrast is concerned, if, as is the
case (see Mem t>), the relative difference between bullock on foot and tbe body of beef is correctly stated,
i.e., 2d. per lb. alive, and 1-kl, per lb, for the body of beef.
Item 2.—The freight stated is that now paid for a bullock which will go 800 lb. when killed and
dressed. Nine of these would fill a track, and would weigh, sav, 13,140 lb., or .1,493 lb. each, making the
rate of carriage per ton from Bourke to Sydney, say, 37s.
‘
'
Mein 3.—The estimate here made of the shrinkage in weight is in the opinion of practical men in
these colonics a very low one; and that opinion is more than borne out by the actual experience in
bjugland, wdierc prize animals weighed at one show and kept fasting on the train on the way to the next
nave been found to lose as much as 23 lb. in twenty-four hours. That is considerably more than double
the loss in weight here estimated, and that, too, where the sfcarvationlasts seven or eight da vs in the case of
our cattle, and while they are wild and unmanageable, and fret and knock themselves about very much
more in the yards and iu tbe trucks than home cattle.
. Item 4. Deaths on the tram. Tliis estimate is also a very moderate one ; for deaths, or injuries
leading to the cattle being sold at a very low price through being injured, are of not nnfrenuent
occurrence.
,
Item 5.—This also is a very low' estimate ; for through the terrible hard usage to which stock
v'hieh come any distance^ by train are subjected tho juices are almost entirely dispelled, the marbling of
the meat so characteristic of well-bred, weil-fed, and carefully-killed cattle—is in a great measure lost,
the bloom and bright colour of the meat is gone, as the cattle do not bleed properly, and oven tho best of
the meat from cattle subjected to these hardships is wanting in the sweetness and flavour of country,
killed moat.
Item G.—The price per lb. for the body of beef, l.t-d. per lb., is a very moderate one, and con
siderably under the average realized by tbe carcass butcher.
Item 7.—This item is, I believe, also under estimated.
, Mem S.—I think it will be found that this item can be reduced, but at any rate the charge for the
services here mentioned will not amount to more than that stated (lbs.), considering that some of the less
valuable offal will go to the company killing the cattle and chilling and forwarding the meat.
Item 9.—This item is, I think, fixed at a fair and reasonable rate. It is calculated thus:—The
charge for a truck load of nine full sized live fat cattle, weighing G tons, from Bourke to Sydney is (see
Mem 2) £11 Is. 8d, per truck, or something under 37s. per ton, and, as thirteen bodies of beef, averaging
800 lb., can be conveyed in the same sized truck as the nine live cattle, and wuth 140 lb. of profitable
offal per body, weigh oidy 1,222 lb., or 1,214 lb.* less than tbe live cattle, tho proposed rate of 17s. Gd.,
which is calculated at 37s. per ton, is not only a fair and reasonable ouo (the owners of the meat will
take all the responsibility, and the question of the meat being perishable cannot be raised) so far as the
Railway Commissioners are concerned, but such an arrangement would bc very much to their advantage,
in as much as they will ho able to use the meat trucks for any sort of back loading which will not affect
the meat, whereas they can now put nothing, or next to nothing, into sheep trucks, aud comparatively
little in tbe cattle tracks, and they are therefore hauled back empty at a very great loss to the Department.
The loss has been stated to be 25 per cent, of the gross earnings,
If this be tbe ease, and if on trucks hauled back empty to Bourke the Railway Department
gets, as it is hero supposed it would do, tlie whole of the earnings on the extra back loading wdiich will
accrue from the change from a live to a fresh meat trade, together ivith the other advantages which have
been noticed, tbe rate charged for conveying fresh meat should be a very reasonable one.
'
'
Mem

# This difference (patting Hie truck load at 6 tons) Will mofo than ooVer the aditilioaa.l weight caused by thp ica.
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Tlan 10.—The price of ice which depends on the cost of coal is calculated at 20s. a ton, at Dubbo,
and 30s., at Bourke, or at an average of say 2Gs., which would make the cost of keeping each body cool by the
way—something less than 2s. each; and when it is considered that in the "Winter time, and running at
night when little or no ice will be required,—it will be seen that the allowance for the cost of this item
is a very ample if not an excessive one.
Item, Ll/—It may be that the estimates and calculations in the contrast here submitted are in some
respect incorrect, and that the change from a live stock to a chilled meat trade may not ho so advantageous
as I suppose to the Hallway Department; but T would in the interest of stock-owners and of the Colony
at large, urge, for the many potent reasons 1 have advanced, that the Hallway Commissioners should assist
in the establishment of this new trade, and that they should not at first at least, until the trade is on a
firm footing, ask to make it pay better than the live stock trade now docs, seeing that the chilled meat
trade will have many powerful vested interests to contend with, while there is no doubt but when it is
established the export of frozen, tinned, and salted meat from Sydney will far exceed that from any other
Australian port, and it must all be conveyed to Sydney by rail.

VII.—Kti.ltxo aitd Chilling Depots.
1. Who should erect Killing and Chilling Depots.
These depbts will as a rule bc, it is believed, constructed by joint stock companies formed to a
considerable extent by trades people in tbe towns near which the depots are to be established, but
principally, by the stock-owners in tho areas from which the stock' would he brought to the depots for
slaughter and chilling.
These companies again would act as agents for the stock-owners and dealers—would take delivery
of the stock and kill and chill them,—and forward the carcases on owners account to market in the
refrigerating ears, for winch they wrould supply the ice when required, charging a reasonable amount for
their services, wdiich would to some extent at least be paid for in offal.
2. Cost of Killing and Chilling Depot and Plant.
.L\ ftcr consulting one of the leading mechanical engineers in Sydney, who has given this matter
special study both here and in America, I understand that the cost of the necessary buildings aud of a
complete chilling and ice making plant, together with yards, slaughter-houses, appurtenances, land, <£x.,
for an establishment capable of dealing with, say, 120 cattle, or 1,200 sheep a day, aud supply tlie
necessary ice for transit, would be from 1111,000 to £12,000.
3. Working Expenses of Depot.
The working expenses again of such a depot, including interest on cost of plant, rvages, coal (at
■from 30s. to 40s. per ton), water, ammonia, sundries, &c., would, 1 understand, bring the cost of chilling a
body of beef, weighing, say, 800 lb., to 2s., or about i of a farthing per lb.
Till.—"Who should motile the Hemicehatino Caub.
While, again, it is taken for granted that the tradespeople in tho more important towns will
co-operate with stock-owners in tho surrounding country in the formation of companies for the erection
of killing and chilling depots—it is here supposed that the Ilailway Commissioners will find tho neces
sary refrigerating cars aud carry the meat at a reasonable rate—the killiug and chilling companies not
only providing the cold for chilling the meat as slaughtered, but also the ice for keeping the cars cool by
the way.
An endeavour was made to form a Metropolitan Company for the purpose of renting the meat
market and chill-room at Darling Harbour from tbe Bailway Commissioners, and, where necessary,
assisting the up-country killing and chilling companies in the construction and working of their depots ;
and the promoters of the Metropolitan Company proposed that thei" should find tho refrigerating cars,
that the cars should be hauled by the railway at a slated rate per ton, and that the Commissioners
should have the use of the cars for hack loading.
It will, I think, however, be seen that there are several serious objections to this arrangement, and
among others the following may he mentioned :—
(1.) It would take a great deal of capital to provide the necessary ears ; and shortness of funds is
one of the principal drawbacks to the formation of the proposed Metropolitan Company.
(2.) The question of who should make the repairs to the ears would be a difficult one to settle, and
it would, I am afraid, be at times impossible 1o say who should do so.
(3.) Tho Commissioners would he able, besides conveying the fresh meat, to make much more use of
the refrigerating cars than tho company iu carrying milk, dairy produce, fruit, and game to
Sydney, and fish and otlier perishable articles up country.
It would seem, therefore, that the best arrangement would be for the Commissioners to find the
refrigerating cars ; and if a killing and chilling depot were erected, say, at Narni i id era, by a company, there
would be little or no risk in the Commissioners providing the necessary cars for the traffic; for, in the
first place, the experience of America and other parts of the world all goes to show that the fresh meat
trade, if carried out with ordinary care and energy, must be a success; and in (he second place, supposing
the fresh meat trade proved a failure, all the cars which would bo required for tlie traffic from this centre,
and even from a good many other centres, could be utilized by the Department, without ice, iu carrying
meat, milk, game, fish, and other perishable articles, to and from such railway stations as Orange,
Bathurst, Cooma, and Goulburn. Or even if that course were necessary (which it is not reasonable to
suppose it eier could be), it would not cost llio Department very much to alter the refrigerating into
ordinary ears.
At any rate, the risk to the "Railway Department (supposing the Commissioners provide the ears)
in changing from a live stock to a fresh meat trade, would be infinitely less than that of the companies
which erected killing and chilling depots ; while it is plain that, until this trade is established, the meat
market at Darling Harbour, which is said to have cost the Department some £80,000, cannot he utilized,
and the Commissioners will have to submit to the incouvenienco and scanty net returns which they
complain the existing live stock traffic entails on the Department.
_
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APPENDIX H.
AUSTRALIAN STOCK CONFERENCE,
Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock, Veterinary Surgeons, and Stock Breeders of the Australasian
Colonies, held in Melbourne in November, 1889,

Report,

The Conference commenced its sittings on the 1st November, and concluded its labours on, the
14th November,
It was called together at Melbourne by the Hon, the Premiex- of Tasmania, with the concurrence of
the Victorian Government, with the view of assimilating the regulations in force in the colonies for tbe
prevention of diseases in stock.
The following were the representatives of the several colonies :—
J. De V. Lamb, Stock Breeder,
)Mr.
Mr. A. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock.
Mr. E. Stanley, F.RC.V.S., Government Veterinarian.
{ Mr. C. M. Officer, M.L.A., Stock Breeder.
Victoria
...
.Hon. I. Buchanan, M.L.C., Stock Breeder.

[ Mr. R, Stirling, Chief Inspector of Stock.
Mi\
Mr. W.
3. Tolson,
H. Bennett,
Stock M.H.A,
Breeder. Stock Breeder.
Tasmania
... Mr. T. A. Tabart, Chief Inspector of Stock.
( Mr. A. Park, M.R.C.V.S., Government Veterinarian,
f Mr. C. Cowan, M,H.R,, Stock Breeder,
Nevo Zealand ...
■"l Mr. R. C. Pasley, Inspector of Sheep.
J Mr. A. D. Handyside, M.P., Stock Breeder.
Sovih Australia
-■ \ Mr. 0.
~ 3. Valentine, Chief Inspector of' Sheep.
Western Australia was unrepresented, but a letter was handed in by Mr. Valentine, which had
been received by the Government of South Australia from the Government of Western Australia, saying
that they would adopt any additional regulations suggested by the Conference.
Queensland

i

The following is a copy of tlie circular letter, dated 3rd August, 1889, by which the Conference was
called together:—
“Sir,
Premier’s Office, Hobart, 3rd August, 1889.
I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the consideration of your Government, copy of a
letter addressed to me by the Chief Inspector of Stock in this Colony, suggesting that, in accordance with
the terms of a resolution passed at tlie Australasian Stock Conference, held at Sydney in September and
October, 1880, recommending triennial conferences, steps be now taken to arrange a meeting of delegates,
to comprise Chief Inspectors of Stock, Government Veterinary Surgeons, and representatives of Dockowners, in Melbourne, at an early date.
J shall be glad to learn that your Government acquiesce in the proposed arrangemeut.
I have, Am.,
P. 0. EYSH.”
All the delegates were present, with the exception of Mr. Tolson (Queensland), who, it was
announced, would arrive in time for the next meeting.
Tlie delegates were introduced to the Honorable J. L, Dow, Minister for Agriculture, by Mr, David
Martin, Secretary for Agriculture.
Mr. Dow, in opening tho Conference, welcomed the delegates, and expressed his conviction that the
result of their deliberations would be of great importance and benefit to all tlie colonies.
Tlie Minister having declared the Conference opened, both ho and Mr. Martin withdrew, and Mr.
C. M. Officer, M.L.A., was unanimously elected Chairman.
.
Resolutions Passed by the Conference.
Preliminary.

1. That each Colony represented have three votes.
2. That where a Colony is represented by tbe Chief Inspector of Stock and another delegate, the
former shall have two votes.
3. That a notice of motion must be in the hands of the Chairman not later than the day preceding
the proposed discussion thereof, unless the matter is considered urgent by tbe Conference.
4. That no member of the Conference be allowed to speak on any subject under discussion for more
than 10 minutes, but that such time may be extended 5 minutes or a still further period by the indulgence
of the Conference ; but the mover of any motion shall have the right to reply.
5. That the Conference meet each day (Saturdays aud holidays excepted) at 10 a.ra., and sit until
12‘30 p.m. •, rc-asscmblo at 2-30 p.m. and sit until 4-30 p.m.
■
C. That eight members shall constitute a quorum.
7. That the following be the subjects for discussion :—■
1. Regulations regarding the introduction of foreign animals. Foreign diseases, i.e, diseases
not known in Australia.
2. Regulations regarding the introduction of Australian animals—
(a) By sea.
(b) By land.
3.
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3. Hegulations regarding disease(a) Scab,
(ff) Pleuro-pncumonia,
(i) Catarrh,
(h) .Tuberculosis,
(c) Fluke,
(*) Stringhalt,
(d) "Worms,
(k) Coccidium and Actinomycosis,
(e) Foot-rot,
(0 Horse-mange (Queensland),
ff) Anthrax,
ax,
4. The rabbit pest.
5. Chilled-meat trade.
6. Stud-sheep book for Australasia.
7. And any other subject which may be suggested and agreed to by members of the Conference.
8. That tlie term Australasian Colonies comprises the Colonies on the continent of Australia; also
Tasmania and Hew Zealand : and that the term Foreign includes all other parts of the world.
A nimals and things prohibited.

9. That the following foreign animals and things be prohibited :—
(i.) Cattle and sheep from all foreign countries and colonies other than Great Britain and
Ireland, unless they have been fourteen days in Great Britain or Ireland.
(n.) Swine from all foreign colonies and countries.
(m.) Goats, deer, antelopes, llamas, buffalo, and any other raminants from all foreign colonies and
countries, unless for a zoological society.
(iv.) All fodder and litter with which foreign animals have been in contact from any foreign
colony or country, or from any foreign vessel.
Introduction of foreign animah.

10. That the following foreign animals be admitted subject to regulations framed on the resolutions
of the Conference.
(i.) Horses from any colony or country.
(n.) Camels from any colony or country.
(in.) Cattle and sheep from Great Britain or Ireland.
(iv.) Coats, deer, llamas, antelopes, buffalo, and any otlier ruminants from any colony or country,
if intended for a zoological society.
(v.) Dogs from any colony or country.
11. That tbe following be included among the regulations under which foreign animals and things
not prohibited may be admitted into any Australasian Colony :—
(i.) That twenty-four hours’ notice be given by tbe owner of tlie animals of his intention to
land them.
(ii.) That the animals be accompanied by a declaration by the owner and certificate by the
inspector or by a qualified veterinary surgeon in the district from which they start.
(in.) That no animals, nor any fodder, fittings, or effects with which foreign stock have been in
contact, be landed without the written permission of the inspector.
(iv.) That notice be given to the owner when any stock are ailing or about to be destroyed.
(v.) That notices be given personally, or left at the person’s residence or place of business, or
sent by registered letter.
(vi.) That four weeks’ notice be given to the Chief Inspector of Stock of an owner’s intention to
introduce foreign stock.
(vn.) That all cattle and sheep exported to Australasia bc shinned from the ports of London or
Glasgow.
(vni.) That the Agents-Geueral for the several colonies be asked to appoint one (ie., the same)
registered veterinary surgeon at each port of shipment, to examine all stock intended to
,
be exported to any of the colonies; such veterinary surgeon to give a certificate of
health to accompany the animals.
(ix.) That animals intended to he introduced into any of the colonies, and all other animals on
board the same vessel, be examined by the veterinary surgeon appointed by the colonies,
and with respect to which ho shall certify that they are all free from infection, and that
in their case these regulations have been complied with.
(x.) That the skins of all animals which may have died or been slaughtered on board any foreign
vessel during tbe voyage, and not destroyed or thrown overboard, be salted and securely
packed in cases or casks, and not landed.
(xi.) That a declaration be obtained from the captain of tlie vessel as to tbe health of foreign
stock on board on arrival in port
(xn.) That all foreign animals while in any port in the colonies be securely confined and
fastened up to the satisfaction of tlie inspector, and shall not without his sanction he
touched or handled except by their attendants.
(xm.) That foreign animals intended to be landed in the colonies be examined by a veterinary
surgeon and an inspector of stock, who shall report to the Chief Inspector of
Stock whether or not such or any other animals on board such vessels are infected.
(xiv.) That if foreign animals (except camels) are infected they be destroyed or disposed of, as tlie
Minister directs.
(xv.) That camels found on arrival to be infected with scab shall be dressed as the Chief
Inspector directs.
(xvi.) That if foreign animals are not prohibited, and are reported free from infection, and if tbe
Chief Inspector be satisfied that they are not infected, they may, after being washed and
disinfected when necessary, as he shall direct, be landed for quarantine on sufficient bond
and guarantee.

(xvn.)
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(xvn.) That all foreign animals be'convoyed by water, at the owner’s risk and expense, to quaran
tine, and remain for the terms respectively prescribed for the different kinds of animals,
at their owners’ risk and expense, and that they be washed, dipped, or disinfected, as the.
Chief Inspector of Stock shall direct.
(xyhi.) That the quarantine for the several animals shall date from day of landing, and shall be as
follows:—
(a) For horses, 14- days.
{&) For cattle (including buffalo), CO days.
(c) For sheep, 90 days.
(d) For camels, 90 days.
(e) For goats, deer, antelopes, llamas, and any other ruminants, 60 days.
(/) For dogs, 6 months.
'
(xix.) That all foreign sheep landed in the colonies forthwith receive two or more dressings with
tobacco and sulphur, or with lime and sulphur.
(xx.) That on the expiry of the term of quarantine prescribed for foreign animals, they be
examined by a duly qualified veterinary surgeon and an inspector of stock, and released
on the order of the Chief Inspector.
12. That dogs on board a vessel in any Australasian port not intended to be placed in quarantine be
kept securely confined and fastened to the satisfaction of the inspector, and the owner shall give a bond that
the dogs shall be so kept; but the inspector, if he deem it necessary, may place them in quarantine.
13. That dogs be quarantined iu the Goveniment quarantine grounds only.
14. That foreign stock be not transhipped without the permission in writing of an inspector, and
that no foreign stock be put on board any Australasian vessel unless they have undergone quarantine and
otherwise complied with the regulations referring to foreign stock.
15. That foreign stock, and the stalls and pens used by them, and the attendants’ clothes and effects
on board a foreign vessel in any Australasian port be disinfected as the Chief Inspector may direct.
.
16. That Australasian stock coming into direct or indirect contact with foreign stock, or witli
infected stock, be deemed infected stock.
’
,
17. _ That if the inspector is doubtful as to the freedom of any stock from infection, lie may tempo
rarily detain them on board ship, or in some convenient place, at the owner’s expense, where they may be
dressed or disinfected as the inspector directs.
Irderchantje of Audraliait Animals.

18. That no colony be deemed to be a clean colony in which scab exists or has existed within the
next preceding two years, and no sheep nor sheep-skins shall be introduced except from a clean colony.
19. That no sheep shall be imported except by vessels that have not traded to any but a clean
Australasian colony within the next preceding six month's, nor by any vessel which shall within that period
have had any sheep on board from any colony or country other than a clean Australasian colony, and the
captain of the vessel shall when required make a declaration to that effect.
’
, 20. That all stock intended to be landed shall be accompanied by a declaration from tlie owner and
a certificate hy the inspector or a qualified veterinary surgeon at the' port from winch sucli stock were
shipped that they are not infected, and had not during the next preceding twelve months been infected, and
that they are from a clean colony,
_ 21. That if the inspector be doubtful as to tho freedom of any stock from infection, he may tem
porarily detain them on board ship or in some convenient place at tho owners’ expense, and they may be
dressed or disinfected as the inspector may direct.
22. That if on examination by the inspector or a qualified veterinary surgeon and the production of
the necessary declaration and certificate, the inspector considers tho stock free from infection, he may allow
them to land.
_ 23. That if tlie stock be found to be infected they may be destroyed or otherwise disposed of, as the
Minister directs, without compensation.
"
24. That where an outbreak of disease occurs in any colony tbe neighbouring colonies may, pendiim
the expense and risk of the outbreak being definitely ascertained, at once issue a prohibition against the
introduction of stock from such colony; and that tho duration of the prohibition depend upon the amount
of risk arising from such outbreak.
_
_ 25. That sheep imported into any colony, and certified by an inspector of that colony as free from
infection, may be introduced into any other colony if found to be so by the inspector of the colony into
which the sheep are being imported.
’
.
26. That Australasian dogs, accompanied by a declaration by tlie owner and a certificate from the
inspector or veterinary surgeon, be allowed to land on the permit of a Customs officer.
_ 27. That no Australasian stock bo transhipped in any Australasian port without the permission of
the inspector.
Diseases in Animals.

28. That this Conference considers that M, Pasteur’s vaccine of anthrax is effective, and recommends
that assistance be given him in establishing agencies in all the colonies, with a view to those owners who
require the vaccine obtaining and using it.
29. That the travelling, selling, or offering for sale, or slaughtering for food, of any animals affected
by the diseases known as tuberculosis and actinomycosis, or the using of cows affected by tuberculosis and
actinomycosis for dairy purposes, be punishable by law ; and that there be a more thorough inspection of
daily cattle in use in populous districts.
30. That the Conference expresses its belief in tho efficacy of inoculation as preventive of pleuro
pneumonia.
‘
1
,21. That the Conference affirms the principle of compulsory inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia where
the disease appears.
.
“
■
,
22. That there lie no restrictions against tho free interchange of inoculated cattle, bearing the
inoculation fear-mark, but that a declaration by the owner that the cattle have been duly inoculated
aectfmpany them.

ids—D

33.
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33. That all sheep infected with catarrh be destroyed; that the owners be recompehstsd td the extent
of two-thirds the value of sound sheep at the date of destruction; and that the run or place on which the
sheep were pasturing be strictly quarantined for six months.
_
34-. That, as the conditions are so various in the different colonies, each colony should legislate for
itself, where practicable, on the subjects of fluke, worms, and foot-rot in sheep.
35. That the Governments of Western. Australia and New Zealand be urged by the Government* of
the colonies represented at the Conference to take more energetic steps than those at present adopted for
the speedy eradication of scab.
36. That steps be taken by the several Australasian colonies to thoroughly eradicate ticks and lice
in sheep.
,
.
37. That any animals found to be infected with glanders, farcy, foot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest,
sheep-pox, swine fever, rabies, trichinosis, or any other infectious or contagious disease not existing within
the colonies be at once destroyed.
33., That it is desirable that an efficient and competent staff of inspectors of stock bo maintained in
each colonv, to prevent the introduction and to arrest the spread of scab or any other coiitagious or infec
tious disease j and that the Governments of Queensland, South Australia, and Western Australia exercise
the greatest possible vigilance with respect to their northern ports to prevent the introduction of diseases
from Eastern, Indian, or Chinese ports.
_
_
The symptoms, nature, and cause of the diseases, Stringhalt in horses and Horse-mange, were
discussed by tbe Conference, but no decision was arrived at with respect to their proper treatment.
It was decided not to recommend legislation for Horse-mange.
Additional.

39. That regulations in regard to the travelling, movements, or conveyance of animals be left to bo
dealt noth by each colony within its own boundaries.
^
40. That all drafts of laws or regulations dealing with the diseases of animals be, as far as practicable,
submitted by the Government framing them to the Governments of the other colonies for remark before
they become law ; and that proofs of any papers or reports relating to pastoral matters, which would bo
likely to be of benefit or interest to stock-owners generally, be also forwarded, in order that the other
Governments may, should they see fit, order a supply of copies for distribution.
41. That this Conference affirms—(a) The desirability of establishing a laboratory or institution for
the purpose of investigating and experimenting upon any diseases to which stock are or may become liable,
particularly, in the first instances, pleuro-pneumonia, anthrax, and tuberculosis, (&) That the institution be
a permanent one, and to be supported by the respective colonies becoming parties to the arrangement pro
rata, according to the number of stock, sheep, cattle, and horses returned for the year preceding the
assessment, (c) That a permanent board of direction be formed, to be composed of members to be
appointed by the Government of each contributing colony, id) That a competent European scientist be
engaged as director, who shall deliver an annual course of lectures to students, and who shall be allowed to
charge fees for so doing, (c) That the laboratory or institution shall be called the Australasian Stock
Institute, and that it be located in the Colony of New South Wales.
_
42. That the inspectors of the various slaughter-houses and dairies shall, as far as possible, be
qualified veterinary surgeons.
_
_
_
43. That in the opinion of this Conference a commission of experts should be appointed to investi
gate and report on all specific diseases known to exist throughout the Continent of Australia, New Zealand,
and Tasmania, viz.:—Tuberculosis, actinomycosis, coccidium, Australian stringhalt, ophthalmia, pleuro
pneumonia, anthrax, and coast disease.
_
44. That the Conference recommends that the several Australasian (Governments be asked to assist
in giving encouragement to the fresh-meat trade by erecting suitable market buildings and dulled chambers,
establishing killing and chilling depots at the principal centres of stock traffic, putting on the necessary
refrigerating cars, carrying the meat at a reasonable rate, and adopting a uniform railway gauge.
45. That it is most desirable that a stud-book for horses, cattle, and .'sheep bo kept in each colony
as a register; and as the best means to accomplish this end the different representatives present be
requested to communicate with their principal agricultural societies, and endeavour to prevail upon them to
keep such register.
.
.
■
.
46. That the means hitherto in use in the different colonies that are infested with rabbits have not
had the effect of materially reducing the number of those animals, and that, in consequence, the period of
being relieved from the pest is still uncertain, thereby entailing continued loss to the pastoral and
agricultural industries of the Australasian colonies; and that joint action should be taken by the Govern
ments of the different colonies to offer a bonus for a scheme that Will lead to the more rapid extermination
of the pest than at present in use holds out the prospect of.
47. That the resolutions, 1 to 8, hereunder, passed by the Royal Commission and reported to the
Government of New South Wales, be the measures recommended as altered for adoption by this Conference
for dealing with the rabbit pest.
(1) That the responsibility for the destruction of rabbits, whether on freehold or on leasehold
land, must rest on the landholder. That with respect to unoccupied Crown lands, the
State must accept similar responsibility.
(2) That the rabbit pest has made the continuance of the system of annual leases of Crown
lands impossible.
_
(3) That no finality in rabbit destruction will be obtained without making the erection of
rabbit-proof fences compulsory.
(4) That there are very large areas of land so poor that the erection of rabbit-proof fences around
individual holdings might cause financial failure. That the department administering the
Rabbit Destruction Acts should be empowered to permit the fencing of such poor holdings
in groups. That in dealing with land of very poor carrying capacity, the Slate should
show special consideration to the lessees in respect of tenure.
(5) That in all infested country, but especially in such poor districts, simultaneous operations for
the destruction of rabbits should be made compulsory.
.
.

6
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(6) That netting 42 inches wide (3 feet above and 6 inches in the ground), with a mesh of li
inch, forms a practically efficient barrier against the incursions of rabbits.
(7) That the system of compulsory trapping, with professional trappers and State bonuses, is
radically bad.
(8) That legislative measures should be taken compelling landowners or lessees in districts infested
by rabbits to join, subject to the above provisions, in payment of the cost of rabbit-proof
netting fences or in tbe addition of such netting to existing fences.
48. That the Conference, taking into consideration the importance of the subjects that have come
before them for discussion and decision, are of opinion that an Australasian Stock Conference should be
held triennially at the chief city of one of the colonies, and they respectfully offer this recommendation
to the several Governments.
■
49. That the Conference desire to call the attention of stock-owners to the fact that the cattleowners in the United States of America hold an Annual Convention of Delegates from all the States in
the Union, to discuss matters of general interest to them as a class, with very great benefit; and would
suggest that a similar convention of delegates, chosen by the stock-owners in the several colonies, be hold
annually in one of our chief cities, each colony to send, say, three delegates, as may be agreed upon.
50. That a uniform code of regulations, embodying the resolutions passed by this Conference, be
adopted by all the colonies, and that the framing of such regulations be placed in the hands of the
Victorian Government.
51. That a copy of the proceedings of this Conference be forwarded to the Government of Western
Australia, and that they be asked to adopt and act upon the resolutions agreed to.
C. M. OFFICER,
Chairman of the Conference.
14th November, 1889.

[li. 3rf.J

Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Printer, - 1850.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

STOCK BOARD.
(RETURN OF EXAMINERS OF, AND STOCK INSPECTORS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 July, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table in reply to Question No. 12, on 17 July, 1S90.]

Questions.
Db. Ross aslced Thi: Secbetabt

fob

Hines

and

Agricultube,_

(1.) Will lie give the names of the members composing the Stock Board of Examiners P
(2.) Have any of the members composing the Stock Board of Examiners at anv time undergone the
necessary examination to qualify them for such a position; if so, will he state when and where they
passed such examination, or if any of them possess credentials from anv Examining Board, showing
that they are competent to hold such a position ?
.
'
b
fa
(3.) What are the subjects intending applicants for the appointment of Inspectors of Stock are
supposed to possess before submitting themselves for examination before this Board; and where and
how do such applicants obtain the necessary information to enable them to go up for examination ?
(4.) Jhe names and number of Inspectors of Stock now employed in the Government service who
have passed this alleged necessary examination; also, the names and number of those who have
passed but are not employed; also, the salary each receives respectively ?
(5.) Have the respective candidates to pay any fee for such examination; and will he state the
nature ot such examination, and what it consists of ?
hr glVe a hst.°! theT.am®a °£thos0 who haTe PaRsed this necessary examination, and who
nre waiting ior an appointment m tlie Government service ?
*
(7.) Does the passing of such examinations by candidates and Inspectors of Stock entitle them to
rank as veterinary surgeons, or to give advice on diseases and distempers belonging to stock?

Answers.
(1.) John de V. Lamb, Esq., Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors, Sydney.
AJexander Bruco> Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock,
*
Edward Stanley, Esq., Government Veterinarian, F.E.C.V.S., London.
of VPtSo™ I Gove™nt Veterinarian, Mr. Stanley, holds the Diploma as a Fellow of the Royal College
very large*3expwience^ LoudoTU T l° other meml;iors of *he Board have been selected because of their
(3.) The subjects are:—
1. A practical knowledge of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs, and their care and management,
2. A thorough knowledge of the Acts and Regulations which an Inspector of Stock is appointed
to see carried out.
.
ir
3. A thorough theoretical and practical knowledge of the diseases in stock known to exist in
any or the Australian Colonies or New Zealand.
4. A general knowledge of the principal infectious and contagious diseases in stock existing in
other colonies or countries not known in these colonies.
6
Besides this, testimonials are required from applicants as to character.
It is not considered a matter for the Board to inquire as to where or how applicants are to obtain
the necessary information.
437—

(4.)
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(+,) There arc twenty-one Inspectors now employed, who hove passed the required examination,
and their names and salaries are as follows:—
Salary.
Salary.
Salary.
Name.
Ktime.
B.
Stanley
...
...
£335
£285
W.
G.
Dowling
...
...
£285
James
...
A.
J. L. Henderson ... 285 (Also £270 as Government Yeterinarian.)
... 285
Gr. 8. Smith
&. Day ...............15s. per day
T. Cadell ...
... 275
...
285
V.
Dawson
it.
C. Lyne ...
...
...£285
E. W. Procter ... 275
... 2S5
p. L. Smith
E.
Mav-Steers
...............
275
285
H.
J.
Sealy
..
W.
Chanter'
j.
... 300
M. .7. C. Tally ............... 385
J. Wilks.............. 385
(Acting)
C. \V. Dargin ............... 285
E. G. Einch
.. 285
T. W. Medley ... 285
J. Xeo
.............. 275
... 385
T. Watson...
There arc fifteen gentlemen who have passed, but are not empdoyed as Inspectors, viz.:—
D. C. Gordon,
B. 0. Meek, Y.S.,
J. 'W. Boultbee,
Alfred Velman,
C. J. Yyner,
John Eraser,
J. W. McKellar,
H. A. Gethings,
G. W. Lee,
N. Silverthorne, Y.S.,
H. E. Palmer,
Sydney T. Cox,
J. A. T. Eoehfort.
A. H. Earrand,
A. A. Devlin,
(5.) There is no fee. The latter part of this question is answered by the reply to Number 3.
(6.) The names are given in the reply to Number 4.
(7.) Certainly not. The passing of the examination merely renders_ them eligible to apply for the
office of Inspector of Stock in terms of the [Regulations issued under the Diseases m Sheep Acts,

Sydney Charles Potter, Ooternment Printer.—1890.

[Sd.l
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

SHEEP TRUST EUND.
(It El URN OF MONEYS RECEIVED AND DISBURSED SINCE INCEPTION.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 October, 1890.

E.ETU11N to an Order of the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 17th September, 1890, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ A Return of all moneys received and disbursed in connection with the
f< Sheep Trust Eund since its ineeption.”
{'Mr, Lyne.)

RETURN of all moneys received and disbursed in connection with the Sheep Trust Eund ainee its
inception, under Act 30 Victoria No. 1G.
Year,

Balance from Acts
27 Vic. No. G amt
29 Vic. No. 3
1RG7...............................
1SGS.................................
1SG9.................................
1870
1R71
.. ..
1S72.................................
1873.............................
1874.................................
1875.................................
1870................................
1377 ............................
7,RTS

7 $66 1$ 7
12,761 J 10
8,324 2 0
5^39 9 0
9 34S18 5
9 32S 11 2
9.011 13 6
lo;GSG 15 G
11,303 14 9
12,54!) 1!) 10
11,023 14 10
10,233 2 ti
laaifi o n

1880...............................

13,379

£

Year.

KYpciullturo.

Receipts.

s.

4

A.

5

£

s,

10,724 0 0
10,895 13 0
9,553 9 2
10,019 11 It)
9'207 0 10
9,637
] 0,891
10,476
10,556
11,057
12,096
9 376

15 0
8 6
5 9
10 10
12 2
0 (i
14 n

11,470 15

£

d.

i

1881..........................
1882............................
1SS3..........................
1884 ..........................
1885 ..........................
1886............................
1887 ..........................
1888..........................
1SS9............................
1890, to 17th Sept.

704—

14,157
IbOtlT
11,303
11,925
19,891
23,022
10,514
19,308
19,909
20,089

s,

d.

10 2
7 3
3 5
11 10
5 3
15 2
9 2
19 4
18 3
18 0

£

s.

d.

12,571 16 10
13,464 14 8
14,698 2 11
18,785 7 8
19,226 5 6
20,161 9 2
19,002 1 10
18,937 2 10
19.553 5 4
15,836 2 5
319,510 0 I
6,403 15 11

325,974

7

The Treasury,
24th September, 1890.

[3c/.]

Expenditure.

Receipts.

2

0

325,974

2

0

J- PEARSON,
Accountant.

■

[S70 collies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), f 1 7s. 7d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

STOCK.
(RETURN SHOWING NUMBER, OF, IN EASTERN, CENTRAL, ANL WESTERN DIVISIONS.)

Ordered by llte Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 August, 1890.

RETURN showing Number of Stock in the Eastern, Central, and Western Divisions, at 31st December,
'
1889.
Divijions.

Eastern .......................

Horses.

Cnitlc.

Sheep.

295,839

1,322,138

14,683,285

Central ................

95,465

329,339

22,086,529

"Western..............................

39,473

00, U5

12,734,954

430,777

1,741,592

50,106,708

Total..........................................

Department of Mines, Stock Branch,
Sydney, 30th May, 1890.

W-l

516—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LOSS OF STOCK

BY

FLOODS.

{BEIUEIT OF, IN BOURKE, WALGETT, AND EREWARRINA DISTRICTS)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 August, 1890.

KEPUJIN showing the Approximate Loss of Stock through Floods in the Bourke, Walgott, and
Brcwarvina Districts.
District.

Bourke

...

Walgett

...............................................................

Brcwarrina

...

...

...

..

..................................................

Total

[3d]

...

] Lorscs,

545—

...

...

...

...

Cattle.

Sheep.

17,500

17
•

350,000

250

500

25

50

100,000

275

567

467,500

I
I

36
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS OP 13'71 AND 1884
(REGULATIONS UNDER.)

fjtxsetttei icr -parliament, pursuant if JUt 35 'Pic, $o. 6.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871 AND THE IMPORTED STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT
Quabab’tis’e and

OP 1884
Deessiko or At; sib alias Imported Sheep,

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 18 February, 1890.
His Excellency the Q-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to cancel
so much of the Regulations of 22nd May, 1888, issued under the abovenamed Acts, relating to the
Quarantine and Dressing of Australian Sheep imported from a clean Colony, as will admit of sheep from
Tasmania, and intended to be offered at the sales of Stud Sheep in Sydney, arriving by special steamer in
the charge of their owners or their servants, being introduced into this Colony, if found on inspection to
he free from disease, without being subject to quarantine or dressing.

SYDNEY SMITH

i

[3rf.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS.
(REGULATIONS UNDER THE.)

prrsfnttl) to ftitrliftment, pHranntt to JUt 48 ‘tSic. £Lo, V2, Mr. 4.

Proclamation by His Excellency Tbe
j Right Honourable Ciiakles RonERr,

New South Wales, "I

to wit.

a Member of Her
Majesty’s Moat Honourable Privy
(l.s. )
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Michael and SaintGeorge, Governor and
Connnauder-in-Chief of the Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies.
WjiuiiEis by section 10 of the ‘‘Imported Stock Act of
1871,’1 the Governor is empowered, by Proclamation in
(ho Government Gazette, to restrict or absolutely prohibit for
any specified lime the importation or introduclion of any
stock, fodder, or fittings from any other colony or country in
which there is reason to believe any infections or contagious
disease in stock exists; and whereas there is reason to believe
that certain infectious and contagious diseases exist in some of
the countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and in
coloniis other than the Australian Colonies: Now, therefore,
I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the Governor afore
said, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby absolutely prohibit
for a period of two years from tho date hereof the importation
or introduction into this Colony of the stock, articles, or things
mentioned in Schedule A hereto, except from tho countries
and colonies therein named, and under tho conditions therein
specified, and subject to tho Regulations issued under the
abovenamed Act, and the “Imported Stock Act Amendment
Act of 188i.”
ScnfiDCLE A.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871 AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1S81.
Fomyn Slock and Things Prohibited from being Imported or
Introduced.
•

SCHELULE

Prom ■what colony or country.

Stock.

Baron Carrington,

Stock.

Cattle and Sheep

539—A

!

Swine ........................... From all foreign colonics and countries.
Goats and Deer, Ante From all foreign colonies and countries,
lopes, Llamas, Buffa unless they are imported for a Zoo
loes,
and
other logical Society, when they may be
Ruminants.
landed and quarantined as provided
by regulation.
Fodder and Litter....... From any foreign colony or country,
or from any foreign vessel, with
which foreign animals have been in
contact.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Sydney, this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and
in the fifty-fourth year of Her Majesty's Reign,
By His Excellency's Command,
SYDNEY SMITH.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!

Note.—The forelffn stock undermentioned are not within tho terms ot
the above prohibition.

Foreign Stock not Prohibited.
Stock.

From what colony or country*
Any colony or country,

Camels........................

Anv colonv or country.

Cattle........................... From Great Britan and Ireland.

From what colony or country.

Prom all foreign countries and colonies,
ex eeptfrom Great. Britain and Irelan d,
unless such cattle or sheep shall
have been 14 day s in Great Britain
or Ireland.

A—continued.

From Great Britan and Ireland.
Goals and Deer, Ante From any colony or country, if they
lopes, Llamas, Buffa are intended for a Zoological Society j
loes,
and
other otherwise they are inadmissible.
Ruminant?,
Hogs ........................

From any colony or country.

t
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Department of Mince,
Stock Branch,
Sjdney, 31st July, 1890,
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IM
PORTED STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
It is hereby notified for general information that Nos. 3, 4,
9, 12, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 30, 31, 35, 39^ 40,
43, 48, 51, and 62, and also eub-eections (1), (6), and (7), of
Regulation 59, and tub-sections (2) and (3) of 61 of the
Regulations of 22nd May, 1888, issued under tbe abovenamed Acte are hereby cancelled, together with the Regu
lation of 18th February last, issued under the said Acts; and
that tho following Regulations under the abovenamed Acts
have been made by His Excellency the Governor, with Hie
advice of the Executive Council, and are now published, for
general information, in lieu of the Regulations hereby can
celled, and shall be read and construed with the unrescinded
Regulations of 22nd May, 1838.
SYDNEY SMITH.
Part A.—Geseeal.
Owners to pvc notice of arrival of stock.

1. If any stock are brought by sea to a port or place in this
Colony, the owner thereof shall, within twenty-four hours of
their arrival, give the inspector at or near such port or place
notice to the effect of Form 1 hereto: Provided that the
notice hereby required may be dispensed with, if the Master of
the vessel by which such stock are brought make and deliver to
the Customs Officer first hoarding his vessel a declaration to tho
effect of Form 4 or 9 hereto, according as such stock are either
Foreign or Australian stock.
'
Paet B.—Foeeioj? Stock.
2. If an owner intend to introduce any foreign stock into
this Colony other than doge, he shall give the Chief Inspector of
Stock at feast four weeks’ notice of his intention, to tho effect
of Form 2 hereto.
/.—Foreign stock prior to leaving port of shipment.

Foreign horses, camels, cattle, sheep, swine, and goats to be accompanied
hy certificate from Inspector for District from winch they come.

3. All foreign horses, camels, cattle, sheep, swine, and goals
intended and permitted to be introduced into this Colony, shall
be accompanied by a declaration from tho breeder or owner,
and by a certificate to the effect of Form 3 hereto, from the
Inspector or Veterinary Surgeon for tbe District from which
they start for the port of shipment, that they arc not, nor have
within tho neit preceding six mouths been, infected with any
infectious or contagious disease.
II.—Foreign slock on arrival, and while in the waters of
this Colony.

Stock while in New South Wales waters to be properly confined,

4. It shall be the duty of tho Master of the vessel, on board
of which there are aoy foreign stock, as well as of tho actual
owner thereof, to cause all such stock to be kept securely con
fined, penned, chained, or fastened up, os soon as such vessel is in
the waters of this Colony ; and no person except tbe attendant
on such stock shall touch or approach or handle the same without
the permission of tho Inspector; and while the vessel remains
therein all such stock shall be kept and treated, to tho satis
faction of tho Inspector, so as that they shall not be able to
stray from such vessel nor to come in contact with nny person
other than their attendant, nor if the stools be dogs to come in
contact with other dogs which msy come on board such vessel,
and tho Inspector may, if he deem necessary, place any dogs
whether intended to be landed or not in quarantine at their
owner's risk aud expense.
Master on arrival to make declaration.

5. On tbe arrival of a foreign vessel the Master and the
attendant on tbe stock on board such vessel shall make and
deliver to the Customs Officer, first boarding such vessel, a
dec'nrtilion to the effect of Form 4 hereto.
'

Stock to be taken by water to quarantine, and kept at owner’s risk
and expense.
8. All such foreign stock, including dogs, found on inspection
to be free from infection shall, where necessary, before leaving
the vessel, bo washed and disinfected as the Chief Inspector
shall direct, and shall be conveyed by water, at the owner’s
risk and expense, to the quarantine set apart for such foreign
stock, and shall remain iu quarantine for the terms respectively
prt scribed hereunder for the different kinds of sucSl stock,
during which they shall be kept at their owner’s risk and ex
pense, and shall be washed, dipped, and disinfected ns pre
scribed by these Regulations, and as the Chief Inspector of
Stock shall direct.
III. —Landing,

quarantine, disinfecting, and dressing offoreign
stock.

Quarantine of foreign stock.
9. Foreign stock, including dogs, permitted to be introduced
shall be conveyed to and remain in the quarantine set apart
for foreign stock, for tbe periods specified in Form 7 hereto.
As to foreign sheep in quarantine.

10. All foreign sheep landed in this Colony shall fortiiwitb
receive throe dressings with tobacco and sulphur or with lime
aud sulphur, at intervals of from ten to fifteen days between
each dressing ; and the medicaments shall be of the strength
and the bath at the temperature and for the duration herein
after prescribed in regard to imported Australian sheep required
to be quarantined and dipped under the abovenamed Acts and
Regulations thereunder.
— Charges for inspection

IV,

and risk of transport and quaran
tine offoreign stock.

Charges anil expenses in relation to foreign stock to be bo me by owner.

11. All charges and expenses connected wilh the, veterinary
inspection or treatment, and the landing, convoying, detaining,
feeding, dressing, disinfecting, and reeonvoying of any stock, or
with the destruction, or other dealing with any stock or fodder
under the said Acts or auy regulations thereunder, through
or iu relation to any owner’s stock, shall be borne by tho owner
of such stock, aud such charges and expenses shall bo at tho
rates stated respeelivoiy in Form 8 hereto, in so far as therein
specified, and shall be payable on demand ; and such charges
and expenses shall be calculated on tbe whole number of stock
inspected, disinfected, conveyed, or dressed at the one time,
whether they belong to tbe same owner or not.
V,—Foreign stock for ships’ tiss and for transhipment.

No foreign stock to be transhipped without permit and not on to
Australian vessels.

12. No foreign stock shall be transhipped in the waters of
this Colony without the permission, in writing, of the Inspector :
And no stock, other than stock from a clean Australian Colony,
brought by any vessels into the waters of this Colony, shall be
transhipped from such vessel to any of the vessels usually or
oecnsioually trading between any of the Australian Colonics until
such stock, if allowed to be lauded, shall have performed tho
quarantine, and otherwise complied with the provisions of tho
abovementioned Acts and these Regulations.
Paet C.—Austeahan Imported Stock and things .
.— Oeneral, as regards Australian imported stock andthings.

VI

Declaration and certificate to be produced to Inspector examining stock.

13. If an owner intends to introduce any Australian imported
stock other than sheep into this Colony, he shall produce to tho
Inspector exaenning the same a deelsva1 ion duly certified by the
Inspector or veterinary surgeon of the port or place from which
such stock were shipped to the effect of Form 3 hereto.
Master's declaration tint vessel is a dean vessel.

14. On the arrival of an Australian vessel tbe Master shall
make aud deliver to the Customs Officer first boarding his
vessel a declaration to tho effect of Form 9 hereto.

Stastcr to give bom! to keep ship's stock, S:c., securely.

6. If there be on board a vessel any foreign stock for ship's
use or auy other stock which nre uot intended to be landed in
this Colony, (ho Master of such vessel shall execute and deliver
to the Inspector a bond by himself, and two sureties to bo
approved by the Chief Inspector of Stock, lotbe effect ofForm 5
hereto, that he will keep such stock securely confined, penned,
or fastened up as prescribed by these Regulations, and the in
spector shall direct.

VII.—Special as regards Australian horses

and

dogs.

Imported Australian horses and dogs to bo adniiticil by Customs Oilicor on
declaration and certificate from Inspector.

Foreign stock not infected, if intended to be limited, to be sent to
quarantine.

15. All Aus’raliau horses or dogs imported from any of the
Australian Colonies, if they nre apparently free from disease
and are accompanied by a declaration, duly certified by the
Inspoclor or Veterinary Surgeon of the port from which such
horses or dogs were shipped, to the rfieet of Form 3 liorcta—itny be landed on the pi rout cf the Officer of Customs in charge
of the vessel by which such horses or dogs are so imported.

7. If foreign stock-intended to be landed, and not prohibited,
are reported to be free from infection, and if the Cliief In
spector is satisfied that they are not infected, and that the
requirements of the abovenamed Acte and these Regulations
have been complied with, ho shall, on obtaining from the
owner or consignee of such stock a bond and guarantee, duly
executed by the owner or consignee and two approved sureties,
in the ternis of Form 6 hereto, grant the prescribed order for
tho removal of such stock to quarantine, without which no
stock shall leave the vessel by which they'arrived.

1C. If nny Au.-frulian horses or degs importcd from any of
the Ansi ration Colonics arc not accompanied hy a declaration
and certifiote, as provided by the next preceding Regulation,
eueh homes or dogs shall not bo landed until the owner therrof
shall have made a declaration to ihe effect cf Forui 3 hento,
and paid to the Inspector, a fee of five shillings for inspecting
such horses, aud two shillings and sixpence for inspecting such
doas.
,

Horses and dogs not aecouii^uiiod by crriificate, how ndmitUd.
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FORMS.

VIIJ,—Australian

•

Whnt is to tie deemed a clcan^vesscl.

Form 1.

I1?. Bo slieep shall be imported except by a clean vessel; and
no vessel shall bo deemed a clean vessel which shall, within the
next preceding six mouths, have traded to a place not in a clean
Australian Colony, nor any vessel which shall within the period
hereinbefore mentioned have had any sheep or sheep skins on
board from any place not in a clean Australian Colony.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF mi, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884
Notice of arrival of stosl;.
To
189 •
Inspector of Stock,
Tatii notice that the
belonging to
_
of
more particularly described in the Schedule
below, are expected to arrive by the vessel named, at or about
the time therein stated (or have arrived).
Owner or his Agent.

Quarantine and dressing of Australian imported sheep.

18. Sheep from any clean Australian Colony which are
accompanied by a declaration and certificate, to the effect of
JToriTi 3 hereto, and a declaration by the master of the vessel
by which such sheep aro imported, to the effect of Form 9
hereto, may, if found on inspection to be not infected, bo landed,
and, if other than those arriving from Tasmania by special
steamers and in the charge of their owners or their servants,
shall bo taken by a conveyance to tho quarant ine station for such
sheep, where they shall he quarantined and dipped under tho
supervision and direction of tho Inspector ; and the length of
such quarantine, the medicaments to be used in dipping, tho
temperature and duration of the bath, tho dipping, and the
fees to be charged for the keeping and dipping of the sheep,
shall be as follows, viz.:—

SCHEDUIE.

No.

DcRuription
ol stock.

Whorefroai.

liy what
TCHECl,
aud ivhcro
lying.

When espocteds
Forvhat
purpose.
flat©.

Time,

Quarantine,

(I.) The sheep shall remain in quarantine until they shall
have been dipped as herein prescribed.
Jlcdicamcnts.

(3.) Tho medicaments to bo used in dipping shall be good
sound tobacco, or tobacco leaves and flowers of
sulphur, at the rate of lib, of each to every 5 gallons
of water, the tobacco to he put into boiling water and
infused for five hours at least, and tho sulphur to bo
added to the infusion in the dip.
Temperature.

(3.) Tho temperature shall not be less than 100 nor more
than 110 degrees Fahrenheit,
Bath and duration.

(4.) Tho sheep shall swim and bo completely immersed
while in tbo bath, aud tbe bath shall last from one to
two minutes, according to its temperature, and as the
case may require.
Number of dippings.

(5.) The sheep shall receive one dipping.
■

N.E.—A separate notico must be given for each owner’s etoeli.

Form 2.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884
Notice of intention to introduce Foreign Slock.
To the Chief Inspector of Stock,
Sydney.
Take notice that it is my intention to introdueo into the Colony
of New South Wales the Foreign Stock more particularly
described in tho Schedule below.
(Owner).
Dated at
this
day of
, 189 .

Charges.

(6.) The rates to be charged for the keeping and dressing
of sheep in quarantine shall he as set forth in horm
8 hereto.

Schehuee

to

Tfamo and
fiddrofB of

When
Whfirc from
expected 1
aud hy
what vessel to arrlvo,!
f

1

Admission of Tasmanian sheep without dipping, in certain cases.

19. Sheep from Tasmania arriving by special steamers in the
charge of their owners or their servants, which are accom
panied by a Declaration by their owner and certificate by an
Inspector in that Colony to Ihe eifect of Form 3 hereto, and
with respect to which tho Master of such vessel shall have
made a Declaration to tho effect of Form 9 hereto, may be
introduced into this Colony, if found on inspection to be free
from iofection, without being subject to quarantine or dressing.

above.

befekeed

Des
No. Sox.
cription

Breed,
colour,
brandy
& marks.

owner.

e>
gj
(5
o

1 °

How imported Australian sheep are to he admitted overland from
other Colonies.

20. Sheep imported from any clean Australian Colony into
any other clean Colony, and intended to bo introduced overland
into this Colony, may be admitted if their owner produce to the
Inspector for this Cobny at the border, a certificate under the
hand of an Inspector for the Colony from which they arc
intended to be introduced to the effect, that when such sheep
were introduced into that Colony they were certified to bo
free from infection by an inspector of the Colony from which
they were imported, and that such sheep have been once dipped
as required hy No. 18 of these Kegulations, unless they shall
have been brought from Tasmania by special steamer, and
thereby exempt from dipping; but all such sheep, unless they
have been imported, and, where prescribed, quarantined and
dressed as herein provided, shall, on crossing tho border, bo
placed in quarantine, and kept aud dipped in the same manner
in every respect as prescribed with regard to Australian
imported sheep required to be dipped at Sydney.
How Australian imported sheep which have not compiled with all the
Eogulations arc to bo admitted.

21. Should any Australian sheep be imported into this Colony
hy a vessel other than a clean vessel, and such vessel is an
Australian vessel, or should any such sheep not. hove been
examined in the Colony from which they were exported, ns
prescribed by these Kegulations, then such sheep may, with tho
sanction of the Minister, be admitted and shall remain in
quarantine for twenty-one days, and shall in every such case
receive three dippings at intervals of not less than ten days.
22. If any person fail to comply with or offend against any
of tho foregoing Kegutation?, for which a penalty is not already
specially provided, ho shall, on conviction for every such offence,
he liable to a penalty not exceeding £i0.

Form 3.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884
Declaration and Certificate cf Health.
I (name and address']
do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the undermentioned stock are, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, free from all infectious and contagious
diseases, and have not within the next preceding six months
been in direct or indirect contact with stock infected with any
such diseases, and are the produce of [Fartieulars of numbers,
sexes, kinds, and brands of the stock].
^
_ _
And 1 make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing
the same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act
made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present
Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of
Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various Depart
ments of the Q-ovomment of New South Wales mad to substitute
Declarations in lieu thereof and for Ihe suppression of Yolunlary
and Extra-judicial Onllis and Affidavits.”
Signed

Made and signed before me, at
this
day of
189
(Signature of Magistrate.)

"(
.J

J.P ■
I have examined the stock referred to in the above declaration,
and have no reason to doubt its correctness in any particular.
V.S. or Inspector of Stock.
Date

Address

42
4

Form 4.

Form 6.

IMPORTED STOCK: ACT OR 18?1, AND THE 1MPORTE D
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OR 1884.
Form of Declaration ly Master of Foreign Vessel.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Ad
]
o .1
-2-9
w 6, Des^ .Erfcription Sex.
tfCl
o K
fc
|

c 3
O Vs _

Where
from.

c* ^
oui ci
2

ffi

Sickness
Cause
or
]
of

Bate
of

I Date of

deaths
sickness outbreak
last
■luring 1
op
of
| death,
voyage, | death.
disease, f

1

i

i

t

j

i

1

I.
master, do hereby solemnly declare that the
above statement is true with regard to tho stock shipped on
board the
, which is now lying at
, and
for which
are agents. And I moreover solemnly
declare that such slock have been duly examined by mo, and
that such stock, fodder, fittings, aud effects are likely to he
infected (or not likely to be infected).
Dated this

day of

16U

(Signed)

Name")

.

.

Form 5.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Masters of Vessel's bond and guarantee.
To tho Chief Inspeclor of Slock, Sydney.
We

of
,
0f
and
of
,
do hereby request that the imported s'.ock which arrived on
the
by the ship
.
from
and of which
is the owner (or consignee) more particularly described in the
Schedule below, and which are not intended to be landed in the
Colony of New South Wales, may, if, found free from infection,
be allowed to remain on board such vessel during her slay in
port under the conditions set forth in the regulations under the
abovenamed Acts, which we agree to carry out, and by way of
guarantee, wo hereby hold ourselves, aud each of us, our heirs,
executors, and administrators, firmly bound to the Chief
Inspector of Stock in the sum of
fo bo paid to him or
his assigns on demand for any breach or non-compliance in
regard to the carrying out of these regulations with respect
to the stock mentioned in tho Schedule bilow.
Address} Muster of vessel.

Witness to signatures,

at

, this

day of

189 .

The consideration of this obligation is such that if the said
.
during the stay in port of the ship
,
commit or allow to be committed any breach of the regulations
in respect to the stock specified in tbe above Schedule
shall on demand forfeit for each and every such offence tbe
amount £ , mentioned in this bond, and if no breach of the
regulations has occurred with regard to tho stock on board such
ship at the date of her leaving this port, then this obligation is
to be void or else to remain in full force.

Surety.

AdSs} ofSurc^
Dated at

tills

day of

189

.

The condition of this obligation is such that if the eaiJ
from time to lime duly pay on demand the
cost of inspection, disinfection, dressings for scab (if made use
of), housing, disinfecting the vessel or conveyance in which tho
transhipment, or conveyance to or from the quarantine ground,
takes place of certain etock mentioned in the said Schedule,
and all other costs and charges of every kind and sort in con
nection with such stock incurred or to he incurred from the
arrival of such stock in New South Wales, until the same die,
or bo destroyed, or sold, or lawfully removed from the quaran
tine ground, including in case of death, or destruction the cost
of destroying ttie carcasses, and in case of sale the expenses of
the sale, then this obligation is to be void or else remain in full
force.
Schedule

Kn,

Sex

j

Description,

mtf.med to above.

hlrnnds and marlts. Owner.'Consigned.

Form 7IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Length of Quarantine of Stoeh.
Stork.

Namcl „ .
Address) Sure,r

01’

Address J Consignee.
Address}

Name l „ ,
Address) fcurcl*_

Owner

f

.

Muster.

Witness to signatures,

Importer's bond and yuirantee.
To the Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
ME
of
,
of
and
of
do hereby request that the imported stock which arrived on the
by the ship
from
and of which
is the owner (or consignee) more
particularly desmibed in the Schedule below, may if found free
from infection, be removed to quarantine under the conditions eet
forth in tho regulations under tho abovenamed Acts, which we
agree to carry out, and by way of guarantee, we hereby bold our
selves, and each of us, our heirs, executors, and administrators,
firmly bound to the Chief Inspector of Stock in the sum of
to be paid to him or his assigns on demand for the cost and
expense incurred in carrying out these regulations with respect,
to the stock mentioned in the Schedule below.

Quarantino.

Camels .....................
Cattle .....................
Sheep .................
Tigs ........................
Goats.........................
Antelopes ...... ..........
Deer ........................
Llamas .....................
Buffaloes .................
Any other ruminants
Dogs .........................

90 days.
GO days.
90 days.
90 days.
GO days."
GO days.
60 days. For Zoological
GO days. Gardens only.
GO days.
GO days.)
G months.

Form 8.
SCIIBDUXE BKI'EHElrn 10 ABOVE.
No.

Sox.

Description.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

|
Brands ami marks. Owner,

Consignee,

i

!

of

Teassfom

asd

Quarantine Chaeges

and

Expenses.

(

Veterinary Surgeon’s Fees for inspection.
Foreign horses and oaf lie.

!

For one or two head, a fee of .................................. 1 l o
Three or four head, each.............................................. 0 10 0
For every additional head over four head, an addi
tional fee of .......................................................... o 6 0

i

1

Scale

nV

ism

U■

5
Dipping Foreign and Australian Sheeps each dressing.

Foreign tkeep, goats, pigs, or dogs, and Australian sheep,
£ a. d.

For one and not eicecding four head ..................... 110
Any number from 5 to10 bead .............................
1 It 0
„
11 to 25 „
2 1 0
„
26 to 60 ......................................... 2 11 0
„
27 to 100 „
310
If over 100, tbo charge imtead of per number to be by the
day or half-day, tia the case may be, at tbe rate of £3 3s. per
day.
Charges for Transport of Stock to and from Quarantine.—
Payable each way.
Foreign horses or cattle.
£ s. d.
For one head ........
1 0 0
For every additional head arriving on board the
same vessel ........................................................... 0 5 0
Foreign sheep, goats, pigs, or dogs.
When conveyed -with cattle, every sheep, goat, dog,
or pig ..................................................................
When conveyed -without cattle, any number from 1
to 20 ......................................................................
When conveyed -without cattle, any number from 21
to 50 ......................................................................
When conveyed without cattle, any number from 61
to 100......................................................................
When convoyed without cattle, any number from
101 and upwards ......
For every trip to either quarantine with forage or
other loading..................................... ....... ............
For unnecessary detention over 1 hour, per hour...,,,

0

1 0

1

0 0

1 15 0
2 10 0
3

£ 9. d.
1 sheep ........................................................................... 0 10 0
2 sheep, and not more than 5 sheep, per sheep ....... 0 6 0
6 sheep, and not more than 10 sheep, per sheep....... 0 3 0
11 sheep, and not more than 20 sheep, per sheep ... 0 2 0
21 sheep, and not more than 40 sheep, per sheep ... 0 16
41 sheep, and not more than 100 sheep, per sheep... 0 10
101 sheep, and not more than 200 cheep, per sheep 0 0 0
201 sheep and over, per sheep ................................. 0 0 6
N.B.—Besides the charges and expenses specified above for
inspection, transport, sustenance, end dipping, the cost and
expense of disinfecting stock, or the vessel by which they
arrive, or tbe fittings thereof, or the effects of their attendants,
as well as all other charges and expenses of every description
incurred through the importation of foreign or Australian etock,
shall be paid by their owner to the inspector.

Form 9IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Form of Declaration hy Master of Australian vessel.
1

^ 1
JM
w gjDe&crip*
o.B'l
fcs

j

tlcu.

E13
S 3

SC7„

© r
“■Sjj
•e H-e
Ejj 6

Name and address
of
Owner or Agent.

State of health
of stock, i.e.,
infected or
not infected.

0 0

10 0
0 10 0

Chargesfor sustenance and in quarantine offoreign
animals, per night.
Cattle, per head ..................
Pigs, each ......................................................................
Young pigs under 2 mouths old ..............................
Sheep, pur head ...............................................
Dogs, per head..............................................................
Pups, up to 3 months old ..........................................

0
O
0
0
O
0

Keep of Australian sheep in Quarantine.
Sustenance and attendance per sheep per night ......

0 0 6

3
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
3
G
g
g

I,
, master, do hereby solemnly declare that the
above statement is true with regard to the stock shipped on
board the
, which is now lying at
, and
for which
are agents; and further solemnly declare
that such vessel has not within tho next preceding six months
traded with or been at any port or place not in a clean Australian
Colony, and that such ship has not during that time bad any
foreign stock nor any sheep or sheep skins, or wool on board
from any port or place not in a clean Australian Colony,
Dated this
day of
189 •
Signed
Master.

Sydncyr Charles Potter,Government Printer-*-!!^,

689—B

Where
from,
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS IN THE SOUTH COAST
DISTRICT.
(REPORT or THE-BOARD OP HEALTH OR).

'

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 October, 1890.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 19 September, 1890,
I have the honor, by direction of the Board of Health, to inform you that the enclosed papers
on the above subject were considered at a meeting of the Board, held on the 17th instant, when the
following resolution was adopted:—■
The Board adopts the memorandum of the President, and directs that it be forwarded, with all
papers, for tho information of the Colonial Secretary. The Board considers the matter of very great
public importance, and is of opinion that it is desirable that tlie papers be published.
'
I have, &c.,
EDMUND SAGER,
.
----------------- Secretary.
{ISnclosuresJ]
Memo, nr Pbesibekt.

The Government Veterinarian, in a letter dated 21st March, 1890, directed the attention of the Board of
Health to the prevalence of bovine tuberculosis in the South Coast District, aud slated that this disease
was locally known as l! coast cough,” and was treated as being of little importance.
The Board deemed an inquiry into this matter necessary, and Mr. Stanley was directed to visit the
Coast District, examiue into the general condition of tlie dairy cattle, and with a view of establishing the
fact that “ coast cough” is due to tuberculosis, to obtain possession of animals producing milk and
suffering from “ coast cough,” and having caused them to be slaughtered to make post mortem examina
tions and forward the pathological specimens to the Health Office for detailed examination.
Mr. Stanley was unable to carry out the instructions of the Board immediately, but on the 19th of
May and four subsequent days he visited a number of the dairies in tbe Municipal District of K.iama, and
received assistance from the officers of police stationed in the district in carrying out the instructions of
the Board, The Kiama District was selected because the local authority under the Dairies Act objected
at that time to carry out the provisions of that Act, but there was reason to believe that the condition of
the cattle in tins district was iu no wise exceptional, but that “coast cough” existed among dairy and
other cattle in all the districts along the Southern Coast being, however, more prevalent in the flat and
swampy places than in the more elevated districts. The dairies -were found generally in a highly
unsatisfactory condition as to cleanliness and sanitary regulation. Mr. Stanley states that “with three
exceptions there was no attempt at sanitary arrangements, and even at these three improvements are
necessary, the others were all in a neglected state and filthy, the milkers have to wade in mud to fetch
each animal up to milk. Cleanliness in milking, such as washing the udders or hands, is not. practised.
Eew premises include a store, and when they do, many objectionable articles are kept in it.” Out of 779
cows, in eighteen dairies, twenty-five wore found seriously diseased, some being found in almost every herd,
Eivo cows were selected for post mor/e;;; examination, four of these being typical cases of “ coast
cough” disease, and one of “ diseased jaw,” resembling actinomycosis, and specdinens were obtained from
all. A. specimen from a cancerous growth, of which three other instances in dairy cattle were seen, was
obtained, and, as at a slaughtering-place and at two of the butter factories, swine were found to bo
suffering from a disease also suspected to be tubercular in character, and known locally us “the pants.”
Three of these animals were secured post mortem examination, and specimens obtained. In all these cases
the owners willingly gave the cattle for slaughter, aud were anxious to ascertain the exact nature of the
disease from which they were suffering and the best means of dealing with them. All the specimens,
eighteen in number, were forwarded to the Health Office, carefully labelled and identified, and they were
distributed thence to the Hon. H. Is. MacLaurin, M..D., Professor "Wilson, of the University of Sydney,
and Dr. Gibson, of Windsor, for detailed and microscopic examination.
Prom Hie reports of these gentlemen it appears that the specimens taken from four dairy cattle
showed unmistakable examples of tubercular disease, that of the specimens from swine, one showed
a condition of “ caseous broncho-pneumonia, probably tubercular iu character,” and in the others clusters
(H3—■

pf
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of bacilli were found, believed to be those of tubercle, that four specimens from one dairy cow showed
actinomycosis, aud one specimen, also from a dairy cow, epithelial cancer. Tho detailed reports on these
specimens arc appended. It appears, then,
1st. That the disease know as !l coast cough” is really bovine tuberculosis, and that animals suffering
from it are the subiocts of tubercular disease, although there are no swellings or other external
manifestations of the malady.
■
_
2nd. That bovine tuberculosis, manifesting itself hy “coast cough, or by other symptoms, is exten
sively prevalent among dairy cattle in the South Coast District,
_
, . . •
3rd. That actinomycosis and cancer arc also to be found among dairy cattle in tins district.
4th. That infective disease, probably tuberculosis, is to be found among swine fed on skim milk from
butter factories, and is not improbably due to the use of.milk from tuberculous cattle.
3th. That all these diseases are identical with diseases occurring in human beings, and are, so far as
is at present known, incurable.
It has been established beyond all doubt, by observation and experiment, both in Europe and
America, that milk from cows affected with tuberculosis in any part of the body, contains, in a largo pro
portion of cases, the tubercle bacillus, this being present whether there is disease of tbe udder or not, and
that tuberculosis is conveyed to calves, pigs, and other animals by means of milk from tuberculous cattle.
The communicability of bovine tuberculosis to animals by means of tbe milk of tuberculous cows
was conclusively demonstrated by Herr Gorlach, Director of the Veterinary School of Hanover, who
induced tuberculosis in calves, lambs, and pigs, by feeding them on milk from tuberculous cows, and Mr.
George Fleming -and other observers have made numerous experiments to the same or an allied purpose.
(“ The Transmissibilifcy of Tuberculosis.” Med. Cbir. Ecview. "Vol. 54, p. 4GL)..
_
_
It is more difficult to establish absolute proof of a communication of bovine disease to man since
tbe experimental test is out of the question, but Dr. Creighton, Demonstrator of Anatomy in the Univer
sity of Cambridge,* traces twelve cases in man to infection from the cow, and relies on the evidence of
identity of the diseased products, whilst evidence from other sources renders it as certain as anything can
be without absolute scientific demonstration that the disease is communicable, and is communicated from
cows to man, milk being tbe infective medium.
_
.
, t
In view of these facts, and with the knowledge that a large part of the milk produced iu the South
Coast District finds its way to Sydney, and is distributed by large milk companies, the Board of Health is
strongly of opinion that the provisions of the Dairies Supervision Act shinild_ be strictly enforced in
this district. Under existing conditions the milk supply from the South Coast District is, apart from the
question of typhoid fever, likely to be more dangerous to health, especially in the case of children, than
that produced iu suburban dairies in districts where the Dairies Supervision Act is properly ndniinistored.
Tho extensive prevalence of tuberculosis in the South Coast District is also important, in viewr of
the absence of any Act or regulations, except those in force at the Sydney ^Abattoirs, prohibiting tlie
slaughtering of diseased cattle and tbe sale ot tbe flesh for food. Tuberculosis is by no means confined to
dairy cattle, and even in the case of these, when they cease to give milk, and are not in bad condition,
they are slaughtered for food.
,
Tbe attention of the Board of Health is frequently called to cases of tuberculosis and cancer m
cattle sold at the Homebusk Sale-yard, and in the majority of eases these cattle arc traced by the police to
suburban districts, where the owners, if not interfered with, slaughter and sell them for food.
F. jNOETON MANNING,
16/9/90.
. .
President,
(* “ Bovine Tuberculosis in Man.” London, 1890.)

Be Tuberculosis in dairy cattle, Kiama District,
To the Secretary, Board of Health.—
Sydney, 21 March, 1890.
Sir,
_
.
I have the honor of bringing under the notice of the Board of Health the extensive preva
lence of the bovine disease tuberculosis in the Kiama dairying districts.
_
The disease is locally known as “ coast cough,” aud it is ignorantly treated, as being of little
importance.
.
...
I would suggest that the local authorities responsible for carrying out the Dairies Supervision Act
might have instructions to enforce clause 10, re “ the supply of milk which shall have been produced from
any diseased animal.”
They might be informed that the disease known as “coast cough,” and which is very often clearly
indicated by lumpy, that is, tubercular enlargements of the throat glands, &c., is the disease under the
Dairies Act, Tuberculosis.
_
■ •
£
That the disease is infectious, contagious, hereditary, and incurable ; therefore, it is the duty of
all local authorities to use their influence toexterminate the disease, which can only be done by destroying
tbe animals, both flesh and milk being unfit for food either for man, pigs, or poultry.
I have, &c.,
EDWAKD STANLEY, G.V.S.
Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 31 March, 1S90.
1 shall be glad if Mr. Stanley will take an early opportunity of visiting the Coast (Kiama) District, and
examining into the general condition of the dairy-cattle. He should also select an animal, or animals,
producing milk, suffering from " coast, cough,” and having obtained possession, by purchase or otherwise,
make a post mortem examination, and forward the pathological specimens found to this office for
examination.
_
The Government Veterinarian.
F- NOBTON MANNING.
The Secretary, Board of Health,—
Memo from the 'President duly received.

instructions.

Sydney, 31 March, 1890.
I will visit Kiama at an early date and carry out the
•
■
EDWAKD STANLEY, G.V.S.
--------------Police
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Police Station, Kiama, 22 May, 1890.
respectfully reports re attached, that Mr. Stanley has been here since Monday last,
at noon, inspecting dairies every day ; the sergeant has accompanied him and given all the assistance he
could. Diseased cattle have been found at almost every dairy visited, and some very bad cases of tuber
culosis and cancer. He has made five post mortems, aud takes about twenty specimens with him to Sydney
to-morrow. Dairy premises generally were very dirty.
*
Mr. Stanley appears very well pleased with the assistance rendered hy the police.
Mr. Stanley has also visited some of the butter factories and piggeries, and bas made three post
mortems on pigs which have udisease among them.
C. BRAYNE,
--------Sergeant.
James Byeland, Esq., Superintendent of Police, Sydney.
Forwarded to the President of the
Board of Health.—Emr. Fosbert, B.C., 27/o/!)0.
Skuheant Brat3ste

Me Kiama Dairies, &c.
To tho President, Board of Health,—
Sir,
_
_
Sydney, 25 May, 1890.
Acting on your instructions, dated March 31st, I proceeded to Kiama on the 19th instant,
and inspected cattle and dairies on that and the following days, viz., 20th, 21st, 22nd and 23rd, riding
about the district principally on tho G-erringong Eoad, and hilly parts round Kiama, as time only per
mitted my visiting Jamberoo one day. I was accompanied by Police Sergeant Brayne or a constable,
their assistance as pilots, showing me the nearest routes from place to place saved me time, and their
knowledge of the owners and their cattle paddocks was very necessary, as I had no volunteer willing to
show me about. Owing to the hilly character of tho country and the cows being dispersed throughout
the paddocks, I could only inspect them on horseback during the morning, but every afternoon from 3 to
5 I always arranged to meet them herded at the dairies. I inspected eighteen dairies and 776 cows
belonging to them; twenty-five of these animals were seriously diseased, some being detected in almost
every herd.
I selected five cows for post mortem examination, four of them being typical cases of “ coast
cough ” disease, and one with diseased jaw resembling actinomycosis.
A detailed account I give with the pathological specimens sent herewith for microscopic,
examination.
The cows in the elevated places were in splendid condition, those on the flats and swamps were
in good store order, but will fall away as winter progresses, then the tuberculous ones can be more
readily observed.
At a slaughtering place, and also at two of the butter factories, I noticed that tho swine were
suffering from an analagous disease locally known as “ the pants,” from their difficult respiration due to
lung disease, ifhey also suffer from putrid sores on various parts of their bodies.
I secured three for post mortem examination, and have preserved specimens for further investi
gation.
I have to thank the owners for having provided subjects for dissection, and I promised to inform
them of the exact nature of tlie diseases, wilh the best means of dealing with them. With regard
to the dairy premises, with three exceptions there was no attempt at sanitary arrangements, and even
these three require improvements; the others were all in a neglected state, and filthy. Where the cattle
are accommodated, very few had more than five or six bails, so that the milkers have to wade in mud to
fetch each animal up to milk. Cleanliness in milicing, such as washing the udders or hands, is not prac
tised. The cans and buckets usually stand m the open air ; very few premises include a store, and even,
where they do, many objectionable articles are kept in them. It is necessary that isolated stores for
milk and dairy utensils should he provided, as the milk is frequently stored all night and in many cases
all day on Sunday.
I append a detailed list of the dairies inspected, but there are many more in the district that I
had not time to visit.
I may, perhaps, be permitted to suggest that registration should not he granted so long as diseased
cows or pigs aro kept, nor until suitable premises are provided. Water is abundant in creeks and wells,
and stone suitable for flooring is widely distributed throughout the district. The surface of the ground
is favourable for drainage, and further, the business is a lucrative one : the dairymen arc wealthy, so that
I see no excuse for the present neglect, which only shows the necessity for the Dairies’ Supervision. Act.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD STANLEY, F.R.C.V.S.,
Government Ye1 erinarian.
P.S.—The local name for tuberculous cattle is-“ coast cough” disease; some call it “ lumpy-jaw,”
others 11 cancers in the throat.”—E.S.
Read meeting of tho Board of Health held this day, Consideration postponed until reports on
specimens of diseased animals obtained by Mr. Stanley had been received from Hon. Dr. MacLaurin,
Dr. Gibson, and Professor Wilson.—E.S., Secretary, 4/6/90.
Vathologicnl Spceime.ns,
K.’s cow :—No. 1 A, lymphatic glands (thoracic) ; 1 B, liver.
W.’s cow:—No. 2 A, lungs; 2 B, uterus.
F.’s cow :—No. 3 A, tubercles from costal pleura; 3 B, lymphatic gland (bronchial); 3 0, parotid
salivary gland ; 3 D, tubercle (deposit on tho heart).
H.'s cow :—JS'o. 4 A, lung; 1 B, kidney (slightly affected) ; 4 C, liver.
E.’s heifer:—No. 5A, intestinal lymphatic glands, and piece of small intestine; 5 B, slice of
tumour (deep-seated) taken from near the bone (chronic) ; 5 C, a mass of the same growth from the
external surface (recent); 5 D, section of diseased jaw-bone.
No. 6, lungs of swine.
No. 7, intestinal lymphatic glands and one tumour (swine).
No. 8, cuticular cancerous growth on a fire-brand.
Most mortem
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Post mortem Examinations No. 1.
Mr. K.’s—5 years old. dairy cow, been milking, now drying off, Evidence of disease—a frequent
cough, hide-bound, rough dry hair, and losing condition. Ko external tumours were risible.
,
'J-’h0 lungs had patches of tubercles in all stages, many being broken down, in tbe interlobular
tissue, the pleura and peritoneal membranes were thickly studded with tubercles, and the thoracic and
intestinal mesenteric glands were generally diseased. The liver, kidwys. and throat glands were not
affected. See specimens jS'o. 1.
---------Post mortem No, 2.
_
Mr. W.’s—10 years old cow, bred in the locality, at present in full milk and fair condition.
Evidences of disease are several tumors,involving the glands of the throat, some of which have suppurated
and healed. She coughs on moving hurriedly. The parotid glands, also the sublingual thoracic and
mesenteric lymphatic glands, the lungs, liver, uterus, and intestines were studded with tubercular growths.
As the butcher expressed it, she was rotten with the disease. See specimens No, 2.
Post mortem No. 3.
_
Mr. P.’s—3 years old cow, in full milk, bred by owner, with first calf, she was in good condition,
Evidence of disease was tumefied enlargements of the throat glands, cicatrices from healed abscesses, and
tumours near the shoulder-point, there being diseased bronchial glands. Extensive disease was found in
the parotid submaxillary and thoracic lymphatic glands, patches of tubercles in the lungs, costal pleura,
and liver, with traces on the bowels. Several of the mesenteric and other lymphatic glands were healthy.
See specimens No. 3.
--------J
Post mortem No. 4.
Mr. H.’s.-—3 years old, now being milked, with second calf, is in fair condition, and bred in
the locality. Evidence of the disease—Very large tumours on the throat aud coughing on exertion;
extensive chronic disease in the parotid, sub maxi] liary, bronchial, and thoracic glands ; many patches of
disease in the liver and lungs. The mesenteric glands were healthy, but the intestines were studded
with tubereules, also traces in the kidneys, and large growths wore on the heart; the femorrl lymphatic
glands wcre_both a mass of broken-down tubereules, and one mammary gland had lost its function of
secreting milk, hut I could not detect tubercular growths in its structure. Sec specimens No. 4.
Post mortem No. 5.
Mr. E.’s.—3 years old, barren Alderney heifer, bred locally:—Is healthy looking, fat, and ripe
for the butcher. Evidence of disease was an immense enlargement of the right ramus of inferior maxil
lary, with tumors attached; some cicatrices after suppuration, and a large, cancerous-looking hunch of
tumours, engorged with blood, and from which a purosauious discharge escaped. On examination I found
the disease involved the whole of tho right molar sockets, having ulcerous sores on the buccal membrane,
which had communicated with abscesses. The tongue and fauces were free from the disease, also the
largo lymphatic glands and the parotid : the internal organs were healthy, excepting only one deposit, as
large ps a horse bean in the lung tissue, and traces in the small intestines, and in one or two of the
intestinal lymphatic glands. To tho naked eye this case closely resembles actinomycosis. The carcass
was very fat, and splendid looking beef, and tlie owner secured it for his own family use. See specimen
_
Post mortems Nos. 6, 7.
OiV three swine—two at Mr. 'W.’s slaughter-house, fed on offal; one at Mr. H.’s, joining the Pioneer
Pactoty, fed on milk. They were half-grown store pigs; had feetid ulcerous sores, that seem to
originate from subcutaneous abscesses ; their respiration was panting, and when moved coughed severely ;
all wore in fair store condition, which indicated chronic disease. In each case the lungs, parotid, and
lymphatic glands appeared to be in a tuberculous condition, also the intestines. The months and fauces
appeared healthy. Sec specimens Nos. 6 and 7.
Pathological specimen No. 8.
Prom a cancerous growth on a milking cow's rump, the site of a fire-brand mark.

'
Specimen No. 8. The

other cases of cancers in the orbital regions I left for another investigation.
Kiama District.—21^ May, 1890.
................................... G. E.
Cows Twenty-five milking, in fair condition. Premises—Poor sheds, and very dirty yards and
surroundings. Site—Hill-side. Drainage—None attempted. Water—Spring well. Store—None. Busi
ness Muk sent to Sydney. Utensils—Clean. Remarks—Intends to see if sick cow will make up for beof.
Diseased—One red cow apparently sufferinn from general tuberculosis.
W. E.
-p, . Cows—Forty milking. Premises—Shed, six hails, yards and all filthy. Site—Between hills.
Drainage—None made. Water—Spring well. Store—None. Utensils—Yerv old, fairly clean. Busi
ness Milk all sent to Sydney. Remarks—Great want of cleanliness.
”
Diseased—Light roan cow, tubercles in throat.
................................... J. P.
Cows Twenty-five milking, iu fair condition. Premises—Filthy yards aud sheds for three bails.
_drains—None made. Water—Spring well, badly situated below the yards,
otore-—None. Business Milk delivered at factory. Remarks—No attempt is made to clean cows"’ bans
or milkers hands.
°
Diseased—Roan cow, tubercle off side face and throat. Red and white, lump on front of nose
(nasal hone), probably an injury. Light roan, cancer growth on rump,
T. L.
•
Cows—Twenty-seven milking, in very good condition. Premises—Good sheds, three hails, stone
lloor wants cleaning out. Site—Hilly, good drainage. Water—Spring well, good situation. Store—
txood building, the best m the district (sheet-iron and timber). Utensils—Clean. Business—Butler
maker. Remarks—This place shows what can easily he done in the shape of buildings ; they mmht be
kept cleaner aud sweeloncd by whitewash.
‘
&
j
o
Diseased One big red cow, lost three-quarters. Suspected to be tuberclcd.
10/7i

h
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10//i May, 1890.
.
.
.
.
M]i- E'
Cows—Thirty miiking, ten dry. Premises—Shed with four hails, yards rough and dirty. Situa
tion—Hilltop. Drainage—Surface. Water—Spring well. Business—Butter factory, churn, and rear
calves. Utensils—Clean. Eemarhs—ITealthy-looking, stock in good condition.
Diseased—One dry heifer, actinomycosis in lower jaw.
.
*
Mas. G-.
Cows—Twelve milking, in fair condition. Promises—Poor cottages, very neglected, wretched
hoved, filthy yards. Site—Hill-top. Drainage—Xone attempted. Water—Tanks, roof catchment.
Store—Hone ; verandah used. Utensils—Clean ; sheeting used for strainer. Business—Details milk in
the town. Remarks—At present quite unfit for registration.
Diseased—None seen.
--------22ni May, 1890.
'
.
.
.
Mr- CCows—Seventy, milking, in good condition. Premises—Shed for six bails, yards and surroundings
were verv filthy. Site—Top of Hill. Store—None. Utensils—Clean : under a tree. Water,—In
tanks and from ereok. Business—All milk goes to factory. Remarks—Untidy and neglected place;
cleanliness is not thought of.
Diseased—Brindle cow, very bad tubercle throat (in the yard milking) ; others hinted at, as being
left in paddock ; I had not time to visit them.

_ _

_

n. r.

n.

_

Cows—h'ifty milking. Premises—Shed for five bails being filthy hovels ; yard rocky, and could
ho easily cleaned. Site—Hill-side. Water—Carted from creek. Store—None. Utensils—Clean in
open shed. Business—All milk goes to factory. Remarks—Proper and clean premises very much
needed, and cleanliness of milSiers also.
Diseased—I saw none diseased, as my visit was expected; they were left away in paddock.
Jamberoo.—2211 d May, 1890.
S‘ V'
.
Cows—Twenty-seven cattle, in poor condition. Premises—Shed five hails, and yards all very
dirty. Site—Bad on flat low ground. Water—Prom creek hy carting. Store—None. Utensils—
Set about in the open. Business—All milk to factory. Remarks—Undesirable situation and water
supply; very dirty and neglected surroundings.
Disease—Red cow with black muzzle has a very suspicious cough.
T. P.
Cows—Seventy milking, in fair condition. Premises—Shed for seven hails; yards and sur
roundings filthy dirty. Site—Hill-side. Utensils—Clean in a dirty open store. Business—All milk
to factory. Remarks—A large business, and well-to-do man ; place neglected ; drains and altogether
very dirly.
Disease—Old roan cow; had tubercles in throat; another very much wasted chronic tuberculosis.
.

22nd May, 1890.
,
_
T. H.
Cows—Porty-six milking. Premises—Shed, five bails; surroundings neglected and dirty.
Site—Hill-side. Drainage—None made. Water—Spring well, and by gravitation through pipes.
Store—End of building open. Utensils—Old galvanized, and worn. thin. Business—Milk to factory.
Remarks—Pigs here, and at tho Pioneer Factory adjoining, have the same disease.
■ Disease—White cow bleeding cancers in orbit; white cow with red head tubercles in throat; roan
cow very had; tubercle throat; killed; pigs ill; one killed.
Mm C.
Cows—About 100 milking in poor condition. Premises—Good shed for thirty cows; cement
floors ; wants cleaning out and lime washing; yards and surroundings filthy. Sito—Low ; sloping to
tho swamps. Drainage—Neglected. Water—Prom creek hy hydraulic lift. Store—Unclean, and
containing much rubbish, machinery, &c. Utensils—Clean. Business—All milk goes to factory.
Remarks—Neglected premises, and very unclean, and lots of diseased cattle.
Disease—While-spotted cow, tubercle throat; brindle cow, old: same disease; young white cow,
same disease; yellow and white cow, same disease; red cow very had with same disease; old red eow
with same disease.
■
....
KCows—Forty-seven milking, in fair condition. Premises—Shed, with five hails, all very dirty.
Site—Hill-side. Drainage—None formed. Water—Well spring. Stoi'e—Open shed used for vessels
milk-room a dirty place, wilh man’s sleeping-room in it. Utensils—Unwashed and dirty. Business—
Milk .goes to factory, hut is often stored at night and on Sundays. N.B.—This is the usual district
practice.
Disease—lied cow, ulcerating tubercles ; very had throat; killed.
...
. , G- W., .Trs.
Cows—Fifty milking, in good condition. Premises—Shed, with five bails ; good stoned jmrd, but
all very dirty. Site—Hill-side. Drainage—None formed. Water—Well spring. Store—In-house,
wilh copper, saddlery, &c. Utensils—Clean, Business—Milk goes to factory.
Disease—Red cow, bad case tubercle throat; white cow, bleeding cancer in orbit.
.

21st May, 1890.
E. M‘C.
Cows—Eif ty-two milking, in good condition and healthy. Premises—Large shed, seven hails, yard,
<tc., dirty.
Water—Tanks and spring well. Store—Clean. Utensils—Clean; use a separator.
B usi ness—Butter- maker.
Disease—None.
P.
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..............................................
P. S.
'
Cows—Thirty milking, in fair condition. Premises—Poor shed, four bails, very dirty ; also yards
and general surroundings unclean. Store—None. Utensils—Lying about the place. Water—Spring
well. Drainage—None attempted. Business—Half milk to Sydney, half to factory. Remarks—A
troublesome and unclean place.
Disease—Bed eow, second calf very bad ease tuberculosis; would not kill—said it was injury.
_
.................................... D. W.
Cows—Fifty-five milking, in fair condition. Premises—Shed, seven bails, yards, stores fairly
clean. Site—Hill-side. Drainage—None formed. Water—Spring well. Store—Partly open end of
shed used. Utensils—Clean. Business—Half milk to Sydney, and half to factory.
Disease—Yellow cow tubercle face aud throat (killed); red and white cow, off side jaw and sub
maxillar y glands tubercle ; white cow, bleeding cancers m orbit,
...
. .
1
KCows—Twenty milking, in good condition. Premise1'—Low situation, three bail sbeds, very dirty
surroundings.. Drainage—Surface into creek. Water—Spring well. Store—Large; smells unwhole
some, lined with bags, wants air, light, aud lime-washing. Utensils—Zinc and tin; clean. Business,—
Butter factory. Remarks—Cleanliness required.
Disease—None seen.

Sir.

Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 3 June, 1S90.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of yours of the 31st ultimo, and have this day
forwarded you samples of diseased animals, as per other side. You will see that there are—Firstly, four
specimens from one cow; secondly, two specimens from another; and, thirdly, one specimen from a pig.
These specimens were collected by the Government Yeterinarian (Mr. Edward Stanley) in the
Kiama District (the first and second from dairy cattle, and the third from a pig fed on milk at a butter
factory), and they are labelled in accordance with tho views of Mr. Stanley from casual observation.
If you should find tubercle in one or two of the specimens from the first case, it may be unneces
sary to examine the whole four from the same case.
] have, &e.,
EDMUND SAGER,
Dr. John Gibson, Windsor.
Secretary.
Similar letters were addressed to

Note,—

tho

Hon. Hr. MacLaurin and Professor Wilson.

Report on specimens received from the Board of Health, Sydney, on Tuesday, 3rd June, 1800:—
Spcmmens received.
Mrst:— No. 3a—Tubercle, costal pleura, boviuo.
„ 3&
„
bronchial glands, bovine.
,, 3c
„
parotid gland,
,,
„ 3<7
„
heart, bovine.
Second:—No. la—Tubercle, lymphatic glands, bovine.
„ 15
„
liver, bovine.
Third:—No. G—Tubercle, lung, swine.
In accordance with your instructions, on discovering tubercle bacilli in three of the specimens
from the first case, I did not examine the fourth specimen from the same case. All the other specimens
1 have examined most carefully, microscopically, omitting any detailed description of the naked-eye
appearances, as these had, to a very large extent, become altered by the methylated spirit in which they had
been preserved. Sections of the difterent specimens were stained in picro-earmine to demonstrate the
ordinary structure, and Liehl-Neelsen’s method was followed for the detection of tubercle bacilli, as this
method is now looked upon as being the most satisfactory. According to this method the sections
are allowed to stain for twenty-four hours in the following stain :—Fuehsin, L grin.; Acid Carbolic,
5 C.C.; Alcohol, 10 C.C,; Aq. Disk, 100 C.C. They are then decolourised in 25 per cent, aqueous
solution of sulphuric acid, and washed in absolute alcohol until no more colour comes away, then washed
in a large basin of water to remove any trace of acid still remaining, and afterwards mounted through oil
of cloves in the usual way. If deemed necessary, a contrast strain, such as methylene blue, may be used.
The fubercle bacilli, stained in this way, appear at first of a brilliant red colour, but after a time they
assume a brownish tinge, which remains for some considerable time until after the lapse of some days or
months all colour fades from them and they cannot he seen.
The following is my result of my examination of the various specimens:—
First:—No. 3a.—Tubercle, Costal Pleura, Bovine.
_
Piero-carmine stained sections :—Pleura much thickened, and caseous in some parts of the sections,
with calcareous change here and there. Small cell proliferation and tubercle follicle formation outside
the caseous portions. Giant cells were seen here and there in the small cell area.
Liehl-Neclsen stained sections:—Examined by a -,V-inch oil immersion lens these sections contained
great numbers of tubercle baccilli scattered all over the section. Dense masses of bacilli were seen
occupying the interior of giant cells, and groups of them in rosette form in many of tho lymphoid cells.
No. 35.—Tubercle, Bronchial Gland, Bovine.
Picro-canninc stained sect ions,;—In tlie sections examined there were two caseous-looking masses,
each about the size of a small pea. A third smaller mass was also seen. The larger masses were sharply
defined, and appeared to the naked eye to have a well developed fibrous capsule. In cutting them the
knife encountered gritty, calcareous particles. The caseous-looking nodules presented all the appearances
of tubercular structure somewhat advanced, centre caseous, partly calcareous, surrounded by an area of
small cell proliferation, containing tubercle follicles and giant cells. Scattered over tho section a few
smaller tubercular nodules were seen.
_ _ Liekl-Neelsen stained sections :—By the -A -inch oil immersion lens enormous numbers of tubercle
bacilli were seen in the caseous portions, between the lymphoid cells of the tubercle follicles and in the
giant cells.
0i

1
No. 3d.—Tubercle, Heart, Bovine.
Piero-carmine stained sections:—Beautiful tubercular structure, numbers of tubercular nodules,
comijoseil of several tubercle follicles and giant Cells. The tubercular process in the sections examined was
evidently of a somewhat chronic nature, as most of the nodules were found to be surrounded by dense
fully-formed fibrous tissues. Some nodules were caseous in the centre, whilst several had become
calcareous. No trace of cardiac muscle was observed.
t.iehl-Neehen stained sections:—The chronic nature of the tubercular process noted in the
examination of the picro-carinine sections led me to infer that I should not bo able to discover very many
tubercle bacilli in the specially stained sections, and such proved to be the case. With the iV-inch oil
immersion lens tubercle bacilli were found, but in very small numbers. I had to examine very carefully indeed
before I suceei ded in finding any. Tn one giant cell 1 counted as many as five tubercle bacilli; but that
was in one iustauco only. A.11 the tubei'cle liaoilli observed in this specimen were in the giant cells, and
as a rulo only one bacillus was to be seen after examining numbers or giant cells.
Second:—No. la.—Tubercle, Lymphatic Gland, Bovine.
Piero-carmine stained sections ■.—The greater part of the section was caseous in the specimens
under examination. The centre of many of the caseous nodules was calcareous. The so-called hyalinefibroid degeneration, which is so often seen in tubercle nodules, was present in some parts of the section.
Outside the caseous uortmns there were several typical tubercle follicles. There were well marked small
cell proliferation and beautiful giant cells.
Liehl-Neehen's Sections:—Tubercle bacilli present in the sections examined, but very few in
number. Great care and patience wrere required, in examining for bacilli, to find anv. In one section,
after tho most careful examination, only four tubercle bacilli were scon—one eacli iutwo giant cells, and
two in the caseous portions.
No. IS.—Tubercle, Liver, Bovine.
Piero-carmine sections:—To the naked eye, a well-defined caseous mass was seen at one margin of
the seetioo examined, surrounded by what appeared to be a firm capsule Under tho microscope this mass
was found to consist of sever d tubercle follicles, which had coalesced and become caseous, and in parts,
calcareous. There was a capsule composed of fully formed fibrous 1 issue. Within the capsule and
external to the caseous parts were numerous typical tubercle follicles with giant cells and small cell
proliferation. In close proximity to the outer aspect of the fibrous capsule, and in part appearing as a
prolongation from it, a few tubercle follicles were seen occupying some of the portal spaces. Here and
there throughout the section one found collections of small round cells—evidently tubercle follicle forma
tion in quite an early stage—situated within certain of the hepatic lobules. The liver cells otherwise
appeared normal.
Liehl-Neelsen stained sections :—Very few tubercle bacilli found. There were one or two in the
lymphatic spaces between the lymph cells, and one or two in giant celts, some with well developed spores.
In this, as in the case of No. la. very considerable difficulty was experienced in finding tubercle bacilli.
Third:—No. G—Tubercle, Lung Swine.
Picro-carminc sections :—One or two caseous nodules visible to the naked eye. At one extremity of
the sections examined a rounded mass was seen. The centre was caseous, and outside this there was a
zone of small cell proliferation. From this area small cells extended outwards for a short distance along
the walls of the pulmonary alveoli. Several of the alveoli in the immediate neighbourhood contained
catarrhal colls. This nodule appeared to be in relation to one of the smaller bronchioles. A second nodule
was seen at the other extremity of the section, tho caseous centre of which bad dropped out during the
process of cutting and mounting. There were also a few smaller nodules apparently in relation to some
of the smaller bronchioles. These smaller nodules consisted of small round cells. Broncho or catarrhal
pneumonia was present to a limited extent iu the pulmonary tissue in the neighbourhood of these nodules.
In addition, there was some degree of .small cell proliferation around many of the bronchioles and smaller
branches of the pulmonary vessels, pointing to lymphatic irntition. There was considerable oedema of
the inter-lobular connective tissue. No giant cells nor tubercle follicle formation were observed,
_ Lirlil-Nrchen stained sections:—Alter the most careful staining and examination no tubercle
bacilli were found. But it must not be'inferrcd from this that the condition of caseous broncho-pneumonia
which was present in the specimen under consideration was non-tubercular, because of course it is well
known that in many cases of undoubted tuberculosis oven tho best observers fail to detect any tubercle
bacilli ill some specimens they examine. In these eases pathologists do not rest satisfied with a mere
microscopic examination; but proceed to inoculate certain of the lower animals (rabbits, guinea pigs,
mice, etc.), with some of tbe suspected tissue, and noie whether, in these animals, tuberculosis develops
after the inoculation. I well remember a 'somewhat similar instance to tbe one now under consideration
coming under my notice whilst I was acting as assistant to Professor Greenfield of the Edinburgh
University. A piece of pleura from a pig with the ribs attached was brought to us to be examined for
tubercle. There were numbers of caseous nodules in the specimen, but neither Professor Greenfield nor
myself could detect any tubercle bacilli. Bciug satisfied in our own minds that the specimen was
tubercular, I was requested to inoculate some of the caseous material into some rabbits, &c,, with tbe
result that rapid acute tuberculosis supervened, thus confirming our opinion.
In the specimen No. C, I did not rest satisfied with staining and examining sections of tho lung
tissue, but 1 got some of the caseous material, spread it out, on cover glasses, and stained for tubercle
bacilli, but eoul i not detect any.
’
Should the Board deem it necessary, and should they grant me tbe requisite permission, I have
still some of the caseous material with which I could inoculate some animals, and thus prove conclusively
the tubercular or non-tubercular nature of this case. At present all that 1. can affirm regarding it is that
there is a condition of caseous bronclio-pncumonia, probably tubercular in its nature.
In conclusion, I must express my regret that the unusually heavy calls, of a rather busy practice,
together with the care required in the examination of specimens No. la and No. 1!>, and especially No. 6,
have prevented my sending this report sooner.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN GIBSON, M.D.
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Dear Dr. Manning,
TJnivcTsily of Sydney, 14 June, 1800.
I enclose a short report on the specimens sent. There can be no doubt from the histological
characters of the specimens 112«,> and “ 26,!l that they are tubercular, as I found very numerous and typical
giant cells, surrounded by tubercular small-celled exudations and caseating areas iu the centres of the
cellular exudations. The giant-cells are quite pathognomonic.
.
I think it right to state also that I went through the more tedious process of staining for tubercle
bacilli, but from some cause or other the results were negative, though I have not the slightest doubt
that there were plenty of bacilli present. I may say that it is a common enough occurrence to have
such an apparent failure as reagents have a way' of being inconstant in their activity.
Although I unhesitatingly pronounce on the tubercular character of the specimens referred to, I
shall be glad to repeat the tests for tho bacilli (as I have plenty of material left), if you, for any reason,
wish me to do so.
Yours, &c.,
J. T. WILSON.
Dr. T\ Norton Maiming.
-----------------90-3,266.
University of Sydney, 16 Juno, 1890.
ItooiiT on specimens sent from office of Board of Health, along with letter from Dr. 1\ Norton Manning,
dated 2/6/90.
,
Specimen labelled “No. 2a. Tubercle, lung, bovine,” in spirits of wine. Sections cut and stained
some with picro-carminc, and others with hematoxylin. Microscopic examination shows in some places fairly
normal lung structure; in other places are large areas of caseating inflammatory material, surrounded by
a fibro-cellular structure, exhibiting typical tubercular structure centred round giant cells as foci.
Specimen labelled “ No 26. Tubercle, uterus, bovine,” also in spirits of wine. Sections of tbe
tissue treated as above. Here also were rounded caseous areas, surrounded by zones of tubercular
inflammatory exudations, as in lung, aud containing typical giant cells. Tho sites of these tubercular
caseous nodules were chiefly in the submucous tissue of the uterine wall.
Specimen labelled “ No. 8. Cancer, cuticular, bovine,” also in spirits of wine. Sections cut and
stained as above showed the structure of typical squamous epithelioma. The main mass of tho tumour
consisted of a fibrous strand, enclosing in its meshes large areas of epithelial cells, sometimes simply
packed together, but iu very many places arranged concentrically around a centre of corneous epithelial
materia], giving the typical “cell nest ” or “epithelial globe” appearance,
J. T. WILSON.
Sir,

Macquarie-street, Sydney, 25 June, 1890.
I have tbe honor to inform you that of tbe specimens you sent me I have as yet been able to
examine only No. 5 A, marked bowel and gland.
_
The sections obtained from this show numerous unmistakeable specimens of the actinomycosis
fungus, and the animal from which it was taken would seem to have been in an advanced stage of the
disease.
....
.
The method of demonstration adopted is a modification of Plant's, staining with Neelsen’s fluid,
and contrast staining with picric acid.
_ _
I took an opportunity of showing the specimens to Dr. W. H. Goode, who happened to visit me
while I was at work.
_
'
Actinomycosis, or ray fungus, is a very important disease of cattle which has attracted a groat
deal of attention of late years. 1 believe its existence has not been recognised in Australia till the other
clay, when I demonstrated the presence of the ray fungus in a specimen belonging to Mr. Stanley which
he was good enough to give me for examination.
Actinomycosis has been for the most part confounded with tuberculosis, until of late years, but
those forms of the disease which attack the jawbones and tongue have been very commonly described as
cancer.
...
.
...
Like tubercle, actinomycosis is also found in the human subject, affecting the viscera, and
occasionally being associated with empyema ; it bears a great likeness to consumption.
The importance of this disease among cattle cannot be overrated. I think the Board might add it
to the list of diseases already gazetted, aud 1 think it would not be unreasonable for the Board to direct
or to undertake an inquiry into the prevalence of the disease throughout the Colony,
I have, &c.,
The Secretary, Board of Health.
H. N. MACLAUBIN.
Dear Sir,
Macquarie-street, 10 September, 1890.
Of the remaining specimens I have to report as follows :—
4 A.., bovine lung, contains tubercle bacilli; 4 C., Kidney, gave negative results ; 5 A., 5 B., bovine
glands, maxilla, <£c., contain actinomyces.
Yours, &c.,
E. Sager, Esq.
H. N. MACLAUBIN.
Macquarie-strcet, 16 September, 1890.
No. 7.—Swine glands.
Dear Sir,
_
This has required a long and tedious examination by various modes of staining before definite
results could be obtained.
_
_
...
At last I Lave succeeded, by Gramm’s method, in demonstrating several clusters of bacilli which I
believe to be those of tubercle ; but I have only found them in one of the very numerous sections winch
I have stained : this explains the delay and difficulty in discovering them.
I am, Ac.,
E. Sager, Esq.
‘
H. N. MACLAUBIN.

Sydney; Claries Potter, Government Printer.*-1SC0.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DISEASES IN STOCK.
(PETITION PROM MAYOR AND OTHERS OF NEW LAMBTON, PRAYING- NOR INTRODUCTION OR A
BILL TO DEAL WITH.)

liecmncd by the Leyislniice Assembly, 10. July, 1S£)0.

To tho Honorable the Sjieahor and Hcmbers oi' the Legislative AEsemhly of; New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled. ■
Tho Petition of the undersigned, Mayor, Aldermen, and Council Clerk of the Borough Council of
New Lambton, New South Wales.—
Humbia' S no wet i r:—

1. That at present there are a number of Acts in force dealing with diseases in stock in various
ways, but they aro not effectual in the object desired, and aomo stringent and comprehensive measure
that would place the power in the bands of the local authorities would, it is considered, be a boon to tho
general community,
2. Tour Petitioners, in consideration of this fact, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will
be pleased to have a comprehensive Bill brought in during the present Session of Parliament, dealing
with tho subject of contagious diseases in animals throughout the Colony, so as to prevent stock so
infected being sold in the public saleyards, and to stamp out such disease wherever found.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e.
folloiv 10 mgmtitrcs.~\

I
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

AGKICTJLTTTitAL COLLEGES.
(TJS'FOEMAXTOJT EESPECTI^G.)

Ordered by Ike Legislative Assembly to be, printed. 5 June, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table in accordance with a promise made in answer to Question A'o. 2. Votes IS, o
Juno, 1S90.]
*

■

Questions.

(2.) Mu. ErnLEit rts7rf(? The Seoeetaki' rort Mims axu Aoniein/ruuu,- -

(1.) Liis 1:lio Government received any veeoninioiflaLion from Mi\ I’udney' in regard to tiie purehase
of sites for (lie purpose of establishing agricullurat colleges ?
(2.) If so, what sites have been recommended ?
(8) JJow many appointments have been made under the Department of Agriculture (if any) who
have been appointed ; and what salaries are being paid ?

Ansi vers.

■

[IW.]

.

(1.) Mr. Pudney reported on several sites for experimental farms oIL'ered to tlie Government on
purchase.
(2.) Ho lias not recommended any of these sites.
(3.) Director, H. C. L. Anderson, £800; Inspector (temporary), 11. L. Pudney, £350 ; Statistical
Clerk, A. P. Eeynolds, £200 ; Clerk, AVI Prbcdy, £180 ; Clerk (temporary), A. A. Duunicliff, £130;
Clerk (temporary), G% Ahildcr, £130. l^robationer, AY. II. Clarice, £50. Professional Stufl:—
Chemist, J)r. IL'lms, eomulling, £150 : Ategetablc Ealludogisl, Dr. Cobb,consulting, £100; Entomo
logist, A. S. Olliil, consulting, £100; Economic Botanist, P. Turner, consulting. £50.
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NEW SOUTH

WALES.

METROPOLITAN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
(RETURN SHOWING AMOUNT RECEIVED FROM GOVERNMENT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 Jane, IS!)0,

RETURN showing the amount of money received from the Government by the Metropolitan Agricultural
Society since its formation; as Subsidies and as Special Grams.
Condition:; on which Subsidies u cfo
obtained.

Subsidies.

.C
iS6fl........
JS70.........

1,130 5 0

187-*..........

18S2.........
1888.........

810
744
890
1.107
949
496
209
301
317
194

1SS4.........

1.108

1885.........

3,390
(Si!
093
1,129
401

j
4
19
14
4

323

1

0

14,890 3

1

J87f").........
1576..........
1577..........

187S........
1579..........

1SS0.........
1881..........

1580........
1887.........

1S88.........
]8S!>........

isno.....

£
100
4,000

s. d.

1S73..........

4
9
9
13
4
10
IS
17
7
10

7
0
4
S
S
8
9
9
4
3

3 0

Society’s share of pro rata dis
tribution of annual grant.*
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
10s. for every £1 raised
private eontribntion. _
£1 for every £1 raised
private contribution
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
10s.. for every £1 raised bv
private contribution
do
do

- Distribution based on prK ate ontr.buticm.

The Treasury j New South "Wales,
11th June. 1SU0.

[3d.]
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Special Grants
(uiicandiiLotial).

5,000 0 0 i

Special Grants
(Conditional).

£
+1,000

s. d.
0 0

+4,635 10

Total.

£
1,100
4,000
1,136

s.
0
0
5

d.
A
0
0

810
744
890
1,107
949
496
209
301
9,953
194

4
9
9
13
4
10
18
17
3
10

7
(1
4
8
8
8
9
9
9
3

1,103 3 0

1,500
7,000
250
500 0 0
5,035 10 5

3,390
622
2,193
8,129
711

5
4
19
14
4

10
0
0
O
3

823

1

0

38,884 19 0

t U tor every ,£! raised by private contribution.

J. N. OATLEY,
Sub-Accountant.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ITALIAN SETTLEMENT AT THE RICHMOND RIVER,
KNOWN AS “NEW ITALY.”
(■REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF FORESTS ON.)

Ordered hy flic Legislative Assembly to be printed, 26 Kovemler. 1890.

The Director-General of Eorcsts to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir;

Forest Department, 28 October, 1890.
Tn accordance with instructions received from you, I recently visited tho settlement known as.
“JNcw Italy,” and which is situated some 7 or 8 miles from AVoodburn, in tho Eichmond River District,
and have now the honor to report my impressions of tho settlement, and to make such suggestions in
regard to it as have arisen therefrom.
_
I interviewed several of the leading members of the community, and to them explained the object
of my visit, and of your earnest desire for their welfare and prosperity ; and they desired me to convey
to you their appreciation of your kindness and sympathy.
_
I find that there is a population of something Hke 250 Italians in the settlement, of which, perhaps,
about TOO are adults, and that the several selections have been taken up contiguous to each other, thus
making the community united, and the members of it within easy reach of each other.
_
From information received, and also from what came under my own observation, there is no doubt
but that these Italians are a hard-working, sober, industrious, law-abiding people, and aro proving them
selves excellent colonists in every respect. They are thoroughly united in themselves, and give no trouble
to the neighbouring settlers.
_
....
With regard, however, to the site of the settlement itself, T regret that it is not within my power
to speak so favourably. The soil in places is of a somewhat cold and apparently uninviting nature, and
requires a considerable amount of labour to subject it to profitable cultivation. Only a few miles further
away, and nearer tho Richmond River, a character of soil of a more suitable nature for general tropical
agriculture could easily have been obtained. For the cultivation of various products, however, the site
is all that could be desired, but the variety of these is limited in consequence of the special character of
tli® soil and its want of humus.
_
_
The soil is excellently well adapted for the cultivation of the vine for the purpose of wine-making,
and this fact has been recognised and acted on by most of the settlers at New' Italy. On all the
selections visited by me, from one to two and three acres of land had been carefully cultivated, and showed
very fine crops of various kinds of vines. A considerable amount of wine is made by the settlers annually,
hut, as vet, principally only for their own consumption. There are great possibilities in connection with
the mak’ing of light wanes on the soil of New Italy, hut systematic action is necessary for the production
of a good article. This wiU no doubt come about in due time.
The land is heavily timbered, and requires a very considerable amount of labour to clear it, and
hence the area of land at; present nnder cultivation in the settlement is not very great, as the whole of
the work has to be done by the Italians themselves, in consequence of their being unable to employ
outside labour.
....
.
There is a State Pubhc School in connection with this settlement. A Mr. Morgan is the teacher,
and he informed me that the attendance of Italian children was good, very regular, and averaged about
thirty-five pupils per day of various ages. All the children who had been born in the Colony and
attended school were capable of speaking the English language very weU indeed, and in several cases
acted as interpreters between their parents and myself.
From my conversations with these Italians, and also judging from the excellent manner in which
they have carried out the improvements already carried out upon their selections, it is evident to me that
they have, as a body, decided to permanently settle upon the land.
_
' According tn your instructions, I entered carefully into the subject of the probability of establish
ing the industry of sericulture in this settlement, and have much pleasure in reporting that, in my
opinion, it is one of the most important which could be undertaken in connection with it. I find that all
the original settlers (i.e., those who came from Italy proper) arc well acquainted with the various ramifica
tions of the industry; and it is therefore only a matter of application in order to make it the staple
782—
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production of this people. The soil, climate, and situation are all well adapted to the successful pro
duction and culture of the white mulberry, the leaves of which tree form the principal food of the silk
worm. Therefore, from the fact that the people themselves arc well acquainted with the industry, and
also from the fact that the work is one in which both women and children are peculiarly fitted to take
part, it appears to me that sericulture should become the main support of these people. I may say that
they one and all expressed the opinion that they would prefer the work of sericulture to any other.
Taking all these matters into consideration then, I have respectfully to recommend that cvery
enconragement should be given by the Government to the settlers of IS'ew .Italy to establish a thorough
system of reproductive sericulture in their midst; and in connection with this 1 have much pleasure in
herewith forwarding a full report upon the subject from Mr. Champ, who, in accordance with your desire,
accompanied me on my visit to the settlement. I will not at present go into details as to how this might
he done, as these can be fully gone into later on, should you approve of the suggestion. I may say that
there would be httle or no difficulty in raising 300,000 mulberry plants in our nurseries next season for
distribution amongst the Italians.
'I have, &e.,
J. EDME IBBOW,
Director-General of IVirests.
(Enclosure.')
To the Director-General of Forests,
72, Newtown Koad, Sydney, 24 October, 1890.
Forest Department, Sydney.—
Sir,
Having, as requested, visited the Italian settlement in the county of Eichmond, N.S.'W.,
known as New Italy, for the purpose of ascertaining its suitability to the introduction of sericulture, I
beg to report as follows:—
The Mulberry-tree.
I find that the soil, though poor compared with that of some of the surrounding country, is suitable
for tbe cultivation of tho mulberry-tree, and that in, the one or two instances whore these trees have
already been planted they have thrived well.
These few trees planted by tho Italians, though not of the best sort for sericulture (they being one
of a Chinese species of black mulberry), showed a very good growth and abundance of leaves, besides a
quantity of fruit, and it can therefore be taken for granted that the white mulberry, which is much more
prolific in leaves, less nourishment being taken up in the fruit, would give a still better return of leaves.
The climate, as is well known, is exceptionally suited for the growth of this tree,
_
From trees pointed out to me amongst these few referred to as being only two years old, I should
judge there could be plucked some 3 or 4 lb. of leaves, whereas in most other countries, and in tho more
southern portions of this continent, it would probably take four years before such a return could be obtained.
I would hero point out that too rich a soil is not always the boat for tbe production of good silk,
or rearing worms, though of course the tree ilself grows more luxuriantly. This same luxuriant growth,
however, is inclined to produce a too succulent leaf, and, if great care be not taken, to endanger the health
of the worms in their latter stages, when they cat voraciously.
I therefore think that the soil of IS'ew Italy, combined with the splendid climate the country
possesses, would grow a mulberry-tree well suited to silk-culture.
.
‘
The Silh-icorm.
Tbe climate would he very suitable indeed for the rearing of the silk-worm, I should say even more
so than it is in other parts of Australia, where worms have already been most successfully raised,
experimentally.
The cool nights, absence of hot winds and drought, and the general even temperature of the
summer would be most conducive to the general health of the worm.
_ The trees too, are long in leaf, and would enable many “crops” or hatchings to be obtained* a
most important item in the pecuniary success of the undertaking, as of course the more times in a year
the magnaneries and trees, can be utilised the greater the proportionate return.
Labour.
_
-A-3 regards the obtaining of a sufficient quantity of concentrated labour, that would be at the same
time suitable and efficient, to enable the industry to be started on such a scale as would show its worth, I
consider that under no drcuipstances could a more favourable spot be found in these Colonies than New
Italy, for I find on interviewing these Italians that the whole of the adults have had, more or less, some
experience in their own country of this culture, one man informing me that his wife had had twenty
years, experience in an Italian “ filature.”
-As can be easily understood, this would boa groat help in successfully introducing tho industry.
Having jiut the question to them, they seem to be united in opinion that tbe industiy would do
well, and all appear to be most anxious to take tbe matter up if they arc enabled to do so, expressing the
opinion that more money could be made and quicker returns obtained from sericulture than from viti
culture, in which latter they are already doing some little cultivation.
There are about forty Italian families in this settlement, all bound close together by national ties
and co-operating in every way for their general advancement, and, as 1 have already mentioned, all with
some knowledge of sericulture, but they arc so far without the means of utilising this knowledge.
They are an industrious, thrifty community, judging from what they have already done, in a small
way, on their selections in other cultures, with the limited means at their command, and were they in a
osition to carry on the culture of silk, would be capable, as a body, of producing some comparatively
mdsome results.
”

E

Quantity

3
Quantity and value of Cocoons that might he froduced.
Approximately, I should say these people would bo capable, as far as their labour is concerned, of
producing the following quantity and value of silk-cocoons :—
There are (say) forty families, and most of these are composed of eight or ten individuals, but,
supposing an average be taken of only four per family that could attend to the industry. A 10-oz. silk
worm-house or “ magnaneric” would take four people, if needs be, juveniles, to attend to it during tbe
education of the worms. Forty families of four each would, therefore, be capable of taking charge of
forty 10-oz. “ magnaneries,” or, in othef words, of rearing dOO oz. of eggs or “ grain.”
These forty “magnaneries” should give about -j- ton of cocoons per “ magnanerie,” valued at tbe
present time at from £100 to £150 per ton.
Taking an average (say) £125 per ton, the produce of the forty “ magnaneries ” or 400 oz. eggs
would be, therefore, £2,500. This would be for one crop only, or for work extending over a period of
about six weeks.
But supposing, to take a small estimate, three crops arc produced, and that two months are taken
to rear each one, which allows a good margin for operations connected with the fresh hatchings, and
getting previous crops ready for export, &c.f there would bo a production of cocoons, in six months, value
about £7,500. Compared with what these men are now earning and producing, 1 am sure this would he
to them a fortune.
Quantity of Trees requisite to produce above results.
In order to obtain the above results there would have to be some considerable quantity of mulberrytrees grown and silk-worm grain obtained, far more, I am confident, than these people are in a position
to secure, however hard they may work.
I should estimate that to produce the above quantity of cocoons, and rear the necessary number of
worms, viz., 400 oz. grain, some 250,000 young trees would be required, and might be planted in (say)
300 or 400 acres of laud, though every year that is added to tbe age of these trees would mean a much
larger silk-productive capacity.
In this district, from what I have seen and referred to above, a two-year-old tree would produce at
least 3 lb. of leaves per picking.
This would give a total of 750,000 lb. for the above number of trees.
It takes about 20 lb. leaves to produce 1 lb. cocoons, giving about 37,500 lb. cocoons, or about the
equivalent of tho above product of 400 oz. grain, viz., 40,000 lb. = 20 tons—1, oz. grain producing about
100 lb. cocoons.
Assistance that might he given.
I think this might be divided into three heads—■
1. Tree-planting.
2. ^Distribution of silk-worm grain.
3. The building, or assisting the building, ofl< magnaneries.”
1. I should strongly recommend that such a plantation as I mention above be made by tho Government
and at tho same time as many trees given to the Italians as they are able to plant on their own
selections.
A nominal sum might be charged for the leaves plucked from tbe main plantation.
I may add that mulberry-farming is carried on upon a large scale in other countries as a distinct
business, the leaves being sold, somewhat as I suggest above, to the cocoon-produccrs.
2. Good healthy silk-worm grain might be secured and distributed in proper quantities as soon as
the trees are ready.
Such grain could, I believe, be obtained by arrangement from Dr. Cleland, of Adelaide, South
Australia, and Mr. George Thorne, of Castle Hill, New South Wales.
Both of these gentlemen have very fine races of worms, quite free from any disease, and thoroughly
acclimatised.
'
They have only small quantities at present, hut with proper notice I have no doubt arrangements
could bo made with them for multiplying the grain, instead of their “ choking” the bulk of their cocoons,
as they are in the habit of doing.
This would be infinitely preferable to importing grain, as you can never he certain of what you
are getting.
3. “ Magnaneries” might be erected and let to tbe rearers at a small rental, or, according to circum
stances, they might be assisted to erect them on their own selections.
But in any case it would bo advisable to avoid, if practicable, tbe rearing of worms by individuals
iu small quantities, in improperly-constructed rooms, as these people would undoubtedly be tempted to
do without assistance, owing to their pecuniary inability to procure better accommodation, and in order to
get a quick return, thus producing an inferior article, and possibly discouraging others from attempting
the industry.
These “magnaneries” might be constructed at small expense of “dab wattle” or mud walls, with
thatched or bark roofs and gauze openings. This would be, independently of the cheapness, better, in
my opinion, than possibly more expensive material, for keeping the interior at a suitable temperature. I
observed a very good building (residence) built by one of the Italians (Antoniolli), of similar material.
It is impossible to say now what the exact cost of such buildings would be, but they need be only
of the simplest structure and roughest material; in fact, a simple shed, care always being taken, how
ever, to have proper ventilation and light—two important items. The fittings also, although they need be
only of rough material, must be constructed in a proper way, and great care taken to avoid the attacks of
any kind of vermin.
The outside measurement of a 10-oz. “magnanerie” should be about GO feet by 20 feet.
It would be very advantageous to have a “ magnanerie” in connection with the above plantation,
belonging to the Government, devoted to the production of sound “ grain” for distribution, udiieh could
at the same time be used for giving instruction to those who needed it.
General
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General Remarks.
I may add that there is little donbt that, -were once the industry proved to he a success iu this
district, and the people shown the basis upon which to work, sericulture in its various branches would
spread further afield by private enterprise.
I have here only dealt with the production of cocoons, which, however, would find a ready sale on
European markets, or even in India, and can, after proper desiccation, be press-packed and exported in
bales, as is other produce.
Heeling the cocoons into silk, however, should, of eonrse, undoubtedly be ultimately undertaken,
but would require proper “ plant” and more or less skilled labour, some of which latter, I am convinced,
could bo obtained amongst these Italian women. It would, however, he better to first prove tbe cocoon
raising a success.
In concluding, I beg to again allude to tbe one or two points that make New Italy almost a unique
place in these Colonies for the successful introduction of sericulture:—
A perfect climate. '
A suitable soil.
A small but concentrated population of Italians all more or less cognisant of tbe culture, and willing
to work at it.
Largo families of children, which would be only too glad to work and supply the juvenile labour, so
requisite for sericulture.
I am, &c.,
REGINALD CHAMP.

Reginald Champ, Esq., to The Director-General of Eorests.
Sir,

Sydney, 4 November, 1S90.
Referring to my report concerning the introduction, into this Colony of sericulture, I would
point out that if the Government intends taking any steps in the matter, it ■would be well to do so at once,
ns regards one important item, viz,, the multiplying of tbe available “ grain” in tbe Colonies, as tho worms
are even now about to spin, and will in the ordinary course be “ choked” or killed, if other arrangements
bo not made.
The two gentlemen I alluded to in my report, viz., Dr. Cleland, of South Australia, and Mr,
Thorne, of this Colony, would be, I am sure, quite willing to make any reasonable arrangement with a
view to tbe above, and thus a season would be saved.
1 am, &c.,
~
REGINALD CHAM]5.
Eorwarded to the Hon. the Colonial Secretary respectfully requesting that this letter ho read in
connection with my report npon the subject.—J.E.B., D.-G. Its., 8/11/90.
The Principal Under
Secretary, B.C., 9/11/90.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1890
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

VINE DISEASES ACTS FURTHER CONTINUATION BILL
(MESSAGE No. 7L)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, G Lccatibcr, 1800.

ALFEED STEPHEN,
Lieutenant-Governor.

Message No. 71.
.

in accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, Hie
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the cipodieney of making
provision to meet the requisite espouses in connection with a Bill to continue the “ Vine Eiseases Ad of
188G ” and the 1! Vine Diseases Act Amendment Act of 1888 ” for a further period of one year.

Government House,
Sydney, ~>th 'December, 1890.

i :w.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SCHEMES FOR
EXTERMINATION OF RABBITS IN AUSTRALASIA.

PEOGEESS EEPOET,
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS,
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

APPENDICES.

f)rrscnfe& to parliament lip Command.

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER
1890.
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GTomuntfsixitt.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, and so forth,—■
To our trusty and well-beloved.—
Hf.nht NonirAjr MacLauhts, Esquire, M.D.,
■William Camag Wilkwsos, Esquire, M.D,, M.P.; and
[ Kew South Wales.
Edwakd Qnrif, Esquire,

J

Esquire, M.D.,
%
Edward Hardwood Lascelles, Esquire,
'• Victoria.
Alered Kaylor Fearsoa', Esquire, E.R.Met.Soc., F.C.S., A.I.C.. )
HAnnT Brookes Allek,

A.t.ered Dillon Bell,

Esquire, 'New Zealand.

Edward Charles Stirling, Esquire, M.D.,
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esquire, M.D.,

} South Australia.

JosErn Bancroft, Esquire, M.D., Queensland.*
Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esquire, Tasmania.

Greeting:

■
Whereas the Govornmcnt of our Colony of Kew South "Wales has invited the Governments

of our Colonies of Victoria, New Zealand, South Australia, Queensland, Tasmania, and Western:Australia
to nominate skilled and experienced persons to make, in association with the above-mentioned representatives
of Our iirst-riamed Colony, an inquiry nnd'a report on the matters hereinafter specified : And whereas the
Governments of our said Colonies of Victoria, New Zealand, South Australia, Queensland, and Tasmania
have respectively made such nominafions accordingly: And whereas the Government of our said Colony
of Western Australia has declined to make a nomination to such Commission : Now know ye, that we,
reposing great trust and confidence in your ability, zeal, industry, discretion, and integrity, do’by these
presents authorize and appoint you or any three or more of you, as hereinafter mentioned, to make a full
and diligent inquiry as to whether or not the introduction of contagious diseases amongst Babbits by
inoculation or otherwise, or tho propagation of diseases natural to Babbits, for tho purpose of destroying
them, or promoting their destruction, will be accompanied or followed bv danger to human health or life,
or to animal life other than Babbits, or to interfere injuriously with the profitable carrying on of the
agricultural or pastoral pursuits followed by the tillers or occupants of public or private lands in our
Australian Colonies ; if either or any of the above menus are dangerous—(o what extent; if not so
dangerous as to justify absolute prohibition, under what conditions and restrictions should such inoculation
or propagation be permitted to be introduced and carried on, and generally to inquire into and report to
ps upon the several methods or means proposed or that may be proposed to the Governments of our several
Colonies concerned for the purpose of cheeking or suppressing the Babbit pest in the said Colonics, and
which may be referred to you by us for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting upon by vou : And
fvo do by these presents grant to you, or any three or more of you, at any meeting or meetings to which
all of you shall have been duly summoned, full power and authority by all lawful ways or means to call
before you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may be the better informed of the
truth in the premises, and to require tho production of all such "books, papers, writings, and all other
documents as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same at the offices or places where the
same or any of them may be deposited, and, generally, to inquire of the premises : And you will be provided
with such clerical and other assistance as may be deemed necessary for enabling you dulv to execute this
our Commission: And our further will and pleasure is, that you do within one month after the date of
this pur Commission, or as soon as the same can be done, using all diligence, certify to us, in the office of
our Colonial Secretary of our said Colony of New South Wales, under your or any'three or more of your
hands aud seals, what you shall find touching the premises: And we hereby command all Government
Officers and other persons whomsoever within our said'Colony of New South Wales, that they be assistant
to you and eaqh of you in/thc execution of these presents: And we do hereby empower you to elect one
of your number to be President of this our Commission, which said Commission we‘declare to be a
Commission, for all purposes of tbe Act 44 Victoria: No. 1, intituled “An Act to regulate the taking of
JUvidcncc hy Commissioners under the Great Seal.'l
'
■ > In testimony whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal
' of our Colbny to be hereunto affixed.

■
1

Witness our right ^trusty and well-beloved Councillor, Charles Robert'Baron
1
Carrington, Knight Grand Gross of our Most Distinguished Order of Saint
■ M^hael and Samt George, our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of our Colony
■ of Lew South Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney in New
South Wales aforesaid, this sixteenth day of April, in the fifty-first yrar of our
-ItcigTij and in the year of our Lord one thousand fciglit hundred and eighty-eight.
(L.s.)
CARRINGTON.
°
-

By His Excellency’s Command,
HENRY PARKES.

Entered on record by me, in Register of Patents,
id, pages 175-0, this sixteenth day of April,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight.
For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records
rnmY'WRTT WALKER,
VC
CRITCHETT
Principal Under Secretary.
* At a meeting of the Royal Commission, held in Melbourne on 13th October, Henr Tryon, Esq., presented a
document under the great seal of the Colony of New South Wales ap]>ointing him nu additional member of the Commission,
representing the Colony of Queensland,
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Cloinmicsisn.
VICTORIA, by tlie Ovace of God, of fclic United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,

Defender of the Faith, and so forth,—
To our trusty and ivell-hcloved—

IIesht 'layok, Esquire.
Greeting:

'
Whereas bv an instrument under the G-reat Seal of our Colony of New South Wales, bearing
date the sixteenth day o*E April last, we did appoint certain gentlemen therein named to make a full and
diligent inquiry as to whether or not the introduction of contagious diseases amongst Rabbits by inoculation
or otherwise, or the propagation of diseases natural to Rabbits, for the purpose of destroying them, or
promotin'1- their destruction, will be accompanied or followed by danger to human health or life, or to
animal life other than Rabbits, or to interfere injuriously with the profitable carrying on of the agricultural
or pastoral pursuits followed by the tillers or occupants of public or private lands in our Australian
Colonies; if either or any of the above means are dangerous—to what extent,^ if not so dangerous as to
justify absolute prohibition, under what conditions and restrictions sbould such inoculation or propagation
be permitted to bo introduced and carried on, and generally to inquire into and report to us upon the
several methods or means proposed or that may be proposed to the Governments of our several Colonies
concerned for the purpose of checking or suppressing the Rabbit pest in the said Colonies, and which may
be referred to our said Commission by us for the purpose of inquiry and report: And whereas tho
{rovernment of our Colony of Queensland has represented the advisability of appointing an additional
member of such Commission: Now, therefore, know you, that we, of our especial grace, have thought fit
to appoint, and do hereby appoint you to be such additional Commissioner accordingly.

In testimony whereof, we have caused these our Fetters to be made Patent, and tho Great Seal
of onr Colony to be hereunto affixed.

■

Witness our right trusty aud well-beloved Councillor, Charles Robert BaronCarrington, Knight Grand Cross of our Most Distinguised Order of Saint
Michael and Saint George, our Governor and Commandcr-m-Chicf of our Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New
South Wales aforesaid, this twenty-fourth day of August, in tho fifty-second year of
our Reign, and in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyClsht'
(jj.g.)
CARRINGTON.
By His Excellency’s Command,
*

HENRY PARKES.

Entered on record by me, in Register of Patents, No, 13, pages 5,239-240, this twenty-fifth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight.
For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNMENT OP NEW SOUTH WALES.
EXTERMINATION OF RABBITS.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 31st August, 1887.
It is hereby notified that the Government of New South Wales will pay the sum of
£25,000 to any person or persons who will make known and demonstrate at his or
their own expense any method or process not previously known in the Colony for
the effectual extermination of rabbits, subject to the following conditions, viz.:—■
1. That such method or process shall, after experiment for a period of
twelve montlis, receive the approval of a Board appointed for that purpose by tbe
Governor with the advice of the Executive Council.
2. That such method or process shall, in the opinion of the said Board, not
be injurious, and shall not involve the use of any matter, animal or thing, which
may be noxious to horses, cattle, sheep, camels, goats, swine, or dogs.
3. The Board shall be bound not to disclose the particulars of any method or
process, unless such Board shall decide to give such method or process a trial.
FRANCIS ABIGAIL.
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PROGRESS REPORT.
To

His Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Robert, Baron
Carrington, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honorable Privy Council, Governor and Commandcr-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.

May it please Tour Excellency,—

Wc, the undersigned Members of the Royal Commission appointed “To
make a full and diligent inquiry as to whether or not the introduction
of Contagious Diseases amongst Rabbits, by inoculation or otherwise,
or the propagation of Diseases natural to Rabbits, for the purpose of
destroying them, or promoting their destruction, will be accompanied
or followed by danger to human health or life, or to animal life other
than Rabbits, or to interfere injuriously with the profitable carrying
on of the agricultural or pastoral pursuits followed by the tillers or
occupants of public or private lands in onr Australian Colonies; if
either or any of the above means are dangerous, to what extent ? if not
so dangerous as to justify absolute prohibition, under what conditions
and restrictions should such inoculation or propagation be permitted to
be introduced and carried on, and generally to inquire into and report
to ns upon tbe several methods or means proposed or that may be
proposed to the Governments of our several Colonics concerned for the
purpose of checking or suppressing the Rabbit Pest in the said Colonies,
and which may be referred to you by us for the purpose of inquiring
into and reporting upon by you,” beg to submit the following Progress
Report:—
'

Preliminary Work.

The Commission assembled for the first time on the IGth day of April,
1888, at Sydney, representatives of the Colonies of New South Wales, Victoria.,
South Australia, Queensland, and Tasmania being present. Dr. MacLaurin, one
of the representatives of the Colony of New South Wales, was unanimously
elected President of the Commission. A general discussion ensued in which all
the members took part. The Commission then met daily, with the exception
of one short adjournment, until the preliminary business was completed. At
the fourth meeting the representative of the Colony of New Zealand associaated himself with the Commission. At the request of the Commission the
representatives of M. Pasteur received permission to introduce into the Colony
of New South Wales cultivations of the microbes of chicken-cholera, on con
dition that they would undertake to conduct no experiments therewith without
the sanction of the Commission. In order to test fully and safely the various
schemes proposed for the destruction of rabbits by disease, the Commission
immediately took steps to obtain a suitable laboratory in which small experi
ments might he conducted ; and also an island infested with rabbits, and an
inland area similarly infested and surrounded by rabbit-proof fencing, in winch
experiments could he conducted on a larger scale and under normal conditions.
The evidence of Henry Augustus Ellis, Esquire, M.B., was taken concerning
the great mortality which had prevailed among rabbits on Tintinallogy Station,
bordering on tbe Darling River in New South Wales, and concerning the
experiments which had been conducted by Herbert Pickering Butcher, Esquire,
M.R.C.S., Eng., and himself in connection with the so-called Tintinallogy disease.
The Commission then proceeded to the residence of Dr. Ellis, and examined
certain rabbits suffering from tho so-called disease.
38 (7)—&
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At the request of Drs. Butcher and Ellis it was resolved that all
particulars submitted by them concerning this disease would be considered con
fidential.
In consequence of a letter from M. Pasteur’s representatives, it was
resolved that in accordance with the terms of the Proclamation of the Govern
ment of New South Wales, the Commission would treat as confidential the
details of any method that might be examined, but not adopted for trial by the
Government.
The representatives of M. Pasteur were subsequently examined concerning
the condition of tire cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholera, which they
were about to introduce into New South Wales, and tho method which they
proposed to pursue in order to exterminate rabbits. They were requested to
prepare a written statement in connection with the scheme of M. Pasteur,
and it was arranged that facilities be granted to them for the conduct of
preliminary experiments at the laboratory of the Board of Health under
such precautions as Hr. MacLaurin, the President of the Commission and
Of the Board of Health, might prescribe.
It was ordered that a supply of
rabbits he obtained for purposes of experiment. A schedule of experiments
was adopted by which to test the utility of chicken-cholera and of the
so-called Tintinallogy disease for the destruction of rabbits. Dr. Katz, Ph.D.,
was appointed chief expert officer for the conduct of experiments under
the direction of the Commission, and a Committee, hereinafter called the
Experiment Committee, was appointed to watch the experiments on behalf of
the Commission. The representatives of M. Pasteur, on April 24th, submitted
their written statement, including a list of the experiments of demonstration
which they proposed to make. They were then examined concerning the
existing evidence in favour of M. Pasteur’s scheme. On April 25th a second
general discussion was held, at the close of which the order of experiments
■was defined, and it was resolved that tho Experiment Committee should have
full discretion in all matters concerning the conduct of experiments within the
terms of the Commission, and in all matters regarding the progress of the
inquiry, subject to the limitations already determined by the Commission.
Statistics concerning the cost of rabbit destruction in New South Wales and
Victoria were received, and steps were taken to obtain like information from other
Colonies. On April 26th the last meeting of the first session of the Commission
was held, when a memorandum was received from the Rabbit Branch of the
Lands Department of New South Wales, and a minute from the Under Secretary
for Lands, forwarding for consideration by the Commission all the mechanical
devices, &c., which had been submitted to the Government of New South Wales
in connection with rabbit destruction. It was resolved that these appliances
should he placed in some suitable store where they might he inspected by
members, and the further consideration of their merits was postponed. The
Experiment Committee was requested to scrutinize the correspondence concern
ing these appliances which was then in the possession of the'Hon. the Minister
of Mines. It was resolved that two members of the Committee should form a
quorum and the Committee was requested to elect a chairman, who should
have general control over the experiments about to he adopted. The Hon. the
Secretary for Lands invited the Commission to take into consideration the
question of the proper width and mesh of rabbit-proof netting fencing. It was
accordingly resolved that a Committee, consisting of the members representing
tho Colony of: Victoria, with such other members as were able to attend, should
take evidence in Victoria from witnesses who had practical experience in the
use of rabbit-proof fencing; and this Committee was authorised to make public
advertisement inviting such evidence. The Commission advised that licenses to
prosecute their experiments with the so-called Tintinallogy disease might be
granted to Doctors Butcher and Ellis with safety to the public health. It was
then resolved that on or about May 23rd the Commission should meet, in
Adelaide, and investigate the action of the disease known as rabbit scab, and
subsequently proceed to Silverton, and if necessary to Tintinallogy or elsewhere,
to take evidence concerning the so-called Tintinallogy disease. Steps were
taken to secure the presence at Silverton of Dr. Butcher, and of rabbit
inspectors and others who could give evidence concerning the1 -mortality among.
rabbits
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rabbits at Tintinallogy, and the Government of South Australia was invited to
provide facilities for the work of the Commission in South Australia. The first
session of the Commission then closed.
Appointment op Experiment Committee and equipment op Laboratory.

On the following day, April 27th, the first meeting of the Experiment
Committee was held, and Er. W. Camac Wilkinson was elected chairman. Tho
minutes of the proceedings of this Committee are set forth in Section VI of the
detailed report. At the outset great difficulty was experienced in obtaining a
suitable site for a laboratory, in which the schedule of experiments adopted by
the Commission could he executed. Many places were visited, -which were in
some respects capable of adaptation to the purpose, but some serious difficulty
presented itself in every instance. It became evident that no suitable building
could be obtained in any inhabited neighbourhood, without risking interruption
of the experiments, on the ground of danger to the public health. Ultimately,
on May 4th, after communication with tho Hon. the Secretary for Lands, Rodd
Island was set apart for the use of the Committee as an experimental station. The
necessary plans -were speedily prepared, and the works were executed with admirable
expedition by the Department of the Colonial Architect of Xcw South Wales. Mr.
A. Ni Pearson, one of the representatives of the Colony of Victoria, rendered most
important service in connection with the designing of the station, and with the
supervision of all tho work. A description of the station is given in Section VIII of
the detailed report, so that here it need only be said that the island is sur
rounded by a broad belt of water; that the general enclosure, in which
animals aro kept, measures nearly a quarter of an acre, with stalls and pens,
an aviary, artificial burrows, &c., the whole enclosure, with every outlet from
l)Cjno protected by fly-proof gauze, the drainage being conducted into dis
infecting tanks, and a furnace being provided in which dead carcasses and
all infected matters may he burnt. A well-equipped laboratory is provided,
with quarters for the experts and servants. All these works were completed
in loss than two months, and thus, at a, comparatively small cost, provision
was made lor the experiments to he performed under the direction of the
Commission; ^ and^ when its work is ended, a permanent bacteriological station
will remain, in which, from time to time, the communicable diseases of rmimak
can he studied with facility.
M. Pasteur’s Representatives.
Meanwhile, on May 8th, the Committee received a letter from Dr. Hinds,
one of the representatives of M. Pasteur, stating' that their preliminary experi
ments were^ completed. The list of experiments with microbes of chickencholcra, which had been adopted by the Commission, was sent to Dr. Hinds,
and he was asked to suggest any other experiments. At the meeting of the
Committee on May 14th, a letter dated May 10th was read, signed by
Dr. Hinds, Dr. Germont, and M. Loir, in which they stated that they were
unable to accept any participation in these experiments. This letter and the
correspondence which ensued null he found in the Report of tbe Experiment
Committee forming Section VII of the detailed report. As considerable delay
in the progress of experimental work was caused by this correspondence, it is
necessary to show clearly the positions taken by the Commission and its
Experiment Committee on the one hand, and by M. Pasteur’s representatives
on the other.
The Commission, at its meeting on April 24th, had adopted a definite
schedule of experiments concerning, chicken-cholera, which would test—
(1) whether chicken-cholera would spread from infected rabbits to healthy
rabbits in hutches, cages, and artificial burrows; (2) whether domestic animals
could lie injured by the microbes of chicken-cholera; (3) what birds are liable
to chicken-cholera; (4) whether the virulence of chickcn-cholcra is altered
when it is repeatedly communicated from rabbit to rabbit.
Incidentally, it
■was to he tested whether birds at liberty in a large enclosure would contract
chickcn-cholcra when rabbits were dying from that disease in the enclosure.
At the same meeting, at which this schedule was adopted, the representatives
of
Dieficulties with
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of M. Pasteur proposed to make experiments as follows:—(1) to show in the
laboratory that they could kill rabbits by adding microbes to them food;
(2) to show similarly that domestic animals are not affected by the addition of
microbes to their food; (3) to make an experiment on an inland area of (say)
500 acres, enclosed with rabbit-proof fencing, but otherwise under natural con
ditions. In this experiment food containing microbes would from day to day be
placed in different parts of the area. On' behalf of the Commission it was
explained that a laboratory would soon be ready, and that any experiments which
M. Pasteur’s representatives might desire would certainly he done; and it was
proposed that they should associate themselves with Dr. Katz, the Chief Expert
Officer of the Commission, in the conduct of their own experiments. The
experiments proposed by the Commission were carefully explained, and M. Pasteur’s
representatives were informed that if they desired any modification of these
experiments, their wishes would receive careful consideration, and also that Dr.
Katz had been instructed that all work concerning chicken-cholera was to he
performed in association with them. Dr. Hinds, on behalf of M. Pasteur’s
representatives, at once assented to these proposals. The Chairman asked if
M~. Pasteur’s representatives would not take time to consult. They conversed
shortly among themselves, and Dr. Hinds said, “We accept your proposals at
once.1'’ In the course of their examination which followed, great stress was
laid by members of the Commission on the necessity for proving, not merely
that rabbits could be killed by administering infected food, but also that chickencholera would spread from infected rabbits to healthy rabbits independently of
the administration of infected food.
_
_
When the Commission closed its first session, on April 26th, it was
apparently understood by all parties that the laboratory experiments with chickencholera, including those prescribed by M. Pasteur and those directed by the
Commission, would be performed as soon as the laboratory was completed. But
the subsequent refusal of M. Pasteur’s representatives to take any part m the
tests prescribed by the Commission necessitated a tedious and disappointing
correspondence. This refusal was considered by the Experiment Committee, as
before stated, on May 14th.
Visit of Commission to Melbourne, Adelaide, Silverton, and Tintlnallogy.

Eour days later the Commission met informally, in Melbourne, to hear
the statements of Dr. R. E. Hudson and Mr. A. L. Gilbert, concerning their
observations during a recent visit to Tintlnallogy. As it proved possible
to obtain a full attendance of the Commission in Melbourne, the intended
committee meeting was replaced by a one day’s Session of Commission, which
was held on May 21st. Ten witnesses, who held land in various parts of Victoria
and New South Wales, were then examined, chiefly concerning the proper^
height and mesh of rabbit-proof fencing. Two of the rabbit inspectors of
Victoria were also examined.
•
The Commission then passed into South Australia, and on. May 23rd,
at Adelaide, the evidence was taken of seven witnesses, including owners,
lessees, and managers of largo station properties, and Professor Watson, who
introduced the Sarcopies cuniculi, or rabbit scab. Rabbits and sheep, which
had been made the subjects of experiments with this disease, were examined
by the Commission. It was then resolved that with a view to economise
the time of the Commission, an Executive Committee, consisting of Dr. Ban
croft, Dr. Wilkinson, Mr. Dillon Bell, and Mr. Tabart, should proceed forth
with to Tintlnallogy, make investigations there, and submit a written report
to tbe Commission.
_
.
On May 26th and 28th the Commission met at Silverton and examined
Dr. Butcher, of Tintinallogy, and Mr. C. W. Reid,, who assisted him in his
experiments; also the managers of several large station properties in tbe West
ern District of New South Wales; Mr. H. E. Vindin, the Superintending
Inspector of the Rabbit Branch of the Lands Department of New South Wales,
and several of his staff, and Mr. M. I. C. Tally, the Inspector of Stock for the
Sheep District of Wilcannia.
During
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During the return journey the Commission examined, at Adelaide, on
May 29, Mr. C. J. Yalcntme, Clhef Inspector of Stock, and Mr. S. G. Hubbe,
the Chief Inspector under the Vermin Destruction Acts of South Australia;
and also one of the members of the Pastoral Board of that Colony. At Mel
bourne, on dune Gth, the evidence was taken of Mr. Ji. M. Curr, Chief
Inspector of Stock for the Colony of Victoria.
.
Meantime the Executive Committee had visited Tintinallogy, had person
ally examined the infested country on that and neighbouring runs, and had
taken evidence there, and at Albemarle Station and at Adelaide.
M. Pasteur’s Representatives.
On June 11th tbe Experiment Committee again assembled at Sydney,
and gave orders for tbe completion of the necessary works at Eodd Island.
Negotiations with the representatives of M. Pasteur were actively resumed.
Pinally, these representatives definitely declined to conduct airy experiments to
test the communicability of chickcn-cliolcra from rabbit to rabbit, or to supply
microbes of the disease for experiments under the direction of the Committee,
until all tlue experiments of demonstration prescribed by M. Pasteur had been
completed, including an experiment on a large scale on some inland area,
protected only by a rabbit-proof fence. At last a cablegram was despatched to
M. Pasteur, asking him (1) to consent to an experiment testing the contagious
ness of chicken-cholera from rabbit to rabbit; (2) to permit infected rabbits to
he given to the Commission for special experiments. M. Pasteur consented to
an experiment, hut directed that five infected rabbits should he kept for six
days with twenty healthy rabbits in an enclosure of one square metre (i.e., less
than 11 square yards), and that his representatives should wait before giving
microbes of dead rabbi! s.
°
^ On Juno 16th M. Pasteur’s representatives were asked whether, if this
experiment was. successful, they would permit further experiments under less
favourable conditions, say in artificial burrows, or hi a larger space, or with
fewer rabbits. They said they could not.
They were asked again whether
they, would make the experiment several times over, placing two infected
rabbits with five healthy rabbits in each of six enclosures of two square metres
each. They refused.
The Commission was therefore called together, and met on June 19th, 21st,
and 22nd. A report was submitted by the Experiment Committee, and the
correspondence and minutes of the Committee -were read. It was thereupon
unanimously resolved:—
“That the representatives of M. Pasteur ho informed that the experiment
which they propose to perform is not satisfactory to tbe Commission—
that even if it be attended with positive results the Commission will
not be able to infer that the disease will spread from rabbit to rabbit
under natural conditions;- that the Commission refuse to permit any
broadcast dissemination of chickcn-cliolcra microbes on any inland area
until satisfactory proof shall have been given by experiments approved
by the Commission—(1) that the disease is capable of spreading freely
from rabbit to rabbit; (2) that tbe disease is innocuous to domestic
animals; and that the Commission express its surprise that as M.
Pasteur is seeking to obtain a reward of £25,000 for his scheme, his
representatives should have absolutely declined to permit the fullest
testing of its merits. The Commission will not object to tho conduct
of an experiment on the lines laid down by M. Pasteur, hut it requests
a . final answer without delay—whether M. Pasteur’s representatives
will allow the experiments prescribed by tho Commission to he con
ducted, and whether they will furnish rabbits suffering from chickencholcra for the purpose of experiments under the direction of the
Commission. If M. Pasteur’s representatives do not assent to these
conditions the Commission will report accordingly to the Government
of New South Wales, and will recommend—(1) that correspondence
with M. Pasteur and his representatives he suspended; (2) that the.
permission granted to M. Pasteur’s representatives to introduce
■
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New South Wales and keep in New South Wales the microbes of
chicken-cholera, and to perform experiments on rabbits with a view
to maintain a supply of the microbes in active state, be withdrawn;
(3) that steps be taken to obtain the microbes of chickcn-cholera from
other sources, so that the utility of this disease for the extermination
of rabbits may be tested in a satisfactory manner.”
A copy of this ultimatum was sent to the representatives of M. Pasteur.
Other Schemes eor the Destruction op Babbits.

Papers by Mr. Coleman Phillips, concerning the bladder-worm in the
Wairarapa district of New Zealand, were received from the Government of
South Australia. This subject was afterwards made the subject of close study, as
ndll be shown in another part of this Beport.
As fears were expressed that Drs. Butcher and Ellis would lose control
of tho so-called Tintinallogy disease, the Commission advised that they be
granted permission to employ the so-called disease among rabbits in such
districts as they may desire, provided that the places in which the disease is
being employed be notified to the Commission. Dr. Ellis was requested to
forward to Dr. Katz, as soon as possible, fifty rabbits suffering from the socalled disease, or any less number which might be available.
A Committee appointed to examine tbe correspondence relating to the
introduction of disease for the extermination of rabbits presented its report,
which was adopted. In conformity with a recommendation in that report, it
was resolved that letters he addressed to Mr, E. A. Bishop, of Sydney; M.
Danferon, of Novers, Erance; M. A. Laplanche, of Eismes, Erance; Mr. E. D.
Graham, of Cairns, North Queensland; and Mr. J. H. Bichardson, of
Colorado, asking for additional particulars in support of their statements. At
an earlier stage the Committee had caused a message to be sent by cable to
Messrs. West and Bapbael, of London,' through the Agent-General of New South
Wales, requesting them to forward the microbe cultures which were mentioned
in their letter. (See Appendix I.) Letters were also addressed to Professor
Bibbert, of Bonn, and to Professor Locfiler, of Greifswald, asking for information
concerning the diseases of rabbits recently discovered by them.
It was further resolved,—
(1.) That the Commission recommend the Governments of the respective
Colonies to issue licenses to responsible persons who may desire to
keep rabbits in confinement for the purpose of poison experiments.
(2.) That the Commission recommend that licenses to keep rabbits in con
finement be granted by the Governments of each Colony to any com
petent persons who may desire to conduct pathological inquiries con
cerning the destruction of rabbits.
(3.) That these resolutions he transmitted to the Honorable the Secretary
for Lands, and that he be requested to forward copies of them to the
Governments of the other Colonies.
The Experiment Committee was authorised to subject to experiment, on
tbe general experimental lines already laid down, any disease that might be
submitted to them for examination, and that might seem worthy of investi
gation.
SUMMARY OE EVIDENCE.
The chief diseases which were submitted for consideration by the Com
mission were—
.
(1.) Chicken-cholera.
(2.) The so-called Tintinallogy disease.
,
(3.) Bladder-worm (coenurus).
(4.) Sarcoptes cuniculi or Babbit Scab.
The evidence concerning the usefulness of. these diseases for the destruc
tion of rabbits Bull now be stated as briefly as possible.
Evidence
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Evidence concerning Chicken Cholera.

TI10 case in favour of the employment of the microbes of chickcn-cholera
as submitted by M. Pasteur and his representatives was very imperfect. It will
be found stated in Appendix III, and in Section II of the detailed report, pp.
43-49. It may bo summarized shortly as follows:—
M. Pasteur states that, though he had made no special study of rodents,
he had often seen rabbits die in cages which had not been disinfected after
fowls had succumbed to chicken-cholera in them; that he soon convinced him
self that the least meal given to rabbits, after the food has been tainted with
the microbes of. chicken-cholera, will speedily entail the death of the rodents.
At his instigation M. Loir put five rabbits in a box and fed them with
infected food, and six hours latei1 introduced three healthy rabbits into the
same box.. The five rabbits fed with infected food died, and also one of tho
three. rabbits placed with them. On another occasion four rabbits wore fed
Avith infected food, and four healthy rabbits were placed rvith them. Within
tAventy-four hours the four infected rabbits Avere dead. Their carcasses were
left in the box Avith the healthy rabbits. Of the healthy rabbits one was
found dead on the third day, one on the fourth, one on "the fifth, and one
on the seventh.. Tame rabbits wore used in both these experiments. In all
these instances it was verified, according to M. Pasteur, that death Avas due
to the microbes of chicken-cholera. SAAine, dogs, goats, sheep, rats, horses, and
donkeys were fed with infected food, and not one of them became indisposed.
The . microbes can be grown easily in broth made of flesh, e.g., the flesh of
rabbits. They lose their Adrulenee and perish at 51° Centigrade (124° Eah.);
but. when not exposed to the atmosphere they may be kept for years. In
addition, M. Pasteur gaAre a short sketch of the experiment on the Pommery
Estate. Here a large number of rabbits, penned up for purposes of sport in an
enclosure measuring eight hectares*, were absolutely dependent for food on eight
large trusses of hayt that Avere daily scattered about their burroAArs. On one day
(Iriday) this food Avas sprinkled Avith a fresh growth of the microbes of chickencholera. The food was consumed in a feAv minutes. On the day following the
exposure of the infected food (Saturday), nineteen dead rabbits were seen3 out
side the burrows. On Sunday no one visited the paddock. On Monday thirteen
other dead rabbits were counted. The rest died in the burrows. lSTot a single
live rabbit was seen after the day on Arhich the fatal meal AAras given.
This was the sum of the evidence available prior to the arrival of
M. Pasteur’s representatives. These gentlemen stated before the Commission
(1) that the virus Avas not weakened by transmission from one rabbit to
another ; (2) that there was no instance on record in Prance, within their know
ledge, in which a natural epidemic of - the disease among fowls had spread to
rabbits; (3) that they had never heard of the epidemics among domestic fowls
spreading to wild fowls; (4) that several diseases may kill rabbits, Avith very
similar symptoms and post-mortem appearances; (o) that it was doubtful
whether all the rabbits at Mme Pommery’s Estate partook of the poisoned
food, but that it was thought that the quantity exposed Avas not sufficient for
all of them, and that therefore some must haAre communicated the disease to
others.
plan of spreading the disease, as proposed by the representatives of
M. Pasteur, will be found on pages 45 and 46 of tbe detailed report.
M. Pasteur’s Experiments of Demonstration.
. The experimental station at Eodd Island being in readiness, and tbe
negotiations Avith the representatives of M. Pasteur having advanced a stage, the
experiments of demonstration prescribed by 31. Pasteur Avere performed bv M.
Loir, Dr. Germont, and Dr. Hinds, between July 7th and August 4th, under the
supervision of the Experiment Committee, and of Dr. Katz, the Chief Expert
Officer of the Commission. It was sIioavu that, as a rule, rabbits died speedily
after eating food to which tho broth-cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholera
had
* A hectare is equivalent to 2 acres 1 rood 35 perches.

t See Appendix No. III.
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had been added, or^after inoculation, with such cultures; Tvhen several rabbits
wrere fed,>in some instances all died, in others some survived; but the survivors
invariably succumbeclfafter a second or third feeding. The proof that the rabbits
died from chicken-cholera'wasVnbt as complete as was desirable, but a strong
presumptive case was established. The next experiment was that dealing with
the contagiousness of the disease. Ii’ivc rabbits were inoculated with about two
drops each of a broth-culture of the microbe, and thereafter placed with twenty
healthy rabbits in Van enclosure of one square metre area (i.e., 3 feet 3
inches square). They* were kept under observation for a period of seven days.
The five inoculated rabbits died wdt.liin fourteen and a half hours ; of the
twenty not inoculated five died wdthin seventy-one hours, and from that time
until the conclusion of the experiment no more died. The dead rabbits wrere
left in the little enclosure to the end, hut none of them wrere examined so as to
obtain certainty as to the cause of death. The rabbits which survived ate food
from off the bodies of the dead. Of twenty-five healthy rabbits kept in a similar
enclosure for the same time three died wdthout any introduction of infection.
Subsequently, the experiment was repeated with slight variation in another
enclosure of the same size. Tive rabbits fed on infected food wTere placed
among twenty healthy rabbits. One of the five, through inadvertence, was not
specially marked. The rabbits were kept under observation for ten days. Within
this period eleven died. Among them rvere three of the five to which infected
food had been given. One of the five survived. The fate of the fifth could not
ho decided owing to the omission to mark it. So that either seven or eight of
the twenty healthy rabbits died. Blood from three of the eight unmarked
rabbits which died was examined microscopically, and organisms agreeing in
form with those of chicken-cholera wane found. In two cases out of the three
so examined, blood from the dead rabbits was inoculated into living rabbits;
death followed, and similar organisms were found in the blood. A control
experiment on twenty-five healthy rabbits was not made.
It was next shown that a horse, a cow, a sheep, a goat, a pig, and a
dog did not suffer after many meals containing large doses of broth-cultures of
the microbes of chicken-cholera.
When these experiments prescribed by M. Pasteur ended on August 4th,
Dr. Katz, with the permission of M. 'Loir, took some blood from the heart of
one of the rabbits which had died after eating infected food, and from this
blood successive cultures of microbes were grown, which rvere used in the
experiments conducted on behalf of the Commission. The experiments of
demonstration, carried out according to the instructions of M. Pasteur, were
regarded by the Commission as unsatisfactory. But it was now possible to
institute a new series of tests which would fully try tho real issue.

Experiments with Chicken-cholera Microbes, conducted bv Dr. Katz, on
BEHALE OE THE COMMISSION.

These experiments are fully described in Section SI of the detailed
report, so that only a brief summary need be given in this place. They were
carried out chiefly in order to ascertain whether chicken-cholera will spread
freely from infected to healthy rabbits. In some of tho experiments, infected
rabbits were allowed to he with healthy rabbits in artificial burrows, or in
hutches, either with wooden bottoms or wire-netting bottoms; in other
experiments healthy rabbits were put in hutches or boxes in which other
rabbits had died of chicken-cholera.
The artificial burrows varied from 1G to
70 feet in total length of the brandling passages, and were so made that they
could be easily opened. According to the size of the burrows, infected and
healthy rabbits were let go into them in the respective numbers of one to two,
two to four, three to six. In all, eight infected rabbits were placed with
sixteen healthy ones. Within twenty-five minutes all the rabbits had found
their way inside the burrows. A transmission of the disease from the sick to
the healthy did not occur in any instance. Of the eight infected rabbits six
died outside the burrows, and two inside. In the hutch experiments, ten
infected rabbits were placed with twenty uninfected in eight wooden hutches, in six
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of which one infected rabbit was placed with two uninfected, while in two hutches
two infected rabbits were associated with four uninfected. Pour of tbe twenty
uninfected rabbits contracted chicken-cholera in tbe hutches, and died in con
sequence. In five separate experiments single rabbits were placed in hutches or
boxes in which other rabbits had died of chicken-cholera; all of these hutches or
boxes contained droppings of infected animals, but the rabbits placed in them did
not m any instance contract the disease. In the course of these experiments several
facts were established :—
(1.) Australian rabbits are killed in a very short time by tbe addition of small
quantities of the microbes of chicken-cholera to their food, most of
them dying in between twenty and twenty-four hours. Inoculation of
cultures causes death in from seven and three-quarters to about fifteen
hours. But on the other hand Dr. Katz stated in a summary report,
dated b*ovember 21st, that “food material polluted with small portions
of the contents of the rectum- or caecum of rabbits which succumbed
to chicken-cholera (feeding) did not prove dangerous to healthy rabbits
which ate it.”
(2.) I he stage of incubation, or latency, occupies most of the time before
death, the symptoms lasting but a short time.
(3.) While chicken-cholera in fowls is a form of blood-poisoning attended
with severe diarrhoea, the excreta being virulently infective, in rabbits
the disease presents the characters of pure blood-poisoning, without
diarrhoea or intestinal haemorrhage. With few exceptions, the rectum
or lowest portion of the bowel of rabbits dead from chicken-cholera
contained ordinary faecal balls. In one rabbit, however, the contents
1‘ee^l3n 1verc s°ft; a rabbit, inoculated with a small quantity
ot tins soft matter, died from chicken-cholera; but another rabbit,
red vith a larger quantity, survived. In another series of experiments,
two rabbits wore fed with cabbage leaves, to which had been added
part of the contents _ of the caecum (or the first portion of the large
intestine) of a rabbit dead from chicken-cholera; in neither case was
chicken-cholera developed.
(4.) So far as may he judged from one experiment, the urine of rabbits
sunormg from chicken-cholera is not infective.
(y.) Dr. Katz frequently observed that blood-stained liquid exuded from
the nostrils ol rabbits which had been lying dead for some davs from
chicken-cholera.
^
"
(6.) I lie virus of chicken-cholera preserves its infecting power for some
time m putrid or putrefying matter; thus blood taken from a rabbit
dead trom this disease,, kept for nineteen days and allowed to putrefy,
caused a vigorous rabbit, to die from chicken-cholera in less than seven
teen hours; but after being kept for twenty-three davs it failed to cause
death when inoculated.
(7.) In the course of putrefaction, moisture is necessarily present. But a
senes of experiments were performed to ascertain whether the process
ol drying at ordinary temperatures would prove fatal to the microbes,
eternized silk threads were steeped in the blood of rabbits dead from chickencholera or .in broth-cultures of the microbes of this disease. They were
then dried in a desiccator at temperatures between 64A0 and 7l’15° Dahr.
From time to time these threads were placed under the skins of rabbits.
Inosc steeped in blood lost their power of inducing chicken-cholera
wrtlnn tour days; those steeped in broth-cultures even earlier. Similar
threads were placed on sandy soil in baskets protected from rain and
sun, and were successively inoculated into rabbits; the thermometer
ranged from G8'9 to 84-65° Da hr.; threads soaked in blood lost their
virulence m twenty-four hours; those steeped in broth-cultures in less than
eight hours. In a subsequent scries of experiments tho basket and its
contents were exposed to direct sunlight on a warm December day with
southerly breeze; the threads steeped in broth-cultures failed to cause
chicken-cholera after two hours exposure; but those soaked in blood
retained their virulence longer, one of them inducing the disease after
eight hours exposure. The general conclusion is that the process of
dry mg even at comparatively low temperatures soon destroys the virulence
ot the microbes.
/o \
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(8.) The virulence of chicken-cholera did not vary in any important degree
when the disease was transmitted from one rahhit to another, from
this to yet another, and so onwards for twenty removes from the first
rahhit.
(.9) In rahhits newly dead from chicken-cholera, the blood in the heart
contained comparatively few microbes, contrasting strongly in this
respect with blood taken from rabbits which had been left untouched
where they died for twelve, twenty-four, thirty-sis or more hours. The
relative abundance of the organisms some time after death impressed
itself upon Dr. Katz in every instance in which a comparison was
made.
(10.) No wild rabbit has manifested immunity from the disease, but one of
the tame rabbits experimented upon survived after repeated feedings
and inoculations Avith virulent matter.
(11.) The virus of chicken-cholera, administered through the digestive
organs, proved fatal to two magpies, two butcher birds, and a blue jay
(which are principally animal feeders), and to two wonga pigeons, one
bronze wing pigeon, one rose breasted cockatoo, and two swamp quail
(all of them vegetable feeders). One cockatoo, which resisted two
feedings, died of chicken-cholera after inoculation.
Of two laughing
jackasses, one died after feeding with infected matter, hut not from,
chicken-cholera; the other resisted two feedings, but died from the
disease after inoculation. Two Maori hens (wekas) remained alive after
one had been twice fed and once inoculated, and the other once fed
and twice inoculated. Of six ciws variously inoculated and fed with
infected matter, three died of chicken-cholera and three survived. Dive
infected rabbits were alknved to die in an aviary containing nine fowls
and twelve pigeons; their bodies remained there for periods varying
from two to five wreeks, and were much pecked, those which lay
longest being torn into fragments, while the others were pecked open
and largely devoured. One of the pigeons died of chicken-cholera
within the five weeks occupied by the experiment and one fowl died of
that disease shortly after the experiment terminated;
Apparently the
tendency of birds to contract chicken-cholcra in this way is not great.
(12.) Hares are very liable to take chickcn-cholera, after feeding or inocu
lation.
'
(13.) Ferrets are not liable to the disease, after cither feeding or inocu
lation.
In the various experiments so conducted concerning chicken-cholcra, it
is all important to establish the fact that the microbes used wrerc in reality
those of chicken-cholera.
It may, therefore, he stated (1) that the cultures
were developed from the blood of a rabbit which died of chickcn-cholera in the
course of the experiments conducted by M. Pasteur’s representatives; (2) that
the course, symptoms and post-mortem appearances of the disease produced by
the microbes agreed with those which characterize chicken-cholera; (3) that
the blood of animals experimented upon contained microbes of characteristic
form and reactions; (4) that cultures of these microbes presented typical
appearances; and (5) that introduction of these cultures or of the blood of
infected animals into healthy rabbits succeeded invariably in reproducing the
disease.
.
Does Chicken-cholera Exist in Australasia?

Section XII of the detailed report contains the results of inquiries made
into the question, whether chicken-cholcra exists in the Australasian colonies or
not. A large number of suspicious outbreaks were reported to the Commission
from New South Males, Victoria, and New Zealand. When possible, specimens
of the affected fowls were obtained. Dr. Katz was able to make an examina
tion in nine cases; in none of these could the disease bo identified as fowlcholera. So far, therefore, there is no proof that the disease exists in. these
colonies,

colonies, but more extended observations and experiments are necessary to
determine this question. Dr. Gamaleia, of Odessa, recently stated that he had
obtained bacteria of chicken-cholera from the intestines of normal pigeons; that
these bacteria had only slight virulent power, but that they acquired virulent
power as against pigeons and fowls after being transmitted through susceptible
animals, such as rabbits and other rodents. Several experiments made by
Dr. Katz lent no confirmation to these statements.
Large Experiment with Chicken-cholera.

•
At this stage the Commission resolved that a larger experiment should
bo performed, so as to test fully, under conditions as natural as possible,
whether chicken-cholera would spread from infected to healthy rabbits to
such a degree as to warrant the dissemination of a disease which does spread
naturally among domestic fowls, which lias not been known to spread
naturally among rabbits, and which has not been proved to exist among
domestic fowls in these colonies.
The details of this large experiment are given in the progress report
(No. Ill) furnished by Dr. Katz, which will be found in section XI
of the detailed report, pp. 168-171. Shortly stated, the experiment was
as follow:—On November 7th, a hundred rabbits were turned loose in
an enclosure measuring 100 feet by 80 feet, and containing artificial
burrows in all 185 feet long. These rabbits were in very poor condition.
They had been caught in the dry country around Hay, N.S.W., and had
suffered from partial starvation. Other rabbits from the same source were
fed with cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholera and placed in the same
enclosure, as follow:—Ten on November 7th, six on November 14th, and six
on November 22nd. Of the twenty-two rabbits so introduced, twenty-one died
before tbe 29th November, when the experiment terminated. Three of the
twenty-one were removed after death; of these, one died from chicken-cholera,
whilst twu died from other causes. The remaining eighteen rabbits, according
to Dr. Katz, died of chicken-cholera, and their bodies were left in tbe
enclosure until the completion of the experiment. Of the hundred rabbits
not specially fed, five died very quickly, and five other rabbits were put in
their places. Between November 8th and 14th, fifty-two died; between
November 15th and 22nd, seventeen died; and between November 23rd and
29th, ten died. Of tbe seventy-nine rabbits whicli so died, not one perished
from chicken-cholera. All died, apparently, in consequence of the primary
starvation.
The result of this experiment was unsatisfactory, owing to the greatmortality which occurred among the rabbits from causes independent of chickcncholera. The Commission therefore ordered that another experiment on a large
scale should bo conducted so soon as a sufficient number of strong healthy
rabbits had been obtained, the experiment to be conducted strictly on the lines
laid down by the Commission on October 15th.
Tins order was made on December 19th, 1888. Delay followed, owing to
the difficulty experienced in obtaining a sufficient stock of healthy rabbits.
Subsequently on January 2nd, a fire broke out at the experimental station on
liodd Island, the kitchen being destroyed, the shed and passages and main
enclosure being damaged. The injury to tbe enclosure was not repaired till
February 4th, and tbe kitchen was not rebuilt till an even later date. Meantime,
between January 7th and 30th, one hundred and sixty-one live rabbits had
been sent to the station in different consignments; but, in spite of attention to
feeding and accommodation, large numbers died, only eighty-six surviving on
February 4th. Tho second large experiment was commenced on February 12th,
though the full number of rabbits required was not available till the 14th.
Second Large Experiment.

The main enclosure on the island was divided into two nearly equal
divisions, separated from each other by a double fence of rabbit-netting, the
space between tbe two fences being one yard wide. In each division there were
artificial
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artificial burrows and special feeding places (see diagram 9). One division,
called the disease division, was stocked on February 12th with fifty rabbits, most
of which looked healthy; among these five well-conditioned rabbits were at once
introduced, which bad been fed on cabbage leaves, sprinkled for each rabbit with
two cubic centimetres of a virulent broth-culture of the microbes of chickcncholera. At the end of a week other five rabbits, infected in the same manner, were
turned loose in the enclosure, and at the end of the second week five others, similarly
fed. At tho end of the third week, on March 5th, the experiment terminated.
All the infected rabbits died speedily. Their bodies were allowed to remain in
the enclosure, with one exception. In that instance, the rabbit had been much
bruised, but the microbes of chicken-cholera were found in its blood. A control
rabbit which died of chicken-cholera was put in its place in the enclosure. It
may be inferred with confidence that the fourteen other infected rabbits died
of chicken-cholera, because other rabbits fed at the same times, in the same
manner, were proved to have died of this disease, and because many of the
fourteen died with characteristic symptoms, and their bodies after death showed
distinctive characters. Dr. Katz has now acquired such experience that he
is able to recognize the symptoms during life, and the appearance of the
carcass soon after death with some degree* of certainty. Though the fifteen
infected rabbits so introduced died of chicken-cholera, and though their bodies
were allowed to remain to the close of the experiment, only four of the fifty
rahhits originally placed in the disease division died of chicken-cholera. But no
less than thirty-two rabbits died during the experiment from causes independent
of chickcn-cholera.
At the outset of the experiment, on February 12th, thirty-eight rabbits,
mostly full-grown, were placed in the other, half of the enclosure, called the
control division. The majority of these rabbits were not in such good condition
as those in the disease division. Two died almost immediately; and, when a
fresh supply of rabbits arrived two days later, the number in the control
enclosure was raised to fifty. No infected rabbits were introduced. Of the
fifty, twenty-nine died during the course of the experiment. Dr. Katz satisfied
himself in every case that death was not duo to chicken-cholcra.
.
The great mortality among the rahhits in both enclosures from causes
other than chickcn-cholera is attributed by Dr. Katz, in part at least, to the
oppressive state of the atmosphere and the excessive beat prevailing at intervals
during the course of the experiment. Injuries sustained by the rabbits in capture
and during transit from the interior must also be taken into consideration. In
examining the bodies of rabbits which died during this experiment from causes
other than chickcn-cholera, Dr. Katz found in quite a number of cases an
appearance of the entrails resembling that found by Dr. Wilkinson in rabbits
examined at Albemarle fsec Appendix VII). Such rabbits, therefore, were in
anthing but a healthy state. In other rabbits the lungs were distinctly
pneumonic. Before; the experiment Avas commenced on February 12th ninetyone rabbits had died out of one hundred and ninety-one sent to the station,
liven in the contagion experiments conducted by the representatives of
M. Pasteur, which lasted only one Aveck, and in Avhick comparatively fonv
rabbits Avere used, several deaths occurred from causes independent of chickencholcra.
The details of this largo experiment Avill be found in the Progress
Beport (No. V), submitted by Dr. Katz.
.
Geneeal conclusion concerning the Utility of Chicken-cholera for the
Destruction of Rabbits.

The Commission therefore finds that while rabbits are easily killed by the
addition of the microbes of chicken-cholera to their food, tbe disease does not
spread freely from infected to healthy rabbits. The disease in rabbits differs Avidely
in this respect from chicken-cholera as seen among fowls. In poultry-yards it
is A'irulently infcctUc. The inquiries conducted on behalf of the Commission
furnish a satisfactory explanation of the difference. FoavIs infected with chickencholcra suffer not only from blood poisoning hut also from severe diarrhoea, and
the droppings have poAver to spread the disease. On the contrary, infected rabbits,
with
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with few exceptions, remain free from diarrhoea, and die of pure Mood poisoning.
The microbes are chiefly in their blood. If these microbes are to infect other
rabbits in any number the bodies of rabbits dead from the disease must be
broken up by decomposition, or by the agency of carrion birds, &c., and the
microbes so set free must contaminate the food of other rabbits.
If the
dead bodies lie in the burrows it will bo remembered that rabbits do not feed
there. If they lie in the open and the microbes arc set free, a temperature
of 124° Pah., or tbe mere process of drying at a much lower temperature,
will suffice to destroy their virulence. Moreover, tbe experiments of Dr.
Katz indicated that while the microbes retain their virulence for a time
when mixed with putrefying matter, there is a limit to their power of survival.
Generally, therefore, it appears that the destruction of rabbits on a large scale by
chicken-cholcra can be obtained only by feeding the rabbits with the microbes
of the disease; and, as other poisons, such as arsenic and phosphorus, to the
use of which no objection can be taken, will kill rabbits to which they are
administered, the Commission cannot recommend that permission be given to
disseminate broadcast through Australasia a disease which has uot been shown to
exist in these Colonies, which in other countries prevails in disastrous epidemics
among fowls, but which has never been known to prevail naturally among rabbits.
Experiment with Chicken-cholera tinder Natural Conditions.

It has already been made manifest that tbe Commission has arrived at
an unfavourable conclusion concerning the practical utility of chicken-cholcra
for tbe destruction of rabbits. The Commission, in fact, does not feel justified
in recommending any further expenditure by Government in testing the efficacy
of this disease ; but as M. Pasteur and Ins representatives desire that the
microbes should be tried in an infested country under natural conditions, tho
question arises whether such experiments should be permitted. The investi
gations and experiments conducted by the • Commission tend to prove that
exaggerated notions have prevailed concerning both tbe probable spread of the
disease from rabbit to rabbit and the contingent danger of spread from infected
rabbits to birds. It has been made certain that chicken-cholera will not affect
domestic animals other than birds. Even with the most susceptible animals the
spread of tho disease will be far less free in open country than among fowls in
poultry yards. Certain wild birds, such as jackasses, crows, and cockatoos, arc
not so susceptible to infection as fouls or rabbits. Birds kept in an enclosure
in which rabbits are dying or lying dead from chickcn-cholera do not contract
the disease in great numbers, though they peek freely at the carcasses. It may
bo urged that the experiments conducted at the station at Kodd Island, though
very severe as regards the number of infected rabbits turned loose among
healthy rabbits, and as regards tbe limited space within which diseased and
healthy rabbits were penned together, do not furnish an absolute test of what
would be tbe degree of contagion in an experiment conducted under natural
conditions with natural food. The Commission, therefore, is not prepared to
advise the Government' of Now South Wales to forbid tbe performance by
M. Pasteur’s representatives of an experiment in infested country under natural
conditions, provided that such experiment ho conducted on certain lines and
subject to adequate precautions.
31. Pasteur’s representatives, at their interview with the Commission on
April 24th, 1888, spoke as follows: “ Wo propose .... to make an
experiment on a larger scale in a space in the country, enclosed with rabbitproof fencing, but otherwise under natural conditions. Eor this purpose wo
would go to a station, prepare there the broth, and make a cultivation; and this
we would spread on food (natural, if available; if not, an artifical food—the
cheapest to be procured in tbe neighbourhood) where the rabbits are thickest.
Erom day to day we would go to the different parts- of the area to spread the
disease. We ask for tin’s purpose an area of not greater extent than about
500 acres, for if we are able to prove that rabbits can be poisoned under
natural conditions, tbe only question for future consideration will be the
distribution of the poison. Wo consider that if wo practically clear the area
given to us for experiments it will be a fair and good test of the efficacy and
practicability of the method advocated by M. Pasteur,”
Such
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Such an experiment would, in the opinion of the Commission, be utterly
unsatisfactory, whatever might be its result.
It has already been demonstrated that the microbes of chicken-cholera
are deadly to rabbits, but do not injure domestic animals, excluding birds.
If M. Pasteur is to claim a reward of £25,000 simply on killing tho
rabbits in an area of 500 acres, his task is an easy one. No one doubts that
such an area could be cleared with ease by means of chicken-cholera. But in
such a case most, if not all, of the rabbits would be poisoned with infected
food. No experiment can possess any value unless it is performed under such
conditions that the main agent in the destruction of the rabbits shall be the
spread of infection from diseased to healthy rabbits. One or other or both of
the following experiments would be satisfactory:—(1) On an area of 500 acres
of infested land, enclosed by netting-fencing, to catch from tim’e to time a
number of rabbits, infect them with chicken-cholcra and turn them loose in
their old haunts; (2) On a generally infested area of not less than 25,000 acres
similarly enclosed, to lay food infected with microbe cultures at the discretion
of the experimenters. In the former case all consequent mortality would he
due to contagion; and in the latter case any approach to extermination would
imply either a very extensive operation of contagion, or the use of such
large quantities of infected food as to reduce the entire experiment to a
mere competition between the present methods of poisoning, on the one hand,
and the use of infected food (considered as a direct,poison), on the other. In
either experiment the enclosures should contain sufficient natural food to
eliminate any possibility of death from starvation. There is obvious necessity
for supervision by competent inspectors, and for tho observance of all possible
precautions.
The Commission, however, considers that the possibility of any useful
results from such experiments is so remote, that its definite judgment on
M. Pasteur’s scheme, as above recorded, need not longer he withheld.
M. Pasteur’s Letter to the Chief Inspector of Stock.

On the 1st October, 1SS8, M. Pasteur addressed a letter to Mr. Bruce,
the Chief-Inspector of Stock in New South Wales. A free translation was
published in the Sydney Morning Herald, and a copy of the published trans
lation was forwarded to the Commission by the Under Secretary for Lands.
Certain inaccuracies in the translation were calculated to cause misconception
of M. Pasteur’s position. The part of M. Pasteur’s letter on which the Com
mission desires to comment, when literally translated, reads as follows *:—
“With regard to tho rabbit plague, I have not confided further to any
one the secret of the use on largo scale of the means which I have proposed
tor the partial or total extermination of these rodents by the adoption of chicken
cholera. It is to the Government of Sydney that I will make it known, if there
he occasion. My representatives have only one thing to do, and I have sent them
to do it, at the request of that Government: they have to show that I have pro
posed a means harmless to domestic animals, a means which kills the rabbits in
twenty-four hours, after a single meal sprinkled with the microbes, and that
this means is contagious, that is to say, that the rabbits which have taken the
fatal meal communicate the disease and death in a notable manner to healthy
rahhits, with which they are mixed, as they are in tho burrows.
_
“How to arrange for tbe manufacture of the fatal ingredient, how to
mix and use at a distance this ingredient with all its properties, that is my
secret, about which the Commission is to see and know nothing for the present,
and whicli I will only make known if the prize proposed on the 31st August,
1887, is. awarded to me.”
'
■ The
* "Quant au fUau des lapins, je n’ai pas dnvantage confid 4 personue lo secret de I’application en grand du moyen
one j’ai propose pour 1 extermination partielie on totale de ces rongeurs, par 1’emploi du cholera des ponies, C’est au
GSonvernement de Sydney qne je le ferai connaltre, s'il y a lieu.
.
“ M°9 reprisentants n'ont qu’une chose a faire, ot je les ai envoyfe la faire, 4 la demande do ce Gouverncment:
ils ont 4 ddwontrer que j'ai propusd un moyen inoffensif pour les annnanx domestiques, moyen qui tue Ics lapins en
vingt-quatre lie urea a la suite d un seul repas somllS par le microbe, et que ce moyen est contagious; c’est-4-dire,
que les lapins qui ont pris le repas mortal, commmnquent d’une maniere notable la maladic et la mort 4 des lapms
sains auxqnels ils sont mORs, commc its le sent dans les terriers.
“Comment disposer ime fuluiquu du I’mgrfidieut moitcl, comment ingrSdier et uliliscr au loin cet ingrddient
avec tontes ses propridWs, 14 est mon secret, sur lequel la Commission n’a rien 4 voir ni 4 savoir pour le moment,
et qne je ne ferai connaltre que si le prix, proposd lo 31 aofit 18S7, m’est attnbnd.”
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The translation previously published implied that there was some essen
tial secret concerning M. Pasteur’s method kept back by him.
Prom the
original letter it is clear that M. Pasteur instructed Ids representatives to make,
on a small scale, a demonstration of the efficacy and safety of his scheme; but
that he retains the method of applying it on a large scale as his own secret,
which he will make known only if the prize of £25,000 is awarded to him!
M. Pasteur, however, seems not to understand the terms of the proclamation
concerning the reward, which was offered to “any person or persons who will
make hnoim and demonstrate at his, or their own expense, any method or pro
cess, not previously known in the Colony, for the effectual extermination of
rabbits.”
,
According to M. Pasteur’s letter, he sent his representatives to show, inter
alia,' that chickcn-cholera was contagious;
whereas, in point of fact, the Com
mission had the utmost difficulty in inducing his representatives to perform any
experiment testing, the contagiousness of the disease among rabbits.
M. Pas
teur’s letter implies that he expects the reward to be adjudged him for his
scheme on such proofs of its efficacy as he may determine, and before the
mode of carrying it out on a large scale shall have been revealed.

Mortality among Babbits in certain Districts.
Prom time to time great mortality has prevailed among rabbits in
different parts of the Australasian Colonies.
Thus, on the Ellenthorp property
in Tasmania, about five years ago, a disease prevailed among rabbits, but
not to such a degree as to exterminate them.
On two other occasions disease
appeared among the rabbits on two other estates in that Colony, 60 miles
distant from each other, and destroyed all the rabbits.
Turn very recent
instances of great mortality among rabbits have engaged the close attention
of the Commission — namely, the so-called outbreak of disease at Tintinallogy Station, on the Darling Kiver (N.S.W.), and the disapjiearancc of
rabbits . from the Wairarapa district, in the North Island of New Zealand.
Much information concerning the former will be found in this report, but no
absolute conclusions can be arrived at in the absence of further experimental
tests.
The Commission is able to reprint an exhaustive report by Professor
Thomas, of Auckland, on the causes of the mortality in the Wairarapa district.

The so-called Tintinallogy Disease.
Tintinallogy is a station on the eastern bank of the Darling River,
between Mcnindie and Wilcannia. It includes about 380 square miles of country
appraised at one sheep to 7 acres, but more heavily stocked.
Rabbits were
present in 1881 when the present manager went to reside there; but they
increased vastly in numbers in the following years. In 1885, 5,000 rabbits were
killed on this station; in 1886, 32,000; in 1887, 291,000. The maximum was
in the month of September, 1887, when twenty-two men killed 56,510 rabbits.
Dr. Butcher, who was resident at the station, and Dr. Ellis, of Sydney, had
discussed the probability of an outbreak of disease among the swarms of rabbits,
and agreed to investigate any disease which might present itself. The so-called
Tintinallogy disease appeared about 1-| mile above the I ionic station, and Dr.
Butcher obtained a rabbit suffering from it at the beginning of September,
1887. lie at once commenced a scries of experiments to test the contagiousness
of the disease, and reported the matter to the Minister of Mines. In con
sequence, orders came to destroy his rabbits. Proceeding to Sydney, he obtained
permission to fence off with rabbit-proof netting a bend of" the Darlin^,
including about 500 acres, and to continue his experiments in this enclosure!
He claims to. have spread the disease through the bend, and subsequently
through the Tintinallogy station by turning loose rabbits which he had infected
artificially.. His first attempt to infect the bend, early in November, 1887, failed,
in. his opinion, because he used rabbits from the back country which would not
mingle with tho bend rabbits.
He then caught rabbits in the bend, infected
them, and turned .them loose in their old haunts.
Prom that time, he says,
the rabbits died in the bend.
Prom the original centre of the outbreak,
the
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tlie disease spread in all directions, and with great fatality.
Dr, Butcher
turned loose infected rabbits in various parts of the run, especially in
places where the natural spread seemed to be checked. In five or six months
from the first appearance of the mortality among the rabbits, Tintinallogy, which
was so heavily infested before, became a thinly infested country. Mr. Tully,
Inspector of Stock for the sheep district of Wilcannia, was sent to Tintin
allogy to report on the experiments made by Dr. Butcher concerning the trans
mission of the disease to stock. At his first visit early in January 1888, he saw
little evidence of general mortality among the rabbits in the country which he
passed through on his way to Tintinallogy. He saw no evidence of disease till
his arrival within two or three miles of the home station; within this limit
the rabbits were in very low condition, and he noticed carcasses lying about.
In the bend he saw evidence of general mortality.
At his second visit, earlv
in February, he noticed a falling off in condition of the rabbits, which wore
apparently ill from some cause a much greater distance up the river, more
than 9 miles from the station.
There did not seem to be anything like the
same number of live rabbits in tbe bend.
Carcasses were lying about.
There
was still green feed along tbe river frontage. On bis third visit, in the middle
of March, there were very few rahhits left in the bend.
Many dead rabbits
were lying about, and the live rabbits were very weak. The river frontage was
still in good condition, though dry and a little hare.
The rabbits along the
frontage outside the bend enclosure appeared more or less sickly, and their
number had decreased amazingly.
The rahhits were sickly for 20 miles up
the river. He was quite satisfied that at the time of his first and second visits,
the mortality could not have been due to starvation; and even at his third visit,
the condition of the feed was not such that he could conclude that the mortality
was due to starvation, Mr. Clarke, the Babbit Inspector of tho district, which
includes Tintinallogy, Murtie, Billilla, Teraweynia and adjoining stations, stated
that Tintinallogy was very heavily infested with rabbits; that the rabbits began
to die in large numbers in November, 1887 ; that the feed was then good,
and the condition of the stock good; that he had reported the decrease in the
number of rahhits as 95 per cent. At Billilla and Teraweynia, on the Tintinallogy
boundary, the mortality was also great.
On Murtie, nearly 60 miles from
Tintinallogy, the mortality was startling in its intensity and suddenness, as great
an effect being produced in one month as in six months at Tintinallogy.
The
manager of Murtie is reported to have said that in one month (February) 80
per cent, of the rabbits died.

■

According to Dr. Butcher, the course of the disease is as follows:—The fur
on the head stands up, the eyes are prominent, and there is a very slight discharge
from the eyes and nose, lasting only three or four days. By the end of a week,
emaciation is perceptible, the fur stands up all over the body, power is lost in
the hind legs, so that when the rahhit tries to sit up, it falls over.
Weakness
and emaciation become more and more marked, and the animal dies in a kind of
convulsion in about twenty or twenty-one days.
In the course of a large number of post-mortem examinations, Dr. Butcher
found slight increase of serous fluid in the abdominal cavity ; the liver
blackish and friable, hut not increased in size ; the mesenteric glands swollen,
and infiltrated with jelly-like fluid ; and the glands above the kidneys (supra
renal glands) enlarged and altered in colour from dull white, the natural
colour, to blood-red or black.
He had found little nodules containing pulp
in the liver in many cases, hut these were absent in a large number of
a fleeted rabbits.
Dr. Ellis, in his evidence given at Sydney, said he had not noticed
enlargement of the mesenteric glands, that the supra-renal bodies were red
instead of white, and that points like tubercular abscesses were scattered
over the surface and in the substance of the liver.
In examining diseased rabbits at Dr. Ellis’ residence, the Commission
noted chiefly the great emaciation, and the presence in the ■ liver of lines
and nodules of yellow pulpy matter, duo to the growth in the bile ducts
of a gregarinoid animal parasite, called coocidimi oviforme.
During
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During their visit to Tintinallogy, Dr. Bancroft and Dr. Wilkinson made
examinations (post-mortem) of several rabbits suffering from the disease.
Tho
chief appearances were general emaciation of the body and darkening in colour
of the liver. Dr. Wilkinson examined a number of rabbits suffering from the
same disease at Albemarle station. He found emaciation, excess of fluid in tbe
abdominal cavity, tho liver dark-blue or black, and very friable, the supra
renal capsules, spleen and kidneys healthy; but there was invariable evidence
of catarrhal inflammation of the stomach, with small patches of haemorrhage
in the lining membrane, and in many eases erosions, or even ulcerations of
the surface. Signs of chronic inflammation were present in other parts of tho
alimentary canal.
Dr. Butcher found a scabby skin disease prevalent among the rabbits,
and also, in constant association with this sldn disease, chccsy deposits in the
muscles. But in the great majority of tho rabbits suffering from the so-called
Tintinallogy disease the skin was healthy.
The skin disease had been known
in the district for some considerable time.
■
Dr. Butcher’s experiments concerning the transmission of the disease
from affected rahhits to healthy rabbits are described with great fulness in
tlie detailed report (pp. 73 to 79).
Blood-clot, blood serum, and the substance
of the liver or tlie
supra-renal glands mashed up in water, were used to
communicate, the disease.
The infective matter was introduced into other
rabbits by injection beneath the sldn witli a hypodermic syringe, by inoculation
into a vein, and by the passage of a seton steeped in infective matter beneath
the skin.
In all these ways the disease was reproduced.
A few animals
operated on died from septic poisoning in a few days, others from various
accidents, but in the great majority of cases tho disease was produced and ran
its regular course, death ensuing usually on or about tho ICth or 17th day.
Control rabbits, kept under similar conditions, hut not inoculated, did not
die.
The rabbits experimented on were well cared for in every way. Infected
rabbits having been
kept in a certain crate, other rabbits placed in the
empty crate contracted tbe disease. A rabbit suffering from tlie natural disease
was put with sixteen rabbits in a yard measuring 10 ft. x 12 ft.; all tho rahhits
died between the 18th and 23rd day. One inoculated rabbit was placed in a
crate with six other rabbits; after 21 hours the inoculated rabbit was removed;
the six rabbits died on the 19th and 20th days. A diseased rahhit canght in
the bend was placed in a yard 20 ft. x 24 ft. with thirty-eight other rabbits ;
the bend rabbit died in 9 days, all tlie other rabbits died between tlie 19th
and 24th days, the one remaining rabbit was lost sight of.
In each case,
some kind of control
experiment was conducted.
Thus, in tho last instance,
ten rabbits were keptin a similar yard under similar conditions,
and these all
remained alive.
Diseased rabbits caught in the bend were nursed and fed;
hut they died in the usual way.
A number of sheep, a horse and a calf,
variously inoculated, remained healthy.
The carcasses of rabbits lying dead
from the disease in various parts of the run were oaten by dogs, cats, pigs,
fowls, crows and hawks. Hone of these animals died except eats. The cats
died in great numbers. When the Executive Committee visited Tintinallogy,
the bodies of eighteen cats were seen on the bank of the river.
Two of
these cats were examined by Dr. Bancroft and Dr. ‘Wilkinson.
They died
fat; inflammation with exudation was present in part of the small intestine.
Tlie witnesses examined before the Commission at Silverton, and by
the Executive Committee, varied greatly in their views concerning the cause
of the great mortality among the rabbits at Tintinallogy.
Thus, Sir. Sadlicr,
the general manager of tlie Albemarle station, on which, also, tho disease
made its appearance, believed that it was produced by the food. He remarked
that “ A very similar disease to the present one—in fact, identical, so far as
I can observe—has displayed itself on this station during the summer in
previous years; but as these seasons were unusually good, and the feed
abundant, it did not last long, and the rahhits seemed to got quite healthy
again.
...
At tho present time, since the rain a fortnight ago,
the rahhits are becoming quite active, and getting quite strong.”
Mr. Vindin,
Superintending Inspector of the Babbit Department of Hew South Wales,
was at Tintinallogy from tho 5th to the 9th March.
He came to the
-'58
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conclusion
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conclusion that the rabbits were dying of some disease, and that tlie disease
was caused by the dryness and poverty of the feed.
Over a large part of
his district, since the beginning of March, there had been great mortality
among tlie rabbits, which he ascribed to the condition of the feed.
His
general conclusion was, that the rabbits at Tintinallogy died through eating
dry feed and astringent barks, and through want of nourishing food; and
that, as the feed improved, the disease would disappear to a great extent,
and the rabbits would recover.
Mr. Brown, manager and part-owner of
Kallara Station, visited Tintinallogy on behalf of tho Wilcannia Pastoral Associa
tion.
He held that the disease was Nature’s remedy for the plethora of
rabbits; but he thought that it was closely connected with the condition of
the feed—“ Where the rabbits arc very thick, and feed very scarce, there this
disease appears.” The theory that the mortality was directly due to the rabbits
eating bark, through want of other succulent food, was not supported by the
general tenor of the evidence given before tbe Commission.
It was stated,
on the contrary, that the rabbits died in the open country as well as 'where
scrub was abundant, and that the rabbits were not dying in some parts where
the barking of the shrubs had been extreme.
Amidst these diversities of opinion, it was all-important that the
experimental results should be placed beyond question.
But the experiments
conducted by Hr. Butcher cannot be regarded as conclusive.
They were not
watched by any competent independent observer.
The rabbits used in them
were obtained from the run, on which vast numbers of rabbits were dying
naturally from the so-called disease. Hence, comparatively little weight can be
attached to Hr. Butcher’s results unless they be confirmed by a disinterested
expert, working with rabbits obtained from a district where no unusual mortality
prevails. Why, then, were such experiments not performed under the direction
of the Commission ?
Eor the simple reason that Hrs. Butcher and Ellis
would not, or, at all events, did not, furnish diseased rabbits to the Commission,
though repeatedly requested to supply them.
The history of the correspondence between the Commission and Hrs.
Butcher and Ellis may be shortly stated as follows :—The Commission,
having hoard the evidence of Hr. Ellis on April 17th, resolved on the 23rd
that experiments be at once made on behalf of tlie Commission with the disease
suggested by Hrs. Butcher and Ellis. On April 24th, a schedule of experiments
was adopted for tho testing of the so-called Tintinallogy disease.
On April
26th, the Commission advised that licenses to prosecute their experiments with
the said disease might be granted to Hrs. Butcher and Ellis, with safety to
the public health.
It was then clearly understood that Hr. Ellis would
forward to tho Commission rabbits suffering from the so-called disease.
On
May 28th, the evidence of Hr. Butcher was taken at Silverton. On June 21st,
as fears were expressed that the control of the disease would be lost, owing
to the limited number of rabbits obtainable at .Tintinallogy, tbe Commission
advised that Hrs. Butcher and Ellis be granted permission to employ tbe
so-called Tintinallogy disease among rabbits in such districts as they may
desire, provided that the places in which the disease is being employed be
notified to the Commission. It was farther resolved, that Hr. Ellis be requested
to forward to Hr. Katz as soon as possible fifty rabbits suffering from the
so-called disease; or if fifty were not quickly available, to send, in the first
instance, such number as might be forthcoming. On August 18th, the Chairman
of the Experiment Committee reported that no further communication had
been received from Hrs. Butcher and Ellis; that no experiments with the
Tintinallogy disease had been conducted, owing to rabbits not having been
supplied; and that he was ufiable to say when rabbits affected with the disease
would be forthcoming.
It was resolved that a communication be addressed
both to Hr. Butcher and to Hr. Ellis, asking whether their experiments were
being conducted in new country in accordance with the permission granted on
21st June, and enquiring when they would be able to provide twenty rabbits,
suffering from the said disease, for the purpose of experiments under the
direction of the Commission; that Messrs. Butcher and Ellis be also reminded
that the permission granted to them to establish this so-ealled disease in fresh
country was merely intended to prevent the disease from being lost, and
did
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did not involve approval of their scheme by the Commission.
On October
13th, a letter from Dr. Butcher was read, complaining that Ms account for
expenses for his attendence at Silverton had not been attended to, and intimating
that no infected rabbits would be forwarded until such account was paid, and
a guarantee given to refund the cost of the carriage of such rabbits to Sydney.
A scale of payment for the expenses of witnesses was adopted ; provision was
made for the payment of Dr. Butcher’s expenses according to this scale; and it
was resolved that Drs. Butcher and Ellis he again requested as speedily as
possible to forward to Sydney fifty rabbits suffering from the so-called Tinti
nallogy disease, or such less number as may he forthcoming—the Commission
undertaking to defray the expenses of conveying such rabbits to Sydney.
Dr.
Butcher intimated that, being at considerable expense through his experiments,
he had closed Ms camp at the bend and could not provide rabbits, hut that, on
receipt of his expenses as already applied for, he would re-open the camp. The
Commission regards the neglect by Drs. Butcher and Ellis to supply rabbits
suffering from the disease as highly unsatisfactory. The failure to supply such
rabbits was of long standing, before any difficulty arose concerning expenses.
The Commission finds it hard to believe that the abandonment of this
scheme by its promoters was due to the alleged illiberality of the official
scale of expenses.
The Commission is not in a position to state whether,
independently of conditions arising directly from starvation, any disease, and
especially any communicable disease, existed at Tintinallogy.
The balance of
the very imperfect evidence at present available appears to incline to the negative.

Bladder Worm and Coccidial Diseases in New Zealand.
Section IV of the detailed report, pages 116 to 123, consists of the
evidence of Mr. Coleman Phillips, concerning the disappearance of rabbits
from the . South Wairarapa district of tlie North Island of New Zealand.
This district contains over a million acres, and the rabbits, which a few
years ago were swarming in the country, have almost entirely disappeared.
According to Mr. Phillips, the poisoning operations conducted in 1883-4- were
not successful; and in the South Island, where millions of rabbits ]u.~e been
destroyed by poison, the plague is as severe as ever.
He attributes the success
in the Wairarapa district to the ravages of the bladder worm, which is an
encysted parasite, forming a bladder-like tumour in the muscles of rabbits.
The mature form of the parasite is a tape worm, found in the intestines of
dogs,. Segments of these tape worms, or the eggs thereof, pass from the
intestines of the dogs, and, when eaten by rabbits with their food, produce
the bladder worm; just as the little echinococcus tape worm in the dog leads
to the hydatid cyst in man.
In this bladder worm, heads of new worms
develop in large numbers.
Dogs in turn feed on tlie flesh of rabbits con
taining bladders, and the heads thus swallowed form new tape worms in the
intestines of the dogs. This cycle is constantly being repeated. Mr. Coleman
Phillips therefore recommends that all dogs at stations where rabbits abound
he fed on rabbit flesh till they get thoroughly infested with these worms,
so as to become thin and mangy in appearance ; that they then receive doses
of areca nut, so that the worms may he expelled.
Tlie segments with their
myriads of contained eggs will then infect the grass.
Babbits will cat the
grass. and develop the bladder worm.
Mr. Phillips thinks that other natural
enemies of rabbits, such as ferrets, stoats, weasels, cats, and hawks may also harbour
the parasite in its tape worm stage, and thus assist in propagating tlie bladder
worm among rabbits.
He maintains that these natural enemies of rabbits slay
by the parasites contained in their excreta, and not by directly killing the rahhits;
that the process is slow, hut effectual.
.
Professor _ Thomas, of University College, Auckland, made an inquiry
into the causation of the disappearance of rabbits from the Wairarapa district,
and his Report to the Honorable the Minister of Lands of New Zealand will
he found reprinted in full in Appendix VIII.
The Commission regards this
Report by Professor Thomas as most valuable. He concludes that the decrease
of
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oil rabbits in the Wairarapa bas, in tbe first place, been due to tbe measures
adopted by man, especially tbe winter poisoning; but that certain parasitic
diseases bave appeared in the district, have been widely but unequally prevalent,
and bave assisted, to a small extent, in keeping down tbe rabbits. These
parasitic diseases include—(1) tbe bladder worm {coenurus) of which Professor
Thomas gives an excellent history, and tbe smaller bladder worm {Cysticercm
pistforrms); (2) tbe coccidia* or gregarinoid animals which have already been
referred to in connection with tbe so-called Tintinallogy disease; (3) the rabbit
mange, itch, or scab; and (4) tbe rabbit louse.
The little mite which causes
the scab disease is distinct from the Sarcoptes cuniculi experimented upon by
Professor Watson; it lives on the surface of the skin and is comparatively
harmless. In the opinion of Professor Thomas, the effects of this mite, and of
the larger louse, arc seldom so serious as to lead to tiro death of a rabbit
infested with them. Professor Thomas found comparatively few rabbits affected
with the bladder worm, but rabbiters told him that 20 per cent, wore not
uncommonly infested.
Infested rabbits usually contained only one bladder,
some had two, and in one instance of the natural disease Professor Thomas
found three bladders.
Tho bladder-like cyst is usually situated among tlie
muscles in one of the limbs, the trunk, or the head, but may be in the internal
parts of the body.
It may reach tlie size of an orange, and consists of a
gelatinous membranous sac full of clear fluid, and supported externally by the
thickened tissues of the part in which it lies. The inner surface is dotted with
minute heads of future worms.
“Avoiding unnecessary details,” (writes Professor Thomas) “we may say
that the elfect of a single bladder-worm will, as a rule, hardly be shown during
the first three or four months, but that afterwards, as it continues to increase
in size, it may be a source of weakness to tbo rabbit; but I have not been
able to find any evidence that a rahhit affected with a single bladder-worm only
might not live till death came to it from some other natural cause. But with
tho increase of the number of parasites tbe tax on the strength of tlie rabbit
becomes greater than it can bear, and it succumbs to tbe burden, sometimes
directly, sometimes indirectly, being brought into a low and weak condition, in
which it readily falls a victim to other adverse influences, such as weather,
scarcity of food, or enemies.”
The presence of one, or at most two, bladder-cysts indicates that as a rule
therahhit
swallows isolated eggs of the tape-worm ; hut Professor Thomas’
experiments showed that when whole segments were swallowed, little bladder-cysts
grew in multitudes in the tissues, and death followed from the disturbance so
canscd. It is difficult to estimate how often such an event occurs in the natural
process of infection.
Tho researches of Professor Thomas prove that tbe bladder worm of rahhits
and the tape worm of the dog from which it is derived are perfectly distinct
from the coenurus which sometimes proves fatal to sheep.
Stock of all kinds
that fed on the same ground with the diseased rahhits remained in good
condition.
A few experiments on ferrets and cats gave Professor Thomas no
reason to think that any animals except dogs could be the bearers or hosts of
the adult tape-worm.
The
smaller bladder-worm of the rahhit {Gysiicercus pisiformis) was
found by
Professor Thomas in only two of the rabbits from the Wairarapa
district, but it was present almost constantly in rabbits caught in tbe Waikato,
each rabbit usually containing one to ten specimens.
This bladder-worm is
round, about the size of a pea, and is found free in tlie abdominal cavity, or,
at a laicr stage of development, adherent to the lining membrane, usually in
that part forming tlie great omentum or that covering the rectum. “ When
present in small numbers it causes very little injury to the rabbit . . . .
It must be seldom, however, that this parasite can, under conditions obtaining
in nature, cause the death of a rabbit.”
Professor
* Farther information concerning coccidia, with urngnified representations of the lesions caused by thorn, will he
found in Appendices V and VI,
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Professor Thomas found coccidia in the liver more prevalent than the
bladder worm, and apparently productive of more serious mischief.
Coccidia
spread from infested rabbits to healthy rabbits through the droppings of the
former falling on to the food which is eaten, or being carried into water
which is drunk by the latter.
Immediately before summarizing his general
writes as follows on parasitic diseases generally:—■

results,

Professor Thomas

“One of the most prominent characteristics of parasitic diseases is their
unequal development in different localities and in different seasons.
So, with
reference to the diseases due to the bladder-worm and liver coccidia, we may
expect in some localities a more extensive development and useful results,
whilst in other localities the diseases may not meet with the necessary conditions,
and little or no good may result.
Purther, we have seen that moisture is
favourable to the spread of these diseases; we may expect them therefore to
bo more prevalent in moist or ill-drained localities, and to be more useful in
wet seasons and climates than in dry ones.
Ilcnce, over a great part of
Australia the diseases would be less effective than in New Zealand.
“When animals of tho same kind are densely crowded together on the
same ground, as is the case with the rabbits in the infected districts, one of
the conditions for the spread of a parasitic or infectious disease is best fulfilled.
"When the number of animals is reduced, the danger of infection will diminish.”
Professor Thomas summarizes his conclusions as follows:—
“1. The reduction of rabbits in the Wairarapa lias been chiefly due to
measures adopted by man.
The most valuable of these measures has
been the winter poisoning, which has been followed up during the
rest of the year by trapping, &c.
Cats and ferrets, too, seem to have
done good work.
“ 2. Certain parasitic diseases have appeared in the district, and have been
widely, though unequally, prevalent.
“3. Of these parasitic diseases two only—those due to bladder-worm and
liver coccidia—deserve special notice as being capable of destroying
rabbits.
There is reason to believe that these have assisted to a
'
small extent in destroying rabbits in the district.
“4. The employment of the liver coccidia for the destruction of rabbits cannot
‘
be advocated, as in rare instances the parasites have been known to
attack man. They are, however, present in the district, and it would pro
bably be impossible to suppress them. Fortunately the danger to human
beings is very small indeed, and the disease may prove of further use in
killing rabbits.
“ 5. The bladder-worm may be usefully employed against the rabbit pest; but it
must not be expected that it will destroy more than a small percentage of
the rabbits in the district. Like all parasitic diseases, it is variable and
apparently capricious in its distribution, and its propagation is limited by
conditions which will vary with the locality and season. It would be more
useful in a moist climate than in one which is hot and dry. It assuredly
cannot be regarded as furnishing alone a sufficient means of dealing with
the rabbit pest, nor will it render unnecessary tlie ordinary methods of the
destruction of rabbits, but must be looked upon as simply a minor and
auxiliary means of destruction.”
A rabbit suffering from bladder worm was brought from New Zealand
by Sir James Hector, for examination by the Commission,
It was received
at the station on June 16th.
Since then the bladder has increased in size,
but otherwise the rabbit seems in a normal state.
Mr. Hawkins, of North Wairarapa, in a letter recently addressed to the
Commission, states that, during the past seven years, rabbits have not decreased
in numbers in his district, though the bladder worm has been prevalent.
He
states that ferrets throve exceedingly well in South Wairarapa, but did not
multiply freely in the North. He holds that the great diminution of the rabbit
pest
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pest in. South. Wairarapa has been due, not to the bladder worm disease, but
to the great multiplication of ferrets. His letter will he found in Appendix IX.
In the opinion of the Commission, the receipt of Professor Thomas’ full
report renders it unnecessary that the Commission should make any further
inquiry concerning the bladder worm disease.
Saecoptes Cuniculi or Rabbit Scab.

In March 1887, Professor Watson, of the University of Adelaide,,
succeeded in importing from Germany six rabbits suffering from the Sarcoptes
cuniculi or rabbit scab. He placed them in an enclosure "about 50 feet square
with a number of Australian wild rabbits. The latter contracted the same
disease and died, some in two, some in three, and some in six months. The
Sarcoptes cu/niculi is the itch-mite of the rabbit, an animal parasite which lives
in the fur, the female burrowing and depositing eggs in the skin. The insect
is only a quarter of the size of the scab insect in sheep. It causes great
irritation of the _ skin, and enlargement of the lymphatic or absorbent glands.
The affected animals die of ‘wasting and exhaustion.
In Germany, where
the sarcoptes has been chiefly studied, septic poisoning usually occurs, with
suppuration in the absorbent glands; but this complication was absent in the
rabbits subjected to experiment in Adelaide. The fur of rabbits infested with
the sarcoptes was repeatedly inserted in the wool of sheep without any ill effect.
Attempts to communicate the rabbit scab to man, and to a dog and cat, failed.
It thus appeared probable that the sarcoptes could be utilised for the wholesale
destruction of rabbits. But the spread of the parasite from infested rabbits to
healthy rabbits, and the fatal development of the disease, occurred in the wet
season. As soon as tlie dry season set in, the infested rahhits, which had been
suffering severely, proceeded to recover in the most thorough manner. Professor
Watson satisfied himself that the sarcoptes would not he of any practical utility
for. the destruction of. rabbits in the dry parts of Australia, hut he is not
satisfied whether it might not he of service in districts which possess a moist
climate. While the results were still favourable. Professor Watson sold all his
stock of infested rahhits. Tlie subsequent history of these rabbits, as described
by several witnesses, did not encourage any hope that material assistance in
dealing witli tbe rabbit plague would be obtained by use of tbe Sarcoptes
cuniculi, at all events in the dry districts of Australia. '
Other Schemes eor the Destruction oe Babbits by Disease.

Suggestions for the destruction of rabbits by disease were submitted by one
hundred and fifteen correspondents for consideration by the Commission. Of
these, 26 were from New South Wales, 8 from Victoria, 8 from South Australia,
3 from Queensland, 6 from New Zealand, 2 from Tasmania, 1 from Piji, 15 from
England, 4 from Scotland, 1 from Ireland, 12 from Erance, 3 from Belgium, 2
from Germany, 2 from Switzerland, 2 from Spain, 1 from Italy, 1 from Austria-,
1 from Roumania, 17 from the United States, 1 from Canada, 1 from India,
1 from Netherlands India, and 2 from South Africa, Most of these schemes
were classified and reported upon by a special committee, and the results of the
labours, of that committee are recorded in Appendix 1, pages
. The
remaining schemes came under the notice of the Commission at a later date,
and were classified by Mr. Pearson, whose report appears in the supplement to
Appendix I, page
. According to these reports, in which the Commission
fully concurs, many of the schemes are vague, no specific disease being
mentioned, or merely “a disease” said to he peculiar to rabbits. In many
instances the use of diseases dangerous to man or to domestic animals is
recommended, such as small-pox, syphilis, glanders, hydrophobia, tuberculosis, &c.
Other correspondents suggest the employment of nasal catarrh, which is
mentioned by Leuckart as peculiar and fatal to rabbits; of the liver-worm,
which is said to have killed great numbers of rabbits in Colorado; of diseases
which have decimated the wallabies and opossums in certain districts, &e.
In all cases in which there seemed to be any possibility that the disease
mentioned would prove useful, letters asking for further information were
sent
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sent to tho correspondents concerned. Communications were also addressed to
Professor Kibhert, of Bonn, and Professor Locfiler, of Greifswald, requesting fuller
details concerning diseases recently described by them as peculiar to rabbits.
In two instances replies were received stating that tbe original correspondents
bad disappeared. A letter from M. Laplanche, of Pismes, was unfortunately
lost in transit, and a request for a copy of the same has been forwarded. One
proposal was that as disease always breaks out when animals are crowded together,
rabbits should be placed in an enclosure, fed well, and encouraged to breed
freely, and that when any disease manifested itself among them attempts should
be made to spread it widely.
The Commission has found no evidence to warrant the belief that any
known disease can be so employed as to exterminate rabbits. Probably many
diseases will bo found useful auxiliaries in reducing tbe rabbit plague within
manageable proportions.
Purther inquiry by competent observers into the
epidemic and parasitic diseases of rabbits should be encouraged. But even
when much fuller information concerning these diseases shall have been
obtained, it will still be necessary, in the opinion of this Commission, to
continue the methods of suppressing the post which are now generally adopted,
subject to such improvements in detail as may from time to time be discovered.
Schemes eor the Destruction oe Babbits otherwise than by Disease.

About fourteen hundred schemes for tbo destruction of rabbits by means
other than disease have been referred to this Commission. It was intended
that the schemes should be classified and reported upon by a special committee
prior to the publication of this Report, but the mass of the correspondence has
rendered it impossible to complete this labour. The Commission trusts to he
able, within the space of six weeks, to submit this classified list of schemes,
with notes on the merits of the several proposals.
# Ou certain points, however, the Commission lias arrived at definite con
clusions, the chief of which may be formulated as follow:—
(1.) That the responsibility for the destruction of rabbits, whether on free
hold or on leasehold land, must rest on tbe landholder. That, with
respect to unoccupied Crown lands, the State must accept similar
responsibility.
(2.) That the rabbit pest lias made the continuance of the system of annual
leases of Crown lands impossible.
(3.) That no finality in rabbit destruction will be obtained without making
the erection of rabbit-proof fences compulsory.
(4.) That there arc very large areas of land so poor that the erection of
rabbit-proof fences around individual holdings might cause financial
failure. That the Department administering the Rahhit Destruction
Acts should be empowered to permit the fencing of such poor holdings
in groups. That in dealing with land of very poor carrying capacity
the State should show special consideration to tbe lessees in respect of
tenure.
(5.) That in all infested country, but especially in such poor districts,
simultaneous operations for the destruction of rabbits should be made
compulsory.
(6.) That netting fencing, 3 feet high, with a mesh of If inch, forms a
practically efficient barrier against the incursions of rabbits.
(7.) That tbe system of compulsory trapping, with professional trappers and
State bonuses, is radically bad.
(8.) That legislative measures should bo taken compelling land owners or
lessees in districts infested by rabbits to join, subject to tlie above
provisions, in payment of tbe cost of rabbit-proof netting fences or in
the addition of such netting to existing fences.
In
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In the opinion of the Commission these propositions require little
explanation or argument in their favour. Responsibility for the destruction of
rabbits must be placed somewhere. To whom can it be assigned but to the
holder of the land, whether owner or lessee ? Boundary fences would then be
paid for jointly by neighbours. The State must take all the responsibilities of
ownership with reference to unoccupied Crown lands, both as to destruction of
rabbits and joint payment of the cost of boundary fences. In infested country
the leasehold occupiers of Crown lands must have certainty that, if they expend
tlie money necessary for tlie destruction of rabbits and for the protection of their
lands, they will enjoy for a fair term the fruit of their labours. The contest witli
rabbits is most difficult in the huge resumed areas of poor land now held under
ordinary squatting tenure. To break up these large holdings at once into small
blocks is to postpone the adoption of effective measures for the destruction of rabbits.
The first work in saving these lands must be done by large holders; and the
necessary expenditure will not be incurred unless there is a reasonable security
of return. In every large leasehold of this character it should be arranged that at
intervals a certain fraction of the whole should be open for resumption. There
would then be no sound reason for complaint either by the State, tlie lessee, or
the selector. The necessity for rabbit-proof fencing scarcely needs demonstration.
However stringent supervision may be, action on adjoining holdings will fail in
certain cases to be simultaneous, and the holder who acts promptly will find in
the absence of fencing that the respite from the plague is but temporary, while
the holder whose lands abut on unoccupied hilly or scrubby country will see all
bis operations futile. "When once rabbit-proof fences arc erected tlie reduction
of the pest within manageable proportions is a question simply of time and money.
Yet, with largo areas of land of very poor carrying capacity, the erection of rabbitproof fencing around individual holdings may not be financially practicable. These
areas must bo fenced off from the better land around, and the simultaneous
pursuance of the best known methods of rahhit destruction must he made com
pulsory. The Commission, realizing that tlie cost of netting fencing was a great
difficulty, made careful inquiry concerning the minimum height and the maximum
mesh which would prove effective. Abundant evidence will be found in tlie
proceedings in favour of the decision of the Commission: that netting fencing
3 feet high, with If inch mesh, is for all practical purposes an effective barrier.
Such was the almost unvarying testimony of those witnesses who had practical
experience with netting of this width and mesh. Babbits die of starvation when
their warrens are encircled with this netting ; gardens protected by it are free from
invasion, though the infested country around is dry and hare. Little weight can be
attached to the opinions of witnesses who never used such netting, and still
less to experiments in which rabbits are chased in small enclosures.
'
The system of compulsory trapping, with professional rabbitters and State
bonuses, is radically bad. Babbitting parties settle down in thickly-iji tested country
and speedily kill multitudes of rahhits; as soon as the numbers are greatly
thinned, a longer stay is unremunerative. No attempt at extermination is made.
The party moves on to another place favourable for its operations, leaving tho
remaining rabbits to multiply ready for its next visit. Large sums are paid to
such parties per capita. The station hands arc demoralised. The State treasury
is depleted of hundreds of thousands of pounds, and with what result ? The
rabbits are as numerous as ever; the operations of the trappers simply drive
them more and more widely over the country; tlie landholders are disgusted at
being forced to assist in a practice which they condemn; and no good whatever
is done except to tho rabbitters themselves, who fatten on a pernicious system.
The Commission expresses its satisfaction that the Babbit Department of New
South Wales has resolutely turned its hack upon this wasteful policy. It must
not he inferred that the Commission objects to traps and trapping parties per se.
Trapping is, without doubt, a useful method, but should lie carried out by station
hands, and with a view to the extermination of rahhits, not to profitable
employment.*
*
It
* This limited recommendation o£ trapping must be held to apply only to areas enclosed by wire-netting fences, and
in which the propagation of natural enemies of rabbits is not being cncoutaged.
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It remains only to record that the first-appointed President of the Com
mission, Dr. MaeLanrin, was able to attend hut few of the meetings; that
Professor Allen, as acting-Chairman, undertook the general direction of the
business of the Commission; that on August 18 it was notified to the Com
mission that Dr. MacLautin’s resignation of membership had been received, and
that at the repeated request of the Commission, Professor Allen finally, accepted
the office of President.
Certified under our hands and seals this third day of April, 1889,—
(n.s.)

H. B. ALLEN (PiuisiDENT),

(l.s.)

W. CAMAC WILKINSON,

(L.S.)

EDWABD QUIN,

(L.S.)

E. H. LASCELLES,
per

(L.S.)

A. D. BELL,

(l.s.)

HENRY TRYON,

(l.s.)

THOMAS A. TABART,
per H. Mahon,

(l.s.)

JOSEPH BANCROFT,
per H. Mahon,

(l.s.)

ALES. S. PATERSON,
per

as (7) -o

U. Mahon,

H. Mahon.

DISSENT
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DISSENT I.
In opposition to tiio majority of our colleagues we submit that M. Pasteur’s
representatives should not be permitted to make experiments with chickcncliolcra microbes in infested inland country protected only by netting-fencinm
Tho experiments made under tlie direction of the Commission show
that chicken-cholera has very little tendency to spread from infected to
healthy rabbits. This result agrees with the fact that in Erance and else
where the disease has not been known to prevail among rahhits when it was
devastating the poultry farms. Hence, if used for the destruction of rabbits,
the microbes of chickcn-cholera must owe almost all their value to their
action as direct poisons to the rabbits which cat them. A certain quantity
of a. broih culture of these microbes will kill a rabbit, hut so also will a
certain dose of phosphor ns, arsenic, or strychnine. Eor the preparation of
cultures and their maintenance in full virulence the services of experts are
necessary. The cultures lose their virulence on drying at ordinary temperatures
or on short exposure to tlie sun’s rays on a warm summer day. Hence as a
direct poison the microbes must be more expensive, less stable, less manageable,
than the poisons uoav in use. So far as this paragraph is concerned we believe
that our statements have the concurrence of our colleagues.
_
In our opinion, a small experiment with chickcn-cholera on an inland area
is of no service, except as a preliminary to the wide dissemination of the microbes
tln'ough the huge areas of infested country. Such dissemination would entail risk
to wild birds, though the experiments of the Commission show that the risk is
not so great as might have been anticipated. The chief risk is the remote one
to domestic fowls. It has not been shown that chickcn-cholera exists among
fowls in Australasia. The introduction of any new disease should he forbidden
unless some decided benefit is clearly to he s'ecurcd; tlie wide dissemination of
a new disease is specially objectionable. In face of the final conclusion of
the Commission that chickcn-cliolcra should not be disseminated broadcast in
the infested parts of Australia, wc regard any limited experiment in open
country as useless and not devoid of danger. '

3 April, 1889.

(l.s.)

H. B. ALLEN,

(l.s.)

JOSEPH BANCEOET,
per H. Mahon,

(l.s.)

ALEX. S. PATEESON,
per

H. Mahon.

DISSENT II.
. I dissent from the decision arrived at by the majority of my colleagues
to withdraw opposition to the introduction of fowl-cbolera microbes into the
country; and the following are tlie reasons for my dissent:—
The action of the Commission as set forth'in this resolution is opposed
to their past action, as especially set forth in the proceedings, and report of the
Experiment Committee, page 130 at the top, and page 135, 23rd line from
the top.
The chain or reasoning by which my colleagues endeavour to link the
present with the former action of tho Commission may he briefly presented
as follows:—
'
'
Although tho experiments at Eodd Island have throughout indicated
that chicken-cholcra has so low a degree of contagion amongst rabbits that
there is next to no probability of its possessing any special merits as a means
of destroying these pests, yet, E is just possible that there may be in the open
country some condition, uot existing at Eodd Island, which would operate in
favour of tho contagiousness of the disease. And, because this is possible, it
would he more conclusive to have the experiment tried unde'* entirely natural
conditions.
^
The
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The original objection to admitting' the microbes into the interior for the
purposes of experiment in the open Avas that there might perhaps be danger to
the public health, to sheep, cattle, and other domesticated beasts, and that
there certainly Tvas danger to poultry, and perhaps to many useful wild
birds. The experiments at Kodd Island are held to have shown that there
is no danger to the public health, nor to domesticated beasts, and that tbe
danger to birds is much less than was anticipated, that, in fact it is so small
as to be practically out of the reckoning. Therefore these objections having
been removed, there is no reason why an experiment in the interior should
not be allowed.
To me, however, this chain of reasoning appears seriously imperfect.
Leaving out of consideration tbe danger to man and to beast (which, for
general reasons, may be regarded as nil) the true logical position is as follows:—
(1.) The contagion amongst rabbits at Kodd Island was less than ,desired.
(2.) Tbe danger to birds at Kodd Island was less than anticipated.
(3.) In tbo open country the contagion amongst rabbits may be greater
than at Kodd Island.
Hero the argument of my colleagues ends. But to complete the chain
the following is necessary:—■
(4.) In the open country the danger to birds may be greater than at
Kodd Island.
Whatever line of reasoning be applied to the question of contagion
amongst rabbits must just as rigorously be applied to the question of danger
to birds, and indeed also to the danger to stock and to the public health.
If, however, the position he abandoned, and it be admitted that no hope
whatever can be entertained of there being greater contagion in tbe open
country than there was at Kodd Island, then it must be asked, what is the
object of introducing tlie disease at all ? The only answer whicli can .be given
is that it is out of courtesy to M. Pasteur, and that bis agents may be allowed
to perform the experiments of demonstration, whicli they came to perform.
But, as a matter of fact, tbe experiment whicli the majority of the Commis
sioners bave decided not to oppose, is not the experiment which these gentlemen
came to perform. It is in substance an experiment on a large scale, which the
Commission have repeatedly requested to have performed, but which M. Pasteur’s
agents have strenuously declined to carry out. And even supposing that the
experiment were precisely that which M, Pasteur has laid down, it seems to
me entirely unjustifiable to permit, out of mere courtesy to anyone, and with
no practical object, the introduction of a disease into the country, when that
introduction, as shown by tbe Kodd Island experiments, will undoubtedly, in
a degree, be dangerous to poultry, and to some other birds.
If it be said that the probabilities of any real danger to birds arc so
small as to bo practically out of the reckoning, I cannot agree with tlie state
ment. By arguing from probabilities, it is easy, to arrive at any conclusion
which may be desired. Tbe conclusion where possible should be based, not on
probabilities, but on known facts. And what are the known facts ? They are,
on the one hand, that chickcn-cholera has never been known to prevail, or
even to occur, naturally amongst rabbits; and that in the experiments at Kodd
Island, the contagion was so small as to be of no practical utility; and these
experiments it is important to bear in mind were specially devised so as to be
eminently favourable to contagion amongst rabbits; devised not only by tbe
Commission but also by M. Pasteur himself. Then, on the other hand, the facts
arc, that chicken-cholera, according to M. Pasteur’s own statements, has pre
vailed naturally as a virulent, devastating, and highly infectious disease in poultryyards ; and that, according to the experiments at Kodd Island, birds do contract
the disease from rabbits. If then the disease bo once admitted into the country,
there is a risk that it may become established amongst birds, and by slow degrees
be carried about both by birds and by insects, until at last it reaches the poultryyards. To attempt to estimate tbe amount of this risk K useless, whether that
attempt be in the direction of exaggerating it or of minimising it. But one
thing is clear, while the disease is not in the country there is no risk; if it he
introduced there will be risk.
If,
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If, finally, it be said that fowl-cholera already exists in the colonies, then
it is to be answered that the investigations of tbe Commission all go to show
that the disease now in the colonies is not the same as M. Pastern’s cholera des
ponies; and it is undesirable to supplement one disease by the importation of
another.
Por these reasons, and as being officially interested in poultry farming,
I am obliged to dissent from this resolution.
In all the rest of the report I concur.
(l.s.)
a. N. PEARSON,
3 April, .1889.
per IT. Mahon.
II.
The Commission has decided to print Mr. Pearson’s dissent with its Report,
although such dissent did not reach the Commission till a few minutes before
the hour appointed for the signing of the Report, Mr. Pearson having already left
Sydney. It is absolutely necessary to state that the general opinions, arguments,
and conclusions attributed by Mr. Pearson to the Commission have never been
entertained for a moment, so far as the Commission is aware, by a single
member; at any rate tho Commission utterly repudiates them. The Commission
has already given its final judgment against M. Pasteur’s scheme. Its position
udth regard to an. experiment with chicken-cholera in the open is simply that no
sufficient reason exists why M. Pasteur’s representatives should be forbidden to
perform such an experiment if they so desire. In development of this position,
the Commission has briefly indicated, for tbe guidance of the Government, if it
should be decided to permit any such experiment, certain leading conditions,
which would be indispensable if tbe experiment is to be worthy of the slightest/
attention. 1 he Commission is of opinion that no advantage can be gained by
such an experiment, other than that M. Pasteur’s representatives would not be
able to complain that any part of the demonstration which they were sent to
perform had been prohibited by Government. '
Inserted by order of the Commission,—
Note by the Commission on Dissent

(l.s.)

3 April, 1889.

n. B. ALLEN,
President.

'

DISSENT III.
In nearly every respect I agree with the conclusions embodied in tbe
general report of tbe Commission ; but I desire to record my separate opinion
upon two points :—
I. Assuming that the experiments carried on by the Commission on Rodd
Island bave shown that the microbes of chickcn-cholera are—
(n) Innocuous lo human beings and domestic animals;
{h) To some extent dangerous to wild birds, but not so dangerous as was
supposed ;
(c) Highly fatal to many kinds of domestic birds;
I should still not bave hesitated, in face of the grave evils of the rabbit
pest, to recommend lhat further trials in tho open country should he permitted, if
only it bad been shown that there was a reasonable probability that tbe disease
(which is admittedly very fatal to rabbits when the microbes are directly
consumed) would freely spread amongst them by infection. Tbe extensive
experiments, however, which have been made on behalf of the Commission,
though carried on under conditions far move favorable to the spread of the
disease from rabbit to rabbit than those which exist in the open country, have
not shown that this is likely to be the case. On tlie contrary, the experi
ments show that the disease will not freely spread. I am, therefore, of
opinion that it is not advisable to give permission to spread broadcast a disease
which
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which, while it is assuredly fatal to many kinds of poultry, lias not been shown to
he at all likely to have the effect of aiding to any practicable extent in the work of
rabbit extermination.
In this respect, therefore, I agree with the dissent oi Professor Allen.
II. In regard to the conclusion of the Commission as to compulsory
fonciri0': while I agree with the general opinion that some sort of subdivision of
the land into suitable areas is an essential element in any scheme for the whole
sale and complete extermination of rabbits, yet, in view- of the heavy relative
expenses of this operation, necessitated by the enormous areas of comparatively
poor land that have to he dealt with in South Australia, I am unwilling to
subscribe to a recommendation for compulsory legislation that might, by
suddenly throwing heavy burdens upon the pastoral lessees, have the effect of
bringing upon them disasters to a scarcely less extent than is now threatened
bv the rabbits themselves.
.
‘
In all other respects I agree with the report of the Commission.
(l.s.)
E. C. STIRLING.
Note ox Netting-tenging by Mb. Reel (New Zealand).

While (as a member of a mixed Australian and New Zealand Commission)
I do not dissent from the emphatic declarations made in the. Report with
reward to the value of “rabbit-proof” fences as an aid to rabbit destruction,
I "desire to say that I do not consider this part of the Report to he entirely
applicable to the circumstances of New Zealand. My Australian experiences, in
connection with the work of the Commission have satisfied me that wire-netting
is an agent of considerable value in Australia, where there arc no heavy snow
drifts, no mountain torrents, no great streams arid rivers changing their course
with every flood, no extensive landslips, glaciers, mountain crags thousands of feet
high, and so on. In New Zealand, where.all these special conditions prevail, its
usefulness must, I think, be proportionately less. Moreover, there are few districts
in New Zealand where the country is not considerably intersected by road.lines,
which introduce obvious difficulties into the wire-netting question. This is not
the case in Australia, where vast tracts of infested country are traversed by at
most two or three lines of road. I do not dwell upon the v cll-known danger
of the wilful introduction of wild rabbits into netted areas by persons interested
in the maintenance of the pest, because such a practice could scarcely he canied
out on a scale of serious magnitude in the case of’ an already infested district
subdivided into netted enclosures. Whore, on the other hand, what is called a
“ bander ” is attempted, by the erection of a “ rabbit-proof ” fence between an
infested district and a clean one, this practice of dropping rabbits over the fence
from the infested side roust certainly he taken into account in weighing the
probabilities as to the efficacy of the plan.
(l.s.)
A. D. BELL.
3 April, 1889.
_____________________
Note by Dr. Bancroft.

To me it appears important that the diseases so destructive to multitudes
of rabbits, that arose in Tasmania, at Tintinallogy, and elsewhere in Australia,
should he scientifically studied, in order that their value as exterminating
agents may he understood, and, if possible, utilized. The great number of
rabbits that can he driven into wire-net enclosures offers a means of communi
cating Coceidium disease.
The female rabbits being destroyed, the males could he ted with treccicua,
and afterwards set at liberty. I consider such trials worthy of consideration,
as in all probability some of the outbreaks so destructive to rabbits were caused
by the Coceidium parasite.
‘
A convenient plan of communicating Coceidium disease on a large scale
could he easily devised.
^
JOSEPH BANCROFT.
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ERUATA.
In page 4, Report of Proceedings, the sentence beginning on the 7th line from the bottom should
be—" If this were done wc should have some useful information, gained under the conditions which have
to be faced.” The words “ gained under the,’’ in 5th line from the bottom, should be omitted.
Page 91, question 1098—Tho concluding sentence of answer to this question should be_" I have
been told that occasionally odd rabbits get over it.”
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Of THE

EOYAL COMMISSION
OF IKQTimT ISTO

SECTION I.
KEPOUT OP PROCEEDINGS.
MONDAY, 16 APRIL, 1S8S.
Tho Commission met at 10 a.m. at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
The members of the Commission, present were :—
New South'Wales: B Emir IS'oiiman' MacLauein, Esq., M.D.
William Camac WimtursoN, Esq., M.D., 31.E.
]iDn_AEi) Quix, Esq.
Victoria,:
Haiuit Beookes At,leat, Esq., M.l).
Alfred ^atlor PfAESoy, Esq., F.U. Met. 8oe., F.C.S., aV J.C.
South Australia. Edward Ciiart.es STiRinyo, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Patersok, Esq., M.E;
Queensland :
.’Joseph EAycnofT, Esq., M.D.
Tasmania:
Thoaias Alfred Tabart, Esq.
Or. MacLaurir1 stated that tlio usual practice hitherto had been that the President of any Koyal
Commission should be appointed by the (rovernment; but in this case, owing: to the presence on the
Commission of representatives from other colonies, it was deemed desirable that the Commission shoirid
appoint its own President.
_ Professor Allew, on behalf of the Victorian representatives, moved that Dr. MacLaumi be elested
President of the Commission.
Dr. Paterson seconded the nomination. No other candidate having been proposed, Dr. MacLaurin
was unanimously elected.
It was decided that the Press should not lie admitted to the mcclings of the Commission, but
the President was authorized to convey such information to the Press representatives as he might deem
desirable.
Dr. Paterson1 presented a Commission from the Grovermncnt of South Australia appointing him
and Dr. Stirling representatives of that Colony on the Commission.
"
Mr. Tabart stated that a Commission from the Government of Tasmania, appointing him as the
representative of that Colony on the Commission, had been forwarded to the Colonial Secretary.
Dr. Bancroft stated that a Commission appointing him as the representative of Queensland had
also been forwarded to the Colonial Secretary.
Professor Allen stated that in reference to the appointment of Messrs. Lascolles, Pearson, and
himself, as representatives of Victoria, he understood some less formal communication had taken place
with the Government, of New South Wales.
_ On tho motion of Mr. Tabart, it was decided that the Commission should meet at 10 o’clock each
morning and at 2‘30 each afternoon on sitting days.
Professor Allen said :—Mr. President,—When first I was invited by the Victorian Government to
act as a representative of Victoria on this Commission, I was informed that the object of the Commission
was to examine and report upon the proposals of M. Pasteur for the destruction of rabbits. I replied that,
owing to the pressure of my University engagements, 1 could not undertake more than to discuss the
evidence immediately obtainable, and to advise what steps should be taken thereupon. I accepted therefore
only this limited responsibrlify. Subsequently, learning that the disease at Tintinallogy was destroying great
numbers of rabbits, I induced my Government to make provision for the conduct of my University work
during my absence. Put I must return to Melbourne on Wednesday for the first public session "of the
If oval Commission on the sanitary condition of Melbourne and its suburbs, which will be bold on Thursday
afternoon, as two very important witnesses, who are on the point of departure to England, will then bo
examined. It will, however, be possible for mo to return on Ifriday, or if the Commission should determine
to examine the Tintinallogy outbreak, I can proceed thither directly from Melbourne.
1. The problem before ns is far more urgent in Now South Wales than in Victoria. The difficulties
which beset it become great when enormous areas of poor thinly settled land are dealt with. In Victoria,
oven in the Malice Country, in parts once given over tp rabbits, my colleague, Mr, Lascellrjs, will be able
if—A
'
.............
................. .
to
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to tell you how the rabbit plague has been successfully combatted without resort to the introduction of
disease. Eut I can readily understand that in the bach blocks of New flouth 'Wales, and even in more
settled parts adjoining infested bill country, it would be a great boon to landowners if sonic, disease could
be introduced which would propagate itself among rabbits without doing serious injury to other animals,
and which could be maintained in active spread among rabbits with a minimum of trouble and expense.
In estimating the probability that any disease wall disseminate itself among rabbits so as substantially to
thin their numbers, several distinct questions must be considered—firstly, the spread of disease in a large
warren ; secondly, its transmission from one warren to another ; thirdly, the effect of disease upon the
multitudes of rabbits, which, under favourable circumstances, are said not to warren at all, or at least not
during a great part of the year. The problem also will vary according as the remedy is to be applied in
the dry arid plains of the interior, or in parts where food and covert are abundant. Even the season of
the year will be a factor of considerable importance.
2. After these preliminary remarks, I may be permitted shortly to discuss the use of chickencholera- for the extirpation of rabbits, so that members of the Commission may be aware of the reasons
for which, in my opinion, great caution should be exercised both in conducting experiments and in drawing
inferences from them. M. Pasteur's proposals must be viewed from two distinct standpoints, firstly with
regard to their effectiveness, and secondly with regard to their safety.
3 It may be admitted that the bacterial broth employed by M. Pasteur will destroy any rabbits to
which it is administered. This has been established for many years, and has been demonstrated recently
on a large scale by M. Loir in the destruction of rabbits on tho Pommory estate. But this fact would not
in the least degree justify us in propagating disease in these colonies, for the extent of action of such a
disease, direct and indirect, is beyond our power of prediction, and other poisons, such as arsenic and
phosphorus, whose action is known and measurable, will fulfil the same purpose. The introduction of
any new disease is specially open to objection ; but it is probable that chicken-cholera is no new thing
among us. Many proprietors of poultry-yards appear to have suffered severely from outbreaks of rapidly
fatal disease among their fowls, the symptoms being drowsiness, balling of the feathers, weakness and
diarrhoea. Information on tills point is very desirable, and should be obtained ns soon as possible.
4. The next question, and a most important one, is—IFtwW the chicken-cholera spread freely from
rabbit to rabbit ? On this point more evidence is necessary. The experiments of M. Pasteur already
published tend to show that tho disease may be communicated from infected rabbits to healthy rabbits
kept in the same hutch; but of the degree of this tendency, I. have not been able to obtain any sure
knowledge. As regards the spread of tho disease among fowls, we find that it has prevailed in devas
tating epidemics; but still it has not exterminated fowls iu France or other countries most subject to
chicken-cholera. On the other hand, it may be effectively replied that the result would bo very different
if constant attempts had been made to spread the disease and to maintain its virulence in the poultryyards, instead of struggling to suppress it. It is certain that among fowls the disease is virulently
infective, and that the chief vehicle of infection is furnished by the droppings of infected fowls. As to
its power of spontaneous spread among rabbits, no evidence, so far as I am aware, is yet available. We
cannot argue with safety from the analogy of fowls. It is not certain that the disease would effectually
thin out the rabbits in a crowded warren. The opportunity which the Pominery estate afforded for a
crucial experiment was thrown away. If a number of diseased rabbits had been introduced into the
warrens on that estate, conclusive evidence might have been attained ; hut instead of proceeding thus,
tho rabbits, which were dependent wholly for their subsistence on food daily provided by Mme. Pommery,
were apparently destroyed atone swoop by sidding infected broth to their stated meal on ouc particular day.
There is no evidence as to whether the disease would spread from warren to warren, or seriously affect the
rabbits which do not warren,
5. The next question which arises concerns the perpetuity of the disease when once started. In
the first place, chicken-cholera kills very rapidly—so rapidly that a diseased animal would not long be in
contact with healthy animals. 'Thus Pasteur tells us that nothing can be more easy than to stop the
progress of the disease iu a poultry-yard. The fowls should be isolated for some days only; the yard
freely washed with water, especially with water acidulated with a little sulphuric acid, which readily
destroys the microbe. All the excrement should be removed from the yard, and then tho animals which
survive may be brought together again. {Compies llrndns. vol. !)0, Feb. 9, 1880, pp. 239 r,t scg.') It is
generally■ stated that when disease becomes prevalent among rabbits in any district they move into
adjacent districts. The diseased animals would remain behind, and thus the progress of the outbreak
would be checked. Again, a moderate heat, below the heat iu the sun on a hot Australian summer day,
suffices to kill (he microbes, so that another hindrance to the perpetuation or wide spread of the disease
is tints afforded. Then, too, the microbe is not known to form spores, and, in the absence of these
specially resistant forms of development, less persistence in the spread of tho malady can be expected.
It may therefore bo questioned whether, without frequent reinforcement, the disease would prevail more
than in circumscribed epidemics, such as those of measles and scarlatina among children; and, if continual
sowing of the disease be necessary, the element of expense at once acquires importance. It seems to me
that we might fairly ask M. Pasteur to make his case clear—to givo it some of the fulness and certitude
with which he presented the results of other inquiries which have made his name famous. However,
he may well reply that, in sending Ids agents to experiment in the locality where the remedy is to operate,
he is doing the best thing possible, so that tho Governments of these colonies may determine the nature
of the test which will be accepted as conclusive. If it, be determined to conduct a series of experiments,
the operations may be divided into three groups—laboratory experiments ; experiments on an island,
preferably already infested with rabbits ; and experiments on a portion of the main land, under the natural
conditions which will obtain in ordinary cases.
G. Is it safe to use chicken-cholera for the extirpation of rabbits ? M. Pasteur seems confident
that it would be safe. Eut it is well known that the disease may bo transmitted to fowls, ducks, geese,
turkeys, pheasants, pigeons, and other birds. Thus Professor Ziirn has reported on the examination
of the bodies of 3G5 dead birds, namely, 237 fowls, GG pigeons, 14 ducks, J.G geese, 10 turkeys, and. 32
cage birds. Fowl typhoid (chicken-cholera) was found to have caused death 122 times, namely, hi 79
fowls, 1 tragopan (a kind of pheasant), 3 ordinary pheasants, 17 pigeons, 8 turkeys, 5 ducks and 9 geese
{see notice in the “ ilahresbericht fiber die Leistungen aufdcm Gebietecler Yeteriniir-Mediein, 1885,” from
the “ Dresdener Bliittcrn f iir Geflugelzucht ”), Moreover, the real nature and affinities of chicken-cholera
do not seem to be thoroughly understood. The disease appears to be a hicinorrbagie form of septieaunia ;
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and Home doubt 1ms been expressed whether this form of aepticicmia affecting fowls and rabbits is
distinct from forms affecting larger animals. Thus, in the Comples Hewitts of the French Academy of
Sciences, for July 8th, 1878 (vol. 87, pp. 69 e/se?.), Professor Toussaint, of the Veterinary School at
Toulouse, reported that ho h:m Ibsen able to produce a peculiar scpticfcmic disease in a rabbit, by inocu
lating its car with blood with a horse, which died from symptoms of anthrax sixty hours before the
operation. A second rabbit was inoculated from the first, and subsequently fifty rabbits were inoculated
in different places with similar results. Toussaint found special organisms, quite unlike those of anthrax,
swarming in the blood, tbo tissues, and the excreta of the inoculated animals. Three rabbits died eighteen
to twenty-four hours after eating oats moistened with the blood of infected animals. The excrement of
diseased rabite, powdered and mixed with food, killed two rabbits out of six, after one feeding. Two
vigorous rabbits, placed for one night with inoculated animals, died next day. Three adult rabbits, placed
in cages near those in which animals under experiment were kept, died in the same way without any
direct contact with inoculated animals. In the Comptes Bendus of August 2, 1880 (vol. '91, p.p. 301 fit
sey.), about six months after Pasteur described the microbe of fowl-cholera with accuracy, a note from
Toussaint was presented containing the following statements :—“ When one studies fowl-cholera and
acute septicssmia, one is quicldy struck by the analogy which exists between these two diseases ; two
animals of the same kind, inoculated with the blood of the one and the other disease, and in the same
way, present identical symptoms, die in the same time, and show exactly similar lesions ....
I can say after several series of experiments, including more than 250 cases, that in the disease which kills
the rabbit in ten to twenty hours, and which is inoculated so readily into birds, a microbe exists of welldetermined form, whose action is always identical, which is the same that M. Pasteur has so perfectly
studied and whose existence T had already demonstrated in the disease called fowl-cholera
.
.
.
The cholera of fowls is, therefore, nothing else than acute septiemmia, contracted spontaneously by these
birds in the places which they inhabit, and it is necessary, for cholera to exist, that putrefying matters
should have been within their reach.” Toussaint produced his septicreraia in rabbits and fowls with the
blood of a borso which died of septicEcmin, with that of a horse which died of typhus (iypho&e), and with
blood of a sheep which died of anthrax. In the Oonrptes Bendus of July' 25, 1881 (vol. 93, page 219), he
reiterated his previous statements, and notified two fresh series of experiments, in one of which blood from
a case of anthrax was used, in the other blood from a tuberculous cow. He inoculated rabbits with the
blood from the case of anthrax ; they died in seven or eight hours of septiereinia, and their blood contained a
microbe exactly similar to that of fowl-cholera. It could be inoculated into pigeons and fowls, and passed
readily from one bird to another. He obtained from Pasteur cultures of the microbe of fowl-cholera,
and made separate experiments with these and with his own cultures from various sources, using different
places and different instruments for the two series of experiments. The most minute observation could
not establish any difference in the symptoms, the lesions, or in the cultures of the microbes. If we accept
these experiments of Toussaint, an observer to whose ability Pasteur has borne testimony, we must believe
either that chicken-cholera is simply a form of septicaemia which may he produced by microbes obtained
from various animals dying of diverse diseases, or that there are two diseases affecting rabbits and
birds, one genuine fowl-cholera, the other an ordinary acute septicaunia, the symptoms, lesions apd
microbes being almost, if not quite, identical in tho two diseases. Moreover, Bollinger, a distinguished
German observer, announced in 1878 that a plague, which was then causing great devastation
among cattle and wild animals, was distinct from anthrax, though closely resembling it.
Kitte
subsequently confirmed Bollinger’s observations, and discovered what he thought to be a new
bacterium, very similar to those of rabbit septiemmia. chickeu-cholera, and of the swine plague pre
vailing on the Continent of Europe. Hiippe has recently conducted a series of observations from which
he concludes that all these diseases are varying expressions of hicmorrhagic septicasmia ; that the disease
is transmissible to domestic animals, especially to oxen, horses and swine ; that rabbits and mice are
specially adapted for experiment with the disease; that sheep and guinea-pigs are less liable. He describes
the microbe as a short rod with deeply stained poles and a clear centre, thus resembling that which
Pasteur has shown to be the cause of chicken-cholera (Schmidt’s Jahrbucher for 1887, vol. 213, page 231),
The reviewer of Huppe’s observations very properly notes that is is difficult to believe that there is such
unity in the causation of these various diseases. In the Qompies Bendus of November 26th, 1883 (vol. 97,
page 1,163), Pasteur presented the report of an investigation into swine plague, conducted by himself and
M. Thuillier. He discovered a micro-organism which he believed to be tbo cause of the disease; he says
that it resembles the microbe of fowl-cholera; “ the form is still that of a figure of 8, hut more delicate
and loss visible." He writes as follows :—“ The inoculation of pigeons and rabbits with swine plague
yielded the following very curious result:—If an inoculation with the micro-organism of swine plague was
made into the pectoral muscle of a pigeon, the bird, after showing the ordinary outward symptoms of
fowl-cholera, died in six or eight days. When the blood of this first pigeon was used for inoculating a
second, the blood of a second for inoculating a third, and so on in a series, the micrarOrganism became
acclimatized in the pigeon. The drowsiness and the tendency to roll itself up into a ball, which are the
customary symptoms of the disease, appeared after a much shorter interval than in the first pigeons of the
series. Death also occurred more quickly, and the blood of the later pigeons iu the series was much more
virulent to the pig than even the most infective products from a pug which had died of the so-called spon
taneous swine plague. If the micro-organism of swine plague is passed through a series of rabbits, the
result is altogether different. Rabbits inoculated with the infective products of a pig which has died of
swine plague, or with cultivations made from them, are always made ill, and in the majority of instances
die. If the disease is inoculated from rabbit to rabbit, the micro-organism becomes acclimatized in the
rabbit. All the animals die, death supervening in a few days.................... If the blood of the last rabbit of
the series . , be need for inoculating pigs it is found that tho virulence has been progressively dimin
ishing from the first to the later rabbit s of the series. "Very soon pigs inoculated with the blood of the rabbits
are not killed, although they are made ill by it. After recovery they are found to be vaccinated for the fatal
form of swine plague." (Jficropanrs/ies in Disease, New Sydenham Societi/’s publications for 1886, pp).
624-5). Loeftlcr, of Berlin, states that, from his own. observations, swine plague is due to a minute
bacillus, astonishingly like the bacillus of Koch's mouse septicaemia, but in one case he found quite a
different organism. Sehiitz also found a similar bacillus to be the cause of the disease, and he found this
bacillus in M. Pasteur's vaeciue for swine plague, along with the figure of eight organisms, which Sehiitz
regards*
* For the references to ZQrn’a Statistics and to Schmidt's Jahrbucher, Professor Allen desires to express his indebtedness to Dri James Jamieson,
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regards as a mere contamination. Scliottelius agrees with Sehiitz, and the general conclusion of
])r. Locffler is, that under the name of swine plague several diseases etiologically distinct, though perhaps
identical in symptoms, have been confused together, (Micro-parasites in Disease, page 627). Similarly, it
appears, from the evidence already quoted, that the nature and affinities of chicken-cholera are not well
understood.
7. It seems necessary, therefore, that further evidence be obtained, especially in the way of testing
whether chicken cholera is communicable to horses, cattle, sheep, and native birds. It does not follow
that native birds must be affected because domestic birds are prone to the disease. But the presumption
is that all birds will be liable, A. quotation from Pasteur’s paper on the attenuation of anthrax virus
(Complc Ticndus, vol. 02, page 429, translated in Waroparasites in Disease, pages 566-7) will furnish
evidence on this point, and will also show how the microbe of a disease may gain in virulence in passing
from one animal to another of different age or of different kind. Pasteur has shown how the germs of
anthrax may be weakened by cultivation at high temperatures, until the virus once fatal to a sheep will
not kill a guinea-pig. But though it will not kill an adult guinea-pig, it kills one a single day old. If
now wre pass from the first guinea-pig one day old to another, by the inoculation of the second with the
blood of the first, and from the second to the third and so on in series, its habit of developing in tho
economy is strengthened progressively. In consequence, we can soon kill guinea-pigs three days, four days,
one week, one month, several years old, and in tho end even sheep. The bacterium has returned to its
original virulence.
....
In the case of the microbe of fowl-cholera, when it lias arrived
at the point at which it has no action on fowls” (in accordance with Pasteur’s special method of weakening
the virus of this disease) “its virulence can be restored by operating with it on small birds, canaries,
sparrows, Ac ; all these species it kills at once. By passing it thus through the bodies of the animals, we
can little by little cause it to take on a virulence capable of once more producing an effect on adult fowls.”
Other curious cases have been recorded showing that the virulence of a microbe to one kind of animal
may be wonderfully altered by passing it through another kind of animal. Hence wc should make sure,
not only that the microbes of chicken-cholera are not injurious to higher forms of life, but that they cannot
gain in virulence by repeated transfer through rabbits or through other animals so as to bo able to affect
sheep.
S. Generally, I cannot but feel that there is great weight in the argument, that while chickencholera is a natural disease among birds—“ a disastrous disease, showing itself everywhere in tho poultryyards,” as Pasteur wrote in 1880—it has never prevailed as a natural epidemic among rabbits; and that,
therefore, if we attempt to maintain and spread the disease in Australia, we may decimate our birds
without sensibly affecting the rabbits. M. Pasteur’s representatives may, however, have valuable evidence
to submit with which I am not familiar. The whole domain of bacteriology is still beset with obscurity;
facts are often doubtful, and inferences uncertain. It is clear that if the microbes of chicken-cholera are
to exterminate rabbits, great care must be taken to maintain the disease in activity, and the old modes of
rabbit destruction must not be omitted. Difficulties will bo presented by rabbits which do not warren,
and by rabbits in hilly country. Eepcated exposure of poisoned food or introduction of infected rabbits
will be necessary, and the risk to bird life will be great. Still, I am of opinion that the remedy should be
tested, but with every possible precaution to prevent mischief. If the Governments of Australia do not
provide for the full testing of such proposals under proper precautions, I fear that land-owners, driven to
extremity, may try them without any precautions. I therefore suggest that the service of such exports
as are available bo retained, so that experiments may he conducted without delay under the general
guidance of the Commission. In this way it would be possible (1) to ascertain by laboratory experiments
what animals may be affected by chickeu-cholera, with cultures not only from the fowl, but also from the
rabbit and other animals ; (2) to conduct experiments under natural conditions, either on an island or iu
a protected area on tho mainland, or both. "With the results of such experiments before it, tho Com
mission would be able to advise the G-overnment finally. An island, to be thoroughly suitable, should he
fairly accessible, and yet so far from the coast that birds would not fly across, unless in perfect health.
Shortly before leaving Melbourne I was informed that an island in the Kent, group, between "Victoria
and Tasmania, is already infested with rabbits. Many of the suggestions which I have made apply to other
diseases which may he recommended for rabbit destruction, as well as to chicken cholera; hut I feel that
I have already trespassed too long on your attention, and can only thank you for your patient hearing.
Dr. Bancroft having stated that it was desirable the Commission should have the facts mentioned
by Professor Allen in convenient form for reference, Mr. Quix moved, and Dr. Bancroft seconded,
“ That the address of Professor Allen be printed, and that the other speeches thereon should be reported
verbatim and also printed.” The motion was agreed to, and the Chairman directed that two copies in
proof, marked “confidential,” should be supplied caeb member for revision before being finally printed.
Mr. Quin said :—I should like to say something with reference to what Professor Allen has said
about rabbits not burrowing. It is true they lie in. form as hares do during the greater portion of the
year, hut there are three months during tho winter in which they do take to the burrows that are already
made to their hands, and what is known locally as bcelby, wombat, and other holes, which are of great
extent, some several hundred feet across them, and iu some cases being 22 feet deep. I think, with dogs
during the winter months, tho bulk of the rabbits could be driven to theburrows, and they no doubt would
then become infected with any disease that was beiug experimented with. I should like to say that I do
not think any experiments carried on on an island such as is proposed would be satisfactory, the con
ditions are so different. Wc have in the interior such a different climate, a small rainfall, and positively
no dews for a period of six months. Now this cannot and does not happen on islands on the sea coast.
The herbage of the interior is of a salsolaceous character which is not to be met with out of it, I should
like to see some practical experiments carried on such as fencing in an area of country of (say) a couple
of miles square, and within such an enclosure small enclosures of an aero or more each, which could be
fenced over these vast burrows which I have referred to. Stock of all descriptions could be kept within the
outer fence for purposes of experiment. If this were done we should have some useful information,
conditions which have to bo faced. I am quite sure if the Government were asked they would be
gained under the prepared to do what they can towards having such experiments carried out, and the
sooner they are asked to do so the Letter, I shall leave tho pathological contingencies to ho dealt with
by the professional members of tho Commission.
Dn. Paterson said that recently his official duties brought him, he being Government Medical
Officer for South Australia, to the Teetulpn Gold-field. His visit was made about six months ago, and he
travelled
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travelled between Yurta, tbe last station on the railway, and Teetulpa, a distance of over 30 miles, by
coach, and, consequently, ho had had a good opportunity of observing the country. The whole of the
district was rabbit infested. He visited one of the largest stations in South Australia (the Parctoo),
the lease of which had expired or was on the point of expiring, and he was assured by a practical man,
who know very well the value of things and who ivas perfectly disinterested, being a Government official,
that the country was simply worthless. At Teetulpa he had driven round with the warden of the Gold-field
for 1.5 or 20 miles, and there again he had witnessed the devastation which these wretched little creatures had
caused. In one bit of country, where there was good feed and water, the rabbits were simply hopping about
in great numbers, leading disinterested men to tbo conviction that the country was practically worthless.
It was not only the pastoralists who were affected in this way, but the agriculturalists also, because the
rabbits wrerc now invading their northern areas. Perhaps they did not know, hut he would tell them that
South Australia h;id suffered from the drought very badly, and for some time there had been very bad crops,
though last year there had beeu a good one. The farmers were now looking to this, and these creatures
came°along, exhausted from starvation, and eat down everything. In fact they eat everything before
them and w'ere nearly as bad as locusts. This question had hitherto been treated as if it only affected
pastoralists, but there were many other interests—the agricultural interest for one—wdiieh would be
aficetcd by the pest if it went much further. Take the interest of the Crown and the general Government.
If the large stations had to he abandoned—and a good deal of country was being abandoned, as they
might know—tho Crown would lose its revenue, and what was worse, though he did not know what tho
law might be here, but iu South Australia tho occupation of tho waste lands would not yield enough to
keep down the rabbits. Therefore, if these runs had to be abandoned the Crown wrould not only lose its
revenue, but it would have the responsibility of keeping down the pest thrown on it. It seemed to him
that the very existence of the pastoral interest was threatened, so that this was a very serious matter
indeed. People seemed to hardly realize the value of the pastoral interest, but, whatever it might be now,
it wan the pastoral interest that had made these Colonics what they are. This was true, not only of one
Colony, but of every Colony in the group. The food supply of these communities was dependent on the
pastoral interest. Supposing that large tracts of country were abandoned, howr were tho markets of these
large cities to he supplied with food r1 If the encroachment of the pest on this country continued there was
not a single man, woman, or child in the country that would not feel it? A.s for himself ho did not own
a single sheep, nor had he any interest whatever in the pastoral industry, but he was only telling the
Commission the opinion which his judgment had led him to form, after having witnessed the rabbit
infested country for himself. 'Well, what tho pastoral!st, as well as the unfortunate farmer, wanted,
as Mr. Owen laid pointed out, was a cheap and effective remedy of destroying these rabbits. This
was the opinion not only of men connected with the pastoral industry in South Australia—men of sound
judgment, and men who, like himself, were not in any way interested in stations, and who did not possess
a single sheep—that tho remedy must bo provided by science, and that they look to it to provide
some remedy; some virulent and spreading disease which would go through and infect the healthy
animal and destroy it If they could not have such an ideal disease made to order, then they should have
some infectious disease which would be limited to rabbits, &e. This was what was wanted. He was
somewhat sorry to say that he did not have the very sanguine expectations that had been formed by tbo
promoters of the various sebemos—M. Pasteur’s scheme, the Tintannllogy scheme, the scheme of Professor
Watson—as to the effectiveness of the disease, or as regards its exterminative powers. He reasoned from
general principles in this way, that the rabbits in the first instance were artificially pushed on from time to
time ; and they were not likelv to be destroyed effectually in a short period. What he thought might
safely be expected was that the rabbits would be artificially kept up from _ time to time by persons
interested. Some of these diseases might, however, become a powerful auxiliary in dealing with this
wretched pest. What was the use of talking about rabbit-proof fencing to an impoverished pastoralist ?
Ho could not afford such a thing, A friend of his, interested as one of a syndicate in a station on tho
Murray, proposed to put up £(1,000 worth of fencing before a single rabbit had been destroyed. He
mentioned this fact to show the magnitude of the evil that they had to contend with. He asked them to
look at tho amount of capital invested in pastoral enterprise, and the employment it afforded, because it
was necessary to do this in order to realize the calamity which would occur if this pest made much more
headway, lie had to repeat again, and with regret, (hat he did not entertain very sanguine expectations
about the exterminative power of any disease ; but still he thought it might take its place fairly with
hunting with dogs, with trapping, and other measures that had already proved most valuable and useful
auxiliaries. He might notice ouc objection which Mr. Quin had also dealt with, that it was difficult to
spread any infectious disease when the rabbits did not burrow. Tho rabbits would burrow in good parts
of country, for “ bunny ” knew when he came to a good tract of land; hut in rocky country they would
not burrow. As Mr. Quin had said, they lie in form. But they would see that infectious disease must
be propagated not only by animals sleeping together, but when they came in contact in other ways. They
might not get a sort of disease which would prove as instantly fatal amongst animals that did not burrow
as amongst animals that did, still the disease would do a great amount of good by thinning the pest to
some extent. He had listened with very great interest to Professor Allen’s description of M. Pasteur’s
scheme, and he thought Professor Allen had handled his subject very thoroughly and completely, so that
it was quite unnecessary for him to say much more. There was one scheme, however, which he had had
an opportunity of investigating, and which he had thought a good deal out; and he would give the Com
mission, at all events, the results of his study on the matter. This was a report written by him in
response to instructions from the Chief Secretary of South Australia, who called on him to report
whether the introduction of Professor "Watson’s scheme would be injurious to human life, or to the life
of stock. Ho knew that one or two Members of the Commission had seen this ; but others might not
have done so, and therefore he would baud it in for printing with the other proceedings of the
Commission.
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Repout of Dr. Paterson (Colonial Surgeon) relative to the danger to stock through the introduction of

disease amongst rabbits.
Colonial Surgeon’s Office, 8 November, ISSv.
I have the honor to report that, in pursuance of your instruction, I conferred with Professor
Watson on tho subject of the disease which he proposes to introduce for the extermination of rabbits—
1st
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Is!, in reference to the nature of the disease; 2nd, with a view to expressing an opinion whether tho
disease in question was communicable to man, horses, sheep, cattle, and pigs. I had an interview with
Professor Watson, who readily furnished the information asked for, showed me tho infected animals, and
demonstrated the nature of the disease under the microscope.
Tho rabbits experimented on are confined within the precincts of the eld powder magazine at the
rear of the University buildings. They occupy a small area of ground, which is intersected with their
burrows. A high wall, with deep foundations, prevents any possibility of escape either above or below the
surface. I counted eight rabbits in this enclosure, of which, judging by the colour, two were wild, the
remainder domesticated animals. Lying about were the dead bodies of a considerable number of voung
ones which had come to their full time, but were either stillborn or had died immediately after "birth.
This effect of the disease iu cheeking fecundity should not be overlooked. One rabbit—a white one—was
in an advanced stage of the disease: it was inactive and emaciated, the fur was falling off its body in
places, and the face, about the nose and eyes, was without hair and covered with a scurfy incrustation.
The animal having been caught, and a pinch of fur removed from its body, the scurf adhering to the roots
of the hair was separated and placed under the microscope, and the presence of an insect parasite revealed.
This parasite is the Sarcop/en cuniculi. Its existence denotes that the animal is affected with rabbit itch,
or rabbit scab.
Sarcoptes cuniculi belongs to the family of the Acarina, or true “itch mites.” Itch mites infest
the bodies of a large number of animals, including man, horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, camels, dogs, cats,
goats, lions, tigers, and others. They differ in size and external appearance.; according to the species of
animal whose body they inhabit. They are confined to tho skin exclusively, never penetrating to the
tissues below the skin. Their bodies and eggs cannot be taken up into the circulation, as they are larger
than the capillary vessels, aud so cannot effect an entrance. The itch mites of man and tho lower animals
have been variously estimated to live from twenty to forty days, and even two months, according as they
arc placed under unfavourable or favourable conditions. The total number of eggs laid by the female in
the burrow, which she makes for herself in the skin, has been computed by Gerlach not to exceed fifty,
but Hebra says he never saw in one burrow more than fourteen eggs besides tea or twelve empty shells.
The disease iu question, rabbit scab, is rabbit itch. In the rabbit it corresponds to itch in the
human subject, mange iu horses, cattle, pigs, and dogs, and to scab in sheep: all of which diseases are
dependent on the presence of an insect parasite. Itch in the human subject is due to an itch mite which
has been variously named Acarnc acabiei liomims, Acarus exulecrans (Linnaeus). Sarcoptes homvnis
(Raspail). In the horse it is called Sarcoptes cqui, in the ox Sarcoptes boras, in the pig Sarcoptes suis, in
the dog Sarcoptes cams, in the cat Sarcoptes catorum. It is an eminently contagious disease. In the
human being it is communicated from person to person by contact in eight cases out of ten, according to
Uourguignon, by their sleeping together. It would be a\vaste of words to describe at length the extreme
contagiousness of mange in horses, cattle, pigs, and dogs, or that of scab in sheep. Reference to any
veterinary work will confirm what is said hero both as to the virulence and nature of these affections.
_
In rabbits itch is not oaly a virulent but a fatal disease. Professor Watson assures me that cverv
animal which has been exposed to the contagion has caught it and died. Its remarkable influence in
restraining increase has been already mentioned. But the rabbit in captivity and the rabbit in its natural
state in the open country arc under very different conditions. The itch mite is said to be fond of warmth
aud to display increased liveliness when exposed 1 o the rays of the sun ; and the warmth engendered by the
contact of two living bodies, as of two persons sleeping in the same bed, is believed to play a prominent
part in the spread of the disease by inducing the creature to leave its burrow and wander about. The
heat of our climate may operate in a similar way. But as a- set-off against this it is to bo borne in mind
that itch, as observed in man in Europe, is not confined to warm latitudes, but is prevalent in the northern
countries of that continent in an aggravated form. There the disease lias been chiefly observed in rabbits
reared in hutches. So far as I have been able, to ascertain, it has not been observed in tbo wild rabbit,
but my information on this point is scanty. There are many things in the environment of the wild rabbit,
especially in certain localities, which would make against the virulence of tho disease, some of which may
be surmised, others, and these probably the most important, might escape conjecture—contact with saline
or sulphurous substances in the earth, brackish water, the contact of fresh earth in tho formation of new
burrows, brushing the coat against aromatic shrubs, or, when the herbage fails, an enforced diet of leaves,
like those of the eucalyptus, containing essential oils which are known to be poisonous to the mite, and the
increased resisting power to the effect of the disease imparted to the animal by an active open-air life.
All these would modify, and perhaps in the end render, the vitality of the mite impossible. Anyhow
this can be said that history records no plague, however desolating, which by itself and unaided by other
causes has exterminated man or animal.
2.—As regards the communicability of the disease to man, horse, ox, sheep, or pig.
As to man, as regards the human subject, there need be little or no ground for apprehension.
The skin aud fur of infected animals as articles of commerce are valueless, and therefore would not be
handled; the carcase would be rejected for food, or if used, would be innocuous, as the disease did not
penetrate below the skin.
Itch in man is a curable disease, and neither endangers life nor injures the health of tho patient.
Persons are known to have it from youth to old age without impairment of their general health. At the
same time it is a disreputable and loathsome malady,
Kuchemneister, in his manual of human parasites, states that theitch mites of thcfollowiug animals
have been accidentally transferred to man, and have been found upon him—Sarcoptes cad (cat) ; Sarcoptes
bovis (ox) ; Sarcoptes cam's (dog); Sarcoptes equi (horse). He also states that the Sarcoptes catorum may
be transferred to a variety of animals, and among others to sheep, and quotes his authorities. Professor
Watson has experimented on himself both with live rabbit mite {(Sarcoptes cuniculi) and its ova without
effect, and emphatically dentes that rabbit itch is communicable to human beings.
With regard to the transference of certain itch mites from the lower animals and the communication
of itch by them to man, some observers are of opinion that the insects so transferred die out without
being able to reproduce themselves in their new locality. When the disease is of longer duration than is
warranted by this belief, they explain its persistence by the repeated introduction of ifesh batches of the
creature by constant contact of the patient with the animal from which the contagion was derived in tho
first instance. Kuchemneister expresses his belief that, if mites from the lower animals are able to
establish
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establish themselves permanently on man, it will apply only to those which have a close resemblance to
the human parasite. Hebra, another eminent dermatologist, holds that there is no difference between the
mites which infest man and the lower animals ; that they arc not. different species of one family, but only
variations of one and the same animal; (hat, in fact, the nutca of the lower animals and man are identical.
On this point Hebra is entirely at variance with veterinary surgeons of the English school. Iho following
extract shows his views :—“ Certain writers, among whom arc G-erlach and Furstenberg, have, in their ver3r
valuable worhs, given descriptions and figures of various kinds of etcurt, some of which has been found in
different species of animals, while others had beeu taken from the human subject, and had been associated
(as was supposed) with distinct forms of scabies. But, although I have the highest respect for the writers
to whom I have referred, 1 cannot agree with them in this matter; my observations on the lower animals
as well as on the human patients have led me to believe that not only several of the acari said by (Jorlach
to have been taken from different animals, but those described by lursteuberg under the names of
Sarcoptes scabiei, S. scabici emstaers belong to the same genus and to the same species, or (it is better to
say) are specimens of one and the same animal. Differences in length, thickness, breadth, or in the degree
of transparency of the body, slight variations in form which is in some instances, a little more rounded,
in others a little more elongated, these all seem to be an utterly insufficient basis for the creation of several
distinct species of a little animal which cannot be seen plainly until it is magnified at least 100 times, and
which undergoes several moultings and metamorphoses. On this question the opinion expressed by
Gudden is similar to my own. There is no bettor proof of the identity of the acari which have hitherto
been found in different animals, than the fact that the diseases produced by them have always been
communicable, whether by design or accident, from those animals to man and vice versa. This I have
myself observed both in the "Vienna Museum of Natural History, and in the Imperial Menagerie at
Scbdnbruim. I am, then, firmly convinced that tho different acari described and figured by Gerlach under
the names of Saraoptes cqui, S. canis, S. suis, S. cati, and 8. cuniculi, as well as those which hurKtenbcrg
termed, S. scabici crusiacai, 8. vulpis, 8 copra, 8. squamifents, and S. minor, are identical. In other words,
they do not form different species of one genus, hut are merely varieties of the same animal, which
(according to its seat, and according as it is found upon different animals) is sometimes retarded in its
development, and at other times becomes larger and more rounded. It must be remembered that similar
differences are observed in oihtsv JSptsoa, and, indeed, throughout the organic kingdom, hpeeics, whether
of plants or animals, are commonly found to vary in different localities, being now strongly developed,
presenting a more ample form, and more powerful members—now retarded in their growth, and (as it
were) on a lower level of vitality. Surely, then, we may venture to apply these facts to the itch mite,
and to assert, without hesitation, that the various forms of that animal belong to tbo same specios, in spite
of their apparent difference in shape and size.”
Is Sarcoptes cuniculi fransjerabie to the horse, ox, or pit/ ?
Professor Watson replies to this that there are no experiments in the country, but that Krause, a
recent German writer on the rabbit, denies its communicability to horses, cattle, or pigs.
.
Mango in horses is a highly contagious disorder, and is due to the presence of an itch mite, Sarcoptes
cqui. Mabew, author of various treatises on tho horse, figures the mango insect, and at tho conclusion of
an excellent article on mange, expresses himself as followsThe question lias been much debated
whether man can derive the itch from an animal? Imaginary proofs, favouring the possibility, are every
now' and then confidently promulgated, but all doubts seem to have been put to rest by the investigations
conducted by M. Bourguignon. That gentleman demonstrated the unfitness of one creature to support
the parasite generated by another. Horses may be violently irritated by insects bred by fowls, but remove
the birds, the supply ceases, and tho irritation dies away. Ho an individual, handling mangy horses, may get
some of the acari upon him, aud cause vexatious itching, but let the man keep away from the contami
nated stable, and the sensation is quickly lost. The repeated and repeated renewal of the pest gives a
seeming warranty to the popular belief. Certain disorders assuredly are communicable throughout every
species of life, as though to prove the stubbornness of mankind that all nature is akin. Such are hydro
phobia in the dog, and glanders in the horse ; were all affections, however, equally interchangeable, the
inhabitants of this world would speedily become one breathing mass of disease.”
_ _
I quote this extract because, though not bearing expressly on the transference of rabbit itcb to
tho horse, it shows the wide divergence of opinion which prevails on the subject of the interchange of
the disease.
Is Sarcoptes cuniculi communicable to sheep ?
Professor Watson replies emphatically, no; and, in confirmation of his opinion, refers to experi
ments on three sheep belonging to the S. A, (Stockowners' Association, which were under the care of
M. Marceau. The sheep were in a pen iu M, Marceau's backyard. They wore young healthy animals,
unshorn. About a month ago they had been inoculated by separating tile wool all down the back, and
applying the contagious material copiously to the skin of the back aud other parts of the body. The
animals were rather wild, but M. Marceau caught and threw one so as to allow' of a careful examination.
There was no disease apparent, and I believe none was present.
Professor Watson admits that, according to Krause, Sarcoptes cuniculi is communicable to cats.
Now, Kuchemneister states i\\&k Sarcoptes catorum in communicable among other animals to sheep. If
Kuchemneister is correct, there is a presumption that Sarcoptes cuniculi may also be communicable to
sheep, either with or without passing in the first instance through the cat, and it would tend to confirm
Hebra's view of the identity of the various itch mites, and that they are not different species, but only
variations of one and the same animal.
Is the disease communicable to marsupials f
Professor Watson replies, possibly—yet to la-y.
_
1 do not share Professor Watson’s confident opinion that Sarcoptes ennietdi is not communicable
to sheep, so far as it is based on the experiments that have been made here. The literature of itch
contains numerous instances of unsuccessful experiments to communicate 1be disease by inoculation.
For example, Hebra says:—“I have, for instance, often been unsuccessful when 1 had simply placed
impregnated females on the skin at different spots, although I had already seen the animals penetrate
the cuticle,” To be of any value the experiments should be of more varied character and under more
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varied conditions. They should he made on shorn as n'ell as unshorn sheep, aud the contagious material
applied on a loose bandage round the body; quiet animals accustomed to bo handled, such as have been
roughu up about a farm, would be preferable to those reared on a run. The natural mode of conveying
the contagion might be imitated by introducing infected rabbits into the pen, and experiments should bo
made, not only with sheep, but with horses, cattle, and pigs. Au instance is related of a cat communi
cating mange {Sarcoptes) to ft horse by perching on its back in the stable.
,
®°
as l ean see the weight of evidence inciines to Hebra's view, that the itcli mites in different
animals are identical, and therefore interchangeable. But opinion on a matter of this sort is nothint
put conjecture. The question can only he decided by direct experiment. If tho scheme is to accomplish
oil l^’P08®. centres of infection must he multiplied indefinitely over tho country infested by rabbits,
J. e dissemination of scab and mango would be too high a price to pay oven for bunny’s annihilation,
and before the (xovornraent can sanction such a step it should ho in possession of evidence to satisfy
tho most sceptical minds that the disease is not communicable.
,
I10'' sce
fcrccp11 tho sentimental objections to tho scheme, bunny’s undue multiplication
in outlying country being attributable to tlio absence of his natural enemies—man, dogs, and birds of
ttie reduction of his numbers by disease is only a scientific way of restoring the natural balance

ot liio.

°

Professor IVateon s scheme deserves further investigation. If it is harmless to stock, it may
prove a useful auxiliary in dealing with the rabbit pest, even if it fails to eradicate it.
1 have, Ac.,
The Hon. the Chief Secretary.
Colonial Surgeon.
He did not_ think it was necessary to go any further into tho details of this scheme than had
been done in that paper; but he might say that, on tho recommendation which he had then
made, m the circumstances cf South Australia, the G-ovorument in the concluding sentence of
their minute expressed the opinion that “ Professor Watson's scheme deserved investigation.”
He had already stated that the question raised could only he settled bv experimental "inquiry.
He. was glad to see that Professor Allen also bad recommended experimental inquiry ; and if the
various Governments took this matter up at all, they would have to conduct it in a scientific wav to
j.10.,?”*1" j/ spent thousands of pounds already to no purpose; and there was no reason why
facilities tor conducting a strict and proper scientific inquiry into the mailer should not he given.
Erotessor Watson e scheme was of tho nature of scab, and he had reported to the South Australian
Government that he considered the risk of injury 1o tho human subject was next to nothing at nil. The
parasitic animal that was the cause of the scab in the rabbit was of the same class as the ’itch insect in
mam pod the scab insect in sbeep, and the scab that affected swine. Professor Watson asserted that tins
parasite was not transmissible from one animal to another; on that subject he had consulted Hebra,
and also Kuchemneister s manual on parasites. Hebra expressed a different opinion from Professor
v U i"C
authorities were not explicit on the point; but the veterinary Hurgcons were all
agreed that the insect was not transmissible, or capable ot causing disease in another animal. The
question that they now had to settle was this:—As to whether one of the schemes, including sarcoptes,
was capable of producing scab in sheep. What was the position of the pastoralists now in reference to
this. _ I hey were willing he understood, rather than have this pest let go on, to rim the risk of having
scab iu shoep, at least so he was informed. This, at all events, would give them an idea of the magnitude
ot the evil that these men were disturbed by. He had no doubt that this scheme would engage the best
attention oi the Commission, and that the matter would be determined by experiments as to whether tho
disease could be communicated to slock or not, or was capable of producing scab in sbeop. Then as to its
effectiveness, that, too, would, of course, have to be settled by direct experiments. That was tho burden of
is report to the South Australian Government. His colleague, Hr. Stirling, would give the Commission
further informal ion on the subject. Until the contrary was proved he would hold to his opinion, that the
questmn could only he settled by experimental inquiry,—only in this way could it be definitely settled
whether these sarcoptes were capable of being transmitted from one animal to another. Should the
Lommission decide to test Professor Watson’s scheme by experimenial inquiry, bo thought it should he
Ii?U|\Un^eT na^u j con^l^ons>
iIX the.country which had to he dealt with. He would sav distinctly
that he apprehended no danger for experimental inquiry conducted with this scheme, if some portion of
the country were lonccd off, m which infected animals should be placed with sheep. The first point, of
course, was as to whether the disease would be destructive to the rodent, and, uexlj was it communicable
to the sheep. Ho thought they might fairly leave swine and horses out of the question. These points
would certainly have to be dealt with and approved by the Commission before anything could be done.
. ^r‘ *>KA,1S05' did "o* thiuk that M. Pasteur’s disease was the best one with which to bemn
experiments for the extermination of the rabbits. In the first place it was doubtful whether the disease
existed in the colonies or not. Now there was a number of diseases iu operation in Auslralia, and ilicv
'new pretty well what their action had been hitherto. .Everyone that was spoken to about rabbits would
say that there had been diseases amongst them. Tt would surely be safer first of all to inquire into the
nature and action or these diseases. But in any case he did not think that one disease would be sufficient,
because there must always be a certain number of the pest that would not he susceptible to one disease,
and therefore there should be two or three diseases working together in order to get at the others. It
would be specially important to obtain evidence as 1o the disease that was known here as fowl-cholera • as
tor all they knew it might act on the rabbits in just the same way as M. Pasteur’s disease. There was
another matter that was against Pasteur s proposal, which was, that cliickcn-cholera was too quick in its
action, it killed the rabbits in from twelve to twenty-four hours. They wanted some disease that would
last for a sufiicient period to enable other rabbits to caleb the disease from tlio infected ones and spread it
about. It appeared to him that before they decided upon giving M. Pasteur’s proposal a trial in the
Lolony they should first of all ascertain whether there was or was not any chicken-cholera in the Colony.
It did not matter as to whether the disease were precisely the same as the disease known as fowl-cholera
m Europe. If it could be used lor killing rabbits, it should bo used io preference to the European
disease, as theu they would escape the risk of introducing a new disease into Ihc country. They must also
hear m mmd that there were entirely different conditions of climate, Ac., to be met with in different parts
of the country where the schemes would have to be tried. Although it had been said that tho rabbits in
Victoria
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Victoria were kept in check, yet there were many farmers in the coast districts who would be very glad of
some easier method of keeping the pest down than the ordinary methods of fencing, poisoning, Ac. The
disease that would be effective in a moist coast district would almost certainly not be effective in the hot dry
districts of malleo country, which was, he believed, the country where the question was most pressing.
It was ?er3r important that the experiments should bo tried in two places,—one might be an island, which
would represent the moister districts of the colonics, and the other might be some district in the back
blocks. He should say it was more important to take some locality in the interior first, because fhe
difficulty in the interior uras the most pressing. There were a great many other things that might be
said, but they would no doubt come out in the discussion that would ensue. In conclusion, he would say
that before they tried M. Pasteur’s method they should endeavour to get something better in tho colonies,
if such a thing existed.
Hr. Simnura remarked that what he had to say would be in confirmation of the statements made by
Mr. Quin and Dr. Paterson as to the severity of the evil that they had met to combat, if they could. He
thought the remarks which had fallen from these gentlemen ought to make it clear that it was a matter of
the most extreme urgency, and he would like to add his testimony to that fact too. There was not the
slightest doubt that large parts of the Colony of South Australia were being abandoned in consequence of
this plague. He was fairly well acquainted with the same kind of country that Mr. Quin had spoken of,
and he could confirm what had been said as to the utter desolation that now prevailed in these districts.
There was one question which, however, lie was surprised Mr. Quin did not allude to in his address, and
that was, that one of the great reasons why the rabbits were spreading was because of flic fact that the men
who were paid for destroying them were directly or indirectly the means of it. He knew very well that
rabbits were being carted about by hawkers and others, that captured does were turned loose, and that
the greatest pains were taken to destroy all enemies of the rabbits. These men, as many Members of the
Commission must know, made large sums of money out of the destruction of rabbits, and there could be no
question that so long as people got paid for the destruction of rabbits, on the scale on which they bad been
paid, the rabbit pest would break out again as fast as they were killed. He would now turn to the address
of Professor Allen, which he thought showed considerable carefulness in preparation. Tho only objection
that be could see to Professor Allen’s address was that it suggested an inquiry of a far more complete
character than the Commission had beeu called on to perform. He did not think lhat they would investigate
the life history of the chicken-cholera or any other bacteria. It was hardly to be expected that the
Members of the Commission, who were drawn from the ordinary walks of life, should attempt to settle
matters which had been under the consideration of the professional bacteriologists for many years. There
were certain diseases which it was said were capable of destroying the rabbits, ami what they had to inquire
into was would these diseases destroy rabbits in the natural conditions under which rabbits lived, and
would they pay under the conditions in which they would have to be tried in this country, with safety at the
same time to man and other animals. Was it practical, and could the country afford to pay the cost of it ? As
Professor Allen had already stated, if these microbes had to be put before each batch of rabbits, tho disease
.would be far too expensive to apply. The question which now appeared quite clear aud to which the Com
mission should devote all their attention was the contagiousness of Pasteur's disease. Would the disease
spread from rabbit to rabbit as ordinary infectious diseases spread? It scorned to him that while they
would be occupied in the inquiry, which Professor Allen suggested, the rabbits would keep on increasing,
and the difficulty would become even larger than it now was. Now in regard to the safety of the disease,
he thought they must consider it in the light of its reasonable safety. There was more or less danger in
everything, and risks must be run in all experiments of this kind ; all they could do was to reduce these
risks to a minimum. He wished to bring into prominence the question of the practicability of the diseases
in the conditions under which it would have to be applied in these colonics, and while Professor Allen had
addressed his remarks to M. Pasteur’s disease, the same remarks would apply to any other. Prolessor Allen
had merely taken this for a text, hut what he had said on this head was equally applicable to the other
diseases as well as to M. Pasteur’s. A great many other schemes of extermination by disease bad been
suggested. He was informed that there was a disease suggested by Dr. Ellis, and, here be might say, was
a case where they might satisfy themselves, and might learn something without going so far as Tintinal
logy. Dr. Ellis had some infected rabbits at his residence at Double Pay, which, he believed, was quite
handy to Sydney. Eut he wished again to insist on one point, and that was the necessity of experiments
being carried on under natural conditions. There was no doubt they might have different conditions of
things where experiments would produce entirely different results ; and while no one could raise any objec
tions to experiments being carried on on an island, they could hardly be satisfactory so far as the interior
of the country was concerned. As to the disease introduced by Professor Watson, he thought its
efficacy was a matter entirely dependent on climate. It was, he knew, exceedingly fatal in wet weather,
but in hot weather it stood almost still and tended to recovery. They all knew that the interior portions
of Australia were exceedingly dry and hot, and these were the conditions which must stand out for in
any experiments that might lie attempted. The risks, of course—he would return again to that point,
because it was a very important matter—were of such a character that he did not sec how they could be
determined, so far as man was concerned, unless some one was willing to swallow the microbes; but they
might be tried, at all events, on the ordinary animals. And so far as tho pastoralists of the country
were concerned, their interest would be chiefly confined to whether the disease was capable of being trans
mitted to sheep, horses, and cattle. They knew that a great many birds might possibly be affected ; and
be supposed if they conducted experiments they would find that to be the case. Eut even so, there would
not be any reason, to his mind, for opposing a scheme if otherwise it could be proved to be acceptable,
lie did not know that there was at present any information as to how wild birds were affected by any
epidemic of chicken-cholera; and he believed it would be found that the disease was not the all-devasta
ting element that it was thought to be by some people. With regard to Professor Watson’s disease,
he had frequently seen his rabbits die from extreme emaciation and enlargement and suppuration of
abdominal and inguinal glands. More than one parasite could be detected upon them ; but be did not
think lie need go further now into that subject. Several experiments were made as to the communica
bility of tho disease to sheep, and he had seen three sheep which were inoculated Rome six times. They
■were shorn, and the parasite put in five or six times—twice, be believed, by Mr. Stanley, who belonged to
this Colony and who would confirm what he said. lie (Dr. Stirling) saw the sheep when lie came away from
Adelaide, and they were quite well. There had been six attempts at infection and were six month
under observation, and yet they were now free from any disease. Professor Watson bad tried Ibis disease
7—B
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upon himself, ■with nothing as a result but a temporary irritation—so confident was be that the thing
was not communicable to man. The whole of his remarks, then, came to this : lie thought they should
ho willing to give the most favorable consideration to any disease which would help the country iu this
matter of extreme urgency. And, although he did not believe that one single disease would be suffi
cient, they might by one or more produce a general effect on the vitality of the race of rabbits, which,
coupled with the severity of the climate, would materially help in reducing the number of thorn.
Although they might not be able to discover an absolute specific, they might get assistance from these
diseases. So far as Dr. Paterson and he were concerned, what they should like to see done was a general
scheme of experiments tending in the direction which he bad indicated, in those diseases which seemed
to be worthy of their consideration.
Dr. Bascboft said that it appeared this disease of M. Pasteur’s propagated itself amongst fowls,
but not amongst rabbi! s. It would have to be worked up again aud again if it were used against the
rabbits. They had no history of its having been spontaneous in its action. They wore; aware that
fowls obtained the disease, and that it passed from fowl to fowl in tho old country, and the probability
was that if introduced here it would act in the same way. It was purely a disease of fowls, and it struck
him that it would not propagate itself amongst rabbits without very considerable assistance—such
assistance as might possibly render it too expensive and too difficult to be carried out. He would like to
see some island selected where experiments with this disease could be carried on without fear of mischief
to other animals. It should be very fairly and very carefully considered, and he believed tho Queensland
Government would be glad to help in any way to have the question determined. Fortunately they
had. no rabbits in Queensland at the present time; but every effort would, he gathered, be made to
help the other colonies to get rid of the plague. But except the experiments were very carefully
carried out, he feared they might distribute more diseases than they wanted to distribute. It would be
better if the whole of tho knowledge to be acquired by any scientific Commission should be obtained
before any efforts were made towards the distribution of the disease inland. He should much prefer to see
all that they could get done, done on an island first, and they would then bo free from all risks. They
should be careful not to proceed too hastily, for this was a work which could not be done in a day, or in
a week, or perhaps in a year. They might at least hope to reduce the pest, and there may be diseases
perhaps which would assist them in doing so. He remembered having kept rabbits in Queensland which
bad diseased livers. A parasite existed in the liver, and the eggs discharged were in millions. All the
rabbits that took it died. It propagated itself amongst young rabbits ; and perhaps after the lapse of a
month or two, if tho livers were examined, a number of white spots were observable, showing where
the destructive action was going on. The condition of the liver became worse and worse until the
animal died. He had no doubt but that the scab disease spoken of by Professor Watson would help to
reduce the pest. He had seen it at home, and it affected the rabbits very considerably. Ho doubt a
drier country was more protected, because diseases would not spread so much where everything had
a tcndcncy to dry up. Wherever moisture was present, of course, life was more active. Tho influence of
disease, in the matter of birds, was a very serious point. He did not like the idea of birds being destroyed,
and he thought it would be very much safer to first carry out the experiments suggested by Professor
Allen, lie was very glad indeed to hear that there was an island in Bass’s Straits where this experiment
could be fairly tried, and where the experiments need not cost very much.
'
Mr. Qtjix : Then there is Dangar Island, in Broken Bay.
Dr. Bancroft thought that if a few men of ability were placed on this island, who bad a medical
and scientific education, good results would be obtainable from their observations. They could easily get
up a history of the disease in twelve months time—in fact, of all possible diseases on rabbits ; and then
the Commission would be in a far better position to introduce disease into the back country. He thought
this would be much the safer course, and therefore ho would earnestly urge it on the Commission.
Mr. Qttcx asked,—What was to become of the pastoral interest during those twelve months ?
Dr. Banchopt : Well, a perfect remedy could not be obtained in one month. If they did not
apply the remedies with their eyes open, there was no use in going on with their eyes shut, It was far
better to learn first what could be learned, and then proceed to action.
Mr. Tar art said : I look upon the rabbit pest as the great question of the Australasian Colonies,
and one that requires to be dealt with vigorously and stringently. At tho same time, I do not consider it
judicious to allow any foreign disease to be introduced, with the view of rabbit extermination, until it
lias been conclusively proved beyond a shadow of doubt that tho disease introduced will not be communi
cated to sheep or other animals. The pastoral interest is an important one to tamper with, seeing that
New South Wales numbers this year 47,000,000 of sheep, Tasmania, 1,500,000, and in the other Colonies
correspondingly large numbers aro depastured. Tasmania is suffering from this rabbit plague ; the sheep
have decreased during the past ten (10) years at the rate of 30,000 annually. I cousider the primary cause
is increase and extension of rabbits. I am pleased to find that Dr. Stirling holds the same opinions as to
the extension of the rabbits, viz., the employment of trapping and hunting labour. This, with the bonus
system, is conclusive evidence to nie that these methods simply mean rabbit farming. Disease has upon
several occasions attacked rabbits in different localities in Tasmania. About five years past, the late Mr.
Willows,T.S.for New South Wales, and Mr. Archibald Park, Y.S. for Tasmania, reported upon an outbreak
of disease amongst rabbits upon the Ellenthorp Hall property, I believe the report is now in the possession
of the present administration of the Rabbit Act of New South Wales. Small numbers died upon the first
appearance of the disease, but the form was not sufficiently fatal to destroy all rabbits upon the property.
■I may also mention that upon two other occasions disease appeared upon two estates 60 miles from each
other, and had the effect of killing all tho rabbits. Unfortunately no investigation as to the nature of the
disease was instituted, or how it originated. In conclusion, I consider that whatever experiments are
made as to the efficacy to destroy rabbits by introduced disease, tests should be first conducted upon an
island, and, if found that sheep and other stock are not susceptible, then it could be introduced with
caution on to the mainland, and further trials made within a tract of land enclosed with rabbit-proof fencing.
Dr. WmuNsoxr complimented Professor Allen on the delivery of an able and exhaustive address.
He went with Professor Allen a very long way in the points which he had considered as to the effective
ness of the methods of destroying tho rabbits. But there were certain points in Professor Allen’s address
to which he desired to take exception. In the first place Professor Allen likened the action of this poison
to the action of phosphorus or arsenic. Now there was a very essential difference between these poisons
and a living germ capable of destroying life. In the one case we have to deal with a fixed quantity of
dead
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dead matter, and in the other with living matter which increased and multiplied to an enormous extent.
Purther, Professor Allen seemed to take exception to tho experiments which had taken place on tho
Continent on the Pommeroy vineyard, because in this case tho disease was communicated through food,
and not apparently from rabbit to rabbit. Unfortunately lie had not a description of those experiments
witli him, but he was quite certain that the wholesale destruction of the rabbits on that estate could not
have been caused directly by the small quantity of the poison which had been spread on their food. This
was his recollection of that particular experiment; but if this disease did not spread amongst tho rabbits
from one to tbe other, then from all they could learn there could be very little danger in introducing
such a disease. One of the most important matters which the Commission would have to take in hand
would be to recommend certain means by 'which it could be positively proved that this disease would ho
effective. He quite agreed with the remark which had been made by Dr. Bancroft, that this disease had
not shown any natural affinity for tho rabbit. There was no instance of any spontaneous outbreak of
the disease amongst the rabbits, while there was evidence of a certain amount of value which made them
believe that tho disease could not spread itself amongst rabbits as effectually as it did amongst fowls.
Therefore, if the disease were to be introduced, it would noli only exterminate rabbits, but other animals
would be endangered by it. Pie knew that this disease in fowls would kill mice. He had had an
opportunity of making experiments in Berlin under Koch, and he remembered perfectly having introduced
these_ germs into mice and killing them. The recommendations which Professor Allen had made were
practically the same as those which he had made in a letter addressed to the G-ovcrnment some weeks
ago. He would add something further, that as many as possible of the ordinary useful animals should
bo taken to this island to live with the diseased rabbits. They would have an opportunity of
observing in such a case whether the disease would spread from one animal to another. If it
were true that in _ this particular case the disease did not spread to any of our useful animals, it
would be worth trying elsewhere. Ho quite agreed with Dr. Paterson and Mr. Quin with respect to the
enormous harm that the increase of these rabbits in the hack-blocks was doing. Professor Allen bad
made several other statements of a purely scientific nature to which he could not help taking exception.
One of these was in regard to experiments which had taken place in 1378. Well, he would say that
experiments made in 1873 were not experiments upon which the Commission could place absolute
reliance. The whole question of bacteria was then in its infancy, and when experiments wore made no
precautions were taken to exclude contamination. The very history of investigations into the nature of
tuberculosis was au instance of what ho stated, for by many authorities iu 1878, and even up to 1882, it
was supposed that tuberculosis could bo produced by irritative matter. But by more perfect and exact
methods it was now proved, beyond doubt, that in all these cases there had been external contamination
with tubercular matter. He was sorry ho had been unable to carry tho statement of Professor Allen
fully hi his mind, because it was necessary to examine details when considering a question like this.
Professor Allon implies by his statements that there is such a close resemblance between the symptoms
of swine plague, when conveyed to rabbits and birds by inoculation, and fowl-cholera, that even
the best bacteriologists hesitale to say that the two diseases are distinct, indeed they seem to be cases of
scprictemia. Now the Commission can place no trust in such statements. There may indeed be identity7
of symptoms, but that does not show the symptoms to bo due to the same cause, to the same form of
organism. If this were true, it would mean that all the work of Koch, and other leading bacteriologists,
was to be upset. Klein has proved, beyond all question, that Pasteur was wrong, that his conclusions
were drawn from experiments open to the gravest objections. If then, at this time, the Commission is to
be swayed by tlio results of faulty and inexact experiments, wo can come to no scientific conclusion in
the important matters placed before us. Identity of symptoms is not proof of identity of cause. And it
is not wise to use tbe term septicaemia or haemorrhagic-septicaemia. AVo know that septicaemia means
only the presence of certain bodies (ptomaines) in the blood which act prejudicially upon the red
corpuscles and tissues. This condition may arise in mice and rabbits from different causes. But when
we speak of mouse-septicfemia, we mean a form of septicaunia which is produced by a well defined,
easily recognized fine bacillus, a bacillus so small that 10,000,000,000 of them can rest on the surface of
a penny. Further, this bacillus is extremely' fatal in house-mice—it is even said that one bacillus is
enough to kill—and yet, strange to say, this same bacillus will leave quite unharmed a field-mouse. There
then we have a change of function in the bacillus, not only most extraordinary, but developing in tho most
unexpected manner. Now it is such an unexpected change in the action of such bacilli that render
it necessary for us to be extremely cautious in our investigations.
Further illustrations of the
altered virulence of organisms under different conditions are to be found in connection with
symptomatic anthrax. It is found that a few drops of lactic acid have the power of enormously
increasing the virulence of an attenuated virus from a case of symptomatic anthrax. On the other
hand tho virulence of malignant anthrax can bo diminished, even it would seem, destroyed by the
cocci of ervaipedas, and, stranger still, by the colour producing micrococcus—the micrococcus prodigiosus.
Those then are. good instances of altered virulence from entirely unexpected causes. But alteration
of function is a very different thing to alteration of form. Practically it is now acknowledged by
all the best bacteriologists that each variety of these minute forms of life has a fixed form always
the same for tlio same variety. Thus the bacillus of anthrax has always a definite form, varying
only with the stages of its existence. At first a rod of definite thickness, though varying in length,
then a lohg filament joined from the rod by elongation, and finally a spore-containing filament, from
which spores aro liberated. These definite phases can always bo defined, and under fhe same conditions
are always the same for tho same variety. Thus too tlio microbe of tbe cholera of fowls is always au
oval micrococcus—never a. bacillus or rod. This is a very important point that a bacillus cannot become
a micrococcus nor amicrococcus a bacillus. If experiments seem to point otherwise, as has beeu often
stated, it has so far always been proved that the change of form is really due to the introduction of con
taminating micro-organisms through accident or want of skill in making these experiments. Therefore it
is that .1 say that Professor Allen’s account of Toussaint’s experiments, and experiments of a similar kind
may have a historical interest but cannot be of any practical value to the Commission in its important
work. No doubt there are numbers of organisms of apparently tbe same form, which can be distinguished
only by the minutest tests. Thus we know there are a score or more of micro-organisms which cause
suppuration—all differing from one another in certain definite points, and yet all. identical in their action
of causing suppuration. Further there are organisms of the same appearance, some of which have distinct
chemical, others physical, others physiological, others pathogenic effects, Yet all these forms can bo
separated
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separated from one another with certainty hy certain methods. But it is only by the very strictest
precautions and constant care that esact work of this kind can he done. Without such precautions
misleading results follow such as those, of Toussaint and the other investigators to whom Professor Allen
has referred. The practical question to his mind was that the Commission should be in a position to be
able to pick out the best of tbe different methods of destruction. The question of funds was not a matter
for the Commission, and there was no doubt that tho Government would be willing to grant a sufficient
allowance to enable the Commission to carry out its inquiries. Still this was a matter which chiefly con
cerned one great industry aud one great class of the community, and they had a right to expect that this
class would contribute a proportion to the cost of the experiments. Of course, the Government would
supply the money from the public funds ; but yet, as the matter was one chiefly affecting a particular
class, they bad a right to expect some contribution from that class.
Mr. QuiiV: It is a matter of general interest.
Dr. Wtlkixsox : Yes, it did in some way affect every individual in the community ; but, while it
affected one particular class immensely, it affected another particular class very little. Tim greatest gain,
undoubtedly, would bo to the pastoralist and those engaged in trade connected with the pastoral industry.
Mr. Quix : The question affected the general government, and of course the whole people. Was
not the £50,000 paid by tbe squatters every year under the Knbbit Bill a contribution towards it ?
Dr. WjIiKinsos : Yes, that is certainly something towards it.
Mr. Qurx : Surely, you do not want any more out of us ?
Dr. WiLiassox said he wanted all that could he obtained. He was quite sure that the Govern
ment would do all that they could to assist the Commission in their work. It would have been unwise for
them to bring scientific men from tbe different colonies unless they really wished to do some practical
work, and this work should take the form of experiments under conditions which would ensure the country
from disaster.
Mr. Quis said lie would like to move, that tho speeches which had just been delivered, be printed
and distributed to the Members of tbe Commission.
_
Dr. Bancroft: I shall be glad to second that. Facts—such as those mentioned by Professor
Allen—disappear quickly from people’s minds, and I thiuk they should be printed just as (be proceedings
of Parliament arc printed.
The motion wa-s agreed to.
M.r. Quin moved,—“ That, in order to test the safety, efficiency, and practicability of the application
of disease to the purpose of rabbit extermination, experiments arc necessary. Tbe Commission therefore
recommends that the Government permit the use of an island as well as an inland tract of land for the
purpose, where the experiments may be conducted under proper supervision, and that the necessary
funds be provided,”
Dr. Stirling seconded' the motion.
Mr. Pearson supported the motion, but ho thought they could get a block of land in the interior
equally as isolated as any island could be.

The motion was agreed to.
'
It was moved by Dr, Stirling, and seconded by Dr. Paterson,—“ 'That M, Pasteur’s representatives
arc invited to meet the Commission at 10 a.m., aud Dr. Ellis at 2 p.m., the next day.”
The motion was agreed to.
The Secretary was directed to obtain a map of the country infested by rabbits, and also returns
of the cost of rabbit destruction.
At G'30 p.m. the Commission adjourned until 10 a.m. on the following day.

TUESDAY, 17 APRIL, 1SSS.
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
New South Wales: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria :

Haiuiv Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Natlor Pearson, Esq., F.R. Met. Soc., <fcc.

Souih Australia:

Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland:

Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
Dr. Bancroft moved,—“ That this meeting recommends that the methods of destroying rabbits by
M. Pasteur’s scheme, or by other diseases not now existing in Australia, be tested, iu the first instance,
and without delay, on an island, aud that experiments inland iu connection with each scheme be delayed
until its safety and practical value have been demonstrated. Provided that this resolution shall not
prevent the Commission from conducting laboratory experiments from time to time under such precautions
as the Commission may determine.”
The motion was seconded by Dr. Stirling, and carried.
It was moved by Dr. Bancroft, and seconded by Dr. Stirling,—“That experiments with any

rabbit disease already existing in Australia, be conducted without delay in some suitable inland areas.”
The motion was agreed to.

Mr. Quin moved,—“ That the Government be asked to enclose with rabbit-proof fencing an area of
country not exceeding 10,000 acres iu the infested portions ot the interior of the Colony, aud that all
preparations that the Commission may deem necessary be made at once, so that experiments under their
direction may be carried out without delay.”
Dr. Paterson seconded the motion, which was carried,
Dr.
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Dr, Stiriing moved,—“ That the G-overnment he advised that M. Pasteur’s representatives be
permitted to introduce into the Colony of New South Wales the cultivation of microbes of chicken
cholera, provided that they undertake to conduct no experiments therewith without the sanction of the
Commission.”
The motion was seconded by Dr. Wilkisson, and carried.
Dr. AVilkinsos moved,—11 That tho Government bo advised to provide a laboratory where experi
ments can bo made under the control of the Commission, with a view to the investigation of the scheme
of Pasteur, aud any other of a similar kind.”
Dr. Bascuoft seconded, and tho motion was carried.
Dr. StirtjIxg moved,—“ That tho resolutions hitherto adopted be transmitted to tbe Colonial
Secretary at once, and that a reply be requested at his earliest convenience.”
The motion was seconded by Dr. Wilkinson and carried.
Prank Hinds, M.D., was called in and stated that tbe representatives of M. Pasteur would probably
arrive in Sydney on. Thursday.
Henry Augustus Ellis, M.B., was called in and examined concerning tbo so-called Tintinallogy
disease.
Dr. Stirling moved that the commission meet at lO'SOa.m., on the morrow, to proceed to Dr. Ellis's
residence to view thepost-moriem examination of an infected rabbit and such specimens as Dr. Ellis may
exhibit. Dr. Wilkinson seconded the motion, which was carried.
It was decided on the motion of Dr. Stiuling, seconded by Mr. Pearson, that the commission at
its rising should adjourn until Monday next at 10 o’clock, when the representatives of M. Pasteur would
be afforded an interview.
A. communication was received from the Under Secretary for Lands enclosing copies of letters from
Dr. Hinds (M. Pasteur’s representative) and Messrs. Butcher and Ellis, in respect to their several schemes;
also return showing cost of rabbit destruction,
It was moved by Dr, Stirling, and seconded by Dr. Paterson, that the commission requests tho
Honorable the Secretary for Lands to inform Messrs. Butcher and Ellis that, in accordance with the request
contained in their letter, all particulars submitted by them concerning their suggested disease will be con
sidered confidential, but that the commission will require its representatives to be associated with Messrs.
Butcher and Ellis in tbe conduct of any experiments that may appear to it necessary. Tbe motion was
agreed to.
It was decided also to inform tbo Honorable tbe Minister for Lands that, in accordance with tho
terms of the proclamation of tho Government of New South Wales, aud with the request of M.
Pasteur’s representatives, the commission would treat as confidential tho details of any method that might
be examined but not adopted for trial by tbe Government: and to request that Dr. Hinds bo so informed.
It was decided to obtain from the Lands Department copies of all reports by Messrs. Yindin,
Clarke, Tully, and Stanley concerning Drs. Ellis and Butcher’s experiments.
The Commission at 4'!i0 p.m. adjourned until Monday next, at 10 o’clock.
WEDNESDAY, IS APRIL, 18SS.
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
New South Wales; Williaa: Caaiac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria■

Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., E.lt, Met. Soc., Ac.

South Australia:

Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq,, M.D.

Queensland:

Joseph Bancroft,

Esq., M.D.

'

Tasmania:
TiroxrAS Alfred Tarart, Esq.
In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin) the Chair was taken b3r Professor A.llen.
Dr. Paterson inquired if the disease referred to as bladder fluke iu New Zealand was one of tho
modes of destroying rabbits submitted for tbe consideration of the Commission. He alluded to a report
which had appeared in one of the South Australian papers concerning the destructiveness of this disease,
and there was also a remark in the same journal attributed to the Minister of Crown Lands in South
Australia, to the effect that he thought that this was one of tbe disease schemes which would engage ihc
attention of tbe Conference.
Tbe question was postponed, pending tho production of papers already asked for. It was under
stood that Dr. Bancroft would telegraph to Dr. Hector of New Zealand for specimens of bladder fluke.
Dr. Stirling requested that all information possible should be obtained relative to the disease
which had prevailed among rabbits in Tasmania, as mentioned by Mr. Tabart.
Mr. Tabart stated that the papers relative to tbe inquiry into tbo disease conducted by Mr.
Willows wore in tbe office of the Babbit Department in Sydney. He believed it was the same disease
which bad appeared at Tintinallogy.
It was agreed that application be made for these papers.
It was resolved to instruct the Secretary to summon Dr. Hinds and his colleagues representing
M. Pasteur to give evidence on Monday next at 10’30 a.m.
It was resolved to instruct the secretary to telegraph to Professor Watson, Adelaide University,
asking him to furnish in writing, as soon as possible, a short statement of particulars concerning his
experiments with rabbit scab in reference to its effects on various forms of animal life.
Dr, Bancroft suggested that the Hon. Mr. Macloay, Mr. Haswcll, and Mr. Stanley be invited to
givo evidence before the Commission.
The suggestion was agreed to, and the .Secretary was instructed to inform these gentlemen that the
Commission propose to take their evidence during nest week, on a day to be hereafter named.
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Tt was also resolved that a copy of the Commission be supplied to each member thereof.
Tbe Commission then proceeded to the residence of Dr. Elhs, and esamined certain rabbits
suffering from the disease which Dr. Ellis had described. Several rabbits were hilled—some healthy,
some diseased,—‘post-mortem, examinations wTere conducted.
MONBAT, 23 A PHIL, 1888.

Tbe Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney.
.

Present:—
New South Wales:

Hesey Norman MacLaurin, Esq., M.D. (President.)
William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Edward Quin, Esq.

Victoria:

Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., F.R. Met. Soc., &c,
Edward Hardwood Lascelles, Esq.

New Zealand-.

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia:

Edward Charles Sttrlino, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M D.

Queensland ■.

Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq.

A communication was read from the Under Secretary for Lands having reference to the request
that an island and an inland tract of country should be placed at the disposal of the Commission. Tho
writer stated that Montague Island seemed most suitable, but if this did not meet with Iho views of the
Commission the Broughton Isles might be examined. Tbe Secretary of tho Commission was directed
to obtain further information about Montague Island. Subsequently a letter from the Secretary of the
Marine Board was read giving the information required.
A further communication wTas received from the Under Secretary for Lands stating that tho
G-ovcrnment had received two offers of station holdings for carrying out experiments—“’J'arella,” and
“Roto.” The former was near "Wilcannia and the latter adjacent to Hillston. Dr. Paterson proposed
that the offer of Ta,Telia station, which ivas near Tintinallogy, should he accepted. The motion was seconded
by Dr. Stirling and carried. Mr. Quin stated that he declined to vote on the matter, as Tarella was his
property. He had offered to assist the Minister for Lands in any way he could, and had offered the use
of Tarella run, the fences, plant, homestead, &e., free of any cost to the Government or to the Commission.
A further communication was received from the Under Secretary for Lands stating that the
Principal Under Secretary had been requested to arrange with the Board of Health tlio fitting up of a
laboratory where experiments could bo carried out. The President stated that so far as tho Board of
Health -was concerned nothing had yet been beard 'of the matter. Subsequently Dr. Sterlisu moved,
“ That the Chairman (Professor Allen) be requested to sec Mr. Macleny to make arrangements for tho
use of the Linmcau Society’s laboratory if possible.” Mr. Bell seconded the motion, which was carried.
It was resolved that a telegram he despatched to Dr. Oscar Katz, requesting his attendance on tho
Commission during the afternoon.
M. Loir, Dr. Germont, and Dr. Hinds, the representatives of M. Pasteur, were then introduced.
In the presence of the representatives of M. Pasteur the Secretary read the following letter:—■
The Pasteur Institute, Paris, 20 February, 1888.
To tbe President of the Commission entrusted with the consideration of the scheme for tho
destruction of rabbits, proposed by M. Pasteur,—
Mr. President,
Paris, 20 February, 1888.
By a letter addressed to tbe journal Le Temps, of Paris, on the 29th November, 1887, I
proposed a scheme for fhe destruction of rabbits in Australia, based on the employment of the disease
known as chicken-cholera.
After the communication of my letter to the journal Le Temps, I made various experiments, both
in my laboratory and on a more extensive scale, which allowed me to believe that the application of
chicken-cholera to the destruction of rabbits wrouId answer all the conditions of the scheme of reward
proposed by the Government of New South Wales.
Consequently I decided to send to Sydney, at my own expense, three young savants entrusted
with making, on my behalf, all the experiments of demonstration calculated to prove that the scheme in
question for the destruction of rabbits is at once efficacious aud practical.
Should the reward be adjudged to me when the Commission arrives at its decision, the delegates
shall be bound to reveal to the Commission, iu all its details, tbe process which shall have been applied,
especially certain particulars without which it could not be made practical.
Iu tlio scheme of reward of the Government of Sydney, published in Europe at the end of the
year 1887, it is stated ! that the scheme should not be judged by the Commission nominated for that
purpose, unl.il after a year’s trial.’
I do not believe that so long a time is necessary, and I am persuaded that the Commission will
share my opinion on this point.
1 think that the Commission entrusted with adjudging tho reward will be able to arrive at a
conclusion after a month or six weeks trial.
Please accept, Mr. President, tho assurance of my high regard.
L. PASTEUR,
Member of the Institute of France, of tbe Royal Society of
London and of the Royal Society of New South Wales,
Annexed are two copies, one in English and one in French, of my note to the Agents-General.—
L.P.
Dr.
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Dr. Drank Hinde was then examined, and undertook, at the request of the Commission, to prepare
a written statement concerning M. Pasteur's proposals. In answer to questions, he specified what
provision M. Pasteur’s representatives would require for the conduct of their experiments.
Professor Allen moved,—“That, after hearing the statement of Dr. Hinds, the Commission recom
mends that permission be granted to the representatives of M. Pasteur to cultivate the microbes intro
duced by them by inoculation inlo suitable animals, the place aud details of the experiments to be
approved of by the Commission.’1 Dr. Bancroft seconded the motion, which was carried.
Mr. La scelt.es moved,—“ That the netting to be nsed in erection of fence around the 10.000 acres,
and on the small pieces to ho enclosed within the large area shall be 48 inches in width, 16 or 17 gauge,
and 1J inch mesh, and that the Government he requested to at once procure the necessary material.”
The motion was seconded by Mr. Qctn, and carried. The following was added on the motion of Dr.
Stibloto, seconded by Mr, Peahson, “ That, in the first place, six enclosures of 50 or 100 acres each, be
constructed in localities to be indicated by persons appointed by the Commission, to be within the larger
general enclosure.1’ Direction was given that the Under Secretary for Lands be requested to furnish
fifty rabbits for the purpose of conducting experiments.
It was then moved by Dr. Sttultno, and seconded by Dr. Patetison—“That Professor Watson be
asked to secure and forward to the Commission six rabbits infecied with sarcoptes cuniculi.’' The inotion
was carried.
_
_
Mr. Fkaiison moved,—“That an advertisement be inserted in the newspapers inviting information
from persons who have observed rabbits dying off as if by disease; also that the Commission desires to
buy fowls suffering from fowl cholera.” Mr. Lascelles seconded the motion, which was carried.
It was moved by Dr. Sttrlino, and seconded by Mr. Bell, “That experiments be at once made
on behalf of the Commission with the disease suggested by Drs, Butcher and Ellis.” The motion was carried.
Dr. Wilkinson moved,—“That application be made to tbe Government, through the Minister for
Lands, for an advance of £500 to defray the necessary expenses of carrying on the work of the Com
mission.” Mr. Quin seconded the motion, which was carried.
Dr. Oscar Katz, of Linnean Hall, Elizabeth Bay, was accorded an interview, and stated his
qualifications for conducting such experiments as the Commission might require to be made. It was
resolved to request Dr. Katz to attend again at 11 a.m. to-morrow.
It was also resolved,—“ That Dr. Wilkinson, Dr. Stirling, Prof. Allen, Dr. Bancroft, Mr. Pearson,
and Mr. Dillon Bell bo a Committee to prepare a list of test experiments.”
Mr. Lascelt.es moved,—“That facilities bo given to M. Pasteur's representatives to conduct prelim
inary experiments at the laboratory of the Central Board of Health under such precaution as Dr. MacLaurin
may prescribe.” The motion wars seconded by Dr. Stirling-, and carried.
.
Professor Allen stated that he believed that the disease suggested by Drs. Ellis and Butcher
was coceidium oviformet and as he knew where a description of the disease wras to be found he would, if
the Commission so desired, prepare an abstract of it for tho use of the Commission. Professor Allen was
accordingly requested to prepare such an abstract.
It was directed that twelve copies, of Report of Board of Health, and other papers re rabbit
destruction, laid upon the Table of the Assembly in March, 1888, should be obtained. Also a copy of
Dr. Mackellar’s report, dated December, 1883, on “ Tuberculosis in Rabbits.”
Tho Commission, at 5 o’clock, adjourned until 10‘30 a.m, next day.

TUESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1888,
The Commission met at 10'30 a.m. at the Colonial .Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
Hew South Wales: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.

Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria :

Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor. Pearson, Esq., K.R. Met. Soc., F.C.S., A.I.C.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.

New Zealand:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia :

Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland:

Josefh Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq.

In. the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), tho Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
The Chairman stated that he had already seen the Hon. Mr. Macleay, who informed him that Dr.
Katz was a member of the Linnrean Society, and was entitled to the rooms, appliances, and instruments in
the Linnsean Laboratory. The question of admitting an assistant to Dr. Katz, must, however, be referred
to the Council of the Society.
■
The Chairman stated that a difficulty in the use of the Linn scan Society's Laboratory would arise
from the necessity that M. Pasteur’s representatives, and Drs, Butcher and Ellis, should have access to
all experiments conducted in pursuance of their schemes.
The Chairman next submitted a schedule of experiments prepared by tbo Committee appointed at
the previous meeting for that purooso.
■
Chicken-cholera.

.

1. Infect 9 rabbits with food containing microbes of chicken-cholera:--Place 3 in wooden
hutches, each with 2 healthy rabbits. Place 3 in wire-bottomed cages, each with 2 healthy
rabbits. Place 3 in artificial burrows, each with 2 healthy rabbits. Place fresh excrement
from diseased rabbits in a clean hutch, and introduce 2 healthy rabbits.
Report
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Report condition of all rabbits every eight hours till time of death, or, failing death, till close of
third day in the three first experiments, and till the end of a week in the last experiment,
2. The following animals to he fed once a day for six days with food containing microbes
(cultures):—2 sheep, 2 cattle, 2 calves, 2 lambs, 2 horses, 2 pigs, 2 goats, 2 dogs, 2 cuts,
2 rats, 2 mice.
If death or serious illness occurs in the ease of any animal, 0 other such animals to be experimented
upon—2 by inoculation with cultures ; 2 by feeding with cultures ; 2 by adding excrement of diseased
rabbits to food. Special cultures to be made from such animal, and preserved specially marked.
3. Place the following birds in one large aviary:—2 fowls, 2 ducks, 2 geese, I turkey, 1 wild
duck, 1 teal, 1 quail, 2 parrots, 1 magpie, 1 jackass, 1 crow, 1 sea-gull, and any other
obtainable birds. Let infected broth be added to their food once a day for six days. If
any bird do not contract the disease, inoculate it with cultures.
4. Infect 20 rabbits in successive series one from another, and test tho comparative virulence in
the 5th, 10th, loth, and 20th cases by transmission to fowls. Report also on the history of
each rabbit so infected. In this series transmission to he in every case by inoculation.
If fowl-cholera he discovered in the Colony, the symptoms, poxl-mortem appearances, cultures of
organisms, and inoculation results should he at once compared with those observed in connection with
M. Pasteur’s microbes.
In experiments 2 and 3 all animals to he placed together in the same enclosure, so far as is
practicable consistently with the object of the experiments.
The TnmNAXT.OGX Disease.

1. Obtain 9 rabbits suffering from the disease, and conduct an experiment with them on the
lines of Experiment 1 under Chicken-cholera. Keep diseased and healthy animals together
for not less than a week. Keep animals under observation for at least three weeks.
2. Inoculate healthy rabbits with blood, pericardial fluid, discharge from nose and eyes, bile, and
excrement from diseased rabbits. Eliminate carefully every other possible source of
infection.
3. Reed healthy rabbits with food on which the following substances from diseased rabbits have
_ been dropped;—Discharge from eyes and nose, excrement.
Reeding experiments on other animals to be postponed until the nature of the disease is made clear.
Dr. Bas-ckoft moved, and Mr. Pearson seconded,—“That the Commission recommend that a
house, approved of by them, having at least six rooms, with half an acre of land attached, having gas and
water laid on, with stabling and other appurtenances, he rented for four months, and that officers appointed
by the Government, on the advice of the Commission, he authorized to conduct experiments thereat
concerning the various schemes proposed for the destruction of rabbits by disease.”
The motion was carried.
_
_ Mr. Bell moved,—“That the schedule of experiments as read he adopted as a general basis of
direction to the chief expert to he appointed by the Commission, provided that such expert shall be
invited to revise the schedule, and make suggestions thereon to the Commission.”
The motion was seconded by Mr. Pearson, and carried.
Dr. Katz was then introduced and the Chairman explained to him the resolution of the Commission,
and stated that full discretion would he given him in the carrying out of experiments.
_
Dr. Stirling moved,—“That the Commission recommend the appointment of Dr. Katz, Ph.D., as
chief expert officer for the conduct of experiments under the direction of the Royal Commission ; that
Dr. Katz receive a salary at tho rate of £G0 per month, and be provided with such assistance as the
Commission may think necessary.”
Mr. Pearson seconded the motion, which was carried.
. Dr. Stirling moved,—“That the representatives of New South Wales, Dr. MacLaurin, Dr.
Wilkinson, Mr. Quin, and Mr. Dillon Bell, of New Zealand, be a Committee to watch the proposed
experiments on behalf of tho Commission, and that the Committee be authorized to convene the
Commission at the earliest convenient date for the consideration of the whole question.”
The motion was seconded by Dr. Bancroft, and carried.
Dr. Paterson moved,—“That progress reports of experiments he furnished to each member of the
Conference at the discretion of tho Committee.”
Mr. Lascelles seconded the motion, which was carried.

It was ordered that a copy of the Schedule of experiments should he sent to Dr. Katz. It was also
resolved that Dr. Hinds should he informed that the Government and the Board of Health had been urged
to give M, Pasteur’s representatives facilities for as speedily as possible carrying out their experiments.
_
The three representatives of M, Pasteur were then introduced, aud submitted a written statement,
which was read, and upon which they were further examined,
_ The Chairman informed them that a portion of the Government Laboratory had been placed at
their disposal.
Dr. Hinds stated that the cases containing their microbes would not arrive till the 26th inst.
The Chairman then inquired whether anything could he done in the meantime to facilitate their work.
On the motion of Mr, Beil, the Secretary was requested to place his services at the disposal of tho
representatives of M. Pasteur, so that no delay should take place in making arrangements with Mr.
Hamlet, the Government Analyst,
.
Dr. Sterling moved,—“That Dr. Bancroft, Mr. Lascolles, and Mr. Pearson be appointed a Com
mittee to examine the correspondence and bring up a report on the subject; the report to be incorporated '
in the final report of the Commission.” Mr. Bell seconded, and the inotion was agreed to.
Dr. Stirling moved,—“That the name of Mr. Pearson be added to the Committee which has
already been appointed to watch the experiments about to be conducted.” Mr. Bell seconded the motion,
which was carried.
.
_ The Secretary was directed to send a letter to the Minister for Lands asking that immediate
attention be given to the resolution adopted by the Commission having reference to tjie laboratory.
^
The Commission adjourned until 10'30 a.m., on the following day.
WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 25 APRIL, 1SSS.

Tho Commission met at 10 a,m,, at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
New South Wales: Wilmam Caiiac Wilkinson, Esq.. M.l)., M.P.

Edv.auo Quiy, Esq.
Victoria :

New Zealand;

Harrt Brookes Arden, Esq., M.D.
Are it Jin Naylor Pearson, Esq., E.R. Met. Soc., &e.
Edwarjj Harewood Lascelles, Esq.
Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia .-

Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D,
Alexander Sir art Paterson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland:

Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania;

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq.

In tlio absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor

Allen.

Dr. Paterson moved,—“ That Dr. Bancroft’s name be added to tlio Committee appointed to
watch experiments.” The motion was carried.
_
The following motion, of which notice was given by Mr. Bell, was then called on by the Chairman :—■
“ That in the opinion of this Commission the conditions requisite for a thoroughly practical and conclusive
series of experiments to ascertain tlio value, for the purposes of tho Commission, of any infectious disease
are not consistent with the condition of an absolute guarantee of safety against the contagion of such
disease spreading beyond the area devoted to the experiments ; but that no real danger is to be anticipated
from any such experiments under reasonable precautions. That in the opinion of this Commission the
necessary experiments may be conducted, with all the possible safeguards obtainable, quite us safely, aud
far more conveniently, upon securely-fenced areas in tbe interior than upon smal] islands ; and that
the results of sucli tests will he of far greater practical value if recorded in connection with areas in the
interior than if merely performed upon small islands. That this Commission therefore abandons its
proposal to experiment upon islands, and resolves that its experimental investigations shall be concentrated
firstly upon available areas on the mainland under such precautions as may be deemed sufficient, aud
secondly upon laboratory experiments under the proper conditions.”
Mr. Dell stated that he wished to give precedence to Mr. Lascelles’ amendment, and on
that account would not move the motion which stood in his name.

Mr. Easckli.es : I beg to raovo “ That with a view to saving of time in determining results—and
the equal or greater safety to be obtained—it is now decided that the first experiment (in addition to
laboratory experiments) with Monsieur Pasteur’s disease be tried in a wire netting enclosure of about
100 yards square, which shall also be roofed over with wire netting—and at a distance of two chains an
outside netting fence to be erected. ” I would like to enlarge upon my proposal still further, by explaining
the nature of the enclosure which should be made. I would suggest 100 yards square, closed around with a
f-in. mesh! The area of this would be about 2i- acres, and I would also propose that Ibis 100 yards square
enclosure shall be roofed with }-in. mesh, and that at a distance of 2 chains from tins enclosure
an outer ring of wire netting fence 1-J-in. mesh and 4 ft. high shall he erected. Into this enclosure
I would put 200 rabbits, and then outside the enclosure in some adjacent place I would feed 20 rabbits
on Pasteur’s microbes. I would then turn the diseased rabbits into the enclosure. Of course the
enclosure must be in a place suitable for the habitation of rabbits—burrows should exist there ; and I
would also have brushwood, hollow logs, and other things put into the enclosure. My contention is that
experiments conducted in this way would be much safer than experiments conducted on an island a short
distance from the coast, and that experiments in connection with the laboratory would not be nearly so
satisfactory as those carried out under the scheme which I suggest, and for this reason : that, while rabbits,
when placed in a cage, are naturally apt to huddle together, and possibly communicate the disease from one
to another much more effectually than they would under their natural conditions, which I propose. The great
fault that we have found hitherto with tbe method of M. Pasteur, as propounded by his representatives here,
is the uncertainty which must be felt as to whether the disease will spread from diseased rabbits to sound
ones. It may be that the disease will only spread by the direct eating of the poison. I feel confident that
if, after such an experiment: as I speak of, 200 rabbits, or a great poriion of them die, that would be held
to be a satisfactory experiment so far as disease goes by my brother pastoralists. I beg now to formally
move this resolution.
Dr.Dancroft: I would like to know from Mr. Lascelles whether he proposes that this shall be
done before the laboratory experiments shall have been completed or afterwards.
Mr. Lascelles : My proposal is that it shall be done after the laboratory experiments have been
tried and completed. It may be, in case the representatives of M. Pasteur are not successful in the
laboratory experiment, that we need not go any further. But it may be necessary for us to order the
material for fencing, or to offer some intimation that it will be required, because the manufacturers point
out that their machinery is inadequate to the demands which aro likely to be made upon it. An order of
this sort would take some three weeks in preparing, aud we should let the makers know what in all
probability will be required.
Mr. Dell: What is the smallest mesh they make regularly ?
Mr. Lascelles : The smallest is J of an inch.
Mr. Quin: I will second this resolution. I have not the same fear that some members "of tbe
Commission appear to have that this disease will spread to other animals, because after that trial in the
Pommery vineyard, in France, no fowls in the immediate neighbourhood suffered. I am quite sure if any
fowls had been destroyed by this disease that we would hare beard of it, because the French are a thrifty
agricultural people, not likely to overlook any danger following r.u experiment of this kind. And it seems
to me that no precautions were taken iu that case that the germs of the disease should not be carried away
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by birds or by other means. After sucb a public trial as this, in which it is quite evident no care was
taken that the germs should not be scattered about, I am amply satisfied that we arc quite safe in doing
as Mr. Lascelles suggests.
_
i
Mr. Pearson: I think I am in a position to give some evidence on this point, as to the
spread of contagion. Before I came here, I came across an account of some extensive experiments in
connection with fowl-cholera in America, conducted by Lr. Salmon, tho chief veterinary surgeon to tho
United States Agricultural .Department, and also by Dr. Detmers and Dr. Laws, hi one instance it was
noticed that a case of fowl-cholera broke out some 200 yards distant from the spot where tho
experiments were being conducted. That case was stamped out. but by and by another case broke
out very near the same spot, though immediately around the place where the experiments were being con
ducted fowls were congregated, but no disease spread. It had been inferred than in these two cases
the disease had been carried away by the flics, and that the flies were eaten by fowls outside. It was
not a matter of much consequence in a place like France, where fowl-cholera already existed, that
no precautions should have been observed, but we are not certain that fowl-cholera docs exist in this
country, and therefore we must be more careful. Until we are satisfied on that point, I think -we
should take into consideration the feelings of alarm which have been expressed by the public, and wo
should take all possible precautions in the preliminary experiments to avoid the spread of contagion. The
first experiments that we have proposed arc in the nature of a test as to whether the disease is worthy
of further inquiry or not—whether it is sufficiently contagious to be worth further inquiry. Theu we
have experiments Nos. 2 and 3 which will have for their object to ascertain what may be the
possible danger of this disease to other forms of life. I may say that these experiments, conducted
in a somewhat confined enclosure, will be performed under more severe conditions than will ever
occur oulside the ewdosure, because animals congregated in that way in a confined area arc more
liable to be attacked by germ diseases than animals living in the usual way. And I believe it is an ac
knowledged fact that disease germs are nearly always more apt to become virulent wdicn kept in a confined
space than when exposed freely to the air and the sun. So that experiments Nos. 2 a.nd 3 carried out in
this way will be performed under much more severe conditions than will ever occur in nature. Thou,
when it has been shown that no danger exists to the forms of life mentioned in the schedule, it will be
time to go on with the experiments which Mr. Lascelles proposes, and if that be admitted on tho part
of Mr. Lascelles 1 am perfectly willing to support his resolution.
Mr. Lascelles: 1 understand that the laboratory experiments will be first tried, and also
whether the microbes are alive, and whether rabbits can be directly infected by them or not. Theu
experiments are to be made to ascertain wdsether sound rabbits can bo infected. 1 do not propose to wait
until we see whether sheep or cattle can take the disease, but that when these other experiments arc
complete we should proceed to use this enclosure.
Dr. Wilkinson It seems that the object of Mr, Lascelles is only what wre have considered already,
because wo decided several days ago that after the experiments that have to be made in the laboratory
have been completed, then further experiments shall be made under other conditions, one of which
experiments will possibly be carried out iu the interior. Now, what directed my attention to this notice
of motion was that this should be the first experiment; that is, before the laboratory experiments, not
after. Well, naturally 1 strongly object to such a motion as tins, but it seems now that Mr. Lascelles
does not mean it in that way, and therefore I do not wish to press my objection.
Mr. Lascelles: I am quite uilling to alter the phraseology of the motion, in order to make its
object more clear if necessary,
_
_
D>’. WilkinsonBut even then wo will be in the same position prior to this resolution coming
before the Commission. It seems to mo that this preliminary must come sooner or later, if the experi
ments which are to bo conducted in tbo laboratory bear out what M. Pasteur and his representatives have
told us. But we have to prove or disprove what they state, and until we do that any motion of this sort
is premature. (Hear, hear.) The experiments, for instance, of M. Pasteur in the Pommery vineyard arc
not absolutely conclusive,
Mr, Lascelles : Far from it.
Dr. Wilkinson: Now, the object of the laboratory experiments will bo to complete the
experiment which was begun in the Pommery vineyard. We want to find out by actual experiment
whether any other animals can directly or indirectly become affected with this fowl-cholera. If
the experiments in the laboratory prove that all other animals arc immune, then the only point
at isssue is whether further experiments should be conducted on an island, say one of those
in the harbour which are close by, or whether they shall bo conducted in a stretch of land where
rabbits already exist. We cannot lose sight of the fact that not only tho public but also the scientific
bodies are opposed to the introduction of this disease into the Colony until it has been proved
with scientific accuracy that there is no danger to the public now or in the near future. If we
gain that point, then we practically can proceed further; but until that point is proved we must not
attempt to introduce the disease into any inlaud parts of the Colony. This is the essential point, and this
is what the Commission have already decided not. to do. Until it is proved with scientific accuracy as
perfectly as it is possible to prove anything, that there is no danger of this jjature, wo must hold our
hands and keep the disease from entering the Colony. It has been said it is likely that fowl-cholera
exists hero already, but there is absolutely no scientific proof whatever of its existence, and tbe mere fact
that fowls have been affected with certain symptoms is no proof of the identity of lhat disease with tlio
disease known as fowl-cholera. So that if the resolution means merely this, that wc shall proceed with
our experiments in the laboratory under the usual conditions, and that wo shall not proceed further until
we are sure that the disease cannot be transmitted, no member of the Commission can have auy objection
to the resolution. But I would strongly oppose a resolution framed in words cap able of being construed
into a direction that we should, without waiting for the result of the laboratory experiments, proceed at
once to4 commence experiments inland with this fowl-cholera.
t
Dr. Stirling: 1 think it is abundantly clear that no member of this Commission wishes to proceed
rashly. If there be any division amongst us at all it is merely in connection with the question as to the
degree of safety. There is no question now, so far as I can see, about disease being introduced into the
Colony, because we have recommended that it shall be done. We can only judge of the experiments
suggested by Mr. Lascelles in conjunction with other suggested experiments. For my part I feel that tho
experiment which he suggests is certainly as safe, if not safer, than any similar experiment conducted on
an
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an island—that is if there is to be a comparison between these two. I would go even further and say that
I do not think there is any greater degree of danger in expernnen! mg ns 3fr. Lascelles has suggested than
in experimenting as we are now proposing to do in Sydney. 1 do not think that the animals to be
experimented on down here will be as safe nnder lock and key as they will be under the experiment
proposed by Mr. Lascelles. The insect element is a danger which has been alluded to and which must
exist in any experiments that we can ever devise, it certainly will exist on an island just the same as it
will exist with horses and cattle confined in a back yard.
Mr. Pearson : I think by the use of wire gauze that could be prevented.
Dr. Stirling : Well, I do not think that that element of danger can be got rid of under any circum
stances, and although it has been suggested that we should yield to strong popular opinion, we must
remember that public opinion on this question practically amounts to nothing. If experts who have
investigated this question here and in Europe have not been able to reach fixed conclusions, it certainly is
not to be expected that the ordinary public can have any complete knowledge, and I think that that
danger is altogether exaggerated. 1 may fairly make this statement because wo have some data to go
upon. We know that chicken-cholera exists in America, and I believe in every country in Europe,
but, we have never heard of any wholesale destruction of birds. We know certainly that this disease
is fatal io poultry-yards, but so are other diseases;
andI say that there is no evidence before us
where decimation or any wholesale destruction of birds has taken place in neighbourhoods where
chicken-cholera epidemics have beeu frequent. So
that,as I have said, we have some experience
to go upon. And, so far as wild birds are concerned, I think it will be generally admitted that in
Europe and America they have a great many more birds than we have here. And supposing there
to be any risk of birds catching the disease, that risk would not be eliminated by carrying out our
experiments on an island which is only a few miles off the coast. I am continuing my remarks entirely
on the clement of safety because it needs no argument to demonstrate the immense superiority, so far
as convenience is concerned, of inland experiments over experiments conducted on a distant island.
And in conclusion, I venture to suggest that the greatest danger in the consideration of this
matter lies in extreme caution. We know that steps are now being taken to introduce diseases of this
character 'without authority and without the safeguards of ordinary prudence. Those who have read
through the correspondence will 'see that in several instances the introduction of rabies has been
suggested. And supposing steps were taken to introduce it, who is to prevent it P So that while
we wish to act as prudent men let us remember that there is an extreme of cautiousness which
is a part of imprudence. As to the management of infectious diseases we have some knowledge of bow
Ibese act and what we aro to do with them. The Quarantine G-round is on the mainland, aud is handy to
the city, and yet diseases there are sufficiently well controlled. But I am glad to think that possibly there
will be after all an almost unanimous feeling in this matter. As I understand Jlr. Lascelles’ proposal, it
means this—that when we have gained some knowledge by laboratory experiments, we shall then as tho
next thing to be done proceed to experiment in the open. This is what I understand by the motion, and
these are the reasons why I support it. I believe that in so doing I am acting with the same amount of
prudence that has actuated myself in common with others in conducting in the laboratory the pre
limininary experiments already authorized.
Mr. Lascolles: I understand that this enclosure will take some time in erection. We cannot get
wire of this hind within a week, and by the time that we got it erected the first laboratory experiments
will to a certain extent be proved. We should now lose no time, but take such steps as are necessary to
have the wire ready when the time comes.
Mr. Quin: Might it not be better if some primary experiments were tried first? If this were
done we might be able to save some expense.
Dr. Stirling: That question should be raised by and by, and might be given as an instruction to
the Committee who have been appointed to watch experiments.
I)r. Bancroft: If I understand Mr. Lascelles correctly, be means lhat this experiment is to be
proceeded with before tbe sheep and cattle experiments are concluded. That, I believe is tbe statement,
and as to that I would say that there are objections. First, let us make the experiment with animals, and
let us make ourselves quite certain that animals are not likely to suffer; and then we may be at liberty to
consider out-of-door experiments; but until that question is settled, I think we should he hastening mto
danger if we allowed any other experiments. Now, as to this area of 2J- acres which it is proposed to
fence iu. A very considerable quantity of netting will be required to cover this enclosure in, aud this
will cost a great deal of money. It may possibly turn out, as Mr, Quin states, that as there have to
be very careful experiments carried out on birds in the laboratory, there may be no necessity at all to
keep birds out; and that wc shall be able to carry out our experiments inland without any overhead
netting. I would like that some attention were given to what Mr. Pearson has said in regard to flies
spreading the disease. In making experiments in the laboratory of course it could not happen, but the
expense of a mosquito net over a small area of ground would not bo very much. But having satisfied
ourselves that tho thing will be perfectly safe, I think we may dispense with this overhead wire netting
and mosquito netting as well. Now, with regard to disinfecting the country : suppose we introduce
a disease, and that wo afterwards wish to remove it from a piece of country—say 2 If acres—from which we
are anxious to wipe this disease out again. Now I hold that such a thing never can be done. Even if
we destroy everything else, the destruction of the grass seeds over that particular piece of country will
bo impossible. Tbe spores of diseased secretions are equal to seeds when they getnuried in the earth.
"We know that though fire goes over apiece of country yet it does not destroy the seeds which yield
again and again ; and disease, 1 thiuk, would stand pretty much on the same footing; so that until
we are quite sure that the introduction of this disease inland is perfectly correct and safe, I think we
should hesilate. With regard to the island experiment that has been spoken of rather unfavourably by
several gentlemen, I think it would be very well worth the consideration of this Commission. An island
test would be the safest test to which yon can ever put the scheme of M. Pasteur. It would be far more
safe than any inland experiment; and if, as I understand, there is an island iu Bass’s Straits which
is infected with thousands of rabbits, I am of opinion that it should be used. "Dr. Cox told
me that when he was passing by train through Tasmania on one or two occasions he noticed that
tho ground seemed Lo be in motion, and on looking closer he found that this arose from the move
ments of swarms of rabbits. For a long time he could not believe that this terrible upheaval
was caused by live rabbits; but so it was. Now, suppose that an island in Bass’s Straits were placed
at
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at the disposal of this Comirhssion, or any other island possessing this enormous development of rabbits,
I should say, take Pasteur's disease and give it a fair trial on that island. Ascertain, if possible, what has
been overlooked in tbe viueyard experiment—because no inspection was made for a fortnight afterwards—■
in whnt way the rabbits were killed. Now, if on an island you cannot kill all tho rabbits, if you leave
there a few dozen pairs, we will know what is the value of Pasteur's scheme. We will know that it
has pretty much the same action as phosphorus—that it kills well, but not altogether. I do think the
island scheme is the grandest scheme that we could adopt, and though it might not he necessary to keep
the representatives of M. Pasteur there, still some one might be delegated by us to see whether the island
could be decimated of its rabbits. A steamer could get to one of these islands in a few hours, and the
experiment could readily be tried. The experiment, besides being a great value to the scientific world,
would give the Commission a, valuable amount of information. Our functions here seem to he two-fold—
to get rid of the rabbits aud to protect the public health, as well as to save domesticated animals. I can
assure the gentlemen who proposed this motion that, with a little patience, this pest will be got at—and
very soon, too. I. cannot quite support his motiou, because I want to see animals experimented on before
■the inland experiments are undertaken.
The. Chairman asked Mr. Lascelles to make his motion clear, that no experiments inland should he
undertaken until after the laboratory experiments were completed,
Mr. Lascelles agreed to do this.
Dr. Bancroft.- Then, in that case, I quite agree that no overhead netting will be reqnired. 1
would like to know what is the good of buying this overhead netting if the Commission are not afraid of
birds suffering. I do not sec, under these circumstances, what is the good of buying the wire netting.
Mr. Bell: We know already that birds will suffer,
ilf?\ Tabart: A. inotion has already been passed that after the laboratory experiments have been
completed, the other experiments shall he fried on an island, about which the G-overnment of New South
Wales have taken the trouble to gaiu information for ns, and also have been inquiring as to whether
rabbits exist on it or not. Now, so far as I am personally concerned, I may say that I do not intend to
stultify myself by voting for any motion to abandon the scheme of experimenting on an island. I intend,
therefore, to oppose this motion of which notice has been given by Mr. Lascelles. I am quite of opinion
that in the interests of pastoralists, every possible precaution that can be taken should bo taken by this
Commission. We have at stake here some 50,000,000 of sheep which now exist on this continent. Of
course if signifies very little to Mr. Bell or myself whether this disease he introduced or not, so far as it
can have any effect on our stock. "We are situated upon islands ; but I believe the mainland here would
suffer materially if it is found that Pasteur’s disease is communicable to other animals than rabbits. I
have here an extract from The Mersurn, a newspaper published at Hobart, commenting on the pro
ceedings of the Eoyal Society of Victoria, where this question was discussed.
It is said:—“Dr.
'Wigg, who seems to have made a careful study of the question in all its bearings, maintains that
M. Pasteur’s remedy for the rabbit pest is uncertain and full of elements of danger. The spores
of the chickeu-cholera microbes, he says, with which the distinguished French scientist desires to
infect the rabbits might he scattered broadcast in dust storms from one colony to another without
losing any of their virulence, and disease and death would thus be carried thousands of miles. The
microbes are practically indestructible. They can live in water heated nearly to boiling point, and
can be frozen without, endangering their existence, and once admitted into the colonies this disease
would be virtually uncontrollable. It is idle totals about carrying out experiments in these colonies
safely within walled paddocks. We might as well erect a post and rail fence to keep out the cholera,
or attempt to enclose small-pox within open wire network. Even an island would not ensure safety,
for the germs might he blown across to the mainland, or carried in a boat or in tbe clothes and
hair of the experimenters. Many of M. Pasteur’s experiments with a view" to determine whether
the disease would effect other animals, have been made under conditions as to climate, &c., totally
different from the conditions which obtain iu Australia, so that they cannot be considered a safe
guide. Other results of a disastrous character might follow similar experiments in the fierce
heat of the Australian summer. No information is vouchsafed as to the particular kinds of birds
the disease attacks, but it is almost certain that we should lose our domestic fowls and native
insectivorous birds, aud suffer a plague of locusts, grasshoppers, and other insect pests that would
most certainly prove worse than the rabbit pest. A disease is generally most virulent and spreads with
the greatest rapidity on virgin soil, whether it be small-pox in man or brambles and thistles in the earth.
After a time the disease consumes the whole or a large portion of the material it requires for its growth,
and either disappears altogether or is kept within bounds. This was exemplified in Fiji with regard to
the measles. When introduced there that disease spread writh appalling rapidity, and was siugularly
virulent, no fewer than 40,000 persons dying from its effects. Now, this disease is not more virulent in
Pip than it is in England. In France the plants and animals have been adapting themselves to each
other for centuries, and have established a modus vivendi, whereas here the chicken-cholera would find
new birds, newr animals, a virgin soil, and new climatic conditions differing widely from those of Europe.
Different conditions would probably produce different results, and no one can say for certain what would
follow- the introduction of a new choleraic disease into these colonies. Typhus, which was so virulent in
England and Ireland, died out in Australia, and the yellow fever of America could not exist in England.
These arc facts, the significance of which can hardly be overestimated, and most people will be disposed
to agree with Hr. Wigg that the G-overnments of the various colonies ought to seriously consider the
possible danger to the flocks and the health of human beings before risking the prosperity of Australia by
introducing the chicken-cholera. In the discussion that followed the reading of this paper Dr. Jamieson
observed that the so-called fowl-cholera was not cholera at all. In Germany it was known as fowl
typhoid. There was fair evidence that it would spread to any birds, and could not be limited to fowls and
rabbits. In Germany it had killed pigeons, geese, turkeys, ducks, aud pheasants, so that it was certain
that the disease would make havoc with the bird life of the colonies. A most important point was the
relation of fowl-cholera to diseases in other animals. In G-ermany a few years ago a disease destroyed
large quantities of game, especially attacking deer. The organisms found in the animals affected were
similar to the microbes of cbicken-cholera. This would seem to indicate that there was some risk of the
disease spreading to other animals. A similar view of the matter was taken by Mr. 0.11. Blackett, the
Government analytical chemist, and tho following resolution was carried unanimously:—‘ That the Eoyal
Society respectfully advises tho Australian Governments to refuse their permission to any person to
introduce
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introduce any form of disease for the purpose of checking the rabbit plague until tbe whole question lias
been fully considered.’ ” iNW, if this be the ease—if this disease spreads, as is indicated in this paper—
what would be the result if wc once introduce it on to the mainland ? It would be a most difficult matter
to destroy it or to get rid of it if it were once introduced. We know wbat pleuro-pncumonia has cost
these colonies, and I estimate that if chicken-cholera is once introduced—if it is found to be communicable
to sheep—the result will he most disastrous. Therefore, upon these grounds, 1 shall oppose this
motiou.
■
_
Dr. Paterson: Tt seems to me that the question which we are now discussing is as to the locality
where, under natural conditions, these experiments are lo he made. This is a question which resolves
itself into two parts—whether the experiments are to be carried out on an island or en an inland station.
The advocates of the scheme for making experiments on an island say that the island will give safety.
Now I do not see that there is any absolute safety on an island—very far from it. It is quite possible
that birds and insects will communicate the contagion from the island to the mainland. X have not
heard any of the advocates of the island scheme speak of adopting any precautions of having
an overhead netting for birds or insects, and therefore, on that ground, 1 fail to see wherein the
safety of the island consists. Then it is said that the distance from the coast renders it safe, and
that a fence will not be necessary; but I am of opinion that any experiment made in an inaccessible
place will lose a great part of its value from want of proper supervision, bly idea is that sufficient
precautions can he taken for almost perfect safety on an inland station. Of course there is always a
certain amount of risk in everything wre undertake. There is a certain amount of risk involved
in travelling in a railway train—there is risk even in crossing a street—in doing many of the
things which we do daily in our lives. There are remote risks in all these things, but I am of
opinion that if reasonable precautions are adopted such experiments (under natural conditions), as are
absolutely necessary to test these schemes, may fairly be carried out on some inland tract of country.
The risk of communication—of the propagation of the germs by insect—has been alluded to; but, as was
pointed out by the previous speaker, there is risk even in the laboratory experiments, and yet this
reason has never been urged against our undertaking laboratory experiments. The conclusion which I
have come to on this matter is this—that it is simply impossible to secure tbe conditions required by some
speakers, and that if their ideas are to prevail no experiments at all may be made until you have shut out
every possibility of every sort of risk. I think that these risks—whatever they may be—have been very
much exaggerated. M. Pasteur’s representatives told us yesterday—I think it was Mr. Loir who spoke—
that he had witnessed three epidemics of chic ken-cholera, and that lie was not aware that in any
case the epidemic had spread to wild birds. There have been epidemics of this sort in Prance,
where the disease is well known, and yet there is not a record of an instance to show that
in any of these epidemics in Prance, iu Germany, or iu part of tho world, wild birds have been
in any way affected. I think it is possible to exaggerate and to take an alarmist’s view of a
matter of this kind. I have known in my own personal experience a good deal of this sort
of thing. I remember that when Torrens Island, which is close to the city of Adelaide, was first
recommended to the South Australian G-overnment as a place of quarantine, a similar ciy of alarm and
danger was raised by a certain section of the community. It was pointed out then that smallpox was an
excessively contagious disease, and that the currents of the atmosphere would carry the germs to the city,
and that Adelaide, which is only 8 miles distant, would be infected with smallpox. Then a cry was raised
about quarantined vessels lying a few miles off, and there were numbers of letters in the papers stating
that the health of the people at the Semaphore was being endangered because the wind would carry the
contagion into the town. Now, I need scarcely say that none of these accidents happened. Torres Island
is still the quarantine station. The smallpox has never spread to the city, and the disease has never once
been wafted from the vessels lying in the stream to the people at the Semaphore.
Dr. Bancroft: All that argument is in favour of adopting the island scheme.
Dr. Paterson .- "Well, if so, I can only say that my arguments were intended to prove something
totally different. Dr. Bancroft has alluded to the impossibility of totally disinfecting an area of the germs
of chicken-cholera which had been used for experimental purposes.
Dr. Bancrof: I said germs generally, not those of chicken-cholera in particular.
Dr. Paterson: Well, in that case I can hardly understand the force of my friend’s argument. I
made a note of that, and also his comparison between the vitality of these germs and the vitality of grassseeds. Now, I know that Dr. Bancroft is a very good naturalist, and I would like, therefore to ask him
whether any reasonable comparison can be instituted between the vitality of Australian grass-seeds and
the vitality of these germs, whose resistance, so far as temperature is concerned, is small. Mr. Pearson
also brought forth an argument that he had discovered, that in some parts of America where experiments
had been instituted insects carried the disease 200 yards away from the place where the experiments were
made. Now, I fail to see what connection there was between the two things. The explanation or
inference is that the disease had been carried by insects. Now, this is tbe
hoc propter hoc kind of
logic, and we know how unscientific is this kind of argument. Because one occurrence took place after
another, because one accident precedes another in point of time, the inference is drawn that one is the
cause of the other. Now, I wish to say, that on an isolated instance of this sort, founded upon insufficient
data, I place no reliance whatever. Another objection to the island scheme seems to be that, in addition to
its inconvenience and the points that have already been indicated, it hardly possesses the conditions which
exist inland; and I think if experiments are to be conclusive in this way, inland conditions should be
observed as much as possible. There cannot be tho slightest doubt that tbe inland conditions, as regards
moisture, &c., are very different from those which exist on an island; on these grounds, and because I
believe the proof of a laboratory experiment to be ample to allow us to proceed—I think that inland
experiments, conducted with proper precautions, are safer, as regards public health, than experiments on
an unguarded island. I shall support the motion to have these experiments conducted under natural
conditions in the interior of the Colony.
Mr. Bell: In bringing forward the original motion of which I gave notice on Monday, and upon
which, before it was discovered that it could not be discussed except upon notice given, I had already
spoken, my mind, I took an opportunity of stating to the Commission my views on the whole subject.
But as none of my remarks were reported, and as the discussion upon Mr. Lascelles motion, which, by
agreement between that gentleman and myself, I have permitted to replace my own for the present,
has been ordered to be reported, I must to some extent repeat what I then said. Nevertheless, my
,
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opinion is before the Commission as fully as I could put it; and I do not propose, merely for the
purpose of getting my words into print, to talco up your time in repeating all of what I then said, more
especially as many of the arguments which I then addressed to you have been urged with much more
ability than I can command by tho speakers who have preceded me to-day. It would not bo desirable to
occupy the time of the Commission in repeating such arguments—niy object not being to impress you with
what I have to say, but rather to further, in the best way that 1 can, the work which the Commission has
been called on to perform. (Hear, bear.) It is, however, necessary for me to remark that in bringing
forward the motion which I submitted the other day, my object was principally to eliminate the element
which previously had been considered essential by the Members of the Commission in the conduct of
experiments—the supposed necessity to conduct these experiments upon an island. You will remember
that prior to my arrival here the Commission had passed a motion requiring as a condition precedent,
that all such experiments should be carried on on an island some distance from the mainland. I could
not, myself, agree with this condition as being cither practically efficient or necessary, or in accordance
with the conditions that it was desirable should be secured, or with the purpose of the experiments
intended to elucidate the questions referred to this Commission. But X also thought it right that I should
specially draw the attention of the Commission, in my former speech, to the fact that in this matter my opinion
should be received with a certain amount of caution, inasmuch as I myself came from a distant island, which
could not be affected by experiments conducted in the Australian mainland. The reasons which led me to
bring forward the motion of which I gave notice, and which would have the effect of rescinding a previous
resolution of the Commission, were shortly these. In the first place, I did not consider the choice of an island
really secured the conditions of safety, which up to that time-, it had apparently been thought to secure. The
fact alone, that the disease with which we propose to experiment was originally derived from bird life,
appeared to me to render it highly improbable that any experiments conducted upon an island would
secure tho element of safety at all. Tor it must be remembered that chicken-cholera originated in
bird life, and that only in a secondary condition has it been transmitted to rabbits. We are dealing with
animals that move through the air, and which cannot be restricted in their movements by small belts of sea.
Another reason is this, that I do not think the conditions to be secured upon an island, or the ocean,
bear a sufficiently close relationship to those attached to an inland station, to enable us to say whether
the things which may be done on an island may also be done on a station in the interior. That I hold
to be a very serious objection indeed Then there is another reason, but as X do not attach very much
importance to it, 1 will deal with it iu a few words. X refer to the statement that perhaps the disease
proposed to bo introduced (though I do not assert it) already exists upon the Australian Continent.
Dr. Wilkin non..- Then in that case we should proceed to the inland experiments at once, without
waiting for the result of the laboratory experiments.
Mr. Sell: Q.uite so ; that would certainly be a reason (if the disease existed) for not going on
the island idea. A further reason of mine for objecting to this was that I am perfectly certain that
the necessary precise scientific and practical attention could not possibly be given to experiments con
ducted upon an island in anything like the same degree as to experiments carried on in the mainland. It is
proposed that this Commission should superintend such experiments and record the results in such a way
that, being recorded, there could be no loose ideas about them. I am sure that the Commission fully
recognize the necessity of this. They cannot desire that the records of their experiments should be of
that extraordinarily loose and unsatisfactory kind—loose and unsatisfactory alike from the scientific and
from the practical point of view—which, I regret to say, is characteristic of the published experiments of
Mr. Pasteur on this subject, so far, at any rate, as we have been permitted to learn them from the mouths
of his own representatives. Those experiments cannot be held to be in any sense decisive experiments : and
the same kind of looseness would inevitably attach to any experiments carried out on an island, if
such alone were allowed. Suppose, for instance, that a chemist were ordered to hold an investiga
tion into poisoning by phosphorus, and that his laboratory was at the rooms of the Board of Health,
which I visited this morning; and supposing that one of the conditions of his experiments was that
he should live in Tasmania, and that a steamer called once a week to take him backward and forward.
How, under such circumstances, could be watch and record the result of his experiments ? I think
the matter only requires to be stated in such terms as these to show that a record of any experiments
to be conducted on an island would really be worthless ; and for this cogent reason, that great doubts
must attach to the experiments, I could not help fooling it my duty to traverse the previous resolution
with the one which I had the honor to bring forward the other day. It has been pointed out to mo
in a particularly kind way that it was traversing a previous resolution of the Commission, and I at
once expressed my regret that I should appear to be presumptuous enough to come to this Com
mission, after missing the first days of its work, and ask it, as one gentleman puts it, to stultify itself.
If I have been forced into this position, it is with regret. X have acted simply in response to what I
feel to bo my duty as representing one of the parties to this Commission ; and if I have been so
unfortunate as to appear presumptuous in this matter, I can or.ly regret it, and say that it was a sense of
duty which induced me to take the stand I did. Now, Dr. Bancroft has very properly pointed out that
there can be no possible objection to conduct experiments on an island. I quite admit that it would
he a very interesting and instructive additional experiment to introduce upon an already infested island
rabbits inoculated with Pasteur’s disease, after the laboratory experiments, conducted under convenient
conditions, have given results sufficiently encouraging to make it worth while to proceed with the matter
at all. Dr. Bancroft has done valuable service in drawing our attention to this.. But he would
appear to think that of itself the island experiment would be sufficient and satisfactory, and to that
I have pointed out several objections. A further one indicated already by Mr. Laseelles, consists
in the fact that such an experiment, though it would have a considerable value of its own, would
in some respects be like M. Pasteur’s at Pommery. No exact numerical record of results could accrue:
whereas, supposing that wc introduced 200 rabbits into an enclosure, and allowed twenty diseased ones
to go amongst them, and a number of these remained alivo, we would then have some definite particulars
and figures to go upon ; we could count the number of dead and live rabbits on the place. This is one
element of difference between the island experiment and the experiments which I recommend. Then as
to whether chicken-cholera exists here already or not—and if it does, this extremity of precaution
becomes absurd—I do not presume to offer a decisive opinion : all L can say is, it seems to mo that the
dreaded thing does already exist here. Now if that is the case, surely we eau look at tho matter in an
altered way. Where fowl-cholera has prevailed for a long time, say in France for instance, in a natural
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way, we have an opportunity of seeing what is the worst result to he feared from its existence in the open
country, under the very loosest possible conditions as regards precaution and disinfection. Fowl-cholera
has admittedly existed for years in France, practically unchecked. Where are there any records of
disastrous and horrible consequences to stock and to human beings ? Where fowl-cholera has prevailed
for a long time, we have nothing to show that there has ever been an epidemic amongst horses, amongst
sheep, or amongst human beings; or that any one has died of fowl-cholora. Such a thing would at all events
be new to the general public if not to the scientific world. It would he an indication for what it is worth
of the possible danger of experimenting under careless conditions, and we arc anxious that these extremely
careless conditions shall have no existence, because we propose that every precaution shall be taken. In
my original motion I inserted an expression which 1 thought would really elicit the opinion of the Com
mission upon this point—whether it was really possible to conduct an experiment which, on the one hand,
would be absolutely satisfactory with regard to practical conditions, and, on the other, would be abso
lutely immune from any risk whatever. Now, in my opinion, that cannot be done ; a certain amount
of risk must be taken. All I required to be understood by the motion which I brought forward
originally was that the element of confinement on an island which was prescribed as a condition precedent
in a previous resolution adopted by the Commission should not be insisted on. And, as I think that the
motion brought forward by Mr. Lascelles is a somewhat less aggressive one than mine, I am willing, in
deference to his opinion, to adopt it, as it avoids a direct attack upon a previous resolution of the
Commission. I therefore intend, although not withdrawing my original motion, and on the understanding
that it will be placed on the minutes, to support the motion moved
Mr. Lascelles.
The Qhairmnn reminded the members of the Commissibn that, according to the proclamation in
which the reward of £25,000 was offered to the inventor of any effective scheme of exterminating rabbits,
it was expressly provided that tho execution of the scheme should involve no danger to horses, cattle,
sheep, dogs, and other useful animals enumerated. Birds, however, were not mentioned in the procla
mation. The Commission had therefore to determine, in respect of every scheme proposed, whether it
would be effective and whether it would be safe. In order to test the efficiency of M Pasteur’s method,
the Commission had resolved that a series of laboratory experiments should be conducted, which would
demonstrate whether chickeu-cholera would spread freely from one rabbit to others kept in close
proximity in hutches, cages or artificial burrows. It might be that the cultures brought from France
would be found dead or enfeebled, in which case delay would be unavoidable. It might be that the
disease communicated to the first rabbits would not spread easily from them to other rabbits, though all tho
conditions were made as favourable as possible. In that event, M Pasteur’s proposal would be out of court
at onco. If the disease did spread, the mode of communication would be ascertained. While these experi
ments were in progress it should be possible to ascertain whether chicken-cholera now exists in New South
"Wales or Yictoria, or perhaps oven iu other more distant colonies. If it were shown that the disease is now
prevalent among poultry, the objections which had been expressed to an extensive trial of the disease among
rabbits on an inland area would be largely removed. But if evidence of this character were not forth
coming it would be wise to proceed at once to test whether chicken-cholera in the fowl or in the rabbit is
communicable to other animals. Very little time would be lost if the experiments on mammals and birds
set forth in the schedule of experiments wore conducted simultaneously or in immediate succession. If
it were proved that horses, sheep, or cattle could be infected. M. Pasteur’s proposal would probably be
rejected. If it were shown that the disease could not be communicated to any useful animal, other
experiments must be conducted under natural conditions. The question then remaining was whether
those experiments should be conducted on an island or in some inland area completely enclosed in birdproof netting. As he had been the first, during the meetings of the Commission, to suggest that tho
chickcn-cholera be tried upon an island, he would shortly state his views on this part of the question.
For the present purpose, islands might be divided into three classes : firstly, those in the harbour, which
were suitable only for laboratory experiments; secondly, an island such as Montague Island, about 3
miles from the mainland, sufficiently accessible and already stocked with rabbits ; thirdly, islands like the
Kent Group, in Tasmanian waters, about 80 miles from the Port Phillip Heads, one of which was reported
to be similarly infested. As to Montague Island, it was so near the coast that if the disease did spread to the
wild-fowl upon it, they might decamp to the mainland taking the cholera with them. Concerniug the risks
of extermination of wild birds he would speak later ; but the selection of such an island would not satisfy
those whose fears had been aroused. Jf the Kent Group proved suitable for purposes of experiment, no
danger whatever would arise. Tho procedure might be as fol lows : A Government Inspector, with assistants,
would examine the island and estimate roughly the degree in which it was infested. Subsequently Dr. Katz,
with tho representatives of M. Pasteur, and any members of the Commission who were at liberty, would
proceed to the island, taking with them a sufficient number of healthy rabbits so as to save time. These rabbits
would then be infected and turned out on the island. After the lapse of a sufficient time the island would
again bo examined. If the rabbits were greatly thinned in number, if many were found dead, and if no
evidouce of great mortality among birds were discoverable, M. Pasteur’s proposal would be viewed with
great favour. If, on the other hand, the rabbits were as numerous as ever, the experiment might bo
repeated ; and if it again failed, the scheme should he rejected. The success of chicken-cholera on
an island would not guarantee its efficiency under tho very different conditions which prevail in the
interior of Australia; but its failure would probably be conclusive in the opposite direction. Even
if an inland experiment were also conducted without delay, an island trial would give valuable
information as to whether chicken-cholera would spread among the r dibits which are so abundant in
the sands-hills and plain* on large portions of the Victorian coast. He therefore submitted that, if the
laboratory results were favourable, an experiment should bo conducted <jn an island somewhat on the
lines which lie had described. With regard to testing the spread of the disease in an infected
inland urea under the precautions described by Mr. Lascelles, he did not liunk that any consider
able danger would be incurred. If diseased rabbits were turned loose in an infested area of 2^
acres, shut in around and over-head with bird-proof netting, and protected by a neutral zone two chains
wide surrounded by a rabbit-proof fence, surely the most timid critic must admit that all the conditions of
reasonable safety were fulfilled. Even without such rigid precautions, a temporary experiment in an
area enclosed in the ordinary way would be very different from a persistent attempt to sow the disease
all over the colonies. But, adopting Mr. Lascelles’ method, the danger was infiuitosimai; assuming that
there was a remote possibility that little local outbreaks of the disease might occur in the immediate
vicinity, these could he easily suppressed. From what was known of the life history of the microbes of
chicken-
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chickcn-cholera, it did not appear that there would be any difficulty in disinfecting the area within which
the experiment was conducted. Too much might be made of the danger to wild-fowl. Birds flying at
large were not liable to fowl-cholera and other septicsemic diseases iu the same degree as poultry shut up in
yards and sheds ; and eren if a few were infected, the disease would probably have a very limited spread.
On the other hand, if tho proposals of M. Pasteur and others were not fully tested, there was great
danger that land-owners would experiment for themselves without any precautions; and it was not a
little suggestive to find in the correspondence submitted to the Commission suggestions that the introduc
tion of hydrophobia might he an effective solution of the rabbit question. Generally, therefore, he was in
favour of the following procedure:—Firstly, test by laboratory experiment whether chicken-cholera can
be passed freely from rabbit to rabbit; if it can be so passed, test whether it can be transmitted from
rabbits by infected food, and if necessary by inoculation, to horses, cattle, sheep, and other animals
mentioned in the proclamation. At the same time tost its power over birds, including specially the native
game and insectivorous birds. While these experiments are in progress, obtain information about a
suitable island; and if the laboratory experiments arc favourable, proceed to infect it in the manner
described. As soon as it is proved that the disease can be transmitted freely from rabbit to rabbit,
purchase bird-proof wire and make preparation for the experiment described by Mr. Lascelles. If that
experiment is successful, test the method on a large scale at Tarella or some other suitable locality. If
any difficulty were found in proceeding with the trial of M. Pasteur’s scheme, attention should be
concentrated chiefly on the method of Drs. Butcher and Ellis, in the manner already specified in tho
schedule of experiments
Mr. Pearson; I wish to explain, in reference to the American case which I mentioned, that ])r.
Salmon brought one fowl from a distance of over 100 miles into a district where fowl-cholera had
never been known before. He put this fowl into an enclosure for experimental purposes, and it was
after this that fowls 200 yards away, which were not to be experimented on, caught the disease, and after
discussing the matter in detail he came to the conclusion that the disease had been carried by flies.
Dr Wilkinson: If this motion is not to be withdrawn, I shall ask the mover to reverse the
conditions.
Mr. Lascelles; I wish to draw attention to the fact that in these colonies tho pastoral interest is
being nearly ruined by the. spread of the rabbits. The pastoralists are looking to see some substantial
resolution adopted by this Commission. As a practical man, I say that the test under this resolution will
amply satisfy us as to whether there is any good to be obtained from M. Pasteur’s proposal or not. Harm
and delay are, no doubt, caused in this way—that the people are neglecting the ordinary precautions
which people should take, and arc waiting for a miracle to come oft'. As pointed out by Mr. Bell,
no such certainty can be obtained from any island experiments as may be obtained by the introduction
of a certain number of diseased rabbits amongst a large number of sound rabbits in aii enclosure under
natural conditions.
The Chairman : There is one matter which I had overlooked, and which I would like to speak of—
it is the matter of expense. I do not think we should order any fine netting until our preliminary experi
ments show that wo can transmit the disease from rabbit to rabbit. 'When we have proved this, we can
push on our arrangements without delay. Jf we wait, we will only lose a short time, and will be spared
the risks that have been indicated elsewhere of having incurred expense without any necessity.
Mr. Tabari: Before this resolution is put to tho vote, I think we ought to settle what is to be the
voting power of the Commission, and it should be arranged before going further that three votes be
given to each Colony. At the Australian Stock Conference, the Colonies were represented in a similar
manner to that which 1 now suggest.
_
The Chairman .- 1 think there is quile time to get our island experiments performed if we oblain
exact information about the island which wc select. If we at onco infect the island, then in a short
time—by the time our enclosures arc ready—we shall be ready to proceed with our inland experiments.
I) r. Bancroft: "We seem to be contending for carrying out inland experiments before experiments
had been completed with the domestic animals. This seems to be the exact point of contention. Shall
we conduct experiments with domestic animals before carrying out experiments inland? I think it would
be very injudicious to omit doing this before we go inland to perform our other experiments.
The Chairman pointed out that there was no question about Montague Island, and if any island
were to be taken, there must be a w'ide strip of sea between the island and the mainland.
Mr. Bell: There is nothing at all inconsistent in this resolution with the simultaneous trying of
the Montague Island with the mainland experiments, J quite agree that it ought to be done, so long as
it is not considered absolutely the whole thing, and that other experiments, more directly under our
control, -will be allowed. If the Minister for Lands and the lighthouse authorities have no objection to
tho introduction of the disease on to Montague Island, I should like to see experiments tried there.
J) r. Bancroft: I would suggest, with the Chairman, that the information with respect to the island
which he formerly mentioned in Bass’ Straits would be of value to this Commission and worth obtaining.
The Chairman : I am under the impression that the Kent group of islands are within the waters
of Tasmania.
Mr. Tabart: I know that they are at least very close on the boundary.
Dr. Stirling.- There is an idea amongst members now that those laboratory experiments should
be antecedent to other experiments. Now, if sheep were found to be seriously affected by the disease, we
would doubtless say that we would have nothing to do with this disease. But, supposing that wc found,
from a very vigorous application of this poison, that birds are affected, that is no reason why wc should
not use the disease, nor why we should not try it in the open.
Dr. Paterson : I think the laboratory experiments should be proceeded with first of all, because
if certain contingencies happen, these other experiments may never be necessary. If tho laboratory
experiments show that experiments under natural conditions are required, all we need do is to be prepared
to conduct experiments under natural conditions. But if it is proved that the disease is contagious to
other animals, then these experiments in the open may be unnecessary, and the material to be used for
fencing could be resold. I think we had better stick to (be resolution originally tabled.
Hr. ’W’ilktnsos : 1 would propose that the following words be inserted in the resolution : “ After
it has been demonstrated by laboratory experiment or otherwise that there is no danger to animals other
than birds or rabbits.” A place with wire netting could be provided, because then the fatality of the
disease as regards birds could be proved.
Subsequently
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Subsequently the motion proposed by Mr. Lascelles was verbally amended, and carried in tbo
following form:—“ That, in order to save time in determining results, and in view of the fact that inland
experiments can be conducted with precautions rendering them as safe as, or safer than, experiments on an
island, tho Commission determine that so soon as it shall have been demonstrated by laboratory experiments
or otherwise to the satisfaction of the Committee already appointed that the introduction of fowl-cholera
among rabbits would entail no danger to horses, cattle, sheep, goats, swine, or dogs, experiments
be conducted with chicken-cholera in a wire-netting enclosure measuring about 100 yards square, which
shall, if the Committee deem necessary, be roofed over with similar wire netting, an outer rabbit-proof
fence being constructed at a distance of 2 chains around the central enclosure.”
It was moved by Mr. Lascelles and seconded by Mr. Quiir“ That |-inch netting be obtained
for the construction of the said enclosure as soon as the virulence of the microbes brought by M. Pasteur’s
representatives has been established, and as soon as the power of the disease to spread from rabbit to
rabbit has been demonstrated.” The motion was carried.
Dr. Sheling moved,—“'That the two foregoing resolutions bo an instruction to the Committee
already appointed to watch the experiments.” Du. Patehson seconded, and the motion was carried.
It was moved by Dr. Bancroet, and seconded by Mr. Taraet,—“That this Commission request tho
Tasmanian Grovernment to obtain information about rabbit-infested islands on their coast, and the
suitability thereof for experiments in connection with the destruction of rabbits—special attention being
drawn to tho Kent Islands.” The motion was carried.
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“ That the Experiment Committee have full discretion in all matters
concerning the conduct of experiments within the original terms of the Commission, and in all matters
regarding the prosecution of the inquiry subject to the limitations already determined by the Com
mission.” Mr. Tabart seconded, and the motion was carried.
f Correspondence addressed to Professor Allen was received from the Lands Department, Victoria,
giving cost of rabbit destruction in the Colony.
_ The Committee was authorized to inspect memoranda and sec what similar information could be
obtained from other Colonies.
Mr. Lascelles promised that he would see the Minister for Lands, during the day, with regard
to the question of taking evidence as to the utility of wire-netting fencing.
The Chairman mentioned, in conversation, that the Minister for Lands had promised to submit
to the Commission all the mechanical devices that bad been submitted to him for tho purpose of rabbit
extermination.
The Commission adjourned to 10 a.m. on tho following day.
THURSDAY, 26 APRIL, 18S8.

The Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
New South Wales: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria :
IIarrv Brookes A llen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., F.K-. Met. Soc., Ac.
Edward IIaeewood Lascelles, Esq.
New Zealand:
Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.
South Australia:
Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.
Tasmania ■■
Thomas Alfred Tauari, Esq.
In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurm),the Chair was In ken by Professor Allen.
Dr. Stirling moved,—“ That the Commission is of opinion that licenses to prosecute their experi
ments with the so-called Tintinnllogy diseases may be granted to Drs. Butcher and Ellis with safety to the
public health.” Mr. Bell seconded the motion, which was carried.
Correspondence having been forwarded by the Under Secretary for Lands embracing a resolution
passed by the Board of Health suggesting that the Commission should draw up regulations for the issue
of licenses, and the subject having been considered,—
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“ The Commission is further of opinion that the drafting of regulations of
general application under the Animals’ Infectious Diseases Act of 1888 is within the function of the
Central Board of Health, and the Commission cannot undertake more than to make recommendations in
connection with any special scheme for the destruction of rabbits which is submitted for their consideration.”
The motion was seconded by Mr. Quin, and carried.
A letter was read from the Under Secretary for Lands stating that in order to comply with the
Act, the licenses should state where microbes were to be propagated and also where the infected animals
were to be kept in security.
Dr. Wilkinson stated in reference to this that he had verbally informed the Under Secretary for
Lands lhat M, Pasteur's representatives would keep their microbes, animals &e., in the laboratory of the
Board of Health, It was ordered that a formal intimation to this effect be conveyed to the Under
Secretary for Lands.
A memo, was received from the Rabbit Department and a minute of Under Secretary for Lands
thereon forwarding various mechanical devices for rabbit destruefion. This having been submitted,
Mr. Bell moved,—“That the consideration by the Commission of the various mechanical schemes
for the destruction of rabbits now submitted to the Commission be postponed until the completion of
experiments upon diseases. That in the meantime the Minister for Lands be requested to cause the
various appliances to be stored in some suitable room, if possible, so that they may be viewed by members
of the Commission as opportunities present tbemsehes.”
Mr, Lascelles seconded the motion which was carried.
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“That application be made through the Minister for Lands for free
railway passes for Dr. Erank Hinds, Dr. Germont, and M. Loir.”
Mr. Tabart seconded and the motion was carried.
A letter was read from Mr. J. P. Abbott, M.P., covering telegram from Mr. "W. L. Reid, of
Tolnrno Station, offering the use of a 2,500 aero paddock, wire-netted and thickly infested with rabbits.
’ 7—D
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Dr. Stiemsg moved,—“ That in connection with Mr. TV. L. Eeid’s offer of a 2,500 acre netted
paddock, at Tolarno homestead cnd all labour for M. Pasteur’s experiments—Tolarno being described as
one of the most heavily-infested districts—the Commission recommend that proceedings in the purchase
of wire-netting be stayed until full information is obtained as to the suitability of Tolarno or any other
netted paddock which may he offered for the experiments to be conducted by tho Commission.”
Mr. Lascelles seconded, and the motion was carried,
A farther communication was read from the Under Secretary for Lauds, stating that the difference
iu cost between the wire mentioned in the resolution adopted on Monday—48 inches in width, and
1|- mesh—and that of the standard wire used for boundary fences, would be £320. It was also stated
that an order had been given for the latter to enclose tho 10,000 acres previously determined on by the
Commission, and that some of it had already been constructed,
Mr. Lascelles : “ That the attention of the Under Secretary for Lands ho directed to the letter
containing the offer made by Mr. AY. L. Reid, and that he he informed that the Commission were led
to recommend tho use of special netting by the fact that such special netting is being employed in large
quantities for the barrier fence between New South Wales and South Australia.”
The motion was agreed to.
,
A minute was received from the Hon. the Secretary for Lands inviting the Commission to talco
the question of width and mesh of wire fencing into consideration.
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“That as it is impossible to obtain suitable evidence in Sydney as
to the proper width and mesh of wire netting for rabbit proof fences, a committee be appointed consist
ing of Professor Allen, Mr. Pearson, and the mover, to any other member or members of committee who
may choose to attend, to take evidence in Victoria of those who have had practical experience on tho
subject.” The Under-Secretary for Lands had stated in a letter just received that the regulation netting
adopted by the Government will cost about £38 per mile. Now, 1 am prepared to sell wire which, 1
contend, will be equally as effective at the rate of £21 per mile. Of my own knowledge 1 know this
can be done; and 1 can actually quote a figure to you, and I think ] can prove by evidence taken in
Victoria, that this would result in a saving of a quarter of a million of money to your Colony. Of
course we have got to see whether the evidence will hear out what 1 say ; but I think you will find it to
be simply overwhelming in favour of using netting of a smaller height and a lesser mesh. In connection
with this matter I may mention, that the Hon. Thomas Gumming, of Victoria, a gentleman of large
experience, had used a 15-inch netting around his garden, and even at that small height the rabbits
were kept out. I need hardly say any more, because in ihe letter which I wrote to the Minister for
Lands, and which is contained in these papers, I fully explained my reasons for advocating the use
of netting of the height and mesh that I have mentioned.
Mr. Quin said : I beg to second this motion, and in doing so I think the morion will be found to
be in keeping with the land legislation proposed to be enacted in this Colony. We have now a Land Bill
before the Parliament of New South Wales which proposes to offer a loan to tho squatters for the
erection of rabbit-proof fences, the amount advanced to be repaid by them over a period of years. Now,
what I wish to point out is this: that this Land Bill proposes to make it compulsory upon tho squatters to
fence their runs; and if thatBill becomes law, tbo sqnatleis will be forced to expend a large sum of money
in fencing, although the great majority of them are not in a position to expend half-a-erown more than is
actually necessary. 1 think the motion proposed by Mr. Lascelles is a very timely one. Why should
a man he forced to pay £5,000 for fencing if he can do tho same work, and do it just as effectually
for £3,500. And I am of opinion that the estimate of the amount which will be saved made by Mr.
Lascelles is considerably under the amount which will actually be saved. I think the saving in the
western division alone will be over half a million of money, and therefore I have much pleasure in seconding
this motion. It commits the country to nothing, while opening at the same time a useful field of inquiry,
where we may obtain facts which will enable the country to get the work done at a considerably less cost
than would otherwise be the case.
Mr. Tabart: I am very glad that such a motion as this has been proposed.
It is one of tbo most
important motions, in my opinion, which has yet came before this Commission. I have been for the past
two years endeavouring to move my Government in this matter, trying to induce them to have these
fences erected in Tasmania. I propose to do it in this way: Yor the Government to become the
importers of wire netting ; that they should supply this wire netting to those who are willing to enclose
their properties with it, charging them a low rate of interest on tho money expended and making
the repayment of the loan a preferential charge on their properties. H this mode were adopted in
a country like that which I have the honor to represent hero, I consider that wo would save the
properties, fencing being in my opinion the backbone of rabbit destruction. Of one thing am I convinced
that whatever means may be adopted in New Zealand, in Tasmania, or in any of the other colonics, tho
erection of rabbit-proof fences will he the primary step in the rabbit extermination. If you want to
destroy this pest effectually you must limit the area in which it can exist, because apart from the more
disproportion between the areas, it will be far easier to clear 000 acres than to clear 5,000. The great
thing in all these methods is to prevent the rabbits from travelling about, and so escaping from the efforts
which are being made to destroy them.
Mr. Wilkinson ; Before this question is put, I would wish to say that I have no objection to the
collection of evidence, because all eridence of this nature must be of great value; but I have certainly
heard it stated—and stated by men of very considerable experience—that low fences are not sufficient to
keep out rabbits. I heard Mr. Lascelles speak just now of a 15-inch fence.
Mr. Quin: That was merely an allusion to one particular case.
Mr. Lascelles: 15 inches is too low, I admit; but the fence which 1 would propose would he
3 feet high.
Mr- Wilkinson : Well, I have heard of rabbits climbing up where the fence was placed at an angle.
Mr. Lascelles .* But if a fence is properly constructed it will not be at an angle.
I have had a
great deal of experience with rabbits, but I have never yet known rabbits to climb, and I think I have
made every possible inquiry on the subject.
Mr. WilkinsonOf course 1 have no practical knowledge of this question, but the point which
strikes me is this : that although fences under the condition which Mr. Lascelles has seen them working
in small districts in Yictoria may be very useful, still they would not be so here. AYe have larger areas
to deal with, and the chances of the netting being knocked down by animals would bo very great.
Mr. Lascelles: AYell, as to that, I must say that my experience in connection with rabbit
extermination has been gained on 500,000 acres of land. And I think I have erected more netting fences
than any other man in the Colonies,
.
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Dr. Wilkinson: I admit, of course, that this question is of vast importance, especially in view
of the fact that the G-overnmcnt, under our proposed legislation, is to hear 50 per cent, of the cost of
tho material. In that respect that question is a most important one. It mil mean that the Government
of this Colony will have to order netting of an entirely different character to that which it is now using,
Mr. Lascelles: Well, but I. contend that therein they will save money.
Dr. Wilkinson: Tinder those circumstances, then, I have no objection at all to this motion.
'M>e Chairman: If this motion is carried it will be necessary for this Royal Commission to

authorize a committee to issue advertisements in Victoria requesting those gentlemen who have had
experience in connection with rabbit-proof fences to appear in Melbourne and give evidence. If it were
done in any other way, it is quito possible that it might bo said that the proceeding is a hole-and-corner
one, ^ I think, therefore, that there should he a public notification that the Commission propose to
obtain Victorian evidence, and then a session can be held in due course. All tho members of the
Commission will receive notice of this meeting—the representatives from Victoria definitely undertaking
to he present. I may add, in conclusion, that this would not tie the hands of the Commission at subsequent
meetings from taking further evidence, if it were thought necessary to do so.
The motion was then unanimously carried, and the Committee were authorized to issue advertise
ments calling for evidence to bo taken in Melbourne at such time as the Committee may appoint.
_ Dr. Wilkinson reported that he had made inquiry concerning a building suitable lor experiments

on animals to be conducted by the Committee. The Biological Institute, formerly occupied by Baron
Mnclay was unsuitable, as it was not provided with gas. It was possible that rooms in every way suitable
might ho placed at the disposal of the Commission in the now Physical Laboratory at the ’University by
Professor Threlfall, with the sanction of the Senate, It was resolved that Dr. ’Wilkinson he authorized
to confer further with Professor Threlfall on the matter.
.
Letters were read from Dr. Marnno and Mr. William Darehy, the former asking to bo allowed to
obtain rabbits for experiments, and the latter requesting permission to enclose rabbits to experiment on
them with various poisons. It was ordered that the letters be returned to the Under Secretary for Lands ;
that Dr. Marano be informed that he has not shown that his experiments in any way concern the work of
the Commission ; and that in respect of Mr, Darchy’s application the Committee see no reason why his
request should not bo granted. Referring to a letter from the Under Secretary for Lands requesting
that the particular purposes for which the advance of £500 was required should he stated for the infor
mation of the Treasury, Dr. Wilkinson was empowered to furnish schedule showing the approximate
character of the expenses which will be incurred by tho Commission.
Dr. SroiniHG moved,—“That cheques payable from the account of the Commission he signed by
the President (Dr. MacLaurin) and one other member of the Commission, and be countersigned by the
Secretary.” Dr. Wilkinson seconded, and the motion was carried.
Dr. SriEUHO moved,—“That on or about the 23rd of May the Commission meet in Adelaide,
and investigate the action of the disease known as rabbit scab, and subsequently proceed to Silverton,
and if necessary to Tintinallogy or elsewhere, to take evidence concerning the effects of the disease
submitted for the consideration of the Commission by Drs. Butcher and Ellis; that the New South
Wales Government he informed of the intention of the Commission, and ho requested to instruct the
Babbit Inspectors who have had experience concerning the Tintinallogy outbreak to he prepared to give
evidence at Silverton, and he requested also to invite the South Australian Government to provide
facilities for tho work of the Commission in that Colony.” The motion was seconded by Dr. WrLEiKSO-V,
and carried.
Dr. Siieliwo moved,—“That Professor Allen he tho convener of such meeting.”
Dr.
Wilkutson seconded, and the motion was carried.
Mr. Peaeson moved,—“ That two shall form a quorum of the Committee appointed to watch
experiments.” Dr. S-miLTsa seconded, and the motion was carried.
It was ordered that as soon as the report of the Correspondence Committee be completed it should
be printed and circulated amongst the members; also that it he incorporated in the’final report of the
Commission,
■
_ It was also decided that the committee appointed to watch experiments should be requested to
scrutinize tho correspondence received bearing on the mechanical devices now in possession of tho
Minister for Lands.
It was also decided to request tho same committee to elect a chairman to take general control of
the experiments about to he conducted.

_ Dr. Ellis was then afforded an interview, and in reply to his questions tho Chairman gave him
certain information with respect to the intention of tho Commission in dealing with the Tintinallogy
disease.
Mr, Beil proposed,—“ That the thanks of the Commission ho tendered to Professor Allen for his
conduct in the Chair.” Tho motion was carried by acclamation. Professor Alien replied briefly,
thanking the Commission for the vote.
'
The Commission then adjourned.

FRIDAY, 18 MAY, 18SS.
The Commission met, informally, at 10 a.m., at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.

Victoria:

New Zealand:
Queensland:

Dresent:—
ILuiuv Buookes Alien, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Nayiob Pearson, Esq.
Edward Harewoou Lascelles, Esq.
Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

’

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
Robert Pawell Hudson and Alfred Lamb Gilbert were called in and gave information concerning
the progress of the alleged disease amongst rabbits at Tintinallogy.
The Commission adjourned.
'MONDAY,
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21

MAY,

188S.

Tlio Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.
Dresent:—
New South Wales: William Camac Wilkdtsojt, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Bdwatid Quin, Esq.
Haurt Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.

Victoria ;

Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., E.E. Met. Soc., &c.
New Zealand:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

Queensland:

Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tar art, Esq.

In tbe absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
The following witnesses were called in and examined:—Charles Myles Officer, Agar Wynne,
Joseph M'Gaw, John Bertram, Andrew Anderson, George Henry Greene, Edmund Hayes, James Finlay,
Alexander M‘Edwards, William Gumming, Hugh M'Cann, Robert Blyth Kerr.
Dr, "Wilkinson moved,—“That the same questions regarding wire-netting fences ho asked of the
witnesses who may ho examined at Silverton.”
Mr. Lascelles seconded. The motion was agreed to.
The Commission then adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

23

MAY,

1888.

The Commission met at 10 a.m,, at tho office of the Commissiouer of Crown Lands, Adelaide.
Present:—
New South Wales

William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.

Victoria :

Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.

Edward Quin, Esq.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., F.R, Met. See., <fcc.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.
New Zealand:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia :

Edward Charles Stirlino, Esq., M.D.

Queensland :

Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D,

Tasmania :

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq,

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Dr. Stirlino-.
The following witnesses were called in and examined:—Allan M'Earlane, Archibald Watson,
James Erancis Cudmoro.
Dr. Stirling then left the Chair, which was taken by Professor Allen.
Tho following witnesses were then called in and examined:—Andrew Smith, Herbert Bristow
Hughes.
Dr. Stirlino then resumed the Chair.

The following witness was then called in and examined:—George Riddock.
Dr. Stirling again left the Chair, which was taken by Professor Allen.
The following witness was then called in and examined:—Peter Waite.
Mr. Tabart moved,—“That with a view to economize the time of the Commission, and in order to
enable the Sydney experiments to he proceeded with at the earliest possible date, leave of absence from the
further sittings of the Commission at Adelaide and Silverton be granted to Dr. Bancroft, Dr. Wilkinson,
Mr. Bell, and Mr. Tabart, and that they bo instructed to proceed forthwith to Tintinallogy Station, to
make investigations there on behalf of the Commission, into the rabbit disease existing in that locality.”
Dr. Wilkinson seconded, and the motion was canned.
Prof. Allen moved,—“ That the members so appointed be constituted an Executive Committee of

the Commission, and be requested to furnish a written report to the Commission.”
Dr. Stirlino seconded the motion, which was carried.

The Commission then adjourned.

SATURDAY,

2G

MAY,

1888.

The Commission met at 10 a.m., at Silverton.
Present:—
New South Wales:

Edward Quin, Esq.

Victoria:

Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Edward Harewood Lascf,lles, Esq.

South Australia :

Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
The following witnesses were called in and examined:—William llogarlb, Arthur Torrens.
MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 28 MAY, 1888,
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at Silverton.
Present:—
New South Wales: Edwaud Quin, Esq.
Victoria:
IIatiio' Buookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
EmvAim Harewood Lascelles, Esq.
South Australia:
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.
In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
The following witnesses were called in and examined:—Herbert Pickering Butcher, M.B.C.S.
Eng,, Charles ‘William Eeid, Herbert Pickering Butcher (recalled and re-examined), Alexander Bell,
Harry Edmund Vinditi, Abram John Clarke, John Andrew O’Elaherty, John Lyndon M’Maugh, Mark
James Curry Tully, David Brown, James Charles Wilkinson Crommolin, Henry Prideaux Richardson,
John Andrew O'Elahorty (recalled and re-examined), Thomas Henry Elwin, G-eorge Urquhart, John
Binnie.
The Commission then adjourned.
TUESDAY, 29 MAY, 1888.

The Commission met at 2‘30 p.m., at the office of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Adelaide.
Present:—
Victoria;
Harrt Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D,
South Australia : Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.
In the absence of the President (Dr. MaeLaurin), the Chair was taken by Dr. Stirling.
The following witnesses were called in and examined:—Charles Jonas Valentine, Samuel Grad
Hubbe, John Miller.
Tbe Commission then adjourned.
WEDNESDAY, 6 JUNE, 1888.

The Commission met at 10'30 a.m., at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.
Present:—
Victoria:
Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., F.R. Met. Soc., Ac.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen,
Edward Mickletbwaite Curr was called in and examined.
The Commission then adjourned.
TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, 1888.

The Commission met at 2‘30 p.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Oflicc, Sydney.
*
Present:—
New South Wales: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Victoria:
Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.
New Zealand:
Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
Tho Commission deliberated, and adjourned to Thursday next at 11 o’clock.
THURSDAY, 21 JUNE, 1888.
The Commission met at 11 a.m., at tbe Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—■
New South Wales: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Victoria:
Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.
South Australia:
Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
In tbe absence of tbe President (Dr. MacLaurin), tbe Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
The evidence taken at Tintinallogy by tho Executive Committee was received and ordered to bo
embodied in the printed evidence taken by the Commission.
_ _
Dr. Bancroft and Dr. Wilkinson offered to furnish reports in writing of their individual obser
vations during their visit to 'Tintinallogy. It was resolved that such reports be accepted with thanks, and
ho printed among the proceedings of the Commission.
‘
Dr. Paterson handed in, on behalf of the Government of South Australia, papers re Bladder
Fluke, by Mr. Coleman Phillips, of Now Zealand.
It was ordered that tho papers bo placed with other correspondence 2421, on same subject, and
that receipt of same be acknowledged.
■
A
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deputation was received from the Wynno-Hudson Babbit Trapping and Preserving Company,
introduced to the Commission by Mr, Sydney Burdeltin, M.P., asking that a o-mile block of land should
be set apart for the use of the Company, and that the Commission should test the trap patented by
Mr. 'Wynne.
‘
r i
j
After discussion, the Chaibmak informed the deputation that their scheme would have the
consideration of the Commission.

Dr. Wilkoson' having made a statement of the negotiations between tbe Experiment Committee
and the representatives of M. Pasteur,* and the correspondence and reports of proceedings of the
Committee having been road and considered,
. ®r' Siibling moved :—“That the representatives of M. Pasteur be informed that the experiment
which they propose to perform is not satisfactory to the Commission—that even if it be attended with
positive results the^Commission will not he able to infer that tbe disease will spread from rabbit to rabbit
under natural conditions; that the Commission refuses to permit any broadcast dissemination of chickencholera microbes on any inland area until satisfactory proof shall have been given by experiments
approved by the Commission, (1) That the disease is capable of spreading freely from rabbit to rabbit;
(2) That the disease is innocuous to domestic animals ; and that tbe Commission express its surprise that
as M. Pasteur is seeking to obtain a reward of £25,000 for his scheme, his representatives should have
absolutely declined to permit the fullest testing of its merits. The Commission will not object to the
conduct of an experiment on the lines laid down by M. Pasteur ; but it requests a final answer without
delay whether M. Pasteur’s representatives will allow the experiments prescribed by the Commission to
be conducted, and whether they will furnish rabbits suffering from chicken-cholera for the purpose of
experiments under the direction of the Commission. If M. Pasteur’s representatives do not assent to
these conditions the Commission will report accordingly to tho Government of Now South Wales, and
will recommend, (1) That correspondence with M. Pasteur and his representatives be suspended; (2) That
tbe permission granted to M. Pasteur’s representatives to introduce into New South Wales and keep in
New South Wales the microbes of cbicken-cholera, and to perform experiments on rabbits with a view
of maintaining a supply of the microbes in active state, be withdrawn ; (3) That steps be taken to obtain
the microbes of chicken-cholera from other sources, so that the utility of this disease for the extermina
tion of rabbits may be tested in a satisfactory manner.”
Dr. Patebsok seconded. Tbe motion was unanimously carried.
Dr. Bancroft moved,—“ That Dr. Stirling be requested to obtain 12 tame rabbits (10 does and
2 bucks) from Adelaide, for the purpose of experiment.”
Mr. JjASCelues seconded. The motion was carried.
_ Dr. Paterson moved,—“That the Commission advises that Drs. Butcher and Ellis be granted
permission to employ the so-called Tintinallogy disease among rabbits in such districts as they may desire,
provided that the places in which the disease is being employed be notified to the Commission.”
Mr. Pearson seconded.

The motion was carried.

It was ordered that a- copv of this resolution be forwarded to the Minister, and that tho Minister
he requested to give the required permission to Dr. Ellis as soon as possible, as fears have been expressed
‘
that the control of the disease may he lost.
A minute having been received from the lion, the Secretary for Lands, drawing attention to a
complaint by the Parliamentary representatives of Balmain, that the rabbit experiments at Bodd Island
'
might prove dangerous to the health of their constituents,
Mr. Pearson moved,—“ The Commission begs to report that all possible precautions have been
taken to prevent the carriage of contagion from Bodd Island ; the experiments will be conducted in an
enclosure already surrounded and roofed with fine wire gauze; tbe drainage from tbe enclosure will be
caught in a disinfecting tank ; there is a broad belt of water around the island; and tbe Commission is
satisfied that public health will not be endangered in the least by the experiments which will be
conducted.”
Dr. Bancroft seconded. The motion was carried.
The report of the Correspondence Oommitteef was adopted on the motion of Dr. Stirling, seconded
by Dr. Wilkinson ; and the thanks of tbo Commission were given to Mr. Pearson for Ins services in tbo
compilation of the report.
Dr. Wilkinson moved:—“That letters be addressed to Messrs. Bishop, Lanferon, Laplanche,
Graham, and Bichardson, asking for further particulars in support of their statements.”
Dr. Stirling seconded. The motion was carried.
The Commission adjourned to 10 o’clock on the following day.

FRIDAY, 22 JUNE, 1888.
The Commission met at 2 p.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.

Present:—
Nciv South Wales: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Yictoria :
Harry Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.

South Australia :

Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.

Nmo Zealand:
Queensland:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

In tho absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
Mr. Bell said that with regard to the resolution adopted yesterday, dealing with the corres
pondence and interviews between the Experiment Committee and the agents of M. Pasteur, he wished
* Se® Section Wtl. of Report,

t See Appendix I, to this Report
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to express his entire concurrence with that resolution. The work of the Experiment Committee had
keen very much hampered by the trouble that had arisen with Mi, Pasteur's agents ; and their desire had
been to consider tho nationality of these gentlemen and the distance they had come. The Committee had
used every possible means of arriving at a modus vivendi. Tho Committee had gone a great deal further
in that than they would have gone had they had to deal with ordinary people and ordinary circumstances.
Tho resolution was one which lie had been personally anxious to see carried iu almost the identical form
in which it appeared, and ho had great pleasure, as a member of the Experiment Committee, whose action
was reviewed by this resolution, in expressing his complete concurrence with it,
Mr. Belt, moved,—" That Dr. Bills be requested to forward to Dr. Katz, as soon as possible, fifty
rabbits suffering from the so-called Tintinallogy disease ; and if fifty arc not quickly available, to send,
in the first instance, such number as may be forthcoming.”
Mr. EasceIjLES seconded. The motion was carried.
.
.
,
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“ That this Commission recommends the Governments of the respective
Colonies to issue licenses, under suitable conditions, to responsible persons, who may desire to keep
rabbits in confinement for the purpose of poison experiments.”
Dr. Pateuson seconded. The motion was carried.
Dr. Baxcroet moved,—“That the Commission recommends that licenses to keep rabbits in
confinement bo granted by the Governments of each Colony to any competent persons who may desire to
conduct pathological inquiries concerning the destruction of rabbits.”
Dr. S'rnu.iXG seconded. The motion was carried.
It was ordered that these resolutions be transmitted to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands,
and that he bo requested to forward copies of them to the Governments of the other Colonies,
Dr. BATfcitOET moved,—•“ That Sir James Hector and Professor Thomas, of New Zealand, be
requested to confer with the Experiment Committee when visiting Australia, and be thanked for the
assistance already rendered.”
The Chairman of tho Experiment Committee reported that on 2nd May tho following resolution
was adopted by the Committee:—“ That the expenses of the Executive Committee be defrayed by the
various Governments represented on the Commission, in a proportion to be fixed by the said Govern
ments,” and that such resolution was at once forwarded to the Government of New South Wales.. Ho
desired to move that the action of tKe Committee be confirmed.
In answer to a question the Chairman of Committee explained that the motion referred only to
the personal expenses of members of the Experiment Committee in connection with the conduct of
experiments on behalf of the full Commission (luring its first adjournment.
Subject to this explanation it was resolved, on the motion of Dr. Wilkinson, seconded by Mr,
Pearson,—“That the recommendation of the Experiment Committee be adopted, and that a copy of this
resolution, and of the explanation relating thereto, be sent to the Minister for Lands.”
Dr. Stirling moved,—“That, subject to the explanation of the Chairman of the Experiment
Committee on the question as to the personal expenses of its members, the report of the Committee be
taken as read, adopted, ordered to be printed, and incorporated with the proceedings of the Commission.
(2.) Tho Commission expresses its thanks to the members of tho Experiment Committee for tho thorough
and satisfactory manner in winch they have discharged the important duties committed to thein.’1
Mr, Lascelles seconded. The motion was unanimously carried.
Mr. Bell moved,—“ That tho Commission tender to the Government of New South Wales its
thanks for the readiness and liberality with which the necessary assistance has been rendered to the
Commission, especially in respect to the rapid and satisfactory completion of the works at Bodd Island.”
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.
.
The thanks of the Commission were then unanimously tendered to Professor Allen for his services as
Chairman.
.
.
On resuming in the afternoon the chair was occupied by Dr. Bancroft, and subsequently by Dr,
Stirlino.

Dr. Paterson moved,—“That Dr. Wilkinson bo the convener of the next meeting of tho
Commission.”
Mr. Lascelles seconded. The motion was carried.
Dr. Stirling moved,—“That the Government of New South Wales be asked to accelerate the
minting of the proceedings of the Commission to date ; that after correction of the proofs six copies he
orwurded to each member of the Commission ; and that the Government of New South Wales be asked
if they have any objection to tbe same being at the disposal of the Commissioners as part of any progress
report they may desire to forward to their respective Governments.”

5

Dr. Belt, seconded.

The morion was carried.

It was ordered that, in conformity with this resolution, the Secretary ascertain from tho Govern
ment of New South Wales whether the request of the Commissioners as to the use of tho report as
progress report for the various Governments has been acceded to, and that an intimation to this eifect be
forwarded with the documents.
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“That the Secretary be instructed to write to the Minister for Lauds
stating that the eridence regarding the use of wire netting has been obtained; and that if he desires it
the Commission is now prepared to come to a decision and send in an advance report on the subject.”
Dr. Paterson seconded. Tho motion was carried.
■
Mr. Bell moved,—“That the Experiment Committee be authorized to subject to experiment, on
tbe general experimental lines already laid down, any disease that may be submitted to them for examina
tion, and that may seem to them to be worth investigation.”
.
Dr. Stirling seconded. The motion was carried.
Dr. Stirling moved,—“That in case of tho representatives of M. Pasteur acceding to the'
proposals of tho Commission embodied in the resolution of tbe 21st June, it be an instruction to the
Experiment Committee to carry them out according to tho instructions laid down; and ill the case of
the representatives of M. Pasteur decliniug to accede to such proposals or to such reasonable modifications
thereof (not in any way traversing the general principles already determined in the resolution of the 21st
June) as may seem to the Experiment Committee to be acceptable, tho said Committee be instructed to
make .arrangements for getting a supply of the microbes from Europe, and to proceed with tho authorized
experiments.
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.
The
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The Secretary submitted correspondence received since last meeting—the correspondence including
a large number of applications for the G-ovcrmnent reward.
_
It was ordered that the documents be referred to the Correspondence Committee for report to the
Commission at its next meeting. The first report, already printed, to be headed “ Interim Eeport.”
It was also ordered that two rubber stamps be procured—one (small) inscribed “ Correspondence
Committee Eabbit Commission, Sydney, N.S.W.;” the other (large) inscribed “ Intercolonial Eabbit Com
mission, Sydney. KS.'W.”
The Commission then adjourned.
SATURDAY, 18 AUGUST, 1888.
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.
Present:—
New South Wales.: William Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Victoria '■

Haeut Bjiookis Ailen, Esq., M.D.
AiFEED Nayt.Oe Peaeson, Esq.
Edwaed Haeewood Lascelles, Esq.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLanrin), the Chair was taken hy_ Professor Allen.
A letter was read from the G overnment Printer, stating that the delay in printing the evidence
of the Royal Commission arose from the necessity of completing work left over by Parliament. It was
decided that tho Secretary should urge the Printer to hasten the printing of the proceedings of the
Commission.
-n jj t i j v
A report was read from Dr. Eat?., chief expert, on the experiments carried out at Kodd Island by
the representatives of M. Pasteur.*
.
.
,
,
„ ,
The report was received, ordered to ho punted, and embodied iu the transactions of the Com
mission.
;
,
.
A statement was made by Dr. Wilkinson to the effect that Sir Henry Parkes, Acting Minister for
Lauds, had sent for him, and stated that the representatives of M, Pasteur had expressed a nosh to sever
their connection with the Commission. Dr. Wilkinson added that he had submitted a memo, to Sir
Henry Parkes, explaining the situation. He had previously received an application from the agents of
M. Pasteur, asking to be allowed to make experiments in the open country. To this he had replied that
no experiments in the open could be allowed until the laboratory experiments wore completed. Since
giving this reply no further communication bad been received from the agents of M. Pasteur.
It was resolved to obtain from the Colonial Secretary’s Office, a copy of the memo, forwarded to
Sir Henry Parkes, the same to he included in a written report by Dr. Wilkinson to be embodied in the
proceedings of the Commission.
.............................. , ,
„ „
. .
irrn ,
Mr. Peaeson proposed,—“That a copy of the resolution already adopted by the Commission lhat
no experiments would be permitted in the open until the laboratory experiments proved that chickencholera would spread effectively from rabbit to rabbit,’ be forwarded to Sir Henry Parkes m confirmation
of the action of the Chairman of the Experiment Committee.”
Mr. Lascelles seconded. The motion was agreed to.
_
In answer to the Chairman, Dr. Wilkinson reported that cultures of microbes of chicken-cholera
were in possession of Dr. Katz, and that Dr. Katz was now making experiments with thein.
Dr. Wilkinson also stated that the experiments specified by the Commission in its schedule con
cerning chicken-cholera were on the point of being carried out; that the necessary cultivations had been
in progress for some days ; that M. Pasteur’s representatives were aware that such experiments were about
to be conducted; that a difficulty had arisen concerning the right which M. Pasteur’s representatives
liad been disposed to assume of visiting the laboratory at any time in connection with tho experiments
of the Commission; that Dr. Wilkinson had pointed out that such indiscriminate visiting to experiments
of this nature could not be permitted, but that stated times for visits must be arranged.
Dr. Wilkinson’s report was received, and his action confirmed.
■ Dr. Wilkinson also reported that no further communications had been received from Drs. Butcher
and Ellis, with regard to the so-called Tintinallogy disease. He was unable to say when rabbits affected
with this disease would be available, adding that no experiments with this disease had been conducted under
the Commission, owing to rabbits not having been supplied.
,
It was resolved that a communication he addressed both to Dr. Butcher and Dr, Ellis, asking
whether their experiments are being conducted in any new country, in accordance with tho permission
granted on 21st June last, and inquiring when they would bo able to provide twenty rabbits, suffering
from the said disease, for the purpose of experiments under the direction of the Commission ; that Messrs.
Butcher and Ellis he also reminded that the permission granted to them to establish this so-called disease
in fresh country was merely intended to prevent the disease from being lost, and did not involve approval
of their scheme by the Commission.
At the instance of the Commission, Dr. Wilkinson undertook to cause progress reports ot each
series of experiments to he distributed to the members of the Commission as soon as possible.
.
Dr. Wilkinson reported that Dr. Fischer had recently arrived in Sydney, and had handed to Dr.
Katz specimens which he said were the microbes of chickcn-cholera and of rabbit septiciemia. On
examination, Dr. Katz found that the cultures of chickeu-cholera microbes were contaminated, and that
those of rabbit septicsemia were dead. Hence no experiments were made with such cultures.
Letters were read from Dr. MacLaurin, resigning, on account of the pressure of official duties, his
position as President of the Commission, and from the Principal Under Secretary, intimating that Dr.
MacLaurin’s resignation, as a- member of the Commission, had been accepted.
_
It was decided that Dr. MacLaurin’s resignation be accepted with regret, and that he he so informed.
Mr. Lascelles moved,—“That the Chairman of the Experiment Committee (William Camac
Wilkinson, Esq., M.D.. M.P.) and the Secretary he empowered to sign all cheques on behalf of the
Commission; and that tbe Treasury he informed accordingly.”
Mr. Peaeson seconded. The motion was agreed to.
.
Regarding
* See Section X of this Rqwr
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]i,0£firdin£; tlio classified list of mechanical contrivances submitted to the Commission, the Secretary
reported that, in accordance with the wish of the Under Secretary for Lands, he had engaged the
assistance necessary to make out tho lists required ; hut was then informed, hy direction of the Under
Secretary, that the list would he prepared in the Department of Lands.
It was decided that a meeting of the Commission should he held in Melbourne towards tho end of
September nest, on such date as the Chairman of the Experiment Committee may determine, tor receiving
a progress report concerning experiments with disease, and to take the evidence of landholders from the
Lower Darling concerning the rabbit plague.
It was further resolved that preliminary notice of tbe intended meeting be at once forwarded to
tbe representatives of the various Colonies, and to the G-ovcrnment of Queensland.
The Commission then adjourned.

SATURDAY,

13

OCTOBER,

1888.

Tho Commission met at 12 (noon), at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.
Present;—
jVch;

Smith WeJes: William Camac WiLiassoy, Esq., M.D., M.P.

Tietorin :

Hamit Erookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.

JVew Zeeland:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia;

Edward Charles Sthiuno, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland:

Henry Teton, Esq.

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tar art, Esq.

The Chair was taken by Professor Axlen.
Mr, Tryon presented a document from the New South "Wales Government appointing him ono of
the representatives of Queensland on the Commission.
_
In reply^to the Chairman, Mr. Tryon stated that Dr. Bancroft, of Queensland, was still a member
of the Commission.
Tho Secretary stated that the usual notice of meeting had been forwarded to Dr. Bancroft.
The Secretary read a letter from Mr. Quin stating that it was impossible for him to attend tho
present meeting.
The Chairman read letters from varieus members of the Commission, and from the Secretary, with
regard to (he progress of experiments, &c.,at Bodd Island. Also letters from H. P. Butcher, Esq., M.D.,
and C. W. Beid, Esq., of Tintinallogy, complaining that their accounts for expenses had not been attended
to by the Secretary, and intimating that no infected rabbits would be forwarded until such accounts were
paid and a guarantee given to refund the cost of the earriage of such rabbits to Sydney.
_
The Secretary handed in the claims of Dr. Butcher and Mr. Beid for £47 5s, and £18 18s. respec
tively ; also a claim by Dr. Ellis for £25 for expenses; and a further claim by the Commissioner for
Bail ways for £5, value of a pass over the railways which had been issued to Dr. Ellis.
The claims referred to, and the correspondence between Dr. Butcher and Mr. Beid and the Secre
tary, having been considered,
Mr, Bell moved,—“ That the allowance to witnesses giving evidence before tbe Commission be as
follows : The actual value of coach fare, or in lieu thereof a mileage allowance of Is. lid, per mile one way,
together with £1 Is, per day for personal expenses.”
Dr. Stirling seconded. The motion was carried.
_
It was further resolved as follows:—“ That as a matter of routine those witnesses only shall ho
paid their expenses who have been summoned by the Commission of its own motion ; and that the
expenses of other witnesses be dealt with as the cases arise;
“That the expenses of C. W.'Beid be paid on the above scale ;
“ That the claim of Dr. Ellis for £25 be allowed to stand over;
“ That, with reference to the cost of the free pass issued to Dr. Ellis, a letter he addressed to the
Under Secretary for Lands, inquiring what was the exact nature of the representations alleged to have
been made by tho Commission to the effect that Dr. Ellis’ presence at Silverton was necessary ; whether
such representations were in writing ; and, if so, to ask for a copy thereof ;
“ That, in the opinion of the Commission, the Secretary had no option but to hold over these
accounts for the consideration of the Commission.”
Dr. Stirling moved :—“ That tho Commission again requests Drs. Butcher and Ellis, as speedily
as possible, to forward to Sydney fifty rabbits suffering from the so-called Tintinallogy disease, or such
less number ns may be forthcoming, the Commission undertaking to defray the expenses of conveying
such rabbits to Sydney.”
Dr. Paterson seconded. The motion was carried.
In response to a request by the Chairman, Dr. Wilkinson, M.P., made a statement with regard
to the progress of experiments at Bodd Island.
A similar statement was made by Mr. Tryon, who had visited tho experimental station.
Eurthcr consideration of this matter was postponed till Monday, 15th October.
A letter was read from Dr. Marano, of Sydney, asking for the use of Bodd Island for a fortnight
to carry out a series of experiments for the extermination of rabbits. A minute of the head of the Babbit
Department thereon was also read, stating that in the event of such application being complied with, Dr.
MaranO was willing to defray any expenses incidental to his use of the Island.
7—E
It
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It was resolved that in ihis and in all similar applications a sketch of the process to be adopted
must be, iu the first place, supplied to the Chairman of the Experiment Committee, and that the Chairman
of the Experiment Committee should he authorized, at his discretion, to give or to withhold permission for
the conduct of such experiments.
_
The Chau;max read a statement (made in lieu of evidence) hy Mr. E. H. Lascelles on the Rabbit
Question.
_
It was ordered that tbe statement should be inserted in the Report of the Commission.
Mr. Lasceuies moved:—“That as the evidence from practical landowners or lessees who have
erected wire-netting fences for the purpose of checking tho spread of rabbits is almost unanimous in
agreeing that netting 86 inches wide and of If-in. mesh is a sufiicicnt fence, this Commission recommends
the Minister for Lands to allow the use of such netting.”
_
_
Subsequently tbe motion was withdrawn, and the following substituted by tbe mover:—“ That this
Commission is of opinion that in view of the great saving in cost, and almost equal efficiency for practical
purposes of wire-netting of 3 ft. in height and If-in. mesh, as compared with netting of 3 ft. 6 in. in
height and IJ-in. mesh (this being shown by a considerable proportion of tbe evidence taken), tbo use of
netting of 3 ft. in height and If-in. mesh might be permitted by the Government of New South Wales.”
Mr. Betj, seconded. The motion was carried.
The Commission adjourned.
MONDAY,

15

OCTOBER,

1S8S.

Tho Commission met at 0.30 a.m., at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.
Victoria ;

Present:—
Haurt Ehookes Aleks, Esq.: M.E.
Alereb Naylor Peaesox, Esq.

Neto Zealand:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia :

Edward Charles Siielino, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuari1 Paterson, Esq., M.D,

Esq.

Queensland:

Henry- Try-on,

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tarart,

Esq.

The Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
_
A letter was read from Mr. A. N. Pearson stating that information was required concerning tlio
preference which rabbits have for different kinds of poisons and for different flavouring substances, and
remarking that Dr. Katz was willing to undertake experiments if desired to do so.
It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Bell,—“That, provided such experiments bo not allowed to

nto rfere with, or delay experiments concerning disease, the Commission authorizes their. performances,
and requests Mr. Pearson to give the necessary instructions as to the nature of these experiments to Dr.
Katz.”
"
_
_
,
Mr. Pearson also wrolo drawing attention to two diseases recently discovered, and said to be
peculiar to rabbits—namely, rabbit enteritis, discovered by Professor Ribbort, of Bonn; and a disease
analogous to swine plague, but distinct from it, described by Professor Loeffier.
On the motion of Dr. Stirlino it was resolved,—“ That Dr. Katz be requested to address letters to
Professor Ribbert and Professor Loeffier, asking for particulars concerning these diseases; and, if possible,
obtaining cultivations of the organisms of such diseases.”
_
With regard to tho theory published by Dr. Gammaleia, of Odessa, that the microbes of chicken
cholera existed naturally in tbe intestines of birds, it was resolved that Dr. Katz be authorized to make
such experiments.as he may think fit to test this theory.

James Ormond was called iu and examined.
Mr. Bell moved,—“That the following experiment be tried at Rodd Island: That the Rodd Island
enclosure bo divided into two equal parts—A. and B—by rabbit-proof netting, the two divisions to be
separated by a clear space of one yard. Division A to include, as far as possible, existiug burrows ; new
burrows to be formed in division B. That fifty healthy rabbits be turned loose in each division. That the
rabbits in each division be fed and sheltered in like fashion. That five (5) rabbits, specially marked, be
separately fed with green stuff, to which, in the case of each rabbit, 2 ccm, of broth, containing chickcncholera microbes, have been added ; and that after the meal these rabbits be placed in division A, _ That
at the close of a week five other rabbits, differently marked, he similarly fed and placed in division A.
That at the close of another week the process be repeated. That at tbo close of another week the experi
ment be terminated. That the five rabbits first fed with microbes, if they should die, be left in the
enclosure. That other rabbils subsequently dying in either enclosure be also loft, provided that great
nuisance does not arise. That as soon as possible after tbo death of any rabbit in either enclosure, some
blood be obtained from it with as little disturbance of the body as possible ; and be examined so as to
determine whether death was due to chicken-cholera. That, subject to the general intent of this experi
ment, Dr. Katz he authorized to exercise his discretion in matters of detail.”
Dr. Stirling seconded. The motion was carried.
It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Tryon, seconded by Mr. Pearson,—“That the Secretary
write to the Department of Lands, stating that a crucial and possibly a final experiment with chiekeneholcra is about to be performed by the Commission ; and ask that 150 rabbits be delivered, alive, at Rodd
Island as speedily as possible. Also, to state that the date on which this crucial experiment will be
completed will depend, in tbe first instance and mainly, on the promptitude with which rabbits can he
supplied.”
...
.
.
It was further resolved,—“That from time to time, during the term of the large experiment just
ordered, rabbits infected with chicken-cholera be placed in the aviary and allowed to die and remain there.
That some fowls, with pigeons and other birds, be kept in that aviary during the term of the large
experiment. That in case of death of any birds the cause of death be ascertained;

That
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“ That Dr. Katz be requested to ascertain, by laboratory experiments, what is the influence of
simple desiccation, at various temperatures, on the microbes of chicken-cholera;
“That a letter be sent to Mr. Reid, of Tolarno, asking whether Eoola Boolka Island is still
available for experiments as to the use of disease for the extermination of rabbits; whether the island is
still infested with rabbits; whether tho rabbits are now healthy ; and what arrangcraeuts would he
necessary if experiments on the islaud were to bo conducted.”
The Chairman drew the attention of the Commission to the difficulties experienced in the prompt
conduct of its business, arising from the resignation of tho President and the non-appointment of a
successor. He suggested that the Government of New South Wales be requested to appoint, as speedily
as possible, a representative who would bo fully competent to undertake the duties wdiich Dr. MacLaurin
had been compelled, by pressure of his official work, to relinquish.
Mr. Enm, reviewed the past proceedings of the Commission. He concurred with the Chairman
that the appointment of a President was essential to tbo prompt and efliective conduct of tho work of
the Commission ; but, speaking for himself, he would move that Professor Allen be requested to accept
tbo office of President. Ho felt sure that every member of tho Commission appreciated tho energy and
ability with which Professor Allen, as Chairman, had conducted the business of the Commission ; and he
was satisfied that no other appointment would lead to equally satisfactory results.
Dr. STiiu.ns'a seconded the motion, and several other members having spoken,
■
Professor Allen thanked the members present for their appreciation of any services which he had
been able to render; but said that, in his opinion, it was in every way advisable that the President should
he a representative of New South Wales, and should be resident in Sydney, hits own time, too, xvas already
engrossed. He therefore was unable to consent to bis nomination as President, unless the G-overnmcnl;
of New South Wales found it impossible to induce any competent gentleman in that Colony to accept tbo
position.
'
’
Dr. STjnr.iNU moved :—“That the G-ovcrnment of New South Wales be informed that tho work
of tbo Commission 1ms been, and is still being, greatly hindered by the absence of a President to actively
direct the work of the Commission. That this Commission respectfully urge tho immediate appointment
of a thoroughly qualified representative of Now South Wales as President, possessing the scientific attain
ments, the business ability, and the time to act as working President of the Commission, in tho room of
Dr. MacLaurin, who has resigned. That in the opinion of this Commission the appointment of either tho
Hon, Dr. Mackollar, Professor Anderson Stuart, or Dr. P. Norton Manning, would meet these require
ments. That in the event of all these gentlemen declining absolutely to undertake the important duties
of President, the Commission requests that Professor Allen, of Melbourne, he without delay appointed to
the position. In tho event of such appointment of Professor Allen, it is still advisable that tho vacancy
iu the representation ol New South Wales be filled at once, and the Commission suggests that Dr.
Ashburton 'Thompson he appointed. Tlio Commission has considered tho letter from tho Under Secretary
for Lands, dated 25th August-, inquiring as to the time and expenditure which wilt bo involved in its
further work; but is unable to reply explicitly until the difficulty concerning the Presidency-shall have
been removed. Tho Commission, therefore, urge that immediate action he taken in accordance with its
request, go that unnecessary loss of time may ho prevented.”
Mr. Bell seconded.

The motion was carried.

The Commission adjourned.
TUESDAY, 10 OCTOBER, 1S8S.

The Commission met at 9BO a.m., at the Crown Lands Office', Melbourne,
Present:

Victoria

Hahey Bbooices Allen, Esq., M.D.
AiEUEn Nayloe Peaeson, Esq.

New Zealand:

Alfked Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia:

Edwaed Charles Steeling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland :

Henry Tryon, Esq.

The Chair was taken by Professor Allen,
It was resolved that the Chairman should ho empowered to examine tho minutes of previous
meetings, and sign them after any needful amendment,
,
-Cm Chairman submitted a plan for tlio rearrangement of the evidence and papers to be included
in the He port of the Commission.
Tho Secretary was instructed to write to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Adelaide, asking for
a statement of the annual expenditure, by Government only, for the last seven years on rabbit destruction
in South Australia.
It was resolved that Dr. Katz be requested to furnish a description of the symptoms and post
mortem appearances in fowls suffering from cholera dcs poulcs, as detailed by M. Pasteur, and to add
thereto any comments which he may think necessary.
^ It was further resolved that Professor Thomas’ report on the disappearance of the rabbits in the
Wairarapa district of New Zealand be printed in full.
Ihe Chairman then submitted a draft of the general lines on which a progress report might bo
drawn up. General discussion ensued.
Mr. Bell moved,
That the Chairman be requested to draft a progress report on the lines
now agreed upon; that copies of the progress report in duplicate he sent to each member of the

pommission; that members he requested to return one copy with such alterations or additions as they
individually think necessary;
'
■'
“ That the Chairman he authorized to have the progress report printed under his own supervision.”
Dr. Stirling seconded. The motion was carried.
It wa-s resolved that the name of Mr. Tryon be added to the Correspondence Committee.
It
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_ It was also resolved that the Correspondence Committee examine the classified list of mechanical
contrivances, &c., prepared by the Lands Department of New South Wales, and the original letters on
which the list is based; and if necessary reduce the list to such form as will render it serviceable to the
Commission.
With respect to the further information that was requested from certain gentlemen regarding
diseases proposed for the extermination of rabbits, the Secretary reported that no replies had yet been
received.
It was resolved,—“ That Dr. Eatz he requested to forward notes of any additional inquiries made
by him into the question whether chicken-cholera exists in the Australasian colonies, with a view to tho
incorporation of such additional inquiries in his report already received ;
“ That Dr. Katz be requested to forward any reports available of further experiments conducted at
Kodd Island as soon as possible, as a progress report will shortly be submitted to the Government of New
South Wales.”
It was resolved that the proceedings of the Commission, the evidence, and the appendices, be
printed in the form indicated by the Chairman.
It was further resolved,—“ That the Under Secretary for Lands be informed, in reply to his letter
of 25tli August, that a progress report on the whole work of the Commission to date is now being finally
revised, and that such report will be forwarded as speedily as possible.”
The Chairman read the following:—
“ Crown Lands Office, Melbourne, 16 October, 18SS.
“ My Dear Professor Allen,
“ In consequence of my having become the inventor of certain improvements in wire-netting
and in fences to be constructed thereof, these improvements being of so fundamental a character that there
is reasonable cause for supposing that I may become largely interested in the manufacture and sale of
wire-netting, it has appeared to me that my position as a member of the Koyal Commission of Inquiry
into Schemes for the Destruction of Kabbits has become materially altered. Even should the report of
the Commission be confined to the question originally referred to it, namely, the use of diseases as a
means of extirpation, still the usefulness or otherwise of wire-netting as an adjunct in the application of
disease must be dealt with.
“ I do not desire that there should be any possibility of my fellow-commissioners being compromised
by my remaining amongst them under these altered circumstances; and it has appeared to me desirable
that I should express my willingness to resign my commission.
“ I beg, therefore, to place this matter before you ; and should feel obliged if you would do mo
the favour of conveying to me the feeling of my fellow-commissioners with regard to it.
“ Yours very truly,

“A' N. Peaeson."
The foregoing having been considered,
Mr. Bell moved,—“That in the opinion of this Commission tbe interests of the work in band are
likely to be more seriously affected by the withdrawal of Mr. Pearson at tbe present stage than by any
possible conflict of his private interests with the work of the Commission; and lhat he be, therefore,
asked to retain bis seat."
Dr. Pateusof seconded. The motion was carried.
With reference to the memo, from Dr. Wilkinson to the Premier, explanatory of the relations
between the Commission and the agents of M. Pasteur, the Secretary reported that application had been
made, as requested, to the Colonial Secretary for a copy. His letter had been since returned with a
verbal intimation that no trace of the document could he discovered. Application had since been made
to M. Pasteur’s agents for a copy, but no reply had as yet been received.
It was resolved,—“ That the accounts of the Commission with the Lands Department be adjusted
as soon as possible ; and that the Secretary for Lands he then asked for a further advance t)f £D00.”
It was further resolved,—“ That the next meeting of tbe Commission bo held in Melbourne; and
that Professor Allen or the newly-appointed President be the convener.”
The Commission adjourned.
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SECTION II.
MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.
TUESDAY, 17 APRIL.
Tho Commission mot at 10 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
New South Wales: William Camac Wilkoson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
EmvABD Qudt, Esq.
1
Yictoria:
South Australia:

Haep.x Brookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., E.R, Met. Soc., Ac.
Edward Charles Stirlino, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Pearson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland:

Josei'h Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania ;

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLanrin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.

Henry Augustus Ellis called in and examined:—
1. Professor Allen.] "What is your professional qualification ? I am a Bachelor of Medicine of Trinity
College, Dublin.
2. How long have you been in this Colony ? About two years and eight months.
3. "Where do you now reside ? At Double Bay, near Sydney. I am practising my profession there.
4. When did yon first become acquainted with this disease amongst rabbits at Tintinallogy? Tho first
information that I obtained on the subject was in October of last year. The exact date is in a report laid
upon the Table of the House. That was a report written by Dr. Butcher and myself in agencral way to the
Minister for Mines, wdio at the time had. charge of the Babbit Department. I think Dr. Butcher lias
known the disease since July of last year.
5. Ir. Wilkinson.] Was it Dr. Butcher who first noticed the disease? Yes; he knew of the disease
sometime before I did.
,
6. Professor Allen.] I presume that you are author!/,ed to speak here on behalf of Dr. Butcher ? I am.
7. Can you give us the particulars about Dr, Butcher’s first observations? lam under the impression
that at the time Dr. Butcher was making experiments with poisons as to the effect of strychnine and arsenic
on rabbits, he then had occasion to use a considerable number of rabbits, and ono was brought to him
which was caught by the dogs which developed some very curious external appearances of ulceration with
scabs on the surface of tho body. Ho and I had had a conversation about two years before on the question
of disease, and we came to the conclusion that disease would probably some time spring up amongst the
rabbits.
8. Hr. WilMmon.] Whore did he make these experiments? The experiments were made at TintinallogyAll the original experiments were made there. He found then that the disease presented by this rabbit
was a very infectious one. It not only contaminated healthy rabbits placed in contact with diseased
ones, but if the bag or crate which contained a diseased rabbit were subsequently used for the keeping
of a healthy rabbit, the healthy rabbit contracted the disease. Practically that was the position of affairs
when the Minister for Mines, or rather the head of the Rabbit Department, telegraphed up to destroy
all our rabbits, which was done.
0. Professor Alleni] On what date was that?
It was some time in September. We knew then that the
disease existed on a very isolated portion of the run, near the woolshcd. Shortly after the rabbits
were destroyed Dr. Butcher came down to Sydney, aud we had an interview with the Minister for Mines
on the subject, with the result; that we then got leave—it having been proved that the rabbits had been
destroyed in consequence of a departmental error—we again got leave to make our experiments. Dr.
Butcher returned to Tintinallogy, and having obtained some diseased rabbits recommenced his experiments
with the disease.
10. Hr. Wilkinson.] When was that?
Dr. Butcher must have gone up there about the time the reward
was offered by the Minister for Mines, or about two weeks afterwards. He continued to conduct experi
ments until I went up tberc, and he sent me down a batch of rabbits when he got back. I had them put
at my place down at Double Bay and looked after.
11. Were these rabbits animals which had got infection from tho rabbits that had been previously experi
mented on, or did you kill all diseased rabbits when directed to do so? We did not kill them; it
was the Government Inspector who did that. He arrived one night and killed all our rabbits next
morning.
12. Professor Allen.] Will you give us a connected history of the disease so far as you can ? I got my first
hatch of rabbits only about ten days before 1 started for Tintinallogy. I went up there on the 20th
November. I made the journey principally with a view to prove the fact that the disease did not affect
stock. At that time we had not begun to disseminate it over the run, and my object was to see whether
it would affect stock. Besides this, wc had a sort of guarantee from the Government that if we could
kill all the rabbits on the land which we had fenced with rabbit-proof wire, and where we kept all kinds
of stock—if the veterinary surgeon said tho stock had not been affected—then we would have perfect
leave to use the disease broadcast over the country, if wc thought it advisable. This was the condition
under which I wont up. I then infected some stock and made more accurate experiments.
13.
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13, What stock Aid you inoculate?

A record of tlie infections are in tke report which rre made to the
Government. At the same time we inoculated rabbits with tho same virus to prove that there could be no
mistake in the material that we were using. Wc inoculated sheep on the inside of the thighs, and also
horses. To inoculate the horses wc used one of the old machines for wet cupping. Wc thought it would
make a proper scarifier. Besides this wc had a calf aud some ]>oddy lambs, and kept thorn in an enclosed
place with the diseased rabbits—to make quite sure that they would have an opportunity of catching the
disease. None of these animals presented any symptoms of the dhcase, even at t he scat of the inoculation.
They were inspected from time to time while 1 was up there, and Mr, Slanloy, who made a subsequent
inspection, came, 1 believe, to the same opinion.
Id. Dr. Wilkinzori) IIow long after this did Mr. Stanley sec the stock and arrive at the same opinion?
1 think it was about three weeks subsequentlv.
15., And were the animals under observation during these throe weeks ? They were under my direct obser
vation for five weeks. "Wc also inoculated a cow, and the milk of the animal was used iu the camp. Wo
likewise had a cat and dog and some guinea pigs. I do not remember what other animals wc actually had,
16. Professor Alim.] And in all cases the animals presented no symptoms of the disease? Not the
slightest symptoms of the disease developed in them—either general or local.

17. Dr. Bancroft.] You did not give the milk of the cow to the rabbits ? No ; we only wanted to prove
that the disease did not infect stock in any way.
IS. Professor Allen.] Have the animals which had been inoculated in this way been watched for any length
of time? Yes ; they bad been under observation for some three months altogether, and Mr. Vindin sent in a
report the other day to the Minister for Lands, which will be supplied to yon. I think ho refers in it to
the stock that had been inoculated. With regard to the rabbits i then instituted much more careful
experiments than had been made up to that time.
19. When was this ? That was when I was on tho station, where I remained until the end of December.
I made some investigations as to the form in which we should find inoculation most virulent, and the
result was that we found no one form of inoculation produced greater virulence than another. Ono of
tho best cases that I had was from intravenous inoculation with the blood of a diseased animal. This
produced the best case I had while I was up there. We wore in the habit of using for inoculation the
abdominal fluid and the pericardialfluid or the substance of the liver broken up in a mortar with sterilized
water, or the substance of the mesenteric glands broken up in the same wav. Subsequently to this Dr.
"Butcher used setons dipped in all of these fluids, a.nd that almost gave more certain results than the other
methods.
20. Then you found the fluid of the peritoneum, tho pericardium, the braised extract of liver and of the
mesenteric glands all thoroughly active ? Yes ; and we found that an alteration occurred in the disease
while in our hands. 1 may say that while I was inoculating no local symptoms appeared at the seat of
inoculation in tho rabbits. But we had some changes occurring in the disease; the groat change was
that the ulceration and scab so marked in the earlier cases almost entirely disappeared. Dr. Butcher
at first thought that this might be a rabbit scab. Ho far as I know the only certain symptom
of the disease which has never been absent is the extreme emaciation, which is of a most
peculiar and marked character, in a proper case after infection, on the second day, there is generally
a watery discharge from the nose and eyes and the fur looks a little ruffled. On the question of tempera
ture I have had a great deal of difficulty ; and .1 have not yet made tip my mind whether the temperature
is raised or not, owing to the discovery ot the fact that a rabbit in struggling raises its temperature. Its
temperature may rise four or five degrees, and in consequence of this we were a good deal put out at first.
21. Dr. Bancroft.] Can you tell me what is the normal temperature of the rabbit? Well 1 have never been
able to find that out. I believe it varies from 101 to 103. We never operated on the station without the tem
perature rising over 102; and we found iu all the eases that we tried on the station that there was a
marked rise in the temperature a few days after the disease had started. Down here this is not by any
means so apparent, so that I am very doubtful on this question whether there is a rise of temperature or
not. Down here there is always a fall of temperature at the end of disease, the temperature sometimes
falling as low as 95.
22. Dr. Wilkinson,.] That is shortly before death? Yes; two, three, or five days before death. This I
attribute to the extreme emaciation from the want of tissue change which takes place. The rabbit begins
to show its emaciation about the fifth or sixth day. mid the emaciation continues with varying rapidity,
subject to the food and temperature under which the animal is placed.
23. Could any loss of weight be noticed before tho fifth or sixth day ? 1 thin k it could be detected by weighing,
but not by general appearance. That is an extremely difficult point, because a rabbit eats so much that
you have to be very careful all the time. We tried some experiments in feeding the rabbits up there,
just to show the difficulty of accurate weight-taking, and we found that the rabbit eats from 1 to 2J, lb,
of green food in the course of the day ; but even while eating this enormous quantity of food he is still
emaciated.
'
24. Dr. Paterson.] I presume fhat was an infected rabbit ? Yes.
25. And the emaciation went on ? It did, and inwards the end of the disease the emaciation became very
marked, and gave some very peculiar and characteristic symptoms. Dr. Butcher and myself can tell at
once on seeing a rabbit in the open whether he has been attacked by tbe disease or not. "
26. Professor Allen.'] You mean you can tell when you see the rabbit in an advanced stage of tbe disease ?
AYell it is very difficult to make an exact statement about the date. You can tell fairly early that a rabbit
lias the disease from the peculiar way in which be runs. He loses power in tbe hinder extremities from
the absence of muscular tissue. It is very difficult to describe the way that, he runs. Babbits that
are diseased always droop their tails, and, though it is impossible to describe their run, there is an obvious
weakness in the hind limbs. They go on getting so weak that they can no longer pull the hinder legs
up after they have been stretched out, but push themselves back by their front legs in order to rise.
2/. Is there a visible wasting of the limbs ? Yes ; but in tho fore limbs you cannot observe the waste so
well. If you grasp tho hind leg of one of these diseased rabbits you feel no muscle at all.
28. Dr. Bancroft.] Do not all animals lose power in their hind legs when they become paralytic? Yes ;
but this is not a case of paralysis at all. 1 paid very great attention to that point. I have not tried tho
electrical reaction because 1 have not had time to do so down here. The rabbit displays no want of
power to use its legs if you do not put a weight on them, and it is just as sensitive to touch ; but the
instant
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instant yon put a woighfc on it cannot move, simply because it has no muscular power. This emaciation
jwtes on until the animal slowly dies. Tn one case I made a pOTi-ittcu'/cw examination immediately after
dcnlli, and I found the heart heating although respiration had ceased. From that indication, together
with the dark color of the blood, J came to the conclusion that the rabbits die from asphyxia—from loss
of muscular power to breathe.
20. Professor Allen.'] Before leaving this, are there any ether symptoms that you can tell us about ?
There is the discharge from the eyes, the increase in temperature, and emaciation in progressive
stages to the end,
.
30. Arc there any other symptoms you can tel I us about ? I might perhaps give you the weight of the
animal in one of the most remarkable instances that occurred. The rabbit, when I inoculated him, was
a very fine animal, weighing 31- lb. "When ] killed him ten days subsequently he only weighed 2 lb.
(J oz.—that is, he had lost one-third of his weight in ten days although ho ate rapaciously the whole time.
31. Mr. Tabart.] "Where were these rabbits secured? I got the first lot from Liverpool and the rest from
tho Kay district, so as to make sure that they could not be rabbits that were already infected. At present
I get my rabbits from Ifny.
32. Dr. Stirling^] You said something about the mesenteric glands ? Yes; I am going to go fully into the
details of
post-mortem examination,
33. Professor Allen.] And as regards the scabs and ulceration ? We got that in greater numbers of those
affected by the natural disease than we did in those having the inoculated disease. 1 do not know why,
unless it is that the rabbits scratch each other, which they do to a- tremendous extent in the open, thus
causing those sores which in diseased rabbits at least have little tendency to heal. The sores are very
characteristic : they are perfectly cleanly cut and go right through the skin, sometimes through the
adjacent muscle. They vary in size. Wc have one rabbit which is covered all over with these sores.
3d. Then you have these circular sores with clear-cut edges ? Yes ; the base of them is of fascia or of any
tissue to which the sore reaches. It is covered with a thick, hard scab.
35. Dr. Wilkinson.] Does this sore affect any particular part of the rabbit generally ? No; at least not so
far as we can make out. Tho matter inside the sore is very peculiar and diaracterisiie. It is sometimes
there in groat quantities, and sometimes it is barely present at all. It is more like a caseous gland than
anything else ; it is softer, but of cheesy, homo gets eons matter. Wherever you find these sores originate,
there yon will find this matter.
36. Professor Allen.] Are these crusts prominent, or do they extend deeply? It goes right under the skin
and has a tendency to calcify, so that you get hard lumps in the muscles occasionally.
37. Then collections of this cheesy matter occur in the muscles ? Yes, and some of them come to the surface
and break out. We used a lot of this for inoculation in our early stages, and wc found that the rabbits
so inoculated, if properly done, took the disease all right, but presented no local symptoms of a very
serious nature.
38. Then these calcified deposits arc not at all essential to the disease? So far as I know they arc not.
3Sh A nd you also stale that in your laboratory experiments you do not get them at all ? No. Of the animals
that run in tbe open a good many present these deposits and a good many others are free from them.
])r. Butcher has paid a good deal more attention to this than I have, and ho shows that how they
commence is by a falling out of the hair over spots on the skin. Then they get red, and eventually J
think they burst.
'10. J)r. Wilkinson.] Has be oter observed these consecutive appearances in one animal ? Yes; but I have
never seen one case right through. Wc do not get nearly the same number now that we did at first.
41. P rofrssor Alien.] Youthink these sores might bo attributed to irritaiion? Yes; with the disease together.
But it is very difficult to say, because it sometimes occurs in places on the body of the animal where they
could not he scratched; in other places about the face aud the inside of the thigh. Indeed they
frequently get it where they could not. be scratched at all, so that I can really give no account of the
cause of these deposits. And I am not aware what is really their connection with the disease. Tho
duration of the disease depends very much upon tbo nature of the food. It depends also upon the
virulence of the disease, and so far as 1 have observed it. is more rapid in the well-nourished animal than
in the animal which has been poorly nourished. If you feed a rabbit on lettuce and carrots, as I feed
mine, you will rarely get a death in twenty days, and frequently they last from thirty to fifty days. On
the other hand up at Tintinallogy, where the rabbit's get the food that they are accustomed to—grass cut
and put into them—the duration of tho disease is much more certain. Tt is almost always between fifteen
and twenty days—in fact it takes only seventeen days with by far the largest number of rabbits.
42. Dr. Bancroft.] In what time would the ordinary rabbit, in the natural way, die if he did not get the
disease? Well, 1 got down from Tintinallogy six rabbits, four of which wore diseased. I got from Hay
six more. As regards tho deaths of some of these I cannot give you information, because I made a
mistake when I came back from Tintinallogy, and boxed them all together, tiome of tbe rabbits fhat had
been separated got mixed, and the result was that they killed each other. As regards the disease I cannot
say that one died certainly from that. I have got three of them still alive. Uf the uninfected ones I
infected two. and another died : but all the other rabbits remained healthy until I returned from
Tintinallogy. There wras not a single death from tho beginning of November until tbe middle of January.
43. Professor Allen.] Then this disease is not: necessarily a fatal one ? Not necessarily.
44. Have you any idea to what extent it is fatal ? Well, recoveries are by no means common. Tbo whole of
tho first lot sent down to me recovered. The next lot I got down from Tintinallogy—I got eight down —
and there is one alive now'. The rest all died of the disease ; and of the last batch I got from TintinallogyI think there are turn alive at present.
45. In animals that recover, what is the general duration of the disease ? They take two or three months
before they begin to get back their condition or any power to run.
46. Do yon find that in both kinds of the disease—those that have the deposits and those that have not—
recoveries take place? I cannot give you any facts about those with deposit; but I have known ono or
two to recover.
47. In your own inoculated eases you had no deposits? No.
48. IIowT about tbe recoveries in your inoculated eases ? In inoculated enaes recovery'is very rare. They
take sometimes a long time to die, and only very rarely do they ultimately recover. 1 have only ono
rabbit that I have inoculated which is in good condition—only one which caught the disease by infection,and which is at all in good condition ; and that rabbit has a contracted leg from the disease.
49.
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49. Dr. Wilkinson.-] Are there any instances of absolute resistance to the disease? I will come to that
later on.
50. Professor Allen.'] You say that in some cases in which you inoculated the disease death occurred only
after a very long time ? Yes.
Cl. About how long may life be prolonged ? The longest that we had was a lillle over two months. But
when you get into these long periods you are introducing an element of doubt, because death may have
ensued from another disease, owing to the condition of the rabbit. 1 count nothing as certain in the long
cases when a rabbit dies.
52. Dr. Paterson.] Bo you know whether during a case where the disease is prolonged copulation takes
place ? I cannot say that; but I take it that it would not, on account of the want of muscular power.
At the post-mortem examination the first thing you notice after you have taken oft the skin is the extreme
emaciation of the animal, and on opening the abdomen, which I always do, there is generally a considerable
quantity of abdominal fluid present. This fluid is perfectly clear. ’There is almost a complete absence of
omentum ; and the fluid varies from a few drops up to about 2o7.. I think the food has something to do
with that. In all the cases I have seen there is generally about from 1 to 2 drachms of abdominal fluid.
You would never notice the omentum, and if you hunted for it you would probably find it, but without
any fat at all.
•
53. Dr. Stirling But the vessels would be there? Yes; but the omentum is very thin and shrivelled, and
without any fat. The intestines are perfectly heal thy, and there is plenty of food in them to show that
the animal has not died of starvation. In some instances there is local inflammation, but that is likely to
be misleading. The next thing is the liver, which is certainly tho most infected organ, so far as t can make
out.
54. What appearance does it present ? I am not very well up in the size of the liver, but I think it is rather
small; and it is very friable. I have examined healthy rabbits, but, as I have said, I am not up in the
size of their livers. In any case it is almost impossible to give an opinion, as the liver varies so much.
Still I think in this disease the liver is really very small. It is more than usually friable, and it is almost
impossible to take it out without tearing it. It has peculiar points all over it—they look more like tubercle
than anything else, at a first glance. These things are on the surface, and through the substance of tho
liver as well. And when you come to examine them you find that they are abscesses, filled with some
kind of matter.
65. Also tending to calcify ? In some instances they have undoubtedly calcified, I have never seen any
particularly large ones in the liver, but Dr. Butcher has. But I alwavs took Dr. Butcher’s statements
about the result of post-mortem examinations with some degree of caution, as some of those may be septic
cases.
66. Dr. Wilkinson.] But did you find these conditions with rabbits which were inoculated or which caught
the disease spontaneously. It is the most certain pathological condition of this disease. It is present in
nearly all cases—whether it is due to the disease or not is a matter of doubt. I have some doubt
myself whether it has any real relation to the disease or not. There is just this element of doubt left,
because I got it once in a rabbit which I had every reason to believe was healthy. Whether it was of a
similar character or whether the rabbit had caught the disease in some way that I could not trace, I
cannot say.
57. You did not try any inoculation experiments with these abscesses? Dr. Butcher diditfromthc abscesses
perfectly in the larger ones. I do not know the size, but he got some very big ones. The usual abscess
is about the size of a millet seed—about the size of a small tubercle, 1 found them and put them under
the microscope. And 1 believe that they will be found to be present in all instances if a sufficiently
careful examination can be made.
.
68. Professor Allen.] Is there any inflammation of the capsule of the liver ? Yes; but there is no peritoneal
inflammation at all, even over these abscesses in tbe liver. It is not actual pus which forms in them—at
least under the microscope it does not appear to be fluid. They arc round and perfectly circular as far
as I saw, in the liver. But Dr. McCormack, who is making a microscopical examiuation, will give you
better evidence.
59. Mr. Talarti] Have you seen this in young rabbits ? Usually the young rabbits died—their life tenure
under experiments is very doubtful. They die from confinement without being inoculated at all. Occa
sionally the mesenteric glands are found to be degenerated. 1. have never noticed these spots pigmented.
They are of whitish color. I have never seen these mesenteric glands affected, but Dr. Butcher says that
they are more or less cheesy, with a tendency to cysts. L have only seen one or two of these. They were
very common at the first before I got to the station, but since then they have disappeared. The disease
in our hands is tending to have fewer and fewer symptoms.
60. Dr. StirlingAre you aware whether these cysts can be tbe cystercerei to which the rabbit is liable ? I
am not aware.
61. Professor Allen.] Now we will take the other organs ? There are twro glands near the kidney in the
abdomen—two little whitish bodies between the kidney and the spinal cord. These glands certainly show
signs of alteration. They are red and even black—at least Dr. Butcher says so. I have seen them more
marked, red in colour, instead of being white. I have not made a sufficient examination of rabbits before
I took up the question—almost all my examinations have been made on diseased rabbits. The experiments
that I made here cost me 10s. 6d. per rabbit, and 1 was not anxious to make experiments at that price.
62. Now with regard to the chest? The lungs were perfectly healthy and the spleen very small. I have
once seen some of these little tiny yellowish spots, but I unfortunately spoiled them in making a, section.
The lungs were healthy, and there was no congestion, they being of uniform pink colour. Of course
before I came to the lungs of the rabbit the blood had all been let out of the abdomen and the pericardial
sac always contains a considerable amount of fluid, but I cannot say how much. I think it goes up very
close to a drachm.
63. Dr. Wilkinson.] Never only a few drops ? I have always seen them well lubricated. There is a certain
amount of clear fluid between this and the heart.
64. "What about the cavities of the heart ? I have noticed nothing about them except this fluid, which is
one of the common things which wc always used for inoculation. The cavities of the heart always contain
blood—generally dark-coloured blood—but I have not examined it carefully enough to say whether it is
on both sides.
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G5. Professor Allen.Now, about the nervous centres ? The few spines that I have taken out have bad fluidin them, but whether the quantity was abnormal or not I cannot say. This was under the membranes,
and so far as I can roughly say there was not an abnormal quantity present. I have had some brains and
spinal cord in spirits for some time.
G6. Now, with regard to the general character of the blood? I have examined the blood very carefully, but on
a great many occasions I was looking for germs in it. As regards its general characteristics, as to white
corpuscles, 1 do not know what is their number in the healthy rabbit. I have only looked at this question so far
in a commercial way, as it were, and 1 am not aware what is the natural proportion of red corpuscles to
white corpuscles in the rabbit.
G7. TJr. Wilkinson.] Have you found any fat in the sub-cutaneous tissue? Not in the advanced stages
of the disease.
G8. And the muscles? The fat is entirely absent from them. Tbe wasting away is something extraordinary.
No ordinary case of phthisis comes near it.
GS). Professor Alien.] And you have noticed this cheesy or partly calcified collection of matter in the
muscles ? Yes. Tho calcified ones grow only in the muscles with the exception of the liver. There are
no hremorrhages iu the organs, and the auimal dies without any violent convulsions. There is no vomiting
or diarrlima, and the excreta are natural,
70. How, then, do you account for this disease spreading itself from rabbit to rabbit? The disease is
very infectious. I have examined the hair and fur. and have never found any scab in it.
71. l)r. Bancroft.] I think it is of very great importance that we should have tame rabbits here for investi
gation. Wild rabbits will die in confinement, and they do not give us an opportunity for making experi
ments.
72. Dr, Stirling,] Professor Watson has found that the wild rabbit possesses greater power of resistance
to scab than the tame rabbit.
73. Professor Allen.] Now, in regard to infection. Will you kindly give us some information about it? The
best experiment I have had with regard to infection occurred the other day in a very virulent case of
disease—that one 1 mentioned of a healthy rabbit being infected from being confined in a box whore a
diseased one had been kept. The rabbit was out of the box for about ten days, and there were so many in
the last batch that I got down, that I had no place to put all the rabbits without using this box. I put a
rabbit into this box, and it is now dead. It was put in on Easter Monday, and it died last Saturday,
74. How do you think this disease spreads from one animal to the other? It goes partly by infected
burrows, but whether by tbe breath or excrement or the nasal discharge I. cannot say.
75. Have you tried inoculation with this discharge or excrement? We used the discharge from the nose
frequently for inoculation and for scarification, and it caused the disease. I never tried inoculating with
the excrement or urine. The discharge from tbe nose passes away about tbe fourth day. It is very mild,
but it is always present in some degree. If kept in confinement a rabbit has the tendency to get its
eyes sore. I do not know why this should be so, but it certainly is so.
76. Is there any period of latency? There is a period of about two days in which I think the disease
remains latent. 1 am speaking now from my experience of a large number of rabbits.
77. Can you toll us miw something about the history of the disease, aud the manner in which it first
originated ? I have not the remotest idea of its origin. Dozens of diseases have sprung up in the same
way, worked for a time and then disappeared. There was one in Tasmania some years ago and another
on the Darling last year.
78. Have you had any reason to think that this disease has existed before ? I have no reason to think so,
aud no evidence to lead me to say so. Tbe disease which worked on tho Darling decimated the
opossums. I do not know how long ago, but the district between llourko and Broken Hill was alive with
them some years ago, and they have now disappeared.
76. What about kangaroos and wallabies ? We cannot get any of them. We tried the disease on each.
80. Dr. Paterson.] I s this disease confined to Dr. Butcher's station ? At first it was confined to one paddock
on Tintinallogy, but since then we have been inoculating all over, and the disease has spread to a much
larger area. We have heard of it near, and then further and further away.
81. Dr. Wilkinson.] And lias that area become free from rabbits ? No; no area that wc know of is
perfectly free, but I have heard to-day from Mr. Taylor, of tho Babbit Branch, that a squatter had i.old
him that the rabbits on his station were ten times less than they were three months ago. They must have
diminished very considerably.
82. Dr. Stirling.] Can you give ns any collateral evidence to bear out what you say? Wo can give you tho
Government reports on the subject, and I do not think there can be anything better. In addition I have
some private letters at home which boar on tbe point.
■
S3. Professor Allcni] Do you think that this disease would spread, apart from maintaining it by keeping up
tbo stock of infected rabbits? Wc propose to infect evci'V block in twenty places, and to put down a
single rabbit in each place. Two months subsequently wc would do the same, ami threo months
afterwards wo would repeat the same experiment, and the same again if the rabbits showed iu any place
on the run more than they should show.
84. Dr. Stirlingi] What area do you mean when you speak of a block? I mean a block of len miles
square.
85. Professor Alieni] When did Dr. Butcher commence these experiments? He commenced in July last,
but be did not begin inoculating until December, and that was not, done until wc were sure that the
disease did not affect: stock. Tintinallogy has been carefully inoculated'everywhere, but wc have not
had the necessary time to go any further. It has been repeated a couple of times since, as we thought it
important that inoculation should Improperly carried out. There can be no doubt but that there is a
mild form of the disease; that is to say, that sonic rabbits will recover from it. If the disease is allowed to
go on its own course it is sure to develop a mild form in some corner or other, which will give protection
to them.

86. Have you any evidence of that ? Yps: we have had some rabbits down here which we could not give
the disease to. They were fat and strong and healthy—as fine rabbits as you ever came across. I fancy
they had bad tho disease and had got over it. An experiment which first proved that conclusively waa
made during Eebruary. I took two rabbits which came to me in November,—one had the disease, and
another one had been sent down without catching it. I inoculated both of them with setons steeped in
7—P
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the blood of diseased aniinals. The one rabbit that had had tbe disease previously never lost in weight
more than 2 ok., and showed no other symptoms of the disease, but the other rabbit steadily lost weight
and died, I think, in about three weeks. That, to my mind; was a very satisfactory experiment. That
rabbit I inoculated again the other day, and I have another one which I inoculated at the same time, to
prove that the fluid that I inoculated with was virulent; so that this last one will practically settle the
matter. But it had been practically settled before, because we have had several rabbits on the station that
would not take the disease.
87. Dr. Stirling.^ Then if you had 1,000 miles of country to deal with you would require twenty rabbits for
every 10-mile block, which would bo 2,000 diseased rabbits for the whole area ? Yes; and I would repeat
it at stated intervals, as I have already said, so that you would require about 0,000 rabbits. I do not think
thatan excessive number. The inoculation would have to bo repeated two or three times, which would make
it necessary that 6,000 diseased rabbits should actually be turned out. Wc have passed through our
hands already over 1,000 diseased rabbits. It may only require a lesser number, but I consider this a
very fair estimate. It might, of course, require even more.
SS. Ilmv do you get the rabbits for this purpose ? Well, that is a matter to which we have given a good
deal of attention. Apertures are made in the wire-netting around the tanks ; but sometimes we were in
the habit of riding them down on horseback. In that way we could ride down about twenty-five rabbits in
two hours. That is, I should say, tbe best way of getting big ones. By making apertures in tbe wire
netting around his tanks, Mr. ,T. Itiddock, of Weinterriga, caught 2,000 to 3,000 in a night.
SO. Professor Allen.'] Have you any burrows in the Tintinallogy country ? Yes ; but when you go back
into the black soil country tberc arc no burrows except small slip burrows. In those parts of tho country
where there are no burrows we ride tho rabbits down. I am not sure whether they burrow in winter or
not.
00. Do you know how tbe rabbits propagate while diseased ? While I was up at Tintinallogy there was
next to no propagation going on. Wc found many nests with rabbits dead in them, but wc never knew
what was tbe cause of death. In one case, in the open country, we found ihree abortions.
01. Dr. Stirling.] But you have not told us anything ah out their confinement ? They brought forth young,
but the young died while in confinement with us. I have had three batches of rabbits in my own house,
but they always died all the same. As far as I can ascertain, there is no record of the size of the
Australian rabbit, which I think is an important matter in regard to wire netting.
62. Dr. Paterson.] Have you ever inoculated the pregnant doc ? One of our rabbits which the Govern
ment were kind enough to destroy was a pregnant doe, aud she was destroyed before we could do anything
with her. ,Mr. Beid, the owner of the station, offered £25 for the rabbit, but we could not give her to
him. The diseased rabbit cannot possibly bring forth healthy youug in the open country.
03. Mr. Tabart,] Were any other methods adopted for destroying the rabbits while this was going on?
Yes, by poisoning ; but that was stopped since the end of December, All the experiments by poisoning
were done in fenced-in areas.
Ol. Mr. Pearson.] Are there any rabbits at all which are not susceptible to the disease? We have had, I
think, only ono rabbit out of 1,000 that was not susceptible to the disease. Wc have bad one in hand
lhat was not susceptible, but we think it likely that this one lias had the disease at a previous period.
However, this is merely a surmise.
05. Professor Allen.] Have jmu paid any attention to any possible bacterial origin of the disease ? Well, as
regards bacteria, I have made very careful examinations, and .1. have gone through every organ of the body
dozens of times, with stains and other fluids. I have also examined the blood aud stained it, and
practically the result was a negative one; 1 found no organism which I could say was connected with the
disease. I have gone further, and made cultivation experiments; but all the known methods have yielded
absolutely a negative result. Even with matter taken from an ulcer with a scab over it the results have
been negative.
06. And then, speaking generally, apart from tbe emaciation, the only strongly defined feature of the
disease is the presence of this cheesy mass under the skin, in the muscles, in the liver, and sometimes in the
mesenteric glands; but you are not absolutely certain that those are a part of the disease ? Well, in the
few cases that I had of livers 1 fouud that it was probably bacterial disease which had caused the
degeneration of the liver. You can account for the emaciation on three grounds. One is that tbo food
f:aken in is not properly prepared iu passing through the glands before arriving at the muscles. Tlio view
I take is that the Over will not work, and that tlio animal starves owing to tho food not being properly
assimilated. If this is not what causes tbe emaciation, it must be that the anicro-organisms in Dm blood
take up the food which ought to go to tho muscles; but to imagine that you must imagine such a large
quantity that it cannot be overlooked on microscopical examination, unless the bacteria directly attack
tho muscular tissue.
■
07. Dr. Wilkinson.] Then in your opinion this disease is bacteria] ? Yes, it is probably so.
.
08. Professor Allen.] What papers did you speak of as being tbe best for us to apply for in connection with
this disease ? Well, I think Mr. Vindin’s report is tho most recent on the subject, and probably tbe most
satisfactory. It can be obtained from Mr. Oliver. I think it would be well if you got all tbe papers
that are in the hands of the Government on the subject. The reports of Messrs. Clarke and Tully, stock
inspectors, and of Mr. Stanley, the Government veterinarian, are amongst tbe other recent publications.
The Commission adjourned.
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MONDAY, 23 APRIL, 188S.
Tt>e Cninmisfiion met n.t 10 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—■
New South Wales: IIenjiy hToKirAN- MieLATiRnr, Esq.. M.E. (President).
"Willtam Camac WnatursoN, Esq., M.D., 3V1.P.
EirwAJiT) Quix, Esq.
Victoria

Haruy Beookes Allen, Esq., M.D.
Alered Naylor Pearsox, Esq., E.R., Met. Soc., &c.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.

New Zealand:

Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.

South Australia .-

Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.

.

Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq,, M'.D.

Queensland:

Joseph; Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

Tasmania:

Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq,

Dr. Erank Hinds (with M, Loir and Dr. Germont) called in and examined ;—
09. The President^ J understand that you, gentlemen, come here as the representatives of M. Pasteur,
in regard to the claim which he lias made for the reward of £25,000 offered by the Government of New
South Wales to the person who introduces a successful means of exterminating rabbits ? That is so.
100. Have you brought any written credentials? No, excepting the letter wind i you have had from M.
Pasteur himself. Wc have not received letters to the Commission, but wc have brought introductions 1«
Sir Henry Parkes and the President of the Royal Society.
101. Ton have brought a letter to the Government ? Yes, a letter to Sir Henry Parkes.
102. Have you the letter here ? No; it has been presented to Sir Henry Parkes. ] understand that a
telegram was despatched by your Government to Sir Daniel Cooper, asking that M. Pasteur should send
some microbes to Australia, and also directions as to how they were to bo used. It is partly in response
to that telegram that we have come here.
103. Are you fully and completely acquainted with the details of the scheme which M. Pasteur has dis
covered ? Yes.
lOA And you are prepared to put it iu operation, if need he ? Yes.
105. Have you boon long associated with M. Pasteur ? I was only with M. Pasteur for ten daws
before starting from Paris.
*
100. Have you made a study of micropathology during the course of your education ? Not particularly ;
but rather incidentally and generally. I have studied the subject a, good deal in London.
107. In what laboratories ? I have worked with Professor Horsley at the Broun Institution, and also
at University College.
108. Then, with regard to M. Loir, has lie been long with M. Pasteur in matters of this nature ? Yes.
109. How long? Some eight years.
1.10. In the study of this department of micropathologv? Yes.
111. And Dr. Germout ? He has been with M. Pasteur for one year.
112. With M. Pasteur, in his laboratory ? Yes.
113. Are you provided with all the materials required for carrying out this scheme? "Wc are.
J14. Ha\e you a sufficient supply of microbes? "We believe so. We have yet to make preliminary
experiments to see how the microbes which wo have brought with us have stood the voyage. There
is no doubt about their being sufficient if they have stood the voyage.
115. Then you did not consider it necessary during tho voyage to keep the supply fresh? Yes; we
took measures to keep it alive, which wo believe to be successful.
116. But you did not make any fresh cultures ? No.
11'7' I)r- Lev croft.} Were no experiments made on birds during the voyage ? No ; no experiments were
made on the voyage at all.
'PJle ^rf 'denl.} How was the material preserved ? It was preserved in hcnneticnlly-sealcd tubes,
119. Vv ere these tubes completely hermetically scaled ? Yes.
120. I understand you to imply that you only imagine there is a possibility that the fluid may have been
dolenornted by tbe voyage? Yes ; there is a qjossibility of that.
121. And you now desire an opportunity of recovering it by a fresh culfivation, if possible ? Yes, we do.
122. You find it necessary, in order to do this, to have tho authority of the Commission ? Yes. Wo had
proposed to experiment directly we arrived in Australia; but in the meantime wc found that a law had
boon passed making this illegal.
123. Professor Allen.} Will you be satisfied with the recultivation of the germs in broth, or would the
inoculation of animals be necessary ? Wc would desire to inoculate animals.
124. Mr. Lascelles^} J think it would be advisable to get a supply of rabbits at once,
125. The President.} In carrying out these preliminary experiments, have you made such plans and pre
cautions as may he considered necessary in order to prevent the disease from spreading to other animals ?
We would simply adopt those precautions that had been adopted in laboratories in Baris and London ; that .
is to say, the animals would be caged; after their death the cages would be disinfected, and the remains
of the anunals that had been examined would be destroyed by some chemical method, or by burning.
12G. In what way would you propose to disinfect the cages ? Whth dilute solutions of sulphuric or
carbolic acid,
^irlinti } Can you give us any information wfth regard to theextent of cbicken-cholcrain Europe?
128. Professor Allen.} There is a great deal to do before we come to that.
129. Dr. Wilfansond} Would it not be well to have a direct statement from the representatives of M.
Pasteur, and then (his statement might bo criticised and questions asked.
130.
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130. The President.^ We will first have to give them specific authority to keep up their supply of microbes.
131. Mr.
Permission having now been granted to inoculate suitable animals with the virus, can
you say how long it will take before you can report to the Commission whether the virus is now in a
satisfactory condition ? Two or three days,
132. The President.'] It has been suggested that time would be saved if we requested the delegates to give a
direct statement on the subject;—can you do so ? Yes. The method that we propose to pursue is, briefly
speaking, to poison the food used by the rabbits in tbo infested country. Tbo rabbits will cat it and will
die; and others will become infected with the disease, and will suffer in the same way as those that actually
partook of the food. A great many points have to be considered. The poison will have to he distributed
on the food in the same way as mineral poisons are at present distributed; but the action of this disease
is much more extensive than that of mineral poisons, because many other individuals are affected besides
those that actually take the food. The first thing which we propose to do is to prepare a broth for
cultivation of the microbes. That will be done by preparing broth with the tfesh of either chicken, rabbit,
sheep, or fowl, filtering and sterilizing. Then the cultures will be made in the sterilized broth, and will
be put all over the food. It will be easy to make any quantity of cultures at the station itself, and from
the station the poisoned bouillon could be carried to any district on the station.
133. That is practically the statement you nish to make? Yes.
131. Mr. Lascelles.] 1 suppose you arc aware that in tho scrub counfry a great many rabbits do not. go into
burrows at all, but arc scattered about thinly all over the country. In that case would there be sufficient
contact to render your scheme effective? Yes; I think so, as with the mineral poisons at present.
135. But hew could it act where the rabbits are thinly scattered ? If the diseased rabbits do not come in
contact with the healthy ones the latter will not suffer.
13G. The President.] Would there be auy modification of this disease in order that it might he applied to
the different conditions of Australia ? There is no particular modification, and how far it will reach the
rabbits that do not live in burrows must be decided simply by experiment.
137. In fact yon cannot at present give us any information on that subject ? No.
138. Mr. Pearson.] May I ask bow rabbits contract the disease? Simply by contact with one another.
If yon place rabbits that have the disease in contact with others, the latter will talco it aud die.
139. Mr. Pell.] Then so far as your experiments go, your disease requires that, there shall be absolute
contact? No ; it is sufficient if rabbits are placed in a cage where diseased rabbits have been.
140. But that is contact with some object which diseased rabbits have touched ; that is, contact not. with
each other but with tbe poison ? Yes; certainly.
141. The President.] Have you yourself seen rabbits die from this disease ? Yes ; I have seen them die
in the Laboratory in Paris, but not in the open country. So far as I am aware, only one experiment lias
been made in the open country',
142. Dr. Wilkinson.] If a healthy rabbit is placed in contact with a diseased rabbit, yon think the healthy
rabbit would contract the disease ? It would all depend on what you mean by contact. If you mean by
that certain touch together, probably not.
143. In fact the disease has to be .conveyed from one rabbit to the other by the excreta ; that is, may it
reach a healthy rabbit directly in tbe air, or must the rabbit eat the food which has been contaminated
with these microbes ? Yes.
144. Then the infectious material is in the tissues, and in the blood, and not in the skin on tho surface ? Yes.
145. Mr. Lasrelics.] Have you ever heard that rabbits are in tbe habit of going to a certain place and.drop
ping their excrement. Would not a healthy rabbit going to a place where a diseased rabbit had dropped
his excrement take the disease ? Yes; it would get toe stuff in its feet, and then probably into its mouth.
Ilf!. Mr. Quin.] If the germs of your disease are exposed for any length of time to the sun, are they
likely to remain sufficiently strong to affect any animal ----147. Professor Allen.] A host of such questions will arise by and by. The question is rather premature now.
143. The President ] Will you tell us exactly what you have seen done in the destruction of rabbits by
these microbes, and the conditions under which it has been done ? -----'Professor Allen.] 1 would suggest that these gentlemen should be allowed to do this in writing.
[The suggestion was agreed to, and the witness promised to prepare a statement on the subject.]
150. Professor Allen.] Wlmt do you require to carry out your experiments ? We would like to have a
laboratory—a single room would be sufficient, if it had gas iu it, and was big enough to bold a sterilizer.
Wc would have to have tbo exclusive use of tins room, and wc would require about twenty rabbits.
151. The President.] Arc those experiments for the purpose of cultivation ? They aro for the purpose of
demonstrating to you the virulence of the disease.
152. Dr. Wilkinson.] I would wish to ask Dr. Hinds one question : Some time ago we heard of there
being some secret in the application of this method. 1 wish to know whether there is not some special
method of applying this disease of which we have at present no knowledge. Is there any secret method
of application which M. Pasteur has not yet revealed ? 1 will reply to that with the other questions.
153. jliTr. liclll] But we all want to know whether such a method exists—wo do not want to know the
particulars ? I would rather wait aud answer that question with the other questions.
The representatives of M. Pasteur then retired.
The Commission adjourned.
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TUESDAY, 24 A PHIL, 18SS.
The Commission met at 10'30 a.m., at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney.
Present:—
New South Wales: "William Camac "Wilketsok, Esq,, M.D., M.P.
Edwaud Quor, Esq.
Victoria :

Hahiiy Ehookes Amen', Esq., M.D.
Aleeed IvAYLon Peaeson, Esq., F.R Met. Soc„ F.C.S., &c.
Edwaud II auk wood Lascelles, Esq.

New Zealand:

Alfeed Dillon Dell, Esq.

South Australia:

Edwaed Charles Stirlino, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

Queensland :

Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D,

Tasmania :

Thomas Alfred Tarart, Esq.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MaeLaurin), the Chair

was

taken by Professor Allen,

Dr. Germont, M. Loir, and Dr. Hinds, the representatives of M. Pasteur, called in and examined :—
154. The Chairman: Have you prepared a statement in connection with M. Pasteur’s proposals for
the destruction of rabbits ?
155. Dr. Hinds: Yes ; I will read it to the Commission. When M. Pasteur was engaged upon the sub
ject of cbicken-cholera ten years ago he noticed accidentally that rabbits were exceedingly susceptible to
the disease, they dying when placed in the cages in which fowls suffering from tbe disease had lived. After
seeing in the journals the noticeof the G-overnmcnt of New South Wales, with regard to tho destruction of
rabbits, he resumed experiments on chickeu-cholera in its relation to rabbits, be arrived at the conclusion
that there was no means more efficacious and rapid for their destruction than cbicken-cholera. To establish
Ids convictions, ho instituted fresh experiments, some of which the details aro published on page 14 of
the papers printed by the Grovernment after the report of the Board of Health on.tlie proposal to destroy
rabbits by means of disease. Food was sprinkled over with the microbes of chickcn-cholera ; the rabbits
ate of it and died in from fifteen to thirty hours. It is impossible to say fhe number of times tbe experi
ment was repeated, but tbo result was always the same. A fresh confirmation was furnished by tbe
experiment at Mine. Pommory’s.
The ground at Mmc. Pommery’s was covered with snow, and a little before sunset M. Loir spread
on the ground in a field near the burrows three small bundles of lucerne, and on this he sprinkled 4 litres
(a little less than 1 gallon) of infected brotli which lie had brought from Paris. After half an hour he
again visited the field: all the food had been eaten. Next day nineteen dead rabbits were found outside
the burrows, and on the Monday following thirteen more. No live rabbits were seen after Saturday
night. It is impossible to say if every rabbit at Mme. Pommery’s actually ate. tbe poisoned food or not,
but it is thought that insufficient was spread around for all to have taken it, and that some, therefore, died
from the disease which they had taken, from their neighbours.
Tbe conclusion derived from these experiments is that the contagion is more or less active according
to circumstances, as is evidenced by tbe mortality of rabbits placed in contact with others who have died
from the disease, or who are suffering from it—this mortality being generally more than half.
How is the disease communicated ? It is probable that it is generally by means of the excrement,
but it has not been shown that this is the only means of communication. Different animals have been fed
upon food over which the microbes have been sprinkled in quantities greater than it would be possible for
them to obtain in a state of nature and have suffered in no way ; microbes have not been found in their
blood. These animals were sheep, dogs, goats, horses, cows, or a donkey. As regards man it is, of course,
impossible to give direct proofs that the microbe is innocuous. But under natural conditions there is no
recorded ease of man having contracted the disease. In France chickens which have died of the disease
are often sold in the market, aud there is no record of any accident among those who have handled or
oaten them ; on the other hand there are reasons for believing that no danger would result from drinking
the milk of a cow which was fed on hay over which the microbes of cholera despottles had been sprinkled.
In consideration of these facts, M. Pasteur has thought desirable to send us to Australia to demonstrate
to the Commission appointed by the G-ovcrnment of New South Wales that the method advocated by
him is at once efficacious, harmless to domestic animals, except fowls, and practicable. We have no
authority to speak of experiments made by us individually ; we are the delegates of M. Pasteur, aud our
only function is to interpret exactly his idea. It is difficult for us to give in detail the plan to he
followed at any particular station before we have actually observed for ourselves the habits of the rabbits
and the nature of the country of that particular station. It is obvious that the manner of action will
have to be altered according as the rabbits live in burrows or not, and also according to the time of year.
If there is grass it will be possible to carry some to the neighbourhood of tbe burrows and to water it
with a cultivation of microbe. It would also be possible to fence off a small piece of land in which grass
might be allowed to grow ; when there was sufficient grass it could be watered with the infected broth,
and tbo fencing removed, and the rabbits would at once come to feed on tbo best grown patch of grass in
the neighbourhood. If these methods were not available, it would be necessary to spread the microbes
on artificial food, as is done with mineral poisons, the artificial food to be the cheapest procurable in tbo
neighbourhood. It must always be remembered that the microbe would lose not only its virulence but
its vitality if long exposed to tbe air. It is easy to prepare any quantity of the broth and cultivations,
which will be distributed in the early morn and evening, to obviate, as far as possible, the effect of the
sun’s heat, which would speedily kill the microbe if excessive. For this purpose, a depot would bo
established for a certain district, at which broth would be prepared and cultures made. From this
quantities would he supplied in vessels to the squatters, who would give it their labourers to distribute
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in wliat spots they thought most thickly infocted. Dephts could bo established at points most
convenient for the transmission ot the cultivations to the different stations. Of course, details of
preparation and distribution would probably be altered as we gained practical experience of the country.
lYe consider that it will not be diflicult to free a station of the rabbits which are upon it by tbe means
which we have indicated, but it is impossible to answer, except in a manner somewhat general, to the
question as to how we would proceed to clear a large station. Tho Commission has asked what are the
relations between cbicken-cholera and swine fever or between chickcn-cholera and septicaemia of rabbits.
A pig inoculated with chickeu-cholera germs has never suffered from swine fever. If there exists a
relation between the swine fever and the diseases of other animals it is, according to certain writers, with
the septicsemia of mice. (La'ffler.) Dnvaine and Koch have described a malady very like cbicken-cholera,
known as septicsemia of rabbits, but their identity has not been absolutely proved, though the germs and
their action on cultivation are very similar in the two cases. 'Wc have said above that heat and desiccation
destroy the virulence and then the life of the microbe. It perishes at 51 C = 124° ]?. M. Pasteur has
shown that prolonged exposure to air causes a diminution of its virulence, and it was from studies on
this organism that ho proved the fact of the attenuation of virus, which he has extended to other
organisms.
!.t is on account of this weakening of the poison by exposure that it is necessary to cultivate it
artificially, in order to have a supply of the most active poison, under certain conditions, and it is of this
that M. Pasteur has spoken in his letter to the President of Commission, of the knowledge of certain
details, without which the method would often prove unsuccessful.
This is simply the details of
manipulation which we will show to the Commission actually when performing their experiments, as they
are difficult to explain, but easily understood when demonstrated. From what has been said of the
attenuation of the virus, it is easily understood why the disease has not spread from the farm-yards to
the rabbits widely, notwithstanding its persistence among fowls.
The chicken also do not come, into immediate contact with wild rabbits, and therefore one would
not expect the disease to spread on a large scale among rabbits.
With regard to statistics wc know of none; but tho vaccine of chicken-cholera is supplied to
veterinary surgeons for 3,000 or 4.00i) cases every year; and the correctness Of diagnosis is proved hy
discovery of microbes before the vaccine is sent. From this statement and certain idea of the prevalence
of tlio disease, the number of eases has been given in a table up to 1SS5, in the Health Exhibition in
London.
■
If it is true that, as suggested to the Commission, the choUra des pouhs already exists in
Australia, we have not introduced a new disease; and we ask that our experiments may be made without
restrictions other than are applied to the methods with other diseases which are now being considered.
Wo propose to make experiments, and to ask for a paper stating tbo results and nature of experimenis signed by ourselves and members of Commission at end of each experiment:—
1st.—In the laboratory, upon ten or twenty rabbits, to prove that the disease is fatal to them.
For this purpose we shall make broth, hy mincing meat, boiling for one hour; filtering,
sterilizing, and neutralizing; and in this we b1ih.11 sow some of the perms of chickeu-cholera.
Wc obtain a cultivation, and feed the rabbits with a tittle sprinkled on their food.
2nd.—To feed sheep and the other animals in the same way, to prove that they are unaffected by
the microbes—5-6 feeds.
3rd.—To make an experiment on a larger scale in a space in the country, enclosed with rahbit■
proof fencing, but otherwise under natural conditions.
For this purpose we would go to a station, prepare there the broth, and make a cultivation; and
this we would spread on fond (natural, if available ; if not, an artificial food—the cheapest to bo procured
in the neighbourhood) where the rabbits are thickest. From day to day we would go to different parts
of the area to spread the disease.
Wo ask for this purpose an area of not greater extent than about 500 acres, for if we are able to
prove that rabbits can lie poisoned under natural conditions, tbe only question for future consideration
will bo the distribution of the poison.
We consider, that if we practically clear the area given to us for experiments,"it will be a fair and
good test of the efficacy aud practicability of the method advocated by M. Pasteur.
156. jf’/m Chairman: The most important point appears to be with respect to the conduct of the
experiments. This Commission has requested tbe Government to appoint Hr. Katz chief expert oflicer
under the Commission, and he will be provided with what assistance may he necessary. We have also
asked that a temporary laboratory be obtained by renting a house near Sydney with half an acre of land
attached, with gas and water laid on, and a complete stock of sterilizing apparatus will be provided there.
Our proposition would be that you associate with Dr. Katz, and work with him as our representative
in conducting your experiments. We have prepared a list of experiments which wc want performed,
and if you desire to make any suggestions' in connection with this, wc will try to meet your views as far
ns possible ; any experiments that yon think necessary will certainly he performed, but experiments must
he conducted under the direct control of one of onr own officers.
157. Hr. Hindi; We will agree to that.
158. The Chairman : Hr. Katz has been instructed that all work concerning chickcn-cholera shall be
performed in association with yon. In the first place the Government will be asked to assent to Hr.
Katz’s appointment and he will he appointed, so that you can go on with small experiments directly you
get your cultures from Melbourne and have them ready. You, then, associated with the other gentlemen
who represent M. Pasteur, will have the laboratory at your disposal and Hr. Katz will associate with you
in carrying out these experiments.
150. J)r. Jlinds: Yes.
160. The Chairman: I think that is as satisfactory an arrangement as wc can make.
161. J^r. Hindu: Yes.
.
16?. The Chairman : If you would like time to consult on this point you can obtain it.
168. Dr. Hinds : We accept your proposals at once.
164.
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10J‘, The Chairman: 1'irst of oil I liave a letter liere from the Board of Health which I wish to comimmieato to you. We wrote to the Board of Health asking that a laboratory should be placed at your
disposal, and the reply which wc have received is as follows :—

Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street,
Sydney, 24 April, 1888.
I have the honor, by direction of the President of this Board, to inform you that he has
arranged for a portion of the Government Laboratory, in Albert-street, to bo placed at; the disposal of
Mr. Pasteur’s representatives. 'These gentlemen should bo requested to call on Mr. Hamlet, the Govern
ment Analyst, with n view to the necessary arrangements being made for the carrying out of their
experiments under the proper precautions.
I have, &c.,
EDMUND SAGEE,
If. Mahon, Esq., See rotary, Eabbit Commission.
Secretary.
1(55. Dr. Hinds: Our cases containing the microbes will not arrive from Melbourne until the day after
to-morrow.
1(50. The Chairman : Is there anything we can do meanwhile to facilitate your work ?
1(57. Dr. HindsI think wc would sooner wait until wc receive all our material.
K5S. The Chairman: Are you likely t.o want any animals ? We have made a request that fifty rabbits
be supplied at once.
Hit). Dr. Hinds: Wo would like to have a few of those.
170. Mr. Lascelles: Dr. Ellis told me that he could spare a number of rabbits, if necessary.
Sir,

171. The Chairman : There are a few points on which I would like to obtain information.
said that chicken-cholera was harmless to all domestic birds except fowls.
172. Dr. Hinds: I said domestic animals.
3.7A The Chairman : That means that all kinds of poultry arc liable to the disease?
174. Dr. Vermont: We do not know that yet.

I think you

175. Dr. Hinds .- Actual experiments have been made on pheasants, sparrows, and other birds.
17(5. The Chairman: Then the next point is with regard to the spread of tho disease from rabbit to rabbit.
Most of tho evidence is with regard 'to the spread of the disease to rabbits from food infected ; but, as I
have said, there is no great evidence as regards the spread from rabbit to rabbit. 1 presume that
requires further testing?
177. Dr. Hinds : Yes ; and on a large scale.
178. The Chairman : I would wish to road an extract from the report of these experiments. M. Pasteur
says; —
- “I recapitulate some of the experiments that were made by Mens. Loir, a student attached to my
laboratory, at my instigation :—

“ On the 27th of November five rabbits were put into a box ; they remained there without food
until 6 o'clock in the evening. At that hour 100 centigrammes of a virulent growth of chickcn-cholera
were placed in a small basin where the leaves of a cabbage were soaking. These leaves wore allowed to
drain, and wore then given to the five rabbits to be eaten, and in five minutes they had finished their meal.
A.1; midnight three fresh uninfected rabbits are placed with tho others.
“ At S o’clock in the morning of the 2Rth November, the five infected rabbits seemed ill. At 11
o’clock, that is to say, seventeen hours after their meal, two of them were dead. The remaining three
died at 3 in the afternoon, twenty hours after their meal.
“ On the 28th of November, at 7 in the evening, one of the rabbits that bad been confined on the
previous day at midnight with those that had eaten the tainted food was found to bo dead. The two
other rabbits did uot become sick; of those put in the first day none remained alive.”
170. M. Loir .- In the experiment No. 1, on page 14 of the Board of Health papers, the rabbits which
were infected with poisoned food were removed from the boxes directly they died.
180. The Chairman: It is said here, “1 recapitulate some of 1 he experiments, &c.” Have you bad a
number of such experiments ?
1 Hi. M. Loir : Yes ; 1 have bad a great many experiments, all of which M. Pasteur took, an interest in.
182. The Chairman : But of experiments of this kind—poisoning rabbits with infected food—then putting
fresh rabbits in the place where the diseased rabbits had been ?
ISA jlZ. Loir : Yes ; J have made many of these, and the fresh rabbits died.
184. The Chairman : Have you satisfied yourself that these fresh rabbits died of chicken-cholera or of
something else'?
185. M. Loir: I have made certain of it, by microscopical examination, that they died of chicken*
cholera. Tho proper tests wore applied, and satisfied M. Pasteur that the rabbits were infected with
chicken-cholera, and t hat they died from it. You will see that if you read further on in the same report.
18(5. The Chairman: Yes, I see that now. M, Pasteur further says:—“At 5 o’clock on tho evening
of Saturday, the 3rd of December, some cabbage leaves—upon which 10 centigrammes of virulent growth
of chiekcn-eholcra had boon spread, diluted with 100 centigrammes of sterili/.cd water—were given to four
rabbits. At midnight all the food had disappeared some hours before, and four fresh rabbits were placed
with the others. At 8 o’clock on tho morning of the 4f.h of December, two of the rabbits seemed unwell.
At 11 o'clock one of them was dead; at 2 o'clock two others died, and at 4 o’clock the last of those that
had eaten wras dead. The carcases were left in the box with the fresh rabbits that were put there at
midnight on the previous day. On the 5th of December one of tho rabbits was found to be dead ■ one on
(lie 6th ; a third on the 7th ; and the fourth died on the 9th of December. All of these wore tame rabbits.
On the 17th of December 10 centigrammes of the growth of chicken-cholera were administered to a wild
rabbit on a cabbage leaf. On the 18th it was dead. In all the foregoing instances it has been placed
beyond doubt that death was owing to the microbe of chicken-cholera,”
187. Now, with regard to pigs, Dr. Hinds stales that pigs inoculated with chicken-cholera have never
suffered from swine plague. Now, has not the inoculation of fowl-cholera or food in which fowl-cholera
microbes bad been spread, ever produced serious disease in pigs ?
188. M. Loir : No, never.
189. The Chairman : In the experiments that; were performed to test whether (he disease could be
transmitted to sheep have the cultures from rabbits been used as well as the cultures from fowls?
190. M. Loir Yes ; the cultures from rabbits have been used.
I9d-
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191. The Chairman: Can you give ns any definite information as to whether the virus is attenuated hy
transmission through rabbit to rabbit ?
192. I>r. Kinds : No ; it is not.
193. The Chairman : It remains as strong as it was originally?
191, Dr. Kinds : Yes.
195. M. Loir : If anything it increases, and is not attenuated at all.
195. Mr, Lascelles : I w'ould like to hear that question answered again.
197. The Chairman: Is there any evidence that the virus becomes weakened by transmission from one
rabbit to another ?
198. Dr. Oermont: No ; the reverse is true.
199. The Chairman t Can you tell the Commission whether that increase occurs generation after genera
tion for many generations, or whether the maximum of virulence is soon attained ?
200. Dr Kinds .- The maximum of virulence is soon attained.
201. The Chairman: A.nd there is no receding or going bade from that virulence afterwards ?
202. M. Loir : No ; its virulence is fixed. It has been transmitted by experiments from rabbit to rabbit
through ten successions. The Pommery experiment was conducted with a culture of tho tenth generation ?
203. Mr. Dearson: I am not quite clear as to that. Is it tho tenth generation of the microbe, or is it
that the poison passed through ten rabbits ?
204. The Chairman : Docs the poison that you now speak of mean that the disease had been ten times
transmitted from rabbit to rabbit?
205. M. Loir : Yes; from rabbit to rabbit.
•
206. The Chairman: Then I understand you that no case is on record in Prance in which chickencholera naturally spreads amongst rabbits ?
207. Dr. Germont: Wc are not aware of any ease. Yes, it is a fact that chicken-cholera in France has
been more or less prevalent amongst fowls. It has not been observed that epidemics amongst fowls have
spread to rabbits in Prance.
203. The Chairman: It has been stated that fowls and rabbits which died of chicken-cholera were sold
in the markets, and that no evil results followed. What rabbits were those that were sold in the markets ?
209. Dr. Kinds.- I think this has been known only in the case of fowls. I am under the impression
that it must he a mistake; it did not occur with rabbits.
210. The Chairman: Have you any information about the spread of chicken-cholera in different kinds
of districts amongst fowls—as to any difference in well-watered parts and in dry parts ?
211. Dr. Kinds : No, we have no knowledge.
212. The Chairman : You do not know whether tho rainfall largely affects the spread of the disease?
213. Dr. Germont: No ; there is nothing definite known on the matter.
214. The Chairman : Have any spores yet been discovered in the microbes ? No.
215. M. Loir: At 51 centigrade, the microbe is dead.
216. Dr. Paterson: There was a. reference to milk with microbes being harmless ?
217. Dr. Kinds : No; but there is a reference to milk sprinkled with microbes. It was slated that
there were reasons for believing that tho milk of a cow fed on food sprinkled with microbes would be
harmless to human beings.
218. Dr. Paterson : But that has not been demonstrated by actual experiments ?
219. Dr. Kinds: No.
220. Mr. Tahart: "What became of those sheep that the experiments were made upon—were they
watched for any length of time ?
221. Dr Kinds; They were watched for two months and wore perfectly healthy then. They were
afterwards sold and sent to the butchers. Two of those that were not sold were sent to tho veterinary
school in Paris.
222. The Chairman : And were they examined there or used for dissecting purposes?
223. M. Loir: They were used for dissection.
"
224. The Chairman: Have auy further experiments been performed on sheep which are not so thoroughly
explained in this paper.
225. M. Loir: Experiments have been made on six different sheep at different times.
220. Dr. Wilkinson : And were they all perfectly healthy ?
227. Dr. Germont: Yes; very healthy sheep.
228. The Chairman: In any case was chicken-cholera or auy serious disease produced ?
229. Dr. Germont : No.
■
230. Dr. Wilkinson : Hid you ever try this disease upon sick or weakly sheep ?
231. Dr. GermontNo ; the sheep were good, but not very fat.
_
232. Mr. Lascelles: Wbat evidence is there to show that there were ],000 rabbits at Pommery. To
' us it soems as if that amount of poison laid for 1,000 rabbits was insufficient for tho purpose ?
233. Dr. Kinds: That was an estimate. The number of rabbils was estimated as being more than
1,000 by the work people on the estate of Pommery. The thirty-two that were found outside wo know
to bo a very small proportion of those that were in tho burrows. When the burrows were taken up a
large number of rabbits was found lying in them.
234. Dr. Wilkinson ; How long bad the place been infested with rabbits ?
235. Dr. Germont: About eight years.
_
230. The Chairman: I imderstsuid that food containing microbes was placed for the rabbits on the
Friday, and on Saturday some live rabbits were seen. No live rabbits were seen after the Saturday.
Pood not poisoned was set out for the rabbits on Saturday morning, and some of that was eaten. No
one went near the place on Sunday, and on Monday food was put out again but was not touched?
237. M. Loir: That is correct. It snowed on the Saturday night, and there were no footprints of the
rabbits seen on Monday.
238. The Chairman : Was a careful search made for live rabbits during the two or three weeks which
followed this experiment?
239. Dr. Kinds: No ; I think not; but none have been heard of since as a matter of fact.
240. The Chairman: Ho yog believp, then, that every rabbit on the Pommery Estate was killed?
241. Dr. Kinds: Yes.
242.
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Itt

C7!frman{ I)r; Stflin? wislie«
^ inquire whether any of M. Pasteur’s representatives
nave ever witnessed a natural epidemic of fowl-cholera.
243. 2)r. Ommont: No.
.
244. M. Loir: I have.
oar ^‘c Furman: Can you state whether wild birds died when poultry were dying of fowl-cholera?
nSw « 0,7Ai° n0trknnj'j: I1c,au.110fc
tlmt 1 ^ve seen it. 1 have seen two epidemics, and in
neither case did I hear of wild fowl being killed.
1
olo- ?-J!e ®\airman ; Can you say that wild birds were not killed ?
248. M. Loir: No; I cannot say ; 1 Lave never heard,
249. J)r. Stirling; "What, fowls were killed ?
-Jf- L°>r;.1 haJ(er sce“ chicken, duck, turkey, pheasant, and pigeon killed, but no geese.
oW -Ap r P 17>!L'
af1a arbre nnutoer of tame birds killed in the epidemics which you witnessed ?
lal, M. Lmi : Yes; at least one-half of them were killed.
1
253. ‘Dr. Stirling : ’Where uas this epidemic?
255' T)r LSiZi;l hai? SC™ ®ncin Ju.a town on the sea coast near Orleans, not far from the Chateau d’Bu.
25G M.Loir

70U kuow thc tomperature here—how hot it sometimes is in Australia ?

S!irlln3; And
you aware that it is often as hot as eighty-two centigrades in the sun ?
dSidbuto thcTod! 1CH; 1
]S n0t neceB8ar7to pick the hottest part of day either to prepare
1%

or

C*®™ •• Have calves and lambs ever been fed on food charged with microbes ?
iolf. Ml, Loir : Not that we are aware of.
Ifa

vour oninimi^n^tV lllC uext;.i® an ,mportant question, and I do not wash you to answer it hastily. In
T li?rSa ™
'lUy a
r “T8 0 ;Lfceri;aining, m regard to the Pommery experiment, whether

S Utni^
w^T-IS^nCd

tllC l)0ia0ned food: or on tho other hand, did some only
■ d w 11 e toe rest perished m a secondary way ?
J

eommuniStXl'' flnm

‘b!? 1o auswer ikat definitely, but wc think that the disease must have been

** !a°3 "hici‘^ “« ™id «*

i,.™

SdTiP nff 3r1, lWo1?’ bavie J’0lVia<l ;l-y observations which would lead you to believe that infection
more like thn e f lar80.nu,,flber °t
m such a very short time. Hid not the phenomena seem
Si ?
f P01SOI’nlg thLln thosc of 1’Section, hy reason of the rapid and complete extirpation of
90

-

:

?s 'mJ,0ssiblo to give an absolute opinon.

Ilnttlm
'' 1 W01,1J, likil0
0^0 question with respect to this loss of virulence. You state
them! mo,rsei It 1
J™8 1C1^CC\0/ osPosuro to air, and not merely the effect of heat. That also was
provmdTo be incwrect'6 beCI1 hC d by M' i aBteur m rospeet to thc virus of anthrax, which has since been
Pp fp??!™1': 1 toink l(i "’ould have an effect from the air in both cases,
except lir?™””' ^ iave any oxPerim™tB bcc11 made, excluding thc presence of everything else

268. Dr. Germont: Yes.
bo
®PilMnson ; And in that case tho air has reduced thc virulence of the virus5
2.10. Ur. Germont: It has.
9

hSe you worked^wdth ft™1 r°Sard t0

Sei)tic‘'emia of thc rabbit, referred to by Dnvaine and Koch-

272. Dr. Germont: No.
273. Dr. Wilkinson Koch has held that that is quite different.

dluht wbSret. T w'S yiuratlOYwhich M. Eastonr has left open. Ho says it is still, a matter of
doubt wliether the cholera faspoules is like to some form of septicaunia.
3
etwoth iM,4<?,li’hBUt 18 “0t thC matfcer °£ d°Ubt ™Jj toia—that is to say, whether the micro-organism
iu the two things is tho same?
reouires a^Ahprl'’ In scPtienimia of ™bbit tbe microbe is larger than that of chicken-cholera, and it
requires a higher temperature to cause death.
the'oS^r
■' Y°U lmVe n0t W°rked with tlie Oration in the solid media-both Davaine’s and
9 vn" "tP ^ermon^ ■' ^ es; tbe cultivation is the same.
gJn f/'
■ Bu1: docs this Davaine micro-organism kill fowls in tho same way ?
zau. m. Loir.- We do not know that.
mav kmwwTmvf ** HnemB’ at all.1events= that there is a possibility that several different diseases
oo/ 7V
a d r‘toblts, With very similar symptoms and similar post mortem appearances ?
eon w fiTmonl Yes; that is true of rabbits, but not of fowls.
does it not? ™MM ' S'V”10 plaSUe kllIS °ff f°'Vl8 with s-vmPto"is something like thosc of fowl-cholera,

284. Af.

Loir:

This is a very different disease.

•» “”’e" *«• »•«—»<» »>bacillus"
289

Z\T

ThC °nly rcsemblancc is in its veiy small si»e.

The microbe of swine plague is a minute

• bpavc y011 ever known of a case where a rabbit lias resisted this particular disease ?
■' -to, never—not that we have seen.
The Commission adjourned.
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MONDAY, 21 MAY, 1888.
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at the Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.

Present:—
New South Wales :

Wiliiam Camac "WiIiKessos,
Edwaud Quix, Esq.

Victoria :

Hahhx Beookes Allex, Esq., M.D.
Edwaed Habewood LASCEiir.ES, Esq.
Alfeed Nayioe Peabsok, Esq.

New Zealand .

Aifeed Dilloy Belt-,

Queensland:

Joseph

Tasmania:

Thomas AiiFBHD Tabart, Esq.

Esq., M.D., M.P.

Esq.
Bakceoft, Esq., M.D.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor At,t.en.
Charles Myles Officer called in and examined:—
289. The Chairman!] What is your occupation? lama landowner at Mount Tal hot, in the Wimmera
district, in this Colony.
290. Have you erected wire-netting fences? Yes ; about 15 miles, more or less,
291. When did you erect the-first line of such fence? I think about 21 years ago, as near as I can
recollect. .Five miles of the fence was of netting 3 feet 6 inches wide.
292. Have you altered either the height or width of the netting since? I have not altered the height,
but I have altered the mesh to If inch. I find it quite sufficient.
293. Is your land leasehold or freehold? Freehold.
294. What is the value approximately per acre of the land which you have enclosed ? About £2 10s. or
£2 15s.
_
295. Have you personally found rabbits to go through a mesh of If inch ? I have never known a rabbit
to get through myself, but I have been told that small rabbits have got through—a very small rabbit.
296. Do you think that such a small rabbit would be able to live, and establish itself in its new home ?
No; I do not.
297. "What height of netting have you found a rabbit to jump or climb over? I never knew' a rabbit to
try to jump or climb over. I never tried any lower height of fence than 2 feet 0 inches out of tbe ground.
298. Have you heard from any trustworthy source of rabbits getting over netting 2 feet 6 inches out of
the ground ? No.
299. In erecting rabbit-proof netting fences around a large run, say of 100,000 to 500,000 acres, what
height of netting and what width of mesh would you use? Three feet netting and If-in. mesh, No, 18,
800. Mr. Lascelles!] The gauge does not matter ? No.
301. The Chairman.] How many inches do you reckon the netting should be sunk in the ground? Six
inches ; but I would point out that in all cases I do not sink it in the ground. Tn light sandy soil I liave
found it better to turn six inches of the wire down, with a lap outwards, so as to make a flange.
302. That would prevent rabbits passing in one direction, but would it prevent them from passing in
another? No; that is the chief difficulty; but I think there would be very few rabbits inclined to go
out. Whatever fence may he erected, it requires constant supervision. Of course, one rabbit occasionally
will be more, cunning than others. Such a one will get in, and will soon establish a run, so that constant
supervision is necessary even with the most careful wire-netting.
303. Then it is your opinion that no matter how you arrange the netting some rabbits will get in from
time to time ? Yes; and constant supervision is therefore necessary.
304i. Is there any other information which you would desire to give this Commission concerning the gauge
and mesh of rabbit proof-netting ? No ; merely with regard to its erection. Later experience satisfies
me that it is better in every case to sink the wire 6 inches in the ground,
305. Would the arrangement you suggest for erecting fences in sandy soil be suitable in the case of
fences erected at the joint expense of twro proprietors ? No, I should think not; but in my case Crown
land adjoins, and I have not considered the Crown at all, as they do not pay me anything. I had to bear
the whole expense myself.
306. In the case of suhdivisional fences in sandy soil, what would you do ? I would turn the netting
down with a lap one way; but with regard to this I may say that 1 never think of subdivisional fences,
merely boundary fences. When once you have the rabbits excluded you can easily deal with them.
307. You do not think that in dealing with very large areas owned by one person it would be necessary
to have subdivisional fences ? No ; I would never go to that expense.
308. Mr. Pearson.] What is the value of this land ? It is worth about £2 10s., and would carry two
sheep to three acres.
309. Mr. Quin.] Do you think this plan would bo satisfactory in country which carry only one sheep to
10 or 15 acres ? No. That would he very poor land. I endeavour to erect fences in the cheapest
possible way. You must have the cheapest netting for such land.
310. The Chairman.] Thc question is whether in dealing with very large areas and very poor land it
■would be possible, as a practical matter, to deal with the whole of a large run at once, or whether some
subdivision would not De necessary? I think the expense would be a great obstacle in attempting
anything like subdivision on the poorer land, where it is more necessary to practise economy. I would
deal with the run as a whole, and merely fence the boundary.
311. Mr. Quin.] Would you not think the Government should encourage holders to divide runs into
small areas, in which the rabbits could be more effectually dealt with? I think it would be advisable if
the Government could be got to assist. I think it should be done in this case ; it is a mere matter of
expense.
312.
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312. The Chairman.] Will the country stand the expense ? It depends exactly on the position of the
leaseholder. If he is in a position to pay the expense, it will pay him to do so.
313. Mr. Lancdles.] Ton have a large run on the Darting, I believe. If it were enclosed, could you not
deal with the rabbits better than by auy present known method ? Yes ; a year or eighteen months ago
1. was firmly impressed with the absolute necessity of getting wire netting to fence the run whether the
Government assisted or not. I thought, as the Government was deeply interested in the matter, that it
was their duty to help the pastoral tenant. But since that time I have come to the conclusion that wire
netting is not necessary at all. There are two reasons for this :—There is a disease prevalent on tho
Darling. How it was introduced I don’t know, but the rabbits liave disappeared hy thousands, and 1 am,
therefore, under tho impression that we are not required to go to the expense of wire netting since the
rabbits have decreased, so that it is now hardly possible to see one.
_
314. The Chairman.'] Do you know this by personal observation or by hearsay? I heard it from my
manager. I have not been on the Darling since the rabbits first appeared there. Although disease is a
very powerful auxiliary, I place far more reliance on the methods we have in our own hands, such as
destroying the rabbits by poisoned grain; distributed by Messrs. Lascelles and Anderson’s machines. With
the aid of these distributors I do not fear the rabbits at all, nor did I think we will have to go to the
expense of enclosing the run with wire netting.
_
_
_
315. Mr. Wilkinson.^ Can you give us any idea of the cost of fencing in a run with wire of the descrip
tion given ? When I first commenced fencing at Mount Talbot wire netting was very costly—something
like £50 per mile, but I. believe tho work can now he done at a very considerably less cost. Most of my
fences were erected, and all I had to do was to attach thc netting to them. I think it can he done now
for about £30 per mile. I have not purchased any netting for the last eighteen months, but I think mine
has cost me some £50 per mile, including the fixing of it in position.
A.gar Wynne called in and examined:—
316. The Chairman Where do you reside ? I. am a landowner atTerrinallum, Darlington, near Camperdown, in the wesiorn district of Victoria. I have erected 50 or CO miles of wire netting fences.
317. When did you erect thc first lino of such fence? Part of it was erected before we purchased the
place, in August, 18S1. Thc fence was commenced two or three years before that. 1 am practically
acquainted with fhe results gained from such fencing since 1382.
318. What height of fence and what width of mesh did you adopt? Part of the fence is enclosed by
stone walls. The other part, on the plain country, is open wire fences. On tho walls we used 2 ft. 6 in.
netting, l{’-in. mesh, and 16-in. gauge.
310. Mr.
What is 16-in. gauge? It is a little stronger than 17 or 18. The gauge has reference
to the thickness of the wire.
320. Thc Chairman.^ And away from tire walls ? Wc used 3 ft. 6 in. netting, placer! 0 in. in the ground,
of tho same mesh.
_
321.. Have you altered either the height of the netting—especially that used in the open—or the width
of the mesh since that time ? No.
322. Mr. Lascdlesi] Have you kept to the 3 ft. 6 in. netting all through ? Yes. ^
_
323. The Chairman.'] Is your land leasehold or freehold ? Preehold. Tho value is approximately about
£5 per acre.
_
324. Have you ever found rabbits go through wire of l-J-in. mesh ? Never.
_
325. If it were possible for very young rabbits to get through If-in. mesh, could they live and establish
themselves in their new home ? No ; I do not think so.
326. What height of netting have you found rabbits to jump or climb over ? I have never known them to
climb orjump overnetting. Around our garden we have netting no more than 2ft. in height, and we never
found any rabbits inside that, although they were there before. That fence is 2 ft. out of the ground.
327. If you were at present called upon to erect rabbit-proof netting fences around a large run of, say,
100,000 or 500,000 acres, what height of netting and what mesh would you use? in my opinion it
should be about 2 ft. or 2ft. 6 in. out of thc ground, with If-in. mesh—this would be ample.
328. Supposing you were using 3 ft. netting, how many inches would you recommend that it should be
sunk in the ground ? From 6 to 9 inches.
329. Would you vary the mode of erection of the netting according to thc nature of the ground, or would
you sink thc netting perpendicularly to a eertaiu depth ? In stony ground it would be almost impossible
to do this, Where we have walk we dig trenches and fill them np with loose stones, and the rabbits are
never able to burrow under thc stones. These trenches are about one loot wide.
_
330. Do you use any netting whatever? There we have close walls, and the netting is on the top, I
would bury thc netting in sandy soil. We curve ours a little.
_ _
331. Do you use netting only as a boundary fence over the whole estate, or do you subdivide ? As an
experiment, we netted in a section of 4,000 acres. Two of the boundaries are enclosed by walls—thc other
two by wire netting sunk in the ground. We turn the flange end of the netting outwards from the paddock
to that part very much infested with rabbits. After it was enclosed, we cleared the rabbits that were inside,
and it has been free from rabbits ever since.
_
_
332. Would a flange erected like that prevent rabbits from passing from the enclosed area into the open
ground ? Yes.
_
_
333. Then you do not think tho direction of the flange has very much to do with the power of thc rabbit
to pass through in one direction or tho other ? I do not think so. When rabbits burrow, they go close to
the object, and when they meet with the netting they go hack. 1 think, however, that netting is abso
lutely a bar, if sunk 6 inches in the ground.
_
334. If you were controlling a very large run of very poor land, do you think it would he possible, as a
matter of practical expense, to deal with the whole run at once, without assistance from Government,
so as to successfully extirpate the rabbits ? I can only tell you what we have done. We have 48,000 acres
of land. It was covered with rabbits when we purchased it. In three years over 760,000 rabbits were
destroyed, and the place is now practically free from them.
.
335. And the only subdivision which yon made was in connection with these small trial experiments ? Yes,
336. Do you think thc same thing would be possible if you were dealing with 500,000 acres of very poor
land? If you spent enough money to clear it, I think it would,
337,
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337. In dealing with leasehold, could it bo possibly expected that the lessee will spend enough money to
clear a very large run, say, of 500,000 acres, apart from subdivisional fences at all? It would be much
better to erect subdivisional fences; but still I think that, on a large area, rabbits could be easily kept down
if the whole of the boundaries were fenced in.
338. Could thc rabbits be extirpated, in the first instance, without a cost that would be ruinous to tbe lessee
without Government assistance? No. I think the Government should assist in fencing; and, if so, the
iessee could keep down the rabbits.
339. Dr. Wilkinson.] Have you purchased auy of tins particular class of netting lately ? No ; not with
in the last three and a-half years. Three ft. 6 in. netting cost us £43 per mile—this was thc firstoost. The
netting is now about one-half tho price that we paid for it. I think you could now purchase and erect
the netting at £50 per mile. I am not quite positive about it.
340. Mr. Pearson^] How long is it since you cleared the 4,000 acres? About four years, Only three
rabbits were found there since. This was caused through the gates being allowed to remain open.
341. How many sheep will your land carry to the acre? Wc shear about 00,000 sheep, and keep besides a
number of cattle and horses. We have altogether 47,350 acres.
342. Mr. Tabart.] You consider that a fence 2 ft. G in. in height and If-in. mesh is absolutely proof against
rabbits ? I do; and 1 have never known rabbits to get over that.
Joseph M'Graw called in and examined:—

343. The Chairman.] You are a landowner in New South Wales? Yes; my land is situated on the
Murruinbidgee,
344. Have you erected any wire-netting fences ? No; we are putting np the first now, but it is not yet
completed. We are preparing for it. We propose to erect 80 miles of fencing, thc height of which is
to be about 3 ft., and IJ-in. mesh. My land is freehold, principally—that is the portion which I am
about to fence.
345. What is the value, approximately, per acre, of your freehold land? Prom 30s. to 35s. per acre.
Some land in the neighbourhood has been sold up to 38s. per acre, improvements included.
340. Have you had any personal experience in the use of rabbit-proof fencing? During a lengthened
residence in England I had the opportunity of seeing a great deal of it. I made it my business to see
what they were doing there.
347. Can you say whether rabbits will get through a fence of If-in. mesh ? No ; 1 have never known a
case, hut I do not say that they could not,
34S. If a young rabbit did get through such a fence, would it, in your opiniou, bo able to establish itself
in a new country ? I think not; I think it would he too young to live.
349. What height of netting do you think would be an absolute bar to rabbits getting across by jumping
or climbing? I do not know that they either jump or climb; hut I consider the 3ft. netting we are
putting np, with six inches in the ground, would he quite sufficient to bar their progress.
350. What kind of netting would you use in enclosing very large areas of, say, 100,000 or 500,000 acres?
The same kind as I am now about to use.
301. How many inches do you intend to sink it into the ground ? Six inches. 1 would put the netting
in straight. I think this is the best manner for general use, so far as I have seen. They do it so in
England.
352. AVbuld you vary tbo depth according to the nature of the soil ? Yes; it would cost a little less,
where the ground is hard, to put it in 3 or 4 inches, and 1 would do so. to save expense.
353. Is there other any evidence which you would like to give to this Commission touching the use of
rabbit-proof netting? I do not know of anything else which would he of se.rvjee. I liave no object in
giving evidence in this matter, except to help my fellow-qiastoralists. 1 have spent more money on that
kind of experimenting than I can afford,
354. Is it a fact that before adopting this kind of fence on your own land you visited Mr. Lascelles’
station, to satisfy yourself as to thc value of this fencing ? 1 obtained permission from Mr. Lascelles to
look at tho Lake Coorong property, I went down and spent a considerable time there, and I was so
satisfied with what he had done that I adopted his system.
355. Dr. Wilkinson.] Did you say that you had purchased netting of Ibis description lately—what is tho
cost per milo ? It cost £2L per mile on board the ship in London, but I could hardly tell you the cost of
putting it up. Roughly, I think we put it up at a cost of £3 per mile, as we erect it on existing fences.
Wc had a plough made for shaping the groove, which will lessen tho cost considerably. Thc cost would
alter if the fence were erected in timber country, because in thc timber country the plough could not be
used. Thc freight out here is 27s, Gd. per ton, which must be added to tho cost already stated.
350. Mr. Quin.] Now in large areas would you recommend subdivisional fencing, or do you think it
sufficient to fence in the boundary ? I think subdivision would assist very much. In my own case I
intend to divide, although the properly to be enclosed is only about 100,000 acres.
John Bertram called in and examined.
357. Thr. Chairman. \ Where do you reside? On Euston Station in New South Wales, and tho properly
I hold is situated there. 1 erected about three or four years ago 6 miles of wire netting fence as a triaL
1 am now erecting a great deal more—about 30 miles.
35S. AVhat is the height and mesh ? We use 3 feet, and If-inch mosh. I have not altered either Ihe
height or mesh.
359. What is approximately tho value of your land? About £2 per acre. We have about 20,000 acres
of freehold which ue have wire netted ; the rest is leasehold a,nd this is what wc are now enclosing. I
have never found rabbits get over or through wire 3 feet high, and 1-5-inch mefih,
300. If a very small rabbit got through such a mesh, do you think it could possibly establish itself in its
now home? No; T do not think so. A rabbit that would go through a mesh 1 j inch would not live. I
have never known rabbits to jump or climb over fences.
361. How many inches arc your fences sunk in the ground? About 0 inches. If thc ground is soft the
fenep might go a little deeper especially if there were some special attraction on the other side in thc way
of
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of food to draw the rabbits over. If the ground were very hard, I would only put in tho fence about 3
inches. I have only found two holes, and these were old burrows that the rabbits had gone through;
when they came against the netting they merely scratched.
302. How do you put in the netting? Perpendicularly. I think that is the most simple method. There
is nothing more concerning fencing I would care to say. Of course fences require a great deal of care in
putting up ; a rabhit-proof fence in my opinion wants well looking after.
3(53. In dealing with largo areas would you erect subdivisional fences ? It would depend on the size of
the run. In dealing with a. large block it would save expense to subdivide for future dealing with rabbits.
I think that constant supervision over tho fences is necessary.
BG-t. Are you actually at present subdividing your runs ? Yes; we divide into 200 square miles. I do
not think a larger block than that could be worked to advantage. We think this is large enough to make
ft trial on. Of course, if it can be done better we will subdivide into larger areas. Seven or 8 acres of
this land will keep a sheep.
365. What is the cost of the fencing? It will cost about £31 per mile to put the netting on tbe fences ;
the cost is from £10 10s. to £18 per mile in London, and the Government of New South Wales charges
us £3 per ton as duty. Wo pay £5 per mile for erection. This run is 145 miles from the River Murray,
and we have railway and water carriage to pay.36G. Mr. Talari.'] What description of fences do you put this wire netting on ? Six-wire boundary
fences,

Andrew' Anderson called in and examined:—
367. The Chairman.] Von are a landowner in the malice district of Victoria ? Tes.
368. Ton have erected rabbit-proof wire netting fences? Yes; about 32 miles. Wo commenced this line
of fence about two and a-half years ago. We used netting 3 feet high, l|-in, mesh, and 17 gauge. We
have not altered the netting in any respect since. My land is partly leasehold and freehold. Some of it
we are leasing at 2s. Gd. per square mile.
369. Are you enclosing both good and very poor'land ? Yes.
370. Have you ever known rabbits to get through a fence of l£-iu. mesh ? I have seen very young rabbits
get through, but not after they have left their home. Before I began netting at all, I visited a place in
tho midst of thc good country which was swarming with rabbits. This wits fenced in with 3 feet nelling
and IJ-iuch mesh, and the rabbits inside that place starved. Within 12 or 18 inches of this fence there was
splendid feed, while inside there was no more grass than is on this table. The person who kept thc
rabbits there put some poisoned chaff inside to put them out of their misery.
371. It is your belief that even if they got through this netting they could not establish themselves in
tho new country ? It might be possible, but the chances against them would be so great that they are
not woi'th considering. A greater risk would be persons throwing them over.
372. What was the character of fence around the land on which the grass had been eaten away ? It was
simply a few sticks put down, with good posts at each corner for straining posts. It was only put up as
a temporary fence. 1 have known a wire-netting fence to last for seventeen years. The lawn was being
constantly watered, yet the netting was as sound to all appearance as when erected. I have seen it in
Hawthorn, where wire netting has been used for thirty-live years in an aviary. It is as sound now os
when put up.
373. Have you ever known from your own observation, or from Hustwortby evidence from others, of any
rabbit jumping over fences 2 feot 8 inches out of tbe ground? No ; but I have known them to get over
at the corners where posts have been put np as strainers. I liave known one fence 1 foot 9 inches out
of the ground whore the rabbits were in thousands, and I have known only one rabbit to get over.
374. In erecting rabbit-proof fencing around a very large run of poor land, what kind of fence would you
adopt ? Three feet high and ty-ineh mesh and 17 gauge. We sink the wire from 3 to 4 inches in the
ground. Where there are sand hills orpine ridges I would ho disposed to put tho wire a little deeper, say
6 inches. In dealing with holes near fences, I would have a special piece of netting to go right down
into the ground and fasten on to the bottom of the other fences; and also a piece to go right across thc
depression. 1 went along a fence that has boon erected for over (wo years, at Waitcbie, in the malice
country, and to which nothing has been done for over six months, and yet in thc 12 miles I saw not one
place where rabbits could get through.
375. l)o you put the wire into the ground perpendicularly ? Yes ; and I think that method is thc best
for general use. When the rabbit meets the fence and wishes to pass he scratches close to the fence. He
does not in the first instance see it, but his toes become entangled with it in burrowing. The toes are
thus hurt, and tho rabbit tries to pass on to a spot a few inches away. He cannot do so ; he hurts him
self and relinquishes his endeavour. If a portion of the fence wure flanged outward away from the
paddock out of which the rabbit was trying to pass, his feet would not get entangled in this manner, and
ultimately the rabbit would make his way in. A flanged netting is a protection in one direction but not
in the other.
370. In dealing with a very largo run of poor country would you recommend the use of subdivisional
netting fences. There is a limit of course in this matter. I think wc could treat 200,000 or 300,000
acres in that ■way. If thc laud were my own I would deal with it just as well as if it were subdivided ;
but if I had a neighbour who would not begin at the same place and time, the plan could not be worked.
Therefore, 1 think it necessary that each owner should have his own land ring-fenced, hut not necessarily
into small blocks.
’
377. Then could you state what area would be outside the limit which could be worked in one block ?
If the land where my own, and I wore not afraid of the negligence of my neighbours, I could deal with
500,000 acres in one block*.
378. Do yon think that a large leaseholder with very poor land could possibly ring-fence in one block
the whole of bis estate, and so cope with the rabbits ? I liave 260,000 acres of leasehold which
carries only about 30,000 sheep. If that were not ring-fenced and fenced with rabbit-proof netting,
tho run must be abandoned. On thc better country wc have 32 miles of rabbit-proof fencing, The other
is wire-fenced for wild dogs with 4-inch mesh.
379.
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379. Is there any other evidence that you would like to give ? I have been in the mallee during the last
few months, and I have noticed a large number of rabbits dying where there is no poison and no disease
that I am aware of. Jn fact the country is as bare as this floor, while inside the netting there is fair grass.
We had laid poisoned grain where there is grass, and the rabbits have been thinned out. On the outside
we End the rabbits dead in thousands aa well. Having made n pont-mortcm examination on some of these
rabbits, I have found that they died from a stoppage in the bowels, due to eating hark. I attribute tho
great numbers that have died this year to the heavy rains that we have had in Victoria, in January, winch
caused a great growth of scrubs and bushes. Since January and February we have had continued dry
weather, and tho feed has got dry. The dryness of the grass, and the sappiness of the bark have had
much to do with the mortality. The hark is very astringent and fibre indigestible.
380. Mr. Tabart.~\ What was the nature of the country where the wire netting was so durable? It was
loamv soil. I may mention that a farmer near St. Arnaud—Mr. Willoughby, of Gree Gree village—told
me that several ot his fowls had died from disease. Oases have occurred (J and 7 miles apart. He
promised to obtain the intestines of thc fowls for me, but I did not yet receive them. I mention this, as
I understand you are anxious to find out if chicken cholera exists in the colony.
George Henry Greene called in and examined :—
381. The Chairman.] Where do you reside ? At landra, in the Toung district, New South Wales. That is
where my property is situated. I had begun to erect wire netting, but discontinued the work until I saw
whether the Government of New South Wales would make a more liberal arrangement with regard to
the work.
382. When did you commence the work of fencing? About four months ago, and have erected between
6 and 7 miles of it. I originally intended to put up about 30 miles. I use netting 42 Indies height,Is
raeli mesh and 1G gauge. I have not used any other kind of fencing except that.
383. Do you purpose, from your personal experience of other kinds of netting, to alter the character of
any fence to be put up by you in the future? If the Government of New South Wales give the privileges
proposed 1 would prefer to use 3G-inch netting, 1^-inch mesh, and 17 gauge.
384. Have you satisfied yourself by personal inquiry that rabbits cannot pass through such a fence? So
far as I have been able to ascertain, rabbits have not gone through l-lj-in. mesh. I have been in tho
neighbourhood of Bacchus Marsh, where the fences are only 3 feet high, 4 inches of which are in the
ground,, and 1-f-inch mesh. There seems, however, to be a difference of opinion as to wliether the mesh
was la’ineh or 1 [pinch. I took a rule with me, and iu the most careful maimer measured the fences in
many places. On one portion of the flats 1 found that the netting was 11-inch, while on tho other 1. am
prepared to say it was If-inch. These fences have been up for eight or nine years, and have been imper
vious to the rabbits.
Edmund Hayes called in and examined:—
385. The Chairman.'] \\ here do you reside ? At Ingleby, Winchelsca, in the western district of Victoria;
and my property is situated there. I have erected wire netting fences during the last three or four years. 1.
have put up about 20 miles of it; thc height of the netting is 36 inches, 1^-iuch mesh, and 18 gauge. More
recently, we have used If-inch mesh, 17 gauge, and SG-inch high. It is stronger and better than the
other. My land is mostly freehold; the value of some of it would he from £20 to £30 per acre. The
wire netting encloses some of the worst portions.
386. Have you found rabbits get through l*-inch mesh ? No; I have never seen anything of thc kind.
It would be difficult to say whether a rabbit could get through or not, but if so I think he would go bucu.
again to the burrow, I have never known a rabbit to get over one of these 3 feet fences, 2 feet 8 inches
out of tbe ground. Years ago wo proved on the plains that rabbits would not get over such a fence; wc
erected a mile of it temporarily. I would recommend that fences should be put from 4 to 6 inches in
the ground. In sand ,1. should recommend that trenches he piled in with timber. Stone would be better
if you could get it; I put netting in perpendicularly. I believe in rabbit-proof fencing as the only
reasonable mode of coping with the rabbit difficulty. This applies to country of whatever character.,
James Finlay called in and examined
3S7. The Chairman.] Where do you reside ? At 61, Williams Head, Windsor. I was managing proprietor
for my brother in the Wimmera from 18G3 to 1888. I have erected some 5 miles of rabbit-proof fencing.
The best kind of fence is the 3 feet high, though higher would be better.
388. Do you think there is any risk of rabbits getting over if the fence is sunk 4 inchesintbe ground ?
If closely confined they might jump, but in a large paddock I do not think they would.
389. Have you known from personal observation that rabbits have jumped over wire netting 2 feet 8
inches out of ground ? Yes ; I have seen it myself.
’
390. Is it not a very rare occurrence ? Yes ; very rare.
391. Do you think it is worth while to add to the cost of netting in order to meetthese
very rare
occurences ? Yes ; I should say it would.
392. You think, then, the netting does not fulfil its purposes unless it proves an absolute bar to the
rabbits ? I think the additional height would bo an advantage.
.393, Even to meet the case of a few rabbits that might jump over ? Yes ; but at tbe same time a 3 feet
fence is very good.
’
394. Have you known rabbits to get through l|-incb mesb ? The mesh that I referred to was ll-inch. I
have often seen young rabbits with their heads in the mesh and they could not get them back again. I
have known rabbits to get under a fence buried 4 inches in the ground. The fence wants watching.
Even if a hole be made it is not likely that many will go through if the fence is watched hy a careful
man. I still think a fence 4 inches in the ground is sufficient,
395. Mr. Lascelles.] kV as not the fence at Townaninnie 3 feet high ? Yes; and it was fairly effective.
396. If so would it be necessary to have the fence 6 inches higher in poorer country ? I don’t think it
would be necessary.
Alexander
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Alexander M‘fidwards called in and examined:—
397. Thc Chairman.~\ "Where do you reside ? .At Hawthorn Road, Caulfield. I have an estate on the Lower
Murray, adjoining Mildura. I am erecting a rabhit-proof fence for about SO miles; I am using two
different hinds of fencing; I use the 36-inch netting, 11-inch mesh ; I had been putting the fence 6 inches
in the ground, but at present only 4 inches, as I find it quite sufficient; I put it in almost perpendicularly,
but slightly bending out.
398. Have you ever known a rabbit to get through If-inch mesh ? No ; I do not think a very young
rabbit would bo able to go through and establish himself on the other side. I think he would die if he
got through. 1 have known a rabbit to get over a fence 2 feet 8 inches out of the ground ; still I do not
think that would be any reason for putting up a more expensive fence. Rabbits could uot get under a
fence sunk 4 inches in the ground.
.
399. If a rabbit were to succeed occasionally would this be a reason for burying the fence deeper, or
should it be made a matter of extra supervision? I think there should be constant supervision; a
boundary rider after a few months would do all the work.

William Gumming called in and examined:—
400. Thc Ohairman.~\ Where do you reside ? At Marlbed, Wirrumbirchip, in the mallee district. I have
employed rabbit-proof fencing on the southern boundary of my property, on two blocks—about 28 miles.
My laud is leasehold; the netting I have adopted is 3 feet high, 2 feet 8 inches out of the ground, mesh,
If-inch, and No. 17 gauge.
401. Have you found rabbits to get through a fence of If-inch mesh? No; and if a young rabbit did
get through I do not think it would be able to establish itself on the other side.
402. Have you ever known rabbits to go over a properly constructed netting 2 feet 8 inches high ? I
cannot answer tliat question directly. I have never known of any case where a rabbit has got over a
netting fence 2 feet S inches out of the ground. I have occasionally known a rabbit to pass under a
fence 4 inches iu thc ground. * I think supervision thc right thing, and putting a fence deeper into
thc ground. Ccrlainly 6 inches would be very effective, but 4 inches is practically sufficient if properly
supervised. T think no mode of dealing with the pest is thoroughly effective, unless accompanied by the
use of wire netting.

Hugh M'Cann called in and examined :—
403. Thc Chairman] Where do you reside? I live at Horsham. I am one of the G-overnment rabbit in
spectors and Crown land bailiffs. I have personally had some experience of rabbit-proof fencing. 1 think
that a wire fence 3 ft. high, of 1| in. mesh sunk 4 in. in the ground is a good and effective barrier. I
think there is no real practical good to bo obtained by increasing thc height of the fence, or by limiting
the mesh, or sinking it deeper in the ground. It depends on tho country, of course. If you have a loose
country you will have to sink deeper—to a depth of 9 in. We have a good deal of that class of country—
of loose, sandv soil, where the rabbits go down deep into the burrows. 1 think there should be about 2 ft.
6 in. of wire above the ground. The Ijj-in. mesh is thoroughly satisfactory; Lf-in. I know is not If
there had been any real failure with thc lf-in. mesh I must have known of it. I think it is quite possible
that 2 ft. of wire above thc ground would be sufficient if there was a barbed or plain wire about 3 inches
above tbo netting on top. Then the expense would be about as much as the other.
404. Mr. Pearson] Ho you think that in sandy ground 4 in. is sufficient to sink the fence ? No, I
have known rabbits to get down and get under. I have seen a case of that kind.
405. Mr. Lascelles] Could the difficulty with regard to loose ground be met by special precautions with
out modifying the depth which the fence is sunk in thc ground ? Yes.

Robert Blyth Kerr called in and examined :—
406. Thc Chairman] Where do you reside ? At Bacchus Marsh. I am one of the rabbit inspectors of the
Colony, and have had some experience in connection with rabbit-proof fencing. I have seen a groat deal
of it, and know thc results that have been obtained from its use.
407. AVhat kind of fence would be economical and effective as a rabbit-proof fence? The best that I
have seen is 3 ft. high, 14-in. mesh. I think 14-in. mesh is necessary. I do not think lf-in. mesh is quite
satisfactory; but that it would be dangerous to adopt it, because the rabbits might get through it. I
think, however, this danger could be met by supervision. I do not think the lf-in. mesh would be more
advantageous than 1 $-in. I think tho 14-in. mesh thc best that could bo adopted- Fences should be sunk
in tbe ground, but not at an equal depth in all kinds of soil. In very hard soil, 3 or 4 in. would be enough.
408. Mr. Lascelles] I understood you to say that you have seen rabbits getting through lf-in, mesh ?
No ; I did not see any get through, but I have seen them inside such a fence in a crop of lucerne.
409. Mr. Pearson] Ho you know of rabbits getting over such a fence ? I have seen rabbits get over a
fence 2 ft. high. I liave seen it done often. They partly climb and partly jump or fall over. I have
also s.een a rabbit get up a netting 3 ft. G in. high. I‘his occurred at Bacchus Marsh. The enclosure
was a small one of about 6 ft. square.
The Commission adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, 23 MAY, 1888.
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at tie office of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Adelaide,
Present:— *
New SoutJi Wales: 'W'TLLiAit Camac ‘Wilkinsos', Esq., M.D., M.P.
Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria:
IIarrt Brookes Arles’, Esq., M. D,
Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq., F.R, Met. Soc., &c.
Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.

New Zealand:
Alfred Dillon Bell, Esq.
South Australia: Edward Charles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
Tasmania:
Thomas Alfred Tabart, Esq.
J
In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Dr. Stirling.
Allan MTarlanc called in and examined :—
410. The Chairman.~\ Where do you reside ? At Wellington Lodge, East Wellington, South Australia.
411. I believe you hold considerable freehold property ? Tes ; 40,000 acres.
412. 1 believe a large portion of tins has been infested with rabbits? I never allowed it to be absolutely
infested. I met them at the very first, and told the oilier people what was coming. In 1884 1 paid for
scalps of 80,000 rabbils, besides what my men killed. I sometimes killed as many as fifty per day myself.
413. Bow tell the Commission what you did ? I found that the country surrounding me was unoccupied,
which was the first difficulty I had to contend with. The first thing I did was to telegraph to England
for wire-netting. I bought all I could got in Adelaide at once. I was compelled to take the 2-incli mesh
because I could not get anything else; it was 3 feet wide, aud fi inches in the ground ; the bottom part
sloped outwards in the direction in which thc rabbits were coming.
414. Mr, Lascelles.~\ How' much lower in height did that make the fence ? It lowered it about an inch—
not more.
415. The Chairman.'] Did you fence in the whole run ? No ; only the northern boundary towards which
the rabbits were coming. I fenced in just about 5 or G miles ; this was in the beginning of 1834. My
experience is that large rabbits can get through the 2-in. mesh. I then got TJ-in. mesh from England,
having in the meantime had iron fences ready for it. I then removed a large portion of tho 2-in. mesh,
and substituted It-in. mesh for it. I. also tried to utilize the 2-in. mesh hy doubling it, but that was no
good. The meshes now and again came perfectly straight. I took all tins up and replaced it hy 14-in. mesh.
My experience was that 95 per cent, or more rabbits were kept out hy it because the grass inside was good
while outside thc country was perfectly desolate. Still I do not think that 14-in. mesh will keep all
rabbits out. My object was absolute extermination, and my fences included about GO,000 acres of scrub
and open country all shades of country. I carried on all sorts of experiments with rabbits inside the
woolshed. My men told me many times that the rabbits got over the netting, hut I would not credit it.
Sonic blackfellows told me that they saw the rabbits walk up the netting in one place. I had twenty or
thirty rabbits taken out of tho burrows and put in the woolshed, and tried all sorts of experiments with
various meshes and slopes of netting. I made the netting fully 3-ft. high in front, and also put it across
the middle of tho bin, and put food on one side,—cabbages and lettuces, aud kept the rabbits starving on
the other side. They went, over the netting from the sloping side with the greatest ease—they went over
it as if it were a ladder. From the other side they could not climb np thc netting, but the small rabbits
darted right through it. These were good large rabbits, and could get along independently of their mothers.
Ten or twelve of them would go through the fence in a moment. Outside this I put up one piece of
netting 3b-in. high, and one rabbit got over that, and, on another occasion, I found a young rabbit hanging
by the head in it, and several others on the floor going about. After searching, I found that the doe had
climbed over the netting, and in climbing over it had dropped her young one. I could sec plainly enough
where she had gone over, because she left some fur on the top of the netting; she must have leaped or climbed
some 34 ft. because the bins are that height above the ground. I put her in again, and next morning she was
out over the netting again. Babbits are perfectly capable of getting over a low netting, and 1 was told
by a farmer near me, that he had most conclusively proved that rabbits had got over the netting. He put
a lot of snares on the top of tho netting, and next morning three rabbits were in the snares.
416. Mr. Lascelles:] Was that a properly erected fence ? No, it was not; it was a slovenly fence. It
was fairly well put up, however, and the mesh was
inch. The fence was fairly perpendicular, but it
was not like mine. This proves that a fence 2 ft. 6 in. high is altogether too low.
Wl, The Chairman.] You have never had any experience of this netting in the open country, and seen
rabbits get through it? No, not in the open country ; but I have heard of them going over it there. I
should have said that subsequently I added another width of netting, making my fence 5 ft. 6 in. hmh, to
keep out the wild dogs. I would not say that it would he necessary to malic it so high for rabbits. It was
the only width of netting that I could get quickly at that time. I telegraphed to England when fairly
convinced that thc rabbits could get through this fence, and I got 20 miles of netting, 19 gauge, 14 mesh,
and X foot wide. This ribbon I pub along the surface of thc ground on the inside of my netting, and
lashed it to the other. This was to prevent thc small rabbits from getting through.
418. Mr. Bell.] So that you really had a double netting fence? Yes ; and I would rather have anything
than have the rabbits.
419. The Chairman.] What was your experience of this fence ? It was ridiculously costly, but it was
absolutely perfect against rabbits and dogs. Strangely enough, I found the rabbits more inclined to
climb, and the dogs to go under. This is very contradictory, but still it is true. Sometimes a dog will
manage to get under.
420. Professor Allen.] Is it your opinion that the ordinary fence sunk 6 in. in the ground is a fairly
complete protection against rabbits, or not ? Well, it depends something upon the nature of the soil.
If you trench tho ground, or make sufficient soil, the rabbits will tackle it, but not hard virgin ground. If
the ground is sandy, they will scrape and get under.
421.
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42T. Then the danger of getting under is a thing you would deal with hy a more strict supervision? Tes
I think you might as well put tbo netting straight down as sloping outwards, if the soil is suitable. In
one place where I first put my netting np 1 had a, little trouble: 1 took some 2dn. mesh and split it,
fixed it to the G-iu., aud buried the whole thing so that it was out about 2 ft. from the fence. No rabbila
came through after that.
_
422. The Qhnirmanh] Did you find, after these fences were put up, that much had to ho done in the way of
looking after them ? Yes ; a rabbit fence is no good unless it is constantly looked after. My men patrol
the fence nearly every day.
_
423. Mr. Tabart.I suppose you keep boundary riders for thc purpose ? Yes.
424. Mr. Lascelles.] You have slated to us that you first erected 30-in. netting and 2-in, mesh. How
long was it before you discarded that ? It remained up for 5 or 6 months.
425. During that time did you ever hear that rabbits jumped over that fence ? There was no need of
them to jump over, because they could get through.
_
_
426. Did you order an exact height? I had no experience when I ordered tho 3G-in. netting. I wanted
to get it quickly and cheaply.
_
_
.
427. The ChairmanThen so far as you can say now, you are satisfied that wire netting protects your
run? Yes ; and tho rabbits have died out since. Before that we could not tell where they wove coming
from. I never ceased during the whole time to tackle tho rabbits in every way except by poisoning.
42S. Mr. Tabart.] Tho whole of your land is not enclosed with this 5-£t. netting ? No, only along the
dense mallee scrub. I put it on the railway fence also.
_
420. Then the balance of your fences would be 2 ft. 6 in. out of Hie ground ? No; they are thc ordinary
height of cattle fences.
_
430. Do you consider that 2 ft. G in. out of tho ground is an ample height to prevent rabbits getting over ?
I consider 2 ft. Gin. out of tho ground to be no good whatever.
_
_
431. Jf>\ Lascelles.] Then what is thc ordinary height of your fence ? It is about 4 ft. high, where I
hound my neighbours. 1 cannot put down the netting with a slope, but I put it up to tbe top of the fences.
432. Dr. Wilkinson.] AVtiat is the area of laud you have enclosed ? GO,000 acres. My neighbours at
Pottalloeh have had rabbit netting, but still they have had ten times the trouble that I have had.
433. The Chairman.] Why have they not been so successful as you? 1 am bound to say that some of
them are moat successful in the way of destroying the rabbits, Some of them put up netting tbe same as
mine, 3 ft. high, 1^-in. mesh. They were fairly successful, but only by groat labour—double the labour
that I have bad. It was much more than was necessary to kill thc few rabbits that they had to deal with.
434. Did that labour induce them to take any other steps to do away with the pest? They have now
ordered netting 43 inches wide and 1 f-in. mesh and arc about to put up other fences just inside tho
present ones, putting 18 inches, at the bottom and 3 feet above ground.
_
435. Then the inference you draw is thdt the first fence did not keep the rabbits out ? I am as sure of it
as I am of sitting here, because they have now reduced the mesh aud have giveu orlcrs for new netting
which they intend lo carry down to Lake Albert.
43G. Mr. Lascellesh] Is the country belonging to your neighbours at Poltalloch more or loss difficult to
deal with than yours ? No, it is not as bad as mine.
_
_
437. Mr. Tabari.] You say you have GO,000 acres enclosed. Have you any subdivision fences, or is tho
land in one block ? Merely one or two lines by which I have prevented the rabbits from shifting.
433. Then you consider that you can deal with the rabbits much more easily within a small area ? Most
decidedly, if it were not for the cost I would put netting on tho other fences.
_
430. Mr. Lascelles] If you owned a large run in thc interior that was capable of carrying 50,000 lo
100,000 sheep would you consider it necessary to put such a fence round that country? No; because
you do not go in for extermination. YTou have to do the beat you can to reduce them, but my object was to
absolutely destroy them. In that case I do not think there is much difference between llj-inch and ] Linch
mesh. The extra cost is nothing approaching £12 per mile. Of course on a large run it would he
impossible to put up such fences as 1 have done.
_
_
410. The Chairman.] You thinly then, that for a large run in the interior a fence with a netting 3 feet high
aud 1’5-in. mesh would afford very great protection ? Yes; but why not make it better when you arc about it?
I would prefer ILin. mesh and think it a great deal safer. Here is an estimate of the price of wire
netting :—Price in Adelaide, from a wholesale house; 3' x !£■" mesh x ISO, £21 10s. per mile; 3' G1 x l-a"
mesh x 18G, £25 per mile; 3' x
mesh x 17G, £27 per mile ; 3' G'' x Is'' mesh x 17Gr, £32 10s. per
mile. If I were putting up fences again, I would put up a fence like my own.
_
411. Give us in a few words an account of what yon would do if you had to do the work over again ? I
would certainly not erect leas than 42-in. netting, and then 1 would put a barbed wire within 4J- niches
of the top. The mesh would be 1|- inch, and I would use a uniform gauge. I have suggested to
several people that they should get a 2-in. mesh for that which goes into the ground; then lf-in. mesh
for the next 14 inches, and tho balance of thc 42 inches should be l|-in. mosh.
412. Professor Allen.] This is what you would put up for the extermination of thc rabbits ? Yes.
413. Now, in dealing with large areas of very poor land, have you sufficient experience to make any
recommendation ? No ; I cannot really say ; hut I should bo inclined to modify my opinion in a ease like
that. 'When rabbits are really shy and you do not expect to exterminate them entirely, a rabbit or two
would of course be of no consequence.
411. Then you arc clearly of opinion that with any laud, such as yours, it is bettor to have a dear and
complicated fence for extermination purposes than to have a cheaper and smaller fence for protective
purposes, together wi(h supervision hy boundary riders ? Yes. Tbe amount expended on rabbits would
soon pay for tbo difference in tho fencing. In tbe one case you make a job ; in the other case you make
a botch. At the same time I know that poor country will not afford it.
_
415. Mr. Dell.] Then tho sole reason for not erecting such a fence as you describe is that the country
is poor and will not afford it ? Yes. The G overnment arc wasting money as usual upon boundary fences,
and I think it is extremely unwise not to put up a proper fence at once. A few pounds difference
in price would not be felt. Much of my netting has been put on fences that I have had up already. _ I
would also add that I had about 10,000 acres of mallee scrub, and wc found that wo could not cope with
the rabbits there, hut since I rolled it tho rabbits are done. Bulling thc scrub down is the best plan of
all to get rid of thc rabbits.
Archibald
7—H
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Archibald 'Watson called in and examined:—
416. The Chairman.] What are you ? Professor of Anatomy in the University of Adelaide and Pel low of
the Royal College of Surgeons, England.
447, When did you first think of the idea of disease in connection with the extermination of rabbits, and
what did you do ? I saw diseased rabbits in tho physical laboratory of Prof. Krause, and found that the
rabbits always died. Years afterwards I read iu the papers of the ravages of rabbits here. Last March T
imported some rabbits from Grermany, and they arrived in the beginning of winter or about thc end of
summer. On previous occasions I had failed to get them in alive, owing to accidents on the voyage.
Eventually 1 managed to get in six live rabbits diseased. .1. bought some Australian rabbits, placed them
with the others and they took the disease and died within three months. This was in a very rainy season.
1 put these rabbits into a small enclosure of about 50 feet square, and noticed that they developed tbe
same disease as I had seen in former years inOermany; and that they died, some in two, some in three,and
some in six months. The older and stronger rabbits lived longer than the younger ones.
44®- Vf KA happened to tho original stock ? They died during the winter, having previously communicated
the disease.
449. Dr. Bancroft.] How were tho rabbits fed ? We gave them plenty of bran, oats, Ac.; they were very
well fed. -they had two years’ growth of rye grass there. The rabbits did not burrow at first, because I
had wire-netting in the ground. I took them away in about three or four months and allowed them to
burrow, which they did after putting in a fresh batch of Australian rabbits. They have burrowed freely
ever since.
450. Professor AHm. \ Did you satisfy yourself at tbe death of the other rabbits that death was due to
sarcoptes cuniculi ? Yes ; I satisfied myself of that—that is bevond any dispute. J made an examination
of the internal organs and found tliat nothing else could account for their death except, perhaps, cysts.
These cysts were in both thc imported and the Australian rabbits These cysts were like the cysticercus
cellulosa in the peritoneal cavity in the great omentum.
451. Did they present abundant evidence of scab ? Yes.
452. What was the subsequent course ? Tho older rabbits were, lo a certain extent, refractory to tho
disease. They finally succumbed—one of them in seven oionths, Tbe younger ones took it more quickly
and died. They all died in rainy weather. After wet nights some two or three rabbits would perhaps
die the next day. Then having kept them for six or seven or eight months, and being satisfied myself
that the disease was fatal in wet weather, I handed it over to my assistant, since which time I have had
nothing further to say to the matter.
'
458. The Chairman.] During that period how many rabbits do you think died altogether f About sixty,
and odd ones that 1 had given to me. They all died, but all did not show scab. Some of those that die
now show no scab.
454. Then you gave up all interest in the concern when you haftded the rabbits over to your assistant ?
Yes._ I was away in Turkey for about four months, and when I came back I found the rabbits all well,
looking healthy, and in splendid condition. I was absent during the summer months.
455. Did the rabbits seem to get well in summer? Yes; they do get well in summer. There were
only three that I could swear to ; I had ear-marked them. When T left I ear-marked all my rabbits.
456. Mr. Lascelles.] Were they all showing symptoms of disease when you left? No ; there were only
four showing signs of disease when I left them. Over 100 rabbits wore sent down and thrown in with
the others, and they began to burrow. This was afler I had parted with thc disease.
45/.
OAajVmflB.]. Before you parted with the disease I believe you made some experiments to ascer
tain its communicability to animals and to man? Yes. My man put some of the fur into his hair, and
kept it there for days. He also inoculated his dogs, and I inoculated my cat. I tried it very often on
myself, and it never affected mo; I have also placed thc fur on part of my arm, and attempts have
been made to communicate the disease from one creature to another through contact and through inocula
tion. I am not aware of any ease in which real inoculation was practised.
458. Mr. Bell.] What was the result on the dog and cat that were inoculated? A tram ran over tho
dog, and thc cat was found on the doorstep in tetanic convulsions. I do not ascribe the tetanus to
inoculation; I believe it occurred through poisoning with strychnine.
459. The Chairman.] Were the dog and cat sufficiently long under observation to enable you to detect
any signs ox disease? Yes. Thc cat showed signs of disease. It used to scratch itself, hut I examined
tho fur, and found no scab. My assistant had the dog in his charge. I found hen’s lice in thc cat, hut
no trace of the sareopfes.
•
460. Were there any other experiments with cals? No; not that I have any knowledge of.
461. Nor with any other animals P No.
°
462. W ill you tell us whether this disease affects sheep ? I do not know anything about them. I have
not seen any of the sheep since I have inoculated them. Three sheep were bought—two young ones, and
one old one to which scab was applied by Mr. W. J. MtGary, and we separated the wool on the hack in
three places, then on the belly iu three places. Wc brought a living rabbit down there and placed the fur
m the wool. The sheep were unshorn sheep. 1 did not subsequently apply the disease to shorn sheep,
but I have heard that some sheep were shorn and the same thing done. It was applied to sheep three
times to my own knowledge, with unshorn wrool twice, and shorn sheep once.
463. Have you yourself seen sheep since the scab was applied ? Yes ; I wont there on purpose the other
day to sec them.
464. Did they show any trace of scab ? No; the wool had grown again, and it was about as long as when
I saw them before. They had been shorn in the interim.
465. Mr. Bell.] Before placing the fur where you state you placed it, did you examine the fur with a view
of ascertaining whether it contained any of the insects in question? Yes; and it contained insects in
large numbers. I did not examine a large piece, but I got a rabbit that was badly infected ; I examined
the fur, and every piece that I examined contained several insects.
466. But you did not examine the part icular piece of fur which you placed on the sheep ? No ; 1 did not
consider it necessary ; every piece of fur that I did examine contained the insect.
^ i "?r‘ ^nnr'TOft•] Is th’s insect as large as sheep scab ? No ; it is much smaller, you could just sec it
with the naked eye. It is about one-fourth the size of sheep scab.
468. The Chairman.] This insect, then, is the sarcoptes cumculit Yes; or sarcoptes minor.
469.
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4G9, Professor Allen.'] Have infected rabbits been sent to other places for the purpose of spreading the
disease ? Tes; I think some were sent to Glenelg, aud other rabbits were sent up to the north and
north-east.
470. Are you personalty aware, or hy any sure account, of the results of such tests ? Tes; 1 have heard
that the sarcoptes were dead aud the rabbits alive.
_
_
471. Mr. Pel!.] Reviewing, then, all the circumstances within your knowledge, are you willing^ to give
this Commission an opinion of your own as to whether the disease with which you have been dealing is or
is not of probable practical benefit in dealing with the rabbit question r That is a good question. I am
quite certain this disease will never do in. this dry part of Australia.
_
472. Either in summer or in winter ? No ; not in South Australia. Last winter was a particularly wet
one.
_
...
.
473. Professor Allen.] Is there any probability of the disease being useful in moister climates or in the
south-east of South Australia ? I do not know; I am in doubt now. I should have said most decidedly
yes six months ago, hut at present I am in doubt.
_
474. The Chairman.] Give us the course of tho disease in fatal cases? In Germany the post mortem
showed suppuration of the lymphatic glands, but in Adelaide the rabbits seemed to have died of general
exhaustion, with a great deal of wasting. There is generally an enlargement of the lymphatic glands,
but not so pronounced as iu Germany.
475. Mr. Bell.] So far as you have examined, this pathological appearance has been general? Tes. Tho
animals lost appetite and were feverish. When a shower of rain came they would scratch themselves,
and I have seen a rabbit scratch all the scab off its face during a shower of rain. The moisture seemed
to increase the itch.
_
476. Professor Alien!] Is it your opinion from what you have seen iu Germany that the suppuration of
the glands was due to a distinct septic disease ? I am certain of it.
_
_
477. Is it your opinion that such septic disease arose from the crusts on the surface becoming septic,
and the absorption of septic matter from the surface ? I think so. They died from septicemia.
478. Mr. Bell.] Go you think that was the course of the disease in this country ? No, not quite.
479. Professor Allen.] What, then, was the cause of death in the rabbits under your experiments?
Suppuration was wanting inmost cases here. There was nothing but general emaciation and loss of fat,
480. Can you state the cause of that emaciation? Only to the unrest of the animals and loss of
appetite from external irritation.
_
_
481. What do you think was the cause of the enlargement of the glands ? Absorption from the lymphatic
area drained by tbe glands. Those in Germany died from septicaemia—that I am certain; and the
glandular symptoms were not so pronounced.
_
482. Was tbe glandular enlargement absent in some of the cases observed by you in Adelaide? Tes.
483. Could you satisfy yourself with rabbits that died without marked enlargement of the glands that
death was really due to sarcoptes, and not to some other cause or causes ? Only that they died after rain,
aud that they scratched themselves with the wetting. They died without any suppuration; the glands
may have been a little enlarged, but nothing specialty. I noticed also that the rabbits that had not scab
did not die. We bad three scabby rabbits of different ages die in one night.
484. Are you aware of the disease having been tested at all under natural conditions ? Only from
hearsay ; 1 have no personal knowledge of these experiments.
_
485. Ton believe that tho specimens sent Mr. W. J. Reid were time sarcoptes ? Tes; the first specimen
was realty a louse, but the subsequent ones wore tho shells true sarcoptes. The specimens were smashed,
and were too dry.
_
486. The Chairman.] Besides tho sarcoptes minor, had you seen auy other acarus obtained from rabbits?
My attention was called by Dr. Stirling to a larger animal than the sarcoptes minor.
487. Ton are not aware whether that is psoroptes or not ? I am now aware of it, because you have told
me of it; I understand now it is psoroptes.
_
488. Mr. Bell.] Was the rabbit from which the second acanis was taken suffering from the disease as
well ? Tes.
489. Dr. Wilkinson.] Is this larger species much like what was sent to Dr. Branson? It seemed to me
about the same size, but I did not think of comparing. The shells sent to Mr. Reid appeared to he about
the same size as the psoroptes shown me by Dr. Stirling, but I did not closely compare the two,
490. Mr. Tahart.] Is this rabbit-scab identical with sheep-scab ? No.
_
491. Dr. Bancroft.] Do they ever nse in Germany this disease known as nasal catarrh, which is considered
very destructive to rabbits ? I do not remember it; I was a student there, but I do not recollect it.*
492. Are there any other important diseases of rabbits mentioned in anatomy ? No, not that I know of.

James Francis Cudmore called in and examined:—
493. The Chairman.] WTiere do you reside ? At Paringa Hall, Glenelg.
_
494. Ton are a station owner? Tes; I have stations in South Australia, Victoria, and Queensland.
495. Both freehold and leasehold ? No ; we have no freehold in Queensland or in New South Wales.
496. Have you suffered much from rabbits ? Tes ; some of my runs have been very much infested indeed.
I should say there must have been millions on my Victorian and South Australian properties. The
first rabbit that I saw came, I think, from one of the steamers on ihe Murray, and I think this was about
eight years ago, at Paringa. I first thought the rabbit had been wilfully let loose, but since then I have
had reason to change my mind. This rabbit evidently came from the scrub from Victoria and was the fore
runner of the wave of rabbits that followed. It was fully a year after this when the rabbits were seen in
any quantity; they came gradually down upon us, at first their natural enemies kept tlmm in check. I
thought that it was a hopeless idea to take up thc matter of fencing, as I was under thc impression that
wire must be put some 2 feet in tbo ground. I came down to Adelaide and had an interview with Mr,
Goyder, the Surveyor-General, and with Mr. Catt, who was then Commissioner of Crown Lauds, and waited
on them with a deputation to ask that Government should move in tbe matter, I spoke about this fencing
aud I found that it would come to something like £200 per mile. Mr. Goyder said he had an idea of
fencing the border of the Colony at the time. Having found the cost of fencing my own run to be too
great
* In a letter to tbe Secretary of the Commission, dated April 10th, 1888, Professor Watson stated that the effects of
tho sarcoptes on marsupials, dogs, cots, horses, goats, and oxen, had not to his knowledge been tried in South Australia.
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great, I commenced the use of phosghorized wheat and grain, and killed the rabbits off in millions, I might
say. The dead rabbits were lying so thickly in the bends of the island that it was impossible to rido
through. Even on the verandah of my house the stench was very great; but all I had done seemed to
have no effect, and I saw it was hopeless to attempt to resist them. Mr. Catt himself came up and saw
what was done and then went to Victoria to invite that Government to do something. Vo then gave up
doiiig anything there. 1 had on that run something like 29,000 sheep the year before; and they died
off in hundreds fur the want of grass. The rabbits destroyed every bush tlmt a four-legged animal
could eat. Tbe Commissioners might go through and not see anything but dead scrub so far as tho oyo
could roach. The sheep were reduced from 29,000 to 3,200 on Ned’s Corner, the next station to Paringa.
On these two stations 147,000 sheep were shorn in one year, which was afterwards reduced to 20,000. I
corild not now tell from memory the amount of money we spent in poisoning and resisting tho rabbits,
. Professor Alien
V'hat is the area of Paringa and Ned’s Corner? About 1,700 square miles.
During those two years we worked principally with poisoned grain, but we did not then fence.
49S._ “What do you think would be the cost per year of your operations when you were in full work ?
I think something like £3,000 on the two stations; that is in poisoning and in labour. It is about three
years since wc commenced wire-netting, and ave have carried it steadily on to completion. Tho best of
the country facing the river was enclosed in a ring-fcnco and included about 1,100 miles of country.
499. The Chairman.'] What kind of fencing ? Wire-netting about 4 feet wide, 16 gauge, and 1-J-in.
mosh, G inches in the ground. The wire was put into the ground vertically. The result of this was verygood indeed. If I had only known that so much could be done by putting tbe netting 6 inches in the
ground, I would have dope it years ago. I then knew wbat Mr. MTarlanc had done, but it was too late.
This fence is effective in checking rabbits, but theu all tbe useful shrubs bad been killed. "We finished
our fencing in March, 1SSG; in 12 months after that time I rode through Paringa all one day and I saw but
one rabbit. "We had been finding out that tbe rabbits would not use tbe poisoned grain well. "We then
knocked that off and started trapping, thinking of keeping the remainder of tho rabbits down by this means.
Last winter was a good one and the rabbits increased, although they certainly were not coming through
the fence. But it is a big area of country, and very scrubby. Now, in six months, there are quite as many
rabbits there as before—quite enough to destroy the country. I went up last September, and saw tho
effect of trapping. Vo put men on, and at one particular place a man and bis family, who were not worth
Gs. per week, made £50 per month ; yet there were as many rabbits there at the time as when he started.
I therefore came to thc conclusion that the thing should be knocked off. I could seo that the trappers
were killing thc natural enemies of the rabbit—tbo iguanas, wild cats, crows, hawks, and others. They
killed tho crows because they destroyed the ears of tbe rabbits, so that the trapper lost tho scalp
for which he was paid. >So Jong as we give a premium for trapping my conclusion is that thc trapper will
continue to farm rabbits, as I know they are doing now. I think the best method of destroying rabbits
(trapping I think should be done away with except where tbo land is fenced) is with poisoned grain.
You can then destroy the rabbit itself. All efforts should be made to destroy the rabbit, but not
the rabbit’s natural enemy.
509. Professor Alien.] Have you any clear idea as to tbe best method to go to work ? Ve have found
that poisoned wheat, distributed by Messrs. Lascelles and Anderson’s machine, is a great success. It stirs
the ground up, and the rabbit always runs to fresh turned-up ground. I have also found that since we
have fenced, our rabbits have colonized. There are certain parts of the country which they like, and there
they settle down. This makes their destruction much easier. Vhere rabbits are concentrated you can
deal with them, colony hy colony, with much greater facility than otherwise. Rabbits are always on tho
move—they seem to be constantly travelling. Vhat makes them so bad in our part of the country
is this they came up into an elbow of thc Murray and could not got away. They have come through from
flic scrub aud they stopped there. They actually ruined our country, and have done more harm than
where they could get away. If you fence in the rabbits they settle down and colonize, and you can then
get at them hy poisoning. This is the effect at Ned’s Corner and Paringa. As I liave said, rabbits do
colonize when they get a fancy bit of country, but otherwise they arc always on tbe move. If you fence
them within a couple of hundred square miles of country they will settle down on a certain spot and give
up travelling.
'
501. How large a block do you think you could deal with effectually without subdivision? It depends
on the nature of the country. In scrubby country I think tbe subdivision should be made on all blocks.
Isitfc this will not pay the cost—tho country is not good enough for it. It is hopeless in scrubby mallee
counlry to look for the extermination of rabbits. If you bad good open country it would be different.
502. But yet even in that mallee country a fence would still be of great value in chocking fresh inroads ?
No doubt about it. 1 would not attempt poisoning, and would give up all hopes of attempting to kill
them off without fencing.
503. The Chairman."] Are you satisfied with tbe mesh of netting that you are using? I am satisfied with
1-a-snch mesh, but anything larger would net do.
*
504. Mr, Lascelles.] You have only put up this one sort of fence—48 inches wide, 1^-inch mesh ? Yes
but wc have nearly 200 miles fenced in that country. I have put up also 3 feet netting, 11,-inch mesh, at
t ho same place as a partition fence. I found that fence a good barrier equally with the other, so far as tbe
rabbits going through it; but I really believe if tho rabbit gets close up or is frightened he will jump it.
If it is to be a ring fence I would put up nothing under 3 feet high,
505. Have you ever had personal knowledge of rabbits jumping over a 2 feet G inch fence? Yes;
and I could show you where it was done. Of course I never saw a rabbit jump that height under natural
eouditioiis. Still, I think such a fence is too low—too low for a ring fence; but it would bo useful for
subdivisional purposes to bring tbe rabbits together.
506. Professor Allen.] Have yon had any experience iu dealing with mesh of If inches? Yes, I have;
and weioun,. some of the rabbits get through it. Some of my fences ordered arc If inches, and some of
them 1 s- inches ■ and I have known many rabbits that would easily get through that mesh.
o07. In dealing with large areas of poor land, surrounded by thickly infested country, do you think tho
Government of any colony should insist on the use of a 4-foot fence and If-inch mesh ? No; I think it
would be rather hard. I do not see why the fence should be 4 feet high,
n08. Do you think the Government should insist on any fence at all being used in such lands? Veil,
perhaps it would be a hardship to do that; but I look at thc matter in this light: A man who
takes
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takes country up must fence it; and if he cannot afford to do that he had better leave the country alone.
It is tho business of the Q-overnment to see that the land is fenced, if they want it to be of any use to
the State; and I am sure you can do nothing with a rabbit-infested country unless you have it properly
fenced. I can see that the rabbits are largely increasing with us and getting worse—they are becoming
a greater danger every day.
501). Mr. Qttui.] Do you think, from your own knowledge of the country, that the tenants could fence the
land, with advantage to themselves, under the present tenures ? .1. do not know about New South Wales,
but we could not do it here under our present tenures. Most of our leases are now running out.
510. Mr. J?ear8on.~\ Can you say at what height from the ground rabbits will go through a fence ? Just
close to the ground ; they do not climb.
511. So that if there were a narrow mesh about a foot out of thc ground, a larger mesh might do above
that height? There is no doubt about that. My idea was to make a dog and rabbit-proof fence.
Ifor the lirst 2 foot the netting should be
inch, and for the remainder the mesh ought to be 2 inches.
You could have a wire on top, and then the fence would be dog and rabbit proof.
512. The Chairman.'] Have you had some of Professor Watson’s diseased rabbits ? Yes. I got them last
November. They were infected with scab. I took them down and put them in a small enclosure about
four times thc size of this room, about 50 feet square. It was paved on the bottom. I put other rabbits
with them, making at the first start about twelve. X also put in a sheep with them. T’he original rabbits
all died within sk or seven weeks after my getting them. None of the fresh ones died; hut some of
them were very young, and most of the young ones died. Some two of the young ones lived till they
were about sis weeks old. I cannot say whether or not the others were born dead.
513. Mr. Lascelles?} Do you think the conditions of that enclosure were suitable for rabbits that were in
young? Well, in one corner I had placed a lot of earth, and a portion of the place was covered as a
shed, so that they could go in out of the cold. I sent away two of thc diseased rabbits with two fresh
ones I had put in with them. I had another enclosure made 100 yards square, with sand hills and
bushes, and put in fifty wild rabbits with them. They were all turned out about the loth December, and
one of the original ones died a few days after; another one died very shortly afterwards, but as to the
other two I cannot say that they died. It appears that tho wild rabbits that were put in bred a little at
first; there was no doubt that some of them were in young. There has been no breeding since thc first
crop, and in April my boy wrote mo to say that the rabbits were infected with thc disease. He had
taken ten out and turned them into an island containing about 10,000 acres of land. He sent on four to
Ned's Comer in the steamer, but one died almost before the steamer left the place, I have not heard
anything further about them. Then, curious to relate, I am told in the same letter that they intended to
turn out ten more on to another island, and that these recovered, not having contracted the disease at all.
Thus it would appear that the disease has died out, but I doubt it. Last April we had another hatch
of twenty rabbits, and they died off down to twelve. On examining the rabbits I could see no signs
of disease, though a lot of them were wretchedly poor aud miserable. There seemed to be a little scurf
here and there, but I do not know whether it is a disease. One of the rabbits showed all along his nose
what was evidently scab, aud was wretchedly poor like ours.
514. The Chairman?] You have not taken any of these rabbits to he examined ? No. I have now seven,
and out of the seven two are as healthy as can be. The other five are miserably poor, although they get good
grass and feed. I cannot explain the reason for this difference in condition. Sheep are running there
with them, and have not caught the disease. There is no breeding in this enclosure of 50 feet at Glenelg.
I have not much faith in the disease ; I do not think it is fatal enough.
515. Mr. Quin?] Could it not be applied again and again ? I doubt it. I think that in Tasmania, Yictoria,
and New Zealand the disease would be very useful, but I do not think it will be any value in our north
country. I think Biverina also is too dry for it.

Andrew Smith called in and examined;—
51G. Professor Allen.] "Where do you reside ? At Nctley, Paratoo.
517. "What is your position ? I am manager for Elder, "Waite & Co.
518. "Will you state shortly what you know of the rabbit plague on the Faratoo P It is as bad as it can well
be. The rabbits first appeared on the Faratoo run, at Notley, about five years ago ; but at Faratoo proper
they were found eight years since:
519. Have the rabbits been spreading very widely during recent years ? Yes. They have decreased tne
carrying capacity of the country by about one-half during the last two years. They have eaten every
vestige of feed off during the last twelve months, and also damaged the hushes, which are dyiug. The
cause is the ringbarking of tbe bushes by the rabbits,
520. Can you say what has been the expenditure per year in dealing with the rabbits in your district ? I
cannot give any idea on that head. Nothing is being done just now because the leases fall in this year,
and we can do nothing except experiment with the rabbits.
52 L. What measures were first applied ? Wc put men on and paid them so much per scalp. That system
was discontinued about eighteen months ago. It was no good, because as soon as the rabbits got scarce
in one place the rabbiters shifted to another part; and while they were away the remaining rabbits
multiplied again until the pest was as bad as ever.
522. Do you think there has been any other evil attendant on tho operations of the rabbiters, beyond tho
fact that they became inefficient through their shifting from one place to another ? I am not aware of
any other.
523. Were the rabbiters responsible for killing any large numbers of tbe natural enemies of thc rabbit ?
Yes ; they killed eaglehawks, cats, iguanas, and crows. The Government paid them for killing eaglehawks and wild dogs.
524. Do yon think tho rabbiters really attempted to exterminate thc rabbits? No, I do not.
525. What next was tried when the system of rabbiters was abandoned ? Wo put men on to send the
skins to Adelaide for a time, but that turned out a failure ; because it did not pay the men, and we could
not keep them.

520.
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526. "Were any other measures tried? There were no other measures tried except experimenting with
different kinds of poisons. This was done on a small smile, and simply as an experiment.
527. Have you any evidence which you would like to give regarding these experiments ? Yes. The first
thing I tried was in an orchard of 3 acres. I put some strychnine on peaches, and killed GOO rabbits in
two nights. Then we extended fhe experiment to apples; from apples to peaches, and then to olives
and sandalwood bushes. We tried the latter with arsenic, and it was very effective.
528. What general result did you get with these experiments—which poison was the best to use ?
Strychnine. It was the quickest and thc best. We also tried it on peaches and apples, and found it good.
Peaches are the best for strychnine. We merelv ground it up as fine as flour and spread it over the fruit.
529. Have you tried this poison with the natural food of the rabbits ? No; only with the sandalwood. I have
tried poisoned wheat as well, but not sufficiently to ascertain whether the rabbits liked the cha.nge of diet.
530. With regard to rabhit-proof fencing, have you used that largely? JVot largely. We have enclosed only
3 acres at present on that part of the run with which T deal. It was commenced in November of last year. I
have three acres of garden completely enclosed. The fence we have used is 30 in. wide, 1§ in. mesh, and
17 gauge. It is 30 inches in all with 6 inches in the ground. This fence was put up to keep the rabbits out
of the garden. The land around was very thickly infested. No rabbits have got over or under that fence.
531. Mr. Lascelles^ Were there any means by which the rabbits could get in to that garden ? No ; except
by a flood. About four months after the fence was put up we had a flood and twenty trees were des
troyed. On another occasion some rabbits jumped across tbe fence through getting on a log that was
close to it. There is an ordinary wire fence, 6 feet high,-and the netting is attached to this. The first
wire is 10 inches above the top of the netting. I have had no experience of rabbit-proof netting apart
from this.
532. From your experience of this particular case, what kind of fence do you think would be satisfactory
as a boundary fence ? Thc same mesh, perhaps Cinches higher; and the same fence exactly for subdivisions.
I mean 3 feet for boundary-fences with same mesh, and 2 feet 6 inches for subdivisional fences. A larger
mesh might let rabbits out, but I am confident this will keep them in.
533. Mr. Pearson.] What is your reason for making tbe boundary fences higher ? I would recommend
it for extra safety. I have seen thorn go over fences such as I speak of, and they might do so again ; I
think the fence should have also two barbed wires on top, so as to constitute a dog-proof fence.
534. Professor Allen.] Have you had any experience with rabbit scab ? Yes ; I obtained some rabbits
from Professor Watson on the 28th November. The first rabbit I got shoived a little scab on the head,
but not on other portions of the body. I put it in a box with three others and took it to the station aud
allowed the four to go into a yard 30 yards square, where twenty-five other rabbits were confined, and we
are keeping them together still. I got another diseased rabbit from Adelaide on the 26th January, and
allowed it to go with the others. On the 20th February one rabbit died from injuries caused by
our catching them to make an examination.
On the 1st March another died, and on the 5th
still another. These rabbits did not show any signs of the disease at all.
The condition of the
other rabbits in the enclosure is very good. Their skins are sleek, and they look well. The rabbits
thus retained have not been breeding. Until this last two months they have had no chance to burrow,
because I had the burrows dug out. I put bushes in the yard to shelter them. From December to May,
while there is no green food, wild rabbits do not breed, as is proved when they are captured and placed in
small enclosures. I have not had experience on this point myself, but 1 have heard it as a fact on what I
consider good evidence. The fence around this enclosure was l|-in. mesh, 30 inches wide, double width,
sunk 6 in. iu the ground. The extra width was employed to prevent the dogs from jumping in.
535. jlfr. Pearsonl] You say yon got several rabbits supposed to be diseased. What became of them?
They are all alive in tbe enclosure. They show no signs of disease now. After the second rabbit came
the whole twenty-five showed that something was wrong with them ; their fur stood up, and the animals
looked very miserable. - The second rabbit appeared to he very much diseased. It showed spots on every
part of the body, and was much worse than the first one I took up.
53G. Mr. Lascelles.] Was it rainy weather when these rabbits looked bad ? Yos, it was cold weather.
537. Professor Allen.] You spoke of having obtained thc rabbits from Professor Watson? I obtained the
first rabbit direct from M. Marccau, and the others from Elder, Smith, & Co.

Herbert Bristow Hughes called in and examined:—
53S. Professor Allen.] Where do you reside ? At Pirie-street, Adelaide. I have station property at
Meniudie, on the Darling, in New South Wales. In South Australia I have property at Booyoolee
Gladstone post town. This is freehold land. I have also station property at Nockatunga, near
Thargomindah, in Queensland—a cattle station which is not yet rabbit infested. One half of my pro
perty at Menindie is leasehold, and the other is what is called a resumed area; my South Australian
property is freehold. In this Colony wc have not been troubled very much with rabbits. My property
in South Australia is so situated, as regards water, that the eats can travel from the one river to
the other.
.
539. You then attribute your protection against rabbits to the favourable circumstances under which the
natural enemies of the rabbits are placed? Yes.
540. How.far off is your property in South Australia from any thickly infested district? I suppose
about 50 miles. There is thickly infested country to the eastwards of us. I have not adopted any special
protection against rabbits in that district—I never had occasion to. At one time, a place about 30 miles
distant from us, at Booborowie, was badly infested and men had to he employed to kill the rabbits, and
since then I have never heard of any trouble from rabbits there. This was about seven or eight years
ago. I was speaking to Mr. Drew, of the Burra, and be said that they were then so thick that you
could sit in a hush all day.and shoot.them until your ammunition was exjmnded, and now they can go
out without seeing a rabbit. My Menindie property is very thickly infested from one end to the other;
the effect on the carrying capacity of the station has not been very much. About five years ago we
noticed some rabbits in a bend of the river, and were quite satisfied that they had been put there hy
one of thc steamers. We did our best to destroy theu? and we thought we had done so, T wo years ago
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they ciune on the Burling and have since increased like magic. I think this was hy the invasion from
other districts—they came up from the south. I am satisfied that the original importation was by wil
fully placing them on the runs. During October, November, and December of last year, wc killed
342,000 rabbits, as this document will show :—
Menindie Stations.

Babbit Beport for Quarter ended 31st Decomber, 1887.
Month,
1887.
October ..................
November..............
December ..............

Number
ot men
employed.

95
108
107

Number of
Rate of
skins delivered, j bonus paid.

102,071
133,342
106,282

each.
3d.
3d.
3d.

Amount paid.
£ s. d.
1,283 7 9
1,666 15 6
1,328 10 6

Amount expended
for quiiner.

|

£
s. d.
4,278 13 9

Rfttl! of
subsidy
claimed.

Amount claimed
as subsidy.

13s. 4d,
in the £,
equal to
frds.

"We had really no serious trouble with rabbits until two years ago, and practically during that time we
have expended £10,206, in addition to tbe amount voted by tbe Government.
541. What remedies did you first try ? We first tried shooting and trapping. It was first insisted on
that we should trap tbe rabbits. We had then 107 rabbiters, each man with fifty to twenty traps ; and you
can imagine the state the sheep on the run were in at that time.
542. Was there any other way of obtaining help from Government except by claiming on account of tbo
number of rabbits trapped ? No ; no other would be recognized. Tbe Government would give no assis
tance except in regard to trapping operations. The skins were always brought in, counted by tbe In
spector, and then burned,
■
543. Wbat is your opinion of tbe real value of the work done by tbe rabbiters P It is of no value what
ever. I am well satisfied of that. The number of rabbits did not sensibly decrease by their operations.
We have been always under that opinion.
514. Do you think from what you have seen that the rabbiters had no intention of causing the pest to
decrease? No; none whatever. It was nothing unusual for these men to say: “ We must leave this
paddock, we will come, back in a month or two when there are plenty more rabbits there.”
545. Do you think that those rabbiters were responsible for any large destruction of thc natural enemies
of tho rabbits ? Yes, and if they could got hold of a good sized tom-cat and kill it, it was a great
feature to them. It was the same way with crows and hawks—if they could kill them they would do so.
546. Then the rabbiters did not intend to produce any diminution in the rabbits, but caused the des
truction of a number of their natural enemies ? Yes; this is my impression. Some time since I went
to Sydney to claim tbe subsidy, and 1 told the Government that the best tiling they could do was to shelve
the Babbit Act and to leave us alone.
547. Have you adopted poisoning on any large scale P No; but we have tried it at various times. We
applied the system of throwing out phosphomed wheat. Mr. Kiddoch is doing it on a better system,
and we will adopt his plan in future. I have not adopted rabbit fencing at all. I did not know what to
do. The Government got hold of us, and we were asked to pay a rent more than four times what we had
a right to pay. We arc now in charge of Inspectors; and, in fact, we do not know wbat to do. Our
money is going to pay for fences I do not need.
■
548. What is the carrying capacity of your run ? It will take a sheep to about 10 acres. At present I
am not adopting any means of destruction, because I cannot see any way. Thc only means we have to
adopt is tbo phosphorus,
549. What has been your experience with tbo rabbit scab introduced by Prof. Watson P My experience,
so far, has been most unsatisfactory, I paid my money like other people to get the diseased rabbits. I
got them, and put them with others, but all of them died. They were placed on a large barge on the
river, and every one of them died. I found no spread of the disease, and I think it is an utter failure.
I obtained two rabbits directly from Prof. Watson, and placed them in a wooden hutch, but the experiment
was an utter failure there also. Tho real sarcoptes is so small that I could not sec it without a microscope.
There is no doubt that when first brought from Prof. Watson’s the rabbits were diseased. Mr. Stanley,
tbe Government Veterinarian from Sydney, examined them and said so. I can only say in conclusion
that I am in doubt how to deal with this frightful pest. Tbe men on the station arc utterly demoralized
owing to the large sums made by the rabbiters. We have had as many as 107 rabbiters with traps, with
about sixty to each ipan, besides tho men employed to look after the sheep. I may add that the summer
weather has had a frightful effect on the rabbits. They have been dying out by hundreds of thousands—
some say from Butcher’s disease, and others from some disease that has appeared before on thc Murray.
560. Mr. Quin.'] Could you have carried on tbe system of trapping and sealping, such as has been done
for tbe last two years, and make your run pay at the rent insisted on by tbe Government of New South
Wales? No; decidedly not.
’
”

George Biddoch called in and examined :—
551. Tfir. Chairman.] Where do you reside ? I live in Adelaide, but J have property at Weird err iga, in New
South Wales; and at Glencoe, and Mount Gam bier, in South Australia. Tho bitter is freehold, but
Weinterriga land is leasehold. My experience with rabbits commenced about thirteen years
ago, on property in the Swan Hill district of Yictoria. There was a- small number in tbe first
instance, but they increased in about two years after that time in such an extraordinary way that they
devastated the country. I poisoned them with phosphorizccl grain with great success. I got the receipt
for making up this stuff from an American paper. I used lib. of phosphorus to 100 lb. of wheat. The
phosphorus was put in water and allowed to stand at night, and in tho morning a quantity of fiour was
put in. It was then eaten by tho rabbits, and I found that they died in great numbers from it. In that
particular
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particular place it reduced the number to bucIi au extent that when I scoured the place afterwards there
was, comparatively speaking, only a few rabbits on it. The value of thc run was, however, depreciated from
about £30,000 to £8,000. I succeeded in killing tbe rabbits, but the country was so injured that it did
not recover for some time. My next serious experience with rabbits was at ’Weinterriga. Five years ago
—I think I am safe in saying—there was not a rabbit on my place. It is a sheep station, and I heard at
that time that there were rabbits within about 100 miles of me. I gave instructions that patrollers were to
be put on and the rabbits to bo watched for. The men were told off simply to watch for the rabbits aud
discover them as soon as they appeared on the place. After a time traces of them were found. I paid
thc men thus employed £1 per week, aud 2s. Gd. per head for every rabbit. I continued from that time
to use every effort to discover the rabbits and kill them. From time to time wre had to reduce the
rate which we paid for killing. Our really serious trouble began last year (18S/). In the month of
January of that year we bad 100 men employed ; they trapped 29,000 in that month alone. We kept
100 to 125 men constantly employed during thc whole year doing everything we could to keep tho rabbits
down, but in spite of tins they had increased by December, 1837, to something like an average of 140,000
per month. Judging by the numbers which we got on the run the rabbits must have increased tiro
fold. Wc killed altogether on Weinterriga something like 1,250,000 of rabbits, costing £1.2,500 inclusive
of tbe G-overnment subsidy; our share, of course, being quarter of that sum, together with the cost of super
vision. I represented to thc Minister for Mines in August last that this method of destroying the rabbits
was a very costly and ineffective one. I asked to be allowed to use other methods, and I understood that
the Minister for Minos gave his sanction to my doing so. I sent up an experienced man with thenocessary
appliances to use bi-sulphide of carbon, Hy this method I reduced thc cost of killing the rabbits to about
a quarter of what it had been before. But when I made application for the subsidy of three-quarters of
the cost, I was told that I would only be allowed three-quarters of tbo cost of the material without any
compensation for the cost of application. I may say that thc Government have since then refused to give
me even that. Since that time 1 have been using pbosphorized grain produced by Raymond’s machine for
mixing the grain and phosphorus, and Lascelles and Anderson’s machine for depositing it. The results
have been satisfactory in most cases, but in other cases it has not been so, aud I blame the quality of the
phosphorus for the want of success. The rabbits cat phosphorized grain invariably, scarcely any of
it being left after the first day. I have tried arsenic aud other poisons and found that the rabbits did not
eat them so readily. I am now trying an experiment of putting .arsenic in with the phosphorus, and
thus making good the deficiency in the killing power of the phosphorus.
552. Have you had any experience in connection with rabbit-proof fencing? Hot very much. I have 50
miles on my place ready to put up, and 150 miles ordered from England. The first 50 miles was 17 gauge,
1 j-iu. mesh, and 42 in. wide. After the regulation issued by the Government in February, declaring that
nothing larger than l-J-in. mesh would be allowed, I ordered another 100 miles of 1-J-in. mesh with the
same gauge and width, and for tbe remaining 30 miles I ordered 30 in. wide, 17 gauge, and lf-in. mosh
for subdivision fences—temporary fences to shift about from place to place.
5-53. ilfr. Lascelles] Supposing you erect these fences and find that at the end of twelve months l|-in.
mosh is as good as 1-J-in. mesh, will you complain of the action of tho Government? 1 should have very
good reason for doing so. ] would have been satisfied with the IJ-in. mosh if I had been left to my own
judgment. I only ordered the lf-in. mesh to comply with the conditions imposed by Government. 1 did
this to entitle me to compensation, and in order that I might obtain certain advantages under the proposed
legislation.
554. How, as to the difference of cost ? Tbe lf-in. mesh costs me, delivered in Adelaide, £22 per mile.
Tho lf-in. mesh of which I have ordered 100 miles, and 10 miles of which have been delivered, costs mo
£26 10s. per mile in Adelaide. I may state that I ordered this early for the sake of getting it at a low
price, and with quick despatch. The difference in the cost of freight may increase thc price of tho
balance of tbe lf-in. mesh ordered. I am now in a difficulty as to tho erection of thc netting that I have
already obtained, I have appealed to each of my neighbours in turn to join with me in tho erection of
the netting along the boundary-fences, and they liave all refused, some giving one reason and some another.
The chief excuse is, that if tho netting is put up on my boundary-fence it will prevent the rabbits travel
ling on to mv run aud away from them. Another difficulty is thc want of security of tenure for
that portion of my run w'here the rabbits are worst. I refer to the resumed area, which is the southern
part of my run and adjoining runs.
_
_
_
555. Do you think a law should bo passed compelling owners to join in erecting netting fences in rabbit
country? Certainly ; I think if wire netting is to be put down at all it should be made compulsory on
each man to pay his share. It is absolutely necessary to do this, no matter what other means may bo
adopted.
...
.
556. Mr. Pearson] Have you had any experience with wire netting of lf-in. mesh ? Ho ; except with
tho few miles I have put up lately. On both sides of the wire-netting there wrere traps which the rabbits
had to pass in getting through the fences. The men who are going backwards and forwards with tho dogs
found numbers in the traps and the dogs killed them. They were lying about iu all directions.
557. Professor Allan] Have you had any experience with Professor Watson’s disease ? Yes. I have
seen the diseased rabbits, aud I was present when the attempt was made to communicate the disease to
sheep, which I afterwards examined very carefully. On one occasion 1 found a small fistula and slight
discoloration in the skin, as if there were some foreign matter there. On examining the same sheep a second
time I could find no signs of the disease. The conclusion I came to was that tho insect had caused some
irritation, but that it was not able to live on a foreign body and had died. I again examined the same
sheep and found no symptom of disease.
55S. Have you any experience with regard to the spread of disease from one rabbit to another? Hot
more than what I gained on infested ground. I have had no part in any subsequent trials with the
disease since Professor Watson parted with the rabbits. But 1 have just returned from Tinrinallogy, and
also saw the diseased rabbits in Dr. Ellis' charge in Sydney. It was afterwards that I saw other diseased
rabbits with Dr. Butcher at Tintinallogy. So far as I could see, the disease affecting the rabbits in
Sydney and at Tintinallogy was the same. I found also that rabbits were dying in considerable numbers
at Weinterriga, which is on the opposite side of thc river to Tintinallogy. Other rabbits were in a very
weak state—so weak that numbers of them could be easily caught by a man on foot. I caught several of
these rabbits and they presented thc outward appearances or symptoms shown by tbe rabbits in charge of
’
''
lirs.
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Drs. Butcher and EUis. On examination I found that the only organ allowing signs of disease was Ihe
liver. _ In all cases thus examined by me thc lirer had white spots or streaks upon it, and was more tender
than in rabbits in a healthy state. The only other sign of disease ivas the emaciation. I saw no scabs on
the surface of the body, though there was a slight scurf on the skin. I opened some of the rabbits and
examined the intestines, and the heart, and lungs, aud liver. There was nothing to indicate the presence
of any cheesy matter.
’
550. Could you satisfy yourself that this disease was really hilling off the rabbits effectually ? Yes ; 1
found a very large number of rabbits dead on my place. I did not introduce thc disease, though I liave
done alittle low'ards spreadingit. We found it on our place and to a certain extent we utilized ii. Thc disease
first appeared on Weinterriga at a point some distance away from the river boundary opposite Tintinallogy.
A large number of tbe rabbits that were weakly on my first \ isit were dead when i went bade again. The
first appearance of the disease on Weinterriga was about two months ago. I have soon no disease ui sheep or
other animals to correspond with this disease. It is now scattered all over a large area of country,
5GO. Mr. Lascelles^ Did you notice any results from the spread of the disease that you had ? leouldhardly
say. I was not there to watch experiments. We had the disease with the hope" tliat it would spread, but
1 cannot possiMy say that it has spread. I feel so satisfied that this disease will he a very great boon In
us, and such an aid to get rid of the rabbits that 1 would be very sorry to seo it run out. T was afraid it
was an epidemic that would run out, and 1 think that the Government should take slops to keep it alive in
the meantime. Of course we cannot ask Drs, Butcher and Ellis to keep it alive at their oivu expense.
I do not think that it was eating the bark which killed the rabbits on Weinterriga. I found the rabbits
dead in great numbers on open country whore there is no bark, and I found them alive and ivcll in counlry
where the hark had been stripped.

Peter Waite called in and examined:—
W>\. PrafiKtor Allen,'] Where chiefly is your property situated? I am a member of the firm of Elder,
Smith, & Co., and we hold Mom ha, in New South Wales, and Faratoo, in South Australia. These arc
leasehold properties.
5G2. When did you first become personally acquainted with thc rabbit plague? About eight or nine
years ago, on Paratoo. As long as I have been acquainted with Paratoo rabbits Imc appeared from
time to time ; but they never increased, having been kept in check by other animals. About ten years
ago a strip of freehold country, from Kapundato Canowie, became infested with rabbits, and tbe Govern
ment passed a Bill compelling owners to destroy the rabbits. The rabbils were destroyed on those runs,
being hunted by dogs, destroyed by bisulphide of carbon, and shot. Thc result was that the rabbits at
once came upon uslikeaw'ave. They kept moving ahead, aud over-ran our countrv to such an extent that I
was compelled to begin to kill them in 18S2. The measures wc first adopted were phosphorized grain and
bisulphide of carbon. 1 obtained very good success with those. Tho country was then resumed; wo
were given only a yearly annual lease, and we refused to do anything. This resumption look place in
1H80, and the land was taken away or selected immediately after we had destroyed the rabbits at great
expense. Then after that a scalping Bill was passed, the Government giving 2d. per scalp, and the country
was rated at so much per 1,000 sheep, so much per 100 head of cattle, and so much per square mile. A small
army of rabbiters thus came into existence. That wont on for two or three years, hut no satisfactory
results were obtained. Independent of thc amounts levied on thc different districts, it cost the Govern
ment of South Australia last year for scalping from £00,000 to £100,000. Then they stopped dead and
refused to go on any longer. In some places the rabbits were down pretty low, and in others, the trappers
stuck to the thickest spots, and sent rabbits all over thc country. The G-ovcrnmctit then spent some
£35,000 on rabbit parties, and with dogs, and bisulphide of carbon. In about six months this money was
spent, and nothing has been done since.
563. What results were obtained by these parties ? So far as I know there has been no result. Largo
numbers of rabbits were killed, but some were left behind to multiply. It was the rabbit parties that
first drove out the wave of rabbits on us. In ail probability if thc rabbits had been killed some other
way than hy dogs this wave would not have come out. At all events had there been rabbit-proof fencing
the rabbits would never have come out on us. The wave reached us first in 18SO, and kept on coming.
Since tbe trapping and the Government parties in 1SS4-5, we have done nothing except to experiment,, as
our manager told you. ()no of our experiments was a netting around a tank tlmt was nearly dry, by which
wc caught G,000 rabbits in a week. At another tank-, which wc netted, wc got 1,100 rabbits in two days.
504. Practically your tenure was lost, and you abandoned operations with the except ion of certain
experiments which would be continued on a largo scale if a more certain tenure was obtained ? Quito so.
5fj,>. Mr,' Quin.^ Do you now bold that country ? We hold it but we do not occupy it; we have had no
stock on it fop years , we hold it simply in order that wo may obtain payment for our improvements at
tho end of this year. But for the rabbits and dogs this country ought, to have had 140,000 sheep upon it.
5GG. Mr. Lascelles.] Have yon had any experience with rabbit-proof fencing ? No; excepting a small
piece mentioned by our manager to-day. Wc put a 30-in. fence H-in. mesh around our garden ; we did
not find that many rabbits got over this fence. Only two got over ; we found that they got over because of a
large log that lay againsMhe fence. I have had no practical experience with wire-netting on other runs.
5G7. In the event of leasing any of that country have you decided what height and mesh you would use ?
If I were left to myself I would use tbe 30-in. width, 1 "-in. mesh, and 1 would make the fence dog proof
by one or two barbed wires. This would be for the boundary fence. As to the subdivision fences I
think a fence like that we have around our garden is quite enough ; the extra G inches is more as a
protedion against dogs than rabbits.
5G8. Is there any Act compelling lessees to join with you in fencing in with rabbit-proof netting ? Yes ;
there is the Act of last year--it has reference to leasehold land. There is no such clause in the new Act,
that I am aware of.
COS). Mr. Quin.] Would you feel inclined to fence in your property in New South Wales on your present
term of occupation ? No; I will wait for legislation. On tbo Momba property wo have used the trap
system until recently, and wo have held that country or been interested in it since 1SS0. Thc rabbits first
^ -h
came
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came on to Momba many years ago. bn!; their natural enemies kept them in cheek until about two years
since. We found that trapping was the very reverse of a success. We arc now using the wire-netting
around the tanks and taking poisoned water out to dry spots that are thickly infested. Wc are also
using arsenic dissolved with potash, phosphorized wheat and wheat steeped in arsenic dissolved in potash,
aud distributed hy Lascelles it Anderson’s machine. On Momba wc chiefly use phosphorized wheat
which so far has been successful.
570. What has been the maximum cost per year of dealing with thc rabbits on Momba? I cannot
say at this moment. 1 think last year the cost must have been about £13.000, In October I
know we were spending at tho rate of £3,000 per month. Thc pest kept increasing, the best proof of
which is that when we reduced the scalp money from 4d. to 2d. the payments were greater than before.
57].. What mileage of wire-netting have you ordered ? About 150 miles. The width is 42 inches, mesh
]£ inches, and gauge 17. This was ordered before the regulation regarding 11-mesh came out in the
Gazette. I do not intend ordering any more—not until something definite is done. The netting which
we have ordered will cost £27 ].0s. per mile at Wilcannia, to which we must add £3 per mile for duty,
and £7 for cartage, making in all £37 10s. per mile.
572. Professor Allen.] Have you had any experience with disease ? I can only confirm what my
overseer has said about Professor Watson’s disease ; we have had no results from it.
573. Mr. iMseclles^ You think tho tenure of your land is incompatible with rabbit destruction? Yes. I
do not sec how we can kill rabbits on the resumed area under our present tenure.

SATURDAY, 26 j|£4r; 18S8.
The Commission met at 10 a.m., at Silvcrton.
Present:
Neiv South Wales : Ehwatod Qujn, Esq.
Harry Brookes Ailest, Esq., M.D.

Victoria:

Edward Harewood Lascelles, Esq.

.

Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

South Australia:

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.
William Hogarth called in and examined :—
'
574. The Chairman.'] Where do you reside? A.t Momba, Wilcannia. I am the general manager of thc
Momba Pastoral Company.
'
575. What runs are under your general management ? Momba, Mount Murchison, and Purnanga.
They include about two million acres of land. The property is generally leasehold, hut there are some
portions of purchased land; wo have altogether about 7,000 acres of freehold. 1 have been iu charge of
this property about nine years.
576. Can. you state when rabbits first appeared on this property ? Yes ; about 1883.
577. When did they first become a serious cause of mischief ? About 1884.
578. What remedies did you first adopt ? Wc first paid men wages per week aud gave them a bonus for
scalps. The method adopted was trapping and dogs.
579. Can you give us any information with regard to thc number of men thus employed from year to
year ? They varied so that 1 could hardly give you anything definite. Sometimes we had 120, and then
we reduced tho number to perhaps 50 or CO.
580. How long was that system continued? Prom 1883 to the end of 1887.
581. Was any good result obtained from this system, in your opinion ? None whatever.
582. Did thc rabbits decrease or increase ? They increased.
583. Is it a fact that the rabbits increased notwithstanding that vast numbers of them were killed, and
large sums of money expended ? Yes.
584. Do you think that the trappers employed in that way had any real intention to eradicate the rabbits ?
Some of them had ; but others had not.
535. Do you think the operations of tho trappers, in trapping and hunting, produced evil by spreading the
plague ? I do.
586. Are you perfectly clear on that point'—that serious evil resulted ? Yes. After I had knocked off
trapping 1 found that the rabbits had accumulated in colonies and were much more easily dealt with.
587. Thc operations of the trappers, then, continued to scatter the rabbits, and prevented them from
accumulating in colonies where they could be more easily dealt with? Yes,
588. Can you furnish us with any figures showing the extent and cost of operations thus conducted ? I
can do so for the year 1887 as regards Momba and Mount Murchison holdings. Here arc the particulars—
Momba

and

Mount Murchison. .

Babbit Expenditure from January, 1SS7, to 31st December, 1887.

Januarv to March 31 .... .........

51,762............ ..............

5-i.........................

Cost
£
s. d.
1,172 9 5

April to June 30........................

112,720............ ............

4

.........................

1,879 11

7

July to Sept. 30............... .........

300,291...........................

Si.........................

4,449 15

0

October to Dee. 31

317,737.............

3,287 13

4

No. of Rabbit SchIjis.

....... ..........

782,510

Approximtifce rate of Payment.
d.

£10,789

9 4
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GS9. Have you erected any wire-netting fences ? Tes; a little:—in all 3 or 4 miles. It is 3-ft. netting
1^-in. mesli, from 4 to 6 in. sunk in tho ground.
590. Have you erected such fences around the warrens ? Yes.
591. Have you had such experience in this way as would warrant you in pronouncing an opinion ns to
the sufficiency of such a fence ? Yes. What caused me lo try the experiment more than anything else
was that I visited Tintinallogy station, and saw tho rabbits running over tho netting there, into small
enclosures. This was 3-ft. netting and l-j-iu. mesh also—though as to the sine of the mesh I will not be
positive. , It was placed perpendicularly, and there was no incline. I saw half-a-dozen rabbits run over it;
these rabbits were not being chased hy dogs, It was a small enclosure and the rabbits were frightened at
my approach, and climbed over the fence. They jumped at the fence and climbed up tho mesh.
592. Mr. Lascelles.'] Was the fence a perfectly straight fence, or was it roughly put up ? Well, I should
not say that it was the best fence that could possibly be put up; tho wire was a little bagged. There
was no wire on top to pull it up tight; so that I cannot say it was a first-class wire-netting fence.
593. The Chairman.] What experiments did you perform after using this? 1 was under the impression that
netting would be of little use ; aud I took some of the worst warrens that I had, and put a nettting-fenee
3 ft. high, lf-in. mesh around them ; it was put 6 inches in the ground, and railed around to strain thc
netting upwards and keep it quite erect.
591. In this way you enclosed some thickly infested warrens ? Yes.
.
595. What was the result ? Tho rabbits all died of starvation.
59(i. So far as you are aware, did any rabbits escape from these warrens ? I enclosed from twenty to thirty,
and in only one case did the rabbits escape. They burrowed underneath in one place. This was the only
burrow by which tho rabbits could escape, and the reason of tho escape was Ihe bad method of erection of
tho fence.
597. Then in any ordinary case if that had happened the boundary rider would have closed up tho burrow ?
Yos.
598. What general conclusions did you arrive at from those experiments ? 1 have come to the conclusion
that netting for boundary fences 3 ft. high, lf-in. mesh, 6 in. in the ground, aud properly put up, is
sufficient to stop the influx of rabbits from any other part.
599. AVhs there good feed round this enclosure ? Yes.
GOO. If a small rabbit could get through lf-in. mesh, do you think it would be able to live and establish
itself in its now home ? I do not think so, I do not think there need he any fear of one or Iwo small
rabbits going through ; not as regards thc mesh. .1 think small rabbits would probably die or go hack.
001, Allowing that a few rabbits could possibly get through, or under, or over such a fence, do yen think
that such occasional occurrences would be any justification for seriously increasing the cost of netiing?
No ; I think it would not, because there are other sorts of danger—of rabbits coming through owing to
floods washing thc netting down.
(102. This risk would bo especially great in hilly country ? Yes; where tho flood waters come together.
G03. Jlow do you propose to meet tlmt risk ? 1 have never been able to solve that matter,
G04. Ho you think that any good result could be obtained by erecting fences, not necessarily along tbe
borders of distinct properties, but following tho contour of the country as far as possible, and settling
difficulties that might arise about tbe properties so affected by arbitration ? 1 am afraid that if a lino
were run along in that way a great many obligations would arise about killing our neighbours’ rabbits.
G05. Have you visited Tintinallogy to inspect thc disease prevailing there? Yes ; I went to Tintinallogy
for thc express purpose of seeing the results of thc disease, and I took particular notice on my way down.
3 started in hi arch last, aud on my way saw nothing to speak of more than the ordinary death-rate until I
got; near the Tintinallogy boundary. After entering the run, and following down to thc station itself,
the dead rabbits increased.
GOG. Were rabbits lying about dead, in great numbers ? Yes ; after I passed the head station ] was taken
to the enclosure where the experiments were being conducted, and I saw the precise method they were
adopting. 1 saw rabbits there diseased ; and, from all the appearances of their condition, they were in
different, stages of disease. "While 1 was there several of thorn died.
non-professional man could see
that they wore diseased to a certain extent, but whether death was tho result of disease or not I cannot say.
G07. What did you notice for yourself? There seemed to bealotof fluid around thc cavity of the belly of
one, and on another I was pointed out marks which I would not have noticed had they not been pointed out. 1
also noticed some little white specks on the liver. The general condition of the rabbits in that enclosure
varied from the fat rabbit down to the rabbit that was merely a skeleton. There were no outward
appearances in tho live rabbit by which I could tell that they were diseased.
60S. You noticed that a large number of the rabbits were merely wasting away? Yes ; hut I could not
state whether tho emaciation was due to disease or what it was. I did not take any part in the scientific
part of tho business, but went merely to see the results of the disease.
G09. Hid you sec any experiments performed which satisfied you that the animals could bo treated in the
way recommended by Hr. Butcher, and would then waste away ? I saw animals that had been treated,
but 1 did not see any operation performed. I looked for thc seton mark and found that they had been
treated with something,
G10. But did those rabbits appear to be wasting like the others ? Yes.
Gil. Hid you see any in which sefcons had been applied, but which were not wasting? I saw' a few that
had been treated a day or two before, but 1 could not detect much on them.
GL2. Vou then passed on beyond thc main station ? Yes ; I instructed the driver to take me to where 1
pointed out. I did-not allow him to choose the place where I was to be taken to. 1 then wont into the
bend and saw thousands of dead rabbits. I drove around for about three hours.
G13. Were those dead rabbits in very poor condition ? Yes. I may state that there were very fat rabbits
and very poor ones living in the same bend. 1 caught a dozen of these poor rabbits while going around on
foot. There was a fair amount of feed in this bond, but I would not call it plentiful. The feed was not,
however, so scanty as to account for the emaciation and death of so many rabbits.
614. Hid you notice in this bend or on adjacent parts of thc run whether the rabbits had fed on bark or
not? Yes ; they had been feeding on bark.
G15. Hid you see any other parts of tho country where the rabbits had fed on hark, hut where no
remarkable mortality was prevailing ? Yes.
GIG.
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G1C. Does anv renmrliablc mortality prevail amongst the rabbits on Momba ? Yes ; in one paddock there
is. That paddock is about 120 miles from Tintinallogy.
017. Wbat bavo you noticed in connection with this occurrence? From all outward appearances I should
say that tho rabbits were dyiug from tbe same disease as at Tintinallogy. There was the same marked
emaciation, and the condition of the skin of the rabbits was the same.
('18. Wbat did you notice about tho skin? There was nothing peculiar on thc skin of tho rabbits that
died at Tintinallogy. I was referring to those that died in the White Clift paddock.
(519. How long has this disease been prevalent on Momba ? About a month.
(520. Could you give any idea of the number of rabbits that died from it, approximately ? I should say
there were thousands, but it is very difficult to give an estimate merely from riding through tho saltbush
country. They have so decreased that you can hardly see a live one, although tbe paddock was thickly
infested before. This occurred over an area of about 35 square miles of country. That area is not shut
off from the country around in any way.
G21. Arc you able to give any reason why the rabbits are dying on that part of the run, and not on others ?
Hone whatever.
622. Are yon aware whether any rabbits with the Tintinallogy disease were imported into that district ?
I have no knowledge of it.

623. Do you think it possible? I think it possible, hut I do not think it is very probable.
624. Is there anything else that you would like to tell concerning the mortality prevalent amongst tho
rabbits on that area ? nothing further.
■
625. Do you know by your own observation or from tru. vorthy evidence that mortality occurs amongst
rabbits in other districts of Hew South Wales? Yes.
have heard from good authority that rabbits on
Murtie Station, just across the river from Mount Murchison, arc dying in hundreds, and tliat one of
these rabbits was caught and taken to Dr. Butcher, who said it was the same disease which existed at
Tintinallogy.
G26. Have you any reason to disagree with that opinion ? Ho, I have not.
627. Mr. Quin.'] Did you open any of tho rabbits that you found diseased on Momba? Yos, I opened
some of tho rabbits, and I should say that the appearances were, in my opinion, substantially the same as
those which I saw opened at Tintinallogy.
628. The Chairman.] How far is Murtie from Tintinallogy ? Between 50 and 60 miles.
029. Have you noticed some kind of scab on thc rabbits on the Momba property ? Yes ? I noticed that
in January aud February. It prevailed over an area of about 40 to 50 miles. Babbits with this scab have
been found that distance apart.
630. Was it at all unusually prevalent in any part? It was at Purnanga Station, and over an area of a
couple of hundred square miles.
631. What were the characteristics of this disease as you noticed it ? A scab and a running out of the eyes
and nose. The eyes used to appear to be running out of the head and making tbo rabbits blind.
632. _Was it a quick or slow-lulling disease? It was very difficult to toll. You might catch one of the
rabbits diseased, but you could have no idea of tbe time of infection. It destroyed some of the rabbits
very quickly ; therefore I should imagine it was a quick-killing disease.
633. Do yon think it killed in days or in weeks ? .1 should says it killed in a few weeks.
634. Mr. Quin.] Did you notice any of the diseased rabbits breeding ? Ho.
635. The Chairman.] Are you satisfied that breeding was checked in those scabby rabbits ? Ho ; I am not.
636. Did you send the skin of one of these rabbits to Dr. Stirling? I sent it to Mr. Waite, and I believe
it was forwarded by him to Dr. Stirling. I believe that was tho skin of a rabbit that had recovered from
this scab disease,
637. Have you noticed any other disease amongst rabbits ? Ho ; I have not, nor have I heard of it.
638. Ur. Taterson.] Did the fur of rabbits affected with this disease fall off ? Yes; the fur all
came off on thc patches where the scab existed. It came off principally all along thc sides and
'
belly, leaving entire bare patches without any fur at all.
639. The Chairman.] Did that disease kill off any great number of rabbits ? Yes; it killed them out of
Purnanga run very largely7. The disease is not now in existence, to my knowledge.
(340. Mr. Lascelles.] Are you allowed to keep any rabbits for experimental purposes, such as poisoning,
Ac., or using disease in enclosed areas ? Ho.
,
‘
641. If licenses for that purpose were given, would you avail yourself of them to make experiments ?
Ybs ; and I would have done so in this case if I could. I think it would possibly have been of some use.
612. Wbat means have you adopted for destroying the rabbits since trapping was knocked off ? I have been
using phosphomed wheat, distributed by one of Lascelles and Anderson’s machines. I have also used pbosphomod oats, carbon, aud arsenic solution, with potash for poisoning water. With thc phosphorized wheat
you do not see the result in dead rabbits, but you can thin them down aud practically clear the country.
With poisoned water I have poisoned 500 in a night, having bad two small burrow's opened two miles from
where thc poison was laid. The poison was put at the entrance to a well. I also put carbon in the
burrow's.
The Chairman.] What methods do you propose to adopt now ? Well, I am in favour of thc phos
phorized wheat, and in dry seasons poisoned water, with the use of the carbon in tbe burrows in winter time.
644. Do you intend to proceed with wire-netting ? I intend to go to work and fence in all my horse
paddocks with netting and clear them of rabbils. I do not intend netting larger areas unless something
is definitely settled about the Land Bill. At present I do not see why wc should do anything on thc larger
areas. My reason lor saying this is that our boundary is the leasehold portion, and as it is a zigzag line the
cost of fencing would be very great.
645. Then without some secure tenure you regard the erection of any complete system of fencing as a
thing impracticable because ot the excessive cost ? Yes j considering the present value of thc country
up here. It is not the same as country that would carry a sheep to 1 acre or a sheep to 2 acres.
646. Do you think you can hope to get the rabbit plague thoroughly in hand without tho erection of
wire-netting fences ? Ho; I do not.
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A rihur Torrens called in and examined:—
617. The Chairman?] Ton are a rabbit inspector? Yes, for district No. 36. I resident Yandarlo, Wikannia,
and tbo stations in my district are Yaneannia, Salisbury Downs, Monolon No. 5, Boota, Yantara, and
TarcIIa. .1 have been on duty there for about two years. Tbe south portion of my district is heavily
infested withrabhits, and tbe north portion lightly. "The district generally is known as a lightly infested
district.
648. AYluit methods of rabbit destruction have been chiefly adopted in your district? The chief method
has been trapping, hut of course that has been done away with now.
619. How many men were employed on an average per hundred miles as trappers when you were in full
work ? Taking the district from end to end I think I might say tho average lias been about forty-eight
men to 700,000 acres.
650. In your opinion, what was the general result of the system adopted by the trappers? I think it was
useless, A number of rabbits might be killed, but all tbe work had to he done over again. They worked
from patch to patch, and when the first patch which they had left was filled up again by rabbits they
went back.
651. "With regard to the dispersion of the rabbits, do you think that trapping and hunting had evil results
in that direction ? Undoubtedly; you by this means disperse them into other districts.
052. So your general conclusion would be that although trappers killed vast numbers of rabbits, and
although they received very large sums as capitation allowances, yet the rabbits were practically as
numerous as ever; while thc trapping and hunting tended to spread them over a wide tract of country ?
Certainly.
653. Have you had any special experience with respect to the poisoning of rabbits ? No; I cannot say
that I have, I have seen the work done at Tarella within the last few months with phosphorized wheat,
I have had no special experience, either, with regard to rabbit-proof netting,
654. Did you watch thc system of poisoning at Tarella, and form any opinion as to its efficiency ? Yes ;
the grain is scattered through the largely-infested districts by Lascelles and Anderson's machine, and
following its trail I noticed large numbers of dead rabbits. Prom what I saw there is no doubt that rabbits
have decreased very considerably.
655. Do you think this is the best means of distributing poison ? Yes; certainly the best method that I
know of.
...
650, Have you viated Tintinallogy ? No, I have not. I have seen some poisoning at Terawcynia.
They poisoned tho branches of trees with arsenic dissolved in ammonia.
657. "With what results ? I did not see much result, having been there but a short time; but 1 believe
tbe results to have been satisfactory. It seems to me to be an admirable idea. I think if this plan has not
been successful the character of the poison used has something to do with the want of success.
658. Mr. Lascelles.] Does poisoning with twigs involve much labour ? No. The twigs are broken off,
stripped of their leaves, aud then dipped in the mixture. The rabbits eat the bark and die.
659. The Chairman.] Have you noticed any special mortality occurring as if from disease in any part of your
district ? Yes ; I think there are two diseases existing amongst the rabbits—natural diseases. One of
them seems to me to be a sort of irritating disease ; it is external. There is a scab under tho eye and at
the nostril, and around tho back of tho cars. The fur stands erect and in patches is gone. There seems
to be a kind of dandruff or scurf, and also an irritation about the crutch; but of this J. have not seen
many cases.
660. Do you know of its existence at present? No ; I cannot declare that it exists at present. I have
no notion whether it prevailed own- a large area or not; I have only seen a few cases in different parts—
three cases were pretty close together and one was many miles away.
661. Dr. Daterson^] How long ago is it since you noticed this ? The first case I noticed was between
four and five months ago, and the last one is within two months.
662. Mr. Quin^] Have you seen the disease known as Watson's rabbit scab ? No.
663. You say yon have seen other diseases amongst rabbits ? Yes, I refer to the disease which is so
prevalent now, It was supposed by us to be a disease due to the eating of bark and to the absence of
moisture. The rabbit gets miserably poor, seems to lose its strength, and cannot go any distance. You
can get off your horse and cal ch them easily. That disease is very widely spread. I think where any rabbits
arc suffering in this way all the rabbits in that district are more or less affected.
664. Have you noticed tho bark oaten away and thc shrubs destroyed in any of the districts, and yet tliat tho
rabbits remain quite healthy? Yes; I have seen many healthy rabbits where thc bark has been eaten
down.
665. Can you then explain why in one district the rabbits nro suffering from eating bark and in another
district where thc hark has also been eaton they do not suffer? No ; but. I consider that it depends a
good deal upon the time which the bark has been eaten. It does not seem to affect them at once, but in
my opinion it gradually kills them.
666. Then it depends upon whether the rabbit has other food or moisture besides thc hark ? Yes.
667. In what part of your district have you noticed this disease? I have seen it from time to time all
through my district, extending in a direct line about 90 miles.
_
668. The Chairman?] J n dry periods isit specially prevalent in one part more than in another. Does it pre
vail in some parts and not in others ? Yes. I fancy it docs upon the whole. ] n some parts you do not see
it so marked, but my idea is that it depends upon how long the rabbits have been eating ibis particular
class of food. I fancy the disease varies with the nstringency of the bark and I think the rabbits suffer
from a sort of constipation.
669. Have you made any experiments at all by feeding with bark ? No ; but I have opened hundreds of
rabbits suffering from this disease and everything inside seems to be dried up.
670. Is there any accumulation of bark in tho inside ? Yes; a quantity. 1 cannot say that I have seen
any obstruction in tbe bowels or alimentary passage except this, that the passage is very much shrunk. So
shrunk is it that I thought scarcely anything could pass.
671. Mr. Quin?] So far have you seen any better mode of dealing with the rabbits than that hitherto
adopted ? No ; I think not. ] thijik what has been done at Tarella is very satisfactory, and if disease is
not successful nothing will be successful except fencing.
The Commission adjourned.
MONDAY,
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The Commission mot at 10 a.m., at Silverton.
Present:—

New South Wales
Victoria:

Soitth Anstraha :

Edwahb Quix, Esq.
ii APjtx Bhooees Allen, Esq., M.D.
Edwajid Haeewood Lascelles, Esq,
Alexanler Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D,

In absence of tho President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen.

Herbert Pickering Butcher called in and examined :—
072. The Ohairman.'] You reside at Tintinallogy, Wilcannia ? Yes ; I am a legally quahfied medical
practitioner.
078. What are your qualifications ? J am a member of the Boyal College of Surgeons of England, and
licentiate of tbe Apothecaries' Society of Loudon. The date of my (pialiftcatiou is 18/9,
074. How long have you been in the colonies ? About five years.’
675. Have you had any special training in connection with diseases in animals ? No.
^0U
sIiec^rL^ ^perienee in connection with animal diseases prior to coming to tho colonies ?
No ; but I was brought up on a farm, and knew all the diseases common to stock at home, as far as a young
fellow could know them, but nothing specially.
‘
677 After your arrival in the colonies, when didyou first commence to pay at tcutionto rabbit diseases, or to
methods for dealing with rabbits ? Directly 1 came out to the colonics 1 went up to tho Darling district,
where the rabbits were just arriving. ] saw the first rabbit caught at Tintinallogy.
6/8. Did you conduct any experiments with poisons P We started at that time poisoning with arsenic and
grain, according to the Government regulations. I saw that done at the time ■ we used arsenic and
sugar on wheat. ^ That resulted in nothing, and Happing was then conducted for about two years ; yet
the rabbits were increasing in numbers. Prom conversation with Dr. Ellis J came to the conclusion that,
sooner or later, a disease must spring up amongst the rabbits. This was in 1885, and we then agreed to
watch for it; hut 1 could not obtain leave to keep rabbits for purposes of experiment.
670. Did you formally apply for such leave ? Yes. iu 1880.
680. AV hat kind of country is it in which you watched for this disease ? There are all sorts of country on.
linlinallpgy lignum, sand-hills. &c.—a very mixed country throughout—the usual squatting country of
the Darling. T got permission from the Minister for Mines to keep rabbits for poisoning experiments
on tbe loth August, 1837, there being no idea of any disease. Three days after I obtained this permission
0, a SK*U ^'sea,s? which was reported by Mr. Clarke, the rabbit inspector, on tbe back country of
Bilhlla, which is the adjoining station to Tintinallogy on tbe north. I did not avail myself of tins offer
of thc Inspector, because I could only obtain the skins of diseased rabbits, and not tbe rabbits themselves.
He ashed me if I wanted tbe green skins of the rabbits, and not the rabbits themselves. I wont on
with tbe poisoning experiments, aud the result has been published in the Board of Health papers
presented to you. The experiments were practically of very little importance, aud on the 8rd yeptember,
1387, 1 got the first rabbit affected wiih the disease of which we are now speaking.
GS1. When did you first perform experiments with this disease ?
before I tried to pass tho disease on to other rabbits

Well, I watched the rabbit about a week

GS2. Were you aware of many rabbits being affected with this disease at tbe time, or was this an isolated
case ? This rabbit which I found diseased was caught for the purpose of poisoning experiments. It looked
diseased to me, and I made an examination of it. It must have been very early in tho disease, because
this rabbit then presented what wc now’ believe to be the early symptoms of tbe disease,
G83. What was thc general lino of thc experiments which you then conducted ? Contact experiments.
6S4. Tor how long did these extend in the first instance ? For twenty-five days. I had theu orders to destroy
the rabbits, A week after I got the diseased rabbit I reported 1 he existence of tho disease to the Minister
for Mines ; and it was in consequence of this report that thc rabbits were all destroyed on 28th September.
685. What occurred subsequent to that? I went down to Sydney and interviewed the Minister for Mines,
and again got permission to go on. Tho date of that permission is 4th October. It was granted on the
4th, but not written at that time.
686. Where did you conduct your subsequent experiments ?
working in since.

In tho bend of tbe river that we have been

63/. Will you give a short description of that bend ? This bend of tho river is supposed to contain 500 acres.
It is a narrow nock of land, fenced in with an ordinary wire fence, on which wiro netting was placed.
688. Did you have tliat netting erected specially ? Permission was granted hy the Minister to fence off' an
area of country with rabbit proof netting, and to continue the work inside the fence.
689. Mr. Paseelles^ Did you ever find the rabbits swimming from that enclosure ? Never; because they
were never disturbed. I believe they do swim sometimes, when dogs disturb them. There had been no
stock in this bend for four years when we started experiments.
690. The Chairman^ Have you kept stock in it since your experiments have begun ? Yes; all tbe way
through.

691.. Why was this bend not used for stock before ? Tho bend bad never been required for actual use. It
was intended as a spell paddock for horses. It was originally used for that purpose, and the fence had
been up for fourteen or fifteen years. The feed there was m first-class order. There are lignum creeks
in this bend, and box flats, but no red sand, which tho rabbits are fond of.
G92. At the time of your experiments was it infested naturally ? It was tbo thickest portion of infested
country in Mr, Clarke’s district, according to his report.
G93. Did the rabbits burrow there? There were not many burrows, Af- that time, the river being low, the
rabbits lived in the water cracks in the hanks.
'
694. Have your experiments gone on continuously since the date of that permission ? When I "obtained per
mission, I telegraphed up to Mr. Reid, my assistant, telling him to get more rabbits fo work with. He
got them, and they were, on thc 13th October, put into a crate that I had used with tbe first experiments.
The
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The crate had been previously used on thc 2Sfcli September, b’or fifteen days thc crate had been empty.
These rabbits were ordinary rabbits, got from off thc run. By the time 1 arrived home 1 bad the disease
going almost as it was uben I was directed to destroy tho rabbits. Thc experiments went on from tliat
lime up to thc Itth May.
(iOo. What persons have been associated with you in Ihe conduct of your experiment(s ? My partner, Dr.
Ellis, principally; and Mr. Charles Reid, assisting in tho camp; the G-ovornmont Veterinarian, Mr.
Stanley, Stock Inspector Tully, and Rabbit Inspector Clarke. Tbe three Government officers have made
formal reports on the subject of tbe disease.
■
090. Have official reporls been made by any other persons iu connection with the disease? I believe no
one lias any right to make an official report on tbo subject except those officers.
097. That is nof quite an answer to my question. Has anybody else made an official report ? I forgot—I
believe Mr. Yindm was sent io Tintinallogy to make a special report, and J think he has done so. I did
not sec him when he was there.
698. Have many persons examined your method ? Torly-one persons altogether have examined it.
699. Bo you desire that evidence should be taken from any of them ? 1 believe you liave already heard Dr.
Hudson and Mr. Riddock. I believe that several persons who have witnessed my experiments and tho
results obtained in connection therewith, will volunteer evidence at Tintinallogy. Having received per
mission to try the experiments on the whole bond, wo released tbe rabbils on tho 8th November, after
having inoculated and car-marked them. Wc released six first of all, hut it turned out to be a failure
releasing thorn, because tbo rabbils did not belong to tbo bend, and would not remain there. They worked
their way on to the wire-nettmg fence and not being able to get over or through it, they died under it.
700 "What was the character of that fence ? It was an ordinary six-wire fence or 4 feet netiing, 1J inch
mesh, 6 inches in the ground, and stapled to the posts
701. Now, will yon describe the sym])toms of thc disease? The first thing noticeable about rabbits affected
with the disease is the appearance about the head, the discharge from the eyes, and a slight discharge from
thc nose, hut very slight.
702. What was the appearance about the head ? The fur seemed to stand upright mid the eyes prominent.
Whether that prominence is due to wasting or what, I do not know, nor have f been able to find out.
But this is one of the early symptoms, occurring at a time when the general wasting is not well marked.
703. Arc there any other early symptoms? At present none which I am certain are distinctly

associated with the disease.

701. How long does this running at the nose last? Not more than from three to four days.
705. So that in three or four days these symptoms about the head aie no longer noticeable ? No.
706. Wbat is tbo subsequent course of the disease ? The rabbit’s fur stands up all over him, and he
wastes away, losing the power of his hind legs.
707. Is that loss of power in the hind legs marked before the wasting is very advanced? The rabbit
tries to sit up on his hind logs very often. The first thing wc nolice is that when he tries to sit up he
cannot do it and falls over. This is noticed about the ninth or tenth day.
708. How soon in the disease is the emaciation clearly perceptible? Certainly by the end of the first week.
709. Have you noticed any further definite symptoms clearly connected with thc disease ? No; except that
when thc rabbits die they expire with a scream, which yon can hear a couple of hundred yards away. This
occurs about len minutes before death. They die in a sort of convulsions, but it is with a straight move
ment of thc legs inward. They lie on their side ; the fore and hind legs come together, and separate again
in a kicking motion, the animals dying with their heads arched backwards. It is nothing like ordinary
convulsions.
710. At what period docs ibis usually occur? About the seventeenth day.
711. Docs that apply to the natural disease as seen at Tintinallogy? That applies to tho inoculated
disease. The natural disease, we reckon, takes from twenty to twenty-one days
712. What are the principal circumstances which influence the length of life of any rabbit affected with the
disease ? Wc found, in the case of inoculated rabbits, that a sudden change either to heat, cold, or rain,
makes a difference of two days—it kills them two days sooner than they would die otherwise. We
generally have more deaths after a cold night than at any other time.
713. AVith regard to the food available, does that make any difference? Not the least, so far as we can
find out.
714. Docs tho original condition of the rabbit affect in any marked degree the result of disease with regard
to death or duration of life? Wc have always picked out thc best eases for our experiments—the fattest
rabbits wo could find—so tliat T can hardly tell you.
715. Do you think it is possible for rabbits to breed, having once got tbe disease? There have been no
rabbits breeding since we started experimenting—after the first three weeks at least—that is on the whole
run. Wc have never been able to get but one doe with young, and she was destroyed by Mr. Clarke, by
orders of the Government, on the 28th September. This doe was fully diseased. Wc have found aborted
young in diffcrcnl portions of tbe bend.
716. Have yon found such abortions in great numbers ? Well, they might exist on thc run in ordinary
seasons. T. do not know whether it is a habit of rabbits in tberr wild state to slip their young, but I should
think not; 1 cannot therefore say whether these abortions were caused by disease. We found them
in the bend, but not elsewhere on tho rim.
717. Didyou find several broods of aborted rabbits? Tes; and 1 found litters of dead rabbits, very
young, that were dug out of neR burrows ; but 1 cannot say whether they died from the disease or not.
718. Mr. Lascelles.'] Up to what time of fhe year do rabbits breed on the Darling ? They have never
stopped altogether before. This year they stopped breeding entirely about November We found no
more nests alter this.
719. The Chairman.] Have you found that auy large proportion of rabbits recover from this disease ? No.
720. ]n those that do recover, is convalescence a tedious process? Yes; it extends over months. Two
rabbits that appeared to be gel ting over the disease were given to Mr. Reid’s little daughter, and she
was told she would get a reward if she made them fat. She gave them all sorts of feed from thc garden,
but was never able to fatten them ; and 1 have them at thc camp now. They are still alive; and L
re-inoculated one of them just for the sake of experiment.
721. Will you now describe
post-mortem appearances, commencing with the external appearances, and
then proceeding to the internal appearances ? The first thing to be noticed is the harshness of the hair aud
tbe
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the extreme poverty of the rabbit. The head is drawn backward, and is very rigid. The whole rabbit,
indeed, is extremely rigid, and on skinning it there is a peculiar mucous, glairy fluid, and wc have called
it sub-mucous, and used it for inoculation; but it is like as if the flesh were painted with gelatine.
This is found between the skin and the carcase.
722. How with regard to the fat and muscle ? There is no appearance of fat anywhere. The muscles
individually are wasted away.
"
723. In one part more than another ? No ; not noticeably so. There is naturally very little muscle on
the fore part of the rabbit.
724. And on opening the rabbit? On opening the rabbit there is generally found a fluid in the
peritoneum.
725. In what quantity ? As high as three drachms, and then varying to a few drops.
72G. Is that fluid clear scrum ? Perfectly clear.
727. It is not, apparentlv, an inflammatorv fluid ? No.
728. What is the next appearance ? The intestines and stomach were well supplied with food, showing
that the rabbit was supplied up to the last; the coats are healthy.
729. Have you ever noticed an unhealthy condition of these coats ? I have seen two cases of strangulation
in the intestines, but that is all. In one ease it was by intussusception, and in the other by a complete
twist. This is out of some 4,000Some of these post-morfems were, of course, made before
I became acquainted with the disease. The liver was blackish-looking, very friable, hut not increased in
size. In some cases there were these white patches, of which I have never been ahlo to get any history,
varying in size from the head of a pin to the size of a pea.
~
730. Are there patches found on the surface and in the substance of the liver ? Yes; both on the
surface and in the substance, but generally on the under side of the lobes of the liver.
731. Have you cut across these little deposits ? Many times; they contain a white, cheesy mass, so far
as I can see.
732. Are you clear that such deposits are not found in all fatal cases ? I am sure the}^ are not.
733. Have you made a close enough examination to he certain that they are absent in any largo proportion
of the cases ? Tor about two months—during February and March—I do not believe we had a single
Case with a marked liver, that is, a liver marked with whitish spots.
734. How many rabbits do you think you examined during these months ? Koughly speaking, about four per
'

...

,

735. Have you noticed any marked alteration in the bile or gall bladder? The gall bladder is generally
enlarged.
736. Have yon been able to distinguish these specks clearly from any possible confusion with tubercle or
with some septic mischief due to blood-poisoning? I can distinguish them clearly from septic mischief,
but further than that I cannot say. 1 do not think they are tubercle, but I am not prepared to speak
absolutely on that point. On the septic question I am, as I have made experiments to prove it.
737. Is the capsule of the liver inflamed? Tho capsule is not inflamed or involved in any way, even
when these patches abut upon the surface.
'
738. What is the next organ of importance? There is very little to say about the kidneys. I have never
been able to find out anything wrong with them. lust above the kidney there are two small white patches
which we have called supra-renal capsules for convenience of name. I am not certain of their exact
nature. These are enlarged, discoloured, and caseous in the disease.
739. What is the nature of the discoloration? From blood red to black. They are of a dull wliite
colour—we call it opal—in a healthy state.
749. What is the condition of the mesenteric glands ? They are much enlarged, and full of a jelly-Iiko
substance—a very clear fluid.
'
’
741. That is, they contain cysts? They are not exactly cysts, but the gland seems to have become
degenerated and bunched up in a peculiar way. On cutting into that the fluid runs away. There
are two fluids irregularly mixed together.
742. Have you found that in the mesenteric glands in all cases ? It has been much more marked these
last two months, hut the glands were enlarged in all cases.

.

743. Is the change that you have described in the supra-renal bodies a constant one ? Yes.
744. Have you noticed any change of importance in any other organ of the abdomen ? No ; tho spleen is
very variable both in health and in this disease, so that we have not been able to attach any importance to it.
745. Then turning to the chest—what is the condition of the heart? There is excessive fluid in the
pericardium or heart bag, and that is all I can say about it. The heart itself seems to be healthy. I should
not think it had wasted much, but then it is a dillicult thing to judge of.
746. What is the state of the lungs ? Apparently healthy ; no engorgement.
747. Then in your opinion death is not due to suffocation or asphyxia? No; and I am familiar with
tho appearance of rabbits which have died from suffocation.
748. Is there any haemorrhage on the surface of the lungs? No; I have looked for that very closely,
and there is no haunorrhage on the surface of any of the organs of the body. The rabbit has glands
apparently at the root of tho neck, which in this disease become enlarged ; you get. at them from inside
the thorax. In skinning the rabbit—lately more particularly—we noticed enlarged glands under the fore
and hind limbs. They -were very noticeably enlarged—as large as peas—but there was nothing else
remarkable in eonnection with them.
749. Have jou examined tho nervous centres repeatedly ? No ; and I am not sufficiently qualified to
form an opinion on them.
750. What is the general condition of the blood—is it fluid, or does it tend to clot ? It is fluid. It is very
black notwithstanding that the lungs are not engorged, and it varies very much in quantity in diseased
rabbits. Sometimes there is a large quantity, and sometimes there is hardly any, The fluid is very thin
and xvatery.

751. Have you made any microscopic examinations at all ? No; I have left them to Dr. Dllis.
752. Mr. LnsccUes.'] Could you prepare coloured drawings showing the organs in healthy rabbits
organs of diseased rabbits ?

and the

No ; 1 could not undertake that.

753. The Chairman.] Reference was made by Dr. Ellis to affections of the skin and the superficial parts
of the body which were noticed in rabbits in connection with this disease Will you state the nature of your
observations
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observations conccriiinf!; tins skin affect ion ? I first heard o£ this disease on the 18th August, 1SS7, from
Air. Clarke, the rabbit inspector. Kabbits with this disease were being caught with scabs on them, as he
called it. "Wc have found those rabbits on the run as well as where they were first reported. Ironi tho
history of rabbits dying elsewhere, it appears that this scabby skin seems to come before the breaking out
of the disease which is killing them. 1 am now referring to Glcnlyon and "Wcinterriga, and places on this
side of the river where rabbits have since disappeared,
751. I understand that you have learned this not from your own observation, but that it occurred on
adjacent stations where some disease had broken out amongst rabbits, and that the scab appeared as far
as you can learn before the manifestation of the disease which killed the rabbits? Tcs.
755. Now will you state your experience in connection with this scab ? 1 believe, myself, that it has been
caused by tho food.
'
.756. But what is this scab ? It is an eruption of the skin, varying from a branny condition of the skin
up to extremely severe forms of scabbing, with scabs an inch thick on them.
757. Does that inch thick of scab project from tho skin ? Yes, and covers tho whole body of this rabbit
that I am speaking of.
758. Is that scab disease prevailing at all extensively amongst the rabbits at Tintinallogy in connection
with your experiments ? No.
750. 1 understand, then, that the great majority of the rabbits which died from your disease had perfectly
healthy skin ? Yes ; perfectly healthy skin.
760. Do these scabs fall off, leaving ulcers behind them, or arc they persistent during the life of the'
rabbit? I have seen both events occurring. In the very bad case which I have mentioned the scab
remained to the end. In other cases the scabs fall off, leaving ulcers with clean-cut edges.
761. Do these ulcers heal? Yes; but not in many cases. Tho hair never grows again, and a scar remains.
762. Do you think that this skiu disease has any relation to the deadly disease to rabbits which you have
been describing as in existence at Tintinallogy ? No; not the least; but I did think so at first.
763. Have you been able to form any idea of the nature of this scab disease ? No.
701', Have you made any experiments with it as to its transmissibility from animal to nuimal ? Yes, I
have tried them and got no satisfactory results. Some cases seem to get it, and others with thesame
experiments do not get it; no two results agreed. The experiments were in all cases intended to transmit
the disease by contact from unhealthy animals to healthy animals, and the results were very unsatisfactory.
765. But still in some cases the disease did seem to spread in that way ? Yes; but I am under the impres
sion that the animals had it before I put them together, because I believe it to be a matter of feed.
766. Is your belief that the scab disease is due to feed a matter of conjecture, or have you any real
evidence which you can adduce in favour of that belief ? 1 have evidence that this skin disease broke out
at Billilla, 3 miles off the river, two years ago. Around IVillincarie the disease is always more or less
prevalent, and the rabbits have been diminishing in numbers; but it never spread from that particular
place.
767. Then it appeared also amongst your rabbits in experiments at Tintinallogy ? Yes.
70S. Are yon able to give any explanation of its appearance there ? No ; none at all.
769. Was it a new disease in the district ? It has been there for some years,
770. Is it still in existence ? Well, I believe not, because I understand the rabbits are all dead there
from something else. They have been largely poisoned with phosphorus and I have heard there are now
no rabbits there.
771. Dr. Ellis spoke of a cheesy deposit at the base of these scabs from which a lot of matter comes away,
and also of a cheesy deposit in the muscles—will you give us your experience in relation to such appear
ances ? Well, I cannot say that there was a lot of it; you could scrape it up on the point of a knife to
inoculate another animal with. With regard to the cheesy masses in the muscles, they were very distinct
and were found in rabbits which had had the scab disease, but were not directly connected in position with
the superficial eruptions or scabs.
772. You at first took these cheesy deposits to be enlarged glands ? Yes; I thought they might be
lymphatic glands from the irritation of the skin. I did not find them in rabbits which bad not the scab
disease.
773. Do you believe the cheesy deposit in the muscles to be a part of this scab disease, whatever it is ?
There were many cases of skin disease in which there were uo muscular deposits.
774. Will you now furnish tho Commission with such accounts of your experiments in connection with tho
Tintinallogy disease as you desire to place on record ? Yes ; this book contains a record of the experi
ments conducted, tho history of tho lymph, the variety of methods of inoculation, and places of inoculation,
together with inoculations of stock by Air. Stanley and others done in my presence, and other various
experiments:—
Compiled Eecohus of IxocuLATioys at Tj xt in a i.logy.

1887.
November 28.
Lymph from natural disease crate E. (See question 094).
Mode of inoculation r—Scarification,
Hypodermic injection.
Virus employed Gland solution.
Scrum,

Mark 5.

*

1

2

3

1

2

3

.

4

All killed for various experiments.
November 28.
Lymph Iroin 3v,
Mode of inoculation :—Scarify.*
‘
Mark G.
Virus employed :—Liver substance. Liver infusion. Liver infusion,
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
Cornea.
Result, in days till death ...
18 IS 18 10
1C 18 18 i
3rd day.
G controls kept 2G days.
* SP.arify on face,

\ Tlynodcnnic in crupper,

Hypodermic, t
Liver infusion. Abdominal fluid,
12
12 3 4
1G 17
All 17 days.

J llcfurcrl food.

December
7—K
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December 3.
Lymph from rabbit inoculated November 19 (14th day).
Mode of inoculation :—Hypodermic injection.
Mark 15.
Virus employed:—Gland solution.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Result in days till death....................................
13 14
16
16
17 23*
3 controls,
* Difference in (imo ; no apparent cause.

Mark.
10
0
3
4
7
8
11
12
13
14
15

Temp.
101°
101'4°
101°
100-4°
100'4°
100-6°
100-6°
101°
100-6°
ior
101'2°

December i.
Lymph from rabbit inoculated November 19 (15th day
'
Virus.
Locality.
!
Killed for
Transfusionof blood..
Vein ear ..
Crupper ...
Failure—
Abdominal fluid
...
Vein of ear...
>>
•**
11
Conjunctiva
>1
‘ •
>i
(lingered till 17th January).
Face
..
fJ
■' *
„
14th day.
Liver infusion
. .
Crupper ...
15th „
1>
...
11
■* * *
15th „
Face
...
tJ
•' •
loth ,,
’J
"•
It
*'
Gland infusion
...
15th ,,
it
-‘•
16th „
li
■
3 and 4 killed for p-m. after time expired.
7 died after 44 days.
Notis.- -Failure of abdominal fluid.
4 controls.

December 4.
Lymph from old rabbit marked with punch-hole inoculated November 17 (17th day of disease).
Virus.
Locality.
Result, giving date of death.
Mark.
Temp.
10L6°
Liver cyst solution ...
Crupper .,,
15th day.
16
16 th ,,
1
101-6°
11
• ••
>1
*‘■
2
14 th „
101-4°
tJ
*'*
>1
1-*
15 th „
5
101-6°
Face
...
11
•■ •
101-4°
29 th „*
Liver cyst substance
6
>J
’*’
15th ,,
101-4°
Punch-hole.
11
>1
* ■*
i1
*■*
With li ver cyst solution and serum, as above.
1 horse
,..'1
2 sheep
... [-Inspected by Government Veterinarian 4 weeks afterwards; and bylocal Stock Inspector onvarious oooasions.
3 guinea-pigs J
* Difference in time ; no npinrent cause.

4 controls.
December 8.
Remarks on temperature of rabbits.
A healthy rabbit temperature, 101’4° (normal); after being harassed in yard o minutes temperature rose to 10C'6°.
A rabbit 20 hours in box travelling had a temperature 110“; immersed in water bath 5 minutes, temperature 104’6°;
further 5 minutes in water, temperature OS’; in hutch 15 minutes, temperature 06‘4° ; further 15 minutes, temperature
04°; following morning, temperature 101 '6°,
December

12.

Intravenous injections.
Lymph from rabbit with natural disease by contagion (in yard A),
1. Vein near ear
.............................................................
died on 15th day.
2. „ off ear....................................................................................
loth ,,
3. „ near thigh
.........................
....................................
16th ,,
4. ,, off thigh
..........................
......................
killed 16th ,, for observation.
Lymph from femoral artery (mark 5), Nov. 28th (loth day). Hypodermic
1. Vein off car ..
..........................
.........................
diedonlGthday.
Lymph from femoral artery' (mark 5), Nov. 28th (15th day). Scarify.
1, Vein off ear..........................
....................................
dicdon22ndday.
* Difference in ilate.
6 controls.
December 14.
Lymph from crate E—yellow rabbit (infected crate).
Inoculation -Scarify.
Hypodermic injection.
Mark 1G.
Virus :—Subacrous fluid.
Direct blood from vein of ear.
1
2
Intravenous. Hypodermic. Thighmuscle. Arm muscle. Abdominal cavity,
Result in day of death
... 20
IS
Killed 17
16
Paralysed.
16 ■
3 days.
for Stanley.
2 controls.
December 15.
Inoculations from half-grown rabbit—(crate E)—infected orate.
Mode of Inoculation :—Hypodermic injection.
Mark!.
Virus:—Liver infusion,
1
2
3*
Result in day of death.................................................9
10
12
This rabbit weighed on day of inoculation 61 lb.

1 control.
Decrmlxr
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December 18.
Lymph from December i (14th day of disease).
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic injection.
Mark 7.
Virus employedLiver infusion.
1 2
3
4
5
6
Result in day of death .........................
... 3 14
16
16
16
17
With same virus—
.
1 calf | l>aBS0^ by Stanley and Tally.
3 controls.
December 22.
Lymph front yellow rabbit, from Podger’s Paddock.
Mode of Inoculation ; •Hypodermic injection,
Mark 11. Virus;—
Liver solution.
Blood serum.
1
2
3
4
1
Result in day of death.............. 7* 13
17 17
-16 • ■
* Rupture peons muscle.

Direct blood,
1
Failed f

1 Failure of December 4th, see January 6th.

3 controls.
December

31.

Stanley’s inoculation.
Lymph from December 14 (17th day of disease).
Mode of Inoculation :—
Scarify.
Hypodermic injection.
Intravenous.
Mark 4.
Vims ;—
Liver substance.
Liver infusion.
Blood.
Blood.
1
12
3
1
1
Result in day of death..............
next day
.............. 16
16
18
17
16
With virus from above (mark 16} Mr. Stanley inoculated 6 sheep as under ;—
1. Wether—Hypodermic of liver infusion, near flank and brisket, 'i
2. Stag—Hypodermic of blood scrum
,, ,,
„
!
3. Ewe—Hypodermic of liver infusion
off
„
„
| All these examined and passed by Inspector
4. Ewe—Hypodermic of blood serum, off arm and flank.
f
Tully.
5. Ewe—Scarify face and arm, blood serum,
C. Ewe—Scarify face and near brisket, liver substance.
J
4 controls.

1888.
January 3,
Lymph from natural disease. Yard A,
Mode of Inoculation :—
Scarify
‘Hypodermic,
.
Mark 13. Virus;—
bloodclot.
Blood serum.
Liver infusiou.
12
12
12
Result in day of death
.............. 18
18
16
17
16 16
With lymph from above rabbit Mr. Stanley inoculated—
1 saddle horse—Hypodermic of liver solution, and scarify neck blood clot.
1 wliite calf—Scarify off ear, liver substance ; hypodermic of blood sorum, brisket; hypodermic of gland
solution, forc-arm.
Roth these watched by Inspector Tully.
2 controls.
January 4.
To show spread of disease on run at this date.
Of 62 post-mortems made by Mr. Stanley on rabbits caught by dogs in ‘1 Receiving Paddock,” 6 were found diseased.
4 inches rain fell during latter part November and December.
January 6.
Inoculations from cystic tumours in caught rabbit.
Mode of Inoculation;—
Scarify.
Hypodermic.
Mark 6,
Virus :—
Cyst matter.
Filtered solution.
1
2
1
2
3 - 4
Result in day of death ...................................... 1
4
5
7
10
13
Note.—These did not show typical signs of disease.
Blood poisoning (?).
2 controls.

Mark 10.
Result in day of death

January 6, p.m.
Lymph from same rabbit as morning.
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic.
Virus :—
1
Liver solution.
Blood serum.
12
3
1
2
16 17 broke leg.* 16 16

* This mill)it was failure of December 4tli and 22rm, but was killed 10 days after this inoculation; no signs.

Mark 2.
Result
..

January 7.
Sheep blood inoculations.
Lymph—Blood serum.
Mode of Inoculation :—

...

Hypodermic.
12
3
4
All rabbits remained healthy 28 days, (See February 4th.)
4 controls.

January

1
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January 8.
Lymph—Natural iliseaec.
Mode of Inoculation:—
Vims :—

Mark 5.

Yard A,

Scarify.
Mesenteric gland substance.
Face.
Back.
12
12
......................................lj 17
4* 17

Result in day of death............. .
*

Killed for observation.

2 controls in Control Yaid.

Mark 1,

January 9.
Lymph as yesterday. Yard A.
Intravenous.
Direct blood.
1
2
16 sent Ellis.

Mode of Inoculation
Virus :—

Result in day of death

Hypodermic.
Direct blood.
1
2
16 killed for specimens

January 1].
To show contagion of disease.
In yard D (10 ft. x 12 ft.): 1 natural disease crate E, 3 guinea-pigs (inoculated), 1C rabbits.
Result: All rabbits dead by 3rd February ; first death IS days.
_
In locked crate: 1 inoculated rabbit (otb day) with 6 clean rabbits. Inoculated rabbit removed in 24 hours
Result: All died 19th and 20th day'.
Note.—1 (yard D) killed for lymph, successful. (Sec January 19.)
Controls.
6 in yard ; 1 died strangulation of intestines.
2 iu hutch.

-

'

January 13.
Lymph from M^rk 5 (January Sth).
Mode of Inoculation ;—
Scarify.
Hypoderm
Mark 15,
VirusBlood scrum.
1
12
3
Result in day of death ..........................
2
17
16
19
2 controls.
.
January 19.
>

Melons.

Lymph natural disease. Yard D. (See January 11th.)
Setons.
Mode of Inoculation
Scarify
Mark 3.
Blood serum.
Blood scrum.
Virus ■
4
2
1
1
2
15
1*
17
..
. .
16
13
Result in day of death
4 controls.
* Seto'i went through lumbar muscle (LcUnus).

Mark 4.

tTflfifjfirj/ 21.
Lymph ; Natural disease, trapped in bend at camp.
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic
Virus :—
Blood serum.
12
3
4
Killed

for Ellis
Result in day of death

..................................... 5
Condition of rabbits iu bend.
Of 23 caught in drive 10 actually diseased.
2 controls.

16

10

January 29.
Contagion from caught bend rabbit (driven).
In yard A, 20 feet x 24 feet.
1 bend rabbit as above, with 3S clean rabbits (tested).
Bend rabbit died in 9 days. Others as follows
5 died on February 11 th
12th
13th
14 th
loth
16th
10 controls; all lived.

Mark 33,
Result: Glazed thread a failure.

January 25.
Glazed thread setons.
Lymph : Natural disease (camp bend).
Setons.
Mode of Inoculation 1—
Blood scrum.
Virus :—
2 -3
4
(See February 3rd.)
Conti ok

19th day
20th
21 et
22nd
23rd
24th

January
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Lymph from natural disease.

Crate A.
Mark : Full car.
These were inoculated to watch local irritation caused by setou, and were killed on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 10th day,
li'ebruary 3.

Lymph from natural disease, yard A experiment.
(Glazed setou failures, January 25th.)
Mode of Inoculation :—
Sterilized worsted setons
Mark 13,
Virus;—
Blood sorum.
12
3
4
Result in day of death ......................................
17
17
17 25
2 controls..

,

February 4.

Lymph, Setons prepared yesterday (sterilized silk).
(Rabbits surviving from Sheep blood inoculations of January 7th.)
Mark 2
Mode of Inoculation:—
Setou.
Vims.
Blood serum.
.12
3
4
Result in day of death
............................................................. 10
1G
17
17
2 controls (same as January 7th).

^

Inoculations by C. "W. licid.
February 7.

Lymph from natural disease (Gums Paddock), south half of ran.
Mode of Inoculation ;—
Hypodermic.
Mark 12.
Virus r—
Blood serum.
12
3
4
Result in day of death
..................................... 14 TIB* 17
IS
* to Witcannia, sent for experiment,
1 control.
February 7.

Nursing naturally diseased rabbits.
4 rabbits rim down in camp bend put in crate; fed on Income, lettuce, 'and hay.
Result: No improvement in condition ; died with usual p.m. appearances.
February 0.

Mesenteric glands.
Lymph from trapped Ginns paddock rabbit.
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic,
Mark 5.
Virus:—
Mesenteric gland infusion.
1
3
4
Result in day of death
..............
](i
.10* killed 0th day
for lymph.
2 controls.
* K..-c: February Sfllli.
February IS.

Setons and lymph for Sydney.
Lymph from mark y, February 0th (Otli day of disease).
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic.
Setoim.
Vims :—
Blood scrum,
Blood scrum.
1
2
1
2
Result in day of death
...
17
17
17
13
Note.— This lymph was successful in Sydney.
2 controls.
February 20.

Lymph : Trapped rabbit, camp bend.
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic.
Mark 14.
VirusBlood serum.
)
2
3
4
5
0
Result in day of death..........................
1
15
IS
17
17 (escaped.)
3 controls.

Mark 11'

February 24.
Lymph—Natural disease.
Mode of Inoculation
Virus

Crate ID.

Result in day of death..................................................
2 controls.

Seton (silk).
Blood serum
12
3 4
1
15 10 IS

February 27.

Lymph : Setons prepared on 2-4h.
Mark 15.
Mode of Inoculation ;—
Setons (as on 24th).
'
1
2
S
Result in day of death.............................................................
7* 10 17
1 control.
Hydatids loose on mesentery.

Febntitrij
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February 29.

Lymph—Silk setons, as on 24th and 27th.
Mode of Inoculation :—

Mark I.

Result in day of death.............................................................
Controlled.

Setons.
12
3
15 15 failed.

JB’ebmary 29.

Lymph from Mark 5, February 9th (19th day).
Mode of Inoculation :—
Hypodermic.
Mark 6.
Virus:—
Direct blood.
12
3
4
Result in day of death.....................................
2 15
17 killed for lymph (ace March 13.)
2 controls.

»

March 6.

Experiment for Weiutcriga.
In tree yard (10 ft. x 12 ft.) 1 rabbit brought by Affleck (Weinteriga, back country) placed with 14 rabbits. Of these
4 died in o days, 2 on 7th day, and remainder 21st and 23rd days.
Weinteriga rabbit died Sth day after yarding.
Of station rabbits that died on 5th and 7th days everyone must have already been diseased when put iu yard, as p.wi.
showed characteristic signs.
6 controls.
(Of these 2 died 6th and 9th day.)
March 6.
Weinteriga experiment, No. 2.
In crate : 1 Weinteriga rabbit, with 6 strong rabbits.
Result: Weinteriga died 7th day ; others—2 died 21st day, 4 died 22nd day.
March 9.

Lymph from natural disease (cattle paddock).
Hypodermic.
Mode of Inoculation
Mark S.
Blood serum.
Virus :—
2
1
3
4
Result in day of death
.................................................
13
16
17 20
2 controls.

Mark 11.

March 13.
Lymph from mark 6, February 29th (13th day).
Mode of Inoculation :—
Virus :—

Result in day of death

Setons.
Blood serum.
1
2
3
16
IS
7

....................................
.
...
.
4 controls.
(1 died.)
775. The Chairman.'] That statement was prepared by you ? Yes; it was prepared for the purpose of
this examination from the ramp records.
770. Does it contain an account of all experiments that have been performed? Yes; of all that have
been performed accurately,
777. Have these experiments all been performed with proper precautions against septic contamination ?
Yes, all of them.
'
778. "What was the nature of the precautions thus taken? From tho start a bichloride of mercury
solution for washing the hands was used, and for disinfecting infected crates.
779. Did you take any precautions to see that the instruments and crates were in a thoroughly disinfected
state? Well wc had control experiments conducted in all cases to test the accuracy of the other
experiments.
780. I understand that you performed a number of experiments at earlier dates without employing the
septic precautions which you adopted in connection with these experiments ? Yes.
781. Did you meet with any difficulties in these earlier experiments from septic contamination? Yes.
The rabbit is an animal that gets contaminated very quickly, and a large proportion died in ways not
connected with the disease witli which I was working. You will find in that record experiments performed
with certain septic precautions where rabbits died—at periods earlier than could be explained by the
Tintinallogy disease—with septic symptoms. These experiments have been marked off as unsatisfactory on
account of the septic contamination.
782. The book winch you have put in gives a general account of all experiments which have been performed
under satisfactory precautions? Yes.
783. Ho experiments have been excluded in which a definite result was obtained? No.
784. Putting the matter shortly for the immediate information of Commission, what methods of inocu
lation or transmission of the disease did you adopt? There were three—injections beneath the skin with
a hypodermic syringe, intravenous inoculation, and the introduction of infected setons.
785. Did you find that all these produced tho disease ? Yes.
786. Did any one do so more surely than another ? Intravenous inoculation was the greatest success, but
setons were good enough for all practical purposes.
787. Will you describe the method you adopted in intravenous inoculation? A vein of the ear was
dissected down upon, and Ihe needle of a hypodermic syringe introduced into this vein. The blood was
drawn from this and transferred to similar veins in another rabbit.
788. Is it not a very difficult matter to introduce a needle into a vein without puncturing both walls of ■
it? Yes,
•
789. What substance have you introduced from diseased rabbits into healthy rabbits with the effect of
producing this disease ? Bloodclot and blood serum; the so-called supra-renal bodies mashed up with

water,
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water, and liver substance mashed up with water. Such fluid being called an infusion in that experiment,
though really only a suspension in water. The fluid from the abdominal cavity, and what is called the
sub-mucous fluid under the skin, were also used, We used the mesenteric gland substance braised up with
water. Then, in addition to that, I tried blood.
790. Amt with these substances you obtained successful results? "Well, with regard to tho abdominal
fluid, I am not sure about it. T would say that the abdominal fluid was not to bo depended upon.
791. These were all used iu inoculation as distinguished from the use of setons? Yes; but the'setons
were prepared in the same fluids.
792. T)id you use fluid from the pericardium at all. ? Never.
793. Dr. Ellis, then, has made a mistake ? Yes; if he has said so. I left all those line experiments to him.
79i. In your experiments at Tintinallogy what rabbits did you use for infection with disease ? The only
case of importation was from Weinterriga, and all the rabbits for inoculation experiments were obtained
from our own run.
795. Did any rabbits prove refractory or indisposed to take tho disease? Out of 282 rabbits the number
of failures to inoculate amounted to only one. He was inoculated three times and ultimately broke his
leg, and had to be destroyed; but three inoculations wore made on him without result.
79G. Was reinoculation necessary in many cases? I have only bad one—the one I refer to. In all other
cases the disease was taken after one inoculation, or the rabbits died without recovering condition. In no
case but this ouc did I resort to rc-inoculation. In almost all cases the rabbits took the disease and died
in the ordinary way. Jn a few cases the rabbits lingered on longer than the ordinary period, but in very
few cases so tong that 1 was doubtful what they died of.
797. Have you over marie experiments with a rabbit recovering from the disease to see if it still could
communicate this disease to other rabbits ? No ; I never tried that.
798. Will you now give us some short account of what experiments you have performed to test tho trans
mission of tiie disease by contact of diseased rabbits with healthy rabbits, or by placing healthy rabbits
in hutches in which diseased rabbits had been, previously kept ? We have one crate—that known as crate
E—in which rabbits were placed when 1. telegraphed to Mr. lleid from Sydney. That was empty fifteen
days and it gave the rabbits tho disease. Only one rabbit since put in that crate has failed to take the
disease. 1 have put in a, wire netting yard, 10 x 12 feet, sixteen rabbits and one rabbit from crate E.
The result is they all died by the 3rd February, within twenty-three days,
799. Were these rabbits properly fed ? Yes; and with every precaution. They had ample shelter iu a
canvas tent filled in with green boughs. I satisfied myself that death occurred from this disease by post
motiems made every morning, In another experiment one rabbit on the fifth day after inoculation was placed
for twenty-four hours with six clean rabbits—the result was they all died on the 19th and 20th day. In
both these experiments control experiments were carried out under exactly similar circumstances, and the
rabbits under control remained healthy, except the one that I. spoke of as having died of strangulation of
the intestines. It did not present the disease in the slightest.
800. Mr. Lascelhti,] What are we to understand by control experiments? Control experiments moan
simply this, that animals are kept under similar conditions without inoculation. In another experiment
with contagion, in a yard 20 x 24, one rabbit from the bend of the river was placed with thirty-eight clean
rabbits ; the result was that the rabbit from the bend died in uine days, and all of the thirty-eight rabbits
placed in the yard with it died except one, which was lost sight of. All the others died between the
nineteenth and tiventy-fourth days; and ton animals were kept under control in a similar yard under
exactly similar conditions, and all these lived.
801. Tho Ghnirmnn.] Wilt you now give a short retumo of your experiments on stock, with regard to the
possibility of this disease being transmitted to them ? Yes. On the 4th December two sheep and throe
gninca-pigs were inoculated with serum and blood of infected rabbits, together with pulp from the white
patches in the liver, mixed up wafer. These animals were inspected by the Grovernment veterinarian
tour weeks afterwards, and by the local stock inspector on various occasions.
802. Was any result whatever noticed ? No, not in the least; not even at the seat of inoculation. On
December 18, a cow and calf were inoculated with liver-substance braised up in water. These animals
were subsequently passed as healthy by Messrs. Stanley and Tully. On December 31st and January 3rd,
six sheep, a horse, and a calf were inoculated by Mr. Stanley; liver-substance braised up in water being
used for the sheep, and with the horse the liver-substance braised up in water was injected beneath the
skin, and blood-clot was introduced into the neck by scarification. In the calf the liver-substance braised
up in water was introduced by scarification in the ear; blood serum wras introduced by hypodermic
syringe in the brisket, and the so called supra-renal glands braised up in water were introduced beneath
the skin in the forearm by hypodermic syringe. All these animals wrere watched by Inspector Tully.
803. Did these animals all remain thoroughly healthy ? Yes ; in every way.
804. Was anything noticed at the place where the poison was introduced ? Not the least.
805. What stock were inti-oduced into tho enclosure at the bend? Four horses, one cow, two calves,
twenty-two sheep, and four goats. These animals were kept over three months in tho bend.
806. Was the disease then very prevalent amongst the rabbits in tho enclosure? Yes.
807. Did any of the stock die?" No.
808. Did any become ill? No. The cow was milked every day, and kept her condition. We used the
milk for the camp, aud when the stock were taken out we ate some of tho sheep.
809. Will you nowT describe the spread of the disease at Tintinallogy ? There arc two parts ; there is the
distinct spread in the bend and from the centres of inoculation. In the bend, the first results obtained
were bad on the 8th November, 1887, aud were with six. rabbits obtained from the outside country. This
was apparently a failure, because the rabbits did not mix with the rabbits in tho bend, and died against
the fence in trying to get out from the area enclosed iu the bend. The rabbits being ear-marked we were
able to prove this. We then put up a little wire, making a drive in the bend ; we got six rabbits, inocu
lated them with the disease, and the disease spread ; wc turned them loose at once. The inoculation was
all hypodermic injection with blood serum. From that time out rabbits died in tho bend.
810. Did you introduce any more ? No. One or two got out from tho crates, but we do not count them,
because wc do not know what became of them. Some three rabbits escaped altogether. From that time
out the rabbits commenced to die. The last report of tho inspector says that lie saw only five rabbits
after a thorough inspection of the bend, which was very heavily infested before. The number of dead
rabbits can be spoken to by the visitors who went down there.
811.
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SIX. TVas any poison whatever laid at this time in the bend ? There was poison laid just around cur
experimental wire-netting yards to catch certain rabbits that hung about outside the yard. Some twenty
or thirty rabbits had escaped from the yard, and they kept coming back, so we decided to get rid of
them by poisoning. 'We were then using strychnine on cabbage-leaves. This was done to catch these
particular rabbits, because we thought they would interfere with our experiments.
y]2, "Was the food for the rabbits abundant in the bend at the time? Yes, as at present,aud all through.
813. Mr. Lascelles.] Do you think that any of tho rabbits got out of the bend? X do not think any got out
by water as the river was then very high and running swiftly ; and unless worried by dogs rabbits will
not cross a river.
Sli. Would it be a hard matter for any rabbits in that bend to be caught by digging out or by getting at
hollow logs ? I believe Mr. Reid could go down there now and clear the bend within half-an-hour. Of
course there is an immense number of cracks in the river bauk, and men could not possibly dig them out.
815. The Chairman.] Will you now state what has been done towards putting the disease on other parts of
Tintinallogy ? Prom the centre whore it originally started, !■£ miles above the home station, it spread in
all directions, and in all cases with great fatality.
816. Is there any evidence with regard to that fatality beyond what you have already stated ? Messrs.
Clarke’s and Tally’s reports will give the results.
_
817. Now, have the rabbits been substantially thinned out iu this way? So far as Tintinallogy is concerned,
I think we might call it extermination. Tins has been done all over an area of 236,030 acres. On one
side the disease has spread only three-quarters of a mile from the point of origin; hut on the north side
I do not know that there is aiiy limit to its spread. Within this area, then, there has been practically
extermination.
818. And within what area, approximately, lias the disease spread so as to cause extermination ? I should
think it had cleared about 10,000 acres without any assistance at all. It is difficult to say, because of
tho river bends, and I do not know how far back it lias gone.
819. Passing now to what you have done yourself, will you give us particulars? If you take the Lignum
Creek south of the woolshed, where the natural disease appeared to stop—we infected that first by
allowing diseased rabbits from tbe camp to go on to it. That was a failure, so far as we could see ; wo
then caught the rabbits on the creek itself, inoculated them on the spot and let them go. We used
the setons at that place. The seton was steeped in one of the organs of the diseased rabbit, braised up
in water, and was then dried and placed in a glass tube for convenience of carrying about. The result of
that infection was seen at once. Tbe rabbits started to die on tbe creek, and from tbe creek they
carried the disease a long way—I should say 3 miles. The creek makes a big turn coming out from the
river, and we reckon it 3 miles.
820. What did you do next? Wc next started, to infect the sand hills. As the rabbits were not trapped
they congregated together more in colonics, and the colonies being infected in a similar way, the result
was seen at once.
821. In the area so dealt with, was anything like practical extermination secured, or were the rabbits simply
thinned out? Yes, speaking roughly. The best way for me to answer that question is to show what
rabbits were killed up to a certain time.
822. Did you proceed to infect any other parts of the run ? We infected all over. Wherever there were
large colonies we infected tbe rabbits, using the same method by seton. We have occasionally done it
by hypodermic injection, but it is more complicated. Tho carcases of these animals have been lying
about all over the run, and have been eaten by dogs, cats, pigs, fowls, crows, and hawks.
823. Have any of these animals been dying? None, except cats, that have died, from what, I am not able to
say. They started to die only very lately. I believe them to be suffering from some form of distemper,
but there will be evidence as to that.
82-1, Mr. La-scelles.] Have you made any poxt-morfem examination on the eats ? No; I have never seen
one of them dead, and 1 am speaking now only from report.
825. Can you furnish any statistics showing the number of rabbits that have been destroyed at Tintinallogy
by this disease ? No ; but 1 can furnish some showing the number of rabbits that we caught, before the
disease started, by the trapping method, showing how thickly the country was infested. During last
year there were in all 291,000 rabbits killed on the run. I was at work from October to December.
These are the figures:—
Ex!vac! from Tintinallogy Rabhit Journal.
1885.—5,0GI rabbits killed, at a cost of £231 I7s.
18SG.— 32,163 rabbits killed, at a cost of £801 Is. Gd.
1887.
Month.

No of men.

•
E&bbLts killed,

Bonus.
<i,

January............
February ........
March ..........
April ................
May ...............
June ...............
July ...............
August ............
September ......
October............
November........
December......

19
12
2a
IS
22
21
29
17
22
25
7
11
Totals..,

12,085
6,128
15,757
10,012
20,332
26,623
50,246
26,346
56,510
41,599
10,000
14,936
291,175

1888.—Half of January, nine men killed 7,GO? : cost, £-17 9s. 7d.
Total cost, 1S85 to loth January, 1888, = £4,236 17s 3d.

4
4
4
4
3
.3
3
2
2
2
H
1*

Cost.
£
213
102
26;'!
166
254
323
023
219
470
346
02
93

B.
17
2
12
17
3
15
1
11
18
13
10
7

d.
0
s
4
4
3
9
6
0
4
2
0
0

£3,153 9 4

Since then, cost nil.
820.
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826. AVere the same number of men employed ? AVell, I cannot tell you that.
827. The Chairman^] In all tho area of Tiutiunllogy have the rabbits now been practically exterminated?
AArell, I sent out four men to the places whore rabbits wore supposed to be thick—at places IS miles from
the station—and they were actually on tho ground for five hours and only got ten rabbits.
828. Can you give any evidence to prove that starvation had nothing (o do with this mortality? The run
lias been slocked at the rate of one sheep to every d.V acres. I may say that the run is appraised at one
sheep to 7 acres. All the sheep arc now in good condition and 13,700 were sold in March last fat.
829. Mr. Quin^] lias not this been an extraordinary season in Tintinallogy ? Yes. The rainfall has been
considerably above the average, 19 in. 19 points, but from the 25th October (when I started the camp) to
the end of the year there were 5 in. 29 points of rain, and from January 1st to 14th May, 2 in. 2G
points fell.
830. Do you know what is the average rainfall for the aeries of years ? No; but I know that this is far
above the average. Eurtbcr, with regard to starvation, I may say that when the rabbits came to
Tintinallogy the feed was something awlut. They came on to tho run during tbe worst drought we
have had.
831. The Chairman.'] At the time this disease existed amongst rabbits, was there any mortality amongst
sheep on the run that could possibly he attributed, even by way of suspicion, to the disease ? No.
832. Then can the death of the rabbits at Tintinallogy be possibly attributable to their having eaten bark ?
AVell, no ; because Tintinallogy is not a, scrubby run. The plains arc miles in length where the rabbits
are dying just the same, and the scrub on the rim is not much barked. The feed for rabbits, apart from
the bark, lias been abundant. Rabbits have died miles away from the scrub, where the hark was not eaten.
833. Is there any evidence whatever, even the slightest, to indicate that man may be injured by the
prevalence of this disease amongst rabbits ? No; not the slightest. There was a report that a man” from
Balranald had caught the disease, hut it was proved that he had never been within 50 miles of the
boundary, and that his injuries were due to his having got his fingers cut in a rabbit trap. lie did not die,
and lie went down to Melbourne and saw several doctors there who made a great fuss about it, but Dr,
Lawson, of Balranald, explained the case.
834. AVere rabbits brought from Murtic station to you suffering from a disease which was thought by others
to be possibly identical with the Tintinallogy disease? Babbits were brought to me, said to bo from
Murtie. From the general symptoms, I thought the disease was identic d with the Tintinallogy disease,
hut 1 never said so. I was under the impression at tbe time that it was a trap being set for me, so I did
not give a very decided opinion.
.
835. Do you know any tiling from personal observation or personal knowledge of a disease prevailing
amongst the rabbits on Momba? No ; I have never been on Mnmba run in my life.
83(J, Have rabbits been transferred from Tintinallogy to Momba? No ; and I do not believe it would be
possible to do it without my knowledge, unless a man got the rabbits in the bush. I have had one rabbit
sent down to me for examination hum far above Momba, and ,1 said that it was suffering from the scab
that I have already spoken of.
837. Mr. Quin.] Have you infected any other country, apart from Tintinallogy ? ■ No ; I have not done
anything of the sort, although I have had. very many requests to do it.
”
838. The Chairman,] Jn any part of the 'Tintinallogy run which you infected, did the disease die out of
itself, without killing the rabbits off ? There is one place where the disease did not spread as fast as it
did in others, and when I visited, it I was surprised to see so many rabbits alive. On a second inspection,
about eight days after, I found the rabbits had disappeared there also.
839. And supposing that you receive no authority to spread this disease more widely, do you think it will die
out? I do. I can see that it is very easy to lose control of the disease, even in an experimental enclosure.
840. AVhat do you mean by control of the disease ? Being sure that certain lymph or inoculable material
will produce certain results.
841. Is jt essential, in order to be sure of keeping up a. supply of inoculable material, that development
of tbe disease should be going on at several centres, and not in one small area ? I can answer that now
by saying that we are thinking of _shifting our camp to more thickly infested country, as we are not quite
certain of being able to keep it going where we are at Tintinallogy.
842. Mr. LasncUes.] Have you taken any steps to obtain permission from the Government to take this
disease elsewhere ? AVe have made application, but that application has been met by a statement that the
matter should be referred to the Commission.
843. The Chairman.] In watching the progress of the disease at Tintinallogy have you noticed any
variations in its fatality according to the special kind of country in which the disease was prevalent?
Yes: I have noticed that on the sand hills it spreads much quicker. On the lignum creeks it requires
help from man by mixing the rabbits up together.
841. How would that mixture be affected ? 1 was going to explain that in these creeks we send men and
dogs to the head of the creek to drive the body of the rabbits towards the river. AVe did this when we first
saw the rabbits dying in one batch, and the rest making back to their natural run spread the disease
bettor. The difference between the lignum creeks and the sand hills is that in tbe sand bills the rabbits
burrow and associate more closely, and thus the disease spreads more freely than it docs amongst the
rabbits lying out in tho lignum.
845. Mr. Quin.] Arc the rabbits fond of lignum ? Yes ; very fond of it.
84G. Do you think that lignum acts as an antidote to the disease ? No ; I do not think so.
847. The Chairman.] Have you found the spread of the disease modified at all by the wetness or dryness of
the country ? We have no moisture at all except in the water-holes, hut the large majority of the” rabbits
seem to die around the water-boles, or near the creeks.
’
848. Do you think that those who live near water arc more apt to die, or that they make for water when
about to die ? I think they make for the water and are too weak to get back. AVo have had two falls of
rain lately, both of which seemed to kill off the weak rabbits very quickly.
849. Then I gather that you think the amount of food available for rabbits has not very much to do with
tbe disease ? No ; I do not think so, but J am aware there arc many people against me.
850. You do not think there would be a marked difference in the snread of the disease in poor country
and in good country, supposing that these districts were equally infested ? 1 do not think so from the way
rabbits die when fed with artificial food. My rabbits bad grass.” lignum, saltbush, lucerne, lettuce, cabbage,
carrots, grape-vine leaves, potatoes, apples, turnips, oats, bran, chaff, and bread, The rabbits arc very fond
of dry chaff; I have seen them leave cabbage and go to chaff.
851
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851. Mr. Quin.~\ Have you ever seen rabbits fed with poisoned chaff ? No; but! have heard of it in South
Australia where some horses were poisoned witli it as well. It has been said that rabbits being sent
from Tintinallogy to Dr. Ellis, in Sydney, passed in the coach near a public house at Nelynmbo, and that
all the domestic fowls died in two days, although they had not previously been ill.
852. Has this matter been looted into at all ? No ; because I do not regard it as of any importance.
853. Have fowls suffered at Tintinallogy ? Not at all; and we have picked up dead rabbits in the
fowl-yard.
85t. The ('!hairman.~\ If this disease is to be adopted for general use with a view to the extermination of
rabbits, what method do you propose for adoption—how would you deal with a thickly infested run,
embracing several hundred thousand acres? We would get to know the most thickly infested portions,
catching the rabbits there, infecting by seton say three in each of five places on each block of 6k,000
acres, turn these loose on tbe spot in their own neighbourhood, and in two months go around the same
country again in the same way or to every infested centre. I believe that would give the disease a start.
855. Such a method could be pursued on any number of runs by assistants trained by yourselves? Yes ;
the training required would be to teach them not to kill the rabbits by blood-poisoning instead of by disease.
856. The method in itself is quite simple? Yes. I have found great difficulty in the past in persuading the
men of the necessity of cleanliness so as to avoid killing the rabbits by blood-poisoning. Precautions are
■necessary in tbe introduction of setons to place them at the right depth, otherwise tetanus may readily be
induced. That occurs when tbe muscle is penetrated by the setons.
857. Afr. Lnscelles.'] In a thickly infested block, where there would be hundreds of large warrens, do you
consider that turning out diseased rabbits in five of these warrens would be sufficient ? A s a start, I do.
558. The Chairman.'] Do you think that in the end you would have to infect every warren? No, certainly
not. I believe there is much more traffic from warren to warren than there is any idea of.
859. And you have satisfied yourself that the disease spreads freely amongst the rabbits that do not
warren or that shelter by river side ? Yes, in regard to the lignum creek experiment.
860. If your method were to be generally adopted you would I suppose require some central station where
you would keep up a stock of infected rabbits and would prepare setons ? Yes.
861. Have you thought out the details of the application of your scheme on a very large scale indeed, so
that the whole thickly infested portion of the Colony would be brought under it ? If we get permission, we
intend to send at once to Victoria and South Australia, to try the scheme and make certain places in
these colonies centres. We do not yet know what effect climate will have on the disease.
862. How long have you kept setons in preparation and found them effective ? Setons prepared on 2kth
February, were used on tbe 29th; two killed on the 15th day and one failed. This is tbe longest we
have actually used them.
863. Have you found other setons fail which were kept for some days after preparation ? No; I have
never tried them over the fifteenth day, and that was the only failure I remember. But blood scrum 1ms kept
longer than that. On February 18th, the blood serum of infected rabbits was placed in sterilized tubes,
and posted to Sydney, to Dr. Ellis, and his inoculations with that, at least a week later, were
successful.
861. Now what is your general conclusion with regard to the origin of this disease? Is it some disease that
has been prevalent for some time, but which, owing to the peculiar season last year, broke out with great
severity ; or is it that, you have been able to cultivate it with a virulence not known before ? 1 do not
think the cultivation has anything to do with that in my case. I have got rabbits down in the bend and
used them in inoculations, and the result proved that the virulence was just as great in these rabbits with
the natural disease as in those to whom I had artificially communicated it.

Charles "WilliamReid called in and examined:—
865. The Chairman.] Where do you reside ? At Tintinallogy, Wilcannia.
866. What is your office at Tintinallogy ? lam book-keeper and I had charge of the rabbiters and was
rabbit overseer during the time the trappers were on,
867. You have also given assistance to Dr, Butcher during his experiments ? Yes.
868. You have personally conducted many of these experiments and preserved the records for him ? Yes.
869. How long have you been at Tintinallogy ? Three and a balf years altogether. The rabbits came
before my time.
870. Before Dr. Butcher commenced his experiments, Tintinallogy was, I believe, a very densely infested
district ? Yes.
871. Can you give any figures to show how thickly it was infested ? Yes ; I have our rabbit, journal
here showing the general result for 1885 and 1886, and the detailed result for 1887.
872. These figures, then, relate to the allowances made to the trappers for rabbits caught ? Yes.
873. What is the general result as to the efficiency of the work done by the trappers? When they
knocked off there were infinitely more rabbits than when they started. The rabbits gained on the trappers
considerably.
874 Was the full number of men employed which was recommended by the local rabbit inspector?
Yes.
875. During the months of November and December I notice that there was a marked reduction in tho
number of men employed. How do you explain that ? "Well, that is the commencement of the hot
weather, and they saw that they could do no good during the hot weather—that they could not trap the
rabbits so as to pay. I think there was also a deduction in the scalp money in that month which would
account for it.'
876. What is the present condition of Tintinallogy with regard to the existence of rabbits? There are
now very few there.
877. Mr. Lascelles.] Arc there less rabbits there now than at any time since you have been on the station?
Yes ; less than in the beginning of 1885.
878. The Ckairmani] Would you now speak of that district as a densely or a thinly infested district? I
would say it was a thinly infested district.
879. In bow many months has that change been brought about? Well, in from five to six months.
880.
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880. During that time has poison been used on the station? There was a little poison laid in enclosed
areas during the month of November.
881. Tor what purpose was it laid ? To try the effect of the different poisons—arsenic and strychnine,
"We wanted to see which was the best.
882. This was not done generally on the run? No ; it was done in very small enclosures.
883. Apart from such small experiments 1 understand that poison has not been laid at all at Tin
tinallogy ? Not at all.
8$d. I believe that Tintinallogy is a station comprising land of a very varied character—some open and
some heavy bush country ? Yes; it is.
885. Have the rabbits died off on all parts of the run whether open or thick? Yes ; on all parts.
836. Has the food been so abundant during tbe time of Dr. Butcher's experiments as to wholly put on
one side the possibility of rabbits dying for want of food ? Yes; T think so. The stock have been well
conditioned throughout. Wc sent away, in March and the first few days in April, between 13,000 and
Id,006 sheep. The agent who inspected them for the buyer reported on them as being fat. The
majority of these were old owes, and it requires very fair feed to keep them in anything like condition in
this country. Of course there has been infinitely better feed on tho run, but it has been very fair
throughout this season.
887. Do the rabbits burrow largely on Tintinallogy ? They have done it at times ; but I have seen no
burrows freshly scraped out since last winter.
888. Have vou studied tho run sufficiently to know the general history of rabbits upon it during recent
times? Yes.
889. Did you watch the experiments in the bend ? Yes.
890. How many times were inoculated rabbits turned loose in the bend5 That I cannot tell you. When
Dr. Butcher went down there first he allowed the rabbits to go, but how many times 1 cannot say. I
mean by this that Dr. Buichcr started the camp there at first aflcr he returned from Sydney. I do not
know the early history of the camp at the bond.
891. Have you made yourself acquainted wifh any difficulties that wero experienced iu spreading the
disease on Tintinallogy ? No.
892. Is it not a fact that at ccriain times the spread of the disease was checked owing to the natural
condition of the counl ry ? Not to my knowledge.
893. Was not the spread of the dinoas-e in one particular pari of the run limited by a lignum crook so
tbat, a, fresh introduction was necessitated ? It was introduced a second tunc about tbe lignum cieek,
but. 1 did not witness that.
891'. Taking any experiments which you conducted, will you tell the Commission what you did from
beginning to end. . Take any experiment vou like, and tell us minutely what you did? I will take ihe
first experiment, dated9th February. This lymph was taken from a rabbit naturally diseased from the
Gfum's paddock. This rabbit was dug out. AVe put it first into one of the yards which are wire-netted. Taking
the sterilized test tube I took this rabbit, killed it, and put the blood into a small quantity of saline solution.
I cut the animal's throat, holding the tube under f bo stream of blood. Then 1 corked Ibis up with sterilized
cotton woof, and lot it stand for about one and a-half hours. I then filtered the serum through the sterilizer
—through tho ordinary filter papers. Those had been already sterilized before Dr. Butcher went away.
These wero kept in a jaj with a lid that screws on, tbe same as specimens. As soon as this was filtered
I inoculatedfom rabbits with a hypodermic syringe which also had been sterilized. Iwa-hcd it out before
using with corrosive sublimate solution, then with methylated spirits, and then with i,ho ordinary saline
solution. I then filled the syringe with serum aud forced ihe needle through the skin—forcing a portion of
this serum through the needle into the first rabbit. 1 washed my hands in the corrosive sublimate before touch
ing the first rabbit. After that I took a second rabbit and did the same thing, inoculating tho four rabbits
in the same way. J placed these rabbits in one crate which bad been washed and disinfected. The crate
had been used for wool washing, and after each experiment it was taken out and sunk m the river. After
that we used carbolic acid over tho crate, inside it and on the board that covered it. I do not know tho
strength of this solution. Borne hours alter this the carbolic acid was again sprinkled over tho crate, and
then the rabbits wore put in. AVe put in fresh grass for bedding. AAre did the same with every crate,
some of them being sunk as many as three days in tbe river. Sometimes also we used corrosive sublimate
aud sometimes the carbolic acid solution. Tbe corrosive sublimate is 1 iu 1,000, but I am not •ertain as
to tbe carbolic, acid, as it was already mixed.
895. Do you know any thing about tho trausfer of any rabbits from Tintmallogv to Murtic or Momba? No.
896. Did you witness the experiments that were performed by putting healthy rabbits into a crate that
had been infected ? Yes.
897. AVill you tell us exactly what happened with regard to that experiment? I did not see it right
through. Dr. Butcher telegraphed from Sydney asking me to get some rabbits for him and put them
into the crate, which had been used for the rabbits that were destroyed before Dr. Butcher went to
Sydney. These rabbits—1 did not see them—Dr. Butcher told me had caught the disease from the crate.
I saw the rabbits some considerable time afterwards, but I cannot say how long.
SOS. Haro you yourself seen any other experiments of that kind ending successfully,? Yes ; T put
rabbits, which, so far as 1 know, were healthy, into the same crate—Crate E—and, though the bedding
had all been changed, the rabbits died.
899. You aro certain that no attempt was made to communicate tho disease by inoculation to these
rabbits ? Positively. AVe had " controls'’ in the yard from the same batch of rabbits
900. Have you yourself witnessed in any full way any experiments made with rabbits in enclosed areas
by introducing infected labbits amongst them ? A'es, T have seen one diseased rabbit placed in a yard
with twelve or fourteen or more rabbits which wero healthy, so far as I know. I have seen these rabbits
brought out dead.
901. Did the death of these rabbits occur at any regular period, or were their deaths scattered over a
considerable time? They did not all die on the same day, but the deaths occurred within four or five
days of one another.
902. Is it, then, a fact that by spreading this disease over Tintinallogy in an inexpensh e manner tbe rabbit
plague has been practically reduced to very sinall dimensions on that run, where, for years past, trappers
had been employed at, great expense without sensibly diminishing the pest; the rabbits, on the contrary,
being more numerous at the cud of tbe trappers’ operations than at the beginning? Yes,
903.
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903. Mr. Lascdhs.] How doss TintinalSogy compare with other runs where other means have been
adopted to destroy rabbits ? I think other runs are moro infested. I have not been much about, of
course ; hut wo have seen very few rabbits between this place and the river.
901, The Chairman^ Can you make some drawings of the livers of diseased rabbits for the use of the
Commission showing the diseased spots? Yes.
905. Mr. Quin.] Do you know if there arc less rabbits on this side of the river than before? Yes; I know
there are less at Weinterriga from personal observation, and other places between this and Tintinallogy,
but I do not know ihe reason. On the 13th of March Mr. Affleck, the manager of Weinterriga, brought
two rabbits to the camp. I placed one in the yard and one in the crate with other rabbits that were healthy, so
far as I know. The rabbits that were in there died, and the result is shown in these experiments. Tho
crate was disinfected previously iu the same way as the other.
906. The Chairman."] In any experiment which you performed with rabbits in a crate, how do you conduct
vour “ control” experiments? In some eases the rabbits were put into another crate, and in other cases
they were put into what we call the “ control ” yards, which are wire netted.
907. Then the “ control” rabbits were not always kept under the same conditions as the diseased rabbits?
Ivn, not always; hut the condiiions were kept exactly the same as regards feeding, water, and bedding.
90S. Have you anything further you would like to say ? Ho ; except that at tho time I was not in charge
of the camp I cannot say that tho conditions under which the “ control ” rabbits were kept wero not exactly
the same as those under which the inoculated rabbits lived.
Herbert Pickering Butcher recalled and examined:—
909. The Chairman.] Is there anything hearing directly on the rabbit question that you have omitted
to refer to ? I would like to refer to the Weinterriga experiment, mentioned in the book which 1 have
handed in. The disease that they had had at that time—early in March—is the same as we had ; the
results proved that they had the same disease as at Tintinallogy. 'Two experiments were tried with rabbits
from Weinterriga, which is on the opposite side of the river from us; the results of these experiments going
to prove that the same disease existed there at that time. I would like also to draw attention to the
fact that tho opossums on the Darling were killed out by some eruptive skiu disease, Almost every
opossum died, it, was supposed, of the same disease which now prevails amongst the opossums at Narroniine.
910. Mr. Paterson,.] Are there any opossums now on the river Darling ? Opossums can be found at a
distance of SO miles from tbe Darling, but not actually on the river, so that the disease did not spread very
far out. I have never seen this disease amongst opossums myself, though I have seen dead opossums iu
hollow trees.
9 LI. The Chairman.] 'Prom the description of that disease do you think it possible that the disease in
opossums is identical or nearly allied to the scab disease you noticed amongst rabbits ? 1 believe it to be
so from the description.
Alexander Bell called in and examined :—
912. The Chairman.] What is your occupation? I am manager of Langawirra station, Wilcannia.
Langawirra lies about SO miles east of Silverton, about half-way between Silverton and ‘Wilcannia. The
area is about 480,009 acres. I have been seven years in the district, and am acquainted with tho whole
history of the rabbits here. There were uo rabbits wdieu I came here first.
913. When did the rabbits first appear iu your locality ? About three years ago, or a littlemore. Tho
country is now very heavily infested. It became heavily infested during the last two years.
914. Has the carrying capacity of the run been affected yet by the pest ? Yes ; around usand on all
sides. It cleaned out our homestead lately,.and there is not a blade of grass to be seen.
915. Yet you have had a very favourable season? No; it has been rather dry this season. Last year
was a splendid season. 1 may add that the rabbits are killing the scrub, too, very fast.
916. What methods did you first adopt in dealing with tho rabbits ? Trapping ; wo have been trapping
for about two years.
917. Did you discontinue trapping at the end of last year? Yes ; it wms a failure entirely.
9LS. Have you any idea of the number of rabbits killed on your station by the trappers ? I have not got
tho figures here, but I can say we killed up to 40,000 and over per month.
919. Did the number of i-abbits killed and the cost of trapping tend to increase? Yrcs; it increased
continually, in the face of the fact that wTe reduced tho price per scalp.
920. How many trappers did you employ on an average ? From about fifty to sixty.
921. What was the general effect of tho trappers’ work ? 1 could not sec any advantage at all. I had
the trappers in one camp over four months, and when they left there were just as many rabbits as when
they went there.
922. Do you think the trappers killed large numbers of the natural enemies of the rabbit? No, not a
great many; they killed a few of them.
923. Do you think the operations of the trappers tended to spread the rabbits more widely and prevented
them from forming into colonies ? No; I do not think the operations of the rabbitters produced any effects
in our country. I am positive they did not.
924. Then, in your opinion, the money spent on the rabhittors was wasted ? Simply thrown into the fire.
925. Have you had much experience in the use of poisons? Yes, latterly. .!. began using them about
eight or ten months ago. I used arsenical water, laying it out in troughs. The rabbits drank it freely,
and thousands and thousands died. I have also used strychnine and poisoned food. .1 have also been
using the phosphorized grain distributors of Alcssrs. Lascelles and Anderson with great success. They
beat all that I have yet tried.
926. How do you use strychnine? By dipping the bushes into the liquid and throwing them about on
tbe ground. I used to break off the bushes that they are used to, put them in this water, and the rabbits
would cal the bark and die almost instantly. We used about one ounce of strychnine to one bucket of
water. This is a very expensive method ; the grain distributors arc less expensive.
927. In using the grain distributors were you not disappointed at not finding dead rabbits at the outset?
The first day or two I was ; then about tbe third or fourth day I began to see the rabbits dying in all
direotions, and now I can hardly find a live rabbit anywhere around the homestead.
92S.
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023. Havo you used wire-netting at all? No, I have not.
029. Have you any personal acquaintance with diseases amongst rabbits ? No; I only know what I
have heard from others,
930. Ho you think you will be able to deal effectually with rabbits all over your run by poisoning and
without fencing ? I feel confident I would be able to do it if I had eight or nine machines.
9:31. But wall you be secure against any further irruption of rabbits? No; because there is very hcavilyinfested country all around me that nothing is being done with. I would havo no security in this case
unless others adopted the same methods, or that I fenced.
932. Do you think there is any chance of gettiug uniform action by all adjacent proprietors ? I am sure
I cannot say.
1
933. But docs your experience show you that you can obtain this uniformity of action ? Itmightbcdonc
by compulsion and by proper inspection to see that everybody did the same’ thing. If so, there would be
no occasion for fencing at all. I think fencing costs a lot of money which might have beeu saved ; that
:s, unless you fence iu a lot of these barren waste lands that are of uo use to anybody.
931. Can you give examples of such waste lands from which it has been necessary to exclude sheep ?
Well, we have parts ourselves which are largely useless and fit for nothing. This is very heavily-infested
land. I would propose to deal with land like that either by poisoning or with disease. Babbits can be
poisoned there as well as anywhere else. It wrould be a constant expense and no gain to do it, but still it
should be done to save the other. One of my neighbours has five miles square of similar 'waste laud feuced
oft to keep the sheep out, the land being utterly useless and thickly infested with rabbits.

Harry Edmund Vindin called in and examined:—
935. The Chmrman,'] "What office do you hold ? I am Superintending Inspector of the Babbit
Department.
93G. Over what area does your superintendence extend ? North and south about 300 miles, and east and
west about 280 miles; starting from the south-w^cst corner of Mundi Mundi station, on tho South
Australian border; thence along the border to the north-west corner of the Colony; thence along tho
Queensland border to Brenda; thence south from there to Condobolin; and west from Condobolin to
point of commencement.
937. How long havo you been iu charge of ibis district? Since July, 1SS5. I was first stationed in the
Corowu district, mi the Murray, and after remaining there about five months I was appointed to the
Balranald district, on the Murrutnbidgee. In July, 1835, I was appointed Superintending Inspector for
the Western Division.
'
938. Is the country over which you are Superintending Inspector all infested ? Yes.
939. In what degree, or is it uniformly infested ? No; some portions are much moro thickly infested
than others.
"
9-10. Can you say what parts aro thickly infested ? Including all that country within the following
boundaries
Starting from Pooucarie, on tho Darling Hivcr, east to Mossgiel; thouco from Mosagiol
north-west to Cultoa station on Darling River.
During the time that you have been in charge since 18S5 have the rabbits been rapidly increasiu11'
iu your district ? Yes.
D
912. What effect, if any, has there been on the carrying capacity of the runs ? I consider that in the
most thickly infested districts the pest has affected the carrying capacity to a great extent. In fact some
blocks are nearly eaten out. During my inspection of some blocks on Teraweynia I counted as many as
400 to 500 rabbits on my ride ; in fact 1 might say thousands.
*
943. Do you think that this evil effect on the carrying capacity of the runs has proorcssivclv increased l|J
Yes.
*
‘
944. Did you notice a decided increase last year ? Yes ; I noticed a much greater increase during 1837,
both in the prevalence of the rabbits and tho evil effects on the runs; 1SS7 was rather a favourable
season; there was plenty of feed.
945. Have you watched the trapping operations in your district during the three years passed ? Yes ;
and I have been continually travelling through the district, inspecting the camps and seeing how tho work
of rabbit destruction has been carried out.
946. Can you give us any rough average of the area that one trapper has been accustomed to deal with,
speaking generally? Until last year I always considered that for a 10-mile block of 64,000 acres four or
five men were sufficient; but since that, in many cases, as at Teraweynia, on a 10-mile square block we
had as many as twelve men; and still tho rabbits have rapidly increased.
947. TV hat effect, if any, has been obtained by the operations of the trappers ? Well, if anvthiim, I think
they have spread the rabbits ; they do not appear to have caused them to decrease at all.
948. Has any advantage whatever been got by the operations of the trappers ? Yes: I think so—iu the very
lightly infested districts. The trappers seem to have been able to keen the rabbits down there.
‘
949. What is your opinion about their work iu the thickly infested’districts ? I cannot sav that they
have made any impression on the rabbits at all. On Teraweynia station, during the quarter endiim June
there were 101 men exclusively employed rabbitting, and 500,000 rabbits were destroyed ; yet no impres
sion at all seemed to have been made. The rabbits were just as thick as ever.
*
950. Then in your opinion the operations of the rabhitters did evil by spreading the rabbits more widely ?
Yes, I think they have. They have driven them into country that was clear of rabbits, and otherwise
caused the pest to shift about.
951. Is it a tact that the rabbi tiers prevented the rabbits from settling down in colonies, and rendered
them more difficult to deal with? I considered that the trapping scattered them. In trapping on ridims
where the warrens are very numerous I have noticed after the trappers had been at work for a short time
that the rabbits have cleared out altogether; and, as a rule, they do not return for two or three weeks
afterwards.
952. What, then, is your general opinion with regard to the utility of trapping in the densely infested
country ? 1 should do away with trapping, as more effectual work can he done with carbon in the winter,
ami by poisoning in the dry season when feed is dry.
953. Have you had much experience in the use of poisons ? No, I have not.
954.
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954!. Are you prepared to give any opinion as to ivliafc poisons are most useful? I have made an inspec
tion of some of the work that has been done at Tarella station with I/ascelles1 patent gram distributor, and
during my inspection 1 counted something like 400 rabbits dead along the burrows. Wc were out riding
on that occasion, some seven or eight hours together. Of course there may have been a great number
dead in the burrows that I did not see
_
_
.
955. Have you had any experience with poisons on the natural food of the rabbits—bark, twigs, Ac.. Yes ;
on Teraweynia station tbe edible shrubs were poisoned with arsenic by Mr. Wynne, but for some time I
could not see any result at all. 1 was inspecting on the run for nine days and I countedsomething like 140
dead rabbits just around tbe logs. I did not regard tbat experiment as satisfactory in its results. I have
had no other experience except with carbon. My experience in connection with this is tbat 1 have often
bad tbe warrens dug out aud counted as many as eighty to ninety rabbits that had been suffocated.
956. Are you of opinion that the use of carbon bisulphide should be tried during the muter months ?
Yes ; that is in country which is suitable—where the warrens are very numerous,
_
957. Have you had any experience with the use of wire-netting? No ; but I have seen some m use at
Euston, put up by Messrs. Bertram and Taylor. I am uncertain about the height, but it was 1-f-in, mesh,
95S. Was this netting part of a general enclosure, or was it used for some special purpose ? It was a
fenced-in paddock that I saw.
.
959. What success was obtained ? I consider it was very successful. Before being fenced in the rabbits
were very numerous there, and having inspected the country afterwards I iound that they had greatly
decreased.
_
.
^
„
960. Have you watched Hr. Butcher’s operations at Tintinallogy ? 1 went there once by instructions ot
the Department, and remained from the Sth to the 9th March. The special object of my visit was to see
to what extent the disease had spread. I have not visited Tintinallogy since.
_
961. Wore you acquainted with the conditions of Tintinallogy before Dr. Butcher commenced operations.
No; that was mv tirst inspection. I had sixteen rabbit inspectors’^districts to overlook, and as
Tintinallogy always carried out satisfactory work I had no occasion to visit that station. I have made a
report to the Department concerning my visit and that report is avaiilable to tbe Commission.
962. What condition was the stock in at Tintinallogy Stalion, in the parts where tho rabbits wero
dying? On the 509 acres that 1 visited 1 saw some sheep and goats which appeared to bo in fair con
dition. They were just keeping their condition ; but wore not in good condition by any means. I cannot
say how long they had been in the enclosure. I do not remember seeing any stock along the river
frontage. Further out at the hack of the run, I saw some sheep which appeared to be doing very well.
963. G-enerallv, then, you came to the conclusion that, although the feed was poor, and dry, the
mortality amongst the rabbits must have been occasioned not by scarcitv of feed but by disease ? I can
not say, because I did not understand anything about disease. 3. thought the disease was caused by tho
feed. ' I did not inspect at that time any of the runs-further out.
.
964. But what was your conclusion then ? At the time I was there I was under the impression that tho
rabbits were dying of some disease, and I thought the disease was caused by the feed, ^
965. Has your subsequent experience caused you to modify your opinion as to the origin of the disease .
No ; I am"still of the same opinion, 1 think this disease has been caused by the poverty and dry stale of
the feed, and my inspection of other runs has made me still more strongly of the same opinion. _
966. What did you see on other runs that strengthened you in this opinion ? Since leaving Tintinallogy
I travelled through Kinchega Bun and inspected the country on horseback. I. saw dead rabbits here and
there on Kinchega., but nothing like so many as upon Tintinallogy. Yet I consider the country 3,
inspected on Kinchega was much better off for feed.
, _
.
967. Have you had any further experience in connection with the I'intinallogy disease ? No ; not funce.
968. Have you had anv experience in eonnection with the disease which has been attributed to the
eating of hark ? I have examined several of the rabbits in travelling through the different rune, hut
I have not noticed any particular disease, unless a few cases where the liver seemed to have a few streaks
upon it. It was on Kinchega I saw this. These streaks were light-blue and there was water inside in
the cavity of the belly.
,
j» j a at
969. Mr. LnsccUes.^ Have you since altered your opinion that disease was more confined to tbe frontage
than to the back countrv of Tintinallogy? Well I have not inspected the run since. At tho time I
inspected it there were more dead rabbits on tbe frontage and in ihe lignum. Since my inspection at
Tintinallogy I have been out on the Wilcannia Common, at one of our Government camps. Some grass
had shown up and the rabbits seemed to be as lively as ever; this is upmn thickly infested country.
There was an increase in one week of from 800 to 1,300 killed with the same number of men employed.
970. Do you attribute that increase of deaths fo an increase in the number of rabbits ? It is very hard
to judge ; the men may not have worked so hard at first, though they bad the same number of traps, &e.
Olio of the rabbit inspectors came and told mo that the rabbits were swarming in from other parts to
where there was good feed on the Common.
4
971. What is tho history of the country around Silverton with regard to rabbits ? I think they nave
decreased very much. In July last year the rabbits were very numerous. In driving from Broken Hill to
Thackaringa I noticed several hundreds, but recently I did not see one. My opinion is that the decrease
is due to the eating of dry feed. They seem to be dying very fast around the Pinnacles and Mount
Gipps. All the natural feed is now very dry—much drier than when I last inspected the country.
972. Arc you clear that the diminution of the rabbi! s has been due to their dying, or may it not be duo to
their passing on to other districts where feed is better ? 1 think they do sometimes shiit on to better
feed. Yon can to a certain extent clear a paddock by stocking it heavily with sheep.
973. Have you had clear evidence that rabbits havo been dying in this country from want or reed?
Judging from the reports that I have received from the inspectors, I should say that the rabbits wore
dving off in the thickly infested districts.
_
_
.
,
974. Are these reports based on the disappearance of rabbits or on seeing dead rabbits ? Seeing dead rabbits.
975. You are perfectly clear, then, that over a large portion of your district there has been considerable
mortality amongst the rabbits ? Yes, since the beginning of March, and I think such mortality is due to
tho poverty aud dryness of the feed.
976. You have not noticed rabbits dying off in the same way where the feed has been abundant and good ?
Yes, 1 have noticed that iu different portions of my district where there is plenty of dry feed, but not
where there is green feed.
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077. Have you opened any raVbifs in country where feed is abundant? Yes; and I have noticed that
they wero very miserable and tucked up, and suffering as if from constipation, which I attribute to tho
dry state of the feed.
'
i)78. "Vdhen you were at; Tintinallogy did you notice any yards where the rabbits were well fed on
succulent tood ? Yes ; there wero some being fed on cabbage leaves, Ac.
,Tfrere
ra1>bit,s wrtBtin8 a'vav ? They appeared to me to look very miserable, just the same as
the others. I erhaps they wore not quite -so bad as the others, though I considered that they were wastine
•
°
away,
980 Afr. Quin.} Do you think well-fed rabbits confined in such an enclosure would remain in good
condition, or would they fail away ? I think they would fall away, at least for some time.
981. Might they not have had that appearance without being diseased ? Yes, they might. This was the
first time I had seen rabbits enclosed in that way. 1 saw the rabbits in the bend twice durino- my visit 1 also B?nv those in the yard twice when 1 visited the catnp,
e
7
f.82'
Up to tbe time of your visit to Tintinallogy, were you on other runs barer of feed
tlmu lintinallogy, and were tbe rabbits dying 0n these runs without poison having been laid? No.
I rcvious to my inspecting Tintinallogy I inspected Mount Manara, where some of the paddocks were very
bare, but I cannot say tbat X noticed any dead rabbits about, all hough at that time—it was about September
or October or last year—(he trees were not barked so much.
‘)S8- && Chairman,] Did you, during this year, pass through other runs barer of feed than Tintinallogy
without finding the rabbits dying in this wav ? No ; all the runs that I have travelled through since are’
J consider, better oft for feed than 'I’intinallogy. X have been out through Kinchega and Mount Gipps &c.
and on all of these the feed is better, with one exception, that of Glcnlyon. I noticed several dead rabbits
in passing through that run, and to show how numerous they are, X saw 1,000 caught in a trap at one of
the tanks, i lie number of dead rabbits tbat X saw at Glenlyon did not at all compare with the number I
saw at Tintinallogy. I was inspecting on horseback at TintinalJogv, whereas at Glenlyon 1 only travelled
along the road.
“
4
9S1 What is now yonr general conclusion with regard to the mortality amongst rabbits at Tintinallogy__
how was it caused? XVell, since I have travelled through other stations, X think it is caused through
eating dry feed and astringent barks, and through a. want of nourishing food,
°
985. Therefore, when the feed improves the disease will disappear? Yes; X think so to a great extent
and the rabbits will recover.
*
’

Abram John Clarke called in and examined:—
nm6'
UTiat is your occupation ? I am a rabbit inspector at Wilcannia, for No. 9 district
Ihe chief runs included m that district are Teraweynia, Murtic, Baden Park, Tintinallogy, Goonalgn, and
Billilla. J have been m charge of this district since August, 1885.
987. Was this country infested with rabbits on your arrival? Yes, the whole of it.
OSS. "Was it thickly infested ? No ; not so thickly infested as it has been since.
989. Is the country now very thickly infested ? The rabbits have been decreasing latelv.
,,^r® you clear that the diminution is due to increased death-rate amongst‘the rabbits and not to
shifting from one district where feed is poor to a district whore feed is abundant, ? I think it is due to
an increased death-rate, as you can see the dead rabbits lying about.
991. You are then clear, that there has been an increased death-rate all through your district ? Yes.
992. Has that mortality been more marked in some parts than in others ? Yes." At Tintinallogy there
is the biggest death-rate I have seen. At Billilla, on the Tintinallogy boundary, the dealh-ratohas also
been very marked, and also at Teraweynia on the adjoining boundary.
*
993. To what do you attribute this mortality? To disease; I have been told so. On some of tho
adjacent runs I think the rabbits are dying from eating bark. On making an examination of tbe rabbits
afterwards 1 found tbat the appearances inside were different from those that had what I understood was
disease. I have from the first watched Dr. Butcher's operations at Tintinallogy.
994. Has your supervision of these experiments been continuous or merely occasional? Occasional ■ as I
went about I visited the station about once a month. I had to go around tbe rest of my district, but I
stayed at Tintinallogy as long as 1 could on every round.
995 Were you acquainted with the condition of the I’intinallogy run before this disease was first taken
up by Dr. Butcher ?_ Yes; it was then very heavily infested with rabbits. The rabbits began to
perceptibly diminish in numbers about November last; I then noticed that they were dying in large
numbers. The condition of the feed on tbat station at the time was very good. The condition of stock
was very good also. In fact, they sold some fat sheep about that time and they were the best that X saw in
the Wilcannia district.
■
996. What is the condition of Tintinallogy station now as regards rabbits ? I have reported the decrease
at about 95 per cent. I would now classify the station as a thinly infested one.
997. Li your opinion can this change bo attributed to the starvation of the rabbits P I should say not.
998. Can it be attributed to the eating of bark ? Well, that is a question which I can scarcely answer •
I should think not,
J
999. Has there been any change in the habit of tho rabbils with regard to the eating of bark that would
account for that station, wliicb was once densely infested, being now thinly infested ? 1 do not think the
eating of bark alone would account for the change.
1000. Mr. Lascelles.] Is there less or moro scrub on Tintinallogy than on the other runs in your districtp
There is more open country on Tintinallogy than anywhere else, and less scrub than on the' average run
in my district.
1001. Ttie Chairman.] Docs this mortality prevail amongst the rabbits on Tintinallogy both in the open
a M.- 1C* eo,}1?Uy- It prevails on the whole of the run-on some isolated spots—sand hills on which
rabbits 'were thick on my last inspection—more especially. My last general inspection was about the end
01 JVLdil Oil lllSt.

1002. Have you familiarized yourself with the details of Dr. Butcher’s experiments ? Yes. Dr. Butcher
explained to me everything that X asked him. I was instructed at the commencement to watch the
experiments he made when he obtained permission to keep live rabbits.
1003.
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1003. Did you watch his experiments in placing healthy rahhits in a crate in which diseased rabbits had
been previously kept? Yes. I ba^e seen him put them in, but I had been on the station only a few
days. I had to go around again. I have seen the rabbits put in and was informed that healthy rabbils
were being put in diseased crates.
1001. Were these rabbits so bedded and fed as to exclude the idea of death from oilier causes? Yes;
they were fed much better than wild rabbits running outside. They were fed from the garden.
_
100,l. Did you see the conditions under which the yard experiments were conducted when diseased rabbits
were turned in amongst healthy rabbits ? Yes, 1 have seen them all together,
_
1006. Were those experiments so carried out as to exclude the possibility of death from starvation or
unusual exposure ? The rabbits were well fed, and sheltered, and ivatcrcd.
1007. Did you witness any of tbe inoculation experiments at that time? Yes; I have seen inoculation by
the syringe and the seton. I did not watch any of the experiments from beginning to end, because I bad
no chance.
'
1008. Did you obtain by your repeated visits a clear understanding of the results of tho experiments
carried out in the bond of tho river ? Yes.
1009. Will yon describe shortly what results wero obtained? Well, on my first inspection of tbe place I
found that all the young rabbits died first. That inspection was made, I think, in October, shortly after
the bend was fenced off. I was shown some aborted young that I was told were picked up in the bend by
one of the camp men. The rabbits were then very thick iu this bend. It was the most heavily infested
place in my district. Tbe water had been around it and the men were not able to get at it to work. I also
saw a lot of dead rabbits lying about the fence. I inquired bow they accounted for this and it was
explained to me tbat they imagined tbe rabbits were brought from outside and tbat they were trying to
make their way back again. These rabbits were ear-marked.
1010. What did you notice subsequently ? That the rabbits decreased very much. In fact, tbe last time
I was there I drove around tbe bend and only saw five or six where before there must have been between
20,000 and 30,000. The condition of the feed in the bend during tbe whole of this period was very good ;
it was not unusually dry. There was green feed there also, as much of the bend had been under water.
On every occasion I made an examination of this bend tbe rabbits were not breeding, and have not bred
anywhere in my district since about last September.
1011. Did the rabbits stop breeding at Tintinallogy earlier than in other parts of your district ? No, I
think not.
1012. Then the cessation of breeding was due to condiiions prevalent generally through the district, and
not to the occurrence of disease ? It ceased through the whole district. Of course I am not in a position
to say that it was not on account of disease at Tintinallogy; the feed has not been good enough since;
the food on this bend was not feed that rabbits would breed on : the rabbits only breed after rain.
1013. When was it that you found the aborted young? It must have been about October or November.
They were shown to me as having been found in this bend. I think there were throe of them; they
belonged to tbe same litter; I did not see any others.
1014. Did you watch the experiments tbat were made on stock ? Yes ; I saw a sheep inoculated by a
syringe containing blood taken from a diseased rabbit in one of the hutches. This sheep did not suffer;
and on my next visit it appeared to he perfectly healthy; I could identify the animal. I was also shown
marks on a horse that, 1 was aware had been inoculated; the horse was an old one, but in very fair
condition.
1015. Have you ever watched such experiments throughout the whole course ? No ; but! have seen tbe
same horse and sheep on every visit, and they always appeared to be healthy. I saw guinea pigs living
with rabbits tbat were diseased and tbat afterwards died. These guinea pigs kept healthy and fat.
1016. AYhat was your general conclusion with regard to the causes of the great mortality amongst the
rabbits on Tintinallogy ? My conclusion was that some disease existed there which was fatal to rabbits ;
tbe rabbits started dying there wdiile the feed was good, and before they died in other parts of my dis
trict ; tbe feed wTas better on Tintinallogy than elsewhere, and yet the rabbita started dying there first,
1017. Do you know whether poison was laid at Tintinallogy which would account for any considerable
portion, of these deaths amongst rabbits ? Some experiments were made with poisons, but they would not
account for the death-rate all over the run; the poison experiments were made infenced-off places.
1013, Yon were satisfied, then, that the general mortality throughout the run was not due to poison ?
Yes.
1019. And are you perfectly satisfied that the coudilion of the feed could not have caused this mortality ?
Yes ; I am sure that the rabbits Dr. Butcher bad were fed better than they could obtain outside. I am
also satisfied that the mortality in the bend could not have been caused by conditions of feed.
1020. Could the disease at Tintinallogy be possibly attributed to the eating of bark ? I should say not;
because I saw disease there before any bark was eaten at all. I noticed eighteen months ago, at Mount
Manara, tbat the rabbits were barking the mulga and sandal woods, and yet there was no unusual
mortality amongst them.
1021. At Tintinallogy did tbe mortality prevail in tbe open as well as in tbe thick parts of the country ?
The rabbits had got under tbe shade of the trees in summer when dying. You will see more rabbits in tho
scrub than in the open country. In fact the death-rate was so great 1 recommended that the trappers
should be discontinued, as they gave up a large number of skins, and wore paid for them, which I would
have to pass.
1022. Is there any special bark in the scrub at Tintinallogy tbat would account for this specially high
death-rate ? No; it is tho same kind of scrub as on tho adjoining runs, where mortality has not prevailed
to the same extent,
1023. Has there been more marked traces on Tintinallogy of the mortality than on adjacent runs ? Yes;
until very recently.
1024. Has this recent increased mortality been general throughout, or is it merely on tbe Tintinallogy
border ? It has been general throughout; there is no feed.
1025. Has tbe prevalence of the rabbit plague in itself seriously diminished the carrying capacity of tbe
runs in your district ? Yes ; very much so. My district is principally a scrubby country, and the scrub
died on account of its having been barked by tbe rabbits.
1026. When scrub is barked in this way and dies off, does it recover itself? Well, wo have had only
about 18 months of it. The pnnta, mulga, and sandal-wood scrub are dying, but tbe leopard-wood tree is
not dying; it seems to recover itself.
’
1027.
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1027. Hiia the barking of the scrub increased rapidly ? it increased very much in the last six or seven,
months, hut tho rabbits are now decreasing everywhere. They have only the bark to live on. The barking
is not increasing now although the rabbits are living on the bark.
102S. This means that a large amount of scrub is being permanently spoiled ? Yes.
1020. If this continues what will be the result f The country will be bare.
1030. Losing this scrub, could the country be used as a pastoral country at all ? It could in good seasons.
1031. But I mean permanently ? Well, tbe grass might come if tho scrub were cleared off.
.1032. Is it a fact that for some time the sheep havo been largely dependent on scrub ? Yes.
1033. Aro yon aware of any facts showing whether grass would or would not grow on this scrubby country
after being cleared? Yes; miles of country have been cleared for the purpose of roads, and people do not
use them, being sandy. There is no better grass anywhere than on them, in tins scrubby country where
the scrub has been cleared. I have known patches of this kind for two and a-half years.
1034. Over how many years does your experience of trapping extend ? Well, I havo known of trapping
since I was a boy. I havo had experience of clearing on a large scale for four years,
1035. AVhat area have you been accustomed to allow' for the operations of each trapper? About one man
to every 5,000 acres. It would vary according to whether it was a thinly or thickly infested district, but
the whole of my district has been very heavily infested lately.
103G. Lid the cost of the operations of the trappers tend to increase during tho latter part of the time that
they were employed? Yes, very much, notwithstanding that during the last few years less was paid for
senlps. "While the trapping was going on the price increased very much up to the last. Of course tho
number of rabbits killed per man increased greatly. I do not think it was due to increased energy; they
got just as many as they could at bd.; tho rabbits were far thicker at tho end of their operations than at
the beginning.
1037. That being so, do you think any good result was obtained by the operations of the trappers in your
district ? No ; not any.
'
1038. Lo you think that any evil results followed their operations? No; except that it was a lot of
money thrown away.
'
1039. Lid tbe operations of the trappers lead to the destruction in any largo numbers of tho natural
enemies of the rabbits ? Before trapping began wo had large numbers of cats, but there were very few
cats left when the trappers knocked off.
1040. "Was there any diminution of the other enemies? Yes; the iguanas became very scarce ; but the
crows, hawks, and other birds remained about the same.
1041. Is it your opinion that the operations of tho trappers tended to scatter tho rabbits? Undoubtedly
they spread the rabbits about.
1042. Would such disturbance prevent them from settling into colonics, and thus militate against
operations by poisoning? Operations by poisoning would disturb the rabbits ns much as trapping,
probably. Rabbits arc so general throughout the whole of the country now, tbat they may run around
and pass on to another place.
1043. AVhat is your general conclusion as to trapping as a means of destroying the rabbits ? That it is
far too expensive at any price per scalp.
1044. Undor any circumstances, do you think it would be effective? Yes: it might be if tbe country
was worth going to the expense ; but it would cost probably £1 per aero to keep the rabbits down. If
you could put on a man to every rabbit you would probably get rid of them. But trapping is of no
practical use, taking into consideration the value of tho country.
1045. Havo you bad much experience in poisoning? A"es; both in New Zealand and here. In the
former place we used phosphorized grain very successfully; wo used to lay the grain in the ordinary
way around Ihe burrows. A\;e have found a better way of using phosphorized grain. Lascelles and
Anderson's machine was very successful, hut it is too expensive to be of any practical use boro.
104(1. AVhat other poisons have you used ? Strychnine and arsenic; wc have killed a great many rabbits with
strychnine-water. I think that in dry seasons strychnine poisoning is tho method which should be
adopted. I never tried arsenical water ; I have used arsenic on chaff and bran, but not with such groat
success as the strychnine. Itis very difficult to get enough poison on to the medium to kill rabbits with
arsenic.
1047. Have you made experiments with poisoned bark and twigs, and other natural feed? Yes; and I
watched tho experiments on Teraweynia. I found whore rabbits were strong that the arsenic would kill
very few ; but now tbat tbe rabbits are weak it is killing any number of them. AVithsome experiments
which we made wc found that 3 grains of arsenic did not kill a rabbit; there was only one experiment
made; the chemist in Wilcannia did it for us; lam certain we got what was said to bo 3 grains; the
chemist poured the stuff down the throat of tho rabbit, which afterwards was killed by 134th part of a
grain of strychnine. At Teraweynia I found that they onty put I-f grains of arsenic on G square inches
of bark ; tho arsenic was dissolved in ammonia—20 lb. of arsenic and 45 oz. of ammonia; but I am not
very sure of tho proportions. My general conclusion with regard to the method at Teraweynia was that
it was too expensive. In a particularly dry season it: can bo successfully used; but the system of eating a
paddock down bare ruins the country. It will take three years for the paddocks to recover again, when
the rabbits would be as thick as ever.
1048. ilfr. Quin.] AVhere were these machines used which you say were too expensive ? Over some country
as Billilla, which is too poor. It only carries a sheep to 30 acres ; and some would not cany a sheep to
1,000 acres in a season like this.
1049. Ti/e Chairman.'] In your opinion there aro certain districts of waste lands which require special
treatment,? A'es.
1050. AVould it be cheaper to fence iu this very bad land or thoroughly and repeatedly poison it ? I do
not; think you could do it. It would bo better to sink it altogether, if yon could.
1051. But these lands are now sources of danger, and something must be done with them ? If you could
make rabbit-proof fencing it is far better to fence them in and allow' the rabbits to have them entirely ;
that is, if you can make a fence that will keep them in. Except this or some disease—this is the only
hope of this far western country.
1052. Have you bad any experience in wire-netting? A'cs; I saw it used in New Zealand, and also in
the yards at Tintinallogy. I found that the rabbits in the yard would go over it; we put feed on one
side of the fence, and discovered that they would go over to it.
1033.
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1053. Did you notice the fence around the camp bend, shutting it off from the rest of the run? _ Yes
Tliat was If in. mesh, lashed to the existing wire fence. I am not certain of the height, nor positive as
to the character of the fence.
_
_
_
_
1054. Were you satisfied that the rabbits died on tho camp side of that fence, having been stopped in their
escape from it ? The rabbits died on the camp side, but they were too weak and poor to go over it, having
been diseased.
1055. What was the character of this fence over which you drove the rabbits ? They were yards about
20 feet square. Tho fence was about 2 feet 6 inches out of the ground, and the rabbits ran. across them
for feed. We put tho feed on one side and the rabbits on the other, and they jumped over. This fence
was perpendicular. In fact the rabbits now run up the scrub. You see them up 10 and 15 feet high,
1056. Would the fact that rabbits passed over the fence in these little yards have any great application to
the behaviour of the rabbits on a large run ? No, 1 think not. Babbits, unless they were specially trained,
would not attempt to cross. I do not think they would do it naturally on a big run, and I think tho fences
would check them. At the same time fences in this back country would be in the way. A fatal disease
is the only thing j and a fence would be iu tho way of its spreading.
i
1057. Apart from disease, do you not think a fence is necessary if the pest is to ho successfully dealt
with? I do not think the rabbit pest can be successfully dealt with except by disease. The eouutry is
too poor and no system of poisoning can be practically carried out. It is too expensive.
1058. Would tbe revenue from the land justify, in your opinion, the erection of wire-netting fences by 1he
lessees? I do not think the lessees can afford to do it. Of course, in travelling around as rabbit inspectors
do, we have a good chance of seeing what the country is like, and the returns from the stations.
_
1059. And what is your general conclusion? That the lessee cannot afford to fence. The country is
valueless ; paying the same rents as are paid now the lessees cannot fence.
^
^
1060. Mr. Quin.'] Do you know the cost per 1,000 acres of using poisoned grain ?
No ; I do not.
106J. If land owners were to abandon the present jncthode of dealing with tho rabbits for several months,
pending the results of investigations of disease, what would be the consequence ? They are simply wasting
money in doing work iu an isolated way. If is of very little use, whether the method bo poisoning or any
other.
1002. Mr. Lascelles.'] And yet you say tho rabbits arc being thinned down ? Yes; they are decreasing
now more than ever they did when they were being trapped. The work now being done is done in an
experimental way by poisoning on most runs.
_
1063. The Chairman.] In your opinion the diminution of rabbits is not due to poison? No ; but to the
poverty of tho feed and probably to some disease. 1 have been shown by Dr. Butcher what is said to 1m
the Tintinallogy disease, aud I have opened some hundreds of rabbits in other parts of the country, and
tho appearances of the organs arc different.
John Andrew OTlahcrty called in and examined ;—
1064. The Chairman.] What position do you hold ? I am a rabbit inspector in charge of No. 5, Wilcannia
district. The chief runs in my district arc Momba, Caulpaulin, Nattalie, Grassmcrc, Gmalta, Mcmunurtcc, and Mootoowingco. 1 have been eight months in my district.
1065. Is your district thickly or thinly infested ? .1 should call it moderately infested ; parts of it near
the river aro thickly infested.
_
,
1066. Has the carrying capacity of any of tho runs been seriously affected by the rabbits? I think so.
Until last year 1 was overseer on the Baehlan, so I cannot say much about it. My work on tho Lachlan
was as overseer of a Government, rabbit party, I have been occupied about two years and three months as
overseer and inspector.
_
_
.
1067. In your trapping operations what area do you allow to each trapper? Itis almost impossible to
average, because wc havo trapped ou stations requiring ten men to each 10-milo block. The conditions of
runs are very different.
.
,
1068. What is your general opinion with regard to the system of trapping ? Personally, 1 do not believe
iu it. It may havo reduced the number of rabbits, bub the rabbits arc made to travel by it.
_
1069. But taking any moderately infested country with trapping executed in the ordinary way—granting
that vast numbers of rabbits are killed—have you noticed a general diminution in your district ? No. ^ ^
1070. Do you think the scattering of tho rabbits resulting from the operations of the rabbitterw a real evil ?
Yes, I do.
.
.
1071. Did the cost of trapping operations in your district tend to increase last year ? I think so.
1072. Did that occur notwithstanding that the price paid per head was lower at the cud of ihe year than
at the beginning ? Yes; I think there were more rabbits caught.
1073. Why were more caught at the end than earlier ? Because I think tho men worked harder when
the price was lower. It was not, I think, due to the fact that rabbits were more abundant.
^
1074. In your opinion, has any real good been obtained by all the outlay ou the rabhittors ? No, I do
not think so.
....
1075. In your opinion could a system of rabbit parties ever be carried on in your district, so as to obtain
substantially good results with trapping ? No ; I do not believe in trapping at any time as a means of
extermination.
1076. Have you had much experience iu the use of poisons ? Well, within the last two months poison
has been adopted in my district—phosphorixed wheat, strychnine, and arsenic, have beeu the chief poisons
used. My belief is that phosphorized wheat is the best.
1077. Have you found any special method of distribution best ? I do not think there can be anything
better than the patent machine used for the purpose. In one case I have found great success with the
use of strychnine. The grain was steeped iu strychnine, dissolved in vinegar, and very good results were
obtained,
...
.
1078. Have you used the bisulphide of carbon ? Yes ; in the winter months 1 think it is most effective.
1079. Have you had any experience with the use of poisons applied to the natural food of rabbits ? No.
1080. Have you bad any experience with the use of rabbit-proof netting ? 1 have seen it used around
tanks or traps, and it has been most successful. I think the mesb is It inch, but 1. am not certain. It is
the usual wire netting used; and this netting proved thoroughly effective, and the rabbits did not get
out—so I have heard. If they do get out it is only in very exceptional cases.
1081.
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10S1. Havo you visited Tintinallogy at all ? No, I have not. My district lies on this eide of the river.
1082. Havo the rabbits in your district been increasing in numbers ? Recently they have decreased very
much indeed. I do not know what to attribute this decrease to, but some suppose it is due to their eating
the bark.
.
10S3. Have you noticed tbe rabbits dying oft both in open and thick country ? Yes : more in the thick
country, I tirst noticed it at Caulpaulin run—on the river on the j.Oth March. I have, opened hundreds
of.thcm. The only tiring I noticed was that the live rabbits were very weak and emaciated looking and
gathered up. Ou opening the rabbit I invariably noticed that the liver was of a very dark colour, and
not the same colour as tho healthy rabbit. I looked carefully but cannot say that I saw any specks,
The onty other fact I noticed was that, there was no fluid whatever in the urinary bladder. Though I
first noticed this mortality at Caulpaulin, I am of opinion, from what I have seen, and from opening
the rabbits, that the deaths of rabbita in the back country are due to the same cause as the deaths at
Caulpaulin.
_
,
lOSl. Did you see anything in your examination of these rabbits which you could fairly attribute to the
eating of bark ? No. The stomach was full, but I cannot say of what. I concluded it was bark from the
way the trees were barked.
4
_
1085. Do you know anything about the mortality that has been prevalent amongst the rabbits on parts of
Momba ? Well, 1 cannot say that I do. 1 know tbe rabbits have been dying there; but I have not given
any special attention to the matter.
_
_
1086. Generally, then, you have found that the rabbits have enormously decreased in numbers within the
la«t two months ? Yes ; but I am uncertain as to the cause, except that the decrease has been by actual
deaths. I think anything that is tried before wire-netting is adopted will be ineffective. Wire
netting is the foundation; and when it is done, methods of destruction will be effectual. ^
1087. Has breeding stopped in your district ? Yes; the rabbits have not bred for certainly four or five
months.
_
...
1088. Has this cessation of breeding been an extraordinary circumstance this year ? Yes; 1 think it is
owing to tho want of green feed, and also to tho emaciated condition of the rabbits.
John Lynden McMaugh called in and examined :—
1080. The Ohnirmnn.'] What is your address ? Cutheroe Station, on the Darling, via Wentworth,
_
1090. You are a rabbit inspector? Yob ; my district is No. 3. The chief runs in that district are Folia.,
Cuthero, Notloy, Buchleo, Burta, and Ophara. I have been in the district four years last November. It
was only lightly infested with rabbits when I first took charge. On first coining here I was appointed to
No. 16 district, but the districts have been altered since then. I have been in charge of No. 3 district for
about two years ; portions of it are now thickly infested. On other portions, of late, the rabbits have
been dying very rapidly, and these portions are now thinly infested.
_
1091. In the thickly infested portions, has tbe carrying capacity of the runs been seriously affected ?
Not very seriously affected. It is only lately that the rabbits have become so numerous there.
1092. What has been the nature of the operations that you conducted? Up to the last four months wo
only used the ordinary rabbit-traps.
_
_
_
1093. What is your opinion as to the results of the trapping system ? I do not consider it a sufficient
means of coping with the rabbits at present.
_
_
1094. Do you think that the numbers of rabbits in the thickly infested portions of your district were
sensibly diminished by the operations of tbe rabbiters ? No ; I do not.
1095. Do you think, then, that any good result was really obtained by the expenditure of a large amount
of money in connection with the operations of the rabhittors ? No ; I do not think there has been any
very good result. Of course they have been keeping tho rabbits down to a certain extent, but they have
kept on increasing in spite of every effort, and 1 hardly think any good result has been obtained. They
have just been kept in abeyance for a time.
1096. Do youtliink that any evil result has come from the operations of the rabbitters ? No;. I think not.
1097. Do you think their work has tended to scatter the rabbits more widely ? No ; but of course I am
only speaking now of my own district. We have had a very heavy influx of rabbits from South Australia, and
I attribute to them, in a great measure, the difficulty our owners Lave had in keeping the rabbits down.
1098. Was there any special reason causing the rabbits to travel towards you? Yes. They were very
numerous in South Australia, and bad eaten the country very bare. They were then travelling ou to
Burta Bun, and Mr. Armstrong erected 2 miles of wire-netting along the horde]- in one particular place
down the creek. 1. think the mesh was 1-f inches. There was afterwards a great number of rabbits dead
on the South Australian side—hundreds of them lay dead all aloug the fence. I think this fence formed
an effective barrier for this particular part. I have seen other netting around tanks at stations—on
Cuthero, for instance. I know the gauge is that recommended by tho New South Wales Government;.
This fence is effective in keeping the rabbits in. I have been told that occasionally odd rabbits
get through it.
...
1099. Have you had any experience with the protection of gardens by wire-netting fences ? Yes ; I
believe it is quite effective for tbat purpose—that is, tbe ordinary netting. Mr. Armstrong has poisoned
rabbits by thousands. He had an enclosure around his garden, and adopted the system of laying poisoned
herbage out of tho garden around this fence. The rabbits were attracted inside by the green teed, and
ate the poisoned herbage and died in hundreds. None of them ever got through into the garden. Of
late, different methods of poisoning have been adopted by us. Mr. Armstrong’s method seems to be tbe
most effective. He boils vegetables for a short time iu a strong solution of arsenic and sugar, and then
strains the herbage, and lays it around the netting enclosure. The rabbits go in after the water, consume
the poisoned herbage, and die in hundreds. Mr. Armstrong has cleared his ruu well with tins ; ho also
used sandalwood leaves, which the rabbits cat freely. This was during a rather dry time, when there
was not much else for the rabbits to obtain. I have bad no experience with disease in rabbits.
1100. Have tbo rabbits been dying in large numbers in your district during the last few' months ? Yes ;
there has been a sensible diminution in their numbers.
1101. Can you give any explanation of this fact? No ; but my opinion is that it, is due to want of water
and groen feed. I think they have eaten bark and it has had some ill effect upon them.
1302.
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1102. Is the feed very scanty now ? Yes. There is any quantity of saltbush, but rabbits do not seem
to oat that. As for grass, there is none at all iu the back country. The bushes arc dying in my district
in consequence of having been barked.
'
1103. Have you arrived at any general conclusion as to the best way of dealing with rabbits in your
district ? No; I cannot say that I have. I believe in the poisoning system, in wire-netting and trapping,
and wire-netting at water-tanks.
1104. AVbuld it be practicable to introduce boundary netting around the runs in your district? Yes I
think it would he. I would recommend it.
1105. Do you think poisoning operations would bo permanently successful without the use of such
netting? No; I do not think so—if you have anything like good seasons. The rabbils would multiply
again, and come in from other parts.
'
’
1100. Then, generally, you would recommend that netting fences should be erected—that poisoning should
be adopted along with trapping of rabbits at tanks ? Yes.
1107. Do you think tbat these measures would be effective in exterminating rabbits? I do not know of
anything that would be more effective.

Mark James Curry Tully called in and examined
110S. The Chairman.] What is your office? I am inspector of stock for tho sheep district of Wilcannia.
Until last December this included all that country west of the Paroo down to the South Australian boundary,
to tbe north point of Corona Station, about 100 miles north from here; then in an easterly direction
across tbe Darling, nearly as far as Mount Manara; then across the Darling Hivcr, above Nallara, np tothc
Paroo, and to tbe Queensland boundary-line west of the Paroo. I have been in charge of that district
nearly three years. At the end of last year the district was divided, and I have a smaller district now
under my charge.
1109. You were, I believe, sent by Mr. Stanley to Tintinallogy to examine the experiments made by
Dr. Butcher respecting the transmission of the so-called Tintinallogy disease to stock ? Yes; I went
there early in January. On my first visit, I had the stock yarded of which I had a description sent mo
by Mr. Stanley. 1 examined each animal separately and carefully. I was pointed out on the animals that
were inoculated the spot of inoculation, which showed a slight mark. I saw that the animals corres
ponded with those described by Mr. Stanley, and was satisfied that they wrcre the same. They appeared
to be in perfectly good health, with no signs of disease of any kind.
1110. Did you personally sec any experiments conducted on stock ? No ; no experiments were con
ducted in my presence. 1! merely had a list of the animals that had been treated, with instructions to
watch those animals, and see whether any disease might develop itself. I stopped at Tintinallogy about
tw(i days at that time. I have been at Tintinallogy twice since. I was there on the 5th li'ebruary, and
again on the 18th March. 1 should have visited it before, but I was called to Sydney to give evidence
before the Tanks and Wells Commission. I remained two days each time I visited Tintinallogy.
1U1. You have not, then, seen any of the experiments continuously performed cither on rabbits or on
stock ? No; I have not.
1112. During this li’ebruary visit, wbat did yon sec ? I had the stock again collected and examined them
carefully, and saw' that they were the same stock, by the description andmarks, as I had at first examined.
They ail appeared^ to be perfectly healthy. Tho same remark applies to the third visit. When I
examined them again they were in a healthy condition, and without any sign of disease of any kind.
1113. Didjyou see any of Dr. Butcher’s experiments in progress either on rabbits in crates or in isolated
yards ? Yes : I had an opportunity of seeing all bis experiments, as they wore going on at the time.
1114. Were the rabbits under experiment, in your opinion, so boused, bedded, aud fed as to put death
from starvation or exposure out of the question ? They appeared to he as well housed, bedded, and fed
as could be wished for to keep animals in a healthy condition. They had an abundance of feed.
1115. Did you examine the camp bend experiments? Yes, on each of my visits. I did it for my own
satisfaction, so as to have a knovdedgo of what was being done.
1116. Was the food there sufficiently abundant aud green as to put death from starvation or from ex
cessive dryness out of the question ? On my first turn visits the food was quite green ; but on my last
visit it was getting a little bad and rather dry, but not sufficiently to lead to the idea that tbe rabbits
were dying from starvation, because stock were in the paddock at tbe time of my last; visit.
1117. Were you able to form a general opinion about the available feed on Tintinallogy Rim during your
visits? lean only speak of tbe frontage portion of it. There was green feed there/because there had
been water on the ground. This was during my first two visits. On my hist visit tho country was
getting dry.
1118. Do you think that on this river frontage any great mortality amongst the rahhits could be attri
buted to starvation ? I do not think so. I saw uo great mortality on mv first visit, and there was very
little evidence of general mortality in the country that T. passed through when going to Tintinallogy. I. saw
evidence of mortality in the camp bend on the iirst occasion, though there were very few dead rabbits to
be seen lying about.
1119. What did yon see on your second visit ? I observed that there did not appear to be anything like
the same number of live rabbits in the bend. There were carcases under the lignum bushes and in the
holes on the bauk of tbe river that I particularly examined. I saw no appearances of disease on the first
occasion until I got within two or three miles of Tintinallogy, although I passed along the river-frontage.
I could see that something ailed tbe rabbits, and noticed tbat they were in very much lower condition
than elsewhere, as if they could oidy run a short distance. On the first occasion I saw carcases lying
about some three miles distant from Tintinallogy. On my second visit 1 noticed a falling off in the
condition of the rabbits, which were apparently ill from some cause a much greater distance up the river,
a little more than nine miles from Tiutinallogy. On one particular sandhill I noticed several dead rabbits,
and the general body seemed to have numerous sickly ones amongst them.
1120. On your third visit, what did you see in the bend? There were very few rabbits there then. I
reckon tbat the number had decreased about 50 to 75 per cent. There wore a good many dead, rabbits lying
about, aud though the country is full of lignum, 1 could sec a great many. The live rabbits were all very
weak, and all apparently sickly. The condition of the river frontage at the time was good, yet dry, and a
little
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httle bare; bat there was quite sufficient feed in the paddocks for the working stock. The condition of
the rabbits along the frontage outside the enclosure appeared to be more or less sickly, and the numbers
had decreased amazingly. The rabbits then appeared to be sickly for quite 20 miles up the river from
lintinallogy, the disease appearing to spread up the river as time went on. At that time certain of the
rabbits were dying in the experimental yards. I asked that some of these should be killed, and one was
killed, and another died in my presence. They were opened, and I examined them. I then requested
that some of the strongest rabbits running in the bend should he shot. This was done. They wero
examined in my presence, and the same appearances were distinctly to he seen. I did not see what I
considered to be one healthy rabbit in the bend at the lame of my third visit.
1121. Arc you familiar with the appearances of the organs in healthy rabbits ? Yes; X have seen many
ot them.
1122. Tell the Commission the chief things you noticed in these diseased rabbits? Without looking for
disease, I do not know that one would notice anything wrong except the emaciated condition of the rabbits.
You would wonder why, in the midst of feed, they should be so emaciated. On closer examination certain
of the internal glands appeared to be congested, with a darker colour than usual. These were the
mesenteric glands, and what I was told were the supra-renal capsules.
1123. Did you notice anything in the liver? Yes ; very minute wliite specks were to ho seen iu the livers
of some, but all did not show them. I had an opportunity of seeing many of the rabbits opened, and
examined perhaps ten or twelve in all. Some of them presented no appearance of disease in the liver, but
many of them did show symptoms of the disease ; these were little whitish specks.
1121, Could you satisfy yourself that in the bend and along the river frontage the mortality of the rahhits
during your first two visits there was not due to starvation ? I was quite satisfied that it could not havo
been duo to starvation.
1125. On your second visit, was the condition of the feed such that you could fairly believe any great
mortality amongst the rahhits was due to starvation pure and simple ? Even on my third visit the condi
tion or the feed was not such that X could conclude that the mortality was due to starvation.
Xou wateh the condition of things on any of the adjacent stations, as to the prevalence of the
rabbit plague, so as to compare it with things at Tiutinallogy? Not to compare it with Tintinallogy; but
m ajjeneral way I took notice of the state ot the rabbits on all stations in my district that I passed through.
112/. "What was your general conclusion? That for several months after the disease appeared at Tin
tinallogy X saw no traces of it except at Tintinallogy. The rabbits were not dying oft’ in the same way
on any other station.
‘
1128. Is it within your knowledge that at this time poisoning was being largely used on adjoining
stations and not Tintinallogy ? Yes ; poisoning was largely used on Teraweynia at that time.
1129. And was the mortality there anything approaching that at Tintinallogy ? No s I do net think it
was.
1130. What was the general condition at Teraweynia—the part of it that you saw—as regards feed ?
ilie portion of it that I first saw poisoned was in very poor condition. It was entirely destitute of feed,
1131. And in this very poor destitute country, were the rabbits dying in anything approaching the degree
which you noticed at Tintinallogy ? No ; they appeared to bo dying only where tho poison had been
1132. Did you see any great mortality on Teraweynia Station apart from the operation of polsoniug ?
None whatever, though the feed was very good in some places and very bad in others.
1133. Is there anything further with regard to these experiments at 'Tintinallogy which yon think would
he of service to this Commission in its inquiry ? I do not know of anything further. I distinctly noticed
the spreading of what I considered to be disease amongst the rabbits from 'Tintinallogy.
1134. Do you think that this mortality amongst the rabbits at Tintinallogy could in the smallest degree
be attributed lo the eating of bark by the rabbit? I do not think so. I do not think the eating of bark
has anything to do with the mortality of the rabbits.
1135. What reasons have you for that opinion? Because I have noticed the rabbits dying both in the
country where they had eaten the bark, and where there was no bark to eat, and where their principal
food was merely the ordinary bushes and grass. Of this fact I have clearly satisfied myself.
country ot which you have charge as a whole, has the carrying capacity been seriously
afreeted by the rabbit invasion ? In the more thickly infested parts it has been most seriously affected.
113/. Can you illustrate that in any way by reference to examples ? On the south-east side of the
Darling station-owners have bad to sell off numbers of sheep, aud have very little left to feed the remainder.
Many complained that they would havo had to sell these only that the rabbits havo died off instead.
1138. Do you attribute the scarcity of feed distinctly to the rabbit plague, as distinct from the dryness of
tho season ? I do not attribute the scarcity of feed to the rabbit invasion, though in a great measure it
may have been due to it. The season has been very dry, .
1139. What have you found on tho north-west side of the Darling? Tho feed is plentiful on all the
north-west side.
1140. Yet a large portion of the north-west area is thickly infested ? No ; not nearly so thickly infested
as the south-east, I would classify part of it as rather thickly infested, but some portions of the
north-west side have not felt the full effects of the rabbit invasion,
1141. On the north-west side, is feed fairly abundant? Yes, in many places.
1142. What has been the rainfall in the district this season ? In some parts they have had 1 inch, but
scarcely an incli in tbe most of it,
1143. Yet the feed is fairly abundant, although the rabbits are not numerous ? Yes, but the feed is
gradually falling away,
1144. Are the rabbits producing any perceptible effect on the bushes bv barking them ? Yes, a very
perceptible effect, by killing nearly half the best feeding-bushes ia the countin'. You can see that wherever
you go.
'
114t>., What are the bushes that are suffering in this way? The sandal-wood, leopard-wood, emin bush,
as it is called, the quoudong bush, and several other edible bushes.
1140. Have you sufficient knowledge to say whether these bushes will recover after having been barked?
I have not had sufficient experience, and there has not been time to judge since tbe barbing, but apparently
they are absolutely deadband I do not believe they will ever recover, because tbo bark and the wood
beneath have been eaten right into the sap.
1147.
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1147. Hare yon noticed, when the scrub is being cleared away for roads, and when the roads have not been
used, that grass springs np in the country so cleared? Yes; wherever there has been a clearance of the
scrub some little grass springs up, but not sufficient in any case to compensate for the destruction of the
scrub.
_
1148. You hare watched for some years the effects of trapping? Yes, and my opinion as to the general
result is that trapping is no check whatever upon tho spread of the rabbit. Although bonuses were
offered, large numbers of men put on, and thousands of rabbits killed, yet every month showed that the
numbers were increasing.
_
1149. Have you had any experience yourself with regard to poisoning? No ; I have had no experience
either with poisons or with wire-netting fences.
David Brown called in and examined:—
1150. The Chairman.] What is your position? I am manager and part owner of Kallara Station, near
Bourkc. I have been resident on Kallara about eleven years. Kallara is situated on the western side of
the Darling Mirer, 1.00 miles above Wilcannia, and 120 miles below Bourke.
_
_
1151. "When did the rabbits Iirst make their appearance on Kallara ? The first I saw was in 1883, but it
would bo difficult to say when they first became a nuisance on tbe run. I do not consider that they are
thick enough nowr to be a curse to Kallara particularly.
_
1152. Have tbe surrounding properties become thickly infested ? Yes; neighbouring properties have. _
1153. 1 Lave special means been adopted ou Kallara to prevent tbe rabbits becoming a plague ? No special
means. The work of trapping on Kallara has been avoided as much as possible.
1154. A certain amount of trapping was, X suppose, necessary ? It was compulsory; I never considered
it necessary.
_
1155. How many men were employed on Kallara, as a rule, in trapping ? On the whole run, which
embraces a million acres, from two to twelve men were employed in trapping from 1885 to 1887.
115G. Did any good come from the operations of tbe trappers, in your opinion ? Absolutely none.
1157. Do yon think any harm was done by tbe trappers, either in tbe way of positive mischief or by the
prevention of good ? I think good was prevented by confining us to a method which compelled us to
produce the seal]).
_
1158. Do you think any positive evil resulted from the system of trapping ? Yes, I do. My reason for
that statement is that more bucks were caught thau does, and there being a larger proportion of does left
after trapping than bucks, this proportion was more favourable to an increase of tbe pest than if the
natural proportion of the sexes bad been allowed to remain. I was instructed by the first rabbit inspector
I ever saw to set tbe traps at dung-heaps, and not at the burrows. His reason was tbat, the dung-heaps
being removed from the burrows, the rabbits caught there would not frighten tho others; while, if caught
at the mouth of the burrow, the rabbit in the trap would frighten tbe others away. Much the larger
proportion of the rabbits caught at the dung-heaps arc bucks.
1159. Do you think that the trappers killed the natural enemies of the rabbits in any large numbers ?
They could not well avoid doing so.
11(50. "WTiafc would these natural enemies be? Iguanas and cats.
11(51. Have you noticed any decided lessening in the number of cats about Kallara? No; .I have not,
because I had very few trappers employed.
1162. Have you known the number of eats to be seriously diminished on other stations ? Not to my oim
knowledge.
1163. Do the operations of the trappers tend to scatter the rabbits all over the country? Most decidedly.
11(54. Is a serious evil caused thereby, in your opinion ? Yes, very serious. The same objection applies
to the use of dogs, and with oven greater force.
_
1165. In fact, bunting the rabbits with dogs would be even more objectionable in this respect? Yes.
1166. H are you used poisons largely in connection with the suppression of the rabbit trouble? Yes;
during this year 1 have given it a trial. I have used phospborised wheat only, distributed by Lascelles
and Anderson’s imiehine.
1107. What results have you obtained thereby ? Ycry good results.
_
_
116S. Do you recommend tbat method for general adoption ? Yes. The good results were not immediately
apparent, but within a fortnight they were evident. Avery large number of dead rabbits showed all over
the country in which the poison had beeu used.
11(59, Have you had any experience in poisoning the natural food of the rabbit—hark, twigs, &c.? None.
In my opinion, unless the rabbits are very thick, they will not take tbe broken-off branches at all; the
rabbits must be very thick and the feed bare.
1170. Have you bad any experience in tbe use'of wire-netting fences ? No.
1171. Hare you watched their use ou other properties ? I have only seen them around gardens. I think
they are sufficient to keep the rabbit out.
1172. Is ibat tbe case even when the feed outside the garden is very bare ? . Yes.
1173. What fence have you found sufficient for this purpose ? If-in. mesh, about 2 ft. 6 in. or 3ft. out of
the ground.
1174. Do you regard the difference between 2 ft. 6 in. and 3 ft. as of much moment? No,
1175. .1. believe yon paid a visit to Tintinallogy ? Yes, at the raid of February, and remained there the
better part of a day. I was appointed by the "Wilcannia Pastoral Association to visit Tintinallogy and to
publish what 1 saw. I went down through Murtie and Billilla, and through 'I’intinallogy to the station.
The Billilla country was exceedingly bare, and tbe rabbits were there plentifully. On 'I'intinallogy the
country was not quite so bare, but tho rabbits were as plentiful. I noticed as we approached Tiniiinallogy
particularly considerable numbers of dead rabbits on tbe road. Wo first noticed them above Wilcannia,
and there were dead ones more or less from 15 miles above Wilcannia to Tiutinallogy. I noticed as
we got nearer 'Tintinallogy tbe number of dead rabbits became greater. I arrived there in the evening
late, after dark, and in the morning I went down to wbat is known as the camp bend. After seeing
tho pens iu which the rabbits were kept and the crates, and tho different arrangements about tho camp,
we went through the bend. We caught a number of live rabbits there, some of which we k illed and examined;
and, iu ihe absence of Dr. Butcher, wo were shown by Mr. Reid the diseased appearances. Theso were
similar
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similar in every rabbit we examined, and most apparent in the rabbits that were thinnest. Wo did not
open one rabbit in the bend in which these appearances were not more or less apparent. In opening tho
rabbit, with the tail towards you, if yon turned the entrails towards your left, and examined the membranes
which attach the bowels to the lower part of the stomach, there was an appearance of discoloration in
patches, just over the spine, right in the little membrane. In many rabbits there was liquid in the cavity
of the belly, and on the membrane there was an enlargement, in the enlargement there seemed to be a
fluid matter of brown colour. Then I was shown another organ called the supra-renal capsule, and was
told that in a healthy rabbit that ought to be nearly white and full. In many rabbits that 1 examined this
organ was very much shrivelled and of a dark colour, and there was no fat in any of them ; they were all
more or less emaciated. On one or two of the livers we saw specks, hut in the majority of cases the kver
was apparently healthy.
1176. Were these the chief appearances that you saw? They were the only appearances that were
universal; they were in every rabbit. After going back to the camp wc took a turn down to the bends
lower down the river. It struck me as curious that in these bends lower down, which were not fenced off,
in which there had been fewer experiments, and which were open to the rabbits from the back country,
ill ere wore fewer live rabbits and more dead ones than in the camp bend, which was fenced in for experi
ments. I should think there were twice as maiiy dead rabbits in the outside bend as in tho bend that
was fenced in, and distinctly fewer live ones, we opened a number of f he rabbits in these unfenced bends,
and they all presented the same appearances. In the afternoon wo took a turn out on the back portion
of Tintinallogy, about 15 or 20 miles ; the rabbits out there appeared to he in very much tho same con
dition as on the frontage. There was a considerable number of dead rabbits about 5 or^ 6 miles from
tho river, aud fewer the further yon got away from the water. The next morning we left Tintinallogy
and returned to Murtie, and all the way up the river it was evident that there was some cause which pro
duced the same sort of wasting disease amongst tho rabbits. Ou Murtie Station I suggested^ to Mr.
Johnson that wc should catch a few rabbits and take them in to Dr. .Butcher, who was then in Wilcannia,
so that wc should be able to hear from him whether those appearances which we had been told were the
disease were so or not. We caught twelve rabbits in a wire-netting trap that night, and selected^ three
from them—one of the fattest and two of the poorest of those caught in the yard. Wc took them in, and
Dr. Butcher agreed to examine them. He said he did not think these rabbits had the disease; that
although they were poor, their poverty was perhaps caused by something else, and was not disease. When
he examined the rabbits I saw the same symptoms exactly that were described to mo as the morbid
appearances, aud he then said that they were affected with the same disease as he had been experimenting
with at Tintinallogy.
_
.1177. Did he test this disease by inoculation ? I am not aware whether^ he tested it any further to
establish its identity by inoculation or otherwise. The distance from Tintinallogy to Murtie is 57 to GO
miles. On Murtic wo caught twelve rabbits and opened them, arid we traced the same appearances in
about half of them. Tho others were apparently healthy; throughout in good condition. Three or four
weeks later I went down to Murtie again, and I. examined a very large number ot rabbits, and did not get
a single one that did not clearly show the diseased appearances. The manager of the station. Mr.
Johnson, who accompanied me to Tintinallogy, assured me that within that month 80 per cent, of the rabbits
had died ; that applies to the whole of Murtie—certainly to the whole of tho frontage, and particularly to
tho southern or lower end—next Billilla. I have looked for these diseased appearances higher up the
river, hut I’could not trace them. Tire rabbits there are very much scarcer than further west.
1178. In your opinion, then, have these diseased appearances anything to do with the scarcity or plenti
fulness of feed ? I think that probably they have a close connection with the supply of feed, because
where feed has become scarce, so also have tho rabbits. Whore the rabbits are very thick, and feed veryscarce, there this disease appears ; although the rabbits aro thicker on the east side of the river than ou
the west in the neighbourhood of Kallara, they are not nearly so thick even ou the east side as they are on
Murtie, Billilla, and I’intinallogy.
.
_
,
.1.170. Is it your opinion that this disease has developed in consequence of the density of the rabbits and tho
scarcitv of feed, and that, in all probability, it will disappear if the rabbits be somewhat thinned out and
feed becomes again plentiful? I cannot state tbat, oven as a matter of opinion, because 1 have had no
means of forming one. It seems to mo possible that a disease produced by had feed conditions may be
infectious, and. that the infection from it may spread in spite of altered and better feeding conditions.
.1180, Have you, ou examination of this disease, been able to form an opinion as^ to whether it is a new
disease, or whether it is some old disease that has prevailed occasionally? Itis impossible to form any
opinion ou that sub ject, because an unprofessional eye could not detect any disease. But there is no diiliculty
for anyone of ordinary intelligenec, on opening a rabbit that is diseased and a rabbit that is healthy, in at
once recognizing the difference between the two, after it is pointed out.
1181. Did you see any of Dr. Butcher’s experiments in progress at Tintinallogy ? Tes ; I saw all stages.
I saw the rabbits in crates and yards. The conditions as to feed and bedding and covering were such as lo
put on one side all possibility of death being due to starvation or to exposure. The rabbits appeared to
mo to be as well cared for as if they had been domestic pets.
1182. Have you any personal knowledge of tho experiments that were made on stock with a view oi
testing the transmissibility of this disease to stock ? None.
_
_
1183. When you found the difference between tho mortality of rabbits near Tintinallogy home stalion,
aud ou parts more distant from Tintinallogy, did you notice any corresponding difference in the feed
available for rabbits which might explain tiie difl'crencc in the mortality ? 1 think not. It appeared to
me that on Billilla feed was the worst, while on Tintinallogy the feed was not so poor as to cause sheep to
bo in a low condition. All the sheep I saw on Tintinallogy wore in lair condition. I saw the sheep
running in the camp bend, and they wero penned in. I do not think there were rabbits running in the
same pen. The sheep were said to have been inoculated.
_
1181. Did you pay any attention during your visit to the question whether this disease prevailing at
Tintinallogy could bo attributed to the rabbits eating bark ? No. .1 had never scon the shrubs barked before
as 1 noticed on that journey. The harking began on Murtie, and became more noticeable further down
the river. Tho barking of all theses shrubs is a new thing to me. I never saw rabbits thicker than during
that journey. I had heard of the Tintinallogy disease for aconsiderable time previous to this visit. 1 saw
a considerable number of dead rabbits on the road, although at that time the disease was only just
noticeable
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noticeable ou Murtie. A month after that I travelled through Murtie, and the mortality was so great that
the stencil from some of the sand-hills was exceedingly bad. So that, within a few weeks of the disease
becoming apparent on Murtie, a much greater effect bad been produced than on Tintinallogy with six
months of experiments.
1185. Mr. Lmcdles.'] Did you satisfy yourself as to the cause of there being more deaths on tbe unfenced
bend at Tintinallogy than on the fenced land ? I merely describe this as a remarkable fact and tried to
find out the cause, but did not succeed. The only cause that struck me as probable was tbis; that the
rabbits sick kept going to tbe river for water were prevented from getting to the camp bond, and were
able to get to the river at the unfenced bend. Hence we found more live rabbits there.
1186. If the laws of the Colony allowed you to spread this disease would you take steps to have it spread
over your run ? I certainly would, because I look upon it as nature's remedy for the plethora of rabbits,
and to refuse to use nature’s remedy would, ] think, be excessively foolish, particularly so as you cannot
limit it by any effort on the part of the law. I remember tbat there was a somewhat similar disease amongst
opossums. In 1881,1 had occasion to travel from Louth to Cobar, through Nyngau. to Sydney. The first
time I made that journey the opossums were very plentiful, dozens visible along every yard of the road.
In fact every tree bad its opossum. A few months later I made the same journev and I noticed that a
few of the opossums were dead, and that others seemed very weak, while others still remained apparently
healthy. Some months later I again made the same journey—this would he in 1882—when practically the
opossums were all dead. There were none at all visible along tbe road. Since then I understand they have
slowly increased ; hut there are very few indeed visible now compared with the numbers previous to’ 1881.
The outward appearances were very much the same—staring coat, extreme poverty, and so on.
1187. The Chairman.'] Did you notice whether opossums were affected noth scabs on the skin or not?
ISTo ; I did not.
1188. Have you seen any scab disease amongst rabbits ? One or two rabbits that wore caught on Murtic
showed slight eruptions about the belly. It was a scab eruption and very slight, but I could not connect
it in any way with the death of the rabbits. Yon may see similar eruptions on rabbits in good condition.

.Tamos Charles "Wilkinson Crommelin called in and examined:—
1189. The Chairman^] I believe you wore superintending inspector of the Eabbit Department? Yes, forthe
whole Colony. I held that office for three years—from 1882 to 1885. I had not had previous experience
in tho Kabbit Department.
1190. In your opinion, has the general carrying capacity of stations been seriously injured by the rabbit
trouble ? That is a rather difficult question to answer. On some stations the carrying capacity would be
diminished, but on others not.
1191. Do you think serious evil has been produced to the sheep-carrying power of the Colony of New
South Wales by the rabbit plague ? Most decidedly.
1192. Has tbe progress of that been rapid during the last two years ? Yes. Although I have not had
anything to do with the rabbits since March, 1885,1 know', as inspector of stock, that tbe rabbits have
been spreading and increasing.
1193. Have you noticed any great destruction of tbe edible bushes used by stock during the last few years ?
Since 1 came to the Silverton district, 1 know of one run where the bush is stripped of its bark for miles
and miles by the rabbits. The bushes are dying, and of course they will be dead in another twelve months.
1191. Do you know whether bushes thus stripped of their bark will recover themselves ? I do not. 1
have had thirty years experience of tbe country, and think no tree can possibly recover after it has been
ring-barked.
1195. Does the stripping which the rabbits cause amount to ring-barking ? Most decidedly, in many
instances.
1196. Are large number of edible bushes suffering in tbis wav ? Yes.
1197. When these bushes are cleared away, as in the making"of roads, does the grass grow up if the roads
are not used ? No ; no grass grows up in this part of the world. If a tree is cut down, it is stripped by
the rabbits immediately.
1198. I suppose you watched the operations of trapping parties in some general way over several years ?
Yes, and I wrote a hook on the subject.
1199. What is your opinion with regard to tho operations of trappers taken altogether ? That is a very
wide question; as a whole, the trappers did not try to exterminate. They simply trapped at one portion
of an estate, aud then moved on to another portion; aud while they wero absent the rabbits kept multiply
ing. I found the rabbits suddenly increasing—not decreasing—when I wms Superintendent. 1 re
commended that, no more bonuses should he paid, as the increase in rabbits kept on.
1200. Have you had any experience in the use of wire-netting ? No ; only what I have seen others do
with it, 1 saw Mr. Bertram, of Euston Station, employ it to enclose a paddock of medium size. He put
the fence up in order that he might keep tho frontage to the river clear from the rabbits. 1 do not think
be was successful in this. I made a personal inspection to see whether he was or not, Mr. Bertram took
all possible steps to destroy the rabbits on his property, aud paid £95 per mile for putting up his fence.
Henry Prideaux Biehardson called in and examined :—
1201. The Chairman.] You arc I believe one of the rabbit inspectors of New South Wales ? Yes. My
district is No. 4, Menindie. The chief runs in my district are—Kinchega, Winterriga, Glcnlyon, Cuttawrarra, Topar, and Redan. I have been iu tho district since June, 1886. I bad been in tho Department
previously, and had charge of Narrara run, in the Pooncairic country, as a rabbit inspector. Tbe district
of which I am now in charge is thickly infested in portions, and iu these ihe carrying capacity of the runs
has been seriously affected.
1202. Has there been during the past few months any serious destruction of edible shrubs or bushes by
harking, by the rabbits ? Yes ; very serious destruction indeed on some runs.
1203. Does your experience enable you to say whether the hushes harked in tbis way can possibly recover
themselves ?’ No ; latterly I have noticed a great many of them dying. Any of them harked all the way
around die; those only barked in part sometimes live.
"
1204.
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1201. Have you watched whether the grass grows on the roads made through your district where the
scrub has been removed, and where there has been no traflic ? Yes, I should think it does ; I have seen
it on old roads.
120.5, Does it grow to such an extent as to make up for the loss of the bushes ? I could hardly say that;
I should not think it would make up for the loss of the bushes; not in this country.
120G. You watched the operations of the trapping parties in your district for some time ? Yes; and in
other places as well, since 18S2.
1207. In your opinion has any sensible effect been produced in diminishing the numbers of rabbits on
thickly infested country by the operations of the trapping parties ? "Well, rabbits have diminished for a
short time by numbers of trappers being kept on, but at the same time I never looked on trapping as a
success, and I am now quite sure it is a failure.
1208. During the latter part of last year was there any marked increase in the numbers of rabbits
killed by the trapping parties ? Yes ; there was. There was no increase in the amount of money paid
during the last few months in consequence of the reduction of the bonuses; I think there was some
reduction towards the end of the year. I am not certain that the number of rabbits killed and for
which bonuses were paid, was not greater.
1209. Your general conclusion, then, is that trapping is a failure P Yes ; I think so.
1210. Do you think it could under any circumstances be made a success iu your district ? Ho : I do not
think so.
J
1211. Have you had any experience in poisoning rabbits? Yes, with phosphorized grain, wheat, oats,
and barley. (Some of these operations have been very successful indeed in my district, those with wheat
and oats. "We had used Lascelles & Anderson’s grain distributors ; I bare not used any other persons.
At Weinterriga they used poison on the branches of the emin hush, hut I. do not think the results wore
very good. The results were good until rain came.
1212. Have you had any experience iu the use of wire-netting? Yes; around tanks for catching the
rabbits, AVe used 4 ft. 2 in., and some 3 ft. 6 in. with 1^ in. mesh for this purpose. On one occasion,
at Glenlyon, I saw a rabbit go right over the fence.
1213. Do you think that any number of rabbits could have escaped in this way without your knowledge ?
Ho ; because 1 was watching the whole time. It is only in very exceptional cases that a rabbit can get
over such a fence.
*
1214. Have you had any experience in connection with diseases in rabbits ? Ho ; but I have seen a
number of rabbits that I thought were diseased on Cuttawarra, Topar, and in fact, all over my district.
1215. AVhat were the charateristics of those rabbits that appeared to be diseased? They seemed to be
very weak and poor, and the liver quite rotten, it would fall to pieces if you took hold of it. The liver
is of very dark colour, and in odd ones you see a little blue streak.
'
121G. Did you sec any yellowish white spots ? Ho, I did'not. I have noticed some of these animals
with sores, and their legs seemed to have been singed as if they had run through the fire. From inside
the sore goes up to the crutch.
1217. Is that disease now in existence ? It was about ten days ago. It prevails extensively through the
district, and has produced great mortality amongst the rabbits'1. On G-lenlyon, in March last, the rabbits
were so numerous that I wrote to the Department about it, and in April two men caught 15,100 rabbits
in the wire-netting yards around the tanks. I passed through the run again in May and went all over it,
and .1 do not think two men would catch 300 rabbits in a month.
^
1218. So the rabbits have practically been weeded out ? Yes ; on the Glenlyon Run they have. I noticed
some to the west of Cuttawarra the last time I was there hut once, and wrote to the Department about it.
I noticed that the rabbits were dying very fast, and on my next visit I ascertained that where they
formerly existed in thousands there are now hardly any at all.
1219. In this place was the available feed so scanty as to account for this great death-rate by reason of
starvation? No. The feed was very dry, but there was plenty of it. There was an abundance of salt
bush and other dry feed.
1220. Have you known runs where the feed was just as scanty and dry. or in the same condition, and
where the rabbits were not dying in this way ? Yes; around one or two of the lakes near Menindio the
feed is scanty and dry. I have noticed that on country far drier the rabbits do not die.
122.1. Have you in your district in any year known runs where the feed was as dry or drier than on
Glenlyon and yet the rabbits held their own and did not die in this way ? Yes, 1 have.
1222. Do you think that this great mortality amongst the rabbits may possibly be attributed to their
eating bark? Ho. I did think so at first but not now. They have died out so suddenly that it could
not be possib’c for bark to have killed them in such numbers, and in so short a time. They had been
eating bark for many months and yet in the early months they did not die in this way.

John Andrew O’Flaherty recalled and examined :—
1223. The Chairman. \ "What is it you nosh to say ? I desire to make a statement in amendment of my
previous evidence. You asked me with regard to Momba Run whether the rabbits were dying out in
greater numbers in one part more than in other parts, and I said no. On looking at my diary I find that
the rabbits were dying out more rapidly on Tunanulgra Plains block, or what is called the White Cliffs
paddock, more rapidly than elsewhere on the same run. I made no inquiries into the matter but I saw
for myself.
Thomas Henry Elwin called in and examined :—
1224. The Chairman.'] You are a rabbit inspector of Hew South ‘Wales? Yes.
1225. AVliat districts are you in charge of ? I am in charge of distinct No. S, Menindic, the chief rims
of which aro Albemarle, Tolarno, Moorarn, and Pan Ban.
122G. How long have you been in charge ? I have been in charge of this district for about two years.
1227. Is this district thickly or thinly infected with rabbits? It is very thickly in fes'.^d and the carrying
capacity of the runs lias been very considerably affected thereby.
1228. Have the edible shrubs on which stock feed been destroyed in any groat quantity ? In places the
shrubs are dving in acres.
1229
*
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1229. You have watched the operations o£ the trapping parties in your district during the time you have
held office? Yes; closely.
.
1230. During the last year was there any marked increase in the number of rabbits killed ? Yes; a
considerable increase.
.
•
1231. Was the cost of the operations of the rabbit parties greater at the end than at the beginning
of tho year ? Yes; I should say so, though towards the latter end the bonuses were considerably reduced.
1232. Is it a fact that the total amount expended was greater at the end of the year than at the beginning,
notwithstanding the reduction of the bonus ? Yes ; I think it was. Many owners reduced their staff of
rahbitters. My former remark applies to the time when, the full complement of men was retained by the
owners.
1233. "What is your general opinion as to tho results obtained from the work of the trappers ? I did not
favour the trapping system at all, nor do I think it tends to decrease the rabbits very much. A trapper
will not remain long enough in one camp to do very effectual work.
1234. And when he moves to another camp tho rabbits increase in the old one? Yes; and tho trappers
won’t work there again until they do increase.
1235. In your district when the rabbit parties bad finished their work and were paid off, were the rabbits
more or less numerous than when they started ? The rabbits were much more numerous at the last than
when I took charge of the district.
1236. Have yon had any experience in poisoning rabbits? Yes; considerable, I have employed all tho
known poisons, and that which I found most effective was strychnine. It mixes up with certain quantities
of water, flour, and sugar, and then strychnine finely powdered is added to the mixtures; the poisonous
solution thus formed is applied to auy edible boughs and twigs by means of a small brush, and these twigs
are placed where there are traces of rabbits. I have tried this, principally on Moorarn, and found it very
effective. I introduced it also at Albemarle, and Mr. Phelps, the manager, is well pleased with the result
—so Mr. Curtayne, the financial manager, informs me. I have seen other methods of poisoning adopted.
The next best is phosphorized wheat with Lascelle’s distributor. That is effective, judging from the
carcasses of dead rabbits found after its use.
.
1237. Is there any other special method that you can recommend as effective ? Well at Albermarle they
went in for Wynne and Yulle’s method. I do not think the result was very favourable. Tho method
was also tried on Tolarno, but tho owners were not satisfied with it.
1238. Have you had any experience with wire-netting ? Yes; with tank-traps, and I found netting fairly
effective. I have seen Wrcford and Smith's trap erected. I think it would be more useful on a long line
or boundary fence than on a short sub-divisional line. I do not think it would bo much uso on au open
tract of country ; once they got in they would not possibly get out if it were properly erected.
1239. Have you had any experience in connection with the netting of any largo areas of land? ]S7o ; but
I have seen a 2,500-acre netted paddock on Tolarno. At Albemarle the whole run is being fenced in—I
think with 1-j inch mesh. The results have yet to be seen. Sometimes a rabbit gets out through the fences
around the tanks—they get in occasionally through the openings at tho neck of the tank-trap. I have
known rabbits to got over wire-netting also. 1 have seen them jump 2 ft. 6 in. wire-netting, scrambling
over the top. We were after them on horseback, and one or two of them were closely pushed and
jumped the fence. I have seen them, too, dig underneath a fence which was sunk 5 or 6 inches in the
ground.
1240. Have you had any experience in connection with diseases in rabbits ? No ; I have examined lots
of them that I found in an emaciated condition, but I have never been able to satisfy myself of the
existence of disease,
1241. Have the rabbits during the last month or two been dying off in your district ? Yes; in the hack
part of my district.
1212. To what do you attribute the death of all those rabbits? Tho host term that I can use is inanitionmere weakness, caused by the poisonous nature of bark, which they are compelled to eat.
■
1243. Has feed been so scanty as to account for the death of so many ? Yes; they have had to take to
the bark and tho leaves of trees. .The food, too, during the last month was had ; m places there is no
grass at all. I consider Tolarno is a very suitable place for experiments. This horse paddock which was
offered to the Commission was thickly infested with rabbits, but they have been trapping and driving
thorn out. At presont I am not certain whether the paddock is thickly infested or not. I do not think
it'is, but the adjoining country is very thickly infested, St. Helena Island, lloola Boolka Lake, is also a
suitable place for experiments, '
George TJrquhart called in and examined:—
1244. 77k! OArtmacfu] 1 believe you aro the manager of Mount Gipps Station ? Yes;-Lhavebeen on that
station for about twenty years in ono. capacity or another. I first saw the rabbits on Mount Gipps about
May, 1383, and it is now only moderately infested. Tho rabbits first became very numerous there about
eight months ago.
'
1245. Have the rabbits as yet had much effect on the carrying capacity of the run? No, not as yet.
They have not yet eaten many of tho cdiblo bushes used by stock.
1246. Was trapping carried on on the station on a large scale? Yes.
1247. What is your general opinion as to the results of the trapping system ? It is of very little use, I tliink.
1248. I suppose largo numbers of rabbits were destroyed ? Yes.
1249. Did the number of rabbits tend to increase last year during trapping operations ? Yes ; they were
increasing very fast.
1250. During the last two months have the rabbits been increasing or decreasing? Decreasing.
■
1251. To what do you attribute the decrease ? They are dying off from some cause or other, hut I do not
know what is killing them. Wo have been poisoning them as well with phosphorized wheat, distributed
by Lascolles’ machine.
12g2. Do you think they are dying in greater numbers than the bare and dry condition of the feed would
account for? There is auy amount of feed where they aro dying in this way.
1253. Have you examined any of those rabbits to sco whether you could find any disease amongst them ?
No, I have-not. The grass is very dry on those parts whore they are dying. I havo also tried poisoned
water, hut it was not a success. I have not used wire-netting at all, and have had no experience with it.
•
•
'
.
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125l:1i. Do you think that the deaths of the rabbits in your district during recent months could be attributed

to the eating of bark, or have they died where no bark has been eaten? "Wherever I have seen dead
rabbits the bushes are barked, and great numbers have died off, although not many bushes are barked.
1255. Did you find that the bushes were barked where the feed was dryest? Yes.
1256. Do you think you will have any chance of getting rid of the rabbits by poisoning, without fencing
in the areas ? 1 think we might keep them down by poisoning, though it will be constant trouble keeping
the rabbits down that come from other parts. I think it would be better to make fencing the foundation
of our operations. I believe the income from tho run would justify me in having it fenced in, though I
do not say that regarding the whole of the run.
John Bbmie called in and examined:—
1257. The Chairman.'] What aro you ? Manager of the Mundi Mundi Station, which is about 16 miles from
Silvcrlon, in a north-east direction. The area of the station is about 250,000 acres. I have been
about throe years at Mundi Mundi. When I went there first there was an abundance of rabbits, though
they became thickest about two years ago.
1258. - Have the rabbits as yet seriously affected the carrying capacity of the run ? No.
1259. Has there been recently any great barking by the rabbits of the edible shrubs? Yes.
1260. Have you watched tbo operations of the trapping parties since you became manager? Yes. The
numbers of rabbits killed by these parties greatly increased during last year, although we have reduced
the bonuses. The increase in the number lulled more than made up for tho diminution in the bonuses.
We employed in some parts of the year from twenty to seventy men, chiefly in shooting arid trapping.
1261. What is your opinion in general as to the resulis obtained from the system of trapping? I do
not think we aro doing any good whatever.
1262. Do you think that under any conditions any real good could come from the system of trapping?
No.
■
1263. Did you try poisoning on any large scale? Not at all. I havo not tried wire netting, cither.
1264. Bnve’you any personal experience of diseases in rabbits ? No.
1265. Has there been any marked reduction in the number of rabbits on your run lately ? Yes. I
think the deaths are duo to the dry weather and the eating of bark and the want, of water. Tbo rabbits,
I think, arc dying from the poverty of the feed and the barking of the trees. It was the want of
ordinary feed that led them to baric tho trees. They had dry grass but they require sap in hot weather.
1266. Have you opened any of these rabbits to see what was the’ matter with them ? No ; 1 have not.
All 1 know is that they have cleared off the run.
1267. Have you stopped the rabbit parties ? No ; wc havo some blacks on now.
1208. .How are they engaged ? Shooting and digging out.
1269. Do you propose to adopt any other measures ? No; not at present.
The Commission adjourned.
TUESDA.Y, 2D MAY, 1888.
Tho Commission met at 2'30 p.mi at the office of the Commissioner of Crown Lauds, Adelaide.

Victoria:

•

South Australia :

Present:—Has by Bjiookes Alleit, Esq., M.D.
Edwaud Cuahles Stirling, Esq., M.D.
Alexander Stuart Paterson, Esq., M.D.

.

.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Dr. Stirling.
Charles Jonas Valentine called in and examined ;—
1270. The Chairman.] What are you ? I am Chief Inspector of Stock for the Colony, and have been
finch for the past twenty-two years.
1271. During those twenty-two years, have you seen the rise and progress of tho rabbit plague ? Yes;
1 have seen it start, and have also seen it cleared out of some parts of the Colony completely, or as
nearly as possible.
.
1272. Where did the rabbit plague first begin ? It must have been about 1867 or 1868,"but I don’t know
of any particular place. ]. tbink it was in 1871 or 1872 that they were brought under the Game Act. They
were then very prevalent north of Kapunda, near the Burra and near Gawler—in the hills about. There
were a few, hut not in such large numbers. At one place the police prevented the people from shooting
them. And on an island in the Coorong there were some rabbits that were very carefully looked after. If
was looked upon as a good sporting-ground. In 1874 the rabbits became so numerous that they were struck
out of the Game Act, and a movement was made to bring in a Bill to cause their destruction. Tasmania
had taken some action in the same direction : and 1 reported to our Government at the same time on steps
which had been taken there with regard to rabbit destruction. Then there came a series of years in which
there ivas a great fight over tho principles of the Babbit Act. By this time the rabbits had increased
marvellously. This was about 1870 or 1877, when the rabbits spread over tho whole of tho best part of
the country northwards. The law passed about 1877 threw the onus of destruction upon the owners, and
if they did not choose to take action the Government stopped in and put on rabbit parties at their expense:
The consequence has been that the whole of the best pastoral land has been entirely cleared of rabbits,
which had become very numerous on all the freehold properties about Booboorowic, Canowie, Anlaby,
JCanoona, Mount Bryan, and others. The system adopted has completely cleared the country of them.
This was by filling up the burrows and destroying the rabbits with the assistance of' dogs and men. I do
not think that poison was used to any great extent, hut the bisulphide of carbon was used by the Govern
ment parties at a later date. By filling up the burrows. I mean that the burrows were closed up. I do
not suppose thore could ho a much worse example of the rabbit-infested country than Anlaby, and now
it would be very difficult to find a rabbit at all there. Since that; time I think the rabbits made a move
through the scrub. They were driven outside, and gradually worked their way out into the far country to
the
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IIib norUi-cust. I have no doubt a large number of rabbits came here from the scrub country to tbo east
of the Murray Elver, from tho Colony of Victoria.
1273. "What is the furthest northerly point that the rabbits now extend to ? Thcro have boon plenty of
them seen in the corner of South Australia near Queensland and New South Wales; also further north,
and right away from here to tho Darling country. They are also along our west coast, and wc know that
Koine of them are already in Queensland.
1274. You have spoken about rabbits dying off in some parts ? Yes ; tbe rabbits on the island in the
Coorong died out completely, without any known cause. I hold the supposition that they were starved
out—that they eat themselves out—and died. A. great many also died near Tectulpa at tbe time that we
bad the horse disease. I do not know exactly what it was, or whether tho rabbits became diseased from
drinking tho water which the horses bad touched. I do not tliink that was the cause. They died in
hundreds.
1275. Did the rabbits not die out also on Yorko's Peninsula in 1865? I do not remember any being
on the southern portion of Yorke’s Peninsula—in any number, until a later date. Afterwards, when they
increased in numbers, they were destroyed by the usual means, and have not since increased to any extent.
1270. Dr. Paterson!] Do you mean to say that the rabbits died out completely in Teetulpa? They died
in great numbers at one time, but not completely. I do not know what they died from, or whether they
were starved. One of my men said he had broken tbe dead rabbits in two. "
1277. Did you see this done? No. He told me he simply broke the back-bone. The liver was also enlarged,
and the man thought they had some disease of the stomach.
1278. The Chairman!] What parts of South Australia arc most infested at the present moment? I can
not say from present knowledge. I will send in this information later on.*
1279. Have you any information about the mortality of rabbits during tho last two months ? I have no
personal information. I have beard that rabbits are now dying out in great numbers in this Colony.
12S0. Can you give us any information as to how the carrying capacity of the different runs has been
reduced by the rabbits ? I could give tbe information, but I think it would be better I should do so in
writing. [See Appendix .]
1281. Can you say whether these rabbits eat the trees and shrubs? I have seen the shrubs destroyed in
some places out in the north-east; the bark was eaten off. The shrubs are acacias, so far as I could see—
tbe mulgaand tbe sandalwood. It is rather difficult to say whether tbo rabbits have destroyed the salt
bush, or whether it is the long dry weather that has done it. liabbits do not thrive on salt-bush alone.
Tho punta bush has also suffered.
1282. Professor Allen I] Do you know whether these bushes will recover after having the bark eaten off
by rabbits? No ; I do not, though I was anxious to make observations to discover whether they would
or not. Many of our northern bushes recover themselves in a marvellous manner. The first time I saw
tbe country iu a drought I thought a great many of the bushes would never recover, but it was astonishing
bow they sprang up again.
1283. Have you ever noticed tbo grass and bushes recover after rabbits? Bushes recovered, but they
were mallee, and of little service, Tho grass, too, will grow again whore it has not been eaten thoroughly
out; but I do not tbink the grass in that country makes up for tbe loss of the bushes.
”
1284. Do you know that tbo rabbits cat the mallee? I have been told so ; but I do not know it of my
own knowledge. They will eat anything rather than starve. If there is any green about they will eat it.
1285. "We have heard that some rabbits died from constipation from eating the bark fibre ? 1 have beard
that, but I do not know how time it is.
1286. What has been the general effect of trapping parties ? I do not think the rabbi tiers could have helped
killing the natural enemies of tho rabbits in cases. I have no knowledge that it has been done wilfully,
though it is^quite possible. They would not trouble themselves one way or tbe other, but if an animal
came in their way they would kill it. There is not the slightest doubt that under the scalping system
they would not kill the young ones and pregnant docs, because for some time it was a profitable business,
and they would be doing away with their own livelihood if they killed such.
1287. Have you had any special experience in poisons? No; but I know something of the use of
carbon bisulphide. I have watched tbe use of rabbit-proof netting in certain places ; but I have not taken
more than a general notice to see whettho result would be. I do not think there can be any doubt that 1,' in. mesh is good enough for all purposes. I have seen plenty of fencing 1.-5-in, mesh, and I do not think
the rabbits will go through that in any large enclosure.
.1288. Have you seen any of Professor "Watson’s rabbits ? Yes; and I havo tried the scab on tbe sheep that
tbe Commissioncrs saw. I examined them last about a month ago, and they were then free. I feel quite
positive that this rabbit scab is not communicable to sheep.
Samuel Grail Hiibbe called iu and examined :—
1289. The Chairman,] What is your position ? I am Chief Inspector under the Vermin Destruction
Acts and Government arbitrator for 1888 leases.
1290. How long have you held your present position ? Since 1879. During that time I have been iu the
rabbit country, except during the last six or seven months.
1291. What have you observed in regard to the spread of rabbits ? In 1879 I was employed in their
destruction at Canowie, and in nine months we cleared that run. This was an estate, roughly speaking, of
about 60,000 acres. I was then doing private work. At that time we had no chemicals, and the only
method we adopted was digging tbe rabbits out. We did not employ dogs, because there were valuable
stud sheep on that run. Afterwards we used bisulphide of carbon, and that run was cleared out at a cost
to the estate of about £12,000, owing to the want of eo-operation by some of our neighbours, I then
went into tbe Government service, failing charge of the work of rabbit destruction.
1292. What were the infested portions of the country then ? The western portion was from Anlaby,
Coringa Camp Creek, Booboorowie, Canowie, Mount Bryen, and Gumbowie. At that time tbe rabbits were
much further out than Gunbowie on the north. On the south they were at Point Sturt, on Lake
* tV it ness Eiibeequenlly forwarded the following reply to the question :—On the country east of the Mmrny Hirer,
towards the Victorinn boundary, in the dry north-eastern country, commencing st the edge of tho farming districts up to tbe
boundary of New South Wales ; and in the western district near tho coast.
'
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Alcxaudria, and in tbo north-cast about Narracoorte. On tbe west coast they were at Colton, Tnbo. and
Courtabie. They went out cast from Cooringa and Kooromoolloo. That was about the furthest point, but
you could trace the rabbits to tho New South AVales border eren in these days, when they were very limited.
'] 203. Professor Allen ] Were there then any traces of the rabbits having come from the 'Victorian side then ?
No ; but you could find traces from South Australia into the mallee country of Victoria. Ton would find
them thickest where there was an oasis in the dense country. It is my impression that the rabbits went
from South Australia into New South Wales, and rabbits, to my knowledge, were liberated at Coringa and
Kalloolloo, so that from these centres and others they spread out in an easterly direction towards New
South Wales. I believe rabbits were also liberated on Narracoortc by settlers. Prom Glen cl g and along
the border rabbits have come from Victoria, and havo greatly increased in numbers here. In the north
and on the west coast rabbits were again liberated and constituted fresh centres.
1294, Dr. Paterson.'] Do you know if the rabbits were liberated from centres in New South Wales to
your knowledge, or have you heard that the same practice as prevailed here also existed there ? I know
that rabbits wore liberated in 1B74 in the Barrier Eanges in New South Wales, and at Campbell’s Creek,
on the Darling, and close to Mcnindie.
1295. The Chairman.] You mean that they were introduced for purposes of starting tho pest ? Yes.
129G. AVhat has been done since 1877-80 ? The A ct under which wo were working then was found to bear
very heavily upon many of the people, who received notice to destroy the rabbits—I refer to the Act of 1879,
which wc are at present working under, with some modifications. The preceding Act provided that the
Government were to destroy all rabbits existing on Crown Lands at their own cost; freeholders and
lessees were also to destroy the pest at their own cost, and in the event of their failing to do so, the
Government were entitled to go in and kill tho rabbits at tbe expense of owners. That Act pressed
very heavily on those who held large estates, especially those who held poor laud, and they strenuously
resisted the administration of the measure. In many cases they brought influence to bear to prevent
untrance being made. This, of course, entirely nullified the effect of the work done on the adjoining land,
which became again largely infested from the centres where the rabbits had not been destroyed.
1297. Were the Government always up to time in clearing their own lands ? Yes; in every ease the
Crown Lands were cleared before the others; and had private owners worked in conjunction with the
Government parties, the rabbit pest would have been reduced to a minimum.
'
1298. When you were in command of rabbit-extermination parties, what means did you adopt in the early
years ? We principally relied upon the use of bisulphide of carbon. In the very beginning we only
user] picks and shovels to dig the rabbits out, Wc found the carbon very successful in deep alluvial
burrows, where there was nothing to allow the fumes to escape. In other parts, where the rabbits do not
burrow, we used phosphorized grain, arsenic, bran and chaff, and dry strychnine and bran and chaff. Cyanide
of potassium, with bran and chaff, and various other poisons were used; and the trial had the effect of
our retaining arsenic and phosphorised grain. In many cases the sheoak and cotton-bush, and other
bushes in good seasons, were very successful when the poison was laid upon them. Wo used a large
number of dogs—in fact, every possible means we could adopt wc tried.
1299. Whore did you first commence working ? The first rabbit parties were sent to Point Sturt.
1300. AVhat was the result ? Tbe result was that where we obtained co-operation, from the settlers we
were very successful, but where we did not obtain it we had the reverse of success. I may point out
that in the hundreds of Yedualee, Bendlehy, Uroonda, Eurelba, Aladdie, in 1884, no country could have
been more thickly infested than those hundreds were. It was exceedingly difficult country to clear on
account of the rock and the dense undergrowth, and there were seven parties of five men each sent out
into the country under a very good State inspector. In twelve mouths the whole of these hundreds were
cleared, principally by the use of phosphorized grain, and bran and arsenic, AVe laid these very sparsely
in fairly well-sheltered places, and away from the burrows. It is a mistake to put feed iu auy way near
the burrows, because the rabbits run over it. AVe scaftered the bran and chaff in very large quantities.
The men were sent out as you might send out a line of skirmishers, and at the present time you could
ride over the country for a week with a pack of dogs and you would not see a rabbit. This result was
obtained by the farmers about there helping us in the work. The value of that country, approximately,
it would he difficult to say, but it was sold at the upset price of £1 Os. Gd. per acre. This was an agricul
tural area settled principally by selectors who own from G40 to 1,000 acres each.
1301. Dr, Paterson.] A large portion of this country was suitable for agricultural purposes? Some of
it was also suitable for pastoral purposes. Nearly tbe whole of the ranges were covered with stunted
scrub, such as stunted black oak and sandal-wood. Other portions of the ranges were covered with spiuifex, which forms good shelter for rabbits. Hie plains were covered with saltbush and grass.
1302. The Chairman.] AVhiie you were employed in this place, I presume other parties were working else
where? Yes; there wore Go Government parties in the field. Some of these parties met with success, hut
in no place did we meet with tbe success that we attained in the place I have mentioned, and that was
obtained through co-operation by the settlers. I should like to say that the Act of 1879 was repealed,
owing to the action of various persons who were not satisfied with the way it was worked. The vermin
destruction of 1884 was then brought in, the main principle of which was payment for scalps. Auy
person who brought scalps or vermin, and made a declaration of tho fact that they were destroyed upon
certain lands, was paid at a schedule rate for different descriptions of vermin, including rabbits. The
natural enemies of the rabbits were also included in this schedule. The effect of this Act was to introduce
a class of people who relied solely upon the wages they could earn by destroying vermin of every
description, and the most marked result was that large bodies of men went to the thickly infested districts,
more especially where rabbits were said to exist, and commenced tbe work of destruction. They would
remain there till the rabbits became, comparatively speaking, reduced in numbers ; then they would go on
to another place. This had the effect of driving the rabbits all over the, country, to many places where
they were never seen before—places which have since become thickly infested. In many oases I know
that they were wilfully transported—taken out of thickly breeding spots andplanted in new ground.
Of this lhave absolute proof. I have also absolute proof that rabbits were scalped alive and then
allowed to go, in the hope that they would breed again.
1303. AVhat was done with the young ones and the pregnant does? They were scalped ; the scalps pro
duced and the money claimed on thorn, although fho rabbits were let loose. If the trappers found a
pregnant female, they would scalp her and allow her to go; or, if they thought scalping would
kill her, they would let her go unharmed, in order fhat she might breed. This practice
prevails
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prevails generally all over the country. I mnkc the statement without any fear of contradiction
that it prevailed all over the country in every direction. I attribute the spread of the pest therefore to
the action instituted under the Vermin Destruction Act of 1S8F-85. The expenditure incurred under this
Act was ultimately found to be so great that Parliament inISS5-S6 repealed the measure.
1304'. Do you attribute to this Act the destruction of the natural enemies of the rabbit? No ; I do not
think it had much effect, because the operations of the rabbit parties would destroy almost as many of the
natural enemies of the rahbit as the scalpers.' They generally destroyed eaglehawks and iguanas, but
unless they were actuated by special malice they would not go out of their way to kill tho iguanas and
lizards, which are great enemies to young rabbits. Though the iguana is very good eating, yet very few
men like to eat it. The Vermin Act having been repealed, tbe Act of 1879 was reintroduced, and we
worked under that until the Local Government Bill was passed iu 1887, when the onus of rabbit destruc
tion was entirely thrown on the local-councils. Tho rabbits have increased considerably in many centres
since the practice of scalping was discontinued, except in the northern district, where the country is
exceedingly dry,
1305. “Which are now the worst districts ? Tho west coast, tho south-east, aud the north-east. I con
sider those the most badly infested places at the present time. From Kooringa to Silverton is the worst
infested part of the Colony, and tho country becomes more and more thickly infested the further you
proceed eastward.
1306. “What is being done now in the infested districts ? Practically, nothing.
1307. Professor Allen.] Are you awaro that there has been a large diminution of rabbits during the last
two months ? Yes; to some extent thore has been m.the hundreds of King, Tomlinson, and Bees.
1308. To what do you attribute that decrease ? To drought.
1309. From your observation, do you think that any great amount of mortality could be attributed to the
eating of barb, or do you attribute it directly to the drought P I think it is an outcome of the drought,
because when the rabbits cannot get any feed containing more moisture than the bark they cat the bark.
I have opened hundreds of these rabbits, and 1 have very rarely found this appearance of fibre. I do not
think this enters into the element of their death.
1310. Have you made any recommendation to your Government in regard to the suppression of the
rabbits in these thickly infested parts ? I have suggested the desirability of erecting rabbit-proof fences.
My idea was to fence off the pastoral from the agricultural country, as by doing so the rabbits from the
pastoral country would be prevented from getting into agricultural areas, and so isolate the country
where they are now to be found. My opinion is that if rabbit-proof fences were generally adopted the
solution of the rabbit difficulty would be found.
1311. Have you auy idea as to what mesh and height should he used? I think the fence erected on the
border between South Australia and Victoria would be ample. It is 3 ft. G in.—G in. in the ground and
3 ft. out—If in. mesh, with two barbed wires on top. This malms a dog-proof fence as well.
1312. You know what is known as the annually-leased country ? Yes; and it was the specially infested
nature of this country that led me to recommend rabbit-proof fencing.
1313. How do you deal with this poor pastoral country held on annual lease ? After tho erection of a
maiu line of rabbit-proof fencing, i should cut: tho country up into blocks, and give it on long lease, with
favourable terms, with the distinct proviso that the vermin on the land should bo destroyed by the
lessee, and the fences kept in proper order. My recommendation, so far as the erection of Government
fences, applies to the worst lands, but the divisional lines should be erected by the lessees, and the whole
line kept m order by them.
1314. Would you absolutely prescribe the erection of such fence as a condition of the lease? Yes; and
to enable them to do it I would allow the lessees to take the country up ou lower rentals ; but I would make
it a sine qua non that the fences should be erected by the lessees, kept in repair, and the rabbits destroyed,
1315. The Gkairman.] Have you considered tbe difficulty of fencing rough country aud watercourses,
especially parts that are subject to floods? Yes, I have considered that. It could be met in the same
way as with the rabbit-proof fences that were erected east of the Murray on the cliffs for 16 miles.That line of fence crosses innumerable gullies and ravines that run into 'the river Murray. It was
composed principally of pine pickets, set side by side. In places where the line crosses these ravines
sluiee-gatos were left, and these wore formed by swinging pickets on strong wires. Whatever flood matter
was brought down by tho floods swept through these sluice-gates, in some cases doing damage and in some
cases not; but in all cases where damage was done it was repaired at very little cost by the boundaryrider who was in charge of the fcuce, I will send in specifications of this fence. I have fouud that this
picket fence barred the progress of the rabbits, aud I have received numbers of letters from settlers
stating that those fences saved them from ruin.
131G. Do yon feel satisfied that these methods are consistent with the poverty of tho country ? Unless
some method that has proved effective is adopted the country will become entirely worthless, because the
laud adjoining, which is now occupied to advantage, will become infested. Before the rabbits came the
annual lease country gave a very good return.
1317. Professor Allen] Supposing that during this year and next the rabbits were to increase as last year
on this annually-leased land, would serious permanent damage result ? Undoubtedly.
1318. The Gkairman.] That country is now particularly bare? Yes; the herbage has been destroyed
principally by the rabbits. I think serious permanent damage will result, and also all over the country
seriously infested, unless some proper measures are adopted.
1319. Do you think that the trees which are ring-harked die permanently ? If they are completely ringbarked, both bushes and trees will die, but if there has been only a mere fluting of the hark aud the tree
not entirely ruined, it will recover.
1320. What height from the ground have you seen rabbits in trees ? Twelve feet high. I was riding with a
gentleman on Mr. Love’s Mount Wedge Run, and my atl ention was directed by a movement in the sheoak.
1 looked up and said, " There’s a rabbit in that tree.” He said not; that it could not be a rabbit; it was
impossible. 1 said I was sure it was a rabbit. I. rode up to the tree, cut at the animal with my whip,
and a rabbit jumped out of the tree. The rabbit was above my bead, and I was sitting on a horse 15
hands high. It was a loaning stump, and I saw marks of the claws ou the bark; tho rabbit got there
himself. I havo seen rabbits while hunting in bushes get readily up five to six feet. I am not an expert
in disease, and have not made any study of it.
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John Miller called in and examined:—■
1321. The Chairman.'] What position do you hold? I reside at Merriton, and am a member of the
Pastoral Board of South Australia.
1322. "Wc understand you arc anxious to make some communication to us ? Yes. I have been ciirniged
for three years in cxfuniniiig the pastoral leases expiring in 1.888. Previous to that I had assisted” in
passing the Vermin Bill of 1881. "While engaged in this work I saw a great deal of the rabbit-infested
country. "We havemadc.it possible for the rabbits to live in this country by poisoning their natural
enemies, by putting out baits for wild dogs, iguanas, &c. These made it impossible for rabbits to exist,
because they had first to be protected on the West Coast. The poisoning that is going on to get rid of the
wild dogs is wholly ineffective. I would also recommend the introduction of the domestic cat, which I
think would be sufficient in conjunction noth any disease that might be found suitable. The treatment
which you adopt for dealing with the rabbits where they exist in large numbers you cannot extend out to
the bounds of settlement of the rabbits, because the animals are more isolated aud scattered. Where
rabbits arc scattered disease will not be communicable, I. havo had no practical experience with disease,
but above all things I would protect the natural enemies of tho rabbit, and I would prohibit their beino'
either poisoned or trapped. I do not mean to say that you should not poison rabbits with grain, but I woulS
prohibit poisoned baits that would be taken by carnivorous animals.
1323. As regards the question of fencing, have you made any recommendation as to the 18SS leases? I
was asked by the Premier in 1885 to send him some notes, and I then recommended that a rabbit-proof
fence should ho put along the boundary. I intended to separate tho agricultural from the pastoral
districts. My experience of rabbit-proof fencing is that no rabbits will get through 1| inch mesh. The
rabbits aro said to run up tho stays at the strainers and get over the wire-netting. " I therefore hare
doubts about the fences as at present erected. I know one case where domestic cats were turned out and
were killed by the rahbitters, which accounts for their non-success. On Blinders and Schlink Islands tho
only means used for the rahbit extirpation were eats, and they completely extirpated the pest. I used
cats on the Lower Broughton in 1884, where dogs and men could not get at them, and the cats were
completely successful.
The Commission then adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, G JUNE, 1888.
The Commission met at 10'30 a.m., at tho Crown Lands Office, Melbourne.
Present:—
Victoria:

Ha rut Brookks Allet, Esq., M.D.

Alfred Naylor Pearson, Esq.
Queensland: JosicrE Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

In the absence of the President (Dr. MacLaurin), the Chair was taken by Professor Allen,

Edward Mieklethwaito Curr called in and examined:—
1324. The OhairmanJ] You are Chief Inspector of Stock for the Colony of Victoria ? Yes,
1325. How long have you held that position ? About twenty-five years.
1326. Have you studied the spread of the rabbit plague in Victoria ? It is a subject that .attracts me
considerably. I hnvo obtained a considerable amount of information, and thought it out in my own mind,
but 1 have had nothing to do with the matter.
1327. Can you state briefly what was the general course of infesting Victorian lands by rabbits? Yes;
about twenty-five years ago there were aboui half-a-dozen couples of rabbits imported here from England
by Mr. Tnomas Austin, of Barwon Park, who tried several times to acclimatize the rabbits and failed,
though he eventually succeeded. These rabbits were preserved for some time, but eventually they spread
all over the country in the order of things, I heard Mr. Austin’s statement as one of the Acclimatization
Society, and it was considered rather a feat at the time, nobody foreseeing the result.
1328. Are you aware whether rabbits have been intentionally let loose in Yictoria ? Not wild rabbits; I
havo heard of tamo ones being let loose.
1329. Then, so far as you are aware, the wild rabbits throughout Victoria have come from the original
stock imported by Mr. Austin ? Yes.
1330. At about what time did the rabbit plague assume serious dimensions in Yictoria ? Well, I never
heard much about them until about ten years back ; before that I do not think they were very troublesome.
1331. What has been the general method of dealing with the pest ? Poisoning and trapping, and filling
up the burrows ; these have been most successful, though most expensive.
1332. This would be on the rich southern lands ? Yea ; and in the western district.
1333. On these rich lands in the western district, have rabbit-proof fences been largely adopted ? I
believe so ; but as I have not had occasion to make a tour for some years I cannot say so from personal
observation.
1334. Are you awaro whether any serious difficulty has been met with in coping with the rabbits on tbe
rich western lands ? I cannot say that I am.
1335. The principal difficulty, I presume, has been in connection with rocky mountain lands ? Yes ; it is
on these poor rough lands and not on the good lands that the difficulty has arisen.
133G. Is it a fact that this was due to a want of co-operation by adjoining land owners? I cannot say
that I personally know that; but I have no doubt that want of co-operation is one great difficulty in the
way, and it is a difficulty which I think will never be got over.
1337. In what parts of the Colony have the pastoral lands been seriously affected in their carrying
capacity by tho rabbit plague ? 1 should think chiefly in tho western district, and around Geelong ; but
I have not had much personal experience.
1338. Have any official reports been made to you with regard to the diminution of the carrying capacity
of the land ? No ; and they would not have been made to me in any case.
1339. Have you visited tho mallee country lately ? Not since the rabbits have become numerous thore;
it is about eight years ago since I was there.
.
.
1340,
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1310. What recommendations would you be inclined to make as to the proper modes to adopt in connection,
with the rabbit difliculty P X do not think any useful result will be got by attempting to secure co
operation ; the people will never be got to act together. The whole lot of rabbits have sprang from a-half
dozen couples in one place, but you can never expect to get them down to that again. In spite of any
thing we can do there are likely to remain millions of rabbits in these colonies. When the Colony is cut
up in farms, I suppose tbe rabbits will become as they now aro in England and Franco. Ton ask me
what measures I would propose for getting rid of the plague, or for reducing it. The first thing I would
recommend is that the duties should be taken off fencing wire, and that fencing should be made as cheap
as it is possible to make it; the law also should be such that neighbours will be obliged to pay their share
of the cost of fencing between the two holdings.
1341. Do you, then, consider netting fences as essential to any effective scheme ? I consider fencing is
the only hope, and I do not think anything can be done 'without it. It gives resolute men and men of
capital a chance of clearing their ground, and so you bring these men to the fore. Experience has
shown that the rabbits can bo kept down in a paddock of 10,000 acres as they are kept down in England,
provided you do not allow it to be overrun from tbe outset; and hence I say, make netting fencing com
pulsory and also easy by taking off tbe duty that is imposed on the wire. I do not think that any
Government would let it be supposed that they were adverse to tbe rabbits being got rid of, and yet they
impose a tax upon the only means of disposing of the rabbits, whicli is netting.
1342. Do you know what is the cheapest form of netting ? No ; but T would like to mention this, that
any establishment existing for the potting of rabbits and of sending them home should be compulsorily
suppressed, for as long as you allow people to depend on tbe production of rabbits you may be sure
rabbits will disseminated, whatever you do. This I consider to be a primary matter.
1343. Are you prepared to give any opinion in regard to tbe fencing in of Crown Lands from rabbits ?
Yes ; I think it should be done.
1344. Dr. Dancrofl^ Would you not go further ami recommend that the Government should contribute
to the cost ol such fencing ? No ; I am a free-trader and would never recommend anything of the sort.
I think the people should be quite well able to do their own business without any bonus.
1345. Jlr. Dearson.~\ Would you not get a better return from tbe lands on lease if they were cleared of tbe
rabbits ? If there were no other means of doing it I think it would pay to give bonuses to get rid of
them.
.
1346. Dr. Bancroft.} Would you give free raihvay carriage to the netting? There would not be much
to be said against it. At the same time I do not much believe in these measures.
1347. The Chairman.'] If large areas of poor land are to be dealt with can anything be hoped for unless
the tenure is materially secure ? Materially secure and materially long. I think a man must have an
interest in his land, and some surety that he will be repaid for what he expends.
1348. Do you think the lessee should be secured against losing his run for some fixed period after lie had
dealt with tho rabbits? Tea. As an inducement to such a man I think it should he said, “ There is the
country for you—you can have it so long, provided you do so and so.”
1349. Are you prepared to make any specific recommendation as to the bases that should be given ? No ;
I have never thought of this except in a general wmy.
’
1350. In the ease of private or leasehold lands abutting on public lands, do yon tliink the Government
should pay its portion towards the erection of intermediate fences ? Yes, I do.
1351. Allowing, then, that the erection of netting fences be made compulsory, what would be your next
recommendation ? It should be so arranged by law that anyone possessing land on any terms—rented or
freeaold—should be compelled to keep these animals in check. In the event of his not doing so, tho
Government should do it at his cost with a substantial fine as well. I think this would induce most
people to set to work,
1352. Dr. Bancroft] You would not compel a man to do this in any particular way? No; -just the
same as with scab. We do not say what is the remedy, but we punish a man if we find scab on his
property.
1353. The Chairman.] Should this power be vested in the central Government or in local bodies? I
believe it would be much better if vested in the Government. I do not think any result will ever be
reached through the municipalities.
1354. Does your experience with scab and other diseases confinn youin that opinion? Yes, very sfcronfly;
I never bad to do with municipalities, but from what I know or local bodies it is very bard to do any
good with them.
1355. Dr. Bancroft.] By having one uniform course of procedure yon have managed to stamp out the
scab ? Yes ; and in a very short time and without much expense to anybody.
13oG. The Chairman-.] You tliink a central department should control all operations having reference to
the extermination of rabbits ? Yes, and the inspectors should be responsible to the contra! authority.
1357. Assuming that a certain amount of freedom of choice was allowed to owners of land, what plan of
operations would you suggest as reliable? Well, I have not had sufficient personal experience to say.
1358. With the scab you proceeded from tbe extremity of the Colony and worked in towards tho centre ?
Yes.
'
1359. Mr. Bearson.] You would not recommend a similar procedure with regard to the rabbits ? No ■
because the circumstances are different. They arc a different class of difficulties altogether.
Chairman.] What is your opinion as to the employment of any regular class of trappers ?
Well, that is a very difficult question. If you employ trappers then it becomes their trade and they live
upon it. On the other hand they are more expert than others. Could the owner and his men do the
wrork it would be preferable.
1361. Do you think that the misebief in tbe employment of trappers arises chiefly through their being
paid for scalps ? I should think it would have a good deal to do with it. When the rabbits begin to get
low the trappers move on to where they are more numerous. Then while the trappers are away the district
gets as thick as ever. Then if you employ men who are not expert at the work, the work will proceed
much more slowly.
1362. Do you think the State should give any contributions to the expenses of rabbit parties ? No;
except to parties working on its own ground. It should act simply as a private owner or lessee acts with
ins own lands.
1363. Are you aware which are the best methods of poisoning? No.
1304.
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13G4. Generally speaking, is it your opinion that the pasture lands are suffering severely from the depre
dations of tho rabbits ? Yes, I think so.
1365. Arc you awaro whether tho edible bushes on tho mallee country are being destroyed ? I havo
heard so.
■
1366. Can any reliable figures be obtained showing the diminution in the carrying power of the runs in
this Colony ? I have seen statements in the papers that certain runs that used to carry so many thousands
now only carry so many hundreds. I tliink in ono ease, in tho malice country, the carrying power of a
run had been reduced from 12,000 to 1,200 sheep. These figures are not obtainable in my ^Department,
and I do not know whether tho Itabbit Department has the information or not.
The Commission adjourned.

MONDAY, 15 OCTOBER, 1888.
The Commission met at 0'30 a.m., at the Crown Lauds Ofiice, Melbourne.
Present:—
Yictoria :

IIaeey Beookiis Allex, Esq., M.D. (in the Chair).

Alfhed Navlob. Peaesox, Esq.

New Zealand:
South Australia ;

Alfeed DiiJ.ox Bell, Esq.
Edward Charles Stielixo, Esq., M.D.
Alexaxder Stuart Patejisox, Esq., M.D.

Queensland:

II ex nr Teton, Esq,

Tasmania:

Tuoatas Alfred Tab art, Esq.

James Ormond called in and examined :—
1367. The Chairman."] What is your .address? 119, Collins-street, Melbourne.
1368. Where is your property situated? In tho south-western corner of New South Wales near
Wentworth.
1369. What area do you hold ? About 800,000 acres. It is partly leasehold and partly freehold.
1370. Is the land of much tho same value throughout, or is it of variable quality ? It is very irregular.
1371. What is the average carrying capacity of your leasehold land ? I should say about 12 acres
to a sheep.
1372. Is your land very much infested ? It has been—not so at present, but several years ago it was
very much infested.
1373. When was it most thickly infested ? About 1884 or 1885.
1374. To what do you attribute the decrease of infostment since ? Partly destroying the rabbits, and largely
to the drought, -which existed for three or four years. I think it is very difficult to say to what extent
the reduction is due either to ono or to the other cause.
1375. What arc the chief methods of destroying rabbits whicli you have adopted ? During a long period,
in which the work was done under Government super! ision, it was almost entirely trapping. That was very
expensive; and, in iny own opinion, was a very costly method indeed.
1376. Was it effective ? Well, it was only effective in a partial degree. It was very ineffective in a
general sense.
1377. You mean that large numbers were killed hut that the runs were not cleared at all? Yes; and
never could have been cleared under that process.
1378. What process did you find most effective ? "Well, I think the process which we found most effective
is Laseelles' machine.
1379. What poison do you use, chiefly? Phosphorized wheat, entirely. WTe tried strychnine and also
arsenic.
1380. What was your general conclusion with regard to these three poisons? We found that the most
inexpensive—phosphorized wheat—was the most efficient.
1381. You desire to give evidence before the Commission on certain distinct points? Yes. I had been
under the impression that this Board had only examined a certain class of Crown tenants. I am possibly
mistaken ; and if so, I am only taking up your time. I did not think that you had examined tenants who
hold excessively poor land; aud it was more with regard to wire-netting fences that I wished to bo
examined than anything else.
1382. We have examined several other holders whose runs carry one sheep to 14 acres ? Well, that is
a class of country which I wanted to speak of, It is more against compulsory wire fencing of land of that
character that 1 desired to give evidence.
1383. I believe you are prepared to make a statement as to the annual product of land such as is hold by
you ? Yes. So far as my experience is concerned the annual product of such land as 1 hold has never
paid expenses of working the station. I am prepared to go more into figures, if necessary ; but this is
the general result of my experience of over ten years.
1384. Why, then, is the land held? Because, having put money into it, I do not want to lose all. I am
trying to recoup myself by good seasons ; but as a matter of fact—] speak now for myself and for others
—I have done nothing but lose money on the land, and I should he delighted to give it up if 1 could get
one-half my money hack. I am willing to sacrifice my improvements, on which I spent £50,000. I must:
admit I made a grievous error in making expensive improvements on such land—a thousand miles of
fencing and a great number of tanks. I think these are mistakes; but I should like to get some of the
money back, if possible.
1385. Mr. Bell."] Supposing you had not made mistakes—as you call them—would the land you liold,
theu, have paid you ? A\toll, 1 doubt it. I know a great deal more now than I kuew then. I went into
this land when wool was 50 per cent, higher than it is now. Besides, 1 knew very little of the climate ;
7—O
very
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very little was known of it ten or fifteen years ago. The results of the first two or three years—the
good prices for wool—encouraged me to incur these expenses to develop the station. Since then, between
the icry bad seasons, the droughts and the rabbits, these hopes have all been, shattered to pieces, and it
has been a series of losses, one after another, year by year. Even had T not gone to the expense I have
gone to, I do not think 1 should have been able to make it pay: but still I should have saved a great deal
that was expended on what is now practically useless, exceptfor my own purposes. 1 have had for some
considerable time one or two partners—practical men—who have been squatters all their lives, so that
mine has not been an extravagantly-worked station. My partners arc thoroughly intelligent squatters,
who know their business; and they worked the station probably as well as auy station could have been
worked.
13SC. Supposing that you had not had rabbits to contend with at all, would your land have paid you then P
No; unfortunately the continuation of the drought destroyed all hope of that. As a matter of fact, I have
not had a good year since 1881. That was a very good year. Last year was a good year, and
this year is a very had one. Like a great many other people, I was understocked iu 1881, and 1 had not
courage to buy. And the advantages of last year were not great in my case, nor in the cases of many
other people. So that since 1881 wo have not had a good year. I do not moan to say that tho rabbits
have not materially influenced tbe result, but on them should not be placed the whole responsibility.
1387. Then you desire this Commission to understand that your case is not an isolated one—that what
you say applies to other people in the same district ? Yes ; 1 know that it is so. I am speaking for
every other station in the same district. I have absolute luiowlcdge of it.
1388. The Oh airman.'] "What experience have you had in fencing against rabbits ? None whatever. The
only remark I want to make is that, so far as I am .concerned, anytliing like compulsory wire
fencing would make myself, and a good many others like me, throw up their stations and make our loss, or
put them into the bauds of the mortgagees, who would have to work them themselves. It would he
utterly impossible to fence such areas as these in with wire-netting in the hope of making them
profitable.
1389. Dr. Stirling.] Are you of opinion that the station would not stand the expense of it, or do you
think wire-netting is in itself useless as a check on rabbits ? I have not sufficient practical knowledge of
the effects of wire-netting to give any evidence on that point.
1390. Then your contention is that the stations would not stand the cost of the netting whether the
netting is any good or not ? Yes ; and I have no evidence to give whatever as to the value of wircuetiing.
1391. That would apply to a, case where a holder was compelled to put fences up; would you still ho of tho
same opinion if the Government put the fence up and called on the holder merely to pay interest on tho
cost? That would not alter the circumstances; it is the strain of the extra expense that the station
would not stand. In country like that—where, perhaps, there arc 20 to 30 square miles of impenetrable
scrub whicli is utterly useless for sheep, and is only a rabbit warren—to make any subdivision to keep
them out of the enclosure, would he so ridiculously expensive that it could never pay.
1392. Mr. Fearson.] A boundary fence would not, then, bo enough ? That would not bo of the slightest
use. That would simply enclose rabbits that we could never destroy, "We must fence off those parfs
of the mallee scrub whicli arc no good, and which are merely breeding places for rabbits—where they live
wiihout burrowing.
1393. Have you had any attempts made in that district for the extirpation of this scrub, such as'were made
with tho mallee scrub of Victoria? It is a totally different country. This is a loose, sandy soil, which, even if
tho scrub were taken off, would be utterly useless. "We have often tried many miles of this aud could
not find holding places for water. 'There is nothing but sand, and you cannot find a place to put a
water tank.
1391. Mr. Tryon.] Is not tho number of rabbits greatly influenced by the influx of rabbits from South
Australia? J am on the other side of the river, and therefore they do not affect my portion so much as
tho western side.
1395. Afr. Pnamw.] "What area of country do you suppose is of similar character to your station ? A
large portion of tho resumed area of Lake Yictoria station is of the same class. Take iny neighbour, Mr.
Cudmore,—I dare say he has got perhaps a couple of hundred thousand acres of that class of country. 1
would like to add that if we had not been so unfortunate in having a succession of droughty seasons the
station might have paid me ; but, with the conditions of the seasons and tho rabbits, it has been a continual
loss. I think had the seasons been fairly average ones 1 would have been able to save myself making
losses.
139G, Are you speaking of fairly average seasons with yourself, or with the grazing areas all over the
colonies? No ; I speak only with respect to the Lower Barling country.
1397. Had. yen much experience of that country prior to your occupation of it ? Yes ; 1 have now tho
rainfall and climatic conditions so well before me that I am able to say that, in my opinion, with average
seasons, such stations should pay.
1398. The Ohairmani] "What are the names of your stations ? Tapio and Turlee.
1399. Mr. Bell.] Does what you say apply to both ? Yes ; they are only 40 miles apart, and are situated
at the junction of the Murray with the Barling, on the eastern side of tho Barling abutting on the Went
worth common.
1400. How' much have you spent in rabbit destruction ? I spent during the years 1884-85-80 a gross
sum of £20,000 on rabbit destruction, I received as subsidy from the Government perhaps something
equal to two-thirds of that amount.
1401. Mr. Tryon.] Has there been an unusual increase in the amount spent? In 1884-85 the sums wrcre
much larger than in 1883, but I may point out that the lowest amount spent in any year on rabbits was
a great, deal more than the rent came to. Before ISSl, the year in which the new Bill came into eSeet,
the rent of my run was £S08.
1402. Had the Act relating to the malice country in Victoria been in force, wmuld it have had any effect
on your position—would it havo paid you to hold the station ? No. I am not quite sure that 1 know
enough about the Victorian Act to answrer your question.
1403. Bo I understand that yon purchased the station, or did you take tlie country up in the first instance
yourself? I took the country up in the first instance as a partner in a firm.
1404.
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1401. Tour opinion is that a barrier fence would have served no purpose, because when you arrived
rabbits were already there? Tea. There must.have been a horde of rabbits in New South Wales at tho
time. We had rabbits when we took up the station in 1871. We had them for years, and looked on the
shooting of them as nice pastime, but they never increased much till 1881.
1405. What effect had the drought on the rabbits ? It starves them, eventually._
_
_
1406. Do they acquire any special habits, owing to the drought, which hasten their destruction ? Well, it
is very difficult to say. A lot of them die, aud the others do not breed very fast. I suppose they have
only a certain class of feed, aud when this is eaten up they have nothing to fall hack on.
1407. Havo you ever noticed that they eat any plants which might havo a deleterious effect on them ?
I
have no knowledge.
1408. Do you know that sheep thrive on plants which rabbits will not eat? Yes ; generally scrub. Sbeep
cat the scrub, the bark of which has I believe a deleterious effect on rabbits, but of that I have no evidence.
1409. The Chairman^] Can you tell us anything about the relative amount of feed consumed by rabbits
and by sheep ?
I can give you a little idea of what rabbits wilt eat in confinement; what a sheep will
eat I suppose you know already. I have kept some rabbits in confinement during the last twelve months.
A great many of us tried Professor Watson's scab disease. I got some rabbits affected with it twelve
months ago, one of whicli I still have, d kept other wild rabbits in confinement with them and some of them
got the disease, but it went very slowly. There is, however, one remarkable fact in connection with it.
One of these wild rabbits had a litter of‘ young after being in confinement for five or six months. Imme
diately we got the litter we moved them into another room, and in less than a month every one of these
young ones had died.
. ,
1410. Dr. Dalet'son.] Do you attribute this to the condition of the mother? Yes; because the conditions
under whicli the young ones were kept were as good ns possible. There were four or five in the
litter. Every one of these rabbits eat a good sized cabbage every day. We gave them as much as they
could eat. They had 4 lb. or 5 lb. of oats per day amongst five—about 1 lb. of oats each.
_
1411. Mr. Trtjon.] Have the rabbits permanently injured the carrying eapneity of. the runs by destroying
the herbage? Whether they will permanently affect the run or not it is impossible to tell. The effect
of a good rainfall in a country like that is something magical. No doubt the loss of the herbage must
affect the runs considerably. A good deal of my salt-bush has been killed by them ; though I should not
like to say that it has been permanently killed.
_
1412. The Chairman.'] Can you say that the destruction is duo to the rabbifs, or was it eaten down by
sbeep ? I should say by both, but more particularly by the rabbits. No doubt both have affected it
considerably.
The Commission adjourned.

SECTION III.
Evidence given before the Executive Committee of the Royal Commission
at Tintinallogy and Elsewhere.*6
.

TINTINALLOGY.
MONDAY, 28 MAY, 1888.

New South Wales:
New Zealand:
Queensland:
Tasmania:

Present:—
W. C. Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
Joseph BanchoiT, Esq., M.D. (Chairman).
TiiOJUS A. Tabart, Esq.

John Reid, manager and part owner of Tintinallogy Station, examined :—
To the Chairman : I have resided here four years, from July, 1884; there were rabbits here when I
came. They were paying 2s. fid. per scalp hero then, and got some of this back from the New South Wales
Government; I could not say how much was paid. Rabbits kept increasing till about January, 1888, when
they began to die very fast; at present there are not as many as when I came; there has been no poison
ing done, except some small experimental work in that way ; we have trapped largely, paying at per scalp;
latterly, lid, per scalp, before that, 2d ; it was Is. in November, 1884, when I took charge. Trapping was
an utter failure ; it censed about 25tb January, 1888. We tried strychnine last year, put on green feed,
cabbages, &c.; not on twigs, I think ; poisoning was not destructive enough. The increase was due to the
rabbits coming from other places, not to natural iuerease; I havo no doubt of that from the rapidity of
the incursion; they came up the river and in from the back country. There was plenty of grass here
before that; tbe rabbits barked the bushes even then when grass was plentiful; they are fondest of hopbush; they also ate a iot of different bushes, including “old man salt bush ” and lignum; they were
dying fast before January, but very rapidly since. Before January I think the trappers wore skinning
rabbits dying from natural" causes; I cannot, however, prove that; the skins were not kept for sale.
Rabbits are still dying.
•
* Taken by A. D. Bell, Esq., in tho absence of the Secretary and shorthand writer, wiio was in attendance on tho
Commission at Silverton.
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To Dr. Wilkinson : I first noticed the disease in the rabbits about August, ISS7 ; Dr. Butcher was
the iu’dt to notice it, and started some experiments, which have gone on ever since ; he first heard of odd
ones be mg dead, then he caught some and tried experiments; in any infested country wo do find dead
rabbits, but m this case more than usuff].
To the Chairman : The reduction, I think, is by death, not by migration ; no one near here has said
our rabbits have gone to them.
To Dr. Wilkinson: In one month we trapped 50,000 rabbits; this was the largest month’s work
we ever did ; it did not reduce them perceptibly; disease killed far more than 56,000 in a month ; I know
this irora ndmg along, and counting hundreds dead on a few acres.
To the Chairman : At this time there was plenty of feed for both sheep and rabbits.
■ .To Mr. Tabart: I found dead rabbits all over the run. 'Wynne, Hudson, A Co. were our only
neighbours poisoning them; it was not possible for the dead rabbits found to be from there; the nearest
Py'., Oimr run is 10 miles from tiny head station here, and we found dead rabbits 20 miles from there,
l think rabbits will only go about a mile for food, but I am not sure. I first noticed barking being done
about twelve months ago or more; since then most of the country lias been barked all over.
To Dr. Wilkinson : They will bark trees even when there is plenty of grass.
To Mr.Tabart: Barking, I think, has nothing to do with the mortality here.
Dr. Wilkinson : On the runs further back from tbo river barking began twelve months earlier
than with us; rabbits are as thick there now as before; by “ far back,"' I mean outsido our boundary.
i
the Chairman: Tbe rabbits bark equally summer aud winter; hero they bark when there is
plenty of feed.
To Mr. Tabart: Babbits arc spread by trapping, but in this case I cannot think they left our run,
because it so, our neighbours would have bad them thicker than ever.
• t,
Wil.kinson: The alieep did well here till 1st April last; after that, they were a little
skeletons11 ^ ^ CamC’ 1,1 COUntil’e doatl rabbits 1 woul<1 ouly count those with the fur on, not tho
Do the Chairman: I cannot say how long fur would be noticed in dry weather: not long. I think ;
ants and other things destroy them, Wc had a plague of rats here, about the beginning of 1887, in a wave
down the river; they were not so numerous as the rabbits; they burrow, aud I think eat the grass; it is
the true rat, not the bandicoot.
,,
: The worst year for rabbits was 1887—the same year as the rats came. But for
the rabbits we should have saved much more dry feed for this year, whereas now we pay £9 10s. for
chan. Horses can rub along all right in the horse paddocks on tbe dry natural grass if the rabbits had
not eaten it.
0
To Mr. Tabart: The rats went away gradually ; they were not observed to die; I think they went
down the river; we heard of them higher up a month before we got here.
To the^ Chairman .- I have not much faith in wire netting ; this country is so loose and sandy that
m hot winds m summer the net wouid be silted over in a few hours, and rabbits would walk over. I net my
garden and yard with la-inch mesh, there being no sand close about here ; the drainage holes also, which
are sometimes 20 to 30 yards long, would make roads under the netting.
To Mr BellThe Darling country, as a whole, is loose and sandy, as described; I did not mean to
refer only to tins station.
%'<> Mr. Tabart: I would use no larger mesh than H inch ; I have seen a good largo rabbit go
through 1 j mesh—one that could live well by itself; I don’t consider 1} rabbit proof; it is too large. I would
not erect netting unless compelled ; if I were compelled I would put up as cheap a one as I could, because
1 would not believe in its being rabbit proof anyhow.
,,
: I think H inch would stop any rabbits, except those too small to live alone, if
1 ifi th,r01-?, ; a-rabbit could get through II, however, and run away. I have seen them do it; they
would do it without being hunted, if they saw better feed the other side ; I would recommend 31 feet out
,
i
f ihmk 3 feet out of tho ground enough; in fact, I believe they could climb any
height; I. have seen them run up 3 ft. 6 iu. netting like a cat.
ni
■ Ta^art • llbl’s netting was perpendicular, without any bellying in it. I think netting
worthless m this country; that is my opinion, but many differ with me.
To Dr. Wilkinson : I have only seen them climb the netting in hurdle enclosures; I have seen the
marks where they have climbed trees, even 5 feet high. I never saw rabbits cross the river ; even when
dry 1 have seen no trace of it, but I never looked particularly ; tbe bed when dry is sandy, not boggy.
J hey will swim when hunted, but not otherwise. Ordinarily, I consider the Darling River rabbit proof.
The natural enemies here arc iguanas, hawks, native cat (this is verv scarce), and tame cats, many of which
have gone nild ficrc ; wc turn out as many as possible ; some come back, but not many ; tbev do not come
back it half grown when turned out.
"
To Mr. Tabart.- Tho rabbits here are so reduced in numbers now that I think the natural enemies
can deal with them unless we are invaded again from elsewhere. The rabbits travel up the river always, not
b0)'11. ’ {■ c|lull0l' account for that fact. The paddock we call “ the bend” is fenced in and was very thickly
infested ; its area is about 500 acres; they began to die there shortly after Dr. Butcher began experi
menting there The bend is fenced m with 4-feet netting of l|-inch mesh. Previous to Dr. Butcher
putting diseased rabbits m there, all tho rabbits were healthy ; I consider the extermination of the rabbits
on this oOO acres was solely due to the introduction of disease by Dr. Butcher. There was splendid feed
there, and has been ever since, up till the last month or six weeks ■ there is plenty there even now ; it baa
never been short ot rabbit feed since it was fenced in. The appearance of the disease among them was
that they got very tbm, their hair stood up, and they could not run away. I have not been often in “ the
bend myselt Jho land was fenced rabbit-proof in all states of tbe river; the netting was continued
right out into tho river itself, and staked there.
.
To Dr. Wilkinson I never counted the dead rabbits in " the bend,” but I saw lots of them lying
about there, I do not know if a record was kept of the number of deaths there.
The question was here raised whether Dr. Ellis should be permitted to be present during tbe exami
nation ot witnesses. The Chairman ruled that examinations by the Committee must be conducted
in private, and that Dr. Ellis could not be permitted to be present.
Examination
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Examination continued,—
To tlte Chairman : Inoculated rabliits were put in “ the bend.'’
To Dr. Wilkinson : Before this the rabbits had every appearance of being healthy; if badly diseased I
can pick them out by their appearance, as before described ; I never saw rabbits like these diseased ones
before the disease came.
.
To Mr. TabartI consider the disease to be very infectious from rabbit to rabbit; the young ones
take it more quickly than the old ones, and die oft' sooner.
_
_
,
To Mr. Dell r I havo had sheep running on the same country with these diseased rabbits; the sheep
were there when tho rabbits were dying in largo numbers—slice]) of all kinds, all ages and sexes. I never
saw any diseased sheep in that country, nor noticed any deaths of sheep; the same is true about cattle and
horses, and also about the kangaroos ; no disease or deaths were noticed among any of these animals ;
I never took any steps to keep stock separate from the diseased rabbits; I believe, from my experience
that the disease is infectious among rabbits only.
.
To Mr. Tabart; The disease has extended into Billilla run, with the same fatal results ; it appeared
on the part adjoining us, near the river, on the same bank ; not all over Billilla; I believe the effect is
from infected rabbits having gone there from here.
_
_
_
To Dr. Wilkinson.: The disease showed in the most marked form near the river, but it went out
back and is quite as bad there now, and kills just as fast.
_ _
To Chairman: The rabbits between this station and Mcnindie, so far as I know, have not the
disease; I have not been down there, and am not sure.
To Mr. Tabart: The weather lias no effect one way or the other on this disease, nor the feed, nor
the country.
f
To Dr. WilMn&on ■ On the other side of the river the station 'Weinterriga has the disease, on the
back country; it is better grassed than this, and less hush.
_
To Mr. Tabart: The disease is thcro twenty miles back from the river.
To Mr, Dell: Our sheep are in very fair condition now for the time of year. Between last January
and this time thov were much better than they are now ; in January they were in splendid condition ;
since January wo'havo sold 1.3,000 fat sheep off the run. They were fat, but were not sold as fat; they
were fat when inspected, in February. Where tbe rabbits were dying there is plenty of water; most of
tho deaths took place where there was plenty of water. There were no stock hut rabbits on the 500-acre
bend when the experiments began ; there were sheep, horses, goats, and cattle put in the bend during
Dr. Butcher’s experiments with rabbits; Mr. Stanley, Y.S., of New South Wales, inoculated these stock
tli ere.
To Dr. Wilkinson: Some of the sheep were there three months; there was plenty of feed for
them there, and they kept in good condition; no artificial food was given.
_
To Mr. Tabart: Tintinallogy is about 330 square miles in extent; the deaths from disease have
been all over it.
„
n
To Dr. Wilkinson .- There are a few' rabbits left here, but it would be a trouble to find any here
now ; I will take you out to-morrow and show you any rabbits we can find. The disease has spread and
cleared the run, and gone 10 or 12 miles into Billilla. The rabbits, as I have stated, travel north. The
disease 'was first noticed here on Tintinallogy; wo have 40,000 sheep on it; I don t think you will see any
rabbits to speak of, alive or dead lately, till you get to the other side of Billilla station; there is hardly a
rahbit on the run; you might ride 20 miles without seeing one, and before the disease you could hardly ride a
mile without seeing a thousand. I can show you their dunghills still. I have observed the barking since
twelve mouths ago.
To the Chairman: Tho “ old man salt-hush ” is a disadvantage on tho run, no stock eat it, aud it
takes up a lot of ground. I don’t tliink it would actually hurt stock if they ate it; if really starved
they do eat a little, but I never heard of fatal results. When the rabbits took to barking there was plenty
of grass. The rabbits are dying all over the run, and the “ old man” is only in patches here and there; they
die where there is none; a good deal of the hop-hush close here has been barked by rabbits, and some is
dead. Wo have no myall here.
To Dr. Wilkinson: In some places they bark the mulga, but not much so here ; they bark our
leopard-trees. The rabbits have been eating “ old man salt-bush ” all over tho Darling for years, without
any deaths like this.
To Mr. Tabart: Trapping is an utter failure; besides the other objections I have mentioned, the
first thing the trappers kill is the natural enemies of the rabbit. I have said that iu one month in 1887 I
trapped 50,000 rabbits ; in 1888, from 1st January to present date, I have only expended £47 Gs. 2d. on
rabbit destruction ; it was unnecessary for me to spend oven that; I only did it because I was forced by
tho Babbit Act to keep some men on trapping.

Alexander Affleck examined:—
To the Chairman: J. reside on and manage Weinterriga (G. and J. Eiddoch’s) on the northern bank
of the Darling ; the area is 1,200 square miles ; I havo been there twelve months. Babbits, since I came,
aro much less numerous. We have been trapping to end of March, 1888, and since then have used phosphorixed grain, also arsenic, and carbon bisulphide in the burrows. Trapping is not an effective means ;
it is a great farce ; rabbits multiply fifty-fold during tbe trapping; it is impossible to cope.with rabbits
by trapping. Last twelve months it cost ns £12,000 on trapping; we caught 1,042,000 rabbits. We have
used phosphorized grain largely siuce the beginning of the year; wre tried wheat and oats ; wheat is good,
but they will take oats. The result of the poisoning was very satisfactory; I have counted 300 in^a
mile dead. I have no experience in any other methods of poisoning. I think disease is killing rabbits in
Weinteriga, all over it. I do not know what disease; whore two months ago there were thousands,
you can now see hardly any; this is everywhere, except just on the river.
'
To Mr. Tabart: I first noticed it two months ago, when neighbours also noticed it; I do not know
where it came from or whether it began mi Weinterriga or not; I have stock all over the run where this
disease is ; it has no effect whatever on stock.
To

no
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r,l°Jlie Gltflrman •' Ttore aro no young rabbits now on Wciiiierriga; during summer tbey breed very
little; lhave ot course^ only twelve months’ experience; there have been no young rabbits since the
inmn^Tww • I“ 0ctober or ^ovember 1887, one party of rabbiters got 9,000 young rabbits out of
10,000 total that 13, there were only 1,000 old to 9}Q[)0 young ones*
To Mr. Tabart: I have hoard of disease being among rabbits on Tintinallogy ; I have been over
■that run since, and have seen diseased rabbits there, and caught them ; I consider the disease at Tintin
allogy and at weinterriga identical; the symptoms are precisely the same.
1 am not aWiire °f diseased rabbits being taken from TintinnJogy elsewhere
Io Mr. Bell: The symptoms I mean are these: The rabbits fall away to akin aud bone, and get
very weak ; I notice tbe liver is very black, and looks unhealthy ; they get “ roach-backed”’ aud doubled
up, aud you can easily run them down.
‘
‘
To Mr. Tabart: I would not have the slightest hesitation in introducing this disease upon a run
of my own; it is perfectly safe to stock.
1
To Dr. Wilkinson: When rabbits were on Weinterriga, far back, they were very numerous : about
tho same as on the east of the run ; the feed was abundant there, and it is so still
To Mr. Tabari.- The country is open salt-bush country, with sand hills and scrub; rabbits have
g a good deal of the bush; not the salt-bush, which they do not touch, but leopard-wood, hop-bush
and others ;m places they take the “ old man in fact, in places, every bush that grows.
11 •< i clu ^'' , e^ate
progress of the disease on Weintorriga is such that I expect there will be
no rabbits Jcrt there shortly.
1
To the Chairman: The wire netting we have put up keeps rabbits back ; it is 8 ft. G in hiuh 17
gauge, 13 inosh.
’ ° ’
t
ia’0
baye IBjOO? sbecP on Weinterriga; even with that number of sheep at stake,
i would not hesitate to introduce Tintinallogy disease if we had not already got it among our rabbits.
lea'-'.1 ^ TaS brat on M emternga the bush was not destroyed by rabbits; I first noticed it about December,
do witlHhe oulb e k ” ^
C’ la^ 110 e^(:ct on rabbits, nor lias it, in my opinion, anytliing whatever to
To the Chairman: .1 never noticed any young rabbits dying, just as they were born, or later; I
havo seen none, as I satd, dying at all till two months ago, except trapped ones.
1
r Mr: Tarbart: Since, disease came, we dismissed all trappers, but are still poisoning ; there is
plenty of water on our run ; tho rabbits are dying more thickly near the water than anywhere else.
Io Mr. Dell: uur sheep arc all in very good condition.
■ 1 To Dr Wilkinson: I don’t consider our run heavily stocked at about one sheep to 8 acres; that
■is about what the country will stand.
:
i® Plen<;y
bee(i urhere rabbits are dying, and always has been.
• „
,, , ■T’bart •’ "bey havo died all over the run ; where there were originally thousands, there were,
in a month, hardly any left, l.hey did not leave the run ; they died on the run. I have never heard from
neighbouring runliolders that tbey have seen rabbits increase on these runs ; on the contrary, they have
seen them decrease, during the decrease on kVeintcrriga.
"
Io the Chairman : The trapping extends the rabbits aud spreads them over the country ■ if left to
form colonies naturally, they are more easily killed ; any means is better than trapping.
’ ’

John Janies Phelps examined:—
To the Chairman I. am manager of Albemarle Station. It is about 740,000 acres; the average stock
kept for the last ten years has been about 90,000 sheep ; we have however 110,000 sheep on it now. I
have been there twelve years ; I first saw rabbits on the place about the end of 1882 ; I only saw one
then ; after that they kept increasing up to now. After 1882, we paid trappers weekly wages, besides
scalpmioney .^nibbns being so scarce that they would not work without wages. In 1883, this cost £802 ;
111 1884, £1,820; in 18S5, £1,76/; m 18SG, £5,067 ; and in 1887, it cost £13,000.
To Dr. Wilkinson : The bonus system began about December, 1884, starting at Is. each ; in 1885
it decreased, and so up to now, the bonus now being Id. ; it staved a long time at Gd.
'
To Mr. Tabart: During this time we employed only tappers. Trapping is the most ineffective
means you can possibly adopt; it is a retail method, not in any way a wbolesale one ; I don’t think it
.disperses rabbits much ; tapping, m fact, has I think no effect eiiber way ; it is useless. Continuing tho
statement .1 have made of expenditure in former years, I may say that from the beginning of tbe present
yeai, v.e (uue spent, on tapping, poisoning, driving, and yarding round tanks, about £2,300.
Io the Chairman : We have no young rabbits now, but tbey will come very shortly; green feed
ataits them breeding; m former years there have always been young rabbits when the grass was green.
The mouths or seasons have nothing to do with it; it depends on the presence or absence of green grass;
there has been 110 green feed since last September till now, and consequently no young rabbits.
To Mr. Tabart: Ours is sandhill country with “ old man ” saltbush, and saltbush plain, with a good
.deal ot mallee and pmo ; rabbits have been destroying the bush very extensively since about last August,
■u*hen I first noticed odd bushes destroyed bv them,
,
,, To Dr- Ip'1*™™* • Sandalwood is the favourite, even better than leopard, which is a much scarcer
tae than sandalwood ; they have nearly denuded the “old man” saltbush; they have “ringed” all the
mulga, of which wc have not much altogether.
■
To Mr. Tabart .-I have noticed disease among rabbits commencing about two years ago ; it died out
m a month or two, quickly ; it showed as scabs on the skin ; it; was on scrubby country first, far away
from the river ; about GO miles away. I do not think it has had much effect. The rabbits were very thick
aud are now very thm ; but it may be starvation that has done it
To Dr. Wilkinson : There were no sheep on this country at the time.
.. .. T° Mr. Tabart: I have been on Tintinallogy several times in this last twelve months. Since
the disease there the first time I came here was about last September ; the rabbits were then as thick here
as they could well bo; 1 have not been there this year till to-dav, but I only saw one rabbit to-day where
previously you could see them m thousands wherever you looked. When I first came here I saw diseased
rabbits
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rabbits, but only hi tbe experiment ‘'bend”; you could then see traces of disease on the skin. Since then
it seems to have left tho exteriors and gone to the interiors; the outward appearance is they fall away to
skin and bone ; 1 know of no other sign.
_
_
To Dr. Wilkinson : I saw very many rabbits so diseased, or showing ihose symptoms, in tho open
run, spread over it, just like those in the experimental bond. I have seen them at Albemarle, Henley,
and Tintinallogy in tho last few months ; 1 saw such rabbits among the general lot. AVe sometimes drive
'JOO or 4(10 in a yard at once ; the last rabbits wc have been catching are all very poor and skinny.
To the Chairman : AVe employ six men to drive the rabbits into a yard with whips and dogs ; in
this way we took one day 900. That was our biggest drive; the least; was about eighty; one can drive them
a quarter of a mile, not farther; to attempt a longer drive is useless.
To Mr. Tabari.- I. have heard of Tintinallogy disease,hut have heard of no loss of stock thore. As
manager of a large station I would not have the slightest scruple in introducing Tintinallogy disease into
my flocks ; I would he perfectly satisfied that the disease could not hurt my stock.
.
To Dr. Wilkinson; I have seen rabbits on Albemarle affected like those on Tintinallogy, but
cannot speak positively that they were diseased; it might have been starvation. It was the same as at
Tintinallogy ; there were many more deaths than usual at that time ; they began to die in large quantities
last February, 1888.
_ _
To the Chairman: I never heard of diseased rabbits being carried from hero (Tintinallogy)
elsewhere. I am satisfied the rabbits have disappeared at Tintinallogy ; I cannot explain why, without
seeing the run. On Albemarle they disappeared largely ; my present opinion is they disappeared from
starvation, because there was nothing there for them to eat. The poor-conditioned rabbits wo have on
Albemarle are improving. On Albemarle, where the rabbits were dying in great numbers, there were
sbeep ; these sheep fell away considerably in condition from absence of feed; the sheep fell away, and are
falling away all over the run. This has been as had as any year ; there was only one year worse, namely,
1881: since the rabbits became thick, this is the worst year for feed we have had. i have not noticed
that dead rabbits were thicker near water-holes, nor where food was specially abundant. I have seen
these thin dead rabbits oven where the first has been plentiful, hut no dead sheep. If you overstock a
paddock with sheep they will hunt all rabbits out of it. Theoretically, a notion occurs to mo that you
could dispose of tho thick of them by overstocking successive paddocks over the whole country with
sheep, and then netting it, but in practice such a plan might not work ; I do not say I have thought it
out thoroughly. I havo not observed deaths among newly-born rabbits.
To Mr. Dell: X said I first saw rabbits disappear in large numbers in February last. AVe havo
not had much feed since last year. There was not any special falling off of feed in February, when I
saw the rabbits begin to die in large numbers.
...
.
To Dr. Wilkinson Since Christmas, 1887, we have had from ■1.^ to 8 inches of rain on our run, in
various parts of it. Fight inches is our average yearly rainfall, and so this year we have in parts had a
year’s average rainfall in live months. But for the rabbits, therefore, this would have beeu a good year
for feed; hut, the rabbits being so plentiful, wc have none. The rabbits have not bred since Christinas,
the green feed having been taken—by the rabbits themselves—as soon as it grew.
To the Chairman I have put'up about 11 or 12 miles of wire-netting, and you could have nothing
better to keep out rabbits; we have some 1£ and some If mesh, some
and 3 feet high.
To Dr. Wilkinson : I think If is as good as any, and 3 feet is high enough—that is, 2 j feet out of
the ground and 6 inches buried ; rabbits might be hunted over that, but 1 think they would not climb it
otherwise; only very small rabbits could get through If netting. On a place of my own, I would use If
and 3 feet high, I think sand would ultimately cover up wire-netting in this district, ou the sandhills ; it
might happen in six months; not in twenty-four hours, certainly, and in some places it would never
happen at all. I would think it oven more likely that the sand would blow away from under tho netting,
leaving the netting above the level of the ground , that sometimes happens here with the loncing-posts,
hut it is not common. I don't think netting would be much use without sub-division.
To Mr. Tabart: I have not heard of any disease among rabbits below Albemarle. Babbits, when
they came first, all travelled north ; but 1 think they are now stationary.
i
To Mr. Dell: In the ease of the dying and dead rabbits on Albemarle, the liver I find is very much
darker in colour than in the natural state, and very rotten ; I observed this myself.
To Dr. Wilkinson ; 1 found no well-conditioned rabbits like that.
To Mr. Dell: This did not alter my opinion, that they may have died of starvation ; I should like
to see more of the disease before I abandon that opinion.
To Dr. Wilkinson: In my experience in previous years, rabbits have bred noticeably from December
to May, but this year 1 have nut noticed any. This year I tliink'there is some interference with the
breeding ; I attribute it to absence of green feed ; they would breed all tho year round it wc had that; I
have no doubt starvation is n, large factor in making them thin, at Albemarle at any rate.
To Mr. Tabart: If sheep were thriving, and the rabbits had all disappeared on the saute country,
I would not then say the rabbits died from starvation.

Edward Hungerford Luttrel] examined :—
To the Chairman : I have been assistant to Dr. Butcher for a time, at Tintinallogy station ; 1 have
been assisting him for the two months just past, and on another occasion before that. 1 am familiar with
the condition of the rabbit question as affecting Tintinallogy. I first paid attention to rabbits here about
four years ago, but had previous experience of them elsewhere; I noticed them gradually increasing up
to December, 1887, notwithstanding the trapping, which did not seem to decrease them at all, though
immense numbers were caught. They arc decreasing now, however, since December, .1887 ; tbey began to
die in December, aud the mortality gradually increased. 1 was away from the end of December, 1887, to
March, 1888. and on my return in the latter month, I could hardly sco auy rabbits where there were
thousands before. I concluded from the look of the rabbits fhat they were dying from disease ; I thought
this from their emaciation and their general appearance. All ages and sorts died, young ones seemed to
die very soon, and soon after the dying began no young ones were visible at all.
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To Dr. Wilkinson: There were many dead young ones found, and plenty of nests deserted with
tho young ones in them—the mothers gone ; I dug out many myself and found the young ones dead in
the nests; they were quite young—<f nest young”—say about a month old.
To the Chairman: Breeding ceased after the dying began; I saw no young rabbits after that, Tho
best breeding season for rabbits is from May to about October—all tho winter, in fact; I don’t know
that breeding depends on new grass. In the last year or two there has been more feed than there is just
now; the summer before last, 1 remember, rabbits were breeding all summer.
To Mr. Tabart: Wo shear here in August; I saw the si.ock at shearing for a month or so, off and
on ; the stock was thoroughly healthy, I took fat sheep away from here myself, last winter, I have seen
nothing to cause me to suspect disease among the stock up to now'; T have been about among them, and
seen them in the yards also, while the rabbits bare been dying. I was on Tintinallogy when sheep were
put in 11 the bend,'1 and helped Mr, Butcher to inoculate them ; it had no effect on them ; I also helped
to inoculate rabbits; these rabbits died very soon; they showed the effect in twenty-four hours. In my
opinion the wholesale destruction of rabbits on 'Tintinailogy is due to disease. The state of the pasture all
this time was very good, and tho stock were fat; from this, the natural inference would be that rabbits
would also be fat. During this time, while grass was plentiful, I noticed rabbits were barking shrubs. I
have seen the stock on Billilla Run; they are perfectly healthy; rabbits have died on part of that run
from same cause, I believe, as on Tintinallogy; rabbits were very thick there, and now there are hardly
any. I cannot say if the disease in the rabbits is extending northward; on Billilla, about 10 miles back
from the Darling, rabbits seem healthy. Rabbits inoculated with this disease, have, to the best of my belief,
been cnilargcd on different portions of Tintinallogy; presumably from that, the extension of this disease
is, I think, caused by infection. Since December, fat sheep have been sold off this run ; I forget exactly
the number, I think about 13,000; these were all real good stores; plenty of people would call them fat
sheep. Fatality among sheep would not, I think, be caused by barking; on the harked country hack from
this, on Terrawinia and Billilla, I saw no dead rabbits. I don’t think they have migrated from Tintinallogy
elscw'here.
'
2b the Chairman: I cannot say if diseased rabbits have been carried from here to anywhere else.
2b Mr. Tabart: I have never been on Weinterriga Run for twelve months; Tintinallogy and Billilla
are the only two plaees I have noticed the disease; I have not been on any other for several months. To
introduce this disease on a run where sheep were, I would not consider unsafe ; I would not have the
slightest hesitation in introducing it on such a place.
To the Chairman: I never saw fat rabbits die with this disease; all I have seen die are more
or less wasted; the young ones seemed to die very quick.
■
2b Dr. Wilkinson : I should say, not long after they come out of the burrows.
To the Chairman : The rabbits that died in confinement were also equally emaciated ; I never saw
any die in good condition. If a fat rabbit were inoculated, 1 hardly think it would die in good condition,
they wasted away so quickly.
Io Dr. Wilkinson : I have seen rabbits perfectly healthy and fat inoculated ; those rabbits always
became rapidly thin and died; I never saw any that withstood the inoculation ; I have seen four or five
per day die in the crates; scores of them altogether I have seen die so.
. .
Tabart: By placing rabbits in a certain particular hutch in the cam]), which was considered
infected, they always became infected and died. There were only two or three rabbits put in that hutch
that did not take the disease. Previous to placing them in that hutch, they had not been inoculated in
any way. They were caught and placed in the yards for four or five days to make sure they were healthy
and unhurt before experiments were made ou them.
.
. To the Chairman: Some of these were tamo rabbits; by this I mean, rabbits that had been some
time in hand; the two white rabbits in the camp now, like all the others used, were caught wild on the run.
.
To Dr. Wilkinson : There were experiments made tending to show that, by a certain method of
inoculation, rabbits could he protected from the disease; they were given the disease in a very slight
form by a certain method of inoculation, and, after that, they could not be made to take the disease by
inoculation; I do not know whether such rabbits were tried by being placed in tbe infected hutch.
To the Chairman: The confined rabbits never bred, 1 think; some which wore in young when
caught had young ones in the hutches. The appearances I saw of the disease were, that they got watery
about the eyes and uose; the hair looked rough and set up, it did not fall off ; there was no scab, and no
purging, though at first I saw a few here that had scabs on them ; when sick they neglected their food,
whatever we gave them ; they had plenty of green feed as well as dry—cabbages and lucerne among other
things. This neglect of food began about two days after inoculation ; the food at any rate, if they did eat
it, did them no good.
’
, To Mr. Tabart: The first two sheep inoculated were under observation for two months, and showed
no sign of disease. The next lot were in while I was away ; they were a long time in “ the bend,” fenced
in there with nesting, whore the rabbits were dying from disease, and were occasionally brought in and
examined; they showed no sign of disease; they were afterwards turned on tho rim among the other
sheep.
‘
To Dr. Wilkinson : After inoculation, the inoculated rabbits were generally put in a butch together,
five or six being usually inoculated at a time ; I could not say if any rabbits were kept for a very long time
in the experimental camp without being inoculated ; I tbink, however, that some nore kept three or four
weeks. "We kept healthy rabbits iu the yard a fortnight or more, at any rate; I never noticed any of these
healthy rabbits contract the disease spontaneously, without either being inoculated or being put in the
infected butch ; I remember, in fact, no single case of that kind.
_
To the Chairman: The rabbits used for the experiments were dug out of burrows on the run, or
driven into V netting-yards; they were taken where we thought they would be most healthy. They were
then so thick that we could got twenty to thirty in a burrow j they were shallow burrows mostly, ruuiiiii,T
along close to the surface of the ground.
*
‘
°
, , To Mr. Tabart: I find now, on the burrow country on Tintinallogy Run, that the burrows are
silting up ; they show no signs of workings, and their condition demonstrates that no rabbits are thero
now; I notice the same thing on parts of Billilla Run, where rabbits used to swarm in thousands.
ALBEMARLE
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ALBEMAELE STATION.
MONDAY, 2S MAY, 18SS.
New South Wales:
New Zealand:
Queensland:
Tasmania:

Present:—
TV. C. Wilkinson, Eaq., M.D., M.P.
A. Dillon Dell, Esq.
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D. (Chairman).
Thomas A. Tadap.t, Esq.

Nicholas SaJleir, general manager of Albemarle Station, examined
To the Chairman : I have been living in this neighbourhood for thirty years. I first occupied. Billilla
Station near here ; I took that place up from the blacks in 1858. Babbits first appeared here about four
years ago, and kept increasing up to October, 1887; during this time they were regularly trapped and
dogged ; trapping still goes on, and we also use dogs, and poison. AVe pay tho rabbiters Id. per scalp.
My instructions from tbe owner are to leave no stone unturned to destroy tbe rabbits. I tbink if we had
not trapped so much wc would have lost more feed ; but as regards tbe number of rabbits we should have
been in the same position now without any trapping at all as with all we have done. I think that for this
reason—that if we had not trapped, rabbits would have increased more rapidly, and the present destruc
tive conditions of disease would not have occurred. Of course I don’t know whether it is disease or not,
but something is killing the rabbits in a natural way. I would not favour leaving rabbits alone; we must
destroy them to save our feed; I would not leave it to natural operations. My experience is that natural
loss of rabbits never occurs until certain undesirable conditions occur on the run 11111011 it is our interest
to avoid. Thero was no apparent decrease from trapping; wire-yarding, and traps round tanks did how
ever, decrease them ; the poisoning by strychnine was tbe most effective plan of all; it showed results ; it
cleared tho rabbits off largely. No other means showed really important results.
To Dr. Wilkinson : I don’t think trapping has tended to increase the rabbits. The trappers, I
think, have worked faithfully enough ; they don’t breed rabbits, or deliberately increase them, I believe ;
but, of course, they will not catch young rabbits, unless you pay thorn well for it; you cannot blame them
for that, I suppose.
To Mr. Tabari: I think trapping spreads and extends rabbits; that, I think, must be so, because
it is only these last four years we have bad rabbits bore, whereas eighteen years ago there were rabbits on
tho Murray; they were as thick there then as they are here now. Rabbits did not seem to work up north
at all till the last four or five years; when we hoard of them 50 miles off here they were already hero too;
I attribute this quick spreading to the Murray people working so actively just at that time. The country
camo into the hands of new people from Arictoria, who at once started to destroy the rabbits. AVhatever
disturbing influence you bring to bear on rabbits scatters them ; trapping does this like other means, not
pre-eminently so. 1 except the method of fumigation ; that does not disturb, hud, therefore, does not
spread rabbits.
To Dr. Wilkinson: They warren here a good deal; a good number in the same warren some
places; in others, few; it depends on the natnral features of the country.
To Mr, Tabart: I see a great decrease lately in rabbits on Albemarle. I attribute this to want of
proper food. The rabbits have died, but I don’t tbink ail that have disappeared have died ; I do not see so
many dead ones as would account for the great decrease ; I know however that tho holes are full of dead
rabbits. 1. havo heard rabbits have been dying in this district from disease, and I tliink those I havo
opened aro not healthy; I think their stomachs and livers are diseased. 1 havo lived on other rahbit
country before this. I have heard of rabbits dying in Tasmania, at Ellenthorpe. I think they died there
from bad food. The sheep on this run are all thoroughly healthy. I believe you can breed disease in sbeep
here as well as in rabbits, by putting them on the same country where the rabbits got unhealthy, and
keeping them there. AVhat I mean is this, if you keep sheep on certain food continuously they breed a
fatal disease ; I tbink under such eircumstauces they die from anthrax. They die like that from tho
description I have heard of anthrax. I don’t consider phosphorus poisoning any good here, and I think
therefore, that distributing-machines for such purposes are useless; I have used them, and followed
regularly on their tracks, and that is my conclusion ; AVe have more sheep on this run now than wo
had in 18S7—only 3,000 or 4,000 more; the sheep aro healthy, and the rabbits are dying; and I
would not be able to infer from this that the sheep have starved the rabbits, I think the rabbits are
dying because they are eating scrub. The past twelve months has been as good a season as we ever had on
tbo Darling—an unusually heavy rainfall floods, in fact. Four and a half rabbits will cat as much as a
sheep; this was ascertained by careful experiments made at Tintinallogy. Ever since rabbits became
appreciable in number no stock have done really well.
To the Chairman : Rabbits breed in winter, from April in average seasons, and breed on till the
grass gets dry, ordinarily tilt October or November, but in a drooping season they may breed all the
summer. There was a heavy rainfall in December last year, and the rabbits started making nests, but I
have no record of any young being found in them ; many nests were dug out, without any young ones
being found ; actual nests—does’ nests—I am talking of, not mere burrows. The instinct of bringing
fortli the young and preparing for them was manifested, yet no young seemed to come.
To Dr. Wilkinson : Lately, though I have seen no young ones, I havo found does in young.
To Mr. Tabart: The external appearance of the affected rabbits is that they are emaciated and
cannot run ; when you see their internal organs, you can easily sec that such rabbits could not run, tho
organs are so congested. I have experience in wire-netting, but have not made comparisons much. AVe
use 3 feet G inch netting—sometimes it is 1| and sometimes
inch mesh ; I think Tf sufficient; young
rabbits can get through it, but I do not think they do; I consider If safe enough, My cultivation pad
dock, so fenced, kept all rabbits out; I am using now 42-inch netting, some If and some 1)- inch mesh ;
I consider them about equally good; I have made no comparison as regards height, having never used or
had any experience with 36-inch net. AVe intend netting the entire run by paddocks successively, lifting
7—F
tbo
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the netting from the cleared ground behind us, and advancing it further on. Subdivision is essential to
dealing with rabbits by wire-netting; if ring-fenced only, such an area as this, 75,000 acres, could not be
effectively dealt with—in fact it would be pure waste of money ; fho smaller tho paddocks tho better. If
it were proved that what is destroying rabbits on Tintinallogy is an infectious disease, I would not fear
introducing it here ; we have it, in fact; I believe, however, it is produced by the food.
To the Chairman : A very similar disease to the present one—in fact, identical, so far as I can
observe—has displayed itself on this station during the summer in previous years ; but as those seasons
were unusually good, and the feed abundant, it did not last long, and tbe rabbits seemed to get quite
healthy again. I think the food being abundant keeps the disease away. At the present time, since the
rain a fortnight ago, the rabbits are becoming more active and getting quite strong; they cannot be caught
so easily now as before; before the rain the dogs could catch forty to fifty in a day, whereas now, by
the time they have caught two, they are exhausted by the run.

ADELAIDE.
FRIDAY, 1 JUNE, 188S.
I‘resent:—
New South Wales.New Zealand;
Queensland:
Tasmania:

'W. C. "Wixkixsox, Esq., M.D., M.P.

A. Dillon Bull, Esq.
JoaEPii Baxuhoft, Esq., M.D. (Chairman).
Thomas A. Taiiajit, Esq.

Frederick Langloh Parker examined
To the Chairman : I have had experience at Darling (Block D) in 1S7S, when rabbits first appeared ;
since then on borders of South Australia and New South Wales ; the station is called Buckalow, aud
contains 388,000 acres. I have seen rabbits dying in May, 1888, on Buckalow, for the first time; I was
there in November, 1887, when the country was swarming with rabbits. In May I saw very few alive, but
hundreds dead everywhere; those left were so reduced that they could he caught with the greatest ease.
I never saw this before on the Darling, or anywhere, nor have I heard of it before. Thero were sheep on
Buckalow. In 1881, when I bought, there were no rabbits thero; 1 inspected it in June, 1881, and found
no rabbits there : rabbits began to appear there in 1883, and constantly increased, in a regular wave, up
to November, 1887. Buckalow is now comparatively clear; men could not make wages at 2s. Gd. a seal]),
yet the G-ovcrnmcnt threatens to summons us unless we put on men at once. The few remaining rabbits
are weak—one out of five is fairly strong, four out of five arc miserable weak crawling objects ; I could
discover no disease, but a wasting away; I know of no diseased rabbits having been brought there ; I
have hoard reports that some have been brought on to neighbouring stations.
To Mr. Tabart: The feed is (where sheep have been running) very bad—very much reduced ; but
a few miles from water it is very good, the sheep mostly keeping near the water.
To the Chairman : Babbits are more about tho water than far out. I inspected the hack part of tho
run, winch was well supplied with food; there were rabbits there, but not so many as near water. Tho
deaths are as numerous on good feed country as elsewhere. Babbits are also caught in bushes sometimes,
and so killed.
To Mr. Tabart: There is a good deal of bush on my country. Babbits eat the hush a great deal—
in fact, up to 9 feet high ; sheep eat the same bushes, but do not hark them as rabbits do. Tbe sheep are
in fair store condition there; the only deaths are the usual ones of old sheep—the usual percentage only—
and some deaths occur from the unusual distance they have to travel for water ; 1 don’t think it possible
for sheep to starve rabbits ; rabbits, on the contrary, will starve sheep.
To Mr. Dell: I noticed rabbits baricing trees two years ago, and did not know what was doing it;
it was not so extensive as now ; I noticed no rabbits dying then. The shrubs being barked then were just
tho same as are being barked now.
To Mr. Tabart.- I believe the cause of death is disease; tbe symptoms seem the same as Dr.
Butcher describes about bis diseased rabbits at Tintinallogy. Tintinallogy run is about 100 to 120 miles
away from mine; my stock are not suffering from an}' disease. Knowing what I do of it, 1 would not
hesitate, if this is a disease, to introduce it among my stock—not in the slightest degree, though I have
valuable stud flocks there. I am satisfied that my country cannot be cleared by present known means
without dividing into small paddocks with wire-netting.
■
To the Gkairmam ,- On the Darling (Block D Station) rabbits were not so tlnck as at Buckalow ;
there are some there now.
To Mr. Tabart: I laid trappers on Buckalow. In November, 1887, they were killing 100 a day
each, at 3d. a-piecc ; in 1883 I gave 2s. Gd., then 2s., and downwards to Gd., 3d., and 2d. per scalp.
According to tho boundary-riders ou Buckalow, fho rabbits there are beginning to breed again ; for
certain reasons, this statement maybe received with caution, still, it may he correct. Babbits do not breed
iu the dry season.
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SECTION IV.
concerning the mortality among Rabbits in the AVairarapa
District (N.Z.), given by Mr. Coleman Phillips before Dr. Wilkinson
and Mr. Dillon Bell, Members of the Commission.

Evidence

Gvoekal Statement mam by Mu. Coleman Phielii’s,

Is 1883-1, finding that our poisoning operations with phosphorized grain were not successful in coping
vdth tho difficulty, 1 determined upon calling my neighbours together to devise some further measure of
-relief. The neighbouring innholders met and agreed to form a voluntary association for the district. "Wo
agreed upon simultaneous poisoning during the winter months, and subsequently upon turning out the
natural enemy—chiefly the ferret. The runliolders of the district sent me application for some 1,200
ferrots, but ono runboldcr preferred to obtain some stoats and weasels. I think that gentleman obtained
some 300 of those animals from England.
,
.
.
IL was at my earnest wish tliat the turning out of these animals was assayed as a general expenment. Previously three of us had been breeding and turning out the ferret, and two or three of us the
cat. 'We found that cats did good work, which they still continue.
.
*
Being empowered to proceed I begun the purchase of all tho ferrets obtainable, and distributed
them as freely as I could amongst the runliolders. 1 could not at first obtain many—not more than 100
—but these were kept to breed from. Subsequently more were obtained.^ There may havo been turned
out up to 1887 some 000 ferrets, 300 stoats and weasels, and 300 eats. Wo had, of course, all been using
dogs in hunting. 1 should think that some 400 dogs wore used ; perhaps more. The South Wairarapa
district contains over a million acres.
_
_
1 n 188(5 signs of disease appeared amongst the rabbits, but little notice was taken of it. Some
were affected with bladder-worm, some with liver rot, and some were scabby. Early in 18861 had noticed
that mv rabbi tier’s dogs were looking mangy, and more skeletons, 1. told the man that ho should keep his
dogs in better condition. His reply was “ that the dogs were so badly infested with worms from constantly
feeding upon raw rabbit that ho could not keep them in better condition.” My reply was that 1 had
noticed a neighbour’s pack of dogs looking in much better condition, .and that 1 would inquire into tho
reason. Upon inquiry 1 learnt that there dogs were given areca-nut to expel the ■worms. 1 eonsequeni ly
insisted upon my dogs getting this medicine also. To this accident I attribute the great subsequent
spread of the disease around and upon my run.
_
In 1887 tho combined operations of simultaneous and proper poisoning operations, the turning out
of the cat, ferret, stoat, and weasel, and the spread of disease, produced a rcmarlcablo effect upon the pest.
The rabbits disappeared like magic. We could scarcely credit the great fact that the pest had been
conquered. In three years our operations had succeeded ; and as I write now, towards the latter end of
1888, the fact remains that the South Wairarapa district is the first large district in the Australasian
colonics which has succeeded in conquering the pest.
It may be said from tho above facts that the natnral enemy did the work and not the disease.
There is a great conflict of opinion among tho innholders themselves in the district about this. Some think
that the simultaneous aud proper poisoning operations did the work. Others that the ferrets did it.
Others that there was some other causo, perhaps tho disease. Pew joined with me in thinking that tho
disease was tho stimmuitibofttwt, combined toiffo the natural enemy and the poisoning operations ; that ono
depends upon the other, but all require to be used.
__
I pointed out that under disjointed poisoning operations poisoning was of no avail whatever.
Tear after year we had been poisoning and I had personally sent home about a quarter of a million skins.
One of my neighbours had sent almost that number from his run in one year. And it will be seen from
the last report5 (1888) of the Chief Rabbit; Inspector for Now Zealand, that from the South Island of the
■colony some twelve million skins were sent away last year as the result of poisoning operations, and that
the rabbits were stiU as lad as ever. At the present time we do not send away a single bale of skins from
South "Wairarapa.. Surely, then, it cannot he said that poison is effectual.
_
As to the natural enemy. Many of the rahbitters say that the ferret does little good. They are
delicate and die off quickly in bad years. They are not an animal strictly of the/cr«n«/»ra? (wild nature),
like tbe stoat and weasel. Nor do they kill for the mere sake of killing. I know for a fact that ferrets
and rabbits often occupied the same warren when tho pest was at its height. In my opinion the ferret
eats a certain number of tbo young ones, but its chief duty is to kill by its intestinal worms, which infect
the grass aud so kill off. The great use of the ferret is that it is an admirable distributor of worms.
That it sometimes dies off rapidly is its highest recommendation to us in Australia. Eor it is of no use
to us in large numbers, when it has cleared away the post in any district. I would rather be constantly
turning out a fow ferrots upon say 20,000 acres of land, than havo to be sweeping off a swarm of ferrets.
Not that it would bo at all difficult to clear that 20,000 acres of ferrets. That could he done by trapping
in about a month with one man. But then there would be the danger to tho neighbouring lands. I have
no wish to infest the lands of Australia with a worse animal pest than the rabbit.
.
I scarcely like entering upon the scientific side of this question. My opinion is that wo shall get
little help from the men of science. I say this with all respect, but I think 1 have good reason for saying
so. Professor Thomas, one of the most able biologists in the colonies, I believe, visited the "Wairarapa
and failed completely t o see the beauty of nature’s working—this conquest of a pest by means of a worm.
His visit occupied ten days, and his reports contain scarcely a word touching the excreta of the ferret or cat.
Sir James Hector, on the contrary ascribes to this disease its full credit. That gentleman very properly
instances the fact that the great North American Continent; is kept free from a rabbit pest by means
of this very disease. M. Pasteur takes no notice of the disease, but wishes to use chicken-cholera
microbes.
-^e
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Tho question arises, then, as to whether there is not a higher law than the minute investigations of
scientists, which may result one way and may result another; whether tho disease that swept off tho
rabbits upon Tintinallogy run, the rabbits in South Wairarapa, the cats near the Darling Haver, the rabbits
in Green Island in Otago, and in one district in Tasmania, may not he one and the same; whether the
Commission itself has been right, I make bold io say, in taking tho course it has doneinits investigations ;
whether it should not have taken a wider view.
And what is that view? The honorable members of the Commission must pardon me if I speak
confidently, perhaps too much so. My excuse is that I occupy the curious position of having passed
through and conquered the pest, and that I can now look back and think in the widest sense of tho
forces which have been at work. Let me suggest the widest view from a map of tho earth. Let
me point to the great continents of North and South America, Europe, Asia, and Airica. Is there any
rabbit pest in any of those places ? "We hear of none excepting in North America. There at the present
moment, the rabbit is crossing tho frozen Snake river into Oregon In millions. But what does Sir
James Hector say ? That every few years these rabbits are swept off by this very disease which I am
now attempting to describe.
Again in A.D. 1 the inhabitants of the Balearic Isles in the Mediterranean petitioned the Emperor
Augustus for relief against a plague of rabbits, and the emperor sent two legions of the army to repress
it. Some persons had doubtless lutrodued a few rabbits iuto these insular places, and there was no
natural enemy to check their increase.
Again in tho 15th century after Prince Henry of Portugal had discovered the islands lying off the
western African coast, and sent colonists tlicrc, and sheep and goats, and doubtless rabbits, tbo inhabitanls
complained of a plague of rabbits. Here, again, an insular speck of land cut off from the inroad of tho
natural enemy.
So in New Zealand and Tasmania and Australia. "Wo introduce the rabbit, but how have we
introduced the natural enemy? Scarcely at all. Practically only in the South "Wairarapa district of tho
North Island, at my earnest suggestion, and what has been the result ? The rabbit lias disappeared there.
It really matters not very much whether tho natural enemy actually cat up the rabbits or whether their
excreta diseased them. I say, from what I saw, that the latter is the highest good. The fact remains that
the rabbits disappeared which they did not do under the poisoning operations.
.
Has, then, this honorable Commisson been right in the narrow course of view it has hitherto
adopted, in this total neglect of historical jwecedent?
I may not be justified in thus venturing to criticise the work of the Commission. But I cannot
help pointing out the value of historical precedent in such a question as this. The Balearic Isles, the
Islands off the coast of Western Africa; Tasmania, New Zealand and Australia, were and are insular lands
separated from the main continents. Babbits were liberated in those islands and they soon multiplied
and became a pest. They would not have became a pest had the natural enemy been liberated with them.
On the great continents history is silent as regards auy pest, save that Sir James Hector states that from
liis experience in North America, the jack rabbit does’ assume the pest form there. (A. great distinction
exists betwen the rabbit as a mere animal, and the rabbit as a pest. It is the pest form only with which
I am now dealing.) But what follows ? Owing to the existence of the wolf, fox, wild cat, prairie dog,
other dogs, ferrots, stoats, weasels &c., &c., in North America, tho pest is every few year.i swept away, aud
the laud is strewn with millions of the dead rabbits. So virulent appearsjthe bladder-fluke or worm-disease
there, when it does break out, that few rabbits are left alive. Sir James Hector says indeed that his
party were almost starving in consequence of their having relied upon catching rabbits for food. 1 fancy
that the rabbits were only reduced to the “minimum of safety." Nature does not entirely exterminate.
As a mere animal, the rabbit is useful to man. Sufficient rabbits will escape any disease and breed
up afresh.
The question follows, how is the pest cleared off—how comes the land to bo strewn with the bodies
of the dead ? In my opinion the answer is simple. It is a mere repetition of tho history of the fluke in
sheep. Tho land becomes thoroughly infected with tho eggs of the bladder-worm. Tor as the rabbit
increases in numbers, so do the natural enemies increase theirs, and congregate, and by their excreta
thoroughly infect the land. Then some favourable season comes, like the seasons favourable to sheep fluke,
and the rabbits die by tbo million. In England, quite of late years, the sbeep have died off by millions.
To understand the bladder-worm the Commission should also understand the history of the sheep fluke.
_ _ One corollary and one only follows : That the natural enemy daija hj its excreta, and not h/ directhj
hilling Us prey. I regard the economic arrangement as beautiful in the extreme. Furred and hairy
animals aro of use to man; therefore they are here. But the majority of these very animals are the living
machines which distribute the worm that sweeps off others of them. I would therefore advise stationowners in Australia at once to recognize this great principle. To give their sheep aud cattle dogs, where
there are no packs of rabbit dogs, raw rabbit to cat, and nothing but raw rabbit. Soon the dogs will
become full of worms from constantly living upon this one food. Then, when they got thin and mangy
looking, let two monthly doses of areca-nut be given them. This will cause large portions of the worm
to be excreted, and tbe dogs will become sleek again. Their ordinary work will not at all bo interfered
with, but in all the damp spots of the continent, where these dogs visit, there will the segments of the
tape worm be deposited, and millions of eggs will quickly infest the grass. I would rather that small
packs of rahbit dogs were used by station holders for this purpose, than their sheep dogs interfered with.
But it is essential to spread the worm as quickly as possible.
__ Areca-nut is a cheap medicine, a shilling’s worth goes a long way. "We use it in my district, use it
as follows -—Take as much as will lie on the point of a sheath knife to half an inch hack, mix this up with
some butter, spread tho butter over some small pieces of mutton and give these to the dogs. Unfasten
the dogs next day and take them immediately to any damp lands. Hold them there for a little while and
then examine their excreta. Fine long thin segments of the worm will be found wrapped round and
round the lumps. Each of these segments, and there may be 50 to 100 in each long thin piece, contains
a male and female organ, which stocks the segment with from 1,000 to 2,000 eggs. Each segment separates
itself and possesses the independent power of wriggling into the grass, there dying (much after the manner
of the female spider and its eggs), the eggs becoming liberated and washed all about by the rain. The rabbit
comes along, eats the grass, and the eggs find their proper host, and form the bladders. "But the dogs must be
allowed to become thin before the areca-nut is administered, for if it is expelled too quickly, the segments of
’
‘
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Hie worm are immature and not properly stocked with eggs. Tlie dogs should t>e fed upon raw rabbit for a year
nt least, until they do get thin and mangy looking. The bladder upon the rabbit which I gave Sir James Hector,
and which is now at Ilodd Island, has increased very much since I caught it, but it docs not appear to bo
in so vital a part as others we have caught, or that rabbit must have died. The disease is often most
hidcoua. I hnve seen tho bladder como between the bind legs, and not a sign of the genital organs lert. r
That rabbit natural]v soon died. I have again seen it internal, upon the ribs or diaphragm, pressing the
heart, liver, and lungs out of all shape. That rabbit soon died. Tho bladder appears to come anywhere
but wherever it appears there it grows into a hideous sore. I should think that the rabbit upon Itodd
Island would soon begin to dwindle away aud die. For tliat bladder, even upon a safe part of the body,
where none of the internal organs are affected, as it is, must naturally sap the vitality of the animal.
When tho rabbit disappeared, my men noticed many dead animals upon the run, winch were not killed
by poison, gun, or dogs. They were usually mere skeletons, and many rabbits were caught mere skeletons,
not bavin" the strength to get away from tlie dogs. I will of course send over some more of my rabbits,
but I have so fow left, and it is so difficult to get specimens of tbe disease, when a run is clear aud the
minimum of safety reached, that your honorable Commission must not expect good results from me.
It would be better to ask tbe New Zealand Government to forward some for experiment from one ot tlie
newly-diseased runs on the South Island
' . . . .
, ,
I mean by this, from some of the runs in the South Island where tbo disease is beginning to show
itself. For I liave been distributing my diseased rabbits and dogs about, and people are beginning to
adopt tbe measures I havo been urging them for nearly two years to adopt. Ferrets, stoats and weasels,
are to be turned out, aud the dogs will get doses of areca-nut. I indeed began confining fluked rabbits
for mv own experiment about a year ago ; but so many persons asked me for specimens, tuat 1 gave them
away Now all that I can do is to catch what rabbits I can off the known fluked portions ot the run
and send them over, bladder or no bladder. These should be killed. Small bladders, tlie beginning ot tbo
disease will be found iu perhaps half of them. But it takes some months to develop, and deatli ot course
will depend on the locality of the bladder. We know tbe fluked spots of the run, which always appear
fluked, ^d j deE|re to sav

j ]iaTe ncvcr claimed that this disease will effect a hasty sweeping off, or

sudden extermination of'the pest. It appears rather to be slow, but effectual. 3h may only be inter
mittent, as Sir James Hector says, but it appears certain in its work.. The way to properly test it would,
be tliis. To let me take a millou acres of tbe worst infested land in the settled districts of Australia.
Let me there adopt exactly the same measures as 1 adopted in my own district, and m three or four
years the result would be certain.
. .
T
,,
,
The landowners would, I suppose, carry out, as well as they could, the regulations 1 would suggest
which would not be one-fifth as expensive to them as their present system of poisoning. To let me have
also a million acres of the worst infested Crown lands, and the Government to carry out the measures
there that I would suggest.
.
■
As to poison. Poison is quite ineffectual. It is an annual waste of money.
As to rabbit-netting, I cannot help saying that rabbit-netting is a most expensive remedy ni any
shape or form. I oueo thought that New South Wales might be netted in with advantage, because 1 was
unaware of tbe fact tliat tbe rabbits bad crossed the borders. But now they are acrosn tlie borders,
rabbit-netting can be abandoned as a mere waste of money in Australia. The province or Canterbury in
Now Zealand is trying to net itself in. It will not succeed; but it has already spent some LOO,000
towards the fence. The 30,000 ferrets which the G overnment have advertised for aud will turn out shortly
there at a coat of about £15,000, will be of more effectual good than a dozen such fences (Ibis adver
tisement upon the part of the New Zealand Government is an entire concession, to my plan and process
of reasoning and ou admission that past measures have been futile.)
.
• „ ,
Not that the ferret is tbe proper animal for tho Government to turn out m Lew Zealand, but it will
still do the good I say. Tbe ferret is too delicate for the snowy lands of the South Island and dies off too
quickly. The stoat, the weasel, and the polecat aro the proper animals to get for snowv lands. In
Australia J should think the ferret would answer, but stoats and weasels may have to be tried. Nature
especially changes the ferret into tbe stoat so that it may follow the rabbit even to tho poles. The jack
rabbit is found far north in Behring’s Straits.
.
But this offer to clear a given tract of country in a certain time brings me to this important
feature that certain principles of action must be accepted and adopted. I will briefly refer to what I
deem these principles to be :—
„
1. The recognition of the fact that settled districts must be treated differently to unsettled Crown
districts
2. That the rabbit has two forms. (1.) Tbe animal form useful to man. (2.) The pest form. .
3. The recognition of the minimum of safety maxim above referred to.
That is, that the rabbit
cannot be totally exterminated,
_
4. In settled districts the recognition of tbe principle of voluntary suppression.—to lot tbe district
suffer until tho settlers take measures for their own relief.
5. The principle of voluntary combination amongst settlers.
6. Rigid inspection either by Government or local officials.
■
7. Trapping to bo made a penal offence,
.
8. The inutility of rabbit-netting. Nature did not use rabbit-netting to keep down the rabbit pest
upon tbe great continents. It ought; perhaps to have done so, but it preferred otherwise.
I should like also to have permission to send over a box of half-a-dozcn ferrets immediate!}-, and for
the Commission to turn out those animals in the worst infested land and note the result. I remember
the Hon. G. M. Waterhouse turning out half-a-dozen ferrets, in my district so far back as 1877-8 and it
was suprising bow tho little animals increased and multiplied.
I think also that a certain number of bladder-wormed rabbits should be got over from New Zealand
and fed to the dogs, say at 50 miles distances, in badly infested places, so as to start the disease fairly, in
case it does not break out by itself. ‘When once started it will always remain. Rose, writing in 1837,
states that the Norfolk warreners in England prick the bladders, expel the seed eggs, and.tben send the
rabbits to market. This shows that the disease has been constant in England for centuries, and proves
another thing; that it is not at all harmful to man, else we should have heard of many cases of hydatids in
'
England
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England from eating these rabbits. In Australia, owing to the constant eating of mutton, many cases of
hydatids have occurred and arc stilt in the hospitals. I think it will be better for people not to eat fluked
rabbits, but; the disease has not been found harmful in England.
In,saying that I should like to adopt my plan of suppression upon two separate million acres of
land, it is because I have more faith iu my proved past measures of relief, than in observations to bo takes
at IK odd Island. Of course, I wish tbe course of the disease to be thoroughly investigated at Itodd Island.
The scientific gentlemen in charge there may indeed be enabled to suggest a more virulent form of action
for the disease and a quicker method of propagation. 1’rofessor Thomas told me be thought he might
effect that, but tliat scientist is so much engaged in other duties that he could only give about ten days, as
I havo stated above, to investigate this important matter. This was not sufficient, and proper observations
can therefore be taken at Redd Island, if it is possible, to obtain tbo same conditions there as upon a
wider area. Wolves, loses, dogs, cats, ferrets, stoats and weasels arc living machines for spreading the
disease naturally over a wide area like M. Pasteur wishes to spread disease artificially. Then animals go
where man rarely, if ever, goes.
,
And 1 would say this, also, with all respect—that E have never believed in M. Pasteur’s remedy, an
it is opposed to historical precedent. Nature has not kept the great continents free from rabbit pests by
chicken-cholera, but by the natural enemy spreading this very bladder-worm I speak about. Chicken-cholera
must fail, like tbe poison remedy, in vncftrclvaUiif. It will be found useful, but not effectual. Hut
the natural enemy is effectual at once and for ever, for it will place Australia in the same condition as the
great continents. It will be found that many rabbits will become proof against chicken-cholera, as I found
many rabbits proof against poisoned grain, and the pest will then always be springing up again. Nor is
there any nidus in the Australasian colonies yet for the proper spread of such diseases as cholera, pleuro
pneumonia, aud the like. These diseases start but they soon die out. They will not die out so quickly a
century or two hence. Chicken-cholera can however he tried as a process of rabbit extermination, but it
must be regarded as an entirely now remedy and therefore a dangerous one. I don’t tliink that it will
prove effectual, but .1 am not opposed to its boingtried. Let the oipcrimeutbe tried, just as UI. Pasteur directs,
upon a large scale, nt a distance from or side by side with iny own plan. I have no fear as to tbo ultimate
triumph of the natural enemy. Yei, 1 would rather that If. Pasteur was compensated for bis work, and
the experiment not tried, as I am convinced that if; will end in failure. Australia must be placed under
the aame conditions as the other lands of tbe earth, and one of these conditions is not chicken-cholera
for rabbit pest suppression.
■
In the Wairarapa district and in other parts oE New Zealand wc have bad what we thought were
visitations of cbickon-cbolera amongst the fowls. The hen-roosts were devastated. But all tbe animals
were not killed iu any one particular fowl-house. Some old rooster or hen would resist and laugh at tho
disease. So will the rabbit. But the animals 1 meutjon are nature’s machines for always laying fresh
supplies of worm disease in places where man docs not go. In Central Australia and in soutli western New
Zealand there are, I believe, 250 different kinds of tape-worms fafal to various animals, ex. gra.;—Tbe
lung worm in our hoggets, frichmiosis in pigs.
With respect to tbe disease being made more virulent—I would ask the Commission to
abandon this idea of virulence, and to oppose 1 he general wish that a hasty clearance is advisable—
poison is a hasty form of clearance but it is not effectual. I rather like tho slow wav; the bladderworm has worked with me. Of course, it is only natural tliat people wish a hasty clearance, but tbe
more baste in this matter the less speed.
Let no man give up his run iu consequence of this rabbit pest, as men did in New Zealand. Let
him only be careful what remedies lie applies. It is the application of the remedy which saves or ruins
him. 'The grass is not ruined, although eaten almost out of sight. It comes again, when tho pest has
been conquered, better than ever. One of the most pleasant sights I know is tho grass waving upon
plain and hill-side after the pest has passed away.
And I would digress for a moment to consider tbe difference of climate and population conditions
hero, and to point out that tbo excess of population often loads to rabbit pests, Thero is more danger
now of rabbit pests upon the great continents than there was when population was scarce. This results
from the natural enemy, especially wolves, foxes, &c., being cleared off, and the rabbit left to increase and
multiply unchecked, except by men goiug out bunting. Per contra, Australia has au extremely scattered
population ; but there no natural enemy has yet been introduced. I say this now owing to the observa
tion often made to me that Australia is different from tbe great continents.
I tbink upon tbe 1,000,000 acres of badly-infested Crown lands allotted to me for clearance—if it
should be—I should like to try stoats and weasels, and watch the results there. But generally for
Australia I think tbe ferret and tbo bladder-worm disease sufficient. 1 have no wish for more virulence
than what I have seen ; but if it is wanted, tbe meer-kat and ard-wolf can be introduced. These animals
partake of the fox and wolf tribe. But, as a man whose living depends upon sheep, I should prefer uot
to introduce these animals; to use nothing, indeed, but tho ferret, which does no harm to anything but
rabbits, rats, and mice, and can most easily be trapped off if so desired, Eowl-roosts suffer, perhaps,
from an occasional visit; but settlors would have to bo warned to protect their fowl-houses. I made my
fowls roost all about upon different trees, and, strange to say, I have never had any fowls killed. As to
the mongoose, I liave my doubts about that animal, too.
Eerrets do not eat babies or lambs, or diminish the production of eggs. These aro some of tho
cries that will be raised against them.
A. list of measures of relief would have to be drafted for the voluntary guidance of settlers ; but
this list should not, be allowed to be pleaded against tho penal clauses of the Babbit Acts. I tliink I can
furnish such a list. But I must say that 1 have never yet met with a rabbbit inspector in New Zealand
competent to express a proper opinion. Such officer's duty is best confined to the mere fact of whether
there are or not rabbits upon any particular place.
As to droughts—droughts will be found most useful in diminishing the number of rabbits; but
droughts will not exterminaf e the pest. In New Zealand, in summer time, I. always found that the rabbits
left the bills aud came down to tlie wet and damp places. It is, therefore, fortunate that it is these very
damp places which first become infected with bladder-worm, aud tbe rabbits theu carry the disease back
to the dry lands when rain comes.
Care
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Tare must be taken to cheek the preservation of rabbits in Australia. The thing should be nipped
in tho bud. In New Zealand (in tlie Kaikouras) one sctfler ia preserving and tinning the rabbits which
he traps, and consequently traps off the ground vermin his neighbours turn out. The settler employs
some 200 men in the work ; and democratic members ol Parliament point to this and say that it is better
than sheep-breeding, where no men arc employed. Of course., this one preserving staff benefits, and all
the neighbourhood suffers.
.
.
I wish, of course, that all my statements should be rigidly iuvestigated, and those rejected which
cannot be fairly supported. iSomc are certain to be wrong. No scientific man even can toll us the proper
remedies to pursue. How much more can I ? My evidence may perhaps be of use in lifting the question
out of tho grooves of science. This honorable Commission will cull tbe best measures to adopt from all
plans. Yet should it not hastily dismiss mine as being local to iny district; for I claim that it is world
wide, and that Australia, must inexorably be brought within its aclion.
_
I should be glad to know how the foxes have progressed which were turned out a few years ago in
Victoria. I believe great pains must bo taken in following those animals up aud watching the effect of
their excreta upon the rabbit.
Thero may be some native animals in Australia fitted to spread the bladder-worm about. This
point will'also require investigation.
_
.
I would, of course, recommend every runboldcr in Australia troubled with rabbits not to wait for
Government action, but each to buy and breed a few ferrets and let them loose ^ to go on poisoning just
the same, and to keep a book of tho number of skins daily gathered and rabbits killed. The Governments
of Soutli Australia, Queensland, Victoria, and New South Wales to each start a breeding establishment
and turn out what ferrets they can. (I. can easily send over some of my old hands or neighbours’ hands
thoroughly used to ferret-breeding. It will be necessary to get men used to the work, and then the
breeding is quite easy). But I should like to take a run through tho badly infested country first, and
then suggest where these animals should be liberated upon the Crown lands. I should like them liberated
near water ; for tbe ferret is a thirsty creature. It must get blood or water, I shall be happy to describe
my ferret-breeding house if the Commission wishes to know of it. I will also scud over copies of the
proceedings of our voluntary association in 1SS3 -4- 5 for attachment to this evidence.
I regret that the full Commission docs not happen to be sitting, so that I might be fully
cross-examined. A full cross-examination would bring out many matters that I may now overlook.
The question of sheep-fluke should also be investigated. Sheep grow strong and fat under the
fluke, and (hey are then sent to the market. But if they once begin to fall away there is no saving them.
It is, or was, a penal offence in England to fatten sheep for tho market by fluking them. The course of
the bladdor-fluke disease appears much the same to my mind as that of the sheep-fluke disease.
(Settlers will find that ferrets will vastly reduce the plague of rats and mice iu Australia.
No difliculty will be experienced bjT keeping small rabbit-packs of dogs. It will be best to lot tho
men own their own dogs ; but swapping or changing dogs should on no account be allowed amongst them,
I do not like using the sheep dogs as worm distributors. They would do it, of course; but then they have
their own work to do, and shepherds don’t like their dogs interfered with.
There appears to be fair reason for thinking that the bladder-worm disease which sweeps off the
rabbits periodically in North America is a more virulent form of the disease than I. had at Dry River. It
may be the tape-worm of the wolf or wild cat. Inquiry should at once be made from the United States
and Canadian Governments concerning this.
Sir lames Hector did not think, when 3. called his attention to the disease, that the tame dog or cat
could distribute it; that the wild dog or cat, wolf or fox, would be required. I could only point to tbe
state of my run for proof that (he tamo dog and cat could distribute it.
A. curious thing happened directly 1 called public attention to the disease, and the matter became
known. Many settlers who had beeu badly afflicted with the pest declared that they knew of the disease
long before I did ; that it was upon their runs, and they had thought little of it. Chiefly that such rabbits
had been wounded only by gun shot; hence the bladders. But as to its clearing off the rabbits, that was
absurd. I always notice that those people who said this had fjot Ihrouyh their rahbit difficulty and had
reached the safeti/ stage. The poison, the ferret, and the disease had worked the cure unknown to the
very people whose lands had been cleared. I instance tbo case of the Taratahiin the Wairarapa—well
known to my neighbours,
_
In sending over what diseased rabbits I can, I would rather that tho Commission requested the
Government of New Zealand to forward them ou by steamer from Wellington, as I reside some 60 miles
from Wellington, and wild rabbits require to be properly looked after in transitu.
Whether a confined experiment with the disease will work out well I cannot say. Fluke and
bladder-worm require (o pass through two or three stages, and one of these stages may bo wanting in con
finement. But it mav not bo. The Commission would confer a vast public good by allowing me to try
the experiment I wisfi to try upon these two separate blocks of country ; any one else can try it that the
Commission wishes, but I doubt whether they will have my experience.
'With regard to the present state of large estates in England and Scotland it appears to be somewhat
as follows
Rabbits, polecats, stoats, weasels exist side by side upon tho same estate, and have so existed
for a thousand years past. Trap off the ground vermin, as it is called, and Ihe rabbits soon increase iu
numbers. A natural balance of prey upon prey appears to be attained in England and tho rabbit does
not assume the pest form except where there is no ground vermin. A s to stoats and weasels, farmers like to
see one or two about their barns, as they keep the rats away from their stacks. Other people immediatel3r they see them kill (Fern off as vicious. Ferrei-s do not exist widely in number at all. Weasels
are vicious. I n,m not disposed to introduce weasels if it can be avoided. But the stoat might be intro
duced. I ivnuld prefer to work first with the ferret and then the stoat,,
I should like to see the evidence that lias been printed, as it will prove useful to me. This
evidence upon my part is written in Sydney, and I have not been able consequently to refer to my own
papers.
■
I liave little wish to bo regarded as an enthusiast. I feel certain that the remedy I now propose
will eventually bo adapted. It will clear any piece of country just as it cleared my district. Practically
the N orth Island of New Zealand is now free from a rabbit pest.
The
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The question is of vast importance for Australia. The Cmmnission has barely begun its labours.
Tlie experiments with M. Pasteur’s remedy has, I am afraid, been only waste of time, but it is nothing but
right that these experiments should havo been made. I should like to visit Tintinallogy run and inquire
into Messrs. Butcher and Ellis’ disease and sec wherein it differed from mine, At present I can but
regard it as a mere local outbreak of disease which died out in consequence of the natural euemy not being
there to carry it on and propagate it.
To my mind there is little doubt that a wide and statesmanlike view of this rahbit question will
have to he taken, and Australia placed under the same conditions as tho four great continents. Had
Australia been joined on to Asia by as narrow a strip of land as joins Africa thcro would never have been
a rabbit pest here. That narrow strip of land would allow the passage of tbe rabbit and the natnral enemy,
and long since nature would have worked out its own cure.
_
I cannot refrain from stating here that little reliance can be placed upon the views of local rabbit
inspectors. These gentlemen necessarily take a narrow view of the question. They are useful for rigid
observation purposes only. The question is far wider than their ken. I well remember how my efforts
were sneered at in 1834-5-6 by foolish inspectors. But it is pleasant to be able to say now that I cleared
my district in spite of them, and kept good friends with them, too. The New Zealand Government is now
going to follow my plans in the South Island; five years have, however, been thrown away there. I would
recommend this honorable Commission to road the last report (1888) of the Chief Babbit Inspector for
New Zealand. A more lamentable display of inefficiency I think upon the part of nine-tenths of the
rabbit inspectors cannot well be imagined. But we purpose altering all this, and in five years from
this there will he no pest of rabbits in the South Island of New Zealand. I am sorry to say what I do say
with regard to these gentlemen, but it will be well for Australia not to make the mistake, whicli we fell
into in New Zealand, of relying upon their judgment. At the present moment, as I write, they are
allowing the use of traps all over the Colony, which alone is a sufficient excuse for my speaking so strongly
as I do.
'
Sydney, October.
--------COLEMAN PHILLIPS.
Addekivcm: to the evidence of Mr. Coleman Phillips.
Before leaving Sydney I wish to append to this evidence one or two points that I have overlooked:—
Firstly,—I wish to emphasize my opinion that it is very desirable for the Australasian Governments
to continue the scientific investigations at Eodd I sland. Tlio rabbit pest is only in its infancy as yet in
Australia. We, who have had ten years’ experience of it in New Zealand, alone can tell what it means,
and of its danger. I personally never took the proper and minute observations I should have taken with
regard to many things I wished information about. Had I done so I should simply have bad to neglect
all my other work, and I could not do that. The New Zealand Government too never made those
observations either, and that colony has suffered to the extent of hundreds of thousands of pounds
annually in consequence of that neglect. 1 may perhaps he allowed to give a couple of instances of loss.
Upon a neighbour’s run of 20,000 acres in tbe North Island, which now carries nearly 20,000 sheep,
during the years of the height of the rabbit pest not 5,000 were carried. In the South Island (Lake
Wanaka, I believe) the steamer used to take down about 5,000 bales of wool annually from that one
district before the rabbits appeared, six or seven years ago. Last year the steamer took down 300 bales;
tliis means a loss of at least £60,000 annually to that one little district.
The observations made by Professor Thomas were altogether too hasty and incomplete. An
establishment of some kind is, therefore, absolutely necessary to make, and to continue to make, for
years to come, these observations and experiments which any private individual can hardly be expected
to go through, without sacrificing all his other work. No matter what the cost may be, I strongly ur^e
upon the Australian Governments the absolute necessity of keeping up such an establishment, sharing ?n
the expense, and, for the sake of tho landowners, trying every experiment which may be deemed feasible
and worthy of trying. If, for no other thing, the Eodd Island experiments may have saved the Colony
from the wrongful application of M. Pasteur’s remedies,
I have omitted, also, to mention hawks as n natural enemy to the rabbit. In tho Wairarapa, the
hawks increased very fast as the rabbit increased, aud they killed off large numbers of young and weak
rabbits. One of my neighbours indeed thinks the hawks almost cleared her run. They certainly did a
fair amount of good, and no harm, that I could see, to the stock. Wc had an idea, too, that those birds
carried the bladder-worm about. Birds of the captive order may, perhaps, do so : eagles and the like.
I should recommend landowners troubled with rabbits to get a few hawks. They will soon increase, and
when the pest is conquered they can easily be cleared off from the settled districts. In Central Australia
they will, with the ferret, be always doing a certain amount of good.
As to clearing them off. 1 have caught as many as four hawks within an hour, by tying a piece of
meat to the fall of an ordinary gin trap, and placing the trap upon the top of a post near my house;
fastening the trap with a piece of chain to the post.
I should therefore like the excreta of all Australian birds or animals feeding upon the rabbit
examined, in order to see whether the bladder-worm and tho diseases which we found incident thereto
(liver rot, &c.) may not be propagated by this means also. It may be that the ferret and hawk does good
only by eating off the young rabbit, and that it takes the dog and cat (to which can certainly be added
the fox in Australia) to propagate the disease. Wc certainly always called the eggs in tlie bladders dog
worm eggs. The hawk may consequently not carry the worm. Sir James Hector told me that only tho
wolf, the lynx, the fox, and the wild dog could distribute the worm. I think I convinced him and
Professor Thomas that the tame dog also carried tho disease. Other things may therefore also carry it.
I think the cat does, and eagles may. That is why I should have liked to have known more concerning,
the reason so many eats died lately in one district of Victoria or New South Wales. Carrying tlie worm
about may prove too exhausting for the eat; but tliat doesn’t matter, providing a certain amount of good
is effected.
The pity really is that we did not more closely investigate the disease in New Zealand ; but, as I
have said, tho pest was actually conquered in my district before I called attention to the matter. In
giving this evidence, therefore, I can only state the broad features of clearance which I wish applied to
Australia. I cannot say for certain whether tho ferret, stoat, weasel, cat, or hawk carried the disease or
not; hut I know for certain that the dog did. And if the dog did the good with us, surely it will do the
same
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same good in Australia. Poison swept off swarms of old rabbits. Ferrets, stoats, weasels, cats, and
bawks swept off swarms of young rabbits, and then the disease nttackod what rabbits remained behind.
That we all know now. Thus was the rabbit pest conquered in South Wairarapa.
I hope I shall be accorded permission to clear the piece of land I ask leave to clear in Australia.
I can assure the honorable Commission of this: That my remedies did no barm to stock in New Zealand,
and tbey will do no harm in Australia. They are simply nature's remedy—(cicepting tho poisoning) —
slow in action, but effectual iu the end. And should they be applied in Australia, ns I think tbey must
be—should tbey do tbe good that I. say they wilt do—and should it bo found that all my statements arc
not scientifically correct, still 1. shall rest content with having been able to do some little good in directing
tbe minds of my fellow landowners towards the proper method of euro. Ono can but do but little good
to one’s fellows in tins life. Each of us can but do bis best.
COLEMAN PHILLIPS.

MONDAY, 29 OCTOBEH, 18SS.
Present:—
New Soutli Wales: Witj.iam C.oiac Wu.ktwsO-V; Esq., M.B., M.P.
New

Zealand:

At,feed Dit.lo>* Belt,, Esq.

Coleman Phillips called in aud examined :—
1. The Chairman.-] Did you make any observations to prove the existence of bladder-fluke in large numbers
of the rabbits that died during the epidemic ? We made many and constant experiments.
2. What did you find ? That three out of five of the rabbits were infested with bladder-fluke; but only
in certain parts of the run.
3. Have yon any idea how many observations were made—did you examine thousands of rabbits ? There
were not thousands of rabbits to examine.
4. Then you only began to examine rabbits when they were being all cleared off ? When they disappeared
wc began to examine into tlie causes of disappearance.
5. And can you say about how many you examined ? I should say 100. I gave away more than 100.
(5. And you found 00 per cent, of these diseased ? It was only diseased rabbits that were brought into
me for examination.
7. And what were the evidences of disease? Sometimes none; not the slightest evidence of disease
until the rabbit was killed. The rabbits were brought in from a portion of the run which we knew was
thoroughly “ fluked,” and we expected to find the disease there.
8. You examined about 100 rabbits ? Yes; or perhaps more; and in CO per cent, of these we found
bladder-fluke. Sixty per cent, of all rabbits caught on my run are now suffering from bladdcr-fluko ; but
of course we do not catch many.
9. Have they shown auy tendency to increase again? They would if they were not watched. If wc
did not turn out ferrets occasionally there is no doubt tlie rabbits would got up again. The ferrets die
off and go to other places, or are trapped in tho neighbouring districts ; so tliat wo have to turn out others
in their place.
10. You do not know what sort of tape-worm is in the dog and in the rabbit? Yes. Professor Thomas
told me tho precise name, but I forget it now. I should know the name if you mentioned it.
11. Is it the cmnurus ? Yos; fhat is the name.
12. You arc of opinion that ferrets, cats, stoats, and dogs, arc tlie means of this particular tape-worm
which produce bladder-fluke in rabbits? Yes.
13. AYcll, Professor Thomas' experiments show that tho dog is certainly the host of this worm, but have
you any evidence to show that the cat or the ferret may also bo tbo host of this particular tape-worm ?
Yes; the cats upon tho run are almost skeletons, and the ferrets, too. A great many of them get like
dogs that arc fed on raw rabbit. They are mangy, weak skeletons ; and I believe also these animals are
full of worms.
■
14. But have you ever proved it? "Well, no ; I have not proved it. I think that ferrets and cats should
bo got and examined at Bodd Island,
15. Mr. Dell.'] The scheme that you have brought forward rests principally upon the distribution of
tho germs of a particular tape-worm (which in one stage is bladder-fluke in rabbifs) by tho natural
enemy—that is to say, by ferrets, stoats, weasels, cats, as well as dogs ? Yes.
10. Then you are aware tbe truth of that statement must necessarily rest upon the question whether
these particular natural enemies harbour tlie parasite whicli in one of its stages is bladder-worm in rabbits ?
Yes.
17. Then upon what does your belief rest that these natural enemies act as hosts of this parasite at all ?
■Well, that we have seen the worms exist in dogs. And because it exists in the dog I am euablod to assume
that it also exists iu the ferret, stoat, weasel, and cat.
IS. Yes; we admit it exists in dogs—Professor Thomas’ experiments prove that. But Professor Thomas’
experiments, so far as they go, negative tlie presumption that the other animals named harbour the parasite
at all. Do you disagree with that? I think dogs are sufficient to spread the disease themselves. If you
uso sufficient dogs you can spread the disease. I really have very little faith in Professor Thomas’ experi
ments, so far.
19. Dr. Wilkinson.] But ho has proved what you maintain ? But he has not proved what I wish.
20. Mr, Dell.] Your scheme involves—to use your own language—a very large depondcuce on the spread
ing of this bladder-fluke, not by dogs, but by other animals? Yes ; by ferrets. And I believe that the
ferret is full of worms at times.
21. Dr. Wilkinson.] Did you always believe that? Yes; since I commenced reading on the subject.
22. It is a wonder, then, that you did not look for yourself ? I certainly ought to have killed and
dissected one or two,
23. Professor Thomas states in his report:—“I found that the rabbitters were unconsciously doing their
best to prevent the spread of tho disease. Noticing that their dogs wereinfeetpd with tape-worms, they
7—Q
periodically
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periodically gave them medicine to expel the worm. This may in part account for the much smaller percentage
observed by me.” You think on the other hand that this very action of the rabbitters tended to spread
the disease ? Yes ; by expelling the worms and the eggs in greater numbers. In reply to that I would
say that after eighteen months use of the areca-nut Professor Thomas sent to me for one of my dogs
infected with tape-worms. I had been in the habit of giving it regular doses of areca-nut and the worms
came out regularly.
24. Mr. Bcll7\ In your view, dosing with areca-nut tends to expel a portion but not tbe whole of the
tape-worm ? Yes; I would not turn out a single ferret in Australia if a sufficient number of dogs could
he used; hut still 1 think the ferret is far preferable to the dog. .Dogs are such enemies to sheep and
ferrets are not. The dogs sometimes go wild amongst the sheep.
25. Why do you prefer the ferret P Solely because it is not dangerous to sheep.
26. Dr, Wil&intton.'] But you will admit that a ferret is no use unless it can be proved that it harbours
this particular tape-worm P Yes ; they arc useful. Besides they are an important factor in killing young
rabbits, though they do not kill the old ones.
•
27. Mr. Bell.'] You expressly state in your evidence that the natural enemy is of value by virtue of
spreading the bladder-worm in much greater proportion than by any direct means. And you then say
that you greatly prefer the ferret to turn out, though you admit yon are quite unable to say whether the
ferret spreads the worm or not? I believe it does.
28. But you have no grounds for making that statement ? No. Where the ferret especially comes in—
besides the spread of disease—is that, after poisoning (which kills the old rabbits), the ferrets then come
in and eat the young ones. Then the disease attacks the old ones again.
29. Dr. Wilkinson.] In your written statement, I notice that you seem to lay particular stress upon the
use of ferrets ? Yes; but dogs would still require to be used. I should like to see sheep dogs used.
30. But you think the introduction of a large number of ferrets is a most important step for the des
truction of the natural enemy of the rabbit, tbe bladder-worm ? I wish to make this as an assertion. On
the central lands of Australia some disease is wanted—periodically acting of itself, to dear off the rabbits,
as cleared off on other parts of the earth, before they become a pest. If you turn out a sufficient number
of ferrets to go through the whole of Central Australia they will keep the rabbits in check. This is on
the same principle, and I will he very sorry if I cannot prove it.
31. Mr. Bell.] You are aware that Mr. BuUen’s ruu in New Zealand was understood to have been
cleared by the turning out of a large number of ferrets ? Yes ; it was cleared once by turning ferrets
out, but the rabbits have come there again.
32. When it was cleared, was the work done in your opinion by the outbreak of the bladder-fluke ? No.
Bladder-fluke never appeared there that I am aware oh
33. Your opinion is that by turning out ferrets rabbits can be cleared off, without bringing in the
uostion of bladder-fluke at all; but would not the rabbits be liable to reappear unless they were kept
own ? Yes ; but unless the bladder worm disease appears tbe ferrets are not effectual.
34. But 1 understood you to say that ferrets were effectual in this case P I meant to say totally effectual.
They may he effectual for a time, but not permanently.
35. You ask to be allowed to clear a million acres of infested country in Australia? Yes; under the
Colonial Secretary and the officers of the G-overnment.
36. Dr. Wilkinson.] I do not think that is possible. [No answer.]
37. Mr. Bell] You rely largely in all your conclusions upon what you call historical precedents p Yes.
38. Now what evidence have 3mu that bladder-worm was at work in any of the historical instances
wliieh you cite ? North America and England.
39, But what evidence have you that bladder-worm was at work in these cases ? Hose, and Sir James
Hector.
40. You know that Professor Thomas differs with you in these conclusions ? Yes.
41. And on this point you differ with Professor Thomas ? Yes.
42. In your evidence you express dissatisfaction generally with Professor Thomas’ work ? Yes.
43, Professor Thomas apportious what he thinks is the greatest share in the disappearance of the rabbits
to poison, disease, and other means of destruction ? Yes.
44. What fault, then, do you find with that apportionment; do you think he allows too much weight to
poisons and other means and too little to tbe bladder-fluke? Yes. I would say that poison is good,
ferrets are good, and disease is good ; but one depends upon the other. Disease is the finishing off of the
work of the others. 1 think that Professor Thomas did not take sufficient time for his investigation.
Phis is my reason for being dissatisfied.
45. Are yon a candidate for the reward offered by the New South 'Wales Government ? Yes.
46. Do you think that a ferret iu killing a rabbit is likely to eat portions of the flesh of the rabbit which
is infested with the bladder-worm ? Yes; it cats everything to the back bone—save that in poisoning
operation, I do not think it eats the intestines.
47. Does it eat the dead rabbit at all? Yes,
48. You express positive disbelief in any disease which works quickly ? I do.
49. What ground have you for a disbelief in tbe existence of any possible disease which might work as an
epizootic amongst rabbits ? Nature rarely works quickly, and drastic measures appear to be avoided.
50. These are the only grounds upon which you disbelieve in other diseases than your own ? Yes.
51. Are you quite sure that ferrets do not hurt lambs ? Quite sure.
52. Like everybody that has tried it you hold strong opinions against trapping ? Yes. I think it must
be made a penal offence.
53. Now will you tell us why? Simply that it destroys the natural enemies,
54. Do you think that trapping has any lendency to spread rabbits ? 1 think it preserves the rabbits,
55. Are you willing to procure rabbits suffering from this disease to be taken to Jfodd Island and
used for purposes of experiment, so that the life history of the bladder-worm may be traced out, and it
may be decided what carnivorous form acts as hosts for this parasite ? Quite willing ; and J will send over
what rabbits I can get that may be affected with the disease.
56. You condemn the investigations at Eodd Island, but in tbe case of jmiir own disease, you think we
ought to investigate it ? 1 do not condemn that; I said that they were ncccssarv. And while 1 think
it is necessary to investigate my disease, it would be better to allow it to be tried on a large scale.
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57. Ton will observe, however, that if tried on a large scale, by turning out dogs, stoats, weasels, and eats
together, that tho particular point required to be cleared up would not be decided, because such an
experiment would not determine what particular animal carried the parasite ? Yes.
58. Do you recognize that a mixed experiment of that kind is insufficient to determine the point? I
think both experiments would be good ; and I think both are necessary. There is an idea in New South
'Wales that the rabbits will die out of themselves; but people need not buoy themselves up with that
fallacious hope, for I still watch my rabbits jealously, ft would be well to have a return from every
Large owner of the cost of rabbit suppression. The Colony wall soon find out how much poorer it is
annually thereby, as rabbit suppression is a totally unproductive expenditure. Just as the natural enemy
becomes spread about, so will this annual loss bo reduced.

SECTION V.
Statement made in lieu of Evidence, by Mr. E. H. Laseelles, a Member of the

Commission.
My first practical experience with rabbits was in 1878, when I purchased the Lake Corrong station, in the
mallee district of Victoria. It was then mid-summer, and a very dry season. What rabbits were to be
seen were in poor condition, and I had the idea that in so dry and waterless a country they could never
take possession of it. Up to then the rabbits in the mallee had not been much talked about, the settlers
keeping the matter quiet in the hope that buyers for their runs might be found. Their first start was in
Morton Plains Station, on the edge of the mallee, where a few couple had been obtained from the westward
about 1866 ; but it was not until 1876 that they began to affect tbe carrying capacity of that run, from
which time they gradually spread throughout tbe mallee country, the good season in 1878 giving them a
great start. Owing to the runs being held under annual licenses, expiring in 1880 {at same time open to
free selection) no united action was taken for their destruction. The urgent state of the case was repeatedly
brought under the notice of the Government, but no legislation was forthcoming, the consequence being
that in 1870 one run after another was abandoned. The first to be forfeited and put to public tender, with
all the previous lessee's improvements given in, was the Lake Hindmarsh run, which, up to 1878, paid
£705 per annum for rent. By tender it brought £66 per annum. Other runs brought similarly low prices.
When the leases expired in 1880, it was thought certain there would be legislation ; but the Government,
being strongly anti-squatting, were afraid to deal with it, and merely renewed the existing Act for a
year. This state of things went on until October, 1883, when the “Mallee Pastoral Leases Act” was
passed giving absolute tenure for one-half the country for twenty years, and five years’ tenure for the
other half. Each existing lessee was entitled to the lease of one block, and the remaining blocks were put to
auction, rental being fixed at a minimum of 2s. 6d. per square mile, or if over fifteen sheep to the square mile
were carried, 2d. per head was paid for the first five years, 4d. for next, and 6d. for the last ten years. For
those going to auction very small sums in tho shape of premiums were received, and the country fell almost
entirely back into the hands of previous tenants; so that, in endeavouring to find new tenants, valuable time
was wasted, with the still greater disadvantage that the new ones coming in being mostly unaware of the
difficulties to be encountered, and being without necessary conveniences and plant to carry on work,
practically did nothing towards the destruction of wild dogs and rabbits. This, to a large extent, paralyzed
the action of other lessees ; and it was not until 1885, when the Government agreed to erect a netting fence
between the pastoral blocks and malice allotments, and also gave compensation at end of leases for netting
fences, that any show was made in bringing the mallee country again into profitable occupation. Since that
time large areas have been netted, and these are now carrying sheep at large, dogs being practically exter
minated and rabbits reduced to a minimum.
Having followed the course of legislation, I will now state my experience in destruction of rabbits.’
In 1879 I laid phosphorized wheat with good results, but, owing to their being no tenure, the work could not
be systematically carried out, and as the neighbours were doing nothing, I had to follow suit, It may be
said that practically nothing was done from 1879 until the beginning of 1884 ; but in 1882—owing to the
rabbits having increased beyond the capacity of tlie country to carry them, or it may be from disease—they
died off in millions. If tenure had then been settled, and netting fences erected, there is no doubt they
would have been easily kept in check, but there were enough left to breed up, and when the Mallee Act
was finally passed at the hitter end of 1883, they were almost as numerous as ever. In the summer of
1884, I started laying phosphorized grain, chaff, and arsenic, with good results ; still with the then mode of
merely scattering it in heaps amongst brushwood or near burrows, no extent of country could be got over,
and merely the best patches were treated. "When the green grass came, very little execution was done by
poison, and resort was had during tho winter to trappers. At first this promised well—rabbit skins were a
good price—the Shire Councils gave a bonus for scalps—so the cost was not great. Still at the end of the
year, it was found that, although thinned near the favourite camps, the men had no sooner gone to another
place, than they were as thick as ever. During 1884, I started a rabbit and dog proof fence, to enclose 31,000
acres, being, I believe, the first large enclosure for such a purpose. The fence consisted of about 24 miles of
stubbs and 6 miles of wire-netting. Although the cost came nearly to £100 pier mile, I was at once satisfied
that the erection of wire-netting fencing was the best means of ensuring finality in both rabbit and dog
destruction, and from thence forward my constant endeavour was to induce my fellow settlers and the Govern
ment to recognize this.
In the summer of 1885, I again tried poisoning, and seeing a paragraph in some newspaper that it
was a good plan to lay the grain in a plough furrow, I tried this with great success, but thinking it involved
a deal of unnecessary labour, I hit upon the idea of attaching a scarifier to the axle of a spring cart, and laying
the grain in the scratch, which proved quite as effective as the large furrow. My neighbour, Mr. Andrew
Anderson, paying me a visit shortly after. He suggested a hopper in the cart and pipe leading from it, to
convey the grain to the furrow, which he put into effect. Ultimately, more improvements were added,
making
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making the present “Laseelles ami Anderson Patent Rabbit Poison Distributor,” which is so far, I have
found, the best means of dealing with rabbits, especially during the summer mouths. When green grass is
plentiful, rabbits require to be very thickly congregated for poison to be much taken. During this
winter, 1 have found wheat poisoned with strychnine—2 a-/,, to 501b,—with the addition of a stick of
phosphorous, gave good results ; there is no doubt it is a good plan to vary the. poisons, chaff and arsenic
being often better eaten than wheat. I have felt for some time that the mode of mixing the wheat by the
Raymond Phosphorizer could be improved upon ; it involved a large amount of labour, careful watching to
see that it was well mixed, danger of bush-iires from small lumps being undissolved, and, when too much
water was used, the wheat would clog when going through the hopper. At the close of last summer, I
came to an arrangement with Messrs. Felton, Grimwade, & Co. to allow me to mix wheat under their patent
process, the principle of which is that the phosphorous is dissolved by its cheapest natural solvent—bi
sulphide of carbon—then mixed with ordinary bookbinder's paste in a “cherry" chum, the paste being
revolved with the wheat in an iron cylinder, each grain being coated with the poisoned paste.
My manager reports unmistakably in favour of the new method, so much so that I hare put aside the
Raymond Phosphorizer and now prepare all my wheat by the Felton, Grim wade, & Co. process.
On the more open country in the winter months I use bisulphide of carbon, but this is too expensive
to go over a largo tract, of country ; ploughing out burrows on open sandhills is also a good plan.
"When the Mallee Act was passed, wild dogs, from the pastoral point of view, were considered
as the greatest evil, and to deal with these and also rabbits, by means of poisoned water, the various tanks
were cither stubbed or netted. Summer thunder-storms prevented the work being carried out in 1884, but
in 1885 the tanks were closed, and particularly in salt-bush country great execution followed. Vide a letter
of mine to the drr/iw dated 17th January, 1885, showing that at two tanks I had skinned nr two nights
1470 rabbits. Where scrub surrounded tanks, the results were not good; showing that where bark is to
be bad, rabbits can exist without water. During the last two or three seasons there has been so much
outside water in swamps and claypans, that there has been no chance to close the tanks during the heat of
summer, and when the nights are long and cool I have found very little good is done by having water
shut off.
The result of our experience in the malice county is that rabbits can be kept within reasonable limits
by present known means, but except at an enormous cost they cannot be exterminated. Each year there
will be the recurring expense of a good systematic poisoning.
’
In certain descriptions of country where rabbits are not thick, I am a believer in dogs and traps for
the winter mouths, but the latter should only be used by reliable station hands and not professional rabbiters.
My trip through the most heavily rabbit infested country of New South Wales convinces me that
tho country I passed through is fast drifting into the same state as the mallee country did in Victoria,
and with tins experience gained there, it seems madness not to introduce remedial legislation. In its pre
sent condition there is no chance of the country being taken up under homestead leases, and in any case on
the same principle as the old saying that, “horses should not be changed when crossing a ford,” it would be
a grave mistake to put new tenants on rabbit-infested country.
In its transition state, nothing
would be done and even when possession was taken, it must be some time before the swing of the work
could bo got into. The advent of the rabbit Iras completely put a stop to the squatting tenure. Annual
leases and destruction of rabbits cannot possibly go hand in band. State subsidy is a snare, and ninetenths of the money so expended might as well be flung into the sea. The goal to be readied can only be
attained by the feeling on the part of the lessee that if he is successful he will reap the benefit of his
labours.
Resumptions of runs must be gradual and certain fixed notice be given—say of at least three years,
and then only for limited portions, say not more than a sixth of a run at a time, so that the lessee with some
years bdore him of the balance, would not neglect keeping rabbits down on the resumed piece. If there is
no chance of the resumed areas being required, what is the object of keeping a lessee in suspense! The
portion of the country that is soon likely to be wanted for settlement should be netted off, and when that is
taken up, give notice for other areas, nutting them in the same manner. Under present conditions the lessee
who does the most to keep rabbits down, lias, as his reward, the certainty that bis run will be the first to go.
It will bo urged that my views are those of a squatter, and that they are formed from self-interest.
I can only say that in giving expression to them I have endeavoured to reconcile the three interests to he
considered, viz.,—Those of the existing lessees, the homestead lessees, and the State. I have no interest
direct or indirect in New Soutli Wales squatting, and I am only actuated by a desire to see the country
profitably occupied. If it is not so, it goes without saying that the greatest loser will ultimately be the State.
Rabbit Destruction.

Sir)

To the Editor of the Argus.
As further details in connection with rabbit destruction by poisoned water may lie of interest
to your readers, I now give these, and also other views on the subject.
For sonic years 1 have thought that in dry and comparatively waterless country like the mallee, water
would prove the moans whereby it could be ridded of rabbits as well as dogs. From personal observation!
saw that immense numbers of the former watered at the tanks, and having had occasion during the last few
years to travel over a laige area of the country, I also noticed that in the summer months there were few
rabbits—and these very weak—any distance from water, except about dry beds of lakes where green rushes,
thistles, ike., supplied a certain amount of moisture.
W^hen the Government passed their Mallee Bill, giving fixed tenure for a term of years, I lost no
time in erecting rabbit and dog-proof fencing round my tanks, but I found that to insure a thorough trial it
was necessary to make a similar fence round Lake CorrOng and Yarrock Swamp, and covering together about
6,000 acres. I therefore decided on enclosing 30,000 acres, ■which would take in both sheets of water, and
I also endeavoured to get the Murray frontage and Lake Hindmarsh lessees to similarly fence off their
water, but to no avail. The timber being suitable and handy to the line of fence, I contracted for 23 miles
pine stubb fencing at a cost of £64 per mile, but the contractor, before getting half through, failed to
complete, and I had to carry out the unfinished portion by day labour at a cost of about £75 per mile. The
remaining six miles either ran across plains or through poor timber, and on this portion I erected wire
netting
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netting 3 feet 6 inches high, 16 gauge, If-inch mesh, let into the ground about 4 inches, and with a thick
set barbed wire about 4 inches above netting. Extra precautions must be taken with fencing around tanks
both for rabbits and dogs, and 1 have put three barbed wires in place of the one wire round the paddock.
On the completion of the fencing no animal can obtain water in any portion of my runs outside the stubb
fence, but owing to an inch of rain last month, all surface w'ater had not quite dried up over the Corrong
run, when I left there last week, and it was only on Tyrrell Downs and back country adjoining there that the
gates at tanks could be closed. Previous to this, 6 gallon galvanized iron troughs sunk level with the
ground had been kept filled with good water, in a small sheep-proof enclosure alongside the main gate;
these were poisoned with strychinne dissolved by putting into a clear bottle an ounce of strychnine with
about a third of a pint of acetic acid ; the latter can be obtained extra strong, when a much less quantity
will suffice. It can easily bo seen if the grains of strychnine are dissolved the mixture thus formed will
poison 12 gallons of water.
At the two tanks, where it was known most rabbits were in the habit of watering, men were put in
to skin the dead rabbits, the result in two nights being 1,470 all gathered within 100 yards of each tank.
At the six other tanks the rabbits were not gathered, but the numbers varied from about 20 to 150 each
night; in addition I had four arsenic troughs in other parts of the run, around each of these there were a
few dead rabbits, but more scattered about; the action of the poison being slower may have enabled them
to get back to their burrows, but with strychnine they were completely piled round each trough.
The wild dogs have been so thinned out at Tyrrell Downs, that although sheep are running at large,
very few tracks have been seen for some time, so none were got, but at one trough of strychnine water in
the back country at Lake Corrong, six were obtained in one night.
I think the results already obtained should cause each Vermin Board to use every effort to have all
tanks and dams within their respective districts made dog and rabbit-proof. The Minister of Lands fully
recognizes the importance of this, and at once signified his intention of affording the Boards every assistance;
these will meet on the 30th inst.
No doubt the Tyrrell Downs run is a specially suitable place for the experiment of poisoned water,
being principally open salt bush country, and therefore the feed all of a saline nature. Taking this into con
sideration it would be a mistake to discontinue laying poisoned chaff and grain, but at any rate, it may bo
claimed for water, that it is another known method of destroying tho vermin, and if they are not got rid of
during this summer, I intend making small tanks, of thirty yards each, on every square mile of country
habited by rabbits. These would be logged over with a sloping side for rabbits to drink at. A simultaneous
closing of these during midsummer and laying poisoned water would mean almost total extermination, ;is
there can be little doubt, that if within a moderate distance of water, all rabbits will drink. When the
mallee country was first occupied by rabbits they could stand a dry summer better than now, as the bark
of dogwood, hop bush and other scrubs afforded some moisture, but these they have almost entirely killed
out, and the necessity for water thus becomes greater.
Looking at the requirements of the Colony as a whole, I am certain that the erection of rabbit-proof
wire-netting fencing will prove the greatest factor in getting rid of the pest. And I submit that it would be
a wise step on the part of the Government if they at once offered a bonus of £1,000 for say the first 250 miles
manufactured here. If this is done, I would undertake to start a company for the purpose. The duty of
21 it per cent, should be abolished. It is an industry which can stand on its own legs, being quite enough
protected by the high freights and other charges on the manufactured article; thus, I imported five miles,
gauge, dec., as above, costing £34 per mile in England, landed here the cost was £70 per mile. No doubt
being wanted quickly extra steamer freight added almost £10 per mile. I believe such netting could be made
here for £45, and at such a price a large demand would be created.
One great advantage in having even a portion of a run made rabbit proof, is that before January,
the outside portion can bo heavily stocked and grass eaten off, the inside portion being held in reserve
when rabbits on the former can more readily be poisoned.
‘
Yours, ifec.,
EDWARD H. LASCELLES,
Geelong, 19th January, 1885.
Chairman, North Eastern Vermin Board.

SECTION VI.
Minutes

of Proceedings of the Experiment Committee.

FRIDAY, 27 APRIL, 1883.
The Committee met at 10'30 a.jn.
•
Present:—
Hew South Wales ; W. Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Edwaed Quin, Esq.

Victoria:
Hew Zealand:
Queensland:

A. N. Reahson, Esq.
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
Joseph Banceoet, Esq., M.D.

After waiting until 11 o’clock,—
_
Mr. Bell moved, “ That Dr. Wilkinson be appointed Chairman of this Committee.”
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.
_
Subsequently Dr. MacLaurin, President of the Commission, entered the room and occupied tho
chair.
Dr. Wilkinson mentioned that he had seen Professor Threlfall on 26th instant, and that gentle
man had stated the Physical Laboratory at the University would not he ready for three or four weeks.
After
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After deliberation,—
Mr. Bell mored, “That Dr. MacLaurin and Dr, 'VViikinson, M.P., with their consent, be a
Committee with full power to arrange the headquarters of Dr. Katz’s scientific work, and with power also
to require at any time the attendance and assistance of members of the Committee ; further, that Messrs.
Pearson and Quin be a Committee to ascertain whether any suitable house is available near Sydney—
both Committees to report as early as possible.’’
Mr. Qui>' seconded. The motion was carried.
A. letter was received from the Under Secretary for Mines, in reply to an application by the
Committee for a site for an experimental station, stating, as regards Shark island, that stock were
expected shortly which would have to be placed there ; and as to the Band wick Quarantine Ground, that
rabbits could escape from the enclosure at that place.
The Committee adjourned nntil 11 o’clock on the following day.

SATURDAY, 28 APHID, 1888.
The Committee met at 11 a.m.
Present:—
JTew South Wales : W. Camac Wilkissok, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
Edwani) Quix, Esq.
Victoria :
A. N. Peabson, Esq.
New Zealand;
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancbopt, Esq., M.D.
Dr. Wilkinson having been called away on business, the Chair was taken by Dr. Bancroft.
Mr. A. Bruce,-Chief Inspecter of Stock, was examined, and gave certain information regarding
Shark Island, Clark Island, the Quarantine Ground at Handwick, and Railway grounds near Newton,
which had severally been mentioned as places whereon experiments with disease might be conducted.
A letter was directed to be forwarded to the Secretary for Mines, asking that the Randwick
Grounds and a portion of the buildings thereon should be placed at the disposal of the Committee,
Mr. Pearson banded in certain papers and plans of enclosures necessary for the carrying on of
experiments.
Mr. Quin moved, “ That a sum of money (£10) be placed in the hands of the Secretary for the
purposes of petty cash.”
Mr. Bell seconded. The motion was carried.
Dr. "Wilkinson moved, “ That Dr. Bancroft be asked to write a short account of the
investigations undertaken by the Commission at Dr. Ellis’ house, to be included in the Report of the
Proceedings of the Commission.”
Mr. Bell seconded. The motion was carried.
The Committee adjourned to Monday, at 10'30 a.m.

MONDAY, 30 APRIL, 1888.
The Committee met at 10'30 a.m.
Present:—
New South Wales: W. Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria:
A. N, Pearson, Esq.
Note Zealand:
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

‘

A letter was received from Mr. P. Marceau, Adelaide University, stating that most of the rabbits
of Professor Watson affected with sarcoptes cuniculi had been distributed to stock owners, to whom
Professor Watson had transferred all his rights in the disease. It would he difficult, therefore, to obtain
the six required by the Commission at a month’s notice.
It was ordered that the writer be informed the Commission would meet in Adelaide, about 23rd
May next, and it was Imped that some rabbits would be in a fit state at that time for experiments.
A. letter was received from the Under Secretary for Lands, stating that the netting in use for the
harrier fence between New South Wales and South Australia was only 42 inches wide, whereas the wire
recommended by the Commission was 48 inches.
It was ordered that the writer be informed the recommendation was made under a misconception ;
also that the Committee hope the Government will afford the use of a portion of the wire from that
parcel, should it be found necessary to fence any portion of land for experiments.
A letter from Mr. James Tyson, junior, offering the use of Tupra Station, near Hay, for experi
ments was read. Mr. Quin also handed in similar letters from Mr. N. Sadlcir, of Launceston, offering
Tictoria Lake Station on the Albemarle Run, Darling River; and from John H. Patterson, of Orange,
offering Tolgol Station.
Ordered, that Mr. Tyson’s offer he acknowledged.
It was ordered that the Tasmanian Government should be communicated with, to ascertain whether
it would he possible to collect in vacuum tubes some of the blood of the fowls affected with the disease
amongst fowls in that colony, and reported to be chicken-cholera.
It was further ordered that the New Zealand Government he requested to obtain from Professor
Thomas a full account of the diseases which he had found in rabbits in the course of his investigations.
The Committee adjourned to 10 a.m. on the following day.
TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 1 MAT, 1888.
The Committee met at 10 a.m. ■
Present:—
New South Wales: W. Camac Wilkin soy. Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
Edwaed Qdin, Eaq.
Victoria:
A. N. Pkahson, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancropt, Esq., M.D.
Correspondence was received from the Under Secretary for Lauds relative to remuneration to
members of the Commission and to Secretary and shorthand writer.
It was ordered that the following reply be sent to the Minister:—" It seems that tho representa
tives of the various Colonies look to their respective Governments for reimbursement of their expenses,
but the Commission does not know whether or not there will be any further settlement in this matter
between the Governments of this and the various Colonies. Naturally, it is understood that tbe New
South Wales Government will make the necessary provision for their own representatives.”
Dr. Bancjiopt handed in a paper on fowl-cholera at Mount Grey Downs, New Zealand, by
W. B. Symes, Esq., M.D.
Dr. Bancroft moved, “ That the paper be printed and included in the report of the proceedings
of tho Commission.
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.*
_ _
Dr. Bancroft moved, “ That letter No. 647 he printed in tho report of the Commission.”
Mr. Qujn seconded. The motion was carried.
Mr. Pearson moved, “ That a communication be forwarded to the Government of New Zealand,
with a view of obtaining from Dr. Symes, or some other suitable gentleman in New Zealand, some of the
blood and secretions of tho fowls said to be now attacked by fowl-cholera in the neighbourhood of Canter
bury; the blood and secretions to be forwarded in vacuum lubes ; and further, that a short account of the
observations be also furnished to the Commission.”
Mr. Quin seconded. The motion was carried.
Tho Secretary was instructed to forward to the Minister for Lands a list of the animals to be
included in permit.
Dr. Bancroft moved, “ That the books referred to in Leuckart giving an account of an infectious
influenza in rabbits, be obtained for the Commission through Mr. Bruck, Casfclcreagh-strect, and that the
appended extract from Leuckarl’s work ‘ Parasites,’ be incorporated in the Eeport of tho Commission.”
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.*!
_
Dr. Kate handed in a schedule of articles required in the laboratory, and an estimate of cost of
same, amounting to £80.
The list was approved of.
Mr. Pearson proposed a motion having reference to the immediate occupation of a site at Summer
Hill us an experimental ground.
Mr. Quin seconded the motion.
_ _
i

Dr. Bancroft and the Chairman having spoken, it was decided to visit the ground.

The Committee adjourned to 10'30 a.m. on the following day.

WEDNESDAY, 2 MAT, 1888.
The Committee met at 10*30 a.m.
Present:—
New South Wales: W. Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
Edward Quin, Esq.
Victoria .*
A. N. Pearson, Esq.
Queensland:
Josel'hBancroft, Esq., M.D.
In reply to certain correspondence from the Lands Department it was ordered that the Under
Secretary for Lands be informed that M. Pasteur’s representatives required permission to inoculate only
rabbits and fowls in their preliminary experiments at the laboratory of the Board of Health.
Another letter was read from the Under Secretary for Lands, stating that all the correspondence
having reference to the introduction of diseases amongst rabbits had been forwarded to the Commission.
A further letter from the Under Secretary for Lands was read, stating that thirty-two rabbits had
been sent to the Quarantine lleserve at Itandwick, and that one hundred others would be obtained, as
requested by the Commission.
_
Dr. Bancroft moved, “ That a record of visits to various places, for the purpose of obtaining
suitable premises and grounds for experiments, be prepared by the tiecretary for insertion in the Minutes
of the Proceedings of tho Committee.”
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.
_
Dr. Bancroft moved, “ That the expenses of the Executive Committee he defrayed by the various
Governments represented on the Commission in a proportion to be lixed by tbe said Governments,”
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was carried.
It was ordered that this resolution be transmitted to the Government of New South Wales.
The Committee theu proceeded to interview tho Hon. the Secretary for Lands in reference to
premises for experimental purposes.
The Committee adjourned to 10 a.m. the following day.
THUllSDAY,
* ■Sue Section XII of thii^Report.
t See Appendix 9.
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THURSDAY, 3 MAY, 1888.
The Committee met at 10 a.m,
Dresent:—
New Souih Wales: ~W, Camac ‘WTikiksos’, Isq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
Edwakd Quin, Esq.
Victoria:
A. N. Pearson, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

A telegram was road from Dr. John Nicholson, of Benalla, Victoria, stating that a fowl diarrhoea
epidemic had brohen out there, and asking if a portion of the intestines would be of use to the
Commission.
Ordered, that Dr, Nicholson be thanked for his offer, and that he be asked to forward fresh blood
from the heart of diseased fowls in vacuum tubes, together with an account of the symptoms and post
mortem appearances,
A letter was received from the Under Secretary for Mines asking for detailed statement of experi
ments to be made, and how they wore to be conducted, information that was necessary before acceding to
the Committee’s request that the Quarantine Eeserve at Randwick might bo grauted for experiments.
The Committee decided to interview the Hon. the Secretary for Mines on the subject.
The Committee adjourned until 10 a.m. on tho following day.

FRIDAY, 4 MAY, 1888.
The Committee met at 10 a.m.
Dresent:—■
New South Wales: ~W. Camac 'W'ii.kxsson, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
EDw'Ann Quin, Esq.
Victoria:
A. N. Pearson, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
Messrs. Quin and Pearson reported that they had visited Kodd Island, which was proposed to be
set apart by the Secretary for Lands for the use of Committee as an experimental station.
Mr. Pearson moved, “That Rodd Island be obtained for purposes of experiments.”
Mr, Quin seconded. The motion was carried.
The Secretary was directed to forward same to tho Secretary for Lands, and to ask that instruc
tions be given the proper authorities for the erection of buildings, to be approved by tho Committee.
It was ordered that Dr. Kat?; be empowered to employ a first assistant at the rate of £1G per
month, with board and residence.
Mr. Quin moved,11 That a recommendation be made to the Minister for Lands that Mr. Mahon be
paid at the rate of £500 per year for hia services in connection with the Commission.”
Dr. Bancroft seconded. The motion was carried.
The Committee then adjourned.
’

TUESDAY, 8 MAY, 1888.
The Committee met at 10'30 a.m.
Present:—
Neio South Wales: IV. Camac Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P., (Chairman).
New Zealand:
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
A letter was road from Dr. Prank Hinds stating that the preliminary experiments were finished
and asking when the Committee would be ready to examine M. Pasteur’s scheme.
Ordered, that Dr. Frank Hinds be informed that the Committee hope to be ready to begin experi
ments with M. Pasteur’s scheme within a week ; also that a list of experiments be forwarded, and Dr.
Hinds be asked to suggest any others.
It was ordered that the parcel received from Dr. Nicholson, of Benalla, and report on fowl disease,
be handed to Dr. Katz,.
Approval was given to the action of the Secretary in summoning, on the previous day, the follow
ing witnesses, whose names had been submitted by Mr. Qnin :—Mr. David Brown, Kallara; Dr, Herbert
Butcher, Wilcannia; Mr. Alexander Bell, Langawirra; Mr. George Urquliart, Silverton; the Manager,
Muudi Mundi Station, Silverton; the Manager, Corona Station, Silverton; Mr. W. Horne, Adelaide
Club, Adelaide.
The Committee then adjourned.
MONDAJ,
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MONDAY, 14 MAY, 1888.
The Committee met at lO'SO a.m.
New South Wales;
Victoria;
New Zealand;
Queensland:

Present:—
W. Camac 'Wtlkiksox, Esq,, M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
A. N. Peaksok, Esq.
A. Dm,ion Bet.Ij, Esq.
Josedc Bascroft, Esq., M.D,

A letter was read from Dr. llinds, Dr. Germont. and M. Loir, dated 10 May, declining to accept
any participation in tho investigations directed by the Commission to bo carried out; and stating that
they were prepared to practically demonstrate that M. Pasteur’s method was at once efficacious, practical,
and without danger to domestic animals.
The Secretary was directed to communicate with M. Pasteur’s representatives and request their
attendance at 2'30 p.m.
Dr, Hinds, Dn Germont, and M. Loir accordingly attended, and after deliberating with these
gentlemen the Committee discussed the following motion, moved by Mr. Bunn, and seconded by Dr.
Baticroft, “ That as soon as the preparations at Eodd Island are in a sufficiently forward state, the
representatives of M. Pasteur be requested to perform their experiments upon the island with the facilities
which we will provide, it being understood that the expert appointed by the Commission shall have full
information from the experimenters from time to time with regard to the progress of the experiments, and
lull access thereto at all times.”
Tho motion was agreed to.
Mr. Belt, moved, “ That the representatives of M. Pasteur be requested to furnish the Committee,
as booh as possible, with a list of the experiments of demonstration which they propose to carry out."
Dr. Bancroft seconded. The motion was agreed to.
The Committee then adjourned.
‘

MONDAY, 11 JUNE, 1SSS.

■

The Committee met at 11 a.m.
Present:—
Queensland: .Toskph Bancroft, Esq., M.D. (in the Chair).
Victoria ;
A. N. Pearson, Esq.,
Nmo Zealand: A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
'
Mr. Pearson moved, “ That the Colonial Architect be requested to conduct gas on to llodd Island
from the mainland by means of a main pipe laid under water, and that such work be executed as quicklv
as possible.'
1
'
Air. Bell seconded. The motion was carried.
Air. Pearson moved, That Dr, ICatz be authorized to take immediate steps for procuring the
requirements for Eodd Island, a list of which he had submitted.”
Air. Bell seconded.

The motion was carried.

The Committee then adjourned.

TUESDAY, 12 JUNE, 1888.
The Committee met at II a.m.
Present:—
Victoria:
Nctv Zealand;
Queensland:

A. N. Pearson. Esq. (in the Char),
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.

.Toseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

And subsequently:
Nmo South Wales: AT. Camac ATilkinson, Esq., AI.D., AIP. (Chairman).
Dr. Hinds, Dr. Germont, and AI. Loir, the representatives of M. Pasteur, were accorded an interview by
appointment.
.
The Chairman {Mr. Pearson) : Have you read the account (p. 2G, of tho Board of Health Papers)
ot the mixed experiment made by M. Pasteur ?
Dr. Germont \ Tes,
i in
•' -A-re you acquainted with tho account of the experiment made on diseased and
healthy rabbits being put m the same enclosure ?
.
Dr. Germont: Tes.
of the CommitteeTW *'
y°U any
t° t]lc name experiments being made for the satisfaction
., ^r' Vermont: ATe have been sent by Al. Pasteur to make determined experiments with a plan
exactly traced tor us, and that we cannot change without authorization.
The Chairman: ATiIl you allow us to make experiments on the contagious nature of fowl-cholera
of rabbits inoculated by you ?
°
Dr. Germont; Tes, after the end of cxqierimenls made by us.
7~E
The
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The Chairman : After having proved that chicken-cholera kills rabbits, will yon allow us to make
experiments showing the contagious character of that disease amongst rabbits, before we make experiments
in a place not enclosed, as you proposed in your letter of the 14th of May?
Dr. Germont: Yes, if it is to be at the end of our experiments. Have you any special reasons to
wish us to make those experiments before the end of all ours ?
■
Mr. Bell: Yes, we have many—first, wc would not he authorized to incur expenses for buying
cattle, &c., unless we are sure that the disease is contagious; second, unless the disease is proved to be
contagious amongst rabbits, then since it is certainly deadly to fowls and perhaps other birds, we should
not be justified in spreading the disease broadcast in the open country.
Dr. Germont: When Mr. Abigail, with the approbation of the Government, proposed a prize for
the best method of destroying rabbits, he fixed the conditions and programme of the prize. When M.
Pasteur studied this programme he authorized us to make a demonstration of the efficacy of chickencholera to destroy the rabbit pest. Sir Daniel Cooper sent a despatch to M. Pasteur asking him for a
supply of microbes and instructions bow to use them, and invited M. Pasteur to send us out at once.
W e have come for that purpose here. If you wish to modify the programme, wc cannot on our own
account, without authorization from him, alter the instructions which we have received. And we cannot
either help you with the scientific researches which we are looking forward to. In fact, so far you have
not given us a declaration that the programme sent by Mr. Abigail is of no value in your eyes, hut we are
not allowed to follow any other programme.
The Chairman : Is this, the proclamation (producing Gazette notice dated 31st August, 1887), you
refer to ?
Dr. Germont:

Yes.

The Committee adjourned to 2'30 p.m.
On resuming, the chair was taken by A. N. Peakson, Esq.; also present, A. D. Bell, Esq.
Wilkxn’sos'. M.P., attended.

Dr.

The Chairman: In your last answer you referred to this proclamation, That proclamation requires
that the approval of the Board appointed by this Government should be given to any scheme that may he
proposed ?
Dr. Germont: After experimenting for 12 months.
The Chairman : And we only assume that before our approval can be given such tests as are
necessary to convince us ofthe efficacy aud safety of it should he applied.
One test that we consider
necessary is that a number of (say half-a-dozon) rabbits, which have been fed on microbe-infected food,
should be allowed to go amongst a number of other rabbits which have not been so fed. That we
consider is a necessary test. If that test he not applied and reliance be placed alone upon direct feeding
of tbe whole of the rabbits with microbe-infected food, we should have no grounds to decide that this was
a new process at all. It would bo merely the old process of direct poiseniug.
Dr. Germont: What is the first experiment you intend to perform ?
The Chairman: The first experiment wc propose to perform is to take a number of rabbits that
have been fed on microbe-charged food and to place these in an enclosure with healthy rabbits.
Dr. Germont: What is your second experiment ?
The Chairman; '.fhe second experiment is very similar to the one which you propose, except that
whereas in your experiment it appears that the animals fed with microbe-charged food would be kept
separate, while we desire that they should be allowed to mix together, and that a certain number of birds
should be allowed to fly about in the enclosure with the animals. We do this to ascertain the effect of
the natural transmission of the microbes from one animal to another by means of their droppings.
Dr. Germont: For what purpose do you wish to have birds put in that paddock ?
Mr. Bell: To sec whether contagion will spread from rabbits to birds. You have said that after
you have performed your own experiments, as laid down in your letter, you will make experiments
demonstrating the contagiousness of fowl-cholera ?
Dr. Germont: No; we will give you the microbes to do it yourselves.
Mr. Bell: You have already authority from M. Pasteur to give us your microbes or your infected
rabbits for our own experiments.
Dr. Germont: We have authority to hand you these microbes, but not for a specific purpose, after
our experiments are concluded.
.
Mr. Bell: But you will not do so till you have made your own demonstrations as laid down in
your letter of 14th May ?
’
Dr. Germont: No ; the reason is that wc do not want criticism on our experiments before they aro
concluded. The newspapers have already received communications as to our first experiment, for instance,
whether our microbes were alive or dead.
Mr. Bell: Our desire is that we should receive your microbes or infected rabbits after the com
pletion of your experiment number one, and before proceeding to numbers two and three. Our reason
for that is that unless contagion experiments are successful it is useless and unnecessary waste of time
and money to perform your experiments numbers two and three at all. Moreover, we could on no account
allow fowl-cholera to be introduced into the open country unless we are first satisfied by experiments in
the enclosure as to the disease really spreading from rabbit to rabbit. After this explanation will you
now allow contagion experiments, either by yourselves or by us, to follow immediately upon your experi
ment number one, and before numbers two and three ?
Dr. Germont: We cannot for the present. We cannot even answer it; and, therefore, we cannot
give you the microbes for the present. If you will wait, we will write to M. Pasteur for new instructions,
but if you cannot wait it is impossible for us to make experiments without authorization.
After discussion it was decided that the Committee would recommend Dr. Germont to send a
cablegram requesting tbe authority of M. Pasteur for performing such experiments as the Commission
desired, the message to be mutually agreed on.
Mr. Bell moved, “That the following message be sent by letter or telegram to the members of the
Commission:—1 Have you any objection that tho restriction to the use of Butcher’s disease of rabbits bo
removed ?’ ”
■
Dr.
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Dr. Baitciioft seconded. The motion was carried.
Mr. Bell moved, “ That a special requisition be sent to the Under Secretary for Lands for
furniture required for immediate use on Rodd Island.”
Mr. Pjcabson seconded. The motion was carried.
The Committee adjourned to 10'30 a.m. on the following day.
■

WEDNESDAY, 13 JUNE 1SS8.
The Committee met at H a.m.
Present:—
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, M.D. Esq., (in the Chair.)
Victoria:
A. X. Pearson, Esq.
New Zealand;
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
The representatives of M, Pasteur (Dr. Hinds, Dr. Germont, and M. Loir), were again in atten
dance and, after discussion, it was agreed to recommend the Government to despatch the following
cablegram:—
“ Cablegram. 13 June, 1888. Pasteur, Paris.—Commission ne pent laisser fairs nos experiences
sur line large dchelle avant quo la contagion de lapin a lapin ait dte demontree. Memo apres eela elle no
pent nous promettre d’avance do nous autoriser a faire Pexperience sur uno large echelle. Autorisez,vouh experience de contagion suivante : Meier cinq lapins infcctcs dans une cage avec vingt lapins sains
et observer les resultats pendant six jours. Commission aussi domande lapins iniectes pour experiences
particuliercs.—Germont.”
The Committee then waited upon the Under Secretary for Lands, who arranged to despatch the
cablegram.
Inquiry was made as to a telegram authorized to be despatched by the Secretary on the journey
from Melbourne to Adelaide, which conveyed a request to the Under Secretary for Lands to receive from
Sir James Hector, on his arrival in Sydney, and to convey to Dr. Katz, certain chicken-cholera material
from New Zealand. The Secretary stated shat the message had been duly despatched by him.
Mr. Bull moved, “ That Dr. Katz be instructed to take charge of, examine, and report as to the
condition of the chicken-cholera materia! brought over from Now Zealand by Sir James Hector.”
Mr. Pearson seconded. The motion was agreed to.
The Committee adjourned to 2 p.m. on the following day.

THURSDAY, 14 JUNE, 1888.
.
The Committee met at 3 p.m.
Present :•—
New South Wales: A\r. Camac 'Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
.
Victoria: .
A. N. Pearson, Esq.
New Zealand:
A. Djllon Bell, Esq.
The Secretary was instructed to forward the following telegram to each member of the Commission,
on the motion of Mr. Bell, seconded by Mr. Pearson :—
“ Commission meet Tuesday, 19 June, 2'30. If Pasteur accedes to our request, contagion experi
ments begin 'Wednesday morning. If Pasteur refuses, Commission meet consider situation.”
The Committee adjourned to 10'30 a.m. on the following day.

■
FRIDAY, 15 JUNE, 1888.
The Committee met at 10.30 a.m.
Present:—
New South Wales: ~W. Camac 'Wilkinson, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
Victoria:
A. N. Pearson, Esq.
New Zealand:
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
It was decided to appoint Frederick Bell as cook at the experimental station at Eodd Island, at a
salary of 30s. per week, with a bonus of 5s. if he should prove suitable, the appointment to date from
this day.
Mr. Pearson moved, “ That the Committee have no objection to tho removal of any restrictions
placed upon experiments conducted by Drs. Butcher and Ellis! provided that they undertake to conduct
such experiments only with the so-called llntinal logy disease in certain places to be specified by the
Commission ; that this resolution be conveyed to the Hon. the Secretary for Lands ; that Drs. Butcher
and Ellis1 letter be acknowledged, aud they be informed that the Committee have communicated their
views to the Hon. tho Secretary for Lands.”
.
Mr. Bell seconded.

The motion was agreed to.

The Committee adjourned to 10’30 a.m. on the following day.
SATURDAY,
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SATURDAY, 10 JUNE, 1888.
The Committee met at 10. 30 a.m.
Present:—
New South Wales :
Victoria :
New Zealand:
Queensland:

W. Camac ‘Wilkissoit, Esq,, M.l)., M.F. (Chairman).
A. N. PEAnsojr, Esq.
A. Dili,os Bell, Esq.
Joseph Banceoft, Esq., M.D.

The following was received from Dr. Germont, one of the representives of M. Pasteur:__
“ Copic clu telegram mo envoye a, AI. Germont par Al. Pasteur, le 1G Join 1888:—‘ Contagion
notable dans terriers. Eaites experience demandee sur terre foulec, un metre surface. Attendee pour
donner microbes du lapin mort; mais donner dessin cultures paraffo (l) par merabres.—(Signed)_
Pasteur.'”

(’) Ce mot est ecrit sur Voriginal “ parapsc,” oe qui n’a aucun sons.—Pour copie conforme : Dp.. Germont
Juin tStiS.
‘
'

Le 1G

• Translation of the telegram (by Dr. Germont)
“ Contagion great in the burrows. Mate experi
ments demanded on solid ground of a square meter. 'Wait before giving microbes of dead rabbits. But
give drawing of the organisms of the cultivations, to be signed by the members.—(Signed)_Pasteur.”
Experiments proposed:—Eive rabbits, which have received a feed sprinkled with microbes of
chicken-cholera, will be put with lifteen healthy rabbits in an enclosure one meter square on solid ground.
Explanation of the despatch :—
We will giro proof to the Commission that for each of our experiments we use the same microbe
and same cultivations; and for this purpose the expert named by tho Commission shall examine, with
microscopic preparations of our cultures, and make drawings of the microbes which he shall sign as a
guarantee of their correctness.
The representatives of Al. Pasteur having attended, the following questions wero theu put and
answered
The Chairman : If the experiment described in the telegram to M. Pasteur is successful, have you
any objection to make yourselves, or allow the expert of the Commission to make, further experiments to
prove that contagion takes place under less favourable conditions than those of the experiment above
mentioned; say, in artificial burrows, or in a larger space, or with fewer rabbits?
Dr. Germont: You have sent a special despatch to M. Pasteur, who has made a direct reply. Wo
cannot modify the instructions which ho has given us. It was useless, otherwise, to ask M. Pasteur for
instructions. Our position now is the same as before. Wc can only make the experiments which wo are
authorized to make.
1
_ Mr. Pel!.- Are you willing to make tho experiment authorized by M. Pasteur, not only once
(which would be of no value) hut several times over; each experiment under identical conditions—for
instance, to place iu each of six enclosures two infected rabbits and five healthy rabbits. Each enclosure
to contain ‘2 square metres?
Dr. Germont: No; wo refuse to do that.
The representatives of M. Pasteur then withdrew.
»

Mr. Bell moved, “That the representatives of M. Pasteur be requested to make their contagion
experiments as authorized by M. Pasteur iu his telegram received this day, and that such experiments
should begin on Eodd Island on Monday.''
Dr. Baj'cjioft seconded, Tho motion was agreed to.
Mr. Pearson had left tho room before tho adoption of the motion.
It was decided to employ E. Ambrose at a salary of 25s. per week, with 5s. per week additional
should he prove suitable.
Tho Committee adjourned to lO'SO a.m. on the following Monday.

MONDAY, IS JUNE, 1888.
The Committee met at LO'SO a.m.
New South Wales:
Victoria :
New Zealand :
Queensland:

'
Present:—
W. Camac Wilkixsox, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman).
A. N. Pearsos, Esq.
A. Dillon Bell, Esq.
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.

The C Qinmitfee deliberated and adjourned to SBO p.m. on tbe following day.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, 1888.
Tho Committee mot at 2‘30 p.m.
Present:—
New South Wales:
Victoria -■
New Zealand:
Queensland:

'W. Camac ’WdjKWSON, Eaq., M.E., M.P. (Chairman).
A. K Pearsok, Esq.
A.

DinLoir Bell,

Joseph Basceopi',

Eaq.
Eaq., M.D.

1

The Committee deliberated and adjourned to 2'30 p.m. the following day,

WEDNESDAY, 20 JUNE, 1888.
The Committee met at 2'30 p.m.
.
Present.-—
New South Wales: W. Camac Winiairsox, Esq., M.D., M.P. (Chairman),
Victoria:
A. N. Pearson, Esq.
Queensland:
Joseph Bancroft, Esq., M.D.
South Australia:
Victoria:

Also present—
A. S. Paterson, Esq., M.D.
E. C. Stirling, Esq., M.D.
E. II, Lascelles, Esq.

The Committee deliberated and adjourned.

SECTION VII.
^Report of the Experiment Committee.
At- onr first meeting steps were taken to secure a suitable place for tbe conduct of tbe laboratory experi

ments, a list of which had been drawn up by the Commission. For this purpose Dr. Bancroft and
Dr. Wilkinson decided to visit the University, in order to find out whether the physical laboratory, which
Professor Threlfall had offered to the Commission for this work, would be a suitable place. The building and
surrounding grounds were inspected, but inasmuch as the building was not likely to be ready for some
weeks, the idea of undertaking tho work in this laboratory xvas .abandoned.
Mr. Pearson and Mr. Quin at the same time made inquiries about suitable quarters in tbe
neighbourhood of Sydney, and agreed to recommend that a certain house with suitable grounds should bo
inspected at Summerhill. During the next few days we visited Clark Island, Shark Island, and the late
Baron Madeay’s laboratory at Watson’s Bay, accompanied by Mr. Oliver, the Under Secretary for
Lands, aud Mr. Bruce, the Chief Inspector of Stock, Clark Island was considered to be too rocky, for
the purpose, and wc found that tbe late Baron Macleay’s laboratory bad been converted into a private
house. Shark Island was considered to bo in every way suitable, but was not available, being the chief
place for tho quarantining of imported stock. Later on we visited the quarantine station at Bandwick,
which had been suggested to us by Mr. Bruce, but as we found that this station was next to a very
valuable poultry farm, wc thought it unwise to select this ground as the site for experiments with fowlcholera.
As no suitable place yet offered itself, Mr. Pearson strongly advised that a certain house at
Summerhill should be inspected. Here we might have leased a small paddock a short way from the
house. The great objection to choosing a house placed in a populated neighbourhood became apparent
upon further inquiry. Wc learned that if a petition signed by the residents had been presented to the
Board of Health, it would have had the effect of putting an end to all experimental work.
At this stage, therefore, we decided that, in order to run no risk of molestation, it would be best
to obtain some piece of Crown Laud at a convenient distance from any centre of population. With this
object in view we proceeded to interview tbe Hon. the Secretary for Lands (Mr. Garrett). In
Mr. Garrett’s absence we saw the Under Secretary (Mr. Oliver), and urged upon him the necessity ot
the Government placing at our disposal some unoccupied land belonging to the Crown. IVe even
suggested that Shark Island should be given to us for our experimental work. Mr. Oliver advised us to
visit the Honorable tho Secretary for Mines (Mr. Abigail), under whose control Shark Island is j and
accompanied by Mr. Oliver, wo accordingly did so. Mr. Abigail said he could not comply with our
request in regard to Shark Island ; but instructed the Inspector of Stock, to find out whether the Crown
land bordering Sirius Cove could not be secured for us. The next day, with Mr. Bruce, wo visited this
spot, and found it very suitable for our work. On the day following this visit, accompanied by Mr. Coles,
of tbe Colonial Architect’s Office, we visited this silo, in order to arrange for necessary buildings. But
no sooner was this done, and it became known that we thought of carrying on our work at this place, than
objections
were raised to our plan by the Board of Health.
'
After
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After some further communication with the Department for Lands, Eodd Island was definitely
selected as the site for the experimental station, Mr. Coles visited the island, and no time was lost by
him in clearing it and erecting thereupon the necessary buildings. Acting under our instructions,
Mr. Coles entered into tbe work or planning and erecting the necessary buildings and enclosure, with an
energy that left nothing to bo desired. The plans and general arrangements were drawn up chiefly by
Mr, Pearson and Mr. Coles, tho fuller details of which aro furnished by Mr, Pearson for tho information of
the Commission.*
Meanwhile Mr. Pasteur’s representatives had been carrying on their work in the laboratory of the
Board of Health, and, on Tuesday, Sth May, we were informed by letter that these preliminary experi
ments, with a view to test the virulence of tho microbes of chicken-cholera, were completed, and
M. Pasteur s representatives were ready to put the scheme of M. Pasteur upon its trial. We informed
Dr. Hinds that Eodd Island would probably be ready iu a week or two for experimental work, and
forwarded to M. Pasteur's representatives the schedule of experiments prescribed by the Commission. At
the same time we asked Dr. Hinds whether M. Pasteur’s representatives desired to supplement this
schedule by any suggestions of their own.
In answer to our communication we received a letter signed by all the representatives of
M. Pasteur:—
To the President of the Commission for the Destruction of Rabbits.
,
Union Club, Sydney, 10 May, 1S8S.
’"e keg to acknowledge the receipt of the letter, dated Sth May, from the Committee, informing us that it will
shortly be ready to commence experiments of its own upon the method proposed by M. Pasteur for the destruction of
rabbits m Australia, and of the list of iuvostigations which it is intended to pursue.
We are unable to accept any participation in these investigations.
M. Pasteur has instructed us to make certain experiments having for their object—strictly in accordance with tho
conditions for the reward published by the New South Wales Government—tiie demonstration that Ills method is at ouco
efficacious, practical, and without danger to the domestic minimis mentioned in the note of the Covoruinent.
Ibis demonstrationyve are prepared to make ; but we cannot take any part in the proceedings of the Committee,
when it seeks to pursue scientific investigations foreign to the purely practical question upon which it is going to decide.
When the Commission is willing to examine the method of M. Pasteur, we shall be at their tfisposal to make,
ourselves, in the presence of the Commission, the necessary experiments,
We have, &c.,
D. GERMONT.
FRANK HINDS.
A. LOIR.

This letter received our careful consideration on Monday, 14th May. Tho attitude adopted by
M. Pasteur s representatives seemed to us so serious, aud so difficult to understand, after their statements
to the Commission, that wo decided to call them before ns without, further delay, in order to hear their
own explanation of tho contents of this letter. We made an appointment to meet them tho same Monday
at 2'30 p.m., when M. Pasteur’s representatives were in attendance. Wo expressly asked them to explain
why, after having accepted the proposals aud arrangements made by the Commission, they stated iu their
letter that they were “ unable to accept any participation in these investigations.” Wc produced in their
presence, and read, the report of the proceedings of the Commission, in which they stated they would
perforin, in conjunction with Dr. Katz, the experiments prescribed by tho Commission. They did not
hesitate to repudiate any such agreement, stating at the same time that they had no idea that such an
arrangement had been accepted for them by Dr. Hinds, They argued that they had come to Sydney ou
the strength of representations made to M. Pasteur by the A gent-General for New Soutli Wales, for
the express purpose of performing a definite se,ries of experiments drawn up for them by M. Pasteur
himeelt, and that, as agents for M. Pasteur, they had only power and authority to carry out this definite
series of experiments. They could not deviate iu the least from M. Pasteur's" set plan. They therefore
could not undertake any other experiments than those expressly prescribed by M. Pasteur. Further,
they refused to give us any microbes of fowl-cholera until tney had completed the programme of experi
ments that M. Pasteur had authorized them to perform. This was their attitude, aud we could do no
more than ask them to furnish us with a list of the experiments which M. Pasteur had set down for
their guidance. Wc had no power to modify in the least the programme of experiments arranged by tho
Commission.
While, however, we accejjted no responsibility in the experiments arranged by M. Pasteur himself
to test the efficacy and safety of his method, wo considered it only reasonable to allow M, Pasteur’s
agents to carry out their preliminary experiments. We did this more readily because M. Pasteur’s agents
declined to hand oyer their microbes to the Commission until these preliminary experiments had been
completed. We did not see that any harm—beyond, indeed, a loss of time—could come from allowing
M. Pasteur’s agents to superadd to our intended experimental work any separate experiments which they
might have been instructed by M. Pasteur to perform. We wished, in fact, to allow' them to put their owu
case in their own way. Without, therefore, iu any way altering our intention to perform the schedule
of experiments prescribed by the Commission after M'. Pasteur’s should be finished, and desiring to treat
M. Pasteur with every consideration, we asked M. Pasteur’s representatives to furnish ns with a list of
the experiments they intended to perform. On the day after this interview took place the members of
the Committee had to leave Sydney to attend the prearranged meetings of the full Commission at
Melbourne and Adelaide. It thus happened that the reply of M. Pasteur’s representatives, furnishing
their list of proposed experiments, was not delivered to us until we had left Sydney, and it was not
possible to consider this furnished list until wc reassembled in Sydney ou 11th Juuo.
■
This letter and list of experiments are here appended, and special attention is directed to the terms
and conditions of the experiments:—
To tho President of the Committee for Babbit Destruction,—
Sh1,
_
“Tho Albany,” Bligh-atreet, Sydney, 14 May, 18SS.
M e have the honor to lay before yon, in accordance with your request, a list of the experiments which M, Pasteur
has instructed us to make before yon for the purpose of demonstrating —
(1) Tire efficacy of the disease which he bus proposed for the destruction of rabbits ;
(2) The immunity which is enjoyed by domestic animals with regard to the agent of this disease.
I.
* See Section VIII of the Report, page 13G.
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I. Experiments showing the rapidity and certainty of the action of chickeu-cholcra :
Three sets of rabbits of ten each will be taken.
_
(a) The first ten will have a single feed of green grass, over which a culture of microbes has been sprinkled, given
to them.
(t>) The second ten will have a single feed of chaff, sprinkled in the same manner.
(e) The third ten will have a single feed of oats, treated as above.
II. Experiments showing the immunity of domestic animals to tbe microbe of chicken-cholera. Tho following
animals will bo the subjects of these experiments :—Two sheep, two cows, two lambs, two calves, two horses, two pigs,
two goats, and two dogs.
_
A culture containing the microbes of ohiokcn-cholera will be sprinkled over one of tho feeds which each animal will
receive daily for six days. These animals will be watched for ten days after the last feed.
When the Committee is satisfied that tho disease it not dangerous to domestic animals, wc will make a third experi
ment—really the only one which is at the same time practical and demonstrative. It consists in testing the method upon
an area, enclosed with rabbit-proof fencing, in a part of the country infested with rabbits. At tho conclusion of eacli
experiment a statement of its nature and result wall be drawn up, either by us or by tho expert nominated by the Govern
ment and signed by both parties.
.
We have, &e.,
D. GERMONT,
FRANK HINDS,
.
A. LOIR

Tt will bn seen that cxperimonls (1) and (2) detailed in. Dr. Hinds' letter, although quite insufficient
and inconclusive, whatever their results might be, were such as we might fairly allow to proceed, reserving,
of course, to ourselves the right to impose, after fheir conclusion, the further tests which obviously
suggest themselves as necessary, and which were in fact provided for in the schedule of experiments
already prescribed by the Commission. But experiment (3), that is, the proposed experiment in the open
country, is on quite a different footing. Besides the fact that the nature of this proposed experiment was
in no way defined, it was impossible to allow its performance until we should first have satisfied ourselves
that by the introduction of fowl-cholera into the country there was a real and substantial chance of
exterminating the rabbits.
It has not yet been proved that true fowl-cholera exists in this country, eo that its introduction
would cloarlv be an undesirable innovation, and could only be recommended—if recommended at all—on
the distinct ground that it would, in some way, cause much more good than harm.
M. Pasteur’s proposed experiments (I) and (2)—even supposing their results were successful in
highest degree—were so loose, and so wanting in scientific accuracy with regard to the points especially
requiring demonstration, that they could not reasonably be held to justify us in allowing free dissemination
of fowl-cholera iu tho open country.
.
On our return to Sydney a further interview with M. Pasteur’s representatives was at once arranged,
and every possible effort was patiently made to impress upon them the unsatisfactory nature of their pro
posed “ demonstration,” and (ho primary necessity of satisfying the Committee, among other matters, of
tho spread of fowl-cholera from rabbit to rabbit before any introduction of the disease into the open
country would be permitted.* M. Pasteur’s representatives, however, for reasons already mentioned,
positively refused to make any further experiments with fowl-cholera until they had gone right through
with experiments (1), (2), and (3) in full accordance with the instructions received from M. Pasteur.
They also refused to hand over to us either their microbe cultures, or any part of them, or any rabbits
affected therewith or tho bodies of any rabbits that had died from fowl-cholera, until the conclusion of
their own experiments, including the so-called demonstration in the open country. In other words, they
refused either to demonstrate with any scientific precision the spread of the disease from rabbit to rabbit
or to enable us to do it. They only offered to perform a series of experiments, so inadequate and incon
clusive as to be of little value ; and indeed designed, as it would appear, cither to avoid any risk of failure
or to prevent the possibility of detecting failure if it should occur. On becoming convinced that experi
ments (3) in the open country would not bo permitted until some proof was given of the likelihood of the
spread of chicken-cholera from rabbit to rabbit, M. Pasteur's agents at our suggestion agreed to ask
further instructions from M. Pasteur on this most important point, M, Pasteur’s representatives were,
in their judgment, so tied down fo the exact instructions of M. Pasteur that they refused to take any
further action until they had asked leave from AT Pasteur to make the “ demonstration” we required. It
was therefore decided that a cablegram should be sent directly to Al. Pasteur asking permission for his
agents to make an experiment showing the contagion of this disease among rabbits, and asking also that
cultivations of microbes of chicken-cholera should bo given to the Commission for tho purpose of
supplementing the experiments of his own representatives.
‘VVe therefore recommended the Glovermnent to despatch the following cable message to M
Pasteur in the name of Dr. Germont which was accordingly done:—“ Pasteur, Paris.—Cablegram, 16
Juin 1888.—Commission no pent laisser faire vos experiences sur unc large echelle avant que la contagion
de lapin d lapin ait etc demontree—intone apres cela elle ne pent vous promettre d’avance de nous
autoriser it faire Texperience sur unc large echelle. Autorisez-vous experience de contagion suivante :—■
Meier cinq lapins iniectes dans unc cage avee vingt lapins sains, et observer lew resultats pendant six
jours? Commission aussi demande lapins infectes pour experiences particuliercs.”
Translation,—“ Pasteur, Paris.—The Commission cannot allow your experiment to be made on a
largo scale before contagion from rabbit to rabbit has been proved. Even after that it cannot promise
beforehand to make experiments on a large scale. Do you authorize the following experiment in
contagion :—To mix five infected rabbits in a cage with twenty healthy rabbits, and observe the results for
six days ? The Commission also asks for infected rabbits for special experiment.”
M. Pasteur agreed to a contagion experiment being performed, but under such conditions that wo
held the experiment to be of little practical value.
The cablegram from AI. Basteur with regard to the contagion experiment and the conditions
prescribed by him together with the explanation of his owu agents is here appended.
Translation.—“ Contagion great in the burrows. Alake experiments demanded on solid ground of
a square metre. Wait before giving microbes of dead rabbits, but give drawing of the organisms of the
cultivations to be signed by the members.”
“Experiments proposed:—-Five rabbits, which have received a feed sprinkled with microbes of
chicken-cholera, will be put iu with fifteen healthy rabbits in an enclosure 1 metre square on solid ground.”
“ Explanation
* A full account of this interview will be found in tho Minutes of tho proceedings of tho Committee.
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“ Explanation of the despatch :—We will give proof to the Commission that for each of our experi
ments we use the same microbe and same cultivations; and for this purpose the expert named by the
Commission shall examine with microscope preparations of our cultures and make drawings, which he
shall sign as a guarantee of their correctness.”
We had a further interview with M. Pasteur’s representatives, and the final question put by
our Chairman, and the answer of Mr. Pasteur’s representatives thereto hero follow, and speak for
themselves:—
,
The Chairman asked, “ If the experiment described in telegram to M. Pasteur is successful have
you any objection to make yourselves, or allow the expert of the Commission to make, further experi
ments to prove that contagion takes place under less favourable conditions than those of experiment above
mentioned (say) in artificial burrows, or in a larger space, or with fewer rabbits ?”
lo this Dr. G-crmont replied, 11 You have sent a special despatch to M. Pasteur, who has made a
direct reply. We cannot modify the instructions which ho has given us. It was useless otherwise to ask
M. Pasteur for instructions. Our position now is the samcas before. We can only make the experi
ments which we arc authorized to make.”
The same question, asked by Mr. Bell, and Dr, Gemiont’s reply here follows:—
Mr. Bell then asked, “ Are you willing to make the experiment authorized by M. Pasteur, not
only once (which would be of no value), but several times over; each experiment under identical condi
tions; for instance, to place in each of six enclosures two infected rabbits and five hoalthv rabbits ; each
enclosure to contain 2 square metres ?”
^
Dr. Germont replied, “ No; we refuse to do that.”
. ^'th the exception of Mr. Pearson wo thought it best to allow them to undertake this contagion
experiment at their earliest convenience on Eodd Island, pending any further action of the full Com
mission.
,
:*s important to observe M. Pasteur orders his representatives to wait before they hand over their
microbes to the Commission for the purpose of experiment.
We now desire briefly to summarize our negotiations with M. Pasteur’s representatives since tho
sending of the first cable message io M. Pasteur. M. Pasteur agrees to a contagion experiment being
made, but he stipulates it he made by. putting twenty-five (25) rabbits, five (5) of them sick with fowlcholera, into an enclosure a yard square, and keeping them there six (6) days. He refuses to allow the
Commission to have any microbes for any experiments of their own, but offers them instead some
drawings of the organisms. Wc felt that our only duty was to leave all further action in the hands of
the full Commission. Throughout our negotiations we have striven with the utmost patience to find some
common basis of experiment upon which the Commission and M. Pasteur’s representatives could act in
harmony. _ The outcome of these negotiations is that M. Pasteur’s representatives have obtained permis
sion to give the “ demonstrations” of contagion above described. This permission is coupled with a
refusal to hand over to the Commission any microbes for experiments of their own. We need hardly add
that the conditions of the experiments arc such that whatever the result maybe the experiment is of little
value for testing the spread of ehieken-cholcra from rabbit to rabbit; in other words, of testing the
efficacy of M. .Pasteur’s scheme. It will now he for the Commission to take up tho matter at this point
and deal with it. Before the Commission we shall he prepared to make our suggestions as to the course
to be pursued *
July 3, 1888.
-\Vr. CAMAC WILKINSON.

SECTION VIII.
Description

of tlie Laboratory Buildings at Rodd Island.

Irf accordance with the recommendation of the Commission efforts were made in tho first instance to
obtain a suburban house, with water and gas laid on, having about an acre of land attached, and contain
ing a sufficient number of rooms to provide accommodation for the laboratory, and for tho chief expert,
his assistant, cook and handy man. It was intended, had this arrangement been carried out, to have
done little more in the way of building than to simply enclose a piece of land about. 100 feet square;
surround and roof this with fly-proof wire gauze, and construct, in open connection therewith, a large
shelter shed with stalls and pens. Messrs. Sliecrin and Hennessey, architects, of Pitt-street, in response
to private inquiries from Mr. Pearson, furnished drawings of such an enclosure, and also a rough estimate
of the cost. They estimated that the enclosure and shed, closed in with rat proof wire netting, would
cost about £300. If the enclosure were covered with mosquito proof wire gauze the cost would amount
to £600. The wire gauze would, however, they estimated, he saleable afterwards for about £150 ; the
net cost being therefore reduced to about £450. Messrs. Sheerin and Hennessy stated that if the work
were placed in their hands, they would put up the enclosure and shed, and also fit up the laboratory rooms
with gas and water connections, cupboards, tables, and so on, within a week.
In consequence, however, of the final decision of the Government authorities to place Eodd Island
at the service ot the Commission for tho purpose of laboratory experiments it became necessary to make
much more extensive building arrangements.
,
Eodd Island, situated in Long Covo, opposite the Callan Park Lunatic Asylum, contains, above
high-water mark, about 1| acres, roughly speaking, but of this only about half an acre is suitable for
building purposes, the rest being either too rocky or too steep to he of any use without reclamation or
levelling. When the island was placed at tho service of the Commission it was unoccupied, and covered
with scrub. It is now covered on every available spot with a collection of buildings, which present an
interesting appearance, and which it is hoped will, after they have served their immediate purpose, become
permanently useful for bacteriological work and the investigation of stock diseases.
The
*
substance of this Report, together with the correspondence referred to in it, was submitted to the Commission at
a meeting on 21st June, when it was unnnimously agreed that the experiments proposed by tbo representatives of Mr. Pasteur
were not satisfactory, (Sec the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Commission on pago 30.)
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The buildings consist of a large enclosure covered in. with wire gauze, and connected with a shed
containing stalls and pens, an aviary, a laboratory containing four rooms, a dwelling-house containing six
rooms and a kitchen, with servants’ quarters. Water-tanks have been fixed in convenient places, and a
wharf constructed, with a road leading therefrom. The general arrangement of the buildings is shown in
the accompanying sketch plan.
The enclosure and shed cover nearly a quarter of an acre of ground, thus affording room for horses,
cattle, sheep, pigs, birds, Ac., to move about amongst one another in an easy and natural manner. There
are also artificial burrow’s constructed for rabbits. Thus it will be possible not only to perform isolated
feeding experiments with microbe-charged food, but also to conduct, on a small scale, a general experiment
in which the animals shall be placed under conditions similar to those of the open country. By allowing
the birds and beasts to mix freely together an almost infinite number of transmissions of the microbes from
one animal to another may be obtained. The conditions of the test in this enclosure will be more stringent
than in the open country, on account of the confinement of the animals within such a limited area ; and if
no serious outbreak of disease should occur within the enclosure, there will be good grounds for concluding
that none is likely to occur outside.
_
The object of the wire gauze is to keep away birds and insects, which, by flying to and fro, might
carry infectious matter with them. The wire gauze rests upon wire netting of 4-inch mesh, which in its
turn rests upon a number of wire ropes, stretched right across, over the ridge beam and the side posts,
after the manner of a tent. A barbed wire fence inside the enclosure protects the gauze from in jury by
the larger animals. Tlie entrances to the enclosure are double, so that the outer door may be closed before
the inner one is opened. The shed is constructed of corrugated iron, with a brick basement. The drainage
from the stalls will run into a gauze-covered tank, containing disinfecting material. All ventilating openings
are covered with wire gauze.
Artificial Imrrows, which it is believed were first used by Mr. Pearson, in Victoria, for experiments
on poisoning rabbits, are very simply constructed, as shown in tlie diagrams which are appended to this
report. [Sec Diagrams at end of Appendices.]
It will be seen that they are simply small winding trenches cut in the surface of tlie ground, covered
over with hoards and then with loose material. The boards are made in short lengths so that the burrows
may be easily opened when required. The entrances to the burrows aro made as natural in appearance as
possible. Wheii wild rabbits have no other cover they go into these burrows quite readily.
The laboratory contains a large general working-room, with tables, sink, shelves, incubator stands,
gas and water connections ; a microscopic room, with a south-east aspect so as to be as much protected as
possible from the daily variations of temperature ; a storeroom for apparatus, Ac. ; and a wash-house with
sink, copper boiler, and a furnace for burning dead carcasses and infected matter. The gas is supplied iu
cylinders from tho railway works at Redfem ; from the cylinder it is passed in a smalt gasometer with
constant pressure, and to which is attached an automatic tap, which shuts off or turns on according as the
gasometer rises or falls. It was at one time thought that it would be possible to conduct the gas from tlie
mainland by a main pipe laid under tbe water; but the difficulty of preventing an accumulation of water in
the bend of the main caused this idea to be abandoned.* The laboratory as well as the house and kitchen
are constructed of corrugated iron, the walls being double and packed with sawdust.
The house contains three bed-rooms, a bath-room, a large dining-room, and a large libraiy and office
room. The kitchen quarters aro commodious. The cook’s room adjoins tlie kitchen; but it is arranged
that the handy man, who will attend to the stables, will sleep in a tent. There are several water-tanks,
and there is sufficient roofing on the island to give an abundant water supply.
An aviary, 16 feet square, half enclosed and roofed in, and half open, is provided to accommodate
birds before they are put into the experimental enclosure. Arrangements will probably be made for
accommodating the larger animals, previous to their being experimented upon, on the Callan Park Asylum
reserve ; and the smaller animals will be kept in hutches.
The whole of the above buildings have been put up in less than two months, tbe work having been
carrried out with admirable expedition by the Colonial Architect's Department. The sum spent upon the
work is said to amount to over £2,500, the work having been specially costly owing to the water carriage.
Over forty men were at one time employed on the island.
[Sco sketch plan of Rodd Island and diagrams I to VII.]

SECTION IX.
Retort by Dr. Katz on the Rabbit brought from New Zealand by

Sir James Hectorf.
Sir,

Rodd Island, 19 November, 1888.
Referring to your letter, dated 16th instant, and received by me yesterday, I have to report
that the rabbit, brought from New Zealand by Sir James Hector, and transferred to Rodd Island ou the
16th June last, lias so far not been made the subject of experiments. All that I can state is, that it is still
alive. Tho tumour which it showed, on arrival, at the left side of the body, over the ribs, has enlarged
since. The shape of this tumour, which is firm, elastic on touch, and covered with dense hair in like manner
as the body throughout, is a semi-oval, the longer axis of which is parallel to the vertebral column. Its
dimensions at the base are at present, 10 centim. (4 inches) in length, and 8 centim, (3 \6 inches) in width.
In other respects the rabbit appears in a normal condition.
*
*
*
I am, Ac.,
H. Mahon, Esq., Secretary Rabbit Commission.
OSCAR KATZ.
SECTION
* The supply of gas by means of cylinders having on trial proved inconvenient, this arrangement was eventually
replaced by a gasolene generator.
t Tills is the rabbit suffering from bladder-worm disease, referred to in Mr. Coleman Phillips’ evidence at the top of
page 117.
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SECTION X.
on the experiments carried out by M. Pasteur’s representatives
(M. Loir, Drs. Germont and Hinds), with a view to demonstrating the
efficacy and safety of the introduction of the microbes of chicken-cholera
as a means for the extermination of Rabbits in Australasia.

Report

These experiments of demonstration took place at Eodd Island, near Sydney, and lasted from 7tli July
till 4th August, 1888.
As a detailed account of the arrangement of these experiments, of the results they yielded, and of
other noteworthy facts is given iu the attached Appendices A-E, I need only confine myself hero to
summarising their main contents.
One portion of tho experiments was, as stated above, devoted to showing the efficacy of tho
microbes of chicken-cholera, both as regards their power to kill rabbits by feeding them on infected
food, and tho contagiousness of the fatal disease which they set up in rabbits.
With reference to the first point, namely, that the microbes under discussion are fatal to rabbits
when administered to them along with food, I am perfectly satisfied, taking into consideration not only
tho result of the experiment recorded in Appendix A, bnt also the results of experiments made for the
purpose of controlling tho virulence of the microbes given to domestic animals. (Vide below.) The
quantity of infected broth as added to food (cabbage leaves, turnip leaves, carrot tops, green barley,
chaff, oats) ranged from 1 ccm. to about 3 ccm.* for each rabbit ;f the time which it took until death, from
twenty to forty hours. I may here at once point out, although I shall mention it again later on, that
death did not always follow after infected food had been placed in tho boxes in which the animals were
confined. Tlie number used for each experiment of such a nature amounted to from two to ten
specimens. Part of such lots always died in consequence of infection ; and the reason for the survival of
the other part—now and then, as may bo seen in Appendices A and D, all of the same experiment died—
may be found by assuming that they perhaps did not partake of the infected meal at all (especially when
tbe animals were confined in one and the same box, and not in separate compartments); or, possibly,
that they ate only a slight portion of the infected broth, not sufficient to infect; or, lastly, that perhaps
this infected broth had become dry, and in this way lost its virulence, when it was eaten by the surviving
rabbits. Whatever tho cause of such occurrences may have been, such rabbits were not proof against
infection by the micro-organisms in question, because they ultimately succumbed after being fed again.
{Vide Appendix A*1.)
Tor demonstrating the presence of tho haeicria of chicken-cholera in the dead subjects, M. Pasteur's
delegates made use of a Zeiss’ microscope placed at their disposal; but although the use of homogeneous
immersion objectives and of my aniline dyes was offered to them, they contented themselves with
demonstrating preparations of fresh blood from tho heart by means of Zeiss’ P (dry objective, Oc. I and
II). In ail such preparations micro-organisms were seen not unlike those of chicken-cholera. A
demonstration, however, of such a description could hardly have been convincing by itself had it not boon
aided by the appearance at tivi post-mortem examinations of certain organs and tissues (a//., lungs, pleura,
pericardium), which each time exhibited certain pathological changes mot with in rabbits dead of that
particular disease, and also by the results of occasional inoculations into healthy rabbits from blood of
those which died of the disease.
I feci certain that the microbes of chickcn-cholera were present in each of the eases in which a
post-mortem examination was made, and that they must ho looked upon as the cause of the death of tho
animals under consideration. It stands to reason that the same took place with regard to all those which
died under the same conditions and after the same treatment, but on which a. post-mortem examination
was not made.
As to the second point, namely, that tlie fatal disease set up by tbe microbes in rabbits, either by
inoculation or by feeding, should be contagious among them, two sets of experiments were conducted:
First.—Moo rabbits wero inoculntcd% with about two drops each of a broth-culture of the microbe,
and thereafter placed in an enclosure of 1 square metre area with twcnti/ other healthy rabbits.
They were kept under observation for a period of seven days. The Jive inoculated ones died
within fourteen and a half hours ; of the remaining twenty not inoculated ones five died within
sevonty-one hours, and from that time until the conclusion of tho experiment no more died.
This experiment does not admit of any inference being drawn from it as to its practical value,
because not one of tbe dead rabbits of any of the descriptions which were left in the enclosure
to the last was subjected to an examination.
Out of twenty-five control rabbits (vide Appendix B) three died within five days and five hours; an
examination of these did not take place either.
Secondly.—JFivc rabbits in one box wore given some cabbage loaves infected with five ccm. of a
broth-culture of the microbe, and two and a half hours afterwards placod in an enclosure of
one square metre area with twenty healthy rabbits. (Vide Appendix 0.) They wore kept under
observation for a period of ten days. "Within this period eleven in all died ; among them throe
(specially marked) of the five to which infected food had "been given, while one of the latter
survived. ( Vide Appendix A, Series III, confi. aho alove.) Whether tlie fifth, which it had been
■
forgotten to specially mark, as forming one of the originally infected ones, was among the dead
.ones or not could not be decided.
This
* Obg cubic centimetre is equal to sixteen minims j one minim is generally consifleTed os equal to one drop.
I All the rabbits used in the cxportnicnta here were wild rabbits from Carrathoolj near Haj, N.S.W,
Inoculation means hero always subcutaneous application.
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This experiment, unsatisfactory as it was as regards its arrangement, can, therefore, hardly ho
ntihxcd for drawing any exact conclusions as to its practical value. All that I can state in reference to
the result of this experiment is that on examination of three dead rabbits which were not specially
marked, that is to say, which had not been given infected food [with the exception possibly of one {vide
above)], the result as to presence of micro-organisms and pathological changes were the same ns usual.
Of the^nr original ones (specially marked) not one was examined, but there is no room for doubt that they
died in consequence of their having eaten the microbes, since two other rabbits fed the same day on infected
food under tbe same conditions {Appendix D) could bo shown to have died of the disease.
A control experiment on twenty-five rabbits was not made.
The other portion of the experiments, as stated in the heading, tended to show the safety of the
introduction of the microbes of chickcn-cholera. It was to be demonstrated that a number of useful
animals were immune from becoming infected with such microbes.
_
These animals consisted of an old horse, a cow (with calf at foot), a sheep (young merino ewe),
a goat (in kid), a pig (young sow), and a young dog (half-bred collie). All these animals,_ with the
exception of tiie calf, which was not experimented upon at all, were given onco a day for a period of
days varying quantities of broth-cultures of the bacterium of chicken-cholera in or on various articles of
food, as may be seen in Appendix I). Then came a resting period of five days, at the end of which all
tho animals, with the exception again of the calf, wero fed once more on very much larger quantities than
before ot infected broth in or on food. From that date they were kept under observation for six more
days, according to the programme, but in reality for twelve days up to date (August 7).
_
_
Tho result was a favorable one. At no time did any of the above animals show signs of illness;
they presented always normal appearances.
_
_
_
Of course, control experiments on rabbits were made each time when infected food was given to
the above domestic animals {Vide Appendix D.) Of these control rabbits, which always numbered more
than one at a time, part often survived, an occurrence already commented upon in the foregoing lines.
Tho mere fact of this occurrence is no doubt sufficient to render the ultimate result less transparent
than it would have been if all the control rabbits had died; but still I incline to the opinion that tho
microbes of chickcn-cholera applied in the way described arc harmless to domestic animals of the above
description.
Rodd Island, 7 August, 1888.
_
_
_ _
OSCAR KATZ.
To tho Chairman Experiment Committee Rabbit Commission.
I heo to forward the following account of the experiments performed by M. Pasteur’s agents, under the
supervision of Dr. Katz, and agree fully with the general tenor of Dr. Katz’s remarks and inferences.
W. CAMAC WILKINSON,
_ _
August IS, 1888.
Chairman Experiment Committee, Rabbit Commission.

APPENDICES.
A, B, and C.—Details of experiments intended to demonstrate tte efficacy of the disease.
J)._Details of experiments intended to demonstrate tlie safety of the disease, viz., the immunity of certain domestic
animals.
_
_
E.—Details of further experiments upon rabbits surviving from previous experiments.
K,—Explanation of the diagrams accompanying this Report.

Appendix A.
Details of experiment intended to demonstrate the efficacy of the Disease.
July 7th—Time rabbits wero placed in one box (Diag. I, c.) and fed at 3 p.m,, upon cabbage leaves and carrot tops sprinkled
with about 10 ccm. of a broth-culture of the microbe of chicken-cholera.
Annotation.—Most of the infected food was eaten by 10 p.m. on the 7th, and by II p.m. the pieces of leaves, &c.f not
oaten, wero trodden flat on the bottom of the box and partly covered with droppings. The next day food was
given to them as usual.
Itcmitt—
July 8th—One died between 8'30 p.m. and 9'4!5 p.m., or in 29£ to 302 hours after being fed.
_
July Sth and Sth—One more died between 11 p.m. of Sth and 4'5 a.m. of Sth, or in 32 to 37 bonrs after being fed.
July Sth—One more died between 4‘o a.m. and 7'10 a.m., or in 37 to 40 hours after being fed.
.
On examination tho presence of micro-organisms morphologically similar to those of chiukcn-cholora was demon
strated in fresh preparations of blood from each of the three. (Zeiss E.)

Appendix E.
Detaiix! of experiment intended to demonstrate the efficacy of the Disease.
July 7th—rabbits were inoculated at 2'45 p.m., with about two drops each of a broth-culture of tbo microbe of
chicken-cholera, and placed immediately thereafter in a box 1 metre square (Diag. I, a), containing twenty other
fresh rabbits.
,
,
,
Annotation—The box referred to consisted of a four-sided wooden enclosure 1 metre square, having for its bottom the
paved floor of a stable stall (Diag. 1, 1), and for its top a covering of rabbit-proof wire netting.
Conditions as to treatment—All the rabbits to bo fed twice a day; the carcasses of dead rabbits to be left in the box
until the conclusion of the experiment.
Jlesnlt—
July 7th Onr. died between 10’40 p.m and H'15 p.m., or S to 84 houre
A[ter the boginningof thc
'
July 8tli—Two more died between midnight and 2-15 a.m., or 9 to 11 hours
S
pvnf.rimcnt
Two more died between 2T5 a.m. and 5'20 a.m., or 114 to 144 hours )
‘*
‘
(The above Jive were the inoculated rabbits.)
July 0th—One more died between 11 p.m. of Sth and 4'5 a.m. of 9th, or 32 to 37 ^
hours
I
. .
One. more died between 1'4!> p.m. and 3'50p.m., or 464 ^
hours ( After thc beginning of tho
One more died between S‘25 p.m. and 9'45 p.m., or 53 to 544 hours
|
experiment.
July 10th—One more died between 10'15 ft.m. and noon, or 97 to 68$ hours
|
One more died between noon and 1 ‘45 p.m., or 68J to 704 hours
J
Annotation—On the 11th July it was noted that the carcasses of rabbits previously dead were covered with dry lucerne
stalks left over after feeding. It was observed at the same time that tho bottom of the control experimentbox
(r. below) was partly covered with lucerne stalks also. On the 12th July it was observed that very little food was
left at thc bottom of either box.
July
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July 14tli—
Conclusion of the experiment^
At 4 p.m. tlie experiment was concluded, and the ffleer surviving rabbits were liberated from the box.
Annotation—An examination of the dead rabbits did not take place.
Control experiment—
July I'th Twent;/-Jive rabbits were placed in a box I metre square (Diag. I, fi) similar in every respect to that
_ described above,
Contliiiom as to treatment—To be kept under exactly tbe same conditions as the other twenty-five rabbits.
July Oth, 10th—One died between lO'd-'i p.m. of 9th and 7T5 a.m. of 10th.
Annotation—[he skin on the nose of this rabbit had been removed by injury on the 7th July.
July Uth—One more died between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
July 12th—One more died between 7'40 p.m. aud 8 p.m.
July 14th At 4 p.in. the experiment being concluded, the twenty-two surviving rabbits were removed from the box
Annotat'ion—An examination of the dead rabbits did not take place.
\V eathor during the course of the experiments referred to in Appendices A and B, Fine weather prevailed during the
C?
? exPenments until the evening of the 13th July, when one or two heavy showers fell. From then until midday
oi tlie lath (when tlie experiments were concluded) the weather was again fine, the air being cool but dry.

Appendix C.
Details of experiment intended to show the efficacy of the disease
July 17 th—-Fire rabbits wore fed, at 1 '30 p.m., upon cabbage-leaves sprinkled with 6 ccm. of a broth-culture of the microbe
oi chicken-cholera. At 4 p.m. these five rabbits (having finished their meal of infected food) were placed in a box
1 metre square (Diag. Ill, «) amongst twenty other fresh rabbits.
Annotations—(a) Four out of the five fed upon infected food were ear-marked with a “fork" taken out of the tip of the
oil ear just before being placed in tho box amongst the other rabbits, Tlie first of the five was inadvertently placed
in the box without being specially marked,
(J) The box referred to consisted again of a four-sided wooden enclosure 1 metre square, having for its bottom tho
paved floor of a stable stall (Diag. HI, 6), and for its top a covering of rabbit-proof wire netting.
Conditions as to treatment—All rabbits in the box to be fed twice a day, and the carcasses of any that die to be loft in
tho box until the conclusion of the experiment.
Ttesntt—
July I8th—One of those fed upon infected food (and car-marked) found dead at 5 p.m.
July 10th—Froo more of those fed upon infected food (and ear-marked) found dead at 9 a.m.
July 23rd—Two more found dead at G p.m.
Three more found dead at 8'30 p.m.
July 24th—One more found dead at 9 a.m.
On examination of three, out of thc six last dead, the presence of micro-organisms morphologically similar to those
of chicken-cholera was demonstrated in fresh preparations of blood. (Zeiss F.)
Two fresh rabbits, confined in separate boxes, were inoculated at 4'30 p.m. on the 24th with blood from two out of
the three examined as above. They were found dead at 9'30 a.m. (July 25th), aud, on examination, the
presence of micro-organisms morphologically similar to those of chickcn-cholera, was demonstrated, as in
previous examinations. (Zeiss F.) One rabbit was inoculated, at 1 p.m. on the 25th, with blood from one
of these two, and was_ found dead at 9 a.m. on the 26th. On examination thc presence of micro-organisms
was demonstrated, as m previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
July 25th—Two more found dead at 9'30 a.m,
July 27th—
Conclusion of the experiment—
At 4 p.m. the experiment was concluded, and the fourteen surviving rabbits were liberated,
AnnottUwn—One of these fourteen rabbits was observed to be one of the four ear-marked, as noted in Annotation
(a) (17th July) above. It was still alive on the 1st August, when it was treated as may he seen in the notes
upon the experiment of that date. (Appendix E, series III.)
Control experiment—
Vide control experiment of the same date (17th July). (Appendix D, below.)

Appendix D.
Details of experiments intended to demonstrate the safety of thc disease, viz., the immunity of certain domestic animals
The following animals were experimented upon :—
An old horse, placed in one of the stable stalls. (Diag. Ill, 5.)
A cow (with calf at foot), also in one of the stable stalls. (Diag. Ill, 2.)
A sheep (six-tootli niermo ewe), placed in a wire-netting division of tlie main enclosure. (Diag. HL 7.)
A (/oat (a female, m kid), placed in a similar division of the main enclosure. (Diag. Ill, 8.)
A pig (a young sow), placed in a similar division of the main enclosure. (Diag. Ill, 9.) '
A dog (a young half-bred collie), chained to a post (Diag. Ill, 10'), and provided with a box-kennel. (Diag. HI, 10.)
Annotations—(a) On no occasion was the above-mentioned calf experimented upon. (M In other respects, all tlie
animals were kept under normal conditions during the course of the experiments,
July 17th, 1 p.m.—
The horse 1
The con) j- was fed upon a small portion of moistened pollard mixed with S ® ccra'
a broth-culture of the microbe
The jnfj )
(
of chicken-cholera.

7llC

i

The goat j wa3 fe<J uP°n a handful of green barley, sprinkled with.......... C ccm. of thc same culture.
The dog was fed upon about i of a pint of milk, mixed with 5 ccm. of the same culture.
Control experiment—Two rabbits (in one box) were fed upon cabbage leaves sprinkled with 3 ccm. of the same cultura'
Remit The trao rabbits were found dead at 2 p.m. on the 18th, and, on examination, micro-organisms morphologically
similar to those ot chicken-cholera, were demonstrated as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
Awwtohon—In this and all succeeding control experiments the rabbits were kept in boxes placed in a space denoted
July 13th—The several animals, fed yesterday upon infected food, presented normal appearances
At noon—
ri‘
The hone'}
The cotv [
, ,
The goat l wast fe“ “P?11 s“lutar
to that given yesterday (July 17th), mixed with the same quantity (5 ccm.)
The pty i
of a broth-culture of the microbe Of chickcn-cholera.
J
The dog J
The sheep was fed upon dry lucerne, sprinkled with 5 ccm. of the same culture.
Control experiment—
Six rabbits (in one bps) were fed upon cabbage-leaves, sprinkled with 6 ccm, of the same culture.
Jhsull—
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Three were found dead at 9 a.m. on the 20th.
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On examination thc pi-cscnce of micro-organisms was demonstrated
(in each case) as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
Annotation—The other three rabbits were still alive on the 26th Julj', when they were further treated, as may be seen
in tlie notes on the experiment of that date. (Appendix E, series I.■)(
July 19th—The several animals again presented normal appearances.
At 11 ■30 a.m.—
The horse
Tlie cow
The sheep was fed upon similar food to that given yesterday (18th), mixed with the same quantity (5 ccm.) of a
Tlie r/oat
broth-culture of the microbe of chicken-cholera.
The pip
Tho clop J
A nnotation—The pig loft uneaten a small portion of thc infected food given to it.
Control experimenls—
July 19th—(a) Three rabbits, in one box, were fed upon about a handful of green barley, sprinkled with 6 cem, of
the same culture,
Residl—
One was found dead at 9 a.m, on the 21st, and on examination thc presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated
as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
Annotation—The other two rabbits were still alive on the 26th July, when they were treated as may be seen in thc
notes upon the experiment of that date. (Appendix E, series I.)
July 19th—(6) One rabbit was inoculated with about 5 drops of the same culture.
Beeidt—
Thc rabbit was found dead at 9 a.m, on the 20th, and on examination the presence of micro-organisms was
demonstrated as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
July 20th—The several animals again presented normal appearances.
At 3-30 p.m.—
The horse \
M7 com. \
The pout ( waB
ul,on a smaN portion of moistened pollard mixed with < ^
1 of a broth-culture of the microbe
of chicken-cliolera.
The pip )
( 6 com, )
The sheep was fed upon dry lucerne sprinkled with 17J ccm. of the same culture.
The dog was fed on about J of a pint of milk mixed with 5 ccm. of the same culture,
Annotation—At 4T5 p.m, the sheep had eaten a part only of the food given to it, and it was not until o‘30 p.m, that it
had finished all but a few stalks of the lucerne,
'
Confrot experiment—
July 20th—Six rabbits (in separate compartments of one box) were fed upon turnip leaves sprinkled with H cem.
of the same culture for each rabbit.
”
Annotation—Three of the six were observed to have finished their meal of infected food at 5'30 p.m., and were then
fed upon uninfected food. The other three, not having finished their infected food, were left unfed until the
morning (21st), when practically all the meal given on thc previous afternoon was finished.
Result—
July 21st—Three were found dead at 3 p.m. ; one more found dead at 5'30 p.m.
July 22nd—One more found dead at 11-30 a.m.
On examination of four of tlie above five, the presence of micip-organisms was demonstrated as in previous
examinations. (Zeiss F,)
One fresh rabbit was inoculated at 11'30 a.m. on the 22nd, with blood from one of the four examined, It was
found dead at 8 a.m. on the 23rd, and on examination the presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated, as
in previous examinations. (Zeiss F,)
Annotation The other rabbit was still alive on the 26th July, when it was treated as may be seen in the notes on the
experiment of that date. (Appendix E, series I,)
July 21 st—All the animals at thc time of feeding again presented normal appearances.
At 4 p.m.—
Tho horse )
/ 15 ccm> \
The gZ ™ M
a
portion of moistened pollard mixed with g
of 0afbcl£SlSri!he miCr0lje
£he 7% )
f 15 com. )
The sheep was fed upon some dry oats and chaff mixed with 25 ccm. of the same culture
The dog was fed upon about J of a pint of.milk mixed with 12 ccm. of the same culture.
A nnotation—The sheep did not finish its meal at once, but bad done so at 4'30 p.m.
Control experiments—
July 21st (a)—'Three rabbits (confined in separate compartments) were fed upon dry oaten chaff, sprinkled with 1)
ccm. of thc same culture for each rabbit.
Result—
July 22nd—One was found dead at 4’4o p.m, P.M,—The appearance of thc organs was similar to that asobserved
in rabbits dead of chicken-cholera.
,
One fresh rabbit was inoculated at 5"30 p.m. on the 22nd, with blood from the above. It was found dead at 8
n.ni. on thc 23rd, and on examination the presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated as iu previous
examinations. (Zeiss F.)
July 23rd—One more found dead at 5 p.m.
A nnotation—The third rabbit was still alive on the 25th, when it escaped from its box during the night. It was foun
on the 20th in the stable-drain and killed.
July 21st (i)—Three rabbits (also in separate compartments) were fed upon dry oats sprinkled with 14 ccm. of tho
same culture for each rabbit.
Result—
July 23rd—One was found dead at 8 a.m. On examination on the 24th thc presence of micro organisms was
demonstrated as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
nnotation The other two were still alive on the 26th July, when they were treated as may be seen in tbe notes on
experiment of that date. (Appendix E, scries I.)
July 21st to 2Gth—
1 rom 3'30 p.m. on the 21st to 3'30 p.m. on the 26th July, all the domestic animals presented normal appearances
Between the times named infected food was not given to them.
July 26th, at 3‘30 p.m.—
Tiie horse
f 45 ccm. 'i
The cow
I 05 ccm. '
The sheep ► was fed upon a small portion of moistened pollard mixed with -I 80 ccm. l0^ ^ broth-culture of the microbe
The goat
45 ccm. I of chicken-cholera.
Tlie pig
L45 ccm.
The dog was fed upon about J of a pint of milk mixed with 50 ccm. of the same culture.
Annotation—The sheep and pig each received a smaller portion of food than usual in the morning, thereby causing them
to finish their meal of infected food more quickly.
, Control—
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Control experiment—
_
July 26th—7’«i rabbits iverc fed in one box (without separate compartments) upon green barley sprinkled with
15 ccm, of the same culture as above.
•
Annotation—These ten rabbits had not been fed as usual in the morning, thereby causing them to finish their meal of
infected food more quickly.
Result—
L
_
,
July 27th—Tmo were found dead at fl a m., and one more at 2 p.m. On examination of two of tho three thc
presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated as m previous examinations. (Zeiss F.) Three more found
dead at 5’30 p.m.
July 28th—The remaining/our found dead at 0'30 a.m. On examination of one of tho seven last dead the presence
of micro-organisms was demonstrated as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
August 1st—

Condttsion of expcrim&it—

_
From 3‘30 p.m. ou thc 20th July to 2'30 p.m, on the 1st August all the domestic animals under observation
presented normal appearances. At tlie latter date and hour the time for keeping thc animals under oliscrvation
expired.
Annotation—At 5 p.m. on the 2flth July tho goat was observed to have broken into tiio sheep's pen. Tlie goat was left
therein until the conclusion of thc expoument, the sheep being placed m thc pen previously occupied by the goat.
It may also be noted here that (with tlie above exception) the animals remained, during the whole period in which
they were under observation, in thc respective enclosures in which they were originally placed.
Weather during tho course of tlie experiments referred to m Appendices C and D: Fine weather prevailed from thc
17th to the night of the 27th July, when heavy ram fell. Showers continuod to fail during the morning of tho 28th ; tho
weather then cleared up until the night of the 2S)th, when the atmosphere became very damp, with a dense fog lasting until
9 a.m. on thc 30th. From the 30th to thc conclusion of the experiments tlie vveathcr v as generally flue and cool, with more
or less of a westerly wind.

Appendix E.
Detaii-S of further experiments upon rabbits surviving from previous experimenls :—
Series I.

July 2Gth, 2'30 p.m.—
The rabbits remaining alive from previous control experiments, viz. :—
From control experiment of 18th July (v. page 141), three 1
,,
„
19th July {v, page 141), two F
„ ’
„
20th July (v. page 141), one (
,,
,,
21st July (r. page 141), (ico )
in all eight, were placed in one box (without separate compartments) and fed upon green barley sprinkled with
12 ccm. of thc same culture as used in feeding thc domestic animals on infected food this date. (FtVe Appendix 11,
page 3.)
.....
A nnotation—These eight rabbits had not been fed as usual in tho morning, thereby causing them to finish their meal of
infected food more quickly.
Result—
July 27th—Two were found dead at 5'30 p.m.
’
July 28th—Two more found dead at 9’30 a.m.
On examination of one of the four the presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated as in previous examinations.
(Zeiss F.)
July 29th—One more found dead at 4 p.m. On examination (on the 30th) the presence of micro-organisms was
demonstrated as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
Annotation—The three remaining rabbits were still alive on the 1st August, when they wero treated ns may bo seen in
tho notes upon experiments referred to in Scries II and IV of this Appendix (E),
Control c.-rpflriinen(—
Vide control experiment to feeding of domestic animals on infected food this date. (Appendix D, above.)
Series II.
August 1st, 2'30 p.m.—
_
Ttoo of thc throe surviving rabbits from thc feeding experiments of 20th July {vide series I of this App.) were fed (in
separate compartments of one box) upon green barley sprinkled with 2 ecm. of a broth-culture of thc microbe of
chickcn-cholera for each rabbit.
Resttil—
_
August 2nd—One. found dead at 9'30 a.m. On examination the presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated as
in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
August 3rd—The other found dead at 8 a.m.
Amiotrifton—The third of the surviving three from experiment of 20th July (series I of this App.), escaped from
confinement on the 1st August. On tho 2nd August it was found again and treated as may he seen in the notes
upon the experiments of that date. (Senes IV of this Appendix.)

4

Series III.
August 1st, 2'30 p.m.—
The surviving one of the four rabbits fed on infected food on the 17th July, and ear-markid before lifting put in the
square metre box with the twenty healthy rabbits, was fed upon green barley sprinkled with 2 ccm. of thc same
culture as used in experiment of Series II of this Appendix.
Remit—
August 2nd—It was found dead at 9'30 a.m. On examination thc presence of micro-organisms was demonstrated
as in previous examinations, (Zeiss F.)
Series II and III.
Control experiment—
_
_
Two rabbits were fed (in separate compartments of one box) upon green barley, sprinkled in each ease with II ccm,
of the same culture as used in the experiments of the senes named.
Result—
_
August 2nd—One was found dead at 9'30 a.m. On examination thc presence of micro-organisms wan demonstrated
as iu previous examinations. (Zeiss F.) The other was found dead at 5‘30 p.m.
Series IV.
August 2nd, 4 p.m.—
The remaining one of the three rabbits surviving from the experiment of 20th July [nide Annotation, Series If of this
Appendix), was fed upon green barley sprinkled with 2 ccm. of a broth-culture of tho microbe of chickencholci a.
Result—
_
_
August 3rd—It was found dead at 2 p.m. On examination (on the 4th) the presence of micro-organisms was
demonstrated as in previous examinations. (Zeiss F.)
Control experiment—One rabbit was fed upon green barley sprinkled with 2 cem. of the same culture.
ytesidt—August 3rd—It was found dead at 8'30 am, Ou examination (on thc 4th) the presence of micro-organisnis_was
demonstrated as in previous examinations, (Zeiss F.)

——------------
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Appendix F.
of Diagrams I, II, and III, referred to in this Report
Diagram / is a sketch of the stable in plane sect ion.
Thc stable is a galvanized-iron building, one storey-high, containing six paved stalls and an open space (mipaved)
between the stalls and the Iwgimting of tbe roofed-in wire gauze enclosure, as sketched in Diagram III. There is
a one-brick wail running round the three inside walls of tho stable enclosure, to a height of from 2 to 3 foot from
thc ground.
1 to G represent ordinary paved stable stalls.
a and h are referred to particularly in Appendix B.
c is referred to particularly in Appendix A.
(f represents a drain in front of the stalls, running across the whole width of thc stable, and emptying outside into
a tank.
e, e represents a porch-entrance to tbe stable, having double doors.
/represents a temporiiy fence of wire and wire-netting, erected to prevent tho calf (or any other animal that might
got loose) passing from tho stable to the main enclosure aud vice ver/ta.
Diagram II shows the height of tho divisions between thc stable stalls, and also a vortical section of tho stable, on a scale
of o feet to the inch.
Diagram III is a sketch of tho stable and main enclosure (on half thc scale of Diagrams I aud II).
Stabh—Thc description of tlie stable, as given above, applies to this diagram also, except in tbe following respects :—
a is referred to particularly in Appendix C.
0 The space occupied by tho various control experiment boxes referred to in tlie several Appendices.
Endvwrcti 7, 8, and>9 represent tho pens of wire-netting erected for the temporary accommodation of tho sheep, goat,
and pig respectively.
10 represents tins kennel for the dog, and
10‘ represents the post to which the dog was chained.
<t represents the outside wall of the main enclosure.
h represents an inside protecting fence of posts and barbed wire,
h represents the direct entrance to the main enclosure (double doors).
I, l icpresent posts supporting tbe wire-gauze roof of the enclosure.
Explanation

SECTION XL
Experiments

with microbes of cliickcn-cholera, conducted by Dr. Katz,
Chief Expert to thc Commission.

PROGRESS REPORT (No. I.) ON EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MICROBES OE
CHICKEN-CHOLERA.
Rodd Island, 21 September, 1888.
To the Chairman, Experiment Commil.tiee, Rabbit Commission,—
Bkpoilh proceeding fo report on the various experiments conducted by mo, during the period mentioned
below, with tho microbes of chicken-cholera on wild Australian rabbits, I must say a few words as to the
material used for the carrying out of these experiments.
On August dfch, 1888, I took—with permission of M. Loir, who was then concluding his experi
ments of demonstration on behalf of M. Pasteur (vide report thereon)—some blood from the heart of a
rabbit that had died after having been fed on food infected* with a broth-culture of the microbe of
chickcn-cholera, and transferred this blood to two test-tubes containing a specially prepared infusion of
rabbit flesh.
This infusion was prepared iu the following way ;—The lean flesh of a few well-nourished, thoroughly healthy wild
rabbits was finely minced up and mixed with double the quantity (in weight) of distilled water in a spacious class
jar. It was then allowed to stand, in a cool room, for twenty-four horn's, during which period it was stirred up
from time to time. The mixture was then filtered and pressed through strong cheese-cloth into clean glass flasks,
which, after having been filled to about two-thirds of their capacity, were exposed to steam of 100° C.f (212° F.),
produced in a copper cylinder (steam steriliser) for about three-quarters of an hour. Immediately after that the
contents of the flasks were filtered through lino filtering paper. The precipitated albuminous substances having thus
been removed, the filtrate, representing ui the flasks a clear light-yellowish liquid, was rendered slightly alkaline
by means of a 29 per gent, watery solution nf pure anhydrous carbonate of soda, which rvas obtained by heating
pure bicarbonate of soda. Tbe liquid was then retransferred to the steam cylinder for some time, filtered again,
distributed into tost tubes in quantities of about 10 ccm. J (for tubes of 2o-30 ccm. capacity), aud about 20 ccm.
(for tubes of 50-60 ccm. capacity), and sterilised.
Thc nutrient gelatine alluded to in this report was thus prepared :—Six parts of extra fine gelatine were, in proportion,
dissolved in a hundred parts of the original rabbit-flesh infusion, after it had been steamed and filtered (vide above.)
This mixture was then rendered slightly alkaline as before, i per cent, chloride of sodium added to it, and afterwards
placed in the steam cylinder for about twenty minutes. It was then filtered, distributed in test tubes, and
sterilised.
On this occasion I will remark once for all that the manipulations neec'sary for the obtaining and successful continuation
of pure cultures of the micro-organism under consideration, weic guided by antiseptic precautions; that the cotton
wool stoppered glass tubes intending to contain thc nourishing soils were sterilised by dry heat; and finally, that
the nourishing media, before being used, wore thoroughly tested for their sterility.
"

From thc cultures obtained another growth, in similar broth, was secured ; from this culture a rabbit
was inoculated, which, .after death, furnished tho material for further cultivations (Aug. 10). A small
platinum-loop full of heart-blood of this rabbit was mixed with gelatine, liquefied at between 30° and 40° C.,
and from this gelatine two successive attenuations iu two more tubes with liquefied gelatine were prepared.
The gelatine, still liquid in all three tubes, was made to solidify, by means of cold water (according to the
“ roll-method ”), along the inner walls of the tubes, ■whon, after a few days incubation at a temperature of
between 20° and 23° C., tho third tube was found to answer best for further cultures, as there was only a
limited number of points of growth, or ‘‘colonics,” derived from germs deposited at different spots in or on
the layer of gelatine.
One
* In evurv case whore thc word ivfectcd is used it denotes fud or mixoil with material comi>etciit to produce the discaso^*1 chickcn-cholcra,1
t 1# C* = (T Fahr.)+32. 16fl G (eg)- (15*f R)+32.
I One cubic centimetre (ccm ) is equal to sixteen minims; one minim is generally considered as equal to one drop
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One of these “ colonies ” formed the material from which pure cultures in successive generations, as
used in tho undermentioned experiments, were obtained. I may, however, mention that pure cultures
may be obtained directly from fresh virulent* rabbit blood, which—as direct observations have shown—
contains, as a rule, only the microbes under consideration.
Tlie identity of these microbes with tlie microbes of chicken-cholcra was undoubted, as shown by
testing their morphological and physiological properties. Besides, the microbes came, indirectly, from
Pasteur’s laboratory, and this alone should be regarded as a sufficient guarantee of such an identity, f
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Blood of a rabbit dead of “Chicken-cholera.”
Cover-glass preparation stained -ivith Lccfflcr’s
methylene blue,
m. Microbes.
b. Bed blood-corpuscles.
x 1000 (approximately).

Fig. 2
Microbes of Chickcn-cholera from fresh brothculture.
'
Cover-glass preparation stained with Lcefflers
methylene blue.
x 1000 (approximately).

In order to avoid repetitions, I may state beforehand that the broth-cultures alluded to in the
various experiments were always such as had boon iu a thermostat for two days at temperatures having
their maximum at 37° C., their minimum at 33° C. They were taken out of the thermostat immediately
before the experiments commenced. Before infecting rabbits with such cultures along with food, I took
thc precaution to starve them to some slight extent, thereby causing them to eat their infected food
speedily. (For further particulars see Appendices.) The same practice was followed with regard to
uninfected rabbits used in tlie artificial burrow experiments (Appendix A). The culture was spread on
about as much food as was required by tho respective rabbits for one meal.
The way in which the culture was administered along with food (fresh cabbage leaves, with one
exception, when green barley was used) was as follows : At the bottom of an ordinary soup-plate a layer of
the green food was placed, and sprinkled witli one ccm. of culture, by means of a glass pipette, which had
been drawn out into a fine tube in the gas-flame. This layer was then covered with another layer, which
in case only 1 ccm. of culture was employed, was at once pressed down on tho former by means of two flat
wooden sticks, tbe whole repeatedly manipulated and given to tbe rabbit on a wooden board, on tbe surface
of which there was a fresh leaf, not sprinkled. In case 2 cem. of culture were to be given to the rabbit,
the abovementioncd second layer was sprinkled with tire second ccm., then covered with another layer, and
the whole pressed together. In case
ccm, were to be administered, the third-mentioned layer, was
sprinkled with the -J- ccm., and so on. The result of all those arrangements was that tho infective material
adhered firmly to the food, and that, consequently, danger of the infected broth becoming detached from
tlie latter while the animal was eating was reduced to a minimum.
By feeding the different animals to be infected in separate compartments, the arrangement of the
experiments was naturally more exact than it would have been if two or more had been fed together.
With a view to ascertaining whether or not infection occurs among healthy rabbits exposed to
rabbits which had been infected with the virus of chicken-cholera., three sets of experiments were
conducted namely,—
I.—In artificial burrows.
.
II.—In hutches—wooden bottomed and wire-netting bottomed.
III.—In boxes or hutches in which rabbits had died of the disease (“chicken-cholera”).
As a detailed description of the arrangement of these experiments, of the results they yielded, and
of other noteworthy facts, is put together in the attached Appendices A-C, I may well abstain here from
entering into repetitions, and may at once proceed to give a summary. Before that, however, I will state
that all the rabbits used in thc course of tbe above three sets of experiments were wild rabbits from near
Hay, New South Wales, and, unless mentioned otherwise in the reports, full-grown animals.
I will now sura up the main results of the above experiments, and the inferences that may bo
drawn from them.
1, Australian rabbits are, to judge from a number of experiments conducted, highly susceptible to
infection by the virulent microbe of chickcn-cholera through their digestive organs. Of twenty-seven
rabbits in all infected, each witli a small portion of a virulent broth-culture (21-1 ccm.), or of virulent
blood (one case), twenty-five succumbed in from 10 to 48 hours from tlie time the infected food had been
given to them (most of them were found dead after 20-24 hours), but as it took some time (in some cases
more, in others less) before the respective animals had finished their infected meal, they died from the
effects of such a meal in less time than that noted. Of the remaining two (fed with 1 ccm. of virulent
culture for each) of those twenty-seven rabbits one died of some other cause (vide Appendix B, series I,
pages 151, 152), tlie other did not die at all until it was infected again, seven days later, with 2 ccm. of a
vim lent broth-culture (vide Appendix B, series II, page 153), when it succumbed to “chicken-cholera”
about 251 hours after being fed.
From these exceptions it would follow that the quantity of virulent culture should not be too small,
in other words, should bo larger than 1 ccm., in order to secure infection without fail. On the other hand
it remains yet to be seen whether Australian rabbits may be rendered immune, or, in other words, whether
and in what way they may be able to withstand infection, under any shape, by thc microbes under
consideration. (For a case of immunity in a lame rabbit, vide Appendix D, series II, page 154).
Inoculation
* The word virulent^ wherever Lt occurs in the rejxjrt, is used in the senae Of non-weakened, non-attonufited.
t About thc bacteria of Koch’s rabbit*gcptic£cmia vide footnote^ p, 14T.
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Inoculation, i.e., subcutaneous application, of minute portions of virulent cultures of the microbe
(blood ol dead rabbits, or artificial cultures), caused the death of sixteen wild rabbits thus experimented
upon in from 7J to about 15 hours, as actually observed (found dead up to IS? hours after inoculation).
_ 2. The disease set up by thc microbes in rabbits is a most acute septicemia. The incubation
occupies most of the time until death, the actual disease being only of comparatively very short duration.
Tho death occurs under clonic cramps and dyspnoea.
3. Thc cause of death iu all thc rabbits referred to loft no doubt as to its being due to the action
of tbe virulent microbes.
This was proved—
(a) JJy ihe course and symptoms of th-e disease (paragraph 2 above).
At regards the body temperature during tbe course of tlie disease, I shall giro particulars in the next report.
(4) Tty the autopsy.
Of tbo organs which were invariably found to offer cbnraetcristic changes, must in the first instance bo mentioned
tbo lungs. These always proved to be discoloured; they wero very voluminous due to an emphysematous
himnon'hagic oedema involving their entire substance.
Their surface presented a shining, mottlod or tesselatcd
appearance (corresponding to the hsemorrliages).
Tho spleen, which showed a bluish or bluish-red colour, was more or less hypcrfcmic.
In the peritoneal, pleural, wnA pericardial cavities existed serous, sometimes hnsmorrhagie exudations.
The bladder was usually empty, only ooeasionaliy distended with urine, winch, in the majority of tbe cases examined,
appeared highly (yellow) coloured, with a considerable amount of corpuscular matter distributed in it.

Tlie intestines were move or less hyperannie, containing normal-looking feed material in abundance; ihe rectum
xioteed in almost every case normal faecal balls. Jfaemorrhaqes in ihe intestines did not come under observation.
Now and then there was a serous discharge from the nostrils, and froth round them, and round tbe mouth.
(In cases of inoculation, tbe seat of inoculation was slightly codcmntous).
(e) Jly direct examinai ion of the blood.
The blood was derived from tbe right ventricle of tho heart, stained on cover-glasses witli Los filer's albaline
methylene blue, and examined with homogoneous immersion objectives. It invariably showed the charactenstia
bacteria of chictcn-eholora {vide Fig. 1, page Hd).

(d) Jig artificial cultures.

Cultures in rabbit-broth, in or on nutrient gelatine, and on nntrionl agar-agar presented tvpical appearances.
(e) Jig experiments on rabbits.
,
"
Introduction into healthy rabbits, of both artificial cultures and blood of infected animals, succeeded invariably in
reproducing the disease. [_bor one exception {tame rabbit) vide Appendix I), series II, page 154].

4. A transmission of thc disease from infected rabbits to healthy rabbits in artificial burroicst, such
ns were used in the experiments and under the conditions recorded in Appendix A, did not take place in any
ease. Of the eight infected rabbits, six (or 75 per cent.) died outside the burrows, two (or 25 per cent.)
inside.* The result, that of tlie sixteen fresh rabbitsf in thc same burrows and enclosures not one suc
cumbed to infection by clucken-cholcrn,” can scarcely be surprisin'!; when we see that the disease runs a
most acute and rapid course, appearing as it does in the form of a pure septiemmia, and as a rule, unac
companied by any liquid, siniply-diarrhcenl or hasinorrhagic evacuations. J 1 may, however, point out
that this is not always the case, as may bo exemplified by the result of tfha post-mortem examination of an
infectcd pregnant doc, which showed abortion of part of tlie foetuses accompanied by severe haunorrhages
from the vulva. |j. [FirfeAppcndix B, series 1, hutch VI, page 152,] Another, hut altogether different case, is
that of a rabbit infected with thc virus of chicken-cholera (2-i- ccm, oi culture), and taken from one of the
burrows after haying been three days in it. [Vide Appendix A, page 150 ; diag. 71 (c).] The contents of
thc rectum of this rabbit were not in tho shape of faecal halls as usually observed in healthy rabbits as
well as in infected ones, but solt, without any visible fraces of blood. A small quantity of this f.-ecal
matter, collected under proper precautions so as not to injure any blood-vessel, was inoculated into a
healthy rabbit which died of veritable septicannia (chicken-cholera), after 23-+- hours.
[Vide
Appendix D, series ill (a), page 155. Another rabbit, however, which had been given to cat on cabbage
leaves a larger portion of this ficcal matter remained alive (/. e). Tho urine usually passed in the case of
rabbits infected with tho virus ot chicken-cholera, and when still in the bladder, found to he free trom
blood—is not^nfccnous, if 1 am permitted to draw tins inference from tho result of oue experiment. Two
rabbits were inoculated, each with about -J- ccm, (2 minims) of such urine. Tho one was found dead in
its box after somewhat less than two days, hut infection with the microbes, as accounting for this occur
rence, was altogether out of question. The other rabbit remained alive. [Ftc/e Appendix D, series III
(b),pagc 155.]
. .
'Without further proofve may not, it appears, conclude that the negative results asto the transmissibilily of the disease, fairly deducible from these experiments in artificial burrows, would hold good
also when infected rabbits were placed amongst those living under perfectly natural conditions iu their
own warrens. Rabbits dead of the disease may, as a rule, become tlie source of infection for healthy
rabbits in the same or, perhaps, in neighbouring warrens only when their carcasses have broken up by
some means or other, so that thc virulent blood, or the various organs containing it, may have a chance of
becoming exposed, and in this way gain access somehow or other to wounds or to the digestive organs of
healthy animals. ^ This, of course, is more or less a supposition, in support of which I am unable as yet to
adduce any decisive experiment. At all events I venture to suggest that a repetition of those experiments,
only performed under more natural conditions—say in tbe open—may yield other, possibly more favour
able results. These, of course, would be greatly influenced by climate, soil, vegetation, ami last but not
least, by such factors as carrion-feeding animals capable of disseminating the virus.
I do not know whether I am justified in assuming that rabbits infected with the microbes of chickencholera will in the ma jority die outside their burrows, when in the open, as has been the case with infected
rabbits placed in artificial burrows (vide above). Jf this we re so—and the chances are in favour of the
supposition—the carcasses of the dead rabbits would bo more accessible to the agency of factors such as
noted above.
The possibility of a successive infection in the open would also seem to be favoured by the fact
that the virus of chicken-cholera preserves its infecting power iu conjunction with other bacteria in
putrefying or putrid substances for a considerable time,§ I have made some experiments with virulent* * * * §
* Their carcasses were lelt untouched tor three dear days after death.
t These rabbits, unless they died before, wero left in the burrow enclosures for seven days from the bezinuitie'.
t lu this and other ways tho disease is altogether different from that, In iioultry.
Ii Pregnant females were not among the cipit infected rabbits in tho artificial burrows.
§ Vule Kitt. Wert und Umvcrt der bchmiimpfungcn gegeu Ticrseuchen. Berlin, n»S6 ; p. 55,
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rabbit blood. Nineteen days after having been derived from tbe rabbit, during which time it was allowed
to putrefy, it was still able to hill a vigorous rabbit in less than seventeen hours ; the autopsy showed
infection by “ chickcn-cholera.” [Vide Appendix D, Scries 11]. (e.), page 155.] These experiments will
be continued.*
G. A transmission of the disease from infected rabbits to healthy rabbits in wooden hufehes,
(according to the arrangement described in Appendix B), was successful in so far that of twenty rabbits
placed with ten (half the number) infected rabbits (in different hutches, hut always in the proportion of
one infected to two uninfected), four (or 20 per cent.) died in consequence of infection by the virus of
chicken-cholera in from two days sixteen hours to four days seven hours (vide Appendix B, pages 163—1C3)
after being put in the hutches.
In what particular way these fatal results (by transmission of the infection) wore brought about, I
am unable to decide until all excretions and secretions of infected rabbits have been submitted to a whole
series of tests, with a view to ascertaining their virulence or otherwise.
"What ] may, however, state is, that—
(cr). Here, as well as in thc artificial burrow experiments, the feeding of tlie rabbits after they
(infected and uninfected) had been placed in the hutches, was so managed that contamina
tion from outside was excluded.
(A). The droppings in the hutches did not exhibit any thing indicating thc presence of haemorrhages.
(c). Thc uninfected rabbits were not observed to gnaw at the carcasses of the dead (infected)
ones which were left in thc hutches for three clear days.
7. A transmission of thc disease to fresh rabbits which were placed in hutches or boxes 10
minutes, 21- hours, and 13-14 hours after rabbits, dead of infection, bad been removed therefrom, did not
take place in any of the free single experiments made. (Four of the rabbits died within 4f and 7 days,
of some other cause, thaffth was still alive after S days.
8. Thc results of these hulches-experhnents. arranged and conducted in the way described, show
that transmission of the disease from rabbit to rabbit is possible. Transmission in the open may occur
where analogous conditions obtain, hut the chances in this case will probably be less favourable than those
adduced above.
9. Taking everything into consideration it would seem advisable to have further experiments con
ducted on a larger scale under quite natural conditions, provided other considerations admit of the use of
“ chicken-cholera” as a means for the destruction of rabbits.
Before concluding this Report, I would draw attention to an article in the “ Ccntralblatt fur
Bakteriologie und Rarnsitenkunde,” Band IV, No. 6, August 4th, 1SSS, by Dr, N. G-amale’ia, Vice
director of tho Bacteriological Station in Odessa, namely,—
“ Contribution to the Etiology of Chicken-cholera, together with some Notes on the question of
Protective Vaccination.”t
I think thc article important enough to entitle me to give it in literal translation.
“ Twice already, during a hot summer, I have met in carcasses of pigeons killed by poisoning
through non-pathogenic bacteria, with bacteria which occur spontaneously, so to say, and which, by
successive transmissions through pigeons, attain such a degree of virulence, that a single drop of heartblood from the dead pigeon is able, by means of subcutaneous application, to kill the next pigeon within
a few hours. Thc carcasses showed the appearances of the most acute septicannia, no reaction at the
seat of inoculation, hyperemia of the intestinal canal, and a large number of bacteria in the blood.
“These bacteria appeared in the shape of fine rods, their centres staining only with difficulty.
They resembled altogether the bacteria of cbicken-cholcra, both by their form and their growth in broth,
in gelatine, and in agar-agar.
“ It was not until lately that I had tlie opportunity of conducting further investigations into the
nature and thc origin of these unwelcome aggressors. It was to be ascertained, as we had not any
chicken-cholera in our laboratory at tho time: Can they be identified with thc bacteria, of chicken-cholera ?
Are the latter, therefore, to be regarded as being dispersed m Nature, possessed of tho faculty of putting
in an appearance without specific infection ?
“ In the literature there arc some hints at such a behaviour of the microbes of chicken-cholcra.
“Thus, Toussaint, for instance, gives it as his opinion that chicken-cholera is septiefcmia, which
can he called into existence by various putrid substances. His works to this effect are, however, of little
importance, because be evidently confounds cbicken-cholera with the vibrio-scpticannia.J
“ hlarehiafava and Celli, in spite of numerous experiments, were not able to produce chickencholera by means of putrid or purulent substances ||
“ Experiments by Kitt also yielded negative results. Nevertheless ho supposed—supported by
spontaneous occurrences of chicken-cholera, which, for instance, made its appearance in consequence of
feeding ou putrid flesh or dipterous larvae—that the chicken-cholcra microbe, which has a far range of
distribution, may happen to get into a wound of a fowl, and thus give rise to an epidemic.
“ Such suppositions, however, are hardly compatible with the biological properties of the bacteria
of chicken-cholera. Eor a general saprophytic distribution of the microbes of chicken-cholera in the
dead nature is not at all in harmony with their liability to perish when acted upon by dryness, light,
and air.
“I have hit upon the following explanation:—Influenced by poisoning, tho organism of the pigeon
lost its power to withstand the attacking bacteria from tho intestinal canal, and in ibis way tbe latter
gained the upper band in tbo blood. Or, in other words : I thought the bacteria of chicken-cholcra to
be constant parasites in the normal intestinal canal of a bird.
“ Eor thc solving of this question thc following experiments were undertaken —
I.
“ On 30/V a healthy pigoon was killed (thc remaining pigeons of the same lot did not manifest
any traces of sickness later ou). Thc contents of the stomach, of the small intestines, and of tlie rectum
were, mixed with sterilised broth, introduced subcutaneously into a fresh rabbit.
“ On
* After

entv-two flays it killed a \ porous rabbit In front fifty-one to flfby-four bourn after inoculation ; tbe autopsy showed the same result.

as

After twenty-six dnjs the blood had lost its virulence,
is evidenced hy a rahbih surviving Inoculation (after seven days) Out. 1.
+ Zur Aetioloj'io dcr HUhnercholera. Nebst einigen llcmcrkunjren liber die Suhulximpfimgsfrai'c.
t Toiussahii, L/identitfi <lc la sopticdmie cNpdrimcntale aurue et-du cholera des poule*.
j W. Kitt's Wert und Unwert dor Schut/impfuinren, p. (JJ.

(Compt. Read,

T.

XCI, 1830 ; p. 301.
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,
“ C*11 31/P tho rabbit succumbed. The autopsy showed a gelatinous oedema at the place of
inoculation. The intestines were filled with liquid contents; the spleen was cherry-brown. In the heartblond was a considerable number of fine rods, which perfectly resembled the bacteria of chicken.cholera.
With this blood another rabbit was inoculated, and agar-agar, gelatine, and broth sown.
“ This rabbit was found dead on the morning of 1/VI. At the seat of inoculation was a gelatinous
mdema; the spleen was faintly hyperxmic. Numerous bacteria of chioken-cbolcra occurred in the hearthlood, from which cultures were prepared and a fresh rabbit inoculated.
11 This rabbit died at night, 2/VI. At the place of inoculation was a small hemorrhagic oedema,
and the same bacteria occurred in the blood of tho heart. With this blood, also, a rabbit and a pigeon
were inoculated.
3
“ Both animals succumbed on 3/VI. The rabbit exhibited the familiar appearances. The pigeon
had the spleen very hypersemie and soft, and the intestines filled with a liquid, impregnated with blood.
In the blood of the heart were the same bacteria as' in the previous cases. With this"blood two pigeons
were inoculated, and gelatine, agar-agar, and broth sewn.
“ On 4/VI, at night, the pigeons succumbed. In the first there was hremorrhagie coagulum at the
seat of inoculation,* a hyperimnic and soft spleen, hyperremia of small intestines, and many bacteria in
the heart,-blood.
“ The other pigeon showed luemorrhages in the intestines, and diarrhoea, a very soft and dark
spleen, and very many bacteria in the blood. This was inoculated into two pigeons.
" Onfi/vr, towards morning, both were dead. The autopsy of both of them yielded the same
result.
“ I may add that all the dead pigeons exhibited altogether typical symptoms of tho disease—spreadout plumage, drowsiness, diarrhoea. Cultures from blood of the above-mentioned manifested all the
features of the cultures of the microbe of chicken-cholera—a faint turbidity of the broth, a drop-like
growtli on gelatine, a white layer on agar-agar, failure of growth in beer-wort.’'
.
_
11A complete proof of the identity of the bacteria found by mo with those of chicken-cholera will he
given below'.
'
II.
“ On 3/VI a healthy pigeon was killed and dissected, and the contents of the intestines inoculated
(subcutaneously) into a
On 4/VI the animal succumbed. The place of inoculation, the intes
tines, and Hie spleen did not differ much from tho normal appearance; in tho blood was found a rather
inconsiderable number of bacteria. With these a fresh Ziesel was infected.
On o/VI, at night, it succumbed. At the place of inoculation was a granular inflammation,
accompanied by purulence in the centre; there was a bypenemic spleen, and in the heart-blood a number
of typical bacteria of chicken-cholera. This blood was inoculated into a pigeon, which died on 2G/V (?)+,
exhibiting the spleen strongly hypcrmmic and soft, and the intestines filled with liquid hmmorrha4c
contents. _ In blood from the heart were found the typical bacteria of chicken-cholera. With this blood
again, a pigeon urns infected, which died on'27/V. (?)|[ at night. Hypersemia of intestines and spleen,
typical bacteria in the heart-blood, from which broth, gelatine, and agar-agar were sown. In each case
characteristic cultures of the microbe were obtained.
“ The result of thcse_ two_ series of experiments show's that the intestinal canal of healthy pin-eons
contains bacteria, which aro identical with the microbes of cl lichen-cholera in nil tlieir morphological as
well as physiological characteristics examined. As, however, the bacteria of rabbit-septiemmia resemble
altogether the bacteria of chicken-cholera, I have had to prove, in order to complete my argumentation,
that my bacteria possess also the specific property of the chiekeii-cholcra microbes, a property
discovered by M. Pasteur, namely, that under certain conditions they confer immunity against chickencholera. §
'
J 3
“ 1 may he permitted to note something about the conditions necessary for the vaccinations, in so
far as they have been made clear by my investigations into protective vaccinations.
“ I showed by means of direct experiments on more than 300 sheep, that vaccinations against
anthrax bestow a lasting and never-failing immunity when their effect manifests itself by an increased
but not long-continued fever (about 2° C. above the normal).!/
“ The significance of this vaccinal fever is also cleared up by direct researches. It consists in tho
fact that, during its duration, there takes place a multiplication of the vaccines, as well as a destruction
of the same in the interior organs.** Prom this would seem to follow' that the vaccinal fever is indispen- ■
sable also with regard to other protective vaccinations.tf
“ The following experiment justifies this presupposition as regards chicken-cholera.
.
III.
Protective Vaccination.
“ On 24/V, tho heart-blood of a pigeon (I series) w-as mixed with broth, and, in the portion of
£ com. inoculated rmder the skin of the wing of a fresh fowl. The fowl remained somewhat languid
on the following day, hut soon recovered. On27/V the heart blood of a pigeon (inoculated the day
before 1X141] a culture that had been obtained from the I series—the pigeon died at night) wras mixed
with broth, and, in the portion of
ccm. inoculated into the pectoral muscle of the same fowl. This
time the fowl evidently became sick ; it had had appetite for two days, the evacuations were somewhat
thin and liquid, but it recovered again.
« On
* ° Rcj>cated]y 1 liavB fouiid, at the fitaco of inoculation, these changes which Kitfc conflidcra as characteristic of choiom in iiisrton!8. Thus a
IMgoou war moeuliitoft, 24/VI, with a culture of my bacteria. Ac nicjht it succumbed, showing, heaides the ivploal features, at the place of inoculation
yellow, subcutaneous, ami nitcr-imiscular formations.”
‘
t A rodent (Spcnuophllu? dtillus (L.) Wajfii.), very common in certain parts of Europe. (O.K )
J Should probably be (5/VL (O.K.)
'
*
I Should probably be 7/YI. (O.K.),
11- I5 *5°
“ 1
aI™rc e-vporiineiite in tl.is direction with the microbes of (Koch’s) rabblt-scnticKmb, have not vet been conducted or at least
published, !t is premature. In my opinion, to say that the two microbes differ from one another on account of tlie one (the nhcmiic of chicken*
cholera) bcinff shown
the faculty alluded to, and the other (the microbe of rabbi t-Keptie»nnia) not vet bein? shown to possess it ornot
(0 K )
2“ 1
my accounts in the 4 Agricultural Society.’ Odessa, January and Mnv, im”
“
1
** ‘ Sur la destruction clcs microbes dans lea orpinismcs fabricifonts (Ann. di* I’lnst. I’osteur.
Mai ISWSV'

..mai, iso
tii ‘)• Sftverobiw, whore the same effect is caused in another way. Vide * Sur la vaccination preventive de la r.igc.’ (Ann, do PInst,Pasteur,
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“ On 2/VI the heart-blood of a pigeon (inoculated the day before 'with a culture that had been
obtained from the I series—the pigeon died at night) was mixed with broth, aid, in the portion of a full
ccm, inoculated into the pectoral muscle of the same fowl. The fowl did not become sick at all.
Control hy the virus of chiclcen-clwlera.
“ On 5/VI a culture of the virus of chicken-cholera, sent to me from Pasteur’s laboratory, wag
inoculated into a fresh fowl, which died on 7/VI, at night. Its heart-blood containing typical bacteria
of chickon-cholora, was, in the same portion (I ccm.) inoculated into tho pectoral muscles of the
preserved fowl as ivell as the control fowl.
“The control fowl perished the following night, of typical chiekeu-cholcra, as uras proved by the
course of the sickness, hy tho post-mortem examination, by microscopical examination, and by cultures,
whereas tho preserved fowl did not manifest the least signs of illness and remained well up to date.”
In explanation of these fact!'. Dr. Gtamalina furnishes a table of temperatures* rocorJcd during the coarse ofthe
experiments at the first and second vaccinalions, at the control by the same and by 31. Pasteur’s virus. The first vaccination
was followed on the second day by an increase in tho temperature of the fowl of 1"7’ C. (from 42° to 43'7°); the second
vaccination by an increa=e of 1'5° C. (from 4P7’ to 43’2°J. The conlrol inoculation hy the same and Pasteur’s virus did not
produce any essential change in tho temperature of the preserved font, nberens the control fowl inoculated with Pasteur’s
virus, showed on the second day an increase in the temperature of 2° C. (from 42” to 44°) before it died, somewhat later.

“ Prom this it follows that in regard to chicken-cholera, as well as anthrax, the vaccinal fever is an
indispensable and sufficient condition for producing immunity.
“ lieturning to our main object, we aro allowed to draw the conclusion that our chickcn-cholera
bacteria, which were obtained from tho intestines of a healthy pigeon, protect not only against repeated
infection hy themselves, but also in regard to the undoubted bacteria of chickcn-cholcra from Pasteur’s
laboratory.
_
“ Therefore our bacteria are in every respect identical with the genuine chicken-cholera bacteria, or
in other words .- The chtcken-cholera bacteria must be regarded as constant parasites of the intestinal canal
of pigeons, perhaps also of other birds, in a similar manner as the septic-vibrio is an inmate of mammals
(Pasteur). Therefore I propose to slrikc out the altogether inappropriate designation “bacteria of
chicken-cholera” to replace it by a scientific name “ bird septicaunia” and to assign the microbes to the
genus coccobacillus, with the species name avicidus.
“ The explanation for coccobacillus avicidus being found in the intestines of a bird without doing
any harm, is given by the form existing there not being virulent enough, and being able to produce a
disease only in susceptible animals—rabbit and Ziesel. Repeatedly I inoculated the contents of 'the
intestines of pigeons into other pigeons, but not once did those inoculations bring about a deadly infection
(chicken-cholera).
'
“ Usually they did not call forth any perceptible disturbances in the organism of f he animals, and
caused only in exceptional cases an increase in the temperature, drowsiness, and diarrhccal evacuations, in
which the tyifcsAcoccobacilli avicidi could ho recognised.
11 This fact of the presence of rion-virulent coccobacilli avicidi in the normal intestines of birds
furnishes an easy and practical method for preparing their vaccine. Por this it is sufficient to proceed in
such a way as has been described iu the first scries of experiments, in which, for this very reason, have
been given all details. Byway of transmission tlfrough rabbits there is obtained a virus of such a strength
that, by injection of one ccm. into the pectoral muscle, it kills pigeons the next day, and fowls the fourth
to fifth day. This virus may be used for vaccinating fowls according to the process explained by me in the
third series of experiments.
“ Then a most important question presents itself: under what conditions do the coccobacilli avicidi,
harmless to their host, attain their dreaded epidemic virulence ?
“In my experiments quoted at the beginning of this paper, the cause of such an increase was
poisoning hy potato bacilli and Naples bacilli. In those cases the occurrence of chicken-cholera may be
explained, (1) By a general poisoning, hy means of chemical products of the vital activity of non-pathogen ic
bacteria; (2) By gastro-enteriris, which can he produced by those bacteria ; (3) By tlie removal from the
intestinal canal of all mesoderm phagocytes, which must be engaged in the digesting of largo quantities
of the introduced saprophytes.
“Although, for the present, T cannot adduce in support of this presupposition any decisive experi
ments, I am inclined to adopt it in tho face of the negative results yielded in regard to the first two points
(artificial gastro-onteritis or poisoning), and I may be permitted to sum up as follows
#
“ Microbes of chickcn-cholcra inbabit, in slightly virulent varieties, tho normal intestinal canal of
birds, and must be assigned to the entosaprophytes which are facultative parasites.
“Protective vaccinations against chickcn-cholcra aro subject to the general principle of vaccinal
fever.”
Odessa, June, 1SSS.
-----------------The results obtained in the foregoing experiments by Dr. Gamalei'a are interesting enough to
recommend inquiries being made with a view to ascertaining whether similar results mav be obtained with
reference to birds on Australian soil. It would seem advisable to try the effect on rnbffits (and not only
on birds) of the inoculation (or otherwise) of the contents of the intestinal canal, not only of birds that
have died under suspicious circumstances, but also of perfectly healthy birds. In this connection I may
just as well mention an experiment, which, however, yielded a negative result. On September 13th, 1888,
I received a dead young chicken sent from Mr. Jundsay Thompson, in Burwood. (The mortality amongst
chickens there has been very great, according to information). It was kept in an ice-chest till September
Idtb, when (l) a microscopical examination of heart-blood was made, (2) a half-grown rabbit was inoculated
at 11'30 a.m. with a portion of tho contents of the intestines. Results: (l) micro-organisms resembling
those of chickcn-cholcra absent, and (2) tho rabbit died on September 15th, between II a.m. and 12'30
p.m., but on examination there was no proof of its having succumbed to infection by the microbe of
ehickon-cbolera. (Another half-grown rabbit was inoculated with blood from the same chicken and died,
also on the 15th September, between 9 20 a.m. and 11 a.m.; result of post-mortem examination also negative.)
REPORT
* The normal temperature of fowls fluctuates, according to his inquiries, between 41‘50 and 42*5’ C. (O.K.)
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EEPOBT OAT MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MICROBES OF CHICKENCHOLERA.
Ijt Appendix E will lie found details of miscellaneous experiments on—
I. Hares.
IT. Tame rabbits.
III, 'Wild rabbits.
(A) With ficcal matter from an infected rabbit.
(&) With urine from an infected rabbit.
(e) With virulent blood allowed to putrefy.
IV. On ferrets.
ad I. Hares are very liable to take the disease both by feeding and by inoculation.
ad\], Oim tamo Angora rabbit was found to be proof against inoculation wit h a virulent culture of the
bacterium of chicken-cholera after having been fed three successive times with 1A ccm., 3 ccm.,
and
ccm. of a virulent culture of this bacterium. This is, to my knowledge, the first recorded
case of a rabbit having proved immune against inoculation, let this immunity be a natural or
an acquired one. Although I cannot furnish any absolute proof, I am inclined to adopt the
latter alternative. It is intended to inoculate this rabbit once more, tins time with virulent blood,
as soon as tho healing of the abscess, which has formed at the place of inoculation, is completed.
ad III. These experiments and their results have already been alluded to in the summary of the first
report (pages 145, 14G).
(o) The ficcal matter ol an infected rabbit was not able to infect a fresh rabbit by feeding with
a small portion of this matter, whereas inoculation with a minute quantity into another
rabbit caused the animal to succumb to “chicken-cholera.”
(li) Urine of infected rabbits is not infective (one experiment),
(c) Blood containing the microbes and allowed to putrefy, retains its virulence for some con
siderable time.
J
ad IV. 1 errets aro not liable to take “ chicken-cholera,” either by being inoculated or by feeding.
OSCAR KATZ.
APPENDICES.A.—Details of cs peri merits with the microbes of elrieten-eholcm on rabbits in artificial burrows.
U.—Details of experiments with the microbes of chickcn-cholcra on rabbits in hutches.
C. —Details of cxpcriinentn on rabbits placed in boxes or hutches in which rabbits hud died of infcc'iott by the microbes of
Hncken-cholcra.
^
D. — Details of miscellaneous experiments with the microbes of chickcn-cholera :_■
Series I.—On haras.
Series II.—On tame rabbits.
Series TIT.—On wild rabbits—
(a) With froenl mntler from an infected rabbit.
(4) With urine from an infected rabbit.
(e) With virulent blood, allowed to putrefy.
Series IV.—On ferrets.
E—Explanation of Diagrams IV to VII, referred to in this Report.

.

Appendix A.
Details of Experiments with tho Microbes of Chickcn-cholera on Rabbits in Artificial Burrows.

Thi: following is ft short description of tho burrows mada use of in the experiments under consideration :—■
.
I'i'oiii the loose eandy groumhsurfacc of the roofed-in wire-gauze enclosure* (Ding.
hereinafter referred fo as *f tho
rnmn enclosure, ’ a small trench was taken out* as nearly as possible 5 inches deep anil
inches wide. Tho trench was then
covered with boards wide enough to prevent soil falling into it, I be boards being thereafter covered with the soil taken out of
the trench. Here and there the bottom of the burrows was directly formed of solid rock (hard sandstone), of winch Kodd
Island (where all experiments were conducted) is bnilfc up. Tho soil was quite dry when the burrows were made, and
remained bo, in the burrow?, during the whole course of the experiments.
-there were three burrows, each one being surrounded, at some distance, by a wire-netting fence proventiuc the rabbits
therein from mixing with the rabbits in the other burrows. One of these three, however,—
Burrow A (Ding. 1), was divided into three subdivisions (separated from one another by wire-netting), viz..—
Subdivision AA, containing in all about lb' of burrow
h
DU,
„
,,
1G' 0" of burrow

mi

.v

,

” •

CC’

”

”

-13, C"

’’

The other two, vix.,—
Burrow B (Dinft. VI), coutoiniug in all about 58' of burrow, and
Bin-row C (Ding. VII),
„
„
VO'
„
were without subdivisions.
The experiments were begun on
August 28, at 11 a.m., when eight rabbits were fed.f in separate compartments, upon cabbage leaves infected with 21 ccm,
(for each rabbit) of u virulent broth-culture of the microbe of chickcn-cholera, of the 4th generation.!
’
Annotations *
(a) Those eight rabbits Imd been market!, before being fed on infected food, with a special mark for each rabbit, so that

yaeh one could be subsequently identified when in tho burrow enclosures.
(4) The eiigif rabbits had only received a small quantity of food on the night of the 2?th, and were not given any on tho
morning of tho 28th August until fed upon tho infected food.
b
*
.
(e) At 1 p.m Aoe of these rabbits had finished eating the portions of infected food given lo them, whilst three had only

•

/ o ^°Ui

11 f riI-119hetUbo‘r I)0Itl0ri3'

ffc 3 P-m-all

'V/Af had finished their meal.

(t) Iho hutches in winch the eight rabbits wore fed upon infected food were placed in such a position ns to prevent the
sun from shining into them.
(c) The eight rabbits were selected as being especially vigorous and healthy.
At tho same time,
.
Sur/een heal thy-looting rabbits wore fed, in separate compartments, on as nearly as possible tho same quantity of
uninfected cabbage leaves os given to the eight fed upon infected leaves.
Annotations
and

drfA^SdiSS! ,W bC f<raUd °n
t For

control experiment#, vide below.

”*m*m 10

liCCti',n V,n-

lh0 Kcport- P' 1S»-llnd •*«"*»

Appendix F, on page U

■

. J,™0 hi!)tii'Z,of
c'lltuI.°.ia “ followsColon}- from virulent blood Of a rabbit, tod nn culture, IWVlfl. 1896. ^ I cenoratlon ■ *Kolati
sticb-cultuie, I4/\ ill, _ 11 generation; broth-culture, 23/VUI, = III generation ; broth-culture, Stt/VIIl, = IT generation, ~

1
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Annotations:
(0) These sir/een rabbits had only received a small quantity of food on the night of the 27th) and were not given any on
the morning of the 2SUi August until being fed as above described.
'
(1) At 3 p m. only tkrep of tho sixteen had finished eating all the leaves given to them, but all tho others had eaten movo
or less of their portions.
At 3*20 p.m.,
The eight rabbits fed upon infected food wore, with the sixteen fed upon minferted food, distributed into tho burrow
enclosures as follows ; —
To Burrow Enclosure A:
To Subdivision AA. One infected and two (fuli-grown) uninfected.
BB. One infected and tico (full-grown) uninfected.
CC. One infected and tioo uninfected (one full-grown and one half-grown).
To Burrow Enclosure B :
Two infected and four uninfoctod (two full-grown and two half-grown).
To Burrow Enclosure C :*
Three infected and n'x uninfected (four full-grown and two half-grown).

Annotations :

(a) At 3.do p.m. all tho twenty-four rabbits had found their way inside the burrows in their respective enclosures.
(£>) The rabbits referred to in these experiments were fed twice a day upon green food (barley and cabbage-leaves).

Control Experiments:
(a) Feeding:
Aug. 28(b, at 11 a.m.,
"
Tioo vigovous rabbits were fed (in separate compartments) under the same conditions as the eight infected
distributed into the burrow enclosures. They remained iu the compartments in which they were fed, and
were given food os usual until death.
_

Eestilfs:

Aug. 29th.—One was found dead at 7 a m. (f.e., about 20 hours after being fed). P.M., Fosifiee.-f
The other was found dead at fl p.m., having died between 8 p.m. and that Lime (i c., between 33 and 31
hours after being fed.) B.M., Tosit/re.
A rabbit inoculated (nt noon on the 29th August) with two small platinum loops full
j ccm.) of heartblood from the rabbit found dead at 7 a.m., died between midnight, 29tb, and 1 a.in., 30th August, (t.r,,
between 12 and 13 hours after being inoculated). P.M , Positive.
(b) .Inoculation •

Aug. 28th, at noon.
Two rabbits (one full-grown and one half-grown) were inoculated with a small quantity each of the same culture.

Eesnlts:

'

Aug. 28th.—One (half-grown) found dead at 7.45 p m. (i.e., about 7} hours after being inoculated).

Pontine.

P.M.,

Aug. 29th.—The other (full-grown) found dead at 7 a.m. P.M., Positive.
Pes id is of Furrow Experiments ■
Burrow' Enclosure A. (Diag. II),
Subdivision AA, One infected to two uninfected.
Aug. 29th.—Infected one found dead at 7 a.m.J (i.e., about 20 hours after being fed), lying right iu the month
of the burrow at (a). P.M., Povitirc.\\
Annotation ; The head of this rabbit was partly under the board-covering at. the mouth of the burrow,
so that, in entering and leaving the burrow, the two uninfected rabbits must, each time, have passed imme
diately over the dead body.
Sept. 1st.—The burrow was uncovered at 5.15 p.m , when the two uninfected were found alive. (The carcass of
the infected one was removed and the burrow re-covered immediately).
Sept. 4th.—The burrow was again uncovered at 3.30 p.m., when the two uninfected, were found alive and
removed from the enclosure.
Subdivision BB. (One infected to firo uninfected.)
Atig. 29th.—Infected one found dead at 7 a.m. (i.e. about 20 hours after being fed), about 3 feet from the mouth
of the burrow, at (a). P.M., Positive.
Sept. 1st.—The burrow was uncovered at 5 pm., when one of the two uninfected was found dond inside tho
burrow, at (i), P.M,, Negative. The other aninfectcd'vras still alive. (The carcasses of the two dead rabbits
were removed and (lie burrow recovered immediately.)
Sept. 4 th.—The burrow was uncovered again atS'SOpm., when tho other uninfected rabbit was found dead inside
the burrow, at (c). P.M., Negative,.
Annotation.—At 3'45 p.m. on the 29th August, it was observed that the two surviving rabbits in subdivision AA bad
burrowed a hole at the end of the right branch of their burrow (which, as may be seen on reference to Diag. 11.
extended beneath tho subdivision fence into subdivision BB), and had thus made communication between the two
subdivisions possible. At 4’30 p.m., however, it was observed that two rabbits wereoutside tbe burrow in subdivision
AA, and two outside the burrow in subdivision BB, and as they boro the marks showing (hat they belonged
respectively to the enclosure in which they were then aeon, the hole at the end of the burrow was closed up.
Subdivision CC. One infected to two uninfected.
August 29th to September 1st. Infected one not seen outside tbe burrow.
Sept. 1st.—The burrow was uncovered at 4'45 p.m., when the infected rabbit was found dead inside the burrow,
nt (or), pyi,.. Positive. The two urdpfccted were, found alive. (Tbe carcass of the infected rabbit was
removed and the burrow re-covered immediately).
Sept. 4th.—The burrow was again uncovered at 3'30 p.m., when tbe two uninfected were found alive, and
removed from the enclosure.
Burrow enclosure B (Ding. Til). Two infected to four uninfected.
Aug. 29th.—One infected found dead ill, 7 a m. (i.e. about 20 hours after being fed) lying about 9 feel, from the
mouth of'the burrow, at (a). P.M.., Positive.
'
Aug. 30th.— One uninfected (full-grown) found dead at 4,'45 p.m., about 3 feet from the dead body of the
infected one, at (A), (This rabbit was removed from the enclosure immediately.) P.M., Negative.
Sept, lat,—The burrow was uncovered at4T5 p.m., when tlieofAer infected rabbit was found dead inside the burrow,
at (c). P.M., Position, One uninfected (half-grown) was also found dead inside the burrow, at (d). P.M,
Negative. The carcasscsof the two last-mentioned rabbits were removed and the burrow re-covered immediately.
Sept. 4th.—At 3'30 p.m. the burrow was again uncovered, when the fioo remaining uninfected were found alive
and removed from the enclosure.
Burrow enclosure C. (Ding. IV.) Three infected to six uninfected.
Aug. 29th.—One infected found dead nt 7 ».m. (i.e., about 20 hours after being fed), about. G feet from tho
mouth of the burrow, at (a). P.M, Positive. Another infected was observed to die at 7T0 a.m. (i.e. 20)
hours after boiug fed), at (i). It rushed out, of the burrow against the wire-netting opposite tfie burrow’s
mouth, fell over on its side, struggling convulsively on tbe ground ; the muscles of tbe neck contracting and
expanding, and drawing tho bead spasmodically backwards and forwards throe or four times. It died in
about 15 seconds from the time it emerged from the burrow, lying about, a foot from the mouth with its
head towards the burrow and its body in a line with the entrance thereto. P.M., Positive.
----------- * 1
* For notes on the Weather and Temperature durinp the course of the exiiurimenfcs rucorded in this Appendix, vnic, p. 151,
1 Each time when death was due lo Infection causal hy the microbes of chick un-cholera, the result of P.M. examination is noted as Positive ;
when death was due to causes other than infection by those microbes the result of P M. examination is noted as Xcgathr.
t Where\ er infected rabbits referred to in these burrow c>:|>eriiiientfi died, thore they wore allowed to remain untouched for threo clear day&
fi As will be seen P.M examinations a ere made on all rabbits from the burrows so as not to leave tbe slightest doubt us to the cause of their death.
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; Another infected
dead at 12'45 p.m. (i.e., about 25J hours after beinc; fedE about 6 feet
from the mouth of the burrow at (e). P.M., Positive,
Sep(. 1st. Oae tuiin/ecfed (half-grown) found dead inside the burrow at 4 p.m., nt (d.) P.\l., Kegathe. Tlio
burrow was uncovered nt d p.m., when the jive other uninfected wore found alive. (Tho carcasses of tho
□onri rivbhihH ivei'C removed and the burrow rc-covered iintiicdiiilelv}.
Sept, ilh.—Another uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 7T5'n.m., in a side ouening of the burrow
apparently jammed between the board-covering and the earth at the sido of the burrow, at («). P.M.’
hepatite. At 3-30 p.m, tho burrow was again uncovered, when the four remaining uninfected were found
alive ana were removed from the enclosure.
Notes on the Weather during tbe course of tho experiments
Aug. 28th.—Bright and calm all day.
.
Aug. 29th.—Morning dull ; strong southerly galo all day : night calm.
Aug 30th,—Calm and line all day,
*
Aug. 31st.—Calm and fine all day.
Sept. 1 St.—Morning dull, air damp, with light showers ; afternoon light rain ; evonin" calm and fine
Sept. 2nd,—Bright and calm.
°
'
Pepfc. 3rd.—Bright, with light southerly breeze blowing.
Sept. 4th.— Calm, sky ovorcuBt, air damp.
Notes on the Femperaiure, underground and in air (shaded), taken at the times stated during the course of the experiments •—
lo ascertain, approximately, the temperature in the artificial burrows n small trench was dug out in tho main enclosure
(close to burrow enclosure 0) corresponding m depth and width to the size of tbe burrow trench. In this trench a
fjermomcicr was placed, Imving its bulb lightly covered with some of the loose earth at the bottom of the trench This was
then covered with a board similar to the boards over the burrows, this board bring completely covered with loose earth. To
ascertain the temperature m the shade a thermometer was suspended from a post in the centre of the main enclosure, and
by means of boards, completely slmdsd from the sun. The temperatures are given in the centigrade scale*
’
Underground.
Aiurust
2yth

29th

7 a.m.

W

30th

7

31st

7

Sopteinlicr
let

2nd

3rd

4th

in air (shaded,)
7*4ft p.m.
30°

a.in.

Uf°

i
August
2dth

4

p.m.
19°

7’45 p.m.

m*

]2‘49 p.m.
1**0

ft p m,
ift.r

11-15 p.m.
151°

E9th

7 a.m,
]3j0

12*4ft p.m.
]0°

6 p.m.

IMftp.m.
144°

3 p.m.
15*°

0 p.m.
ir.i°

11 p.m.
10°

SDth

7 a.m.
334°

3 p.m,
la0

Gp.m.
10°

13 p.m.
lo*0

1*30 p.m.
IGi0

0 p.m.
104°

10'SO p.m,
104°

31st

rao p.m.
2<r

6 p.m.
204°

IO'30 p.m.
183 ^

1 p.m,
14°

------------■
5'1R p.m.
122*

10 p.m,
12°

7MR a.m.
151°

J p.m.
IGj0

ft’lR p.m,
ie°

10 p.l'JL
152°

8 a.m.

14^

2-30 p.m.
Ifijo

5-ir> p.m.
15*°

10 p.m.
14J°

2nd

7 a.m.
H6

I'JB p.m,
15°

C p.m.
15°

lO'SO p.m.
144°

3rd

7'li> a.m.
14JO

1 p.m.

September
1st

4th

IS0

7

a m.
134°

i-lt>

a.m.
17°

B a.m,
0|°

2-30 p.m.
14 J°

5'15 p.m.

10 p.m.
S4«

7 a.m.
70

1-4:1 p.m.
]oi°

6 p.m.
13|°

10-30 p.m.
101“

7'35 a.m,
10°

1 p.m.
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APPENDIX B.
Detaiia of experiments with Iho microbes of chickcn-cholcra on rabbits in hutches _
Find Serie/t,

Tins following is a short description and enumeration of the hutches used in the imderaotcd experiments. All the hutches
were placed m the main enclosure. (Ring. IV.)
ea
Hutches I, II, and Ilf were made of boards with nlosely fitting wooden-bottoms, and with a hinged door of rabbit-proof wirenettmg in front of each hutch. Each butch measured iu tho char inside 23" x 18" x 18" in depth, height, and width
respectivclv.
r
43 1
Hutches IV V, and TT were of the same sine mid material as hutches I, II, and HI, save that each had a rabbit-proof wire"“-""J ho-tom, which rested on the ground so that the netting touched the loose foil of the main enclosure
.Hutch >11 was ft wooden-loltomed four-sided wooden enclosure, 2 feet deep, covering an area of one square metre, and havinc
fur its top ft covering of rabbit-proof wiro-Hotting.
^
Hutch VIII resembled hutch VIT in all respects, save that it, had a rabbil-proof wire-netting bottom, which rested on the
ground or tho nuun enclosure, and was ligbtJy covered with loose earth.

Annotations :
(a) Tbe six first mont‘onrd hutches were placed (in the main enclosure) in such a way that the snn was completely
prevented from shining into them.
© The two last mentioned hutches were the same enclosures (with tho addition of a wooden and wire bottom
respectively) as were used in, and aro referred to in the report upon the experiments conducted by M Pasteur’s
representatives.
J
o
(<0 For weather and temperature during the course of tho experiments recorded in this Appendix, vide page 153.
Tho experiments were begun on
September 3rd, when, between 11'45 a,m. and noon, eight rabbits (specially marked) were fed (in separate compartments)
upon cabbage leaves infected with 2^ corn, for each rabbit of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe of tho fourth
gencmtion.t
At noon Iwo rabbits (also specially marked) wore fed in sppnrate compartments, upon cabbage leaves infected with
1 ccm. of the same culture (for ecreA rabbit).
Annotations :
(a) These ten rabbits ha,d not been fed on the night of the 2nd or on the morning of the 3rd September until
the infected food was given to them.
uum
(J) At 3 p.m. alt but ono of the ten had finished eating their portions of infected food. This one had only oaten about
^uur its portion whnn tl. wns removed from its compnrtmciit.
(r-') J?Ug ten rabbits weru selected as being especially vigorous and healthy.
Between Ale p.m. and 330 p.m., the ten infected rabbits were, with twenty uninfected rabbits, distributed into the hutches
(uesenoea above), as follows :—
f One infected (1 com.) to
Huteh I.
( Two uninfected (one full-grown, one half-grown).
Hutch II.
J ®nc *nf?cted
can.) 1o
,
j Tiro miinJectcd (one full-grown, one half-grown),
Annotation: The in/rejerf one had only eaten half its portion of infected food when if was removed, from the compartment
in wuicn it naa been fed, lo this hutch.
1 Huteh
«l"C.=9,Ffthr.)+3a 150 C,
=
5 foil ’
culture

F.)+S2.

' '

'

generation; gdattne Stick
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Hutch

m.

Hutch IY.
Hutch Y.
Hutch YI.
Hutch YIL
Hutch YIII.

f One infected (2£ ccm.) to
| Two uninfected (full-grown).
( One infected (1 CCltl.) to
| Tteo uninfected (one full-grown, one nearly full-grown).
One infected (2J ccm.) to
Two uninfected (full-grown).

{

One infected (2f ccm.) to
Two uninfected (full-grown),
f Two infected (2^ ccm.) to
\Four uninfected (two full-grown, two half-grown),

f Two infected (2f ccm.) to
.
| Four uninfected (two full-grown, two half-grown.)
Annotation ; The rabbit* referred to in these experiments were fed twica a day on green barley.

Control experiments ■,

, ■ c v
(a). A rigorous rabbit was fed upon cabbage leaves infected with 2f cem, of tho same culture as used in feeding the
eight rabbits referred to above, and was kept under the same conditions.
Sept. 4th. It was found dead at 2-40 p.m., having died between noon and that time, (i.e., between 24 and 2Gf
hours after being fed.) P.M., Positive.
,
,
(J). A vigorous rabbit was fed upon cabbage leaves infected with 1 ccm. of tho same culture, and kept under tne
same conditions as (e) above.
^ Sept.'4th. It was found dead at 2-40 p.m., having died between noon and that time, (i.e., between 24 and 2Cf

hours after being fed). P.M,, Tosilive.
Festdts of the experiments in tinteh es:
Hutch I. One infected to tico uninfected.
Sept. 6th. The infected one was found dead at Yla a.m.;and was removed from the box at 10 a.m. on tbe 3th
Sept.* P.M'., Negative.
,
,
Sept. 10th. One itnii^ee/ed (full-grown) was found dead at 0 a.m. P.M., Aejwfirs.
Sept. 10th. The other uninfected (half-grown) being alive at 4 p.m. (when the experiment was concluded) was
removed from the hutch at that time.
Hutch II. Oae infected to Oeo uninfected.
Sept. 4th. The infected one was found dead at Y15 a m. (i e , about 19* hours after being fed), and was removed
from the hatch at 10 a.m., on the 7th Sept. V.M., Positive,
_
Sept. 9th. One uninfected (half-grown) was found dead at, 7'30 a.m. P.M., Negative.
Sept. 9th. The other uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 10'50 p.m. P.M., Aegattve.

Hutch III. One infected to ttvo uninfected.
.
Sept. 4th. The infected one was found dead at 7Ta a.m. (i.e., about 19* hours after being fed), and was removed
from the hutch at 3 p.m., on the 7th September. P.M., T’e.fiiire.
(
.
Sept. 7th. One uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 10-20 p.m. (i.e., about 4 days and 7 hours after being
placed in tbe hutch), and was removed from the hutch at once. P.M., Posijice.
Sept. 8th. The other uninfected (half-grown) was found dead at noon, P.M., Negative.
,

Hutch IV. One infected to two uninfected,
,
Sept. 9th. One. uninfected (half-grown) was found dead nt 7 30 a.m. P.M., Ae^afire
Sept. 10th. The infected and the other uninfected being aline at 10-45 a.m., were removed from tho huteh et that
time. (For notes on the further treatment of those two rabbits, tide second scries belo^j P-lKe 15o)Hutch T,— One infected to two uninfected.
.
.
,
Sept. 4th.—The infected one was found dead at 7T5 a.m. (i.e., about 19* hours after being fed), aud was removed
from the huteh at 3 p.m. on tho 7th Sept. P.M., Positive.
.
,
,
,
Sept. Gth.— One uninfected (nearly full-grown) was found dead at 2'30 p.m. (i.e., .just about three dap after
being placed in the hutch), and was removed fi-om the hutch at 3'30 p.m. V,hi,. Positive.
Sept. 7th.—The other uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 12T5 p.m. (i.e., about 3 days and 21 hours after
being placed in the hutch). P.M., Positive*
Annotations i—
^
‘
(a) A broth'Cnlfcuro was prepared from a minute quantity of the heart blood of this rabbit. ■
(0) A rabbit inoculated with i com, of this culture at 11*30 a.m. on the 10th Sepb. was found dead ^ 7*o0
same evening (i.e., a lillle more than 8 hours after being inoculated). [ITde Appendix D., Series IV, pagolbC.J
jk Af Positive*
(e) Arabbit inoculated with -Q ccm. of heart-blood from tho last-mentioned rabbit at 13‘50 p.m on tho 11th
Sept, was found dead at 7-30 a.m. the next morning (i.e., about 184 hours niter being inoculated), lltde
Appendix 1)., Series IY (b) (i), page 156.} P.M., Positive.
Huteh YI.— One infected to (wo uninfected.
,
.
Sept. 4th.—The infected one was found dead at 3 p.m., having died bet-worn 3-uOp.m. and that time (re.,
between 23* and 24 hours after being ted). It was remored from the huteh at 3 p.m. on the 7th Sept.
Sept. Gth.—One uninfected (a vigorous pregnant female, in the end of tho first or beginning of the second week
of gestation) was found dead at7'15 a.m. (i.e„about 2 days and 1G hours after being placed in the hutch),
and was rcniOTed from the hutch at 10 a.m.
Positive,
t *
j
Sopt. 10th.—The other uninfected being still alive at 4 p.m, (when tbe experiment vais concluded) waa removed
from the hutch at that time.
Hutch YII,—TW infected to/<?ur uninfected.
,r
.
Sept. 4fch.-—One infected was observed to die at 3 p.m.
27 hours after being fed)i and was removed Irom tne
hutch at 3 p.m. on the 7th Sept, P.M., Positive.
*
1 , p iv
j
i
Sept. 6th.“The other infected was found dead at; 7 a.m, (i,**., about 43 hours after being fed), and was removed
from the hutch at noon on tbe 3th Sept. P.M., Positive.
_
_
Sept. 7th.—One uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 7*30 a.m. PAf., Jbctjalivc.
Another‘uninfected {IdW'gxow) was found dead at 6 p.m. P.M,, Isegative.
Sept, 9th.—AtwfAtfr umvfecied (half-grown) was found dead at 7T5 ikin.' P.M., Negative.
Sept. 10th.—The other uninfected being still alive at 4 p.m. (when the experiment was concluded) was removed
from the hutch at that time.
Hutch VIIL—infected to/oar uninfected.
* uv
i
j
Sept. 4th.—One infected was found dead at 7T5 a-m. (i.e., about 19| hours after being fed), and was removed
from the hutch at 3 p.m. on tbo 7th Sept. P.M., Positirc.
t
Sept. 5th.—The oiAer rw/Vcfed was found dead at 12-15 p.m., having died between 11 a.m. and that time (t.c.,
between 47 and 48^ hours after being fed). It was removed from the hutch at noon on tho 8th Sept,
P.M., Positive.
^
'
Sept. 7th.—One uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 9 a.m, P.M.* Negative. _
_
Sept. 10th,—Another uninfected (half-gro^vn) was found dead at lO'SO a.m. P.M., Negative.
The other two uninfected being still alive at 4 p.m., (when the experiment was concluded) were removed from
* Wherever
rabbits,
the infected
hutch at
that referred
time. to in these hutches experiments died, they were allowed to remain untouched for three clear dajs.
Second
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Second Series.
The two experiments!, in which two rabbits were infected, each with 1 ccm. of a culture of the microbe, and placed with two uninfected rabbits for each of them into hutches I and IV, respectively, having failed altogether (e«fe above), two other
experiments were carried out. The two hutches used for this purpose were hutches III and V (vide above),-which had
been disinfeclcd by means of boiling Lot water and allowed to dry. They may bo designated as hutches IX (woodenbottomed) and X (wire-bottomed).
*
Sept. 10th, at 11'45 am.,—
A rabbit (the surviving uninfected, specimen from hutch IV, mde pages 151, 152) was fed upon green barley infected with
1 ccm. of n virulent broth-culture of tho microbe of the first generation.
Annotation : This culture was derived directly from blood of a rabbit that had died on Sopt. 7th, in hutch V, about four
days after having been exposed to an infected rabbit iu the same hutch (conf. Annot, to result of huteh V, above).
1 [living finished eating its portion of infected food at 12'30 p.m., it was placed, at 4 p.m., in hutch IX, with two uninfected
fftbbits (one full-grown, one hfilf-gvown) that lifid survived from the urtificiftl burrow experiments.*
Annotation : Tho infected rabbit had not been fed in the morning.
Jintch IX. One infected to tico uninfected.
Hesult:
Sept, mil.—The infected one was found dead at 9T0utn., having died between 8'30 a.m. and that time, (i.e.,
between 20+ and 20J hours after being fed). It was removed from the hutch at 9 30 a.m., on tho 14th
Sept. P.M., rositine.
_
One uninfected (half-grown) was found dead at 11 a m. P.M., Negative. '
Sept. 1/th. Iho ol/ier uninfected being still alice ut 5 p.m. (when the experiment was concluded) was removed
from the hulch at that time.
Sept. 10th, nt 1T45 n.m.
A rabbit [the surviving infected from hulch IV (1 ccm. of culture) vide pages 1G1,152] was fed upon green barley infected
vt ith 2 ccm. of the same culture as used in feeding the rabbit, placed in hutch IX. Haring finished eating its portion
of infected food at 12 30 p m it was placed, at 4 p.m., with fioo «ni»/ee(«i (one full-growu, ono half-grown),
(hat had survived from the artificial burrow eiperimcnts, in
Hutch X. One infected to two uninfected.
JtesuU:
Sept. mil. Tito infected one was found dead at 1-15 p.m. (i.e., about 251 hours after beinc fed), and was
removed from the hut ch at. 10 a.m. oo tho 13th Sept. P.M., Positive.
Sept. 12th, One uninfected (half-grown) was found dead at 11-15 a in. P.M., Keqaliue.
'
„
S(!l,t. 1311). The Other uninfected (full-grown) was found dead at 7-30 a.m. P.M.' Xeciative.
Notes on llw "Weather fluting i.lic couvsc of these experiments:_
Sopt, 3rd.—Bright find culm fill tiny.
Sept. 4th,—Morning, calm, sty overcast, air damp. Afternoon and evening—calm and fine, air dry,
Sept\ yin,—rinC) will] strong easterly wind in afternoon.
Sept, fith.—l ino until 5 p.m., when light rain fell for about an hour. Heavy rain set in about G p.m., lasting an hour
or so; after that the night was fine.
i
*
6
Sopt. 71 h.—Fine morning. Afternoon showery, with southerly wind. Evening calm and fine.
Sept. 8th.—Culm and fine alt day.
Supt ih.lt,—Fine morning; at midday a few light showers fell, lasting off and on for two hours or so : thereafter calm
and fine.
'
Sept. 10th.—C dm and fine.
Sept" lUh —Early morning, fine; thunder-shower and downpour of rain from 9'30 a.m. to about 2 p.m.; light rain
fell till about 3 p in.; Lherrnfter calm and fine.
'
b
Sept. 12th and 13th —Calm and fine.
Sept, HtH.—Morning, dense fog, air very damp till about 10 a.m.j thereafter calm and bright.
Sept. 16th, Ibth, and 1/th.—Calm and tine.
Notes on the Temperature (in the shade) taken during 1 he course of the experiments.
_
_____ __________
centigrade scale.
'
iScptember
3rd.
4th.

7 n.in.
7°

Tho temperatures are given in the

1 1'43 p m.
loj6

G p.m.
13+°

10'30 p.m.
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llt.li.

7'15 a.m.

2 p.m,
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6 p.m.

m°

nr

10-15 p.m.
12°

7T5 a.m. 1 T30 p m.
10s
:
18°

5 p m.
ldi°
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12U(.

7'30 n.m.
01°

1 45 p.m. 1
I0i° |

.......

Midnight,
14 J°
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5 p.m.

m°

10 p.m.
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7 a.m.
n°

1 p.m.
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5‘30 i>.m.
10°

IO'Ij p.m.

Glh.

7'15 a.m,
Sf

1*30 p.m.
21°

3T5 p in,
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10-45 p m,
1-1

HLh.

7*30 a m.

T30 p.m.
21°

5 p.m,
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10'30 p.m.
op

7th.

7'30 a.m.
12°

l'4o ii.m.
15°

5 p.m.
14 *•

10'20 p.m.
10°
1

13th,

7"30 n.m.
Of

2 p.m.

19?

5 p.m.
ier

11 p.m,
13°

Sth.

7T5 a m.
8}°

2 p.m.
10°

o'30 p.m.

10 p m, I
91°

10th.

8 A.ttl,

2 p.m.
21 f

6'30 p.m.
10°

10 30 p.m.
isr

fith.

7'30 A.m.

1'30 p m.
14 r

11 p in.
fi°

17th.

7*30 n.m.
ICi0

1"30 p ui.
19)°

5 p.m,
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.......
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8°
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APPENDIX C.
Details of Expcrimeuls on Babbits placed in Boxes or Nubclms in which Babbits hod died of Infection by the
(fr) August 29th, itt 9 30 a.in.,—

Microbes of Cluckun-dioiem.
A rabbit whs placed in n boxf in which two rabbits, t-hal had been inoettlaled with a portion of n virulent broth-cidture
of tho mierobc, were found dciid nt 7‘4o p.m. on tho 28th and 7 a.m. on tho 20th August respectively, aud from
whidi they were removed immediately theronfter.
Annotations: (a) The inoculated rabbits referred to were control nmnials to the burrow experiments {vide Appendix A,
(&) Iu this box there was a considerable amount of normal-looking faces when tho healthy rabbit tyss put
in, and a large portion of the (uninfected) food given to tho two inoculated rabbits on the cvenuiii
of the 28th August.

Result:

September fith,

I( was elill alive at noon (/.&*, after about eight days), and was then removed from the box.

(A)

* Those rabbit* bad to be taken from want of fresh rabbi to at the time.
t Jl10 hoxtid m* hutches alluded to in this Appendix ueto ■placed (in tliu main enclosure) in such a way that their insides wore almost coiuiilutely
arid ISS0111'011^'01 ayS°
Ief?l111' ^0P tcml’0ratui‘i 11,1(1 wcathttrilurhiir the oxpmjucnl* noted in these Appendices, ru/c Appendix A, jages 151

^
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(4) August S9th, at 9 30 a.m.,—
A halt-grown rabbit was placed in a hutch in which a rabbit, that had been fed on the 28th upon cabbage leaves infected
with 2\ com. of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe, was found dead at 7 a.m. on the 29th August, and from
which it was removed immediately thereafter.
Annotations : (a) The infected rabbit referred to was control to the burrow experiments (vide Appendix A page 150).
(4) In this hutch there was only a small quantity of normal-looking feces, but part of the hutch floor was
damp with urine. All food left over, by the rabbit fed on infected food was removed from the
hutch before the healthy rabbit was placed therein.

Result:

-

September 3rd,—It was found dead at 7 a.m. P.M., Negative.
(e) August 30th, at 10']5 a.m.,—
'
A half-grown rabbit was placed in a hutch in which a rabbity that had been fed on the 28th upon cabbage leaves infected
with 2It ccm. of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe, was found dead at 9 p.m. on the 29th August, and from
which it was removed immediately thereafter.
Annotations : (a) The infected rabbit referred to was control to the burrow experiments (vide Appendix A, page 150).
(i) In this hutch there was a considerable quantity of normal-looking feces, and part of the hutch floor
was damp with urine. All the infected food had been eaten by the rabbit fed thereon on the 28th
August, but some of the (uninfected) food given it on the night of the 29th was still in the hutch
when the healthy rabbit was placed therein.
Result:
_
September 6th.—It was found dead at 7T5 a.m. P.M., Negative.
(d) September 4th, at 2'50 p m.,—
A half-grown rabbit was placed in a hutch in which a rabbit, that had been fed on the 3rd upon cabbage leaves infected
with 1 com. of a virulent broth-eulturc of the microbe, was found dead at 2'40 p.m. on the 4th September, and
from which it was removed immodiat eiy thereafter.
Annotations : (a) The infected rabbit referred to was control to the experiments in hutches (vide Appendix B, p. 152).
(i) Wtmt has been said in Annotation (i) to 80th August, with reference to amount and appearance of
feces and food in the hutch, applies also to this experiment.

Result:

September 9th.—It was found dead at 9T5 a.m. P.M., Negative.
(f) September 4th, at 2'50 p.m.,—
A young rabbit was placed in a hutch in which a rabbit, that had been fed on the 3rd upon cabbage leaves infected with
2( ccm. of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe, was found dead at 2'40 p.m. on the 4th September, and from
which it was removed immediately thereafter.
Annotations : (a) The infected rabbit referred to was control to the experiments in hutches (aide Appendix B, page 152).
(b) What has been said in Annotation (It) to 30th August, with reference to amount and appearance of
feces and food in the hutch, applies also to this experiment.

Result:

September 9th.—It was found dead at 9Y5 a.m. P.M,, Negative.

APPENDIX D.
Details

of Miscellaneous Experiments with the Microbes of Chicken-cholera,
Scries I.

Experiments on hares:—*
(i) Aug. 11th.—At 3'30 p.m.
A hare was inoculated with five small platinum-loops full (about
ccm.) of virulent blood from a rabbit that had
.
died after inoculation with a small quantity of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe.
1
Control:—A control rabbit (full-grown) was found dead ut9 a.m. on the 12th Aug. P.M., Positive.

Result:

Aug. 12th.—The hare was found dead at 9 a.m. (t.e., about 17( hours after being inoculated). P.M., 'Positive.
(n) .Aug. 11th.—At 4 p.m.
A bare was fed upon a few cabbage leaves infected, by means of a platinum-loop, with about J ccm. of blood from
the same infected rabbit from which blood was taken for the inoculation of a bare tin's date [rirfe (t) above]. It
was not until 10 p.m. (t c, six hours after the infected food bad been placed in the box) that tbc hare was
observed to have eaten all the infected food given to it.
Control:—A control rabbit, which had finished outing its portion of infected food shortly after the food was placed in
its box, was found dead at 8'30 p.m. on the 12LU Aug., having died between 5'30 p.m. and that time (f.e.,
between 2oi- and 28j hours after being fed). P.M,, Positive.

Result:

Aug. IGth.—The bare was still alive at 11 '30 a.m. (i e., about 8 days after the feeding referred to above).
(iii) Aug. 16th.—At 11'30 a.m.

(a) The same hare was fed upon cabbage leaves infecled with 11 ccm. of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe.
(4) Another bare (whi»h had survived from inoculation with some dried blood lakcn by Dr. Bancroft, of Brisbane,
Qu., from a hare that had died in captivity) was fed upon cabbage leaves infected with If ccm. of the same
culture.
Control:—(a) Of two control rabbits, largo vigorous animals (both tatnef), fed together in the same box upon
food infected with 3 cem. of the same culture, one (a long-haired black specimen) was found
dead at 8'4'5 p.m, on the 18th Aug. (i.e.. about 57) hours after being led). P.M , Positive.
The ofAcr (along-haired albino) was still alive on the 20th Aug, (For further treatment of this
particular rabbit vide Series II of this Appendix.)
(i) A control rabbit (a tame long-haired albino) inoeufafed with a small quantity of the same culture
was found dead at 8 a.m. on the 17th Aug. (i.e., about. 20f hours after being inoculated).
Results:
Aug. 17th.—Both hares were found dead at 8 a.m. (i.e., about 20.) hours after being fed). P.M. (in caeli ease),

Positire.

Series IT.

Experiments on tame rabbits :
(a) Aug. 16th, at 11'30 a.m.
A tame rabbit (full-grown long-haired albino) was fed, together with another tame rabbit, upon cabbage leaves
infected with 3 ccm. (i,e., If cem. for each rabbit) of a virulent brotb-culture of the microbe. [This experiment
has already been mentioned in the foregoing Series I. (iii.) Control, when it was stated that the latter rabbit was
found dead at 8'45 p.m, on the 18th Aug.]

Result :

Aug. 20th.—It was still alive at 9.30a.m.

(5)

* The hares mentioned in these experiments were among five full-grown hares received from the country, through 5tr, II. C. Taylor, of the Kabbit
Brandi of the hands Department.
t The tame rabbits mentioned in this report were received at Rodd Island in June last, having been sent (according to information) from
Adelaide, S. A., by Professor Watson,
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'

It viaifed upon cabbage learea infected with 3 ccm. of a virulent broth-cuittfre of tbe microbo of the (bird generation.

Control:

■

■

(i) A control rabbit (fed under the same conditions n9 the tame rabbit) was found dead at 8 a.m. on the 21st
Aug. (j'.e,, about 22^ hours after being fed).
Fositive,
(ii) Another control rabbit (half-grown), fed upon food infected with Only half of (.he poriion of culture (viz.,
1£ com.), was found dead at 8 a.m. on the 21st Aug. (i.e., about 22£ hoars after being fed). P.M., Positive.
ftcsnll :
Aug, 25th.—It was still alive at 10'SO a.m.
'
(c) Aug. 25th, at 10'30 a.m.
'■
It was fed upon cabbage loaves infected with 4) ccm. of a virulent brotli-culture oi the micr-be, of the third
generation.

Control: A vigorous (Tasmanian) rabbit was observed to dio at 8 30 a m. on the 26th Aug. (i.e., 22 hours after being
fed). P.M., Positive.
■
^ v > .
b
Result:
'
'
Sept. 1st.—It was still olive at 4 p.m.

■

(d) Sept 1st, at 4 p.m.
It was inoculated with $ cem. (2 minims) of a virulent broth-culture of the microbe, taken directly from the blood of
a rabbit dead after feeding with that microbe.

Control: A control rabbit was found dead at 8 a.m. on the 2nd Sept, {i.e., about 16 hours after being inoculated).
P.M., Positive.
Result:
It remained alive, but at the scat of inoculation was formed a large abscess, which was at first dosed, but which
was found (o be opening five days after inoculation, disdmrging a sticky, yellowish, inodorous pus.
A platinum-loop full of this pus was inoculated into a rabbit at ]2'45 p.m. on the 10th Sept. This animal
was found dead at 7'30 a.m. an the ] 3th 8ept,, but tbe P.M. examination yielded a negative result, bo far as
iufcction by the virus in question was concerned.
,
The abscess began to heal, showing at tbe bottom a dry crust, but up to date (21st Sept.) the healing process
is not yet complete,*

Series XII.

Experiments on wild rabbits:
(n) With Faecal matter from an infected rabbit.f
(i) Inoculation:
Sept. 2nd. At 1]'85 a.m.
A rabbit was inoculated with a small portion (one plalhinm-loop full) of the soft green contents taken from
the rectum of a rabbit dead about four days.
-

Annotations: {a) This last mentioned rabbit; died in consequence of infection in burrow enclosure B. \_Vide

Result :

Appendix A; Liag. VI (c)].
(5) The fra cal matter was obtained from the rectum by means of a glass tube carefully introduced
into the anus.

Sept. 3rd.—It was observed to die at 10‘50 a.m., (f. e., 23J hours after being inoculated).

P. M., Positive.
(ii.) Feeding
Sept. 3rd. At 8‘15 p.m.,
A half-grown rabbit was fed upon cabbage leaves infected with about i cem, of the aatne faecal matter, kept
moist meanwhile under a bell-jar.
Annotation.- This rabbit had not received any food since 9 a.m. on the same day; at 10 p.m. it had eaten all the
infected food given to it.

Result :

Sept. 10th.—It was still alive at 10 45 a.m. (i. e. about 4) days after being fed), and was then removed from its
hutch.
(5) With Urine from an infected rabbit.
Sept. 11th. At 1‘30 p.m.
Two rabbits were inoculated with about i cem. each of urine taken from a rabbit dead of infection by the
virus of chicken-cholera (after inoculation with b ccm. of culture).
Annotation: The bladder of this (infected) rabbit was much distended. The urine, in which was a largo
amount of corpuscular matter, presented a peculiar amber-yellow appearance. Tbe urine usod for inocu
lation was obtained by means of sucking a small portion into a fine glass tube through a wide hole made
into the lifted and stretched vortex of the bladder by means of a heated glass rod.
Results :

8opt, 13th.—One was found dead at 7.30 a.m., P.M., Negative.
Sept. 15lh.—The other was still alive at 0‘30 a.m., when it was removed from its box.
.
(c) With virulent blood, allowed to putrefy.
At the examination, on the 2nd September, of a rabbit about four days after its death in one of the burrows
(Appendix A, Burrow Enclosure B (c) ; the same rabbit mentioned ia (5) of thiB Series], the coagulated
blood of the right ventricle of the heart was removed and placed in a small clean glass (flask), which
waa stoppered and put aside in the laboratory. On microscopical examination on the date mentioned,
only the microbes of ehicken-eholcra were present.
(i) September 3rd, at 11-30 a.m.,—
A half-grown rabbit inoculated with a small platinum-loop full of this blood (not yet put,rid) was found dead at
7 a.m. on tbe 3rd September (i.e., about 19jf hours after being inoculated). P.M., Positive.
(ii) September 10th, at 5 p.m.,—
A rabbit, inocn/afed with about the same quantity of the blood (now putrid) was found dead at 8'25 a.m, on the
11th September, having died between 7'15 a.m. and that time (i.e., between 141 and 15£ hours after
being inoculated). P.M., Posilioe.
(iii) September 17th, at 2-10 p.m.,—
i
A rabbit inoculated with about the same quantity of the blood (putrid) was found dead at 7'40 a.m, on the
18t.li September (i.e., about 17^ hours after being inoculated). P.M., Positive.
(iv) September 20th, at 10'40 a.m ,—
A rabbit inociriaieet with about tbesame quantity of the blood (putrid) was still olive (midnight, 21st September),t
(v) September 24th, at 11TO a.m.,—
A rabbit inoculated with about tbe same quantity of blood was still alive after seven days (October 1st).
'

Scries
For further history of this mbbit see Chief Export’s Report (No. 2) pp, 100-101,
t For further experiments with faecal matter see pnpc 161.
■
t It was found dead at 6 p.m. on the 22nd September, havintf died between 1*50 p.m, and that time, V.e,, between 51 and 54 hours after
inoculation). P.M,,/Vjsi'tfw.
*
r
*
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Series IF.

Eiperiu:fints on ferrets : —*

(a) Inoculation.
(i) With culture.
September lOtb, nfc ll'SO a.m.,—
_
Two fcrrcl3 (one iimle, one female) wore inoculated with £ ccm. of a -riruleut broth-culture of the microbe
of chicken-cholera oblnincd directly from blood of a rabbit that had died of chicken-cholcra (bj transmitted
infection in Hutch V—fMe jlppendu B, page 1S2).
Control: A control rabbit was found dead at 7'50 p.m. the same day (i.e, about Si hours after being
inoculated) IML, 1‘osUir.e.
Results:

September Uth to 201 h.—On being fed at t> a.m. on the 11th Soptember, tbo two ferrets appeared dull and
fererish. Both drank wal er freely bcfuic touching the meat or porridge and mdk given to them, and when
they took up the pieces of meat did not tear at them ravenously, as waa their wont before being inoculated.
So they remained for some time. The scat nf inoculation showed some special reaction, which in one (the
female) subsided gradually (up to date), while the condition of the other (male.) became worse and worse,
till it succumbed on the ISth .‘September.
P.Jll,—Extensive gangrene round the peat of inoculation ; organs abnormal; absence of any micro-organisms
in preparations from heart-blood and spleen.
Annotation: A rabbit, inoculated with a small quantity of heart-blood from this ferret died during the night
in consequence of some injuries ncoidentully received in its hutch.

(ii) With-ifood.
Sept. 11th.—At IS'.YO p.m.
.
Tao ferrets (one male, one female) were inoculated each with five platinum-loops full (— fa ccm.) of
heart-blood from a raboit that had (lied of “ chicken-cholcra ” (inoculation).
Control:—A control I'ibbit. was found dead at 7‘30 a.m. on the 12lh Sept, (ie, about 1S1 hours after being
inoculated). P.M., Positive,
ResulIs;
Sept, llth to 20th. —The seat of inoculation did not show any epeeinl reaction. The two ferrets appealed
somewhat sluggish ut iirst, but very soon afterwards behaved ns before.
(A) Feeding:
(i) Sept. 12th.—
.
,
Three ferrets (one male, two females) were fed together upon 30 grammes (wabout T07 oz) of virulent liver
taken from a rabbit newly dead of " chicken-cholera” (inoculation).

Results :
Sept, llih lo 20th.—The ferrets did not appear to show any reaction whatever.
(ii) Sept. 18th.—
_
,
.
Two ferrets (one male, one female) were fed together upon 45 grammes (—about T6 oz) of virulent liver from
a rabbit newly dead of "chicken-cholera" (inoculation).

Results :
Sept. 18th to 20th.—The ferrets did not appear to show any reaction,t

APPENDIX E.
EsrLii'ATlos of Diagrams 1Y to YU referred to in this Eepoit.

Diagram IY is a sketch of the main cnelo«ure and part, of the shed (with regard lo the construction of which full particulars
have been already given in section Y1II. of tboBeport, pp. 13(1,137, and in section X, Appendix F, page 143, and Diagram
in nt end of Appendiees. The diagram show? (approximately) tbe relative si/.cs and positions in the main enclosure of,
A (AA, BB. CC), B, C, whieli represent the wire-netting enclosures encircling the artificial burrows reierred to
particularly in Appendix A
l.l.l.l. represent posts supporting the, wire-gauze roof of the main enclosure.
Dtagrams'Y, YT, YII show (approximntelv), on a scale of 5 feet to the inch tbe respective artificial burrows within the w-irenetting enclosures reierred to above. The small letters (ff, 6. c, Rc..) show, approximately, the position of the rabbits as
they died in the respective burrows or enclosures'! the bodies of the rabbits being represented by two cross lines ( +) ia
the ciifc of rabbits dead of "chicken-cholcra,” and by a plain lino (—) m the case of rabbits that died from other causes.
Diagram V allows also a sketch of a vertical section of tbe artificial burrows. This sketch applies also to the burrows
figured in Diagrams YI and Vll,

PltOGKESS REPORT (No. IT.) OK EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MICROBES OP CHICKENCHOLERA.
To the Chairman, Experiment Committee, Rahhit Commission,—
Rodd Island, 2 November, 1SSS.
I bed to report as follows:—■
A. Infecting Rabbits in successive series of twenty generations.
It being from a praciieal point of view—in ease tbe microbes of chieken-cholera were to bo
employed as a means for the destruction of rabbits in Australasia—a matter of some importance to Lnow
whether these microbes, by passing through the bodies of rabbits in a number of continuous generations,
become altered in their degree of virulence or not, the Experiment Committee of this Commission decided
that such au experiment, with a view to obtaining the required information, should be made, extending lo
the number of twenty successive transmissions from rabbit to rabbit.
_
Let us suppose the virus under consideration is endowed with the faculty of becoming more
virulent, or, in other words, of attaining a greater poisoning strength in its action on rabbits, by means ol
such successive transmissions, 1 he consequence will naturally he that, under the same conditions, the
period of incubation and actual disease, or the whole period from infection to death, becomes shorter,
until a certain stationary point is reached ; this period must, on the other hand, provided the conditions
bo the same, become longer, or infection with subsequent death may not follow at all, if there should be
any decrease or attenuation of the virulence of the microbe. Should the latter preserve its degree of
virulence uniformly from the first rabbit to the last, it stands to reason that the above period will remain
■ ■ tbe
■’ same throughout,
‘.......................................
■’ same.
--The
about
provided again the conditions 1he the
* Tjc futret.s referred to in these experiments wore sent to the Rabbis ConunUiion by the Qovcrmneiil of New Z^’aiid, and were received at
RoJd Island on the 3ist August.
f T.ic ferrets continued to be in good health {October 1st);
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Tlie experiment was carried out in the following manner:—A healthy pigeon was inoculated
October 3rd, with a small quantity of the surface growth of a virulent stick-culture of the microbe of
chicken-cholera (fourth generation, 32 days old). Not long alter the death of this pigeon, which died of
typical chicken-cholera within about twenty hours, two rabbits* were inoculated each with five platinum
loopsful, equal to -Ar cem.,t of heart-blood from this pigeon. The blood of the first rabbit that died, or
that was found dead, furnished the material for inoculation in like manner into two further rabbits ; with
the blood again of they?rsi of these dead, two other rabbits were inoculated, and so on till the number of
forty rabbits, or twenty generations, were arrived at, when the experiment was concluded.
Before directing your attention to the table of results of tbe experiments given below (Table I,
page 102), I wish to state the following:—The rabbits used were, if not specially noted to the contrary,
full-grown animals of normal appearance. If at the post-mortem examinations anything abnormal was
found, it will be remarked in the table below. The rabbits for this experiment were taken irrespectively
of the sex. Prom practical reasons it was not possible to employ either males or females from the
beginning to tbe end.
Immediately after tbe inoculations the rabbits were placed in spacious clean hutches, separately,
and food was given to them as usual. They were also, all of them, sheltered from rain and sun in like
manner.
The blood used for the inoculations was in each case derived from the right atrium of the heart,
near the venae cavne. The quantity of blood derived was pretty uniformly the same each time, viz., -t\- ccm.
(vide above).
'
The time of inoculation of each new series lay within about two hours from the moment the first of
the preceding series died. In cases where such rabbits were found dead, instead of being observed to die,
the body-temperature then taken yielded a cue as to the approximate time when death occurred.
The seat of inoculation was always a corresponding area on the left side of the belly. After having
shorn this area, a small fold of the skin, where there was no blood-vessel running, was cut across by means
of a small pair of scissors. Tim wound thus produced was made the entrance into a small subcutaneous
pouch, where the inoculation-material was easily and safely deposited by means of the platinum loop.
The quantity of bacteria thus inoculated into the different rabbits was, comparatively speaking, a
limited one. The direct microscopical examination of uniformly obtained and stained wimples of heartblood of all the rabbits shortly after their death succeeded in showing only moderate numbers of individual
bacteria.
In four eases I have tried to determine1 approximately the number administered, namely, in Inoculation Scries X, AY,
AIX, and XX, [Nos. Ifl, 29, 37, ami 3!) (ride table below)]. About 10 ccm. of 6 per cent, rabbit-broth-peptonegelatine in a teat-tnbe wore liquefied, so as to have a temperature of between 30° and 40J C.+, mixed with one
platinum loop full (ono-lifth of the quantity for inoculation) of the heart-blood, and made to solidify, by means of
iced water, in a homogeneous layer along the inner walla of tbo test-tubes (Esmarch’s method). After having been
iu a thermostat nt a suitable temperature for three or four days, tbo coating of gelatine iu the tubes presented
innumerable, as it seemed, whitish points oi growth or colonies, the number oi which, however, could without
dilliculty be calculated by counting the number of colonies at, usually, ten different spots each of the area of ouusixteentb of a square cm.., area cutout of apiece of black paper. The total number of colonics which were
calculated an being contained in the four tubes amounted to (57,02.3, 71,887, fin,307. 48,593, i.e., in the mean,
■
03,308. This figure multiplied by five yields 310,840, and, if we are permitted to make use of this average
number, we may well say that the quantity of microbes transmitted into the rabbits along with blood was not very
far off this number. Weave, however, well justified in taking it somewhat higher, from tbc fact that n portion
of the bacteria in the blood are occurring in twos, which will not be easily separated by mixing with gelatine, in
which, on beginning to multiply, they will give rise to hut one colony.

This relative scarcity of the micro-organisms of chickon-cliolera in the heart-blood of rabbits newly
dead, stood in a sharp contrast to the relative abundance of these microbes in samples of tbc some blood
taken from rabbits w/ricA had been le/t where they died untouched (say) for twelve, twenty-fovr, thirty-six, or
more hours. In each case where such a comparison was made—for that purpose one portion of the rabbits
as used for tbe inoculations were examined soon after their death, and the other corresponding portion at
some time after their death j but also on other occasions, when I had an opportunity of thus comparing, I
could not fail to be struck with the disparity of the heart-blood alluded to.
On the other hand it was repeatedly noticed that the capillary-blood derived from cut surfaces of the
liver, soon after the death of rabbits, contained incomparably more numerous bacteria than the heart-blood
derived from the same subject and ut the same time.
1 must add that all the samples for microscopical examination were derived in like quantities, and
spread and stained on cover-glasses in like fashion, from this it is evident that in rabbits dead of “ chickencholcra,” at the time of death or shortly after it, the blood of tbe heart and main vessels carries only a
relatively small number of the bacteria, and that their relatively plentiful occurrence there some such time
after death as noted above, can only be declared by tbeir having multiplied there after the death of their
'
hosts.
The table, the arrangement of which will, I think, be easily understood, contains the results of
this experiment. I may at once remark that, for the sake of convenience, those rabbits which as having
died first were used for the successive inoculations of the different series (column one) are designated uniformly
by the first (odd) number (column two) of each series :—
[See Table I, page 162.]
In looking over the figures in this table, we cannot help arriving at the conclusion that by trans
mitting the virus of chicken-cholera from rabbit to rabbit to the extent of twenty generations, neither
an increase nor a decrease in its virulence is attained—that, rather, its virulence does not exhibit any
striking differences throughout the whole series. It is true that in four cases out of the forty the figures
regarding time of death arc a little lower than usual (Nos. 1, 21, 29, 33), that in three other cases they are
somewhat higher (Nos. 4, 14, 28), and that in one case (No. 34-) the figure is very high. But these
exceptions may be declared to arise from certain individual properties of the rabbits employed. It was, as
u matter of fact, not possible to take exclusively only such rabbits as were like one another in every
respect (age, size, weight, sex, and health).
.
That
* The rabbits used in this and other cxjfcriuients recorded in thin Report were, with one exception when special notice ml] be (fis’Cn, wild
rabbits irom CarrathoeU near Hay, N-S-tV.
.
+ One cubic ccniimttre (cem.) is equal to sixteen minims.
ire™ Cim Kahr.) + 32 ;
]] >2,515 ciiL = 1 inchi

WV

(c.g.) = (15 X ii0 F) + S3.
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That the rabbit No. 34, Series XYII—a light-grey female, with a white streak running longitudinally
from the back of the head over the middle of the head down to the under side of the neck (mammary glands
fully developed, containing milk)—did not succumb until two days after inoculation, which had been
performed in the usual manner, is very remarkable. Seeing it outlive the first day, I thought of having hit
upon another, but somewhat different, example of immunity in rabbits (vide page 154, Appendix D,
series II). The pospmortem examination later on left no doubt as to its having died of “ chicken-cholcra/
I may, however, mention that the seat of inoculation differed from that in all rabbits inoculated, in so far
as tbere was a yellowish-white membranous formation adhering to the under surface of the cutis, of about
the size of a sixpence. This appearance was not unlike that which is noticed at the seat of inoculation
with the virus of chicken-cholera in the case of fowls and pigeons ; but while the substance of the yellowish
subcutaneous masses forming after inoculation in fowls and pigeons are found to be crowded with chickencholera bacteria, in the corresponding oise of the rabbit these bacteria were exceedingly scarce.
The next table (II), page 1C3, contains the results of inoculations into fowls and pigeons with heart
blood from tbe first-mentioned rabbits as used in the Inoculation Series, V, X, XV, XX of Table I. In
reference to the first case which I denoted as inoculated from Inoculation Series I, I must state that, as the
date, 16th October, implies, that particular rabbit was not exactly the first dead of the first generation as
followed directly by the others ; but this experiment was added later on, when, on 14th October, a pigeon
was inoculated with a small quantity of the surface-growth of a gelatine stick-culture of the microbe (fifth
generation, 1 7 days old), ami after the death of the pigeon which died between 14 h. 15 in. and 17 h. 5 rn.,
a rabbit was inoculated (15th October), in pretty much the same way as the two of the first series in
Table I. From this rabbit, which died between 12 h. 30 m. and 15 h. 45 m., the fowl and pigeon of series
I of the following table were inoculated. Therefore, I call Series No. I simply inoculated from Inoculation
Seiies I. The conditions under which the five series wore inoculated were, on the whole, corresponding to
those stated for the rabbits (Table I); the seat of inoculation was an area under the skin which covers the
pectoral muscle.
[See Table II, page 163.]
As evidenced by the data obtained and put together in this table, the virulence of the microbes of
chicken-cholera neither increases nor decreases, perceptibly, in fowls and pigeons inoculated with virus
descending from rabbits of tbc first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth, or twentieth Inoculation Series. The hours which
it required to kill either fowls or pigeons did not show any considerable difference in either the one or the
other case, so that we may say here, as wm did before, that the degree of virulence was at the end of the
experiment practically the same as at the beginning.
Notes on the Body Temperatures of Hobbits inoculated with the microbes of ckichen-cholera.
In connection with the experiment conducted with a view to determining the degree of virulence of
the bacteria of chicken-cholera, when made to pass through the bodies of rabbits in twenty generations of
two rabbits for each, 1 have been able to make a scries of observations regarding the body-temperatures of
such rabbits.*
In a number of cases the temperature was taken, at intervals, from the time of inoculation
(immediately before it) until death (immediately after it); in several instances only up to some time before
death.
■
These observations are put together in a table.
[See Table III, page 164.]
From the data given in this table we may reasonably conclude that—
1. As a priori intelligible, the septiciemia which is tbo result of transmitting virulent chickencholera bacteria into rabbits, is associated with a gradual increase in the body-temperature,
which in its maximum was found to differ from the initial temperature by 2-5° C. in. one case
(No. 8), by 1-95°C. in another (No. 2), by 1-9°C. in a third (No. 7), by I'S0 C. iu two others
(Nos. 10 and 16), while in the remaining cases tbc differenco was less.
2. This maximum, as a rule, is noticed some little time before death.
The difference between the initial body-temperatures (taken immediately before inoculation) and the
ultimate body-temperatures (taken immediately after death) may also be seen, in the majority of cases, as
noted in the aforementioned table. Apart from these I can offer several examples where only initial and
ultimate temperatures were taken. All the examples that may thus be utilized number nineteen. The
following are the figures as compared with one another in the different instances
40-0 —39-6
: 39-2 —39'67 : 39-6—40'6 : 39-3—41-0 :
3S-9 —39-6 : 39-1 —40-2 : 39-2—39-15: 30.4—40 0:
39-05—39-45: 38-85—40-0 : 39-1—40-9 : 39-S—39-6 :
39-S —41-25: 39 0—39-9 : 3S-S—39-65 : 39-9—41-7:
39-8 —40-2 : 39-6 —41-2 : 40'0—3S-4 :
In fifteen cases, then, out of nineteen the body-temperature was found to be higher at the end than at the
beginning. Taking the mean out of each of these two series of fifteen observations, we arrive at the figures
39-3—40-355 ; the difference is thus FOoo0 O. In four eases out of the above nineteen the end tempera
ture was lower than the beginning. Taking, again, the mean out of each of the two scries of four observa
tions, we obtain the figures 39-75—39-19, that is a difference of -560 O. in favour of the initial temperature.
From this, therefore, we may deduce that, as a rule, the ultimate body-temperature is higher than
the initial by about 1° C. on the average.
I may add the initial temperatures of eleven more cases, without any corresponding end tempera
ture. They were 39-9, 39-85, 40-2, 40-0, 39-45, 39-3, 40-1, 39-4, 38-7, 39-0, "39‘G. The end temperature
in one case, without any initial temperature taken, was 41-2-5.4
Although
* The observations vr<?rc made by means of an efficacious clinical thermometer which, after having hcun oiled with al. flr/iyj/rf, rfirfe., was
introduced into the anus to tbe lenfrt.h of between six and seven ccnthnfctres.
’
t Noth on the Respiration.—The breathirjjj shortly before death is very much accelerated. In one instance, two minutes before death, I have
found it to bo forfy-slx to

\ minute;

in another instance, ten minutes before death, forty-four to

$

minute,

-
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Although the temperatures which the air showed during the course of the experiments recorded above (Table I) may
he regarded as haring only a secondary meaning in the judgment upon the results obtained, it is just as well to give a number
of figures us they were noted.* They show here and there marked differences :—
October 4tb.

1'35 pan.
25°

3 35 p.m.
253°

5’35 p.m.
22fcg
p.m.
174°

^'35 p.m.
20°

„

Eth.

2'10 p.m. 4']0 p.m.
21°
|
19i°

„

6 th,

2'E a.m.
Ilf

»

7th,

9 a.m.
m°

„

Sth.

1*30 n.m,

m°

4 p.m.
133°

5'5 p.m.
12°

7'3C p.m.
12°

8-56 p.m.
14°

„

9th.

8 a.m.
H!°

10'55 a.m.
16°

1 p.m.
153°

3'10 p.m,
163°

.,

10 th.

10‘30 n.m. 12'50 p.m.
183°
173°

3'20 p.m,
173°

5'55 p.m.
153°

„

llth.

12'55 a.m.
12i°

1215 p.m. 3 30 p.m,
213°
213°

„

12th.

12-47 a.m. 7'45 p.m.
12i°
173°

„

13th.

810 a.m.
173°

]0'40a.m,
213°

1'5 p.m,
233°

6‘10 p.m.
183°

,

14th.

1-15 a.m.
15f

12'50 p.m.
253°

3‘25 p.ip. 1
233°
|

6 p.m.
18°

„

15th.

6'40 p.m.
18°

8'10 p.m.
17°

10'30 p.m.
153°

„

16 th.

3'5 n.m.
isr

7'20 a.m.
15°

G'40 a.m.
9J°
■

10 a.m.
19°

10.40 a.m. 12-40 p.m.
215°
263°

10 a.m.
193°

|

9'40 p.m.
183°

8'55 p.m. 1 11 p.m.
10°
|
M4°
12*10 p.m. 2‘15 p.m.
224°
193°

4*15 p.m.
]8f

7 p.m.
163°

8'40 p.m.
163°

2*50 p.m. ' 4*50 p.m.
244°
, 20r

fi‘55 p.m,
194°

9 p.m*
19°

11T0 p.m,
19°

5‘10 p.m.
153°

7-20 p.m.
143°

9’20*p.m.
14°

11-31 p.m.
143°

8 p.m.
153°

1015 p.m.
12!i

S'20 p.m.' 10T0 p.m. 11'43 p.in.
153t’
163°
14?

|
8'10 p.m.
■18°
8*10 p.m. 10'15 p.m,
174°
173°

B. Experiments on Indigenous Birds,
In the Table given below (IY, a, b, c) are put together seriatim the results of experiments with the
microbes of chicken-cholera on a number of indigenous birds. These consisted of :—
(L) Two wekas, or Maori- or wood-hons {Ocydromus anstralis, Sparrm.). Habitat: South Island of K.Z.
(2.) Two magpies (Gynmorhina tibken, Lath.). Ilab. .■ Q., Jf.S.AY., V., S.A.
(3.) Two laughing-jackasises (JJace/o gigas, Bodd.), Hob.: Q., N.S.AV., A7.
(4.) Two butcher-birds (Gracticus torqnaius. Lath,). Ilab.: Q., N.S.AV., A7., S.A.
(.I5.) One blue-jay (Grancalus melanops, Ijath.). IIa.b.: Austral, (and New Guinea).
(6.) Two gallahs, or rose-breasted cockatoos {Gaeatua roseicapilla, Vieilk). Ilab.: Austral,
(7.) Two wongivpigeons (leucosarcia pkata, Lath.). Ilab.: Q., N.S.AV., Y.
(8.) One bronze-wing pigeon
cAafcopfern, Lath.). 5a6. .• Austral.
•
(fl.) Two common swamp-quail (Synoicus australis. Lath.). Ilab.: Austral.f
[See Table IA7, (a), (b), (c), pages 1G5, ICG.]
From tbe results thus far obtained we see that the virus of chicken-cholera, derived as it was in the
shape of blood from rabbits which died in consequence of infection by that virus, proved, when caused to
gain entrance into the digestive organs in the noted quantities, fatal to the magpies, butcher-birds, and bluejuy (which are principally animal feeders), to the wonga- and bronze-wing pigeons, to the gallahs and quail
(which are all of thorn vegetable feeders). One of the wonga-pigeons, however, and one of the quail, did
not succumb until after having been fed a second time on somewhat larger portions of the virus than before.
One of the gallahs, although surviving two experiments by feeding, perished quickly in consequence of
inoculation, thus manifesting its ready susceptibility to inoculated “chicken-cholera.”
Of two laughing jackasses {true animal-feeders) one died after the first experiment (feeding), but not
of chicken-cholcra. as shown by the result of the post-mortem examination. The other survived feeding on
virulent material for two successive times ; but when inoculated later on it succumbed, we are entitled to
say, to this disease, in so far as evidenced by tbe occurrence of numerous bacteria of chicken-cholera in the
blood, by thoir successful cultivation and inoculation into a healthy rabbit, which died as usual. The
appearance of the organs ■was less characteristic than is usually the ease with birds dead of the disease.
Two wekas (animal-feeders), of which one was once fed and twice inoculated, the other twice fed and
once inoculated, remained alive. \A7hether their insusceptibility in this case arose from tho fact of their
having been possibly ti’eated preventively, or whether birds of this description are naturally immune
against chicken-cholera in any shape of application, can only be decided by further experiments.
That
* Tliesc iitnires are also put down iu cf>miC'stiou with certain statements as to the relative quantity of bacteria in the hlood of rabbits Fotno
time after their death ofu tihiekefrcholern,*’ vide above.
t All tho specimens of ^irds mentioned were obtained, in an apparently pood condition* from o. dealer at the Sydney markets, on the Sth
October. On tbc Island they were kept in spacious* airy boxes t>t as to be protected from any injurious effects of the weather. During the course
of tlie experiments they were regularly fed on suitable feed material. However, when tbcj7 were to be experimented upon (in case of feeding only)
they were slightly starved beforehand, and their boxes emptied of all food except water.
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That with regard to all the representatives of indigenous birds which, experimented upon, died, tho cause
of death must bo regarded as due to chicken-cholera, as briefly noted in the quoted table by “Y.M..,Positive ”
(with tbe exception of one laughing-jackass, where the post-mortem was negative) was, 1 think, conclusively
demonstrated by the presence, usually in immense numbers, of the typical bacteria in tho blood; by cultivation
of such material in suitable media, when they gave rise to typical cultures; and by the positive results of
occasional inoculations of blood into normal rabbits. Besides, the appearance of the organs was nearly always
such as to bear a close resemblance to that in the case of fowls and pigeons which succumb to tbe disease.
Certain results obtained in tbe foregoing experiments would seem to lead to the belief that indigenous
birds, as exemplified by a few instances, may not always necessarily become affected or killed by taking up,
along with food, certain small or minute quantities of the microbes, derived, we bad better add, directly
from the bodies of rabbits newly dead of chicken-cholcra. On the other hand, inoculation with tho
virus taken from the same source may he looked upon as a far more dangerous, although naturally a more
rarely occurring, mode of infection for such birds. Further below I shall mention a corresponding case in
common pigeons.
How far there is danger for all the useful indigenous birds to take up the disease (chicken-cholera),
should it be introduced into the country, cannot be precisely defined from the results of the above experi
ments. That sucli a danger, however slight it may be, does exist if the disease was wilfully spread and
reared in the open, cannot be denied by the unbiassed mind; and that, even admitting that in the first
instance only a minute fraction of wild birds may be carried off by tho disease—an occurrence which in
itself would be of little importance—those few birds, travelling as they may perhaps after having become
infected, may transmit the germs hither and thither, ready to bo taken up again by susceptible birds of the
same or some other description.
C. Miscellaneous Experiments.
(i) The following table (V, a, b, c, d) contains the results of some experiments on fo’,vis and pigeons,
whence it will be seen that one fowl (hen) proved insusceptible to taking chicken-cholera by feeding on a
small portion of virulent material from a dead rabbit, while after a second feeding on a eonsidoi-ably larger
portion it died, unfortunately, soon afterwards of some cause other than chicken-cholera. (Tbc result of
the post-mortem examination is denoted as negative in the table). Another fowl (rooster) was fed three
consecutive times on successively always larger portions of virulent material (taken from rabbits) without
harm to its health. Later on it was inoculated, but it remained alive.
The immunity in this instance was possibly due to the animal having been subjected to three previous
and successive feeding experiments, which may have acted as a preventative. I say, they may; we are not
warranted in adopting this view as the only correct one, since we are informed of instances in which fowls
have withstood inoculation with virulent microbes of chicken-cholera from the very first (Salmon). On the
other hand, two common pigeons, which were repeatedly fed (the one twice, the, other three times) on
infected food, succumbed promptly to the effects of inoculation Inter on, thus showing that they had not
been rendered proof by the previous treatments. However, in tho judgment of these results it should be
borne in mind that, as the pigeons were too slow in eating (vick table), the previous treatments (feeding)
cannot be regarded as exact (The results of the post-mortem examinations in tho table are simply denoted
as positive.)
The. virulence of the material used for the above experiments was out of question, although special
control-experiments (on rabbits) were not made each time.
[See Table V, (a), (i), (c), (d), page 1G7.]
(ii) In my previous Report (Progress Report No. I, Appendix D, Series II, pp. lo4, i.o5) I drew
attention to a tame Angora-rabbit (albino), which was found to be insusceptible to “chicken-cholera'' on
inoculation, which had been preceded by feeding at intervals on successively increasing quantities of virulent
cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholcra (three times). Consequent on the inoculation it reacted as
already stated, with a large abscess at the place where the virulent broth-culture (■$■ ccm. — 2 minims) bad
been injected. This was on the 1st September.
On 10th October, when tbe abscess had completely healed, the rabbit received on a cm responding
spot on the other side of the belly £ ccm. (= 2 minims) of fresh virulent heart-blood from a rabbit out of
the series of experiments as recorded in Table I (Series X, No. 10).
Control*:

Tbo two rabbits from Series XI, Table I, winch died in Mb. 21 m., and between 1 li. 20 m. and 9 li. 29 m. nfler
inoculation, respectively. (Quantity for inoculation only
coin.)
Tbo fowl and the pigeon from Series III, Table II, which died between 20 h. 15 m. and 21 b. 40 m., and between
14 U. 15 m. and 20 h. after inoculation, respectively. (Quantity for inoculation tbc same as before.)
JJevnff:
It remained alive, although it reacted by the formation of an abscess, and a higher body-temperature for some time
after inoculation.
Remarks on Body Temperatures, §c.:—
Oct. lOtb.—At time of inoculation (noon) dO'd^C.
5'55 p.m.
41*0°
10-15 p.m,
41’2
Oct. llth.—11 a.m.
40’47
3-30 p.m.
40-2
.
10-10 p.m.
40-86
_
On the moming of this day its appetitedidnot appear to be so teen as usual. The seat of inoculation
began to showreaction by inflammation.
Oct. 12th,—3T5 p.m.
40'G
Oct, 13th.—1-15 p.m.
40'05 '
Oct. 18th.—A distinct closed abscess, elastic to the touch, pink at surface, and of penr-slmpe.
Oct. 19th.—Abscess, still closed, measures 30 mm.* in length (from apex to base), 23 mm. across the widest part—
raised about 12 mm. above the level of the adjoining portions of the skin of tho holly.
Oct. 22nd.—Abscess still closed, but apparently smaller.
•
Oct.
* 2&'lo mm. “ 1 UicK
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Oct. 26th,—Pus was derived from tho abscess by pressing. It was very thick, tenacious, and inodorous. The
microscopical examination of preparations of a sample of this pus coloured with methylene-blue
solution did not disclose any chicken-cholera bacteria.
At the same time some blood, unmixed with pus, was obtained from the abscess at another place,
and inoculated in the quantify of a platinum-loop full into a half-grown rabbit. Tl.is rabbit was
found dead about nine hours afterwards, but “chicken-cholcra” wos net the fause of death.
A half-grown rabbit was inoculated (Oct. 27th) with a similar plolinum-loop full of blood from tbe
latter. It was found dead the following day, but the P.M, was again negative so far as "chickencholera” was concerned.
Nov. 2nd.—Abscess considerably reduced. Babbit appears quite normal.*

(iii) Addondum to experiments of feeding rabbits on ffecal matter from rabbit dead of “chicken
cholera ” by feeding.
In the previous Report (Appendix Series III, (ii), page 155), I recorded such an experiment with
negative result. Since that time I have made a similar experiment yielding, likewise, a negative result.
On October 15th at ll'o a.m., two half-grown rabbits (in one hutch) were fed upon cabbage leaves, to which bad been
added about 5 ccm. of a mixture, consisting half of a portion of the contents of the caecum from a young rabbit [control (4)
to tho feeding of indigenous birds], dead of "chicken-cholera,” and half of a 0'6 per cent, sterile salt-solution.
jiniwtti/ions; (o) These two rabbits had been removed from their hutch before feeding time on the morning of the 15th,
nnd did not receive any food until nt above time,
(&) They had eaten all but a few small pieces of tho cabbage leaves by 12'30 p.m., and had oaten all by
2 p.m.
(c) The matter in the caecum was derived by carefully cutting the latter open to tome length with a hot
scalpel, and collecting that matter directly in a sterile test-tube.
Eesulls :

Oct. 10th. One was observed lo be dying at 8T0 p.m. As it was paralysed nnd evidently in pain, it was then killed.
P. M, IfegaitKe.
'
Oct.. 18th. Tho other was found dead nt 9T5 p.m. P. M. Ifeyative.

(iv) Two experiments made with a view to testing Dr. N. Gamaleia’s supposition that the microbes
of chicken-cholera are constantly present in the intestines of normal pigeons.
On pages 14G-148, in Progress Report No. I, I produced a literal translation of Gamaleia’s article,
“ Contribution to the Etiology of Chicken-cholera, <fcc.,” in which be records, among other things, having
been successful in obtaining bacteria of chicken-cholera out of the intestines of normal pigeons in only
slightly virulent varieties which, in order to be able to kill pigeons or fowls, must first be transferred to
susceptible animals, via., rabbits and Zicseln. In connection with this subject I mentioned already one
experiment witha negative result. The material for experiment was in that case derived from a dead
youngchick sent for examination. I now add two experiments, for which the material was derived from
healthy pigeons. The results were also negative.
(1) Sept. 27lb, at 3‘50 p.m.,—
A healthy pigeonf was killed by chloroform-narcosis. Tbe contenla of the small and large intestines
and part o£ tho contents of tbo stomach (the latter containing green food) wore taken under antiseptic
■
precautions.
The whole was placed together in a test-tube and mixed and shaken with about 10 ccm. of
sterile rabbit-broth. This tube was for a while placed in a water-bath of 37° C.
Of this mixture 1 ccm. was injected subcutaneously into each of two rabbits by means of a sterilized
pointed glass-tube.
Jlesulti :

(a) Sept, 28tli.—One rabbit was found dead nt 6 p.m. P.M". Ketjafivt’.
A pigeon inoculated at 10'HO a.m. on^thc 29th Sopt. with a platinum-loop full of heart-blood
from this rabbit was still alive at 10'4o a m. on the Sth Oct., when it wos removed from its enge.
A half-grown rabbit inoculated at 10'45 a.m. with one platinum-loop full, and a full-grown
rabbit, inoculated at 1T30 a.m, on tbe 29Lli Sept, with five platinum-loops full of the same
heart-blood, were both alive at 4 p.m. on tbc Sth Oct-., when thev were removed from their
butch.
’
(4) Oct. Sth. Tbe other was still alive at 4 p.m., when it was removed from its butch.
(2) Oct. 3rd, nt 10 40 a.m.—A healthy pigeon was killed by chloroform-narcosis. The contents of tho intes
tines were collected under antiseptic precautions, mixed and shaken in a sterile glass-tube with sterile
rabbit-brolli, and warmed as before.
Of this mixture injections were made (analogously to tbc first experiment) into two rabbile.
At 1110 a.m.—
A half-grown rabbit received t ccm. of tbo mixture.
A full-grown rabbit received 1 cem, of the mixture.
Ecsttlls:

Oct. llth. Both of these rabbits were alive at 0 a.m., when they were removed from (heir hutch.

OSCAR KATZ.
* So it does on November 25tb,
h ny

t This pigeon am! tho next one wore among a consignment of twelve purchased ot tho Svdnev markets
Eigns of diners later on.

The remamiiiv
1

piL-cons

did not show
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TABLE II.

Time from inoculation to death.

Inoculation.

Scries-

FfAVI
or
pigeon.

Inoculated from
\irulent blood. Of
rabbit of

Time from dentil of
rabbit to inoculation
of fowl or pigeon.

From
time of
death

H. ^r.

Inoculation
Series L

Oct. 16th, 2 40 a.m.
„
2 SO a.m.

Fowl
Pigeon

Inoculation
Series Y.

Oct. 7tli, 11
a.m.
,,
10'52 a.m.

PottI
Pigeon

Inoculation
Scries X.

Oct. lOtli, 10M-5 a.m
10*50 a.m.

,T< "Fowl
Pigeon

Inoculiitiou
Series XV.

Oct. 13t]i( S'25 a.m.
„
8-33 a.m.

Fowl
Pigeon

Inoculftfion
Series XX.

Oot. IGth, 10' 5 a.m.
lO'lO a.m.

"{

111

{

M

n. m:.
45*
55

1-50
1-42

l-Sof

,t

f>

From time
of being
found
dead.

1 40

2'28
2-36

3 OJ
3 -5

Remarks.
When
seen to
die.

When found dead.

Between

H. 7\r.

Oci.. 16th, 11'30 p.m.
„
9'20 p.m.

ii. ai.

H. M.

20-50
17'2o and 1S'30

Oct. Stlij 7*35 fi.m.
,,
7*35 a.m.

14-30 „ 20*35
14-38 „ 20-43

Oct. llthj S'25 a.m.
}>
6'50 a.m.

20-15 „ 21-40
14-15 „ 20-0

Oct. 14th, 8‘30 n m.
„ 13th, 11-10 p.m.

23-20 „ 24'5
13-67 „ 14'37

Ocfc, 17th, 5‘45 a.m.
,,
5'45 a.m.

17-20 „ 19-40
17-15 „ 19'35

when found was cold.
45 m. after inoculation.

Fowl must have died between 12 b. 3v m and 15 h4

t Temperature when found dead 37‘1C C.
Thin fowl bad laid an egg between 7 a.m. and 8'25 a.m., which appeared per
fectly normal as regards both the exterior and interior. On microscopical
examination of the yolk micro-organisms could not be detected.

X Temperature when found dead 35-fi” C.

II).

TTowl
Pigeon

M

Death, date and time.

I>afce and time.
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Tiuut showing results o£ inoculation of fowls and pigeons with the virus of chicken-cholera taken from certain cases out of the Inoculation Series of Babbits (Talne 1).
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TAELE III.
Table slowing Body Temperatures of certain of the Eahhits used in the Inoculation Series,

O

o
vis
s«»
s

Hours after inoculation.

3

4

4i

5£

5

e

Gi

7

S

8i

9

9J

Remarks^

10

10.J

11

iu

12

1
2
3

SO'S

39*9

40*2

39-fl

89-4

40*7

40-7

39*35

SO 7

40*0

40*0

40*8

41*0

4

40‘2

401

39*65

40*1

40-4

40 26

9

10
11

40-35

30 2
38'0
39-1
IX

,30*0

33S5

SB'l

39*3

40*05

40-2

39*4

39 2

30-0

i

39-0
39*7

39-3

xrn

39'8

39-4

89*0

40*1

40*5

40-46

14

XX

3S’45

39*5

3!>*20

SS*7

14i

16

+ Btitvi cen 12 h. 25 m, and IS h. 5 in, after inoculation,

1

t Between 12 h. ami 14 h. 50 m. after inoculation.
t Bet\s*ecn 15 h. 40 m. and 17 h. 46 m. after inocula
tion.

| 38 ■Ot

41'47
39-4

39*4

14

40*95

41*4

39-0

XI

39-3

40 0

13 i

|

t

|

39-3

39-2

13

1 407

40 6

3S*S
39*07

| 39'1

12
13

1

40-0

1

i-i

2i

2

fi
6
~
8

H

Temperatures (Centigrade).

to

Number,

Correspond
mg Series
and number
in Table I.

o

1

39-25

49-0

40-S |

40*20

40-4

40*0t

39*9

40*45

t

j
40-5

40’9t
Found dead after 9 h. 29m., when the body-tempera
ture was 38'’ 0-

33*7

39-6

39*0
41*4

41 27

3S*9

40-4

40-Sfl

3S*7

39'3

39-15

39-9

39-0

40-05

40*4

41*2

Bii

39‘S

30-4

39*8

39 2

39-6

30

39-G

3S*3

39*7

40*2

40

40-0

39*4

39*1

39*5

1

41*25f
l^ound dead after 14 h. 49 m., when the body-tem
perature was 38*0° C.
(Died between 14 h. 42 m,
and 14 h. 49 m, after inoculation.)

1

SOI

39*3

Jfote

39 Of

30*4

t Between 15 h. 49 m. and 16 h. S3 m,
tion.

after inocula

41*7t
| 46 2*

—Wherever the sj mboL f is used in this Table it means11 died.”

Found dead 13 h. 20 m, after inoculation,
temperature was then SS'G" C.

1

3S*4t

H
02
o
a
w
S
h
«!

o

40*2f

40*7

1

d
n
td
K|
(-1
as

30 0+

41-G |

41 *0

39*07t

o
o
K
a
n
e»
at
5
SS
o
SrJ
W

Eody-

O
fed
H
W
a
a
bs
ts
S
M
a
hJ
l~l
O
Sj

OS
oo

TABLE IY («)•
SuowrNG resulta of experiments (by feeding) on indigenous Birds.
Infected food as placed Ln each cage.

Kojiigs of birds.

Description of infected food.

Oct. 12th, 11-5 a.m.... Liver and heart blood from rabbit No.
22 of Inoculation Series SI, Table I,
page 1G2

Results.

Remarks.

10 g.*

Both were still alive on October IDfch.......................... ............. .........

do

10 g.

One was found dead at 6 35 a.m. on October 13th (f,e., between 18 h. 50 m. and 19 h. They ate all the food at
25 m, after being fed). P.M., Positive.f
once.
The other was found dead at 1 p.m. on the same day {i.e., between 25 h. 25m. and 25b
50 m. after being fed). P.M,, Positive.

....................... .

They nte all the food at
once.

„

ll‘10a.m...

do

do

Two Laughing Jackasses
(in one cage)

„

11-15 a.m...

do

do

do

10 g.

One wos found dend at 3*5 p.m. on October 17th (i.e., between 122 h. 45 in. and 124b- They had eaten all the food
50 m. after being fed). P.M., Ifp/ftitive,
in five minutes.
The other was still alive on October 19th.

Two Butcher-birds and
one Blue Jnj.
(in one cage)

„

11-20 a.m...

do

do

do

10 g.

One Butcher-bird was found dead at fi a.m. on October 13th (t.e., between 10h. 30m. They had eaten all the food
and 18 h. 40 m. after being fed). P.M., Positive.
in a quarter of an hour..
The other Butcher-bird was found dead at 9'20fl.m. on the same da3r {*-£., between 21 h.
10 m. and 22 h. after being fed). P.M., Positive.
The Blue Jay w'as found dead at 2*10 p.m. on the same day (i.e., between 26 h. 39 m, and
26 h, 50 in. after being fed). P.M\, Positive.

Two Oallahs ...................
(in one cage)

„

noon........

ie-

One was found dead at 7 30 a.m, on October 14th (i.e., between 37 h. and 43 h. 30 m. They had eaten about half
after being fed). P.M,, Posittre.
in
hours, and in 5
The other was still alive on October 19th.
hours had eaten all.

Ug.

One IVonga Pigeon was found dead at 12-48 a.m. on October 14th (i.e., between 35 h. They had eaten about half
36 in. and 36 h. 28 m. after being fed). P.M., Positive.
in 2 hours, and in 4k
The Bronze-wing Pigeon was found dead at 12 30 p.m. on October 13th (i.e., between
hours had eaten all.
23h. 10m. and 24h. 10m. after being fed). P.M., Positive.
The other Wonga Pigeon was still alive on October 19th.

ig-

One was found dead at 6 a.m. on October 13th (i.e., between 9 h. 30m. and 17 h. 35 m. They bad eaten all in an
after being fed). P.M., Positive.
hour.
The other was still alive on October 19th.

Two Wonga Pigeons and
one Bronze-wing
Pigeon.
(in one cage)

12'20 p.m...

Two Quail .......................
(in one cage)

12,25 p.m...

■

do
do
do
(mixed with 0'6 p.c. salt-solution and
mashed up with crushed maize)
do

do

do

do
do
do
(a similar mixture mashed up with bread
Crumbs)

I l),

Two Magpies...................
(ia onv cage)

OP RABBITS IN AUSTRALASIA— CHIEP EXPERT’S REPORT (NO.

TwoWebas.......................
(in one cage)

Quantity
such
liver and
hcartblood for
each cage.

of

Date and time of feeding.

ControlsA full-groira rabbit fed upon cabbago-leares infected -with 1 g. of the enme material os above (tniied with 0‘6 p.o. suit-solution) died 33 h. 50 m, nftor being fed. P.M., Positive.
A half-grown rabbit fed upon cabbage-leaves infected with i g. of the same mixture, died between 37 h. and 42 h. 50 m. after being fed. P.M., Positive.
* 28,^ grammes (g) = 1 ounce; ipj grammes = 1 dram.
+ Kach time when death was due to infection caused by the microbes of chicken-cholera, the result of P.M. examination is noted as Positive: when death was due to causes other than infection by these
microbes, the result of P.M, examination is noted as Negative,

a
cn

CS

CD

M

TABLE IV. (i).

<3>

Showixg results of further experiments (by feeding and inoculation) on the indigenous Birds surviving from the experiments as detailed in Table JV (c)
Date and time of further
treatment.

Names of Wrds*

Two Wckaa (kept] after Oct.
treatment^ in one cage).

10‘10 a.m.
„

10‘20 n.m.

One Wonga Pigeon

,,

10'4O a.m.

One Gatlah

.....

Fed on the same material ...................................

Do
do
do (mixed with 0'(3 p.o. wiltsolution and mashed up with crushed maize).
J)0

10'50 ft.m.

...................

„

One Quail ........................

Krsults.

Keinarlca.

Onts was inoculated with livor-blood from 1 platinum |
rahbit Ifo. 34. Inociilution Series XYII, loopful (about.
cum.) , Both were still alive on October 29th.
Table 1, page 162,
10 g.
j
The other was fed upon liver from the same
rabbit.

9*45 a.m-

One Tjfuigliing Jackuse ..

| Quantity of '
j uvJ^.tiooj in 1
each case. 1

Nature of further treatment,

10'53 a.m.

do

do

.............................

Do
do
do
(a similar mixture
mas]led up with bread crumbs).

g-

The oue which was fed (separately
from the inoculated one) ate all
at once.

t-*

g

Was still alive on October29th................... ......................................... In half-an-hour if had eaten all but
a small piece, and in 31 hours it
i
had eaten all.
i
Was found dead at 7T5 a.m. on October 22nd (i.e., between 59h.
I
20 m. and 63 b. 35 m. after being fod). P.5I., Positive.

1 g.

j Was still olive on October 29th

'

W
o
H
>■
o
o

1 g.

$ g.

03

It had eaten all in half-an-hour.

........................................................ In an hour it hod eaten more
than half, and in 3£ hours it had
oaten oil.

Was found dead nt 12.2f> p.m, on October 20t.li (£.£., between
25 h 5 m. and 25 h. 30 m. niter being fed). F,M.» Po&ilive.

BCO
o
o
,o
d

In un hour if had cuton nearly nil,
and in 2 hours had finished all.

1

Coniroh: (a). Two hiilf-grown rabbits, in one luilcli, were fed upon cabbage loaroa infected wii.li ii g. of tbo tame material !is above (miied with 0'6 p.c. salt-solulion) for the two.
. and 2-d h. 40m. fil'U-i- being fed. P.51., Positive. The other died between 94h. 25 tn. and OS h. 3o m. after being fed. P.M., Negative.

One died between 22 li. 'turn.

(i). A half-grown rabbit inoculated with one platinum loopfull (-about tAtt com.) of the liver-blood (as used above) died between 13 h. 20 m. and 21 h. 35 in. after being fed.

P.M., Positive.

O
a?
O
a;

TABLE IV (c).
ShOwiwg results of Curther experiments (by inoculation) on the indigenous Birds surviving from the experiments as detailed in Table IV (&).

CO

O
time

Date and
of
inoculation.

Names of Birds.

Oot. 29th, I0’4o a.m.
Two Wekas (in one cage)
„

29t.b, 10'50 n.m.

1
j

Inoculated

(bv

Results,

wav of injection) with

'

K
fed

cem,
1 tnimm) of heart-blood from a rabbit
dead between 9 h. 5 m. and 17 h. 15 m. tificr
inoculation with a virulent broth-culture of the Botih were si,ill alive on November 2nd.#
microbe of chieken-cholci’a.
do
do
do

One Laughing Jackass ...

j,

29tb, 10'40 a.m.

do

do

do

It was found dead at 2*5 p.m. on November 1st (f.e., between 71b.
20 m. and 75 h. 25 m. after inoculation). P.M., Positive*

One GdUah

„

29th, 1T5 a.m.

do

do

do

It was found dead at 7T5 a.m. on October 30th (i.e., between lib.
40 m. and 20 h. 10 m. after inoculation). P.M., Positive.

....

...

Remarks.

fed

The Itrstmenf.ioned was the one that bad
been inoculated before, as recorded in
Table IT (J).
A half-grown rabbit inoculated with a
good platinum loopful n£ heart-blood
from this jacknss died between 11 h.
15 m. and 12 h. 35 m. after inoculation.
P.M., Positive.

Control: A full-grown rabbit inoculated with a like quantity of the Eame material died between 11 h. 15 m. and 19 b 40 m. after inoculation. P.M., Positive.
*

Botli were still olive on November 25th-

M
fed

I
a!

ft
o
as

<1

o
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TABLE V.
Siiowcno Results of certain Experiments on Fowls and Pigeons.
(a)
1

I'o'rr or
i i.n.rtn
l1-1-011'

anf'

1

time of
feeding,

i
j

First ExpjsnniusT (feeding).
1 Quantity

Inscription of food,

j

f

Kon’l (No 1) Oct 6th,
Bread infected with (cofljrulatci) heart'
(Roaster) j
10.10(um.l
blood from Rabbit No. 2, hioculation
|
Series I,f Table I., page 162.
Fowl (No. 2)^ Oct fith,
(Hen)

j

Do.

| Do.

i0.65a.in,!

Hemavks.

H,

Still alive on Oct. 14th. it ate all the food at once.
For further treatment
(6).

H'

Do.

do.

It had eaten all but a few crumbs in 31 hours.

do

Iff.

Do.

do.

The exact time after which this pigeon had
eaten or nearly eaten the food wns not
specially noted. It was, however, observed
to be very slow in proceeding to cat.

Do,

do,

(heart-blood mixed with O’fl p.c, ealtsolution and mashed up with crushed
maize).

1

Oct. 6th,
Do.
11.10a.m.

Pigeon
(Ko 2)

Results.

do.

10.30a.m.j

Oct. 6th,

Pigeon
(No. 1)

of such
Wood.

do.

| Do.

do.

Iff.

1
(£) Second Exteiihent (feeding).
Dale and
time of
feeding.

Fowl or
pigoon.

Quantity
of such
liver.

Description of food.

Fowl (No. 1) Ocf. 14fch,
Liver from Rabbit No, 31, Inoculation
(Rooster)
Scries XVI., Table I., page 162.
11.10 a.m.

Results

Remarks,

Bff-

Still alhe on Oct. 10th. It ate nl! the food at once.
For further treatment
vide (i)

2iff-

Was found dead at 2p.m. Do.
on Oct. 15th
P.M,,

Fowl (No. 2)^ Oct 14th,
Do,
(Hun)

|

do.

11.16a.rn

do.

iT/tgative,

Pigeon
(No. 1)

Oct, 14th,
Do.
do.
11,30 run.
(mixed with OH p.c. salt-solution and
mashed up with crushed maize).

Iff-

Still alive on Oct 29th It had eaten nearly all in 2 hours, and in
For further treatment
6$- hours had eaten all.
t-idf (d).

Pigeon
(No. 2)

Oct. 14th,
Do.
11.35 run,

Iff.

Still alive on Oct. 19th. It had eaten about half in 2 hour$r and in
For further treatment
5£ hours had eaten all.

do,

vide (c).

(«) Third Experiment (feeding).

Fowl or
pigeon.

Date and
time of
feeding.

Quantity
of such
liver.

Description of food.

Fowl (No. 1) Oct. 19th,
Liver from Rabbit No, 34 of Inoculation
(Rooster)
10.16a.ni,
Series XV1L, Table L, page 1G2._

Results.

10 g.

Still alive on Oct. 29th It ate all the food at once.
Far further treatment
(d).

vide

Pigeon
(No. 1)

I

Pigeon
(No. 2)

Oct. 30th,
Do,
do.
(mixed with 0*6 p.c. salt-solution and
11.5 a.m.1
mashed up with crushed maize).

Remarks.

is.

!
l
Do.

do.

Not experimented upon this date. For further
treatment vide (d).

It h#d eaten very little in 2 hours, and in
3 hours had eaten about half, it was not
until the fallowing morning (eay after 20
hours) that It was observed to have eaten
all.

(d) Fourth Experiment (inoculation).
Date and
time of

Fowl or
’pigeon.

|

Inoculated (by way of injection) with—

Hoeulte.

inoculation,

i
Fowl (No. l)j Oct. 29th,
(Rooster)

ecm. (a= 1 minim) of heart-blood from a Still alive On Nov. 2nd,*
Rabbit dead between Oh. 5m and 17h. 16m.
after inoculation with a virulent brothculture of the microbe of chicken-cholera,

niOivin,
I

Pigeon
(Kn. 1)

Oct. 29th, 1 Do,
11.20 a.ni.!
I

do.

Was found dead at 7.15 a.iu.
on Oct. 30th (i.e., between
llh, ]0m, and IQh, Gfim. after
Inoculation). P.M., Positive,

do.

Was found dead at 7.16 a.m. on

i
Pigeon
(No, 2)

1 Oct, 29th,

j

Do.
11,30 a, m.

Oefc. 30th (t •(?,, between llh.
and lf)h. 45m. after inocula
tion), P.M., Positive.
* Still alivo on November 26th.

Remarks.
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PROGRESS REPORT {No. Ill) ON EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MICROBES OP CHICKEN
CHOLERA.
To the Chairman, Experiment Committee, Rabbit Commission.
RorM Island, 5 December, 1888.
At the Meeting held in Melbourne on the 15th October last, the Commission resolved to have the following
experiment carried out at Rodd Island :—
“ That the Rodd Island enclosure be divided into two equal parts, A and B, by rabbit-proof netting, the
two divisions to be separated by a clear space of 1 yard. Division A to include, as far as possible,
existing burrows; new burrows to be formed in Division B. That fifty healthy rabbits be turned
loose in each division ; that the rabbits in each division be fed and sheltered iu like fashion; that
five rabbits, specially marked, be separately fed with green stuff, to winch, in the case of eacli
rabbit, 2 cem. of broth containing chicken-cholera microbes have been added, and that, after the
meal, these rabbits be placed in Division A; that at the close of another week the process be
repeated; that at the close of another week the experiment be terminated.
•'That the five rabbits first fed with microbes, if they should die, be left in the enclosure ; that other
rabbits, subsequently dying in either enclosure, be also left, provided that great nuisance does not
arise ; that as soon as possible after the death of any rabbit in either enclosure, some blood be
obtained from it with as little disturbance of the body as possible, and be examined so as to deter
mine whether death was dun to chicken-cholera ; that, subject to the general intent of these
experiments, Dr. Kats be authorised to exercise his discretion in matters of detail.”
I subsequently suggested that the whole enclosure (exclusively of the shed and stable adjoining it)*
had better be utilized with a view to the above experiment, in so far as the “control" experiment with fifty
rabbits did not appear to be necessary. The experiment should then be carried out with double the number
of rabbits specified in the foregoing communication. This modification being afterwards approved of, and a
sufficiently large number of rabbits having been received since the 27th October last, I was able to proceed
with the experiment on the 7th November.
Up to this date 174 rabbits had been sent, fresh from the country, through the Rabbit Branch, Lands
Department, Sydney. They were, however, in such a poor condition that some forty had died before the
Gth November, and it looked, indeed, as if not many of the different consignments would be left over for
some time thence. So it proved to be afterwards : and in view of such a state of affairs, which were any
thing but encouraging, I applied at once for more rabbits which, hoivover, were received rather too latc.f
In the following 1 make first some general remarks with regard to this experiment; next I give the
history of the infected rabbits, fe., those which were treated with the microbes of chicken-cholera as pre
scribed ; and lastly, the history of the uninfected rabbits, !>., those which were not treated as the former, but
with which they were kept together.
General Remarks.
The enclosure used is known from previous reports. In it there was a number of artificial burrows
which were mostly old ones, formerly used, only here and there slightly altered (vide Diagram VIII, Al, 2,
3, B, C), added to which was D (vide Diagram VIII). A description of the arrangement of these burrows
(there were about 185 running feet of burrow), of their depth, width and coverings, has been given pre
viously (vide Progress Report No. 1) to which I may, therefore, refer.
In the enclosure were two feeding places and two tins for water near those feeding places (vide
Diagram VIII). Near oue of the posts supporting the roof of the enclosure was a small space shaded off by
means of boards, aud in this space was hung a thermometer for taking the temperature of the shaded air.
(vide Diagram, s/i). Out of the ground near it, a small trench was dug and covered in the same way as the
burrows ; in addition it was covered with a piece of rabbit-proof netting fixed so as to prevent the rabbits
from interfering. In this trench was placed a thermometer for taking the underground temperature (vide
Diagram tr., vide also the appended table of temperatures).
The rabbits were fed regularly twice a day, morning and evening, on dry lucerne and some green stuff)
usually barley.
.The burrows were uncovered from time to time, in all eight times, as will be mentioned again later
on, and re-covered each time soon afterwards.
I may add that the enclosure was all over accessible to the rays of the sun for from seven to eight
hours a day.
JJislory of the Infected Rabbits,
The plan of the experiment was to feed three batches of rabbits of ten specimens each, in three
times, at intervals of a week, on green stuff infected with 2 ccm.j of broth-culture of the microbes of
chicken-cholera for each rabbit. That would have been in all thirty rabbits to be infected and to be turned
loose in the enclosure ; but instead of ibis I was enabled for the first time only to place ten infected
rabbits in the enclosure, for the second and third times only six were turned loose each time. This was
in consequence of partly not having enough fresh rabbits on baud, partly because the hundred uninfected
(of which more will be said further below) were gradually dying off to such an extent from some external
cause, that the number of infected and uninfected would have been quite out of proportion, had ten been
added the second and third times. Before giving an account of the fate of these infected rabbits I must
mention what follows.
The broth-cultures used each time for the sprinkling of the food (green cabbage leaves) intended to
be given to the rabbits, were derived from the blood of rabbits which died consequently on inoculation with
the virus of chicken-cholera in the shape of broth-cultures. I adopted this course as a convenient and at the
same time practical one. ||
The rabbit-broth used for the cultivation of microbes has been described in Progress Report No. I.
The tubes containing the infected broth were placed in the thermostat for twenty-four hours at a temperature
of* I
* Vide previous reports on experiments conducted on the Island.
t Jt shrnikl Ik acknowledged here that the Rabbit Branch of the Lands Department did their utmost as regards the supply ot rabbits; but for
the lamentable condition cf the'rabbits forwarded at the end of October and beginning of November, there would have been more than enough for the
intended purpose.
1 One cubic centimetre (ecru)—Sixteen minims.
I On this occasion ! may also mention that a culture of the microbes of chicken-cholera of the seventh and eighth generation? which was in thp
flrst instaiim obtained about tbrcc months ago, proved just as efficacious or virulent as iMiltures derived directly from blood.
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of between 39^0. and 40'C. (between 103° and 104° Eft hr.) and were taken out immediately before being
used. The way in which the broth-culture (2 ecm. for each rabbit) was sprinkled on the cabbage-leaves,
has been detailed in the report referred to above.
The rabbits were placed in separate hutches, without food, in the afternoon preceding the day on
which they were fed The rabbits used for that purpose were full-grown animals.
Section /.
November 7th :—
The first lot of ten rabbits fed at 10'30 a.m., and turned into the enclosure at 3'30 p.m.
Annotations :—
faj Three of the ten had not quite finished their portions of infected food when placed in the enclosure; the other
seven had finished eating between 1 and 2 p.m.
fbj Besides these ten, three rabbits were fed in a similar manner. Of these three, two were found dead at 7'30
a.m., November 8th, P.M., on the one poultice, on the other negative.* The third was found dead at 7'30
a.m., November 10th, P.M., positive.
(c) The above three were left as having eaten more slowly, and less of the infected food than any of the ten placed in
the enclosure, and this occurrence may account for the negative result of the P.M. examination in the one case.
November 8th ;—
Kight of these ten found dead, of which five (vide Diagram a, J, c, d, e) were found at 7'30 a.m., and one (A) at noon,
all outside the burrows; one (A) at mouth of Burrow A3, and another (d) at mouth of Burrow C.
Two of the eight (/, gJ in Burrow B in the afternoon, when all the burrows were uncovered.
November 10th :—
.
One (i) found dead at 7'30 a.m., outside burrows.
November 12th :—
.
The last (A) found dead inside Burrow C, in the afternoon, when the burrows were uncovered.
From/orrr of the nine first mentioned (o to t) blood was derived,f when, on microscopical examination, the typical
bacteria of chickcn-cholara could easily be traced ; the tenth (i), which must have been iu the burrow for some time
was removed. The P.M. examination yielded a positive result.
■
.
Section II,
November 14th:—
Six rabbits fed at 10'10 a.m., and placed in the enclosure at 2T0 p.m.
Annotations :—
(o) Among these six rabbits were three Tasmanian ones, the last of five which had been received on the Island on 20th
July last. These three specimens, which were in excellent condition, had to he used from want of other rabbits.
(b) In addition to these six, two others were fed, intended also for the enclosure, but they must have died suddenly,
as they were found dead in their hutches at 1 p.m. the same day, having scarcely touched their portions of
infected food.
(c) Of the six rabbits thus remaining, four had quite finished at 1 p.m.; two had nearly finished eating at 1 p.m.,
and quite at 2 p.m.
November 15th :—
Two (l, m) found dead outside burrows at 7'30 a,m.
One (n) Tasmanian dead outside burrows at 2'45 p.m.
November 16th :—
Two (o, ;j) Tasmanian dead inside Burrows Al and D respectively, in the afternoon, when the burrows were uncovered.
Blood was derived from two (m, o). Result of microscopical examination, jposiiice.
November 19th :—
The last of the six (<'/) found dead inside Burrow' D, in the afternoon, when the burrows were uncovered. Blood was
derived, but the result of microscopical examination nepafi'ne. Consequently the rabbit was removed; the P.M.
examination and a fresh microscopical test verified the former result.

Section III.
November 22nd:—
Six rabbits fed ot 10'30 a.m,, and placed in the enclosure at 4 p.m.

Annotations:
(a) The consignments of rabbits, of which these six formed part, had been received on the Island the previous day.

(J) Of these six, two had quite finished eating the infected food at 2 p.m., and three had half finished ; two of
these three had quite finished at 4 p.m., when removed to the enclosure, the third had then not fully finished.
The sixth had eaten only a little at 2 p.m., and had only a little left at 4 p.m., when put into the enclosure.
November 23rd :—
One (r) found dead outside burrows at 7 a.m.
November 24th:—
One {«) found dead, at noon, when burrows were uncovered.
November 25th :—
One (l) found dead outside burrows at 7 p.m. Blood was derived from two (r and t). Results : Positive.
November 29th (expiration of term of experiment): —
Two (ti, v) found dead inside Burrows A 3 and C respectively, in the afternoon, when the burrows were uncovered ; u
and v removed, P.M. on one («) positive; on the other (r) negative.
The last (w) of the above six was still alive on the 29th. {it died at 5 p.m., December 3rd, P.M. negative.)

From the foregoing account it will be seen that twenty-tvjo rabbits in all were given food infected
witli the microbes of chicken-cholera, and placed in the enclosure as follows:—Ten, November 7th.—Six,
November 14th.—Six, November 22nd. Of these twenty-two rabbits, twentyow, died, while the twentysecond was still alive on November 29th, when the experiment was terminated. Of the twenty-one, three
were removed from the enclosure, one (k) found dead inside the burrow, belonging to the first lot (P.M.
positive) •, one (q) from the second, one (d) from the third lot (P.M. in both cases negative).
Tims eighteen rabbits were left in the enclosure at the spot where they died, until the conclusion of
the experiment. 'Twelve of these eighteen rabbits were found outside, the remaining six inside the burrows,
as may be seen from the appended Diagram. That these eighteen rabbits did succumb to the effects of the
infected meal given to them, was proved partly by the positive results of the direct microscopical examina
tion of blood derived from a certain number which were picked out at random each time, partly by direct
control experiment (first lot).
Footing on a great number of observations, I may state that it is nearly always an easy enougli
matter to tell from the mere touching and handling of a dead rabbit, whether it died of “ chicken-cholera”
or in consequence of some other indifferent cause. Not only in rabbits dead of “chicken-cholera” does
rigor
* Eaoh time whan death was due to inlection caused by the microbes of chicken-cholera, the result Of P.M.—or microscopical examination, is
noted as positive ; when death was due to causes other than infection by these microbes, the result of the examination is noted as veputive.
t Thin was done each time by means ot a dean sterilised glass-tube, which had been drawn out in the flame into a flno end of some length. By
liushmjr tins fine end through a suitable spot at either the left or the right side of the thorax, from which S])ot the hair had been previously removed,
a sample of liver was derived. The opening thus made into the body closed up again after the tube had been taken out, and in this way the body waa
not perceptibly disturbed

7—Y
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rigor mortis sot In sooner than is the case in animals dying off otherwise, as was only too frequently
experienced among rabbits on the Island, where at the time no other experiments with diseases similar to
this special septicaemia (chicken-cholera), were made, but also this rigor mortis is extremely well marked and
lasting for a longer time than usual.
‘
Besides, rabbits which are observed to die (as I had opportunity now and then to observe) as having
partaken of food infected with the virus of chicken-cholera (or having been inoculated), exhibit by their
behaviour some time before death such characteristic symptoms, that it is not well possible to mistake these
symptoms for those manifested by rabbits which die otherwise as they did on the Island.
History of the Uninfected Rabbits.
November 7th, one hundred rabbits, mostly full-grown and only a few half or three-quarter grown,
were turned loose in the enclosure at 2 '30 p.m., shortly before the first lot of ten infected rabbits were placed
in it. In the evening of the same day, and on the morning of the next day (November 8th), ./Ew in all were
found dead. These were thereupon removed, and fresh ones put in their place. Rabbits subsequently
dying were not substituted by fresh ones j even if such had been admissible, it would have been impossible,
for the simple reason that there were not any fresh rabbits to spare.
From the afternoon of November Sth to November 14th, when the second lot of six infected rabbits
were let loose, no less than fifty-two had died.
From November loth to November 22nd, when the third lot of six infected rabbits were let loose,
seventeen had died.
From November 23rd to November 29th (conclusion of the experiment) ten had died.
Thus out of one hundred uninfected rabbits in the enclosure, no less than seventymine died, partly
inside and partly outside the burrows, from Sth to 29th November, leaving only twenty-one live rabbits.
From these twenty-one, however, one has to be deducted as having escaped, somehow or other, from the
enclosure into the adjoining stable, where it was found November 14th, and when it was used otherwise.
So that at the close of the experiment only twenty out of the original one hundred were left over.
Of the seventy-nine rabbits which died, not one died in consequence of infection by the bacteria of
chicken-cholera—neither did the five which died shortly after the beginning of the experiment, and which
were replaced by others (vide above). I do not hesitate to say that 1 did not expect it to be otherwise, to go
by what I had gleaned by previous experience. The dead (infected) rabbits were lying in the enclosure all
the while ; of coui'se they began to putrefy,' and for some time there was a swelling of the bodies in consequence
of the accumulation of gas in the body cavities; but that was all. The carcasses could not, for the time being,
be expected to break up so as to allow the blood, the carrier of infection, to be scattered about. The rabbits
in the enclosure did not in any way gnaw at, or visibly interfere with the bodies of their dead companions ;
nor was there any necessity for them to do so, since they were well attended to as regards feeding, which
was always done under the utmost precautions, so as not to introduce infectious material from without.
There being much space in the enclosure (which measures 100 ft. x 80 ft.) the living rabbits were
not compelled to be in close proximity to the dead (infected) rabbits, except that one of the latter (vide
Diagram e) lay at a very short distance from one of the feeding places and watering tins; another (vide
Diagram n) not far from the feeding.place at the stable-end of the enclosure.
Being almost certain that all the dead (uninfected) rabbits did not succumb to “ chicken-cholera,” to
judge from the mere aspect which the carcasses offered, and from the behaviour of the rabbits some time
before dying (as I often had an opportunity of seeing such rabbits die), taking also into consideration the
skeleton-like appearance of most of them, and the analogous dying-off' of rabbits kept in stock,—I had the
rabbits removed from the enclosure as soon after their death as possible. In each case out of the seventynine (or eighty-four, if the five taken out at the beginning and substituted by others are counted), a post
mortem examination was made, that is to say, they were cut open, and their organs inspected. In more
than one-half of these cases blood (taken from the liver or heart)was submitted to a careful microscopical
examination. Neither the autopsy of the bodies themselves, nor the microscopical examination of the blood
derived from them (in the majority of instances) proved that death was due to septicsemia (“chickencholera”), so far as is evidenced, on the one hand, by the anatomy of the organs, which failed to show any
characteristic appearances ; on the other hand, by the residts of the microscopical examination of the blood,
which was found free from the bacteria of chicken-cholera.
All this huge number of rabbits which died out of the hundred, must have died from causes other
than chicken-cholera; most likely from the effects of the starvation which they had, no doubt, to undergo
to a certain extent before they were sent to the Island from the then dry country round Hay, N.S.W,
Owing to such an unsuitable supply of rabbits, the experiment cannot by any means possess that
value which it would have had if all the numerous rabbits received had been equal to the demands to be
put on them.* But even if the experiment had not suffered in the indicated manner, I doubt whether,
under analogous conditions, any favourable results would have been obtained with regard to the question of
the transmission of the virus from rabbits which die consequently on being fed on virulent material, to
healthy rabbits mixed with the former. A satisfactory and decisive answer ns to this point can, after all,
only be given by experiments conducted under natural conditions : these, of course, can only be had in the
rabbit-infested country itself.
As other experiments with the microbes of chicken-cholera are not yet quite completed, I will report
on them separately, at a subsequent early date.
These experiments are :
(1.) Experiments with a view to ascertaining whether rabbits, which having been infected witli the
microbes of “ chicken-cholera” are allowed to die and to remain for some time at a place where
poultry are kept, arc dangerous to tho same.
(2.) Experiments on indigenous crows.
(3.) Experiments with a view to ascertaining the effects of desiccation on the microbes of chickencholera.
(4.) Further experiments having reference to Dr. Gamaleia’s discovery of the constant occurrence of
the microbes of chicken-cholera in the normal intestines of pigeons.
OSCAR KATZ.
Table
*Tbe fact that a small percentage of the rabbits which had been given Infected fooil (mdc above) did not succumb in consequence, may he
attributed to their having eaten too Btnall a proportion, and perhaps too late to be efficacious.
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Table of Temperatures, both in the shade and underground (bottom of burrows), in enclosure. The
temperatures are given in the centigrade scale (+ 1° C. = -S-0 Pahr. + 32 = 33 Pahr.; + 20° C.
(e.g.) = (-S-0 Pahr. x 20) + 32 = 68° Pahr.).' General remarks on the weather are found in the
last column.
TomporatiiroB.
Bate,
In air (shaded),
Or underground.

1333,

November 7th.

At

General remarisB on the weather.

t o.m. 11 turn. 3 p.m.

J p.m.

10*30
p.m.

19*
21*

17*
20*

16*
19}

Eoon: cool S. breeze.
night.

Underground.

Calm in afternoon, until

Air.................
Underground.

16
10*

19*
20

19
20}

16*
30

16*
19*

Few light showers fell during last night. 7'30 a.m.
cold S. broeze j lino. 11a.m.: light breeze; fine.
Light S. brhdze all afternoon. Evening calm.

Underground.

17*
19*

24*
20

20*
21*

17}
20}

17
19}

Calm all day.

10th.

Air................
Underground.

21*
19*

25*
21

22*
21*

20*
£1

IS*
21

7‘30 a.m.: calm. Light E. breeze morning. Slight
showers 1‘30 p.m. to 210 p.m. Calm afternoon
and evening.
■

„

11th.

Air......... *.......
Underground.

18J
19*

24*
21*

23
21*

19*
21*

17*
21*

Calm morning. Strong E. wind afternoon.
ovening.

Calm

„

12th.

Underground.

21
20*

25*
21*

25
22

24
22

18*
21*

Calm morning.
evening.

Calm

„

13th.

Underground

23*
20*

28
21*

29*
22

25
24

18*
22

Strong N.W. wind blowing all morning and most of
afternoon. Calm evening.

„

14th.

Air..................
Underground

2U
21*

27J
21*

26 I 22
23*
22*

19}
21*

Light E. breeze morning.
calm.

„

IGlh.

Underground,.

■ 26*
21*

28*
21*

32*
24

21}
22}

20
22*

N.W. wind all morning and afternoon.

„

16th.

Underground..

i9i
21*

19
21*

IS*
21}

16
21*

17*
20*

Calm, dull, sky overcast. Few drops of rain 6 30
a.m, D-35 to 10 a.m.: light showers, calm.
Noon: light E. breeze, dull. 3 p.m.: calm, dull.
Light drizzling rain from 6 p.m. to about 715
p.m. Thereafter calm, sky cloudy.

„

17th.

Air..................
Underground..

19
20*

21*
20*

22*
21*

20*
21

20
20}

Homing : sky overcast, light E. breeze.
E. wind. Evening calm.

„

18th.

Underground..

10*
19*

22*
20}

IS*
21}

18
20*

Light 8.E. breeze until 11 a.m.
night. Calm night.

„

19th.

Underground ..

17*
20*

19*
21

19*
21*

17
21*

15*
20}

Calm, dull all day.

„

20Ui.

Air..................
Underground..

17*
20*

20}
21

21
22

18*
21}

18
21

Calm, sky overcast until noon. Bright—N.E. breeze
—afternoon. Calm night.

„

21 Bt.

Underground..

18,r
20*

26
21*

23*
23*

19*
22

17*
21

7u.ni.: calm, shy overcast. Kright, with N.E, wiud>
morning and afternoon. Calm night.

„

22Dd.

Air..................
Underground ..

19
19*

27
23

26*
25

21*
23*

18*
23*

7 a.m.: calm. N.E. breeze morning and afternoon.
Calm night, sky overcast.

„

23rd.

Avr................. .
Underground..

18
20*

29*
23

29*
22*

£4
22

21*
22

Bright—N.E. breeze—morning
Night calm, sky overcast.

„

2ith.

Air..................
Underground..

20*
20*

32**
23

31*
25*

22*
25 '

20*
22}

7 a.m.: calm. 8 a.m.: eilraordinarily muggy and
misty (ill 5'30 p.m., when strong S. wind set in
till 7‘30 p.m. Night calm, sky overcast.

„

25th.

Air..............
Underground..

191
21

21*
22}

21
23*

18*
23*

16*
23*

Bright—varying N,E. ami SAV. breezes—morning
aud afternoon. Night ealm, sky overcast.

„

26th.

Air..................
Underground..

19
23

21}
23}

24*
23}

.201
23

20*
22*

Calm and dull all morning. Bright, with N.E.
breeze, afternoon. Night calm, sky overcast.

„

27th.

Air..................
Underground..

22*
22*

27*
24*

26*
25}

23*
24}

22
24*

Morning : bright • N.E. breeze. Afternoon dull and
calm. Night: sky overcast; rain, 9'30 to 10 p.m.

„

28th.

A ir................
Underground

23
23

28}
24*

27}
26

22*
24*

20*
23*

7 a.m. : calm and dull. Forenoon and afternoon:

22
22*

20}
21}

„

fith.

„

Otli.

„

29 th.

Underground..

21*
22*

B, wind most of afternoon.

Afternoon and evening

t

1

„

Light E. breezo afternoon.

22*
22£

* X1'45 a.m.,

'

Afternoon :

S.E. wind until

and

afternoon.

light N.E. breeze. 4 p.m.: gloomy; S. and S.W.
winds. 7 p.m. to 10'30 p.m, : showery.
Dull, with S.W. breeze, all morning. Bull, calm
evening. Night: raining.
■

j 1 p.m., 36i (Ematest heat,).
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PROGRESS REPORT (No.
1

ON EXPERIMENTS "WITH THE MICROBES OP CHICKENCHOLERA.
■

W)

To the Chairman, Experiment Committee, Rabbit Commission.

Rodd Island, 17 December, 1888.

(1.) Experiments with a view to ascertaining whether rabbits, which having been infected, with the microbes
of chicken-cholera are allowed to die, and to remain for some time at a place where poultry are kept, arc
dangerous to the same.

At the Meeting held in Melbourne on October 15th last, the Commission resolved that, from time
to time, rabbits infected with the microbes of chicken-cholera should be placed in the Aviary (on Rodd
Island), containing some fowls and pigeons, or other birds. The rabbits should, be allowed to die and
remain there; in case of death of any birds the cause of death should be ascertained.
fl.

t
i

pii
*

+

+

(aj

w

The aviary erected on the island, in the N.E. corner, is a light frame
work, the southern hftif of which is covered, on the roof and sides, with sheets
of corrugated iron (Diagram, i; jr is the double door) ; the other, northern
half, is covered with both wide-meshed netting and wirc-gauzc (Diagram, y).
The door is 15 ft. square, the height of the walls is 8 ft., the height from the
floor to the summit of the gable end is 13 ft. The greater portion of the aviary
was accessible to the sun for nearly all day.

iP

*

At the beginning of the experiment the aviary contained nine fowls, of which three had been there
for some time (left over from a former consignment of twelve), and six which had been received from the
markets on November 8th. Besides, there were twelve pigeons, also obtained fresh from the markets.
Neither the fowls nor the pigeons had so far come into contact with rabbits treated with chicken-cholera.
The experiment was begun November 9th and terminated December 14th. Within this period three batches
of infected rabbits were turned into the aviary at different times, viz., on November 9th, on November
22nd, and on November 28th,
History of ike Habbits placed in the Aviary.

'

Section I.
NOTn«erabbite,ntwo full-grown and one not quite full-grown, were fed on cabbage-leaTCS sprinkled with ^ cc^' of “ frc^
virulent broth-culture of the microbes of chicken-cholera for each rabbit. 1 wo having finished their portions of
infected food at 1215 p.m., were placed in the aviary at 12-30 p.m. on the same day.
^'November 10th.—One observed to die at 10 n.m. [Diagram, +] (a) ; the other observed to die at 127 p.m., under
The fl&Tra^bTtCcntionedl^e w^(teft in the hutch in which it was fed-ithad quite finished eating its food at
1-30 p.m.—as control.

It was found dead November 10th, at 7'30 a.m.

P.M., I’csitwe.

Section II.
^ThZ full-grown rabbite having besides others, arrived on the Island on the previous day, were given cabbage-leaves
sprinkled with 2 ccmr o£ n fresh broth-culture for each rabbit (at the fame time six other rabbits were similarly fed,
as mav be seen on p. 160 of Progress Peport No* ITT)i
. .
.
The three rabbits, which were very slow in eating, although they had been left without food for some time, as was
always done in analogous cases, were placed in the aviary at 7 p.m., the same day.
^“November 23rd.-Ons rabbit found dead 7 a.m. [Diagram, ®] (c). As « control” may be taken a rabbit, fed at the
same time as being among the six turned loose into the main enclosure on November 22nd. Ike microscopical
examination of blood derived from that particular rabbit, winch was found dead at / a.m., November 2Jrd,
yielded a positive result. (Vide p. 1G9, Progress Report No. ITT).
November 27th.—The two other rabbits being still alive were removed from the aviary.

Section III.
^'0TCJ,Arer; rabbits fed on green barley-leaves, sprinkled with 2 com. of a fresh broth-culture for each rabbit, were placed in the
aviary at3'15 p.m., the same day.
Two of these had eaten their portions of infected food at noon, the third at 1 p.m.

Results:
November 29th.-One found dead at 7'30 a.m.
'

[Diagram, © (d)].

Microscopical examination of a sample of liver-

blood, derived from the dead rabbit without much disturbing it, Positive. (Immense numbers of typical
bacteria).
December 1st.—One found dead at G p.m.; seen alive an hour before. [Diagram, © {«)]■ Microscopical exam
ination of a sample of liver-blood, derived as before, Positive.

December 14th.—The third rabbit being still alive was taken out of the aviary.
^
Thus five rabbits, as having died of “ chicken-cholera,” were allowed to remain in the aviary; two
since November 10th, one since November 23rd, two since November 29th and December 1st respectively,
up to December 14th, when the experiment was terminated.
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Sisiory of the Fcnsh and Pigeons in the Aviary.
November 10th,—Puv pigeons, -which were ailing some time, found dead at 7'30 a.m. P.M., Xegatice.
November 13th.—One hen found dead at 7*30 a,m. P.M., Negative.
November 17th.—One pigeon found dead. P.M., Negative.
November 29th.—One rooster found dead at 7'30 a.m. P.M., Negative.
December 7th.— One pigeon found dead at 8 a.m. P.M,, Negative,
December 11th,—One pigeon found dead at 8'30 a.m. P.M., Negative.
December 14th.— One pigeon found dead at S a.m. P.M., Positive.
(Characteristic appearance of organs ; immense numbers of bacteria in blood. Rabbit inoculated with small
quantity of this blood, died of " chicben-cholera” in less than 10 hours after inoculation).

Thus, during the course of the experiment, in all six pigeons and iieo fowls died ; but it was only
once, viz., in the case of the pigeon* of IJccombcr 14th, that a positive result was obtained.
It must be mentioned that during the term of the experiment both fowls and pigeons were
observed in the aviary to peek the dead rabbits laying about. When the latter were removed ultimately,
the three rabbits which died first (Vide Diagram, a, l, c), presented only fragments scattered in different
directions. The two that died last (d. e) were not dismembered, hut they were pecked open and their
flesh and entrails almost entirely missing.
(2) Experiments on Indigenous Crows.
Among the indigenous birds experimented upon some time ago \_Vide Progress Report No. II],
crows were not included ; but being of opinion that it would not be superfluous to know, what effect the
microbes of cliicken-cholera had on them, I requested Mr. Taylor, of the Rabbit Branch, Lands Depart’
ment, Sydney, to cause some to be caught near Hay, New South Wales, and to ho forwarded to the
Island. Accordingly, on the 8th and 10th November last, I received eight crows in all, of which, however,
two died soon after arrival hero The remaining six appeared in good health, although at first they were
a little sluggish. They belonged to the species Corona australis, Gould; found all over Australia, including
Tasmania. I am told on good authority that there is very little difference between the two species of
crows described from Australia; one is the above-mentioned, and the other is Ccrvus coronoides, Yig, and
Ilorsf., which is said not to occur in Tasmania.
1 enumerate the experiments upon the six crows in chronological order:—
(i) November 13th, 11 a,m : —
Ptoo of the crows, kept in one box with plenty of space in it, rveve inoculated (under the skin over the pectoral musclo on
nnn
ivtap.IiIi-wI , takon
from a rabbit which died of 41 cliickcn-cholcra** on inoculation..
one side) wiflv
with frrtah
fresh virulent Iliver-blood,
i
One received * ccm = 1 minim
1 f
h blood.
The other received -jV ccm. = t minim }
Pesutts;
i _
November 15th.—The one which had boon inoculated with 1 minim of blood, was found dead at 7*30 a.m. P.M.,
Positive. (Appearance of the organs resembling, to some extent, that of tho organs of poultry dead of cluckeneholera. Immense numbers of typical bacteria in the blood).
December 1st.—The other which had" received only i minim of blood, was still alive on this date, when it was used
otherwise, as will be seen below.
(ii) November 13th, 12*35 p.m.:—
_
Four crows, which were accommodated in a commodious specially-fitted stall in the stable, and which had not been
treated so far, were fed on the livers of two rabbits which had succumbed to "chicken-cholera" on feeding.

Annotations :
(1) The crows, although not being fed as usual on the morning of that day, wore very slow in eating the pieces of
liver placed in their stall on a soup-plate.
(2) The feeding had, from want of rabbits at the time, to he discontinued until later (aide below),

Jtesvlt:

December 1st.—Tho four crows were still alive.
(iii) December 1st to 7th.—
In the stall which contained the above four crows, and into which was turned the one which had been inoculated
previously with f minim of virulent blood, were placed for seven consecutive days, in the mornings, the carcasses, each
time, of two rabbits which died of “ chicken-cholera” on inoculation (in connection with the desiccation experiments
p. 174 of this Report).

Annotations :

(1) The dead rabbits (fourteen in all), before being given to the crows, had been deprived of their entrails (tho liver,
heart, kidneys, and lungs were lefi), and as there were more on hand than were required at tho time, they were
kept in a cool place, so that the carcasses were still fresh when placed in the crows’ stall, with the exception of
one (out of tho Inst feeding), in which putrefaction had already set in.
(2) During the above-mentioned period the crows did not receive any other food. Water, of course, was always
provided.
Sesults:
December 4th.—One found dead at 9-30 a.m. (alive at 8'15 a.m.). PAT., Positive. (Carcass stiff; blood coagulated,
and of a tarry appearance ; hyperannia of intestines ; contents of small intestines consisting of slimy, yellowish
masses, stained here and there with extravasated blood; spleen apparently enlarged, cherry-coloured. Immense
numbers of bacteria of chicken-cholera in the blood. A healthy rabbit inoculated with a small quantity of such
blood, succumbed promptly. Cultures derived from blood of this rabbit wore further tested so that with regard
to this crow there cannot be any doubt ns to the cause of its death).
December 9l.h—One found dead at 8'30 a.m., P.M., Positive.
Tho three remaining crows, among them tho previously inoculated one, were still alive on
(iv) December 14th, when, at noon, they were iuoculutcd with fresh virulent blood, derived from the liver of a rabbit that died
of “chickcn-cholcra” on inoculation. Of these three crows, two, of which one was inoculated before, received 1 minim
each of tho blood; the third i minim.

Pcsut(s:
December 17th.—All three crows were still alive, three days after inoculation.f

To judge from the results of these experiments we may say, generally, that the microbes of
chicken-cholera are only to a certain, extent fatal to indigenous crows. Small doses of the virus, it
appears, arc not efficacious enough to bo fatal; on the other hand, inoculation of larger quantities of
.
virulent
* Alter Tlecomber 14th npto December llth, one more death occurred, viz., that of a hen, which was found dead T a.m . December 15th.

The

P.M. examination and successful inoculation of some heurt-hiood of this hen into a healthy rabbit wasmidouhted proof of the cause of death having
boen chicken-cholera. It cannot, however, be decided whether this hen died in consequence of infection from the dead rabbits which were in the
aviary up to the 14th, or infection from tho droppings of the pigeon which, having been found dead December 14th, was shown to hai e succumbed
to chicken-cholera.
.
.
.....
.
I As all three were still alive some considerable time after the inoculation, it wascrident that they proved altogether insusceptible to this treatment.
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virulent material, or repeated feedings on such, say, for a week without interruption, become dangerous to
them. The previous treatments of the crows mentioned under (iii) and (iv) of the above experiments,
may have had something to do with the surviving of the greater portion of them (iii), or of all of them (iv).
(3.) Experiments with a view to ascertaining the effects of desiccation on the microbes of chicken-cholera,.
In accordance with a desire expressed by the Commission at the Melbourne Meeting on October
loth last, I have carried out a number of experiments with a view to testing the influence of desiccation
on the microbes of chicken-cholera,
■
It should bo mentioned here that, as more than one observer tells us, the virus of chicken-cholera
becomes innocuous by drying up, and that this peculiarity in the life-history of those microbes furnishes
one of the easy and practical means of getting rid of them, wherever they are deposited in poultry-yards.
The bacteria of chicken-cholera are not known to form spores or seeds (as, for instance, the anthraxbacilli do), by means of which they are able to live under adverse circumstances.
■
I have to record three scries of experiments.
The general plan of procedure was as follows:—A number of silk-threads—of tho kind used in
surgery—of 1 centimetre in length and i to f millimetre in thickness, were placed in a sterile cotton
wool-plugged test-tube, and after having been thoroughly moistened with distilled water, were exposed in
the steam sterilizer to steam of 100° C. (212° Fahr.) for two hours. The moisture remaining in the silkthreads and in the tube, was got rid of by placing the latter in a copper-box heated up to 100—105° C.
('M2—221° Fahr.) as long as required.
The virulent material to he tested for ils resistance to desiccation consisted, on the one hand, of
blood taken from the liver of rabbits which died on inoculation, on the other hand, of frcsli broth-cultures
derived directly from blood of rabbits newly dead of “cliickeu-cholera” on inoculation.
The silk-threads referred to above were impregnated with either blood or culture.
In case they were to he impregnated with blood, they were placed on cut-surfaces of the liver,
where they remained until they were completely soaked. The livers of all the rabbits used were, I may
irfehtiou, not otherwise diseased.
In case the threads were to be charged with broth-culture, a small quantity of the latter was placed,
by means of a sterile pipette, in" a sterile watch-glass, where they remained for some time.
The silk-threads, thus treated either with blood or culture, were then transferred to different places
wherfe'they could dry up, as will he seen from what follows below. "Within certain intervals a silk-thread
of both the one and the other description was inoculated into a rabbit each, whereby the virulence or
non-virulence of the administered material was to be ascertained. The threads were in each case deposited
in smalt pouches, produced under the skin of the rabbits on the left side of the belly.
I tbink it necessary to say that every detail of the experiments was managed under due precautions.
Series I.
Silk-threads saturated, Nov. 2Sth, 11 a.m., with fresh liver-blood (containing largo numbers of bacteria), and others
saturated with fresh broth-culture of the microbes (this culture had been in tho thermostat for a day at 30—0., and for
another day in the room nt a temperature up to 25° 0.), were placed on a piece of sterilized brass-wire gauze in a desircalur
over chloride of calcium. Tills desiccator was placed, immediately after the threads were put in, in Uio cupboard of a room,
where the temperature kept pretty even.
■
The virulence of the material employed (blood and broth-culture) was controlled by means of inoculation of ft silkthread impregnated with either blood or culture into a rabbit each. Roth rabbits died promptly of “ chicken-cholera," ten
and twelve hours, respectively, after inoculation.
Silk-threads were taken out of the desiccator and inoculated into rabbits after 2, 4, 6, S, 10, 12, 21, 36, 43, 72, 9G, 120,
144 hours from the beginning of (he experiment.
Within this period of six days, from Nov, 20th to Doc. 6th, tho temperature near whore tho desiccator stood fluctuated
between 211“ C. and 18° C.
Details about temperatures ore given in the following table
Unto
November 20th
30th
. December 1st
2nd
tl
3rd
4 th
Ik
5th
1>

Temperatures,
Between 11
11
11
>i
10
O
10
)»
9
11
At
11

a.m. and 11 p.m, Highest, 21i° 0.
ft.m.
11 p.m.
20° C.
a.m.
10 p.m.
184° 0.
a.m.
5 p.m.
1£H° C.
a.m. ?} 10 p.m.:
20° C.
a.m. J*
9 p.m.
2ii° 0.
a.m.

Lowest, 21° C.
l!)0 0.
18° C.
18° c.
184° c.
10° c.
J1
2lf c.

•

The result was that the blood, which was under the influence of desiccation for three days at the
above temperatures, was still able to infect a rabbit and cause it to perish of “ chicken-cholera’’ (about
twenty-one hours after inoculatiou), whereas after four, five, and six days from tho beginuing, the desic
cated blood had lost its virulence.
On the other hand, the desiccated broth-culture preserved its virulence so far, that after two days
from the beginning it was still able to kill a rabbit (about twenty-seven hours after inoculation), whereas
it was not any longer cflicacious when inoculated after three, four, five, and six days desiccation.
Series II.
Silk-threads saturated, December 7t!>, lO'a.ni., with fresh livor-blood (containing large numbers of bacteria), and other
saturated with fresh broth-culture (hiving been for twenty-four hours in the thermostat at 40° 0.—37° C,), were placed om
thin layer of sterilized sandy soil at the bottom of a shallow basket, made of fine brass-wire netting. (Tho bottom of this dry
basket had been bent up a Htllo where the sandy soil was put on). Tho basket was then immediately after plnecd on a piece
of wood, at a distance of about 2J feet from the ground, in the main enclosure, at a spot which was ehaded.off by means of a
wooden post and boards, so as to leave the' spot only at tho south side free and accessible. The basket was sheltered from rain
by putting coverings over tho top of the boards mentioned.
The -virulence of tho original material (blood and broth-culture) was tested by inoculating rabbits, one with silk-thread
charged with blood, and tho other with silk-thread containing broth-onlfcure. Roth rabbits died of " flliiekeu-chokra,” ten
and twenty-one hours, respectively, after inoculation.
The effect of the drying-up of the silk-threads was ascertained by inoculating rabbits after 4, 8, 12, 24, 48, 72, 06,120
hours from tho beginning. Within this period, from December 7th, TOTS a.m., to December 12th, 10T5 a.m., the ther
mometer in the shaded place registered temperatures of between 20°J C. (lowest) and 29i° C. (highest).
The
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Tho foliowing table contains details about the tempemturesj and general remarks on the atmosphere during that time i__
Date.

December
7th
8th
9th
10th

Temperatures In the Shaded Place.

Remarks.

Between 10T5 a.m. and 2‘15 p.m : Highest 25° 0.; lowest 231° C.
„
2T5 p.m. „ C'1.5 p.m.:
„
241° C.;
„ 22° 0.
„
6T5 p.m. „ 1015 p.m. :
„
22° 0.;
„ 21° 0.
„
9-40 a.m. „ 10T5 a.m. :
„
284° 0.;
„ 27i° C.
„
lOTSa.m. „ 4-30 p.m. :
„
28fC.;
„ 25° C.
„
4-30 p.m. „ 9A0 p.m.:
„
25° 0.;
„ 22i°0.
„
9'30 a.m. „ 11'30 a.m.:
„
214“ 0.;
„ 211° C.
„
11-30 a.m. „ 10
p.m.: „
22J° C.;
„ 21° 0.
„
815 a.in, „ 9-45 a.m.;
„
27$° C.;
„ 26° C.
„
9-45 a.m. „ 215 p,m.:
„
29i° C.:
„ 254° C.
„
215 p.m. „ 10
p.m.:
„
25*° C.;
„ 21° C.

11th

„
„

12th

„

8-30 ft.m. „ 4
4 p.m. „ 10

p.m.:
p.m..-

„
„

26$° G.;
254° C.;

8-30 a.m. „ 1015 a.m.:

„

224“ 0.;

„
„
„

234° C.
214° C.
204° C.

Air dry.
Light S. breeze all day.
Air dry.
Very calm.
Air dry,
S. breeze all day,
■
Air dry, until afternoonT when
thunderstorm set in with rain
for about half an hour.
S. breeze morning.
E. breeze afternoons
Strong E. trind evening.
Calm morning.

Tlio result was tin’s :—
The blood thus exposed to desiccation preserved its virulence when inoculated after four, eight,
and twelve hours; when inoculated after twenty-four hours and more from the beginning, it had lost its'
efficacy on rabbits.
'
The desiccated broth-culture proved virulent only, when inoculated four hours after the beginning
or the experiment.. The rabbit succumbed to “ chicken-cholera ” twenty-six hours 'after inoculation.
Subsequent inoculations, eight, twelve, and more hours after the beginning, were attended with negative
results.
.
■
°
Series III.
Silk-threada eaturotod, Docombor 7th, 10 a.m., with virulent material (blood and broth-eultm-o) derived from the same
sources ns the material used in Series II, were placed on sterilinod dry sandy soil, which in a thin layer covered the bottom of
ft small shallow wire-gauze basket, similar to that in Series II.

Annotation :
Control of virulence as in Series II.
'At 1i?
this basket was pieced on some available spot on the Island; this spot was accessible to tho
sun s rays all day long. Hie bottom of the wiro-baskot was placed flat on the perfectly dry sandy surface of that spot. This
latter was also accessible to the wind or breeze prevailing during the experiment.
• „ ! T^f'o'^T19 ^c”lalncd- !;',ero {rom 10'1°
to 6'10 P',n'> ‘■e> ror oiSht hours. Within this period rabbits were
inoculated X, 2, 4, <>, and 8 hours from tho tune tho silk-threads were exposed.
■
A thermometer was laid on the soil near where the basket with the silk-threads stood. Details about the temperatures
nt tho surface of the soil during the course of tho experiment arc given in tho accompanying tabic.
December 7th:—
10’IS a.m., 45° C. j 10 45 a.m., 50° 0.—Sunshine for about ten minutes.
11T5 a.m., 47° 0.—Sunshine for about ten minutes since Inst observation.
ll-45 a.m., 42i° C.—Dew minutes sunshine.
12 ^ noon, 35° 0.—Cloudy for about twelve of last fifteen minutes.
12Ti> p.m., 38 C.—About five minutes sunshine.
12‘43 p.m., 3G° C.—About five minutes sunshine.
^
1-10 p.m., 391° C.—A few minutes sunshine.
1'45 p.m., 42J° C.—About fifteen minutes sunshine.
2'15 p.m., 38i° C.—About twenty minutes sunshine.
2-4o p.m., 36|° C.—Two or three minutes sunshine.
3T5 p.m., 38J° 0,—A little sunshine.
3‘45 p.m., 33y° C.—Very cloudy.
4T5 p.m., 29 C.—Yery cloudy.
4'45 p.m., 304° C.—Sunshine for about twenty minutes.
5T5 p.m., 28° C.l „
.
' .
,
GAS p.m., 26° C. j Sun comP,e<*ly obscured.
Prom this (able there may ho seen that tho sun was often prevented from making his appearance, by clouds passing by.
1 lie day was free from ram, the air was dry, and a southerly breeze was blowing during the time of tho experiment.

'

•
?^.C .rcs.u^ was:
Wood exposed to desiccation in this manner proved infectious after one, two,
Six^nnd eight hours’,exposure (when the experiment was terminated). The rabbits inoculated succumbed
to chicken-cholera ’ in, respectively, twenty-one, twenty, between thirty and forty, and twenty-eight
hours after inoculation. But strange to say, the silk-thread inoculated after four hours’ exposure, proved
inefficacious in so far as the rabhit was still alive (December 17) ten days after inoculation.*
On the other hand, the silk-threads soaked with broth-culture, exposed in exactly tho same way,
soon lost their efficacy. It was only the first time, after one hour’s exposure of the silk-threads, that the
inoculation of such a thread proved fatal to a rabbit. It died of undoubted “ chicken-cholera,” between
nfty-nme and sixty-ninQ hours after inoculation. In all tho remaining caacs, two and more hours after
the beginnmg'of the experiment, the rabbits did not become infected.
. Drom the results thus obtained, we learn again that desiccation in general is fatal to tho microbes
ot clucken-eholera. The higher the temperature during the process of desiccation, the less time is
required to kill the microbes.
Dosiycation of virulent blood lying on, or impregnating small objects, such as the silk-threads used,
cause the virus to die off less quickly than is the ease with virulent broth-cultures exposed to desiccation
under the same circumstances. The reason for this probably is that the superficial portions of the blood
drymg up, are able to protect the deeper portions for a longer time than is the case with broth-cultures
attached to, or saturating small objects, where, by virtue of the composition of the broth, less protection
can bo afforded to the deeper portions by the superficial ones.
_ The fact that a virulent broth-culture of the microbes of chicken-cholera very soon ceases to be
efficacious when exposed, in a thin layer, to desiccation at summer temperatures such as they exist here,
must, m ray opinion, to a large extent account for the surviving, now and then, of wild rabbits, which
during
* It died at about e '30 p. m., December ifitb. P.M., Negative,
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during summer mouths were given (in shaded hutches) cabbage or barley leaves sprinkled with small
portions of such a culture, but which were very slow in beginning to eat the infecfed food or in finishing it
up, so that meanwhile the liquid spread on it was enabled to dry up.
^Farther experiments having reference to Dr. Qamalcias discovery of the constant occurrence of the
microbes of chicken-cholera in the normal intestines of pigeons.
In Progress Reports Nos. I and II, I have given notice of Dr. G-amale'ia’s discovery which, however,
I had so far not been able to confirm, I give now a few additional experiments in connection with this
subject, but the results were equally negative.
(4.)

'

(i) November 23rd, 5 p.m.—
One of two pigeons, taken out of a consignment of twelve obtained from the Sydney markets, on 8th
November—tlie remaining ten were with two others placed in the aviary, where they were used for the
experiment recorded under (1) of this report—was killed by chloroform-narcosis. The contents of tho
intestines, including a portion of the contents of the stomach, were derived under proper precautions, and
thoroughly mixed and shaken with about 10 ccm. of sterile, distinctly alkaline rabbit-broth in a test-tube,
(a) Of this mixture X ccm. each was injected into a full-grown and a half-grown rabbit soon afterwards.
(On microscopical examination, the heart-blood of the pigeon was found to be free from micro-organisms;
tho organs appeared normal.)

Remits:

November 29th.—The half-grown rabbit observed lying dead nt 7‘30 a.m. P.M., ’Negative (both as
regards appearance of organs and microscopical examination of liver-blood).
December 2nd.—The full-grown being still alive was removed from its hutch at 10 a.m,
(J) The above mixture was, after the 2 ccm, hod been taken out, put into the thermostat, where it remained
for about 24 hours at 39i° C,
November 24th, 5’30 p.m.—
_
A full-grown rabbit received i ccm. = 4 minims,
A half-grown rabbit received J ccm. = 2 minims,
of the culture obtained from the mixture.

Results:

November 2oth.—The half-grown rabbit observed to die at 7 30 a.m, P.M., Negative.
November 30th.—The full-grown died at ll-30 a.m. P.M., Negative.
(ii) December 11th, noon.—
The remaining of tho two pigeons was killed by chloroform-narcosis. About half the contents of tho
intestines, including part of the contents of the stomach, were transferred to a spacious test-tube
containing about 15 ccm. of sterile rabbit-broth, which was of a distinctly alkaline reaction.
The mixture after being well-shaken showed still a slightly alkaline reaction. Tho tube was at once
placed in the thermostat at 38° C. to 38f° C., for about twenty-four hours.
December 12th, 1 p.m.—Of the culture obtained (showing now a slightly acid reaction), a very vigorous
full-grown doe received (subcutaneously) 1 com,; a rabbit not quite full-grown, £ ccm.

Results ;
December 17th.—Both rabbits were still alive.*

OSCAR KATZ.
PROGRESS REPORT (No. Y.) ON EXPERIMENTS MITH THE MICROBES OE CHICKENCHOLERA.
To the Chairman, Experiment Committee, Rabbit Commission.
Rodd Island, 9 March, 1S89.
At a Meeting held in Melbourne, December, 1888, the Commission passed the following resolution:—
“ That in the opinion of tho Commission the large experiment recorded in Progress Report No. Ill
by Dr. Katz is not satisfactory, owing to the great mortality which occurred among the rabbits
under experiment, independently of chicken-cbolera. The Commission, therefore, resolves that
as soon as a sufficient supply of healthy rabbits be obtained, the Chairman of the Experiment
Committee be authorized to make another large experiment, which shall be on the lines prescribed
in Mr. Bell’s resolution of L5th October last (already communicated to Dr. Katz); and that the
half of the enclosure at Rodd Island, used for the control experiment, be carefully disinfected
in the first instance.”
_
The experiment was begun on the 12th February last, as already communicated to the Secretary of
the Commission in a letter of that date. It was terminated on the 5th instant, three weeks afterwards.
The reasons for its being thus delayed were, as already pointed out to the Secretary of the_ Com
mission in a letter of the 4th February last, on the one hand, the slow progress in the reparation of
damages caused at the Island in consequence of a fire there on the 2nd January last; on the other hand,
an insufficient number of rabbits.
On the 7th January the Rabbit Branch, Lands Department, Sydney, began to send rabbits in
various consignments comiug from Carrathool, near Hay, a distance of about 420 miles from Sydney. If
they had remained all alive, there would have been at my disposal 161 rabbits at the end of that month ;
but, as it was, about half the number only were left over at that time, the others having died. So I. had
to wait till the 12th February, the date of beginning the experiment, and even then the control-division
(see below) was short of several rabbits which were put in not until two days afterwards, as will be seen
later on. The rabbits were sent in wooden boxes, in which they were nearly always fairly well accommo
dated, as far as space was concerned. The following account shows how many consignments were
received, and at what dates, how many were found dead on arrival, where the rabbits where placed on tho
Island, and how many died up to the beginning of the experiment this year:—
1889.
(1). January 7—Fourteen (14), all alive.
(2).
„ 10—Sixteen (16), all alive.
(3).
„
12—Fifteen (15J ; of these 10 alive and 5 dead.
(4).
„
17—Twenty three (23), all alive.
(5).
„ 18—Sixteen (16), alt alive.
(6).
„
19—Fifteen (15); of these 14 alive and 1 dead.
(7).
„
21—Twenty-three (23) ; of these 6 alive and 17 dead.
(S).
„ £3—Sixteen (16), all alive.
(9).
„ 26—Fifteen (16), all alive.

These
* The last-mentioned (having received j ccm.) died January 1st, 1SSS.
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_ These nine conslgnmen-ts of rabbits were placed under the verandah of the laboratory, in clean,
spacious hutches, which were scrupulously kept free from any infective matter. The rabbits were mostly
full-grown, but they were not all in such a condition as might have been desired. Up to the 12th Febru
ary, the date of the beginning of the experiment, 88 had died, leaving only 42, of which 28 were placed
in tho control-division on that date. (See below).
(10.) January 28—Thirteen (13), all alive.
(11.)
„
30—Eighteen (18), all alive.
{12.) February !)—Thirty-two (32), all alive.

Of these three consignments of 63 rabbits, which on arrival were placed in spacious boxes in the
shed adjoining the main enclosure, 3 died up to the 12th February; on that date 50 were placed in the
disease-division (see below), the remaining 10 in the control-division. (See below.)
(13.) February 14—Twenty (20); of these 18 alive and 2 dead.

Immediately after their arrival 14 of them were placed in the control-division.
(14.) February 18—Twenty (20), all alive.
•
(16.)
„
20—Ten (10), all alive,
(lG.)
„
25—Twelve (12); of these 4 alive and 8 dead.
(17.)
„
27—Twelve (12), all alive.

These were placed in the hutches under the verandah (see above), whence specimens were taken
wkenover required. The mortality among those left there was moderate.
I desire to have it clearly understood that tho mortality among tho rabbits before the beginning of
tho experiment was entirely independent of “ chicken-cholera.”
In the following will be found first, general remarks of interest with reference to the arrangement
of tho experiment; next, the history of the rabbits in the two divisions of the enclosure, one of which
may be called disease-division, the other, as already mentioned, control-division.
General Remarks,
The enclosure was divided into two portions by means of rabbit-netting, with a clear space of one
yard between (see Diagram IX). The two portions were not exactly the same as regards size; the one,
tho disease-division, being somewhat larger than the control-division. Prior to the date of the experi
ment under consideration, there were, in what is now called disease-division, several artificial burrows
which, except a few alterations here and there, are in the new experiment the same as before. They are
named again A i, 2, 3, B, C. In order to save as far as possible the last mentioned one, the fence was
drawn in the way shown in the Diagram, and not right across tho 'width of tho enclosure. There were
about 136 feet of running burrow in this particular division. In the now control-division, which adjoins
the shed (Diagram IX), is an old artificial burrow D, which is now hardly altered ; a fresh burrow is E.
Tho total of running feet of barrow in this division amounts to about 95. During the course of the
experiment, the rabbits in both divisions disturbed the arrangement of the burrows slightly, in so far
as they were burrowing sideways here and there in the artificial burrows, but only to a limited extent,
and succeeded in burrowing out to the surface, thus creating new openings in those burrows.
Although the whole enclosure had been used, from tho 7th to the 29th November last year, for the
carrying out of the experiment recorded in Progress Report No. Ill, I did not think it necessary to
specially disinfect it for tho purpose of tho new experiment. From the end of November, after the
former experiment, some twenty rabbits were left there till the 24th January, without anyone contracting
“ chicken-cholera.” During the interval, sunshine and wind could act on,and must have proved disastrous to,
any chicken-cholera microbes that might have been deposited there. Then again, one portion of the enclo
sure was, in view of tho new experiment, reserved as control-division, stocked with a considerable number
of rabbits; of these, I may just as welt mention beforehand, not a single one died of “chicken-cholera.”
In eacli of the divisions was one feeding-place, one trough for water, and one similar trough for bran.
The rabbits in both divisions were fed alike, morning and evening. The bulk of the food, which consisted
of dry lucerne, green barley, now and then cabbage-leaves and bran, was given in the evening, as a large
portion of the rabbits were, throughout nearly the whole experiment, in the burrows during the day.
Each of the divisions of the enclosure was accessible to the rays of the sun for fully eight hours a day.
The soil in the enclosure is, as already known, of a loose, sandy nature, I may add that a small
proportion of the surface-area is taken up by rocks (sandstone) being partly on a level with the soilsurface, partly more or less projecting. They arc in tho neighbourhood of the burrows in the diseasedivision and near Burrow D in tho control-division. At the beginuing of the experiment there were a few
spots, in cither division, of fresh grass, hut this disappeared quickly on tho first day.
Temperatures were recorded at regular intervals during the term of experiment, viz.:—(1) of air
shaded, as in the experiment, Progress Report No. Ill (Diagram IX, sh.) ; (2) underground, for which
purpose served a trench, at about the same spot as before (Diagram, tr.) ; (3) of the surface of the soil; for
this purpose a spot between the two fences was selected, where a thermometer was placed flat on the ground
(Diagram, th.). There was hardly an object of significance which prevented the sun from shining right on
to this spot nearly all day.
History of the Jtalbits in the Disease-division.
Tho arrangement -was to turn into this division ffty (50) healthy rabbits (uninfected), to which
three batches of. Jive rabbits for each were to be added, which had been fed on fresli cabbage-leaves infected
with 2 ccm. of a virulent broth-culture of tho microbe of chicken-cholera for each rabbit. These hatches
of rabbits, thus infected, to follow one another at intervals of one week.
A.—Infected, Rabbits.
The rabbits used for this purpose were full-grown vigorous animals.
The cultures of tho microbes were made in rabbit-broth, as before, which was charged with a small
quantity of fresh heart-blood of rabbits which died of “ chickcn-cholcra” consequent on inoculation with
virulent culture of the microbes.
'
The tubes containing the infected broth were at once placed in the thermostat, where they remained
for twen ly-four (24) hours at a temperature of 38° C.* After that tune tho rabbi is were ready to receive
the green food to be infected with the cultures.
The
* Thronjchont this experiment I employed cultures biciibnt-cd at that temperature, which is lower than that employed on the occasion of the
cndOBUrc'Cxpcriineiit recorded in Proj,Tess Report No. IH, Tho temperature then was 39$-40* c* ^ reason for so doing is because the microbes
appear to grow, in broth, bettor at a temperature of about 38* C. than at other temperatures. 1 cannot for the moment find tho reference, but I
think itis Hueppe, who says that the optimum of growth for the miembeg of chicken-cholera ia between 37-S8'5 C*
7—Z
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The way in which the culture, 2 ccm. for each rahbit, was sprinhled over tho leaves, has been
described previously.
The rabbits were fed in separate hutches, in which they were placed in the afternoon of the
preceding day. They were starved somewhat prior to the time of feeding on the infected meal.
All the infected rabbits let loose in the disease-division were, of course, specially marked; each
batch receiving different marks. The marks were narrow stripes, produced on tho flanks by clipping off
some hair.
Section I,
February 12 th.
_
The first batch office rabbits fed at and after 1T30 a.m., and turned into tho disease-division at 2 p.m.
Annotation:—
The rabbits soon began to oat; when seen at 2 p.m, they bad all finished their portions of infected food.
Control:—
Oi four rabbits fed under tho same conditions, one was found dead at Va.m., one died at. 9’£0 a.m., and one was found
dead at 12 noon, 13th February ; tho fourth did not succumb until 10 a.m., 11th February. P.M., in all cases,

Positive.

•

February ]3th.
One found dead at 7 a.m., near mouth of Burrow 0. [Diagram IX. (a)].
One died at 10 a,ru., outside burrows [Diagram (6)].
_
One was seen in a dying state near mouth of Burrow B. at 12 noon, when it suddenly rushed into this burrow, where it
was found lying dead tho following day [Diagram (d)].
February 14th (Burrows uncovered 10 a.m.).
One found dead inside Burrow Az [Diagram (c)]. about one foot from tho mouth of this burrow.
One, the last, found dead inside Burrow C. [Diagram (e)].
jS'erftou II.
February 19th.
_ _
The second batch of five rabbits fed at and after 12 noon, and placed in tho disease-division at 2'30 p.m.
Annotation:—
All the rabbits had finished eating their portions of infected food when seen at 2 p.m.
Control:—
Fine rabbits fed under the same conditions. Of these only one had finished eating at 2 p.m., a second at 3 p.m., two
very nearly at 3 p.m., while the fourth was very slow in beginning to eat; it having not touched tho food at
5'30 p.m., but this had nearly all disappeared at 7'30 p.m.
Of these! five control-rabbits, one was found dead at 7 ft.m.; one died at 10 a.m., 20th February. The Wreeremaining
ones were found dead ou 21st February (two at 7'10 a.m., one at 10’30 p m.) The last-mentioned was on exceed
ingly vigorous rabbit, the same which, as mentioned above, was very slow in eating the infected cabbage-leaves.
P.M. in all five cases, Positive.
February 20tb.
One found dead at 7 a.m. outside burrows, near mouth of Burrow 0 [Diagram
One found dead at 9 a.m. in the mouth of BurrowAi, its head being outside [Diagram (i/)]. Tins rabbit must bave
died between 8 a.m. and that hour.
One found dead at 12'15 p.m. outside burrows [Diagram (4)].
One found dead at 4‘45 p.m. outside burrows, in a shallow excavation of the soil, covered by a stone [Diagram (i)].
February 21st. (Burrows opened at 10 a.m.)
One, the last, found dead in Burrow B, about one foot from the mouth of it [Diagram (A)],

Section III,

February 2Gtb.
_ _
The third batch of five rabbits fed at and after 12 noon, and placed in the disease-division at 2'30 p.m.
Annotation:—
All the rabbits when seen at 2‘15 p.m. bad finished eating their portions of infected food.
Control:—
pour rabbits fed under the same conditions; a fifth not quite full-grown, received only about i ccm. ofboth-cultnre
On a cabbage-leaf.
Tins last-mentioned rabbit and two of the former were found dead at 7'10 a.m., 27th
February ; tho tioo others were found dead the same day at 4'30 p.m. and 7 p.m., respectively.
P.M. made in/oar eases, Positive.
_
[The one last dead, was not examined, but put in place of oue infected, that died in the disease-division : Ding, (m) ;
sea boiow.]
February 27th.
Pour found dead at 7'10 a.m. outside burrows [Diag. (/), (m), (a), (o)J. (About rabbit (nt) see further below.)
February 28th.
One, the last, found dead iu Burrow Ag, about one foot from the mouth of it [Diag. (p)]-

Prom the foregoing account it will he seen that fifteen infected rabbits were placed in the diseasedivision:—on February 12th, five on February 19th, five on February 26th.
They all died promptly ; the majority of them must have died in less than twenty hours.
Nine out of the fifteen died outside, five inside the burrows, and one. ((f) half outside and hall
inside. Among the former (nine) is included one (i), which lay dead in a hollow covered over by a stone,
and which was easily accessible.
With one exception, the carcasses of tho rabbits remained on the spot, where they were found
lying, until the end of the experiment, without any microscopical examination of their blood being made.
The exception referred to is a rabbit (m), which forming one of the last batch of five rabbits placed in the
disease-division on the 26th February, was found dead tho following day. This rahbit was removed, and, on
being cut open, showed ou the left side of chest and belly extensive bruises, which must have accelerated its
death, as putrefaction of the organs had already set in when it was examined, soon after having been found
dead. However, tho blood clearly showed the presence of numerous bacteria of ehicken-eholcra. An
unusually vigorous buck, inoculated with a small quantity of this blood, succumbed to “chicken-cholera”
somewhat less than twelve hours afterwards. On the following morning the intact carcass of one of tho
control-rabbits, which had died the previous evening, was put in its place (see above).
The above synopsis shows that other rabbits wore treated in a similar manner as those used for tho
actual experiment. These control-animals died promptly without a single exception.- After death they
were carefully examined, when it was clearly proved that they had succumbed to l! chicken-cholera.”*
In view of such control-examinations, it was not at all necessary to derive from iho infected rabbits
as they perished iu the enclosure, samples of blood, and to examine them for chicken-cholera bacteria.
Resides,
* The proof P’as ffh’cn (1) by fchc apiicuTancc of tho carcasses; (21 by the appcrmvrivjc of the cruris at the 1\

exiunination; (.I1! hy the

of typical bacteria of chicken-cholera in evefy sample of blood ; (4) In'employing, in one case out of ertvh batch of control-rabbits, such
{jrcscnce
flood, andEonintf rabbit broth with it, when cultures Of tlU'-oQ bactrm \sero obCuncil, which were successfully used for inoculating rabbits, thus
securing fresh undent blood for further cultures,
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Besides, the fresh carcasses in the enclosure offered every appearance of what I may be permitted
to term “chicken-cholera” carcasses: very stiff, nostrils often covered with froth. In addition, a few of
the rabbits were observed to die under characteristic symptoms.
J3.—Uninfected Ballitx.
February I2th,
,
Fiflt/ (50) rabbits, with a few exceptions apparently well-conditioned, full-grown animals, were turned into the diseasedivision at 10 a.m., a few hours before the first hatch of infected rabbits was placed in it.
February 14th (burrows uncovered).
One dead inside burrows : Negative.
Febraary 16th (burrows uncovered).
Three dead inside burrows; two of these three, one in Burrow Ai [Diag. (1) ; removed], another in Burrow B [Ding. (2)
left] : Positive, Tho third : Negative.
February 18th (burrows uncovered).
One dead in Burrow B [Diagram (3) ; left] : Positive.
February 19th.
Two dead outside burrows: Negative.
February 21st (burrows uncovered).
Bo change.
February 22nd.
Three dead outside burrows : Negative.
One of these was killed because it was observed slowly dying without exhibiting “ chickcn-cholcra.” symptoms.
February 23rd (burrows uncovered).
Sei:er. dead, of which Jive inside, one outside burrows, one killed (as above).
Of the seven, one in Burrow Ac [Diagram (4) ; left] : Positive. •
All tho others : Negative.
February 24th.
One dead outside burrows : Negative.
February 25th (burrows uncovered).
Nine dead; of which sis outside, three inside burrows : Negative.
February 27th.
Two dead outside (one killed, as above) : Negative.
February 28th (burrows uncovered).
Three dead, of which two inside, one outside burrows: Negative.
March 1st. '
Two dead outside burrows : Negative.
March 2nd (burrows uncovered).
One dead inside burrow: Negative.
March 5th (burrows uncovered).
One dead inside burrow: Negative.

There was thus a great mortality among the .fifty rabbits described as uninfected, not less than
thirty-six having died within the three weeks tho experiment lasted.* But of this huge number only/ion’
proved to have succumbed to “ chickcn-cholcra,” whereas the remaining thirty-two perished of causes
which had notliing in. common, with “ chicken-cholera.” t This unfortunate mortality was somewhat
surprising to me, because the bulk of the rabbits used, appeared to be able to bold out for the three
weeks,_ provided they did not take up, meanwhile, tho germs of “chicken-cholera.” There were two
exceptionally heavy losses (independently of “ chicken-cholera”) ; one on the 23rd February, when six were
recorded dead (leaving out a seventh which died of “ chicken-cholera”); another, two days afterwards, on
the 25th February, when not less than nine were found dead. Three were found dead on the 22nd, and
three on the 28th. I cannot omit to state that at the time when, or immediately after these batches
of rabbits died, the atmosphere was extremely oppressive, and the1 thermometer registered an excessive1
heat (see Table of Temperatures, &c., below). These factors had probably something to do with the
mortality.
The way in which the thirty-six rabbits, which died out of the fifty, were examined, in order to see
whether “ chickcn-cholera” bacteria bad found tbeir way into their bodies or not, was not the same each
time. In fourteen cases a sample of liver-blood was derived by means of fine glass-tubing, as described in
Progress Report No. Ill, This sample was stained on cover-glasses and carefully examined under the
microscope. Three times out of the fourteen this examination yielded a positive result, inasmuch as the
typical bacteria of chicken-cholera were seen to be present in large numbers. The three respective
rabbits, which also by tbeir outward appearance indicated death due to “ chicken-cholera,” were left
where they died [.Diag. (2), (3), (4)].
_
In eleven cases the result of a similar examination of liver-blood being a negative one, so far as
microbes of chicken-cholera are concerned, the respective rabbits were thereupon cut open, when the
result previously arrived at was confirmed, both by inspection of the organs and a repeated microscopical
examination of blood (mostly from the liver), in the majority of instances (seven). ‘
On the remaining twenty-two rabbits out of the thirty-six in all, a P.M. examination was made
without any preliminary microscopical test, as mentioned before. The result was negative in all cases but
one-, this is the rabbit (1) in Burrow Al, Diagram IX. In sixteen cases liver-blood, in two cases
liver and beart-blood, in two cases henrt-blood only was examined, in the latter two instances the liverblood being unsuitable for that purpose. The result of the microscopical examination of blood from two
other rabbits, found dead inside Burrow 0 on the 2Sth February (see above), not being satisfactory,
because the carcasses were already putrefying, a sample of coagulated blood was inoculated into a medium
sized rabbit for each case. One rabbit died fifteen hours after inoculation, but its death was not due to
“ chicken-cholera,” The other rabbit remained alive.
,
In the synopsis given at the beginning, the results of tho examination of the dead rabbits, no
matter of what description this examination was, are noted briefly as either negative or positive, as the
case may be.
*
To
One day, shortly before the experiment terminated, the surviving1 rabbits were counted both in this and In the control-division, when it was
discovered that there was one too much in the disease-division, and one missing in the control-division. One rabbit must have found its way from the
one division into the other. The two divisions, ru mentioned, wore separated from each other by a double fence of rabbit-netting, and that it ia not
impossible for a wild vigorous rabbit to dinib or jump over euch fences, will bo admitted by ovoryone who has scon wild rabbits climb Or jump.
t At tho examination of all the rabbits dying during the oxjKiriuient, my chief basic wag, of course, to investigate whether they died of
chicken*eholera" or not. Time did not permit mo to extend the investigation much further. However, I noticed that in quite a number of
individuals tho appearance of tho entrails resembled that described by Dr. Wilkinson in Appendix VH of this Report; bo they proved to be in any
thing but healthy condition. Others, again, showed tho luugg distinctly pneumonic.
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To return to the eases which, on examination, yielded a positive result.
As stated, four rabbits out of the thirty-six in all dead, must be put down as having died of
“ chicken-cholera.”
The germs of this disease could not have been supplied but by infected rabbits
placed in the disease-division. Two of the originally uninfected rabbits were found dead (inside burrows;
carcasses still well preserved) on the 16th February
somewhat less than four days after the first
batch of five infected rabbits was turned loose); one was found dead (inside burrow; carcass still fresh)
two days afterwards, on the 18th; one (inside burrow; carcass still pretty fresh) on the 23rd,
some
what less than four days after the second batch of five infected rabbits was turned loose in the diseasedivision). The probability, therefore, is that all those four rabbits became infected after tho death
of intentionally infected rabbits turned into the disease-division. The answer to the question, in what
particular way this infection took place, is open to conjectures. Considering that the excreted feces
of normal rabbits dead of “ chicken-cholera,” on either feeding or inoculation, do not, as a rule, exhibit
anything abnormal in tbeir appearance; considering also, that within the short time which it nearly
always takes from the time of infection to death, feces originating from the infected meals can hardly
be excreted; and lastly, in view of the negative result of two direct experiments made hy me some time
ago, [See p. 155, Series' Ilia (ii.)*, p. 161 (hi.)] it is far from being proved that the excrements of the
rabbits which died in the disease-division of “chicken-cholera,” were or must have been the means of
infection. On the other hand, it was frequently noticed that out of the nostrils in carcasses of infected
rabbits lying undisturbed in the disease-division, some days after the death of the animals, a blood
stained liquid exuded which tainted the spot on the soil-surface underneath. Here and there it was
also noticed that maggots and ants were at work about the carcasses. All that may have proved a means
of transmitting the virus.
That the four rabbits did not die consequent on infection being carried into the disease-division
along with food, or hy means of flies coming from places where infectious material existed at the time on
the Island, must he taken as granted, because, as already mentioned above, not a single death from
“ chicken-cholera” occurred among the rabbits in the adjacent control-division. These rabbits were,
perhaps, more liable to infection from without, because tbeir division was separated only by a plain fence
. of rabbit-netting from the shed in which the feeding of the different batches of rabbits, partly kept
there in hutches as control, partly placed in the disease-division, was done.t
History of the Rabbits in the Control-division,
Thirty-eight (38) rabbits mostly full-grown, but, in the majority, not so well-conditioned as those
placed in the disease-division, were turned loose here at 10‘30 a.m., the 12th February. This number
was twelve short of fifty, the intended number which was to have been placed there, but the remaining
could not be placed with the others until two days afterwards, when a fresh supply of rabbits came to
hand. Instead of twelve, however, fourteen were put in on that date, because two out of the original
thirty-eight died a few hours after being put in the enclosure. Leaving these two out of the question
altogether, I found that, at the conclusion of the experiment on the 5th inst., only twenty-one had been
left over, twenty-nine having died, partly inside, partly outside the burrows, J during the time; most of
them (twenty-three) within eleven days from the beginning of the experiment. There were six dead on
one day, on the 14th, and nine on the 23rd.
AH the dead rabbits out of this division wore at once taken into the laboratory. Tbeir outward
appearance, as well as the autopsy, proved that death could not have been caused by “ chicken-cbolera”
in any case. The microscopical examination of blood, nearly always derived from the liver, in seventeen
cases taken out of the twenty-nine, yielded a negative result in each case.
The result of this experiment is thus different from that obtained a few months ago, as recorded
in Progress Report No. IIL In that experiment, where the arrangements were at variance with those
of tho last experiment, the result was throughout a negative one, that is to say, of fresh rabbits,
exposed to others which were infected with, and died of “chicken-cholera,” not one took the disease.
That experiment was unsatisfactory also from another point of view, viz., the fact that the rabbits used
then were in anything but good condition; the mortality among them was equal to 80 per cent.
The mortality encountered in the experiment dealt with in this report was also great; of 50 rabbits
in the disease-division, 36, or 72 per cent., having died. But among these 36 were 4 which it was shown
had died of “ chickcn-cholera,” so that, by deducting these 4, the mortality (irrespectively of “chickencholera”) was 64 per cent, (in the control-division 58 per cent.).
The question now arises: are we entitled to utilize the result of this experiment so as to draw from
it definite conclusions as to the probable result of the application of “ chicken-cholera” as a means of
exterminating rabbits on a large scale ? In my opinion only to a certain extent. From the result of the
experiment under consideration, we may perhaps derive that, under conditions such as existed in this case,
the disease may be transmitted, somehow or other, from one rabhit to another; but, as it appears, only in
a very small degree. The conditions in the rabbit-infested districts certainly differ, not only from the
abovementioued, but also from each other, so that without having the result of actual trials under the
different conditions as the open country offers them, it is impossible to give a decisive answer. At all
events, so far as the experiments on Rodd Island have gone, it cannot by any means be said that “ chickencholera” of rabbits manifested itself as a disease readily communicable from rabbit to rabbit. From
the mere reason, however, that wild rabbits exhibit an extraordinary susceptibility to the microbes of
“ chicken-cbolera,” and that, as I must agree with Pasteur, the susceptibility is greater in the case of
rabbits than in that of birds, trials in the open, provided, of course, the arrangements he unobjectionable,
would be at once interesting and instructive.
OSCAR KATZ.
Tabli:
4 The inoculation pro\ed successful, Series Ilia, (i).
fit should albo he mentioned here that the fcodinjr of the rabbits in the two divisions fell to the Handy Man at the Island who never touched
or handled, or had rniythinj'to do with infectious material, as for instance chickcn*cholera carcasses. He was instructed to use a special pair of
yulo^hcs while in the disease division.
When the divisions were inspected, that is to say when the burrows were umnwcrcii and rc-coverod, the
position of dead rabbits sketched, dead rabbits examined and taken away, goloshes were worn by every one of us while in the disease-division, besides
adopting ordinary precaution';,
’
t Burrows m this division were inspected always on tbc same day when those in the discase*division were examined*
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Taiu.K of Temperatures, of air (shaded), of the surface of the soil (not shaded), and underground
(bottom of burrow), in enclosure. They are given in the centigrade scale. In the last column may
he found general remarks on the weather during tho course of the experiment.
Tempemtures
Date.

Air (shadod)t
surface of soil,
underground,

1339.

February 12th.

„ ' 13th.

General remarks on the weather.

At
7 a.m. 111 a,m. j ilp.m,

Air...................
Surface of soil..
Underground .,

! if?

28
32
26

22}
22*
26

21*

Afternoon: bright, N,E. wind, air dry.

Night: calm.

21

24

Air...................
Surface o£ soilUndergrouTid

19
21
26

29
36*
26

29*
33*
24

24}
24
23}

22*
22*
24

7 a.m.! intensely foggy, air moist. 11 a.m : bright,
calm. 3 p.m. : bright, N.E. wind, air dry. 10'30
p.m.: calm, clear.

„

14th.

Surface of soilUnderground -

21
22J
22*

31*
38*
23

26
34*
23*

23*
24}
24

22*
23
24*

Morning: bright, close, moist. 11 a.m.: NITS.breeze.
Afternoon: S. wind, eky overcast. Night: S. breeze,
dear.

,,

15th.

Surface of Boil..
Underground ..

23
24*
23*

28
38*
23*

26
31*
24*

23}
24}
24*

22}
23
24*

7 n.m,: dull, calm. Later on till evening: N.E,
breeze, dull. 7 p.m.: calm, dull. 9 p.m.: W.
breeze, thunder and lightning without rain.

„

16th.

Surface of soil..
Underground ..

23
24
23*

25
32}
24

24*
29*
24*

22
23*
24*

22
22}
24

7 a.m.: S. and S.E. winds, cloudy.
and S.E. breezes, cloudy.

„

mh.

Surface of soil..
Underground

23*
25*
24

28
38*
24*

24}
27*
24*

22*
23*
24*

21}
22}
23}

Morning : bright. 3 p.m.: dull. Night: sky over
cast. N.E. breeze all day.

„

18th.

Surface of soil.
Underground ..

2H
23
23*

30
40
24

30
36
25

24*
25
26

23
23*
25*

7 a.m.: calm, dull. Morning and evening: N.E.
breeze, bright, hut close. Night: calm, clear.

„

10th.

Air ................
Surface of soil..
Underground ..

22
£2*
24

22
24}
24

21*
24*
24

20}
21*
23*

20*
21*
23*

7 a.m.: N.E. breeze, misty.
breezes, sky overcast.

20th.

Air..................
Surface of soil,
Underground ..

18*
20*
23

21}
23*
23*

22}
26
23*

21
21}
23*

21
21*
23*

All day : calm, sky overcast.

„

„

21st.

Surface of soil..
Underground ..

19*
21}
23

25
28*
23

27*
34*
24

24
24
24*

22}
23
24*

7 a.m.: calm,hazy. Noon: N.E. wind ; bright, clear.
Night: ealm^sky overcast.

„

22ud.

Surface of soil,.
Underground -

22
24
23*

34*
41
24

24
24*
24;

23*
23*
24}

22
22
24}

All day: very calm,close, and oppressive. Afternoon:
about
hour's rain, with thunder. Night: calm,
sky overcast.

„

23rd.

Surface of soil..
Underground ..

22
22
24

22*
24
23*

27
30*
24

22}
23
24*

22
22
24*

7 a.in. : N.E, hreeze; sky ovcrcn&t. 11 a.m.: light S. breeze,
p.m. : light N.E. Iiree7e ; bright 7 p m.; N.E. breeze ; sky
overcast. 10’30 p.m.: calm, sky overcast

„

24th.

Air..................
Surface of soilUnderground ..

22*
23*
23*

29*
39
24

32*
40
25

28*
27*
25*

25*
24*
25*

7 a.m.: ‘calm* eky overcast. Xatcr : N.E. breeze j
bright. Sullry all day and night.

„

25th.

Air ........... ....
Surface of soil..
Underground .,

22*
23
24*

24}
34*
24*

25
32*
25

22
23*
25

21}
23
24}

Morning and evening: S. and S.E. breezes; bright.
Night: S. breeze ; sky overcast.

26th.

Air..................
Surface of soil..
Underground ,,

21*
22*
24

28

„

27}
33*
25

26
25*
25

24i
24}
25*

7am.: calm. 11 a»m. : N.E. breeze, 3 p.m,: strong N.E.
wind; bright all day. 7 p.m.; light N.E. wind; threatening.
Night: some thunder and lightning ; close.

Air................... 1 23*
Surface of &01L.J 24-^
Underground ,.1 24£

33
364
25

38
37*
26

29*
28*
20

27*
261
26

Morning: calm, oppressive. Later.: N., N.W., and
\V. winds. Afternoon and night: calm, oppressive ;
a few drops of rain.

24

Afternoon: S.

Later: S. and S.E.

„

27th.

„

28th.

Surface of soil..
Underground ..

20*
21*
24

22*
27
24}

21
2t
25

201
21*
25

19*
21
25*

7a.m.: S. breeze; drizzling rain.
cloudy.

March

1st.

Surface of soil..
Underground ..

19}
20
23

21}
24
23*

21
23*
23*

20
214
23*

19
19*
23*

Morning: S. and S.E. breezea. Afternoon: calm.
7 p.m.: S. breeze. 10'30 p.m. i rain. Sky overcast
all day.

„

2nd.

Surface of soil.,
Underground

10
20
22}

24}
29*
23

24}
28*
23}

22*
22
24

22
21*
23*

7 a.m.: calm, sky overcast. Later: N.E. breeze;
bright. 7p,m.: few drops of rain. 10 30 p.m.:
calm, damp.

„

27*

Surface of soil..
Underground ..

21
21*
23

25}

3rd.

32
23*

33}

23*
23*
24*

21*
21*

Homing : calm, bright. Afternoon : N.E. breeze ;
bright. Night: calm, eky overcast.

20*
22*

27*

24
23*

23*

24

28*
34
25

23*
23*
24}

7a.m.: calm, intensely hazy. Later: N.E. wind;
bright. Night: calm, sky overcast.

22
22*

29}
40
24*

„

„

4th.

6th.

Air..................
Surface of soil..
Underground ..
Surface of soil.,
Underground „

24

33}

24*

28*
34*

25

25

Later: S. wind ;

24

7 a.m.: calm, bright.
bright.

[One plan—Diagram IS.]

Later: strong N.E. wind;
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•
Rodd Island, 80 April, 1889,
Additional Experiments tvitk the Microles of Chicken-Cholera.
The two welsas last mentioned in Table IV (e), page 166 of tlie Report, were inoculated on the Stli
instant, one (hen) with 4 minims (£ ccm.), the other (rooster) with about half that quantify of virulent
liver-blood of a rabbit newly dead of chicken-cholera.
The rooster was found dead in the morning of tho 10th instant; hut although the heart-blood
showed, besides other bacilli, moderate numbers of the microbes of cliicken-cholera—a healthy rabbit
inoculated with a small quantity of this heart-blood succumbed promptly to “ chicken-cholera ”—I am,
to judge from the post-mortei/i appearances, inclined to consider the presence of chicken-cholera bacteria
in the blood of this bird as not being due to an infection proper by these microbes.
.
Tlie other weka (hen), although appearing .somewhat distressed the first two or three days, is still
alive and well.
,
T'kc rooster—a very robust specimen—last mentioned in Table V (d), page 167 of the Report, was
inoculated again on the 8th instant, this time with 4 minims (f ccm.) of virulent liver-blood as above.
It died of “ chicken-cholera” the following day, 27 hours after inoculation.
_
The three crows, last mentioned on page 173 of the Report, were inoculated again on the 8th
instant, this time with 4 minims (i ccm.) each of virulent liver-blood as above. All perished of “ chickencholera” ; one the following day, 27 hours after inoculation; another found dead on the morning of the
10th ; the third died between 6 p.m. and 7430 p.m. on the 10th.
Other experiments, having for their object the question, how wild Australian rabbits which have
been fed on sterilised cultures of the microbes ot chicken-cholera, behave when subsequently fed on active
or virulent cultures of these microbes, are not yet completed.
.
Itcport on Cultures of Biblert's Bacillus of Intestinal Diphtheria ofBalbits
On the 11th instant I received three tubes containing agar-agar cultures of the bacillus of rabbitdiphthoria, sent by Professor Ribbert, of Bonn, through the Agent-Genera! for New South 'Wales, in
London.
Two of these tubes showed the culture-masses on the inclined surface of the agar-agar; all
attempts to obtain fresh cultures from them proved futile. Nutrient gelatine and agar-agar differently
sown with portions of them remained sterile throughout. Prom the contents of the third tube, in -which
the culture-material was visible not only at tho surface hut also iu the depth of the agar-agar, not inclined,
a micrococcus was obtained, dnd not the desired bacillus. This, therefore, had lost its vitality also in this
case. The micrococcus in question grows in thick whitish layers on gelatine, which does not becomo
liquified by it.
OSCAR EATZ.

SECTION XII.
into Fowl Diseases with a view to ascertain whether Fowlcholera exists in the Australasian Colonies or not.

Investigation

(a) Report of inquiries in Victoria, conducted by Mr. A. N. Pearson.
(l>) Reports of supposed outbreaks in New South Wales.
(c) Report of supposed outbreak on the North Grey Downs, New Zealand, by Dr. Symes.
(d) Report on supposed outbreaks in Tasmania.
(e) Report by Dr. Katz, Chief Expert to the Commission, on actual examination of fowls or
blood of fowls, supposed to have died from fowl-cholera.
(a) Report of inquiries in Victoria, conducted by Mr. A- N. Pearson,
_
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Laboratory,
Dear Dr. Wilkinson:
19 and 21, Queen-street, Melbourne, 27 June, 1888.
The following tabulated list embodies the results of my inquiries in Victoria, relative to the
occurrence of fowl-cholera. It will be seen that while there are several eases in which the symptoms
described and the apparent presence of a highly infectious disease strongly suugest the identity of our
colonial fowl-cholera with the European disease, yet the identity is not proved. Still I am by no means
convinced that we have not hero the true European fowl-cholera, or at any rate a disease closely similar
to it; and I think the search should he carried on energetically. Dr. Salmon, of the United States
Agricultural Department (vide U. S. Dept, of Agrie. Report, 1880), when he turned his attention to the
American fowl-cholera, was similarly unsuccessful at first in obtaining definite results, notwithstanding
that a fatal contagious disease, resembling fowl-cholera, was widely distributed throughout tho country;
afterwards he was successful.
,
fhink that if Dr. Katz were free to go to any locality in the colonies to examine outbreaks of
tlie disease at their commencement, he would ere long obtain the much desired microbes.
Yours faithfully,
Dr. W. C. Wilkinson, MX.A.,
A. N. PEARSON.
Chairman, Experiment Committee.
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Results of my inquiries in Victoria relative to the occurrence of Fowl-cholera.
F. W. Eisner, F.K.C.S.I., 189, Ckurch- Dr. Eisner states that an attack of chicken-cholera occurred amongst his fowls in
October, 1887. He was not then aware that there were any doubts as to the exis
atrcet, Bielimoud, Melbourne.—
tence of fowl-cholera wherever fowls were congregated ; lie recognized it as the
24 April, 188S.
disease known as chickcn-cholera, in England, and did not therefore specially
examine .for chickcn-cholcra symptoms, but having searched for diphtheria
symptoms destroyed the carcasses. Has now made alt the arrangements for
hacteriologically investigating any future outbreak. Owing, however, to the
approach of winter, and the thoroughness with which the former outbreak was
stamped out, ho has been unable to get another case, and sporadic cases are
not likely to occur until next hot weather.
On 2nd October, some of the fowls were ill, passed large watery evacuations,
stood or lay about the yard with gaping mouths, and when obliged to run lot
their wings droop and drag in the sand, generally falling over after running a
little way. Next day one hen was found dead on nest, stretched and stiff,
rigor morlii extremely well marked, arms relaxed and protruding, without
marks of violence or evidence of diphtheria. Blood thick and tarry. During
the same day, two more hens died, presenting the same appearances ; during
the following night, four hens were seen to drop off the roost dead ; the next
day three more hens died.
The fowls were then turned out into the yard, the fowl-house cleaned out, white
washed, fumigated with sulphur; the fowls themselves nt night being fumi
gated on their perches. The ducks which had formerly inhabited the fowlhouse were turned out, as they kept the floor moist, The ducks and fowls had
formerly been fed together ; but were now fed separately. The ducks were
not affected by the disease, nor were the geese, the horse, the marc in foal, the
dogs, tho cat, nor were a neighbour's goats and pet birds affected by the
disease. All members of the household partook of eggs and fowls from the
fowl-house, but no one was attacked hy any disorder.
James M. Nickinson, Shire Secretary, Mr. Nickinson had a number of pure Cochins and Brahmas, and also some crosses
between them. Three months ago these fowls ucre seized with some disease,
Shopparton.—2 May, 1888.
which no one in the neighbourhood could identify The fowls became “mopy,”
declined to leave tho roost, and when off the roost soon returned ; theyrefused
food ; no discharge from nostrils or beaks, excrement green and slimy. In
most cases fowls are dead within 48 hours of beginning of attack; and
generally to see a fowl "mopy,” is to find it dead within 24 hours.
Tile best birds were penned up ; but although the disease started in these pons,
the greatest mortality has been outside, Hus only six or seven fowls left,
having lost over sixty.
*Josoph Knight, J.P., Victoria, Member Mr. Knight stated that be had seen Mr, Nickinson’s fowls at .Sbepparton. A
of Council of Agricultural Educa
disease having the same symptoms is very prevalent about Mooroopna.
tion, Mooroodua.—10 May, 18S8.
George Lee, Beulah Hill, Diamond Mr. Lee states that about a fortnight ago, a disease broke out amongst his fowls
and already more than fifty are dcacl, and nearly all the others arc suffering
Creek, near Melbourne.—4 May,
from it. The symptoms are first :—A slight streak of yellow and white in the
1888.
droppings, which increases rapidly until the motions sometimes change to
green, at other times watery with small lumps. All is the same colour. The
fowl squats about, the crop becomes large and hard, and the birds die in from
one to six days. A few recover, but arc very weak.
.
Note.—Subsequently two of those fowls were obtained from Mr. Leo ; oue was
dead before being sent ; the other died on the way. A hen was placed in the
box in which they had been sent, and kept there for a week, its food being
mixed with the old droppings of the dead fowls; but it did not contract the
disease. Some blood and secretions were taken in vacuum tubes to Dr. Katz,
who examined them with negative results. These two cases were the last of
the outbreak, no more of Mr. Lee’s fowls being afterwards attacked.
James Crawford,
Canary Island, Last spring, Mr. Crawford's poultry suffered greatly from the so-called fowlcholera, a large number of the common fowls, and the -whole of a fine flock of
South.—23 May, 188S.
turkeys having been lost in consequence. The same disease is beginning to
break out again.
John Wedd, Kavenswood Station.— Many of his neighbours have lost nearly all their fowls through some disease
17 May, 1888.
never before seen in tho vicinity.
H. R. Danforth, Allan's Elat,—22 May, States that his valuable imported fowls are dying from chicken-cholera, causing
1888.
him a loss of £20 a day.
----------- , Lower Homebush.—27 May, This correspondent, who docs not wish his name published, states that since going
to reside at Homebush has yearly lost many fowls from a disease; his neigh
1688.
bours also suffer in the same way. Tho symptoms are:—In January and
February, the fowls mope about, will not eat, and are purged, with green or
yellow droppings.
* R. R. Kerr, Rabbit Inspector, Bacchus About a fortnight earlier could have procured lots of fowls which were suffering
Marsh.—25 April, 1888.
from a disease having the symptoms of fowl-cholera, but they arc all now dead.
A disease is breaking out among the fowls of the Manager of the National Bank
at Bacchus Marsh.
(Subscq uently one of these fowls was obtained, and put in a box for despatch to
Melbourne, but died during Mr. Kerr’s absence.)
* G. W. Robinson, Shire Engineer, Ber States that fowl-cholera was reported to be very severe about a month ago on a
wick.—25 April, 1883.
neighbouring farm. The farmers endeavour to conceal the fact of their having
the disease.
•Richard Mackay, Taralgon.—24 April, Last year thirty of his fowls died within a few days, and everyone showed the
symptoms of fowl-cholera; diarrhoea and drowsiness being specially noticeable.
1SS8.
Marmaduke N. Richardson, Compton, Has frequently seen his fowls suffering from a fatal disease which he supposed to
Princes-street, Kew.—24 April,
be diarrhiea. Has lost several birds.
1888.
----------- , Prahran.—25 April, 1SS8.
This correspondent, who desires his name should not be published, states that he
purchased the previous week a number of fowls from a dealer. Some of these
birds are now taken with loud and difficult breathing, a kind of cough
approaching suffocation, a discharge at the beak, and loss of appetite. The
disease is infectious, and has spread to some fowls bred on the place.
S. A. Hutchinson, Booligal, N.S.W.— Forwards tho last of four fowls which died quite suddenly, as if in a fit. While
quietly feeding, they dropped suddenly, gave a faint flap of the wings and a
13 May, 1388.
caw, and were then dead. (This fowl arrived several days afterwards, in a
high state of putrefaction, with Ss. carriage to bo paid.)
1 These correspondents had previously received from me tho follovinE! description ot tho symptoms of foml-eliolern : -Loss ot appetite gene,
rally ; diarrliffia, with yellow GvacualionSs sometimes olianpin^ to green, and soinctimrH slimy with streaks of Wood ; ruffling1 of tho feathers and
drooping of the wings; extreme drowsiness or <f moping," weakness and staggering.
Death generally in from two to four days.—A.N.P.
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Abstract of letter from Dr. T. W. Eisner, F.R,.C.S.I., 189, Church-street, Richmond, Melbourne, addressed
to Mr. A. N. Pearson.
Is October, 1887, Dr. Eisner had an attack of cholera amongst his fowls. At this time he was not aware that there
was a-ny doubt as to the existence of the malady wherever fowls wore congregated, so that he did not make a particular
examination of the dead fowls, believing that it was the same disease as the one called by the name of chickcn-cholera in
n F j lh° q’>estl0u' ho";ever, having arisen as to the identity of tho fowl-cholera in this country with that of Europe, he
had made arrangements to submit any further specimens obtainable to the crucial test of cultivation experiments, for which
ne was lully provided, he himself having a Zeiss microscope with tV inch oil immersion lens, &e., and Mr. Stone, of the
-technological Laboratory, at the Technological Museum, having all the cultivation apparatus.
Unfortunately he had so effectually stamped out the disease amongst his own fowls, by suitable sanitary measures,
that up to the date of writing he had been unable to obtain a single case ; nor was it likely that any sporadic case would
occur until next hot weather.
^ 1
The symptoms of the disease amongst his fowls were the passage of large watery evacuations. They stood about the
yard with gaping mouths, and when obliged to run allowed their wings to droop and drag in the sand, generally falling
over after running a little way. The next day one hen was found dead on the nest, stretched out stiff, rir/or mortis beiug
extremely well marked ; arms relaxed and protruding, without marks of violence or evidence of diphtheria. The blood
was found thick and tarry, and refused to run from the vessels. In the course of the day two more hens died with
appearances in every way similar. At night four hens died and the next day three. Steps were then taken to stamp out the
disease, by thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting the fowl-house. The ducks which lived in the same fowl-house were not
attacked, nor were the geese attacked, A mare and foal in an adjoining stable were entirely without symptoms of disease,

Letter from John Nicholson, Esq., M.D., of Benalla, Victoria, in reference to fowl disease.
H. Mahon, Esq.,—
Dear Sir,
Benalla, 3 May, 1S8S.
As 1 have no personal experience of the appearance presented in chicken-cholera, I do not know whether the
disease about which I telegraphed to you has any marked resemblance to it. I u ill therefore content myself by putting you
in possession of tho facts which induced ino to communicate with you.
.
A patient of mine happened to mention that many of his fowls were dying from some disease which was very rapid
m its course, and that a fowl apparently well one day might drop off its perch during tlie night Ho said that he lost
some nearly every night I requested him to send me one which had recently died, and on the following morning he sent
me a young rooster which had died the previous night, 1 made an examination of it, and found that rtyor mortis had not
set in, although it was cold ; there were no signs of decomposition, as tlie flesh and internal organs were quite fresh ; the
mouth was normal, and there was no obstruction to trachea or gullet. The crop and gizzard contained a quantity of wheat
in process of digestion. There was nothing abnormal about them* The heart was empty, ns were also the blood-vessels
geneially. The liver was red, but apparently normal, possibly somewhat enlarged, as was also the spleen. Kidneys and
lungs healthy. Tnc intestines for their whole extent were somewhat congested, and contained bloodstained mucus, with
streaks of blood, in some places of considerable extent, scattered through it. There was no feculent matter, except a
small quantityof soft amber-coloured matter in the cloaca, and the cfecal appendages. These latter also contained sanious
niud. ihe intestinal discharges before death had evidently been of a dark red-brown sanious character. Acting on this
^formation I wired you, and went to the farm of my informant to look at his fowls. Two were pointed out to me as
ailected, and I brought them home with me. They looked dull, but there was no appearance of diarrhoea, at the vent,
i he motions wore greenish, but entirely soft, not like that seen in the cloaca of the dead fowl. These fowls have not died,
and they continue to feed, but arc still dull. There is no drooping of the wings or tail.
, ^jy dth.—I had written so far last night, but have to add that these fowls died tins morning, and I have sent you
the intestines of one of them, also the spleen and a loop of intestines of the other one. The blood in the tubes was taken
from the right cavity of the. heart, the fowl being still warm. Postmortem appearances wore of a negative character, as
there w’as no haemorrhage as in the ono hrst examined. The pericardium contained a little semm, Hie intestine examined
was not congested • contents pultaceous.
T . *
to hear how the experiment succeeds (I have inoculated one fowl} to-day. Any further information
i shall be happy to give.
Yours, fee.,

JNO. NICHOLSON, M.D.
(A) Reports of supposed outbreaks in New South Wales.

Mr. Hugh Mahon,—
Sir’
Byng-street, Orange, 13 May, ]SSS.
i i
t.h
i
0* yesterday that the Commission rc the rahbit question, wish to get fowls suffering from
cholera. My fowls arc now dying from what we suppose to be that complaint. I will give you the full particulars of my
experience this summer, which may be useful to the Commission, as it goes to prove that chickeu-cholcra is not taken from
fowls by other birds and animals. Early in September I had six or sc^ cn clutches of chicks hatched. When from one to
two weeks old they became ill from purging of the bowels, and all but three or four died. By this time several other
clutches ■were out. I put these in a different building, but they died tho same. J then sent to Sydney for a pair of Houdan
fowls, which I put in a small yard, together with a few good hens of mixed breeds, and only set eggs laid in this pen. A
larger proportion of those lived than before, but the complaint had taken another form : Instead of purging, the chickens
chirped about for several days (getting ill when about five weeks old), their stomachs swelled and became black looking,
Men they died. I opened several and found the intestines swelled and inflamed ; also the gizzard ■was very much larger
than natural, and also inflamed. The purged chicks I gave sopped bread, with pepper and sulphur ; to the swelled chicks
sl^Pkur’ pepper, saltz, salt, mixed in oread or oatmeal; but not one that took sick recovered. Out of
321} chicks I have only reared over 40. The general feed of the chicks and fowls was corn, wheat, dry and boiled, potatoes,
boiled and mashed, and cabbage cut up small and sprinkled about the yard. The last chicken came out about six weeks
ago (as the weather is too cold here now), and nearly all are dead. The Trench, Spanish, and game chicks all died, A fewcommon and the Houdan-crosscd lived m the largest proportion. Thus for seven months we had this fowl disease in the
yards, covering three-quarters of an acre of ground, pailed in. During this time one of my grand-children, between 3
and 4 years old, was always among the chickens, several grey-hound dogs, a terrier, while she had young pups she was in
an out-room where several clutches of chickens were dying ; a number of guinea pigs, and doves in boxes with wire fronts,
are about, and the ailing chicks stood about in the sun in front of these cages constantly ; also a Rosehill parrot hangs out
side. r^one of these animals have been affected in any way.
„
"A f°rtnight ago a fresh outbreak came on the full-grown fowls, and they are dying daily since ; the symptoms of this
is purging of a white and green colour, some yellow and brown, and some with a clot of light coloured blood m it. I have
gnen the fowls wheat boiled with pepper and salt, and lime mixed into it when cold. A few arc recovering. This morning
two were dead, and two are ill. All the summer I had tlie fowl-houses swept every day, washed frequently with lime, and
with carbolic acid in water, and sulphur burnt in them. The last fortnight I have had the places whitewashed every
morning, floor and perches, so as to destroy the microbes, but apparently to no purpose.
“ the trench doctors, who seem to understand these complaints, would give the Government a recipe for the cure
of chicken-cholera, and it was published in all the country papers, it would be as much a national benefit, as the destruc
tion of the rabbits. The last twelve years this fowl disease comes every autumn, and clears off hundreds of poultry. I
have made inquiries, and find that this summer this complaint has killed the chickens generally, both about the town and
district, and it will be but a matter of time when there will lie no fowls to send to market. Should the Commission think
proper to send a competent, scientific person up at once, they can see my fowls and their surroundings, or, if they wish, you
can telegraph to me, and I will send you a couple of dead fowls.
J
Tours respectfully,
MRS. C. E. jVTNEILLYj
Byng-strect West, Orange.

Dear
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Dear Sir,
4, Jesmond Place, Bon rise-street, Siury Hills, Sydney.
I have a few fowls suffering from what I suppose is chicken-cholera. They arc dying quickly, so if you require
them, you should send at once for them.
Yours truly',
--------L. T. LOHR,

I went to see the diseased fowls, which suffered from what is generally termed “ scab.”
OSCAR KATZ.
Dear Sir,
.
1 believe chickcn-cholera has been amongst the fowls at Gonrie for some years. We have lost a large number
each year, generally after rain during the warm weather, but even now occasional ones die from the same symptoms. The
liver swells to an enormous size, and the droppings of the birds dirties them greatly ; they sicken and die very rapidly, as
it seems too late to dose them when noticed sick, they are too far gone.
Sheep have been for the last three years in
paddocks of about 30 acres, and the fowls constantly wandering and feeding in those paddocks. Tlie bodies of the fowls
have been burnt or buried when found, but doubtless many hove not boon found. No shoe]) have died in these paddocks.
If of any acceptance, I would send you either a sick fowl, if possible, or one as soon as found dead, or the inside if you
desire.
Yours truly',
IS. \V. SEVERNK
Genrie, Ponto Railway Station, 11th Hay, 1SSS.

I wired to above address.

Specimen of fowl received 31st May.—O.K.

Mbs. Severne sends Dr. Katz a chicken frcsli dead for his inspection, and should he very glad indeed to know the nature
of the disease, as she has lost about 100 since last December, the most dying during the long hot weather of January and
February. This disease lias shown itself every year for the last four years during those months.
Genrie, Ponto Railway Station, 30 May.
To the Secretary of the Royal Commission for the Extermination of Rabbits,—
Sir,
Deep Creek, Narrabri, S May, 1SSS.
I have the chicken-cholera now raging among my poultry, mid I can supply you with same. At present wo
have no rabbits here to try the experiment with.
I remain, Ac.,
J. BRAKE.
This cholera kills my fowls in one day. They look to he healthy one day and die tho next. I have no remedy to
stop same.
To Oscar Katz, Esq,,—
Dear Sir,
I have forwarded to you two fowls.
They arc packed in a biscuit tin.

I wired to the above address.

Deep Creek, Narrabri, 3 June, 18SS.
Died last night with tho disease, and I hope yon will receive tlie same.
Yours respectfully,
J. BRAKE.
Shall I scud any more on S

On 4th June one specimen of fowl received.-—O.K.

(c) Report of supposed outbreak on the North Grey Downs, New Zealand, by Dr. Symes.
{Extract from tlie IV. Z, Country /ojo-jiaJ, March, 18SS.)
The existence in Canterbury of the fatal disease of poultry, known as chicken or fowl cholera, was made
known by the interesting letter of Mr. J. Roualdson in the Press of 23rd .February last; and in view of
the attention drawn to this disease by M. Pasteur as a remedy for the rabbit pest, I considered the matter
of sufficient interest to call for special investigation. I accordingly visited the district on the 25th, 26th
and 27th February, and made inquires at a large number of farms, examining as closely as possible the
localities and circumstances of the epidemic. I have not yet been able to ascertain the exact limits of the
district over which the disease extends, but the information hitherto obtained appears to show that the
disease commenced in the neighbourhood of Amberley, not less than three years ago, and that during tho
last two years it lias extended over the farms near Balcairn, Sefton, and Leichfield. It will be of great
assistance towards the further investigation of the disease, if persons noticing it in other places will kindly
communicate with the writer, or with the editor of the journal. Nearly every farm in these districts lias
suffered from the epidemic; the exceptions being very few indeed. Whenever the disease appears in a
poultry yard, it usually carries off from 50 to 90 or even 95 per cent, of tbc fowls and turkeys within
a month or two and sometimes within a week, while the ducks and geese invariably escape. It appears to
be a very uncommon disease, as I could not hear of any person in the district who had ever seen it before.
This epidemic presents the leading features of fowl-cholera ; thus, it is extremely fatal, at any rate in its
earlier phases, killing almost every fowl attacked within twenty-four hours; and is characterized by
diarrheen with excessive thirst. The best description I can find of fowl-cholera is in the last edition of
Wright’s work on poultry, 1885, p. 187. He says :—“During the last few years American and Conti
nental yards have been devastated by disease previously unknown, to which the name of cbicken-cbolcra
lias been generally given, and of late some cases have occurred in England. In true chickcn-cholera there
is a sudden and violent accession of thirst, accompanied with diarrhoea; the droppings being at first of a
greenish character, and by degrees becoming thin and whitish. Great weakness becomes rapidly mani
fested, the fowl falling about, usually by the water fountain; and in some cases cramps also supervene.
The bird also presents a peculiar anxious look about tbc face.
It will be noticed in the symptoms described further on, that the droppings were generally yellow,
instead of greenish, but this is of little importance, as in either ease it implies excessive discharge of bile,
which may be either green or yellow according to certain circumstances. I made many inquiries as to
the supposed cause of tlie disease, but the great variety of opinions expressed was alone sufficient to show
that there is no recognized cause. Having made some personal study of human cholera in its native
home, India, the distribution of which is closely connected with water supply, I naturally devoted special
attention to the conditions of water supply to tho poultry affected, and I venture to suggest the follow
ing propositions, as at least worthy of more extended investigation :—
1, The disease occurs principally on farms which possess no stream of running water.
2, In nearly every case, ducks and geese are kept on the farm affected; and in tho few exceptional
eases they are kept on farms adjoining.
3, The water pumped into tins or troughs for the poultry is necessarily very limited in quantity, and
and is quickly polluted by the ducks and geese.
7—2 A .
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4. There is reason to believe that the fowls and turkeys are liable to be affected by polluted water
which would not injure ducks and geese.
Tlie obvious objection to this theory is that similar conditions as to water supply have prevailed
for many years in this district, whereas the disease is only recent; but it must be borne in mind that the
germs of disease take a certain period of time to develop ; thus, at the German Medical Congress, held at
Wiesbaden, in September, 1887, Dr. Hueppe, after alluding to the relationships existing between the
epidemics of infectious diseases, and the depth of the water level below the surface of the ground, laid
down the following conclusion as a fundamental basis of modern medicine ;—
■
“ That the excitants of infectious disease must be specific organisms, and this specificity may be
either absolute or else evolved during long periods of time from loeal putrefactive process." (British
Medical Journal, Jan. 21. 1888.)
'
We do not know the period of time required to evolve the germs of fowl-cholera from local putre
factive processes, but assuming that the necessary conditions have been present on tlie Mount Grey
Downs for twenty years, and that no infection has been introduced from elsewhere, the study of this out
break may a fiord valuable information as to the origin and course of epidemic infectious disease. The
experimental inoculation of rabbits with the fowl-cholera existing on the Mount Grey Downs will, sub
ject to the approval of tho Government, form the subject of a future article. I now proceed to give the
notes taken at the time of a few of the more important visits made by me in the district. I desire to
acknowledge the kind assistance rendered to me in this inquiry by Mr. Ensor, of Mount Grey, and by
Mr. "Vaughan, of Sefton, who both placed traps and horses at my disposal. I am also much indebted to
Mr. Donaldson, of Balcairn, for giving me the benefit of his local knowledge and introducing me to various
farmers.
Case 1. Mrs. M'Ewen, near Sefton, visited on 26 February, 1888, states that she has kept fowls
on this farm for about twenty years, and has never lost but one or two occasionally before this summer
In November last she had 150 fowls, divided into two sets. One set of fifty were at a cottage about
6 chains from the homestead. On the first Friday in November last she saw them all looking quite well.
On the following Monday she noticed some of them were ill. The next morning six were dead. Tlie
following morning about a dozen more were dead ; and so on, until the following Monday, by which time'
the whole flock of fifty fowls were detid. with the exception of a solitary rooster, which it was considered
advisable to kill. Tho second ilock of about 100 fowls wore kept at the homestead. The same epidemic
appeared amongst them a few weeks later in November. Although the two flocks were kept separate, it
is probable that some communication may have existed. When the second flock began to die Mrs.
M'Ewen disposed of them all except four, which are still alive and well. A fresh lot of fowls were
obtained in January. The disease has not reappeared; and Mrs. hi‘Ewen has now about 100 fowls, all
well.
The symptoms of the disease were the same as will be described later on.
The conditions relating to the disease are as follows ;—
1. Water.—-No running water exists there, Fresh water is pumped every day intp iron vessels,
and is used iu common by fowls, ducks, geese, and turkeys. The well is 45 feet deep, and supplies
excellent water, A good many ducks and geese are kept, and they dirty the drinking water provided for
the poultry very quickly.
2. Bremises.—The whole of the premises are kept scrupulously clean. Open fowl-houses are used,
and the fowls are never shut up in them. The disease appeared equally early and equally virulent in the
fowls roosting outside as in those roosting in the fowl-house.
3. Infection.—Mrs. M'Ewen cannot trace any source of infection from elsewhere. She has not
bought any fresh fowls for twenty years, and it is three or four years since she has received a present of
any. She lias paid great attention to poultry, and never saw any disease resembling this before. The dead
fowls were buried at once.
4. Other Circumstances. —The first flock of fifty were remarkably fine young fowls, of good but
mixed breeds, fed mostly on wheat. It is worthy of note that the turkeys escaped the disease, which is
quite exceptional. No other stock sufiered. No milk was given to the poultry.
Case 2.—-Mr. John Stuart, Balcairn, visited by me on 26 February, 1888. Has kept fowls here for
twenty years, without any illness amongst them until last November, at which time he had 150 fowls, besides
other poultry. The disease commenced in wet weather, and was very severe at first, carrying off about 100
fowls in the first month. Since then it has been gradually diminishing, the total mortality being now 120.
Symptoms.—Mr. Stuart has observed tbe fowls die iu from six to twenty-four hours from the first
appearance of illness, at the commencement of the epidemic ; but now that the disease is disappearing, the
fowls are longer ill, and often linger for a week. Also, many now recover, whereas at first none did. The
first indication, is yellow droppings, like yolk of egg; the fowl drinks incessantly, refuses food, and is much
purged ; it appears stiff, tho wings droop, the comb gets blue or black, and the bird mopes.
Conditions.—Water: There is no permanent stream of water, and that which is pumped for tlie
poultry is soon polluted by the ducks and geese. Six ducks and twelve geese are there at present, but a
larger number of ducks are usually kept. There is an open shed for the fowls, but they roost principally
in the trees and fences. There arc no turkeys. The farm-yard is. occupied more or less constantly by
three pet sheep, ten calves, six pigs, horses, dogs, cats, and poultry. Mr, Stuart does not know how the
infection was introduced, as the disease having been prevalent in his neighbourhood for the past two’
years, he has carefully avoided bringing home any fresh fowls. He has not buried any of the dead fowls,
because they are immediately devoured by the dogs and cats. He has noticed that the dogs and cats
suffer no ill effects from eating the dead fowls ; nor has any illness occurred amongst the other stock on
the farm. Pure-bred fowls were the first affected, especially Houdans and Hamburghs, and the roosters
were affected more quickly than the hens. The age made no difference. At the time the complaint
commenced, the food had just been changed from wheat to oats; it was changed back to wheat, but it
made no difference. Milk is fed to the poultry, and distributed in shallow holes made purposely in the
stiff clay ground. Sulphur and castor oil have been tried as medicine without result. Infusion of blue-gum
leaves is now being tried.
;
Case 3.—Mrs. Hugh M'Coll, Balcairn, visited by me on 27th February, 1888. Has kept fowls here
about four years. Never saw any illness amongst the fowls until eighteen months ago, when she had eighty
fowls
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fowls, of which sixty died in two months, rilmnfc September and October, 1886. The premises were cleaned
'and all rubbish burned. The disease did not reappear until January, 1888 ; since then she has lost twelve
fowls. She always keeps about a dozen geese, but no ducks at present. There is no running water, and
the geese use the water pumpe.d for tlie fowls. In 1886 the old birds suffered most, and in. 1888 the young
birds. There is no fowl-house. The symptoms observed are the same as described by Mr. Stuart. The
cats and dogs eat the dead fowls with impunity. There is no history of infection.
Case 4.—Mr. John Dron. Balcairn, visited by me on 26th February, 1888. Has been here twelve
years, and never saw any special illness among tlie fowls until a year ago, when about fifty died in a few
months. The disease seems to come and go, and after an interval of freedom three died last week. There
is no running water, and ducks use the water which is pumped into a shallow tin for the fowls, and render
"it very dirty. Has not noticed any fowl ill over twenty-four hours.
Case 5.—Mr. Donald Cameron, Saltwater Creek, visited by me on 27th February. Is one of the
oldest residents in the district, and has always kept a large quantity of ducks and geese, as well as fowls.
Has never seen any illness among any of the poultry, although chicken-cholera lias been very prevalent
all round him for two years past. The Saltwater Creek runs through hie premises.
Case G.—Mrs. John Topp, near Saltwater Creek, visited on 27th February, 1888. Has kept fowls
here for six months, and recently lost ten out of thirty. There is no running water, and the water pumped
for the fowls is pollutted by the ducks and geese. She had nine turkeys which all died of the same
complaint just before the fowls commenced to die. Mrs. Topp was previously in Amberley, where, in
November, 1885, she lost five turkeys and thirty fowls from the same complaint. Her sister, Mrs.
Kctallich, at Amberley, has recently lost all her turkeys and a number of fowls from this complaint. Tlie
symptoms are the same as described by Mr. Stuart.
Case 7.—Mrs. John Dick, near Saltwater Creek, visited 27th February, 1888. Has kept fowls here
four or five years. Never saw any illness until spring of 1886, when she lost fifty-four out of sixty fowls
in about two months. The disease has never returned. There were twenty-four ducks, but no geose nor
turkeys.
Case 8.—Mr. Samuel D. Wilson, near Saltwater Creek. Lost about fifty out of one hundred fowls
in June and July, 1886, and tho disease has not since returned. He does not himself keep ducks or geese,
but bis neighbour Mrs. Dick's ducks often visit a small creek which runs through his farm and supplies his
own fowls with drink. His fowls are not shut up.
Case 9.—Mrs. Fitz-Patrick, Sefton, visited 27th February, 1S8S. Has kept fowls here for twentyfive years and never saw any illness among tlunri until February, 1886, when out of over one hundred
fowls all but seven died in one month. Tlie disease has not reappeared. She had then over fifty ducks,
forty geese, six turkeys, four guinea-fowls, eight pigs, twelve calves, nine cows, nine horses. The water
used by tho fowls is dirtied by tho other stock. All the turkeys died from the same complaint, and a
'pony died of scouring about three months later, after feeding on grass where the fowls had been running.
The fowls generally died within twenty-four hours. The symptoms corresponded exactly with those
previously described.
Case 10.—M.rs. Wornall, Leithficld Terrace, visited 27th February, 1888. Has kept fowls here
twenty-eight years and never saw any illness among them until two years ago, when out of fifty-four fowls
forty-seven died. She had not kept ducks nor geese for two or three years previously, but the disease
bad been prevalent among her neighbours for some time. There is no running water. Clean water or
milk is put into the trough every morning for the fowls, and no other stock had access to the fowls’
trough. Tho premises are particularly clean. The fowls were shut in a fowl-house at night, and were
always loose in the day time. The fowls were a very fine well-bred lot. They exhibited tho same
symptoms as described, and dropped off their perches, three or four or seven at a time. All the pure
bred fowls died.
,
Case 11.—Mrs. Ashby, Leithficld Terrace, visited 27th February, 1888. Has kept fowls here ten
years, and never had any illness among them until April, 1885, when she lost thirty out of fifty fowls in
one month. The complaint did net return until July, 1887, when she lost twenty-three out of forty.
She has only one duck and no geese. The water pumped for the fowls does not appear to bo used by
other stock. The fowls are shut up at night and run loose in the day lime. The premises are clean.
The complaint was prevalent in the neighbourhood before tbe fowls were attacked.
Case 12.—Mrs. Wilson, Sefton Hoad, visited 27th February, 1888. Has kept fowls here twenty
years, and never saw any illness among them until July, 1886, when out of over one hundred fowls all
but fourteen died in six weeks. No fowl-house is used. . There is no running water, and the ducks and
geese use the water pumped for the fowls. The disease has not returned.
Case 13.—Mrs. O'Connor, Balcairn, visited 27tb February, 1888, Had fifty fowls last winter, of
which all but eight died. In addition to the symptoms described, Mrs. O'Connor noticed some of the
sick fowls run round in a circle and then drop, becoming at once as stiff as though dead for two days.
There is no running water, and that used by tho fowls is used by pigs and other stock; but the evidence
as to ducks and geese is indefinite.
I visited many other farms with the result of confimiug the above statements.
The perusal of these cases must tend to relieve any anxiety as to the danger of fowl-cholera
affecting either cattle, sheep or human beings. Moreover, tlie study of fowl-cholera is of especial
interest in assisting us to learn more of the nature and mode of origin of. various other epidemic diseases,
both of man and animals, and enabling us, in virtue of such knowledge, to prevent or cure such disease.
I will conclude this article with tho following quotation from the British Medical Journal of
21st January, 1888 :—
“ Pasteur has shown that pathogenic (or disease producing) bacteria undergo modifications of
virulence by transmission through susceptible animals, the lower grades of virulence protecting against
the higher. Hcube, who had previously argued that the four diseases—cattle plague, swine plague,
rabhit septicaemia, and fowl-cholera, must be nearly related, has made a series of experiments, which not
only support the idea, but show that the bacteria of these four diseases, when attenuated either by culture
or by transmission, are mutually protective against each other.”
{d)
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(d) Report oa supposed outbreaks in Tasmania.

Letters from R Travers Solly, Esq., Under Secretary,
'Tasmania, to tlie Secretary, Rabbit Commission:—
Dated 5th May and 10th June, 1888, and replying to letter from Secretary, Rabbit Commission,
requesting that if possible tubes containing bluod of fowls suffering from chicken-cholera might bo
supplied. Mr. Harrison, an officer under the Inspector of Stock states, that it is very difficult to get
information concerning any present outbreak of the disease, as people are very reticent about the matter.
Rut, in the spring of 1887 at Cambridge, the whole of Mr.T. Evans’ fowls (some 70) died off rapidly, showing
little previous symptoms of disease. Mr. AV. J. J. Reynolds, of Sandy, also lost about forty hi a similar
manner; the fowls were previously, to all appearance, perfectly healthy, some of them laying ; hut each
fowl died within a few hours of being attacked by the disease, whatever it was. Mr. Archibald Parle,
M.R.C.Y.S., England, states, that from reliable sources be learns that some disease has completely
destroyed every fowl in the yards; but that it has since died out, the poultry yards being again stocked.
For many years he has heard of great mortality amongst poultry in different parts of the Colony, but
nothing definite has come under his observation from which the causes of such mortality could bo
deduced.
(e)

Reports by Dr. 0. Rats, Chief Expert to the Commission, on actual examination of fowls or blood
of fowls supposed to have died from fowl-cholera.

Caw f.—From Dr. Jackson, of Homebush, near Sydney, 4th May, 1SSS.
Object—Dead fowl.
On microscopic examination of the liver bacilli were found much larger than the microbes of fowl-cholera, and oidy
in small numbers.
_
i
Inoculation of material from tlie liver of the fowl into a mouse resulted in tho death of the animal after three days j
hut organisms could not he found iu the blood.
Cultivation experiment with liver-tissue of fowl yielded, pure cultures of a bacillus, morphologically similar to that
observed directly in the fresh liver; but tho appearance of the bacterial cultures (colonies) did not correspond
to that of the bacillus of fowl-cholera.
Case II.—From Dr. Nicholson, Benalla. Victoria, 7th May, 1888.
Object—Blood from fowls in capillary tubes.
On cultivation in nutritive gelatine colonies wore obtained, in rather large numbers, of a bacillus, which had nothing
to do with that of fowl-cholera.
Tlie pure culture of this micro-organism (Qrst generation) inoculated into tlie subcutaneous cellular tissue of the
breast of a healthy young fowl did not infect it. The animal, however, died on tlie 27th May, ten and a-half
days after inoculation, from some other cause.
.
Case III.—Through Mr, A. N, Pearson, from Melbourne, 16th May, I8S8.
Object—Blood in capillary tube.
Inoculation of some of this blood into a healthy fowl had no infective power. The animal, however, also died on
tho 27th May, ten days after inoculation; but the microscopic examination of blood yielded negative results, so
far as micro-organisms are concerned.
Case IV.—From Mrs. 0. E. M’Ncilly, of Byng-street west, Orange, New South Wales, 17th May, 1888.
Object—Four dead fowls.
Post-morlan examination without any positive result.
Microscopic examination of blood of two of the above specimens showed a few bacteria.
Inoculation of blood from one of the two specimens into a healthy fowl yielded a negative result.
Case E—From Mrs. Severne, Genrie, Ponto Railway Station, New South Wales, 31st May, 18SS.
Object—Dead fowl.
Microscopic examination of blood without positive result.
,
Inoculation of blood into a healthy fowl had not the slightest effect.
Case VI.—From Mr. J. Brake, Deep Creek, Narrabri, New South Wales, 4th JuncJlSSS.
Object—Dead fowl.
Pont-mortcm, aud microscopic examinations yielded negative results.
Inoculation of liver-tissue into a healthy fowl was without effect.
Case VII.—From Dr. Symes, New Zealand, through Sir James Hector; received from Mr. Hamlet, Government Analyst,
Sydney, 13th June, 1888.
Object—A dozen capillary tubes containing blood from diseased fowl.
Microscopic examination of the blood failed to show presence of any bacteria.
Inoculation of the contents of two tubes into two healthy fowls remained without effect.
Culture experiment with above blood in nutritive gelatine (after Esmarch's method) likewise yielded a negative
result, inasmuch as the gelatine was still sterile after about a week, with the exception only of one or two
contaminations.
■Case VIII.—From Mr. Lindsay Thompson, Burwood, near Sydney, ISth August, 1888.
Object—Two dead chickens.
Result of examination for fowl-cholera negative.
Case IX.—From the same, 13th September, 1SSS.
Object—One dead chick.
Result of examination (microscopically and inoculation of rabbits), negative.
Thus, in none of the above nine cases could the disorder of which the above fowls died bo identified
as fowl-cholera; but, in order to form a definite opinion as to whether tins infections disease exists in
Australasia or not, further examinations are required and must bo continued for some time.

SECTION XIII.
of tlie Symptoms and Post-mortem Appearances caused
Fowl-cholera in Poultry ; prepared by Dr. 0. Katz.

Description

by

Dii. E. A. Ziirn, Professor of Veterinary Sciences at Leipzig University, in his work entitled “Die
Krankheiten dcs HansgeflugeLs" (Diseases of Domestic Poultry), "Weimar, 1882, gives the following
detailed account of what bears on the above subject:—'
Symptoms.—After referring to the statement made by Salmon, that the first symptom of this
devastating disease (fowl-cholera) is the depositing of an intensely yellow urine—in contradistinction to tho
normally lime-water-like urine—which, tliough voided from the cloaca along with fajccs, can be distinguished
from the latter, and that the urine is yellow also in the ureter and cloaca of birds dead of fowl-cholera, ho
says
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says that ho never noticed this peculiarity, and that also other observers as Semmcr, Porroncito, and
Pasteur do not mention it. The Professor then continues: “ The beginning of the disease is marked, as
a rule, hy sadness, apathy, and want of appetite; it is only in exceptional cases that the sick birds take
food nearly until death. They isolate themselves from their healthy companions, drop their wings, and
appear very dull and languid. Soon a severe diarrhoea sets in, the voided ffcees are thin, but still soft and
coherent, and of vellowish-whito colour; later on they become watery, being of a greenish appearance and
mixed with mucus; the feathers round the opening of the cloaca are much polluted with faecal matter. As
an exception, the patients vomit, throwing out quite thiu greeuish masses. Usually the sick poultry are
extremely thirsty. The diarrhoea exhausts the sick considerably; their weakness soon becomes so groat that
they are scarcely any longer able to stand on their legs; therefore, they rest on tbe ground or soil, with
their bellies closely attached to the cool surface; now and then they try to stand up, but, staggering as
they are, they do not keep themselves nprigbt for a long time; soon they sit down again, trembling, with
their plumage ruffled in a high degree, and their eyelids closed as if in sleep ; it is only occasionally that
they utter a hoarso sound. Tho comb and the throat-lobes, which at the beginning allowed a bluish-red
tint, become violet by-and-by—before tbe death of the animal sometimes even bluish-black. The weakness
is accompanied by a rapidly increasing emaciation. The body-temperature is raised by 1 —1'5° C.
(I'l — 2,1)° Fahr.), more rarely by 2° C. (3^-° Fahr.), above tbe normal [up to 43'5° C. (llOft0 Fahr.)]. Tbe
death ensues under convulsions, more rarely without such; iu the former case the animal’s head becomes
drawn down to the breast.
“ The disease frequently takes only a short time, H- — 3 days, only occasionally weeks, before death
follows. It occurs that seemingly quite healthy birds which wore just eating, or which otherwise seemed
normal, die almost suddenly; on the other hand a bird may linger for a week and longer before the misery
roaches its end.”
'
Sucli arc, on the whole, the symptoms of domestic poultry which have contracted the disease in the natural way, or of
poultry which prove themselves susceptible to experiments by way of feeding with the Tims of fowl-cholera.
Inoculations of this virus, or of material carrying if, into nonnnl birds arc, as a rule, followed by quick death. It is
only Seldom that a week or more elapses until death. For instance, I inoculated a pigeon and a fowl, each with a small
quantity of virulent gelatine-culture of the microbe of fowl-cholera. The pigeon died iu less than twenty liours ; the fowl
did not succumb until after somewhat more than ten and a half days, within which period it failed to show any typical
symptoms. That it died of veritable fowl-cholera was afterwards clearly proved.

_
3?od-mortem Appearances.—“ Fowls, geoso, and ducks, which have been ill for some time before
dying, are in a decidedly emaciated condition ; birds which have been ill only for a short time show tho
flesh still well preserved, firm, and of normal colouration. The chief appearances, at the autopsy, aro
presented by the small intestines. Their contents represent thin, yellow masses, made up of mucus, debris,
cpithclia of intestines, and very small portions remaining Irotn feeding; often they are stained with blood.
The mucous membrane of tbe intestines is infiltrated with serous masses, softened, turgid, with its blood
vessels gorged and offering a trcc-likc appearance.’’
Besides the intense intestinal inflammation, with numerous hsemorrhages, as a rule, and sometimes
Cven ulcerations, the spleen and liver are usually enlarged, soft, aud of darker colour than normal. Tito
pericardium and tbe heart are mostly altered, inasmuch as tho former is seen to have exuded a watery or
fibrinous liquid, and the latter has at its surface numerous spots due 10 extravasated blood. The lungs
are darker in colour than usual, very juicy, and rich in blood.
(It is, I tbink, out of place bore to add a description of the appearances which are found at the
spot where birds have been inoculated with the virus of fowl-cholera.)
_
Finally, it remains to say, in every case of fowl-cholera, the causal excitors of this disease, the
microbes or bacteria of fowl-cholern, are present in tho blood of the dead or sick subjects.

Symptoms

and Post-mortem Appearances as described by

M.

Pasteur.

“ L’animal en proie it cettc affection est sans force, cliancclant, les ailcs tombantes. Les plumes du corps
soulevees lui donnent la forme en boule. Une somnolence invincible 1’accable.
Si on Toblige it ouvrir les
yeux, il parait sortir d’un profond sommeil et bientdt les paupitres se referment, et le plus souvent la mort
arrive sans que Tanimal ait change de place, ajjres une muette agonie. Cost it, peine si quelquefois il agite
les ailes pendant quelques secondes. Los desordres interieurs sont consirldrablcs.*
“Le mal s’insinue soit par les premieres voles digestives, soit, et le plus souvent, par les intestins,
generalemont tres enflammds et quelquefois ulcerds sur nne grande longueur, dans la portion d’ordinaire qui
suit le gesier, rapelant par leers Idsions cellos de la fievre typhoids.
“ Le sang est rempli de microbes, et les organes internes sont converts asses frdquemment de pus et de
• fausses membranes, principalement du cote dcs anses intestinales, par ou le microbe parait avoir visiblement
pcnetre."t

Translation.
Tho animal subjected to this affection is devoid of strength, tottering in its gait, and suffers its
wings to fall. The feathers of the body being raised up give it a ball-like appearance, A somnolence
which it is powerless to withstand takes possession of it. On being compelled to open its eyes, it seems as
if awakening from a profound slumber, and the eyelids are soon closer! again, and most often after a
silent agony death supervenes without the animal having changed its position.
Exceptionally it agitates
its wings for some seconds. There are considerable internal disorders.
The disease affects an entrance either by the most anterior parts of Ihc digestive tract, or (and this
is usually the case) by the intestines, which are generally inflamed, and sometimes ulcerated throughout a
large extent, commonly in the part following the gizzard, presenting lesions which call to mind those present
in typhoid fever.
‘
The blood is full of microbes, and the internal organs are very frequently covered with pus and
with false membranes, principally on the side of the intestinal loops where the microbe seems to have visibly
penetrated.

APPENDIX
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Camptcs Jtendus,

1SS0, T. xc., p. 241.

t

Op. Cit.,

1S50, T. xc., p, 055.
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Schemes

APPENDIX I.
for the Extermination of Rabbits by Disease, as classified and reported
on by the Correspondence Committee.*

•Omitfed bv direction of tho Honoreole tho Colonial Secretary, on the ground thnt the particulars given might be said
to boa “disclosure” within the meaning of the Proclamation of the Government of New South Woles, dated ill st August,
1S87.—See the Final Report of the Commission, and Minutes of Proceedings attacked thereto.

Expenditure

APPENDIX II.
by the Governments of the several Colonies in connection
Rabbit Destruction.
New South Wales.

with

'

Statement of Expenditure eacli year, under the Babbit Act, from the passing of the Act to the 30th

September, 1888.*
Year.

Service

Amount

1883

Salaries, Ac,
................................................................
Subsidies........................................
............................

£
s. d.
10,467 8 11
30,206 8 10

1884

Salaries, Ac.
Subsidies ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

30,32)
96,708

1
1

7
2

1885

Salaries, Ac.
Subsidies ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

34,988
49,090

2
2

9
8

1886

Salaries, Ac.
Subsidies ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

43,873
96,190

3 11
3 3

1887

Salaries, Ac.f
Subsidiesf ...

................................................................
...
...
...
...
...
...

To 30 Sept., Salaries, Ac.f
Subsidiesf ...
1888

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

28,270 8
279,716 13
29,255
3,149

3
9

Total.
£

s,

d,

40,673 17

9

127,029

2

9

84,078

5

5

140,063

7

2

307,987

2

3

32,404 12

4

7
8
0
4
£ 732,236

7

8

The total cost of erecting tbe rabbit-proof fence from Narromine to
Bourke, a distance of 202 miles 20 chains was ...
...
...£17,065 2 10£
The total cost of erecting the rabbit-proof fence from Bourke to the
Queensland border, a distance of 84 miles, was ...
...
...
6,932 0 9
£23,997 3 7f
■----------------- £756,233 11

3£

* Furnished by Henry C, Tfiylor, Esq , Suiierintendont, Rabbit Branch, Ijftnds Dcpnrttnctjt^ Sydney.
1 These amounts represent emus for w hich notices have been issued by this Department, but £68,00(1 of which has not yet been iftid,
Victoria.*
Amounts provided by Parliament for the destruction of Rabbits on unoccupied Crown Lauds.

1879- 80 (Financial Year) ... ...
...
...
...
1880- 81„
...............................................................
1881-82
„
.....................................................
1832-83
„
....................................................
1883- 84
„
1884- 85
....................................................
1885- 86
„
1886- 87
„
1887- 88
„

£1,280
2,600
10,000
12,000
10,000
12,000
33,000
25,422
25,422

‘
.
£131,724
Tlie above amounts include all expenditure on supervision, travelling, poisons, materials, wages,
cartage, Ac., incurred in working the unoccupied Crown lands, but do not include the cost of erecting the
rabbit and wild dog proof fencing between mallee blocks and allotments, and on the South Australian border.
In the Victorian Year-book, 1886-7, it is stated that in the ten years ending with 1886 close upon
twenty-nine millions of rabbit-skins, valued at about £209,000, bad been exported from Victoria, exclusive
* From information supplied by A. Morrah, Esq , Secretary for Lands, Melbourne.
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of those used in the Colony. The exports reached a maximim in 1882 of £37,538 ; in 1885 they commenced
to show a rapid falling oft’, and in 1886 amounted only to £6,800. The following are the actual figures
Ex poet of Rabbit-skins from Victoria, 1877-1886.
Sk In b<E sported*

Skins Exported,

. ,

Year.
Number.

■ ■

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

. .

700,565
711,844
1,036,372
3,309,108
4,473,108
4,929,432

Value.

£
6,790
6,206
7,322
21,674
32,217
37,538

1883
1884
1885
1886
Total

Number.

Value.

4,245,596
4,963,371
3,424,259
910,609

£
30,364
37,243
23,548
6,800

28,704,564

£208,702

During tho twelve months ending 26th July, 1887, nearly three-quarters of a million (702,632)
rabbits were sent to the Melbourne market.
It is also stated in the Year-book that a few years ago upwards of £15,000 were expended on one
estate alone in efforts to clear the land of the pest. And it ia estimated that, including the expenditure of
private individuals, shire councils, and the Government, as well as the depreciation in the grazing value of
the land, the loss to the Colony during the ten years 1877-87, owing to the depredations of tlie rabbits,
has amounted to £3,000,000.
South Australia.
Statement of Annual Expenditure by the South Australian Government on Rabbit Destruction, for the

seven years ending 30th June, 1888.
...........................
... £21,555 14 10
...........................
...
21,658 4 9
............................
...
5,991 18 5
...........................
» *
...
26,579 5 3
•
............................
...
19,653 0 8
...........................
...
26,829 1 1
............................
...
...
6,327 13 2

1881-82
1882-83
1883-84
1884-85
1885-86
1886-87
1887-88

Total

...

... £128,594 18 2
J. W. GOYDER,
Sur veyor-G eneral.
This account is exclusively for expenditure incurred in the destruction of rabbits, to the exclusion
of other vermin,—J.W.G.
«■*

New Zealand.

The Annual Expenditure for Destruction of Rabbits on Crown Lands Was as follows:—

1882-83
1883-84
1884-85
1885-86
1886-87
1887-88

....................................................
....................................................
....................................................
....................................................
....................................................
....................................................

...
. .
. .
...
...
...

£4,847 0 0
3,886 5 6
2,873 4 7
2,057 17 10
2,315 0 0
2,473 10 8

£18,452 17 7
The above sums do not include payment to agents, and for labour, material, natural enemies, and
general contingencies. Nor do they include £12,530 voted for the South Canterbury rabbit-proof fence in
1887-88.
.
Up to August, 1886, the owners of private lands destroyed rabbits at their own expense, but since
that date a subsidy, not to exceed £10,000 per annum, has been authorized for payment to local boards.
The rabbit skins exported were as follows :—
1882-83
8,922,756
1883-84
9,892,341
1884-85
9,869,065
1885-86
8,892,372
1886-87
9,900,692
1887-88
12,125,871
59,603,097
There were thus close upon 60,000,000 rabbits killed, the skins of which were exported, Mr. A.
Dillon Bell considers that an allowance of half as many, i,e,, 30,000,000, must be made for those the skins
of which were not exported; and reckoning the cost of obtaining a marketable skin at 3d., and of an
unmarketable skin at l£d., he estimates the direct expenditure on rabbit destruction during the six years
at about £937,500. This of course is only an estimate, and it does not take into account the indirect loss
due to the diminished grazing value of the laud.
'
'Mr. Lance, a Member of the New Zealand Legislature, by another method of computation, estimated
the direct loss at £250,000 per annum, and the indirect loss at an equal sunn
,

----------

Tasmania.
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Prom May 1883 to January 1888, the Government expenditure on rabbit destruction amounted to
£82,882. Since the beginning of 1888 Government expenditure has been limited to tlie cost of destroying
rabbits on unoccupied Crown lands, together with half the cost on occupied Crown lands.
The skins exported were as follows :—
1883
1,735,857
1884
1,730,620
1885
2,872,896
1886 (in part)
.......................................
184,862
The official returns (which, of course, are necessarily incomplete) give a total of 3,700,526 rabbits
destroyed in 1885, thus showing that there were about onc-third more rabbits killed than skins exported.
Queensland.

The expenditure in this Colony has been mainly limited to the construction of a rabbit-proof barrier
fence along portions of the New South Wales and South Australian borders. The total expenditure up to
December, 1887, was £59,736 15s.

APPENDIX III.
from 11. Pasteur, extracted from Papers ou Rabbit Destruction, submitted
to tbe Legislative Assembly of New South Wales and ordered to be printed
(March, 1888.)

Letters

[Translation.]

Sir,

Pasteur Institute, Paris, 8 January, 1888.
I have the honor to submit this communication, in reply to the official notification published
by yonr direction in the Temps, of Paris, and in conformity with the accompanying cutting that I have
extracted from that paper.
The delegates whom I am sending to Australia will leave Marseilles for Melbourne on the Sth of
February next.
_
With the hope that they will be accorded a hearty welcome in Australia and that my scheme will
answer all expectations in connection with the destruction of the rabbits that are devastating your fair
land, I have the honor to request your acceptance of the assurance of my sincere regard.
'The Hon. F. Abigail, Ac.
.
——---------H PASTEUK.
To Sir Saul Samuel, K.C.M.G., Agent-General for New South Wales,—
' Paris, 5 January, 1888.
Upon the destruction of rabbits in Australia and New Zealand.
The Retvae des Deux-ilfonrks in its issue of the 15th August, 1887, has published an article by Mona.
C. de Yarigny, from which I make the following extracts :—
_
“ Suddenly enriched by the War of Secession in the United States, which enhanced the price of
wool by checking its production in America, the Australian Colonies all at once found themselves in
possession of considerable revenues.
“ Zealous imitators of English customs, they conceived a passion for tho chase, and founded
Acclimatization Societies in Australia and New Ze;iland for the purpose of importing hares and rabbits
from Europe. It became a perfect mania, a storm of madness that pervaded the whole Colony. * * *
Every large landed proprietor had but one idea, that of creating hunting preserves for his amusement. The
soil and climate were both so admirably suited to the rabbits, which in England only have from four to six
litters of three or four young ones in the course of the year, that in Australia they had as many as ten
litters in the year with eight or ten young ones at a birth.
_
“ Fruitless efforts were made to enclose the land with network, for they burrowed underneath it
and gained the open to the intense chagrin of the landowners, whose redoubled endeavours and exertions
only served to increase their numbers. They have been so successful that to-day this pest is making
New Zealand and Australia desolate. Market gardens are laid waste; and districts, which a few years ago
yielded 150 bushels of barley, and from 75 to 80 bushels of wheat per hectare (about 2| acres) have been
abandoned, all cultivation, except in certain localities, having become an impossibility.
“ Mens. Crawford mentions the ease of a large landowner who, after having expended £40,000
sterling (1,000,000 francs) in endeavouring to got rid of this scourge, was compelled to abandon the attempt.
On certain holdings their number is estimated at hundreds of thousands, and every year the tax increases
with their numbers. Possessed of marvellous voracity they eat the vegetation down to the very root, and
convert enormous tracts of pasture lauds, which would support from five and twenty to thirty sheep per
hectare, into barren and dusty areas. The vineyards have been ruined, and up to the present time the
methods employed for the destruction of these animals have achieved no perceptible results. They are
hunted, slaughtered, and poisoned, and yet they swann like ants.
_
“ Mons. Williamson states, that during a journey that he made with a representative of the Govern
ment, they noticed that throughout the entire district the vegetation had disappeared. Enormous hordes of
rabbits scoured the country, scarcely taking the trouble to move out of the way of their buggy. The ground
riddled with burrows, would only admit of their travelling with extreme caution. The rabbits, says he, are
everywhere, over the track, and over the plain ; they gambol about in troops, and chase each other over the
sandhills; and they are seen sitting in hundreds at the entrances of their burrows. Driven to bay in one
direction they find refuge in another, and they increase with such rapidity that a universal deluge is the
only thing that would give a satisfactory account of them.”
The following publication has recently confirmed the foregoing remarks.
_
On the 9th of November and 2nd of December, 1887, the paper Le Temps, of Paris, published tlie
following official notice issued by the Government of New' South Wales :—
[Here follows a literal version of the Gazette notice, offering a reward of £25,000for a method of
exterminating the rahbitsi\

A very few days before this news was published by Le Temps I had received from a resident in New
Zealand an account of the depredations that the rabbits were also committing in that island.
On
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On ilic 27-th November, 1887, I wrote the following letter to Le Tempr, which was published on tho
29th of that month.
Copy of letter attached herewith
“ To the Editor of Le Temps,
“Paris, 27 November.
“Yoon, paper announced a few days ago that the Government of New South Wales was so powerless to
contend with a plague of a peculiar nature—the rapid increase of rabbits—that it was offering a reward of
623,000 francs for tbe discovery of a process that would ensure their extermination. Considerable portions
of New Zealand, as badly devastated as Australia, have been abandoned by tbe owners, who have given up
the breeding of sheep through their inability to feed them. Every winter the rabbits are killed by millions,
but this wholesale slaughter appears to have no effect so far as any diminution in their number is concerned.
Will you permit me through the medium of Le Temps, to convey some suggestions to those distant lands,
which if given effect to may be attended by a certain amount of success.
“ tip to the present time mineral substances, especially preparations of phosphorus, have been
used for the destruction of this pest. In having recourse to these means has not a wrong course been
pursued? What can such mineral poisons avail in the destruction of animals whose propagation is
characterized by such alarming vitality ? They certainly prove fatal in tho locality where they are laid ;
but to cope with living creatures is it not essential, if I dare say so, that a poison should be employed
endued with a vitality similar to their own, and like it,able to increase with the same marvellous fecundity ?
I would like an attempt to be made to carry death into the burrows of New South Wales and New
Zealand by communicating a disease to the rabbits that would become epidemic. One such exists which
is known by the name of ‘ chickcn-cholera,1 and has engrossed my closest attention while engaged in tho
studies of my laboratory. This disease is equally suitable for rabbits. Now, among tbc experiments that
I have made, I find the following :—I collected a certain number of fowls within a limited space, and by
administering food soiled with the microbe, which is tho cause, of the chickcn-cholera, they were not long in
dying. Poultry-yards arc sometimes depopulated by epidemics of this disorder, the propagation of which
is undoubtedly ascribable to the excretions of the first sick fowls that pollute the ground and the food. I
am of opinion that the same tiling would happen with the rabbits, and that they, upon returning to their
burrows to die there, would communicate the disease to others-, who in their turn would assist to spread
the contagion. But how are the first rabbits to introduce the destroying disease into their systems ? Nothing
is easier.
“ Around a burrow' I would erect alight fence, enclosing a certain spot to which the rabbits resort
in search of food. Experiments have taught us that it is easy to cultivate the microbe of chickcn-cholcra
in a state of perfect purity, and on as large a scale as may be desired, in the broth of any kind of meat.
With this broth of microbes the food of the rabbits should be sprinkled, and they dying hero and there
would spread the disease in all directions.
“ I may add that tho parasite of the disease that I have just spoken about is harmless to farm-yard
animals, except, of course, fowls ; but there is no necessity for the latter to feed in the open country.
“ I have no doubt that there are persons in the infested districts who are quite prepared to make
use of the method proposed, a most simple one, and, in every respect worthy of a trial.
“ Kindly accept, Mr. Editor, this assurance of my most sincere respect.
“ PASTEUB.”
Immediately after the despatch of this letter I had tho curiosity to make experiments on the rabbits
themselves. I remembered, that chicken-cholera is very easily communicable to rabbits, though I had never
made a special study of tlie rodents. I had often seen them die in cages that had not been disinfected after
fowls had succumbed to cholera in them. It is an open question, and one which has been answered in tbc
affirmative by many, whether chicken-cholera is not simply the septiconnia of rabbits, formerly diagnosed by
])r, J)nvalue.
I was very soon convinced of the facility with which the least meal given to rabbits, after the food
lias been tainted with the germ of the microbe of cliicken-cholera, will speedily entail tho death of the rodents.
I recapitulate some of the experiments that wore made by Mons, Loir, a student attached to my
laboratory, at my instigation :—■
On the 27th November five rabbits were put into a box; they remained there without food
until 6 o’clock in the evening. At that hour 100 centigrammes of a virulent growth of chicken-cholcra
were placed in a small basin where the leaves of a cabbage were soaking. These leaves were allowed to
drain, and were then given to tlie five rabbits to be eaten, and in o minutes they had finished their meal.
At midnight three fresh uninfected rabbits are placed with the others.
At 8 o’clock in the morning of the 28th November the five infected rabbits seemed ill. At 11
o’clock, that is to say, seventeen hours after their meal, two of them were dead. The remaining three died
at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, twenty hours after their meal.
On the 2Sth of November, at 7 in the evening, one of the rabbits that had been confined on tlie
previous clay at midnight with those that had eaten tho tainted food was found to be dead. Tho two other
rabbits did not become sick.
At 5 o’clock on the evening of Saturday, the 3rd of December, some cabbage leaves—upon which
10 centigrammes of virulent growth of chicken-cholcra had been spread, diluted with 100 centigrammes of
sterilized water—were given to four rabbits. At midnight all the food had disappeared some hours before,
and four fresh rabbits were placed with the others.
At 8 o’clock in tlie morning of the 4th of December, two of tho rabbits seemed unwell. A t 11 o’clock
one of them was dead ; at 2 o’clock two others died, and at 4 o’clock the last of those that had eaten was dead.
The carcasses were left in tho box with tlie fresh rabbits that were put there at midnight on the
previous day.
.
On tlie 3th of December one of tho rabbits was found to be dead ; one on the Gth ; a third on tlie
7th ; and the fourth died on tlie 9l,h of December. All of these wore tame rabbits.'
On the 17th of December 10 centigrammes of the growth of chicken-cholera were administered to a
wild rahbit on a cabbage leaf. On the 18th it was dead.
In all tho foregoing instances it lias been placed beyond doubt that death was owing to the microbe
pf clpckeivcholera,
‘
'
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On tho 3rd of December and succeeding days experiments were made on the following animals
Swine, dogs, goats, sheep, rats, and always by the infection of tbeir food : not one of these animals became
nnlisi

jy more! its 0pf;ration on the rabbits is so rapid that there is little or no necessity to increase

their supply of food ; and, on resuming my previous experiments with fowls, 1. am convinced that they oven
would not succumb if allowed to remain on ground which the rabbit food had only partly succeeded in con
taminating. Fowls are far less susceptible to the disease than rabbits.
Chicken cholera soon dies upon exposure to the atmosphere. It loses its intensity at ol centigrade
a temperature by no moans uncommon, so I am informed, during the summer m Australia; but it would
never be necessary to devote attention to the rabbits during the heat of the day.
The preservation of the microbe of chicken-cholera, on the other hand, is attended with no difficulty,
and when not exposed to the atmosphere it will last for years ; so that the most powerful germs will always
bo procurable. The experiments that I have already reported on to the Academy of Sciences furnish
sufficient evidence of the fact.
__ _
The cultivation of chicken-cholcra may lie made from the broth obtained from many different
animals. One of the cheapest might undoubtedly be prepared from the flesh of rabbits.
. , ,
It follows, from the foregoing experiments, that not only do tbc rabbits that have taken the food
impregnated with the microbe die off very quickly-in less than four and twenty hours-but also that the
companions of such rabbits, though they have not eaten the infected food, died off m great numbers.
I reserve the question of the mode of contagion—it is a point that I will inquire into Dtei on.
Is it true that the rabbits inhabiting one burrow do not consort with the denizens of adjacent burrows 1
One mav look forward without any misgiving to the success of the method in the case where the
rabbits belonging to one burrow do not come iu contact with those from neighbouring burrows, and no not
spread tho contagion after they have become infected. •
. , ,, ,
,r„
The disease is so easily comnmnireble through the instrumentality of tbeir food that even if the
possibility of contagion from tho infected to tlie non-infectcd rabbits did not exist the destruction of these

animals would be none the less easy.

,

.

In my letter to La Tamps 1 refer to the erection of light network around the burrows.

mi,;,.

Ilus contri

1 picture to mvself an experiment on a large scale in the following manner Around one or more
burrows I would have a certain quantity of the grass mowed down, which would be gathered together by
rakes within reach of the rabbits before they went out in the evening. Him grass tainted with the
microbe germ, would be devoured by the rabbits as soon as they came across it in their way. A fence
would be powerless to stop them and compel them to eat. There would thus bo a repetition to a certain
extent of the Reims experiment, which I am about to narrate.
].t was most desirable that an experiment on a large scale should be made.
An opportunity for the accomplishment of this desideratum tinder particularly favourable circum
stances soon presented itself.
i
' i „
The w idow Pommcry, proprietress of tho great Champagne establishment that bears her name, has
sent me the following letter, after the perusal of mine that appeared in La Tamps
“Bemis, 3 December, Ibbt.
U’ I have a paddock at Reims, over my cellars, 8 hectares in extent, which is entirely surrounded
by walls. I conceived the foolish idea of placing rabbits there for the purpose of providing ■ some town
huntmg^for^niyincrcascd to such an extent, and undermine the ground to that degree that
I am anxious to destroy them. Ferrets arc unable to dislodge them from tho large mounds of chalk in
which they have taken refuge.
'
. ,,
“ If it will he convenient for you to make an experiment of the process that you recommend tor the
destruction of rabbits in Australia I offer you an easy means of doing so.
i(
POMMERY »
Very soon afterwards I learned from my clever correspondent that through fear of seeing the rabbits
in her paddock by force of hunger endeavouring to extend their subterranean galleries to an illimitable
extent, and endanger the stability of the arches of the cellars, she had for some considerable time thought
that t-bev mi "lit be confined to their burrows near the surface by giving them a daily meal of lucerne or hay
sprinkled about in tbe vicinity of their burrows. It will be readily understood, therefore, what an easy
matter it would be to trv and exterminate the rabbits in Madame Pommery’s paddock.
On Friday, the 23rd December, I despatched Mons. Loir to Reims for the pui-pose of sprinkling
the day’s food with a fresh growth of the microbe of ckicken-cboiera.
_
As usual, tlie food was consumed in a few minutes. Tho result was something marvellous.
On the 26th of December Madame Pommery wrote, to me in tho following termsOn Saturday
momiim (consequently the day after the fatal meal) nineteen dead rabbits wore counted outside the burrows
Ho one3visited the paddock on Sunday. On Monday morning thirteen more dead rabbits were counted, and
since Saturday not a single rabbit has been seen on the ground-. Moreover, as a light fall of snow took
place during the night, no traces of their footmarks have been discernible in the neighbourhood of the chalk
mounds.^ ^

rabbits die in their burrows.

The thirty-two dead bodies that, were found on the ground

in the paddock represent but a very small minority of the dead, as will he seen later on.
‘
In another letter, dated Tuesday, the 27lh of December, Madame Pommery writes
“Tbe lucerne
(that which was scattered round the burrows on Monday evening) lias not been touched, and, moreover, no
footprints have been seen in the snow. Everyone of them is dead.................................................................,
And Madame Pommery, alluding to the English papere which had freely criticised my scheme, copies
of which she courteously forwarded to me, adds
“ What becomes of the English critiques in the face of
such a result? A paddock of eight hectares, swarming with rabbits, has become a field of death. Mons.
Pasteur poisons one ordinary meal for the rabbits, and a few days afterwards notliing lives; every one is
put an end to—everv one is dead.”
.
,
,T
^ ,
How many rabbits are dead in the burrows? It is difficult to determine exactly. Nevertheless,
Madame Pommery informs me, in a letter that I have received to-day, the 5th of January, "That the work
men
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men estimate the number of rabbits that used each day to come and eat the eight enormous trusses of hay
that were daily scattered about their burrows at much more than a thousand.”
Madame Pommery adds further, that wherever the least trace of the chalk mounds is visible, the
usual resort of the rabbits, heaps of carcasses of two, three, four, and five rabbits may be seen.
Iu concluding this article, I have the honor to state, for tlie information of the Agent-General, that
it is my intention to despatch two experts to Australia and New Zealand for the purpose of putting into
practice in those remote countries the process that I have just explained.
Finally, I express the hope that my labour may be permitted to compote for the reward of £25,000
sterling that has been lately offered by the Government of New South "Wales for the extermination of
rabbits in Australia.
Kindly accept, Mr. Agent-General, the expression of my sincere regard.
L. PASTEUR,
■
Of tho Institute of France, and of the Royal Society of London.
45, rue d’Ulm, if Paris.
In order to prevent any misconception the original text of M. Pasteur’s communications is subjoined:—
“ Paris, le 5 janvier 1888.
“ Sur la destruction des lapins en Australia et dans la Nouvelle-Zelande.
“La Revue des Deux-Mondes a public, dans son num6ro du 15 aofit 1887, un article de M. C. de
Yarigny, dont j’extrais les passages suivants :
^
“Enrichis subitement par la guerre de Secession anx Etats-Unis qui lit hausser le prix des laines,
en arrCtant la production nmdricaine, les colons dc 1’Australia se trouverent tout ii coup disposer dc revenus
considerables....................
“ Tmitateurs z4tes des coutumes anglaises, ils se prirent de passion pour la chasse, et fondferent en
Austrnlie et it la Nouvelle-Zelande des Societes d’acclimstation pour importer d’Europe des lievres et des
lapins. Co fut nne veritable rage, un vent de folic qui souffla sur la colonie...................Tout grand
propridtaire n’eut plus qu’ime id6c ; se creer une chasse reserv6e. Le sol ot le dim at convcnaient si
mcrveillensement aux lapins, qui en Angleterre out de quatre k six port6es par an, dc trois iv quatre petits,
qu’en Anstralie ils eurent jusqu’ii dix porttes par an, de huit a dix petits chacune.....................
“Vaincment on tenta d'enclore les terrains de treillis, ils creusaient par-dossous et gngnaient le
large, au grand dfeespoir des proprhStaires qui redoublaient d’efibrts et desoins pour cn accroitrc le nombre.
Ils out si bion reussi que, aujourd’hui, cettc iieste desole la Nouvelle-Zelande et I’Australie. Ijcs jardius
muralchers sont devastes; les terrains qui produisaient, il y a quelques annfies, 150 boisseaux d’orge et de
75 it SO de ble, a I’hectare, durciit fctre abandonnes, toute culture, dans certains districts, etunt dcvomic
impossible.
“ M. Crawford cite Texemple d’un grand proprictaire qui, upres avoir depensc 40,000 livres sterling
(1 million de francs) pour se debarrasser de cc fleau d’uii nouveau genre, fiit oblig6 d’y renoncer. 'Sur
certaines fennes, on evalue lour nombre ii des centnines de inillc, et, chaque annee, lour faille augmente
avec leur nombre. D’une voraeite extraordinaire, ils mangent I’berbe jnsqu’a la racine et convertissent
d’immenses p:\turages, qui nourrissaient vingt-cinq ii trento moutons k I’hectare, en terrains d4nudds et
poussiireux. Los vignobles ont etc minis et, jusqu’ici, les moyens entployes pour detmire ccs animaux
n’ont about! :t ancun risultat appi'ceiable. On les chasse, on les tue, on les empoisonno, et ils founnillent. ,
“ M. Williamson depose que, clans une excursion qu’il fit avec un Dclegue du Gouvernement, ils
rcconnurent que dans tout le district Therbe avait disparu. Des bandes d’enormes lapins parcouraient le
pays, s’6cartant a peine pour faire place a leur voiture.
“ Le sol, raviui de terriers, ne jjormettait d’avancer qu’avec precaution. 1 Partout des lapins,1 dit-il,
‘sur la route et dans la plaine ; ils gambadent en troupe, se poursuivent dans les sables ; on les voit ass is
par ccntaines ;i I’cntree de leurs terriers.....................Traques sur un point, ils se rdfugient sur un autre, et
ils se multiplient avec une rapidite telle qu’un cataclysmc de la nature pourra seal cn avoir raison.’"
“La publication suivante vint douner recemment une confirmation aux ricits qui precedent.
“IjC 9 novembre et le 2 decembre 1887, le journal le Temps, dc Paris, publiait 1’avis otlicicl suivant,
6man6 du Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Galles du Sud :—
“ ‘Direction des Mines, Sydney, lo 31 aout 1887.
“ ‘ Il est donne avis, par la prdsente, que le Gouvernement de la Nouvollc-Galles du Sud paj'era la
somme de 025,000 fr. (£25,000) k quicouque fora connaitre et ddmontrera, a ses frais, une metbode ou un
proeddd encore inconnu dans la colonie, pour exterminer d’ujxe maniere eflicace les lapins, procedd assujetti
aux conditions suivantes:
“ ‘ 1° Que cctte metbode ou ce proedde recevra, apres un essai d’ime atmde, 1’approbation d’une
Commission nornmdo a cet P.ffet par le Gouvernement, avec 1’avis du Conseil oxecutif;
‘“2° Que telle m6thode ou tel proeccld sera, d’apres 1’opinion de la dite Commission, inoffensif aux
chevaux, moutons, chameaux, chcvres, pores et cliicns, et ne presenters pas 1’emploi de matidres ou
substances qui pourraient leur nuire.
.
“ ‘ 3° La Commission sera tenue de ne pas divulger les details de ces muthodes ou de ces precedes, :i
moins que cette Commission ne decide d’experimenter la dite rndthotle ou le dit proeddd.
“‘Toutes les Communications relatives a ce qui preefede doivent fitre ndressdes ii the Honorable
F. Abigail, Secretary for Mines, Sydney (Nouvelle-Galles du Sud).’ ”
“ Trfcs peu de jours avant que cette nouvolle fut publide par 1c journal le 2'emyw, j’avais recu d’im
habitant de la Nouvelle-Z61ande le rccit des desastres que les lapins occasionnent cgalemcut dans cette ile.
“ Le 27 novembre 1887, j’ecrivis au journal le Temps la lettre suivante, qui fut inseree le 29 novembre :
“Paris, 27 novembre.
“ A Monsieur le Directeur du Temps.
“ Yotre journal annomjait, il y a pen de jours, que le Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Galles du Sud
dtait tollement impuissant ii bitter contra un fleau d’un genre particuliur—la pullulation des lapins—qu’il
proposait un piix de 025,000 fr. pour la d6couverte d’un proce<16 destinb ii lour extermination. Des
portions
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portions constdembles de Li Nouvelle-Zelande, non moins ravagccs que TAustvalie, sont nbandonnees par les
fermiors, qui renoncont ft, 1’ilcvage dcs moutons par I’impossibilitd de les noun-ir. Chaque Liver on tue les
lapins par millions, sans quo ce carnage paraisse en diminuer le nombre. Voulez-vous me permettre de
faire parvenir dans ccs loiutams pays, par 1’organe du Temps, certaines idees dont Fapplication. pourrait
peut-etre avoir quel que succcs'i
_
“ On a cmployiijusqu’a present, pour la destruction de ce fleau, des substances min6ralcs, notamment
des combinaisons phosphorces. liti s'adressant a dc tels moyens, n’a-t-on pas fait faussc route 1 Pour
detruire des ctres qui se propagent scion les lois d’uno progression de vie effrayanto, quo peu vent de^tcls
poisons minfiraux I Ccux-ci tuent sur place Li ou on les depose ; mais, en verity, pour atteindre des ctres
vivants, ne'faut-il pas plutbt, si j'ose le dire, un poison comme cux doue dc vie, ct, commc cux, pouvant se
multiplier avec une surpreuante feconditd 1
101
![ Je voudrais done que Ton cLerclmt a porter la mort dans les terriers de la Nouvelle-Galles du Sud
et de la Nouvelle-Zilando, en essayant dc oommuniquer aux lapins une maladie pouvant- devenir epidemique.
“ Il en cxiste une que Ton ddsigne sous le nom de choUra des pottles et qui a fait Fobjet d’btudes tres
suivies dans mon laboratoire. Cette maladie est cgalemcut propre aux lapins. Or, parmi les expdriences
que j’avais iustituees, ce trouve celle-ci: je rassemblais dans un espace limitd un certain nombre de poules,
et, en leur donnant une nourriturc souill6e par 1c microbe qui est la cause du cholera dcs poules, ellcs ne
tardaiont pas ii perir. Les basscs-cours sont quelquefois ravagees par de veritables epidemics de ce mal,
dont la propagation est due, sans nul doute, aux dejections des premieres poules malades qui souillent le sol
et les aliments.
.
“ Jlma.gine que la m£me chose arriveraifc pour les lapins, et quo, rentrant dans lours terriers pour y
mourir, ils commimiqueraicnt la maladie u d’autres, qui pourraient la propager L leur tour. Maui comment
faire pour que les premiers lapins ingerent dans leur corps le mal destrueteurl Rien n’est plus facile. ^
“ Autour d’un terrier, jo placerais uue bamfcre volanto entourant un certain espace oil les lapins
viendraient cherchcr lour nourriture. Des oxptriences nous ont appris qu’il est facile de eultiver, cn 6tat
de puretd parfaito ct sur une cehelle aussi grande qu’on pout le desircr, le microbe du cbolcra des poules,
dans dcs bouillons de viandes quel'conqucs. De ces liquides pleins de microbes, on arroserait la nourriture
des lapins qui, bientot, indent pdrir ici et hi et repandre 1c mal partout.
_
_
“ J’ajoute que le parasite de la maladie dont je viens de purler est inoffensif pour les animaux des
fennes, exceptc, bien entendu, pour les poules ; mais cellcs-ci n’ont pas besoin de vivre cn pleine campagne.
“ Je ne doute pas qu’il n’y ait, dans les pays infestes, dcs personnes toutes pretes it appliquer lo
moyen que je jiropose, moycn tres simple, qui, en tous eas, vaut la peine d’etre tente.
_ _
“ Veuillez recevoir, Monsieur le IJirectour, Fassurauce de ma consideration la plus distingueo.
“Sujne: PASTEUR.”
“ Aussitflt apres Fenvoi de cette lettre, j’eus la curiosite de faire des exp6riences dircctes sur les .
lapins. Je me rappelais que le cholera des poules se communique facilement aux lapins; mais jen avals
pas fait d’etude suivie sur ces rongeurs; souvent j’avais vu mourir des lapins qui avaient etc places dans dcs
cages non desinfectces oil des poules avaient suceombc du clioDra. C’est une question de savoir, question
rtsolue affirmativement par plusieurs, si lo cholera dcs poules n’est pas simplement la septiofimie dcs lapins,
etudiee autrefois par le Dr. Davaine.
_
^
_
,
“ Je fus bientot assure de la facilite avec Liquelle le moindre repas donn6 aux lapins, apres avoir
souille la nourriture par une culture du microbe du cholera des poules, entrume rapidement la mort de ces
rongeurs.
_
_
_
“ Voici quelques-unes des experiences que j’ai fait faire a M. Loir, dtudiant en Midecino attache :V
mon laboratoire :
_
“ Lc 27 novembre on place dans une caisse cinq lapins; ils y rcstent jusqu’h 611 du soir sans prendre
do nourriturc; h C1', on met dans uno petite cuvette 100PC d’une culture virulcnto de cholera dcs poules, oil
Fon trempc les feuilles d’un chou. On laisse egoutter ces feuilles, puis on les donne ii manger aux cinq
lapins qui, apr6s quelques minutes, ont achev6 lour repas. On place avec cux, ii minuit, trois lapins ncufs
non conlamiinis,
“ Le 28 novembre, 8'‘du matin, les cinq lapins contagionnes paraissent malades. A II11, deux sont
morts, e’est-a-dire dix-sept heures apres le d6but du repas. Les trois autres meurent ii 3!l de Fapris-midi,
vingt heures apres leur repas.
_
“Le 28 novembre, a 71' du soir, on trouve mort un des lapins mis la veillc, ii minuit, avec ceux qui
ont mange le repas infecteux, Les deux autres lapins ne sont pas devenus malades.
“ Le samedi 3 decembre, it o'1 du soir, on donne h manger a quatre lapins des feuilles de choux sur
lesquelles ont bte repandus lO'1 de culture virulente de chol6ra des poules, etendus de 100l'c d’eau sturilisec.
A minuit, tout le repas a disparu depuis plusieurs heures; on place avec cux quatre lapins ncufs.
“ Le 4 decembre, k Sl! du matin, deux lapins semblent tristes. All , il y a un mort; ii 211, deux
autres morts; h J1' meurt le dernier de ceux qui ont mange.
.
“ On laisse les cadavres avec les lapins ncufs mis la veillc, it minuit, dans la caisse.
“ Lo 0 dteembre, on trouve un dc ces lapins mort; le 6 ddeembre, un autre; lc 7, un troisi&mc;
cnfhi le quatrilnne meurt le 9 decembre.
“ Les lapins precedents itaient des lapins domestiques.
“ Le 17 ddeembre, on donne a un lapin dc garenne 10" de culture de clioDra des poules, dgalement
sur uue fcuille de chou.
“ Le 18 decembre, il meurt.
“ Dans tous les cas precedents, on a
que la mort (Halt bien duo au microbe du choldra des
poules.
.
" Le 3 decembre ot jours d’aprfes, on fait des experiences sur les animaux suivants: pores, chiens,
chevres, moutons, rats, chevaux, aues, toujours par contamination des repas. Aucun de ces animaux n’a
cte malade
.
“ Il y a plus : Faction sur les lapins est si rapido, il ost si peu besoin de multiplier les repas que je
suis persuade, en me reportant a mes ancicnnes experiences sur les poules, que collcs-ci mome ne mourraient
pas si on les laissait sur lo sol que los repas des lapins auraient pu souiller en partie; eiles ont, pour la
maladie, bcaucoup mains de receptivity que les lapins.
“Au
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^ Au contact de Pair, le cholera dos poules meurt assez promptenicnt. U pert sa virulence ii 51° C.,
temperature quelquofois atteintc, dit-on, en Australie pendant I’eto, mais il nc soraib jamais ncccssairc do
n’occupor dcs lapins, au milieu du jour, en pleinc clialour.
“ La conservation du microbe du cholera dcs poules est facile, an contraire, a 1’abri de Pair et pendant
plusieuvs amuies : on pourra done toujours se procurer de la semence tres virulentc, Mes experiences
d’nutrefois communiquics a I’Academie des Sciences en sent la preuve.
“ Los cultures du cholera des poules peuvent ctre faites dans les houillons les plus divers d’animaux
quclconquos. Un des plus dconomiques serait sans douto oelui qu’on pourra prdparer avee la chair dcs lapins.
" 11 r6sulte des experiences qui precedent que, non seulemcnt les lapins qui out ingdi'e une nourriturc
souillde par le microbe meurent trfes rapidement, en moins de vingt-quatre heures, mais que les lapins
assocics ces derniers, qui n'ont point eu d’idiments contamines, meurent egalement en grand nombre.
“Jo reserve la question du mode do contagion. C’cst un point que j’examinerai plus tard.
“ Est-il vrai que les lapins d'un tender nc se melent pas a ccux des terriers voisins 1
“ On pout envisager, sans apprehension pour la reussite du proedde, 1c cas oil les lapins d!un temer
ne frayeraient pas avec ceux des terriers voisins ct n’y portcraient pas la contagion aprfes qu’ils auraient etc
contamines.
“ La maladio se communique si facilement par los repas que, alors memo que la contagion n’existerait
pas, dcs lapins iniecles aux autres non infectes, la destruction de ces animaux n’en serait pas moins facile.
“ Jo parle, dans ma lettre au journal le 2'emps, de barrieves vobuitcs placdes autour des terriers.
Cette complication serait inutile.
“ Je me rcpr6sente I’dprcuve en grand do la manure suivante : autour d’un ou plusieurs terriers, je
forais faucher nno certaine quantite dherbe qui serait ramemic ensuitc avec des rateaux ii la portie des
lapins, avant leur sortie du soir. Cette berbe, souillie de la culture du microbe, serait mangie par les
lapins dcs qu’its la rencontrcraient sur leur passage. Une bariuiire serait inutilo pour les arrfiter et les
forcer li manger. On aurait ainsi, en quelque sorte, la repetition do rexperience de Reims, dont jo vais parler.
“ 11 6tait bien desirable qu’une experience put avoir lieu sur une grande dcbelle.
“ Le hasard Ant bientdt me Toffrir dans les conditions les plus favorables.
“ M""1 Y,e Pommery, do Reims, proprietaire de la grande maison dcs vms de Champagne qui portc
son nom, mbdressa la lettre suivante, apriis avoir lu ma Note inserbe dans le journal le Temps :
“ ‘ Monsieur,
Reims, le 3 decembre 1SS7,
“ ‘ Je possede ii Reims, au-dessus de mes caves, un clos de huit hectares, totalement entoure de
murs. J'ai cu la ficbcuse idee d'y mettre des lapins pour procurer une chasse, on ville, a mes petits-enfants.
“ ‘ Ces b6tes ont teilement pullule et minent le sol A, un tel point quo je dbsire les detruire, Les
furets sent impuissants A les faire sortir de tas bnormes de craie oil ils se refugient,
“ 1 S’il pouvait vous Ctre agi'Cable d'experinienter le procedd quo vous prcconisez pour la destruction
de cos animaux, en Australie, j’offre de vous en faciliter le moyen.
“ ‘ Recevcz, etc.
“ 1 Signd: VTt POMMERY.’
“ Bientot aprfes, j’appris de mon intelligente correspondante que, dans la crainte de voir les lapins de
son clos, pousses par la faim, prolonger outre mesure leuis galcries souterraincs ct compromettre la solidito
dcs voutes dcs caves, on nvait eu depuis longtemps I’idfeo de los rctenir dans leurs terriers, non loin de la
surface du sol, en leur servant, chaque jour, un repas de luzerne ou de foin distribue autour des terriers.
On compreml dfcs lors aisfement combien. il Ctait facile do tenter la destruction des lapins du clos de
Mmr Pommery.
“ Le vendredi, 23 dfeecmbrc, j’envoyai A Reims M. Loir arroser 1c repas du jour d’une culture recente
du microbe du cholera des poules.
“ Comme A I’ordinaire, la nourriturc fut consomrnic dans riutervalle de quelques minutes. Lo
rcsultat en fut pour ainsi dire surprenant,
“ Jil"1' Pommery m’ecrivit, le 26 decembre ;
“ ‘ Samedi matin (par consequent dcs lo lendemain du repas mortel), on compta dixmeuf morts
on dehors des terriers.
“ * Lo dimanebe, le clos ne fut pas visit 6.
“ ‘ Le luudi matin, on compta encore treize morts, et depuis samedi on n’a pas vu un seul lapin
vivant courir sur lo sol. En outre, comme il etait tombe un peu de neige pendant la nuit, ou ne vit nulle
trace de pattes de lapins autour des tas de craie.’
“ En general, les lapins meurent dans leurs terriers. Les trente-deux cadavres trouves sur le sol du
clos devaient done reprfesenter une trfes faible minorite parmi les morts, ainsi qu’on le verra tout A rboure.
“ Dans une autre lettre du mardi 27, Mmt Pommery m’ecrit:
“ ‘ La luzerne (luzerne dfeposbe autour des terriers le lundi soir) n’a pas 6t6 touchoe ct de
nouveau on n’a vu nulle trace de pattes iniprimees sur la neige. Tout est mort’ ....
11 Et Mmr Pommery, faisant allusion A des journaux anglais qui avaient beaucoup critiqufe le proefedfe
que j’avais propose, journaux qu’elle avait eu 1’obligeance de m’adresser, ajoute :
“ 1 Que deviennent les attaques anglaises en prfesence d’un tel rfesultat 1 Un clos de 8 hectares
fourmillant de lapins, devenu un champ de mort.
“ ‘ M. Pasteur empoisoime un repas ordinaire de cos lapins, et lea jours suivants rien ne remue;
tout est fini, tout est mort,’
“ Combien de lapins sont morts dans les terriers 1 II est difficile de le savoir exnctement, dependant
Mmc Pommery m’informe, par une lettre que je viens de recevoir, aujourd’hui 5 janvier, 1 que les ouvriei's
estiment H beaucoup plus d’un mille le nombre des lapins qui venaient manger les huit grosses bottes de
foin qu’on distribuait chaque jour autour de leurs terriers.’
“D’autre part, ajoute M"10 Pommery, ‘partout ou 1’on ddcouvre un peu les monceaux do craie,
demeure habituelle des lapins, on voit dcs tas de cadavres do deux, trois, quatre et cinq lapins.’
“ En terminant cette Notice, j’ai I’honneur d’informer le trfes honorable Agent gfen feral que mon
intention estd’onvoycr on Australie et A la Nouvelle-Zfelamie deux jeunes savants pour appliquer, dans ces
lointains pays, 1c precede que je viens d’exposer.
“ J'exprime
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“J’exprime entin le desir que mon travail soifc adniis k concourir pour le prix de 25,000 livres
sterling qui a 6t6 propose recemment par 1c Gouvernement de la Fouvelle-Galles du Sud pour Tex termination
des lapins en Australie.
“ Veuillez agreer, Monsieur I’Agent general, I'lioinmage dc ma haute consideration.
“L. PASTEUE,
“ Do, I’Tnstitnt dc Franco et de la Soci6t6 royale de Loud res,
45, rue d’UIm, il Paris.”

APPENDIX IV.
M. Pasteur’s Letter to the Chief Inspector of Stock of New South "Wales.
Is connection with a letter addressed to the Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney, by the Secretary of the
Pastures and Stock Protection Hoard of New South Wales, the Under Secretary of the Lands Department
forwarded to this Commission, for any action deemed necessary, an extract from the Sydney Morning
Herald of 8th December, 1888, purporting to be an almost litoral translation of a letter addressed by M.
Pasteur to Mr. Alex. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock. The original of M. Pasteur’s letter has been kindly
submitted to the Commission by ihe Chief Inspector of Stock. It is as follows :—
.
Arbois (Jura), 1" octobre 1888,
v
en partant pour Paris.
A M. Alex. Bruce, Chef inspeetcur du b^tail au Departement des Mines, ii Sydney.
Monsieur le Cbef inspecteur,
Je viens dc lire la lettre que vous avez adressee k 1’editeur du Sydney Morning Herald du
18 aout dernier, en n-ponse & 1’article que co journal avait insure, le 9 aofit, sous la signature du Dr. Wigg,
Permettez-moi, Monsieur, de vous complimonter sur la logique de votre argumentation et de vous
adresser mes tres sinc&res remcrciments pour votre ferme et honnetc reponse aux assertions erron^es et
insinuations malveillantes du Dr. Wigg, k mon egard.
.
Je ne saurais douter que votre lettre n’ait la plus bcureuse influence pour faire connaitre la verity.
Par cettc lettre, la lumiere va commencer it se faire sur deux questions vitales pour 1’avenir de votre beau pays.
L’agriculturc australienue est aux prises avec deux grands Udaux i la “Cumberland disease,” et la
pullulation des lapins.
Mes jeunes repiAsentants, it ma demande, sur le desir de Sir Henry Parkes, ont dimontre pour la
premiere fois, d’unc manitre incontestable, que la “ Cumberland disease” est identique au charbon d’Euroi>c
(sang de rate des moutons, anthrax ou fievre Charbonneuse des bestiaux, splenic fever)
*
*
*_
Depuis I’anmic 1881, ii la suite de ia cilidire expurieuce de Pouilly-le-Fort, qui a fait le tour dc la
presse scientifique dans le monde entier, la pratique de la vaccination permet de piAvenir la maladie et de
reduire dans la proportion la plus considerable la mortality des moutons et des bestiaux dans les pays infectes.
N’en deplaise it vos docteurs, j’ai seui le secret du “ vaccin Pasteur.” Que le public en Australie ct ses
gouvernements ne se laisscnt pas jetcr de la poudre aux yeux jiar des personnes ignorantes ou iiitcvesscies.
Quant au fleau des la-pins, je n’ai pas davantage confix ii personne le secret de 1’application en grand
du moyen que j’ai propose pour rextermination pavtielle ou totalc de ces rongeurs par I’cmploi du cliolera
des poules. C’cst au gouvernement de Sydney que je le ferai connaitre s’il y a lieu.
Mes roprfeentants n’ont qu’une chose it faire et je les ai cnvoySs la faire, it la demande de ce gouvernemont: ils ont it demontrer que j’ai propose un moyen inoffensif pour les animaux domestiques, moyen qui
tuo les lapins eu vingDquatre heures it la suite d’un seul repas souille par le microbe, et que ce moyen est
contagieux, e’est-a-dire, que les lapins qui out pris le repas mortel communiquent d’une manitre notable
la maladie et la mort it des lapins sains auxquels il sont ingles comme ils le sont dans les terriers. Comment
disposer une fabrique de I’ingridient mortel, comment ingredier et utiliser au loin cct ingredient avec toutes
scs proprietrs, lit est mon secret sur lequel la commission n’a ricn it voir ni it savoir pour le moment, et quo
je ne ferai connaitre que si le prix, propose le 31 aout 1887, ra'est attribwi.
.
J’affirme quo nul autre moyen ne pout rdussir aussi promptement et aussi radicalemcnt. C’est
assez evident par la rapidite et la facilite de comtmmiquer la maladie et la mort.
Je vous autorise, Monsieur I’lnspectcur, 5 publier cette lettre, si, comme je n’en doute pas, vous la
crojmz utile it la defense de la vdrite.
Cependant, je ne quitterai pas la plume sans vous remercier, ainsi que tous les membres de la Commis
sion de la “ Cumberland disease” dont vous faites partie, de I'empressement, plein de bienveillance avec
lequel ils ont accueilli mes jeunes deldgues.
11 est bien regrettable que je ne puisse en dire autant de plusieurs membres do la Commission des
Lapins qui s’imaginent it tort que mon procede pent etre dangereux.
Mais je ne perds pas 1’ospoir que, lorsque cette Commission comprendra mieux ses intdrdts et ceux du
public, elle se mettra it la tete de rapplication des procedcs de M. Pasteur, apres avoir obtenu lagrement et
les instructions de M'. Pasteur lui-mbme. Autrement, it quoi pourra servir le laboratoire qu’elle a fait
eonstruire a. si grands frais 1 II faudra bien qu’il y ait un jour un reprdsentant de M. Pasteur et instruit
par lui. Ce malentendu ne pent se prolouger inddfiniment.
Becevcz, je vous prio, Monsieur I’lnspeetour, 1'assurance dc ma haute considdration,
L. PASTEUR,
De ITnstitut de France et des Socidtds royales de Londros et de Sydney.

.Report

APPENDIX V.
by Dr. Bancroft of the visit of the Commission to Dr. Ellis’ House, and of
examination of Diseased Rabbits from Tintinallogy.

The members visiting Dr. Ellis where shown several healthy and diseased rabbits.

A rabbit, believed to
be suffering from the Tintinallogy disease, was killed, also a healthy animal. The former was much
emaciated, but showed no remarkable evidence of disease, except in the liver, which was marked with
white spots. These Dr. Bancroft recognized as the liver affection spoken of by him. Bile was removed
from the gall-bladder of this rabbit, and under the microscope was found full of oval bodies, easily seen
under low powers. The other rabbit was free from the liver disease.
Dr.
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Dr. Bancroft said lie had kept tame rabbits for experimental purposes during his residence in
Australia until an Act of the Queensland Parliament required their destruction. "When resident surgeon
at the Brisbane Hospital, twenty years ago, ho had noticed white spots in the livers of rabbits. The spots
contained the same microscopic oval bodies which could be traced through the gall-hladder, and were
voided with the excretor. In subsequent years, examining livers of rabbits, the same condition was often
to lie found, and when rabbits had their livers severely affected they became emaciated. "With the greatest
wire as to cleanliness of the hutches, it was practically found impossible to prevent the rabbits contracting
the disease.
The conclusion come to was that the oval bodies were introduced into the stomachs of young rabbits
on food soiled with the excrement of their elders. Dr. Bancroft could never dissect out of the parent
parasite from the liver, as the creature possessed no definite form. It appeared as an irregular sat,
containing the oval bodies in various stages of development.
Of sections made of this parent sac by his son he had specimens to exhibit to the Commission.
At the meeting on April 23, Professor Allen informed the Commission that he had consulted
the work of Leuckart on parasites, and found the parasites of the liver of the rabbit had been
called by that author Coccidium oviformo. The author had been at great pains to elucidate the life
history of this parasite. Twenty-six pages of his work were devoted to the subject, from which it appears
that the oval bodies discharged by the parent sac are considered the mature animal. On leaving the liver
of the rabbit the contents of the oval bodies, the coccidia, are granular ; by the time the Coccidium
arrives at the end of the intestinal tract the granular matter has formed itself into four curved embryos,
which are named psorosperms ; rabbits, fed with the coccidia so developed into psorosperms, soon begin
to suffer from the affection of the liver. There are some accounts of human beings having suffered from
the same disease (see pages 221 to 225), but from what can be ascertained the cases are very rare and of
little practical interest.
Since the above-mentioned investigations Mr. Thos. Francis has kindly taken micro-photographs
of the section of the liver disease above referred to and of the oval bodies, the coccidia, removed from the
gall-bladder of Dr. Ellis’s diseased rabbit.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.

Abstract

APPENDIX YI.
of Life History of Coccidium Oviformc.

Prepared by Professor Allen from Leuckart’s “ Parasites of Man (1880).”
The liver of the rabbit is not unfrequently found penetrated with white nodules, which, in more or less

considerable numbers, grow gradually to the size of a hazel-nut,, and excite painful affections, in the course
of which the animal often dies. In many warrens the disease become a serious epidemic, so that hardly a
single healthy animal is to be found. On section of the nodules, a cheesy or purulent, sometimes yellowcoloured, mass exudes, in which a microscopic examination reveals, besides coll dibris, a countless number
of oval or egg-shaped bodies; and myriads of similar structures may be found in the bile within the gall
bladder.
These nodules in the liver have been examined by many observers during the past fifty years. They
were at first variously classed as tubercles, or cancers, or flukes, or as modifications of the colls of the liver
or of the bile-ducts. But it is now certain that they are due to the multiplication of gregarinoid parasites in
the bile-ducts. Each nodule consists of a congeries of dilated bile-ducts, which, though originally of small
size, have enlarged and perhaps opened into one another. The walls of the nodules have been thickened by
chronic inflammatory processes, so as to present a thick layer of fibre-nucleated tissue. The dilated ducts
may open into one another so freely that only a central cavity is left, from whose walls processes of fibronucleated tissue may project into the interior in villous form. These processes are for the most part relics
of the thickened tissue between the dilated ducts. The epithelium lining the cavities is partly in a normal
state, but in general it is profoundly altered—many cells are modified by the growth of parasites within
them ■ others are shod from the surface, being replaced by a kind of colloid matter. The pulpy contents of
the cavities are not purulent; the opacity is due to the presence of minute egg-shaped bodies, 0'033 to 0-037
millimitres long, and 0-015 to 0-02 millimetres broad, having thick smooth shells. These bodies are
imbedded in granular detritus, with nuclei, remains of cells, and shed epithelial elements. Some of these
bodies, probably the younger, are slender, having, in many cases, a double shell and uniformly diffused
granular contents. Others, presumably the older, are broader and more bulging, tlieir granular matter being
collected into a central ball, the space between it and the shell being filled with clear fluid which acquires a
somewhat firm consistency. In -the slender forms the shell has a thin outer layer and a thick inner layer ;
and it would seem that the thin outer shell disappears when the cells begin to assume the bulging form, and
at one end, usually the narrower, a micropylav opening becomes visible in the inner shells. "Within the
granular ball in the centre of the bulging forms, an ill-defined clear sphere not infrequently appears,
resembling a nucleus, but incapable of being stained. It is simply an aggregation of the ground substance
which binds the granules together.
These egg-like parasites, which are called coccidia, do not remain permanently in the dilated ducts.
Some of them escape through narrow communications, which still exist, into the large bile-ducts, and so
pass to the gall-bladder and onwards into the intestines, being finally expelled with the feces. No
further changes of any importance occur in the coccidia during their progress along the ducts or through
the intestines. After leaving the body of their first host or bearer, these parasites have an incubation
period varying in duration from -weeks to months. Their shells are already so strong that neither chromic
acid nor bichromate of potash in solutions of ordinary strength do any injury to the life of the organisms.
The stages of development which proceed outside of the body of the first, host are simple, and may
be watched in specimens kept in -water. The central graunlar mass divides into four, perhaps after first
dividing into two. The clear nucleus-like body in the centre of the mass undergoes similar division, and
thus four rounded or spheroidal segmentation spheres or spores are formed, differing from the original
granular mass only in their smaller size (0-009 to 0-01 millimetres). These spores become lengthened
and
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and ovoid; a thin but tolerably firm envelope forms on their surface, and their substance is differentiated
into a homogeneous transparent C-shaped rod, -whose convexity is in contact -with the envelope, while its
ends are thickened and highly refracting, its concavity embracing the remains of tho granular mass. Each
rod is about 0-006 millimfetres in diameter.
“At this stage tho development of the coccidia is for the meantime, in my opinion, complete.
Like the eggs of entozoa containing embryos, they await an opportunity to gain access into a new host,
and this opportunity can hardly fail, for the coccidia, brought to the exterior with the fteees, undergo
exactly tho same changes in the rabbit warren as in our glass vessels, and will therefore rapidly populate
these places with countless germs.”
The germs usually find entrance into their subsequent host while still within tho coccidium shells.
After being swallowed, the C-shaped rods escape from their envelopes in the stomach, draw themselves
into rods, become amceboid in characters, and reach the liver by the common bile-duct. In the small
bile-ducts they bore into the epithelial cells and arc converted into new coccidia. The smallest germs
which Leuckart coidd distinguish in the cells of the bile-ducts were slightly granular roundish masses
of protoplasm of about 0-009 to O'Ol millimidres in diameter, containing a large nuclcus-like spot, with
enclosed nucleoli. The biliary cells enclosing them become greatly swollen in transverse diameter. Tho
germs within increase till they form spherical balls, about 0-026 millimetres in diameter, consisting of
granular protoplasm with a clear nucleus. The germs now- fill the cells, so that the latter form only
narrow limiting envelopes to the germs. The germs next become oval, and a shell rapidly forms and
thickens around them under the cellular envelopes. Then this envelope is destroyed, and the germs, now
transformed into coccidia, lie free in the dilated biliary passages.
The experiments of Rivolta tend to show that coccidia must pass through their incubation stage
before they can develop in a new host, Coccidia whose central mass has not been segmented may be
administered to new animals without result.
Coccidia in the liver may be of fatal importance. Their growth lessens the quantity, and deteriorates
the quality of the bile; it interferes with the circulation of blood through the liver, and interferes with the
glycogenic function of that organ, so that, according to Cohuhcim, diabetes cannot be produced by the usual
operation in rabbits infested with coccidia. As soon as the disease has attained a considerable development
the animals die. They become very thin after being sickly for some weeks; they lose their appetite and
previous activity, begin to breathe quickly and violently, and finally die in convulsions.
“Nor does the rabbit alone thus suffer, but even man, although he is obviously not exposed in the
same degree to the possibility of a frequent and numerous introduction of germs, is occasionally infected.”
Leuckart narrates the case of a stone-breaker who died from the effects of coccidia in the liver, the case
being first reported by Gubler, of Paris, in ISSS. He says that “ the patient perished exactly in the same
manner as ihe infected rabbit.” He refers to three other cases in which coccidia were found in tho human
liver.
Many other forms of gregarinoid parasites are known to occur in animals; for example, one special
form is found in the intestines of mice, another form in the intestines of rabbits, dogs, cats, sheep, guineapigs, moles, Ac., another in fowls, ducks, and geese. These ‘intestinal coccidia cause destruction of the
epithelium, swelling, inflammation, and ulceration. Leuckart states that the intestinal form in rabbits is
probably quite distinct from the hepatic form, and that the two have never been found associated together.
Intestinal coccidia have been found in men in a few instancec, the infection being derived possibly from
dogs, cats, rabbits, Ac.
It must not be imagined that Leuckart’s description of the life-history of the coccidia is unchallenged,
Several authorities differ from him in various particulars, but the introduction of their views would render
the description less clear. Full information may bo obtained in Leuckart’s “Parasites of Man,” translated
by Hoyle, pages 202-223.

APPENDIX VII.
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Reports by Dr. Bancroft and Dr. Wilkinson concerning tlieir visits to Tintinallogy.
AY'itii the members of the Committee, Messrs. Tabart, Bell, and Dr. Wilkinson, I visited Tintinallogy,
travelling from Adelaide by way of Broken Hill and Menindie. The object of this visit was to investigate,
as far as possible, the circumstances under which tho rabbits at Tintinallogy had died.
Between Speculation Lake and Menindie there are many rabbits burrowing in sandy hillocks, through
which canc-grass grows. Babbits also live and hide in the undergrowth and drifted dead vegetation of the
sandy beds of water-courses. In the neighbourhood of tho Darling River rabbits hide in lignum, and
on the adjoining higher ground burrow among tho roots of bushes.
Some miles on the road from Albemarle, and before reaching Tintinallogy, few live rabbits are to bo
seen, but many skins and skeletons lie about the road sides.
Everywhere in the districts visited near tho Darling River the shrubs and trees are barked, even to
the height of many feet. Occasionally rabbits fall entangled among tho several branches, and hero and
there their skeletons so remain, Near tho station-house of Tintinallogy, occupied by Mr. Reid, no live
rabbits are to be seen. At some distance up tho river I saw two, also a wild rat. The rabbit skins and
bones lie about everywhere, showing that at no distant date rabbits were very numerous on the station.
In company with Dr. Wilkinson and Dr. Ellis I made a posl-morlem examination of rabbits killed for tho
inspection of the Committee, and beyond general emaciation of their bodies and darkening of the livers,
no important pathological condition was noticed. Two white rabbits (albinos) said to have been caught
wild, were in the hutches. In Dr. Butcher’s preserved specimens were small hydatids, cysticercus
pisiformis, tiiese I afterwards found in rabbits examined at Albemarle. There was a bottled specimen of
a rabbit showing some form of skin disease. I wished to examine this, but did not obtain it. On
dissection of rabbits captured for us at Albemarle, no remarkable diseased state was observed. It was
brought under our notice that a disease had destroyed a great number of cats, and the bodies of eighteen
wore seen on the bank of the river. An examination of two cats that died at Tintinallogy, showed
inflammation of a portion of the small intestine, the animals dying fat. Specimens of the inflamed intes
tines qro in the possession of Dr. Ellis, Tho cats, in a great incqsure, live on rabbits, but it remains for
' '
further
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further investigation to determine if there be any relation between tlieir diseases. The cysticercus
pisiformis of the rabbit leads to a tape-worm in the cat. A form of tape-worm was found in the dead
cats, but Dr. Jullis informed me that one cat examined showed only inflammation of the intestine. The
temperature of newly caught rabbits was from 108° to lOO'u'', showing that hunting them caused a rise
of about eight degrees. This confirms the statement of Dr. Ellis, and may have some important bearing on
the method of propagation of diseases among rabbits.
Mr. Sadlicr drove largo numbers into an enclosure made of viro net, with wings of wire net, one
hundred yards each. This is an excellent method of capturing rabbits on thickly infested country. The
rabbits at Albemarle are said to be now recovering from a very weak condition in which they were a few
weeks ago, rain having fallen recently and new herbage grown up.
_ I* is not easy to say from what disease the Tintinallogy rabbits died. Rabbits suffer from several
morbid states, to which may bo added innutrition from eating bark and deficiency of grass, from the heat
of the climate in summer weather, from excess of salt in tlieir systems probably, as they consumed all the
accessible bark of the old man salt bush (atriplex nuimnularia), many of the clumps of which in conse
quence died. They also suffer more ou less from various parasites. A small nematode worm in the
large intestine is abundant. The cysticercus pisiformis, found attached to the mesentery, appeal's too
small to inflict much harm by its bulk. The large New Zealand cyst, called bladder-fluke, has not yet
boon found by us, or spoken of by residents in Australia. The coccidium (tho liver parasite) causes
defective nutrition and emaciation. A scorbutic impoverishment of the Tintinallogy rabbits from scarcity
of fresh food may have led to the scabby skin and' intermuscular effusions. This was said not to extend
among the confined rabbits of either experimentalist.
The Tintinallogy run no doubt was overstocked with rabbits, all accessible bush was barked to a
great extent, and in tho hot months of the year the animals became muscularly weak.
The shade of the belt of Eucalypti on the river bank was sought by them, and here the disease first
began to show its destructive powers. It is known that a wounded rabbit is apt to act fatally on its
associates in a burrow. At the time of Dr. Butcher's experiments the animals were hunted about to mix the
noculated with tho other rabbits. A form of soptlcremia may have been brought about which rapidly
extended among the rabbits so unfavourably situated. Still no dissections or microscopic examinations so
far have shown this to be the case, and the Committee has had no opportunity of examining rabbits that
have died spontaneously.
According to Dr. Butcher’s evidence the breeding of rabbits on Titinallogy ceased at the end of
September, 1887 ; many aborted then, and up to the present time there have been no young seen. The
sexual organs of the doe rabbits examined by us showed no disposition to pregnancy. Residents of the
Darling say that shortly we may expect young rabbits, as the animals are much stronger and in better
condition since the recent rains.
_ The observations of Drs. Butcher and Ellis made on the wild rabbits are at variance on important
particulars and take little account of well-known parasitic conditions. Rabbits better fed in Sydney did
not die in the same way as those experimented on by Dr. Butcher at Tintinallogy. The whole inquiry into
rabbit diseases made by Drs. Butcher and Ellis have occupied not more than eight months, and numerous
restrictions by the Government fettered the operations. Notwithstanding, there is before us evidence of
rabbits being cleared off many miles of the Tintinallogy run, a notable fact and well worthy of careful
investigation.
It is unfortunate that the interference above referred ,to prevented Dr. Butcher making experiments
when rabbits were numerous at a distance from Tintinallogy, as the work done in the district where the
disease developed could not bo disassociated from the spontaneous operations of unfavourable natural
conditions there present.
In confining wild rabbits for experimental purposes, it should not bo overlooked that animals newly
captured are not easily domesticated, that they injure themselves by violent efforts, that if confined young
they generally soon die, and that they rarely or never breed.
Consequently conclusions based on such experiments should be accepted with caution and corrected
by control experiments with tame rabbits.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.
Ox my way down from Tintinallogy I remained some time at Albevmarlc in order to further investigate tho
disease amongst rabbits described by Dr. Ellis. Dr. Ellis was staying at Albemarle at the same time, and
we went together to a part of the run where this disease was said to have appeared amongst tho rabbits.
'We found that the rabbits were affected in a manner similar to that described by Dr. Ellis before the Com
mission ; and Dr. Ellis himself admitted that wo had illustrations of the typical disease. I took back to tho
station some of the diseased rabbits for further investigation. These rabbits wore all caught by us with
moderate ease. It was only necessary to follow them up, and sooner or later they fell down and rolled over,
apparently not having strength to proceed any further. Weakness, therefore, was an evident symptom of
their condition. These rabbits were all extremely emaciated but showed externally no evidence of any par
ticular disease. I made yos£ nwrienj examinations upon several of those rabbits and found the conditions
as follows :—Great diminution of sub-cutaneous fat; the fat in some places that remained being gelatinous.
The muscles were pale and flabby. On opening the abdomen the bladder was found to be distended with
urine in most cases. Tho peritonial fluid was in excess—sometimes in marked excess—but perfectly clear
and limpid ; no signs of peritonitis. In two or three cases coccidium was found in the liver. The spleen
was always healthy, and also the kidneys, which were merely pale. The intestinal canal was then
examined in all these cases. In every instance, small hemorrhagic patches, often with erosions, and some
times even with ulcerations, were present on the surface of the stomach. These erosions varied in si/e and
number; sometimes they were as a large as a split pea ; but for tho most part they were about one-half this
size. They were numerous both at the cardiac and pyloric end of the organ, but were not limited to these
spots. The mucous membrane was generally distinctly thickened and opaque. The contents of the stomach
varied somewhat, but consisted for the most part of dry fragments of bark. Sometimes, mixed up with
this material, was a considerable quantity of mucus, either in the same fluid state, or, in some cases,
forming whitish, opaque, tolerably firm, parchment-liko masses, coating this dry vegetable fibre. This dry
mucus was most abundant near the pylorus, in one or two cases forming hard firm masses. This dry
7—3 C
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mucus material was in this case detached from the mucous membrane on the one hand, and from tho
contents, on tiie other hand, with moderate ease. And the material also, to some e.xtont, passed in between
the vegetable fibre in tho stomach.
In tho rest of the intestinal canal there was always a considerable amount of mucus, and the mucous
membrane bad a distinct ashy-grey colour. On clearing away the material in the canal by a thorough
washing, small brownish granular spots could be seen in the mucous membrane. On microscopic examina
tion these spots appeared to consist of disintegrated blood. In no case was there any indication of diarrheea.
On the contrary tho faces were well formed, but extremely dry and hard.
Condition of the Liver.—In all those cases where emaciation was pronounced, and hemorrhagic erosions
appeared on tiio wall of tho stomach, the liver was of dark bluish colour, sometimes almost black, and the
tissue of the organ extremely soft and friable. Ho fat at all was to be seen between the lobules. The
organ, too, was reduced in size. The suprarenal capsules always appeared to be perfectly healthy. The
thoracic organs were also healthy to all appearance. The brain and spinal cord were not examined.
Upon these examinations I formed the opinion that the probable cause of emaciation was want of
proper food—or this, combined with the taking of improper food. The stomach showed in every case marked
evidence of gastric catarrh, and the nature of the contents led one to conjecture that possibly the cause of
the catarrh was the nature of the food. But in order to show whether this condition of the stomach was
absent in rabbits not suffering from emaciation, I caught some healthy rabbits and examined tlieir stomachs.
I also caught other rabbits which were not markedly emaciated, and” yet not in good condition. I found
that the absence of emaciation was always associated with the absence of catarrh and hemorrhagic erosions
in the stomach j and in moderate degrees of emaciation, these hemorrhagic erosions aud an increased
quantity of mucus appeared in the stomach, I consider that both the morbid condition of the digestive
organs and the emaciation are due to a common cause—want of food, or this combined witli improper food.
At the same time I examined the state of the livers in order to see whether it was necessary to
suppose that other causes than want of food might be responsible for the emaciation. In well-conditioned
rabbits the liver has a distinct deep-red colour, but the lobules are marked out by a distinct yellowish-white
zone. In rabbits in only moderate condition, this yellowish zone disappeared, the organ still retaining its
deep-red colour. As this emaciation became more and more marked, in different cases it was found that
the red-brown colour changed more and more into the dark-bluish or bluish-black colour already described as
characterizing the livers of these diseased rabbits. Here, too, then, it seemed to me that tho changes in the
liver in the emaciated rabbit were due to want of proper food. The condition of the liver was in fact one
of pronounced atrophy. I examined the blood, but only observed that there was a great tendency in tho
white corpuscles to stick together and form small groups of cells. The urine in several eases deposited a
whitish sediment consisting of amorphous granules—no doubt phosphates. I have kept several of the
stomachs, which show the conditions above described, so that members of the Commission can examine
these for themselves.
W. CAMAO WILKINSON, M.D., London.
_ P-S.—While I was at Albemarle, I took the trouble to investigate the method employed at the
station for poisoning rabbits. Strychnine was the poison used, and this was dissolved in sulphuric acid.
The strength was about four grains to the ounce ; wheat was then soaked in the solution. According to the
calculations of the manager of the station, throe or four grains of wheat would kill a full-grown rabbit. I
found that two or three drops of the solution of strychnine killed a full-grown rabbit very quickly7. 1 then
experimemed with the wheat soaked in the solution of strychnine. I began with nine grains. This was
the grain which was being extensively7 distributed over tho ground immediately7 about the homestead for the
purpose of killing the rabbits, Nine grains had no effect. I increased the number of grains to twenty,
then to thirty, and then to forty ; in every case feeding the rabbit with the wheat by the hand—even forty
grains had no effect; I therefore concluded that experiments with poisons, performed by station hands, were
not to be trusted.
W. CAM AC WILKINSON.

AITENDIX VIII.
IXepotit on ihe Parasitic Diseases affecting Rabbits in tbe ATairavapa District.
Professor A. P. \V. Thomas, M.A., F.L.S.. F.G.S., to the Hon. the Minister of Kinds (Stock Branch).
_
_
University College, Auckland, 20th February, 1889.
An interim report on the present subject was submitted to the Hon. the Minister of Lands in May, 1888
(Parliamentary Paper H.-18, 1.888). Since that time my experiments have been completed, and I, am now
able to speak more definitely of the value of the disease as a means of combating the rabbit-pest The
delay in concluding the report has been due to the slow development of the bladder-worm disease, and the
time required to work out the results of a very extensive series of experiments on more than forty animals,
including rabbits, dogs, eats, ferrets, and sheep. These experiments have been carried out single-handed,
and with no assistance except in the feeding of the numerous animals under observation.
The report will be arranged under the following heads :—
I. Tho decrease of rabbits in the Wairarapa, and the causes to which it has been assigned.
II. Observations and experiments on tbe parasitic diseases of rabbits found in the Wairarapa.
1. The bladder-worm (Canmrus serialis); its nature. Mode of studying its development.
2. Experiments on rabbits. Development of the bladder-worm,
3. Experiments on carnivorous animals with the bladder-worm.
4. Tape-worm (Tamia serialis) reared in tho clog: its character.
fi. Is the Coemmis of the rabbit distinct from that of the sheep ?
G. Smaller bladder-worm of the rabbit (Cysticercus pisiformis).
7. Coccidia of the rabbit’s liver.
8, Other parasites of tbe rabbit.
III. Value of the diseases as a means of dealing with the rabbit-pest:—
1. General conditions to be satisfied by any disease used as a remedy for the rabbit-pest
2. Value of the bladder-worm. Conditions for the spread of the disease.
3. Value of the livcr-cocckiia.
4. How far is the reduction of rabbits by parasitic disease possible ?
5 Summary.
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I. Ttik Deciik/lse or Rabbits in the Wairarapa.

The rabbits in the Wairarapa district, and especially on the plain, have unquestionably been greatly
diminishing in numbers during the last few years. The diminution has been attributed to the following
causes: (1) Poisoning—chiefly with phosphori/.ed grain in the winter time ; (2) trapping, and the use of
dogs: (o) the liberation of the natural enemies—viz., cats, ferrets, and, more recently, stoats and weasels;
(4) parasitic diseases—viz., that caused by the bladder-worm.
_
It is, I believe, generally admitted by stock-owners and fanners in the Wairarapa that tbe winter
poisoning by means of phospborized grain, followed up by rabbitting during the rest of the year, has been
the most efficient cause of the decrease of the rabbits. A very large number of ferrets—probably not fewer
than three thousand—and a considerable number of cats have been turned out, and more recently stoats
and weasels have been liberated. It is not easy to gauge with accuracy the amount of destruction
accomplished amongst the rabbits by animals which seek concealment from the eyes of man; but I was
able to satisfy myself that both ferrets and cats are numerous in some places, at least, and that they appear
to render good service.
With reference to the fourth cause, it is well known that it has been claimed that the bladder-worm
has been largely instrumental in reducing the rabbits, and that it affords a remedy for tho rabbit-pest worthy
of the reward offered by the Now South Wales Government.
It will be desirable, therefore, to describe the life-history and efli'cts of this and other parasites, as
shown both by my observations in the Wairarapa and by experiments in the laboratory, somewhat fully.
We shall then be in a better position to form a correct estimate of the value of the disease with reference to
the rabbit-pest.
II. Observations and Experiments on the Parasitic Diseases affecting Rabbits in the Wairarapa.

Some hundreds of rabbits were examined by me in the Wairarapa, and I found in them the five following
parasites, most of which were widely spread in the district: (1) Bladder-worm (Cmmrus serialis); (2)
smaller bladder-worm {Cysticercns pis’forum); (3) Coccidia, producing a disease of the liver; (4) mites, pro
ducing a form of itch or scab ; (n) lice. Of these the bladder-worm (Gonnurus serialis) and the livercoccidia are by far the most important to ns, for they are tho cause of greater injury to rabbits.
1. The Bladder-imrm (Crenurus serialis.)
The bladder-worms (incorrectly called “bladder-flukes1') are well-known to be the larval forms of
tape-worms. Two distinct kinds were found by me in rabbits in the Wairarapa ; but one of these appeared
to be nire, and is not of so much importance as the second and larger form. I'll is latter is shown by my
experiments to be the larval form of a particular kind of tape-worm inhabiting the intestine of the dog.
A rabbit infested by this bladder-worm lias one or more swellings in connection with tbe muscles of
tho body. This may have a more external position on one of the limbs or on the outside of the trunk, neck,
or head, in which case it may at once attract attention ; or it may have a more internal position, and ho
found in the cavity of the abdomen or chest. (See fig.
, Plate I, which represents a rabbit with such a
swelling on the left side of the face, and the white fur towards the angle of tho jaw being brought into sight
by the swelling.)* When the rabbit is dissected and the swelling examined, a bladder is found imbedded in
the muscular tissue. The bladders vary in size according to their stage of development, but are often of the
size of a fowl's egg, while the largest I have seen was 31 in. long and 2^ in. in breadth. The bladder fits
closely into a cavity in the muscles, this cavity having a smooth liningof connective tissue. This lining, of
course, is simply formed by the development of the connective tissue which unites tiie bundles of muscular
fibres. It is usually thin, and is sometimes of extreme tenuity, forming merely a surface-covering. The
bladder-worm itself consists of a delicate white membrane, enclosing a cavity filled with a clear serous fluid.
The outer surface of the bladder is sometimes smooch and rounded as an egg ; sometimes it shows numerous
lobes and processes. To one side of its inner surface are attached a large number of round white bodies
rather smaller than a mustard-seed (See Plate I, figs. 7 and 8). Examination with the microscope shows
that each of these bodies consists of the head of a tape-worm, recognizable by its four suckers and crown of
hooks, situated within a small sac or pouch-like involution of the wall of the bladder. (Bee Plate II, fig. 10).
These “ head-sacs,” as we may term them, are placed close together in series or in irregular groups, which are
usually elongated. These groups always show a more or less marked radial arrangement. It is clear that
we have here an example of that particular form of tape-worm larva to which the name of Ccenurus, or
many-headed bladder-worm, has been given.
Modes of Stwiyiv.y the, Development of the Bladder-worm.—It is a well-established fact in the natural
history of the tape-worm that the larval form is found in one animal, whilst the corresponding adult form
is found in the intestine of some other animal, which preys upon the bearer of the larval form. It is, of
course, usually the natural enemy of the animal harbouring the larval form which serves as the bearer or
host of the adult tape-worm. The question, therefore, to be decided, by my inquiries was, which of the
natural enemies of the rabbit served as the carrier. Tho only carnivorous animals occurring in the district
which fed upon the rabbits were dogs, cats, ferrets, and hawks. Stoats and weasels had been introduced
into the district, but the bladder-worm was known to exist there long before tlieir introduction. Hawks
were far less open to suspicion than dogs, cats, and ferrets, and I therefore endeavoured to discover whether
any one or more of these three animals served us bearer of the supposed tape-worm. There were two ways
of attacking the problem : the first was to ascertain whether tho bladder-worm, if given to*these animals,
would develop within them into a tape-worm ; the second was to discover whether these natural enemies of
the rabbit, living near rabbit-warrens where the bladder-worm was prevalent, harboured any tape-worm,
and, if such a tape-worm were found, then to administer its eggs to rabbits, and watch for the development
of bladder-worms within them. Both methods were adopted, and both have led to the same result, namely,
that the dog, and the dog only, is the bearer of the adult tape-worm of which this bladder-worm is the larval
form.
_
A wild ferret and two wild cats were obtained from the immediate neighbourhood of a rabbit-warren
where the bladder-worm was relatively abundant, and were examined. All three were free from tape-worm.
On the other hand, it was found on inquiry that the rabbi tiers’ dogs wore commonly infested with tape-worms.
At the Dry River Run, indeed, all the dogs were said to bo so troubled. Specimens of their tape-worms
were therefore obtained, and were found to include two kinds, one (a single specimen only) tbe well-known
Taenia
*
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Tamia dliptica, and the other a kind I was led to regard with much suspicion. The dogs, it should ho
stated, from which the tape-worms were obtained had been'bred on the estate, and had never left the
rabbitter's homo except to go rabbitting. They had been fed chiefly on rabbit, often uncooked, and only
occasionally on mutton. The presence of the 'Tenia dliptica was explained by the fact that the larval form
of this tape-worm is found in the dog-louso [Trichodectes canis), but the other tape-worm found, in great
numbers, was most naturally referable to tho rabbit or sheep on which the dogs were fed. The head of this
tape-worm was not at first obtainable, but in order to test the supposition, ripe joints of the tape-worm
were administered to rabbits. These ripe joints, it should be said, contained great numbers of minute ova,
in each of which a mature embryo was already present. I soon found that the experiment gave positive
results, and that the embryos developed in the rabbit into bladder-worms. Subsequently, as material was
available, other rabbits were infected, in order to ascertain more exactly the effects of tbe disease.
2. Experiments on Rabbits. The Develojnnenl of the Madder-worm.
_ The first rabbit fed with eggs of the dog’s tape-worm died thirteen days after infection. On dis
secting it no bladder-worms were seen at first, but it was noticed that the.muscles wore marked with
irregular thick yellowish or reddish lines, and careful examination showed that the lines were the tracks
of young bladder-worms, marked by a granular matter due to the irritation of the tissues.
At
the somewhat thicker end of each track a minute translucent bladder of about the sire of a pin’s head
(more exactly, from 0‘6mm. to I'Gmm in length) was found in the midst of tiie granular male rial. A very
large number of these minute bladders were found in this rabbit—indeed, I estimated the total number as
being at least five hundred. A second rabbit, fed with a smaller number of tape-worm eggs, died on the
twenty-first day after infection, and about a score of bladder-worms were found in it, and, corresponding
witli the longer period allowed them for development, they had attained a larger size of—^ in. (Tlmm.2-5tnm.), Although none of those little bladders showed ns yet any trace of the formation of the tape-worm
heads, the source from which the eggs had been obtained, and other evidence, induced me to state in tho
Interim lloport that the generic connection between tho bladder-worm of the rabbit and the tape-worm of the
dog was sufficiently demonstrated. Further experiments on over a score of rabbits and a number of dogs
have fully confirmed the opinion then expressed.
I. have found that the bladders first show signs of the formation of the tape-worm heads about the
fourth week. The smallest bladder-worm in which I have seen any trace of the formation was just four
weeks old, and was only £ in. in length. As a rule, the rudiments of the heads (or, rather, head-sacs) do
not appear till the worm has attained the size of a pea, i.e., about I in. or J in. in length. At the end of
seven weeks tho bladders, usually oval in form (aud measuring in. in length by ^ in. in breadth), carry
■more numerous hcad-sacs, some of them being more advanced than others, As the development proceeds
the bladder becomes larger, whilst the number of hcad-sacs increases. In the fifteenth week the bladders
may be from 1 in. to 1 ^ in. in length, and the head-sacs arc approaching their full size and are very numerous.
(Pi. I., fig. 7). I have counted 211, 29o, and 424 respectively in three bladder-worms obtained from the
same rabbit on tho hundred-and-first day after infection. Amongst those heads which are nearly or quite
mature may, however, be found others which are in various earlier stages of development. The size of the
bladder-worm, and also, apparently, the number of heads, may go on increasing for some months longer.
A bladder-worm 2^ in. in length contained 740 heacl-sacs, whilst the largest 1 have seen was 3;V in, by 2{in.,
and contained nearly a thousand heads.
“
It should be mentioned that there is a considerable amount of variation in the rapidity or extent of
development of the different bladder-worms of the same age, and found in the same rabbit. The statements
given above apply, therefore, to the average length of time required for the different degrees of development.
Moreover, the development of the bladders may bo arrested at any stage, but more especially during the
earlier stages. I have found in several cases bladder-worms which had died and were undergoing disinte
gration. The death of tho parasite may he due either to an unsuitable position in which it has settled, or it
may he due, especially in the earlier stages, to the 3'esistance which the tissues of the rabbit offer, in a greater
or less degree, to tiie foreign organism. The bladder-worm being dead, its walls lose their elasticity and are
ruptured, whilst the collapsed walls of the bladder are converted into a cheesy mass, which seems to be
slowly absorbed. I have seen reason to believe that at times very many of the bladders fail to reach their
full development, perishing during the first few weeks of their growth ; and this is, of course, a point of
much importance when we desire to estimate the effect of the bladder-worm on the rabbit.
_
By comparing the different stages in the development of the bladder-worms we are able to trace the
origin and mode of development of the tape-worm heads. They generally originate in small sacs or pouches
formed by the growth inwards of certain parts of tho wall of the bladder. At the bottom of this sac the
tissue thickens, and gives rise to tho four suckers and the rostellum, with its crown of hooks, characteristic
of the tape-worm head (Plate I, fig. 10). The heads are developed, as it were, inside out. The opening
of this sac becomes constricted, but is never entirely closed, a small aperture being left (Plate I, fig. 0).
The heads are always restricted to onc-half of the bladder, and their arrangement will bo best understood by
reference to figs. 6-3, Plate I. The long, irregular groups or1 scries in which the heads are disposed have a
roughly-radiate arrangement, which is most marked in the younger specimens. In the larger bladder-worms,
with more numerous heads, the groups may be broader and less regular. Pig. 8 shows such a bladder-worm
pinned out to show the heads more clearly. In this the radiate arrangement is less marked than usual, but
is still clearly traceable.
'
I should mention hero that in the older specimens small bladders are not infrequently found outside
of, but in contact with, a large central bladder. They are evidently derived by budding from the surface of
the older bladder-worm, for, although they are sometimes found quite free and detached, yet in many cases
I have found them still connected with the parent bladder-worm by a wide or by a narrow slender stalk.
These daughter-bladdei-s give rise to tape-worm heads precisely in the same way that the parent does. This
mode of multiplication may be compared with the formation of daughter-cysts in the Rchinococcus—the
“ hydatid" of man and some of the domestic animals—by external budding. I have also observed cases in
which tbe bladder-worm of the rabbit has given rise to daughter-bladders by internal budding; but these are
not so numerous as cases of external budding.
_
If has been stated that the bladder-worms were found by me only in tho muscles. They are found
in all the muscles of the body except those of tho distant parts of the limbs, where perhaps the conditions
'
as
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as to temperature or liability to injury are unfavourable. I have found them even in the muscles moving
the eyeball, on the walls of the heart, in the diaphragm, and even, in two cases, in the unstriated muscle of
the wall of the intestine. In no case, however, did I find a bladder-worm in any other organ. Special
search was made for them in the brain and spinal cord, but without success.
As the bladderworm grows larger it frequently projects on the surface of the muscle, so that it may seem to lie
external to it, and project, for instance, into the cavity of the abdomen. But even in such cases
careful examination almost invariably shows a thin sheet of musclo-fibres spread over the projecting
bladder-worm.
When tire eggs of the tape-worm are swallowed by the rabbit the secretion of the stomach destroys
the strength of the shell, *so that the embryo is able to escape. This embryo is armed with six hooks (see
figs. 1 and 2, Plate I), by means of which it works its way into the wall of the alimentary canal, and thus
gains access either to the lymphatics or the blood-vessels. Thence it may be carried with the blood-stream
to the various organs of the body. On reaching the ultimate ramifications of the blood-vessels the embryo
appears to bore through the wall of some capillary. The commencement of the track found in early stages
in the muscles may probably indicate the point at which it leaves the blood-vessel. Wo have seen that the
bladder-worms arc only found in tho muscles, but we may readily believe that many embryos aro led by
chance to take up their abode in other organs of the body, but that they fail to develop there. Even where
the bladder-worms were most numerous they only represented a very small proportion of the eggs which had
been given to the rabbit.
All rabbits are not equally susceptible to the bladder-worm disease. Some individuals seem to
furnish a specially suitable home for the development of the bladder-worm, and great numbers of the
parasites may be found in them. Sometimes tho number is so great that they produce a considerable
disturbance in the system, owing probably to the numerous points of local inflammation set up. Hence,
such rabbits may die during the first two or three weeks after infection. Other rabbits, again, affording
less suitable conditions for the development of bladder-worms, a comparatively small number of them are
found. Yet other rabbits may enjoy complete immunity, the bladder-worm being quite unable to develop
within them. Some of my rabbits were fed several times witli tape-worm eggs, but all attempts to
infect them failed. I obtained evidence showing that the younger rabbits were more susceptible than
the older ones; but on this point my observations were necessarily limited, as all the experiments were
conducted on wild rabbits, and at the time of the year no very young rabbits wore obtainable. But,
although young rabbits are moro susceptible, yet it is only some of the older rabbits which onjoy immunity
from tho disease,
It is not easy to explain why some rabbits should afford so much better a home for the growth of
the bladder-worm than others ; but the phenomenon is not one confined to the particular bladder-worm of
tiie rabbit which we are considering, but has been shown to occur in the case of other bladder-worms. I
will only mention here the bladder-worm of the armed tape-worm of man (Tnnia solium). This bladderworm is found in the pig. It is of small size, and forms the so-called “measles” of pork. Haubner fed
five young pigs with abundant ova of Tamia solium. Of these, two remained quite free from infection, a
third contained only forty or fifty measles, another several thousands, and the last one still more. Leuckart
fed five young pigs with very numerous ova ; each of them received at least a whole tape-worm, whilst
some of them were fed two or three, times. On dissection, after the lapse of various intervals of time, the
number of measles which were found to have developed were said to be respectively a single one, a few
hundreds, two or three thousand, several thousand, and twelve thousand. Even in the last instance, where
the measles wore the most numerous, only one per cent, of tho eggs administered had developed.
3. Experiments on Carnivorous Animals with the Bladder-icorm.
As I have already mentioned, the chief carnivorous animals which feed upon the rabbit in the
Wairarapa are the dog, cat, ferret, and hawk ; and of these it is the first three which were open to suspicion
as hearers of the adult tape-worm of which the bladder-worm is the larval stage. I endeavoured therefore
to ascertain by experiment whether tho bladder-worm, if given to these animals, would live in them and
develop into the corresponding tape-worm. Two young ferrets and a young cat were obtained and fed
several times with bladder-worms, which they swallowed greedily. But in all three animals the attempt to
roar the tape-worm failed.
Having already ascertained that the dogs in the district were often infested with tape-worm, it was
still more desirable to try a similar experiment with dogs. It was undesirable, for obvious reasons, to do
this with dogs from the district which might already contain tape-worms ; and rabbits carrying bladderworms were therefore taken up to Auckland, with the intention of experimenting there on dogs free from
tape-worm. The diseased rabbits, however, died at sea, and it was found impossible to import more from
tho "Wairarapa. At a later date I had succeeded in rearing tho bladder-worms in a rabbit fed with the ova
of a tape-worm found in dog in the district. Some of these bladder-worms were given to three dogs,
the first two receiving each some three to four hundred heads, and the third two complete bladder-worms,
eacli containing nearly three hundred heads. Of these three dogs, two developed tho same kind of tape-worm,
which agreed in its characters with the tape-worm found in the dogs in the Wairarapa, from the eggs of
which tho bladder-worm had been reared. To render tho matter still more conclusive, proglottides of tho
tape-worm thus reared in the dogs were given to the rabbits, and in the majority of these the Cumurus was
developed.
4. Characters of ihe Tape-worm (Tamia serialis) reared in the Dog.
■ The tape-worm thus roared in the dog's intestine from the Ccenurus of the rabbit has a long, narrow,
flattened form (see Plato IT, fig. 1). Its length maybe from 16 in. to 24 in., though it may appear cither
longer or shorter, for the tissues of the body are contractile to a very high degree. It consists of a minute
head, a somewhat narrower un jointed neck, and a series of joints or segments, which gradually increase both
in length and width and their distance from the head-end increases. As the segments grow they develop
the reproductive organs—a separate set for each segment—and eggs are formed and undergo their develop
ment, so that the last segments contain ripe eggs—i e., eggs containing fully-formed embryos. The ripe
segments drop off one by one at the hind end of the tape-worm, and pass out of the dog. These separate
’
‘
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segments are frequently known as proglottides. As the proglottides! drop off behind, now segments are
gradually separated in front from the neck, so that the tape-worm always has about tho same number of
joints, though it is constantly shedding proglottides behind.
The head of Tamia serialis is somewhat pear-shaped, when from the flatter surfaces (i.e., the dorsal or
ventral surfaces) {fig. 2, Plate II), tapering gradually behind to the narrowest part of the nock. Its extreme
width is about in. (1mm.), but it must be borne in mind that the shape and dimensions are liable to varia
tion with the state of contraction. As seen from in front it appears flattened in the same manner as the
body, but not to anything like the same extent, its outline being rather oblong. (Plate II, fig. 3.) Tho
head bears four suckers, of moderate size only, two on each side. They have the diameter of about 0‘28min.
Tim extreme end of the head is armed with a crown of twenty-eight or thirty hooks arranged in two con
centric circles, each circle having the same number of hooks, and with their roots imbedded in the rostellum,
a_circular disc of muscular tissue (0'29mm-8-32mm.) (Plate II, figs. 3 and I.) The hooks of the inner
cij'cle (Plate II, fig. 12i)arethc larger (0T45mm.-0T53mm.); those of the inner arc shorter and more
strongly curved (O'OQGmm.-OTOlmm.), Doth suckers and hooks, of course, serve for the attachment of tin:
head to the walls of the dog's intestine. The unjointed neck is about & in. in length. The total number of
segments or joints is from a hundred and fifty to a hundred and sixty. This number includes all. The first
small and short joints can be distinguished in the neck with tiie aid of the microscope. The character of
these first joints will be gathered from enlarged drawing (fig. 2, Plate IT). Each joint in the tape-worm is
in a slightly more advanced stage than the one in front of it, so that the whole series presents some hundred
and fifty or more stages in the development of the segment.
_ Ii each segment a complete set of reproductive organs, both male and female, is present, the male
maturing rather earlier than the female. It may be well to add here, as more or less distinctive characters
of this tape-worm, that traces of the vas d«faren^ appear about the sixtieth segment, hut it is first distinct
about section 70. The rudiment of the genital poucii appears on the average at segment 82. The numerous
roundish testes are discoverable in segment SO, but are most distinct and definite in segments 91—100. The
first branches of the uterus appear in segment 102, and by segment 115 the uterus-branches cover the whole
of the genital area. In the following segments the eggs may be seen passing through the stages of tlieir
development, which it is unnecessary to describe here. The first appearance of the ehitinoid egg-shell is in
segments 130-135. These segments of a tape-worm in which the uterus of a tape-worm has assumed its full
number of branches are sometimes termed “ ripe,” and the number of ripe segments is used as a character
in the discrimination of various forms of tape-worms. By other writers the term “ripe" is apparently
restricted to those segments in which the eggs are fully developed, and contain a mature or nearly a mature
embryo within the thick ehitinoid egg-shell. As already observed, each joint is slightly moro advanced than
the one in front, so that there is a certain amount of difficulty in drawing the line between ripe and unripe
segments. If we employ the term in its narrower sense we may say that Tamia Acrialh has about half a
score, sometimes more and sometimes fewer, for the ripe joints do not appear to detach themselves very
regularly, so that the same tape-worm may have at one time a larger and at another time a smaller number
of ripe segments.
As the segments grow they change their form, for they increase more rapidly in length than in
breadth. The details will be best understood by a reference to the illustration in Plate II, fig. 4. Tho
last few segments are rather less than ^-in in length (more exactly, 10mm.-12mm.).
J he proglottides, when separated from tho tape-worm, still retain the power of locomotion for a while.
They leave tho intestine of the dog, passing outward with the fmces, or sometimes independently. They
possess great contractility, by means of which they crawl away and hide themselves under grass, sticks, or
any shelter which may be available. If the ground be damp they may be able to crawl to the distance of
a foot or more, but exposure to very dry air soon brings them to rest. 1 have frequently found them lying
under the shelter of straws. They evidently recognise the value of shelter, for when the straws or similar
objects are very scanty the proglottides may still be found under them. On several occasions I have seen
the proglottides mount the blades of grass and remain attached there as they dried up. A striking differ
ence is shown in the form of the proglottis whilst crawling, according to its state of contraction. These
changes of form are shown in fig, 5, Plate II.
If a _ proglottis be placed on a plate of glass, and the trail left by it be examined under the
microscope, it will be seen to be marked by vast numbers of eggs, which appeared to be squeezed out of the
proglottis by its powerful contractions whilst crawling, and so are left behind. Indeed, I have examined
proglottides in which almost all the eggs were thus lost whilst crawling, not more than a few score, and in one
case only about a dozen, being left inside. It would seem to be a provision which secures a wider distribu
tion of the eggs, and is a point of some importance in considering the possibilities of the natural infection
of rabbits. The proglottides of the tape-worm wore first obtained seven or eight weeks after administering
the bladder-worm. If we allow fifty days as the time necessary for the growth of a hundred and fifty joints,
we shall have the joints produced at the rate of three per day.
5. Rcszmhlance of Cmmvrus of the Rabbit to ihe Catnurus producing a Disease in Sheep. Evidence of its
.
Distinctness.
.
The only species of bladder-worm of the Coanurus form'—i.e., one producing a large number of heads
in connection with a single bladder—which is generally and definitely recognised, is the one known as
Ccenurus ccrebralis. This is found in the sheep, and receives its specific name of cerebra-lis from the fact
that it is found in the brain, The tape-worm stage of the parasite is found in the dog. This parasite is,
or used to be, exceedingly common in certain parts of Europe, and produced serious ravages in the flocks
of sheep, and occasionally even in cattlo. The disease it causes is known as “gid,” or “ sturdy.” Leuckart
states, on the authority of the famous stock-breeder Ton Nathnsius-Hundisberg, that a "loss from this
parasite amounting to 20 per cent, of the flocks was reduced to 1 and 2 per cent, by exercising tbe necessary
supervision over the sheep-dogs.
r
_ Before we can discuss any proposal to use tho Ccenurus of the rabbit as ft remedy against the
rabbit-pest, we must decide clearly and definitely whether the Ccenurus of the rabbit is identical with that
of the sheep, or whether it is altogether distinct.
Ccenuri have been found not only in the sheep and rabbit, but also in several other animals.
Ccenurus ccrebralis is said to occur in the brain of the sheep, ox, monflon, antelope (sp.), roebuck, reindeer,
dromedary
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clromediiry (all of which are ruminants), and horse. Ccenuri have also been found outside of the brain in
the rabbit, hare, a squirrel, jerboa, coypu, spalax (all rodents), a lemur, and once each in the sheep, calf, and
cat. Sometimes these have been attributed to 6'. cerebralis and sometimes to distinct species.
The earliest mention of the Cmnurus of the rabbit is that by C. J3. .Rose, who, in a letter to the
London Medical Gazettcvrf 9th November, 1833, after speaking of Cauncrm onrebridis, stated that he had
seen another Comurus in tho muscles of the rabbit. He says, “ When the warrencr meets with a rabbit
thus affected he punctures the tumour, squeezes out the fluid, and sends the animal to market with its
brethren.” As he could detect no difference in structure between this Ccenurus and the Cwnurus cerebralis
of the sheep, he was unwilling to consider it a different species. In France; the Ccenurus has been found
in the rabbit by Gervais, Rousseau, Rrincc, Raillet, Railly, aud Davaine. In 1847 Gervais described a
Cnmurus of the rabbit under the name of CcejMwns serialis, because the heads were arranged in scries. A
Ccenurus of the rabbit is preserved in the Oxford University Museum under the name of C. mniculi, a
name which was adopted by Cobbold. The name G. serialis, however, appears to have the right of priority,
Raillet (1858) gave the Ccenurus of the rabbit to his dogs, in which he subsequently found a Tamia, which
he called T. serialis. He described the characters of the tape-worm; but they differed so slightly from those
of Tamia cmnurus—the tape-worm corresponding to tho Coanurus eerebralis of the sheep—that zoologists
do not seem to have been in any way satisfied that the Tamia serialis was a good and distinct species
Tho Ccenurus of the rabbit has also been found in Germany, and in Italy its occurrence is recorded by Perroncito
It may, I think, be said that the existence of a second Crenurus in the rabbit, which is distinct from
the Cmnurus eerebralis of the sheep, has not yet been demonstrated. In support of this statement we may
quote Kiichenmeister and Ziirn, who refer the Ccenurus found by Perroncito in the abdominal cavity of the
rabbit to Cmnurus eerebralis.* Leuckart says, with reference to Ccenuri found outside tho brain, that they
may “ in part, perhaps, represent distinct species.” Momezf refers to experiments of Perroncito (whose
paper, I regret to say, I have been unable to procure) on rabbits and sheep with eggs of Tamia serialis.
The rabbits died accidentally a few days later, and were not dissected, and the sheep gave a negative result.
M-oniez was of opinion that further experiments were necessary before a definite conclusion could be arrived
at. W. H. Jackson, in the most important text-book of zoology! recently published, says that Cmnurus
eerebralis is “found most usually in the brain of the sheep, though sometimes in other parts of the body of
this ruminant, as also of rodents.” But on page 664 of the same work there is a footnote as follow's :—“ It
is possible that there is more than one species of Ccenurus. The identity of the two forms occurring in the
sheep and rabbit has not been established, and there are others known.” Many other references might be
given having the same same purport, but the above will suffice.
I propose, therefore, to give here the evidence I have collected showing that the Cmnums serialis of
the rabbit is distinct from the Ccenurus eerebralis of the sheep. The evidence, from live sources, is arranged
under as many heads :—
.
(a.) The Cmnurus serialis of the rabbit is abundant in many parts of the "Wairarapa ; but, so far as
I could hear from the sheep inspectors and farmers, there is no trace of “gid” or “sturdy” amongst the
sheep which feed ou the same ground with the rabbits. Nor, indeed have I been able to hear of the existence
of this sheep-disease in New Zealand. The freedom of the sheep from the Ccenuri, whilst the rabbits are so
frequently attacked, is in itself the strongest presumptive evidence that the Ccenurus of the rabbit cannot
develop iu the sheep.
(b.) The Ccenurus of the sheep and other ruminants is confined to fhe brain, whilst that of tho rabbit
is found only in the muscles. It should be mentioned that Fichler found a Ccenurus about the size of
a goose-egg in the subcutaneous tissue of a sheep. This, however, appears to ho quite an exceptional
occurrence.
(c.) Anatomical evidence is obtained from the structure of the Ccenuri of the rabbit and sheep
respectively. The Ccenurus serialis of the rabbit has the heads arranged in linear groups, the arrangement
in lines being specially marked in the less advanced stages, but still traceable in the oldest. Again, these
series radiate from a centre. In the Ccenurus eerebralis the groups are not linear, and are arranged irregu
larly. Again, the Ccenurus serialis is remarkable for the formation of daughter-bladders by budding, both
externally and internally ; the G. eerebralis does not show this character, though it often has a more or less
irregular outline.
(d.) Further anatomical evidence is obtained from the comparison of the tape-worm (T. serialis)
reared from the rabbit’s Ccenurus with Tcmia ccenurus. I have not been 1 able to procure specimens of
Tcenia cosmerus, but I take for the comparison the description given by Leuckart, who will bo recognized by
all zoologists as a sufficiently accurate authority. The characters of the Tamia serialis are taken from my
own examination of the tape-worms reared in dogs fed with the Ccenurus of the rabbit. At first sight the
two tape-worms seem to be singularly alike ; but careful measurements show a sufficient number of differoiiccs. As is well known, there is often considerable difficulty in distinguishing the different species of
tape-worm, owing to such resemblances, so that the apparent similarity of the two now under consideration
need not be deemed to prove their identity.
T. eiumims is said to be 30cm.—40cm. (12in.-16in.) iu length.
I have found 7’. serialis 40cm.—
GOcm, long, and sometimes longer. 2'. serialis has not more than a hundred and fifty segments before
the first ripe one, using the term “ripe” in its narrower sence (v. supra): T. ccenurus has nearly two
hundred. The number of hooks in T. serialis is twenty-eight to thirty, moro frequently thirty: iu T.
cmnurus it is usually twenty-eight, but varies from twenty-four to thirty-two.
The larger hooks are smaller
in 2'. serialis than in T. ccenurus, being 0T5 mm. long in the former and 0T6 mm. in the latter ; the small
hooks are much the same size in both, being from (HffiGmm.—OTOlmm in T. serialis and OT in T, ccenurus.
A comparison of the hooks of 2’. serialis (see plate II, fig. 12) with those of 2'. cmnurus (fig 11, reproduced
from Leuckart), shows that they differ both in curvature and in other minor points. In T. serialis the
curved and pointed end is not so nearly in the same straight fine with the posterior root of the hook, and
there is a constriction near the base of the curved part. The points described as specially characteristic of
the hooks of 2’, cmnurus—viz., the heart-shaped form of the anterior root of the large hook, and the slender
ness of the posterior root of the small hook, are not characteristic of the corresponding parts in T. serialis.
It must bo mentioned, however, that the hooks show some variety in these minor points. The ripe segments
appear
* a Paroeiteu dcs Merischcn," 2te aufl&tfc, j>. 59,
t " Kasai Monopraphique sur lea Cystieorques,” 1880, p.
X “ Forms of Animal life,” Kotlcstou and Jackson, 188$, p. 323.
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appear to be distinctly larger in T. serialis, and the uterus with its branches, covers a smaller proportion of
the width of the segment than in T. ccenurus. (Compare fig. 10, Plate II, a segment of 2’. ccenurus
magnified 10-15 diams., after Leuckart, with figs. 8 and 9, of segments of T. serialis, magnified
diams.)
The above points will be sufficient to show that anatomical differences do exist; but we cannot
expect to find very wide difteronces between the two tape-worms, for tiie fact that both have larval forms
of tho Cocnurus typo proves that they are closely allied, and may therefore be expected to show a general
resemblance to one another.
(c.) The most conclusive evidence, however, is to be derived from feeding experiments on tbe
sheep. ^ If y. serialis is really identical with 1’. coanurus, then the eggs of T. serialis should, when
administered to a sheep, give rise to a bladder-worm in tbe brain, and produce the disease known as
“gid."
csreZo-rihs is more particularly found in young sheep. I obtained, therefore, the youngest
sheep available at the time of the year, which vms just before the lambing-season. The sheep must therefore
have been ten to twelve months old. It received at different times some forty to fifty proglottides of
tape-worms reared from the (7. serialis of the rabbit—i.e., it must have received over a million eggs.
Nevertheless the sheep showed no szgn of “gid,” and when finally dissected some three or four months latea*,
showed no trace of bladder-worm in brain, muscles, or any other part of the body. A few months later
another lamb, four or five months old, was obtained, and eggs of 2'. serialis were given to it, At the time
of writing the lamb is still perfectly' healthy. It appears to me that the evidence brought forward is amply
sufficient to demonstrate that the Cmnurus of the rabbit is specifically distinct from that of the sheep.
6. Smaller Bladder-worm, of Rabbit (Cysticercus pisiformis).
It will be desirable to make a brief reference here to this small bladder-worm, though it was only
found by mo twice in rabbits from the Wairarapa, and always in small numbers. But in wild rabbits
captured in tbe Waikato for the purpose of experiments, this well known Cysticercus was almost always
found—generally only from one to half a score specimens in a rabbit. One rabbit, however, formed a
marked exception, for it contained over four hundred small cysts, of which over two hundred were counted
on the great omentum. This bladder worm is round and about the size of a pea—hence its name of
pisiformis.
It is a very familiar form in Europe, aud is the larval or cystic stage of Tamia serrata, a tape
worm of the dog. I have found the tape-worm in dogs in the neighbourhood of Auckland.
The earlier stages in the development of the Cysticercus pisiformis are passed in the rabbit’s liver ;
it then makes its way out of that organ, and after passing a certain time free in the abdominal cavity, it
becomes encysted and attached to the peritoneum, especially that forming the great omentum and that
covering the rectum. Whilst present in small numbers it causes very little injury to the rabbit, but there
is reason to believe that when very large numbers develop simultaneously serious disturbance is produced in
the liver. It must be seldom, however, that this parasite can, under conditions obtaining in nature, causo
the death of a rabbit.
7.

lAver-coccidia of the Rabbit.

# I h^re already stated in my Interim Eeport that a considerable proportion of the rabbits
examined by me in the North Wairarapa were more or less affected with a disease caused by minute animal
parasites belonging to the group of Gregarinida, and known as Coccidia {Coccidium oviforme). It will be
unnecessary for me to repeat here the description already given in a previous report.
_ The Coccidia undergo development in water or in moist places, the contents of each Coccidium
breaking up and transforming into four oval spores. Each spore has a delicate membraneous wall, and
contains a curved rod-like body, with thickened ends, whilst against the concavity of the curve rests around
granular mass, which, with osmic acid and picrocarmine, stains more deeply than the rod-like body. The
rod-like body is believed to be the true germ.
So far as I am aware, no experiments have been hitherto recorded to show in what form the livercoccidia enter the rabbit. From experiments of Waldenburg on the Coccidium perforans (Leuckart) of
the intestine of the rabbit (a species distinct from the liver-coccidia) it seems probable that the spores in
the condition just described are capable of developing further when given to a rabbit. Three rabbits
obtained from the Waikato, where the disease is not known, were fed with large numbers of Coccidia which
had been kept in water until the spores were formed as above described. When the rabbits were dissected
several weeks later all were found with perfectly sound livers. This result must, however, be considered as
purely negative evidence; tbe experiment may have failed because the rabbits were unsuitable subjects. I
should have preferred to experiment with younger rabbits; but it was winter time, and the youngest rabbits
available were some eight months old.
.
Want °f material has prevented me from investigating the matter further, but this is of tbe less
importance because the disease, though frequently fatal to rabbits, is not one which could be recommended
for the object now in view, as it has been known to affect human beings.S.
S.

Disease due to Scab or Louse-mites and Lice.

Two external parasites were found in the rabbits in the Wairarapa—namely the scab or louse-mite
and a kind of louse. As these are readily distributed by the contact of tbe rabbits in their burrows, they aro
not uncommonly found together on the same animal. The scab or louse-mite is a minute species of mite,
just visible to the naked eye. I have not been able to find any description of this species in the books
available in Auckland, but it is probably a species of Symbrites. It is clear, however, that it does not
burrow into tbe skin like the true itch-mites, but lives upon the surface. This mite is therefore distinct
from the true itch-mite (tho Sarcoptes cati of Hering and Gerlach, or S. cuniculi of Gerlach, or S. minor of
Furstenberg) found on the cat and rabbit, which burrows in tbe skin and causes a much more formidable
injury. The Sarcoptes minor is not uncommon on the Continent of Europe, and is especially destructive to
cats in the larger towns. The intensity of the malady produced varies from time to time, sometimes causing
very severe epidemics. The mite found on the Wairarapa rabbits, confining its attacks to the surface,
seems to be comparatively harmless, though all the rabbits which have any large number of the mites show
scabby spots,
The
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The rabbit-louse (ScematopimiS ventriaosus) is a much larger animal than the mite, being readily seen
by the naked eye. Sometimes it is found in considerable numbers. It may be seen with its beak buried in
the skin, whilst its abdomen becomes round and distended with the dark-coloured blood it has sucked up.
In a majority of the rabbits seen by me in the Wairarapa I found a larger or smaller number of either lice
or mites, or both. As a rule, the number of parasites was small, and the injury done to the rabbit was
insignificant. A few of the rabbits carried greater numbers, and these were marked by scabby patches.
Mr. Obeli states that he has found rabbits showing scabby symptoms of a similar kind, but in a much
higher degree, with the hair falling off over large areas of skin. Some of the rabbitters, too, state that they
have found rabbits largely denuded of hair, and with scabby patches, and so thin as not to be able to run
more than a few yards at a time. More recently the same mite has been noticed by Agent H. Hull in
Southland. On the Sunnyside Station a diseased rabbit was dug out of a burrow j the skin showed scabby
patches outside and dark spots inside, and it adhered to the flesh. Mites were discovered by the aid of a
lens, and some of these were afterwards identified by me as belonging to tbe species found in the Wairarapa.
It is not improbable that a rabbit may occasionally succumb to these parasites; but I am of opinion that
the combined effects of the mites and lice are seldom so serious as to lead to the death of the rabbit.
III. Vamje of the Diseases as a Means of dealing with toe IUbuit-pest.

1. General Conditions.

Any disease, to be suitable for this pui-poso, must fulfil the following conditions : (1) It must he
sufficiently destructive to rabbits ; (2) It must not be injurious to man or any of the animals useful to man.
When we know that these conditions are satisfied we have still to consider the economical aspects of
the question—i.e., whether the good effected would be commensurate with the cost of the employment of
the disease ; for, be it observed, what is really required is a cheaper means of destroying rabbits than the
customary poisoning, rabbitting, &c. Of the five parasitic diseases found in the rabbits in the Wairarapa
only two cause a disease of such intensity as to at all satisfy the first of the above conditions ; the other three
seldom cause deatli to the rabbits. The two parasites which concern us here are the bladder-worm and the
liver coccidia.
Before discussing to what extent the two diseases are valuable, it may be well to observe that evidence
of the injurious effects of a disease may be adduced from the following considerations : (a) The disease may
be shown to be more or less widely prevalent. It is clear that it is not enough that a disease should have
an intensive character and have the power of causing death; it is also essential for our purpose that it
should affect a large proportion of the rabbits in tbe district. (J) The intensive or destructive character of
the disease may be shown by the fact that rabbits are found dead or clearly suffering a serious amount of
injury from the presence of the parasite, (c) The character and power of the parasite may be gathered from
the results of experiments on rabbits in the laboratory. But here we must bear in mind that the conditions
in the laboratory arc not quite the same as those in nature j the mere confinement of rabbits in hutches
introduces a condition very different from that of the full freedom of the wild rabbit. Nevertheless, the
detailed knowledge of the natural history of the parasites will give ns a fuller knowledge, and enable us to
form a sound judgment on many points which it is difficult to observe in animals iu a state of freedom.
2. I’he Bladder-worm.
A comparatively small proportion of the rabbits examined by me in the Wairarapa were affected
by the bladder-worm—not more than fi per cent. The rabbitters, however, state that it is no uncommon
thing to find 20 per cent, of the rabbits with one or more bladder-worms. The men would only
notice tho advanced stages of the disease, so that a larger percentage of the rabbits may really
be affected. But it is important to notice that this does not apply simultaneously to the whole of
the Wairarapa district.
There is a great deal of difference in the prevalence of the disease in different
localities, and even in the same locality the disease may be common at one time and scarce at
another. In one instance during my visit four out of six rabbits shot in one day were found to
contain bladder-worms. It should be observed, however, that the time of my visit—shortly after the close
of some months of dry summer weather—was not the time at winch wo should expect to find the greatest
number of rabbits affected with the disease. The rabbitters, too, at the Dry Diver Hun and elsewhere, I
found, were in the habit of giving their dogs medicine to expel their tape-worm—a measure calculated to
reduce the prevalence of tho disease.
_
_
I could not obtain any positive evidence that rabbits are ever found lying dead on the ground, or in
a dying condition, from the disease. The rabbitters state that they sometimes find rabbits lying dead on
the ground, but the hawks have always been at them, so that it is too late to find out what tho cause of
death may have been. 1 was able to observe for myself tho great number of hawks in the district, and
tlieir activity in attacking rabbits caught in traps or lying on the ground. We must remember further
that many of tbe rabbits will probably die in their burrows.
M*ost of the affected rabbits obtained by me in the Wairarapa contained only a single bladder;
some had two, and in one instance I found three. The rabbits were for the most part still in moderately
good condition, but not equal in this respect to their brethren free from the bladder-worm. When we
remember that the parasite frequently attains the size of a fowl's egg, weighing, with the included fluid,
li-oz. to 2 ok., and occasionally reaches double the size, we can see that even a single specimen must, to some
extent at least, act as a drain on the strength of its host, nhilst two or three or more will have a stillgreater effect. The addition of some ounces of weight to a rabbit means a tax on its powers, and must
hinder it in escaping from its enemies, especially if the parasites are in a position in which their bulk
interferes with the rabbit’s power of locomotion. That even a single bladder-worm weakens a rabbit is
shown by the fact that 1 have not been able to have any infected rabbits brought alive from the Wairarapa
to Auckland, all having died on the voyage, though other rabbits, free from the parasite and sent at the
same time, have arrived safely. Still, though a single bladder-worm weakens a rabbit, it is clear that the
rabbit mav live a very long time notwithstanding the presence of a bladder-worm, and even of two or more.
"We may now with advantage consider the results obtained witli rabbits artificially infected with
the bladder-worm. It may be well for me to state that iu order that my results may more fairly be taken
as a basis in estimating the effects of the disease on rabbits in a state of nature, I endeavoured to keep the
rabbits under conditions approaching,the natural ones.
I
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I have found that when the rabbits are fed with large quantities of eggs some of them may die
within the first two or three weeks, These are the rabbits in which the largest proportion of the eggs
develop. But the number of bladder-worms developed is by no means simply proportional to the number of
eggs which a rabbit swallows, but depends far more on its constitutional power of resistance. Even in cases
where the greatest number of bladder-worms have appeared, and the rabbits have died at an early stage of
the disease, the number of parasites present did not correspond to more than about 1 per cent of the eggs
administered, Usually the percentage of eggs which developed was far lower, and over 30 per cent, of the
rabbits failed to take tho disease at all, though some of them were fed several times with the tape-worm
eggs.
_
The development of the bladder-worm is, as we have seen, slow ; so that if a rabbit contains only a
small number of bladder-worms it may live a considerable time. But as the bladder-worms grow older they
become larger and larger, and so, of course, the ill effects of their presence become more marked. One of
my experimental rabbits died at a date which was 104 days after the first infection with one proglottis, and
forty days after a second infection with two proglottides. It was found to contain twenty bladder-worms.
Most of these dated from the first infection, three from the second infection. The largest bladder-worm was
TJ-in. Jong by 1 in. in width ; most of the others were about 1-in. in length. Another rabbit died at the
same stage of the disease from the presence of seven bladder-worms. A third died forty-eight days after
infection, and contained seventeen bladder-worms, the largest being f-in. in length.
Avoiding unnecessary details, we may say that the effect of a single bladder-worm will, as a rule,
hardly be shown during tbe first three or four months, but that afterwards, as it continues to increase in
size, it may be a source of weakness to the rabbit; but I have not been able to find any evidence that a
rabbit affected with a single bladder-worm only might not live till death came to it from some other natural
cause. But with the increase of the number of parasites the tax on the strength of the rabbit becomes
greater than it can bear, and it succumbs to the burden, sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly, being
brought into a low and weak condition, in which it readily falls a victim to other adverse influences, such as
weather, scarcity of food, or enemies.
We must add, however, that the bladder-worm sometimes settles in a position in which its mere
presence is more than an inconveniencetfand interferes with some of the essential functions of life. The
bladder-worms, as commonly found in tbe muscles of the limbs or trunk, are in a position in which they do
not interfere with other organs ; but I have seen them in a good number of instances in positions where they
inust have been distinctly hurtful. Thus, I have several times found them in the muscles moving the eye
ball, producing displacement of the eye. In one case a bladder-worm was growing in the tongue, and by
producing a swelling at its base had rendered it difficult for tho rabbit to swallow. In another instance a
group of tape-worms was found on tbe outside of the jaw. Their pressure had caused absorption and per
foration of the jaw-bone, and subsequently the weakened bone had been broken. Again, I have found tho
bladder-worm pressing on tho larynx and ■windpipe. In three cases they were present in the muscular walls
of the heart; in one of these the bladder-worm was nearly the size of a marble, and was already developing
the head-sacs of the future tape-worms; but at this stage the rabbit had died. In one instance I found a
large bladder-worm in the diaphragm, one half projecting into the cavity of the chest and pressing on the
lungs, the other half projecting into the cavity of the abdomen and displacing tbe liver.
We have already seen that the rabbits in the Wairarapa aro usually found with only a single
bladder-worm, aud that tins was the largest number found by me. We have also seen that the presence of
a single bladder-worm, though more or less injurious, will seldom be fatal to a rabbit. We are therefore
naturally led to inquire whether rabbits in a state of nature are frequently infested by a larger number of
the parasites. The rabbitters state that they have observed rabbits with moro than three bladder-worms,
aud it is possible thai the scarcity of such observation is due to the parasites causing the death of tiie
rabbits at a relatively early stage before their size would attract an unskilled eye. An examination of the
conditions for the spread of infection will aid us at this point of our inquiry. The infection is duo to
rabbits swallowing the eggs of a tape-worm with their food. These tape-worms live in the intestines of the
dog, and produce proglottides containing the eggs. When the proglottides are ripe—i.e., contain eggs with
embryos, ready to cause the infection—they drop off from the tape-worm and pass out of the dog. I have
calculated that each tape-worm may produce throe proglottides a day. An estimate of the bulk of the
uterus and its branches gives the result that each proglottides will contain a bulk of 0-745mm. of
eggs. I am indebted to my colleague, Professor Aldis, for the mathematical calculation of the quantity
of eggs of the given size aud form which would fit into one cubic millimetre. From these data I estimate
that an average proglottides will contain about thirty thousand eggs. Kow, a single dog may harbour from
one to forty or more tape-warms. Allowing that a dog contains ten only, it will distribute thirty prog
lottides a day, each containing thirty thousand eggs—i.e., it will distribute nine hundred thousand eggs.
If we could insure that all the eggs should reach the race of rabbits and develop within them, there would
be no further trouble with the rabbit question. But we cannot do tins, and the chances are immensely
against any particular egg reaching a rabbit; and if it does reach a rabbit the chances are a hundred to
one against its developing there. In my experiments I could, of course, secure the proglottides, and insure
that a rabbit should swallow as large a number of eggs as I pleased. In nature the proglottides are usually
distributed with the droppings of the dog. If the weather is dry and the droppings fall in a dry place the
proglottides cannot move away. But if the weather be wet, or, at least, the ground is moist, the prog
lottides crawl away and hide themselves in the grass, or sometimes climb up the stalks. As the proglottides
crawl along, the eggs are squeezed out and smeared over the ground. If rain comes, or the spot be marshy,
water may further distribute the eggs. If the eggs are in a moist place they retain their vitality for some
days : I have infected a rabbit witli eggs wliich had been kept in water for seventeen days. It is not
necessary that the eggs should lie actually in water—all that is needful is that the air around should be
saturated with moisture. Hence the eggs will keep good during the cooler part of the year so long as the
surface of tho ground is moist; but exposure to a current of dry air or to tbe full rays of a hot sun is quite
sufficient to destroy their vitality. It will be seen, therefore, that the chances of infection during hot, dry
summer weather are but small unless the proglottides are deposited in the neighbourhood of springs or ou
marshy places. Moreover, at all times of the year the chance of infection is greatest on moist ground,
though in broken country, where the hill-tops are quite dry, the presence of racist patches of ground on the
hill-sides and iu the gullies is sufficient to allow the spread of the infection to a certain extent.
The
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' The spread of the eggs by the proglottides, whilst it may favour tho extent of prevalence of tho
bladder-worm, is less favourable to the occurrence of cases of infection by large numbers of the parasites.
Sometimes, however, the proglottides retain a considerable number of eggs within them, and a rabbit may,
by eating a whole proglottkle, incur the risk of multiple infection. I have seen that rabbits will cat the
proglottides attached to grass or green food. Of the nine hundred thousand eggs which may be distributed
by a dog in a day, but a small proportion will be picked up by rabbits whilst they still retain their vitality.
And even after they have got so far as the rabbit’s stomach their dangers are not at an end. Some will
have insufficient vitality to resist the digestive action of the rabbit’s gastric juice ; others will fail in boring
their way through the walls of the stomach. Of those which succeed in passing from the interior of the
stomach many will go astray in various parts of the body, only a small number securely establishing them
selves in the muscles of the rabbit. Even then the tissues have a certain power of resistance, and the
bladder-worm may die at various stages. The power of resistance in some rabbits, especially older ones, is
so groat that some individuals enjoy a complete immunity. No wonder, then, that so great a fertility on
the part of the tape-worm is necessary in order to contend with the great risks to which the continuance of
the race is exposed.
.
It will be readily understood that where the conditions for the spread of the disease are more than
usually favourable tbe immense fertility of the tape-worm permits (within certain limits) a greatly-increased
prevalence. The bladder-worm disease, like so many parasitic diseases, is eminently liable to variation,
and, if the conditions are favourable, considerable epidemics are likely to occur. But such epidemics, though
they may depend on causes having a wider influence, such as the character of the weather iu any particular
season, will, as a rule, be due to circumstances which have a local extent only. Hence the epidemics will
not be experienced in equal measure throughout a whole district, but only in those localities where there
is a recurrence of the favourable conditions. For a hot and dry climate like that of tho greater part of
Aflstralia the disease would be of far less value then iu the moist climate of New Zealand,
To what extent, it will be asked, can tho prevalence or severity be increased? Tile only means
which can be adopted to secure the maximum destruction by the disease is to increase the chances of rabbits
swallowing the tape-worm eggs. We must keep as many tape-worms as possible in the neighbourhood—
that is, we must make sure that eacli dog carries his due complement of tape-worms, and we must sec,
further, that the dogs passes frequently over ground where the rabbits feed. It would be useless, of course,
to keep tbe dogs chained up at home. Tho rabbitter’s pack of dogs will obviously be the most suitable for
the purpose, though any dogs will do which are kept under supervision. It will not do to liberate dogs to
run wild and keep down tbe rabbits, as has been done in the case of cats, ferrets, <fcc., for dogs would
quickly learn to attack the sheep.
The disease, of course, can be encouraged largely, though not indefinitely, by increasing the number
of dogs in the neighbourhood; but here the question of cost and other practical matters demand considera
tion. The rabbitter’s dogs and any other dogs already kept could, of course, be employed to disseminate
the disease without incurring any special expense (always supposing the dogs do not suffer—a point to be
considered later on). But these dogs have already been unconsciously used in the way indicated, and,
though some of them have had tlieir power of distribution restrained by medicine to cure the tape-worm, it
will, I believe, be necessary to increase the number of dogs to secure any much greater prevalence of tho
disease. With the increase of the dogs expenses will arise, though it will clearly be desirable to use tho
dogs for rabbitting also. If the dogs are not made useful in other ways, I doubt if the results they produce
in disseminating the bladder-worm disease would, as a rule, be commensurate with the cost of
maintaining and supervising them.
We have seen above that the bladder-worm that we are now considering has been found in various
parts of Europe, and we are therefore naturally led to ask, what are its effects there 1 Has it been found
io cause any destructive epidemic among rabbits? I have not heen able in the literature of the subject to
find any statement of any serious epidemic of the kind, and, though the disease has been long and firmly
established in various parts of Europe, I do not find any record of its occurring anywhere so commonly as
it appears to have done in the Wairarapa.
The greater prevalence which the bladder-worm has shown in tho Wairarapa is probably due in
part to the moisture of the climate during a considerable portion of the year, in part to the abundance of
both rabbits and dogs, many of which are used chiefly or entirely for rabbitting, and arc allowed to feed
upon uncooked rabbits, and so are generally infested with the tape-worm. In England the rabbit is valuable
for the market; in the rabbit districts in New Zealand it is at best looked upon as food for dogs. There
can be no doubt that the disease has been introduced in tho Wairarapa from Europe, and probably England,
where it has been found in Norfolkshire, near Oxford, and in Ayrshire. It is most probable that the
disease has been brought by a dog infested with Tcenia serialis.
_
In the “ Transactions of the New Zealand Institute,” Vol. xx.,p. 457, will be found a statement by
Sir J. Hector “ that in America lie had seen large tracts of country cleared of rabbits in a few months by
tbe propagation of this disease”—namely, bladder-worm. In the absence of detailed evidence, I think it
highly doubtful whether the disease which is said almost to exterminate the Canadian rabbit (not the same
species as the English rabbit) is due to a bladder-worm. The statements made by Mr. C. N. Bell, of
Winnipeg, do not bear out any such idea. The two known bladder-worms of the rabbit (the Cmnurus
serialis and Cysticercus •pisiformis) are most certainly not likely to effect such sweeping destruction.
'Although known so long in Europe, nothing of the kind has ever been observed there.
It may bo asked why the Ccenurus is more injurious to rabbits than a good many other bladderworms arc to their hosts. The injury is partly due to the size which this bladder-worm attains and partly
to tho positions it sometimes occupies. The Cysticercus pisiformis, the other bladder-worm of the rabbit, is
of very much smaller size, and I have found over four hundred examples in a single rabbit, which was not
obviously suffering from its load of parasites. But a single Cmnurus may have a bulk greater than two
hundred of the Cysticercus pisiformis, and the latter, though they may create a good deal of disturbance in
their early development in the liver, subsequently settle in a position in which their presence does little
harm. Wa are, however, acquainted with bladder-worms which do create injurious epidemics in other
animals—for instance, the other species of Cmnurus (C. eerebralis), which formerly caused serious losses
amongst flocks of sheep, This bladder-worm was probably more hurtful than the Ccenurus of the rabbit,
for it occurred in the brain, an organ specially susceptible to injury. The Echinococcus, or hydatid of
man
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man and some of the domestic animals, is also an example of a large form of bladder-worm, causing severe
injury to its host. As is well known, it is very prevalent in the Colony of Victoria, and is often fatal to
human life.
.
Second Condition.—The disease must not be injurious to man or any of the animals useful to man.
The best evidence showing that the bladder-worm satisfies this condition is that, although from time to time
it has been so common in the Wairarapa, yet the stock feeding on the same ground have never suffered.
The Cmnurus of the rabbit, however, bears a certain resemblance to the Ccenurus producing a disease in
the sheep, and I have therefore taken considerable trouble to find out whether the two species are distinct or
not. Tho results are detailed above (II., 5), and the evidence there given shows that the Ccenurus of the
rabbit is distinct from that of the sheep, and that sheep fed with the eggs of the Tcenia, serialis remain free
from bladder-worm.
'
There remains, however, one point to consider, and that is, what is the effect of the tape-worn on the
dog? Do the dogs suffer when harbouring the tape-worm? I do not think they suffer to any serious
extent: the dogs which I have seen as hosts of the tape-worm have been in apparent good health. Of
course, the parasites require to be fed, and the dogs may be a little thinner and consume rather more food
than they would otherwise do ; but if at any time a dog seems to suffer from its parasites it will be easy
to secure a little rest for it by administering a dose of medicine to expel tbe whole or a portion of the
tape-worms. In some animals, it is true, the presence of tape-worms is distinctly injurious as, for
instance, the Tcenia expotnset, which I have found in New Zealand on several occasions, as^ a cause of
debility in lambs. On the other hand, dogs seem to suffer less from their tape-worms, of which no fewer
than eleven species are recorded, some being of very common occurrence. The natives of Abyssinia are
almost without exception infested by the unarmed human tape-worm (2'iznia mediocan&liaicL). So far from
regarding this as a cause of weakness or disease, they say that in many ways its presence exercises a
beneficial influence on the health and if they have the misfortune to lose their parasite they take measifces
to obtain another.
3. Value of the Liver-coccidia.
Although the disease caused by the liver-coccidia does not satisfy the second of our conditionsnamely, that the disease must not be injurious to man or any of the animals useful to man—it will be
necessary to refer to it hero, because it is a disease capable of inflicting serious injury on rabbits, and has, I
believe, been operative in some degree in reducing the rabbit-pest in the Wairarapa. I have not bad the
opportunities of acquiring sufficiently ample data to enable me to decide to what degree it has heen operative,
hut 1 found the coccidia present in a larger percentage of rabbits than the bladder-worm. Near Masterton,
out of nineteen rabbits dissected in one morning, eleven of them were affected by this disease, and five of
them badly. I may add here evidence from other sources as to the destructiveness of the disease. A few
years ago, whilst investigating the natural history of the liver-fluke for the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, I paid some attention to the parasitic diseases of rabbits. The rabbits in certain localities near
Oxford had, after a series of wet seasons, been greatly reduced in numbers, and were found lying about dead
on the ground. Some of these were brought to me for examination. One of them proved to have been
killed by the liver-fluke ; in another the liver was extensively invaded by the coccidia, which had been tho
cause of death.
....
,
Leuckart says of the liver-coccidia of the rabbit that the disease is endemic in many warrens, so that
scarcely a sound rabbit is found. “As soon as the disease reaches a considerable development, the rabbits
are constantly seen to perish. After passing, perhaps, a few weeks in a sickly condition, they become very
thin, lose the desire to eat and their former activity, begin to breathe more quickly and violently, and die
at last in convulsions.”
■
_
_
r j i
The disease has heen found in man on at least four occasions in one case it was the cause of death.
On this account the artificial encouragement of the disease could not be advocated. Nevertheless, the
disease has been introduced into the district, and it would be a difficult matter to stamp it out if it were
desired. It seems not improbable that it will develop further, and, whether we wish it or not, may prove
the cause of death to a certain proportion of rabbits. Men, however, are very seldom exposed to the risk
of infection with the liver-coccidia, and that only where uncleanly habits prevail; so that their presence in
the district threatens little danger to human life.
4. Possibilities of Destruction of Rabbits by Parasitic Disease.

Surprise is often expressed at the rapid rate of increase of rabbits in Australasia. This is not to be
attributed to the greater fecundity of the rabbit here, but rather to tbe absence of those checks upon its
naturally rapid increase which operate in keeping down the rabbits in other parts of the world. Every
living being in a state of nature is subject to au active or passive struggle for existence. It constantly
endeavours to increase its kind and extend its area, whilst it meets with various adverse influences or checks
to its increase, against which it may be said to struggle. Even in Europe the rabbit sometimes increases to
such an extent as to become a nuisance; but there the checks to its increase are much greater.
These checks may be grouped as follows : (1) Action of man; (3) scarcity of food (fcliis is cliiefly due
to climate, for there are few of tbe herbivorous animals who can compete with a rabbit); (3) destruction
by carnivorous animals ; (4) effects of climate, both direct and indirect: (5) parasitic diseases. It must be
admitted that in New Zealand, where population is scanty, the climate mild and generally favourable,
where there are large areas of natural grasses and no indigenous carnivorous animals to prey on the rabbits,
and no indigenous parasitic diseases to thin their numbers, that tbe rabbit escapes the most of those adverse
influences which keep it in check elsewhere. The population, however, is increasing rapidly, and carnivoious
animals have to a certain extent been established, whilst several parasitic diseases have (though uninten
tionally) been introduced. The climate here is sufficiently moist to encourage the spread of some of these
parasites. Wherever the population is moderately thick the rabbit difficulty is not felt, for the action of
man easily keeps the rabbits in check. There are, however, many districts in New Zealand which are not
likely to attract a considerable population for very many years to come ; but where there is a wholesome
though not a rich pasturage for sheep, the land carrying perhaps a sheep to one, two, or even three acres.
It is here particularly that the injurious effects of the rabbit-pest are felt, for, though the rabbits could of
course be kept down by human agenev, this result could only be attained at a cost which would more than
'
swallow
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swallow up the whole of the profit of sheep-farming on such land. It is here, then, that the destruction of
rabbits by carnivorous animals or parasitic disease would be most welcome.
The parasitic diseases of the rabbit which we have been discussing would have a limited but appre
ciable influence in this direction. It must not be expected, however, that they will prove the means of
suddenly or completely exterminating all the rabbits in a district, llany infective diseases possess great
powers of destruction, hut there is no instance known of any infective or parasitic disease in nature which
possesses the power of absolutely exterminating any species of animal. Any parasitic organism which should
mercilessly cause the death of ail the members of a species would thereby defeat its own object, for with tiie
extinction of all suitable victims the existence of that specific parasite would come to an end. If we read
through the records of destructive epidemics which have occurred in man and the domestic animals we shall
find that, though the number of deaths may be large, yet it is but small as compared with the number of
individuals left alive. The disease takes its proportion of victims—it may be a very high proportion in
certain localities—but if we extend our views so as to take in a wide district, we find that the tax seldom
amounts to 10 per cent, of tiie species affected. I may mention here, as an example of a destructive
epidemic, that the losses of sheep from liver-fluke in the British Isles in the winter and spring of 1879-80
was estimated at three millions, or about 10 per cent, of the total number of sheep. But that season was
one of a succession of wet years, and the disease was unsualiy prevalent, the losses in an average year being
one million, or about 3| per cent. These losses were unequally distributed, for in some localities the disease
was not known, in others it was severely felt.
One of the most prominent characteristics of parasitic diseases is tlieir unequal development in
different localities and in different seasons. So with reference to the diseases due to the bladder-worm and
liver coccidia, we may expect in some localities a more extensive development and useful results, whilst in
other localities tho diseases may not meet witli necessary conditions, and little or no good may result,
Further we have seen that moisture is favourable to the spread of these diseases ■ we may expect them,
therefore, to be more prevalent in moist or ill-drained localities, and to be more useful in wet seasons and
climates than in dry ones. Hence over a great part of Australia tho diseases would be less effective than
in New Zealand.
When animals of the same kind are densely crowded together on the same ground, as is the case with
the rabbits in the infected districts, one of the conditions for the spread of a parasitic or infectious disease
is best fulfilled. When the number of animals is reduced the danger of infection will diminish.
5.

Summary.

1. Tiie reduction of the rabbits in the Wairarapa has been chiefly due to measures adopted by man.
The most valuable of these measures has been the winter poisoning, which has been followed up during the
rest of the year by trapping, ore. Oats and ferrets, too, seem to have done good work.
2. Certain parasitic diseases have appeared in the district, and have been widely though unequally
prevalent.
3. Of these parasitic diseases two only—those due to bladder-worm and liver coccidia—deserve
special notice as being capable of destroying rabbits. There is reason to believe that these have assisted to
a small extent in destroying rabbits in the district.
4. The employment of the liver coccidia for the destruction of rabbits cannot be advocated, as in rare
instances tiie parasites have been known to attack man. They are, however, present in the district, and it
would probably bo impossible to suppress them. Fortunately the danger to human beings is very small
indeed, and the disease may prove of further use iu killing rabbits.
5. The bladder-worm may he usefully employed against tho rabbit pest; but it must not be expected
that it will destroy more than a small percentage of the rabbits in the district. Like all parasitic diseases
it is variable and apparently capricious in its distribution, aud its propagation is limited by conditions
which will vary with locality and season. It would be more useful in a moist climate than in one which is
hot and dry. It assuredly cannot bo regarded as furnishing alone a sufficient means of dealing with the
rabbit-pest, nor will it render unnecessary the ordinary methods of the destruction of rabbits, but must be
looked upon as simply a minor and auxiliary means of destruction.
DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.*
I.—Illustratks the Bladder-woku or Co-;xuhus Stare is the Rabbit.
Fig. 1. Egg of T<rma serialis, showing the six hooked embryo within the egg-shell. Magnified G30 diameters.
Fig. 2. Embryo freed from the egg. As this is a view from the side, one of tho lateral pairs of hooks is not
represented. Magnified G30 diameters.
Fig. 3. Portion of muscle from rabbit showing tiie tracks made by the bladder-worms during the early stages of their
development. At the enlarged end of each track a minute bladder-worm is to be seen. The rabbit had heen fed with
tape-warm eggs thirteen days previously. Natural size.
Fig. 4, Young bladder-worms at early stages of their development : {a) From a rabbit thirteen days after it had been
fed with eggs of tape-worm ; (b) three weeks after infection of a labbit; (e) four or five weeks. All natural size.
Fig. o. Young bladder-worm (about six weeks old), showing the “heads” in an early stage of development (about
forty “heads" are present m rudiment). They show a radial arrangement from the first. Magnified 4i diameters.
Fig. G. Rabbit which had been infected with eggs of Twitia serialis. It shows a large swelling on the left side of
the face, the white fur towards the angle of the jaw being brought into view by the swelling. This was subsequently
proved to be due to the presence of a bladder-worm. From a photograph taken ninety-five days after infection.
Fig. 7. Two bladder-worms of small size but carrying mature tape-worm heads. The bladder-worms have been
hardened in spirit and then divided by a razor longitudinally. Those halves only are shown which bear the heads. From
rabbit which died one hundred days after infection. Natural size, from a photograph.
Fig. S. A large bladder-worm, opened and pinned out to show the “ heads” on its inner wall. The “heads” here
arc larger than in Fig. 7, and arc much more numerous (about 740). Natural size, from a photograph.
Fig. 0. A group of four “ holds,” or “hoad-saes,” showing how the mouth of sac opens on tho outer surface of the
bladder-worm. Magnified 10 diameters.
Fig. 10. A vertical section through a head-sac, showing the tape-worm head in the position in which it is developed,
t.r., inside out, At the end of the cavity of the sac (which usnally lias a more spiral direction than is here shown) are to
be seen the rostellum, with a portion of the crown of hooks and two of the suckers. Magnified 60 diameters.
Fig. 11. Shows two head-sacs—(a) with head in position in which it is developed ; (i) sac turned inside out, so that
tho head now assumes its proper position. Drawn with camera leada. Magnified 10 diameters.
Fig. 12. A group of bladder-worms produced by budding from a single original bladder-worm, Some of them are
free, others are still attached by a wide or slender stalk. About natural size.
Platk

Plate
* These plates are not reproduced in this Report,
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Plate IL Illustrates the Tape-worm or Tenia Stage of Tenia Serialis as found in the Dog.
Fig. 1. The tape-worm {Tamia serialis), reared in a dog which had heen fed with the bladder-worm [Ccmurtm
derialinj. It consists of a head and neck, together with a series of joints or segments, increasing in size from the head
towards the hind end. The joints, a, b, c, d, are shown on a larger scale in figs. 6-9. One free joint (= proglottis) is
shown natural size.
Fig. 2. The head and neck and first few joints of the same tape-worm, magnified 2S diameters.
Fig. 3. Tiie head of a similar tape-worm, showing the flattened form, the four suckers, and the rostellum with the
crown of hooks, magnified 28 diameters.
Fig. 4. Crown of hooks of a similar tape-worm, drawn with camera lucida. Magnified 146 diameters.^
Fig. 5. Free joints or proglottides of Tcenia serialis in different states of contraction, as observed in proglottides
when crawling.
Fig. 6. The ninety-first segment (a) of the tape-worm in fig. I, Shows the reproductive organs shortly before the
development of the eggs: f., testes j v,d.t vas deferens ; g., germarium (germ-forming gland) of right side; y., vitellarium,
or yolk-forming gland; ts., uterus; v,, vagina;
genital sinus ; e., excretory vessel. Magnified 13 diameters.
Fig. 7. The hnndrad-and-fourth segment of the same tape-worm. Shows the first branches developed from the
uterus as the primitive eggs pass into it. Magnified 13 diameters.
_
_
Fig 8. About tho twentieth segment from tiie end, showing the uterus with its numerous branches. This segment is
slightly contracted. Magnified 6| diameters.
Fig. 9. One of the last segments {d). The uterus and its branches arc crowded with eggs containing mature embryos.
Magnified 6£ diameters.
_
[Figs. 6-9 are reduced from drawings made with camera lucida. Much care was taken to secure accuracy in the
details of the branches of tiie uterus.]
_
Fig. 10. Segment of Tamia ccenurus, for comparison with figs. 8 and 9. After Leuckart. Said to be magnified 10 or
15 diameters.
_
Fig. Ii. A small (a) and large (J) hook from Tamia ccenurus. Copied from Leuckart for comparison with fig. 12.
Magnified 2S0 diameters.
‘
Fig. 12. The corresponding hooks of Taenia seriaMc. Drawn with camera lucida. Magnified 280 diameters.

APPENDIX IX.
Letter from Mr. Robert S. Hawkins, of North. Wairarapa (N.Z.), concerning
Bladder-worm Disease.
[Extract from New Zealand newspaper.]

.
Sydney, December 21.
The Rabbit Commissioners have adopted tlieir report for presentation to Parliament. The report deals extensively with
the various experiments, and as far as the experiments have gone, they tend to prove that M. Fasteur’s remedy is totally
inefficacious. Under the conditions prevaUing in the interior of the continent, the microbe loses its virulence after a few
hours' exposure to moderately warm weather, or when subjected to the drying effect of the wind. The disease {sarcoptes
cu'/iiculi) discovered by Professor Watson, and others, are dealt with. With regard to the bladder-worm, it is said that it
cleared the Wairarapa district of rabbits, and the Commissioners recommend that further investigations be made into
this disease.

AUSTRALIAN NEWS.

Sir,

Everton Terrace, Wellington, 22 December, 18S8.
Referring to the cable message received here this morning, I think that the last paragraph
indicates that the Commissioners have been seriously misled, I do not say intentionally; I have no doubt that
tho persons who have so persistently attempted to give importance to the rabbit-fluke disease believed that
they were doing good.
But when it comes to the Commission treating the disease so seriously as to recommend further
investigations, it is time that they should be informed as to the practical experience of the disease and its
effects.
_
I and another owned, in 1881, 12,000 acres of rabbit-infested country in North Wairarapa, surrounded
on all sides by other rabbit-infested country. I saw the disease myself first early in 1883, and on inquiry
from the rabbitters found that it was then well known to them as a common disease among the rabbits.
I subsequently paid more attention to it, and as I was myself constantly superintending the rearing
of ferrets, which were fed on dead rabbits, and often bad out four good rabbit dogs with me on the run to
test the state of the rabbits, I was able to see a good deal of the disease.
Tho sacs holding the fluke were generally on the thigh, but sometimes under the lower jaw and neck.
I have seen the lower jaw pufled out to half the size of half a tennis ball. The sac always contained fluke
floating in serum.
_
_
I never noticed that the rabbits thus diseased ran less fast than others, or that they were in noticeably
low condition. In fact it was a matter of surprise to me that they were so little affected, apparently, by
what I thought must be a considerable cause of distress.
_
I left the run at the end of 1886 ; bub I am able to assure the Commissioners that, notwithstanding
that during seven years every means had been used to destroy the rabbits—including the laying in the winter
of many tons of poisoned grain, the employment of trappers, diggers-out, and shooters, and tiie turning out of
large numbers of ferrets—the rabbits arc just as bad as they were seven years ago; that is, that the same
poisoned grain, the same trapping and shooting, has to go on now to keep them within bounds.
_
The fluke has exercised no influence whatever—has neither weakened the rabbits nor affected their
procreative powers.
_
A few people in the south country having suddenly in 1887 found out the existence of the fluke,
made a great fuss—got down Government scientists, and so on. They found their rabbits had largely
diminished, and attributed it to fluke.
_
_
The real fact is that ferrets throve and became acclimatized in the south, and did not thrive with us
in the north. After years of turning out and feeding there are less ferrets in our country than there were
in 1884. I cannot account for it, but it is a fact.
_ _
To sum up ; Is it not clear that if this bladder-fluke had really been destructive to the rabbit, its
effect would have been felt in the north country ? Of what use is it wasting money and time in investigating
a disease which has been so powerless to hurt tho rabbit, as I have proved it to be 1
Your obedient servant,
The Secretary,
(Signed)
ROBERT S. HAWKINS.
Rabbit Commission, Sydney.
APPENDIX X.
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Nasal Catarrh in Rabbits.
To Trmicia Abigail, Esq., Department of Mines, Sydney, N.S.'W.
13, Oxford-street, London, 1st December, 1S87.
_
In response to a proclamation issued by tbe blew South AVales Government, regarding tbo
extermination of rabbits in that Colony, we have the honor to bring to your notice tho following
particulars of a scheme for accomplishing the same, which wo humbly submit for your consideration.
By this scheme it is proposed to gradually exterminate the animals in question by communicating
to them a fatal epizootic disease, which shall not be noxious or in anyway injurious to any other animals
except, perhaps, to a few other rodents which will hereafter be enumerated.
_ From carefully observed experiments, we arc enabled at tbe present moment to state as our humble
opinion, that a disease taking the form of, and known as, “nasal catarrh” is one that answers all the con
ditions of tho previous statements, and one that well at once command the confidence of scientists, not
only by reason of its being peculiar to the rabbit family and its non-liability to spread to or infect any
other valuable animal, but also on account of its being ao'highly infectious and rapidly fatal to rabbits. "
Wo have been able to obtain and to cultivate the micro-organisms of this disease, and have found
that they may be easily preserved. They may be communicated to rabbits in several simple ways, but with
your permission we would.prefer to postpone our remarks in that direction, and to make it the subject of
a future communication, in which we purpose describing tbo method of transmission which wo would
recommend should be adopted.
.
Tbe peculiarity and main feature of our scheme may be said to lie in the fact that it advocates
diseases which, in case an animal may recover and survive one attack, do not secure to such animal any
immunity from being subsequently attacked, but which on tbe contrary tend to predispose it to their
ravages.
.
It will be seen that by adopting the disease proposed by our scheme, the inoculating of any animal
with attenuated virus or vaccine in order to secure immunity to ib would be obviated, as also would any
precaution.
.
Wo most, respectfully beg to bo understood that we do not claim to have originated or to have
discovered tho disease mentioned herein, but -what we do claim as constituting the vitality of our scheme
is tho discovery of its complete applicability to the extermination of rabbits in New youth AVales.
. In conclusion, we desire again to ask permission to ho allowed to address a further communication
on this subject to you, which communication will contain details and particulars of how our scheme is to
be carried into practical effect.
AVe have, &c.,
JAMES P. WEST.
HENEY J. AY. EAPHAEL.

EXTRACT quoted by Dr. Bancroft, and ordered by tho Experiment Committee to be printed, 1st May:—.
Tuns Ziirn has lately come to tbe conviction that tbo infectious virulent influenza of the rabbit—an often
fatal rhinitis, which usually spreads rapidly from tbe nose to the pharynx and tympanum, and, after
perforation of. tbe membrane, sometimes attacks the external ear, or passes' to the intestine—is caused by
parasites,* which can be observed in great numbers as naked gregarines and psorosporraife in the affected
mucous membranes and their secretions. Similarly, Silvestrini and Rivolta were able in 1872 to refer
an epidemic prevalent amongst the fowls around Pisa to psorosperms.f The disease was localized, like tbe
influenza of the rabbit, in tbe pharynx and nose, but sometimes affected the conjunctiva, intestine, or even
tbe comb.—(Leuckart “The Parasites of Man,” page 227),

APPENDIX XI.

Communications from witnesses relative to Statements made in Evidence.
[Evidence of Arthur II. Torrens, page 59.]
To tbe Secretary, Rabbit Commission,—
®*r>
,
_
Silvcrton, 28 May, 1888.
In my evidence before tbe Rabbit Commission I do not think that 1 laid sufficient stress on tbe
fact that tbe lute light rains seemed to have very greatly revived unhealthy rabbits ; and that, apparently,
can rabbits only get sufficient feed and water, they will recover from tbo disease they now appear to bo
suffering from.
I have, &c.,
A. R. TORRENS,
Rabbit Inspector.
[Evidence
. ,

.
Tho globular and egg-form pwospermiu: as cause of sickness in domestic animals,” p. 14, Leipsig, 1S7S. The
infectious catarrh of rabbits is described as a fungoid disease in Von Schmidt's work, “The Mycotic Diseases of the
Respiratory Organs especially of Rabbits.” Hofgeismar, 1S77.
t “Journal of anatomy, physiology, and pathology of animals,” Pisa 1S73. See also Rivolta, “Parass. veget.
p. 300.

*

^
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[Evidence of 11. P. Richardson, page 86.]
To Mr. Mahon, Secretary,'Kabbit Commission,—
Siri
■
Silverton, 28 May, 1888.
X beg to state that, from April to December, 1887, the amounts of money paid for the
destruction of rabbits was greater per month than previously, although the bonus paid per scalp was
lower. A. larger number of rabbits were also caught during these months.
■
The rabbits now alive seem to be improving since the late rains.
I have, Ac.,

•

H. P. KICHA'RpSON,

llabbit Inspector.

[Evidence of Alexander Bell, page. 85.]
To Ilugh Mahon, Esg.,—
Dear Sir
Langawirra, 6 October, 1888.
I have yours of the 25th of last month with my evidence enclosed that I gave before tbe
Commission on the Kabbit Inquiry.
1 find by our books that I did over-estimate some things. In .January, 1886, we killed 410; llio
rabbits increased every month to December, when we killed 3,454 rabbits. In January, 1 SSv, wo killed
4.507. increasing every month until December, when wo killed 32,425. The number of rabbitters in 1886
was 14; in 1887,32.
_
_
babbits drink arsenic-water freely in dry hot weather. Strychnine, 1 ok., in one bucket of water
is the correct thing; not two buckets as 1 gave in my evidence.
All other parts of my evidence are correct, to the best of my knowledge.
I have, &e.,
ALEXANDER BELL.

[Evidence of C. J. Valentine, pnyeSO.]
CABJvTING CaI’A I)1XTT::Ils.

In some instances tbe reduction in the carrying capabilities of tbo runs has been very great, from 30,000
sheep to 10,000. Although the drought has reduced the carrying capabilities of the runs, that has been
of a temporary nature, but where the country has been infested with rabbits, the capability has heen
affected by the destruction of small shrubs, which are the main source of food during dry seasons. Many of
the shrubs will never recover; some of the larger shrubs may recover, but the effect on tho country where
the rabbits have been verv numerous, will be to decidedly reduce the carrying capabilities for some seasons.
On one run tbe rabbits have, it may be said, completely died out, most probably from some disease
caused bv over-crowding. No disease was known to have been placed amongst rabbits.
Rabbits were first brought to Encounter Bay, and placed on Wright Island in 1837 ; but, although
placed on the mainland, never increased in any numbers.
r
CHAS. JONAS VALENTINE.

[Thirteen plates.]

Sydney: Charles Potter Go\ ernrnent Printer.—1890.
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Photographs of magnified Coccidia.
Sig. 7.

{See Dr. Bancroft’s report, pp. 204-5.)

L 'S'S

Photograph of a magnified microscopic section through one of the nodules in the liver of
Coccidium oviforme. (See Dr. Bancroft’s report, pp. 204-5.)
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

RABBITS.
REPORT UPON METHOD OF DESTROYING—UPON THE TEEYAWYNIA HOLDING.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 June, 1890.

RETURN to an Order, made bv the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 3rd June, 1S90, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“ A copy of the Report of the Officer who was sent to inspect and report
<c upon the method of destroying Rabbits on the Teryawynia Holding.”
(Mr. Dickens.)

Mr. H. C. Taylor to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Department of Lands, Rahbit Branch,
Sydney, 31 March, 1890.
I have the honor to state that, in accordance with your instructions, 1 loit Sydney on the 28th
ultimo for the purpose of inquiring into the methods adopted hy Mr. "W". P. Wynne for the destruction
of rabbits upon the pastoral holding known os Teryawynia, and for your information submit herewith a
report based upon the result of my observations of the work done and being done upon Teryawynia and
other holdings in the vicinity. My instructions referred principally to Teryawynia, and the data upon
which I started to work wore contained almost entirely in Mr. Wynne’s now well-known letter, hearing
date 29th January last; nevertheless, with your permission, my inspection was allowed to extend_ to
other runs in the district, with the result that Iain able to speak more decisively upon the whole question
raised.
,
. ,, ,
After being eight days upon Teryawynia and travelling over 250 miles of the country withm the
boundaries of the leasehold and resumed areas, 1 am enabled to assert that an immense amount of
destruction can be caused among the rabbits during the dry season at a comparatively trifling cost by the
use.of both poisons and traps in the immediate vicinity of water. As stated in his letter, Mr. Wynne
lias made a special study of rabbits, and one cannot fail to be impressed with the earnestness he displays
in endeavouring fo cope with the post in a cheap and effective manner. The area of the holding,
roughly estimated, is in excess of 920,000 acres, and the leasehold area is watered by a river, creeks, and
lakes, while on the resumed area the stock are entirely dependent for water upon the supply contained
in the tanks constructed at various times by the Crown tenants.
. _
_
,
Shortly after arrival at the homestead I determined upon making an inspection of the country m
the leasehold area, and of the work being done in the neighbourhood of what may be called the natural
waters, and I am ready to admit that the absence of rabbits in large numbers was to me a surprise,
more especially as evidence of their previous existence was plainly manifest, a fact which also
pronounced itself to a prominent pastoralist in the Western district, who accompanied me_ during
portion of my inspection. On the frontage to the Darling the width of the run is 8 miles, but
taking into consideration the devious course of the river the extent of the water frontage is 24 miles,
and here the work has been completed to the lessee’s satisfaction, with the exception of what Mr. Wynne
describes as a “ little titivating ” ; hut on the Talyawallca Creek, which crosses the run from north to
'
south,
287—
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comlf’rt
■ y S P01s01ie<* Bljcks 18 m full swiag. Oil 1.)ie way to this portion of the run the
country traversed is eminently suited for rabbits, but very few could be seen, although I drove through
w"n^I’a8T-fTmPlulld °.veF,sa™lhl,Ils wil!ch looked like the home of the wily rodent. On arrival at
Elantyro Hut, on tho east side of the creek, indications were plentiful of the work being done and in a
short walk the carcasses of rabbits could be seen in all directions. Crossing the creek I visited a camp
i™St0 SeVen m01>
'™r0 buSlly ?nSaged “ ^ttiug, poisoning, and distributing lignum, which
,,
used m destroying rabbits, and after seeing the whole process in operation and the
results obtained, I was satisfied that the method is a satisfactory one. An excellent growth of iVnutn is
obtained m the waters oi the creek, and this, after being drenched in a preparation ot strychnine0is dis
tributed at intervals of about 10 feet close to the water's edge, and although it drvs vorv quickly oViim- to
t Sf l ,e bhte th° ?s?ts mUS!; be Sladdcninff t0 tbosc immediately concerned, as on tho Juccecding
oFthe mortelite^ 3 ar° ^ ^ ^ miml)Crs' w,,iletho mcdium uscd indicates plainly the cause
n
1)0 :ll0.tieed tllat ^ tius camp the poison used was strychnine, in lieu of the chcancr-ind
equally effective poison arsenic, this being duo to the fact that several men had suffered in health from ‘
tho frequent use of the latter a condition of affairs that might be obviated bv the exercise of greater care
°f l-h0Se mte™st.ed' . The men engaged m this work arc paid 20s. per week and rations while
the ganger receives an additional 5s., and it i* alleged that the employment will in no ease exceed three
wika Varrivoj ^
crossing the croek, and driving along the eastern side of tho Tallvnfil
1'0tlley cainJ’ w5,®re tllc men "'ei*u busily engaged preparing and laying sandal-wood
ticks poisoned with arsenic, and on the road the presence of live rabbits was more noticeable than at anv
at i m,SDl?;Tm'lnaaiiT 8™® 8wamP passed through they may bo describmj as being fairlv numerous',
destrovcdlho iw S’?
m™1“ i0*?™at. falL of
ther« wore various crab-holes full of'water which
destroyed the mducemont for the rabbits to journey into the creek, and in addition it was country which
Mr 'Wynne described as not having yet been worked. This camp is worked on vhe same principles as
the one previously visited, and the poisoned sticks can be seen stripped of every vestige of bark tea
manlier similar to those recently produced for your inspection. Groat results are being obtained in this
eam f^
bait is much slower and more tedioustehan at the other
camp but it must be remembered that the lignum cannot be used in paddocks that are occupied by sheep
SbbhsTthT^^
t0 i1,e
!i&num as ameans dor the destruction if
morc eCr i .p
l ?
t7* t0° qui<lk1^ aild 5t ,s alle-ed t1iat thc old man saltbush ” is a much
moreeffcctneageut.butmy observations lead me to doubt this. However, the parties immediate]v
interested should experiment for themselves.
1
immemaieiy
wire ne^tte^lmnioif^i10 iWOrk °f destrjuctio,1/is dooe almost entirely by enclosing tho tanks with
hhhn ei'hvl ,
" fjT1'
°rt'™
produced), which cost about (id. each, within
mmket
sk’:ns MaZ stretched, dried, aud preserved ter
“ thS Piuc S„iba
'V1inerd t!l° Wh0l° ^ tllc oporations/aud as one lank in
arrival (bero^h! f II
had.been1 C!OS®d for th,c ^
night previously, it was found upon my
armal there the following morning that the result of the catch was 789 rabbits. At this place three
vm itrrrga5f k, i!g a'ld
th° rilbbiCS’ th°
being afterwards removed1 to a eonworl
nSC°
^ Wa]fT’
destL'°ycd bJ ^ At the present time all tho men engaged in this
work arc paid weekly wage, the skins remaining the property of thc employer, who hopes bv their sale
-iviq000^! TinfSelfi0^ ^ J:,ost1o£ ^ labour. Upon tho question of the commercial value of tho skins I
was not able to obtain m the locality any satisfactory evidence, but I have with me a fair avers<>-o sample
httwoHh0biamCd °A th<i
vv ‘ b laVC suljraitted to several experts in the city, who estimate them1 to
be worth Is. per dozen here Mr. Wynne bases his estimate of the value of the skins upon the teet
that a year ago ho sold about /,200 to the captain of one of the river steamers, for which he received at
i VforWh?'rr dTlb T1’ a'lihonS]l tb01;0 is notld'te phenomenal in two men obtaining 10,000 skins
triv/tS
* "To/80 bj remei“b<rrcA tbe s!rlD3 Btdl remain in their possession, and when they conrvor !.V tbem1at 0d; Pe.r da^e,1 their carHinsB will amount to the sum named by Mr. Wynne. "Vow’'V111?01, °f 8,11,18 aP a* present stored at vadous places on the run, which will in due course
be sent to market, and the carnage being by water the expense of getting them there will be trifling.
Tbe following is a list of results obtained by trapping at various tanks on thc run between the
first week m January and the 28th February lastw-iuccn me
Christmas Wells tank
*Fords ...
. ,
Bleaalben
,.,
*Burndoo
...
* Co war"
...
Wanalln
...
•Warlo...............
^Coolamarra House
Telia ...
...
^Paradise
...
^Surveyor
...
...
Government, tank (20-mile)
* Coolamarra S w amp ...

12,105
4,100
6,210
4,505
4.345
1,362
2,037
1,883
1,244
1.740
750
6,412
5,570

An interesting fact, and one that affords ample evildonee of thc necessity for rabbits to obtain ivater
is rcso^tedVo tiLTite^rr"} thCLr f°v0diis liia<:,?n Tcl'ya"ym:i,
awynia, ana
and omer
other stations,
stations, where
where tank
tank truppiim
trapping
is reported to, the daily registers kept, showing the number of rabbits caught discloses tint immnlntelr
Z0,Utchfuas0f278milte0fTb?r S° Ca,^ht
8lrikin8ly diminished, and at a tank, where, one morning
rnKbr*. 11 ■ a2 8’^
0WJD^ morDmg wlllcl1 lnls preceded'by a slight fall of rain, thc number of
thU the htew'V?flbUtr iree' J,aia PaGieular in emphasizing these facts, as it is but a few vears since
that tho highest authorities confidently asserted that the existence of rabbits was in no way interfered
,
with
# The asterisk is intended to denote tho tanks which are still being trapped.
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ivitli by the want of water. A8 showing the steady decline in thc numbers caught each day at those
traps J give below the result of the work done at the Bselparjah Dam, situated on an out station of the
holding, known as Kilfcra :—
Ealiliits killed.
Date.
Ilabbits killed
Date.
21th Januarv, 1S90
...
...
1,000
...
65
13th January, 1890 ...
25th
...
1.100
...
9(1
Ifth
it
4 “
2Gth
„
...
300
..
0
15th
11
*4 1
27th
„
...
295
...
42
IGth
n
4"
28th
.,
...
10
...
200
37 th
>■>
4• ■
29fh
„
...
0
...
5S0
18th
n
• • •
30th
...
323
...
10
j,
...
19th
...
229
20th
Total...
...
5,159
...
125
21st
—
...
109
22nd
:
■*' *
...
45
23rd
)1
9J
“ •
During the whole of my inspection it was a noticeable fact that thc presence of rabbits was more
plainly discernible in the locality of water than elsewhere; and only in one instance was evidence forth
coming that tho rodents were breeding, that being on the country surrounding a hgnmn swamp, where,
owing to the water receding, green feed was springing up. and here young rabbits were to be seen,
IIn bis letter Mr. Wynne indulges m a rather wholesale condemnation of wire-netting, and I think
without su(!icient cause. There is no doubt that a portion of tho wire-nctl mg erected on Teryawynia was
found after the lapse of about, two years to have rotted under grmnd (sample produced), but this refers
entirely to netting surrounding the tanks which has been erected on soft damp ground, aud which, as is
plainly indicated, has been subjeclcd to the action of waior. a condition of affairs which can only osist to
a very limited extent in the event of a lessee deciding upon enclosing tho outer boundaries ot his run.
In the same locality I have seen wire-netting which has been standing for tivo and a half years, the
portion buried being ns sound as it was when iirst erected, and in addition I have the testimony of two
squatters in this very district, to the effect that they bad examined wire-netting which bad been erected in
"Victoria and Tasmania for periods of twelve years and twenty years respectively, and in both instances
the portion of the material buried in the ground was found to be sound.
At the deputation which recently waited upon the Honorable "the Minister it was asserted tliat
the excellent lambing said to have boon obtained on Teryawynia was duo to the fact that this holding had
been favoured with a rainfall in excess of that obtained on neighbouring stations, and with a vicwr to
settling this point I append statistics showing thc rainfall on Mr. "Wynne's run, extending from 1S74 to
IS39, together with a statement of the fall during each month of tho years 18S8 and 1SS9. I also attach
a statement, taken from tho station books, showing the agistment fees paid to Wynne, Hudson, & Co. for
stock depastured on Teryawynia Station from October, IbSS, to January, 1SS9.
In bringing my remarks regarding Teryawynia to a close ] desire to state that thc process in
operation there is, under suitable conditions, a cheap aud effective means for reducing tho rabbit pest,
and is infinitely superior to tho system in operation when the Government were engaged in subsidising
owners for thc work done. The millions of rabbits which were reported to exist on this run at one time
arc not now to be scon, but tho evidence of their previous existence is plainly discernible. Acres upon
acres of valueless scrub have been destroyed by the ring-barking operations indulged in by tho rabbits,
while indications of recent work of this description are not numerous. On the back portion of the run,
200,000 acres of which were, in August, 1887, reported to have been eaten bare, dry grass is now to be
seen, ami there can bo no doubt that the system of rabbit destruction adopted has contributed largely to
this result, assisted probably by other causes, such as starvation and migration. The chief objections to
be raised to the system arc that it brings about no finality, and entails constantly recurring labour and
expense.
_
Having written so much regarding Teryawynia, I do not think it would be fair to omit making
some remarks regarding the work done on various other holdings which I visited daring my recent trip,
more especially as an opinion appears to be prevalent that rabbit destruction is almost entirely
neglected throughout thc infested country. On Mo«sgeil Station at tho time of my visit a tank close to
the homestead had been enclosed with wire-netting, outside of which was a small hole filled with poisoned
water ami surrounded by a log fence which, however, presented no obstacle to the rabbits. The next
morning the bodies of several hundred dead rabbits could be seen contiguous to the water. Several carts
are also engaged distributing poisoned wheat with results which may be described as fairly satisfactory.
Tho next place visited was Kdfera, and here I found the leasehold area, say 130 miles round, to be
enclosed with a rabbit-proof fence, while a number of horse paddocks had also been protected in a similar
manner. Tho managing partner of this holding, Mr. lb O. "Webb, is a groat believer in the use of
poisoned waior, and at the various tanks visited the evidence of the work can be seen by tho thousands of
rabbit carcasses strewn about the place, and it can safely he stated that an inspection of this description
on a hot summer’s day is by no means a pleasant occupation. A large quantity of poisoned wheat has at
various times been distributed on this holding, while, immediately on tho boundariespvhich have been wirenetted, dead and dying rabbits can bo soon in numbers, the cause of tho mortality being hard to deter
mine, unless it bo that those rabbits leave been shut oJf from water and death has ensued consequem.
upon thirst aud heat.
On Murficld a rabbit-proof fence is also being erected, but as to the steps taken for the destruc
tion of the rabbits I can speak with no authority.
While passing through Albemarle 1 visited the back station in company with the manager, Mr.
Sadlior, and hero again great destruction has been caused among the rabbits by laying poisonous sticks
along the edge ot thc waters of the Lakes Victoria and Waterloo. The poison used is strychnine, aud its
effectiveness is demonstrated by Lie carcasses to lie scon in all directions, and over which the wheels of
thc buggv went crashing. This run is also being enclosed within a rabbit-proof fence which when com
pleted will run for a distance of about. 70 miles along the southern boundaries of Teryawynia.
Tho next station visited was Manfred, where rabbit-proof fencing has also been erected, and in a
neat manner Tho use of poisoned water and sticks in thc vicinity of the tanks has, I am informed, also
been resorted to hero, but as my examination was only a cursory one I am not able to speak confidently
as to thc results obtained. As noticed in other localities dead and dying rabbits were to be seen clinging
to tho wire-netting fence on this run.
On
j
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On Clare Mr. 'Waugh has been very busy laying poisoned water outside the tanks, which, as in
other cases, are protected by wire-netting. Heaps of dead rabbits are to be seen on various parts of the
holding, and the owner informed me that a man was engaged for over a week in carting the rabbits
destroyed at one tank to a distance remote from thc waterhole. A large quantity of phosphomed wheat
lias also been Laid on parts of Clare, and a quantity of the various poisons used is stored at the head
station. It may not be ont of place to remark hero that a large quantity of arsenic, strychnine, and phos
phorus is being used throughout the country, and some good would perhaps result if the various tins and
drums containing these mediums were overhauled before they left the various warehouses, in order to
guard against any leakage during carriage, and to minimize, as far as could be, the possibilities of any
accident.
The Keport of tho Hoyal Commission of Inquiry into schemes for the destruction of rabbits con
tains some valuable information as to the use of poisons, and good wonldresult if the pastoralists interested
were to make themselves acquainted with its contents.
In conclusion, I trust that my report may place you iu possession of such information as will bo of
value in enabling tho subject of rabbit destruction to be successfully dealt with, and that in my inspection
of this part of the Western District I have complied with the nature of the instructions convoyed
to me.
I have, Ac.,
HENRY C. TAYLOR.
[Enclosure.]
Tekyawynia Raixfall.

1874............................................
1875............................................
1S76............................................
1877............................................
1873............................................
1879............................................
1880............................................
1881............................................

........................................
........................................
..
...............................
........................................

11-9$
9-29
6-78
8-23

........................................

13-85

1882
1883.
1884.
1885
1886
1887.
1888.
1889.

10-92
0-SG
C-Sa

10-78
13-82
17-40
4-25
17-29

Tkrvawvxta Katntall.

1888.
January ..........................
February ..........................
March
.............................
April
...............................
May ...................................

•9
1-74

Juno ...............................

-1

July ...................................
August ...............................

November.......................

•26
14
■36
■4
■3

December .........................

1-12

1889.
•13
-33

0

September.......................
October...............................

January ...
February...
March.......
April ......
May............
June...........

1-44
•85

0
2-CR

1-66
2-67

July..........

0

August ,.
September
October ..
November
December

2-85
1-15
2-42
1-44
"15

4,-25

Stock

17-29

sold to J. M. Byrnes, butcher, Wilcannia.
£ s. d.
130 0 0

Fat cattle

10 0
04 10
88 15

£
Sheep

s. d,

09 6 0
107 5 0
72 9 0
106 5 0
3 18 0

0
0

68 0 0
64
Total................

Acistmuxt

£805

9

0

paid to Wynne, Hudson. & Co, for Stock depastured on Teryawynia Station, from October, 1SSS, to
•
January, 1889.

£ 8. d.
Dawes .....................................
14
8
300
34
Weinteriga Station ................ ................. 32
Byrnes........................ *............ ...............
5
4
Mitaelhurg............................... .................
6
Dollman ...................................
M'Carthy................................. .................
1
Boll ...........................................
2
Barry ....................................... .................
1
Patterson................................. .................
3

Baden Park

....................... ..............

16
IS
0
10
0
12
5
13
14
12
14
0

0
0
5
0
0
10
c
0
7
8
0
6
6
0
-o

Finch............................................ ......
Burgess .................................... ........
Alcock ........................... ............
Stevena ...................................
T, Burns ..............
Rogers .......................................
Crosse .......................................
Fenton .......................................
West..........................................
Oardmer ...................................
Poundage and driving fees ....

Sydney: Chariot Votter, Governing it Printer.—1S90.

[3<y

0

0

........
........
........
........
......
........

£ s. d.
1 0 0
30 0 0
1 ft ft
6
0 12 6
1 10 o
1 0 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 2 0
0
1 0 0
£466 17

0
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(RETURN OE ANNUAL EXPENDITURE UNDER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 October, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table in ansiecr to Question No. 9 of Votes 71,15 October, 1890.]

Question.
(9.) Expenditure under Rabbit Act :—Mr, J. P. A bbott

aslced

The Colonial Treasurer,—

(1.) 'When will the return under the Rabbit Act ordered by this House to be laid upon thc Table
in June last bo supplied?
(2.) "What is the annual expenditure at the present time under this Act ?

Answer.
Return showing the Annual Expenditure at thc present time under the Rabbit Nuisance Act.

£
340
300
240
104

II. A. Taylor, uterK...............
A. R. Torrens, Pence Inspector
AT. R. Stanley, Clerk
...
Caretaker, Rodd Island

Insurance on Buildings and Equipment, &c., at Rodd Island...............
Incidental Expenses........................................................................................

s.
0
0
0
0

d.
0
O
0
0

£984 0

0

16 17 0
50 3 0
£1,051 0 0

Account Branch, Department of Lands,
15 October, 1890.

DAVID MILLER,
Pro Accountant.
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RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
{RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE UNDER.)

Ordered by file legislative Assembly to be printed, lo October, 1800.

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 11th June, 1890, That
there be laid upon the Table of this House, a Return showing,—
(< (1.) The receipts under the Rabbit Act from the tune when it came into
“ force up to the present time, for each year, and from all sources.
“ (2.) The expenditure for each year during the same period, showing the
total items of expenditure for each year,—
“
“
“
“

(1.) Eor subsidies.
(2.) Eor salaries.
(3.) Eor fencing and netting.
(4.) Eor salaries, travelling expenses, and otherwise, in connection
“ with fencing.
“ (5.) Eor experiments in connection with the destruction of rabbits.
“ (6.) All other expenses apart from salaries and subsidies, and those
" matters mentioned in paragraphs 3, 4, and 5.”
(Mr. J. P. Abbott.)

713—
[8/0 copica—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £2 10;, Id.]

RETURN

1333.

£
No. 1. Rscnirrs.............................................................
„ 2. Exrj^’niTURK—
{1,) Sul^sidiea..................................................
(2.) frilarioa............................ ................... .
(3.) Fencing................ ...................................
Netting......................................................
(4,) Salaries.....................................................
Travelling expenses ..............................
Kreight, storage, cartage, duty, ftc. ..
Convcyiuice by rail ..............................
Wages ......................................................
Stores, horses, &e....................................
(5.) Jivpcnmcnis nt Koild Island re destine
tioik of rabbits.
{(>.} RabbiUera’ wages..................................
Stores, forago, horses, &c.....................
Carbon.....................................................
Rent of ohiees..........................................
Sual]is ......................................................
Travelling expenses .............................
licfnnds ...............................................
Pcttics, repairs, &c................................
Conveyance Of goods..............................
Legal expenses ....................................
Conference held in Sydney .................

1884.

s.

<1.

1SS5.

£ ' B.

A

£

1BS6.

a.

d.

35,89!) 14

9

44,757

s

0

'37,443 10 10

289

5

50,223
15,426

a
4

2
4

128,207
14,079

1

4
0

S
0

£

8.

(1.

£

8.

d.

£

s.

d.

40,023 17

9

41,173

4

3

47,941

1

9

15 11
14 2
10 !)
14
14 2

179,393
13,006
3,7)8
6,014
'282

71,911
21,156
1,350
3,336
133
35

o

0 9
3 2
9 10
4 HI
S 3

o

22 18
47
5
5S 2
54 0
3 0
2 H
4 2
S 15

4

0
0
0

5
0
G
o

9

5 517 12
2,300 12

4

6
o G

871 V)

930 15 3
78 11 11
207 7 5
200 5 7
7 0 6
S4,S29 15 11

ID 021 12
Vi89 16 5
2In 4 9
41 1 4
70 7 S
1,419 IS i
1,291 15 3
300 17 2
217 3 10

159,554

1

9

fl.ftSG
ijGIO
1,7S1

11G
358
1,810
135
228
108
50
1,429
115,711

s 3
3 0
3 11
«? 3
12 8
1 0
2 5
ii ii
19 5
5 3
10 4

4

9

4,752
'389

2
6

19
13
3
19
17
15
SO 2
13 3

71
60S
040
53
97
1,387

210,593 IS

Dr. Balance.,

9
2

119,146 3 8
12,000 0 0
3,261 10 2
S,06? 12 10
11 11
147 11 4
1,291 0 d
'770 o (i
GO 0 0

s
s
8
8
2
0

9
S

6,502
'998
13
52
091
803
97
274
9S4
136

la&tt to 30th Juno.

1SB«.

1,371 12

48!) IS

6

d.

£

40,900 16

9

33,031

0
9

11 10
0 s
14 4
9 1
10 4
5 4

327,670 18

1
4
0
4
6
0

4S1 7
676 13
2,586 S
37 16
340 14

0
2
6
0
1

574 13 X
328 19 6
107 O 3
79 3 8
6,957 o 11

24 M
21 12

2
5

14
469 14

0
7

631,390
78,821
17,385
24,603
2,477
276
1,890
1,120
167
93
8,798

•

s
0
0

93 16

30

0

7 s s
1 11 10
527 6 7
23 7 0
14 8 3
23 S 9

157,252

3

4

95,311 16

9

4,714

In
6
7

3
2
3
8 7
17 11
12 4
7 9
14 11
2 3

S
10

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.- 1S90

S
0

0

4 4

831,457

4

1

£503,786

5

8

30 16 10
17 16 8
2 17 6
8 8 6
1

5

36,402
7,065
5,014
320
1,725
6,294
1,701
1,129
3,000
282
1,444

4

0
6

8. d.

4

3

n C
0 10
10 ]

£

4

73,028
2,157
6,462
6,702
i;i93
.

a. d.

s.

£

Total.

0

17 11
14 9
12 S
11 6
17 8
2 10
7 s
2 10
14 7
8 9
2 4

E. A. It.ENNlE,
Auditor- Greneral.

Department of Audit, 21th September, 1S90.

[8dJ
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liETUEN of the l^oeipte and Exponent,arc under tho Eahbifc Nuisance Act, for the years 1883 to 1889, and tho half-yoar endod 30th Juno, 1890, so far as can bo readily ascertained
from tho accounts in thc Department of Audit.
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RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION FBOM CERTAIN STOCKOWNERS IN COOMA DISTRICT PRAYING EOR REPEAL OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 17 June, 1890.

To thc Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of thc undersigned, Owners of Stock in the Cooma District,
Htjhbit Shows™ :—

.....

1. That your Petitioners have for several yeare been burdened with a grievous exaction m the
form of a tax levied under the provisions of the Rabbit Nuisance Act of 1883.
2. That the amount of this tax is vastly in excess of the aggregate amount payable under the
Stock and Pastures and the Sheep Assessment Acts.
#
3. That, unlike these lastnamed Acts, the contributions under winch arc payments for services
rendered, the Rabbit Nuisance Act has never been, and could not have been, of the slightest beneht to
the Cooma Disfrict, or to any individual therein,
_
_
4. That while your Petitioners recognise the justice of affording some help, direct or indirect, to
those pastoralists in infected districts who, unaided, may he unable to cope with the evil they consider,
that the necessary cost thereof should fall on the general taxpayer, and not on a particular dass which
has no more direct interest in the matter than agriculturists or any other body m the community.
5. That the Honorable the Minister for Lands has repeatedly admitted the iniquity of the present
law, and the necessity for its repeal at the earliest possible moment, and that tins led your Petitioners to
believe that the tax would not be enacted after 1SS9.
6 That all pretence of applying the proceeds of this tax to its intended purpose having been
abandoned since 1888, your Petitioners respectfully submit that there cannot now' bo a shadow of moral,
even if there be of legal, right to continue the levy of this impost upon them.
7. Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honorable House to regard the premises, and to
grant them relief by passing a Bill for the immediate repeal of the Rabbit Nuisance Act ot 1883.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[Here follow 21 signatures.']

i[3rJ.]
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FOREST CONSERVANCY BRANCH.
(BEPORT ON, FOR J8S9.)

Ordered foj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 July, 1800.

The Acting Officer-in-Charge to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Forest Conservancy Branch, Sydney, 20 May, 1S90.
I have the honor to forward, for the information of the Colonial Secretary, the Annual Report
of the Forest Conservancy Branch for tho year 1889, which was transferred on the 1st January, 1888, from
the Department of Mines to the Department of Lands, aud by Gazc/fe notice of the 17th April, 1889,
was placed under the Colonial Secretary.
'

Tile Stafi\

_

_

The field staff consists of one inspector of forests, twenty-four forest rangers, eight assistant
forest rangers, one overseer of State forest nursery, one engineer, and one wood-cutter for the patrol
steamer on tho Murray River. There are also four men constantly employed at the nursery. Others
are engaged from Line to time, according to requirement. In addition, there are two acting rangers
at Lord Howe Island, charged with the protection of the indigenous flora, one at Broken Hill, and one
at Silverton, to protect certain timber reserved along the creeks in those districts, who not being
wholly employed by the Department, are paid a small allowance.
_
_
The oliice staff consists of five clerks, one temporary clerk, and lone probationer, besides the chief
clerk, who is Acting Officer-in-Chargc.
_
.
Twenty-seven of tho forest rangers and assistants, twenty-one inspectors of stock (the latter being
officers of tlm Department of Mines), and the Cumberland ranger (an officer of the Department of
Lands) are appointed inspectors under the Prickly-pear Destruction Act of IbSG.
Duties.

_

Thc duties of the branch may he briefly stated as consisting of—First, the carrying out the
provisions of Part YI. of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, as amended by the Crown Lands Act of 1889,
which provides for making State forests and regulating the felling of timber, quarrying of stone, removal
of clay, shells, &e.> on State forest timber reserves and Crown lands; second, establishment of nurseries
and plantation of timber trees, thinning out useless trees on timber reserves ; third, the carrying out of
the provisions of the Prickly-pear Destruction Act of 1880.
The forest rangers also inspect timber on Crown lands and report to fhe Local Land Boards upon
applications for permission to ringbark. This duty in some districts involves a considerable amount,of
work, and, of course, adds to the cost of the branch by increasing travelling expenses. The fees paid by
applicants to thc Department of Lands covers this cost.
The steam launch purchased in 1877 to enable thc rangers to protect the valuable red-gum forests
on the Murray River was disposed of, having become unserviceable, and a contract accepted, through the
Department of Public Works, for building a stern-wheel steamer for this purpose. Last June it was
found necessary to hire a small steamer for the season for this special work.
Revenue.

The revenue from licenses and royalty on the quantity of timber felled during the year amounted
to £16,521 2s. 5d., and the revenue from other sources, viz., quarry licenses, sale of confiscated material,
and rent of lenses held under the Prickly-pear Destruction Act brought the total up to £17,137 0s. lid.
This is satisfactory, considering that the heavy floods for some time stopped the felling and measure
ment of timber on the Murray River red-gum forests, though it is less by £2,590 17s. 6d. than for the
previous year. It may be noted that iu 1877 the (otal revenue received was only £4,324 10s. 3d.
Schedule No. 1 to this report shows the amount received under the different heads, and Schedule
No. II the revenue from State forest and timber reserves. This revenue is exclusive of pastoral rents, thc
reserves not being withdrawn from the holdings of which they form a part.
PltOSECUTIO'S.

Particulars of prosecutions by forest rangers for breach of the timber regulations or for trespass
on Crown lands are furnished on Schedule III. There were 164 cases, which resulted iu 139 convictions,
with penalties amounting to £166 10s. Lid. In some districts the rangers report that the penalties
inflicted are so low as to defeat the object of prosecution, offenders against the regulations preferring fo
run the risk of detection to paying license fees.
Reserves atoi Timber.

There are 918 reserves, notified for preservation of timber supply containing an estimated total
area of 5,553,388^- acres ; these are divided into different classes as shown in Schedule IV, viz.:—In class
A, 643 reserves and portions of twenty-three others, of which tho total area is 3,535,548-1- acres. In class B,
seven reserves, of which the total areals 54.745 acres. The timber upon reserves in these classes is permitted
*315—A t
'
to

2
to be felled on payment of license fees at rato of 10s. and 15s. per montli respectively. In class C, 224
reserves and portions of twenty-eight others, comprising an area of 1,865,37 LJ acres,'for which a royalty
is charged in addition to tho license fee. Sisteen reserves and portions of five others are proclaimed
State forests, upon which tho right to fell timber on defined portions, for a term, is sold bv auction or by
tender; the timber being subject to a royalty specified when tho right is offered for competition.
This royalty is fixed according to the quality, accessibility, and other circumstances affecting the
value of thc timber.
'
‘
The felling of trees on timber reserves, is subject to limitations as to the minimum girth and
other restrictions to prevent,his far as practicable, wilful waste. It is reported that in five or six years there
will bo ready for felling, on the Murray River forest reserves, an immense number of red gum piles fully
60 feet in length, these will be worth to the Department at least 25s. each ; and the value of this
timber is shown by-thefact that for beams measuring 12 in. x 12 in., and 25 feet in length mill-owners get
from £4 10s. to £6 ; in some instances more than one such beam being obtained from a tree.
{schedule V shows the number aud area of reserves under the supervision of each forest ranger.
. ^ Particulars of the situation, area, and class of each timber reserve and State forest will be found
in Schedule VII, and particulars of lands exempted from operation of wood-cutters and cedar licenses are
furnished in Schedule "VI. Thc demand for timber on the forest reserves is found to increase as the
Crown lands become alienated, either bv sale or conditional lease giving the right of purchase, which
shuts out the timber-getter front such lands. This demand is likely to be the greater because purchasers
often proceed to nngbark all trees on their holdings, including even those which would prove useful,
so that timber afterwards required for improvements has to be drawn long distances. It may, however,
be remarked .that a few isolated trees loft scattered hero and there on ringbarked country, do not appear
to thrive, they arc better left growing together iu fair-sized clumps.
TiriNxixo out Timber os' Timber Reserves.

The forest rangers having drawn attention to tho desirability of thinning out tho young timber,
which pater the matured trees are felled, spring up so thickly on some of the morn valuable reserves,
especially the red gum and pine forests in the Murray River Districts; it was recommended that £1,006
should be placed upon fhe Estimates toward this work, which recommendation was approved, and the
money voted for tho year 1890. Li some cases the Crown lessees are permitted to destroy useless timber
on tho reserves, their object being to improve the grazing capability of the land. This is done at their
own cost,, but under the special supervision of the Department,
During the year, permission was granted to thin ont timber on an area of 31,459 acres situated
on five reserves.
,

_

PL AST ATI OSS AND ROERST NuUSERT.

Plantations of timber trees are situated on tho Dorrigo and X alia Tsui la Creek reserves, and at
Cootamundra, ^particulars of these and of the State Forest Xursery at Gosford are supplied by the
Inspector of Forests in his report appended hereto.
.

r

PRICKT.V-TKAR DeSTRUCTfOS.

The business connected with thc administration of the Prickly-pear Act of 1SSG was transferred
from the Ministerial control of the Secretary for Lands to that of the Colonial Secretary, hy Gazette
notice of 2Gth September, 1SS9.
J
J
ii-ii
llof:iccs were served requiring owners of “private land” within the mcanin"'of the
i nckly-pear Destruction Act to eradicate prickly-pear on their holdings.
All lands for which such, notices have been served have since been frequently inspected, and the
reports ot the inspectors show that in a large number of eases the destruction of thc growing plant has
been completed ; in tho remainder, with a few exceptions, it is proceeding satisfactorily. It will, however
be advent of years before the pest is efioctuallv eradicated, as seeds iu the ground are continually
germinating.
J
Xinc contracts for dosf roving the prickly-pear on Crown lands, comprising an area of about 1 200
acres, were let at a cost of £Lvu 19d. 011C contractor refused to proceed; the other contracts were
saustactori y completed. Tenderers differ widely iu their estimates of the cost of such work; in one
instance, the prices asked ranged from £18 to £072, none of these being satisfactory, fresh tenders
were invited, which ranged up to £257; tho work has since been completed for £30.
. . funders were invited for lease under the Prickly-pear Destruction Act for twenty portions, com
prising an area of 6,253 acres ; eleven of these portions, comprising 2,326 acres, have been let for terms
varying from five to ten years, at a total rental of £20 5s. Xo tenders were received for the remainiim
portions.
°
i rr ]Jrlc%-1)ear li™ spread extensively on the watershed of tho Hunter River and its tributaries on
the Upper Gwydir River and on parts of tho Harwell River. In the Hunter River district there are
Large areas of rough,_ rocky, or inferior land, which it has been found impossible to let on lease, the cost of
eradication being estimated up to £4 per acre, aud it has been represented that £100,000 would not he
more than sufficient for the work. A scrub exterminator has been tried with success, but stock have to
be excluded from the land under treatment, otherwise they arc liable to be poisoned by eatinc- the plants
to which thc exterminator lias been applied
this is a serious drawback.
Another specific which it is alleged stock will not touch is now being tested, and there is every
reason to believe that it will be successful, The extensive areas of comparatively poor land on the
Uwydiy and the Barwon will be best dealt with hy leasing in large areas. This could not be done under
the 1 nckly-pcar Destruction Act, as one of its provisions limits leases of Grown lauds to areas not
exceeding 640 acres ; but the Crown Lands Act of 1889 provides for dealing with such lands as 11 scrub
lauds, and certain cases have been referred fo the Department of Lands to be dealt with.
The plant has been used for food for a small number of slock, but there is a difference of opinion
as to its value. It is giving considerable trouble in South Africa. Professor MacOwan, F.L.S., Director
ot the Rotanical Dardens, Cape Town, makes the following remarks respecting its use as a fodder:—
,ii„.°F Vm<c?L¥-rEAH as Fodder iXm Sheep and Ostriches :-I am aware that tho plant has Leon occasion
al!;. turned to account m seasons of drought, when food and water arc equally scarce. But it is essential that the suicides
lie removed, and this necessity renders the exploitation of Opnntia as a food both tedious and costlv. There is siirceiv
another way of utilizing it except hy very careful singeing every section at a blazing five. Certainly,' every spicule mav
thus he removed, hut as each joint lias to ho separately picked up, exposed to the flame and turned over, just as in toasting
bread.

335

3
broad, tlio plan seems amateurish and impracticable. Possibly two brash cylinders, running at different speeds, might
clean off thc spicules as aptly as the lire, but the invention has yet to be brought ont. Nevertheless, 1 know of a small
and very valuable clump of thoroughbred stock m the Karoo saved in a hard season solely by the use of tho Opnntia,
rendered harmless by being well blazed with torches of Keme-bosch. After passing through the fire, the sections were
thrown into a turnip cutter sot to cut very coarse A little salt sprinkled over the mass made a sapid mes=. for which the
imported ram and his progeny fought like dogs over a hone, I do not think one bit the more for this incident, however,
that thc plan is practicable on any scale but that of an experiment or a famine-dodge.
What you can do withoniinaty appliances fnra little lot of, say, twenty head of special stock, is as much oait of
your reach as n horn of thc new moon when you have to find fond for, say, 1 .SCO. Still, 1 am far from saying the pestilen
tial Opuntia may not be made, hy some clever person, to pay for its footing mid something more.''

The Inspector of T’orcsts’ report is appended.
S have, &c.,
■
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SCHEDULE I.
Particulars of Ecvenue—Year ended 31st December, 1SS9,
State Forests and Reserves under Classes A, B, and C—
.Slate forest block licenses ............................................................................
Permit licensee., Class (J................................................................................
Timber cutters licenses, Gass A and B (h ithout royalty) ......................
Miscellaneous ................................................................................................
Royalty—
.State forest block license—at per 100 snpeificial feet ..............................
Regulations of ISth August, ISSh, or ffnd December, 1SS0, at per 100
superficial feet ................................................................................
Regulations 44 oflSth August, 1SS5, or 23th December, 1S89, at per tree

£ s. d.
ndff 10 0
407 0 0
1,700 5 0
33 15 0

£ s.

d.

2,700 10 0
3,GIG 17

S

4.0S0 I 5
478 18 10
9,105 17 11

Crown Lands—
Woodcutters’licenses....................................................................................
Cedar licenses ...............................................................................................
Proceeds of sale of seized timber ................................................................

3,134 0 0
1,103 10 0
378 4 G
4,705 14 6
£10,521

2 5

Xote,—Licenses to quarry stone, ttc., issued in addition to the above during1 tho year, £.>13.
lient for Icarus under Prk’kh-poar Act. of is$Gt LUT 13s. (id,

SCHEDULE IT.
Revenue from State Forests and Reserves.
Name of h orest or

Count\.

Timber liescrre.

Bourkc ..................
>J

...................................

J............................. *..................

Baradinc.................
Bland ..................... 1
Bland aud Harden..!
Cadell.......................
Camden................. 1
Cooper ...................I
Dampier...................l
Denison ................. .

.......

n
>J

I
|

Fitzroy ................... |

JJ

"f
Quantltj.

Super, ft.
Du lab.................
301,105
Matong .............
335,991
Ganmain.............
165,493
Robertson ........
5,065
Wcddin ..............
164,802
Buitliong ..........
Woamfii
. 1,221,3.36
Moira.................
503,000
No. 209 ..............
5,645
Darlington..........
Yarrangerry .....
140,502
Wagonga ..........
103,849
Roomanoomana...
46,071
Mulwala............. 3,454,964
Barooga ..............
958,590
6R398
Vahgunyah ......

................

Macquarie..............

Cowarra..............

176,621

Mitchell.................. No. 8,232 ..........
72,228

Ouriubah ..........

136

Oluey ..................

319,160

Pottingor ............... Nca ..................
Doona..................
Rous ..................... No. 545 ..............
St. Vincent ........... Tomagn ............
Townsend ............... Gulpa Island...
Millewa..............
Tirana...................... Colombo Piney

55,350
£8,950
11,725
73,244
391,008
1,908,484
10,400

■'

Total.

Royalty.

UoyaltVj at per LOO superficial feet.
£ B. d
£ s. d.
£
20 0 0
153 2 8
173
126 0 3
217 10 0
343
9 0 0
S‘2 15 3
91
1 5 4
4 0 0
5
31 10 0
41 9 3
72
1 0 0
1
23 0 0
763 0 8
780
254 12 1
88 0 0
342
3 0 0
3 10 9
6
22 o 0
22
4 10 0
70 5 3
74
25 19 3
32
7 0 0
79
50 0 0
29 7 1
130 0 0 1,602 0 4 1,732
.*»!)!> (1 ]
t>[)9
30 13 11
30 0 0
60
"4 10 o
... .
24
o
JO

8

0 0

28

0 4

3 o o

Northumberland .. ( Sugarloaf ..........

>t

License Fee.0

0 0 0

I

fi.
'}
10
15
5
19
0
6
12
10
o
15
10
7
0
2
13
10
10

d.
S
3
.1
3
0
8
1
9
0
3
3
1
4
1
11
0
o

36 0

4

4

220,000
2,705,016
723,528
2,257,476

21

30 6 9
0 13 0

10 10 0

32 lo 0

49 5

15 10 0
4 10 0
4 0 0

13
7
2
17
31 10 0
244
40 10 0 1,191
1 0 0
5

16 9

29 6 9
11 14 9
0 4
0 6 4
15
17 15 7
27G 7 10
17 10
IS G 1,241 8 6
4 0
fi 4 0

13

123 0 9
0 ft
H 6 1,786 1 6
4 0
470 4 0
9 1 1,234 9 1

0 9
0 13 0

3,6,225,207

0 0
110
0 1,090
452
IS 0 0
50 0 0 1,184
95 10

Pine.

I»

♦

Pine.
Ironbark.
Ironbark and pine.
Red gum.
Ironbark and pitie.
Red gum.
Pine.
Spotted gum.
Red gum.
Pine.
( Blackbntt ironbark,
] Mahogany, tallow-wood,
(
and grey gum.

o o

4

0

9

Ridge

Montmlali..........
Wakaol .".'.'‘.'.‘.".'3 Koondrook .....
Campbell’s Island
Barliam ..............

Description of limber.

9G9 10 0 8, SOS 14

4 0,773 4

) Spotted and blue gum.
j Ironbark and mahogany.
Turpentine.
Ironbark, spotted, greyand
blue gum, blackbntt and
tallow-wood.
Pine.
>I
Cndgeric and beech.
Spotted gum and Blackbntt.
Red gum,
Ji
Pine.

!

Jt

Red gnm.
IJ

4

t

4
SCHEDULE II—continued.
County.

Reserve.

Quantity.

License Foe.

Royalty.

Total.

Description of Timber.

Royally at per tree.

'No. of trees.
Cadell...................
Backwater Creek
Clarence.................. Lawrence .........
Glen Ugie ..........
I*
.....
Cumberland .......... Bottle Forest.....
Denison .................. No. 1639.............
Cloud’s Creek ...
1'itzroy ..............
Dorrigo .............
J>
.....................................
Orara ..................
*>
...................
Gloucester.............. Myall and Wallis

£ s.

10

d.

80
50
30
17
47
S3

9

194

£
2
20
12
6
17
160
133
9
14

s.
0
0
10
0
0
10
0
0
11

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

£
2
20
12

s.
0
0
10

d.
0
0
0

0 0
10 0
0 1

Box.
Hardwood,
Hardwood and ironbark.
Blackbntt and turpentine.
Red gum.
Cedar, gum, and pine.
Cedar.

11

0

Hardwood.

15
12
5
10
5

0
0
0
0
9

Pine.
Blackbutt.
Red gum.

GOO
17
160
133
0
H

0 0

J)

Lake ................

Pottinger .............

No. 2,125 ..........
Doona..................
St Vincent .......... Currambeue ....
Wakool ................. Campbell’s Island
Sundry Village
Reserves.

35

1 15 0

12

0 12

0

5
G3
331

1 5 0
31 10 0
09 5 9

972

47S IS 10

1
0
1
31
G9

a

47S IS 10

Without Royalty.

Permits ..........
Class A and B
Miscellaneous

'1,811 15 0 I
|
33 15 01

.........
.........

1,811 15 0
33 15 0

|l,S45 10 0

.........

l,S45 10 0

Totals—License fees....... 27,09 1 0 0 I
Royalty............. 9,105 17 11
11,815 7 11

SCHEDULE III.
Prosecutions

undertaken by Porest Rangers.
Number of
Com jctions.

Number of
Prosecutions.

Offence.

144

12
8

I2f)
JI
3

*164

139

j

Amount of Penalty.

'

£ s. d.
162 19 1
2 16 10
0 15 0

!

166 10 11

*E\clusive of prosecutions hy other Crown Lands baiiilts.

Number of cases in which timber, or other material, has been seized .....................................................
Number of cases in which claims have been preferred to seized material ................
Number of cases in which claims have been confirmed .............................................................................

121
21
]4

SCHEDULE IV.
Return

allowing toi.nl number and class of Timber Reserves.
No. of Descries,

I
Reserves in Class A, Regulations 7 and S, including 23 partly in Class C..................
Reserves in Class B, Regulations 7 aud 8.......................................................................|
Reserves in Class C, Regulations 9 and 10, including 5 partly proclaimed State
• Forests.............................................................................................................................I
State Forests..........................................................................................................................
Total number of the reserves from sale after making deductions for those in two
classes.............................................................................................................................. I
Total estimated area reserved

I

Area in an os.
!

I
6G6

|

7

252

3,535,5484
54,745
1,865,371J
97,723il

21

l
918
5,553,3S8J

SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE V.
Ajiea and. number of lleservcs under the supervision of thc Forest Rangers.
Locality.

I No. of
Rcscrrcs.

Forest Hanger.

Richmond and Tweed Rivers ..........
Upper Richmond.................................
Northern New England and oast part
of Gwydir,
Clarence.................................................
Nanihncca and Bellinger Rivers ......
Kempscy .............................................
Gunnedah and Tam worth .................
Armidalc and Walcha./......................
Port Macquarie.....................................
Myall and Gloucester Rivers.............
Hunter River ................... .................
Mtidgec and Cassilis ..........................
Jhibho ................................. ...............
Oondobolin .........................................
Upper Lachlan....................................
Penrith and Haitley .........................
Lower Kainoi and west part of
Gwydir,
Brisbane Water and Wollombi..........
Mittagong and Camden ....................
iShoalhaven, Jlonaro, aud South Coast

T. H. Green (temporarily) .........................................................
T. H. Green, Casino ..................................................................
E. J. Deverell, Glen Innes, and Assistant-ranger U . Byron,
Tnvcrell.
F. R. Huxham, Grafton ............................................................
W. Mecham, Boat Harbour .....................................................
W. Macdonald, Kempsey............................................................
H. W. Powell, Gnnuedah ...........................................................
R. L. Siddins, Arnudale .............................................................
G. R. Brown, Port Macquarie.....................................................
A. Rudder, Booral................... .....................................................
E. Cobcroft, Singleton .................................................................
P. Cullen. Mudgee........................................................................ |
Assistant-ranger W. Coulter, Bubbo ...................................... t
T. Kidston, Condoblin ................................................................
R. Stevenson, Cowta ; Assistant-rangers K. J. Cork, Forbes,!
and J. G. Fostlothwaitc, Grenfell.
,
I. Noake, Penrith ......................................................................... <
T. H. B. M‘Gee, Nanabn, and Assistant-ranger G. Ring,
Coonamble.
J. Martin, (josford, and Assistant-ranger F, E. BrunkcrJ
Cooranhong.
|
H. 0. Rottou, Bowral ..................................................................i
J. S. Allan, Ulladulla, and Assistant-ranger T. Afusgrave, 1
Eden.
‘ (
The Crown T.ands Bailin' ............................................................. )
J. S. Taylor, Wagga Wagga .................................................... i

Queaulicyaii .........................................
Gundagai. Albnry, 'IVagga Wagga,
ami Tmnhanmiha.
Xarrandera and Urana ..................... •T. G, Coudcll, Nm-randora ....................................................... |
Murray, Edward, and Wakool Rivers J. A. ifautou, Moama, assisted by Rangers 0. Wilshirc,
Deniliijuin ; S, Payton, Tocumwall, J. Guilfoyle, Moama,
Assistant-ranger W. Cousins, Koondrook.
!
Sdvcrtou . ..
Acting Rangers at Silvorton and Broken Hill ..................... |
Cumberland .
.1. M‘Known, Petersham, Cumberland Ranger
Miscellaneous
Not under special supervision..........................

Area in acre ,

37
29
42

147,3-214
364,886
331,109

20
9
7
2S
CO
lii
o
19
19
19
30
SO

158,1741
165,3775S3,203J
244,880
302,0335
07,0635
2,0151
106,3315
51,5311
223,310
16(1,8995
312,3825

17

eo

146,0954
848,70+5

17

So, 007

23
39
74
17
07.

ll,301f
170,81 of
126,000166,687
502,739

76
7b

255,359
450,7565

11
1
13

32,150
6,000
27,0124

91S

5,553,388

SCHEDULE XI.
Rjotuen' showing lauds exempted from the operation of wood-cutters and cedar licenses.
In addition to the lands specified in the 4th Timber Regulation of 2nd December, ISSft, thc following lands have been
notified as exempted from the operation of wood-cutters and cedar licenses
County.

Parish.

Ar:a.

Clarence .............

Elland, Clarcnza, and Southampton'

Cook ..................

Jamieson.......................................... |

Cumberland .....
Do
..
Do
.....
Do
... .
Do
.
Do
......

Southerland* ............................... I
Bulgo, Heathcotc, and Southend..I
Londonderry ..................................
Hunter's Hill and Field of Mars J
Hunter's Hill* .............................. I
Botany.............................................. |

0,235
170

Denison aud Hume.
Dampier....
Gloueeslerf

Noorooma...............................
Wang Wauk, Nerong, Ac. .

Leichhardt ............
Macquarie ............

Euroka and Youondali
Torrens.........................

240
217,600
4,703

Mouuunba.............
Northumberland ,.
Pottinger ............
Rous ..................
Urana .....................
Wynyurd .............
Vaneowimia.........
Do

.........

2,870
Awaba, Toralba, and Stockriugton
Dobbleda.........................................

3,0S0
30
' 175
640
1,000

Wagga Wagga. ...
Alma aud Soudan
Do

Voting........................

1,600

I
* limiter cuttin? prohibited.

J>ato of
Oazette Notice.

Parilcalats of Land.

24 Sept,, 1SSG... All Crown Lands within the popu
lation boundary of South Grafton,
25 „
1838.. Reserves for recreation, Nos, 1100,
101, and 102
24 Dec., 1877... All Crown reserves in tho parish.
4 Mar., 18S5... Crown Lands.
29 Get., 1877 .. A11 Crown Lands in the Parish.
4 Nov., 1879... Field of Mars Common.
22 Dec.,
Lunatic Asylum Reserve.
23 Nov., 1880... Crown Lands lying south of Church
and School Lands, and the Bunncrong Estate.
1380
V
9 Dec.,
All pine, on lands for which permis
sion to ringbark has been granted
in tho Land District of Corowa.
ft Mar., 1880 . Reserve No. 4+0.
1880 . Crown Lands between the A. A.
1
Company’s grant the Wollomba
River and the Ocean.
S Dec., 1SS4... On the hank of Barwon River.
2 June, 1885. . Within the population boundary of
Port Macquarie.
11 Sept., 1SSS... The wool-shed, lam, and horse
paddocks, and the out-station
horse paddock.
22 Feb , 1SS7.. Reserves 83u, lOo, and 106,
2 Oct., 1885 . Reserve No. 7.
IS Dec., 1837. . Resetve No. Mo.
28 J une, 1837... Reserve No. 4, Colombo Dam,
19 Aug., 1SS4... Travel ling Stock Reserve, No. 3,027
2S Oct., 1887.
Within 2 chains of the Cum Crocks,
on homestead lease No. 86-5.
S Nov,, 1887... Withm 2 chains ot tho Gum Creeks,
on homestead lease No. 86-4,
20 dune. 1870... Part of Wtlcnnuia Population Re
serve (census of IS7I).
14 Oct., 1S7S... Lord Howe Island.

is;9..

t Timber cut under timber-cutters licenses dins- A, Hctruiatinns 7 and S.

SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE VII.
|

County.

Arrawatta...........

Wcean .................... .................................
Bonsliaw . ........ ......................................
39
• i-•
Aahbnrnliam.......
Mandagory and Mttrga.........................
Giumingbland ami Nelnngalong.........
>!
.....
Terrara, Coonambra, Bendogandri,
Banbury.
Bnlljidcrry, Torraraf and Bunburry ..
])ulladen‘y and Tcrrara...........................
Wangan .............................................
it
Troubalgie, Dowling, and Wise..........
Mogong and Gouimbla..........................
Fon>es ......................................................
AshTjuvnliam & Cunningham Ynrragongj Corridgery, and (Tanning
Argyle ..................... ............. Currowang ..............................................
Cookbundoon and Eden Forest .........
>» ...................
Argyle and Murray
Auckland ...............
11
■ * .........

Land District.

Parish.

Number anil Name of
Reserve.

1 Class. | Approximate!
Area trj Acres
i
1
1

1,600
5,950
4,000
3,500
12,54Si

Ironbark and pine of fair quality.
Ironbark, red gum, box, apple, pine, and bloodwood.
Ironbark and stringybark.
Pine—good quality.
Ironbark and stringybark.

151 ...........................
225.......................

A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A

G.5O0
2,300
190
10,320
9,070
410
9S0
305
7,000

1,009 ..........................
170 ...........................
i..........................
10...........................

A
A
A
A

4,400
3,200
720
16

JG ........................
17 ........................

A
A

530
4,000

Inverell .........................
fliiS Mount Gftgan..
Invcrcll and Tenterfield.. 1,3SG...........................
Molong..............................
4...........................
1,147 ..........................
Forbes, Burkes, & Molong 1,403 ........................

A
A
A
A
A

Molong and Parkes ....... 1,730 ...........................
1,731 ..........................
aloso ........................
2,048 ...........................
3)813...........................
4)335 ...........................
Forbes ...........................

Brcdbcndoura, Mogila, Cathcart, Crcwab

1,015 ...........................

A

11,800

Gora and Rundlc ..................................
Teni, Talluba, Minnon, Moglewib, Bulli
rawa, iJeriinborough^ and Tunis.
Yarrigan................................................. .
Minnoiij Dubbo, Merimboroughj
, Narrabri ...........................
i
- Coonabarabran,
Coonamble, aud Narrabri.
1
J
Yarrcn, AJidgcc, and Wambndnle.
eriniborough, Bundill, Dunwcrian,
hill, and Alobcroi.

0..........................
1 272 ........................ .

A
A

8,320
46,596

Ironbark and stringybark.
’
Ironbark and stringybaik.
Red gum, and yellow box.
Pine—good quality.
Ironbark, stiingybark, box, and pine.
Also for travelling stock and camping.
Red gum and pine.
White and brittle gum, stringybaik, ami applc-trcc.
Stringybark, mountain ash, blue, grey, red, and brittle gums, box, and
peppermint.
Stringybark ami blue gum.
•
Gum, stringybark, ami mountain ash.
Mountain ash, stringybark, blackbutt, bloodwood, and black aud red pine.
Mountain ash, stringybaik, blackbutt, and bloodwood ; also for public
recreation.
Ribbon gum, mountain ash, stringybark, and box.
Mountain ash, stimgybnrk, spotted gum, sassafras, grey box, mess
mate, ribbon gum, apple, and black wattle.
Blackbutt, Woolly butt, grey gum, mountain ash, and bloodwood.
Bloodwood, stringybark, blackbutt, black ash, woollybutt, white gum,
honeysuckle, and she oak.
Mountain ribbon and white gum, messmate, woollybutt, stringybark,
and silver wattle.
Ribbon and mountain gum, stringybark and mountain ash.
River oak in the bed of the Brogo River,
Stringybark, white gum, box, peppermint spotted, gum, ironbark,
river oak, aud wattle.
Stringybark, apple-tree, red gum, aud ribbon box.
Stringybaik, box, mountain ash, swamp gum, woollybutt, bloodwood,
and green wattle.
Mountain ash, messmate, blue gum, stringybark, cat-tail ash, aud
mountain gum.
Mountain ash, messmate, mountain gum, stringybark, and box.
Mountain ash, ribbon and white gum, messmate, peppermint; 1,440
acres under Class C.
Messmate, white gum, ribbon gum, cat-tail, white ash, hickory, ami
black and silver wattle.
Ironbark, pine, and box.
Ironbark and pine.
‘

4)522...........................

1,872 ..........................

A
A

2,600
01,800

11
>7
Iroubark, pme, and oak.

1,430, Cceluoy...........

A

299,520

8 ...........................

A

23,040

Btmgonia..........................
Merigan and Mulwaree,
Yowaka ........................ .
Bimmil.............................
Pencoe.......................
Xurnbugga ................

Forbes ..............................

Eden..................................

Kega...................................

>i

Yowaka and Bimmil .
Bourn da ...................

771...........................
8-25..........................

A
A

2,375
350

is

Colombo

Oil Gtaubog__....

A

7,000

091 ...........................
1,003 ....T..................

C
C
C

1,000
350
2,920^

1,012 ...........................
6)273 ...........................

A
A

319
6 500

A

2,027

Werriberri ... .........................
MumhuHa, Bega, and Brogo
Mntnhnlla ....................... .

it

’'

)i

Brogo ............................................... .
Bonrnda, Kamoruka, and ^Yallagoot..

11

Wyndham, Yurammie.........................

Eden and Bcga ..............

8.50!', Myrtle Creek

Onnpa .............. . .....................
Mila, Lawaon, Culgin^ Bondi.

Eden

A
8,827 ...........................
A& C

i>
............... .
Auckland and Wellesley ...
*3

Itaradine

11

.................

it

..........

i»

........................

Baratlhic and Leichhardt

Baradinc and White

Timber and General lleniarke.

............................

3.G50
0,240

Ironbark and pine.

Ironbark, pine, and oak.

o>

3)

J)

Bathurst,
31 ■

if

*

»J

•

>>

■

33

*

J>

*

Jt

tt
Cowra and Carcoar
Cowra ...................
Carcoar ...................
Bathurst ......... .
Cowra ....................

33

3d j I burn ....................
Banarway....................
Caidmurra and Myall
Booneiy ....................

•

Bcunrba .

it

Mcnmborough, Bclmorej Capp, Coghill,
Cook, Anson, Enable, Bampier, Crowic,
Quinn, Bohena, Boral,
Jmcan and Wangoola .............. ..............
Wangoola.........................................................
Bracebridge .................................. ...............
Galbraith, Lowry, and Caloola ........
Tintern........................ ......................................

•

13

Moree
JJ

11

13
...........*.................* • ■ • TJmliri ...............................................................
Bentirba and Stapylton ....... Bundora, Newcastle, Kunopia, Tyrell. Bo33
ronga, Paleranga, and Willimil.
Beresford ..... *.................. .
Wolnmla and Bingiera.................................. Cooma
Cooma and The Brothers...............................
Murrumbucka .................................... ...........
Bnlgandranune ...............................................
Callaghan ..........................................................
Gladstone........................................... ..............
33
Bangeloiig ......................................................
I 3
Colnngdon .......................................................
33
Umaralla..........................................................
3I
Dangelong .......................................................
33
Montagu ..........................................................
33
Big Badja............................................................
>1
........... .
.......... ..4. ... .... ..
33
4
Bercsforcl and Wallace
Jillimatong and Bradley ..............................
Bland ........ ............... . .
Warralouga,....................................................... Grenfell'
Caragabal...........................................................
3 3 ........................
Boonabah............................................................
>3
...................... .. i . . ............... ..
Wyrio, Bimbella, and Back Creek.............. Forbes and Grenfell .....
33
.........................................................
Eurabba and Euroka....................................... Grenfell ..........................
33
................................. .. . ..i ... .
Wcedallion ..................................................... Young ..............................
CurrrtbmraTna ................................................ Grenfell ..........................
33
Minijary, Caragabal, and Jiugerangle .......
33
Bingi Dingi and Stockinbingju ................... Cootamundry ..................
33
Carngabal
and Bcrendebba ........................... Grenfell ..........................
33
Yerai......... ................ ........ ............................. Young ..............................
Wargiu.................................................. .
Grenfell ..........................
Combining and Trigalong .......................... Cootain undry ..................
Back Creek....................................................... Grenfell ..........................
33
Jingcrangle
.................. .. ..........
13
......................................... » **
Bland and Bourke.
Wallacblly,
Thanawring.
Cullingerai, Wugga Wagg.-i and CootuIngalba. Northcote, Quandary, Langimundry.
Kal-Kak
Bland and Clarendon
Sebastopol, Trigalong, and Wallaclilly ..I...
Bland and Monteagle
Bland and Harden ,
Bligh ..........................
33

.................

. ......................... ..

Eureka, Narowie, Bimbi, and \Yeddin
Cnngon and Jindnlee...............................
Bobadeen...................................................
Collaroy ...................................................
Turill ......................
Waning and Guana
Waning ..................
Munmurra ...........

Grenfell ......
Cootamundry
Cassilis.........

1,273, Robertson

C

137,000

84 ..........
87...........
til ...........
179 ...........
184...........
3,814...........
4,376 ...........
8,873 .........
814, Kcelo
1,297 ...........
1.381 ............
1.382............
G,3G2...........
2,122............

A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A

3,300
985
2.400
862
2,923
744
40
40
2,500
700
1.400
1,320
1,552
22,800

A
A
C
C
A

2,050

10.......................
157, Couma ..........
266 ...........................
2S7, Bulgandramine
397 ..........................
438a

...............................

460 ..........................
622 ...........................
653...........................
716...........................
717..........................
9,943
877

C

1,709$

960
2,500
240
201

193

1,413, Warralonga ...
1,460, Caragabal......
1,574, Boonabah.......
1,825 ..........................
1,S30a ......... f....................
1,831, Wcedallion ...
2,068 ..........................
2,185...........................
2,190 ..........................
2,330 ...........................
2,745 ...........................
2,864 ...........................
3,056 ...........................
3,973 ...........................
9,658 ............... ..........
10,231 .......................

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

2,350
004*
570
512
5,480
3,200
3,440
837
1,400
1,240
1,160
3,080
724
4,061*
6,040
254 J
7,800

3,082

A

333

1,855, Weddin..
1,274 ..................
62, Bobadeen
110, Collaroy
111 ...............
124 ...................
142...................
143...................
158...................

C
C
A
A
A
A
C
C
A

34,560
3,260

1,016

1,116
1,200

1,019
534
660
2,2:10

SS2

400
700
2,248
1,970
2.150
12,646

..

>>

Stringy bark, blue gum, and box.
Stringybark.
Stringy bark, mountain gum, box, and apple-tree.
Stringybark.
Pine ; good quality.
Stringybark, gum, box, and apple.
Stringybark,
Adjoins F.R. ISd.
Pine and carbcne.
Pine, blood wood, and carbeno.
Pine, gum, and blood wood.
.
Pine and blood wood.
Cabbage gum, peppermint, oak, and p no
White gum and box.
White gum, apple-tree, and pine.
Cabbage and white gum.
Peppermint and white gum.
Cabbage gum.
White gum, peppermint, and box.
White gum, peppei mint., and jtine
Cabbage and white gum.
Cat-tftil, mountain ash, and gum*
ii

jj

ii

White gnm and peppermint.
Belar, white box, mid boree.
Pine, bull oak, and box.
Pine, hull oak, and box.
Pine, iron hark, and red gum.
Pine, bull oak, red gum, and box.
Pine, white box, red gum, and bull oak.
Pine.
White box, belar, bull ouk, and pine.
Pine.
Pine, bull oat, and box.
Pine, rod gum, bull oak and box.
Pine and red gum.
Pine, white and yellow box, bull oak, and rod gum
Pine.
White and yellow box, belar, bull oak, and pine.
Iron bark.

Pine, ironbark, stringybark, and red guin.
Iron bark and stringy bark.
Ironbark and box.
Box and ironbark.
Ironbark and box.
Ironbark.
Red gum and stringybark.
Ironbark, pine, and red gum.
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SCHEDULE \l\—continued.
County.

Bligh
i»
Uligh
Bligh

Parish.

..................................
■ • .................... ■ ■ ■ ■
and Lincoln ...............
Pottmger, and Namier

Brisbane

J'
...................
Brisbane, Bucklaud,
Barry.
Bourke .......................

Bourke and Cooper .. ..
Burnett ami Miucliison
Blaxlatul ........................

....................

Boyd ..............................

Worobil ...................................
Wai'ung ...................................
llolnro and Rouse ...................
Brennan, Lowe, and Waning

Lind lust rich

Wellington ......................
Cassilis..............................
Duhho ami Cassilis......... 1
Coriuali.'irahmii
ami
Gnnneilah.
.........
Cassilis.........
........
.........
Scone
...........
.........

Xundicr ami Xauie of
ResUrce.

2,37!)
0,325
1,503
040, Brennan's Gup

Approximate
j Class- A
iwa in Acred.
A
A
A
C

95.t
C
Watt and Campbell ........................................
A
90...
Wentworth '......................................................
151
A
Myrabluau ........................................................
A
179
"Wingen..............................................................
A
1S3
Jirauboy and Manlms ......... .........................
.......... j 2-21
A
Park............... r-. ................................................
........ | 229
A
Cherson .......................................... *................
. ...
3,275
A
Wyboug ............................................................
A
and. Parnell, Loder, Crawuey, 'J'crmi, and Mun'unmdi and Tam- 1,200, Ctawney
worth.
Lincoln.
1
C
Yarrangerry .................................................... Wagga Wagga ...
23
G
Kindra..............................................................
21
G
Cottce and Conlamon......................................
1,251, Ganmain .... A a C
Ganmain, Kockibitoo, and Hooke................'
1,421, Matong
. s u
]Clliott, Kockibitoo, and Matong ................I
liobertsmi ........
I
1,431), Cun’ajong ....
c
I 2,34S, Clear Paddock A
Ardlcthan, Davidson, and Ariah ...............
2,652,
Dulah
A& C
Ashbridgc, Devlin, and Dulah.......................
A
2,761 ...........
Davidson, Kildary, and Langi-Kal-Kol ...
2,784 ...........
B
Beaconsfield and 'J riokett...............................
j 2,785 ..........
B
Northcotc and Ingalba..................................
I 2,7 SC A ., ..
A
Mandamah ......................................................
3,041
A
Bamsay and Yithan .......................................
G
...............| 3,048
Yarrangerry ..................................................
A
.............................. I 3,924
Gamnain ..........................................................
A
Kindra and Berry Jerry ..............................
.............................. ' S.171
„
............... 1 S,9S4
A
Hooke and Cauinain.......................................
„
'9,035
G
»>
>*
.................. ..............
.............................. I ft, 453
A
Curra’wan'anna ...............................................
,,
110,232
A
Buddigower.......................................................
„
10,233
A
Kildary ..........................................................
,,
10,234
A
Jjnngi-Kal-Knl and Kildary...........................
,,
!0,3SO
Clcrmiston ........................................................
A
Narrandcra
and
\\'agga]
1,951
A
>\illandra and Jillctt ...................................
Wagga............ ..............
Adams, Dumboy, Delingera, and WyndhamJ Bingera and Warialda ,,, 1,373, Gineroi........... A
Uillston North ............... 3,550 ..................
A
A
Creamy Hills and Moora..............................
7,417................
ISO..................
G
Uri .....................................................................I Narrandcra
1S2 ................
G
Carabury ..........................................................]
Coleambally ....................................................|
1,731 ..................
G
1.754 ...................
O
Argoon................................................................ ]
1.755 ...................
C
Jlycotha ............................................................ j
1.750 ..................
G
»»
f
G
1,757 ..................
3>
.......................*..........................
1.750 ..................
A
M
............ ................. . . .................
1.781 ..................
A
JJ
.............................. *................................... .. .................. .. ...........................
Argoon............ ............... ................................
A
1.782 ..................
1.783 ................
A
tt ......................................................
A
»>
....................................................................................... ...................... ,,,
1.755................
Kimanbrennai].................................................... Hay
1,894 ..................
G

Timber amt rjencral Hein arks.

1,143
400
300
5,410

Box, ii'rnbnrk, ami red gum.
Stringybark.
Box iind ironbark.
Stringybark.

3,602£
1,358
135
760
400
1,800
251 i
1,750
10,581

Red gnm, ironbark, and box.
Box and rod gum.
Ironbark and box.
lioiibat k, gum, and apple.
Uronhnrk, pine, and box.
] ronbark.
Jronbtuk and box.
Ironbark and grey box.
Stiingybark.

010
1,500
0,998
12,780
13,280
25,5oo
10,210
01,873
7,400
8,440
16,000
4,530
0,000
3,901
1.420
2,730
4,500
0.115
S30
] »5o0
1,070
070
776
11,520

Pine—This is in eflect an extension of No. 3,01-8.
Pine.

30,000
1,200
3,840
1,400
1,280
1,506
1,6021
040
1,0521
538
2,745
040
412i
640
693
937

-

Pine and box ; 0,24G acres, class C.
Fine.
Pine and white box.
Pine.
Pine ; 173 acres in class A.
Pine and uhite box.
Ironbark.

00

Pine.
Pine and ironbark.
Pine and white box.
White and yellow- box.
White ami black pine and white and j-cllow box.
Pine and box—This is included in F,i!, No. 9,035
>*
it
Ironbark.
11

*

Ironbark and box.
Pine.
Ironbark and pine.
Pine, box, and malice.
Pine and box.
Red gnm.

.

Blank ami white pine and box.

ij
Box.

rj

'3

Cararburv

Xarrandcra ,

WatUli

Booua ................................ *....................
Wad ill .. ................................................ .
Ranandra..................................................
On rend urn bee....................................... .
Werrie.......................*.............................
CaitoIIj lialbiuboon. and Moorowarra
^Veejasper ............ .................................

Buckland ...............
Hacklaml and Parry
Buccleucli ................

Cooloman......................................................... .

Tam worth
'J’uinub and Yass.
’’i’amut .................

Bramina .........................................................
Adjnubiliy and Wyangle ...........................
'’i’albingo and Jonnamn.............................

Queanbeyau...
Tuinnfc ...........

IV'anangroe ....................................................... ,

Gimdagai.......................
Tumut..........................
Gundugai and Tuinut
Tcnterlicld and Casino

], 905..........................
ijy[J7..........................
]',90S .........................
2,253........................
•’,2.13..........................
2,520 ........................
2,527 ..........................
2,000 ..........................
5,008 ........................
2,311, AVeejasyer ..
2,920, Cooleman .....

;a & c
i c
A
t A
o
A
, A
. A
1 A
1 A
A

\

2,327
l’207l
2; 023 4
2,103f
1,200
460
040
707
1,090
23,040
5,500

A
3.177, lied Hill .. .. t <j
A
3,2:14 ..........................
a
8,0!) 1 ..........................
0,513 .......................... I A
!),738 ........................... 1 A
4........................... I A

7,080
11,200
6,000
! 00
7,000
00
fi,700

Tontorfiold ...................
*1
............ .
Mummulgun, Dyraaba, > Tonumbar, Jiabyl, Casino ...........................
Sherwood, Black Camp, Peacock, &c.
Barney Downs and Roonoo Boonoo .............. Tentorfield ...............

500, Acacia Creek i
1,430 ..........................
1,120, Hogarth Bangej

A
A
A

1,200
3,800
S0,7SS

1,024 .......................... ,

A

3,200

4,100...........................

A

14,300

Cailell.....................................

Cavendish, Timbarra, Girard, and West Casino and Tcnterfield
Fairfield,
Toorangabby and Pemcoota ...................
Dciiiliciuin ...................
Moamn and Bama......................................

C-iutdcn

Bama, Moira, and Gulpa................................I
Tooraiigabby. Tomara,Bnrrumbury, Tan-|
tonan, and Thule.
Pcrricoota, .......
f
Wollongong........................................................I
ikirrawang ..................................................... |
Jamberoo and Kiama ............................
Jamberoo.......................................................
Wallaya .......................................................

The INmIis ...... .....................................
linmgle

Puller

...............................................................

Boomi, Menrirne, llnrtross, Toolooni,
Capeen, Claribil, and Pocupar.
Acacia Creek ...............................................

Buller, lloua, and Drake.,,,
Puller and Clive .................
Puller, Clive, and Drake...

|
•
I
'

Wollongong,
Bern m a __
Kiama .......
Nowra

Jbinberra .....................
Wallaya and Broughton
Broughton .......................

A
2,420 ........................
;t,2o2. Backwater
C
Cieek.
3,253, Moira............... Cit.SF
3,254, Moama ..........
C
3,255 ..........................
oSi, TUtiwarra ... .
434...........................
78........................
112..........................
119, The Cliffs ... .
......................
122 ..........................
loo........................
121a

Yarrawa ........ ................
Jiroughton and Wallayu

Berrima
Ki.tma ..

Cambcwarra.

xsowra

Cam be warm and Bunbcrra
Jamberro and Xangaloon ...
Burrawang ...........................
Kembla and Calderwood ...
Calderwood...........................

Kiama and Berrima
Berrima......................
Wollongong ...........

YarraWft ...
Cambewarra.
Wallaya __

Nowra .....

Berrima .

350...........................
157 ........................
107..........................
168...........................
172...........................
173 ........................
174...........................
175 ..........................
177 ...........................
17!)..........................
ISO ...........................
181 ...........................
184...........................
197 ...........................
199...........................

c
c0
G
O
G

1,450
6,500
36,738
51.200
S10
580
5!)
202
200
4,840

C

no

O
C

440
15

cc
A
G
A
G
C

cA

A
A
A
A
A
A

1 Bed gum, 87 acres under Class A.
| Black and white pine and box.
Pine and box'.
t Black and white pine and box.
j Bed gum.
I Block and white pine.
I
ij
^
Ironbark.
J Pine,
l Mountain ash, stringybark, bl.-uikbutt, ribbon ami wlnte gum, and box,
i Messmate, atringybaik, spotted gum, white and cabbage gnm, blackfcally and cherry.
Stringybark.
Mc>smate, stringybark, and ribbon gum.
Messmate, eurabbie, string}bai kf ribbon gum, and applc-trcc.
I Mountain ash.
I Cedar, pine, &c.

%

. Pine, red ami grey gum, i\bite and scrub box, oak and pcppciminF

Stringybark, messmate, blue and red gum, white box, peppermint, and
woollybutfc.
Woollybutt, messmate, stringybark, gi-ey, white, and ]‘cd gum, sassn|
ftiis, yellow'wood, corkwood, and red cedar.
Bed gum.
Bed gum ; 12,•*>10 acres proclaimed as the Moira State Forest.
Bed gum.

to

Mountain ash, swamp mahogany.
Woollybutt, white box, and turpentine.
Turpentine, messmate, and white box.
Turpentine, messmate, and white box.
Reather-jciekct. woollybutt, swamp mahogany, messmate, box, ribbon,
gum, cedar, and brush timbers.
Ijcather-jncket, ash, l>eoch, box, and brush timbers,
licather-jaekeb, messmate, woollybutt, box, sassafras, and brush timbers.
Leather-jacket, sassafras, beech, messmate, woollybutt, and brush
timbers.

52
60
100
2,90S

Box, messmate, beech, sassafras, ami myrtle.
Woollybutt, messmate, leather-jacket, sassafras, box, and brush
timbers.
Leather-jacket, turpentine, messmate, and brush timbers.
170
100
Leather-jacket, messmate, box, cedar, turpentine, and brush timbers.
Leather-jacket, sassafras, messmate, box, and brush timbers.
330
1,000
Blaekbutt anil messmate.
105
Box and messmate.
100
Messmate and mountain ash.
120
Messmate, sassafras, beech, and brush timbers.
White box, messmate, sassafras, beech, and sallywood.
320
7 a. 24 p.
Brush timbers ; also for public recreation,
23 a. Hi p.
.
>i
?»
50
White box and messmate.

ft
cc
03
4^
(—1
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SCHEDULE \n—continued.
Number and Name of
Koscrvc.

Land District.

County.

Camden

Kiaina ...

Burra wan
Yarraiva

Nowra ...............................

Cninb^wai ra..
lllamo .........
Yarrawa ... .

|

Bugong.........

Cambewana

Wallaya .. ..

BiUTavrang ..

...........................
..........................
..........................
...........................

A
A
A
A

204 ...........................
205 ..........................
2or>...........................
207 ...........................
209 ...........................
211 ...........................
2 Hi..........................

A
A
A
A
C
A
A

21S
219
220
231

A
A
A
C
c
c
A

200
201
202
203

Berrima ........................... i

K.mgalooi
Biltong

..........................
...........................
...........................
...........................

Cnjnbcwnvra-

Wollongong........................ 6,503 ...........................
24 ...........................
Stuart and Lawrence......................................I Cvafton
l
.......................................
20...........................
Ban^'abba...........................................

Clarence.

Clarence River ...............................
Banyubba, Lawrence, and Abhlcy .

*'
”

Great Marlow..........
Southgate ................
Ellana and Lamtzu

^Voc«lford

..........

Richmond .. ..........................................
Chapman...................................................
Clarence and Richmond .
J*

Si

Clarke...............................

Coooer

'

lianyabba, Camira, and Myall ...........
Banyubba, Riclnnond, "Wocnnbah, Gil
agee, Aabby, and Myall.
Rampsbcckt AHingbani, Aberfoyle,
Kangaroo.
Nowland and Warner ...........................
Avondale...................................................
Big ITiH. George* Clarke, Styx, Jc
Serpentine, and Cunnetvarra,
Snowy and Serpentine ...........................
ICuratba and Mundubnrra ...................
GrongGrong .......................................... .
Bolaro ......................................................
Sandy Creek ...........................................
.Tondaryau and Wyangan......................
BiJigar, Binya, and Stanbridge .........
Coolaragang and Cuba............ .............
Cuba and Hulong ........... .....................

SS

.

'

.........................

.......................................
>>
..........................
>1
J>

A

38...........................

C
c

243, Coldstream ...

0

244a, Glen Ugie ..

c

260, Alumy Creek..
353, Southgate.......

c
c
R
A

..........................

Xiudale aud Coldstveatn
Glen Ugie..........................

Class. Approximate
Area in Acres.

..........................
J?

979, Woodford
Island.
1,039 ...........................
2,123, Coalbiook.......
27 ...........................
1,101, Kiclnnond
Range.
886 ...........................

White box and mesamate.
Turpentine, messmate, and white box.
Blaekbutt and messmate.
Lcathcr*jacket, messmate* box, turpentine* woollybutt, cedar, and
brush timbers.
250 1 White box, messmate, and brush timbers,
Peppermint, mountain ash, white box* and messmate.
300
323
»?
>1
a
Turpentine, box, messmate, ironbark, woollybutt, and stringybark.
650
Messmate, box, cedar, woollybutt, turpentine, and brush timbers.
1,000
Messmate, stringybark, woollybutt, turpentine, and brush timbeis.
34
4a. 37p. Brush timbers.
Act es.
45
Messmate, gum, turpentine, and brush timbers.
50
Swamp mahogany, woollybutt, ribbon gum, and brush timbers.
T75
Grey gum, bloodwood, and white gum.
370
Brush timbers.
490
Scrub ; also for ferry purposes.
120
Blue and spotted gum, oak, ironbark, blaekbutt, stringybark, tallow2,500
wood, bloodwood, and mahogany.
Spotted and grey gum, ironbark, stringybark, blaekbutt, bloodwood,
1,230
tallow wood, and oak.
Islands in the Clarence River.
Ironbark,
spotted gum, blaekbutt. grey gum, stringybark, bloodwood,
11,350
mahogany, flooded gum, and beech.
Spotted gum* blaekbutt, ironbark, mahogany* tallowwood, and blood'
7,600
wood.
Oak, tea-tree, spotted gum, ironbark* grey gum, box, bloodwood, and
7,676
mahogany.
Ironbark, tallowwood, beech, mahogany, and grey gum.
71
Ironbark, spotted and grey gum, bloodwood, tallowwood, and blaekbutt.
4,480
Spotted gum, box, ironbark, red and grey gum.
3,921
Box, bloodwood, mahogany, ironbark, tallowwood, and spotted gum.
740
60
100
150
250

A
c

560
13,330?

A
A

3,520
19,016

A

1,280

967 ...........................
lf051 ..........................
R662 ..........................

A
A
C

2,320
1,720
45.000

1,CG3...........................
1 ..........................
310, Buudidgerio ...
I,SSI ..........................
2]211 ..........................
2,382 ..........................

C
A
C
A
,A
A
c
c

17.000
11,700
2,240
3,240
14,720
5,700
29,360
1,020
5,098

2,984, Darlington ..
2,9$o, Hulong..........

Timber ami General Komarks.

Ironbark, red and spotted gum, blaekbutt* bloodwood, stringy bat k, and
flooded gum.
Blue gum* spotted gum, stringybark, and bloodwood.
Spotted gum* ironbark, stringybark, blaekbutt, grey gum, tallowwood,
mahogany, and bloodwood.
Stringybark.
ti

Stringybark, messmate, tallowwood, blue, spotted, and grey gum, cedar*
and brush timbers.
Stringybark, blaekbutt. and blue gum.
Black and white pine and box.
Red gum and box.
Black and white pine.
T»
Pine, box, and bull oak.

Pine.

Red gum.
Rod gnm and box.

Pallas
I
j
I
I

2,0S6. Dairy Point1
Kast,
I
2,flS7, Gogeldrie.......
2,!(SS, "i'-iraugery ...
•2.<;!>2, Culia................
2,£K)3, Dairy Point ..J
3.032 ..........................
3.033 ...........................
3.035 ............................1
3.036 ..........................
3.037 ..........................
4,ir>7............................1
4, loS............................ [
4,) 59............................|
4.100...........................
4.101 ...........................

Sf

Pallas, Gogoldrie, and Yarangcry......
Yarangery ..................... .........................
Goolaragang..............................................
Pallas .......................... . .................... .
Yalgogoring...............................................
Bolaro .................................................................
Barralnng................ ....................... ............... .1

i Oonapaira................................................................ '

'
j
|
!
Clarendon ...............................
Harden and Clarendon .......I
,,
n
.......I
Cook ......................................
,, ......................................

S’m’a Gap...................................................
.
Conapaira liast- ...............................................
Conapaira Won bit...............................................
Conopaira, Couapaira Kast, and Conapaira
Po«th.
Sebastopol .......................................................
JJnrra, Muttama, Ulandra, and MittaMitta
Bougongalong and North Gonciagai ............
Irvine ..............................................................
Linden, Kedumber, and Cooba ...................

Wa^ga Wagga ........... . 3,0S1 ...........................
Cootamundry & Gundagai 2,284, MittaMitta ...
G nndugai .......................... 2,003...........................
Windsor ......................
33..........................
Penrith..............................
J57 .... .....................

Irvine ................................................

Windsor ...........................
Jt

Stvathdon and Warragamba ........
Strathdon............................................
Couraliie.,

Cowley

CWper .......
Cumberland
Clive

Kurrajong and Burralow*................
Weak VVaa ........................................
Bundoowdthidee................................
Weclnillabulla ..................................
Carore ..............................................
Weak Waa........................................
TeiTy-kie-kie, Downs, and Prjngle
Berrygill and J^errergee ............... .
Pletcker, Bowman, and Kilts .......
Congw’arra ........................................
Naas ................................. ..................
Yarrara...............................................
Urajarra ...........................................
GniTatigora .........................................
Orroral................................ .....
Booroomba ......................................
Mtillion..............................................
Bomglega ............... ....... .............
Goulburn and Runnymcudo...........
Rnlgo and Heatkcote ....................
Maroota ................................ ..........
Caponmpeta.......................
Dickson and Torcst Land

iJ

Clive and Grough
91

J>

■. J J

. JJ

Penrith
?>

Morcc
ti

Bingara,
Moree and Bingsra..........
Queanbeyan ..................
?>

............................

■“

i»
...................
?»
........ .
Cootna ...............................
Queanbeyan ....................

t..................

Yass ...................................
Bourke..............................

................... .

Campbelltown .................
Windsor ..........................
Glen Lines
Tenterfield

•201

......................

202 ...........................
1,000 ..........................
0,200 ...........................
S,2S3..........................
10,0S3 .......................
4...........................
04 S ..........................
040 ..........................
1.050 ...........................
1,300 ...........................
2,330 ........................
2,330 ..........................
2,304 ...........................
420 ...........................
007, Honevanokle..
06S Naas Valley ...
725 ..........................
S71 ...........................
S8S...........................
2,073 ...........................
3,005 ...........................
1.202 .........................
2,230 ...........................
110, Bottle .forest
9.050 ..........................

2 .
1,3/ita

300
6,060
3,S20

SS0

2,200

3.200
1,300
1,350
4.200
3.200

Red gum and box
?>

9 >

Red gu m.
11
Pine.

600

S40
1,920
3,000
3,340
40
1,920
320

160

4,800

Cl
2i

4,600
952
730
2,060
50

SOO

Box.
Stringybark and white box.
White box, stringybark, and apple-tree.
Mountain ash, blaekbutt, gum, ironbark, and stringybark.
Mountain ash, stringybark, gum, turpeutine, leatber-jaoket, sassafras,
and peppermint.
Mountain ash, peppermint, grey gum, sassafras, and stringybark.
Mountain ash, sassafras, stringybark, and peppermint,’
Ironbark, mahoenny, turpentine, and stringy Dark.
Within boundaries of F.R.. No. 1,900.

Pine.

1,00(1

2,700
2,200

JO, 500
7.500
15,300
3.200
040
640
6.500
000

640
1,140
3,130
2.200
MOO
5,739
0,000

3,000
13,600

Boroo, Capoompeta ............. ......................... Glen Innes .................... 2, GflS
Booroo ............................................................... Tcnterfield & Glen Lines <>,33S
Booroo, Jondol, Goolamauger, and Morven Tentcrfield ....................... 8,029

1,606
40
11,000

1,337
Tcnterlield & Glen limes 1,44S
Glen limes .................... 4,745

14,000
14,200
4,400

Angoperan and Parkes ...................
Parkes, Scott, and ICastorn Water.
Garrett, Buttedcaf, and Parkes ..

Ked gum.

Pine and box.
Pine, box, and brigalow.
Pine and ironbark.
Yi

Pine, ironbark, and bloodwood.
Ribbon and brittle gum, stringybark, box, and swamp oak.
Ribbon, white and brittle gum, stringybark, and box.
Stringybark, gum, aud box.
Stringybark and mountain ash.
Mountain ash, grey gum, and stringy hark.
Ribbon and brittle gum.
Ribbon gum, messmate, peppermint, and white gnm.
Ribbon and swamp gum, ash, stringybark, and yellow box.
Pine.
TI
_
Ironbark, blaekbutt, turpentine, and bangally
Swamp mahogany, blue gnm, tea-tree, stringybark, ironbark, bloodwood,
forest oak, red apple, rook apple, and wattle.
Woollybutt, messmate, grey and white gum.
Tallowwood, bloodwood, messmate, woollybutt, stringybark, red and
grey gum, and sassafras.
Messmate, woollybutt. stringvbark, grey and blue gum.
Within P. R., No. 2,698.
^
Messmate, woollybutt, stringybark, grey and blue gum, and scrub
timbers.
Woollybutt, messmate, red and grey gum.
Messmate, woollybutt, blue and grey gum, sassafras, and honeysuckle.
Woollybutt, messmate, blue and grey gum, stringybark, sassafras,
whitewood, oak, and peppermint.

343
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SCHFDTTLE Yll—continued.
Parish,

Land District

!Ni mber and Name of
KOscvvc.

OnrinJa and Qnabothoo ............................
Gidgorvgah, Devon, Cilwamy, andCarmdfi
Badjen thong ..................................................
Murda and Condobolin.................................
Dunning .......................................................
Tavntta and Mowahla .................................
Mount Knobby and Taratta...........................
Mulgntherie ...................................................
Cookey’s Plains and Ommingbland ........
Tinda and Tollingo ......................................
TSmu Plains mid Murda...................................
llndalla.......................................... .................
Noorcorna..........................................................

Brown mna .......................
Wnlgett ..........................
Forbes ...............................
Cnnrlobolin ....................
Forbes ..............................
Condobolin ......................

7,333...........................
3,421 ...........................

County.

Clyde .................... . ..
Clyde and Leichhardt
Cunningham ...............

j*

'Oiimpier

Broulco.............................

Dcrgalia ...........................................................|
Bodalla.. .................. .. ........... .
...........
Bermagui...........................................................

>»

..... * ......... ......... *■

Burra ....................................... ............... .
ticrinagui .......................................................
Bergalia .............................. ........................ .

3* ding
Darling and Murchison
Denham.........................
JJrahe

*’ * *..... *.........

4,1£0
C
A

380
2,700

2,038 ..........................
2,975...........................

C
A

H7
1,000

Broulco ............................

0,216 ........................

Bega .................................
Broulce..............................

7,009 ..........................
9,248 ..........................

A
A
A
A

1,870
236
105$
2,800

>»

...... .............*

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
U

2,360
3,200
12,800
3,900
7,500
3,840
6*0
31,360

j

Mookimcr atid Rodham ..............................

?»

..... ............................

537, Mount Neville

C

38,400

Alice........................................................ ....... .

,,

••.•'>'***- .*.►« .

913

...................................

A

500

Picarbin ............................................................

a

................................ ....

929

....................................

A

SO

6,264

.....................................

A

6,363
0,369
9|999

....................................
....................................
...................................

A
A
A

040
18,000
4,250

..........................................

379, Pickapenc.........

C

10,185

........................................

995. Shannon Brook

A

11,200

5 ...........................

A

40

Albert and Richmond ...................................
Dandahra....................................................... .
*1
Pulioi and Cangi ..............................................
Cooinbadjha, 3>andahra, Albert, and Rich*
it
mond.
Drake and Richmond.......... Pickapene, Coongbar, Alice, Wyon, and Casino
j >ufeby.
Drake, Rous, aud Richmond Shamiun, Mummnlgunij and Sandilands ..
9t
Dudley ...................................

24f>, Turose .... ...
H0r>t Bunnagui ...

4,240
12,150
161
3,300
4,400
3,700
3,450
'240
11,520
SOO
1,210
25
3, S00

10,133 ..................................
Murruh .............................................................
' 3, Manilla.............
Dinawirindi....................................................... Tam worth .............................
T^Tfi....................................
Hohden..............................................................
"
.
1
R737
...................................
Hallorau ..........................................................
"
......................1 O 73fi......... ..................
3rm)l>ark aud Tialjundie ...............................
Bingera and Tamworlh,. B585 ....................................
North Barraba and Ttabmidie....................
.................................... 1,818 ...................................
i Murkadool ....................................................... Walgett
248, Timbarra .........
Timbana ........................................................... Casino ........................................

I
>»

7,677 ...........................
S]664 ....................................
8,904 ...........................
9,593 ..........................
2, Amhurst Islaml
4, Mount Dromedury.
16...........................

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
O
A

307 ........................... A k C

Wagonga...........................................................
rraiijn ..............................................................

1,263, Comlobotm .
1,538 ...........................
],<m....................................

Approximate
Class. Arurk
InAcres.

Stuart

......... .

Kcmpsey......... ......................

9,005$

Timber and Oencral Itcniarks.

Pine*
>*
Red gum.
Dine, wilga, yarrnn, rosewood.
Dine.
.Pine and box.
Pino.
Red gum.
Pine.

Spotted gum ami mahogany ; stunted and only useful for shelter.
Mountain ash, messmate, peppermint, \rhitc*top, and brush timber.
Ironbark, peppermint, redvrond, blaekbutt, bloodwood, atringybark,
and box.
1
Spotted gnm, ironbark, blaekbutt, mahogany, and box.
Ironbark, stringybark, white box, blaekbutt, spotted and white gum,
peppermint, messmate, bloodwood, and wattle.
Spotted gum, blaekbutt, ironbark, messmate, redwood, box, aud red
gum ; 4,200 acres m Class A.
Spotted gum.
Ironbark, spotted gnm, peppermint, stringybark, mountain asli, mess
mate, and v\hite box.
Ironbark, spotted gum, stringybark, redwood, bloodwood, and box,
Ironbark, sfcringybar k, spotted gum, mahogany.
Ironbaik, stringybark, swamp mahogany, and spotted gum.
Ironbaik, ^putted gnm, blaekbutt, mountain ash, redwood, stringybark,
woollybutt, bloodwood, and red or grey gum.
Ironbark, peppermint, grey box, spotted and ribbon gum, and mahogany.
Dine.
•Stringy bat k,
Uox and gum.
Ironbark and stringybark.

Box,

Pjne and box.
Stringybark, red gum, ironbark, messmate, bloodwood, box, and moun
tain ash.
lied gum, bhtodwood, ironbark, stringybark, yellow box, green wattle,
forest oak, beech, apple-tree, tallowwood, ami brush timbers.
Stringybark, ycllnwbox, ironbark, bloodwood, rod gum, forest oak,
mahogany, and blaekbutt.
Red and white gum, stringybark, blaekbutt, apple-tree, ycllowbox,
ironbark, forest oak, mahogany, and tea-tree.
Cedar, beech, sassafras, tallow, rosewood, brown and blue gnm, and
scrub box.
Red cedar, beech, sassafras, coach wood, tallow, myrtle, scrub, box, ironbark, and stringybark.
Hoop-pine, gum, ironbark, peppermint, stringybark, apple-tree, beech,
white cedar, silky-oak, aud spotted gum.
Gray, red, and spotted gum, ironbark, apple-tree, mahogany, yellowwood, mountain ash, stringybark, bastard box, beech, mountain pine,
and cedar.
Blooded gum, bloodwood, turpentine, blueandgtaygura, and stringybark.

to

Kalateencc
Mowleg, Comara, Cmvna'vrarra,
burro, Xulla Xullaf Pee Dee*

Dotum-

112, Maria Eivcr ...

A

2,453

15S, Styx ...............

C

80,000

A

16,000

6,321 ..........................
110, Allgomera... .

A
A

40
53,9984

107 ...........................
1,591, Wahgungnli.
1,51)2, ttaverttakc.....
1,639, Boomanoomniia
2,384 ...........................
2,386 ..........................
2,86S...........................
3,119 ..........................
3,144...........................

c

270
4,120
640
400
ISO
370
400
375
740
1,340
960

Stuartj Bell-boook, and Gordon

Dudley ami Raleigh.
Denison....................

Stuart .............................................................. .
Tanbau, Baragunyatti. Unk^-a, Allgomera,
Warrell, and Varrubandine.
Cottadidda ....................................................... Corowa...........................
Wahgunynli.......................................................
>»
“* ......................
Savenake and Warmatta...............................
t* ...........................
Boomaijoomana ...............................................
j> ■ ............... ........
Wnhgunyah.......................................................
»»
............................
Turramia..........................................................
J>
■ • ■
...............................
Wahgunyab.................................... *.................
.....................
Gereldcry...........................................................
J*
............ .....................
Warmatta .......................................................
................... .
Mulwola .................................. .............. ..
>»
............................P.4..1..
Bootnanooinana .......................................... .
J»
.....................................................
J»

4.4,. .....444...

>>

........................

Cottadidda

............4.4. ..... 4. .4 4. .

..................... .
4

Barooga ........................... *
Mulwolo and Turramia......
t'Ottadidda

\\'f>perana ......................
Tnri'amia ............................
Goorangoola. .......................
Butterwick............................

Savoy ..................................
Dyrringand Broughton ..
Mount Royal and Liebeg .

Ert'enmar
Ewenmar and (Gregory
Eitaroy .........................

.......................

Jt

.......................................................

Jt

............

..........................

Tocnmwal .........................
Durham

ti

...................

-. .44

....................... *•
J*

................................

zi

....................................

Singleton.......................
Maitland.......................
Singleton.......................
J1

......................

>J

...............................................

Boouabillaund Carrow.....

Paterson .......................

Allyn, Coloima, and Holywell
Colouuo .....................................
Gotha, Glcudoii, and Carrow
Allyn ..........................................
Boonabilhi ................................ .
Chalmers and Beltroes............ .
Tacklcbang.................................
Warric............................ ............
Gewah .........................................
Galargambone and Tailby ....
Coif and Mootiee........................ .

Paterson and Dungog
Paterson .......................
Singleton.......................
Paterson .......................

Ennington

SK
C
SF
A
C
A
A
SF
SF
3,209, Boomanoomana SF
No. 4.
3,210, Boomanoomana SF
No. 2.
3,211, Boomanoomana SF
No. 3.
3,212,
Cottadidda, C
No. 1.
3,213,
Cottadidda, C
No. 2.
3,214,
Cottadidda, C
No. 3.
3,215, Bnrroo^o ..... C it SF
3,216, Mulwnla. ....... PF
3,340 ........................... c
3,"Ml ........................
c
3,242 ........................... c
4,604...........................
c
79, Raveusworth... B
158, Hinton ........... A
174, Grass-tree....... A
195........................... C
196........................... C
201 ..........................

A

Grafton and Belhngcn

202 ........................... A
2,199 ........................... A
3,490 ........................... A
8,291 ..........................
A
8,292 ..........................
A
10,222 .......................
A
1,073 .......................... A
1,556 ..........................
c
9,130 ........................... A
1,138........................... A & C
130, Moouce ........... A

Grafton

239,Chambignc Creek

Scone...............................
Dubbo ........ .............. ,
Coonamble ...................
J»

..................... - - . .4

C

Blacklratt, mahognnv, tallmvwood, bloodwood, gray gmn, blue and
• flooded gum. ironbark, tiir[jentine, and forest oak.
Bloodwood, mahogany, tallowwood, gray gum, turpentine, flooded gum,
scrub bos, blaekbutt, stringybark, rosewood, red gum, forest oak,
beech, and red cedar.
Blaekbutt, gray gnm, mahogany, bloodwood, tallowwood, stringybark.
blue gum, turpentine, spotted, flooded, and led gum, forest oak,
rosewood, and red cedar.
This is identical with forest reserveKo. ft.
Blaekbutt, mahogany, gray, blue, and flooded gum, tallowwood, blood
wood, turpentine, ironbark, bov, forest oak, and stringybark.
Bed gum and pine.
Pine.
I}
Red gum.
Pine.
Bed gum,
i
Bine.
t*

Pine and oak.
Ked gum.

1,84 1|
108
300
2-80

t-J
CO

150
2,500
4,500
105
400
360
48
1,184
400
472
1,250
10,000

Bed gum ; 1,350 acres proclaimed a State Forest,
Bed gum.
Pine,
Bed gum.

22,442

Mesamato, red gum, forest oak, stringybark, flooded gum, turpentine,
and rod cedar.

43,000
SO
6,994
40
40
7,500
760
1,480
1,239
3,600
14,090
3,200

>1
Red ironbark, spotted red gum, and box.
Blue, grey, and spotted gmn, ironbark, box, and forest-oak.
Ironbark and spotted gum.
Spotted gum, blaekbutt, and blue gum.
Blue gum, box, stringybark, red gum, turpentine, and ironbark.

Within Forest Reserve, No. 202.
Bed gum, forest oak, stringybark, box, and tea-tree.
Stringybark, red gum, and cedar.
Pine,
>»
_
Bel&h. pine, and oak.
Pine ; ],04(J acres in Class C.
Blaekbutt, tallowwood, mahogany, grey and blue gum, ironbark, tur
pentine, and flooded gum.
Pine, spotted gnm, ironbark, stringybark, red gum, and forest oak.
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County.

Fitzroy

Land District.

Dorrigo, Claroucc, Jardinc, TTerljorn, and Bcllingen and Oral ton ..
Cope.
Tyringham and Dorrigo ............................... Bclhngen ..........................
Coff, Moonce, Wonga ’Wangaj and Comlaroi

Fitzroy and Kaleigli.

Finch

Forbes..
j >
# i

Forbes and Gipps.......
•»
it
* *
Forbes and Monteagle
SJ

)f

Flinders.......................
?j
* * ■ - ......... .

n

.......... .

1J

......... .

»»t..

Franklin .....................
J»

..............*.....................

Georgians ...................
,,

.......v .....

>1

* *.....................* "

Jf
* * *............. ‘ '
^
............... .
Gipps............................

!—continued*
Number and Kamo of
Reserve.

riaa; | Approximate
| ksiasi.
i

o54, Clouds Creek...

0

48,000

355 Glen Fcruic
Creek
042 Orara ..............

c

5,560

C

6,7054

Chambfgne ...................
Hyland ........................
Woogoolga and Corindi

Grafton..............................
Arrmdalc and Bellingen,,
Grafton ..........................

005 ..........................
2,352 ...........................
2,43!) ...........................

A
A
A

8,640
7,000
4,080

Leigli............................................................
Bonville, North Bellinger, and Fitzroy

Bellingen

G,732 ...........................
121 Bellinger .......

A
A

450
17,102

377 Dorrigo ..........

C

23,880

Wilcam ia
^>
'

1 jMorphitt's Crk.
O,G0S ..........................

C
c

1,100
1,050

Walgett

4..........................
S ..........................
16...........................
525 .. .....................
.'>•■>0 .......................
744 ...........................
745 ...........................
S3S..........................
892 ...........................
893 ...........................
S94 ..........................
0,257 ...........................
1,143, Cowra ...........
1,30Ga .......................
1,350a ......................
2,SS0..........................
3,013..........................

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1,SG7±
5,550
1,200
2,560
2,160
2,380
1,920
2,560
(I24J
4,776
9+7i
225
5,440
3,705
2,720
724
5,820
2.980
1,735
10,200
225
4,700
900
3,360
15,360
6.600
13,270
22.5
7,100
960
600
1,095
4,400
0,3-10
670
7,670

Fenton, Bligh, Leigh, Allan, and Bostobrick.
Fanicll ...........................
Farnell and Mootwingcc
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Byjcrkerno and Caloola.
Yarraman..........................................................
Bloxsomc, Dunbar, and Dcripns ...............
Bnkkulla...........................................................
Baloon ..............................................................
Mooni ............. ...............................................
Dalbrandi..........................................................
Deripas .........................................................
Dangloh and Birben .............. .........................
Dmmmbral............ ..........................................
Durmmbral and Somerville...........................
Dunumbral .....................................................
Bukkulla...........................................................
Morongla............................................................
Mulgaudry and Kraso ...................................
Mnlgandry and Bandun ..............................
Broula ..............................................................
Omna, Birangnn, and Warraderry..............
Birangan and Bogalong...................................
Wheogo .........................................................
Trdlabynn and Carrawandool ...............
■lemnlong and Jemalong West ..................
Kualdric and Weddin ...................................
Warrumba and Yambira .............................
Minalon .............................................. .............
Currajong. Red Gilgais, and Tnlgong .......
Babiitda and Gumbinc..................................
Babinda, Bf»bego, and Giunbinc...................
Wirringa..........................................................
Goolagunni, Terrv, Kongong, and Gouowlin
Kongong and Bellathcrie...............................
Kocklcy ..........................................................
Isabella and Bumarang...................................
Garrjmian .........................................................
Giltindich................... .....................................
Vcwrangara ............ ..... ........... . » .......
Merribooka, Wilga, Gro^vn Camp, and,
Cookaburragong.
J

t>

-

i>

ii

....................

JJ
......................
Cowra ........... .................
Forbes .............................
ft ........... *............■
Cowra .............................
Fovbea .............................
G renfoll ........................

» 1 *........... * »«

Forbes .............................

9,5S2 ...........................
1,361 ...........................

A

A
C
A
A
A
A

A
A

A
A

Grenfell .........................
»?
........... *............
Parkes ............................
ft .............. .
Hillston ..........................
)>

»»

■

*......................................... ..

....................

Batlmrst .....................

Bathurst and Lithgow
Lithgow ................ ........
Carcoar......

}>

2,895 ...........................
3,170 ..........................
4 ...........................
5 ..........................
2,0SG..........................
9,057 ..........................
2,095 ...........................
2,711 ...... ....................

.....

Condobolin

434 .......................
94 ......................
2.383 ...........................
5,499 ...........................
7,55S...........................
4...........................

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Timber and General Remarks.
Bed gum, box, stringybark, forest oak, pine, bloodwood, blaekbutt,
beech, tallowwood, rosewood, mountain ash, and cedar.
Pine, stringybark, taUrnywood, forest oak, redgum, rosewood, tulipwood, beech, and cedar.
Ironbark, flooded gnm, red mahogany, tallowwood, blaekbutt, turpen
tine, blue gum, pine, beech, rosewood, coach wood, sassafras, bean,
and cherry.
■
Ironbark, spotted and red gnm, box, stringybark, forest oak, and pine.
Stringybark and blue gum.
Blaekbutt, tallowwood, messmate, red mahogany, bloodwood, ironbark,
spotted gnm, groy gnm, and forest oak.
Cedar plantation within the Dorrigo Forest Koserve.
Blaekbutt and tallowwood, ironbark, turpentine, flooded gum, and
beech.
Cedar, pine, rosewood, beech, mountain aah, tulip wood, bean, plum,
sassafras, and grey gum.
Timber within ‘2 chains of the creek.
■Within the hanks, and within 2 chains of the banks of Euriowie,
Byjerkcmo, Candah, and Caloola Creeks.
Pine.
Pino, box, and carbeen.
Box and belar.
Box, belar, and pine.
Belar.
Bine.
M
Box and belar.
Box, pine, and belar.
Box and belar.
Pine, box, and carbccn.
Pine.

Pmc and ironbark.
Pine,
Ironbark, white box, pine, and bull oak,
Pine and box.
Red gnm.
Ironbark, stringybark, red gum, and pine,
Ironbark, stnngybatk, pine, aud box.
Pine, box, and bull oak.
Pine.
Stunted box, required for shelter.
Pine,
Stringybark, red gum, white box, aud apple-tree
Stringybark.
Mountain ash, gum, and blaekbutt.
Stringybark.
Stringybark and red box.
Pine and box.

-

1,560
1,230
3,340
G57J
315
4,300

A
C
C
c
c
A

Pine.
Red gnm.
Pine, box, and gum.
Pine.
Bed gum.
Pine.

Gloucester ,

Forbes and Condobolin.. j
6...........................
Ncrang, Cowal, and JToova Moora.......
1,175 Cadow...............
Cadon' .......................................................
1,237 ...........................
Yarnoland Weolali..................................
1 .’303 Tna ...................
Tna..............................................................
.
.........................., 1TowvaL .........
Toivyal.......................................................
..........................
1,581 Wilbetroy .. .
Jcimiloiig West, ’.I’owyal, Witbetroy, and
\Vest Plains.
1,S75a ......................
Condobolin....................
Wain hoy ne ...............................................
2,662 ...........................
Moon bin ...................................................
3,211 ..........................
Cadov .......................................................
4Ga Forster..........
Manning River ...............
Ecryan and Tahuvalil...............................
Raymond Terrace ...........
Newcastle .......................

71 ..........................
171 Port Hunter .
8,797 ...........................

Gresham.

Sutton and Thornton.
Stockton ....................
Ecryan ........................
Euccurumbi................

A
C
A
A

2,240
375}
IGli
1,000

Urania and Springbrook ..............

Glen Innes ....................... 1,542 Boyd Biver......

C

6,300

Urania, Springbrook, and Barool

1,008...........................

A

24,960

Cowan ........................
Brothers ....................
Alder ami Marara ....
Cardington ...............
Bclmore, Groenbank,
Strathorn, and Molong and Dubbo .......
Hyandra.
Ecnya and Warraberry...
Cardington .......................
ftubbo
..................
Calooma and Bclmore ...
Dynoujj ............................
Gandynumgydcl...............
Gandynuingydel, Tallega and Xcinby
Macintyre ................................
. Glen Innea .......................
Yarraford, Louis, Boyd, and A
Blount Mitchell and Llangotld
Olive.............................................
.Robertson and Uiehard...........

6.370 ...........................
6,371 ...........................
6,470 ..........................
J 3 ..........................
1,096 Harvey’s Range
Creek.
1,365 ...........................

A
A
A
O

960
2,560
11,000
750
38,400

23 ...........................
9 ...........................
740, RangersVaUey
1,085 ...........................
j'lSSA ......................
L433 ..........................

A
A
C
A
A
A
A
AtC
A
A
A

6,480
125
2,830
470
2,150
2,500
600
15,233
3S5
2,150
12,800

3'446 ...........................
peso...........................

A
A
C

835
23,000
35,000

Belar.
Pine, oak, and gnm.
Pine, gum, and oak.
White gum, sally, stringybark, and wattle.
Stringybark and peppermint : ISO acres in Class C.
Stringybark, red and white gum.
Stringybark, box, and wattle.
Messmate, tallowwood, stringybark, red and grey gums, woollybutt,
cedar, beech, and sassafras.
Stringybark, gnm, and ironbark.
Stringybark, blackbntt, messmate, woollybutt, and bine gum.
Ironbark, pine, and oak.

2,108, Mountain Creek
^430 ..........................
3'157...........................
2,422, Glenroy..... .
3,017 ...........................

A
A
A
A
C

j

7,900
13,000
5,'Y50
9,700
9,370

Stringybark and red box.
Stringybark, peppermint, grey and yellow box, and apple-tree.
Stringybark, red box, and cabbage-gum.
Stringybark, ribbon gum, and messmate.
Stringy bai k.

A !
C
A 1
A '
A
& Ci
A 1
A
A
A
A

1,015
3,000
1,000
2,630
4.2S2
0,333
3,000
750
1,500
4; 660
5,760

Gordon

Gordon ami Xarromtnc
Gregory..........................
Gregory and Leichhardt.
Gough................................

Gowen.....
Goulburn
Goulburn and Selwyn .
Goulburn and Mitchell

Wellingrove ..........................................
BaldXob, Mitchell, and Diehard ...
Bringanoriu, Ereelong, Mundar- Dilly:
BiraUning, and Yalcogrin.
Woomargama and Mountain Creek
Hume ...................................................
Forest Creek and Pulletop ...............
Craven, Glenroy, and Vavara...........
Wagga Wagga and Albury
Jerra Jerra, Pnlletop, and Maclean

Harden ...................................J Ohildowla..........................
Bowmng and Woolgarlo
.Tindalce
Childowla......................................
Boukliaui, Berrima, and Talmo
Willawong, Marina, Moppity, o
Harden and Montcaglc
Clerk and Single........................
Hardingc ......................
Williams ......................................
Barlow..........................................
Skinner and Williams ..............
Mackenzie ..................................

1,117 ...........................
1,069..........................

2,901
3,300
2,300
29,700

A
A
A
A

1 ...........................
1.561 ..........................
1,798, The Iroubarks
2,502 ..........................
2J)Ha ......................
9 Young and Burrown . ... 2; 393 .......................... A
3 ...........................
634 ........................
635 ........................
795..........................
796 ...........................

Pine, Lronbark, box, and yarren.
Cum, box, and bull oak.
Cum.
Blackbntt, tallowwuod, red, flooded, blue, spotted, and grey gums,
forest mahogany, brush and forest box, ironbark, bloodwood, stringybnrk, and turpentine.
Bloodwood, gum. mahogany, ironbark, and blaokbutt.
Brush—required to prevent sand drifting into the harbour.
Adjoins F.B. No 40a.
Ironbark, stringybark, spotted gum, grey scrub, box, grey gum, forest
oak, and tallow wood.
Stringybark, messmate, woollybutt, tallowwood, cedar, pine, and blue,
red, add grey gums.
Cedar, tallowwood, stringybark, mahogany, grey, blue, and red gums,
sassafras, oak, ironbark, bloodwood, rosewood, and beech.
Cedar, pine, and hardwood.
Ironbark, stringybark, white box, and gum.
Ironbark, stringybark, and red and white gum.
Ironhark and stringybark.
Ironbark.
■

Ox

Stringybark, messmate, white gum, and yellow box
Stringybark, blue gum, ironbark, and box.
Ironbark.
Stringybark, messmate, and bine gum.
Stringybark, white and yellow box.
Stringybark, pine, and box ; 9G acres in Class A.
Stringybark, messmate, woollybutt, gnm,.box, peppermint, and apple.
Stringybark and red gum.
Stringybark, ironbark, and red gnm.
Stringybark, yellow box, and black wattle.
_
Stringybark.
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SCHEDULE Vll—continue*!.
rarislu

County.

-Hill iluitfc

.

Baker

|

Land District.

Numbrn- and Name of
llL'SUiVC.

Ai’mida.le ...........................

3,200

Stringybark, ironbark, and red gam.'

A
O
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

4,340
000
2,00S
3,370
1,120
280
4,000
1,320
1,000
J, 1 SO
1,210
2,500
2,500
1,100
1,400
0,400
100
1,280
5,440
38,880

Sti ingyhark, messmate, woollybutt, ironbark, and box.
Stringybark.
Stringybark, red gum, pine, and ironbark.
Stringybark, ironbark, and yellow box.
Sti ingybaik and yellow box.
Pme ami stringybark.
St: ingyhark, woollybutt, messmate, and red gum,
Striugyljaik, white box, and ironbark.
'
Stringybark, white box, and ironbaik.
Stringybark, red and white gnm, pine, ironbark, and peppermint
Stringybark and yellow box.
1
Stiingybark, ironbaik, ami yellow box.
Stringybark.
Ironbark, white box, and stringybark.
Stringybark, ironbark) box, and red gum.
Stiingybaik, red gmn, and Cypress pine.
Stringybark,
Stringybark.
Cedar, rosewood, and blue gum.
U
1»
Stringybark, woollybutt, blue gum, and messmate.

A

13,070

Woollybutt, stiingybark, messmate, and gum.

A
C
8F
C
c

437
320
2,080
270
720

c
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

29:
5,084
040
230,
075;
355200
47
43
0,120

5,012 ..........................
91S ..........................
044 ..........................
Tamworth ....................... 1,209, Moonbi ........
1?
....................... 1,530 ..........................
1,578 ........................

A
A
A
A
A
A

Armidale and V'alcha ...
Jl
St
...

A
A
A
A
A
A

22,000
2,500
1.G40
17,900
1,280
270
2,200
900
1,987
2,040
890
3,000
2,100

*#
...............................
Hunter ............................
?J
.................... ..
IngHs ................................

Woolgan and Capertce ,
Congi ...............................

u ■ • *..............
Xiiglis and Vernon
>j
>y

Moonhi and Perry.................... .......
Wintou............................. *.................
Congi..................................................
Attunga .............................................
Aberbaldic and Scott........................
Scott and Boulton .............................
Bergen-op-Zoom, Ohio, and Congi,
Hnndoii and Congi.............................
Bnnna and Markham........................
Bobbhva ...........................................

y*
..........
Hnrdmgc and Sandon . .
Hnivos.................................
Hawes and Vernon .........
Hawes and Parry.............
Hnmc.................................
ii

j

JJ

4*. .44. 11411*144. 1.411.1*1

...........................

>y
>J

3>

>>

Inglis and Sandon
Jamieson ............
i)

4 4. ...

4*.

'Timber and General Remarks.

A

S77, Cameron's
Creek.
STS........................
IK3<)..........................
SiW...........................
Of)] ...........................
1,010..........................
1,129...........................
1,-201 ...........................
1,371 ..........................
?>
........................... 1,052......................
..........................
Aiimdale........................... LOSS...........................
JT
...................
1,081..........................
1,08!) ........................

New Valley and Cliigwell..............................
Aston ........................................ *.....................
Y&riowick .......................*.............................
Tor ry burn .......................................................
Honeysuckle ..................................................
Morse
.............................................................
Single arid Clerk.............................................
Cameron ..........................................*..............
Terry burn ............................... ...................
Buchanan and New Valley........................
Skinner...............................................................
St. George .......................................................
Kvcrett ............. ............ .
......................
Torrylmrn .......................................................
16,135...........................
Barlow ........................................... *.................
719..........................
lioumalla ami Retreat ...........*......................
Bal.ila, Roumalla, and Looanga .................
1,637 .......................
Sabraon and Sandy Creefc...............................
1,132 ..........................
Woko .............................................................. VVaJeha............................... 7,574 ...........................
...............................
Wokoj Dewitt, ami Cobh...........*................
7,975 ........................
1,203 ...........................
Salway, Fletcher, Yarrawiteh, Rushbrook,
?#
*...........
2ilukk;.
Nujulle*
Dnngowan,
Vant,
Roginn, Tamworth and Walcha... 1,541 ..........................
Yerowin, Scott, and Myall,
19..........................
Qnat Qnatta ..................................................
Morebringer.....................................................
1,607, Moi-cbdnger...
Cordon......... . ..................................................
1,7SS, Collendina ...
Collendina .......................................................
1,854,
Traveller's
Collendina and Corowa........................... .
Point.
Qnat Quatta...........
2,068 ..........................
Henty and Coiner
2,201 ........................
Sandy Ridges.......
2,6:37...........................
2|638 .........................
3; 003 ..........................
Henty ..........................................
3,108..........................
Burrangong..................................
Sherwyn ......................................
lb 117...........................
;j‘l2o
..........................
Qnat Quatta ..............................
Sherwyn ......................................
Albury ............................... 3,'24s..........................
' 08 ...........................
Groxto* Colo, and Hawkesbury

j-iardinoe Ami Inglis.........

Approxmia
Class. Area
in Atr

»

........................ .

897 ..........................
898 ...........................
1,008 ...........................
1,253 ...........................
' 4...........................
0...........................

Red gum and box.
Pine.
Red gum.

n
?»
Pine.

>»

Yellow and white box and she oak*
Box.
„
Flooded gum.
Red gum*
Blackbntt, ironbark, stringybark, mahogany, oak, turpentine, blood
wood, and gum.
Ironbark, gum, turpentine, stringybark, and cedar.
White gnm, peppermint, ami stringybaik.

n

J»

, ,

13

Gum, stringybark, .apple, and pine.
Stringybark.
This is a narrow strip of land between timber reserves 91S and 941.
Pine.
Stringybark,
Stringybark and black wattles.
Stringybark.
Stringybark and black wattle.
Belar.
Pine, oak, belar, and ironbark.

iy

...................

\y

...............

...................

Jamieson aiKl Mureliison,

STS

KcnnetTy ........................
>j
........ ............*.
»>
........ *............Kint'

Q
Leiuhliardt

Tarlce and Kccra .......................................... 1
Woolafora, Gehan, Manamoij and ^’aterlool
Dobikin .....................................
|
Palerooj Caroda, Pringle, Cougali, and
Cowinangarah.
Meryula and Hartington..............................
Carolina ..........................................................
Strathom.................... . ...................................
Carolina ..........................................................
Albert .............................................................
Alton ......................
I
Newham ............................................................ I
Graham .......................................................... '
Kembcr ..............................................
I
Carwell..............
■
Quanda Quanda and Carwell ...................... I
Uraiyilkie and Witlaga..............
I
Neinby ..............................................................

>i
jj
>»

............
.................
.................

Eingera and iSarrabri

Parkca .....................
J>

...........

ft

.................................................

if

.................................................

3 J,

.................................................

EniTOwa .................
it
t>

............ * * * • -j
....... *'*»*•.-

ji

.......................i..

Coonamblc ................

Car well and Baronue.......................................|
Caixarbear .......................................................
Tooloon and Nclgourie...................................
Lincoln

Mnc^tiaric

Mnrnmgundie, Bald Hill, and Yarrinderry Dixbbo
Ballimore...........................................................
Bolaro ...............................................................
Dubbo ..............................................................
Lincoln..............................................................
Lincoln, Brcelong, Breelong South, and
Balladoran.
Breclong ...........................................................
Beni .............................................. ...................
Kalfe, Burrawan, and Queen’s Lake ........... Port JTacquario
Cairucross and Redbank
Stewart

i)

....................

Manning River

1 -n
j avoc.........................
Beraughi and Lincoln
John’s River ............

Port Macquarie

Qucenslake and Burrowar
if

Wingham

3f

it
........
Knorrit...........
Redbank .......
Yomiga South.

19

ff

Maisara .
Menindie
Mitchell.
fi
ii

7,000
20,300
120
24,060

A
A
2,002...........................
A
2,093a ...............................
A
4, ISS........................... A
2,070 ........................... A
7,153..........................
A
7,243 ............................1 A
7,970 .......................... I A
21..........................
A
22 ........................... A
831, Urawilkie......
A
1,167........................... A
1,173, Urawilkie West, A
1,416............................1 A
1,657 ............................| A
1,720 ............................! U
0,155........................... A
620a ..................................... f C
1,034 .......................... | A
1,50; .......................... A
1.671 .......................... C
1.672 ...........................
C
SF
1,688, Ereelong .....
3,689 ........................... C

8,480
1,200
2,950
1,700
1.040
1,200
1,700
4.000

4

Manning River
»i
j>
11
Port Macquarie

Wilcannia ....
Cuddell, Gillenbah, Wood, and Corobiinilla Narrandera ....
Milbrulong .................................... .................. Wagga W agga
Wanberrima ...................................................

1.000

1,700
1.500
2,000
1,440
2.500
5.040
960
380
1,050
10,350
1,000
840
20
20
9,160

37,630

A
A
AfiiC

6,000

34, Pod bank

A

10,000

73.................

A

2,580

144...................................

A
A
A

150
7,472
12,262

233, Ocean.............

C

340

234 ...........................

SF

610

2,001................
3,997 ................
33, Cowarra

SO .......................
100, Maria..............

Macquarie
Cairncrose

.............
A
1.268, JEcktoid........... A
1,571 ........................... . A
1,318, Pocky Creek., A
1.267, Tarlee

370
7,200

235 ..........................

C

3,840

4,208 ..........................
4.225 ..........................
4.226 ...........................
8,235 ...........................
9,216 ...........................
475 ...........................
1 ..........................
1,890 Gillenbah .......
2,722 Mittagong.......
2,936 ...........................

a

4

c
c

A
A
A

cc
A
A

Ci
~i

20
122

2,880
1,900
12,608
6,200
3,300

Belar.
Belar, box, and pine.
Myall.
Ironbark and stringybark.
Pine, box, and bull-oak.
Pine, box, belar, ami ball-oak.
Box, forest gum, pine, and bull-oak.
Box, pine, bull-oak, and rosewood.
Box, ironbark, and pine.
Stringybark, ironbark, and gum.
Pine,
Stringybark, pine, and mountain gnm.
Pine, ironbark, stringybark, box, and red gum.
Pine and box.
Pine.
Pme and box.
Pine.
Oak, pine, box, and ironbark.
Ironbark.
Pine.
fi
Box and ironbark.
Ironbark.
?i

Yellow box ; required for shade and shelter.
Cum and yellow box.
Ironbark and pine.
Ironbark.
This is an extension of F.R. No. 1,689.
Ironbark.
‘
Tallowwood, ironbark, flooded, bine, and grey gum, blackbntt, brush
box, forest mahogany, turpentine, spotted gum, and bloodwood ;
4,860 acres under class C.
.
Tallowwood, ironbark, brush box, Hooded gum, blackbntt, grey and
bine gum, bloodwood, forest mahogany, ami turpentine.
Tallowwood, blaokbutt, ironbark, flooded gum, grey and blue gum,
brush box, bloodwood, mahogany, rosewood, and tuiqxmtine.
Gum, blackbntt, and ironbark ; suitable for fuel only.
Blackbntt and tallowwood.
Tallowwood, blaokbutt, ironbaik, flooded gum, grey and blue gum,
bi ush box, bloodwood, red and white mahogany, turpentine, spotted
gum and rosewood.
Tallowwood, blackbntt, ironbark, flooded gum, blue and grey gum.
brush box, bloodwood, and turpentine.
Blackbntt, tallowwood, ironbark, brush box, flooded gum, grey and blue
gum, bloodwood, forest mahogahy, and turpentine,
Tallowwood, blackbntt, ironbark, flooded gum, grey and blue gum,
brush box, bloodwood, turpentine, and stringybark.
White cedar, gum, and plum.
Brush timber for ornament.
>y

»j

Red cedar and brush timbers.
This is in effect an extension of the Redbank Forest, No. 34 Reserve,
Timber, within 2 chains of Stephen’s Creek.
Pine and box.
Pine.
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SCHEDULE 711—continued.
County.

Parish.

Land District.

Mitchell ,

Burrandana and 'Westby ....................
Mundowy and Berry Jerry ...............
Hanging Bock, Burke, and Vincent

Mitchell and Wynyard

Ijivingstonc, and Co£5n Bock.......................
Woomahrigong and Sandy Creek ...............
Livingstone, Burrandana, and Coffin Rock.
Waugh, Clyde, Wood, and Birrigo ........... Narrandcra and Urana

Mitchell and Tirana..
Monteaglc ................

Dauanbilla ..........................
Yuudoo..................................
Dananbilla .........................
^Vi^awon^ and Gullalong .
Bumbaldry .........................

Mouramba ,

Young ..
Boorowa
Young...
Boorowa
Grenfell
Cobar ..

M'Oregor and Yanko ......................
Roset and Rriory Plains ..................
Flinders, Hartwood. Roset, Belouva Hathaway, and Walker.
Queanbeyan......................
Canberra and Weetangara..................
Queanbeyan and Braid
Cuvraudooly and Fairy Meadows ..
wood.
Jinero, Ballallaha, and Ollalnla

Murray

Murchison .

t*

1

tt

»

>7
■
Nan dewar .
>>
Narromine .

n

Wagga Wagga

*

Narran
11 «• > >
Nicholson .
Northumberland

Number and Name of
Reserve.

A
3,003
3.232, Berry Jerry ... C
8.232, Hanging Rock C '
A
8.874
1,373
A&C
1.874
A&C
3,2!»3
A
C
3,053
A
G
13
A
2,508
A
A
2,475
A
2,520, Calabash ,,..
A
3,123
A
1,187
A
1,196, Crowe Creek.
A
2.523
2,705
A
A
2,991
A
A

129, Canberra
102 .............

Braidwood

Pialligo and Goorooyarroo ...........................
Dolungra...................................................... . ..
Delingera............................................................
Palci-oe, Pringle, and Rusdcn.......................
Boomi, Rusden, and Lindsay......................
Bollol, Leard, and Wean...............................
Narrabri. Moonbill, and Killarney .........
Tuleumba, Yarrari, ^'"ickcry, Wean, and
Brentry.
Mullah Back, and Triangi ...........................
Triangi, Temoin, Goan, and Willidah .......
Hervey and Mingelo.................. ..................

Queanbeyan,. .
Bingera...........

8,081 .......................
9,556 .......................
9,847 .......................
954.......................

Narrabri ..
>8
1
Gunnedah

3,061, Lindsay.......
5,508 .......................
1,203, Back Creek
2,372, Narrabri ...
3,974 .......................

Gnnnawarra and Yarkieta ..........................
Griffiths ..........................................................
Russell, Sinnot, Moncton, and Cbirnside,.
Russell..............................................................
Congewai, Corrabare, and Bora..................
Belford...........................................................
Gosford... .......................................................
Mulbring and Tcralba ...............................

Hillston
Hay .....

WoHoiubi.
Singleton........
Gosiord.........
Maitland and Newcastle

Olney, Stowe, Congewai, Dora, and Man- Gosford.
dolong.
Gosford, Kincumber, and Tuggcrah
Eglinton and Narara...........................

8,307
11,200
8,050
1,350
2,100
3,080
12,800
8,320
680
200
1,100
1,200

1,800
4.000
1,280
640
2,430
2,867^
66.500
420
2,420

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

9,400
882
1,340
2,500
100
24.500

A
A

20,800
0,400
17,300

2.726 ......................
2.727 .......................
9,972 .......................
770.......................
1,132.......................
2,831 A ...............................
2,865 .......................
3,732 .......................
46, Warrawolong..

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C

2,600
4,560
5.000
1,920
4,640
1,920
5,601
315
16,000

50a, Belford.......
63. Hogan’s Brush
69a, Sugarloaf

A

1,210

Parkes . . . .
Brewarrinn ..

Approximate
Arcaiu Acres

400

200

Murroon, Warri, and Jinglemoney.

Dubbo .....

Class.

..................

70, Olney
124.
123

.....

C
C

0,000

2,8322
990
0,400

C&SF

33,186

A
C

4,160
1,280

Timber and General Remarks,

Stringybark, red box, and apple.
Red gum.
Stringybark, black, white, and mountain pine, eurrawang, and myall,
Stringybark and red box.
Stringybark and iroubark; 1,280 acres in class C.

1 fi'M

11

J. jU —1 >

fl

Tronbark, stringybark, cabbage gum, and apple tree.
Pine.
Stringybark and pine.
Stringybark and box.
Irenbai-k and pine.
Stringybark, pine, and box.
Ironbark, pine, and stringybark.
Pine.

-

Pine and box.
Stringybark and gum.
Mountain ash, messmate, and gum.
Brown barrel, messmate, ribbon gnm, and mountain ash.

QO
Gum, box, and stringybark.
Pine, ironbark, box, and apple-tree.
Stringybark, messmate, and gum.
Stringybark and messmate.
Pine, ironbark, box, and bclar.
Pine, ironbark, and forest oak.
Pine and ironbark.
Pine, box, oak, and bclar.
Pine, box, and belar.
Pine, box, and yarran.
Gidgea and pine.
Pine and gnm.
Pine, box, yarran, belar, dogwood, and mallec.
Pine, box, gum, and yarran.
Pine.
Blackbutt, blue, grey, and spotted gum, tallowwood, turpentine,
mahogany, forest oak, and ironbark.
Ironbark, spotted and grey gum, and stringybark.
Turpentine, forest mahogany, blue gum, and ironbark.
Spotted, blue, and gray gum, mahogany, stringybark, ironbark, tur
pentine, and blackbutt.
Spotted, grey, and blue gum, blackbutt, tallowwood, mahogany, tur
pentine, forest oak, and ironbark ; 9,700 acres proclaimed a State
Forest,
Blue and spotted gnm, turpentine, forest mahogany, and ironbark.
Blue gum, turpentine, mahogany, box, ironbark, bloodwood, and
blackbutt,

71

ft

Onrinbah

129, Ouriabah .......j

C

Isarnra .
Wyong.

ISO ...............
143...............

A
A

440
2,030

•207^

A

21C!.............................

A

00
9,700

j

Congewai, Quavrybylong, and Dora

Wollombi .

Cnsford ......

Gosford............................... 3,797 .
5,310

Mangrove ..

Wynn"

Phillip.

Pottingor

Parry and Vernon
Palcigh

Richmond

05
970

C

40
20
700
5.115
8,3804

120

204*
soo

3.610
600
9.000
4,100
0,160
2.000

12,800
29,710
900
19,070
9,609
6.800
2 877
2,975
3,9974
400
90
3,300

Forest mahogany, spotted, blue, and grey gum, turpentine, blackbutt,
and ironbark.
Bine gum, turpentine, mahogany, and forest oak.
Blackbutt, grey and spotted gum, swamp and forest mahogany, turpen
tine, and ironbark.
Grey gum, turpentine, swamp mahogany, forest oak, and apple-tree.
Blackbutt, spotted, grey, and blue gum, mahogany, turpentine, and
ironbark,
Blackbutt, spotted, grey, and blue gum, mahogany, turpentine, and
ironbark.
The Gosford State Forest Nursery.
Iroubark, bloodwood, stringybark, flooded gum, turpentine, forest and
she oak, apple-tree, and white gnm.
Within the boundaries of the Olney Forest Reserve.
This is in effect an extension to the Olney Forest Reserve, No. 70.
Stringybark, box, and ironbark. ■
Box, stringybark, and ironbark.
Box and slaty gum.
Ironbark and stringybark.
Sassafras, white-wood, red gum, and cedar.
-Stringybark. mountain ash, and blue gum.
Pme and iroubark.
Bine.
_33
Pine and ironbark ; 40 acres in Class A.
Pine.
Jronbavk anti pine,
Trotihark iuhI pine ; 3j730 acrca in Class A.
Ironbark and pine.
Pine.
Ironbark anti pine.
Stringybark.
Pine.
Pine and ironbark.
Stringybark.
9J

20,1904
2,500

7,509
033

A
A

400
02,040

Box, belar, pine, and yarran.

034

A

10,120

Coolybar box, ivonwood, pine, mulga, and yarrau.

035

A

63,340

Coolybar box, ironwood, pine, mulga, mallee, and yarran,

9

A

2,300

10

A

1,100

11

A

2,800

Wliipore and Myrtle

12

A

4,800

Whipore ....................

13

A

2,300

Bonville .......................................................
..
Weltie, Vanda, Narri, Bochford, Bee, and Cobar
Rankin.
Mullimut, JJopone, Kaloogleguy, and
Billagoc.
Hoskins, Canbclego, Davies, Linton, and
Nyngan.
Mvrtle.............................................................. Casino

CO

Stringybark and blackbutt.
Grey, Hooded, spotted, and blue gum, turpentine, ironbark, blackbutt,
bloodwood, scrub box, mahogany, tallowwood, oak, stringybark ;
within the boundaries of the Allgomera Forest Reserve.
Blackbutt, tallowwood, bloodwood, and mahogany.
Blackbutt, tallowwood. blue gum, ironbark, scrub box, and brush
timbers ; originally formed part of the Nambucea Foicst Reserve.

A
A

Newry, Valley Valley, and Isambucca .
Nambucea ................................................
Hobinson

A
A

0,720 ........................... ■ A
9,242 ..........................
A
Newcastle ...................
Dora .
30, Botobelar...... , C
Price and Botoboiar ...................................
Mndgec .............................. |
Mndgee and llylstonc ...i 100, Apple-tree Plat. A
Arthur and Dungeree ...............................
125...........................
A
Mudgee...........................
Wollar.......................................................
A
128..........................
Moolaiben ...................................................
A
Eylstone
..
163
........................
Simpson and Nullo.....................................
Simpson, NnHo, Pomang, and Never Never
0.337 ........................... A
JJ
...........
Benolabri, Dnbhledah, and Gnllendaddy
Cumiedah
10........................... B
A
17 ........................
Gill. Millie, and Wondoba .......................
18 ...................... A
Brigalow and Goaliy...................................
743, Doona.............. A &
M urrnrnndi
Doona ..........................................................
1,027, Long Point W. A
Cnrlewis .......................................................
Gunnedah .
1,201, Trinkey .........
A
Trinkey and Calala ..................................
1,271, Denison......... A&C
Denison and Denison West ......................
1,641, Black Jack ... A
Gunning .
Black Jack .................................................
Gnmicdali
1,605, Nea ............
C
Nea, Clift, and Breeza ...............................
9 124 .......................... B
Bomora...........................................................
2,700
A
Bundulla, Brennan, and Moredevil .......
A
3,947 ..........................
Wondoba ...................!.................................
6,483 ...........................
A
Walla Walla ............................................
A
Ainstey, Vernon, and Aberbaldie ...........
Walcha.
896 .........................
A
Walcha, Glen Tvforrison, and Ingleba ...
1.277 ...........................
1,282
.........................
A
Walcha and Glen Morrison.......................
Kcmpsey
70,
Unkya
..........
C
Unkya ...........................................................
Bellingen and Kempsey Ill, Nainbuccra
Bellingen .......................
4,780 .....................

6,-iGO

3.000

217

o,S73......................

Man dolong

I

Ironbark, blue and red gum, tallowwood, bloodwood, blackbutt,
mountain ash, stringybark, and forest oak.
Ironbark, tallowwood, peppermint, swamp mahogany, mountain ash,
forest oak, bloodwood, and honeysuckle.
Spotted and red gum, ironbark, tallowwood, mahogany, bastard box,
mountain ash, swamp and forest oak.
Red gnm, blackbutt, ironbark, tallowwood, peppermint, mountain ash,
and bastard box.
Ironbark, stringybark, blackbutt, mahogany, peppermint, tallowwood,
mountain ash, and oak.

Cn

i—*

County.

Tfii isli.

Richmond ............................... Camira and Powerpa......................................
Nandabali .......................................................
Tatham...........................................................
Busby and Mongogarie..................................
Kllancrowan and West Goraki .....................
Gibberacree and Tabimoble ...........................i
Myrtle ...............................................................
Ellangowan and Darke..................................
’Doublcduke and Donaldson..........................

Rous ....................................

VII—continued.

Js inn Tier and Name of
Reserve.

Land District.

A

1,500

In

A
SF
A

2,750
500
18,700

C
A

3,900
0,400

A
C
A

1,200
3,285
7,6SO

A

12,010

94.(1 a

...........................
"
WtA
1 137

Tuckurimba.......................................................

4 441
3

Billinudgil and Jiloobal..................
.
Moobal................................................................

fil
H9

........................

Newribar..........................................................
Meerschaum and Pimlico..............................
Jasper and Clunes...........................................

TR.R

Teven ..............................................................
Berwick ...........................................................
Teven .............................................................

1

13193
1.12fi
1 ISO!

Terranora ................................................... .
Kynumboon.......................................................
Duubible...................................................

Wollumbin .................................. .
...
Teven ..................................................
Pimlico ............................................................
Tuekombil .......................................................
Byron .............. .......................................
Whian Whian ................................................
Bexhill..............................................................

1 ‘200
1 202

ij?!!
Jt

'

Ijlfin
1 171
1 171?
1J173
Ijl 77
1 182
1 183
1'184 :
i 187
1 188 ...........................
1 1Q1
.
1 1 (14
.
1 ‘ 1 Qf*

Murwillumbah ..............................................
Meerschaum..................................................

Jfummitlimii ..................................................
• i •»< < .......................... .. Berwick and Terranora................................... |

-

249, Terauia Creek
............

”

Class. Approximate
Arcain Acres.

14

Darke, Ellangowan, and West Coral! i .......

Blakobrook.
Nullum...............................................
............................................................ 1
i
Terranora ......... . ................... ....... .......... i
Newribar..... .....................................................
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.....

........................... 41262 ..........................

108
20
896

Timber and General Remarks.

Ironbark, blue and red gum, tallowwood, bloodwood, blackbutt, stringy*
bark, and forest oak.
Ironbark, blue and red gum, tallowwood, bloodwood, and blackbutt.
Gum, ironbark, and stringybark, and brush timbers.
Ironbark, blue and red gum, tallowwood, mahogany, forest oak, pine,
cedar, and blackbutt.
Ironbark, red and grey gum, mahogany, tallowwood, blackbutt, and box.
Blackbutt, ironbark, box, spotted gum, mahogany, tallowwood, forest
oak, and stringybark.
Red, white, and spotted gum, ironbark, blackbutt, box, and mountain ash.
Ironbark, blue and red gum, tallowwood, bloodwood, blackbutt, &c.
Spotted, red, and white gum, stringybark, blackbutt, mahogany, ironbark, tallow wood j and box.
Stringybark, blue, grey, and red gum, ironbark, tallow-wood, bloortwood, and mahogany.
This is an extension to the Tatham State Forest,

SF
A
A
C
A
A
C

3,000
2,700
19,201|

C

18,044

c
c
c
A
A
A

396
1,280
350
160
930
2,852

A
A
A
A

46
1,980
312
19,200

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A

2,300
4,000
1,580
810
1,400
ISO
190
800
50
600
50
80
100
Bine and hardwood.
4,900
1,570
120
130
5.200 1
1,314 l

|

Islands in the Clarence, Richmond, and Tweed Rivers.
Tallowwood, bloodwood, grey and flooded gum, brush and forest box,
forest mahogany, blackbutt, ironbark, and turpentine.
Bean, beech, scrub box, tallowwood, cedar, rosewood, silky oak, blood
wood, and red gum,
Bean, box, teak, cudgery, pine, cedar, and forest oak.
Grey box, pine, blackbutt, tallowwood, and turpentine.
Fig-trees and brush ; in the Tweed River,

O

Tallowwood, mahogany, bloodwood, yellowwood, and ironbark.
Blackbutt, bloodwood, grey and flooded gum, brush box, forest
mahogany, ironbark, turpentine, and tallowwood.
"Will probably be required for a trigonometrical station.
Cedar, beech, and teak.
Bine, red spotted gum, box, ironbark, stringybark, mountain ash.
mahogany, bloodwood, and cedar.
Recommended for revocation.
Grey box, tallowwood, bloodwood, white gum, ironbark, and beech.
Bloodwood, tallowwood, and gum.
Teak and beech.
Grey box, tallowwood, arid bloodwood.

i

Koxburgh

Sandan

Sandon and Vernon .
Sc!ir3Tn

......................

Selwyn and Wynyard
Stapylton
St. Vincent

Sturt
>»
,
Tandora .
Tara ,...

CUillingham, Tyalgutn, Worendo, Load
stone, and CougaL
Cougal ...........................................................
Byron ..............................................................
Berwick ..........................................................
ChiUingliam.................... ..................................
Cullen Bullcn........................... .......................
Jesse ..................................................................
Wells, Clandulla, and Mead .......................
Wells, Clandulla and Rylstonc ...................
Exmouth and Tilbustur.................................
Wentworth and Clevedon...............................I
Springmount, Tilbuster, and Wentwortli . 1
Booroolong, Linnaresq, Duval, and Exmouth,
Booroolong ......................................................
Enmore and Merigalith
............................. |
HiJlgrove .........................................................
Dumnresq and Albert ...................................
Urotah..... .......................................................... ■
Knmorc............................................................... .
Enmore, Lawrence, Mcrigalah ....................|
Armidale............................................................ j
Shasta, Ferryman, and Hargrave ...........
Cyra..................................................................
Tiverton, Mihi and Enmore...........................
Yarrowyck ......................................................
Eastlake. Laurence, Enmore, Ohio, Europainbela, and'Winterbourjie.
1
Clenken ..........................................................
Tooina and Maragle .....................................
Maragle ......................................................... j
Bogandycra, Wclaregang..................... *......
liurra, King, Beaumont ..............................
Maragle and Hay . .................. . ................
Udlas, Selwyn, Coiuubyva, 3viug, Buddong.
Beaumont and Ycllowiin
Careunga ......................................................
Curranibene, Nowta ......................................

j>

.......

Casino ............
Ltsmore ........
Murwillumbah

Si

Lithgow .......
Bathurst ........
Bylstoue ........
,,

......

Armidale.......

>>
....................
Walcha ami Armidale

. 1,303, Macpherson
Banco.
: 4,351..........................
6,929 ...........................
• i 7,925 ...........................
*9,737 ...........................
.
GO..........................
.1
77..........................
S,004 ...........................
S,C72...........................
1 SSO...........................
.] 881 ...........................
929 ...........................
1,023 ...........................
1,024 ..........................
1,040 ........................
1.251 ..........................
1,264 ...........................
11,419 ...........................
1,429 ..........................
1 1,487 ......................
3,443 ...........................
4,768 ..........................
5,347 ..........................
0,226 .........................
I 0,489 ...........................
1 1,430 ...........................

C

74,240

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

240
SO
240
420
4,52S£
5,120
2,850
2,8S0
3,840
4,760
3,609
7,698 '
3,940
3,200
1,483
SOO
1,200
4,350
17,800
213?
17,000
254
1,200
3,400
8,960

A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A

Albury aud Cooma ...

A
6..........................
A
,2,104........................
A
1 2,100 ..........................
A
2,382, Wclaregang ...
A
i 2,538, Burra Creek...
! 2,855 ...........................
A
11,901, Bago .............. A&C

Morce ........................
Nowrn .........................

1 1,300 ..........................
1
33, Cnrrambene ...

A
U

2,700
4,480

Yerriyong, Jcrrewangala..............................
Famham and Cudmurah ..............................
Tomaga, Jlogendoura and Mnllendavce .. .

Milton ........................
Moruya........................

44, Turij’ntineli ’nge
io, Ked Head ......
99, Tomaga...........

C
c

S J*1

7,180
12.200
0,080

Albert, Benandra, &c......................................

Moruya and Milton ,

103, Xelligen . ,

A

44,484

Woodbnm ...............................................
Monga, Milo, Seymour, and Coghill ..

Milton ..............................
Braidwood ......................

129........................
100...........................

A
A

fiOO
14,720

Tianjarra and Jcrrawangala...................

Milton ..............................

172...........................

A

25,392

Mogendoura...............................................
Goba, Mnllendarcc, and Tomaga
....

Moruya..............................
JJ ........... ...... ...

174...........................
0,215 ..........................

C
C

0,550
5,300

Farnham ...................................................
Mogcndoura........................................ . .
Brcngagee, Wowong, and Beiierambah
Benerambah ...........................................

Milton and Nowra.......... 6,480 ..........................
Moruya.............................. 10,311 ......................
Hay .................................. 2,989, Wowong .......
11 • ............................. 2,990, Benerambah..
Wilcannia ......................
1 ...........................
2 ........................
>•
............... .
Wentworth......................
383, Moorna...........
1?..................................... . 525 ...........................

c

A
C

1,570
220
4,200

C
C
C
A

720
368
305
295

Moorna..
Taranga

Albttry........................
>1

..... . . ..... ...

}}

“ ......... *..........

tt

..................- • ■ ■

>>

1)

...................
• • ■ * < *...............

• • ••

c

2,486
4,000
2,760
17,260
7,998
1,950
04,500

600

Red gum, mahogany, Moreton Bay pine, beech, cedar, quondong, box, ironbark, stringybark, tallowwood, bean, box, bloodwood, and rosewood.
This is in effect an extension to the Macphcrson Range Forest Reserve.
This is an extension to the Tweed River Forest Reserve.
Stringybark, mountain gum, and blackbutt.
Blackbutt, stringybark, and white gum.
Stringybark and ironbark.
Stringybark and red gum.
Stringybark.
Stringybark and red gum.
Stringybark.
Stringybark, red gum, and black wattle.
Stringybark, red gum, white box, and peppcimint.
Stringybark, red gum, ami vellow box.
Stiingybavk and black wattle.
Stringybark, white box, and rod gum.
Stringybark.
Stringybark, blackbutt. red and blue gum and box.
Stringybark and black wattle.
Stringybark, blackbutt, and yellow' box.
Stricgybaib, red gum, yellow box and black wattle.
Messmate, stringybark and wrhite gum.
Stringybark,
Stringybark, messmate and apple-tree.
Messmate, libbon gum, eurabbie and mountain ash.
Stringybark.
Mountain 4ish and messmate ; 45,500 acres under Class C.
Belah.
Spotted gum, bloodwood, blackbutt, stringybark, peppermint, ami
ironbark.
Turpentine, messmate, bloodwood, ironbark, and blackbutt.
Bloodwood, spotted gum, blackbutt, mahogany, turpentine, ironbark.
Spotted gum, ironbark, blackbutt, mountain ash, peppermint and redwood,
Stringybark, spotted, blue, red, and mountain gums, messmate, blood
wood, ironbark, blackbutt, woollybutt, sassafras, mahogany, and
turpentine.
Mountain gum, mountain ash, white-top, messmate, water gum, blackwood and sassafras.
Mountain ash, messmate, mountain gum, sassafras, stringybark, and
bloodwood.
Ironbark, stringybark, and bloodwood.
Ironbark, spotted gum, blackbutt, redwood, string, bark,bloodwood, and
mountain ash.
Ironbark, &,c,
Red gum.
Includes the timber within 2 chains of the Yaucowinna Creek.
Includes the timber within 2 chains of the left bank of Stephen’s Creek*
Pine.
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VII—continued.
County,

Nuiuhcrand Nnme of | Class. | Approximate ,
Resen'c.
Area inAcrcs
l

Land District*

Parish*

1
Townsend

Powheep
it
.................................*.....................
Conargo ............................................................
Ktlgar ...............................................................
'Palmer................................................................
Mundiwa...........................................................
Ronald................................................................
Morago, Kerranakoon, and Banangalite ,,,
Palmer................................................................
Dnnkeld ........................ -.................................
Moultrassio .
. ........................... ...................
Edgar ...............................................................
Campbell...........................................................
Euroka...............................................................
Wureep ...........................................................
Banaagalito.......................................................
Wureep .................................................‘.........
Jr

...4.1 .,..44......

..............

Hay
Deniliqnin
Hay ........
»» .
Eeniliquin
Hay .........
Dcnilinuin
Hay .........

)>

.......

it

"■

»»

........ .

a

.

a

........

*t

.......

jj
,
Homliquin
Hay .........

Edgnr
.............................................. ............. it t
NalJam nnd Boyeo........................................... Deniliqutn
Derrulaman.......................................................
Towool, Bullatellaj Coronalla, Bungooka,,
Tawarra, Narratooln, and Wonmic.
Townsend and Wafcool ..* - Werai, Yadabal, Cochran, Balpool, Chowar,
Barraba, Tynone, Nyang, Jimaringlc,
Boyd, Wandaradgifc, Toweruk, "Worobyan,
Keimur Wetuppa, Malian,
Yadchow, and Coobool.
Balpool, Yadabal, "\Ycrai, Colimo, and
>t
Tumndgcry.
Urana
Yamma .......................................................... Urana
Broome ...................... .................................
M
Buthevwa............................................................
>J
Waloona ..... ....................................................
Jj
Yanko South ........... ......................................
ir

jj
........ *.............. *1 ................***.
Morundah and Lake.......................................
Clyde and Moruudah

Yanko .....................

Wjdgiewa and Urana
Widgicwa....................
Yanko ........................

Palmer .................................................
ji
*........... .
....... .
........
Osborne...............................................
Mair-,Timmy........................................
Boororbanilly....................................
Bake, Uonindah South and Macra.
Clyde and Boree Creek....................
Palmer and Boreegerry....................
Butherwa .........................................
Clear Hill.............................................
Gunambil .........................................

»j

ir
,,

2 ..........................
A
3 ..........................
A
7 Conargo ........... A
lo ...........................
A
16 ...........................
C
1,404, Denilkjuin....... c
1,4*58, L’roley ........... c
1,792, Morago........... c
1,351, Wargam ......
c
1,879, Steam Plains... c
1,880 ..........................
c
1,901 ..........................
c
1,902 ........................... c
2,202 ...........................
A
2,747 ........................... A
3,031, Baratta........... A
3,034 ........................... c
3,033 ........................... A
3,156 ........................... A
3,203, GulpaIsland..
c
3,204, Tuppal ........... c
3,265, 3d illiwa
SF&
n
2,123, Neimur........... c

Timber and General
Pine, box, and dogwood.
Box.
Pine.

429i
4444
954
192
S4i
1.524*
3,400
4,549*
1,280
1,080
3,840
1,941
1,239*
320
791
051
189
360
800
13,500
4.200
68,502

Gum, pine, box, myall, and willow.
Box ; required for shade and shelter.
Red gum.
Stunted box, pine, and willow.
Stunted box.
Pins'and myall.
Red gnm.
Bed gum and stunted box.
Red gum ; 6,400 acres proclaimed a State

34,332

Red gum.

1«
Pine, box, and myall.
Pine and bos.
Red gnm and box.
Box and pine.
Pino and myall.
>1
>i
Pine.

to

3,262, Edward River

c

1,450, Yamma........... c
1,643, Broome........... c
1,605, Brookong .......
c
1,710, WaloomT ....... A
1,778 ...........................
c
1.779 ........................... c
1.780 ........................... c
1,799, Colombo, Pin ey C&A
Ridge*
1,833, Momndah....... C
1,835 ...........................
C
2,049 ........................... c
2,103, tfound<vy(.TUinp c
2,138........................... A
2,139..........................
A
2,216........................... C
2,217a ....................... c
2,317, Osborne........... A&C
2,587 ........................... A
2.588........................... A
2,593 ........................... A
2,613 .......................... C
2,390 ........................... A
2,762 ........................... A
2,925, Clear Hill....... A
3,052a ....................... A&C

38,406

Red gum.

1,920
320
4,800
1,280
282*
551J
] ,256
10,653

Red and white pine.
Pine.
1J
3J
Pmc ; 57o acrca under class A.

11,630
Pine.
1,075
4653
„
Bed gum ; required for shade and shelter.
40
COS
Pine.
Box.
G-23
Pino.
1,500
1,760
Pine ; 5,191 acres under class C.
16,616
Pine and box.
3,100
3,380
6,065?
7,950
•>
J»
6,720 ! Pine.
1,760 ! Pine and box.
1,900 ;
it
S3
4,152* , Pine and box 3S6.| acres under Class C*

Yer

WaUool

ft
if

Walg

Wall

Waradgery

Palmer...............................................................
Widgiewa .......................................................
Watt ..............................................................
Ella ....................................................................
Emu and Fennick...........................................
Boulton ...........................................................
Fenwick ...........................................................
Shelving ..........................................................
^
• I * ■ • ..................................................
Winterbourne and Ella...................................
Winterbourne, Gill, and Ella.......................
Norton..............................................................
Fenwick ..........................................................
Tiara and Norton ..........................................
Noorong, Conn, 51 oorongatta, Belmore,
Cobuell, and Beremegad .......................
Winter..............................................................
Mumm, Toolmab, and Coobool ..................
Wetuppa, Cnnninyeuk ................................
Yarrein, Nyang, Beujee, Lieava, Moulamein South, Moolpa, Kyalitc, Cerabbit,
Barrabu,
Woorooma,
Beraiubong,
Niemur, Malian, Yadcbow, and Burrawang.
Mallee ...............................................................
Thelaka ...........................................................
Nunnngoyt .......................................................
Belmore ...........................................................
Wetuppa...........................................................
Conn, Nunnaguyt, Barham, Whymoul,
Danberrj', Cangan, and Til til.
Gmue ...............................................................
M ellool...............................................................
)l
........................ ..................................
Nunnngoyt .....................................................
Mernmajeel.......................................................
Ho watson..........................................................
IJ
............... ...........................................
Murnia.............................................................
My alia ...............................................................
Wulwye ...........................................................
The Peak..........................................................
Gordon...............................................................
Wallgrove ......................................................
Bulgandra and Coolamatong .......................
Lake and Buckemlerra ...................................
Gordon...............................................................
Beloka ..............................................................
Marrinumbla ...................................................
Adaminaby.......................................................
Coonboonbnla....................................................;
Coonboonbula.................................................... j
Cabramatta and Chippendale ........................'
Numbla .......................................................... !
Townsend ......................................................
Arable and Myafla...........................................
Beloka ........................................................... .
Mungadal, Hay, Hay South, and East
Waradgery.
Dowling ...........................................................

3,103 ..........................
G,S63..........................
7,643 ..........................
1 ..........................
931, Big Hill..........
1,000 .....................
1,124 ..........................
1,123 ..........................
1,126 .........................
1,204 .......................
1,354..........................
1,610..........................
2,568 ..........................
9,142..........................

ii
ti

>> 1
Walcha
J>
tt
ti

t)
J1

Deniliquiu

c

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
1,443a, Wakool ... . C&A

3,340
213J
134J
6,700
1,440
1,560
1,200
1,170
720
7,500
25,300
1,100
536
1,815
21,577*

Stringybark, yellow box, and black wattle.
Stringybark.
Stringyliark and messmate.
Stringybark and hickory,
Red gum ; 350 acres under Glass A.

1,454 ........................... C
l,7Sfi, Melool .......... . (J
],7S7, Jeegur ........... C
1,790, Edward Hirer A&C

1,600
5,440
11,933
11,471.1

Scrub.
Red gum.
Red gum and stunted box.
Red gum ; Gf3 acres under Class A.

c

1,834 ..........................
2,032, Thelaka......... A&C
2,006, Campbell’s
C
Island.
A
2,887 ..........................
3,103..........................
C
3,258, Koondrook .. C&S F

Hay ........
Deuiliquin
)J
J)

1}

3.259
C
3.260
3.261
A
3,268
2,r>73, Corong ..
S F
3,01 S ................
3.019.................
3.020 .................
20 1a, Myalla
A
233 .................
335, The Peak .. .. C&A
A
379 ..........................
433 ..........................
A
A
517..........................
A
523 ..........................
678 ..........................
A
720 ..........................
A
726
A
760
A
A
818
819
A
822
A
S27
A
901
A
902
A
10,079 ......................
A
2, Hay Common

.

11

Hillston .........
Cooma ..............

Hay
>>

c

A

2,400

c
c
c
c

1,623, Thelangering.

3124
4,944
76,853
1,320
1,890
2,240
5,400
430
120
320
80
1,600
960
650
700
260
336
1,280
110
870
526 i
500
500
1,100
3,300
COO
500
450
160
12,998

c
c

Hay, North.....
liilleton. North

10

696
6,400

Pine,
ti

Gum.
Stringybark and blue gum,
Stringybark.
Stringybark and black wattle.
Stringybark and red gum.
tJ

1*

Stringybark, red gum, and black wattle.

Red gum.
Pine and van an ; 530 acres under class O,
Red gnm.
Pine.
'
Red gum ; 21,396 acres proclaimed as the Barham State Forest.

bO

CO

Red gum.
it
>T
4J

,

11
Kecpii red for shade and shelter.
White gum and peppermint.
Messmate, white gnm, and peppermint.
White gum, peppermint, and nppic-tree ; 250 acres under class A.
Cabbage gum.
White gum.
14
‘
44
White gum and peppermint.

j,

ii

Apple-tree, white gum, and peppermint.
White gum.
White gum and peppenuint.
Pine, white gum, and black wattle.
Mountain ash and white gum.
Cabbage gum.
White gum.
Peppermint and white gum.
Red-gum and box.
Gnm.

03

dn
Ol
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SCHEDULE VII—continued.
County.

Parish.

Number ami Name Ql
ISescrvt?.

L^nd District.

Approximate
Class. ’Area
inAcrej.
1

I
"Waradgery.....
_ tt
Westmoreland
tt

11
j»
t>
tt

Wellesley
t

I

j;
t

j

>>
ti
>»
fi
ti

a
jj
it

11
9>

White
Wyuyard

Ynncowinna

Ulongo................................................................ Hay ....
Wirkeubergal...................................................
>»
'• • •
Konungaroo and Jcnolan........ ...................... Lithgow
Alfred and Bindo ................ ..........................
Balfour and Swatch field ...............................
Bindo ..............
I
Vulcan, Mozart, and Balfour........................!
Bindo ........................
|
Speedweel, Cyclops, Gangerang, Tartarus,
Murrain, and Merlin.
I
Swatchfield........................................................|
MaflVa ................................................................ I
Burmina ............................................................ I
Burrimbucco ..................................................

a
a
m
*..................
Lithgow and Cauideu,

Lithgow ...................
Cooma ........................
Bombala ....................

Ironmungy ...................................................... ..
J)
Waugeilic...........................................................
Boco ........... ................... . .............................. Bombala
Wcllsmore ...................................................... |
tj
Bungarby ........................................................ j
M
i 9

Cambalong ___ ............ ..................... .
j
5t
Bungavby and Petera........................................ I Cooma ..
Cathcart ....................................................... .l Bombala
kelson ................................................................ I
11
ITayden......................................
j
Jcttiba......... ; .................................................. L
Ashton............................................................. I
Lawson ..........................................................
.
i
Meringo and Merriangah ..............................
Burrimbucco anc Coolumbooka ....................h
Goona, Nuablc, and Crowic ...........................j
Gurleigh ...........................................................
Nimble, Cook, Coghill, and Molluroi........... i
Munaguldric .................................................... i
G regai do and Woomahrigong........................*
Gregatdo..........................................................
Bulalgee ami Carabost ....................................j
Ellerslie, Green Hills, Dntzou, and Hillas..L
Kllerslic, Kuadera, and Baugus ....................|
Woomahrigong .............................................. '
Hillass ................................................................ |
Uinherumheika, Bomungaldry, Bray, Xarfidin, uiul Nad buck.
I

Bombala
33

a
33
Narrabri

,,

Wagga Wagga.
ft

Tnmnt ............
Wagga Wagga
f>
1
Wilcannia ...,

it

11
it

Albert and Vietorii1 .......................................
Lcivia, Mt. Clipjis, Stephen, Picton, Cathcart,
Moorhail, Boiarra, Tara, Stratford,
Maharatta, Coombaralla, & Cliarlcmont.
Mt. Gipps, &c...................................................

*

4

Timber and General Kemaiks.

1,823, One-tree .......
2,097...........................
22 Counci! Chambers
Flat.
23, Lippy’s Creek
MG ...........................
£3, Bindo ...............
90 ...........................
100...........................
101, Koromung.....

0
A
A

574
15,300

Stringyb«iik, while gmn, peppermint, box, and mountain ash.

A
A
A
B
A
A

11,520
1,4114
1,520
7,000
2,284 4
62,000

Mountain ash, blackbutt, grey gum, stringybark, and peppermint.
Stringybark, iroubark, red and white gum, and box.
Blackbutt, mountain m?l., stringybirk. grey gum, and peppermint.
Mountain ash, blackbutt, and gum.
Blackbutt, peppermint, and gum.
Stringybark, ironbark, turpentine, spotted and grey gum, box and cedar.

9,004 ...........................
250, Mnffru
270a, Burmina.......
282a .......................

A
A
A
O

12
3,290
206
4,000

This is in effect an extension to Forest Reserve, No. MG.
Box and cabbage gum.
White and cabbage gum.
Cat-tail, messmate, stringybark, ribbon and white gum, hickory, and
wattle.
Cabbage gum.
Cabbage gum ; 151^ acres, under Class A.
White and cabbage gum.
Blackbutt, messmate, and white gum.
Cabbage gum, peppermint, and box.
Cabbage gum and honeysuckle.
Cabbage gum, box, and pine.
Bine, box, peppermint, and wattle.
White and cabbage gum.

C
3r>t;...........................
36G........................... A&C
3S2 ..........................
A
3S4...........................
A
390 ........................... A
411 ...........................
C
422 ........................... A
42S, Snowy li i \ er... C
407 ...........................
A
491 ...........................
A
727 ........................... A
72S ...........................
A
A
747 ...........................
828a ....................... A
1,075...........................
A

200
3094
1,340
570
1,280
420
1,000
4,500
240
40
5,109
370
300
750
4,000

374 ........................... C
905 ........................... A
2 ...........................
A
A
1,783 ...........................
A
4,523 .........................
1,705, MurmgulcUic,, C
C
1,371 ..........................
1,872 ...........................
1,01$, Carabost ....... A&C
2,040, Adelong........... A
2,097, Guadcra........... A
3,009 .......................... A
5,358...........................
A
4 ...........................
C

c

2,350
360
.32,000
2,000
21,130
14,000
1,230
640
26,400
74,025|
8.930
2,703
2,600
960

C
C
C

10,240
10,240
2,560
1,444

5 .......................
0 ...........................
7 ..........................
...........................

S>
n

s

tt

9 ...........................

0
c

1,508

A landmark on an immense plain.

Ribbon gum, peppermint, cabbage gum, black sally, and oak.
Cabbage gum, black sally, and ribbon gum.
White gum, cabbage gum, and peppermint.
•liliif’k'Uutt., moiintuin auli, stringybark, bloodwood, peppermint, and white £t.m.

Mountain ash, ribbon gum, messmate, peppermint, liickorj5-, cat’tail>and
white gum.
Ribbon and white gum.
Messmate, mountain gum, and peppermint,
Ironbark, pine, and oak.
Pine.
Ironbark, pine, and oak.
Ironbark, stringybark, and red gum,
Ironbark and stringybark,
a

ij

Messmate, stringybark, and box ; 4,000 acres under class A,
Stringybark, messmate, box, and apple-tree.
Stringybark.
Ironbark and stringybark.
Stringybark.

The timber within 2 chaius of Stephen's Creek.
The timber within 2 chains of Yaucowinuia Creek.
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Annual Progress Eeport for the Year 1889.
Report of the Inspector of Forests to Tho Principal Under Secretary,
Forest Conservancy Branch, Colonial Secretary’s Department,
_
_
Sydney, 20 May, IS90.
I have the honor herewith to submit my Annual Progress Report upon the Forest Conservancy
Branch of this Department for the year 1889,
I have, &c.,
.JOHN DUFF,
-- --------------Inspector of Forests.
Sir,

Gaialpa JPlantaiion, Jlaihvay lleserve, Gooiamindra.

Arrangements were made with the trustees of Albert Parle, Cootamnndra, for their employees to
beep this plantation (area about GJ- acres), clear of weeds, and hr good condition, for the annual sum of
£35, and Mr. Forest Ranger Stevenson reports that the work referred to has been properly performed,
and that tire troes, with few exceptions, are progressing satisfactorily. Tire catalpa trees in this reserve
are producing seeds freely annually, and a large quantity of seeds were collected and forwarded to the
State Forest nursery, Gosford, for raising a stock of young trees for planting in other forest reserves.
The sum expended upon this plantation for the year was £35 IGs.
Gcdar plantations on Dorrigo Forest Reserve and Forest Mcsnrtes Nos. 5 antf 3,753, Bellinger and Macleay
Fivers.

Owing to unavoidable causes no planting was done in any of the reserves referred to during the
year 1S89, the work being confined to the clearing of saplings and scrub from around the self-sown and
planted cedar trees on the Dorrigo Forest Reserve, upon which one man was employed during tho year.
Authority has been obtained, and arrangements made fovfencing, ploughing, barrowing, and planting
about 24 j acres on Coghlan’s Plain, Dorrigo Forest Reserve with red cedar and alternate rows of evergreen
trees, to shade and shelter the cedars from sun, wind, and frost, until they are strong enough to do with
out protecting; and upon this site over 100 acres of land upon which there is no timber, stumps, or
scrub, is available for cedar planting.
’
Tenders have been invited for the fencing, ploughing, and harrowing of the 24A acres, upon which
,24,200 trees can be planted at 6 feet apart.
The sum expended upon the Dorrigo cedar plantation for the year was £125 4s.
It is proposed to,(continue the clearing of saplings and scrub, fencing, and planting of cedar on
forest reserve No. 3,753, on Nulla Nulla Creek, Macleay River.
Flantalion on Hogan’s Brush Forest Reserve No. 63, near Gosford.
The catalpa trees in this plantation, area about G acres, were so severely injured by wallabies
continuously eating off their leaves, young branches, and bark as to render them useless, were removed,
and replaced chiefly with red cedar and other trees, which the wallabies do not interfere with, the number
of trees planted in lieu of the catalpas being 1,301).
About 26 of the catalpa trees which were not permanently damaged were fenced around, in order
to test their future growth, and the suitability or otherwise of the rich, moist, sheltered, brush forest lands
for the cultivation ol this tree, and I understand that they have since made satisfactory progress.
Altogether there are over 3,000 trees of various genera and species in this plantation, includW
800 red cedar trees, which are growing rapidly and vigorously,
D
The amount expended upon this plantation in planting trees, clearing off weeds and undergrowth
&e., during the year was £64.4s., and in a few years hence, when the trees are tall and dense enough to
cheek the growth of weeds, &c., and not be damaged thereby, comparatively little expense will require to
be incurred upon the plantation,
1
m

Wattle Flantaiions on Southern Railway Reserves.

No expenditure has been incurred on these plantations during the year, and from an inspection
recently made by me of that portion of the plantation situated between Bowral and Canipbelltown, I am
of opinion that although a number of tho wattle trees are large enough for bark stripping for tanning
purposes, it would not be advisable or remunerative to dispose of tho bark of the wattles, owing to the
small number of trees available, and to them being of most value as ornamental trees on the railway lines.
Broposcd New Flaniations.

In addition to the two reserves near Wagga Wagga, of 55 and 100 acres respectively, and the 24£
aercs on the Dorrigo forest reserve, Bellinger River, authorized to be fenced, ploughed, harrowed, and
planted with cedar, an urea of 20 acres on forest reserve No. 6,720, Jilliby Jilliby Creek, parish of Wyong
county of Northumberland, has been authorized to be fenced, ploughed, harrowed, and planted.
’
The preparation and planting of the reserves named will be as much as can be proceeded with this
year, and wifi more than absorb the whole of the available stock of trees at the State Forest Nursery.
Numerous other sites for plantations have been recommended by the district surveyors, forest rangers'
and myself, most of which will require to be carefully inspected,'with the view of deciding whether they
are or not suitable for plantations, and the kinds of trees that are adapted for tho soil, climate, and situ
ation of each area selected for planting; and as it is not desirable to form numerous small scattered
plantations, owing to the large cost of preparing, fencing, and planting same, as well as to the expense of
supervising and keeping same in order, which in small plantations would be disproportionate to the value
of the timber grown thereon when mature. It is desirable that all plantations should, as far as practi
cable, embrace a large area, and be capable of being extended from time to time as reemired
315—D
■
1
'
State
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Slate Forest Nursery, Gosford.

The principal work performed at the nursery during the year, has been the construction of a deep
wide drain from the lowest portion of tho nursery to Narara Creek, which was rendered necessary, owing
to the henry flood in May, 1SS9, completely swamping a portion of the low-lying planted land, to which
access was thereby rendered impossible for a lengthened period, and many of the plants were killed or
seriously damaged in consequence.
Ten chains of fencing on the eastern boundary of the nursery were levelled to the ground by the
strong flow of water against it, and had to be re-erected and supported with guys, but as the flood referred
to was an unusually heavy one, and the large drain now being constructed to convey storm-water to the
creek, no recurrence of a similar nature may be anticipated. Open drains connecting with the largo
main drain have also been formed outside the boundary fences wherever required, and altogether about 2
miles of drains were constructed,
About 5 acres of land have been cleared of timber, and stumped, and U- acres of said area trenched,
and ready for rowing out cuttings and seeds of timber trees in nursery beds, A border .12 feet wide was
cleared of timber and scrub, trenched, and planted, on the eastern boundary of nursery.
The road from the rail way-slation to the nursery has been repaired, and culverts and drains formed
thereon where required.
A windmill and Douglass haud-pump were erected, and pipes laid down" to convey water from two
wells to the plant sheds and grounds, the wells having also been deepened, and lined with bricks.
A plant-shed or bush-house, 100 feet long by 38 feet wide, was erected, which is now full of useful
and ornamental trees and shrubs.
The trees in the nursery, which are available for plauting in the forest reserves, and exchanging
during the present winter and ensuing spring, amount to the total number of 51,000, consisting of 31,000 in
nursery rows, 15,000 in pots, and 5,000 in boxes, including the following genera and species, viz :—Glums
(Eucalyptus), embracing most of the useful indigenous and other species of timber trees of commercial
value; red cedar (eedrela toona) ; catalpa spcciosa ; elms (ulmus montana, and TJ. suberosa); oaks
(quercus robur, Q. suber, Q. virens, Q, ilex, Q. lusilanica, Q. pseudo-suber, Q. tanzin, Q, coccinea, &c.) ;
pines (pinus halapensis, P. pinea, and P. ponderosa) ; white deal or damson (podocarpus spinulosa) :
turpentine (synearpia laurifolia) : white box (iristania conferta); white cedar (mclia composita);
poplars (populus of sorts); olive (olea Europcca) ; knrrajong (sterculia diversifolia) ; Pittosporums of
sorts; figs (ficus rubiginosa and E. maerophylla) ; Norfolk Island and Morcton Bay pines (araucaria
excelsa, and A. Cnnninghamii) ; spruce (abies oxeelsa) ; sycamore (acer pseudo-platanus) ; laburnum
(cytisus laburnum) ; and various other species of useful aud ornamental trees and shrubs.
About 100,000 seedling trees are now ready to row out in nursery bods, pot, or plant in boxes for
next year’s planting out in the forest reserves. Altogether tho work at the nursery and Hogan’s Brush
Plantation has progressed rapidly and satisfactorily, which reflects credit upon the overseer, Mr. John
M’Coig, and the workmen employed under him.
The amount expended upon the nursery for labour, tools, and other materials, &c., for the year
amounted to £1,044 8s.
Inspection of Forest Jicscrvcs, Plantations, and ofice work for the year, 1889.
During the year I inspected and recommended two town reserves, near Wagga Wagga, areas
about 55 and 100 acres respectively, to be utilized for plantations of timber trees ; also the Osborne and
Brookong Forest Reserves, county Urana, the Ironbark Forest Reserves, Nos. 2,784 and 2,785, county of
Bourke, upon the former of which reserves an area of 2,387 acres was surveyed into Iflocks, and recom
mended by Mr. Surveyor MTCay to be revoked, and submitted for sale or selection. Upon many parts of
the area referred to the ironbark timber was equally plentiful, and of as good quality as on any other
portion of the reserve, although the blocks recommended for revocation embraced the best of the laud for
agricultural and pastoral pursuits, therefore for the foregoing and other reasons I recommended that no
part of the reserve be revoked. Inspected the Bygoo Forest Reserve, No. 3,041; Knrrajong Forest
Reserve, No. 1,439; Dulali Forest Reserve, No. 2,052 (all in the county of Bourke) ; Billabong Forest
Reserve, county Goulburn (since cancelled) ; North East Mangoplab Forest Reserve, No. 3,293, county
of Wynyard and Mitchell; Forest Reserve, No. 3,157. county of Goulburn and Mitchell; and the
Gillenbah Forest Reserve, No. 1,890, county of Mitchell, the latter of which reserves the residents of
Narrandera aud district had petitioned to be revoked, and thrown open for settlement, but as tho Narrandera-Jerilderie Railway runs through the reserve, and it contains the largest quantity and best quality of
pine timber in all stages of growth in the district, in which pine timber is annually becoming more scarce
and valuable, and the reserve being in the vicinity of immense treeless plains I deemed it advisable, in the
interests of forest conservation and the public, to strongly recommend that the reserve be retained intact.
Inspected the State Forest Nursery, Gosford; Hogan’s Brush Forest Reserve, No. 53, and plantation
thereon, near Gosford; Eglinton and Narara Forest Reserves, No. 128; Kincumber Forest Reserve, No.
124; Ourimbah Forest Reserve, No. 129; Tcralba Forest Reserve, No. 105; Wyong Forest Reserves,
Nos. 143 and 144; Belford Forest Reserve, No. 5Ox ; Sugarloaf Forest Reserve, No. 69a ; Warrawalong
Forest Reserve, No. 46 ; Olney Forest Reserve, No. 70, all in the county of Northumberland; and Forest
Reserves, Nos. 78, 112, 57, and 110, in county of Camden, upon many of which reserves I furnished reports
re their present condition, with recommendations re tree-planting and their future management.
I inspected the Catalpa Plantation, Cootamundra ; the sand-drifts. Newcastle and Wollongong,
and the plantations at Jenolan Caves, in the latter of which I supervised the planting of about 300 trees
and shrubs, the sowing of a collection of about fifty species and varieties of flowering annual and peren
nial plants, digging of plantations, pruning and staking of trees and shrubs therein, and the repairing of
roads, &c.
Whilst at Jenolan Caves I inspected the Kowmung Forest Reserve, No. 101, county Westmore
land, where there is a large quantity of red cedar growing in the deep ravines, from which, owing to the
lofty perpendicular cliffs surrounding the valleys it would be impossible to remove the cedar, unless it
was previously cut into boards, and hoisted to the summit of the cliffs by machinery. The scenery at
the Kowmung, about 25 miles distance from Jenolan Caves, is truly grand, varied, and picturesque, equal
ling anything hitherto seen by me in the Colony, and it is worthy of consideration if it would be desirable
to reserve a large area for the preservation of the rich vegetation and other natural features of the locality,
which
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which would be a favourite resort for visitors to Jenolan Caves if a road was made from the eaves thereto,
an undertaking which would be easily and cheaply accomplished, as the road would pass through Council
Chamber’s Flat and Lippy’s Creek Forest Reserves the greater part of tho distance, and these reserves
being lightly timbered, all that would be required to be done would be to remove the timber aud scrub
from the track.
Inspected Council Chamber Flat and Lippy’s Creek Forest dteserves Nos. 22 and 23 respectively,
county Westmoreland, upon which tSie timber, although not of large dimensions, is the best obtainable in
the. district.
Jfy office duties consisted chiefly of perusing forest rangers and other reports, and furnishing
recommendations thereon, compiling reports upon forest reserves, areas for plantations, and specifications
for the work to be done thereon, as well as report upon all other subjects requiring to be dealt with ;
receiving, cleaning, naming, and putting in hags collections of seeds received from the forest rangers and
kindred departments ; preparing collections of plants and seeds to be despatched to tho State Forest
Nursery, Q-osford; and collections of plants, seeds, and dried specimens of trees, shrubs, grasses, and
fodder plants to forward to other departments in exchange for plants, seeds, and specimens received, as
per lists appended.
Ringbarking nseZm trees, thinning out saplings, and eradicating useless scrubs in forest reserves during the
year 15S9.
Permission was granted to Jfessrs. Goldsborough & Co. to riugbark useless trees, thin out saplings,
and destroy useless scrubs on forest reserve No. 2,2 LI, area 14,720 acres, county of Cooper, the reserve
being situated on the South Falgogrin Pastoral Holding, and the work was commenced in January last.
Permission was granted to Mr. Caldwell to riugbark useless trees, thin out saplings, and destroy
useless scrubs on 904 acres of timber reserve No. 2,745, county of bland, situated on the Moonbucca
Pastoral Holding, and upon which the work was commenced in March last.
Permission was granted to Mr. Pearse, upon whose conditional purchase license, No, 4.170, forest
reserve No. 1.830, county Urana, is situated, to riugbark tho useless trees and destroy the useless scrubs
upon an area of 1,075 acres, but the work has not yet been commenced.
Permission was granted lo Messrs. Edols & Co., lessees of Burrawang Pastoral Holding, county
of Cunningham, to ringbark the useless trees, thin out the saplings, and destroy the useless scrubs on
forest reserve No. S,Glii; area, 11,520 acres, but the work has not yet been commenced.
Permission was granted to Mr. D. T, Wilson, lessee of North Bolero Block A Pastoral Holding, to
thin out the pine, box, bull oak, and other saplings, and destroy useless scrubs on Forest Reserve No.
3,032, county of Cooper, area 3,200 acres, but the work has not yet been commenced.
The whole cost of ringbarking the useless trees, thinning out the saplings, and destroying the use
less scrubs, as well as of paying the salary of an inspector for each reserve to be operated on, is
defrayed by the pastoral lessees of the holdings upon which the reserves to be cleared are situated, these
inspectors being appointed by tho Department to supervise the workmen employed in clearing on the
reserves, and see that only useless trees are destroyed, that the best saplings are left growing at the speci
fied distances apart, and that only useless scrubs are eradicated.
Donations of plants, seeds, dfc., received in the year, 18S9.
22nd March, 1S89.—Received from diaries Moore, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney—■
1 package red cedar seeds (eedrela toona).
"
'
22 March, 1SS9,—Received from W. R. Gnilfoyle, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Melbourne —
7 packages of oak and other seeds, 22 samples of papers, and 01 samples of fibres prepared from
indigenous and other plants by Mr. Gnilfoyle, also a descriptive catalogue of the above specimens.
25th March, 1SS9.—Received from J. S. Edgar, Esq., F.R.II.S., Curator, Botanic Gardens, Rockhampton—
1 package eucalyptus microthcca, 1 package eucalyptus citrodora, and 1 package cassia brewsterii
seeds.
10th April, 1S89—Received from J. E. Brown, Esq., F.L.S., Conservator of Forests, Adelaide—1 lb. seeds
of eucalyptus corynocalyx (sugar gum.)
10th May, 1889.—Received from J. 8. Edgar, Esq, .F.R TT S., Curator, Botanic Gardens, Rockhampton—1
package eucalyptus raveretiana seeds.
Gth June, 1889.—Received from G. S. Perrins, Esq., E.L.S., Conservator of Forests, Melbourne—1
package quercus snber (Fork oak) seeds.
19th Juno, 1889.—Received from Wm. R. Gnilfoyle, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Melbourne—
Seeds of 7 species of oak, chiefly American evergreen species.
8th July, 1889.—Received from Mr. Forest Ranger Powell, Gunnedah—19 lb. seed of kurrajong-tree
(sterculia diversifolia).
■
7th September, 1889.—Received from Charles Moore, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney—
3U0 plants of miscellaneous indigenous, and exotic timber, and other trees.
24tb September, 1889.—Received from Wm. R. Gnilfoyle, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens,
Melbourne—73 plants miscellaneous exotic flowering slirubs, &c.; also 40 species miscellaneous exotic
tree and shrub seeds.
Plants, Seeds,

sent away during the year 1889.

2Gth January, 1889.—Sent to Professor Muller, Technological Professor,Higli School, Hanover, Germany—
56 species Australian and New Zealand seeds.
1st February, 1889.—Sent to J. S. Edgar, Esq., F.R.H.S., Curator, Botanic Gardens, Rockhamton—21
species Australian seeds.
2Gth February, 1889.—Sent to Baron Muller, K.C.M.G., F.R.S., Government Botanist, Melbourne—100
dried flowering specimens of trees, shrubs, &c., from the Bellinger River, Jenolan Caves, and Lachlan
Districts.
27th February, 1889.—Sent to tho Overseer. State Forest Nursery, Gosford—22 species indigenous
timber tree seeds.
1st March, 18S9.—Sent to J. E. Brown, Esq., F.L.S., Conservator of Forests, Adelaide—25 species
in degen ous timber tree seeds.
1st March, 1889.—Sent to Wm. R. Guilfoylc, Esq,, F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Melbourne—18
species indigenous tree and shrub seeds.
2nd
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2nd March, 1889.—Sent to T. Kirk, JEaq., F.L.S., Chief Conservator of Porcsts, Wellington, New
Zealand—26 species indigenous timber tree seeds.
27th March, 1889.—-Sent to Charles Moore, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney—32 species
indigenous tree and shrub seeds, and 12 samples of euealypt, acacia and pine gums and resins.
30th March, 1889.—Sent to the Trustees, Hyde Park, Sydney—24 species indigenous tree and shrub seeds,
3rd April, 1889.—Sent to Charles Moore, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney—7 species New
Zealand and other tree and shrub seeds.
3rd April, 1889.—Sent to the Overseer, State Forest Nursery, Gosford—27 species indigenous and other
timber tree seeds.
■
4th April, 1889;—Scut to the Overseer, State Forest Nursery, Gosford—16 oz. eedrela toona (red cedar)
seeds, received from Mr. F. E. Brown, Port Macquarie.
19th June, 1889.—Sent to the Overseer, State Forest Nursery, Gosford—10 species of indigenous and
American timber tree seeds.
"
‘
21st June, 1889.—Sent to the Overseer, State Forest Nursery, Gosford—7 species of American and
other evergreen oak (quercus) seeds.
.
15th July, 1889.—Sent to Dr. Franklin B. Hough, Ph. Dr., First Chief of Forestry Division, Department
of Agriculture, Washington, United States of America—62 species of indigenous and New Zealand
timber tree seeds.
17th July, 1839.—Sent to G. S. Perrins, Esq., F.L.S., Conservator of Forests, Melbourne—31 oz. kurrajong tree seeds (sterculia diversifolia).
17th July, 1889.—Sent to J. E. Brown, Esq., F.L.S., Conservator of Forests, Adelaide—34 oz. knrrajong
tree seed (sterculia diversifolia).
'
24th September, 1889.—Sent to the Overseer, State Forest Nursery, Gosford—73 plants of miscellaneous
flowering shrubs aud plants, received from the Director, Melbourne Botanic Gardens.
18th October, 1389.—Sent to the Overseer, State Forest Nursery, Gosford—34 species of indigenous,
New Zealand, and other timber tree seeds.
18th October, 1889.—Sent to Charles Moore, Esq., F.L.S,, Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney—12 species
miscellaneous tree and shrub seeds.
18th October, 1889.—Sent to the Trustees, Hyde Park, Sydney—12 species miscellaneous tree and
shrub seeds.
18th October, 1889.—Sent to Wm. H. Gnilfoyle, Esq., F.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Melbourne—
25 species miscellaneous tree and shrub seeds.
■

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S90.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH WALES.

GROWTH OF CEDARS IN THE MACLEAY AND
BELLINGER DISTRICTS.
(INFORMATION' RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 September, 1890.

{Laid upon the Table in answer to Question No. 4 of 1G September, 1890.]

Questions.
(4.) Growth of Cedars in the Macleay and Bellinger Districts:—Mr. Stevenson, for Mr, 0. 0. Dangar,
asked the Colonial Secretary,—
(1.) NVJiat sums of money have been expended in the Macleay District during the years 1887-8-9
in connection with the planting of cedars ?
(2.) NVhat result has attended the attempt to encourage tho growth of cedars in that district ?
(3.) The same information in regard to tho Bellinger District ?
(4.) In view of the expenditure and results, is it the intention of the Government to continue the
‘system hitherto adopted, or what course do they intend to adopt?

Answers.
(1.) 1887, £16 10s.; 1888, £21 4s.; 1889, nil.
'
(i2.) Owing to hush-fires and floods, the result has not been so satisfactory as was anticipated,
but a considerable number of the young plants are growing well.
(3.) 1887, £282; 1888, £285; 1889, £125 4s. The heavy timber overhead has retarded the
growth to a great extent.
(4.) The matter will bo decided after inspection by the Director-General of Forests,

[3d.]
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BOARD OR WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
(ANNUAL REPORT POE 18S9.)

JTrcsfnicb to SjLuTiamcut bv» Command.

To the Ilonorablc the Secretary for Public Works,—
Sir,
.
The Board of Water Supply and Sewerage have the honor to submit to
you their second annual Keport.
.
2. During the past year a great improvement has been made ter the supply of
water to the city by laying larger trunk mains, also in removing the old-fashioned
fire-plugs and inserting ball hydrants in their place; the Board have also inserted
some scrcw-down hydrants, and contracted for the supply of 1,000 more to he
placed at intervals throughout the main thoroughfares of the city.
3. The new Worthington pumps, and Babcock and Wilcox boilers, which
were ordered in 1888 arrived; they arc capable of forcing 12 million gallons in
twenty-four hours to a height of 70 feet, and were erected under the supervision
of Mr. T. II. Houghton, the engineer sent out by Messrs. Simpson & Co. (the
manufacturers) for that purpose, and to superintend the working of them for six
months. The foundations and buildings were designed hv the Board’s officers, and
carried out by contract under their supervision. Those engines take the place of
iho old rotalivc engines pumping to Paddington, and the Blake engines pumping to
Woollahra, which are now not only inadequate to the present demand on them but
arc also worn out. A new 3G-in. rising main will be laid from Crown-street to
Paddington and Woollahra to enable the new engines to pump at their full capacity.
4s. In their last Keport the Board stated the advisability of having sufficient
storage capacity of reservoirs to hold at least a day’s supply, and have hcen trying
to fix upon and secure a proper site; in this they have met with sonic difficulty
owing to the fact that the site for the high-level reservoir, which had been marked
out some years ago by the City Council, now forms part of the Centennial Park
Reserve. The present intention is to have a 15 million gallon high-level reservoir
at about 235 feet above high-water-mark level, as the Paddington and Woollahra
Reservoirs are far too small for present requirements, also to construct a 20 million
gallon reservoir at the same level as Crown-street Reservoir, to which the water
will flow by gravitation, so that in case any accident occurred to either the present
main trunk pipe or the one about to he laid the city would always have about two
or three days’ supply stored for distribution.
7!—A
5.
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5. The daily consumption of water was 8,820,000 gallons, showing an
increase of 680,830 gallons over the previous year.
6. The length of new mains of different sizes laid during the year was
86 miles 1468 yards, which, at 254 persons per mile, is equal to over 22,000 supplied
with water during the vear.
7. A gang of men had hcen continuously employed in cleaning out the old
mains with the spiral borer invented by the Board’s Engineer for Water Supply,
and by this means with very little cost their capacity is made almost equal to new
mains. Some of these mains had been laid over fourteen years, and were corroded
to such an extent that they were almost useless. The length of mains so cleaned
was 16 miles 907 yards.
8. A table is appended (A) showing the amount of water which flowed into
Sydney by gravitation, also the amount pumped to the various reservoirs, together
with the temperature and rainfall, and it is interesting to notice the effect of the
two latter on the consumption.
. __
9. During the year the Board’s attention was attracted to a rumour circulated
in Melbourne that the Melbourne water contained germs of typhoid, which was,
after a thorough examination, proved to be groundless. Thinking that sympathetic
fears might he entertained by the inhabitants of Sydney with regard to their water
supply, the Board caused a chemical analysis and microscopic examination to be
made of water taken from the drinking-filters at Ecdfcvn Railway Station. The
chemical analysis was conducted by Mr, Dixon, and the microscopic examination
bv Dr. Morris, which arc most satisfactory, and are as follows:—
*1

*

V '

Sir,

Technical College Laboratory, 301, Pitt-streel, ]3 November, 18&9.
Following your instructions given me on the IGlh of October, I that day wejit and got samples
of water from tiie uppor part of the lilter (viz., unfiltered water) from the waiting-room at Redrern
Kail way Station. Fart of this water I subjected to chemical examination with fho result that it
contained—
Suspended matter (oxide of iron, Ac.)
...
,,, 0'31 grs. per gallon.
2SO
..
Chlorine in solution...
‘None.
Pbosphal.es ...
None.
Inorganic ammonia
0 03 parts per million.
Organic ammonia
Chemically this water is ver\_ pure and far in advance of the old Botany supply which used to
contain very notable quantities of inorganic ammonia and often five times as much organic as this does.
The second portion of the sample I gave to Dr. Morris for microscopic examination as he makes a
speciality of this work, and I now enclose his report. Ho has gone thoroughly into the matter and his
report is as satisfactory us the chemical one. 1 may point out that the samples were taken in a way and
place so as to insure as fur as possible the presence of organisms.
Trevor Jones, Esq.. Engineer to the Water
] remain, &c,
and Sen ernge Board.
WILL. A. D1 NON, E. PC., E.C.S.
Mv dear Sir,
27, Cnstlereagh-strect. 12 November, 1889.
Herewith receive my micro-examination of the 4th, on a sample of water left by you on
IGth October.
On my first examination of the water with high power 1 came across isolated endosprorous
bacillus, resembling anthrax bacillus, After repeated examination I found this bacillus in thousands, as
a colony living in decayed vegetable matter. This at once showed me that we had septic not a
pathogenic bacillus to deal with.
They were in all stages of grouth, from 1 to 5 spore, never exceeding 5. I kept them under
observation for about fourteen days, to see whether they would take on any other form. I am now
perfectly satisfied that this water does not contain any bacteria of a pathogenic type, such as would
produce typhoid or anthrax ; and I am of opinion that this water is a very good water for all household
purposes. Trusting the enclosed report may be entirely satisfactory,
I am, &c.,
W. A. Dixon, Esq
WM. MOBRIS.
Micro-examination of a sample of water ghen to me by Mr. Dixon, IGth October, 1SS9.
27. Castlevcagh-strect, 12 November, 1889.
Tun sediment, as seen through a half-inch objective, consisted of oxide of iron entangled in minute
threads like processes (Beggiatoa) of vegetable matter diatoms, sponge spicules, water fleas, rotifers, and
various other animalculie, also line crystallized grit which polarized under a Nichols’ prism.
On subjecting it to a further examination with -Pa-inch immersion objective ovoid bodies (probably
eggs cf some minute water fleas or acari), microccus, bacteria, and minute algae, such as cladothrix,
Uecamo visible.
'
Having

t
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Having prepared and stained several specimens of the sediment, also the residue left on their
cover glasses after evaporation, 1 mounted them for special examination with higher objectives in order to
determine whether the bacteria were of a septic or pathogenic nature. I found that they belonged to the
septic type (those which live in decomposed or organic matter), such as bacteria termo and bacillus
subtius, all of which arc considered harmless, and invariably found in water where animal and vegetable
matter is undergoing decay ; in fact they are the minute scavengers of Nature.
I may state that the examination of these organisms were under my observation for about three
weeks, fresh specimens being selected about every third day, and this was carried out specially to ascertain
whether any of the microbes might alter their form, as in many cases they display considerable
polymorphism. 1 am pleased to state that I did not detect any pathogenic microbes (those which
characterise by their presence a special disease) ; therefore, as far as the bactaridse are concerned, my
opinion is that the water is a first-class sample.
The diatomacre consisted of six varieties, viz., ducyonema, synedra, coscinodiscus, epithemia,
eyelotella, and pleurosigma. The sponge spicules were curved and needle pointed at both ends, but not
so numerous as in the old Botany water. A good filter would intercept nearly the whole of these
organisms.
The reason I have taken so long over this matter is that I wish to make it as exhaustive as possible,
and if at any future time a pathogenic bacillus is supposed to be found in the water, before it is accepted
as such I would advise that the said bacillus be artificially cultivated until a pure culture is obtained,
then tested on some animal capable of taking the disease, then the animal ought to produce the typical
symptoms and lesions of such a disease.
TV. MOKRIS, P.R.P.S.H. & F.R.M.S.L.

10. To enable persons who had one or two horses or cows, or who had small
gardens, to obtain a supply of water for them without affixing a meter, the Board
instituted the following fees, "viz.:—10s. j)er horse' or cow per annum (since reduced
to 5s.), and 10s. per annum for every 750 superficial square feet of garden. This
was found to work very well, being of great benefit to the ratepayers, and also a
source of profit to the Board, as meters arc not only an expense to the consumer
hut also to the Board in reading them and seeing that they arc kept in proper order.
There were 5,080 applications made and fees paid for horses and cows, and 419 for
gardens.
11. The Profit and Loss account (B) is appended, which shows, after paying
interest on the Nepean Scheme, on loans of 188S, on debentures, and also, after
paying tire expenses of management and maintenance of the Department, that
there is a debit balance on the year’s transactions of £5,718 0s. M. This,
however, includes a sum of £2,446 8s. 8d. written off value of machinery as depre
ciation.
The expense of management, which lias been hitherto borne by the Water
Bund, will henceforth be to some extent divided with the Sewerage Fund.
12. Appended to this Keport is a very interesting tabic (C), showing the
comparative water supplies of the large towns in Great Britain and Adelaide,
Melbourne, and Sydney. On an examination of this it will he seen that the rate
charged the consumer by assessment is cheaper in Sydney than in any other town of
similar magnitude.
13. During the latter part of the year the Water Supply and Sewerage
Amendment Act No. 2 was passed, transferring to the Board all the sewerage works
which had been carried out by the city and suburban Councils and by the Govern
ment, and giving the necessary powers to the Board to carry out a complete
sewerage and ventilation system throughout the city and suburbs. The Sewerage
and Health Board, composed of the following members, viz. :—M. P. Pell
(Chairman), E. O. Moriarty, W. C. Bennett, Hon. J. B. Wilson, B. Palmer, F. Bell,
and Dr. Allcyne, Laid down the main scheme, which was approved of by Mr.
W. B. Clarke, the construction of which will he still carried on by the Government,
and when completed will he handed over to the Board, who will have to construct
the subsidiary sewers and reticulation of streets with all house connections, together
with the system of house and drain ventilation.
14. The Board appointed Mr. J. M. Smail, M, Inst. C.E., as their Engineer
for Sewerage. Mr. Smail was Assistant Engineer of Sewerage in the Government
•
Sewerage
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Sewerage Department, which position he had held for over ten years; previous to
that he was for some years Assistant City Surveyor and Assistant City Engineer in
the Corporation of the City of Sydney.
■
15. The Board have to record with deep regret the loss by death of one of
their members, Mr. W. C. Bennett, M. Inst. C.E., who was of invaluable assistance
to them in the initiation of their work, and at all times proved himself most willing
to place his great professional services at the disposal of the Board, which were of
incalculable benefit to them. Mr. B, li. P. Hickson, who succeeded Mr. Bennett
in bis position in the Government Service, was appointed by the Government to fill
the vacancy thus regrettably caused.
16. During the year fifty-eight meetings of the Board were held, at which
the attendance was as follows :—
Absent.
Preedit.
3
...
55
T. Rowe, President ...
...
...
...
3
...
55
B. Palmer, Vice-President (City Member) ...
7
...
22
VV. C. Bennett (Official Member)...............
1
...
28
R. R. P. Hickson
„
„
...............
16
...
43
C. W. Harley
„
„
...............
5
...
53
J. D. Young (City Member)...........................
1
57
G-. W. Lander (Suburban. Member)...............
. 3
...
55
•T. Grabam
„
„
...............
VI r. C. VV. Darley, who was in Europe on leave of absence, returned at- the end of March.

17. Owing to the repeated complaints made by the public of the position of
the Board’s offices at the northern end of Dower Georgc-street being so far out of
the wav, and also because these temporary offices were not sufficient to accommodate
the Sewerage Branch, the Board considered it desirable to request the Government
to resume a piece of land in a central part of the city and build thereon suitable
offices for them, which proposition, having met with the approval of the Government,
was brought before Parliament and referred to the Public Works Committee; in
the meantime the Board rented more favorably situated offices at 289, Pitt-strcet,
near the corner of Park-street, to which they removed at the end of the year.
18. An analysis of accounts (D) and the report (E) of the Engineer for Water
Supply, and the balance-sheet (B2) of the Accountant are attached hereto.
Heginald Bloxsohe,
THOS. HOWE,
Secretary.
President.
1 March, 1890.
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Table shewing ihe Volume of Wafer supplied Weekly from Prospect f?eseryoir by Gravitation to Sydney
and Suburbs during the Years 1888 and 188$, the distribution of this Water by Gravitation and by
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sssrae

Pumping / the Mean Shade Temperature and the Pain fat! for each (Meek.

Bl.
Metropoj/ttan Board of "Water Supply aa'd Skiterage-

Dr.

£

To Baiftnce brought forward ......................................
Amount at credit of Sinking Fund—transferred

£. d.

30.378 17
5,025 0

"Water Supply—Kevenue Accouxt

£

s. d.

9
0

Water rates...............
Meter accounts .......
2sTew mains ....................
Building supply .....
JIousc supply ...........
Drilling fees...............
Sundry vater supply
Plumbers’ licenses ...
Plumbers and others
Bents received...........
frstock account ........
<jardcn account .......

96,228
3G.4S5
!,15G
2,600
2,173
59G
151
250
120
G3
1,430
1SI
86

Miscellaneous ............

0

12 3
0 6
0 2
15 9
17 4
7 4>
15 10
0 0
9 9
15 (j
11 G
i> 0
0 0

141,531

3

0

2,G07

4

0

Cr.

£

s. d.

477
2,724
47
30
901
1,489
1,75G
12,048

14 0
13 6
10 0
5 S
G 5
13 10
10 0
19 5

£

s. il.

By .Repairs to machiticry................
Repairs and renewals of mains
Repairs to buildings ...............
Repairs to reservoirs................
Working expenses ...................
Coals.............................................
Rents paid .................................
Wages .........................................

i
1

20,385 12 10

JI/aBnjyrtMfiBf,

President's salary and Board fees
Salaries..................................................
Temporary' stall' ..................................
Legal expenses......................................
Stationei y and printing......................
Advertising and incidental expenses
Betty cash ..........................................

/rfM--

Bales cancelled and refunded

31st December, 1859.

Miitnicnance.
42,003 17

^

for tue year ending

1,708 12
7,038 18
4,407 17

6
6
2

21 10 0

033
822
350

0 11
3 1
0 0
1G.1S2 11

133,023 IS 3
Depreciation acccount—
20 per cent, on old pumps.......................
5
,,
machinery generally .
20
,,
working-plant and tools.
Interest on debentures—
£85,000, six months, to June, 1880 ........
£80,000,
„
December, 1889 .

J

Interest—~
Loan account, £2,409,970, to December, 1889..........
Loan advance, £3G,9Gl 17s. 7d,, to December, 1888
Balance enn'ied to next account
180,927 1G 0

“J

2,150

0

0

09,908 1G
1,478 9

0
5

2,000

8

2,140

8

8

105,027

5

r>

3G,2S:> 17

5

180,927 10

0

0 0

MELBK GREEK,
Accountants

CO
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B2.
MeteOPOLITAj? Boaed op Watee Supjly and Sewerage—Balance-sheet, Water Setpplt, 31st December, 188D.

£

Dr.
To amount advanced by Treasury Loans to May 2,5th, ISfS ...........
Interest....................................................................................................

2,076,313
423,61)7

6. <5.
0
0

£

0
0
2,499,970

Amount advauced by Treasury Loan 52 V. 17
Balance unexpended...........................................

£150,000 0 0
22,470 5 4

City Council Water Fund ...................................................................
Colonial Treasurer—advance for Summons Fees Account...........
Debentures .................................................................-........................
Outstanding Accounts due to contractors......................................
Bates overpaid.......................................................................................

127,529
380,568
243
80,000
21,088 10
015 0

9
1

s. d.

Cr.

By Metropolitan Water Supply Works—expended to 25th May,
1838, from Loans by New South Wales Government.......
0 0
Lands .................................................................................................,
Reservoirs .......................................................................................
Mains ...............................................................................................
14 8 ]
Buildings
......................................................................................
M aehiuery .......................................................................................
10 0
9 9
Working plant and tools ................................................................
New mams ........................................................ £118,663 5 5
0 0 1
,,
Campbell town...............................
2,174 15 11
Sundry works
Stores and coalj
Furniture
.

22,303 10 10
Amounts due contractors for deposits on contracts
Balance as per Revenue Account ........................ .

307 0
36,285 1 7

i. d,

£

£

s. d.

2,499,970
138,938
45,037
241,453
13,068
28,284
2,455

9
19
IS
17
5
11

6
0
8
10
1
3

120,838

1

4

15,085 5
1,024 19

S
2

0 .(*

154 c n

0 1
5 j

606,341 14 5

£31,672 3 2 1
Rates and aosounts outstanding...
707 11 6 j
Summons fees
,,
..................................................
K, S. and A. C. Bank, account at credit of contractor’s
deposits ...................................................................................
A. J. S. Bank, balance credit Summons Fees Advance
Account
.......
.................................................................
Colonial Treasurer, Balance Cash Account ................................
1SSS Vote ...............
1SS9 ..........................
Loans Trust Account
Wages ......................

oo
35,379 14 8
228 0 3
307
15
3,533 0
89 19
1,327 6
14 10

1

0 0
9

6

8
2
7
5

1 0
4,966

3 10

i

3,147,208

2

8

£>

3,147,208

2

8

MELBE.- GREEN.
Accountant,

c
Co mpah aiite Statement of Water Supplies in England, Scotland, and Ireland, from a. Be turn laid upon the Tabic of the House of Commons, 7th June, 1S8S, and Water Supplies to
Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney for the year 1888.
Bradford.

Population supplied...................

304,040

Leeds.

384,083

Sunderland
and
S. Shields.

Newcastle.

270,000

320,000

Nottingham.

233,000

Bristol.

303,000

10 millions 11 millions G millions llimillions 4f millions

Manchester.

Liverpool.

Edinburgh.

963,550

815,404

370,400

Glasgow.

794,020
i-w

millions 20 millions ISJmillions

Dublin,-

Belfast.

185,000

327,167

239,022

1,557,080

584,189

1,111,54/

1,001,927

1,051,032

3,222,790

4,205,342

1,154,000

2,345,000

818,400

654,566

112,744

91,600

55,829

84,619

59,800

80,500

221,000

216,711

84,238

163,923

42,851

07,611

15,617

13,607

4,119

14,899

20,967

14,328

35,792

70,666

20,614

44,436

„

Management ...

Rate, £20—annual value
»

4,005

7,544

£ s. d.
1 10 6

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

1 10

0

0 18

0

9,982

{

4,427

2,730,060

2,485,044

34,717
)
[

12,766

59,213

188,212

132,138

(

8,546

7,787

12,930

(

7,080

14,856

11,815

17,202

2,988

7,072

£

s. d.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

£ a. d.

£ s. d.

£

1

0

0

12

0

1

8

0

0 15

0

10

0

0 11

8

1

0

0

1

5

0

0 16

8

0 16

S

1

0

0

0 13

4

0 10

0

0

0

1 17

6

2 10

0

1

9

2

2 10

0

3

2

6

2

1

8

2

1

S

2 10

0

1 13

4

1

5

0

5

0

0

6

5

0

4

3

4

4

3

4

5

0

0

3

6

8

2 10

0

7 10

0

9

7

6

6

5

0

6

5

0

6 11

0

5

0

0

3 15

0

5

0

3

5

0

1

S

0

2

0

0

2

5

0

3

„ £100

„

..

5 10

0

5 10

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

3 10

0

5

0

0

3 15

0

5

0

0

2 18

4

„ £150

„

,.

7 10

0

7 10

0

4 10

0

4 10

0

4 15

0

7

4

0

5 12

6

7 10

0

4

6

.................

8,776

15,288

918,121

18,822

3

each additional

£

(

554,430

5,824

—

,,

296,000

4,092

)i

Per one bath or water-closet

400,000

Sydney.
1883.

4,431

£50

By meter, per 1,000 gallons ... Special ... G<1. to 9d.

113,000

Melbourne,
18$$.

o iiiiiliuus 15 millions 7i millions 4i millions OOimillions 8i millions

Cost of work.................... .............. 2,204,606

Expenditure—Maintenance ...

Adelaide,
1SS8.

Dundee.

Special ...

6d. to Is.

Ss. to 12s.

Ids. 6d.

4s. to 10s.

6s. to 10s.

3s.

6s. 3d.

4s,

3s.

Special ...

7d.

7
6d,

Special ...

Special ...

la.

s. d.

£ s. d.

Is, 3<l.to2s,

£ s. d.

Is.

o

£ s. d.

Is. Gd,

10s.
■

CO
1—J
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ANALYSIS Ol1 ACCOUNTS.
Sum.Y Table.
Ai crape Daily Supply
Total Supply
lor Year.

Average Daily
Supply.

Year,

Gallons,

Gallons.
•18S3 .................................................................

1SS9

.................................................................

s,i44,ieo

2,972,021,623

01,713

8,620^00

3,213/2^,150

7,024

MaiuR.

during year.

Estimated
Population
supplied.

Number
of Houses
sup)>hed.

IVr
House.

Per Head
of Estimated
Population.

Mains laid.

Gallons,

Gallons.

miles yds.

Mains cleaned.

miles

yds.

296,210

132

27‘49

53

803

4

m

320,035

129

27‘05

86

1,403

16

907

"Water Bates.
Less,
Outstanding
Accounts oti
January itc.

Year.

s.

£

d.

■1333..........................................................

02,037 10

0

1336.........................................................

41,739 13

3

E

70,733

Total Charjfcs
Unpaid Water
Hates, &c.

Pulled dov>n
Houses, Ac.

£

d

£

s. d

0

2

132,771

S 11

112,584 14

9

131,324

8

0

s. d.

s.

£

d.

A'

Maintenance
of Mains.

and
Expense:*.

Coals.

r.

012

5

0

■11,730 IS

3

90,030

•2,607

4

9

34,072

2

147,Olo

U

Less
Hofituds, Ac.,
by Treasury.

3.
957 14

D 11

0

Net Receipts.

1,105

1

6

s.

li.

6

89,131 15

£

5

9

145,030 13

4

Makagemest.

Maen'tesasce.

Year.

Gross Receipts
paid
to Treasury.

■d

£

Gross Water
Hates.

President
and
Board fees.

Total
Maintenance.

Rents.

Advertising
and
Incidental.

Stationery
and
Printing,

Salaries.

Total
Management,

1
s.

d.

1%

t)

061 14 5

3,289 3 0 13 S50 5 10

1,489 13 10

£

■less ..........

ISSf).................

a.

i.

504 3 n

£

8,170

£

=.

d.

£

767

s.

0

1,7:16 io

£

d.

k.

<L j

£

s.

d.

8 10,343 17 9

1,253 10 3

o 20,333 12

l,7n3 12

10 |

£

G

s. d.

£

s

d.

£

B.

d.

£

&

d.

5,779 12 7

1,303 7 1

525 0 4

8,861 16

3

32,346 15 S

933 9 11

1.103 10 7

10,182 11

8

GeAEUAI, SuilMARI.

Year,

Interest.

Total
Not Itcooipte, Maintenance
and
Management.

on Loan
Onpital,

On Debenture
Stock,

Balance for the Year,
On Annual
Loans.

Total
Interest,

Credit,
£

£

8, d.

£

i. d.

£

(, eh

£

a. d.

£

s, d.

£

Debit,

£

10,205 14 0

59,070 7 3

4,800 0 0

04,276 7 3

1S80................................... 145,039 13 4

36,503 4 0

00,593 30 0

4,150 0 0

1,473 0 6 110,627 5 5

Outstanding
Account*.

:, d. |

8. d.

89,131 18 A

•1533..................................

j

s, d.

5,640 14 2

£

s. d,

41,739 13 8
j

(5.C00 0 0
* The monaffcmcnt of llie

Sydney

Water

Supply

f £«%000 Dehenturcf nhich fell due during l^SLL

1,255 10 7
i

waa traneftrred to the Foard on
*

‘

Bay

]2th, 198S,

84,072 8 2

11

E.
SulijeetYearly Eeport, Engineer for Water Supply.
Board of Wafcor Supply and Sewei'agc,
Sydney, 21 February, IS00.
I have the honor to submit to the Board the customary yearly report of operations and progress of the
Board’s work in the above Department for the year 1889.

Pipe-laying,
The year commenced with considerable activity, which was maintained throughout the year at the
average rate of 7-} miles per month, of pipes of all sizes. By the middle of the year the bulk of the require
ments of the most importunate applicants had been satisfied, after which the ordinary current extensions
were proceeded with of extensions into new districts and the completion of those already commenced.
The Board’s operations were occasionally impeded by the want of special castings, which evil the
Board have provided for in the future by deciding.to import in bulk the most generally-used types.
The pipes ordered under the Stanton Company’s contract commenced to be delivered in May, a little
before the contract time, and they continued to meet requirements until a consignment of pipes made for
that company under sub-contract were found to be of a make much inferior to those made by the company
itself, when, by authority of the Agent-General, an extension of time was given to the company, and a falling
off in deliveries ensued, causing a little delay to the Board’s operations.

Interruption to Water Supply from Prospect.
On the 17th February an interruption to the supply from Prospect took place, arising from a flaw
previously known to exist, but which suddenly took a threatening aspect, and the water was suddenly
stopped, and resort was had to the Botany pumps, but not before considerable inconvenience was felt.
This incident strengthened the determination to construct a 100,000,000-gallon reservoir at the pipehead, and to lay a duplicate 4-ft. main from Potts Hill to the city, which will render the city and suburbs
practically safe against interruption to their water supply.

New Outlet Works, Paddington.
The outlet works at Paddington, and the trunk main thence into the city, for the more liberal
distribution of high-level water, sanctioned by the Board in 1888, were completed and in action by March,
when a marked improvement in the supply to Darlinghurst, Surry Hills, (tc., was evident, the higher levels
of these localities having previously received for some time a precarious supply.

Duplicate Main, Pitzroy-strect.
The work of laying the duplicate 20-inch main in Fitzroy-street, and other work to the same end, for
enabling botli the Board’s pumps to work at the same time, also sanctioned by the Board, was completed
and at work in February, without which work it would have been practically impossible to meet the
demands of subsequent months, as the consumption assumed greatly-increased proportions.

New Worthington Engines.
The foundations for the new Worthington pumps and boilers were in readiness to receive that plant
on its arrival, 15th September, the engineer deputed by Messrs. Jus, Simpson & Co, (Mr. Houghton) to
erect the same having landed about a month previously, and by the end of the year the work was drawing
to a close, the building of the engine and boiler houses and the chimney-stack, as well as the connections of
the pumps to the reservoir and to the outlet pipes, having been carried on simultaneously without any serious
inconvenience.

Old Engines.
In the meantime the old pumping engines at Crown-street, with careful watching and frequent
repairs, were enabled to moot the wants of the Board, but their unduly elevated situation restricted the
efficiency of the trunk 42-inch main, which was designed only to deliver its full quota when flowing freely
into the reservoir; but in order to bring the water within reach of those engines, it was forced, by the
partial closing of the valve, to a height of about 13 feet above the reservoir, which limited the
amount delivered. (For particulars of repairs, 4ic., to these pumps see Mr. Fyfe’s report), The new
pumps are fixed at such a level as to feed themselves without restricting the trunk main,

Further Interruption.
On April 6th warning was received from Prospect that another interruption would take place
to the supply, and immediately the Botany pumps were got in readiness to tide over the interruption, but
they were only called into requisition on the 24th, when they met the temporary want without inconvenience
to the public.
.
Screw-down
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Screw-down and Ball Hydrants.
On April the 9fch a trial was made of the relative value for ejecting streams of water on fires of the
ball form of hydrant, as compared with the “screw-down,” resulting a very little in favour of the latter, so
far as length of jet was concerned ; but the claims of the “screw-down” in other respects were recognized
by the Board, with the result that the Board ordered, locally, 1,000 ball hydrants for immediate use, and sent
to England for a further 5,000, and 1,000 [I screw-down ” hydrants, the latter to he placed at Specially
important places in the city or suburbs.

Ham, Centcnmal Park, carried away by heavy rains.
On May 25th very heavy rains fell, causing great damage in Centennial Park to one of the dams,
hut which was met by prompt measures.

Plumes.
The flumes which had been erected for the temporary supply were dismantled and sold in May, to
obviate the possible danger of their being blown down and causing damage.

AsMeld supply.
There were parts of Ashfield which could not be reached by the gravitation scheme or the Paddington
water; it was therefore determined by the Board to give "Woollahra pressure to this locality on two or three
days per week, pending the erection of a 100,000-gallon tank now about to be constructed. When this is
finished, it will be filled at night, and will afford a constant supply to those elevated localities.

General.
On the 22nd November the 30" trunk main, formerly used as a Botany pumping-main, but now
partly used as a Woollahra pumping-main, fractured at the corner of Fitzroy and Crown Streets, but was
repaired in twelve hours without serious interruption to the water supply,
A week later the same pipe broke at the corner of Albion and Crown Streets, but was promptly
repaired.
At the latter part of the year it became doubtful whether the site for a 20,000,000-gallon high-level
reservoir would be granted by Government; it therefore became necessary to explore for other sites.
An accident threatening the failure of the Blake pumps occurred on the 9th December, which, from
its seriousness, caused a pressure to be brought upon the contractors to complete their connections to and
deliveries from the new engines, which had already been erected, but so far the evil has not caused sucli
failure.
In discussing the sewerage question of the Western Suburbs by the Public Works Committee, some
doubts arose as to the adequacy of the Nepean scheme to afford water to meet that want; but on being
assured that the scheme had been designed with all such wants in view, and that such wants would be
freely met, that difficulty was considered disposed of.
During the year the Board granted the use of the high-level water for actuating elevators direct from
the main in nine instances, and ruled that in future such rights could only be granted if the applicant
provided tanks at such elevation as would actuate the lift, into which the water could flow in an equable
stream, so that such machines would not cause sudden and frequent depletion of mains, to the detriment of
the domestic and other uses.

Power-lift Co.
A Power-lift Company is erecting works and laying pipes to actuate their machines, and are apply
ing to the Board for water at a reduced rate, on account of the large quantity used; and I have thrown out
the suggestion that some terms should be arranged for the Company to use water now running to waste at
Botany, by using the Board’s smaller pump, and connecting the Company’s works with the Botany rising
main, but so far no finality lias been arrived at.
'

CampbcUtown.
The water was brought into Campbelltown during 1888, but ,the want of pipes prevented the exten
sion by reticulation for a time. Specification for the completion of this work will shortly be submitted.

Liverpool.
A scheme for the supply of Liverpool was approved and adopted by the Board, but while waiting
for 'the arrival of pipes a new proposition was made by the Mayor of Liverpool, the claims of which had
such merits that considerable delay was entailed in reconsidering the matter, and it has yet to be settled.
Quantity
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Quantity of water pumped and coal consumed during the years 1879 to 1889 inclusive :—■
Year.
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

From Botany to Crown-street Reservoir.
Water Pumped.
..........................................
1,488,297,152 galls......................................
.........................................
..........................................
..........................................
..........................................

1,522,843,440
1,281,692,592
1,304,004,000
1,729,537,200

j,

..►

...

...

3)
,,

...
,.,

...
...

-•.
..,

Coal Consumed.
6,365 tons.
6,320 „
4,997 „
4,808 „
5,510 ,

J>
*■‘
***
'’1
1884 ..........................................
5,754 „
1,590,107,040 1J
'‘'
***
r•*
1885 ..........................................
6,237 „
1,729,441,440 it
...
...
...
1886 ..........................................
1,864,123,400 ,, (Nepean water partly received) 7,240 „
1887 ..........................................
4,040 „
1,047,638,880 »
>J
3)
1888 1
No water was raised from Botany, as the Nepean scheme was complete.
1889 i
From Crown-street to Paddington and Woollahra.
Year.
To Paddington.
To Woollahra.
Coal Consume
1879 . ..
Nil.
galls.
...
758 tons.
...
...
480,205,500 galls.
...
599 „
1880. ...........................
511,906,510 „
...
j)
a
1881 . ...........................
508 ,,
17,767,04b „
...
372,323,963 „
...
1882. ..........................
559 „
453,060,680 „
...
36,410,630 ................
1883 . ...........................
55,382,384 „
...
739 „
571,414,074 „
...
1884 . ...........................
83,867,744 „
...
569,034,960 „
...
817 „
704 „
1885 . ...........................
568,140,150 „
...
94,959,800 „
...
1886 . ...........................
124,994,480 „
...
972 „
535,848,540 ,,
...
1887 . ...........................
1,1921,- „
633,380,590 „
...
190,100,040 „
...
1888 . ..........................
300,112,240 „
...
724,914,200 „
...
1,613* ,,
1889. ...........................
843,068,150 „
...
339,163,150 „
...
l,683i h
From Woollahra to Waverley.
1887—From April 2 to December 31,
19,317,700 gallons.
1888—From January 1 to December 31 61,236,931
„
181 tons.
1889—From January 1 to December 31 86,679,780
„
197 !>

The Secretary, Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.
Sir,

J. TREVOR JONES, C.E.,
Engineer for Water Supply.

The Waterworks, Crown-street, 2 January, 1890.
I have tho honor to make the following report upon the working of all the pumping engines
during the year just ended, 1889:—
The main pumping engines at Crown-street works have been kept going daily throughout the year
pumping to Paddington Reservoir. Tim western crank being completely broken through, a stronger strap
had to be fitted on; and recently, to make it more secure, a strong malleable iron plate had to be fitted on
to face of crank, securely fastened with steel bolts. A fracture in western fly-wheel has been made good
with steel plates and bolts, well fitted and securely fastened. The ordinary examinations and repairs
consistent with the constant running of the machinery have been carried out as required. It is fully three
years since the main engines have had a thorough overhaul, which of course will cause it to be extensive
when opportunity permits of its being done. The laying-up for general repairs is much needed, and will
require to be done when the work can be taken up by the new pumps.
During the year the quantity pumped to Paddington Reservoir by these pumps was 843,008,150'
gallons,showing an increase of 118,153,950 gallons on the previous year, and an increase on the corresponding
quarter of tho year previous of 37,137,950 gallons.
The Blake pumps have had new central valve-chambers fitted to them, also a new pump-rod; they
have been working daily throughout the year; they are, however, showing unmistakable symptoms of
general decay, and require careful watching to keep them up to their work; they have been doing fair
work, considering their critical state, but cannot be depended on much longer to keep up the supply.
During the year the water pumped by these pumps to the Woollahra Reservoir was 339,103,150 gallons,
showing an increase of 39,050,910 gallons on the prerious year, and an increase in the corresponding
quarter of the year previous of 7,530,180 gallons. From the great increase in the quantity of water
pumped it must be evident that we are in great straits to keep up tho supplies with our limited, resources.
The three boilers at these works supplying the main pumping engine and Blake pumps with steam—
these, with their connections, were in good working order throughout the year, only requiring a limited
renewal of feed-pipe.
The pump at Woollahra Reservoir was almost daily worked throughout the year, pumping to the
Waverley Reservoir, and did its work satisfactorily. The repairs to this pump were of a limited and
ordinary nature, necessary to its efficient maintenance.
The boiler in connection with this pump was in fair working order, and was daily in use
throughout the year, with two days exception, when it had to be laid up to undergo the necessary
internal and flue cleaning.
.
The pumps and boiler at the North Shore works have been working satisfactorily throughout the
year. At the commencement of tho year from two to three days’ pumping per week was sufficient to
meet the water requirements; but now, like other places, the demands on them have increased to such an
'
extent
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extent that it lias been found necessary these hut three mouths to pump every day. They were in good
working order throughout tho year, and required only the ordinary renewal of pump-iulves, springs,
packing, &c.
The Botany pumps were worked under steam several days on 1wo different occasions in the early
part of tho year, and were turned round, each engine respectively, every week by hand. A boiler-fire
has been kept banked during tho whole time, and the banking changed periodically for the purpose of
drying flues and keeping'the external bottom of boilers dry.
1 have. &c„
J, Trevor Jones, Esq., Board Water Engineer.
J. EYFE, E.O.P.
KETtritx of Water supplied and Coal consumed, January 1st to December 3lst, 1889.
From

Water pumped.

To

Crown-street.............. ............. Paddington .........................
Si
...............
Woollahra..................

Gallons.
P43,06S,100
3.19,103,150
80,010,780

|

Coal consumed.

Tons. cwt.
1
603
1,020
S
0
197

qr.
0
0
0

J. ETh'E, E.O.P.

To Board Engineer.

Statement of Repairs effected and Material used at Crown-sfrcct Waterworks for quarter ended

_
31st December, 1889.
A portion of defective feed-pipe taken out and replaced by 2i* steam-pipe and bends.
Window-blinds taken down, cleaned, painted, refitted, and again put into position.
7 new junk-ring bolts fitted to B. pump buckets.
4 dozen Y.I. valves used to replace defective ones, B. pumps.
2 dozen springs
„
,,
1 junk-ring stud to main engine pump.
1 valve main pump, replaced defective one.
1 unfinished crank-shaft, in stock.

1 strong strap for defective crank, in stock.
To Board Engineer.

,1. EYFE, B.O.P., 1/1/00.

Statement of Stores received and consumed at Crown-streeL Waterworks for quarter ended

31st December, 1889.
Hecoivod during current quarter.

Englebert lubricant, SI gall, (general use).............................................
Tallow, l cwt. (Blake pumps) ..............................................................
Springs, 4 do&

„

Marline, 2 skeins
Twine. 1 skein
Kerosene, 4 gall.
Tube-brush, 1
Bath brick, '2

^

Muriatic acid

................................................................
},
_
n

........................................ 1
.............................................. ........
.......................................................
.
.............................................
....................................................

,,

..................................................

Lees (general use).................................

...........................................

Firing-shovels, 2 ...............................

...........................................

Copper wire, 1 lb.
,,
...............................................................
Canvas sun-screen ..................................................................................
Sponge-cloths, 1 doz..........
.......................
......................................
Hose, 45 feet (general use)...........................................................................................................
Hack saw frame, 1
f1
....................................................................................
Blacklead, 1 lb.
j
. .
......................................
Manilla 1 in. line, 1 lb. for sun*awning
...........................................................
Escape-valve, Botany main ....................................................................................................

In
30th fccpteJnlicr

Consumed.

Itornumiiig in Slock.

1011)............................. 10 lb................
10 „ ..............
10
...................
In gall...............
1 ...............................
s.....................
20 gall.............. SO gall............... 20 gall.
1 cwt...............
2 iloz.
4 tloz............
0.
40 ...................... 105 lb.' .............
..............
2 skeins ..........
._ ......
i .............................
3 gall. ............... 7 gall...............
i 7.............................
i 7...............................
O
00 lb................... 40 lb.................. 20 lb.
1 ,, ..................... J
fr a
•7 "
1
.........................
1
3 .....................
1 ................................. 2
1 cwt.
1 cwt........................
7 ................................. 7 ................................
o
1 ................................. 1
In use ..............
i.................................
*...............................

In use .....................
1 cwt.........................
& doz.....................
In use .....................
41b.........................
1 ,, ...........................
In position . .
in use .....................

Emerv cloth. 1 quire
.......................................................
Candles, 1 lb. *
...................................................................
Pad-lock, 1 .....................................................
..
....
.................
Pire-rake, 1 ..............................................................................................................................................

i ih.............................
In use .....................

Wood-axe, 1........ “.......................... '........................................................

2 gall...............
In use ..............
J.

To Board Engineer.

i

In use ..............
i...............................

] cwt.
1 doz.
* lb.

FYFB,
E.O.P., 2/1/90.

Sir,
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Sir,

■
21 February, 1890.
I have the honor to submit Annual Report of works done during tic year 1889:—
Main-laying.

1. During the year pipes of various sizes laid number 48,870, giving a total length of 86 miles
1,468 yards, making an average distance of 1 mile 1,179 yards per week. Upon the whole, the contrac
tors have executed the work in a very creditable manner.
Miin-deaning.
2. During the latter part of the year a considerable length of mains has been cleaned in the
suburbs, and a small quantity in the city. Tho condition of some of the mains prior to undergoing the
process of cleaning was very bad, some being so foul as to be reduced to a diameter of J-in., and in some
instances practically closed, the only supply being by percolation through the corrosion. Evidence of bad
workmanship in jointing was also present; large quantities of lead were extracted from tho mains. The
system whicli I have adopted, by the introduction of an instrument wdiile main-laying for the detection
of foreign substances, pracdcally precludes the possibility of a recurrence of such work. A marked
improvement in supply has been made in localities where this work has been carried ou, which has rendered
the mains equal to new, thereby effecting a great saving.
Mater Supply.
3. Notwithstanding the increased area reticulated, tho supply has been successfully maintained.
Inspections.
4. Much useful work has been done by the Waste-water Inspectors, and a thorough system of
hoxise-to-houBo inspection carried on in city and suburbs, resulting in the detection of a large number of
cases of evasion of payment of rates for stock, machinery, &c.. also tho suppression of much waste of
water.
"
,
D. C. ROBERTSON,
Engineer for Water Supply.
Inspector,

Spjimaby of Work done during year 1880.
Mains laid
...
..
48,870 pipes = 152,828 yards =: 8G miles 1,488 yards.
Mains cleaned ...
...
...
'
Id „
007 „
Mains removed..........................
1 „
400 „
Mains repaired..............
...
123
Privftto works paidfor by plumbers and otliors for ineertin branches and
valves
...
...
...
90
Inspections made of premises...
...
72,337
Notices served to abate pollutions ...
10S
„
„
pay special fees ...
3,961
„
„
itflii meters
...
131
,,
abate waste of water
.
...
...
1,443
No. of verdicts—85 (obtained for non-payment of fees) fines
£44 9s.
Leaks—Services cut off to prevent waste of water...
...
2,090
New meters tested before connections
...
...
...
1,1G5
Old meters disconnected for adjustment
..........................
239
1,404
Horse-troughs supplied—
City
..........................................................................
1
Suburbs..........................................................................
40
41
Onlley-shafts supplied—
City
..............................................................
...
49
Suburbs ...
......................................
...............
29

78
Gas-engines supplied—
City
..........................................................................
Suburbs..........................................................................

32
37

Main drillings to connect servico—
City
..........................................................................
Suburbs ...
...
...
...
...
...
...

463
3,527
3,090

Extensions from existing services—
City
......................................
Suburbs ...
...
...
...

'..........................
..............

59
525
584

Absthaot

74—C

378
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Absteact

of .Mains iaid

during the Year 1889,
LcnsjUiB of different sized Pipes.

Number of different sired Pipes.

Total

District
3"

4"

6"

12"

7"

15"

IS" 20" 21" SO"

4"

S"

0"

Concord ......................
Darlington..............
East St. Leonards,.

Enfield ......................
Fire Dock.............
Glebe.............................
Granville ......
Leichhardt.............
Macdonnldtown
Marrickvillo ...
Newtown ......
Paddington ...
Petersham.....

174
4,230
1,531
924
133

2

3
169
987
154
72)
2S4
374
555
1,517
871
282
1,797
885
129
840

128
2,851
527
1,017
149 9
69
4031
2,039
53
700
745
107
1,216
666
2,115
293
292
471
118
02S

Eandwick .....
676
Bed fern.........
418
Rockdale .....
20
74
St. Leonards ,,, sio 1,548 1,750
St. Peters .....
756
187
Strathfield.....
890
530
x
Victoria .........
Waterloo .....
319
379
Wavorley ......
20
199
Woollahra.....
737
330

41
80
6621
4

...

.

...

47

512

...

528
12,843
4,668
2,807
413
...

212

12

8

7

.1 ...

1
178
'"4
...

i

1
40s:

...

1

300

11

30
1

13
106
1
171

317
335
91

716
476 ... 152 18
2 270 4
640

9S7
252
182

...I ...
J ...

4S2

i

...1

...

...

,1
1
1
j

133

13

.. J ...
J ...

|

... 055
...1 ...
1

:::i

.. | ...

..J ...j ...

9
512
2,991
469
2,190
864
1,162
1,662
4,632
2,628
804
5,466
2,742
395
2,610
2,021
1,283
63
4,707
2,292
2,685
1,997
961
81
980

IS"

15"
|

i

Alexandria........
Ash field............
Ualinain............
Burwood............
Campbelltown
Cttiiiperdown
Canterbury ...
City.....................

12"

9"

7"

387
8,636
1,619
3,035
441 25
209
1,200
6,192
161

-175
241
2,019
14

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...|

...

...

...

I

...

...

...1
1,542
5
542

2,149

...

$55 45 ...j 65

197

-..(

...

...|

4..

...|

...

...j

...

is

2,274
327
3,664
2,047

3
1,242

0,375 ....
881 ...
897 ...1
1,426 ...,
|
356
1,894 ....
...j

911

......

- J ‘”1

...

40 2,690

101
1

29,1,720
607
439
20 1,103 49

072

6?0i 2,529

.....

.. .

2

Total

Pipesfor Mains for
20" 24" 30" District. District.

. .1 ...
/o
...1 . .
..-1 . .

217 .. | 1,014 4,006
280 1,032 1,936
5,309 ...:
731
508
1,619
402
3
1,147
607
39
2,236...

302
7,122
2,138
2,603
300
69
406
3,001
1,040
155
1,608
284
1,123
662
2,734
1,945
282
!■,939
1,178
1,110
1,703
119
2,432
418
1,416
4,442
1,125
1,426
792
698
218
1,080

yds.
915
21,659
6,528
7,911
893
£09
1,209
9,415
3,152
474
4,881
864
3,451
1,989
8,299
5,917
SC4
15,491
3,623
3,824
5,053
358
8,092
1,283
5,300
14,219
3,691
4,304
2,402
2,103
683
3,255

|
7,378j 8,895
1,963 701 75 csj 48,870 152,828
Total for year 321 22,209 18,458 9 3,056 l,825j 2,3l6j482 164 18 la'ocal 67,530 55,026(25 9,301
1
,
!
Grand Total, 48,370 pipes=86 miles 1,468 yards,

Mains Laid,

1889.

No. and Size of Pipes.

Total
Total No.
Lenffth of tettuth Cf length
for of pipes for
eftch size. moil].
district'. district.

District find Street
3"

Alexandria.
Victoria-street..........................
Queen-streot., ........... ...........

4"

151
23

Mitchell Road...........................

0"

12"

lb"

20"

13"

24"

..

f
52

-

1

yds.
458
70
......

...

128

yds.
458
70
226
161
523}
387 J

174

Total for year .............. £
Ash field.
Croydon Road..........................
'Do
..........................
Prospect-street..........................
JIardie Avenue ......................
Milton-strcet ..........................
Do
..........................
Palace-street......... ....................
Prospect Road..........................
Do
..........................
Edwin-street ..........................
Kowranie-etrcet ......................
Do
..................
Carlton Crescent......................
Do
..........................
Lorne-street..............................
Morris-street ..........................
Wellesley-street .............................................
Edward-street.....................................................
Do
..........................
Arthur-street .....................................................
Do
.....................................................
Short-street............................................................
King-street ............................................................
Bartlett-street....................................................
Tbomas-street.....................................................
Regent*9trcet ....................................................

0"

»1r

r
i
...

...

4
41

62
44
55
..

•i
98

...

134
103
198
...

137
4
403

4.4

i■.
4.4

...

v..

2
65
138
97
48
67
26

•

407
87
81
168
229
55

...
..4

,

|

...
...

IO7)
188
133
167 )
404 )
310
598}
12 i
297
416}
17 f
1,224}
4|
197
416
295
144}
202]
79]
1,235 J
264
245
509
700
168

175
188
133
fi?]
310
610
297
43;i

1,223
197
416
295
346
1 31 dt
26+
245
5UU
700
li)S

yds.

015

302

379
17
SIaixs Laid, 1889—continued.
No. and Size of Pipes.
District zincl Street.
3"
Asiifikld—aoniinued,
Jlcrbert-street ..........................
Do
.........................
Alt-alrcct......... ................... .
JoJin-streBt ..............................
Do
...............................
Lang-atroet ........................ ..
Do
..............................
Church-atrcct ...........................
Ductamid-strcBt......................
Pcrcy-streel..............................
Mftrian-street ..........................
HamBay-tarcot........................
Do
...........................
Liverpool Hoad .......................
Pcirson-stroct ..........................
Scavicw-sti'Oct..........................
Do
...........................
Queen-afreet.................. ...........
Do
...............................
Yietoria-street...........................
Canterbury Old Hoad...............
Do
...............
William-atreet...........................
Loftus-Btreet ..........................
QroBvenor-atreet.......................
Norton-strcot ...........................
Hleet-street ..............................
Cbapman-atreet ......................
JIolborow-Btrecfc.......................
Elizabeth-atreet .......................
CroirnrclI-atreet ......................
Tlia Avenyo..............................
Hordern Parade .......................
Highbury Parade ...................
Prineea-Etreet .........................
Cnrahnllon-strcet......................
Tarriiga-Etreet..........................
Webb’s Avenue ...... ...............
Dalbouaie-atireet .....................
Tilloefe-slrcet ..........................
Abignil-strect ......................... .
Armstroug-strcel ...................
Do
...................
Hnrdy-Btrcct..............................
Harland-street...........................
Wilaon-street ............. ............
Victoria Hoad ...........................
Bland-strect..............................
Curt-etrcct..................................

6»

ID"

13"

2(r

24"

G8

6
2

43
m
4

00
66
89
110
129
79

93
62
128
1
io
189
6
...

54
10G
303
45
36
62
106
39
30
35
38
178
40
69
49
50
63

...

...

248
161

4,230

211
77

...

269

...

111

"i

16
13
75
70
38
62
48
45
33
03
41
131
63
60
75
12
...

18
53
18
46
54
58
69
19
67
44
47
8

2,851

yds.

yds.

207}
£71;
£06
270}
17/
6}
330 f
375
240
124
173
16)
281 j
163
389

478
206
287

41

...

...
...

48
40
226
214
116
191
142
134
100
196}
173/
126
396
160
177
227
35
60
162
66
141
173
178
182
59
202
122
136
26

yds.

335
375
240
124
173
296
183
389
762
538
672
060
229
164
323
920
135
108
817
159
322
118
109
106
120
530
121
210
336
147
160
207
822
214
138
478
522
127

12,848}
8,636 f 21,659
175)

...

66

Total
Total No.
Length of Length of length
for of pipes for
each size.
main.
district* district.

769/
505}
33/
572
18}
642/
229
164
323
920
135
108
817
159
322
118
109
106
120
530
121
210
336
147
150
194}
13/
822
214
138
478
522
127

...

275
72
46
157
171
41

Potal for year.............. j

B AMAIN.
Oow-streot ..............................
Punch and Gkm Streets...........
Abattoir Hoad...........................
Callan-street...........................
Hutchinson-street ................ .
Oiford-stroet ..........................
Prosper-Etreet...........................
Bayvillo-street............ ..............
Terrv-atreet ........................ .
Hampton-streot .......................
Do
.......................
Bay-street..................................
Eoucart-street...........................
HanOYDr-afcrcet...... *...... ...........
Llewellyn-strcet ......................
Mackenzic-Bt^ect.......................
Little-street..............................
Button-street ...........................
Pasbloy-street...........................
Qncon’s-plaee ..........................
Margaret-street ............
Booth-street..............................
Little’s-lane..............................
Cardwell-street .......................
Macquarie-tcrrace ...................
Tbomas-street ..........................
Witbercombo-street..................
Bobcrt-street ,. .......................
Campbell-street ......................

i"

ft" j 12"

48
40
226
214
116
191
142
134
100
368
126
396
160
177
227
35
60
162
56
141
173
178
182
69
202
122
136
26

21,659

7,122

■

380
18

continued.

Mains Laid.
No. and Size of Pipes

District and Street
3"

i"

C"

a"

l<w/

Balmain— conlhwed.

40

Cooper-street ............
Coll ins-street ............
Bhoebe-street ............
Little Stephcn-streot
CarrieTiSlc-street........
Hoodie-street ............

Do

54
24
37

31

100

.........

Wellington-street

80

.......................
..........................

Meta-strcct ..............................
Gibbs-street .................................
Bcdmyrc Road..............................
Marmck-street..............................
Scale-street ............... ..................
Cooper-street ..............................
Albert-street..................................
Queen-street...................................
Do
...................................
Liverpool Bond ..................... ...
Do
........... ..............
Do
..........................
Devonshiro-street .....................
Parramatta Boad.........................
Do
.........................
Everton-street.................. ........ .
Moseley-street.............................
M'Gregor-street ....... ................
Thomas street ..............................
"Wnimea-strcet............................

Total for year

.... 1

Do

Hallway-street................

Hurley-street .......... .

315
252
402
663

122

2,603

893

893

300

209

209

209

69

118
285

350
850)

350

oj

859

403

1,200)

1,209

1,209

406

71
177
48

258 £
223)
541)
146 £

6)

113
33
45
164
130
36
141
124

6
63

12
414
96
465
130
44
46
45
97
924
1,017
662

4
...
... (7") 9
24
149

....................

yds.

7,911

85

Campbelltown.
Canal ...... ......................
Do............................
Queen-street ...................

Total No,
ofpipesfor
district,

2,138

Toung-street ..........................
Do
.............................
Do
..............................
Gromnor Crescent.....................

Total
of length
for
district

6,528

BullWOOD.
Boundary-street .....................

Do

124
169
73
114
97

4,668)
1,619 £
241J

1,631

Do

124
169
73
114
97
304)

527

133

main.

yds.

122

120

Length

yds.

39

8

Total for year

24"

SO

79

.........
............
............
............
............
............

20"

238 \
14)
30)
372)
12b
410 \
241)

4
Beattie-street
Do
Weston-street
Do
Do
G-lasaop-street

IS"

H'

3

...

15"

Length of
each size.

53
Cl

339
102
139
49G
397
110
430
377
16)
195 j
14 b
37
1,256 )
291
1,410)
23 J
393
134
139
138
294
2.807)
3,085 £
2,019)

14)
25)
69)
441/
160
184

6,028

490
692
339

102
139
496
397

110
430
377

211
1,306
291
1,433
393
134
139
138
294
7,911

39
510
160
184

138
Total for year

149

Campbedown.

Stanley-street ...............

69

Cantebbubt.

Milton-street .............. .
King-street ..................
Do
..................
Total for year

38
19
Mauts Laid, I'i&S—continur.d.
No. and Size of Pipes.
District and Street.
3"

City.
Macquarie-strcet......................
Do
.......................
Castleroagh-BtreBt ..................
Do
...................
Do
...................
Chisholm-latio..........................
Jamieson-street .....................
Do
......................
Algor-street ..............................
Do
..............................
Dlizabcth-strcet .......................
Pitzroy-eti'eet ..................... .
Crown-street ..........................
Do
..........................
Do
..........................
Market-street ..........................
Park-street ..............................
A.S.N. Co. Wharf ..................
Do
..................
Koslyn Avenue.........................
St. James Boad ......................
Stewart-strcet ..........................
Athlono-plaee ..........................
Do
..........................
_
Do
..........................
livcrpool-street ......................
Do
......................
Do
......................
Bent-street ..............................
Clarence-street................. ........
Bligh-street ..............................
Hunter-street ..........................
Do
...........................
Parle Road ..............................
Do
...............................
Wyldo-street ..........................
Do
..........................
Macleay-strcct............. ............
Factory-street..........................
Do
......................
Victoria-street......... ................
Do
..........................
Pliiilip-street ..........................

r

1"

6"

12'7

0"

15"

IS"

20" j 30"

yds.
4001
36 j
1,777|

130
12
1
691
154
20
13

ii
16

32
602

"5

3
12
2

...

17
18
37
60

'2

"j
1

67
11

104
66

"4

35
25
130
47
i

«§]
45

1861
93/
589

(il
30
196
22

61

2
2

8\

392/
609

127
167
169
2,039
612
47

...
212

"s
12

Total for year ........... j

Daeiington.
Darlington Boad......................
Do
......................
DarlingtonJane ................. .
Total for year .......... £

376
53

...

yds.

yds.

436
2,962
65
68
146
1,520
25
04
47
50
290
205
29
16
351
1,071
104
78
396
147
191
279
5S9
77
400
509

7}

2

Total for year ...........

Concoed.
Wharf Boad..............................
Do
..............................
Burton-street ..........................
Wcllbonk-strcct ......................
Ludgate-strcet..........................
High-street ............................
Fairview-Btroet..........................
Hubort-strect ...........................

451J
65
351
33 J
491
971
1,520
25
201
65 f
9)
47
50
1061
184/
205
29
16
34l)
2021
14
8553
104
78
396
14?}

212

i

Total No,
Lcnfftil of Length of Totalfor of pipes fo
each size. main. length
district. district.

...

161
199
79
60
60
72

...
♦a »

987
53

60

i

94
164
...

"i

:

...

...

...
...

,14

...

612
6,192
1,542
197 '
856
45
65^

1,1321
161 /
489
603
239
151
151
221

9,415

3,001

3,152

1,040

474

155

1,203
4S9
608
239
151
161
221

2,9911
161 /

3,152

182 >
6/
287

287

4691
6/

9,415

187

474

382;

20
Mains Laid,

1883—

No. and Size of Pipes.
District und Street.

3"

4"

fi" j 9''

12" j 16"

IS"

20"

24*

East St. Leonards.

M'Dongal-strcot ...............
Brisbane-street..................... .
Whaling Bead............
Do
............
Felton-street................
Falconer-street.............
Little Arthur-street ...........
Arthur-street ............
Milaon-streot ......................
Ben Boyd Eoad ..................
Do
........
Do
........
Alfred-street................
M'Lnren-strcct............
Do
............
Water-street.................
Grantham-street..................
Terrace-street ....................
Underclifl'-strcet ..................
Willoughby-street ...............

yds.
336
220

in
?3
1
95

...

4S
67
99
.

!
...

85

...

60
37
414
178
113

:::

68
2
1

48
24
22
15
68

"*

721

a..

...
709

Total for year ..........

Total
Total No.
Length of Length of length
for of pipes for
each size. main.
district.
district*

...

...

ITS

yds.
336
220

yds.

293
287 j
147
147
171 ■ 171
299
299
256
256
151
151
1131
1,269 [ 1,914
642)
341
341
2071
213
6i
144
144
73
73
72
72
46
46
205
205
2,190)
2,149 >
642}

4,881

4,881

1,608

864

284

3,451

1,123

1,989

662

1
i

Enfield.

Punchbowl Road.............
King-street ...........................

234
50

...

Total for year ...........

284

...

...

...

712
162

712
162

864

864

Fite Dock.

Birkenhead Road...................
Do
...................
Cambridge-street..................
Do
...................
Do
..................
Lyons Road..........................
Do
..........................
Collingwood-strcct ...............
Do
...............
Wolseley-streot ........ ..........
Do
...................
St. George’s Orescent........... .
Havelock-strcct ..................

i'e
3

236
252

ii
68

...

4

ci

...

68
151
...

...

48
...

165
60
374
745

Total for year

1,162)
2,274 £
15)

...

"4

7241
5i;
10 >
770 f
Id)
189)
182;
449 )
32/
169)
149;
520
182

775
804
371
481
318
520
182
3,451

Glebe.

Park Road ..........................
Wentworth-stroet ...............
Water-street..........................
Cowper-street ......................
Mitchell-strect......................
Glebe Point Road ...............
Bell-street..............................
Marlborough-street...............
Mansfield-street ...................
Derwent-street ...................

...

20S
76
63
21
25
107

...

33
49
12
78

...

655

Total for year..........

...

107

...

681
235
161
65
79
327
105
152
42
242
1,662
32?

581
235
161
65
70
327
105
152
42
242
1,989}

Geantiilb.

564 ■

Sydney Road ......................
J*
......................
Kemp-street..........................
Good-street ...........................
Railway Collonadc ...............
Cowper-street ........................
East-street .......................... .
William-street...................... .

50
69
61
30
112
68
60
502

South-street...
Railway Road
Tulcan-stroet
Carlton-strcst
Lumley-street
Railway-street

...

136
107
66
87
87
183

i
...
...

1,724)
156]
181
186
92
341
176
153)
1,484 £
3)
415
830
167
266
267
563

1,880
181
186
92
341
176
1,640
415
330
167
266
267
563

21
Main's Laid,

1889—eo»fmwe<&

No. and Size of Pipes.
District and Street
3"
Gkattville—conlimwd.
Hutchinson-street ..................
Jftmieeoii-stroet .......................
Margaret-strcct .......................
Daniel-strect..............................
Waiter-street ..................... . .
Hewlett-strcdt..........................
Factorj'-atreBt...........................

6"

9"

12"

lb"

IS"

24"

150
1,517
1,216

...

i

162
20
76
...
...
...

••

"2

43
2
2
76
142
341

...

...

1
'2

;;

is

35
149
76
64.
33
42
44
29

i

407

'|
...
...

42

146

Total for year.......... ^

871

...

...

408
Macdonald Town.
Bray-strect ...............................
M‘Donald-slrcct .......................
Bridge-street ..........................
Lambert-strcDt..........................

62
169
26
25

Total for year...............

282

...

EE

254
...

113
77
142
9

yds.
282
258
121
191
303
184
456

yds.

4,632-)
3,664 [
3)

8,299

$,290

2,734

5,917

1,045

864

282

489
58
228
130
9
9
230
432 )
8)
1,057 )
3)
1,2395
43 [■
4)
108
45o
222
ICO
100
128
134
88
132}

!!!
6

...

ii

454

153
137
30
65
103
171
93
4
88
143
7
9
284
12
23

293
262

440
1,060
1,291
108
465
222
ICO
100
128
134
88
137
441
5,917

190
513
83
78

864

864

49 |
1,730J
270
115
181
195
£86

9)

i

489
58
228
130
9
9
230

190
513
S3
78

19 r

89
38
Cl
63
93
2
...

...

2,628-)
2,047 £
1,242)

770}
344}
234
429
36}
3,545

1181

...

yds.
'282
258
121
191
303
184
456

441
666

MAMilCKVILLE.
Meeks Road............................
Do
..............................
Harriette-strcet ......................
Yulc-street ..............................
Marrickvillo Road ..................
Do
..................
Do
..................
Do
..................
Do
..................
Way-street .............................
Tovcr-strcet.....................
Bridge-street..............................
Thompson-street......................
Albert-street..............................
Sydenham Rond ..................
Do
......................
Do
.......................
Silror-strcet...........................
Hn-rriiigton-etreot ..................
Altan-etreel..............................
Bail way Avenue.......................
Frazer-sfcreet. ..................
Bishop-street ...........................
Jonca-strocfc.............. ...........
Do
.............................
IlhvwaiTn. Eoad ..................
Do
.....................
Wardcll Boad .....................
Do
...........................
Livingstone Bond......................
Do
......................
Do
......................
Do
.......................

20"

92
86
40
63
100
61

Total for year.......... j

LeicSuatcdt.
James-stroet ..........................
William-street..........................
Charles-street ..........................
Collins-strect ..........................
Short-street ..............................
Wetherill-sti'cct ......................
Francis-streot ..........................
Uooth-strcet ..........................
Do
.........................
Jforton-strect ..........................
Do
...........................
Johnston-street .......................
Do
......................
Do
......................
G corgc-st root ..........................
Cromwell-strcot ......................
Commercial Rond......................
Church-street ...........................
White-street..............................
Brennan-street ......................
Gladstone-strect ......................
l-’ereival-street...........................
William-street..........................
Do
..........................
Huberfc-strcet ..........................

i"

Total
Total No.
Length of Length of length
for of pipes for
each size.
main.
district. district

465 >
3)
401
91
172
310
519
276
12}
267 i
426}
19]
22}
857 3
45}
65 f
8891
960 )

1,114
234.
429
6,379
270
115
181
195
285
477
401
91
172
310
519
276
279
445
879
1,959

384

22
•

Mitss Laid,

ISSU—continued.

No. and Sire of Pipes.
District and Street.

3"

4"

9"

e»

12"

16"

IS"

20"

113
,.,

125

105
26
1
74
44

r

yds.
344
374
320
78
3
227
135

yds.
344
374
320
78
3
227
133

B.dOtT)
6,375
911 > 15,491
49
2,690J

1797
2116

!
Total for year ...............^

Length of
main.

Tola!
Total No.
length for of pipes for
district.
district.

24"

MAJtKlOKViiLE—continued.

Gorden-street .........................
Robort-street ..........................
Horton-street ..........................
Maria-streot..............................
Tbomas-street..........................
lYnncis-streot ..........................
Petersham Road......................

Length
each size*

300
11
716

yds.

15491

4,939

3,623

1,178

Newtown.

Georgina-street ......................
London-street ......................... .
Holdsworth-street ..................
Wells-atreot............................. .
Do
....................
Pine-street ....................
Loumington ATenue ....
Obaries-street ................
Angnstus-Btrcet ............
Glftdetonc-street ............
Sloano-street..................
Margaret-street ............
Kent-street ....................
Pullliam-street................
Sinimons-street ............
Binning-strcet ...............
Aslt in ore-street................
Ramlnl-street ................
John-street ....................
Kcig-street ....................
Total for year ........

...

104
145
173
477
676/
183
171
190
1S1
163
153
138
216
157
193
56
225
94
205
153

32
47
56
13
223
GO

57
G1
60
52
48
44
70
61
62
18
74
31

...

\

68
49

2,742 7
88 ij

S85
293

104
145
173
723
183
171
190
181
163
153
138
216
157
193
56
225
94 1
205
153
3,623

Paddington.

Bcgg-strect ....................
Liverpool-street ............
Glenmore Road ............
Do
............
Do
............
Do
............
Do
............
Do
............
Now South Head Road .
Do
.
Do
.
Remster-street.......... .
Oiford-strect ...............
Do
................

18
100

75
404

<n

26 1
7!!
29 f
203 |
1,182 J
67
30 7
638)
381

21
13
327
149
126
2

SGd J

129
30
13

Total for year ...............-[

476

152
18

395'
897
101 t
29 /
1.720
607 |
75J

75
404

1,517
1
674
381
873

3,824

Peteusbait.

Canterbury Now Road ......
Do
.......
Do
......
Do
.......
Do
......
Albert-street..........................
Morgan-slreot ......................
Railway Avenue ..................
Surry-strcet.........................
Wnrwiek-stroct ..................
Rowley-street .....................
Durham-strcet......................
Lineoln-street ..................... .
Temple-street .....................
Railway-street..........................
‘Do
.....................
St. John’s-strcet ................. .
Toothill-street..................... .
Canterbury Old Road..........
Maddoct-street ..................
Norwood-etreet ..................

106
22
68

3
211
32
47
63

60
97
62
10

56
72
142
55
67
32

439
2080
18
178
10
644
97
142
191
183
294
101
32 7
171 j
221
429
164
176
99

569
178
10
644
97
142
191
183
294
191
203
221
429
164
176
99

3,824

1,110

385
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Maijts

1S89—continued.

Laid,

No. and Si/ts ol Pipes.

1
Total
Total No.
1 Length of Length of length
for ’of pipes for
each feize. Main.
district,
district.
2i" 1
1
\

—--------

District and Street.
3”

i" j 6"

0;

1

12«

IS"

IS" ^ 20"
1

[
PktbESiiAM—continued,
Eailwav Crescent ...........................................
Ho
.............................................
1)0
.............................................
Crj-stnl-itroet .....................................................
To
...................................................
Tlioniflft street ...................................................
Sadlicr’s Ci'escnit .....................................

OS

yds.
310-)
■n

"s
i
248

1,0191
31/
239
247

(21")
1

78
80

yds.

yds.

326
1,050

i

239
247

—

849

r

171
1

Totnl for year..................... -

106

"2

270

pEOfirECT-SuEnwOOD,
Sydney Koad ...................................................
‘
bo
...................................................

118

”4

i

—
118

Total for year.....................

<41

Baswick.
Bencli-streot .............................
Fish-street ..............................
Fern-street ..............................
Centennial Park ......................
Do
.............................................
Do
.............................................
Do
......................
Avocn-strort............................................................
Do
.............................................................
Carrington Bond.............................................
_
Do
.............................................
Allison Road ...................................................
Do
.....................................................
Do
.....................................................
Do
.....................................................
St. Murk's-strcct...........................................
Do
..............................................
Do
......................................
Do
.............................................
Obwon-street ....................................................
Judge-street...................................................
Wiliiam-street.....................................................
Oswald-sLroet .....................................................
Do
.....................................................
Bonn dnrf-street .............................................
Bonrlic-strcet .....................................................
Arden-etreet .....................................................
Do
.....................................................

19
R
1
640
6
172
0
20G
i
"4

68
1

i
166

138
94
£9
16
144
37
676

Totnl for year..................... <

in
640

k.

418

Rockdale.
ArncHflb-strept..... .. ...................................
Reeky Point Road .....................................
‘ Do
.....................................
Do
...................................
Do
......................................
Total for year..................... |

378

124
39
51
25
23
35

1,703

358

119

8,092

2,432

1,283

418

5,300

1,416

865
183
266
2,598
537
G54
337

, 872
393
2S8
88
53
438
164
356

...

50

156
77
77
109
371
1,283

1,283

987

152
63 b
65 f
1,014 £
4,006;

987

63 b
217 C
1,014 (
4,000 ;

20

24
335
20

74

8,092

378
115
156
77
77
109
371

115

335

'll—D

358

1,894
972 )676 |
2,529J

317

Total for year.............................

35gj I

5,653

2,osn

628

121

3^8

438
164
273/
83 J

64
89

REOTElty.
Boron in-street.....................................................
Baptist-street ...................................................
Mnrriott-slreet...................................................
Victorin-strect.....................................................
Sbort-street ............................................................
Marriott-lane .....................................................
Eehrard-sfrect ...................................................

356)
2/

865
183
266
48 b
19 f
2(
2,529 ;
181
519 f
18/
6361
lb
3/
314 [
19 J
210 b
4/
3(
655 ;
393
288
88
53

286

104

5,653

"1

63
88

"i

2,610'
1,420
1
439 k
20
1,108 |
49 J

152
5,148

5,300

386
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Mains Lath, 1SS9—continued.
No. and Size ot Pipes.
T.engih of

District ami Street.
A"

S"

12;/

35"

20"

IS"

Length of

each size

Kmiii,

yds.
22)
181)
3S\
571/
461)
53/

yds.

Total
Total No.
length for ofl>i)vcsf<> ]
district.
district.

1

St. Leonards.

8 1

Mount-street ......................
Bo
......................
Berry-street..........................
Bo
.........................
West-street ..........................
.Bo
..........................
Bidge-strcct..........................
Bo
..........................
Anaherst-street......................
Miller-street..........................
Bo
..........................
Bo
..........................
Holtermana-streot ..............
Alexnndci'-street ..................
Do
..................
Falcon-street ......................
Bo
......................
Myrtle-street .............. .......
Bittle Walker-street ..........
"Walker-street ......................
Merlin-streot ......................
Do
......................
Bo
......................
Short-street .........................
Do
..........................
Bo
.........................
_ Do
..........................
Olive-street ..........................
Ward-street..........................
Bo
..........................
Emmett-streot......................
Carlow-street ......................
Alfred-street..........................
Bo
..........................
Great Military Eoad ..........
Bo
..........
Teo-streot ............................
Grosvenor-street.................
M'Laren-street.....................
Erncst-strect..........................
Oak-street.............................
Hnmptt-street ....................
Eden-strect .........................
Kiley-street ........................
Euroku-strcet .....................
Lone Cove Rond (for Rnitwy 319
Department)
Edwnrd-street.....................
Rosalind-street.....................

...
60
...

13
187
154
16
2

6)

496/
235
1,4130

136
81
469

74 f

24

107)
618
469 f
54)
100)
952/
263
233
241
27)
386 £
109)
CO)
s>H

34
202
152

...

18
31
232
—

87
76
79

9
127
27
20
7
i
223

875)
132

______

43
40

■1}

1
96
135
121

292
413
370)
442 /
90)
1,028/
158
431
170
422
84
123
156
177
149
955

...
146
29
251

52
142
5S
140
28
41
52
53
49
1

i

36
130

109
399

319
1,548
1,750

Total for year .......... -

...

...
5)1
252
482

8

1

187
164
50
165
38
104

..

is

135
80
88
88

-{

...
__

756

_

614
412
235
1,594
618
523
1,052
263
233
241
522

964
132
127
292
413
812
1,118
15S
431
179
422
84
123
156
177
149
905
109
399

955)
4,707
5,309
14,219
280
1,032 [
1,936J

182

1

17)
568 >
664 )
152
405
114
314
67
412
254
267
267
2,292 )
568 [
731)

187 |

14,219

4,442

3,591

1,125

1,249
152
495
114
314
67
412
254
267
267
3,591

1

Strathfield.

Bfcridctl]-street ......
Broughton-strcet....
Vunion-strcet ........
Luerpord Road ..
Bo
....
Abbotsford Road....
llomebush Eoad ....
Honicbush Crescent

609

i

St. Ptteks,
TTn-win's Bridge Eoad
Bo
Bo
.
Florence-strect............
Silver-street................
Mary-stroet................
May-street. ................
Foreman-street............
Grove-street... .........
Alfred-street................
Campbell-street ........
Wentworth-street ....
Total for year..

...

yds.

203

73
195
128
12

1

1
105
191
32
103

i
1

...
...

1
]

...
...
...

1
1

...

...

|

.. j

....

!

..

222
591
392
25 )
504 /
584
1)8
308

222
591
392
629
584
98
308

387
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Mat>’s Laid, 1SS0—continued.
No. and Size of Pipes.
District and Street.

3"

4"

j

0"

9"

12"

15"

IS"

20"

vds.
123
153
226
466
149
303}
2)
158

SflUTHPlKH)—continued

41

Bennett-street.....................
Kingslnnd-strect.................
Htgligato-strcot .................
FairlioSm-street ..................
Bushy Hill-street.................
Clarendon-street .................
Do
.................
Alviston-street.....................
Totnl for year

...

50
7f;
150
49
98

i

63

{

890

2,085 1
1,019 J

...

636

*4

...

VlCTOMA.

Lighthouse-street ......
Almu-slreot ...................
Flagstaff View-street ...
■William-street .............

Do

...

'l
133

.............

87
30
147
47
32
69
14
120
24

Thomns-etreet ...............
Eliznbeth-strceb ...........
Bank-street ...................
Dumbnrton-strcct .....
Wcbb-street............ «...
Chutcr-streot ...............
Bank-lane......................
Kuroku.-3t.reet ..............
Mount-street ............. .
Total for year

31
40
17

1

...

24"

1
!
1
licnath of Lci.zth of'
each size. luam. | district-. | district.

...
...
...
...

1,997 )
3
402 J

658
...

1

96
120
51
3)
402 j
262
92
447
142
96
207
43
367
74

133

yds.
123
153
226
466
149

yds.

305
158
4,304

4,304

1,426

2,402

792

2,108

693

638

218

96
120
51
405
262
92
447
142
96
207
43
367
74
2,402

Waterloo.

710
437
90
205
90
70
140
149
60
157

236
143

Bourke-street ..........................
Lachlan-strect..........................
Yietorin-kme............. -...............
Kellick-strcet ..........................
G-ibson-strcet ......... .................
Brnce-strcet......... ............... * - - ■
Atnelia-strect .........................
Mnrroy-street ..........................
Taylor-street .........................
Prince’s Avenuo ......................

29
71
31
23
46
49
19
51
379

961}
1,147)

2,108

198

sn
607 ]

688

811
607/

088

319

Total for year

710
437
90
205
90
70
340
149
60
157

—

Waverley.

Birrcll-strect ...........................
Do
..........................

20

{

20

Total for year

...

198

...

Woollahra

95

Wolsdcy Bond...........
Do
...........
Stanley-strcct ...........
Saber-lane...................
.Reservoir ...................
Xclson-street ...........
fl-rafton-strect...........
Darling Point Bond...
Do
...
Total for year

287}
629 )
153
108
39
156
410
16]
1,451/

...

208
50
35

...
...

lie
4

13

52
477

•[

330
737

...

13

980)
2,236 1
39)

910
153
108
39
156
416
1,467

3,255

3,255

] ,080

388
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List of Mains Cleaned during the year 1889.
Lenj-tli of each Size.
District nml Street.

a"
ClTl'.
Wiisbingtosi-strcet..................
Jnmcs-streefc ...........................
"Victoria-place..........................
Victoria-lane ...........................
Wilton-lane ..........................
■Tonkin-street ..........................
Gas-lane ..................................
Darcy-street ..........................
Jjitzroy-sfcreet.........................
Sliepherd-street ......................
Domain-street ................ .
Kosc-strceb ..............................
Macleay-street .....................

51
90
57
37
66
40
68
255
664

Total for year...........
DABLISOTOy.
ClovelancL-stroot......................
Newtown Road ......................
Darlington Road ...................
Codrington-strect ..................
Ragtan-streot...........................
Alma-street...............................
Try-street ..............................
M'DonaM-lano ......................
Rose-street................. ............
Dcanc-street .........................
Shepherd-street.......................
Vino-street..............................

......

142
112
123
377

Total for year......... .
pABniNGiTor.
Oxford-street..........................

6"

4-

i

Total for year..........

0"

Main.

1*2"

yds.

57

yds.
196
51
90
57
37
184
40
68
165
144
255
289
57

57

1,633

1,633

196

iis

165
144
152

137

775

137

17
528
650
361
130
309
221

140

157
528
650
361
272
309
221
112
749
123
406
110

749
..............

406
110
3,481

Total length
for district.

140

3,998

.....

'108

408

408

408

3,998

408

Ridtebs.

Rourke-street..... ....................
Little Cleveland-street ..........
Hill-street ..............................
Bellorue-street ......................
Cloreland-etrect.......................
Elizabeth-street......................
Htanlcy-lane ...........................
Young-street ............ .............
Cooper-street ...........................
James-street ..........................
Centre-street ..........................
Redfern-strect ......................
Alderson-streot ......................
Kettle-street ..........................
Walker-street..........................
Pliillip-street ..........................
Moorehead-street ..................
Buckingham-stroet.................
Castlereagh-strcet..................
Pill-street ..............................
Wells-street .........................
Burnett-street....,...................
George-strcet.........................
Turner-street .........................
Douglas-street .......................
Bullanaming-street .............
Albert-street ..........................
Stirling-street.........................
"VVoodburn-street .................
Holden-street.........................
Ereleigli-street ...................
Caroline-street .....................
Botany-slreet.........................
Regent-street ........................
Mariou-street ........................
Roaobill-strcet........................
Hu go-street............................
Lewis-street ......... ...............
Olive-street.............................
Abercrom bie-street.................
Cornwallis-strcet .................
Vine-street............................
Edwnrd-street.........................
Tliomas-street.........................
Ivy-street .............................
Caldcr Road .........................
Codrington-street .................
Wilson-street.........................

262

40
9
231

228
in

145
1,029
802
32
648
293
38
109
936
172
68
524
150
646
383
2f)1
251
66S
242
181
15
2/2
'6S9

73
43
174
160

182

416

140

385

500

174

443

402
504
594
400

95
445
346
108
365

364
154

.....

154
228
193
1SS
125
229
131
77
842
.

1,425

12,707

3,662

500

■^T

Tolal for year........

189

644
189
111
145
1,703
1,187
32
648
293
300
109
1,379
172
58
524
150
646
383
693
795
668
242
784
246
272
789
140
73
95
43
619
940
3C4
2G2
365
182
66
154
415
228
193
198
125
229
134
77
842
18,468

18,468

389
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List of Mains Cleaned during the year 1SS9—continued.
Uoiistli e[ uat-li Sire.

T.eiurth of
Main.

District and Strcut

4"

S"

Waterloo.

.

Pitt-elreot .................................
Total for year.............

0"

334

ids.
334

334

334

1,593
735
299
268
282
177
117
128
231
SO

1,593
735
299
268
282
177
117
128
192
114
231
80

3,910

4,216

.

Total
of district.

yds.
334

WOOLLAIIHA.

Darling Point Koad .................
yarnmabbo Itoad .....................
Thornton-street................. .
Now South Head Road.............
Ocean-street .............................
Holt-street.................................
Henrietta-strect.........................
Coojier-strcet .............................
Anmmdsile-strect .....................
Upper 'VVilliarn-street .............
Branch Itoad .............................
South-street ............................

.......

.....

192
114

306

Total for year

4,216

Mains JimiovEn, 1839.
No. uf yimJa for each size removed.
District urnl Street.

S*

l
|

4"

e"

i

yds.
1,217
165

City.

12"

e*

yds.

yds.

214

.....193
1,575

I
1

l

214
J

1,789 yards.
MAEHICKVn,I,E.

Livingstonc-strcet ..........................................................

..............

1

...............

|

..............

1

...............

I

371

Grand Total for City and Suburbs, 2,160 yards (1 mde 400 yards).
ItarAiES, 1889.'
District.

Codcord .....................................................................
ftTo cdonnldfcown..........................................................
MaiTLCkville ..... ......................................................

No. in each
diatrict.
1
3
1
]
9
48
1
11
1
1
4
3

District.

Paddington ..........................................................
Petersham..................... .......................................
Bandwick .......................................................... .
Redfern ........
...........................................

No. in each
district.

St. Peters ..............................................................
Waterloo and Botany ..........................................
Wavcrley ............. ................................................
Woollahra.........................................................

8
2
2
8
6
4
7
3
6

Total ..........................

123

Private Wohks (inserting branches for large services, &c), paid for by Consumers and others, 1889.
District.

Dot

.

.

........................................

Newtown ..................................................................

Ko. in each
district.

District

No. in each
district.

i
4

Paddington...................................................... .

12
1
2
3
2
2
1

1
i
46
4
3
1

Woollahra..............................................................

90

390

District.

No. 6f
Insiioctiofis.

■Rc-ingpections of
Premises where Notices had
been served.

Notices Served.
Total number
of
Inspections
and
Re-inspections.

For Pollution.

To pay
S])eeial Pecs.

To abate
IVaete.

133
31
646
312
216
73
113
96

67
15
139
60
109
96
40
265

3)919
3)779

7

5

1,808
2)566
2)779

1

8
1

Phillip Wnrd ................................

1.4&1
1,086
6,410
3,547
3,43 4
1,690
2,403
2)418

Totul City..............................

21.478

1,520

791

23,789

15

1,421
1,030
4;804
1,178
1,27 4
'23 L
750
3,125
1038

261
6
375
83

89
1
60
12
9

1,771
l)945
5)239
1,273
1,330
231
933
3,711
1,133

Baths.

Urinals.

2

31
3

To pay Special Fees.
Sinks.

Stock.

Gardena.

70
22

1
1

To fix Metors.
1

Bakeries. | Engines,

Sundries. *

To abate
Waste.

Total
Notices
Served.

173
51

No, of Verdicts
obtained for
Non-payment of
Fees.

The City.
IBourkc "Ward................................

1,661
l)l 32
6,095

5

2
2

1

1
6
2
1

2

4

3
9

5
1

18

176
48
87
71

10
4
20

2

1

1

49
13
189
53
102
101
39
241

.......

065

38

11

33

17

12

115
12
263
44
116
2
75
284
13
298
83
146
302
266
48
49
255
52
5
7
G
176
83
152

1

319
172

43

1

1

4r>9.

Amount of
Fines.

£

B.

a.

1

n ■0
0 6 0
4 0 0

3

0 15

0

5

$>

Q

2

i

229

300
172
141

13

336

3

110

0

740

1,867

29

1212

6

90
1
58
12
14

218
13
347

7

58
133
2
IQS
3r»R
J8

6

5 11
2 15

0
0

1

0 10

0

1

O 10

0

5 1
2 15
1 ]2
1 15

0
0

210
1
0

0

0
0

The Suburbs.

niphfl

........................................

3)103
1)175

2^428
3)749

3,512
l|526
634
3 6J2

'gss
1,017

150
520
30
40S
154
209
542
415
41

no
573

70
9

33
65

5
47
. 9
26
45
82
15
8
71
3
1

294
10
314
16G

3)043

Woollahra......................................

1)716

227

76
11
13

Total Suburbs....................

43,357

4,709

682

48,748

64,S3 5

6,229

1,473

72,537

1,810

Grand Total, City and Suburbs

a

1,338
2,663
4)336
4,003
1,582
'802
4,286
701
1,027
294
669
2,209
1,662
1,956

2

1

28

15

19

5

i
2

4

3

1

5

9

3
2
2

1
2
1
1

3

33
66
5
47

9
1

12
11
5
5
2
1

5

1

94
184

'8

2

1

355

8

1

5
2
6
2

367
91

5

2
1

1

81
30
8
71
3
1
4

0

71

3>9
57
8
11
6
285

6

99

1

1

5

0

203

6

1

44

2,852

106

31

13

29

703

3,779

63

31 16

6

49

41

3,817

144

42

46

46

1,443

5,646

85

44 9

0

2
4

1

34

76
11
13

G

2 10
0 10
4 17

2

1
4

4

0

391
29
Leaks

and Defective Services shut off to prevent waste of water.
Number of defective
Berviccs arid luuks.

District.

Alexandria..........
ISulniuin ..............
Campcrdown.......

3
29
1,290
43

Davlrngton..........
East SI. Leonards
Glebe ..................

140

Loielihnrdt..........

5

Scwloivn ...........
Marrickvillc .......

5

94

Paddington
Petersham
Eandwick..
Kedfern ..
Victoria.....
Waterloo ..
Wavcrley ..
'Woollahra

52

City...................

Number of dcfcetii a
services and leaks.

District.

24.

S
2

275
G

fi9
14
22

8
Total

Meters,

2,090

18S9.

New Meters tested before connection, and Old Meters disconnected for adjustment.
s it

i"

Name of
Manufacturer.

1"

14"

1) **

2*"

1"

ir

3"

4»

Totals.

0’

New. Old New. Old. New. Old. New. Old. New. Old. New. Old. New Old. N<m. Old. New. 0!d. New. Old. New Old. New. Old.
J, Tjler & Son 4.,... 118

293

18

5
SStomoiiB & ilahh ... 10

52

2

G
142
25
10G

18

30
52

1

3

1
3

94
244
13

i

9

7

__

1

1
3

4

3

438

1
2

183

3

7

5

i

3

73

2

144
41

3

1
1

...

4
...

1
3

5

51

...

1

...

i

5

.

23

4

30

2

32

1

31

1

3

1

1
1

2

i

1

3G

1

7

2

4

4

i

29

i

1

»J

Dcwrance & Co.
Jf

i
G

—
2

18

1

J1

i

3
3

5
27

2

4

John JJunksA Son .
11
)i
Laid law & Son.......
11
............
Davies & Shejihorj,,
*1
Jt
•
Meinckie&ErraliLnd

i
13

234
i

Guest & Ghrimes..
H
11
■•
I). K. & Uroojr......

2
11

2

?>

Total, Jfrw...... 143
„ Old .......

909
10

...

i

72
121

...

6

8

40

...

24

ii

3

11

G

io

3

...

.J1105
239

1

7
3

14

3

Grand Total

Return of

1404

Gas-engines and TVater-trongbs connected to tbe "Water-mains in the City and Suburbs
during tbe year ending 31st December, 1S8£).

District.

Boutko Word

i

-

Gas-engines,

AVater-troughs.

District.

Gns-cngincs,

Waterdrouglis.

........................................

Phillip Ward. ..............................

18
3
3
2
1

Total City......................

32

i

2

3
2
£

Ponton Ward .........................................

1
2
X

1
4
i

Numreii

2
1
1
i*
2
2
2
1
5
1
3
3

Total City and Suburbs..

5

40

37

41

of Gully-sbafts to which water was laid on during the year 1889.

Cook Wrird......................................
Duniaon Ward *...................................................

fi

If!

Phillip Ward

..........................................

7

Kcdfcrn ............................................

29

l^Itxrny Ward.........................................................

Cipps Ward

.......................................................

Macquarie Ward ................... *.............

3

3

Total....................................................

78

392
30
Betties' of Main Drillings and Extensions in the City and Suburbs for the year ending 31st December, 1889.
District.

Drillings

Intensions.

District.

Garden Island ....................
Guildford.............................
Granville .............................
Leichhardt .........................
Macdonaldtowu .................
Memckvillc .........................
Newtown .............................
Paddington .........................
Petersham.............................
Eandwick .............................
Kedfern .......................... .
Rockdale .............................
St. Leonards.............. .
..
St, Peters.............................
Strathfield .........................
Yietoria.................................
Waterloo .............................
Waverloy .............................
Woollahra.............................

Boorte Ward ...
Brisbane Ward
Coot Ward ......
Denison Ward ...
Ditzroy Ward ...
Gippa Ward......
Macquarie Ward
Phillip Word ...

23
21
116
70
108
29
37
59

5
2
15
7
12
8
5
6

Total City

463

59

4SS
57

25
3
45

Ashfield..........
Alexandria ..
Balmain .....
Burwood .....
Camperdown..
Concord..........
Campbclltown
Darlington ..
Enfield .........
Eire Dock.....
Glebe.............

20f>
177
42

1!)

20

9
3

1

3G
14
9

e

73

23

riiTUines.
4
5
19
308
18
298
192
104
179
82
136
13
367
135
68
92
65
158
98

Extensions.

1
57
2
52
46
30
37
24
28
28
8
6
5
6
40
20

Total Suburbs .........

3,527

525

Total City and Suburbs

3,990

584

5

D.

C. ROBERTSON,
Inspector.

Rbtubns, Assessor's Branch, Water Supply and Sewerage Department, for the year ending 31st December, 1889.
Description,
Nos.
No. of Rate Notices delivered
...
..........................
...
............... 131,855
,, Entncs of New Assessments made...
...
..............
...
4,273
,, Properties assessed by this Branch...
...
...
...
...
...
3,783
„ „ New Assessment Notices delivered...............
...
.
..
...
1,556
„ Properties visited to ascertain if liable through New Mains
. .
. .
6,000
,, New Mains Notices delivered
...
...
...
...
..............
4,039
„ Pinal Notices delivered for recovery of rates
......................................
13,700
„ Accounts for rates made out and delivered
...
...
...
...
4,800
,, Summonses issued ...
...
...
• •
■ 2,610
„ Accounts sent to Board’s Solicitor for recovery ...
..
...
...
82
„ Horses for which fees were paid ...
...
...
..
...
.
4,709
„ Cows
„
,,
..............................................................
379
,, Applications for gardens ..........................
...
.........................
419
„ Suburban Municipal Councils’ Assessments which have been transcribed
by this Branch
.....................................................................................
103,088
HERBERT J, BEAUMONT,
Assessor,
1st February, 1890.

[One Diagram.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government I'rintei.—1SII0.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

OFFICES FOB BOABD OF WATER SUPPIY AND SEWERAGE.

REPORT.
appointed during
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888,
51 Vic. No. 37, and the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic.
No. 26, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon c: the
expediency of erecting Offices for the accommodation of the Board of Water
Supply and Sewerage,3’ have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the
work should be carried out; and, in accordance with the provision of sub-section
IY of clause 13 of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the
Legislative Assemblv:—
1. It is proposed that the new offices shall be built on a piece of land, Description of
having a frontage of 70 or 75 foot, at the corner of Pitt-street and \kilmot-street,
with a lane at the rear; and the cost of the building and tbe site is estimated at
£50,000,—£30,000 for tbe building, £17,000 for the land, and £3,000 for incidental
expenses and fittings. The plans, which will he found published with this, report,
show the style of the building it is proposed to erect, and the accommodation it is
intended to provide. This accommodation, according to tho evidence given before
the Committee, will be ample for the carrying on of the office work of the Board;
and the situation of the building, it is urged, will be central and convenient to the
public.
2. At tbe time tbe Board of Water Supply and Sewerage commenced their Reasons wiiy
duties under the Act which brought them into existence, premises were found
them in the offices at tho end of the Circular Quay, previously occupied by the necessarj’.
A.S.N. Co., and for some time they remained there. The position, however, was
found to he exceedingly inconvenient to the public, and, as on the transfer of the
Sewerage Works to the Board tho accommodation was found .insufficient, it became
necessary that other and more suitable premises should be obtained. Be presentations
were made to the Minister for Works on the subject, and an attempt was made by
the Minister to rent other offices for tbe Board, but at that time no offices suitable
for the purpose could he found, and it was eventually determined to invite Parlia
ment to sanction the building of new offices. The preparation of the necessary
plans was placed in the hands of the President of the Board, that course being
regarded, apparently, as one more likely to result in tbe new building meeting
requirements than if the work were in the ordinary way handed over to the Colonial
Arcliitcct, and the Committee are informed that the plans, as prepared, provide for
every necessity without being extravagant. In the meantime the Board, finding the
inconvenience and unsuitablcness of the offices at the Circular Quay becoming much
greater as the operations of the Board increased, secured a lease for a year and a half
of offices in Pitt-street, near the School of Arts, and it is proposed to remain there
until the new offices shall have been built.
3.

Tee Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
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3. In the consideration of this matter some important questions arise, and
to these the Committee have given attention. Admitting the inconvenience of the
Board’s carrying on its operations in offices at the Circular Quay, it does not at first
sight appear that the most advantageous change to make is to huild expensive new
offices and remove into them. It does not, until after carefnl inquiry, seem
unreasonable to think, in view of the large number of suites of offices to let in
Sydney, that a more economical and at the same time satisfactory plan would ho to
rent some centrally-situated premises rather than to build. In a similar way it
would appear that instead of spending £50,000 on large new offices it would he
better if the offices first occupied by the Board, which are the property of the
Government, were retained as the Board’s headquarters; and to meet the conve
nience of the public a number of small branch offices, for the receipt of rates and
other business carried on by the Board, were opened in central parts of the city and
the suburbs. Another question necessary to consider is whether the Government
or the Board is to pay the cost of the proposed new offices if they should he erected.
Each of these matters is dealt with in the evidence.
Obligation oi i
4. In the first place, by the 29th Clause of the Metropolitan Water and
the Govern
Sewerage
Act of 1880, the obligation is imposed on the Government of providing
ment to pro
vide accom accommodation for the Board, and, in pursuance of this, accommodation was found
modation.
for the Board in the offices which had been occupied by the A. S. N. Co., and is
now being sought in the proposed erection of new offices.
5. Eov the use of the A. S. 1ST. Co.’s offices the Board paid the Government
Interest on
the coat of
rent
at
the rate of £1,500 a year, and to have obtained additional premises when the
the new
building not accommodation in the A. S. If. Co.’s offices became deficient would have increased
greater than the rental to £2,000, and, in addition to this, caused tbe staff to ho divided, and the
the rent now
public to he put to further inconvenience. Other premises were eventually rented
paid.
in Pitt-street, near Park-street; but, though the best that could he found, they are
not, the President points out in his evidence, designed for the convenience of tho
Board, and, therefore, cannot be permanently suitable. These newly-acquired
premises are costing in rent £2,000 a year, and for the same amount, representing
the interest at 4 per cent, on £50,000, it is urged, a new building, suitable in every
respect for the wants of the Board, may he obtained, and the transaction be com
mercially satisfactory, for the reason that the site on which the building would he
erected must greatly increase in value.
Reasons
6. The idea of having a comparatively small central office and a number of
against
According to tbe evidence of
branch offices. branch offices does not find favour with the Board.
the President there would not be, with branch offices, any proper control of the funds
collected, and on that ground he considers it necessary that largo centrally-situated
premises, where the whole of the business can be carried on with proper supervision,
should he erected. If a system of branch receiving offices were adopted, it must,
the President states, he done with the assistance of the hanks, and though the
Board have approached the hanks on the subject no arrangement with them has
been come to. It would be convenient for ratepayers to pay their rates to the
Board through the Municipal Councils, hut this plan is said not to he feasible, for
the reason that the municipal bodies want so much per cent, for collecting the
money, and will not guarantee the collection.
Coat of new
7. The cost of the proposed new offices is to he paid by the Board. The
offices to be
Committee
are informed in the evidence that it will be included in the total expendi
paid by the
Board.
ture on the Water and Sewerage Works, and the Board are confident that they will
he able to pay the interest on the total cost of the construction of the Water and
Sewerage Works and on the cost of the proposed new building.
Conclusion
8. Under these circumstances, though it is not quite clear that a well-devised
arrived at by
tho Com
system of small branch offices could not be brought into operation with as much
mittee.
advantage to the Board and convenience to the general public, as is likely to result
from the erection of the proposed expensive new offices, the Committee have come
to the conclusion that the proposal before them should he sanctioned, and on Thurs
day, 30 January, they expressed this conclusion in the following resolution which
was moved by Mr. Garrard, seconded by Mr. Cox, and passed unanimously :—
“ That it is expedient the proposed offices for the Board of Water Supply and
Sewerage, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be
carried out.”
J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 31th Pebruary, 1890.
Questions
that arise in
connection
with the
proposal.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIG
WORKS.
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
OFFICES FOR BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
TUB SBAT, 14 JANUARY, 1890.
ftrcsmt:—
JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq., (Chaiuhak).
The Hon. Jobtt Lackey.
.The Hon. Andiucw G-akeait.
The Hon, Fredehick Thomas Humi>heey.
The Hon. William Joseph Tbickett.
The Hon. (tKORGE Hesdy Cox.
Jacob G-aiuluil, Esq.

Henry Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq.
William Sprinothobpe Dowel, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed offices for Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman.] Have yon any statement to make in reference to this proposal? By the 29th clause of J. Barling,
the ^Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act, of 1880, the obligation is placed on the Government of
Eeilproviding office accommodation for the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, and in pursuance of that
obligation the Government provided offices for the Board. ‘Originally accommodation was found.for
ia'"'
them at the A.S.N. Company’s old offices, but these were found extremely inconvenient. I dare sa,y it is
within the knowledge ot every member of the Committee that very loud complaints were made in the
papers of the extreme inconvenience of dragging people from the western suburbs and other parts
to Circular Quay to pay their water rates. On the transfer of the Sewerage Works to the Board,
which has now taken place, it was found that there was not sufficient accommodation at the A.S.N.
Company’s Offices. I must mention that the Government charged the Board_£l,500 per year for the use
of those offices. The Board made very strong representations to the Minister for Works as to the
inconvenience of the offices, and it was attempted to rent other offices, but at that time- no suitable
offices could bo found, and tbe Government eventually determined to ask Parliament to sanction the
building of new offices. However, the inconvenience became so great that it was found necessary to
obtain fresh accommodation, and temporary offices have been taken, and the Board have moved into new
offices in Pitt-street near the School of Arts. I think they have got a lease of those offices for some
thing like eighteen months at a rent of £2,00Q per year. That will give time for the building of
new offices which it is proposed to erect at the corner of Pitt-street and Wilmot-street, having a lane in
the rear. I will hand in a description of the works. Tho estimated cost of the buildings, exclusive of
fittings, at £20.500, and the land, of which 70 or 75 feet wilt be required, will cost about £17,000.
2. Mr. Garrard.] Has the land been secured ? Tt has not. The Minister did not think he was justified
in securing the land until the Committee had expressed their concurrence in the proposal.
■
3. Mr. Triakett.] Do the Board pay the Government rent at present? At first the Board paid the
G overumont rent; now they pay it direct from their vote.
_
...
4. How is it that the Government have to build offices for them ? It is an obligation imposed upon the
Governmeut by statute. This is because all the revenue derivable by the Board,is paid into the Treasury.
5. Mr. Kurhi/.] The Govcrumentown a lot of land at the corner of Pitt and Bridge streets; could not
this be utilised? The difficulty is that it would not bo considered central enough.
0. Mr. O' Sullivan.] Are you aware that the Gas Company’s offices arc down at the end of the town?
Yes.
.
7. And they have branch offices in the city; why cannot the Sewerage Board do the same ? That might
he desirable, but the President of tho Board will be able to speak on that point. We are carrying out
what we thought their reasonable request.
8. Air. Copeland.] Can you inform the Committee what the Government are receiving from this water
supply and sewerage scheme ? I have not furnished myself with the particulars. I believe that some
thing" like £147,000 was paid into the Treasury last year.
_
_ _
9. Is it doing anything like paying interest on the outlay ? I think it is.
_ _
10. Will the cost of these buildings be added to tho cost of the water and sewerage works ? Yes; it will
be part of their capital charge.
_
11. So that the Government are merely advancing money for buildings the same as they have been doing
for the Works? Yes.
,
,
12. The cost will be included in the total expenditure ? Yes. I am sure the Minister would consider it
most unjustifiable to put such a charge as this on the general ratepayers.
.
13.
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J. Barling, 13 JOr. Garran,'] Are you sure lhat that is so ? I loot upon it as so certain that the question has never
arisen in my mind.
14Jan*~lS90
^'s an ^tnl)0r*:£ini: point, because otlicrwise the Government would be finding offices rent free for this
’’
' Board? It is not to be thought of. Instead of rent being paid out of the revenue it is simply the pay
ment of interest on a loan.
15. Mr. Dowel.} Can you inform the Committee what land tho Government hold within a radius of a
quarter of a mile of the proposed building ? No ; I could not answer that question.
1G. Mr. Gopeland^} Could you furnish us with information as to all the portions of land held by the Crown
within the city? I think there would bo no difficulty in obtaining the information, though I should have
to goto other Departments to get it.
17. "Will you furnish the Committee with a return on the subject? "With pleasure.
IS. Mr. (SSullivan.} Do you know the name of the proprietor of this land ? I do not.
19. Mr. Lee,.} Has any attempt been made on the partof thcCoverninent to rent suitable offices for a long
period ? I know attempts have been made to rent offices for a long period, but attempt; have been
made to obtain suitable offices, and a good many premises have been offered.
20. Suppose tbeso buildings were not erected would there be any difficulty^ in obtaining suitable offices?
Tbe present offices are answering all requirements at present, but how long they will do so I cannot say.
There will be a large increase in the amount of the work.
21. Have you estimated what the annual interest on the outlay will he ? "We estimated the total cost at
£47,000, tho interest on which at 4 per cent, would be £1,S80 per year. The Board are now paying
£2.000 a year rent for premises which certainly are not so convenient for them as the proposed new
building would be.
22. In addition to that £1,880 for interest will not the Board have to pay city taxes?
I suppose
they will.
23. Dr. Garran.} Is this proposal put forward at the instance of the Government or of the Board ? The
Board asked that new offices should he built, and the Governmeut took tho matter up.
Thomas Howe, Hsq., President of the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, sworn, and examined :—
lam.
^-—\ 25, You are aware that the Committee are considering a proposal to erect offices for the Board? Yes.
14 Jan., 1SQ0. 26. I understand that the plans have been prepared by you ? Yes : under my superintendence.
27. Did tho Board suggest the erection of these offices to tho Government, or did the proposal emanate
from the Government ? It emanated from the Board.
2S. What revenue is being derive ! from the water supply and sewerage system ? There has been about
£130,000 from the water supply. The sewerage system we have only just taken charge of. The revenue
from it is about £50,000 at present, but it will greatly increase.
29. What is the total revenue? About £180,000.
'
30. Does it approximate, tho amount of interest to he paid on the cost of the construction of the works ?
Wo think it will come to pretty near 4 per cent, upon the present ontlay.
31. Will the cost of this building be added to the original cost of the water and sewerage works, and will
you have to pay the interest on the cost of the buildings? Certainly. We are paying £2,000 a. year in
rent now. We were originally paying the Government £1,500 a year for premises at the northern end
of the city—very inconvenient forthe public, and when the sewerage was handed over to ns we knew that
we should have a larger number of clerks wThom we should not be able to accommodate. To get other
premises would have made onr rental up to £2,u00 a year, our staff would have been divided, and the
public would have been caused a great deal of inconvenience. We were, therefore, led to consider the
necessity of getting other premises to suit the convenience of the public, and to bring the whole staff
together.
32. The new premises you are now renting are in Pitt-street ? Near Park-street.
S3. Are not those premises suitable for the carrying on of your business ? They are not designed, for the
convenience of the Board, hut they were the most convenient that we could find.
34. Do you consider tho proposed buildings will be in a central and suitable position? We do. We
think that they will be convenient for the citizens and for the suburban public.
35. Then the only question to consider is whether the Government can provide new buildings at a less
annual cost than the rent which you are now paying.—perhaps there may he some saving? Ido not
think there will bo any saving at present but it would be a satisfactory commercial transaction. We
reckon that the land and the building, furnished, would cost from £47,000 to £50,000. Suppose it is
£50,000 at 4 per cent, that would he £2,000 a year and we should have a building suitable in every respect
for our wants, as the site is one which must increase in value. In fifteen or twenty years time the
building may be worth 30 or 40 per cent, more,
36. Do you not think that the actual cost will far exceed tho estimate? I do not. I have been very
particular, very guarded in designing it, and I think 1 have stated the extreme cost.
37. Prom what you know of the Board you feel confident that they will be able to pay the interest on
tbe total cost of the construction of the water and sewerage works and on the cost of this building ? I
feel very confident on that point. Although wo have a very large building we cannot fairly accommodate
tlie clerks, of whom there are about a hundred altogether. We have thirty-five or forty men in a fairly
well-lighted basement which may prove not to be the most desirable place to work in, but we are
obliged to put them there.
38. If you found that the Board could not with the present rates meet their liabilities to the Govern
ment I suppose you could increase the water rates ? We arc always in a position to increase the water
rates, but we do not wish to do that nnless there is absolute necessity for it.
39. Are there any complaints now with reference to the rates you are charging ? I have not heard any
complaints of late. When we began to strike the rate a good deal of correspondence took place
on the subject.
40. I suppose you are charging about the same rates that they charge in the other colonies ? No, I think:
our rate is lower than the rate in any of the other colonies.
_
41. So that you could increase the rate if you found that your revenue was not sufficiently high to enable
you

T. Kowc, Esq. 24. Mr. Copeland.} Ton are President of the Water and Sewerage Board ?
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you to pay the Government ? Certainly, hut I do not think that the building of offices would load to that T. Rove, Esq.
necessity. There may be works now in existence which were not complete when the system was handed
over to tho Board, but I cannot form an opinion with regard to them until the whole of the works are
Jan-ilswuhanded over.
42. I suppose you are aware that the Government have a piece of land in view ? Of course X was a long
time myself looking out for a site. A number of sites were offered, and the Board recommended the one
which the Government now have in view as most suitable for their requirements. It is a site in Pittstreet below Bathurst-street. It is very central as regards the tramways, railways, and omnibuses, and it
is near the Town Hall. Mo other position could be more suitable, and the price of the landis very much
more reasonable than tho land more this way.
43. Have you prepared these plans as an architect—that is, in your own professional capacity—or have
you had them prepared as chairman of the Board? I have had them prepared as chairman of the Board ;
I got out sketches myself, then got the permission of the Board to employ a draftsman who worked in tho
Department under my superintendence preparing the plans.
44. I suppose you are satisfied that the building will be suitable ? I thoroughly know the wants of tho
Board, and I could not suggest anything better.
45. Dr. Garran.') ’Will the accommodation in the new building be tbe same as or in excess of that which
you have now ? It will be in excess of it.
46. By how much ? I could not tell how much, but the accommodation will be considerably greater.
The basement of the present building is occupied by clerks, but the basement of tbe new building will
be occupied with specimens of sanitary appliances for the instruction of the public and plumbers—baths,
closets, and urinals, samples from the manufacturers, with illustrations of their working.
47. You will have more accommodation than you have now ? A great deal more.
48. At practically the same rent ? Yes.
49. Mr. Tonkin.) Have you a lease of the premises you now occupy? Yes, we have taken them for a
year and a half, with the option of extension for six months longer.
50. Could you get a long lease of the premises ? I dare say we could.
51. Would you not get them at a less rent if you took a long lease ? Possibly, but I think it is
an objectionable thing to employ thirty or forty clerks on the basement, where we have to use gas all day,
which must be injurious to health. If we entered into a seven years" lease, at the end of that time we
should be completely at the mercy of the landlord.
•52. 1 f you-pay what is equal to a rent for the proposed new buildings, you think that in eight or ten years
time the increased value will make the buildings cheaper than they would ho if you were rentum them ?
I think so.
53. Mr. Doii-al.) "What is the total cost of the works from which you say you derive a revenue of
£180,000 ? I did not come prepared to answer that question. I thought I should have to give evidence
solely with regard to the proposed building. We do not know the exact tolal cost yet, because some
of the works are still in the hands of the Minister for Works.
54. I understood you to say that there was no probability of the Board not being able to pay interest
on tho cost of the works ? Under any circumstances we must have offices.
55. Mr. Gore.) What staff have you now? Wo have 100. There are nine in the secretary’s branch,
fifteen in the accountant’s branch, thirty-nine in the assessor’s, twenty-two in the water engineer’s,
fifteen in the sewerage engineer’s.
56. Have you taken into consideration the probability of the Board at some future time having receiving
houses for rates in various parts of the city, such as the banks fiud it necessary to have ? We have
considered the matter, but 1 fail to see how wc can have thorough control over the funds, if we are to
collect money in a number of different places. I should he sorry to hold the position of President, and to
be responsible, if wo had not the control in the central depot. Every .penny received is checked bv
three persons. How we could check it if we were receiving money in different parts of the city, I
cannot understand.
^
57. Is it not done by the banks ? We have approached the banks, but have not come to any arrange
ment with them yet. They seem rather to avoid us.
58. It may be necessary to have these receiving houses, and that might lessen the cost of the central
building ? It could only be done through the banks. There arc plumbers and drainers from twentyfire different districts, and the metropolis constantly coming and paying in fees ; besides, the ratepayers
of tho city must have large offices.
59; Have you asked the Government whether they have any ground of their own which would form a
suitable site ? Yes. I. pointed out a piece of ground in Elizabcth-street at tho end of the High School
building, and near Market-street, but tbe Government would not grant that site.
60. What would be the probable cost of the site which has been chosen ? About £230 a foot. It is the
intention of the Minister to resume the land at its market value.
61. You said that you could not give the total value of the works because they are not yet complete?
Yes.
62. Consequently any rates that you charge can only be imposed with the belief that they will amount to
so much ? Yes. In considering our rate we got all the information we could possibly get from tbe De
partment^ and struck our rate accordingly. The Board do not desire to strike a heavy rate ; they would
rather wait a year or two even if there is a little deficiency until the works are completed.
63. Do you know what per centage upon the outlay the revenue will be ? We are trying to collect 4 per
cent, on tbe outlay. Wc tried to form a sinking fund as well, but that has yet to be gone into. We are
trying to conduct the whole thing upon commercial principles,
64. Until the whole thing is complete you can hardly form an opinion? We cannot form a correct
opinion until the whole of the works are handed over.
65. Mr. Jl.u-mphenj.) Do you prefer collecting rates from ratepayers director through Municipal Councils.
From the ratepayers direct.
66. Would it not bo a great convenience to tlie ratepayers if they could pay tbe money to the Munici
palities ? Yes, no doubt, but the municipal bodies want so much per cent, for collecting tho money, and
they will not guarantee the collection'. We arc hound to collect this revenue, and as President I am
responsible; therefore, bow we could collect it through tbe boroughs, which are not responsible to us, seems
a very great difficulty.
t>7
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T. RowCjEaq. 67, Will it be i-ompulsoiy to attoid at your office to pay small amounts ? We take cheques. We did at
,
(,ne ^me ta^° postage stamps, but wo found a difficulty about that; some said that they sent stamps, but
14 Jan., 1890. the stamps neTer reae110(i uti,

68. Mr. Garrard.] Will you have sufficient land to enable you to extend your premises ? No ; wc shall
build on everv inch of it.
69. If your work increases you will probably want room for a larger number of hands in a few years ?
J-do not think that our staff will increase much more.
Our principal work for years to come will be
extending the water supply, tbe connecting of all the bouses with tbe main sewers, ventilating, &e., but
that will die out in the course of time.
70. The clerical staff will not materially increase? No.
71. Mr. Tric/rrJ/.] What do you estimate the cost to he ? The building £30,000, tbe land £17,000,
incidental expenses and littings £3,000, making a total of £50,000.
72. Do you think £30,000 the outside price for the building r I do.
73. What do you propose to construct the building of? Principally of brick with stone facings, using as
little stone as possible to keep down the cost.
74. I suppose you will occupy tbe building throughout? Tcs. There is another point—wc have no
caretaker’s place in the present building ; in the new building provision will be made for the caretaker,
which will cause a saving of £-50 a year.
'75-6. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Tlie Sewerage Board for some time occupied tbe offices of the A.S.N, Company,
did they not ? lres.
.
77. Is not that a commodious structure? It is fairly commodious, but there is not room enough.
78. Do you think it necessary to put the country to tlie expense of a new building? Tbe public have
not been satisfied with tbe accommodation hitherto provided. They' have bceu put to a considerable in
convenience.
’
79. Do not people go to the G-as Co.’s offices in TCent-street ? The G-as Company has started a branch
in Bathurst-slrect, near tbe intended site.
80. Could you not do that ? If we did we could not then exercise a proper check on tbe books. That is
a very serious matter indeed.
81. Do you think it so serious as the making of another department? We are paying £2,000 a year in
rent, and if we can get better buildings at the same rate, the value of which null increase, that will be an
advantage.
82. The old building is lying idle , is it not ? Possibly the Governmeut have some other use for it. I
understood that tbe military were going to have it.
S3, What rent do the Board propose to pay tbe Government for tbe new structure ? We shall be
able to pay 4 per cent, on the cost of construction in the shape of rent at £2,000 a year.
84. Ilf?’, Lee.] Has any effort been made to obtain a long lease of premises in the city? Wc do not
know of any premises suitable for the business of the Board without extensive alterations being made at
great expense; then it would be only makeshift.
85. Are there no buildings at Circular Quay which might have been available? I do not know of any.
86. Would no portion of tbe additions to the Lands Office have been suitable? 1 never beard of any
accommodation there. We applied for accommodation at tbe Town Hall, but they could not take us
there. ^Ve must have the pay office on the ground floor, as so many people have business to trausaet
there.
.
.
87. Have you advertised for suitable premises? Yes, and we have had twenty or twenty-five offers of
premises.
88. There are many large flats of offices unoccupied in the City, are there not? I have studied tbe
matter thoroughly, and visited a number of places, but I know of no place more suitable for tbe purposes
of tbe Board than tbe one which we have taken.
89. W ould it be possible to rent premises in the city ? I do not think it is possible to rent premises in
a convenient position, giving all the accommodation we require.
90. As a speculation, you think it would be better to build? I think so.
91. Inasmuch as tbe annual increment would, in the course of a few years, amount to a rental ? Yes.
The land of the proposed site, which is worth £230 a foot, will be worth possibly £500 a foot in twenty’
years time. A few hundred yards to the north of that site the land is that price now'.
92. How many years have you been in Sydney? I have been in this city forty years.
93. And you are tolerably well acquainted with the large buildings ? I have built a great many of them
myself.
94. Consequently you are in a position to know what buildings are likely to be suitable ? Yes.
95. That being so, you have no hesitation in recommending the erection of this building? I think the
thing will speak for itself.
■
96. Mr. Rurlry.] In your travels through the United Kingdom, has your attention been drawn to tbe class
of buildings used by such bodies as that which you represent? I do not think there are many such bodies
as tbe Water Supply and Sewerage Board.
97. Have you visited the Metropolitan Board of Works in London ? I have not. Not many cities in the
world have Boards managing the water supply and sewerage system.
■
98. Is it known that the building which you have vacated is likely to be utilised by tho military ? I have
understood that it was,
■
99. Do you consider that it would be suitable for that purpose ? It would make a very good brigade office.
It adjoins tbe commissariat.
100. Have the Board taken into consideration the suitability of Goverument land in this street for such a
building as you propose ? It would be unwise for tho Board to recommend the erection of a building
anywhere about here, because it would not meet tbe convenience of the public.
10L. The site you recommend is centrally situated, and will suit the general body of tho population ? Yes ;
it will be the most central point of the whole city for this purpose.
102. Do you know tbe price at which tbe land can be purchased? I think it has been offered at £230 a
foot.
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Kegiuald Bloxsomo, Esq., Secretary, Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, sworn, and examined:—
K, Bloxs-mie,
103. Mr. Laeket/.'] You are connected with the Water and Sewerage Board ? Yes, I am the secretary.
Esq.
104. Have you been secretary ever since the establishment of that body ? 1 have—since March, 1888.
105. Have the odices of the Board been in the same place as they arc in now ever since the Board was
14 Jan., 1S90.
established? lSTo ; they occupied temjjorary offices at Cirular Quay, which they left about ten days ago.
10G. It is proposed to build new offices in Pitt-street, near Wilmot-strcet ? Yes.
107. Do you think that a suitable site? Very.
108. Is it regarded hy the Board as a suitable site ? Yes. It is in the centre of the city.
109. The Board are unanimous as to that being tbe most desirable site? Quite so.
110. Have you gone into the figures, or has it transpired what the probable cost will be? Yes; I have
it from professional men.
111. Do von think the cost will be within the amount estimated ? That T. cannot say. The professional
men think so.
*
112. What do they estimate tho cost to bo ? They estimate that the cost of ihe land will be alittle over
£17,000, and the cost of the building, exclusive of the fittings, about £26,500; you may say in round
numbers that the building, fittings, and land will cost £50,000.
113. What rent arc yon paying atlhe present time ? £2,000 a year.
114. You employ a considerable number of hands, clerical and professional ? Yes ; there are quite 100 in
the building.
115. You have seen the plans ? Yes.
116. And the Board have seen the plans ? Yes.
117. Do they all agree as to the suitability of the proposed buildiog ? Yes, they highly approve or it.
118. Who are the members of the Board besides the President? Mr. Hickson, tho Engineer-in-Chief
for Sewerage, Mr. Darley. Knginecr-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, Mr. Palmer and Mr. Young of the
Municipal Council of Sydney, and Mr. Lander and Mi'. Graham, representing the Suburban Municipal
Councils.
119. They all agree as to the necessity for the work? Yes. The Board have been forced to go in for it
by expressions of opinion from the ratepayers themselves.
120. It is a rule with your Board that the people must attend at tlie office to pay their rates—you do not
send collectors round ? Ko, but we take cheques or post office orders. We tried postage stamps but
they were a failure.
121. As a rule people come and pay their rales across the counter? Yes.
122. Therefore it is essential that the officos should be in a convenient and central situation ? About
the centre of the city and as close to tbe Town Hall as possible.
123. Having in view the growth of the city and suburbs, is it your opinion that tbe proposedbuildiug will meet
tbe requirements ot the future ? I do not think it will, but tbe building is to be constructed so that
another floor can be put on it.
124, How many storeys are there to be ? There are to be the basement, ground floor, and three storeys,
and then the caretaker’s place.
325. And it will be capable of being built still higher? Yes. The architect who drew out the plans told
me that he would have been glad if he could have had a few feet more in the width as ho would have made
a great change in the building. No doubt if tbe Government buy that land it will be an exceedingly good
speculation. Wherever the offices of the Board arc they will bring traffic and that increases tbe value of
property ; therefore if we only rented a building we should be increasing the value of the property for
somebody else, and when the lease expired the landlord would raise the rent. If the land is the propertv
of the Board they will be raising the value of the property for themselves as trustees for the ratepayers
of Sydney,
”
126. Ton think that, the accommodation afforded would he sufficient for a considerable number of years ?
Yes, as long as they coniine the Board to the water supply and sewerage works.
127. Have you made any estimate as to what it wil! cost to build ? Yes ; we shall pay the Goverment
4 per cent. Under tbe Country Towns Wafer and Sewerage Act, loans are paid back in sixty years,
but there is nothing in tlie Act under which the Board is established, requiring them to pay back "loans
within sixty years. They have been debited with the money spent on the Nepean scheme, but they
certainly could not be expected to pay that off in sixty years. The Board hope to pay back the capital
and interest oi the loans expended in reticulation in sixty years, and the capital and interest of the loans
expended on the main works at a much longer period.
128. On the whole you think it ia a desirable project, and that it ought to be carried out ? Yes.
129. And you think that the property will increase in value as time goes on ? Yes, it will increase
enormously.
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ATPESBIX.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
Offices for Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.

APPENDIX.
A.
List

of

Peoferties

resumed

ey

Goyerxjxext

is

the

City

For what purpose resumed.

Area.

Where situated.

the

of

Sydney.

Bate of
resumption.

a. r. p.
10 7

1870.
Sydney Female School of Dec. 5
Industry.

2. Between Macqunrie-etreet and Outer
Domain, having a frontage to Macquariestrect of 171 feet.

1

Parliament Buildings ....

3 355 feet frontage to Elizabeth-street, 150
feet to Market-street, and 363 feet to
Castlereagh-strcc t.

111

4. At the comer formed by tbe western side
of Phillip-sireet. and the southern side of
Hunter-street.

0 1 20

6. Fronting Phillip,
Streets.

Bridge, and Young

0 1 22f

fi. At the corner formed by tbe eastern side
of Elizabcth-street and the southern side
of Hunter-street.
7. At tlie corner formed by the western side
of Phillip-it’-eet and the northern side of
Hunter-street.

0 0 101

8. Circular Quay, fronting Pitt, Q.neen, and
George Streets.

0 2 19|

9. 38 feet frontage to Kcgent-strcetj Redfem

0 0 11

1. On tbe eastern $ide of Macquiirie'Street,
commencing on the northern side of a
lane nearly opposite Hunter-street, and
extending along the building line of
Mocquarie-street. in a northerly direction
to the entrance of the Government
Domain.

1 30

1SJ9.
Oct. 17

1880.
Public Librnrv ................. Nov. 24
1886.
Purchased for buildings April
and offices in connection
bh tbe Department of
Inspector*Gencrul
o£
Police.
1883.
Buildings and offices in Nov. 27
connection with the
Department of Public
Worts.
1SSI.
Tramway purposes.......... Dec. 2

rt

0 0 11^

' ..........

Railway purposes..............

a

10. Murray-street, Pyrmont ..........................

........

„

2

No. of buildings.

Nil.

7 houses (occupied), 21
small tenements (occu
pied).
High School, 14 shops and
buildings (occupied).
11 Star Hotel” (occupied),
4 houses (unoccupied),
Offices of InspectorG eneral of Police.
4 houses (occupied).

Montague Chambers (oecupied).
Orient Chambers
pied).

1882.
May 5

Hotel (occupied).

1883.
Aug. 14

2 shops (occupied).

1881.
June 14

10 houses (occupied).

B.
List

of

Resumed Properties

Pyrmont. ............................
Macquarie-streefc ................
Library ...... .......................
Hunter-street ....................
Bridge-street.......................
M ontague Chambers ........
Hunter and Phillip Streets
Circular Quay ....................
Cook’s River.......................
Redfem Tunnel ................

in

the

hands

of

thf.

Government Collector.

Resumption situate in Murray-'treet, Pyrmont (Crawford Terrace),
j,
Macquarie-street and Domain.
Elizabeth, Market, and Castlereagh Streets,
at corner of Hunter and Phillip Streets.
„
„
Bridge and Phillip Streets.
„
„
Hunter and Elizabeth Streets.
,,
„
(ground rent),
„
in Pitt-street North.
„
at Tempe.
„
in Regent-street, near the Mercantile Bunt.
[Four Plans.')

Sidney : Charles Pottei, Doferiimcui Printer.—IbflO
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1800.

NEW SOUTH AVALES.

(AMENDED BY-LAWS.)

Jilrcseniri) to Oort Em cut, pursuimt to Act 43 'Dir, l\o. 32.

Department of Public ‘Works,
Sydney, 17th March, 1890.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of tlie Executive Council, has been
pleased
to approve
of „ the
following
Amended aTXULAULJVlJLHU
Metropolitan Waler
By-laws’
'
il
,,
V
])ri^AT ^ t]l01Bi0art0f Watejfc>upply and Sewerage iu nccordanco with tho provisions
of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 1880-18S9,” and ini sub........
~
substitution of‘ those
Till 111 7 u 1
ti n /""L
~
publishedrl mu
iu 4-tho
Gazette of
loth July, innn
1889.
t

t

BRUCE SMITH.
METROPOLITAN WATER BY-LAWS.
[13th December, 1S89.]
WHEREAS, by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 18S0-18S9, tho Board of
\\ ater Supply and Sewerage is authorized and empowered from time to time to make
alter, and repeal By-laws :
’
_ Now the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and by virtue of the powers
contained m the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 1880-1889, do hereby make
the By-laws following, that is to say :—
J
L The following rates and charges are those which the owners and occupiers
of lands and tenements shall pay m respect of water supplied by tho Board, that is
to say
(For water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than bp measure.')
(i.) On every house, tenement, or land of twenty pounds assessed annual value and
under, ten shillings per annum,
(ii.) On e\ ery house, tenement, or land above the assessed annual value of twenty
pounds, a rate of sixpence for each pound sterling on the amount of the valua
tion up to three hundred pounds inclusive; fivepence for each pound on the
amount of the valuation in excess of three hundred pounds up to seven hun
dred pounds; fourpence lor each pound on tho amount of the valuation in
excess of seven hundred pounds np to one thousand pounds; threepence for
each pound on tho amount of tho valuation in excess of one thousand pounds
up to four thousand pounds; and twopence for each pound on the amount of
the valuation m excess of four thousand pounds.
(ni.) Vacant lands of the assessed value of sixty pounds and over shall be subject
to a rate of twopence for each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation.
182—A
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fir.") The like rates as those above-mentioned shall be charged on all lands, tene
ments and hereditaments not included in any valuation by the Municipal
Council of the Citv of Sydney or Kedfern, or of any Borough or Municipal
District, and on all lands for "the time being valued by tho said Municipal
Council of the City of Sydney or Kedfern, or by such Borough or Municipal
District, at a sum less than the true value thereof.
{For water supplied Ip measure.')
(r.) The rates to bo charged for water supplied from stand-pipes shall be one
shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons.
.
,
(ti.) The rates to be charged for water supplied from tho mams by measure shall
be one shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons.
‘ (vii.) Water-troughs will be charged for at the rate of twenty shillings per annum
fvrn.) Gas-engines will be charged for at the rate of twenty shillings per annum each,
(is.) Water for steam boilers will be charged for by measure at the rate of one
shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons.
.
(x.) For water supplied to shipping, the charge will be one shilling and sixpence
per 1,000 gallons. Her Majesty’s Navy will be supplied free ot charge,
2
Assessed
rates must be paid half-yearly in advance whether a meter is used or
Payment of
rates.
not. In the case when a meter is used, the meter account will be rendered only when
it is in excess of the assessment. Cheques and Post Office Orders will be received m
payment of rates; but if the cheque tendered by any person as payment for rates due
is dishonoured; the Board may cut off his service, and proceed for the recovery of the
amount by Warrant for Distress. Cheques and Post Office Orders must be crossed in
favour of the Board.
_
3. The minimum charge for water, whether supplied through meter or otherwise,
Minimum
cliarpe, by meter for domestic purposes and for purposes other than domestic, is the assessed annual rate.
or otherwise,
If the water is supplied by meter, and the meter account exceeds the assessment
is the
assessed rate.
(calculated at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons), then such excess
shall be charged in addition to the assessment.
4. The Board may supply water for building purposes at tbe rate of five shillings
Building
charges, &c.
per room or by meter at one shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons ; and the minimum
charge by meter shall be ten shillings and sixpence for each work, which charge must
be paid in advance. The Board may supply water for the making and mixing ot
concrete for foundations of wooden blocks, stone cubes, mr other form of permanent
roadway or pavement, at the rate of £1 10s. per 1,000 square yards, by superficial
measurement of road surface; and for all other concrete, brickwork or masonry, at
the rate of threepence per cubic yard, as measured on the work.
.
5. Any person who maintains horses or cows may be supplied with water, without
Horses and cows
meter, from the domestic service for the sum of 6s. per annum for each animal, m
addition to the assessed annual rate of the promises on which such animal is maintained
or supplied with water.
6. All lands or premises on which any one or more head of horses or cattle
shall be kept or maintained, whether such lands or premises are actually supplied with
water from any main water-pipe of the Board, or are otherwise ratable or not shall be
liable to an extra rate or charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate ot
the premises) of 5s. per head fer each head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on
such lands or premises.
_
7. The Board may supply water for gardens (and for such purpose may permit a
Gardens.
hose and siandnipe to be used) without meter, at the rate of 10s. per annum for every
750 square feet superficial area, or part thereof, in addition to the assessed annual rate
of tbe premises to which such garden belongs or is attached.
8. The Board may permit a supply of water for water-fountains or waterfalls of a
Fountains and
size, construction, and form, and iu a position previously approved by the Board, without
waterfalls.
meter, from the domestic service, for tbe sum of 5s. per annum for each such iountam
or waterfall, in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises on which such
fountain or waterfall is maintained.
9. If the Board shall in any ease be of opinion that the owner or occupier of any
Board may
require any
premises
is wasting or misusing or otherwise illegally dealing with water, or that tho
premises to take
the whole supply whole supply of water to any premises should for any reason be by meter, they may
of water through
give to tbe owner or occupier a notice directing him, within a time to be therein men
meter.
tioned, to fix a meter to such premises, and to receive the whole supply of water to such
premises through such meter ; and after the expiration of such notice, whether a meter
has been fixed in accordance therewith or not, the Board may cut otf any supply of such
premises which is otherwise than by meter.
10. Before any person shall affix any service-pipe to any pipe of the Board, or
Before affixing
service-pipe, Ac,
alter, repair, or in any manner interfere with any pipe of the Board, or any service-pipe,
license to bo
cock, or fitting connected with any pipe of tho Board, he shall obtain from the Board a
obtained from
Board.
license in that behalf to execute any such work ; _ and any unlicensed person affixing, a-lterirg, repairing, or in any manner interfering with any such pipe, service-pipe, cock, or
fitting as aforesaid, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
11. Before any such license shall be granted by tho Board, the person applying
Licensed
for the same shall satisfy tlie Board that he is a competent plumber. His competency
plumber.
must be certified to by three master plumbers.
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12. Any person,’whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who shall offend by opening Beforepjixss^cin
any ground so as to uncover any pipe or pipes, the property of the Board, without giving twodays'notico
two days’ notice to the Board of his intention so to do, or who shall in any way tamper,
n'UEt
interfere with, or alter any pipe, the property of the Board, without the printed
’
permit of tlie Board being first obtained, or who shall wilfully or negligently break,
injure, or open any loci, cock, valve, pipe, ivork, or engine, tho property of the Board,
shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
13. The Board only, or a plumber duly licensed hy the Board, under the superin
tendence and according to the directions of the oflieer appointed by tbe Board for that ompDwcrifil to
purpose, is empowered to tap the main in the streets or elsewhere and attach service- tftr I,iams>&epipes thereto, or extend the same generally as the case may he. Any person infringing
this clause shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,
14. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who shall lay any pipe to
communicate with the pipe or pipes of the Board without giving two days’ notice of rjres om-jh
tho day and hour when such pipe, is intended to he made to communicate with the pipe ™j^wl0lout
or pipes of the Board, and without having obtained tho official printed permit, or who
shall make such communication, except under the superintendence and according to the
directions of some officer of the Board, or who shall lay any leaden or other pipe to
communicate with a pipe of the 'Board of a strength and material not sanctioned hy
the Board, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding five pounds;
and, in tlie event of continuing the offence, to a further penalty of two pounds for
each day after the notice of the offence from tlie Board.
15. Every application for water must be accompanied by the payment of a fee Fee for tapping
of three shillings for the tapping of any main.
1
10, Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands, shall, for the
purpose of obtaining a supply of water to such house, tenement, or lands (after
receiving from the Board the prescribed notice so to do), construct such connections
and fittings from and in connection with such house, tenement, or lands to communicate
with the water-main of the Board as are prescribed by tbo By-laws and Regulations of
tbe said Board.

connect premises

17. Any person who, being an owner or occupier of lands or premises supplied with
water under the said cited Act, for the purpose of taking, in a manner not authorized by ntungs.01 Z
such Act, any such water, uses in or places on, or affixes or attaches to, such land or
premises, or to any prescribed fitting, or wilfully permits to be used in or placed on, or
affixed or attached to, such lands or premises, or to any prescribed fitting, any fitting,
instrument, or thing not authorized in that behalf by the Board, or who alters, misuses,
injures, or removes any prescribed fitting, except for the purpose of necessary repair,
shall, upon conviction thereof, forfeit and pay to the Board a sum not greater than ten
pounds, without prejudice to the right of tbe Board to recover from him damages in
respect to any injury by such owner or occupier done, or wilfully permitted to be done,
to the Board’s property, and without prejudice to tbo Board’s right to recover from him
tbe value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly consumed.
'
18. The owner or occupier must, at his own expense, lay down and maintain all
lK.v o'"1
tbe pipes and apparatus upon bis premises. All pipes must be of galvanized wrought- Bcrviccs.
iron, where possible, and where load pipes are used they must he of equal thickness
throughout, and of at least the respective weights following, viz.:—
Weight of load
E lb. per yard
t-in..
pipes.
6 lb.
„
i-in..
9 lb.
„
j-in. .
1-in. .
li-in.
li-in.

12 lb.
1G lb.
20 lb.

„ .
,,
„

"Where wrought-iron pipes are used, they must be of tbe kind known as galvanized
wrought-iron lap-welded steam tubes, unless otherwise permitted by tho Board.
19. Any consumer’s pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting laid, fixed, or used other- Dofijctp.-oEinii'Ks
wise than in accordance with these Regulations and with the provisions of the Act, or
e™noi .
which shall in the opinion of the Board, be or become of bad or defective quality, or
shall conduce to the waste, misuse, or contamination of the water, shall, upon the Board
giving notice in writing, be discontinued and disused; and the Board may require tho
same to be removed, replaced, or repaired, and may stop tbo supply of water to the
said consumer until such pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting shall have been removed,
replaced, or repaired to the satisfaction of the Board.
20. No person shall use, in connection with the water of the Board, any iron pipe,
tee, thimble, bend, reducing coupling, plug, &e., unless it be of the best manufacture,
*
true in section, straight, and of equal thickness, properly and truly cut with Whitworth’s
standard gas thread, and perfectly sound and new, and free from all defects. Every
such tee, bend, tube, &c., shall he capable of withstanding a hydrostatic pressure equal
to a column of water 400 feet in height.
21. Every person shall make all joints between tees, bends, thimbles, couplings,Jolllfaelbows, and cocks, &c., with white or red lead and flax. All joints on lead pipes, and
lead pipes with brass unions, shall be of the kind known as “ wiped joints.”
22. No person shall lay any service-pipe on private property, below the ground Dt!1'th ^ rlr°‘
surface, at a less depth than ten inches.
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Pipes Hirou^i
dranis ti>

]j*-(.)perIiLv

ha

jjrotcctcd.

ApprovcJ

2-1 No pci'son shall lay any pipe or other apparatus thronr'h any aciver, drain,
ashpit, cistern, or manure tank, or tnroiijfb, in, or into any place where, "in the event of
the pipe becoming unsound, the water of the Board conveyed through such pipe would
be liable to be fouled, or to escape without observation—unless such pipe or apparatus
be laid through an exterior cast-iron pipe or box of sufficient length and strength to
afford due protection to the same, and to bring any leakage or waste within easy
detection.

luin^s.

24 No person shall use any tap, stop-cock, bib-cock, ball-cock, valve, closet
cistern, service-bos, waste-not regulator, bath tap or valve, or other fitting in connection
with a supply of water of the Board which is not of the best quality, and approved by
tho Board.

Coelc?.

25. No person shall use any stop or bib-cock which is not loose-valve, screwdown, high-pressure cocks, made of hard brass or gun-metal, and iu every respect of
best quality and workmanship.
2G. No person shall use any cistern or tank that is nob provided with an equili
brium ball-valve, and the overflow-pipe laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to
inspection, and in a position approved by the Board.
27. No person shall fix or use any service-pipe which communicates with any
cistern, tank, or vessel intended or used for the reception of rain-water below the surface
of the ground, except with the express permission of the Board.

C.^enut.

fiemee tiot to
communicate
with rain-water
receptacles or
underground
tanka.

Water-closets,

23. No person shall construct or use any water-closet fitting not approved by the
Board, ot supplied from the sendee pertaining to the tenement through a proper
closet-cistern, or sendee-box, fitted with approved wastc-prevenling apparatus. No
person shall fix or use any service-pipe which communicates directly or indirectly with
the basin or trap, or otherwise than with the cistern of a water-closet.

29. The Board wdll not supply any water to any bath, the outlet of which is not
distinct from and unconnected with tho inlet or inlets ; and the inlet or inlets shall be
placed above the highest water-level of the hath. The outlet of such bath shall bo
provided with a perfectly water-tight plug, valve, or cock. No such hath shall have any
overflow waste-pipe that is not laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection,
and in a position approved by the Board. No bath shall exceed in dimensions 6 ft. G in.
long by 2 ft. G in. wide by 2 ft. deep nnless supplied by meter. The Board will not
supply water to any bath unless the same shall be so constructed as to prevent a waste
of water.
Sen'ice
30. Except by the permission of the Board, every tenement shall have an
connection.
independent service-pipe connected with the water-main, and such service shall be stopcocked ; and no person shall connect more than one tenement with the main of the
Board from one service, except hy permission of the Board.
Urinals.
31. No person shall fix or have fixed a service-pipe so as to communicate
directly with any urinal, and every urinal shall be supplied only through a cistern or
servicc-box, fitted with waste-preventing apparatus approved by the Board.
Water for other
32. No person shall use water supplied hy tlie Board for other than domestic
than domestic
puq>osc3.
purposes, except the supply is by meter, or excepted in the manner hereinbefore
provided.
Dial of meters to
33. No person, except with special consent of the Board, shall affix a meter, tho
he capable of
registering
dial of which is not capable of registering (1,000,000) one million gallons.
1,000,000 gallons.
Motors register*
34. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water passing through it, the
ing incorrectly.
Board may charge for the supply according to the average daily consumption for any
month preceding the date upon which such meter shall have been examined and found
to he in order; or at tho request of the consumer, or hy direction of the Board, the said
meter shall be tested and the charge for water supplied regulated accordingly.
lifetcrs not to ho
3o. No person not duly authorized hy the Board shall disconnect any meter or
interfered nith.
other apparatus from the service-pipes, or in any way interfere with the same.
Rteam boiler to
36. If any person shall connect any service-pipe, or branch service-pipe, with
ha^o self-acting
■valve.
any steam boiler for the purpose of feeding or supplying the same with water, without
first affixing a self-acting valve for preventing the pressure of the steam reversing or
affecting the dial of the meter, he shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds ;
and a further penalty of two pounds for each day after notice of the offence from tho
Board to each offender.
No hose to be
37. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall use a hose attached to
nltadieil to any
pipe for watering
any
tap
or pipe (used for the purpose of supplying the water of the Board for
irurden, fee,,
without meter.
domestic purposes to any house or premises) for watering any garden, laying dust,
or for any other purpose whatsoever, unless where a water-meter is fixed and the water
supplied by measure; and any person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds,
No tap to be in
38. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall place any tap in any garden
garden without
metar.
or screwed tap in any yard or to or outside of any dwelling or premises supplied with the
water of the Board to which a hose could be attached unless a water-meter is fixed and
the water supplied by measure; and any person offending against this By-law shall bo
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Pipes, &C., to be
39. Any person using water supplied.by the Board shall keep all pipes and other
kept in proper
icpair.
appliances in connection with the supply of water to such person in a proper state of
repair.
Baths.
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40. All work sii; any time done or to be done on private lands or premises m eon- ^sr^<:clionof
nection with tho water supply, whether such work consist in the laying and fixing of
'
new services, or in the extension or alteration of existing services and fittings, shall be
inspected, by tlie proper officer of iho Board, and no such work shall be commenced
until after the expiration of two days’ notice thereof first given to the Board, and tlie
necessary printed permit obtained. In no case shall tho water be turned on to any
lands or premises where any such work shall have been executed until the said work
shall have been inspected hy the said oificer, and certified by him, on the prescribed
form, jxo under-ground or enclosed work shall on any account be covered up or
concealed from view until Ihe same shall have been duly inspected and passed by the
inspector ; and any person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
41. The supply and use of water, whether for domestic purposes or under special Supply and msb
agreement, shall be open to inspection and admeasurement whenever required ; and such inspection!'1"110
information must from time to time be afforded as will be sufficient to enable the Board
to obtain a satisfactory account of tbe quantity of water actually consumed, and of the
pipes, taps, cisterns, and other apparatus and conveniences for receiving and delivering
such water. Any officer of the Board may at all reasonable times in the day-time enter
on the premises of any person using water supplied by tbo Hoax’d, for the" purpose of
inspecting the service pipes or other appliances ou such premises.
42. If tho service pipes or other appliances of any such person shall on any Ba“?1 may
inspection be found to be out of repair, tbe Board may forthwith, without notice, repair re,"lir'
tlie same in such manner as may be deemed necessary, and the cost of any such repairs
may be recovered by the Board from the owner or occupier of such premises.
43. The water supply to the public parks and gardens shall be by meter, and Board iiavo
shall be exclusively under tlie control and direction of the Board; and any person Bu">p™m]°to'lltl!r
turning on the water, or otherwise interfering with such water supply, shall be liable p’1,)lio!Klrlis>&c'
_
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
44. All notices and applications required by these By-laws are to bo made upon Notices and
printed forms, to be obtained at the Board’s office. JSTotices sent by post must be prepaid. ^Cwteupon
.Any sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post and not prepaid will be i,rint«d forma,
charged against and recovered from the sender.
_
45. Tlie Board shall be at liberty to discontinue and cut off the supply of water
immediately on the discovery of any breach of these licgulalions.
suppi".1'1118
40. In the construction of these By-laws, the word “ person” shall be deemed to
extend to and include a corporation, or any body or number of persons, and the mascu- °
line shall include the feminine gender.
47. Any person committing a breach of any By-law to which no specific penalty
is attached, or who shall refuse or neglect to obey any injunction in any such By-law,
shall, upon conviction, be liable to pay a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and, in
case of a continuing offence, a further penalty not exceeding five pounds for each day
after notice of such offence shall have been given by the Board to such offender.

lins"

4S. The following shall be the form of notice to connect to water mains, prescribed
under Section 16, Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889:—
NOTICE TO CONNECT TO WATER MAINS.'
To tho Owner or Occupier.

Hoard of Water Supply and Siwerage,
Sydney,

18

.

is hereby oivex that a water iTuiin has heen laid in (as the cti’e may be), and is ready to
distribute water. The Hoard of Water Supply and Sewerage hereby demand and require that tlie owner
or occupier of the house, tenement, or lands at or on which this notice is left or exhibited, shall construct
such connections or fittings from or in connection with such house, tenement, or lands, to communicate
with such main as arc prescribed by the by-laws and regulations of the said Board.

Notice

For the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Secretary.

IIeoinalu Br,on some,
Secretary.

THOMAS HOWE.
President.

IStote.—Aiieniion is directed to the following Rules :—
4
Tho Board will pay a reward of not less than ten shillings to any person who Reward for
will give such information as shall lead to the conviction of any person or persons who to Suinga"1 ”
shall wrongfully attach (temporarily or otherwise) any pipe to any of tho mains or
services of the Board, or to any pipe, cistern, or apparatus connected therewith, or to or
into which the water of the Board shall flow, or who shall wrongfully draw off, use or
take the water of the Board, or who shall knowingly permit the said water to be wrong
fully drawn off, used, or taken.
.
Tbe Board will also adequately reward any person (not being the person in
a3
fault) who shall communicate timely information to the Board of any leakages or waste to waste,
of water, whether tho same bo accidental, negligently or wilfully occasioned or suffered,
or who shall give such information as shall lead to the conviction of any person or
persons who shall steal or cause to be stolen, or improperly appropriated, tho water of
■
the Board.— Vide section 73 of Act 43 Yic. Kb. 32,
■

6

Simple fittings.

so gratuities
allowed.

A set of standard fittings, such as are at present approved, is exhibited in the
Board Engineer’s office; but the Board will give due consideration to the claims of any
other fitting which may he presented for approval, and if considered satisfactory the same
will be purchased and placed among and become one of tho standard approved fittings.
The Board do not permit their officers, workmen, or agents to solicit or
receive any fee or gratuity whatever, and desires to ho informed of any infraction of
this llegulation, and also of any act of incivility or neglect of attention on the part of
such officers, workmen, and agents, or any of them.
Attention is also directed to the following clauses of the Metropolitan Water and
Sewerage Act, 43 Vic, No. 32:—

Motor to bo

supplied run!
jimintaiuoii by
consumer.

Notice of
removal, &C., of
meter.

ncgicctingto
proviue meter,

55. Every person who shall have agreed with the Board for a supply of water
by measure, shall at his own expense, unless ho hire a meter from tho Board, provide a
meter and keep and maintain the same in good working condition to the satisfaction of
such officer as may he appointed by the Board, and in the event of any repairs being
required notice in writing shall be immediately given by such person to the Board and
a registration of the quantity used shall bo taken before such repairs arc effected.
50. Every person requiring to remove or alter the position of any meter shall
give six days’ notice in writing to that effect to the Board, and a registration of the
quantity of water used shall be taken before such removal or alteration is made.
57. If any person who under the provisions hereinbefore contained ought to
provide any meter, neglect or refuse, after having heen required by the Board so to
do, to provide such meter, he shall for every day during which such neglect or refusal
continues forfeit a sum not exceeding two pounds.

Penalty tor
58. If any person who has provided any meter as aforesaid, fail to give the
glve'iotia/ot notice hereinbefore required of any repairs required for such meter he shall forfeit a
repairs ot meters sum not exceeding ten pounds.
Water may be
cut off if nidor
not in order.

69. If any person refuse or delay to have such meter properly repaired and put
in correct working order after having been required by any officer of the Board so to do,
tlie Board may shut off the supply of water irom tho premises of such person cither
by cutting the service-pipe or otherwise, until such meter shall have heen properly
repaired and certified by some officer of tbe Board as being in proper working order.
*

Penalty for
fixing uncertified
meter.

GO. If any plumber or other person fix or refix any meter upon any premises
supplied with water by the Board, without having first obtained a certificate from the
Board that tho said meter lias been exatoined and found in correct working order, ko
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding ten pounds.

icttrhi'"meter07
61. If any person remove or alter tbe position of or in any way interfere with
withoutnotico.
any meter without giving such notice as aforesaid, he shall for each such offence forfeit
a sum not exceeding twenty pounds over and above tlie damage which he may be found
liable to pay in any action at law at tbo suit of the Board.
to ufficcrB
C2. The officers of the Board may enter any house, building, or lands, to, through,
inspect motors, or into which water is supplied by the Board by measure, in order to inspect the meters,
instruments, pipes, and apparatus for the measuring, conveyance, reception, or storage
of water, or forthe purpose of ascertaining the quantity of water supplied or consumed,
and may from time to time enter any house, building, or lands, for the purpose of
removing any meter, instrument, pipe, or apparatus, the property of the Board ; and if
any person hinders any such officer from entering or making such inspection, or effecting
such removal, he shall, for each such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds; but, except with the consent of a Justice, this power of entry shall be exercised
only between the hours of ten in the forenoon and four in tbe afternoon.
Notice tolar

service lapc?.

67. After pipes have boon laid under the authority of this Act, for the supply of
water to any street or part thereof, the Board shall cause a notice, in the form
contained in the Third Schedule hereto, or to the like effect, to be published in four
consecutive numbers of the Gazette, and in one or more newspapers circulating in tho
locality ; and the owner or occupier of every tenement referred to in such notice shall,
within three weeks from the date of the last publication of sucli notice in the Gazette,
cause a proper pipe and stop-cocks to be laid, so as to convey a supply of water to
suck tenement. And after fourteen days from such last publication the owner or
occupier of such tenement shall, unless the Board refuse to supply him with water, be
liable to pay the rates and charges for such supply, although no such pipes and stop
cocks be laid, or no such water be used in such tenement.

piiwsimdby
G8. Any owner or occupier of any dwelling-house, or part of a dwelling-house,
occupTers.7
within a Water District, who shall wish to have water from the waterworks of tke Board
imhitftncf to""*'
hito his premises, and who shall have paid or tendered to the Board the portion
serviM pipes. of water rate in respect of such premises, by Ibis Act directed to be paid in advance,
may open the ground between tho pipes of the Board and his premises, having first
obtained the consent of the owners and occupiers of such ground, and lay any pipes from
such premises to communicate with the pipes of the Board.
J*™13
o j nftp pcs.

69. Such pipes shall be of a strength and material approved of by some officer of
]30arq) and every such owner or occupier shall, before he begins to lay any such pipe,
give to the Board two days’ notice of his intention to do so.
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70. Before any pipe is made to communicate with the pipes of the Board, the Communication
person intending to lay such pipes shall give two days’ notice to the Board of the day and nonhniI>toetio0f
hour when such pipe is intended to be made to communicate with the pipes of the Board, madoundor
and every such pipe shall be so made to communicate under tlie superintendence and of Burvoyor*"110
according to the directions of the surveyor, or other officer appointed for that purpose
by the Board. And the bore of any such pipe shall not exceed three-quarters of au inch, Bora of service
except with the consent of the Board.
pip(!S'
71. Any person who shall hare laid down any pipe, or other works, or who shall
rpipf*vcd
have become the proprietor thereof, may remove the same after having first given six ™tcr sivin^0'
days’ notice in writing to the Board of £is intention so to do, and of the lime of such tloticeproposed removal, and every such person shall make compensation to tlie Board for any
injury or damage to their pipes or works which may be caused by such removal.
72. Any such owner or occupier may open or break up so much of the pavement, Power to brest
if any, as shall be between the pipe of the Board and his house, building, or premises, pa'''!mentsand any sewer or drain therein for any such purpose as aforesaid (doing as little damage
as may bo, and making compensation for any damage done in the execution of any such
■work). Provided always that every such owner or occupier desiring to break up the
pavement of any street, or any sewer or drain therein, shall be subject to the same
necessity of giving previous notice, and shall be subject to the same control, restrictions,
and obligations in, and during tbe time of breaking up the same, and also reinstating the
same, and to the same penalties for any delay in regard thereto as the Board are subject
to under tbe provisions of this Part.
73. If any person supplied with water by the Board wrongfully does, or causes protection of
or permits to he done, anything in contravention of any of the provisions of this Part, Tn* Water.
or wrongfully fails to do anything which under any of those provisions ought to be done in caseof #ny
for the prevention of the waste, misuse, undue consumption, or contamination of the PsH^fthisAct
water of the Board, the Board may (without prejudice to any remedy against him in water may bo
respect thereof) cut off any of the pipes by or through which water is supplied to him caton‘
or for his use, and may cease to supply him with wafer so long as the cause of injury
remains or is not remedied.
74. If any person, supplied with water hy the Board, wilfully or negligently penalty for
causes or suffers any pipe, valve, cock, cistern, bath, soil-pan, water-closet, or other
of
apparatus or receptacle to bo out of repair, or to be so used or contrived that the water
supplied to him by the Board is or is likely to he wasted, misused, unduly consumed, or
contaminated, or so as to occasion or allow the return of foul air or other noisome or
impure matter into any pipe belonging to or connected with the pipes of the Board, he
shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
75. If any person—
(1.) Not having from the Board a supply of water for other than domestic purposes, pCIia[ty jor
uses for other than domestic purposes any water supplied to him by tho Board;
(2.) Having from the Board a supply of water for any purpose other than domestic,
uses such water for any purpose other than those for which he is entitled to
use tho same ;—
he shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings without
prejudice to the right of the Board to recover from him the value of the water misused,
7G. It shall not be lawful for the owner or occupier of any premises supplied with No pipo to be
water hy tho Board, or any consumer of the water of the Board, or any other person, to
“no
affix, or cause or permit to be affixed, any pipe or apparatus to a pipe belonging to or used without porby such owuer, occupier, consumer, or any other person, or to make any alteration in nowd." ot
any such communication or service-pipe, or in any apparatus connected therewith, with
out the consent, in every such case, of the Board. And if any person acts in any
respect in contravention of the provisions of the present section, he shall, for every such
offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, without prejudice to the right
of the Board to recover damages from him in respect of any injury done to its property,
and without prejudice to their right to recover from him tho value of any water wasted,
misused, or unduly consumed.
77. If any person, not being supplied with water hy tho Board, wrongfully takes Penalty for
or uses any waiter from any reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or pipo belonging to the
water.
Board, or from any pipe leading to or from any such reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or
pipe, or from any cistern or other like place containing water belonging to the Board
or supplied by them for the use of any consumer of the water of the Board, he shall for
every such offence bo liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
7S. The surveyor or other person appointed for that purpose by the Board may, inspection of
between the hours of nine o’clock in tho forenoon and four o’clock in the afternoon, wawr'
enter into any house or promises supplied with water by the Board in order to examine
if there be any waste or misuse of such water ; and if any such surveyor or other person
‘ ’
at any such time he refused admittance into such dwelling-house or premises for the
purpose aforesaid, or he prevented from making such examination as aforesaid, the Board
may turn off the water supplied hy them from such house or other premises.
_
7£). If any person bathe iu any stream, reservoir, aqueduct or othor waterworks p“t|^"eUie
belonging io the Board, or wash, throw, or cause to enter therein auy dog or other reiiaity for
animal he shall for every such offence forfeit a sura not exceeding five pounds.
oftt”!®™*"
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Rnnally fOf
throwing dLrt
there in,

Penalty for
lotting foul
w'atcr How
thereinto.

Penalty for
tnimnco in
watershed area*

Provisions as to
connection of
closet and other
jvipcs with mains,
nudostocistemsj
<tc.
Ko closet pipes
hereafter to con
nect directly
with the jnain.

Board may dis
connect pipes hi
certain eases.

Tiie expense in
curred hy any
disconnection
to t>e paid hj’
tenant and de
ducted from his
rent.

Owners of pre
mises shall fix
closet-cisterns Or
he Habits to a
penalty.

Upon neglect of
owner, the
tenant after
fourteen days
notice, to fix
cistern and
deduct tho ex
pense from rent.

Any person re
establishing any
connection with
the main unless
authorized, or
wilfully injuring
any pipe, die.,
liable to a
penalty.

80. If any person throw or convey or cause or permit to be thrown or conveyed
any rubbish, dirt, filth, or other noisome thing into any such stream, reservoir, aqueduct,
or other waterworks as aforesaid, or wash or cleanse therein any cloth, wool, leather, or
skin of any animal, or any clothes or other thing he shall for each such offence forfeit a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
81. If any person cause the water of any sink, sewer, or drain, steam-engine,
boiler, or other filthy water belonging to him or under his control, to run or be brought
into any stream, reservoir, aqueduct, or other waterworks belonging to the Board, or
shall do any other act whereby tlie water of the Board shall ho fouled, he shall for each
such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds, and a further sum of twenty
shillings for each day (if more than one) that such offence continues.
82. Where any owner or occupier of any land within the watershed to he pro
claimed as hereinbefore provided, or any reservoir or source of supply transferred to, or
vested in the Board, does, or permits to be done on his land any act, or permits to
remain thereon auy matter or thing, which in the opinion of the Board is likely to injure
the water supply, if notice to discontinue or remove the same ho given to him in writing
hy the Board, and if he neglect or refuse to discontinue such act, or to remove such
matter or thing, he shall for each such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds,
and a further sum of twenty shillings for each day (if more than one) that such offence
continues
SC. The following provisions shall take effect for the purpose of protecting the
water in the mains or other pipes of the Board from all. impurities from closets and
other receptacles of faecal matter or urine—
(i.) It shall not be lawful for any person to connect with the main any pipe deliver
ing the water directly into the closet-pan or other receptacle for ffocal matter
or urine without the intervention of a cistern or cisterns into which the water
from the main shall first he received, and any person so offending shall forfeit
and pay a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
(ir.) The Board may employ any artificers or workmen to cut off or otherwise dis
connect from the main any pipo directly discharging the water into a closet
without the intervention of a cistern [hereinafter termed “ directly connected
and which in the opinion of the Board may endanger the purity of the water
by the absorption of noxious gases, or suction of faecal matter or uriuo into
such pipo, or into tho main, or otherwise : Bor the purpose of effecting such
disconnection the Board’s artificers and workmen may enter into and upon the
premises of any person or corporation whatsoever to do, or cause to be done,
anything in his opinion requisite or necessary in relation thereto.
(in.) Whenever the Board shall have caused any pipe to be cut off, or disconnected,
or other work to he done in relation thereto, they shall forthwith serve the
owner or occupier of the premises with a notice in writing, requiring him to
pay the actual cost or expense incurred. And such owner or occupier shall
pay the amount to the Board, and if the amount be paid by an occupier only
’ he may deduct the same from the rent then duo or accruing. Upon such
owner or occupier making default in any such payment after the delivery of
such notice as aforesaid the Board may sue for and recover the same with full
costs of suit.
(iv.) The owner of every dwelling-house or premises which shall have therein or
thereon any closet with a pipe or branch-pipe directly connected with the main,
shall he required to fix and erect a cistern or cisterns for the reception of the
water intended to be used for the closet, and even' cistern shall bo made of such
materials and dimensions, and of such model or plan of construction, and with
such hall-cocks, stop-cocks, waste-pipes, and other appliances as shall he deemed
requisite and have heen approved by the Board fer securing the water from
pollution through any noxious gases or matter evolved or derived from such
closets or otherwise. Every owner neglecting to comply with tho provisions of
this section shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
(v.) "Whenever any owner shall have neglected to fix and erect a cistern, with its
appliances, as is in the last preceding sub-section provided for, the tenant or
occupier of the premises is hereby authorized and required, after receiving a
written notice thereof from the Board in that behalf, to fix and erect such
cistern, with its appliances before mentioned, within fourteen days after the
,
receipt of such notice, and the said tenant or occupier shall, upon payment by
him of the charges and expense of such fixing and erection, be entitled cither to
deduct the amount so paid from the rent then due or accruing, or, at his option,
to sue for and recover the same, with full costs of suit, from the owner as for
money paid to his use.
(vi.) Any person who shall, without the authority of the Board, re-establish any
such connection which may have been cut off, removed, or severed by-him, or
who shall in any manner wilfully injure or tamper with any connection-pipe,
cistern, ball-cock, stop-cock, or waste-pipe which may have been approved hy
the Board, so as to destroy, diminish, or endanger its efficiency, may be sum
moned for such offence before two Justices, and on conviction thereof shall be
adjudged to pay the amount of tho charges and expenses which tho Board may
have incurred (and which they arc hereby authorized to incur) in repairing or
restoring the same to a state of efficiency. Every such offender shall also .
forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding ten pounds, and tho amount of charges
and expenses and penalty respectively shall, when recovered, be paid over te
the Board,
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87. Where several houses or parts of houses, in the separate occupation of hmtSsu^'iiLi
several persons, are supplied by one common pipe, or where water is supplied to courts, by one pipe each
alleys, and right-of-way by stand pipes, the several owners or occupiers of such houses, toira}'or parts of houses, or of the several houses, or parts of houses, in every such court, alley,
or right-of-way, shall be liable to the payment of the same rates for the supply of water
as they would have been liable to if each of such several houses, or parts of houses, had
been supplied with water from the works of the Board by a separate pipe.
88. The rates and charges for water, and all sums due to the Board under this water rates.
Part, shall be paid by and bo recoverable from the owner of the premises or the occupier
or person requiring, receiving, or using the supply of water; and all rates shall be paid recoverable from
in advance by equal payments ou the iirst day of January and tho first day of July in Jr tcniim. r
each year, and tho fi rst payment shall bo made at the time when tho owner or occupier
^ |)c
of any tenement shall become liable to pay such rates and charges, and all such rates hnl|w“riy in
and charges may be enforced and recovered in respect of any premises in the said City 'a"ee‘
of Sydney, or in any such Municipality as aforesaid, situate within one hundred and
fifty feet from the alignment of any street or public highway along which a main water
pipe belonging to tho Board is laid, although such premises are not actually supplied
with water from such main.
■
S!). If any such person refuse or neglect to pay on demand to the Board any Recovery of rates
rate, charge, or sum due to the Board under this Part, the Board may recover the same aTld cl'Llr!'rt:3‘
wilh costs, or may order a warrant under the hand of their President or Vice-president,
in tho form contained in the 1'ourth Schedule hereto, to be from time to time issued to schedule,
some constable or other person named therein to levy such rate, charge, or sum by
distress and sale of goods and chattels of the person occupying the premises in respect
of which such rate, charge, or sum is due at the time when the warrant of distress is
executed, and in ease no sufficient goods and chattels of such occupier be found on the
premises to satisfy such distress, the owner of the premises, or if he be absent from the
Colony, his agent shall be liable for such rate, charge, or sum, and the same'^may be
recovered from him.

Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—139Q,
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

EXTEHSION OP SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY TO SOUTHERN SUBURBSHURSTVILLE AND ROCKDALE.

REPORT.
appointed during
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888,
51 Vic. No. 87, and the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. No.
26, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “the
expediency of extending the Sydney Water Supply to Southern Suburbs—
Hurstville, Rockdale,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient
the works should be carried out; and in accordance with tire provision of sub
section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the
Legislative Assembly:—
1. In considering this matter, which was submitted to them on the 1st Description of
October, 1889, the Committee took evidence from Mr. Joseph Barling, Under
Secretary for Public Works; Mr. C. W. Barley, Engineer-in-Chief for lEarbours temporary
and Rivers; and Messrs. Hugh Patrick, H. E. Godfrey, and J. B. Carroll, thearrailsemcntsMayors of Hurstville, Rockdale, and Kogarah, respectively—the municipalities
directly interested in this question. The matter appears, according to the evidence
of Mr. Barling, to have originated in a public meeting winch was held in the
Council Chambers, Kogarah, in March, 1887, at which a resolution was passed on
the subject, asking Parliament to devise some scheme for the better supply of water
to that and other municipalities. The Hon. J. H. Carruthers, Minister of Public
Instruction, one of the Members for the district, wrote to the Minister for Works,
pointing out that there had already been a scarcity of water in the southern
suburbs, and urging the necessity for provision to be made for a permanent supply.
After the receipt of that letter surveys were made, and a scheme was proposed for
connecting the places referred to with the main water supply from the Nepean, at a
cost, as originally estimated, of £75,000, but afterwards reduced to £66,000, and the
matter was then referred to the Committee. Since then, however, a supply of water
for the district has been provided by means of temporary arrangements, which are
explained in a minute by Mr. Barley. This minute states that since the original
scheme was submitted, the Water Board has extended a 15-inch and a 12-inch trunk
main from Petersham to beyond Kogarah, and already most of the low-lying populated
portion of the district has been reticulated, and the water laid on. A temporary
scheme has also been submitted by the Board’s Engineer, to pump from the end of
this trunk main to an elevated tank over Hurstville, which 'will supply all the
elevated districts for some time to come, at a cost of about £3,200. This temporary
scheme 'will, it is considered, answer all purposes until the district is more densely
populated, and the money laid out on it will not necessarily be lost when the per
manent scheme shall be carried out, as the reticulation pipes will be laid to suit tbe
permanent scheme, and the land required for tho temporary tank will suit for the
permanent reservoir. In his evidence Mr. Barley stated that he thought it was
advisable to postpone tbe permanent scheme for, say, five years, by which course five
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Conclusion
arrived at
by the
Committee.

years’ interest on the large estimated outlay for that work would be saved. The
water for the temporary scheme will lie drawn from the Petersham Reservoir, where
there is an abundance of water, as the pipe is not used to two-thirds of its capacity.
The permanent scheme would be supplied from Potts’ Hill. The Mayors of
Hurstville, Rockdale, and Kogarah are agreed that if the districts concerned get a
sufficient supply of water, the cheaper and quicker they get it the better.
2. Talcing into consideration the statements in the evidence, and bearin'1* in
mind the present sparseness of the population of tho districts in question,°the
Committee are of opinion that the temp ora,ry arrangement proposed will, for
some years_ to come, fully meet the -wants of the inhabitants, and they have the
less hesitation in recommending its adoption, as they find that the works in con
nection with it can be afterwards utilized to a large extent in carrying out the
permanent scheme. The Committee, therefore, on the 21st January, passed unani
mously the following resolution, which was moved by Mr. Trickett, and seconded
by Mr. Cox :—
“That it is not expedient to carry out the extension of the Sydney Water
“ Supply to the Southern Suburbs, Hurstville and Rockdale, according to
“the proposal submitted to the Committee.”
J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.
Office of tbe Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 11th February, 1890.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,
EXTENSION OE SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY TO SOUTHERN SUBURBS,
HURSTVILLE AND ROCKDALE.
TUESDAY, 14 JANUARY, 1800.

$vr sunt: —
.JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT,
Tho Hon. Jons Lackhv.
The Hon. Asduew G-aehas.
Tho Hon. Eeedehick TironAS IIuin'nnnT.
The Hon. WinniAii Jokkjmi Tiuckett.
Tho Hon. Geoboe Heskv Cox.
Jacob Gabrabd, Esq.

Esq., (Chatbiias).
Hesp.v CopEtAsn, Esq.
James Ebenezeb Toskis, Esq.
"William SpRisoxnOBrE Dowel, Esq.
Edwabd ‘Williatii O’Sullivas, Esq.
John IIublet, Esq.
Ciiables AijERed Lee, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Extension o£ ihe Sydney "Water Supply to Southern
Suburbs :—Hurstville and Rockdale.
*
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public "Works, sworn, and examined:—•
1. Chairman.'] What are you ? Under Secretary for Public Works.
J. Darling,
Esq.
2. Will you tell us what you have to say iu reference to the extension of tho Sydney Water Supply to the
Southern Suburbs ? I have to ask that this proposal bo withdrawn from the consideration of the Committee
because since the proposal was made temporary arrangements have been made for the supply of water to 14 Jun., 1890
Eogarah and other districts on thelllawarra line which will answer requirements for some time to come.
3. The Department cannot withdraw' it; all wo can do is for tho Committee to report to Parliament
recommending that the proposal bo not carried out; Parliament sent the proposal to us, and we shall have
to give reasons to Parliament why it should not be carried out. You may as wrcll tell us why the proposal
was sent to Parliament, and why it is now proposed to withdraw it? It was sent to Parliament as tho
result of a public meeting at which a resolution was passed on the subject. That meeting was held in the
Council Chambers at Kogarah in March, 1S87, and the Minister was approached and asked to devise some
scheme for the better supply of water to that and other municipalities. Subsequently Mr, Carruthers,
one of the members for the district, wrote the following letter on the subject:—
’
„
Sydney, 25th February, 1887.
The Hon. Minister lor Works, Sydney.
Sir,—I have the honor, on behalf of the residents of Amcliffe, Rockdale, Kogarah, Hurstville, Canterbury,
Peakhurst, Kingsgrove, and Tempe, to request that you will be pleased to take the necessary steps to obtain from the
officers of your Department a report ou the cxepediency of connecting these places with the main water supply from the
Nepean, Already in these localities there has been a scarcity of water in the late periods of drought, and a recurrence
of sucli periods in future, with theinercused population, will cause a water famine there. The requirements of tho immodiata
future, in my opinion, necessitate steps being now taken to provide for a supply from a permanent source.

After tho receipt of this letter surveys were made, and a scheme was proposed for connecting the places
referred to with tho Nepean water supply, and eventually Parliament was asked to refer the question to
this Committee. Since then, however, temporary arrangements have been made by which the supply of
the district has been provided for. The Engineer-in-Chief has written the following minute:—
Water supply to Hurstville and southern suburbs ; original estimate £73,000, submitted to Public Works Committee.
Since this scheme was submitted originally the Water Board have extended a 15-inch and a 12.inch trunk main from
Petersham reservoir to beyond Kogarah, and already most of the low-lying populated portion of the district has been
reticulated, and the water laid on.
The Board’s Engineer for water supply has since submitted a temporary scheme for pumping from tho end of this
trunk main to an elevated tank over Hurstville, which will supply all the elevated districts for some time to come, at a cost
of about £3,200.
Tho district is very sparsely populated, and tho Board’s assessor estimates that at the outside the probable revenue,
assuming water to he laid on, would not exceed £250 per annum. Under the circumstances I am of opinion that it will be
premature to carry out the large permanent scheme from Potts’ Hill for some few years to come.
The temporary scheme proposed will answer all pm-poses until the district is more densely populated.
Had the 12-inch trank main not l>een laid beyond Cook's River, then perhaps it would have been best to havecarried
out the large scheme ; hut since the work lias been done I think a postponement for a few, say five, years desirable,
The present time is not the most favourable, in any case, for placing extensive orders for pipes and machinery, seeing
that iron has risen so abnormally high.
The money laid out on the temporary pumping scheme will not necessarily he lost when the permanent scheme is
carried out, as the reticulation pipes will ho laid to suit the permanent scheme, and the land required for the temporary
tank will suit for the permanent reservoir. Under the circumstances I recommend that the scheme be now withdrawn from
the Public Works Committee.
C DARLEY,

The
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J. Barling, The Minister for Works lias considered this matter, and he is of opinion that good reasons have been

shown for asking the Committee to be so good as not to proceed with the examination of the scheme for

14 Jan 1890 ^ie Preseilk
■’

'4. What is the estimated cost of the proposed work ? I have a detailed estimate of ,-666,000; hut I see
that it has been put down at £75,000. That was a rough estimate,
5.' At the time it was approved by the Minister the estimated cost was £66,000 ? Tes.
6. And since that was submitted you say that the Board of Water Supply have laid pipes to Kogarah
which will enable that district to be supplied with water ? Yes.
7. The cost of that, instead of being charged to loan votes, will come out of the revenue from the water
supply ? I imagine that it will still be charged to the loan votes, although I cannot answer that question
definitely at present. A vote has been taken for the AVater Supply Department, and I should imagine
that any new work will he paid for out of loans, because it will be revenue-producing.
.

Cecil West Darley, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, sworn, and examined;—

C.W. .Darley, 8. Mr. Garrard.] You are Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers ? Yes.
■Es^
9. And a member of the Sewerage and Water Board? Yes.
_
10. You propose not to go on with the scheme for tho extension of the Sydney water supply to Hurstville
an'‘
and Kockdale at an estimated cost of £66,000 ? I,think it is advisable to postpone it.
11. AV'h at means have been taken to supply Kogarah and Hurstville with water ? The Board have
extended a 15-ineh main part of the way, and then a 12-inch main as far as Kogarah from the Petersham
reservoir.
12. How far does tho 15-meh main go—down through Marrickville to Cook’s River? Not quite; hut to
the Marrickville Road; then from there there is a 12-inch main.
_
13. In what direction ? It comes down through St. Peters along the Cook’s River Road, through ArnclifFc
and Rockdale to Kogarah.
_
_
14. I want to know where it is taken—along the lower level to Kogarah or the higher level? It is taken
along the lower level.
15. Plow far out does it go—into Kogarah ? They are laying tho pipes there now.
16. How far does the 12-ineh main go ? I think a 9-inch main goes into Kogarah.
17. AYhat do you propose to do with regard to the higher levels of Kogarah and Hurstville ? AVhen the
scheme was brought forward it was proposed to erect a pumping station, and to have a high-level tank, near
Hurstville.
18. Do you look upon that as a temporary measure which will have to be followed by a fuller scheme
sooner or later ? I think so. It depends upon how tho district grows.
_
_
_
19. AVhat is the estimated cost of this temporary scheme ? About £3,500. The reticulation will have to
be laid down in any case, and it will form part of the permanent work.
20. Prom what reservoir do you get tbe supply for Rockdale? Petersham.
_
r
' • 21. AVhat is the difference between the height where the proposed branch takes place and Pott’s Hill ?
_
12 feet.
.
22. Then you will lose 12 feet of head by going down to Petersham ? Yes.
" '
23. And all the water going to Hurstville will have to be pumped 12 feet higher ? It is only a few hours
pumping, and a very small pump will do it.
24. You think this expenditure of over £3,000 will meet the requirements of those districts for some years
to come? The work was originally estimated to cost £75,000; but on going carefully into it I found
that we could do it for £66,000. Four per cent, on that would be nearly £3,000 for one year’s interest.
AVe can carry out tbe temporary scheme, and if the larger scheme is postponed for five years we save five
years’ interest. Nearly all the work will be permanently useful, and the cost of maintaining a small
station will be very much less than that of maintaining a largo one.
25. In drawing your supplies from Petersham reservoir, will not that leave less water for suburbs which you
■
contemplated would get their supplies from there ? There is abundance of water. AVe are not using
two-thirds of the capacity of the pipe. The pipe down to Petersham will carry 1,700,000 gallons a day,
and the whole quantity which we are sending out hardly amounts to 10,000,000 gallons a day.
.
26. Then those districts which are drawing their supplies from Petersham will not be impoverished by this
scheme?' Not at all. The district is sparsely populated, and the quantity of water required will be
comparatively small for some time to come.
27: Has the attention of tho Department been directed to the prospect of getting a supply for the
southern suburbs from tho AVoniora River ? No.
28. Has any scheme with that object been put before the Department by outside people ? It has been
mooted. I think we did look into a proposal to obtain a supply from the AVoniora River in connection
with the site of noxious tradesmen the south side of Botany.
29. Not with a view of supplying Hurstville and Kogarah ? No.
30. You are not in a position to say what would be the probable cost of supplying Kogarah and Hurstviil'e from the AVoniora River ? No.
31.- Do you know whether the people of Hurstville and Kogarah are satisfied with your temporary
proposal as against the more complete one ? If they get all they want I think they ought to he satisfied.
32. -Are you aware of a petitiou having been sent in to go on with a permanent supply as against your
temporary one ? No, and I do not ace why people should be listened to in dictating a higher expenditure1
then is necessary, if they get what they want. I might mention that the Board’s- assessor was sent out to
the district, and he assessed all the high level district for which water would have to be pumped, and it
duly came to about £250 a year ; therefore, if we carried out the complete scheme we should incur an.
expenditure of more than £60,000 to get a revenue of £250. Had not the pipes been run out of such
liitge size a different course might have been taken. I am averse to bringing water into the city, and
sending it out so far. The laying of tho 12-inch pipe was authorized when I was in England, and as it?
has been taken out that far it is better to postpone tbe complete scheme for a few years. At the same
time T do not regard it as permanent system at alt satisfactory. AVe must go back to Potts’ Hill.
8-}. You are satisfied that it is a feasible and right thing to carry out this temporary scheme for the
present? Yes.
'
34.
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34. Mr. O' Sullivan.] Do you say that this temporary work will afterwards form a portion of the complete C- W^Darioy,
scheme ? All the pipes which are laid will.
35. So that this work will have to be done in the future if it is not done now ? When the population of ^ jan_ lg(J0>
the district increases it will have to be done.
'
36. Mr. Dowel.] Is this proposal not to proceed with the permanent work a departmental proposal, or is
it a proposal of the Water and Sewerage Hoard ? The proposal not to proceed with it is my own.
TUESDAY, 21 JANUARY, 1890.

JJrcaeni:—
JOSEPH PALMES ABBOTT, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. John Lac ken.
The Hon.

Andrew Oahran.

The Hon. Phederick Thomas Humuhert,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. George Henry Cox.
Charles Alfred

Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq.
Edward William O’Sulliyan, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.
Lee, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed extension of the Sydney Water Supply to Southern
suburbs—Hurstville and Rockdale.
Mr. Hugh Patrick, Mayor of Hurstville, sworn, and examined :—
37. Mr. Garrard.] What are you ? I am Mayor of Hurstville.
^Ir-.
38. Do you know the details of the proposal before the Committee in reference to the water supply? I
latnokcannot say that I do.
srjan^lSDO
39. Are you aware that it has been proposed to bring the supply of water from Potts’ Hill to a new
1 1
reservoir at Laycock’s Road, Hurstville ? I am not aware of that I understood that the supply was to
come from Petersham.
40. Are you aware that that is the work remitted to this Committee for consideration? Yes.
41. That is the project which your Council think would serve them well ? Them and the surrounding
district.
42. Is the present Sydney water supply taken to Hurstville ? Not yet.
43. What is the nearest point to which it is taken ? Rockdale.
44. Are you aware that the mains are being extended into Rockdale and that the Water and Sewerage
Board are preparing to pump the water from there to the same reservoir at Layeock’s Road ? lam not
aware of that.
45. If you get a supply, whether it is by gravitation from Potts’ Hill, or from Haycock's Road by pumping,
is it immaterial to you ? Yes.
43. The quicker you get it ihe better? No doubt; but we are a great deal higher. Hurstville is higher
than Petersham ; there is a difference of 214 feet. That is the reason why we think we ought to have a.
reservoir somewhere at Hurstville ; we do not sa}T wdicrc.
47. You think that the proposed reservoir at Layeock’s Road would suit admirably ? Yes.
48. It is immaterial to you whether the supply is pumped up or comes by gravitation from Potts’ Hill?
Yes ; I h'ave had some experience in the city, years ago, and 1 know that in the summer months the lower
levels exhausted the pipes, and that is likely to happen when the water supply is extended to Hurstville.
49. If you are sure of a supply of waiter from a reservoir at Laycock’s Road that is all you want, is it
not? Yes.
50. Are you an engineer by profession ? I am not.
51. Would you set up your engineering knowledge against that of Mr. Darley ? I should be sorry to
do so.
52. Then, if wc arc m sured by Mr. Darley and others that a supply of water can he obtained from Lay
eock’s Road by pumping, cheaper than from Potts’ Hill, would that suit better ? I could not say that it
would suit better. If we had it we should be able to supply tbe district from the heights of .Hurstville.
53. I understand you to say that you consider the point at Laycock’s Road an admirable and proper
site ? Yes.
54. If it is proposed to provide a supply of water to Laycock’s Road that is all you want, and the cheaper
and quicker it is done the better ? Yes. May I ask whether the Public Works Committco intend to
recommend that a reservoir be made at Laycock’s Road ? If it has been decided to do that I am not
needed here.
55-6. I want to know whether a reservoir at Haycock's Road would be sufficient for your requirements ?
A reservoir would be.
57. Arc you under the impression that if pipes were laid from Potts' Point Hill to Laycock’s Road the
water would go by gravitation ? No.
58. You know it would have to be pumped ? Yes.
59. So far as tbe people you represent arc concerned a reservoir at Laycock’s Road is all they require ? 1
believe that that is the site which has been recommended. We have not chosen any site. We leave it to
the Department.
60. When your Council wrote a letter to the Committee were they aware that fhc Water and Sewerage
Board were making arrangements for pumping the water to Laycock’s Road ? No.
GI. They were under the impression that the only thing before them was to get the water from Potts’ Hill
the possibility of that supply not being gone on with, and your being left without water ? Yes ; of course
we knew from tho Department that they would be able to supply water by gravitation to the lower
parts of Hurstville and West Kogarah,
,
62. They can do that now from Petersham ? Yes,
•63. Oh airman.] What are the rates likely to bo for tho water supply ? The municipal rates for
1889, at la. in the £,. amounted to £2,750. Wo expect an increase this year. We were incorporated in
1887 when the revenue amounted to about £2,200, In 1888 the amount was about £2,500. The houses
24—B
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H p't ■ .1/ in the d’stT^ct ar0 increasing in number. In 1887 there were 107 houses, and a population of 2,163; in
' ^ rl° ’ 1888 there were 530 houses, and un estimated population of 2,415, showing an increase of 63
21 Jnn ISUO
au(^
persons : in 1889, there were 550 houses, and an. estimated population of 2,500, showing
1
an increase of 20 houses, and 100 people. During the period that the district has been incorporated
times have been dull.
64. Do you think you could raise £3,000 a year to pay interest on the expenditure in carrying out this
work. Ton are aware. I suppose, that the municipalities will have to pay for it? AVe arc oulv one; I
suppose the others would have to pay too.
"
'
65. I am speaking of Hurstville and Itockdate ? JTo doubt we should be able to payour portion,
66. It must be an onerous tax for 2,400 people to pay £1,500 ?
That would not be the amount;there
are three municipalities, of which Kockdale is the largest.
67. Dr. Garran.'] How many municipalities will this water supply serve ? Kockdale, Kogarah, aud
Hurstville. I do not know about Canterbury.
68. Is the revenue of those other municipalities as large as yours? The revenue of the Kockdale
municipality should bo larger, seeing that it has been many years incorporated, and is nearer the city.
The suburbs nearest tbe city are the most thickly populated.
’
69. 1 should gather that a 7d. water rate at Hurstville wouldyield £1,500 a year.
Do you think the
other municipalities would give so much ? I should think so.
"
70. If they did you have an income of £4,500 a year. Have you calculated whether that would pay the
interest on the expenditure? I do not know what the expenditure would he.
’
71. -2fr.
Has your Council ever had under consideration a project for supplying water from
across the G-eorge’s Kiver, as against the Nepean supply? I recollect a person .named Murphy some
time ago suggesting some such scheme, but it did uot come before the Council.
'
72. No consideration was given to it? No.
73. The Council believe in having the water from the Nepean supply ? Tea. Murphy meutionedthat if
they could get a Bill passed they were prepared to bring water across the river to supply the district.

Garrard.]

Mr. Henry E. Godfrey, Mayor.of Kockdale, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. H. E. 731. Mr. Garrard ] Are you Mayor of Kockdale ? I am.
Godfrey. 74. How long have you held that position ? About eight months.
^ 75. AVere you an alderman before that? Tes, for sixteen years.
21 Jan., 1890. 76. Of Kockdale ?

■

Tes,

77. Tou know the project which has been remitted to the Committee, to take a line of pipes from Potts’
Hill to Laycock’s Road, to supply the southern suburbs with water ? Tes.
78. A,Vould that serve your district as well as those of Hurstville and Kogarah ? I believe it would ;
that is the very highest point.
79. At present the lower parts are supplied from Petersham ? Tes.
80. How far does tho water supply extend ? As far as Arrow Koad, on the Kocky Point Koad.
81. Is there any project to extend it further? I do not know of any.
82. Is your Council in favour of the proposed reservoir at Haycock's Road ? No particular ppint has
been decided on. Only tbe highest point would suit our higher levels.
83. Do you think that if there was a reservoir at Laycock’s Koad that would he the best source to get
your water from ? I am positive of that.
84. And if a water-supply by that means can be obtained at a cost of £4,000, as against an expenditure
of £66,0U0, would it not be to the interest of the district to be supplied at the lower cost ? Yes ; if the
supply at the lower cost will meet the requirements of the district.
85. Are you an engineer? No.
86. AVould yon put your opinion against that of the Engineer-in-Chief and Mr. Trevor -Tones? I would
not.
87. If we have it in evidence from Mr. Darley that the scheme I have mentioned would give an ample
supply of water for years to come, you would be. prepared to take his word ? I should have no alterna
tive. I have had no information from any surveyor.
88. If it can be done at a smaller cost it will be more to your interest than to have the more expensive
scheme from Potts’ Hill? AAre should not have to bear the cost as a municipality.
89. As one of the municipalities you would have to bear the cost. If the least expensive system is
adopted the cost to you will, of course, be diminished ? If that system will meet the wants of the people
I say by all means let us have the less costly one. As I am not an engineer I do not pretend to know.
90. If it has been stated here by the Engineer-in-Chicf that, at a cost of something under £.1,000 the
water can he pumped up to tho same level where it is proposed to bring the Potts’ Hill water to supply
your district, will it not be bettor to take that than the more expensive scheme which has been proposed ?
Tes. AVe have some very high points about Arncliffe. If that scheme would give us an equal pressure
it would do.
91. As long as you get the same head of water it does not matter where you get it from, if you get it
cheaper and quicker than by the more expensive scheme ? It will not affect .the ratepayers of Rockdale.
92. If we have been assured by a competent officer that all your requirements can be provided at a less
cost than that of carrying out the more expensive scheme, will notyonr municipality be more than satisfied?
Tes ; wc should be in favour of tbe less cost.
93. Has there been before you a project to supply the district from the AVoinora ? It was never brought
before the Council. 11 was suggested by outside people.
94. Have you ever considered that proposal as against the Nepean supply ? I have not. I talked tho
matter over writh a man named Dalian, who, I think, was a surveyor, but 1 never went into it.
95. The people are in favour of getting their supply from the Nepean source, as cheaply and quickly as
possible ? Yes.

Mr.
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Mr. J. B. Carrol], Mayor of Kogarali, sworn, and examined :—
96. Mr. Garrard.'] Are you Mayor of Kogarah ? I am.
j
ciwrol],
97. How long have you held that position? This is the second time.
^
^
98. How long were you an alderman ? Two or three years.
21 Jim., 1890.
99. A.re you aware that a project has been remitted to the Committee for the supply of the Southern
suburbs with water from Potts’ Hill, and the formation of a reservoir at Haycock's Koad ? Ko, 1 cannot
say that I am aware of that.
‘
100. Has the matter of water supply ever occupied the attention of your Council ? It lias.
101. Have they taken any steps to urge that it be carried out ? "We did, and the pipes are being laid in
our municipality now.
102. By the Water and Sewerage Board? Yes,
108. Prom Petersham ? Yes.
101. That will be for the lower levels? Yes,
lOu. But it is necessary that the higher levels should be supplied too ? Yes.
lOG.^lf it lias been stated confidently by the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Kivers that he can
provide a supply for the district from this proposed reservoir commanding the heights, at a cost of less
than £4,000 as against the proposed expenditure of £66,000 on a supply from Potts’ Hill direct, do you
think that that would not be preferable to the more expensive scheme? I do. The cheaper we can get
it tho better. We are anxious to get the water as soon as possible.
107. Ho you know tbe proposed site ? I do not.
108. Do you know Haycock's Koad ? Yes.
109. That is the highest point in the district? Yes.
.110. Do you think that a suitable place for a reservoir ? T do not know of a better site.
111. Tt is the best place to command the whole district? Tes.
112, And if tbe municipality can be supplied with water more quickly and cheaply from there than from
anywhere else that would be satisfactory to the people ? Yes. Only one small portion of our district
has that elevation, and that is the part near Hurstville Bailway Station, Kogarah is only about 80 feet
above tho level of the sea.
"
313. Would you be perfectly satisfied if a supply of water were obtained the cheapest and quickest way ?
Yes ; wo are anxious to get a supply as soon as possible.
114. X)r. Garran.] You do not _waut any pumping in your municipality if it is only 80 feet above tiic sea
level? I fiat; is one portion ot the district. Tbe portion next Hurstville has tbe same elevation as
Hurstville.
115. Is that a fourth part of your area? No. The municipality contains 3,500 acres. The elevated
portion will be about 100 acres.
'
116. Tho bulk would be supplied without any pumping? Yes.
U7. A very small portion of the municipality is interested in the pumping at all ? Yes, that near
Hurstville.

[One plan,]

Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Printer.—1SS0
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMEND
MENT ACT OF 1889.
(PROCLAIMING BOUNDARIES OE LIVERPOOL DISTRICT.)

^weenttii fu JJarlLunrnt, pursaani to Jlct 53 AHo. ^La. 16.

New South "Wales,

to wit.

(L.S.)

1 Proclamation by His Excellency The Eight Honourable Charles Egbert, Baron
) Carrington', a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy Council,

By Deputation from Knight Grand Cross of tbe Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Mis Excellency:
Alered Stephen,

George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South
.

L imtcnanU Govern or. Wales and its Dependencies.

IN pursuance of the provisions of “ The Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1889,” I, Charles Egbert, Baron Carrington, Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim that the
following shall be tbe defined boundaries of the Liverpool Water District, for the purpose of carrying
out the authorized scheme of Water Supply for the town of Liverpool:—
Commencing on tbe right bank of Prospect Creek, at Kenyon’s Bridge, at the crossing of tbe
road from Smithfield to Parramatta; and bounded on the east by that creek downwards to the George’s
Kiver; and by that river upwards to a point due east from tbe south-east corner of Kichard Guise’s
portion of 300 acres, parish of St. Luke; thence on the south by a line due west, forming part of the
southern boundary of that portion, to its intersection with the Bringelly Koad; and thence by that road
south-westerly, westerly, and south-westerly to the Nepean Canal; bounded thence on the west by that
canal northerly, north-easterly, and northerly to tbe boundary dividing tho parish of Prospect from the
parishes of Melville and St. Luke; thence on the north by that boundary easterly to Prospect Creek;
aud by Prospect Creek downwards, to the point of commencement.
The above area includes the whole of the parish of St. Luke and parts of tbe parishes of Cabramatta and Melville, in the county of Cumberland, aud contains about 58 square miles. Vide Office Flap
of the county of Cumberland.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this third day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in tbe fifty-third year
of Her Majesty’s Keign.
.
By His Excellencv’s Command,
"BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT
AMENDMENT ACT OF 1889.
(PROCLAIMING' BOUNDARIES OF CAMPBELLTOWN DISTRICT.)

$ resent cb to fLuIuimcut, pursuant ter JUi 53, ^Oic.

New

South Wales,
(l.s.)

lf>.

) Proclamation by His Excelleiicy The Bight Honourable Chables Bobeut, Baeoit
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy Council,

^ CAEETNaTorr,

By Deputation from Knight Grrand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and

AlURelu*uey

^a‘nfc G-corgc, Governor and Commandcrdn-Chief of the Colony of New South

Lieutenant-Governor. Wales and its Dependencies,

In pursuance of the provisions of “ The Metropolitan Water aud Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1889,’’ I, Ciiables Boijeet, Bauds Cabeisoton, Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim that the
following shall be the defined boundaries of the Campbelltown Water District, for the purpose of carrying
out the authorized scheme of Water Supply for the Town of Campbelltown :—■
°
^ Commencing at the intersection of the north-eastern boundary line of the parish of Narellau with
the Nepean Canal; and bounded on the north-east by that boundary'line south-easterly to its intersection
with the northern boundary line of the parish of St. Peter ; thence by that boundary line easterly to
George’s Kiver; thence on tho east by George’s Kiver southerly to its intersection with the southern
boundary line of tho parish of St. Peter ; thence on the south by the southern boundary line of the
parish of St, Peter westerly to its intersection with the eastern boundary line of the parish of Narellan ;
thence on the west by part of tho eastern boundary line of the parish of Narellan northerly to its
intersection with the Nepean Canal; thence by that canal northerly, to the point of commencement.
_ Tho above-described boundaries include the whole of the parish of St. Peter and a portion of the
parish of Narellan, in the county of Cumberland, the area being about 25 (twenty-five) square miles.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, tills third day of February, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-third year of
Her Majesty’s Keign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

13,7.)
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEAVERAGE ACT AMEND
MENT ACT OF 1889.
(PROCLAIMING BOUNDARIES OE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT.)

fjrtstuitl) Id ftorliamtui, puranml lo jUt 53 '©if, JUr. 15.

New South "Wales, | Proclamation bj- His Excellency The Eight Honour able Chahtes Hobeht,
to wit.
Baro.v Cahrixgtou, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy

(l.s.)

Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and

'Ey Deputation from

Jin Excellency:

St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South

Alvrud Stehlusu,

lAcutcnant- Governor. Vales and its Dependencies.

In pursuance of the provisions of “The Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1889 ” I Cuaulks Pojieht, I!ah on Cawunoton, Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim that the
following shall be the defined boundaries of the Metropolitan "Water District, for the purpose of carrying
out tho authorized scheme of "Water Supply for the City of Sydney and its Suburbs^
Couut.y of Cumberland, parishes of Alexandria, Botany, Banlistown, Concord, Hunter’s Hill,
Liberty Plains, Petersham, St. Andrew, St. George, St. .Tames, St. Lawrence, St. Philip St. .lohn,
"Will ought v, and Pi eld of "Mars, area about 130,000 acres: Commencing on the shore ot the lacifie
Ocean, at the Inner South Hoad of Port Jackson ; and bounded thence by that shore southerly to the
North Head of Botany Bay ; thence by the northern and western shores of that bay westerly and southerly
to ihe northern shore of George’s Elver ; thence by that shore westerly and upwards to the confluence of
Prospect Creek ; thence by Ihe left bank of that creek upwards to Kenyon^ Bridge,^ at the crossing ot

the northern side of the Old Prospect Bead; by that side of that road
n iva
Bead at the crossing of a branch of Toongabbie Creek, which forms an eastern boundary of D Arcy
Wentworth’s 2 750 acres ; bv an eastern and a- northern boundary cf that land northerly and west to
the south-west corner of J. T. Bohringer’s 22$ acres, and by the western boundary oi that land north to
Toongabbie Creek; thence by that creek downwards to the confluence of the Quarry branch of that
creek ; and by that branch upwards to the southern boundary of William Goodin s 40 acres ; thence by
jndary
l’s

260

acres ■ thence by part of the western and by tho'northern houndarf of that land northerly and easterly
to the south-west corner of John Pickup’s 86 acres ; thence by the southern boundaries ot that land and
a line easterly to the south-west corner of John Turner’s 72 acres ; thence by a line partly forming the
south-eastern houndaries of that "land, William Wright’s 30 acres, Edward Quinns 50 acres \\ ilbam
Sutton’s 140 acres, Andrew Murray’s 280 acres, and part of the south-eastern boundary of Andrew
Murray's 135 acres 2 roods north-easterly to a southern branch of Devlin s Creek ; thence by that branch
downwards to Devlin’s Creek ; and by that creek downwards to tbe Great Northern Bailway Line near
Carlingford Platform; thence by a line along the northern side of Somerset-street and the northern,
side of a road forming the southern boundaries of portions 418 to 421, parish of Eield of Mars, easterly
to Terry’s Creek ■ thence by that creek downwards to the Lane Cove liiver : and by that river down
wards to the confluence of Blue Gum Creek; thence by that creek upwards to the north-western boun
dary of Isaac Nichol’s 200 acres, parish of Willoughby ; thence by part of that boundary north-easterly
to the southernmost corner of Thomas Boulton’s 60 acres; thence by the south-western boundary of that
land north-westerly to its westernmost corner ; thence by a line partly forming the north-western boun
dary of that land and the northern side of Albert-street and its prolongation north-easterly to the southern
shore of Middle Harbour; thence by that shore generally easterly to Middle Head ; and thence by a line

south-easterly, to the point of commencement.

,

,

All references to counties and parishes made in the above description are m connection with the
maps of the same in the Department of Lands,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this thirtieth day of January, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-third year of
Her'Majesty's Reign.
T ^
„
.
By His Excellency s Command,
■
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
[34.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
(BY-LAWS.)

^tcseuLii io parliament, pursuant ta Jtet, 43 Pie. /In. 32,

Department of Public Workgj
Bydnejj 24tb December, 1889.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of tho Executive Council, has been pleased fo approve of the following By-laws
in connection with the Metropolitan Sewerage System which have been prepared in accordance with tho provisions of the Acts
43 Yic. No, 32 and 53 Yic. No. 16.

BOARD OE WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
METitoroiiTAN Sewerage By-laws.

Whereas by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act of
I860, 43 Vic. No. 32, and the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage
Act Amendment Act of 1889, 63 Vic. No. 16, tho Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage ie authorized and empowered from
time to time to make, alter, and repeal By-laws.
Now, tho Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and
by virtue of the powers contained in the Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Acts, 1880-1880, do hereby make the By-laws
following, that is to say :—
1. Tho following rates and charges are those which tho
owners and occupiers of lands and tenements shall pay in
respect of sewerage, that is to say;—
(1.) On every house, tenement, or laud of seventeen pounds
assessed annual value and under, ten shillings per annum.
(2.) On every house, tenement, or lard above the assessed
annual value of seventeen pounds, a rata of seven pence
for each pound sterling on the amount of tho valuation.
(3.) Vacant lands of the assessed annual value of £40 and over
shall he subject; to a rate of three pence for each pound
sterling on the amount of the valuation.
Notice to be given before removal or alteration of drains, Ac,

2. No person shall remove or make any alteration in any
drain, trap, soil-pipe, water-closet, urinal, sinks, or other fitting
eominunienUng with any sewer of tho Board, unless he. shall
havo previously given to the Board six (G) days’ notice in
writing of his intention to do so.
Authorised plumbers or other workmen only to bo employed,

3. No builder, plumber, drainer, or other workman shall do
or be allowed to do any work in connection with the drainage
of any premises, unless ho shall have been duly admitted by
tho Board ns a "licensed drainer," and shall have engaged to
conform to and comply with the By-laws and Regulations.

1S3—

BRUCE SMITH,

Malarial, &c., for drains.

4. Every person who shall erect a new building, or make
additions to any existing building, or connect existing premises
to any.sever of tho Board, shall in the construction of every
drain of such building, additions, or premises, use good sound
pipes formed of glazed stoneware or of other equally suitable
material.
Size of drains, drains to be laid in eonercte, where necessary to bare
proper fall and suitable joints.

(a.) He shall cause every such drain to be of adequate sizo,
nr.d if constructed or adapted to be used for conveying sewage
fo have an internal diameter not less than four inches, and to
be laid in a bed of good concrete when necessary, with a proper
full and with watertight eoeketed or other suitable joints.
Urnina bonenih Lulldinijs.
(5.) Ho shall not construct any such drain so as to pass
under any building, except in any case where any other mode
of construction is impracticable, and in that case he shall cause
such drain to bo so laid iw the ground that there shall be a
distance equal at least to tho full diameter thereof between the
top of such drain at its highest point and the surface of tho
ground under such building.
i
To bo embedded in eoncretc.

(c.) He shall also cause every such drain to be laid in a
direct lino for the whole distance beneath such building, and
to be completely embedded in and covered with good and solid
concrete at least six inches thick all round.
Hrains to be ventilated.

(d.) He shall likewise oauso adequate means of ventilation
to be provided in connection with such drain, at each end of
such portion thereof as is beneath such building.
Inlets to be trapped.

(e.) He shall cause every inlet to any drain (not being an
inlet provided in pursuance of the By-law in that behalf as
an opening for the ventilation of such drain), to be properly
trapped.
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lIODEO-dr.iins to be trapped from feircr,

5. Every lioufe-drajn shall be provided with a suitable dis
connector trap at a point as distant as may ba practicable from
such building and as near as may bo practicable U> the point at
which such drain may be connected with the public sewer or
other means of drainage, but if possible within the boundaries
of the property.
Wort, to bo executed according to the Itrguladons.

6. All work connected in any way with the drainage of any
premises shall be inspected by* an officer appointed by the
Board for that purpose, and every facility shall be afforded for
such inspection. No underground or enclosed work shall on
any account bo covered up or concealed from view until the
eame shall have been duly inspected and passed by tbe
Inspector,
’
Position of ■water-closets,

7. Every person who shall construct a water-closet in a
building shall construct such water-closet in such a position
that one of its sides at tho least shall be an external wall.
Every water-closet to have external windows.

8. Every person who shall construct a water-closet in con
nection with a building, whether tho situation of such watercloset be or be not within such building, shall construct in one
of the walls of such water-closet a wiudowof not less dimensions
limn two feet by one foot exclusive of the frame, and opening
directly into tho external air.
tVatci'-closet to have additional and permanent ventilation.

(a.) He shall, in addition to such window, cause such watercloset to be provided with adequate means of constant
ventilation by at least one air-brick built in an external wall of
such water-closet, or by an air-shaft, or by some other effectual
method or appliance.
Construction ot cistern to water-closet.

9. Every water-closet hereafter erected, altered, or repaired
shall be supplied with a proper supply cistern, fitted
immediately over the closet. The down pipe from same shall
in no case bo less tfian 1A inch internal diameter, and shall be
fitted as straight as possible; tho bottom of such cistorn shall
he at least five feet clear above the closet seat. Every cistern
shall be made of such materials and dimensions and of such
plan of construction, and with such ball-cocks, stop-cocks,
down and waste pipes, and other appliances as shall be
doomed requisite by the Board to prevent waste of waler. In
connection with every cistern there shall be provided a service
box or compartment, which will discharge not less than two (2)
gallons at each flash.
(«.) Every house, tenement, factory, institution or place,
public or private, shall hereafter bo provided with means of
storing water for flushing and cleansing the pipes, drains, traps,
and apparatus of water-closets and urinals connected there
with, in the event of a temporary stoppage of water supply or
otherwise, and such tanks or cisterns shall be of such capacity,
dimensions, and arrangement as to contain, in tho aggregate,
a quantity of water equal to two days’ supply of two gallons
per head per diem according to the possible requirements of
such house, tenement, factory, institution or place. Every
owner neglecting to comply with tbe provisions of this seeUon
will be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
WAfcer-closcfc to have flushing apparatus.

10. Every person who shall construct a wafcer'doset in con
nection with a building shall furnish such water-closet witli a suit
able apparatus for the effectual application of water to any pan,
basin, or other receptacle, with which such apparatus may bo
connected and used, and for tho effectual flushing and clcanEing
of such pan, basin, or other receptacle, and for the prompt and
effectual removal therefrom of any solid or liquid filth which
may from time to time be deposited therein. (No person shall
erect or use any cistern which is not made of such materials
and dimensions, and of such model or plan of construction, and
with such ball-cocks, stop-cocks, wasto-pipcs, and other appli
ances j.aa shall be deemed requisite, and have been approved by
tho Board).
'

of tbe Board, shall, for the purpose of securing efficient ventila
tion of the drains of such building, comply with the following
requirements:—
(i.) He shall provide at least two untrapped openings- (o tho
drains, and in the provision of sieh openings, he shall
adopt such of the two arrangements hereinafter specified
as the circumstances of tbe case may render the more
suitable and effectual, that is to say—
(a.) Or.o opening, being at or near the level of the surface
of the ground adjoining such opening, shall com
municate with the drains by means of a suitable pipe,
shaft, or disconnecting chamber, and shall be situated
os near as may bo practicale to the trap which, in
pursuance of the By-law iu that behalf, shall be pro
vided between tbe main drain or other drain of the
building and the sewer or other means of draiunge
with which such drain may lawfully communicate.
Such opening shall also in every ease he situated on
that side of the trap which is the nearer to tho building.
The second opening shall bo obtained by carrying up
from a point in tho drains, as far distant as may bo
practicable from tbe point at, which the first-mentioned
opening shall bo situated, a pipe or shaft, vertically,
to such a height and in such a manner as effectually
to prevent any escape of foul air from such pipe or
shaft into any building in the vicinity thereof.
(i.) In every case where the foregoing arrangement of the
openings to the drains may bo impracticable, there
shall be substituted the arrangement hereinafter pro
scribed. One opening shall be obtained by carrying
up from a point, as near as may be practicable
to the trap, which in pursuance of the By-law
in that behalf, shall be provided between the main
drain or other drain of the building and the
sewer or other means of drainage with which such
drain may lawfully communicate, a pipe or shaft,
vertically, to such a height and in such a manner
ns effectually to prevent any escape of foul air from
such pipe or shaft into any building iu tbe vicinity
thereof. Such opening shall also in ever)* case be
situated on that side of the trap which is tho nearer
to the building. The second opening, being at a point
in the drains as far distant as may be practicable from
.
the point at which such last-mentioned pipe or shaft
shall be carried up, shall be at or near the level of tho
surface of tho ground adjoining such opening, and
shall communicate with the drains by means of a
suitable pipe or shaft.
(it.) He shall cause every opening provided in accordance with
either of the arrangements hereinbefore specified to he
furnished with a suitable grating or other suitable cover
for the purpose of preventing any obstruction in or injury
to any pipe or drain by the introduction of any substance
through any such opening. He shall, in every ease, cause
such grating or cover to be so constructed and fitted as to
secure the free .passage of nir through such grating or
cover by means of a sufficient number of apertures, of
which the aggregate extent shall bo not less than the
sectional areaof the pipe or drain to which such grating or
cover may bo fitted.
(iii.) Every pipe or shaft which may be used in connection
with either of the arrangements hereinbefore specified shall
be of a sectional area not less than that of the drain with
which such pipe or shaft may communicate, and not less
in any case than the sectional area of a pipe or shaft of
the diameter of four inches.
(iv.) No bend or angle shall (except by the special authority
and permission of tho Board) be formed in any pipe or
shaft used in connection with either of tho arrangements
hereinbefore specified.
(v.) Provided always, that for the purpose of either of the
arrangements hereinbefore specified the soil-pipe of any
water-closet, in every case where the situation, sectional
area, height, and mode of construction of such soil-pipe
shall be in accordance with the requirements applicable to
tho pipe or shaft to bo carried up from tbe drains, may bo
deemed to provide tbe necessary opening for ventilation
which would otherwise be obtained by means of such
last-mentioned pipe or shaft.
Ho inlet to drains within buildings.

'Water-closet to have, proper "basin.

(a.) Ha shall furnish such water-closet with a pan, basin, or
other suitable receptacle of noa-absorbent material, and of
Each shape, of such capacity, and of such mode of construction
as to receive and contain a sufficient quantity of water, and to
allow all filth which may from time to time be deposited in
such pan, basin, or receptacle to fall free of tho sides thereof,
and directly into the water received and contained in such pan,
basin, or receptacle.
VontHation o£ houRc-drain?.

11. Every owner of existing buildings, and every person who
shall erect a new building, and every pors&n who shall connect
any existing building to any sewer or drain under tbe control

12. Any person who shall erect a new building, shall not
construct any drain of such building in such a manner os to
allow any inlet to such drain (except such inlet as may be
necessary from the apparatus of any water-closet) to be made
within such building.
.

Size, situation, and ventilation of soil-pipe.

(a.) He shall cause the soil-pipe from every water-closet in
such building to heat least four inches in diameter, aud to be
fixed outside such building, and to be continued upwards
without diminution of its diameter and, except where unavoid
able, without any bend or angle being formed in such soil-pipe
to such a height and in such a position as ta afford, by means
of tho open end of the soil-pipe, a safe outlet for sewer air.
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Soil-pipe not lo be trapped at foot,

Discharges from Hospitals, &c.

(i.) He shall eo construct such soil-pipe that there shall
not ho any trap between such soil-pipe anti the drains or any
trap (other than such as may necessarily form part of tho
apparatus of any water-closet) in any part of such soil-pipe.

20. It shall not be lawful for any person to empty into any
sewer or drain under the control of tho Board, from any hos
pital, institution, or other private or public building, any solid
or liquid discharges from patients suffering from typhoid fever
or nny other infectious or contagious disease, without first
thoroughly disinfecting the same.

"Waste-pipes to discharge into tho open air.

(e.) He shall also cause the wastc-pipo from every bath-sink
(not being n slop-sink constructed or adapted to be used for
receiving any solid or liquid tilth) or lavatory, the orer-ilow
pipe from any cistern and from any safe under any bath or
water-closet, and every pipe in such building for carrying off
waste water to he taken through an external wall of such
building and to discharge in the open air over a channel
leading to a trapped gully grating, at least eighteen inches
distant.
Slop ninks to bo as water-closets.

(rf.) He shall as regards the mode of construction" of the
waste-pi pa from any slop-sink constructed or adapted to be
used for receiving within such building any solid or liquid
tilth, comply in all respects with such of the provisions of this
Hy-law ns are applicable to the soil-pipe from a water-closet.
Openings for ventilation.

■ 18. All openings for ventilation made in accordance with
those By-laws shall at all times be kept open and perfectly free
from obstruction. Every occupier shall at oil times see that
all openings to the drains upon his premises, whether for
ventilation or otherwise, and that nil traps and other fittings
are at all times in good order, clean, and free from obstruction.

Refuse from gas or chemical works not to bo itischr.r^ca into sewers.

21. It shall not be lawful for any person to discharge into
any sewor or drain any gaseous liquid or solid of an explosive
nature.
Street gullies not lo be connected to sewers without permission.

22. No person shall connect any gullies or pits for the disposal
ofrond drainage into any sewer or drain under tho control of
tho Board, without first obtaining the consent of the Board to
such connection or connections being made.
Notices to bo prep iid.

23. All notices and applications required by these By-laws
are to bo made upon printed forms to be obtained at the office
of the Board. Notices sent by post must be prepaid. All
sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post and
not prepaid will be charged against and recovered from the
sender.
“Person” includes corporation, tfce.

2t. In the construction of these By-laws the word “ person ”
shall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation, or any
body or number of persons, and the masculino shall include
the feminine gender.
'
Penalties,

Ofllccr o£ Board m/iy mlnr promise,^

Id. Any officer of the Board acting under their authority
may enter between sunrise and sunset any house or premises
connected with the sewers, in order to examine whether the
drains and other fittings in such house or premises are in
proper order. Any person refusing such admission, or in any
way hindering such officer in the execution of his duty, shall
be liable to a penalty as hereinafter mentioned.
Notice and plan of intended new bunding or rebuilding.

15. Every person who shall intend to erect a building or
rebuild, or make any addition or alterations to any building
shall give to the Board seven days’ notice of such intention,
which notice shall be accompanied by plans and seelion of such
intended buildings, or addition, or alteration, drawn to a scale
of one inch to every eight feel, showing Lho intended lines of
drainage of such building, and tho details of the arrangement
proposed to bo adopted for the ventilation of tho drains.
Drainage of subsoil.

16. Every person who shall erect a new building .shall cause
the subsoil of the site of such building to be effectually
drained by means of suitable stoneware pipes properly laid to a
suitable outfall, wherever tho dampness of the site renders such
precaution necessary. He shall not lay any such pipe in such
a manner or in such a position .as to communicate diroetlv with
any sewer or cesspool or with any drain constructed or adapted
to be used for conveying sewage, but shall provide a suitable
trap with a ventilator opening, at a point, in the line of the sub
soil drain as near as may bo practicable to such trap.
Lowest story to be at level above sewor.

17. Every person who shall erect a new building shall
construct the lowest story of such building at such level as
will allow of Ihe construction of a drain sufficient for the
effeclual drainage of such building, and of tho provision of the
requisite communication witli any sewor into which such drain
may lawfully empty, at a point in the upper half diameter of
such sower, or with any other moans of drainage with which
such drain may lawfully communicate. 1‘ho Board may in
any case in which they think proper, exempt any person from
the provisions of this By-law.
Deposit of solid matters in eosajiitH nml house drains.

18. No person shall permit any solid matter, animal, or any
other matter to be deposited in closet-traps, yard-sinks, or
house-drains so as to endanger the efficiency of same.
Deposit of refuse in Bower.

19. No person shall deposit ashes, house refuse, or any other
solid matter in any sewer or drain ; suitable provision must be
made to intercept and prevent same passing into such sewers
or drains.

25. Any person committing a breach of nny By-law to which
no specific penalty is attached, or who shall refuse or neglect
to obey any injunction in nny such By-law, shall upon
conviction be liable to pay a penalty not exeeoding £20. And in
case of a continuing offence, a further penalty not exceeding
£o for each day after notice of such offence shall have been
given by the Board to such offender.
26. The following shall be tho form of notice to connect
to sewers prescribed under section 5, “Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Act, 1889 :—
Notice to connect to Sewer under the control of the Board of
Water Supply and Seweraye.
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
18 .
To tho Owner or Occupier.
Notice is hereby given tlmt a sewer has been laid in (as tbe
caso may be), and is ready for receiving sewage. The Board
of Water Supply and Sewerage hereby demand and icquiro
that the owner or occupier of tho house, tenement, or lands
at or on which this notice is left or exhibited shall construct
the drains, cisterns, and fittings from and in connection with
such house, tenement, or lends, to communicate with such
sower, as are prescribed by tho By-laws and Regulations of the
said Board.
For the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Secretary.
The following shall be tho form of demand prescribed under
Sub-section II to Section YI of “Metropolitan Water and
Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 18S9 ":—
Demand for Payment of JLxpcnses of Drainage and
Ventilation of Premises,
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
18 .
To the owner or occupier.
You arc hereby require I within twenty-one (21) days from
the date of this notice to pay to tho Board of Water Supply
and Sewerage the sum of £
(as tho caso may be), being
the full amount of
(as the ease may bo)
to promises No.
street,
(as the case may be).
And take notice that unless tho above mentioned sum of
£
be paid by you within the time abovementioned pro
ceedings for the recovery of such sum will bo taken against
you without further notice.
For the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,

Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Trintcr—1S90.

[3d.]

Secretary,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
(BY-LAWS FOR COUNTRY DISTRICTS, COUNTY OP CUMBERLAND.)

$vcsEnicii to JhrHammt, pursuant to Arts 43 'Oil. $0. 32, 51 Dir. tlo, 28, anb
53 Dir. |to. 16.

Department of Public "Works,
Sydney, 20th June, 1800.
METROPOLITAN WATER BY-LAWS.—EOR COUNTRY DISTRICTS IN
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following “ Metropolitan Water "By-laws, Country Districts,
County of Cumberland,” prepared by the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, in
accordance with the provisions of the “Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts,
1880-1889.”
BRUCE SMITH.

Whereas by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 1880-1889, tho Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage is authorized and empowered from time to time to make,
alter, and repeal By-laws :

_ Now tho Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and by virtue of the powers
contained in the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 1880-1889, do hereby make
the By-laws following, that is to say:—

1. The following rates and charges are those which the owners and occupiers
of lands and tenements shall pay in respect of water supplied by the Board, that is
to say:—
(.For

water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than ly measure.)

(i.) On every house, tenement, or land of £10 assessed annual value and under,
10s. per aimum.
(11.) On every house, tenement, or land above the assessed annual value of £10,
a rate of Is. for each pound sterling on tho amount of tho valuation.
(in.) Vacant lands of the assessed value of £30 aud over shall ho subject to a rate
.of 4d. for each pound sterling on the amount of tho valuation.
(rv.) The like rates as those above mentioned shall he charged on all lands, tene
ments, and hereditaments not included in any valuation by any Borough or
Municipal District, and on all lands for the time being valued by any such
Borough or Municipal District at a sum less than the true value thereof.
404—A
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{For water supplied ly measure)
(v.) Tlie rates to be charged for water supplied from stand-pipes shall be Is. 6d.
per 1,000 gallons.
(ti.) The rates to be charged for water supplied from the mains by measure shall
be Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.
(til) Water-troughs will be charged for at the rate of 20s. per annum each.
(tiii.) Gras-engines will be charged for at the rate of 20s. per annum each.
(it,) Water for steam boilers will be charged for by measure at the rate of Is. 6d.
per 1,000 gallons.
•

roics1™* °f

■^■ssijsse<^ rc|tes must be paid half-yearly in advance whether a meter is used or
not. In the case when a meter is used the meter account will be rendered only when
it is in excess of the assessment. Cheques aud Post Office Orders will be received in
payment of rates ; but if the cheque tendered by any person as payment for rates due
ia dishonoured, the Board may cut off his service, and proceed for the recovery of the
amount by warrant of distress. Cheques and Post Office Orders must be crossed in
favour of the Board.
Jiinimum
3. The minimum charge for water, whether supplied through meter or otherwise,
oro'tficririsc, °r ^01' domestic purposes aud for purposes other than domestic, is the assessed annual rate,
mteL'333083611
supplied by meter, and the meter account exceeds the assessment
'
(calculated at the rate of Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons), then such excess shall bo charged in
addition to the assessment.
TCoildin^
4. The Board may supply water for building purposes at the rate of osper room or by meter at Is. Gd. per 1.000 gallons. And the minimum charge by meter
shall be 10s. 6d. for each work, which charge shall be paid in advance. The Board,
may supply water for tho making and mixing of concrete for foundations of wooden
blocks, stone cubes, or other form of permanent roadway or pavement, at the rate
of £1 10s, per 1,000 square yards, by superficial measurement of road surface; and
for all other concrete, brickwork, or masonry, at the rate of 3d. per cubic yard, as
measured on the work.
Horse and cow

c»rdens-

5, .Any person who maintains horses or cows may be supplied with water, without
meter, from the domestic service for the sum of 5s. per annum for each animal, in
addition to the assessed annual rate of the xiremises on which such animal is maintained
or supplied with water,
G. All lands or premises on which any one or more head of horses or cattle shal
be kept or maintained, whether such lands or premises arc actually supplied with water
from any main water-pipe of the Board, or are otherwise ratable or not, shall be liable to
an extra rate or charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of the
premises), of 5s. per head for each head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on such
land or premises.
7. The Board may supply water for gardens (and for such purpose may permit a
hose and standpipe to be used) without meter, at the rate of 10s, per annum for every
750 sq. ft. superficial area, or part thereof, in addition to the assessed annual rate of the
premises to which such garden belongs or is attached.

_
8. Tho Board may permit a supply of water for water fountains or waterfalls of
a size, construction, and form, and in a position previously approved by the Board, with
out meter, from the domestic service, for the sum of 5s. per annum for each such
fountain or waterfall, in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises ou which
such fountain or waterfall is maintained.
9. If the Board shall in any case be of opinion that the owner or occupier of any
premises is wasting or misusing or otherwise illegally dealing with water, or that tho
whole supply of water to any premises should for any reason be by meter, they may give
to the owner or occupier a notice directing him within a time to bo therein mentioned,
to fix a meter to such premises, and to receive the whole supply of water to such
premises through such meter, and after the expiration of such notice, whether n meter
has been fixed in accordance therewith or not, the Board may cut off any supply of such
premises which is otherwise than by meter.
Before affixi™lo. Before any person shall affix anv service-pipe to any pipe of the Board, or
license to be ’ alter, repair, or m any manner interfere mth any pipe of the Board, or any service-pipe,
chained from coclt, or fitting connected with any pipe of the Board, he shall obtain from the Board a
’
license in that behalf to execute any such work; and any unlicensed person affixing, alter
ing, repairing, or in any manner interfering with any such pipe, service-pipe, cock, or
fitting as aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
plumber
11- Before any such license shall be granted by the Board the person applying
for the same shall satisfy the Board that he is a competent plumber. His competency
must be certified to by three master plumbers.
Before pipes can
12, Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who shall offend by opening
two days' notice any ground so aa to uncover any pipe or pipes, the property ot the Board, without giving
bo cWm m’13t tw0 days’ notice to the Board of nis intention so to do, or"who shall in any way tamper,
interfere with, or alter any pipe, the property of the Board, without the permission in
writing of the Board being first obtained, or who shall wilfully or negligently break,
injure, or open any lock, cock, valve, pipe, work, or engine, the property of the Board,
shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
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13. The Board, only, or a plumber duly licensed by the Board, under the superina™”*1
tendcnco and according to the directions of the officer appointed by the Board tor that cn powered tfl
purpose, jg empowered to tap the main in the streets or elsewhere and attach service- tor mams, fcii
pipes thereto, or extend the same generally as tho care may be. Any person infringing
this clause shall he liable lo a penalty not exceeding £20.
14. Any person, whelhcr licensed as aforesaid or not, who shall lay any pipe
communicate with the pipe or pipes of the Board without giving two days’ notice of the pipes <if tho
day and hour when such pipe is intended to he made to communicate with tho pipe or
"lthout
pipes of tho Board, and without having obtained the official printed permit, or who shall
make such communication, except under the superintendence aud according to the
directions of some officer of the Board, or who shall lay any leaden or other pipe to com
municate with a pipe of the Board of a strength and material not sanctioned by the
Board, shall ho liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding £5; and, in the
event of continuing tho offence, to a further penalty of £2 for each day after the notice
of the offence from the Board.
15. Every application for water must he accompanied by the payment of a fee of ^™1[or
3s. for the tapping of any main.
"
l(j. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands, shall for the
purpose of obtaining a supply of water to such house, tenement, or lands (after receiving
from the Board the prescribed notice so to do), construct such connections and fittings
from and in connection with such house, tenement, or lands, to communicate with the
water-main of the Board, as arc prescribed by the By-laws and ^Regulations of the said
Board.
17. Any person who, being an owner or occupier of lands or premises supplied
with w'atcr under tho said cited Act, for the purpose of taking, in a manner not an tho- attinps.
rized by such Act, any such water, uses in or places on, or affixes or attaches to. such land
or premises, or to any prescribed fitting, or wilfully permits to be used in or placed_on,
or affixed or attached to, such lands or premises, or to any prescribed fitting, any fitting,
.
instrument, or thing not authorized in that behalf by the Board, or who alters, misuses,
injures, or removes any prescribed fitting, except for the purpose of necessary repair,
shall upon conviction thereof forfeit and pay to the Board a sum not greater than
£10, without prejudice to the light of the Board to recover from him damages in
respect to any injury by such owner or occupier done, or wilfully permitted to he done,
lo tho Board’s property, and without prejudice to the Board’s right to recover from him
the value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly consumed.
18. The owner or occupier must, at his own expense, lay down and mninlain all
the pipes and apparatus upon his premises. All pipes must he of galvanized wrought "
iron, where possible, and where lead pipes are used they must be of equal thickness
throughout, any of at least tho respective weights following, viz.
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Weight of load
pijies.

IVImre wrought-iron pipes are need they must bo of the kind known as galvanized
wrought-iron lap-welded steam tubes, unless otherwise permitted by the Board.
19. Any consumer’s pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting laid, fixed, or used other
wise than in accordance with these Eegulations and with 1 he provisions of the Act, or
which shall in the opinion of the Board he or become of bud or defective quality, nr
shall conduce to tho waste, misuse, or contamination of the water, shall, upon the Boon!
giving notice in writing, he discontinued and disused; and tho Board may require the
same to he removed, replaced, or' repaired, aud may stop the supply of water to the raid
consumer until such pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting shall have been removed, replaced,
or repaired to the satisfaction of the Board.

'

20. Xo person shall use, in coimccffon with the water of the Board, any iron pipe, Quality..!
tec, thimble, bend, reducing coupling, plug, &c., unless it he of the best manufacture, pf™^[itor“Dn
true in section, straight, and of equal thickness, properly and truly cut with Whitworth’s
standard gas thread, and perfectly sound and new, and free from all defects. Every
such tee, bend, tube, <Sic., shall he capable of withstanding a hydrostatic pressure equal
to a column of water 400 feet in height.
21. Every person shall make all joints between toes, bends, thimbles, couplings, joints,
elbows, and cocks, &c., with while or red lead and fiax. All joints on lead pipes, and
load pipes with brass unions, shall be of the kind known as “wiped joints.”
22. Xo person shall lay any service-pipe on private property, below the ground ocptii of pipe,
surfiico, at a less depth than 10 inches,
23. Xo person shall lay any pipe or other apparatus through any sower, drain,
ashpit, cistern, or manure tank, or through, in, or into any place where, in the event of properly
the pipe becoming unsound, the water of the Board conveyed through such pipe would i’™trct«i,
be liable lo he fouled, or to escape without obscrvalion—unless such pipe or apparatus
be laid through an exterior east-iron pipe or box of sufficient length and strength to
afford due protection to the same, and to bring-any leakage or waste within easy
detection.
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Agprovsd

Cocks,

Cistern.

Service not to
communicate
with rain-wiitcr
receptacles or
underground
tanks,
TVatcr*clo3ets*

Baths.

Service 4
coimectionfc

Urinals.

Water for other
than domestic
purposes.

Meters registering incorrectly.

24. Jvo person shall use any tap, top-cock, bib-cock, ball-cock, valve, closet
cistern, service-box, -waste-not, regulator, bath tap or valve, or other fitting in connection
with a supply of water of the Board which is not of tho best quality, and approved by
tho Board.
25. ISO person shall use any stop or bib-cock which is not loose-valve, screwdown, high-pressure cocks, made of hard brass or gun-metal, and in every respect of
best quality and workmanship.
26. Kb person shall use any cistern or tank that is not provided with an equili
brium ball-valve, and the overflow-pipe laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to
inspection, and in a position approved by tbe Board.
27. Ko person shall fix or use any service-pipe which communicates with any
cistern, tank, or vessel intended or used for the reception of rain-water below the surface
of the ground, except with the express permission of the Board.
28. Ko person shall construct or use any water-closet fitting not approved by the
Board, or supplied from the service pertaining to the tenement through a proper closetcistern, or service-box, fitted with approved waste-preventing apparatus. Ko person
shall fix or use any service-pipe which communicates directly or indirectly with the basin
or trap, or otherwise than with the cistern of a water-closet.
29. The Board-will not supply any water to any bath, the outlet of which is not
distinct from and unconnected with the inlet or inlets ; and the inlet or inlets shall be
placed above the highest water-level of the bath. The outlet of such bath shall he
provided with a perfectly water-tight plug, valve, or cock. Ko such bath shall have any
overflow waste-pipe that is not laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection,
and in a position approved by the Board. Xo bath shall exceed in dimensions 6 ft. 6 in.
long by 2 ft. 6 in. wide by 2 ft, deep unless supplied by meter. The Board will not
supply water to any bath unless the same shall bo so constructed as to prevent a waste
of water.
30. Except by the permission of the Board, every tenement shall have an inde
pendent service-pipe connected with the water-main and such service shall be stop-cocked,
and no person shall connect more than one tenement with the main of the Board from
one service, except by permission of the Board.
31. No person shall fix, or have fixed, a service-])!pe so as to communicate directly
with any urinal, and every urinal shall be supplied only through a cistern or service-box,
fitted with waste-preventing apparatus approved by the Board.
32. Xo person shall use water supplied by the Board for other than domestic
purposes, except the supply is by meter, or excepted in the manner hereinbefore
provided.
33. Xo person, except with special consent of the Board, shall affix a meter, the
dial of which is not capable of registering (1,000,000) one million gallons.
34. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water passing through it, the
jj0ard may charge for the supply according to the average daily consumption for any
month preceding the date upon which such meter shall have been examined and found
to be in order; or at the request of the consumer, or by direction of the Board, the said
meter shall be tested and the charge for water supplied regulated accordingly.

Meters not to bo
interfered with.

35. Xo person not duly authorized by the Board shall disconnect any meter or
other apparatus from the service-pipes, or in any way interfere with the same.

Steam boiler to
have self-acting
valve.

36. If any person shall connect any service-pipe, or branch service-pipe, with
any steam boiler for the purpose of feeding or supplying the same with water, without
first affixing a self-acting valve for preventing the pressure of the steam reversing or
affecting tho dial of the meter, he shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding £5 ; and a
further penalty of £2 for each day after notice of the offence from the Board to each
offender.

attached to &n >

37. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall use a hose attached to any
tap or pipe (used for the pursose of supplying the water of the Board for domestic
with nut meter purposes to any house or premises) for watering any garden, laying dust, or for any other
' purpose whatsoever, unless where a water-meter is fixed and the water supplied by
measure; and any person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £0.
pipe for watering

garden without
meter.

38. Exce])t as hereinbefore provided, no person shall place any tap in any garden
or screwed tap in any yard, or to or outside of any dwelling or premises supplied with
the water of the Board to which a hose could be attached unless a water-meter is fixed
and the water supplied by measure; and any person offending against this By-law shall
bo liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
39. Any person using water supplied by the Board shall keep all pipes and other
appliances in connection with the supply of water to such person in a proper state of
repair.
■

inspection of

40. All work at any time done or to be done on private lands or premises in con
nection with the water supply, whether such work consist in the laying and fixing of
new services, or in the extension or alteration of existing services and fittings, shall be
inspected by the proper officer of the Board, and no such work shall be commenced until
after tho expiration of two days’ notice thereof first given to the Board and the necessary
printed permit obtained. In no case shall the water be turned on to any lands or pre-

B
mises where any such work shall have been executed until the said work shall have been
inspected by tho said officer, and certified by him on the prescribed form. No under
ground or enclosed work shall on any account be covered up or concealed from view
until the same shal 1 have been duly inspected and passed by the inspector; and any
person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
41. The supply and use of water, whether for domestic purposes or under special of
to
agreement, shall be open to inspection and admeasurement whenever required; aud such inspection,
information must from time to time be afforded as will be sufficient to enable the Board
to obtain a satisfactory account of the quantity of water actually consumed, and of the
pipes, taps, cisterns, and other apparatus and conveniences for receiving and delivering
such water. Any officer of the Board may at all reasonable times in the day-time enter
ou the promises of any person using water supplied by tbe Board for the purpose of
inspecting tho service pipes or other appliances of such premises.
42. If the service pipes or other appliances of any such person shall on any Ufxirf m*y
inspection be found to be out of repair, the Board may forthwith, without notice, repair rel)a‘r'
the same in such manner as may be deemed necessary, and tho cost of any such repairs
may be recovered by the Board from the owner or occupier of such promises.
43. The water supply to the public paries and gardens shall be exclusively under ^t1Jl0iho™mter
tho control and direction of the Board; and any person turning on tho water, or other- smmliocl to
wise interfering with such water supply, shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding £5. publicimrks, &L-.
44. All notices and applications required by these By-laws arc to be made upon Notices and
printed forms, to be obtained at the Board’s office. Notices sent by post must be pre- b^SuJwn’
paid. Any sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post aud not prepaid printed forma,
will be charged against and recovered from the sender.
'
45. The Board shall ho at liberty to discontinue the supply of water immediately
on the discovery of :uiy breach of these Regulations.
supply.
46. In the construction of these By-laws the word c; person” shall be deemed to intcrpretatiou
extend to and include a corporation or any body or number of persons, and tho mascu‘
lino shall include the feminine gender,
47. Any person committing a breach of any By-law to which no specific penalty
is attached, or who shall refuse or neglect to obey any injunction in any such By-law,
shall, upon conviction, be liable to pay a penalty not exceeding £20, and, in case of a
continuing offence, a further penalty not exceedingly for each day after notice of such
offence shall have been given by the Board to such offender.
48. Tho following shall be the form of notice to connect to water mains prescribed
Under section 10, Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889 :—
Notice to connect to Water-mains,
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
18
To tbe owner or occupier.

.
_

Notice is hereby given that a water-main has been laid in {as the case may he), and is
ready to distribute water.

The Board of Water Supply and Sewerage hereby demand and require that tho
owner or occupier of the house, tenement, or lands at or on which this notice is left or
exhibited shall construct such connections or fittings from or in connection with such
house, tenement, or lands to communicate vrith such main as are prescribed by the
By-laws and Regulations of the said Board.
For the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Secretary.
Note.—Attention is directed to the following Rules:—
Tho Board will pay a'reward of not less than 10s. to any person who will give He^fd iw
such information as shall lead to the conviction of any person or persons who shall
05
wrongfully attach (temporarily or otherwise) any pipe to any of the mains or services ofthe Board, or to any pipe, cistern, or apparatus connected therewith, or to or into which
the water of the Board shall flow, or who shall wrongfully draw off, use, or take the
water of the Board, or who shall knowingly permit the said water to be wrongfully
drawn off, used, or taken.
The Board will also adequately reward any person (not being the person in fault) fn(™^(iag
who shall communicate timely information to the Board of any leakages or waste of to waste,
water, whether the same he accidental, negligently, or wilfully occasioned or suffered, or
who shall give such information as shall lead to the conviction of any person or persons
who shall steal or cause to bo stolen, or improperly appropriated, tho water of the
Board. (Vide section 73 of Act 43 Yic. No. 32.)
'
A sot of standard fittings, such as are at present approved, is exhibited in the S!UUi>ic fittings.
Board Engineer’s office ; but the Bottrd will give due consideration to the claims of any
other fittings which may be presented for approval, and, if considered satisfactory, the
same will be purchased and placed among and become one of the standard approved
fittings.
The Board do not permit their officers, workmen, or agents l.o solicit or receive no gratuities
any fee or gratuity whatever, aud desires to be informed of any infraction of this Rcgu- Rll0"'edlation, and also of any act of incivility or neglect of attention on the part of such officers,
workmen, and agents, or any of them.
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Attention is also directed to the following clauses of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage
Act, 43 Vic. M. 32'
Meter to be
55.
Every
person
who
shall
have agreed with the Board for a supply of water by
supplied nnd
measure shall, at his own expense, unless he hire a meter from the Board, provide a
maintained by
consumer.
meter and keep and maintain the same in good working condition to the satisfaction of
such officer as may he appointed by the Board, and in the event of any repairs being
required notice in writing shall be immediately given by such person to the Board, and
a registration of the quantity used shall be taken before such repairs are effected.
Notace of
56. Every person requiring to remove or alter the position of any meter shall give
removal, &e.t
six days’ notice in writing to that effect to the Board, and a registration of the quantity
of ineter.
of water used shall be taken before such removal or alteration is made.
Venalty for
57. If any person who under the provisions hereinbefore contained ought to
ncjclectin^ to
provide any meter neglect or refuse, after having been required by the Board so to do,
provide meter.
to provide such meter, he shall for every day during which snch neglect or refusal con
tinues forfeit a sum not exceeding two pounds.
Penalty for
58. If any person who has provided any meter as aforesaid fail to give the notice
ncylcctiu^ to
hereinbefore required of any repairs required for such meter he shall forfeit a sum not
tfive notice of
rejkaira of meters
exceeding ten pounds.
Water may be
59. If any person refuse or delay to have such meter properly repaired and put
cut off if meter
in correct working older, after having been required by any officer of the Board so to do,
not in order.
the Board may shut off the supply of water from the premises of such person either by
cutting the service-pipe or otherwise, until such meter shall have been properly repaired
and certified by some officer of the Board as being in proper working order.
Penalty for
60. If any plumber or other person fix or refix any meter upon any premises
flxinguncertified
supplied with water by tbe Board, without having first obtained a certificate irom the
meter.
Board that the said meter has been examined and found in correct working order, ho
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
For removing or
61. If any person remove or alter the position of or in any way interfere with
altering meter
any meter without giving such notice as aforesaid, he shall for each such offence forfeit
without notice.
a sum not exceeding twenty pounds over and above tbe damage which he may he found
liable to pay in any action at law at the suit of the Board.
Power to officers
62. The officers of the Board may enter any house, building, or lands, to, through,
of Board to
inspect meters.
or into which water is supplied by the Board by measure, in order to inspect the meters,
instruments, pipes, and apparatus for the measuring, conveyance, reception, or storage
of water, or for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of water supplied or consumed,
and may from time to time enter any house, building, or lands for the purpose of remov
ing any meter, instrument, pipe, or apparatus, the property of the Board, and if any
person hinders any such officer from entering or making such inspection, or effecting
such removal, he shall, for each such offence, he liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, but, except with the consent of a Justice, this power of entry shall be exercised
only between the hours of ten in the forenoon and four in the afternoon.
Notice to lay
67. After pipes have been laid, under the authority of this Act, for the supply
service pipes.
of water to any street or part thereof, the Board shall cause a notice, in the form
contained in the Third Schedule hereto, or to the like effect, to he published in four
consecutive numbers of the Gazette, and in one or more newspapers circulating in tho
locality ; and the owner or occupier of every tenement referred to in such notice shall,
within three weeks from the date of the last publication of such notice in the Gazette,
cause a proper pipe and stop-cocks to he laid, so as to convey a supply of water to
snch tenement. And after fourteen days from such last publication the owner or
occupier of such tenement shall, unless the Board refuse to supply him with water, be
liable to pay tho rates and charges for such supply, although no such pipes and stop
cocks be laid, or no such water be used in such tenement. .
Pipes laid by
68. Any owner or occupier of any dwelling-house, or part of a dwelling-house,
owners or
within a "Water District, who shall wish to have water from the waterworks of the Board
occupiers.
Power to in
brought into his premises, aud who shall have paid or tendered to the Board the portion
habitants to lay
of water rate in respect of such premises, by tbis Act directed to be paid in advance,
service pipes.
may open tho ground between the pipes of the Board and his premises, having first
obtained the consent of tho owners and occupiers of such ground, and lay any pipes
from such premises to communicate with the pipes of the Board.
Notice to Board
69. Such pipes shall he of a strength and material approved of by some officer of
of laying pipes.
the Board, and every such owner or occupier shall, before he begins to lay any such
pipe, give to the Board two days’ notice of his intention to do so.
Communication
70. Before any pipe is made to communicate with the pipes of the Board, the
with pipes of
Board tb bo
person intending to lay such pipes shall give two days’ notice to the Board of the day and
mode under
hour when such pipe is intended to be made to communicate with the pipes of the Board,
wuperinfccndencc
of surveyor.
and every such pipe shall he so made to communicate under the superintendence and
according to the directions of the surveyor, or other officer appointed for that purpose
Bore of service
by the Board. And the bore of any such pipe shall not exceed three-quarters of an
pifres.
inch, except with the consent of the Board.
Service pipes
71. Any person who shall have laid down any pipe, or other works, or who shall
niay be removed
have become the proprietor thereof, may remove the same after having first given six
after giving
notice.
days’ notice in writing to the Board of his intention so to do, and of the time of such
proposed removal, and every snch person shall make compensation to tho Board for any
injury or damage to their pipes or works which may be caused by such removal.
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72. Any such owner or occupier may open or break up so much of the pavement, p™"c^,reak
if any, as shall be between the pipe of the "Board and lus house, building, or premises,psivemen ‘
and any sower or drain therein for any such purpose as aforesaid (doing as little damage
as may be, and making compensation for any damage done in the execution of any such
work): Provided always that every such owner or occupier desiring to break up the
pavement of any stroet, or any sewer or drain therein, shall be subject to the same
necessity of giving previous notice, and shall bo subject to the same control, restrictions,
and obligations in, and during the time of breaking up the same, and also reinstating the
same, and to the same penalties for any delay in regard thereto as the Board are subject
to under the provisions of this Part.
'
73. Tf any person supplied with water by the Board wrongfully does, or causes Pm™™* or
or permits to be done, anything in contravention of any of tho provisions of this Part, nn! v^fE'
or wrongfully fails to do anything which under any of those proaiaions ought to be done
Sna
for the prevention of tho waste, misuse, undue consumption, or contamination of the r&rt of this Act
water of the Board, the Board may (without prejudice to any remedy against him in cut off™*1' ^
respect thereof) cut off any of the pipes by or through which water is supplied to him
'
or for Ins use, and may cease to supply him with water so long as tho cause of injury
remains or is not remedied.
'
74'. If any person, supplied with water by the Board, wilfully or negligently
causes,or suffers any pipe, valve, cock, cistern, bath, soil-pan, water-closet, or other™ 00 Wft4r'
apparatus or receptacle to bo out of repair, or to be so used or contrived that the water
supplied to him by the Board is or is likely to he wasted, misused, unduly consumed, or
contaminated, or so as to occasion or allow the return of foul air or other noisome or
impure matter into any pipe belonging to or connected with the pipes of the Board, he
shall, for every such offence, he liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
75. If any person—
Penalty for
*
misawlicfttion
(1.) Not Imvingfrom tho Board a supply of irater for other than domestic purposes, of wtlter*
uses for other than domestic purposes any water supplied to him by the Board;
or
(2.) Having from the Board a supply of water for any purpose other than domestic,
uses such water for any purpose other than those for which he is entitled to
use the same,
he shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings without
prejudice to the right of tbe Board to recover ifom him tbe value of tbe water misused.
70. It shall not be lawful for the owner or occupier of any premises supplied with
be
water by the Board, or any consumer of the water of tho Board, or any other person, to sumlrt
affix, or cause or permit to bo affixed, any pipe or apparatus to a pipe belonging to or
used by such owner, occupier, consumer, or any other person, or to make any alteration Hoard. v
in any such communication or service-pipe, or in any apparatus connected Iherewith,
without the consent, in every such case, of the Board, ilnd if any person acts in any
respect in contravention of tho provisions of tbe present section, be shall for every snch
offence bo liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, without prejudice to the right
of the^Board to recover damages from him in respect of any injury done to its property,
and without prejudice to their right to recover from him the value of any water wmste'd,
misused, or unduly consumed.
77. If any person, not being supplied with wmter by the Board, wrongfully takes, Penalty for
or uses any water from any reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or pipe belonging to tbe tnkfiis water.
Board, or from any pipe leading to or from any such reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or
pipe, or from any cistern or other like place containing water belonging to the Board,
or supplied by them for the use of any consumer of tho water of the Board, be shall for
every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
78. The surveyor or other person appointed for that purpose by tho Board may, wXr^'0"01
between tbe hours of nine o’clock in tbe forenoon and four o’clock in the afternoon,
enter into any house or promises supplied with water by the Board in order to examine
if there be any waste or misuse of such water; and if any such surveyor or other person
at any such time be refused admittance into such dwelling-house or premises for the
purpose aforesaid, or be prevented from making such examination as aforesaid, tbe Board
may turn off tbe winter supplied by them from such bouse or other premises.
79. If any person bathe in any stream, reservoir, aqueduct, or other waterworks Minting the
belonging to the Board, or wash, throw, or cause to enter therein any dog or other Polity for
animal he shall for every such offence forfeit a stun not exceeding five pounds
bathing in water
°

1

of the Hoard.

80. If any person throw or convey or cause or permit to be tbrowm or conveyed fh”0a(,fr,
any rubbish, dirt, filth, or other noisome thing into any such stream, reservoir, aqueduct, thereto!11
or other waterworks as aforesaid, or wash or cleanse therein any cloth, wTool, leather, or
skin of any animal, or any clothes or other thing, lie shall for each such offence forfeit a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
.
81. If any person cause the water of any sink, sewer, or drain, steam-engine, Pflf'VJn
boiler, or other filthy water belonging to him or under his control, to run or be brought wnte/fiow
into any stream, reservoir, aqueduct, or other waterworks belonging to the Board, or the™nt<>
shall do any other act w-horehy the water of the Board shall be fouled, be shall for each
such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds, and a further sum of twrenty
shillings for each day (if more than one) that such offence continues.
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Penalty for
82. Where any owner or occupier of any land within the watershed to he prowatCTahMUrea. claimed as hcreinheforo provided, or any reservoir or source of supply transferred to, or
vested in tho Board, does, or permits to ho done on his land any act, or permits to
remain thereon any matter or thing, which in the opinion of the Board is likely to injure
the water supply, if notice to discontinue or remove the same he given to him in writing
by the Board, and if ho neglect or refuse to discontinue such act, or lo remove such
matter or thing, ho shall for each such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds,
and a further sum of twenty shillings for each day (if more than one) that such offence
continues.
conSon rf10
SB. The following provisions shall take effect for the purpose of protecting the
closet and other water in the mains or other pipes of the Board from all impurities from closets and
pipes with mains,
j. i
j* j?
t
*
wuiastodstems, other receptacles ot x^cal matter or urine—
&c.
(i.) It shall not he lawful for any person to connect with the main any pipe deliver
No closet pipes
hereafter to con
ing the water directly into the eloset-pan or other receptacle for ffeeal matter
nect directly
with the main.
or urine without tho intervention of a cistern or cisterns into which the water
from the main shall first ho received, and any person so offending shall forfeit
and pay a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
Board may dis(rr.) The Board may employ any artificers or workmen lo cutoff or otherwise dis
eonnoct pipes in
connect from the main any pipe directly discharging the water into a closet
certain cases.
without the intervention of a cistern [hereinafter termed “directly connected”],
and which in the opinion of the Board may endanger the purity of the water
by the absorption ot noxious gases, or suction of fiscal matter or urine into
such pipe, or into the main, or otherwise : For the purpose of effecting such
disconnection Ihc Board’s artificers and workmen may enter into and upon the
premises of any person or corporation whatsoever to do, or cause to be done,
anything in his opinion requisite or necessary in relation thereto.
(nr.) "Whenever the Board shall have caused any pipe to be cut off, or disconnected,
The exrxmsc in
curred ny anv
or other work to be done in relation thereto, they shall forthwith serve the
disconnection
to be paid b>
owner or occupier of the premises with a notice in writing, requiring him to
tenant and de
pay the actual cost or expense incurred. And such owner or occupier shall
ducted from Ills
rent.
pay the amount to the Board, and if the amount be paid by an occupier only
he may deduct the same from the rent then due or accruing. Upon such
owner or occupier making default in any such payment after the delivery of
such notice as aforesaid the Board may sue for and recover the same with full
costs of suit.
Owners of pre
mise* shall fix
cUwefc-cistcrua or
he liable to a
penalty.

Upon neglect of
owner the
tenant after
fourteen dajs
notice to fl\
cistern and
deduct the ex
pense from rent.

Any person rcuslabUsliing any
connection with
the main unless
authorized, or
wilfully injuring
any pipe,
,
liable to a
penalty.

(rr.) The owner of every dwelling-house or premises which shall have therein or
thereon any closet with a pipe or branch-pipe directly connected with the main,
shall be. required to fix and erect a cistern or cisterns for the reception of the
water intended to he used for the closet, and every cistern shall be made of such
materials and dimensions, and of such model or plan of construction, and with
such ball-cocks, stop-cocks, waste-pipes, and other appliances as shall be deemed
requisite and have been approved by the Board for securing the water from
poUuliou through any noxious gases or matter evolved or derived from such
closets or otherwise. * Every owner neglecting to comply with the provisions of
this section shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
(v.) Whenever any owner shall have neglected to fix and erect a cistern, with its
appliances, as is in the last preceding sub-section provided for, the tenant or
occupier of tho premises is hereby authorized and required, after receiving a
written notice thereof from the Board in that behalf, to fix and erect such
cistern, with its appliances before mentioned, within fourteen days after the
receipt of such notice, and the said tenant or occupier shall, upon payment by
him of the charges and expense of such fixing and erection, he entitled either to
deduct the amount so paid from the rent then due or accruing, or, at his option,
to sue for and recover the same, with full costs of suit, from the owner as for
money paid to his use.
(vi.) Any person who shall, without the [authority of the Board, re-establish any
such connection which may have been cut off, removed, or severed by him, or
who shall in any manner wilfully injure or tamper with any connection-pipe,
cistern, ball-cock, stop-cock, or waste-pipe which may have been approved by
the Board, so as to destroy, diminish, or endanger its elliciency, may he sum
moned for such offence before two Justices, and on conviction thereof shall be
adjudged to pay the amount of tbe charges and expenses which the Board may
have incurred (and which they are hereby authorized to incur) in repairing or
restoring the same to a state of efficiency. Every such offender shall also
forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding ten pounds, and the amount of charges
and expenses and penalty respectively shall, when recovered, be paid over to
the Board.

where several
84. "Where several houses or parts of houses, in the separate occupation of
b?l™e ps^vavh several persons, are supplied by one common pipe, or where water is supplied to courts,
iopwalleys, and right-of-way by stand pipes, the several owners or occupiers of such houses,
or parts of houses, or of tho several houses, or parts of houses, in every such court, alley,
or right-of-way, shall be liable to the payment of the same rates for the supply of water
as they would have been liable to if each of such several houses, or parts of houses, had
been supplied with water from the works of the Board by a separate pipe.

9
85. The rates and charges for water, and all sums due to the Board under this Water. lUras.
Part, shall be paid by and be recoverable from the owner of the premises or the occupier Rates to 1m
from
or person requiring, receiving, or using the supply of water; and all rates shall be paid recoverable
cither landlord
or
tenant.
in advance by equal payments on the first day of January and the first day of July in
Rates to be paid
each year, and the first payment shall be made at the time when the owner or occupier half-yearly
in
of any tenement shall hecome liable to pay snch rates and charges, and all such rates advance.
and charges may be enforced and recovered in respect of any premises in the said City
of Sydney, or in any such Municipality as aforesaid, situate within one hundred and
fifty feet from the alignment of any street or public highway along which a main water
pipe belonging to the .Board is laid, although such premises are not actually supplied
with water from such main.
ol rates
86. ]f any such person refuse or neglect to pay on demand to the Board any Recovery
and charges.
rate, charge, or sum duo to the Board under this Part, the Board may recover the same
with costs, or may order a warrant under tho hand of their President or Vice-president
in the form contained in the IVurth Schedule hereto, to be from time to time issued to Schedule,
some constable or other person named therein, to levy such rate, charge, or sum by
distress and sale of goods and chattels of the person occupying the premises in respect
of which such rate, charge, or sum is due at the time when the warrant of distress is
executed, and in case no sufficient goods and chattels of such occupier be found on the
premises to satisfy such distress, the owner of the premises, or if ho he absent from the
Colony, his agent shall he liable for such rate, charge, or sum and the same may be
recovered from him.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1890.
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1890.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OF 1880.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF WILCANNIA.)

■Presentel) id JJarliainent, pitrsiumt to JLt 44 iDic. ilff- 14, sec. 13.

Proclamation.
New South AVales, 1 Proclamation by Ilia Eiccllcncy The Kight Honorable Charles Poiseut, Baron

to wit.

)

(l.s )
Carutnoton,

CAiiurNOTON, a 3Iember of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Pi^-y Council,
.Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, Governor and Com man dcr-in-Chief of the Colony of New
South "Wales and its De[jejidencies.

Governor.
Whereas the Council of the Municipal District of Wilcannia have constructed works for Water Supply

within and for the purpose of the said Municipal District: And whereas the said Council, in pursuance
of the provisions of tho “ Country 'Towns Water ami Sewerage Act of ISSO,” have forwarded to me a
petition that I will, by Proclamation in the Government Gazette, declare that the 13th section of the said
Act and the whole of the sections in part two of the said Act—that is, sections 10 to 62 (both inclusive),
shall he applied within the said Municipal District, by and with respect to the Council and the
inhabitants thereof respectively: Now, therefore, 1, CuARj.ua Eorkrt, Baron Cajuiinoton, the
Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority vested in me by the said Act, do, by this
my Proclamation, declare that all and every the powers and provisions contained in the 13th section of
the said Act and in part two of the said Act—that is to say, sections 16 to 62 (both these sections being
included) of the said Act shall be applied within the said Municipal District of Wilcannia, by and with
respect to the Council and inhabitants thereof respectively, to tho intent that the said sections of the said
Act, and tho powers aud provisions in and by the said sections given, shall, upon the publication of this
Proclamation, apply to and be in force within the said Municipal District, and with respect to the said
Council and inhabitants, with the same effect for all purposes ns if the said Act had specifically declared
the said parts, powers, and pi*ovisions to bo so applied as aforesaid.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-third year
of Her Majesty’s Iteign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
G od Sate ijje Queen !

[3A]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
,

(NOTIFICATION OP COMPLETION OF WORKS FOR THE BOROHOH OF ORANGE.)

ipuscntii) }o JJiirlummt, pumuint to JUi 4^^)ic, ^lo. 14.

ORANGE WATER-WORKS,
In nccordnncc nilh Die proTieione of Dm Comilry Towns
Water and Sewerage Act, 44 Vie. No. 14, section 123, I,
Urnee Sinil.h, Dio Minister for Public Woilis ol'tbe Colony of
New South Walrs, luiretlic honor to report, for the information
nf His Excellency the UoYOrnor and Exeruiiic Counud, that
ttie works for the supply of water lor the Horough of Orange,
i*i the said Colony, which, under tho provisions of the beforciveited Act, and at the request of Hie Council thereof, have
been constructed under the direction of the Minister for Publie
Works of the said Colony, have been completed.
Given under my band, this sixteenth day of June, 1890.
RRUCE SMITH.
Cet'i' of Resolution submitted to and passed by the Council
of the Municipality of Orange, at n meeting of tho Council
fliereof, held on the 13th day of October, A.n. I8S7 :—

Present:
His Worship the Mayor (in tho Chair)
and
Aldermen Smith, Lorenee, M'Fndden, Cox, Kyles, Coulson,
Flanagan, and Parker.
Moved by Alderman Flanagan, seconded by Alderman
Lorenee, and carried,—" That the Council of the Municipality
nf Orange, having taken into consideration tho question of
Water Supply for the town of Orange, do hereby request His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
f’ouueil, to take all such slops and cause such works to he
executed as may he necessary to provide a Water Supply for
tho town of Oiangc; and the said Council, on behalf of the
Municipality of Orange, hereby agree to do and undertake all
Die liabilities and obligations mentioned in section 125 nf the
Art 44 Yic. No. 14; and it is hereby expressly ngieed (hat
®ich liability is accepted for tbe total amount to be expended
©n such works, whatever such amount may be.’'
J. M. PAUL,
Mayor.

NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF WATER
WORKS FOR THE EOROUGH OF ORANGE,
UNDER 44 VICTORIA No. 14.
N kw South Wales, (Proclamation by His Excellency Tho
to wit.
{ Right Honourable Chakles Rodert,
Bines Carihsctos. a Member of Tier
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy
(l.b.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tho
Camisgton,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor.
Michael and SaintGcorgc,Governor and
Cominandcr-in-Ohiof of the Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies.
Whkueas I, the Governor' aforesaid, with Dio advice of
the Executiije Council of Die said Colony, having duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of rertuin works for and in con
nection with tho supply of water to the Borough of Orange, in
the said Colony, for and towards the completion of which said
works public funds were provided by Parliament; and whereas
the said works have been reported to me as complete by the
Minister for AYorks, in accordance with the provisions of tho
125th section of the before-reeded Act: Now I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, hereby
declare by this notiGention that such works arc complete, to
the intent that the Council of the said Borough of Orange,
within and for the purposes of which the said works have been
constructed, shall Lake over tho'same, and the administration
and management thereof, upon the terms aud conditions pre
scribed by the before-cited Act.
In witness whereof, I ha-to hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seat of the Colony to bo hereto
aflixed, at Government House, Sydney, this ninth
day of July, in the yenrof our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in tho fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LIS MORE-BY-LAWS.)

Ihxstitki) to ^iuliamcut, pursuant to JUt 44 'tjic.

14.

Department of Public Works,
Sjdney, 6th November, 1890.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the following By-laws
in connection with the Water Supply of the Municipal District of Lismore, prepared by tho Council of the said District, in
accordance with the provisions of tho Acts 44 Yic. No. 14 and 51 Yic. No. 18,
BRUCE SMITH.

MusioirAi Distbict or Lis moke.
Bv-iatvs made and adopted by the Council of the Municipal
District of Lismore, in pursuance of the powers and authority
conferred hy the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of
1880, 44 Vic. No. 14, aud the Country Towns Water and
Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1887, 51 Yic. No. 18, for
regulating tho forms of contract and water rates with the said
Council for (he supply of water, and generally for carrying
into effect tho purposes,of the said Acts.
1. The following rates and charges are those which tho
owners and occupiers of all lands and tenements within one
hundred and fifly feet from the alignment of any street along
which the water-pipes of the Council arc (or may be) laid,
shall pay in respect of water supplied by the Council, although
such lands and tenements may not bo supplied with water from
the said pipes: —
i'or water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than by measure.

(1.) On every house, tenement, or portion of land of ten pounds
assessed annual value and under, ten shillings.
(2) On every house, tenement, or portion of land above tho
assessed annual value of ten pounds, a rote of one shilling
for each pound sterling on tho amount of the assessed
annual value.
For water supplied hy moasutc.

(3.) The rates to be elin-gtd for water supplied by measure shall
be one shilling and sixpence per one thousand gallons, either
- for domestic purposes (r for purposes other than domestic
(except a speeml contract he entered into between tho
Council and tho consumer). But domestic purposes shall
not include a supply of water for stables, manufacturing,
irrigation, waterpower, fountains, or for any ornamental
purpose, or for watering stock.
(4.) The Council may at any time, hy resolution, reduce tho rate
levied or assessed in respect of water supply, and likewise
the price chargeable by measure, provided that tbe annual
iuc.ine derivable fiom the rate and charges at the reduced
rate shall be sufficient to retire the yearly pay men ts due
on tbe waterworks and the current yearly exp'niiture,
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2. Assessed rales must be paid half-yearly in advance to th«
Council Clerk or other authorised officer of the Council at tho
Council Chambers during office hours. In tho case when a
meter is used tho meter occount will not ha rendered unless it
is in excess of the assessment.
3. The minimum charge for water, whether supplied by meter
or otherwise, for domestic purposes or for purposes other than
domestic is the assessed annual rate. If the water is supplied
hy meter and tho meter occount exceeds the assessment (calcu
lated at one shilling and sixpence per one thousand gallons)
then such excess shall be charged for in addition to the
assessment.
4'. No person shall use water supplied by the Council for
other than domestic purposes, except the supply is by meter,
or except in the manner hereinafter provided,
5. The Council may supply water for building purposes ot
tho rate of five shillings per room, or by meter, and the Council
may supply water for tho making or mixing of concrete for
foundations of wooden blocks, stone cubes, or other permanent
forms of roadway, at the rate of one pound ten shillings per one
thousand square yards, hy superficial measurement of road
surface, and for all other concrete, hiick-work or masonry, at
the rate of three pence per cubic yard as measured on the work,
the minimum in on eh of these cases to be five shillings.
6. Any person who maintains horses or cows, may he supplied
with water (without meter) from the domestic service pipe,
for tho sum of ten shillings per annum for each animal, in
addition to tbe assessed annual rate of the premises on which
such horses or cows are maintained or supplied with water.
7. Tho Council may supply water for gardens (and for such
purposes permit a hose and standpipe to be used) without meter,
at the rate of one pound sterling for every seven hundred and
fifty square feet superficial area or part thereof, in addition to
the assessed annual rate of the premises to which such garden
belongs or is attached.
8. The Council may permit a supply of water for water
fountains or waterfalls of a size, construction, and form, and
in a position previously approved hy the O' uncil (without
meter), from (ho dome.tie servico pipe for the sum of ten
shillings per annum for each :uch fountain or waterfall, in
addition tot.be atseeeert annual rate of the piemises on which
such fountain or waterfall is maintained.
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9. The Council may erect public sland-pipes ’whenerer and
wherever it may seem to them advisable or necessary to do so,
and may charge for the water supplied from the same either by
measure, or may charge any person applying for use of water
from the said stand-pipes the sum of one pound sterling per
annum for such use, payable half-yearly in advance.
10. Q-as-cngines and water troughs will bo charged for at tho
rate of one pound sterling per annum each.
11. The Council will not supply water to any hath the out
let of which is not distinct from and unconnected with the
inlet or inlets, and the inlet or inlets shall be placed above llic
highest water level of the bath ; the outlet of such bath shall
have a perfectly watertight fastening ; no bath shall exceed in
dimensions six feet six inches in length, two feet six inches
wide, and two feet in depth (unless supplied by meter). The
Council will not supply water to any bath unless the same shall
be so conslructed as to prevent a waste of water.
12. If the Council shall in any case be of opinion that the
owner or occupier of any premise? is wasting or misusing or
otherwise illrgally dcaliug with water, or that the whole supply
of water to any premises should for any rceson bo by meter,
they may give to the owner or occupier a notics directing him
within a time to be named to fix a meter to such premises, and
to receive tho whole supply of water to such premises through
such meter ; and after the expiration of tho time mentioned in
such notice, whether a meter has been fixed in accordance
therewith or not, tho Council may cut off auy supply of water
to such premises which is otherwise than by meter. Jhe
Council may let meters to any consumer at the rate of ten
shillings per annum.
13. The Council may enter into any special contract (con
sistent with the provisions of tho Country Towns Water and
Sewerage Act) with any person for special or exceptional supply
of water by mrasure or otherwise.
14. No person without the special consent of the Council
shall fix a meter, the dial of which is not capable of registering
one million gallons ; and no meter shall be fixed until approved
by the Council (or some person duly authorised on their behalf)
and certified by the Mayor, Council Clerk, or other duly
authorised ofilcer of the Council; all meters to bo enclosed in a
strong wooden box, and tbe keys of all meters nnd boxes to be
lodged at tbe Council Clerk's office immediately after the meters
are fixed.
'
15. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the quantity of
water passing through it, the Council may charge for the supply
of water according to the average daily consumption for any
month preceding the date upon which such meter shall have
been examined and found to be in order, or at tbe request of
the consumer, or by direction of tbe Council the said meter
shall bo tested and the charge for water regulated accordingly ;
and no person not duly authorised by the Council shall dis
connect any meter or other apparatus from the service pipes,
or in any way interfere with tln-m.
If!. On tho application by any person entitled to be supplied
with water by the Council, and subject to all the provisions
contained in these By-laws, the Council will cause all necessary
connections to bo made Will) the water mains, nnd will provide
all pipes, ferrules, and other requbites for extending the same
to the kerbing or outer alignment of the footpath with which
alt extensions of pipes for the supply of water must be made
and connected by the applicant. In every case the applicant
must deposit with the Council Clerk a sum of two pounds
sterling as consideration therefor before auy connection with
tho said main will be permitted ; but tho pipe laid by tho
Council must afterwards he maintained by the owner or
occupier.
17. Before any person shall have fixed any service pipe to
any pipe of the Council or alter, rtpair, or in any manner
interfere with any pipe of the Council or any service pipe, cock,
or fitting conuccted with any pipe of the Council he shall obtain
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> from tho Council a license in that behalf (to execute any such
I work), such license to be terminable on the thirty-first day of
J December of each year, and the charge for such license sholl be
one pound sterling per annum; and any unlicensed person
nfllxiog, altering, repairing, or in any way or manner interfering
with any such pipe, service pipe, cock, or fitting as aforesaid,
shall bo liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds,
18. Any person who, being an owner or occupierof any house,
tenement, or lands, or promises supplied with water under tho
said cited Act, for the purpose of taking, in a manner not
I authorised by such Act, any such water, or uses in, or places on,
or affixes, or attaches to such lands, tenements, or premises, or
to any prescribed fitting any fitting instrument or thing not
authorised in that behalf hy the Council, or who alters, misuses,
injures, or removes any prescribed fitting except for the purpose
of necessiry repairs, shall upon conviction thereof forfeit and
pay lo the Council a sum not greater than ten pounds, without
prejudice to the rights of the Council to recover from him
damages in respect to any injury done by such owner or
occupier, or wilfully permitted to bo done to the Council’s
property, and without prejudice to the Council’s right to recover
from him tho value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly
consumed.
19. Tho owner or occupier must at his own expense lay down
and maintain all the pipes ond apparatus on his premises ; all
pipes must be of galvaniacd wrought iron where possible, and
where lead pipes are used they must be of equal thickness
throughout and of at least tho respective weights following :
Slbs. per yard,
(libs.
„
91bs. „
.1211)3. „
.IGBs. „
,201bs. „

f inch
i

a

'4
1
H
l*

fl
o
„
„

And no person shall lay any service pipe (where subject to
traffic) below tho ground surface at a depth not less than ten
inches.
'
20. All notices and applications required by these By-laws
are to be made upon printed forms, to bo obtained ot the Council
Chambers ; notices sent by post must be prepaid, any sums paid
by the Council on account of notices sent by post and not pre
paid will be charged against the sender,
21. The Council shall be at liberty to discontinue and cut off
the supply of water immediately on the discovery of any breach
of these By-laws.
22. In Ibe construction of these By-laws the word person
shall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation or any
body or number of persons, and tho masculine ond feminine
alike, and the masculine shall include the feminine,
■
23. Any person committing a breach of any of these By-laws
to which no specific penalty is attached or who shall neglect or
refuse to obey any injunction iu any such By-laws shall upon
conviction be liable lo ft penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,
and in case of continuing the offence a further penalty not
exceeding five pounds for each day after notice of such offence
shall have been given by tbe Council to such offender.

Made and passed by the Council of tho Borough of Lismore,
and the seal of tho said Council was hereunto affixed
this nineteenth day of May, in tho year of our Lord,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety,
(l.b.)

C. A. Basham,
Council Clerk.

diaries INHtcrjGoTerjimcut IMuter—1SOO.

JAMBS P. O’FLYNN,
Mayor.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOE PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT
(RESUMPTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANLY WATER SUPPLY.)

■jptwtnttli to parliament, pursuant to JUi 44 'Sic.

NewSouthWales, I

to wit.

Proclamation Ly His Excellency The

j Right Honourable

Charles Robert,

15a ron Carrington, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honomable Privy
(L.S.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tho
Carrington,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Michael and Saint George, Governor and
Commander-m-Chief of the Colony of
New South Wales and itsUependoncie*.
WnEBEAB the Minister
for Publie Works is desirous of
constructing a Reservoir on (ho land described in the
Schedule at tho foot hereof, for the purpose of supplying
water to the village of Manly ; and it is estimated that the cost
of carrying out the said works will not exceed the sum of
twenty thousand pounds: And whereas, under tho provisions
of the “ Public Works Act of 1S8S,” I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have in due form
directed that the said works shall he carried out under the
provisions of the said Act by tho Minister for Public Works
aforesaid, who, in respect of the said works, I have declared
shall be deemed to he the Constructing Authority; and also,
that the land required for carrying out tho said works shall
be acquired under tho provisions of the said Act: And whereas
the land described in the Schedule at the foot hereof is
the land required for carrying out the suid works : Now,
therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the
Governor aforesaid, by this notification, to bo published in the
Government Gazette, do declare that the said land in the said
Schedule described has been and is hereby appropriated for tho
purpose of constructing thereon a reservoir tor the supply of
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water to the village of Manly. To the intent that upon tho
publication of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate
in tbe said land hereafter described shall forthwith bo vested
in the Minister for Public Works, as the Constructing Authority
on behalf of Her Majesty, under the provisions in that behalf in
the 21st section of the saidPublic Works Act of 1888” : And I
declare the following is the description of the lands herein
before referred to, that is to say: —
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotments C, 7, and 8 of section I of tho Fatflight
Estate: Commencing at the junction of the east boundary of
Ashley-etrcet with the south boundary of Fnirlight-street;
and bounded thence by that boundary of Fairlight-sireet bearing
cost 126 feet; tbcnce by tho west boundary of allotment 9
bearing south 132 feet; thence by the north boundaries of allot
ments 19,20, and 21 bearing west 126 feet; thence by the afore
said east boundary of Ashlcy-strect.bearing north 132 feet, to the
point of commencemeol; containing 1 rood 20J porches, and
said to be in the possession of the Fairlight Land, Building, and
Investment Company (Limited).
Given under my Hand and Seal of the said Colony, at
Government House, Sydney, this tenth day of April,
in the year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred
and ninety, and in the fifty-third year of Her Majesty's
Beign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOB SAVE THE QUEEN !
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(BEStrUFTIOir in' CONNECTION WITH THE NORTH SHORE WATER SUPPLY.) -

ta parliament, pursuant to ^Ut 44 i]ic. Ilo. 16, gtc. 6,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. IC.
Nett South Walks,

to wit.

) By His ExceUenej The Right Honourable
) Charles Robert, Barox Carrington,

a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
%!! Deputation from Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
the Q-overnor:
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Alfred Stephen,
George, Governor and Commauder-inLieutenani-Governw. Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
(l.S.)

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council of tho said Colony, have dulv sanc
tioned tho carrying out of certain works for and in con
nection with the supply of water to the Western Suburbs of
Sydney ond districts north of the Parramatta River, for and
towards tho completion of which said works public funds are
available ; and whereas the lands hereinafter described are
required for the construction of the said works : Now, I, the
Governor of the said Coiony, with tiie advice of the Executive
Council of tho said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in
this behalf given to or vested in me by the "Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act," do by this notification, published in
the Gazette, and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ North
Shore Times,” circulated in the Police District wherein the
said lands are situated, declare that the lands hereinafter
described have been resumed for the public purposes herein
after mentioned, that is to say, for and in connection with
the supply of water to the said Western Suburbs of Sydney and
districts north of tho Parramatta River, to the intent that,
upon tho publication of this notification in the Gazette, tbe
legal estate in the said lands shall forthwith bo vested in the
Minister for Public Works and his successors, on behalf of
Her Majesty, for the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act,
for an estate of inheritance in fee-simple in possession, freed and
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, con
tracts, charges, rates,rights-of-way, or other easements whatso
ever; and to tho intent, further, that the legal estate therein,
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the
said Act, shall be vested in the said Minister as a trustee, with
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tho powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And I
declare that the following is a description of tho lands herein
before referred to, that is to say: —
1st. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Willoughby, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of a grant of 25 acres to John Jones: Com
mencing an Hie northern side of Mowbray Road West, at the
south-eastern corner of the aforesaid grant; and bounded
thence on the cast by the eastern boundary of that grunt bearing
northerly 1 chain S links ; on the north-east, north, and north
west hy lines bearing north 75 degrees 59 minutes west 11
chains 79 links, north 86 degrees 23 minutes west 4 chains 72
links, and south 40 degrees 3 minutes west S chains 89 links, on
tho south-west by the Lane Cove River b.’nring south-easterly
to its intersection with the northern boundary of the Mowbray
Road West aforesaid ; thence on the south-east, south, and south
west by lines bearing north 40 degrees 3 minutes cast 3 chains
14 links, north 86 degrees 23 minutes east 4 chains 4Blinks, nnd
south 75degrces 59 minutes cast 11 chains 88 links, to the point
of commencement; containing 1 acre 3 roods and 14 perches,
exclusive of a reserve of 100 feet from high-water mark, and
said to he in the possession and occupation of Airs. H, Whatmoro.
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Willoughby, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part cf a grant of 31 acres to John Roby Hatfield :
Commencing on the northern boundary of the Mowbray Rond
West, ot the south-western comer of tho oforesaid grant; and
bounded on tho west by the western boundary of that grant
bearing northerly 1 chain 3 links; on the north-east by
other part of that grant bearing south 75 degrees 59 minutes
east 4 chains 46 links ; on the south by the northern boundary
of the Mowbray Road West aforesaid beating north 89degrees
21 minutes west 4 chains 33 links, to the point of commence
ment ; containing 351 perches, and said to be in the possession
and occupation of John Roby Hatfield.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyninth day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in the fiftythird year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
’
BRUCE SMITH,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
((RESUMPTION NEAR RYUE, IN CONNECTION WITH THE NORTH SHORE WATER SUPPLY.)

$r£0£iitfl) ±0

pursuant ia JLd- 44 'Qii.

NOTIEICATION OE RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wakes, "J By His Excellency TheRiglil Honourable
to Hit.

J ClIAELEB RoSEIIT, BaKON CA]UlIt;OTON,

a 11ember of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
By ])eputo/ion from Ornnd Cross of tbe Most Distinguished
the Governor: Order of Saint iliohael ond Saint
Ai-eked Stephen,
George, Governor and Commander-inDtejdCBant-Gorcraor. Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies,
Wheheas I, tho Governor aforesaid, with tho advice of
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of certain worts for and in con
nection with the supply of water to tho Western Suburbs of
Sydney and districts north of the Parramatta River, for and
towards tho completion of which said works public funds aro
available; and whereas the land hereinafter described is required
for the construction of the said works : Now, 1, the Governor
of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council
of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf
given to or vested in me hy the‘‘Lands for Public Purposes
Acquisition Act,” do, by this notification published in tho
Gazette, and in n newspaper, that is to say, in the “River
Times,” circulated in the Police District wherein tho said land
is situated, declare that tho land hereinafter described has been
resamed for (lie public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is
to say, for and in connection with the supply of water to the
paid Western Suburbs of Sydney and districts north of the
Parramatta River, to the intent that open the publication of
this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said land
shall forthwith he vested in the Minister for Public Works and
(l.S.)
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his successors on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purpose of tho
said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee-simple
in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligatioos,
eslate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way,orother
easements whatsoever, and to the intent further that the legal
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or
conferred hy the said Act, shall be vested in the said Minister
as a trustee with the powers slated in the said lust-mentioned
Act: And I declare that the following is n description of tho
laud hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—
All that piece orparccl of land situate in the parish of Hunter’s
Hill, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South Wales,
being part of ti grant of 100 acres to Wm. Kent: Commencing
at a point bearing south 32 degrees 14. minutes 30 seconds east
and distant 018 icet 8 inches from Ilia soulh-castcrn corner of
William Kent’s 100-acre grant; and hounded thence bylines
hearing north 9 degrees 49 minutes 10 seconds east 24fi feet
8^ inches, north 1 degree 11 minutes 10 seconds west 235 feet
GA inches, north 27 degrees 39 minutes 40 seconds west 407
feet 0 inches ; thence hy a line bearing generally southerly about
838 feet, to the point of commencement,—containing 3 roods
2i perches, nnd said to be in the possession of Mary E. Bowden.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, nnd
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to ho hereto
aflixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyfourth day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in tho
fifty-third year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN '
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LANDS
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PURPOSES ACQUISITION

ACT.

(EESUMPTTOTf FOR SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE TOWY OF RICHMOND.)

■JJrcstcnicb io iJadiamcnt, jnirsaaut tc JUt 4S ,'Oir.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
Nrw South Wales, ) BynisExccllciicyThcRigMHonouviLble
S Charles Rohert, Baron Carhi noton,
to wit.
a Member of Her Majesty’s ^Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
(I.s.)
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Carrington,
Governor.
George, Governor and Commander-inChiet of the Colony of_ Now South
Wales and its Dependencies.
I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executiie Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of certain works for and iu con
nection with the supply of water to tho town of Richmond,
for and towards the completion of which said works public
funds arc available ; and whereas the land hereinafter described
is required for the const-uction of the said works i Now, I, the
Governor of (lie said Colony, with the advice of the Eiecutiye
Council of tiie said Colony, in pursuance of tbe powers in
this behalf given to or vested in me by the " Lands for
Publie Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by this notification,
published in the Gazette, and in a newspaper, that, is to
say, in tiie “ Windsor and Richmond Gazette,” circnial.ed in
tiie Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare
that the land hereinafter described has been resumed for
the public purpose hereinafter mentioned, that is 10 say,
for and in cunnoetion with the supply of water to the said
town of Richmond, to the intent that, upon the publication of
this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said
land shall forthwith he vested in the Minister for Publie
Works and lus successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the
purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of
inheritance in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged
from ull trusts, obligations, estate, interest, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, or other casements whatsoever; and to
Whereas
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the intent further that the legal estate therein, togetl'er with
all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act,
shall be vested in tiie said Minister as a trustee with the
powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And I declare
that the following is Hie description of the land hereinbefore
referred to, that is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land situate at North Richmond,
county of Cook, and Colony of New South Wales : Com
mencing on the south-east side of tho proclaimed read leading
from South Kurrajong to Richmond, at a point where tho
north-east boundary of that portion of Bishop’s ICO-aere grant
devised to James Clarke intersects ; and bounded ou the south
west side by part of tho north-east boundary of that land, being
a teoced line bearing south 40 degrees 30 minutes east 25
chains 30 links to the Hawkesbury River; thence on tbe
south-east side by said river downwards about 14 chains 18
links to the south corner of the property of George M, Pitt;
thence on the north-east side by the south-west boundary of
the said property, being a fenced line bearing north-westerly
2G chains 85 links to the road leading from South Kurrajong
to Richmond ; and thence on tho north-west side by the said
road south-westerly, to the point of commencement; contain
ing 371 acres, and said to he in the possession of Charles S.
Guest.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused tho Great Seal of the Coiony to bo hereto
aflixed, at Government House, Sydney, this eighteenth
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-third year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
W. MCMILLAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
fRESUMPIION OF LA.ND IN CONNECTION WITH THE SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE CITY OF SYDNEY,
v
PARISH OF ALEXANDRIA.)

flrtstntfli to JJartotmeni, pursuant io JVci 44 'Sic. £U>. 16, eec 6,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
Xkw South'Wales,
to wit.

(L.S.)
Carrington',

Coventor.

| ByHisExcellencyTheRightHonourablo
Charles Robert, Baros Carrington,

a Jlembor of Her Majcsty’E Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of Now South
Vales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council of tho said Colony, have duly sanctioned
tho carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with the supply of water to the City of Sydney and its
suburbs, in tbe said Colony, for and towards the completion
of which said works public funds are available; and whereas
the land hereinafter described is required for the construction
of tho said works : Now, I, tho Governor of tho said Colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in
pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in me
■by tbe " Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do by this
notification, published in tho Gazette, and in a newspaper, that
is to say “The Daily Telegraph,” circulated in the Police District
wherein the said land is situated, declare that the land here
inafter described has been resumed for the public purposes
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for and in connection with
the supply of water to tho said City of Sydney and its suburbs,
to tbe intent that, upon tbe publication of this notification
in the Gazette, the legal estate in tho said land shall forthwith
be vested in tbe Minister for Public Works and his successors,
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on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purpose of the said
last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple
in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or
other easements whatsoever; and to the intent further that
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by tho said Act, shall be vested in the said
Minister as a trustee with the powers stated in the said lastmentioned Act: And I declare that the following is a descripion of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say
All that piece or parcel of land situate in tbe parish of
Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales: Commencing at a point bearing south 85.degrees
minutes east and distant 1 chain nnd TU of a link from tho
most northerly south-east corner of the Victoria Barrack wall;
and bounded thence by lines bearing south 84 degrees 51
minutes east 1 chain 42T‘J links, south 1 degree 27 minutes west
22links, north 83 degrees 52 minutes west 1 chain 39^ links,
north 8 degrees 21 minutes west 20^0 lints, to the point of
commencement, containing 4f perches and said to be in tho
possession and occupation of H. Zions.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to bo hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this eighteenth
day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND AT PATERSON IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSERVATION OF WATER.)

Jwstntei to ^ariiamint, pursuant to JUt 44 'Sic. |to. 16, sec, 6,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales, ByBisF.xcollencyThcEightHonourablo
CuAW.ra Roiibht, Baron1 Carrinston,
to wit.
a Member of Her Majesty’s ^Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
(L.S.)
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Cahrington,
Governor, George, Governor and Commandcr-inChicf of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependoncics,
Whereas I, tho Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of certain worts for and in con
nection with tho Conservation of Water at Paterson, for
and towards tho completion of which said works public funds
arc available; and whereas tho land hereinafter described is
required for tho construction of the said works: Now' I, the
Governor of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive
Council of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this
behalf given to or vested iu me by tho "Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act," do, by this notification published in
the Gazette, and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Maitland
Mercury," circulated in the Police District wherein the said
land is situated, declare that the land hereinafter described has
been resumed for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned,
that is to say, for and in connection with the Conservation of
Water, to the intent that upon the publication of this notification
in the Gazette, tho legal estate in tho said land shall forthwith
bo vested in the Minister for Public Works and bis successors,
on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said lastmentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee-simple in
possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations.
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estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or
other easements whatsoever ; and to the intent, farther, that
1 he legal estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto
or conferred by the said Act, shall bo vested in the said Minister
as a Trustee, with the powers stated in tho said last-mentioned
Act: And I declare that tho following is tho description of the
land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say ;—■
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the town of
Paterson, county of Durham, and Colony of New South
Wales, and marked on tho map or plan of tho lands
eihibited at the time of sale “ reserve of 10 allotments";
bounded on the south by a line running west from Highstreet of about 0 chains; on tho west by Wilson's allot
ments by a lino running north of about 5 chains; on the
north partly by Lake-street by a line running east of about 4
chains to the Lagoon, and then by a line through the Lagoon
still running east till it comes to Ward’s allotments at tho
north-east corner of said Lagoon, and after that taking a conrso
south-easterly, partly by a lino running east from the said
Lagoon, and dividing it from Wilson’s allotments, 3 chains 15
links; and on the east by a line running south along Highstreet 2 chains 24 links to the commencing point,—and said to
be in the possession of Herbert H. Brown.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused tho Great Seal of tho Colony to be hereto ’
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth
day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in tho fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WATERING PLACES ACT,

.

1884

(AMENDED REGULATIONS UNDER.)

^rtstttlfl) to jparliament, ynmiant to Jtet 48 lie. $0.16.

Department of Mines,
Water Conserration,
Sydney, 10th January, 1890.
His Eicellcncy the G-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, baa been pleased to approve of the following as the
Regulations for Water Trusts under the Public Watering Places Act of 1884, in lieu of those hitherto in force.
SYDNEY SMITH.

AMENDED REGULATIONS.
Wateh Thusx-s.

49, Any Public Watering Place may he placed under Trustees)
or vested in a Municipal or Borough Council, or in a Divisional
Board, subject to these Regulations and the following con
ditions :—
1. The number of Trustees may bo such as the Minister shall
decide.
2. The Trustees shall see that the works, appliances, and appur
tenances are kept in a thoroughly efficient state.
3. The Trustees shall, within two months of the notification of
their appointment in the Government Gazette, frame a
scale of charges for the sale of water for domestic use, or
for stock belonging to residents within the limits of the
Municipality, where the trust is a Municipal one, or within
a radius of four miles of the watering place when not
within a Municipality. Such charges, upon approval by
the Minister, and notification in the Government Gazette,
shall be collected by the Trustees or the person appointed
by them for such purpose. In the failure of tho Trustees
to submit such scale of charges within the two months,
the Minister may regulate the charges to be made, and
after notification in tho Gazette tho Trustees shall be
required to collect them.

[3d.]
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4. All travellers, teamsters, and drovers entitled to obtain
water at a Public Watering Place shall, on pro-payment of
the charges prescribed by Regulation No. 9, be equally
entitled at Public Watering Places under Trustees,
_
5. AIL watering places under Trustees will be open to inspection
by the officers appointed by the Minister for that purpose;
and all repairs or alterations needed for maintenance of
the Watering Place in an efficient condition shall be effected
by the Trustees, upon instructions from the Minister or the
officer appointed by him for that purpose.
6. The Trustees must employ a Caretaker, and see that he
resides in tho immediate vicinity of the Watering Place.
7. The Trustees must forward to the Chief Inspector of Public
Watering Places, at the end of each week, completed
returns upon the forms which wilt bo supplied to them, and
such other particulars as may from time to time bo required.
8. The Trustees are not empowered to let the T. L, of the Public
Watering Place without tho consent of tho Minister being
specially obtained.
9. The moneys collected by tho Trustees shall be applied by
the Trustees—
(I.) To the payment of interest upon the cost of tho works
at the rate of £4 per centum, or at any less rate
approved by the Minister.
(2.) To the payment of a Caretaker’s wages,
(8.) To the maintenance, repair, and improvement of the
works.
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER CONSERVATION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. ?5.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 December, 1890.

ALFRED STEPHEN,

Message No. 15.

Lieutenant-Governor.

.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with “ A Bill to define and declare the respective
rights of the Crown and of private persons to flowing water and other sources of water supply in New
South Wales ; to provide for the establishment of trusts, and in certain cases to enable the G-overnment
to carry out works of water conservation and utilization and of drainage ; to empower such trusts to raise
loans to be granted or guaranteed by the Government in certain cases and under certain conditions; to
authorize the imposition of rates and charges for the purposes of such trusts ; to provide for the leasing
of Crown Lands subject to drought and floods; for the acquisition of lands and water-rights in certain
cases; for the disposal thereof by sale or lease; for the licensing of works for water conservation or
utilization ; for granting water-rights to private persons, subject to certain conditions and reservations;
and for conferring powers and making provision generally for giving due effect to and carrying out the
purposes aforesaid.”
Government House,
Sydney, llth December,

[3A]
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
OEEICES ERECTION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 19.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 July, 1890.

By Deputation from the Governor,

ALFRED STEPHEN,
Lieutenant- Governor.

Message No. 19.
•

In accordance with the provisions contained in' the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the erection of offices for
the accommodation of the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.
Government Souse,
Sydney, %5th June, 1890.

L3i.]
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OP WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE OFFICES
ERECTION BILL (NO. 2.)
(MESSAGE NO. 57.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 October, 1890.

CAEEINGTON,

Message JVo. 57.

Qovet'nm-.

In accordance with the provisions contained in Ihc 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making pro
vision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the erection of offices for the
accommodation of the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.
Government Souse,
Sydney, 9/A October, 1890,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee
Public Works.

on

lOOETlIEU WITH

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
eelating to the

PROPOSED RETICULATION
or THE

$rcsenteti to parliament in acrortiance irtiifi tijc provisions of tijc Public ©SEcriiS girt,
51 Ptc. t^o. 37, section 8.

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RETICULATION OF THE WESTERN SUBURBS DRAINAGE SCHEME.

REPORT.
The

appointed during
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of
1888, 51 Vic. No. 37, and the Puhlic Works Act Amendment Act of 1S89,
52 Vic. No. 26, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting
upon “the expediency of carrying oat the work of reticulation of the first
section of the works in connection with the scheme of Sewerage for the
Western Suburbs of the City of Sydney, and certain further works necessary
to complete the said scheme,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is
expedient the proposed works should be carried out; and, in accordance
with the provision of sub-section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act,
report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly:—
Parliamentary

Standing

Committee

on

Puhlic Works,

1. The proposed works are necessary in connection with the large and Description
of proposed
important drainage scheme for the Western Suburbs designed by Mr. G. H. ivorti.
Stayton, M. Inst. C.E., and reported upon to the Legislative Assembly by the
Committee in August, 1889. In that report the works now under consideration
were set forth, and in the evidence accompanying the report they were very clearly
explained. The works which the Committee have already reported upon comprise
the trunk sewers or main portion of the scheme ; the works referred to more par
ticularly in the present report are the necessary adjuncts or branches of the^main
sewers. Mr. Stayton1 s estimate of the cost of the scheme complete is <£1,811,896,
this amount being made up of £830,304, the cost of the main sewers, £713,592 for
additional and subsequent works, and £274,000 for works that are part of the
general scheme already executed or nearing completion. The £713,592 represents
the cost of the reticulation and of the other works upon which the Committee have
now to report. £340,741 is for what Mr. Stayton describes as “ the first section of
additional works,” consisting of 300 miles of subsidiary sewers costing £300,000, the
first part of the Canterbury and Enfield main sewer, £20,741, and provision for
dealing with the Marrickville storm-water drainage, to cost £20,000. Then come
what are termed subsequent works, the estimated cost of which is £372,851, and these
comprise another 100 miles of subsidiary sewers, costing £100,000; the completion
of the Canterbury and Enfield main sewer, at an expense of £65,410; the establish
ment of low-level systems which are to cost £119,650; the completion of the western
outfall sewer, at a cost of £48,374 ; the completion of the Marrickville pumping
station, costing £6,817; and the completion of the sewage farm at Webb s Grant,
at a cost of £32,600. These works, together with the trunk sewers and the works
already executed or nearing completion, include, it is stated, all that can possibly be
foreseen at tbe present time, and the sum of money represented by the total estimated
cost is believed to be ample to provide for every contingency.
plans
2. The whole matter is dealt with very exhaustively in the report of the The
relating to
Committee made in August last, and in the documents accompanying that report, the proposed
and ivorki.
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and it need not lie elaborated hero. In tlicir previous consideration of the general
scheme for the drainage of the western suburbs, the Committee bad before them the
plans showing tbe proposed works as far as they could lie shown, and inquired very
fully concerning them. These plans are available in connection with the Committee’s
previous report. It will be found that they do not show in detail the proposed
reticulation; but such a work as the reticulation of a large drainage scheme can
only be carried out gradually, and as is found expedient, and it would be almost
impossible to indicate on a plan or map every instance in which a connection is
likely to be made from the various streets and lanes with the main sewers. It is
impossible, a witness points out, for any engineer to go further into details with
regard to the reticulation than Mr. Stayton has done, and it should be borne in mind
that the scheme is a large one, and that its completion will extend over many years.
Examination
3. In the former inquiry, evidence was sought as to tire accuracy of Mr.
of the esti
mates of cost. Stayton’s estimates of cost, and in the present the subject has not been overlooked,
the result in each case being that there appears to be no reason to doubt the
correctness of the figures. Absolute accuracy in an estimate of the cost of large
works, tbe construction of which must extend over many years, cannot be expected,
but reasonable accuracy can, and everything indicates that Mr. Stayton’s estimates
have been carefully prepared, that they are reasonably correct, and that they are not
likely to be exceeded.
Objection to
4. The residents of Balmain, one of the municipal boroughs to be drained by
the scheme.
the proposed system, are not all in favour of tbe scheme, but tbe objection of those
opposed to it is based principally on the question of cost. The matter has been
discussed by tbe Municipal Council, and the aldermen have been about equally
divided upon it; but no formal expression of opinion upon the subject has been
obtained from the people, and it is doubtful whether in view of the important
advantages which would accrue to the borough from tho adoption of Mr. Stayton’s
scheme, the public of Babnain are really unfavourable to it. Unquestionably the
scheme would be advantageous to tbe borough, and the cost to tire ratepayers would
not be excessive. There is, therefore, no good reason why the objection raised by
some of the residents of Balmain should interfere with the carrying out of the
proposed works.
Chief reason
5. The chief reason in favour of tbe proposed reticulation is that without it
in favour of
the main sewers will be useless for the purposes for which they have been designed^
the proposed
reticulation.
and it will not be possible to collect sewerage rates. It is consequently necessary
to carry out the additional works in order to make those already approved of useftil
and remunerative.
Resolution
6. Tbe evidence taken by the Committee was considered by them on Thursday,
of the Com
30
January,
and tbe following resolution moved by Mr. Lackey, and seconded by
mittee.
Mr. O’Sullivan, was passed unanimously:—
"That it is expedient the proposed reticulation of tbe Western Suburbs
Drainage Scheme, and the construction of certain further works
necessary to complete the said scheme, as referred to tho Committee
by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out.”
■

J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 6tli February, 1890.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC

WORKS.
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,
RETICULATION OF THE WESTERN SUBURBS DRAINAGE SCHEME.
TUESDAY,

11

JAEUAllY,

1890.

$rcjjrut;—
JOSEPH PA.LATER ABBOTT, Es^. (Ch.uemai'-)The Hon. .Tohx Lackei'.
The Hon. AXDUiiw Gareas-.
The Jion. Fheheeicjc Thomas HuMiTiEitr.
The lion. Wir-Li.iM Aosei’!! T'etckictt.
Tho Hon. Geo roe Hkset Cox.
Jacob G-auraed, Esq.

He.VEY Coi'ELASI), Esq.
James Ebesezer Toskis, Esq.
Wilt,tam SnurumroJU’E Dowel, Esq.
Edwabii NYilltam O’Sulllyas, Esq.
■Tony Hurley, Esq.
Charles Alkhed Lee, Esq.

The Committee pToceeded to consider the proposed Reticulation of the Western Suburbs
Drainage Scheme.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chnirm.an.~] Have you any statement to make in reference to this proposal ? This matter lias been so
J. Barling,
fully discussed before the Committee, and a decision having been practically come to on it, 1 think the
Bsq.
best thing I can do is to refer to that part of the report of the Committee on the proposed drainage
works for the Western Suburbs which bears upon the subject. I will road a few sentences from page 13 14 Jan., 1890.
of that report. After referring to the cost of tho construction of the main sewers for the drainage of the
Western tfuburbs the report says :—“Other works, however, will bo necessary for the drainage of tbe lowlevel areas, and for completing the scheme as a whole, so that a proper system shall be in operation
tbroughont the Western Suburbs ; and for these there is a supplementary estimate and statement by Mr.
Btayt on which, 10 a certain extent, have been under the consideration of the Committee, and will be laid with
this Report before Parliament. This supplementary estimate amounts to £713,592, and is made up of
£340,741 for what Mr. Stayton describes as ‘ tho first section of additional works.’ and £372,851 for sub
sequent works. The first section of additional works consists of 300 miles of subsidiary sewers, costing
£300,000."’ Evidence was given on this point, and in reply to a question by Mr. Garrard, who asked
“What is tho estimated cost of those subsidiary sewers f’ Mr. (May ton said “ £1,000 a mile is the average.
I have taken it at that vale, which makes a total of £300,000 for the first section." ’ The report continues
“ The first part of a main sewer for Canterbury and Enfield, to cost £20,741; and a provision for the
storm-water drainage of Marrickville, estimated to cost £20,000. The subsequent works comprise another
100 miles of subsidiary sowers, costing £100,000: tho completion of the Canterbury and Enfield main
sewer, at an expense of £65,410; the establishment of low-level systems which are to cost £119.050;
the completion of the western outfall sewer, at a cost of £48,374 f the completion of the Marrickville
pumping station, costing £6.817 ; and the completion of the sewage farm at Webb's Grant, at a cost of
£32,600. These proposed additional works, considered in connection with those included in the estimate
of £830.304, and with works described by Mr. Stayton as ‘already executed or nearing completion,’ and
meaning the northern and southern outfall sewers, which will be used for the drainage of some portions
oi the Western Suburbs, are declared by him ‘ to provide for every contingency.’ and to include ‘ all
works which can possibly be foreseen at the present time.' The total suburban area included in the
scheme is 11-,077 acres, and tho existing population on that area is about 170,000 persons; but the
scheme has been designed for a prospective population of 432,608 persons, which, at the present rate of
increase, may be looked for in the Western Suburbs in from eighteen to twenty years. . The compre
hensiveness of the proposal is, therefore, quite apparent.” At page 33 of the appendix it will be seen
how the whole amount is made out.
C. II. 01 fsen Bagge, Esq.. Chief Assistant Engineer, Sewerage Department, Department of Roads and
Bridges, sworn, and examined :—
2.

Mr. Garrard.] You are an engineer in connection with tho Sewerage Board?
Yes ■ under Mr
r W o
Hickson.
’
* ' Bagge Esq.
3. The proposal before us is for the reticulation of the Western Suburbs ? Yes.
4. Has anytbing fresh transpired in reference to it since you and the other officers of the department 14 Jam, 1890,
were examined on tho Western Suburbs Scheme in its entirety? Nothing whatever.
5. The reticulation referred to here is the same as that shown on, the-various plans submitted to the
Committee
-------•—-•-i’-’
originally ? Yes.
6<
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C. H. O.
Bagge, Esq.
— ----- '
U Jan., 1890.

6. Has there been any objection from any of the locahgoverning bodies, or any demand for an alteration
0£ ariy
? Xhero was fb request from the Balmain Council that an officer of our department ehoma
attend at one or two of their meetings to give information on the subject. I understand that there was
Bome 0p1)0Bit;0n on the part of one or two members of that council, but those gentlemen were not present
when wc attended the meetings. Other gentlemen examined us as to the cost of the scheme, and the
possibility of altering it, and after we had given every explanation that wo could, they seemed to be
7 "When vou were examined last time on this matter it was said that an alternative scheme might be
adopted for this particular portion of the Western Suburbs-Balmain; has anything been done in regard
to that, or is the plan to be carried out as originally submitted ? Ihe intention is to carry out the plan
which the Committee decided upon.
,
.,
0
8. But is it not a fact that Mr. Stayton said that you had an alternative scheme’under consideration f
Yes.

.

,

9. Has anything more been done about that ? Kotliing has been done because the alternative plan would
be far more expensive than the original plan.
,
10. And the proposal before us now is simply carrying out tbe original plan in reference to the western
suburbs, Balmain included F Yes.
.
,
11. Since you met the Balmain Council has the Department received any communication from them as to
this or any other proposal ? I have not heard of anything of the.sort.
.
12. And there has been no communication from any other Municipality P ISot that I am aware oi.
13. And there is no deviation in what is now before us from what was put before us in connection with
the main scheme P None whatever.
.
.
14. Chairman,] If tho recommendations of this Committee with regard to the important work in connec
tion with the western suburbs are carried out, will they not be useless without this reticulation.
|h°y
will be quite useless. Wc must have the reticulation in order to be able to collect the sewage and the
revenue.
,
15. And to utilize the sewers the reticulation must be there P Yes.
Hi What is the estimated cost of the retieulatiou P About £1,000 per mile.
,
17 You, of course, cannot go into details? It is impossible for any engineer to go further into details
than Mr Stavton has done. It is a large scheme, its completion extending over many years, and X think
that an expenditure of £400,000 will suffice for the next fifteen or twenty years.
IS This work will not all be carried out at once, but as it is required ?
Wc begin at the outfall works
and advance with the three main sewers, and the reticulation must be put m m order that wo may

collect tho revenue as the main work? advance.
_
. .
19. Mr. DoweL] How have you arrived at your estimate of £1,000 per mile? The estimates were
prepared bv Mr. Stayton.
„ . , ,
,
.
oQ Did you say you had satisfied yourself that £1,000 per mile would he sufficient to carry out this
reticulation ? ‘ I referred to the £100,000 because in an estimate of this kind, where there are so many
eh’ann'es involved, wliere there are incidental expenses, an engineer can only arrive at a certain average
sum ° If lie put it too high he might be ridiculed ; therefore he tries to put it at such a moderate figure
as will be reasonable, and will, as prices go down, meet the requirements of tho case. I have no doubt
that Mr. Stayton thought that tho prices would go down as they are doing now, and that £1,000 a mile
would cover the expenditure.
....
21. You have made no calculation in reference to this particular matter? Ao; but I have in similar
matters. We have been building sewers daily and our estimates vary. By way of illustration I may
mention that quite recently we were inviting tenders for a sewer contract, the amount ot which i
estimated at £18,000. That was based upon the lowest figures, at which we all thought the compactors
would lose but when the tenders came in to my utmost astonishment the lowest tender was £11,000. It 1
had put down this reticulation work at £2,000 a mile, which I could easily have done, m a year or two s
time I might have appeared ridiculous.
. ,
ot nnn
22. You are of opinion that the whole of the work can he carried out for a sum not exceeding £1,000 a
mile 9 ] can only say that on the whole I believe the estimate has been placed carefully before the
Committee, that it is a" reasonable estimate, and that it will cover the prospective expenditure of this
work for tho next twelve or fifteen years.
TSUESDA7, 23 JANUABT, 1890.

JJrcsent:—
JOSEPH PALMEE ABBOTT,
The
The
The
The

Hon. John Lackey.
Hon. Andrew Damian.
Hon. Eiieuerick Thomas Humphrey.
Hon. William Joseph Trichbtt,

The Hon.

The

Committee

G-eoboe

Esq. (Chairman.)

Jacob Ctaeraiui, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.

John Hurley, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

Henry Cox.

further considered the proposed reticulation of the Western Suburbs Drainage Scheme.

James M'Donald, Esq., Acting Mayor of Balmain, sworn, and examined
J. M'DonalcI 23. Dr. Garran~\ What position do you hold in Balmain ? An alderman.
_
Esq.
24. Are vou acting as Mayor Just now? 1 am acting as Mayor at the present time*
.---- 25. In fhe absence of the regular Mayor P Yes.
.
,
,
i ■ « i • d
23 Jan., 1890. 26. Are you acquainted with the proposal for the reticulation ot the sewerage arrangements m Balmain .
I have seen the plan of it.
27. Has the plan been before your Council ? Yes,
28. Has it been discussed there ? Yes.
n j- -i j
29. Are the aldermen generally favourable or unfavourable to it ? I think they are about equally divided
on the subject.
30. Which are you ? T am for it.
■
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31. Althougli you are for it can you give me a fair statement of the objections against it ? The objection J, IPDonald,
against it is the cost. I believe that that is the principal objection against it.
Esq.
32. Are the Ealmain people unwilling to inflict the cost on the other metropolitan ratepayers or unwilling
—x
to bear their own share ? We have had no public meeting in respect to the matter. It wras merely before 23 ^an-*
the Council. The people have not been called upon to give their opinion on the matter at all.
33. I mean the Council as a Council; are they afraid that they will be more heavily taxed than other
Municipalities in proportion ? Ido not know whether they are afraid of that, but they think it will be
too heavy for them.
34'. You are aware that it is not proposed to tax each Municipality separately—according to the cost of
its own separate work—but to throw the whole into one sum ? 1 understand we are to be taxed in the
same proportion.
35. So that a Municipality with easy work will pay for a Municipality with expensive work ? That is
how we understand it.
3ti. If the Balmain portion will be the most expensive of the whole lot, you will rather be an infliction
on the other Municipalities than they on you? Yes, in that case.
"
37. And you are very anxious not to inflict on other Municipalities;—is that it ? I do not know that
we have taken that into consideration.
38. Were you examined before the Committee on the sewerage question ? No, I was not. It was Mr,
Buchanan.
39. Did you read over the evidence then given ? Yes.
,
40. Do you remember what was stated to be tho cost of dealing with the sewerage under the present
system? Yes ; but we had some officers of tho Works Department over wko gave us tho cost, and I
think that the cost of the Balmain portion would come to over £203,000. It was stated that it would
come to only £90,000 odd. but from the statement which they made at the Council meeting wo understood
it would cost £303,000 odd.
41. That might be a very good reason why the other Municipalities should object to go into the scheme,
hut is it a good reason why you should not go ? If they had to pay an equal proportion I think they
would object.
42. Do you know what it is costing you now to deal with your sewage matter ? It is costing ns about
£4,600. I might mention that we are endeavouring to come to an arrangement with the Eureka Sanitary
Company to establish a crematorium at Balmain which would he far better than at present, and cost
about the same thing, and if we can arrange I think we will introduce that whether this work goes on or
not, as if this goes ou it will be some years before it is of any service to us. It is far before the present
system, hut the soil would remain a day or two iu the buckets oven then. Eor my own part I should
prefer the underground sewerage.
43. I want to get from you what is your present cost including everything ? About £4,600.
44. "What is that in a rate ? It comes to over £1 per closet.
45. Is that equal to a 6d. or a 5d. rate on the rateable value of your property ; what does a Is. rate give
you in Balmain ? jVbout £12,000, I think.
■
46. Then that is about a 4|d. rate ? Yes.
47. If you were to come under this system you might have a 7d. rate? "We expect so.
48. And the objection at Balmain is to rise from 44d, to 7d, ? They take into account not only the cost
of making the sewers but also the connections. The connections would be very expensive, Balmain being
all rock, and they say that the greater portion of the Balmain ratepayers are very poor people, and they
would hardly he able to pay the cost. Some of the connections would cost from £20 to £30.
49. Would the company set up the crematorium ? Yes. Wo have at present contracts for removing
the soil under tho present system; one contractor’s time is up next year and another’s the year following,
so wo are trying to make an arrangement between these contractors and the Eureka Company so that
they can manage till their time is up.
50. At present do you shoot it into a punt ? Yes.
61. And take it away ? At the foot of Adolphus-street, and they take it out to sea.
62. In the borough where I live there are great complaints of the noise and nuisance of the carts at
night, and also great complaints near where the punt is moored; have you any such complaints in.
Balmain? Yes.
^
53. Your present system of removing the night-soil is a perceptible nuisance? Yes.
54. And much complained about ? Yes.
55. If you had the crematorium you would still have to cart all tho stuff to the crematorium instead of
to the punt? Yes ; hut their system is so admirably managed that there is no smell. We went to New
castle to see how it worked there, and found that it worked very well.
56. Do you mean to say that there is no nuisance at the crematorium, and no nuisance in carting the
stuff? We could see none.
57. But if you could cart the stuff’ through The streets to the crematorium without nuisance, why cannot
you cart it to a punt without nuisance? Perhaps different parties have different systems of doing it.
They do not do as it is done now—take the bucket and pour the stuff into a cart, hut they have a double
Bet of buckets, and they leave a clean one, and take the foul one away, closed up, and air-tight.
58. But that is simply supposing that yon are altogether behind the times at Balmain and have got a
better system under your nose and will not use it? The new system will he better, because under the
old system we have got now they take the buckets and pour their contents into the cart, whereas the
Eureka Company have a double set of buckets.
59. I quite understand that, but why could not you carry the stuff with as little nuisance as the Eureka
Company is going to carry it? It would cost us a good deal more.
60. That is to say if you diminish tho nuisance of carting the night-soil through the streets of Balmain,
it will cost you a little more as the Eureka Company propose to do it ? Yes. What we understand is
that they will do it for about the same as we pay now.
61. You admit that there is a better system of carting it ? Yes.
62. And you have not adopted that system? No; but we intend to have it.
63. Do yon think that if the crematorium were established you would get rid of the nuisance
altogether? lam afraid not; we would still have the slops to deal with—the kitchen slops, and all
that sort of thing.
64.
23—B
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J. M'DoTiaUj 84, Wliat are yon going to do with those? Just as we do now, I suppose.
?stl*
65 Suppose the G-overnment prohibit yon from shooting them into the harbour, on the ground that you,
foul the foreshore, as they are entitled to do, and what the Board of Health would probably do, what are.3 Jan., 1890. you
to do ? 1 cannot say.
_
66. Would you crematorium these as well? We might purify it by some means before it entered the
harbour.
1
67. Do you think that any means you could provide would be cheaper than this rate ? I cannot say at
present.
_
68. Ton are aware that the larger part of the surface of Balmain could have the whole of its sewerage—1
house-slops as well as night-soil—diverted into the Bondi sewer to go by gravitation out to sea ? X am
aware of that.
_
_
_
_
_
1
69. That might cost you 7d., 8d., or perhaps 9d.; do,you think, taking all things into consideration, that1
would be so much dearer to Balmain as not to be worth purheasing ? For my own part, X would much
prefer this underground sewerage, as I know it is cleaner, and would do away with all the nuisance we',
have to contend against—but my opinion is not everyone’s opinion there.
_
_
70. Do you not think that some of this opposition is due to an imperfect acquaintance with the cost to.
■
every householder of had smells ? Some of them thought that 7d. would be too much.
71. They would rather have bad smells than pay 7d. ? I do not know, I am sure, but they would rather:
keep the money.
'
...
72. Do they have doctors, any of them ? I do not know that we are more troubled in Balmain than in
any other suburb.
73. Is it a healthy suburb ? Yes, a very healthy suburb.
_
74. But at present you admit you get rid of your slops by pouring them into the harbour ? Yes.
75. Your streets are mostly very steep ? Yes.
76. And the drainage that goes into the street gutters runs freely down into the harbour ? Yes.
_
77. .And you admit that wherever your culverts join the harbour you foul the foreshore ? I do not think
there is much foulness going down. We let the water run down pretty freely sometimes.
78. You dilute it? Yes.
79. You clean the gutters after you have sent the filth away ? Yes.
80. And you do not see the filth after it is gone? No.
_
_
81. But if you were prevented from sending that filth down you would have to collect it and get rid of
it somehow ? I suppose so,
,
, ■
82. And therefore your cheapness now' really arises from the tolerance of the G-overnment in allowing
yon to foul the harbour; is it not so ? It may be so.
83. Suppose the Government cease to he tolerant and take "steps in the matter you are cornered? I
think that the Government must make some provision ; they have incorporated the place and should
make some provision for them.
_
'
84. That is asking them to pay the Balmain rates—practically, is it not ? Yes.
85. Do you think that the Government ought to pay the rales of Balmain? I do not know'.
86. You say you have had no meeting of the householders generally? No. At the Council meeting
about a month ago the matter was considered, and it was proposed and carried by a majority of one vote
that we should adopt the scheme.
_
_
^ ,
87. Mr. GarrardWas not another meeting held and that resolution rescinded ? No, it was not
rescinded.
_
_ 4
88. Dr. Garran.'] Do yon think that vote of the Council is a fair test of the opinion of the householders
generally ? I could not say.
_
,
89. Do you not think it is very desirable that before the Committee reports you should hold some kind
of meeting in the municipality ? I should think so. Then we should know whether the people would he
willing to pay the espensc or not.
90. 1 see the force of what you say about the house-connections; that would depend a great deal on the
depth at which the sewers are placed, would it not ? Yes. In some cases they would have to be very
deep, and the rock is very hard in some places.
...
91. "Could not that he partly provided for when the main servers are being built by carrying up pipes in
certain places to receive sew'erage at a higher level? Still, that would cost some money.
92. You think that it is tho house proprietors, more than the tenants, who are objecting? Yes.
93. The owners of the property? Yes. Lx fact, I might say we have had no opinion either from owners
or tenants; but that is what has been suggested in the Council.
_
_
94. All you can testify here is that there is a large amount of puhlic opinion in Balmain adverse to this
scheme? Yes. I cannot say as regards the public, but in the Council; the public has not been con
sulted in the matter at all.
95. But those aldermen represent a great many persons, I suppose? Yes. I may say that none of
the ratepayers have spoken to me about it.
96. You have then come here prepared to say the opinion of the Council but not of the householders
generally? Yes.
_
97. Mr. Trickett.~\ There has never been any meeting of residents adverse to it ? No meeting whatever
in respect to it.
,
98. It has been pretty well talked of throughout the borough, so far as you know? Very likely. Our
meetings have been reported in the papers, and they could see what we were doing. _
_
_
99. Mr. Qox.~\ Have you ever heard of a dessicating system by which they neutralise all night-soil, in
some of the towns in England ? I have heard something about that.
_
_ ,
100. If "that is effective, would not that be a good way out of the difficulty ? If it he effective it
would be.
...
101. Dr. Garran.l Taking £26 as a fair average rental of your bouses in Balmain—which would cover a
great many in the place—a Id. rate would amount to 2s. 2d. a year, and a 7d. rate would be 15s. 2d., and
yet you ray that the present rate is £1 per house ? It comes to a little over £1,
102. And a 7d. rate would be a saving of 5s. a house—on a £26 house? I cannot say. I have not gone
into the matter.
_
■'
103. Do you think that a' great many people who are objecting, have not gone into it also ? 1 es.
.
104. Mr. Harley.As Acting Mayor of Balmain, have you studied the question of electrolysis iu connec
tion with sewerage ? No, I have not.
Sydney; Charles Potter, Oovemment Printer—1S£0.
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METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMEND
MENT ACT OF 1889.
.

{PROCLAIMING- CERTAIN SEWERAGE WORKS.

^rcscnhli iu IJatliamcut, pm-smtui iu Jld 43 Tlif, ^lo. 32.

New South Wales,
to wit.
(L.S.)
Careungton,

Governor.

Proclamation by Eis Excellency The Right Honourable Charles Robert, Baron
Carrin gton, a Member o£ Her Majesty’s Most Honourable^ Privy Council,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael^ and
Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
■

IN pursuance of the provisions of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889,
I, Charles Robert, .Baron Carrington, Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim and declare that the
provisions of the thirteenth section of the “Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act or
1889 ” aforesaid shall, from the date hereof, come into force in respect of the works hereinafter mentioned,
which have been reported complete to me by tbe Alinister for Public Works—■
1. Alain Northern Outfall Sewer, from Ben Buckler on sea-board to Oxford-street and Liverpoolstreet, with the following branches:—
(a) Liverpool and Kent Streets Branches and subsidiary sewers.
_
_
(b) South-western Branch, from Oxford-street to Prince Alfred Hospital, and subsidiary sewers.
(c) Western Branch, Carlton-street to Bay-street.
_
(d) Northern Branch, from Oxford-street to Castlcreagh-street, to Bridge-street, to Macquoricstrect.
(c) Overflow Branch, from Main Northern Outfall to Rushcuttors’ Bay.
2. Main Southern Outfall Sewer, from Sewage Earm to Nobbs-street, Surry Hills, and all subsidiary
sowers flowing into same, together with all buildings, machinery, and carrier,
3. That portion of Sewage Parm now being utilized for the filtration and disposal of sewage.
4. All subsidiary sewers constructed by tbe Government Sewerage Department in the Boroughs of
Rcdfern, Paddington, and Woollahra.
5. Stormwater ducts at the undermentioned places:—
Wentworth Park.
Pyrmont Bridge Road.
Wattle or Darling Streets.
Baptist Estate.
.
Alexander-stveet, from Eveleigh Railway Yards to Copeland-street, Alexandria.
Park-street, Macdonaldtown.
Dowling-street, Redfern.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this eighteenth day of December,
in tbe year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-third
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
'
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

[3(7.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
(NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF CERTAIN WORKS)

HJvcscntci) to ^ariiituunt, pursuant to Jlft 43

Nr.w South Wales,

to wit.
(L-S.)
Caemnoton,
Governor.

ProcliHr.itiou liy His Exceiloncy The
Right Hononrablc Chaeles Robert,
Baron' Caekixotox, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tho
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and Saint George, Govern or and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Now South "Wales and its Dependencies,

Ik pursuance of the provisions of the "Metropolitan Water
end Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 18S9," I, Charles
Robeut, Rahoi.' Careikoton, Governor aforesaid, do hereby
proclaim and declare that the provisions of tho 13th section of
the " Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Aet
of 1819” aforesaid shall, from tho date hereof, come into force
in respect of tho worlis hereinafter mentioned, which have
been reported compute to me by tho Minister f.-r Public
AVorlis:
All subsidiary sewers constructed by the Government
Sewerage Department in the Boroughs of Paddington and
Woollahra, comprised in Contract Number 47,Sydney Sewerage,
and laid in tho streets undermentioned, namely :—
Pajxdin'oton,
Norfolk-strcet, from Gurner-strccl to Suffolt-stroet.
Norfolk-lane, from Gurner-strect to end of Norfolk-lanc,
Gurncr-street, from Cascade-street to Norfolk-strcet.
Sulfolk-strect, from Norfolk-street to Suffolk-lane.
Cascnde-streot, from Hnrgrave-lano to Paddington-street.
Sutherland-laue, from near Cascade-street to Sutherla-nd-strect.
Sutborland-strcet, from Cascade-street to Point Piper Road.
Hargrave-lane, from Cascade'street to Point Fiper-iano.
Horgravc-strect, from Cascade-street to Elir.abeth-strect.
Windsor-Sane, from Cascade-street to Point Piper-lane.
Paddington-lane, from Cascadc-slreet to Point Piper-lane.
Paddington-street, from Wilh’am-street to Point Piper-lane.
Point Piper-lane, from Sutberland-street to Caledunia-street.
William-street, from Paddington-street to Oxford-street.
Underwood-street, from William-street to Perry-lane.
Albert-lane, from Underwood-street to lop of Albert lane.
Albert-street, from Albert-lane to end of Albert-street.
Union-street through private land, from Underwood-si reel to
William-street.
Lane off Underwood-street, between Albert-lane and Perry-lane,
from Underwood-street to end of lane off Perry-lane.
Little Underwood-street, from William-street to end of Little
Underwood-street,
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lane olfLittle Underwood-street, from Little Underwood-street
to Underwood-street,
Underwood-street, from lane olf Litllo Underwood-Etrect io
Elizabeth-street.
Vietoria-piftce, from Underwood-street to Victoria-lane.
Victoria-lane, from end to end.
Lane off Elizabeth-street,1 between Underwood-street -and
Victoria-street, from Elizabeth-strcet into private land.
Private land between Elizabcth-street and Lcicester-strect,
from Elizabeth-street, terminates in private land,
Elizabsth-street, from Underwood street to lane off Elizabethstreet.
Queen-street, from Paddington-street to lano off Queen-street
East.
Queen-lane, from Q.uccn-etreet to end of Queen-lane.
Lane off Qucen-slrcet East, from Queen-street to Elizabethstreet.
Elizabeth-street, from Paddington-street to lane off Elizabethstreet East.
Lane off Elizabeth-street, from Elizabeth-street to Caledoniastreet.
Caledonia-street, from lane off Elizabeth-street to Point Piperlane.
M'Garvie-street, from Caledonia-etreet to Underwood-street.
Underwood-street, from Lcicester-street to Point Piper Road.
Leiccster-street, from Underwood-street to Tivoli-street,
Tivoli-street, from Lcicester-strect to Point Piper Road.
Went worth-lane, from Underwood-street to end of Wentworlhlanc.
Victoria-street, from William-street to Elizabeth-street.
Elizabeth-street, from Victoria-street across Oxford-street to
Watson-stroet.
Watson-strcet, from Elizabeth-street to end of Wataon-strcct.
Oxford-street, from Regent-street to Neweomb-street.
Neweomb-street, from Oxford-street to Gordon-street.
Regent-street, from Oxford-street to Gordon-street.
Gordon-street, from Regent-street to Ulster-street.
Ulster-street, from Gordon-street to Church-street.
Church-street, from Ulster-street to end of Church-street,
Lane off Gordon-street, between Neweomb-street and Stewartstreet, from Gordon-street to midway in lane.
Stewart-street, from Gordon-street to Stcwart-placo.
Stewart-place, from Stewart-street to end of Stewort-place,
Leinster-lane, from Gordon-street to end of Leiuster-lanc.
Point Piper Road, from Tivoli-street to Underwood-street.
Point Piper Road, from opposite Sutheriand-stroet to Oceanstreet.
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Trelawney-street, from Point Piper Road to Pullerton-strcet,
Fuilerton-rtveet, from Trclawney-streft to two-tbirds along
FuSlerton-street.
Tara-lane, from Trelawney-etreet to end of Tara-lane.
Occan-etrcet, from Trelawney-etreet to Wellmgton-strret.
"Weiliogton-Btreet, from Ocean-ftreet. to Cliiawioii-lane.
Cliiswick-lane, from Wcilington-street to Fourtb-etrecf.
Osboroe-lane, from Chiswick-latic to lamp bole in Osbornc-lane.
Fourth-street, from Chiswick-lane to Kilminster-lane.
Kilminster-lane, from Fourth-street lo end of Kilminster-lane.
Pickcring-lanc, from Kilminster-lane to lamp hole in Picteringlane.
.
Denieon-street, from Point Piper Road to Weldon-lane.
Redeliffe-street, from Denison-atreet to end of Redcliffe-strect.
Weldon-lane, from Denison-street to Alton-street.
Alton-street, from Weldon-lane to Peaker-lano.
Queen-street, from near Ocean-street to Dorhauer-lane.
Dorhauer-lane, from Queen-street to Wallis-street.
John-street, from Dorhauer-lane to near Ocean-street.
Bowden-street, from Dorhauer-lane to end of Bowden-street.
Bowden-lane, from Bowden-street to lamp hole in Bowden-lane.
iWallis-stree-t, from near Dwyer’s-lane to between Dorhauerlane and Bowden-lane.
Spicer-lane, from Point Piper Road to Morrell-street.
Spicer-street, from Morrell-street to Queen-street.
Morrell-street, from near Denison-street to Moncur-strcet.

Moneur-stroet, from Morrell-street to Britannia-lane.
Britannia-1 ane, from Moncur-street to Rush-street.
Rush-street, from Britannia-street to Hall-lane.
Peakor-lane, from near Ocean-street to Moneur-stroet.
Smith-sfreet, from Moncur-street to end of Smith-street.
Moncur-lanc, from end of lane to near Qnecn-street.
Moncur-street, from Peaker-lane to TricVU-strect,
Trickctt-street, from Moncnr-street. to Elisa-slreot.
Eliza-street, from Triekelt-street to .Tames-strcct.
James ■street, from Jfliza-street (o near OxfoMl-strcct.
lane off Trickett-strect, between Dwycr’s-lane and Eliza-atreot,
from end to end.
DwyerYlano, from end to end.
John-street, from Dwyer’s-lane to Eiiza-street.
Lone off Dwyer’s-lane, between John-street and Wallis-strect,
from Dwyer’s-lane to end of lone.
Eliza-slreet, from John-street to Trickett-street.
Continuation of Tivoli-slrcct, from Point Piper-lane to end of
lane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Sydney, this twenty-ninth day of July, in tho year
of our lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety,
and in the fifty-fourth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SATE THE QUEER!

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—ISM.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOE, PUBLIC PUEPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION ]N CONNECTION WITH THE SEWERAGE TO THE WESTERN SUBURBS.)

^rcsfnttb to parliament, pursuant to JUt 44 Die. $o. 16, see. 6.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 1G.
Nkw South Wales,
ByHisExccllencyThcRightHonourable
Ciiat.lesRoeek']', Bakon Oahkisgtos,
to tv it.
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Height
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
(L.S.)
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Cakkincjton,
Oovernor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whebeas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council of tbe said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with the Sewerage to the Western Suburbs, for and towards the
completion of which said works public funds are available ;
and whereas the land hereinafter described is required for
the construction of the said works : Now, I, tho Governor
of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Counci!
of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf
given to or vested in me by tbe “ Lands for Public Purposes
Acquisition Aet,” do, by this notification published in the Ga sette,
and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Suburban Times," cir
culated in tbe Police District wherein the said land is situated,
declare that the land hereinafter described has been resumed
for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say,
for and in connectiou with the sewerage to the said Western
Suburbs, to tho intent that, upon the publication of this
notification in tbe Gazette, the legal estate in the said land
shall forthwith bo vested in the Minister for Public Works
and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the
purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estate, intereste, contracts, charges, rates, rights-ofway, or other easements whatsoever, and to the intent further

that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in tho said
Minister as a Trustee with the powers stated in the said lastmentioned Act: And I declare that the following is the descrip
tion of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales; Commencing on the south-eastern boundary of Euston
Road, at a point bearing south 37 degrees 34 minutes west and
distant I4J links from the junction of that side of that road
with the north-eastern boundary of Harlcy-strcct; and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing south 44) degrees 18
minutes 31 seconds east 38 chains 18 links; on the south .east
by tbe north-wostem boundary of tho main southern outfall
sewer bearing south 35 degrees 45 minutes 34 seconds west 1
chain 3 links ; on the south-west by a line parallel to the first
described line bearing north 40 degrees 18 minutes 31 seconds
west 38 chains
links; and on tho north-west by the afore
said south-eastern boundary of Euston Road bearing north 37
degrees 34 minutes east 1 chain 2-f^ links, to the point of com
mencement, containing 3 acres 2 roods and 33T:y perches,
exclusive of Bourke Road, and said to be owned by Sir Daniel
Cooper, and occupied by James Naven, J. Corneily, C. Burgess,
See War, and Wan Chun.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand and
caused tbe Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affiled, at Government House, Sydney, this nineteenth
day of March, in the year of oar Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in tho fifty-third year
of Her Majesty’s Reign,
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE SEWERAGE TO TH
PARISHES OF PETERSHAM AND 8T. GEORGE.)

to fattiameni, jrarauaitt to JUt 44 Hit. |to. 16,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 10.
New South Wales, ByHisExcellencyTheRightHouourablo
Charles Robert, Bason Carrington,
to wit.
a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
(L.S.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Cabbihgton,
Govtmor. George, Governor and Commandcr-inChicf of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas I, tha Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with the Sewerage to the Western Suburbs, for and towards the
completion of which said works publio funds are available ;
and whereas the lands hereinafter described are required for
the construction of the said works : Now, I, the Governor
of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council
of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf
given to or vested in me by the “ Lands for Publio Purposes
Acquisition Act,” do, by this notificationpubliahed in the Gazette,
and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “Sydney Morning
Herald,” circulated in the Police District wherein the said lands
are situated, declare that the lands hereinafter described have
been resumed for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned,
that is to say, for and in connection with the sewerage to the
said Western Suburbs, to the intent that, upon the publication
of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said
lands shall forthwith bo vested in the Minister for Public
Works and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the
purpose of thesaidlast-mentioncd Act, for an estate of inheritance
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-ofway, or other easements wlmtsoever; and to the intent further
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the said
Minister as a Trustee with the powers stated in the said lastmentioned Act; And I declare that the following is the descrip
tion of the lauds hereinbefore referred to, that is to say :—
1st. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotment 18 of section 7 in the Warren Estate
subdivision, containing 11 perches, and said to be in the posses
sion and occupation of T. A M. Fcnnel.
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being portion of allotment 17 of
section 7 Warren Estate subdivision, containing 11 perches,
and said to he in the possession and occupation of W. Kay.
3rd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, comprising lots 38 contnining
121 perches, 39 containing 12 perches, 40 containing 12 perches
of section 10 of the Warren Estate, and said to bo in the
possession and occupation of Messrs. ,T. L. Vaughan, E.
Holding, and C. Anderson respectively.
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4th. All that piece or parcel of land situate iu the parish of
St. George, county and colony aforesaid; Commencing at a
point on the centre lino of the main outfall western sower
bearing 169 degrees 10 minutes and distant S chains 99 links
from the intersection with the northern boundary of Unwin’s
Bridge Road; and bounded thence by a line hearing easterly
60 links; thence by a line bearing 169 degrees 10 minnlcs 2
chains 14 links ; thence by the left bank of Wolli Creek
upwards about 1 chain ; thence by a line bearing 349 degrees
10 minutes 1 chain 75 links; thence by a line bearing easterly
50 links, to the point of commencement,—containing 31 perches.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and Colony aforesaid : Commencing at a point on the
centre line of the main outfall western sower, at its intersection
with the northern boundary of Unwin’s Bridge Road; and
bounded thence by the said boundary of Unwin’s Bridge Rood
bearing 104 degrees 11 minutes 65y(j links; thence by a line
bearing 349 degrees 10 minutes 6 chains 26^ links; thence by
a line bearing 13 degrees 45 minutes 17 chaius 35 links ;
thence by the right bank of Cook’s River upwards about 1
chain 10^ links; thence by a line bearing 193 degrees 45
minutes 18 chains 8 links ; thence by a lino bearing 169
degrees 10 minutes 6 chains 2 links; thence by the northern
boundary of Unwin’s Bridge Road bearing 104 degrees 11
minutes 55^j links to the point of commencement,—containing
2 acres 1 rood 21-^j perches, and said to be in the possession
and occupation of the trustees of the late E. Campbell.
5th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being part of the Tempe House
and Grounds subdivision : Commencing on the northern side
of Arnoliffe-street, at a point bearing 283 degrees 10 minutes
and distant 5 chains 95 links from the south-eastern corner of
that part of the above subdivision, owned by Henry A.
Sheridan; and bounded thence on the south by part of the
northern boundary of that street bearing 283 degrees 10
minutes and distant 1 chain 91 links ; thence on the south
west by a line bearing north 10 degrees 30 minutes west and
distant 8 chains 95 links to the right bank of Wolli Creek;
thence by that creek easterly about 1 chain 5 links; thence on
the north-east by a lino bearing south 10 degrees 60 minutes
east and distant 9 chains 15 links, to the point of commence
ment,—containing an area of 3 roods 24^ perches, and said to
be in the occupation and possession of Henry A, Sheridan.
6th. AR that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being part of allotments 3, 4, 5,
and 6 of Tempe House and Grounds: Commencing on the
southern boundary of ArnclifTe-streot, nt a point bearing
westerly and distant 8 chains 79^; licks from its junction with
the north-western boundary of Bonor-strect; and bounded
thence by that boundary of ArncliiTe-street bearing north
westerly 3 chains 28J links; thence by a line bearing 169
degrees 10 minutes 5 chains 60 links; thence by a line bearing
103 degrees 12 minutes 3 chains 281 links; thence by a lino
bearing 349 degrees 10 minutes 5 chains 60 links to the point
of commencement,—contaiuing 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches, and
said to be in the possession and occupation of the Burwood
Land, Building, and Investment Company (Limited).
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fth. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being part of allotment 25 of the
Tempe House and Grounds: Commencing at the western corner
of that allotment; and bounded thence by ita northern boun
dary bearing 103 degrees 12 minutes 1 chain 62^ links; thence
by a line bearing 169 degrees 10 minutes 2 chains 62-^j links ;
thence by the western boundary of the aforesaid allotment
bearing 324 degrees 49 minutes 3 chains 60i links, to the point
of commencement,—contaiuing 31 ^ perches, and said to be in
the possession and occupation of Agnes Fripp.
Sth. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being part of allotment 24, of the
Tempe House and Grounds : Commencing at the eastern corner
of that allotment; and bounded thence by its north-eastern
boundary bearing 324 degrees 49 minutes 2 chains 57^ links;
thence ^ by a line bearing 1G9 degrees 10 minutes 2 chains
85-j^j links ; thence by the north-western boundary of Bonorstreet hearing 63 degrees 69 minutes 1 chain 17Tv, links, to the
point of commencement,—containing 24^5 perches, and said to
be in the possession and occupation of Thomas Fripp.
Sth. All that piece or porcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being allotments Nos. 15,16, and 17
of section 2 of the Station Hill Estate, containing 1 rood
6-/j perches, and said to be in the possession and occupation of
J. H. Newman, A. R. Winckler, and G, T.’ilwall.
10th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being part of the Innesdale
Estate : Commencing on the north-western boundary of Argyleetreot, at a point bearing 64 degrees 2 minutes and distant |4
chains V.Hf links from its junotion with the north-eastern boun
dary of Alien-street; and bounded thence by a line bearing
326 degrees 26 minutes 7 chaius 67 links; thence by the south
eastern boundary of the Illawarra Road bearing 53 degrees 56
minutes 1 chain and ^ of a link ; thence by a line bearing 146
degrees 26 minutes 7 chains 67 links ; thence by the aforesaid
north-western boundary of Argyle-street bearing 234 degrees
2 mimitee 1 chain and
of a link, to the point of commence
ment,—containing 3 roods and 2^ perches, and said to bo in
the possession and occupation of Edwin Godfrey.
11th. All that piece or parcel of laud situate in the parish,
comity, and Colony aforesaid, being allotments 27, 23, 29, 30,
and 31 of section F of the Innesdale Estate, containig 2 roods
more or less, and said to be in the possession and occupation
of the trustees of John MTnncs.
12th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid, being allotments 9, 10, 11, 12,
and 13, section E of the Innesdale Estate, containing 2 roods
6 perches, and said to be in possession and occupation of the
trustees of the late John MTnncs.
13th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and colony aforesaid: Commencing on the north
western boundary of Marsh-street, at a point hearing 53 degrees
16 minutes 30 seconds aud distant 4 chains 52^ links from its
junction with the south-eastern boundary of the West Botany
Road ; bounded tbenco by the said boundary of Marsh-street
bearing B3 degrees 16 minutes 30 seconds 6 chains 22^ links

and 62 degrees 46 minutes 6 chains 8 links; thence by a lino
bearing 276 degrees 27 minutes 3 chains 16-^. links; thence by
a line bearing 233 degrees 16 minutes 4 chains 12^ links;
thence by a line bearing 326 degrees 26 minutes 47-fh links;
thence by a line bearing 233 degrees 16 minutes 80 seconds
1 chain ; thence by a line bearing 14G degrees 26 minutes
62^ links; thence by a line bearing 233 degrees 16 minutes
1 ohain 8Cft links; thence by a lino bearing 191 degrees
57 minutes 3 chains 29^ links, to the point of commencement,
containing 1 acre 3 roods 35^j perches, and said to be in the
possession and oceupation of the late John MTnncs.
14th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
St. George, county of Cumberland, and colony of New South
Wales, comprising the following grants: 50 acres to George
Newbolt, 27 acres 3 roods to William Beebag, 28 acres to
William G, Massingham, 28 acres to Benjamin Eve, 28 acres to
Benjamin Eye, 31 acres to Andrew Green, 26 acres to David
Bedford, 46 acres and 40 acres to Hughes and Hosking ; Com
mencing at the south-eastern corner of the aforesaid grant of
40 acres to Hughes and Hosking; and bounded thence on the
south by the northern boundary, of Beslic-street bearing
279 degrees 3 minutes 40 seconds 23 chains 68^ links,
279 degrees 30 minutes 35 seconds 22 chains 6fr$j links, and
287 degrees 2 minutes 7 chains 34^ links; on the west by the
eastern boundary of Eve-street bearing 9 degrees 13 minutes
20 seconds 12 chaius 64^ links ; on the north by a line bearing
99 degrees 13 minutes 20 seconds 2 chains GOy'g links ; again on
the west by the eastern boundary of Eve-street bearing 9 degrees
13 minutes 20 seconds 67 chains 80^ links; on the south-west
by a line bearing 326 degrees 25 minutes 15 seconds 6 chains
42^u links ; on tho north-west by the south-eastern boundary
of Marsh-street bearing 62 degrees 58 minutes 30 seconds
SSSyt, links; on the north by tbe northern boundary of the
aforesaid grant of 50 acres to George Newbolt bearing
97 degrees 41 minutes 40 seconds 37 chains 50 links to the left
bank of Muddy Creek, towards the east by that creek upwards
to the northern boundary of the aforesaid grant of 40 acres to
Hughes and Hosking; again on the north by that boundary and
by the northern boundary of the aforesaid 40 acres bearing
99 degrees 12 minutes 10 seconds 39 chains 4/j links ; on tho
south-east by the north-western boundary of a recreation reserve
bearing 224 degrees 30 minutes 5 seconds 27 chains 3-^ links,
to the point of commencement, containing 311 acres, and said
to be in the possession and occupation of William Bcohag,
William G. Massingham, Benjamin Ere, Andrew Green, David
Bedford, William Winter, H. Humphreys, John Goode, and
Richard Goode, and others.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to bo hereto
nillred, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyeighth day of July, in tho year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in tho fiftyfourth year of Her Majesty’s Beign.
By His Excellency's Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1

Sydney: Charles rotter, Government rrintcr.—1890.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES' ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE SEWERAG-E TO THE WESTERN SUBURBS,'
PARISHES OF PETERSHAM AND ST. GEORGE.

jjKssmkb to ftatliimcui, pursuant to JUt 44 Uir. |to. 16, sret, 0,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 YlOTOlilA No. 1G.
Nkw South Walls, ) I^yHis VAcencncyTlioRighlTToiioiirablo
j CnAia.KS Robkut, Baron CAr.iiTNGTON,
to wit.
a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
(L.S.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Cabkikoton,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Governor. George, Governor aud Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with tho advico of the
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned tho carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with tho Sewerage to the Western Suburbs, for and towards tho
completion of which said works public funds are available i
and whereas the lands hereinafter described arc required for
the construction of the said works: Now, J, tho Governor
of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council
of tho said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf
given to or vested in me by the “ Lauds for Public Purposes
Acquisition Act," do, by this notification, published in the
Gazette, and in n newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Sydney
Morning Herald," circulated in the Police District wherein the
said lands arc situated, declare that the lands hereinafter
described have been resumed for the public purpose hereinafter
mentioned, that is to say, for and in connection with tho
sewerage to the said Western Suburbs, to the intent that, upon
the publication of this notification in the Gazette, lliclegal estate
in the said lands shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for
Public Worts and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for
the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for on estate of
inheritance in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged
from all trusls, obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; and to
the intent further that the legal estate therein, together with
all powers incideat thereto or conferred by tho said Art,
shall be vested in the said Minister as a Trustee, with the
powers stated in tho said last-mentioned Act: And I declare
that the following is the description of the lands hereinbefore
referred to, that is to say :—
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and Colony aforesaid, being allolment IV of section 7,
Warren Estate subdivision, containing 11 perches, and said to
he in the possession and occupation of W. Kay.
6tb. All that piece or parcel of laud situate in the parish,
county, and Colony aforesaid, being part of the Tempo House
and Grounds subdivision : Commencing on the northern side
of Arnoliffe-street, at a point bearing 283 degrees 10 minutes
and distant 5 chains 95 links from the south-eastern corner
of that part of the above subdivision, owned by Henry A.
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Sheridan ; and bounded thence on the south by part of tho
northern boundary of that street hearing 283 degrees 10
minutes and distant 1 chain 9k links; thence on the south
west by a line bearing north 10 degrees 50 minutes west and
distant 8 chains 95 links to tho right bank of Wolii Creek;
thence by that creek easterly about 1 chain 5 links ; thence on
the north-cast by a line bearing south 10 degrees 60 minutes
east and distant 9 chains 15 links, to the point of commence
ment,—containing an area of 3 roods 21^- perches, and said to
be in the occupation aud possession of Henry A, Sheridan.
9th, All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and Colony aforesaid, being allotments Nos. 15,16, and
17 of section 1 of the Station Hill Estate, containing 1 rood
OyL perches, and said to bo in the possession and occupation of
J. H, Newman, A. R. Winckler, and G. Lilwall.
13th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish,
county, and Colony aforesaid: Commencing on tho north
western boundary of Marsh-street, at a point bearing 53 degrees
16 minutes 30 seconds and distant 4 chains 52rnff links from its
junction with the south-eastern boundary of tho West Botany
Road; bounded thence by the said boundary of Marsh-street
bearing 53 degrees 16 minutes 30 seconds 5 chains 22
links
and 52 degrees 46 minutes 6 chains 8 links ; thence by a line
bearing 275 degrees 27 minutes 3 chains IS-ft links ; thence by
a lino bearing 233 degrees 16 minutes 4 chains 12i links ;
thence by a line bearing 320 degrees 26 minutes 47-^ links ;
tbeneo by a lino hearing 236 degrees 26 minutes 1 chain ;
thence by a line bearing 146 degrees 26 minutes 52-*,- links ;
thence by a line bearing 233 degrees 1G minutes 1 chain 86-£;
links ; thence by a tine bearing 191 degrees 57 minutes 3 chains
29^ links, to the point of commencement,—containing 1 acre 3
roods So-fjperches,and said to be in the possession and occupa
tion of the late John MTnncs.
14th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
St. George, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, comprising the following grants: 27 acres 3 roods to
William Beehag, 28 acres to William G. Massingham, 28 acres
to Benjamin Eve, 28 acres to Benjamin Eve, 31 acres to Andrew
Green, 26 acres to David Bedford, 46 acres ond 40 acres to
Hughes and Hosking, aud part of 50 acres to George Newbolt t
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of the aforesaid grant
of 40 acres to Hughes and Hosking ; and bounded thence on
the south by tho northern boundary of Beslic-street bearing
279 degrees 3 minutes 40 seconds 23 chains GBfh links, 279
degrees 30 minutes 35 seconds 22 chains 66t*j links, and 287
degrees 2 minutes 7 chains 34^ links; on the west by tho
eastern boundary of Eve-street bearing 9 degrees 13 minutes
20 seconds 12 chains 64f^ links; on the north by the southern
boundary of Eve-street bearing 99 degrees 13 minutes 20
seconds 2 chains SO^ links; again on the west by the eastern
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boundary of Eve-street and ita prolongation bearing 9 degrees
13 minutes 20 seconds 6? chains SO-,^ lints; on the south-west
by a line bearing 328 degrees 25 minutes 15 seconds 8 chains
42^ lints ; on tho north-west by the south-eastern boundary
of Marsh-street hearing 62 degrees 58 minutes 30 seconds
538-^i lints ; on the north by the northern boundary of the
aforesaid grant of 50 acres to George Newbolt bearing 97
degrees 41 minutes 40 seconds 37 chains 50 lints to the left
bant of Muddy Greet, towards the east by that creet upwards
to the northern boundary of the aforesaid grant of 46 acres to
Hughes and Hosting j again on tho north by that boundary
and by the northern boundary of the aforesaid 40 acres bearing
99 degrees 12 minutes 10 seconds 39 chains 4 /;>■ Hats ; on the
south-east by the north-western boundary of a recreation reserve
bearing 224 degrees 30 minutes 5 seconds 27 chains 8-^ lints,
to tbe point of commencement,—containing 311 acres, and said
to be in tho possession and occupation of William Beehag,
William G. Massingham, Benjamin Eve, Andrew Green, David
Bedford, William Winter, H. Humphreys, John Goode, and
Bichard Goode, and others.
Norn,—Tho descriptions in the above notification are in
correction of those numbered 2nd, 6th, 9th, 13th, and 14th in
tho notification published in the Government Gazette No. 404,
of the 29th July, 1890.
The corrections are as follows:—As to the 2nd description—
The 2nd line, as it appeared in the Gazette above referred to,
read “ County and Colony aforesaid, being portion of allotment
17 of,” but instead of which now roads “ County and Colony
aforesaid, being allotment 17 of.”
As to tbe Sth description—The 10th line, as it appeared in the
Gazette above referred to, read “ west by a line bearing north
10 degrees 30 minutes west and," hut instead of which now
reads “west by a lino bearing north 10 degrees 50 minutes
west and,”
As to the 9rii description—The 3rd line, as it appeared in
the Gazette above referred to, read “ of section 2 of the Station
Hill Estate, containing 1 rood,” instead of which now reads
“ of section 1 of the Station Hill Estate, containing 1 rood."

As to the 13th description—The 12th line, ns it appeared in
the Gazette above referred to, read “ thence by a line bearing
233 degrees 16 minutes 30 seconds,” but instead of which now
reads “ thence by a lino bearing 236 degrees 26 minutes.”
As to tbe 14th description—The 3rd and 4th lines, as they
appeared in the Gazette above referred to, read “ Wales, com
prising tha following grants, 50 acres to George Newbolt,
27 acres 3 roods to William Beehog, 28 acres to," but instead
of which now reads " Wales, comprising the following grants,
27 acres 3 roods to Wiiliam Beehag, 28 acres to." Also
tho 7th line, ns it appeared in the Gazette above referred
to, read “Bedford, 46 acres and 40 acres to Hughes and
Hosking: Com-,1' but instead of which now reads “Bed
ford, 46 acres and 40 acres to Hughes A Hosking, and part of
50 acres to Gcarga Newbolt: Com-." Also tbe 15th line, as it
appeared in the Gazette above referred to, read “ 20 seconds
12 chains 64^ links; on the north by a line hearing,” but
instead of which now roads “20seconds 12 chains Oi^j link's;
on the north by the southern boundary of Eve-streot bearing.”
Also tbe 17th line, as it appeared in the Gazette above referred
to, read “ tho west by the eastern boundary of Eve-street
bearing 9 degrees," but instead of which now reads “ the west
by the eastern boundary of Eve-street and its prolongation
bearing 9 degrees." Also the 28th line, as it appeared in the
Gazette above referred to, read “ to the northern boundary of
the aforesaid grant of 40 acres to ” but instead of which now
reads “to the northern boundary of the aforesaid grant of 46
acres to.”
In witness whereof, T have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
afiiied, at Government House, Sydney, this twentysiith day of September, in tbe year of onr Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in the fiftyfourth year of Her Majesty’s Reign,
By His Eicellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN!

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer—1890.
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1890.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LMDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OS' LAND AT DOUBLE BAT, IN CONNECTION WITH THE SEWERAGE OF THE CITY
OF SYDNEY AND ITS SUBURBS.)

|3rmnt£i> to jparltaritent, pursuant to Act 44 Die. |lff. 16, see. 6,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 1C.
ByHisExcelleiicyTheRiglitHonouraMc
New South Wales,

to wit.
(L.H.)

Cahringtox,

Governor.

Charles Robert, Baron Careingtok,

a Member of Her Majesty’s ^Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Graiui Cross of tho Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, Governor and Oommandcr-in’
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas ’I, tho Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned the carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with tho Sewerage of tho City of Sydney aud its Suburbs,
for and towards tho completion of which said works public
funds arc available: And whereas tho land hereinafter
described is required for tho construction of the said works :
Now, I, the Governor of the said Colony, with the advice of the
Executive Council of the said Colony, iu pursuance of the powers
in this behalf given to or vested in mo by the ,l Lands for
Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by this notification pub
lished in the Gazette, ond in a newspaper, that is to say, in tho
"Daily Telegraph,” circulated in the Police District wherein the
said land is situated, declare that the loud hereinafter described
has been resumed for the public purpose hereinafter mentioned,
that is to sav, for and in connection with tho sow-crage of the said
City of Sydney and its Suburbs, to the intent that upon the
publication of this notification iu tho Gazette, the legal estate in
tho said lands shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for Publio
Works and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the
purpose of tho said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance
in fee simple in possession, freed ond discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-ofway, or other easements whatsoever; and to the intent further
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the said
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Minister as a Trustee, with tho powers stated in the said lastmentioned Act: And I declare that tho following is tho descrip
tion of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to soy :—
All that piece or parcel of land situate >in’the parish of
Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
"Wales, being part of the Point Piper Estate;: Commencing at a
point on the southern boundary of 2 acres 2 roods resumed for the
Sydney Sewerage by notification in Government Gazette of the
31st May, 1881, at a point bearing south 86 degrees 17 minutes
30 seconds cast, and distant 8 chains GOYj links from the
south-western corner of the aforesaid resumption ; and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the aforesaid 2 acres 2
roods bearing south 86 degrees 16 minutes 10 seconds east 1
chain 1J links; thence by lines bearing south 13 degrees 43
minutes west 13 chains 25^ links, north 76 degrees 17 minutes
west 25 links, south 13 degrees 43 minutes west 6 chains 60
links, south 76 degrees 17 minutes east 26 links, south 13
degrees 43 minutes west 1 ohain, north 76 degrees 17 minutes
west 1 chain, north 13 degrees 43 minutes east 1 chain, south
76 degrees 17 minutes east 25 links, north 13 degrees 43
minutes east 6 chains 50 links, north 76 degrees 17 minutes
west 25 links, and north 13 degrees 43 minutes east 13 chains
links, to the point of commencement,—containing 1 acre 2
roods and 38-^ perches, and said to be in the possession of Sir
Daniel Cooper and oceupation of Goon Hon and J. R.
Watkins.
In witness whereof, I Lave hereunto set my Hand and
caused the Great Seal of tho Colony to bo hereto
nlfixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth
day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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1890
Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTII WALES.

APPLICATION FOR DRAINAGE UNION AT NOWRA.
(FATEHS RELATING TO.)
t

Ordered by the Leyishttiro Assembly to be printed, G August, 1S00.

11ETU11N to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Nov
South Wales, dated 19th June, 1890, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—■
£f Copies of all papers and plans relating to the application for Drainage
“ Union at Novra.”
(Mr. Morion.)

SCHEDULE.
HO-

^

I'AOE.

1. The Under Secretary for Public Works to tbe Commissioner for Roads, enclosing a petition from certain
residents of Nowra, for tbe constitution of a Drainage Union, to be called tbe “ Grecnhills Drainage Union
with minutes and enclosure. 12 December, 1SSS ........................................................................................................
2. The Acting Surveyor-General to tbe Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 21 January, 1889 .....................
3. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Under Secretary for Einance and Trade, with minutes,
14 February,
1889 ................................................................................................................................................................................. .
4. P. H, Morton, Esq., M.P., to the Commissioner for Roads, with minutes .................................................................
5. James Monaghan to the Secretary for Lauds, with minutes, 1 April, 1889 ...........................................................
G. The same to the same, with minutes. 10 June, 1889 ....................................................
7. The Acting Surveyor-General to Surveyor Kuibhs, wdth minute. 19 June, 1889......................................................
8. James Monaghan to the Secretary for Lands. 20 June, 1889 .......................................................................................
9. Surveyor Kmbbs to the Acting Surveyor-General, with minutes and enclosure. 21 June, 1889 ..........................
10. James Monaghan to the Secretary for Lands, with minute. 22July, 1SS9 .............................................................
11. Executive Council minute, with minutes. 29 July, 1889 ............................................................................................
12. UaicHfi Notice. G September, 18S9 ...................................................................................................................................
13. James Monaghan to the Secretary for Lauds, with minute. 2(1 September, 1889 ......................................................
14. (Jcmctfe Notice. 1 October, 1SS9..................................................................................................................
15. W. Lovcgrovo to the Secretary for Lands, with minutes and enclosure. 23October, 1889 ......................................
10. Executive Council minute, with minutes.
1G November, 1889..................................................................................
17. P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P., to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 10 January, 1890...........................
18. The Under Secretary for Lands to P. II. Mortou, Esq., M.P. 29 January, 1890 ......................................................
19. P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P., to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 3 February, 1890 .......
20. Tho Under Secretary for Lands to P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P. 12 February, 1890 .....................................................
21. T. Marriott to the Secretary for Lauds, with minutes. 18 March, 1S90 ....................................................................
22. Surveyor Knihhs to the Acting Surveyor-General, with minutes aud enclosures, 31 March, 1890 ......................
23. Memorandum by the Acting Surveyor-General, with minutes. 15 April, 1890 ................................
24. The Under Secretary for Lauds to James Monaghan. 23 April, 1890 .............................................
25. The Acting Mayor, Nowra, to the Secretary for Lands. 25 April, 1890 .....................................................................
26. The Acting Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Lands, with enclosure. 1 May, 1890..............................
27. P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P,, to the same. 7 May, 1890....................................................................................................
28. Tire Under Secretary for Lauds to P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P. 12 May, 1890............................................................
29. James Monaghan to tho Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 14 May, 1890 .............................................................
39. Executive Council Minute, with minutes. 21 May, 1890................................................................................................
31. T, Marriott to the Under Secretary for Lands. 23 May, 1890 ....................................................................................
32. James Monaghan to the same, with minutes. 23 May, 1890 ........................................................................................
33. Tho Under Secretary for Lands to T. Mariiott. 11 June, 1899 ..................................................................................
34. The same to James Monaghan. 1! June, 1890 ..........................................................................................................
35. T. Marriott to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 17Juno, 1800.............................................................
36. The Under Secretary for Lands to T. Marriott, 4 July, 1800 ....................................................................................
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APPLICATION yon DRAINAGE UNION AT NOWRA.

No. 1.
Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Nowra Drainage.
.P
.
that certain gentlemen named, owners of land, he constituted aUnion, to ho known as “ Grcenhiils Drainage Union,” for compulsory drainage and contribution under Act 29 Victoria No. 1.
The Commissioner for Hoads for report.
.
D.C.jVrL. (for U.S.), B.C., 7/12/S8.
etjtio v

Itesubmit with Drainage Act—JAV.B., 8/12/8S,
Drainage Act herewith, 11/12/88.
There
can be no objection on the part of this otliee, I presume. The Principal Under Secretary will deal with
the issue of proclamation. Act herewith.—21/12/88.
Submitted.—J.B., 2S/12/S8. Porward
■ to Colonial Secretary.—John Suthjket.and, 29/12/88.
The Principal Under Secretary.—J.B B.C.,
29/12/88.
The Under Secretary for Lands.—C.W., B.C., 3/1/89.
[Enclosure.]

To His Excellency the Governor, Lord Carrington, and the Executive Council of New Snath Wales.
Tiin petition of James Monaghan, Janies Graham, David Hyam, Mark Walker, John M‘Arthur, Joseph Hyatn,
Lauchlan MTherson, Rev. Dr. Win. Grant,—
Showeth—
■
1. That yonr petitioners are owners of certain lands ritunted at Nowra, in the district of Shoalhavch, iu the said
Colony : Commencing on the eastern side of the old Bomaderry Ferry Road, and on the southern side of the Shoalhavon
Rivertlicucc along the southern side of that river about forty-five chains fifty links ; thence along the western boundary
of Maria Glaaviile and David Hyam’s property about forty-six chains and fifty links ; thence along tho eastern side of
Mosses1 Creek about thirty-nine chains; thence by a line bearing cast about twenty-two chains to the western side of the
Terrara Road ; thence by the western side of that road seventy-three chaius southerly ; thence along the north side of the
Greouwell Point Road westerly about fifty-nine chains ; thonco along the eastern boundary of town soction number thirtynine northerly eleven chains; thence along north side of Jervis-street westerly ten chains; thence along eastern side of
Wallace-street northerly ten chains ; thence along the south side of Douglas-street westerly eleven chains ; thence along
the southern side of Plunkctt-street westerly seventeen chains; thence by a line hearing north eleven chains ; thence along
tlie_southern side of Worrigec-streot easterly six chains; thonco along the eastern side of East-street northerly eleven
chains; thence along the southern side of Junction-street easterly seven chains ; thence along the east side of town.section
number seven northerly eighteen chains twenty links to the southern side of Terrara Road ; thence along the southern side
of that road twenty-seven chains fifty links; thence along tho eastern side of Bomadorry Ferry Hoad, to the point of
commencement,—as delineated and set forth iu the plan hereunto annexed.
2. That the said land is low-lying and liable to he flooded with water, which may at any time accumulate over the
same to an extent of three hundred and fifty acres, more or less, the natural channel or outlet having lieen blocked up by
certain Government roads and causes arising from the cultivation of the land between the said laud and tho Crookhaveu
River; also, owing to the fact that an existing artificial drain has been filled in by an adjacent landowner, much to tho
injury and detriment of your petitioners.
3. That yonr petitioners are desirous that the undermentioned owners of the said tract of land may be constituted a
Union within the meaning of nn Act intituled “An Act to promote tho better drainage of lauds,” 20 Victoria number 1,
such Union to be kuo;vn by the name of the “ Grecnhills Drainage Union,” for the purpose of compulsory drainage aud
contribution under this Act ;—

Gross Acreage.

Name,

Dr. William Grant ..............
Estate of M. Hyam, deceased
Frederick Moore ..................
Lauchlari M'Pherson .......... .
John M'Arthnr......................
J. Hyam.................................
Estate of J. Smith, deceased.
Mark Walker...........................
Mary Anne Horne...................
Maria Glanville......................
David Hyam................... .......
James Graham .......................
James Monaghan....................
Total.

Acreage

liable to be flooded.

a.
10
7
2
12
1
4
1
2
15
35
so
368
360

r.
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

p0
0
16
0
0
0
24
0
0
0
0
0
0

a.
3
2
0
7
0
2
0
0
3
17
6
175
120

r.
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

p0
0
0
fl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

846

2

0

339

0

0

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
James Monaghan, Greenhills, farmer.

[Witness to Mr. Monaghan's signature—Thos. Marriott, solicitor, Nowra.]
James Graham, Greenhills, farmer,
D. Hyam, Terrara, hotelkeeper.

M. Walker, Terrara, storekeeper.
■

John M'Artiito, Terrara, storekeeper.
Joseph Hyam, Terrara, landholder.
Lauchlan M'Phkkson, Nowra, builder,
William Grant, Belong, Presbyterian Minister.

3STo, 2.

3
No. 2.
The Acting Surveyor-General to The Tinder Secretary for Lands.
Proposed Green Hills Drainage Union at Nowra.
Ms. 89-232.

21 January, 1SS9.

TTuder the 5th section of tbe Drainage Promotion Act, 29 Victoria No. 1, it is provided that the
petitioners shall pay into the Treasury such sum as shall be sufficient to reimburse all expenses likely to be
incurred by the Government in the matter. The expenses indicated are such as may arise in causing an
inquiry into tbe petition, viz., as to the private and public interests affected, especially in respect of
possible damage to other holdings, public roads, reserves, &c. Viewing the conditions of the locality,
which are known to me, I think that tho cost of such preliminary inquiry and report, as will meet the
circumstances of this case, should not exceed £25 ; and I would suggest that James Monaghan (the first
signatory to the petition) bo informed that in terms of the Act 29 Victoria No. 1, section 5, it is requisite
that a sum of £25 he paid into the Treasury, on behalf of the petitioners, to meet expenses likely to be
incurred; and I think it might be added that any unexpended balance of such sum will be returned.
'
E. TWYNAM.
Submitted, that the action suggested be taken, and that the Treasury be requested to receive the
amount when tendered.—3.t,H.D., 1/2789.
F.H.'W.
S.P., 1/2/89.
Approved.—AV, J.L., 5/2/S9.
Inform Mr. Monaghan and Treasury.—R.IJ.D., P/2/S9.
Cor. Branch,—Mr Monaghan and Treasury
accordingly, 14/2/89.
''

No. 3.
Tho Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Uinance and Trade.
Sir,

_
Department of Lands, Sydney, 14- February, 1889.
J am directed by tho Minister for Lands to request that you will be good enough "to accept,
when tendered, the sum of £25 to moot expenses likely to be incurred in causing an inquiry to be made
into a petition lodged in connection with tho proposed Greenhills Drainage Union at Nowra"!
I have, &c.,
H. CURRY,
---------(For the Under Secretary).
The money has been placed in Trust Fund, under the heading, “Greenhills Drainage Union, Nowra,”
and any expenses to be charged against it must be so marked.—G.E., B.C., Treasury, 13/9/SO. The Under
Secretary for Lands, to be returned.
Please place this with Ms. 89-7,050, sent to Acting SurveyorGeneral on 17th instant.—R.H.D., 20/6/89.
Mr. Briscoe,—Papers were sent to Surveyor1 Knibbs on
19th instant.—AV.T.B., 21/0'S9. Mr. De Low.

No. 4.
P. H. Morton, Bstj., M.P., to Tho Commissioner for Hoads.
Surveys for Nowra Sewerage.
Extract from M.P. 89-739 AV.S.
**##**
***#
I HEREwmi attach letter from Mayor of Nowra, asking me to apply to tho Government for the services
of a responsible officer to make surveys and levels for a sewerafre.
*
*
*
* '
*
# ■
#
*
*
*
PHILLIP H. MORTON, M.L.A,
The Commissioner for Roads.—J.B., B.C., 2/4/89.
Hay papers, 89-153. Submitted, 31/1/89.
89-353.
Submitted, 15/3/89.
Orange papers, 89-370. H.S., 20/3/89.
With general minute, ro
advances to municipalities.
Nowra papers, 8S-9G8. Col. Wells, 28/9/SS.
Lismorc papers, S9-3G4.
U.S., 20/3/89. With general minute, re advances to municipalities.
Mr. Piper,—Register and
resubmit.—W.C.B., 3/4/89.
To be placed with similar papers.—F.C.P., 3/4/89. Mr. Ilungerford,

No. 5.
Mr. J. Monaghan to The Secretary for Lands.

■

®'r>

Greenhills, Shoallmven, 1 April, 1889.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th February (No, 1,108), requesting
that the sum of £25 be paid into the Treasury to meet expenses likely to be incurred in making inquiry
into the petition of myself and others for a Drainage Union under the Act 29 Victoria No. 1. 1 wish, sir,
to draw your attention to section 3 of the Act, which states that on tho receipt of such a petition it should
be published in the Gazette, and if there is not a counter-petition presented, as provided for in section 4,
the Union may be proclaimed. If a counter-petition is presented Ijv the requisite number (as in section
4), then the sum mentioned would require to be paid.
”
---------6/4/89.

Yours, &e.,
JAMES MONAGHAN.

Writer may be informed that nothing can be done until the required deposit is paid.—R..H.D,,
Tes.—F.H.W. (for U.S.), 8/4/S9.
Cor, Branch, 8/4/S9.
Monaghan informed, 23/4/89.

No. G.

jC‘2!i credited.
June, 1S89
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No. 6.
Mr. J. Monaghan to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,
_
Greenhills, Shoalhaven, 10 Juno, 1800.
_
_
I Iierewitli enclose draft for £2o, in compliance with jour request, to meet espouses of esamination and inquiry for a Drainage Union, applied for by myself and others in January last. Trusting
that the matter will be proceeded with at once—
I am, &c.,
---------JAMES MONAGHAN.
The sum of £25 received, and credited on the within amount this day.—W.N., B.C., Treasury,
11/(5/80.
F.K. (for U.S.)
The Under Secretary for Lands.—G.E.B.
^ The Acting Sur-Gen —
E.H.D. (for the U.S.), 12/0/89.

.

No. 7.
The Acting Surveyor-General to Mr. Surveyor Knihhs.
Proposed Greenhills Drainage Union, near Nowra.

_
_
_
_
Sydney, 19 June, 1889.
As inspection and comprehensive report is required iu this case in order to comply with the provisions of
the 4tl» section of the Drainage ict, the principal object being to ascertain if the scheme bo generally
practicable and desirable; 'whether there are any well-founded objections on part of owners of adjacent
properties ; whether damage will be done by the proposed drainage, beyond limits of the proposed Union,
to private estate, to public thoroughfares, or public interests of any sort, and, if so, to what extent; also
as to what provision is intended in respect of making good the same (if any).
t _ Of course it is desirable that inquiry be made into the premises of the petition, and the scope of
draining area; and several properties affected should be shown on a tracing, together with proposed outfall,
and any projected interference with roads, watercourses, or public rights,
Deferred to Mr. Survevor Knibbs for inquiry.
“
‘
E. TWYNAM,
---------Received 20 June, 1839.—G.U.K.
G.H.Tv.

Acting Surveyor-General.

Replied to by my letter of 21st June, 1889, No 11 —
‘

,
No. 8.
Mr. J. Monaghan
to Tho Secretary
o
t for Lands.
Sir,

.
Greenhills, Shoalhaven, 20 June, 1889.
I received a notice from Mr. G. H. Knibbs, of Petersham, stating that he intends to visit
this district to report upon the petition of myself and others for a Drainage Union. I hope that your
Department will reconsider the order given, as any such inspection or report is premature. The proper
course is clearly shown in sections 2, 3, and 4< of the Act, viz., “ After publishing the petition, two
mouths are allowed for objections to be made.” If objections are made, the report should deal with them
also. I decidedly object to the extra expense of the present report, as the petition and plan show all that
is necessary for the present.
T have, &c.,
______________________________ JAMES MONAGHAN.
•

No. 9.
Mr. Survevor Knibbs to The Acting Surveyor-General.
Sir,
_
Petersham, 21 June, 1889.
. .
.
t0 your instructions of 19th June, 1889, No. 2,1 have the honor to report that, in
obtaining information at the Registrar-General’s Office as to the ownership of properties included in the
area sought to ho brought under tho operation of the Act 29 Victoria No. J, 1 ascertained the fact
that persons other t ban those referred to in the petition will bo affected by the proposed “Drainage
Union.”
"
2. Under these circumstances, it appeared desirable that, prior to making the inquiry directed by
your letter (referred to above), the procedure indicated in section 3 of the aforesaid Act' he followed,
viz., that the petition bo published in the Qovcrnmcnf Gazette, and a reasonable time allowed to elapse iu
order to permit objectors, if such exist, forwarding counter-petitions.
_
3. I am informed by Mr. Monaghan, whoso name appears first on the petition, that it is their
desire that the petition be published in the Gazette prior to an official inquiry into the premises.
_
4. In view of the fact that interested persons should be properly informed of the existence of
this petition, and allowed opportunity of fully stating any objections thereto, and that it is desirable that
the inquiry should traverse not only the statements of petitioners, but those of any objectors—whicli
cannot so satisfactorily be done by anticipation—I would respectfully suggest that the inquiry be post
poned till after the action proposed has been carried out.
°
'
,

I have, Ac.,
GEO. II. KNIBBS,
———
Surveyor,
Letter from James Monaghan attached herewith.
Proposed Grecnhills Drainage Union.
Submitted, that the enclosed petition be published in the Government Gazette, as provided by section 3 of
the Drainage Promotion Act, 29 Victoria, No. 1.
Copy herewith.
Acting Surveyor-General, 22/G/89.
The Under Secretary. Submitted—J.O.D.
F.H.W.
S.F., 25/C/89.
Approved, J.N.B., 23/7/89,

]Enc1ositre^]

1
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[Enclosure.']

Dear Sir,
Greenhills, 20 June, 1SS0.
lours of tho 18th instant to hand, Tho Lands Department Jo nut seem to understand the Drainage Act,
20 Victoria No. 1. The report referred to in yonr letter is one that should not be made until the petition has been pub.
Iishcd for two months. That time is allowed for any person who may object to the Union being formed. Your report
would then embrace the whole matter, whether objections are made or not. If you will look the Act np, you will at once
understand the whole course of procedure. Sections 2, 3, and 4 show it clearly. The plan on tracing furnished with the
petition shows all that is necessary for the present. I will write to tho Department also by this post, objecting to the
conrse they arc taking. Thanking you for your considerate notice,
•
G. H. Knibbs, Lsq.,
I remain, &c.,
Petersham,
-------------JAMES MONAGHAN.
Mr. Monaghan has been informed that action has been suspended. That the matter was being dealt wdth in this
way because it was understood that it was urgent, and it was thought that any objections could be investigated at time of
inquiry ; but as the petitioners prefer to await while the usual course is being carried out, it has been recommended by me
that the inquiry be postponed until after the petition has been published, and sufficient time elapsed to permit of the
presentation of the counter-petitions.—G, H. KuDins, Surveyor, 21/0/89.

No. 10.
Mr. J, Monaghan to The Secretary for Lands.
S'r>

.
.
_
Greenhills, Shoalhaven, 22 July, 1889.
Will you kindly inform me why the petition of myself and others for a Grain ago Union has
not been published, as directed iu section 3 of the Act 29 Victoria No. 1. The matter is of great import
ance to us. Wc have suffered a great injury by the delaying of it so long. Our lands are now flooded,
and wo cannot proceed with the drainage till the Union is formed. Gariy attention to tho matter will
obliSe„
fours, <fcc„
----------

JAMES MONAGHAN.

Executive authority is now being obtained for publishing the petition in the Gazelle.
No. 11.
Executive Council Minute.
SubjectEccommending

publication of petition that certain landowners at Grepuliilla (Nowra) be
conslif uted a Drainage Union,
Ms. 89-8,141.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 July, 1SS9.
Tr is recommended io His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the within petition
for the constitution of certain landowners named therein as a Drainage Union, to be known as tho
“ Greenhills Drainage Union,” bo published in the Gazette, in accordance with the provisions of the 3rd
section of the Drainage Promotion Act of 18(55. 29 Victoria No. 1.

' ---------

JAMES N. BliUNKEK.

The Executive Council advise that the petition, herewith submitted, be published in the manner
prescribed by tho 3rd section of the Drainage Promotion Act of 1805.—Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the
Council.
Approved.—CaumxGTON, 30/7/89.
Min. 87-44. 30/7/89.
Confirmed, 6/8/89.
Gazetted, 6/9/89.
J. Monaghan informed, 11/9/89.

No. 12.
Gazette Notice.
Drainage Union.
Petition under the Drainage Promotion Act of 1865, Greenhills, Nowra.
Department of Lands, Sydney, G September, 1889,
In pursuance of the provisions of the Drainage Promotion Act of 1865, 29 Victoria No. 1, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advico of the Executive Council, has directed the publication of a petition, signed
by certain landowners at Greenhills, Nowra, praying that they mav he constituted a Union, to be called
the “ Greenhills Drainage Union.”
All persons interested arc invited to state, within two months from this date, their objections, if
any, to the proposed Union.
.
‘
‘
---------JAMES N. BRUNKEE,
To Ilis Excellency the Governor, Lord Carrington, and the Executive Council of New South Wales.
The petition of James Monaghan, James Graham, David Hyam, Mark Walker, John M'Arthnr,
Joseph Hyam, Lauchlan M'Pherson, Rev. Dr. Wm. Grant,—•

Showeth—

1. That yonr petitioners are owners of certain land situated nt Nowra, in the district of Shoalhaven, in the said Colony . Commencing on the eastern side of the old Bomaderry Perry Road, and on the
southern side of the Shoalhaven River; thence along the southern side of that river about forty-five
chains fifty links; thence along the western boundary of Maria Glanville and David Hyam’s property
about forty-six chains and fifty links ; thence along the eastern side of Mosses’ Creek about thirty-nine
chains ; thence by a line bearing east about twenty-two chains to the western side of tho Terrara Road ;
thence by the western side of that road seventy-three chains southerly; thence along the north side of
the Groenwcll Point Road westerly about filtv-niuc chains ; thence along the eastern boundary of town
soction number thirty-nine northerly cloven chains; thence along north side of Jervis-street westerly ten
chains; thence along eastern side of Wallace-street northerly ten chains ; thence along the south side of
Douglas-street westerly e]e\on chains; thence along tho southern side of Plunkctt-street westerly
seventeen chains; thence by a line bearing north eleven chains; thence along the southern side of
Worrigce-

,

i

6
AVorrigee-strcei; easterly sis c/iains; thence along the eastern side of East-street northerly eleven chains;
thence along the southern side of Junction-street easterly seven chains ; thence along the cast side of
town section number seven northerly eighteen chains twenty links to tho southern side of Terrara Road ;
thence along the southern side of that road twenty-seven chaius fifty links ; thence along the eastern side
of Bomaderry Eerry Road, to the point of commencement,—as delineated and set forth in the plan here
unto annexed.
2. That the said land is low-lying and liable to be flooded with water, which may at any time
accumulate over the same to an extent of three hundred and fifty acres, more or less, the natural channel
or outlet having been blocked up by certain Government roads and causes arising from the cultivation of
the land between the said land and the Crookhaveu River; also, owing to the fact that an existing
artificial drain has been filled in by an adjacent landowner, much to the injury and detriment of your
petitioners.
3. That your petitioners are desirous that the undermentioned owners of the said tract of land
may ho constituted a Union within the meaning of an Act intituled “An Act to promote the better
drainage of lands,” 29 Victoria No. 1, such Union to he known by the name of the “ Greenhills Drainage
Union” for the purpose of compulsory drainage and contribution under this Act: —
Name.

Cross Acreage.

Dr* William Grant .
Estate of M. Hyam, deceased
Frederick Moore ....................
Lauchlan M'Pherson ..........
John M'Arthnr.......................
J. Hyam....................................
Estate of J. Smith, deceased .
Mark Walker .......................
Mary Anne Horne ................
Maria Glanville .....................
David Hyam..........................
James Graham ........................
James Monaghan .....................
Total

a.
10
7
2
12
1
4
1
2
lo
35
30
308
360

r.
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

840

2 0

p0
0
16
0
0
0
24
0
0
0
0
0
0

Acreage liable to be flooded.

a.
3
2
0
7
0
2
0
0
3
17
<5
175
120

•

r.
0
0
1
O
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

]’•
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

339 0 0

And your petitioners, ns in duty bound, will every pray. &e.
Jaxh;s Moxaouax, Drcenhills, farmer.
[Wii ness to Mr, Monaghan's signature—Titos. Mahuiott, solicitor, Nowra.]
'
.Iamks Graham, Greenhills, farmer.

D, Hyam, Terrara, hotelkeeper.
M. Vv aj, k eh , Terrara, storckceper.
.'Ions M‘Aitr11mi, Terrara, storekeeper,
Joseph Hyam, Terrara, landholder.

.

IjArcui.AY M'Piiersom, Nowra, builder.
William Gjiayt, Belong, Presbyterian minister.

No. 13.
Mr. J. Monaghan to The Secretary for Lands.

■

Sir,

_
Greenhills, Shoalhavon, 2G September, 1SS9,
I am iu receipt of yours of the llth instant, enclosing a portion of the Government Gazette,
containing petition for Drainage Union. I did not observe until I saw it published in one of our local
newspapers that one of tho names was not correct. I refer to that which reads Mary Ann Horne; it should
be Mary Ann Hobnc. The error is an unfortunate one, and if not corrected may lead to some
unpleasantness, as she is tho only person from whom I anticipate any opposition. Will you kindly have
the error corrected at as early a date as'possible, and oblige
*
"
.
'
Yours, &c,
■
S.M. (Jot JAMES MONAGHAN).
Regazetted, 1/10/*9.

James Monaghan, with a copy of notice, 11/10/89.

No. Ids.
Gazette Notice.
Drainage Union.
Petition under the Drainage Promotion Act of ISG.j. Grccnhilln, Nowia.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 1 October, 1889.
In pursuance of (he provisions of the Drainage Promotion Act of ISGo, 29 Victoria No. 1, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has directed the publication of a petition, signed
by certain landowners at Greenhills, Nowra, praying that they may bo constituted a Union, to bo called
the “ Greenhills Drainage Union.”
AH persons interested are invited to state, within two months from this date, their objections, if
any, to the proposed Union.
JAMES N. BRUNKER.
To

7
To His Excellency the Governor, Lord Carrington, and the Executive Council of How South "Wales.
The Petition of Janies Monaghan, James Graham, David Hyam, Mark Walker, John M'Arthnr,
Joseph Hyam, Lauchlan M'Pherson, Eev. Dr. Win. Grant,—■
Showeth—

1. That your petitioners are owners of certain land situated at Howra, in the district of Shoalhaven,
in tho said Colony: Commencing on the eastern side of the old Bomaderry Ferry Hoad, and on tha
southern side of tho Shoalhaven Elver ; thence along tho southern side of that river about forty-five
chains fifty links ; thence along the western boundary of Maria Glanville and David Hyam’s property
about forty-six chains and fifty links ; thence along the eastern side of Mosses’ Creek about thirty-nine
chains; thence by a line bearing east about twenty-two chains to tho western side of the Terrara Bead;
thence by the western side of that road seventy-three chains southerly; thence along the north side of
the Grccnwell Point Eoad westerly about fifty-nine chains; thence along the eastern boundary of town
section number thirty-nine northerly eleven chains ; thence along north sido of Jervis-street westerly ton
chains; thence along eastern side of Wallace-strcot northerly ten chains; Ihenco along tho south side of
Douglas-stvcct westerly cloven chains ; tlicnco along the southern side of Pluukctt-strcct westerly seven
teen chains ; thence by a line bearing north eleven chains; thence along the southern side of Worrigeestreot easterly six chains ; thonco along the eastern side of East-street northerly eleven chains ; thonco
along tho southern sido of Junction-street easterly seven chains; thence along the east side of town
section number seven northerly eighteen chains twenty links to the southern side of Terrara Eoad ; thence
along the southern sido of that road twenty-seven chains fifty links; thence along the eastern sido of
Bomaderry Ferry Eoad, to the point of commencement,—as delineated and set forth in the plan hereunto
annexed.
2. That tho said land is low-lying and liable to bo flooded with water, whicli may at any time
accumulate over the same to an extent of three hundred and fifty acres, more or less, the natural channel
or outlet having been blocked up by certain Government roads and causes arising from the cultivation of
tim land between the said land and the Crookhaveu Eiver; also, owing to tho fact that an existing
artificial drain has been filled in by an adjacent landowner, much to the injury and detriment of your
petitioners.
3. That your petitioners are desirous that the undermentioned owners of tho said tract of laud may
ho constituted a Union within the meaning of an Act intituled “ An Act to promote the bettor drainage of
lands," 29 Victoria number 1, such Union to be known by tbe name of the “ Greenhills Drainage Union,”
for the purpose of compulsory drainage and contribution under this Act:—
XAfflO.

Gross Acreage,

Dr. William Grant ...................................................................................
Kstatu of 11. Hyam, deceased .................................................................
b'l'cdcrick Moore ........................................................................................
Lauchlan MD’hcrson ................................................................................
John M'Arthnr ...........................................................................................
J. Hvain......................................................................................................
Ksfcatc of J. Smith, deceased.....................................................................
Mark Walker..............................................................................................
Mary Anne Holme ....................................................................................
Maria Granville............................................................................................
David Hyam ................................................................................................
James Graham ............................................................................................
James Monaghan........................................................................................
Total .....................................................................

a.
10
7
O
12
1
4
1
n
15
35
30
3G3
360

r.
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Acreage liable to be flwMled.
a.
3
2
0
7
0
2
0
0
3
17
0
175
120

P0
0
10
0
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
0

840 2 0

1\
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

p0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•

330 0 0

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will over pray, &e,
.

James Monaoitak, Greenhills, farmer.
[Witness to Mr. Monaghan’s signature—Tuos. Mamuoxt, solicitor, Ho.wra,]
James G a a it am, Greenhills, farmer. ’
D. Hyam, Terrara, hotelkeeper.
M. Waekeh, Terrara, storekeeper.
John M'Arthur, Terrara, storekeeper.
Joseph Hyam, Terrara, landholder.
■

’

Lauchlan M'Pherson, Nowra, builder.
William Grant, Belong, Presbyterian minister.

Nous.—The above notice is iu lieu of that published in the Gazelle of Gth September, 1S89, respecting proposed Drainage
Union, Greenhills, Nowra.

No. 15,
■
Mr. 'W. Lovegrovc to The Secretary for Lauds.
Sir,

■

109, Pitt-strcct, 23 October, 1889.
I have the honor to enclose a counter-petition to one published in the Government Gazette of
the Gth September, on page 6327, for a Drainage Union in the Shoalhaven district.
It will be seen that there is no wish to stop the draiuage, if it can be carried out fairly as regards
others, and I. think it would be well for the inhabitants at large that the present drains should bo carefully
examined, as tho river is subject to heavy floods.
I have, &c.,
--------W. LOVEGEOVE.
Submitted, that Mr. Surveyor Knibbs be instructed to report on the petition and counter-petition,
as required by thedth section of the Act 29 Vic. No. 1. In furtherance of tho Acting Surveyor-General's
memo, of 19th Juno, 1889 ; on cover to misc, 89-7,GoO.—E.H.D.
S.F., 30/10/89,
Approved.—J.N.B., 12/11/89.
The
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The 4th section provides that tho Governor shall appoint the officer to report; therefore Esecutive
Council minute has been prepared in this case. Papers are now referred to Mr. Surveyor Knibbs for
investigation and report.—E.H.D. (for the U.S.), 4/12/SE).
Vide memo, of instructions of the 19th June, 1889, herewith.—E.T.
Eeport by my letter of
31st March, 1890, No. 3, with which this is enclosed.—Geo. H. Kniuhs, Surveyor.
[Enclosure.']
To His Excellency tlio Governor mid tho Honorable tho Executive Council of Now South Wales,—
The counter-petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Shoalhaven, owners and tenants of lands affected by a
petition from Janies Monaghan, David Hyam, and others, for the drainage of certain lands, published in the
Government Gaudit of tho 8th September, 1839, on page 0127,—
Kespkctfully Showeth

That the lands sought to be drained are situated in the parish of Nowra, county of St. Vincent, within the Municipal
District of Nowra, and that the drainage is sought to be thrown into the parish of Niimba, in the Municipal Districts of
Central Shoalhaven and Nmnba.
,
That the said lands were sold by the Crown in a condition of swamp, and not with any right to drain.
That such lands, therefore, can only acquire a right to drain subject to prior right of owners, and are not to be
drained by turning tbe neighbouring lands into swamps.
That the principal mover in this petition has already tried ineffectually to drain this swamp into the main river,
and has only succeeded in doing injury to the river bank without corresponding benefit.
That the ancestor of said principal mover tried to drain this swamp through lands of Mrs. Dc Mestrc, and did so
much damage that the drain was at once partially closed, so as to diminish the volume of water.
That lately said mover, without leave of the owner, reopened the said drain, and was defeated iu an action at law,
and now seeks to reopen said drain under co\ er of law.
That your present petitioners have no objection to as much of the swamp being drained as is compatible with their
own safe enjoyment of their lands on a plan strictly supervised by the Government, which shall include properly con
structed flood-gates and other safeguards, and he under official control.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
Hugh M'Kexzie, owner of 918 acres, lately purchased for the sum of £44,000, and about 150 acres of said land is

liable to be damaged by drain alluded to. Address, Torara.
John Afpkrly, owner of 43 acres, purchased ten years ago for the sum of £800, of which 7 acres is liable to
be flooded by said drain being allowed open. Address, Terara.
Jons Bireeli. owner of 34 acres, purchased eight years ago for the sum of £700, and of which 4 acres is liable to
l>e flooded by said drain. Address, Terara.

Thos. Connolly, owner of 43 acres, purchased about six years ago for the sum of £1,005, of which 4 or 5 acres

is liable to be flooded by said drain.

Address, Berellan.

Eras.

Lord, trustee of Mrs. Holme, the owner of the land through which the drain passes, and which said land is
affected thereby to the extent of about 30 acres.

No. 16.
Executive Council Minute.
Subject:—Itccommending appointment of Mr. Surveyor G. H. Knibbs lo report on petitions.
Ms. 89-15,374.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 1G November, 1889.
It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that Mr. Surveyor G. II.
Knibbs be appointed, in accordance with the 4th section of the Drainage Promotion Act of 1SG5, fo
report on petition for, and counter-petition against, establishment of a Drainage Union at Nowra, to bo
called “ Greenbills Drainage Dnion.”
•
.
"
-------JAMES N. BRUNKER.

The Executive Council advise that the appointment heroin recommended bo approved.—H, C.
Min. 89-02,19/11/89. Approved.—CARttrsaTOS, 10/11/89. Confirmed,
26/11/89.
Budoe, Clerk of the Council.

No. 17.
P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Shoalhaven, 10 January, 1890.
Kindly inform me what has been done with application of Janies Monaghan and 'others for
formation of Union under the Drainage Promotion Act.
This was made many months ago, aud the applicants are thinking it is time their petition was granted.
I have, &c.,
-------P. H. MORTON, M.L.A.
Please inform that a counter-petition against constitution of the Union proposed having been
received, the papers have been referred to Mr. Surveyor Knibbs, who has been appointed to investigate
the matter and report.—R.H.U., 17/1/90. E.H.1V. (for U.S.), 17/1/90.
Cor. Branch. "Writer notfied, 29/1/90.

No. 18.
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P.
*

Sir,
Department of .Lands, Sydney, 29 January, 1890.
_ I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of yonr letter of the 10th instant, respecting the
application of James Monaghan and others for formation of Union under the Drainage Promotion Act,
and to inform you that a conn ter-pc tit ion against the constitution of the Union proposed having been
received, the papers were referred to Mr. Surveyor Knibbs, who has been appointed to investigate the
matter and report,
‘
1 have, Ac.,
‘
W. H. CAPPER
(Eor the Under Secretary),
:
r~’~
'
No. 19.

503
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No. 19.
P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P. to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Shoalhaven, 3 February, 1890.
I would thank you if you would have sent to me a copy of the petition sent in against Drainage
Union at Nowra.
Tours, &c.,
-------P. II. hlOETON, M.L.A.
The petition, of which a copy is required, is with the papers under reference to Mr. Surveyor
Knibbs for report, and great delay would bo occasioned by their recall for tbe purpose of supplying tbo
copy to Mr. Morton, M.L.A. Mr, Knibbs may, perhaps, be asked to supply a copy of tbe petition, should
he not contemplate making bis report immediately. Acknowledge, and say that, as the papers are with
Mr. Surveyor Knibbs in tbe field, tbe information cannot be forwarded at present,—E.H.D., 7/2/90.
Cor. Branch. P. H. Morton, M.P., informed, 12/2/90.

No. 20.
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 February, 1890.
I have tho honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant, and to inform
you that a copy of the petition sent in against Drainage Union at Nowra cannot at present be forwarded,'
as the document in question, with other papers connected with the case, are under reference to Mr.
Surveyor Knibbs for report.
I have, &c.,
W. H. CAPPER

(For tbo Under Secretary).

No. 21.
Mr. T. Marriott to The Secretary for ’hands.
Greenhills Drainage Union, 29 Vic. No. 1.
■
Nowra, 18 March, 1890.
Eeferring to the counter-petition of Hugh M'.Kenzie and others to the above drainage
petition, 1 have the honor to draw your attention to the fact’that such counter-petition is not a counter
petition within the meaning of the Drainage Promotion Act, 1865, section 4, inasmuch as it does not
represent one-fifth of the owners of the land sought to be brought within the Union.
I havo, <fcc.,
-------THOS. MAEE10TT.
It wrould seem advisable to forward this letter to Mr. Knibbs for consideration in connection with
the case now with him.—J.O’D., 24/3/90.
Tes.—E.H.D. (for the Under Secretary), 25/3/90.
Mr.
Surveyor Knibbs.—W.H. U.S. (per J.O'D,), B.C., 27/3/90. Lands.
Enclosed with my report of
31st March, 1890, No. 3.—Geo. H. Knieiss, Surveyor.
'
Sir,

No. 22.
Mi*. Surveyor Knibbs to The Acting Surveyor-General.
Papers Ms. 89-17,509 and enclosures, Ms. 90-4,703 and enclosures, illustrative tracing A and locality Appendices
maps B, C, D, and E, and No. 3, papers marked F and G, kerewith.
AnndB.
Sir,
Petersham, 31 March, 1890.
Subject of report.

1. In compliance with your instructions of Gth December, 1889, No. 8, and with the terms of
my appointment by the Executive Council, dated 19th November, 1889, I have the honor to forward
herewith a report upon the petition by James Monaghan and others for the bringing of a certain area at
Nowra, parishes of Nowra and Numba, county of St. Vincent, under the provisions of the Promotion of
Drainage Act (29 Victoria No, 1), and upon the counter-petition of Hugh M'Kenzie and others relating
to the same area.
2. An illustrative tracing, A, locality maps, B, C, D, aud E, copies of press reports on ease
Monaghan v. MKenzie, F, and further representations in form of counter-petition, G, are enclosed
herewith.
Drainage Union, area at>oufc 888 acres.

3. The area to which the petition refers is practically that, the boundaries of which are shown by
an edging of red tint, on the accompanying tracing (A), and embraces an areaof about 888 acres, exclusive
of several short lengths of road in the town of Nowra, being situate almost wholly in the parish of Nowra,
county of St. Vincent, a, portion of about 35 acres only, viz., that in Mrs. Holme’s area, being in the
parish of Numba.
^

Premises of petition.

4. In the petition for tho Drainage Union it is urged (in the second section) that (i) tho land is
liable to be flooded wdth water, w'hich may accumulate to tho extent of 300 acres; (ir) tho natural
channel between the land and the Crookhaven Eiver or Crook has been blocked by certain Government
roads, and in consequence of tho cultivation of the land intermediate; aud (in) an artificial drain has
been filled in by an adjacent landowner, fo the detriment of the petitioners.
•
Proprietor.*} not signing petition.
5. The petition is signed by all tho parties immediately interested, excepting Frederick Moore,
J. Smith, (Mrs.)" Mary Ann Holme, and Maria Glanville, whose interests are small compared with those
of the other persons signing.
496—B
Objections
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Objections aikartecd against ]wti(.jOn by persons affected by proposed union,
0. The allegations o£ the counter-petition are that (tv) the drainage from the parish of Sowra is
sought to he thrown into the parish of Numba ; (v) the lands were sold as swamps, without specific right
to drain, (vi) in consequence of which (it is contended), in draining, the prior rights of owners of adjacent
lands must not he infringed, as they would he by turning their lauds into swamps ; (vu) James Monaghan
had already tried ineffectually to drain the swamp into the Shoalhavon, damaging the river bank, without
corresponding benefit; (vm) the ancestor of James Monaghan tried to drain through the lands of Mrs.
De Mestre, but the drain was at once partially closed, so as to diminish the volume of water flowing into
the Crookhaveu Creek; (ix) lately the said James Monaghan reopened the drain, was defeated in the
attempt to keep it open by an action at law. and now seeks to reopen it uuder cover of law ; (x) there is
no objection to the drainage into the Crookhaven, provided it is prevented from damaging the lands of
the counter-petitioners by control with flood-gates and other safeguards under official supervision.
7. The promises of both petition and counter-petition will he reported upon seriatim. The attached
further objections (Cr) do amt require special notice.
Petitioners' also—OoudiUcm of land.

8. The statement (i) is substantially correct. The swamp shown on tracing A is the accumulation
referred to. In wet seasons it is extensive, but after a long period of fine weather is quite dry. Its
surface generally is but slightly raised above the mean tidal height of tho Shoalhaven lliver, and some
portions are below that height. On the occasion of my inspection (after heavy rains) the water in tho
swamp was about 4k feot above this mean tidal level. This runs off very slowly.
Waloreiied of sivirmp and annual rainfall.

9. The watershed draining into the swamp is about 2,150 acres, representing an annual fall of
1,550 million gallons, each inch of rain being about 48 million gallons.
Effect of inundation.

10. Those parts of the swamp whore water lies for any length of time are covered with a grass
known as “ swamp coucb,” which is not killed by excess of water, but whenever rain falls heavily many
acres (owing to the flatness) of ordinarily-grassed land are covered, resulting in tho rotting of the grass.
Present conditions a nuisance to inhabitants of the whole district, and occasion of loss to projirictors.

11. This decay gives rise to a very disagreeable effluvium, sometimes almost intolerable, and in
consequence is an offence, if not also a menace, to the health of the residents of Nowra, and as the fffitid
water finds it way down tho Crookhaven Creek it causes the people along its banks much annoyance, and
(it is alleged) occasionally sickness.
12. The decay of tho grasses is not only offensive, hut is a loss to the owners of the land, the
grazing capabilities of which arc diminished, and the liability of tbe area to suffer repeated [accumula
tions of water make its agricultural value very low, though the land is rich.
Rapid drainage necessary to ameliorate—Importance to town of Nowra.

13. These facts explain the desire on the part of the owners to drain the land, and exhibit the
desirability of draining rapidly, the slow drainage now existing being insufficient to secure the land against
the damage referred to. They also demonstrate the public importance of the drainage, that is, to the
town of Nowra.
Position of original natmal drainage—Evidence of its insufficiency..

,

14. (n) That the natural channel between the land and Crookhaven Creek has been blocked by a
Government road is admitted by both parties to be true. The original channel, marked 1 on tracing A, is
its old site, but at the present time the water on the east side of the road is higher than that on the
western. The blocking by this road was not animadverted upon by the petitioners (so they informed
me), because of the existence of the drain running into tho Crookhaven Creek, viz., the easterly drain (2).
It is important to observe that they evidently deemed the drain to confer superior advantages to those of
the natural channel at this time/and further, that this natural channel could never have effectually
drained the swamp, otherwise this drain would not have been cut, which was done about 1853 or 185t>
(as I understand) by Monaghan’s father.
Drainage at present inte Crookhaven Crock not adequate.

15. (in) This easterly drain (2 on tracing), referred to in the preceding paragraph, has been in
use since the date mentioned, that is, for a period of about thirty-five years, and runs through Mary Ann
Dc Mestre’s (now Mrs. Holme’s) 100 acres (as per tracing). It was cut under somo_ old agreement,
wdiich, it is alleged, by the attorney of Mrs. Holme, was not properly observed ; but it is neither sufficiently
large nor deep to drain the swamp, and is at present in fair repair only.
Attempt by Monaghan and others to dccjKU and to clear drain Into Crookhaven Crack—Attempt resisted and defeated.

16. The statement that it has been filled in is cx parte, and requires explanation. The drain
proving inadequate, the flow being controlled by its smallness, :tud by the reeds grotying in it, Monaghan
and others had it cleared and deepened, entering upon the land of Mrs. Holme, in order to carry this out,
wdiich power, they contend, is conferred by section 21 of the Act 29 Vie. No. 1. M’Kenzie, under the
authority of Mrs. Holme’s attorney or trustee, had tho stuff (removed by Monaghan) thrown again into
the drain. This was done because tho rise in tho Crookhaven, consequent on the influx of this swamp
water, flooded lands otherwise fairly dry—that is, lands in the Do Mestrc subdivision, on Crookhaven
Creek, of which M'Kenzie is a largo purchaser.
Easterly drain does not cause serious injury at present.

17. Tho drain, as it is, carries off a considerable body of water, but not sufficient to cause serious
injury by rising the Crookhaven.
Objections not strictly a counter-polition within meaning of Act.

18. Defore dealing with the allegations of the counter-petition, it is proper to observe that it is
perhaps not strictly a counter-petition within the meaning of the Act. inasmuch as it represents less
than one-fifth of the number of holdings (vide section 4, 29 Vic. No. 1), being signed, generally speaking,
only by people whose holdings are without the area sought to he constituted a Drainage Hnion. The
petitioners affect to regard it as irregular, a fact which is testified to also by their communication to the
Minister for Lands (1890, 4,703 Misc.).
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The Crown may consider objections lo Union—Petitioners' scliemc—Us cost to petitioners slight.

^ _ 10. (iv) Deeming the Government quite entitled to consider the consequences of granting tho
Union, either/>£T sc or in regard to any alleged objections, I turn now to (he statements of the counter
petition, and in regard to the first statement, it is, by admission of the petitioners, true—that is to say,
the drainage which petitioners propose to effect is that iu an easterly direction into Crookhaven Creek,
'.fhe length of tho drain would be small, the cutting is not deep, the fall is good, and altogether tho cost
w°nld be slight. Aud this is clearly the reason why petitioners adopt this scheme, and seek to cany it
into effect.
i
Effect of scheme <fii objectors' lauds to be considered—Petitioners:' condition nt present better than heretofore,

_ 20. (v) That such a procedure will affect the counter-petitioners is true, and this demands the
consideration of the extent and value of involved interests. The lands of petitioners have been swampy
to a large extent as long as history dates back—as long as there has been any record. "When they were
bought they were swampy, and so far from being under any disability of modern development, tho
petitioners have, since the cutting of the existing drains, been better oft’than heretofore.
Mights of owners of adjacent lands should not be assailed—Petitioners’ scheme seriously affects objectors.

21. (vi) It inny, therefore, at once be conceded, apart from any inquiry into law, that in draining
those swamps the rights of owners of adjacent lands should be respected, and not set at naught by
turning their lands into swamps, The implication in this (vi) statement of counter-petitioners is to somo
extent true, viz., that the uncontrolled outflow of this swamp into tho Crookhaven will seriously affect
them (the counter-petitioners) by the hack-flow resulting from tho rising of that creek swamping some
portions of their lands, whicli portions would otherwise bo comparatively free from water.
Drainage by Crookhaven Creek conditions—Fall of Crookhavon Creek about
feet iu Oit miles (from where drain runs into it)—Effect of drainages
into Cioolrliavon Creek upon olljocfcor6, Linda ond genemlly—To clear Crookhaven of reedy would make it brackish.

22. To understand this it is necessary to remember that Crookhaven Creek is a narrow reedy
creek, with a very sluggish, indeed almost imperceptible, flow for the first
miles. When inspected, the
water, at the point where petitioners’ easterly drain runs into it, vas 3J feet above the mean tidal level at
T of the Shoalhaven Eiver (see lithograph E), and consequently is very little more than that above tho
mean tidal level at the point where it empties itself into the estuary called Crookhaven Eiver, a distance
of about 6$- miles. Although tho height was, as stated, so slight, it was sufficient to fill many small
channels or holloVs (by the back-flow),, causing the grass to rot, as before explained.' A few inches
difference is a matter of some moment in this locality, and it is clear that if a large drain, such as would
rapidly empty tho swamp, were cut in the position of drain 2, it would, seeing the small fall and the reedy
nature of the creek, make the flow along it (Crookhaven) very slow indeed, and cause it to rise, to tho
_ detriment of the lands along its course. And if this creek were cleared of the reeds, tho water would
become brackish by the tidal action, an injury to tho grazing capacity of adjoining lands, seeing tho
owners rely on this creek for watering their slock.
Monaghan's drain (3) in bad repair amt dangerous,

_
23. (vn) The reference to Monaghan's drain applies to that marked B, which, like 2, is inadequate.
This has been cut only a few years (about thirteen, 1 understand), and is in a bad state of repair. If not,
attended to, it may, when the ShnulhaHm Eiver is in flood, disastrously affect not only the petitioners’
properties, but also those of the counter-petitioners, as the river in flood, if it once burst through the
dilapidated flood-gates, will probably make an immense channel in the loose alluvium and carry everything
before it. The great changes in the course of the river effected by the 18(10 and 1870 floods show what
may be anticipated.
Inference from the construction of this drain.

_
It is worth noting that petitioners would not have involved themselves in the large expense of
this drain if they had been satisfied they could more effectually drain into the Crookhaven. witli the
unqualified rights which they now protest they have by existing law.
Actual olfoct of drainage into Croakhai cn Crock.

25. (vm) The reference to the original partial closing of the drain is, so far as J can ascertain,
correct. The effect of the rapid flow into Crookhaven Creek was to back it up, and flood lands otherwise
comparatively free from water, as pointed out.
Motive of petltioncis in seeking to dram into Croolihavon Creek—Inc^pcnsivonc^s (per Be) of petitioners’ scheme.

2G. (ix) It is obviously because Monaghan, through defeat in the District Court action (Monaghan
and another v. Mackenzie) was prevented opening this drain (2) that the petitioners seel; power,
under the Drainage Promotion Ad, to effectually drain their land, and they are anxious to do this, not
by improving the northerly drain (3), but by enlarging and deepening tbo easterly one (2), the former
being a matter of considerable outlay, tbo latter not at all costly {per se).
Objectors <Lo not oppose limited flow into Crookhaven as at present or by nature.

27. (x) The counter-petitioners raise no objection to the limited flow into the Crookhaven, and
there can bo no doubt that although originally the whole of the water that escaped from the swamp, other
than by evaporation or percolation, found its way into this creek, it did not so prejudicially affect the
lands of the counter-petitioners as it now does.
28. I have now to report the attitude of the petitioners in the matter. They hold that they have
aright to the easterly drain by user, and, by section 21 of the j\et 29 Vic. No. 1, the right to enter upon
any lands through which the drain may pass to cleanse and repair. That the counter-petitioners and any
other persons havo already effective remedy at law in cases where they suffer loss or injury (sec section
22 said Act), which remedy they allege will remain equally whether Union he granted or not. That they
seek to be constituted a Union in order to properly deal with the pro raia contribution by the benefited ,
parties toward the expenses of drainage, and so efficiently set about the undertaking. That they have a
natural right to drain into the Crookhaven Creek, seeing that the swamp water originally flowed "therein,
and that tho remedy of the counter-petitioners is to free the
miles of creek of reeds, and otherwise
facilitate the flow.
Eejoinder
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Rejoinder by objectors, who sect protection against being obliged to defend their interests by actions at law.

29. The counter-petitioners urge that although the petitioners are entitled to receive the benefit of
the outflow through the easterly drain, they are not justified in widening or deepening it, or in any way
increasing the natural flow, to the detriment of them (the counter-petitioners). That although the remedy
at law is always open to them in cases of damage by tho action of petitioners, yet the privilege ashed for
by said petitioners should not be conceded under the Act, excepting under such restrictions as defend
their interests, or, in other words, that the concession of privileges by granting the Union should carry
with it qualifications protecting those interests palpably and immediately threatened.
Scheme of drainage recommended—Conditions of outfall— Flood-gates required—Rmhiagc would repay for outlay by enhanced value of land.

30. In regard to the best mode of draining, I beg to report that without doubt tho swamp can
most rapidly and effectively be drained by a sulliciently large cutting in tho position of Monaghan’s
northerly drain (3). Here there is an available fall of 5 feet from water-level at date of inspection in a
mile at mean tidal level, a foot less at mean high tide, and a foot more at mean low tide. This cutting
would have to be tunnelled through the high river bank (as at present), and proper gates erected to keep
back flood-waters in the Shoalhaven. The whole of the work is through soft alluvium, and, if done
effectively and well, would, I believe, well repay its cost.
Conditions of outfall into Crookliat en—I>aina"t! to Umls along Crookhaven Creek—Protest of objectors reasonable, and objections valid.

31. It is not possible to drain as rapidly by turning the flow into Crookhaven Creek. Here the
available fall is 5 feet from water-level at date of inspection in over 7 miles instead, of 1 mile. Moreover,
the damage to tbe valuable properlies along the creek would be considerable. The attitude of the counter
petitioners appears to me reasonable and fair, and from my calculations of the effect of the outflow into
Crookhaven on their properties, and my inspection upon the ground, I feel justified in strongly recom
mending their protest against granting the Union unlimited powers to your favourable consideration.
Prt>]K)sod Union a generalbcnefil if limitation urged by objectors be imposed Petitioners strongh object to limitation—Unicasonablcncs'i of protest
against tbe limitation of How into Crookhaven.

32. With the suggested limitation there is no reason why a Union should not bo granted. It would
be a public benefit, as well as an advantage to the petitioners. In regard to the suggested limitation, I
should report that the petitioners altogether decline to consent to the idea of flood-gates at the easterly
drain, inasmuch as it prevents them getting the water of! the swamp before it has rotted the grass ; but
they propose, really, to get rid of this nuisance at tbe expense of the landholders along the Crookhaven
Creek. They deny that this is the alternative, but having given the matter my most cai’eful consideration,
having taken the necessary levels, and computed the effects. I am strongly of opinion that the protest
against unlimited flow along drain 2. and the request for flood-gates or other limitation, is reasonable.
Date of examination.

33. The examination, survey, and general inspection was made by me during the period of 3rd to
Sth March, 1890.
3-1', The petitioners were permitted to take a copy of the counter-petition, tho persons signing the
latter being agreeable.
33. I saw every person in the district immediately interested, and heard the allegations of both
sides, before making the survey, which was, therefore, undertaken with a comprehensive knowledge of the
scope of examination required.
I have, &c.,
GEOBGKE H. KNIBBS,
-------- Surveyor.
Forwarded. Mr. Knibbs' report is of an exhaustive character, and from the thorough manner in
which he has evidently considered every detail, it appears that the conclusion he has arrived at is a just
one.—I). M. Maitiaxd. 8/4/90.
[Enclosures.']
F.
Extract from the Shoalhaven Telegraph, of Wednesday, 29th August, 18S8.
Shoalhaven District Court—Before His Honor Judge M'Farland—James Monaghan and another r. Hugh M'Kenzie—
Destruction of property, £200,
Mr. Davies, instructed by Mr. Marriott, with Mr. Whittell, for plaintiff ; Mr. Bennett, instructed by Mr. Richards, for
defendant.
Jury :—W. Strong, Jas. Ryan, J. D. Caines, and J. Caffcvy.
_
Mr, Davies, in opening the case, pointed out to the Jury that it was rather a peculiar one, and would demand their
closest attention. The case had been brought under the Drainage Promotion Act, which was a very useful one, and dated
from the year 1865. This Act was passed to enable persons whose land was liable to be swamped to cut a drain leading to
any running stream in the neighbourhood, no matter if the land of some other person intervened. The object of the Legis
lature was that land might be reclaimed which wan liable to be swamped, and they thought that people who might own
land between that requiring draining and a running stream should not be allowed to act in a dog-in-the-manger sort of way
by preventing the drainage of the water to a running stream, Messrs. Monaghan, Hyam, and Graham owned the land at
the foot of the town, which was exceedingly good land if it were only drained ; there was a running stream of water called
the Crookhaven Creek, into which the water could be drained, but there was a strip of land lying between that stream aud
the land to be drained which belonged to a Mrs, Holme, and in which Mr. M'Kenzie had an interest. This slip of land
was higher than that owned by Messrs. Monaghan, Hyam, and Graham, and it was found necessary to cut a drain through
it: this was the object of the Act. [He here read sections 21,23, and 25 of the Act.] Mr. M;Kciizic-, through his
servants, had interfered with that drain, and prevented the water flowing into the Crookhaven Creek ; it was a most extra
ordinary action, and tlioroughly inexplicablo to him. [He here read an agreement signed by Patrick M‘Manus, who at
the time occupied the strip of land through which the drain was cut, stating that he was agreeable to the work being done,
as Mrs. De Mestrc had gi\ cn her consent.) The diain was cut in the year 18,>6, and now7, after the lapse of all those years,
Mr. M'Kenzie tried to prevent the water being drained into the creek. The two men who had been employed by Mr.
M'Kenzie to fiil in the drain were brought liefore the Bench of Magistrates, but they (the Magistrates) dismissed the case,
as they did not consider the men were liable for tbe action of their master. On that occasion Mr. M'Kenzie went into tho
witness-box and took all the responsibility upon himself. The jury should take Into account the damage already resulting
by the closing up of the drain. Should rain come there wore 500 acres of land rendered useless if there was no drain to
carry off the water.
Defendant pleaded not guilty—that the work had been done by the authority of the owner.
James
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James Monaghan dcjwsed : The land requiring to be drained is known partly by the name of the Greenhills Swamp,
and partly by the name of the Greenhills Estate ; Messrs. Hyam aud Graham are adjoining owners; between the swamp
and the Crookhaven Creek there is a piece of laud in which defendant has an interest; the drain was cut through the
Greenhills Swamp, commencing at the corner of the town and running through the swamp and Terrara Estate to the
Crookhaven ; the drain was cut to drain land owned by Messrs. Hyam, Graham, and myself; it was out thirty-three years
ago.
Mr. Davies pointed out the Drainage Promotion Act was passed in 1865.
Mr. Dennett here contended that the plaintiff must prove that tho drain wdiich had been cut previous to the passing
of tbe Drainage Prevention (Promotion) Act came under the provisions of that Act, and he proceeded to read certain clauses
of the Act. The defendant (query, plaintiff) must prove that the Drainage Prevention (Promotion) Act was in existence so
far as this drain was concerned, and that the formalities of the Act had been complied with. He applied fora nonsuit.
After bearing arguments, His Honor held that as the drain had been cut some years before the passing of the Act it
conld not have been cut in contemplation of the Act, and therefore did not come under its provisions. There was nothing
it its provisions that placed a drain cut previous to the passing of the Act on the same footing as a drain subsequently
made. He, therefore, nonsuited plaintiff.
Mr, Davies asked His Honor to make a note that he objected to His Honor’s ruling—that the drain did not come
under the provisions of the Act.
His Honor allowed defendant four witnesses’ expenses.
Extract from Brougtdon Creel' Register', of Saturday, 1st September, I8SS.
Shoalhaven District Court—Friday, 24tli August, 1838—Before His Honor Judge M'Farland.
Lord v, Monaglian.
In this case the plaintiff, as a trustee for Mrs, M. A. Holme, claimed £‘200 from James Monaghan for damage to property.
Mr. Bennett, instructed by Mr. Bichards, for plaintiff'; Mr. Davies, with Mr.'Whittell, instructed by Mr. Marriott,
for defendant.
Mr. Bennett said that plaintiff merely claimed for interference with the drain, and not for any damages.
_ Mr. Davies argued that plaintiff, as trustee, had no possible right to sue there at all. Mr. Monaghan did not claim
the right to go upon the land to cut the drain, hut he claimed the right, under an agreement made in 1853, to have the
drain cleared out and repaired. He claimed the right of the drain by user, and wdien he sot np that bona fide title the
jurisdiction of the Court was ousted.
After heaving the evidence of Thomas Hobson and James Monaghan, which was similar to that given in the case
heard before the Bench of Magistrates,—
Hia Honor held that sufficient evidence had been adduced to show what defendant had done was by right of user.
He accordingly struck the case out, as that Court had no jurisdiction in the matter. Kb costs allowed.
Enclosed with iny report of 31st March, 1890, Xo. 3.—Geo. H. Kktiibs, Surveyor.
G.
To His Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Bobort Baron Carrington, Governor-in-Chicf, and to the Honorable the
Executive Council of Xew South Wales, ttie petition of the undersigned,—
Re snxTE u llv Sho weth,—
1. That on the 6th day of September, 1889, a petition was published in the Government Gazette, on page 6127, for a
Drainage Union, to he known as tho “Grecnhills Drainage Union.'1
2. That an inquiry has been ordered into the merits of the said Drainage Union.
3. T bat your petitioners are owners of lands in fee a reversun, which will be adversely affected by the said drainage,
should it he unskilfully carried out, or should the fall prove insufficient to effect a quick drainage.
4. Your petitioners trust, therefore, that as by the wording of the Act it is not necessary to grant their prayer,
their petition may only be acceded to on their signing a bond to execute their work under scientific direction, and with
such safeguards as may prevent the Draiuage Union from transferring their water to your present petitioners' land.
And your petitioners will over pray.
H. de M. Williams.
Thomas J. Connolly, farmer and leaseholder.
F. H. Williams.
John East, fanner and leaseholder.
F. F. Williams.
P. Manning, leaseholder.
A. de Mestrc, landowner.
Alex. Fleming, landowner.
Mary Ryan, landowner.
Walter Caffery, farmer and leaseholder.
John J. Emery, freeholder.
George Smith, fanner and leaseholder.
Daniel Walsh, leaseholder.
James Condon, farmer and leaseholder.
Michael Lenehan, leaseholder,
John Caffery, farmer and leaseholder.
Joseph Forsyth, jun., leaseholder.
Jacob Hewett, fanner and leaseholder.
■James Pollock, leaseholder.
H. Wheatley, landowner.
Edward Connolly, leaseholder.
Enclosed with my report of 31st March, IS90, No. 3.—Geo. II. Knibbs, Surveyor.

No. 23.
Memo, by The Acting Surveyor-General.
Petition for GrcenlnllB Drainage Dnion, parish of Nowra, county St, Vincent, within Municipal District
of Nowra.
Tina is an application by certain proprietors to be constituted a Drainage Dnion, byname of “ The Greenhilia Drainage Union,” under the Act to promote the better drainage of lands, 29 Victoria No. 1.
.
,
petition has been duly published, aud a survey made, with levels ; and a comprehensive report
is herewith,
For enclosure
il he tract of land to bo drained is shown by red edging on the accompanying tracing or sketch plan sec No. 22.
marked “ A.” Jt contains^ about 88S acres, comprising thirteen holdings, of which the owners, excepting
throe, concur in the petition: and one of those three, vi/,, Mrs. Holme, has subscribed to a counter
petition.
. The counter-petition is lodged by five owners, one having a holding within, and the others having
holdings without, the said tract of land proposed to be drained. This counter-petition may not perhaps
be regarded as in conformity with the law, which prescribes that a counter-petition may be presented by
other owners of such tract of laud being not loss than one-fitth in number of holdings, nevertheless it
should probably receive duo consideration on public grounds.
.
A part "(about half) of the said tract of land is known as ’Worrigce Swamp, and is subject to
inundation to a greater or lesser extent, according to rainfall. The watershed of the swamp is about
2,150 acres, including part of the town of Nowra.
%
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The swamp, under present conditions, is shown to be an offensive nuisance to inhabitants, and
the better drainage thereof would be beneficial to the promoters of the Union and to the public.
As before stated, there is a counter-petition by certain owners (which may, perhaps, be informal),
representing objections, and alleging that their interests would be detrimentally "affected by tbe scheme
of drainage intended to be adopted by petitioners. It is shown that such objections are reasonable, and
are tenable under the circumstances.
'
Under the A.ct 29 Victoria No. 1 there are provisions for compensation for any damages conse
quent on drainage; and therefore it might be held that those objecting (by comiter-petition, possibly of
informal character), who are apprehensive of probable damage, should be loft to such remedy as the law
allows.
_ U is shown that considerable damage to vested interests would result from the scheme of drainage
desired by petitioners, viz., via Crookhaven Creek.
Referring to the Act above mentioned, section 4, it is provided that the person authorized to sur
vey shall report on the best mode of effecting the drainage of such tract, whence it may be inferred that
a Drainage Union may be constituted conditionally, i.e., subject to adoption of a means or scheme of
drainage to be indicated as the best.
.
For tbe reasons set forth at length by Mr. Surveyor Knibbs in his report, a scheme or means of
drainage northward to the Shoalhaven River, indicated by Monaghan’s drain marked “3 ” on sketch plan,
is, in my opinion, the best, and is recommended for approval—its principal feature being a sufficient out
fall, about 5 feet in 1 mile, by a drain about midway through tbo aforesaid tract of land ; whilst, by
tbe means proposed by petitioners, viz., via Crookhaven Creek, a like outfall may be obtained in
7 miles. The effect of such latter discharge of storm-waters would he to cause damage to other lands,
the proper protection of which would involve considerable expenditure in works, possibly as much as
by the more direct draiuage or discharge suggested northward into the Shoalhaven River.
I have briefly summarised the results of Mr. Surveyor Knibbs’ inquiry and report, which is of
comprehensive character,
E. TWYNAM,
------- 15 April, 1890.
In view of this report,it is submitted that Executive authority be obtained for proclamation of
G-reenhills Drainage Union, under the 3rd section of the Drainage Promotion Act of 18G5, as applied for
by petitioners {vide petition published 1st October, 1839), the drainage to be effected by drain known as
Monaghan’s northerly drain, No. 3 on plan, discharging into the Shoalhaven River. Attention is
invited.—R.H.D., 26/4/90.
.
Submitted for approval.—W.H., 2/5/90.
Approved—J.W.B., 6/5/90.
Inform Mr. P. H.
Morton, M.P., of proposed action—W.H., 2/5/90.
Mr. Morton, M.P., informed.—12/5/90.

No. 24.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. Monaghan.
Sir,

,
Department of Lands, Sydney, 23 April, 1890.
Referring to your letter of the 1st instant respecting the sum of £25 io bo paid into tbo
Treasury to meet certain preliminary expenses in connection with the proposed Grecnliills Drainage
Union of Nowra, I have tbe honor to inform you that nothing can be done until the required deposit is
paidI have, &c.,
W. H. CAPPER
_____ ________________________
(Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 25.
The Acting Mayor, Nowra, to The Secretary for Lands.
Hon. Sir,
_
Council Chambers, Nowra, 25 April, 1890.
1 have the honor to inform you that at a meeting of this Council, held on Tuesday last, it was
unanimously resolved, “ That the Minister for "Lands be respectfully requested to take immediate steps to
have the Drainage Union applied for a few months back proclaimed.” In transmitting tbe foregoing
resolution, I might point out that the portion of land sought to be drained is termed tbe Greenhills
Swamp, and is situated on the easterly side of tbe town of Nowra, and covers a considerable area. The
stench from this at the present time is intolerable, owing to the large quantity of decaying vegetable
matter. To this is attributed tbe great amount of sickness at present prevailing in our midst, during tbo
last few months there having been nine deaths amongst children iu and adjacent; to the town. Iu the
interests of tbe public health it is hoped that you will not lose any time in having the Union referred to
above proclaimed.
I have, &c.,
R. PATTERSON,
Acting Mayor.

No. 26.
The Acting Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Greenhills Drainage Union at Nowra, Shoalhaven, under 29 Victoria No. 1.
_
_
__
_
'
1 May, 1890.
In’ compliance with provisions of tbe Drainage Promotion Act (section 5), a sum of. £25 was paid into
the Treasury as a fund to meet expenses incurred. An inquiry and survey in respect of the petition for
this Drainage Union was lately made by Mr. Surveyor Knibbs, the cost of whose services amounts to
£22 I4s., which sum is chargeable against the fund.
E. TWYNAM.
[Enclosure.'}
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[Enclosure.']
Gremliills Drainage Union at Jfowra.
It will be requisite to arrive at tbo expenditure incurred for this sun ey and report, to be charged
Mr. Maitland is requested to supply statement in detail.
•
Tho cost of this survey was as follows :—
£ s.
Mr. Knibbs, G days m iiold J
........................
16
1
Do.
4J
do office { .......................................
Labourer's’ wages.............................................................. ..................... 1 8
Travelling allowance for 6 days ................................... .......................... 4 10
Coach fares.......................................................................... ........................... 015

against the fund.

£22 14

D.

E.C.T.
d.
0

0
0
0
0

M. MAITLAND,
30th April, 1SD0.

No. 27.
P. H. Mortou, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Tho Southern Chib, Sydney, 7 May, 1S90.
I would thank you if you could supply mo with a copy of tho report sent in by Mr. Surveyor
Knibbs on tho application for Drainage Union at Nowra.
I am, &.C.,
.
--------- P. H. MORTON, M.L.A.
Submitted, as to whether Mr. Morton, M.P., should bo supplied with copy of Mr. Knibbs’ report
respecting proposed Drainage Union at Nowra.
^

No. 28.
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. H. Morton, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

_
_ _
Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 May, 1890.
Referring to the petition, as per copy enclosed, I have the honor to inform you that the Secre- Copy of petition
tary for Lands has approved of Esecutive authority being sought for the proclamation of the Greenhills
Drainage Union, under the 3rd section of tho Drainage Promotion A ct of 1865, the drainage to be effected
’
by a drain known ns Monaghan’s northerly drain, discharging into the Shoalhaven River, this route being
reported by tbo surveyor us preferable to the one by way of Crookhaven Creek, suggested in the petition.
I have, &c.,
WM. HOUSTON,
______ _________ ____________ Under Secretary {per R.H.D.)

No. 29.
Mr. J. Monaghan to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

^
Greenhills, Shoalhaven, 14 May, 1890.
1 am in receipt of yours of tho 12th instant to P. R. Morton, Esq., M.P. I will put it before
tho other petitioners as soon .as possible, but for myself I hereby give yon notice not to include my name
or property in any such proclamation, as I will not accept of any substitute for what has been asked for
in the original petition.
Tours, &c.,
-------JAMES MONAGHAN.
Misc. Branch,—Please connect the previous papers.—R.L. (pro E.A.B.), 19/5/90.
Required
papers with Misc. 90-6,978, which stands noted to Mr. Stuart, 22/5/90.—W.T.W., 22/5/90. ( Mr. Stuart.

No. 30.
Executive Council Minute.
Subject:—Recommending Proclamation of a Drainage Union at Nowra, to bo named “ Greenhills
Drainage Union.”
Ms. 90-6,978.
_
Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 May, 1890.
.It is recommended to His Excellency tbe Governor and the Executive Council, that, "in accordance with
the provisions of soction 3 of the Drainage Promotion Act of 1865, the landowners (and their successors)
named in tho enclosed copy of petition for the constitution of a Draiuage Union at Nowra, which was
published in Gazette of 1st October, 1889, be now declared to bo a Drainage Union, to be known as tho
“ Greenhills Drainage Union,” for the purpose of draining tho tract of land the boundaries of which aro
shown by red edge on tbe enclosed plan A, and which shall be effected by means of the northerly drain
marked 3 on plan, and discharging into the Shoalhaven River.
-------J. H. CAREUTHERS.
Approved.

No. 31.
Mr. T. Marriott to Tlie Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Nowra, 23 May, 1890.
1 have the honor to request that a copy of the report furnished by Mr. Knibbs, Government
surveyor, on tbe proposed drainage of tho Greenhills land at Nowra, he forwarded to mo, as solicitor to
the petitioners seeking to constitute themselves a Union under the provisions of the Drainage Promotion
Act of 1865, 29 Tie. No. 1.
1 have, Ac.,
_____________________________
THOS. MARRIOTT.
No. 32,

^

No. 32.
Mr. J. Monaghan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Sydney, 23 May, 1890.
On behalf of the petitioners for constitution of a Drainage Dnion at Nowra (Greenhills), I
beg to request that you will be so good as to supply me with a copy of Mr. Surveyor Knibbs’ report in
connection therewith, and also a copy of the tracing accompanying such report, the expense thereof to he
defrayed out of the deposit of £25 lodged in connection with this matter. I have further to request
that all proceedings for constitution of the Union be stayed until petitioners have had an opportunity of
making further representations respecting the proposals made in Mr. Knibbs’ report referred to.
'
I have, &c.,
-------JAMES MONAGHAN.
Submitted, that a copy of Mr. Surveyor Knibbs’ report and accompanying tracing be supplied to
Mr. James Monaghan, and proceedings stayed, as requested. The sum of £2 6s. is available to defray
expenses of copying, Ac., being balance of deposit of £25 lodged by petitioners. Mr, Morton, M.P.,
also applies for a copy of the surveyor’s report, which may perhaps be supplied to him. Mr. Marriott,
who represents himself as solicitor for tho petitioners, has also asked for a copy of the report. Submitted, as
to whether the copy should be sent to him or to Mr, Monaghan,—J.O’D., 3/6/90.
Perhaps it will he well to furnish a copy to Mr. Marriott, and to inform others of such.—K.H.D.,
4/6/90.
Submitted.—P.H.’W. (for U.S.), 5/6/90.
Approved.—J.N.B., 6/6/90.
Mr. Smith copied
the report. The cost was 16s. 8d.—E.H.D., 9/6/90.
Cor.—James Monaghan, Thomas Marriott, with
copy of report, 11/6/90.
Will the Chief Draftsman please state the cost of supplying a copy of the
tracing accompanying Surveyor Knibbs’ report.—J.O’D., 14/6/90. Tho Chief Draftsman.
Mr. Shaw,
to supply to Mr. De Low.—C.J.S., 12/6/90.
A copy of the tracing would costlOs. 6d,—M.S., 19/6/90.
Misc. Lands.

No. 33.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. T. Marriott.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 11 June, 1S90.
Eeferring to your letter of 23rd ultimo, asking, on behalf of the petitioners for constitution
of a Drainage Union at Nowra (Greenhills), for a copy of Mr. Surveyor Knibbs’ report in connection
therewith, I have the honor to forward herewith a copy of the report, as desired; cost of copying, IGs. 8d.
1 have, Ac.,
WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary (pes E.H.D.).

No. 34.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J'. Monaglian.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 11 June, 1890.
Eeferring to your letter of tbe 23rd ultimo, applying, mi behalf of the petitioners for consti
tution of a Drainage Union at Nowra, for a copy of Mr. Surveyor Knibbs’ report iu connection therewith,
I have the honor to inform you that a copy of the report in question was sent to Mr. Marriott, solicitor
for the petitioners, in reference to his letter of even date to your communication.
I have, Ac.,
WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary for Lands.

-

No. 35.
Mr. T. Marriott to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir,

Nowra, 17 June, 1890.
Eeferring to your letter dated llth instant, Misc. 90-7,7] 4, forwarding copy of Mr. Surveyor
Knibbs’ report on tbe proposed Drainage Union, I have the honor to request that a tracing of the plan
prepared by that gentleman be also furnished to the petitioners, and also that the costs for suppling same,
together with the cost for copying the report, be defrayed from the funds lodged by the petitioners, and
now remaining in your hands.
3 have, Ac.,
■
TITOS. MAEEIOTI,
'
-------Solictor for Greenhills Union.
Cost of tracing will be 10s. Gd. A balance of £1 9s, 4d. remains, from which cost can be paidPlease prepare tracing.—J.O’D., 23/6/90. Mr. M’Lean.
Special.
Mr. Shaw.—E.M., 23/6/90Tracing herewith.—M.S., 25/6/90. Mr. O’Dwyer.
Porward tracing to Mr. Marriott, please.—J.O’D.,
27/6/90.
Cor. Branch.
Eeceived, 27th June, 1890.
Mr. Marriott, solicitor, with tracing, 4/7/90.

No. 36.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. T. Marriott.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 July, 1890.
In response to the request iu your letter of the 17th ultimo,! have the houor to forward here
with a copy of the tracing showing proposed scheme for the Greenhills Drainage Union, price 10s. 6d.,
which will be defrayed from the fund iu hand.
I have, Ac.,
WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary (Ptr E.H.D.)
fTwo
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WESTERN SUBURBS (CITY OF SYDNEY) SEWERAGE
SCHEME RETICULATION AND COMPLETION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 20.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 2 July, 1890.

J}y Deputation from the Governor,

Message Lo. 20.

A LURED STEPHEN,

Lieutenant- G overnor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain
worlfs in connection with the reticulation and completion of the Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme.

Government Souse,
Sydney, 25/A June, 1890.

- I?*.]
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

COOK’S RIVER ROAD.
(EXPENDITURE ON.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 October, 1890.

{Laid upon the Table in ansioer to Question No. 1 of 28 September, 1890.]

Question.
(1.) Cook’s Ritee Road :—Me. Sen kit ashed The Seceetaey foe Public 'Wohks,—Will lie please lay
upon the Table of this House a Return showing the amount of money expended by the G-overnment
on the Cook’s River Road, showing separately the amounts expended on that portion of the said road
over which it is now proposed to run a tramway ?

.

Answer.

Expenditure on Cook’s River Road:—
Total Expenditure.

’

Amount Expended on that portion over "which it is proposed
to rim a Tramway.

£

s,

d.

£

65,982

11

7

14,100

(approximately).

[3d-]
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ROADS.
(EXPENDITURE ON, IN GUNNING DISTRICT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to le printed. 21 May, 1800.

'Jlclttrn prepared' in fulfilment of a promise made by the Honorable the Secretary for Idttblic Worlcs, in
reply to a Question, Ho. 1, Votes No. II, 21 May, 1800, by Thomas Colls. Esq., M.P., viz.:—

Question.
\Vli;i( amount of money has heen expended on the road from 'Whcco to Gunning, via Byalla, also from
Gunning to Grabben Gullen, via Clear Hills, also from Wheeo to Crookwell, from January, 1SS7, up
f o December, 1SS9 : and what amount of money (if any) is available up to present date?

Answer.
.

Roads.

Wheeo Post OlheCj via Byalla, to Gunning:—
£do9 16s.—Expended from January, 1887, to December, 1889.
657 12s.—Expended during present year, 1890.
CHS 8s.—Amount now available.

Gunning, via Clear Hill, to Grabben Gullen:—
The above-mentioned road forms portion of road from Crook well, we Grabben Gullen, to Gunning.
£688 19s.—Expended from January, 1887, to December, 1889, on the whole road,
£309 15s. 6d.—Expended on portion of road referred to in the question.
£506 Is.—How available for whole road.

"Wheeo to Crookwell:—
£661 Cs.—Expended from January, 1887, to December, 1889.
£20110s. 6d.—Now available.

[3*0
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ROADS.
.{LAVERS RESPECTING REPAIR OF-PROM MILLTITORPE TO LUCKNOW, VfA SPRING HILL.)

Ordered by

Lite

Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 July, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table in. answer to Question No. 19, on 17 July, 1890.]

(19.) Road Mili/thoupe
Public Works,—

to

,

Lucknow, wt

Sj’kinu

Hill :—Mk. Dalton asked the Sechetaky poh

(1.) Has lie any objection to lay upon tho Table of this Jlousc, nil piipcrs, petitions, imd olhci' docu
ments, vektive to the application of the residents of ilillthorpe, requesting a grant for tho repair of
tuc road from Millthorpo to LueknoWj vut Spring Hill %
(2.) If there is no objection, will he kindly say upon what date the said papers will be kid upon the
Table ns desired 1
Road Millthorpe to Lucknow.
[Presented by Thomas Dalton, M.P., urging immediate report, 2/6/90.

Acknowledged, 4/6/90.]

Petition.
To the Honorable The Secretary for Public Works,__
®ir»
.
.
Millthorpe, 19 May, 1890.
e> “t® undersigned, residents of the district and users of the undermentioned road, beg
respectfully to apply to have a sum of money granted for repair of the road Millthorpe to Lucknow, via
Spring Hill. This road is a main road, and a very large amount of traffic is carried on it to the railway
stations. It passes through a large farming district, and, being at present not oven cleared, is quite unfitted
for tho requirements. Wo would therefore ask you to have inquiries made1 in the proper quarter, with a
view to speedy remedy.
And your petitioners will ever pray, dm.
[Here follow 14 signatures.]
Please send to-night for report of local officer.—,T.B, 2/6/90.
B.C., Commissioner for Roads.
Mr. Adams for report. Is road on schedule?—P.,1,F., 4/6/90.
Have examined this road ; it is in a very bad state. Would recommend that some clearing and
forming be done, and that the Vote “ Millthorpe to Lewis Ponds” be debited with same, as the road is
common to both for some distance from Millthorpe.—J.H. A., 20/6/90. The Assistant Engineer, B.C.

Minute by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Hardin.
Road Millthorpe to Lucknow, via Spring Hill,

v,r

r -u-

a
, ! i v.
.
2:* June> l®®0AlR. J. M. Adams, the local officer, reports that this road is in a very bad state, and he recommends that

some forming and clearing bo done and the cost charged against Vote “ Millthorpe to Lewis Ponds,” on the
ground that, for some distance, the road is common to both places.
I advise that this be done, only Mr. Adams must furnish fuller particulars and estimate.
E. A. HARDIN,
Tho Commissioner and Eiigineer-iivChief, Roads and Bridges,
Assistant-Engineer.
435—

Mr.

518
S
Mr. Adams for estimate.—R.H., 23/6/90.
I find that there are 4 miles of road which should be
formed, metalled, drained, Arc. This will cost £431 per mile = £1,684. Only a smalt portion of this could
fairly be taken from “Millthorpe to Lewis Ponds” Vote, it might therefore be advisable to place this
road on schedule next year.—J.H.A., 4/7/90. Tho Assistant Engineer, B.C.
Mr. Adams estimates the amount required at £1,684 (1) a sum which, of course, cannot be charged
in the manner he suggests. Will he say if this construction can, in his opinion, stand over until next year ?
—E.A.N., 5/7/90. Mr. J. H. Adams, B.C.
Yes. The work can stand over until next year.—J.H.A., 6/7/90. The Assistant Engineer, B.C.,
—I think some provision may be made for next year.—E.A.NA, 7/7/90. The Commissioner, B.C.
Re
commended to stand over till next year.—R.H., S/7/90. Under Secretary.
Submitted.—J.B., 9/7/90.
Approved.—B.S., 10/7/90.
Inform.—J.B., 14/7/90. T. Dalton, Esq., M.P., 14/7/90.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to T. Dalton, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

ft July, 1890.
Referring to the petition presented by you from certain residents of Millthorpe requesting a
grant for the repair of the road from that place to Lucknow, via Spring Hill, 1 am directed by the Secretary
for Public Works to inform you that tho consideration of this matter must stand over until next year.
I have, ibc..

J. BARLING.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1S9Q.
[3d.]
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ROADS.
(BITURN SHOWING AMOUNTS VOTED AND EXPENDED ON-TUENA TO BINDA, BINDA TO
EEELWOOD, &c.)
•

Ordered by Ike Legislative Assembly to he printed, 29 July, 1890.

[TjCtid upon the Table in answer to Question No- 7, on the 29/7; July, 1S90.]

Question.
7, Mb. Balt, asked The SECEETAitr bob Public "Wohks.—"WTiat money has been voted and expended
on the following roads for the years 1888 and 18SU
Hoad from Tuena to Binda, via Junction
Point; road Peelwood to Binda; road Laggan to Binda ; road Binda to Wheeo; road Binda to
Crookwell; road Wheeo to Old Man G-unyah Creek, on road from Goulburn to Burrowa ; road
T.aggan to Taralga r

Answer.
Road from Tuena to Binda, via Junction Point -.—
Vote for 18S8, £100; expenditure, £159 2s. 3d.

Vote for 1889, £LG0; expenditure, £124 12s.

Road Binda to Peehvood: —
Vote for 1888, £112; expenditure, £79 4s. 6d.

Vote for 1889, £112 ; expenditure, £58 17s. Gd.

Road Laggan to Binda :—
Vote for 1888, £1.30; expenditure, £105 19s.
Road Wheeo to Binda:—
Vote for 1888, £180; expenditure, £180.

Vote for 1889, £130; expenditure, £154 Is.

Vote for 1889, £180 : expenditure, £175 7s."

Road Crookwell to Binda;—
.
■ i
In the year 1888 this road was included in tho vote “ Goulburn, via Crookwell, to Binda,” of which
£1,550 was given to the Crookwell District, viz.. Mount "Wayo, via Crookwell, to Binda, and
the expenditure on the Crookwell to Binda portion was £499 Is. 9d. Vote for 1889, £350;
expenditure, £350.
Road Wheeo to Old Man Gunyah (portion of the road from Wheeo to Burrowa):—
Vote for 1888, £150 ; expenditure, £147 Gs. Vote for 1889, £150 ; expenditure, £144 17s.
Rond Laggan to Taralga:—
In 1888 and 1839 this formed portion of the road Gullen, via Crookwell and Laggan, to Taralga,
with vote of £850 ; the principal expenditure being between Crookwell and Laggan. Amount spent
between Laggan and Taralga—1888, £99 2s.; .1889, £114 Gs. Gd.

[M0
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1890.

'

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ROAD BETWEEN NARRABRI AND THE QUEENSLAND
BORDER.
U’MTTJON I’iiOlt CERTAIN RESIDENTS OP THE TERRITORY BETWEEN NARRABRI AND THE QUEENSLAND BORDER.

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 20 November, 1890,

To tho Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned, residents of or interested in that portion of the territory of the
Colony lying between the Town of Narrabri and the Queensland Border, about and beyond
Angledool,—
Humbly Showeth :—

That the said Territory contains some of the best land in New South Wales; that said land
is being rapidly and extensively taken up and used under the various provisions of the Crown Lands Act;
that numerous and larsie consequences aro involved (greater, we believe, than obtain in regard to most
other routes or roads in the north-west), in the direct line of road or route starting at Narrabri, ending at the
Border beyond Angledool, tnABulcarrol, Nowli, Bulyeroi, Colletudla, Merriwinebone.Pockataroo Old Station,
Collarendabri, the 60-milo track on to Angledool, and, may be, Currawdinghi, covering some 160 or maybe
more miles; that for lack of some rough but substantial bridges, culverts, embankments, drainage, water
provision or storage, and sundry other reasonable works, a large and valuable portion of the Colony is
periodically shut off from supplies as well as from civilization for months together ; or an immense traffic
in stock, wool, and sundries lias to go round some scores of miles to obtain water, which no doubt can be
stored or obtained; that these conditions involve immense losses to the State, and to the individuals,
rendering steady permanent industry all but impossible ; that certain teams laden with wool from the
Border stations have not yet {31st August) readied their natural output (the nearest railway station),
although they have been cn route sincei January; that, in consequence, the lessees or owners of those
stations purpose sending (it is reported to your Petitioners) their future fleece to the seaboard, via tbe
sister Colony ; that Her Majesty's mails have kept no time at all during tho year ; that supplies for
stations, townships, or families have been all the present year trying to roach their destination, which
should have been accomplished in two or three weeks; that thirty or more teams in batches of that
number are periodically delayed several months, especially at the Thalaba, and thence to Collarendabri,
or at other watercourses that could be easily made crossable at reasonable times.
Your Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House to order that the abovementioued line of road
be classified forthwith as a second-class road, and that the various works required to make it usable at all '
reasonable times be done without unnecessary delay.
‘
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
\_Hcre follow 241 signatures."]

[3d.]
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

RESUMPTION OF MOLESWORTH-STREET, LISMORE.
(PAPERS IN CONNECTION WITH.)

Ordered by the

Legislative

Assembly to be printed, 20 July, 1890.

LETUPtX to an Order made Ivy the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 10th June, 1890, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ Copies of all papers, &c., in connection with resumption of Molesworth“ street, Lismore.”
(Mr. Ewin.g.)

SCHEDULE.

NO.
I'AOK.
J. Tlio Mayor of Lismore to the Survcvoi'-Goner.ii, with minutes ami enclosure. 27 June, 1R7J ...........................
2
2. The (Jjuiicil Clerk, Lismore, to tho Liiider Secretary fur Mines, with immite. 23 June, 1870 .............................
2
J. The same to the same, with minutes. C> September. 1S79 ..........................
....................................................
4 Office memorandum, with minutes. 23 September, 1879................................................................................................
3
5. District-Surveyor Donaldson to the Surveyor-General, with minutes. 2.3 September, 1879......................................
3
G. J. I1'. Landers to District-Surveyor Donaldson, with minute. 29 September, 1879 ................................................
3
7. District-Surveyor Donaldson to the Surveyor-General. 29 September, 1879 .............................................................
3
8. Licensed-Surveyor Euing to the Surveyor-General, uilli minute and enclosure. 30 October, 1880 ......................
4
9. Office memorandum, with minutcR, 31 October, 1S81 ....................................................................................................
4
10. The same, with minutes. 2/ September, 1SS2 ...............................................................................................................
fi
11. The Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Minos, with minutes and enclosure, fi .A(nil, 1883 ..................
5
12. Executive Council Minute, with minutes. 12 April, 1SS3 ...........................................................................................
9
13. Gazette Notice, with enclosure. 29 May, 1883 .............................................................................................................
9
14. The Bench of MagEtratcs, Lismore, to the Under Secretary for Mines. 30 May, 1883 ..........................................
7
13. The Clerk of Petty Sessions, Lismore, to the same. 4 July, 1883 ...............................................................................
7
1G. The Clerk of the Executive Councii to the Under Secretary for Mines, with minutes. 19 July, 1883 ..............
7
37. Executive Council Minute, uith miuuto and enclosure. 12 October, I8S3 ................................................................
S
15. John Currie to the Secretary for Mines. 23 October, 18S3 ............................................................................................
8
19. District-Surveyor Donaldson to Surveyor-General, with minutes and enclosures. 20 October, 1883 ......................
9
20. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Surveyor-General, with enclosure. 17 December, 1883 .............................. 10
21. Extract from Minute Book of the Lismore Borough Council, with minutes. About February, 1884 .................. 10
22. The Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Mines, witii immitcs. 12 February, 1881 ................................. 11
23. The Under Secretary for Mines to S. W, Giay, Esq., M.P. 19 February, 1884 ...................................................... 11
24. John Currie to the Secretary for Mines, with minutes. 11 March, 1884*...................................................................... 11
23. District-Surveyor Donaldson to the Surveyor-General, 14 May, 1881 ........................................................................ I"2G. E. W. Allingham to tho Under Secretary for Mines, with minutes and enclosures. 20 May, 1884 ...................... 12
27. Office Memorandum (Mines), with minutes. 29 July, 1884 ........................................................................................... 13
28. The Under Secretary for Mines to Samuel W. Gray, Esq., M.P, 10 September, 1884 ............................................ 13
29. The Mayor of Lismore to the Secretary for Mines, with minutes. 11 September, 1884 ........................................... 13
30. The Surveyor-General to the same, with minutes. 13 September, 1884 ..................................................................
14
31. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Mayor of Lismore, with enclosure. 17 September, 1884.............................. 14
32. Executive Council Minute, with minutes. 19 September, 1SS4...................................
14
33. District-Surveyor Donaldson to the .Suvvcyor-Gcuev.il. 21 September, 1884 ............................................................. 14
34. Memorandum by the Secretary for Mines, with minutes. 29 September, 1884 .......................................................... 15
3G. The Surveyor-General to tho Secretary for Mines, with minutes. 10 October, 1884...........
15
3G. The Under Secretary for Mines to Samuel W. Gray, Esq,, M.P., with enclosure. 14 November, 1884 ........... 15
37. The same to tho Council Clerk at Lismore. 17 November, 1881 ............................................................................... 15
38. The Mayor of Lismore to tho Under Secretary for Mines, with minutes and enclosures. 12 December,1884.......... 10
39. The Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Mines, with minutes. IS February, 1885.................................. 16
40. The Under Secretary for Mines to tho Mayor of Lismore, with enclosure. 25 February, 1885 ............................. 19
41. The Mayor of Lismore to tho Under Secretary fm Minos, with minutes. 29 May, 188o........................................... 17
42. Thos. Ewing, Esq., If. P., to the Secretary for Minos, with minutes and enclosure. 12 December, 1885................ 17
43. Thos. Ewing, Esq., M.P., with minutes and enclosure. 19 December, 1885 ............................................................. 17
44. The Under Secretary for Mines to Thomas T. Ewing, Esq., M.P. 1G January, 18SG ............................................. IS
45. The same to the same. 23 February, 1SSG ....................................................................................................................... IS
46. The Mayor of Lismore to the Under Secretary for Mines, 9 April, IS8G................................................................... 18
47. Thomas Ewing, Esq., and P. Hogan, Esq., Ms.P., to the Secretary for Mines, with minutes and enclosures. 12
April, 18SG.......................................................................................................................................................................... IS
48. The Under Secretary for Mines to Thomas T. Ewing, Esq., and P. Hogan, Esq., Ms.P. 19 April, 1880.............
19
49. Office memorandum with minutes. 27 April, 1SSG ........................................................................................................ 19
50. District-Surveyor Donaldson to the Surveyor-General, with minutes and enclosure. 31 May, 1SSG...................... 19
51. John Currie to the Secretary for Mines, with minutes. 1 June, 1880 ......................................................................... 20
52. District-Surveyor Donaldson to the Surveyor-General, with minutes and enclosures. 16 September, 1886 .......... 20
53. The Under Secretary for Mince to Thomas T. Ewing Esq., and P. Hogan, Esq., Ms.P. 22 December, 18SC....... 2?

' 4G8—A

_
f870 copies—Approximate cost of printing (labour and material), JJ51 10s. lOd.J
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2
NO.

51.
55.
5G.
57.
58.
59.
GO.
Cl.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
09.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
S7,
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Xo. 1.

The Mayor of Lismore to The Surveyor-General.
Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 27 June, 1879.
I have the honor to enclose herewith copy of a motion passed at the last meeting of the
Municipal Council of Lismore, requesting that you will be good enough to give the necessary instructions
for the setting out of the foot and carringe ways of the Township of Lismore, in pursuance of tho
Acts 2 Victoria No. 2, and 19 Victoria No. 10.
2. Perhaps it is unnecessary to intimate to you that application has been made twice before this for
the alignment of the streets of the Township of Lismore—once before and once since it has been pro
claimed a Municipality—and I would further beg to add that several police cases have had to be abandoned
in consequence of not being able to prove legally the boundary lines of the streets. The alignment of the
streets are further urgently required to enable the Municipal Council to proceed with Municipal provisions
for the prevention of epidemic and infectious diseases, which have often been a serious cause of alarm in
this locality during the summer months.
I therefore trust the matter will receive early attention.
I have, (be.,
.
JAMES STOCKS.
-------Mayor.
In the first instance, it is recommended that the information customarily furnished to new
Municipalities be supplied to the lismore Council, and they be asked to comply with the circular letters
relative to particularizing those streets they propose to form or expend money upon, and to provide align
ment posts and cost of erecting them under the supervision of the surveyor.—It out. D, Eitgehald {for
Surveyor-General), 10th July, 1879.
Inform.—H.W., 15;7/79.
The Council Clerk, Lismore, informed, 16th July, 1879. Await
reply, 16.
-----------------'
[TimeZoswre.]
moved, and Alderman Coleman seconded, “That His Worship the Mayor apply to tho SurveyorGeneral, requesting that he or his deputy sot out the breadth of the carriage and foot ways of the Township of Lismore, and
to mark the footways by posts wherever necessary, in punuance of the AolsS Victoria No. 2, and 19 Victoria No. 10.“ Gamed
unanimously.
Wir. CAESON,
23rd June,
Acting Town Olcrk.
Aldebman Amingham

is79.

2.
The Council Clerk, Lismore, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
No.

■

Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 28 July, 1879,
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 16th instant, together with circulars, dated
respectively 1st February, 1878, and 14th September, 1876, conveying instructions of your Department as
to the alignment of the streets of this municipality, and in reply thereto, beg to state as follows:—The
necessary posts will be immediately provided, size 9 in. x 9 in., squared above ground, and to be sunk
2 ft. 6 in. Will you be good enough to let me know if the size of the posts herein described is in accordance
with the requirements. Should no reply be received, the Council will take the necessary steps to have
them prepared at once ready for the surveyor, whose arrival is anxiously anticipated by the Council.
I have, &c.,
WM. OSBORNE HARMAND,
-------- Council Clerk.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for TJ.S.), B.C., 6/8/79.
No. 3.
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No. 3.
'
The Council Clerk, Lismore, to Tho Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 5 September, 1S79.
I do myself the honor to call your attention to a letter of His Worship the Mayor of Lismore
to the Surveyor-General, dated 27th June, and your reply thereto dated IGth July (Roads No. 79-2,339),
respecting the alignment of streets in the township of Lismore, and to which letter, by the direction of His
Worship the Mayor, I replied on 28th July, staling that your instructions ns to alignment posts would be
complied with immediately, and pressing upon you the necessity of early attention to the matter. To this
communication no reply has been received, and I am instructed again to request your attention to this
matter, as serious inconveniences are already aiming from the inability of the Council to carry out the pro
visions of Municipalities and Towns Police Act until the streets shall be aligned.
Will you have the goodness to say,—first, whether you approve of the dimensions of the sizes of
alignment posts submitted to you 1 Second : How soon may the Council expect the alignment to be made 1
I hfive (^0’

WM. OSBORNE HARMAND,
Council Clerk.
Surveyor-General.—GE.H. (for TJ.S.), B.C., 12/9/79,
'
It is recommended that the Borough Council of Lismore be informed that the dimensions of the
alignment posts they propose to erect referred to in a previous letter, namely—9 in. x 9 in , squared above
ground, to be sunk 2 ft. 6 in. in the ground, are considered satisfactory, although 3 ft. in the ground would
he better ; also, that Mr. Surveyor Ewing has this day been instructed to make the necessary survey of tho
streets needing alignment, and he will proceed to Lismore for the purpose so soon as his other professional
duties will permit.—Rout. D. Fitzgerald (for Surveyor-General), 4th October, 1879.
Inform.—G.E.H. (for TJ.S.), 9/10/79. The Council Clerk, Lismore, informed 9th October, 1879.

No. 4.
Office Memorandum.
23 September, 1879.
Further application having been made relative to alignment of Lismore, vide Roads 79-3,332, will the
Surveyor-General be good enough to say if he has determined on the appointment of a surveyor for the
duty?
I have 4c.,
______
A. J. STOPPS.
Telegraph Mr. Donaldson, Alignment of Lismore urged. Shall I send a surveyor? How long
will it take liim ?—P.F.A., 25. Telegram sent, 25 September, 1879.
Mr. Surveyor Ewing is requested to survey for alignment such streets within the municipality of
Lismore as the Council propose to form or to expend money upon, and to superintend the erection of
thoroughly substantial alignment posts, to be supplied by the municipality, as also must be the necessary
labour to erect them. The attention of Mr. Surveyor Ewing is drawn most particularly to the sheet of
general instructions accompanying this, and also the two sheets of diagrams, a careful compliance with
which is strictly enjoined.—Robt. D. Fitzgerald (for Surveyor-General), 4th October, 1879. No. 8.
Replied to by letter of 30th October, 1880. No. 80/94.—Thos. T, Ewing.

No. 5.
'
Telegram from Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Surveyor-General.
Alignment of Lismore. I do not think it is necessary to send up a surveyor. I can spare one in a
fortnight, and the work will take about another fortnight.
P. R. DONALDSON,
--------District Surveyor.
Roads Branch, 26 September.—P.F.A.
■
Reply noted. Surveyor-General,—Should not Mr. Donaldson be asked to name the surveyor he
proposes to employ in order that explicit instruction should issue to him ? A fortnight appears to me
inadequate for the work.—A.J.S., 25/9/79.
Yes; by telegraph.—P.F.A., 29/9/79.
Mr. Landers.—A.J.S., 29/9/79.
Telegram sent.—■
P.E.E., 29/9/79.

No. 6.
Telegram from Mr. J. F. Landers to Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson.
•
Sydney, 29 September, 1879.
Please give the name of the surveyor you propose to employ in alignment of Lismore.
J. F. LANDERS.
I propose to employ Mr. Ewing on alignment, Lismore.—P.R.D., 29/9/79.

No. 7.
Telegram from Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Surveyor-General.
Grafton, 29 September, 1879.
I

propose

to employ Mr, Ewing on alignment, Lismore.
P. R, DONALDSON,
District-Surveyor.
No. 8.
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^To. 8.

Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Ewing to The Surveyor-General.
Sir,

Lismore, 30 October, 1880.
I have tiie honor herewith to transmit plan of streets in the Town of Lismore, proposed to tie
aligned under Act of Council 2 Victoria No. 2, surveyed in accordance with instructions of -1 October,
No. 79-8.
The alignment posts are erected as shown. The Council have now all the streets aligned that they
intend improving for some considerable time.
From plan it will be seen that Molesworth-stroet (though supposed to be so surveyed originally) is
not on a continuous bearing. To produce the most suitable building line from the southern end of the
town would not only make the road impassable near and at tho foot of Zadoc-strcet, but would also go well
into the roadway between Zadoc and Orion Streets, thus interfering"with building line in the western side
of street; while to adopt the most suitable bearing from northern end of Molesworth-street, and carry it
through would so interfere with holdings in the most valuable part of the town that the alignment would
be protested against and not be accepted. Boundaries arc very little interfered with. A few fences
encroach a little, and a wooden building of not a substantial nature in Zadoc-street.
•
The northern side of Wilson-street is all dense brush ; there is nothing to guide to be found. Posts
would be valueless till the brush is cleared.
I have, .fee.,
------Tl-lOS. T. EWING.
Roll plan and field-book, Roads 79-363G and plan herewith.—G.W.

No. 0.
Office Memorandum.
M^itORASTiUit of subjects requiring explanation or completion in connection with survey and plan of
alignment of Lismore, parish of Lismore, county of lions, transmitted by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor
Ewing, letter No. 80-24 of 30th October, 1880, on which Mr. Ewing’s report in explanation isrequested.
Subject.

Report.

1. Whether pegs have been placed at tho intersection of 1. Yes; they should be shown on plan.
Conway and Dawson Streets, and if Conway-atreet from
Yes; there are no improvements to show,
Eeen-strcot to Dawson-street has been aligned, no notes
being given on field-book.
2. Why building lines are in some instances shown by broken 2. This is unintentional.
red lines.

The lines should be firm.

3. Section 34 does not close by 4'1 links and 4-9 links; section 3. I have investigated the matter and herewith aubjoin
lengths and bearings of these sections; these are shown
C by 1‘4 and l’5j section 5 by 1'8 links and 1'8 links.
wrongly on plan doubtless i—
Section 34,—111° 30' 031, 78° 445J, 348° lO'OO, 258° 5’41,
201° 30' 782. Close—N 1070 7, E 1023 7.
S 1070 9, W 1023 4.
Section 6.-111°
10105, 201° 30' 1206, 291° 09' 1007J,
21° 19' 1206. Close—N 1486 7, E 1381 1.
S 1486 C, W 1381 3.
Section 5.-111° 30' 1000, 201° 30' 1006, 291° 09' 1011,
22° OS' 1012. N 1302, E J311 5.
S 1302, W 1311 4.
...
4. In Zadoc-street a building is shown on plan as encroaching, 4. An offset is shown from traverse line (which is outside
building line) to building the building encroaches.
but in field-book it is within tho building line.
5. Whether pegs have been placed at intersection of Keen and 5. On the western side of Keen-street they should be shown
on plan.
Bounty Streets.
6. Whether house encroaches on Orion-street as stated in 6. This is erroneously shown in schedule. There is no house
encroachment on Orion-street; the field-book does not
schedule and shown on field-book, the plan not showing
such encroachment.
sliow it.
7. Has t.hs Northern side of Orion-street, between Keen-street 7. There are no improvements thereon ; any pegs put in
would be over bank of river. The southern side of street
and Uichmond Hiver, been aligned, no length being given
is well defined by posts at intersection of Keen and
on plan or on field-book.
Orion Streets, Orion and Molesworth Streets, and lane
through section 4.
8. Meridian lines at regular distances should have been shown 8. Will put them on in future.
on plan.
THOS. T. EWING, 13/4/82.
A. J. STOPPS
(for Surveyor-Geteral). 31/10/81.

No. 10.
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No. 10.
Office Memorandum.

’

Memoiundum of eLib-jcets requiring explanation or completion in connection with the survey and plan
of Lismore, parish of Lismore, county of Itous, transmitted by Mr. Surveyor Ewing, letter No. 91,
of 30th October, 1S80, and on which Mr. Ewing’s report in explanation is requested.
Subject.

Heport.

£>1B|
I.;
' 21

I^ielu-book.—Pago

11. No distance on chain line for
offset given to southern corner of building described
as "Commercial School.”

The distance on chain line is 14ft links.
21.

117

105 £

I
*
12

Page 13. No offset given to south-eastern corner of
building as “ Private Cottage.”

■4BS

Offset 12 links.
S11
' 50'

432

'

421

Page 13. A building described as “ Chronicle Office,”i
not shown on plan. The length of this building,
facing the road, is given as 29,^, but as it is situated
between 394 and 421 on the chain line,—Can it be
plotted between these distances '!

'

32

6

<

41

3
?>
5 N
>

41

This building may be plotted between
394 and 421 ; at time of survey it
was very dilapidated—it has been
now removed altogether—it was
scarcely worth allowing.

i

In several instances it is not stated of what material]
the houses are composed—whether of brick, stone,
or wood, which should always ho done.
A. J. STOPPS'
(For Surveyor-General),
'
Folio 208, No. 12.
27th September, 1882.

All buildings are wood unless otherwise stated.
T. T. EWING,
20/11/82.

No. 11.
The Surveyor-General to The Tinder Secretary for Mines.
The fiocompnnying plan and book of reference of the streets, as per margin, in the Municipality of Lismore

are forwarded with the view to the proclamation of the streets under the Act of Council, 4 William IV.
No. 11, previous to their alignment in accordance with Act of Council, 2 Victoria No. 2.
’
_
,
B.C., 5 April, 1883.

.

Submitted.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 10/4/83.

A. J. STOPPS
/For the Surveyor-General),
Approved.—J. P. Aijeott, 11/4/83.

Minute.

[Enclosure.)

Catalogue No.
Ll. 2203 here*
with.
Tracing ready
tot the Bench of
Mn-ptatr&tua at
Lismore. Streets
referred to —
Bounty, Cathcart, Conway,
and other streets
ns per Book ol
Referenee,
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o£

Reference of Streets in the Municipality of Lismore, County of Rous, proposerl to he aligned under Act of Council*
2nd Victoria No. 2, after having been confirmed miner the Act of Council, 4 William IV, SA. 11.
Length

Portion of Uood,

Breadth of Read,

Bearings.

Remarks.

Area.

Chain.

S.E.

JO'00

a. r. p.
12 ft. (footway only) 0 0 29

N.W.

lO'OO

12

S.E,

29-13

99 ft........................... 4

N.E.-

(max.)
.48'06

N.W.

10-00

99 ft...........................

N.E.

07‘44
(max.)
13-95

99 ft........................... 10 0 7

27-90

99 ft...........................

Reserved Roadway.

1. Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to
Keen-street (north side only).
2, Cathcart-street, from Leycester-street to
Wiison-strcet (west side only).
3. Conway-street, from Richmond River to
Dawson-street.
4, Dawson-street, from south side of Conwaystreet to Orion-street (west side only).
5. Dawson-street, from Leycester-street to
Wilson-street.
6. Keen-street, from Bounty-street to Wilsonstreet.
7. Leycester-street, from Orion-street to Cath
cart-street (north side only).
8. Magellan-street, from Richmond River to
Dawson-street.
9. Molesworth-street, from Ballina-street to
Orion-street.
10. Orion-street, from Wilson’s Creek to
Dawson-street.
11, Wilson-street, from Wilson’s Creek to
Cathcart-street (south-side only).
12. Woodlark-street, from Wilson’s Creek to
Dawson-street.
13, Zadoc-street, from Molesworth-street to
Dawson-street.

N.E,.
S.E.

ft.

„

Fence obstruction.

... 0 0 29
1 14

12 ft. (footway only) 0 3 20
1

12 ft. (footway only) 0

2 0

1

Fence encroachment.

0

4 0 27

(max.)
N.E.
S.E.
N.E.
S.E.
S.E.

62-98

(min.)
23-01
(max.)
19-00
30*10}
(max.)
21-50

26 ft. 4 in. to 105 ft. 8
3 in.
86 ft. to 99 ft............ 3

1

12 ft. (footway only) 1

0 18

99 ft........................... 4

1 20

99 ft...........................

0

1 32

3 0 36

Fence obstruction and
encroachment.
Fence encroachment.

Fence encroachment aud
house encroachment.

No. 12.
Executive Council Minute.
Preliminary Notification of Stref.ts, Municipality of Lismore.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 April, 1883.
The authority of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council is sought for the opening of the

undermentioned lines of streets, as shown by the accompanying plan and book of reference, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act 4th Wm. IV, No 11, previous to alignment, in accordance with Act of
Council 2 Victoria No. 2 :—
.
1. Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street (north side only).
2. Cathcart-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street (west side only).
3. Conway-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-stroet.
4. Dawson-strcet, from south side of Conway-street to Orion-street (west side only).
5. Dawsou-street, from Leycester-strcct to Wiison-strcet.
6. Keen-street, from Bounty-street to Wilson-street.
7. Leycester-street, from Orion-street to Cathcart-street (north side only).
8. Magellan-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street.
9. Molesworth-street, from Ballina-street to Orion-street.
10. Orion-street, from "Wilson’s Creek to Dawson-street.
11. Wilson-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Cathcart-street (south side only).
12. Woodlark-street, from Wilson's Creek to Dawson-street.
13. Zadoc-street, from Molesworth-street to Dawson-street.
--------J. P. ABBOTT.
The Executive Council advised that the intended formation of the streets referred to be notified in
the manner prescribed by the Act 4th Wm. IV, No. 11.—Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council.
Min.,
83/15,14/4/83.
Confirmed, 25/4/83.
Approved.—A.L., 14/4/83.
Bench Lismore forwarded plans,
&c., 23 May, 83. Notified, 29th May, S3. Folio 2958. C. X. C., 30fch May, 83.
Advertised, 31/5/83.
In a month, 31/5/83.
_____________________

No. 13.
Gazette Notice.
Preliminary Notification

of

Streets

in the

Municipality

of

Lismore.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 May, 1883.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make the several streets mentioned in the Schedule appended hereto : Notice is hereby given
that in accordance with the provisions of the Act 4th William IV, No. 11, plans and books of reference
showing the intended lines of the streets in question are now deposited at the office of the Surveyor-General
in Sydney, and at the Police Office mentioned.
It is requested that any well-grounded objections that may exist to the formation of the streets in
question may be transmitted in writing to the Clerk of the Executive Council within one month from this
date.
By His Excellency's command,

JOSEPH P. ABBOTT.
[jEtocfostire.]
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Schedule referred to.

Names of reputed |
Roads No.

Description of Streets.
ttree^ pass.

83.1661.
82.169.1.
S.O.
L. 1.2203.

].
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
5.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street (north sale onlv).......... \
Cathcavt-stroet, from Leyces'tcr-street to Wilson-street (west side only).......... 1
Conwoy-street, from Richmond Hirer to Dawson-street..................................... 1
Dawson-stroet, from south side of Conway-street to Orion-street (west side only)
Dawson-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street .................................. ..
Keen-street, from Bounty-street to Wilson-street................................................
Reserved
Leycester-street, from Orion-street to Cathcart-street (north side only}..........
Magellan-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street ................................ I Roadways.
Molesworth-street, from Ballina-street to Orion-street.........................................
Orion-street, from Wilson's Creek to Dawson-street............................................
Wilson-street, from Wilson's Creek to Cathcart-street (south side only)..........
Woodlark-street, from Wilson's Creek to Dawson-street........ .
................... |
Zadoc-street, from Molesworth-street to Dawson-street .................................... |

_

Lismore.

No. 14.

The Bench of Magistrates, Lismore, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Lismore, 30 Slay, 1SS3.

The plan and book of reference, as per number in margin, and description, have been duly received for Mines,
exhibition as required by law.

No' 63-b86i.
Description of Streets.

1. Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street (north side only).
2. Cathcart-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street (west side only).
3. Conway-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street.
4. Dawson-street, from south side of Conway-street to Orion-street (west side only), and nine other
streets in ^Municipality of Lismore.
H. WOOER, P.M.
(Ror the Bench).

No. 15.
The Clerk of Petty Sessions, Lismore, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Lismore, 4 July, 1883.
The plan and book of reference, as per number in margin, and description, have been duly exhibited for MlnM
thirty days, as required by law.
No, sn.tflN

Description of Streets.
1. Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street (north side only).
2. Cathcart-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street (west side only).
3, Conway-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street,
Dawson-street, from south side of Conway-street to Orion-street (west side only), and nine other
streets in Municipality of Lismore.
‘
WM. CARSON, C.P.S.

4,

(For the Bench).

No. 1C.
The Clerk of the Executive Council to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Executive Council Office, 19 July, 1883.
Bounty and
Referring to your letter of the 30th May, I do myself the honor to inform you that no objection twelve other
streets. Munici
has been lodged with me to the formation of the proposed streets noted in the margin.
pality of
Lismore.
' I have, ifcc.,
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
---------Clerk of the Council.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H., (for TT.S.), BC., 24/7/S3.
Confirmation of these streets is now
recommended.—A. J. Siopps (for Surveyor-General), 2/10/83.
Submitted.—G.E.H, (for U.S.), 5/10/83.
Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 11/10/83.
Minute, 12/10/83.

No. 17.
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No. 17.
Executive Council Minute.
Confirmation of Streets, Municipality of Lismore.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 October, 1883.
It is recommended, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and tho Executive Council, that the

undermentioned lines of streets, which have been duly advertised in the Government Gazette, be now con
firmed, in accordance with the provisions of the 4th Wm. IV, No, 11, previous to alignment, in accordance
with Act of Council 2 Victoria No. 2, viz. —
_
1. Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street (north side only).
2. Cathcart-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street (west side only).
3. Conway-street, from Kichmond Liver to Dawson-street.
4. Dawson-street, from south side of Conway-street to Orion-street (west side only).
5. Dawson-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street.
C. Keen-street, from Bounty-street to Wilson-street.
7. Leycester-street, from Orion-street to Cathcart-street (north side only),
8. Magellan-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street.
0. Molesworth-street, from Ballina-street to Orion-street.
10. Orion-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Dawson-street.
11. Wilson-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Cathcart-street (south side only).
12. Woodlark-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Dawson-street.
13. Zadoc street, from Molesworth-street to Dawson-street.
J.
[Enclosure.']

P. ABBOTT.

.
Department of Mines, Sydney, Gth November. 1SS3.

CONFIRMATION OF STREETS.—MUNICIPALITY OF LISMORE.
is hereby given, in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4th Villiam IV, No, 11, that His Excellency the
Oovemor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con firm the Streets mentioned in the annexed
Schedule (notwitlistanding any objections that miglit have been urged), and it is bei cby declared expedient to open and
make the Streets referred to, accouiing to the plan and book of reference to be seen at the Police Offices mentioned.
Any persons intending to claim compensation in respect of the said line are reminded that notice must be served on
the Secretary for Mines within forty days from the date hereof, as provided by the Gth section of tho Act above referred to,
or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency s Command,
_____
JOSEPH P. ABBOTT.
Notice

Schedule

Btmla No.

S3-4278
83-150-5
S. G.

L. 1-22G3

iiekeekkij

to.

Pwriptioii of Street?.

],
2.
3.
4.
5.
G.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.
12,
13,

Uatc of Gazette of
previous Notice
of intended o|>emn^
of Streets

Plan?, A*c.,
lodjrorf at the
Police Oilkc at —

Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street (north side only).. 1
Cathcart-street, from Leycester-street to Vilson-street (nest side only)..
Conway-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street .........................
Daw'son-streot, from south side of Conway-street to Orion-street (west
side only) ................................................... ...................................................
Dawson-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-street............................
Keen-street, from Bounty-street to Wiison-strcet .................. ................... 2!) May, 1SS3, Lismore.
Leycester-stvcet, from Orion-street to Cathcart-street (north side only)... f folio 2958.
Magellan-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-street..........................
Mofeswoith-strcct, from Ballina-street to Orion-street ...........................
Orion-street, from Wilson's Creek to Dawson-street ............... . .............
Wiison-strcet, from 'Wilson’s Creek to Cathcart-street (south side only)..
Woodlark-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Dawson-street..........................
Zadoo-strcct, from Molesivorth-stieet to Dawson-street........ ................. )

The Executive Council advise that the course recommended be approved.—Alex. O. Burge, Clerk
of the Council.
Min. 83-43, 16/10/83.
Confirmed, 23/10/83.
Approved.—A.L., 16/10/83.
Notified, Nov., 1883, folio 0,000: advertised, 8/11/83.
Kesub., 17/12/83.—8/11/83.
No claims)
Records.—W.B., 17/12/83.

________________________ ___________

No. 18.
Mr. J. Currie to The Secretary for Mines.
g|r)

Lismore, Richmond River, 23 October, 1883.
I take the liberty of addressing you regarding tbe road in Molesworth-street, that the local
Council wants the Government to resume land so as to widen said street. I beg to state that this is a river
bank road. If the Government goes to the expense of resuming land now, and the Council allows heavy
traffic along this road without making some provision in the shape of a retaining wall to protect the river
bank, it is only a question of time until the Government will be called upon again to resume more land.
This is purely a municipal work, but, unfortunately, wc have a very unworkable Council, the one end of
the town fighting against the other as to sites for public buildings, to further local ends, at the expense of
the general taxpayers. Were it otherwise this road would have been repaired long ago, fit for traffic ; or
if the town was not incorporated property-holders interested would have had the road at landslip repaired
long ago, as it only involved the matter of a couple of hundred pounds. A case is now pending in the
Supremo Court against the Council for neglect. I thought it my duty to bring this matter under the
notice of the Honorable the Minister.
I am, Ac.,
JOHN CURRIE.
No. 10.
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No. 19
Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Surveyor-General.
Sir,

District Survey Office, Grafton, 26 October, 1883.
"With reference to instructions of 10 July, 83-156, to report on tho application of the Lismore
Municipality to resume sufficient laud from tbe adjacent allotments to give the full width to Molesworthstreet where it is not that width, wc.:
.
I have the honor to report that tbe published plan of the Village of Lismore, dated 1856, shows
Molesworth-street to be not only tbe full width, but that there is fully two chains in width between that
street and the river opposite the north part of section 5 and south part of section 4.
2. From the sketch which I forward herewith it will be seen that there is no land between the street
and the river at the north corner of section 5 and south part of section 4, but that there is only a width of
47 links of that part of the street at the end of Zadoc-street, and for a distance of about 6 chains no part is more
than 80 links wide, and I am of opinion that the difference arises from an error in the original design of the town.
3. Until about three years ago a roadway was in existence from the principal business part of the
town (which is Molesworth-street from Woodlark-street North to next street) to the wharf shown on sketch
herewith, which was then the depot of tho ocean steamers, but has since in a great measure been superseded
by tbe erection of the public wharf near the end of Magellan-street, but a landslip which took place about
three years ago has rendered this roadway useless, as it has cut away the river bank up to the north-west
corner of section 5, leaving a perpendicular descent of about 30 feet, and traffic is now permitted on
sufferance across tbe corner of allotment 18 of section 5, and thence through front of allotments 1, 2, and
part of 3 of section 4, as shown on sketch.
4. I am informed by Mr. Coleman, the owner of allotments 2 and 3 of section 4, that he offered to
repair, pile, and guarantee the stability of the work of remaking this road when the slip took place for £150.
5. That part of Molesworth-street from Zadoc-street to corner of allotment 3 is only about 4 feet above
high-water, and the ascent of Zadoc-street is too steep for wheel traffic, and could not bo made practicable
unless by raising the land at the water, which would be very costly, and liable to be carried aw-ay by floods,
6. The bank of Brown's Creek opposite, a part of allotment 19 of section 5, is very steep; and a
fence for tbe protection of the persons using tbe road has been erected on the top of the steep bank, which
leaves a width of only 31 links for the traffic, and this is further reduced in consequence of the road being
on a side cutting, rendering it necessary to leave some of the land on the east side for the stability of the
fence and for the slope of the cutting.
7. It will be seen from the above that as it will be necessary, if any land is resumed, that part of
section 5 will be required as well as part of section 4, and that the suggestion to increase the width of the
lane to a 100-link street would nob meet the requirements ; it would also be more expensive, as the land is.
higher than that in Molesworth-street, and more valuable. The Church of England would also be close on
the new street boundary, and the new Government stable buildings would be on the street and required to
be removed.
8. A cutting 12 feet deep has been made through the crown of the ridge in Zadoc-street and part of
the lane in section 4; and the only practicable route for traffic now, without encroaching on the alienated
allotments, is via this cutting, the lane and Orion-street, and the front of section 4. Until the slip is
repaired, or resumption made, this is not only circuitous but steep on the north of section 4.
9. To resume sufficient land to make Molesworth-street the full width as applied for by the
Municipal Council would, in my opinion, cause unnecessary injury to the owners of allotments 18 and 19
of section 5, by taking away so much of their land that the residue would be deteriorated in value; and as
the street would have to be cut down below the level of the land left, access would be very difficult.
10. But I would submit that, if the land could be obtained at a reasonable rate, and if the proposal
would meet the views of the Municipal Council, it might be desirable to resume so much of the land as
is shown by red tint on the sketch herewith, which would admit of a roadway 35 feet wide at the narrowest
part and a footpath on the east side of the street 8 feet wide, which would, I am of opinion, be sufficient
for the traffic from this part of the town.
11. The larger depth of land to be resumed in allotments 1 and 2 of section 4 is necessary, in
consequence of tbe land being so low on the 50 links nearest the water and steep and broken on the next
50, leaving only about 50 links of fair roadway on the highest part; but, as it is all subject to inundation,
its value is less than that of the part of section 5 which is so much higher.
12. As the owners of the land which it is suggested it may be desirable to resume would be all more
or less benefited by having a good street direct to the business part of the town, it would be to their
interest to accept a reasonable value for the land ; and I would submit whether the Municipal Council
might not be invited to ascertain and furnish to the Government the amount of compensation which the
several owners would be willing to accept for tbe land proposed to be resumed should such proposal be
satisfactory to that body. The matter is one of great moment to the municipality, as the cost of reforming
or reconstruction of Molesworth-street where the slip took place would be considerable.
13. The extent of the land which it is suggested may be resumed, as shown in red on sketch
herewith, would be—
(a) 2 chains to Molesworth-street, by 1 chain to Zadoc-street, of allotment 1, section 4; area, 32
perches, more or less ; owner, Dr. Parker.
■
(ii) 2 chains to Molesworth-street, by 1 chain deep, except a small corner at north boundary of allot
ment 2, section 4 ; area, 31 perches, more or less ; owner, E. Coleman.
(e) 1 chain to Molesworth-street, by a depth of 70 at south end to nil at north end of allotment 3,
section 4 ; area, 6 perches, more or less; owner, E. Coleman.
(d) 2i chains to Molesworth-street, by a depth of 50 links and 40 links j-espectivcly, mean depth 45
links, of allotment 18 of section 5 ; area, 18 perches, more or lass ; owner, A. Currie.
(e) About 3 chains to Molesworth-street, by a depth of 40 links and about 15 links respectively
mean about 27| links of allotment 19, of section 5 ; area, about 14 perches, more or less ; owner,,
the Commercial Bank of Sydney.
I have, <fce.,
P. B. DONALDSON,
------District Surveyor,
468—B
Mis.
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Mis. 83/SG65 and sketch herewith. Tho Surveyor-General.
This report, in connection with your B.C. minute of 10th July last on S-VSGGo Mis. enclosed, is sub
mitted, It is to the effect that so much of allotments 1, 2, and 3 of section 4, and allotments 18 and 19 of
section 5, as are shown by red tint on accompanying tracing, should if possible be resumed.—Jko. J.C.,
23rd November, 1883.
This being an application for the widening of a street, it should have been sent to the Roads Branch
instead of the Charting Branch. It appears to be a case which might be more readily dealt with by tbe
Municipal Council than by the Government. Referred to Mr. Stopps.—E.T, (for the Surveyor-General),
13/12/83.
'

No. 20.
The TTnder Secretary for nlincs to The Surveyor-General.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 December, 1883.
period allowed by law for making claims for compensation under the provisions of the Act 4
William IV, No. 11, having elapsed in connection with Bounty and twelve other streets in the Munici
pality of Lismore, no claims have been received, and the papers are forwarded to the Surveyor-General for
action.
GERARD E. HERRING
---- ----------(For the Under Secretary),
The

[Enclosure.]
Eieculivc Council Office, Sydney, 1 October, 1884.
ALIGNirEKT or Stbiits, Munfcipautt

of

Lismobi.

Excellency tbe G-overnor, with tbe advice of the Eiccutivo Council, directs it to bo notified, in conformity with tho
provisions of the Act of Council 2 Victoria No. 2, that the breadths of the carringe and footways of the streets herein
specified in tho Jlunieipality of Ijismore, aball bo those sot forth in tbe annexed Schedule ; and that consequently it will not
‘be lawful for any person to erect any building within the said distances so set forth from the curbstone or the exterior edge
of tbe said footways ns delineated on tho plan subniitled to His Excellency and tbe Executive Connell, in conformity with the
said Act, nhieh said plan lies at tbe office of the Surveyor-General for the inspection of the public.
By His Excelleny’s Command,
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
-------------Clerk of the Council.
His

Schedule

Name of Street.

From

iukireed

Width
of
Carriage
way.

To

to.

Width of each
Footway.

feet.
Bounty-street........... Molesworth-street.. Keen-street .........
Cathcart-street ....... Leycestcr-slecet ... Wilson-street .....
Conway-street....... Richmond Eiver ... Dawsou-sfre&t......
Dflwson-etreet.......... Conway-street ...
Orion-street ....... .

75

Dawpon-streat ...... Leyeesler-etreet ... Wilson-streit .....
Eeen*strcefc............ . Bounty-street ...... Wilson-street .......
Lvveoster-Btreet....... Orion-street......... Cathcart-street.......

75
75

Magelian-street...... Richmond River ... Dftwsoiusfcrcefc ......
Molesworth*streefc... Ballina-street ...... Conway-street.....

75

Molesworth-street... Conway-sfrcct .....
( Wilson’s Creek
Orion-street ...... 1
and
Molesworth-stroet
Wilson-street.......... Wilson’s Creek

Woodlark-street ...
Dawson-street
j
and
>
Leyceater-street )
Cathcart-street......

75

Woodlark-street . . Wilson’s Creek...... Dawson-street .....
Zadoc-street ........... Molesworth-street.. Dawson-street ....

75
75

75

Total
Width.

Remarks.

feet.
12 feet
(north side only)
12 feet
‘
(west side only)
12 feet
12 „
(west side only)
12 feet
12 „
12.”
(north side only)
12 feet
12 >*
(east side only)
12 feet
12

„

12. „
(south side Only)
12 feet
12 „

Fence obstruction.

90
99
99

Fence encroaclmiet

99
.......

i>

99

it

99

ft

99
99

Fence and house
croschments.

No. 21.
Extract.
Extract from Minute-hook of Municipal meeting, held 16th April, 1883.
Present:—His Worship the Mayor in the Chair, Aldermen Barrie, Larkin, Brett, and Glasgow.
Alderman Barrie moved,—That from the unskilful manner Molesworth-street has been laid out in the
original survey of this township, inasmuch as no way of access has been left to section No. 4 by that street
to the great injury of those who inadvertently purchased land and built houses and business places on the
said section fronting the said street, this Council is of opinion that the Government should be requested to
resume sufficient land from the adjacent allotment to form the said Molesworth-street to the full width
where it is shown to be in Wilson’s Creek in the plan of the township of Lismore. That the foregoing
resolution be forwarded to the Member for this district with the strongest recommendation this Council can
give it, that the request it contains be pressed upon the Government, so that the matter may receive the
earliest attention it is possible to give it.
'
Seconded by Alderman Larkin, and carried.
Please
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Please pent receipt, to flavor of Lismore, but 'fitn! anmer to me.—S. W. Gray.
For report of
Survey Office.—F.H.W., 11/6/83.
Referred to the District Surveyor at Grafton for early consideration and comprehensive report
Perhaps it might be feasible to convert the lane through section 4 into a street 100 feet wide (with tracing
from R. 193).----------- (for Surveyor-General), 10/7/83. No. 156.
The Secretary and Cashier.—Jm C.C., 11/7/83,
Replied toby 83-205.—P. R Donaldsox, D.S.

No. 22.
The Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Diagram.

Borough Council of Lismore desires tho
Crown to take land from town allotments to
afford access from one part of Molesworth-stroet
to another, on the ground that the street was so
ill-designed by the Government Surveyor that
the north arm of the Richmond River occupies
so much of what should bo street that traffic
along it is impossible.
The facts are that when the allotments were
measured in the town the north arm of the
Richmond River was distant 2 chains to the
west of Molesworth-street, which street was LJchains wide, but the erosion of the river bank has
not only carried away the land on the north
western side of the street, but very nearly all tho
street at that bend of the river.
It appears that any action requisite to make a
practicable thoroughfare of Molesworth-street is
a work that is purely municipal, and should be
carried out by the Borough Council.
The Crown might survey the deviation pro
vided the Borough Council undertake to satisfy
all churns that may be made.
Attention is invited to Mr, Currie’s letter,
Roads, S.-G.O., 83-J-f;-tl bore with,
A. ,T. STOPPS
(For Surveyor-General),
12th February, 1SS4.

The

Orion St.

Woodlark Street

Lismore was gazetted a municipality on 5th
March, 1879.
Submitted,—G.E.H. (for tho
"Under Secretary), 14/2/84. Approved.—J. P.
Abbott, 19/2/84.
S. V. Gray, M.P., in
formed, 19/2/84.

Scale 8 chains to an inch,
Land required to be taken to connect the two
parts of Molesworth-street shown thus ......... .
(Coloured purple on original.)

No. 23.
The Under Secretary for Mines to S.

W.

Gray, Esq., M.P.

Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 February, 1884.
With reference to the Municipal Council’s (of Lismore) request that tho Crown will take land
from town allotments to afford access from one part of Molesworth-street to another, as the north arm of
the Richmond River now occupies so much of what should be the street that traffic is impossible, I am
directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that wlien the allotments wore measured in the town the
north arm of the Richmond River was distant 2 chains to tho west of Molesworth-street, which street was
1J chains wide, but the erosion of the river bank has carried away the land that formed the street, the
making of Molesworth-street a practicable thoroughfare should, therefore, bo carried out by the Borough
Council.
I have, die.,
'
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

.
Sir,

No. 24.
Mr. J. Currie to The Secretary for Mines.

Lismore, Richmond River, 11 March, 1884.
I take the liberty to state that I note by the local Council’s proceedings on
instant, that they
received a letter from the Department re landslip near Dr. Parker’s residence to which they are not satisfied.
This is purely municipal work. The Council made a beginning to fill in slip as a cover for an action against
them
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them now before tbe Supreme Court, but not yet settled. A good and true man preferred to make the road
as fit for traffic as it was before slip for £200. This did not suit the Council as then formed, they bad
another object in view, re site for New Court-house, that object being to block the authorities by having
no road at least on river side of site.
I am, <kc'i
______
JOHN CURRIE.
Molesworth-street, Lisniore.—Mr. Currie’s letters of 23rd October, 1883, and_ March 11th, 1884,
will be duly considered before final action is taken.—T.C.B, (for U.S.), 14/2/84.
Acknowledged, 14/3/84.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 30/4/84.

Mr.

No. 25.
District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Surveyor-General.

Sir,

District Survey Office, Grafton, 14 May, 1884.
With reference to the alignment of Lismore, plan of which was forwarded with Mr, Surveyor
Ewing’s letter, 30th October, No. 80-94, I have the honor to inform you that application has been made
by the Municipality some time ago to resume some of the land on the east side of Molesworth-street,
between Woodlark and Orion Streets, there not being sufficient land in parts between the building line
and the river to permit of a roadway and footpath as well.
_
It would, therefore, not be desirable to proclaim that part of the street in question.
1*. R. DONALDSON, D.S.

No. 26.
Mr. E. W. Allinsdiam
to The Under Secretaryt for Mines.
O
Landslip, Lismore.
gir,
Lismore, 20 May, 1884,
’
Referring to your letter addressed to S. W. Gray, Esq., M.P., of date the 19th February, 1884,
on the subject mentioned above, I have the honor to transmit you, under instructions received from the
parties interested, declarations of Archibald Currie, John Peate, and Thomas T. Ewing, as to certain
facts in connection with the circumstances of this landslip. I shall be glad to hear from you on the subject
of this letter at your earliest convenience.
I have, &c.,
--------E. W. ALLINGHAM.
Acknowledge.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 23/5/84.
G. E. H. (for U. S.), B. C., 23/5/84.

Acknowledged, 23 ,'5,'84.
'

The Surveyor-General.—

[Enclosures.]
I,

ARCniBAi.D Currie,

of Lismore, in

the

Colouy of New South Wales, storekeeper, do solemnly and sincerely

declare as follows —
1. I have resided at Lismore, in the immediate vicinity of Wilson’s Creek, and whore what is now known as “ The
Landslip,” for the the past twenty-nine years, and I am consequently well and thorougly acquainted with that creek, from
its confluence with Leycestcr Creek, and where it traverses what is known as Molesworth-street, past the foot of Zadocstreet and site of landslip, to lot 3 of section 4, as shown on the map of Lismore, a lithographic copy whereof is hereto
annexed.
2. When I arrived in Lismore the survey was in course of preparation, aud I have seen the locus in quo every day
from that time to the present, and have never known any material erosion of cither bank of the creek, excepting the
landslip of one thousand eight hundred and eighty at any time during my twenty-nine years’ residence.
3. The first map of the town of Lismore showed Molesworth-street a full width of !)0 feet, and two allotments on
the western boundary of it, of about 2 roods each, opposite allotments 18 and 19 of section 5, and lot
Whereas the said street in the plan indicated was never more than its present width, except where the said slip
of one thousand eight hundred and eighty has occurred, and there never were at any time any allotments on the western
boundary of Molesworth-street, opposite lots 18 and 19 of section o, except on the plan itself.
4. The nature of the soil composing and the vegetation growing on either side of tho banks of the creek, and
the present width of the creek itself, precludes the possibility of a conclusion that a natural erosion of the bank would
lessen the width of Moleswortii-street and account for its present narrowness.
_
And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be tme, and by virtue of tbe provisions of
an Act made and passed in tbe ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled " An Act for the more effectual
abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and'made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales and
to substitute declarations in lieu thereof and for the suppression of voluntary and extra judicial oaths and affidavits.”
ARCHIBALD CURRIE.
Declared at Lismore, in the Colony of New Sonth Wales, I
this seventh day of April, 1SS4, before me,—
j
James Stocks, J.P,

I, John 1’eate, of Lismore, in the Colony of New South Wales, storekeeper, do hereby solemnly and sincerely
declare as follows.......
,
.
,
1. I have resided at Lismore, in the immediate vicinity of Wilson’s Creek, and where what is now known as “The
Landslip," for the past thirty years, and 1 am, consequently, well and thoroughly acquainted with that creek from its
confluence with Ley coster Creek and where it traverses what is now known as Molesworth-street past the foot of Zadocstreet and site of Landslip to lot three of section four as shown on the map of Lismore, a lithographic copy whereof is
hereto annexed.
2. When I arrived at Lismore the survey was in course of preparation, and I have seen the lotus in quo every day
from that time to the present, and have never known any material erosion of either bank of the creek, excepting tho
landslip of one thousand eight hundred and eighty at any time during my thirty years’ experience.
3. The first map of the town of Lismore showed Molesworth-street a full width of ninety-nine feet, and two allot
ments on the western boundary of it about two roods, each opposite allotments eighteen and nineteen of section five.
Whereas the said street in the plan indicated was never more than its present width, except where the said slip of
one thousand eight hundred and eighty has occurred, and there never were at any time any allotments on the western
boundary of Molesworth-street opposite lots eighteen and nineteen of section live, except on the plan itself.
4. The nature of the soil composing and the vegetation growing on either side of the banks of the creek, and the
present width of the creek itself, precludes the possibility of a conclusion that a natural erosion of the bank would
lessen the width of M olesworth-strect and account for its present narrowness.
.
And

13
Ami I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing tbe same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of
an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intitutled “An Act for the more effectual
abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and
to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for tho suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”
Declared at Lismore, in the Colony of New South Wales, 1
JOHN PEATE.
this seventh day of April, 18S4, before me,—
)
James Stocks, J.P.
I, Thomas Thomson Ewing, of Lismore, in the Colony of New South Wales, a Justice of tho Peace, do hereby
solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—
1. I am a licensed surveyor.
2. I have resided at Lismore for tho past six years, and I am well and thoroughly acquainted with Wilson’s Creek,
from its confluence with Leycestcr Creek and where it traverses what is known as Molesworth-street, past the foot of
Zadoc-street aud site of landslip to lot 3 of section 4, as shown on the map of Lismore, a lithographic copy whereof is
annexed to the declaration.
3. I have seen the focus in quo every day from the time I arrived to the present, and have never known any material
erosion of either bank of tho creek, excepting the landslip of one thousand eight hundred and eighty, at any time during
my six years’ experience.
4. The first map of the town of Lismore showed Molesworth-street a full width of ninety-nine feet, and two
allotments on the western boundary of it of about two roods each, opposite allotments eighteen and nineteen of section five.
Whereas tiie said street in the plan indicated was never more than its present width except where the said landslip
of one thousand eight hundred aud eighty has occurred, and there were never at any time any allotments on the western
boundary of Molesworth-street opposite lots eighteen and nineteen, section five, except on the plan itself.
The nature of tho soil composing, and the vegetation growing, on either side of the banks of the creek itself,
preclude the possibility of a conclusion that a natural erosion of the bank would lessen the width of Molesworth-street, and
account for its present narrowness.
■
And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to he true, aud by virtue of the provisions of
an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual
abolition of oaths aud affirmation-! taken and made in the various departments of the government of New South Wales, and
to substitute declarations in lieu thereof , and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits,”
Declared at Lismore, in the Colony or New South Wales, "I
THOS. T. EWING,
this ninth day of May, 1SS4, before me,—
J
Wm, Carson, a Commissioner for Affidavits.

No. 27.
Office Memorandum.
[Urgent.]
Mr. S. W. Gray, M.P. Telegram from Mayor, Lismore :—What lias been done in the matter of opening
Molesworth-street, Lismore 1
Will the Surveyor-General please say how the case stands.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 29/7/84. The
Surveyor-General.
Noth withstanding the declarations of Archibald Currie, John Peate, and Thomas T. Ewing (herein
enclosed), it is believed that the facts as reported by the Surveyor-General on 12th February last on S.G.O.
83 Vif cannot be controverted, and, consequently, the Grown does not appear to he responsible for securing
a moans of access in lieu of that part of Molesworth-street which has been destroyed by the action of the
waters of the river. It is, moreover, proposed to omit from recommendation of sanction for proclamation
of alignment certain streets in the town of Lismore—that part of Molesworth-street in question situate
between Woodlark-street and Orion-street. A. J. Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 8/8/84.
Submitted.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 11/8/84.
Approved. Inform Mr. Gray.—J. P. Abbott, 4/9/84.
S. W. Gray, M.P., informed. 10th September, 1884.

No. 28.
The Under Secretary for Mines to S. W. Gray, Esq., M.P,
Sir,

Department ot Mines, Sydney, 10 September, 1884.
With reference to your inquiry respecting the opening of Molesworth-street, Lismore, I am
directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that as the facts of the case conveyed to you in my
letter of the 19th February last cannot be controverted, the Crown does not appear to be responsible for
securing a means of access in lieu of that part of Molesworth-street which has been destroyed by the
action of the waters of the river.
I am to add that it is proposed to omit from recommendation for proclamation of alignment certain
streets in the town of Lismore, that part of Molesworth-street, situate between Woodlark-street and Orionstreet.
■
I have, <tc.,
HAHBJE WOOD.
Under Secretary.

No. 29.
The Mayor of Lismore to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 11 September, 1884.
Itefcrriug to previous correspondence, I have the honor, on behalf of the Municipal Council of
Lismore, to call your attention to the long delay which has taken place in resuming the land in Molesworthstreet (in sections 4 and 5), required for the widening of that street.
I trust that I have only now to call attention to the subject to have it immediately dealt with, and
thereby remove a local grievance which has been the occasion of much personal ill-feeling which the
Council has felt itself powerless to remedy or allay, from its having arisen out of gross blunder in the:
original survey, which the affidavits supplied by competent persons amply show.
'
J have, &c.,
JAMES BAMtJE,
--------Mayor.
Forward copy of letter addressed to S. W. Gray, Esq., M.P., under date 10/9/84.—G.E.H. (for
U.S.), 10/9/84.
The Mayor of Lismore informed, 17/9/84.
'
No. 30.
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No. 30.
The SuiTeyor-General to The Secretary for Mines.
■

.

Alignment of Streets.

The accompanying plan and schedule of twelve streets in the Municipality of Lismore are forwarded with

the view to the alignment of the streets in accordance with the Act of Council, 2nd Victoria No. 2, the
same having already been confirmed under the Act of Council 4th William IV, No. 11,
A. J. STOPPS
13 September, 1884.
--------.
(Por Surveyor-General).
Plan herewith, Cat. L.L, 2,263. Submitted.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 17/9/84. Approved.—
J. P. Abbott, 18/9/84. Minute, 19 September, 1884.

No. 31.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Mayor of Lismore.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 September, 1884.
With reference to your letter of the 11th instant, drawing attention to the delay in resuming
land for the widening of Molesworth-street, Lismore, I have the honor to inform you that the attached is a
copy of a letter sent to Mr. S. W. Gray, M.P., on the subject on the 10th instant.
I have, &c.,
FAERIE WOOD,
----------------- Under Secretary.
[Enclosure.]

Sir,

Depurtmont of Mines, Sydney, 10 September, 18S4.
With reference to your inquiry respecting the opening of Molesworth-street, Lismore, I am directed by the
Secretary for Minos to inform you that as the facts of the case conveyed to you in my letter of the 19th February last cannot
be controverted the Crown does not appear to bo responsible for securing a means of access in lieu of that part of Molesworthstreet which has been destroyed by the action of the waters of the river.
I am to add that it is proposed to omit from recommendation for proclamation of alignment certain streets in the town
of Lismore, that part of Moleeworlh-street situate between Woodlark-street and Orion-strect.
I have, <tc.,
Samuel W. Gray, Esq., M.P., “ Tara,” Ocean-street Woollahra.
HARR1H WOOD.

No. 32.
Executive Council Minute.

'

Alignment of Streets, Municipality of Lismore.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 September, 1884.
It is recommended, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council, that the
undermentioned lines of streets, which have been duly advertised in the Government Gazette, be now aligned,
in accordance with the provisions of the Act of Council 2 Victoria No. 2, viz, :—
1. Bounty-street, from Molesworth-street to Keen-street.
2. Cathcart-street, from Leycester-stroet to Wilson-strcet.
3. Conway-street, from Richmond River to Dawson-strcet.
4. Dawson-street, from Conway-street to Orion-street,
■5, Dawson-street, from Leycester-street to Wilson-streeet.
6. Keen-street, from Bounty-street to Wil son-street.
7. Leycester-street, from Orion-strect to Cathcart-street.
8. Magellan-street from Richmond River to Dawson-street.
9. Molesworth-street, from Ballina-street to Conway-street.
10. Molesworth-street, from Conway-street to Woodlark-streefc.
11. Orion-street, from Wilson’s Creek and Molesworth-street to Dawson-street and Leycester-street.
12. Wilson-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Cathcart-street.
13. Woodlark-street, from Wilson’s Creek to Dawson-street.
14. Zadoc-street, from Molesworth-street to Dawson-street.
--------J. P. ABBOTT.
The Executive Council advise that the streets referred to be now aligned in terms of the Act of
Council 2 Victoria No. 2.—Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council.
Min. 84-40, 23/9/84. Confirmed,
30/9/S4. Approved.—A.L., 23/9/84.
Eor alignment notices see Gazette of 3/10/84. Advertised,
9/10/84. The Surveyor-General.—T.C.B. (for U.S.), B.C., 9/10/S4.
It is recommended that the accompanying tracing showing streets in the Municipality of Lismore be
forwarded to the Municipal Council of Lismore, and that they be informed that the streets shown thereon,
having been confirmed and aligned, are now in their charge.—A. J. Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 13/11/84.
Submitted.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 15/11/84,
Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 15/11/84.
The Council
Clerk, Lismore, with tracing informed, 17/11/84.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C.,
18/11/84.
Records.—H.W., 19/11/84.

No. 33.
Memo, from Mr. District-Survey or Donaldson to The Surveyor-General.
In connection with the Molesworth-street, Lismore, resumption case.
District Survey Office, Grafton, 21 September, 1884.
The original papers of the owners’ claims are returned herewith. They became inadvertently detached
from the papers (Roads 83-Vu>) when my report of the 16th instant (86-124) was forwarded to the
Surveyor-General.
P. R. DONALDSON,.
District Surveyor.
• No. 34.

No. 34.
■Memorandum by The Secretary for Mines.
‘

29 September, 1884.

Ask tho Surveyor-General to send a surveyor to report upon the necessity of widening Molesworth-street in

sections 4 and 5 in the town of Lismore.

I want this done ns quickly as possible.
--------J. P. ABBOTT.
Obtain papers from the Executive Council and forward to the Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for TT.S.),
29/9/84.
Papers herewith.—A.C.B., 30/9/84.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for TT.S.), B.C.,
30/9/84.
^
...
The matter of suggested widening of Molesworth-street is being dealt with as a separate matter, and
need not delay the proposed alignment of the streets approved of by the Executive Council. The papers
are therefore returned to allow of the action relative to them to be carried out.—A, 7. Stopps (for SurveyorGeneral), 30/9/84.
_
_
Tloturn papers, with thanks, to the Clerk of the Executive Council.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 1/10/84.
The Clerk of the Executive Council.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 1/10/84.

■

No. 35.
The Surveyor-Gcnera! to The Secretary for Mines.

.

Molesworth-street, Lismore.
10 October, 1884.
Reports in this case have already been made and decision given, vide S.G.O., 83-Vi®, herein.

•
The previous minutes of the Surveyor-General are based on the assumption that the course of the
river has shifted since the land in question was surveyed twenty-eight years ago. This view is supported
by the fact that the side linos of allotments on the right bank of the river and opposite to the part of
Molesworth-street referred to are shown by more recent surveys to be greatly in excess of the length by the
original survey and as given under the deeds, while the left bank at the particular place appears to have
been eroded, and the area of the land greatly lessened, and there has been a landslip of late years, which is
admitted. If tins view be incorrect, and so far there is nothing to prove that it is, then the plan of survey
by which the village was designed must be grossly and exceptionally incorrect, and it then becomes a
question whether it would be advisable to comply with the request herein contained, and by doing so to
virtually admit that the Crown is responsible for claims made on the ground of inaccuracy of survey when
the alleged inaccuracy has not been proved.
It is very probable that other and considerable discrepancies of a similar kind, where the land shown
by original survey does not correspond with the land as it now is, occur in the same village.
A. J. STOPPS
(For Surveyor-General).
Tracing of a lithograph is herewith, which shows tho lands measured for sale in Lismore at the time
of the publication of the lithograph, namely, 185G.—A.J.S. (for Surveyor-General), 10/10/84.
Seen. Send Mr. Gray, M.P., a copy of the lithograph with an explanation.—J. P. Abbott,
12/H/84.
_
.
„ .
.
.
.
Tracing of lithograph, showing allotments of land for sale in 1S5G, is herewith for comparison with a
lithograph of the town compiled from more recent data (also herewith) for the information of Mr. S. W,
Gray, M.P.—A. J. Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 12/11/84,
S. W. Gray, M.P., informed, 14/11/84, with litho. and tracing.
Submitted.—G.E.H. (for
Under Secretary), 18/10/84.

No. 36.
The Under Secretary for Mines to S. W. Gray, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 14 November, 1884.
"With reference to the matter of the opening of Moiesworth-streefc, Lismore, I am directed by
the Secretary for Mines to forward you the accompanying lithograph and tracing, which show the lands
measured for sale at Lismore at the time of the publication of the lithograph, namely, in the year 1856.
The decisions already given in the case are based on the assumption that the course of the river has shifted
since the land in question was surveyed, twenty-eight years ago. This view is supported by the fact that
the side lines of allotments on the right bank of the river, and opposite to the part of Molesworth-street, are
shown by more recent surveys to be greatly in excess of the lengths by the original survey, and as given
under the deeds, while the left bank at this particular place appears to have been eroded and the area of the
land greatly lessened, besides which there has been other slips of late years. Under these circumstances,
there appears to be no reason why previous decisions in the matter should be altered,
I have &c.,
HARRIS WOOD,
•
■
Under Secretary.

No. 37.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Council Clerk, Lismore.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 ^November, 1884.
I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to forward you the accompanying tracing, showing
Bounty and thirteen other streets in the municipality of Lismore, and to inform you tliat as such streets
have been confirmed and aligned they are now in charge of the Borough Council.
■
I have, Ac.,
'’
'
GERARD E. HERRING
(For the Under Secretary).
■
^ ^
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No. 38.
The Mayor of Lismore to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 12 December, 1884.
Referring to your letter of the 14th November, 1884 (4,357 Roads), addressed to S. W. Gray,
Esq., M.P.., in. referenc to the claim made by this Council to have Molesworth-street opened to its proper
width, which it has never been, owing to an error in the original survey, I now enclose survey and report
by Mr, Licensed-Surveyor Arnheim in support of the position taken up by the Council, which, I trust* will
finally settle the question of the liability of the Government to resume the land necessary for forming the
said street to its proper width.
To any one on the spot the evidence is so complete that to question it, no one having the use of his
senses would entertain for a moment so self evident an absurdity, and to which self evident, evidence, has
already been, added the sworn testimony of two old residents who knew the land before it was surveyed,
and have resided in the district ever since.
And these can be supplemented by at least six others, if necessary, of equally competent persons.
Surely all this ought to bo sufficient to settle the matter.
I have, &c.,
JAMES BARRIE,
--------Mayor.
Acknowledge and forward to the Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. {for Undersecretary), B.C., 15/12/84.
Acknowledged. The Surveyor-General.—T.C.B, (for the Undersecretary), B.C., 16/12/84.
For SurveyorGeneral’s Report see other side.—A.J.S.
Although it is difficult to believe that the original survey of the town of Lismore could be so
inaccurate, I regret that it seems from the testimony now given that the position taken by this officer,
based upon the original surveys, can no longer be maintained. I am scarcely prepared to recommend
resumption or the widening of the road, and meeting claims for compensation.—P. E. Adams, 22/12/84.
Under Secretary for Mines.
Submitted.—H.W., 30/12/84.
Will tlie Surveyor-General be good enough, having regard to the present and possible future impor
tance of Lismore, say what course ought to be taken, and the probable cost of complying with the request
of the Council.—J. P. Abbott, 31/12/84.
Will the Surveyor-General please expedite his report upon this matter.—H.W., B.C.,’24/12/84.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), B.C,, 2/1/85.
_

[Enclosure.^

S'rJ

...
. .
.
Lismore, 1 December, 1884.
In accordance with instructions from the Municipal Council of Lismore, I have the honor to inform you that I
made the requisite survey necessary to determine the position of Wilson’s Creek, between Woodlark and Orion Streets,
showing its encroachment on Molesworth-street, in the town of Lismore, and herewith transmit sketch showing the same.
Wilson’s Creek between those streets has well defined hanks, and any change that has taken place since the original
stnvey of town of Lismore, in 1856, can only be of minor importance. There are evidences of land slips, but they only
affect the position of the creek in detail.
, .
evidence that there can be no possibility of the creek, in 1850, being in the position as shown on the plan of
original survey of town of Lismore, I determined the position of several very old dead trees on the opposite bank, which
at that time must have existed.
j have &c.
C. T. V. ARNHEIM,
______________________________ _____
Licensed Surveyor.

No. 39.
.
Memo, from The Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Deviation of Molesworth-street* Lismore.
_
18 February, 1885.
With respect to the minute of the Secretary for Mines on S.G.O. S3-V/1 herein, it might be thought
desirable to invite the Borough Council of Lismore to obtain from the several owners of land the terms upon
which they would allow a deviation of Molesworth-street to be taken through their properties in accordance
with the accompanying tracing, with a view to consider whether the cost should be incurred by the Crown,
either wholly or in part, and if in part to what extent the Borough Council might be required to contribute.
_ _
The Borough Council ask to have the deviation made 66 feet wide, but to do so would inflict much
injury on the owners of the lands, and the District Surveyor reports that a less width would be sufficient.
(Vide tracing herewith.)
*
----- —
P. F. ADAMS.
Submitted,—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 23/2/85.
Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 25/2/85.
The Mayor Lismore, with tracing, informed, 25/2/85.

No. 40.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Mayor of Lismore.
Sk1,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 February, 1885.
I have the honor to forward you the accompanying tracing, and invite you to obtain from the
several owners of land the terms upon which they would allow a deviation of Molesworth-street to he taken
through their properties in accordance with such tracing with a view to consider whether the cost should be
incurred by the Crown either wholly or in part, and if in part to what extent the Borough Council might
be required to contribute.
I am to add that to have the deviation made 66 feet wide would inflict much injury on the owners
of the lands, and the District Surveyor reports that a less width would be sufficient.
I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,
______________________________
Under Secretary.
No. 41.
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No. 41.
The Mayor of Lismore to The Under Secretary for Mines.

'

_
Council Chambers, Lismore, 29 May, 1885.
_ 1 havc hie honor, in reply to your letter of February 25th (No. 85-623, Roads), and forwarding
tracing re resumption of land in Molesworth-street, Lismore, to state that the whole question was referred
to the .Improvement Committee of this Council for report. The following is a copy of the report as adopted
by tbe Council, viz. :—
“ That application be made to the Government to resume without delay an area required for a street
“ one chain wide in accordance with surveyor’s report. The amount of compensation could not be
<r obtained by your Committee through the absence of some of the owners of the laud about to bo
“ resumed.”
_
I am further to add, for the information of tho Minister, that there is no prospect of the Council
being able to efieeb any satisfactory arrangement with the owners of property for its resumption, as every
possible means has been exhausted since the receipt of your letter to accomplish this object. The Council,
after very full inquiry and deliberation, leave tho whole matter in the hands of the Government, with tho
urgent request that immediate steps be taken for the resumption of such portion of land as the officers em
ployed have reported to be necessary for the purpose of giving reasonable means of communication in that
portion of the town.
I i,ave) ^
JAMES BARRIE,
--------Mayor.
Acknowledge.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 5/G/S5.
Acknowledged, 5/6/85.
The SurveyorGeneral.—G.E.H, (for Under Secretary), B.C., 6/6/85.
I lie Borough Council of Lismore in this letter declare their inability to effect any arrangement with
the owners of land, to allow of the widening of Molesworth-street, and from their representation it does not
appear that any other person would be successful. The question of widening Molesworth-street appears, as
before stated, tobe a Municipal matter, and as the Council has a knowledge of the ownership of ratable
property in the Borough, it seems to be desirable that it should, if desiring assistance of the Crown in the
matter under reference, make a definite proposition as to the course to he adopted, and a statement of the
cost of effecting it. In view of all tho circumstances of the case as previously reported, interference of the
Crown cannot be recommended, unless a definite proposal and tho cost of effecting it is submitted for con
sideration, as it is thought very undesirable that tho Crown should, as desired now by the Council, accept the
sole responsibility of widening the street, by taking land from allotements that might be supposed to have
been already injured by being provided with a street of insufficient width, that is if the statements made are
correct.—A. J. Stopi-s (for Surveyor-General), 16/7/85.
Submitted.—G.E.H, (for the Under Secretary),
■^/|/85.
Approved. Let the Council know.—J. P. Abbott, 21/7/85.
The Mayor of Lismore informed,
22,7/85.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 12/11/85.

Sir,

No. 42.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to Tbe Under Secretary for Mines,

Parliament, 12 December, 1885.
^ I have the honor to transmit herewith tracing showing necessary improvements in Molesworth- Treeing
street, Lismore.
herewith.
The merits of the case are already understood by your Department.
>
I am informed by Council Surveyor that 11600 will be the amount required to complete purchase.
I have, <tc.,
--------THOS. EWING.
Acknowiedgc.—G-.E.H., 18/12/85. T. T. Ewing, M.P.
Acknowledged, 21/12/85.
The SurveyorGeneral.—G.E.H. (pro Under Secretary), B.C., 18/12/85.
It was decided by tho Minister on the 21st July, 1885, that a definite proposal as to the widening of
Molesworth-street, and the cost of effecting it be submitted by the Borough Council of Lismore before con
sideration of the Crown should be given in the matter. The letter of Mr. Ewing, as Member of Parliament
for the Richmond, does not represent the Borough Council, and is a mere statement that £600 would he
required, with no definite proposal as to who is to be compensated and to what amounts, and for what land
severally.
It is recommended that there be no departure from previous decision of 21st July, 1885.—A. J.
Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 12/1/86.
Submitted. H.W., 13/1/86.
Borough Council of Lismore may again ho invited to submit a definite proposal as to the widening
Molesworth-street. Particulars of cost and names of owners of land to he compensated.—R.M.Y., 14/1/80°
Letter to he sent to Mr. Ewing, M.P.
Tims. T. Ewing, M.P., informed, 16/1/86,

No. 43.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Resumption in Molesworth-street, Lismore.
_
'
Parliament Douse, Sydney, 19 December, 1885.
I desire that this letter be placed with case, noted above, now being considered, and duly noticed,
Yours, &c.,
--------THOS. EWING.
Acknowledge, 22/12/85.
This is a matter, I think, which requires to be dealt with by the Mines
Department, to which I accordingly forward it.—W.J.L., 22/12/85.
The Under Secretary for Mines.—
J.R., B.C., 23/12/85,
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.II. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 30/12/85.
468—C

[Enclosure.']
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[Enclosure.]

^

Dear Mr. Ewing,
Lismore, 14 December, 1SS5.
In forwarding you a tracing of land requiring to be resumed for Sides worth-street, I omitted to send you a
resolution passed at last meeting of Council, which reads, re Dr. Parker’s letter :—£! Vour Committee beg to recommend
that a fresh application be made to Co^ermuent to resume sufficient laud in Molesworbh-atreet North (east side) as would
permit to form a street one chain wide, the basis of compensation to be the amount asked by Dr. Parker, which appears to
your Committee reasonable,"
•
' This, I presume, will be all you require.
J
"r<?->jrnci >ifrir.T>17 ■

JAMLJi JMUUKhij

T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.L.A._________________________________ M* l^gineer.

No. 44.
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Sirj

Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 January, 1886.
With reference to your letter of the 12th ultimo, respecting the resumption of certain land for
the formation of Molesworth-street, Lism ore, 1 am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that
the Borough Council of Lismore has been invited to submit a definite proposal as to the widening of
Molesworth-street and the cost of effecting it, together ■ with the names of the owners of ^ the land to be
compensated. Further action in the matter is stayed until such information has been received.
I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary,

No. 45.
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Cj;r
Department of Mines, Sydney, 23 February, 1886.
’
Referring to my letter of the 16th ultimo (in reply to your letter of the 12th December last),
inviting the Borough Council of lismore to submit a definite proposal as to the widenmg of Molesworthstreet, with particulars of cost and names of owners of land to be compensated, I nave the honor to intorm
you that no reply has been received thereto.
I have> &c‘j
nr^r*
-

HAIlKlhi WOOD,
TTndffi* fiprTfdfl.nr

No. 46.
The Mayor of Lismore to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Council Chambers, Lismore, 9 April, 1886.
In reply to your communication of the 25th February, 1885 (85-625 Roads) addressed to the
if 16th January
1SS6, addressed to Thos. T. Ewing, Esq., M.L. A.,
Mayor of Lismore, ‘and' of-------------jy and 23rd February,
- ... . ■ 1
t .
1________ ..—J
J tlirs n t-n rtn TiFe F n AIT
I beg to state that the following are the owners of the land proposed to be resumed, and tbe amounts they
are willing to accept for said :—
.............
£132
1. Edmund Coleman
.
132
2. A. F. Parker ...
.
...
330
3. John Currie ...
..
.
...
100
4. Commercial Bank
I have, &a.,
LOUIS BERNSTEEN,
Mayor.
Sir,

S5-(I23 Roads.
85-3,747 Roads.
£5-3,841 Roads.

No. 47.
T. T, Ewinn, Esq., and P. Hogan, Esq., Ms.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
g.f
12 April, 1886.
^ We have the honor herewith to enclose information respecting resumption in Molesworth-street,
Lismore, and hope you will see fit to give the matter your consideration.
■
’
1
We have, Asa,
THOS. EWING.
.
P. HOGAN.
Acknowledge, 17/4/86.

T. Ewing and P. Hogan, Ms.P. acknowledged, 19/4/86.

Surveyor-

General.—H.W, B.C,, 17/4/86.
[Enclosures.]
■np„r q.
•
Esmond House, Point Piper Eoncl, Woollahra, Sydney, 3 November, 1885.
In reference to tbe resumption of land 1 chain broad of lot 1 Eeetion 4 of the township of Lismore, according to
the Bke^

y)C ricc f0r ti,e portion required would be at tho rate of £2 per foot, Zadoc-street frontage.

°
^
St. Hillier Pearce, ]*q., Council Clerk.

I am, &c.,
ABTHTB F. PARKER.
I?<? Resumption of Bank Land.
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, Lismore, 11 March, 1886.

Gentkmen,^
^
of lst September last my Board desire me to inform you they are prepared to accept £100 (say
one hundred pounds) foAlm 11 perches you require, provided you will undertake to put the bridge over Brown s i
perfect order after making the necessary alterations to the road in front of our allotmcm.^ ^
0U’S,E.C'b. backhouse,
_______
Jlanagor.
The Municipal Council, Lismore.
u-

19
Sir,

_
Lismore, 25 September, 1885.
In reply to yours of 1st instant I beg to state that, as far as I am concerned, the prieo I put npon land opposite
slips in Molesworth-street is ten pounds (£10) per foot of the frontage in Zadoc-street. This is what I told the district
surveyor some two years back. Swamps have been selling since drought set in, in Lismore, at from £5 to £10 per foot,
aud other portions up to £20 per foot.
i
The eyes and lungs of Lismore ought to bo worth £10 per foot. I would respectfully beg to state that I look upon
it as a waste of public money, any resumption of land at place proposed, until such time as the Council devise some means
to prevent any future landslips.
'
I am, &c.,
To tho Council Clerk, Borough of Lismore.
'
JOHN CURRIE.
Gentlemen,
_
Lismore, 3 September, 1885,
_
Yours (1st instant) to hand re amouut required for land in Molesworth-street to enable tho Government to open
said street. In reply I am prepared to give the frontage marked red on plan herewith at the rate of £1 per foot; or, if I
might he allowed to suggest, 1 would give more land for a less sum on your leaving me the frontage marked red, and take a
chain higher up marked blue, this would take nearly J an acre of land, for which I would take £200 ; or I would take the
frontage in exchange for the chain marked blue.
Yours, &c.,
His Worshipful the Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipal Council of Lismore.
-EDMUND COLEMAN.

'
No. 48.
'
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. T. Ewing, Esq., and P. Hogan, Esq., Ms.P.
Gentlemen,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 April, 1886.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant, forwarding a
letter from the Municipal Council of Lismore, giving the names of the owners of the land proposed to be
resumed for Molesworth-street, and the amounts they are willing to accept, and to inform you that the
matter shall receive immediate attention.
I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,
,
Under Secretary.

No. 49.
Office Memorandum.
86-1263, 83-159—Molesworth-streot, Lismore, to Surveyor-General, 27/4/86,
Will the Surveyor-General please return tho papers in this case.—E.Y. (for the Under Secretary), B.C.,
5/5/86.
There is no definite proposal in the letter of the Mayor of Lismore, the only inference to be drawn
from it is that the Crown is expected to bear all the expense of widening Molesworth-street. It has not
yet been determined that the Crown shall incur any cost or responsibility in tho matter. The enclosed
letter is a mere statement of the sums said to be required by reputed landowners in compensation for loss
of land, but there is no undertaking on their part to accept the sums quoted, neither is it stated to what
extent the street shall be widened, nor how much land each person is willing to give up for the purpose
named, and no opinion can therefore be formed as to the reasonableness or otherwise of the demands. It
lias previously been stated that the widening of Molesworth-street appears to be solely a municipal matter.—
A. j. Stopi'S (for Surveyor-General), 6/5/86.
^ The Mayor of Lismore has now supplied the information asked for; perhaps the papers should be
again referred to the Surveyor-General for report, as to the reasonableness or otherwise of the claims. Mr.
Ewing, M.P., is very anxious that this matter should be dealt with speedily.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary),
17/5/86.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 20/5/86.
Approved.—J.F., 20/5/86.
The Minister for Mines wishes these papers to be returned to him with as little delay as possible, as he is
very anxious to deal with the case.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 20/5/86.
Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson is requested to report as soon as possible on the reasonableness or
otherwise of the demands made by tbe several landowners in view of the suggested widening of the present
Molesworth-street A tracing is with Mr. Coleman's application.—A. J, Stopps (for Surveyor-General),
21/5/86. Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson, Grafton.
Nature of instructions, Roads No. 104, received in Grafton District Survey Office, 25/5/86,
Replied
to by 86-72.—P. R. Donaldson, District Surveyor.

No. 50.
Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to Tbe Surveyor-General.
Sir,

District Survey Office, Grafton, 31 May, 1886.
With reference to your instructions of 21st May, 1886, N. 86,104 to report as soon as possible
on the reasonableness or otherwise of the demands made by the several land owners in view of the suggested
widening of the present Molesworth-street, Lismore, I have tho honor to inform you that I consider the
demands of Messrs. Coleman, Parker, and the Commercial Bank as reasonable, but that the sum asked by
John Currie, which is £10 per foot or £330, is excessive. I am of opinion that £150 would be a fair price
for the land to be taken from him (one hundred and fifty pounds).
I have, itc.,
,
P. R. DONALDSON,
--------District Surveyor.
Roads 83—Wb and all papers herewith,
Within.
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' Within is a statement showing the dimensions and areas of land required from each owner for the
widening of Molesworth-street. The District Surveyor reports that the claims of Mr. Coleman, Dr. Parker,
and the Commercial Bank, are reasonable. ' The lands are not of equal intrinsic value and those of the
Commercial Bank and of Mr. Currie might be of greater proportionate value than Dr. Parker’s land, bob
estimated on the same basis, viz., ,£660 per acre, it would be worth £71. Mr. Currie’s claim, however, is
£330, which the District Surveyor considers excessive, he being of opinion that £150 would bo a fair price
for the land. It has not been determined yet that the Crown will meet these claims or any proportion of
them.—A. J. Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 7/6 S6.
[Enclosure.}
Memo, in reference to claims for compensation for land proposed to be resumed for widening Molesworth-street in the Town
of Lismore.
.
Assuming the price asked by A. F. Parker (which equals £660 per acre when the laud has two frontages), the sum to which
each claimant would be entitled would be, omitting fractions:—
,
ft.
ft.
Commercial Bank, 13 x 218 = 11 perches at £060 per aero = £45 ; no loss of frontage.
J. Currie,
33 x 15S = 17J
„
„
= £71 ; loss of 33 ft, frontage.
A. P. Parker,
66 x 132 — 32
„
,,
= £132; loss of 66 ft. frontage.
E. Coleman,
53 x 172 = 33 i
„
,,
= £137 ; no loss of frontage.
It does not appear that Currie’s land is more valuable than Parker’s, as both allotments arc opposite to one another
in Zadoc-street, and having both double frontages.
'
The demands actually made arc :—
Commercial Bank,
= £100 (as against £45 per above valuation.)
.
J. Currie, £10 per ft., Zadoc-street,
= £330 {
„
£71
,,
)
A. F. Parker, £2 per ft.,
„
= £132 (
„
£132
„
)
E, Coleman, £1 per ft, Molesworth-street, = £172 (
,,
£137
,,
)
Note.—All dimensions are approximate, fractions having been omitted. Some of the dimensions are means between
two numbers.

No. 51.
Sir. J. Currie to The Secretary for Mines.
Re resumption of land for widening Molesworth-street, Lismore.

Sir,

Lismore, Richmond River, 1 Juno, 1SS6.
I again take the liberty of addressing the Department re resumption of land in Molesworth-street,
1 do so in good faith, as I am interested in property where landslip took place and roadway wanted. The
work is purely a municipal one, no doubt in that. If public money is used to resume land, it will be a sheer
waste of public money unless conditions laid upon the Council to have a retaining wall so as to prevent
future slips.
This is a river bank road. If the old wet seasons come back again, which no doubt they will, and
heavy traffic, i.e., on this road, only a question of time until another slip will take place, and the Government
will bo called upon to resume more land. Besides a low level bridge across Brown’s Creek next to useless,
as with any ordinary freshet in the river the connection between both sides of the town is cut off. With
such a bridge, and the facts stated above rc retaining wall, resuming of very little use unless conditions made
to remedy above. Wc have a most unworkable Council, of course that is the fault of those who give them
the position. A cutting, or rather a gravel pit, going on for the last five years in .Zadoc-strcct, right
opposite Court-house; stuff carted away to fill up the low lying parts of the town, that at a very moderate
sum, would have made a good road where slip took place without making a demand upon the public treasure.
I have, &c.,
--------JOHN CURRIE,
Acknowledge, 7/6/86.
Acknowledged, 7/6/86.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.II. (for Under
Secretary), B.C., 7/6/86.
Submitted. Seethe Surveyor-General’s Minute on 86-1,823.—H.W., 15/6/86.
In view of Mr. Currie’s representations respecting the washing away of the street, the Commissioner
of Roads may be asked for a report as to the advisability of laying out a street in the position proposed.—■
J.B., 22/6/86.
’
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 24/6/86.
Hoads.—
J.R., B.C.-, 25/6/86.
______________

No. 52.
.
Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Surveyor-General.
Widening Molesworth-street, Lismore.
I have carefully considered this question with the Assistant Engineer for Roads, Mr. Statham, who has
embodied our views in the memorandum herewith of this date.
I doubt whether the interests involved, that is, the affording direct access from Molesworth-street
(the business part) to section Ho. 3, and the western half of section 4, are sufficient to justify the expendi
ture which will be necessary, viz., about £1,254, for the resumption of land, and £1,000 for the erection of
bridge, &c., and I think the Municipal Council will hesitate to expend the latter sum, there being tbe
alternative but circuitous route open, ria Keen-street.
P. R. DONALDSON,

16th September, 1886.
--------District Surveyor.
It will be seen from the report of the Commissioner and Engineer of Roads, obtained at tho request
of the Secretary for Mines (see his Minute of .Tune 22nd, 1886, on papers S-S- ’A-, S.-C.O.), that he is
of opinion that Molesworth-street should not be .widened in tho position proposed ; that to do so would
ultimately cost several thousands of pounds, and he suggests a possible alternative of widening a lane,a way
from the river bank, and the seeking of the opinions of the District Surveyor and the District Engineer on
'
'
’
'
the
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tlie siiLject, The reports of these two officers have accordingly been obtained by the Surveyor-General, by
which it appears that they do not approve of either of the previously suggested ways of affording access,
but are more favourable to a third, which they describe, and also express their doubts that tho interests
involved would justify the expenditure that would be required to efiect it, viz., .£2,254, that is to say,
£1,254 for land, and £1,000 for a bridge, and think that tlie Municipal Council will hesitate to expend the
latter sum. It is pointed out that access is open by way of Keen-street, and the circumstances of tho case
do not appear to warrant of necessity, any participation in tlie expense by the Crown.—A, J. Stopps (for
Surveyor-General), 15 December, 1S8G.
'
Submitted for approval.—H.W,, 17/I2/8G,
Approved.—J.F., 20/12/86.
T. T. Ewing, M.P.,
■ and P. Hogan, M.P,, informed 22 December, 1SSG.
Tho Surveyor-General,—G.E.H. (for Under Secre
tary), B.C., 22/12/86.
[Enclosures.]

'

Minute Paper.
Purchase of land to widen Molesworth-street, Lismore,
Sydney, 2S dime, 1SSG.
not in any way dealt with previously by this Department, I have made myself acquainted with the case as far as
the papers admit,
I am disposed to concur with the supposition in the Minute of the Surveyor-General, dated 12th February, 1S84,
that the river has changed, as suggested very recently if not absolutely since the original survey, tho differences between
the tracing from lithographs of years ISoG and 1SS3, quite bear this out, though denied by the declarations which in one
instance, if taken literally, prove too much as queries in pencil as to the every day inspections. However, though the
Minute of tho Surveyor-General of 22nd December, 1SS4, admits that the original survey may have been incorrect, and
that tbe Government should assist,* there can he no doubt that such a change in course of river is going on here, aud it is
only a question of time how long the river will take to eat away the additional width now proposed, no matter what the
protection given may be. The High-street embankment at West Maitland is an instance of what such protection may ‘
cost to construct aud maintain.
In reply to tho question of the Minister for Mines, I am of opinion that it is not desirable to lay out a street in the
position proposed, along the river bank, without further inquiry. It would cost the Government £550 for land and tho
municipality quite £1,000 for road-making and bridge, independent of the indefinite sum for protection of bank, so that
the cost would bo probably £4,000, with an additional outlay every flood. I would venture to suggest, before deciding on
encountering such difficulties, it would he better to reconsider the question of widening the lane, which, as Mr. Donaldson
says, is higher than Molesworth-street, aud therefore more valuable; hut as the additional width could all be taken on the
west side, the improved change of front would greatly compensate for the more valuable laud taken. It would be no great
disadvantage to the church to be near tho street, and, compared with tlie other evils, the removal of the Government
stable is but a trifling matter.
The continuation of widened lane, by resumption of lots 15 and 14, section 5, would also probably improve the
position for bridge over Brown's Crook, and open a really good permanent thoroughfare from Orion to Woodlark-street. I
would therefore suggest that Mr. Donaldson be asked to confer with Mr. Statham, the Assistant ICngineer for Hoads at
Grafton, on this, and that they be authorized to ask the officers of their respective departments at Lismore for further
reports on any detail they require.
If the G overn ment do make a change, and the really permanent improvement can bo done at a cost at all within reason,
I think it much better to do it than have to carry on an expensive and never ending contest with the river, during which
interests may grow up which would prohibit the change now proposed, if ultimately found desirable.
WILLIAM C. BKNNETT,

Though

* JlKHOuaxnni by Mr. Stopps :—This seems to lie a mistake. The Surveyor-General said he was not prepared to recommend resumption of
liiiul, and tho coiis<Kinoiit oxiieiisy involved in satisfying daims for compensation.

The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.H., B.C., 1/7/86.
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary),
B.C., 3/7/86.
Forwarded to Mr. District Surveyor Donaldson, with view to carrying out the recommendation of the
Commissioner for Main Roads.—P.T.A., 5 September.
Replied toby, 86-124.—1’. R. Donaldson", District Surveyor.
Purchase of Land to widen Molesworth-street, Lismore.
1 havk had the opportunity to obtain some personal acquaintance with this question which was mentioned to me by Mr.
Williamson, Road Superintendent, when I last visited Lismore, and he pointed out the localities.
There does not appear to have been any" recent erosion of tho river bank, nor does there scein to be any probability
that such is likely to take place in future. The slips are due rather to concentration of drainage, in consequence of tracks
which have been out at various times for access to the wharf. Tiiis has gone on tilt little, if any, of the original road
remains at south-east corner of Zadoc-street, and traffic is now on sufferance across the comer of lot 18.
The bridge across Brown’s Creek is an old low-level structure of rough construction and very narrow". The erection
of a suitable bridge, raised to the level of Molesworth-street and of proper width, would cost fully £1,000, including the
necessary embankments and road approaches.
The whole of the properties north of Brown's Creek are very awkwardly situated as regards access.
To erect a longer and wider bridge on the site of tlie existing one is scarcely to be recommended. The site is a very
of Presc,lt
_ bad one. I agree in principle with the views of the Commissioner, but there arc difficulties in tho way of carrying out his coliicnincd.
' suggestions which, I fear, cannot be got over. In the first place, the lane through section 4 is built on up to the frontage,
'
some of the buildings being large and expensive, so that the proposed widening would involve a heavy expense. Again,
the cutting in Zadoc-street would be intersected, aud that is 10 or 12 feet deep. Then, to resume lots 14 or 15 is out of
the question, as the Court-house, a large new building, stands on them. Again, there is no practicable way of getting
through to Woodlark-street. That street is the principal business centre, and the frontage is worth at least £20 per foot,
irrespective of the consideration that it is all built upon, and that a row of two-storey new brick shops stand in the way
where it would he necessary to open the road through.
Tho only practicable alternative ■between the Commissioner’s proposal and that of widening Molesworth-street is
shown on tracing, and is to resume lot 17 of section 5. This lot is 66 feet wide, which would be sufficient. It would also
lie necessary to resume portion of lot 19 and a piece on south side of Brown’s Creek. I have ascertained that lot 17 is
valued for assessment at £500, and that is probably worth £700. The other resumptions, being for the most part low-lying
land would be less valuable and could probably be obtained for £250.
There would then remain question of access to the northern portions of section 4, as to which I agree with Mr.
Donaldson that the best way is to widen that portion of Molesworth-streot through lots 1, 2, and 3, as tinted red on tracing,
involving claims for compensation amounting to £304.
The whole, it would thus appear, represents £1,254 for compensation, and, irrespective of maintenance, £1,000 for
works. It is questionable whether the interests involved warrant such an expenditure.
'
E. J. STATHAM,
-------■
■
14/9/86.
To the Surveyor-General, with 80-124.—F. R.

\

Do.vai.dson,

District Surveyor, 16/9/80.

'

' '

'

'
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’
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No. 53.
t
Tbe Under Secretary for Mines to T. T. Ewing, Esq., and P. Hogan, Esq., Ms.P.
Gentlemen,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 December, 1SS6.
4
p Witli reference to the matter of Molesworfch-streot, Lismore, I am directed by the Secretary for
Mines to inform you that from reports obtained from the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, tbe District
Surveyor, and the District Engineer, it appears that direct access from Molesworth-street (the business part)
to section No. 3, and the western' half of section 4 is the most favourable, but it is doubtful whether the
interests involved would justify the expenditure that would be required to effect it, viz., £2,254, that is to
say £1,254 for land, and £1,000 for a bridge, which latter sum it is thought the Municipal Council will
hesitate to expend.
I am to add that access is open by way of Keen-street, and the circumstances of the case do not
appear to warrant of necessity any participation in the expense by the Crown.
I have, &c.,
.
HAERIE WOOD,
-------Under-Secretary,
Returned herewith are original papers left by the Mayor of Lismore.

_
f
No. 54-.
■
Thos. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines.
®,r»

Parliament House, 13 January, 1887,
I have the honor to inform you with reference to letter herewith returned that it should be
unnecessary to again explain this case. Briefly it is this : The Government sold land in Molesworth-street,
Lismore, showing a frontage to this street which also gave access to allotments to the north.
The street is now proved never to have existed.
The Government, therefore, has sold under a design now acknowledged to be erroneous, sold frontages
to a road 14 chains wide notin existence, and sold other allotments to which street (shown in design, never
existing on ground) was the easiest and best means of access.
I think I am justified in saying that both Mr. Abbott and Mr. Fletcher, when Ministers for Mines,
saw tbe position at a glance and^ accepted as inevitable the position in which tho Government had been
placed, and the matter resolved itself into a question as to how the Government could best extricate itself
from the position by providing a road.
The Municipal authorities and private owners have been under the impression for tlie past year or
two that the details were being arranged, and have patiently awaited a termination.
I return the enclosed again for your perusal, before informing the inhabitants, knowing that when
proceedings at law are commenced the Government will find itself in a position impossible to defend, and
be exposed to the ridicule of endeavouring to gain a case which no ordinary man would even dream of
testing at law.
'
j have)
—---THOS. EWING.
Acknowledge—H.W., 18/1/87.
Acknowledged The Surveyor-General—G.E.H. (for Under
Secretary), B.C., 18/1/87.
There appears to be nothing further for the Surveyor-General to add to his
previous report on this matter, or to cause any departure from previous decision.—A. J, Stopps {'pro,
Surveyor-General), 4th February, '87.
Submitted—In view of the reports herein the previous decision
may stand—H.W., 9/2/S7.
Approved—F. A., 10/2/87.
T. T. Ewing informed, 12 February, 1887,
The Surveyor-General.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 15/2/87.

.
No. 55.
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Sir,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 February, 1887.
_
With reference to your letter of the 13th ultimo, respecting the matter of Molesworth-street,
Lismore, l am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that, in view of the reports in the ease, it.
is not the intention to depart from the previous decision.
I have, &c,
HARRIE WOOD,
________________
Under Secretary.

No. 56.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Shj
Parliament House, Sydney, 19 March, 1887.
_
I have the honor to request that this letter may be placed with others in connection with resump
tion in Molesworth-street, Lismore, respecting which I will shortly call to see the Minister.
'

I have, tie.,

-------THOS. EWING.
Acknowledge—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 21/3/87.
Acknowledged, 21/3/87.
The
Surveyor-General for return of papers to Mines—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), B.O., 21/3/87.
Papers
herewith returned to Mines Department as requested—A J. Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 28/3/87.
^Enclosure,
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_
[Enclosure.']
Sir,
Lismore, 17 Jaiinan', 1886.
_
Having recently purchased the house anti ground, once the property of John Currio, of Lismore, and formerly
tlie residence of l)r. Parker; and having heard that tlie local Municipal Council endeavoured, through your aid, to induce
tho present (Jovcrnment to resume a portion of said land for the improvement of Molesworth-street; and might have
succeeded were it not for tho opposition of the late owner, I do myself tho honor to acquaint you that I, as present
owner, will not only not object, hut will willingly agree to, or fall in with, whatever proposition has been so submitted to
this Government, or which may yet be so submitted to any future Government for such purpose.
I have, &e,,
m m T, .
„
c. coghlan,
T. T, Jiwing, Esq., M.L.A., Sydney.
Clerk of Petty Sessions,

No. 67-

The Mayor of Lismore to Tlie Secretary for Mines.
Sir,
Council Chambers, Lismore, 26 July, 1887.
_
I have the honor, by request of the Council, to forward the enclosed petition of tire residents of
Lismore, re resumption of land for a street.
This matter was so long and often under tlie consideration of the Department, that I trust a speedy
and favourable decision will be arrived at.
I have, he.,
LOUIS BERNSTEEN,

-------Mayor.
Forward to the Department of Lands and inform.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 17/8/87.
InIh/S/ST ^^ie ^n^cr Secretary Department of Lands.—G.E.H, (for Under Secretary), B.C.,

No. 58.
Petition.
[Presented by Thos. Ewdng and F. G. Crouch, 12th August, 1887.]
To His Worshipful the Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipal Borough of Lismore,—
We, tlie undersigned ratepayers in the Municipal Borough of Lismore,
Humbly Showeth,—

_
That some little time ago the Honorable the Minister for Mines had approved of certain resump
tion of land in Molesworth-street North, with a view of opening up the traffic of the said street, that the
said land, up to tlie present, has not been resumed, that the delay is a great hindrance to the general traffic
of tlie town.
‘
Your Petitioners understand that tlie obstacle in the way at tlie time, was the exorbitant price asked
by Mr. Currie for his land at the corner of Zadoc and Molesworth Streets. Your Petitioners wish to point
out that this obstacle has been removed, in as much as the land then owned by Mr. Currie, is now tlie
property of Mr. Coglilan, and we feel sure the present owner would be willing to take a fair price for his
land, if resumed.
Your Petitioners trust that your Honorable Council will take this matter in hands again, and we
feel sure your efforts will be crowned with success, and your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Peter Dawson, Freehold; John Maher, Ratepayer; Mathew Ruan, Freehold; and 129 other signa
tures.

No. 59.
Petition.
[Presented by Thomas Ewing and F. G. Crouch, 18 August, 1887.]
To Tlie Honorable tlie Minister for Mines, Sydney.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents of Lismore

------

Showeth,—

,
That the roadway on the northern side of 'Brown’s Creek, in Molesworth-street, is, on account
of its abutment to Wilson’s Creek and the steep nature of its banks, unsuitable for traffic, aud also because
of the continued erosion of the banks of that creek any resumption previously denied of land there for the
purpose of widening that street would be of little practical use.
That, in considering the resumption of land in order to give the residents of that part of lismore
commonly known as Newtown access to the southern and business part of tho town, the Government should
consider the practicability of resuming the allotment of land adjoining the eastern side of Lismore Court
house, extending from Zadoc-street to Brown’s Creek, and a strip of land from Brown’s Creek to Wood
lark-street, as shown in the sketch sent herewith, for the following reasons :_
*
Firstly : It would afford people a means of access, in time of flood, from the town to the high ground
on which the Court-house is built.
Secondly : It would form a continuation of Coleman’s-Iane.
Thiidly . It would afford the residents access to the Court-house when both bridges over Brown’s Creek
in Molesworth-street and Keen-street are covered with flood-waters.
Fourthly : The price for the resumption of land at this place would be cheaper than that asked for the
frontages in Molesworth-street.
Fifthly : It would be of far greater convenience generally to the residents of Lismore.
•
-l
That a report be asked for from some responsible person ns to the suitability of the place indicated
in the sketch for the purposes of a roadway.
And
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_ _ And your Petitioners therefore pray tliat you will cause such inquiries to he made as to the
suitability of this land for a roadway, the price required by the owners of the land proposed to be resumed,
and on such other matters as the Honorable the Minister may deem necessary. And your Petitioners, as
in duty bound, will ever pray, <tc.
LOUIS BERXSTEEN, Mayor of Lismore, M.D.
J. E. GLASGOW, J.P., Timber Merchant.
GEORGE LARKIN, J.P., Storekeeper, Lismore.
And 61 other signatures.
Forward to Lands Department and inform.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 22/8/87,
Ewing and Crouch, Ms.P., informed, 22/8/S7.
Refer to Mr. Donaldson for future report.

Messrs.

No. 60.
A. F. Parker, Esq., M.D., to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Lismore, 7 October,-1887.
A Petition, signed by many ratepayers of the municipality of Lismore, praying that certain
portions of land in Molesworth-street of that town might be resumed was forwarded to your Department
July 26, 1887. Could you inform me whether any reply has been given to the letter forwarded by the
Mayor with the Petition, and whether your Department recommended that the land should be resumed or
not ?
I have, Ac.,
-------ARTHUR F. PARKER, M.D.
This, I think, refers to land required for street. Refer to Lands Department, and inform.— G.E.H.
(for Under Secretary), 12/10/87.
A. P. Parker, 12/10/87.
The Under Secretary for Lands.—G.E.H.
(for Under Secretary), B.C., 20/10/87.

No. 61.
A. F. Parker, M.D.,-Esq., to Tlie Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Lismore, 7 October, 1887.
A Petition signed by many of the ratepayers of the municipality of Lismore was forwarded to
the Mayor and Council of tliat town praying that certain lands in Molesworth-street might he resumed so
as to form a passable road.
This Petition was sent, July 26, 1887, on by the Mayor to the Department for Mines, and since
then, I believe, nothing lias been heard of it. As f am one of the most interested parties, lidding a portion
of the land it is prayed may be resumed, I should be glad if you could inform me whether it is tlie intention
of the Department to recommend tlie resumption or not.
I have, Ac.,
ARTHUR F. PARKER, M.D.

No. 62.
Thos. T. Ewing, Esq., and F. Gr. Crouch, Esq., Ms.P., to The Under Secretary
for Mines.
Sir,

Parliament House, Sydney, 12 October, 1887.
We hope you will kindly look into this matter. The correspondence has been very lengthy.
We have, Ac.,
THOS. EWING.
-------E. O. CROUCH.
Forward to Lands Department and inform.—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary), 13/10/87.
Messrs.
Ewing and Crouch, Ms.?., informed, 15/10/87.
The Under Secretary, Department of Lands.—G.E.H.,
(for Under Secretary), B.C., 14/10/87.
[Enclosure. ]
Sir,
Lismore, 7 October, 1887.
_
About seven months ago I took the libcrlj of writing to you in reference to tlie question of tbe resumption of
certain land in Lismore, for the improvement of Molesworth-street; and you were good enough to acknowledge the receipt
and promised to inquire about if. Since then, about the prorogation of Parliament, n numerously signed petition for tho
second time from the ratepayers, urging the necessity for said resumption, was forwarded through the Muntcijial Council, but
nothing has been heard of it. Dr. Parker and Mr. Coleman havo requested me to bring the matter under your notice, and
request you to bo so good as to inquire whether anything has been, or is likely to be, done. My fence is in a very dilapidated
condition—portions being on the street—but I cannot replace it until this question of resumption be settled one way or tho
other. Both the Council and ratepayers have been in fivour of resumption for years, and would have been successful ivcro
it not.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.L.A., Sydney.

No. 63.
A. F. Parker, Esq., M.D., to Tho Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Lismore, 23 October, 1887.
On the 7th instant, I addressed a totter to you asking certain information relative to a Petition
that was forwarded by the Mayor of Lismore to the Under Secretary for Mines.
Since then I have received a communication from the Under Secretary for Mines informing me tliat
the Petition of the residents of Lismore for the resumption of certain land in Molesworth-street had been
forwarded to you. Having had no reply from you, I should be obliged if you would now give me the
desired information, viz., whether it is your intention to recommend this resumption or not,
You
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You can understand that I am particularly interested in this matter, as it is impossible for me to
build on the allotment of land belonging to me until I know whether a road is going to be made through it
or not,
I have, ike,,
-------ARTHUR F. PARKER, M.D.
It is recommended that Dr. Parker be informed that it is not intended to comply with the request
of Petitioners to widen part of Molesworth-street in the town of Lismore.—A. J. Stoi'ps (for Surveyor
General).
See S3-S¥- for approval.
A, F. Parker, M.D., informed.—H.L.T., 8/11/87.

No. 64.
The Acting Surveyor-General to Tlie Under Secretary for Lands.
Proposed Resumption of Land to provide a Street in lieu of widening part of Molesworth-street, Town of
Lismore.
The petitipn (paper No, 46) is a renewal of an application for the widening of part of Molesworth-street. Tlie
whole question has been fully reported upon and considered, and the application has several times been
refused. See Mr. Abigail’s decision (paper 42), Mr. Fletcher’s decision (paper 41), and Mr. Abbott’s
decision (paper 11).
The petition registered 47 points out that Molesworth-street at the point in question is unsuitable for
traffic from the steepness of the ground, and because of the continued erosion of the fiver bank, and suggests
the resumption of land elsewhere (as shown on sketch). This possible course has been previously under
consideration as an alternative to widening Molesworth-street, and is embraced in the Ministerial decisions
that the Crown declines to accept any responsibility in providing improved access in this case (beyond mere
survey), leaving the Municipal Council of Lismore to deal with the matter as strictly a municipal one.
Departure from previous decisions cannot be recommended.
E. TWYNAM,
See also paper 51.—A.J.S.
Submitted.—S.F., 5/11/87,
I cannot sanction a departure from or
reversal of previous Ministerial decisions on this case.—T.G., 7/11/87.
T. T. Ewing, M.P., and
F. G. Crouch, M.P., informed.—H.L.T., 8/11/87.

No. 65.
The Under Secretary for Lands to A. U. Parker, Esq., M.D.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, S November, 1887.
With reference to your letter of the 28th ultimo, respecting a petition of the residents of
Lismore for the resumption of certain land in Molesworth-street, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands
to inform you that it is not intended to comply with the request of the petitioners to widen the street in
question.
I have, &c.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 66.
The Under Secretary for Lands to T. T. Ewing, Esq., and E. G. Crouch, Esq., Ms.P.
Gentlemen,
Department of Lands, Sydney, S November, 1887.
With reference to the petition of certain residents of Lismore (presented by you) for the
resumption of land to provide a street in lieu of widening part of Molesworth-street, Lismore, I am
directed to inform you that the Secretary for Lands cannot sanction a departure from, or reversal of,
previous Ministerial decisions in this case.
I have ire.,
■
'
•
STEPHEN FREEMAN
. (For the Under Secretary).

No. 67.
,
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Parliament House, Sydney, 12 November, 1887.
1 have tbe honor to inform you that I desire to see Secretary for Lands in this matter.
I should be glad if you could have a, precis of case submitted to him,
I will call when you inform me, papers are in a position for his consideration.
Yours, dec,,
-------THOS. EWING.
It is thought that the Surveyor-General’s reports upon papers Nos. 11, 23, 25, 39, and 41, afford
the information required for the understanding of the case, unless a personal explanation of it might be
considered to be more satisfactory.—E. Twynam, 18/11;87.
The Under Secretary.—S.F., 19/11/87.
Inform Mr. Ewing, M.P., I will see him on Wednesday
■it 2 p.m.—T.G., 21/11/87. ■ Mr. Ewing, M.P. informed, 21/11/87.
Mr. Ewing, M.P., saw me on day arranged, and pointed out that the difficulty is caused in this case
by an error in the original survey of the town as far as it concerned tho portion of Molesworth-street, and
not by the erosion of the river bank. He points out that trees, a growth of great age, ore now on the edge
of the river bank, and within the boundaries of the allotments, and that the site of the street is actually in
part in the course of the river. This statement should be thoroughly tested, and when result is known the
case may then be resubmitted.—T G.,- 26/11/87,
,
468—D

No. 68.
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No. 6?.
The Under Secretary for Lands to T.'T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 November, 1887'With reference to your letter of the, 12th instant, requesting an interview with tiie Secretary
for Lands, respecting the desire of certain residents of Lismore, that land be resumed to provide a street in
lieu of widening part of Molesworth-street, Lismore, 1 have the honor to inform you that Mr. Secretary
Garrett will see you on Wednesday next, at 2 p.m.
I have, &c.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN
'
(For the Under Secretary).
Sir.

No. 69.
The Acting Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Proposed widening of Molesworth-street (at Zadoc-street), Lismore,
Surveyor-General’s Office, Sydney, 6 December, 1887.
This part of Molesworth-street is shown to be impracticable for traffic, being partly in the North Richmond
Diver and partly on the river bank, and it is subject to tlie eroding action of the river. (Vide sketches
83
,
,
, ,
,
,
,
Tho allotments fronting this part of Molesworth-street were purchased as marked on the ground, and
probably at that time the land was supposed to have a special value in view of frontage to navigable water.
As shown by the local Roads Engineer, the action of wheeled traffic along this part of the street
has contributed greatly to the destruction of the surface, and instead of the widening of the street, as
suggested, along tlie entire frontage, ho advises a diversion through alienated land (section 5) up to Zadocstreet, and thence northward resumption of land for widening. The incidental expenditure is estimated as
follows, viz. :—Compensation for land to be resumed, ill,254 ; bridge over Brown’s Creek, approaches, and
other works, XI,000.
_
The Chief Engineer points out that the site is not suitable for a road, also-that after construction
further outlay to an indefinite extent will probably be requisite for protection of tbe river bank and road,
and he cites, as an instance, High-street embankment at West Maitland as a case presenting similar
conditions.
.
Tlie argument advanced by Mr. Ewing, M.P., and others, is that because this part of Molesworthstreet was projected perhaps injudiciously, and possibly partly within or too near the river frontage, therefore
the Government is responsible.for its present impracticable state, and is bound to improve it. This view of
the case altogether ignores certain facts, viz., that parties purchased allotments as defined on the ground
and with the knowledge of their position ; also that at time of sale the land may have been supposed to have
special value, on account of its proximity to water frontage; and also that such water frontage baa been
utilized to advantage by erection of a wharf ; and further that the aid of the Government is now sought on
the plea- that Molesworth-street is an important thoroughfare. It appears to me that the improvement of
this street is a matter so deeply afibeting the value of the allotments abutting on it that it is somewhat a
matter of surprise that the proprietors do not offer to contribute largely to the work ; and moreover the
municipal rating on tlie enhanced value of business places might in a considerable measure provide interest
on the outlay.
I would beg to submit that the only ground advanced, viz., injudicious projection of the street too
near the river is not of such weight as to constitute an exception to tlie recognized practice of the Govern
ment, viz., that the maintenance of streets within an incorporated area is a duty devolving upon the
Council, to which an annual subsidy is paid by the State, thus to relieve the Government from further
demand in this respect.
_
Apparently the only exceptional circumstance in this case is the comparatively largo expenditure for
the work which would naturally be regarded as of some magnitude in a small municipal district (the
■population being about 6,000).
_
It would not be judicious to treat this case as one of expenditure in tlie guise of compensation for
error in design of the town, as it might incur numerous similar claims on grounds more or less doubtful,
which it would be most difficult to rebut,
_
Moreover, it is to be borne in mind that there are alternative proposals for opening another street
in lieu of Molesworth-street, which, if properly supported by the inhabitants concerned and those who
would be benefited thereby, would doubtless have been entered upon by the Council by this time.
Under all the circumstances it is submitted that the previous decision (supported by three Ministers)
be not departed from, viz., that this is purely a municipal matter, and one of a character which the Govern
ment at present is not bound to support or assist, especially in view of impending legislation.
_____
’
E. TWYNAM.
Submitted tliat Mr. Ewing, M.P., be informed in terms of this report, or that a copy be sent to
Mr. Ewing, with an intimation tliat Mr. Secretary Garrett concurs in the views expressed therein.—S.F.,
17th December. 1887.
Inform.—T.G., 20/2/87.
T. T. Ewing, M.P., with copy of report, 22/12/87.

No. 70.
Tho Under Secretary for Lands to T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 23 December, 1887.
I am directed to forward tlie accompanying copy of Mr, Acting Surveyor-General Twyiiam s
report on the proposed widening of Molesworth-street (at Zadoc-street), Lismore, and to inform you that
Mr. Secretary Garrett concurs in the views expressed therein.
'

/STEPHEN FREEMAN
------------------(For the Under Secretary).
[Enclosure.}
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[irncfosum]
Proposed widening of Moleswo:th-street (at Zadoc-slreet), Lismore.
Sydney, Glh December, 1S37.
This part of Molesworth-street is shown to be impracticable for traflle, being partly in tho
Richmond River, and partly
On the river bank, and it is subject to tho eroding action of tho river (oW<? sketches 83 m nmi jij.
•
Tho allotments fronting this part of Molesworth-street were purchased as marked on tho ground, and probably at that
time the land was supposed to have a special value in view of frontage to navigable watcr.
As shown by the Local Roads Engineer tbe action of wheeled traffic along this part of tho street has contributed greatly
to the destruction of the surface, and instead of the widening of the street as suggested, along the entire frontage, ho advises a
diversion through alienated land (section 5) up to Zadoc-street, and thence northward resumption of laud for widening.
Tho incidental expenditure is estimated as follows, viz :—Compensation fjr land to bo resumed, £1,254; bridge over
-Brown’s Creek, approaches, and other works, £1,000.
.
The Chief Engineer points out that tho site generally is not suitable for a road, also that after construction further
outlay to an indefinite extent will probably be requisite for protection of the river bank and road, and be eites, as an instance,
High-street embankment at West Maitland as a case presenting similar conditions.
_
Tiio arguments advanced by Mr, JEwing, M,P,( and others ia that because this part of Molosworth-strcet was projected,
perhaps injudiciously, and possibly partly within or too near the river frontage, therefore tlie Q-overnincnt is responsible for its
present impracticable state, and is bound to improve it. This view o: the ease altogether ignores certain facts, viz., that parties
purchased allotments as defined on the ground, and with the knowledge of their position ; also at time of wile the land may
have been supposed to have special value on account of its proximity to water frontage ; and also that such water frontage bftfl
been utilized to advantage by erection of a wharf ■ and further that tlie aid of the Government is now sought on the plea
that Molesworth-street is an important thoroughfare.
.
It appeare to mo that the improvement of this street is a matter so deeply affecting tlie value of tho allotments abutting
on it, tliat it is somewhat a matter of surprise that the proprietors do not offer to contribute largely to tlie work, and moreover
the Municipal rating on the enhanced value on business pmces might in a considerable measure provide interest on the outlay.
I would beg to submit that the only ground advanced, viz., injudicious projection of the street too near the river, is not of
such weight as to constitute an exception to tlie recognized practice of tho Government, viz., that the maintenance of streets
within an incorporated area, is a duty devolving upon the Council, to which an annual subsidy is paid by tlie State thus to
relieve the Government from further demand in this respect,
4
l
i* i
Apparently the only exceptional circumstance in this case is the comparatively large expenditure for the work which
would naturally be regarded as of some magnitude in a small municipal district (the population being about 0,000.) _
It would not be judicious to treat this case as one of expenditure in the guise of compensation for error in design of the
town, as it might incur numerous similar claims on grounds more or less doubtful, which it would bo most difficult to rebut.
Moreover, it is to be borne iu mind that there are alternative proposals for opening another street in lieu of Molesworthstreet, which, if properly supported by the inhabitants concerned, and those who would be benefited thereby, would doubtless
have been entered upon by the Council by this time.
...
raj
Under all the circumstances it is submitted that the previous decision (supported by three Ministers) bo not departed
from, viz., that this is purely a municipal matter, and one of a character which the Government at present is not bound to
support or assist, especially in view of impending legislation.
E. TW"5rNAM>
The Under Secretary for Lands.
Surveyor-General's Office.

No. 71.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Resumption Molesworth-street, Lismore.
Parliament House, 3 January, 1888.
In my interview with you it appeared that the point really to be decided in above case was
simply—
,
1. Was Department in error in relative positions of Richmond River and Moles worth-street, m early
surveys.
,
2. (And incidentally upon that) had early plans of town of Lismore under which land was sold course
of river shown wrongly 1
_
....
I think I am right in believing that you concede the Government is bound by same responsibilities
as obtain between individuals, and that if Department had been in error it should be remedied. I am
aware that as is the case with all river and creek banks, there is always slight erosions and makings up
going on, but these usual changes cannot affect this case, it being not a matter of a few feet, but of chains.
I enclose seven declarations from old residents, all respectable men, and can obtain the same state
ment from every old resident. But the vegetation on other side of river—may be, hundreds of years old
proves so conclusively that river course could not have been there thirty or forty years ago, that it has
always appeared incomprehensible that Department could have made such a contention.^
_
In order to place the matter at once and for all beyond doubt, I shall be glad if you would kindly
request your district surveyor to reply to the following questions. Mr. Donaldson's large experience in
these districts is well known to you.
_
_
After the matter of the justice is conceded, will bo sufficient time to consider the remedy.
I trust you may be able to obtain a speedy reply.
I have,
.
THOS. EWING.
gitj

Questions.
(1.) Was an error made by Mr. Surveyor Peppercorn in placing Molesworth-street in position with relation
to Richmond River as shown by early maps of town of Lismore ?
(2.) Were early maps in error l
(3.) Is it a fact that river was shown with reference to some allotments some (300) three hundred feet out
of its course—(notably, North Lismore)?
.
„
.
.
■
(4.) Is it a fact that some of the divisional lines between allotments in North Lismore (directly opposite)
come some 4 chains (264 feet about) beyond where bank of river was shown in early survey 1
_
(5.) Is it a fact, where course of river is thus shown, timber, at least 100 years old, growing on linn alluvial
flat, is in existence ?
(6.) Is it possible since occupation of Colony by whites, Richmond River course can have been ns shown ?
[Enclosures.']
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\Enclo$ure8.~\
I, Jldmuxd Itoss, of Ballinn, do solemulv and einccrcly declare that I remember the survey of tho town of Lismore, as made
by Mr, Peppercorn, particularly sections 4 and 5 on each side of Zadoc-street, 'Wilson’s Creek, and I distinctly remember that
the said Wilson’s Creek has not changed its course since the said survey was made by Mr, Peppercorn. And 1 make this
solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and. in virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed,
in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, “An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and
affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Grovernment of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations
in lien thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”
Made and signed before, me at Lismore, "l
.
this 7th day of November, 1888.
EDMUND ROSS, J.P.
Alexii. J. Simpson, J.P.

j

I, Wippiaji Smith, of Lismore, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I remember tho survey of Lismore since the year 1857,
particularly sections 4 and o, surveyed by Peppercorn on each side of Zadoc-street, Wilson's Creek, and distinctly remember
that the said creek has not changed its course since that survey was made. And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of tlie reign of Her
present Majesty, intituled, “An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various
departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression
of voluntary and eitra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”
Made and signed before me, at Lismore,'(
WILLIAM SMITH,
tbit 23rd day of October, 1888.
J
.
C. Cogiilan, a Commissioner for Affidavits.
I, AltC.mHAi.-D CuBBlE, of North Lismore, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I remember tlie survey of the town of
Lismore, made by Mr. Peppercorn in 1855 and 56, and particularly sections 4 and 5, on each side of Zadoc-street, Wilson’s
Creek; and distinctly remember that the said ■creek has not changed its course since tho said survey was made. And X make
this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and in virtue of tho provisions of an Act made and
passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and
affirmations taken aud made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in
lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”
Made and signed before me,at Lismore, )
ARCHIBALD CURRIE,
this 24th day of October, 1888.
j
,
James Bakhie, J.P.

----------------

of North Lismore, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I remember the survey of the town of Lismore,
made by Mr, Peppercorn, and particularly the sections 4 and 5, on each side of Zadoc-street, Wilson’s Creek ; and distinctly
remember that the said creek has not changed its course since the said survey was made. I remember tho place referred to
for over forty years. And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and in virtue of the
provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, “ An Act for the more
effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of New South
Wales, and to substitute declarations iu lieu thereof, and for tlie suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and
affidavits."
*
I, John Peate,

Made and signed before me,at Lismore, I
this 30th day of October, 1888.
)
C. Coghlan, a Commissioner for Affidavits.

JOHN PEA.TE,

I, Edwaed Howeel, of North Lismore, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I remember the surrey of the town of
Lismore, made by Mr. Peppercorn, and particularly the sections 4 and 5, on each side of Zadoc-street, Wilson’s Creek j and
distinctly remember that the said creek has not changed its course since the said survey wae made, nor for last forty years.
And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act
made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, “An Act for the more effectual abolition
of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments of tho Government of New South Wales, and to
substitute declarations in lien thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits,”
Made and signed before me, at Lismore, 1
this 30th day of October, 1888.
J
E. HOWELL.
C, Coghlan, a Commissioner for Affidavits.
J, C. W. Griffin, of Lismore, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I know Molesworth-street, Lismore, at the junction of
Zadoc-street, and sections 4 and 6 on each side of the latter street since January, 1858, and I am certain that there is no
alteration in the course of the stream of Wilson's Creek during that period at that place. And I make this solemn declaration
consoisntiously believing the same to bo true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of
the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made
in various departments of tho Government of New Soutli Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the
suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”
,
Mode and signed before me, at Lismore, I
,
C. W. GRIFFIN,
this 3rd day.of November, 1888.
/
C, Coohlan, a Commissioner for Affidavits.
I, Edmund Coleman, of Lismore, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I remember tbe survey of the town of Lismore as
made by Mr. Peppercorn, particularly sections 4 and 5 on each side of Zadoc-street, Wilson's Creek, and I distinctly remember
that the said Wilson’s Creek has not changed its course since the said, survey was made. And I make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the fame to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of
the reign of Her present Majesty, entitulcd "An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and
made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for
the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.
Made and signed before me, at Lismore, I
EDMUND COLEMAN,
this 6th day of November, 1888.
j
Edmund Rosa, J. P.

No. 72.
Tlie Council Clerk, Lismore, to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 21 September, 1888,
By direction of the Borough Council of Lismore, I have the honor to transmit the following
resolution, viz, r—“That owing to the increased traffic in that portion of Molesworth between Orion and
Woodlark Streets, this Council take immediate action to communicate with the proper authorities to have
the necessary land resumed so as to make that portion of the street the full width, viz., 99 feet.” I am
1

further

5^)1
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further directed to call j'our attention to your letter Iso. 86-1263 (S3-W'-) roads in 'which you stated
this matter would receive immediate attention. The owners of the land proposed to be resumed are all
willing to sell at a reasonable price, and the Council hope that the Government will favourably consider their
request, as the resumption asked for is of vital importance to the welfare of tho district.
I am, <fce.,
C. A. BARHAM,
--------Council Clerk.
This is a matter for the Lands Department, 20/9/88.
(for Under Secretary), B.C., 25/9/88.

The Under Secretary for Lands. —G.E.H.

No. 73.
The Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Proposed widening of Molesworth-street, Lismore, sought by Borough Council of Lismore.
4 October, 188S.
The object sought in the Council’s letter has been repeatedly urged by tbe Borough Council of Lismore,
by petition of residents, and by representations of Mr. Ewing, M.P., and tho facts have been fully
reported upon and submitted .to several Ministers, who have agreed in the opinion that the object sought
is one for municipal action, and not one which the Crown is bound to support or to assist in, especially in
view of impending legislation.
.
A. J. STOPPS
--------(For Surveyor-Heueral).
Submitted that the Council Clerk be informed iu terms of this minute, and that the determination
already arrived at will not be disturbed.—S.F., 9/10/8S. C.O.
Submission approved.-—J.KB.,
1.0/10/88.
Council Clerk, Lismore, informed.—H.L.T., 12/10/88.

-

No. 74.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Parliament House, 9 October, 18S8.
.1 should like an interview with you respecting resumption, Molesworth-street.
The case was a Mines, and is pretty voluminous.
I will call in a day or two, and hope you will have tho papers.
Tours, Ac.,
-------THOS. EWING.

Mr. Brett,—Previous papers are now in Correspondence Branch for letter to he written to Borough
Council, declining to reopen the question; pleaso see if the letter can be written to-day, in order that
the papers may be sent to the Assistant Under Secretary as soon as possible.—A.J.S., 12/iO/S8.
Mr. Stopps,—The papers, with letter for signature were left by Mr. Thompson with the Assistant
Under Secretary tins morning.—W.B., 12/10/88.
Mr. Ewing to call.—S.E., 24/10/88.

No. 75.
T. T, Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Parliament House, 11 October, 1888.
I intended sending you the information in my possession, respecting Molesworth-street,
Lismore ; but.it is voluminous, and I do not think it right to espect you to go through it. If you can
give me a quarter of an hour about next Wednesday, I can explain matters, and accept your verdict.
I hope you will suspend judgment till then. I undertake to prove the Department is in error.
Tours, &c.,
--------THOS. EWING.
Mr. Stopps,—Is this a roads case?—C.O., 12/10/88.
Plan herewith, viz., Cat, L. 1, 2,263.
Submitted.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 17/9/84.
Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 18/9/84.
Minute, 1,91 h
September, 1884.

No. 76.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Council Clerk, Lismore.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 October, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 21st ultimo, transmitting a copy of a resolution of your
Council in regard to the widening of Molesworth-street, Lismore, I am directed by the Secretary for
Lands to inform you that upon the petition of residents and the representations of Mr. Ewing, M.P., the
facts have been fully reported upon and submitted to several Ministers, who have agreed in the opinion
that the object sought is one for municipal action, and not ono which the Crown is bound to support or
to assist in, especially in view of impending legislation, and that the determination already arrived at will
not be disturbed.
I have, Ac.,
i

(Eor the Under Secretary).
No. 77.
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No. 11.
The Council Clerk, Lismore, to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir,

Council Chambers, Lismore, 23 November, 1SS8.
By direction of the Borough Council of Lismore, I havo the honor to again bring under your
notice the resumption of the northern end of Molesworth-street with the Borough.
You have had this matter a very long time under consideration, and in view of the very great
importance of the worlt required to be done, and the fact that people have to trespass on private property
(which the owners threaten to close) to avoid this dangerous portion of road, and that the Council are
anxious to make this part fit for traffic, request that you will take such action in the matter to get the
said portion of road resumed at an early date.
I have, Ac.,
C. A. BASHAM,
--------Council Clerk.
Inform that the Lands Department deal with such eases, and send this to Lands Department.—
F.A.. 27/11/88.
Council Clerk informed, 80/11/88.
The tinder Secretary for Lands.—Gr.E.H. (for
Under Secretary), B.C., 1/12/83.
Let this await return of papers from Under Secretary.—A.J.S,

.
No. 78.
ill*. G. A. Barham to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Lismore, 11 January, 1880.
In tho matter of the confirmation of streets in the Municipality of Lismoro, and in accordance
uith the notice in the Government Gazette, of the 4th ultimo, I herewith respectfully beg to claim
compensation for loss and damages of the undermentioned land through which there was no right of
making roads reserved in the original grant made hy the Crown.
The land is a subdivision of a grant made to "William Wilson on 25th January, 1859, and contained
15 acres 3 roods and 23 perches, and situated in the county of Eons, parish of Lismore, and village of
Lismoro: Commencing on the north-west side of Molesworth-street at the southern corner of tho
Market Eosorve; and hounded thence on tho north-east hy a line, and dividing it from that reserve north
westerly at right angles to Molesworth-street, 9 chains 10 links to the Richmond Eiver ; on the north
west by that river downward to Ballina-street; on the south hy that street easterly 13 chains and 50links
to Molesworth-street; and on the south-east by 11 chains and 40 links of the north-west side of Moles
worth-street, north-easterly to the point of commencement. The following is a rough plan of the portion
of the subdivision which is my property, and on which I think I am entitled to compensation.

Galina Street

C. A. Barham
1

kC.

1 R3p 23 PER*

Onreimi gukt to Mb, Wilson 15

The land taken from me in the alignment is the whole of my Ballina-street frontage to a depth of
about 2 feet. The frontage is 696 links long, and fenced with a two-railed fence, and a portion laid
out into a garden. If I am entitled to compensation I will leave the amount entirely in the hands of
whom you may appoint to inquire into the matter.
I have, Ac.,
:-----------------

C. A. BARHAM,

i

The building line of Ballina-street as surveyed follows the correct position of the boundary of the
grant referred to, and does not encroach on private land, hut if Mr. Barham’s fence is outside that
boundary or building line it is an encroachment on the road, and should be placed back to correct position.
It is recommended that Mr. Barham be so informed.—A. J, Stopps (for Surveyor-General), 22nd
January, 1889.
For approval,—S.F., 24/11/89.
Approved.—W.G.L., 25/1/89.
C, A. Barham informed,
5/2/89.
*—•—-****—
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Ko. 79.
Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. 0. A. Barliam.
Sir,

■

Department of LamD, Sydney, 5 February, 1889.
Witii reference to your letter of the llth ultimo, respecting the matter of confirmation of Subn^i^°J11^
streets in the municipality of Lismore, and claiming compensation by ray of damages, and for loss of mninnfwiis™
certain land in connection therewith, I have tlie honor to inform you that the building line of Ballinastreet, as surveyed, follows tbe correct position of the boundary of the grant referred to, and does not
’
encroach on private land ; but if your fence is outside that boundary or building line it is an encroach
ment on the road, and should be placed hack to the correct position.
I have, Sic.,
B. H. ’WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).
No. 80.

The Acting Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
■

Molesworth-street—Town of Lismore.

1 March, 1SS9.
Taut of Molesworth-street, near Zadoc-street, in the town of Lismore. is impracticable for trafHc, and
for several years past the Municipal Council have nrged upon the G-overnment the resumption of alien
ated land in order to construct a safe and permanent road; the expenditure to be incurred in resumption
of land and necessary works would be very large ; it is estimated at about £2,250.
Tho matter has met with careful consideration, and tho action desired by the Council has been
refused by four Ministers successively on the grounds that it is of the character which brings it within
the functions of Municipal Government, and that beyond facilitating proceedings by survey,‘&c., the
Government was not bound to assist.
This view of the case is contested by Mr. Ewing, M.P., on behalf of the Council, who alleges that
the difficulty has arisen through original faulty design of tho town, in that Molesworth-street may not
have been of the width represented, viz., 99 feet, but may have been partly in tlie river, and, therefore,
not available as a street; and he now propounds a scries of rpiestions which ho desires shall be submitted
for reply to the District Surveyor, in the belief that such replies will support his contention. I have to
state that full particulars have been obtained touching this matter; every point has been considered, and
I think that further reference to the District Surveyor is unnecessary, and might he even embarrassing if
ho were required to answer certain questions put in such form as to suit one side of the ease, and every
one of which admits of argument.
_
_ _
Touching Mr. Ewing’s special argument, I may be permitted to make a short rejoinder in pointing
out that no matter what was tho former limit of the river relatively to Molesworth-street, part of that
street opposite section 5 is only about 4 feet above ordinary water level, and, together with the bridge
thereto, leading over Brown’s Creek, is liable to inundation, and, consequently tho conditions are very
unfavourable for construction of a road, and so far support the opinions of the Local Road Officers and their
estimates of probable expenditure. Under these circumstances I submit that Mr, Ewing’s contention has
mot witii due consideration, and that the ease is fully and fairly set forth in my previous report (S3-W) ;
therefore, I. would beg to advise that there be no departure from tbe decision previously arrived at. I
think that in reply Mr, Ewing might he informed that due weight has been given to his contention as to
the probable relative positions of Molesworth-street and the Ever in the original alignment of the town;
but there is evidence of traffic over Molesworth-street for many years, in fact, until obstruction from
natural causes, and it would appear to have been the duty of the Council to execute from time to time
such repairs or works as may have been necessary to maintain thoroughfare; consequently, it is held that
the matter is one for municipal action, and not of the character demanding special interference or support
on the part of the Government.
-------E. TWYNAM.
Submitted.—E.IL'W., 4/3/89.

.

No. SI.
Synopsis.

Synopsis of correspondence received and action taken relative to Molesworth-street, Lismore.
(Roads 83,159.)
Paper Mo, 9.—A letter from tlie Borough Council of Lismore states that from the unskilfulmanner
Molesworth-street was laid out, inasmuch as no way of access has been left to section No. 4 by that
street, to tlie great injury of those who inadvertently bought hind and built houses and business premises
on the said section, fronting the said street, they request the Crown to acquire land from the neighbouring
private properties for the purpose of providing a street.
_
Paper Mo. 6.—Mr, John Currie, an old resident of Lismore, in a letter to the Department, objects
to the expenditure of public moneys for the purpose, and states that landslips have occurred ; and, as
this is a river bank road if the Government goes to the expense now of resuming land and the Council
allows heavy traffic along the road, wrthonrimaking some provision in the shape of a retaining-wall to
protect tlie river bank, it is only a matter of time when tho G-overnment will again be called on to
resume more land. The Council, he further states, should have had the road at landslip repaired long
ago, and that a case is pending in tho Supreme Court against the Borough Council for neglect.
Paper Mo. 10.—-Prom the District Surveyor’s report it appears that a road along Molesworthstreet had been in use to a wharf on Molesworth-street, the terminus of the ocean-going steamers until a
landslip occurred (about 1880), to make it useless.
_
Paper Mo. 11.—The Department took the view that, as official plans showed the river to have been
easterly of its present course, that a change of position must have occurred. Recent landslips and the
condition of the river banks strengthened this opinion, and the decision arrived at was, that to make a
practicable thoroughfare of Molesworth-street was a municipal matter, to be carried out by tlie Borough
Council, and declined to accept the responsibility.
Paper
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Paper jSto. 12.—Mr. Currie writes in similar terms to his first letter.
Paper iTo. 20.—Borough Council of Lismore renews applications and furnishes declarations of

old residents that the river has not shifted its course during their time of residence at Lismore,
Paper Pfo. 23.—Minute of Surveyor-G-cneral, stating that departmental action had been based on
the assumption that the course of the river had shifted, and pointing out the danger of accepting the
responsibility, even should it.be proved that the original design and surveys were erroneous.
Paper JPo. 25.—Borough Council renews application, and furnishes a plan of survey made by a
licensed surveyor employed by themselves, showing the river at the place in question. By this plan dead
trees are indicated in positions where the river was shown to be on the official plans and design of village
of Lismore, the object being to prove that the trees must have existed thirty years ago, and as they could
not grow in the river the official survey and maps are consequently inaccurate.
Paper No. 25.—Upon this testimony the late Surveyor-General expresses the regret that the
position taken up by the Department, based on original surveys cannot be maintained, although it is
difficult (he states) to believe that the official surveys could have been so inaccurato; but at the same
time he cannot recommend resumption of land to widen the street if that course would involve the Crown
in the settlement of claims for compensation.
Paper No. 25.—Mr. Secretary Abbott requested the Surveyor-General to ascertain what the costs
Would he of complying with the Borough Council’s request.
’
Paper No. 26.—On a minute of the Surveyor-General’s, Mr. Secretary Abbott approved of the
Borough Council being invited to ascertain from the various landowners the terms on which they would
allow a deviation of Molesworth-street to he opened through their properties, the information to be fur
nished with the view to consider whether the cost should be incurred by tbe Crown, either wholly or in
part; and if in part, to what extent the Borough Council might be required to contribute.
Paper No. 27.—The Borough Council express themselves unable to affect any satisfactory arrange
ments, and leave the matter in the hands of the Government.
Paper No. 27.—Mr, Secretary Abbott declines to accept the responsibility, and will sanction
nothing further being done unless a definite proposal be made by tbe Borough Council, together with an
estimate of costs and arrangements for carrying out any proposed course.
Paper No. 32.—In reply to communication as above the Mayor states the sums of money tbe
several persons will accept, but he makes no definite proposal; but on the suggestion of tho Under
Secretary for Mines, tbe District Surveyor is asked to report whether the items are reasonable amounts
or not. The report is obtained and submitted by Surveyor-General, who points out that tho Crown has
not undertaken to meet the claims, or any part of them.
Paper No. 38.—Mr. John Currie again writes that to resume land for Molesworth-street would be
a sheer waste of public money, unless a retaining wall were constructed to prevent future landslips, for
should wet seasons recur, as no doubt they will, and there be heavy traffic on the road, other landslips
will occur, aud further resumption of private estate will be necessary. Upon this statement of Mr.
Currie’s the Minister for Mines directed that the Commissioner and Engineer of Beads should be asked
to cause inspection of the land to be made, and a report to be furnished.
The Commissioner’s report should be read. He is of opinion that the river has shifted and is still
shifting its place, notwithstanding the declarations to the contrary, and he does not recommend that any
attempt be made to open a street near the river, as it would always be liable to erosion by the waters of
the river, and would entail endless expense on repairs, and he instances the case of the embankment, Highstreet, Maitland, and suggests that the District Engineer, Mr. Statham, and the District Surveyor, Mr.
Donaldson, should visit the ground, consult together, and report.
Paper No. 40.—This suggestion was acted upon, and the opinions of the two inspecting officers are
embraced in the report of the Assistant Engineer, Mr. Statham. The Assistant Engineer ia of opinion
that tlie landslips which have occurred are attributable less to erosion of the river bank that to the con
centration of drainage along tracks which havo been cut at various times for access to the wharf. This
has been going on for some time, till little or any of tho original road remains at south-east corner of
Zadoc-street.
Paper No. 40.—On this report the Surveyor-General submits a minute to the effect that the
inspecting officers do not approve of either of the previously suggested ways of affording access, but are
more favourable to a third, which they describe, and they also express their doubts that the interests in
volved would justify the expenditure that would be required to effect it, viz., £2,254, that is to say,
£1,254 for purchase of land, £1,000 for a bridge, and think that the Municipal Council will hesitate to
expend the latter sum. The Surveyor-General also points out that access is open by way of Keen-street,
and the circumstances of the case do not warrant of necessity any participation in the expense of provid
ing a new street by tho Crown. This minute met with the approval of the Secretary for Mines, and the
Borough Council was informed of the decision.
Papers Nos. 46, 47, and 52,—Further renewals of application were made, and an alternative course
suggested ; but applicants and petitioners were informed that the Crown declines to accept the responsi
bility of providing improved access in this case.
Paper No. 54.—Further agitation of the matter by Mr. T. T. Ewing, M.P., elicited a report from
tbe Acting Surveyor-General, aud the submission that the previous decisions supported by three Ministers
he not departed from was concurred in hy Mr. Secretary Garrett. Mr. Ewing, M.P., was informed
accordingly.
Paper No. 56.—Further renewal of the matter by tho Borough Council was received, and the
decision arrived at hy previous Ministers was upheld by Mr. Secretary Brunker.
Paper No. 68.—Tbe last communication is from Mr. Ewing, M.P., who requests that certain ques
tions, which ho gives, should be referred to the District Surveyor, for him to furnish replies to them. The
subject of this letter, and the case generally, i; deal! with by the Acting Surveyor-General in his report
of tho 1st instant.
A. J. STOPPS.
16th March, 1S8£.

No. 85.
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No. 82.
- T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Parliament House, 6 April, 18S9.
Some time ago I had the honor to inform you that I asked you to procure me certain
information from District Surveyor, Grafton, with reference to Molesworth-street, Lismore.
] believe that you are desirous of having fullest information before deciding the case, and am
sure it must he in the interest of a correct decision that the opinion of your local officer should be
obtained. I cannot imagine why it is thought necessary not to have the opinion in a definite way of the
only officer who has enough information to give authoritative advice. If my questions do not cover the
whole ground, it is quite within province of District Surveyor to fully report. I hope you will give
instructions that answers should be obtained,
Yours, &c.,
'
--------'
THOS. EWING.
Urgent, Papers, please.—S.P., 8/4/89. Mr. Stopps.
■

No. 83.
Memoi by The Under Secretary for Lands.
Molesworth-street, Lismore.
Tuic questions formulated by Mr. Ewing, M.P., are of an ex parte, or one-sided character, and cannot
apparenily he replied to satisfactorily or conclusively by anyone. I see no reason, however, for refusing
to send them to the District Surveyor, as Mr. Donaldson can only state what he knows, and the Depart
ment has no object in keeping back any knowledge within its power.
The Government has invariably declined to accept any responsibility in the matter of Molesworthstreet, and this reference will not necessarily weaken the position.
--------S. E., 8/4/89.
Approved.—J.N.E., 10/5/89.
The questions that Mr. Ewing, M.P., is desirous should be
, answered by Mr. Donaldson, are contained in Mr. Ewing’s letter registered No. 68 herewith, of the
series S3--j£LRoads.—E.T. The District Surveyor at Grafton.—A. J. Stopps (for Survey or-General),
ll/o/89.
Nature of Instructions, 53. Eeceived in District Survey Office, Grafton, 16/5/89. Replied
to by 89-13.—P. R. Dchvaldsox, District Surveyor.

No. 84.
Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Survey or-General.
Sir,

District Survey Office, Grafton, 12 June, 1889.
In accordance with instructions of 14th May, 1889, No. 53, I have the honor to furnish
replies to tho several questions which Air. Ewing, M.P., is desirous of having answered hy me with
reference to the Moleswortb-street Lismore case.
1. Was an error made by Air. Surveyor Peppercorn iu placing Molesworth-street in position
with relation to Richmond River, as shown by early maps of town of Lismoro ?
I am of opinion an error was made.
2. Were early maps iu error?
I think so.
3. Is it a fact that the river was shown with reference to some allotments, some 300 feet out
of its course, notably North Lismore ?
I thiuk the river was shown considerably out of its course, but cannot say to what extent.
4. Is it a fact that some of the divisional lines between allotments in North Lismoro, directly
opposite, come some 4 chains (264 feet about) beyond where bank of river was shown on
early surveys ?
Some of the divisional lines between allotments at North Lismore now extend a considerable
distance beyond where the bank of the river was shown by early surveys; but, iu the absence of any
measurements, I am not prepared to say how much.
5. Is it a fact that where course of river is thus shown, timber at least 100 years old, growing on
firm alluvial flat, is in existence P
Well-grown timber is in existence in or near where course of river is shown. I am not prepared
to say 100 years old, although it is possible some of the trees are that age.
6. Is it possible, since occupation of Colony by whites, Richmond River course can have altered
as sliown ?
In view of alterations which do take place in rivers, I am not prepared to say that it is not
possible, although I do not think it is probable.
I have, &c.,
P. R. DONALDSON,
-------District Surveyor.
Roads, S3-'W, and all papers herewith.
The replies of the District Surveyor at Grafton
to questions propounded by Air. Ewing, Af.P., respecting Alolesworth-street, Lismoro, are submitted.—
A. J. Stopps, 21/6/89.
Air. Ewiog, M.P., may perhaps he furnished with a copy of this report.—S.E.,
23/6/89.
Yes. I sec no objection.—J.N.B.. 1/7/89.
Copy herewith.—E.S., 3/7/89.
T.T. Ewing,
M.P,, with copy of report.—H.L.T., 9/7/89.
468—E
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No. 85.
The Under Secretary for Lands to T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Sir,
_
Department of Lands, Sydnev.S July, 18S9.
_ _ With reference to yonr letter of the 6th April last, asking that a full report be obtained from
the District Surveyor respecting Molesworth-street, Lismore, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to
forward you a copy of Mr, District-Surveyor Donaldson’s report upon the subject
I have, <fec.,
H. CURRY
(For the Under Secretary).

■
No. 86.
■
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,
_
Parliament House, Sydney, 13 July, 1889.
_
Will you kindly inform me when it will be convenient to see me respecting Molesworth-street,
Lismore ?
You will observe that District Surveyor agrees that Department was in error.
Yours, <fcc.,
--------THOS. EWING-.
_
Mr- Ewing, M.P., seeks an interview with the Minister re Molesworth-street, Lismore. Sub
mitted.—A. J. Stoi'P-S, 21/7/SO,
Mr. Ewing, M.P., has seen the Minister on this matter.—F.H.W.,
26/7/89. Mr. Stopps. Records,
Resubmitted for further consideration in view of promise to Mr.
Ewing, M.P.—W.H., 14/1/90.

No. 87.
T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
He Molesworth-street, Lismore.
...
.
Parliament House, 23 May, 1890.
All I desire in this ease is that your Local Land. Board would inquire into the position of
Richmond River at date of survey.
I am sure there can he no objection to this point being settled, and feel confident you will realize
the reasonableness of the request.
Yours, &c.,
T J
...
THOS. EWING.
Land Board will he in Lismore almost at once.
Sh,

_ Mr. Ewing's request cannot be complied with,—J.N.B., 23/5/90.
Inform.—H.L.T.
T. T.
Ewing, M.P., informed, 29/5/90.
Copy of all papers iu the case asked for. See minute 90-6,450.—
A.J.S.

No. 88.
The Under Secretary for Lands to T. T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.
Sir,
Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 May, 1890.
_
In reply to your letter of the 23rd instant, applying for an inquiry by the Local Land Board,
into the position of the Richmond River at the date of survey of Molesworth-street, Lismore, I am
directed by tho Secretary for Lands to inform you that your request cannot he complied with.
.
I have, &c.,
WM.‘HOUSTON,
Under Secretary
_____________________________
{per F.H.W.)

No. 89.
A. E. Parker, Esq., M.D., to the Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Lismore, 12 June, 1890.
_ 1 have tho honor to inform you that having leased a portion of my property in Molesworth.
street, Lismore, for a period of three years. I am compelled to withdraw any offer tliat may have been
made as regards compensation for the proposed resumption of a portion of the said property, for tbe
purpose of widening the street.
'
I might add that it is not my intention or desire to put any obstacle in tho way of the proposed
resumption, but that this is simply to protect myself from any legal difficulty that might arise from having
leased a certain portion of the property in question,
'
I have, &e.,
ARTHUR F. PARKER, M.D.
[Twelve plans.]

Sydney: Chnrlcs I’ottcr, Government Printer—1690.
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1890.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS EOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OF FOB APPROACH TO TABREOANDA BRIDGE, PARISH OF BEGA.)

Jteseitteb to ftottauutti, jmtstaant to JUt 44 'Bir.

XOTHTCATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER.
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New Sooth Wales, J ByHisEiceUencyTheRightHoiiourablc
to wit.
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Melnber of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
(L.S.)
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Carrington,
Governor. George, Governor and Comnumder-inChief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with tho advico of
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanc
tioned tho carrying out of certain worts for and in con
nection with the construction of a Bridge over the Bega River,
at Tarreganda, in the ssid Colony, for and towards the com
pletion of which said worfcs public funds are available, and
whereas the land hereinafter described is required for the east
ern approach to tho said worhe: Now, I, the Governor of the
said Colony, with the advice of theJiiecuiivo Council of tho
said Colony, in pursuance of tb e powers in this behalf given to or
vested in me by tho “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition
Act,” do by tins notification, published in tho Gazette and in
a newspaper, that is to say, in the “Bega Gazette,” circulated
in tho Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare
that the land hereinafter described has been resumed for the
public purpose hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for and
in connection with the eastern approach to the above Bridge,
to the intent that, upon the publication of this notification in
the Gazette, tho legal estate in the said land shall forthwith ho
vested in the Minister for Public Works and his successors,
on behalf of Her Majesty, for tho purpose of the said lastmentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in
possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
estates, interests, contracts, charges,rates, rigids-of-wav, or other
easements whatsoever ; and to the intent, further, that the legal
e=tato therein, together with all powers incident thereto, or
conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the said Minister

[3d.]
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16, etc, 6,

as a trustee, with the powers slat d in the said last-mentioned
Act, And I declare that the ,"ollowing is the description of
the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—
All that. piece or parcel of land being part of the Eastwood
Estate, situated in the parish of Bega, county of Auckland,
and Colony of New South Wales, containing 4 acres and 10
perches: Commencing at a point on the north boundary of
portion 40, where the south side of a road one chain wide
intersects the eastern side of another fenced road 75 links wide,
leading from Bega to Nelson ; and bounded thence on tho north
by the south side of tho said road one chain wide, bearing north
83 degrees 30 minutes east 30 links ; thence on part of the east
by a line bearing south 27 degrees 50 minutes west 285 links;
thence again on part of the east by a curve of 950 links radius,
distant 520 links; thence again on part of the east by a line
hearing south 7 degrees 20 minutes east 760 links; thence on
tho south-east by a curve of 1,050 links radius, distant 1,114
links ; thence on tho south by a line bearing south 57 degrees
30 minutes west 1,780 links to a fence on the left bank of tho
Bega River; thence on part of the west by that fence being a
lino bearing north 33 degrees 40 minutes west 100 Jinks : thence
on the north by a line bearing north 67 degrees 30 minutes
cast 1,780 links ; thence on the north-west by a curve of 950
links radius, distant 1,000 links; thence on part of the west by
a line bearing north 7 degrees 20 minutes west 760 links j
thence again on part of the west by a curve of 1,050 links
radius, distant 230 links to tho east side of the aforesaid road
75 links wide ; thrnco on the remainder of the west by the cast
side of that road bearing north 27 degrees 60 minutes east 610
links, to the point of commencement; and which parcel of land
is said to be in the possession of Henry Wren.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this second
day of Juno, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-third
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Eicolloncy’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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1890.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF DIPROVING- THE PARRAMATTA ROAD, PARISH OP
PETERSHAM.)
■

■pi'wsmtel) to parliament, pmrsuitut ter Jlct 51 Pic. |lo. 37,

NOTIPIOATION OP RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.”
| Proclamation Py His Excclkncy The
| Rigiit Honoural>la CuAELiiS Roeeut,
Bahos Cakrisgton, a Member of Her
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy
(l.S.)
Council, Kniglit Grand Cross of the
Cahiiikgtojj,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Michael and SaintGcorge.Governor and
Commaudcr-in-Chief of the Colony of
NewSonthtVales and its Dependencies-

New South Wales,

to wit.

WiiEiiEAS the Minister for Public Works of the Colony of
New South Wales is desirous of erecting a Retaining Wail
on the land described in the Schedule at the foot hereof,
for tho purpose of improving the Parramatta Road, at the
University Outline; and it is estimated (.hat the cost of carrying
out tho said works will not exceed the sum of twenty thousand
pounds: And whereas tho land described in fhe said Schedule
is tho land required for carrying out the said worka : Now,
therefore, I, Cuaelt.s Rob but, Babon Cabrjigiok, tho
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
in pursuance of tho provisions of the “ Public Works Act of
1888,” do hereby direct that the said works shall be carried
out under the “Public Works Act of 1868,” by the Minister
for Public Works aforesaid, who, in respect of the said works,
I hereby declare shall bo dcortied to be the Constructing
Authority: And in further pursuance of Ihe powers on this
behalf given to or vested in me by the said Act, I do by this
notiGcation, published in tho Garotte nud in a newspaper, that
is to say, the “Sydney Morning Herald," circulated in the
Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare that tho
land hereinafter described in the Schedule at the foot hereof,
has been resumed for the purpose hereinafter mentioned, that,
is to say, for the purpose of constructing end erecting thereon
a retaining wall and other works and conveniences, to the
intent that upon the publication of this notification in tho
Gazette, the land hereinafter described shall forthwith bo vested
in the Minister for Public Works, os tho Constructing Authority,
on behalf of Her Majesty for the purposes of the said Act, for
an estate in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from
all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; and to
the intent that the legal estate therein, together with all powers

PWJ
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incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in
the said Minister for Public Works as such Constructing
Authority as a trustee : And I declare that the following is the
description of the land hereinbefore roferrod to, that is to say : —
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, Colony of Now South
Wales, being portion of suburban allotments 21, 22, and 23 of
the original subdivision of the Grose Farm: Commencing at
the south-east corner of allotment 23 ; and bounded thence on
part of the south by the southern boundary of such allotment
23, being a line bearing westerly along the north alignment of
the Parramatta Road 72 feet more or less to the south-west
corner of that portion, now the property of the said Sebastian
Fehrenbach ; thence on the remainder of the south by tho
southern boundaries of allotments 22 and 21, now the properties
of the said Sarah Wend en and tho said William Kcrridgo, being
a lino bearing westerly along tho north alignment of the
Parramatta Road 119 feet more or less to the south-west corner
of portion 21 ; on the west by the western boundary of the
said allotment 21 bearing northerly 14 feetSinchcs; thence on
part of the north by a lino bearing easterly and parallel to the
southern boundary of allotments 21 and 22, 45 feet; thence
south-easterly 11 feet to meet a lino parallel to and 8 feet
6 inches distant northerly from the southern boundary of allot
ments 21 and 22; thence on the remainder of the north by a
line parallel to the southern boundary of allotments 21, 22,and
23 aforesaid, being a line bearing easterly to tho eastern boun
dary of allotment 23 ; thence on the east by the eastern boun
dary of said allotment 23 bearing southerly, 9 feet to the point
of commencement, and which parcel of land is said to be in the
possession of W. Kerridge, Sarah Wcndcn, and S. Fehrenbach,
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and
caused Die Great Son! of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyninth day of August, in tho year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in the fiftyfourth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND EOR THE CONSTRUCTION OP AN APPROACH ROAD TO MEADOW BANK
RAILWAY PLATFORM.)

■Iptesrulfb to IJnriimcnt, punsmmt lo Jld 51 T)ic. .tier. 37.

Njiw Sodtii Wales, "I Proclamation hy His Excellency The
to wit.
J Right Honourable Citaeles- Robert,
Baron Carrington, a Member of Her
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy
(l.S.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tho
Carrington,
Most Diitingui&hcd Order of Saint
Oouernor. Michael and Saint George. Governor and
Commander-in-Cldef of the Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies.
Wukkbas it is expedient that the Public Work hereinafter
mentioned shall bo conslructed, that is to say, an Approach
Road to Meadow Bank Railway Platform, the estimated cost
of which Public Work will not exceed twenty thousand
pounds; And whereas it is expedient that the said Public
Work shnll be carried out under the provisions of the “ Public
Works Act of 1888’': Now, therefor-', I, the Governor afore
said, with the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony,
nml under and by virtue of the powers and authority vested in
me by the said Act, hereby direct that the said Public Work
shall ho carried out under Hie provisions of the said Act, and
that tho carrying out of the Biimo shall devolve upon the
Minister for Public Works, who shall in that behalf be deemed
Hie Constructing Authority; And I hereby further direct that
the land described in tho Schedule hereto, being in my opinion
required for the purpose of the aforesaid Public Work, shall
bo acquired for the said purpose, under Hie provisions of tho
said Act.

[3d.]
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ScnERUlE.
All that piece or parcel of land situate near Ryde, in the
parish of Hunter’s Hill, county of Cumberland, and Colony of
New South Wales, containing 1 acre and 1 perch : Commencing
at the south-west corner, and being also part of Anne Thorn’s
grant of 20 acres, and on the eastern side of a subdivision road
50 feet wide; and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing south 01 degrees 40 minutes east 064 feet to the south
side of Nancurrow’s Rond, 66 fert wide ; thence on the south
east by a lino bearing north 30 degrees IS minutes east 66
feet to the north side of Nancarrow’s Road ; thence on tho
north-east by a line bearing north 61 degrees 40 minutes west 664
feet to the first-mootioned road 50 foet wide; thence on tho
north-west by that road bearing south 30 degrees 20 minutes
west 66 feet, to the point of commencement-,—and which parcel
of land is said to bo in the possession of Robert Shepherd.
Given under my Hand and Seal of the said Colony, at
Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year of
Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN 1
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee
Public Works.

on

REPORT
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BRIDGE TO CONNECT BULLOCK ISLAND WITH THE MAINLAND AT NEWCASTLE.

REPORT.
appointed during’
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of

Tjie Parliamentary Standing

Committee on Public Worrs,

I8SS, 51 Vic. No. 37, and the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889,
52 Vic. No. 26, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting
upon the expediency of '‘erecting a bridge to connect Bullock Island with
the mainland at Newcastle,’5 have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not
expedient the proposed bridge should be erected, and in accordance with
the provision of sub-section IV, of clause 13, of the Public "Works Act, report
their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
1. The proposed bridge appears from the evidence to have been Description of
recommended by the late Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and ^?dPg0p05Cd
Bridges, as a work which would fit in with the reclamation of a part of Newcastle " 66
Harbour, between the mainland of Newcastle at Honeysuckle Point and Bullock
Island, and with the dredging of a new channel there, which reclamation and
dredging form portions of certain works for tho improvement of Newcastle Harbour
that have been under the consideration of the Public Works Committee, and are
about to be carried out by the Harbours and Rivers Department. The bridge was
intended to bo one of iron having two spans witli lattice girders about 100 feet,
one on each side, 'and showing two openings of 65 feet each, with a swing span in
the centre giving two swing openings, the dock to be of iron, with tarred metal
on the top.
'
^
2. At the present time Bullock Island is connected with the mainland at nudga at
Newcastle by a wooden bridge which has been erected for about twenty-five years, PrOBCIltinu!’o.
and is now very much out of repair, and unsafe. This bridge, which was built
by private enterprise and afterwards purchased by the Harbours and Rivers
Department, occupies a position to the cast of the site of the proposed new brido-e,
and while the present bridge extends across a waterway which passes the southern
end of Bullock Island and leads into Throshy’s Creek, the proposed bridge would, if
erected now, be built on dry land, the water channel which it is expected to cross
being a matter of the future when the intended reclamation and dredging works
shall have been completed.
3. The Department of Public Works proposes that the erection of the new Proposal to
iron bridge be deferred until the reclamation and dredging works have been carried J^^18
out. The present Commissioner and Enginecr-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges tCbridg”.
explains that it will probably be from five lo ten years before the reclamation and
dredging works arc completed, and he contends that it is not necessary to erect
the proposed bridge at the present time. Its erection, he states, would mean an
annual expenditure of £2,000 for interest and cost of maintenance, whereas a
temporary wooden bridge, sufficient to meet all requirements until tire proper time
arrives
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arrives for the erection of the proposed iron bridgCj might he built alongside the
present one for about £3,000. A further reason put forward for the postponement
of the erection of the iron bridge is a desire expressed by the Railway Commis
sioners that the bridge should he a high-level one, in order that, if they can obtain
for railway purposes the land which it is intended to reclaim, the bridge may be
high enough not to interfere with the movements of rolling-stock, this desire being
accompanied by an offer to contribute £17,000, the amount estimated as the extra
sum which would he required to make the bridge a high-level instead of, as at
present intended,.a low-level one. The new temporary wooden bridge would he
built on the west side of the present structure, the old bridge being kept in use
until the new one was completed.
Opinions of
the people of
Eewcastle
and Bullock
Island.

4. The proposal to build a temporary wooden bridge, and to defer the erec
tion of the permanent iron structure until after the completion of the reclamation
and dredging works, does not find favour with the people of Newcastle and Bullock
Island. They contend that the present traffic between Newcastle and Bullock
Island, the importance of Bullock Island as the locality where most of tho coal
shipping trade of the port of Newcastle is carried on, and the general claims which
Newcastle has to be liberally treated in the matter of Government expenditure, arc
strong reasons why the iron bridge should he erected at once; and they further urge
that the suggested postponement for a few years will probably prove a postponement
indefinitely, and that in such case the bridge may never be erected.

The inquiry
by the Com
mittee.

5. The Committee have spared no effort to obtain a clear insight into the
matter. The evidence obtained from the departmental officers was followed by the
appointment of a Sectional Committee, who visited Newcastle, inspected the present
bridge and the sites of the proposed bridges, and took evidence from a number of
local witnesses. After the return of the Sectional Committee to Sydney, further
evidence was taken from the Commissioner and Enginecr-in-Chief for Roads and
Bridges ; and the Hon. J. N. Brunker, Minister for Lands, who is well acquainted
with Newcastle and Bullock Island, and expressed a desire to he heard, and Mr.
Alexander Brown and Mr. James Elotcher, two of the Members for Newcastle,
were also examined.

Decision of
the Com
mittee.

6. The Committee, after carefully considering the whole of the evidence and
the Report of the Sectional Committee, are of opinion that it is not expedient the
bridge, as referred to them for inquiry, should ho constructed; that, instead of this
bridge, the more expensive high-level structure recommended by the Railway
Commissioners should be erected as suggested by the present Engineer-in-Chief for
Roads and Bridges; and that, pending the erection of this high-level bridge, a
temporary wooden bridge, adjoining the present one, should he constructed, at a cost
not exceeding £3,000. This temporary bridge will certainly be sufficient to meet the
requirements of the traffic between Newcastle and Bullock Island for some years,
and the high-level bridge, which it is proposed shall follow the completion of the
reclamation works, can very well he postponed. To erect the high-level bridge
now, would be to prematurely incur a heavy annual charge for interest and
maintenance, and provide a structure beyond what is necessary to accommodate
the present traffic, and which, until the intended harbour improvements in its
vicinity are carried out, would, in a large measure, be useless. On Wednesday,
19 th March, 1890, at a meeting of the Committee,—■
Dr. Gtarran moved,—“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient that the pro
posed Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the mainland at Newcastle, as referred to the
Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out, because the evidence shows that a
bridge to cross the railway at a high level, at a cost of about £17,000 more, would bo
preferable.”
Mr. Lackey seconded the motion.
'

Mr. Dowel moved,—“ That the motion be amended by the omission of the word ‘ not,’ before the
word ‘ expedient.’”
Tho
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The amendment was seconded hy Mr. Hurley, and negatived, on the following division, upon the
question 11 that the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the clause —
Koes, 2.
Ayes, 10.
Mr. Dowel,
Mr. Abbott,
Mr. Hurley.
Mr. Lackey,
Dr. Garran,
Mr. Humphery,
Mr. Trickett,
Mr. Cox,
Mr. Garrard,
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Tonkin,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
Mr. Trickett moved,—“That the motion be amended by the addition of the words ‘but that
pending tho erection of the permanent structure, so as to provide for the traffic, a temporary
bridge adjoining the present dangerous one, should be erected at a cost not exceeding
£3,000.’ ”
The amendment was seconded by Mr. O’Sullivan, and passed, and the motion, as amended, was
then agreed to.

7. The Committee direct attention to the fact drawn out in evidence, and
referred to in the Report of the Sectional Committee, that the proposed dredging frontages to
above the bridge would he largely in the interest of the frontage-holders in Thxosby’s ^cre0tsby’a
Creek, the value of whose holdings would be thereby increased threefold, and that
the opinion was expressed by witnesses that it would lie policy on tho part of the
Government to resume possession of this part of the foreshore prior to incurring the
expenditure.
J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 2t) April, 1890.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
BRIDGE TO CONNECT BULLOCK ISLAND WITH THE MAINLAND AT
NEWCASTLE.

TUESDAY, 25 FEMIUARY. ISW.

Tlie
The
Tlio
The

ifEcsm:—
JOSEPH. PALMER. ABBOTT. Esq. (Chaie.ma.Oj.
IIou. .1 onx Lackey.
.Iacoii ITa n u a. i hi. Esq.
Hou. Amihew Gauuax.
HeKKY COPELAM), ]As(j.
Hon. PitUDKiiicK Tiioaias Humphery.
Eijivard Williayi O’Scjj.iv.vx. Esq
Hon. William Jose mi Trickett.
.Jony Hurley, Esq.

Ilic Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Bridge to connect linlioclc Island ivith the
Mainland at Newcastle.
BoberfcHiekson, Esq,, Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Bonds and Bridges, sworn, and cYa,mined:—
l.
Humphery.]
in the
Government avrvtwi:
service? ^ouimiijsioner
Commissioner or
of itoads.
Hoads.
0. Mr.
,, ^—7
*....•/■j What
■’ .......is your position
ijv^xwuh m
uic \jy\ei-uuiejji.
B. Hickson,
lia^c ^ou uny statement to make in connection with the proposed bridge at Bullock Island? It was
proposed to construct a bridge at an estimated cost of £33,000. For reasons which will lie explained .-----A,
Jiereatter, the department considers it premature to build that bridge at present, and it is proposed instead 26 Feb-i 1890.
to erect a small bridge, at a cost of about £2,500. or £3,000 at the outside, to meet the present traffic
Una is necessary because the old bridge is absolutely unsafe.
3. Where is the old bridge io which you refer ? The old bridge is under the black strip on the map.
Xiie proposal m connection with the harbour improvements was to reclaim a piece of land, shown on the
map, and to excavate a channel west of the new dock, with the view of making a channel to a future basin
which may have to be made near the railway bridge. But it will be a very considerable time—I should sav,
putting it at a minimum, Jive years, but probably ten—before that reclamation will ho completed, and io
put a bridge up there, at a cost of £33,000, would mean an annual expenditure of £2,000 a year for interest
and cost ot maintenance. Therefore I think it is premature to erect the proposed bridge now, and would
suggest t hat a bridge alongside tho present one be built, at a cost of about £3.000.
4. \\ ben was ihe old bridge built ? It must be twenty-five years old.
rr "R° " °U kuow what it cost ? It was built by private enterprise and was afterwards purchased by' tliQ
liarbounj and Kiv&rs Department in ^vliose care it was for a great many year?;.
*
{j- ■l()o7OL1 know the price they paid for it ? I think it was between £700 and £800.
7. And you think a bridge built at a cost of about £2,500. or £3.000 at the outside, will meet all the
requirements for some years to eomo V Yes.
'
8. Waij^rtileundcr what circumstances it was proposed to build a costly bridge such as that placed
before the Committee for its consideration t This costly bridge will be necessary. It is only a question
as to when it will be required. NV hen the proposal was brought forward it was thought that the
reclamation would be completed in a short time; hut the Committee will see at once that the reclamation
is a, very extensive piece of work, and will occupy some years. Therefore, I think the proposal to build
a bridge vyhieli would entail an annual expenditure of £2,000 a voar is premature, when we can «et a
bridge to last for some years at a cost at tho outside of £3,000. *
n
0. Who recommended the construction of the bridge now before the Committee ? It was recommended
by my predecessor, Mr. Bennett.
30. Have you any papers in connection with Mr. Bennett’s recommendation ? Yes. hut I have not
brought them with me,
■
H. You say that the bridge originally proposed is unnecessary at the present time ? Yes.
12. And is tho bridge that you propose to substitute absolutely necessary? Yes. it is- the nresent
bridge being unsafe.
*
‘
•
>
r
u.- i’
You
tell the Conunitteo how many cranes there are on this wharf ? Twelve.
14. W Jien you build the large basin which you propose to construct how many cranes will vou have all
round ? It is proposed to put seven there.
'
'
15. That will only occupy the eastern side of tho basin ? Ales,
if-' ir'eU •l'0U
have nil tho western side and the northern piece ? Yes.
wifi! ,-n^,oar/fiinpSi"1n y°U 1,0 able t0 acctT11modate in t,ie basin ? Tho proposal before the Committee
1 nil ic0aul to tlipse harbour improvements will accommodate nine vessels leading at the cranes.
7-—A
■
•■ ■ ■
" ‘ ’ 1 ’
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18. Then you will have all the rest for wharfage ? Yes.
_
19, You will have nearly double tho wharfage accommodation that exists at present? Tee, 'when the
basin is completed.
,
,
op ]f y0lt double the existing accommodation by making the large basin you will not want the little basin
at all? Yes.
.
21. How many years do you think it will bo before double the accommodation will be too little tot ton
traffic? It is very bard to say. A ereat number of years.
22. In addition to the shipping accommodation there will be wharfage accommodation along the south
bank of the river all the way from Merrywelher-strcet to the bridge ? T es.
23. That will more than double the existing wharfage? Yes.
_
24. But until the existing wharfage turns out to be too little you will not want any more wharfage.
Ko; the Giovernment will not want any more wharfage.
_
...
25. So that this bridge really will not be wanted until you require to make this inner basin ? it is not a.
question of making the inner hasin.
It is all private land, and we should, I think, gne access to tho
wharf built by private enterprise.
26. But this land is not available for wharfage purposes now, because you have your bridge, which prevents
its being available ? That is so.
,
_
27. And until you move that bridge away these people cannot use the laud for wharfage ? A o.
28. Then they have not really got a wharfage frontage? J\To.
„
29. You propose to create a new water frontage for them at the Govenmieut expense? Yes. We propose
to give them access to their water frontage.
_
.
30. To create, in fact, a new water frontage ? Yes; practically to create a new water frontage.
31. They could not get a single schooner up to the water frontage now ? No ; only a boat..
_
32. If you were to build this bridge at the present time you would really be building it on dry land? Yes.
33. And then you would makethe scour afterwards underneath it? If we wore to build tho large bridge
at a cost of £33,000 we would cut the channel and make the bridge at the same time.
34‘. Still you would build it where there is dry land now ? Tes.
35. And where there would be no channel until you scooped out the basiu ? No.
_
'
36. But for public purposes the basin will not be wanted until you have used up all tho existing wharfage,
and require more? No.
,
37. That is to say you will have to more than double all the present wharfage requirements before the
.inner basin can be wanted ? Yes.
_
38. And then that inner basin will be all private water frontage ? Aes. _
, ,
,
,
39. Mr. Garrard.] Is it a fact that during the last few years tiie whole of the coal-shipping applumccs in
connection with the A. A. Company’s ships have been shifted from .Newcastle to Bullock Island and
Carrington ? Yes.
■
40. Making Carrington a busy pi ace ? Yes.
_
,
,
41. And settlement is going on there very rapidly ? It is, ^
42. Is it true that the town was recently incorporated ? Acs ; 1 think a couple of years ago.
_
r
43. And it is making very rapid progress? Yes.
44. And there is a great deal of traffic over the present bridge which you say is dangerous? Thcr:e is a
good deal of traffic over the present bridge, and that structure is absolutely dangerous.
__
45. I suppose, as additional facilities for the shipment ot coal are given, a very much larger traffic may bo
anticipated? Yes.
*
...
46. I presume the £33,000 bridge was designed to work in with the complete scheme ot works carried
out by the Harbours and Hirers Department r Aes.
_
47. Do you know what portion of the works will be completed first by the Harbours and Elvers Depart
ment ? The wharf on the inner side of Bullock Island.
^
48. You know that from consultation with the present engineer of the Harbours and Hirers Department,
and also because you were acting as engineer under that department ? Yes. Before I left the depart
ment a commencement was made on the south wharf at Bullock Island, and one of the new sand pump
dredges is excavating there now.
49. Then knowing exactly how it is proposed to carry out the basiu works you believe that the now bridge
will not be required for at least five years ? Yes.
^
50. Where is the site of your proposed new wooden bridge ? Alongside and to the west of the old one.
The object of this is that we may have the use of the old bridge until the new one is completed, and
when we come to build the more expensive bridge, as we shall no doubt do in time, this bridge toll still
afford means of getting across tho river to Bullock Island.
51. And your permanent bridge of the future will be even further west than the proposed temporary
bridge ? Yes.
52. You toll make use of your present roadway, 1, suppose, for your temporary bridge ? 1 es.
53. Both sides ? Yes.
54. What is the width of the proposed temporary bridge ? About 22 feet.
_
55. Are there any footways besides, or is that all tho carriage-way ? It is only the carriage-way. It i s
not a very long bridge,
,
.
56. Are you going to put a earners back on it, the same as at present? I think it will be necessary to
allow the lighters to go underneath.
57. And you think that will last and serve all purposes for five years, when the larger structure will bo
taken in hand ? 1 do. I think a very considerable saving will be effected by adopting,that plan.
58. Has vour temporary project been put before the people of Newcastle and Carrington? I do not
know.
,
59. I do not suppose they will like it ? I do not know; what they want is to get a proper bridge to
enable them to get across the river.

John
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.Tolm .Alexander M'DonaM, Esq,, M.l .O.E. and M.I.M.E., Engineer for Bridges, sworn, and examined:—
J. A
GO. Mr. O' Sullivan.'] Ton arc tbo designer of the proposed bridge between Carrington and the mainland M-DoimliJ,
at Newcastle, are you not? Yes. Mo detailed drawings for it have been got onb yet.
Esq.,
01. Then wliat stage lias it reached ? A survey lias been made, but no detailed drawings have been got M.I.O.E.,
aa.M.E.
out yet.
G2. Can you tell the Committee what character of bridge is proposed ? "When the Harbours and Elvers
Ueparlment bad their scheme before the Committee it was proposed that onr department should erect 25 lob., 1890.
an iron bridge with two openings of Go feet each, and the estimated cost, without any detailed drawings
or detailed quantities, was £33,000.
■
63, That estimated cost then is only ap])roximatc ? Yes. It could not be guaranteed as being within
.10 per cent, of tho actual cost.
G4. Then you have only proceeded as far as the preliminary stage in making a survey for the bridge?
Yes. We have been waiting to sec what action the Harbours and Eivers Department would take in
reference to tho reclamation, because tho bridge as proposed would be on dry land.
Go. Have you now received orders from the department to abandon this bridge ? No. The matter has
been left in the Commissioner's hands so far as to what should he done. 1 have no definite instructions
from him what to do in the matter.
GG. Would this bridge correspond with the iron bridge at Nowra over the Shoalhaven ? No. There
would be two spans with lattice girders about 100 feet, one on eacb side, a swing span in the centre giving
two swing openings.
G7. With a timber deck ? No. It was proposed to have an iron deck, with tarred metal on top.
GS. ChairmanWhat proceedings wore taken in your department with reference to the construction of
this bridge before the matter was referred to Parliament ? I had taken no proceedings at all myself.
GO. I am asking you what steps were taken in your department ? This work was referred to the Com
mittee by Parliament on the 3rd October, 1889, at the instance of the Minister. J am asking you now
what proceedings had been taken in your department in connection with this bridge, as to tho preparation
of plans and estimates of expenditure prior to the 1st October, 188!) ? None.
70. Had the matter been before you at all? I think not—before the 1st October,
71. Then, so far as you know, the matter was presented to Parliament without any consideration by the
department at all ? So far as I know, yes.
72. .And the evidence which is given now as to the inadvisablencss of building the bridge could have been
obtained just as well before the work was referred to the Committee ? Yes.
73. But it was not obtained, was it ? No, it was not.

THURSDAY, G MARCH, 1890.

ijprmttt:—
The Hon.

Andeew

The Honohaule JOHN LACKEY (VicE-CuAniMAN).
Jacoh Gaeraed, Esq.
Gapuan.

The Don. Ehedekick Thomas Humthekv.
Tho Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
John

Henri Copeland, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.

HruLEr. Esq,

The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the Mainland
at Newcastle.
Hugh M'Lachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, sworn, and examined : —
7'1, Vicn-Chairman.j You arc Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners ? Yes.
H.M'Lachlan,
7o. You arc aware that it is proposed to construct a bridge at Bullock Island, and youhave volunteered
Esq.
some evidence on the subject on behalf of the Commissioners ? Yes.
^
7G. Mr. Garrarfl.~] The Kaihvay Commissioners understand that the proposal now before the Committee G March,1890.
is for a low-level bridge ? Yes.
77. And in view of the possibility of their requiring to use the reclaimed land for railway purposes they
would like to have a high-level bridge, to the cost of which they are willing to contribute £17.000 ? Yes.
78. And they recognise that it will be some time before this bridge will be required—in fact not until the
reclamation is carried out? Yes.
79. Dr. Qarran.1 It is not absolutely certain that the Bail way Commissioners will get this reclaimed land ?
Of course they will make that condition They would not give £17,000 without getting the land.
SO. The reclamation is to be made out of the land dredged from tho proposed chaiuiel ? Yes.
81. Therefore you cannot possibly use it until the mud has been dredged up ? No.
82. The question for us lo consider is whether, as it will probably bo five years before that dredging is
finished, we should not, for the immediate comenience of the Bullock Island people, renew tbo present
dilapidated bridge pro tem? That is Ihe idea of the Commissioners—iliat an inexpensive bridge might be
erected to meet present requirements, in view of the larger scheme which will be necessary when the
reclamation is carried out.
83. Then the Commissioner;! have nothing to say against a temporary bridge? Certainly not. They
recognise that the convenience of the people must he met. and that it is absolutely necessary to renew the
existing bridge for the present.
'
81. And it will be time five years hence to discuss the question of a permanent bridge ? Five or six
years. The Commissioners think it would be most unwise to make a low-level bridge, because the land
would he cut off into two parts and it could not be worked for railway purposes,
Sfi. And the opinion of ihe Commissioners is against a low-level bridge at the present time? Yes.
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^rtsTui:—
JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Chaikmas.)
The Hoe. Joits Lackey.
.Liooit G-aiuiarb, Esq.
I'ho Hon. Asdp.fav G-akhax.
Hex itr Copei.asd, Esq.
The Hon. I'RErjKJtTCK TuoirAS Huml'uetit.
EmvAiiu Wiliiam O’SumvAS, Esq.
The Hon. AViLLrAM .TosEinr Tkickett.
Joits Hunrav, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge 1o connect Bn dock Island with the Mainland
at Newcastle.
Robert Hiclcsnn, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chiof for Roada and Bridges, sworn, and further ■
examined:—
B. HicttBOD, 8G. Dr. Garrnn.'] With regard to your first estimate for a temporary bridge at Bullock Island, will £3,000
Ee11bo a sufficient sum for the work ? We can do it for that amount.
87. How soon can von get the bridge open for traffic from the time
get orders to begin the work ? In
13 ^-l890-six months.
&
o r
°
°
you

88. Will the construction of that bridge interfere with the traffic over the existing bridge? No, I will
make it so that it will not do so.
89. What is your opinion, after examining the old bridge, as to what it would cost to make that safe for
three, or four, or five years? I think it would be just as cheap to put up a new one as to make this one
safe. We would practically have to re-make it, and during the time we were doing so it would be very
inconvenient for the traffic.
"
!10. The proposal for a new bridge is not more expensive, and much more convenient to the public?
Just so.
91. ITow long will it take to complete the reclamation on the shore line of Newcastle and to construct
the proposed high-level bridge ? The reclamation works I cannot answer for, as they are under another
department; but the bridge ought to be erected in from eighteen months to two years.
92. \ ou can go to work at once, I presume, without the approach, or the railway enclosure ? Tcs.
93. If you did that, would you make a channel over which the swing-bridgeis togo beforesinking
your
qiiers, or won Id you do it afterwards ? If the bridge was to be built at once, I think I wouldcommence
sinking cylinders at once ou the land.
94. And leave the excavation to be done afterwards ? To lie done by the Harbours and Rivers Depart
ment ; our department would not do it in any case.
95. Ton could put your piles down so that they would not be interfered with by the excavations ? Tcs.
9G. They could make the excavations without knocking the piles about ? Yes.
97. You could build the bridge even if the other works were never carried out ? Yes.
93. You could do your part of the work in two years ? \es.
99. Does that refer to the bridge as you have put it to the Committee, or to the bridge as the Commis
sioners have suggested ? To the bridge.which I put before the Committee.
100. IV ith a high-level bridge it would take a little longer? Yes, a little, I suppose two and a half
years would bo the outside. I would point out a very great difficulty in making the bridge as suggested
by the Commissioners. I do not see very well how it could bo done until the reclamation lias been carried
out, except at a very considerable cost. If we had the reclamation done v, c should have the foundations,
to a very great extent, in for the structure—it would be across the railway; but if we were to put
these piers down now we should have to go right info the present channel and make them very much
deeper.
101. These piers will all go into soft earth, you must go below that considerably to get solid ground ? It
would not be very soft, it would be sand. If you can keep sand from the action of water, aud of the
weather, it is a very good foundation. Most likely we shall place iron piers on concrete beds to carry the
superstructure.
102. If you put down your piers after the reclamation is made you will not go so deep as you would go
now ? No.
103. It will be quicker and cheaper to make the bridge after reclamation than before ? Yes.
104 On the whole you would prefer the reclamation to be made first ? l*cs, I would.
105. But you can do it without the reclamation ? Of course we can.
106. You are aware that the Railway Commissioners have estimated that a high-level bridge will cost
£17,000 more than the low-level bridge will? Tliat was an estimate I gave Mr. Eddy in the course of
conversation, but it was only an approximate estimate.
107. It is not one you would permanently abide by ? No.
108. The extra expense would be caused by the greater height and large number of iron girders? The
greater height and the greater length,
109. Do you see any difficulty in rising from the level of Hunter-street to the level of your bridge ? No.
We can do that. It would involve shifting the rails further north, on to the proposed reclamation.
110. Is this reclamation work done with borrowed mnnev? Yes.
111. The country goes into debt to make this new land ? Yes.
112. And when the Railway Commissioners get possession of that will they be charged with the cost of
reclamation, or will they get it as a present ? That I cannot say.
113. The intention is that they shall then sell the frontage they have in Hunter-street? That is the idea.
111. When they sell that land will the money be credited to their account, or to the Government account?
To their account I presume.
115. If they get for nothing what the Harbours and Rivers Department have reclaimed, and then pocket
the proceeds of the sale of this frontage they will do a very good thing? Yes ; they get now for nothing
all that the Harbours and Rivers Department reclaim. All their wharves are made for them and not
charged to them.
116. The Railway Department gets all the revenue from them ? Yes.
117. They pay no interest ? No.
Hg,
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118. Every crane has been put up with borrowed money? Tcs; and the Pail way Department gets the K- Ib'cliBon,
revenuo from the cranes.
■Esc,■
119. And from the whole wharfage of Newcastle in the same way? Yes.
12Mar~I890
120. If the railway had been in the hands of a private company they would have had to do all that at
*
their own expense ? Yes.
121. As if is it is done for nothing by your department,? Yes : as far as they are concerned.
122. So far as you are able to form an opinion, do yon favour the construction of a high-level bridge over
a low-level one ? 1 think a high-level bridge would be the best. If tbo piece of reclamation was to be used
as a railway yard, it would be necessary that tbo traffic should bo carried overhead.
123. There will be seven or eight parallel sidings ? At the least.
124'. And any one of these being used would stop the traffic on the bridge ? Yes.
125. Do you think it would bo any serious inconvenience to the island to have that ascent and descent ?
Not unless there is a tramway made. AYhen I was there there was some talk of a tramway being made.
It would be difficult to get a tramway over the island bridge except it were a cable tram.
129. One or two of the witnesses there intimated tliat a high-level bridge might be inconvenient in the case
of heavy girders wanting to be taken to the foundry on the island—would not that be quite avoided by
taking them round by Wickham Bridge ? They could get a level approach by going over that bridge.
127. You would not consider that to be a serious difficulty ? Not at all.
128. You know the site of the Wickham Bridge—the one below tbo railway bridge? Yes.
,
129. The Mayor gave it as his opinion that that bridge could be shifted nearer to tbo railway bridge, with
very great advantage—do you agree with tliat ? 1 do not think there is any necessity for shifting it now.
The time may come when it will be wanted for shipping purposes, and it could be shifted then.
130- You don't think there is any immediate demand for more wharves inside of Throsby’s Creek. The
evidence there wont to the effect that when the excavations are all completed there will be something like
three times the present accommodation? There are at present twelve hydraulic cranes. This Committee
last year passed a proposal which was laid before them for seven more. There is room in tliat basin for
about fourteen more.
131. Including the jetties ? Yes.
132. I suppose you cannot predict when these thirty-four cranes will all be in full work ? No; it will be
a long time, I think.
‘
133. And for public purposes shall we want any Crown wharf frontage above tbo bridge ? Not until
these thirty-four cranes are fully employed.
134. The deepening of the basin above tho bridge will not be for a public purpose ? No.
135. But for Ihe advantage of holders of land on the Wickham shore? Yes.
130. As far as the 1 larbours and 111 vers Department is concerned you have frontage enough at the present ?
Yes, and for a long time to come.
]37. But the object of the swing is to get at this inner basin ? Yes.
138. How much extra cost does the swing involve in the construction of the bridge? X cannot tell you
exactly ; but I should think it will not be lews than £8,000 or £10,000.
139. It is only wanted for the purpose of improving private properties, and if it were not for those
properties being improved you would be content with a fixed bridge ? Yes.
140. Gli(iirman.~\ On the other hand the bridge, when constructed, interferes with private property as it
exists at present, doesn’t it ? They cannot get to it now.
*
141. Mr. Hurley.'] What would be the cost of a temporary bridge? £3,000.
142. How long would it take to construct it ? About six months.
143. And how long to construct an overhead bridge ? Probably two years and a half.
144. At a cost of bow much ? About £50,000.
145. Towards which the Railway Commissioners propose to contribute £17,000 ? Yes.
14G. Would not the present bridge accommodate foot passengers and light vehicular traffic until such time
as a more permanent bridge could be erected ? I do not think it would be advisable to leave the present
bridge, it is positively unsafe now.
147. Would it be a source of danger to foot passengers ? No.
148. Would it not be to the interest of the people on Bullock Island if they were to suspend heavy traffic
over the bridge and divert it round by Wickham so that they might secure in time a more permanent
structure ? I do not think so. It would be a very great inconvenience to the people of Bullock Island
to have to go round by that bridge.
149. Suppose the proposed temporary structure is erected, might it not postpone the construction of a
more permanent one for a considerable time ? I do not think that affects the question.
150. You know the Railway Commissioners have recognized the fact that a low-level crossingis a source
of great danger to a large number of people? Yes.
151. You are also aware that the Commissioners propose in connection with the reclamation to straighten
out their lino between Wickham and the Newcastle terminus ? It will be desirable to do so.
152. Therefore they are interested in the reclamation ? Very much.
153. And they show their interest by contributing £17,000 towards the erection of a permanent bridge?
Yes.
°
154. You arc also aware that it is contemplated that there shall be a tramway between Bullock Island and
Newcastle ? I heard it mentioned for the first time in Newcastle the other day.
155. Would this temporary structure not carry a tramway? Oh, yes. It could he used for that purpose
if the Commissioners decided to make a tramway.
"
15G. You admit that they would he greatly inconvenienced in having a low-lovel crossing? Yes. A
high-level crossing would be best undoubtedly. The present level crossing I understand is not such a
great, inconvenience for it only crosses two lines.
157. Would not the present hydraulic cranes and the works which are being pushed forward in connection
with the inner basin accommodate the shipping, even if the trade were to increase 50 per cent. ? It gives
them seven more cranes than they have.
158. If the trade of the port were to increase 50 per cent, there would bo no necessity to provide
additional accommodation for ships to the west of the bridge ? Not as far as tho C overnment are concerned.
159. As far as you can see if the trade were io increase GO per cent a swing bridge is not actually
necessary ? Not for the shipping.
°
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R. HickBon, 160. "What is the distance from the extreme northerly end of Bulloch Island to the main street of KcwRsq,
,12 Mar., 1890.

e.astlc ? 1 think it is about 2 miles.
161. Seeing that the people have to travel 2 miles it would be advisable that they should be able to reach
the city by tram ? There are no people at the top end of the island, that is a reserve. If you mean
from where the people live at present—that is only ahont one mile and a quarter.
162. You are aware that a great number of people have settled ou 'Bullock Island during the last five
years ? Yes.
166. And tliat the price of land has advanced considerably since tho population settled there ? 1 believe so.
164. Have you not beard that there would be ready purchasers for any reclaimed land, or any land which
the G-overnment may put up for auction there ? I have no doubt there would be.
165. That would necessarily increase the population ? Yes.
166. It would be to their advantage to have a tram right into the city ? 1 suppose it would.
167. In liew of that contingency is it not advisable to erect a more permanent structure than the pro
posed bridge? 1 do not think so, if the temporary structure will meet the requirements of the place,
or of the tramway, if it is made, for the simple reason that we should be expending £50,000 on a bridge
which would not be required for a great number of years.
168. How long will the temporary bridge last? I should make it last about fifteen years.
160. At a cost of £3,000? Yes.
170. In point of fact you are opposed to the erection of the more permanent structure and in favour of
the temporary structure ? Yes.
171. What leads you to infer that the one is suitable and will provide all the necessary accommodation as
against the other? They will both meet the accommodation, but one ata very much less cost than the other.
172. Would yon be favourable to the construction of a tramway over this temporary structure ? Yes ;
Perhaps the word “ temporary ” is a misnomer. It is a good substantial wooden bridge, practically the
same as the bridges we are putting up all over the country.
173. What gave rise in the department to the idea of preparing plans for tho more permanent structure?
I can hardly answer that. It was all done before I took charge of the department.
174. I suppose you recognize the fact that the Commissioners are favourable to the erection of the more
permanent structure ? Not that I am aware of.
175. Hoes not the fact that they are willing to contribute £17,000 towards the cost of the work show that
they must be favourable to ahigh-Ievol crossing ? I think the object of making the contribution, as far as I
could make out from Mr. Bddy, is to get the land; they will not contribute that sum'unless they get the land.
176. If they get this piece of land will they give £17,000 towards the erection of the temporary struc
ture ? No.
177. They would not contribute anything towards the temporary bridge ? No,
178. Practically, they are giving £17,000 towards the construction of the more permanent structure ?
They are giving £17,000 for the piece of land that they hope to get. But if they do not got that land
they will not give anything at all.
170. If it should be decided to put up a more permanent structure, would it not he to tho advantage of
the people on Bullock Island to suffer for two years tho inconvenience of going round by Wickham, until
the work is completed ? I do not think so. I do not see what advantage these people could get from the
more permanent structure over the temporary one. All they want to do, I presume, is to get across in
the most convenient and shortest way to Newcastle. 1 do not see that it makes any difference to them
whether it is a swing bridge or not. The only people that are affected by the question arc the people
further up Throsby’s Creek.
180. But you know that Bullock Island is one of the chief outlets for the population of Newcastle ? Yes.
181-2. And that they can secure leases or freeholds there to make homes for themselves ? Yes.
1S3. In view of the prospective population of that island, should not a bridge be construded which would
last for all time? So long as they get a structure which will carry them over safely 1 do not see I hat it makes
any difference to them whether it is a swing bridge or a closed*bridge, whether it costs £3.006 or £50,000.
184. What induced your department to construct permanent iron bridges in other parts of the colony
with less population and 50 per cent, less traffic ? Because they could not be put up at a less cost.
185. Supposing you had constructed wooden bridges instead of iron bridges over the Gwydir, theHunler,
and other rivers, would yon not have saved a considerable sum ? Ves, In the light of subsequent events
there is no doubt that wo could have put up some of the iron bridges at a less cost.
186. You consider that a considerable saving could have been made if some of these iron bridges in the
interior had been constructed of local timber ? I could not speak in a general way without looking
through each bridge. Titere may be some special reasons why iron bridges would be cheaper and more
advisable than wooden ones.
187. Mr. O' Sullivan.^ The people of Newcastle appear 1o dread that if they get a temporary bridge now
they will not get a permanent bridge for many years ; is there any ground for that apprehension ? Not
that 1 know of.
188. How long will it be before they start the erection of a permanent structure? 1 should say whenever
the necessity demands it,
189. That may not be for years, if the basin they are now constructing suffices for the trade ? It will not
be for years, so far as the Government are concerned.
190. Do you not think the railway authorities will press for the reclamation of this land for their accom
modation ? If they get the land no doubt they will.
191. They appear to be in want of such a place for the trains ? Yes. Their present intention is to get
that accommodation out at Hamilton, but they would prefer to have it here, no doubt
192. You would not start the construction of this permanent bridge until the reclamation is made? I
do not think it would he advisable lo do so until then.
'
193. I suppose that if the railway authorities press for the reclamation it will be carried out ? I cannot
say ; that is a matter which rests with the Harbours and Rivers Department.
194. Mr. Garrard.'] Is it true that the whole of the works at Newcastle, such as dredging, and tho
construction of wharves and cranca have all been paid for out of loan votes ? No, the dredging is paid for
out of revenue.
195. Excluding the dredging, all the improvements, sucli as wharves and cranes, have been provided out
of loan funds ? I think all, without any exception.
126.
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196. And when the works nre completed they are handed over to tho railway authorities ? Tcs, as It. Hickson;
regards wharves, cranes, and reclamations.
.
1.97. Bo yon know if the railway authorities pay any interest on the cost of any of these works ? I do not jgMav., igoo.
think it enters into their books at all.
,
198. Bo you not think it would be a fair thing lo charge them with the interest in respect of these works ?
I suppose it would.
_
199. What has caused Bullock Island or Carrington to become an important place;—is it not the fact
that it is the railway shipping place for coal P Yes, certainly.
_
200. Bo yon not think, therefore, that inasmuch as the traffic is created by the railways and for their own
benefit, the whole cost of this proposed bridge should he borne by the railway authorities the same as they
bear the cost of any overhead bridge over any portion of their lines ? To, 1. do not.
291. Why ? They do not benefit in any way by this proposed bridge.
202. Tho .Hnilway Bopartment does not benefit by the erection of any overhead bridge, but because the
absence of a bridge interrupts the traffic they have to provide a bridge for the accommodation of the
public. Is not tins bridge in exactly that position ? I do not think it is quite the same ; that would only
apply, L think, to that portion crossing their rails. They might say “ after you cross our rails we do not
care what you do ;—you need not erect abridge at all.”
208. You think that tho £17,000 which they offer is intended to defray the cost of that portion which would
cross their rails ? That is what it is intended to do.
201. T think you expressed the opinion that they would not give even that sumunlessthey got a
large piece of reclaimed land for their own purposes ? In tho conversation which Ihad with Mr. Eddy
over this matter he said that they would he willing to bear the extra cost tho department would be put to
in carrying a high-level bridge across this portion of reclaimed ground, on condition, of course, that they
got tho reclaimed land, and to tliat I replied, “ I cannot give yon any promise.”
■
205. They have a large area of land at Hamilton which they propose to use for shops and shunting
arrangements ? I believe so.
20G. .If they got this reclaimed land they will not require to use the other land ? I do not suppose they
would to sucli an extent.
207. In other words they will be able to sell the land at Hamilton and put the proceeds of the sale to
their credit P I cannot say ; they might want both.
208. Mr. Gopelmut.'] This structure is spoken of as a, “ temporary ” bridge; 1 suppose tho idea is simply
to construct a wooden bridge of a permanent character? A good substantial wooden bridge which will
carry the traffic over ihe place until it is necessary to put up a larger structure.
209. It would have the same life as the ordinary wooden bridges put up throughout the country?
Practically the same.
210. There is nothing temporary about it at all—the word is a misnomer? Yes. The bridge will bo as
safe aud just as serviceable as an iron bridge would be.
211. Just as serviceable. Just as safe? Yes.
212. Dr. Gamin.] It wilt have to bo pulled up if a swing is to come into use? Yes; it would not be
wanted then.
213. Mr. CopdamL] You would only build an iron bridge when it became necessary ? Yes.
214. Mr. Hurley.] The difference I take it between a temporary bridge and a high-level bridge would be
that there would be no traffic over the railway lines with a high-level bridge ? On the level, no.
215. But with the proposed temporary structure you would have to carry all your traffic over the railway
lines? You would carry it over the present two lines.
216. Or over any increased number? They cannot increase the number until the reclamation is made.
217. If the reclamation is carried out there is a- probability of more lines being laid there ? To doubt.
21S. Therefore, with a low-level temporary structure all the traffic would have to cross these lines ? Yes ;
if they carried it right through tho present workshops. The proposed approach to the new bridge would
bo in the centre of the reclamation; the present approach is right at one end of it. It is very questionable
whether they will carry these lines right through into what is their present workshop, or whether they
will make them dead ends. If they make them dead ends none of these lines will cross the proposed
approach at all.
THURSDAY, 13 MARGU, 1890.
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Tho Committee further considered the proposed bridge to connect Bullock Island with the Mainland at
Newcastle.
Hon. James Nixon Drunker, M.P., Minister for Lands, sworn, and examined:—
I am Minister for Lands.
Hon. J.
220. You have long been a resident in the Hunter River district? 1 am a native of the district.
Brunter,
221. Yon arc thoroughly well acquainted with Bullock- Island ? Yes.
lkr--t>222. And with the existing communication and what is proposed? I do not know so very much about ^
what is proposed, except that a bridge is proposed to be erected to connect the mainland with the island. J ar-.isuo,
223. V’mi know that the present bridge is really unsafe? I could not say that from my personal
knowledge, but I believe it lias been said.
224. You know that the engineer has refused to allow loads of more than 3 tons to go over it ? I was
not aware of that.
225.
219. Dr. Garrnn.] What is your position in the Government ?
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Hon. J. N. 225, We have it iu evidence that that is the case, and that it will cost as much to make that bridge safe
IIP*1'1 ^?r ^'e ncxttwo or three years as it would to construct a new bridge at a cost of £3,000. Under these
r___circumstances do yon think it better to tinker up the old bridge than make a stronger and safer one by
13 Mar. 1890.
®^e
't? I think that would depend very much upon circumstances, and the conditions under
which tbo Public Works Department intend to act with regard to the construction of a permanent bridge,
X think the importance of the place demands that the facilities for traffic should be made as easy and as
good as possible, and if it is their intention to build a bridge the sooner it is done the better.
220. You are of opinion that communication with the island ought to he maintained by the present road?
Yes, for several reasons. The Government have a very large area of unalienated land there. This plan
shows the portions of unalienated land. These lower portions when reclaimed would be equal in
value to, if not greater in value than that of those which have been already alienated. Then on the
opposite side—the Newcastle side—there is a very large area, a portion of which is now being reclaimed,
belonging to the railways, which is also of considerable value. The values of all these lands will be very
considerably increased by the construction of a permanent bridge which would have allowed full facilities
for traffic, and the people wish means for getting to and fro, which they do not possess at present. I
believe the present bridge for very many years has been an anomaly so far as tho importance of the place
is concerned,
227. A large part of the unalienated land is at present too low and swampy for occupation? There is a
very large area which is unfit for occupation, but as the Government are continuously dredging tho
harbour, the silt might bo utilized in reclaiming tho land, the same as is done at Cook’s River, uhore land
is not nearly so valuable.
■
228. Would it not pay to reclaim this land with silt from the harbour ? Yes.
220. It is the policy of the Government to reclaim the swampy portions, and bring them into ihe market,
and so recoup themselves the cost of the reclamation ? That is the intention.
230. The portion remaining unsold will represent a handsome surplus after paying the expenses of the
reclamation? There is no doubt about it. Bullock Island, in some places, is worth from £2,o00 to
£4.000 an acre.
231. You will have practically to pile all the water margin round ? I do not know whether that will be
necessary—it has not been done at Cook’s Elver.
232. Is there the same wash at Cook’s River as at the Hunter River ? The wash in that part of Xhrosby's
Creek is not very great.
233. On the river side? That would he protected by the dyke.
234. It does not run to the full norlh end of the island ? .It runs very nearly to the cud of the island.
235. Do yon know, as Minister for Lands, whether any portion of that island is reserved ? I see there is
a. small reserve of 15 acres.
230. That is the full amount you propose to reserve ? That is tho amount already reserved.
237. And taking that out you have enough land left to leave a handsome balance? A very large one, I
should think.
238. So that the cost of the bridge could be paid for oat of the proceeds'? A cs, and leave a largo
margin besides.
239. No special account. I presume, is intended to ho kept of the proceeds ol; the sale ? I cannot say.
240. You are aware that on the Newcastle frontage it is proposed to make a large reclamation ? That is
being made.
241. Which the Railway Department desires to have for sidings when it is completed, and which would
be on the east and west sides of the bridge road ? Yes.
242. You are aware that at present the road is a level crossing? Yes.
243. Which is often inconvenient to the inhabitants, and often inconvenient to the Railway Department ?
There is considerable delay there at times.
244. If these sidings were put in the use of any one of them would block the crossing ? Yes.
245. So that with seven lines of sidings the need of an overhead bridge becomes far greater than it is
now ? It would prevent considerable delay, and of course assist the Railway Department very much.
243. With seven parallel sidings would it not bo very undesirable to have a level crossing ? it would he
unsafe.
247. Would it not be much to the advantage of Bullock Island and Newcastle that the bridge should go
overhead? 1 do not know. I should like to know something more about the construction of the bridge,
and what it is like, before I give a definite answer.
■
248. Would you go to the expense of constructing an iron bridge to cross all these sidings ? ] think wo
, have sufficient engineering skill in the colony to devise a scheme for the construction of a bridge which
would suit all kinds of traffic, and if they could construct a bridge which would prevent the inconvenience
that would arise from interfering with the railway traffic, and also afford facilities for general traffic to
the island, 1 think their advice might very well he accepted. They could give a much better opinion on
that subject than I could.
249. Could any engineering skill make a level crossing across seven lines of rails without interfering with
the road traffic or the railway traffic ? A high-level bridge could he constructed, hut it might interfere
very materially with existing rights; not only so, but it might tend to impede rather than increase the
traffic from one point to another.
250. In what way would it interfere with existing rights ? It would depend where the landing would be
on each side. On the north side it would not matter, because it is all Government land, but on the south
side large existing rights are concerned.
■
251. The entrance to Bullock Island will be where it is now. On the other side it is proposed to shift a
little more to the west, and come straight in line with Union-street, AVould tliat he interfering with
anybody’s rigids ? I could not say without I saw a plan of the proposed bridge.
202. It is supposed to be much more convenient to Newcastle to erect it in a lino with that street ? It
will be much better.
253. It would not interfere with anyone's rights ? It would depend on where the landing was and on the
gradient.
.
254. The gradient would have to he safe enough to cany you 15 feet cigar oyer the head of the rails?
That would bp a vpry hcaiy lift.
'
'
'
'
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253. Tlie ovidenec fi'om Bullock Island was that for ordinaiy traffic they would rather submit to that
gradient Ilian suffer the delay which must necessarily take place if they have a level crossing, and that ■
tSio inconvenience would only be when there was specially heavy iron goods, and which might be avoided
by crossing ’Wickham bridge. Have you anything to say otherwise? bio. The objection I would have 13
to the high-level bridge is that it would prevent any heavy trnllie at all.
25G. Granting that occasionally very heavy loads would have to go round a mile, would that ho loss
inconvenient than having to cross on the level ? It would be safer. I do not think it would be less
inconvenient.
257. If the people of Newcastle on the whole arc more favourable to a high than a low-level crossing
you would not wish it otherwise, would you? I should not he guided by the people of Newcastle in my
opinion. I should be guided by tho opinion of the engineer.
25S. The engineer says that it would be practically impossible to take the traffic over that number of
crossings ? It would* be no use building a bridge, then.
_
239. I am asking the questions because the engineer’s decision is decidedly in favour of a high-level
bridge, and the feeling both in Bullock Island and Newcastle acquiesces in that decision, notwithstanding
the little gradient that will he involved. Under these circumstances do you not think that a high-level
bridge is to be preferred to a low-level bridge? I think so, if the gradients are regulated to meet general
requirements.
200. You have nothing to urge against that decision? I. think abridge is absolutely necessary and ought
to ho constructed at once, or as soon as possible, if they are to have one at all.
261. Do you see any objection, as the Minister of the department interested in the reclaimed land, to that
land being vested in the Itailway Commissioners ?—"Will tho fact that tho Hallway Department owns the
present frontage vest in them the land which is to he reclaimed ? Ido not know whether the Bailway
Department will have to adopt tho same course as a private individual would, but if they did the applica
tion ivould be dealt with in the usual way by the Lauds Department.
2C2. The work of reclamation is being done at tho expense of the Harbours aud Bivers Department, and
if the Bailway Commissioners take possession of this land, will they compensate that department for the
expense, or will they simply take possession and say, “thank you”? That will he a matter between the
Bailway Commissioners and the Works Department—not the Lands Department.
263. The Baihvay Department will get the benefit of the expenditure of capital ? All persons who get the
right to reclaim have that benefit.
26-1, Do they not reclaim at their own expense ? I suppose so.
265. The Bailway Department is not reclaiming at its own expense ? No ; but that will be a matter for
cons id oration between the Harbours and Bivers Department and the Bailway Department.
266. Docs it not affect the capital account of the Bailway Department ? I think it will increase it a
good deal.
267. It would not increase it if they were charged nothing for it ? No. If they get the Harbours and
Bivers Department to make the reclamation, and tho laud falls into their hands afterwards it would increase
their capital very considerably, because the land would be very valuable.
268. Is not the Bailway Department at the present time enjoying the benefit of the dyke and all the
cranes which have been erected? Yes.
269. Where not tho whole of those works constructed at tho expense of other departments ? No, A
great deal was constructed at the cost of shipowners.
270. They have paid the interest on it, but they have not paid the capital ? No, they bought the material
with which the wharves were made.
271. Except that portion which, they bad to put out somewhere, the shipowners contributed nothing to
the capital ? No, hut that was a very heavy charge on them.
272. They had to leave the ballast somewhere, and it was convenient for them to put it out at (lie dyke ?
I os, but it was a considerable charge on them. These works were constructed at a small cost originally.
273. The Government has gone into debt far the dyke ? Yes.
274. And tho Bailway Department is getting the revenue from that expenditure without havingcontribuied
any of its own capital towards it ? 1 cannot say' that, because they have constructed railways which lead
to the dyke, aud which afford facilities for shipping coal.
275. They have constructed a branch line to the island ? Theyhavemade abranchlinc and several sidings.
270. Beyond constructing their own access they have not built the dyke itself ? No.
277. Therefore to a large extent they are working on the capital ofthe Harbours and Bivers Department?

Yes, as far as the dyke is concerned.
i
278. In connection with this new bridge it is proposed to have a swing and to deepen the channel to
enable vessels to get to the inner basin. It is also proposed to erect additional cranes, and it is estimated
that when the whole of these works arc completed the accommodation for shipping will he three times as
large as it is now;—do you think that such accommodation will last Newcastle for a considerable period?
1 should like to see where three times tho accommodation is to come from.
279. It is proposed to increase the number of cranes from twelve to thirty-five, do you think that that
accommodation will last Newcastle for some time ? I think it will meet the demand for shipping
facilities with the two miles of wharfage already available.
280. Do you think there is any immediate demand, on public grounds, for making the inner basin ? I
do not think there is, beyond deepening the channel for vessels of light draught.
281. Yoi: observe that it is intended to improve the wharfage on the west side of Bullock Island at the
south-west point, but tho evidence goes to show that wc shall not want that for public purposes for a very
long time to come ? I do not thin k we will. I do not think that the channel ought to be stopped; these
people ought not to be deprived of their water rights,
282. "We are told that there is a frontage of 1,000 feet on the Wickham shore, tho owners of which
desire the inner basin to be excavated with tho least possible delay in order that they may make timber
wharves
do you know anythingof that ? I do not. I think that in making this reclamation the channel
might he so deepened as to give as much water as they require to carry on a’business of that kind.
283. We are told that the original grants of these 1,000 feet of land on the Wickham shore were issued
with a 100-feet reservation, and that some of these reservations have been cancelled and purchased ?
They have teen purchased,

.
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"^^a'^.PTClPcirtion °f tho 1,000 feat has beon purchased as a frontage right ?

I cannot tell you from

* M.P.
’
“no''^ that a groat many rescissions have been made. I do not sec why tho people who bought
—,_,_tend m tho locality should be treated differently from those who reside in other parts of the colony. If
laiWsu.
iftori ,
ai'e
0011 ^hute to the improvements that are to be made in the harbour 1 suppose it will be done
14 Mar., 1890. by^ rate £hc ailmG a(} it ig in othcr 1)orfi
285. The improvements nil! be specifically for the benefit of the owners of the frontages ?

■would be for the public benefit.

I think thev.
^

286. More so to these persons than to any one else ? Yes.
are f°ld by the Mayor of Wickham that it will iucreasc the value of these frontages three-fold if
the improvements are carried out ? It will increase the value.

288. Do you think it will be a wise course to pursue ? Yes; you cannot contribute to individual wealth
without conferring general benefits.
"
289 If this dredging would turn land that is worth £15,COO into land that is worth £60,000, do not you
think it would be worth while for the Government to buy it first and make tho improvements afterwards ?
I would not like to be a party to tho speculation.
290. Do you think it is necessary, for the purpose of making these people’s water-frontages very
valuable, to go immediately to the expense of that excavation? I think it will improve the whole locality
very much. If the Government intend to deepen this channel so far, I do not see why it should not bo
done a little farther.
The demand for it is made on the part of the holders of the water-frontages. Do you think we
should spend an extra £10,000 on a swing-bridge, and go to the expense of the excavation? I do not
think the cost would bo very great. It is simply a matter of dredging.
292. The Mayor of Wickham thought it would be an advantage to remove the Wickham Bridge altogether
and place it by the side of the railway bridge, and extend the water-frontage ou both sides. Do you agree
with that ? I do not think it is necessary,
293. Jfr. Trickett.~\ Suppose a bridge that would answer the purposes of the traffic could he constructed
for £3,000, would that bo sufficient ? If a bridge can bo constructed that will meet tho present require
ments of the traffic the smaller cost the better.

291. If the engineer (Mr. Hickson) has stated on oalh that abridge aslargeas, or larger than the present
bridge can be built for £3,000, would not that he sufficient for the present? My idea is that if a bridge is
to be built it is a waste of money to erect a bridge for £3,000. I think tho present structure might bo
made available for all purposes until a now bridge is completed.

2dy. Mr. Hickson has stated on oath that it would cost as mucb to repair the old bridge as to build a
temporary bridge, the life of which would be fifteen years ? My idea is that if thev are to have a bridge
they ought to have a permanent one erected at once. £1,000, I suppose, would make the present bridge
suitable for all requirements until tho new bridge is completed.
290. A costly bridge would take, I suppose, three years to construct, and in the meanwhile something
must be done to keep up the present means of communication ? 1 should imagine that the present bridco
will do that, if repaired.
1
b
297. I understand your views are that a costly structure should be built to work in with the reclamation
works . I say a structure should be erected equal to the importance of tho place, and such as they ouvht
to have.
j
^
298. That would be a bridge, I suppose, sufficient to meet all the traffic between tho mainland and tho
island ? Yes.
299. Have you considered this question of the bridge in connection with the reclamation works that are
now actually going on there ? Yes. I don’t think tho reclamation works should delay the construction
nt the bridge. I think Mr. Darley would agree with me on that point. I know he said some years ago
that it they intended to erect a permanent bridge, or such a bridge as they should have, they might have
temporary piers until this channel was cut, even in erecting a new bridge.
300. You clearly think that, if the bridge is to be a permanent structure, there should bo a swing leading
into Throsby s Creek ? That would depend on its height to a very considerable extent. The channel should
be cleared.
301. Would not improving the entrance to Throsby’s Creek be largely for the benefit of private holders ?
It would be for the benefit of the country generally.
’
302. And for the benefit of these people in particular? Yes.

30A Do you not think that the outer basin below the bridge would give sufficient wharfage accommodation
to Newcastle for many years to come ? I think it will for some years at any rate. They have very largo
wharfage accommodation already—2 miles, J. think. During last year the tonnage increased very consider
ably. The outwards showed an increase of something like half a million tons of coal.
304. I suppose you do not think it desirable to divert the traffic round by Wickham whilst the now bridge
is being constructed? Certainly not.
.

305. So that if an expensive bridge is to be built, and it will occupy three years, you are of opinion that
something must be_done to keep up the present moans of communication? I think the present traffic
ought to be maintained.
306. Mr. Hurley.~\ You are aware that the Commissioners have promised a sum of £17,000 conditionally
on the permanent and high-level structure being erected ? I heard so.
307. Do y ou think the people should be subject to tho luconvenience of having their traffic diverted via
Wickham for two and a half years while a bridge is being erected ? I should not like to he the Minister
who suggested it.
308. Considering that they have temporary accommodation which would suffice probably for foot passengers
and light fraffie during the construction of a more permanent structure, do you not think they would bo
acting in the best interests of all concerned if they wore to consent to be put to that inconvenience, so that
they might secure the more permanent structure? I have said already my opinion is that the present
structure could be utilized for all purposes until tho main structure was completed. Knowing how these
matters are generally carried on, I am clearly of opinion that if this now temporary bridge is erected, there
is no probability of the other bridge^ being erected for very many years. It is absolutely necessary that it
should bo erected at once. Apart from that, I think it would be an unnecessary expenditure to erect a
temporary bridge. I suppose that, in three months, the present bridge could be made iust as strons as a
new bridge.
*
8
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809. Taking into consideration the probability of tlie number of railway lines being increased, and tbo conse Hon. J. N.
quent inconvenience to passengers going over a low-level crossing, you recommend that in the interests of • Blanker,
M.P.
the public safety a high-level bridge should bo erected in preference to the proposed temporary bridge ? I
think it will be freer from danger.
13Mar., 1890.
310. Knowing the extent of the trade of Newcastle, and knowing that the proposed reclamation will give
so von additional cranes, thereby increasing the wSiarfage crane accommodation 50 per cent., it is-not
likely that this innerbasin will be required for the next ten or twenty years? Not to any great depth.
While these improvements are being carried out, I think, as a point of economy, it will be better for the
Government to deepen this channel. I think it will bo just as well that it should he deepened to a certain
point—that is to that point where they might obtain a water traific. I think sufficient water traffic could
be made from the end of the reclamation into the deep water of the harbour—it would he of gi’eat service
and benefit to the public. Dr, Garran has suggested that there may be a largo timber traffic above tho
railway crossing on to Bullock Island. There are other manufactures springing up about Tighe’s Hill,
and the whole of the traffic there might be carried by water. There is a large extent of land occupied by
the Hallway Department, by largo soap and candle works, and by other manufactories,
311. You will admit that Bullock Island and Newcastle arc well supplied with train accommodation at
the present time ? I think they have the best facilities for shipping coal that exist in any part of the world.
312. With seven additional cranes there will be aniplo accommodation, even if the trade were to inereaso
50 per cent. ? Yes.
313. That amount of accommodation being given in the outer basin, probably the inner basin will not be
required for ten or twenty years to come? They will not require the same facilities there.
3 Id. That being so, they will not require a swing in that bridge, which, by the way, will cost £10,000
extra P The point to be considered is whether they should not look to tho future, and whether, if even
tually that channel has to he deepened, an opening should not bo left in tho bridge.
315. It is in anticipation of the wants of the future that yon recommend a high-level bridge in preference
to a temporary structure ? I recommend a high-level bridge for the purpose of freeing the people from
danger.
316. Have you considered the probability of the extreme end of Bullock Island being connected by
tramway with Blane-strect, in the city ? No.
31V. Would not a moment’s consideration of that point convince you that a temporary bridge would not
carry a tramway. Would it not be inconvenient in every sense to have a low-level crossing? Yes.
318. Therefore that fact alone almost necessitates the erection of a high-level bridge ? If it is suggested
to have a tramway there,
319. You know that during the last three years the population of Bullock Island has increased marvellously ?
I know I was oSered land there over and over again for £8 an acre, and that I have sold the same land for
£3,000 an acre.
320. So high values are placed on land there, and land is to ho reclaimed there by the Government ? Yes.
321. There is everything there to warrant the construction of a more costly structure? Yes.
322. Mr. O'Sidtivan.\ Prom your evidence I gather that you are iu favour of the construction of a bridge
at onco, irrespective of the reclamation works and the channel to Wickham ? I think it ought to be
proceeded with.
323. Chairman ~\ Has not the growth of population on Bullock Island been extraordinary ? Yes.
324. And the value of land has increased there very much ? Yes. I was offered land there over and over
again within the last thirty years for £8 an acre, and I sold the same land for over £3,000 an acre.
325. You think there is plenty of room there for further expansion ? Yes.
326. And tho effect of this reclamation will be to provide greater space, because a large area of the land
is low-lying, and might he made available for building? Yes.
327. Will the proposed bridge give them better facilities than the existing bridge—is it a better site?
The site is a very good one.
328. You are of opinion that the present population and the present valuo of tho place would justify tho
erection of a permanent bridge in preference to a temporary structure? 'Unquestionably.
329. To say nothing of the prospective increase in population and in tho value of property ? Unquestion
ably.
TUESDAY,

18

MARCH,

1890.

■Present:—
The Honorable ANDREW GARRAN (Tehpobary Chairman).
The Hon. Eredeeick Thomas Humbheet,
Henry Copeland, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Teicxitt.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq.
The Hon. Geoeoe Henry Cox.
William Speinothorpe Dowel, Esq.
Jacob Gareaed, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the mainland at
'
Newcastle.
Alexander Brown, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined :—
330. Temporary Chairman.'] Are you one of tho Members for Newcastle ? lam.
A. Brown.
331. Are you aware of the tenor of tho evidence given at Newcastle on this proposal ? I am.
Eaq., M.P.
332. Have you now any statement to make to the Committee in the matter ? The first portion of my
s
statement will bo, as far as it can be, in direct contravention of tho evidence of the Mayor of Newcastle, 18 Mar., 1890.
as voicing the wishes of tho citizens of Newcastle. I say the citizens are unanimously of opinion that tho
bridge should he constructed ; that iho delay is unsatisfactory as far as thev are concerned ; that I see no
reason, as a business-man, and as connected with tho business operations of tho city, why tlie work should
not be proceeded with ; that, if a temporary structure is necessary, the existing bridge can be repaired for
something like £1,000, or ior oven less, so as to serve all the traffic ; that tho Government lands iu the
immediate vicinity arc large and valuable ; that tlie volume of traffic is very considerable betwen the two
places>
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places, and tliat a permanent atnictiire must be creeled there, and on the low-level principle. I do not
believe that a high-level bridge can be constructed there, because the approaches absolutely prevent it. I
18 Mar. 1800. l,eliovc
the approaches to the bridge can be better constructed now than they could after the dredging ;
that the dredging operations which must necessarily take place to provide wharf accommodation could be
better done now than later on. It is very much easier to construct abutments and buttresses, and all
that, on dry land than to sink cylinders. I believe in tho interest of the city and of the traffic a bridg*
ought to be constructed.
333. Are you aware that some of your statements are in direct contravention of the evidence of the
engineers ? lam aware of that, and it does seem extraordinary to me that at this particular time—after
the estimates for the construction of the bridge bad been prepared, and tbo proposal has been submitted
to Parliament and referred to this Committee for consideration—at almost the last stage, these reasons
should be alleged by the Government officers. The knowledge which they possess was just as mucb in their
possession a few months ago before the estimates were prepared as it is now, aud it seems most extraordinary
that the time of the public, of yourselves, and of tho whole of us should be wasted in this maimer. If it
was not necessary to construct the bridge five months ago, these gentlemen knew it. "Why was it sub
mitted to Parliament, and why docs it take the form it has taken P I say that the work is a necessary one,
although my opinion may be in contravention of the engineers’. Of course it must be borne in mind that
the present head of the Eoads Department is not the gentleman who prepared the estimates for the bridge;
but his predecessor thought that tbo bridge was necessary, or else the item would never have appeared in
the estimates. My individual opinion is, that the cost of the bridge would be amply repaid by the increased
value it would give to tlie lands in the immediate vicinity, the bulk of which belong to the Government.
I have no hesitation in saying that if the port were under a Harbour Trust, and this matter came within tbo
scope of our functions, we should not scruple about building the bridge, if the land to be reclaimed
were part of the result. •
33-1. Differing as you say you do from the engineers, do you think your opinion ou an engineering point is
more to bo trusted than that of the engineers themselves? I cannot say that, I should be very sorry, as
a civilian, to set my opinion up in opposition to tlie engineers; it would bo unwise on my part to do so.
1 only say that the circumstances incidental to it arc somewhat extraordinary.
333. You say the bridge could bo better built now than after the proposed reclamation has hecn made, hut
the engineers say that it can be better built then than now—is your opinion better than theirs ? On that
point I am prepared to put my opinion against theirs.
336. You nre aware that the reclamation of Newcastle shore is much desired by the Railway Commis
sioners ? Yes.
337. As a Newcastle man, you admit that they want more room for sidings ? Yos.
338. And tliat it will be a great advantage to Newcastle if they can sell tlie frontages they now occupy to
the main street, and push their works more to the north, so as to give a larger shop-frontage to tlie main
street, and a larger revenue to the municipality ? Yes.
333. Therefore you quite concur in that piece of reclaimed land being handed over to the Commissioners ?
Ic is partly reclaimed—water or not, it is the property of tho Eailway Commissioners.
340. The Minister for Lands says not? I am speaking of tho piece which is partly reclaimed, alongside
Honeysuckle Point.
341. If you turn to the map on the easel you will see the piece which it is proposed to reclaim is situated
to the east and west of the bridge ? Yes.
342. The bridge lines with the road—crosses it about in the middle ? Yes.
343. The whole of that reclaimed portion it is intended to use for sidings and othcr purposes connected
with ihe terminal station at Newcastle ? Yes.
344. And as a business-man yon know that if the line of sidings—which we are told will consist perhaps
of seven or eight parallel rows of rails—were obstructed by the road crossing on the level, either the use
of the sidings or the use of tbo road must frequently be stopped. Tho evidence at Bullock Island aud the
evidence at Newcastle was all against tlie interruption, and on both sides of the water all the evidence was
in favour of a high-level bridge. I understand you to condemn a high-level bridge? I say for railway
purposes it is impossible to construct a high-level bridge.
345. How do you mean “for railway purposes”? 1 say the abutments of the railway-bridge cannot
possibly be in Hunter-street, it must be carried into another part of the city, because the configuration of
the country will notallow it to be done.
346. They propose to make the new road in lino with Union-street, and then rise at practical gradients,
and cross on girders, and descend to the existing causeway to the island—is that impracticable? I do not
think it is.
347. They arc going to sell some allotments facing the street on the northern side, which will have a depth
of perhaps 100 feet. The whole of that will be available for the rise from Hunter-street to the level part
of tbo bridge, and the engineers say they can make a practical grade for traffic, starting from the level of
Hunter-street, reaching the level over the line, and descending near to the causeway—are you prepared
to set your opinion against theirs ? No.
348. I understand you did ? Not on that point. I was speaking'on the supposition that it remains where
it is.
349. You began by saying that it must be a level crossing ? As it is now situated.
350. You are arguing against a plan which you are not acquainted with ? lam not.
351. Mr. Hurley.'] You must admit that you were labouring under a mistake ? I say that unless some
fresh arrangements are made in connection with the moving of the street on the other side it is impos
sible to make a high-level bridge there.
352. You have stated that since you have said you were against a low-level bridge ? I say alow-lcvel bridge
must bo provided as it stands at present.
353. Mr. Tr icier/f.] You are lalking in connection with Blane-strect? Yes.
354. Temporary Chairman."] A certain plan is before us, you complain, and when it is explained you say
you did not understand what the plan was, and you thought the line of approach was to follow exactly
the existing line of road—that was your impression ? It is not.
355. Do you now entertain any objedion to the proposed plan ? I do not.
356. You withdraw your objection ? If the engineers can construct the high-level bridge and move the
site
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site of the street so as to mate it easy of access-, it is certainly better in tho interest's of ,a-ll parties ^
concerned.
_ _
_
.
- ’a ,_ *
357. That is what they tell us they can do. You have no objection to a high-level bridge now. As your ig Mar., 1890;
objection on that point is removed, what other objections bave yon ? I say that there is nothing to
’
prevent the bridge from being proceeded with at once, either on a high or a low level.
_
1858. The engineers tell us that, although it can he done at once, it can be done more advantageously if tho
ifcclamatious were made first—do you dispute that opinion? Yo.
_ _
...
350. Then, pending the delay, they propose to make a hotter bridge than the existing ono, and within six
months from the time of getting orders, so that the existing bad communication will only bo wanted
pending the construction of the better bridge. Have you any objection to that ? ^ I should prefer the old
bridge being repaired, because once we get a temporary bridge the other bridge will be simply relegated
to limbo—we shall never get a permament bridge.
3(10. That seems to he the opinion of the people of Newcastle ? That is my conviction.
_
3(51. If you know that the Kailway Commissioners are exceedingly anxious to have this reclaimed space,
aud will use all their influence to urge on the reclamation, do you really think there is any danger ? I
do, most assuredly. As far as my experience of Newcastle is concerned, in its dealings tho central
Government has been exceedingly slow and very uncertain.
362. "Would not a bridge sucli as they propose to build give you 50 per cent, more roadway than the
present bridge, and anwer the immediate purposes of the island now? I should prefer to see (be present
bridge repaired to getting a moderately permanent structure, because once we get a bridge of that sort it _
will have to do for the next twenty years.
_
363. I ask you if a bridge t hat would give you 50 per cent, more roadway than the present bridge does
will answer the immediate requirements of the island ? I do not think it would.
_
36:1. If tho temporary bridge were made half as broad again aa the present bridge, that would bo wide
enough ? My opinion is that it would stop at that.
_
_
365. Suppose it did, what objection could there he? I think both the works might be going on together.
366. If the new bridge were sufficient for tho next five years for the wants of the island, where is the
reason for spending more ? I should prefer to he without it, because I think ihe character of the two
places warrants something better than a temporary bridge.
_
367. What I ask is, would not a bridge such as it is proposed to make he sufficient for the traffic for the
next throe, four, or five years ? I do not think so.
368. "We had accounts of the quantity of traffic going over, and the evidnee was to tho effect that there
was no traffic which would not be amply accommodated by a bridge of that sort? Ido not think it
would.
369. Tliat is merely an opinion ? That is all.
370. You would not set your opinion against the statistics of traffic ? No.
371. Is it not a fact that iron is particularly dear just now ? I daresay it is—the market is high.
372. Suppose wc were to order the ironwork of the bridge, and it really is not wanted for two years,
would we not be spending money unnecessarily ? I do not know that you would. I do not know that
you have any assurance that the present value will not obtain for some time to come.
373. It is certain that the price is unusually high now ? It was unusually low some time ago, and if
the colliery strike in Staffordsliire continues for some time it will make a further difference in the value.
374. Your contention is that tlie new bridge should be made at once, whether it is -wanted for railway
purposes or for the convenience of the island ? I say it is wanted for tlie ordinary traffic between the
two places.
375. How many houses are there on Bullock Island ? Some hundreds I should say.
376. We were told 400. Do you think that if a bridge costing £3,000 would meet the wants of these
400 houses, a bridge costing £33,000 is immediately necessary ? I do think so. I think that as far as
your 400 houses are concerned it is a low basis on which to put the connection between two large centres
of increasing importance. Newcastle is rapidly rising.
377. Yon arc aware that it is proposed within five years to have this larger bridge ? I do not believe it.
378. You are simply putting your belief against the positive statement of the officers ? I do not believe
it will be constructed, once the temporary bridge is put up.
379. Do you believe that the reclamations will not he made ? I do not.
380. You believe that the railway people will not got their sidings at all? I do not believe tlie reclama
tions will be made.
’
381. Your attendance is simply to plead against delay ? Yes; the thing is urgent, and it should bo done
nt once.
382. Mr. %rickeU.~] You say that the reclamation will not be done;—are you aware that tho work of
reclamation is now going on in the basin ? They have a sand-punt (here, but I hope we shall soon have a
Harbour Trust to deal with the reclamation. I do not suppose it will be done for some years to come—
not with the Government stroke.
383. Have you considered that if this expensive bridge were authorized it would take three years to con
struct—that is the evidence given by the engineers? Tliey are extraordinary engineers who would take
tliree years to construct that bridge. It is time tliey were removed from the Government service.
■
384. Suppose it were to take from two and a half to three years, are you, as ono of the representatives of
Newcastle, willing that the people should put up during that time with the present rickety bridge ? If
sufficiently repaired, so as to make it available for traffic. I may tell you that Mr. Thomas Brooks, a
gentleman largely connected with bridge-work, is prepared to undertake to put the existing bridge in order
for £1,000, and to guarantee that it will carry a reasonable amount of traffic for the next two or three
years,
385. Will you state that in the face nf Ihe evidence of all tlio officials that it will he better to build a new
bridge than to repair tbo old one? I slate tliat in the face of their evidence.
386. Until the reclamation works arc carried out, this bridge, if constructed, would really he in a great
measure a bridge over dry land? No ; the larger portion is water space. Our water space at Newcastle
is exceedingly limited, and wc do not want to make dry land.
387. A large portion would he over dry land ? Yes.
388. Do you think there should he a swing-opening in the bridge ? I do, so as to enable the traffic to
pass up mid down on that side.
389.
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Throsby’s Crook F Up in that direction, towards 'Wickham.
390. Is it not nearly all private land at Throsby’s Creek ? A portion of it is.
18 Mar 1890
"'l^re ^:lve had evidence to the effect that the greater portion of it is private property, and that it is
11
’ all shallow P It will hare to be dredged out. At present all the timber business is being transferred there;
it will be the future shipping-place for timber. At present tbo water accommodation is so limited tliat
they will not allow people to put their timber on tho wharves—they have to raft it up there, bad as it is.
392, Whore does Air. Thomas Brooks live F In Newcastle.
1
■
393. He says he could make the present bridge a good substantial ono for £1,000 ?He says so.
Ho
builds wharves for the G-overnment frequently.
394!. Jfr. O’Sullivan.] It is the opinion of the Heads and Rivers Department that the present bridge
cannot be fitted up to carry the traffic ? I beg respectfully to differ from them.
395. Have you heard that it is also their opinion that it would be cheaper to erect a temporary bridge P.
I have not.
399. Have you heard that it is their opinion that this permanent bridge can very well wait for five years,
in order that tlie reclamation works may be carried out? I bave read it in the newspapers.
397. AVould it be to the interests of the country to construct an iron bridge at a cost of at least £50,000
when the officers are of opinion that it will not be required for five years? I say you are spending
£5,000 on a bridge unnecessarily, and that you may as well go on with the permanent structure at once.
398. The interest on £50,000 for five years'at 4 per cent, would be £10,000, and if a temporary bridge
costing only £3,000 will carry the ordinary traffic, will it not ho to tlie interests of the State to have a
temporary bridge put up for that period P It might be, but as far as Newcastle is concerned it is not to
the interests of Newcastle.
399. The people of Newcastle appear to have an idea that the temporary bridge will bo too good and last
too long ? That’s true.
400. Mr. Hurley^ Do you think the people of Newcastle and Bullock Island would consent to go rouud
by Cowper-strcet in preference to having a temporary bridge, so that they might secure a permanent
structure ? I don’t think so. I think the citizens would prefer the erection of a bridge at once.
401. Suppose the present bridge could be repaired for £1,000, do you think, with regard to the heavier
class of traffic, the people of Bullock Island aud Newcastle would consent io travel the additional mile
and a half by Cowper-street in order to secure a more permanent structure ? I do.
402. Thinking that it will take only two and a half years to put up a permanent structure, you believe
they are quite willing to wait until it can be done ? I think so.
403. You have watched the growth of population on Bullock Island during the last few years ? Yes.
404. It is extending very rapidly towards Newcastle? Yes.
1
405. There is sufficient Crown land on the island to accommodate a very large population? Yes.
406. The population of tho island, judging by the experience of the past few years, is likely to increase ?
Very rapidly.
’
1
407. Seeing that a large population is likely to be located there, have you considered the necessity of
providing tram-service communication to the city ? I think there ought to be a tram servicelater on.
408. Suppose the temporary bridge were made, could a tramway be carried over that structure to New
castle ? No.
409. In your opinion it would be necessary to have an overhead bridge of a permanent character to carry
the tramway ? I think so.
410. Are you aware that the Railway Commissioners have offered to contribute £17.000, providing tho
Government will agree to construct a high-level bridge? Yes, through the newspapers.
411. Tlie people of Newcastle, and you as one of their representatives, were led to believe that the Railway
Department are in accord with the demands you are making ? I think so.
412. Besides being a great convenience to all those interested in the shipping of coal, and the carrying of
goods on the railway, would not a high-level bridge be a preventative against the loss of life which would
probably occur with an increased number of rails, if it were a low-level crossing ? I think so.
413. Therefore the construction of a high-level bridge is in every way very much desired, to meet the
convenience of the general public, and to afford protection to life ? I think so.
414. Euowing the rapid growth of Newcastle and Bullock Island, and seeing that there is no other outlet
but Bullock Island for the suburban population, you consider, looking ahead twenty years, that a perma
nent structure is actually necessary ? Looking ahead only ten years, I say it is very necessary that tho
structure should bo proceeded with,
415. ' Have you a knowledge of the value of land on tho island ? I have.
416. Have you heard of the evidence given here by the Minister for Lands on that point? 1 have.
417. Can you ratify his statement? 1 do, without any hesitation.
418. There will be a large area of land reclaimed by the proposed works ? A very largo area of very
valuable land.
4L9. And when these reclamations are completed there will bo no difficulty in finding purchasers at good
prices ? None whatever. I will undertake to build the bridge if the G-ovemment null give me the
reclaimed land.
420. Do you know the area of land that will be reclaimed ? About 60 or 70 acres, I believe.
421. "What value per aero do you put upou tho land ? It would be very hard to say what the value
would be with such a frontage. It would be very valuable—it would be worth some thousands aud
thousands of pounds.
422. You believe that the proceeds of the land would defray tlie cost of a high-level bridge ? Twice over,
at any rate.
423. Do you anticipate that the Railway Commissioners are lilcoly to give that £17,000, in the event of
the low-level structure being carried out ? I do not think so, because they would get no advantages unless
they had a high-level bridge.
424. Therefore the construction of a high-level bridge would not only be a great convenience to the people
of the island, but would also be of great benefit and advantage to the Bailway Commissioners ? Yes.
425. Mr. Dowel.'] ’What are your reasons for stating that the construction of an iron bridge would increase
the value of the Crown lauds? It would give means of access to these lands. A valuable approach of
this character must increase their value very considerably.
426.
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4-26. Can you say, of 3-out mvn Iniovvledgo, if there is any considerable demand £or land onEullock Island? A. Brown,
Yos, land will always sell there. Allotments that you could hare bought there for almost a few pounds a
fow years ago arc worth £1,200 and £1,500 to-day. Within the last few years the G-overDment them
selves have sold land there at £10, and bought it back at £1,500.
’
‘
427. Do you Ihink it desirable that the G-overnment should reclaim this land at the island ? I do.
42S, Having in view the necessity of constructing a bridge, do you think a temporary structure would
answer tho purpose F jSTo.
"
429. Dor what reason? A temporary structure is never satisfactory, with all the copra and other things
we have in that water.
*’
430. Would a composite structure answer the purpose—iron cylinders, with a timber superstructure ? It
might; but tho question is, whether you would not be better off with an iron bridge than with one of
wood, which you would have to repair from time to time, for the white ant is very bad with us.
431. At any rate you arc of opinion that the bridge should be erected forthwith, in spite of the evidence
which has been given by the departmental officers—that it would cost more to repair tho existing bridge
than to construct a new one F I am..

James Fletcher, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined:—
432. Temporary Chairman] Are you one of the Members for Newcastle ? J am.
J* Dietcher,
433. Mr. O'Sullivan] Will you be kind enough to make a statement to tho Committee of your views Ds9'iM.P.
with regard to the construction of a bridge to Carrington ? I wish to state that in my opinion the
construction of that bridge is absolutely necessary, and that it should he proceeded with as early as
ar‘'
'
possible.
434. Are you aware that the Mayor of Newcastle holds a different opinion ? Yes; but I do not know
that he is very competent to give an opinion about the construction of bridges. I should not take him as
an authority on bridge construction.
435. Was be not authorized to voice the opinion of the citizens of Newcastle ? Not that I am aware of.
At all events the people of Newcastle have requested me to give evidence before this Committee in the
opposite direction.
436. You arc aware that the cost of this bridge, if it is a high-level one, will be £50,000, and that tho
Department arc of opinion that it might wait for about five years until the reclamation works are carried
out ? I think some of the Department are.
437. The interest on £50,000 at4per cent, would amount to £10,000in five years;—would this Committee
be justified in recommending that expenditure when, according to the opinion of the Department, a
temporary bridge costing £3,000 would carry tho traffic for that time ? Yes, because I am not in
harmony with the statement that it is going lo take five years to do tho reclamation works. The area of
land which may be sold would bring four limes the cost of the bridge, and the interest on that sum should
be considered as a set off against the interest on the money laid out on the bridge. Tho reclaimed land
will realize at least four times the value of tlie bridge. If it is fair on the one side to consider the amount
of money which the Government will lose as interest, how much fairer is it to consider the loss they will
experience if the land is not sold.
433. You think, then, that one matter would counterbalance the other? Much more.
439. Do you think the present bridge can be put in good working order? I think that if it were
repaired—in fact, one tradesman in Newcastle said to me, “ I will make it safe for £1,000”—it can be made
to carry the traffic for a time at an expenditure of £1,000.
440. Y ould it then carry the heavy traffic ? It would carry the traffic which is likely to pass over it until
the new bridge is erected.
441. For how many years ? I should think two or three years. I do not think it would take longer than
two years to erect the bridge.
442. Is there not heavy traffic from Newcastle to the ironworks and shipping at Bullock Island? There
is a heavy traffic.
443. Could that be accommodated by the present bridge if it were repaired ? I think it could until the
new bridge is erected, if it is erected within a reasonable time.
444. You tliink then tlmt the importance of the traffic between Bullock Island and Newcastle justifies the
immediate erection of a high-level bridge ? ^ I say, positively, in my opinion the work can he done very much
cheaper before the dredging is done than it can he done afterwards, as you will have a surface upon which
to lay your materials, winch will save the cost—£1,000 or £1,500—of putting up staging. I suppose the
foundations will consist of cast-iron cylinders.
445. Is there not a dread in the minds of a number of tho Newcastle people that the temporary bridge is
to be too good a structure, aud will last too long ? I do not know whether there is any such fear as that.
I think myself that it would be a positive waste of public money, as long as the old bridge could be
repaired to carry on the traffic for a couple of years, by which time a new bridge could be erected.
446. Is it important that these reclamation works should be carried out? It is.
447. Is the demand for water-frontages in Newcastle sufficiently strong to justify that work? I think
that if the land were reclaimed the Government would readily sell it for £2,000 an aero, hut as it is now
it is not north £10 an acre.
44S. Mr. Hurley] Looking at the question of the temporary bridge, andlookingat tbe service which thov
have now across Cow per-street from IV ickham, do you, as one of their representatives, think that the noonfe
of Newcastle would he willing to put up with the present structure, with some slight improvements of
course, m preference to being subjected to a mile and a half additional haulage, in order to secure the more
permanent structure . I think they -would be prepared to put up with the inconvenience, whaxevcr it may
be, ior a time, so long as they know that a permanent structure has been commenced, and with an intention
to carry it out.
449. You are aware that the Eailway Department anticipate extending their lines northward in order to
remove the bend from Wickham into Newcastle ? I have heard that.
’
450. Have you heard that they intend to contribute £17,000 towards the cost of the construction of the
more permanent bridge ? J heard that also. When I know that they will get about 40 or 50 acres
of very valuable land 1 am not surprised at them giving it,
451
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451. AVill not the people of Newcastle benefit in a very groat measure by such extension ? Tliey will got
a corresponding benefit, but tbe Commissioners will got tbo lion's share.
452. Will not the municipality of Newcastle benefit by bringing into the market a lot of land, upon which
1-S Mur., 1890.
buildings will bo erected, and from which taxes will be received? No doubt the municipalities would
benefit proportionately from every acre of land that is made taxable.
453. In view of the increased number of railway linos that are likely to be laid down, will not a low-level
crossing be a great inconvenience as well as a danger to the travelling public ? 1 am decidedly in favour
of a high-level bridge, provided that tbe grades are of such a character that traffic can pass up them safely,
but if they make steep grades merely to get a high-level bridge I should certainly condemn it.
454. If they can construct a high-level bridge upon which they can carry a tramway, will not that satisfy
all the demands of the people ? No. Wcinust never stop the vehicular traffic.
455. The construction of a tramway will not interfere with the vehicular traffic? The present road is too
narrow altogether for vehicular and tram traffic to travel upon, unless they make it wider.
450. You think that if an easy grade were given to a more permanent structure it would give satisfaction ?
If they make very steep grades the people of Newcastle will not like it.
457. In a high-level permanent bridge, do you think it will be necessary to have a swing ? I think so.
1 think we should give the people the advantage of a channel, so that wharves may he constructed along
side the channel.
458. I suppose you admit that the port is fairly well supplied with steam-cranes for the export of coal ?
At the present moment, unfortunately, it is, but when the demand is great we find that large vessels have
to wait a considerable time before they can get under the cranes, while at the same time collieries are
idle, waiting for trade.
459. Seeing thatthe G-overnment are now reclaiming this inner basin, and are going to give the people of
Newcastle a third more wharf accommodation than they already have, will not that serve them for many
years to come ? A third more accommodation, and taking advantage of the whole length of tlie dyke, will
no doubt serve for a time, but the rapid growth of the coal trade swallows up a great deal of the facilities,
and, more than that, it wants a great improvement made in the harbour to take advantage of the cranes
which are now being erected.
490, Notwithstanding that you are going to get seven additional cranes you believe it is necessary to open
up with a swing bridge Throsby’s Creek for the future supply of coal ? I do, indeed.
491, You have watched the growth of Newcastle ? I have known it for thirty-seven years.
462. Have you noticed the rapid growth of tho population on Bullock Island during the last five years ?
I have.
499. Has not that been built up chiefly within the last five years? Not within the last five years. I
think the first person went there about 1870 or 1872, hut the last ten years havejidded very much to the
growth of the buildings on the island.
484. Would you say more than 50 per cent. ? I would say 400 or 500 per cent. I can remember when
the whole of the island could he bought for less than £20 an acre.
495. Are you of opinion that the population will move up to that portion of the island which is now unoc
cupied—the north-west ? I do. I think the Government will be able to dispose of that land at hand
some prices.
499. Have you any idea as to how much land would be reclaimed ? I think it would he over 100 acres.
497. You believe that the whole of that reclaimed land will realize on an average £2,000 an acre ?
I think it will, especially if they give facilities in the way of wharves, which I understand it is the intention
of Ihe Government to do.
498. Mr. CopelandDo you know how many houses there are on Bullock Island ? No.
499. It is reported, I believe, there are some 400 houses there—how long do you think the old bridge would
hist, suppose £1,000 were expended in repairing it ? I think it would last two years—sufficiently long
until the new bridge was erected.
470. It would he of no .further use then ?

I do not think so, then.

471. The country would he paying £500 a year for providing accommodation for Bullock Island? I donofc
look upon it in that Imbt. I look upon it as a work of necessity. The bridge is fit to tumble down now,
and I only look upon the repairs that will bo made to it as a means to tide over the period which will
elai se before the permanent bridge is erected.
472. But £1,000 would he expended in giving accommodation for two years ? I think it would.
473. If a new bridge—a wooden structure, which is termed a temporary bridge—can ho constructed for
£3,000 that would lastfor fifteen years, tho country would ho paying £200 a year to give accommodation ;
do you not think the country would he more justifiedin reducing the cost of that accommodation to £200
than in spending £500 a year ? If you look at it merely from a bridge standpoint your calculation is
correct; hut tho people of Newcastle are not going to he satisfied for fifteen years without getting a
bridge.
474. YTould there he anything to prevent Newcastle growing, or traffic from taking place, if the bridge
were made of wood instead of iron ? No; they could travel as well over a wooden bridge ; but you would
not give people the same facilities to go there and make property valuable. If yon look ahead, in all
probability, when the Government get short of money they will he selling that land which is to he reclaimed
at its present value, instead of letting the country realize the full benefit when the improvements arc
effected.
475. Do not you think the land is likely to be of more value after they get it level ? I do not think so,
because in the meantime they may drive population in another direction altogether.
476. How can that happen if they have accommodation for all that traffic over a wooden bridge? They
will have accommodation for traffic over the temporary bridge, hut what is really wanted to give that
property a value is to cut a fresh channel where wharves can bo made. The accommodation itself wil l
give an additional value to the land, and induce people to go there.
477. You are speaking of Throsby Creek p Yes.
478. The hulk of the land on the Newcastle side is private property? Yes. "Wherethe channel is being
cut now there will be a very large area of land reclaimed which will he the property of the Government.
In fact there is no definite boundary, scarcely, now. At a place where you can swim a boat, I can remember
well when it was high and dry. This is simply because the water spreads all oyer. When a little channel
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is cut tlie water washes away tlie sand aud makes a channel, and by defining it a great area of land, which
is now claimed by private individuals, hut which in many cases does not belong to them, will become the
property of the Government.
_
jg Mar. 1830.
47!). "Would a wooden bridge in any way impede the traffic ? Taking the cost of the present bridge as a
1
guide to tho life of tbe wooden bridge which is to be erected, it would not last very long.
_
480. How long is it since the present bridge was erected ? I cannot exactly say, but I remember it
being erected. It has been dangerous for a long time, aud I have brought tbe matter under tbe notice
of various Ministers.
4S1. I suppose you arc aware that the life of a wooden bridge is reckoned at fifteen years, and that the
majority of our wooden bridges have already lasted much longer than that period? Yes, This bridge
lias had a much longer life than lifteen years, although it'has been frequently repaired.^
482. Do yon know of any stop to traffic, prevention of inereaso of population, prevention of despatch of
coal, or any other disadvantage which would accrue from having a wooden instead of an iron bridge, so
long as the wooden bridge was wide, and solid, and strong enough to carry all the necessary traffic? I
do not think that would prevent people from living at Bullock Island. I "do not think a ton of coal less
would bo shipped now, but I say. constdoring the life of an iron aud the life of a wooden bridge, it would
bo a wilful waste to erect a wooden bridge in a place like that, when it is intended to ultimately erect an
iron one.
488. Mr, TrUJceit,'] During the erection of this expensive structure, if it is to be erected, there must be
some means of communication between Newcastle and Bullock Island? Certainly.
4S4. It is admitted that the present bridge is in a dangerous state? Isay it can be made safe enough
until the new bridge is erected, at an outlay of £1,000 or £1,500.
485, Do you set up that opinion even if the officers of the .Department have slated that such is not the
case, and that to repair tho old bridge would mean really a new bridge—lock, slock, and barrel ? I set
up that opinion, not exactly in opposition to the opinion of the officers of the Department, but on tho
fact that gentlemen nre prepared to take the work at that price and doit. That is a better proof than
calculation.
480. Do you mind giving tho names of these persons ? Mr. Thomas Brooks, of Newcastle, has told me
that he will make the bridge perfectly safe, to last twu years, for less than £1,500.
4'87. During tho lime tho bridge is being repaired there must he, I suppose, a stoppage to IrnffBc? I
suppose they will do the work with as little inconvenience as possible, it is no unusual thing to sco a
railway-bridge being repaired and traffic at the same time going on. I do not see why the traffic on tills
bridge should not be carried on without very mucb inconvenience to tbe public whilst the repairs are
being made.
488. Taking it for granted that the expensive structure is to be ultimately carried out. you would soouer
have the old bridge repaired than a new bridge erected ? I would sooner bave the old bridge repaired,
provided tbe Department arc prepared to go on at once with the erection of tbe now bridge. I say, not
withstanding wlmt tbe Department may say to the contrary, that they will put the bridge up at a very
much less cost before they dredge the channel than they will do afterwards.
489. Mr. Jlumplim'if.'] I think you said that if a high-level bridge were erected the reclaimed land would,
bo enormously valuable? I think so.
490. Could not the channel be ent and the reclaimed land be realized at full prices without a high-level
bridge being built ? But it would be necessary to put a portion of the stuff taken from the new channel
to fill up tho old one in the reclamation works. You cannot close the old ono until the new.one is cut.
491. That is what you mean by saying the high-level bridge should bo built before the reclaimed land
should be realized ? 1 think so,
492. Mr. Tonkin.'] Has there been any public meeting held iu Newcastle to condemn tbo Mayor for the
evidence which he gave before this Committee ? Well, there is a universal difference from the Mayor’s
opinion.
493. There has been no public meeting held ? There has been no public meeting hold that I ntn
aware of, beyond the fact that a majority of the people think differently from the Mayor on this matter,
494. The Mayor, of course, is a representative of the citizens ? He is.
_
495. If tho citizens were dissatisfied with his evidence, would they not have taken the usual course if they
had called a public meeting amt condemned lus action? I think it is premature. 1 think they are
relying more upon the Public Works Committee than upon anything which Mr. Christie said.
490. They know very well that the Committee goes according to the evidence? No doubt they do, but I
do not think they paid very much attention to Mr. Christie's evidence,
497. Ho, as tho representative of the citizens, is supposed to voice the opinion of the majority of the
citizens, but if it is at variance with the opinions of the citizens there should be some demonstration, but
none lias taken place? Not that I am aware of, nor do I think the citizens of Newcastle view it in that
light. I think they only took his evidence for what it was worth, and certainly not as representing tho
voice or the wish of the people of Newcastle.
498. But the mayor of a city is the momhpiccc of the citizens? You know there may he mayors and
mayors.
499. Mr. Doted.] Arc you aware that it has hecn reported by the officers of tho Department that the
present bridge is unsafe ? I have known that for a long tiino,
500. Are you aware that tho Department have stated that it would bo much better to build a temporary
bridge at a cost of £3,000 than to repair the old bridge ? I am not. I believe they recommend the erec
tion of a temporary bridge in preference to repairing tbe old bridge ; but, notwithstanding tbe very higlt
estimate I bold of the gentleman at the bead of the Hoads Department— and I look upon him as second to
none in the Government service—I bog to differ with him.
501. If it is their opinion that it will cost more money to repair the present bridge than to erect tho
temporary bridge, you would not endorse it ? Certainly not, for the reasons I have given. If Mr. Brooks
and others are foolish, their money is not, and they arc prepared to do the work.
502. Are you aware that the officers of the Department recommend that tho reclamation should he made
first ? Yes; and I believe they will take about seven years to do it. I have no sympathy with redtnpeism,
503. What nre your reasons for proposing that the bridge should be erected first? I, perhaps, have had
more to do vrith the sinking of cylinders than anv man under the Government, 1 know the difference
’
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J. Pletflicr, between starting with a. surface upon which to lay my material and starting where I have to make staging.
Esq., M.P. 'jhat being tbo case, I say that the bridge will be erected at less cost with the sand as it now lies than it
ke after the channel is dredged.
ar., 90.
You are in direct opposition to the opinions of the officers of the Department ? I am decidedly in
direct opposition to them, and I speak from practical experience. I have had to do with the oinking of
every shaft in the Newcastle District with cast-iron cylinders—they were all sunk on my plans and speefr
fications. I think I have had more experience than most people in sinking cylinders.
505. What was your reason for stating that you do not tliink a tramrvay could be laid down over this
bridge ? I did not say so. I said I did not think it was possible to carry on tram and vehicular traffic at
the same time if the road were of its present width. Dnlcss they widen tiic road it would not be safe for
the two to be carried on at the one time.

50(3. You are.referring to the road over the old bridge ?

‘

1 am speaking of the road across the island.

507. Did I understand you to say that the bridge rvas going to take five years to build? I bave read in
the newspapers that they are going to take seven years to erect the bridge and to make the reclamation.
i venture to say that the whole thing could be done within three years.
508. You arc strongly of opinion that the bridge should be constructed forthwith ? Yes.
509. And that the reclamation should still proceed? Yes.
510. And that the whole of the works should finish, if possible, simultaneously ? I would finish tlie
bridge as soon as I could, and 1 would do the same with tho others.
.
511. What saving would it bo to the Railway Department to have a high-level bridge? I suppose it is a
very important crossing. They have there the interlocking system established, which means the employ
ment of three men every day, and by having a high-level bridge they would save tlio wages of these men,
besides the inconvenience which naturally takes place when trains are passing to and fro.
512. From your experience in the sinking of cylinders, do you think it would be advisable to build a
bridge of a composite character in preference to an iron structure—iron, cylinders, for instance, with a
timber superstructure ? I would not have any timber, because the white ante are too had down in that
district.
513. Do they attack the various descriptions of timber that are used there ? All but turpentine, and I
am not sure about that.
514. Do they attack tallow-wood? I believe they attack all the same. The white ants are playing havoc
with tlie various timbers that the Government have used in erecting their buildings.
515. You think that the construction of a high-level bridge would materially increase the value of existing
Crown lands, that the Government should reclaim these lands at once, and that in ail probability they
would meet with a ready and good sale ? I believe that if they cut tliat channel, and give people facilities
by erecting wharves, no doubt tlie land will sell rapidly indeed.
516. Do you anticipate a very considerable increase in the population on the island ? There is no doubt
that as wherever you offer facilities so do you get people to locate.
517. You have recently come from Newcastle, and I presume you have been in contact with a, large
number of its citizens ? I have.
518. What is the concensus of opinion in reference to this bridge ? The general opinion is that the
bridge should have been erected, and they are very much surprised and disappointed that a block should
have been put to it after the money was voted.
.
519. By their own mayor ? I would rather not offer any opinion about
the mayor.
520. Mr, Cox.] Is not the new bridge to be erected on the site of the old one ? No.
521. Therefore it would not interfere with the traffic ? Certainly not,
'
522. Temporary Chairman^] You say a large quantity of the reclaimed land would be available to pay tho
cost of the bridge—where do you consider it will be—at the southern or the northern end ? At tlio
northern end there will be a very large area of land which is now covered with mangroves.
523. That will require to be reclaimed before it can be sold? Of course ; if the Government were to
sell it now it would go at a very small price indeed; I do not tliink you would get more than £8 or £10,
certainly less than £20.
524. The Government must do some dredging to find sand to reclaim ? In the event of dredgingthere
when the Horse-shoe is dredged out, instead of taking the silt outside, as they have hitherto done, they will
no doubt deposit it there, and thereby reclaim the land.
525. .You are aware that it is proposed to use new sand-pumps to lift tlio sand on to the re claimable land ?
I remember Mr. Sutherland telling me about it.
526.. A certain portion of the unsold laud on tlie island is at present wholly unfit for sale ? Absolutely.
527. And even some portions which have been sold arc rather low ? In the ease of many of the allot
ments which have been sold, the houses have been erected where there is an ebb and fiow- of flic tide.
528. Would it not have been much better if that land had been reclaimed and raised a foot or two ? It
would have been an improvement, and would have enhanced the value very much indeed.
529. Looking at that mistake, you would not recommend selling any more laud until it is reclaimed, and
raised well above tbe water-level ? Not one acre.
530. That will take some time? It all depends on the way they go about it. If it were in the hands of
a private company, I know how long it would take.
531. If it will take some time, you could not lay your hands on the money that the reclaimed land will
fetch until you have reclaimed it ? Certainly not.
532. You would have to bo out of pocket for the bridge ? You would have to be out of pocket-for the
actual outlay. You could not get a return from the land until it was ready for tho market.
533. So, even with your scheme, if it were in a private company’s hands, you must advance the money for
the bridge first, and get the reclamation done as fast as possible afterwards ? Certainly, if a syndicate
'gets a block of land, tliey generally Iioitow money and lay out streets, and the Government would have
to adopt the same principle in regard-to this land.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

BRIDGE TO CONNECT BULLOCK ISLAND WITH THE MAINLAND AT NEWCASTLE

REPOET.
Tine Sectional Committee appointed to “ inspect, take evidence, and report on tlie
proposed bridge to connect Bullock Island with tbe Mainland at Newcastle,” beg to
report as follows :— ■
The Committee left Sydney on Thursday evening, Gth March, arriving at
Newcastle the same night. On the following morning they drove round Newcastle
to inspect the wharfage arrangements, drove over the existing bridge to Bullock
Island, and visited the works and wharfs on that Island, and the Wickham bridge.
In the afternoon they took evidence in the Municipal Council Chamber, and
examined Mr. Christie, the Mayor of Newcastle; Mr. Morrison, the Mayor of
Carrington; and Mr. Myers, the Mayor of ‘Wickham; and several other gentlemen.
On the afternoon prior to the departure of the Committee to Newcastle, Mr.
M‘La chi an, the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, gave evidence before the
Parliamentary Standing Committee to the effect that the Railway Commissioners
desired to get possession of the area to he reclaimed along the Newcastle shore, for
the purpose of sidiugs and other conveniences, which they greatly need ; hut as this
would necessitate an overhead bridge they were prepared to contribute £17,000
towards the cost of the more expensive structure.
The Committee found that the opinion in Newcastle and at Bullock Island
was decidedly in favour of a high-level bridge, as the present level crossing is often
inconveniently obstructed, both for the road and the railroad traffic, and this would
be still more the case if tho reclaimed area were occupied with sidings. Under these
circumstances the low-level iron bridge, as submitted to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee, is not to he recommended; hut as no plans for the high-level bridge
have hecn prepared, and as there is no exact estimate of its additional cost, nothing
can he said as to tho exact contribution it will be proper for the Eailway Com
missioners to make.
It is estimated by the engineers that tho reclamation, together with the con
struction of the high-level bridge, will take about five years, and during that period
tlie communication between Newcastle and Bullock Island must he maintained.
The traffic is considerable, and is increasing, and though there are two other bridges
across Throsby Creek, the use of them involves a detour of not less than a mile
between the centre of Bullock Island and Newcastle.
Under these circumstances the proposal of the Department to erect a suffi
cient, though temporary, bridge by the side of the existing structure, at a cost not
exceeding £3,000, is reasonable, because the present bridge is unsafe, and any attempt
to repair it effectively, so as to make it serviceable for two or three years, will
probably cost more money than it is proposed to spend on the temporary bridge.
Altogether apart from the communication between Newcastle and Bullock
Island, is the question of the swing in tlie proposed bridge, and the deepening of
Throsby Creek, so as to give access by sea-going vessels to a basin to he excavated
above tlie bridge. So far as public wharfage is concerned this work is not immediately
urgent, because the basin to he constructed below the bridge will, with its jetties at
the north end, give nearly three times the accommodafion at present furnished along
the dyke; and it is scarcely possible to conjecture when it will he necessary, for
Covernment purposes, to increase the wharf frontage on Bullock Island by
bringing into use tho shore line above the bridge, and on the south-west side
of Bullock Island. On the western shore of Throsby Creek, and in tho parish
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of 'Wickham, is a private water frontage, which the owners are exceedingly
anxious to see improved. Prom tlie limit of the reclamation to Wickham. Bridge
there is about 1,000 feet of land fronting Throsby Creek. In. the grants of
this land there was a reservation of 100 feet; but the cancellation of this reservation
has been purchased by some of the owners. It was admitted in evidence that if tbe
Government deepens the channel as proposed it would add three-fold to tbe value
of this land, and the Hay or of Wickham testified that it would be advantageous to
the district, and to the Government, if the whole of those frontages were resumed,
so that the Government might reap the reward of the investment of its own capital
in improvements. He also expressed the opinion that it would be better if the
Wickham Bridge were removed, and replaced close to the Eailway bridge across
Throsby Crock, so that a larger space might be deepened out, and the wharfage on
both sides of the creek extended.
‘
Until the Railway Commissioners are in the position to utilise tbe land to be
reclaimed, the low level temporary bridge will answer the traffic requirements of
Bullock Island, but the high level bridge ought to be ready for use by the time the
Commissioners are prepared to lay down their sidings.
*
Mr. Hurley dissents from that part of the Report which recommends the
construction of a temporary bridge.
ANDREW GARRAN,
Sydney, 11 March, 1890.
Chairman.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.
BRIDGE TO CONNECT BULLOCK ISLAND WITH THE MAINLAND AT NEWCASTLE.
[T_A_KEIT BEFORE THE SECTIOITAIj COMMITTEE.]
FRIDAY, 1 MARCH, 1890.
[Thn Beciional Committee met in the Council Chambers, Newcastle^]
dreamt
The Hojtobaule ANDREW GARRAN (Chatrm-an).
The Hon. Wtltjam JosErn Trtckett.
j
Edward "William O'Sitllttan, Esq.
Johh Hubeet, Esq.
The Sectional Committee proceeded lo consider the proposed Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the
mainland at Newcastle.
Colin Christie, Esq., Mayor of Newcastle, sworn, and examined:—
!. Christie,
1. Chairman,'] "What position do you occupy in Newcastle? Tho Mayor of the city.
2. How long have you boon a resident here? Eortyycars.
3. "Willyon be good enough to make a statement aa to the interest of Newcastle in tins proposed work?
I would much rather that you would put me under examination, although 1 will say a few words if you Mar., 1800.
wish it. I think tliat the bridge is of great importance, and is much needed. Bullock Island has risen
From nothing during the last twenty years. 1 bave iiith mo documentary evidence, in the shape of
cuttings from newspapers dating as fur hack as 1809, to show what Bullock Island was twenty-ono years
ago. At that time a request was made for a school—of course this has nothing to do with the bridge,
but I mention it for the purpose of showing the littleness of tbe island at that time. There were
about twenty children on the island, and it was urged that a school should be erected in consequence.
4. Confine your statement to tbo interest of Newcastle in this work? Bullock Island lias risen from
insignificance to ho a place of much importance. That importance is shown by tho amount of coal
shipped from Bullock Island. Tho amount of trade between Newcastle and Bullock Island is so great
that a temporary bridge in my opinion, and the opinion of tho public as expressed in public meeting,
would not be equal to requirements. Observe the number of houses which have been built there within
the last, fifteen years, since the bridge was opened for traffic. 1 do not possess documentary evidence to
show the exact date of the opening, but the first pile was driven in 1870, and it remained for five years
after that before a cart could cross over in consequence of tho gap between the two ends. It was con
templated that a drawbridge should be constructed. Afterwards that idea was abandoned, and it was
planked over, but it was at least five years before any cart traffic could reach the island. Tbe island then
was simply nothing, but it has grown to the dimensions which you will have noticed to-day—a place of
immense importance, a place of large population, and a place now incorporated.
5. Mr. Trickett.] Let us come to the question at issue. I presume it is granted on all hands that ihe
bridge is insufficient for present requirements, and is in what may he described as a dangerous condition?
That is so. For some time a man has been stationed, at the bridge to prevent heavy traffic crossing it. It is
dangerous to take a load of bricks over it. Heavy loads are forbidden to cross it.
6. The proposal to erect a bridge to cost £33,000 is, 1 understand, a proposal which must he considered
in connection with the dredging out of the inner harbour of Bullock Island? That is not for me to say.
7. But do you not look at the two matters as being connected? It would require a man skilled in the
works contemplated—a skilled man like Mr. Hickson—to express an opinion on that point.
8. Tho erection of a bridge which would cost £33,000, would necessarily be a work of some duration?
It would.
9. And the present requirement is that something should be done immediately ? Just so.
10. Therefore, do you not think that instead of patching up this present dangerous structure, itwould be
better for all purposes that a bridge, sufficient for present requirements, should be built alongside the
existing one ? I know it would be a great inconvenience to Bullock Island and Newcastle also, if traffic
between the two places were to cense, which it seems it must do unless the proposed bridge or some other
is built.
11. Therefore, for present requirements, something is urgently required to be done? Yes. Either this
bridge should he made more safe or, if it is impossible to make it thoroughly safe, that something else
should take its place.
12. During the time this large structure is being built—if it is built at all—something must be done to
keep up constant communication between the mainland and Bullock Island ? It must.
13.
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C. Christie, 13. Looking at the matter iu that light, do you not think it would, be better to put up a bridge alongside

Ealthe present one for the purposes of present traffic, rather than patch up this dangerous old structure,
►,'C
which Mr. Hieksou has told us would cost almost as much as a new bridge,requiring new lock, stock, and
7 Mar.,1890. barfc] ? yeg_
°
1
°
14. If the proposed bridge were built at the present time it would be built on dry land, so to speak ?
That is so.
15. And tbe drawbridge part of it would really at present be of no use at all ? Of uo use at all.
16. It would be no use until the harbour works which are contemplated in connection with tbo proposed
bridge are completed? Just so. It would be of no use simply because the drawbridge would be crossing
land instead of water.
17. Ton will have heard that the Hail way Commissioners propose, if a large bridge is conslructed, that it
should even be of a more expensive character than the one suggested a few months ago? Yes, by raising
the bridge higher. I noticed in yesterday's papers that it was suggested that £1.7,000 should bo added to
the money the Government contemplate spending on an ordinary drawbridge at ordinary level. Tor tlio
extra £17,000, it is required that tbe bridge should be raised, so that the railway could pass under it, and
so that shunting operations might be carried out under it.
18. What do you think of that suggestion ? .1 am of opinion that the grade would be too groat, and
■would necessitate more horse-power for loads going to Luliock Island or coming from Bullock Island. If
the grade were not too great the bridge would be of great advantage, especially as our traffic would never
be interrupted by passing trains.
19. Seeing how the traffic is inconvenienced between the custom house and the wharves, you consider
that such a bridge would be desirable? Yes; I speak from experience.
20. Tinder these circumstances the work will be oven larger than that tlie Committee have recently been
considering? Yes.
21. That being so, do you not think there is still gi'eater urgency for some good temporary structure being
erected, to prevent any dead-lock in the traffic, whilst tho now bridge is being put up ? I am of opinion
that we cannot do without traffic between Bullock Island and Newcastle.
22. At its present crossing-place ? At its present crossing-place. ] t is impossible to do without it.
23. Chairman.'] The great interest of Newcastle in this work is communication with Bullock Island ? Yes.
24. And as yon must have one or other inconvenience of crossing the lines on the level, or by means of a
gradient—you think the gradient the least evil of the two ? It depends on tlie nature of the gradient. If
the gradient were 1 iu 1 it would not do. If it were 1 in 40 or 60 it would be all right.
25. Any such grade as an engineer would lay out ? 1 would say an easy grade.
26. Mr. Trickeit.] "What is the width of the present bridge ? About 16 feet.
27. That is rather narrow, is it not, even for tbe present traffic? It is. It is dangerous, particularly if
passengers are on it at tbe time two vehicles meet.
28. Even if a temporary structure were built, it would be better to have it a little wider for the present
traffic? Itwould.
20. You think 22 feet would be wide enough for a year or so ? It might do for a year or so. especially
if it had a footpath connected with it.
*
"
’
30. Mr. O'Sullivan.] It is suggested by the Department that the construction of this bridge should stand
over for about five years, and in the meantime they will erect a temporary bridge to give the accommoda
tion you require. The cost of this proposed iron bridge would be £53.000, and the interest on that at 4
per cent, would be £2,120. Therefore five years' interest will amount to £10,600. On the other band a
temporary bridge will cost about £2,000. Which work do you think, in the public interest, should be
carried out? That which is the most economical. In my opinion the temporary bridge would bo the
better, because the other would be of no use, seeing that it would cross a place which is at present dry.
31. Are we to understand that you are in favour of the temporary bridge being constructed ? Yes; seeing
that the erection of the other bridge is contemplated within a short period of time—that,is twelve months
or three years. This temporary bridge is absolutely necessary for the present traffic while the other is in
course of construction.
32. Do you think, from your knowledge of Bullock Island and Newcastle, that a temporary bridge would
prove equal to the growing traffic during those five years ? Bullock Island is growing very rapidly.
33. Do you think a temporary bridge, to cost £2,000, would prove equal to that growing traffic? I am
afraid it would not, and yet it would be a pity to spend more money on it. It would almost seem wrong
to spend a great amount of money. It depends entirely on the length of time. If the bridge could be
built within two years the present structure, with a little patching, would be sufficient for our present
requirements. Piles should be driven in to strengthen it, and new girders put in where they are defective.
34. But jmu understand from tho evidence of Mr. Hickson that the Department prefer to put up a
temporary bridge ? Yes.
35. The)- believe that the present bridge is not safe; therefore they propose to erect a temporary one ?
Aes, it would bo better to have a temporary one than none at all.
36. Aon have been forty years in the district, and I want to know whether from your observation of tho
traffic between Bollock Island mid Newcastle a bridge to cost £2,000 would prove equal to alt growing
requirements? There are those who know more of Bulloch Island than I do. I know probably more
than any of them as to what it has hecn.
‘
37. And you think the temporary bridge would not prove equal to the growing traffic of five years ? T
would not say that it could not, neither would 1 say tliat it would,
38. Mr. Murlet/.] You were chairman at the meeting held a short time agp, when certain resolutions were
passed and forwarded to the Committee ? Yes.
39. Eesolutions were passed to the effect that you protested against the erection of a temporary bridge ?
Yes.
40. Will you state what the opinion of that meeting was ? The opinion wras decidedly against the
erection of a temporary bridge. The expressions of the speakers were to the elfect that the permanent
bridge should be gone on nith forthwith.
41. You are aware that it is contemplated to reclaim a large quantity of Government land in close
proximity to Bullock Island ? 1 es.
42. Do you not think it would be to the advantage of the Works Department, and to the interest of the
public
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puolic generally, to defer carrying out any large works such as you propose to have carried out, until that C. Christie,
reclamation is finally dealt with ? That is a question which would need to be answered by Mr. Hickson.
®a(k
]Srot being an engineer, I cannot answer engineering questions.
43. Did not one of the main questions raised at tlie public meeting have reference to the fact that the " * ^
value of the land would more than compensate for the expenditure ? So it will,
44. That is the land you confemplate reclaiming ? Yes, it will double aud treble tho actual expenditure.
45. Hut, rather than be without a bridge, you would approve of the erection of a temporary bridge,
pending the erection of a larger one‘f I think so. X think thatthe public even would he in favour of
that, rather than of no bridge at all.
4(1. You arc also aware that the Eailway Department are desirous of contributing towards the cost of the
construction of the bridge, providing it is an overhead or a high-level bridge P lam aware of that
from the newspapers.
47. Do you not see that it will take a considerable time before a site for an overhead bridge can bo
decided upon? Yes, X see it will take a long time, and an expenditure of something like £50,000—
£33,000 and £17,000.
°
48, Therefore, the work of reclamation, and the construction of a high-level bridge, would cause a delay
which would be almost dangerous to the iuterests of Bullock Island people ? Yes; unless they had a
bridge of some sort. They must: have a bridge of some sort.
'
40. Therefore, you actually fall in with ihe idea and suggestion of tho Commissioner for Eoads and
Bridges, that a temporary bridge would be the thing ? It would bo the thing.
50. Instead of repairing the present bridge ? I believe so. As Mr, Hickson has pointed out, tho present
bridge would require now stringers, new piles, and new lock, stock, aud barrel. Those were the words
ho used. He has more knowledge of the real state of Ihe bridge than I have, and I believe he sneaks
the truth.
1
51. You arc aware that the population of Bullock Island and Newcastle are chiefly interested in this
expenditure ? Yes.
52. Do you think the people would stand paying the interest on the construction of this bridge? It
would be a naste of money.
53. Are you an arc that in former times, in this country, the people who gained an advantage by having a
bridge over a given place had to pay a toll ? I am.
o4. Do you think the people would find fault if a toll were placed on abridge oflarge dimensions, erected
at a cost like that which has been mentioned. Do you think they would pav sufficient tollage to com
pensate the G ovcrnment, and pay interest on the cost of construction ? They would not like that.
55. You do not think they would ? I do not think they would. Of course. I speak onlv as one person,
and not as a Bullock Island resident.
"
56. CJifiirm<tn.~\ You are aware from the plan you have seen, that it is proposed to make a large re
clamation on the northern side of the railway lino ? Yes.
jy •
to hand it over to the Eailway Department for them to do their shunting upou ? Yes. .
5S. Would it not be a great convenience to Newcastle if the Eailway Commissioners could do that, and
sell the frontages to Blane-street ? It would be a great convenience from a municipal point of view, for
ue would then have a street of two sides. At present Blane-street is one-sided, and the other side is
occupied by railway workshops.
51). Then it is to the interest of Newcastle that the reclamation scheme should he carried out ? It is tho
finest thing wc could have.
60. And when it is done, you would have a high-level bridge across ? Yes ; if it can bo constructed, and
I believe it can.1
61. Then this latest proposal is really the one most in tho interest of Newcastle ? I believe so.
62. But it would be a waste of money to make the'high-level bridge before there is anything to cross ? Yes.
63. And if a substantial bridge, equal to all the present or prospective traffic for five years, is made
between the Island and the mainland, it will meet all necessary emergencies ? I think it will, so long as
it does not exceed five years.
“
64. Then the plans of the department as they stand now meet with favour from you, as Mayor of
Newcastle ? Yes.
J

James Morison, Esq., Mayor of Carrington, sworn, and examined:—
65. 3Hr. O'Sullivan.’] You arc Mayor of the Municipality of Carrington ? Yes.
J. Morison,
66. How long have you resided at'Carrington ? About sixteen years.
’
Eaq.
67. I suppose you are well acquainted with the character of the traffic that is likely to go across the new /—
bridge? I have a pretty fair knowledge of it.
.
7 Mar., 1890.
68. What is tho character of that traffic ? Machinery, boilers, waggon-wheels and axles, rails, pipes pig"
*
iron, and general merchandise, and you can also include stone and sand, and piles.
1
’ 1 “
69. There is a good deal of heavy freight ? Yea ; there are loads from 1 to 8 tons.
iO. Has that traffic hitherto gone across the old bridge before it was condemned ?
Yes ■ some of it has
gone over.
7L Do you think a temporary bridge, constructed for about £2,000, would carry tho traffic of the nature
winch you have mentioned ? 1 think it would not meet the requirements of the place, for it is growin-r
■very rapidly.
&
°

pf*0 you.Iluuk
<io ‘is a temporary bridge for five years?
tralbc is increasing so greatly.

I could not say, because the

73. What; is your reason for'sa.ying it would not suit tho traffic—would it not he wide enough ?

The

tralbc is increasing m quantity.
®
74. Why do you think the bridge would not carry this heavy traffic—is it because the bridge would not bo
wide enough or strong enough ; I am alluding to tho temporary structure ? Of course I do not know
wjiat the nature ot the bridge would be, so I could not give you an answer.
iIt: LW0lll<:1
about 22 feet wide, and something after the style of the present bridge, or perhans a
httle stronger ? I suppose if you put a bridge down to carry tho traffic, it will have to be erected so
as to carry heavy traffic.
‘

76.

<
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J. Morion, 76. I am asking yon as a gentleman who lias hurt some experience about heavy traffic, to give us a com®8<1‘
mon-sense opinion? I may state that there is a good deal of sand there, and unless you went down
7 MaT^lSOO
t'le ')e^'roc^ ^1C Ean<l round the piles would, by the ocean swell and tides, be washed away, and be
' made unstable and unlit to support a bridge properly.
77. Is it a fact that the present bridge has been there twenty years, and has carried I’d s traffic ? It may
have been there twenty years, but it has not been open‘for traffic. About sixteen years ago, when I first
went to reside at Carrington, the bridge was not completed. Tbe central part was left open, being
originally intended for a swing bridge, and all tbe means of getting across at that time were by walking
on tbe longitudinal girders. Six months after I was there, two planks and rails were attached. I think,
you may say it has'been open about 15 years.
78. Eut were there any piles put down for that bridge? Yes ; it rests on piles to some extent, but the
approaches arc well shingled.
1
_
79. Uo you know what reason the Department has for desiring to postpone the erection of this bridge for
five years. Do you know they contemplate carrying out some reclamation work on tho south side of
Throsby Creek, and cutting a channel on the other side ? I am aware that is the intention. It has been
the intention for some twelve years, so we are given lo understand. Wc are in the engineering business
in Carrington, and when wc purchased tbe present site we wore given to understand that the reclamation
1
for the excavation of the inner dyke would be proceeded with and completed in ten years. Asa member
of the Carrington municipality ] may say we have discussed the question of the erection of this bridge for
something like two years. We have been holding correspondence with the Minister for "Works in
reference to the instability of the present structure, and we were given to understand first that £22,200
was to be spent on tbe erection or a new one. Again, twelve months ago, the question cropped up in
respect of tram communication going from Lambton, Waratah, and round by Carrington, connecting with
the bridge, and at the other end connecting with tbe loop line to Wallscnd. We had an answer then
from the Minister for "Works, to tho effect that he would get the proper officers to investigate the matter.
Subsequently we got a reply that there would be a bridge put up of the value of £88,000, and we have
been given to understand, that this iron bridge was to be proceeded with at once.
50, You are aware that the £83,000 was to be for a low-level bridge ? It was not stated to us what stylo
of bridge was to be put up.' Wc understood it was to be a swing bridge.
_
81. Have you beard since that; tbo Eailway Commissioners suggest that a high-level bridge should be
constructed, and that if that is done they will contribute £17,000 towards the work ? T have read of it in
the newspaper.
82. That would make a total of at least £50,000 for the new bridge ? Yes.
83. And the interest on that for five years at 4 per cent, would be £10,000 ? Yes.
51. Do you think, as a citizen and as a taxpayer, that it would be better for the State to incur that
expenditure in interest only, instead of erecting a temporary bridge at a cost of £2,000 or £3,000 for a
period of five years ? The exigencies of the case, and the rapid growth of Carrington in trade aud traffic
will justify the G-overnment in putting up a large bridge. A largo revenue is being derived from the
port of .Newcastle, and 1. tliink we have a right to expect that a bridge of strength aud utility will be put
up—a good, strong, substantial bridge—not merely to last five years, but for a lengthened period, so that
there may be an inducement to persons to erect premises which will further increase the traffic.
85. Then you think it will be better for tbe State to incur this expenditure in interest only, than to build
a temporary structure ? 1 think so. As I have already stated the exigencies of the case warrant it.
86. You are also aware that the department say that they cannot well erect this bridge until these
reclamation works and the new channel are carried out? Tliey could be proceeded with to a certain
extent.
•

87. If these works were started and left in an incomplete state they would be of no use whatever to the
people ? I should imagine that the Government would See tlie necessity of proceeding with all possible
speed.
S8. Yon say they can be carried out to a certain extent. That implies that they cannot be completed ?
I do not mean that they should be commenced and stopped. I understand, your question is as to whether
it will be waste to spend this money until tho reclamation is gone on with, The bridge can be continued
and carried on together with the reclamation.
89. Then the construction of the bridge would not, in your opinion, impede the carrying out of the
reclamation, and tbe cutting of the channel ? Yo. I think not-.

,

90, That would go on irrespective of the bridge ? I think so.
91. What is the area of land which would he accommodated in your municipality by this bridge ? I have
1 not gone into that matter.
92. Do you know bow mucb land is in private bands at Eulloek Island ? I could not say, without referring
to the municipal plans.
93. You are a partner in large foundry works ? Yes.
94. Which way do you send your heavy material to the railway ?
rail, sometimes by water, and sometimes by the bridge.

■

By all means available—sometimes by

95. But which route do you take to reach the railway ? Wc generally go over the bridge.
96. Over tbe old bridge ? Yes, or the Wickham bridge. Belli are used. I have an estimate of the
quantity of pig-iron we carted from Newcastle to our premises during tbe last year- -ASH tons.
97. Why do you not use tbe branch railway which goes down to Carrington near to your place? It is
not always practicable, and, besides, we can get our goods delivered mucb cheaper by cartage than by
using tbe railway.
98. Then if this iron bridge is constructed the Government will be making a competitor to take away the
trade of their railway ? I think not. You must put up a bridge for the benefit of the whole district.
The whole district, not merely Carrington, will be affected by this bridge. If is tbe only outlet to tbe
whole of the municipalities.
99. You were going to make a statement with reference to tbo traffic in pig-iron ? I was going to say
something about the vehicular traffic. We are undergoing au exceptionally dull time at present, but during
last week there was a traffic of something like 500 vehicles and horses per day. In busier times we would
perhaps have two-thirds more than that.
100. Jfr. l-n'c&fitf.] And it goes over the present bridge ? Yes. That is the traffic from Carrington lo
the different districts.
101.
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101. Mr. O'Sullivan.By tKc condemued bridge ? Yes. Of course you can go either by the Wickham
bridge or the other. We have to use both on .recount of this bridge being bad.
^
102. Do you thick tho figures you arc giving may be applied to the old bridge P Yes, T believe so.
y
lOH. And would they apply to tlie new bridge ? Yes, and the traffic is largely increasing. Besides an
engineering establishment there arc two collieries, which use piles, timber, andiron work to a large extent.
Again some of the rcssols at the dock discharge the balance of their cargoes, such as pig iron. ^ Instead of
taking in coal ballast they carry this up to the wharf aud discharge. Previous to getting in their
lightering that has to be carted away. In fact, you can scarcely average the trade, it increases so fast.
Especially during these last two or three years it has been increasing very largely.
_
lOt. Have yon any further remark to make P I would only state that in the Carrington Municipality at
the present time, there are about 400 houses, 4 churches, 7 hotels, 2 collieries, and 1 engineering
establishment employing 120 hands. The collieries—"Wickham and Bullock Island—at present employ
S70 hands; the Helton about oOO, and they estimate that in a. year or two, when they get iheir workings
opened out, they will employ from 1,300 to 2,000 men.
103. Do the tuajorisy of the men wdio work at Bullock Island live there ? Hot at present. They come
from different parts, but as I bey get regular employment houses are being erected.
^
10(5. What do you istimalc the population of Bullock Island to bo? 1 should say it will bo about 2,500.
107. Have you got the valuation of tlie property ? Ho.
10H. Can you state Ihe amount of rates received P About £1.100 last year.
10S). Tho Wickham aud Bullock Island colliery has its works on the mam land ? _ Yes.
110. Then they only have an air-shaft on the Bullock Island P Ho, they have their colliery as well.
111. Hut still their main works are on the main land P Yes. they go under Throsby Creek.
112. Chairman.'] Their interest on the island is rather under-ground than above ground ? Yes.
ll:{. Mr. HurleyDo you believe that if something is not done to repair thopresent bridgeor io erect
a new one, some serious accident may happen to some of tlio inhabitants, either of Hewcastloor Carring
ton ? It in probable.
_
114. Tbe dangerous condition of the bridge is likely to bring about an accident of a serious character ?
It has been considered unsafe for these last live years.
...
.
115. You have represented tliat to the Government through letters from the Municipality of Carrington ?
The municipality has been in operation for two years and ten months, and we have represented it during
that time. Previous to that wo saw Mr, Darby. Wo wauled a foot-bridge, attached to the bridge hut ho
objected, on account of the unsafeness of tbe structure
11(5. On account of these representations were you not informed that £33,000 would be placed^on the
estimates to satisfy the demands of the municipality ? The first offer, I think, was £22,000. Wc have
had many offers. At one time there was an offer of £7.000 to make a new bridge. Then wc were told it
was contemplated to put up an iron bridge. There has been nothing else but a scries of promises
117. You believe that tho development of tho place warrants the construction nf an iron bridge ? Ido.
IIS. And you think the future outlook warrants the construction of a tramway into the midst of your
district ? Decidedly.
110. That has been foreshadowed by representations from your municipality, as well as by promises made
by the Government ? Yes.
_
120. Therefore, if a bridge of a permanent character were constructed, and a tramway laid into the
harbour at Carrington, it would be a reproductive work for the Goiemment? Decidedly
121. Have you any knowledge of the value which would accrue to the Government in regard to the lands
which would be reclaimed ? I think 1 have. 1 could not say tho quantity, but there is a considerable
quantity of property. 1 could give you an idea of tlie value of the laud. Home twenty years ago half-anacro was bought for something like £20. and other pieces wore bought for less. How, in one instance,
£1,200 and £1,700 have been given for half-an-acre of ground. Tins shows that the (Iovcrnment will be
amply recouped by putting up this bridge.
122. Do you know the value of a piece of land (say) near Blanc street Have you ever heard talk of a
piece of land there being valued at £67,000 ? Ho
123. Have you any knowledge of the acreage which it Is expected will be reclaimed when these works are
carried out at Bullock .Island? Yes.
12t. J am told that it is anticipated that in one strip (.here will he about 120 acres reclaimed. Can you
tell us what the value of that land would be per acre ? h'rom £2,500 to £53,000 per acre. That would
bo the present value, and when the bridge is comploled 1 should think it will he double.
123. So that tho construction of fhe bridge would biVtd national importance to the Government in
advancing the value of your own land ? Decidedly. '
126. You have heard of Mr, Hickson’s objection io the construction of a permanent iron bridge at tbo
present time ? Yes.
127. i presume you took part in the public meeting hold a short time ago? I did.
12S. Can you give a synopsis of tho objections made by the various speakers to Mr. Hickson's scheme?
They had been promised so often by the Government tliat Ibis mm bridge should be made, that they con- sidored they had a right to 1ha1 bridge, and that the Government should put it up. Tlie impression is
that if tbo temporary' bridge is erected the matter will bo lelt there, and no further action will be taken in
reference to the iron bridge.
]2n. In fact you imagine that you have boon deceived by tbe Department so often that you are doubtful
as lo their intention io curry out the more permanent Hlructure? We can look upon it in no other light,
as wc have had promise after promise.
130. Do you think the construction of a more permanent bridge would lead to an increased population
settling there ? 1 think so. Then the swing-bridge which we are looking forward to will open up the
communication towards "Wickham.
Dll. Uo you think the trado of Newcastle is likely to increase materially during tbe next ten years over
the past live years ? 1 think so. It has been making rapid strides during the last five years.
1552. In what direction ? Every direction,
15555. "What is your chief fcxport ? Coal
13k Do you anticipate thatthe coal export will increase materially during the next five years as against,
the past five years ? I think so, as we have been undergoing.difficulty in. getting it away. Owing to the
vessels not arriving here, heavy orders have been in and they have not been sent away,
1535.

^
jggQ^
’
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J. Morison, 135. Is not tlie accommodation sufficient to satisfy all present demands ?• Yes, so fur as the wharfage is
Jieq.

concerned, but not so far as the bridge is concerned.
7 MarTlSEO. 136. I am now speaking about the probable trade P Yes.
137. It is anticipated tliat tlie reclamation of land, the construction of bridges, and other works, would
be likely to develop the place. I want to know bow it is going to develop in the future, as compared with
the past? Tho place is growing iu population, and its requirements will therefore ho greater. It is only
by increase of population that any city will rise. Moreover, being so close to tbo seaboard, we bave every
*
facility for increasing and carrying on trade.
IBS. Has not tbe Cxovernmcnt amply provided for all tbe demands necessary for shipping in connection
with Bullock Island ? They have, in connection with the exportation of coal, and they sco the neces
sity of increasing it further.
139. Are not many of the berths erected by tbe Government now vacant owing to tbe want of ships to
take the coal away ? There seems to bo a scarcity of ships, but 1 bave known the time when they have
been double banked along the wharf, and when vessels have had to wait as much as nine and eleven
weeks to get loaded. The G-overnment saw the necessity for more accommodation then, aud they have
gone forward. I think the Government would bo wise to have more wharfage and every other accommo
dation for the purpose of encouraging an increase of trade.
140. But still you will admit tliat there is at the present time twice the amount of acceommodation
necessary and workable ? The present is an exceptionally slack period.
141. Have you taken into consideration the probability of the development of the southern mines in close
proximity to tho metropolis ? 1 have.
142. Ho you think that will interfere very materially with the future development of your mineral
resources here ? I think not. Our coal is superior.
143. Is there any likelihood of any industries, apart from your own, springing up on Bullock Island ? I
should think so. I look forward to the time when we will have an ironworks there. TVc have iron ore
at Hungog, and wc can have water accommodation to fetch it down.
■
114, lias it ever been represented by any of your deputations, or through your Municipal Councils, that
great advantages will bo gained by the reclamation of certain portions of Bullock Island ? Tho great
benefit to be derived by the reclamation uill bo the amount of area and frontage to the water. We all
know when anyone has a, water frontage that it always increases the price and value.
.145. If a proper channel is made through Throsby Creek, and reclamations are carried out on a permanent
basis, do you think tbe Government will meet with purchasers for what they reclaim? Decidedly so.
146. You think there will be no difficulty in finding purchasers ? Ho : iu fact we, as a Council, have
asked the Government to put up some ground they have now for sale, and they have withheld it for some
purpose of their own which they have not revealed to us.
147. Mr. TrichcU.'] Mi*. Hickson lias stated that it would be very undesirable to do anything io the old
bridge—that it has gone so far that it is beyond repair. Do you agree with him in that idea? There
are various opinions in reference to tliat matter. Of course I respect Mr. Hickson's opinion, but at the
same time there are other experts who have slated that it can be repaired.
.148. Do they state at what cost ? I heard one gentleman say from £1,000 to £1,500.
149. "Would it be bettor io repair it or to build a new temporary bridge? "Well, the bridge is so narrow
that unless it were made wider it would scarcely meet thn requirements of the increasing traffic.
150. It w ill necessarily take some time to construct a costly bridge of £33,000 or £50,000 ? Yes.
151. "What time do you think it will take? I have not seen the plans. Then this question of Hit
expenditure of £17,000 by the Bailway Commissioners would mean an alteration in the plan. But J
should think if the whole scheme, including the bridge, were carried on with all despatch, there would
be nothing to hinder its being completed in seven or eight years,
152. Are the people between Hewcnstle and Bullock Island prepared to put up for seven years with tbe
present tumble-down structure? I suppose they will have to be content, as they have bad to be those
last five years.
*
153. They would be content? I don't say they would be content.
154. Would you be content, during tho six or seven years it will take to construct the bridge, to go on
with the present unsafe structure ? It is very undesirable.
155. Therefore it is absolutely necessary to do something to make good the present bridge, or to erect a
temporary structure near it? Tbe question is Ibis:—are ne to get the iron bridge that has been
promised so long, or are wc to accept the statement that a temporary bridge will be put up to carry ns
through, until the iron bridge is completed. -J have hoard a great number say tliey would rather wait
until this bridge tumbles down, than do without'an iron bridge.
'
*
.156. Do not tbe people fear that if a temporary bridge is put up tbe erection of the big one will be
blocked ? Ho doubt there is a great deal in that argument, and thev believe it will be the case.
157. If the expensive bridge is put up where do you think it should start from on the HcwcasUe side ?
From Union-street.
. 158. I mean how near to Newcastle should it start—close lo Blane-street near ihe silo of the present
bridge or north of the present bridge ? It should go to the west side.
159. But if we construct an expensive bridge, where would you commence the end of tlie bridge nearest
io Newcastle ? It would bave to be started sufficiently near to allow of a proper gradient from tlie street.
160. Over the railway ? Yes. When this redamation takes place it is contemplated to shift: this line to
allow of another frontage of shops to come in on tbo othcr side of Blane-strect, which will givens a
hotter chance of having an easy gradient over tlie railway shunting ground. This will allow tlie'swing io
take place, as it were, on the level part. Wc have plenty of room on tbe Carrington side.
.161. But this idea of building the bridge right up to Blane-strect has only been started since the
Commissioners decided that there should be a high level bridge ? I could not say. I was not aware of
what the intention was iu regard to this iron bridge. Tho correspondence has referred to an iron
bridge—a swing bridge,
162. But seeing tliat there is such a large traffic between Newcastle and Bullock Island, do you not, as a
business man at Carrington, think some temporary measure should be taken in baud to give safe
communication across the slructnre to Carrington ? Unless traffic is lo be blocked
One or other will
have to take place--]-should sav repair the present bridge.
'
’
'
‘
.
103,
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1G3. T)o you not tliink tliat building the bridge before the exact locality of the streamwheretlio swing ig J, Morrison,
to be, is fixed, would bo putting the cart before the horse ? 1 think not. The Government should have
their plans of what the bridge is to be, and both works should 1 c eirriedon at the same time.
IGt. The reclamation of the inside of the dyko is a large work ? Tcs.
7Mar., 1800,
1G5. And it will lake many years ? "Well, at the pre icnt rate of doing work it will.
IGG. Has any money being voted to it? 1 am not aware.
1G7. At any rate, nothing in a large way is being carried on at the present time? Ho, the excavator
which you saw to-day has only iust commenced operations.
ICS, Bo you think a substantial bridge, 22 feet wide, capable of carrying tho heavy traffic which would go
between Newcastle and Bullock Island, would answer for tho next three or four years ? There is tho
Wickham intcrcstto he considered. There are many people on tho Wickham side, and it will be to their
detriment unless a swing bridge is erected,
1G9. Tor what purposes ? To got their lighters in.
170. But the lighters go under the present bridges, don’t they ? Tes, with great difficulty.
171. But if a bridge were built with a sufficient camel-back to enable the lighters to go in, there would be
no inconvenience? I would rather allow the Wickham representatives to answer the question.
1/2. But, as far as you are concerned, if a bridge were erected 22 feet wide, capable of carrving any load
which might ho required to ho taken over, that would be sufficient for two or three years, pending tho
construction of the larger structure ? It will do, providing we get that structure. That is tho main
thing, and that is what w*e wish to enforce on the Government. There is a great necessity for this bridge,
and the worst featme is that its construction has been delayed so long that it has become almost painful
to talk about it. W e think we are entitled to the bridge, owing to ihe many professions which have been
made to us. We have had our hopes raised and raised, until, at last, hope deferred has made the heart
sick. Wc have just grounds for complaint.
173. At any rate you must have means of communication of some kind? Decidedly.
174. Chairman.'] Tour present bridge is on the level, crossing the railway ? Yes.
175. That is often an inconvenience to that traffic ? When the railway gates arc closed itis.
17G. And also an inconvenience to tho railway ? I daresay.
177. And if this reclamation is made, and a great number of parallel lines are laid down for slum! mg
purposes, a level road will be more inconvenient than at present,.
17S. Asa Carrington man, and looking at tho inconvenience of the level crossing, and setting against it
the inconvenience of a gradient up and down, which is it most to tho interest of C!irrin',ton to have, alii'dilevel bridge or a low one ? A high-level bridge.
B
"
179. Ton clearly think that is so ? Yes.
180. It certainly will be to the interest of the railways ? Yes.
181. It would be very inconvenient to have all that shunting done on a level crossing ? Yes; if it were a
level crossing the traffic would have to wait until the shunting was finished.
182. Then on public and private grounds you think a high-level bridge is tho best of tho two ? Yes.
1S3. Then if the work is carried out, you will, after all, be better off with a high-level bridge than a lowlevtd bndge made four years ago ? Yes.
184. So that this delay, which has caused so much vexation of spirit, mav after all turn out to your
advantage ? According to the present outlook, it may.
'
185. If a low level bridge had been made at a cost of £33,000, even you would hardly have advocated
pulling it down, to put up another ata cost of £50,000. Ho.
1SG. You would have been inconvenienced with a low-level bridge? I suppose so.
187. And you are going to be better off, after all, with a high-level bridge ? Yes.
1SS. So that patieuco will have added a perfect work, after all ? It is to bo hoped so.
180. As Mayor of Carrington, you are largely interested in the coal trade, and you think tho present
wharlage is sometimes deficient? lres.
190. You know that money has been voted to deal with the easttrn side of the inner basin ? I am not
aware that the money has been voted,
191. The proposal has been settled P Yes.
192. 'When carried out, the southern end of this dyki and the eastern side of the Newcastle basin, will
give accommodation to 10 more cranes ? About that.
193. That will nearly double the present accommodation ? Not quite ; I think thov have 12 or 15
cranes,
“
194. When the whole of the reclamation is carried out, and the wharf is made at tlio northern end and
thetwolongjetties proposed by Mr Hickson are put up, there will he nearly three times the present
accommodation ? That will all depend on the number of cranes erected.
195. But putting the cranes at the same distance from each other as they arc now ? Yes.
How many years do you think it will he before thiee times the present accommodation will be too
little for Newcastle trade? It is hard to say.
197. Will you live to see it, do you think? I could not say, but I hope so.
198. At any rate it will he some time hence ? Yes.
199. Then the Government can, having this swing bridge, make wharves on tlie western side of Bullock
Island, and that will give additional room, if wanted, for coal ships ? Yes.
200. But until the Government wants that hit of wharfage on the western side of Bullock Island.it has
no special need tor this swing bridge? I do not suppose the Government has any special need for it.
201. There is already a large frontage to deep water on the eastern side of this bridge ? Yes,
202. So that for Government purposes alone, the swing bridge will not be wanted until they want to
utilize the frontage beyond the bridge? The Government may not want it, but the public/has to bo
considered.
203.
far as you arc concerned, there is a possibility of three times the iiresent accommodation boiim
provided m your municipality alone? About
°
204. And it would take some little time before Newcastle uses it all up ? On tho Newcastle side they
have diverted a good deal of their export of coal, ou account of the coal shoots or staiths. Then there
were steam cranes down towards the pilot sheds which have been taken awav, and they will have to put
others in their place.
"
1
72—D
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J. Moriaon, 205. But the whole of the coal trade is now concentrated on the dylie? Tcs.
_
^S(l'
200. And the accormnadation there will be trebled within the Carrington municipality when the excavation
i3 completed as far ns the bridge? 1 do not say it will be quite trebled.
7 Mar- im2Q7. But pretty nearly ? yCsb
_
„

.

,

20S. So that there will be an immense additional accommodation given to coal ships coming to J^ewreastle?
Tcs.
209. So far as your municipality is concerned there are no private frontages to the water ? There arc
a few.
210. "Whereabouts ? On ihe eastern side—on both sides.
211. They were all killed by tbe Government proposed nevv w-harfage ? They have them, anyhow'. .
212. But in the previous case, when the Government made the dyke, they disregarded all private
frontages? There are residents who will require to he recouped before tbe Government claim it now.
213. But the water frontage will be a Government frontage when the work is completed ? Tcs.
214. So that the Government money spent in making these frontages will make public and not private
frontages ? Tes.
■
215. There will be no private frontages improved by tbe expenditure by private money. The public will
get tho benefit of its own expenditure ? Tes, and it ■null improve the property in close proximity.
216. But it wdll not improve any private wrharf frontages ? No.
.
217. The Government will have all the improved wharf frontage which its own expenditure creates ?
Tes.
21S. Of course it will give greater additional value to the whole of the land in Bullock Island ? Tes.
219. What additional value do you think the expenditure of this quarter of a million will give. Do you
think it will add 25 per cent, to the laud ? I think so.
220. Do you think the value of this bridge alone would add 25 per cent, to the value of the land ? Not
far short.
221. Tou, as Mayor, look to have far better rates when the bridge is completed than you get now ?
Tes.
222. Tou expect a high valuation ? Decidedly.
223. And the Government expenditure will make yonr revenue greater than it is now ? Tes.
224. And of course it will make the private incomes of land owners greater too ? Yos.
225. Presuming tbo bridge costs £50,000, do yon think it will add £50,000 to the value of private
property in Bullock Island ? I think it would, hi the course of time.
226. You think your assessment would go up £50,000? I think so. Of course, it will take time
to do it.
227. But you quite expect it ? Well, it will be the most valuable municipality in the district, owing to its
close proximity to tho shipping interests.
228. You have said that there is a great demand for land, and that industries are going to develop upon
the island. What is the special advantage for industries on Bullock Island over those on the mainland ?
Their close proximity to the water frontage.
229. But although it is all public frontage, do you think that would still give an advantage over private
frontages ? It will not be all public right round the island, but only where wharfage is included.
230. But the Government is not likely to sell any of its water frontage to private people ? There are
some properties sold, I think, on the Throsby Creek side.
231. With frontage? With frontage, I thiok,
232. The northern part of the island is public property, is it not? Portion of it is. There is a
reserve.
233. If this bridge is made, and the reserve is raised bvsilt, will it not make a valuable property for sale?
Tes.
'
234. It would be a good speculation for a private person to make the bridge if he could be recouped by the
grant of the land on the reserve ? It wbuld.
235. The reserve alone would more than pay for the bridge? It would.
23G. And pay for the reclamation too? Tes.
237. So that the Government really has in its own hands the power of recouping itself for the expenditure
on the bridge ? Yes,
238. If it goes to the double expenditure of the bridge and reclamation it can pay tho whole? I believe
it would.
239. Tou talk about a tramway. Do you want to connect tho tramway from Bullock Island with the
existing tramway to the mining township ? Tes; there is a tramway at present to Wallsend, and we
propose joining at Lambton.
2-10. Which bridge do you propose to go over ? The iron bridge, to connect with the city tramway.
24il. But your tramway there would simply go to Newcastle station and go out again ? Tes.
242. Practically, then, you only want a tram connection with Newcastle ? Tes.
243. But if you want the bridge and new road, do you want a tram for such a distance as that? It
would take in Lambton, Waratah, and Calcine Flat.
244. But your connection is with Newcastle ; you will have to go to Newcastle ? Tes.
245. You have already two other bridges connecting the island with Newcastle ? Tes.
246. But the principal bridge is tho one which connects you with Newcastle direct ? Yes.
247. There is more traffic over that than the other two put together ? Yes, at the present time.
248. But from your works you could cross the Wickham bridge and go to Newcastle, even if the other fell
down ? We have had to do that. The other bridge has become rather unsafe.
2-49. All your bridges nre shaky then ? They are. In fact we are badly bridged all tho way. They have
all been of a temporary character.
250. You are getting tired of temporary bridges ? Tes.
251. Is the more northern one a shaky bridge ? It is a light temporary bridge. There could he a good
deal of traffic across there to the smelting works, and out to Waratah. There is a soap works out
there.
252. Do you know what tho Wickham and William-street bridges cost ? No. I do not think they cost
more than £1.000,
'
2q3. Causeway and all ? With a causeway it would cost more. It is only narrow and short.
254.
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254. Mr, Trickett] The northern end of the island, which Dr. Garran has asked you about, and which J- Morision,
belongs to the Government, is marked on the plan as “ Mangrove Sand, covered at spring tide” ? Portions
°f itar0'
7 Mar., 1890,
255. "What is it worth an acre at the present time P Taking a prospective view, I think it would be sold
for £1,000 an acre.
256. Could you give an idea as to what it would cost to make it all level country above springtides?
No, I could not say.
_
_
257. I suppose it would bo very expensive? Well, if they had the excavator working in the creek, it
should soon fill up the part desired to be reclaimed, and make it of benefit, so that shipping might go
down at the northern end. If it were made up above the level of the water, its value would be increased
by one-half. It would be worth about £1,50Q or £2,000 an acre.
258. Do yon know how many acres there are? No.
250. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Ton have stated that it would take seven years to complete the work. Do you
refer to the bridge alone, or the reclamation and the bridge combined ? I alluded to the bridge in
connection with the other work.
_
'
200. Do you, as an iron-master, tell us that,it will take seven years to construct the bridge ? To make
it, and sink the cylinders, and make it fit for traffic. I am only in a measure speaking at random, as I
have not seen the plans or the quantities.
261. But as an iron-master, you speak with some authority when you say it would take seven years to
construct that bridge ? I am only basing my calculation on the manner in which they generally carry
out Government work.
262. Are the people at Bullock Island to rely for seven years longer upon this defective bridge ? Well,
they should not.
_
263. But how do you propose to remedy it, if you prefer the iron bridge to the wooden one, and the iron
bridge will take seven years to put up ? The present bridge will require to be repaired, so as to enable a
limited traffic to pass over.
264. But the Department say it cannot bo repaired—what then ? If it cannot be repaired I suppose they
will have to put up a bridge to carry the traffic until the iron one is made.
265. You have come to the opinion, then, that a temporary bridge will have to be erected whilst the iron
one is being constructed ? It is quite evident that wc require a bridge to get across, and if it is possible
to repair the present bridge it would, as a matter of economy, be wiser to do that than to erect another
bridge of a temporary character,
206, We have it in evidence that the present bridge cannot be repaired, and that it is dangerous. If
you wait for the iron bridge you would wait for seven years, and he in danger all the time by crossing the
present bridge ? It is a matter of inspection, I suppose, as to whether the bridge can be sufficiently
repaired or not. I do not think the bridge has been inspected with the object of showing whether it is
worth repairing, or whether another bridge should be erected.
267. lias any wool over been shipped from Bullock Island ? I do not think so.
268, Aro there indications showing that it is likely to be a place for wool shipping ? Not unless the
Government allow it.
209. Mr. Uitrley,] Do you not think you might modify the seven years you have spoken of. You
arc aware of the magnitude of the bridge over the ilawkesbury. Have you any idea of the time
that enormous bridge took to construct ?
No; I do not know how long tho bridge took to
construct.
-270. Do you not think it took less time than the time you put down for the construction of this small
bridge ? As I said before, I referred merely to the slow mode in which Government work is carried on
in Newcastle.
271. Hero is a plan [producinr/ it]. That will give you an idea of the difference between a low-level and
a high-level bridge. Do you think that would suit the requirements os foreshadowed by the Chairman.
You will see the level of the rails at the present time. That would give you a certain height above vhe
railway crossing. I should like to know whether you would bo in a position to put in a tender for the
construction of a bridge manufactured from iron. You say there are largo mineral deposits near
Dungog ? Yes.
272. Would you be in a position to take a contract for the construction of that bridge, manufactured out
of the raw material of that district ? Wc have not the iron works. We want the iron manufactured.
It is not at present manufactured hi the colony.
273. Would you he in a position to put in a tender for the construction of a bridge such as is fore
shadowed ? This is merely a sketch plan. There are no particulars.
274. Do you not think a high class iron bridge could be constructed in less than two years ? When I said
seven or eight years I was alluding to the slow method of doing work—not to a contractor undertaking
tho work in a certain time, but to tho whole scheme.
275. But if tenders were invited, do you not think a work of the description foreshadowed on the plan,
could be carried out in two years ? Do you mean the excavation as well?
276. I mean an actual completion of the bridge, so that it may bo ready for traffic. Supposing you had to
send to England for tho parts, could you not put the bridge up in less than two years ? I doubt it. Yon
seo that an excavation has to be made. What I was referring to was the completion of the bridge, with
the reclamation going on at the same time.
277. You admit the necessity of a temporary structure in order to avoid the dangerous character of the
present bridge ? A temporary structure must be built, or this bridge must be, as a matter of economy,
sufficiently repaired.
■
278. Therefore a repairing of the present bridge, or tho construction of a temporary bridge, is an actual
necessity ? It is, if wo are to have the traffic.
Mr.
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Mr. Morison subsequently amended his evidence by forwarding a letter to the Chairman, as follows:—
To the Hon. A. Ghnran, M.L.C.
Carrington, March 7, ISHO.
IJenr Sir,—My aften!ion has been dr.mn to a portion of my evideneo given at the Newcastle Council Chamber before
1 ho Sectional Committee this afternoon, in answer to Mr. .T. Hurlej’s question,—“How long will it take to mate on iron
hridsre to go over to connectNewcaft le with Carrington ? ” Mv answer should have been, viz , “ About two and a half j cai'S,” I
must admit I was confused at the time, and understood it to mean the reclamation and building and erection.*
"

James Myers, Esq., Mayor of Wickham, sworn, and examined :—
279. Chairman.'] What is you official position ? Mayor of Wickham.
280. How long have you been a resident of Wickham P About eight years.
281. "What is the special interest of Wickham in the work under tho consideration of tho Committee ?
O'he specialinterest of Wickham is to get an opening, and anavigablc opening, into the waters of Throsby Creek.
2S2. You arc more interested in the deepening of that creek, and in better access to that water, than in a
bridge to Carrington ? Yes.
283. So that the two municipalities have two separate interests in this matter ? Yes.
281. According to the map before me the frontage on the western side of Throsby’s Creek, from about tho
soap-works to the bridge, is about 1,000 feet P Yes.
285. And between Haunell-street and tho water it is subdivided into allotments ? Yes.
2SG. What sort of water frontage have they at tho present time? It is very shallow. You can scarcely
get a small boat up to it,
2S7. Kot even a lighter ? No; at low water they aro simply muddy flats.
288. It is not a frontage at all? No.
289. And the private right goes only to the high-water mark ? That is all, I believe there arc a few who
have bought a water frontage. I believe the late Mr. Henderson, whoso business is now worked by Mr.
J. E. Ellis, bought the water frontage, and some other residents as well.
290. The bridge, as it stands at present, is practically no hindrance to these people, because if there were
no bridge they could not get a lighter up at low water ? No.
291., It is only the high-water frontage? Yes.
292. And then it is only a few feet ? About 4 feet.
293. At high water it is 4 feet, and at low wafer it is a mud froniago ? Yes.
294. So that Ihe present bridge is no hindrance to navigation ? Not aCprcscnt.
295. And what the owners of this 1,000 feet want is an improved frontage and a good access. As Mayor,
you know what these properties are rated af. "What are these properties supposed to bo worth per acre
or per foot, between Hannell-strect and the water ? Tho frontages on from Hannell-strcct are worth
from £] 5 to £ 16 a foot,
296. And if this deepening is carried out, and tho swing-bridge is erected, you, as Mayor, will expect that
they will be rated more highly ? Yes.
297. What do you think it will add to thoir value ? It will nearly double them. 'Where there is access
to the wharf it would treble them. The amount of traffic which will be brought on the wharves will bo
something enormous.
298. Ho you not think it will more than treble the value ? I believe it would.
299. Won’fc.it make a first-class water-frontage of what is practically no water-frontage at all ? Yes.
300. "What is the value of that 1,000 feet of land between Hammil-street and the bridge? I could not tell you,
301. Iain talking of the soap-works to the bridge? That is from Henderson's place to the "Wicli'ham
bridge. That is 1.000 feet at about £15 a foot.
302. And that would he quadrupled in value P I think so, quite.
303. The Government expenditure would add a value of £45,000 to private property ? Yes.
304. Would that £40,000 pay the cost of the deepening and the swing-bridge ? I do not think it would.
We should require a depth of 20 feet to get ships up.
305. Have you formed any estimate as to what the cost of the deepening of Throsby Creek would be?
No. 1 was under the impression that that reclamation .was included in the general reclamation scheme.
I was altogether at sea when Air. Hickson told us it was not so.
306. We have been told by Mr. Hickson that tho reclamation scheme only comes up to the bridge ? Yes.
307. You heard the Mayor of Carrington say that for public wharfage purposes, the Government would
hardly want this swing-bridge, until all the new wharf they propose to make is occupied ? Yes.
308. And after that they would want to get into Throsby Creek ? Yea.
309. You agree with that? Yes; for public purposes the swing-bridge is not wanted for coal purposes
at present, but the amount of land tho Government hold on tho western side of the bridge up to Wickham
bridge is very valuable.
310. If they want to utilise the western side of the island, they must have a swing-bridge and improve
their frontage ? Yes.
311. Meanwhile, you want the swing-bridge and the deepening to improve these private frontages ? Yes,
312. Ho you think the owners of the private frontages would pay the cost of deepening? 1 do not think

they would.

313. Ho you think it would he right for the Government to go in for this expenditure for the sake of
adding £45,000 to the value of the property of private people? If it is not done in this district, it is
done in others.. I know the Government have spent a lot of money for private enterprises.
314. But that is more of an incidental character. Public works, incidentally, give a value to private
property ? I believe there are a great many private wharves in Sydney which have had much money laid
out upon them for the benefit of private individuals, and I think the Government would be justified m
dredging and reclaiming that portion of the land.
315. So far as I know, all private dredging done in Sydney for private purposes is paid for at a stipulated
rates? I was not aware of that.
3X6.
* Norn (oh rmsioii);—[ desire to mate Hiia uddihon to n>v evidprrr. ] wish if distinctly iindcrilood (hat in nil the
questions bearing on the imimt would into lo complete (he bridge] was mentnily inchiding the whole scheme rfmndi'ti—
rcchinintic'n, dredging, hmloing bridge and npproiiehri—lienee my answer, seven or eight years. ’During my cross-oxnminntion
t lest sight of the point, the time to complete the bridge alone. My mind was occupied with the desire to have the iron
bridge built, and not 1,lie temporary wooden structure—the object assigned me at the public meeting. Not havnur anv plans
or speeificulions to guide u.e of the proposed iron bridge, 1 could not give liny correet ediimde of the time to complete the
same. Hul us 1 now midiM'slmid the proposed iron bridge foreshadowed by tho Ch'iiunmi of the Fcclionul Coininitiee,
having reference to high-icicl bridge, swing and anprouelies, I should sav. uppioximately, (ho tirne ought (o he from two to
(.wo mid a half years.
'
r
•
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J. Mycw,
316. Tod do not know tlic amount whiok will bo required to carry out this work ? !Nb.
317. But you have an idea of the value of the land tor private property? Yes.
318. It is an unknown expenditure, but a known increase in value ? Yes.
Mar., 18U0.
310. Aa Mayor of "Wickham, do you think it would bo a ^ood speculation for the Government to buy all
these private properties, and come in for the benefit of its own expenditure? I believe it would pay
them, and they would benefit by it.
320. To buy out these people at £15 a foot? I -would not say it would do that.
321. You think the price would jump up if the G-overnment wanted to buy it? Yes.
322. You know the Government is able to take land at a valuation ? Yes.
323. I suppose the value would not be much above what you placed on the assessment as a reasonable
approximation? Kb.
324. It would not be enormously above it ? Ko.
325. Say it was £20,000;—do you think it would be a good speculation for the Government to buy all
that frontage below "Wickham bridge at £20,000, and then deepen Throsby Creek ? I believe it would.
There are plenty of persons there now who bold a water frontage, and who make back yards of it.
320. Do you think the people of ‘Wickham who are not interested personally in these water frontages
would be willing to see the Government do a thing of that kiud? Yes.
327. It would improve the township generally to have a public wharf ? Yes.
328. And you think it would pay ? I believe it would.
329. And you think there would be a large business done ? Yes; there is a largo number of timber yards,
&c., along that frontage.
330. You mean trade is waiting for a better froniage ? Yes.
331. "What sort of trade ? Principally timber.
332. Not manufactures ? Ko.*
333. Is that the best natural site near Kowcastle for it ? Yos. Hudson Brothers have a piece of land,
and also Bibby and Cook, and they are erecting a large sawmill at present.
334. If it were made Government land, the Government could make a little railway between UammilRtreot and the water frontage, and aceoinmodale the whole of the wharf? Yca._
335. It would be more utilised as a Government frontage than a private one ? Yes.
33G. Whilst it is a private froniage there is 310 likelihood of a private railway ? !No.
337. So that the railway traffic, as well as the utility of the site, would bo greatly increased by converting
that into public property ? Yes.
338. Is there no other part near Kowcastle equally convenient for timber ? 1 don’t think so.
339. Is Stockton not so convenient ? Ko,
340. Kor any part of Bullock Island ? Yes, but it would have to go across the bridge. Most of the
timber trade is out that way.
341. Do you think any advantage would be gained by the Governmout deepening the northern end of
Throsby Creek ? Not at present. There is no demand for it.f
342. T'lie tradcis all down near Kewcastle ? Yes.
343. You think this deepening is wanted in the interest of local trade? Yes.
344. Though not in the interest of coal shipping? Ko; You must have other accommodation besides the
coal wharfage.
345. This Wickham bridge is not a valuable structure ? If the Government were to buy property right
up to the Wickham bridge across Throsby Creek, and deepen the whole up to the railway bridge, and
give you a transit across tbo rail wav, would it be quite as convenient? "J es.
346. And it would bo in the public interest? Yes ; in fact there was a hard fight when that bridge was
built, as to whether it should be put alongside the railway, or where it is now.
347. If the Government repossessed themselves of the whole of tire private frontage between the Soap
Works and the railway bridge, and ran a railway along, it would be an immense public improvement?
It would.
348. And would pay for itself? I believe it would.
349. Tbo Committee is to understand that the Wickham interest in this matter does not concern tbo
bridge at all ? Ko ; we want a swing-bridge and deep water.
350. Mr. O'Sullivan."] What is your business ? A builder and contractor.
351. How long do you think it would tako to construct the iron bridge as proposed by the Department?
] have never had anything to do with iron, but making a comparison between that bridge and the
Hawkcsbury, which was constructed in three years, I think it ought to be built in eighteen months. It is
not a quarter or a tenth as big as the Hawkcsbury bridge.
352. Do you mean to say that all the ironwork could be prepared, and the bridge erected within eighteen
months ? From that time to two years.
353. How long would the reclamation -work take ? Another three years. I presume they would he slow
to start the reclamation work, and would not commence until the bridge was nearly finished.
354. How deep do you imagine tbo Throsby Creek to be ? Twenty to twenty-five feet.
355. At that depth you could bring large vessels up to Wickham wharves? Yes. We have had a wharf
at Wickham for seven years, and there has been no boat alongside except the waterman’s boat. They
have not been able to do it.
356. Is it a Government wharf ? Yes. It was built in some one’s interest, but I have failed to find out
whoso. It cost about £700.
357.

* Notes (on revision) :—No 332. There are nt present severs] manufactories on the shores of Throsby Creek, as well as
oilier industries; hut, in consequence of tlic shallow state of Throsby Creek, land carnage has to be substituted for water.
t No. 341. The north and north-western portion ef Throsby Creek carries the drainage of all the area on tho cast side
of tho hills and ranges about Adamstown, Lambton, and Wuratuh, also the Hamilton. Newtown, Islington, Tigho’s .Htli, and
’Wickham drainage; and during the lasl visit of Ur. Ashburton Thompson, Health Officer, in our last dry season, that gentle
man found tho creek in the vicinity of Tighe's Hill in a tilthy and dangerous condition; so much so, Hint there was an
outbreak oi sickness m lhai. locality of a senoits nature. All (Ins the Health Officer attributed to tho fact that (he creek
being remarkably circuitous at Islington and Tighe’s Jlil), and the currents being impeded by shoals, mud hanks, snags, and
other obstructions, caused quantities of filth and reluse from tanneries, slaughterhouses, Se., together with town matter and
refuse, to accumulate about the windings and mud data of tho creek, which, when loft exposed to tho sun’s rays, emitted a
foul and dangerous odour, so much so, that persons travelling past were nompolled to fly as it were from a pestilence. Tho
imtisuul wet season lias, however, removed a deal of fdlb. At the same time, it only remains for a return of dry weather to
set in, when the public health will assuredh he assailed.
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2lr. TrkknU.'] Whicli do you think would be desirable, a high-level bridge over the railway, or a
level bridge starting near the present one ? I nerer knew what sort of a bridge it was to be until this
m0TIling- ^ was surprised to tliink it should be a low-level bridge at any time. Any one who stands at
‘ the corner where the Bullock Island bridge crosses the line will say that it ought to be a high-level
bridge.
358. I was always under tho impression it was to be a high-level bridge.
Was that the general
impression ? I believe it was.
359, Would the construction of this bridge be any advantago to your municipality ? As a bridge, no. It
is simply to get an opening.
SCO. All your traffic comes now by direct road to Newcastle? Tes, independent of the water.
301. You know the Carrington Municipality, and the Island as well? Yes.
362. Do you not think that if this expensive structure is to be erected it will be absolutely necessary in the
meantime to erect a good temporary bridge ? There should certainly be some way of getting across. I
fail to sec any obstruction to the commencing of the erection of a big bridge. They could go down with
the cylinders, and reclaim after the cylinders are in.
3G3. But even if that were done it would take three years to erect the bridge, and in the meantime some
thing is necessary to keep up communication? Yes.
364. And there must ho a repairing of the present bridge or tho construction of a temporary one ? Some
thing must be done.
.

T. Bibby,
^5^

357.

Thomas Bibby, Esq., timber merchant, sworn, and examined:—
"What are you ? A timber merchant.
Where do you reside ? Wickham.
How long have you resided there ? Five years.
You are well acquainted with tho district and its requirements ? I am.
You know all about the question of connecting Carrington 'with Newcastle by bridge ? I do.

365 Mr. Trickett.']
3GG.

7 Mar., 1890.
3Cd!

370. Will you give us your views on the subject as it effects Wickham ?

The population of Wickham,
of course, are desirous of having a large bridge built with an opening, so that craft would be able to
get through to take merchandise, timber, etc., up to Wickham. At present we have no wharfage
accommodation at all. If I get a cargo of timber from New Zealand, or any where else, I have to go to
Captain Patten’s office to sign a document io the effect that I will remove it as it comes out of the ship.
There is not room at present for more than two or three small timber crafts. It is very necessary that
we should have better accommodation. Wc have been told that certain plans have been approved of by
the Government, and that we wore to have a wharf extending as far as Honeysuckle Point.
371. Is that beyond Wickham ? No, it is on this side of Wickham, on a line with Wickham, We were
told that we were to get this bridge with an opening, and that a large portion of land was to be
reclaimed along by the railway line, and that wharves would be built to which we could take our small
craft, and land our timber, so that wc would not he hunted about from pillar to post as wc have been for
the last five years.
372. To what point was this reclamation promised ? I do not know that it was promised at all, I was only
told so. We were told by some of our members that it was to go past the railway station. We were
told it was intended to dredge as far as the soap works, and that the wharves were to be extended as far as
Bcdmond’s cordial works.
373. Would that bo of great advantage to you ? Yes, to all importers. Wc should have some accommo
dation then, whereas at present we Lave none.

374. Has everything to be carted up now? Yes, within the last year I have imported, in timber alone,
2,673,271 feet.
375. Of sawn timber ? Yes, and.1,145 doors.
37G. Is your place of business close to the water? Yes.
377. With a water frontage? It is close on the water. I am building a large mill at Wickham, and if
this bridge is erected, and there is anything like a channel, I could come up close to the mill. I could
import logs. I intend to import logs, and the mill is being built with the idea of cutting them up thero.
378. Your idea in having t he swing in the bridge is that sea-going vessels should come up to the wharves ?
I do not see why they should not.
379. Would you have any cartage from the Honeysuckle Statiou, or would that be close to your place of
business? It would be very close. If we went to the Wickham wharves my cartage would be very little.
3S0. At present the only timber which can be taken up the creek is log timber ? Yes, I have taken as
much as 209,000 feet, in rafts, right up to "Wickham.
381. Would this wharfage construction improve the value of property ? There is no doubt about it.

382. Have you given any thought as to the necessity or character of the bridge under consideration ? Yes.
383. Independent of the swing part of the question r Yes.
384. Will you tell us what you think should be done? I think the bridge is very desirable.
385. What character of bridge ? A permanent bridge.
386. Starting from Blane-street ? Yes ; I should be in favour of a high-level bridge over the railway,
starting from Blaue-strcet. It is very necessary that the bridge should he a high-level one, seeing that tho
railway traffic is so very great.

387. You know that certain reclamation works are contemplated in the creek? Yes.
388. Do you think those works should be carried out before the bridge is commenced ? I think they
should be commenced together.
389. You'think they could be commenced together? I do think they could; I know they could, and
I think they should.
390. There would be no difficulty in erecting the swing-bridge you speak of, so that the two works should
be carried on together? No.
’
391. Have you thought how long the works would take to carry out? I think a bridge might be made
in two years. I cannot say much about the reclamation.
392. Have you had any experience in bridge-building ? Not personally, but I have seen them built. I
have taken a great deal of notice of the Hawkcsbury bridge, for instance.
398. What do you tliink of the present bridge over the creek between Newcastle and Carrington ? 1
think it is unsafe.
394.
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304. Do you think it could he repaired ? X could not say. I have not examined it; hut T have felt it shake T- Bibby,
and tremble whilst going over it. If I go over in a vehicle I like to go slow.
^S<1395. Even if a costly structure is erected, it will he necessary to repair the present bridge or build a .
temporary one? I should think something should be done to repair the bridge, and to put it in a safe 1 aT,',
’
condition during the time the other one is being erected.
39G. Jlfr. O’SuUiran.'] "Where is the timber you import landed? On tho Market Wharf.
^97. That is a G-overnment structure ? Yes.
398. This wharf was constructed by the Government for the general commerce of "Newcastle, other than
coal ? Yes.
'
399. Do you think it would be right to expect the Government to make a channel to Wickham to laud
cargoes which should be landed at the public wharves ? I presume tho Government would make their
own wharves if they dredged the channel. At the Market Wharf wo have no accommodation whatever.
400. Yon say you float your timber up ? If it is large timber we have no other alternative.
401. Therefore, if you float it up in rafts, the cost of carriage cannot be very great? There is a large
quantity of timber which will not float, and wc must cart it.
402. ILow far is it from Wickham to the Market Wharf ? About a mile and three-quarters or 2 miles.
403. But you are no worse off if you have only to go 2 miles with timber than a large number of
builders and contractors in Sydney or Newtown and other suburbs ? I think I am a great deal worse off.
Most people in Sydney have every facility for landing limber, but here we have none.
401. Ifave you not a wharf at Wickham? No, 1 have not. There is one there.
405. Do you know how it was obtained? No, I do not.
40G. Then you think it is highly desirable, in the iuterests of the people of Wickham, that this channel
should be constructed and a wharf made there ? Ido. In doing this you will reclaim a large amount of
land on both sides of the channel, and in my opinion it will more than compensate the Government for
tho work.
407. You think it would be a reproductive expenditure ? I am quite sure of it.
403. You Itave said you think it would take two years to construct this bridge? If the material is to
come from home I dare say it will, hut if the material is in tho colony I do not think it will take anything
like that time.
'
409. In saying that you have in view the idea that the work will he let by contract, and not done on tho
Government stroke principle? I hope not. If it is done on the Government stroke principle, I am
afraid it will take a little longer.
410. Would you advise that the old bridge should he patched up, or a temporary bridge constructed,
whilst the iron bridge is being erected ? I do not think that is a fair question to put to me, because I
am not an engineer.
fH- d °r.]y ask you as a taxpayer who will have to hear a portion of the cost ? If tho engineers say that
it will he more saving to repair this bridge, by all means have it repaired. If you are going to give ns a
femporary bridge let it ho as temporary as possible. I should not propose expending any great sum of
money on a temporary bridge, if we are going to have the bridge which has been proposed.
Henry Joseph Brown, Esq., solicitor, sworn, and examined:—
Yos.
S,J, Brown,
413. And an old resident of this district ? Yes.
Esq.
414. Do you hold any civic office at tho present time ? No ; I have never done so.
415. You know the subject of onr inquiry? Yes; as to the advisability of constructing a bridge between ‘ 'lrar-> 1830'
Newcastle and Bullock Island.
416. Do you think it would ho desirable, at the present time, to erect a low-level bridge or an overhead
one ? An overhead bridge would certainly he desirable, if it could be constructed with convenient
gradients of approach.
417. That would be abridge starting from Blane-street ? Yes; I think an overhead bridge would he highly
desirable. The inconvenience to traffic caused by the shunting of trains is very great. I know of ono
company which has its office some little distance away, and the shunting of the trains is a perfect
nuisance to them. It is also a source of danger.
413. There appears, recently, to have been some indignation in Newcastle at the prospect of a temporary
bridge being erected to connect Newcastle with Bullock Island ? Can yon give us the particulars of that
agitation. Were you at the public meeting? No, I was otherwise engaged.
419. As a public man, knowing something of the opinions of the people ;—what is the real reason of the
agitation ? The idca was that if a temporary structure wore put up the construction of a permanont one
would bo indefinitely postponed.
420. Are you aware whether this costly bridge over the crossing lias been promised from time to time by
the Government ? I cannot say I know much about it, I have heard of it.
421. Do you know anything about the reclamation works there? I know there arc works of great
importance being carried on with the view partly of reclamation and partly of excavation.
422. Dp you think they are desirable works ? 1 think so.
423. With what object? I may say they are desirable from a sanitary point of view. These low mud
flats, oven with a few inhabitants upon them, must he very hurtful, but when there is a largo number of people
about them they will become the receptacle of filth of all kinds, and they arc likely to breed pestilence.
424. IV hat other advantage will the reclamation give ? It will give further accommodation for shipping.
Tho trade is increasing very rapidly, and would increase more rapidly if tho present regulations for
shipping coal wore altered. It will also give a largo area of land of great value.
425. Do you think the proposed basin is a suitable place for such costly ivories ? I think so, I should,
myself, have thought it better to have carried them to the west of the Bullock Island Bridge, along the
Newcastle side. That is apparently part of the present scheme, or it might ultimately he worked in with it,
42G. That would carry the reclamation and Iho deepening of the creek more to the west? Yes.
427. Do the people of Wickham suffer any inconvenience by not having wharfage accommodation nearer
to them ? I have no doubt about it, and I think as a matter of justice to tho water-frontage owners,
something should he done. The water-frontage land was originally sold by the Crown by the acre. I
know
412. Mr. TficJcctt'} You are a solicitor ?
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H. J. Brown, know thia professionally, but as usual in those tbiys, and without knowledge on the part of the purchaser,
Es9the usual reserve of 100 feet from high-water was included improperly in the grant. The result has been
5
^■la*' recently a large number of property holders, who had paid for their land, have had to pay the
ar'’ ' ‘ Government again for it, and that on tho presumption that they had a water-frontage.
42S. Chairman.] 'What proportion of these have been purchased? A good ninny that I know of. Some
within tile last year or two.
429. Out of 1,000 feet how many feet do you think have been purchased ? lam not prepared to say.
I know that one client of mine paid £2,000.
430. Tor the purpose of getting back what he had already paid for? He bought the whole of the land,
hut the Government who prepared the deed eroneously inserted a condition.
431. Do you mean that different terms were inserted in the grant to those named at the auction mart?
Yes.
‘
432. Mr. Trickett^ The greater part of the coaling takes place at Carrington ? Yes, practically tbo
whole of it, with the exception of that of some special companies, such as the A. Company, and the
Waratah Company.
433. Jb the wharfage accommodation at the foot of the town ample for loading purposes ? There is not
enough of it for present requirements.
434. What business is carried on there, seeing that the coal is loaded further up the river? There is a
large timber traffic. There are direct shipments from England. There is also a good deal of wool laden
thero, and cattle are frequently exported, besides passenger and other traffic exists to a very considerable
extent.
435. And that kiud of traffic usurps, so to speak, the whole of tic old wharfage? Yes, and there is
considerable delay in many instances for want of more accommodation.
436. And you think this proposed reclamation would be of great advantage to the port generally ? It
will be of great advantage to the port generally, and to the Government as property-owners.
4-37. And it would ho availed of directly it was constructed ? Ho doubt.
438. If the accommodation for shiploadmg wore doubled at the present time, do you think a sufficient
number of ships would come to take up the tonnage ? I think so. At all events it would be the casein
a very short time.
439, Is the population of Hewcastle increasing year by year? Very much. When I first came here,
thirty years ago, the population of the whole district could not have been more than 6,000 or 7,000, and
now it is between 60,000 and 70,000.
410. Have you also seen the rapid growth of Carrington? Yes: twenty years ago half-acre allotments
were sold for not more than £20. How many of them must be worth £2,000 an acre.
441. If this costly bridge is constructed, ta connect Carrington with Hewcastle. what will be tho best thing
to do in the meantime to keep up communication? Of course that would depend on whether a practical
man would say it would bo better to repair or strengthen the present structure. Of course it might bo
strengthened, even if it could not be repaired.
412. But something must be done—either the present structure must be strengthened, or a new temporary
bridge erected ? Yes.
443. Even if the costly structure is to be carried out ? That, undoubtedly, would have to be done. At
tho same time I do not think there is any reason for postponing the erection of the new' bridge. The
,■
bridge ought to be very strong, judging from what I have noticed of the nature of the traffic which would
go over it, and a temporary bridge would not be strong enough.
414. Chairman.] I understood you to say that tho fooling of Hewcastle asrainst a temporary bridge is lest
•
'
it should not be temporary enough, hut should be too durable? Practically that.
445. But is not that fea-r groundless, from the fact that tho project at present is for a high-level bridge
across the reclamation, which is to go to the Bailway Department. If that reclamation is made, and comes
info use as a shunting-yard, is it not certain that you must have a high-level bridge over it? 1 do not
know exactly what is proposed to be done. The authority to make the new bridge should not be delayed
till the temporary structure is worn out, otherwise at some time there would be no bridge at all.
416. It is proposed to reclaim certain ground, and to turn it into a shunting-yard, in which ease a highlevel bridge must go over it. Therefore the fear of the Hewcastle people, that the temporary bridge would
last too long, must- be groundless ? When this reclamation work is completed, wo may have to wait a
number of years before we get the vote for the new bridge.
447. Do you think that it is at all likely ? Yes, 1 think so, from past experience. Eor many years we
were promised a new Court-house, and tenders are about to be accepted for one which is too small for the
purposes required of it.
448. With regard to the Wickham frontage, you have informed us that part of it is still a Government
frontage? Yes.
449. And part of it has recently been repurchased under the Land Act'? Yes.
450. Are you of opinion that it would pay the Government to buy hack what it has sold between Hatinellstreet and the water, and make a public wharf on that side ? Ho doubt a public wharf here and there is
required; but I think it would be to tho advantage of the community if certain portions of the waterfrontage were in private hands.
451. But where it is close to tho railway, and where it is necessary that the portion which is to be utilised
requires the expenditure of a large amount of public money, do you not think, in a case like that, a
resumption would be to the advantage of the public? I think so.
452. There is all the frontage to Throsby Creek north of the railway-bridge which would be available for
private use, if the Government thought fit to sell it ? Yes; that would be rather high up.
453. But do not you think it would he impolitic on the part of the Government to spend a large sum to
deepen Throsby Creek, and so make this a wharf for seagoing ships, simply for the purpose of adding
threefold to the value of private property? Undoubtedly; but under existing circumstances some deep
ening ought to take place, so that those who bought land with water-frontages a second time should be
able to use them to some extent. But if a large expenditure is made, to fit it for seagoing vessels, I think
more would be done than the purchasers would have a right to expect, and they could not complain if
the land were resumed.
454. But you know the Government sold this land with the existing water-frontage as it was? Yes.
455. And that is mud at low water and 4 feet at high water ? Yes.
456,
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456. If the Government is goin" io turn tliat into a frontage for seagoing ships it will acid enormously H- J^Broww,
to the value of the property ? ISsactly.
457. Then do not you think the Government should receive a quid pro quo? Yes.
_
458- Do vou think the Government is entitled to spend citizens’money in adding threefold to a private 7 Mur., 1300.
person’s “property, when it could buy the property first, make the improvement, and come in for the
benefit of its own expenditure? iNo; but considering that the people have had to pay twice over for
their land, something in the way of giving them water-frontage should be done. At the same time, if tho
excavation makes the place fit for seagoing vessels, you will do more than the owners have a right to
expect. 'When the improvements are completed, the Government should sell what is not required for
public purposes, as experience shows private enterprise would utilize the rest to a greater extent than tho
Government would.
459. Yon think it would he advisable before deepening Throsby Creek to resume that frontage? It
depends on the extent to which it is proposed to be deepened.
^
_
_
460. And if they resume that and make it fit for seagoing ships, it will be an immense addition to the
value of tho harbour of ^Newcastle? Undoubtedly. ’I his small deepening I speak of, for the benefit of
property-holders, is also necessary for sanitary purposes.
_
■161. Blit tho Government has it in its power to make this improvement and recoup itself of iho cost?
No doubt.
_
o
•£
462. And you think it would be better to do that than throw the property into private hands ? Yes, if
it were considered desirable to make a deep channel.
_
463. M)\ O'Sullivan.'} Do you think, if this bridge were constructed, and the reclamation works and
channel carried out at an expense of £130,000, the Government would get a return for that expenditure
in the shape of the lauds they would have to sell at Bullock Island? They would get a return in a
variety of ways. The land at present belonging to tho Government would be greatly increased in value.
They would get a large return for the use of I he cranes or other appliances at the wharf.
_
461. But would tho land reclaimed on the Bullock Island side he more in value than the expenditure
upon it ? Tliat would depend outlie amount of reclamation and tiie position of the land. J have no
doubt the Got eminent would be in pocket by making a large expenditure there.
465. And you think that, though it may seem a large expenditure, it may be a wise one in the end for
t lie Government to incur? 1 have no doubt about it. Bor instance, the net revenue from eight or nine
cranes only would certainly be over £20,000 a year, supposing they were constantly going. Tho seven
steam cranes which used to be on tlic wharf on this side used to produce £15,000 not at the least.^
466. Chairman.} Do you think it would be fair to Newcastle io put on tonnage dues to pay the interest
on this expenditure ? Certainly not, because, practically, this is money belonging to the port.
467. How? Because the difficulty in getting things done here is not a recent one.^ Tonnage duos were
imposed thirty vears ago to make unprotemonts. A considerable sum was raised jrom them, and under
the Act monev was borrowed. The Act provided that all moneys raised by means of the dues should he
paid into separate accounts: instead of that they were paid into Government accounts. The works
which were produced from the tonnage dues and the money borrowed were so enormously profitable that
they paid olf the debt and enabled more works to be constructed. These again yielded a large revenue,
ancf if an account were properly taken it would be found that there is a large sum to our credit.
468. But did not the tonnage dues at that time clear off the debt, principal and interest, about the lime
Mr. Lloyd moved for their abolition? I should think so.
_
469. Since then the debt has been enormously increased, and there have been no tonnage dues? Yes,
but the works have been increased, and have been still more profitable, and have more than paid for them
selves.
_
470. But do you mean to say the money received from these cranes will pay off the interest on all the public
money spent here ? Yes ; ami repay the principal ns well.
_
471. Have you gone into the figures? I went into tho matter some time ago, and came to tho conclusion
that there must lie a large sum due to Newcastle.
472. That is only an opinion ? Yes. I must also point out that when the tonnage dues were, stopped
other dues were put mi in their place, and a considerable sum is received for pilotage and for other
purposes.
■
_
473. Docs the sum received for pilotage more than cover the cost of tho service? h os.
_
474'. Does tho monev received from the wharf more than cover the cost of tho depreciation of tho wharf ?
I do not know, positively, what the difference is between the gross and net earnings.
475. You would not like to commit yourself? No.
476. Mr. Ilvidey.} You say you think there is a credit, due to Newcastle? Yes.
477. From that f suppose you intend to convey that Newcastle has been somewhat neglected, compared
with other portions of the country ? I do not think there can be much doubt about that.
47S. Arc you aware that the Government proposes to spend £112,000 upon one work alone in Ncivcastlo?
B'o ; what work is that.
479. In the reclamation ? Yes; but that is not for the benefit of Newcastle, but for the benefit of tho
Government in improving land which would otherwise be valueless.
480. The improvement of tho land is surely an improvement for tho people of Newcastle ? Yes ; but it
wall bo an improvement for the Government revenue when fhey sell the land.
481. AFill not tho erection of seven more cranes he an advantage ? Undoubtedly, and it will also be an
advantage for the Government in increasing the revenue.
4S2. How, then, can you sa^ there lias been any neglect on tho part of tho Government, or that thero is
a credit balance, as it were, due to you now? J may mention one fact which has been brought to my
knowledge to-day. A vessel came in, the draught of which ought certainly not to have been too much
lor this port; but, as it was, she took the ground, and remained there for a few hours. If there had been
a proper expenditure this would not have happened.
483. Do not you think the abolition of harbour dues was a great concession to the port ? The abolition of'
tonnage dues was an act of justice. You arc under a mistake. The harbour dues have not been doneaway with. At the time the harbour dues were imposed there were tonnage dues as well, and none in
Sydney. Tho abolition of those tonnage dues put us in ono respect in tho same position as Sydney was.
I have just had placed in my hands some information which the Committee might like to have. In 1879„
the revenue of Newcastle was £57,477; and in 1889 it was £132,060.
''
434,,
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H. J. Brown, 434,_ Have you any idea as to tho export of coal from Newcastle P I believe nearly 2,000,000 tons.
__
485. And you think it is likely to increase? .1 think so. It would have increased long ago if we had had
7'l^-.,ie90, better regulations.
_
’
* 486. Ton think, for the want of accommodation, ships have been forced to take their cargo elsewhere ?
There is no doubt of that, and the accommodation which exists is not used to the best advantage, owing to
the nature of the regulations.
487. Are you of opinion that the work in connection with the wharves would be more satisfactorily carried
out by a Board of Trust? That would depend to a considerable extent on whom were appointed, and tbo
extent of the endowment. If they bad to impose fresh dues to carry on, the Trust would be an iniury
to the port.
' "
486. Mr. O’Sullivan.] You have given us figures showing a large increase in the revenue in the port of
Newcastle ? Yes. In 1889 the sum of £103,000 was derived from haulage aud shipping—that is to say,
haulage from the various mines. A minimum of lOd. a ton ia charged upon all coal brought from the
mines.
4S9. Cl/airman.] That rafers to the railway service mostly ? Yes ; but these are railway works.
490. But you are crediting Newcastle with revenue from railway works,—you are crediting the railway
with nothing ? This is what has been paid to the Bailway Department practically for the use of the
wharf, which is a railway yard ; all the wharves belong to that department.
491. It was for the use of carriage as well as the wharf ? Only the carriage from tho pits, along private
railways, principally.
■
492. Not all ? Part of it, of course, is public.
493. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Can you give the figures indicating the revenue derived from the use of the cranes ?
The Government charges lOd. a ton for the use of the locomotive from the pit to the wharf, and dropping
the coal by means of cranes into the ships.
494. Then yon are unable to separata ike railway figures from the crane figures ? It is all in one sum,
as the cranes belong to the Kailway Department, and their earnings are included in the railway revenue.
.lames Cnrlev,
j £1 j
^ ^ Eso., M.P.,1 sworn,' and examined :—
Eaq., M P 495. Mr, Jlurlet[.] You arc one of the represon tali ves of Newcastle ? lam.
A
, 496. Have you been long in the district ? Eor something like fifteen years.
7 Mar., 1800. 497. You are conversant with the subject matter before the Committee? Yes.
498. Can you give ns an opinion in regard to the necessity for a bridge, and as to what character of bridge
would he suitable for the future requirements of Newcastle ? Before going into the matter ] would like
to refer to certain figures to show the importance of the port, and the progress which has been made. I
have obtained certain statistics from official sources. The revenue collected in 1879 was £57,477 18s. 9ci.,
and in 1889 it was £132,018 0s. Id. The total value of exports, including coal, to foreign and intercolonial
ports in 1879 was £648,427. The total value in 1889 was £1,894,32.1. The railway revenue for haulage
and shipping in 1879 was £76,602.
499. But are you crediting Newcastle with that amount of money as being receivable through Newcastle?
This is simply haulage and shipping from the eoa! mines, that is the item of £76,602.
500. It is purely in reference to coal ? Yes. In 1889 the revenue for haulage and shipping was
£103,824. The shipments in regard to foreign and intercolonial exports were, in 1879, 830,675 tons, and
in 1889, 2,091,557 tons. I mention these figures simply to show the expansion of the trade, and what
may be anticipated in the future.
501. What year did you quote from last ? I am making a contrast between 1879 and 1SS9.
502. And what does it average ? 2,091,557 tons for last year,
503. We have it in previous evidence that the exact figures are 1,658,386 tons of coal? If that is so
there must he some mistake, because I got my figures from the Collector of Customs tins morning.
504. Do you think that Captain Newton’s evidence on oath would be accurately given ? I can verify my
statement by again referring to the customs officer.
505. What is your object in referring to the question of imports and exports, and the traffic of the rail
way department, as we are met to discuss the necessity of the construction of a bridge to Bullock Island.
I suppose you merely quote the figures to show the importance of the place ? To show the importance of
the reclamation works being carried on and so forth.
506. And you believe that the works foreshadowed by the Works Department—the reclamation of certain
land, and the erection of new cranes—is a necessity ? I do.
507. And tho construction of a bridge to connect Newcastle with Bullock Island is also a necessity ? Yes.
508. You have visited the bridge which connects Newcastle with Bullock Island ? I have.
509. "VYliat is your opinion of it ? I consider it is both unsuitable and dangerous.
.
510. You have heard the evidence in reference to a high-level and a low-level bridge, and the project
the Bail way Commissioners have in view of reclaiming a certain area of land, in order to avoid the cross
ing of the line by persons proceeding from Carrington to Newcastle ? Yes.
511. Can you give us your opinion in regard to that matter ? A high-level bridge may have its advantages,
and a low-level bridge may have its advantages as well, because if you reclaim this ground going towards
Wickham, and it is made a public wharf, you may, perhaps, have heavy goods landed there which you
would require to get away to Carrington over this bridge. If it were a high-level bridge we might not ho
able to get over it, unless you had a crane to lift the goods up.
512. Chairman^] Could not they go over the Wickham bridge ? They could go over the other way. but
if this bridge were a low-level bridge they could take the goods off the wharf at once.
513. You are speaking of an exceptional case, when a very heavy load might be required to be taken to
Carrington? 1 am looking well into the future.
514. Could not there be heavy loading at the Carrington wharf. Why load goods on tho Wickham
wharf, and take them over the bridge ? I have no doubt, as far as appearances go at present, tliat a highlevel bridge will be the best.
.
515. Very heavy girders could he landed by the cranes at Carrington wharf more easily than they
could be carried by the road over the bridge ? Possibly the difficulty might he mot in tliat way.
516. Mr. Hurley] I suppose you recognize the fact that an overhead bridge would afford greater safety
for the public, and that it will also give facilities to steamers travelling to Wickham, which a low-level
bridge would not give P Yes.
517.
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517. And that it would also bo a greater convenience to the Kailway Department generally, if they had J* Curley,
no low-levels to contend with ? 1 conceive that you must have a low-level crossing somewhere, or how can E9<)'’
tho people get to the wharf with the goods.
^ Mar^l890‘
518. But as far as the people of Carrington are concerned, you have sufficient wharf accommodation on
'*
this side already, for the purposes of the merchandize of the city r' ^Yith regard to the merchandize of the
city, I suppose tho people have to come here over the bridge, and go down to town with it.
519. But surely you do not anticipate a wharf alongside every man’s dwelling ? Certainly not.
520. Looking at tho convenience it would he for tho Kailway Department, and the safety it would afford
to the general public, do you not think an overhead bridge would be the hestand most suitable? I daresay
it would.
521. Have you formed any estimate as to the improved value of land through the construction of a firstclass high-level bridge to connect Carrington with Newcastle ? 1 suppose that would take in the reclama
tion of the land there. I think it would double the present value of land.
522. Do you think the people of Carrington have cause for complaint of the negligence of the Government
,
in not providing suitable accommodation to enable them to reach their holdings at Carrington? Ido
not think it is the people of Carrington alone, but the general public around who have cause for
complaint.
523. Mr. O'Sullimn^ I understand you prefer to have an iron bridge constructed instead of the temporary
wooden bridge ? You must cither repair the present bridge or put up some kind of expedient in its
place. I should say that the present bridge ought to he inspected for the purpose of ascertaining whether
it can be repaired for a year or two or not.
524. You know that the departmental officers have condemned the bridge, so much that they had issued
an order that no loads above three tons in weight shall cross ? Yes.
525. That being so, it is no good relying on the old bridge much longer for traffic of that kind ? No.
52G. Then you think an iron bridge should be constructed ? 1 think it should be commenced as soon as
possible.
527. In the mean time would you suggest the construction of a temporary bridge ? I certainly would, if
the old one cannot be repaired.
528. What renders it absolutely necessary that a strong iron bridge should he constructed to Bullock
Island ;—what heavy freights arc there beyond those coming from Morison’s establishment, and which
often go by the Wickham bridge ? Occasionally, heavy building material goes over the bridges.
529. I suppose that will go in drays ? Yes.
530. A dray will not carry much more than 2 or 3 tons. Therefore the loading would not be very weighty
so far as building material is concerned? It is possible that boilers which maybe landed at Bullock
Island may be brought from there.
531. You mean for the mines ? Yes.
532. Would they not be likely to take the Wickham bridge instead of the one proposed? That would
depend upon where they wanted to get to.
533. Would not the majority of tho mines he served by the Wickham bridge? Some would and others
would not.
534. la it not a dread amongst the people that if a temporary bridge is constructed, the, construction of
the iron bridge may bo indefinitely postponed ? I believe that is one of the reasons assigned by the
public.
535. And you think a bird in tho hand is worth two in the bush ? Yes.
53(3. And that it is much better to insist on tlic Government carrying out their promise to construct an
iron bridge ? Yes ; the public think that it is a desirable work, and that it should be done at once.
537. And you think an iron bridge is absolutely necessary for the heavy freights which go to and from
Carrington? Yes; and also for the purpose of getting on with the reclamation. If a swing bridge is
put up a dredge could be utilised for the purposes of reclamation.
538. That is another reason why you desire the work pushed on ? Yes.
539. You think tliat if a wooden structure is put up, no dredge could be used, and that the channel will not
be used for some years in consequence ? Yes.
540. That sways you in preferring to have the iron bridge constructed without delay? Yes.

A. Sheddon,
Alexander Shcddon, Esq,, sworn, and examined:—
Esq.
541. Mr. Triclrett.'] You are an alderman in the city of Newcastle ? Yes.
542. Have you lived here long ? I have been fully twenty years here.
7 Mar,, 1890.
543. And you have taken an active part in public affairs? I have.
544. And you have noted (he advance and the requirements of the city ? Yes.
545. You know the matter under consideration ? Yes.
546. Were yon present at a public mooting held hero recently ? I was.
547. Can you tell us what was the feeling on that occasion in regard to the proposal not to construct this
expensive bridge from Newcastle to Bullock Island ? H was really thought that the construction of what
we may call the permanent bridge vas about to bo shelved by the Government. We lost no lime in
calling a public meeting to ascertain the feelings of the people.
54S. And the result was that the people thought au expensive structure should he constructed ? Yes. It
had long been promised. I hold a scat in the Wickham Council up to the last term, aud I can say that
promises of that kind had been held out to us for two years.
549. If this permanent structure is erected, it will be necessary to tako some immediate steps either to
repair the old bridge or to put up a temporary ono ? I did not know that the present bridge bad been
condemned ; but if it is only„to serve for a moderate time until the permanent structure is built, 1 cannot
see why, at a slight expense, it cannot he strengthened so as to enable traffic to pass ever.
550. Have you thought what expense would he required to make it answer the necessary purposes for a
year or two ? Not myself, hut, ] have heard a groat deal from others—men holding good positions—who
understand the work, and they say it would cost from £1,000 to £1,500. To find out it would have to be
examined properly. If 1 were to examine it 1 could tell you exactly.
551.
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A. Sfieddon, 351. Do you iliiok the Government would be justified in spending £50,000 in the construction of a bridge
Esq.
from Blane-street over to Carrington? 1 am sure they would.
7 Mar., 1890. 552. What makes you think that ? ' Because of tho importance of the.two places. They have grown very
rapidly during the last few years. Seeing that the Government is about to reclaim the foreshores, there
is no doubt that if they were io sell the land it would far more than recoup them.
553. What is the interchange between Newcastle and Carrington which makes such a permanent structure
necessary ? Wo say that when you build anything yon should build a good thing. It is most profitable to
build a good, firm structure.
554. But is it necessary to go to this large expense ? Xo doubt the Bailway Commissioners see the benefit
of a high-level bridge.
■
555. And you think such a bridge would, be desirable ? There is no doubt of it, because tbo two places
will, in a manner of speaking, bo one town in a very short time. I look upon it that there is only the
matter of a bridge between the two places, If the land is reclaimed and sold you will see that buildings
will go up to the bridge on both sides.
55(5. Do the supplies of Carrington go from Newcastle, or arc they mostly landed at Carrington ? They
are mostly landed from Newcastle.
.
'
"
557. And taken over the bridge ? Tes; J do not think there is accommodation for taking goods to
Carrington by water.
558. Have you had any experience in bridge building ? I have ?
559. What time do you think it would take to construct au overhead bridge from Blane-street to where it
is proposed to take it ? About three years from the acceptance of the tender.
560. If ordinary expedition is exercised the bridge can be used in three years ? Tes.
561. Meanwhile, the present bridge must be repaired, or a new structure put up ? I hold it would be
be better to spend more money to make the present one safe. It could easily be done. It never was astrong bridge.
*
562. It has lasted a great number of years ? Yes, 15 or 16 years.
563. Could you tell us what it cost ? I could not.
"
564. Have you ever heard that it only cost £600 or £700 ? No.
5641. Has there ever been an accident on the bridge ? Not to my knowledge.
565. Or a blockage of traffic? The bridge is narrow. One vehicle has to stand while the other passes.
566. It is only 16 feet wide at present? About that.

J.E. Ellis,
Esq^^Mar^lBOO
' ar'’
u’

.Tames h’rank Ellis, Esq., timber merchant, sworn, and examined :—
567. Mr. Trirkctt.’] In what business are you ? I am a timber merchant.
5GS. Have you any evidence to give in additioirto what has already been given ? 1 believe the previous
w^’nes5es ^ave ^eeu under a disadvantage, because they were not fully acquainted with the circumstances of
tho ease. They are not fully acquainted with tho circumstances connected with the £11.2,000 vote which
has been placed on the estimates.
569. The question before is as to the expediency of building this bridge immediately or not? That, I
believe, is part of the £112,000 vote. I could give evidence as to how the money should be expended in
erecting the iron bridge proposed, inslead of a temporary one.
570. Tou mean the high-level bridge ? Yes.
°
571. Give the reason ? I think the bridge should be erected immediately, because there are certain works
proposed to be carried out in regard to reclamation, &c., in connection with Throsby Creek. That is on
the western side of the present bridge. I. believe the public would be willing that the traffic should go
over the Wickham bridge until the permanent one is erected.
572. I understand you to say your principal reason for a high-level bridge with a swing is the urgency of
improving the Wickham water frontage ? Not necessarily so, but it has something to do with it, because
the proposed reclamation works will more than recoup the Government for its expenditure on this new
bridge. The old bridge has stood requirements for the last sixteen years, and for the last three or four
years no heavy traffic has gone over it. 1 maintain that the public would sooner be put to the incon
venience of running their traffic over the Wickham bridge, than that a temporary bridge should be erected.
573. Do you not think the public themselves are the judges of their own convenience? I should imagine
so, but they have been put to an inconvenience because they hare not seen a plan of the Government
proposal.
574. The evidence hitherto has been to the effect tliat they would rather have a temporary bridge than
none at all. You were saying they would rather have no bridge than a temporary one? They say so,
because they have not been put in possession of the proposals of the Government/ I maintain that the
population would sooner he put to the inconvenience of running their traffic over the Wickham bridge,
and have a permanent bridge erected, than have a temporary structure put up.
.
575. And that is the statement you wish to make ? Exactly.
576. You bring all your timber over the Wickham bridge and down Hannell-street. Where do you land
your timber from the ships ? I deliver it at Newcastle.
577. At the Government wharf ? Yes. If I could get my vessels to Wickham with logs, it would pay
me better to cut up my own logs than import the sawn timber as I do now. At the same time, I do not
look upon this as a personal matter, but from a public point of view.,
573, It is for the sake of improving the Wickham frontage that you wish to sec the swing-bridge made ?
To a certain extent. I think if these reclamation works were carried out, tho Government would be
recouped ten-fold.

G. tV. Webb,
Esq,
580.
z-—“-n 581.
7 Mar., 1890. 582.
laid

George William Webb, Esq., sworn, and examined :—
Mr. Trickett!] You are an alderman for the city of Newcastle, aud an ex-mayor? Yes.
How long have you been living in Newcastle? All my lifetime, close upon forty years,
You know the subject of inquiry? Yes.
What are your views in respect of the matter ? I was cognizant of the plan which was
down by the Government during the time I occupied the position of mayor, that was in 18S9.
‘
The
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The old bridge is certainly not fit for heavy traffic, ami has been condemned for some considerable time.
My opinion is that the Government ought to resume the land on tho south side, in a direct line with the
A. A. Co.’h wharf, as far as Throsby Creek, a width of 300 feet, and the inner line with Union-street.
I have been over the old bridge several times, and it rocks about a good deal. My opinion, as a practical (
man in the building trade, is that if a few piles were driven in, the bridge would serve while the new one
is being built. I know a good many bridges which have been built, and I think the whole of the work
could be done in three years, more especially if the Government were to start on the south side.
083. That is on the Newcastle side ? Yes. It will be a waste of money to spend £1.500 on that old
bridge. If piles were put in to strengthen it, it would last two or three years while the new bridge is
being built, Uy reclaiming the land tho Government will reap great advantage. Tho sale of the land
will recoup them for all they lay out upon it. Land in Elane-strcct is at present worth £40 or £50 a foot.
08h Near the site of the proposed bridge ? Yes, and it is increasing in value everv day. Tho popula
tion of tho district is increasing every day, and the coal traffic is also increasing. "We have had a slack
time, and that has been not only on account of the strike but on tho account of tlic scarcity of shipping,
bnt atthc present time, however, there are a large number of orders for coal in hand, and we cannot get
the shipping to tako it away.
583. Do you approve of a high-level bridge from Blane-street ? I do.
580. Do you tliink there would be any difficulty in getting an easy gradient? No, if my memory serves
me correctly, you have a gradient of 1 in 25 from the Newcastle side.
587. Would a gradient of 1 in 25 bo an obstacle to heavy traffic ? Certainly not.
5SS. Do you think the future traffic between Newcastle and Carrington would justify such a large expen
diture as £50,000 upon a bridge ? I do ; the more cranes there are started in the Carrington direction
the more traffic thero will be.
580. You say you have seen the rapid growth of Carrington ? I have, it has been something wonderful.
The lower end of Newcastle has also grown wonderfully during the last two years.
500. Tliat is at the lower end and in the vicinity of the bridge? Yes; in the part I live in there were
seven years hack only two houses, now there is net a piece of vacant land in the place.
‘
501. What is fo make Carrington become a large population, seeing that the land is low-lying, and that it
is at present almost under water ? People are going there in large numbers, they are filling in the land,
and it is becoming very valuable there.
"
592. There is no obstacle to people living there ? Not tho slightest.
.
503. Has it proved to be an unhealthy place to live in ? It is no more unhealthv than any other place
about Newcastle. There are very few deaths over there.
“
501.. And its low-lying character docs not make it unhealthy ? Not to a great extent, I presume thero
is sickness over there.
*
505. Is your opinion in regard to the repair of the old bridge a practical one? The bridge has been
condemned for three or four years. Thero has been no lieavv traffic over it, and it is no worse now than
it was then.
‘
59G, But that is by reason of the heavy traffic having been stopped? Certainly, and the traffic has gone
the other way through Wickham,
507. Has there been much cause of complaint by reason of the traffic having to go through Wickham ?
Certainly, ^ All heavy traffic must go round or be punted across to Bullock Island.
°
598. That is a serious inconvenience ? Yes.
500 Chairman.] What is the extra distance if you co round, say from the foundry ? It will make a
good mile difference.
“

Webb,
B*‘1'
ar*’

'

James Prank Ellis, Esq,, sworn, made a further statement, as follows:—“ Of course the value of t ti mitho frontages at Throsby Creek lias a lot to do with tho voting of the money by the Government for the
Eeq ’
proposed improvements. I have just come into possession of a property in Wickham. It has recently
been leased to me. The property is worth £20 a foot to Hannell-street. The late owner of the mill 1 Mar., 1800.
bought tho reclamation right of the frontage to the creek from the Government, and paid over £2,000
for that property, and there being 100 feet frontage, more or less, gives a valuation of £20 per foot to
the water frontage.
Mr. Joseph Henry Collier, land agent, sworn and examined:—
000. Mr. O' Sullivan.] What is your business ? A land agent.
001. Do you desire to make any statement in regard to the proposal under consideration ? I would like 1Co]fierH‘
to point out that the Government owns a large amount of land about Bullock Island, and by so doing they
deprive the Carrington Council of a large amount of rates, and retard the improvement of the place. If 7 Mar,, ISfiO'
they carry out the work of building the bridge, and reclaiming the land, it will be at least some compen'
sation tor the amount of rates of which the people of Carrington arc deprived. This applies not only to
the Carrington, hut the City Council. The Government have all the frontage to Blane-street, and the
amount ot rates tho Council is deprived of, is rather more than £1,500 a year—£2,000. Three years ago
the side of .Blane-street, occupied by private individuals, yielded a rate of £1,500 a year.
002. How is the Council deprived of these rates ? Do you mean that they would get the rates if the land
were private land ? Yes; by the land being kept as it is at present, without being improved, the local
Councils are deprived of a large amount of rates. The erection of the bridge, and the reclamation of tho
land, will compensate them, to some extent, for the large amount of rates of which they arc now deprived
“°3- H communication ever cut off from Bullock Island bv floods ? The water rims o'ver the approaches
to the Wickham bridge.
001. Does it cover the roadway ? Yes.
603. Is there any traffic across" whilst the roadway is covered ? Yes ; any traffic which possibly can mi
goes through the water.
‘
° ’
Jtlie P6?!?1® 8Ufer mucl1 inconvenience ? Of course you cannot go across on foot.
60/. And you think that would be a reason why a high-level bridge should be constructed through
Oarrington ? Q.his does not apply to tho bridge in question. I am speaking of the Wickham bridge.
60S, Traffic by the old bridge is not cut off bv floods? No.
009
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Collier.

609. Do you desire to make any other slateraent ? I may point out that the population has groivii
enormously. Tho bridge should be a permanent one. It should not stand merely for ten or twenty years,
• 1890
stand for 100 or 200 years. Tho channel proposed to be bridged is aboutdOOfoet wide, and 24
' feet deep at low water. Therefore the bridge would have to be of a permanent and costly nature. Ft
should carry a tramway, and should be a swing-bridge, so as to allow ships to pass through, On that
account it ought to be a permanont and substantial structure.*
* Note (on revision) i—I am more than over of the opinion that tenders should be called at onoo for the construction,
of the permanent bridge and the dredging out of the channel towards and above Wickham.
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papers in this case, as they have boon referred for praois—and inquiries for earlier papers have been fruitless,—enter on
the subject, in Meditts res, nothing being shown of the circumstances which led up to tho proposal to rebuild the bridge.
21/1/U7.—The first paper on tho file is a report from Mr, W. A Smith, stating that ho had made inquiry as to tlic cost
of widening the road from Newcastle to Bullock Island Bridge from 20 feet to 40 feet, and that it could be done for £3.009.
25/2(87.—The same officer reported that the road was dangerously narrow, being on an embankment, and not fenced in,
and that it could be metalled and patched up for £580.
^
_
2'!/8/87.—Mr. Ellis, M.P., forwarded to the Minister a letter which he had received from the Mayor of Newcastle, in
which the latter stated that he had been informed that it was in contemplation to build a timber bridge, and that he thought
an iron bridge was in every way preferable.
Mr. Ellis was informed that the bridge would bo of iron, and that the idea of erecting a wooden bridge had never been
entertained.
7/9/87.—Mr. Smith reported that ho had ascertained that Harbours and Rivers did not propose to open up Throsby
Creek from the New Bridge to Wickham Bridge. The depth of water was from 2 feet to 4 feet, and dredging would bo
expensive. The land along the frontage was becoming very valuable, and he anticipated objections from owners of property
when it became known that the design of the bridge was such that the creek would be close to future navigation. Mr. Smith
added that tho approach on the Newcastle side would have to be widened to 40 feet.
20/9/87.—The Council Clerk, Wickham, referring to tho proposed closing up of Throsby’s Creek, wrote asking if it was
proposed to make tho bridge a drawbridge. There were, he said, numerous industries established within a short distance of the
water, and other industrial establishments were in contemplation along the foreshores of the creek. It was, thcrcfjre, of site!
importance that the navigation of this arm of tho Hunter should not be intercepted by an impassable bridge. No action seems
to have been taken on this remonstrance.
2:1/10/87.—Mr. Smith now submitted specification of the approaches to the proposed bridge, and there is also an
unsigned and undated estimate—by whom prepared is not shown—of £13,681 13s. for a bridge,
For some months the papers do not record anything, but in March, 18SS, a new feature was introduced. Mr. Smith
submitted a plan for an extensive reclamation of land involving an alteration in the site of the proposed bridge. It is not
necessary here to give details of the proposed reclamation, as they can be given separately if required, and it may suffice to
say, that the scheme if carried out would result in creating an area of 45 or 50 acres of most valuable land now useless mud-
Hat, and in making a navigable channel of Throsby Creek, and enable the Railway Department moreover to utilize a valuable
strip of laud opposite Blane-street, said to be worth £67,000.
i
In reply to Mr. Bennett, Mr. Smith further reported that the scheme was originated by Mr. Scott, of Carrington,
and that he had reported upon it because the question of the bridge aud the road was so materially affected by it. He had
proposed to increase the span of the bridge to 125 feet in order that cylinders might be sunk m the centre of the channel for
the bridge to swing upon, with 50 feet openings. If, however, tho scheme were only partially carried out an opening might
not be required for fifteen or twenty ycai s.
Mr. Bennett thought the papers should bo referred for report to Harbours and Rivers and the Railway Department,
and they were referred accordingly.
The Commissioner for Railways minuted that the Minister would remember that when they visited Newcastle
together this reclamation had been decided upon, and as regarded the Blane-street frontages that the policy in the interests
of Newcastle of disposing of them had been recognized, and directions had been given for tho sale of some of them, and that
tenders were to he invited for filling in the frontages to road level. The filling would cost I s. 3d, a cubic yard, hut perhaps
the silt from the dredging might be used for this purpose,
Mr. Hickson considered that the scheme had many points to recommend it, ajid he thought all future work, such as
the erection of the bridge, should he carried out with a view to the adoption of this scheme.
3/7/SS.—The Under Secretary requested Mr. Hickson to report for the Minister’s information with reference to a
letter on the subject of the proposed land reclamation which had appeared in tbo Evening Cill, and which had been handed
to the Minister by Mr. Ellis, M. P., who warmly advocated the proposal. The letter refcired to—from Mr. Jno. W,
Scott,—urged the adoption of the reclamation scheme, and pointed out that every year 1,040,000 tons, or 780,000 enbie
yards of silt were carried out to sea, and this was sufficient to reclaim, at an average depth at 4 feet, 120 acres of land ; the
cost of removing this silt being £17,333 per amumi for simply throwing the material away. Mr. Scott proceeded to
demonstrate tho enormous gain to the country which would result from the adoption of this system of reclamation.
Mr. Hickson referred the Minister to Mr. Smith’s report of March, 1888, and intimated that he had that day made
a proposal to the Minister in connection with the proposed reclamation. The Roads Department he said should be moved
with reference to the bridge over Throsby Creek, the position of which would have to bo altered if the proposed scheme
were carried out.
2G/9, SS.—Mr. M'Donald submitted statement of additional amount (£10,200) required for the bridge, and Mr.
Bennett minuted in explanation that in consequence of the change of site, and the substitution of a movable for a fixed
bridge this amount would be required in addition to the £7,500 already voted.
The amount was voted for the Loan Estimates.
0/11/88.—Mr. M‘Donald submitted an amended Estimate (to suit greater width of channel) of £22,200, and the
amount was duly noted.
9/4/89.—The Council Clerk drew attention to the unsafe condition of the existing bridge. The sum of
£33,000 was placed on the Draft Loan Estimates for 1890, and the bridge was described as consisting of an
iron or steel swing span with an opening on each side of 65 feet, roadway 28 feet wide footways to carry
tramway. Swing worked by hydraulic power, Approach span of iron and deck throughout, iron covered with tarred
metal. Piers iron and concrete sunk to rock.
The
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Tho bridge was referred by the House for the consideration and report of the TuMic Works Committee, hut subse
qucntly
10/2/00.—Mr. Hickson reported that he thought the erection of the large structure should be deferred pending a
consideration of the question of the development of the shipping and railway traffic there. The swing-bridge to accommo
date vehicle and tram traffic, crossing the flailway land at a high level and giving space for for vessels to pass up aud down
the creek, would cost £3,300, involving an annual charge of £1,800 to £2,200, and he was of opinion that a wooden bridge
on present site, at a cost of £2,000, would moot all tho requirements of the traffic for some years.
The Minister minuted to withdraw all the iron bridges except Cowra, and explain the change.
C.A.B., 16/2/90.
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Bridges referred to Public Works Committee.
*
...
Sydney, 10 February, 1S90.
" ITH reference to the four bridges which it was proposed to refer to the Public Works Committee, I have the honor to
state that the design for Cowra Bridge will be ready by Tuesday next.
.
W ith regard to Bullock Island Bridge, I am inclined to think the erection of the large structure should ho deferred
for the present ponding a consideration of the whole question as to the future development of the shipping and railway
traffic of this place. A swing-bridge, capable of accommodating vehicular aud tram traffic, crossing over the Railway land
at a high level, and leaving ample room for vessels passing up aud down Throsby Crook channel, would cost about £33,000,
the interest aud working expenses of which would range from £1,800 to £2,200 per annum. A. wooden bridge on site of
present one would cost about £2,500, and would, I believe, meet all the requirements of tho traffic for some years.
Jenys Plains and Tarbau Creek Bridges should also bo withdrawn, as they can bo crectod for an amount under
£20,000; and, in any case further investigation is necessary as to whether any expenditure at these places is justifiable,
ROBERT HICKSON.
Vr iTiiimAW proposal for all the iron bridges lint Cowra- from Public Works Committee, and explain change of proposal from
iron to composite, costing less than £20,000. Alter proposal rr Cowra to composite at £26,537 cost.—B, S., 11 /2/90.

c.
Resolutions Passed

__
S*1'*

at

a

Public Meeting

in

Newcastle.

The Chairman of the Public Works Committee, Sydney.

Newcastle, 1 March, 1S90.
I do myself the honor, on behalf of my colleagues, Messrs. Fletcher and Curley and myself, to transmit herewith
resolutions arrived at in a large and cntlmsiastio public meeting held last night in this city, having rcfercuce to tbo con
struction of the Newcastle and Bullock Island Bridge, and I hand you under another cover a full report of the proceedings
as reported in the local press. The decision of Mr. Hickson has come with great surprise to the citizens, and evidence will
he tendered, if it is now admissible, to show tho Committee that Air. Hickson has not judged the opinions of tho citizens
rightly, and that the carrying out of tho original structure to the Government themselves, in the increased value of their
own land, will more than compensate for the expenditure.
I have, lie..
ALEXANDER BROWN.
The Newcastle-Bullock Island Bridge—Proposed Temporary Structure.
The Mayor of Newcastle in the Chair,
Moved by Alderman Rodgers, seconded by Mr. H. E, Stokes, and supported by Mr. William Grabamc, a resolution as
follows :—“ That, as in tho opinion of this meeting, the erection of a temporary bridge to connect Newcastle and Carrington
would be a waste of public money, and inadequate to the requirements of the district, wo therefore protest against its
erection.”
Moved by Mr. J. H. Collier, seconded by Alderman Morrison, aud supported by Mr. Alexander Brown, M.P.
“That, in the opinion of this meeting, the necessities of public traffic and growing requirements of the district demand and
warrant tho erection of a substantial and commodious bridge. Wo therefore urge that the original plans should bo adopted
and carried out.”
Moved by Mr. Blackiston, seconded by Dr. Morgan, and supported by Aldermen Sheddon and Lloyd
“Tliat
tho foregoing resolutions bo conveyed to the Works Committee by the Members for the city and county."
Alovcd by Air. Grabamc, and seconded by Mr. Bibby r—“ That the Mayors of Newcastle, Carrington, aud Wickham
proceed to Sydney, with such evidence as they desire fit, on Tuesday next, aud give evidence before the Parliamentary
Committee.”
'

[Two plans,]

fS.vdncy: Charles Potter, Government I’rinter.—1S‘J0,
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NEW SOUTH WHALES.

BRIDGE CONNECTING CARRINGTON WITH
THE MAIN LAND AT NEWCASTLE.
(PETITIONS FROM RESIDENTS OF NEWCASTLE, HAMILTON, WICKHAM, AND CARRINGTON, IN FAVOR OF.)

Received, by the Legislative Assembly, 29 April, 1890.

To tho Honorable the Speaker and Members of tho Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned residents of Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, and Carrington, of
Now South Wales,—
HuMJsny SjlOWET'K :—■

'

1. That Parliament having voted the sum of £33,000 for the erection of a bridge connecting
Carrington with the main land at Newcastle, and the question of the expenditure of this sum on the
contemplated structure having been referred to the Public Works Committee for consideration and report,
and the recommendations of such Committee being diametrically opposed to the expression of opinion
given at a public meeting of the citizens held at Newcastle with reference to this matter,—
2. Your Petitioners, in consideration of these facts, desire that your Honorable House will take
into consideration the prayer of your Petitioners for the erection of the proposed iron bridge of a per
manent character, which has been estimated at £33,000, will be proceeded with as soon as possible.
3. That your Petitioners cannot too strongly urge tho attention of your Honorable House to tho
fact that the present antiquated structure is in imminent danger of collapsing, and has been reported upon
by various officers of the Works Department with a view' of having a more permanent structure erected.
4. Your Petitioners therefore respectfully■ pray that the consideration of the matter for the
carrying out of a permanent structure may be proceeded with without delay.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e.

[Here follow 422 signatures.}

Similar Petitions were received:—
29th April, 1890, from residents of Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, Waratah, and Carrington ; 59
signatures.
_
Do.
from residents of Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, Waratah, and Carrington ; 255
signatures.
_
Do.
from residents of Newcastle, Hamilton, Wickham, and Carrington; 994 signatures.

[3£]
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
BRIDGE OVER THE HOTTER RIVER AT JERRY’S PLAINS.

REPORT.
appointed during
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of
1888, 51 Vic. No. 87, and the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52
Vic. No. 26, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon
the expediency of “constructing a bridge over tbe Hunter Hirer at Jerry’s
Plains,” hare, after due inquiry, resolred that it is not expedient the proposed
bridge should he constructed, and in accordance with the provision of sub
section IV, of clause 13, of tho Public Works Act, report their resolution to the
Legislative Assembly:—

The Parliamentary Starring Committee on Public Works,

1. The information regarding the proposed bridge, as it was placed before Description of
the Committee, is somewhat meagre and contradictory, bnt the object in proposing bridgc!>p0Sed
the work was tliat the structure should replace at Gee’s Crossing on tho Hunter
Paver, at Jerry’s Plains, a low-level bridge washed away by flood from another
crossing-place on the river, known as Bowman’s Crossing, and also to give tbe west
side of the river access to the Great Northern Hailway at Liddell. Tbe bridge, as
far as can be ascertained from tbe papers in tbe case, was to be an iron continuous
girder bridge 560 feet long, with timber deck roadway of 18 feet, the piers to he
iron and filled with concrete, and it was to cost £20,000.
2. At the opening of the inquiry, the Under Secretary for Public Works Tho
expressed to tbe Committee tbe desire of tbe Minister for Works that the proposal p01™^’8
should he withdrawn, on the ground that it had been ascertained the bridgemqUiry'
could bo erected for a sum less than £20,000, a circumstance which would make
it unnecessary for the work to he inquired into by tbe Committee. The bridge
having, however, been referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly,
the inquiry was unavoidable, and it proceeded, with the probability, at the
commencement, of the proposal being reported against for the reason put forward
by tho Under Secretary for Public Works. ’Then came evidence from responsible
officers of the Hoads and Bridges Department which, while it strongly advocated
a cheaper bridge than the one proposed, appeared to raise a doubt whether
any bridge at all was required; and the inquiry had no sooner reached this
point than representations were made to tho Committee by residents of Jerry’s
Plains, questioning the accuracy of the information upon which, the officers of the
Works Department had given their evidence, and urging the construction of the
bridge as at first proposed. In this position of matters the Committee saw' no course
to take bnt to appoint a Sectional Committee to visit the district and take the
evidence of local witnesses. This was done, with the result that the Committee
have decided to negative the proposal for the construction of a bridge at a
cost of £20,000, their decision being based on the evidence of the departmental
officers and of local residents that a cheaper bridge could be constructed, and tliat
tbe cheaper bridge would he adequate for the wants of the district.
3.
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3. The proposal to erect this bridge iras made in the first instance with tiie
Triththe* object of meeting tlic requirements of tlic stock traffic of the district; hut since
proposal.
railway communication between Sydney and Newcastle has hcen established, much
of the northern stock traffic has been conducted by railway, and this circumstance
led the present Commissioner and Enginecr-in-Chief for Koads and -Bridges to doubt
whether the bridge was required, and to decide that at any rate it was not
desirable to erect a bridge of a costly character. When the present Commissioner
took charge of the Koads and Bridges Department lie found that considerable
difference of opinion existed in regard to the bridge. It was not definitely known
where it was best tlic bridge should be put—whether it should be erected at Jerry’s
Plains, or further up or down the river; and it appeared doubtful whether it should
ho erected at all. In this uncertainty, the Engineer for Koads and the Engineer
for Bridges were sent to the locality, and the former wrote a report, which, was to
the effect that tiie stock traffic being very different now from what it had been, tlic
hulk of it going by railway, the proposed bridge was not necessary. Upon this the
Commissioner advised that tbe proposal for tlic erection of the bridge should he
withdrawn, he having come to the conclusion that if any bridge were constructed
it should he cheaper than the one proposed, and that in any case further investigation
was necessary to determine whether any expenditure at all was justifiable.
Evidence of
4. The local residents say the stock traffic at the present time is much greater
local residents. f;]ian represented in the official report, and is such as to make a bridge necessary; hut
according to the evidence given before the Sectional Committee the general opinion
among those interested is that a structure considerably less expensive than the one
submitted to the Committee would be sufficient to meet requirements.
Decision of the
5. Prom all the circumstances of the case, the Committee have arrived at the
Committee, conclusion ihat a cheaper bridge than the one proposed might with advantage he
erected. The district is one of importance; the main stock-road from the north
and north-west to Kichmond and Sydney passes through it; aud a bridge over the
river at Gee’s Crossing, though not absolutely necessary, would he a great con
venience. Tho Sectional Committee, as will he seen from their report, were of
opinion that a suitable bridge might be erected for £10,000; but the opinion of the
Commissioner is that it would not he advisable to construct a bridge of a kind tliat
would cost less than £15,000. The Committee took the report of the Sectional
Committee ami the evidence before both the Committee and the Sectional Committee
into consideration on Wednesday, 19th Mnrch, and again on Tuesday, 1st April;
and the following is the record in ihc Minutes of Proceedings of the resolution
adopted:—
Circumstances

■

On 'Wednesday, 10tli March :—
,
Dr. Gar ran moved—
“ That in the opinion of the Committee it is not expedient that Dig proposed Bridge over
the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains, at a, cost of 20,000, as referred to the Committee by the
Legislative Assembly, be earried ont.1'
,
Mr, Trickett seconded the motion.
Mr. O’Sullivan moved—
“ That the motion be amended by the addition of the words—‘hut they recommend the
erection of a high-level bridge at G-ee’s Crossing, in the same locality, at a cost not exceeding
£15,000.’ ”
"
''
On the motion of Mr. Garrard, seconded by Mr. Dowel, the further consideration of the motion
and the amendment was adjourned.
On Tuesday, 1st April:—
Dr. Garran moved the following amended motion:—
“ That, in the opinion of tho Committee, it is not expedient that the proposed Bridge over
the Hunter River at Jerry's Plains, at a cost of £20,000, as referred to tho Committee by
Die Legislative Assembly, be earried out, inasmuch as the Depart mental Officers report that
a cheaper bridge could be constructed that would he adequate for tho wants of the district.”
The motion was seconded by Mr. O'Sullivan (whose amendment, previously moved, was with
drawn), and passed.

'

K P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
.
Sydney, 15 April, 1890.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIG
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BRIDGE OVER THE HUNTER RIVER AT JERRY’S PLAINS.

THURSDAY, 20 FRSSUAltY, 1800.

The Hosohaisle JOHN LACKEY (Yice-Chaiuala_v).
TRc Hon. Akuhilw Gakhan'.
James Ebeheker Tonkin, Esq.
Tlic Hon. Fhedeutck Thomas Humeuert.
"William Swhsgthobbe Dowel, Esq.
The lion. "William Josei’ii Tri c.kktt.
Ebivabd "William O'Sullivan, Esq.
Jacob Gariubd, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.
HEfrni- Cokslahii, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Bridge over the Hunter Biver at Jerry’s Plains.
Bohert Hickson, Esq., Commissioner and Engincer-in-Chief for Beads and Bridges, sworn,
and examined:—
_
1. Yic,c-Ghairman~\ You know (he proposal to construct a bridge over the Hunter Biver at Jerry’s ‘ jfp(1 ’
Plains? Yes.
2. You have been examined by the Committee with reference to the proposal to construct a bridge over 20 Feb., 1890.
Tarban Creek ? Yes.
3. For similar reasons 10 those which you gave why that bridge should not be constructed you recommend tbo
withdrawal of this proposal? Yes—to some extent similar reasons.
4. Are there any other reasons which you would like to add ? This case is not quite on all fours with the
other. When I took charge of the Department I found a considerable difference of opinion existed,
first as to where this bridge should be nut; udicther it should bo erected at Jerry’s Plains or further up
or down the river; and secondly, as to whether it should be crcctedatall. and 1 did not feci justified in going
on with the plans until I obtained some further reports. Accordingly I instructed Colonel "Wells and Mr.
M'Donald to go up and examine the place carefully and submit a report. Colonel Wells submitted a
report, which has been laid on the table here, and as I do not; know the place myself very well—I have
been there, but a great many years ago—I would suggest that Colonel Wells be naked to give evidence.
I can say very little, except that, judging from the reports I received, I did not think it was desirable to
go on ivith such a costly bridge.
5. Under these circumstances you wish to withdraw' the proposal before the Committee? Yes. Perhaps
I ought to say that the circumstances which led to the proposal in the first instance arc totally altered
now. At that time the Northern Lino was not connected with Sydney, and there was a very heavy traffic
at this place which warranted the expenditure, but; that has nearly all ceased now.
Colonel Frederick Wells, Engineer for Beads, sworn, and examined:—
[The Report maile hy witness with reference to the proposal to construct a bridge at Jerry's Rhine was read
by tbe Secretary!]

G. Dr. Garran.] At what places arc the two bridges to which you refer in your report that were washed Col. F. Wells,
away? One was at Denman, and the other at Bowman’s crossing.
7. How much did they cost to construct. ? I can scarcely tell you now. They were low-level bridges, 20 Feb., 1890.
and not very costly.
8. Where do you propose to construct this bridge ? At Gee’s crossing.
9. That is the nearest point to Jerry’s Plains ? Yes ; the nearest available point.
10. When these two bridges were in existence wore they much used for stock purposes ? Yes.
11. At that time stock went by the Bulga Boad ? Yes, and a good many went by Sir Thomas Mitchell’s
route and crossed at Alford’s. They made straight; tracks for the Cockfighter Bridge at Warkworth.
12. The whole of that traffic has now ceased ? It has very much diminished.
13. It consisted of cattle from the far north, not of cattle in the district? Yes, of cattle from the
Company’s herds, I imagine, and cattle down the Goulburn and through Merriwa.
14. At that time both these crossings were high roads? Main stock routes.
<31—A
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Col. F. Wells. 15. The demand for bridges for high road traffic has ceased ? Almost, at this locality.
y
10. The demand now is for local traffic ? Tes, more than for stock. I judge by my local observations
20 Feb., 1830.0f
tracks upon the old travelled stock route, which I have known for years. It used to bo travelled
considerably; but thero was not a hoof-mark on Sir Thomas Mitchell's line, and on the other, by Jerry's
Plains, there was scarcely any evidence of cattle traffic.
17. Tory lit lie ever goes down the Bulga-road now? There is traffic still; but I ’do not Hunk that it
canbe so much as it was, judging from what I saw at Jerry’s Plains, and from what I heard when there.
1 have another paper here, which J wrote after making an inquiry in Sydney with regard to the stock.
\ltead by the Secretary']. I may mention that Alford is the proprietor of the land through which Sir
Thomas Mitchell’s line goes.
18. Is there a ford at Bowman's crossing ? Tes.
19. Passable except in flood P Tes.
20. Are there fords at Gee’s crossing and at Denman passable except in flood ? Yes. There is also a
bridge at Denman—not at the same place, but still available for stuck traffic.
21. "What is the nearest township for the residents on the north side of the river when they cannot got
across ? Do you mean at Denman ?
22. Tes? They go to Muswellbrook.
23. They have an accessible road in all weathers ? Yes.
21. The settlors on the south can go to Jerry's Plains, "Warkworth, aud Singleton? There are no settlers
there. The land is held in largo estates.
25. But can the holders on the large estates get a dry road ? They would go to Liddel.
26. But can they get to a. township ? Tes.
27. As things are no one could he cut off from communication ? No.
28. Then it is purely for local convonionco that they want a bridge to go backwards and forwards ?
Practically so,
29. They can get backwards and forwards at any time except for the few days during which a flood
lasts ? They can.
.
30. Tho bridge that it is proposed to build will be a low level one ? No; it must be a high-level bridge.
31. You would not recommend us to go in for cheap low-level bridges ? Decidedly not.
32. Vou think tliat our experience on the whole has been against them ? Everywhere,
33. The bridge at Kichmond has answered ? Yes, but it was built under somewhat different circumstances.
31. Docs less timber conic down there? Less timber would come down the Nepean, and the bridge is a
very strong one, with a better holding than could bo got boro. The bed of the Hunter is very loose.
35. The Kichmond bridge is built on rock? No; on good sound hard driving.
30. Do you know what it cost ? I forget; but it was something enormous. I behove it cost, from first
to last, nearly £20,000.
37. It was constructed at first by private enterprise ? Tes.
38. "What is the difference in the height between a low-level bridge and one built above the highest flood ?
It would depend upon the height of the flood. I could not say without seeing the sections.
39. The extra expense would be in the piers ? Not alone, A low-lcvcl bridge would land between tbe
banks, while a high-level bridge would need approaches and spans, and would be longer in every way.
40. Then you get extra expense on every account in a high-level bridge—more in piers, spans, approaches,
and in everything else ? Tes.
41. Do you think that at Gee’s crossing a high-level bridge could be made for £10,000 ? I tliink it
could in timber of the olden stylo. In the way that I used to estimate bridges, when they were under my
own design and construction, I think that it could be carried out for loss than £10,000; but in tlic
improved style which has been brought in by Mr. M'Donald it would cost more than tliat—it would have
a wider roadway, for instance. With such a bridge as I put over tlic Williams Biver at Dungog it could
be done for tbe money 1 state.
42. What would bo the life of a timber bridge ? 1 believe ta timber bridge could be made to last forty
years.
43. What would be the weakest part of the bridge ? Its liability to decay, and the attacks of the white
ants.
44. Would the part under water bo weaker than tlic rest of the structure ? No. In fresh water wood will
stand along time.
45. You do not thiuk tliat the piles will he weaker than tho top work ? I do not think so. Our
experience is that the piers, if properly eared for, will outlast the superstructure.
46. Do you over soak the piers in oil ? No ; they arc tarred and left until a new coat is required.
47. Docs the tar penetrate into the wood, or does it merely form a skin ? It penetrates the wood, and L
believe tliat sometimes, like paint, it is detrimental, because it confines the sap.
48. Supposing a bridge were put up at Gee’s crossing, and a toll were charged, would anyone go across
the bridge while there was a ford ? The tolls on Gee’s Bridge would not be worth collecting.
49. Thero is no possible revenue derivable from a bridge there ? No.
50. If tho bridge were paid for out of loan money, there would be no revenue from it to pay off tbe
principal and interest ? I do not tbiuk any revenue could be derived from the bridge.
51. Mr. Trickett.] What was the original.estimate for this bridge—how did it come lobe submitted io
the Committee ? Tliat 1 cannot tell. T. believe that at ono time £6,000 was put down for the bridge.
That would have been for the bridge alone, without counting the land or approaches, and would come
near to the estimate that I myself since made.
■52. Is Jerry’s Plains a township ? A small township with very few inhabitants.
53. Ton state that the full cost of the composite bridge would be only £17,000 ? I am given to under
stand so by Mr. M'Donald,
54. Vice-Chairman.] In reference to the matter of wooden bridges, to which the department seem to
have given some consideration lately, you have had some experience of the very old bridges constructed
in the early days of the colony ? I have for thirty years.
155. Can you form any estimate as to how long those bridges have lasted—what is the longest period ? [
|have known some of them which must have been twenty-five years old, and were still good. I know
I bridges that must be older than that.
’
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CIS.

Mr. Bowel,l

Tho bridge over the McDonald Eivcr?

That at liendemcer is about thirty years old.

3
Col. T". Wells.

57. Vice-Chairman.] You have heard of ironbark lasting for fifty years ? I have seen timber under
the ground fifty years old, and still sound. I cannot say that tho whole of the structure would last that *ct5->iBJU'
5S.1Cis it possible to get as good ironbark now aa was obtainable in those days ? I think it is as good if it
is treated with consideration—though it is not so plentiful now. First-class ironbark may still be
obtained near Dubbo aud at some places where tho timber lias not been so much cut, though I do not
tliink it can be got of the same size.
59. There is a considerable quantity of ironbark about I he Hunter, and on the ranges between Molong
and Parkesdo you think that that ironbark is as lasting as that which used to be got from the iron
stone country on tho coast. ? No.
.
69. Jt is not so robust? No, nor arc the trees so large. I have seen ironbark at Eugowrn, near Forbes,
not fit to put in any structure. I am not altogether an advocate of ironbark. In some places the ironbark is not .so good as other timber growing near it.
_
_
01. Have you given attention ro the merit of any specific for keeping away white ants? We have tried
throe or four remedies for it. I think the best is that with which your name is associated. We have also
tried anti-ant.
62. That has been used throughout the Railway Department? We have used both m our department,
but I know of nothing that has proved more effectual than arsenic and tallow.
03. Hf)’. Bee.] Could you enumerate tho bridges upon which tolls aro levied at the present time ? I do
not know one.
64. If a bridge were constructed at the site proposed, would it not be open to the public free of charger

Of course I cannot say; that would be a matter for the higher powers.
_
_
05. Can you tell mo whether such tolls have been abolished by special Act of Parliament ? I thiuk it
was done by a resolution of tbe House.
_
,

06. Applying to any individual bridge, or to the whole of the bridges ? To all (Government bridges, and
I believe the G-overnmcnt purchased all private bridges—the Inst being, I think, cither the Pyrmont
bridge or the Wagga bridge.
_
07. At the present moment no tolls aro levied on any bridges in tho colony ? I do not know of any
OS. If an estimate was submitted to this Committee showing tho value of the traffic over a proposed
bridge, it would be of no practical benefit? I really do not see how that affects the question.
09. If au, estimate wore given to the Committee showing the probable return from tolls from any proposed
bridge, would that estimate be of any value ? 1 do not think so,
70. For the reason that no tolls are collected ? Tes,
WBBIPBSBA 7,
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Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge over the Hunter River at Jerry's Plains.
Robert Hickson, Esq., Commissioner and Engincer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges, sworn, and further
examined:—
71. Br. ffarran.] In tiie design put before the Committee for the bridge at Gee's crossing what was the K, Hickson,
width of the roadway which was provided ? 20 feet clear.
bsq.
72. The evidence of all the practical drovers, given before tbe Sectional Committee, was to tbe cflcct that a
roadway 15 feet in the clear would be ample for all their purposes ; what would be the reduction in cost121 or’> 8J 1
if tho width were reduced to 15 feet 1 Very little, as there would be the same piers and the same girders.
Only just the cost of the roadway and cross-girders.
73. Sufficient to be worth while making? I don't think it would.
74. Could you make a substantial bridge there which would be likely to be safe for the sum of .£10,000 ?
1 don’t think so. There are really two bridges in this place : a bridge over the main river and a bridge
over tho ana-branch which has to be crossed. The cheapest bridge we can put up there with our own
timber would cost £12,000,
75. Is that exclusive of the cost of resuming the road to Gee’s crossing ? Tliat is the mere cost of the two
bridges, with the approach.
7G. If you have to make a bridge over the ana-branch it is told to the Committee for the first time. The
cost of a bridge over Gee's crossing would be greater than tbe cost of one over Bowman’s crossing ! No ;
there is a little ana-bianch to be crossed there.
77. Was there a bridge over the ana-branch when the old bridge was in existence? I do not think so. 1
have not been there. I think they depended on crossing when the flood was not so high. It was not so
deep as at Gee’s crossing.
■
78. The local residents all admitted that they do not want an expensive structure, but they thought that the
cheapest possible bridge would come within a price which the Government can easily afford? The cheapest
possible bridge I could recommend would cost .£15,000 and that does not provide any footway. With the
footways it would cost £18,000,
■
79. Mr. O’Svillivan.] What breadth? 20 feet in tho clear,
80. Dr. Garran.] What percentage off that if you reduce the width to 15 feet ? I do not suppose it would
make a difference of more than £1,000.
'
81. It would be only in the planking ? Practically the girders would be slightly reduced, but not much.
82.
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82. Is your plan for wooden piles throughout or for iron piles'! For wooden piles, except in two instances
83. No iron girders 1 No.
84‘ WIlat is t]le lal’gest span you propose 1 There are three of 160, and six of 35 ; and over the little anabranch one of 90 and five of 35 feet.
85. Three of 160 would be sufficient to let all the drift go through'! I think so.
86. Wc had it in evidence that the reason why the previous bridge washed away was because the piles had
no bite in the ground ? I could not say. 1 know nothing of the old bridge.
87. You are perfectly clear that you could not put anything over there that would be safe at a cost of
£10,000? No. We could put a bridge over, but I do not think it would be advisable to nut one across
for less than £15,500 or £16,000.
"
88. Mr. O’Sullivan.] What led your department to believe that there was more stock driven across
Bowman’s Crossing ? That is the evidence wo got from the two officers who went up there to inquire.
89. Were they officers of the Stock Department or officers of your own department? Officers of our own
department.
90. Are you aware whether the evidence points to the fact that 20,000 head of cattle cross Bowman’s
Crossing every year ? I have seen by the newspapers that that is the case.
91. What is the width of Gee’s crossing in flood time ? If it is high flood it is about 1,000 feet.
92. Would that be above the highest flood level ? That is the highest.
93. How much would the bridge be above that? IS inches.
94. You think that a lower bridge would be unsafe in flood tunc? I do.
95. Of course you know that the bridge which was swept away was a low-level bridge? Yes.
96. Have you heard any reports about the scamping of work in connection with that bridge? No. It
was made before I took charge of the department.
97. Who was the officer who supervised its erection? I do not know, but I can find out if the Committee
wish it.
98. I suppose that a bridge across the ana-branch would he indispensable? Yes, it is quite as necessary
as tbc other one.
99. How far is the ana-branch from the river? It depends on what state of the river you mean ; if you
mean at low water, I suppose it is about 500 feet from it. At high flood, it is practically a’portion
of the river.
■
'
100. You do not see your way to erect a substantial high-level bridge under a cost of £15,500 ? No.
101. Mr. Hurley.] The erection of a bridge there has been agitated for chiefly on account of travelling
stock? Yes.
B
102. Since the completion of the railway from Newcastle to Sydney has not a very large number of stock
travelled by train? There has been an enormous increase. I laid before the Committee the returns from
the Muswell brook station.
103. So, in a great measure, the stock trains have got over the difficulty and inconvenience caused bv
droving them by Bowman’s Crossing to Sydney ? I think so.
“
104. Have you considered the probability of the Bailway Commissioners eventually giving facilities in
the west, north, and south, for conveying dead meat to market in chilled vans ? I have read in the news
papers that such a thbig is contemplated ; I have not given it any attention.
105. If that were carried out, especially at the various points along the northern line, would it not dispel
in a great measure the necessity for a bridge over Bowman's Crossing or Gee’s crossing ? I presume there
would be less cattle travelling along the roads if arrangements were made to carry dead'’meat by train.
106. By this means meat would be delivered to tbc consumer in a much better state than it is now, when
cattle are driven along the roads ? I believe so.
,
’
107. Or even when cattle are carried by train ? I tliink so.
108. Do you know if the proposed bridge will tend to serve any large population other than drovers
The reports I have had certainly go to show that it would not.
109. On the northern side of the river they could reach a station 9 miles distant ? Yes, at Liddel.
110. Even when the river is high a large number from Jerry’s Plains, in order to reach the market in
Sydney, would have no need to use the river at all? From Jerry’s Plains they have a high-level and a
low-level road. They have a high-level road 22 miles long, clear of all floods, to Singleton; and they have
also a low-level road, which is subject to floods, and which I think is 16 miles long.
111. As regards the people, of Jerry’s Plains proper there is actually no necessity to erect a bridge for
their accommodation ? All the evidence 1 have had goes to show that.
112. And, practically, this bridge would be constructed solely in the interests of pastoralists or drovers?
I think almost entirely.
■
*
113. Which may be overcome by the facilities which the Com mission era will offer for conveying their cattle
to market in another form ? It may be.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
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COMMITTEE.

BRIDGE OVER THE HUNTER RIVER AT JERRY’S PLAINS.

REPORT.
Tttr Sectional Committee appointed to “inspect, take evidence, and report on the
proposed bridge over the Hunter River, at Jerry’s Plains,” beg to report as follows:—■
The Committee arrived at Singleton at i'30 n..m. on Saturday, March 8th, and
at, 10 o’clock met in the Court-house to take evidence. Six witnesses were examined.
In the afternoon the Committee visited the Singleton Bridge, and inspected the
roadway, which is largely used for stock traffic as well as for general traffic, and
tlie available breadth of which does not exceed 12 feet. On Monday morning,
March 3.0th, at 7 o’clock, the Committee left Singleton for Muswcllbrook, and took
evidence in the Court-house from 11 until 1, resuming the sitting in the afternoon
from 3 until 5. Eleven witnesses were examined. As regards the proposal originally
submitted to the Standing Committee for a bridge to cost £20,000 or upwards, the
evidence was almost unanimous that so expensive a structure is not required. But
the testimony was equally in favour of a bridge until a roadway of about 15 feet, if
a stable structure could be erected at a moderate sum. The local demand for a
bridge is not very great, as both on the north and the south side access is obtainable
even in Hood times to a railway station. The district immediately north of the
Hunter, in the neighbourhood of the proposed bridge, is principally devoted to fatten
ing cattle, and it was admitted that though to those occupiers a bridge would he of
very great convenience, it was not, a matter of extreme urgency, because they seldom
start their cattle for market unless they know that the river is passable. But the
crossing at Bowman’s is on the great highway from the north and the north-west
to Richmond and Sydney, and even in competition with the facilities offered by
the railway the number ol cattle now crossing is estimated at not less than 20,000
a year. This is exclusive of sheep, which would he more sent by this route were it
not for the difficulty of the crossing. There is also a moderate traffic in ordinary
vehicles and by horsemen. Eor nine or ten months in the year it is admitted that,
in ordinary seasons, the liver is fordable with hut little delay, hut when the flood is
up the delay and the inconvenience are greatly complained of. The stock is often
sent back through Denman to Muswellbrook, and compelled to make the detour
on the metalled road through Singleton to Warlcworth. One drover testifled that,
the crossing at Bowman’s was the worst between Warrego and Sydney, and several
drovers testified that it was the only serious difficulty on the road to Sydney.
Looking at the importance of the district, and the great convenience- that a
bridge would be, the Committee think that if a high level bridge, likely to be stable,
with a 15 feet roadway, could be erected for £10,000, the expenditure would be
justifiable.
The Committee made several inquiries as to the relative merits of Bowman’s
and Gee’s crossings. They found the evidence to be in favour of the latter on
engineering grounds, while for stock purposes both would servo equally well. But
a bridge at Gee’s would have the additional advantage of putting the people of
Jerry's Plains within 11 miles of the Liddell platform; and that, according to
the evidence of one fruit-grower, would facilitate the sending of orchard produce 1e
northern markets.
.
The selection of Gee’s crossing will necessitate some resumption of private
land, but even including that the expense could probably be kept within £10,000.
Mr. Hurley disapproves of spending money on the bridge, considering it is
not necessary.
ANDREW GARRAN,
Chairman.
Sydney, 11 March, 1890.
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MINUTES OP EVIDENCE.
BRIDGE OVER THE HUNTER RIVER AT JERRY’S PLAINS.

|T A-R-RTlsr BEP’OEE THE SECTIOUAIi COMMITTEE]
SATURDAY, 8 MARCH, 1890.
\The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Singleton],

■

grpSTitt: —

The Hossobablb ANDREW _ GARRAN (CiijuaaiAir).
The Hon. William Joseph Tjiiceett.
|
Ebwaed William O’Sult.ivan, Esq.
John Hl'iilbt, Esq.
The Sectionnl Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Bridge over the Hunter River, at
Jerry’s Plains.
John Brown, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
J. Brown,
1. Mr. TrickeU.] Whore do you reside ? At Jerry’s Plains.
_
2. How long have you resided there ? About thirty years, but 3. was in Smgleton during live years
during that time.
, Mar., 1800.
3. You repreaented the district of Patrick’s Plains once in Parliament ? Yes.
_
. ;
4. Do you know the site the Government has suggested for erecting a bridge over the river at Jerry s
Plains ? Three sites were surveyed, but I do not know the one which was suggested by the surveyors.
5. Do you know Gee’s crossing y Yes.
. .
,
G. Do you think that is a good position for a bridge ? It would not be a. bad position, but it would have
to go through private property. On this side of the river you would have to go through a portion of
Mr, Parnell’s lands. You would have to go about 3 miles through Pearse’s land, and about half a mile
through Parnell’s.
-
7. That would be 8£ miles which would have to bo rented or purchased ? Yes, before the top ot Bow
man’s Hill is reached.
.
8. Would either of the other routes avoid the necessity of going through private property ? Yes.
9. Which one? Bowman’s crossing, on the main Northern road, passing through Jerry’s Plains.
10. How far is that from Geo’s crossing ? Nearly 3 miles. There is another site at what they term
“ The Rocks.”
11. How would that convenience the public generally ? That would go over Government land mostly.
12. The crossing known as Bowman’s is the one which could be used without any now roads being arranged
for ? Yes; we°should not require any compensation for a new road there.
13. Is the road fenced ? Yes, on both sides.
IE Would it be easier to erect a bridge at Bowman’s crossing, or at Gee’s crossing? I am not an
engineer, but I do not think it would be so expensive to erect a bridge at Gee’s crossing as it would at
Bowman’s crossing, but perhaps the difference would he made up in compensation which would have to
be paid,
15. What is the width from bank to bank at Gee’s crossing ? About 70 yards.
_
16. How about Bowman’s ? It is not quite so wide there, but there is a gravel beach extending out
from the river.
17. Upon which the foundation of the bridge could be erected ? Of course, the foundation could be put
in there.
18. You state that if a bridge is erected at Gee’s crossing we should have to go through private property
and compensation, will have to be paid ? Yes.
_
,
19. Do you think, taking all the circumstances into account, that the expense of erecting the two bridges
would bo about equal ? Yes.
...
.
20. Would Bowman’s crossing bo as good a place as Gee’s crossing ? I think it would for travelling
stock, but not for all purposes. The only advantage Gee’s crossing would have would be that people
would use it to go to Camberwell Railway station and Muswellbrook.
_
21. Arc the people of Jerry’s Plains unanimous as to where the bridge should be ? They are all unani
mous that a bridge should be erected. I do not think they care, so long as they get a bridge, whether it is
at Gee’s crossing at Bowman’s, or at the Rocks. Perhaps the majority of people in the township
might like it at Geo’s crossing.
, .
.
,
.
.
22. Do you know of any actual cbjcctions to the bridge being erected at Gee’s crossing ? I do not think
anyono would object.
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know ,lie. °-;i.iects= because it would have the effect of cutting off his property ?

Tea

cattle
tbu0Ugh th° W!^t o£ a bri^e ? Very badly. This is on the main
cattle road, and people, for hundreds of miles out into Queensland, send their cattle down this road
?L3Iw'C01ir30rrmldthe ^1° Whicb wonld usc *1® bridge, if it were erected, take ? Some come
through^irerpool Plains, and others by different routes. There are three or four different routes.
and
K
^ ■ TeSh Tl?e cattle can come down the main road to Muswellbrook,
ana they can go to Bowman s crossing and swim there. ■
'1 suPPos.e a Ifeat quantity of stock for market concentrate at Bowman’s Crossing P
or thrSloT, T UP 16 ll0rned c.attlo]‘aTe
from 150 to 200 a mob. There have been tlo
oo a 6 ji^ a Week °r mor0 ’ BOmetlmes four lots go past in a day.
"
boat tWhhTiaT COme ^ .Bowmau’s crossing ? Yes; for the purpose of getting to market. There is a

«*"• 11 ^ present time. » i, J»»gcro„».
Do the cattle cross Jerry’s Plains ? Those coming from Denman do. To avoid Bowman’s crossiim
31hCHow°dIi Dm i° ff° °VerS!e Go,’llbur,n’ ihroufl1 Hungerford, and Mr. White’s land, on sufferance. "
oneupd ?
r!8 f: t5?c m e t*T aild,stock geneTal,y compare now with the traffic before the railwaywas
32 Did
} 501'e r'mf-},avc .b0™ an avcra?e of from 400 to 500 cattle a week passing.
noiHera aSSartime P“
™ 0pe““l? ■'Ih,,r0 ’Tere m”0

numteVof SHftafjir.ik ‘“J V”,* ¥ j “9*

“mttaotion of the rail ..ray which >ui leracnoil tile

f i^
^ by r0^’
tbc fallmg ofE i11 the cattle themselves? Yes ; but yon must
dt so mw hThc rivr! l-!;nr1’18 fo?abl? a krse nuInbe,; of sheeP cros3’ but ifc i8 ^Possible for them to
the welXv will I Hbecn UIlf°r ^ or ^ven months. Mr. Eiehards sends all his sheep by road if
the
’ 19 r ieftper t0 d°1S0’in the first instance, and in the second instance,
nive cf a Wid mnr^f dr‘S ltTa ‘°’1 T/ fa1'better cwrlii;ion thaT1 would if sent by train. Butchers will
^.ve ’,,s' ^
more t°T cattle sent by road as against cattle sent by train.
no'feed? “■Si”?!,'1'011-111 S°od seasons when there is feed along the roadwhat is done when there is
35 ?ou
f° fed thcy
rk°^ f the raiIwflys if tbcre was a ™e in the market,
io. You are m the habit of observing the stock traffic along the road every day ? Yes
<50. And have done for a number of years ? Yes.
an- TT ifA ^
Thc duestion asked the witness examined was as
hV
i
T
B for local traffic ?” The answer was: « Yes, more than for stock. I judge
tl’a™lliQS rtock route, which I have knowi for
.

■

=s?
^sr^iiS cr^r^
^^ tu^tbu?h^oad1 d° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
tb0
39. Do you know the Bnlga Eoad ? Yes.
t?tip!0eS-tliait ^T,1V+?'gCinlt0 thir eroaaiuS? V®, that is the reason the cattle come that road All the
cattle going to_ Maitland come that road, too.
d'1,
y?’u t,b!uk tbc traffic along that road for cattle and stock is as great as it used to be ? Perhaps
not for there is not the same amount of cattle now, hut it is always used
'
* '
42. Is there a bridge at Denman still ? Yes.
mmWrn? thflfc Jri%e ™it the Jerry’s Piains people? No, only so far as the cattle camin" to Bow
man s crossing, and going no further.
n
44. What is the population of Jerry’s Plains ? It is a small township; I could not say what the ponula
from four tosfr.in ° miG3 TOUnd tliere wiU be ab°ut fifty hollses’
1 think the families will average
45. A.re there any selectors or small holders ? Yes.
47 OoiJff vovTtpTHio'tld by Pe°Ple.^tb
estatef ?
: ^ere are a good many small holders.
+pd yi t P, ?e namG,s of tbe holders of the large estates within that radius of 5 milesp I am

s^JrassS3Ei“ 1 *■" a,"”‘ ^ -» » «■

-* > 4s

48. These are the largest? Yes ; the rest would not average much over 500 to GOO acres
4k d;;ll,PPoa.c,tho .fea! advantage of constructing this bridge would be to give an easier and a shorter
PfieSef efStf ? Yes: £bat would be ^ real advantage to the local
ei“ie"'

lfe”ljr CTetr “ock'owMr in H'c

^ je you, hnown of any large number of cattle or stock being stuck up at the river 9

Yes • several

ht
l1”?» ?»” ^aomH»«tTmr,■>&<nort hotnbg
. J™ w
to ono
rt si,
ffiSIfto
tc lost
buIJrrat,
^<Sf X flltkt t"r “'°Uid ^ '' * b"dee ™a “““ ? 1 MiCTa “ 1 I —H *> >•
ZSXrJ"T™lr
51 Do ™
ftinl- St ™¥oP*dd°Ck
hrid W

ffifuf18’1 eiilpp0SC’ tJbat ^cy would only use the bridge when they could not use the river ?

“tSAdT* “™d‘ t°"- A* Wi“”’s ^ yo" to” *“ ™

If a

^ J»» “»r

rim
afcthE m?T'r 111 all.,lts,asPechs, apart from the mere local aspect of the question, you think
the bridge is an absolute necessity to enable you to get stock to market ? Yes
1
J
..4, Chairman ] So far as cattle coming from the north are concerned, they can, if they like make for
WhevT
Denmai1 ^ ™d tb^ g9 through Jerry’s Plain?
’
thevhavotrLtoSnWr T ? ^0i80^9 Tn!les on the other side of Denman they turn off, and
thej have to go through Hungerford s land; there is not any road that way, only on sufferance.
or’sffi«Jpto^?ieT-A?gragm E°b f/°m Queeml™d and the river was up here, you could strike for Denman
or Smgleton ? You would have to go over at Denman and then go to Singleton.
fo ‘ « r
i Smeleton Jou oan get to the Bulga Eoad ? Yes.
So that the waut of a bridge here does not prevent cattle from Queensland from crossing the river ?
*
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59. If you were coining do^u with cattle, at what point would you go off the road to strike Singleton, if J'^r“wn'
you hoard the river was up ? I would he compelled to go to the bridge it I did not wish to swim them.
60. Whore would you leave the main road ? At Denman, and go back 14> miles to Muswellbrook. .
^
(JL But if you were coming from Qucenslaiicl ? The chief of the cuttle go to Denman before going to
*
Muswellbrook to be sold. If fat catt/e arc coming from Queensland they go to Denman and on to Jerry’s
Plains and swim. Otherwises they have to go 14 miles back to Muswellbrook; there are no reserves upon
the Muswellbrook line for stock, until after they cross tbe river from Singleton.
62. Then the fat cattl^oute from the far north is through Denman ? Tes, through Jerry’s Plains also,
03. There is a bridge a? Denman ? Yes.
.
64. Then fat cattle have no inducement to come through Bowman’s ? Tes, they have. That is the
shortest road. If they do not wish to swim the cattle they follow up the road to Muswellbrook ; then
they come back 14 miles. It is 14 miles from Denman to Jerry’s Plains, and 14 to the Bulga.
65. But instead of aiming for Denman could not they make tracks to Singleton? Bot without going
back to Muswellbrook.
|
.
_ „ .
,
66. I moan when they are north of Muswellbrook altogether ? There is a road called Sandy Creek winch
they can turn off upon. There is a road that way to Muswellbrook.
67. If you were bringing cattle down yourself to thc Sydney market, and you heard thc river was up, and
you could not cross at Jerry’s Plains or Bowman’s crossing, which road would you take ? 1 should prefer
to wait on the reserves.
6S. What kind of cattle cross here most, locally fattened or cattle from the north ? Cattle from the north
ehioflvj but of course there is a great number of local cattle. All coming from thc north prefer swimming
to travelling on the metalled road down to Singleton.
69. And that is the reason they perfor Bowman’s crossing ? Yes.
70. But if that becomes an important road it is likely to be metalled, too ? I don’t know.
71. Is it because there is no bridge that the road is not metalled ? I don’t know.
.
72. If you get a bridge, it is very likely to become a good road ? "Well, we shall still have thc reserves
for our stock. 'W’c must have grass.
73. This line is a stock lino for that reason ? Yes, there are several reserves for stock,
.
74. The bridge is as much wanted for through stock as local stock ? Yes, more so. The local people
could koep their cattle back a day or two in the paddocks, but travelling stock can only stop a certain
time on the reserves.
,
75. How long does it take for tbe river to go down ? If it were up at the bank to-day, and were going
down, yon could swim tbe cattle to-morrow.
76. If there is no more rain now, the river will be crossed at the usual places in three days ? Not without
swimming at Jerry's Plains. It is over a week since the river was at its full height.
77. In a season like this, when the river is not fordable, would you got stuck up between here and tbc
Bulga Itoad ? No, there is a bridge at Wark worth, and another at Bulga.
78. This is the ono difficulty, then ? That is the only one.
_
_
79. Between the north and Sydney ? Yes. If they think proper they can join the Wollombi, and cross
at the ferry, where they can swim the cattle.
_
>
„
80. One bridge between Singleton and Denman would be sufficient for thc whole of this district ? Yes.
81. At any ono point ? Yes.
_
_
82. How many times within the last ten years, and for how many days a year, has this^ place been impas
sable ? 1 could not say. We have had a good many dry seasons, but during the last sis months I do not
think it has been fordable for a man on horseback above a week or ten days at a time. A vehicle could
not well cross it.
S3. Do you think, if a bridge were made, it would take any quantity of stock from the railway traffic, and
induce travelling by road ? If a bridge were made, J believe tbe traffic, more especially for sheep, would
return to the road.
81*. And the building of a bridge would be rather against the interests of a railway ? Yes ; but you must
consider thc interests of thc public. I know there would be a great number of sheep come along that
road if thc river wore fordable, for this reason : A drover would drive 2,000 sheep from Breeza to Sydney
for £50. Prom Jerry’s' Plains he would drive 2,000 sheep for £20. If you look at the railway charges
you will find that after the drover is paid the owner would save about £75.
85. You arc within easy reach of the railway, and would send by road ? ]. have never yet sent a bdast
by rail.
(
.
86. Tbe railway is only useful to you as a passenger and for goods ? That is all.
87. During the last sis months the river has been up a good deal ? Yes, nearly every week.
88. And it has practically diverted all sheep traffic? Yes; only two lots have been able to go, and some
of them wore drowned in swimming.
89. The cattle business has been reduced about one half ? I could not say, but there is not the same
amount of cattle.
_
_
,
90. I mean of through cattle coining from the north ? I do not think it has been reduced one half; but it
has been reduced to some extent. On tbe average there would be 500 cattle a week travelling that road.
If a bridge were up, I believe there would be something like 4,000 sheep. There is seldom less than 200
in a lot, and tbe average would be over two lots a week.
_
91. Do you think tbc convenience afforded would be such as to justify the expenditure upon this bridge ?
I think so.
_
92. Upon a high-level bridge ? Yes. It will have to be substantial, and not liable to be swept away.
93. You think it would be a proper investment of public money to put £20,000 in an iron bridge? I
believe so. There will bo a greater demand for meat and other things every year as the population
increases.
...
.
94. But the population of this district will not increase very much ? I do not thinkitis decreasing. There
is no doubt, if there was a bridge here, more people would settle down. I do not look bn it as a local
requirement, but as one for the whole of the people throughout the whole ot the northern part of thc
colony.
95. You look at it as a high road ? Yes.
_
96. Mr. TIurley.] You put this bridge down as a sort of squatters’ bridge ? I put it down aa a bridge for
the use of the public in general.
■
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J. Brown,

07. What class would benefit by the construction of a bridge at either of the three points named?
whole of the people travelling in the northern district.
8, Mar., 1890. 9S. Would any agricultural population benefit by it ? I think so, in tbe course of time.
Esq.

99. Would general merchandise be taken over? " I think so.
general.

Thc

I tliink it would he used by tbe public in

100. You referred to tbe value of meat brought by road to market compared with tbe cattle that are
trucked? Have you ever taken into consideration tbe probability of cattle being slaughtered inland and
taken to market by refrigerating cars ? There has been some talk about it, but 1 do not think it will ever
pay101. Supposing facilities were given by the Bailway Commissioners for taking moat, to market in a chilled
condition, would it not be more beneficial to tbe consumer and producer to send it by rail ? I cannot say,
for I do not know what they would charge ner truck.
102. But I mean if the charges are favourable ? In that case they might prefer to send by rail, but if
they could get it cheaper by driving they would drive.
103. Would it not be better to the consumer that cattle should be killed inland and brought to market in
the way suggested? It might, if tbc market could be regulated.
101., Are you aware they can take cattle and sheep from here to England with perfect safety and sell it?
I think they take sheep, but not many cattle.
105. You admit it will be more advantageous to tbe consumer in the metropolitan market to have bis meat
conveyed to him through the chilled process, than by driving ? I daresay it would.
106. Therefore, if refrigerating cars are used, there will be no great, necessity for tbe construcl ion of a
bridge at either of tbc points named ? I think there would. All tbc people in the locality would require
the bridge.
’
107. What is the population of tbe district ? There will be between 400 and 500 people.
108. The holdings are of a large character ? No ; they are small, with the exception of about four.
109. Is tbe land suited for anything else but pastoral purposes? You cannot have better agricultural
land in tbe colony,
. 110. You only require population to make the place reproductive ? That is all.
HI- ^ou said something about the bridge paying for itself, how do you make that out ? I said the people
would be satisfied to pay a toll. If the bridge were a wooden one", and did not cost much money, a toll
mightpay the interest on the cost of construction.
112. You are aware that tho life of a wooden bridge would be only about twenty-five years, whilst an iron
bridge would probably last four times that length of time ? Yes.'
113. You are aware that tolls, generally, are abolished, and that people have an aversion to paying them ?
114. This bridge would only be used for 1 ravelling stock ? Lots of people going up north travel on horse
back. They do not all go by train. It is the high road to thc north-west and the north. It is the
travelling-stock road, and the road for everything else besides, right up to Cassiltis and out north. At
the present time there are no teams coming round Jerry’s Plains for want of a bridge, but years a»o 1
have seen twenty or thirty teams come round.
'
°
115. How many times was the river impassable last year? I could not rightly sav. T suppose it must have
been impassable three mouths out of tbe year for people not on horseback. People come over at tbe risk
of their lives. If we had seasons in the future like that we had last year, tbcre would only be three
months in tbe year in which the river would be passable.
116. And you would only have tbe bridge used three months out of tbe twelve? Itis a bard matter to
get sheep to go through water ; therefore sheep would always use tbe bridge at any time.
117. fou have, in reality, not paid any attention to tbe question of cattle and sheep being brought to
market in a chilled condition ? I cannot say I have. .
118. If that system were carried out and facilities for conveyance were given by the Bailway Commissioners
thc meat would be sent to market by rail ? I expect so.
"
’
119. In tbe event of that system being carried out, a bridge would practically not be used by sheep ? I
do not expect the whole of the sheep in the northern district would be chilled. There would have to be
more chilling places than one to do so.
120. Have the people of tbc northern district been looking for this bridge? When I was in tbe House.
£10,000 was placed on the estimates for a bridge at Bowman’s crossing, and one at Henman’s. The
Henman people got a bridge, and the Jerry’s Plains people did not.121. Bo you not know that in those days members asked for most outrageous things on tbc slightest
provocation? I do not think, during tbe timo I was in tbe House, T asked for anything outrageous. I
asked for what I considered was a public benefit.
°
122. And not to please your constituents ? No.
123. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Ho tho people send a large number of cattle from this district down to Mr. Eiehards
at Biverstone ? Yes.
’
124. I suppose he is likely to continue bis works there ? Yes.
125. And, probably, he will add the chilling process to his works ? I cannot say.
126. Then the road is likely to bo required to send cattle to Biverstone ? I think so.
127. You seem to advocate the construction of a bridge at Bowman’s crossing? I have no particular
spot to advocate.
&
128. Are you aware that Bowman is opposed to this bridge being constructed there? No: I had no
conversation about it. I do not think he is against the bridge.at what is termed Bowman’s crossing.
Perhaps ho is against the bridge at the Bocks, or at Gee’s.
129. Why is Mr. Parnell opposed to the bridge at his crossing ? I cannot tell you unless he considers
the roads through his property would do an injury.
130. Ho you think thc people generally who use that road would prefer to have a bridge at Gee’s crossing?
No doubt the local people might.
”
131. Thc local people do not appear to be tho most interested in this proposal ? No. Thc public in
general are in favour of a bridge being erected; but they do not care where, so long as they get one.
132. Can you state tbc number of cattle which went down the road last year? Prom 400 to 500 horned
cattle a week, and a number of horses as well.
133.
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133. And all these crossed without a bridge ? Yes, by swimming, and running the risk of being drowned.
134. Did they go dmvn to "Wiseman's Ferry? Yes; they take that road after leaving Jerry s Iknns.^

J. Brown,
Esq.

135. They would have to swim these, then ? Aes; there is a punt there, but they prefer swimming. 8
They have conveniences there ; but here we have only a little boat, and the current is four tunes stronger

Mar., 1890.

here than there.
■
j.i.„
13G. Do you think a good punt hero might suit you? Yes; it might suit at Bowman s crossing tor the
sheep, if they are taken care of, and perhaps for the carts and people on horseback.
.
137. In view" of this chilling process becoming general, and special cars being constructed, there is a.

prospect that these travelling routes will not be required, excepting at places like Mr. Jiichards at
itiverstone? 1 think the Government will do an injustice if they ever shut the reserves or roads up, tor
we do not know whether the experiment will pay or not.
138. H tho chilling process is successful and the necessity of travelling stock to Sydney is dispensed witft,
the chief argument in favour of a bridge wmuld ho removed—In view of the chilling process being
successful, w'ould it not be betior to have a good punt and boat at Bowman’s crossing tor the present.
A bridge would bo far better, but a punt might suit local requirements. _
.
.
139. Is tliere sufficient justification, from the point of view of local requirement, tor the construction or
this bridge? 1 think there should he. There are bridges at other places which do not so much require
llO^But this bridge is to cost over £20,000-1 s tliere strong enough argument in favour of the construc
tion of a bridge fo cost as much as that, for local purposes, when possibly a pout, or wooden bridge would
bo sufficient? "We want some way of getting over the river in time of flood, either by punt, a good
substantial bridge, or otherwise.
. ,
„ .,
341. What do you tbiuk ifc would cost to construct a fairly good wooden bridge ? 1 am no judge ot tnese
matters, but I think £6,000 or £7,000 ought to make one.
, ^ . , .,
142. In view of tbe probability of the chief argument in favour ol thc construction of this bridge being
removed in the course of a year or two, do you think a bridge costing £6,000 or £7,000 or a good punt
would serve tbe requirements of thc district ? I daresay it would serve them, but not, perhaps, as well as
a bridge.

_

143. Have vou ever been to Wilcannia? Ivo.
_
144. You know7 how sheep are crossed over some of those wide rivers out there ?

jSo.

145. You know1 there is a strong fall down the Darling Fiver ? There is more fall m the Hunter than
any other river. If thc river is more than half hank high here, you cannot take a punt across. You
cannot take a punt across if the river is anything more than 8 feet high. _
.
.
146. Yrou know that enormous flocks of sheep and herds of cattle, 2,000 m number, cross at v\ ileanma.
Yes, but I do not think tliere is such a strong current there.
.
] 47. They cross the sheep there with a pontoon, with rails stretching across the river, and it seems to servo
as well. "Yon think the current of the Hunter would be too strong to allow of that being worked here?
Yes,

Edward Parnell, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
148. Chairman.] Are you a resident on the Hunter Fiver ? I was for a number of years, but I am living E. Parnell,
Esq.
in Newcastle now.
_
149. But you retain your interest in property there ? Yes.
S Mar., 1890.
150. You know tho traffic of thc locality well ? Ido.
_
151. During the timo you were resident there, was there a bridge? Yes, for a short period.
152. Where ? Bowman’s crossing.
^
153. And that was swept away by flood? Yes,
154. "Whs that a lowT-]evol timber bridge ? Yes.
_
i rm "What height above the bed of the river was it ? I think about 10 or 12 feet.
156. It was available for all freshes which did not raise the water more than 12 fect?_ Yes.
157. But in header floods it was closed ? Yes ; the debris collected and lifted the bridge away
158. "Would vou amun recommend the erection of a low-level bridge ?__No ; it is a waste of money.
159. When that bridge
„ was in existence was it a great convenience ? Yes.
360. And has its absence been much felt? Yes.
161. What has been tbe effect of the destruction of the bridge on the cattle traffic ? It has caused ifc to
162. Where to ? To the railway.
163. You think it has thrown traffic on to the railway ? Yes. _
_
_
164. And the reconstruction of that bridge would take traffic a little (from the railway ? ]t would. At
the same time it would confer great public benefit.
_
165. Do you think ono bridge between Singleton and Denman would he sufficient for the whole of the
district? Yes, it would for cattle and sheep, hut for people wauling to come to Singleton, abridge is
necessary at Wiseman’s crossing-place, a place called liaison Dieu. Otherwise ono bridge would ho
sufficient.
166. You think there should bo a bridge at liaison Dieu, as well-as at Jerry s Plains ? Yes.
167. That is the shortest track to Singleton ? Yes.
168. When the river is clown thev take the ford there ? Yes.
169. It is only in flood-time they "go round "by water? Yes, it is 16 miles from the post office, Jerry’s
Plains to Singleton, and to go round in flood it is 25.
170. Has there been any attempt to have a punt on the Hunter Fiver? Yes.
171. Whereat? Bowman’s crossing.
172. How did it work ? Badly, and dangerously.
173. In what way? In the first place, the current was so strong 1 have seen drovers refuse to go over,
although tliere was real necessity for so doing.
3.74. At what height of water ? About the usual level.
_
_
175. When it is 10 feet high it begins to be useless for a punt ? Yes, and it is useless when it is very
low'. When it is very high tho stream is too strong for a punt to work, and when it is too low a punt
will not move, and sheep are very difficult to get over in winter time. ■ I have been stopped when it has
been only a foot deep.
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tho crosemg were Dear (ice’s crossing, it would enable people south of tho Hunter to got at one
ot the railway stations ? Tes.
b
8 iMnr,, 1800.
^1!c^ wou^d tliey go for? Liddell or Camberwell.
178. Is there a good cross-road ? No ; ono would have to be made.
179 And the idea of making a bridge for that purpose would necessitate a new road from .Tcrrv’s Plains
to the railway ? Tes.
J
'
ISO Is such a road wanted for the traffic of tho district? Individually, I do not want the road, but I
think the people at Jerry’s Plains would benefit by it.
181. It would have to go through your property ? Tes.
182. And you would rather not have it there ? Tes.
183 Would you prefer the bridge to be at Bowman’s? Tes, I wish it to be understood I was opposed
to the erection of a bridge at Gee’s crossing-place, believing Bowman’s was tho best, but when I under
stood that tho site at Bowman’s was objectionable I withdrew iny opposition, and I say now that if a
bndge at Gee s is beneficial to the public, I do not tbink I have a right; to stand iu thc wav. It would do
niie a co’1®lcl^a')le Hnwmnt of harm, because it would go through my cultivated property, aud it would
also do Mr. Pearse harm.
1 •'
181. But still you admit the banks are bettor at Gee’s crossing? I am not an engineer.
185. And it would also bo a shortcut for the Jerry’s Plains people to the railway? It would.
I8G. Do you think the traffic crossing here is important enough to justify this large expenditure ? I am
inclined to think so. I think the traffic would grow.
187, During nine mouths of the year you can get stock across without trouble? No, not slieop.
188. Are there many sheep come down this way? I have been at Newcastle a good’deal this last three
years, but], go up country occasionally,and I think there would have been more come down if they could
have crossed.
J
Dp J011 think sheep suffer as much from being carried by rail as cattle ? J do not think they do. I
think the wool prevents them from being bruised.
‘
J
'
190. Sheep do not travel so much on foot to Sydney now, since the railways were opened ? I think that
it the railway, only took 100 there would be 100 less travelling by road. I do not think it has made any
perceptible diminution in tho number going to Sydney.
.
'
19i;i390 ypu 33mik this bridge is mostly wanted for the locally fattened stock, or for stock coming from tho
north r hor stock coming from the north.
102. Tou advocate the construction of the bridge more as a national than a local work. Tes.
103. And you think it is really wanted ? Tes.
A“d though it would be a decided advantage to tho local people, it would be a greater advantage
to the through stock people ? res, it would be scarcely any advantage to my self.
°
195. That is because your laud would be cut up ? Tes.
19G. But to you, as a person sending stock to market, it would he a convenience ? Tes.
107. It will lead to a great deal more communication between the north and south bank ? Tes.
iOS. In wet weatherlike this people do not travel stock unless obliged ? If there is a -rood market thev
will travel at any time.
"
190; "What I want to know is whether the stoppage of traffic for three or four days materially affects
business . I think so, because there is no place to feed sheep upon, unless they trespass,
1
200. There arc reserves ? Yes, a little distance back.
‘
201. In wet weather like this the reserves have plenty of grass upon them ? Tes.
202. So that when it is too wet to cross tho river, there is always food to bo had ? Tes.
203. If you arc stuck up you have something to cat ? Tes, unless the river comes down suddenly which
is unusual.
204. Bor how many days at a time have you known the river to bo impassable? Two or three days for
cattle, and at least a week for sheep.
'
205. Afr Me« ] If a bridge is built at Bowman’s crossing will it be absolutely necessary to erect
another at Matson Dieu ? Not absolutely necessary, because a bridge at Maisou Dieu would only be for thc
benefit of the people at Jerry’s Plains.
■
'
** I* abridge were erected at Gee’s crossing, would it be absolutely necessary to have cue at Maison
JJieu. No because I thmk the people would then go up to Liddell railway station, if a road were
made, or to Camberwell.
'
207. Do you think that if a wooden bridge could be built for £0,000 or £7,000 it would be a desirable work
to carry out ? No, because I have heard it said that an iron bridge would last four times as lon^ as a
wooden one.
°
208. Have you known of frequent stoppages of traffic up the river ? Tes. I know of one person who
suttcred whilst endeavouring to cross. He suffered from hernia, which became strangulated "and ho died
in consequence of an operation. I know of one person who, six or seven years ago, was killed or drowned
tliere, and it would not have happened if there had been a bridge. The other dav, at Jerry’s Plains a man
told me he had been nearly washed off his horse in endeavouring to cross.
^
"
. 209, Where do the people of Jerry’s Plains make for—Singleton or Muswellbrook ? Singleton as a rule
but occasionally they go to Muswellbrook. If they go to buy cattle at the sale yards they go to Muswellbrook, and then the bridge will bo a great convenience.
2i£\ ■Do l0u r®eard llle di®t.rict as one for settlers ? I d« not know a better district iu thc colouy for
settlers, it produce was selling at a paying price.
J
211. Is there a large area of laud open for settlement? No ; it is au old settlement.
212. 8ince the old bridge was washed away, there has been serious inconvenience? Tes: I have
experienced inconvenience myself,
213. Do you know Krust’s lane ? Tes.
214. Did you ever hear of Mr. Lawrence recommending thc construction of a limh-levc bridge at that
place ? Tes.
t>
■
215. "Would that meet a public convenience ? It would.
216. If a bridge were constructed there would the people use Liddell station ? Tes.
217. Can you give us an idea of the distance from there to Liddell ? About 9 miles as tho crow flies, It
would pass through a large quantity of cultivated land, even by that road.
218.
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218. You 3aiow the bridge at Domnan P Yes; it was at Denman that the unfortunate case o£ the man E- ParneU,
suffering from hernia arose.
~. a ‘
210. You do not think that that district is likely to give occupation to an agricultural class, unless they g
jgci0_
have more easy access to market for produce ? Yes; until wc have a railway, which was promised by the
*
Government. I believe the last Government promised a survey. A deputation, of which I was a member,
was promised by Mr. Sutherland that there should be a survey, and we have heard notliing about it.
220. Promises of surveys for railways were made in a very indiscriminate fashion some years ago ? I did
not value it much.
221. There is not a suflicient population to justify an expenditure of that kind? It would be a great
feeder for tho Singleton line.
222. Prom what you say there seems to be no probability in the immediate future of an increase in the
agricultural population of the district? I do not think so.
.
223. So that, practically, this bridge you arc asking for mil bo for the benefit of thc pastoral class ? Yes;
but if thc bridge were erected at Gee’s I have no doubt that produce would go to Liddell, and if: would
grow in consequence.
224. Mr. O'Sullimn.~\ Are most of the lands about here private holdings ? Yes,
225. You are iu the Eastern Division, arc you not? I think so.
226. Are there any leasehold areas to be thrown open ? Yone, that I am aware of.
227. Do none of the pastoralists about here own leasehold areas ? I think none. It was all taken lip
at once.
228. Then there does not seem to be much scope for an agricultural population? Ko; unless the present
proprietors chose to let their land,
229. What is the laud in this district most suited for ? At Jerry’s Plains’ the other day, I saw the finest
oorn and onions and other products I have ever seen. It is not only good for agriculture, but for fattening.
Three years ago I had some heifers taken to Maitland sale-yard, and Mr. Drunker, a good authority, said
they would have done as exhibits in England. I had as many as 40 bushels to thc acre of wheat. The
wheat was exhibited in Collins-strect, Melbourne, but it does not pay to cultivate it. I think it costs Gd.
a bushel to bring it to the Singleton market alone. Yature intended this district, I believe, for an agricul
tural and grazing one.
230. Yon think, then, there is scope in .this district for agriculturists? If they could get a better
price for their grain. People will not grow grain at 3s, per bushel when they can get £5 and £6 for
bullocks.
231. Mr. Ilurltiy.'] You have heard the examination of previous mtnesses in regard to the probability of
chilled meat being conveyed to tho markets ? Yes.
232. You recognise the fact that beef or mutton taken to market in this state is more acceptable to the
consumer than if driven or conveyed by train ? Yes.
233. If thc system were carried out successfully, could you not reach market at the same cost? Yes.
234. Would not the necessity for this bridge be then done away with in a great measure ? If all the
sheep and cattle were killed and frozen up country and sent to market, it would do away with the
necessity of it a great deal. But I agree with Mr. Brown when he says he does not think, tho experiment
will pay. I am told, what with the room which will he occupied by ice, &c., the sheep will take up more
room than they do at present. Consequently, the railway would have to charge more.
235. It is all a matter of cost ? Yes.
236. The difficulty of reaching market and the high rate of charges by railway—Are these the reasons
why there is not an agricultural population on the soil? Yes. If they opened the road to Liddell the
difficulty would not be so great—25 miles to bring a bushel of wheat from Jerry’s Plains, and 17 miles
when thc river is low.
237. Tho construction of a first-class road to Liddell would probably lead to a larger population ? Yes.
238. And it would be remunerative to the Department? Yes. I may mention that there arc a number •
of young men who supplement what they get from small farming by droving, and. I think if tho bridge
were not erected, these persons would lose their occupation. The result would be that they would bocome
discontented and would probably join the ranks of the unemployed in Sydney.
239. "What will become of your cattle if, because the bridge is not constructed, these men leave the
district ? Tho people will have to look after them themselves.
'
240. You will bo forced into the position of sending them by rail ? Yes. Of course, the railroad is a
most important interest, hut I do not think it should he carried on at the expense of all other interests.
Mr. Benjamin Harley, storekeeper, sworn, and examined :—■
Mr.
241. Mr. Hurley.'] "VYhat arc you ? A storekeeper.
B. Harley.
242. "Where do you reside ? At Jerry’s Plains.
243. Have you lived there long? Close on twenty-five years.
8 Mar., 1890,
244. You laiow the district well? Yes.
215, You know tho subject-matter before thc Committee ? Yes.
246. You have heard of this crossing? Yes.
247. Which do you think would be most favourable for the construction of a bridge ? Gee’s.
248. Why ? Because it is nearer to Liddell and nearer to Muswellbrook, and travelling stock could come
that way, by a road being made through Mr. Pearse’s.
249. Do you look on tho construction of the bridge as being chiefly in tho interests of thc pastoral class ?
No; it would be for the benefit of the public at Jerry’s Plains.
250. Would not general merchandise be taken along the road? Probably grain and coni would.
251. How do you get your other goods? I have to go round to Singleton, whereas I could go to Liddell
if the bridge were constructed.
252. Are there any other storekeepers in the district save yourself ? Only one at present.
253. What population do you generally serve? Almost all who arc in Jerry’s Plains. They number
something like 400 or 500.
254. What do you pay for the freight of your store goods ? £1 per ton.
255. And if you could reach Liddell it would be 60 per cent, less? Yes.
256. Is there any probability of a settled agricultural population raising itself there ? Yes; there' is a
lot of Crown land, called the temporary common, available.
257.
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Mr257. Are there any reserves ? Yes, at this end of'the town.
Harley- 258. A large area? Yes.
.
ir,, 1890.
^or agriculture ? Not the reserves, but the temporary common is suitable.
’
260. Do tho people of the district follow any other vocation than that of droving? Yes; there are a
' few farmers, and at Doyle’s Creek there is a lot of them.'
261. Where do they send their produce ? To Singleton.
262. Is it of a productive character to them ? Yes, they make a living by it. I was farming there
myself for seventeen years.
263. "What is the produce ? Principally wheat.
264. Looking beyond the fact that the bridge is asked for chiefly on behalf of the pastoralists, yon believe
it would be of great advantage to the general public otherwise ? Yes.
265. Which crossing do you think is the best? Geo’s. It has the host banks, and is the best site I
know of.
266. Have you noticed how many times the river was impassable last year ? Of late it has been impas
sable a good deal. Within the last year I have come three times to Singleton across Maison Dieu, and I
have had to travel 26 miles additional by Warkworth.
26/. You tliink the bridge is absolutely necessary in the interests of the general public ? Yes.
268. Is the road good or bad? Very bad in places.
jJre tlm roads generally ill-attended to ? Very badly, especially from Bulga to Jerry’s Plains.
270. Mr. 0 Sullivan.') If a bridge were constructed at Gee’s crossing, and a road were made to Liddell,
the railway traffic between Singleton and Liddell would develop ? Yes, there is no doubt about that.
271. "W'ould it be better for the people of Jerry’s Plains to be served that "way or by way of Maison Dieu ?
Better by Liddell, I think.
J
2/2. Is that a reason why you advocate a crossing at Gee’s ? Yes, and it would convenience the public
travelling up country.
r^Ter UP Jou ^ave
go away from Singleton 26 miles to go up country. How many people
would he served locally by the construction of the bridge at Gee’s crossing? The whole of the public, I
thmk.
274, Wha,t about their number? Somewhere about 500.
27o. Abridge constructed at Bowman’s crossing, then, would serve you as well for the purpose of reaching
the railway as one across Gee’s ? No; in fact there is no site at all at Bowman’s for a bridge.
2/6. But a bridge at Bowman's would better serve the travelling stock ? Perhaps it would.
277. Is Bowman’s crossing on the through stock route? Yes.
278. You mention that there would be some Crown land—partly of the temporary common—open for
selection. Where is that ? Close on Jerry’s Plains, in the Muswellbrook district.
279. How many acres do you think arc available for settlement on the temporary common5 About 4 000
acres.
•
J
280. Is not this temporary common required by the public? No.
281 You think they have commonage enough in the permanent one ? Yes; we had a meeting thc other
night, and decided to try and get it thrown open.
°
282. Who uses the temporary common at present ? The inhabitants of Jerry’s Plains.
283. Is it not leased to one man ? No.
oewiU Sp°ke 0f SOme resen?s 5 a,'e the7 not required for public purposes ? Some of them,
oo^'
?re
^ Travelling stock aud timber reserves, and church and school reserves.
286. Have these timber reserves any timber upon them ? Yes. some of them.
287. Are they leased for any particular purpose ? I could not say.
w° y°iU-tlles® ii,nf,er and watcr reserves are useful for travelling stock ? Not all of them.
289. i ou think some might be thrown open for selection ? Yes.
290. If a bridge were constructed it might induce persons to take up land around Jerry’s Plains aud
become permanent settlers ? Yes.
■
1
Mr. Henry Parker, grazier, sworn, and examined:—■
Parke ^ ' ^ia^Tman-~\ Where do you reside ? At Jerry’s Plains.
__ 292. What business are you engaged in ? I am a publican and grazier.
1890
'P>0 you ront ^roft'n lands ? No.
’’
’ 294. Do you occupy your own land ? Yes.
295. How long have you resided there ? Seven years.
296. During the time you have been there, there has been no bridge? No.
297. Is it your opinion that the want of a bridge has been much felt? Yes.
298. By what class of society ? Mostly by the graziers.
’
299. Graziers on the north or south side? On the north.
300. Wanting to get south with their fat stock ? Yes.
301. Is the district north of the Hunter, between that point and Muswellbrook. given up to fattoninostock? Yes.
‘
°
302. And when it is fattened ifc has to be brought to Sydney ? Yes.
303-4. Does it generally prefer to go by road ? Yes.
305. It does not go by railway ? Sometimes it does.
306. And the bridge is needed as thc shortest cut to Sydney ? Yes.
307. During the time you have been here, how often has that river been nnfordable for stock? In the
whole time it has been unfordablc for seven or eight months altogether.
308. And this year it has been more nnfordable than ever it wns°beforc ? Yes.
309. And has the inconvenience been very great this year ? Yes.
310. Are there many agricultural producers north of thc river ? Not many.
311. The land is principally in fairly sized estates ? Yes.
312. It is nearly all given up to grazing ? The greatest portion is.
313. And mostly for cattle purposes ? Yes.
314. Tory little sheep ? Yes.
315. Have yon the opportunity of seeing the travelling stock come down from the north ? They come
past my door.
J gig
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Mr.
31G. "Whicli is tlie greatest—tlie travelling stock or the local stock ? Asa rule it is mostly northern
H. Parker.
stock.
317. Tt is principally as a high road that this road is used ? Yes; it is the high road from the northern 8 Mar., 1890.
district to Sydney.
318. And it is to improve it that you want tho bridge ? Yes.
319. When you want io get to Sydney which way do you go? I should go to Singleton.
320. You do not go to Liddell ? jSto.
321. It is a shorter journey to Liddell ? It is, hut it is a rough road.
_
322. Then even if a bridge wore made, you would not care if thc road were no_hcttcr to go to Liddell to
get to Sydney? No.
_
323. Then tbe bridge would not throw much passenger traffic on the railway—It would all go to Single
ton—Thc chief value of this bridge, at present, would be that it would bo a slock bridge? Yes; at
present.
324. Where would thc market for wheat he ? It woidd come to Singleton to go to Sydney.
325. Would Sydney be the best market? Yes.
326. It is no good sending it north ? No.
327. It is hotter wheat land up there than here ? I do not think so.
32S. How about Glen Lines ? That is right enough.
329. You have wheat-growing laud in tho north as good as here ? Yes.
'
330. Do you think it would pay to grow wheat here and send it to Sydney? Not with tho present state
of thc haulage.
331. You would want cheaper railway freights ? Yes.
332. If the Government spent money to make this bridge, they would have to reduce railway freights to
enable farmers to live ? Yes.
333. Are there many farmers at work ? Yes,
334. And they make a living? Yes.
335. Could not a still larger number make a living? It it is only a hand-to-mouth living that they make.
33G. Would Maitland or Singleton be the market? Yes.
337. How much would you have to pay for that distance ? I do not know.
338. Do you get goods by rail to Singleton? Yes.
339. How much a ton do you pay for them from Sydney to Singleton ? I could not tell you.
340. How much from Singleton here ? £1 a ton from here to Jerry’s Plains.
341. Is that nearly one-half of what you pay lor all tho rest of thc wav to Sydney ? No.
342. And tlie 26 miles costs you as much as all the rest of tlie way from Singleton to Sydney? No.
Wo mostly get our goods from Maitland,
343. You do not deal with Sydney ? Not of late,
344. JM)’. Trickcit.'] Whicli do you think the heat site for a bridge? I should bo in favour of tlie old
site. 1 consider the old site suits all the north-western requirements.
345. That is Bowman’s crossing? Yes ; it is the main stock route from Ihc north to Sydney. To give
you an idea of the number of sheep crossing, T may mention that 45,000 left one station alone in ] 3SS,
and they all went over Bowman’s crossing. If they cannot get over they come by Singleton, which is' a
great deal further round.
'
'
346. Has the stock traffic fallen off much during the last few years ? Not a great deal. Last year it fell
off on account of tho dryness of the season.
347. And on account of thc diminution of stock generally ? Yes.
’
34S. Has it fallen off much by reason of railway competition ? I do not think so; not a great deal.
349. .Do stock-owners prefer tlie road to the railway ? As a rule.
350. That is in favourable seasons ? Yes.
”
351. Why is that? Because they seem to think that thc cattle go to market better and they arc not
knocked about and bruised. 1 know that butchers would rather give from 4s, to 5s. ahead more for roaddriven cattle than for trucked cattle. Tliere is a great deal of loss in cattle going by trucks.
352. How do yon view thc idea of sending tho carcases of cattle down under the free King process? I
fancy myself that that would be in favour of stock. I think it would suit better than taking them by road.
353. Will this bridge be of any local advantage ? Yes.
■
354. In what way? Bor people in the neighbourhood of .Terry's Plains. A number of people who live
just over the north of Bowman’s crossing would come this way if there were a bridge.
355. They would come to Singleton ? Yes.
356. Do you think stock-owners would pay a toll on a bridge ? I should think they would he willing to
do so. I think it would be a fair thing to charge a toll.
‘
357. Supposing the G-overnment decided to erect a bridge at Gee's crossing, do you tliink that the stock
owners would always go by Bowman’s crossing if they could get over for notliing? J do not know. I
expect they would if the river was down ; but I do not think it would be right to allow them to come so
close.
358. That^could he dealt with by regulation ? Yes. J know that wc had to pay to go over thc Eichmond
bridge. Some people went a mile to avoid it, and were charged all tlie same.
359. A bridge over Goo’s crossing would necessarily interfere with Pearse’s property? Yes.
360. TYould it injure it, much ? I think it would cut a great deal of his frontage off.
361. Have you ever heard him say what ho uould want for compensation ? No.
362. Could you give us any idea what thc compensation would he ? I could not.
363. Is there anyono who could give ns information of that kind? Mr. Cousins might.
364. Is Mr. Cousins a landowner ? Yes.
‘
365. Mr. O Sullivan.~\ If a bridge were construcled at Bowman’s crossing it. would have a tendency to
take the local traffic In Muswellbrook, instead of Singleton ? I do not think so.
”
"^r°ukl it not bring the local people nearer to Muswellbrook than Singleton ? Not thc Jerry's
Plains people.
367, If they had to cross at Bowman’s they would be nearer then to Muswcllbrook than Singleton? No,
nearer to Singleton. It is 25 miles round by Bowman’s crossing1 to Muswellbrook, and only 17 to
Singleton—that is by wav of Maison Dieu.
■
'
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^r36S. Do you think the wants of the district and of the travelling stock proprietors would bo better met
Ji. iarser. ^
one largC high-level bridge, or a fair sized bridge at Bowman’s crossing, and a fair sized bridge
S^Mar^'TsDO
^a^orl Dieu? I think the public would gam an advantage by having the two, because it would give
^ ■’
' them the privilege of coming straight on, -whereas they have now to come round.
3Gf). One bridge might cost £25,000;—if a good bridge were constructed at Bowman’s for £8,000 or
£10,000, audanother at Maisou Dieu for £7,000—£17.000 in all—the latter work would bo cheaper to
thc State, and give more accommodation to the residents generally? By far.
Mr. Walter Young Cousins, grazier, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. W. Y. 370. Ghairmnu^] Where do you reside ? Singleton.
Cousins.
371. What is your occupation ? 1 am a grazier in the Upper Hunter, aud a wine-grower in the Lower
Hunter.
S Mar., 1800. 372. Where is your land on the Upper Hunter? "Four miles distant from Denman.
373. Is the bridge at Denman much used by travelling stock ? Yes, while the river is impassable.
374. Where does that stock come from ? Mostly from the interior—from the north-west. It crosses tlie
river at Denman.
375. What route does it take, them to get to Syduey ? Via Jerry’s Plains.
376. Does it cross the Hunter again ? Yes.
377. Then it crosses the Upper Hunter once at Denman and the Lower Uunler at Bowman’s ? Yes.
378. There is a bridge at Denman ? Yes.
370. Is it a high-level bridge? Yes.
380. A good bridge? Yes.
381. Do you know what it cost? Xo.
3S2, Is it wood or iron? Wood.
383. Would a bridge of that quality be suffieienf at Jerry’s Plains ? 3. flunk so. If the people get a
bridge of this description at Jerry's Plains they ought to, and vTill, probably, bo satisfied.
SSI. Do you think the cheapest description of high-level bridge which the engineers could put up would
satisfy the people of Jerry’s Plains ? T would not say that. I do not know sufficient about bridge
making to form an idea.
385. All you want is the narrowrest bridge which will take a i chicle across ? Yes. Wo do not want it
too narrow', because travelling stock require room ; they do not require to be hemmed in.
386. What is the narrowest bridge winch will suit travelling stock 7 About 15 feet or 16 feef.
387. They go through less than that to get into flic yards? Yes ; but stock, as a rule, when they get uu
a bridge, commence to rush, aud if they have not room they might ho injured
3S8. But still you think a 15-foot bridge above flood would moot the requirements ? 1 do.
3 S3. Do you think a bridge of that kind at Jerry’s Plains and another another at Maison Dieu would be
preferable to one expensive bridge? * I think it -would suit tho public better.
390. When you are coming from Denman to Singleton, do you pass through Jerry's Plains? Yes.
391. And in dry weather you go by Maison Dieu ? Yes.
392. Looking at the question of convenience to Singleton, and the people of thc north-west, two small
bridges would be better than one big one ? Yes.
393. If you live at Denman you know more of the traffic from the north-west than of that winch comes
from the north ? Yes.
394. Have you heard people from the north complain of the crossing ? I have heard complaints, and 1
have seen people who have had occasion to complain.
395. Do you really think there is any serious obstruction to tbe traffic to Sydney ? J really do.
396. We are told that thc cattle are seldom detained more than three days ;—is that a serious matter ou
a long stock journey ? Yes.
397. Would it not give thc cattle a little spell ? Yes.
398. It is no great harm to wait three days ? But they are often inconvenienced by not being able to
get on to a reserve. They may have to go back 10 miles or 12 miles to tho nearest reserve.
399. But if a reserve is handy a delay does not hurt them ? Yes, it does. The travelling backwards and
forwards would do them harm.
400. That is if they had to go back ? Yes,
401. If they are near a reserve three days’ rest w'ould not hurt them ? I think not; hut thc owmer might
be affected by not being able to get to market.
402. The want of a bridge is more inconvenience to a man travelling sheep than cattle ? Yes.
403. And as a rule the sheep take the railway more than cattle ? Yes ; hut I do not think they would if
they were not obstructed by the river. 1 do not think anyone would travel sheep by train iu preference
to the road.
404. You have not lhad much experience in travelling stock yourself? 1 Slave,—both cattle and sheep.
405. By this route ? Yes.
406. Have you over been stuck up at any timo ? Xevcr. I never started if 1 thought tliere was a chance
of being stuck up.
407. But the people coming long distances have to lake their chance ? Yes.
408. And if they know that the river is up cannot they stay at the nearest reserve ? They can.
409. And they always do know in these telegraphic days ? They certainly would know at Denman.
410. A man knowing that the river wrns impassable at llowmau’s, would not start from Denman ? 1 think
not Under the Deserve Act they are only allowed to remain a certain time ou thc reserve.
411. But if a man stays Iwo or three days with cattle that is enough? T think tweuty-four hours is
the limit
412. Still, even ou thc main roads, there is a good deal of grass? 1 do not think you will find much on
a travelling stock road.
413. Nut even in aseasou like this ? 1 daresay you could find it now, simply because there is no traffic
ou the road on account of the river.
414. When you have once got across the Hunter, there is nothing to stop you between that point and
Sydney P Nothing that I know of.
415. Do you think the traffic iu this district is such as to justify an expenditure of £20,000 on a bridge
or two bridges ? I think so,
£16,
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‘11C. Do you prefer two bridges at £10,000 eaeb, or one at £20,000 ? Considering that J.here was one
bridge washed away at Bowunan’s crossing, 1 do not Iniow how to repl\r to you.
'117. Mr. Trickett!\ Do yon think the stock traffic lias diminished during the last few years? 1 believe g
it has during the last twelve months.
418. Dor what reason ? Owing to the impassable state of tbe roads and river.
419. Not by reason of tbe road being a bad one ? I do not think so.
420. Do you know whether much stock is sent by train now ? I believe there is not.
421. Sheep or cattle ? Principally sheep.
, ,
422. It was given in evidence in Sydney that there was hardly a hoof mark to be seen on Sir Thomas
Mitchell’s line, and that on the other road, via Jerry’s Plains, there was no evidence at all of stock traffic.
What do yon say to that ? A statement of that kind would not be correct. I tbink Mr. Brown
and Mr. Parnell know different.
423. Are you of the same opinion ? Yes.
424. Any person who has been in tlie habit of going there frequently would not hazard such a state
ment ? No.
42b. You know Mr. Pearse’s property ? Yes.
,
420. And a bridge at Glee’s crossing would necessarily involve the taking of some of his land ? I believe
it would.
_
427. It would be an advantage to us to know what the cost to the country would be. Could you give ns
any idea ? I could not.
_
428. About 3 miles of road I believe would go through his place, and he would be deprived of some
water frontage ? He would.
429. Could not you give us an idea of the amount of compensation which would be required ? Not the
slightest.
430. Is Mr. Pearse in town ? 1 really could not say.

-t'L

jg^o.

Mdward Alford. Bsq., Inspector of Stock, sworn, and examined:—
431. C/iniHHflw.] What position do you hold in the Public Service ? Inspector of Stock for this district. E. Alford,
Esq.
482. How far does it run ? h’rom Hall’s Creek to Branxton.
433. And this is about tbe centre of your district ? Yes.
8 Mar., 1890.
434. Arc you stationed here ? No, at Warkworth.
435. You know' the proposed sites for a bridge ? Yes, I have heard of them.
43(5. Have you crossed Gee’s crossing and Bowman’s ? Yes, hundreds of times.
437. 'Which do you think is the best for a bridge ? J should think Bowman’s. It has a good road to it,
and is good on each side.
438. You do not profess to speak from an engineering point of view ? No.
439. For stock purposes either would do equally well ? Bowman’s would be the best.
440. So far as tbc Jerry’s Plains people require quick access to the nearest railway station, would not
Gee’s crossing suit better ? Yes.
4M. There is some advantage on that account ? A. little.
442. If the engineers said they could put up a cheap bridge better at Gee’s than at Bowman's, you
would accept that as a sufficient, reason why their opinion should he carried out ? I suppose it would
have to be accepted, but I do not tbink it would be as good for stock traffic.
443. You know thc stock passing down ? Yes, when 1 am on the roads.
444. Is it mostly local stock, or stock from the north ? It is decidedly not local, but from tho north.
445. Then the bridge is not so much wanted for local purposes afl for the stock road ? No, it is wanted
for general purposes for tlie northern district.
44C. Has the stock traffic this season been much injured by the rise of tho river? Yes, they had to
come round by Singleton.
_
447. They can get round? Yes: by going to Muswcllbrook round by Singleton, and then back again
almost to Warkworth, which is a distance of GO miles extra journey to Sydney.
448. Has much stock had to go that distance this year? Yes.
449. If a high-level bridge, 15 feet wide, were made, would it not bo enough for all purposes? Yes.
450. For one buggy to drive over ? Yes.
451. You do not want a magnificent bridge? No.
452. Simply a way across the river when the floods are up? Yes ; and one whicli will not wash away.
453. The needs of the district do not require anything more than that ? I do not think so.
454. Docs much timber come down thc river? Yes.
455. The span must bo wide enough to let it through? Yes, or it will wash the bridge away.
45G. Wbat do you think " wide enough” means ? I could scarcely tell you ; but it would have to be some
considerable width. Sometimes huge trees, 60 or 70 feet long, come down.
457. They go end on sometimes ? Sometimes they go straight.
458. For purely local purposes would this bridge bo any considerable convenience? It would indeed.
There is a great lot of stock from Muswellbrook, Denman, and other places, which has to go all the way
by Singleton and down this metal road, and it plays the mischief with fhom.
459. But tho bridge is not so much required for the mere local traffic? It is not so much required as for
other purposes, because they can get over by boat.
■
4G0. When you say that these people have to go round GO miles, you do not mean that they have to go
all thc way to Bowman’s crossing to find the river nnfordable ? They may. It rises very suddenly
sometimes. I have known stock come there and then go back to Muswellbrook.
4'G1, Do not you think the Muswellbrook people know, in these telegraphic days, whether it is passable ?
They do not come by Muswellbrook, but by Demnan.
4G2. Would not they know it at Denman ? I have been caught myself at Denman. The Goulburn has
risen so rapidly that I have had fo turn hack and go to Muswellbrook.
4G3. You know as a fact that this season's stock has been turned back from Bowman’s crossing to
Muswcllbrook ? Yes.
464. Are they obliged to go all the way back to Muswcllbrook? They cannot go any other way.
465. Why cannot they go across country? Because ihey have no road. It is all private property—>
Bowman’s, Pearse’s, and Parnell’s property.
•
'
46G.
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E. AUord, 466. They are obliged to stick to the, stock roads ? Tes.
467. Do you think the tratEc is sufficiently important to -justify the building of a bridge? From my
8 Mar,, 1890.„ experience, us a public officer, I tliink abridge is really required.
468. Do you know tbe crossing at Maison Dieu ? Tes.
469. Do jou think a cheap bridge is required there? Tes; thev caunot go over there with anythin"1
hkcaloadon.
"
"
0
4/0. It is good enough for stock and buggies ? Tes, when the river" is down.
4/1. Buggies can get across ? Tes,
“
472. But not teams ? No, not if they are heavily laden.
Tou think, then, for the accommodation of the district, two bridges arc wanted ? Tes.
jljrZ"
'frideett.} Have you any records of the stock which cross thc river? Not here.
4/6-/. \Vhere is your office ? Twclvo miles from here, at Warkworth.
4/8. You supplied some figures for Mr. Bruce ? Yes.
^.re they correct ? They are. In fact they are under the estimate, if anything.
r*?' i °r 8^e<^ in vour telegram it was an estimate. Is there any check kept on stock. ? Tes: I know
ot lots of stock which I never see at all.
481. You gave the returns for 18S8-9. Were the numbers T^r the preceding year more or less ? That
all depends on the season. In tho had seasons tho stock traflic was very small indeed, hut of course
during these last two or three years it has increased wonderfully. But in the bad seasons there was
nothing Jett up country to come down.
^oo"
^ 0U SGf ilu^
this being abandoned as a stock route ? I cannot see it at all.
4bd. You say that it is still required and used ? Yea, and will be used.
484. Do you see much diminution in the stock traffic since the railway was built ? This last year it has
net been so great, but of course the seasons arc not so good up country.
4S5, Tou think that is the chief diminution? Tes.
486. Do stock-owners prefer tho road or thc railway for sending their stock ? I think thc road, because
it is too expensive the other way. Of course, small stock-owners have to send by rail, because it will not
pay them to send byroad. "Whore they have considerable quantities they prefer the road, as being
487. Any other reason ? The butchers seem to like the road stock the best. It does not get so bruised
and knocked about as stock carried by rail.
488 Do you think the stock-ownera would pay a toll on thc bridge if it were erected ? I do not think they
would hare any objection, because there are reserves on both sides. ■
^
489. I suppose sheep arc not so much sent this way, on account of having to cross thc river ? They must
come round tins wav.
J
In?' ^Ut CVe’V.f
nver,1'as onl7 12 or 18 inches of water iu it, it is difficult to got sheep across ? It is,
4J1. JJo you think more sheep would travel by this road if tho river were bridged? Yes,
4hU As a person having special knowledge of these matters,'do you think thc bridge would bo of per
manent utility r 1 do.
D
.
1
493. And it would not he merely for local people, but for tho public generally ? It is not for the local
people at ah, so iar as I can see, because they can manage without it.
494. But, in conjunction with the stock routes, you consider it a necessity ? I do.
490. Mr.O'SuUivan] Why do you give preference to Bowman’s crossing as a site for the bridge ?
Because it is on tbe mam track.
b
496. Is there any other reason ? Only heeause of the reserves at different places
AW £r0 there any reserves near the old bridge ? About 6 miles on one side and 5 on the other,
aon mi ,7 lvent to (;rce'grossing would they have to go through private lands ? Yes.
* ‘ J J,le (j0™rnment would have to resume some land there to hud accommodation for travelling stock?
A great quantity. They would have to go 3 or 4 miles through Pcarse’s and also through Bowman’s.
oUU. lou aro aware that ono bridge has been already carried away at Bowman’s crossin"? I do not
wonder at it.
°
601. Whv? Because one thing was called a bridge which was not worth calling one. A.s soon as the
nrst bit of fresh came it turned over.
S+?0 yo“think1if.J krffigc were constructed with iron pillars, witha good space between, to allow tlie
Jogs to pass tbrougb, it would stand? Tes.
ro.' 2° re11 think a s.afe bridge could be constructed there for £8,000 or £10,000 ? Tes
W°w !onS ago is it since the bridge was last washed away ? Twelve years
wo. Was it a very heavy flood ? No.
■
J
two
bri-ff ’1 S7uPrS?? 2eSA Tw° 0r tKree da-?3 after it was built I said to one ot
it did 1
^ 1Ver0 Wlt 1 me ihat 1V ieu the first fl'6s]l came it: would turn over like a table, and so
rno 2 g0°^ I1’5!1'16,™1 kri^S6. constructed with good approaches, would stand ? I think so
Tes Xt " 0U d at°rd amP C accommodation for travelling stock, as well as for people living in the district ?
509. JJ/h, Tnckett] Could yon tell us what compensation would he required if roads were taken through
Bowmans and hears e s property ? I could not tell you. They would go through a lot of valuable
. 510. Do you think it would he a large amount? Yes.
-to
into thousands? Tes, some thousands of pounds.
cartlAn I? 14 Jeil*,0ver Gee’s cessing? Yes; roads would also have to be made to allow Bearse’s
erected 1
^ *10 aTl)roacbc3—bridges over tbc gullies and creeks which would have to be
513. So that the other would be the cheaper as well as the better ?

I think so.

Mr, William Chllett, drover, sworn, aud examined :Ifl*
•
.
r
W. Gillelt.
Ohairman.'] What is your occupation ? A drover.
^---- a___^ 515, How many years have you been a drover? About twenty-five.
3 Mar-, 18S0. 510. During that time j-ou have frequently crossed the Hunter Diver ? Te

517.
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517. "Where has your usual crossing-place been ? Bowman’s.
W. Gillctt,
518. Bo you know Gee’s crossing? Tes.
519. Have you crossed there with stock? Tes; but it is private property, and we are not allowed to 8 Mar., 1810,
cross.
.
520. If a public road were made there, would it be as good a crossing as Bowman's ? 1 do not think it
would; Bowman’s is tlie place for the bridge.
521. Bo you remember the old bridge at Bowman’s? Tes, I crossed it with stock,
522. Was it a great convenience ? It was. It is the worst crossing-place on thc Hunter, and it is the
deepest water. Tou cannot cross sheep at any time very well.
523. Could a punt be worked there at flood time ? I think so.
524. Tou do not think the stream is too strong ? No,
525. Tou have crossed in punts many times ? Tes; I think, however, the current would be rather strong
for punts. I do not understand much about them.
520. Have you found any difficulty in crossing rivers with punts, owing to the strength of the current?
Tes.
527. What is the longest time you have been delayed in consequence of the watcr being up ? I was
delayed at Bowman’s ten days with sheep,
528. And how long with cattle? Two days, and then I had to go and cross at another place. Cattle
have been there five and six days, aud could not get over.
529. What is the nearest reserve to Bowmau’s crossing? There are none about there.
530. If you are stuck there, what do you do with the cattle? We pay for tho feeding, or go back to
Ogelby’s Hill, 8 miles back.
531. "if you go back 8 miles you get a reserve, but if you stop you have to pay for the feed ? Tes.
532. Would a bridge with a io-feet roadway be wide enough for cattle to cross ? Tes.
533. They would take no hurt ? I think not,
534. Bid you know the bridge at Bemnan which was washed away ? Tes.
535. Was it a good bridge"? It did not stand very well. It was not a good bridge forcattle.
It was
too narrow7.
536. What was thc width ? I could not tell you, but I knowr it was in a bad place. Tou could not get
cattle upon it. There was a house close to it, and that is a bad thing for sheep.
537. In your opinion Bowman’s is the best crossing-place ? Tes.
538. Where have you brought cattle from—the north or the north-west? I have been bringing cattle
for thirty years from all directions. I have crossed every crossiug-place ou the Hunter for 50 miles
around.
539. Tliere is no other place that stock could cross with more advantage than Bowman’s ? No.
540. If you cannot get across there you have to go round to Singleton? Tes, if you cannot get over
tliere you have 35 or 40 miles to go further. Tou would have to go to Muswellbrook,
541. Is the .Terry’s Plains Hoad still much used for stock? Tes.
542. And there is groat business going on along there ? Tes ; I came with 2,000 sheep) last night and
had to so through Singleton.
543. Where were you when you first knew tho river was impassable ? At Muswellbrook,
544. Tou knew it there ? Tes, and I had to come to Singleton.
545. If you know7 at Muswellbrook that you cannot get across you have not to go 30 miles out of the way
then ? No.
54G. How much out of the way would you have to go ? About 15 miles.
547. Have you any feed upon tho road, then? No, it is nearly all lane and no reserves. There are good
reserves at Bowman's.
548. Is the trade from Singleton to the Bulga Bead as good a track as Bowman’s ? No, Bowman’s is the
best and bas more reserves,
549. In spite of the railway the stock sticks to this road ? Tes, this is the proper road forstock.
550. When you have crossed at Bowmau’s what is the place you make for next? Jerry’s Plains, and
then Warkworth.
551. When you get to Warkworth you are pretty near to Singleton P 8 or 9 miles awray.
552. Where do you go to from Warkworth ? Straight ou to Maitland, and then by Bulga.
553. Tou go by Warkworth in any case ? Tes.
554. Prom Muswcllbrook to Warkworth, by way of Bowman’s crossing, is nearly as long as Muswellbrook to Warkworth by way of Singleton ? Prom Muswcllbrook to Bowman’s is about 1G miles ; from
Bowman’s to Warkworth is about 9 miles. That is 25 miles altogether.
555. If you go from Muswellbrook to Singleton, how much is it ? 30 miles.
556. What is it from Singleton to Warkworth ? 10 miles.
557. That is 40 altogether? Tes.
558. It is a long way round then ? Tes.
559. If you go that extra distance that is the worst that happens to you ? Tes.
5G0, If you are forced to go by Singleton tlie drawback is simply a journey of 10 miles with no reserves
on the road ? Tes; and it is all lane.
561. Mr, TricJcctt.'] How many stock cross Bowman's crossing per week ? I could not tell you that;
but it is the best road for stock. All thc Muswellbrook people send their stock that way, because it is
the cheapest and has good reserves.
562. Tou arc up and down the road continually? Tes.
563. Have you noticed any marked falling oft' in travelling stock during the last year or so ? No.
564. Bo you think that the road is as much used now as it has been all the time you have been on it ?
Tes, I think it is as much used now as ever.
565. Which method of getting stock to market do graziers and others prefer—road or rail ? The road.
566. Por what reason ? Because the train knocks stock about, and it is more expensive.
567. The butchers prefer stock that has travelled by road ? Tes, any cattle driven by road always bring
a better price at thc yards.
508. Mr. O’Sullivan.} Where do you bring stock from ? Prom wherever I can got it.
669. How far back into the country do you go ? Prora 106 to 500 miles.
570. Bo you bring any from Queensland ? Tes.
571.
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5/1. Is this the proper route for Quceuslnml stock, .and for stock in the north and north-west9
W. Gillett.

Yes it
is^the proper road for any stock to Sydney or Maitland.
8 Mar., 1800.
f.on: &° over Bowman’s crossing you have two roads—one to Sydney and one to Maitland ? Yes,
5/4. And this is the proper road loading to those two places ? Yes.
"

MONDAY, 10 MARCS, 1890.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Mmwellbrook,]
The Honorable ANDREW GARRAN (Chairman),
The Hon. Wilijam Joseph Trig kbit.
|
Edward AYu.dtam O'Sul m van. Esq.
■
John Htjrt.et, Esq.
.
'
Tlie Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Bridge over the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains.
James Cobb White, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
574. Chairman.'] Where do you reside ? A.t Edinglassie.
*sq-‘
575. How far feom Muswellbrook? Pour miles.
10Miu^1890. 57- 'H^vrj >r°11 residetl here many years ? About 13.
o77. Are you thoroughly familiar with the stock traffic across the Hunter at or near Bowman’s crossinn'9
Yes.’ 0‘
578. Is it your experience that the railway has so completely taken the stock traffic off the road as practically
to render Bowman’s crossing of no high value? Prom this district about 1 per cent, of the large stock
goes by rail, and the balance by road, excepting, of course, in a drought.
'
579. Why do the squatters give preference to the road? Because of its cheapness, and in a good season
the cattle would arrive in Sydney almost in the same condition as when they left here.
580. Would it require a considerable reduction in railway rates to induce you to leave the road and
take to the railway ? It would in a good season, but in a bad season, of course, they have to pav thc
present rates rather than go by road.
•'
o81. Then all the stock fattened in this district north of the Hunter want to cross thc river to net to the
Sydney market ? Yes.
582, But we have been given to understand at Singleton that tho great need for this bridge is on account
not so much of the locally fattened stock, as tlie stock coming from tlie north and goino-’to Sydney ? AU
the stock coming from the north have to go by Denman, aud in flood times they have to come round here
and go to Singleton.
583 If they got as far as Denman, could they, by keeping to the westward of thc Hunter cross to
Goulburn easily ? They cannot cross the_Goulburn as easily as thc Hunter. The Goulburn is a worse
mer than the Hunter in flood time. Ion can swim in the Hunter and iret out, but vou cannot in tho
(roulburiij because it is bogcry.
'
''□I'' ^len ^ I)°^ correct to say that the Goulburn is easy to cross in flood time? Jt is very incorrect.
oS5. And there is no open stock road that way ? I think they only go that wav mi sufferance.
586. If a road had to he opened out there, it would have io be through private' property 9 I believe so
but I am not acquainted with the locality.
’
587. Tliere is a prescribed stock road from the north? Yes, through Muswellbrook.
588. And through Denman also ? Yes.
589. Are there two roads then ? Yes.
590. And reserves on both? Yes.
'
091. If fat stock is being brought down, the drovers know very well when they approach Aberdeen
whether they can get across Bowman’s crossing ? They seldom como by Aberdeen,' Thev turn off before
getting to Aberdeen, and go round on the opposite side of tho river, so as to utilise iho bridge here.
092. On the western side ? Yes. they save all the metalled road coming down. There is no^mctal on the
other roud, and more feed ami reserves.
593. It is a great point to keep from the metalled road ? Yes.
o94. But if they knew the river was nnfordable at Bowman’s, they would make for Singleton? In very
few cases. They would mostly remain on the reserves until they could get over the, river, because it;
knocks the stock about going through the town of Singleton.
"
595. Are there any reserves upon the mam road from Muswellbrook to Single!on
There are vacant
spaces. I do uot know whether they are reserves or not, but they can alwavs^trct a feed
596. "Without paying for it? Yes.
597. What is the inconvenience, apart from the extra distance of going bv Singleton ? There is i he metal
through the town of Smgleton. It is impossible when you get over the bridge at Simdeton to avoid the
town.
'
598. Then for the sake of keeping tlie stock in good condition on the road, it is bettor to go through
Bowman a crossing than through Singleton ? Yes. Mr. Richards buys most of the stock about here and
never thinks of sending his cattle by Singleton, but always by Jerry’s Plains.
’
599. Is he the principal purchaser from the fattening people'here ? Yes, he. buys about two-thirds of all
the stock fattened about here.
‘
600. Have you any personal knowledge oE the quantity of stock crossing at Bowman's? No, I see a
great many stock going by, but I do not stop at the river to count them. I have a. good idea how many
cross.
1
■’
601. But if you live so near to Muswellbrook you are some distance from the stock route? I am
constantly in Denman, where they pass through.
602. And they must go as far west as Denman ? There is no road for them to go between Muswellbrook
and Denman,
603. It is all private estates ? Yes.
604. Are you of opinion that a bridge over the Hunter is required for the exiting traffic ? Yes.
605.
^
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G05. Do many sheep come ^ovn by way of Denman ? Tes, all except those that, are trucked.
^ C. White,
606. WiU flood delay them longer than it will delay cattle? Yen, some days longer. Cattle can swim if
s?'
the river is half a banker, but sheep have to wait until it is very low before they can cross.
^ ^ar 18g0i
G07. Do you know anything of the relative merits of Bowman’s crossing aud G-eo’s crossing. 3 do not "
*
quite lenow thc difference between them. The crossing 1 have been talking about all along is thc one on
the road between Denman and Jerry’s Plains. That is Bowman’s crossing. Where is Gee's crossing?
GOS. It is further down the river nearer to Jerry's Plains? 1 do not know anything about that one.
That is not on thc main stock road at ail. I should not think you could get a much worse place than
Bowman’s crossing for a bridge, because it. is very wide, and tho bridge will be very costly.
609. There was a bridge there once ? Yes ; but it is not there now.
610. Mr. Trir.kett.'] It was a lowdovol bridge ? Yes ; you would have to make a high bridge to get outof
reach of the flood.
611. You yourself, though not an engineer, said that it would bo difficult to cross ? Yes.
612. Still tlie stock drovers seem to prefer the old place to the new one. Is there any reason for prefer
ring Bowman’s crossing, other than that it is the customary place ? I do not see any objection to tho
other place. I f they could got from tho present road to thc bridge, tliey could not have any objection
to it.
616. We arc told it would require a road to be made through private property ? Yes.
614. Do you think there is any local necessity for a bridge apart from thc stock traflic ? IS’o.
616. Do you think the people could always get into the town except in very bad weather, and then tliey
could wait? I should think that not more than one person goes over the river a day, excepting those
connected with stock traffic. Comparatively speaking, there is no traffic between Jerry’s Plains and
Denman,
616. They can always get into Muswellbrook or Singleton by going round ? Yes.
617. Still, from your long experience of this road, you state that tliere is suflicient stock traflic to justify
the Government in building a bridge ? Yes. Until they can slaughter thc cattle in the country, and
get it conveyed to town in cooling ears, a biidge will be necessary618. What arc your views as to the proposal to kill cattle in thc country, to chill the meat, aud send it to
Sydney. Do you think it is desirable ? 1 think it is most desirable, both for producer and consumer.
619. Is that the general opinion amongst stock-owners ? J believe so.
620. If that were done iho necessity for this bridge, would be almost nil ? Almost; unless tbe main
slaughtering-place was at Singleton, or somewhere about tliere; and even thou they could cross at
Singleton. Of course you could not have slaughtering-places everywhere. There would have to bo a
main one.
‘
621. In that ease would the bridge be of utility ? Only for the local traffic, because people would not,
hawk their stock to Sydney when they could get it killed here.
622. Have you thought as to how far these slaughtering-places should be apart? I should think they
would not want to bo nearer than 200 miles. That is 100 miles each way; and that is not much of a
drive. If they' were close together it would cut up thc business, and make it too small to pay the
companies running them.
626. I suppose you are of opinion, if a- bridge is built at all, that it, should be a high-level bridge? A '
low-lcvd bridge would answer tbe purpose if it would stand ; but 1 am not sufficient of an eugincer to
know whether it would stand or not.
'
624. Experience here has proved that tho bridges have been washed away ? All the low-level bridges we
have had have gone.
625. Dave you known of any great personal inconvenience to drivers of mobs of cattle, or herds of sheep,
by reason of their being no bridge ? Yes ; I have seen drovers there for days trying to cross, and then
they have had to turn back and go round to Singleton.
_
626. Is there any stock reserve near tho river at Bowman’s crossing? There is one between Denman
and the crossing.
627. How many miles from the over? .1 do not know exactly, hut 1 suppose about 6.
628. Then if they are stuck up at the river, thc’cattle have to he driven back 6 miles? Yes.
■
629. That is a detriment to them? It is a bad road, and in wet weather it is very heavy. There is no
other reserve when they get across the river ; but, of course, there is no stock coming back to use it. If
they are stuck tliey have to go back to Denman.
680. Do you think the stock-owners would pay a toll for tho use of the bridge ? Yes, I should think so.
We have to pay toll now to cross at Alford’s.
631. They would pay whether they used it or not. ^Regulations could be framed to tbe effect that if they
went within a certain distance they would have to pay toll ? I think it would be quite fair. It would
be far better to pay a toll than to go around 20 miles.
632. It has been stated by witnesses in Sydney that if a bridge were erected and a toll imposed, thc toll
would not bo worth collecting, as so little stock pass over,—Is that correct ? 1 should not think so. You
could charge upon alt stock going within a certain distance of tho bridge. 1 suppose you could prevent
owners of land from allowing stock 1o go through tlieir property.
633. You stated a short time ago to the Chairman that you had a pretty good idea of the number of stock
that went over tbe river,—What is vour idea as to the number crossing per week ? I haveseen some
thing like 1,000 fat cattle cross there in one week.
634. What about sheep ? 1 have seen 4,000 stuck at the river'at one time.
635. "Was that during i he late rains, or some time ago ? About eighteen months ago.
636. Ilavo you noticed any great diminution in thc stock traflic there since the railways were opened ?
There is no perceptible diminution.
‘
637. "We are told ihnl; there has been a certain diminution in the stock traffic, but that it is attributable
to bad seasons,—I suppose stock has fallen off a good deal in this district as in others ? Bad seasons arc
the times nhen the railways ought to pay, the roads are then so badly off for grass that tho stock go by
rail. 1 truck all my slock in bad seasons, but now J. send them by road,
638. You only use the railway when you are compelled to by the difficulty of travelling the stock ? That
is all.
'
.
'
■
639. Mr. O'SulUvan.'] I suppose you may ho considered as one of the large stock-owners in this district?
I have about 5,000 cattle, usually.
640.
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J. 0. White, 640. Ciin vou state how many catHe you send every year to the market? It depends on the season.
■®a<k
Some seasons I send 6,000 and others not more than 2,000.
'— ---- - 641. I suppose about 3,500 would be a fair average for ten years ? About 4,000 a year, taking one season
10 liar,. 1890. . 11
, n1
’
with another.
,
642. Are there many other stock-owners in this region who send about the same number as you do.
There is Mr. Edward White, of Martindale.
.
643. But awav to the north-west ? There are plenty up there who send a good many more than I do.
644. You aluavs take this road when grass can be obtained? Yes.
G45. Bo you think a bridge 15 feet wide would accommodate the stock traffic ? Yes; I do not sec why it
should not.
_
^
646. You laiow the railway bridge at Singleton ? Yes.
647. That is 14 feet wide on the traffic portion ; I suppose a bridge as wide as that would do ? Of course
tho cattle would have to pay toll, whether they passed the bridge or no(. Cattle would not always have
to use the bridge—only in floods,—and it would be quite wide enough for sheep at any time.
648. You said just now that yon had to pay toll to Mr. Alford ? Yes.
649. What is that for ? Because the river bank is washed away, and we have to go about 100 yards on
his land to find a crossing.
650. How much toll do you pav him ? £1 for 200.
651. If you cross Mr. Alford’s‘land, do you go off tiie ordinary stock route ? Yes, for about 100 yards.
652. Then, if this bridge were constructed at Bowman’s crossing, would it divert the toll ? Alford would
not get any of that, because it is a bettor crossing than that at Jerry’s Plains. In preference to crossing
at Jerry’s Plains wo go that way, and pay him the toll. The only reason for going there is to get a good
crossing.
653. Why do you keep to the west bank of the river, and cross at Henman, instead of going across the
G-oulburn ? Tliere is no road.
654. The reason is, there is no stock route across thc Goulburn ? Going from here you would keep on
the other side of Denman.
655. But the Goulburn runs close to Denman, does it not? About a mile away ; but the lower Goulburn
can never be crossed in flood-time. You cannot cross it for 3 miles up, except when tho river is low,
because it is so boggy.
.
656. Then there are two reasons why you do not cross the Goulburn—the first is, that there is no stock
route across it, and the second is, that it is a dangerous crossing ? les.
^
_
657. Then the natural stock route, which has been used for years past, is the one going by way of
Bowman’s crossing ? Yes.
658. If you cross at Jerry’s Plains, you have to deviate from the stock road? You cannot cross at
Jerry’s Plains; there is no road.
_
659. You cross at Bowman’s ? I have not a plan before me, but that is what I should say.
660. But if a bridge were constructed at Jerry’s Plains, you would have to deviate from tho stock road to
reach it ? Yes.
_
_
661. Would that lengthen the journey to Singleton or shorten it ? It would not make more than a mile
difference.
002. Do you know thc crossing-place at Gee's ? Ho. J have often crossed from Plashett’s Homestead
to Jerrv's Plains. If that is Gee’s crossing i do not know it by that name.
003. Do you think it would be a difficult work to put a bridge o\cr Bowman's crossing? It would be
rather expensive to make such a long bridge there.
_
664. What is the width of the river? I could not say to a hundred yards. • I know the width of the
water; but the banks are very low on either side for a long way back.
_
665. I suppose the banks have boon worn by the river;—how long did the low-level bridge erected there
last? I suppose about twelve months.
_
666. Do you know the reason why it gave way ? I heard that it was because thc bolts had beads and
tails, and no middles.
667. And the bridge was badly constructed? Yes.
_
668. Do you not think a strongly constructed bridge, about 10 feet or 15 feet higher uould be sufficient
to ensure you against floods? It might stand, but I do not know sufficient about the matter to give an
opinion.
669. Can you give a rough estimate of the number of stock which cross there in a year? I have been
reading Mr. Alford’s estimate for 1889. I think his estimate must be a long way under the rigid number.
]Jo numbers the cattle at 13,507, the sheep at 35,000, and the horses at 84. Fully 84 horsemen must
have gone over the crossing in a month or two months in charge of stock. He gives 84 horses for the
whole year, I have known of mobs of more than 84 go over last year at one time, so that he must bo
out of his reckoning. I should think that 20,000 cattle must have gone that way last year.
670. Mr, Hurley ] Then, practically, if this bridge were constructed at either of the places named, it
would he merely in the interests of travelling stock ? That is all. If people want to go in for thc doctor
or the post, there is a boat which they can use.
671. It would be little used by agriculturists, or any other class ? If a bridge were made for agri
culturists, a road would have to be made as well, because it is in such a bad state.
_
672. Leaving stock out of tho question, there is no immediate necessity for a bridge at the present time ?
Mo; and there will not be at any time that 1 know of.
Mr. William Wood, drover, sworn, and examined:—
672^. £7Aa*r«ifljt,] "What is your occupation? A drover.
W. Wood. 673. How long have you been engaged in that business ? About six or seven years.
674. IVhere do you mostly bring cattle from ? Off the Hunter.
fOMar., 1890. 675. Cattle fattened in thc district ? Yes.
_
676. What is the natural stock road to the Sydney market for the cattle you drive? By Jerry’s PlainsBowman’s crossing.
•
677. Do you know Gee’s crossing ? Yes.
078. Did you ever cross with cattle there ? Mo ; I have crossed on horseback.
679.
Mr.
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679. Can you judge wlietlier that is as good a place for a bridge as Bowman’s crossiEg? I think it should
bo better for cattle.
680. But it would need a special road to be made for it? Tes; from Bowman’s crossing, through ^r* iQUaj.
Bearse’s private property, and through Mr. Alford’s.
’’
681. If a bridge were built there it would be as convenient for stock traffic as one at Bowman’s ? More so.
682. And it w'ould give the Jerry’s Plains’ people other access to the Liddell station? It wrould.
683. Do you think it would suit the district better than one at Bowman’s ? Par better.
684. Have you any idea of the quantity of cattle which crosses the Hunter at Bowunan’s in a year? I
should think between 20,000 and 25,000.
685-0. How often in the year do you think people are stuck up because of the floods? I could not say. I
have been stuck up twice at.Boivman’s.
687. How long had you to wait ? A day and anight, and 1 had to swim it nest morning.
688. Do you think the delays caused arc so great that the country would be justified in going to the
expense of a bridge ? I do.
689. As a practical drover, do you tbink a 15-feet roadway would be sufficient? Tes, for stock, because
you would have only to cross stock in time of floods. Tou could cross below ■when the river was passable.
690. "Wbuld there be much difficulty in getting the cattle to face thc narrow roadway ? Not with gradual
approaches on each side.
.
691. Do you think tlie persons interested in stock would willingly pay a small loll to have the bridge
available in bad weather? I should think so. It would be to their interests to do so.
692. If it pays them to go through a man’s private land for a short distaucc it wrould pay them still better
to have a bridge in wrct w'cathcr? I should think so.
693. The cost of thc toll would be less than tho delay of three or four days ? Tea.
691. And in the case of sheep a delay of more than a iveek ? Tes.
,
695. Tou do not think the effect of the toll would be to send the traffic away from the district ? Ko,
696. When you are once across the river at Bowman’s is there anything to stop you on thc road to
Sydney ? Tes; there arc two rivers—the Branch and the Colo.
697. If you could not get across here you could not get across there ? If you could cross the Hunter you
could cross them.
698. How many days will it take between Bowman’s and the Colo ? About ten days.
■
699. Is that the first obstruction? Ho.
700. Which is the first ? The Branch.
701. How far is that from Bowman’s ? Between 35 and 40 miles.
'
702. So that if there were a bridge at Bowman's, and the wTatcr was up, you would have five days for thc
wrater to go down in before you reacbod tho first difficulty beyond Bowman’s ? Tes.
703. And except in continuous rainy weather you could always get across ? Tes.
70Ji. Is tliere any bridge over llio Colo ? No. .
705. Is it often u]) ? Tes.
706. Are you often delayed there ? I have been delayed there once. • Tou run a great risk in swimming
cattle there, because of the current. Tou bnvo to pay a w'omao, who keeps a boat tliere, to enable you
to get across.
707. And you have to pay aa much without a bridge as you would with ono ? More. Tou have, perhaps,
to pay £1 or 15s.
708. What do you tliink would be a fair toll for a bridge ? Id, per head, Stock-owners would
willingly pay. It would be to their interests to do so.
709. Tou say that as a practical man ? Tes.
710. Do you know anything about crossing tbe Goulburn Hirer, near Denman ? Only on horseback.
711. Is it a boggy crossing ? Tes ; it is very bad.
712. Tou think that the taking of stock round Denman and crossing the Goulburn instead of tbe Hunter
is not practicable ? No.
'
713. Tou cannot avoid this bridge by adopting that route ? No.
714. Tho better plan is to make a bridge over the Hunter ? Tes.
715. And that would be an immense convenience to this district? Tes.
716. Mr. Tricicett.'} Do you meet with many difficulties between Bowman’s and Gee’s, and Singleton, after
you cross tbe river? We do not go near Singleton, but by Jerry’s Plains.
717. Tou go by way of Warkworth ? No ; you can miss Warkworth, If there is a bridge you can miss
Jerry’s Plains also.
718. Tou do not have to cross the Hunter Bivcr again ? No.
719. Would it bo an advantage if you could get through Singleton ? No.
720. Tire reason J. ask is because some of the witnesses have spoken of a bridge over Maison Dieu ?
I know it.
'
721. That bridge would only be for thc benefit of the Jerry's Plains people who wrnnt to get into
Singleton? Tes ; it w'ould be of no benefit to stock at all. Abridge at Brunker’s crossing wrould be of
more advantage to stock ; but that is out of the way too,
■
722. Do you know the number of stock which travel ? Between 20,000 and 25,000 cattle a year. I
could not say how many sheep, as I have not had much dealing with them ; but in my time I have seen
12,000 or 15,000, or more.
723. At any rate, a largo number of sheep go over Bowman’s? Tes ; all the sheep cross there, unless it
is flood-time, and then we have to drive 75 miles round to get across the Singleton Bridge.
724. The Stock Inspector said that eighty horses went over in 1889;—is that an under-estimate
un
?
Tes; he would have been nearer tbe mark if he had said 800.
725. It would take over eighty horsemen to deal with tlie cattle ? I should say it would take close on 200
horsemen to deal with tlie cattle and sheep.
720. Mr. ILurlctjP\ Have you travelled to Sydney many times? Tes; over 100 times.
727. During that 100 times you have only been detained twice by the river being up at Bowman’s
crossing? Yes; but if I bad stopped until it went down I might have been there a week, I risked my
cattle, my horses, and myself.
728. But it is a fact that you have only been detained twice ? Tea.
61 (a)—C
'
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Mr.
729. Do you think it is absolutely necessary, in the interests of those connected with stock, that ah rid go
,W. Wood. should be built ? Yes; if I had stayed every time the river was up, X might have been detained fifty

»nM
‘ ’’

1Rnrt times. I have gone by way of Singleton Bridge, 75 miles round.
■
‘730. How often have you had to do that ? Three times.
^
.731. You have done that three times in seven years, and twice you have been detained at tho rivet at
Bowman’s ? Yes.
_
732. In your conversation with pastoralists and others, have you ever heard anything saidas to thc proba
bility of chilled meat being conveyed to market in cars ? Yes.
_
733. Do they look upon it as being more advantageous to the consumer and producer to have it conveyed
by that means ? Yes.
73d. If the idea is carried out, will there be any necessity for a bridge? I do not think there would,
735. If facilities are given by the Railway Department for conveying meat to market, it would be better
for the purchaser ? It would.
73G. And it would be more lucrative to the producer ? Of course it would; the meat would be fresh and
the cattle would not be harassed on the road.
_
737. Therefore there would he absolutely no necessity for tho erection of a costly bridge ? I do not think
there would.
738. Mr, O’Sullivan^] Have you ever had to pay toll to Mr, Alford ? Yes.
'
739. How often ? Every time I go through,
_
_
740. "Why do you cross bis land ? Because you cannot avoid it;—you must cross it. There is a crossing,
• but you cannot get up tho bank, because it is all washed away. The water under the bank must be 12
or 18 feet deep.
741. Yon cross his land to getto a better crossing-place on the river? Yes.
742. What is the width of the crossing-place which you get to on tho river after paying Mr. Alford ? It
is a very wide place, over 100 yards, hut there is a good beach across.
743. What is the width of Bowman’s crossing ? About 200 yards.'
744. What is the width of Gee’s crossing? Hot half that width.
_
745. Which do you think would be tbe best place to fix the bridge? I believe Gee’s is tbe best place.
746. Would you have any reserves along that route ? Hot until you get across the river.
747. Will the system of chilled meat do away with the necessity for droving? Hot altogether.
748. You will still require to drive cattle to tho places where the mentis chilled ? Yes.
_
749. Therefore, you will want these stock routes and bridges ? Yes; that is if we are to drive stock, but
if there is no stock going that way we should not require it.
750. Mr. Trickett.] You could not say whether it would be absolutely necessary or not until you knew
where the stock would be slaughtered aud chilled ? Ho.
751. Supposing the stock were slaughtered at Liverpool Plains, there would bo no necessity for driving
beyond this place ? Ho, not fat stock.
752. Ckairvian.] So far as the fat cattle of this district are concerned, the owners would not start them
if they knew the river wasnp? I have started them when the river was up, expecting it to be passable
when I got there, but it was higher.
753. But still you started in the expectation that it would be down ? Yes,
754. If you knew the river were up you would not start ? I have started when it was up, but ifc was
inclining to fall. The night we left we had heavy rain.
755. Most of those who fatten stock in this district arc within 20 or 25 miles of Bowman’s ? Yes.
756. And they would know pretty well tho state of the river ? I should think so.
757. Then it is really more for the through stoclc from the north that you want the bridge than tho local
stock ? I should think tho local stock want it as well as the north stock.
758. But they are not so likely to be stuck up? If there is a good market thc owner likes to get his
cattle there quickly.
759. But now that the markets are supplied by rail, the variations in the market are not so great as they
used to be ? I could not tell you.
760. Mr. Trickett.] Do you know of any low-level bridges which have stood tbe floods ? [ know of only
one low-level bridge, and that was at Singleton, and it did not stand.
761. And the one over the Hunter, near Jerry’s Plains, was washed away? Yes.
762. It was badly constructed ? Yes, the piles were only 2 feet in the ground.
763. Do you think it desirable to erect a low-level bridge ? Ho, I do not think it would stand.
764. Is the current very strong near Bowman’s ? Yes.
765. Chairman.] Do you think it would be possible to work a punt if the river were up 10 or 12 feet? I
should think so.
766. The current would not be too strong ? I do not think so.
767. Do you think a punt would do instead of a bridge ? It would not he so convenient for stock. You
could not punt stock very well. You would have to swim them.
768. But you could go across yourself in a punt ? Yes.
769. Mr. O' Sullivan.] How much toll do you pay Mr. Alford ? 10s. for 100.

Mr. Charles Smith, drover, sworn, and examined:—
A drover.
Mr.
C. Smith. 771. How long have you been a drover? Hearly thirty years';—over twenty years in this district.
772. Do you mostly take cattle fattened in this district? Yes ; I have taken 2,000 in one year,
10Mar., 1S90. 778. In the course of your journeys you have met a great many drovers who have come with cattle from
the north? Yes.
774. You know their trade as well as your own ? Yes.
.
775. Do you think the quantity of stock now crossing the Hunter is large enough to justify the building
of a bridge ? I think so.. I think there would he more stock go that way if they had a bridge.
776. Which way do they go now P Tho best way they can. They have to go wherever they can cross
best.
777. Where have you always crossed ?■ At Jerry’s Plains, and Alford’s.
778. Do yon know Gee’s crossing ? Ho ; not well. I know there is a crossing there.
779.
770. Chairman.] What is your occupation ?
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Mr.’
770, Do you tliink it would pay stock-owners to pay Id. a head to cross tlicir cattle over a bridge ? Yes.
780. Even if they did not use the bridge ? I think so. It would pay them well. They might be stuck up C. Smith;
there for four days. The cattle get knocked about and get into a state of perspiration. They are put 10 Mai.. 189a
into the water, and when they get on the opposite side the chances are that some of them die, When
they get into the market ihey die as black as a coal, and are almost unfit for use.
781. They get chilled ? Yes.
782. You think the cost of the delay is a great deal more than the Id. a head ? Yes.
783. If you were only delayed twice in the year it would pay you to give Id. a head P 1 would freely do
it myself.
784. For all you cross during the year? Yes.
785. Do you think 20,000 head of cattle is au excessive estimate of the number crossing Bowman’s per
annum? I could not toll you exactly, but I have been given io understand by a constable that he had
instructions from head quarters to make an entry of all stock •which passed through tho valley. They
could not pass without going from 200 to 300 yards of his house.
78G. 'What was his estimate ? He did not tell me ; but he told me he could not understand thc estimate
given into the G-overnment. Ifc was prepared to show from his books that the number of cattle and sheep
which had passed were far more than what were given in to the Government.
787. Presuming 20,000 cattle crossed at Bowman’s every year, wrould it pay to pay Id. a head on tho whole
number ? I think so.
788. What is your next difficulty after crossing Bourtnau’s ? IS"ono that I am aware of.
789. One witness says the Branch and ihc Colo arc troublesome ? I have never had any trouble.
790. Is the Colo Eiver difficult ? Not very.
‘
791. That is thc greatest difficulty ? Yes.
792. If there were a bridge here you would consider the route to Syduey practically open in all weathers ?
I would.
793. Mr. O'' Sullivan.'] Which ford have you been in the habit of using ? Alford's.
794. Alford’s lies between Bowman’s and Gee’s ? I know nothing about Gee’s.
795. Alford’s Crossing, then, is nearer Singleton than Bowman’s ? Yes.
796. How far is it from Bowman’s ? T could not tell you exactly, but it is a good way.
797. You say you drive about 2,000 stock a year ? I have donc^ but not a present,
798. Would that be a fair average for a year’s -work if you were fully employed ? Not for me.
799. Do you think 1,500 would be a fair average ? Some go by train,
800. How many drovers beside yourself follow this route ? A great number. They are nearly all away
now with stock.
8001. How many do you think ? I could mention a good few. There are five or sis here now. I know of
one or two who were drowned at the crossing.
SOI. Do you think there are twenty drovers using that road every year ? I daresay, but I would not like
to swear it.
802. 1 suppose we can lake it as a fair estimate that 20,000 or 25,000 cattle arc driven down that stock
route every year P 1 should say so,
803. Mr. Hurley] Would this bridge, if erected, be used by any other class but drovers? I think so,
by people going to and fro.
_
804. By farmers? Yes, and by Denman people.
805. Denman people would use the bridge in order to reach where? Going from Denman to Jerry’s
Plains.
806. Is there much trade between Denman and Jerry’s Plains ? There is not much at present, because
they cannot get there.
807. Do any drays travel along that line now ? There would be if a bridge were erected.
808. But do they do it at thc present time ? They cannot do it, it is impossible.
809. Practically the bridge would be in the interests of the persons interested in stock ? And tho
general public as well.
810. Have you heard any talk as to the probability of moat being killed beyond here, or in Muswellbrook,
and conveyed by rail to market ? No.
811. Supposing that were done, would it not be carried to market in abetter state? No, Idon’t think so.

Beginald White, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
812. CIt air man.] What is your occupation? I manage my father’s estate.
B. White,
813. Do you fatten cattle on the estate ? Yes.
Esq.
814. Do you send them to the Sydney market or sell them on tho ground? Wc have lately sold them on
the spot to Mr. Richards.
'
10 Mai-., 1890.
815. Then you do not trouble yourself about the droving ? Yes, we do. Two or three years ago we did
not sell any through Mr. Richards, hut had to send them all by road.
816. If you are now selling to him, he takes thc responsibility of the droving? Yes, but we would have
to keep them for him if he could not get them across the river. i
817. How far are you from the crossing ? About 15 miles.
818. Yon would not start your cattlo if you knew the river was impassable, so that tho want of a bridge
is not so much inconvenience to you ? Well, we would be losing the market.
819. How many days’ journey is ifc between here aud Sydney? Fourteen.
820. Does the market keep steady for fourteen days ? I think so.
■
821. Does not the market sometimes go up and down, like the river? Yes.
822. If the market were high, and you were fourteen days’ journey from ifc, you could not guarantee to
deliver the stock before ifc fell.
823. You have no knowledge of the quantity of stock coming down bv rail ? No.
824. You could not tell whether a glut was likely to arise in fourteen days ? No.
825. Excepting for the risk of losing the market, the keeping of the stock for two or threo days on your
land would not he any material hardship ? No, not for that time, but if you keep them back you want
other cattle to come on. The other cattle would come in and fill our paddocks and oat us out.
820..
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B. White, 826. If the rain was so heavy that you could not cross at Bowman’s, you would not get the other cattle
round very quickly ? No.
827. So that these very heavy rains check traffic altogether ? Tes.
10 ar., 0. g2g^
.g (jjjggk
along tbe line ? Tes.
,
. , ,
829. Supposing you were sending stock to market, would you he willing to pay a toll ot la. per head tor
abridge? Tes.
830. Whether you uso the bridge or not ? Tes.
.
831. Do you think the other stoek-fatteners in the district would he willing to do the same ? I think so.
832. Do you think the estimate of 20,000 to 25,000 cattle crossing per annum is a fair estimate ? Tes ;
we alone sent 4,000 within the last twelve months.
833. Have you ever heard your father speak on thc subject of a toll? No ; not lately.
Of
' 834. Like most of the people of New South Wales, you would prefer a bridge without a toil:
CO 111*80

835. But you would rather have the toll and thc bridge, than no bridge and no toll ? L es.
836. And that, even though you only live so short a distance from the crossing, and need not start your
stock unless you like ? Tes.
837. Even then you would rather have tho bridge? Tes.
^
838. From what you know of Mr. Eiehards, do you think lie wTOiild pay toll ? Fes.
_
.
,. ,
839.' When ho buys he wants to get stock down pretty quickly ? Tes. I know' of an instance in which
he had cattle drafted at my father’s place, and tho river came down, and we had to let him keep his stqck
there. I think he was a week before he got them away, and no doubt that was a great inconvenience
t° him.
,
. ,
, n mi j ■ j.1
1
840. How often have you known Mr. Eiehards stuck up after starting with stoclc? lhat is the only time
I know of.
. , ,,
841. Then the number of times the stock are delayed in the course of a year are not so many, out tne
inconvenience is very great each time ? Tes.
_
842. I suppose the river is passable about ten months in the year? Well, it has been, but m wet seasons
it will, be more frequently blocked.
_
843. Would you like to see more wet seasons ? Tes.
844. Would you like to see the river impassable? Not altogether.
845. Are you well acquainted with the stock traffic from the north ? No.
846. Tou only know the local' traffic ? Tes.
847. Mr. Ti'ickeit.~\ Do you know anything about tlie sheep traffic? I have seen sheep go through
Denman very often.
,
.
848. Have you heard of them often being stuck up ? Tes, I have heard of lots or sheep being stuck up at
Bowman’s, but I have never seen them.
.
.
849. Sheep are more trouble to get over a river than cattle ? Tes, it must bo a very wide crossing to get
them across properly, and there must not be any banks about. If they get on eacli others backs they

.
‘
'

850. Do you think Bowman’s or Gee’s the best place to cross tbe river? I don’t know Gee’s at all.
851. Mr Hurley.\ Do yon think the bridge, iu the event of its being constructed, will bo used by many
people besides drovers ? I tbink so. In dry weather teamsters sometimes go that way.
852. What do the teams convey ? Merchandise.
■
853. There is no wool conveyed to market? No.
854. Do you know anything about tho routes spoken of across the Goulburn beyond Denman? J es.
855. Do you think that would be a suitable route ? No. I cross the Goulburn almost every day. Tou
never put a valuable horse in there without being liable to get bitn drowned. It is very boggy. As long
as he can swim he is all right. A.s soon as he gets a footing he is bogged. _
,
856. Then the difficulties there are more than at the other places named ? Tes. Besides, if you go that
way you have to cross Gregg’s Creek, which is more boggy, I think, than the Goulburn.
857. Would you prefer to have meat conveyed to'market in cool cars, than by means of the present
mode of driving ? Tes.
, , , ,
858. Are yon likely to avail yourselves of reaching market if it is introduced ? Aes.
859. Then that bridge, excepting by a small number of the population, would not be used very much ?
I do not think it will be used so much when the chilled meat process is carried out.
860. Mr. O'Sullivan.~\ I suppose if the crossing over the Goulburn bad been available to drovers, it would
have been used and a track laid out. It goes through private property, and it would cost a lot of money
to open a road.
4
861. But it has not always been private property. Do you not tliink a track would have been laid out
before the ground was sold by the Crown ? Of course it could have been laid out. There were not
many cattle going that way when the ground was first purchased, so that it was not necessary to open one,
862. Do you think the cattle drovers generally, or those whom they represent, would be willing to pay a
toll if thc bridge were constructed ? I think so.

Mr. Michael M‘Taggart, drover, sworn, and examined
Mr M. 363- Chairman.} What is your occupation ? ;A drover. .
'
M'Taggart. 864. How long have you been a drover ? Going on for nine or ten years.
4— a
865. Do you take down cattle mostly fattened in this district ? Tes, from hereto market.
10 Mar., 1890.866. Have yon brought cattle from the north ? Tes.
867. Aud crossed them at Bowman’s ? I. have not crossed them at Bowman’s, but my brothers have. I
have taken local cattle aud crossed them at Bowman’s.
868. How often have you been stuck up with the river ? Not many times myself, but I know there are
plenty who have been.
_
869. Do you think it will be worth while for the drovers to pay Id. a head to cross their cattle over
a bridge rather than do without it ? I believe it would.
870. As soon as the river begins to fall, I suppose you are in a hurry to get across ?
Ycs; _
871. Do you find that you damage the stock in rushing them over the river ? Tes, and it will damage
cattle.
■
372.
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872. In what way ? They get knocked about.
Mr. M.
873. .Do they suffer at nit from getting wet ? Thev do in winter time, when it is cold.
MTaggart.
874. Tliey fall off in condition F Tes.
"
lOMkimb
875. But you have never had any of them die from getting cold? Not from swimming the river, but
’’
they go off in condition.
878. They suffer a great deal more than Id. a head ? I believe thev do.
877. Do you think the traffic is sufficient to justify the building of a bridge?
Tea, the traffic to tho
bridge would go from both roads if the river were up.
878, Do you think a 15-ft. roadway would be sufficient to get cattle across ? Tes.
870. "Would you only want it when tlie flood was up ? That is all.
880. And you could push them across a roadway of that breadth ? Tes.
881. Tou kuowr the bridge at Singleton ? Tes.
882. Tou know that stock often cross tliere ? Tes.
883. There is no great difficulty ? I do not think so.
SSt. Mr. Trichcit.'] Hare you ever seen sheep stuck up at the river, and unableto cross ? Tes.
885. Often? is ot very often, but I have seen them. I have known them stuck up afew days,perhaps
a week.
8SG. Are many sheep driven along that road ? A good many,
88/. In mobs of how many ? I could not say, but I have known agood many come down.
888. When did you see the last mob ? I could not say that I have seen any sheep going across tho river
since the last flood. That is within the last two months. They could often be there without my knowing
any thing about it.
889. Have you not met or passed flocks of sheep on the road frequently ? Tes; but I have not seen any
sheep stuck up since the last flood.
890. When was that? Almost within the last month or so.
891. But you used to see them before that? Tes; I have known them stuck up at the river two or three
days, and then, when they started to cross, they wrould run a great risk hv swimming.
892. I suppose the bridge would be more used for crossing sheep than cattle? Tes.
893. Sheep are always difficult to get across water ? Tes; cattle could walk wlien sheep would have to
swim.
894. And your difficulty is to get them to take the water? Tes.
895. Could you tell us what number of sheep cross in a year? No.
896. How many have you scon on the road at a time? Of sheep travelling homewards there are generally
from 1,500 to 2,000 in a lot.
897. Tou have seen droves of sheep of that number ? Tes.
893. What would he a fair toll to charge for sheep crossing the bridge ? I could not say.
899. Mr. 0 Sul/ivan.] Do you know the crossing at Hrust’s lane ? Ido not know the crossing bv that
name.
900. Do you know any other crossing between Bowman’s aud Q-ce's ? No, I do not, uotforstock. The only
crossing I know of is at Mr. Poarse’s place.
901. That is called Cco’s crossing, is it not? Tes, that is thc only one I know of.
902. Were you one of tlie local residents who signed a memorial iu favour of Bowman’s crossing for the
reasons stated ? What was that for ?
903. It says here, “ In 1883 Mr. Gould forwarded a memorial from tlie residents in favour of a bridge at
the old site (Bowman s crossing), because (1st), it was well known ; (2nd), it was a direct route ; and
(3rd), that at that site only thc direct expense of a bridge would bo required.” Were you one of those
who signed that? I think I did sign something of that kind, hut that was beforethis bridge at Geo’s
crossing was thought of.
904. Tou give your preference now to Gee’s crossing ? Tes.
905. What sort of a road leads from the stock ronle to Gee’s crossing ? Does it go over hills aud gullies ?
There are hills and gullies down either ridge, hut the traffic would go ou to the bridge from both roads.
906. Did you sign a petition in 1887, asking for the re-erection of a bridge at Bowman’s crossing? I
could not say. Some of my brothers might have done that.
907. A7K .Hwr/ey] How many limes do yon think you visit Sydney with stock in a year? Do you go
there six times a year ? Some years I may go more, and some not so much.
908-9. Have yon been there five times a year during nine years ? 1 believe I have.
910. How many limes have you had to remain at the river with your stock—Have you been delayed ten
times—Do you think you have been delayed five times ? I could not say that 1 have.
911. Could you say whether you have been delayed over five times through the river being up ? Tes; I
believe I could.
912. Tou have been delayed more than five times, but you are positive you have uot beeu delayed ten
times ? Not during the year.
913. Of course^you would not be stuck up ten times during a year; but have you been delayed at tliat
mer ten times in nine years—Have you been delayed once a year? It is like this; I am not going in
every year.
914. Have you not gone to Sydney a score of times, and not been delayed by the river? Tes.
915. Then m ten years you may have been delayed ten limes. Have you been delayed more than ten
times in nine years ? I could not say that I have; my brothers have been delayed more than I have.
916. In nine years you have not been delayed more than nine times, and you have been to Sydney with
cattle at least 100 times in that nine years ? Tes ; somewhere about that.
917. Is that route used for any othor purpose than for stock. Have you seen teams upon it? I could
not say that 1 have seen teams, hut I have seen other vehicles—carts aud buggies—coming from Muswell
brook and that part of the district.
918. Light travelling? Tes; I could not say there have been teams travelling there.
919. The absolute necessity of this bridge is for the benefit of travelling stock ? Tes, and for the traffic
from Jerry’s Plains to Muswellbrook, and Muswellbrook to Jerry’s Plains.
920. Looking at the matter as a general tax-payer, would you feel warranted in recommending the con
struction of a bridge to cost £20,000 for the benefit of stock-grow'ers? (No answer.)
921.
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10Mar.,18£0. ^2. Have you eyer heard anything about that system being likely to be brought into operation ?

(No
answer.)
923. Have you erer thought about it? I do not understand what you mean.
924. Have you heard squatters or drovers speak about the building of railway cars to convey dead meat
to market in a frozen condition ? No; not that I can recollect.

Alexander Eawson, Esq., manager of "Woodlands, sworn, and examined:—
A. Eawson, 025. Chairman^] What is your occupation? Manager of Woodlands.
'Es<1'
926. What is the area of that property? About 9,000 acres,
inxi^isoo ^7. How far is it from here ? About 17 miles.
.
11 ■’
' 928. Eetween here and the Hunter ? It is on the Hunter.
929. Bo you send much fat stock to market ? Tes.
_
930. On your own account, or do you sell it on thc place? I send a great many in on my own account,
931. Where do you cross them ? At Bowman’,s. _
_
932. Have you been much inconvenienced at any time by the want of a bridge? Not myself.
933. Do you think there has been any inconvenience in tho district? Tes ; grcat^inconveiiieiiee.
931*. Suflicient to justify tho Government in going to the expense of a bridge ? Tes.
935. Would a bridge with a 15-feet roadway be sufficient for your purposes. Could you get your cattlo
across? Tou could ; but it wrould be very narrow, I should think;
^ ^
936. Tou would rather put them across a bridge of that character in flood-time, than keep them staudmg ?
"5Tc3.

937. Tou would have no difficulty in crossing ? Tou would have difficulty, but it would be better than
waiting for the river.
’
_
938. Would you be willing to pay Id. a head on your cattle if there was a bridge there, whether you
crossed the bridge or no ? Tes.
_
^
939. If you crossed 6,000 cattle in a year, and you only used tho bridge for 500 cattle, would you be
willing to pay on the whole quantity? Tes,
940. At Id. per head? Tes; when the river is up.
_
_
941. I mean whether tho river is up or not? Not when the river is down.
942. Tou would only pay when you wanted to use it? Tes.
,
!Jl3. And you would not at other times ? No.
_
944. Do you think that would pay for a bridge under those circumstances? I do.
915. Tou only want to use it twice in a year P It has been wanted ever since I was tliei‘0, or nearly so,
946. Once or twice in a year P Since May it has hardly been passable, except for vehicles.
_
947. But this is an exceptional year ? I have only been here fifteen or sixteen months, and my experience
is that it is badly wanted.
948. Mr. Trickett.] Tou said just now that personally you had suffered no inconvenience ? With stock.
949. Tour drovers have been able to get over? I have been able to cross, but I have seen numbers of
drovers delayed for days, and then they had to swim their stock at a risk. .
'
950. Have you ever seen any sheep delayed ? Tes, I have seen sheep which have had to turn back and
come round by way of Muswcllbrook.
951. What quantities of sheep have you seen there ? 2,000 or 3,000.
.
952. In one mob ? Tes.
_
953. Can you say what quantity of sheep have gone over there during the time you have been hero ? No,
I could not.
. .
tj.
954. The property you manage adjoins Bowman’s crossing, does ifc not? No; itis a bit above it. It
joins Harrow field.
.
955. The traffic is constantly under your observation ? Tes, our property is on both sides of the river.
956. Could you not give us some idea of the number of sheep that cross ? No, I could not. I do not see
half tbe sheep that pass.
.
957. Will there he a mob a week? Tes, when they can cross, but there are not so many coming now,
because they cannot cross.
_
_
953. Have you noticed much other traffic besides cattle and sheep crossing the river ? There would bo
lots of other traffic if they could cross.
_
959. Of what character ? There are vehicles constantly going between Jerry’s Plains and Denman, but
they have not been able to cross for months.
960. Whicli do you think the best crossing—Bowman’s or Gee’s ? I could not state. _
961. Mr O'Sullivan.] Are you well acquainted with the various crossing places on the river ? No, I know
little about them.
_
_
.
962. A.re you anywhere near -wbat is called Gee’s crossing? No, I am higher up the river.
963. Do you know Gee’s crossing? No.
_
961. Do you know a place where there was once a wine shop ? I have heard of it, but I have never
been there.
965. Do you know Krust’s lane ? No.
9G6. The only crossing place you are acquainted with is Bowman’s ? Tes.
_
_
967. How wide do you consider that is? I could not say. It is a good width in flood-time.
968. Is it 200 yards wide in flood-time ? Hardly that, but I have never seen the crossing at top flood. I
have often seen it when it has been swimmable, and I have had to swim it with a horse.
969. Do you know any better place than Bowman's ? Not myself.
970. Tou have not been there long enough to he thoroughly acquainted with the place? No, I am not
acquainted with the crossings.
_
.
971. Mr. Hurley.] Why do you not avail yourself of conveyance by rail to market? It is too expensive.
972. What does it cost you per day to get your cattle to Sydney, by droving? That all depends.
973. Give us au average ? I have never sent any stoclc to Sydney. I always send to Maitland.
974. Tou know the cost of sendiug 100 bullocks to Sydney ? Prom our place we generally give the drover
975.
£30 a trip.
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A. Rawson,
i375. That will embrace a good number of cattle ? Tea, any number you like up to 200.
Esq.
070. Have you given any consideration of sending stock to market by means of frozen cars ? No.
977. If tbe Commissioners were to introduce a system of frozen meat cars, whereby you could reach the JOMflr.,1300.
market safely and expeditiously, would it not be to the advantage of the producer, provided that the
freights were of such a character that they did not come too much beyond the coast of droving ? Yes..
978. If that were done would the necessity for a bridge exist? They want the bridge all the same.
979. Why ? Heaps of stock must constantly go that way, no matter what methods arc adopted of sending
stock away by rail.
980. You will not be forced to tbe position, of using any other facilities for market than the old system of
driving over land ? We may be. I cannot say. I think a bridge will always be wanted there, because
there will be always stock going in.
981. Leaving stock out of the (juestion, will it be used for any other purpose ? Yes.
982. By largo numbers ? Yes, constantly and daily.
983. What for? For people travelling backwards and forwards.
984. Where to—between what places ? Denman, Singleton, and Merriwa.
985. Do drays travel on that lino now ? They do not now, because they cannot.
986. Have they ever done so ? Yes; when I first came there they were constantly driving.
987. Going to where ? To Denman.

'
James Cobb White, Esq., sworn, and further examined:—
988. Chairman.'] What is the cost of sending stock by train from Muswellbrook to Sydney ? About £5 J. C. White,
Esq,
lie. 6d. per truck.
989. How much per head would that ho ? It depends on how many you put in a truck.
JOMar^lSOO,
990. Say per cwt. ? You can put 77 cwt. in a single truck.
991. Take it by bullocks ? I send about eleven bullocks in a truck, but they would only be of moderate size,
and would weigh about 7 cwt. If you put larger cattle in, you only put nine in a truck.
992. What is the cost of sending them by road P Mr. Richards pays £20 for sending 200 head from
here to Biverstone. I pay £25 from here to Sydney,—that is abont 2s. Gd. per bead.
993. What do you estimate as a fair allowance for damage by train compared with travelling by road ? Going
by road the cattle deteriorates to a certain extent, but the butchers in Sydney prefer them to cattlo
travelling by train.
994. How much more is a bullock which travels by road worth than a bullock travelling by train ? If it
comes by train it loses nothing in weight, but if it comes by road it does.
994i. So that the two systems are pretty well balanced? The only difference is between the road and
rail charges.
995. Will 2s. 6d. cover the difference ? There is a difference between 2s. Gd, and 11s,, of 8s. Gd. That is
where the difference is.
996. You think there is a saving of 8s. Gd. in sending by road ? Yes.
997. And unless tbe drought is very bad it is worth while to stick to tho road? Yes. I sent by train all
through the drought, and when it broke up I sent by road.
998. How many times in the course of the last ten years would tho difference of 8s. Gd. bo met by the
drought ? Seven years out of ton.
999. Then during only three years out of ten would this bridge have been of great importance ? It is only
in seasons when wc can send cattle by road that tbe bridge is of importance.
1000. In spite of tbe fact that during the last ten years the bridge would have only been required for three
years, you think the stock-owners would pay the toll of Id. a head for a bridge ? Tho last ten years have
not been ordinary years. Wo have had a general drought during the last ten years. In ordinary years
you would only, perhaps, want tbe train one year out of the ten.
1001. You think the chances for the next year arc that the people who want to use the bridge would
be willing to pay for it ? Yes; if we cannot got our meat conveyed to Sydney in frozen ears. If
wo get that wo shall not want the bridge, as far as I can see. The local traffic will only want the bridge.
1002. Mr, Trichelt.] If the bridge wont by way of Geo’s crossing, the land would have to he resumed
through Mr. Pearse’s property ? Yes,
1003. Could you give us any idea of what the cost of the resumption would be ? About 30 acres would
be required ; but it is not the cost of the land so much as the damage done by cutting him off from his
water frontage. I could not estimato what tire damage would be.
1004. Wbat would the land he worth ? It is ordinary ridge land, I suppose it is only worth about £3
an aero,
1005. Is the portion which would be required improved land ? It is only ringbarked. There are pretty
rough ridges along there, and deep gullies.
1006. Chairman.] The ridges would ho no obstruction to a cattle track ? No; it would make the land
cheaper to resume.
'
1007. And if there was water on the back part of the laud, the cutting off from tho river frontage would
not be of importance ? No.
1003. "Would the whole cost of opening that road be £1,000 ? Of course the Government would have to
fence it.
1009. Would it cost £1,000 altogether ? There would be 6 miles of fencing that would cost about £400.
1010. Will tho purchase of the land and compensation cover another £600 ? Hardly, I should think.
1031. Then £1,000 would really he an outside price ? I should think £1,000 would set him right.
1012. If the engineer says it will cost £1,000 more to make the bridge at Bowman’s than at Geo’s, tbe
extra cost of the road would he more than saved by the diminished cost of the bridge? Yes.
1013. And the bridgo will he available for Sir Thomas Mitchell’s Road very conveniently ? If you look on
tho plan, I think you will see there is a road from Sir Thomas Mitchell’s Road to Gee’s crossing.
1014. Would not the road continuing due north from Gee’s crossing hit Sir Thomas Mitchell’s track ? I
should think it would.
1015. Would that bo a convenient part of tbe road on towards Liddell platform ? It: would not be much
of a round for the Jerry’s Plains people to get to Liddell to go across Gee’s crossing. It would bo a
great deal better than not having a road at all, and they would have only to use it in flood-times.
101G. Which way do they go now to Liddell from Jerry’s Plains ? They keep below my property. I do
not know where they go exactly.

John
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'
Mr. John I’rith, droveij sworn, and examined:—
Mr. J. Frith. 1017. Chairman.'] "Where do yon reside? In Muswellbrook, at present.
■
1018. "What is your occupation ? I have been a drover all my lifetime.
.
10 Mar., 1890. yolO. For how many years ? Between thirteen and fourteen years.
1020. Have you frequently driven sheep or cattle ? Both.
1021. At which place have you crossed tho Hunter? At Bowman's.
1022. Ho you know the present extent of the trade ? Very little.
>
1023. "Whilst you were conversant with the droving trade how many cattle crossed at Bowman’s in a year ?
I have myself driven as many as 1,800 in twelve months. .
1024.' "Would you think 20,000 au excessive estimate ? Tes.
1025. You think there would he 20,000? I think there would he that, and more.
1026. How many sheep do you think crossed there in a year ? I could not say.
1027. "Whore do the sheep mostly come from? From all stations on the Plains, and from the north-west
and north.
_
1028. Do yon think, since the railway has been opened across the llawkesbury, and direct communication
has been given to Sydney, sheep come hero to cross ? They would if they' could cross the Hunter, but
the Hunter has been in a- very bad state.
_
1029. You think, ever since the Hawkesbury Bridge has been opened, the river has not been favourable ?
Very seldom.
1030. The stock-owners have au idea that if they send byroad there is a chance that they may be stopped
for weeks at the river, and for that reason they think it best to truck their stock ? Some of the squatters
have told me they would send more by road, but for tbe river?.
' 1031. Do you think sheep suffer as much as cattle in the trucks ? That depends on whether their fleece
is on or off. If it is on, I think they suffer more.
1032. Do you think the gain of sending sheep by road is as great as the gain of sending cattle by road?
X think it is.
.
_
_
1033. Yon think that for both kinds of stock tho road is the best if there is feed ? I am certain of it.
1034. If the road was good it would pay them to return to the road again ? Yes; the butchers have
told me at Homehush that they would allow almost 1 cwt. on every bruised beast.
1035. Do they allow anything for bruised mutton? I do not know, but I know that a lot of sheep going
by road will not bring as much as a lot, equally as good, going by train.
1036. Do you think it would pay tho owners of stock to pay a toll over the bridge ? Yes.
_
1037. "Would they pay Id. per head on cattle? Yes ; a drover would he willing to pay that himself.
1038. Do you think they would pay more ? 1 am certain they would be satisfied to pay more.
1039. One penny per bead on'20,000 bead would only amount to If S3 Gs. Sd. in tbe year. That would
not pav the toll-keeper’s salary ? Ho, I think they would not mind paying 2d. per head. ■
1040. Have you brought cattle down from "Warrah ? Yes, for twelve years.
'
1041. Doug before you get within reach of Denman yon know whether the river is passable ? Yes, but
you cannot stop to perish cattle on the road. You have to go on, to go round or to swim it.
■
1042. But if you knew the river was impassable at Bowman’s, would you make for Singleton ? You
would have to go to Denman to do that.
1043. Cannot you go from Muswellbrook to Singleton. Do you mean 1o say that going from lYarrah
vou would have to go altogether to Denman, and then north-east to Muswellbrook ? Either that or
travel along the metal road.
1044. The extra distance would not be so bad for stock as going on the metal? Iso.
1045. It is a great point to keep clear of the metal? Yes; I would rather go 15 miles on au ordinary
road than 7 miles on metal.
1046. If you go from Muswellbrook to Singlfeton is it metal all tbe way ? Ho, at odd places you can get
off the metal a little, but not for long. I do not suppose you can get off more than 3 or 4 miles the whole
distance.
■
1047. Is the metal as bad for sheep as for cattle ? Hardly.
1048. How many miles a day do you travel cattle? That depends on the kind of country. If you are
in lanes, or country where there is no food, it is an advantage to go as far as possible, but the general
average is about 9 miles.
1049. And for sheep ? About 7 miles.
1050. Are there any feeding stations between Muswellbrook and Singleton ? Hot many. There are one
or two little places.
1051. Ho reserves ? There are one or two, hut they are very small and badly situated. You cannot use
them as you want to use them.
1052. Your evidence is that it is very inconvenient to be forced into the road from Muswellbrook to
Singleton ? Yes.
1053. And that this other route ought to be kept open in all weathers ? I know of many men who
would rather swim than go round.
1054. But you cannot swim your sheep ? You can, but it is a great trouble to do so. I have known men
stuck for four days at Bowman’s trying to get 2,000 sheep over. They got them over, but the man had
to swim and risk his life.
1055. Is there any accommodation at the crossing itself? Ho.
1056. Have you to go hack ? There is not a place where you can hobble your horse for a feed ; there is
no hotel or accommodation.
.
1057. Have you ever crossed the Goulburn near Denman ? Yes<
1058. Is that a good stock crossing ? Hot as good as the others.
1059. Why not ? Generally it is boggy and you have to go through Denman, and it knocks your stock
about to get them through. The thistles are very bad on the road.
1060. Is the Goulburn often in flood ? Yes ; it has been inqiassable for some weeks.
1061. Is it at present as troublesome to get over there as Bowman’s ? Yes; it is worse, because there is
bog and quicksand there.
1062. There is nothing to he gained by trying to make a road round there? Ho.
1063. You do not know any better stock route from the north than the one now used ? Ho.
1064,
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1064. Bo you know Gee’s? ‘Yes; I have been over it.
for. J. Frith.
1065. Is it as good a place ior stock as the other? I daresay it is, a little better i£ anything.
s
1066. If the engineers state that that is the best site for sheep, you, as a drover would have nothin'^ fo 10Mar., 1890.
against it ? No ; I myself would rather have it there.
1067.
hat is the highest toll you think it would pay a stock-owner to give for a bridge ? I do not think
any stock-owner would grumble at paying 3d.
^
1068. That is when he used it ? Yes.
1060. But not if he did net use it? I don’t "think he would agree to it then.
10/0. Bow often in the course of a year do you think he would want to use it ? The A Company would
want to use it a great many times if they sent their stock by road—I believe they have sent as many as
60,000 m twelve months.
1071. They have got regularly into the habit of using the railway ? Yes ; more on account of tlic river1
than anything else.
i/v^' i°U
^
bridge were put up, they would go hack to the road ? Yes.
1073. Even if there was a toll of 3d? Yes, they do not look at 3d. or Is. on a lot of stock. They have
told me to pay tor whatever grass I wanted, and not to spare money in any way.
*
1074. Anything to get the stock to market in good condition ? Yes,
k6**01'to set; tlie stock to market in good condition than to save Id. per head.
10/6. VY hat is the average depreciation of a beast travelling from Warrah to town, as compared with
• E^i°^' ^ 1 depends on the season. The better tbe season the less they lose.
107/. AY hat is the greatest diminution yon have known of? A great deal also depends on the drover.
a. , ca™°> A they were not well driven from Warrah to Svdnev, would lose It cwt
10/8, 1 bat is the maximum loss you have known ? Yea.
"
"
'
10/0. What is the least ? A lot of cattle should go down without losin".V cwt.
1080. That is in a good season, if well driven ? Yes.
° '
'
1081. Bo yon lose anything by having to stay two days when the river is up at Bowman’s ? Yes • because
you often have to stay when there is nothing to feed on,
would lose"about cwt ^ ^ ^ that ? ^ the timc °'lC-v ^ totlic cnd of
journey, each beast
1083. Then you think they might lose 3s. or 4s. a head ? Yes.
lOSI. Tlieu you think it would be very little for a squatter to pay 3d. or 2d. per head to save 3s. or 4s. a
to pay it
^ 110 S(luaUer would jumble to pay 3d. per head ; if they did, tbe drovers would be glad
■Dcj y°u flunk they would pay it on all stock crossing tbe river whether they used the bridgeor not ?
1 think they would be satisfied to pay for using the bridge.
‘
rim canle get,Tdriuk y°U WOult1' riot ll5e tlie brid=e ■
1|VC would rather not use it, on account of letting
1087. Bo you think your employers would willingly pay 3d. a head to know there was a bridge there if it
were necessary to use it? Tes.
1088. Can you get your cattle over a bridge 15 feet wide ? Yes, over 10 feet, if there are rails on each
1089. fifteen feet would be ample for all requirements ? I believe it would. It is not like a place where
i nnn rnvelncles
travelling about. AVe could sec each other and wait for each other.
ieni r f,nvci'> m ^ 'vea,tlier>IE*tlic principal obstruction between tbe north and Sydney? Yes
J5JJ- A?i^e "ny ^er feCC crtb^d? /i'1,c,'e is the Colo Hirer, but it runs down in a couple of
nil% wf B?Wfman * 13 fhfEeJrcnt dt a M of s'wop get stuck at Bowman’s, you have to take them back
8 or J nines before you can get anything to cat.
S' PIf tbc Government were to build a bridge here, there would not be a clamour for one at the Colo
d 1 f I , ’ thfie IS, !1 bof[t
and it runs down very quickly. X have been within 20 miles of it with
'ecp W 1011 ,fc Kla 1)CCn.ludf b1auk b,ek» and when 1 got there it lias been passable for a horso, and
m two days more you could swim a sheep.
’
'S S0U
thc wnx- o£ r b,ritlse i3 a Kerious obstruction to tlie stock traffic of Sydney ? Yes.
too hi oh ^ a Ial’ge quantity of sheep come down by this route ? Not lately, because the rivers have been
innr Tf°+T d° tllCy
^ lna-riket ? Most of them ^ train nowi because they cannot get over tho rivers.
10JO. It thore were a bridge tho owners would sooner send by road where they can get plenty of feed9
Yes, when the roads are good they benefit a lot.
J u
ui ieeu.
inoo" nm y°U I0!! US 7,kat imi]lbor,of sbeep in any one year have gone down by road ? No.
in twelve11 months ^ 1 >C iunnber 1 iat llfls £onc fl'om AVarrah ? 1 suppose about 60,000 have left there
1100 AVhmfd^infrfail’ affTSe fl'T tb!’^T0J?e ldace? 1 t;biuk an average of about 4-5,COO from there.
Tim Vir
d d -Y 3eavo ofE dro™ig ? In duly of 1889, I think.
SrLJ bar,bywn v teilrbl0((ikea-afc t]/.ie ri'ref With yrUr cattle ? 1 haTe been blocked, not at tlie river, but
T W 1 iJ t ’
™il 0r 110 nver
down' 1 always lo0Jscd out to see that I did not get blocked.
I have had to swim the river several times, and have had a lot of difficulty in getting across I have had
to pay men to come from .Terry's Plains to help me over. AVhcn X was Hvingat Jerry’s Plains X helped
other^mveedo!roasor.OS8 ^ mer' 1 baVC nev01, charSed a]1ything for helpin| sheep across the river, but
w?2' )T0ll]da punt be of any use across the river? It would be of use, but nothing like a bridge
^yben the river is up to any height at all you cannot work a punt.
°
D

n° USe f°r

quantities

stoclc

?

until'dark
taltil'S ]a[gC
It would take from daylight
i
d£k to
fo g *i 2’°9? °yer' cven supposing
the punt would hold eighty sheep.
good'dlaTwould lat lfa
WC1C CreCted tke traffic would bc taken away from the train? Yes, a
iLit+J' * r0m Cr;,;t;a’n %ures submitted to us, it appears that in 1883, 5,000 sheep, cattle, and horses went
by tram from Muswellbrook, and in 1SS9, 14,690 went. AVhat is tho reason or the large'increase in thoThev ronld^otLsT 111
’ 4? ag-mSt 1Sf/ ,1 think a ^reat dcal of ^ is due to the rivers being up.
out If eoni-Hm,8 T t!6"1 T™ h° me^ and to ]ulve run t]'em
to Singleton would have put them
out ot condition. I hav e known a man drown as many as twenty sheep when crossing Bowman’s crossing..
Oi {a) n
lioo.
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Mr. J. Frith. 1106, "What is tlic charge for a truck of sheep ? I do not know.
_
/—--A-'—\ 1107. You think, then, that it is not by reason of the railway being available that the1 traffic by rail has
10 Mar., 1890. increased, but because of the want of direct communication over the river at Bowman’s crossino; ? That
has a good deal to do with it. I know Hr. Cooper, of Jetmgong, has trucked a large number oi sheep on
account of the river.
i
1108. Where was your place of residence when you were a drover? At Itcdbank, and Hall a Creek,
half-way between Warkworth and Jerry’s Plains.
1109. Bo youtbinkthe erection of a bridge there would be of any advantage except as a means of con
veying stock over tlie river ? Yes, it would, because when the river is up the Boyle’s Creek, people
cannot get across from Muswellbrook at all. Then there aro the people going from Benman to Jerry’s
Plains, and they cannot travel when the river is up.
1110. What would you say to a statement of this kind. “ From inquiry and present observation of tbe
tracks it is plain that there is little or no traffic from Huswellbrook,” and that the traffic from Benman
has altogether dwindled into insignificance ? Wei!, the traffic lias gone off a good deaf lately.
1111. Why? Simply because they cannot get across tbe river. 1 have been wanting to go down to
Jerry’s Plains during tbe last two months with a dray, but I could not gc-t there.
1112. And you, as a practical stock-drover, maintain that if this river was at all passable, thc stock would
again go to tho road? A great deal of it would.
■
1113. In preference to the railway ? Yes, a great dcal of it.
1114. Mr. Ilurleg.'] You say that on account of the river being swollen, you could not get across the
river to Jerry’s Plains ? A’o
1115. Could not you get round by Singleton ? Yes, but look at the distance.
_
1116. Wbat would the distance be ? Togo from my place direct to Jerry’s Plains would be 31 miles.
It would be 74 miles to go rouud the other way.
1117. You have heen droving on the roads for thirteen years ? Yes.
1118. How many times during those thirteen years have you been detained at Bowman’s crossing ? I
never was detained at the river myself, but 1 have been kept back waiting for it to go down, 1 have often
been detained at the station for a week on account of the river being np.
1L19. Have you been kept back once a year during the thirteen years except on thc station ? Yes, more
than that.
1120. Have you been detained twenty-six times ? I cannot say, of course I drive more cattlo than sheep,
and if the river is a good height, T would rather swim than bo delayed.
1121. It would not average twice a year ? No, it would not.
1122. The road is exclusively used, is it not, for talcing cattle to market ? Yes.
1123. You have never seen any waggons or drays on it ? Yes, plenty.
1124. What doing ? Travelling up and down.
1125. Carrying general merchandise, store goods, or station supplies ? I cannot say they were store goods,
but I have seen dealers and people travelling from Jerry’s Plains, and so on.
.
1126. There is not a great deal of traffic ? There is a good deal.
1127. Could you count ten vehicles a week upon it ? No.
_
1128. Could you count five vehicles a week upon it ? Yes, on an average you could. Then there is a good
deal of traffic from Jerry’s Plains lo Muswellbrook.
_
_
1129. Bid you ever see anything other than drovers and cattlo beyond Jerry’s Plains to Colo alley?
Yes.
1130. What? Teams.
_
_ t
1131. What did they do ? Thc people who live along there have to come over for their provisions, and
thc produce they grow there has to be brought away lo be sold.
1132. They aro small farmers? Yes.
1133. Would they use the bridge at Bowman’s ? No.
1134. There would be no necessity for the bridge for them ? No.
1135. Therefore the bridge, apart from the cattle it would accommodate, would be of use to about five
persons in tbe district? Yes, but that does uot include teams or horsemen.
1136. You know the depreciation in the value of beef taken by rail to Sydney, and conveyed by road ?
I consider the rail knocks 1 cwt. off every beast trucked.
1137. Therefore the meat driven to market is better for the consumer and purchaser than that taken by
rail ? Yes.
_
1138. Have you read, heard, or thought of the question of taking meat to market in a chilled condition ?
I have heard of it.
_
1139. Have you heard that it is likely to be successful, and that it will give facilities to the pastoralist to
get his meat to market in a better condition than if it is taken by rail or driven ? 1 believe it would be
better.
114-0. If it is taken down at 8s. or 10s. per head, do you not think it will'he more to the advantage of (he
pastoralist ? It might for the big squatters, but not for tbe smaller ones.
1141. Bo you not think it would be better in the interests of the consumer, and that the beef would be
more healthy ? I do not think it will make any difference if tlie stock are driven.
_
1142. If cattle are driven in wet weather, and put into rivers, do not some of them die ? An experienced
drover, who understands anything about his business, would not put the cattle into tbe rivers when they
were warm. He would wait until they were cold.
1143. It would be injurious on the part of tho drover to do such a thing ? Yes.
1144. Supposing there was a chilled meat industry here, and another np the line, and others at several
places where cattle could be brought, and supposing they were put into irucks and carted direct to
Sydney, would it not bo better for the consumer and the seller? If it did not cost them toe much to get
them chilled and carried down, no doubt it would be better for the butchers.
1145. Supposing that they took them down at 8s. a head from here. You charge 5s, ? Yes, but X
drive them nearly 100 miles further than here.
1146. But supposing that were done, there would be no necessity for a. bridge? Yes, there would, for
the Jerry’s Plains, and other people, would travel backward and forward.
1147. You think it is necessary for thc general public ? Yes.
1148.
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IMS. Ton stated just now that twenty sheep were lost crossing Bowman’s. Bo yon mean by that Mr. J^-Frilh,
Bowman’s crossing on tho Hunter Eiver? Yes.
io^TV^Kfle
114i9. Have not tlie G-overnment a man stationed there ? Only in flood-time. I have known that number Jhm,, iwu.
of sheep to bo drowned there when tho river was only up to tlic saddle-flaps. _ _
■
1150. What is tho man doing when ho is not engaged at the crossing ? Maintaining the road.
1151. Would he have to be in the district if he had not to attend to thc crossing ? He would have to be
kept on the road. When he is at the river for weeks the road is neglected.
1152. Tho watching of the crossing is an intermittent source of expenditure to the Government ? Tes.
1153. If a bridge were constructed the man’s pay for attending the bridge would be saved ? Tes.
USd. Bo you know the Jerry’s Plains district well ? Tes.
_
...
,
1165. How many people are residing on tho south side of the river—say within 10 miles of Gee’s
crossing P I could not say.
1156. Are there a number of farmers there ? Tes, a good many,
_
_
3157. Where do they go for stores ? They often get them at Jerry’s Plains and Singleton, hut they have
to go a long wav round to get to Singletou.
1158. Then the*people who live on the south side of the river would be greatly accommodated if a bridge
were constructed to give them access to tho railway station at Liddell ? Pcs ; it would bo a lot nearer
for them and more convenient.
_
1159. You have slated that trucked cattle would sometimes lose 1 cwt. ? Tes; they allow that. Some
times a whole bullock is lost.
1100, X suppose it would depend on the state of the market what the amount of loss would be? Tes.
1161. Sometimes it might be 12s., and at others, 25s. ? Yes.
_
_
1162. Have you noticed that since the opening of the Hawkesbury Bridge there has been a large increase
of cattle sent down by rail ? Tes.
1163. I understand you to prefer the crossing at Gee's to Bowman’s? I believe it would he better for
the Jerry's Plains people, but no better for travelling stock. It would be more handy and more direct
■
for the Jerry’s Plains people to go to Liddell or Havensworth.
_
_
_
1161. Bo you think the travelling stock is likely to cross at Gee’s if the bridge is constructed there?
Tes, they would go there.
1105. Would they go there if the river was down ? If there was a man to collect the toll, ho would catch
them one way as well as the other.
Mr. William Hobden, grazier and farmer, sworn, and examined :—
Mr.
1160. Chairman?] Where do you reside? Between Jerry’s Plains and Singleton.
W. Hobden.
1167. What is your occupation ? Grazing and farming.
_
1168. As you livo on tlie south side of the river, is this bridgo of any great importance to you ? _ I have
au interest on both sides. On tho south side particularly, because X have a groat lot of fruit which 10 Mar., 1890.
requires lo be taken to market.
1169. What kind of fruit? All kinds.
_
1170. Bo you send it to Singleton? Yes, to Singleton, Sydney, and out as far as Armidale. _
1171. When you send it northward what station do you deliver at ? Wo have to deliver at Singleton.
1172. But in dry weather you can get across Gee’s crossing? Ho.
_
1173. Not with a cart ? Not with any safety. It would be far better to go round than run the risk.
1174. Aro you likely to get stuck in the bed of tho river ? Yes, and the bank is not safe.
1175. How many miles is it from your place to Liddell platform? About 15.
1176. And what is it to Singleton ? 16 miles.
1177. Then you only save a mile by going to Liddell? Tes.
1178. And then you save thc extra trainage ? Tes.
_
_
1179. Is there any considerable demand on thc part of tho Jerry’s Plains people for a bridgo to enable
them to go north'? Yes, I think so. I think if they could get to thc Liddell platform, or station, they
would do most of their business there.
.
_
1180. In any case a storekeeper at Jerry’s Plains would lay in his stocks from Singleton ? Tes; at tho
present time.
1181. But even if there was a bridge? T could not say. _
_
1182. How many people are living at or near Jerry’s Plains ? There arc between thirty and forty houses.
There may he more.
1183. Are you on the main road from Bowman’s crossing through Jerry’s Plains? Yes.
1184. Bo you see all thc stock which comes down? I lire within 2 miles of thc road, and the road goes
through our land. I see a great deal of the stock coming down.
_
_
1185. Bo you think on an average there are 20,000 cattle' a year coming down? I think there are.
1186. How many sheep ? Not so many as there have been.
1187. What do you attribute that to ? 1 don’t know. Some people say one thing, and some another.
1188. Then, in wet weather, you can always get to Singletou by Warkworth? Tes, by going 23 miles.
1189. Would a bridge at Ma'ison Bieu be a great help to you ? Yes.
1190. But only in wot weather ? Tes; it is a bad crossing.
1191. You can get your fruit carted across there in dry weather? Yes.
1192. Is there any worse crossing there than at Gee’s ? It is better.
1193. Gee’s is a bad crossing even in dry weather? Yes, at any time.
1191, If a bridge is to be built at all, which site would suit Jerry’s Plains best—Gee’s or Bowman’s ? I
think Gee’s would bo the best.
1195. Bo you really think there is any need for a bridge at all ? I think so.
1196. Altogether apart from tbe fondness of people generally for getting mouey spent in their district?
Yes ; I think so. People wiit not go 20 miles round if they can get to a railway by going 9 miles.
1197. Ts there any road laid out at present from Jerry’s Plains to Liddell or Bavousworth? Yes; part
of tho way,
1198. And you have to trespass on people’s property ? Yes.
1199. Is there any trouble about it ? Well, neighbours are very agreeable.
1201.
1200. If yon do not do damage, thev do not grumble? No.
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1201. If a bridge were made bero fliere would be a demand for a sti a gbt road tbrougb ? ICo doubt.
1202. Would it go through Liddell or Ka'. enswurth ? Liddell.
lar, 189P, 1203. How much new road would hare to be made ? About 2 miles ai Iho mo A.
' 1201. Is it a fairly good road ? It is only abush road.
1203. Is it boggy in many parts? Tes; at ibe present rime.
_ ^
1200. Even iu wet weather that would scarcely bo a practical track for yehie’es ? It would be very bad.
1207. It would do for horsemen ? Yes.
1208. When the weather is wet, docs not everybody stop at home and put off their journeys ae much as
possible ? They do if they have to go a long distance round, and they often lose a great doal by that.
1200. People only turn out if it is a case of necessity ? That is all.
1210. No that, practically, until the river is down, people stay at home ? Tes.
1211. Eut when you arc taking stock to market, you go along in very bad weather ? Tes.
■
12 L2. It does not make any difference to you ? Ho.
_
_
1213. Mr. Tricke[(.~\ Por obtaining access to Siugleton is not tho road by Maison Dieu better than any
other ? Yes, it is 5 or G miles shorter.
_
12 L4. The distance is only about 12 miles is it not ? Tes; from Jerry’s Plains to Singleton by Maison
Dicu.
i
_
1213. What is the distance from Jerry’s Plains to Liddell? Nine miles or a little more.
121G. How often do you go or send in to Singleton ? Nearly every day in tho fruit season, or about twice
a week on an average.
1217. Are there many other people there wlio grow fruit and produce ? Thoro are small farmers with
orchards.
1218. Where does their produce generally go to ? Singleton.
1219. Is the district likely to increase as an agricultural district ? I think so—Ido not see what is io
prevent it. It possesses as good cultivation land as any on the Hunter.
1220. Have you had any experience of river bridges ? Not much.
1221. Was the bridge which was built at Bow'man’s crossing a good one, or a bad ono ? It was badly
constructed. Low-level bridges will not do here.
1222. You do not think it is advisable to build low-le\ cl bridges ? It is not advisable.
1223. The river is very rapid ? Yes ; and there is so much drifting timber about.
1224. Do you think a high-level bridge, about 13 feet wide, would be sufficient to answerrequirements?
I think so.
1225. Mr. O'SuHivan.'] Upon which side of tbe river is the polling-place for Jerry Plains ? On the south.
1226. How many votes arc recorded at an election? Over eighty, I think.
1227. Are there not some German farmers down there? There arc all kinds, I think.
1228. But is there not a German settlement ? Not that I know of.
1229. Who carries on the fruit business besides yourself? It is carried on by all classes.
1230. Has vine cultivation been started ? Yes; by the Germans. They started it, and they give instruc
tions to others as to how to carry it on.
1231. Then we can regard Jerry’s Plains as a permanent and growing settlement ? I think so.
1232. Is there much room there for agricultural settlement ? Yes.
1233. Is there more laud to he taken up? There is more to be cultivated. There is notmuch Government
land available there now; only on thc town common.
1234. You have a very large town common ? 5Tes; about 3,000 acres,
1235. A temporary common ? Yes ; and permanent, too.
123G. Have you petitioned to have it thrown open to selectors ? I am not interested in it at all.
Mr. Bicbard T. Keys, grazier, sworn, and examined:—
Mr.
1237. Chah'man.] Where do you reside ? At Bengalla. I am tbe owner of the Bongalla estate.
T. Keys. 1238. How far from this township ? About 5 miles.
1239. What is your occupation ? A grazier.
Har., 1890.1240. Do you send your own stock lo market at your own risk? Very frequently, if it is not sold
privately to Mr. Bichards.
1241. Have you any interest in the proposed bridge ? None, beyond thc fact that it will be a great con
venience to me in sending stock to Sydney and Maitland markets.
1242. How long have you been sending stock to market ? About thirty years,
1243. How often have you been inconvenienced, and stuck up by floods? I have never made a proper
calculation, hut it has been very frequently. It must have occurred about a couple of times a year. Last
week I sent a drove of 100 cows to Maitland, and they were stuck up at this very spot, and had to bo
brought along tho metalled road to Singleton.
1244. Do you not know before they leave your place, whether the river is fordable or not? No. It was
the Goulburn Itiver. The Goulburn is more subject to floods than the other.
1245. Then you may sometimes be deceived when you start your stock from your place? Yes.
124G. Do you think it would bo worth the while of the sfoek-owners of this district to pay a toll on tho
bridge ? Yes, it would. I would willingly pay 3d. a head.
1247. Would that be only when the bridge was used, or for all that crossed the river ? The stock would
always cross the bridge if it was there.
1248. The evidence is that they would not. They would prefer to go through the water for the sake of a
drink, and to avoid being knocked about on tbo bridge ? Probably they would. I, of course, speak more
from tbe grazier’s point of view, but I do not suppose I could add anything to what Mr. Frith has stated,
1249. You only know it would he a great convenience to you ? Yes.
1250. You would always like lo know when thc road is open ? Yes.
1251. It would he worth something to you ? Yes; we frequently send stock to catch a certain market,
and they are stuck up at the bridge.
1252. Would it he £10 a year in your pocket to have a bridge there ? Yes; no doubt it would.
1253. Would it be £50 a year in your qjocket ? I do not know that it would. No one is more concerned
in the matter then Mr. Richards. He takes three-fourths of the stock from this district. I should say he
takes about 10,000 stock a year.
12q4.
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1254'. And if there wns a toll he wouid pny tlie most ? Yes.
_
" K T Kots
1255. And he would he tho best witnesa as to what it would he worth his while to pay ? He would, I know he is constantly hindered by the crossing.
_
’
'
„
125G. Speaking as a citizen, apart from your personal interest in the matter, do you think it would be a
fair national work to put up a bridge ? Decidedly, It would be a benefit to the whole of the population
from here to Morec.
_
,
1257. And enough people would bo benefited by it to justify tho expenditure ? I do not think there is
any place on the waters of the Hunter where a bridge is more required.
1258. And one bridge between Denman and Singleton, would be sufficient ? 1 think so. _
1259. You do not think there would be any need of a second at Maison Dieu? I do not think so. When
they once cross Bowman’s the road is free to Maitland and Sydney.
12(10. And it would only be the people who want to go from Jerry’s Plains to Singleton who would bo
greatly benefited by a bridge at Maison Dieu ? Yes.
.
i
1261. That is a much smaller population than those wdio are interested in getting to Sydney straight?
Yos ; living at Muswellbrook. I am not acquainted with the exact position of Maison Dieu and Gee’s,
1262. You have no notion as to what are the relative merits of Bowman's or Gee’s crossing ? I certainly
think Geo’s site wrould ho tlie best to tbe greatest number, because it would benefit thc people of Jerry’s
Plains; they would get from Jerry’s Plains to tho railway, and the stock could use that crossing equally
as well as the other; tho position would suit both residents and graziers.

Mr. John Mason, drover, sworn, and examined:—
1263. Chairman.'} Where do you reside? Denman.
Mr. J. JJajon.
1264. What is your occupation? Drover.
1265. If you live at Denman you know the Goulburn Eiver, where it joins tho Hunter ? Yes.
10 Mai,, 1800,
1266. Have you over crossed that river with stock ? I have.
_
1267. Would it make a good crossing-place for stock in bad w'eather? No; it is bad.
1268. Why is it bad? It is boggy.
1269. It would not save tbo making of a bridge at Bowman’s crossing to open a stock route that way ?
I think it would cost as much to make a bridge there as at Bowman’s.
1270. Is the Goulburn a difficult river to cross ? Very bad.
1271. As bad as tho other? Worse. There is more timber in flood time.
1272. And you do uot recommend it as a crossing-place for stoclc ? No.
1273. You think the present stock route is as good a one as we can have ? It is.
1274. You think it would be a pity to divert stock from the present road? Yes; you would have to
purchase property to do so.
1275. AU that is wanted is to make the present route available in all weathers? Yos.
1276. Do you think the quantity of stock coming down is sufficient to justify the building of a bridge ?
Yes ; 6,000 slock go over from within 10 miles of my neighbourhood yearly, and more,
1277. Do you think a bridge 15 feet wide would be sufficient? Yes.
_
1278. You only want a bridge above flood-water? Yes; the bridge wc had before was only an artificial
bridgo. I wras the second to take cattle across it, and it shook the moment I went on it.
1279. Then it was not a bridge built to live ? No,
1280. Do you think a fairly well-built bridge would stand the timber drift which comes down ? Yes ; it is
a had crossing at Bowman's at any time. It is a very wide crossing. It is a good crossingin one way for
cattle when the water is low, hut when it is high it is very bad; and when it is low—at summer level—it
is bad for sheep.
_
1281. Is Gee's a good crossing ? Yes, in one sense; but Bowman’s crossing is tho worst I have ever
crossed.
1282. You would rather cross Geo's than Bowman’s? Yes.
1283. If a bridge were made at G ee’s, would it serve stock as well as at Bowman’s ? Yes; but Bowman’s is
more direct.
1284. If it is a bad season you get stuck up at many other places besides the Hunter? I think you can
travel from here right out to the Warrego, and there aro bridges everywhere. 1
...
1285. Then tins bridge is tho worst between "Warrego and Sydney? Yes, I am certain it is. More stock
have been delayed and turned back there than anywhere else.
1280. Of course in dry weather you are never stuck up? No, unless there is a fresh. I have known
sheep to be stuck up there,
1287. Even in a bad season ? Yes, it must be 80 yards across there at any time.
1288. Then if it is 2 feet deep you arc stuck up ? Yes, with sheep. On the hanks of the Goulburn
Eiver there is quicksand, and it is very had.
1289. There is no road open that way at present ? No, you would have to go through Mr. White’s pro
perty, and through Mr. Ellis’ property. You have a good reserve ou the other road, and it is only 2Jmiles from Denman to the reserve.
1290. If the country were unfenced and unpurchased as in the early days you would not iu a bad season
try to tako your stock across from Denman over tho Goulburn? Well, it would be a good road, but you
would not havethc same feeding ground as on the other road, and it would be a great deal further round.
1291. The banks would be boggy ? Yes ; and I believe there would he a great difficulty in putting a
bridge there.
1292. You could not dodge the river altogether by getting round to tbo west of Denman ? 1 often have
got permission when the Hunter has been up, and the Goulburn down, to go round that way with sheep.
1293. Then sometimes one river is up and the other not ? Yes, but the Goulburn is very bad in flood.
1294. If tbo Goulburn is up, it is practically as impassable as the Hunter? Yes.
1295. Mr. Triekett.'] Would you prefer Gee’s crossingto Bowman’s ? Iwould prefer Bowman’s crossing.
1296. You think it is the better crossing ? Yes, it is the shortest and best road.
1297. You would not have to go through much private land to go across Gee’s crossing? Yes, you
would have to go through purchased property. Years and years ago we used to go that way with stock,
and I did not prefer it at all. Three years ago I got 360 or more signatures in favour of Bowman’s
crossing—from every stock-owner and drover in the district.
_
.
129S. They were all in favour of Bowman’s crossing ? Yes.
1299,
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Mr. J.'Masott 1299. Have you heard what is the feeling lately ? I hear that some of the Jerry’s Plains people want it
-at Gee’s crossing, but I think the other crossing is thc better one.
lOMar., 1S90. jgQO. Because it is on the main road, and follows the stock route ? Tes; a large quantity of stock passes
'
through Denman. This last week, seven lots of fat cattlo passed through. I have left a lot to come to
this meeting, and I will cross them at Bowman’s to-morrow.
1301. Mr. Hurley.1 Can you give an idea of the number of stock which pass over Bowman’s ? I suppose
there must he some thousands yearly.
1302. Over 20,000? Yes.
_
1303. Have you suffered any inconvenience between the Hunter, Bowman’s crossing, and your market?
The Colo River is a bad place, and it wants a bridge, hut you can get over it better than yon can over
Bowman’s.
.
1304. Have you over been detained there at all ? Yes; I was detained there tho other day.
3305. Yon have been twenty-eight years on this route? Yes. _
_
1306. How many times have you be”en stopped through the river being flooded at Bowman’s ? I was
detained there with a lot of Mr. ’Douglas’ cattle for five days, and had to bring them on the Ogilvie’s
reserve. They were store cattle going to Goulburn. They were very wTcak at the time, and if I travelled
them down the main road I might have lost half of them. I have been detained with Tyson’s cattle on
another occasion. I had 200 bullocks, for Martindale, going to Sydney, and wo drowned iivo bullocks
at £9 a head at Bowman’s. 'We had to bring the rest back and put them in tho paddock. I have beendetained seven or eight days.
■
1307. In how many years? Seven or eight years.
_
1308. Have you been detained once a year during the lime you have heen droving ? I would not say that.
'
1309. There wore years when you were not detained at all? Yos, when we know thc river is up, tho
drover engages men, and it costs him a good deal to get the stock over.
_
. >1310. So that on an average you have not been detained once a year in twenty-eight years? I would not
say that, hut I have helped stock over which have heen detained, many times.
1311. At any rate some years you are not detained at all ? Yes, some years we have had nothing to
detain us, but when we get a season like this we are detained very often.
3312. Have you heard anolhing about chilling meat and taking it by rail to Sydney ? Yes.
1313. Do you think that will interfere with your vocation ? No.
1314. Why ? Because they charge too high for everything on tho railway. People send stock to market
to make a little profit out of them.
1315. What do yon receive per head for taking stock to market? Generally 6d. a head for sheep from
Liverpool Plains, and 3s. a head from this district for cattle.
_
1316. Do you think if thc Railway Department made low charges on meat taken to market in a chilled
condition, there would be any necessity for a bridge, or that there would be any droving ou tho road at
all? You would do a lot of poor men out of work. I have driven stock for agents in Sydney for many
years, and I know they like to get them to market as cheaply as possible.
1317. It would interfere with your trade ? Yes.
1318. Since the railway has been opened across the Hawkesbury, have not a large number of the stock
heen sent by rail ? Not from here.
1319. Leaving outside the question of the stock traffic which would be served by a bridge, is there any
other public convenience which would bo served ? Yes. There are tho squatters about Jerry’s Plains,
and the cattle buyers who come in and by cattle. When the river is up they cannot take them over
without going down to Singleton.
_
1320. But the population of Jerry’s Plains is not sufficient to warrant thc construction of a bridgo for the
purposes of Iho cattle they purchase ? There are a good many people around Jerry’s Plains and Denman,
who would not come to Muswellbrook if they could get a bridgo erected to take them to Jerry’s Plains.
■
1321. Did you ever lose any bullocks ? Yes, I drowned five on one occasion, and they cost £9 a head.
1322. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Why do you prefer tho bridge at Bowman’s crossing, because you tell us it is the
worst crossing between tho Warrego-and Sydney, and then, you say you prefer it to tho one at Gee’s?
I do prefer Bowman’s crossing, if a bridge is erected.
'
1323. Winch one do you prefer ? Bowman’s crossing.
1324. Why do you prefer the bridge at Bowman’s crossing ? Because it is only about 7 miles from tho
reserve, and if you take them off the reserve, and have to drive them 3 miles further, they do not look as well.
1325. But all this time you say this is the most dangerous crossing between the Warrego and Sydney ?
It is.
....
1326. Then why do you want the bridgo to be put over this most dangerous crossing instead of it being
at a less dangerous place lower down ? It is a very wide crossing, and that makes it dangerous. You
can got sheep over a narrow crossing. I have been there for days with 6,000 sheep, trying night and
day to get them over..
1327. But why do you prefer the bridge to be at Bowman’s, instead of at Gee’s crossing? Because it is
on the straight route.
1328. Then you prefer it because it is the ordinary stock route ? It is, and it is the oldest route in this
pari of the colony.
1329. .That is your chief reason for wishing the bridge to be there. Yon want to follow the old route ?
"Yes, by going the other way you would have to cross thc ridgy country as well as private property, and
you would have more lanes.
1330. Then you prefer tbe present stock route because you are nearer tho reserves, and would have more
room to drive your cattle on tho route? Yes, it is a good road to Jerry’s Plains crossing and to Bowman’s
erbssiug, and when thc bridge is erected there it is good travelling. We were detained there, and 3. think
it is the proper- place fora bridge.*
*

Mr. Thomas Cook, grazier, sworn, and examined ;—

Mr.!’. Cook. 1331. Where do you reside ? At Turanville, near Scone.
, 1 1332.''What is'your occupation? A grazier.
10Mar,, 1890.1333. ”Are,you, well acquainted with' the stock travelling from your place to Sydney ?
stock traffic.
‘
"

Yes, with my own
1334.
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1334.. Do you send your own stock across at Bowman’s ? Yes, wlien I send any down. A few years ago Mr. T. Coot,
I used to send 3,000 a year.
10 Mar., 1890.
1335. Do you give a preference to the railway since it has heen opened? Yes; for small lots.
1336. What do you call sma.ll lota ? Thirty or forty. They go in very much better. I pay 2s. per head
droving 200 head to Ilomcbush—over 10s. per head by rail.
1337. On tho whole, you make more per beast if they go by road ? Yes ; the butchers prefer them.
1338. What difference does it make to your pocket if you get them down by road? I could not say, but
tbe butchers have a preference for road cattle. Stock are considerably bruised in trucking.
1339. Butchers are apt to express their preference in money ? I suppose so.
1340. How much more do you reckon you would gain ? It would he difficult for me to say.
1341. Do you think the opening of tbe railway lias superseded the necessity of a bridge over the river?
I should think the bridge is necessary for every kind of traffic. There is no way of getting over. My
cattle, years ago, wore stuck at thc bridge nearly a week in flood-time.
1342. Do you find that cattle owners and drovers complain very much ? Yes.
1343. You look upon tbe road as one of tbe great high roads to Sydney ? Yes.
1344. Looking at the extent of tbe traffic, do you think the expenditure of £10,000 on a bridge would be
reasonable ? I do, it would be an expenditure for all time.
1345. As a cattle-owncr, and a resident in tbe district, do you think a bridge with a roadway, 15 ft.
wide, would be sufficieut for all purposes ? That is rather narrow.
1346. It is wider than the bridge at Singleton by tbe side of tlie railway ? It would possibly do, if the
cattle were taken over carefully.
1347. practical drovers say it would suit them ? If it would suit them it would suit me, so long as cattle
could go over it.

1318. The project, as originally put before the Standing Committee, was for a bridge to cost over £20,000.
If a bridge, 15 feet wide, could be built for £10,000, do you not think that would satisfy the legitimate
wants of the district ? Quito so.
1349. There is no need to waste £10,000 extra on a grand structure ? Ho.
1350. If it is above flood-level, a buggy at a lime can go across, and that is all that is wanted ? That is
all. Cattle can bo taken over in little lots at a time. 'They need not be crowded unless they liked.
1351. You are further away from this place than most of the local witnesses. I suppose the bridge would
not be of so much importance to you as to many living nearer ? It is of importance to me in regard to
tiie stoclc traffic generally.
1352. Do your stock come down there now ? Yes, occasionally.
1353. How often have your stock been stuck up there? The drovers could tell you better, I had four
going continually a few years ago.
1354. You do uot go into details as to how they aro stuck up ? 1 suppose they have been stuck np
hundreds of times. Of course, it is a matter of thirty or forty years droving. They have often been stuck
there a week, and sheep have been kept a fortnight or three weeks.
1355. Mr. Triukelt.'] Have you a special knowledge of the locality ? Yes.
1336. Which do you think would be the best site for the bridge—Bowman’s or Gee’s ? I do not know Gee’s
crossing ; others can speak of it, the most suitable place would be the best one lor everybody.
1357. Mr. Hurley.] You prefer to send your stock to market by the route spoken of, on account of it
commanding a more ready market ? It cost me less money. It costs me over 10s. a head to take cattle
to Sydney, and I can get them driven in for about 2s. to 3s., according lo number.
1358. At all events, the buyers prefer driven stock to those sent in by rail ? Butchers prefer driven
stock to train stock which get fearfully bruised, if taken only a short distance.
1359. What is tbo cost per head for taking stock to market by the Colo Valley ? 2s. to 3s.
1360. 1 suppose you have beard that the Baihvay Commissioners have been thinking of constructing chilled
meat cars for thc conveyance of meat to market ? Yes.
13GI. Have you given the matter any consideration ? I have thought about it.
1362. You know that in other parts of tho world—America for instance—the system is practised to a
large extent. Do you think that if chilled cars are built, and the freights are lower than the present
freights, tbo pastoralists and graziers are likely to send their meat to market in that way ? It will all
depend on the question of carriage.
1363. You recognise tho fact that you would reach tho market more speedily than otherwise ? Tke idea
would be very good if it were carried out.
1364. It would he better for tho consumer as well as for the producer ? Yes.
1365. If the freight charges were sufficiently reduced you would always prefer to send your meat by
train ? Yes, if it were convenient to do so.
1366. Mr. TritfceU.] But even if that means of carriage were provided, the stock would have to be driven
to some centre for slaughter ? Yes.
1367. That would not do away with the necessity for a bridge ? Apart from the chilled meat question,
the bridge is required for the general traffic of the public.
1368. Mr. Hurley.] Outside the question of droving you think the bridge is a national necessity ? I
think so.

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Goremmont PHnter—1880.
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Bridoes erected for tlic accommodation of the traffic at Denman and Bowman’s Crossing were carried away hya heavy
flood in the year ]879.
' ‘
Tho bridge at Denman was replaced, and steps were also taben in tho direction of rebuilding the other bridge, either at
the old or at a better site.
17/3/81:—Mr. Lanrenson, Road Superintendent, reported on a proposal to place thc bridge at Krust’s lane, stating that
a high-level bridge, with road and fencing, would cost £5,600; and that compensation for land required would cost £2,000 or
£3,000 more.
4/4/81. —Mr. John Brown, M.P., wrote to the Minister in advocacy of the same site, intimating that it would he a great
convenience to thc residents if the bridge were ro-ereoted as near the Jerry’s Plains township as possible. At present tho people
had to go to the station at Singleton, 20 to 26 miles nwav, whereas if the bridge were put up on the site suggested thev could
get to Liddell Station (!) miles).
*
*
Mr. Wells reported that the site recommended by Mr. Brown had, aa he had supposed, much in its favour; but its
chief advantage—ready access to the railway—would not justify thc payment of tho heavy compensation mentioned by Mr.
Lanrenson.
'
22/4/81.—Mr. Bennett minuted that, with a view to avoid the heavy compensation referred to, it had been decided to
rebuild the bridge on the old site.
So far as the papers show, the matter then slept until June, 1883, when Mr. A, J. Gould wrote to the Commissioner
for Roads, asking what steps had been taken with reference to the erection of tlie bridge across the Hunter River, at Jerry’s
Plains.
M r. Bennett replied that Mr. Wells had been instructed to visit thc locality and make a final report, and when that was
received definite action would be taken.
Mr. Gould thereupon forwarded a-petition from residents of Jerry’s Plains, Warkworth, Singleton, Ravcnsworlh, Cam
berwell, &e., setting forth that a road bad been opened from Liddell Station, for several miles, in the direction of Jerry’s
, Plains; that the Minister had favourably received a petition for an extension of such road, to join tho main road from Denman
i somewhere near Geo’s wine-shop ; that to render this road of use to the public, a bridge across the Hunter at or near Gee’s was
required ; that a sum of £6,000 was placed.on the Estimates for a bridgo at Bowman’s Crossing ; hut that thc site at Gee’s
was in every way better, as it would admit of a high-level bridgo which would avoid thc flat which was almost impassable in
bad weather; the expense of a second bridgo also would be saved. They therefore prayed that steps might be taken towards
the erection of a bridge at Gee’s,
Mr, Wells reported that some years before he reported in favour of this site, but the heavy compensation demanded
for the land was too extravagant to he entertained. Time, however, might have changed the views of the persons concerned,
and tho local officer might make inquiry on this point.
Mr. Earngey, the local officer, reported strongly in favour of the site at Gee’s, and intimated that he had arranged to
go over the ground with Messrs. Pearco and Parnell, tho land-owners concerned, and would report further.
_
Dl/10/83,—Mr. Gould, M .P., forwarded a memorial from residents of Jerry’s Plains, in favour of tlie erection of the
bridge at the old site (Bowman’s Crossing), because—(1) It was well known; (2) it was tho direct route; and (3) at that
site only the direet expense of a bridge would be required. They also protested against the Gee’s and Krust’s lane sites,
because tho road leading thereto would be a most expensive one, passing over numerous creeks and gullies, and through
private properties, to which latter, moreover, it would do much injury in cutting them off from access to the water.
10/12/83.—Mr. Bamgcy submit ted his promised report. He had, he said, been over the various roads with Mr. Pearce,
and had proved to him the indisputable advantages of the site ut Gee’s ; but he still stoutly objected to any resumption of a
road through his property, maintaining that no money would compensate him for tho severance of his land and cutting him
off from the water.
•
14/12/83.—Mr. Wells, in view of the manifest advantages of the sito at Gee’s, recommended that inquiry should be
made at thc Surveyor-General’s office whether, under the terms of tho grants, a road could not be forced through.
18/12/83.—Mr, Wells minuted further that he had ascertained that the terms of the grants admitted of roads being
made through the land, with interdict presumably of passage within 200 yards of main homestead, and that Mr. Earngey
should ascertain whether severance close to the river was absolutely necessary, and if thc road could be kept 200 yards away
from tho homestead.
Mr. Earngey replied that it was absolutely necessary for the road to follow a leading range through Mr. Pearce’s land,
which would therefore of course be subdivided, and that the road could he kept 200 yards away from tho homestead.
Mr. Wells suggested that the papers should bo scut to the Surveyor-General for his opinion. Mr. Bennett minuted for
the plans of the bridge to be put in hand ; but what further action (if any) was then taken the papers do not show, and notliing
more is recorded nntil November, 1884, when Mr. Nardcn reported that he had examined tho various sites proposed for this
bridge, and that at Gee’s was better than Ernst’s, but the site near Rock’s was better still. If the latter were adopted the
properties of Mr. James Bowman and Mrs. John Bowman would ho interfered with instead of those of Messrs. Pearce and
Parnell. Thc expenditure required on the road was hardly justifiable in view of tlie amallncss of the interests involved, and it
was to be borne in mind that if a railway were made from Muswellbrook to Cassilis a good deal of tho sheep traffic, upon
which so much stress had been laid, would be diverted from this route.
19/1/85.—Mr. Gould drew the attention of the Minister to thc necessity for a bridge at Maison Dieu or Dight's
Crossing; also asked when a bridgo would be erected across the Hunter at Jerry’s Plains,
25/9/85.—Colonel Wells reported that Maison Dieu was tho best site in respect of shortness of span, hut for suitability
for traffic lines Dight’s Crossing might he preferable. Probably an intermediate site might he bettor than either, but tho
erection of a bridge at Jerry’s Plains had a bearing on this question, and a proper judgment could not be formed until the
river had been examined from Dight’s Crossing to Bowman’s Crossing.
November, 1S89, to April, 1887.—Several letters of reminder in regard to proposed bridge at Jerry’s Plains were
received from Mr. Gould, M.P.
*
h
J
20| 10/87.—The same gentlemen submitted a petition, praying for the erection of this bridge, and pointing out that
although so many years hud elapsed since the destruction of the two bridges, only the one at Denman had been replaced.
9/1/88.■—The annual report of Mr. W, S. Wells spoke in favour of the Bowman’s Crossing site, as much less expensive
than the others and equally serviceable.
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In the Draft Estimates for the jear 1890 the sura of £20,000 was entered for this bridge*, and the Minister minuted as
follows : —Jerry’s Plains bridge, to replace low-level bridge at Bowman’s Crossing washed away by a flood, and to give access
from tho west side of the Hunter to the railway at Liddell.”
1/10/89.—The Minister moved in the House,—“ That the bridge in question be referred to the Public Works Committee
for consideration and report.” The motion was carried.
10/2/90.—Mr. Hickson minuted, referring to four bridges which it had been proposed to refer to the Public Works
Committee, that Jerry’s Plains and * * * bridges should be withdrawn, as they coaid be erected for an amount under
£20,000, and in any case further investigation was necessary as to whether any expenditure at these places was justifiable.
11/2/90.—The Minister minuted to withdraw the proposals for all the iron bridges except Cowrafrom the Public Works
Committee, and to explain tho change of proposal.
C.A.B., 14/2/90.

B.

Eefobt isy Colonel Emdhuice Wells, Engenieb fob Hoads.

Bridge over the Jfunler at Jerry's Plains.
demand for a bridge over the Hunter at or near the locality of Jerry’s Plains arose in 187G, when, contrary to the
opinion of the Into Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, it was decided, at the urgent instance of the Member fur tho district,
to build two low-level bridges, one at Denman and the other at Rowman’s Crossing, to meet tbe requirements of the then
existing large stock traflie which came from the north and north-western country through Jerry’s Plains to cross the bridge at
Warkworth over iho ColI. fighter Creek, and travel by the Wollombi-Wisoman’e Ferry Road or the Bulge Road, via Richmond
Bridge, to tho Sydney market. These two low-level bridges have both been swept away, as was anticipated—that at Bowman’s
Crossing in 1879, that at Denman standing two years longer.
Xo low-level bridge will, under ordinary conditions, stand in the bed of the Hunter River, which is quite unsuitable to
afford holding under the extreme pressure of the heavy rafts of timber that come down in flood, the first one erected from
my design at Ltiskintyre bring the only one that has stood of all those seven in number that have been built. This is due to
its very low-level, and the fact of its piles being driven through a solid stone weir that iiad been a crossing for many years.
The plea put forward for the Denman and Bowman’s Crossing bridges was for stock accommodation principally, and on the
proposal for re-ercotion another element was introduced, viz , if possible also to serve the interests of Jerry’s Plains town and
settlement, by securing the residents short access to the railway at flood seasons. With this view, after inspection of many
sites, that at Coe’s Crossing was selected as most suitable fertile stock traflie from Muswellbrook and Denman, as also for tho
access from Jerry’s Plains to the railway at Liddell, causing no material difference in stock route from Muswellbrook and that
from Denman. The selection of this site (Q-ee’s) was long debated, and much impeded from the first inception by tho
opposition of land-owners, which has since been niolified.
The site at Bowman's Crossing would only have served the stock routes and was a most unsuitable one for a bridgo of
any kind on the ground of construction, It was then finally proposed to build a high-level iron bridge at Gee'?, for which
purpose a vote or £20,000 has been taken ; hut circumstances connected with the principal factor, viz., tho travelling stock,
have changed so much that, after my late inspection, I do not tbjnkthe large outlay above quoted is warranted. From inquiry
and personal observation of the tracks, it is ovidcut there is little or no traffic from Muswellbrook by Sir Thomas Mitchell's
liue, and the traflie from Denmau has also dwindled into comparative insignificance. Since the opening of the Great Northern
Railway Bridge over thc Hawkesbury, tho bulk of the stock traflie is taken by mil from Muswelibrook. I append a return
from tho Railway Department, showing stock sent down from the Muswellbrook Station during the past three years, the result
einec opening of thc railway bridge over the Hawkesbury being 14,fi90 in 18S9 against 4,992 in 18SS, and 6,77S in 1887. It
must be remembered that the Hawkesbury Bridge was only opened in May, 1889, so that the increase is duo only to about
half of that year.
Thc other grounds on which a bridgo is demanded, viz., for facility of romrmmication with Jerry's Plains township,
certainly are not sufficient to warrant, an expensive bridge. The distance from Jerry’s Plains, by way of a bridge at Geo’s
Crossini; to Liddell Platform, would bo some 13 to 14 miles; by the fair-weather road,i;i(i Maison Dieu, it is only 17 miles to
Singleton and would always be preferred. In flood the access lo Singleton is always maintained by the Warkworth route, the
distance being 21 miles. Tbe northern communication from Muswellbrook and Denman to Jerry’s Plains cannot ut present
be very important, still it is worth while considering whether the opportunity now afforded of dealing with landholders for
roads of access to a bridge should not be taken advantage of, and whether a timber bridge might not be erected, the cost of
which I estimate at £6,550; road approaches and resumption would probably cost £3,450 more ; or a total of £10,000 in all.
This estimate i» for a timber bridge, 15 feet roadway ; but the cost of a composite bridge on iron piers, with 20 feet
roadwav, approaches, Ac., included, Mr. M'Dounld estimates ut £17,000.
'
F. WELLS,
Engineer for Roads.
The

RetUbn of Live Stock forwarded from Muswellbrook Stalion from May to December, 1887, 18SS, and 1889.
1887.

1888.

1SS9-

May to December.

May to December.

May to December.

55
228

■Rnrsps .......... .

563

...

Totals ..............

415

22$

6,775

5,245 324

....................

172

I

789 | 603 2,9S1| 497

...................
...................
...................
...................
...................

I

I

f E-t

175 2,627, 517 1,1054

I

317

26,457

175

172
789
603
2,931
'497

................................. 4,992

Total.

2,627

517
11,054
317
..

14,690

................... 1

26,137

THOS. 6. WARDEN,
10/2/90.
C.
* Described as a continuous girder, 500 leet long, with timber deck ; roadwaj, IS feet; piers, iron filled with concrete.
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C.
SUPPIEMKNTABT RePOBT BX C'OLOXEL FbEDEKICK VV'eLIS.

Re Jerry's Flair,$ Bridge, at Gee’s Crossing.— Stock traffic.
Since urititig my kst report., I haic made further inquiry hb to tho stock traffic likely to ago a bridge over thc Hunter,
’ near Jerry’s Plains, if one were erected ; and the result is confirmation of my opinion that thc Northern cattle traffic ie
now principally conducted by railway, und that nil the A.A. Company’s Btock is now so travelled I hear of a largo increase,
however, in the number crossing Richmond Bridge. This ie, I believe, owing to the Riverstone Meat Works, and a large
proportion probably travels Bell's Lino from the West. It is hoped by the Stock Department, that ere long, fat cattle will be
slaughtered in the country, and still further diminish tbe droving of stock. It might be advisable to take the evidence of Mr.
Alford, Stock Inspector, of Singleton District.
F. W . 18/2/90.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief.

[One Plan.]

Sydney : Chas/os Potter, GO'cniitiGiit Printer—1S90.
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PAKLIAMBNTAEY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

ISON BRIDGE AT COWRA.

EXPORT.
appointed during
tlie first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888,
51 Vic. No. 37, and the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. No.
26, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon thc
expediency of "erecting an Iron Bridge at Cowra,” hare, after due inquiry,
resolved that'it is not expedient the proposed bridge should be erected, but
that a composite bridge, as since recommended by the Department of Public
Works, should be constructed; and in accordance with the provision of sub
section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the
Legislative Assembly:—

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Pujblic Works,

1. Thc bridge referred to tlie Committee by the Legislative Assembly was to Description of
be constructed of iron, the estimated cost of the structure being £69,971, but sincethe bndec'
that reference the Department of Public Works has placed before the Committee,
as a result of a revision of the system of bridge construction in this colony, a
proposal for a composite bridge of iron, steel, and timber, to cost £26,538. This
composite structure consists of three truss spans of 160 feet, four truss spans of 90
feet, and four 35 feet, and two 30 feet, plain beam approach spans, measured from
centre to centre of piers and abutments. Tlie minimum clear carriagc-way is 20
feet, and tbe maximum 21 feet 6 inches, the two footways having each a width of
5 feet. A technical description of this bridge is given on page 5 of tho evidence
before the Committee, but it may be stated here that the piers carrying
tbe 160-ffc. spans are composed of wrought-iron cylinders, 4 ft. 6 in. and 0 ft.
diameter, respectively, in land and river piers, stiffened with, wrought-iron diaphragm
bracing, and founded on cast-iron cylinders filled with cement concrete, tho land
and river piers being 7 ft. 6 in. and 6 ft. diameter, respectively, at base. The
piers earrying 90-ft. spans are built of timber, piers 4> and 5 consisting of nine
vertical piles arranged in groups of four, and piers 3 and 10 consisting of five
vertical piles arranged in pairs under heels of trusses and one in centre ; there are
also two short vertical piles to carry up-and-down stream struts; the piles to be
rigidly stayed with wales, braces, and compression struts. Tbe piers and abutments
carrying approach spans are of timber, each pier consisting of four piles (two vertical
and two with a rake of 1 in 12) 18 in. diameter, stayed with wales and braces; the
abutments to consist of five vertical piles and two wing piles 17 in. diameter. Piles
of piers carrying truss spans will he driven 25 ft.; piles carrying approach spans
20 ft. The bridge has been designed to cany a live load of 84 lb. per square foot
of carriage and foot way; the cross girders and longitudinal girders have been
designed to carry a traction engine of 16| tons.
2. The estimated prime cost of the design for the composite bridge complete, Estimated
and inclnding carriage (which totals £3,386), is stated as £26,638, assuming the”?*°efthe
life of the steel chords and cross girders to he one hundred and fiftv years, the timber " ge‘
"

in
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in trusses at twenty-five years, and in decking at twelve and a half years, and thc
money borrowed at 4 per cent. Extending the cost over 150 years, it would mean,
it is represented, an annual charge of £1,735 against the revenue, and this charge
would provide for keeping the bridgo in thorough repair, the timber in trusses
being renewed every twenty-five years, and decking every twelve and a half years,
and it would provide also for a sinking fund and for interest on capital. It is
further stated in the technical description referred to that hy substituting timber
piers for the iron piers carrying 160-ft. spans, thc prime cost wTould be reduced to
£20,822, and the annual charge to £1,565 ; that hy omitting footways, and still
retaining thc iron piers, tlic prime cost would be £23,894, and the annual charge
£1,529 ; that hy omitting footways, and substituting timber piers for iron piers
carrying the 160-ft. spans, the prime cost would be £18,178, and the annual charge
£1,359; and that, should it be possible to obtain the money at 3^- per cent., the
annual charge, with cylinders and footways included, would he reduced to £1,624.
Omitting footways, if money could he obtained at 3t,- per cent., the annual charge
would ho £1,427- Tlie annual charge of the same design with timber piers
instead of iron would be, including footways, £1,486 ; and hy omitting footways,
the annual charge would he £1,289.
Nature of
the inquiry.

3. Tbe inquiry into this proposed bridge has heen one of more than ordinary
importance, inasmuch as the composite structure is put forward as a. type of bridge
likely to be preferable in many instances in which, under thc system hitherto
followed, iron bridges would ho erected. The value of timber as material for bridge
construction is in this proposal specially considered, and though in some cases of
bridge-building in the future iron bridges will doubtless he found most suitable,
timber or composite will under tlie new7 plan lie substituted for iron wherever
practicable, by adopting which course both durability and economy will he secured.
These considerations led to the inquiry assuming a more elaborate form than under
other circumstances it would have done, and the amended proposal representing thc
composite bridge wras explained to the Committee in a very comprehensive paper,
wdiich is included in the evidence given by the Engineer for Bridges, Mr. J. A.
McDonald. Another feature in the inquiry has been a special examination of the
proposal before the Committee by an engineer outside the Public Service (Mr. A. S.
Hamand), and a report, with accompanying estimates and plans, from that gentle
man, to enable tbe Committee to understand 'whether masonry would be a cheaper
and better material for the proposed bridge than cither iron, timber, or composite,
an offer to furnish this report, together with estimates and plans, having been
made hy Mr. Hamand to the Committee at an early stage of the inquiry and
accepted hy them.

Necessity for
a now bridge ■

4. Thc site of the proposed bridge is the Lachlan Eiver, at Cowra, and the
necessity for a new bridge arises from the old and practically worn-out condition of
the present structure. The present bridge, a wooden one, is not beyond repair, but
inasmuch as the piers and the approach spans are in a very had state it would not
be economy, it is considered, to repair it. In 1886 it w7as ascertained that to
properly repair tbe bridge tbe main piers in the river and the approach piers and
spans would have to be renewed, the deck of the bridge widened, and footways fixed
to provide for increased traflie; and as the cost of this was estimated at £12,550,
and there w'as a probability of other portions of the bridge requiring to be renewed
within ten years, it was decided to prepare designs for a new structure.

Types of
bridges
submitted
to tbe
Committee,

5. Admitting that to provide a new bridge is preferable to repairing the old
one, it becomes necessary to consider whether the new structure proposed will be
suitable for requirements, and is the best type of bridge to erect. It will be seen
from tbe evidence and from the plans appended to it that three designs, each repre
senting a certain type of bridge, were submitted to the Committee by the Engineer
for Bridges, and that a carefully-prepared comparison of thc three is given, in order
that their individual and relative merits may be properly understood. Ho. 1 design
is for an iron bridge of the lattice type, tlie estimated prime cost of which, with an
iron deck, is £69,971, and with a timber deck £54,959 ; the annual charge against
revenue, calculated on an assumption that the life of the bridge would he 150 years,
the money expended in its construction borrowed at 4 per cent., and the cost
extended over the period repi’csenting the bridge’s life, £3,054 with iron deck, and
with
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■with timber deck, £2,811. No. 2 design, which is that recommended by the
Department, is for tlie composite bridge, already described in a previous part of
this Deport. No. 3 design is for a timber bridge of nine 90-ft, truss spans and
four 35-ft. and three 30-ft. plain beam approach spans; the minimum clear carriage
way being 20 ft., and the maximum 21 ft. 0 in.; the two footways having each a
width of 5 ft. The estimated prime cost of this design is £21,392, and the annual
charge, £1,576.
G. Prom a consideration of these estimates of cost, the Engineer for Bridges n«aBons of
concludes that; the Department would not be justified in recommending the con
struction of the iron bridge shown in design No. I, thc annual charge connected recommendwith which would be £2,811, when thc traffic can Ire equally well served, or nearly ^S’0'
so, by thc composite bridge (design No. 2), at an annual charge of £1,735. The61 n °’
timber bridge, he states, would, in flood-time, be liable to have its piers carried away
by drift timber, and, in addition to this, at the end of twenty-five years, the whole
bridge would have to he renewed, the renewal of the bridge rendering it necessary
to stop tlie traffic for abont twelve months, unless thc new bridge were built on a
different site. Tlie composite bridge would provide sufficient waterway for drift
timber to pass, and, therefore, thc risk of damage from floods would be obviated.
Permanent piers are provided for tbe main spans in order to facilitate renewals, and,
with a similar object, provision is made for a permanent lower chord; and it is con
tended that thc estimated cost of the bridge is not extravagant, considering the large
traffic winch tlie bridge is required to carry.
7. The Engineer-in-Chief for Hoads and Bridges states in his evidence that Evidence in
the composite type of bridge is an outcome of consultations with the Engineer for “pp°^ ofed
Bridges, with a view to economy in future bridge construction. Tho Engineer for bridge!^9
Bridges says tlie composite structure is tbo cheapest, and that a bridge of the size
represented in the design for this composite structure is necessary for thc traffic.
The Superintendent of lloads and Bridges in the district of Cowra is of opinion that
a good and substantial bridge is necessary, independent of questions arising out of
railway construction ; and the evidence generally is in this direction.
8. A Sectional Committee having heen appointed to inquire into the proposed Visit of a
railway from iYfolong to Parkcs and Porbcs, and it being therefore necessary for commltiee
them to visit Cowra, they were authorized to inspect thc site of the proposed bridge
’
at Cowra, and take evidence respecting it from local residents. This they did ; and
thc evidence taken, together -with tire Sectional Committee’s report, is published
with this Deport of tlic Committee. The Sectional Committee strongly recom
mended thc construction of a new bridge, but did not express an opinion in favour
of any design, as at the time their report was written Mr. A. S. Hamand had not
carried out thc commission entrusted to him hy the Committee.
9. In consequence of certain letters to the Committee, Mr. A. S. Hamand Mr. A. s,
was authorized to proceed to Cowra, and report with reference to the proposed
bridge. On thc 10th February, 1890, he wrote to the Chairman as follows:—
of the proposal
59. Castlei’eagh-strcct, Eedfern, 10 February, 1890.
Hear Sir,
In view of the Public Works Committee having presently to consider some bridges proposed
by thc Works Department, I should like to be allowed to remind you that they have been hitherto almost
exclusively constructed of either iron or timber, and that both these materials entail expensive maintenance.
Iron girders require periodical cleaning and painting, and their floors of timber need frequent
renewal,
.It seems a pity that with such abundance of excellent material for masonry that structures com
posed of stone, brick, or concrete are not designed and erected. In respect of prime cost they generally
stand between timber and iron ; they cost nothing for annual maintenance ; thc}r present a more solid
and artistic appearance than either wood or iron ; and they have the additional merit that the materials
and labour are wholly within the colony.
With respect to the use of cast iron for piers and columns, its use has been abandoned in Great
Britain for tbe last ten or tivclvo years, tbo Board of Trade requiring the substitution for it of wrought
iron in all piers and weight-currying positions.
There may be positions whore masonry cannot be used, or wholly used, but in nine cases out of
ten that 1 hare scon I should have used it in lien of timber or iron.
I can imagine 1ho official answer to questions on tbe subject. Tlie same arguments apply to
bridges and viaducts on the railways.
Thip

before tbo
Committee.
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This is how it appears to me to affect the colonial pocket:—
... £40,000
Assume a bridge, on a given site, to cost—in Timber
...
... 60,000
Masonry ...
... 80,000
andiron ...
The annual charge on the colony for each would be:—
...
£1,600
Timber (extreme life twenty-five years)—Eenewals .
Interest at 8-3-per cent.... 1,400
3,000
2,100
Masonry—Interest at 3J- per cent.
£200
Iron—liepairs and renewals ...
2,800
Interest at 31 per cent.
3,000
I am very doubtful if twenty-five years, as an average life for the whole of the timber in a bridge,
is not at least live years too long.
_
Anyhow, if J" am correct in my views, masonry is a more judicious material, and saves tlie colonial
pocket nearly onc-third the annual charge entailed by iron or wood.
i
I do not intend this as an official letter, but you will use the contents in your discretion, the main
point being to improve tbe engineering economy of the Government.
I am, <fce.,
'
ARTHUR S. HAMAKD.
J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.L.A., Wentworth Court, Elizabeth-strcet, Sydney.

Question of
site.

"Decision of
the Coni'
mittce.

This letter was brought before the Committee, and acknowledged. Sub
sequently a second letter was received from Mr. Hamand, offering to inspect thc site
of thc proposed bridge, and, if in his opinion a masonry bridge was feasible, to
prepare, in the course of from ten to fifteen days, a working drawing, specification,
and estimate, without making any professional charge to tbe Committee. Upon
this it was resolved that tbe offer be accepted “ on the understanding that only bis
travelling expenses be charged to the Committee”; and Mr. Hamand thereupon
undertook his proposed commission. The result of his visit to Cowra, and his
examination of thc proposal of the Department before the Committee, will he seen
in his report, which is published in thc Appendix, and in two plans with which his
report was accompanied. A careful consideration of these, and of evidence in
reference to them given hy the Engineer for Bridges, has led the Committee to the
conclusion that the proposal, as submitted by the Department, should he adopted.
10. Some difference of opinion exists amongst those interested in the bridge as
to the site where it should be erected. The site of the present bridge faces a street
called Bridge-street, which is not the best to meet thc requirements of the traffic;
and if it were adopted for the new bridge thc traffic would have to he provided for
elsewhere while the old bridge was being removed and the new one erected. The
proposed site faces Kendal-strcot, the main street of the town, and this, it is generally
considered, is preferable to any other.
11. Viewing all thc circumstances of the case, the Committee are of opinion
that the composite bridge proposed hy tho Department should he constructed, and
on Wednesday, 7th May, 1890, they expressed this opinion in the following resolution,
which was moved by Mr. Tonkin, seconded by Mr. Lee, and passed unanimously :—
“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient that the
proposed Iron Bridge at Cowra, at a cost of £69,971, as referred to
the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, should be carried out;
hut in the opinion of the Committee a composite bridge, at a cost of
£26,538, as now recommended hy the Department of Public Works,
should he erected.”
J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 21 May, 1890.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

IRON BRIDGE AT COWRA.

WEDNESDAY, 12 EEBEVARJ, 1S90.

iOwoent:-JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Chairmax).
The Hon. .Tons Lackey.
Hesrt Cop exam), Esq.
Tiio Hon. Akbjiew Gatiiias.
'
Tho Doji. Ehkdemck Thomas HuiipnEior.
Thc Hon. Wji.eiam JoSErn Trickett.
Jacob Garrabi), Esq.

James Ebesezicr Toxkjx, Esq.
'Wij.ltam SrRiNGTJroRPE Dowex, Esq.
Ej)ayar]) AYnj.iAM O'Stfxxitax, Esq.
Ch ari.es Alfred Lee, Esq.

'J lie Commitfee proceeded to consider the proposed Iron Bridge at Cowra.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public AYorks, sworn, and examined :—■
1. Mr Lackey] You arc Under Secretary for Public AYorks P Yes.
j. Barfing
2. And have been for some time ? Yes, for about two years.
Esq. ’
?,■ ^Vh!,t k tlie estimate for tbe proposed bridge over the Lachlan at Cowra? The estimate given to ----- *-----^
J arhament, and which was really referred to this Committee, was £00,971, but as the result of the 12 Fel)'> 1S9°revision which has taken place in our system of bridge making, we now wish to put before the Committee
a proposal tor a composite structure of iron, steel, and timber, at an estimated cost of £2G,C3S. AYe have
also Prepared an estimate for a timber bridge amounting to £21,392, but there are very cogent reasons,
which l thmk our engineer will be able to give, showing why it is not desirable in this particular place to
build simply a timber bridge. Thc bridge recommended by the Department is a composite structure, consis mg o 3 truss spans of 160 feet, 4 trues spans of 90 feet, and 6 plain beam timber approach spans ;
the carriage-way is 20 feet, and each of the two foot-ways has a width of ,5 feet. Tbe piers under the
timber
Bl)al13 are °f non filled with concrete, the remaining piers and abutments being of
4. This is to take the place of the bridge at present in existence at Cowra ? lTes.
o. Do you know if that is a wooden bridge or an iron bridge ? That is, 3. believe, wbollv timber. I have
a precis ot tbe ease, which I now hand in. [Theprecis was rend by Urn Secretary.]
^
t' mi?6! ^ ®tatc.m thatjH-Bm the approximate cost of tbe bridge
Yes, thc estimate is given—£26.538.
/. That is for the alternative project ? That is the project before the Committee now-a composite
bridge, tlie description of which I read a short time ago.
8. I suppose the Department considers the present bridge a timber bridge onlv ?
YTcs.
J. J hat has been up about twenty years ? It is stated m the precis ot the case.

10; How long ago did the Department come to the conclusion to adopt wooden bridges instead of iron

bridges hitherto recommended? It would be misleading to answer tho question put in that bold wav—
viz. that we have east aside iron bridges and have determined to build timber bridges in every case. "
11. Is not that the purport of the recommendation you are making in withdrawing these bridges?
In
these particular coses.
&
b
12, Then it applies to these bridges specially and not to bridges generally ? It applies in tin’s wav-tbat
m view of the desirability of substituting timber for iron where practicable, we should consider in every
case or a proposed bridge whether timber would not answer all the requirements ; but it does not follow
that m every case wc should come to the conclusion fo adopt timber. In this caso it is proposed to have
a composite bridge.
s°“e instances I see that wooden bridges have been built heretofore by the Department ? Yes.
14. Ihat is as m the case of the Cowra Bridge ? Ales ; but, as I pointed out,"in many cases where before
oi composite™ construcled ,ron brid8es* wc woul<t h°w, under tbe revision alluded to, substitute timber
15 That would bo for ordinary traffic only; I take it you would not include railway traffic? No, I am
uot dealing with railway traffic at all,
^
*
mr
'n r niis i8
recommendation of the professional head of the Department
The proT 'jj ° l0W me-’ ^at [■tluilk } Am eorrec(; in ^ying decidedly yes. There is one other
tl mg J wish to add, as being interesting to tbe Committee with regard to thc existing Cowra bridge, and
rS T in v 11 a£“i'tomed by actual obseryation. I thought the Committee might like this information,
and I theretore asked the Engineer for Roads to obtain it. In the week ending 25th December, 1889
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J. Barfing, the following traffic passed over the bridge :—Foot passengers 2,092, daily average 300; horse-back pas
sengers 1,057, daily average 150; carts and buggies 709, daily average 10L; drays ISO, daily average 20 ;
waggons 63, daily average 9; sheep ■]50, daily average 05 (mncli below tbo average for tbo year—about
2 e .,18 0. 200,000 sheep pass over annually, being a daily average of GOO).
17. Arc tolls collected at the bridge? There are no tolls collected anywhere now.
18. How were thc figures ascertained? I asked Mr. Hickson to send an officer fo lake special observa
tions with regard to it. I thought the Conirnittee would like to have some definite statistics before them,
and I suggested to Mr, Hickson thc desirableness of taking them,
_
19. Mr. Cop/tlaml.] This officer was there all the week ? Those statistics are for the week ending 26th
December, 1889, and they were ascertained by actual observation that week. The number of cattle and
horses that passed over thc bridge was 1,818—daily average, 260 ; bales of wool, 382—daily average. 55 ;
bags of grain, 1,321—daily average, 190; general goods, 41 tons—daily average, 6 tons. Tn regard to
the bales of wool, bags of grain, and Hie general goods,'there is- a foot note, which says “ This is also
much below the average for the year.” As a further index to thc amount of traflie passing over the Cowra
Bridge a return has been obtained from thc Railway Department of the tonnage received at, and sent from,
thc Cowra Station in the year ending 31st December, 1889, viz.: Inwards; 6,603 tons ; outwards, 4,633
tons, nearly all of which comes and goes by way of tbe bridge.
.
20. Jtfr. O'Sullivan,] Is that bridge intended to carry a railway as well as tbe ordinary traffic ? No.
21. Are yon not aware that there is an agitation for a railway from Cowra to Forbes ? I am aware there
is such an agitation.
_
...
22. Would it uot be well to keep this back and see if you will have to build a railway bridge as _wcll ? 1
can hardly answer that question immediately, Tbe otlicer who will follow me has the requisite local
knowledge to do so.
I
...
23. I suppose you are aware of the big blunder made at Nowra by constructing a bridge that will not
carry a railway? I think you will not ask me to make an admission that tlie Department made a blunder
there.
_
24. Dr. G-armn^] Can you tell me whether this wooden bridge was built out of revenue or out of loan
money origiually ? I suppose it was built out of loan money, but I should like to verify that statement.
25. Can you tell me whether at the time the vote was submitted to Parliament the Minister promised
that there should he a toll to pay interest upon it ? We know that tolls are abolished. .
26. Was there ever a toll collected ou this bridge ? That I cannot say for certain. I will find out,
27. Is the old crossing passable now? Tbe old bridge is used now.
28. 1 mean the old ford ? That I cannot answer. I have not tho local knowledge to enable me to answer.
29. The railway crosses tbe river at Cowra now ? Undoubtedly.
30. Was there ever a proposal for combining a traffic bridge with that at the tune it was made ? I cannot
answer that question, but 1 will ascertain.
31. Do you know what that railway bridge cost ? No.
'
' 32. The traffic that you spoke of as passing over thc bridge nowds coming from the west into the; town of
Cowra ? Undoubtedly.
_
33. Supposing there were a platform on tbe other side of the bridge would not all the heavy traffic be
taken to tho railway there ? That would practically be making another station and town there.
34. We have got to build a bridge, costing £26,000, to bring the traffic across the river into Cowra wben
tbo railway crosses tbe river to the other side from which the traffic comes-is it not so? Yes, I
think so.
_
35. We have got one railway bridge that, takes the traffic and have got to build another bridge to bring
tbe traffic to the railway ? Quite so.
_
_
36. You do not know whether there is possibly any accommodation on tbe other side of the river for the
traffic? I cannot say for certain, but Mr. M‘Donald will be able to answer that question.
37. Do the sheep and cattle that come there come to take the train at Cowra and go on to Bathurst or
Sydney—those large mobs of sheep you spoke of? I see in tbe railway traffic returns which I have that
is not specified. I have'merely the details of tonnage, &c.
38. If these sheep are goiug to take the train at Cowra, they could all be put in trucks on tbe other side
of tbe river ? I should imagine they could,
....
39. If less than £10,000 built a bridge originally, which lasted over twenty years, and which is still big
enough to tako the traffic if it were strong enough, why do we want to spend £20,000, when tbe railway
will relieve the traffic ? It is of immense inconvenience to tbe traffic to have to renew a bridge, and a timber
bridge would require renewing after a certain number of years, whereas this bridge would last a much
greater number of years.
_
_
40. This will bo a timber bridge ou iron supports ? Under tbe wide spans there will be iron supports.
41. 11 will want repairing ? Yes.
42. 'Where would the money for that come from ? From the general revenue.
43. There is no toll to be collected? No.
THUUSDAT., 13 FEBItUABT, 1890.

present:—
JOSEPH PALMER ABROTT, Esq. (Chairman).
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Tbe Hon. Andrew Gart:an.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphoe v.
William Springthorpe Dowel, Esq.
The Hon. 'Wiiiiam Joseph Tkicketi.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Cjiart.es Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Iron Bridge at Cowra.
vi‘Ti A'i i

John Alexander M‘Donald, Esq., M.I.C.E. and MJ.M.E., Engineer for Bridges, sworn, and examined:—
’ 44. Dr. Garran.] AVhat position do you hold in the Public Service ? Engineer for Bridges in tbe Roads
and Bridges Department.
13Peb., 1890. 45. Have you any statement you wish to make before being examined ? Yes.
46.
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4G, Will you kindly read it, so that the members of the Committee can all hoar it?
follows
.
Cowha Bjiidge.

Tes.

Jt is as

-A.

'13 Feb., 1890

Introductory.

After consultation with the Engineer-in-Chief for Ronds and Bridges it has been decided to submit the
following designs to your Committee. It may be thought at first sight that the time of tho draftsmen of
thc Hoads and Bridges Branch has been wasted in preparing so many designs, and that the Department
should KitVe brought forward only tho one design recommended. It is not desired that thc Committee
should form the impression that every—or, in fact, any—bridge designed by the Department has involved
so many calculations and designs, hut this being a comparatively large bridge, and one for which some
provision must shortly he made, ,it was found necessary to investigate carefully the merits of various
types ; and having done so, it was thought the information accumulated should be submitted in full lo
your Committee.
Tho main point I wish to give prominence to in my evidence is not only a technical one, but one
of commercial economy, and a point that requires careful consideration in a new country. I refer to the
relative costs of construction and maintenance of timber, composite (limber and metal), and metallic (iron
or steel) bridges. Thc timbers in those colonics differ so much in charneler from those of other countries,
and arc so much superior for bridge-work ; and the cost of iron bridge-work delivered in situ is so high,
that it becomes a matter for careful investigation as to when it is advisable and economical to use timber
or composile structures, and when to use iron and masonry. It is in roadway bridges in these Colonies
inadvisable to blindly follow the jjraeticc of English and American Engineers, as Lhe materials and costs
aro so different,'
It is usually considered whore the traffic is large and heavy that a permanent structure should be
erected (by “ permanent” I mean a structure that should last at least 100 years). But I would argue
that if the “ capital value” of thc permanent structure far exceeds the “ capital value” of a “ temporary”
structure (I here use the term “ temporary” to refer to a structure lasting not more than 25 years) ;
then for the country distriefs the “temporary” structure should be adopted, and it is this point I would
wish to bring prominently before your Committee.
Old Ttridyc.

The cost of the Cowra bridge completed in 1870, and built entirely of timber, was f 0,120. The
funds provided were £5,000 on 1802 loans and £3,000 on 1SGG loans, and balance from road votes. It con
sisted of three X‘Calium truss spans, each 130 ft., and the remainder simple beam spans. Pour months
after completion several of fhe simple beam spans were carried away by flood, and were thou replaced by
three truss spans, each 05 feet, at a cost of £1,715,
Thc cost of repairs previous to 1SS"> have been charged to tho general vote “Repairs to Bridges,”
and so cannot be separated, but from 1885 to date the repairs have amounted to £1,220—(see Appendix 1)—
or at tlie rate of £244 per annum. Excluding repairs for fhe fifteen years, 1870 to 1885, the value of
which are unobtainable, the total expenditure on this bridge to date has been £12,055.
In 1SSG it was reported by the Local Road Superintendent that the timber piers were in a very
unsafe condition, due to decay, and an amount of £3,000 was placed on tho 1887 Estimates for renewing
the main piers in the river. Borings were then taken, and further examination showed that the approach
spans and piers would have to be renewed, and tho dock widened and footways fixed to provide for the
increased traffic ; the only sound timber remaining in the structure being tho M'Callum trusses. An
estimate was got out for this work, and it was found that the new iron piers and concrete abutments
would cost £6,750; and the renewal of approaches, widening deck and fixing footways, would cost £5,800,
or a total of £12,550. It was then decided to gef out designs for an entirely new structure, as at the end
of ten years thc M'Callum trusses would probably have to be renewed also.
Survey.

Survey plan No. 4 was then made, and sections taken.
Selection of site.

Thc previous papers of this Department do not show7 the reasons which led to the adoption of the
present site for this bridge. A road—Bridge-street—10 chains long and 50 feet wide, was specially
resumed as an approach, and this street has of course since been considered as a permanent main thorough
fare. Now that a new bridge is required t he question of site lias been reconsidered, and four distinct
sections have been taken, vis.:—On line of old bridge, on line of proposed bridge as marked on plan, and
two lines intermediate. Sections have not been run on any Hue down stream of present bridge, as not
only would such a line still further divert the traffic from a direct line, but as a heavy flood might at any
time carry the old bridge away, it would be dangerous during construction to erect the new structure on
tho down stream side.
■
From an engineering point of view, and apart from land resumption, the four sites surveyed are
fairly equal as to length and cost, and the main point then to consider is the most convenient and direct
route for tho traffic. The site recommended and marked on plan at the foot of ICendal-strcct forms a
direct and almost straight lino from the Railway Station to the opposite bank of the river. The present
route takes two right angle turns on to a road only 50 feet wide, whereas Jvendal-strcct is 09 feet wide,
and no alienated land need be encroached upon on either side of the river. Again, if the old route were
adhered fo, the old bridge would bare to be removed and the frafflc completely stopped for about eighteen
months. In addition, tho roadway would have to be raised about 9 feet, which would probably lead to
litigation with fhe owners of properties on each side of the road. Tlie narrow7 width of thc road, however,
is tho most fatal objection to retaining tbo present lino of traffic. Viewing tbe matter as one of public
convenience rather than of private interests, there can, I think, be no doubt that thc ICendal-strcct site is
by far tbe best of any in the town.
Trejfc.

'

Returns of the present traflie over the Cowra Bridge have been obtained from (he local Road
Superintendent for one w'eek [Appjcndia: 2], and this has been taken as tke average tjaffic, and worked
out at per annum in Appendix G.
' As
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by far the greater part of the good? trucked at Cowra Railway Station pass over the Road,
Esq8 ’ bridge, a return has been obtained from the Railway Traffic Department [see Appendix 3], which gives
,
the total of goods inwards and outwards at 11,23G tons per annum. The local Road Superintendent
13 Ecb. 1890. estimates the goods outwards only at 9,390 tons per annum, over the bridge; so that probably the traffic
may be estimated at 10,000 tons per annum for inwards and outwards.
Tolls on all bridges abolished in December, 1882, excepting Hay Bridge, at which place cost of
wages, maintenance, and repairs, are deducted from tolls received, and balance handed over to Council.
As no tolls are charged on bridges (except on the Hay Bridge) these works cannot make any
direct return to revenue, and cannot therefore he considered as directly reproductive. However, in order
to give some idea of the value of the traffic I have in Tabic Appendix 6 adopted, as a basis for valuation,
the lately reduced ferry rates, [fe Appendix 4.] The result after deducting all costs incurred in
collecting these tolls is a credit balance of £3,000 per annum, exclusive of the returns due on about
10,000 tons of goods, and the necessary horses and drays conveying same. If therefore it is admitted that
the present ferry tolls are a fair estimate of the value of the convenience given by a bridge, then whether
these rates are paid directly or indirectly by the individuals or districts concerned mil not affect the
question materially, but I submit that if the above premises be granted and the actual traffic returns
show a credit balance, then the Department is justified in recommending the construction of the required
works if the interest and depreciation and maintenance account does not exceed the returns from traffic.
Designs submitted,

I shall now proceed to a detail description of the different designs submitted. The section, of the
river is the same in each case, being taken at the foot of Kendnl-street, as shown on plan of site.
As so many estimates for variations in design have been made, I propose to give only the results
in evidence, and submit the details as an appendix.
■
Cost diagram.

To facilitate the comparison of these various designs, I have had a diagram, Ho. 8, prepared,
showing at a glance the total relative values of each, every item being represented by a distinctive colour.
Explanation of terms.

I might here be allowed to explain some terms which I shall presently use:—
By “ Prime Cost,” I mean the first cost of the bridge without any reference to future maintenance
or renewals.
By “ Annual Charge,” J moan the amount required annually to pay interest on first cost including
a sinking fund for life of bridge (depreciation) and maintenance, including renewals and
painting.
By “ Capital Value,” I mean the capital required to pay interest, depreciation, and maintenance, or
the “ annual charge ” capitalized.
Design T.

Ho. 1 design is for an iron bridge of the lattice type, and consists of one 21C ft., two 168 ft. 11-j in.,
two 111 ft. 9 in., and two 110 ft. 10| in. spans, measured from centre to centre of piers and abutments.
The clear carriage-way is 20 ft. between kerbs, and the two footways have each a width of 5 ft. 2 in.
The girders are continuous over the three river spans, and independent over the four remaining
spans, and are 12 ft. 6 in. and 10 ft, deep respectively. The booms of main girders are of trough section,
formed of boom plates and stringer plates connected with double [_ irons. The webs are formed of
vertical struts, over bearings, of flat diagonal lattice bar and diagonal channel iron struts set to an angle
of 45°, and stiffened with ladder bracing.
The cross girders arc of wrought-iron, the ends projecting so as to form cantilevers for carrying
footways.
The deck on carriage-way is formed of wrought-iron buckled plates, rivetted to wronght-iron rolled
girders secured to cross girders, the footways are formed of buckled plates rivetted to steel beams resting
on cantilevers.
The spaces between crowns of buckled plates are to be filled with tarred metal and bluestone
screenings thoroughly rolled.
The piers carrying the continuous girders arc composed of wrought-iron cylinders 7 ft. diameter,
stiffened with wrought-iron diaphragm bracing, and founded on east-iron cylinders, filled with concrete,
7 ft. and 8 ft. 6 in. diameter respectively in land and river piers.
The piers and abutments carrying independent girders are composed of cement concrete.
Dressures.

Pressure on foundations of river cylinder pier is 13'33 tons per square foot.
„
„
Land
„
1335 „
„
,,
„
land concrete pier
3‘5
„
,,
Calculations.

The bridge has been designed to carry a live load of 84 lb. per square foot of carriage and footway,
the cross girders and longitudinal girders have been calculated to carry a traction engine of 1G| tons. *
Iron Deck.

The estimated prime cost of this design complete, and including carriage which totals £7,540, will
be £69.971. Assuming tho life to be 150 years, and money to bo borrowed at 4 per cent., and extending
tbe cost over that number of years, it would mean an annual charge of £3,054 against revenue. This
charge would provide for keeping bridge in thorough repair, and for sinking fund and interest on capital,
This annual charge, capitalized would represent £76,350.
The
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.T. A.
The cost of above design could be reduced by omitting footways, which would bring the prime
M‘Donald,
cost to £65,19G, tbe annual charge to £2,862, and the capital value to £71,5oO.
Esq.
Should it be possible to obtain the money at 3| per cent., the annual charge, footways included,
would be reduced to £2,711, and that capitalized would be £77,457.
13 Feb., 1S90.
Omitting footways, if money could be obtained at 3^ per cent., the annual charge would be
£2,543, and that capitalized would be £72,657.
Timber Deck,

The prime cost of same design, with timber deck instead of iron, and money borrowed at 4 per
cent., would be, including footways, £54,959,, the annual charge £2,811, and the capital value £70,275.
By omitting footways (£4,385), the prime cost would be £50,574, the annual charge £2,540, and
the capital value £63,500.
Should it he possible to obtain the money at 3| per cent., the annual charge, footways included,
would be £2.552, and that capitalized would be £72,914.
Omitting footways, if money-could he obtained at 3| per cent., the annual charge would ho £2,301,
and that capitalized would he £65,743.
Desigit II.
No. 2 design is for a composite structure, and consists of three truss spans of 160 ft., four truss
spans of 90 ft. each, and four 35 ft. and two 30 ft. plain beam approach spans measured from centre to
centre of piers and abutments. The minimum clear carriage-way is 20 ft., and the maximum 21 ft. 6 in.,
and the two footways have each a width of 5 ft.
The 160 ft, spans arc 27 ft. deep, between centres of triangulations. The top chord principals and
diagonal bracings are of ironbark timber, the bottom chord is of steel formed of stringer-plates and L
bars top and bottom, stringers to be laced together with flat bars. The suspension bolts are of wroughtiron, placed in groups of four, and connected avith wrought-iron washer-plates.
All the timber members are adjustable by means of wedges, so that any shrinkage that occurs can
be taken up.
'
The cross-girders, spaced 20 ft. apart, arc of steel, to be “ fish-bellied ” and formed of web-plates,
connected to flange-plates top and bottom by double-angle bars; the ends of cross-girders to project so
as to form cantilevers for carrying footways; the webs of cross-girders are stiffened by T bars and
packing-plates, and the whole rivetted with wrought-iron rivets.
Longitudinal girders, forming carriage and footway, to be of sawn timber resting on the cross
girders as shown.
Deck on carriage and foot way to be of tallow-wood, laid diagonally on carriage-way, and trans
versely on footway.
"
* .
_
Top) and bottom booms to be stiffened with wind-bracing, formed of timber transverse struts and
diagonal wrought-iron tie-rods.
The 90 ft. truss spans to be built of timber, the main cross-girders to project so as to carry the
dock of footway, the clear width of carriage and foot ways being the same as on the 160 ft. spans.
_
Piers carrying the ]60ft. spans are composed of wrought-iron cylinders, 4 ft. 6 in. and 6 ft.
diameter respectively in land and river piers, stiffened with wrought-iron diaphragm bracing, and founded
on cast-iron cylinders fllled with cement concrete, the land and river piers being 7 ft. 6 in. and 6 ft.
diameter respectively at base.
The piers carrying 90 ft. spans arc built of timber, piers 4 and 5 consisting of nine vortical piles
arranged in groups of four, and piers 3 and 10 consisting of five vortical piles arranged in pairs under
heels of trusses aud one in centre; also two short vertical piles to carry up and down stream struts. The
pules to be rigidly stayed with wales, braces, and compression struts.
The piers aud abutments carrying approach spans to be built of timber, each pier consisting of
four piles (two vertical and two with a rake of 1 in 12) 18 in. diameter, stayed with wales and braces.
The abutments to consist of five vertical piles and two wing piles 17 in. diameter. Biles of piers carrying
truss spans to be driven 25 ft. Piles carrying approach spans to be driven 20 ft.
Pressures.

Pressure on foundations of river cylinders (on rock)
... *
„
„
land pier (on clay)
...............

14'6 tons per square foot.
6
„
„

Calculations.

The bridge lias been designed to carry a live load of 84 lb. per square foot of carriage and foot
way, The cross girders and longitudinal girders have been designed to carry a traction engine of 161 tons.
Cost.

__ The estimated prime cost of this design complete, and including carriage (which totals £3,386), is
£26,538, assuming the life of the steel chords and cross girders to be one hundred and fifty years, the
timber in trasses at twenty-five years, and in decking at twelve and a-half years, and the money borrowed
at 4 per cent. Extending the cost over one hundred and fifty years, it would mean an annual charge of
£1,735 against the revenue. This charge would provide for keeping the bridge in thorough repair, the
timber in trusses being renewed every twenty-five years, and decking every twelve and a-balf years ; also
for sinking fund and interest on capital. This annual charge capitalized would represent £43,375. By
substituting timber piers for the iron piers carrying 160 ft. spans, tbe prime cost would be reduced to
£20,822, annual charge to £1,565, and the capital value would be £39,123.
By omitting footways, and still retaining the iron piers in above design, the prime cost would be
£23,894, the annual charge £1,529, and the capital value £38,225.
By omitting footways, and substituting timber piers for iron piers carrying tbe lGO ft. spans, tbe
prime cost would bo £18,178, tbe annual charge £1,359, and the capital value £33,975.
Should it be possible to obtain the money at 3£ per cent., the annual charge, with cylinders and
footways included, would be reduced to £1,024, and that capitalized would be £40,400.
Omitting
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Omitting footways, if money could be obtained at 3-| per cent., the annual charge would be £1,427,
and that capitalized would be £40,771.
^
The annual charge of same design with timber piers instead of iron would be, including footways,
18 Feb., 1890. £L,4SG, and the capital value £42,457.
By omitting footways, the annual charge would he £1,280, and the capital value £36,829.
1

Alternative Tiers,
These timber piers, consisting of thirteen piles 14 in. x 14 in., arranged in groups of six under
heels of trusses, and one in centre, also one np-strenm and two down-stream short vertical piles to carry
wales and up aud down stream struts, the whole pier to he stayed with wales, braces, and internal
compression struts. Pressure per square inch of pile will he 439 lb. Cost of piers complete, £2,450, as
against the cost of iron and concrete piers, £8,160—or a reduction of £5,710.

Desigh III.

No. 3 design is for a timber bridge of nine 90-ft. truss spans and four 35-ft. and three 30-ft. plain
beam approach spans.
The minimum clear carriage-way is 20 ft., and the maximum 21 ft. 6 in.; the two footways have
each a width of 5 ft.
•
The cross-girders are of timber throughout, the main cross-girders projecting so as to carry deck
of both footways.
The river piers (piers 8 and 9) carrying 90-ft. truss spans are formed of wrought-iron 4 ft. G in.
diameter, stiffened with wrought-iron diaphragm bracing, founded on cast-iron cylinders 4 ft. 6 in.
diameter filled in with concrete. The remaining piers are of timber. Piers 4, 5, 6. 7, 10, and 11,
carrying 90-ft. truss spans, consists of nine vertical piles, arranged in groups of four, and piers 3 and 12
consist of five vertical piles, arranged in pairs under heels of trusses, and one in centre, also two short
vertical piles carrying up and down stream struts; the whole pier stayed with wales, braces, aud com
pression struts.
Piers 1, 2, 13,14, aud 15, and abutments A and B, carrying plain beam approach spans, to be of
round timber 18 in. and 17 in. diameter respectively. The piers to consist of two vertical and two piles
with a rake of 1 in 12, stayed with wales and braces. Abutments A and B to consist of five vertical piles
and two wing pieces.
Pressures.
Pressure on river pier cylinders ...
...
...
...
... 14.5 tons per square foot.
„
„ piles ,'............................................................... 385 lb. pier square inch.
Qahulations.
This bridge has been designed to carry a live load of 84 lb. per square foot of carriage and
foot way.
Gost,
The estimated prime cost of this design is £21,392; the annual charge being £1,576, and the
capital value £39,400.
By substituting timber piers for iron the prime cost would be reduced to £19,531, annual charge
to £1,543, and capital value to £38,575.
By omitting footways, and still retaining iron piers, the prime cost would he £18,690, annual
charge £1,363, and capital value £34,075.
i
'
By omitting footways, and substituting timber piers for iron, the prime cost would he £16,830,
annual charge £1,330, and capital value £33,250.
Should it be possible to obtain the money at 3£ per cent., the annual charge with cylinders, foot
ways included, would be £1,495, and that capitalized would be £42,714.
Omitting footways, if money could be obtained at 3| per cent., tho annual charge would he reduced
to £1,290, aud that capitalized would be £36,857.
The annual charge of same design, with timber piers instead of iron, would be, including footways,
£1,473, and the capital value £42,086.
By omitting footways the annual charge would he reduced to £1,268, and the capital value
£36,229.
Recommendation.
It will he seen from the cost diagram that
The cheapest iron bridge has capital value of
........................... £70,275
The composite design recommended has caqfital value of ...
... £43,375
The cheapest timber bridge has capital value of
...
...
... £38,575
'
Iron.
It will therefore he seen that the cheapest iron bridge, i.e., with timber deck, would be 63 per cent,
above the capital value of the composite structure ; and that the capital value of the composite structure
would be about 13 per cent, more than the cheapest timber bridge that could he built over this river
suitable for trailic.
I think it will he patent from these figures that the Department would not be justified in
recommending the construction of an iron bridge at this place, and incurring such a heavy annual charge
as £2,811, when the traflic can he equally well served, or nearly so, at an annual charge of £1,735 with a
composite bridge. If this he admitted, there remain then only two for consideration.
Timber,
The timber bridge diagram No, 3 is not considered suitable for this site, as the spans not being
more than 90 ft., there would be a risk every flood of the piers being carried away, as largo quantities of
"
drift
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J. A.
Li addition, at the end of 25 years the
whole bridge would have to be renewed, and the traffic completely stopped for about 12 months, unless M'Donald,
Esq.
the next new bridge were built on a ditl'ereut site. Though this design is not considered suitable, it was
thought advisable to submit it for the sake of comparison only.
13 Feb., 1890.
drift timber come down during flood-tiniCj and in great lengths.

Composite.
Tho design recommended by this Department is the composite one shown in elevation on diagram
No. 2.
The piers for the main spans are permanent, tbe remaining piers, which can more easily be renewed,
are of timber.
The bottom chord is of steel, the suspension bolts of scrap iron, aud the remainder of the super
structure is of ironbark timber.
It is found in truss bridges that the bottom chord or tension member is the first to decay, con
sequent on the number of joints and keys required to give the necessary tensile strength, and the chances
thereby given for water to find its way in. When any part of this chord decays it is most difficult to
renew it, without expensive staging under the whole truss, and again, on the completion of the fife of the
truss, scaffolding has to bo erected, tho whole of the old truss removed and new truss complete erected iu
its place. This work causes considerable aud lengthened interruption to traffic.
To overcome this difficulty to a groat extent, I have on the design before you provided for a
permanent steel chord, which, of course, slightly increases tho cost, but with this arrangement any part
of the timber-work in the truss can be renewed with only very slight interruption to the traffic; and when
the renewal of the whole of tho timber in the truss is necessary only very slight staging will he required
to support the chord during re-erection, the traffic going on all the time.
Strength and Cost of Ironbark and Iron.
At this point it might be of interest to give a few facts bearing on the relative strength and cost
of ironbark and iron in construction.
Tie si; ironbark half tensile strength of bridge iron for same area.
Weight of bridge iron 3f times weight of best ironbark for same strength in tension.
Best ironbark f compression strength of bridge iron for the same area.
Weight of bridge iron If times weight of best ironbark for the same strength in compression.
Taking ironbark erected at 5s. per cubic ft. and bridge iron erected at ,£24 per ton, then—
In tension a ton of ironbark costing £7 10s. is equal in strength to 3'23 tons of bridge iron costing
£77 10s.
In compression a Ion of ironbark costing £7 10s. is equal in strength to T61 tons of bridge iron
costing £38 12s.
The above give the comparative ultimate strengths, viz.:—Tension, ironbark 11 tons, iron 22 tons ;
compression, ironbark 4f Ions, iron 17 tons.
Conclusion.
To recapitulate, tbe cost of the design recommended No. 2 is 13 per cent, above the timber design
No. 3, and the advantages claimed are:—
1st—Sufficient waterway for drift timber to pass, and risk of damage from floods obviated.
2nd—Permanent piers to facilitate renewals.
3rd—Permanent lower chord to facilitate renewals.
The annual charge for this design is £1,735, aud under the head of “ traffic ” I have argued that
the value of the convenience given by the bridge exceeds £3,000. I would therefore submit that the
design recommended is not extravagant in cost considering the large traffic the bridge is required to carry.
Summary of Appendices.
No. 1.—Cost of repairs, Cowra.
No. 2.—Traffic returns by Mr. Road-Superintendent Bartlett.
No. 3.—Traffic returns by Railway Department.
No. 4.—Derry Tolls.
No. 5.—Bridge Tolls.
No. 6.—Estimated value of Traffic.
Nos. 7 to 22.—Designs 1, 2, and 3.
No. 23.—Summary of Capital Values.

WEDNESDAY, 19 EEBRUART, 1890.
Present:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Vice-Chairman) .
Tbe Hon. Andrew Gar ran.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick; Thomas Humphery.
James Ebenezeh Tonkin, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
WiiiiAM Springthorpe Dowel, Esq.
The Hon. Georoe Henry Cox.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed iron Bridge at Cowra.
Robert Hickson, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chiof for Roads and Bridges, sworn, and examined :—
47. Mr, Copeland.-] You arc the head of the Roads and Bridges Department? Yes.
R. Hickson,
4S. Have you personally inquired into the necessity for the building of the Cowra bridge P Yes.
Esq.
49. And you are satisfied that it would be better to build a new bridge than to attempt to patch up the
old one ? Yes ; 1 examined tbe old one very carefully.
19 Feb., 1890.
50. Have you personally inspected it ? Yes.
51.
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R, Hickson, 51. I suppose you did not happen to notice the letter in one of yesterday’s morning papers with reference
Esq.

to this bridge, in which the writer attempted to make it appear that a very slight expense in repairs
iS'o, I did nor notice tbe
letter.
"
511. Are you satisfied, from your own inspection, that tbe bridge has gone beyond repair? It has not
gone beyond repair, but I do not think it would be economy to attempt to repair it. It cannot be said
to have gone beyond repair, but 1 do not think it would be economy to attempt to repair it.
5‘d. Aon think it would be cheaper, as a matter of expenditure, to build a new bridge? Yes. The great
difficulty in connection with repairing that bridge is that tbe piers—the most important portion—are in a
very bad state indeed. If it were only the girders and the top work it would not matter so much, but tho
piers are iu a very bad state.
SI. The reason it is proposed to build a new bridge is not that the present bridge will not accommodate
all the traffic, but because it is practically worn out ? Yes, that is tbe reason.
55. 1 suppose if it were not worn out tbe present bridge would be sufficiently large for all traffic pur
poses ? I think it would, except that it has no foot-way, the absence of which is a great inconvenience.
5(i, Do you remember bow long the bridge has been built ? It was built in 1870.
57. Is a period of twenty years considered the usual life for a wooden bridge? It is a long life I think
for the piers of a wooden bridge.
58. But have not some repairs to this bridge already taken place? Yes, considerable repairs.
59. Have any of tbe piers been replaced ? I do not think any of them have been actually replaced, but
several props have beeu put up alongside the piers.
GO. What do you say is the usual life for a wooden bridge ? ffor the piers of a wooden bridge twenty
years is a long life, but that period is a short life for the superstructure.
01. Ho you know of what kind of timber the piers are composed? As fur as I could judge they were
ironbark, but it is very bard to say, because they are in a very bad state, aud quite hollow.
G2. W hat part of the piers is found to be the most decayed—beween wind and water ? Along tbe edge,
where the pier enters the ground.
(53. And is all above that sound ? No, not all sound. The decay in some of the piers extends upwards
for a considerable distance.
61. About how far ? As far as I could strike the pier with my stick; I. suppose 7 or 8 feet high. I
could feel that the wood was quite hollow. The piers had gone altogether, and especially in one span.
65. Ho you lind that these piers generally go at the junction with the ground? Yes ; that is the'place
where they are more liable to go.
66. Would it not be jiossible to protect them in some way by coppering them, or burning them ? I do
not think that would have any effect iu preserving the timber, unless where it is attacked by cobra, which
of course is not the case here.
67. Is not that generally the place where they go first, between wind and water, or where they enter the
surface of the soil ? This is not exactly between wind and water. The reason why piers go between
wind and water is that they are sometimes dry and sometimes wet. In this case, where they meet
ilie natural surface of the ground, they are, except in times of flood, always dry, so that coppering them,
or putting any outside coating on, would have no effect in preventing decay taking place.
68. Are these piers painted or tarred ? They are tarred.
69. Have you tried soaking them in oil ? I am not aware that that has been tried.
70. Then, so far as this bridge is concerned, you are quite satisfied that a further expenditure is necessary
in the form of a new bridge? I am.
7L And a bridge that would give more accommodation than the old one? Yes. When we are putting
it up it is just as well to give a little more accommodation than that afforded by tbe old one.
72. Ho youapprove of the suggested position for the new bridge as being more convenient than the site of
the old one ? Yes. The old site is very inconvenient on account of tbe narrow street approaching to it.
The railway station is up here [pointing to the map], and this is the main street of the town. The
principal traffic is down Kendall-street and across the bridge, out in this direction. They have now to
turn up here to Lachlan-street, past this narrow street—Bridge-street—and then get across the bridge.
It is proposed now that the bridge should practically be a continuation of Kendall-street, though it will
not be exactly in the same line. I propose moving the position of the bridge slightly, so as to avoid
destroying certain frontages, for which compensation would have to he given.
73. On the question of the composition of the bridge, I suppose you are satisfied that a composite bridge
would be better than either an iron one or the old wooden one ? Very much better than the old wooden
one, and, I think, under the circumstances, considering that it is so much cheaper, quite ns good as an
iron one.
7d. Can you say what has been the cause of this sudden new departure by tbe department in favour of
wooden bridges, considering that for many years past all the bridges that have been constructed have been
made of iron, notwithstanding thefaetthat plenty of timber was in theimmediate neighbourhood ? All the
bridges formerly were not of iron. There were a good many, no doubt. I think this new departure, if it
may be called so, is mainly duo to conversations that have taken place between the Engineer for Bridges
(Mr. M’Honald) and myself, with the view of economising, if possible, in the construction of these
bridges.
75. And are you quite sure that it will be economy ? I think so.
76. 1 suppose you cannot inform the Committee how it was that when they were building a railway bridge
they did not make it capable of carrying traffic ? I do not know. I may say, from my own observation,
that it would have been a very inconvenient site for a traflic bridge. It is too far away from the town,
but 1. do not know whether or not that was the reason they did not make it capable of carrying traffic.
77. "What distance is the railway bridge from tbe site of this proposed bridge? About 3 miles. I drove
up to it, and I think that is about the distance.
78. What distance is the railway bridge from the town? About 3 miles.
79. You are satisfied, I suppose, that this is the best site for the new bridge ? Undoubtedly.
SCf And you are equally satisfied that it is a necessary expenditure, and that a new bridge should bo
built ? I am.
81. As the permanent head of the department, you favour this proposal for a composite bridge? Yes.
.......
82.

10 Feb., 1890. would make the existing structure a serviceable bridge for a good many years ?
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82. ITr. (ha;t\ Ton saicl tliat some of the timber in the piers was hollow ;—must it not have been hollow B* Hickson,
■when it was first put up ? Not necessarily. I presume it was not.
■^E(h
83. Can the timber get hollow after it has been erected ? Yes.
81'. Mr. Copeland."] What form does the decay assume—dry rot? Tcs. The outside surface appears all ^
right, but if you tap the pier, or insert a knife into it, you can see that it is perfectly hollow.
85. ’W’as the timber cut from young trees? I could not say. It was covered with tar, and it was
impossible to say what tho timber was originally.
•
8G. Do you think it likely (hat the piers were made out of small trees with heart in the middle ? It is
quite possible they may have been.
87. Because an ironbark log would scarcely decay above ihe surface in twenty years? If you get a
thoroughly sound log—a thing it is most dirticult to ascertain when you are putting up a structure—it
will not decay; but it is practically impossible when you are erecting a bridge like that, to soy that every
log is thoroughly sound right through, and if there is the slightest symptom of unsoundness, drv rot will
of course ensue.
,
‘
"
88. But would you not be able, when a squared log was lying on the ground, by looking at both ends, to
say whether or not it was sound right through ? I have seen logs which have been passed ns sound
timber by some of our best inspectors, and which in three and a half years’ time have been attacked with
dry rot, and become almost entirety shelled.
88. Was that redgum or ironbark ? Ironbark.
30, Jlfr. Cox."] Tbe decay was not owing to tho white ant? No, You can easily tell the difference.
01. Mr. Doicel.] When were instructions received to prepare plans and specifications for the iron bridge?
1 could not say when tbe instructions were originally given. The Engineer for Bridges would be able to
give you that information.
”
92. Can you say when steps were first taken in the department to prepare plans and specifications ? I
could not.
93. Had they been commenced before you took charge? I do not know exactly how far the work was in
progress before I came, but 1 know there was some work done in connection with it.
91. How long have you had charge of the department? Since the 1st of July last.
95. Then something had been done before (hen in tbe direction of preparing plans and specifications ? I
could not say with any degree of accuracy.
96. Can you say how long it generally takes in your department to prepare the plans and specifications
for a bridge ? It depends altogether on the magnitude of the work.
97. Such a work as this iron bridge at Cowra ? The survey had to be made, the section bad to be made,
and the borings bad to be taken in the first instance.
98. Can you say how Jong it generally takes to get that preliminary work done ? It is very hard to lay
down a rule, because there are so many contingencies. Eor instance, you may not be able to get to
work for some time on account of the flooding of the river. If everything went right, I suppose the
preliminary work ought to be done in two months or two and a half months.
99. Or three mouths ? Yes, if everything went right.
100. How long after that would it take to prepare tho calculations and the strain sheets ? A month
ought to do the plans after that.
,
101. After your^ calculations and strain sheets were prepared, how long did it take you to prepare tho
plans and specifications for this iron bridge ? ft would take longer than a month to prepare the strain
sheets for tho iron bridge. The plans would involve two months’ work.
102. Did it not really take over three mouths to prepare the calculations and the strain sheets? I could
not sav.
103. How long did it take to prepare 1 he plans and specifications? I could not tell you from memorv,
hut Mr. M‘Donald will, no doubt, be able to give you the information.
lOJ. And you caunot say whether twelvemonths have elapsed since instructions were first received to
prepare the plans and specifications for this bridge? J could not.
105. How many draughtsmen have you in your office engaged upon bridge work? I could not tell you
tho exact number without looking at the pay-sheets.
”
106. What test do you employ in regard to tho wrought iron and steel used in tbe construction of these
bridges ? Tho tests are all in the specification. I have not a copy hero, hut I can get a copy.
107. By whom are the tests made ? If the ironwork is obtained'from home the test is made under the
supervision of the superintending engineer in England. If the test is made here it is done by the Univer
sity, under Mr. M'Donald.
108. At the University, by Professor Warren ? Yes.
.
109. Does the Government or the contractor pay for the tests ? I could not tell you without looking at
tho specification. I think the contractor pays for them, but I am not sure.
110. In your specifications for tho bridge I notice that you have inserted certain sizes of iron, and I wish
to refer you to one or two of them, for the purpose of ascertaining whether it is desirable or absolutely
necessary that these particular sizes should be used, or whether they are marketable sizes, as sold by
general ironmongers. Bor instance,—for your main girders you specify that the channel iron bracing
shall be 8 in. x 3tin. x $ in. Is it absolutely necessary that that particular piece of iron should he 3J- in.
Would not 3 iu. have answered the purpose ? 31 in. gives the sectional area we require, and that is a very
marketable size. I might say that, generally speaking, we try as much as possible to arrange that all our
iron shall be of marketable sizes.
111. Is this a marketable size—GJ- in. x 2!j- in. x 1 in. ? I think it is.
■
112. There is also specified another size of iron for the channel iron bracing, namely, Sj in. x 2-jj-in. Is
it absolutely necessary that these unusual sizes should be specified ? I am not prepared to say that they
are unusual sizes. As I said before, as far as possible, we make all our iron of marketable sizes. There
may be a few exceptions to that rule, and perhaps the few instances you have named may be exceptions,
but I could not toll you whether they are or not unless 1 saw the trade list,
113. Take another instance—longitudinal girder's, to be rolled, 0£ in. x
in.—is not that an unusual
size. Is not 9 in. x 4j in. a trade size? 9& in. is not an uncommon size to use at home. 1 have used it.
114. Then take the wrought-iron rolled girders. Is not this an unusual size—20 in. x 7^ in.—Is the
onc-eighih put in for any special reason ? Yes, you want the proper strength,
51—(3
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B. Hickson, 115. It is absolutely necessary that the one-eighth should be there ?
Esq.
inersases iu thickness by sixteenths.
_
_

'

That is in thickness; the iron
_
11G. But the girder you have in your specification is 20 inches deep by 7^ inches, and the flanges are
18J0. 7 incllcg thick—is that a usual marketable size ? I should say that was a very usual size.
117. 7-J- inches ? Yes.
■
...
118. Do you think it is good policy on the part of the Government that the expensivetests applied to
■ the iron should be paid for by the contractor—do you think it is desirable ? I think the contractor
should bear the total expense of putting up the bridge.
_ _
...
,
119. But, with regard to the tests applied to the iron before it is used, do you think it desirable that the
contractor should be called upon to bear that expense—would it not be better for tbe Department to pay
for the test? My opinion is that it would he better for the contractor to pay; but it is a matter of.
opinion.
120. You visited the site of the proposed'biidge ? Yes.
...
.
.
121. And your Department recommend the composite bridge, with piers of wrought-iron, and timber
superstructure ? Yes.
‘
...
122. Is there any stone in the locality suitable for tbe construction of piers ? I believe there is no stone
about there at all suitable for piers.
.
.
.
123. Ko stone within a reasonable distance of Cowra suitable for the masonry required for that bridge .
Not as far as I am aware.
.
.
. „ .
124. Would the cost be increased to any considerable extent by the use of stone piers instead of iron
cylinders ? Yes, the cost of tho main piers would be increased. It would be a very difficult thing to
put in stone piers in the river.
125. For what reason ? You would have to build cofferdams, and pump the water out.
123. Could not a foundation be obtained by driving piles and piers, and then build on the piles ? _ It
could he done, but I do not think it would be desirable to put a stone structure on a timber foundation,
which would he liable to decay. I think.the stone and the iron works should he brought down to the
solid.
.
127. Can you say to what depth the cylinders would be taken down ? It is shown on the plan.
128. Is it a rock bottom ? Yes.
_
_
.
129. You wouid not recommend that a foundation of piles should bo used in the construction of the
bridge? FTo.
.
,
130. ind you say there is no stoue in the locality suitable for building the bridge? Hot as far as I am
aware.
131. Did von make anv calculations as to the difference in the cost of wrought-iron cylinders and stono
or brick work for the piers? I did not, because I thought it would be utterly useless, as nobody would
attempt to put in stone piers when constructing a bridge like that.
_
1.32. You have informed the Committee that it takes a considerable time to prepare the calculations and
strain sheets for these iron bridges? Yes.
133. "Would it not he possible to adopt a certain type of bridge and have all tho strain sheets already
prepared? Yes ; if you had all the spans tho same.
_
134. I mean a strain sheet applicable to a variety of spans—a table? It is not at all a desirable thing to
do. I may say I have had a great deal of experience in bridge-building at home, and it is the universal
practice of engineers there to take out the strains for all bridges, unless of course there happen to he
some of exactly the same design. But if the span varies the strains are always taken out afresh.
135. Do you consider the lattice girder type a good type ? It is considered the host.
_
13G. The department having determined that that is the best type that could possibly he used, would it
not.be just as well to have a table of strain sheets prepared so as to obviate the necessity of taking them
out for every separate span? 1 have just said that I do not think it would. It is not the custom at
home for engineers of standing in connection with bridge work to do it, and I do not think there would
he very much gained by it.
.
137. The practice at the present time is then, that if a span varies by 1 or 2 feet', entirely fresh calcu
lations have to be made ? Ho, not at all.
.
- 138. What is tbe difference in span which necessitates afresh strain sheet ? You cannot laydown a
definite rule. Nobody would he stupid enough if there was only a difference of 2 feet in. a span of ICO
feet or 200 feet to calculate a fresh strain, but when you come to a difference of 50 feet in a span of 100
or 150 feet the custom is, and I think it is the proper course to adopt, to calculate your strain out afresh.
139. Have there not been numerous complaints to your department about the delay that has occurred in
the designs for these bridges? Some complaints have been made, hut they have been fully met by the
fact that there were not sufficient hands in the office. So far as I am aware, no complaints have been
made since we have increased our bridge staff.
_
_
140. Mr. Trickett.] Is it your opinion that the present bridge might he washed away at any time by a
heavy flood ? I think it is most unsafe.
141. ‘It is liable to be washed away by a flood at any time? If a heavy flood occurred, bringing down any
quantity of timber, I think it is more than likely that the bridge would be carried away.
142. Is it proposed to erect the new bridge above or below the site of the old one ? Above.
143. Would not any attempt to improve the present bridge cause great inconvenience in regard to levels,
for Mr. M'Donald in his evidence says ; “ If the old route were adhered to, the roadway would have to
he raised about 9 feet, which would probably lead to litigation with the owners of properties on each side
of the road.” Have you inquired into that matter ? If we adhered to the old route we would have to
provide for the traffic during the time occupied in the erection of the new bridge, and that would be a
most inconvenient thing; but, quite apart from that, supposing the old bridge were a mile away, the new
site is by far the better one.
144. Mr. M'Donald in his evidence says“Again, if the old route were adhered to, the old bridge would
have to be removed and the traffic completely stopped for about eighteen months. In addition, the road
way would have to be raised about 9 feet, which would probably lead to litigation with the owners of
properties on each side of the road ; ”—have you considered that question ? Yes, that is one of the reasons,
though I do not know that it is a very important reason. The new bridge is higher.^ But there would he
great complications in making a bridge on the present old site, and the main complication would be that
provision would have to he made for the traffic during the erection of a now bridge.
145.
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It-l. Oae of flie reasons I presume why the present bridge might be washed away at any time is because K- Hickson,
the piers are close together ? Yes, and the bridge is not high enough. The piers are in the bed of the
Co
rner, which is a great mistake.
_
19 Feb., 1890.
ItiG. Will that objection bo obviated by tbe proposed composite bridge ? To a great extent,
14'7. An 1 you have made the openings as wide as is consistent with safety ? Yes.
14S. Are the approaches on either side of the proposed new bridge easy or complicated ? Quite easy.
The grade on either side is 1 in 23. The earthwork approach would have to be constructed.
149. Could it be made perfectly safe with no possibility of it being washed away P Yes. It will be pitching,
and the material will be obtained from Kcndall-sireet, where some levelling work has to bo done.
150. Mr. M'Donald says that £12,550 would be required for the purpose of making the present bridge
anything like serviceable;—do you agree with that? The estimate is right, but I do not think tbe bridge
would be very serviceable after the work was done.
151. You even think that that would in a great measure bo money thrown away ? Yes, I think it would
be. ^Nearly every pile is more or less decayed, and very little pressure on the top would break them.
152. You say that when that was done the M'Callum trusses would be tho only sound part of the bridge
left? Yes.
153. And how long do you think they would last ? They ought to last for eight or ten years,
lot. Not more than that ? I do not think so.
155. They would then have to be renewed at considerable expense ? Yes.
15G. Mr, Tonkin.] Arc we to understand that if the piers gave way tho M'Callum trusses would support
tho bridge for eight or ten years ? No.
157. Dr, Gar ran.'] Does this lino on the plan denote the flood level ? Yes.
158. Does it show the highest flood level f Yes.
159. And if another flood of that kind occurs the bridge will be impassable—even tbe new bridge ? Yes.
In a big flood the approaches are under water, and to make a bridge that would be passable in a high flood
you would have to spend thousands of pounds in carrying the structure a considerable distance back.
160. Then it is just a question of how far you should go in regard to the cost of the bridge ? These floods
occur so seldom that it would be hardly worth while to go to the expense of so much filling up on the
town side, and on the other side, where an embankment would have to be made for a great distance.
161. Suppose yon were to build the bridge and let the water go over it, would an open approach of that
kind be liable to be carried away by the flood? Yes.
162. Then your object in putting it above tbe flood-level is to secure tbe safety of the bridge ? Yes.
103. Or you could not make it approachable except at an enormous expense ? No.
1G t. "With regard to the two piers in the composite bridge—one goes down to the rock, but the other is
not marked as going to tho rock ? It would have to go to the rock.
1G5. Can you tell ns how often these very high floods occur? I could not say without looking up tho
records. Not often.
1G6. Can you tell me for how many months in the year the river is fordable there? I could not say. It
is fordable during the greater portion of the year.
1G7. Nino months? Perhaps so.
16S. And for nine months in the year the people could do without an approach at all ? I do not think
they could, because the ford is very bad for heavy teams. Very heavy teams go across with wool, and it
would be most inconvenient for them to go down the bank and cross the river, even if it were dry.
169. It would not be an absolute obstruction to tho traffic? "Well, I think it would, because you can
never tell when a flood may come. It may come in the middle of the season, and stop the whole traffic
for weeks.
170. When one of those heavy floods does occur how long does the river remain high ? It goes down
very quickly ; that is to say, tile top water goes down very fast, but it may be a fortnight or more before
the river is fordable.
,
171. Then if one of these floods were to occur again the traffic on the bridge would not be stopped for
more than three or four days ? That would be tho outside, I should think. I should say not more than
two days.
172. Do you know what is the nearest railway station to Cowra on the other side of the river ? I do not
remember.
173. Suppose the bridge were not usable at a time of flood, could the teams unload at the railway station
on the other side of the river ? There is no railway station on the other side of the river.
174. But supposing a platform were placed at the bridge on solid ground above flood reach, could the
teams unload there and cross the river ? Of course they could.
175. Teams coming from that side of the country—from the west? Yes.
176. Tho principal traffic crossing the bridge now consists of stock, wool, and other produce coming from
the west, and going to Sydney ? Y"cs.
177. Could not all that traffic hit the railway at some other point on the west of the river ? No doubt
it could.
178. Are we not making a very expensive bridge simply for the sake of taking traffic across the river to a
railway station, which traffic could hit tho same railway on tho western side of tho river ? That is looking
at it from the point of view only of the railway traffic. Yes, a station could be made there, no doubt.
179. "Would the cost of such a new station be more than the cost of a bridge ? No, not so much,
180. Supposing it were so made to case the traffic from the bridge, would a lighter bridge then do ? I do
not think so, because you want the span. This bridge has a span of 160 feet, aud you must have a certain
height of girder to correspond.
181. But that would only apply to the central span ? No, it would apply to the whole. The groat object,
of course, is to have as few piers as possible, so as to offer the least obstruction to the river, and if you
have a span of 160 feet the upper structure must correspond in strength.
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1S2. Dr. Garran.] Erom your printed statement it appears that £8,000 was provided out of loan for the
construction of the existing bridge ? \fes.
183. And the bridge is now worn out? Tes, with the exception of tho M'Callum trusses.
18±. Tho debentures being issued for thirty years the bridge for which the money was borrowed has
1800.
disappeared, we may say, in twenty years, and the loan will fall due ten years hence t Yes.
18o. And there has been no revenue from the bridge to pay either principal or interest ? The revenue
has been icry small. Tolls were collected for nine months, and that was all the revenue.
186. And iris now proposed to add £26,000of loan money on the top of £3,000. That will debit this
bridge with £31.000 in our books ? Yea,
187. And I understand yon to say that the woodwork will require replacing in twenty-five years, and the
decking in 12t years ? Tes.
188. And wo have no provision at all for mooting either interest or principal unless it is done out of some
local vote, or road and bridge vote? Yes.
180. To make the^c loan-built bridges sound in their finance we ought to have some replacement fund,
ought we not ? AVell, I suppose to make them sound in their finance, we ought, properly speaking, if tho
composite design were adopted, to borrow £13,000 odd. That is the capital that is required to carry on
the bridge.
'
160. Bui. why do you want to borrow all that money ? That will repay the capital required to carry it on
without taking money from any road vote or special vote.
101. But if £26,000 is enough to build the bridge, all we want is revenue from some source—either local
rales or road votes—to pay the principal and interest during tho life of the bridge? Certainly.
102. 1 understand that tlie paper you read to flic Committee is a review of .our policy iu the light of
finance ? Kot exactly that.
193. And that your opinion is that wherever a replacement would be cheaper than going into a heavy loan
vote, a replacement is the true policy ? Yes.
191. And it is for that reason that you recommend this composite bridge ? Y~cs.
19o. Because you think it comes nearest to that idea? It is the cheapest.
196. Yon say you reckon that the iron piers will last for 120 years ? I put the period down at 150 years.
197. Do you include in that all the other ironwork of the bridge? Yes.
198. The girders, stringers, plates, bolts, nuts, and everything ? Yes ; all the ironwork.
199. And tho woodwork will last for twenty-five years? 1 have no doubt that timber-work like that will
last for more than twenty-five years, but twenty-five years has been the average life of the timber bridges
built in this country, and I have taken that period in this case.
200. You stated that the existing bridge was under water very shortly after it was built ? Ko. I stated
that some of the spans were washed away by the flood of 1870, which was the high flood,
201. Do you know if there lias been as high a flood since ? 1 do not ihink so.
202. Have you any idea what it would have cost to build the original bridge 6 feet higher? It would
not have cost anything very considerable. But I do not imtgine that the spans were carried away
because llie water was over Ihe bridge, but because the spans were too small to allow tho drift timber to
jiass through. They were 30 feet spans at that time, and Ihe timber coming down in the flood formed a
raft above these narrow spans which carried the piers away. Still, if the bridge had been 6 feel highef,
and if the spans had been larger, very likely nothing would have been carried away.
203 If tbe bridge had been higher it would have been out of danger ? Kot necessarily. The timber
could have formed a raft up against Ihe narrow spans just the same.
201. You mean if the trees brought down by the flood had been longer than tbe span ? Yes, vvliich they
generally are,
205. It was not done by the battering of tbe timber ? Ko; a raff was formed against tho bridge, and
the pressure thus caused carried it away.
206. Since then you ha\c widened the span ? Yes, wo have put larger spans in.
207. At a cost of £1,715? Yes.
4
208. And if that £1,715 had boon spent on the original bridge the damage would not have been done?
Probably not. We have not had such a flood since.
209. How many broad spans do you think if is necessary to have in a bridge of this kind to keep clear of
the timber ? I think three is a suitable number for a river like thal, whore there is an enormous amount
of drift timber coming down with the floods.
210. But does not the drift timber generally come in the deep channel where the current is strongest ?
Ko. It comes under the three spans, as shown in the design.
2 LI. Do you think it necessary to have three broad spans, to make sure ? Yes.
212. The approach to the proposed bridge is much longer than the approach to the existing bridge, is it
not ? About 200 feet longer.
213. But practically the extra water-way would not bo of much use in letting the drift timber go that
would be concentrated in the length of the old bridge? Yes, there is great risk, even with the old bridge,
in regard to timber coming down. Whenever there is a flood they have to have men down on the bridge
with ropes and grappling irons, to guide tho timber through the big openings.
214. Do you think there will be any necessity for that with the larger openings you now propose ? No,
I do not think there will be any risk then.
215. With these broader spans you increase the expense of your bridge in proporiion to the width of each
span, do you not ? Yes, within certain limits. When you get beyond a span of 30 feet the cost of the
bridge increases according to the width of the span.
216. But you are obliged to go to that extent here, for the sake of safety ? I consider so.
217. Otherwise it would be cheaper to have shorter spans and more of them ? Yes.
218. You give a preference to iron piers over wooden piers? Yes.
219. But if it is cheaper to make an iron pier would it not be cheaper to make an iron pier just a foot
above the ground, so as to keep your wood out of the ground altogether ? But the iron piers are not
el eaper than wood.
220. Is it cheaper to renew your timber piling all through? It is cheaper to renew the timber piling
every twenty-five years than to put in an iron pier.
221.
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221- E\reii if tlie iron pier only just comes above the level of ihe ground ? Yes.
222. The weak part of jour timber pile is just where it comes out of the ground, is it not j—I mean for
1‘
decay ? Yes, generally.
.
221. And if you could avoid putting any of your timber into the ground at all you would get rid of that i9Peb.,J590.
element of decay ? Well, the timber would have to rest on something, and if it were resting on a con
crete wall, or sunk into a concrete bos, the timber would begin to decay just at the junction with the
concrete or stone.
■
22b. In any case, whether it was above ground or not ? Yes.
22o. You cam lot get rid of that element of decay? Ido not think so. The decay in the Cowra piers
themselves is chiefly at the scarfs. The piles were driven to a great depth, and the timber was not long
enough to stand a sufficient height out of tho river, and they had to be scarfed.
226, How high above the ground ? About from 4 to S foot.
227, And the wet got in at the junction ? I presume it was the wet that caused it.
22d. Do you think that the wet of an occasional flood, which we are told only lasts three or four days,
is more injurious to the timber than the wetting of heavy rain ? No.
229. Not a bit? No.
.
(
230. A.nd if the wood is properly painted or tarred the wet ought hardly to get at the fibre of the timber at
all ? No ; but if the timber is painted or tarred when it is green it is very likely that dry rot will after
wards occur.
231.. Do you thiuk that any part of the decay in the present bridge is due to the timber having been cut
in the wrong season ? The timber in tbe piers is very poor timber, and in the bridge spans it is very
poor, but tho M'Callum trusses consist of what was undoubtedly well-picked timber, and it is to a great
extent owing to that fact that they have lasted so much longer than tbe rest of tbe timber.
232. Did you think that if tbe piles had been as well selected as tbo trusses they would have lasted
longer ? They certainly would. The piles themselves are too small, and they are not well braced. The
piers were weak when they were new, considering the weight they had to carry.
233. What timber are they ? I do not know.
234. But you know that the trusses are ironbark? No ; I do not know that; I believe they are.
235. Should a truss made of iron-bark which is quite out of flood reach decay in twenty-live years? I do
not think it should if the timber is well picked; but I have given twenty-five years because that lias been,
the average life of our bridges.
,
236. When you compare the cost of iron with wood, and give the preference to the former, largely on
account of tho cost of carriage, do you recognize that hi a case like that of the Cowra Bridge, where you have
a railway, the cost of carriage is minimized with regard to your iron ? The railway carriage comes to
something considerable.
237. It you were building a bridge in a part of the country far away from a railway the cost of your iron
would be much greater than the cost of local timber ? Yes.
233. But where you arc putting up a bridge at Cowra and can carry everything by railway the cost of
your iron is proportionately less than that of timber ? Whether we put up an iron bridge or a timber bridge
there, we shall have to get the material through from Sydney.
'
■
239. Where will you get the timber for this bridge from? Trom Sydney.
210. And you have the same length of railway carriage for both material ? Yes.
211. Have you taken all that into consideration ? Yes.
24'2. Aud yon arc quite of opinion that short iron cylinders will be much dearer than driving in piles and
replacing them every twenty-five years ? When you speak of short cylinders I presume you suppose that
there is rock for them to rest on, or a sufficiently solid bottom, so that even piles would not have to be
driven far to reach a solid bottom. The cost would be pretty well proportionate whatever was the length
of the cylinder.
'
213. You mean that you would not have to drive piles as far as you would have to push the cylinders
down, if the rock is a considerable distance below? The third cylinder on the plan from this end is suuk
a great deal deeper than we should have to drive piles if we were to put a timber pier there.
211. You mean that you do not want to drive your pile upon tbe roek ? No.
_
215. You do want to drive the cylinder to the rock if it is within reach ? Yes, if it is within reasonable
reach.
246. What girders have you in the No. 2 plan for the composite bridge. I refer do the cross-girders
resting on the piles ? The cross-girders at each of the intersections carry the longitudinal girders.
217. And over the piers themselves you put in strong cross-girders ? Yes. Tho truss carries the cross
girders, aud the cross girders carry the roadway,
'
_
i
218. And it is cheaper to make all that girder work of iron than to attempt to dispense with iron in that
part of tho bridge? It would be a little cheaper to use timber there, but there would be considerable
difficulty in renewals, and the putting in of new cross girders would involve a serious stoppage of traffic.
The main object I have had has been to facilitate renewal, though the expense might he a little greater,
219. So that twenty years hcircc, when it becomes necessary, you can make the renewal bit by bit without
disturbing the general construction of the bridge, and without stopping the traffic? Yes.
250. You can do half at a time ? Yew.
.
'
_
251. And you could not do that if the bridge were all wood ? No, we should have to take it down com
pletely.
'
_
252. Is not a very great part of the traffic now going over the bridge—traffic which comes from the
west to reach the railway at Cowra ? Yes,
253. On the west side of tho river how far have you to go before you get on solid ground out of flood
2’each ? I think at about a mile distant we get beyond tbe flood level.
251. Is the railway bridge approach over the flooded country on an embankment or on piles ? Partly on
piles and partly on an embankment.
255. Then even in flood time if there was a platform on that side the traffic could be pu1; on the railw ly ?
I have not followed tho railway line a sufficient distance to judge.
■
256. You know the railway bridge ? Yes.
257. Is that an iron bridge? Yes, it is an iron bridge with timber approaches,
'
258.
.

■
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23S. Has it one span over the river? No, I think there are three main spans.
' E°
’ 239. Is the bod of the river covered in one span, the same as is proposed in this case ? I really forget.
. ".i .. 2G0. When that bridge was being built could a traffic bridge have been easily attached to it? If would
19Feb. 1890. ha’re altered the design very considerably and increased the cost enormously.
2G1. Would it have been cheaper than miking a separate bridge for the road traffic? Yes, I suppose it
would have been a little cheaper, but the bridge would have been right away from tho traffic of the town.
262, It would not have been so convenient to the town people? I should think not.
2G3. Looking at the traffic, do yon think that this is an unnecessary expense, or that a cheaper bridge could
be made to suit the purpose ? I do not think a cheaper bridge could be made to suit the purpose,—not
one that would afford a guarantee against flood risks.
261. Ton say that a £12,000 bridge, with, say, £2,000 added to putit out of flood danger, lasted for twenty
years and served all the purposes of the township. Is bridgo building now dearer, or why is it that yon
are going to expend £20,000 on the proposed bridgo ? Tho present bridge has a 14 feet roadway. It is
not so substantially built, except as regards the trusses themselves, as the timber bridges that are built
now. The water-way is not so large, the roadway is only 14 feet, and for the proposed bridge it is 20 feet,
and we are giving, besides, two footways of 5 feet each. That gives 30 foot width of roadway as against
14 feet, which is more than double, and very nearly doubles the cost.
2G5. T ask yon whether the traffic requirements are such as to justify twice the expenditure on a bridge
now that we spent twenty years ago on a bridge that has practically met the requirements ? The present
bridge being only 14 feet wide it is almost impossible for one vehicle to pass another.
2GG. It is really too small for the traffic ? Yes. It is very difficult for two buggies to pass one another.
2G7. Chairman.*] There are no sideways ? No.
26S. Dr. Garmn.] If all that western traffic has. to come in at tho railway-station at Cowra, a traffic
bridge, I suppose, would be necessary ? Yes; I think so.
269. Suppose that the railway is extended hereafter to Forbes and Parkes, would not that somewhat
diminish tho traffic over this bridge? I suppose it would in time, but I am hardly in a position to give
an opinion on that question.
270. OAairrmm.] Does not the railway at present running from Cowra lessen the traffic in some way ?
The traflic returns which I have given were taken in December, a long time after the railway was
completed.
271. Dr. Garran.] But is not this heavy traffic only for one or two months during the wool season? The
average traflic has been given, but at times the traffic is congested.
272. So far as you have been able to form an estimate from personal inspection, you do not think this
bridge is an extravagant bridge beyond the necessities of the case ? No, I do not.
273. Mr. IDimpkery.] I think you say that the total cost of the bridge will be £2G,000 ? £2G,o3S.
274. What portion of that wilt have to be renewed within twenty-five years ? The whole of the timber
work.
275. What is the total cost of the portion that will have to be renewed within twenty-five years ;—I think
you say in jour paper that the estimated cost of the iron-work is £15,000 ? Yes. The cost of the timberwork will bo £8,000, and the planking £3,380. This material would have to be renewed within twentyfive years.
276. So that there would he about £14,500 to be expended again within twenty-five years to replace the
wooden portion of the bridge? Yes.
277. That is exclusive of maintenance—exclusive of the cost of painting ? Yes.
278. I do not understand some of the figures you have given. In answer to Dr. Curran you said that
the capital value meant the capital cost—the actual cost of the bridgo with interest, is that right ? No ;
it is an assumed cost. It is the capital that a company would have to invest to build that bridge and
carry it on indefinitely.
279. Why should you have to find more if you borrow your money at 31- per cent, than if you borrow it
at 4 per cent. ? If you take the annual charges given on the last page of the Appendix, the annual
charge at 4 per cent, is greater than at 31 per cent.; but if you capitalize tbe annual charge at 3 j per
cent., it comes to more capital than if you capitalize the same amount at 4 per cent,
2SO. Do you think those figures are at all necessary in considering the cost of the bridge? Yes; because
I think that a comparison of the different designs should be made on the capital value as given in my
statement rather than on the prime cost; because tlie capital value takes into consideration all maintenance,
working expenses, and renewals for all time.
281. According to the calculations you have furnished to the Committee, if wc borrowed the money at 2
per cent., it would cost us considerably more to build a bridge than if we borrowed it at 4 per cent. ?
Yes; but you arc only realizing 2 per cent, on the capital you use for the bridge.
282. Our object is to ascertain what the bridge will cost us and not what capital we shall get by invest
ing our money at so much percent. We do not want to see what tho bridge will cost, if we borrow
our money at 4 per cent., and what the cost will be if wc borrow' at 3£ per cent. According to your
statement if wc borrow the money at 4 per cent, the bridge will cost ns £43,000, and if we
borow it at 3-i- per cent, it will cost us £46,000? 1 do not wish particularly to bring forward
the difference between 4 per cent, and 3-| per cent, I first of all had it got out at 4 per cent. ;
then I thought that the Committee might wish to know what it would be at 3i- per cent. I do not
want to draw any comparison between 4 per cent, and 3| per cent., but my object in making this table
up was to show the capitalized value of the different types of bridges, including mamtenance, repairs, and
renewals, so that the actual cost to the country, of permanent and temporary structures, could be
compared,
283. Mr. Dowd.] How long have you resided in the colony ? A little over ten years.
284. What was the first work you were engaged on? The erection of the Parramatta Bridge at
Gladesville.
_
2S5. What experience had you in the construction of bridges before you came to the colony ? I had been
with Messrs. Appleby Brothers for about four years. I got oat all the working drawings in the work
shops for the Parramatta Bridge at G-ladesville, and I superintended the work.
286. Then you had considerable experience in bridge-building. How long have you hold the appointment
of ^Engineer for Bridges ? Since July last.
2S7. What was your position in the Department previously ? Assistant Engineer.
288, Can you inform tho Committee when instructions were first received for the preparation of the plans
for No. 1 design ? No instructions were ever received.
289.
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289. How did you come to go to work fit it ? As booh as I find that money is available for a Lridge or
any other work, I pass the work into the drawing office if there are men availahie to do it. I helievc this M’Donatd,
Esq.
work was referred to the Committee about the 10th October, and on the 16th October I sent a surveyor
into the field to make tbe necessary surveys, and take the sections.
■
19 Feb., 1890.
290. “When were the borings taken for this bridge? Tbe borings were taken when it was anticipated
that we should go in for renewals rather than for reconstruction.
291. How long ago is that P About two years.
292. After you had the borings taken and local investigations made, what was the nest step taken with
regard to the construction of this bridge ; did you prepare calculations and strain sheets ? Yes. But we
had them going on pretty well simultaneously. We were four mouths getting out all the drawings,
calculations, and sections, and everything in connection with this work.
293. Then virtually, the bridge has been dealt with by the department during the last two years? It has
been before the department, but nothing definite has beet done. There were not sufficient funds to do
anything.
294-. But you took the borings for the piers two years ago ? Yes.
295.. Have you made any calculation as to the cost of substituting stone piers for iron cylinders ? There
is no suitable stone in the locality.
29G. Have you made inquiries ? Yes. The si one is suitable for the concrete w'c should use in tho piers,
hut it is very difficult stone to dress, and not adapted for masonry.
297. Would the construclion of stone piers involve a larger cost? In the majority of cases if would.
By using iron cylinders wc do away with the necessity for cofferdams or timbering of any sort, except a
light stage for carrying the cylinders and platforms; and, when the pier is sunk, we can go down to a
greater depth with an iron cylinder to get on the rock than we can with timber.
298. But could you not build stone piers on top of the iron cylinders ? Yes, hut we keep the size of the
cylinders down as low as possible, to give the necessary resistance, and we must have some rigid bracing
between the two cylinders. If we built up in masonry we should have to carry the masonry across from
one cylinder to the other. The cylinders are erected in pairs—one cylinder to each girder.
299. What is the space between the two cylinders ? About 25 feet.
■
300. Would it not be possible to put an iron girder across, or some iron foundation to receive the stone
piers ? Iron bracing for masonry is always liable to give. It is not so rigid as bracing tho ironwork
itself together, and these piers have to resist very heavy floods which rise to a great height.
301. If it were decided to adopt the design for the iron bridge, wdiat would he the total amount of the
contract that would he expended outside the colony? The contract might he let in the colony.
302. But would the iron be prepared, in the colony ? It might he—we have had several bridges built in
tbe colony,
303. Of local iron? Not local iron—imported iron.
304. If a tender were accepted for this iron bridge, can you inform tlie Committee how much of the
expenditure would go out of th<icountry? I cannot tell you.
305. You have drawn up your specification in two separate parts—one for the supply of iron work, and
one for the supply of labour—what is the relative proportion of these two ? They arc generally about
equal. If the iron bridge were manufactured in the colony, of course the labour would preponderate.
306. Howr many iron bridges have you manufactured iii the colony ? 1. could not tell you exactly, but I
could name some of the principal ones. There was one made about five years ago—a bridge about 300
feet long, with iron lattice girders somew'hat similar to that shown on the top plan, and it was manufac
tured by iJ. and. W. Bobcrtson. There was another, about 280 feet long, manufactured about three years
ago by R. P. Ritchie, of Auburn. There is one being manufactured now by Vale, of Auburn, and we
have small iron bridges, up to about 30 feet span, for which there is an annual contract. These latter
have to he manufactured here on account of the shortness of time allowed for delivery.
307. But no iron bridge of any magnitude has been manufactured iu the colony? 'Well, 300 feet is a
fair size for a bridge,
308. What is the length of the proposed Cowra bridge ? It is 1,000 feet, but it is an exceptionally long
bridge.
309. Do you expect to obtain tenders for this bridge in Ihe colony ? [ presume that tenders will be
invited here first as they always are. If no reasonable tender is received, then tenders arc usually invited
in England.
310. You have informed the Committee that 50 per cent, of the cost of an iron bridge lias to go for the
ironwork itself ; in other words, that half the amount of the contract for an iron bridge goes for material
alone? The material complete, ready to be erected. The whole bridge is erected in the contractor’s yard
before it is sent up to tbe site.
311. Mr. Garrard.'] Then it would be 50 per cent, for transit and erection? I did not say so. I said
that the erection of tbe bridge on site would cost about tbe same as the supply of the whole bridge ready
to be erected.
312. Mr. ZkuccZ.] Suppose tbe bridges were designed with brick or stone piers and timber, would not
nearly the whole cost be expended in the colony, or a much larger proportion than is the case as the
bridges are designed at the present time ? It would involve a considerable increase in cost.
313. Have you made the calculations ? No ; hut; I know from previous experience of the cost of masonry
and brick. I can give yon an idea of the cost of masonry as compared with timber. Lately a design was
prepared for a bridge with 27-feet span, to he constructed of masonry walls and iron top. The detailed
estimate gave a cost of over £1,200. The funds were not sufficient, and a design was got out for a similar
bridge to be built of timber, tho estimated cost of which was £250. The span of the timber bridge was
25 feet; and, to give you an idea of the cost of brick culverts, I may state that a bridge with a brick arch,
tho span being 20 feet, cost £572.
314. Then the brick bridge bears a favorable comparison as regards cost? Yes. This particular brick
structure was built at.a place were bricks were pretty cheap. It comes out a good deal better than tbo
masonry.
315. Is it not a fact that tbe expense of maintenance of brick and stone bridges is very much less than in
tbe case of iron or timber bridges ? Certainly the maintenance is less.
316. Is not that a very considerable item ? Yes, but hardly sufficient to cover the' euormous difference
in cost.
3 L7.
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v 7‘ In ^raw’n° out the specification of this bridge, have you selected iron' of sizes that are nmrlcctable ?
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318. Are there no unusual sizes specified ? No.
19Peb.; 1890.
iNone, whatever ? None. 1 presume by marketable you mean obtainable—not iron of merchants
sizes, because bridge iron is very seldom kept by merchants. Bridge iron is nearly always rolled to order,
820. Is there not a special additional rate, for the sizes of iron you have specified for this bridge ? In
some cases as lor instance, 9 x G T iron, which is a special size—we have to pay a special rate. But wc
save in material by using that section. If we did not use that section we should have to use doublc-anglo
iron and a striuger plate, and we should have to put in a larger area on account of the loss of section due to
rivet holes. Therefore, we find it more economical to pay a higher rate and use the special section.
321. lake, for instance, the channel iron bracing in your main girders, was it absolutely necessary that
SJ-m. x 2-| x vV should be specified;—would not 5 inches have been sufficient? The size of"those
channel bars varies, and it depends upon what wTeight of sectional area you require in your bar. You
can have it rolled to -tV longer or po less.
322. Are you not aware that it has been stated that by using these unusual sizes the cost of the bridge is
very materially increased ? We do not use any unusual sizes in the bridges in our department. The
sizes are obtained from special lists-merchants lists chiefly—which have been obtained direct from the
Agent-General.
323. But you have already stated that these special sizes for which you have specified in the Cowra bridge
entail additional cost ? I spoke of one section.
321. j. ask you as an engineer, whether by specifying usual marketable sizes, such, for instance, as 5 x 2
x SiV, the cost of a bridge would not be materially reduced ? In many cases it would be impossible to
get these even sizes. The rolls are made, and very often after a few years those rolls are turned up again,
and a section made a shade larger. The result is that tho section books are changing, and you get odd
dimensions in your section book. If you take an ordinary section book from any of tbe rolling mills you
will find that the same thing runs through them—odd dimensions,
*
325. What was the cause ot the delay in bringing this bridge before the Committee,—had you not a
sufficient staff iu the office ? The work has only taken four months. I do not think that is extraordinary,
considering the number of drawings and calculations that bad to be made.
^
326. But it lias virtually been in band for two years ? The work was not put in baud until the funds
were available.
327. How many draughtsmen have you in your department employed in bridge work only ? Twentyseven.
328. Ifr. Cb.r.] You said iust now that the life of atimber bridge was twenty-five years ? I have assumed
it to be that,
329. Hoes that refer to all qualities of timber ? That is assumed as tbo life of the bridge for the sake of
argument in iny evidence. But of course in some parts of tbe country where we cannot get good limber
tho life of a bridge may be only ten years, while in other parts, where we,get exceptionally good timber,
a bridge may last for thirty or thirty-five years. But from what I have seen of the bridges built by tbe
Hoads Department the average life of the timber bridges is about twenty-five years.
330. Are you aware that first-class timber like red gum or ironbark will last for forty, fifty, or sixty years ?
Yes. I have seen piles drawn from tho ground that have been in for fifty years, and they have boon a»
sound as when they were first put in.
'
331. Do you think it possible that the timber piles used in tbe Cowra bridge could have been sound when
they were first put in? I think they were composed of very poor timber. They were too light to carry
the weight that was put on them.
332. And you think that the persons in charge of the works must have been somewhat lenient to the
contractors in allowing such timber to be used ? Yes, I think so.
333. Hr. 2bn/an.] Has tlie present bridge gone beyond repair ? All except the M'Callum trusses.
334. It would be impossible to repair it ? It would be possible to repair the piers, but they would
always be uncertain._ In some places the timber is almost a skin, or from-j-dn. to I-in. thick, the rest
being almost gone with dry rot.
33o. "Would there be no possibility of replacing those piles with now ones ? If a start were made to do
it, I am afraid the whole of the piers would have to be renewed.
33G. "What would it cost to renew tbe whole of the piers ? I could not say on tbe spur of tlie moment.
337. Tbe superstructure is sound? Only a part of it. AH the approach spans are thoroughly gone. AYehave been patching them up. AVc have put trestlqs in the middle of the 65-foot spans, because they
would not carry their own weight, and if a heavy flood came, the whole of the trestles and the approach
spans might bo carried away, because wc have now reduced tbe width of the spans down to the 30 feet
that they 'were originally in 1870, when they were washed away.
■>3S. At a rough calculation do you think it would cost £2,000 to put the present bridge in good order ?
It could not bo done for anything near that.
.
339. Did you see n letter winch appeared in yesterday’s Z>r»7y Telegraph ? Yes, I read it.
340. Do you agree in any way with what is stated in that letter ? Certainly not.
341. Do you know the gentleman who wrote the letter ? No.
342. You do not know whether or not lie is an engineer ? I do not know him by name or otherwise.
SIS,. Then without any hesitation you recommend a new bridge instead of repairs to the old one ? Yes.
I think it would only be throwing good money after bad to do anything more to tbe old bridge.
344. You would do so even if you considered that tho traffic, on account of the railway construction, was
not so great as it was when the bridgo was constructed ? Yes. If wc had not to make provision for the
increased traffic, J should recommend a new bridge.
345. Mr. Garrard.} Yon stated just now, in answer to Mr. Dowel, that you had plans and estimates
made for a bridge the abutments of which would be of stone, and which was estimated to cost £1,200.
You said that the estimate was so high that you determined to substitute wood. Was the stone in the
locality where the bridge was to be erected bandy ? Yes, fairly so, but the foundations were so bad.
346. And -was tbe wood available too ? Yes, within 10 miles.
■
347. What wouid have been the life of the stono abutments ? I think it would be a safe thing to put it
down at about 150 years.
. 348,
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348. The wood, ivbicli wfia ono-flftli of tho cost of the stono structure, would have had to ho renewed,
J. A. ■
some of it in twelve and a half years, and some in twenty-five years ? Tes.
M'Donald,
3i9. I suppose the planking would he common to both ? One was to have an iron top with tarred metal.
350. Therefore we may say in regard to the wooden bridge that the planking would have had to be renewed jg
jgggi
in twelve and a half years, and the rest of the woodwork in twenty-five years ? Tes.
’
351. "Where stone is available do you favour its use in preference to wood or iron ? Certainly, if you can
putit in cheaper. It is generally a matter of cost; wliichever is tho cheapest is used.
352. But you are clearly of opinion that where there is likely to he much traffic an iron structure would
he better even than composite bridgo such as that now proposed? No, I do not think I can say it
would be bettor. The only risk I see at all in tho timber structure on such a large scale is that some of
the timber might decay without the officer in charge knowing it; there is a certain amount of risk in that
way.
353. It would require very careful supervision from time to time ? Tes.
354. And, of course, owing to the very frequent repairs of a composite or wooden structure, traffic would
he more often interrupted? Tes. The interruption would not bo very great with a 20 feet roadway.
355. Is it not a fact that of late years where the traffic would justify it the Roads Department have gone
in for iron bridges exclusively—that there has been a tendency of late years to have more iron bridges
than wooden ones ? I do not exactly know what yon mean. "We put up about ten or twelve iron
bridges a year and about eighty timber bridges.
356. Then there has not been a disposition on the part of the department lately to construct more iron
bridges than wooden ones ? No, the same average proportion has been maintained for several years.
857. Then are we to understand that when the department has heretofore used iron bridges they will in
future use composite bridges ; or will each ease rest upon itself ? Each case will rest upon itself.
358. So that a bridge may be brought before the Committee next Session of Parliament which will he
exclusively of iron under certain altered circumstances ? Tes.
359. Mr. O'Sullivan^ What load does this bridge carry? 84 lb. to the square foot distributed all over
the bridge, or an ordinary traction engine going over. That is the greatest load you could have with
cross-girders.
360. Do you know the bridge at Nowra across the Shoalhavon? I only know it by seeing the drawings.
361. That is built entirely of iron is it not ? I think it has a timber deck.
362. Do you know the deflection of that bridge—on tbe centre span ? No, I do not.
■ 363. Mr. Oopnland.~\ Do you think there is any danger as regards wooden bridges getting burnt ? I
believe tlie existing Cowra bridge has been on fire twice.
364, Have you taken that risk into consideration in making your calculations? I do not remember a
bridge having been burnt down, so that I think the risk is very small.
365, Would there not be some danger if a bush fire occurred in the summer time ? There is no bush on
either side of this bridge. One end is right in the town, and the other is on a large common.
366, ChairmanWould not danger from fire arise from travellers cam]jing under the bridge rather than
from bush fires ? Tes ; that is generally the way the fire occurs.
867. Mr. Dowell] With reference to No. 3 design, what do you estimate the cost of that wooden structure ?
With iron cylinders, and a footway on both sides, £21,392.
■
368. Would that answer all the purposes of traffic the same as the other two bridges ? Tcs. There
would he a considerable risk during flood time, owing to the small openings.'
369. But it would answer the same purposes as regards traffic that the other two designs would ? Tes.
It would accommodate the traffic, but it would not give the same openings for flood water.
370. What do you estimate is the life of that No. 3 bridge? Twenty-five years.
371. Could you not estimate the life of that bridge for a longer period if it were constructed of good ironbark timber, and there was careful supervision ? Tes ; we might lengthen the life of the bridges all round.
The iron bridge, I daresay, would last more than 150 years, so that I think the proportion would remain
practically tlie same.
372. Have you not got a better gauge or guide to form an opinion in the case of wooden structures than
of iron? The average life of timber bridges hitherto has been about twenty-five years.
373. I heard you say that ironbark would last very much longer than twenty-five years? Under some
circumstances and in some places, but I do not think you could depend upon the whole structure lasting
longer,
■
374. I am referring to this particular bridge ;—you would not undertake to say that the life of the bridge
would be longer than twenty-five years under any circumstances ? No.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Iron Bridge at Cowra.
John Alexander M'Donald, Esq., M.I.C.E., and M.I.M.E., Engineer for Bridges, sworn, and further
examined:—
375. Vice-Chairman.] Ton have a paper which you desire to read to the Committee ? Tes; I have
J. A.
Written out the few remarks which I wish to make. They are as follows:—
*
MDomlcI,
I should like first to make a few remarks on the evidence given by Mr. Hamand, at Cowra :_
Esq,
To question 193, Mr. Hamand states that "he is a little surprised at a SlOft. span being put before you at all r—\
They are evidently not big enough, having regard to tho floods.” So far he entirely concurs with the department. How’. 30April,1890,
ever, in submitting a design he only increases the span about 30ft., giving a waterway of 6,000 square feet, aa against
4,3S0 square feet with tho 90 feet span. The department cannot recommend river spans giving less waterway than on
design No. 2, or 8,0G0 square feet,
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J. A.
M'Donald,
* Esq.

To question 100, he slates that the advantage of a concrete bridge is that “ its life is practically for over, and it does
not cost sixpence for repairs.” These statements arc both assumptions, and cannot be proved any more than the Depart
ment can prove the life of an iron bridgo to he only 150 years. I may state that if in design No. 1 the life had been taken
_ at h00 years instead of 150 years, the annual charge would only have been decreased by £7 per annum due to this longer
JlO April 1890.
aud if then tlie life is still further increased to last for ever, the annual charge would only be decreased by £8 per
•■’
annum, or a difference in the annual charge of only £1 between 300 years' life and an infinite life; showing that an assumed
life of 150 years is practically equivalent to infinity.
To question 217, I may state that the Roads and Bridges Department have and use type designs for the following :—
1 type, 1st class timber culverts ; 1 type, 2nd class timber culverts ; 3 types, iron-decked culverts, with concrete, brick, or
masonry walls : 1 type, timber-top culverts, with concrete, brick, or masonry walls ; 3 types, low-level bridges ; 2 types,
plain beam bridges ; 2 types, timber truss bridges, 65 ft. span ; 2 types, timber truss bridges, 75 ft. span ; 2 types, truss
bridges, 90 ft. span ; 3 types, lift bridges; 1 type, compound beam bridges.
Tor iron bridges generally, it would he a waste of time to get out a table as suggested, as every iron bridge designed
is kept in the office us a type, and as soon as a chance occurs of reproducing it, it is done.
Mr. Hamand states ho docs not sec the reason for centre span, No. 1 design, being 210 feet, and says Ae suppose? it
might as well be 200 feet. How would he propose to divide up his bays ? At present the cross-girders aio showni 12 feet
'
pitch, but if he gave the same munber of cross-girders the pitch would be H Foot H inches, which arbitrary dimension
would certainly confuse mechanics accustomed to w'ork to eighths of an inch.
Iu general the span is ruled by the economical pitch of cioss-girders, of which pitch the span of main girders must he
a multiple. In continuous girder bridges the spans of main girders must he so proportioned that the shearing and
bending stresses are fairly equal respectively in each span. For small spans, such as design 1, this is practically done by
making the outside spans
of tho centre span ; if all spans are equal there is not much saving in continuity.
In answer to question 224, Mr. Hamand states that he has seen tho plans now under consideration for the first time.
I may state that your secretary sent for these plans, and personally exhibited thorn to Mr. Hamand before the latter gave
evidence at Cowra.
Question 236 implies that the Department do not recommend concrete or artificial stone for the piers and cylinders, In
each of the three designs submitted the iron piers are filled with concrete, the iron cylinder simply forming a thin shell so as
to sink tho concrete to a solid foundation. The concrete columns carry the weight of the bridge, and not any weight is put
on tlie iron cylinders.
1 might now he allowed to proceed to discuss design No. 1, submitted by Mr. Hamand to your Committee, and
winch was forwarded on to the Roads and Bridges Department by your Committee.
In the design submitted by Mr, Hamand for bridge over the Lachlan River at Cowra the width of deck is 5 feet less,
and the sectional area of waterway between abutments (taking the flood-level as a datum) is 4,0SG square feet less than
provided in Departmental design No. 2. It is, therefore, necessary for tho sake of comparison, to assume the deck and
waterway to be similar in each design.
Estimatbd Cost

of

Coschf/jt,.

Cost of Mattriah.
£ s. d.
Local granite, machine broken to2i-in. gauge ...................................................... 0 7 6 per cubic yard.
Gravel screened and broken ..............................■..................................................... 0 4 G
do
Clean coarse sand ....................................................................................................... 0 2 ft
do
Cement ........................................................................................................................ 0 17 G per cask.
Railway carriage oncement toCowra ........................................................................ 2 0 10 per ton.
Cai-riage—Cowra Railway Station to bridge site ................................................. 0 3 0
do.
For carriage—Six casks of cement weigh 1 ton.
For measurement—One cask cement contains 4 cubic feet.
The proportion specified by Mr. Hamand is four parts stone, two parts sand, and one part cement.
If five parts of stoue are used to two parts of mortar, the proportion of mortar, two of sand to one of cement, is just
eufficient to fill the interstices of the stone when broken to a 2Lin. gaoge. Iflcss stono is used tlie strength of the concrete
is not increased, as the strength is proportionate to the adlicsive strength of tho mortar; but tbo cost per cubic yard is
increased, as where the proporiion—5 cubic yards, 2 cubic yards, 1 cubic yard—produces practically 5 cubic yards of con
crete, the proportion 4 cubic yards, 2 cubic yards, 1 cubic yard produces 4'4 culiic yards of concrete.
I will first give the details of the estimated cost of concrete given by the Department, and then on the same baais
give the detailed estimated cost of concrete as specified by Mr. Hamand.
1.

As SPECIFIED BY THE WORKS DkI’ARTMKXT.

Gravel screened and broken, 20 cubic feet = 4/6 x
.........................................................
Rand, 8 cubic feet = 2/6 x
...........................................................................................................
Cement, 1 cask = 4 cubic feet ...........................................................................................................
Carriage to site of 1 cask cement=43/I0 xJ .....................................................................................

£ s. d.
0 3 4
0 0 9
0 17 6
0 7 3

Total cost for 20 cubic feet of materials ............................................................................

1 8 10

28/10 x j>i=total cost 1 cubic yard of material................................................................................
Labour per cubic yard .................................................................................................
Allowed in departmental estimate for contingencies, plant, and profit per cubic yard ..............

1 18 3
0 10 0
0 11 9
3 0 0

Mk, Hamand.
Local granite, 16 cubic feet = 7/6 x
...........................................................................................
Sand, 8 cubic feet = 2/6 x
...........................................................................................................
Cement, 1 cask
4 cubic feet ..........................................................................................................
Carriage to site of 1 cask cement - 43/10 x jt ................................................................................
2.

As

specified

by

Total cost for 17'6 cubic feet of materials................................................................... .........
27

27/11 x rra = total cost materials for 1 cubic yard ........................................................................
Labour, por cubic yard................................................................................................... ......................
Contingencies, plant, and profit por cubic yard ...............................................................................

---------------------

0
0
0
0
1

A
0
17
7

5
9
0
3

9 11

2 5 10
0 10 0
0 11 0

Departmental estimate of cost of concrete per cubic yard, as specified by Mr. Hamand 3 7 7
Tlie item above of "plant” includes board frames (but not centring), cranes, skips, punts, staging, measuring boxes,
and all tools required for the work.
'
_
If the broken granite be taken at 10s. (the present local price for hand-broken) the price of the concrete, as specified
by Mr. Hamand, would bo increased to £3 9s. 9d. per cubic yard.
The price for concrete given by Mr, Hamand is 44s., whilst in the departmental estimate 60s. has been allowed.
Taking the latter price (60s.) as a basis, the proportion and materials specified by Mr, Hamand would fix tho rate of
concrete proposed to be used by him at G7s. 7d. per cubic yard.
“ Excavation in rock” and "other than rock” have been taken at the rates adopted in estimating cost of No. 2
departmental design.
It would appear that no provision has boon made in Mr. Hamand's estimate for the floating over, and lining up, of
the exposed faces, and in my estimate of his design I have shown the estimated cost of same.
The total sectional area of waterway provided in departmental design between abutments, is 24,108 square feet, against
20,072 square feet, in Mr. Hamand's design. Supposing the deck to be run out level from the centre of end span it would
be necessary to add twelve extra arch spans to Mr. Hamand’s design to make up the diflerenee in sectional area of waterway
between the departmental design and the design submitted by Mr. Hamand.
Tlie
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Tho length of Mr. Himand’s bridge would then bo
liucal feet j the departmental design showing 1,040 lineal
J. A.
IU .,. bl;“Se-, “ W1 ^ ^bus boseenthatto give the same sectional area of waterway, the arch bridgo would require to be M'Donald,
6/0 lineal feet longer than the composite design.
Esq.
The following table ehows the obstruction to flood caused by the massive piers so noeessaiy in bridges of the arch
type to bo lo per cent., whilst in the departmental design the obstruction is only 4 per ceut, of the total waterway.
30 April, 1890.
Flood Areas
Total length
of bridge between
abutments.

Drsigu.

Mr. Hamand's ..............................
Department No. 2 .....................

924 feet,
1,040 do

sectional

Total
area of tieod between
abutments.

23,625 square feet.
25,087
do

|

Sectional ansaof flood obstructed
by piers.

Pciceut&ae of
obstruction ny piers
to flood waters.

3,553 square feet.
979
do

15
4

Tho estimated cost of Mr, Hamand’s design as submitted by him, with concrete taken at 44s.
£
per cubic yard, is ............................................................................................................................... £7 4S7
The cost of same design, with the concrete runout, at 07s. 7d,, is..................................................... O^CoO
liy making the deck on arch bridge, the same width as on departmental design, tbe cost
would be increased by .......................................................................................................................
q Q74
The floating aud lining up of exposed faces of walls would also add to tbe cost of Mr. Hamand's
bridge ....................................................................................................... 4 ......................................
2 100
And to build Mr. Hamand’s bridge with tbo same sectional area of waterway as provided in depart
mental design, vis,, the cost of twelve extra spans, would mean a further expenditure of...... 27,360
ThuSj it will be scetij that if tlie design submitted by Mr, Jlamand. \vn& modified, so as to
provide all the advantages of the departmental design, the total cost would amount to ...... 02,724
l.hen for comparison, admitting Mr, Hamand’s assumption that life — infinity, and maintenance
and repairs are nil, then capital value of his design is .......... .................................................... . 92 724
Departmental design I, capital value...... ...................... ................................... ................................... Tti'sSO
II)
,,
(that recommended)...................................................................
43,375
»
n
........................................................................................................ 30,400
The Commissioner for Roads did not think it necessary to go into detail with regard to Ho. 2 design, submitted by Mr.
Hamand, as it w as practically a dam across the river. The deck level is too high for a lowdevel bridge, and it is just tho
height to catch all the timber that would come down in a flood and bank the water up, and to a great extent cover the
town of Cowra.

lllr

376. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Then this bridge would be useless in flood-time ?
or otnorwifiOj would bo useless in times of highest flood.
377. Dr. Garmn.] And tbo bridge would be under water? Certainly.

All the bridges, departmental

Some reference has been made to British Board of Trade rules, and it would be as well here to state that this depart
ment do not adhere to those rules. The British Board of Trade rule for tbe safe working stress on iron in brklgework is 5
tons m tension and 4 tons in compression per square inch of section. I do not think any engineer would take tlie respon
sibility of designing bridges on this assumption, as it makes no allowence for alternating or variable stresses ; it assumes
that, if one application of a strain of 20 tons will break a bar, that it is safe to load it in an indefinite number of times with
onc-fourtb or with 5 tons. The diagram {produced) shows tile rule adopted by this Department, tlie black line being
plotted from Weyrauch s formulas. Tlie full red line represents Board of Trade rule for tension, and the dotted rod line
represents Board of Trade rule for compression. Weyrntieh’s formula; were deduced by Professor Launbardt and J. J.
\\ eyrauob from the investigations winch Wohler carried out during eighteen years at the instance of tbe Prussian Govern
ment, and have been practically confirmed by other experimentors during the last twenty years. I think that that fully
jnstthes the Department in not adhering to the Board of Trade iu that particular. For timber structures tbe British Board
ot Trade rules arc equally vague; but no rule made for British timbers could apply to the timbers of this Colony. I may
add that the rule of this Department for large timber structures is to allow a factor of safety of 5 in compression members
alter calculating the breaking weight by Gordon’s or Rankin’s formula: for long columns, but adopting the constants aa
ascertained by Trofeasor Warren in bis exhaustive experiments on New South Wales timbeis. However, if taken out
without treating as long columns, the factor of safety would be about 7 in this case. If all tbe stresses on a structure have
been carefully considered, and the behaviour of the material employed under the stresses imposed is known, a large factor
of safety is not required, but can only lead to a waste of material. As showing tho unreliability of tbe British Board of
trade rules, it may be stated that the Tay Bridgo was passed by that Board a year before its failure. The Board of Trade
also do not adhere to their own rules, for in the Forth Bridge they have allowed 7i tons per square inch on the steel when
their rule is
tons.
,.Mr' JT-'miand, in his criticism of the departmental design, considers a calculated load of 34 lb. per square foot does
not allow sufficient margin for safety for large highway bridges, but gives no reason for his opinion. On one of the 3G0loot spans of the composite design the greatest load that could possibly be packed on the midway (including boilers and
machinery) would be 95 tons. This has been ascertained by actual experiment on Tiemas Bridge. The departmental
calculated load is 180 tons, leaving 85 tons for passenger loading on the two footways, or at the rate of 120 lb. per square
toot. It would ho useless to calculate for a compact crowd on the roadway in addition, as it would he the duty of ths
police to prevent sueli a thing, even if it was possible to obtain sufficient people around Cowra. As previously stated, tlie
maximum concentrated moving load calculated for is a traction engine or other load of 1C4 tons.
When giving evideneo before this Committee on 19th February, questions were asked me iu reference to certain
sixes ot iron specified by tho Roads and Bridges Department, and l now submit a few typical sheets of iron sections My
reason in submitting merchants’ hats instead of makers’ lists is, that tho merchants’ lists arc more complete, being a com
pilation of tho sections rolled at, perhaps, fifty different mills. The lists submitted are as follows
Ostcrmeyer! Dewez,
& Go., D. and W. Robertson, Jules Renard & Co., C. C. Dunkerley & Co. It will be soon by reference to these lists that
the channel and girder sections mentioned by Mr. Dowel are all given on at least two of them. That odd dimensions
rather tho rule than the exception is at once apparent, Take for example Dunkerley’s list, and commence at column 3
channel irons ; they run ;—
X i X 16f lb.
e* X
X a X 15J lb.
fii X
VT
OS X 2| X TS X 12J lb.
i r, X
65 X 24 X Tff
19 lb.
Oi X 2A X fff X 124 lbAnd again, in the girders similar odd dimensions occur. To illustrate the reason for some of these odd dimensions I have
had the SDotion of a girder 20" x 7" x J''iveb x 90 lb. per foot run drawn on diagram (produced) and coloured blue. Tbo
breaking weight of tins girder for a 27 feet span is 37 tons at tho centre. With tbe same rolls the section may be increased
without any extra cost per ten, as shown by the portion coloured red. This then gives a thickness of web of J "a width
of flange of / J, and a weight por foot run of ] 00 lb., aud tb e strength is ineroasod from 37 tons to 39 tons. W ilhout extra
cost ]icr ton tins seetion could be rolled to any weight between 90 lb. and 100 lb. per foot run, which would give smaller
tractions than J inch. The above illustration applies in tho sumo manner to chaimel irons as to girders. Another reason,
lor the odd dimeiisioiis'fouml on all merchants lists is. that a large pm-ocnlag,' of girders and channel irons are rolled on the
LrOmmanl;, AVbcro tne metrical system uf measni'cmuiil. is utsed. Fui* ui.sWiuce, u girder in Hngliah measurement 19^" x 74"
would, according to the metrical system, read 500 x ISO millimetres, which ara fairly even dimensions. It is useless for
tlie engineer designing bndgoivovk lo assume that tho sizes of ebaiuiels and girders inoreaso in size by a certain fixed and
even, increment, for such is not tbo ease, ami he must be content to specify tlie nearest size obtainable on some reliable
merchant's
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merchaut’s lists, cveu though it may rim to odd fractions, as for instanca a girder 11
deep x IJ-j" wide x -s7t[" thick
M'Donald, 397 lb. per foot run {metrical measurement—300 millimetres x 325 millimetres x 11 millimetres x 50 kilogrammes) may
Esq.
be thought an odd siae, but it is obtainable to order. I think the foregoing remaiks will entirely clear the Department
^ from any suspicion that unmarketable sixes of iron are specified, and I would draw the attention of the Committee
SOApril, 1890.
fact that this question of sizes of iron is not involved in the design now recommended by the Department for 1'ublic
Works, as in this design no raffed pircier.? and no channel iron# are s/ioicn,/he only .lections required being steel angle ba~a
i" x 3" x J,"
plates and round iron for bolts and suspension rods. I hand in detailed estimate of Mr. Hamand's
design at the rates adopted by the Department.
Cowra Bribok.

Estimated Cost of Mr. Hamand's Design at rates comparative with those adopted in Departmental Designs.
Quantity.
cub. yds.
1,744
1,128
23
13,492
7,500
623

licni.

Bate.

Amount.

£ b. d.
Excavation other (ban rock .......................................................................... 0 2 6 c. yd.
1 0 0 do
Do
(Jo river piers ........................ ................ -........................... .
Do
rock
do................................................... ............................... 10 0 0 do
Masonry concrete .......................................................................................... 3 7 9 do
bulk sum
Filling to arches............................................................................................
Me tailing................ ................................................. ...................................
Embankment as in No. 2 design .................................................................

0 2 6
0 6 0

do
do

Total..........

£.
218
1,128
280
45,704
2,000
3,500
937
187
695
54,651

s.
0
0
0
3
0
0
10
16
16

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5 0

Mr. Hamand’s design ..... ........ .................................................................................................. £54,651
Flouting and lining 19,382 sq. yds. at 2s. 2d. per sq. yd.................................. .......................
2,100
Estimated cost of increasing roadway from 25' to 30'............. ...............................................
8,464
Floating due to extra width, 1,240 yds. at 2s, 2d................... .................................................
150
Total estimated cost of design with 30' roadway................... ..........................

£65,304

Estimated cost of additional arches necessary in Mr. Hamand’s design to give a waterway equal to that provided in Depart
mental design No. 2,
One arch—Concrete, 019 c. yds. at £3 7s. 7d. (Departmental estimated rate).......................£2,092
Filling 600 c. yds, at 2s. 6d. {Mr. Hamand’s rate) .......
75
Excavation 104 c. yds. at 2s. Gd. (Mr. Hamand's rate) ......................................
13
Cost of one arch........................................... .........................................................£2,180
Cost of twelve arches.......................................... ........................................................... 26,160
Floating same.... ........................................................................................................... 1,200
Total Cost of twelve arches complete .................................................................

£27,360

Total estimated cost of bridge with width of deck and waterway equal to that
provided in Departmental design No 2................................................

£92,724

378. Mr. Tonkin."] According to the report which you have just read, the Department are entirely against
concrete bridges ? Against bridges built altogether of concrete for such a site as this, certainly.
379. Have you any idea of using concrete for any other site, or in any bridges at all ? We do not often
use concrete in tbe form of arches on account of the expense of centring, and of the difficulty of getting
the centring done wel], but we are constantly using concrete for abutments, and tbe cylinder piers of all the
iron bridges are filled with concrete.
380. Has there been a bridge built in Newr South Wales entirely of concrete ? I do not knowr of one.
381. Dr. G-arran.] The Bondi sewer is concrete ? Yes.
382. Mr. Tonkin.] What would be the span of that ? About 20 feet, I think.
_
_
383. You say that Mr. Hamand’s estimate of the cost of the concrete per yard is something like 10s.
below the departmental estimate ? Yes,
384. Does Mr. Hamand in his report give the quantities of material used ? Yes, and they have been
taken as a basis.
_
385. It is on them that you base your estimate of a higher price ? Yes. His concrete is made up of four
of stoue to twm of sand and one of cement. The stone costs at the very least 7s. 6d. a cubic yard for
quarrying aud breaking. There is very good gravel to be obtained near the site of this bridge which
could be got for 4s. Gd. a cubic yard, and which the Department intend to use, so that that makes a saving of
3s. Again, by using so much more sand and cement per cubic yard than the Department have specified
the cost of the concrete is increased.
...
.
.
386. Do you know the cost of the sand per cubic yard there ? Yes ; it is given. It is the same in both
cases. Mr. Hamand uses broken stone instead of gravel, and for bis cement a proportion of four of stone
to two of mortar where we use five of stone to two of mortar, and that increases tho cost of bis work.
387. How does he make out that his cost is IGs. per cubic yard less than the departmental cost? I can
not answer that.
388. Does he do it ? His estimate is 44s.
389. And yours is £3 ? For our concrete; not for his.
390. According to you, his concrete would cost £3 7s. 7d. ? Yes.
391. Can you inform the Committee how he makes it 44s. after he has specified the ingredients of tho
concreet ? J cannot.
_
392. Do you think that there is a possibility of tbe Department having overcharged for any material—for
stone, gravel, sand, or whatever may be used? The estimate for these three designs is liberal all through,
in order to insure that the contract when let shall not exceed it, and also because the detailed drawings
are not yet completed, and modifications may have to be made. There would, however, be the same pro
- portion betw een tbe designs.
393.
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393. That would be with regard to the quantities used;—lam speaking of the cost of one yard of con- , ^ACrete;—you say it ia £3 or £3 7s. 7d., according to the ingredients used ;—I want to know whether it is “ Donald,
possible that the Department may have over-estimated the value of some of those ingredients ;—I ask you
this because wc have found in other investigations that the departmental estimate for the fencing of rail- 30April, 1890.
ways has been nearly double the actual cost ? There is very little chance of that occurring with regard
’
to the estimate for iron bridges in our Department. As a rule, they arc very close indeed to the tenders
accepted, both for supplvr and erection. Wo alter our prices according to the distance from Sydney,
The distance of carriage is always considered, as you will see i 11 the detailed estimate given inthe appendix,
394. But where you can get good gravel or stone very easily it surely makes a difference in the cost ?
Certainly. 1 cannot carry all these prices in my head; hut on the Tamworth bridge, which is an almost
parallel case with Cowra, we paid £3 15s. a yard for concrete, and used river gravel.
395. In the erection of a concrete bridge, would the material used bo superior to that need for filling
up the cylinders of an iron bridge ? No. The strength of material is equally important in each case.
396. Ton say that Mr. Hamand’s design No. 2 would bo a dam to the water ? Practically a dam.
397. Can you tell the Committee to what height the country on the western bank would be flooded before
the water rose to the deck of Mr. Hamand’s bridge ? Six feet.
398. If there were 8 feet of water on that large flat would it be worth while to have tho bridge above the
level of the water ;—could it be used in any way F No.
399. Then if it were not above flood level nothing would be lost, as the height of the water on the flat land
would render it inaccessible ? Quite true—with regard to the matter of traffic only.
400. Could the bridge be used at the time of one of these extraordinary floods, if it were above the floodlevel ? No,
401-2. Then in what manner would it be a dam, because tho water would he all over the level country ?
It would reduce the sectional area of water-way, and tend to compel it to run across at some other place
and make a new channel. The piers aud arches would offer cousiderable obstruction to the water, and
the tendency of that would be to scour out tlie present channel or to make a new one.
403. You say in your report that Mr. Hamand has taken exception to the 90 feet span in your design, and
then you say that his design is only 120 feet;—is there not some difference between the water-way of tho
span of 120 feet and that of 90 feet ? There is a good deal of diflerenee,
404. Could not a span of 90 feet be an absolute failure as far as the water-way is concerned when a span
of 120 feet would meet all requirements ? That might be so.
405. Then there is nothing in your remark ? AVhal I wanted to point out is that the Department do not
propose a 90 feet span—they recommend nothing less than a 160 feet span.
406. Ton have no hesitation in' condemning the construction of tho concrete bridge for this particular
spot ? I think the cost would condemn it.
407. Ton think that the cost of a concrete bridge would be more than thatof an iron structure or ofacompositc
structure? Of course, if a low-level bridge was considered necessary, a concrete bridge might be built
for less perhaps than the design recommended by the Department; but it would not give the same
facilities.
408. "What is your opinion about a low-level bridge ? That it must be below tlie level at which the timber
comes down.
409. You do not advocate one because you think it would not meet the requirements ? Yes.
410. Do you condemn the construction of a high-level concrete bridge ? Yes; because of the price.
411. You favour an iron bridge—entirely of iron ? No ; a composite bridge.
412. Such ns was suggested by yourself? Yes; by the Department.
413. You think it would meet all requirements, and be in the end a cheaper bridge than tho concrete
bridge suggested by Mr. Hamand? Yes.
414. You do not think that it would last longer ? Of course, in the comparison which I have made, I have
given the capital values, and compared them on that. If they were compared on the prime cost the
difference in favour of the Departmental design would be greater.
415. I take it that those calculations are carefully worked out, and that, consequently, the difference
between 150 years aud eternity is not worth considering ? No.
416. You have no hesitation in saying that an iron structure would he preferable to a concrete one ? No.
417. In your design there would bo a wooden deck ? Yes.
418. That, I suppose, you will allow, will only last 20 years? We have allowed 12^ years for it,
419. The other structure would have a concrete flooring;—would not that last longer than a timber
decking? The question of life has been taken into consideration in regard to the capital value on which
the two are compared.
420. The capital value of the high-level bridge is put down at £92,000 ? Yes; and of the composite one
.at £43,000. ’That is allowing a sinking fund for paying off the cost of the deck in twelve and a half
years, so that it would bring them both on the same basis for comparison.
421. Do you think that if it were decided to build a concrete bridge, there would be any difficulty
in constructing it according to Mr. Hamand’s specifications and estimates ? It certainly could be
constructed, though I am not aware of any bridges having such a large span being constructed of concrete,
and it is possible that there may be difficulties in relation to expansion and contraction. However,'! do
not think that that need be much feared, if the foundations are solid.
'
422. Do yon think that there would be much difficulty in constructing such bridges where rivers are so
liable to heavy floods and freshes as ours arc ? I do not think there would be much risk in this case.
423. Do you think that on account of the novelty of tho construction, the estimated cost would be greatly *
under the actual cost? No.
424. Mr. Lcc.-\ Do you know whether the flood level taken by you in No. 2 design, is tho same as that
taken by Mr. Hamand iu No. 1 .design? I have not compared them, but I presume that they are the
same, because Mr. Hamand was supplied with a tracing of the river, giving the flood level and the depth
of borings to the rock.
425. You have drawn the No. 2 design taking into consideration the highest flood level, and yon presume
that Mr. Hamand has done the same ? Yes.
426. In the event of other floods occurring at the same level, the approaches to your bridge ivould be
covered to a depth of about 8 feet, although such a flood would be unusual ? Yes.
427.
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427. Is not the Lachlan Kiver subject to partial floods ? Tcs.
_
’ 428. Do not considerably more floods reach the bank of the river than pass over it ? Tes.
_
^ 429, Would a partial inundation of the country completely block all traflic on your bridge (No. 2 design) ?
30April,1890. Not unless the river were up to the banks. At the highest flood it is 8 feet over the flat.
_
430. Supposing the water were 2 feet over the flat, could the traflic get to your bridge ? Tes; but it would
be dangerous.
_
431. Supposing the water were within 6 feet of your flood level, would it be possible to get on to, and make
use of, the bridge called No. 2 in Mr. Hamand’s design ? No, there would be 4 feot of water
over jt.
_
432. In your No. 2 design do yon intend to carry traflic under ordinary circumstances onlyor under
extraordinary circumstances such as an unusually high flood? It is not designed to carry traffic at the
highest flood ; but it is necessary to keep the bridge up in order to ensure its safety. ■
433. But it is designed, I presume, to carry on tho traffic as long as possible ? Tcs.
_
431. Mr, Hamand in his report, page 11, says:—“With regard to comparative estimate, I consider that
No, 2 design if increased to the proper standard of strength would cost £30,000, instead of £20,500.’’
Are the Committee to infer that you have used iron of less strength than the Board of Trade rules require,
and have so reduced the price ? Tes and no. The diagram which I have produced will show that in
some cases we have gone above the Board of Trade rules, and in others below them.
435. Tou do not profess to have used material equal to that prescribed by the Board of Trade standard
in designing your bridge ? We have used material above the Board of Trade standard.
436. But taking the uniform rule, as laid down by the Board of Trade? No ; we have not adhered to
their rules.
437. In your design you have used above and below that standard to suit tho purposes of the Department?
Tes.
438. Mr. O'Sullivan.~\ .Ton recommend No. 2 design;—what is the cost of it? £26,538.
439. And Mr. Hamand’s amended design would cost £22,581 ? _ Tes.
_
_
440. What do you say is the departmental estimate for that design ? Wo have not gone inte it at all.
'
441. Did you not give the departmental estimate for Mr. Hamand’s design ? Bor his No. 1 design,—not
for his No. 2.
....
442. I am talking now of Mr. Hamand's No. 1 design ? Taking Ms design as it stands the Department
estimate it at £54,650.
_
443. That is enlarging his design ? Taking his design as it is there, without any enlargement.
444. By an enlargement of the dimensions of his design what would be the cost of it ? £92,724.
44-5. Do you think it is requisite that a bridge of those dimensions should be built in order to accommo
date tbe traffic ? I think that there are many objections to a bridge of that type, and one of the
principal is the risk of the scouring out of the foundations of the piers. The banks there are very liable
to scour. When boys go down to dig up worms for fishing, and a fresh comes, holes several feet deep
will be scoured out, and I think it would be a risky thing to construct such a bridge there unless the
foundations were carried down further than shown on tho plan. The piers would form a great resistance
to the water, and the tendency would be to create a scour.
_
446. What do you estimate would be the life of your bridge ? One hundred and fifty years for tho iron
work, twenty-five years for the main timbers, and twelve and a half years for the decking—that is,
capitalised out with a sinking fund, it brings the capital value to £43,000. I think that that amount
should be taken, in order to compare the bridge with a concrete bridge, and not the prime Cost.
447. At £92,000? Tes.
.
,
.
,
,
448. Mr. Hamand in his report says, “ I have only examined the No. 2 design, and that, so far as the
information supplied to the Committee permits, and I observed that it is pervaded by the same error of
over-straining timber—is that a fact? No. My reply to that is what I stated about the Board of
trade rules. We have actual data to go upon that the Board of Trade kuow nothing about in regard to
the timber here.
■
_
449. Later on Mr. Hamand says, “ Colonial timbers possess great strength, but they are correspondingly
heavy, and in all large spans the weight of the material used is a very large component of tlie total weight
to'be sustained. I doubt if timber can be used, even for road bridges, economically when tho spans exceed
60 or 70 feet?" Well, I must say in reply to that that we now use it economically with spans of 90 feet.
450. Mr. Hamand also says, “ I am sure that the idea of corrupt benefit is impossible, and may be dis■
missed. The rolled joists referred to are more used by architects than by engineers, and are generally
sold guaranteed to carry quiescent loads rather than to fill particular dimensions which are given for
information more than for calculation purposes. The bracings, 5| in, by 2,- in. by iV in., are somewhat
an unusual size to specify. I am quite satisfied, however, that there is no corrupt motive underlying this
matter, but that these unusual dimensions are rather due to the hair-splitting accuracy of somc draughts
man more theoretical than practical”? I think that what I have already said as to the sizes of iron is a
complete answer to that.
n -tr
451. Tou consider that in your reply you have answered all the objections made by Mr. Hamand ? Tes.
452. And you speak from the standpoint of experience in this colony ? Tes.
■
453. Mr. Triehett.} What test is made of bridges iu these colonies before they are used? It is not
usual to test the road bridges, because there is a very great difficulty in obtaining sufficient weight to clo
it. A few years ago, when the 'Lomas bridge was completed, for my owu satisfaction I asked for authority
to have it tested, as it was of a very light construction, but wo had very great difficulty in getting sufficient
loading. We required 100 tons, and it was as much as the district could do to find sufficient carts.
454. Do they not generally test them with livestock? Tes; both moving and stationary. They test
them with three or four carts going over at a trot, aud they also test them for the full load.
455. Do you not thiuk that it is desirable to test tlie bridges bore? • The material is all very carefully
tested,'and the construction' is very carefully watched, so that there is not very much to be gained by
testing the bridge itself.
_
_
_
450. 1 suppose that these tests by soldiers and cattle being taken over the bridge are only applied in
towns where there is a large concourse of people ? Even near towns it is rarely that the bridges are
built to take 120 lbs. to the square foot.
457. Tou do not think that it is necessary? No.
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458. Dr. Qarran.'] Tou say that the iron cylinders are merely skins for the concrete, and that the weight
J. A.
of the bridge rests upon the concrete ? Tes.
M'Donald,
459. So that if the iron skin were to dio away the support would not ho diminished in the slightest
'l°^'
degree? No; hut the bracing between the two cylinders, which is above water, would have to be
maintained.
p ‘
'
4{i0. Is it braced into the solid part of the irou or on to the cap ? It is riveted to the outside of the
cylinder.
401. Supposing that the lower part of the cylinder were to wear away, what would become of the bracing?
The top part can be kept clean and painted, and so long as that is done it forms a bracing between the
columns, even if the lower part wears away.
4G2. "What is the life of these iron skins, as you call them ;—I suppose none have ever died ? No.
. 4G3. If tho support ia ot] these concrete pillars, you use very much less concrete than Mr. Hamand would
do in his old-fashioned concrete supports ? Tes. "We can go to greater depths.
404. And you have a less solid pillar—his would go right across tlie stream ? Tcs. We have only two
cylindrical pillars.
‘
405. Then tlie concrete you would use is less than what he would use? Yes.
406. He has to give a support underground instead of the girder above ground ? Tcs.
407. Is not that more wasteful? Tes.
408. Will he have to make proper dams for his foundations ? Ho proposes to build the concrete caisons
on a cutting edge of iron, and to sink them down in that way.
409. Do you think that that is trustworthy ? Well, his specification is not complete enough for me to
see exactly how he will do it. He does not say how he intends to model tho concrete to form the piers. ■
470. Would you be able to see without the aid of a diver how these are settling on the ground? It
would be simply an enclosed ring lowered down and tlie excavation would be carried on inside of it, just
as we sink the iron cylinders—it would he a concrete caisson.
471. It is a concrete cylinder practically ? Yes; it would bo hollow inside, though not cylindrical. It
would be more suitable for the superstructure which he intends to make. Of course, arches could not be
very well struck oil iron piers like these.
472. Do you think that an arched bridgo is as suitable for a flooded river as one with horizontal girders ?.
No ; because of tho obstruction which it gives,
473. It would offer very much more resistance to the water? Tes.
■
474. It would give less space for tho water and timber to pass through ? Tes.
475. Whatever merits concrete arches may have in certain places, you think that in this country they are
quite unsuitable for flooded rivers ? Generally—yes. In regard to an estimate for a suspension bridge
1 may say that when I concluded my evidence at Cowra, the Chairman of the Sectional Committee informed
me that an estimate for a suspension bridge would not be required, and I have therefore done nothing
further in the mattbr.
4/6. Mr. Tonkin.'] You have been to Cowra and seen the bridge there, and you know, from what you
have read, tlie amount of traflic that goes over it. Do you not think that tho bridge that you propose to
erect would ho larger than is absolutely necessary, taking into consideration the fact that a railway will
be constructed to Tarkes or Forbes which will take away a very large amount of the traflic ? I do not think
so, for where tho traflic is at all largo a 20-fect roadway is not too wide. Tlie only saving that would bo
made, if it were thought advisable, would be to leave out one of the footways.
477. Would that make much difference in the cost? No, only £3,000 or £4,000.*
* Note (on m-isi'an):—Tho actual cost of omitting one footway would be £1,322, not £3,000 or £4,000 as stated.
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The existing bridge nt Cowra, which is a timber one, was opened for traffic in tho year 1870.

Tlie first cost was £9,170 5s. 5d,,
and a considerable sum of money has since been expended upon it in maintenance and repairs.
In 188G it was reported that considerable repairs and renewals had become necessary, that supporting tressels or
cylinders were required, and that for the increasing pedestrian traffic a footway addition was desirable. Por these purposes
n sum of £3,000 was placed on tho Estimates for 18872/9/87.—Mr. Garland, M.L.A., drew attention to the circumstance that, although (lie money had boon voted no steps
had been taken to initiate the work. Mr, Bennett replied that the question was receiving consideration and that the swollen
condition of the river pro elude it active work from being undertaken. It would appear that although the money had been
voted for extensive works, only absolutely necessary repairs were carried out.
24/1/83.—The Road Superintendent reported that a portion of tbe bridge required an extensive overhaul, and that the
structure was in so unsafe a condition that ho had had to prohibit loads of over 7 tons from coming on to it.
26/3/88.—Shortly after, Mr. Secretary Sutherland visited Cowra, and was interviewed by a deputation regarding the
bridge. They stated that it was in a dangerous condition and liable to collapse at any moment, in which ease the trade of
tho town would be seriously crippled. A sum of £3,000 hod been voted for iron cylinders; but little, if anything, hod been
done. The Minister inspected tbe bridgo, and pronounced it to be insecure and too narrow for the traflic. He made a
promise that on his return to Sydney some definite action should be taken.
A report accordingly was furnished by Mr. M'Donald to the effect that the main spans were sound and serviceable,
but tho G5 feet spans were unsafe and might fall over if heavy weights were placed on the bridge. Mr. Bennett, gave
instructions to execute absolutely necessary repairs, and to place trcsscls under the defection spans, which was done, and with
good results.
,
20/8/88.—Succeeding August, Mr. G. Campbell wrote, requesting that such repairs might be executed as would enable
teamsters to use the bridge with safety and confidence.
25/9/88,—Mr. M'Donnell submitted an estimate, as under, for the reconstruction of tbe bridge:—
.
Amount of estimate
..........................
...
...
...
... £12,550
Less 1887 vote
...
... ‘ ..............
...
...
...
3,000

Amount for Estimates ..........................
...
...
...
...
£9,550
But the amount apparently was not placed on the Estimates.
27/11/88.—Mr. Bennett minuted the Under Secretary to alter the amount on tho Draft Loan Estimates for the bridge
nt Cowra from £24,000 to £19,600,* as it was considered desirable to have timber approaches.
5/3/89.—The Mayor of Cowra forwarded a copy of a report upon tho bridge, prepared by the Municipal Works
Committee, to tho effect that they had inspected the bridgo, and found one span and about 20 feot in fair condition, and that
tbo remainder would have to bo redeeked, it being in many places unsafe for traffic. The trcsscls which bad been placed
under the three spans had, they said, been the salvation of the bridge. They appeared, however, to apprehend the possibility
of mishap, for they recommended that, in anticipation of any emergency, the old ford should bo made passable.
Mr. Bennett minuted that, pending a decision as to the erection of a now bridge, oidy repairs necessary for safety
should be carried out. A memo, is on Ibis paper to the effect that a sum of £19,600 had been placed on the Draft Estimates
for a new bridge.
24/G/S9.—Tlie Mayor of Cowra wrote that the question of a new bridge had been under the consideration of tho
Works Department for a longtime; that the existing structure had been so far condemned that notices bad been posted,
prohibiting loads of over 7 tons from passing over it, with the result that a quantity of wool had to be kept back, and that
Mr, Sutherland had given a definite promise of a new bridge. The necessary levels had been taken, and be (the Mayor)
believed £20,000 hod been placed on the Estimates. lie would be glad to know if a sufficient sum had been provided, and
tho Works Department should be urged to prompt action,
24/7/89.—In reply to categorical inqmries made by Mr, Macdonald, the Road Superintendent rej>orted that the traffic
over tho river at Cowra was such aa to justify an expenditure of £30,000 or £40,OCX) on a permanent iron bridge ; that ns
the municipality was divided by the river, and a great portion of the traffic must pass over tho bridge to and from the
railway station, the new structure should be of iron, and should be built while the old bridge was available: That tho
construction of a railway to Forbes would tend to reduce the traffic over the bridgo; but the extensive settlement which
would inevitably take place would more than replace this ; and that tho width of deck, exclusive of footways, should not bo
loss than 20 feet. The Superintendent added that two years previously he had reported that the bridge might collapse nt
any time, under stress of ordinary flood, and he felt bound now to repeat the warning.
A sum of £36,000 has been placed on tho Loan Estimates for 1890 for a new bridge, which is thus described :—Main
bridge, stool or iron; approaches, iron. Main bridge, continuous girder of three spans, 112 feet, 140 feet, aud 112 feet;
roadway 20 feet wide, with footway on each side ; deck, iron, covered with tarred metal; approaches, similar class of deck ;
piers, iron, filled with concrete.
C.A.B., 9/12/89,
Since tho foregoing was written the details of tho bridge have boon determined, and the above description lias been
departed from in the following particulars :—The main bridge will consist of three spans of 169 foot, 216 feet, and 169 feet,
and there wilt bo four approach spans of 111 feet. Iron piers, filled with concrete, will be used for the main bridge. For
the approaches, pliers of concrete only. Footways will be 5 feet wide.—C.A.B.
Tlie matter has since been reconsidered, and plans and estimates have been prepared for a composite bridge, to cost
£26,537, and this is tho scheme which will be submitted for tbo consideration of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works.—11 /2/90,
* There is nothing in the papers to lead up to this.
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[To Evidence of John Alexander M'Donald, Esq.']
AlTESmCEN TO

P.-U'KIi liEAD BEFORE THE COMJflTTEE, AND PUBLISHED WITH MR, M'DoNALD's EVIDENCE.

1.
Cowra Road Ristricx—Cowra Bridge Rr.rAms.

Return of expenses incurred in repairs to Cowra Bridge, from January 1st, 1S83, to December 31st, 1880.
£ a. d.
1885—January 1st to December 31st ................................................................................ 262 16 3
ISSfi—
Do
do
216 1C G
1887—
Do
do
128 12 0
1888—
Do
do
283 3 7
1889—
Do
December 8th................................................................................. . 168 5 0
1889—December 8th to December 31st, work in progress .............................................. 160 0 0
£1,219 13 4
Forwarded in conformity with instructions from tho Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges of
IS/! 2/89.
'
J. V. BARTLETT,
Roads Office, Cowra, December 20th, 1889.
Road Superintendent.

2.

'

Table showing traffic over Bridge, from December 19tb to 2otb (both inclusive), 1889.
Drc. Itltli. Doc. 20th. Dec. £lsl Doc. 22nd, Dec. 2Srd, Dec. 21th. Dec. 25th.

)>C6Oriptl0i» Of traffic,

Foot-passengers ......................................
Horsemen and women ...........................
Spring-carts and buggies .....................
1 iorsc drays.............................................
Bullock drays .........................................
Horae waggons..........................................
Bullock waggons......................................
Cattle and horses....................................
Bales of wool ..........................................
Bags of grain ...........................................
G oods outward, tons ..............................

161
12G
43

243
119
93

0
2
2
1

28

50

400

124

303
57
283
4

70

3

10
1

258
43
48

315
177
134
28
4
8
4

, ,

351

57

270
21

258
135
07
33
1
16
13

382
215
127
10

475
242
107
G6
. G
2

488
325
425
12

131

3G4
273
4

Averages
daily.

Totals.

2,092
1,057
709
176
10
42
21

300
159
100
25
1

6
3
f 65*
\ GOO*
260
55
190

450'
1,813
3821
i,32u.
415

6

*

Over 2iX),000 annually. Dally average, nearly COO—10,000 tn SOjOOO at ono thno.
t Over 21,000 bales annuallv. Daily avmgc for four months, about 200 bales. _
1 During good season 40,000 l>«gs. Average for four months, about 330 bags daily.
§ Goods outwards av erage, about 30 tons per day.

3.
Information supplied by Railway Department showing Inwards and Outwards Goods Traffic at Cowra Railway Station,

from 1st January to 31st December (both inclusive), 1889.

T. c. q.
479
546
062
448
019
3S7
580
554
527
615
603
576

January ......
February ...
March ......
April ..........
May ..........
.Tune ..........
July ..........
August ......
September...
October......
November . .
December ...
Totals

13
1
14
19
18
15
1
18
12
5
9
16

Total

Outwards.

Inwards.

Montlis.

1
1
1
3
2
1
2
0
1
2
0
0

6,603 4 2

T. C, q.

T. c. q.
97
50
116
106
112
120
122
86
163
1,050
1,244
1,300

10
14
10
14
9
13
15
17
14
10
5
11

1
1
0
0
1
2
l
1
3
1
2
2

4,633 5

3

577
596
779
555
732
503
702
641
691
1,665
1,847
1,937

3
15
4
13
7
8
1G
15
7
15
14
7

2
2
1
3
3
3
3
1
0
3
2
2

11,236 10

1

4,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 22 November, 1889.
A,mended rates of tolls to be levied on all Femes from 1st January, 1890.
s. d.

For every foot passenger (excepting children going to or returning from echool)..................................
For every horse, marc gelding, ass, or male, drawing or not drawing ................................................
For every gig, buggy, waggon, dray, or other vehicle ............................................................................
For every ox or head of neat cattle, drawing or not drawing .................................................................
Fur eicry sheep, lamb, pig, or goat, not exceeding 100 in number.........................................................
Fur every sheep, lamb, pig, or goat, exceeding 100 in munber.................................................................
Goods (nut conveyed in vehicles)...................................................................................................pot c'v’tOne oiiaige to include passing and repassing once a day.
.
_
Persons riding or travelling in vehicles not to be charged toll as foot passengers.
54-13

0 1

0 3

0
0
0
0

6
2

04
04
0 3

5.
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5.
Rates of Tolls levied at Bridges.
The following tolls were levied at the undermentioned bridges until abolished, 31 December, 1882:—
Penrith {abolished 1874), Pitnacre, Belmorc, fivnmorc, Windsor, and Richmond.
Foot passengers, each .................................................................................................................................
Vehicles, each ................................................................................................................................................
Horse, &c., drawing or not drawing, each ..............................................................................................
Ox or head of neat cattle drawing or not drawing, each .......................................................................
Sheep, lamb, pig, or goat, each ...................................................................................................................
On payment of one toll this bar can be passed any number of times on same day.

s.
0
0
0
0
0

d.
1
6
3
2
(H

Dubbo and Wellinr/ton Bridges,
s. d.

0 2
1 0
0 6

Foot passengers, each ......................................................................................
Vehicles, each......................................................................................................
Horse, &c., drawing or not drawing, each.......................................................
Ox, lie., drawing or not drawing, not exceeding 20 in number, each.........
Ox, &c., drawing or not drawing, exceeding 20 in number, each.................
Sheep, lambs, pigs, goats, each ......................................................................
Persons riding or travelling in vehicles not to bo charged as foot passengers.
Tolls to be charged on Sundays.

0 4

0 2
0 04

Boset’s Bridge and Bairanadd Bridge.
s. d.
0 4
0 3

Horse, &c., drawing or not drawing, each.......................................................
Ox, &c., drawing or not drawing, each...........................................................
Ox, &c., drawing or not drawing, exceeding twenty in number, each .....
Vehicles, each......................................................................................................

0 2
1 0

i/ny Bridge Bar.
This is the only bridge under Department where tolls are now levied, by arrangement with the Hay Municipal
Council. They have lately applied to have tolls abolished. Matter is under consideration.
s.
Horse, &c., drawing or not drawing, each.................................................................................................. 0
Vehicles with two wheels, each ................................................................................................................... 0
Vehicles with four wheels, each .................................................................................................................. 0
Ox, Sic., drawing or not drawing, each....................................................................................................... 0
Sheep, lambs, pigs, goats, at rate of per thousand.................................................................................... 10

Alburt/ Bridge.
Proclamation of amendment of tolls, 27 March, 1872.
Vehicles .........................................................................................................................................................
Horses, &c., drawing or not drawing, each ...............................................................................................
Ox or head of neat cattle, drawing or notdrawing...................................................................................
Sheep, pig, goat, each ..................................................................................................................................

s.
1
0
0
0

d.
0
G
4
1

s,
1
0
0
0
0

d.
0
6
4
2
04

Gunifagai Bridge.
Proclamation of amendment of tolls, 1 January, 187o.
Vehicles .........................................................................................................................................................
Horses, &c., drawing or not drawing...........................................................................................................
Oxen, drawing or not drawing, each...........................................................................................................
Oxen, drawing or not drawing, after first twenty ...................................................................................
Sheep, &c., each..............................................................................................................................................
Cowra Bridge.
Tolls proclaimed 30 October, 1871, to be collected from 1 December, 1871.

Tolls abolished 27 September, 1872.
s. d.

Foot passengers, each ................................................................................... ....................................
0 2
Vehicles, each ................................................................................................. ...................................... 1 0
Horses, &c. > drawing or not drawing, each................................................ ............................................ 0 G
Oxen, &c., drawing or not drawing, each .................................................. ............................................ 0 4
Oxen, &c., drawing or not drawing, after first twenty, each ................. ...................................... 0 2
Sheep, &c., each.............................................................................................. ........................................... 0 Oi
Persons riding or travelling in vehicles not to he charged toll as foot passengers. Toll to be charged on Sundays as
on other days.

6.
Table showing Estimated Value of Traffic at Cowra Bridge.
Description.

Foot passengers ....................................................................
Horsemen and women ...........................................................
Spring carts and buggies .........................................................
Sheep..........................................................................................
Cattle and horses.......................................................................

Dailj,

Ter annum.

300
150
100

109,500
54,750
30,500
200,000
94,900

200

Total..................

Ttatc,

Id.
3d.
9d.
* id.
2d.

£
456
084
1,368
208
791

.............. £

3,507

Deduct wages of two collectors, printing tickets, and sundry expenses ................................
Balance to credit.....

Amount.

507
............... £

3,000

The above does not include 10,000 tons of goods conveyed in waggons or drays.
7.
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7.
Design No. 1.

Estimated cost, with iron deck and two footways.
Contkact I.
Qu#n titles.

(262 tons
40 „
70 „
057
„

PP
.9ri

281

„

i, 70

„

3
2

„
„

01 „
1 „
10 cwt.

371
0U
19"
3

* II

Rate.

Item.

Amount.

Cast-iron in cylinders, handrail brackets, and ladder-bracing
Cast-iron in bed-plates, saddle-plates, rollers, and caps...........
Wrought-iron in cylinders and bracing, including rivets .......i
Wrought-iron in main girders (including steel [_ covers), cross
girders, and wind-bracing ..................... ..............................
Wrought-iron in rolled girders, huckled-platos, deck-plates,
and bulb f irons ...................................................................
Wrought-iron in handrail-standards and black bolts..............
Wrought-iron in tamed bolts and set screws ..........................
Steel in pins....................................................................................
Gas-pipe handrails........................................................................
Pig lead .........................................................................................
Sheet lead........................................................................................
Paint, two coats, bulk sum........................................................
Lamp-posts ....................................................................................

£12 per ton .
£30
„
.

Wrought-iron in cantilevers....................................
Wrought-iron in buckled plates and bulb "J" iron
Wrought-iron iu gas-pipe handrails.......................
Wrought-iron in handrail-standards .....................

£21per ton.
£17
„
.
£30
„
.
£25
,,
.

£21

„

■

£21

,,

.

£17
„
.
£2-5
„
.
£30
.
£32
„
.
£30
„
.
£1 per cwt,
3d. per lb. .
£8 each

£
3,144
1,200
1,470

s. d.
0 0

0 0
O 0

20,097 0 0
4,777
250
90
64
285

0
O
0
O
0

0
0
0
0
0

20 0 0
280 0 0
300
32
787
1,045
570
76

10
10
0
0

0
0
0
0

34,487 0 0

Total.
Total cost of bridgo complete, with footways

j

QQ^act II ..............

^36”484

Total cost .................................................................

£69,971

By omitting footways (£4,775) the cost of bridgo would be reduced to £65,196

7a.
Estimated cost, with iron deck and two footways.
Contract II.

Quantities.

Item.

252 tons ........
564 cubic yds.
28
„
837
„
SCO cubic ft...
70 tons ......

to

oi
=6

42 „

.....

973 „

......

281

..............

15& ,, .....
H ............

541 cubic yds.
950 cubic ft...

P3
C
'3
630 cubic yds.
790
„
256
„
300
„
b 10,437
„
37i tons.....

614 ..........
22 „ ....
136 cubic yds.
57
„

1C

=4

„

38

„

1,864

„

118
„
1,635 tons ......
1,635 „ ......
950 cubic ft ..
950
,,
..
12L tons ......

121 „

.....

Fixing and sinking cast-iron cylinders, complete ..................
Excavation in cylinders, other than rock ................................
„
,,
in rock .................................................
Concreting cylinders .....................................................................
Granite or bluestone in bedstones, sot .....................................
Fixing wrought-iron in cylinders and bracing, complete .....
Fixing cast-iron in bed-plates, saddle-plates, rollers, caps,
and scuppers .............................................................................
Fixing wrought-iron and steel iu main girders, cross-girders,
wind-bracing, bolts, and set-screws......................................
Fixing rolled girders, buckled plates, aud bulb X iron..........
Fixing handrail, including wrought-iron and cast-iron brackets
Fixing lead ...................................................................................
Tarred metal ...............................................................................
Hewn timber, in kerbs and sills ................................................
Tar (two coats) ..............................................................................
Tar (three coats)...........................................................................
Paint (two coats)...........................................................................
Paint (three coats).......................................................................
Excavation for piers and abutments, including unwatering .
Concrete
„
,,
........................................
Masonry
,,
„
........................................
Hand-packed rubble ...................................................................
Embankment ...............................................................................
Fixing wrought-iron in cantilevers............................................
„
,,
buckled-plates aud bulb X iron .....
,,
„
handrails and standards ....................
Hoad metal ................................... ...............................................
Masonry in abutments ...............................................................
Concrete
„
...............................................................
Excavation in abutments, including unwatering.....................
Embankment ...............................................................................
Rubble ...... ...................................................................................
Railway carriage, Sydney to Cowra, of ironwork .................
Carriage, Cowra to site of bridge................................................
Timber carriage, railway, Sydney to Cowra...........................
,,
Cowra to site of bridge .......................... ....
Ironwork carriage, railway, Sydney to Cowra.........................
,,
Cowra to site of bridge ...................... ..

Rate per

Amount.

£ s. d.
£12 ton .......... 3,024 0 0
564 0 0
£1 cubic yard
2S0 0 0
£10
„
£3
„
2,511 0 0
15s. cubic foot...
375 0 0
700 0 0
£10 ton..............
£10 ...................
£10 „ ..............
£10 „ .............
£10 „ ..............
£1 cubic yard ...
5s. cubic foot...

2s. 6d. cubic yd.
£3
„
£310s. „
10s.
„
Is. 4d.
„
£10 ton.............
£10 „ ..............
£10 „ ..............
£1 cubic yard
£310s. „
£3
„
2s. Gd,
,,
Is. 4d.
„
10s.
,,
£4 2s. 4d. ton ...
9d. cubic foot .,,
3d.
„
£4 2s. 4d. ton ...
3s, ton ..............

420 0 0
9,730 0
2,810 0
155 0
15 0
641 0
237 10
15 0
10 0
600 0
SO 0
78 15
2,370 0
896 0
104-10
695 16
375 0
615 0
220 0
136 0
199 10
48 0
4 15
124 5
59 0
6,731 5
245 0
36 0
12 0
493 0
18 0
35,484

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6 0

698
28

atfesuix.

8.
Desics No. l.
Estimated cost, with timber deck and two footways
Costbact I.

cs

Quanlitles.

Item.

r262 tons
I 40 „
70 „
070 ,,

Cast-iron in cylinders, handrail-brackets, and ladder-bracing..
Cast-iron in bed-plates, saddle-plates, rollers, and caps..........
Wrought-iron in cylinders and bracing, including rivets ......
Wrought-iron in main girders (including steel L covers),
cross-girders, wind-bracing (including rivets).
"Wrought-iron iu handrail, standards, and black bolts ..........
Wrought-iron iu turned bolts and set-screws ..........................
Steel in turned pins ................................................ ..................
Pig-lead...........................................................................................
Sheet-load.................................................................. .....................
Gas-pipe handrails........................................................................
Paint (two coats)............................................................................
Lamp-posts ......... ........................................................................

14
4

„
„

2
1
0!r
04

■c

w
a

> to-f
O ph

„
..
„
„

Amount.

£12 per ton......
£30 „
.......
£21
,.
......
£21
„
......
£25 ,,
......
£30 „
......
£32 „
.......
£1 per cwt...... .
3d. per lb...........
£30 per ton......
£S each...........

■Wrought-iron in cantilevers......................................................... £21 per ton......
.......
Wrought-iron in handrails ......................................................... £30 „
......
Wrought-iron in handrail, standards and spikes...................... £2o ,,

374 tons

■ 19

Itaic.

„

4

£
3,144
1,200
1,470
14,070

0.

d

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

350
120
64
20
14
285
400
32

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

787 10 0
570 0 0
100 0 0

£ 22,626 10 0

Total
Total cost of bridge complete, with footways

.£22,626
32,333

Contract I,
Contract II,

Total cost .................................................................

£54,953

By omitting footways (£4,385) the cost would be reduced to..............

£50,5/4

8 a.
Estimated cost, with timber deck and two footways.
Contract II.
Quantities.

252 tons ......
564 cubic yds.
28 „
837 „
500 cubic ft...
70 tons ......
42 „ .....
690

154 >1
14 ... .......

m

950 cubic ft..
13,000 „ .....

*3

©
Sr

$
o

43
o

630 cubic yds,
790 „
256 „
309 „
L 10,437
„
374 tons......
23 ..........
5,000 cubic ft..
57 cubic yds
16 „
38 „
1,864 „
113 „
J,1C5 tons ......

e rs
3*0 4* . 13,950"cubic ft..,
J,

i

s*

(J5 eg
ges

COJ tons......
5,000 cubic ft...

Rate.

Item

Fixing and sinking cast-iron cylinders complete.....................
Excavation in cylinders other than rock .................................
Excavations in cylinders in rock.................................................
Concreting do ............................................................................
Granite or bluestone in bedstones set.............. ..........................
Fixing wrought-iron in cylinders and bracing complete..........
Fixing cast-iron in bedplates, saddle-rollers, caps, and
scuppers.
Fixing wrought-iron and steel in main girders (including castiron in ladder bracing), cross-girders, wind-bracing, bolts,
and set screws.
Fixing wrought-iron in handrails and wrought-iron and castiron brackets.
Lead ........... ...................................................................................
Hewn timber in kerbs and sills .................................................
Sawn timber in longitudinal girders and planking..................
Tar, one coat .................. ............................................................
Tar, three coats ................................................:.........................
Paint, two coats.............. .............................................................
Paint, three coats ................................. ......................................
Excavation for abutments and piers .........................................
Concrete do do ............................................................................
Masonry do do ............................................................................
Handpacked rubble ..... ................................................ ............
Embankment ................................................................................
Fixing wrought-iron in cantilevers.............................................
Fixing wrought-iron handrails, standards, and spikes ..........
Timber in deck and longitudinals .............................................
Masonry in abutments .............. .................................................
Concrete
do
...............................................................
Excavation, including unwatering.............................................
Embankment ..............................................................................
Rubble........................................................................ .................
Tar, one coat ................................................................................
Tar, three coats ...........................................................................
Ironwork, carriage railway Sydney to Cowra ........................
do
do
do
to site
Timber
do
do
Sydney to Cowra .
do
do
do
to site...................
Ironwork do
Sydney to Cowra,
do
do
do
do
to site...................
Timber
do
do
Sydney to Cowra .
do
do
do
to site,..................
.
Total.

£12 ton..............
£1 cubic yard
£10 „
...
£3
„
. .
1 fis. cubic ft. ...
£10 ton..............
£io „ ..............

Amount*
£
3,024
504
280
2,311
375

B. d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
700 0 0
420 0 0

£10 „ .............

0,900 0 0

£10 „ ..............

155 0 0

10s. cwt.............
5s. cubic ft........
5a.
„
.......

2s. Gd. cubic yd.
£3
............
£3 10s.................
10s.
„
...
Is. 4d. ,,
...
£10 ton.............
£10 ...................
5s. cubic ft.........
£3 10s. cubic yd.
£3
„
2s, Cd.
„
Is. 4d,
,,
10s.
„
£4 2s. 4d. ton ...
9d. cubic ft........
3d........................
£4 2s. 4d. ton...
9d. cubic, ft. ...
3d*
,,
...
........................... £

15
237
3,250
60
250
700
100
78
2,370
896
154
695
375
230
1,250
199
48
4
124
59
SO
100
4,796
175
523
374
249
9
187
02

10
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
10
0
15
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

32,332 11

0

0

699
29

APPENDIX,

9No.

1 Design

Con puta mon of Annual Charge on Propossil Designs

footways), with interest 4 per cent.

£

a d

09,971

0 0

Interest and depreciation on
at 4 per cent., compound interest, and life taken at ■
150 years, equivalent to + '01 per cent, per annum .............................................................
2,S0G
Painting every four years at 20s. per foot per annum .............................................................
248

0 0
0 0

With ootways, iron deck—
Estimated cost ...

Total annual charge .................................................................................
Capital value taking interest at 4 per cent., £70,350.
With footways, timber deck—
Estimated cost, exclusive of deck ................................................................................................
Estimated cost of deck...................................................................................................................
Interest and depreciation on £49,273, at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at
150 years, equivalent to 4'01 per cent, per annum.............................................................
Interest and depreciation on ,C5,6SS, .at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at
12i years, equivalent to 10'33 per cent, per annum .........................................................
Painting ..........................................................................................................................................
Total annual charge ................................................................................
Capital value, taking interest at 4 per cent., £70,275.

3,054

0 0

49,273 0 0
G,GSG 0 0

1,970

0 0

587
248

0 0
0 0

2,811

0 0

10.
Computation of Annual Charge on Proposed Designs (without footways), with interest 4 per cent.

Iron deck without footways—
Estimated cost ...............................................................................................................................

£
s- d.
G5,19G 0 0

Interest and depreciation on £05,196. at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at
150 years, equivalent to 4'01 per cent, per annum.............................................................
Painting every four years at 20s. per foot per annum ............................................................

2,611 0 0
248 0 0

Total annual charge ....................................
Capital value taking interest at 4 per cent., £71,550.

2,862

Timber deck without footways—
Estimated cost, exclusive of deck ................................................................................................
Estimated cost of deck ....................................................................................................................................

Interest and depreciation on £46,774, at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at
150 years, equivalent to 4'01 per cent, per annum.............................................................
Interest and depreciation on £3,800, at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at
121 years, equivalent to 10'33 per cent, per annum .....................
Painting ....................
Total annual charge ................................................................................
Capital value taking interest at 4 per cent., £63,500.

0 0

£
a. d.
46,389 0 0
4,185

0 0

1,800

0 0

432
248

0 0
0 0

2,540 0

11.
Design No. 2.
Estimated cost of composite Bridge on Cylinders, with two Footways,
Contract I.
QinmlititfS.

a

c
1

eg

I
1
l

I4*
B

'

Item.

114 tons 0 cwt Cast-iron in cylinders.........................................................................
20 „ 12 „
,,
cups, bed-plates, shoes, etc., in trnsscs........................
Wrought-irou in cylinders and bracing, including rivets ....
„
suspension bolts, black bolts, straps, etc...........
M ,, S >,
31 „ O „ Steel in lower chords and eross-girders .........................................
3 ,, IS „
,, cross-girders ................................................. .............................
, Total........................................................

Rate.

£12 per ton .......
£30
„
.......
£21
..................
£2i>
,,
.. ..
£ 2.j ,,
....
£23
„
.......

Amount

£ B.
1,308 0
G18 0
1,314 0
1,585 10
1,932 0
89 14

d.
O
0
(f
(1
0
0

£6,936 14

0

700
30

AWEirorx.
Contract II,

Quantities.

CO
M
a

Item.

II? tons 10 cwt. Fixing and sinking east-iron cylinders complete.....................
229 cubic yds.. Excavation in cylinders other than rock........................ ...........
37
„
,,
in rock ................................ ................
265 cubic ft.... Granite in bedstones ....................................................................
64 tong
... Fixing wrought-irou in cylinders and bracing ..........................
20 „ 12 cwt
„
cast-iron in caps, bed-plates, shoes, etc. ................. .
144
..........
„
wrought-iron and steel, in trusses and piers ..............
27,796 cubic ft.... Supply and fixing timber .............................................................
1,932lin. ft. ...
,,
„
round (including piles) ..............................
451 cubic yds. Concreting cylinders ..............................................................
Tar, one coat ..............................................................................
,, three coats ............................................................................
Paint ,, „
.........................................................................
3,974 cubic yds. Embankment ................................................................................
250
„
Rubble ......................................................................
3 tons IS cwt. Fixing steel in cross-girders..............................................
8,328 cubic ft... Supply and fixing timber ..........................................................
346 tons ...... Ironwork, carriage railway, Sydney to Cowra........................
31,236 cubic ft. Timber
ij
ii
3 tons IScwt.... Ironwork
8,328 cubic ft.... Timber
>>
ft

,,
yy
>,

„
ij
,,

„
,,

,,
„

Rate.

Amount,

£12 per ton......
£1 per cubic yd.
£10
„
15s.
„
ft.
£10 per ton.....
£10 „
......
£10 „
.............
os. per cubic ft..
5s. per lineal ft.
£3 per cubic yd.
3d. square yd. .
9d.
„
...
Is.
„
...
Is. 4d. per c. yd.
10s.
„
5s. per cubic ft,.
£4 2s. 4d. per ton

Sydney to Cowra........................... 9d. per cubic ft..
to Site
, .,,,.,,.1.,.,,,,,,,. 3d.
„
Sydney to Cowra.......................... £4 2s. 4d. per ton
3s
,
Sydney to CouTa.......................... 9d. per cubic ft..
„
to site............................................. 3d.
Total

Total cost of composite Bridge, with cylinders and two footways j Contract II"'

£
1,410
229
170
199
640
206
1,440
6,949
483
1,353
30
320
2-25
265
125
39
2,082
1,440
52
1,171
390
16

a.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 0 0

312 0 0
104 0 0
£19,601 0 0

Ill’eOl

0

Total cost................................................ £26,537 14 0
Omitting footways (£2,644) the cost of bridge would be reduced to ...................... £23,894 0 0

13.
Design No. 2.
Estimated cost of Composite Bridge on timber piers.

Total cost of cylinders, including carriage ................................................................................................£8,165
Do
timber river piers
do
............................................................................................. 2,450
Difference ................................................................................................. £5,715
Total cost of composite bridge with timber piersandfootways..........................................................
By omitting footways (£2,644) the cost of the bridge wouldbo reduced to.....................................

£20,822
18,178

13.
Design No. 2.
Computation of Annual Charges on Proposed Design with Cylinders. Interest, 4 per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders, ironwork and steel ...................................................................................£15,147
Do
timber in trusses and piers ........................................................................ ...............
8,111
Do
do
planking.......................................................................................................
3,380
per annum
Interest and depreciation on £15,147, life 150 years = 4'01 % ........................................................ ■ £007
Do
8,111, life 25 do = 6'40 % .........................................................
519
.
Do
3,380, life 12i do = 10'33 %......................................................... = 349
Painting every four years at 20s. per foot.............................................................................................. = 260
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 4 % = £43,375.

£1,735

Without Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders, ironwork, and steel.................................................................................... £15,000
Do
timber in trusses and piers .......................................................................................
0,654
Do
do
planking.......................................................................................................
2,340
per annum.
Interest and depreciation on £15,000, life 150years = 4-01 % ........................................................ = £601
Do
6,654, life 25 do = C* 4 %......................................................... = 426
Do
2,340, life 12$ do = 10-33 %......................................................... = 242
Painting ...................................................................................................................................................... = 260
Total annual charge .............. ..............
Capital value at 4 % = £38,225.

£1,529

14,

701
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14.

Design No. 2.
Computation of Annual Charges on Design with Timber Piers.
Interest, 4 per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork and steel ...................................................................................................... £6,982
Do
timber in trusses and piers ....................................................................... ................ 10,561
Do
do. planking........................................................................................................
3,380
per annum.
Interest and depreciation on £0,982, life 150 years
4'01% .......................................................... = £280
Do
10,561, life 25 do = 6'40% .......................................................... = 676
Do
3,380, life m do = 10-33% .......................................................... => 349
Painting every four years, at 20s. per foot ............................................................................................
260

Total animal charge........................................
Capital value at 4 % = £39,125.

£1,565

Without Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork and steel ........................................................................................................ £6,836
Do
timber in trusses and piers........................ ................................................................... 9,103
Do
do
planking ........................................................................................................ 2,340
per annum.
Litcrest and depreciation on £6,836, life 150 years —4'01 % ................
=£274
Do
9,103, life 25 do = 6'40 % ............................................................ = 583
Do
2,340, life ISJ do - 10'33 % ............................................................ = 242
Painting ..................................................................................................................................................... = 260
Total annual charge
Capital value at 4 % - £33,975.

£1,359

15.

Design No. 2
Computation of Annual Charge on Proposed Design, with Cylinders. Interest, at 3£ per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders and ironwork................................................................................................ £15,147
Do
timber in trusses and piers..........................................................................................
8,111
Do
do planking ....................................................................................................
3,380
per annum.
Interest and depreciation on £15,147, life taken at 150 years = 3'52 % ......................................... = £533
Do
do
8,111,
do
25 do =■■ 6-07 % ........................................... = 492
Do
do
3,380,
do
12J do = 10-03 % ........................................... = 339
Fainting every four years, at 20s. per foot ............................................................................................ = 260
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 31 per cent. = £46,400.

£1,624

Without Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders and ironwork................................................................................................ £15,000
Do
timber in trusses and piers ........................................................................................
6,654
Do
do planking........................................................................................................
2,340
per annum.
Interest and depreciation on £15,000, life taken at 150 years — 3‘52 % .......................................... - £528
Do
do
6,654,
do
25 do = 6 07 % ........................................... = 404
Do
do
2,340,
do
12i do = 10-03 % ........................................... = 233
Painting ...........................................................................................
260
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 3$ per cent. = £40,771.

£1,427

16.

Design No. 2.
Computation of Annual Charges on Design, with Timber Piers. Interest at 3£ per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork and steel........................................................................................................ £ 6,982
Do
timber in trusses and piers.........................................................................................
10,561
Do
do planking ...................................................................................................
3,380
per annum,
Interest and depreciation on £ 6,982, life taken at 150 years = 3-52 % .......................................... -- £246
Do
do
10,561,
do
25 do = 0-07% .......................................... = 641
Do
do
3,380,
do
12$ do = 10-03 % .......................................... = 339
Painting every four years, at 20s. per foot ..................................................... ...................................... = 260
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 34 per cent = £42,457.

£1,486

Without Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork......................................................................................................................
Do
timber in trusses and piers........................................................................................
Do
do planking ...................................................................................................

£6,836
9,103
2,340
per annum.
Interest and depreciation on £6,836, life taken at 150 years = 3'52 %........................................... . = £241
Do
do
9,103,
do
25 do = 6-07%.............................................. = 653
Do
do
2,340,
do
124 do = 10-03 %.............................................. = 235
Painting ......................................................................................................................................................
260
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 3J per cent. = £36,829,

£1,289

17.
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17.
Ko. 3.
E^TiMATrn cost of Truss liridge with two footways.
'
COi’TRACT I.
‘

Item,

Qinutities.

Rato.

Amount,

i
H «-» I-'
.5

S ^ CO

52 tons 14 cwt.,. Cast-iron in cylinders........... ........................................................
17 „
2 „ ... Cast-iron in caps, beil-platcs, shoes, kc.......................................
32 „
0 „ ... 'Wrought-iron m cylinders and bracing.....................................
C4 ,, 0 „ ... Wrought-iron suspcusiou-bolts, black-bolts, &c........................

£

Contract

ei
C-4

'£
F3

80 cubic yds.
8
...........
133 cubic ft...
32 tons ......
17 tniis2cwrt.
04 tons ... .
32,217 cubic ft...
3,677 lin. ft. . .
197 cubic yds.

G72 0 0
1,600 0 0

£25 „

£

3,417 0 0

II.
■Kate.

Item.

Quantities,

C13 0 0

£21 „

Total

s. d.

032 0 0

£32 ton
£30 „

£1 cubic yd, ...
£10
..............
)5s. cubic ft. ..
£10 ton.............
£10 „ ..............
£10 ...................
5s. cubic ft........
Supply, and fixing timber round (including piles) .................. 5s. lin. ft...........
Concreting cylindeis .................................................................. £3 cubic yd. ..

Excavation in cylinders, other than rock ..................................
Excavation in cylinders in rock ................................................
Granite in bed-stonea ..................................................................
Fixing wrought-iron in cylinders and bracing ........................
Fixing cast-iron in CApn> ned-piatos, and shoes, fcc................
Fixing wrought-iron in suspension-bolts, &c..............................

"d

9d. ' ,, " ...
is,
,,
..
3,678 cubic yds. Embankment ............................................................................... Is. 4(1. cubic yd.
l 240 „
... Rubble............................................................................................. 10s. cubic yd. ...
Footways, 0,000 cubic ft. Supply and fixing timber ........................................................... OS. cubic fl.......
_ O .'l r 166 tons ...... Ironwork, carriage railway, Sydney to Cowra......................... £4 2s. 4d. ton ...
1GG „ . . . Ironwork, carriage lailwrtv, to site............................................ 3s. ton ..............
[38,755 cubic ft...
(38,757
........... Timberj carriage railway, to site.................................................
„
. ..
„
. Timber, caniage railway, Sydney to Cowra................. ......... !hl.
f3 °o -2 -J' 9,000
^ 9,000
„
... Timber, carriage railway, to site................................................. 3d.
„
......

1

Total ................................................ .......................... £

Amount.
£
636
80
80
100
320
171
040
3,062
919
591
88
331
196
245
120
2,250
633
23
1,453
484
338
113

s.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17,075 0 0

Total cost, truss bridge, with cylinders ami footways, J c^ract II." ^7’o75
Total cost.............................................................

£21,302

By omitting footways (£2,701) the cost of bridge would be reduced to £18,001

13-

Design No. 3.
Estimated cost of Truss Bridge on Timber Piers.
Total cost of cylinders complete ............................... ..........................................
Do
timber piers complete .......................................................................

£3,011
1,750

Difference .........................................................................................................................
Total cost of truss bridge with timber piers and footways..................................................................
By omitting footways (£2,70)) the cost would bo reduced to ............................................................

£1,801
10,531
16,830

19.
Demos No, 3.
of Annual Charges on Proposed Design with Cylinders.

Computation
Interest, 4 per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders and ironwork ............................................................................................ £7,773
Do
timber in piers and trusses ................... .................................................................. )0,2."9
Du
do planking ...................................................................................................
3,380
per annum,
Interest ami depreciation on £7,773, life taken at 150 years = 4'01 % .........................................
£312
Do
do
10,230,'
do
25 do = 6'40 % ............................................ = 655
Do
do
3,380,
do
12| do =» 10'33 % .......................................... = 34!)
Painting every four years at 20s. per foot ............................................................................................ = 260

Total annual charge
Capital value at 4 per cent. = £39,400.
Without Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders and ironwork .............................................................
Do
timber in piers and trusses...........................................................
Do
do planking .....................................................................
Interest and depreciation on £7,773. life 150 jeais = 4'01 %
Do
do
8,578. do 23 do = 0 40 %
Do
do
2.310, do 121 do = 10 33/
Painting ,
................................................................................
Total annual charge ..........................
Caiutr.1 value at 4 per cent. = £34,075.

--------------

£1,576
£7,773
S,57S
2,340
per anumn.
= £312
= 54!)
= 242
= 260
£1,303

20-
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20.
Design No. 3.
Computation of Annual Charges on Design with Timber Piers.
Interest, 4 per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork .......................................................................................................................
Do
timber in trusses and piers..........................................................................................
Do
do planking ....................................................................................................

Interest and depreciation on £4,162, life ICO years = 4‘01 % .........................................................
Do
do
11,989, do 25 do = G'40 % ..........................................................
Do
do
3,380, do 12^ do = 10-33 % ..........................................................
Painting every four years, at 20s. per foot ............................................................................................
Total annual ohargo ..........................
Capital value at 4 per cent. = £33,575.
Without Footways—
'
Estimated cost of ironwork ......................................................................................................................
Do
timber in trusses and piers.........................................................................................
Do
do planking ....................................................................................................
Interest and depreciation on £4,162, life ICO years — 4-01 % .........................................................
Do
do
10,328, do 2C do = 6-40 % ..........................................................
Do
do
2,340, do
12£ do = 10-33 % ..........................................................
Painting ......................................................................................................................................................
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 4 per cent. = £33,250.

£4,162
11,989
3,380
per annum.
= £107
= 767
= 349
— 200
£1,543

£4,162
10,328
2,340
per annum.
= £167
- 661
= 242
= 260
£1,330

21.
Design No. 3.
Computation of Annual Charges on Design with Cylinders.

•
Interest at SJ per cent.

With Footways—
Estimated cost of cylinders and ironwork................................................................................................
Do
timber in trusses and piers.........................................................................................
Do
do planking........................................................................................................
Interest and depreciation on £7,773, life taken at ICO years = 3'52 % ..........................................
Do
do
10,239,
do
23 do = 0-07 % ...........................................
Do
do
3,3S0,
do
124 do = 10-03 % ...........................................
Painting every 4 years, at 20s. per foot............................ .......................................................................
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 34 per cent. = £42,714.
Without Footways—
,
Estimated cost of eylinders and ironwork ............................................................................................
Do
timber in trusses and piers.................................
Do
do planking ....................................................................................................
Interest and depreciation on £7,773, life taken at 150 years = 3"52% ..........................................
Do
do
8,578,
do
25 do - 6-07 % ............................................
Do
do
2,340,
do
124 do = 10 4)3 % ..........................................
Painting ......................................................................................................................................................
Total annual charge ..........................
Capital value at 34 per cent. - £36,857.

£7,773
10,239
3,380
per annum.
= £274
= 622
^ 339
= 260
£1,495

£7,773
8,578
2,340
per annum.
= £274
= 521
= 235
= 260
£1,290

22.
Design No. 3.
Computation of Annual Charges on Proposed Design with timber piers.
Interest, 34 per cent.
With Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork.................................................................. ................................................... £4,162
Do
timber in trusses and piers..................................................................................................... 11,989
Do
do
planking...................................................................................................................
3,380
per annum,
Interest and depreciation on £4,102, life taken at 150 years = 3"62 %..............................................= £146
Do
do
11,989,
do
25
= 0-07 %............................................... = 728
Do
do
3,380,
do
124
=10-03 %............................................... = 339
Painting evei-y four years, at 20s. per foot .................................................................................... .
260

Total annual charges................................... ....................................
Capital value at 34 % = £42,086.
Without Footways—
Estimated cost of ironwork.......................................................................................................................
Do
do timber in tresses and piers............................................................................................
Do
do
do planking................... ......................................................................................
’
Interest and depreciation on £4,162, life taken at 150 years = 3-52 % .........................................
Do
do
10,3-28,
do
25
= 6-07 %
........................................
Do
do
2,340,
do
12J
=10-03% ..........................................
Painting ......................................................................................................................................................
Total annual charge .............................................................................
Capital value at 3J %
£36,229,

1,473
£4,162
10,328
2,340
per annum.
= £146
= 627
= 235
= 260
1,268
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23.
COTYEA BkIDGE.
Summary of Prime Costs, Capital Values ami Annual Charges calculated at 4 and 3i per cents.
Prime
Cost*

Iron Bridge, iron deck with footways ...............................................................
Bo
limber deck with footways ............................................................
Bo
iron deck without footways............................................................
Bo
timber deck without footways .......................................................
Composite bridge with cylinders and footways .................................................
Bo
with cylinders and without footways ................................
Bo
with timber piers and footways .........................................
Bo
with timber piers and without footways..............................
Timber bridge with cylinders and footways.........................................................
Bo
with cylinders and without footways.........................................
Bo
with timber piers and footways ................................................
Bo
with timber piers and without footways.....................................

£
09,971
65,196
50,574
26,538
23,894
20,822
18,173
21,392
18,691
19,531
16,830

At

At 4%.

£
3,054
2,811
2,802
2,540
1,735
1,529
1,565
1,359
1.576
1,363
1,543
1,330

£
76,350
70,275
71,550
63,500
43j37o
38,225
39,125
33,975
39,400
34,075
38,575
33,250

£

2,711
2,552
2,543
2,301
1,624
1,427
1,480
1,28!)
1,495
1,290
1,473
1,268

'4-

£
77,457
72,914
72,057
65,743
46,400
40,771
42,457
36,829
42,714
36,857
42.086
36,229

JO HIS7 A. MJBONALD,
Engineer for Bridges,
Jf.I.M.E.

c.
Kepout by AiiTnnR S. Hamasd, Esq.
Cowra Bridge.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 31st March, 1830,
Early in this month I visited Cowra. I carefully examined the existing bridge, its situation, and that of the
proposed new bridge, and investigated what materials were obtainable in the district for the erection of a now bridge.
The existing bridge is in a most unsatisfactory state. The only sound part of it is that portion of the superstructure
forming the three 130 feet trusses, and the design of this bridge and its present condition are a timely commentary upon
the middle paragraph in the "introductory '' part of Mr. M‘Donald's statement relating to timber work.
These three 130 feet trusses are in every particular exact copies of a type very common in the United States, in use
for single track railway bridges. The timber in these trusses must have been catefLilly selected, and, I am informed, was
stacked on the ground two years prior to being used. Ail the'parts have been carefully fitted and put together, and the
holts have been tightened at every opportunity to take up shrinkage; and the point to which I particularly desire to draw
attention is that no member of these trusses has ever been overstrained, and consequently the trusses retain the shape in
which they were originally built, and are now apparently as good as they wcic twenty years ago.
The rest of the bridge is a great contrast to these trusses. There is a surplus of timber in one place, and a great
deficiency in another. I might go over the whole bridge with the same result, but confine myself to two instances.
The piers carrying the 130 feet spans are of no greater scantling than the piers supporting the 65 feet spans, yet, in
addition to having about three times the wmight to carry, the piers of the larger spans are twice the height of those carrying
the 65 feet openings. Either the piers of the 65 feet spans are of six times the strength required, or the river piers are
of only one-sixth the necessary strength. Another example I take from the 65 feet trusses : Tho working stress on the
stretcher beam at top of the queen truss is 36 tons, while the safe stress on the timber used is 15 tons. What wonder that
these trusses have gone quite out of shape and have to be propped? The natural consequence of straining timber so
severely is that the ends give way, throwing the beams out of line, and inducing new and abnormal stresses, which open
splits and shakos in the timber, and cause rapid destruction of it.
I have considered the possibility of renewing and widening the existing bridge ; hut its position, and the angle at
which the piers stand to the current of flood water are not in its favour. I think also, to do it effectually would iuvoh a an
outlay not far short of £20,000 ; hut on account of the excellent condition of the 130 foot trusses it is only with reluctance I
have concluded it is better to build a new bridge.
In reference to the three designs submitted to the Committee, it seems desirable to pointout that the spans in each of
the three designs being different, no comparison of their cost can be made without taking the variation in the spans into
account. . The use of different materials can only bo compared fairly when the spans are the same. Assuming design No.
2, tho one recommended by the Bepartment, as a basis, tho difference in the size of spans would, in the same material,
alone account for a decrease in cost of design No. 3 of about 15 per cent, on design No. 2, and an increase of about the
same for No. 1 over No. 2 design.
I have only examined No. 2, design, and that, so far as the information supplied to the Committee permits, and I
observe that it is pervaded by the same error of over-straining timber. For instance, in the polygonal trusses, the
middle members of the top boom provide for a stress (according to the strength of ironbark given by Mr. M'Donald) not
exceeding 89 tons, whereas they should carry 120 tons. The 89 tons is based on the ultimate strength of ironbark under
compression, given by Mr. M‘Bonald m his statement as 4J tons 9,520 lb. per square inch of section, and taking the factor
of safety at S, as allowed for timber by the British Board of Trade. Professor Rankine, a good authority, recommends
10 as the factor of safety in timber structures. If, however, the usual practice is followed, the constant for ironbark
would be taken as 7,140 lb. only per square inch as a. fairer average, and then with 8 ns the factor of safety, the section of
timber in the top boom which should carry 120 tons, is only capable of hearing a load of 67 tons.
The subject is of so much importance that I may explain that “ S as a factor of safety means that in order to
provide for, not so much the absolute security as the safe endurance of timber structures, they should never be loaded with
more than one-eighth of the average breaking weight of the particular kind of timber being used. In the case of timber, the
tests for determining strengths are mostly carried out on small specimens which are carefully selected. Timber varies so
much in strength that pieces taken from opposite sides of the same log will often give results differing in amount 50 per cent.
To allow for these differences, knots, and other defects, which it is impossible to discover in timber of largo scantling, it is
usual for engineers to take as a constant for rupture the break lug-weight as determined from small pieces, or picked
specimens diminished by_one-fourth ; so that for ironbark the 9,520 lb. would be reduced to 7,140 !b. as a working average,
and all timber is dealt with in the same practical way.
It has further been determined by a series of practical experiments that if a given breaking-weight ruptures a
material when applied within a short period, a very much smaller weight will produce rupture if applied repeatedly, or for
a longer period, and one of the chief points aimed at in well considered designs is the apportionment of the stresses in such
a manner as to prevent what is termed the “ fatigue stress ” from ever being reached. With tho load so limited, nr the
material so apportioned, the load may be applied to any material an indefinite number of times without injury, For timber
used in all permanent and important works, it is the general practice to limit tho load to one-cigh'th of the determined
average breaking-weight.
The live-load provided for in the submitted designs is only two-thirds of that allowed for in British works of a
similar nature. It is considered that the most trying strain on road bridges is occasioned by the passage of a regiment of
soldiers, and 112 lb., sometimes 120 lb., is taken as the working load per square foot. I am disposed to think that a team
of bullocks, with their rythmical tread, and a load of 10 or 11 tons, is a much more severe trial to a bridge, especially a
wooden one.
_ On the whole, then, it would seem that, in addition to providing only for a light working load, that reduced load is
permitted to produce much heavier stresses on the section of timber used than is customary with engineers of experience.
This is sufficient to account for the difficulty in finding a timber bridge which has not gone out of shape, or which does not
give unmistakable evklciiQO of being over-strained. Over-straining timber probably shortens its life by at least one-half.
Colonial,
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Colonial timbers possess great strength, but they arc correspondingly heavy, and in all large spans the weight of the
material used is n very large component of the total weight to be sustained. I doubt if timber can be used, even for road
bridges, economically when the spans exceed 60 or 70 feet.
With regard to comparative estimate, I consider that Kb. 2 design, if increased to the proper standard of strength,
would cost £30,000 instead of £26,500, and that for a fair comparison with No. 1 design, £4,500 should bo added, making it
£34,500 ; and to compare No. 2 with No. 3, £4,500 should be deducted, making it £25,500, on account of the variation in
spans. No. 3 design would, no doubt, also, require more timber to bring it up to standard strength.
In relation to the iron bridge, when before the Sectional Committee at Cowra, I was asked some questions about the
dimensions of some of tho iron, and it has been plainly intimated that some of the iron is specified of peculiar dimensions,
with the object of throwing the contract for it into tho hands of particular firms, for the corrupt benefit of someone within
the Department. Perhaps it will come with more weight from me, as an outsider, when I say that I am sure that the idea
of corrupt benefit is impossible and may be dismissed. The rolled joists referred to arc more used by architects than by
engineers, and arc generally sold guaranted to carry stated quiescent loads, rather than to fulfil particular dimensions, which
arc given for information more than for calculation purposes. The bracings, 5J in. x 2J iu. x T‘s in., arc somewhat an unusual
size to specify. Each brace increases in stress as its distance from the centre of the girder increases ; but it is not usual to
vary the section of iron used for differences involving only a pound or two of iron, as the change is very troublesome to the
manufacturer, involving fresh templates, etc. Kather than do this the manufacturer would prefer to continue the stronger
section at his own cost until a difference was reached, making it worth while to alter the section; that is to say, tho
drawing would not be strictly adhered to, as being unpractical. I am quite satisfied, however, that there is no corrupt
motive underlying this matter, but that these unusual dimensions are rather due to the hair-splitting accuracy of some
draughtsman more theoretical than practical.
I now como to the design, which Isnhmit herewith, together with an estimate and summarised specification fora bridge
at Cowra, which, for tho most part, will speak for themselves. I have provided a width between the parapets of 25 feet,
which may be divided into an 18 feet carriage-way and 7 feet footpath.
.
The aggregate width of water-way in the existing bridge is 710 feet, and as the fastest current during flood time has
been timed at 0 miles an hour, the existing water-way, so far as extent goes, may be considered sufficient. The designs
submitted by the Department provide for 960 feet of water-way, and for raising the roadway 9 feet higher than at present.
With a raised bridge, I consider 840 feet ample water-way, and have so drawn it; and, having regard to the spans and
their disposition, I think the water-way of my design is fully equal to that provided iu No. 2 design. As tho specification
shows, I propose to build the whole bridge of concrete, part in mass, and part in block concrete. The blocks would be used
in those parts where it would be inconvenient to wait for tho hardening of the concrete whore deposited in mass.
Although 1 submit this design, it is only to enable the Committee to compare its cost, &c., with iron and timber. I
do not recommend it, because I think a concrete bridge at a lower level will answer all the purposes of the traffic of tho
district, and cost very much less. In a few days I will send in the design for the smaller bridge.
To the Chairman and Members of
I have, &c.,
tho Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
ARTHUR S. HAMAND,

Cotora Jh-idge.
Abridged Specification.
The work to which this specification relates is the erection, completion, and maintenance, during the stipulated period
after completion, to the satisfaction of the engineer, of a bridge for carrying the main road over tho River Lachlan
at Cowra. It includes the provision by the contractor of every sort of material, plant, Ac,, that may be requisite or
incidental to the due execution of the work as well as the imposition of such tests of the strengths of cement and concrete
as iu the judgment of the engineer may be required.
The foundations are intended to be carried to the several depths shown on the drawing; hut the contractor will have
to sink the foundations in all cases to such depth as, in tiic opinion of the engineer, the nature of the ground renders
necessary. The river piers are intended to be founded upon the rock.
The river pier foundations are to lie built in the following mannerA curb is to be formed, of the shape of the out
side of the pier, with a cutting edge of wrought-iron 12 inches deep by i inch thick, to the inside of which plate is to bo
riveted iron plate 3 feet broad and \ inch thick, with the lower edge so bent that the J inch plate is sot at an angle
of 45 degrees with the vertical J inch plate, .as per sketch of section v. Upon this V-sbapcd curb is to be built a wall
of concrete 2 feet 6 inches thick, forming a hollow pier, and is to be continued to such height as may be necessary.
The whole hollow pier is to be then sunk gradually by excavating the interior, when its own weight wilt cause it to descend
until a hard bottom is reached. Pumping will not be insisted on either during excavation or filling the pier solid with
concrete after the bottom is reached. If necessary, the descent of the concrete caisson must be guided and regulated in
the usual maimer, and when an approved bottom is reached the centre of the pier is to be carefully filled with concrete,
which, if tho foundation is free from water, is to be specially well rammed. The base of tho pier should be rather larger
than the part above, to diminish friction in sinking.
The whole of the bridge is to be built of concrete of the same kind and proportion of materials. Approved cement
one part by measure to four parts of either hard granite or trap broken to approved size, and two parts of clean coarse sand.
It is of great importance that the stone and sand should be as free of dirt, dust, and earthy or clayey particles as possible,
and every possible precaution to attain this end must he taken by screening, washing, or otherwise.
The materials, after being measured, are to be mixed upon a platform twice, dry, and, after being slightly wetted,
again twice mixed before being deposited iu place, which is to be done where mass concrete is used, in even layers, not
exceeding 6 inches thick, in order to secure facility for tight ramming of it. Tho concrete, in ail cases, is to bo mixed with as
small a quantity of water as is workable, and special attention will be insisted on to its effectual consolidation by heavy
rammiug.
That part of tho arches which stands at an angle exceeding 40 degrees with the horizontal will be built of concrete
blocks, made in moulds six months previously. These blocks will be of convenient dimensions, and of regular sizes
throughout; but so that each block is the full depth or thickness of tho arch.
The centering of tho river span must be made strong enough to carry the arch when supported from the ends only,
for which purpose corhellings on the piers may be made. Generally, the design and structure of the centerings, as well ns
the arrangements for slackening them, must be approved by the engineer. The contractor will be required to provide, at
his own expense, all moulds, centerings, timbering, Ac., required, anano payment will be made to him in respect of anything
but the net quantities of work actually executed, at the rates set out in tiis schedule of prices,
’
^
9

Cov;ra Bridge,
Estimate of Cost.
Description.

Excavation.....................................
Masonry concrete ......................
Allow for river foundations.........
Allow for centering moulds, Ac.
Filling to arches ..........................
Metalling ....................................
Embankment, as in No. 2 design

Quantity,

Price.

c. yds.
2,900
13,492

a. d,
3 4
44 0

7,500
626

Total...

2 6
6 0

Amount.

£,
483 6
29,662 8
2,000 0
3,600 0
937 10
187 16
095 16

d*
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

37,486 16

8
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Covira Bridge.
Comparative Estimates for Materials.
At 3J per cent.
Description.

Prime Cost
Annual Charge.

£
37,437
21,392
26,538
30,000
69,971

Masonry concrete...............................................................
Timber bridge (cylinders and foot-ways), No. 3 design,
Composite bridge, do. do.. No. 2 design..........................
The same, if of standardstrength.............. ......................
Icon bridge (iron deck and foot-ways) ...........................

Jcapitaliaei.1

£

Value.

£
37,487
42,714
46.400
52.400
77,457

M'si"
1,624
1,834
2,711

Comparison of the nltimate average Crushing loads for Brickwork, Concrete, <fec.
Concrete, six months old ........................................................................................................................... 60 tons per square foot.
Do. twelve months old ..........
97
,,
Brickwork, good in cement ....................................................................................................................... 35
,,
Bubble masonry, in mortar .............................................................................................................
23
„
_
Cowra Bridge.
Gentlemen,
’
Sydney, 8 April, 1890.
As proposed in my report dated the 31st ultimo, upon this subject, I now beg leave to submit an amended
design for a concrete masonry bridge over tho River Lachlan at Cowra, which will be equally available for traffic at all times
as the bridges of which the designs have been previously submitted. In times of flood this bridge will remain dry as long
as the lower part of the town of Cowra and the main roads approaching it from the west remain above water, and there
appears to bo no advantage to the locality or the traffic in raising a bridge above this level; although, no doubt, for a
timber structure with its buoyancy, and for an iron bridge with its lattice net-work, it would be prudent to build them with
their superstructures raised above flood-level, which course would be adopted for tho greater security of the structure, and
not for any benefit to the traffic.
In the design now submitted it will lie observed that the western half of the budge is at a lower level than the eastern
half. This is to allow one half to become submerged before the other half, in case of extremely high floods. It is not
intended to furnish the bridge with parapets, but a light railing on either side which, when required, can be laid flat by
withdrawing pins from its stays. The roadway throughout the bridge would bo finished in concrete, so that there would bo
no metalling to be washed away.
At the site of the existing bridge the river is narrower, and the banks are much steeper, than at the position selected
for the erection of the new one which I have marked upon the plan, and I recommend to bo a little further south than
where proposed by the Department. There will consequently he much more waterway in the new bridge than is afforded
by the existing one, and at the same time less obstruction to the cuircnt caused bytho piers being set parallel with its flow.
The river at the point recommended is both wider and shallower (as the presence of the ford indicates) than at any other
point within some distance either up or down tho stream, so that there would be in any case less velocity and pressure of
water here than elsewhere.
Accompanying the drawing is an estimate of cost of the amended design, amounting to £22,581, while the cheapest
design for a bridge with footways put before the Committee by the Department is of the capitalised value of £42,086.
The bridge can be built in sandstone masonry for about the same amount as in concrete ; but I prefer the latter for
two reasons : Within twelve months from its erection the concrete will be twice as strong as the sandstone, and the use
of concrete docs not entail the necessity of employing so much skilled labour, the difficulty of obtaining which in thecouutry
districts sometimes causes delay and loss to contractors.
_
In making this amended design I have endeavoured to discard tho ideas embodied iu the previous plans, and have
thought the matter out with a simple regard to the actual necessities of the situation.
To the Chairman and Members of the
I have, &c,,
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
ARTHUR S. HAMAND.
Cowra Bridge.—Amended Design.
Estimate of Cost.
Description.

Quantity.

Trice.

r. d.
1,650 c. yds. 3 4
7,800 ,, h 45 0

520 Hn, yds.
Total..,

6 0

Amount

£
276
17,550
2,000
2,500
100
156

s.
0
0
0
0
0
0

a.
0
0
0
0
0
0

22,581

0 0

D.
Statement

prom the

Commissioner

and

Engineer-in-Chief

for

Roads

and

Bridges

on

Mr. A. S.

JIamand’k

Report.

Dear Sir,
Roads and Bridges Department, Sydney, 6 May, 1890.
I am sorry I am not well enough to go in and give further evidence on the Cowra_ Bridge, but I expect Mr.
M'Donald has said all that is necessary on the subject, and given sufficiently strong reasons against the adoption of either
of Mr. Hamand’s designs. His high-level bridge, even on hie own figui es, is very costly; but I am satisfied his estimate is
quite wrong. For an ordinary structure, without the risk and difficulties of erection in a river subject to floods, at least 50 per
cent, would have to be added to his estimate ; but, when the latter is taken into account, it is very difficult to say what the
cost would bo, Sinking a concrete foundation in the bed of a river is a very costly operation, and subject to such risks that
a contractor would require a very large sum to cover ‘ ‘ contingencies.11
With regard to his low-level structure I cannot see how any sane man could propose snch a thing.
_
Granting, for argument's sake, that a low-level bridge would be the proper one to erect (a supposition which, I think,
it is not likely will be endorsed), it is, I think, patent to any one that the design should he of such a character as to offer
the least possible obstruction to the current; in fact, to be as spider-web like as possible, to enable, as far as possible,
all floating timber and other d&rris to pass on.
The design submitted is to nil intents and purposes a dam, or certainly would, after the first flood, become one, the
natural consequences of which would lie either the flooding of the town, the carry mg away of the bridge, or, more than
likely, first-one and then tho other.
_
I am still of opinion that tho composite design would be the best one to adopt, and tmst the Committee will
view the matter in the same light.
I am, ftc.,
Thu Secretary, Public Works Committee.
ROBT. HICKSON,
Commissioner and Eugineev-iji-Chief,
.
fl
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ROADS AND BRIDGES DEPARTMENT.

LEADING

TYPE

DESIGNS

OF

IRON

AND

TWER

BRIDGES

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

• *
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TIMBER

BRIDGES

SIMPLE BEAM BRIDGES
i

2

COMPOUND BEAM BRIDGES

TRUSSED

BEAM

709

APPENDIX*

TIMBER BRIDGES.
SIMPLE BEAM.
Either (1) with or (2) without corbels, for low level.
(Do. (3) do. (4)
do.
for high level.
Spans: 25 to 40 feet.
Example: Used as type design in Boads Department, N.S.W.

COMPOUND BEAMS.
Either with or without corbels for high or low level.
Spans : 25 to 60 feet.
Example: Pudman Creek Bridge, N.S.W.

TRUSSED BEAM.
Tension members either timber or iron.
Spans: 25 to 60 feet.

39
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"nft4BlER

BRIDGES Cen£t#tc£e*Z

TRUSS BRIDGES
I

2

LAMINATED

BOWSTRING

MfCALLUM TRUSS

HOWE TRUSS

POST TRUSS

PRATT TRUSS

APPENDIX.

Timber Bridges—{contimed.)

.

TRUSS BRIDGES.

Vertical tension members iron.
Spans : 60 to 130 feet.
Example: No. 1 used as type design in Roads Department, N.S.W.

LAMINATED BOWSTRING.
Span: 130 feet.
Example : Union Bridge, over Murray River, N.S.W.

AMERICAN TRUSSES : M'Oallum, Hwe, Post,
Spans : Up to 200 feet
Example: Cowra Bridge, over Lachlan River, N.S.W.

and

Pratt.
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TIMBER BRIDGES
LAMINATED BRACED ARCH

£ HINGED BRACED ARCH

IRON BRIDGES
ROLLED BEAM BRIDCES

ConH/iziet/
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Timber

43

(continued.)

LAMINATED BRACED ARCH.
Spam : 50 to 90 feet.
Example: Palmer’s Channel Bridge, oyer Lower Clarence River, N.S.W.

THREE-HINGED BRACED ARCH.
Spans up to 200 feet.
Example: Broughton Creek Bridge, N.S.W,

i

IRON BRIDGES.
ROLLED BEAM BRIDGES.
Spans: 7 to 27 feet.
Example: Used as type design in Roads Department, N.S.W.

BUILT BEAM BRIDGES.
Spans : 20 to 100 feet.
Example: Martin’s Inn Bridge, N.S.W.

44
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IRON BRIDGES Continued.
INVERTED WARREN GIRDER

WARREN GIRDER

ORDINARY TRIANGULAR TRUSS

INDEPENDENT LATTICE GIRDER

^XXXXXXXXX)^
CHARING CROSS BRIDCE

INDEPENDENT TRELLIS GIRDER

CONTINUOUS

LATTICE GIRDER

MURPHY-WHIPPLE

BALTIMORE

BRIDGE

TRUSS

Cos

TRUSS
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Iron Bridges—{continued.)

WAIMtEN GIBBERS.
Spans: 40 to 130 feet.
Examples: Railway Bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown, N.S.W.
ORDINARY TRIANGULAR TRUSS.
Spans: 40 to 130 feet.
Example ; Bathurst Bridge, over Macquarie River, N.S.W.

INDEPENDENT LATTICE GIRD PR.
Spans: 60 to 420 feet.
Example: Wiloannia Bridge, N.S.W.

INDEPENDENT LATTICE GIRDER, WITH PIN CONNECTIONS.
Spans: 60 to 420 feet.

Example : Charing Cross Bridge, England,
INDEPENDENT TRELLIS GIRDER.
Span: 60 to 420 feet.
Example: Tass Bridge, N.S.W.

CONTINUOUS LATTICE GIRDER.
Central spans : 60 to 400 feet.
Example; Used as type design in Roads Department, N.S.W.
MURPHY-WHIPPLE TRUSS.
Spans: 120 to 600 feet.
Example; Nowra Bridge, N.S.W.

LINVILLE TRUSS.
Spans : 120 to 500 feet.
Example: Ohio River Bridge, America.

BALTIMORE BRIDGE CO.*S TRUSS.
Spans r 126 feet.
Example: Mount Union Bridge, America.

45
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IRON BRIDCES ContinvLed
FINK

TRUSS

BOLLMAN

TRUSS
■'/ /

UNSON

BRIDGE

CO’S

TRUSS

PLATE WEB BOWSTRING

LATTICE

GIRDER

BOWSTRING GIRDER

INVERTED BOWSTRING LATTICE GIRDER

TRUNCATED BOWSTRING GIRDER
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Iron Bridges—(coraiiwttee?.)

PINK TRUSS.
Spans : 14(0 to 300 feet.
Example: Green River Bridge, America.

BOLLMAN TRUSS.
Spans: 80 to 200 feet.
Example: Bollman Bridge, America.

UNION BRIDGE CO.’S. TRUSS.
Spans: Up to 500 feet.
Example : Hawkesbury River Bridge, N.S.W.

PLATE WEB BOWSTRING GIRDER.
Spans : 60 to 135 feet.
Example : Goole Canal Bridge, England.
LATTICE BOWSTRING GIRDER.
Spans: 60 to 200 feet.
Example: Shannon Bridge, Ireland.

INVERTED LATTICE BOWSTRING GIRDER.
Spans: 60 to 200 feet.

TRUNCATED BOWSTRING.
Spans : 60 to 500 feet.
Example: Kuilenberg Bridge, Holland,

47
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IRON BRIDGES Continued

LENTICULAR GIRDER

RIGID ARCH PLATE WEB

2-mNCED ARCH PLATE WEB

I

5 HINGED BRACED ARCH

t

2

PLATE WEB

719
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Iron Bridges—{continued.)

LENTICULAR GIRDER.
Spans : 315 to 455 feet.
Example: Royal Albert Bridge, Saltash, England.

RIGID ARCH, PLATE OR LATTICE WEB.
Spans : 170 to 500 feet.
Examples : No. 1, Rochester Bridge, England ; No. 2, St. Louis Bridge, America.

TWO-HINGED ARCH, PLATE OR LATTICE WEB.
Spans : 200 to 525 feet.
Examples : No. 1, Victoria Bridge, England; ‘No. 2, Bridge over River Douro, Spain.

THREE-HINGED ARCH, PLATE OR LATTICE WEB.
Spans: 45 to 500 feet.
Examples: No. J, Smollet-street Bridge, Albury, N.S.W. ; No. 2, Eidier’s Design.
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IRON BRIDCES cwlft>,w

CANTILEVER

BRIDGES
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Iron ISvaxiGW*,-—(continued.)

CANTILEVER BRIDGES.
No. 1. St. John’s River Bridge, central span, 477 feet, America.

N o. 2. Niagara Bridge,

do.

470 „

do.

No. 3. Poughkeepsie Bridge,

do.

546 „

do.

No. 4. Forth Bridge,

do.

L710 „

Scotland.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.
No. 1. Clifton Bridge, central span, 702 feet, England.

No. 2. Chelsea Bridge,

do,

350 „

do.

No. 3. Lambeth Bridge,

do.

280 „

d'

No. 4. Erancis Joseph Bridge, central span, 494 feet, Austria.

No. 5. North Sydney Bridge,

do.

No. 6. Brooklyn Bridge,

do.

500 „ N.S.W.

1,696

>9

America.
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IRON BRiDG£5r<c<>n3vu(ed.)

OPENING BRIDCES
BASCULE BRIDGE

LEAF SWING BRIDGE
N°I

traverse

N°

bridges

Z

nnnjfi

ATPSNDIX.

Ikon Beidgbs—{continued.)

SUSPENSION BRIDGES—conOrmed.
No. 7. Pidler’s Design.

Opening Bridges.
. BASCULE BRIDGE.
Spans: 30 to 60 feet.

■

Example: Selby Bridge, over River Ouse, England.

LEAP SWING BRIDGES, COUNTER-BALANCED.
Spans : 26 to 350 feet.
Examples: No. J, Lane Cove River Bridge, N.S.W.

No. 2,- Dundirk, Prance,

TRAVERSE BRIDGES.
Spans: 28 to 60 feet.
Examples: No. 1, Cook’s River Bridge, N.S.W.

No. 2, lasmore Bridge, N.S.W.

No. 3, Leven Viaduct, England.
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IRON BRIDGESteonZtnuid')
SWING BRIDGE WITH FLOATING CENTRE

ORDINARY SWING

BRIDGE:

LI nr BRIDGE

PHOTO-’LITHOCiRAPMED at the govt, printing
syoney, new south wales

office,

Al'l'KKMI.

Iron Bridges—{contirmed)
SWIXG BRIDGE, WITH PLOATING CENTRE.
Spans; 28 feet.
Example: Spencer Dock Bridge, Dublin.

ORDINARY SWING BRIDGE.
Each Span : 40 to 220 feet.

'

Example : Parramatta River Bridge, Sydney, N.S.W.

LIFT BRIDGE.
Span: Up to 60 feet.
Example: Wilcannia Bridge, N.S.W.

iohn a.

McDonald,*
Engineer for Bridges.

R. R, P. HICKSON,

Commissi on or and Engineer- in-Chief
for Roads and Bridges.

December Ylth, 1889.
Roads and Bridges Department,
New South Wales.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

SECTIONAL

COMMITTEE.

IRON BRIDGE AT COWRA.

REPORT.
Your Committee, appointed on the 18th February, 1890, to inspect, take evidence,
and report upon the proposed iron bridge over the Lachlan, at Cowra, arrived at
that town on the 8th March, and on tlxe same day had interviews with the
Engineer for Bridges, and also with Mr. Hamand, C.E. At 2 p.m. they visited
the present bridge and the site suggested for the proposed new structure. The
bridge is of the M'Callum trass type. The superstructure, with the exception of
the decking, is in good repair, and appears to have been constructed in a workman
like manner and of proper material. The piers, which to an amateur would appear
ridiculously light, having regard to the superstructure, and which could scarcely
have been designed by the same engineer, were in a state of decay positively
dangerous. The pier on the right bank, or Cowra side of the river, stated by the
Engineer for Bridges and the Road Superintendent of the district to be in a
worse condition than the opposite pier, was, on account of a fresh in the river, not
available for our examination. The pier on the left bank, the base of whicli had
been exposed to view, under instructions from the Superintendent of Roads of the
district, showed that one of the piles was entirely decayed. In other cases the
scarfs of the piers were so badly constructed that the Committee were surprised that
they should have been passed by the Inspector. The remaining timber also, with
few exceptions, was in a state of decay, and the Committee have no hesitation in
condemning the piers of the bridge as being entirely unsafe for traffic. In one
instance the ravages of the white ants were evident. The approach spans, which
were in an exceedingly dangerous condition, have been strengthened by the erection
of large trussles, which, in the event of a heavy flood, would in all probability be
carried away.
Your Committee proceeded to take evidence at the Court-house, Cowra, at
2 p.m. on the llth March, and examined six witnesses. Mr. J. Y. Bartlett, the
Road . Superintendent, who had already furnished the General Committee with
statistics relative to the traffic on the bridge, said the structure in its present state
was absolutely dangerous, and that it might at any time, in the event of a flood, be
washed away. He enumerated eleven absolutely rotten piles, and spoke favourably
of the site of the proposed new bridge at the foot of Kendal-street, within a very
short distance of that of the present bridge. He admitted that 90 per cent, of the
heavy traffic to the railway would be cut off if the proposed line from Molong
to Parkes and Forbes were constructed, although he contended that even
then a new bridge would be necessary, in view of local requirements. He
condemned not only the workmanship of the piers of the present bridge
but also the plan of construction, as being wholly inadequate to carry the
existing superstructure. The Engineer for Bridges, Mr. McDonald, corroborated
Mr. Bartlett’s statements as to the dangerous condition of the present bridge, and
urged the construction of a new bridge from the foot of Kendal-street. Mr.
Hamand, C.E., was of opinion that the present bridge had not been designed by an
engineer, and said that with the exception of the McCallum truss an ordinary
carpenter would be ashamed to acknowledge the work. He proposed to build a
54 (a)—a
bridge
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bridge of masonry, brick, or concrete, or of the three combined. Although the cost
of construction might reach that of an iron structure he urged that a bridge so
made would be practically everlasting, and would cost nothing for maintenance.
The spans of the bridge, he said, determined in a great measure its cost; for example,
a span of 200 feet would cost four times as much to construct as a span of 100 feet.
The local evidence consisted principally of that of persons interested in the main
tenance of the site of the present bridge. They said that their property would be
depreciated if a new bridge were erected on a new site.
Your Committee would strongly recommend the construction of a new bridge
at the site selected, having regard to the expense attending the repair and necessary
alterations of the present erection. This would involve the outlay of a large amount
of money, and would be at the best patch-work—not likely to last more than fifteen
years. The Committee do not feel in a position to recommend a design until Mr.
Hamand, C.E., has fulfilled the commission entrusted to him by the general
Committee.
JAS. E. TONKIN,
March 19th, 1890.
Chairman.
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PABLIAMEINTAEY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.
IRON BRIDGE AT COWRA.
IT ATCFI-KT BEI’OBE THE SECTIOTTAL COMMITTEE.]

TUESDAY, 11 MARCH, 1SOO.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Cowra, at 2 p.m.']

‘ftxt&tni-.—
JAMES EBENEZEli TONKIN, Esq. (Ciiairman.)
The lion. G-eoeou Heathy Cox.
|
'William Shuxotiioepe
Cnaiiles Alpred Lee, Esq.

Dowj;l,

Esq.

The Sectional Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Iron Bridge at Cowra,
John Vigar Bartlett, Esq., sworn and examined
1. Chairman.] What is your position in the service of the Government? I am Superintendent of Hoads J.V. Bartlett,
and Bridges for this district.
,
. ,
2. What are your qualifications for that position ? I am a surveyor and a road engineer._ 1 have practised
since 1862. I was articled from 1858 to 1862 to Mr. Browse, of Geelong, architect, civil engineer, and
•’
■
surveyor. I was afterwards district road engineer of Corio, and also district road engineer of Colac.
I was subsequently shire engineer of Colac. Brora 1866 I was authorized surveyor for the Colac district.
At the end of 1882 I resigned.
.
100.
3. How long have you been in the service of the New South Wales Government. Since August, 188*.
I was first in charge of a portion of the Metropolitan district. Since December 8th, 1884,1 have been m
charge of the Cowra district.
_
'
4. Ton are well acquainted with the site of the present bridge over the Lachlan at Cowra . I/110, . ,
5. Have you at various times made reports to the Department with reference to the condition of that
bridge? About ten or eleven times, I think.
_
_
6. What was the purport of those reports ? Eirst, I was instructed to give the bridge a thorough over
haul superficially, to see if anything was required, with a view to its maintenance in proper order and the
prevcnlion of decay. The first report I sent in was as to the condition of the queen trusses on the other
side. It was in a most deplorable condition. After sending in that report, when tlie water admitted of
it, I made a thorough inspection of the place as far as I could get dowu.^ I reported then that some of
the piles were defective, and sent in a sketch pointing out the exact position in which the defects could he
found
7. Have you a copy of that sketch which you could place before us ? Yes. Here is my report of July
25. It does not go Into the matter quite fully, because at that time I could not get below the walnigs. The
report I scut in then was as follows :—
Hoads Office, Cowra, July 25,1885.
In conformity with your instructions, T bog to submit sketch of the eastern pier of the Cowra bridge, showing by
arrowheads the portions of the two piles that are decayed. The depth of decoy is from Bin. to Sin. deep and 2ft. to 4ft. along
gjr

^ The decking of the bridge will require replacing with new throughout, within two years. Repairs are being effected
with old plants cut in two, and tlia worn parts put outside, but the supply will be exhausted in a few months.
The piers should bo replaced within two year.', or strengthened, ns they bare stood about seventeen years, and if you
ivc cof this, provision will have to be made.
I have, Ac,,
approve
J. Y. BARTLETT,
Roads Superintundent.
The Commissioner and Engineer, Roads and Bridges Department, Sydney.

Subsequently I made an inspection. The caretaker of the bridge got down alongside the piles.. Ho had
to get into about 4 feet of water. In the eastern pier on the up stream side four piles are defective under
the wnlings—that is to say worse than above. I found these to be much worse than anything I had pre
viously seen.
■
^
8. In what year was that report made ? In ISSo.
_
_
9. At that time how many piles do you suppose wore in a defective state ? At the time I made my first
report two piles only in the eastern pier were, as far as I could see, in that slate.
10. Then I take it that since that time you have made several examinations ? On the 31st December
following I made a more critical examination.
11. What did you discover then? I reported that tho planks were being repaired, hut that the old
planks were of little value having to he frequently renewed. The superstructure of the three large spans
was I said in good repair, a few cracks in l!io upper chord required filling. I gave a sketch showing the
position of the several piles which were defective.
51: ('/)—A
12,

.
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J.T. Bartlett, 12, Can you give ua tbe exact number of piles which were at that time in a defective state. I want to
_ show, if possible, the progressive decay of the bridge—we shall by that means be able to show to some
11 Mar 1890 cs^en^
life of the piers ? That would depend upon my not missing any defective piles, and at the
' time to which you refer I could not get below the walings on account of the water.
13. J understand that in 1885 there were only two piles apparently defective—how many more piles were
rotten when you sent in your next report P I have not the exact date of it, I have searched everywhere
for the document, but cannot find it. 1 think at the same time I can show you something leading up to it.
In my report of December 31 st, 1885,1 made some notes with regard to the piles commencing on i;he other
side of the abutment Isos. 1, 2, and 3, were sound—that is to say no defects were observed. I refer to
the piles of the piers. In the case-of No. 5 the piles below the walings was three-quarters decayed. No.
0 was also three-quarters decayed. That is one of the piles on the down stream side—it had beeu buried
in concrete before my arrival here.
11. That concrete was not put there to stop the rotting of the piles, it was put there, 1 take it, to stop the
scour from the bottom ? Yes. At No. 11 three piles had vertical stripes from 3 feet to 5 feet long, and
these were decayed 2 by 6 inches in depth. At mark A it is hollow. Then at No. 12, 5 piles were
decayed, more or less, at the ground line.
15. what date is that ? December 31st, 1885. I bring the total up to 11 piles, more or less decayed at
the ground lino.
1G. Are there anymore than 11 at the present date P Not visible above the surface.
17. You think that these 11 piles upon which you then reported are the only piles in such a rotten state
at the present time ? Yes, above ground. I subsequently found that under these piles on the up
stream side there were defects far worse than anything else I had seen.
18. What did you discover ? I found in various places just a mere shell.
IS). You have had a great experience of timber work in culverts and bridges—do you think that this
timber could have been sound when it was put into the bridge ? I should not like to say that it was all
in a sound state ; in fact I could not say so.
.
20. Is it not evident that that must have been the case when you see some timber now perfectly sound,
and then again a lot of it in a decayed state P From my experience I should assume that the care
exhibited in the selection of timber for the superstructure had not been exhibited in the selection of the
timber for the piles.
21. Did you ever see a bridge constructed in that form before with the M'Calltim truss ? No.
22. Do you consider that the piers are sufficiently substantial to carry the superstructure they now
hear ? Certainly not.
23. They would not be even it the timber had been ever so good ? Ccriainly not. To quote language
which I have used before, I should describe it as a sparrow-legged top-heavy concern—those are the
words I used, I think, in iny original report.
24. You have no hesitation in condemning the plan of the piers of the bridge ? In the first place, I
should like to say that the design of the superstructure is adapted to American lumber, soft-wood timber,
and not to Australian hardwood.
25. Did you notice the workmanship of the piles and scarfs ? 1 noticed it In some instances,
26. Will you give us your idea of itP 1 do not know how matters were managed in those days, it would
take us back seventeen years. All that I can say is that the management and supervision at the present
day is very different.
27. Would the supervision of the present day pass such work as that r Not as far as my experience
leads me to believe. From what I have seen of the work of the Department, such work would be
condemned at tbe present day.
28. Did yon notice an instance where one of the main piles from 12 to 14 inches square had the whole of
its upper part scarfed on to about 5t inches—■bearing on to the lower pile ? Yes, but 1 could scarcely
dignify the work by the name of scarf.
29. Did yon ever see any such work in your life at any other place P No, I never saw a joining of that
description.
30. From your knowledge of timber, could you not say that it would have been better to put it on to a
G-inch pile rather than upon half of a 12-mch pile cut that way. Mas not the joint as made a tendency
to split the pile P There is a great deal of unnecessary strain on the holts and the bracings.
. 31. Do you think it is possible at an economical cost to replace these piles, and so utilize the present
superstructure P No.
32. Yon think the timber is too far gone for anything of that sort? Well, you would require a new
lock, stock, and barrel to begin with.
33. The superstructure, however, would last for years ? The M'Callum trusses, but not the queen trusses.
34. I am speaking of the main truss ; is it possible at a reasonable expouse to put in new limber piers ?
No, I should not recommend it. I may mention that au application was made in consequence of the
large increase of traffic to have a footway put on the bridge, I prepared an estimate of the cost of the
footway together with sections. These v ere sent down and approved, but owing to the defectiveness of the
piers the matter had to stand over. I am of opinion that to take out these piles and to renew the old bridge
would be such a costly undertaking that it ought not to bo done. Of course you must have regard to tbe
great increase in the traffic, and the narrowness of the bridge. Ido not think that for the sake of having a
few years of life for the bridge snob great expense should be incurred ; it would not, in my judgment, bo
an economical undertaking.
.
35. Do you think that tbe gentleman who designed the superstructure of the bridge also designed the
piers ? It does not look like it; it looks as though two persons had been at work—that is of course only
an expression of opinion on my part.
36. Supposing a railway were made from Cowra to Forbes, do you think that if the bridge were made
safe, narrow and all as it is, it would be sufficient for the distinct. Yon must remember (bat the whole
of the Forbes traffic would be brought down by railway. Under those eu’cnuistaucea would not the
bridge be sufficiently large? I do not think so. We have five scheduled roads on that side; over one
half of the district is there. Over one half of the local traffic radiates that way and must come over the
bridge.
37. Is not the principal traffic over the bridge, at least three-fourths of it, from the valley of the Lachlan
towards Forbes aud Condobolin ? No.
38.
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38. Where does the traffic come from then ? The whole of the surrounding district. They have to come J- V.Bartlett,
over this district from down, the Lachlan 20 or 30 miles, and half way between here and Young, and then
.
on to Grenfell. The Forbes traffic is a little more than that of Grenfell.
11 Mar 1890,
39. But the Young traffic would not come here ? I mean the local traffic on the road. There are farms
' '
on the road and there would not be a railway station opposite every man’s door; he would have to take
Ins grain to the nearest market or siding.
40. Do you wish the Committee to understand that a large portion of the traffic would he drays loaded
with grain ? Not altogether. I am referring to the local traffic to and fro. It is not all grain and
wool. We have a growing district which has doubled itself within the last few years.
_
41. I have a return of a traffic over the bridge showing a daily average of 300 foot passengers ; is that all
local? Yes.
42. And would the horse waggons and bullock waggons be local ? Some of them would be.
43. It is very strange. We have heard that an enormous traffic would be done on a railway from
Condobolin and Forbes down tbe river Lachlan, and now when we are investigating another work we find
that all the traffic coming from that direction is purely local? I do not say that it is all local traffic.
The principal traffic is from the Lachlan with the exception of three stations. It comes chiefly from the
Lachlan and Grenfell..
44. Wc were told this morning that £85,000 had been taken at the railway station for traffic in, I think,
three years and one month; are we to understand that a great portion of that £85,000 is local traffic—
that people have paid that freight for things they require themselves, What is the proportion of local
traffic ? Would it he 25 per cent. ? That would be a matter of opinion. I should say as regards
tonnage that 10 per cent, would be local, and that the other would go over the bridge.
45. Do you not think, therefore, that if 90 per cent, of the present traffic on the bridge is cut off it would
be sufficiently large to accommodate tbe traffic ? That was not my statement. I was referring to tonnage
not to traffic.
46. Is not the tonnage in the traffic? Yes ; but there is a good deal of traffic besides.
■
47. Let us get at the passenger traffic—does much of that traffic go to Forbes, Condobolin, and Parkes?
Do you wish to include swagsmen, coaches, and buggies ?
48. I am speaking of anything that goes over the bridge. Take foot passengers, equestrians, carts, drays,
and coaches—what would be the proportion of traffic across that bridge that would be beyond purely local
traffic? I could not hazard on opinion on that matter.
49. Give me an approximate estimate—what would be the proportion of local passenger traffic ? The
coaches go up one day and come back the next—they may average three or four passengers. There is
one coach to Grenfell and two to Forbes. I bare not taken a note of the coach traffic, but when I have
travelled by coach there have been three or four passengers generally.
Sometimes there is a crowd ;
sometimes I have not seen one passenger in a coach—that, of course, does not often happen.
50. But you must have some kuowledge of what is local in the shape of passengers in drays, carriages, and
buggies, Taking an average, what would be a fair proportion to allow for the local traffic? It would
be only a leap in the dark if I were to give you an estimate. You must excuse me when I state that if I
had to' ho bound by what I say it is not fair to ask me to give an answer to a question when I could not
arrive at one even approximately. 1 have taken no notice of the traffic. What I said just now had refer
ence to the tonnage. I have no doubt that about 90 per cent, of the teams coming over the bridge to the
railway station would be between Grenfell and Forbes—that T have taken notice of. T have noticed the
heavily-laden vehicles because they have cut up the road.
51. Do you think that 50 per cent, of the ordinary traffic would he beyond local influence ? I do not like
to hazard an opinion —it would be only hazarding an opinion, I could not be stating a matter of fact.
.
52. Then you will not answer the question? I would, but [ cannot answer it.
53. Suppose that 25 per cent, of the traffic now crossing the bridge were discontinued on the construction
of the railway, do you think that the superstructure of the bridge would then be sufficient to meet the
requirements of the place ? We should have to renew the western portion, which is the greater length.
54. If you were to knock off 25 per cent, of the ordinary traffic and 90 per cent, of the heavy traffic, do
you think the bridge when repaired would be sufficient to meet the requirements af the place ? 1 did not
say that 90 per cent, of the heavy traffic would bo discontinued. 1 spoke of 90 per cent, of the railway
tonnage. 1 have already said that I think there will be a considerable grain traffic over the bridge.
55. Do you believe that if a large percentage of the present traffic over the bridge were taken away by.
the construction of a railway, the bridge would, when repaired, be sufficient to meet requirements ? If the
bridge were put in a thorough state of repair there would still bo the inconvenience to he considered in
connection with its width. It would he necessary to add one footway, at least, on account of the stock
crossing the bridge.
*
56. How many footways arc there now ? None,
.
57. How many years has the bridge been in that state ? Since 1870.
58. Then it has met the requirements up to the present time ? It lias not met requirements, At the
instance of the 'Progress Committee, meetings have been held year after year demanding alterations, but
they have been put off because we cannot load the piers with any additional weight. My rocomineudation
was that iron cylinders should be put in to strengthen the structure, and 1 believe it was approved.
59. Suppose a new bridge were to be constructed, would you suggest the present site, or the site at the
foot of Nondal ■ street ? Yiewed as a national work, and apart from any localisms, there can be no two
opinions about the matter. The direct route for the through traffic is at the foot of Kendal-street.
60. Mr. Dowel.] Is it a fact that there are a large number of residents ou the south side of the river ?
Yes, there are some residents there. There is also a large quantity of suburban land sold there, and
some yet to be sold.
61. Do you know if the residents there have to come to this particular part of the town to transact their
business ? They have, undoubtedly.
62. In your opinion is it not necessary that there should be always a good and substantial bridge across
the river, quite independent of questions arising out of railway construction ? Certainly, otherwise the
place would bo divided, and people would be debarred from getting supplies. Business would be paralyzed
if tbe traffic to and fro were cut off.
63. Have any accidents or losses of stock occurred on the present bridge? Accidents have oeeurred
several times. Whenever bullock teams or horse teams axe going across, persons travelling in the opposite
direction have to wait until they get off the bridge before they can pass over.
64,
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J. V. Bartlett, G4. You recommend the erection of a bridge of a more modern type, rather than the repair of the old
°“e?
11 Mar. 1890.
^r.‘ ^°x-\ fl°w often in the year was the river impassable by reason of floods or freshes? With the
* exception of one year it has been frequently flooded. Water comes down from the Fish River in a bank
of from 4 to 6 feet without any notice sometimes.
GO. Evidence was given before the General Committee in Sydney to the effect that froni nine to twelve
months in the year the river is fordable, is that the case ? There must bo some slight misunderstanding,
I think. A fresh often comes down when there has been a heavy downpour on the Abercrombie ranges
or on the Fish River. It may stop the traffic for a week, bat it then gradually subsides.
67. It is not the case then that for nine months of the year the river is passable? During the last
twelve months we have sometimes not heen able to get across for more than two or three days in a month,
68. Take five years—what would be the average time per year when the river would be crossable ? Traffic
has often been impracticable at the ford for two or three weeks at a time. Taking it altogether, I suppose
heavy traffic there would be stopped for from four to six months in the year.
69. Chairman.'] Do you consider that the bridge is at present in a dangerous state ? It is in a dangerous
state.
70. If a flood came down the river what do you think would bo the result? If a flood came down I
should not be surprised to see the whole affair swept down the river. I have seen two severe floods since
I have been here; I have been on the bridge for over thirty hours, snagging. Nearly all the timber
strikes the eastern pier. On one occasion I had thirty men there with me. I have seen the water up to
within 4 ft. 3 in. of the lower boom. "When Mr. Fishburn was erecting a railway bridge, a flood came
down and swept away all his staging and his timber bridge. The engineer, to save our bridge, let go the
fishplates in several places.
John Alexander M'Donald, Esq., M.I.C.E. and M.I.M.E., Engineer for Eridges, sworn and examined:—
71. Mr. Lee.] What is your position ? Engineer for Bridges in the Roads and Bridges Department.
H'Donnld,
72. You are conversant with the plan submitted for a bridge across tlie Lachlan to Cowra ? Yes.
Esq.
___ 73. Do yon know No. 2 design ? Yes.
11 Mar.,1890. ^ That design was prepared under your supervision ? Yes.
7o. During your recent visit to the place you prepared plans. Have you since had occasion to alter or
modify those plans ? No. I visited the district two or three times before preparing the plans.
76. And you still adhere to your original idea as regards the most suitable bridge to construct at this
place? Yes.
77. Since preparing your design have you taken into consideration the life, adaptability, and cost of a
stone or a brick pier bridge with a wooden superstructure ? That matter was considered before getting
out these designs.
78. And you have not considered the matter since ? No. I have seen no necessity to open it up again.
/9. Have you re-examined the old structure since you arrived in the district? No; I have not had the
same opportunity to examine it that I had when I made an examination three years ago in conjunction
with Mr. Bartlett, when the river was lower.
80. I believe the Sectional Committee were unable on Saturday to sec the worst pier in the bridge, owing
to the height of tlie water? Yes. That is the pier that gets the greatest force of the water in flood.
81. You have already given evidence upon this work before the General Committee? Yes.
82. You are familiar with the estimated cost of the repairs of the bridge ? Yes.
83. Have you made any further estimate as to the probable cost of repair? I have made none, except
what has been already laid before the Committee.
‘
84. In your estimate-in-chief I notice that you gave an appendix as to the value of tlie traffic on the
Cowra bridge ? Yes ; £3,000.
85. You were not, in making that estimate, considering that the bridge was going to return anything?
No. It was simply made to reduce the detailed table of traffic to something more easy to grasp.
86. The object of tlie table was to more fully inform the Committee of the actual extent of the traffic ?
Exactly, so that they could see at a glance what it was.
87. When you gave evidence before the General Committe you said you had men preparing borings on
the site of the proposed bridge ? Yes.
88. Have those borings been completed? No; detailed borings are being taken right through, so as to
ascertain the exact depth at the site of the proposed piers. Previously there wore only three bores taken,
and on those three bores the depths for the piers were assumed. Before any detailed drawings were
got out and before calling for tenders the exact depth would have to be ascertained.
89. Have you now ascertained the exact depth ? They are proceeding now.
.
90. Do you propose to place these cylinders on a rock foundation ? Most probably three out of the four’
will he on rock.
91. Have you had any borings made in the fair way of the stream ? Yes; you will sec it shown on ono
of the drawings, it shows a rock bottom.
_
92. At a depth of 37 feet ? It is not 37 feet—it is about 20 feet from the mud.
93. Have you any doubt as to the nature of the bottom ? None nt all.
'
94. No bridge could be constructed until you were thoroughly satisfied ? No.
95. The Department would not be liable for any expense in the shape of further excavations? None
beyond a few feet in sinking the bridge piers. Of course we cannot be certain to a few feet. Tlie rock
may not be so solid as the small bore shows it.
1
96. Now, as to the repairing of the old structure ;—do you think it could bo repaired in a less expensive
manner than has been estimated by the Department? Yes. But it will still be an old bridge. "We
could repair it with timber piers, but it would be au expensive work, proportionately to putting in a new
bridge.
97. Could you not repair the bridge by putting in brick or stone piers ? That would be still more
expensive.
98. Than iron cylinders ? Yes.
99. As a matter of fact it would he an easy matter to repair it, strengthen it, and widen it ? Yes; that
was tlie proposal for which an estimate was given of which I spoke in my previous evidence. The
proposal
J. A.
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proposal was to put down iron piers, to put a strong cross girder from ono cylinder to tlie other, to carry
the M'Callum trusses on, and then open them out, putting in 20 feet of deck. The piers were supposed irilotudd,
Esq.
to he put in sufficiently strong, so that when the M'Callum trusses required renewal they would carry an
iron superstructure and footway.
11 Mar., 1890.
100. What was the difference between the cost of repairing, and the cost of the proposed nowhrhlgc?
£12,5.>0 was the estimated cost of the repairs, and £20,538 was the estimated cost of the new bridge.
There would bo a difference of £14,000.
101. That design provides for a footway on both sides P Yos.
102. And a roadway of 20 feet wide P Yes. If the footways were omitted the cost would he reduced to
£23,804.
,
103. And hy omitting the footway and substituting wooden piers for iron piers, the cost would be reduced
to £18,178 ? Yes.
104. Having taken all matters into consideration the Department is of opinion that the bridge now
prepared is the most suitable for the purpose ? Yes.
105. As to the necessity for this new bridge at all;—have you taken into'consideration the fact that it is
proposed by tho State to extend our railway system 1o the western country, tapping Forbes ? I have not
taken that question into consideration. Tho Department, has not gone into that matter. Whatever
railway arrangements are made tlie country must grow, and the necessity for u bridge to connect this side
of the river with tho other will he permanent.
’
IOC. If a railway were taken to Forbes would not a certain proportion of the Lachlan trade be taken to
this place P 1 do not know enough of the country about here to give an opinion.
107. Your Department is strongly impressed, however, with tlie importance of tho district, and is satisfied
that the bridge is required ? Yes.
108. You have recommended its construction irrespeetivo of existing or prospective railway arrangements?
Yes.
100. Do you think the local traffic itself demands an outlay of this kind ? It has appeared so from the
returns wo have had,
110. Has any pressure been brought to boar on your Department ? I am not aware of any, it would not
come before me.
111. Mi\ Cox.'\ If the old timber bridge cost in round ■ figures £0,000, why should this new bridge cost
£20,300—tho one bridge lasting twenty years and the other only twenty-live years? In the first place,
in tbe new bridge■tlio total width of the roadway and footwav combined, will be over double that of tho
present one—that of itself would almost double the cost. Li the second place, the whole chord, right
through, and the river piers, will be permanent. The chord of the main spans is supposed to be permanent.
112. If flic Department were told that a railway was about to be constructed, and that it would take a
great part of the traffic off the bridge, would it not be advisable to reconsider the erection of this
expensive bridge, and to see whether one less expensive would not meet the traffic ? I do not think that
it would lead to any other result. The question has been dealt with in that way previously—that is to
say, tho Department has considered whether a less expensive bridge would meet requirements. In view
of tho stock traffic tbe necessity for a footway has been for a long time apparent.
1J3. That would cease, however, with the railway to some extent ? Then it would become a question of
dispensing with the footway only.
.
114. Your Department has not considered the question of tho construction of a railway, You are
building a bridge to accommodate all the traffic that now exisis P Yes.
115. In the event of the Department being informed that a railway would be made, would it not recon
sider the question of the expenditure of this large sum of money ? The bridge recommended is to some
extent a permanent structure, and therefore the width of the roadway is left large—it will provide for
traffic for the next 150 years.
11G. The cost per annum to the country will be about £1,735 ? Yes.
117. Irrespective of maintenance ? That includes everything.
118. Tlie bridge is supposed to last only for twenty-five years ? Tho tabic to ■which you refer institutes
a comparison between permanent, semi-permanout, and temporary structures, instead of comparing
them on the prime cost only.
110. It is proposed to build a new bridge on another site r Yes.
120. You arc aware of the flood level ? Yes.
121. The flood has come up to the floor of tho present structure ? Above the floor.
122. What provision have you made for that in tlie new structure ? The new structure will bo clear of tlie
highest flood known.
123. And to get up to a bridge on the new site you would have a considerable embankment? Yes.
124. "W ould that interfere with private property in any way ? If we keep the embankment close up to
some of the properties we should cut them off. If the owners objected to that we could leave a space
between the embankment and the present buildings.
125. Mr. Dowel.'] Do you think the site of the present bridge is the best that can he obtained ?
No;
I do not.
12G. You consider that there is a better site where you are making borings at tho present time ? Certainly.
127. The best that can be selected ? Yes.
'
128. After a careful examination of the hanks of the river ? Yes.
129. In 1888 you reported on the old bridge? Yes; about then.
130. You reported then that the main spans wore sound. Are you of that opinion now? That the
M'Callum trusses arc sound and serviceable—Yes.
"
131. When you said that the main spans were sound and serviceable, did you point out that only tlie main
piers carrying those spans were defective? As far as 1 can remember I reported pretty fully on the
quesfion of the piers. If 1 did not do so in writing 1 did'so verbally to tlie Commissioner.
132. Having seen tho bridge, and having to a certain extent inspected it, are you of opinion that these
main spans are sound and serviceable ? Tbe M'Callum trusses—yes. There has been two years further
wear on the deck.
‘
133. In your opinion, is the old bridge sufficiently wide ? No.
131. When do you anticipate that the borings will be completed P In about six weeks.
135.
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A’tj 135. No. 3 carries out, does it not, the principal dimensions of No. 2 as regards lengths and widths ?
■“onaId» The full length of the bridge is almost exactly the same in each design.
136. And the width ? And the width also.
11 Mar. 1890. 131. In your opinion, is No. 3 design sufficient to carry' all the traffic which exists at the present time ?
Por the road traffic—yes. There is tho same width of decldng and everything as in the other two designs,
hut for the Hood-waters it is risky.
138. You propose in both your designs to have iron cylinders ? Yes. But I have given in lire appendix
an estimate of the cost if timber piers are adopted.
139. "What would be the cheapest price for which No. 3 could be constructed ? The cheapest with timber,
' and without footways, would be £16,000.
140. In your opinion, would that carry all the existing traffic with perfect safety? It would carry the
traffic with perfect safety, providing it receives no damage from a heavy flood. At the end of its life
there would be almost a complete stoppage of traffic for renewal.
■
'
141. Have you not, in your design No. 3, materially improved structures for the piers ? Yes; they are
very different.
142. Do you not consider them sufficiently sound and substantial to stand any amount of flood-waters ?
Not in the main river, if a lot of timber were to come down.
143. Then you claim considerable advantage for the iron cylinders ? No, the longer spans.
144. What is the width of the principal span of the existing bridge ? 130 feet.
145. What is the width of the principal span in No. 3 design? 90 feet.
146. And your composite span ? 160 feet.
147. Both piers, then, would be out of the present river course ? No; in No. 3 design the iron pier on the
right hand side is almost in the fairway of the river.
148. But both piers would bo placed well on the river bank P Yes.
149. And that is some considerable advantage ? Considerable.
150. Are you aware that there is much timber coming down the river ? I cannot speak from personal
knowledge, but I understand from Mr. Bartlett that a considerable amount comes down in a flood.
151. I understood you to say to Mr. Lee just now, that you were not in favour of the construction of:
brick or stone piers in substitution for iron cylinders ? No, on the score of cost.
152. Under other circumstances, would you approve of that ? We do put them in in some places where
we find that it can be done economically.
153. Would it be possible to construct a bridge over this river entirely of brick and masonry, doing away
with timber altogether? It would not be impossible.
154. Would there be a great deal of difference in the cost ? A groat deal; I have made no estimate.
155. Yet you are prepared to say that there would be a largo difference in cost ? I am.
156. If a brick or stone structure were erected, would not the cost of maintenance be much less than
the cost in the case of an iron or timber bridge ? It would be much less than in the case of a timber
bridge, bat not very different from that of an iron bridge. An iron bridge requires very little maintenance,
and the increased life sometimes assumed for stone, means a very small item in reducing the value of
the sinking fund.
157. Is not your timber decking in the iron and composite bridges a considerable charge on renewals ? I
was speaking of an iron bridge, then I was referring to the bridge in the list in the appendix at about
£70,000—that has an iron deck and a tarred metal roadway.
158. But is not the renewal of timber-decking a heavy item ? Yes.
159. You estimate au iron bridge to cost £70.000 ? Yes.
160. Do you not think that a bridge could be constructed of masonry or brick-work for about that amount,
or something less ? At this site—no.
161. Knowing what you do about this place and the particular site at which you propose lo erect the
bridge, do you not think that all interests would he served hy the erection of your No. 3 design, more
especially as it lias been pointed out to you that there is a probability of a railway being constructed from
Cowra to Forbes, whicli would materially relieve traffic ou the bridge ? The question of traffic is pro
vided for in both bridges. I think that one ought to look forward a little beyond the present dry. Take
No. 3 design—in twenty-five years, when it has to be renewed, it would be au enormous inconvenience
to Cowra to have to stop the traffic completely for twelvemonths.
162. Do you propose to stop the traffic in the construction of the new bridge ? It will be on a different
site
163. Have you not known instances where timber structures if erected properly of good sound timber, and
under good supervision have lasted longer than twenty-five years ? They do in some cases, but the
average is about twenty-five years.
164. Under all the circumstances you do not recommend the construction of No. 3 design ? Most
strongly—no.
165. You do not recommend the construction of a brick or masonry bridge ? No.
166. The only objection you have to that is on the score of cost ? That is all.
167. Setting aside your No. J, 2, and 3 designs, and the masonry; and brick bridge, would it not bo
desirable and possible to erect a suspension bridge which would answer all purposes ? It is not a
suitable site for a suspension bridge. The foundation on the west side would make the fixing of Ihe
cables very expensive.
168. Have you made any estimate of the cost of suspension bridges ? I have not. I do not think them
suitable for heavy traffic. They are being done away with in other parts of the world for that very
reason.
169. Do yon know of any suspension bridges over the Thames ? I know them all.
170. Does not very heavy traffic pass over some of those bridges ? Yes, and they have had to strengthen
them up on account of the heavy traffic within the last few years.
171. Is it not a fact that other suspension bridges are being erected in England at the present time, and
was not one recently erected at Battersea ? The Battersea bridge has been erected for many years.
172. But was not a bridge recently erected there ? Not that I know of.
173. Do you still bold the opinion That suspension bridges will [not carry heavy traffic ? They can be
made to do so at great cost.
,
174.
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174. "Would they not he more desirable structures to erect over rivers liable to floods than bridges with a
J- A.
large number oF piers ? In some special sites they are suitable.
M'Donald,
175. On a site like this for instance ? I do not think so,
176. Tou prefer in your designs a large number of piers to a very few ? As a matter of cost, yes. The ^
longer tho spans at this site the greater the cost would be.
’’
"
*177. Could you furnish the Committee with an estimate of the cost of a suspension bridge suitable for tho
traffic here P It would take some little time to prepare it, but I could do so if you wish.
178. Ofiairman.~\ You consider the present bridge as it stands as highly dangerous ? I do.
179. And that it is liable at any moment to collapse ? Yes.
180. Hid I understand you to say that in the case of a composite bridge the cost, on account of interest
on capital invested and maintenance, would amount to £1,735 a year ? Yes.
181. And that the life of the timber portion of the bridge would be twenty-five years ? Yes.
182. That would amount in twenty-five years to £43,375 P Yes.
'
183. Added to the original cost, £26,500, it would make the actual cost of tho bridge at the end of twentyfive years £69,875 ? No. The total cost would be £43,375. There is a sinking fund. In comparing the
lives of these bridges the sinking fund provides for the cost being paid off by the end of its life—that is
what I have shown in tho appendix.

Arthur Samuel Hamand, Esq., sworn and examined :—
184. 3lr. Cox."] You are a civil engineer ? Yes.
A.S, Hamand,
Eeq.
185. You have heard the evidence just given as to this bridge P I have.
186. Ho you endorse the statements made as to the present structure being unsafe ? I should decline to
11 Mar., 1890.
be responsible for tho safety of the existing bridge.
187. Ho you think that tho bridge in its original state was a properly-constructed bridge for the purpose ?
1 do not think that it was designed by au engineer at all. I think the main truss, called the M'Callum
truss, is ft, fac simile copy of a single track railway bridge very much used in the United States, and called
there the Pratt truss. Por the rest of the bridge I do not think a good carpenter would own it—certainly
not an engineer.
188. Ho you think the timber used can have been good and sound timber originally ? I am told that the
chief trusses, the 130 feet spans, are constructed out oE timber carefully selected and stored for two years
in order that it might bo matured. The rest of the bridge is constructed out of sap timber cut down
hurriedly.
189. Some of the piles you observe on the other side could hardly have been sound timber when erected,
or they would not have been in such a rotten state in twenty-five years ? I think not.
190. The fact that some of the piles are still sound woftld seem to show that other piles must have been
of inferior timber? In choosing timber it is difficult to determine what will last and what will not with
out knowing something of the growth of the timber itself. Anyone coming into tho district without
knowing anything of the growth of the timber there would very likely make a mistake.
191. In building a bridge for the future requirements of Cowra, considering that sooner or later a railway
will be constructed, so relieving the present heavy traflic on the bridge, to what extent do you think the
country would be justified iu spending so much money—in other words what is the cheapest bridge that could
be built iu order to moot tho present requirements ? I think the district is entitled to a bridge that will
carry two lines of traffic—one in either direction. 1 think it ought to have, also, one footway, at-least,
that is if it is constructed ou girders as a timber bridge.
192. "What ivould be the material employed in such a bridge? I should endeavour to build a bridge of
masonry, brick, or concrete, or perhaps the three combined,
193. A.nd a bridge such as you describe would meet the requirements of traffic, and could be erected for
how much ? That is a very large question. I would point oat first that the three designs at your back
arc designs whicli contain very different spans. The relative cost of bridges is determined more by their
respective length of spans than hy any other consideration. It is almost impossible to compare these
three bridges because the spans are so different. There is one with a 90 feet spaa, another with a 160
feet span, and then there is an iron bridge with a span 21.6 feet and no small spans. The cost of a span
varies nearly as its square, that is a 200 feet span, so far as the main girders arc concerned, will cost
nearly four times as much as a 100 feet span. I am a little surprised at a 90 feet span bridge being put
before you at all. They arc evidently not big enough, having regard’to the floods.
194. Especially having regard to the fact that one flood came over the decking of the bridge P I under
stood that one flood came up 4 feet over the bottom of llio bridge. I doubt whether we will have so
tremendous a flood again.
.
195. Could you, off-hand, say what a bridge of the t hroe materials you have just mentioned would be likely
to cost, knowing the spans required? 1 could not say without preparing plans, and making an estimate
iu the usual way. Upon general principles, everything else being the same, you ought to be able to build
a bridge of masonry, brick, or concrete, or the three together, for at least as little as an iron bridge, and
probably less.
198. What advantage would it be to build a bridge of brick, masonry, or concrete if it cost the same as
an iron bridge; would its life be longer? Its life "is practically for ever, and it does not cost Gd.
for repairs.
197. In the case of either of the bridges now under consideration the annual cost of depreciation amounts
to a laree stun ? Yes.
198. Or course tho bridge will cost the count ry nothing to maintain, hut if a wooden bridge after twentyfive years costs £43,000 wc should be quite justifiedin building astone bridge at a cost somewhat over that
amount, provided tho sum were reasonable P \ es. Iu building a stone bridge you do not put quite so
much weight in your loundations as you do with iron cylinders. The consequeuee is that it might not he
absolutely necessary to go down to the solid ground. Hy spreading the base over a large area, and
distributing the weight upon each square foot of the base, it is not alw'ays necessary to go down to the
rock. .1 have no doubt you all know that not a single bridge in London is built on rock—they are built
on clay.
198. 1 suppose there is no rock? No.
200.
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A.S.Humand, 200. I do not know whether you will be asked to prepare any estimate of the-bridge, but we should bo
guided a good deal by what you say, Imving regard particularly to the information you have now obtained as to
the probability of a large traffic being removed from this bridge, and our requiring a bridge to meet common
11 Mar., 1890. locaJ[ requirements f I fliiuk Cowra is destined to grow, and to grow very rapidly, to become an im])orta,nt
centre, and i£ you do get a line of railway from Forbes I think it will only tend to increase the rapidity
of the town’s growth.
1
201. Is not that tbe reverse of what has happened iu many country towns when, the railway has gouo
beyond them? Tes, it is so in some cases.
....
.
.......
202. But you think that in a district with material wealth in its immediate surroundings that is not likely
to be the case? No.
i
_
,
203. Mr. Dowel.] Have you made any examination of the stone in this locality ? 1 have not finished my
investigation upon those points, and 1 would rather not be asked any questions upon them because I could
not give complete information.
_
201'. Have you made any observations as regards the quality of bricks? I have looked at some of them.
205. Can they bo made at Cowra suitable for the construction of a bridge ? I think so..
206. Have you any experience of the construction of iron bridges ? It extends over thirty years.
207. In forming a specification is it absolutely necessary to take channel iron bracings at 5J inches by
2-jj- inches by 5-I6ths ? 1 have no doubt it is when specified.
_
i
203. Would not a piece of iron 5 inches by 2 inches answer all tbe purposes required—would it noi be a
more marketable size than that specified;—is not the size specified one which ivould have to be specially
rolled for this particular purpose ? I think 5y inches is a little extraordinary in size. I do not think it
will be kept in stock by most manufacturers. I think the size would be 0 inches. Certain manufacturer's
might always keep it in stock, but I do not think it ivould bo generally kept iu stock. They might have
it in their lists, but it would not be kept in stock, I think.
_
_
20S). Then I will take wrought-iron rolled girders 27 inches by 7-J- inches—is the y put in for any
special reason? I can only imagine that it is put in to secure tbe next inch beloiv it being a full inch.
210. Is it tbe custom, so far as your experience goes, to specify these peculiar sizes of iron in tbe con
struction of iron bridges ? We generally put in the size that happens to be in tbe trade list. I have had
manufacturers come to me and say, “I have none of that particular iron in stock, will you alter the
dimensions ?” I have altered tho dimensions accordingly.
_
...
211. I am referring more particularly to the 1-J-th
5-16ths? When it comes to thickness ir is a
different matter, of course.
212. But taking the iron-work to which I have referred is_the ith and 5-lGths necessary? That
depends upon the particular section,
213. Would not a specification of certain sizes other limn those peculiar ones have a tendency to cheapen
the cost of the bridge? I think I ought to explain that there are certain manufacturers who occasionally
do supply an extra I-lCth or an extra-ith. They tell you that they are prepared to do so. Sometimes
the rolls arc a little bit worn and they turn them down to get the requisite dimensions. Bor ordinary
purposes it is best to keep to more simple figures.
_
214. In preparing designs is it a very difficult thing to make calculations and proper strain sheets for
certain spans? 1 should think an ordinary draughtsman ought to do it very quickl5r.
215. Take the No. 1 design for instance ? Well, I should not like him to be much more than a woek
about it.
_
i
216. Then if the chief of the Department said it took two months, you would consider that a considerable
time? That would refer to every detail, not to the main girders alone.
_
217. Would it not be an economy if tlie Department were to adopt a certain type of bridge and fo have
tables prepared—is it not practicable ? I think iu many eases it would be practicable. For instance, I
do not know that a 216 feet span is necessary, I suppose it might as well bo 200.
218. Suppose you started with a 500 feet span and came down to a 30 feet span, could not a table bo
prepared showing at- a glance tlie calculations and strains for the various spans ? If the weight you were
going to carry per superficial foot were identical in all cases, and tho width of the bridge would be
identical it might be useful.
210. Do you recommend the adoption of any type ? If I were designing bridges, and bad one with 100
feet span to design I ivould endeavour to make any designs that followed, whether a 90 feet or 110 feet
agree—that is I would endeavour to alter the spans to 100feet—that would save me tho trouble of getling
out the design for a 90 feet or a 110 feet span.
220. Do you know that it is the practice to call for tenders for iron bridges in England ? I do,
221. Are you aware that in nearly all cases tenders are accepted in England for tbe iron-work? I
suppose it would be so in all cases.
■
_
222. Would the cost be cheapened if some modification were made in tbe specifications in regard to the
sizes of iron I have heen asking you about—would the matter be simplified ? If you were to show me a
whole girder bristling with these odd dimensions, I have no doubt an alteration could thou be made whicli
would reduce the cost.
_
223. Supposing 1 were lo show you a whole bridge, would not that bo more to the purpose? I think if
you could I should tell you that it ought to be altered.
224. 1 take it that you have examined the plans now under consideration by tbe Committee ? I. have seen
them on the walls to-day for the first time.
22-5. You are not prepared to give the Committee an opinion as to their suitability ? Not having had any
opportunity to examine the designs I am unable to give you an opinion.
226. What is tbe nature of tho information you desire now to give to the Committee ? I was requested
by the General Committee to prepare tho design of a bridge of bride, stone, or masonry—that I ain about
to do. Knowing that the Sectional Committee were sitting hero. I thought that they might like to put
some questions to me.
227. You have no special information you wish to give us ? None at present.
228. Now as to the construction of suspension bridges—are you aware that they are considerably used in
oilier parts of the world? Yes. They are much used on the Continent and still more in America.
229. Do they carry heavy traffic ? They carry railway Iranis. It is simply a question of stiffening the
girders.
.
230.
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230. If it were not a matter of sucli excessive cost might it not be desirable to span tho Lachlan with this
-A. 3,
description of bridge, in view of the timber coming down in flood-time ? If I could build a suspension- Hamand, Eaq,
bridge for tho sum of money some of the designs are to cost I should prefer the suspension-bridge,
because it affords more freeway for the water.
llMar., 1890,
231. Do you see any particular difficulty in the way of the construction of a suspension bridge, having
regard to the banks of the river ? No difficulty whatever.
232. Ilaveyou made any comparative estimate of the cost of a suspension-bridge and a brick bridge ? I have
not done that yet. I had already considered the question of a suspension-bridge before you mentioned it.
I know of so many places where they are usefully employed that I thought it just possible one might come
in here.
233. As an engineer, do you not think that the construction of light suspension-bridges across our rivers
generally would be a material gain ? 'Wherever the banks are deep, or wherever the depth of rock for a
foundation for the cylinders is great, wherever the length of pier is tremendous, a suspension-bridge would
come in cheaply.
231. You have soon the banks of this river—do you think there should be any great difficulty in putting
down foundations of timber pile-driving for the purpose of carrying stone piers or iron cylinders ? Pile
driving and timber work are more suitable for places where the foundations are swampy, or where perhaps
the clay is soft, or where there is a quicksand or something of the kind—then you may rely on the friction
of the piles partly to sustain your base. There is no difficulty in making a foundation in a place like this.
235. Can you give the Committee any instance where stone piers are erected on iron cylinders ? I suppose
the Hawkesbury bridge is erected on those foundations. There are numerous instances. The lloyal
Albert bridge, at Saltash, was put down on similar foundations.
230. So that if local stone is to be obtained here it will not be undesirable or impossible to construct stone
piers on foundations of iron cylinders ? No ; it will not be impossible at all.
237. There would be no engineering difficulties ? No. It is a question of relative cost.
233. I take your evidence to show that it is necessary that a new' bridge should be constructed at Cowra?
I think so,
.
'
239. And that the construction of that bridge should be carried out in brick, stone, or cement, or concrete ?
1 should say this, that I am influenced to some extent in my judgment from the fact that tho existing
bridge stands at a considerable angle with tho flow of tho water, and that the pier on the Cowra side of the
river is almost immediately in the centre of the current. It is a kind of trap to catch anything that might
come floating down the river. On that ground it is dangerous. That, and the width of the bridge, made
me come to the conclusion that you ought not to try and patch up that bridge, and that the new one
ought not to be erected on that site.
240. Do you think that the site selected by the Government is a desirable one for the new bridge? I
think it is belter than the old one; but I should still bring the bridge further south—almost in a direct
line to the angle of the tw'o streets—let us say, the angle opposite Murray's store. I should like to bring
the centre lino of the bridge exactly at right angles with tho flow of the stream, down tho piece of straight
there is in the river. The river, at that point, is fringed by rows of trees, and those trees would have the
effect of training anything that came down the river, into a straight line projected from them.
241. What is the custom adopted in other countries for testing the iron and steel used in bridges—is tho
cost of a test paid by the contractors, by the parties employing them, or how is it paid ? Generally by
tbe contractor. He is bound to provide just as many tests as the engineer thinks necessary,
242. You think it is desirable that the custom should prevail of allowing the testing of tlie iron and steel
to be made by parties in tho employ of tho contractor ? Not by parties in tho employ of the contractor
■ certainly not. The usual course is this: Assuming that you wish a particular piece of iron tested, you
say to the contractor, “ test this specimen for mo—put on such and such a strain.” Tho contractor
provides tho assistance, the labour, tho iron and all the surroundings for you to see it done. That does
not make you in the employment of the contractor.
213. That would bo quite as far as you would go ? It is ; and I think it is as far as anybody would go.
2-14. Mr. Lee.] Is not the object of your mission here at the present time, to collect information to
enable yon to prepare plans, and submit specifications with an estimate of the cost of a bridge of either
brick, masonry, or concrete ? Yea.
245. And up to the present time you have not completely supplied yourself with that information ? No.
24G. When you have finished and prepared your estimates and plans, they will he submitted to the General
Committee ? That is so.
247. Will you require any soundings or borings to be made in the river? I think not. I think I know
sufficient from what I have seen,
243. Git airman.] Have you ever seen any of these brick or masonry structures—that is, arched bridges—
in a country where floods are so strong as they are in this country ? 1 think the river Po, in Italy, rises
otMiuieh as this river in fact rather more. It drains 500 miles frontage of tho Alps; it has a fall of only
2 inches a- ini)o fox' the last 100 miles of its length, Nearly all tho bridges there are of Brick or stone,
240. Arched bridges ? Yes.
250. What would be tbe result if a flood came up above the arch of one of these bridges—would it affect
the structure ? I do not think so, if it were properly built. It might obstruct the water a little; hut
there would not be the slightest fear of its being carried away.
'
251. There is a great deal more resistance in a brick and stone bridge than in an iron or wooden bridge ?
Not only that, but there is a greater dead weight to move.
Mr. Robert Daly, innkeeper, sworn and examined :—
252. Chairman.] What are you ? I am an innkeeper at this end of the present bridge.
„ „ „ .
253. How long have you been there ? Over thirty years,
3Ir' E2o4. I suppose the evideneo you wish to give would be in favour of the bridge remaining where it now ,-17^ wlo
is ? I havo an objection to any change, of course, in tho site of tho bridge, on account’ partly of its
effect upon my trade.
255. Do you think that the site of the present bridge facing, as it does, a narrow street, and being out of
tho line of the main traffic, is as good as tbe proposed site at the end of Kendal-street? Of course it is
not, at the present juncture, but there are some buildings which could be pulled down. I remember that
54 (<0-B
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Mr. It. Daly. jn 1302 and 1SG3, when I was one of the chief agitators for a bridge over the Lachlan, the floods were
1i"m'W*~18Q0 klr 1Ilore usu;il than they are now. A gentleman came up from Sydney and made au estimate for a bridge
^
‘ somewhere near where it is proposed to erect one now. He made an estimate of £20,000. Some
diggings were breaking out at tho lime, and we had to shift everything hy boat. We had three boats
carrying goods across the river. The next man who came up made the estimate £ 16,000 or £20,000,
taking the bridge two chains lower down the river. The next man who came up was Mr. Mcldrmn. He
. pointed out that where tho bridge is now it was two chains narrower to span over tho river than at the
other points. He brought tho estimate down to £10,000 or £12,000, and the first contract was £0,000.
250. Wo want to know why you object to the bridge being shifted ? I object to it because it will be the
ruin of me ; it will drive all trade away from my place. Then I want to show that by putting the bridge
where it is now on this side of the river there will be an advantage so far as the putting in of piles is
concerned. I remember that when the piles were put in before they dug a trench, and when tho flood
came down two months afterwards it washed all the material out. The bridge, however, remained firm,
and the trench was filled up with concrete. The alteration of the site of the bridge would injure several
others besides myself.
257. Tou consider that if this bridge is shifted to tho cud of, Kendal-street it will materially affect your
business ? Of course.
258. Are there any other business people in that street who will be affected by the alteration ? Tes,
several.
”
259. And you wish to cuter your protest against tho site being shifted ? Tes, and if they wish to pull
down any building of mine, I shall be quite willing to accept any value which may be placed upon it hy
arbitration.
Mr. Henry Dennis, innkeeper, sworn and examined :—
260. Mr. Cox.} You are an hotelkeeper at Cowra ? Tes.
261. Tou have hoard the evidence just given as to the now bridge to bo erected over the river? Yes.
n iw ibqo
You have heard that it is proposed to start from Kendal-street, instead of from where tho old
Br,)
‘ bridge stands in Bridge-street ? Tes.
263. Do you approve of the site of the new bridge ? Ko, I do not
261. Mhat objection havo you to it ? "Well, in the first place, as Mr. Daly has already stated, it will
generally reduce the value of my property; in tho second place, tho expense of the bridge would be
increased because the spans would be longer and the approaches greater. 1 see that an official stales that
there are two curves in Bridge-street, but neither of them arc greater than the one curve in Kendalstreet.
265. In the event of tho old site being chosen for the erection of a new bridge you would havo no bridge
for twelve months ? I have boon fourteen years a resident of Cowra, and it is not often that the floodwaters of the Lachlan have stopped all traffic. They might stop it for team traflic, but not for ordinary
traffic,
260. How often in the course of the year is a bridge necessary over the river ? Dor heavy traffic it is
always necessary,
267. How did you get on before a bridge was built? I cannot say, I was not a resident here then.
268. In the event of a railway being taken lo Forbes from here would not all tho heavv traffic be stopped ?
In the event of that line being made it would, of course, take all the heavy wool traffic off any bridge in
existence.
269. Then do you think there is any occasion for a bridge at all ^ I understand that in view of the state
of the present bridge it is necessary that a new bridge should be made, or that the old one should be
repaired, so ns to render the traffic safe. Some bridge is necessary in any case,
270. Tou think your property would depreciate in value if the site of the bridge were removed ? I do
not think it would be any great benefit to the travelling public fo have the bridge shifted from its present
site. Of course, if it wore shifted, the value of my property would he depreciated.
271. Tou would prefer to have the other bridge repaired then ? Yes, according to the evidence of the
engineers, if cylinders were put under it, and it wore widened, there would be a saving to the Slate of
some £15.000, and tho bridge would meet all requirements for many a day, I believe it has been stated
that there would he a saving of from £18,000 to £20,000 if the old structure were repaired, and having
regard to the necessity for retrenchment iu our public works expenditure, I think that is a great
consideration.
2/2. Have you anything further to state? Well, it is a well-known fact that if the bridge were taken
from Kendal-street across the approach would be up to the roof of Murray’s frontage.
273.-Would not that embankment tend to save the property from being flooded in time of flood ? Tes.
But when tho embankment is made, the property will be as it were inside a wall. If we get a railway
from here to Forbes I unhesitatingly state that all the local traffic could be carried over therepaired
bridge. The heaviest local teams that will come over it will not be from more than 3 or 4 tons. The 9
or 10 ton wool teams will cease, because the wool will come by rail.
274. Mr. Dowd.} Do you anticipate any increase of traffic from the southern side ? Tes.
275. And do you think the present structure will accommodate the increased traffic? Xot in its
present state.
,
276. Is the present bridge wide enough ? No.
277. Have you known accidents or loss of stock to occur on that bridge ? Tes, from the narrowness of
it. Tou have to he careful to allow two buggies to pass one another, and it is not safe to drive alongside
a team when it is coming over, indeed it is positively dangerous. The loss of the stock on the bridge has
been very little, but it is unquestionably too narrow.
Mr. _

Air. Dennis Cornelius J oseph Donnelly, storekeeper, sworn and examined:—
MV. D. C.J. 278. Mr. Dowel.} Tou are a resident of Cowra, engaged in business as a storekeeper? Tes.
Donnelly. 279. Yon have resided here for some time ? Tes; I remember the river before the bridge was built

' * * " > over it«
ar., 1890. 239. You know the position of the present bridge, and the proposed site of the new one?

Tes.
281.
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281. In your opinion which is the more desirable position, fora bridge ? The new site would bo of more Mr. D. C. J.
service to the public generally. There are some vested interests in Bridge-street. I should not care to Donnelly.
interfere with those interests, but common-sense would suggest that a straighter course than tlie present llM^yisgo.
would be better. I shall be quite willing to take tbe bridge round by Bridge-street if it could be done
profitably to tbe country.
2S2. In tbe interests of the general community, which proposal do you favour—that to construct a
a bridge on the new site or that to repair tho bridge on the existing site? The new site would he shorter
for the travelling public, although for my part, I do not object to going round the other way.
283. In your opinion is the present structure a suitable one for the requirements of the district? It is
not; I have no hesitation in saying it is not. It is in no way fit for the present traffic.
281. Do you anticipate any increase of settlement and traffic on the south side of the river as time goes
on ? Yes. I think that in building a bridge we should remember that wc arc building for the future.
When I came here twelve years ago there was not, one-sixth of the population that is here to-day. If we
continue to increase at the same rate this place will be six times as big as it is now in twelve years time. I
havo heard it stated to-day that in the event of n railway being taken from here to Porbes a great amount
of the heavy traffic would be taken off this bridge. Now I say that that is not the case, and it never will
ho the case. Of course it will take some, but the bridge is a means of communication cementing Cowra
with Burrowa on the extreme left. Then there is Marengo, Xoorawatha, and the whole of the country
between here and Grenfell. Not only that, but there is a large tract in the Bland country. .At the pre
sent time there is traffic going in that" direction. Then there is all the trade between here and Goolagong
30 miles down the river—that the railway will not touch at all. All that traffic must come in here across
the bridge unless we havo a railway from every point of the compass, and that is not at all probable. The
railway must to some extent relieve the traffic on the bridge, but the relief so given will in a shorttime be
more than compensated for by the produce of the increased acreage under crop. A groat deal of land on
tho other side is under cultivation. There is the whole of Morongolo under cultivation; then there is
Back Greek, and the slopes of Broula liangc, and Neila Creek and its tributaries. There is no other way
for all these people to come here with their produce except by the bridge. 1 am quite sure in my own mind
that the traffic cut off by the railway will he superseded by the new traffic caused by tbe very railway
itself.
“
28.J. Mr. Let.] Prom the tenor of your evidence, 1 gather that, you are perfectly satisfied that the traffic
is of such a nature that, a serviceable bridge is demanded ? Yes'.
28C). Bo you consider the present structure sufficient for the purpose ? I do not.
287. "What is your opinion as regards the repair of the present structure, and the erection of a new one?
I think tho erection of anew one would he the hotter course. I think the repair of the present structure
and tho keeping of it in repair afterwards would be as expensive as a new bridge. Then the narrowness
of the existing bridge is dangerous to life aud limb. Two months ago a daughter of mine almost lost her
liio on the bridge. I have had to rush in front of horses to save my own children on tho bridge. Even
when people drive carefully, with skittish horses it is dangerous to he on the bridge. APhen you meet
cal,tie on the bridge there is invariably danger and confusion.
2S8. You think that the new bridge should be on the new site? Precisely.
2Sfi. Asa townsman of long residence do you know of any valid reasons against the new site selected?
I know of nothing but the vested interests in Bridge-street.
200. But apart from those? I am not aware of anything.
291. Aon have heard previous witnesses refer to the approach on this side, I suppose you arc aware that
it will commence flush with Kendal-street, aud graduate up to the floor of the bridge? Yes ; I think the
wall of which 1 have heard the witnesses speak would be more a protection than otherwise.
292. If the present bridge is as much used as you say it is for heavy teams and for sheep and cattle, must
it not be extremely inconvenient at times to bring the traffic through that narrow street round into
Lachlan-stroct ? 1 have experienced some little inconvenience myself in coming round that corner.
293. I was speaking more particularly of lots of sheep and cattle and long teams having to come along
that narrow street? I should imagine it wrould be rather inconvenient.
291. "Would it not be a greater convenience to all parties concerned to have a better get-away in Kendalstreet. AY ould not that be better than the traffic crossing the bridge, coming upon the ordinary traffic
suddenly ? Common sense suggests ono answer, and it is—yes. A.t the same time if it were possible to so
arrange matters that the bridge could be erected without doing injury to the property to which I have
referred, 1 should like to see it done.
295. But how is it possible to have the new structure in Bridge-street, and at the same time to give a
proper approach to it? I can sec the difficulty very well. I have often been on the present structure in
flood time helping to get logs away from the bridge with grappling irons, but if the river were in flood
again, as I have seen it in the past, I should think twice before I went upon the bridge to do what I did
there before. I think there would be some difficulty in getting volunteers to go upon that bridge to clear
logs after the investigations which have been made within the past few days.

[Ten plans].

Sydney r Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1890.
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PAltXjIAMENTAB-y STANDING COMJIITTDE ON PUBLIC WOIIKS,

BRIDGE OVER TARBAN CREEK, PARRAMATTA RIVER,

REPORT.
The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of
1888, 51 Vic. No. 37, and tho Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889,
52 Vic., No. 26, to -whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting
upon the “expediency of erecting a bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta
River,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the bridge
should ho erected; and, in accordance with the provision of sub-scction IV, of
clause 13, of tlie Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative
Assembly:—
.
1. No plan of this proposed bridge has been submitted to tho Committee, Description of
and no definite description of the bridge has heen put before them. A few words Pru)>0!cd
of description will, however, be found in a.precis of the proceedings relating to the™ E°'
proposal for the bridge; and from these it will he seen that the intention has been
that the bridge should “cither be an arch, in steel, of 370 feet span, with steel
approaches, or iron lattice bridge, COO feet long, on iron piers,” and that “ until borings
are taken, the most economical of tho two designs cannot he ascertained.” It is also
stated by tho Engineer for Bridges, in his evidence, that it was proposed to use iron
piers and a composite structure at one site, and a timber bridge iiigher np the creek.
The object in erecting the bridge is explained in an extract from a minute written by
the present Minister for W orks last year, to be to complete the line of communica
tion by the shortest route between the Parramatta Iron Bridge and the Bridge over
Lane Cove, giving access to the North Shore, and saving a distance of one mile and
a half.
2. The cost of the bridge, as put before the Committee, would be £26,000 ; Cost of tho
but the accuracy of this estimate is very doubtful. The estimate, the Engineer for FT>Bcd
Bridges states, is not guaranteed in any way; “ it is simply an idea of the probable " e°'
cost.”
^
3. Immediately the inquiry respecting this bridge was opened, the Committee Proposal to
were met by a desire, expressed hy the Under-Secretary for Public Works, on behalf T"th.d!*w
of the Minister for Public Works, that the proposal should be withdrawn, on the ° ” 60
ground that a bridge could be constructed for a sum under £20,000; and that,
therefore, it was not necessary, under the Public Works Act, for the proposal to
construct the bridge to bo inquired into by tlie Committee. It was considered,
however, that,, as the matter had been referred to the Committee by the Legislative
Assembly for inquiry and report, tho inquiry must proceed, and the request that tho
..
proposal for the bridge be withdrawn could not therefore be acceded to.
^ . 4. The Committee then examined Mr. Robert Hickson, Commissioner and Evideneo of
Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges, and he gave evidence to the effect that SfT8 °d
the bridge ought not to he constructed, as, in his opinion, it was not required. Bridges'1
“ Soon after I took charge of the Department,” he says, “my attention was calledfeF^nefc
to a sum of money being placed on the Estimates for this bridge, and I therefore brWge. 6
visited
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visited the site. After a very careful examination of the place, I came to the
conclusion that the Government would not be warranted in spending any money
there at all, and I reported to the Minister accordingly.”
Evidence from the
Engineer for Bridges and from the Engineer for Hoads is also to the effect that the
bridge is not required. This opinion on the part of the responsible officers of the
Department of Hoads and Bridges, it will be observed, is a contradiction, first to the
information which led the Minister for Works to cause the Legislative Assembly to
refer the bridge to the Committee for inquiry; and secondly, to the idea on the part
of the Minister, as expressed in his desire to withdraw tho proposal, that a bridge
should be erected at a cost less than £20,000. The peculiar position in which, by
the evidence of the officers of the Department of Hoads and Bridges, tlie Minister
was placed, was subsequently explained in a letter to the Committee from the Under
Secretary for Public Works, in which it was pointed out that the evidence upon
which the Minister determined to submit the proposal to Parliament was that of:
the late Commissioner for Beads, who was then the official adviser of the Govern
ment on such matters. “ As, however,” the letter proceeded, " the Minister finds
that the present Commissioner holds opinions differing from those of his predecessor,
he is desirous of reviewing the matter, not only from the standpoint of cost, but also
from the more radical one of necessity,’ ’ and on this further ground it was requested
that the proposal be negatived.

vmtoftho
g. The Committee, in view of the nature of the information before them,
thTs^rfthe decided to visit the site of the proposed bridge and make themselves personally
bridge.
acquainted with the locality; and on Wednesday, 5 March, the visit was made.
Accompanied by the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Hoads and Bridges,
they proceeded by vehicle to Tarban Creek, and inspected the site for tho bridge and
the surrounding locality, inquiring, at the same time, respecting the facilities for .
travelling afforded by the roads in the district.
6. The only witnesses who have come before the Committee to give evidence
brXe.0f tle in favour of the proposed bridge are threeMr. C. E. Jeanneret, Mayor, and Mr.
A. Tornaghi, resident, of Hunter’s Hill; and Mr. Prank Parnell, M.P., one of the
Members for the District. Mr. Jeanneret considers the bridge would he of very
great benefit to the municipality of Hunter’s Hill, and to the municipalities on the
North Shore, a saving of distance in getting to Hunter’s Hill being effected to the
extent of a mile and a quarter, and that it would also benefit adjacent Government
lands; but the evidence which he gives in support of his advocacy of the bridge is
very weak. He admits that tbe bridge is not required as a means for enabling tbe
residents of Hunter’s Hill to got to Sydney by road; that it would not be used by
them in preference to tho steamers if it were constructed; and that they have not
agitated for it in any way; hut he considers it would be of service to persons “ who
like to drive about and see the country,” or who may convey goods of one kind or
another by vehicle to Hunter’s Hill, and he thinks it should he erected if only
because Hunter’s Hill has not hitherto had the advantage of Government expenditure.
Another reason put forward by him in favour of tbe construction of the bridge is,
that the district has a distinct claim upon the Government in connection with the
proceeds of the sale of the Pield of Mars Common, that common having been given
up to tbe Government, he contends, on condition that the proceeds were to be kept
. ,,
as a separate account and appropriated for local works. Mr. Parnell advocates the
■'
construction of the bridge in the interests of the general public, and states that an
■"
informal promise that the bridge should be erected was made by bis late father
when Minister for Lands; but he does not consider the work to be of a pressing
nature. Mr. Tornaghi also speaks of a promise in connection with the sale of land
at the Pield of Mars Common, and states that he was a large purchaser because of
his understanding that there was to he a bridge and a tramway constructed.

Evideneo in

The Field of

7. Prom the nature of tho evidence given hy the three local witnesses, as

ilnls reiatitm well as of that from the officers of the Department _ of Hoads and Bridges, it
to the bridge, became clearly apparent that the only reason of any weight put forward in support

of the proposal for the construction of the bridge was that represented in the
assertion that tho bridge had been promised in connection with tlie sale of land at
the Pield of Mars Common; and it thus became necessary for tbe Committee to
ascertain definitely whether sucli a promise had been made. This they did by an
examination
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examination of the “Field of Mars Common llesumption Act of 1874,’* and hy
obtaining evidence from certain persons specially acquainted with matters relating
to the Field of Mars Common. An examination of the Act showed that it contains
a provision for defraying, out of the proceeds of the sale of the land, the cost of a
bridge suitable for general traffic across the Parramatta River, which bridge has
since the passing of the Act been erected; but it contains no reference to any other
bridge. 'That being so, evidence was obtained from the auctioneer who sold the
land at the Field of Mars Common, from the officer of the Lands Department who,
in his official capacity, attended the sales, and from the Consulting Accountant at
the Treasury, who is specially acquainted with the manner of dealing with the
proceeds from the sale of the land at the Field of Mars Common; and the state
ments made by those witnesses are conclusively to the effect that no promise
respecting a bridge over Tarban Creek was ever made. A promise was made at
one of tlie sales that a tramway should be constructed, and this was afterwards
repeated in Parliament; but with the exception of the bridge mentioned in the Field
of Mars Common Resumption Act, which has been erected, there is nothing, so
far as the Committee can ascertain, to indicate any intention on the part of any
Government to provide bridge communication in connection with the Field of Mars.
It is also shown by tho evidence of the Treasury officer that no separate account of
the money derived from the sale of land at the Field of Mars Common has been
kept at the Treasury, and -that it has heen carried to the General Revenue Account,
under the heading of Auction Sales of Crown Lands.
8. The Committee, therefore, have no difficulty in coming to the conclusion
that tho bridge ought not to he erected. They arrived at a decision in the matter
on Tuesday, 18 March, 1890, on which, date the following resolution, moved hy Mr.
Hurley, and seconded hy Mr. Humphery, was passed:—
“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the proposed
Bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta River, as referred to the
Committee hy the Legislative Assembly, be carried out.”
,

J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 15 April, 1890.

Decision of the
Committee.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.
•
MINUTES OF EYIDENOE.
BRIDGE OVER TARBAN CREEK, PARRAMATTA RIVER,
WEDNESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1890.
JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Cuatomak)
The Hon. John Lackey.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
The Hon, Andrew Garran.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas HuMriiEHY.
William Sprinotiiorpe Dowel, Eeq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Bridge over Tarhmi Creek, Parramatta River.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public 'Works, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairmcni.] You are the Under Secretary in the Department of Public Works ? Yes.
J. Barling,
2. Can you give the Committee any information about this proposal to construct a bridge over the Tarban
Egq,
Creek, 1 arramatta River? I have to ask, with the permission of the Committee, that I may be allowed
12 Feb., 1800.
to make a snort statement with regard to the whole of the bridges before the Committee.
*
Tt +-4iU
a ®tatemcnt, but we will have to have an inquiry about each one of them? Quite so.
Jiut it you will permit mo to make a statement it will open up a new lino of inquiry with regard to each
ottlie bridges. I here are four bridges now before this Committee, viz., a bridge over Tarban Creek,
Parramatta River a bridge over the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains, a bridge to connect Bullock Island
nith the main and at Newcastle, and a bridge over the Lachlan River at Cowra; and I am to ask that the
n0mmUu00
l'aV,C,1)0 goodncss 10 negative the first three proposals—tliat is to say, for the bridge over
the Tarban Creek, I arramatta River, the bridge over the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains, and the bridge
to connect Bullock Island with the mainland at Newcastle. I wish to explain shortly why it is I ask this
and -L also have to bring under tho Committee’s notice the fact that with regard to‘the last bridge
named—the bridge over the Lachlan River at Cowra—the Committee will bo asked to consider a
modihed pan—a plan different from what was intended when the proposal to construct a bridge was
submitted to the Committee by Parliament. The reason why I am asking that the first three proposals
tor bridges over the larban Creek, Parramatta River, the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains, and from
Pul lock island to the mainland at Newcastle—should be negatived, is that each one of these bridges can
he built at a cost of less than £20,000, and therefore it is not necessary to refer them to the Public Works
Committee under the Act. Shortly after Mr. Bruce Smith took office, estimates for three bridges were
brought under bis notice. The first was a bridge at Narrandera, estimated to cost £17,280, the second
was a bridge over the Darling River at Wentworth, estimated to cost £26,248, and the third was for a
bridge at Cowra, estimated then to cost £69,971, or a total sum of £113,499. When these estimates
came before Mr. Bruce Smith he was struck with their magnitude in comparison with what ho thought
were the justifiable requirements of each case, and he was tho more inclined to question them becauee°he
was aware that even in the old country, centres of population were continually changing so that what at
one time was a populous place became, owing to change of circumstances,'almost untenanted. This
was specially shown to be the ease in the history of England, where many old boroughs, which were once
populous towns, became, after the lapse of years, reduced to very small numbers. Applying this
principle to this new country, where of course the chances of change arc very much greater than in old
countries, and looking well ahead, Mr. Bruce Smith felt perfectly certain that no one could foretell what
would be the requirements of places in this now country fifty years hence; the roads would probably
t0J)e cl,fm£od:
requirements incidental to population would be completely altered,
and he thought therefore that it would be most desirable to build bridges as cheaply as possible so as to
meet the immediate requirements of each case; and therefore when these estimates came before him be
directed that the whole question should be remitted to the Roads Department with the view of ascertain
ing whether wmoden structures wTould or would not answer all necessary requirements, more especially as
h® j™8 a"'arc .that we ll!lv„e tho faest timber in the world. I think I may refer to the Hon. the President
of this Committee m verification of what I pay, because one of these bridges—the Wentworth Bridge—
affected his constituency,and he expressed his very strong approbation of thesteps the Minister wastaking in
reviewing the whole question of our bridge construction. The Roads Department, of course,at once took up
au^''s a firBt r,esult of this revision, the Narrandera Bridge, which was estimated to
cost £17,280, was let for £3,555 L3s. Id.; that is, a timber bridge was substituted for the iron one at
67~A
first,
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first proposed, and it was pointed out, and is -very clearly proved I think, that this much smaller expenditure
has answered all the requirements of the case. 1’hen, with regard to th’c "Wentworth Bridge, it was
found that, by substituting timber, the estimated cost could be reduced from £26,248 to £12,000. Tho
12 Feb., 1890.
actual cost I cannot tell at present because tenders have not yet been invited, but the relative cost will
remain the same. Supposing the timber bridge be found to cost more than tho £12,000, from having to go
deeper for the foundation, the cost of an iron bridge wonld be increased in the same proportion. The fact
remains that a very large saving is effected by substituting timber for iron. I may also remark that in
many cases it can be shown that the accumulated interest on the difference between the cost of timber
bridges and iron bridges would be sufficient to renew the timber structures for periods varying from ten
to fifteen years. So everything shows most conclusively that the action the Minister has taken has
resulted in a very large saving to the public purse. I have therefore, for the reasons stated, to ask that
the first three proposals mentioned may be negatived, because we can construct each one of these bridges
for less than £20,000—the Tarban Creek Bridge, the bridge over the Hunter Kiver at Jerry’s Plains, and
the bridge to connect Bullock Island with the mainland at Newcastle.
4. Can you give us a precis stating the reasons for the proposal to construct a bridge over Tarban Creek ?
I was under the impression that the Cowra Bridge was tho one under consideration to-day, consequently
I have not brought any papers with regard to the other bridges. For the reasons I have stated, wo
have no plans to submit to the Committee with regard to those three proposed bridges.
Esq.

THURSDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1890.
JJrfsrnt:—
The Honoeaeie JOHN LACKEY (Vice-Chaieman).
The Hon. Andrew G-aeeax.
James Ebenezee Tonkin, Esq.
William Speesgthoepe Dowel, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humptiery.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Edward William O’Sulmvan, Esq.
John Hurley, Esq.
Jacob Gaeraed, Esq.
'
Hekbt Copeland, Esq,
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta Eivcr.
Eobert Hickson, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief forEoads and Bridges, sworn, and examined:—
R. Hickson, 5. Mr. Garrard.] Yon know the proposal before the Committee to construct a bridge across Tarban
Esq.
Creek, so as to give more direct access to the metropolis from the North Shore ? Yes.

C.

Has the project been reported upon by yourself or by other officers of the department?

20 Feb., 1890. rep0Tted upon by me.

It was

•7. What is the estimated cost of the bridge? It would cost £26,009. The project was reported upon
in the first instance by my predecessor, Mr. Bennett.
8. Since then has the department reconsidered the advisability of erecting a bridge here, or has it
thought that one of a less permanent character would do ? Soon after I took charge of the department
my attention was called to a sum of money being placed on the Estimates for this bridge, and I there
fore visited the site. After a very careful examination of the place, I came to the conclusion that the
Government would not be warranted in spending any money there at all, and I reported to the Minister
accordingly.
9. Do I understand you to say that there is no necessity for a bridge of any kind at this place ? I think
there is no necessity, considering the cost.
10. And if a bridge were necessary, a less expensive one could be put up ? A bridge could not be put
up at the proposed site—that is, the continuation of Joubert-stroet—for less than £26,000, hut one could
bo put up at the site coloured green at a cost of about £10,000.
11. That will not be so direct a route from the Parramatta Bridge to the Lane Cove Bridge ? No ; there
will be very nearly half a mile difference between the two rentes.
12. What is the distance between the Parramatta Eiver Bridge and Jonbert-street, where the Gladesville
Eoad meets Joubert-strcct ? The distance between those two points, if the proposed bridge were made,
would be as nearly as possible half a mile—46 chains; by a bridge at the termination of Demilbaus-street
it would be as nearly as possible a mile—77 chains; and by the present road it is a mile and threequarters.
18. So that if the bridge which it is proposed to construct were constructed, it would save a, mile and a
quarter of travelling between Sydney and Willoughby ? Yes.
14. Is there very much traffic on that road ? There is a good deal of traffic across the Parramatta
Bridge, but I think that I am within the mark when I say that three-fourths of it goes to Hyde; it
docs not come back towards Hunter’s Hill.
15. Are you aware whether the people on the Field of Mars gave up their rights to a commonage on
the condition that the money realized from the sale of it should be spent on bridges in the district?
I do not know anything about it.
16. Do you know why this proposal has been put before the Committee? I do not.
17. And the department now wish to withdraw it, or to get the Committee to negative the work, on tho
ground that there is no necessity for a bridge there in the public interest? Yes.
18. Mr. O’Su-Mimn.} Of what kind of construction would the bridge be ? It would be very much the
same as that which we propose to put up at Cowra.
19. Composite ? Yes; that would be the cheapest structure.
20. If any bridge is to be erected hero you purpose erecting ono higher up the creek at a lesser cost?
Yes. If it is decided at any future time to erect a bridge, a cheaper structure would undoubtedly be
better.
21. What kind of bridge would you erect then ? A timber bridge would do. Tho water is shallow and
the bridge need not be any great height.
22. Dr. Garmn.] Do you know what municipalities as they now exist had a right in the Field of Mars
Common ? I do not.
.
23.
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U. Hickson,
23. I suppose Hunter's Hill had ? 1 do not know anything about the "Field of Mars Common.
Esq.
24. You do not know what the supposed value of the unsold part of that common is ? I do not.
25. You do not know how much has been spent on existing bridges there ? Ho.
. tt i c
26. There is a scheme for extending a tramway to this district;—do you know how much that would
e
absorb of the remaining balance ? I do not. I do not even know the route of the tramway,
27. Is it proposed to make either of these bridges out of the money derived from that land H I understand
that that would be paid for with loau money.
28. You are not treating the work as having a claim on that land, but as one that will be paid for out of
the General Loan Lund of the Colony P Yes.
29. Mr. Copeland.] Can you say whether there is any documentary evidence in the department as to the
Government being committed to expend the money derived from the Field of Mars Common on bridges
or anything else in the district ? Hot that I know of. There is nothing in our correspondence with
regard t,o this bridge—I know that.
^
30. There is no correspondence whatever, as far as you know, which would lead one to believe that any
such bargain had been made with the Field of Mars people ? Hone that I know of.
•
31. You are treating this question simply on its merits P Yes.
32. And you do not think the public convenience requires this expenditure? I do not. The bridge
undoubtedly would be a convenience, but it would bo too dearly bought. They have got a very good road
now which is only If mile longer than the road will be across this bridge, so that I don't think the
department would bo justified in spending £26,000 on the bridge.
33. Do you think that if Tarban Creek were situated in any of the country districts the people would be
likely to make a claim for a bridge ? I do not know about their making a claim, but I do not think it
would be granted.
34. Can you say what money the Government have spent in maintaining this road—to what class does it
belong P I could not tell you from memory ; I could get you the information.
35. Would any expenditure he saved in maintenance if the bridge were constructed P Ho; there would
be an additional expenditure for maintenance, because we would have to maintain the bridge and the
approach to it on either side in addition to the present road.
36. Do you know anything about the population of North "Willoughby ? Ho; I cannot tell you what
the population is.
37. I suppose you have no statistics as to the number of conveyances or peonle which cross the Lane
Cove Bridge ? No.
3S. In fact you have not provided yourself with any information of the kind because the department
wish to withdraw the proposal? Yes.
39. Vice-Chairman.] We have a minute emanating from your department withdrawing the proposed
work altogether, together with two other bridges ? Yes.
40. Your opinion is that the work is not of such a character as to warrant the expenditure proposed, and
that if it were desirable to construct abridge that could be done for a considerably less amount ? Yes.
41. Tbe department docs not go into the policy of constructing bridges—you are simply acting under
the Minister, to carry out such directions as may be given ? Yes.
42. You do not consider whether the population is great or small—I suppose the Minister has to do with
that? Yes.
43. Your objections in connection with this bridge apply to the two other bridges before the Committee ?
Yes ; those at Jerry s PJains and Bullock Island. The Bullock Island bridge is not exactly on ail fours
with this, but I will explain that presently,
44. Mir. JJoiccl.] If your answer to the Vice-Chairman was correct, that the Minister inquires into the
population of a district, and the necessity for erecting a bridge, what are your reasons for recommending
that this bridge shall not be constructed ? My general observation of the traffic in the district. The
exact number of inhabitants in the district, and the number of people that would use the bridge, would
be obtained by the Minister.
45. Have you auy knowledge of the population that would be served by the construction of this bridge
at Five Dock and North Willoughby ? Only a general knowledge.
46. You have nothing to guide you ? A general knowledge obtained by going over the district several
times.
47. Are you not aware that some representations have been made to the Government for the construction
of this bridge ? No; I am not aware of it.
48. Did the Minister give instructions to you to withdraw the bridge? Ho.
49. You suggested to the Minister that it should be withdrawn because you did not think that there was
sufficient traffic to warrant the expenditure ? Yes.
50. Yet you say you have no knowledge of tho population residing at North Willoughby or Five Dock ?
As I. said before, I have not an exact knowledge ; I have a general knowledge, and from it I came to the
conclusion that there was not sufficient population to justify the expenditure of £26,000 for this bridge.
51. Does tbo country appear to be fairly settled? About Hunter’s Hill it is; but the inhabitants there
generally use the steamers. North Willoughby is sparsely populated as yet.
52. Arc you aware that there is a tramway in course of construction at Five Dock that would be very
much served by the erection of this bridge ? No.
53. Have any borings been taken at the site of the bridge ? No. When it was decided to withdraw the
proposal we thought that it was not necessary to go to the expense of drawings or borings, so neither
have been prepared.
°
54. If I understand you, the bridge has been withdrawn because from your own personal observations
you do not think there is sufficient traffic for it? The Minister has withdrawn it. He had my report
and other evidence.
55. Your report to him ? Yes.
56. On the strength of your report he has thought fit to withdraw the proposal? He has thought fit to
withdraw it, 1 presume, because of that report.
57. Mr. Trickett.] Has Colonel Wells any personal knowledge of this bridge or of the requirements of
the locality ? I dare say he may have. Of course he knows the district verv well.
58. Had he not some project for shortening the road route ? Yes ; we propose to shorten the road route
by Saltcr-street, cutting off an angle ? It is a very small thing.
59.
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B. Hickson, 59. Was lie not to get a. right-of-way through some church property?

Through the Asylum grounds;
we could do that if it was found necessary.
20 JmT 1890
^r' ^UT^y-\ ^011 nish the proposal to be withdrawn because the district is well served by good
e ■’
1 roads and by steamers ? Yes. The portion of tho district that this bridge would speciaUy serve—that is,
the lower end of Hunter’s Hill—is well served by steamers.
John Alexander McDonald, Esq., M.I.C.E., and
Engineer for Bridges, sworn, and examined : —
J. A.
61. Mr. Lee.'] You hnow the site of the proposed bridge over Tarban Creek. Parramatta Eiver ? Yes.
MtDoimid, 62. Have you any personal knowledge of it ? I have been there myself two or three times.
9<i'
63. Have you prepared any drawings with reference to it ? A survey and sections have been made, hut
20Feb^lS9o the work has proceeded no further.
’ ' ‘ 64. Have you been in any way instrumental in the withdrawal of this proposal ? I received instructions
from the Engineer-in-Chief not to proceed further, after he himself had visited the site.
.
Go. The suggestion did not come from you that this matter should not be proceeded with ? TheEngineerin-Cheif W'ent out -with me, when the survey wras completed, to see the site, and he formed his own opinion
on the matter.
66. Were vou led to the conclusion that the proposal should be withdrawn in consequence of the bad
position of tbe site ? I have not expressed that opinion. The matter was decided by the Engincer-inChief.
67. Without reference to yourself? Of course he consulted with me.
68. Were borings taken ?

Ho.

69. Ho detailed work was done in connection with the bridge in consequence of the desire to withdraw
the proposal ? Yes.
70. As a matter of fact you take your instructions from the Engineer-in-Chief, and whether it is decided
to go on with or to withdraw a work is a matter that does not rest with you ? Yes.
71. You simply carry out your instructions ? Yes
72. Mr. O’Sultivati.] If the proposal was withdrawn, do you think it is likely that a wooden bridge would
be constructed? That is a matter for the Engineor-in-Chief. I have received no instructions about it.
73. Dr. Garrmi.] You have not done anything in the way of preparing plans of either site ? No.
74. Upon what is the calculation of expenditure based F The estimate that is given is not a guaranteed
estimate in any way. Itis simply an idea of the probable cost—it could not be guaranteed to the required
10 per cent.
75. What sort of bridge was it proposed to construct—one on iron piers ? It was proposed to use iron
piers and a composite structure at the one site, and higher up the creek to put a timber bridge.
76. With no iron in it ? No iron.
77. The estimate before the Committee is only a rough estimate ? Yes.
Colonel Erederiek Wells, Engineer for Eoads, sworn, and examined:—
Col. F. Wells. 78. Mr. LLumphery.] Can you state whether you gave any advice or made any suggestions as to the
r——\ withdrawal of the proposal now before the Committee ? None ; 1 have given no authoritative advice to
20 Feb., 1390. anyone.
79. Have you examined the proposed site of this bridge? Yes, some few years ago.
80. Do you consider a bridge there necessary? I do not think it necessary—at any rate at present; I
think it would be premature.
81. Why have you arrived at that conclusion? 1 scarcely think that the requirements of the neighbour
hood of Hunter’s Hill necessitate so expensive a bridge when an alternative road could bo made at a much
less cost that would do away with the necessity for it, and make very litlle difference in the distance.
82. Will you describe the alternative road that you consider would meet the requirements of the district ?
The road was surveyed, and the survey could be produced. It would bead Tarban Creek at low water, or,
if necessary, take in some reclaimed ground—which it is quite within the province of the Government to
do—and then, by an arrangement which I made with the Marist Brothers, a road could be made that
would ascend and meet at the same point; that would not make five minutes difference in the distance,
and the bridge over the little creek at the bead of Tarban would be an insignificant aSair.
83. Can you state the distance from the proposed road which you describe to the iron swing-bridge? I
cannot, because 1 am not at present in possession of the surveys. I was quite unaware that I was to be
called upon, or else I could very possibly have traced the surveys in tho office.
84. Can you state approximately the cost of the road you suggest? No, I cannot. The matter was
thrown over for the bridge before it came to a head. Only the survey was made.
85. Can you say about how much longer tho road would be ? It is almost impossible to state from this
map without a survey ; I do not think it would he half a mile longer.
80. Would it need any bridge at all ? A small bridge over Tarban Creek,
87. At what cost ? If built well in iron, possibly £1,000 at the outside for the bridge without approaches.
88. Can you point out on the map where the bridge you proposed would be constructed? If 1 remember,
rightly, the route follows a road on the western boundary of the French Mission for a short distance; it
then diverges to the right, and begins to make its gradient through allotments in tbe street up to the line
proposed for the bridge.
89. By looking at the tracing now before you can you say whether the difference in distance will bo
more or less than half a mile ? It will be 28 chains shorter as it scales.
90. That road could be constructed at a comparatively small cost, and a bridge costing only £1,000
would be needed ? I do not think the cost of the bridge would exceed £1,000.
91. Would that bridge be suitable for all traffic? For all traffic. The cost of the reclamation of the
fiat at the head of Tarban Creek would of course have to be added on, but it would be insignificant in
comparison with the cost of the proposed bridge. A small reclamation would have to be made at tbe
head of the creek to recover a flat that is bare at low tide, which the Government could do with advantage.
92. Mr. Trickett.] Do I understand you to say that you made some arrangement with tho Marist Brothers
for right-of-way through their properly ? Yes ; I had a verbal arrangement with the Hcv. Father of the
college, and he told me that he would have no objection to the route which I proposed, as it would not
interfere with their grounds.
93.
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93. And on the score of expense and convenience, do you think that that road would answer all require- Col. F, Wells,
monts for some time to come ? I think it would.
------94. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Do you know if there is much traffic on the Lane Cove Bridge ? Not very much 20 Feb., 1890.
traffic—there is a fair amount.

95. There is not a very great settlement in North "Willoughby to which this bridge gives access ? There
is not much traffic. There is settlement on the Lane Cove Bead to which the bridge gives access.
96. Is that a favourite drive for people on a Sunday afternoon or a holiday ? It is ; hut it is not crowded.
I frequently drive along there myself.
97. Mr. Dowel.1 You have visited tho site coloured red ? Yes.
'
98. You know the locality well Y I know the whole of the bay from that side to the head.
99. And to Willoughby ? Yes.
100. Can you inform the Committee as to the character of the country? Well, it is the usual North
Shore country—barren, but capable of being made into good gardeti ground.
101. Ts it suitable for buildings ? Yes.
102. Is it pretty fairly settled upon at the present time ? Not thickly.
103. Would the construction of a bridge have any effect in causing settlement there ? I doubt it.
101.' Can you inform the Committee at whose instance the first proposal to construct this bridge was made ?
1 think it was by the Members and Mayor and Council of Hunter’s Hill; they brought it forward and
advocated it very strongly.

105. Did they receive a promise that a bridge should he constructed ? I do not know, I know nothing
further than that I examined the line which I mentioned for a road to avoid the large detour by the asylum.
106. Mr. Murlcy.'\ Having in view tho probability of a Local Government Bill being passed, do you not
think that the construction of such bridges should be paid for by local taxation? 1 think they are too
heavy in cost for local taxation, though I havo no doubt that municipalities would be more careful about
asking for bridges if they knew that if built they would have to pay interest on them.
107. The construction of such a bridge would not benefit a large number of the general public, would it?
No, not beyond the road as a drive.

TVMSBAT, 25 FEBRUARY, 1890.
$r.ee£ttt:—
JOSEPH PALMEE ABBOTT,
The Hon. John Lackey.
The Hon. Andrew Garran.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery.
Tho Hon. William Joseph Trickett.

Esq. (Chairman.'
Jacob Garrard,

Esq.

Henry Copeland, Esq.
Edward William O'Sullivan,
John Hurley, Esq.

Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta River.
John Williams Deering, Esq., Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor, sworn, and examined :—
108. Mr. Trickeit.] What position do you occupy in the Government service ? I am Metropolitan and •T.W.Dcenne
Coast District Surveyor.
Esq.
‘
109. How long have you been in the Department of Lands ? I have been in the Government service for r— ----\
thirty years. I first joined the Railway Department.
25 Feb., 1890.
110 Have you had much to do with the sale of Crown lands ? Yes ; with the surveys and the preparinsr
of public lands for sale.
111. Do you know a property on the Parramatta River called tho Field of Mars ? Yes ; well.
112. Yon are aware, I suppose, of the circumstances connected with the sale of that property ? Yes.
113. The Field of Mars Common Resumption Act was passed in 1874, was it not ? Yes.
114. That Act provides “ that the proceeds of the sale of the lands may bo devoted towards defraying the
cost of a bridge suitable for general traffic intended to be constructed by the Governor, with tho advice of
the Executive Council, across the Parramatta River.” Do you know whether any other promise was
made to construct any public works out of the moneys arising from the sale of the Field of Mars ? There
was a verbal statement made by Mr. Farncll at the time of the first sale that a tramway should bo made,
hut it was a conversational statement.
^
115. To whom was it made ? It vva,s made at the time of the sale to the people present.
116. Mr. Famell was Minister for Lands, and was present at the sale ? Yes, and he made that state
ment. £ never thought myself personally that it was binding.
117. The statement was that a tramway should he constructed to the Field of Mars ? Yos. The people
said, “ Are you going to make a tramway, Mr. Farncll? Are we going to havo a tramway?” and he
answered in a somewhat conversational style, “ Oh, you will have a tramway. Yes, you ’ shall have a
tramway.” But it was not a Ministerial promise.
'
118. Do you know of a proposal that has emanated from the "Works Department to erect a bridge over
Tarban Creek, on the Parramatta River ? Yes, I know there is such a proposal.
119. Was any promise ever mado by the Lands Department or by any authoritative body that you are
aware of that this bridge should be constructed out of the proceeds of the sale of the Field of Mars ? Never.
120. You are quite sure of that ? Yes. I might point out that the Act only mentions the building
of one bridge, and the department has already built three bridges.
121. The Field of Mars Resumption^ Act refers to one bridge across the Parramatta River ; that bridge
has been erected, and two others besides ? Yes, and wo have made roads as well. We are, I admit,
clearing the land for sale, but we have mado roads. Up to 1887 there was an expenditure of £72,000 for
roads, Ac.
122. Do you know what the sale of the land realised ? The area of land sold up to the present time is
1,712 acres, and the amount realised £96,203.
123. Do you think that amount has been expended on these improvements ? The Government expended
£72,000 on roads only as against £96,000 received.
124. Including the bridge ? Not including tbe bridges. The building of both the bridges and the roads,
with the maintenance of tho former, has cost about £200,000. It has always appeared to mo that on Mr.
Parnell's verbal stalemont made on the ground the people of the Field of Mars are trying to build up a
case.
■
1.25.
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J.W.Beerinj’, 125. Mr. Garrard.] TKey have a very good foundation when they have the statement of tlie Minister, have
Eaq.
they not ? Not given in a verbal way like that, I do not think such a statement made at the time of
sale would bind the Cabinet; but this is only my individual opinion.
25 Teh.. 1890. 126. Mr. Copeland.] The auctioneer has more authority on sucli an occasion than the Minister ? Yes.
127. "What area in the Field of Mars Common remains unsold ? 3.600 acres.
128. A'r. Garrard.] "What do you estimate is the value of that area? About £20 an acre average.
129. Would the hind remaining unsold realise sufficient to build a tramway ? At £20 an acre it would
only realise £72,000.
130. What do you think the tramway would cost ? 1 could not say. I have not seen the section, and do
not know the depth of the cuttings.
131. Do you think it would cost more than £72,000 ? Yes, if it is to cross the Parramatta Eiver bridge,
and Tarban Creek bridge is to be erected.

THURSDAY,

6

MARCH,

1890.

•

Ijprfsmt:—
The Ilonorahle JOHN LACKEY (YrcE-CuAi'RMAjr).
The Hon. Andrew Gaiuian.
The Hon. Pukuuimck Thomas Humphery.
The Hon. William Joseph Triceett.

Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.

John Hurley, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta Eiver,

C. E.
Jcnrmerelj
Esq.

6 Mar^LSOO

Charles Edward Jeanneret, Esq., Mayor of Hunter’s Hill, sworn, and examined:—
132. Mr. Garrard.] I believe you arc Mayor of Hunter’s Hill, and were at one time a Member of the
Legislative Assembly ? Yes.
133. Do you know the site of the proposed bridge across Tarban Creek ? I do.
t*iere very much traffic between the metropolis and Hunter's Hill to the places beyond the Lane

1............. Core bridge ? There is very considerable traffic there.

Independently of other traffic, the establishment

of colleges in that locality has added very largely to the traffic.
135. You allude to the Marist Brothers College at Hunter’s Hill and the Eiverview College on the
northern side of Lane Cove Eiver ? Yes.
136. But do not the majority of the people visiting both Hunter’s Hill and the college on the other side
of Lane Cove travel by tho steamers that touch at these places f Necessarily the majority go by the
steamers, but a large number of people go by the road.
137. You arc a very old resident of that locality 1 Yes; I have lived there for thirty-three years.
138. Can you give us any idea of the average number of vehicles that cross the Parramatta bridge with
the view of going to Hunter’s Hill, and the other places ? J could not. I never made an estimate of the
number of vehicles. The people at the bridge could give you accurate information on that point, as I
believe itis their business to keep a record.
139. Do vou know the estimated cost of the proposed bridge ? I understand that it is estimated to cost
£30,000.
140. Do you think the people are put to such straits that they require the expenditure of this large
amount of money to overcome the obstacles in getting to Hunter’s Hill ? I think, the bridge would be of
very great, benefit to tbe municipality of Hunter’s Hill, and also tbe municipalities on the North Shore,
and it would benefit the Government lands adjacent.
141. What would it save in point of time or distance in getting to Hunter’s Bill ? The distance from
the northern side of the Parramatta Eailway bridge to the southern side of the Lane Cove bridge by the
present road is 150 chains. The distance by the proposed bridge would be 63 chains, so that the distance
saved would be about one mile and a quarter.
142. Do yon think that for the saving of that short distance the country would be justified in erecting a
bridge across Tarban Creek as proposed ? I think so, and one reason is that the district has a very large
claim upon the Government on account of the proceeds of tho Field of Mars Common. This common
was given up to the Government on condition that the proceeds were to be kept in a separate account,
and appropriated for local works.
143. The Committee have heard this assertion very frequently ;—do you know the Act under which the
Field of Mars Common was resumed ? I am perfectly cognisant of that A.ct.
144. Is there anything in it relating to an agreement between tho people and the Minister for Works ?
No. But there is a provision in the Act to the effect that the proceeds of the common should be placed
to a separate account, and I am aware that the Government have given a promise, or stated in Parliament
their intention, that all this money should be expended in the district.
3.45. Was this merely a general statement on the part of some member of the Government, or was it a
Government statement? It was a Government statement. I think it is a principle recognised by tbe
Government that the proceeds of the common should be devoted to local improvements after the building
of bridges.
146. Suppose that promise was given, how would that affect the construction of this bridge ? This bridge
would be of very little benefit, if any, to the Field of Mars proper ? It would be an immense benefit to
the Field of Mars as well as to all persons residing in the parish of Hunter's Hill.
147. But the Field of Mars Common lies to the north-west of the proposed bridge? Hardly to the
north-west. It lies to the west of north, but it stretches away a great deal to the north. The most
valuable portion of the common, and that most likely to be largely populated, is in very close proximity
to the site of the proposed bridge.
148. Can you tell us who were supposed to have rights to this common—merely the people about
Gladesville and Eydo, or the people of Gladesville, Eyde, and Hunter’s Hill ? The- people of Eyde,
Hunter’s Hill, and Gladesville have all equal rights to the common. The common was granted for the
benefit of all persons having land in the parish of Hunter’s Hill and the Field of Mars. Hunter’s Hill
is particularly mentioned,
149.
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MO. But tho parieh of Hunter’s Hill extends beyond the mere municipality of Hunter’s Hill? Of
C. E.
course it does.
Jeanneret,
150. And would include what is now known as Gladesville? Yes. It includes also what is known
as Rydc. But the remotest portions of Hunter’s Hill, even as far as Woolwich, have claims to tho q jjar igcjg
proceeds of the common equal to the claims of those living adjacent to the Yield of Mars. In fact, we
’
have the greatest say, for we were in the majority at the time of the surrender of the Field of Mars, and
I think it was mainly at the instance of those living at our end that the common was given up. The Hyde
people, and those living close to the common, were rather opposed to its surrender. But it was so far
away from us that we preferred having it sold, and the proceeds applied to the benefit of the district.
151. As a matter of fact, if this bridge were erected it would be only the people living to the eastward of
J outer t-street and the people on the other side of Lane Cove bridge who would be benefited? And a
considerable number living on the western side of Joubert-strcct.
152. How many? A considerable population about there—Eltliam, and all those places. But, of course,
it would be principally for the benefit of those going beyond Lane Cove, and those ou the eastern side of
Jonbert-street.
153. Do not tho majority of theyuhabitants of Hunter’s Hill and Lane Cove generally use tho ferries
which travel to and from Sydney? They do.
151 And it is only a small number of the people, those who are carriage folks, who occasionally use the
road ? Yes, a comparatively small number.
155, Putting the Field of Mars promise, whatever it may he worth, ou one side, and considering that the
money be drawn out of the general tax-payer’s pocket, do you think the Government would he justified in
erecting the bridge as proposed ? Apart from tho claims wo havo, I would not venture to say that the
Government would be justified in going to that large expenditure at tho present time. Eventually it will
have to be done, but at present we are in this position : we have had nothing whatever from the Govern
ment for Hunter’s Hill. AFe have had no Government aid whatever for anything except the ordinary
municipal allowance. Wo have had to do everything for ourselves while the other places higher up have
received very great benefits. For instance, the construction of the Parramatta River bridge is compara
tively of small benefit to Hunter’s Hill while it is of very great benefit to Eyde and Gladesville.
15G. If that is a small benefit this proposed bridge will bo a small benefit ? But, this bridge will make it
a large benefit. At present as we have to go more than double the distance round to reach the Parramatta
River bridge it is practically of no use whatever to us. Any omnibus traffic or any other traflic that
crosses that bridge is of no use to Hunter’s Hill.
157. Do you see on the map a blue line showing an alternative scheme for a bridge in a different locality ?
Yes.
158. Do you think a bridge across there would suit the requirements of the people ? I do not think it
would be of any use at all.
ISO. Did you not commence a bridge there at one time ? I commenced a little bridge, or an embank
ment across there, I do not think it would be of any use. It is more in connection with the ferry
service.
1G0. And tho bridge higher up still, shown on the map by a pencil lino, would be of still loss use ?
Yes. The bridge indicated by the blue line would he of use merely for foot passenger traffic,
10L But for a bridge to bo of any great service to the people of Hunter’s Hill and beyond Lane Cove
bridge the site chosen by the Department and shown on the map by rod lines would be the one ?
Undoubtedly. It ivould be a great benefit.
IG2. But you are of opinion that if there were no promise, nor anything in that way connected with the
Field of Mars, the Government urould hardly he justified in expending public money by constructing the
bridge at tho present time ? I should not like to say they would be justified just at present. When you
consider the large district of the North Shore and the very largo traffic now going on right away to North
Willoughby, and the large expenditure of Government money upon those roads, I think there is some
warrant for doing it.
•
1G3. Is it not a fact that the greater part of the vehicular traffic for Rivcrview College and the land
immediately around it goes at present via North Shore and Crow’s Hill ? By no moans. There is a verylarge amount of traffic from Balmain. In fact, a surprising number of vehicles are to be met with along
that way, and the number seems to be increasing every day. I drive there sometimes myself, and 1
meet them.
IGk. Do you know the tile works just before you come to tho Lauc Cove Road on the right hand side
going up? Yes.
IG_5. What road do they use to send their produce to Sydney ? I cannot say. I know that a great many
bricks come from the North Shore Brickworks across the bridge,
1GG. In order to serve their customers in the western suburbs? Yes. I also know that a great quantity
of bricks come from Sydney. Although bricks are manufactured at the North Shore they seem to he sent
from Sydney along that road to the North Shore.
107, Mr. Copeland.] Did I understand you to say that there is a provision in the Act that tho proceeds of
the Field of Mars Common should he dealt with differently to any other public revenue: ? Yos. You
will find that according to the Field of Mars Resumption Act, the money is to bo placed to a separate
account, and tbe interpretation put upon that by tbo Government since has been that the money was to
he devoted to local public purposes.
1G8. By what Government ? By the Government in which Mr. Garrett was Minister for Lands when
lie gave a promise of the Executive iu writing that certain things should be done for the district.
1G9. You have been a Member of Parliament representing a country constituency have you not ? I
have.
170. Can you mention any single instance where the proceeds of the sale of a common have been dealt
with in any different way from the proceeds of any other land sale—that is to say, did the money go into a
separate account, and was it used for the construction of special works ? I presume the law has been
carried out. Of course I havo not seen the account,
171. Are you under the impression that there is an account ? Yes, and it is controlled by the Lands
Department.
172. And that account is available for the construction of public works ? Not generally, but public
works in pursuance of that Act.
173.
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173. Do you think that tho money for any of the bridges, or expenditure of any other kind has been
taken out of this particular fund ? lam under that impression.
174'. You think the money has not come out of the consolidated revenue ? Some of it must have done,
_ because at the present time the account is overdrawn.
175. But can you give a single instance were the cost of any public work has been taken from this special
fund, and where the money has not gone through the usual form of being voted or appropriated from
either loan account or consolidated revenue ? I moved for a return in Parliament of the money expended
on the Pield of Mars Common, and of the money derivable from the common, and I got the return, but
whether the money expended was by special vote or otherwise 1 do not know. I presume it was in
accordance with the Act.
176. You know that the Act says:—“ And the proceeds of every such sale (after deducting therefrom any
costs or charges incurred herein) shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer, and by him be carried to the
credit of a separate fund or account as part of the public revenue.” You observe tbe words “as part of
the public revenue.” You have been a member of Parliament for a country constituency ; can you men
tion a single instance where the proceeds of the sale of a town common has been dealt noth
differently to the proceeds of any other land sale? No, I cannot. I may be wrong, but 1 have always
been under the impression from the provision of the Act, and the interpretation placed upon it by the
Glovernment that a separate account of the proceeds of the Pield of Mars Common was being kept as
against tho expenditure upon the bridges.
177. Can you point out any speciality in this case as showing why the people who had the use of the
commonage for many years should be dealt with differently to the people having tho use of other
commons in the colony ? Certainly I can. The Pield of Mars Common was given up to the Government
on the express condition that certain local works were to be constructed'out of the proceeds of it, and
yon will find that this is expressed in the Act.
178. When yon say the common was given up, was it given up in any way differently to all the other
commons that havo been given up ? Yes, it was. There was a special Act of Parliament on the petition
of the people and the promise of the Government.
179. Why was that special Act of Parliament necessary ? Because there was no other way of dealing
with tho matter.
180. Because the common was vested in trustees ? I presume so.
181. And the land therefore had to be resumed at that time. You are aware that if the land had to be
dealt with at the present time it would not have to be resumed by special Act of Parliament? Perhaps
not. But the provisions of the Act expressly state what the money is for. The Act states how the
money is to be applied.
'
182. But the recital in the Act refers only to a bridge? That is all. But there was a distinct announce
ment by the Government, as to which I can speak confidently because I was in the House at the 1 ime,
that the whole of the proceeds of the common would be devoted to local works. This statement was
mado in the House by the Minister.
183. But is it not a fact that as a sop to the people for the loss of the common, the Government
proposed to build tho bridge, and that accounts for the other words in the Act in reference to a separate
account being kept of the proceeds; because at that time it was not known whether or not the proceeds
would realise enough to pay for the cost of the bridge? As a matter of fact, it was anticipated that
the bridge would cost more than the common would realise.
184. And that explains the keeping of a separate account ? Yes. It afterwards turned out in con
sequence of the largely increased value of land that the common would realise a great deal more than
the cost of tho bridge across the river.
185. The Government having completed their part of the contract in building that bridge, and one or
two other bridges, besides taking a railway through a portion of the common, do you not think they have
more than complied with all their stipulated agreements ? The railway is of no advantage except to the
portion ot the common which is very remote indeed from Sydney, viz.: Carlingford.
°
186. It is an advantage to that portion of the common that was sold ? No ; not to the portion that was
sold at the first two or three sales, none whatever.
187. The railway is of advantage to those portions that have been sold recently—since it was constructed ?
Unquestionably; but until the railway was constructed those portions were of no value at all.
'
188. What I want to got at is this : Can yon furnish any reason why the proceeds from the sale of this
common should be dealt with differently from the proceeds of tho sale of any other common in the
country ? I think I havo already given a reason. The common was voluntarily surrendered by the
people to the Government on the express understanding that a bridge should be built across tho Parra
matta Eiver. That bridge has been built. The sale of the common has realised or will realise very much
more than the cost of the bridge. The Government have distinctly promised that any surplus arising
*
‘
shall be applied for tho benefit of the district.
189. Which Government has distinctly promised ? The Government in which Mr. Garrett was Minister
for lands.
190. Is there any written evidence of that statement ? Yes ; you will find it in Hansard. I will under
take to produce it. And not only that, but the Government have distinctly by a Minute of the Executive
promised to do certain other works out of the proceeds of the common.
191. The same Government ? Yes; the Government in which Mr. Garrett was Minister for Lands. I
may say that the common has always been dealt with in the Lands Department as a special part of their
business, and also tho works upon it.
192. The sale of it belongs to tbe Lands Department; but has that department over exercised any
supennsion over the expenditure of the proceeds ? Yes it has,
,
'
193. In what direction ? In the laying out of the common and the making of roads. They have exercised
a great deal of control over it.
194. That was only the same control that they exercised over every other common ? What I mean is
that tho Lands Department has exercised special supervision over the expenditure upon the roads. They
have not only surveyed the roads, but they have been the means of getting them metalled and of having
bridges constructed, and everything else in connection with the common has been done under the
direction of the Lands Department.
195.
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195. You mean those new raads ivliieli were l)ui]| recently by imemployed labour? Yea. I think the
0. B.
unemployed labour was used chiefly for clearing purposes ; X do not think it was used so much for road Jeanneret,
Eeq.
making.
,
196. I ash you, as a man who knows something of the country districts, whether the Lands Department
exercised any more supervision over that common than they did over any other common in the countrv 0 Mar-il890that they cut up and subdivided ? I was always under the impression that they did.
’
197. Have they done anything more than they did at Willoughby ? 1 am under the impression that they
have. I only speak from conversations X have had about tho common with Mr. Oliver, formerly of the

Lands Department.

193. You are well acquainted with what is going on in the vicinity of Sydney ; have they done anything
more than what was done at Harbord, where there was a subdivision of Government land ? Yes ; they
have done more than they have done anywhere else. If you go to tho Inelcl of Mars Common you will
find a good macadamized road and good bridges. The places are aligned, and there are valuable reserves
and all that kind of thing, where at present there is no population at all, and no traffic. 'That, I. think,
shows that they have dealt with it differently to the way in which they dealt with other commons. You
will find some splendid bridges and soaie splendid macadamized roads and beautiful reserves in prepara
tion for a large population ; but there is at present no population there at all. 1 do not think there has
been six bouses built on tho common yet.
.
199. But did not the Government do the same thing with the Ilolt-Sutherland Estate, which ivas private
property ? I do not know anything about the Holt-Sntherland Estate. I have not scon it for twenty
years.
.

200. You know something about the Hornsby Estate ? No ; I have not been on that estate cither for
some years.
201. You have not told us how ibis right originated for tho Yield of Mars Commoners to bo dealt with
differently from the commoners in every other part of the colony? It arose in this way. There were
6,000 acres of land of very little value. The commoners asked the Government to resume that land,
mid build them a bridge across the river. The Government said,I: You must first of all get a valuation
made, and see if the proceeds of the land will pay for a bridge.” We got Messrs. Ktehardson and
Wrench to assess the common, ami they valued it at £30,000, the estimated cost of a bridge at that time
being £10,000. Tbo Government then introduced and passed a bill, and on the condition that tho bridge
was to be built the common was surrendered. The Government then thought it would be wise to build
the bridge first and sell tbo common afterwards. They built the bridge, and tbe first sale of the
commonage land realised over £90,000. According to the estimate of the Lands Department, there still
remains unsold £200,000 worth of land on the common. This may he slightly an over-estimate at the
present time, because land is not as valuable as it was ; but I have iio doubt whatever that if the proposals
of the Government are carried out the land will realise £200,000. In consequence of tho Government
not having carried out what they intended, I do not think that tho £90,000 worth of land which has been
sold would realise on a resale £25,000. In fact tho land is practically useless in its present condition.
202. I suppose a very large number of people mate use of the bridge across the Parramatta Kiver ?

YYs. There is a surprising amount of traffic across the bridge from Balmain.
203. Would not that bridge have been constructed all tbe same if there had not been one single square
inch of the Eield of Mars Common ? Certainly not.
201'. You think the G overnment would not have built a bridge there, the same as they have done in other
places, to meet the requirements of tho people ? I am quite sure they would not. they would not have
entertained the idea for one moment.
205. Why would they not have treated those people the same as they treated the people of any other
part of the colony ? I do not know why, but they would not. The only thing that induced them to
build the bridge was the surrender of the common. If tbo common hail not been surrendered, I am
quite confident that up to this day no bridge would have been built across the Parramatta Kiver except
the one required for railway purposes, which was built in the wrong place.
206. But you know that other bridges have been built where there has been a population? I do not
know that such an expensive bridge lias been built as that across the Parramatta Kiver,
207. You know that there was a bridge built to accommodate tbe people of Cowra, for instance,—I mean
an ordinary traffic bridge ? But I would not compare that with the bridge across the Parramatta Kiver.
Tho Cowra Bridge is only a wooden structure, which cost, I suppose, about £15,000 or £20,000.
203. But you will admit that that bridge was built without any inducement, such as tho giving up of a
common ? Yes, but the people could not cross the river without the bridge.
209. Could they have crossed the Parramatta Kiver without a bridge? There was no population at that
time to cross the river. There was no population in the district. The place has all grown nn since tho
bridge was built.
210. But I suppose you arc aware that; tbe people of Cowra did cross tho river without a bridge ? I have
no knowledge of the place before tho bridge was built; but I should think it would he extremely difficult
to cross it when the river was in flood.
2L1. Is it not a fact that the Government do as a matter of course build bridges in all parts of the colony
where there is a necessity for thorn ; or is it only in places where tho people have a common to give up
that they build bridges ? There was no necessity for building the Parramatta bridge, and no justification
for it at tbe time, unless tho people could give the Government something in return for it, because tho
population there was very sparse. They had a punt by means of which they crossed the river, but having
this largo asset, which was vested in trustees, and which was considered to he to a largo extent the
property of the inhabitants, upon our giving up that property the Government were nulling to construct
a bridge.
212. You are aware that there are olher commons that were in exactly the same position, and that have
been taken away from tbe people and resumed under the present law ?" That is of recent date.
2L3. Within the last four or five years ? Yos ; but this common was surrendered nearly thirty years ago.
214. The reason it bad to be done by special Act of Parliament was because the present law's"were not
then in existence ? No doubt they were not thought of then.
.
215. Do you know that there is a large common between tho Eield of Mars and Richmond ? Yes ; the
Ham Common as it is called.
■
57—B
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216. Was anything done with the proceeds of that common ? X do not think it has been sold.
217. Ton are aware that if a common similar to the Tield of Mars had to be resumed now, all that would
he necessary to be done would be for the Minister for Lands to lay ou the tabic for so many days the
proclamation
resuming it from the Trustees for public purposes ? 1 am aware of that. But of course,
6 Mar., 1890.
all lauds are dealt with differently now to what they were thirty years ago. As you are aware tho
reservations of 100 feet were promised to be granted for nothing thirty years ago, and now they charge
for them more than double their value.
_
_
218. There is nothing in the Meld of Mars Common Resumption Act except provision for a bridge ?
That is all.
_
219. And the Government have complied with that condition and havo provided that bridge ? They have,
and they have gone a little further.
220. And the only claim the people can make now for further expenditure is, because they set up a title
to all the proceeds of the sale of the commonage lands? They did set up a claim, and the Government
whether properly or improperly I do not say—acknowledged the justice of it, and I think you will find
on reference to Hansard that not only Mr. Garrett, hut also Sir Henry Partes promised that all the
proceeds of the common should be devoted to the improvement of the district. Xn fact, 1 believe, that
Mr. Prank Parnell has a written promise from the Government to that effect.
221. But as far as your parliamentary experience goes you do not know of any other case in the colony that
has been dealt with in tho same way that you wish the proceeds of this land to be dealt with ? I cannot say
that I do.
222. I suppose you do know of other commons that have been sold where they had more land than was
required, and where the proceeds of the sale have been placed to the Consolidated Revenue account ? I
have no recollection at present of any particular common, but I imagine such to be the case.
223. You know such to be the case, and that commons arc being resumed every day and sold, and
the proceeds paid into the Consolidated Revenue ? Tes. I believe this is an exceptional case.
224. Mr. (Driekett.} Are you Mayor of Hunter’s Hill at the present time? lam.
225. What is the population pf Hunter’s Hill ? I am not in a position to say accurately, but the
Council Clerk informed me yesterday that he expected to he able to announce presently that the
population was 4,000. I hardly think at present it is as large as that. I should say the population was
not much more than 3,000.
226. What is the value of the ratable property ? Our rates atone shilling in tho realized £1,GOO
a year.
227. Has there been any public agitation in Hunter’s Hill for this bridge ? There is a very general
desire for it, hut the Hunter’s Hill people do not agitato actively in favour of anything,; they only agitate
to oppose anything that is being done.
228. Have any public meetings been held ? They do not hold public meetings over those matters in
Hunter’s Hill
'
220. There has never been a public meeting in support of this bridge ? No.
230. Ton know that there are three modes of crossing the creek that have been proposed—one is the
expensive proposal at a cost of over £30,000 ; another is to cross the creek a little further up at Himiliastreet; and an other to cross the creek further up again at the grounds of the Marist Brothers ? Tea.
The one by Dimiiia-street would be of slight advantage. It would give you a horse track and a footway
to tho Parramatta River, but I think it would he hardly possible to make a good road up the hill, because
the ascent is very steep and the distance short. I do not think you could make a good road by it unless
you constructed a very high bridge, almost as high as the one proposed at Joubert-strcct.
231. When the members of the Committee were in the locality yesterday we saw the commencement of a
road made across Dimilf a-street;—when was that started ? I started that twenty-five years ago.
232. What name "was eventually given to it ? I have since heard it called “ Joaniicret’s Polly.”
233. And it has never been carried out up to the present time ? The Government stopped us.
234. Per what reason ? Because they said we were cutting off the people above from access to the
harbour. The people having the water frontages above, I believe made an objection and tho Government
stopped tbe work on that ground.
235. I noticed yesterday that stones were still being shot at the end of this embankment ? I do not
know whether they arc extending it. I think Hr. Manning, in the interests of the asylum, is making a
bit of a wharf there. I know that he wished to hare the whole of that, hay reclaimed, and has applied to
have the water frontages to Gladesville Hospital filled in and reclaimed. With regard to the other pro
posed bridge Uglier up, midway between Himilia-streel and the present bridge, I do not think that
would be of any uso whatever. The distance saved would not be great, and the ascent and descent would
be very much greater than that of the present road. Then, again, it would be expeusive because a lot of
private land would have to be resumed.
236. Do you advocate a bridge over Tarban Creek in the interests of Hunter’s Hill or in the interests of
tho Pield of Mars ? Well, in the interests of both.
237. But is not the Pield of Mars much to tho westward of Hunter’s Hill? A portion of it is, but all
the valuable portion of the Pield of Mars lies closely adjacent to Hunter’s Hill. As soon as you got
away, say 50 chains, from the boundary of Hunter’s Hill the Pield of Mars Common becomes of com
paratively little value, The price realised for land at the boundary of Hunter’s Hill was £0 a foot, hut
when you get back some distance the price goes down to about £40 or £50 an acre.
238. If you were going to the nearest point of the Pield of Mars how much would you save by going
across the proposed bridge instead of by tbe present road? To the nearest part of the Field of Mars
you would save a little more than half a mile.
.
239. Hot more than half a mile ? Between half and three-quarters of a mile.
240. So that really the chief advantage would be to the inhabitauts of Hunter's Hill ? Unquestionably ;
the inhabitants of Hunter’s Hill would save about a mile and a quarter.
241. Have not the Government expended a largo sum of money in connecting Hunter’s Hill with North
■Shore by means of a bridge over Lane Cove River? Tes.
242. What is the distance of Hunter’s Hill to the North Shore Perry by that route? From Joubertstreet to the North Shore Perry it is, I think, about the same distance as it is to Sydney by Harris-street.
243. That is by the present road ? Yes.
244. I suppose if there was a bridge connecting the North Shore with Sydney that would be a favourite
route from Sydney to Hunter’s Hill ? Undoubtedly.
’
245.
C. B.

Jeanneret,
Esq.
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245, Is not Iluntoi’s Hill a "widcsiiread municiiiality F There arc no shops for any distance along the
street. The main street from the Field of Mars to Woolwich—a distance of 24 miles—is very thieldy Jeanneret,
Esq.
populated.
24U. But that is all to the eastward of this proposed bridge? Two miles of it would be.
G Mar., 1800.
217. And would not the people living along that 2 miles be better served by steamer communication with
Sydney than by going away from Sydney and coming back by means of the road ? They are served in
that way now, but unquestionably tbe main traflic would always be by tho river, especially if a tramway
is constructed, as is expected. It is the same with regard to Balmain. The people of Balmain will go
across by steamer instead of going to Sydney by Harris-street or Pymont.
21'S. Then I suppose we must look at this bridge as much in the nature of a luxury, and not a necessity ?
Ton cannot say that it is an absolute necessity at the present time. As I said before, if tbe inhabitants
had not a special claim upon tho Government it would, perhaps, he expecting rather much that the
Government should construct that expensive bridge just at the present time, although in the near future
I think the people might have a very strong claim for it.
210. Ton made some reference in your evidence to a statement in Hansard, and to some statement made
by Mr. Garrett when he was Minister for Lands; would you look those up and forward them to the
Secretary ? Mr. Frank Farncll, who, 1 understand, is to be examined, has a much more accurate know
ledge of the correspondence than I have, and no doubt he will be able to give you the information.
250. But you say there was a statement in Hansard ? There was a statement mado in tho House which
I shall be very glad to look up and send to tho Committee.
251. Dr. Garran.) Reckoning from tbe obelisk in Macquarie Place, bow far do yon call it from
Sydney to Solomon’s Corner by Pyrmont Bridge ? I think it is about Gl miles. It is 71 miles by Harrisstreet.
J
252. How far is it from the same point by way of North Shore and the Lane Cove Bridge ? I think it is
about the same distance.
253. Then so far as a person living at Solomon’s Corner is concerned, if this bridge is made it will he as
short to go one way as the other ? Certainly not—they will save one mile and a quarter.
25:1. I thought you said it was the same distance ? Itis the same distance round both ways as the roads
are at proseiit, but if a bridge were put across Tarban Creek as proposed there would be a saving of
about ono mile and a quarter.
255. So far as tbo people on tho North Shore side of Lane Cove are concerned they are reasonably
provided for by tho new railway are they not ? I do not see that the railway is any great advantage to
them.
25G. Will they not make to the railway ? I do not think so.
257. Do you believe that the people living there would cross this bridge and come to Sydney by road?
Certainly not. I am speaking of the general population. Ido not think that tho railway is any use io tho
people over there at present.
258. But supposing the railway has a good terminus do you not think that it will accommodate the La §
Cove Road population f Xes, the Lane Cove-road, but not the Lane Cove River. It would run along
tbo road.
25S). Then you do not look at this bridge as being of any service to them whatsoever ? I do not think it is
of any service to them,
2G0. No service purely to Hunter’s Hill? No, of service to the general community who like to drive
about and see the country. It is a very nice drive—one of the best, if not the best drives about Sydney.
You must have noticed the beauty of the drive yesterday.
'
261. Do you advocate it merely as a tourists route ? It is to a largo [extent a tourists route. It is a
very favourite drive from Sydney.
‘
2G2. It is not so much required for tho service of the Hunter’s Hill residents as for the convenience of
pleasure drivers ? That is tho case.
263. I understood you to say that you would not advocate this bridge on its own merits purely and
simply, if it were not for the funds derivable from the Field of Mars Common ? Well, it is my duty to
advocate it as a representative of tho municipality in these days when a man is bound to get everything
he can.
‘
26-1 I am speaking of tho question on its merits ? I hardly think, candidly speaking, that wc should be
justified in asking for tho bridge if we had not some special claim.
2G5. Granting that this fund is still in existence as you contend, is there not also a'supposcd charge upon
it on account of the new tramway ? Yes a small amount—only about £19,520.
26G. Do yon not think, as Mayor of the municipality, that a tramway is on the whole a superior advantage
to tho proposed bridge? Unquestionably. .
267. Then do you not think that the tramway expenditure should be the first charge upon any balance ?

26S. Then even admitting that there is a sum of money available you do uot propose to spend any money
on this bridge until you have seen bow much it will cost to make the tramway ? No. 1 think the
tramway is the first thing that should ho considered.
209. Then on your own argument you would not vote anything for the bridge until you bad seen whether
the tramway would exhaust all the balance ? If the tramway was to be secondary to the bridge I certainly
should not, because I consider the tramway to be of paramount importance.
270. And you put the bridge second ? Yes.
271. 1 hen on your own showing this bridge should wait until wo see whether the tramway will exhaust
all the available resources ? I do not think there is any question about available resources because tho
Government have already estimated tbe cost.
272. But they may have over-estimated the cost ? But even making a liberal allowance for an over
estimate.
273. Surely as a man with a knowledge of finance you would say “let us sec what the tramway will cost
first” ? "Well if I had the disposal of the common I should carry out both works, for I am satisfied that
by doing so tho Government would ho largely in pocket.
274. You would carry out both works if you had to pay any loss out of your own pocket afterwards ? I
should certainly take the risk of it if 1 had the common. I would pav for both if they would give me tho
balance of tho common.
“
oyt;
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At any rate you admit that the tramway has the first claim ? Tee.
.
^C£-^ia^rman-} Have you any recollection of the circumstances under which the common known
as the Field of‘Mars was originally granted ? Yes.
Mar. 1890. 2/7. It was granted to certain trustees for certain commoners P Yes.
1
278. I have just looked at the Act, and I see that those commoners were described as “ settlers, cultivators,
and other inhabitants of the Field of Mars and eastern farms, in tho county of Cumberland.” Do you
know whether the residents of what arc now called Hunter’s IlilJ and Gladesville came nothin the category
of the Field of Mars? They called them the eastern farms, I think.
279. Is it the case that certain grantees had Crown land in the eastern farms with tho rights of commonage ?
I happen to he interested myself in one of the barren blocks that lie about "Woolwich. It is utterly
destitute of grass and would not feed a mouse, and yet it is described as one of the eastern farms. At
any rate we all took part in the surrender of the common, and in fact the Hunter’s Hill people were the
principal agitators.
'
280. But the common was in the hands of trustees—those trustees being tbe Eevd. Mr. Turner, Mr.
Devlin, and Mr. Isaac Shepherd ? Yes, they were elected by the commoners and we always took part
in the election.
.
■
281. You had a vote in the elections ? Yes.
282. You arc sure of that ? I am certain.
283. Did you own any part of the eastern farms yourself originally, which embraced commonage rights?
Yes.
28T. Were the commonage rights provided for in tho original grant? AH 1 know about it is that T was
often called upon to vote for the election of trustees, and ono thing and another. 1 had the right of
depasturing my stock, and the right of cutting timber, which other people had not. No one could cut
timber on the common, except those who had commonage rights, without express permission from the
trustees.
285. You had that right? Yes.
•
286. Where was your property ? At Hunter’s Hill.
287. Mr. Copeland.] How did you get that right ? By virtue of being a freeholder.
288. But did your Crown grant stipulate that yon should have any special commonage rights? No, 1 do
not think so. I do not think any of the grants specified that,
289. Then it was simply a common for the use of owners of land, just the same as every other common in
the country, except that, along with a few others, it was dedicated for commonage use, and vested in tho
hands of trustees? Yes. I was under the impression that the parish of Hunter’s Hill was more parti
cularly described than appears to be the case from Mr. Lackey's quotation from tho Act. When I speak
of tbe parish of Hunter's Hill, I do not mean that portion which is now known as Ifuntor’s Hill, as
distinct from the parish of Byde ; but I refer to the whole of that district as tho parish of Hunter’s Hill.
It is now the parish of Hunter’s Hill.
290. Vice-Chairman.'] Hunter’s Hill was originally the name of a private property, was it not? I fancy
.
Hunter’s Hill is what is now called Eyde. ■ What vro call the Municipality of Hunter’s Hill was comprised
in not more than five or six grants, and a few whaling allotments, and that would embrace the whole
parish of Hunter’s Hill.
291. Mr. Copeland.] Do you know of a single grant, in the whole of that neighbourhood, that had any
special conveyance of commonage rights, or any provision with reference to commonage rights? No, .1
do not.
292. Then it follows that this common was exactly the same as dozens of other commons in other parts of
the country? It was granted as a common, and vested in trustees for the use of the people resident in
the neighbourhood ; but on account of its having been vested in trustees it could not be resumed by tbe
Government at that time, without a special Act of resumption ? f think it was vested and re-vested. I
think there was a promise, or dedication in some way, and then there was a re-vestiug under some special
conditions.
■
'
293. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Would not a large proportion of the traffic that would cross the proposed bridge,
be that of pleasure-seekers ? A very large proportion of it—persons coming out for a drive, taking a
'
circuit from Sydney to North Shore, and back again over tbo bridges. It is a favourite drive.
294. Do you think those pleasure-seekers would object very much to drive one mile and a quarter through
that beautiful country ? I do not think they would make any great objection, but still they would like to
shorten tbe distance, because it is a good Jong drive—about 14 or 15 miles round—and a. great many more
would take the drive if it were a mile or so shorter.
295. If, as you admit, the population to tbo east of the bridge, at what we now call Hunter’s Hill, are
served by the ferry boats, and if a large proportion of the traffic across tlie bridge would be that of
pleasure-seekers, there would seem to beno immediate necessity for this work ? 1 think it might be taken
into consideration that, nearly all the people at Hunter’s Hill are supplied with their necessaries from
Sydney, and that all the working men going to work there drive round in their spring carts. I see great
numbers of them going round that way, and the provisions are nearly all drawn by the road. AH the
Business people in Sydney send their carts round that way.
296. Do you thiuk that the construction of this bridge would be likely to militate against your chance of
getting a tramway? I do not think it would in the slightest degree.
297. Mr. Humphery.] How long docs the steamer take to travel between Hunter’s Hill and Sydney ?
From Hunter's Hill wharf to Sydney from 25 to 30 minutes.
298. How long does it take to drive from Hunter’s Hill to Sydney ? It depends upon the speed of the
horse. I can never do it under an hour and 10 minutes.
299. If the brirlge were constructed the time would be reduced by 7 or 8 minutes, or at the most 10
minutes? The distance would be reduced by one mile and a quarter.
300. By a mile and 5 chains P That would be about 10 minutes.
301. So that there is a steamer journey of less than 30 minutes against a road journey of an hour ? Yes.
People would not drive into Sydney on business, that is certain.
.
302. Is thci-e one public vehicle plying for hire between Hunter’s HiU by tlie road ? No.
303. "Who are the people who travel from Hunter’s Hill to Sydney by road ? Only persons who want to
drive round to see their friends—persons calling or something of that sort, and persons who want to go to
Petersham,
27n.
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J’etorsham, Aalificld, Bunvood, or any of those western suburbs. All persons wanting to go to any of the
0. E.
western suburbs will, of course, drive; and also all people sending round provisions, goods, and building Jeaynerct,
material, or anything of that sort.
^
301. If the bridge were constructed the saving in time would not exceed 10 minutes? Not for a swift-^
going vehicle, but 1 should think that a. horse and cart conveying building material would save 20 or 25
’
minutes, besides avoiding some very steep grades,
*
305. Mr. Garrard.] That would be a very slow horse? Well, it would save a good bit.

‘Frank FnmeD, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined:—
30G. Vtca-C/ia/rnmn.] You arc a member of the Legislative Assembly, representing Central Cumber F. Farnell,
Esq., M.P.
land^ Yes.
307.‘ How long have you represented that district ? For three years,
6 Mar., 1830.
30B. You know the site of the proposed bridge over Tarban Creek? Yes.
309. l)o you ‘think it is a desirable work ? TV’cll, there are other works of a more urgent character that
might bo carried out—for instance, there is a bridge over George’s Fiver at Liverpool. At the same
time I think it is a necessity that the bridge should be constructed.
310. Ho you know anything about the history of tho Field of Mars Common? Yes; in 1801 tho
original grant was issued and trustees were appointed, but owing to disinclination on the part of the
trustees to act, the deed of trust lapsed and new trustees were appointed in 1S4.9. Time wont on, and the
people living at Fydc, Hunter’s Hill, and Gladesville were anxious for a quicker means of getting to
town. The only accommodation for crossing the river which existed in those days was afforded by a
punt. They made a bargain with the Government that if two bridges were constructed, one over Iron
Cove and one over the Parramatta Fiver they would cede tlie Field of Mars Common to the Government
on the understanding that if the common were sold the cost of tho bridge should be taken from tho pro
ceeds, and any surplus should be spent on improvements in the district. In verification of this statement
I may quote the following letter, writ ton to Mr. Jouhert by Mr. Fitzpatrick in 1861, when the latter
gentleman was Under Secretary for Lands. It is as follows :—
Department of Land3, Sydney, 10 July, 1S6I.
Sir,
Referring to your letter of tbe 20th February last, submitting, on behalf of some residents of Hunter’s Hill and
Five Dock, observations in support of tlie petition presented by Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland, and others from certain persons
holding a right of commonage over the Field of Mars Common, I am directed to inform you that, a report having been
received fiom the Acting Surveyor General as to the value of the land, Mr. Secretary Eob'ertson consulted his colleagues
on this matter, and they concur in the desirability of obtaining legislative powers to enable the Government to sell the
common, as prayed for in the petition under reference, and to apply the money derivable therefrom to the formation of a
road and the construction of bridges, so as to connect tlie north side of the Parramatta River more directly with Sydney,
ns proposed hy the jietitioncrs.
Any surplus funds to bo expended in other public works of general advantage to
the people having a right to enjoy the commonage reserve in question. I am to add that the necessary communication lias
been made to tho Crown law ollicers, for the prepaiation of the requisite bill for the purpose,
I have, ke.,
MICHAEL FITZPATRICK.

In conformity with the request of the Minister for Lands a Bill was submitted to Parliament and passed,
and it now stands on the Statute Book as 38 Victoria, No. 3.
311. That Act says nothing about building bridges? No; but a distinct promise was made that any
surplus after paying for the erection of the bridges should be spout on works which would he of advantage
to those who had a right over tho common.
312. Do you recollect who were the commoners originally ? The commoners were Ihosc people who were
resident iu the Fyde District.
313. Those holding certain grants which carried with them commonage rights ? Yes.
3,1L Do you know who they were? 1 think Mr. Devlin.was one, and the others were Mr. Squire and
Mr. O’Donnell.
315. Certain grants were given in the early days to the occupants of what were called the eastern farms
with the right of commonage ? Yes.
316. What I want to get at is whether the neighbourhood in which tho proposed bridges are to be con
structed comprised land belonging to the original owners ? Ves ; it did
317. Do you recollect who were the original holders of what are now called Gladesville and Hunter's
Hill ? My father’s predecessors were holders of a largo estate there containing, I think, 1,000acres, and
which was known as the Squire Estate.
318. That was near Fyde ? No; it was within the present boundary of the Municipality of Hunter's
Hill.
319. Mr. Garrard.] ‘Where is the boundary of Hunter’s Hill;—how close is it to Gladesville? Glades
ville just joins Unifier's Hill.
320. It comes across Tarban Creek westerly? Tarban Creek forms a division between the Eyde Munieipality and Hunter's Hill.
321. Hunter’s Hill does not go into Gladesville ? No.
322. You do not know of your own knowledge whether any of the grants for the eastern farms, Fyde, or
Hunter’s Hill, contained any special reference to the rights of the grantees to the common ? That I
could not say. 1. can only speak from hearsay.
323. There were certain grantees there, then a common was given to them, and there were no specific
rights under their deed of grant to this common ? I do not know' the provisions contained in the deed.
324. Do you think the Government would be justified in spending money on a bridge at this particular
place, which would serve so few people and coal so much, when after all it would only save about 1 mile
and 5 chains ? It saves backwards and forwards over 2 miles. As I said before, it is under peculiar
circumstances that W'e ask for the construction of this bridge,
325. Putting on one side altogether any compact between the Government and the commoners as to the
expenditure of money realised from the sale of tlie Field of Mars, do you think the Government would
be justified in erecting a bridge there now, if tho money had to come out of the ordinary consolidated
revenue ? If the money were to come out of tho ordinary consolidated revenue and there w'erc funds at
tho disposal of the Government, 1 should say, “Yes.” But if tho money were to come of a loan, I should
say, “No ; ” bocauso 1 do not believe in that principle. I have always opposed tho building of bridges
out of loan votes.
‘
320.
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F. Farncll, 326. Is it not a fact that tlie people of Hunter's Hill and those on the northern side of Lane Core Hirer
Esq., M.P. 1V}10
b0 served primarily hy the erection of this bridge now go to and from Sydney principally by
- --------- _ boats?
6

A great many people travel by the boats, but a greater number of pleasure seekers drive round

Mar., 1SOO ^){, j,0fl^ ou satur(Jay afternoons and Sundays. And then theroarc a lot of people who live over Hornsby
way who take a route across Lauc Cove bridge, and right round past the Gladesville Asylum. The people
of Hunter’s Hill who have rights in connection with the Field of Mars, and who claim that this bridge
should be built, are not influenced in the matter by selfish motives but are acting more in the interests of
tourists and others who would use the bridge. It is in the interests of tho general public that ue arc
asking for this bridge, and not in the interests only of the people who live at Hunter’s Hill.
327. tlo far as the people of Hunter’s Hill are concerned very few of them would use it if il wore built ?
They would all uso it who had vehicles and wanted to go to Sydney.
.
328. How many people at Hunter’s Hill have vehicles of their own ? I do not know. There is a
population iu the district of about LOGO.
■
320. Hut as a matter of fact, when they come to town they usually come by the steamer ? Tes; but if they
wauled to visit auy of tho other suburbs they would have to go round by the road, which is not all that
could be desired.
330. Will you look at this plan. The red line across Tarban Creek shows the proposal before the
Committee. The blue line shows the alternative proposal of tho Department for a bridge. Doyou think the
latter would be of any use to the people of Hunter’s Hill and Lane Cove ? If you could construct that
at a somewhat less cost and make it a wooden instead of an iron bridge it would meet tho requirements
and would shorten the distance.
331. Not so much ? No ; but the people would be satisfied to take the alternative proposal.
332. And with regard to the proposal indicated by the pencil line further up ? It would be better not to
have it at alb Wc might just as well go right round.
333. Mr. Trickett.'] With regard to people going to the Field of Mars, I apprehend that this bridge
would not be of very much use ? Tes, it would be of use to those people who have purchased land at tho
point nearest to Sydney.
331. But the Field of Mars is considerably to the west of Hunter’s Hill, is it not ? No, not exactly to
the west, more to the north-west.
335. However, the bridge would be of greater benefit to the people of Hunter’s Hill than to those living
at tbe Field of Mars ? It would be of equal benefit to the purchasers of the Field of Mars, who, I believe,
had a promise that the bridge would be erected,
336. What promise was that ? It was a sort of informal promise made by the Minister.
337. On -what occasion was it made? It was made by my father when he was Minister for Lands; but I
think his proposal was vetoed by tlie other members of the Cabinet—the same as the tramway proposal.
338. Mr. Jeanneret, in his evidence, said that some statement as to this bridge was made in Parliament by
Mr. Garrett; do you know of any such statement ? Not as to tbe bridge, but as to the tramway. I havo
had promise after promise.
339. But not as to tbe bridge ? No.
340. Wo would be glad if yon could enable us to ascertain whether any promise with regard to tbe bridge
h!is ever been made ; are you aware of any ? I know it was stated by my father attbe sale, or at any rate to
the purchasers—it may have been stated by the auctioneer on my father’s behalf,—that the bridge would
be constructed. This matter was first taken up by Mr. Tornagbi, when be was Mayor of Hunter’s Hill,
about ten years ago, and I renewed tlie application a few months ago, with the result that the proposal was
referred to this Committee, but further than that I know nothing. I do not know of any direct promise
having been made in the Assembly.
341. lias there been auy agitation for this bridge in Hunter’s Hill that you arc aware of ? I know this,
that when f first contested the constituency I advocated the construction of the bridge, and my sentiments
wore cheered, if that can bo taken as any indication.
_
342. Do you not consider that tbe construction of this bridge at the present time at such a large expense
would be’more a luxury than a necessity? It is not of that urgent nature that other proposals might ho,
as, for instance, a bridge over George’s Eiver, where 30 lives have been lost, and where nothing has been
done. I should say that that deservos to he attended to before Tarban Creek, most certainly.
313. Tou look upon it rather as completing the series of bridges ? Tes.
344. That connecting the Parramatta bridge with the Lane Cove bridge, it would make a direct line of
bridges in that direction ? Tes.
_
343. I thiuk in one of your letters to the Department you said that a foot-bridge might answer all
purposes? Tes ; I think a foot-bridge might answer. It would shorten the distance for foot passengers.
At one time it was proposed to have a tramway running across the Parramatta Eiver bridge, and I thought
tho people of Hunter’s Hill might use tho tramway, and that a foot-bridge would give them easier access
to the tramway.
316. Even if the bridge were constructed, would not the greater part of the people of Hunter’s Hill still
go to Sydney by the steamers as the quickest and shortest route ? There is no doubt about that.
317. d/r. O'Sullivan^ From your evidence 1 gather that you consider that this bridge is not a pressing
work ? No ; it is not n pressing work.
348. And that, if the alternative bridge were constructed, lhat would satisfy the requirements of the district
for some time to come ? Tes. 1 should like to say in regard to the sale of the Pield of Mars, that (he
highest imice realised at the sale was £300 per aero. When my father was Minister for Lands he received
an offer to purchase the whole common for £750,000, but he could not deal with the matter except, by
special Act of Parliament.
_______

Angelo Tornagbi, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
A. Tomagln, 349. Acting Chairman.] Tou live in the neighbourhood of Hunter’s Hill? Tes; 1 have lived there for
twenty-eight years.
350. Tou know the site of the proposed bridge ? Tes.
6 Mar., 1800. 350^, Do you consider the work a desirable one ? If a bridge were constructed there it would shorten the
distance to Sydney by a mile and a quarter, and avoid a big hill. I may say that I was a largo purchaser
of land at the Field of Mars, and gave as ranch as £300 an acre because I heard that there was to be a
bridge and a tramway, otherwise I would not have paid such a price.
351.
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HjI. Is llie proposed site tlie one wlierc the people desire to have a bridee ? Tes ; tbe matter was A. Tornagbi,
decided long ago.
Eeq.
Uo2. Is there any division of opinion as to the site? 1 have never heard of any.
r
.‘153, All agree that it is the proper place ? Yes. It is in a straight line from one bridge to the North c
1890,
bnorc. It will be quite a straight lino all through.
351'. In what parish is y0UP property ? Hunter’s Hill.
355. l)o you come under the denomination of a commoner. Arc commonage rights attached to your
property ? No. The property I bought was in Eyde, but wo expect to divide it and make it so that it
' wjll always bo in Hunter’s Hill. The common was in the Eyde district.
350. Mr. Copclmd.'] I believe you were present when the Eield of Mars Common was sold by auction ?
Yes.
357. Hid you make any purchases at that sale? Yes. Mr. Parnell was there, and he said there was to
be a bridge and a tramway soon, and it was on the strength of that statement that I bought tlie land. I
was the biggest buyer and paid a very high price.
358. 1 suppose there were a good many people present at the sale ? Yes. At the second sale, which took
place at the auction rooms, 1 bought some more land, and on that occasion the auctioneer stated that it
had been decided in the Cabinet that there should be a tramway and communication to the spot.
359. Ho you say that the auctioneer made that statement when he was selling the land ? Yes ; on tlie
second occasion.
3C0. Hid the auctioneer make any public statement when tho first sale took place? No i the statement
was made by Mr. Earn ell.
dbl. The auctioneer himself mado no public announcement at tho first sale? No.
ir”
Mr. harnell make a public announcement, or was it merely a conversation ? lie made it there.
He said that a tramway would soon ho there, that it would be a great convenience to go quickly to
bydney, and I bought land on that very account.
3(J3. The Committee would like to know how Mr. Farnell made this statement. Did he got up and make
a speech, or did he get on a stump and make the announcement? It is some years ago now, and I could
not say. He was close to the auctioneer, and 1 heard him say that a tramway or communication would
somi bo made to the spot to bring it within 25 minutes of Sydney.
‘
301. If this tramway is constructed, I suppose that all Mr. Farncll promised will have boon carried out?
hrom that point od view it might be so, but if I am not mistaken, I remember on one occasion going with
a deputation to Mr. Lackey, then Minister for Public Works, when I heard it stated that a bridge was
required.
305. Are you alluding to the bridge over Tarban Creek ? Yes.
^r' Ham ell make any statement at tho time of tho auction sale to tlie effect that a bridge would
be built by the Crovernment over Tarban Creek ? No; I do not remember that he made any statement
of that kind.
‘
307. Were you at the second sale ? Yes.
308. And heard what was said by the auctioneer? Yes. Tho auctioneer said that the Cabinet had
decided to have quick communication by tramway.
309. Did he make that statement publicly before the-sale took place ? Yes.
£?■ '^ia^^ tramway was to be built? A tramway—very quick conveyance to tho place.
3/1. Hut did the auctioneer make any reference to a bridge over Tarban Creek? No; that 1 do uot
remember,
372; Suppose the Government construct this tramway to the Field of Mars, will vou not then consider
that they have complied with all their promises ? I suppose it is what I understood at the time, but the
bridge was promised to us long ago. I was Mayor at the time, and 1 came to Sydney and went io some
expense to havo soundings taken.
373. Have you not had sufficient experience of Ministers to know that a great many tilings are promised
that are not performed. Hut I tliink that when a Minister promises a tiling it should he performed.
3/d. i ou know that promises are generally made under the supposition that they will bo carried out if
convenient. \Vcll, tins bridge is very much needed to open up all that country, and afford communica
tion right t hrough with tlie Aorth Shore,
'
375. With regard to the first sale at tho Field of Mars, arc you quite sure that Mr, Farnell, stamliim
alongside the auctioneer, made that public announcement ? Yes, I am positive of that.
°
?7C' 1%for1c,1,1101?al° to°k l}5ilce ? 1 cannot say whether it was before or after the sale, but 1 clearly
heard Mr. harncll, standing close by the auctioneer’s side, make that statement.
8/7. What did lie say? He said “ We will soon have communication to go through in 20 or 30 minutes
from bydney.
378. Mr. Garrard.'] By road ? 3 believe he meant a tramway.
379. Mr. Copeland.] Did he mention the word tramway ? J believe he did.
3S0. What year was that in? I cannot remember. It was five or six years ami
bought on that day
over £3,000 worth of land.
_
.o'
381 Mr. Garrard] W'ill you toll us the name of the auctioneer who was on the ground, and also the
auctioneer who sold at lusrooms? I cannot recollect tho names

382. Wore the auctioneers Messrs. Mills and Pile? It was the stout gentleman, Mr. Pile,
333. Was he the auctioneer on both occasions ? Both Mr. Mills and Mr. Pile were at the sale 'on the
ground, mid at that which took place at the auction room there was onlv Mr Pile
381 Mr.
When you gave £300 per acre for the land did you have much competition ?
les, there was competition. Of course, directly it was stated that wo should have such quick cominunication, there was competition at once. 1 should not have bought so much but for that statement as I
already had plenty of land.
’
385. Wras it the competition that forced you to pay the £300, or were you induced to do so bv the
prospect of getting a tramway ? It was the prospect of the tramway that caused the competition.
380. Vou believe that the prospect of getting a Iraimvay induced a brisk competition? Certainly
it induced me to compete at all events.
‘ ’
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JOrcstttt:—
JOSEPH PALMEE ABBOTT, Esq, (Ciiaihman.)
Jacob GAHBAnn, Esq.
The Hon. John Lackey.
Hentii Copeland, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Oahhan,
Edwaed lYLLLiAit 0:Sut..[,i\tan, Esq.
The Hon. Erudkiuck Thomas IIuMriiEBY.
John Hurle)', Esq.
Tlie Hoji. 'Wikliam Joseph Tbickett.
The Committee further considered the proposed Bridge over Tarhan Creek, Parramatta Eiver.
Georgo Pile, Esq., auctioneer, sworn, and examined .—
G. Pile, Esq. 387. Mr. Copeland.] I believe you were tho auctioneer who sold the land at the Pield of Mars on the
'—n occasion of tho first sale, Tes.
.
11 Mar.,1890. 388. Did you receive any instructions iu writing from tho Lands Department prior to the day of the sale ?
Ido not recollect receiving any specialivriLten instructions beyond our appointment as the auctioneers for
the sale.
_
389. Did you receive any authority in writing from the Department to make any statement with reference
to the future intentions of the Government about spending the proceeds of the sale. Ho.
390. Did you at the time of the sale make any statement m a business way to the effect that tbo proceeds
of the sale would be expended in constructing a tramway or in building bridges ? Ho, neither verbally,
nor in writing, did I inako such a statement.
t
391. What statement did you make? At the first sale wo, as auctioneers, made no promises on the
ground, hut- promises were made in my hearing by the then Minister for Lands, Mr. Farnell.
392. Was that at the first or at the second sale ? At the first sale. Mr. Farnell made this statement on
the ground. We made no promises.
393. Did Mr. Parnell make the statement publicly, the same as you read out tho conditions of sale r
Mr. Farnell was surrounded by a number of friends and purchasers, and he told them in my hearing, not
as to how lie would expend the money, but that the Government would construct a tramway.
394 That ivas said merely in a conversational way ? Yes.
,
395. It was not stated from tho rostrum? Ho. But at the second sale we were authorized by the
Department to promise a tramway
398, What was the date of the first sale ? It was about 1SS5,1 think, and the second sale was. held m
our rooms a few days afterwards.
397. The second sale was merely to sell tho odd pieces, I suppose ? Tes.
398. On that occasion you were instructed in writing by the Department to make tins promise ? Probably
by the officers of the Department.
399. By whom? By a Mr. De Lowe.
,
490. He instructed you to slate that the Government would build a tramway to tho Field of Mars ? I
think it was at that sale. I was informed that there was a Cabinet meeting over the question.
401. I suppose you made the statement? Wc did at the time of the sale. At the first sale the only
promise made was by the Minister for Lands himself.
_
402. Do you think the making of that promise induced any persons to purchase lots? Tes. The general
question asked of us by numbers of purchasers at the sale was, 11 will there be a tramway constructed,
because otherwise how are we going to get to this land ?"’ and we said : “We will make no promises
at all.” In point of fact, at the commencement of that sale I made no speech whatever ; I simply read
the conditions of sale.
403. At the first sale ? Tes.
_
. .
■104. But at a subsequent sale, on the authority of the Department, you stated publicly, as a condition ot
the sale, that a tramway would he made ? Tes.
405. Are you sure it was Mr. De Lowe who authorized you to make the statement ? He was the
principal who instructed us, there were two other clerks. My memory is quite clear that the instruction
was given by one of the officers of the department, and I think it was Mr. De Lowe.
406. Mr. dbickeit.] Was Mr. Farneli’s promise made at the outset or at tlie conclusion of the sale ? The
sale was a very long one, and at the end of three hours I got down from the rostrum, and my partner,
Mr, Mills, took my place. I went over to speak to Mr Farnell. I had to wait a little while before
I could get an opportunity of saying anything to him. But I hoard him promise distinctly to a number
of people—at least half-a-dozen—that there would he a tramway, or that the Government would construct
a tramway.
407. Had much of the property been sold then ? A very large quantity.
408. The bulk of it ? When I got down from the rostrum I suppose that fully one-half of the land sub
mitted to auction had passed the hammer, one way or the other.
409. Would that he the greater part that would he benefitted by a tramway ? I cannot say that. The
lots are so irregularly arranged in numbers, jumping from one side to the other, that it is very difficult to
say that.
_
.
410. If you do not remember who was the officer that gave the instructions to you, possibly you would
remember when you received them—was it on the morning of the sale? It is sucli a long time ago that
I cannot pretend to remember positively, hut on the morning of the sale we were informed that there had
been a Cabinet meeting, and we were authorised to announce that a tramway would be constructed to the
Field of Mara, and we made the announcement.
411. Were many allotments sold at that sale ? A considerable number.
412. Mr. Garrard.] For how long did Mr. Mills continue the sale after you left the rostrum on the first
occasion ? I got into my buggy almost at once and drove home as quickly as 1 could.
413. You don’t know how much Mr. Mills sold that day. Did he sell as much as you did? About half
as much in area.
_
i
414. Do you think that the making of this promise hy Mr. Farnell had anything to do with the sales
effected by him ? I think so, for from what I subsequently heard, I think it had also with regard to a
large
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]arge portion of the land which I sold. Mr Parnell was surrounded by a number of friends and admirers, G-, Pile, Esq.
and he was within twenty yards of the rostrum for a considerable time before 1. got down.
f~—
‘IL5. So you have every reason to believe that Mr. Parnell made this promise some time prior to your
getting down Irom the rostrum, and that it had a good deal to do with the success of your sale? I thiuk
that to a large extent tlie very high prices 1 got—throe or four times the value—were due to the belief
that there nould be a tramway constructed to tbe ground.
41(). IUr.
You said just now that when Mr. Parnell made this statement he was surrounded
by a number of friends and purchasers ? Admirers I said,
4L7, But you used the word “ purchasers” in the first instance. "Would not that imply that it was made
after the land had been sold to them ? 1 cannot pretend to say that. I only know that what lie said was
heard not only by^those he was addressing, but by others who were standing near him.
418. Could lus voice bo beard above tbe voices of the bidders 7 I think it was pretty well understood by
the crowd that Mr. Parnell bad promised that there should be a tramway.
'
41!). 11 ad ho been promising that all the time the sale was on ? I think that for a considerable portion of
the time he had made the statement and it was generally understood that he had.
d’JO. Mf. Copfilnnd.] It was ” in the air,” ? Yes, like federation is now.
421. Mr. Humphery.] Do you remombor the amount realized at the second sale, at which a distinct
promise was given ? I cannot recollect the amount, but the total sum realized at these sales was some
where about £o7,000.
422. Mr. Hurley.] Can you give us any idea ns to the value per acre of the lands still unsold in the ■whole
of tlie Common ? 1 should think it is worth from £15 to £20 an acre.
423. Do you think it would average that price right through ? I think so from what I know of the land.
Mr. Robert Henry De Low, Oflacer-in-cbarge of tbe Miscellaneous and Alienation Branches in the
Lands Department, sworn, and examined :—
424. Mr Copeland.] What position do you occupy in the Lands Department ? 1 am oflicer-iu-charge of Mr. K. H.
the Miscellaneous and Alienation Branches.
Do Low,
425. Ylii held a similar position when the Pield of Mars Common was sold by subdivision? J was in
charge of the Alienation Branch at the first sale, and in charge of both branches at the second sale.
11 Mur., 1890.
420. Do you remember giving instructions to Mr. Pile, of the firm of Mills & Pile, to sell tbe allotments
at the first sale ?_ T recollect that instructions were given to him, and 1 take it that they would go through
me—of course with the authority of my superior officer.
427. Do you remember the instructions which were given at the second sale ? Pcs.
42S. Do you ruinember giving those instructions yourself ? I believe l gave them myself.
42!). Did you give any instruction with reference to the auctioneer announcing that the G-ovcrnmcnt had
decided to build a tramway to the common ? T do not recollect positively giving that instruction, but ]
have every reason to believe that 1 did, because T find a Cabinet minute amongst tbe papers.
430. Will you read the minute ? Tt reads as follows :—“ Cabinet authorize t^c Minister forLands to
announce in connection with tlie sale of tho Pield of Mars Common that the G-overnment intend tocon
struct a tramway to that locality.” It is initialled H.P., and dated 18th April, 1SS7.
431. The Partes G-overnment were in office at that time? Yes.
432. Who was Minister for Lands then ? Mr. Garrett.
433. T suppose you conveyed that decision to the auctioneers ? 1 have every reason to believe I did.
434. 1 suppose, as a matter of fact, that decision was arrived at with a view to induce persons to buy the
land ? ]. have every reason to believe so from the papers. Tbe sale to which reference is mado there—
the second sale—was announced to take place at the rooms of Mills & Pile, on the 24th March. 1887.
Mr. Garrett announced to the Legislative Assembly a day or two before the date of the sale that he had
decided to postpone the sale in order to consider the fate of the Land Bill then before Parliament, and
the route which the tramway should take to the Pield of Mars. The sale was postponed and it took place
on the 5th May, 1887.
435. Mr. Garrard.] What is the date of the first sale? Saturday, 26th September, 1883.
43G. And there was a continuation sale—which has been referred to as the second sale—iu Mills & Pile’s
rooms two or three days afterwards ? On Wednesday, tho 30th September, that is part and parcel of the
first sale.
*
437. You speak of it as one sale ? Yes.
438. Did you give auy instructions with reference to that sale? Rone whatever.
439. Wore you on the ground on the Saturday ? 1 was.
440. Was Mr. Parnell present? Yes, he was uot near the auctioneers but in the crowd at the back.
441. Did you hear him promise or say anything in connection with the construction of a tramway? No.
I heard no promise whatever made hy Mr. Parnell.
442. Who officiated as auctioneer? Mr. Pile started tho sale, and Mr. Mills relieved him when I should
say ho was really worn out.
443. Was much land sold after Mr. Mills mounted the rostrum? Yes a fair quantity.
414. Half as much as Mr. Pile had previously sold? 1 am not in a position to say that.
445, Wore you close to Mr, Parnell during the sale ? No.
’
446. 8o that, without you hearing it, he might have stated, not to the auctioneer^, but to tho people round
about him that a tramway was to be constructed ? It was possible for him to do so.
4-17. In connection with the continuation sale was any instruction given to Mills & Pile about the
construction of a tramway ? None whatever that I know of.
448. They hod no instructions in addition to what they had for the previous Saturday’s sale ? None
whatever.
449. \ou are quite sure that none were given ? Quite, because they would have come through me if they
had been given.
450. The second sale took place on the 5th May, 1887, were you present on that occasion? I was.
4ol. Was any promise held out by the auctioneer, on behalf or the Government, with reference to a
tramway ? T believe Mr. Pile announced tho contents of the minute which I have just read.
452. On the ground ? In the rooms, in Pitt-street.
453. There was no continuation of that sale ? No.
(F4G4
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Mr. 1{. H. 45^- Were you insh-ucted by tlie Minister, or by your superior officer, to inform Mr. Pile of the contents
e ow' of the minute ? I was instructed to convey tbe terms of the minute to the firm,
llMar^lSOO
J’011 think that tho publication of that minute had anything to do with the getting of the prices
1 ’’
" which were obtained at tho second sale? I think it influenced the sale.
456. Very much ? I am not prepared to say that.
457. It had an influence on the sale ? That it had an influence 1 feel certain.
458. There have been no other sales since then in connection with this common? There have been sales
since then of parts of the Held of Mars, more particularly those near the Homchush-Wamtah line. Tho
parts referred to in the minute arc those which are known in the office as the Lane Cove parts of the
common.
450. Have there been auy auction sales of parts of the common near Rydc ? No; but there have been
sales of the parts situated at Ececroft and Carlingford.
460. "Was any promise made then about expending the proceeds of the sale in improving the district?
Not that I know of.
4G1. As a matter of fact large improvements—particularly the construction of roads—had been made
before the sales took place ? Yes, by the G-overnment.
462. How muck was realised at the first sale, in 18S5, and at the sale in 1887 ? Speaking from memory
I believe that the sale bold on the 26th and 80fch September realised £62,000. I am not in a position to
say what was realised at tbo sale in 1887.
403. Can you state the amount approximately—was it more or less ? Par less.
464. "Whatever promise was made about the tramway would only apply to the sale on the 5th May, 1887 ?
In my opinion it would apply only to that sale.
_
465. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Had you heard anything of this promise before the sale of 1887 ? I bad heard it
rumoured that the Government had promised at the sale, on the 2Gth September, 1SS5, that a tramway
would be made. .1. bad heard it as a matter of talk amongst citizens.
'
466. Did it come before you, as a public officer, having charge of that sale ? No.
467. The first official notification you got of the promise was the Minute of 1887 ? Yes,
468. Chairman-] Will you supply a return, showing what was realised for each allotment at the
different sales ? Yes.
469. Mr. Garrard.] Can you state whether the sale on tbe 5th May, 1887, comprised parts of the Lane
Cove portion of the common, tho same as the sale of 1885 did ? It comprised the lots unsold on the 26th
September, 1885, and a few in tbe Homebush-Waratah part of the commou.
470. The bulk of tho sale was virtually the ground which was unsold in 1885? The greater part of it was.
471. Mr. Copeland.] At either of these sales was auy reference made to building a bridge over Tarban
Creek with the money? Not that I know of.
472. Do yon know that the Department were in any way committed to the building of a bridge over this
creek? Only so far as I was aware from the contents of tho Pield of Mars Resumption Act.
473. Docs it contain any reference to that bridge? Not by name.
474. It refers to a bridge across the Parramatta River? Yes.
475. And that bridge was built. Yes.
476. There is no reference iu it to a bridge over Tarban Creek ? None whatever.
477. You are not aware of your Department being committed in any way to building a bridge over tbe
creek ? No.
478. Mr. Garrard.] Is there any record iu tbe office of tbe conditions under which the commoners gave
up this common to the Government—is there any correspondence from the commoners agreeing to give
up the common on certain conditions ? It is some time since I looked through the papers, but I am of
opinion that there is a very old letter amongst the papers containing some expressions to the effect that
the people up there gave up their commou on condition that money should be spent in the district.
479. Did not tbe Pield of Mars Resumption Act virtually embrace, and was it not accepted by the
Commoners as a contract of tbe Government with them ? I am not quite prepared to speak on that
'
point. My view of the matter, from my official knowledge, is this ; the common was resumed because
it was nothing more or less than a piece of waste land at the time, and it was not right that it should
remain so close to Sydney without there being any means of alienating or dealing with it.
480. Mr. Copeland.] There were a number of alienations of land round this commou in the early days of
the colony—have you ever seen a copy of any of tbe original grants ? No.
481. Do you know whether any of those original grants conveyed auy right of commonage to the Field
of Mars Common ? No.
482. How did these people come into the position that they were able to dictate to the Government
or to offer any terms to the Government as to what was to be done with the proceeds of the sale of
the common ? I do not know.
483. Was not tho position taken up by these commoners different from the position taken up with refer
ence to any other common in the colony ? I think not.
484. Do you ;know any other instance where commoners havo had tho proceeds of the sale of their
common expended or promised to be expended iu constructing a bridge or a tramway ? I do not.
485. Would you not be able under tlie present law to resume this common without any necessity for a
1 special Act of Parliament ? I am inclined to think not, unless it can be clearly shown that the use for
which it was granted has failed.
‘
486. But when land is required for public purposes can it not be resumed in this way by laying a notice
on tbe tabic of tbe Assembly for so many days, and then if no objection be taken to the proposed
resumption within that time the notice has the force of law ? The 105th Section of the Act of 1884
requires, according to the way I have been reading it that the purposes of the trust shall have failed,
487. Do you remember that a large common was resumed during 1886, when I was in office, somewhere
near Windsor ? Yes ; the WTLberforee Common.
488. No special Act of Parliament was passed in the case of that common, and it was vested in trustees
the same as the Field of Mars was, was it not? Yes.
.
489. Under the present law there would be no necessity to pass a special Act of Parliament, in order to
resume the Pield of Mars Common, it would he resumed under the Act of 1884 ? No. In the case of tho
Wilberforce Common we did issue a notice under the 105th section of the Act of 1884. "We thought at
tho
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the time that the notice was effective, but shortly afterwards when the commoners called the whole action Mr. R. H.
into question the Attorney-General gave it as his opinion that our notice under that section could in no •'De
way cut out the deed of grant, that the deed of grant having issued it must prevail, and therefore the action /
of the Department was all null and void.
11 Mar.,1890,
490. Who gave that opinion? I do not remember at this moment.
491. Has not that common been resumed ? No.
492. Air. Tinc&ri/.'] I suppose you know from the circumstances under which the commoners held the
Field of Mars Common that their rights were given in the early days of the colony ? Yes.
49S. You have heard of tho Eastern Farms ? Yes.
494. rJ hey consisted of grants of land hy deed of grant, or by purchase out in the Eydo district and that
locality? Yes.
495. And as an inducement to people to purchase or reside there, and cultivate commonage was given
over the Field of Mars Common, was that not so? 1 am not acquainted with the early details, because
the office records do not help us in that respect. I rather take that to be the correct view, following the
old English precedent as regards commoners’ and villagers’ rights.
496. Of course you know that the locality was ono of the earliest settled agricultural places in Australia?
Yes.
497. And that a great number of farmers sell led Ihcrc and were given grants in tlie early days of tho
colony owing to its contiguity to Sydney, and its adaptability for agricultural pursuits ? Yes.
49S. I think the 11am Commou was granted about the same time under similar circumstances? Yes.
499. Pasturage rights were given to the Ham Common ou the banks of the Han kesbury in addition to
whatever rights were conveyed by tbe grants of hind; so that the commoners in each instance had an
inherent right to the common, and tho common could not he taken away from them under similar
conditions to those under which reserves can he taken under the present law ;—has that point occurred
in the administration of commonage rights in the Lands Office ? Not that I am aware of.
500. I suppose you do not recollect much of tlie early history of the .Field of Mars Common ? Only as
regards some of the trespasses there, the greater number of them were rather encroachers than trespassers
on the common owing to mistaken boundaries.
501. Are you aware that tlie commoners never agreed unanimously to any single act ? No.
502. Are you are that a resolution or Pill was brought before Parliament in 1862 or 1863 to enable tbe
Government to dispose of the common? I have seen either a resolution or a reference to the matter
among the official papers.
503. It was brought forward'by a commoner who was a member of the Assembly? I do not recollect
tbe particulars.
504. Do you recollect the rights of commonage followed the issue of grants ? I do not.
505. Afr. Copelcmd.~\ Did you ever know a Crown grant which did convey riglits of commonage ? I never
knew of a case of that kind.
°
506. Chairman.'] Under the “Field of Mars Hesumption Act’’ the Government are required to carry the
proceeds of the sale of this land to a separate account, are they not ? Yes.
507. Has that been done ? 1 have reason to believe it has been done in the Treasury books.
WEDNESDAY, 12 MARCH, 1890.
present:—
JOSEPH PALMEE ABBOTT, Esq, (Chairman).
The Hon. John Lackey,
Jacob Garrard, Esq.,
The Hon. Andrew Garran,
Henry Copeland, Esq.,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humph hr y.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett,

Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.,
John Hurley, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered tho proposed bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta Eiver.
Francis Kirkpatrick, Esq., Chief 1 nspector of Public Accounts, and Consulting Accountant, sworn, and
examined:—
508. Chairman^ What is your position iu the Treasury ? I am Chief Inspector of Public Accounts and
F.
Consulting Accountant,
Kirkpatrick,
509. You arc aware that in 1S7-1 an Act was passed to authorise the resumption and sale of the Field of
Mars Common ? Yes.
r—
510. Provision was made in that Act by which the proceeds of the sale should be carried to a separate
nccount from tho Consolidated Ecvcnnc; lias that been done ? No. T might, perhaps, explain to tho
Committee that the authority is to carry the money “ to the credit of a. separate fund.” That generally
means a Lust account; but the Act goes on to say “ or account as part of the public revenue,” conse”quently it was credited to the public revenue.
5U. Has it been carried to a separate fund or account ? No; it has been carried to the public revenue
included in the heading—“Auction sales, Crown Lands.”
512. Then you have no account in the Treasury which will separately show the proceeds of tho sale of the
land resumed under the Act ? Not separately.
513. And the proceeds have been carried to the general revenue account under the heading of Auction
Sales ? Yes.
514. And no separate account has been kept ? No.
515. When was the first sale ? In September. 1885.
516. What were the proceeds of the sale? Perhaps if would bo more satisfactory if I were to put in a
statement showing the whole amount realised, although it has not yet all been received. The lotal amount
we havo received from the sales of 1885 is £01,473 15s. 11d.
517. When did the Act giving credit come inlo operation r In 1887.
518. Has tho whole of the money been paid on account of llie sales of 1885 ? Yes.
519. When was tho next sale ? In October, 1SSC ; it realised £0,637 Os. 9d,
520.
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J320, Wliai was the ncrenge at each sale? I have not that information with me. I should like to explain
Kirkpatrick,
connection with the sales of 1SS5 and 18S6 there were balances unpaid, the deposits having been
forfeited to the extent of £2,737 10s., which would, of course, reduce the figures I have given to that extent.
X3 Mar. 1890. ^ • 'Why ? Because we shall not receive the amount.
’
522. That is the whole amount paid to the Treasury? IvTo. payable to the Treasury.
523. When was the next sale ? In May, 1887; it realized £1,915 7s, 7d.
_
_
52-1’. The credit system came in then. What balances are due on those sales now ? It was impossible
for me to ascertain in the limited time I had to make up this statement.
525. Tou only know the amount you have received ? The total amount of the sales.
526. Mr. Copeland.] The first sale in 18S7 was held before the Deferred Payments Bill was passed ? Tes.
527. They were all cash sales prior to that time ? Tes.
^
_
528. I take it that you are getting your information from the Lands Department? No, it is taken from
our own books in the Treasury.
_
_
529. Chairman.'] But the information as to the sales and the cash payment would be furnished in the
first instance by the Lands Department? Undoubtedly.
530. Mr. Garrard.] 1 understand that the first three sales were lump sums before tbe deferred payment
system came in, and are subject only to those lapses which have been mentioned ? Tes, to the extent of
£2,737 IGs.
_
_
531. Chairman.] 'When was the next sale held? On the 9th .Inly, 1887, at Beecroft, it realized
£3,851 15s.
_ _ _
532. Was that the cash paid on the total amount ? As I understand it, itis the total amount of the
sale.
533. When was the next sale ? At Beecroft, on the 27th August; it realised £8,095.
534. Do vou mean to say that in the Treasury vou have no means of showing what money has been paid
on each of those sales ? Tes, we have, hut it would take some little time to take it out.
535. Ton can get a return for the Committee giving this information ? Tes.
536. Do you know what sum has boon debited against these proceeds for the erection of bridges over tbo
Parramatta. liiver, or any other river up there ? I could not say
537. Are there no accounts in the Treasury to show that ? AVe could make it out.
538. As a charge against the general revenue but not as against these particular proceeds ? We have not
got a separate account of these particular proceeds.
,
_
539. What is the explanation for not carrying these amounts to a separate account—it is public
revenue ? It is
_
540. Does that do away with the obligation to keep a separate account as the Legislature has said you
shall do ; the assessments under the Sheep Act and Babbit Act arc treated as part of the public accounts,
but separate accounts are kept for each of them ? Tes, they are different accounts, they are both trust
accounts.
541. Is not this? This is a revenue account.
^
542. Do you not see that the Legislature has said that you shall keep a separate account. M hat right
has the Treasury officers to say thev shall not ? I do not know, unless perhaps they may have understood
it to mean that it is Inform part of the revenue as stated in this section.
543. Can you give any reason why the Treasury lias said there shall not be a separate account kept as
this Act provides ? 1 cannot give any reason except that it has not been done.
544. Tou have treated the proceeds as part of the public revenue, and carried them generally to the
account under tho bend of auction sales? Just so.
51'5. Mr, Copeland.] Have you any separate account forlhe Church and School Lands? Tes.
546. Are tho proceeds from these lands kept in a. separate account? That is a trust account.
547. And it is kept separately ? Entirely.
548. Still the proceeds are treated as revenue? At the end of the year the amount which is over and
above what is required, is transferred to the eonsolida'ed revenue, it goes into the general revenue at
the end of the year.
549. Tt is merely kept separately so as to comply with the Church and School Lands Act? Tes ; and,
furthermore, the expenditure all through the year is charged to the receipts of the year, and at the end
of the year the balance is transferred to llie consolidated revenue.
God Was there anything to prevent you giving effect to this Act any more than there is to the Church
and Schools Land Act, could you nor have kept this account separately, the same as you have kept
other accounts ? The Church and School Lands account is not kept separately under revenue, it is kept
scparatclv as a trust fund ; but the proceeds of the sale of the Eield of Mars the law directs should be
kept as part of tho public revenue. There seems to have been some misunderstanding in that respect.
551. Tbe Church and School Lands account is a separate and distinct account hy itself? \cs.
552. No funds from any source except from the Church and School Lands are paid into that account?
That is quite correct.
553. Is there any accountant’s reason why these funds should not have been treated iu exactly the same
way as the Church and School Lands fund ? No. with the exception, that the Act says it is to form part of
the public revenue.
554. Does not the money from tho Church and School Lauds form part of the public revenue at the end
of the vear ? Tes ; tbo balance over and above what is required is transferred at. tbe end of tho year.
555. 1 suppose you arc aware that the Act provides that the money shall bo kept in a separate account,
and that the proceeds shall be devoted tmvards building n bridge over tlie river? lam aware that the
Act provides the funds shall be kept in a separate account. With reference to the appropriation, 1 think
that it is a matter for Parliament, as the. Act says that the proceeds of the sale “ may ’ be applied—not
“shall” be applied.
550. If I understand you aright the laud sales at the Eield of Mars realized a total of over £81,970? As
a matter of fact, tho total sales amount to £95,938 7s. Od. less £2,737 10s., being the amount of the
balances unpaid, the deposits having been forfeited.
.
557. There were other sales then? On tho 10th March, 1888, there was a sale at Beecroft realizing
£4,360 10s.; on 30th November, 1889, one at Carlingford, realizing £0,121 12s. Id ; on the 7th December,
ono at Beceroft, realizing £2,153 10s.: and on the 19th December, one at the Eield of Mars, realizing
£1,329 Us. 2d. '
'
558.
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558. There has been no special appropriation from that fund? I can scarcely answer your question, as .
.
Kirkpatrick,
the revenue is treated as a whole.
’
Esq.
559. There has been no special appropriation from these particular proceeds ? Not that I am aware, of.
560. Can you state from what source the funds were provided for building the bridge over the Parramatta 12 Alar., 1890.
River? No, not at this moment.
561. At. any rate, you can tell us that the money was not specially appropriated from tlie proceeds of
these land sales ? No, no separate account was kept of them.
562. Can you state tho cost ot tlie bridge over the Parramatta River, and of the bridge over Irou Cove ?
No ; I have not looked up these matters.
563. Okairman-I "Will you supply a return showing the cost of each bridge, and whether tho money came
from the general revenue or from the loan funds ? I will obtain the information for the Committee.
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APPENDIX.

A.
Precis

of

Papers

relating

to the

Proposed Bridge

over

Tarban Creek,

Parramatta River.

The papers in this case, as submitted, are very meagre, and are evidently incomplete. It is admitted that there are
other papers, and eETorts are being made to recover them from the Lands Department {Surveyor-Oeneral’s Branch). The
following is the case as disclosed hy tlie available papers ■—
1S/9/S3.—Mr. Rothwell, in compliance with instructions, submitted section, &c. of Tarban Creek, and estimated
the cost of a bridge of ono span of 4f>0 feet, or three spans of 150 feet, at £.10,000, without approaches.
21/1/84.—The same officer submitted an estimate for a bridge of five spans of 100 feet each—amount, £24,048—
stating that that span was the most economical that could he adopted.
7/7/85.—In accordance with a resolution of the Borough Council of North Willoughby, the Mayor addressed the
Minister, urging that the Tarban Creek bridge might he constructed as speedily as possible to complete the communication
between Sydney and Lane Cove.
Mr. Bennett minuted that a bridge here would cost £18,000, and would shorten the distance from Sydney to the
North Shore by
mile. It was with a view to this budge that the site of the Lane Cove bridge was changed to Figtreo.
16/7/85.—The Mayor of Hunter's Hill addressed the Minister) urging the same point, and was informed, in reply,
that favourable consideration would be given to the matter.
‘ 17/S1/88.—Mr. F. Famell, M.P. wrote to the Minister, expressing a hope that the Government would, without
delay, carry out this “ desirable and necessary ” work.
Mr. Bennett minuted that, doubtless, a bridge would shorten the distance—at a cost of £18,000—and that a bridge
mti-it be built some day.
1889.—Mr. Secretary Bruce Smitli minuted that this bridge was intended to complete tlie lino of communication
by the shortest route between the Parramatta iron bridge and the bridge over Lane Cove, giving access to the North
Shore, and that it would save 1 i mile.
An amount of £24,000 was placed on the Draft Loan Estimates for this bridge, of which the following is the
official account
“This will either be an arch, in steel, of 870 feet span, with steel approaches, or iron lattice bridge,
600 feet long, on iron piers. Until borings are taken the most economical of tho two designs cannot ho ascertained.”
This bridge was referred for the consideration and report of the Public Works Committee.
10/2/90.—Mr, Hickson minuted that he was of opinion that Tarban Creek Bridge should be withdrawn from the
Committee, as it could he constructed for less than £20,000; and, m any ease, further investigation was necessary as to
whether ant/ expenditure was justifiable m this ease.
■
The Minister directed to withdraw all the iron bridges, except Cowra, and to explain to tho Committee.
C. A. B., 17/2/00.
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Extract

from

Minute

Paper

by

the

B.
Commissioner

Under Secretary

and
for

Engineer-in-Chief

Public Works,

Roads

for

Bridges

and

to

the

£(;.

“ Jerry’s Plains and Tarban Creek Bridges should also be withdrawn, as they can be erected for an amount under £20,000,
and in any case further investigation is necessary as to whether any expenditure at those places is justifiable.”

c.
Letter

from

the

Under Secretary

for

Public Works Prorosino

the

Withdrawal

of the

Bridge

from

Inquiry,

Sir,

Public Works Department, Sydney, 25 February, 1890.
With reference to the three proposals for construction of bridges, viz,, at Tarban Creek, .Terry’s Plains, and
Bullock Island, which arc now before your Honorable Committee, I would desire to point out that when 1 appeared before
the Committee in regard to these matters I asked, on Ixdialf of the Minister, that the proposals might be negatived, on the
ground that since the introduction by him of a new system of dealing with bridges, it had been ascertained that these
particular works could he carried out for a very much less sum than that submitted to Parliament as the estimated cost.
Tho Minister now learns that the professional officers of the Department, and especially the Commissioner for Roads,
have given evidence to the effect that there is no necessity at all for these works, and I have therefore to point out that the
evidence upon which the Minister determined to submit the proposals to Parliament was that of the late Commissioner for
Roads, who was then the official adviser of the Government on such matters. As, however, the Minister finds that the
present Commissioner holds opinions differing from those of his predecessor, he is desirous of reviewing the matters not
only from the standpoint of cost, hut also from the more radical one of necessity; and 1 have therefore to ask on these
further grounds that the proposals may be negatived.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING.
J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.P., Chairman of the Public Works Committee.
Under Secretary.

D.
[To Evidence of Mr. It, IT. De Lovi.\
Statement

showing

the

Number

Crown Land,

in

of

the

Lots

Years

of sale.
1885.
20 and 80 September.........................................
21 October............................................................

1SS7.
Mav .................................................................

and

Area Sold,

sfkcikied,

ufon

and
the

the

Amount Realized,

Field

of

Mars,

Number of lofcH.

at

on

account

of

Sales

Hunter's Hill,

Area.

Realized.

17

a.
495
36

r.
3
4

P.
0
0

£
B. d.
57,808 3 4
3,615 i 6

oop

532

3

0

61,423 10 10

59

45

]

3

212

1/J13
.

7

7

of

23
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[To Evidence of F. Kirkpatrick, Esq.}
SiTATKJIENr SHOWISf: THE AltOUIi'JS EliAl.UED JiV

■
Date of sale.

Field of Mars
n
>i

>>

yi

j>

>J

if

.................
.....................................
............. .................... .

s.
19
13
0

d.
7
0
6

£
s. d.
*2,264 17 4
*320 5 6

Beecroft ...........................
»}
................. . ..............................

1,915 7 7
3,851 15 0
8,095 0 0

1,915 7 7
3,566 8 0
7,458 19 0

285 7 0
636 1 0

4,3G0 10 0

3,424 13 4

D3J5 1G

6,121 12 1
2,153 10 0
1,329 11 2

2,336 n 9
1,299 0 0
333 8 2

Totals ......................
. K?7

£
47,064
8,194
3,020

*59 9 3
*84 3 11

Carlingford ..................................
Beecroft .................................
Field of Mars ...... ...............

UlSr,i'i*

k “t?1c s,,rn?
Auction Ualaneoa Act,

d.
11
6
6

3,993 17 4
2,499 15 3

1SS0.

.1

£.
16
18
0

Amount owing to date.

\

4,053 6 7
2,583 19 2

10 March .....

19

£
49,329
8,523
3,620

Amount paid.

1S74,’!

...... ..............................
......................................

...........

3837.
5 May .........
!) July .........
27 August .....
1S8S.

)>

“FIELD OF MARS HESUMPTION ACT OF

Amount the laud was
sold foi.

Flaco of sale.

18S5.
2G Septcinbcr
30
„
21 October.....
1836.
2 October.....

10

S.U.E OP LAN!) UNDER
33 Vic. No. 3.

I>0 V ic. >o. 89.

The Treasury, 11 March, 1890.

40

95,938 7

IBS.) "'ill not bo jmid—deposits forfeited

6

85,707 13

and sale annulled.

6

K

3,785 0 4
854 10 0
996 3 0
10,230 14 0

Sales from 9 July (inclnslve’i under

Torms: 25 per cent, deposit; tabnee, three equal ntmual Instalments with 5 per cent interest added.

.

W. Nbwcombe, Keeeiver.

E 1.
Statement showing the Amount Votkh, Expended, and the Balance Unexpended on account of the Bridges
over the Parramatta River and Iron Cove Creek, exclusive op the Railway-Bridge.

Year of
Vote.

Act.

Particulars.

1873.. Loan—36 Vic. No, 21

Bridges over Parramatta River at Five Dock,
ana at Iron Cove Crock (the money to be
expended on condition of the Field of Mara
Common, about 6,235 acres, being resumed
by the Government under Act of Parliament.
.
1876... Loan—40 Vie, No, 12 ... Bridges over Iron Cove Creek and Parramatta
River—further sum.
1882... Consolidated Revenue
Bridges, Parramatta and Iron Cove, including
Fund—45 Vic. No. 21.
embanked approaches—further sum.
Tlie Treasury, New South Wales,
13th March, 1890.

_____________________________________

Amoimt
Voted.

Amount
ExiKjntfeil.

Da? « n co.

£
50,000

£ s. d.
50,000 0 0

& s. d.

40,000

40,000 0 0

Nil.

9,000

8,906 17 5

3 2 7
Written off.

Nil.

j PEARSON
'
Accountant.

P.
FIELD OF MARS COMMON RESUMPTION.
■
An Act to authorize the Resumption and Sale of tho Field of Mars Common. [Assented to, 25th June, 1874.]
M HERRAS by a certain instrument bearing date tho eleventh day of Augustin the year one thousand eight hundred and
four under the seal of tlie territory of New South Wales and under the hand of His Excellency Philip Gidley King
JjMjuire then Captain General and Governor-in-Chief of the said territory the lands hereinafter in the Schedule hereto
described wore allotted ns Common lands for the use of the settlers cultivators and other inhabitants of the district of
the Picul of Mars and Eastern Farms in the County of Cumberland in tho Colony of New South Wales. And whereas
by a deed of grant under the Great Seal of the said Colony bearing date the tenth day of November one thousand eight
hunared. and forty-nine it was amongst other things recited that the said first-recited instrument was deemed insufficient
m law for the purpose of securing and regulating the right of Common intended to be thereby granted And it was
further recited that by a certain Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of New South Wales passed in the
eleventh year of the reign of Her present Majesty intituled "-An Act to maMe Trustees of Commons in New Bonth.

^aviraiBi.
No™
No. 8.
Preamble.

Wales to have perpetual succmwn and to empower them to regulate the use of such lawk- as may be [/ranted as Commons
uuthin the said Colony and for other /mrposes relating therrto ” certain provisious were made for the purposes in the title

to the said Act mentioned And whereas by the said lastly-recited deed of grant the lands therein particularly described
(being the lands also described in the Schedule hereto) were given and granted unto the Hevcrend George Edward
lurner Duncan Mackellar and James Devlin ami their successors to be appointed as in and by the said Act provided as
trustees of the Field of Mars Common situated in the district formerly known as tbe Field of Mars and Eastern Farms upon
the trusts and subject to the reservations and conditions thereinafter in such deed of grant expressed And whereas the said
Act of the eleventh year of Her present Majesty was repealed by an Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of Her Maiestv’s
reign and numbered twenty-throe being the “ Commons Kegulation Act of 1S73” and other provisions for the incorporation
of trustees and the regulation of Commons have amongst other things been thereby enacted but no provision has been made
for the surrender or resumption of Common Lunds And whereas it is deemed expedient that the lands included in such
grant as aforesaid and known as the Field of Mars Common shall bo resumed by the Crown free from all trusts affecting
the same m order that such lands may be sold and that the proceeds of tlie sale thereof may bo devoted towards defiaving
the cost of a bridge suitable for general traffic intended to Im constructed by the Governor with the advice of the Executive
Council across the Parramatta River at some point to be hereafter determined by the Governor with the said advice Be it
therefore enacted by the ^Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty by and with tho advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales in Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows
^
antl "tor* tbo duy of tho passing of this Act the land described in the Schedule herein being the land known
,
as the Field of Mars Common together with the fee-simple and inheritance thereof is hereby declared to be resumed by and j^d'nrw11
to
vested, jn Her Majesty her heirs and successors absolutely free from all trusts conditions reservations riglits-of-wfty
^
,vay Common.
i
casements and other rights whatsoever.
2,
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2. Tl sliall be lawful fov tlie Governor with the advice of the Executive Council to cause ft survey ond plan of the said
land so resumed to be made in which plau shall be marked out such roads streets public thoroughfare; and other reserves for
public purposes and also such subdivisions or allotments of the said land for the purposes of sale ns the Governor with tho
said advice may think proper to reserve or make. And such plan when completed shall be open for inspection without feo at
all reasonable honrs ot the office of the Secretary for Lands and at such other places as he may appoint.
3. The land so resumed as aforesaid shall at such times {not being less than ono calendar month after the completion
of the said plan) and at such places as may bo appointed by tho Secretary for Lands be put up for sale by public auction.
And fourteen days notice at the least of every such sale shall ho given by publication in tho Gtizelle And in such notice tho
allotments to be sold shall ho designated in accordance with tho said plan And the Grown shall have all powers of sale and
grant in respect of such lands as arc incident by law to the solo of Crown lands and the proceeds of every such sale (after
deducting therefrom any costs or charges incurred therein) shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer and by him be carried to
the credit of a separate fund or account as part of the Public Eevenue.
d. This Act may be cited as the “ Field of Mars Common Resumption Act of 1874.”

SCHEDULE.
Ai.t that piece or parcel of land situale in the county of Cumberland parishes of South Colah the Field nf Mars and
Hunter’s Hill containing six thousand two hundred and thirty-five acres Hounded first by the north aide-line of Haynes’
thirty acres in tlie parish of Hunter’s Hill commencing at a marked rock on Lane Cove River being the north-cast corner of
the said thirty ncres and bearing south seventy-four degrees forty-live minutes west then by the north side-line of Everard’s
thirty acres bearing west nineteen degrees forty-five minutes north then by part of tho cast side-line of Sarah Field s sixty
acres bearing north nineteen degrees tody-five minutes cast then by the north sido-linc of the said sixty acres bearing west
nineteen degrees tody-five minutes north then by part of the west side-line of the said sixty acres bearing south nineteen
degrees forty-five minutes west by the north side-line of Tyrrell’s thirtv acres bearing west thirty-one degrees forty-five
minutes north then by part of the east side-line of Raven’s two hundred and eighty-five acres bearing north thirty-one
degrees forty-five minutes cast then by the north side-line of the grants to Raven Morrison Hatton and by part of the north
side-line of Lawrel’s thirty acres bearing west thirty-one degrees forty-live minutes north then by the east side-line of Small’s
thirty acres bearing north thirty-one degrees forty-five minutes cast then by part of tbe south side-line of Brown's one
hundred and fifty acres bearing east thirty-one degrees forty-five minutes south then by east side-line of Brown’s
one hundred and fifty acres bearing north thirty-one degrees forty-five minutes east then by part of the south
side-line of Connor’s one hundred and forty acres bearing east thirty-one degrees forty-five minutes south then hy
the east side-line of Connor's one hundred and forty acres bearing north thirty-one degrees forty-five minutes
east then by the north side-lines of the grants to Connor’s and Weaver’s bearing west thirty-one degrees
forty-five minutes norlli then by part of tlie cast side-line of Kent's five hundred and seventy acres bearing north thirtyone degrees forty-five minutes cast then by tbo north side-line of the said five hundred and seventy acres bearing west thirtyone degrees forty-five minutes north then by the west side-line of the said five hundred and seventy acres bearing south
thirty-one degrees forty-five minutes west then by the north-oast side-line of Moore's grant bearing north thirty-two degrees
twenty minutes west then by the north-west side-line of llrabyn’s two hundred acres bearing west thirty-eight degrees ten
minutes south then by the north-west side-line of Harding’s twenty-five acres bearing west twenty-four degrees ten minulos
south then by a reserved road of one chain width dividing it from tlie grants of Kent’s one hundred and seventy acres and
four hundred and sixly acres bearing north twenty-four degrees ten minutes west to a creek then by that creek bearing north
and westerly (being the northern boundary of Kent’s four hundred and sixty acres and some Crown land) to Rowland
Hassel's one hundred acres then by a part of the north-east side-line of tlie said one hundred acres bearing north twenty-one
degrees west then by a part of the south-east side-line of Savage’s two hundred and uinoty acres bearing oast twonty-ono
degrees north then by the north oust side-line of the grants to Savage Russell and by a part of the north-east side-line of
Pincham’s fifty acres bearing north twenty-one degreei west then by a line bearing east twenty-five degrees forty-five minutes
south to the Lane Cove River and by that river bearing easterly and southerly to tho aforesaid marked rock advertised os
number four in the Government notice dated the twenty-ninth day of August, one thousand eight hundred und forty-eight.
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BRIDGES AT MORPETH AND HINTON.
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Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 26 Xovemhcr. 1S90.

Public Works Department, New South Wales,
'
Office of Examiners of Public Works Proposals, 27 October, 1890.
Report by the Examiners of Public Works Proposals on the proposed bridges at Morpeth and Hinton.
The construction of bridges over the Hunter River, at Morpeth, and on the Paterson River, at Hinton,
has been agitated for many years. The movement may probably have commenced or have been concurrent
with tlie proposals for bridging these rivers at the other places at which bridges have been built, for it is
claimed that their construction, and the consequent determination of the general traffic along tho
permanent thoroughfares thus opened, has had the effect of reducing Morpeth from the position of a
centre of commerce, of diverting from it the traffic from tlie whole of the country between tbe Hunter
amt the Paterson Rivers, and east of the Paterson, and of rendering it dependent solely upon the small
tract of country in its immediate vicinity, and upon the advantages it possesses in being at once at the head
of the navigable portion of the rivers and the terminal point of a branch from the main line of railway.
2. The Paterson River was bridged in 186-1 at Woodvillc (the Dunmorc bridge), on the direct lino
of road from Sealiam, on the Williams, towards West Maitland; and the Bclmore bridge, over the Hunter
River, was built in 1869, at the Palls, at the north end of West Maitland. By these two bridges tbe
communication with West Maitland from the districts cast of the Hunter and Paterson Rivers was
completed. During 1865 the Hunter liiver was bridged (Use Pituacrec bridge) at a point opposite East
Maitland, on a road connecting at Largs with the main road between the Beltnore and the Dunmoro
bridges. Thus the traffic was afforded permanent approaches to both East and West Maitland, aud to
the main line of railway. Tbe following tolls were levied on these bridges until abolished on 31st
December, 1882:—
Foot passengers................................................................................................................ Id.
Vehicles ............................................................................................................................. 6d.
Horses drawing or not drawing
................................................................
3d.
Cattle
.................................................................................................... '
............... 2d.
Sheep, lambs, Ac.
.................................................................................................... 2d.
Rut tho tolls on tho ferries on the approaches to Morpeth have remained in force all along.
_
3. Itis claimed that the course of a largo part of the traffic had up to that time been through
Hinton and across the Hunter River below the confluence of tho Paterson to Morpeth. Prior to the
erection of the bridge the service of all the roads leading from the districts cast of tho Hunter and
Paterson Rivers to West and East Maitland and to Morpeth was carried across the rivers hy punts. By
tlie substitution of bridges for punts for access to East and West Maitland it is contended that ‘the
interests of Morpeth trade suffered twofold injustice, for not only was the trade of the place diverted by
tho creation of sure means of access in all weathers to other centres, but, while Morpeth trade was left
with a handicap of ferry charges upon all traffic entering or leaving the place, those restrictions were
removed from the traflic to the other places, for the bridges were freed from tolls on December 31st,
18S2.
4. As a proof that the course of traffic was in those days through Morpeth, it is stated that the
punts for which bridges have been substituted were worked at lower rentals than those by which access
was had to Morpeth.. And this condition of things, as affecting Morpeth, has hitherto been relieved only
by the substitution, in 1.876, of a steam ferry for tho hand punt at the Hinton crossing over the Hunter
River.
5. The sole means of access to Morpeth from the districts lying between tho Hunter and Paterson
Rivera are by two band punts, which are worked over tho Hunter River. From tho districts lying between
the Paterson dnd Williams Rivers the only access is by the steam ferry at Ilintcn,
6. The districts served by the two hand punts over the Hunter River, near Morpeth, are traversed
by the roads already noticed as bifurcating at Largs, and leading across tbe Pitnacreo and Belmore
bridges to East and West Maitland ; and the whole of the country north of Hinton village, extending to
8eah am
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Seaham and Clarence Town, on the Williams River, is earned by the same road which crosses the Paterson
at Woodville by the Dunmorc bridge. Thus the area served by the Hmtou steain lorry is reduced to a
small tract in the isnmediate neighbourhood of Hinton.
.
7. The traffic from tlie districts on the Tipper Williams, about .Diingog, is served by two distinct
routes The direct and shortest road crosses the Bollarobba range of hills, and traverses the valley ot the
Paterson, passing close to West, and East Maitland. The second route passes down the valley of the
Williams Hirer, avoiding the Bollarobba Range, through Clarence Town and Scubam and thonce it cuts
across the country south-westwards to the Wine-shop, a point within a miles both ol Hinton steam ferry
■and the Dunmoro bridge over the Paterson. At this point the road, bifurcates The distance thence to
Morpeth via the Hinton steam ferry is 4 miles, while to West and East Maitland via the bridges over the
Paterson and Hunter Elvers the distance is 8 miles.
,
8. This road, from the Upper Williams through Clarence Town, though some miles longer tnanthat
via the Paterson Valley, is the route taken by all heavy traffic and live stock for Maitland, as by it the
Bollarobba Eange is avoided, and a tolerably level road is secured throughout.
9. A permanent bridge over the Williams at Clarence Town gives access to this road from Stroud,
where tlio main north road from Hexham and Raymond Terrace to Lhe Manning Eivcr is met. At the
extreme south end of this long road from the north the communication with the railway is at Hexham by
a steam ferry. This is the route traversed by the mails to and from the north coast districts. Hexham.
is distant 40 miles from Stroud,
,
.
10. The communication between Stroud and East and West Maitland, ma Clarence down, is
uninterrupted, as the whole is securely bridged. The distance from Stroud to the nearest accessible points
on the railway are here given for comparison:—
Erom Stroud to Hexham, crossing the Hunter Hirer by steam ferry
... 40 miles
Prom Stroud to West Maitland and to East Maitland, crossing the Williams,
40^
Paterson, and Hunter Elvers by bridges............. .
...............
Prom Stroud to Morpeth, crossing the Williams Elver by bridge, branching
off the Maitland road at the Wine-shop, and crossing the Hunter Eivcr
by -steam ferry
....................................................................................... 42111. It seems, therefore, that Morpeth is on a par with Hexham as regards accessibility, as both
can only be reached bv a steam ferry, but that it is 25- miles further from Stroud. As compared with
West and East Maitland, Morpeth is a mile nearer to Stroud, but these places arc reached over bridges
,
which secure passage at all times.
12. The distances by the railway from Newcastle to the points met by these roads arc:
Proin Newcastle to Hexham
...
...
...
...
...
■■■ 10 miles,
„
to Plast Maitland
................................................................ 18 „
„
to Wcst Maitland ...
...
...
...
...
••• 20 ,,
„
to Morpeth ............................................................................ 22 ,,
13. In former times, during the prosperity that is claimed to have existed in Morpeth, it is probable
that the traffic from the Upper Williams passed through that place by way of Hinton ferry. In 1880,
however, the Williams Hiver Company commenced running steamers, with the result that tins waterway
has served the whole district very effectually. Clarence Town is at the head of navigation on the Williams,
and the shipping-port for all the districts in the valley of the river on the north. About half of the traffic
that passes through Stroud is also said to he brought for shipment to Clarence Town. The outlet for the
other half is via Eaymond Terrace, which is but a few miles further. Hie whole of the timber from the
Upper Williams north of Dungog is shipped at Clarence Town, except such as is required for local con
sumption in Maitland. Sailing vessels, drawing up to 13 feet G inches of water, are loaded here with
timber for the intercolonial trade, and barges for the trade ot Newcastle. It is said that 1 he depth or
water in the Williams admits of vessels of deeper draught than in the Hunter, but that the volume ot
trade is not sufficient to support larger vessels than are used. These vessels trade with Newcastle only, so
all goods destined for other ports must be transhipped at Newcastle. Timber destined for delivery at
places north of Maitland is sent thence by water to Newcastle, and despatched by train m preference to
the road iournev across to Maitland. The staple product of the lauds on the Upper Williams is maize.
The market for'this is in Newcastle, whence it is despatched inland. During 1889, 25,000 bags ot maize
were shipped from Clarence Town to Newcastle. It seems that for a very long scries of years Newcastle
has been the chief market for maize grown in these districts. The Sydney market has all along been
supplied from the northern rivers, and the demand in Newcastle has generally been greater than the local
supply, but this state of things has lately heen modified by delivery being made at Newcastle from the
northern rivers. It is, therefore, highly improbable than any direct trade with (Sydney can be douo in
maize grown north of Clarence Town in competition with the sea-borne product of the northern parts ot
the .coast. Oaten hay is produced in large quantities on the Williams below ClarcnceTown. The market
for this also is Newcastle. There can be no trade in this direct with Sydney in competition with the pro
duct of other ports, which are generally of superior quality. There is no lucerne grown on the Williams
above Clarence Town, and all produced below it is taken by the steamers in passing. The chief market
for live stock is Maitland. Ail accounts agree that for stock, whether intended for transport to Hydnoy
or Newcastle, or for sale in Maitland, the route via Hinton and Morpeth is the most suitable. It appears
there is a decided preference for the sea route over that by railway, and that the steamers on the Hunter
carry much larger numbers of stock than those on the Williams ; also, that transhipment at Newcastle is
avoided by the Hunter Eivcr steamers being used, and the rai Iway at Morpeth gives a choice of routes and
markets to the senders. Por stock intended for shipment or sale in East Maitland the advantage in
distance is nil in the route via Morpeth, but the road is less uneven, and is said to he more suitable m
other respects. There is again a large quantity of timber on lands between the Paterson and Williams
Hirers in
situations, for which 'Morpeth is the nearest point of shipment by rail or vessel.
Por transport ot such goods the punts may be taken to he unsuitable,
_ _
■
14. The conclusion drawn from the inquiry into the trade from the Williams Eivcr districts is
that, as the live stock and limber traffic usually take the route via Clarence Town, the opening of a
certain route to Morpeth would deflect much of it to that place ; that the passenger traffic now earned
on the Williams is unimportant, being given at six passengers each way daily, but it is said that taere is
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ft gain of four or five liours in tlio. journey to >S_i<lney by the Morpeth route ; that in farm produce there
would be absolutely no traffic between Clarence Town and Morpeth ; and, finally, that no appreciable
development or progress could be expected to result in the Upper 'Williams River districts by the small
advantages to bo gained by better communication with Morpeth.
Jo. Tho districts traversed by the Paterson River are comparatively limited in area, but they are
of exceptional richness, and capable of very great development. It is fuiilc now to speculate on what
may have been the course and extent of the traffic from these districts in the past. This course has now
been determined by the main thoroughfares that have been created fo West and East Maitland, and it
remains but to complete these works by bridging or other devices, so ns to make these roads passable at
all limes, to render the outlet from the Paterson districts to their natural markets perfect.
1G. Reference is here made to a point on the road near tho Dunmore bridge which is deeply
submerged by floods, and fo two places, one on each side of the Pitnacrce bridge, which are not only
submerged hut impassable for some time after the subsidence of the water. These three difficulties
having been referred to by witnesses as evidence of the need for opening another road info Morpeth, it
is necessary to mention them, and to point out that they are defects in the continuity of the road which
do not affect the material question in any way.
17. It cannot now be doubled that, whatever injury may have been done to tlio interests of Morpeth
in the past by the opening of those roads, their course has been wisely determined on in the interests of
the community, and they have efficiently served their purpose.
IS. One of the proposals forming the subject of this inquiry is a bridge over tho Paterson River
at Hinton, os a substitute for the steam punt f hat is working over the Hunter River below the confluence
of the Paterson, As this bridge alone would be of no use, it would necessitate the construction of
another over the Hunter River at Morpeth, and of a road across Phoenix Parle connecting them, This
latter bridge is strongly advocated as a measure of necessity in the interests of the farmers on Phoenix
Park, who suffer so greatly by floods, to enable them to remove their stock and goods to a place of safety.
10. It is further urged that tins bridge would be the means of diverting the traffic from Phoenix
Park, which is now carried by tho steamers, to the railway.
20. Tho Commissioner for Roads lias supplied, for comparison with these proposals, an estimate
for a bridge over the Hunter River at tlio steam-ferry site, winch, however, can be considered merely as
improving the access to and from Morpeth,
21. The full extent of country on the left banks of the Paterson and Hunter Rivers from which
traffic might bo taken into Morpeth has been calculated liberally to include the whole of the river
frontage and cultivable land adjoining from the Dunmore bridge down to the confluence of the Williams
with the Hunter. The cultivable land only has been taken, and not the grazing land.
22. The farmers estimate that this area is capable of carrying lucerne over two-thirds of the
whole, and maize and potatoes over lhe remaining third, witli pumpkins among the maize, The
cultivation is necessarily of the highest class of which the farmers are capable, since the acres are each
estimated at £30 to £70 in value, and are actually rented from £2 to £2 10s. per acre.
23. Tho total area included is 2,843 acres, divided among ninety-one farmers, and distributed as
follows : —
I
Fronting
cm Hunter.

Woodvilie..........................................
Wiillnloug ......................................

I-'routini'

on I’aicrHoii.

ISO
' 30

Ikmthomc.......................................
If id] a Nulla....................................
Down Park .....................................

Queen Reach ...............................
,

Oaterly ..............................................

Nelson's Plains ............................
M‘Clement's Swamp .....................

43
G3
223

Inland-

Total.

223
393
200
03
GO

403
533
G4S
245
130
233

15
23

475
25

033
225

03
460

020

|

040

933

I

2,843

24. The possible production from this acreage, according to the scales given in the evidence, would
be, of:—
9,480 tons, or 28,400 bales.
Lucerne...............
Maize
...
...
500
„ 27,000 bushels.
Pumpkins
...
9,000
,, 03,000 dozens.
Potatoes and onions
4-SO tons.
Tolal

19,400 tons.

25. Tlio number of farmers is 91, giving a population of 433, to which should be added the
population of Hinton 475, and of Bonlborne 40, and an estimate of say 400 for residents along the
"Williams, whose farms arc served by that waterway, and arc consequcnily nof included, but who individually
may fairly claim to derive benefit by improved access to Morpeth. The total thus becomes 1,370.
2G. Of this area 1,860 acres are comprised in farms having frontages on the Paterson or Hunter
River, aud consequently in direct communication with the steamers, and 983 acres are on farms lying
hack from the river frontage, from which all produce has to be carted for shipment.
27. The distinction is seen to be a very important one when the manner in which the transport of
farm produce is conducted is understood. On the farms having water-frontage the homesteads and barns
are on the water's odge wherever practicable, and the shipment takes place direct into the droghers. But
in the case of the farms having no such frontage the produce must be carted to the water’s edge through
the neighbouring farm lands, by permission of the tenant,in order that shipment may ho made at all. The
inquiry has shown that this is the universal practice, and it is believed that it will be continued in the
case of all produce grown alongside the water. Hone of it will in any case be carted to a distant railway
station ;
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station; but from the farms having no water-frontage the necessity for carting may, and very likely will,
have the effect of diverting much of the produce to the railway, if an access by a bridge over the river
were afforded,
28. The acreage affected, however, is but one-half of the acreage fronting on water, and a pro
portion only of the produce from this half will he taken to the railway. This portion will probably consist
of the lucerne only, for transport to Sydney, and, at a liberal estimate, may be set down at 1,000 tons
per annum.
_
20. The farms are all served by good roads which lead to the steam ferry and to Morpeth, or via
Largs to East and West Maitland; in fact, some part of the area included is nearer to Maitland than to
Morpeth.
Dunmoro bridge to West Maitland...............................................................
miles.
,,
„
East Maitland ...
...
...
...
5
,,
,,
„
Morpeth via Winc-shop and Hinton...........................
7
„
30. The contention by the advocates for the bridges is, that the punt service is inconvenient, and
the tolls are all but probibitive; that proper full loads cannot be carried over the punts, and that they are
obliged to adopt the course of using the steamers, and are precluded from trading to Sydney. Thus the
traflie is lost to tho railway revenue, and the farmers arc debarred from availing themselves of the Sydney
market, which has now been opened to their use by the construction of tho Hawkosbury bridge.
31. The service of the steam ferry at Hinton has been minutely inquired into. It was instituted
in 1876 in place of a hand punt. The engine is of 12 horse-power, the length of the punt is 52 feet,
exclusive of flap, and width 22 feet. Its capacity is 140 tons of load. It can carry on a trip six single
horse-carts and 10 free horses, or 6 tons of load on an 8-horse waggon. It has taken over fifty-six head of
horned cattle at one time. The tolls levied are as follows:—
...........................
3d.
Each horse, drawing or not drawing
...
..,
...........................
6d.
Each vehiclo...............................................................
...........................
2d.
Each head of cattle, drawing or not drawing
...
Each sheep under 100 in number ...
...
...........................
id.
Each sheep over 100 in number
...
...
...
...........................
id.
................................
3d.
Goods not in vehicles, per cwt.
...
...
...
One charge to include passing and repassing onco a day. In addition, the rates for a
period of a week or a month are more favourable.
32. In a special report, Mr. .1. Coombs, the engineer in charge, stated that each trip, including
loading and unloading, can be made in one minute, and on an average in good weather aod water that
forty trips can be made in an hour. The approaches on both sides are pitched with stones. The greatest
depth of water that can he worked in is 4 feet above H.W.S.T., but, as the strength of the current,
which is variable, and the wind affect this, the maximum depth may he taken to be 3 feet 6 inches above
II.W.S.T. Owing to the floods this year the ferry was not worked during five days in February and nine
and a half days during March. There is a rise and fall of tide of 4 feet at this point on the river. The
highest flood recorded was on March 14th this year, when it measured 13 feet 8,,- inches above II.W.S.T.
The following information on the receipts and expenditure on this ferry has been obtained.
Receipts.
£ b. 4.

Expenditure.
£ s. d.

18S0
487 9 9
561 3 3
976 8 11
1881
489 1 7
1882 (seven months) 296 G 4
338 17 4
1884
526 5 3
1889
505 14 9
820 0 O
These details give an average loss on working of about £300 per annum. The service is stopped
once each month on a regularly-appointed day at 3 p.m. until the next morning for overhaul and repairs.
The service is admitted to be excellent, and no improvement can be suggested.
33. Tbe township) of Hinton is on the left bank of the Paterson, within half a mile of its confluence
with the Hunter. It is well situated on a hill, round which the flood-waters circulate from the Paterson
through M'ClemenFs swamps, joining tho Hunter some miles lower down at Green Hocks. The roads,
both southwards towards the steam ferry and northwards towards the Wine-shop and Seahaui, are deeply
submerged by floods. There is here a wharf at which droghers call, and where it is stated 5,000 bales
of hay are annually shipped. These are transhipped at Morpeth to the large steamers, which never pass
up the Paterson. The population of the town is 475. The Public School has 134 children on the roll.
There are two banks. A steam flour-inill, which lias been idle for many years, ns also lias an engineering
works which formerly employed twenty-five hands. On the hill in the vicinity are five vineyards, aggre
gating 83 acres. Morpeth is distant under 2 miles via the steam ferry, and East Maitland 5 miles ; West
Maitland, via the Wine-shop and Dunmorc Bridge, is distant 12 miles. The site for the proposed bridge
over the Paterson is at this township). The place is dependent entirely upon the agricultural interests in
the midst of which it is situated, but it claims to have suffered decadence in common with Morpeth from
the same causes, viz., the diversion of traffic by other routes to West and East Maitland. The tolls on
the ferry are a tax upon its necessary communication with tho railway, and the uncertainty of this com
munication drives traffic to take the longer route.
34. The bridge over the Hunter Hiver at the steam ferry has heen estimated to cost, including
approaches, £51,000. This bridge must of necessity have swing openings to allow the passage of vessels.
The annual cost of working this will amount nearly to the loss now suffered on the ferry. As pointed
out before, this estimate has apparently been made for comparison with that for the two bridges connecting
with a road across Phoenix Park. The proposal has never been seriously entertained, as it affords no
relief to the farmers on Phoenix Park, and but partially satisfies the requirements of Morpeth, affording
merely a through road to the railway for traffic from tho immediate neighbourhood, the amount of which
has already been estimated, and for a possible traffic from Clarence Town and the Up>pcr Williams, which
cannot be depended on with confidence.
35.
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3<>. riic construction of a bridge over tbo Paterson at Iliiiton can be considered only in conjunction
with another over the Hunter at Morpeth. Tlio latest estimates for these works arc, as given by the
Commissioner for Roads and Bridges:—
.
£
s, d.
Bridge over the Hunter River, and the railway connecting with Crownstreet, Morpeth
........................... '.......................................
11,215 0 0
Road construction, 125 chains ...
...
...
,,,
3,750 0 0
Bridge over Paterson River, at Hinton ...
...
...
...
...
26.000 0 0
Total

£40,065 O O

Tlie bridge over the Paterson must have a lift span or a swing, as headway is required for droghers.
The working expenses of this will be an annual charge.
36. A bridge over the Hunter at Morpeth must necessarily be built to such a height as to allow of
headway for the rolling stock on the railway line, which will also have to be spanned, and to connect with
the streets in Morpeth ; so there will be ample space under it for the passage of droghers. It should be
situated above the wharves, and the point beyond which tlie large steamers have never yet run ; but if the
improvements in the course of tlie Hunter River, as recommended by Mr. Gordon, are completed, there
must be a swing span in this bridge also, to enable the large ocean-going steamers to pass, for Mr.
Gordon proposes to make a new channel sufficient to carry such vessels up to West Maitland. .
37. _ Irom the deck-levels of both these bridges over the Hunter and Paterson the roads will have
to bo carried down to the surface of the lauds on Phoenix Parle at the steepest practicable gradient. The
distance between the bridges has been given at 125 chains, and the cost of this piece of road abac at
£3,7a0. The evidence given has pointed to a ridgo of land running parallel with the water’s edge, at a
distance of 4 or 5 chains from it, which is 5 or 6 feet above the general level of the land on Phoenix Park,
immediately adjoining, and but 2 feet or so below the level of the highest floods. This ridge is given ns
being the best lino for a road connecting the two bridges. There are three insuperable objections to its
adoption:—-(1.) Tho descending gradients from both the bridges will run out into tho Park considerably
past this ridge ; (2.) A lino of road along it would cut off the water-frontage from a considerable area
of land, and entail a large sum in compensation; and (3.) A road in this position would ho eminently
inconvenient to die majority of residents on the Park. The objection to any direct road connecting the
bridges is, that it would cross the general direction of the flood-waters, which have moulded the land0into
long hollows and ridges. This is, however, unavoidable, and is best met by avoiding the direct route.
The roads already existing should he utilised to the utmost. Rand resumption and compensation will
thus be avoided. There is a road from Largs, traversing tho Park to about its centre, and bifurcatin'*
there. One branch connects with tho Morpeth punt, and the other passes down to Beattie’s Point (at
the confluence of the Paterson and Hunter Rivers). Uhis will make a roundabout route between the
bridges, but, in consideration of the advantages shown for it, the extra distance to be travelled is imma
terial. It has been in use ever since Phoenix Park has boon settled upon, and, oven if another direct
road is formed, it cannot now be aban loned, as the communications of so many farms depend upon it. It
is greatly in need, not of repair, but. of construction. There is no demand for another road for local
purposes, but the need for expenditure on the existing roads is imperative.
33. The Statistical Register gives the following details of the town of Morpeth at the end of the
year 1SS!):—
Population
...
,,,
...
...
............... 1,450
Number of dwellings...........................
...............
251
Average annual rental
...............
................. £3,410
Capilal value" of all property
...
...
£115,P73
Length of roads and streets—made
6 miles 7 chains
„
,,
unmade
3 miles 53 chains
There are two hanks doing business in the town. Tbe register of the Public School shows 151 children,
of whom thirty cannot attend school while the river is in flood. Mr. Myles M‘Bae, M.P., states that a
mill properly which had cost the Honorable J. Bundle £18,000 was purchased by him for £800.
Another property has lately been purchased for a sum which formerly was the annual rental given
for it. Mr. R. "VVaddy, the manager of the Commercial IBank, is of opinion that the value of real estate
in Morpeth has declined 50 per cent, during the last ten years. There is ample room for expansion into
a very large town. . Tho land is all at great elevation above flood-level, and eminently well suited for sites
for residential and industrial purposes.
30. The total area of the farm lands on Phoenix Park is 1,1331 acres, divided into thirty-nine farms,
averaging 30 acres each, and two_ aggregating 5 acres. These are in occupation by forty-one families, who
arc nearly all tenants. The resident population would thus amount to 205. ’ They have all been in
occupation of the same lands for long periods extending up to thirty years. The original grant comprised
2,000 acres, which included a portion of the lands now called Golden Grove, outside of Phoenix Parle, and
thus are considered to he beyond the limits entitled to consideration in this inquiry. It is claimed,
however, that, in tho event of the Hunter River being bridged at Morpeth, the produce from a considerable
area in this locality will thereby be enabled to roach that market and the railway at a saving of 3 miles in
distance as compared with H'est Maitland, and I£- mile as compared with East Maitland. This is true, but
no estimate can bo baaed on the speculation os to the proportion of the farmers who will abandon the
good existing roads, and the markets in which they have traded so many years.
>
40. Of tho area given for Phoenix Park, farms aggregating 373 acres have water-frontage on tlie
Hunter, and 34-8lj acres have water-frontage on the Paterson, and two farms, aggregating 42 acres, front
on both rivers at thetr confluence. The acreage of farms in the interior having no frontage is 303. This
means, nearly, that one-fourth of the produce of lands on Phoenix Park has to be carted from tho farms
on which it is produced to a place of shipment, whereas three-fourths arc shipped direct on to the droghers
from the barns on the water’s edge.
41. Two wharves have been provided by the steamer companies on the Park opposite Morpeth.
These are both approached by roads, on which, however, no public money has ever been spent. The
inducement
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inducement offered by the companies to shipment ;it these wharres is that no droghage is olinrged.
whereas on all lucerne carried by di'oglier from other places a charge of Gd. per bale is made for
droghage to Morpeth, if intended for transport by steamer, and, if consigned by railway, the charge ia
Is. Gd. j)cr bale.
42. The total production of lands on the Park, calculated on the same scale as before, the whole
area being cultivable, is of—
........................... 3,870 tons, or 11,010 bales.
Lucerne
...
...
...
300 tons, or 14,000 bushels.
Maize
...
...
...
370 tons.
*
Potatoes and onions
...
.,
...
... 3,500 tons, or 24,oOO dozen.
Pumpkins ...
...
...
..
Making a total of (say) 8,000 tons. Of thi , the proportion due to the farms having no water-frontage,
viz., one-fourth, equal to 2,000 tons, having to be carted for shipment, may bo laken ns likely to be
transported over a bridge to Morpeth. Of the other three-fourths, viz,, 0,000 ions, a portion may also be
included, since variation in markets and competition in Sydney, besides tbe saving of ferry tolls, and the
ease and certainty with which the railway will be reached, will certainly increase tbe quantity carried by
the railway. Of this quantity, therefore, 1,000 tons may fairly be taken credit for in an estimate of this
nature, making a total of 3,000 tons which may be carried over tbe bridge, and possibly become available
as tonnage for the railway. Of lucerne alone the quantity will be 4,353 bales, or 1,151 tons.
43. The annual returns by the Kailway Commissioners show the following operations at
Morpeth:—
tons.

During 12 mouths ending 30th June, 1889, the total tonnage of general goods despatched
was ...............
.................................... .......................................................................... 13,800
During the same period the hay despatched amounted to 2,111 bales, or ...
...
705
During the 12 months ending 30th June, 1890, the total tonnage of general goods des
patched was...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 11,105
During the same period tbe bay despatched amounted to ],10G bales, or ...
...
...
367
It is seen again, by a specially-prep a red return for the 12 months ending 31st December,
1889, that the total tonnage of general goods despatched was ...
...
...
... 1G,754
During the same period tbe hay despatched amounted to 1,524 bales, or ...
...
...
508
It. The Ilawkesbury bridge was opened for traffic on 1st May, 1890, thus opening a direct road
to Sydney by rail, but during that month’there was a severe flood in the Hunter, which kiiled nearly the
whole of the* crops and plants. The hay despatched from Morpeth during the first four months of 1389
was 339 tons, or l.Ol.? bales, but for tbe last eight months of tbe same year Ike total tonnage was 1G9
tons, or 507 bales only. During March, 1890, there was another destructive flood, so the total tonnage
shown fur the year ending 30tb June, 1890, which maybe said to have seen two destructions of crops,
amounted to only 3G7 tons, or l,lOG bales. It seems, therefore, that tbe despatch of bay from Morpeth
by railway can be fairly tested only by flic operations during the year ending 30th June, 1889, which,
however, were somewhat curtailed by the flood during the preceding month (May), The total was 705
tons, or 2,114 bales, of lucerne, and of general goods tbe total was 13,800 tons. The following extracts from
the reports of the Kailway Commissioners are here given to show tbe importance of Morpeth as compared
with the neighbouring stations, East and "West Maitland.
'
Morpeth.

June 30,1830, |
Jso. of hands om])U)yod ...
No. of tickets issued.........
Goods tonnage out..............
Hay, straw, chaff, out......
Wool

...............................

Revenue from goods..........
Total earnings ..................

■21
17,2!!S
trucks.
13,842
1R1
bales.
36,300

£

19,981
22,036

Ea«t Maitland.

June 30,1300. | JunoSO, 1SS9.
26
20,102
trucks.
11,105
70
hales.
34,271.

12
20,780
trucks.
0.023
234
bales.
42

17,707
20,049
19.776

4,073
8,0S3
9,606

£

£

1
1

J

West Maitland, including- High-ft,

June 30,1300. | June 30,1530,
11
26,494
trucks.
5,074
160
bales.
30
£
2,150
0,371
19,203

.Tunc 30, 1300.

30
48,624
trucks.
13,907
783
bales.
171

40
01,224
12.53S
trucks.
426
bales.
2,380

£

£

11,270
22,703

11,202
23,013

45, The directors of the steamer companies have declined to supply information regarding tbe
quantity of goods carried by tbe steamers from Morpeth. As, however, tbe droghers collect goods from
all parts of the rivers between Paterson township and Maitland down to Knymond Terrace aud deliver
their cargoes at Morpeth, where they are transhipped into tbe large steamers, the totals which alone could
be obtained from tbo company's books would be of no service in this inquiry. The droghage charged by
the companies on goods intended for transport by railway has very naturally been fixed at a prohibitively
high rate. Mr. P. O'Keefe, the local managing director of tbe H.K.K'.S.N. Co. at Morpeth, has stated
that his company bus several times over-shipped 40,000 bales of bay in tbe twelve months. This was
before tlie opening of tbe Hawkesbury bridge.
4G. The claims of Morpeth are based on tbe loss of its trade, carried by its diversion into other
channels and the continuance of tolls upon everything approaching it from tho whole of tbe country upon
which it is dependent; but the claims of tbe farmers on Phoenix: Park are based on actual hardships and
losses suffered from floods, and upon a legitimate desire to be connected with the capital by tbe readiest
means of communication possible.
47. The extent of the damage caused by floods seems to depend upon their duration. The lucerne
plant is not always killed by a flood, though the crop is invariably destroyed. The fertilising power of
tlie flood-water seems in some measure to be a recompense for the damage done, but the direct loss caused
by two such floods as those of May, 1889, and March, 1890, is very great. As tbe inquiry was in progress
during tbe flood of March tbe action of the water during that time was easy to trace, but tbe accounts of
other

other previous floods, and the frequency of their recurrence, and the conditions generally loadinrr up to
thorn, could not be unravelled. Tho commencement of tho flood over the Park was at tho north-west;
corner, where a narrow nock of land divides tho two rivers. By this all communication with ici-ra firma
was at onco cutoff from the inhabitants of tlie Park. Prom this point the course of the water was
diagonally across the Park, and also backwards into tbe Gordon Grove property. Within a short time tho
waters of the Paterson were joined to those from the Hunter, and then the flood, passing around along tho
Paterson to the low places near tlio confluence of tho rivers, flowed back ami met the advancing current
from the north-west, after which there v as scarcely any current at all over the flooded land.0 This is
connrmed by a resident farmer, David Jervis, whose farm of 10 acres, which lie has held for twenty-sis
years fronts on both rivers at this narrow place. When a flood is expected it is said that numbers of people
watch the waters at this place for indications of further rising before removing their stock aud movables
to places of safety. Floods of such severity are of very rare occurrence—in fact, prior to these two, the
last flood oi the kind was in 137-5. Thus, there had heen thirteen years of immunity. There is a sense of
security engendered by such immunity, and the damage done by the flood when it does come is all the
greater. A flood may be expected, and prepared for. but the water may subside before reaching the point
ot overflow, and a repetition of such fears aud wasted precautions leads' to the omission of all precaution
at the very time vhen a severe flood is really about to happen.
4-3 Mention has been made of wharves that have been provided on Pheenis Park, opposite
Morpeth, for receipt of produce. No droghage is charged by the companies on produce taken delivery
ot there. The freights charged by both steamer companies on the principal articles produced in these dis
tricts are, from Morpeth or from wharves on Phcenix Park to Sydncv :—
Hay, per bale
....................................................................................................
3 0
Droghage on hay, if per steamer, per hale
...
...
...
,,,
Q 6
i,
if per railway, per bale
...................................................
1 G
Thus, on hay carried to the slcamcrby drogher, the freight to Sydney is 3s. Gd. per hale, but if delivered
at the steamer wharf the freight is only 3s. per hale.
‘
'
s. d.
Potatoes (12 bags to the ton) per ton ..
7 G
Onions (14 bags to the ton), per ton
,.
7 G
Maize (31 bushels to tho hag), per bag .,
0 0
Droghage on grain or bags-stuff, per hag
0 3
The freights to Sydney by rail arc as follows :—
k. d.
Ifay, 3Gs. 7d. per truck of 14 hales, equivalent to, per bale ...
...
...
•>
ihus, for hay delivered to the railway by drogher, tlie freight to Sydncv
amounts to, per hale...........................
..
..
..
,,,
..
4 hV
If delivered by cart from Phoenix Park, tlie toll on a cart and horse with 3
bales being Od,, or 3d. per hale, the freight to Sydney becomes
...
2 10iV
Potatoes, average rate, per ton ..
...
...
... ‘
i,i
_ _
10 1
Unions,
„ ,
...............
'''
11 4
Maize,
,,
,,
...
...
...
...
...
10 1
Plquivalent to per bag ...
...
...
...
...
...
. ,
0 7'a
Tlie following recapitulation makes these hay freights clear
d.
To Sydney, railway freight only, per hale
..
...
...
...
...
2
by rail, but carted over ferry, per halo
.......................................
2 ioy\
,,
by rail, hut delivered by drogher, per hale........................................
4 i*
„
by steamer, freight 011I3', per bale.,.
...
...
...
...
3 0
„
by steamer, but delivered by drogher, per bale ............................
3 G
These and the maize freights are distinctly in favour of transport by railway, hut for all other
produce the steamer freights are much more favourable.
49. The conditions regulating the delivery to consignees, storage, and demurrage in Sydney have
heen a good deal commented on. The following particulars make these points clear also :—
1 ho _railway rule is that on hay arriving at Darling Ifarhour demurrage at the rate of 5s. per
truck per dicin (Ifd. per bale) is charged after the expiration of twelve working hours.
Tlie company a rule is, in their own words, “A charge of Id. per hale per day, or portion of a clay,
to be paid before delivery, will ho made on hay remaining on this company’s premises over fourteen days,
exclusive of the day of arrival.”
ThC'H.lt.S.N. Co. have stores in Sydney capable of holding 20,000 hales of wool or hay, or 20,000
tons of grain, and sales arc permitted to bo held there.
'
50. The sale of hay is said to be very much affected by tho damage done to tho exterior of the hales
by the treatment they get while being loaded into the droghers from the river hanks. There are very few
small jetties along these rivers. The absence of all appliances for huodliug these heavy halos is noticeaide. lhe practice lor a full generation lias been lo roll the bales along planks laid from the bank of the
river to the deck ot the drogher, or, for lack of planks, over tho surface of the ground or the mud. On
the Manning Fiver there is a jetty of some sort on the frontage of every farm on the river, where tlie
hank shelves so much as to prevent the drogher coming alongside. The main crop in i hat district is maize,
lliese bags cannot bo rolled on board, hut must he carried, so, without a.jetty, the loading could hardly he
effected at all. Similar arrangements would, on these rivers, save all tlie damage, aud reduce the labour
ol loading to ihe last point.
51. Mr. Myles M‘Rue has insisted very much on tlio fact that, fhc traffic being forced on tothe
water carriage by the obstacles in the way of delivery lo tho railway, the solo market open lo producers is
at the Market mid Lime Street wharves, which become glutted ami ad\erso 1o sellers. I’robably, in view
of such a condition of things in the past, the companies have given exceptionally ample accommodation
aud liberal terms of storage, which can only he met by the railways by following the same course.
Storage

8
Storage on railway trucks beyond the usaal.limit of time is impracticable, and it is doubtful that the
transference of any considerable portion of the tonnage from the stores to the trucks will give much
relief to the sellers, since the element of time during whicli the stock can be retained will remain against
them. As to whether the railways could practically supply storage accommodation for farm produce at
the metropolitan terminus, the figures to hand give a sufficiently clear answer. If one company—the
Hunter Hiver Company—working within comparatively narrow limits, requires room of 20,000 tons of
storage for a traflie whicli has probably reached its limit io expansion, how vast must be tho requirement
for a system of railway covering the whole Colonies.
52. The foregoing investigation was made by the Examiners by direction of the Hon. the Minister
for Public "Works, during April and May of the current year. It contains, with tho appendices, all tho
available information on the subject, and it is believed to represent impartially the actual state of tlie
case as it stands now, with respect to the disabilities under which the town of Morpeth labours, the
actual cost of the traffic, the possible deviations that may be caused in it by construction of new
communications, the action of floods over Phcenix Park, and the losses caused by them.
53. The conclusion drawn from this is, that the great bulk of the traflie on the Upper "Williams
cannot now be drawn out of the channels in which it flows into Morpeth, that the volume of traffic that
would probably be attracted through Morpeth by the construction of a bridge crossing the river on its
approach is insignificant, in consideration of the great expense entailed, and tho impediments that would
be imposed upon the traffic on the river.
51 The immediate and prospective value of a waterway navigable by ocean-going craft is incal
culable. No structure should be placed over it which curtails its usefulness in any degree, except for
national objects, such as are served by a main line of railway. The interests to be served by bridging
at the Hinton steam-ferry site, or at Hinton township, arc altogether local, or contained within narrow
limits, and are not considered lo be important enough to justify the construction of a bridge at either
place.
55. "With regard to Phcenix Park, the report by Mr. Gordon contains recommendations which, if
acted upon, are calculated by him to alter the action of tlie floods aliogethor, and thus to relieve the farmers
on that tract of what must be taken to be their substantial grounds of complaint. Apart from these
recommendations, it is considered that the immense capacity of production of the lands on tho Park justify
the expenditure of public money on its internal communications and ils approach'fo a railway station,
hut, in view of the radical changes that are contemplated in the Eeport, no action should be taken.
■
STANLEY ALEXANDER,
HA BUY GILLIAT,
Under Secretary for Public Works.
Examiners.

Bridges at Morpeth and Hinton.
''Evidence in connection with Inquiry of the Examiners of Public Works Proposals, together
with Appendices.)

Ordered by the Lryidative Assembly to be printed, 27th November, 1800.
Witnesses examined.
■
G. H. Stephens, farmer, Phcenix Park; ,T. G1. Wliite,cabinet-maker, Morpeth; Thos. Campbell,alderman
and ex-Mayor, Morpeth ; Matthew Murphy, contractor, Morpeth;----- Boland, Public Schoolmaster,
Morpeth; Patrick O’Keefe. J.P., director H.E.N.S.S. Co., Morpeth ; Wiliam Adams, late master
S. S. Co., Morpeth; Richard Waddy, manager, Commercial Bank, Morpeth ; J. Lavis, storekeeper,
Hinton; J. D. Beattie, farmer, Phoenix Parle; Prank Murphy, produce dealer, Morpeth; Eobt.
Hamilton, farmer, Phoenix Park ; J, W. Pulvcr, bonded stores, Morpeth; J. B. E. Eobertson, J.P.,
landowner, Oakhampton ; .Tames Head, farmer, Phoenix Park; James Stuart, contractor, Hinton ;
D. d. Carmody, farmer, Nelson’s Plains ; Malcolm M'Eao, farmer, [Largs; Chas. Gumming, farmer,
Largs; David Jervis, farmer, Phoenix Park; Jas. E. Miller, manager Williams Eivcr S.S. Co.,
Clarence Town; Jos. Windross, timber merchant, Clarence Town ; S, W. Dark, storekeeper,
Clarence Town; E. S. Field, storekeeper, Clarence Town; C. A, Beck, manager A.J.S. Bank,
Clarence Town ; W. J. Croker, grazier and timber merchant, Clarence Town ; Jas. Coombes, in
charge Hinton Steam Ferry, Hinton; Jas. Sponcc, master drogher “Anna Marin,” Morpeth; Duncan
Sims, J.P., agricultural engineer, Morpeth; William Morrow, sergeant of police, Morpeth; J.
BI'Fayden, farmer, Phocuix Park; Goo. Blundell, farmer, Narrowgut; G-. II. Stephens, farmer,
Phoenix Park ; Jas. Stuart, contractor, Hinton ; H. Geering, agricultural engineer, Bowthorn.
Eoturn Public School, Hinton; return Public School, Morpeth ; return railway rales, Morpeth; return
Hinton and Morpeth feriics; return Borough of Morpeth.
Inquiry into Morpeth and Hinton Bridges.
Morpeth, 12 March, 1830.
Mr. Gilliat.-] G. II, Stephens, farmer, Phoenix Park: —He thinks there are from 7,000 to 8,000 tons of
lucerne hay grown yearly on Phoenix Park alone for market; owing to the inconvenience and danger of
crossing by the punts it is only possible to do so with half a load; he takes his hay to East Maitland ; this is 5
miles further than if delivered at Morpeth; tlio freight by l rain is 27s. Gd. per truck ; a truck-load is
fourteen
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fourteen bales; tho freight from Morpeth by steamer is 3s. per bale ; hay, when picked up by drogher, is
charged Gd. per bale, but if the hay is to be shipped by rail he has always paid Is. per bale, but the
drogher will only take it as a favour ; there is no direct road between tho site of the proposed bridges;
there is a road to tlie junction of tho two rivers ; it would be necessary to resume a road.; tbe best road
aud least liable to Hood would be along the banks of the river ; the cost would not be less than £60 per
aero; half of this line has not been flooded for the last fifteen years, that is between the bridge site and
Heid’s sbed; the other portion is lower laud, hut (he present road between the steam punt and Hinton is
still lower ; the point, marked red A is where the flood-water first breaks across; the foils charged at the
punts are dd. per vehicle and 3d. per horse ; tho traflie from the Clarence Town Hoad would come to the
railway if the bridges were erected, as the road is so much shorter; the produce of at least 2,000 acres
north of the Paterson, whicli now goes by the Dunmoro Bridge, would come to Morpeth ; when the punts
stop wmrking residents of Hinton have to go round by the Bc'lmore Bridge to reach Morpeth.
---------G-EO. H. STEPHENS.
Kcecived, lG/'A/90; tho Falls punt was let the year (18G!)) prior to tho erection of Belmore Bridge
for £28 5s. per year; the Pitnacrce punt I have not been able to get the amount; the Paterson punt, the
year prior to erection of bridge, £15 per year.
GEO. H. STEPHENS.
Statement

re

Phoenix Park Bridge.

1st. That a rise of 1 foot above high tide the punt is not workable, consequently we are not able to
move stock or produce, whicli has to remain surrounded by water; and if tbe flood-water rises to any
height are swept aivay and lost. This I have seen frequently during thirty-six years’ residence on Phcenix
Park. H we had a bridge we could remove whatever stock or produce we have to the high land at Morpeth
any time while the river kejit within its banks,
2nd. That the bridge would also be a groat boon to surrounding districts, especially to Phoenix
Park and adjoining estates ; we would then bo able to get our produce to the railway, which would ho
largely patronised, whereas by the delays and dangers of the punts wo are unable to do so, and conse
quently have to find other ways to send it.
3rd. 1 have not gone into statistics showing the probable amount of traffic that would ensue on
the erection of bridges as proposed—the argument that receipts from ferries did not justify tbe expenditure.
1 may state the punts in this district (that have been superseded by bridges) let at very low rentals prior
to their erection. 'The bridges I allude to are Bclinore,]?it]iacree, Dunmorc, and Paterson.
The punt at
Dunmoro was a prhatc one.
Some eight or ten years ago I was one of a deputation that waited on the Minister for Works and
presented a petition, signed by upwards of 2,000 residents of surrounding districts, in favour of the bridges
now asked for.
GEO. H. STEPHENS.
Morpeth, 12 March, 1890,
_
G/Uiit/.] J. G. While, cabinet-maker, Morpeth :—The Dunmorc bridge is a wooden one;
there is no road between the proposed bridges across Phoenix hark; there is a road along the bank of the
Hunter to tho junction of the Paterson—about a mile ; that road does not extend up the bank of the
Paterson; the land for a road to connect the bridges would have fo be resumed; the value would be about
£50 per acre ; this road is liable to be flooded ; lhe flood-water breaks across first at the narrow neck
between the Huuter and I’atorson, marked with a red A, preventing tho farmers from removing their
stock to tho Dunmore bridge or the high land at Largs; believes the construction of the bridges would,
bring the greater portion of the traffic through Morpeth ; it would come from Dungog, Clarence Town,
Stroud, and Gloucester; the road is much shorter by Morpeth ; the punts both stop when ihe river rises
from 3 to 4 feet above liigh-water level.
J. G. WHITE,
---------Cabinet-maker and Joiner.
Morpeth, 11 March, 1S90.
Wmix 1 arrived in Morpeth in January, 1839, the whole of tho exports and the imports of the Northern
District passed through Morpeth up to the time the railway started.
Also all tho traffic, with a very
little exception, from Dungog, Clarence Town. Port Stephens, &c., until the bridges were built at Dunmore,
Pitnacrce, and West Maitland, when the Morpeth trade was diverted to East and West Maitland. Teams
used to como to Morpeth loaded with cedar and other produce,and either ship or sell and take what goods
they required from the Morpeth tradesmen, but now nothing of tlie sort occurs; as I mentioned before, all
that trade has gone through the bridges. Another drawback to Morpeth is that the heavy loaded teams
will not come this way in consequence of the danger in crossing the punts to their horses or bullocks, and
this very day it is difficult to get across the Morpeth punt except at high tide. If wo had two bridges
after the stylo of the Dunmore bridges it would greatly benefit Morpeth and the surrounding district,
and would also be the means of augmenting the railway traffic.

'
Thomas Campbell,

Sic

J. G. WHITE.

Alderman and ex-Mayor, Morpeth.

Morpeth, 12 March, 1890.
During a residence of ten years in Morpeth, 1 have observed tbe great necessity that exists
fur tlie erection of bridges at Morpeth and Hinton, for the following reasons:—
#
1st. To enable the residents of Phoenix Park, Hinton. Wallalong, Scaham, Clarence Town, and
intervening places to reach the railway at Morpeth. The only means of access at present is by punts, and
during times of flood the punts are off, and people desirous of reaching Morpeth from any of the abovementioned places are obliged to travel round by Belmore Bridge, and through West Maitland, an extra
distance of about 15 miles, and numbers of these people are unable to remove their live stock to high
ground, which in many cases arc swept away by flood-waters.
_
2nd. Within a radius of about 5 miles of the proposed bridges tbe area of land under cultivation
is about 0,000 acres, which, at a low estimate, at 5 tons per acre, would give 30,000 tons of produce
yearly.
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yearly. Some of this is sent up country by train, but owing to tbe expense and danger attached to tbe
punts, the majority of it is shipped by steamers to Newcastle and Sydney. This estimate is exclusive of
all dairy produce and live stock in the district between Morpeth and Dungog. The live stock are obliged
to travel via Belmore Bridge to market, numbers ot them being afterwards shipped at Morpeth.
3rd, The residents of Morpeth and surrounding districts are justly entitled to as good means of
access to their natural markets as are residents of other localities, who can travel over bridges free, whilst
we are compelled to use punts, and pay for doing so.
4th. Timber bridges could bo constructed at a comparatively small cost, as I believe good timber for
bridge-building can be obtained in tho district, and the present cost of working tho Hinton punt would
materially lessen tlie interest on the cost of construction.
'
For these reasons I advocate the erection of bridges at Morpeth and Hinton.
THOMAS CAMPBELL,
---------Alderman and ex-Mayor. ’
Tho tolls payable at the Morpeth and Hinton puuls arc as follows :—
Dray', buggy, &c...................................................................................................Gd.
Horse
...
3d.
Foot passenger
..............................................................................................Id.
I understand there is a loss of about £350 a year on the working expenses of tbe Hinton punt;
this amount would, I think, nearly pay interest on the cost of one of the bridges.
'
THOMAS CAMPBELL,
----------

Alderman and ex-Mayor.

Morpeth, 14 March, 1300.
ilfr. Gilliat.'] Thomas Campbell, Alderman and ex-Mayor, Morpeth :—Farmers are unable to bring
across more than two bales in a, otic-horse dray, for which the punt toll is Od.; I concur with Mr. Stuart’s
opinion as to the site of tlie proposed bridge over the Paterson ; in 1SS7 there were thirteen freshets in
the river, and the punt was idle for at least throe months ; the cost of land required for the road between
the bridges would be about £00 sterling per acre.
THOMAS CAMPBELL.
12 .March. 1S30.
■
Mr. Gillial.] Mat. Murphy, contractor, Morpeth:—Has been a resident of the district all his
life, and remembers all the floods since 1357 ; lives within L00 yards of the Morpeth punt; land would
have to he resumed for a road between the two bridges ; the best line would be along the high land on the
bank of the Hunter; tbe value per acre would be £50; does not consider that anyone but the freeholders
through whose land the road will pass should bear any portion of the cost of resumption ; within a radius
of 6 miles considers there are 10,000 acres that would benefit by the erection of the bridge; a lot of
pastoral country at the back would also benefit by getting their stock to the railway in a shorter distance ;
the 10,000 acres referred to produces an average of about 4 tons of hay annually ; from want of tho
bridges the farmers are at a loss by being obliged to ship per drogher and steamer ; the hay especially is
soiled, and loses in value by being rolled down the bank, and then by transhipment; to land hay at
Morpeth for shipment per.steamer the droghers cliarge Gd. per bale; to deliver hay at the same wharf
to go by rail they charge Is. Gd. per bale, aud often refuse to bring it; tbe water breaks over its banks
at the Hunter at the place marked A. in red before it does anywhere else in the neighbourhood ; 1 consider
timber bridges would be quite suitable and much cheaper ; they could be erected for ££) sterling per foot
for the main span, and £G sterling per foot for the approach ; the facilities for obtaining timber are as
good as anywhere.
'
MAT. MUEPI1Y.
Morpeth, 14 March, 1890.
school-master, Morpeth:—Mr. Boland, master of the Morpeth
Public School, has thirty children on the roll, who are prevented from attending when the punt ceases
working; since January, 1890, this has occasioned a loss of about three weeks ; about ton months ago for
eight or ten days the same number of children were prevented from attending ; during his three years of
residence there have been several Hoods each vear.
.
‘
GEORGE BOLAND.
Mr.

Gilliat.]

Georr/e

Boland,

Morpeth, 14 March, 1SD0.
Local Managing Director of tho H.E N.S.N. Co. at
Morpeth :—Has resided for fifty-four years in the district; the bridge would be of the greatest value fo
enable the farmers to save their stock in time of flood; the farmers own from four to ten or fifteen horses
and brood mares,heavy draught stuck, some of the brood mares costing £1.30 sterling, and most of the farmers
have several valuable cows ; they have largo stocks of poultry, which in flood-time are lost by 1 heir
inability to remove them ; the same thing applies to their stock of pigs; tbe farmers often have stocks of
pressed hay waiting for a market; this could bo brought over to .Morpeth if there were bridges, but which
now cannot be removed in flooded or even wet weather by drogher, owing to the muddy or flooded state
of the river banks; it is impossible to estimate the large value of the goods and stock that are thus
imperilled by the want of the bridges ; he thinks the Belmore bridge that cost upwards of £25,009 does
not take 30 per cent, of the traffic ; that would cross the Morpeth bridge if erected ; the same remark
applies to the Pitnacree bridge ; Morpeth is tbe natural centre for all the farmers on the other side of lhe
river; he knows this from his connection with the 8.8. Co. ; the greater part: of the Bolwnrra, all of the
Dunmore and Phoenix Park produce, and most of the trade of the Paterson come to Morpeth by drogher;
of this a great deal would be brought in by the farmers themselves if the bridges were built, as the
drogher cannot always attend when required, and the. farmers may wish to meet a good market; at the
very lowest 10,000 acres of first-class land, from which our company has several times ovorshippod
40,900 bales of bay, in the twelve months, conies to Morpeth, in addition to large quantities of maiv.e,
potatoes, pumpkins, and onions, besides a- considerable number of cattle, p;gs, horses, poultry, &e.; the
average production of lucerne hay is about 5 tons- por acre, and the average net profit is about £3 per
■
ton;
Mr. Gilliat.] Batrick O''Keefe, Esq., J.P.,
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ton ; is of opinion tliat inexpensive wooden bridges would be amply sufficient; would go to no expense in
resuming land for a road between tlie two bridges ; be would like to add that the tonnage of farm pro
duce from Morpeth exceeds the combined export of Maitland and Newcastle; the vicinity of Morpeth is
the moat productive and richest farming land, not only of the Hunter, but of New South Wales.
T. O’KBfiFB.
Morpeth, 14 March, 1890,
Into commander of the steamer “ Coonabarra,” and New
castle A.S.N. and Newcastle Companies :—Has been trading and running up the Hunter Elver for forty
years; as a fact ihe Hunter Elver is not navigable above Morpeth or above the junction of the Paterson
for the smallest sea-going steamers at present running here ; no sea-going steamers have ever run up the
Paterson ; he took the “Illalong” 3 miles up once just as a test, and had a job to get down again ; the
“ Ulalong” was about 400 tons; is not aware of any sea-going steamers ever going higher than the
Morpeth punt; considers a headway of 25 feet would be sufficient for any drogher trading in the rivers ;
is convinced that the bridges are of great importance to the district; putting the benefit they would be to
Pbcenix Park on one side, the advantage that would be gained by affording direct communication to the
residents of Clarence Town, Dungog, Stroud, and all the surrounding country wrould be of the greatest
value; it would complete the communication to those districts ; thinks from his observations that the
punts cease working with a fresh of about 2 feet above high water ; in a flood like the present, which is
within 2 feet of the highest here, the bridges would have kept communication open from the time the
punts stopped working; under present conditions all communication will be suspended for a week at
least.
--------------------WM. ADAMS.
Mr. Gilliat.']

Captain William Adams,

Morpeth, 14 March, 1890.
is the Manager of the Commercial Bank, Morpeth ; has resided here
twelve and a half years ; considers the construction of the two bridges at Morpeth and Hinton would be
of material benefit to the farmers of the district, Phoenix Park, "VYallalong, Dunmore, Hinton, and the
upper portion of Nelson’s Plains ; does not consider that the construction of the bridges would induce
the settlers from the Clarence Town road to bring their produce from Morpeth ; the only gain would be
that they would escape the charge of the punt, while the distance is no less ; the steam punt works very explaining this
well, with the except ion that with a fresh in the river of 3 feet above high -water it has to stop working ; statement,
thinks it is difficult to bring a full load across at low water; considers a full load to be three bales ; the
most a cart with one horse can bring across is two bales ; the farmers on Phcenix Park and Dunmore
prefer to go round by East Maitland to coming to Morpeth, owing to the delay and danger to their horses
and carts in crossing the Morpeth punt; that naturally takes the business of tho farmers to Maitland
instead of to Morpeth, which would he their natural market if they had the facilities for reaching it; the
bridges would facilitate the traffic by train and steamer ; tlie acreage that would benefit by these bridges
extends from the upper portion of Nelson’s Plains on the cast to Dunmore and Wallalong on the north
west ; all of this land may be valued at an average of £60 per acre ; the average production of lucerne
hay, tho principal crop, is at least 5 tons per acre ; the net profit of the hay will average £2 per ton : the
great proportion of this land is under water in the present flood (14 March, 1890); estimates the acreage
at 7,000 acres of first-class land; owing to the want of facilities in reaching Morpeth by the settlers,
estimates that during the last twelve years real estate in the town has declined 50 per cent.; considers
that during ordinary seasons the existing roads, although of a somewhat lower level than along the bank
of tlie Hunter, would answer all purposes for connecting the bridges ; to resume land for a direct road
between the bridges would cost £75 per acre.
E. WADDY.
Mr.

Gilliat.] Richard Waddy

Reporting on Morpeth anil Hinton TSrhlges.
— riilliat, Esq.,
Dear Sir,
_
_
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, Morpeth, 14 March, 1890.
Regarding my evidence at given to yon to-day respecting these bridges, there is one point upon which there
may be a misconception therein. Referring to the residents of Clarence Town coming to Morpeth or going to Maitland, I
stated that tlie bridges would not offer any inducement for them to come to Morpeth, as tho distance would not he
shortened ; what I mean by this is, that the fact of the bridges being there would not make the road any shorter to
Mnrpeth than it is at present by the punt. It is a self-evident fact that the road to Maitland is much longer than to
Morpeth, but the fact of the bridges being built would not, I think, give the residents there any further inducement to
bring produce to Morpeth, even though the road wore shortened. As the residents generally of those parts send their
produce by river drogher or by tlio W.R.S.N. Co. to Isewcastle and Sydney, they might possibly come through Morpeth
to Maitland, but that would not be much advantage to us.
Yours, Ac.,
R. WARDY.
Morpeth, 14 March, 1890.
storekeeper, Hinton:—A rise of 3 feet above high tide will stop the
steam-puut at Hinton ; has been compelled to drive round by the Belmore bridge and West Maitland,
a round of 15 miles, three times already during this year ; is unable to take more than half a load across
when the punt is working owing to the steepness of the approaches.
J. LAYIS.
Mr.

Gilliat.]

J. Lavis,

Morpeth, 14 March, 1890.
farmer, Phoenix Park:—There is no road between tbe sites of the
proposed bridges ; the best line for that road would be as close to the bank of the river as convenient; that
is the highest ground ; the land for the road would have to be resumed ; the cost would be from £50 to
£00 sterling per acre ; from 3 to 4 feet above high-water level will stop the punts working ; the first water
in a flood breaks across at the point marked red A on tracing, and stock must be removed before that
passage becomes too deep. Stock, are removed in anticipation of a flood, and sometimes no flood to
necessitate it comes; for information of the state of the upper river they are dependent upon a
telephone at Hinton, and this is always carried away in flood-time owing to the cable being submerged ;
the homesteads within Phcenix Park are at least from fifty to sixty in number.
J. D. BEATTIE,
---------- Morpeth,
Mr. Gilliat.] J. D. Beattie,
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Morpeth, 14 March, 1890.
Morpeth, farmer and produce dealer :—lias been a resident of the
district all his life; considers that the punt at Morpeth stops working with a rise of 2 foot above high
tide ; when the fresh falls the punt-frequently cannot be used from several days to a week, owning to the
state of the approaches, which will not admit of a horse and cart getting on to the punt; has offered from
5s. to 10s. more per ton for hay delivered in Morpeth than the price on L’Hccnix Park; considers it
dangerous to cross the punt with a full load, say of five hales : does not think it safe to cross with more
than two, and this would not par the farmer who has a toll of 9d, to pay for dray and one horse each time
he crosses ; wishes to add that by watching the tide and crossing at high-water three bales could be taken
across without danger ; during westerly winds that sometimes last for a week, occasionally for a fortnight.,
it is almost impossible to cross even with a saddle-horse; has waited for six liours to cross himself, and
has been obliged to ride 7 miles by the Pitnacrce bridge to reash his own house, a quarter of a mile from
the punt; it is the force of tho wind that prevents the punt from working ; wishes to add that when the
Paterson is in high flood the current in the Hunter is not so strong with a 2-foot rise, and the punt is
sometimes able to work at that height; does not think any improvement could be made in working the
punts; the punts are often stopped with a fresh of a foot above high water by the heavy timber coming
down; it would he necessary to resume land for a road betweeu tho .two bridges ; the land is not worth
more than £50 sterling per acre ; although he considers the frontage to the river more valuable, does not
consider it worth more than £50 sterling; the road is through freehold, but as the whole of the farmers
in the surrounding district would have the value of their land enhanced by the bridge cominuuication they
should share the cost of resumption amongst themselves, or else reduce the price to a very low one ; within
the Phcenix Park there are 2,000 acres producing lucerne hay, about 5 tons per acre ; with bridge communi
cation the farmer would save at least 5s. per ton by being able to deliver on this side of the river ; at
present the farmers hare to cart nearly the same distance and pay 5s. more; shipping by steamer and
drogher the bay is soiled and deteriorated by rolling down the bank and transhipping into the steamer,
while by delivering from the dray into the truck the hay is delivered clean and bright in Sydney, and from
3s. to 4s. per ton cheaper, and quite 5s. per ton in better order,
PRANK MURPHY.
Mr. GilliatMr. Frank Murphy,

Mr. Gilliat.']
1/hmifarmer. Phamix Park:—He lives at Wallalong; there are about
2,000 acres on the estate ; the average crop of lucerne hay is about 5 tons per acre ; the whole of this is
shipped per steamer to Sydney : if the bridges were erected the whole would go by truck from Morpeth :
by doing so it would get more quickly to market, and could meet a rising market with quicker sales and
returns, and belter condition in the trucked liav ; can shit) bv truck much cheaper than bv steamer.
,
'
ROBERT HAMILTON.

Bonded Warehouse, Morpeth, 13 March, 1.S90.
a resident of the district for the last twenty years; is of
opinion that the site at the Queen’s Wharf at Hinton is the hotter one for tbe bridge, as affording a,
better approach on the Hinton side, owing to the road from tlie Queen’s \V lia.rf to the punt being con
siderably under water in flood-time; wishes to say that the mails for Dungog. Clarence Town, Scaliain, and
Hinton go via Morpeth, and at present are dependent upon tho steam-ferry over tlie Hunter at Hinton ;
this ferry stops working at every fresh in the river, and cvcrv fourth Tuesday for overhaul: he has at
present orders waiting to be delivered by coach at Dungog and Clarence Town which have been delayed
over ten days owing to traffic being suspended through the want of bridges.
J
3
JOHN W. PULTER.
Mr. Gilliat.] J. W. Ftthin\ F*q.—Is

West Maitland, 22 March, 1890.
at Oakhampton Farm, 3 miles from West
Maitland ; he considers that, abridge from Morpeth across the Hunter is one of the greatest importance;^
Phcenix Park is one of the richest agricultural districts in the Colony; it has been called the garden ol
the Colony ; it is a large agricultural district, on which an immense quantity of produce is grown, which
would he brought to the railway if the bridge were built, and would soon recoup the cost; he is aware
that the traffic is frequently stopped during floods, so that people on tho other side have no communication
with Morpeth at all; he knows of no place where a bridge is more required than at Morpeth ; has been
aware of the necessity of the bridge for the last thirty years ; the preceding remarks apply to both
Hinton and Morpeth bridges ; the acreage of alluvial laud that would be served by these bridges would
amount to 10,000 acres, including Phcenix Park, Hinton, Miller's Forest, and Nelson’s Plains ; land lias
heen recently sold at Phcenix Ikirk for £100 per acre ; the value of tlie acreage, excluding Phcenix^Park,
is from £60 to £70 per acre ; the average production of lucerne hay. the principal crop, is about 5 tons
per acre ; has known the water to rise in the river at Phcenix Park 37 feet ; thinks that a fresh of 4 or 5
feet will stop tho punt from working: is landlord of farms on Phcenix Park, but in any ease is_convinced
that the bridges are most desirable for the people of the district; is of opinion that the traffic for Sydney
from Clarence Town and Stroud would come to the railway at Morpeth as the shortest road.
Mr. Alexander.] His property on Phoenix Park lies about' central; he does not consider that the
land having water-frontage on the river is of any greater value than that in the iutorior by reason of this
frontage ; the majority of farms on Phoenix Park have access to the river by roads which abut the river,
there is no public wharf on tlio water-frontage of Phcenix Park, excepting opposite Morpeth ; this wharf
belongs to the Hunter River S. N. Co.; farmers do require to make provision in the way ot temporary
jetties and wharves from which to load the droghers.
Mr. Gilliat.] Is a director of tho Hunter River N.S.N. Co.
J. B. K. ROBERTSON.
Mr. Gilliat.] J. Ti. R. Robert son, Esq., J.F..-—Resides

Morpeth, 24 March, 1890.
farmer. Phcenix Park :—His farm is on Pjuenix Park, about 300
yards below the steamship company’s wharf, on the bank of the river; can give no estimate of the
number of acres of alluvial land that would benefit by the bridges, or the amount of produce ; 6 feet of a
fresh will cause tho punt to stop running: has known the Morpeth punt to be stopped by a strong
'
westerly
Mr. Gilliat.] Mr. James Read,
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westerly wind for three days; tlie westerly winds do not affect the steam-punt so much ; he generally
grows hay ; sends his hay by the droghers ; rolls the hay down the bank on planks ; in wet weather the
hay is injured by doing this; pays fid. per hale to take it to tho steamer; the same rate is charged per
bale from the Paterson, 20 miles away ; the steamers wharf is not a quarter of a mile from his farm : he
pays 3s. per bale per steamer to Sydney; could send from tlie Morpeth railway-station to Darling
Harbour for less than 2s. per bale by truck ; be is charged Is. fid. per bale by the drogher if lie ships by
railway, but does not think the drogher would take it; considers the average yield of hay about 5 tons ;
does not use the punt to bring over produce : during ten years has not taken more than 6 tons of hav that
way; with a good horse has been unable to take up an empty dray from tlie Morpeth punt;. at highwater can take a ton over ; the risk is, however, too great to horse and dray to induce him to use the punt.
.
Alrxandrr.] His farm is fronting on tlio Hunter from opposite new company's wharf down
to junction of Paterson ; his house is about a mile from the Morpeth punt, but by tho road it is 11 mile ;
up to the railway-station the distance from his house would be 27; in addition to this distance is the
chance of damage on the punt; on the other hand he docs damage to hav in loading on drogher ; drogher,
fid.; steamer, 3s.=3s. fid., against less than 2s. by rail; if tho bridge were built the cartage to railwaystation would bo 2 miles ; it lias occurred to him that the steamers’ company might reduce their charges
to less than by rad if bridge were built, but lie does not think they can carrv tho hay for less than
present charges; even if they did so reduce, would rather send by rail, because of expedition and care in
handling; in his opinion a road across Phoenix Park should come from' Queen's Wharf, where tho bridge
should he, and the road should run down the right bank of the Paterson, to the Government Road at
junction, then follow this road up to junction of Morpeth and Dargs Koad ; from junction of Paterson
and Hunter along left bank of Hunter there is a tolerably high ridge 30 rods back from Hunter frontage ;
a road along this would require a bridge, but along the line lie proposes no bridge would be required ; a
large part of this road would pass through his laud; he would not give it free ; would ask £— per acre ;
depends on the land passed through ; would rather not say,
Ifr, Gilliat.] Considers the land on Phcenix Park as being worth £30 to £G0 sterling per acre.
JAMES KEA D.
Mr. Gillial.] Mr. Jamrs Stuartt of Hinton, builder and contractor:—Has resided in tbo district
twenty-six years; produce is leaded on to the drogher from what arc called wharves—that is, a place ^loiicc
sloped down the banks, from which planks are laid to the drogher, and the hay is rolled down the incline attached,
onboard; is not aware of any wharves or jetties on cither the Hunter or Paterson; he is aware that
produce suffers by shipping per drogher to such an extent ns to decrease its market price; there arc
5,000 bales of hay carried annually fo tbe Hinton wharf for shipment per drogher that would go by rail
if tbo bridges were made: the difference of value of hay on the Hinton aud Morpeth sides is onl? tliat of
cartage or drogherngc; the Hinton steam-punt is taken off for overhaul once every month : the punt is
off from 3 in tlie afternoon till the next morning ; there is a regular day each month for this overhaul;
it is known through the district; considers it a necessary work, but tliat it could be done at night after
the traflie has stopped; a strong westerly wind will frequently stop the Morpeili puut working fora
day ; it is not so had in its effect at tlie Hinton steam-ferry, but be lias seen that stopped.
=’
2Lr jLlexandsr.] Is not a farmer; owns no farming land; this evidence given about fanning is
from his connection with farmers and knowledge of the district: place of business is at Hinton; tho
seven punts referred to in his statement comprise two at Kaymond Terrace, one at Seahaui, and one each
at Hinton Morpeth, Largs,_and Hexham—totalling seven punts, not six ; there is no wharf on loft; bank
of Hunter at Hinton at which live stock could he loaded on lo ocean steamers, so it all has to travel
round by the bridges and back to Morptlb to head of navigation ; Messrs. Holms, of Clarence Town; Mr.
Eishcr, of Brandon; Mr. Carmichael, of Seahaui; Mr. .Reynolds, of Tocal; another run holder near
Hinton;—these have to drive stock all the way round; if these bridges wore built slock would conic direct
to steamer or rail at Morpeth; regarding the statement as to the quantity of ironbark timber in tbe
district, he means lo say that the timber left is in paddocks on private lands whicli have not yet been
parted with; as a matter of fact, there is plenty of timber in the district still; squared ironbark delivered
in Morpeth costs about Is. fid. per foot, and round timber about lOd. or Is.; has tendered for a shed in
Sydney, and expects to got his limber in Morpeth—ironbark ; all this timber will be brought him by
bullock-teams, not by water, and this timber might come from Scahatn, as a tender has been given from
that place by road all the way round ; if these bridges had been built this timber could be brought direct
at less cost; within last twelve months has built a hay-shed on Phcenix Park of large round timber
brought from Seahaui round by the bridges.
*

JAMES STUART.
First-class timber has been obtained within 3 miles of Hinton, and shipped to New Zealand for
bridge-building; is of opinion that the best site for the bridge across the Paterson would be below Hinton,
and nearer the junction of the Hunter; his reasons are that tho banks are higher and better, that the
road connecting tho bridges would be along higher land, and parallel with the current; it would be
necessary to resume land for this road ; estimates tlio value to bo from £G0 to £70 per acre ; there are
about fifty or sixty homesteads within the bight formed by tiic two rivers, i.c., Phcenix Park
’

JAMES STUART,
Builder and Contractor,
President of the Hinton Progress Committee.
r

“ Royal Hotel,” Morpeth, 23 March, ISJO.
farmer, Nelson’s Plains :—Farms 34 acres leasehold, about
Is mile from confluence of Williams River; there is a road to Hinton—fair road—about Smiles to
Hinton Ferry ; has to cross by Williams to get to Raymond Terrace steam-wharf about 3 miles ; utmost
load that can bo taken on Williams punt in dray is a ton; takes about an hour to get lo wharf; has
never carted produce to Morpeth to go by rail; docs not consider it worth while; sends goods by drogher ;
his farm fronts river; has made up a small jetty on his farm to load from; jetty is fairly convenient;
have sometimes to wait a week for a drogher until others are attended to ; water at jetty is sufficient for
Mr. Alexander.] Daniel John Carmody,

drogher;
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drogher; liis jetty is tlie ouly one thereabouts he belieres which is so favoured ; others have to wait for
tides; pays 3s. Gd. per hale sending by steamer,including drogher: the proposed bridges at Morpeth and
Hinton would affect him in this way, that when he has business at Maitland he would have to go round
by road by existing bridges when floods are out; for instance, to get to Morpeth to-day he had to leave
his horse on left bank of Hunter at Hinton, because punt has stopped running: would pay to send
produce by rail to Sydney from his farm if bridges were built, as he could despatch two loads daily.
Mr, Gilliat!]
Each of these loads would be three hales of lucerne and five bales of oaten hay;
considers Ids hay is injured by forwarding by steamer ; one of his neighbours ships from his jetty; his
other neighbours have jetties, but most of them have to wait for high water to enable the drogher to get
alongside : he obtains all his supplies from Itaymond Terrace, Morpeth, and Maitland : a storekeeper in
Morpeth and one in Maitland send round frequently for onlers; they deliver tbe orders at; his bouse;
thinks that punt at the "Williams will stop working with a 3-foot rise.
1
tb
^ ^ CARMody.
A wcsterlv wind affects the working of the punt: there is but one man in charge, and he is unable
to work it without assistance from the persons crossing; tho toll is Gd. per vehicle, and 3d. per horse; the
punt is leased ; the tenant pays £57 sterling per annum.
1
;
1 ;
bi

D. J. CARMODY.

.

Largs, “Butcher’s Arms,” 29 March, 1890.
farmer :—Leasehold GO acres, 40 acres cultivated, close to Largs,
fronting on Eaters on River ; ships hay by drogher generally, sometimes by rail at Maitland ; he lias a
small wharf on his land; cannot load at this when there is a flood or a fresh; then he has to send to
"West Maitland ; cannot get to East Maitland at flood-time ; distance to "West Maitland is 5 miles; to
Morpeth Bridge, if built, would be
miles; potatoes and onions ought not to beyent by drogher,
because it entails an extra handling ; such articles are carted cither to steamer or to rail; would sooner
travel 4 miles round than take his horses over a punt, because they are not quiet on a punt; droghers
are sometimes so full of work that they cannot take away ihe hay ; has had hay waiting a fortnight; has
carted hay to East Maitland in order to get it away when drogher failed him ; the distance is 3j miles ;
though tlie distance is only 1 mile further than to Morpeth by a bridge, yet Ibis Morpeth bridge could
be readied during moderate flood when the Pitnacrce bridge cannot be got at, because the flood is passing
across at Paterson on this side the bridge, and at Porter's on the other side also ; produces yearly 30 or
40 Ions potatoes aud 10 or 15 tons of onions; his hay has not been damaged in loading on to the
droghers from his own wharf ; Bolwarra and many Dunmore farmers use Belwarra wharf; hut the new
courses of the river lately developed arc likely to cut off this wharf altogether: there is no proper wharf;
the bank has merely been cut; away to allow of loading on to the droghers.
Mr. Gilliat.]
After a flood the road into East Maitland via Pitnacrce is impassable for a month ;
this has been the case ever since he know it for thirty-five years; the last flood has destroyed all the
lucerne-fields in this neighbourhood; the cost of ploughing and resowing is not less than £2 stg. per
acre ; a planting of lucerne will last six or seven years ; has known it to do so fourteon ; has had three
plantings of lucerne destrojmd in one year by floods ; in good seasons he gets G tons of lucerne per acre,
and about 40 to 50 bushels of maize per acre,
MALCOLM M’RAE.
Mi'. Alexander.] Malcolm MEae,

Largs, “Batcher’s Arms,” 29 March, 1800.
farmerDunmoro Estate, leasehold 33 acres, 1.5 acres
.only cultivation, rest grazing, about half a mile from Largs, towards Dunmore Bridge ; would use a bridge
at Morpeth occasionally for potatoes and onions because those being perishable goods they have to be
sent away quickly ; his average production per annum about 1.5 tons of potatoes and 8 tons of onions ; is
affected bv floods ; the bridge at Morpeth would not enable him to save any goods.
Mr. Gilliat] Sends his hay and maize by drogher; pays 3s. Gd. per hale of hay to Sydney; from his
farm to Morpeth punt is about 2ir miles; thinks with 2s. per bale by railit is cheaper to ship by drogher ;
there are other reasons why he prefers to do so ; one is that when going by train it is only allowed to
stop a certain number of hours on tho truck ; it must be sold or else removed and stored; if the latter
extra expense is incurred, while if shipped by steamer it is unloaded and stored at the company s wharf
in Sydney, where it can remain for a fortnight without charge if it is desired to hold for a rising market.
Mr. Alexander.] Consigns his hay to an agent in Sydney; the hay is sold in Darling Harbour when
Mr. Alexander.] Mr. Charles Cummins,

it goes by rail.
Mr. Gilliat.] "With a rise in the Hunter of 28 feet on the Belmore bridge the water overflows the
road at the entrance to Ehceoix Park ; is certain of this from personal investigation ; this rise covers tho
low land at the neck, and commences to flow into the Park ; considers the mean reading at the Belmore
bridge at the height of the last flood was 34'G feet; this was on Thursday afternoon, the 13th instant;
during the last flood the water flooded the neck between S and 9 a.m. on Wednesday the 12th instant; is
convinced that the inhabitants on Phcenix Park are entitled to a bridge; throughout the rest of the
district there are free bridges ; around Morpeth they have only punts, and have to pay tolls to uso these.
Mr. Alexander.] His farm does not front on water : has to draw his produce to Bolwarra public
wharf, about a mile from his farm, and ship it then on droghers ; tho produce spoken of above as being
sent by rail to advantage he
to East Maitland.
J
CHARLES CUMMINS.

Largs, “ Butcher’s Arms,” 29 March, 1890.
farmer :—His farm is on the neck between the Hunter and Paterson
Rivers forming the entrance to Phcenix Park ; the bridges are necessary in time of flood ; the want, has
been long felt, and they have heen agitated for since he was a boy ; has lived there for more than thirtyfive years : the water from the Hunter first breaks over its banks during flood on his farm and flows across
the farm into the Pat erson : this is the first part of the Phcenix Park flooded, and persons cannot get into
Largs except by boat; bis house is raised 1 foot from the ground; during the last flood there wore 2
feet of water in the house; did not remove his family; when the Park is flooded there is a good deal of
current,
Mr. Gilliat.] David Jarvis,
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current, but not so strong as on his farm; tbe current is not all over the Park, but in certain parts; tbo logs
and driftwood on the Park are brought in by the current; has known a flood IS inches higher than the
last; this was in March, 1S75; the flood was then 4 feet high in his house ; he in ensured this; the last flood
he did not measure ; tho water must have been higher; sends a good deal of his produce by drogher; the
hay. he loads by rolling down the bunk; pays 3s. (id, per bale for hay by steamer to Sydney ; if it was
cheaper to ship by rail, and there was a bridge, lie would take it to Morpeth; forgets the freight on bay by
rail; does not use the Morpeth punt because it would require three horses, especially at low tide, to take
over three bales; this is because tho pull out is so heavy ; the punt stops working with a fresh of about 4
feet, or even less ; unless he could cross the puut at high-wat er would rather go by Pitnacree bridge to East
Maitland ; this is about 4 or 5 miles round ; does not consider accidents in using the punt arc frequent;
having to pay t)d. for a horse and dray at the puut often prevents his using the punt; the average size of
the farms is about 30 acres; lucerne averages about5 tons per acre; maize about 40 bushels; on PiiOBiiii
Park tbe whole of the lucerne will have to be resown; it was destroyed by the late flood ; will get nothing
from the land until November next; it will cost about £2 l-ls. sterling per acre to prepare and replant
the land ; the duration of a- planting of lucerne is about five or six years.
Mr. Alexander.'] When flood breaks over from the Hunter Eiver it first flows down the park, and
then back towards Dunmoro and Golden Grove ; then, after it lias risen a littlo higher, it flows into tbe
Paterson ; when at the highest tbe floods keep the same three directions; droghers have been working iu
Paterson and Hunter for twenty-six years to bis knowledge, and he has been sending by them all along;
. would use tho bridge to Mor|)eth if he found it to his advantage; ho would have to cart to Morpeth,
whereas now the droghers come to his barn; keeps two horses and a dray carrying three bales; tbo
saving in freight would have to be set against labour iu this carting; no damage has been done to his bay
by loading on the droghers ; some crops have to he taken to Sydney quickly, such as maize, potatoes, and
new hay; there would be a decided advantage in sending these by train, also poultry and pigs ; at present
he sends very little by rail, from Maitland ; when roads are passable, East Maitland, via Pitnacree bridge,
is nearer than "West Maitland : he. can only say, regarding sending by rail from Morpeth, if bridge were
built, that ho would have to find out if it would be really to his advantage to send by rail from Morpeth
before be could say that bo would do so ; tho bridge to Morpeth would be useful for communication with
doctor, or when under need to go across by night; at present would sooner go to Maitland than bn
delayed at the punt; the bridge would not enable him to save much goods; it might bo of such service
occasionally ; have often seen numbers of fanners from tlie Park collect on bis farm, watching to sec if
flood is going to rise on the bank from tbe Hunter; and if it does so, then they go off quickly and drive
their cattle across; if there was a bridge at Morpeth tho farmers would, ns soon as they found water
rising over tho land at this spot, drive and take away all their live stock and any goods that could bo
taken quickly across tho bridge; they would have more time to save their goods ; they would not be cut
off as they are at present; tbe bay is usually stored high up ; this, of course, could not bo taken away ;
tho live stock and
would he saved.
Mr. QiUiat.'] The water broke over his farm during the last flood at about!) o'clock a.m.; is not
sure whether it was Tuesday or Wednesday.
Mr. Alexander.'] Leases 19 acres, which extends from river to river.
. .
,
.
---------DAVID JARVIS.
Mr. Gilliat.] Tbo water during tbe last last flood broke ever the entrance to Phcenix Park at
9 a.m. on Wednesday, the 12th of March, and was about fifteen hours in getting all over tho Park ; the flood
was highest in his house about'Thursday afternoon at 5 o'clock; since giving evidence this morning lias
measured tho flood-level, and finds that it was 22 inches above the floor ; he also measured tho flood-level of
1375, and finds that it was 38 inches from the floor.

-------------------

DAVID JARVIS.

Clarence Town, 31 March. IS90.
Mr. Gilliat.] James C. Miller, Manager of the Williams River S.S. Co:—Has resided in tlio dis
trict for fourteen years ; considers that little, if any, produce would go to Morpeth if the bridges were
constructed; tlie carriage would bo too costly ; is not aware of tho cost of carriage from Dungog or Clarence
Town to Maitland or Morpeth, but from Maitland to Dungog it is 25s. per ton; believes the distance
through Clarence Town is 38 miles ; cost of carriage per steamer to Newcastle is Gd. per bag for maize,
and lo Sydney 13d.; very littlo hay is shipped from Clarence Town ; some is shipped lower down, between
Scabam and Raymond Terrace; the freight is 18d. por bale to Newcastle, and to Sydney from 3s. to 3s. 6d ;
for tbo year 1SS9 thoro were 25,000 bags of maize shipped from this district; out of that only fifteen bags
wont to Morpeth ; in the first quarter of 1890 sixty bags have been transhipped at Eaymond Terrace for
Morpeth ; tbe bulk of this 25,000 bags was consigned to Newcastle, and was chiefly for local consumption ;
quite seven-eighths of the maize is shipped by the local storekeepers ; the steamers run daily, leaving
Clarence Town at 9'30 every morning, picking up passengers and cargo on their way down ; their traffic
is confined chiefly to the Williams ; their passenger traffic does not exceed six daily.
Mr. Alexander.] The imirket for oaten hay carried by their steamers is mostly in Newcastle, as the
quality is not so good as the southern and western, but that ol lucerne is mostly in Hydney; the traffic by
river betwen Clarence Town and Morpeth, both ways, transhipped at Raymond Terrace, would not amount
to £10 per annum, even at flic present exceptionally low rate of freights ; liavo three steamers drawing,
Coorei,” 9 feet. “Favourite,” about R led, “Williams,'' about 7 feet; ‘-Coorci" is 92 tous burthen,
“ Favourite,” about GO tons, 11 Williams,” about 40 tons ; there are no droghers in this river; (he sailing
vessels that come here can load down io 13 feet G inches ; the “ Ceonanhara” is the largest steamer that
has come up here ; loaded, she draws hi this river 9 feet to 9 feet G inches; can go up to the Falls, about
half a mile further up tbe bridge is close to the Falls ; this company has been working ten years on this
river ; does not consider that the erection of bridges at Morpeth and llinton would affect the trade on the
river; freight to Newcastle on hard wood is Is. per cent.; on cedar, Is. Gd; from Newcastle lo Sydney
would be Is. Gd. per cent.in addition on cedar ; tbe road from Clarence Town to
Creek, on the Raymond
Terrace and Stroud Road, is almost impassable; this is .shown by the fact that though the distance from
Creek to Raymond Terrace is 8 to 10 miles further (ban to Clarence Town, tbe traffic goes to
Raymond Terrace in preference ; tbe state of this road affects tho business of the steamer company
seriously ; the company offer these advantages, storage and weighing free, and several local buyers.
'
JAMES C. MILLER.
---------------------
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Clarence Town, 31 Marcli, 1890.
Mr. Gilliat] Josaph Windross, manager for .7, C. Ellis, of Sydney and ISTewcastlo, a resident in
the district for eleven and a half years :—Having heard Mr. Hart’s evidence with regard to maize he concurs
with it; in the event of the bridges being constructed he believes a considerable traffic in saw-mill timber
(logs) would go that way ; a saw-mill proprietor has told him that the distance round hy tho present
bridges is so great that ho cannot afford to draw them ; the teamsters have informed him they could afford
to haul if they could get to Morpeth ; it would be a sa\ing of 3 miles to East Maitland; believes that a
quantity of timber between Clarence Town and Morpeth would he hauled into the latter place for sbip'menfc to Newcastle; tho freight from Clarence Town to Newcastle is 3s. per 100 feet super., and tho
haulage would be about the same to Morpeth as to Clarence Town ; there is a lot of saw-mill timber iu
that direction.
Mr. Alexander] Tho timber that would go to Ufaitland as noted above would be iu log; a good
deal of timber is sent from Clarence Town to Newcastle on lighters ; much of this is sent up country; Mr.
<1. Ellis has now a contract for Government, for 1890, for supply of all timber on Northern Line; this
timber he will send lo Newcaslle on lighters ; it will be loaded there on train and distributed along tbe
line ; it is a question whether for delivering in Morpeth it would not he cheaper to take it by road, and if
so then the route i«'ff the proposed bridges would certainly bo adopted; timber is loaded iu Clarence
Town for all ports, but ho sends all his in lighters to Newcastle, where it is transhipped for ports ; he is
now shipping for New Zealand ; this timber could not be taken direct to Morpeth and shipped at, once in
sea-going vessels because the depth of water at Morpeth will not admit of vessels of the same draught as
can come to Clarence Town; the draught admissible here is 13 feot at spring tides; not sure of the depth
of water between Morpeth aud Eaymond Terrace.
ilfr. Gilliat] ’The reason he has discontinued shipping timber from Clarence Town by sea-going
vessels is that Mr, Eliis has made other arrangements for doing so, but bo may revert at any time to tho
former practice; has known lhe “City of Brisbane” to come up to Ckirouco Town.
Mr. Alexander] The price of squared ironbark is 14d. per fool in Clarence Town ; of round piles,
5d. to Is.
-------JOSEPH W1NDEOSS.
Mr. Gilliat] Passengers having to go by steamer from Clarence Town to Newcastle lose two days
going by road fin Morpeth lo catch the train ; they can be back in Clarence 'Town the same night;
business people leaving Clarence Town lose three days going to Sydney and back, and only one day by
train via Morpeth.
J OSEPH MTNDEOSS.
Clarence Town, 31. March, 1890.
Mr. Alexander] S. W. Bark, storekeeper:—Eesidcd here for twenty-three or twenty-four
years; deals in produce, principally maize : Clarence Town is the port for all the Williams north of this;
and much of tlie trallicfrom the Port Stephens Uislrict also ; there is a bridge hero across the Williams,
on the road from Stroud ; from. Dungog is tlie principal traffic ; the market for nearly all the grain is
Newcastle ; at times such as tho present, when floods in northern rivers have raised tho price in Sydney,
maize is consigned to the Sydney market direct, but such rises are only of a temporary nature ; New
castle mus1, in his opinion, continue to be the market, because there is not enough maize produced in
these and tho Hunter Eiver districts to supply the consumption in Newcastle itself; of cedar there is a
large quantity shipped here ; vessels drawing 13 feet of water trade hero of from 400 to G0U tons burthen ;
considers that for goods there would he very little traffic to Morpeth, even if the bridges are built,because
tho difference in cost of freight from Morpeth to Sydney, and from Clarence Town to Sydney, would not
comiicnsate for the land carnage from Clarence Town to Morpeth; there is not enough hay, cither
lucerne or oaten, crown in this district for its own consumption ; freight to Newcastle of maize by
steamer is Gd. per bag, and to Sydncv Is. 4d. per bag (not quite sure of this latter) ; inclusive of all
charges to Sydney ; Maitland is the principal market for fat cattle; these go by road ; these districts are
used for fattening all along the Williams; these would be seat fo Morpeth to the rail if the bridges were
built, if a trade by rail with Sydney is iu existence; considers that for passengers and light traffic the
bridges to Morpeth would bo a great convenience to these districts, but no goods would be taken there.
Mr. Gilliat] Cannot state the cost of carriage per ton to Maitland, the traffic is so unimportant;
believes that nineteen-twentieths of tho maize grown iu the district is purchased from tho producer in
Dungog and Clarence Town.and shipped bv the local buvers to Newcastle.
IIs. W. DAEK.
Clarence Town, 31 March, 1890.
Mr, Alexander] E. S. Field, storekeeper:—Has been here for eighteen months ; deals in produce
ot all sorts ; for nil stations north of Maitland he considers that it would be cheaper to do according to
existing practice, viz., fo send by steamer to Newcastle, and to use the train thcucc, rather than to cart
from here to Morpeth ; at present only dairy produce and eggs and poultry are seat to West Maitland to
the weekly market; freight to Newcastle by these boats is us. per ton, Gd. per bag; to Sydney, Is. 3d. or
Is. 4d. per bag : does not think that including cartage it would pay to send by rail from Morpeth or
Maitland; not much mnizo goes to Sydney by sea from Clarence Town; Newcaslle is the market;
considers that the bridges would tacilitafe passenger traflie by rail ; a person could leave at noon and get
to Sydney same evening; the saving would bo about four or five hours in favour of tbe train from
Morpeth or West Maitland ; up to this year and in former years the price of maize iu Newcastle ranged
higher than in Sydney ; this was due to the supply from the northern rivers to Sydney, but John See
lias been running steamers to Newcastle lately, and altered tho conditions ; supplies liavo also been
brought from New Zealand.
Mr. Gilliat] Thinks the bulk of the maize grown is purebred hy local buyers before shipping to
Newcastle; has no knowledge of the cost of carriage per ton to Morpeth or Maitland : can give no infor
mation about fat stock.
E. S, FIELD.
Mr.
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l April.. 1890.
Mr. Alexander.'] 0. A.
Manager, A.J.S. Bank:—Has been here between five and six years;
tbe bulk of goods traffc goes from Stroud to Baymond Terrace, though the distance to Clarence Town is
shorter; it is principally maize, potatoes, and bacon ; a fair proportion, loss than half, comes to Clarence
Town ■, this is tbo port for all districts on north of Clarence Town aud on right bank of Williams ;
tanners all around, especially at Dungog, are shareholders in this steamer company, and are consequently
interested; Dungog is 15 miles from Clarence Town ; all its goods come here ; occasional drayloads of
cedar arrive in Clarence Town, and some few do pass on to Maitland, but the bulk goes by river; con
siders that tbe existing steamer sendee on the river serves tho districts north of this place efficiently, and
tliat tho erection of bridges at Morpeth aud Hinton would be a great convenience, but it would not induce
an alteration of the trade route in his opinion.
Mr. Gilliat] There is a considerable traffic in fat stock passes through Clarence Town ; tlie calves
only are shipped by tbe river steamers; large stock go on to West Maitland to tho market there; is
aware that Mr. Holmes in this neighbourhood, the principal cattle-dealer and grazier, ships calves by
steamer from Morpeth, and occasionally large stock; tbe bridges would save between 5 and (! miles from
Dungog to Maitland, and might induce a certain increase In stock traffic ; the bridges would not affect
the timber traffic; tlio principal passenger traffic from Clarence Town to Dungog is by steamer to New
castle, and thence by steamer or train to Sydney: considers this is tbo more convenient way, as passengers
can take tbe night boat from Newcastle; to do this one has to leave Clarence Town at 9'30 a.m. every
day, and reaches Newcastle from 2 to 4’ p.m.; the coach taking the mail leaves for Morpeth, via Hinton,
at 12 30 p.m., reaching Morpeth about two hours later; this is of course subject to the punt at Hinton
being able to work ; when the punt is uot working tbe mails have to go round by tbe
and Belmore
bridges to West Maitland.
Mr. Alexander.] Stroud is 30 miles from Clarence Town.
C. A. BECK.
Clarence Town, 1 April, 1890.
Mr. Alexander.] TV. J. Crohtr, grazier and timber merchant:—Owns 1,800 acres freehold, andleases
5,500 acres, all in the neighbourhood, and on both sides of river Williams ; he charters sailing vessels for
ocean trade, and lighters for Newcastle trade : deals largely in stock; principal market for both, buying
and selling stock is West Maitland ; East Maitland would suit better than West if it could be got at; it
cannot well be got at now, or rather it is not now more suitable than West Maitland, because, even by
bridge it is very little nearer, and also that by this bridge the road is frequently impassable; for
stock going to Sydney be would uso the train at Morpeth if the bridges were built; also if be were send
ing by steamer, because the steamers trading to that place are so much larger than those Coming to
Clarence Town; also for stock to Ik; sold iu East Maitland he would travel them hy these bridges ; ships
on steamers calves, fat cattle, and horses, and milking cows for Sydney; considers the sea route is best
for such ; has never sent by rail, because be thinks they arc less knocked about on vessels ; steamers on
Williams, can only take about four cows or twenty calves, or four horses at onco; these, if to go to
Sydney, would have to bo transhipped in Newcaslle ; the steamers on Hunter can take about forty or
fifty cows, or about thirty horses at once, and then go direct without transhipping; the Hunter Itiver
steamers could come here as far as draught of water is concerned, but there is not trade enough for them
on the Williams ; they used to come here at one time; is of opinion that the Morpeth and. Hinton bridges
would be of great service to the stock trade of these northern districts ; they would be of no use for
timber trade from tbe "Williams, but from the Paterson to the Clarence Town side for timber to be
delivered in Maitland or at stations north the best route would bo via these bridges if built.
Mr. Gilliat.] Mr.
bad the Government contract for timber in the northern district for
live years, during which contract he supplied him with tbe timber ; last- year Mr. Ellis bad this contract,
and lie supplied him also with the timber for twelve mouths ; if tho bridges were constructed he would
cut the timber from the Paterson and track it at Morpeth ; this would comprise from 400 to GOO logs
annually (girders) ; in his shipments of stock he would bo guided by tbe prices ruling in Sydney or
Maitland, and would ship to the highest market., but in either case it would be the shortest route to go
via Morpeth ; the freight for large slock from Clarence Town to Sydney is 20s. per head ; the freight
per steamer from Morpeth is 17s. per head ; this is the cheaper route of the two, apart from the advantage
of sending down a large mob at once; tlie freight for timber from Clarence Town to Newcastle by
drogher is 3d. per foot for running foot piles and cube foot girders ; in supplying contract, if delivered in
Morpeth via the bridges, this freight would be saved, and fully 3d. more expense of loading and trucking
to Maitland; this refers to timber that would be cut between the Paterson and Clarence Town; there
arc large quantities of timber in that direction; is now in treaty with Mr. T. Cooper for 500 acres of
limber there.
Mr. Alexander.] This timber (some of it) would have to be delivered at a railway station. As the
case stands at present be would deliver it by road to West Maitland, but if the bridges were built he
would cart via Hinton and deliver at Morpeth, and he considers that the saving in distance by this route
is worth 3d, per foot.
----------------- WILLIAM J. CHOKER.
Morpeth, 2 April, 1890.
Mr. Alexander.] Mr. James Coombs, engineer, steam ferry, Roads Department:—Has been iu charge
of the steam ferry for sixteen years, but has known tho district since 1850; steam ferry was first
instituted in 1870; the same steam-punt is working now ; engines are rated at 12 h.-p.; length, exclusive
of slopes, 52 feet; wicllh, clear, 22 ; she can carry 140 tons of load ; can carry six single-horse carts and
about ten horses in addition when packed ; have known this to be done on several occasions ; has known
this ferry boat to take across an eight-horse waggon with 9 tons of loading ; there is no room for more,
but a few loose horses might be put in also ; for such a team ho considers that no improvement could be
made on tbe Hinton side; but on tbe Morpeth side the stone-pitched pavement, which has been down for
eighteen years, might be improved by being replaced with smaller stones ; these are very largo, and make
rough travelling ; on the Hinton side the approach is pitched also, but witli proper-sized stones, bluestone;
on the Morpeth side tbe stones are sandstone ; floods cover these approaches with silt, and when floods
subside Ibis has to be cleared away; this causes some inconvenience to traflie; remembers one accident on
this
823 -C
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this ferry punt: if happened thus : a jibbing hoivu with a loaded eart behind it, on arrival at Hinton side,
refused to leave the punt, backed the cart through the chains, which he broke, and fell off the flap, cart and
all, into the river : have never known any other accident from the punt; have known harness to bo broken
by horses entering or leaving the punt, but believes this was due chiefly to the rottenness of the harness ;
does not remember any accident having happened to the mail-cart; the ordinary rise and fall of spring tides
is 4 feet, but with southerly gale outside this tide may rise another b inches ; the ferry is more convenient
for traffic during high than low tide, because at high tides the grades on tho approaches are less steep than at
low tides ; on the Morpeth side one of the guide-posts is more down the approach than on the Hinton side ;
this limits the working of ihe punt to a certain height of water; this height is 3 feet (5 inches above high water
of spring tides ; if tho Morpeth and Hinton posts were made on same level some advantage in length of
working would be gained, but the time for stopping the punt is usually controlled by the rale of the current,
so at the outside a rise of 4 feet of water may be taken as tlie utmost depth of water above high spring tide! u
which tho puut can be safely worked ; returns, weekly, arc sent into head office of the traffic ; the tolls
are the same now as from the beginning ; the number of horned cattle that have been taken over at one
time is fifty-six; tbe depth of water in the channel 20 feet from the Hinton approach is 40 teet at high
water ; docs not know of any rock being iu the bed ; respecting the Morpeth punt, capacity is about 40
tons; have seen two three-horse teams with loads of gravel on her ni once; the approaches are pitched ;
an improvement might be made on tbe Morpeth side by ropitebing with smaller stones ; but ihe Phoenix
Park approach he considers to be m very fair condition : cannot call to mind any accident haying happened
on this punt due to defective construction or working of tbe punt or approaches: considers that she
compares very well as a hand puut with any on the river; it is leased ; no returns are sent in of traffic ;
considers that no more damage is done to vehicles in getting off and on this punt than on punts in
general: this puut is off before the slcam-punt; it cannot rim in strong current; cannot toll the rise, but
any strong current, or a strong westerly gale, on a falling tide, will stop the punt; portion of the river
bottom on the Morpeth side is bard clay ; on the other side it is mud.
_
_
J/r. Gilliat.'] "With good horses, 0 tons can bo taken out of the steam punt at any tide; will
furnish a statement* of the days the punt has not worked during the first quarter of the present year, and
the cause of prevention; the maximum height of the loth March flood, 1W10, was 13 feet
inches at the
Hinton steam punt; Ibis is the highest flood be has known ; the road between Hinton and the punt within
100 yards of the river was covered uith about n feet of water: the Morpeth side was flooded half-way to
the town ; he brought a boat nearly fo Mr. Gordon's bouse: on the Hinton side the flood-wafer extended
all the way to tbe hotel in the township ; if the lolls were reduced or removed considers tlie produce traffic
would bo large!v increased : they were removed a few years ago for eleven months, during which time tho
traffic was almost doubled, comprising a great deal of heavy traffic ; great quantities of farm produce wero
brought across whicli is now sent by tlie droghers : it tlio tolls were reduced or removed at Hie Morpeth
punt it would increase the light traffic, but no other.
Mr. Alexander.] The greatest depth of water between Morpeth and the pimf on the road was
about 4 feel.
JAMES COOMBS.

a

* Attached.

Proposed Bridges at Morpeth aud Hinton.
Stanley Alexander, Esq.,
Hear Sir,
Hinton Ferry, 2S May, IS'10.
I received vours of the 23rd last niuht, delayed in being addiessed to Hinton, but J now respectfully enclose the
test and result of time with punts running. If the vehicles arc prompt in coming in. we can go over and return in two
minutes, including loading and discharging, and on an average it is possible to do about forty trips an hour, although we
have never been instructed to do so.
1 ours, &c.,
JAS. COOMBS,
Hinton Ferry,
_______
Morpeth,

lie Stalemcnt Hinton Fern-.
Examiners Public Works Proposals.
1 EESiUiCiruibv submit for your information numbers of days tliat steam-punt was not available for
vehicular traffic during the recent floods for quarter ending 31st March :—
January
...
...
...
...
Eebruary ...
...
...
...
•••
& days.
March
............................................................................................................... days.
111 days.
Total
.1 wish to state that it is only vehicular traffic that is stopped daring flood-time at this ferry. _ At
all times communication has been kept up cither by boat or steam launch for foot passengers aud light
goods. Bitch an extraordinary time of delay through flood-water has not been known at this ferry during
the fourteen years the steam-punt lias been’ stationed here, aud I do not suppose the like has ever been
known at this ferry before.
Correction.—Please insert fourteen yours instead of sixteen years, an error which was made by me
iu giving evidence at Morpeth, as you will observe from 1876 to i860 to be fourteen years’ term of steampunts working here.
_ ,
1
J. COOMBS,
----------------Hinton Eerry.
“'.Koval Hotel,” Morpeth, 2 April, 1S90.
Mr. Alexander.] James Spence, engineer, Kcw Hunter Kiver S.N. Co., on the drogher “ Anna
Maria”
She draws 41 feet loaded, 56 Ions register, about 70 or 8() tons gross; 25 h.p. ; can carry 200
bales of bay, or about 700 bags of maize; never carries cattle: occasionally gets pigs, no horses; works
principally'between Paterson township up the. Hunter to
wharf and down to EnymonA Terrace ;
some of the farmers have jeti ies ; if none, they go alongside fhc hank and lay two 24-foot planks ashore, and
roll tlie bags or bales on board ; hears a good” deal of lalk about, the damage to liny in loading, but does
not consider that much damage is done : farmers do make jetties where water is shallow or loading on
droghers
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droghera could not be done; charges for droghage, (id. per halo for hay going bv steamer* for hav
going by train the charge is ]s. Gel per bale, which includes loading on tlio train ; bv steamer to Svdnev
including droghage, the charge on hay is 3s. Gd. per bale; the “ Boomerang” draws loaded about 10'feot G
Judies {not quite sure or this) ; there are plenty of droghers for all the work ; cacli company has one at
Morpeth, and others come up from Newcastle.
Mr Gilliat.'] When the banks are cut away to load hay or corn the farmers lay planks or poles to
protect it from being; soued ; bales of hay, bags of maize, or any produce are not left on the banks from dav
to day, hut if notice is given at the office or as the drogher passes up the river it is picked up on the return
journey; it has happened, though very rarely, that tho drogher returns loaded, and is unable to take the
produce as promised ; produce left exposed to the weather in this way he would endeavour to remove on
the following day; onl) remembers one or two eases in which the produce was left out all ni'dit • as a
rule he does not bring the drogher into Morpeth fully loaded ; gives no preference to produce to be
shipped by steamer orer that going by rail; the extra is. freight charged for produce for the railway was
put on some eight or ten years ago to check tlie large consignments of hav sent up the Northern line - lhe
height oi crane and funnel above water-level when light is 24 feet; 24 "feet is about tho headway that
would be required tor all the droghers trading here.
‘
•TAMES SPENCE.
tf
n-77' Ji
-n
C~
Ti
•
“Royal Hotel," Morpeth, 2 April, 1890.
. '
. . -J .Duncan aims, J.P., agriculiural engineer-—Resident in the district forty-seven
years; is of opinion that until steps are taken to regulate or straighten the course of the river the
construction of bridges is unadvisable; the position of the
bridge is an illustration of what he
means ; the construction oi the upper bridge at Belmore and the extension of the railway has diverted
the traffic that originally came to Morpeth ; does not consider the trade would he brought hack hy the
construction of the proposed bridges : they would be more a convenience to light traffic than for produce ■
does not consider the reduction or removal of the tolls would increase the traffic.
’
13. SIMS, J.P.,
(Per H. G-ilhat).

,

“Royal Hotel,” Morpeth, 2 April, 1890.

AZorrmc, sergeant of police :—Has been here almost two years; at East Maitland four
years previous to coming here ; according to Constable Murphy’s note-book there arc thirty-one farms on
Phoenix Park ; lias observed a fair traflie in cattle from Dungog passing across Hinton punt to he shipped
by steamer for Sydney at Morpeth ; has a recollection of a mob of horses having been brought here
round by Maitland shipped in Morpeth for Sydney.
'
‘
TV. MORROW.
,
Phcenix Park, 12 May, 1890.
Mr. Alexander.} John M'Fath/en, farmer (tenant) on 50 acres, close to Morpeth punt:—Each
steamer company has an acre of land on Phoenix Park, opposite their own wharf; on this land they each
have a wharf and a shed; all goods delivered at those wharves are carried bv the companies steamers free
of droghage, viK., at the same freight as from Morpeth ; the road to these nharves joins the main road
near Morpeth punt; this is a surveyed road through private property which has been in use all along as
an approach to the companies’uharves ; there is also another road approach to the wharves from the
Eeattie’s Point road no Government money has over been spent on those roads.
JOHN MTADYEN.
Narrowgut, 12 May, 1690.
Mr. Alexander.]' Grorqa Blundell, farmer, Narrowgut, half a mile from Morpeth; 161 acres
leasehold on properly of the Close family ; has been on this farm thirty-seven years ; his fronfageis not on
the Hunter liner, but on the crock from Huinc’s lagoon; sends bay, corn, and potatoes to Sydney by
steamer; carts to steamer with his own teams; pays 8s. and 3s. Gd. per hale freight, according to size;
on potatoes freight is 10s. per ton, twelve hags per ton; onions the same, but fourteen bags per ton;
dairy and garden and orchard produce is sold in Morpeth market; has never sent goods by train; tbe
reason be sends by steamer is that the companies house goods iu Sydney for a fortnight free of charge,
hut if scut by rail goods must be sold from the 1 s-uck within a certain number of hours ; his neighbours on
this part or Narrowgut, who have no water-frontage, all despatch their goods in the same way ; further
au ay, past the creek, all farms have wafer-frontage; when roads arc good they all despatch in the same
way, because they save cost of droghage by doing so. but when roads are not good they ship by drogher;
the same course is adopted by all farmers, liis immediate neighbours, who have water-frontage. '
°
GEORGE BLUNDELL.
Phcenix Park, 13 May, 1800.
Mr. Alexander.] Mr. G. IT. Stephens, farmer. Phoenix Park, gives list of farmers on Phoenix Park
having frontage on a. river :—
David Jervis..,
...
19 acres, fronting both rivers—tenant,
Dennis Maher
...
144 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
D. O’Toole...............
19 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
TV. Glieson ...
...
25 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
P. Maher ...............
25 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
G. H. Stevens
...
50 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
A. Hooke ...
...
46 acres, fronting Paterson River—freehold.
Airs. Morris...
...
40 acres, fronting Paterson River—freehold.
R. Wilkinson
...
50 acres, fronting Paterson River—freehold.
D. Hickey ...
30 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
A. Richardson
...
18 acres, fronting Paterson River—tenant.
J. Beattie ...
...
25 acres, fronting Paterson River—freehold.
W. Gear (Beattie’s Pr.)
23 acres, fronting Paterson and Hunter Rivers—freehold.
J.
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acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold,
acres, fronting Hunter River—tenant.
acres, fronting Hunter River—tenant.
acres, fronting Hunter River—tenant.
2 acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.
20 acres, fronting Hunter River—tenant.
3 acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.
47 acres, fronting Hunter River—tenant.
50 acres, fronting Hunter River—tenant.
20 acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.
OG acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.
34 acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.
26 acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.
30 acres, fronting Hunter River—freehold.

.7. Bead
...
7. Maher .,.
M. Pugijau ...
T. Wright ...
— Baker ...
7. Wright ...
G-. H. Stevcus
M. Maher ...
7. M‘Fad dven
7. Campbell...
M rs. Maher ...
7. Aitehison...
P. Grace ...
7. Campbell...
Total...

...

... 763f acres with water-frontage.

Farmers on Phoenix Park not having frontage to river
Cr. Lawler, 23 acres—tenant.
7, O'Toole, 32 acres—IS acres, freehold; 14
7. Lawler, 26 acres—tenant.
acres, tenant.
,1. Corbett, 2G acres—tenant.
R. M'Cann, 20 acres—freehold.
7. Hawley, 25 acres—tenant.
T. Wright, 16 acres—freehold.
P. Burke, 25 acres—freehold.
7. Harris, 50 acres—tenant.
T, M'Mann, IS acres—freehold.
7. Handley, 16 acres—tenant.
Total—305 acres without water-frontage.
7. G-liesan, 25 acres—tenant.
Total—1,1581 acres of land farmed on
P. Holborn, 3G acres—tenant.
Phoenix Park.
F. Pearce, 52 acres—tenant.
The original grant of Phcenix Park included a portion of Golden Grove. The total of grant was
2,000 acres. The list now given of holdings comprises the whole of the lands, to the best of his
recollection, now called Phoenix Park.
_
Considers that the acreage under lucerne is generally about tno-tbirds of the whole, acreage Of
the rest the chief part would be planted m maize and the rest in potatoes Of pumpkins, which are
grown through the corn, each acre can be relied on to produce 10 tons (7 dozen to the ton) in a fair
season. Not a great inane onions are produced. Germ barley is produced tor private consumption.
Jilr. GtlFinl.] From nearest portions of Bolwarra, Golden Grove, and Hunmore, all produce, when
not loaded on droghers, is carted to Fast Maitland oier Pituacrao Bridge. When this road is impassable
all hut the hay is carted through Plnenix Park to the wharf or occasionally to the train.
‘

Woodvttlc

KsUtf*

Mr. Roberts.

GEO. 11. STEPHENS.

Hinton. 13 May. 1SOO.
Mr. Alexander.] Janie* Sfuar/, builder and contractor, Hinton, hits gone over the names of tanners
on Woodville, Warralong, Nulla Nulla, Park, Swan Reach, Ostcrlcy, Nelson’s Plains, given in Mr,
Geering’s evidence, and wishes to add the following, viz.;—
On Woodville.—G, Bishop, 50 acres, tenant; Logan, 00 acres, freehold, 20 acres, tenant. These
do not front the river.
_
On Warralong,—Kelly and Clarke. 40 acres, tenant: A King, 30 acres, tenant. These farms have
water-frontage.
On
.—W. Byron, 20 acres, tenant. This farm does not front water.
.
.
On M1 Clement's Swamp there arc fully 1,000 acres which would be all good for cultivation in
lucerne and maize if drained. There is a prospect of this being done. It is owned by several owners,
all freehold, on M'Clement’s Swamp Corner, 25 acres. These do not front water.
On Nulla Nulla Estate.—Has frontage—F. Moore,_ 5 acres, freehold. No frontage—T. Mann,
20 acres, tenant; W. O’Brien, 40 acres, tenant; T. O’Brien, 30 acres, tenant; 7. Watson, 30 acres,
tenant=125.
On Osterlcy Estate.—Has frontage—O'Rourke, 15 acres, freehold.
On Nelson’s Plains,—Has frontage—Davis, 25 acres, 'tenant; 7. Forte, 25 acres, tenant; G. Foolc,
25 acres, tenant; 7. Goswcll, 30 acres, tenant. No frontage—W. Halpin, 15 acres, tenant. Has
frontage—L. Priddle, 40 acres, tenant; 7. Pearce, 30 acres, tenant=100.
In Hinton there are three stores, two hotels, post and telegraph office, police station, places of
worship, Anglican, Presbyterian, and Baptist, resident Ministers two, Public School, steam flour-mill; not
working, also two banks, agricultural implement factory, School of Arts. The population of the place,
475, is dependent upon the agricultural industries. There are fifty-six electors on electoral roll with
residence or householders in Hinton The site is very well fitted for a township, being very extensive,
and raised above floods, capable of carrying a large population. There are five vineyards on this hill
aggregating about S3 acres under vines. Mr. Christian has applied for right to mine for coal here. The
flood during March rose 4 feet on the road between Hinton and
, and about 3 feet on the
road to the'puut. It mounted up the street from Queen’s Wharf as far as the junction with the main
road. Regarding the decadence of Hinton since the bridges were built directing traffic to Maitland —
in 1864, when he came here, the two machine factories were flourishing, employing fully twenty-five
hands. There was a tobacco factory. The hotel let for f 120 per annum, now the rent is £60. The
trade from the Williams and Paterson came through here. The steam flour-mill, now silent, was working
in those days.
----------------JAMES STUART.
Barethorne, 13 May, 1800.
Mr. Alexander.] H. Gcariny. blacksmith and land-ownerHas been here forty-two years ^property
is at Barethorne, about 70 acres. ’ List of land-holders having farms fronting on Paterson River, com
mencing from the
bridge, at Woodville:—H. Croker, 90 acres, tenant; D. Newton, 2u acres,
tenant- T. Butler, 20 acres, tenant; N. Carter, 20 acres, tenant; 7. Volnicr, 25 acres,tenant; total, ISO
acres
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acres. "Without water-frontage—Mrs. Carter, 20 acres, freehold; T. Carter, 25 acres, tenant; T, Watson, WruTnlong-,
30 acres, tenant; Carl Volnier, 20 acres, tenant; total, 05 acres. Fronting Paterson lliver—J, M'Donncll, Mrs. Scott.
40 acres, tenant; M. Clarke, 30 acres, tenant; j. H.Mionald, 50 acres, tenant; W. Bead, 30 acres, tenant; Warralong
Estate,
A. M‘Murry, 30 acres, tenant; W. Wingartner, 30 acres, tenant; J. Carroll, 50 acres, tenant; J. Hickie, Airs. Scott;
50acres,tenant; J. King,50acres,tenant; J. See,25 acres, tenant; J.Todd,25 acres, tenant; R. Hamilton, 25 Barethorne
acres, tenant; Mrs. Tidyman, 30 acres, tenant; total, dG5 acres. Fronting on Paterson. River—W. Christian, Estate,
John Christian
70 acres, freehold; Mrs. See, 20 acres, freehold ; J. Morrow, 40 acres, tenant; Mrs. Cameron, 20 acres,
tenant; W. Morrow, 30 acres, tenant; J. WhifEen, 25 acres, tenant; H. Morrow, 20 acres, tenant. ■Barethorne
Estate
Fronting on Hunter—W. Stevens, 30 acres, tenant; total, 255 acres. Not fronting on Paterson—H.
Gearing, 30 acres, freehold ; H. and A. Beevis, 30 acres,freehold; Miss Pearsc, 70 acres, freehold; P.
Flynn, 20 acres, tenant; C. Tidyman, 25 acres, tenant; W. Digby, 18 acres, tenant; J. Minslorne, 100
acres, tenant; T. Watkins, 40 acres, freehold; J. Macpherson, 40 acres, freehold; total, 373 acres.
Total, Barethorne, 62S acres. The above comprises all arable land between Dumnorc bridge and half a
mile beyond Hunter steam-ferry, and extending back between Barethorne and Hinton as far as
M'Clement’s Swamp; considers that the farmers on Woodville Estate would carry lucerne over twothirds of the ivhole, and that the other third would be planted in corn similarly on the Barethorne lands ;
the rent paid for lucerne land on river is £3 per acre, and on swamp land £2 per acre; for maize
growing ; the above average of crop and rent also applies to Warralong lands. The following farms are
on the left bank of Hunter River:—The Nulla Nulla Estate, Wilson ; 'Mrs. Smith, 20 acres, freehold;
W. Gear, 20 acres, tenant. Not fronting river:—F. Wilson, 25 acres, freehold; W, Newman, 20 acres,
tenant; J. Priddle, 20 acres, tenant; .1, Pearce, 15 acres, tenant. Total, 120 acres. The following farms
are on left hank of Hunter River:—The Park Estate, Mrs. Mann. Fronting Hunter River : —W. Bunt,
25 acres, tenant; T. Mann, 40 acres,freehold. Not fronting Hunter River:—,T. Hicks, 20 acres, tenant; T.
Burgess, 20 acres, tenant; W. Somers, 25 acres, tenant. Total, 130 acres. The following farms are on
left bank of Hunter River:—Swan Reach Estale, John Eaves. Fronting Hunter River :—R. Bailey, 30
acres, tenant; .1. Hayes, 30 acres, tenant; A. Kennedy, 25 acres, tenant; J, Dwyer, 25 acres, tenant;
T. Donnelly, 35 acres, tenant; R. Watson, 30 acres, tenant; T. Watson, 30 acres, tenant; P. Shannon,
60 acres, tenant. Not fronting Hunter River:—J. O’Rourke, 20 acres, tenant. Total, 285 acres. Tho
following farmers are on left bank of Hunter River :—Ostcrley Estate, Mr. Hickey. Fronting Hunter
River :-—J. Reynolds, 30 acres, freehold ; P, Reynolds, 20 acres, freehold ; H. Johnson, 30 acres, tenant.
Total, SO acres. The following farmers are on left bank of Hunter River
Nelson’s Plains, John Eaves.
Fronting Hunter River:—S. Foote, 25 acres, tenant; M. Malcolm, 30 acres, tenant: R. Carroll, 30 acres,
tenant; A. Parsons, 40 acres, tenant; vS. Brown, 40 acres, tenant; T. Hallwell, 30 acres, tenant; W.
Newman, 20 acres, tenant; J. Perrott, 40 aerep tenant; J. Camody, 30 acres, tenant. Total, 285 acres.
At Barethorne is his blacksmith’s shop, containing lathes, steam-hammer, and much machinery for making
agricultural implements; has made hay-presses, mowing machinery, and all classes of tools and machinery
required by farmers; has to bring his coal from Morpeth—not by river, but by road ; also gets it from
Five-mile Creek beyond East Maitland ; this also is brought over the Hinton punt; uses about 40 tuns
of coal per annum, and would use more if more easily got; uses wood feed as much as possible; all steel
and iron for work he gets up from Sydney by steamer; the amount of work turned out by bim has
diminished very much of late years ; Carisford is a private township, as Barethorne, of no importance.
‘
H. GEARING.
Public School, Hinton, 13 May, 1800.
Children on roll,—Boys, 68 ; girls, 50; absent, 7; total, 134.
From PInrnix Park, 5 cbilclren.
'

M. THOMPSON.

Copy of Return asked for in Examiners’ No. 10, of 2/4/90, to the Under Secretarv for Works, attached
to P.W., Roads and Bridges, 90-2,814.
*
Hinton Ferry.
(a) Annual cost of maintenance, including all charges for repairs and working
expenses
...............
_........................................................................................ £820 0 0
(l) Total collections of tolls for jrear 1889 ...
...
...
...
...
505 14, 9
Morpeth Ferry.
Yearly rental at which punt has been leased.
(o) Leased for 1890 at £10, and tolls retained by lessee.
(6) Expenditure upon repairs for 1890 and maintenance....................................... £100 0

0

Morpeth, 13 May, 1890.
Subject:—Morpeth and Hinton Bridges.
.
Public School, Morpeth.
Children on roll.—Boys, 84; girls, 67 ; total, 151.
Morpeth Railway Station.—Rates obtained from station-master.
Newcastle.

Hay
..
Maize ..
Potatoes..
Onions .,

..............
.............
..............

£
0
*0
0

s. d.
12 5
2 7
2 8

* Undei By-law 37.

Sydney.

.............. .
............. .
.............. .

...
...
...

£ s. d.
1 16 7 per truck, 14 bales,
*0 9 2 per ton.
0 11 3 £3/4/3 per truck to Sydney.

Old rates come into force after 31st August; 1300.

Sydney,
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Sydney, 27 ifey, ISflO.
limiter Itivor New Steam Navigation Co.—Fraglits ciiarged from Morpeth to Sydney on the following
produce, viz.:—
Hay, per halo, not exceeding 50 cubic feet ..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
!is.
Hay, Email bales (not exceeding 40 cubic feet), per cubic foot...........................
two-thirds of Id.
Grain (8? bushels) per bag................................................................................................................
9d.
Hunter Hirer New Steam Navigation Company, Sydney, 27 Hay, 1S90.
Messrs. Giliiat and Alexander, 3ixaminers of Public Works Proposals, West Maitland,—
Gentlemen,
In reply to your letter (1.1,'fi/DO, No. 1(1) of loth instant, I beg leave to inform yon respecting query A * *
Yes ; query B * ' 5 • No : query C - * 3 Statement enclosed showing freight charged on hay and maize from
Morpeth wharf and Phoenix Park wharf to Sydney by H.lt.N.S.N. Co.’s steamers.
On further consideration, my directors decline to furnish the information required respecting tho quantity of goods*
of each kind taken away by this Company’s steamers from Morpeth during the year 1MB!), because the Government com
pete most unfairly against the steamers at the present time, and under these oiremnstances it would not be advisable to
supply information which might he utilised to our disadvantage.
I have, &c.,
F. J. THOMAS,
----------------Manager.
Return A.
Borough of Morpeth.—Return for the year ending 3rd Rebruary, 1800.
1,450
Estimated population
...........................
...........................
< 51
Estimated number of duellings...................................................
£ s. d.
0 1 0
Amount of rate levied in the £—ordinary
...............
...
4,333 0 0
Capital value of fee-simple of unimproved lands
...
...
Hair average annual rental of buildings, cultivated lands. &c., upon
8,410 2 0
which rates are struck
,.
...
..
...
...
J15.173 15 0
Estimated capital value of all property in the municipality ...
482 7 9
Receipts from ordinary rates
...
...
...
...
...
062 16 0
Government
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
57 10 1
Other sources
...........................................................................
1,202 14 10
Total receipts, exclusive of loans
.......................................
136 4 11
Expenditure—Salaries and office expenses
...
...
...
918 10 1
Por public works ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
79 16 7
Miscellaneous
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1,134 11 7
Total expenditure ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
118 3 3
Assets at date of balancing
...
...
...
...
*I4
6 miles 7 chains
Total extent of roads and streets made ...
..
...
...
53
2
Do
do
do
unmade
...
...
...
£10,‘.!73
Estimated value of made roads and streets
...
. .
...

JOHN If BUTLER,
3 April, 1800.
----------------Council Clerk.
Mr.
Myles M'Jtne, M.L.A:—Has interest in Morpeth; owns the niiil property only there;
notices in the annual report for 30th June, 188!), by the Railway Commissioners that 151 trucks, loaded,
were despatched from Morpeth with hay ; wishes to explain on this that the JIawkesbury bridge was
only opened on 1st May, 1889. and that there was a severe flood in the river in May, 1889, so that
though traffic to Sydney by rail only obtained for eight months of that year. 151 trucks at 14 bales gives
2,114 bales=705 Ions ; notice also that for tho year ending 31st December, 1889, the railway returns
show* 508 tons of bay despatched : this gives 1,524 bales; on this points out that up to May, when the
flood occurred, fhe tonnage amounted to 339. or 1,017 bales; and that for tho eight months after tlie
flood 169 tons=507 bales only were despatched; these supplies come from a limited area—from Narrowgut and Brisbanefield, including about 500 acres ; also Berryfield, about another 100 acres ; were tho
bridges built fully twenty times that area would be affected, extending down to Raymond Terraco along
the Hunter, but as regards the country along the Williams to Seaham, from the confluence with the
Hunter; does not consider that all the hay would be brought to Morpeth; farmers on that side who
have no frontage do now oceassionally send produce to Hinton, and if the bridges were constructed many
more farmers would do so, even from the banks of the Williams; this would be to take advantage of
cheapness of carriage and of the facilities afforded by Darling Harbour (see paragraph on this subject
later on) ; the railway does not insist on charging demurrage on trucks detained loaded in Darling
Harbour, if they are satisfied that reasonable despatch is being used ; also produce at Darling Harbour
is sold, every day or so by auction, and the purchaser has to bear the risk of demurrage; as to tho permis
sion said to be given by the steamer companies to store hay at their sheds in Sydney, the fact is that
commission agents are compelled to sell hay as it arrives when the market is fairly supplied ; failing this
the charge is 3d. per bale per day ; this exorbitant charge compels agents to sell at a reduction rather
than submit; wishes to point out that the opening of the llawkcsbury bridge has introduced elements
iuto the trade in hay which in their effects upon it can hardly be foretold ; that there have been two very
severe floods since the bridge was opened ; both these killed nearly the whole of the plant; as an exten
sive buyer of bay, be points out the fact that farmers in Phcenix Park will not accept 5s. or 7s. per ton
extra for hay on condition of its being carted across the river to Morpeth; has inspected the details of
statistics coliected by the Examiners ; notices that these comprise lands from the confluence of the Hunter
and Williams Rivers along tho bank of tho Hunter and Paterson to Dunmoro bridge ; also the whole of
Phcenix Park ; points out that in his opinion the lands of Golden Grove and Dunmore up) to the main
road between Dunmore bridge and Largs, so far as the bridge, should be included, because the distance to
Morpeth is less, to most of the farmers, than to Maitland, and also because at Morpeth they have the
choice of two markets ; that is that they have the option of sending produce to Darling Harbour by rail

or

or to the wharves in Sydney: also because there is a weekly market in Morpeth ; none in East Maitland,
and that in West Maitland is too far : the savini' in distance from Largs to Morpeth, as compared with
West; Maitland, is 31 miles ; regarding storage at Darling Harbour, auction sales are held three times
weekly, and trucks arc allowed to he detained forty-eight hours ; a shed has been constructed for storage
of hay, free of charge, for a reasonable time ; regarding the lauds along the Williams, which have not
"been included in Examiners’ statistics, wishes to add that the bridges would enable the fanners on those
lauds to send their produce to Morpeth and participate in the competition which takes place in Morpeth
amongst the local buyers at auction sales : buyers from Newcastle on the south, and from stations up the
line to Tamwortli on the north, come to Morpeth in dry seasons or buy through agents there; the
delivery to this market is now restricted by the luck of communication ; farmers are compelled to pay
Is, (id, per bale itrogluigo for delivery to the rail at Morpeth.
Mr. Giliiat.] The hay grown upon the Williams River is ehieJly eaten; the land is not of the
same rich alluvial character as that fronting the Paterson and the Hunter River; a fair average of oaten
hay is 11- ton to the acre ; with reference to drogherage charges of Is. (id. per bale for hay consigned to
railway covers (Jte cost of loading on trucks, but the cost of trucking is a mere trifle, as the distance
between the drogher’s wharf and the siding does not exceed 100 feet, and the drogher erew is assisted by
the railway porters; the charge made for loading by the railway is Is. per truck, hut is seldom enforced;
the steam-packet companies made an arrangement with him, owing to the ditlicultv in inducing the
farmers to cart to Morpeth, to put lucerne hay iuto his store for Is. 6d. per bale, but agreed to allow a
rebate of Is. per bale, provided the same hay was reslupped to Sydney by their steamers, but if forwarded
by rail the Is. Gd, was enforced ; is distinctly of opinion that the construction of the bridges would open
to the railway at least 10,000 tons of hay per annum, the most of which ia now prevented from coming
into Morpeth by the tolls imposed at the ferry, the suspension of the traffic during freshes or floods, and
the danger or risk in crossing the punt.; wishes to say that tho bridges would effect a saving of £1,200 in
transit, and £2,o00 in deterioration occasioned by shipping into drogher, and transhipping from drogher
to wharf at Morpeth, reshfpment to steamer, and unloading on to Sydney wharves ; the deterioration is
to tho appearance of the bale, from the knocking about and lifting with hay-hooks and exposure ; he makes
these statements as an expert; the income to tho railway would be £3,000 per annum.
Mr. Alexander.'] Is aware that both steamer companies have wharves on Phcenix Park at which
produce is received and despatched by steamer free of droghage : these are used only by a few fanners in
the immediate vicinity; attaches as part of this evidence a corrected copy of a letter addressed to tho
Minister for Public "Works of Tlth August, 1SS0.
'
--------MrLES M'RA.E,
Legislative Assembly, Sydney, 24 August, ISStl.
Lon. "Bruce Smith, Minister for "Works.—
Tun following are undeniable reasons why the bridge at Mnrpcth and f,bo other at Hinton should be at once proceeded with
in llic interests of the townspeople of Morpeth and Hinton, the agriculturists of the electorate of Morpeth, and the
taxpayers of New South Wales :—
1st. Lecanso, by the action of previous (lovcrnmcnts providing, during the past twenty-iive years, free access to East
and West Maitland by the construction of the Pitnacrue, Huninoi'e, Bchuore, and Victoria bridges, and at the
same time neglecting to construct the bridges referred to, eijuivlly important, the legitimate traffic has been
completely diverted from Jloi'peth ami Hinton to "Maitland to such an extent that recently the fee-simple of a
property at Morpeth has been sold for the annual rental derivable therefrom some eighteen years ago. I myself
purchased a mill from tho Hon. J. Bundle, Esq,, for £S00 which at the time stood him in ;C1H,000.
2. The bridges are urgently required to connect the rich agricultural lands of Plnenix Pari:, Hunmore, Wallalong,
Hinton, Swan Beach, and Burrora, with Morpeth, thereby enabling the producers of those places to send their
produce to the metropolitan markets by tho Great Northern Kailway, the freight by rail Ijeing cheaper than by
steamer, and milking the branch line to Morpeth highly reproductive to the State, an enormous trade awaiting
the oonstruction of the bridges. Up to Hie present time the steam companies have bad a monopoly, besides
their charge for drogherage being Gd. per bale on hay brought to their hoad-quarterK. Morpeth, and afterwards
forwarded by their steamers to Sydney but if the farmer wishes to send bis hay to the Great Northern Bailway
the companies increase their charges for drogherage to Is. Gd. per bale, protection in favour of the latter to the
extent of '200 per cent. ; whereas, if the bridges were constructed, the farmers would cart their hay to Morpeth,
and put it on the railway trucks, thereby getting rid of the charge altogether. This is not the worst feature. All
the hay shipped to .Sydney by steamer lands on the Market Wharf and the Lime-street Wharf. An extra
quantity arriving, the buyers withhold their hands, and immediately a fall in price takes place ; whereas, if half
of the hay arrived by railway at Darling Harbour and Milsotrs Point., no such fall would lake place in the price of
hay, and the farmers, who are already handicapped by the importations from the adjoining colonies, would be in
a better position to compete, the cartage from the Market Wharf to Milson’s Point alone being 7s. Gd. per ton.
Morpeth is the head of the navigation of the Hunter and Paterson Bivers, amt situated on the southern bank of tho
Hunter Biver, is fully 10(J foot above the level of tho highest Hood ever known on tho Hunter ; hence, everything else being
equal, the bridges erected, has attractions and material fur development that Maitland does not possess, the latter place
hoing subject to inundation. If the late .Squire Close had accepted a reasonable price thirty or forty years ago for allotments
of land in Morpeth, his prices averaging then up to £300 per acre, the greater portion of West Maitland to-day would have
been a lucerne paddock, and Morpeth would have been the principal town in the northern district.

The richest lands of the valley of the Hunter stretch forth from tho northern bank of the Hunter, opposite the town
of Morpeth, almost as far as the eye can see, embracing both sides of tho Paterson Liver ; hence, the town of Morpeth,
through the non-erection of the bridges, is actually cut oil' its bread and butter, tho trade naturally belonging to it. ]
venture to say that there is not another instance of the kind in New South (Vales, To give yon an idea of the trade, a
greater tonnage has been shipped annually at Morpeth, until recently, than at Newcastle.
Yours faithfully,
MYLUS M‘BMP.

Morpeth, and Hinton Bridges.
Messrs. GHIliat and Alexander, Examiners of Public Works.—
Parliament House, Sydney, 28 June, 1890.
Gentlemen,
"
L wish you to append the following to my evidence concerning the construction of tho bridges at Hinton and

Morpeth.

^
I tind, upon reference to Coghlan’s .Statistical Jtegisler, Pari. 4, referring to the state of agriculture in New South
W ales during the j cur ending 31st. March, 1890, that the Morpeth electorate produced 22,14.7 tons lucerne and sown grasses,
while all tho other electorates in New South (Vales only produced 4.3.17)3 tens, not, half the tonnage produced in my electorate.
Had it not been for the May flood, ISS!), which killed a great deal of the plant, the tonnage would have been nearly double,
and equal jo the production of all tile electorates of New Somh Wulrn.
”
I wish also to remind you that the tonnage of lucerne hay and sown grasses produced in EjsI, Maitland, West Mait land,
and the Hunter electorates during the year ending 31st March," 1S90, was, according to the same authority, Coghhn, 9,9SS
tons, a little over a third of that produced in my electorate, still they have got and are getting snlendid bridges.

If

796
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If ft private company owned the branch railway at Morpeth the first thing they would do in order to encompass and
participate in the patronage of the enormous production of that electorate would he to make terms with the Government
concerning tho Hinton and Morpeth punts, and afterwards allow all traffic to cross them free of charge ; immediately after
wards start constructing the bridges; after constructed, sinking the punts into the bottom of the river.
,
railway now is like a pig with one ear, nay, half an ear, at the mouth of tho biggest tonnnge in New South Wales,
awaiting the bridging of the Hunter at Morpeth and Paterson at Hunter.
Yours faithfully.
II. Gillint, Esq.,
Hinton Ecrry, 21 June, 1800.
Sir,
In reference to yours of the Ifilli hiflant, 1 hep to stale tlieio was a high fresh in the Hunter Hirer on Tuesday,
18th Eehruary, IfcOO, about 8 ieet ubore high-uatcr mark. 2nd. Also another one on Monday, tile 2ltli February, seme
month, the maximum rise being 11 feet aboie high-water mark. 3rd. The last-named flood partly sulunergcd the Phoenix
^ur^Fours obediently,
JAS. COOMBS.
[Two Plans.]

Sidney : Charles 1'ottcr, Government Printer.—12!)0.
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Appendix A.

SKETCH PLAN.
To accompany the exam/ners reporf on The

proposed bridges d/ Morpe/h and Hinton.
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Legislative Assembly.
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WALES.

BRIDGE TO NORTH SHORE.
(FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 September, 1890.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 17th July, 1890, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ Copies of all papers, plans, and documents having reference to the

“ erection of a Bridge connecting Sydney with the North Shore.”
(Mr. J. P. Garmn.J

SCHEDULE.

NO.

h TerU ^
Vo.rks’ re pianTa 3ul™'itted by him m 1881, .rnd minutes thereon. 19 March, 1884
2. Colonial Secretary’s (Mr. Dibhs’) minute. 17 July, 1887 ............................................................
iiaiui, roos
3. Mr. E. Pritchard to Miniator for Public Works proposing to erect a bridge, and minutes thereon bv Com
9

4. Extract from Daili/ Telegraph, and minutes thereon. iTjaiiiiaryAsSs'
..................................
o. Memorandmn handed to Colonial Secretary (Sir Henry Parkes) by deputation on 13 January,"' 1888 !"'!!..............
U. Mr. K. J. Hardy to Colonial Secretary proposing to erect a bridge. 10 February, 1888
..........
a
A-R- ferry to Colonial Secretary ; proposal aa to erection of bridge. 7 March, 1889 .’.T.'!,".'.'..........................
8. Mr. S. I nllitzer to Minister, for Works, proposmg to erect bridge. 17 October, 1SS9 ......................
........
J. Council Cleric, St. Leonards, to the Colonial Secretary, urging erection of bridge ..................
............*........
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No. 1.
Mr. A. R. Terry to The Secretary for Public Works.
Bridge to connect Sydney with North Shore.
k’T’
-p ( . , .
Francos Cottage, Point Piper Road, "VVoollahra, Sydney, 19 March, 1884.
Sydney with
subTtt,ed ^ “U"1 APril» 1881, for a bridge to be constructed to conned
Rm W T W^S lSb0VC’and UP°° whlch ? ™port was ordered to be prepared by the Commissioner for
ouest ’ 1
6 *
10n°r
reqtie:'t -Foa Wl!l order me to be furnisued with a copy of the Report in
ques ion.
j
^^
Does Mr. Bennett know anything of this matter?—F.AAV., 20/11/84.

ALLFN R. TERRY.

■ Roads—J.R., B.C., 21/11/84,
with
not1ai>.PeM t0 havc teen any report made, after seeing the drawings, as the agreement
rthoSit^n ^b ,T1i^onUfmrCS!3aryV- Tk°
?P>nion given was that without seeing the drawings
i thought an arch of 1,500 feet impracticable; I think so still —W C B 28/11/84
b
of Public Works, Sydney, 18 March, 1884,-Mr.' Flynn inquire if there are highly
co cured drawings of a bridge to the North Shore, one arch springing from rock, by a Mr Terry - thev
were missing for some time and ultimately found, Mr. FitzGerald or Mr. Burton may know
} '
*
R Buncos Bnd U0 TaCe °f t n' drawmS-~It' D' E'tzGeeald,.
Can find no trace of this plan.-A.
'

‘'

____ _______ __________________
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No. 2.

2

No. 2.
Minute by The Colonial Secretary.

.

17 July, 1887.
North Shore Bridge.
It is hub a question o£ time when the suburb 6f St. Leonards will be joined to the metropolis by a
bridge.
It is impossible to believe that with the very rapidly increasing population of the northern shores
of the harbour, the people will long remain satisfied with the present system of communication.
The creation of a tram system, already decided upon by the Executive, will tend to develop St.
Leonards and its surroundings with further numbers, while the fortifications of Middle Harbour, Middle
Head, torpedo stations, &c., point to the necessity for a means of passage across the harbour more certain
and rapid than the present. A bridge is, therefore, in my opinion, a necessity for the immediate future.
I should he glad if Mr. Moriarty will have the necessary soundings made across the harbour, and,
in conjunction with Mr. Whitton, report on the best form of bridge to join the two shores.
The co-operation of Messrs. Whitton and Moriarty is desirable in this proposed structure. Upon
the former will devolve the necessity of considering the propriety of a bridge for connecting the northern
railway with the city, and on the latter, more particularly, the plan for making provision for protecting
the shipping interest of the port,
'
G.K.D.
Eugineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers.

No. 3.
Mr. E. Pritchard to The Secretary for Public "Works.
Sir,

Bailway Contractor’s Office, Chatswood, North Shore, 30 August, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that plans and details of a bridge from Sydney to North
Shore have been prepared under my direction.
In the event of your Government being willing to entertain any scheme for the erection of the
proposed bridge on the guarantee principle, I shall bo glad to submit the whole proposal for your favour
able consideration at such a time as will best suit your convenience.
I have, &c.f
.
E. PEITCHAED
■-----—■
(Per J. M‘K'.at),
There are papers about a guarantee bridge. I Ihiiik they were laid upon the table of the House
some five or six years ago.—Cn.A.G., 8/9j87.
Herewith.—A.E., 12/9/87.
It would seem, from Mr. Pritchard’s letter, that the submission of his proposal—that is, the
scheme of erecting and working the bridge, rates of toll to be charged, &c.—is dependent upon the
Government expressing their willingness to entertain it on the guarantee principle. A similar proposal
was before the Government in 1881—Mr. Garbett’s scheme, the Government to guarantee
per cent.,
“ less net receipts,” on an outlay not exceeding £750,000. The amount named was to bo the full extent
of the liability of the Government. If the bridge cost more, no interest upon a larger capital than
£750,000 was to be guaranteed, but the Government were to have the benefit of this outlay short of the
amount named. The only advantage in the guarantee principle is that the Company or firm guaranteed
would charge toll for the use of the bridge which, possibly, would amount to a sum equal to the interest
guaranteed. If, however, it were a Government bridge, public pressure would no doubt be brought to
bear to make it a free bridge.—Cn.A.G., 12/9/87.
Seen; put by for the present.—J.S., 22/9/87.
.

No. 4.
Extract from the Sydney Daily Telegraph, Thursday, January 12, 1888. •
Bepbesex'tatites appointed by the Municipal Councils of St. Leonards, North "Willoughby, Victoria,
East St. Leonards, and Manly, appointed upon a resolution introduced into the Council of St. Leonards
by Alderman F, Punch, and endorsed by the four Councils named, to the effect that the construction of a
high-level bridge connecting Sydney and St, Leonards should he a work undertaken to mark the centenary
of the Colony, held a meeting at the offices of Mr. Armstrong, 70, Pitt-street, yesterday, at which the five
Councils were represented. Captain B. Jenkins, Mayor of St. Leonards, was voted to the chair, and the
five mayors were appointed a Committee to prepare a statement of facts and statistics for presentation, to
Sir Henry Parkes at a deputation arranged for to-morrow. Alderman M‘Mahon, F. Punch, and A.
Armstrong were appointed hon. secretaries to the Committee.
The question of unify of action in the matter of agitating for the erection of a bridge was discussed,
and it was resolved that those present resolve themselves into a North Shore Bridge League, and prelimi
nary steps were taken to that effect.
Mr. Bennett.—J.S., B.C., 12/1/88. Eoad very urgent.
Mr. Flynn,—Get previous papers.
This matter was some two years ago given over to Mr. Whiiton and Mr. Moriarty to report on.—
W.C.B., ld/1/88.
Herewith, 84-10,772,
Mr. Dibbs’ minute of 17/7/87 asks for a report on tbis from Mr. Wbitton and Mr. Moriarty. I
am still of tbe same opinion as I was in 1878, except that I would not advise a three-span bridge in the
event of a bridge being built at all. Subsequent experience warrants the erection of a single span with
half spans.—W.C.B., P.W.O., 30/1/88.
'
Will Mr. Whitton and Mr. Moriarty kindly say what steps they have taken in the matter?—J.E.,
B.C., 2/2/88.
No steps have been taken, as Sir John Fowler furnished Sir Henry Parkes with a
design for a bridge some time ago.—J.W., 22/6/88.
Under Secretary.—F.W.O., 20/6/88.
B.C.
Submitted, 27/6/88.
Put by for tbe present.—J.S., 29/6/88.

No. 5.
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No. 5.
Memo, handed in by Deputation.

Bridge to St. Leonards.
’
Submitted, 19/1/88.
'
Tub united Municipal Councils o£ St. Leonards, East St. Leonards, Yictoria, North ’Willoughby, and
Manly submit for tbe consideration of your Grovernment that the time has arrived for commencing the
important undertaking of connection between the northern and southern shores of Port Jackson, for
the following reasons :—
1st. The undertaking is in every wajr a fitting one to mark the first centenary of the Colony, its
certain effect being an important development of the utility of an already world-famed port by
providing means for the utilisation of both sides, instead of, as in the first century of the Colony’s
growth, restricting accommodation of shipping and wharfage to the south side only.
2nd. The vast area of Crown lands which will be enormously advanced in value will, at tbe enhanced
value which such undertaking would cause to accrue in the course of a limited time, render the
cost of such undertaking one of direct profit to the State. The area of such land, embracing
only within tbe suburban area of Sydney, is approximately six/een thousand acres, tbe greater
part of which, it is estimated, would be increased in value by five times its present selling price.
Such increased value, it is assumed, would far more than return to tho State the cost of erection
of a high-level bridge.
3rd. In order to render the recent extensions of the Great Northern Kailway more profitable, it is
essential that the through line from Queensland to Adelaide should pass directly through the
city of Sydney, and the existing detour from Hornsby to Sydney be avoided, as a line calculated
to add materially to the discomforts and delays of travel upon what must eventually prove the
most important line of railway within Australasia.
4th, The importance of such means of connection of the intercolonial system of railways jointly -with
tho increased area of harbour accommodation, which connexion with the north would develop,
must prove an enormous national advantage, and one calculated to aid materially in the more
rapid development of the Colony’s growth and importance,
6th. The present rapid growth of the Colony, and tbe proved value of its resources, pastoral, agri
cultural, and mining, render the difficulty of raising capital for sound undertakings slight, and
especially so at the present time when the price of money on the London market is so low that
capital can be obtained on especially easy terms.
6th. That increased facilities for the transmission of heavy goods would have the effect of developing
the manufacture of potters’ clay, into a class of goods largely used throughout the colonics, now
imported at a severe loss owing to such a class of goods suffering severely in loss by breakages,
and the freight being excessive. Tbe deposits of clay for manufacturing all classes of potters’
goods, found in the immediate vicinity of SSt. Leonards are proved to be equal to the most
superior Staffordshire clays for all classes of delf-wares, and for the inferior goods such as drain
pipes, tilings, bricks, &C.
7th. The amount of the traffic passing between Sydney and St. Leonards, in 1884', amount to
two millions of ferry passengers and one hundred thousand horses and vehicles, and it may fairly
be assumed that this traffic has since increased by at least 50 per cent. In addition to this traffic
a very large number of persons interested in lands lying between St. Leonards and Manly, would
drive to their residences, and a large increase of traffic would follow such communication as
would be offered by a bridge, and tbis traffic, it may be anticipated, would, at slight toll, return a •
fair interest upon cost. Such direct connection would undoubtedly have the effect of populating
the northern suburbs to an extent equal .to that already settled south and west of Sydney, and
the traffic which at present exists may fairly be assumed to more than double itself immediately
upon direct connection being established, and continue to increase and multiply to sufficient
extent to render the bridge a good paying investment of State money.
8lh, "Within a radius of 10 miles northward of Hornsby and through the'Lane Cove District through
which the branch line of railway from the Great Northern Bailway is being constructed, large
areas of land suitable for tbe growth of fruit exist, and tbe difficulties of bringing to market the
produce of these lands has had a deterrent effect in the development of this really important
industry. With increased facilities for reaching the Metropolis'a considerable impetus may be
relied upon to be given to the growth and shipment of tbe production of a large area of country
now comparatively idle.
•
Eor these reasons the boroughs named asked the favour of full consideration being given by your
Government to a question which, as they are aware, has already occupied much attention, and which
various public statements show, has during the past six years been warmly advocated by successive
administrations, and by a large section of the representatives of the people.
'
Presented by Deputation.—H.P., 13/1/88.

No. 6.
Mr. R. J. Hardy to The Colonial Secretary.
Dear Sir,
_
_
Sydney, 10 Eebruary, 1888.
Some time ago I noticed that a deputation waited on you with reference to a bridge to
tbe North Shore. Having given some attention to tbe subject, I may state that I have formulated a
plan by which I can show that a bridge can be constructed from Port Macquarie to the North Shore
for less than £250,000 clear of the approaches—that is, if the span does not exceed 1,500 feet, and
tbe prices of the proposed material (steel) does not exceed £12 per ton, f.o.b. in London. On seeing
the prices 1 havc named, and knowing the prices you bad arranged to give, you will no doubt con
sider that tbe structure must be a very flimsy one to be constructed for the sum I havc named, the
structure would he a most substantial one which will require over 0,000 tons of steel to construct.
The
difference

800
4

.

diiierence in coat arises from the different mode of constrnctioH,. The plan I propose to carry out this
work is a bold one, but the plan I propose will admit the work to be carried out with absolute safety.
The plan is an entirely new one and novel in character, and has not, to my knowledge, ever been adopted
in a bridge or other construction. Now if you will inform me the amount of commission you will award
me in the event of my mode of construction being adopted and carried out, I am prepared to detail to you
the plan I propose to he adopted^ in carrying out this work, I may state that the bridge is constructed
of eight girders 2(5'8 deep and J inch thick, and has three roadways, one for the railway and two for the
ordinary road traffic, each road 20 feet wide; the bridge would bo 70 feet wide outside; the footways are
on the top of the bridge ; these footways are utilised to strengthen the bridge. If my figures are correct
the bridge has a surplus strength of over 700 tons beyond the limit of engineers limit of safety ; but, of
course, 1 cannot vouch for these figures as I am only a novice in these matters, your officers would soon
test them and make the specifications to their requirements this being only a matter of detail.
I am, &c.,
R. J. HARDY.

No. 7.
Mr. A. it. Perry to The Colonial Secretary,
S‘r>

28, John-street, "Woollahra, Syduey, 7 March, 1889.
I had the honor some seven years ago, to submit to the then Government, plans for the
erectiotf of a high level bridge connecting Dawes’ Point with the North Shore. Tho proposal was to carry
the roadway on a single arch of 1,550 foot-span, composed of seven parallel steel riba and two diagonal
ribs. The height above high-water mark at crown to ho 150 feet, and the width of the ro.odway sufficient
for two lines of railway, carriage way, and foot pavements. The cost was estimated at under one million
sterling, and the time of erection three years.
[ should be happy to submit these plans again, or prepare fresh ones, should sufficient encourage
ment be offered, and would also undertake to carry out tho work, aud to complete it within the time and
at the cost specified.
1 have &c_
’ ALEX. R. PERRY, C.E.

•

'
No. 8.
Mr. S. Pollitzer to The Secretary for Public Works.

Plan of Bridge to North Shore.
,
Sydney, 17 October, 1889,
By the morning papers I notice that you are going to examine the merits of the various
schemes submitted for the erection of the North Shore bridge. This is the reason that I have the honor
of forwarding my design, which I had submitted to the hon. Sir Henry Parkes two years ago, but, owing
to his having come to no decision, I withdrew it quite recently.
°
.
Prominent features of my design are the following:—Being a suspension bridge the central
span is /00 feet and tho two side spans 350 feet each; the clear headway for ships to pass underneath it is
160 feet from H.'W.S.T. for underline of girders; the structure is proposed from Dawes’ to Milson’s Points
on the Sydney side the approaches would meet the surface at about Argyle Cut in Princes-streel.
The bridge is calculated to carry on one platform a railway in the centre, adjoining on either side
ordinary vehicular traffic, aud adjoining to those footpaths for pedestrians. Except the land abutments
the whole bridge is of steel and iron, and the more important details are of gun-metal, tho estimates,
carefully prepared, amount to £366,000 sterling.
’
'
Eventually, I am prepared to carry out this bridge with the assistance of a Company, in case your
Goverinent would be prepared to give a consideration in the shape of a guarantee of
per cent, on the
invested capital.
I have, &c.,
_____
S. POLLITZER.
®’r’

No. 9.
The Council Clerk, St. Leonards, to The Colonial Secretary.
Ski
Borough of St. Leonards, Council Chambers, 5 March, 1890.
,
,1 have the honor, by direction of His Worship the Mayor, to inform you that at a meeting of
this Council, held last evening, a resolution was unanimously carried affirming the desirability of proceed
ing with the erection of a high-level bridge to connect the northern end of Sydney with St. Leonards, of
a sufficient height to allow the largest vessels to pass under it.
I have therefore to request that, in view of tho importance of the undertaking to the City of
Sydney, as well as to the populous and rapidly increasing district this side of the harbour, that you will
cause the necessary stops to be taken to secure the fulfilment of the object desired.
I haver, &c..
AY. BARNETT SMITH,
Council Clerk.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1&9Q.
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BRIDGES OVER MIHI AND DANGAR CREEKS.
(REPORTS, &c., RESPECTING ERECTION OF.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 October, 1890.
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No. 1.
II. Copeland, Esq., MMA, to The Commissioner for Hoads and Bridges.
Sir,

Legislative Assembly, 31 January, 1890,
J desire to point out to you that there is a great necessity for a bridge over the Mihi Creek,
on the road Uralla to Melrose. At” the latter place there is a great development of mining, causing a very
large amount of traffic on the road. It is estimated there are IDO people there at present, and large
numbers of houses are being erected, and much machinery is likely to be required. In addition to this I
am informed that the people on seventeen selections and two sheep and cattle stations require to cross
the creek, which, however, is frequently uncrossable. Only a few days the mail coach was delayed six
hours waiting for the creek to become erossablc, and when next winter comes on I am afraid very great
inconvenience and delay will result to the people of Melrose and district unless a bridge is built in the
meantime.
t
1 may say that no great expenditure is needed, aa probably £200 will be sufficient for all
I have, &e.,
requirements.
HENRY COPELAND.
Mr.DonnclIy,—Forreport.—LB., 3T/1/S8. Report herewith.—S.A.D., 3/2/90. The Commissioner.
735—A
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Heport upon the application of Mr, Copeland, M.P.. for erection of bridge over Mihi Creek, upon road
Uralla to Melrose.
The direct road from Uralla to Melrose gold-field crosses Mihi Creek, nearly midway between those
places. There is much traffic upon the road, and a population of 467 persons are located upon the field,
besides there is much good land in the neighbourhood, capable of supporting a comparatively large
population (agricultural), which, I may state, are being attracted to the vicinity of the local market; which
the gold-field is establishing. Uralla is the nearest outlet, as well as practically, if not in reality, being
the nearest point of the railway.
I am of opinion £400 will be required to erect a suitable bridge here, a section has not been taken,
but knowing tbe creek at the point in question flows over a bed somewhat that in its cross section it is
evident that more than £200 will be required to bridge such a flood of water as would stop the mail coacli
at such a place. Still I am of opinion the larger sum (£400) would he well expended in erecting a bridge
at such place, and would recommend such amount he granted, if possible, as Mr. Copeland suggests, so
as to have the bridge ready by incoming winter. A section may be made, if approved.
'
S. A. DONNELLY,
The Commissioner for lioads.
■—----------- -—
Superintendent of Hoads, 3/1/00.
Subject:—Urging erection of bridge over the Mihi Creek, road Uralla to Melrose.
The local officer reports that the road from Uralla to Melrose gold-field crosses the Mihi Creek about
midway. There is considerable traffic on the road and a population of nearly 500 is located on the field,
and the adjacent country is capable of supporting a comparatively large agricultural population also.
Uralla is the nearest outlet, as well as being tbe nearest point of the railway.
He recommends the erection of this bridge, which he estimates to cost £400.
Commissioner.
-------P.H.F.
Mr. Stilwell for report.—E.H., 1112/90.
This creek offers a serious obstruction to traffic, and a bridge would, in flood times, serve not only
the Uralla traffic, but that from Armklale to Melrose also. It should, I think, be provided for, and with
that view I will have section made.—A.W.S., 27/3/90. Commissioner for Hoads.
Submitted.—P.H.E., 1/4/90.
Eesubroit with section and estimate.—E.H., 2/4/90.
Mr.
McDonald,—J.B., 9/4/90.
£400 approved from Advance Account, for bridge Mihi Creek, on papers
90-1300.—U.S., 10/4/00.
Wire sent for section. Hesubmit on receipt.—J.A.McD., 15/4/90. Chief
draftsman.
*
No. 2.

-1. Inglis, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,
Uralla, 5 March, 1S90.
_
Please road enclosed cutting from Armidale Chronicle, to-day’s issue. Do send for a report
on this Enmore road at once. There is now a very large population there and the creeks are simply awful.
The Want of bridges is retarding the development of the mines, and jeopardising every interest in the
place. Already the revenue derived from tho mines must have been very large, and the place is fast
becoming quite a large town. I go there to speak on 'Friday, and I dread the journey, even with a light
buggy. On public grounds alone. I ask your very speedy attention to these crying wants, and hope to
have a favourable reply addressed to Armidale, as I will be there till Tuesday next. The most urgently
required help is bridge over Dangar's Grech, bridge over Mild Creek at Mild Station, and bridge over
Dangar's Creek at Gostwgch Station, also bridge over Grocer's Ch-eek. Please consider this matter urgent,
and favour with reply.
Yours truly,
-------JAS.' INGLIS.
Inform Mr. Inglis that we have wired for a report.
Mr. Hickson,—the M mister would like you
to get aTeport on this subject at once. Please wire to-day.—J.B., 7/3/90. ■
Wire sent for report,
3/3/90.
Reply attached, 12/3/90.
[Enclosure.']
■

Toe Exmoee Roah.

NorwiTHSTAsmso the vast importance Enmore is now assuming as a mining centre, the roads arc almost in an impassable
state, and tho creeks daring the reeont floods Were quite impracticable. Curing tho winter no vehicle will be able to reach
the field ; the roads have been so fearfully cut up that a very little rain tarns them into a bog. It would take a great deal
of money to'make the roads themselves any way decent, lint something should cei-tainly he done to tiie creelis, even if the
reads were left untouched. To make the road from Armidale to Enmore practicable in flood time there should be a bridge
over Dangar’s Creek and another over Mihi Creek, at the Mihi Station. 'To keep Uralla in communication with Eumorc
there should be a bridge over Dangar’s Creek, at Costwyck Station. Both Armidale and Uralla, in flood time, could use
the same crossing over Mihi Creek, though this would make the road about 2 miles longer from Armidale. There could
also be an inexpensive bridge put over Grocer’s Creek, w'hich both Armidale and Uralla travellers have to cross. The cost
of these would not be much, and at least traffic on horseback would not be suspended. Some very narrow escapes were
made last week in crossing Dangar's and Mihi Creeks ; and at the end of the week, though Mihi Creek could be crossed at
great risk, Dangar's Creek must have been 10 feet deep in the middle, and travellers from Enmore to Armidale had to go
round by Salisbury, a distance of over 50 miles instead of 30. It is necessary that this matter should bo looked to without
delay. [Since writing the above poor Martlmy has mot his death in trying to cross the Beardy, 24 miles from Glen Inncs.
Why cannot the Government at least erect posts at the creeks liable to bo swollen, showing whether there is danger or not
in crossing ?]

Telegram from Mr. Road Superintendent Donnelly to The Commissioner for Roads.
Telegham, re Mr. Inglis proposed bridges, Enmore road, delayed. Interruption to wire. Bridge cost
£500. Very urgent, Dangar’s Creek. Also Mihi Creek. £400 already recommended on Mr. Copeland’s
application 31st January last. Dangar’s Creek, Gostwyeb, £500. Not very urgent; good ford,
Grocer's Creek, £250; desirable; not very urgent. Total, £1,650. AIL desirable, if funds permit.
Have already, 26th ultimo. Urged £163 for Melrose-street; not less; urgent work. Alt these proposed
bridges on roads leading to that place.
‘
■ S. A. DONNELLY,
----------------Road Superintendent.

'

Subject—
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Subject:—Urging necessity of erection of bridges on Enmore road, viz., over Dangar’s Creek; over
Mihi Creek, at Mihi Station; over Dangar’s Creek, at Grostwych Station ; and over Grocer’s Creek.
The local otiicer reports by wire, that cost of bridge over Dangar’s Creek would be £500, and is very
urgently required.
_ _
That bridge over Mihi Creek is also urgently required. Cost, £100. Recommended on application
of Mr. Copeland, 31st January last.
That bridge over Dangar’s Creek at Gostwyeb Station would cost £500, but is not very urgently
required, there being a good ford.
That bridge over Grocer’s Creek, would cost £250, is desirable, but not very urgent.
The total cost would bo £1,050. All tbe bridges are desirable, if funds permit. He also states
that on the 26th February he recommended a grant as urgent of £103 for Melrose-street, a not less
necessary work. All the proposed bridges are on roads leading to Melrose.
Two of these bridges, costing £400 and £500 are reported as very urgent. Two others, costing
£500 and £250, desirable, but not very urgent. There are no funds available.—R.H., Under Sec., 15/3/90.
Submitted.—J.B, l.S/3/90.
First two bridges can be carried out, and Treasury asked to pay from
Advance Account.—W.M., 24/3/90.
Inform then to Mr. Hickson.—J.B., 24/3/90.

No. 3.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. N. Inglis, Esq., M.P.
You it letter received re state of Enmore road.

8 March, 1890.
Minister has called for immediate report upon the matter.

No. 4,
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Under Secretary for Finance and
Trade.
Sir,

25 March, 1890.
I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to move the Honorable the Colonial
Treasurer to cause to he charged againstthe Advance Account the sums of £500 and £400 for the erection
of bridges over Dangar and Mihi Creeks respectively, on the Enmore road.
’
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,

Under Secretary.

No. 5.
The Under Secretaiy for Public Works to J. Inglis, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

. 25 March, 1890.
In reply to your letter of the 5th instant, urging the erection of certain bridges on the Enmore
road, T am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public Works has approved of the erection of
bridges over Dangar and Mihi Creeks, on the road in question.
I havc, Ac.,
'
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.

No. 6.
Mr. W. 0. M'Crossan to The Secretaiy for Public Works.
Sir,

Melrose, via Uralla, 4 April, 1S90.
Wc have been instructed by the local Progress Committee to communicate with you re the
necessity of a bridge at Mibi Creek, road Uralla to Melrose. We most respectfully request that you will
grant this, as it is needless to say it is urgently required. During the late rains teams loaded with pro
visions were frequently delayed, and it has greatly interfered with mail communication.
Trusting you will give this matter your earlv and favourable consideration.
We have, &c.,
Chairman,
W. C. M'CROSSAN,
Secretaiy.
(On behalf Melrose Progress Committee).
Roads, for report.—J.B., B.C., 14/4/90.
Papers.—U.S., 17/4/90.
Papers now herewith.
A.S., 25/4/90. Mr. M'Donald.—P.H.F. {per U.S,), 29/4‘/90.
£400 approved from Advance Account.
Might be informed that local officer has been instructed to send in sections when to hand. Drawingswill
at once be put in band.—P.A. {pro. Under Secretary), 1/5/90. Inform.—J.B., 2/5/90.
The question
of funds for this andan other bridge has been raised on papers 90-1800.
Resubmit when they are
returned from P.U.S.—P.H.F. {per U.S.), 6/5190. 90-1800 now returned.—U.S., 12/5/90.
Ho. 7.
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No. 7.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to II. Copeland, Esq., M.P.
...

3 May, 1890.

_ Kcferring to a letter whii-h has been received from, the Melrose Progress Committee, urgin'*
tho erection of a bridge over Mihi Creek on the road Uralla to Melrose. I am directed to inform you
that tho local road’s officer has been instructed to submit sections, and when these shall have been
received, the necessary drawings will be at once put in hand.
I have, &c.,
J. 11A KLIN G-,
•
Under Secretary.

‘
No. 8.
Tho Under Secretary for Public Works to J. Inglis, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

...
3 May, 1890.
Referring to a letter which has been received from the Melrose Progress Committee, urging
the erection of a bridge over the Mihi Creek on tho road Uralla to Melrose, I am directed to inform you
that the local roads’ officer has been instructed to submit sections, and when these shall have been
received the necessary drawings will be at once put in hand.
1 have, &c.,
J. BARLING.

No. 9.
Mr. Eoad-Superintendent Donnelly to The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for
lioads at id Bridges.

Appendix

Forwarding section for bridge over Mihi Creek. Uralla to Melrose Road.
'
_
3 June, 1S90.
Under another cover I forward the above. Tho site is upon reserve No. 30, parish of Lawrence, county
of.Sandon. Rocks show themselves in various parts of the bottom, showing it unlikely that piles can be
driven. As trial holes cannot be conveniently sunk at present, none have been attempted, it being
thought time to do so when sketch* of design is sent as hitherto. Not much drift timber comes down ;
the bed of creek has but a very moderate fall, about 1 in 100. The soil is grauatie. There is no
timber at the site ; no old bridge.
S. A. DONNELLY,
Mr. Stilwell.
Superintendent of Roads.
Section forwarded.—AAV-S., 12/G/90.
Commissioner and Enginccr-in-Chicf for Roads and
Bridges.
Mr. Bonn oily reports that rock is from 2J feet to 3.j feet from surface right across the
channel online sectioned.—A. W.S.,21/7/90. Commissioner and Enginccr-in-Chicf for Roads and Bridges.
Mr. M'Donald.—P.H.F., 24/7/90.

No. 10.
H. Copeland, Esq., M.P,, to The Undci* Secretary for Public Works.
Bridges at Enmore road (Armidale), "Dangar’s Creek, and Mihi Creek.
Dear Mr. Barling,—
20 June, 1390.
"Will you kindly bring attached leader under the notice of the Minister, aud ask him when he
expects to expiate his officers, should any of these narrow escapes ” culminate in loss of life. I wrote
you some months ago with reference to this matter, pointing out the importance of tho place, and tho
urgent necessity of keeping communications' open, but, although some five or six months have elapsed, I
have had no intimation that anything was being done.
_
I may mention that Enmore and Melrose are one "and the same, A bridge over Dangar’s Creek
is required for several squatters, as well as the large number of miners located at Melrose.
Yours, (fce.,
-------HENRY COPELAND.
"Will Mr. Hickson please expedite.—J.B.. 21/G/90.
Very urgent,
Mihi Creek—design sent
for report (90-5,07G) ; Dangar's Creek—section not received.
Hurry this work up. Inform Under
Secretary of action taken.—R.H., 28/G/90. Mr. M’Donakl. Wire sent to expedite section of Dangar's
Creek, Enmore road.—P.A., 1/7/90.
Will Mr. Donnelly please say when report and section will be
received.—P.H.E., 8/7/90,
Section herewith and report.—S.A.D., 10/7/90.
[2?nclof.we.~}
Extract

from the Armidale Chronicle, ISth June, IS90.
The Enmore Koad,

The Enmore road is in a terrible state, and the last 10 miles are almost impassalile for vehicles. This is nothing, however,
compared with the dangers and difficulties caused by the swollen creeks in flood time. Last week two gentlemen and a
lady had to camp for seventeen hours on the Armidale side of 'Dangar's Creek during the pouring rain, and several other
parties were camped on either side waiting for the waters to subside. When they did cross it was at some personal risk.
On Saturday again the ercoks were very high, and a party returning to ArmidaUhad to wait for twelve hours in one of the
Costwyck huts, and then cross at Dangar's crossing, and make their way round by Uralla. One day lost week, a man and
his wife attempted to pass over Dangar’s crossing in a spring cart, ami were veiy nearly diowned. Had it not been for tho
courage and energy of some of the station men, who took them off in a boat, they would almost certainly have been
drowned. The men released the maai and his wife at great peril to themseh es, and rescued the horse, and took the luggage
out of the trap, being for several hours up to the neck in water. The trap had to bo tied to a fog till tho water went down.
All this is very unsatisfactory, considering what a large income the Crown derives from the Lnmorc field. As wc have
mentioned before, three bridges are absolutely necessary—one over Dangar’s crossing, aud another over Mini Creek at tho
station to suit Uralla, and another over Dangar s Creek on the Armidale road. Then there would always be communica
tion with Enmore, botli fiom Armidale and Uralla, for Armidale could use the same crossing as Uralla over Mihi Creek.
There is a great deal of traffic now on both roads, and it is wonderful that no lives have yot been lost; very narrow escapes
there havc certainly been.

No. 11.
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No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to H. Copeland, Esq., M.P.
Dear Mr. Copeland,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 21 .Tune, 1S90.
"With reference to your letter of yesterday respecting tho three bridges required ou tho
Enmore road, X find the following are the facts of the case,
Jfm Cr<ifih Bridge:—The design of the bridge has been prepared, and will be sent to tbe local
.
officer for revision on Monday,
Dangar's Greek Bridge:—Section not yet to hand, but the local officer has been wired to, asking him
to forward it.
Dangar's Creek Bridge at Gostwgch:—It is reported this is not a very urgent work, as there is a
good ford.
"With regard to the first two bridges we shall do our best to get them put in hand at once. The
Minister, knowing the importance of the matter, has already arranged for the necessary funds.Tours, Ac,,
J. BAltLlNG.

_
No. 12.
Mr. Hoad Superintendent Donnelly to The Commissioner for Hoads and Bridges,
Subject:—Respecting the means of providing necessary funds to meet increase of cost betweon £400 for
beam bridge, and that of truss bridge for Mihi Greek, at intersection of road, Uralla to Enmore and
Melrose.
Dpojt referring to the letter ofMr. Copeland, M.P., of 31st January, 1S90, Xo, 90-1,909 attached, it will bo
seen that that gentleman asks that £200, to erect a bridge at the place referred to, and intimating tho
flood of water had stopped the coach thereat. In my report, which will he seen was written from recol
lections of a former visit—the only one previously made. It is stated that the flood which could stop fho
coach at such a place could not be bridged under £400, but intimating no section had been made, but
that such would be done if so instructed. Hence could 1 then tell with precision the cost of truss bridge,
or even if a truss was required at all at the place until the depth to the bed rock was ascertained and the
quantity and length of drift timber which the floods bringdown were indicated.
A.s the ford has almost sufficed during the last six months of unprecedented rain, and as there are
reasons to hope finer weather is at hand, and also as signs are not wanting to show the prosperity of
Melrose Gold-field is not assured as yet, this proposed bridge might, I think, without seriously incon
veniencing the public, stand over until 1891.
I may add I did not think a truss bridge would bo required until after the depth to the rock was
ascertained; a beatn bridge was in view, and I do not think so bad an estimate was made—of £400 for
same before the section was taken, when the official estimate, made afterwards, is but £4d0.
S. A. DOXXELDY,
P.S.—This is upon one of the roads recently transferred to Mr. Scarborough, and just at tho
point—17 miles from Armidale—where one of my roads end. It is distant about 25 miles from Walcha.
—S.A.D.
--------£400 is granted for this bridge. The cost of truss bridge and approaches would bo (say) £050.
The work is not regarded as urgent this year, but if not now proceeded with the Members for the district
will make nn outcry; so, if possible, £250 additional should be allotted, and tho work proceeded with.—
AAV.S., 16/8/90. Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges.
Telegram from The Engineer for Bridges to Mr. Assistant Engineer Stilwell, Tamworth.
Sydney.
Please instruct Mr. Donnelly to at once take section and forward plan and report for Dangar's Creek,
on Enmore road. Very urgent,
■
PE HOY ADLAN,
--------(Pro Engineer for Bridges.)
I have wired Mr. Donnelly for this section ; will he please send it in with report attached to this
paper early as possible.—AAVS,, 2/7/90.
Mr. Donnelly, B.C.
The section was sent a few days
ago (10th inst.), with report, but this paper was overlooked at the time.—S. A. Doxwklly, 16/7/90.
Mr. Stilwell.
AAV.S., 21/7/90.
Put with papers.—J.B., 24/7. Commissioner and Engineer for
Roads and Bridges.
Mr. M'Donald.—P.H.E., 1 S/8/90.
Let mo have estimate for 65 feet truss
bridge and approaches, timber at 5s. per cubic foot.—P.A. {pro. Engineer for Bridges), 1/9/90. - Chief
Draftsman.
Truss bridges and approaches will cost £S50; it is certainly the most suitable design for this site,
but only £490 is available from1 Treasurer’s Advance Account submitted as to funds.—P.A. {pro
Engineer for Bridges), 3/9/90. Commissioner and Elngineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges.

No. 13.
Memo, from The Engineer for Bridges and Eield Officer’s Heport.
Department of Public "Works, Roads and Bridges Branch, Sydney, 23 June, 1890.
Memo.
{Field Officer s Report.
Will Mr. Donnelly please report on the suitable
When here on 4th July, water too high to
ness to site of attached outline design of proposed ascertain depth of rock in creek at lino of section;
bridge and approaches for Mihi Creek road, Uralla rock is showing a little lower down ; am of opinion
to Melrose. Plot local sketch on tracing. State:— piles cannot bo driven in pier, but can in abut
ments; hence should prefer one span—a truss.
Jjocal sketch is on
.
(1.) If bridge will be square, or, if not, at what
(1.) Square with axis of stream when in flood.
angle to tho stream when in flood.
(2.) Nature of formation.
(2.) Loam on rock.
(3.)
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(3.) Piles in abutments might be driven 15 feet.
(3.) The depths to which piles can he driven at
positions shown, and, if a rock bottom, its nature and
the most suitable mode of securing piers and abut
ments.
(4.) Not necessary to copper; no water insects.
(4.) Should piles be coppered, or is turpentine
timber obtainable in locality for piles.
(5.) Led gum, box, stringybark, blue gum,
(5.) Tho maximum lengths, character, and quality
of timber obtainable ; whether turpentine, iron bark, good lengths, 18 in. did to square 12 in. x 12 in.
blue gum, red gum, or box, should be specified for may be got up to 40 feet, within 10 or 15 miles.
piles, girders, corbels, eapsills ; iron bark, blue gum, Stringybark chiefly say—piles, 5s. per lineal foot
red gum, or box, for sheathing; tallow-wood, red planking, and hewn timber, 3s, 6d. to 4s., cubic
gum, or iron bark for planking ; and give approximate foot.
cost per cubic foot for each class of timber erected
in position.
(6.) The highest flood level, and if ascertained
(6.) Highest flood been is shown on section.
from reliable data ; and, if backwater, at what height
current ceases, also its maximum Telocity.
(7.) Not a great deal of drift timber various
(7.) If much drift timber comes down in flood,
lengths up to 40 feet.
and its probable length.
(8.) No old bridge.
(8.) If there is an old bridge at proposed site, and,
if so, should material become the property of tbe
Contractor, or be retained by Department.
(10.) The site is on a reserve as shown.
(10.) If site for bridge and approaches is clear of
alienated land; and if not, show same with boun
daries, and report if owners require compensation,
and how much.
(11.) Let together.
(11.) "Whether bridge and approaches should be
let separately; or, if not, what material is available
for banks and backing.
(12.) No; but the contractor might be directed
(12.) Will it be necessary to provide a temporary
to keep present ford passable.
crossing for traffic during the erection of bridge.
(13.) Armidale and Uralla (nearest), and per
(13.) When calling for tenders, at what towns
haps Maitland besides U.O.
it would be advisable to exhibit plans.
(14.) A special grant is all I can suggest.
(14.) The amount available for tbis work is £400,
and the approximate cost of bridge and approaches Road vote is insufficient for road work, and
will be £450. How do you propose to provide for nothing from it can be spared.
tbe balance ?
S. A. DONNELLY.
Fix tbe position of permanent bench-mark on plan
and section, with its reduced level.
10/7/90.
Hetum papers and plans without delay to Head
Office.
PEltCY ALLAN,
{pro Engineer for Bridges).
Mr. Donnelly, Armidale.
Mr. M‘Donald.—A.W.S., 11/7/90, Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges.
Funds are insufficient for a truss bridge: definite information must be obtained as to depth of
rock at site of pier and abutments.—P.A. {pro Engineer for Bridges), 14/7/90. Mr. Donnelly.
The
bottom lias been tried all over, and for about 30 feet each side of section line, and rock found in all places
at from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet 0 inches throughout bed of creek.—S. A. Doxseci.t, 19/7/90.
Mr, Donnelly recommended £400, and now asks for a truss bridge. How does he propose to pay
the difference in cost. Without doubt a truss bridge is the right thing here, but should have been
recommended in the first instance when sufficient funds could have been provided. Can tbe work stand
till next year for a further vote ?—.T.A.M'D,, 11/8/90. Mr. Donnelly.
Report herewith.—S. A. Do.vmiiu;y, 14/8/90.

No. 14c
Memo, by Mr. Hoad Superintendent Donnelly.
Appendix E.

Forwarding section over Dangar’s Creek upon road, Armidale to Mihi Creek and Walcha, and Armidale
to Melrose, with previous paper, 90-5,1 IS.
I regrei that pressure of other important duties sending the above sooner. The bed of crock is rocky,
the fall is about 1 in 200; about 3 miles below site of section, the waters of tbe creek flow over Dangar’s
Falls, between 600 and 700 feet deep, the creek flows into the Macleay River. The flood marks show a
width of flood surface, nearly 450 feet, and a depth of 21 feet in deepest part. A great deal of timber
does not come down. Abutment piles, north side of large bridge, might be driven, but other parts must
be fastened, &c., to rock. The place is about 12 miles from Armidale. Settlement and population seem
to be increasing in tbis direction.
_
_
I should have stated the site of section is near the old crossing, when the water is a little higher
than shown on section, the creek is uncrossable except by swimming.
S. A. DONNELLY.
Mr. Stilwell.
---------'
10 July, 1890.
Mr. M'Donald,—Section sent under separate cover.—A.W.S., 11/7/90.
Commissioner and
Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges.
See with sketch design.—P.A. {pro Engineer for Bridges),
14/7/90. Chief Draftsman.
Bridge and approaches will cost £2,400. Authority has been obtained for expenditure of £500
from Treasurer's Advance Account. Submit as to funds.—P.A. {pro Engineer for Bridges), 3/9/90.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Cliicf for Roads and Bridges.
’

No. 15.
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No. 15.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Bridges over Mihi and Dangar’s Creek.
Department of Public "Worki?, Roads and Bridges Branch,
Sydney, 6 September, 1890.
Os receipt of a telegram from the local officers that these bridges were urgently required, and would
cost respectively £400 and £500, the Minister approved of the work being carried out, and paid from
Treasurers Advance Account. It now appears that the bridges will cost £850 and £2,400.
_
I should like Mr. Stilwell to look carefully into this matter, and report before it is submitted to
the Minister. It appears to me there must have been great carelessness, or utter iucompcteuey on the part of
the officer, who submitted the estimates in the first instance, and Mr. Stilwell will at once see the false
position it puts mo into, in obtaining approval for two works estimated by me to cost £900, whereas the
net amount should have been £3,250 nearly four times tbe original estimate.
'
, ROB. HICKSON.
Mr. Assistant-Engineer .Stilwell.
Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges.

Report attached.—AAV.S., 13/9,190.

Commissioner and

’ No. 16.

Minute Paper.
Subject:—Bridges over Mibi and Dangar’s Creeks as to defective estimates for.
'
Tamworth, 13 September, 1890.
Mu. Donnet/lv furnished estimates of cost and made recommendations for these bridges before I took
charge of the division. I have just seen him as to the errors in estimates. His explanation is :—in both
instances he reported from memory only, without visiting or ever having measured tbe channels. With
respect to Mihi Creek ho points out that lie estimated for a beam bridge, and that, for this there is a
difference of £50 only between his and Mr. McDonald's estimate—the estimate afterwards made by Mr.
M'Donald is for a truss bridge ; and this is at £850. But this truss bridge is in accordance with M.r.
Donnelly’s recommendation (90'5,076), after he had measured and inspected the site.
As to Dangar’s Creek Mr. Donnelly admits lie was much surprised, on having channel measured,
to find the provision required to he so much greater than he had thought; but he cannot charge himself
with carelessness in making the recommendation—his view is that at a time when the country was in a
flooded state, and many urgent demands being made, he did his best, not wishing to delay tho
recommendation.
I think Mr. Donnelly has evinced a want of discretion and caution in jumping to conclusions as to
the estimates in these cases. It is just at a time such as this that extra discretion is demanded of an
officer—that he should withhold himself from the hysterical outcry, and with a firmness and circumspection
duo to his great knowledge and experience, “ make haste slowly,” that action may bo effectual ns well as
prompt. Beyond this I cannot charge Mr. Donnelly with either carelessness or incompetence—the errors
havc arisen from his tendency to office, rather than field work, as to which I havc before had occasion to
report with reference to his contractors and day men.
' Both the sites in question are within very moderate distances of Armidale. Dangar’s Creek whore
the greater discrepancy occurs, only 12 miles.
As to Dan gar’s "Creek Bridge Mr. Donnelly docs not think the larger outlay of £2,400 warranted
by tbe circumstances. Tbe mines in this direction are decreasing in importance—traffic aud population
diminishing—tho crossing of the creek good, and floods to suspend traffic of rare occurrence. 1 concur
with him in advising that the question of bridging the crook hero be held in abeyance for the present.
As to Mihi Creek, which appears from the applications and reports to offer a greater obstacle to
traffic, and where the cost of bridging is much less than at Dangar Creek. I would suggest that both fho
amounts approved of, viz.: £400 and £500 be applied to constructing the bridge—if approval to this
course can be obtained, and the work proceeded with.
A.W.S.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges.

No. 17.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Proposed Bridges over Mihi and Dangar’s Creeks.
Department of Public TVorks, Roads and Bridges Branch,
'
Sydney, 23 September, 1890.
In March last, in reply to an application from Mr. -T. Inglis, M.P., the local officer reported by telegraph
that the above bridges were very urgently required, and would cost about £400 and £500 respectively.
The Minister approved of their construction, and Treasury was asked to pay from Advance Account.
Sections of creeks were then taken, and drawings, Ac., prepared, when the Engineer for Bridges
estimated cost of suitable structures at £850 and £2,400 respectively.
The Assistant Engineer now reports that ho does not think the larger outlay of £2,400 for
Dangar’s Creek bridge warranted, and he concurs with the local officer in advising that the question of
bridging tbis crock be hold in abeyance for the present.
As to Mild Creek, which appears from the applications and reports to offer a greater obstacle to
traffic, and whore the cost of bridging is much less than at Dangar’s Creek, he suggests that both the
amounts approved of, viz., £400 for Mihi Greek, and £500 for Dangar’s Greek, be applied to its construc
tion, if approval, to this course can be obtained, and the work proceeded with.
With
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-With regard to the discre])aucy in tlio estimates of cost as furnished by local officer, and as calcu
lated in Head Office, it appears that for Mihi Creek Bridge the local officer's estimate of £400 was for a
beam bridge (which in Head Office was estimated at £450), but after section had been received, a truss
bridge was considered more suitable, and for the latter design the cost was estimated at £S50.
_
As to Hangar’s Creek Bridge (£-500 recommended and approved), the original estimate was fur
nished by local officer without having measured the channel, aud he admits that he was very much
surprised, on making such measurement, to find tho provision required was so much greater than ho had
thought. The recommendations were made when the country was in a flooded slate, and he did not wish
to delay them,
*
Submitted.—P.H.F. (j>er TT.S.).. 24/9/90.
Submitted for Instruction.—J.B., 25/9/00.
Inform
Members as to the increased estimate, and slate that the amounts required cannot bo granted at present,—
B.S., 25/9/90.
"Write—J.B., 26/9/90.
Mr. M'Donald to see.—P.H.F., 1/10/90.

18.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to H. Copeland, Esq., M.P.
‘

jNo.

Sir,

29 September, 1890.
Eeferring to_my letter of the 25th March last, addressed to Mr. J. Inglis, M.P., in which it
was stated that the Minister had approved oE the ereefion of bridges over Dangar’s Creek and Mibi
Creek, on tbe Enmore road, I am directed to inform you that tbe Minister’s approval was then based on
a report submitted to him, in which tbe estimated cost was set down at £500 fer a bridge over Dangar's
Creek, and £400 for a bridge over Mibi Creek. Upon a more detailed examination of the sites being
made, however, it has been found that suitable structures cannot be erected for less than £800 for Mihi
Creek and £2,400 for Daugar’s Creek. In those circumstances the Secretary for Public "Works regrets
that the question of thoir erection must staud over for the present.
I have, &e.,
J. B A EL I Is G ,
*
Under Secretary.

No. 19.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. Inglis, Esq., M.P.
(No. 90-7,31 L E. & B.)
Sm,
_
*
29 September, 1S90.
Eeferring to my letter of the 25th of March last, in which it was stated that the Minister had
approved of the erection of bridges over Dangar's Creek aud Mihi Creek, on the Enmore road, I am
directed to inform you that the Minister's approval was then based on a report subnutted to him, in
which the estimated cost was set down at £500 for a bridge over Dangar’s Creek, and £400 for a bridge
over Mihi Creek. Upon a more detailed examination of tho sites being made, however, it has been found
that suitable structures cannot be erected for less than £800 for Mihi Creek, and £2.400 for Dangar’s
Creek. In these circumstances, the Secretary for Public Works regrets that the question of their
erection must stand over for the present.
I have, Ac.,
'
J. BAELING-,
Under Secretary.

No. 20.
Memo, hy J. Inglis, Esq., M.P.
Memo, for Under Secretary. Public "Works.
Dear Sir,
1 October, 1SD0.
In tho light of the long conversation had with you and Mr, Hickson at our interview to-day,
when I was accompanied by Captn. A. H. Eiehardson, Uralla, and in view of the constantly-increasing
traffic to and from the important mining centre at Enmore, and the imminent risk to life owing to the
absence of proper crossings, 1 would earnestly urge that tins decision be reconsidered. 1 do not think a
costly high-level bridge is at all needed on either creek ; a low-level bridge would meet all requirements.
Even a strong causeway, with stout protecting posts and wire might suffice for Dangar’s Creek, and a
substantial low-level bridge for Mihi Creek. I trust you will not lose sight of this, but come to a speedy
and favourable decision.
Yours, Ac,,
-------.IAS. ING-LTS.
Mr. Hickson.—J.B.,B.C., 1/10/90.
Mr. M’Donald for estimates, as explained \erbally,—B.U.,
1/10/90.
Wire Donnelly for information as to class of stouc obtainable for masonry, and within what
distance of each site.—J.A.M’D., 1/10/90. Chief Draftsman.
'

No. 21.
H. CopeEnd, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Legislative Assembly, 4 October, 1890.
I am in receipt of your letter Xo. 90-7.314, E. A B., dated September 29fcb, from which it
appears that you addressed a letter on 25th March last to my colleague, Air. ,1. Inglis, informing him
that the Minister had approved of the erection of bridges over Dangar’s Creek and the Mibi Creek on
Enmore road, aud without referring to other matters contained in your letter I desire to know bow it is
that

9
that I received no similar intimation on 25th March last, nor during the time which has since elapsed—
some six months, seeing that the correspondence on this subject was opened by me in the first instance
on Slst January last, aud on the 20th June last I again urged this matter on your attention. Yet, not
withstanding these facts, my correspondence is ignored, and yon base your present correspondence in a
letter addressed by you to Mr. Inglis on 25th March, which was in reply to one of his hearing same date
so that while my colleague can obtain a reply on same date, my letters of January and June are delibe
rately treated with contempt, or at least are ignored.
As this is tho third occasion within a few weehs on which I have had to draw your attention
to similar treatment, I can only come to the conclusion that there are some mysterious influences at work
in your department, and take this opportunity of formally drawing your attention to the matter, feeling
well assured that neither yourself or the Minister would countenance conduct of tbis character which,
from the frequency of its occurrence I can only conclude to be of deliberate intention.
I am, &c.,

HENRY COPELAND.

No. 22.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to H. Copeland, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 20 October, 1890.
I am in receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, in which you complain thatyour communications
respecting the erection of bridges over Dangar and Mihi Creeks, on the Enmore road, have been ignored.
I regret very much that you should have had any cause of complaint in regard to this matter, but the
papers show, that as far as your letter of 20th June is concerned, it was replied to by me on the following
day. I have since learned from yourself that this letter did not reach you, but it is duly copied in our
letter-hook, and the messenger’s delivery book shows that it went out of the ofiB.ee ; where the failure
has been, therefore, T am at a loss to know. I must at once admit that the letter of 29th September, in
which the name of Mr. Inglis only was referred to, was an entire mistake. It was, however, signed for
me, as, of necessity, many oiliciat tetters have to be. I well knew that you had taken a prominent interest
• in the matter, and I regret exceedingly that by an oversight this fact was not acknowledged in the letter.
I can assure you that you do the Minister and myself no more than justice when you state that you are
sure we should discountenance any neglect of the kind complained of by you, and I trust, therefore, yon
will accept tny assurance that the mistake was purely accidental, to prevent the recurrence of which I
have given special instructions that more care shall be exercised in future.
In conclusion, I may add that the papers, which, at your request, are to be laid upon the Table of
the House, will show clearly the action you took in the matter.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary,
[Two plans.]

[1*. M.]

Sydney: CTuvrlea Potter, Govemmenf, Priiftcr,—1S9C.
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^EW -SO XT in WALES.

BRIDGE OYER THE MURRUMBIDGEE RIYER, AT
ERESHFORD.
(REPORT RESPECTING PROPOSED.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 September, 1890.

P. Scarr3 Esq., to Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works.
g;r(
Department of Public YYorka, Sydney, 19 September, 1890.
'
In accordance witb your instructions, I proceeded to Queanbeyan, for the purpose of inquiring
as to the necessity for a bridge over tho Murrumbidgee in tbe vicinity of Dreshford, and now have the
honor to report.
_
.
, ,,
„
,
^
.
I have carefuUy perused the reports made from time to time by the officers or the (government,
who have long resided in the district, and in the course of their duties gained an intimate knowledge of
the country in question.
,
,
,
I havc also had interviews with such of the officers as are now m the district, and with a number
of residents who arc acquainted with it,
,
,
.
, ,
I also visited the bridge site proposed, by the petitioners, and other portions of the nver and tbe
adjacent country.
As a result of my inquiries, the facts of the case present themselves to me as lollows :
1st. That the stretch of country in, question—forming the greater part of the county of Cowley, and
bounded on tho south and east hy the Murrumbidgee Hirer, on the west by the Cooradigbee
Diver, and on the north by a line running west from the junction of the Molonglo and Murrum
bidgee Divers—consists of a mass of high broken mountain ranges, intersected by rapid streams,
and embraces little or no land fit for agriculture, unless it be a few .patches of extremely limited
area along the banks of some of tbe creeks, and that it is entirely incapable of supporting any
thing more than a very small population, who can only engage in sheep-farming.
2nd. That west of the Cooradigbee, upon the high lands, or “snowcountry,” beginning a.t Cooleman
Plain, is some good plain land, which is for many.months of the year covered with snow, and
can only be used during the summer months.
3rd. That the cultivation of this land is for several reasons out of the question. Even if crops could
be produced in such an inhospitable region, and a first-class road were provided, the distance
from market would be an effectual bar against its occupation for agricultural purposes.
4th. That in the vicinity of Yaouk, in the extreme southern portion of the area mentioned, there is
some good open grazing country; but from its comparative nearness to the railway at Cooma and
Bredbo those places are the proper outlet from that point.
5th. That already a good road exists from Cooma to Kiandra, capable of carrying the traffic for a place
much more important than Kiandra, which has a population within a radius of 5 miles of only 138
persons. Further, that a special grant of £12,000 is now being expended in making a cart-road
from Tumut to Kiandra; in addition to which funds are being expended upon tho following
roads, all of which afford access more or less to the “ Snow Lands ’ : ■
(I.) Queanbeyan via Lanyon Ford (Tbarwa) to Naas, 2L miles, £210.
(2.) Canberra to Uriarra, 13 miles, £64.
(3.) Queanbeyan to Uriarra, 22 miles, £216,
(4 ) Uriarra to Brindabclla, £300 in 1889, and £130 in 1890.
(5.) BOlylingra (Bredbo) to Adaminaby, 30 miles, £294.
(6.) Cooma to Bolairo, 30 miles, £294.
(7.) YYarro via Boambolo to Mulliou, 15 miles, £147.
So that, considering the traffic to tbe snow lands is only stock and the attendant vehicles, it does
not appear necessary further provision should be made.
6th. That the anticipated addition to the population of tbe disti-ict, as tbe result of throwing open
the land for selection, has not been fulfilled.
An
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All estimate carefully compiled by Mr. Surveyor Wood in April last gives the population residing
west of the river, and who would be likely to use the bridge, as 101; the sheep, 43,074; cattle, 4,0051;
horses, 672.
iXow, I find from a return supplied by the Lands Office, Cooma, that of forty-eight applications
for land, comprising 28,061 acres in thirteen parishes, thirty-four for 19,181 acres are known to be those
of persons previously holding land there. These selections arc made either for the purpose of securing
the runs or aa extensions of previous holdings.
This goes to show that there has not been any large increase of population, but that the land is
now largely held by previous holders, witli the difference that it is under new conditions, and that the
limit of profitable occupation was probably reached under the old system of leasing.
These facts should largely dispose of the assertion that under the new Land Act population would
largely increase in the locality in question.
Lmdce Sites.

The site proposed by the petitioners is that at Fresh ford.
In connection with it, it is proposed by tbe petitioners that a road should be constructed; knonn
as Campbell’s or Kelleher's line, leading from Frcshford. via Baroomba, Ororal Valley, and tbe Cotter
Eiver, to Cooleman Plain.
To carry out these proposals the cost would be as follows:—
Bridge at Frcshford
............................................................... £6,COO 0 0
Boad, Fresliford to Cooleman (exclusive of bridges and
culverts, for which no estimate has been made) ...
...
7,075 0 O
£13,075 O O
Of cost of resumption of road through Cunningham's estate no complete estimate has been given,
but it will bo considerable.
It appears to me that to erect the bridge and construct tbe road to Cooleman, with resumptions,
Ac., an outlay of £15,000 to £16,000 will be necessary, and, keeping in view tbe probability of still furlhcr
expenditure for improvement and maintaining in the early future, the Department would, by adopting
these proposals, be entering upon an outlay of £20,000 to £30,000.
The other site proposed is that at Tbarwa (or Lanyon) Ford.
There is a good road to this point from Queanbeyan, and this good road extends to Kaas, 5 miles
further. The road has been scheduled and in the hands of trustees for several years.
■
The cost of a bridge at Tbarwa would not be greater than at Freshford, and no resumptions would
be needed. Tbe position is also the most central.
It has been suggested that a road should be opened from Nass, along G-udgenby Creek and Yaouk,
to Kungar Plain, near Kiandra.
To carry out this proposal the cost would be :—
Bridge at Tbarwa
............................................................... £6,000 0 0
Opening ground (as estimated by Mr. Boot, Koad Supt.)
3,500 0 0
£9,500

0 0

to merely open the road ; and, allowing for further improvement and mainienance, the cost would probably
bo before long £15,000 to £20,000.
'
Mr, Boot, who framed the road estimates, speaks in unqualified condemnation of Campbell's tiaik,
and states it would be a most expensive one to maintain when made.
As regards distance, from the report of Mr. "Wood, who appears to have gone carefully into the
question, there would, after allowing for the detours necessary to obtain grades on Campbell's lire, be
little difference in the lengths of the two roads, say 70 miles in each case.
The conclusion I arrive at is that;—
.
1st, Tbe population, present and prospective, is insufficient to justify the erection of the bridge ft
either site, but that, if it was to be erected, Tbarwa is the most central and suitable in the
public interest, and the least expensive as to contingent cost.
2nd. That there is nothing to warrant the large expenditure necessary to open either of the lines of
road referred to, but that, of the two, that via Tbarwa, Naas, and Gudgenby Creek is the least
expensive, and would best suit the public.
In view of these conclusions, the opening of the road through Messrs. Cunningham's estate will net
be required,
'
I have, &c..
‘
PEKCY SCAEE.
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Wm. Laughlin, 2 C.Ps. and C.L.............................
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COWHA BRIDGE BILL.
(MESSAGE Ro. 21.)

'

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 July, 1890.

Ly Deputation from the Governor,

Message dto. 21.

ALFRED STEPHEN,
Lieut on ant-Govern or.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 5-ith section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of tho Legislative Assembly the expediency of malting
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the erection of a bridge
over the Lachlan River, at Cowra.
Government Souse,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1890.

[MO
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOE PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION AT RYDALMSRE EOR AN APPROACH TO BRIDGE) OYER BISHOP’S CREEK.)

JlreuenUi) to gurlianwnt, pnrauant to Jld 44 “ait.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales, J ByHia ExccllencyThcRiglitHonourfiUo
J Charles Robkkt, Bakoh Carhinoton,
to wit.
a Member of Her Majesty's Most
Honourable Pri\^ Council, Knight
Grand Cross of tiie Most Distinguished
(L.S.)
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Cakeinoton,
Qovcrnor, George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Wiibbeas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of tho
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned
the carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with the construction of a Bridge over Bishop’s Creek, Rydaltnere, in the said Colony, for and towards the completion of
which said works public funds are available; and whereas the
land hereinafter described is required for approaches to the said
works: Now I, the Governor of the said Colony, with the advice
of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in pursuance of
the powers in this behalf given to or vested in me by the“ Lands
for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, hy this notification,
published In the Gazette, and in a newspaper, that is lo say,
in the “Cumberland Mercury,” circulated in the Police District
wherein tho said land is situated, declare that the land herein
after described has been resumed for the public purposes
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for and in connection
with the approaches lo the above bridge, to the intent that,
upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette, the
legal e.siate in tho said land shall forthwith ho vested in tho
Minister for Public Works and his successors, on behalf of Her
Majesty, for tho purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an

162—

Qo,

16, bm. d.

estate of inheritance in fee simple in possession, freed and
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interest, contracts,
charges,rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever;
and to the intent further that the legal estate therein, together
with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act,
shall bo vested in the said Minister as a trustee, with the powers
stated in the said last-mentioned Act. Aud I declare that tho
following is the description of the land hereinbefore referred to,
that is to say:—
AH that piece or parcel of land containing SI perches more
or less, being a part of and commencing at the north-west
corner cf portion 4 of section D of ihe Vineyard Estate, parish
of Field of Mars, county of Cumberland, Colony of New South
Wales, on the east side of Wharf-street, 1 chain wide, and on
the southern boundary of a reserve from sale; and bounded
thence on the north by part of tho northern boundary of that
portion aforesaid, being a line bearing east 73 feet; thence on
the south-east hy a lino bearing tout!) 24 degrees 14 minutes
west 175 feet 6 inches to Wharf-street; thence on the west by
that street, being also part of the western boundary of portion
4, bearing north 160 feet, to the point of commencement ; and
said to be in the possession of E. Randall.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
alllxcd, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyseventh day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-third year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
W. MCMILLAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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THE HINTON PENT.
(PETirrO-V FROM CEBTATS PERSONS, PRAYING FOR TIIE ABOLISHMENT OF TOLLS ON)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 July, 1890.

To the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned, being persons who have occasion to make use of the Hinton Punt,
Humuta' Siiowetii :—

That tbe imposition oE tolls on. the said punt is felt to be unfair, burdensome, and impolitic.
Unfair—inasmuch as costly bridges, maintained at considerable annual outlay, are free.
Burdensome—inasmuch as so many persons arc driven to avail themselves of the risk and uncer
tainties of water-carriage in preference to the speedier and safer transit by rail; and trallic is diverted
from its natural channel of the shortest and easiest route, via Hinton, to the longer route, because of the
free bridges, to the injury of Hinton and Morpeth ; aud bears heavily on tho small farmer when bringing
bis weekly stock of eggs and butter to the market.
_
.
Impolitic—inasmuch as the charge tends to deprive the railway of the produce of the district, and
to take from tbe inhabitants on tbe Hinton side those benefits which Government has been at the cost to
provide in tbe way of technical classes, and also the great advantages of public lectures, agricultural
shows, political gatherings, and tho various agencies, which are no inconsiderable factors in the advance
ment of the community, supplied by the proximity of Maitland aud Morpeth.
Inasmuch, therefore, as the tolls are felt to be a grievance, and hinder the development of the
community out of all proportion to the revenue derived by Government from this source ; aud, moreover,
as the claims of this district, in comparison with less important ones, have received scant attention in the
past,—
Your Petitioners hereby pray that you will abolish tbe tolls on tbe Hinton punt forthwith.
And your Petitioners, a.s in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Ifcre follow tUO .vgwihircsd]

[31?.]

48 G—
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TRAFFIC ACROSS SPIT FERRY, MIDDLE HARBOUR.
(RETURN SHOWING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 July, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table in reply to Question No. 4>, on the 9th July, 1890.]

Questions.
(4.) Teaffic aceoss Spit Peeey, Middle Habbotje :—Me Dalton ashed The Seceetaby fob Public
Works,—

(1.) Has he any ohicction to lay upon the Table of this House, a Betum showing in detail the
number of passengers, horses, vehicles, and cattle crossing the Spit Perry, Middle Harbour, from the
30th June to 31st December, 1889; also, the amount of revenue received from same during that
period ?
(2.) The like information from 1st January to 30th June, 1890, inclusive ?
(3.) If he has no objection to furnishing the Beturn, will he state upon what date the same will be
available ?

Answers.
Middle Harbour Peery.
Betubn of traffic from 1st July to 31st December, 1889:—
Poot posseugers.....................................
1,267
Horses
...
...
........................................
........................... 8,873
Vehicles
..........................
2,697
Cattle
....................................................................................................
43
Bevenue received from above, £153 18s. 4d.
Eetuhn of traffic from 1st January to 30th June, 1890:—
Poot passengers......................................................................................
1,427
Horses
........................................................................................
... 4,238
Vehicles .........................................................................................................2,875
' Bevenue received from above, £136 12s. lid.
Tolls not being levied on passengers in vehicles, a return cannot be furnished of their numbers
during the periods stated above.
Six monthly tickets for horses, and two monthly tickets for vehicles have been issued for the six
months ending 30th June, 1890, the revenue for which is included in the amount given above.
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NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND
TRAMWAYS.
(ANNUAL REPORT Of RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS, YEAR ENDING liOrn JUNE, 1S90.)

fJicBtnteb tu lOnrliament pursuant to ^Ut 51 ’Sic, ^lo. 35.
Offices of tlie Railway Commissioners of New Sontli Wales,
Sydney, 27th August, 1890,

To

the

Honorable the Minister of Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 45th clause of the Railways
Act of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to present, for the information of
Parliament, our Annual Report upon the working of the Railways and Tramways for
the *>year ending
O June 30th,^ 1890.
»
GENERAL REMARKS.
Since the date of our last Annual Report, we have inspected the whole of
the lines, and authorized many works required in the interests of the country, and
for the development of the Railways.
The general result of the working of the Railways and Tramways during the
year shows that the total traffic amounted to £2,902,048, and the net profit to
£1,012,140. The following table will show the progress and result of the Railway
and Tramway working for a period of seven years before our taking office, and since
that, date:—
TOTAL EARNINGS.

MILEAGE OPEN.

1889.

1890.

1862.

1,276

2,114

2,171

2,182

1,701,016

2,295,124

2,538,477

2,633,036

126,202

236,519

243,563

268,962

22

381

381

1,298

2,1521

2,2091

Tramways.........

391

1888.

1890.

1888.

£,

Railways

1889.

1882.

£

£

£

2,2211 £1,827,218 £2,531,643 £2,782,040 £2,902,048
PROFIT ON WORKING.

CAPITAL.

1882.

1888.

1889.

1890.

£

£

£

£

1882.
£

1888.
£

1889.
£

1890.
£

Railways ......... 13,843,616 27,722,748 29,839,167 30,555,123

763,661

764,573

903,875

967,251

033,614

23,066

17,323

21,728

44,889

16,296,434 28,659,300 30,744,762 31,483,737

£786,727

£781,896

Tramways.........

£

452,818

930,501

16,296,434

£

12,362,873

905,593

Increase over 1888 i
year in which pre- f
sent Commissioners f
took office.
J

£925,603 £1,012,140
£143,707

£230,244

£373,951

Showing a net gain to the Treasury from Railways and Tramways during the two
years we have been in office of £373,951, whilst in the seven years preceding our
taking office, although the traffic had increased by £704,425 and the capital by over
£12,000,000, the net return to the Treasury showed a decrease.
RAILWAYS.
440—A
[1620 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £239 11b. 6d,]
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RAILWAYS.
On the 30th of Juno, 1889, 2,171^ miles were open, and on the 1st January, 1890,
the line from Hornsby to St. Leonards, a length of 10^ miles, was brought into use,
making a total mileage on the 30th of June, 1890, of 2,182 miles.
The cost of the lines opened for traffic has been £30,555,123.
To meet this expenditure, £27,734.581 has been raised by the issue of
debentures of the nominal value of £28,983,967, the balance having been provided
out of the General Lunds of the Colony.
Debentures of the value of £1,109,075 have been finally paid off, leaving
£27,874,892 outstanding on the 30th of June, 1890.
The revenue derived from working the lines during the year was £2,633,086,
and the expenses amounted to £1,665,835, or 63‘26 per cent, of the gross revenue,
a decrease of 3‘43 per cent, since we took office, leaving a net revenue of £967,251
towards paying interest upon capital, or a return of 3'47 per cent, on the total
debenture capital outstanding, and 3’28 per cent, per annum on the total amount
outstanding against the capital cost of the railways.
The details of the revenue and working expenditure will be found in the
Appendix, Nos. o to 7.
The increase in revenue amounted to £94,609. Of this increase, the coaching
traffic contributed £24,362, the merchandise and live stock traffic £69,014, and
miscellaneous £1,233.
The revenue for the year ending 30th June, 1889, was materially augmented
by the traffic to the Melbourne Exhibition, whereas this year there has not been
any special attraction of the kind. The continuous and unprecedented rains also
interfered with general traffic, and, by keeping the rivers open throughout the year,
diverted a considerable quantity of merchandise which would otherwise have been
conveyed by railway.
Working expenses increased by £31,233 (33'01 per cent, of the increased
traffic) leaving an increased net result of £63,376.
The totals of, and increases in, the various classes of traffic will be seen below:
Total,

Passengers (number) ...
...
................
Season Tickets issued (number)
................
Goods, minerals, and live stock (tons)
...

10,787,307
196,248
3,788,950

Increase.

502,327
18,307
303,111

The train miles run were 8,008,826, being an increase of 367,057 miles over
the preceding year.
The earnings per train mile amounted to 78'90d., and the expenditure per train
mile was 49191d., leaving a net earning of 28,99d., as against 28-38d. last year, and
27'43d. in 1888, being an increased profit since 1888 of l‘56d. per train mile.
It is gratifying to report that in spite of the exceptional difficulties we have
had to contend with during the year, owing to the excessive rains, and also the
additional expenditure incurred in improving the rolling stock and permanent way, "
we have been enabled to increase the net return to the Treasury from the railways,
as compared with the year preceding our taking office by £202,678.
The
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The phenomenal rainfall during the past year has had a most disastrous effect
upon the lines, which were already in such a defective condition, as, in consequence
of the almost entire absence of drainage in many places, and the want oC proper
ballast, the sleepers were practically floating in mud. The exceptional state of
the weather also seriously retarded the work of reballasting, as also relaying, &c.,
the contractors having been unable to deliver the sleepers at the rate required, and
the line was in such a condition in many localities as to render it unwise to interfere
with it.
The rainfall for the fourteen months ending 30th June has for the past fifty
years averaged 59‘58 inches; but the record for the period closing 30th June last
.amounts to 108-48 inches. Mr. Bussell, the Government Astronomer, stales that,
apart from the mere quantity, a remarkable feature about the recent rain was its
persistence, the ground never having a chance to dry after one deluge of rain before
another was pouring upon it.
*

It has been necessary for a long time past to employ a largely increased staff
upon the permanent way, in order to keep the lines in running order, and it was
only by the exercise of the greatest vigilance on the part of the officers and men,
and running the trains at reduced speed, that the traffic was conducted so satis
factorily as has been the case. Tor many months the average number of additional
men employed on the permanent-way amounted to about 800, as against a normal
staff of about 3,100.
Several exceedingly heavy landslips took place at various places, entailing
heavy expenditure, and the great flood at Bourke seriously damaged the railway lines
for many miles.
The extra expenditure incurred up to the end of June in connection with the
floods .and slips amounts to over £40,000, and this exceptional expenditure is still
continuing.
A land-slip at Bell, in the Blue Mountains, caused the traffic of the Main
Western Line to he obstructed for five days whilst a deviation was being made.
The flood in the Darling Elver in April and May last was the most disastrous ever
experienced. The line was inundated and seriously damaged for 13 miles; and, from
the 17th April until the 19th May the communication with Bourke was maintained
by the Department by a service of boats between the point at which the line became
impassable for trains and the town, and by this means over 2,000 persons were
conveyed and supplies kept up.
On three occasions since May, 1889, the traffic of the Great Northern Line
was suspended in consequence of the floods in the Hunter Eiver at Maitland. We
have, therefore, decided to raise the railway embankment above flood level for a
distance of 3,740 yards, so as to avoid a repetition of this interruption.
During the year the cost of relaying 44 miles 15 chains of line was debited
against working expenses, as compared with 35 miles 10 chains last year, and 20
miles 52 chains in the previous year.
There have unfortunately been several serious accidents to passenger trains
during the year; hut the amount of money paid as compensation for personal injury
to passengers during the time we have been in office has been at a considerably
less rate per annum and per passenger carried than was the case for the four
.
years
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years preceding our taking office. We feel sure that the steps "being taken by us in
improving the rolling-stock and permanent-way, and extending the use of safety
appliances, will materially add to the security of the lines.
The following return will show the progress made in extending the Inter
locking of Points and Signals and the Absolute Block system of working.
Eetithx showing number of miles of Line on which the traffic is worked under the Absolute Block

System ; also, number and percentage of places which have or have not Points and Signals
interlocked.
Number of
miles of lino opened for
traffic*,
Date, to end of—

Number of miles
of line which the traffic
is worked under

Number and Percentage
of Places which have or have not

Points and Signals interlocked*

Absolute Block System.

"
Number of Places,
Double.

O

*3j
e

October, 1SSS

.............

71 fr

2,0121

2,114

23

Nil.

October, 1889

..............

75

2,096

2,171

511

July,

..............

79

2,103

2,182

721

1

si

'3:
c

3

w

H

»=!

&

ui

Percentage.
sL

o
frf

ATS
-£f£
C ->

HH O

*f|

318

422

2464

75-3G

o

1890

104

00

V
28
132

12C

327

453

27-81

7219

1891

262

173

291

464

37-29

62-71

Six trains have also been fitted with electric communication between
passengers and guards, and in a short time the whole of the through trains will he
equipped in this way.
The Westinghouse and Vacuum Break Companies are each fitting up a train
of fifty goods waggons for the purpose of conducting competitive break trials, so as
to enable us to decide upon the form of automatic continuous break to adopt for
the goods stock.
•
Merchandise Bates.

On the 1st of January last a reduction of 10 per cent, was made in the whole
of the rates for agricultural produce, to operate all the year round, and from the 1st of
February to 31st of August, when the pressure upon the rolling stock is not so great
as at other times, a further reduction of 10 per cent, was brought into operation,
making a reduction of 20 per cent, during the period most advantageous to the
farmers. The rates for this class of traffic are now the lowest in Australia.
The rates for the carriage of low-class ores and coke were materially reduced
during the year in order to encourage the mining industry.
A general revision of the goods rates has taken place, and came into operation
as from the 1st instant, the main features being the simplification and enlargement
of the classification so as to cover every known article likely to be conveyed over the
railways, and a modification of the rates in various wavs, includinsr the total abolition
of the 4th Class. The articles so classed were conveyed at about 9d. per ton per
mile, whereas now the highest rate will he 7d. per ton per mile, excepting for a
few exceptional articles.
We have every reason to believe that the concessions in rates will not only be
a great benefit to the country, but will also speedily lead to a considerable increase
of traffic on the rail wavs.
,
Opening
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Opening or New Lines

and theie epeect upon the

Traeeic.

Since the date of our last report the only additional line opened for traffic
has been that from St. Leonards to Hornsby, but in consequence of the position of
the terminus it has been an absolute loss to the country, the working from the
1st January to the 30th June showing a total earning of £886 only, while the cost
of the line for working and interest amounts to £6,849. Little improvement can
be expected until the line is brought to the waters of Port Jackson, and when this
has been done an opportunity will be afforded of creating a good suburban traffic,
so that in a few years in all probability the expenditure on the whole scheme will
cease to be a burden upon the existing lines.

Accommodation

eoe the

Teaefic

and

Condition

of

Lines

and

Rolling

Stock.

On all the lines alterations and additions to the accommodation have been
authorized for the purpose of improving the facilities for the public and encouraging
traffic, but, in consequence of so much work being in band, and tire exceptional
weather wo have experienced, many of the works have not made that progress
which we could have wished.
The duplication of the line from Hurstville to Oatley, and Sutherland to
Loftns Junction, was opened on the 4th April last.
The duplicating of the lines from Granville to Picton, Adamstown to Teralha,
Oatley to George’s River, George’s River to Waterfall, and Strathfield to Ryde, has
been proceeded with, and the engineers expect to he able to open several of the
sections before the end of the year.
The letting of the contracts for quadrupling the Suburban Line has been
delayed in consequence of it having been found necessary to resurvey the whole of
the line. Pair progress has been made with the two additional lines between
Red fern Station and the Illaivarra Junction at Eveleigh, and it is hoped that this
work will he completed before the end of the year. Tenders are now being invited
for quadrupling the line from Illawarra Junction, Eveleigh, to Petersham, and we
hope shortly to he able to call for tenders for quadrupling the line from Petersham
to Homehush.
Several quarry properties have been acquired for the purpose of reballasting
the lines, and, now that more settled weather is approaching, it is hoped that rapid
progress will be made in relaying, resleepering, and draining the lines, and we
expect that before the close of 1891 the lines will be in first-class order.
The rolling stock has received very special attention during the year, and a
sum of over £60,000 has been spent upon repairs and renewals out of working
expenses in excess of the sum spent in the year preceding our taking office.
In spite of the liberal expenditure in repairing the locomotives, it has been with
the greatest difficulty that the traffic has been kept going, only thirteen additional
locomotives having been delivered during the past year, but we hope that within the
next few months some of the engines which have been under order since August
last will he delivered, and so afford the much-needed relief.
The
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The proposal to establish Locomotive Works in the Colony, under the
management of an eminent locomotive engineer and builder, with ample capital at
his command, will, we trust, not only be the means of enabling us to properly equip
our lines with engines built under the personal inspection of our own officers, but
will also create an entirely new industry for the Colony, and give employment to a
large number of skilled workmen.
The new rolling stock which has been brought into work between the 1st
July last year and the 30th June this year is shown on table (page 16), in addition
to which there have been delivered since the 1st July this year:—Six lavatory firstclass carriages; ten second-class express (16 ft.) carriages; three first and three
second American cars, for suburban working, and there are under order the
following:—■
110 carriages ...
...
... Makers—Various Colonial firms.
456 goods waggons and vans...
„
„
' „
„
500 coal hopper waggons ...
„
„
„
„
25 locomotives
............. Makers—Messrs. Dubs & Co., Glasgow'.
)>
...
...
„
„
. Beyer, Peacock,& Co.,Manchester.
There is almost an entire absence of shelter-sheds for the carriage stock on the
Railways, and now that the carriages are being so materially improved it is absolutely
necessary in so trying a climate that shelter should be provided, so as to preserve the
property. Active steps are being taken to supply this want.
The sharp curves in the line across the Blue Mountains have a prejudicial
effect upon the rolling stock and the comfort of travelling, and we are modifying
many of them where the work can be carried out at a reasonable cost.
The severe grades over the main lines materially increase the working expenses,
and of necessity the rates are much higher than would be the case if the grades
were easier. We therefore propose to ask the Government to move Parliament to
place a sum of money at our disposal in order that, where practicable, grades which
materially affect the loading of trains may be reduced, and so contribute, with other
things, to enable us to work the lines "with greater economy, and thus lead to reduction
in rates for goods traffic.
Universal Gauge

for

Australia.

We regret that the question of an universal gauge for Australia has not made
much progress since we referred to the subject in our last Annual Report; but we
. would take the opportunity of • strongly urging that active steps should be taken to
bring about this necessary change; the great disadvantage of the break of gauge is
, at the present moment being more felt than at any previous period, in consequence
of the suspension of the shipping trade, owing to the Maritime strike, and the
consequent necessity for greater interchange of goods and coal by railway.
.

Staff.

The condition of the staff has been materially improved in various ways, and
as the labour question is so seriously before the public at the present time, we attach
as an Appendix (page 57) a list of the concessions which have been granted to the
staff since we assumed office, together with a new classification showing the rates of
pay of the various grades of employees, which was brought into force since our
last Annual Report was made. The value of the advances of pay and concessions
granted to the staff since we took office amounts to more than £70,000 per annum.
’
It
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It has only heon possible to act in this liberal manner by carrying ont
economies in various ways, and it will therefore be seen how much the interests of
the staff are wrapped up in the efficient and economical administration of the
railways.
An institute for the staff, containing lecture hall capable of accommodating
550 persons, class-room, reading-room, library, &c., is being erected at Bedfern, and
we hope it will be ready for opening on the 1st January next. Tenders have been
accepted for the supply of 3,000 volumes of. selected books for the library. It is
hoped that this institute will be an element of much good to the staff.
The Government has promised to introduce into Parliament a scheme worked
out by us for establishing Provident and Pension Punds for the whole of the weekly
staff, and we trust Parliament will give us the needful authority to contribute to the
funds out of the railway revenue. The allowances to the staff are based on a very
liberal scale, and the contributions required from the men are very moderate.
The question of establishing a Convalescent Home for the staff is also under
consideration, and, in assist the movement, the Government has generously granted
19 acres of land in the Pield of Mars, near Bcecroft.
The appendices to the report will give complete information as to the general
condition of the railway traffic and expenses. The diagrams also will enable the
whole of the transactions of the department to be readily grasped.
Recapitulation.
138S.
Total spent in construction and equipment...
Total Debentures finally paid off

...

................................

... £27,/22,74s
£1,017,875
••

1889.

1890.

29,839,167
1,047,975

30,555,123
1,109,075

Total cost of construction and equipment, less Debentures
£20,70-4,873
paid off ...
...
£13,114
Total cost per mile open for traffic ...
...
...
Total mileage open for traffic

..............................................

Average miles opened for the year ...

...

Q-ross revenue...

•••

...

...

Working expenditure...
Profit on working

...

...

...
...

...

...

Percentage of working expenses to revenue

...

Earnings per average mile open

...

...

...

Expenditure per average mile open ...

...

...

Gross earnings per train mile

..................

Expenses per train milo

...

Net profit per mile

...

...

•••

..................

...

...........................................................................

Number of passenger journeys
Goods tonnage...

...

...

Live-stock tonnage

...

...

..............................................
•••
...

...

•••

Train mileage.........................................................................................
Locomotives, Number of

.............................................................

Passenger Stock, Number of...

Goods Stock, Number

of

...

•••

.............................................................

29,446,048
28,791,192
14,003
13,714
2,182
2,171
2,114
2,177
2,128
2,044
2,633,086
2,538,477
£2,295,124
1,665,835
1,634,602
£1,530,551
967,251
903,875
£764,573
63-26
64-39
GG-69
1,209
1,192
£1,122
765
768
£748
78-903.
79-723.
82-343.
49-913.
51-343.
54'91d.
28-993.
28-383.
27'43d.
17,071,945
16,086,223
15,174,115
3,680,718
3,378,305
3,331,671
108,232
107,534
68,101
8,008,826
7,641,769
6,689,313
439
429
428
1,064
1,085
1,039
9,304
9,060
8,833

TRAMWAYS.
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TRAMWAYS.
the 30tli of June, 1889, 38£ miles were open, and on the 14th of August,
1889, the section from MarrickYille to Dulwich Hill, a length of 1 mile, was opened,
making a total mileage, on the 30th June, 1890, of 39^ miles.
'
On

The cost of the lines opened for traffic has keen £933,614.
A sum of £975,340 has been raised by the. issue of debentures to the amount
of £1,000,000 for Tramway purposes.
The result of the year’s working of the Tramways is satisfactory, as the lines
haAm, for the first time for some years past, ceased to be a burden upon the country,
and have also contributed a profit to the Treasury. At the same time, whilst this
has been done, the property has been considerably increased in value during the
twelve months, no less than 31 tram-cars and 1 water-tank waggon having been
rencAved out of the revenue, making a total of 41 tram-cars and 1 ivater-tank renewed
out of revenue Aiithin eighteen months; this is nearly one-third of the total rolling
stock we found in existence Avhen avc took office. The condition of the remainder
of the stock has been considerably improved, and the service to the public increased.
A neAv piece of line is about to be constructed from Castlercagh-strcct along
Cleveland-street, to a junction Aidth the ItandAvick line. This connecting line AA'ill
enable a Large amount of traffic from the Eedfern RailAvay Station and the districts
lying to the west thereof, going to and from the Association Cricket Ground, the
RandiAdck Racecourse, and Coogee, to bo accommodated.
t
A scheme of cable trams running from the Circular Quay to the Railway
Station and Pyrmont, and from the foot of King-street, at the wharf, to Woollahra
via William-street, is at the present time under the consideration of the Public
Works Committee, and we trust the proposal will be carried out, as rve feel sure that
not only would the lines be a great eonvenience to the public but that they would
also be extremely profitable.
.
The work in connection with the fitting up of a section of the tram-line
Avith the Thomson-Houston system of electric traction AArill be ready to be tested
very shortly, and we trust that the trial may demonstrate the advisability of the
system being experimented with on a larger scale on the existing linos.
Pifty new tram-cars are under construction, and also 12 motors, which arc
being built in the Colony.
City and Suburban Lines.

30£ miles)
The gross revenue from working the lines during the year was- £249,508,
and the expenses amounted to £207,517, or 83-17 per cent, of the Revenue, as
against 91 25 per cent, last year, leaAdng a net result of £41,991 toivards paying
interest upon the capital.
(Length,

The cost of the city and suburban section was £790,555, and the net return
gives 5'31 per cent, upon tbe capital invested, as against 2-56 per cent, in the
preceding year, and 2-27 in 1888.
The
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The working gives the following results:—
Gross revenue
...........................
Working expenses ...
...
...
Net profit ...
...
...
...
Passengers fares collected...
...
Miles run by ears ...
...
...
Earnings per car mile
...
...
Expenses per car mile
...
...
Net profit per car mile ...............

1888.
.
£221,060
204,227
16,833
51,563,197
1,246,543
42'56d.
3932d.
3‘24d,

1890.
249,508
207,517
41,991
57,463,650
1,474,646
40-G0d.
33'77
683

1689.
225,833
206,092
19,741
52,810,026
1,388,386
40'49d.
86'95d.
3‘54d.

During the year 31 new cars and 1 water-tank wagon have been paid for out
of revenue at a cost of £115392.
North Shore Cable Tramways {Length, 1^ miles).

The revenue amounted to £9,183—expensesj £8,339; net profit, £1,114.
The total cost of the line and its equipment was £73,812, and upon this sum
the net profits give I'SS per cent., a decrease of 0*59 per cent, upon the previous
year, the working expenses having been unduly increased by the cost of renewing
the cable on two occasions and in rearranging the guides and running gear, which
were found to be very defective, and so caused the cables to be damaged.
The car miles run were 66,187, being an increase of 399.
There was an increase of 311,007 in the number of fares collected, the total
being 2,269,721.
Newcastle

to

Plattsburo {Length, 7-^ miles).

The construction and equipment cost £69,247, and the net return gives 2*53
per cent, on the capital invested, an increase of 1-87 per cent, upon the previous year.
The gross revenue derived from working was £9,972, and the working
expenses, £8,217, leaving £1,755 to pay the interest upon the capital cost of the line.
The improvement in the financial result of the working of this line is very
satisfactory.
The car miles run were 105,133, an increase of 5,668.
The earnings per car mile were 22*764., expenditure, 18*76d., and net
profit, 4*00d.
Condition

of

Existing Lines.

Improvement has been effected in the condition of the lines during the year,
and 2 miles 18 chains of relaying has been done. The exceptional rainfall added
materially to the difficulty of keeping the lines in order as well as to the cost.
Accommodation

for the

Traffic.

The considerable number of new cars added to the equipment has enabled
the service to be conducted in a much more satisfactory manner, and when the
additional cars, now under order, are supplied, we hope that the exceptional holiday
traffic will also be fully provided for.
The pressure upon the space in Bridge-street yard is very great; we are,
however, unable to take any action regarding the question until the cable-tram
schemes are finally dealt with.
Better waiting-room accommodation at various points has been provided in
the Newcastle district, and several additional and improved rooms are authorized in
connection with the Sydney lines.
Improved lighting has been provided in all the cars.
Recapitulation.
440—B
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Eecapittjlation.

The following summary will show the principal items of interest in the
Tramway transactions for the year ending the 30th of June, 1890; and, for the
purposes pf comparison, the figures for the years 1888 and 1889 are shown
1888.

Totil Debentures issued and outetanding

...

Amount added to Capital Account for the year
Total spoilt in Construction and Equipment...
Total cost per mile open for traffic ...
...
Total mileage open
...
...
...
Gross Bevenue.......................... .
...............
Working Expenditure ...
...........................
Profit on working
...
.,.
...
...

£1,000,000
67,929
£77,244
22,786
38i
£236,519
219,196
17,323

1889.

1890.

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

32,351
909,595
23,626
38*
£243,563
221,835
21,723

24,019
933,614
23,636
39*
£268,962
224,073
44,889

£771,255
225,833
206,092
19,741
91-25
2'56
29*

£790,555
249,508
207,517
41,991
83-17
6-31
30*

£72,617
8,178
,6,626
1,552
81-02
2T4

£73,812
9,483
8,339
1,141
87-93
1'55

City ast> Sububbas Lines.

Total cost of Construction and Equipment ...
Gross Bevenue ...
...
.......................... .
Working Expenditure ...
..........................
Profit on working
...
...............
Percentage, Working cost to Bevenue
...
Percentage of Profit to Capital invested
...
Total mileage open
...
...
...
...

£742,555
221,060
204,227
16,833
92-38
2-27
29*

Nonm Siiobe Cable Tbajiwat. '
Total cost of Construction and Equipment ...
Gross Bevenue ...
.......................................
Working Expenditure...........................
...
Profit on Working
...............
...
...
Percentage, Working Cost to Bevenue
...
Percentage of Profit to Capital invested
...
Total mileage open
.......................................

£71,519
7,243
6,833
415
94-26
0-5S
1*

1*

Newcastle to Plattsbuhu.

Total cost of Construction and Equipment ...
Gross Bevenue........................ ..........................
Working Expenditure.......................................
Profit on Working
...
...............
...
Percentage, Working Cost to Bevenue
...
Percentage of Profit to Capital invested
...
Total mileage open
...
...
...
...

£63,170
8,211

8,136
75
9908
0-12

£65,723
9,552
9,117
435
95-41
0-66
7*

"

£69,247
9,972
8,217
1,755
82-40
2-53
7*

Wo have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your most obedient servants,
E. M. G. EDDY, Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EEHON,
■)
. ,
CHAELES OLIVER, ] Commissioners.
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Report of Engineer for Existing Lines.
Railway Department, Office of Engineer for Existing Lines, Sydney, 22 July, 1890.
Annual Report for year ending 30 June, 1890.
Gentlemen,
I liavo the honor to report that the condition of the permanent-way and works has been
maintained as efficiently as possible during the year.
There have been, however, considerable difficulties to' contend with, owing to the excessive rainfall,
and in consequence there has been increased expenditure, caused by floods and slips, some of which have
been of a vory serious nature.
I may mention that the places which have suffered most have been the ‘Western Line, at and near
Bourke, and between Katoomba and Bell. The Northern Line between East and West Maitland, and in
the vicinity of Murrurundi and Ben Lomond, and also between Strathfield and Cowan Creek, and from
Gosford to Adamstown. The Sonthern Line, between Granville Junction and Campbelltown, and between
Picton and Goulburn, and the Illawarra Line, near Clifton.
At Ben Lomond and Bell it was found necessary to deviate the line. The Mudgee Line has given
considerable trouble owing to slips, and unless several deviations are made further expense and delays
will take place.
Relaying and refencing have also been unavoidably retarded owing to the bush roads being
impassable for the conveyance of sleepers and fencing material.
There has, however, been && miles 15 chains rclaid, and 18 miles 2G chains refenccd,
Draining and reballasting have also been retarded through bad weather.
The Suburban line has been redrained and reballasted thoroughly from Redfern to Ashficld on
the Up line, and from Redfern to Summer Hill on the Down line, and as the most difficult portion has
been completed more rapid progress will be made in future.
Bombo quarries are being worked to tbe best advantage, but considerable delays have resulted,
owing to bad weather,
■
•
Quarries for ballasting purposes are being opened out at Bowral, on tbe Southern line, and
advantage is being taken of any suitable rock found in the cuttings further south. Rock is also being
worked at 111 miles 60 chains, Western line, and quarries at 12(5i, 163£, and 203-i miles, Northern line,
are in hand.
The duplication works have made fair progress, hut have been delayed in consequence of the severe
weather,
.
The double line, Hurstville to Oatley, and between Sutherland and Loftus Junction, was completed
in time for the Easter traffic.
'
The quadruplication between Sydney and Homebush lias been commenced, the section between
Redfern and Illawarra Junction having been let by contract, and the work is being rapidly pushed forward.
The section from Illawarra Junction to Petersham will be advertised shortly, as also the curve between
the Northern and Southern line at Homebush, and a rearrangement of that station. These works have
been delayed owing to the line having to be resurveyed.
Bourke Floods.—Considerable expenditure has taken place in filling timber waterway openings,
which were so damaged as to prevent ordinary repairs being executed, as also the portions of embank
ment which were washed away. As the flood water has not sufficiently subsided tbe repair of existing
bridges has only been dealt with in a temporary manner, but arrangements are being made to provide
additional openings, as also to repair the structures which have given way.
The station buildings and bridges have been carefully looked after, and at many stations additional
accommodation, both in sidings and buildings, has been provided.
During tbe year the extension from Hornsby to St. Leonards, a length of 10 miles 37 chains, was
opened for traffic. This portion of tbe line has also given a considerable amount of trouble owing to
subsidence of banks.

Retphs
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Hetuhs showing number of Mon employed on mnintenancc of Permanent-Way.
30th June,

30th June,

1889.

1890.

Number per
Mile.

Number per
Mile.

Sydney to Granville Junction
...
...
...
Granville Junction to River Murray ■
...
...■
G-ranville Junction to Bourko
,..
...
...
Strathfield Junction to Hamilton Junction
...
Newcastle to Wallangarra ...
...
...
...
Illawarra Line
...................................................
Cooma Line...............................................................
Murrumburrah—Blayney Line
...........................
South-western Line...................................................
Jerilderie Branch
...................................................
Gundagai Branch
...
...
...
...
...
Richmond Branch ...
...
...
...
...
Mudgee Branch
...
...
...
...
...
Molong Branch
...
...
...
...
...
North-western Line ...
...
...
...
...
St. Leonards’Branch...
...
...
...
...
Camden Tramway ...
...
...............
...
Sans Souci Tramway...............
...
...
...
Plattsburg Tramway ...
...
...
...
...

115
•83
‘79
■78
•SL
•80
‘50
■56
■50
■43
•48
•74
•55
■53
■50
•75
•54
•41
■63

...
1'30
...
'91
...
-71
...
‘78
...
‘68
.
...
-8« ‘
...
-53
...
-81
...
'66
...
'42
...
-63
...
74
...
-52
...
‘54
...
^
‘09
...
Not onerihd.
...
'54
...
‘41
... Included in sec
tion Newcastle
to Wallahgarra.
Note.—Thia figure included Redfern yard gang.

The following work was performed during the year:—
Sidings laid in and extended
...
...
...
Sidings relaid with steel rails
...
...
...
Sidings relaid with rerolled iron rails ...
...
Sleepers used in new sidings
...
...
...
Sleepers used in main lines
...
...
...
Ballast used on maintenance of main lines
...
Length of fences wired ■ ...
...
...
...
Culverts and flood-openings constructed
...
Culverts and flood-openings "extended ...
...

.

13 miles 37'58 chains. ,
22'82 chains.
6G'33 chains.
. 24,490.
79,208.
,
. 65,975 cubic yards.
. 18 miles 30 chains.
. 7 ; extra waterway, 73.r feet.
. 40.

Return showing length of line relaid and paid for during each year, 1881 to 1800.
•

Year ending 30th June.

Relaying done.

Relaying paid for.

Miles. Chains.

Miles. Chains.

1881...............................................................
1882 ...............................................................
1883 ...............................................................
1884 ...............................................................
1885 ...............................................................
1886 ...............................................................
1887 ...............................................................
1888 ...............................................................
1889 ...............................................................
1890 ..."
...................................................

12
9
8
20
32
11
26
22
25
44

43
68
6
57
25
30
9
71
8
15

Totals............................

213

12
_

12
9
8
20
32
11
18
20
35
44-.
213

43
68
6
57
25
30
2G
52
10
15

•
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_.T. ANGUS,

Acting Engineer for Existing Lines.
APPENDIX 2.

Locomotive Engineer’s Report.
New South "Wales G-overnment Railways,
Locomotirc Engineer’s Office,
Dear Sir,
.
Eveleigh, Sydney, i) August, 1890.
I hand you herewith iny report to the Railway Commissioners for the year’s working. Had
I not "been pressed for time before going away to England. I should have liked to have gone a little
further into detail, but the main points are touched upon as given below.

■ Yours faithfully,

The Secretary.

■

—----------

'

W. THOW,

Locomotive Engineer. '
[Enclosure.']
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Locomotive Engineer’s Report.
Railways.
Progress has been made in improving tbo Rolling Stock during the year, the boilers of locomotives
especially have received attention, but none of the new boilers ordered came to hand sulheiently early to
be used before the year closed.

Two hundred and’twenty-seven locomotive boilers in all were repaired during the year, 173 of
them at Eveleigh, and 51 at Newcastle.. Nine stationary or pumping boilers, and 12 boilers ot tram
motors, were also dealt with. Of the above 103 locomotive boilers were internally examined, retubod, and
received heavy repairs.
One hundred and seventy-seven locomotives at Eveleigh. and 43 at Newcastle, or 220 in all,passed
through tho repairing shops during the year. Of these 168 received lieavy repairs and thorough over nan .
The remaining 52 received general repairs of a lighter character. Two steam cranes also were thoroughly
overhauled at Eveleigh.
Seven hundred and fifty-seven carriages or coaching vehicles at Eveleigh, and 283 at Newcastle, or
1,011 vehicles in all, were overhauled. Many of those dealt with at Eveleigh received heavy repairs. .
Four thousand one hundred and sixty-seven merchandise vehicles passed through the principal
workshops during the year, and received more than mere running .repairs. The ordinary attentions to
Rolling Stock are, of course, not included in the above.
Many of the locomotives, especially those running the Melbourne Express Trains, have executed
exceptionally heavy mileages, far beyond their economic duty, which shows the necessity for additions to
the stock.
1
_
The consumption of fuel, C2T6 lb. per train mile, or 4572 per engine mile, after allowing for
our heavy grades, is too heavy. It is chiefly caused by the inadequate heating surfaces in most of the
boilers, necessitating small blast orifices and quick draught in order to generate steam for the cylinders.
The workshop machinery, hydraulic plant, and pumping appliances belonging to the Dcpartmen
have been mai utained in efficient working order.

APPENDIX 3.
ROLLING STOCK ON NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.
Total

stock, also vehicles renewed or replaced, exclusive

Passenger
Vehicles.

Locomotives.

31 December 1855...
1856...
31
„
1857...
31
„
1858...
31
„
1859...
31
„
I860 .,
31
1861...
31
„
1862...
31
„
1863...
31
,,
1864...
31
„
1865 ..
31
„
1866...
31
„
1867...
31
„
1863...
31
„
1869...
31
„
1870...
31
„
1871...
31
„
1872...
31
„
1873..
31
„
1874..
31
„
1876..
31
„
1876 .
31
„
1877..
31
„
1875..
31
1879..
31
„
1880..
31
„
188 L .
31
„
1SS2.
31
„
1883..
31
„
1884..
31
„
1885..
31
„
1886 .
31
„
31
1887 .
1888.
30 June,
1889..
30
1890..
30

.

.

4
8
11
12
13
13
16
10
19
25
36
40
47
47
47
07
66
67
69
81
100
101
138
154
177
215
233
268
296
338
392
408
428
429
429
439

1

37
61
61
76
76
76
152
176
176
177
180
180
185
193
204
232
259
290
316
336
344
344
352
37S
444
499
530
56+
695
776'
854
942
1,009
1,039
1,085
1,064

Goods Stock.
55
91
106
128
136
I5L
257
319
319
345
411
429
467 "
613
720
909
1,121
1,312
1,405
1,513
1,610
2,217
2,806
3,413
3,866
4,443
4,840
5,445
6,386
0,938
7,972
8,364
8,798
8,833
9,060
9,304

Locomotives,

Passenger
Vehicles.

Goods Stock.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

1
o
0
2
1

28

Nil.

4
14
34
33
17

1
4

Nil.

2

Nil.

t Capacilj in

excess

of 4ti 4-wheeled vehicles jeplacod.

'i

i

Nil.

6

6

Nil.
3
Nil.

Nil.

* The tlsnrcs in fclsc»c columns show only vehicles that have been built to joplnce others worn ou(.
rorkshops of Use nviwrlnient.

Capital Account,

* Renewals out of Revenue and Special Vote.

Total Stock.
Year ending.

of

2
1
8
12

32+

6
11
10
s

Nil.

10

115

20
31

78
71
125
209

or destroyed, and vehicles rebuilt in the
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NEW SOUTH WALES GOVEHNMENT RAILWAYS.

year

ending 30th June, 1890.

Tank,

Passenger.

03

■3©
rrcl

0

a

.sf

III
7-.C G,
gm S
©

Is

•SC g
a u

T* '
K

F o r m ix e d
traftic

of
*2
ta©
Q. ST * "® .
fc£ © J5 W “ ©
© fa 5 ©r~. fafa CU fli

S m a ll.

LOCOMOTIVES.

1

Goods.

O r d i n a r y ', 6
w h e e ls
c o u p le d .

of Working Stockj

■sfw"*“CZ3Mlrfls*

Return

0,3
S-S
Obe"?fa 0*
53

19

92

47

3

10

25

89

11

110
3

429
3

32

19

92

47

3

10
10

25

80

11

110

429
10

Total stock on the 30th June, 1890......

32

19

92

47

3

20

25

80

11

no

439

Portion of the above stock under or waiting repairs on the
30LU Juno, 1890 .................

7

4

20

10

...

3

8

13

5

32

102

■0
fa

dOs
3
Stock on 30th June. 1889 ..............
Renewals on account of stock worn out to 30th June, 1890

32

Total stock ..................................
Addod at expense of capital, to 30th June. 1890 ....

Composite.

First Class.

PAS?ENGER.

Second Class.

General.

if &

■a+»

l.if
s'jj

£

-EliS

to| S
-51 IS

si

£ «
Stock shown on Regis
ter, 30th J unc, 1889
Renewals on account of
Block worn out to 30th
June, 1890...............
Total stock on Register
80th June, 1S9U......
Added at expense ot
capita! to 30th June,
1890..........................
Total Block on 30th
June, 1890...............

a: ©
i6 a'sr 340

.* 3
I

615 36

..26 8 632 212 43 3 9 47 3 7202 . ..ISO C7SS21

6 2
46 340

16

12152 71 31 ... 297|1,085

32

32

*
616

626 8

32

12 43 48 47

192

174

12 152 71 31

766 24

297 1.063

1
21V 346

40

615

26

_l___

Stock waiting repairs,
30th June, 1890......

10

132

2 3

«

oc
£0
f

f

1

<

as

ft

OJc

fa

03

i
g

07
5
1
d

M
©
>

ft

•f)K
Ot£
«£ton

c
1
f
"cl
M

1241,348 47 3

192

6174

7...

19

24

11
I

Duplicate stock

GOODS.

1

n
§

ft

nc
acOt a
o
A
o© 'S
o
5 Ch

20 6...

■T3DO
I'S

o.
- 1 g©bti<345u

27

137

■a3

I■gl

— *,

- I©
a IX

4

1

308

15 160 8,448 249 54:300

2
17

612 9,060
1

209

612 9,060

345
<
£
}

201 2

15 160 8,448 249 54300|

-i-iG.

245

+

8,891

64292

635

26

+
413 9,304

t

earrjing304'!d^,27tM!ClS’and 3°Se<!0nd cl!lS3*

110

297 1.064

1

Stock on 30th June, 1889 .. 239 222 5341 366 ii 354 93 24 460 404463 46 48 201 1
Renewals on accountof stock
worn out to 30th June,
(
1890.........................
1 176
5 5 17
— --- — — — — — ---- — — __ __
Total stock ........
239 2225341 366 ii 354 93 24 460 404 463 46
201 1
Added at expense of capital1
to 30th June, 1890..........
2S
57 45 112
1
Total Block on the 30th t t t
June, 1890.............. 222 291 5609 366 n 354 93 24 517 449 575 46
Portion of the above stock
under or waiting repairs
on the 30th June, 1S90... 36 46 278 22
32 4
45 34 47 3

761 24 712152 71 31

oi i

1 26

26

661

capacity, 1,MS-replaced by 6 drat and 0 second Americans on bogies, and a laboratory - total

t The difference between this and last vear's figures is owing to conversions to other classes to improve the stock and suit the traffle
t Includes one Goods Brake converted to Workmen's Van, excluded from Goods Stock total.
'

Locomotive, Passenger, and Goods Stock.
1890*
Engines...................................... ...............
Passenger stock..................................................
Goods
do .....................................
Grand total ......................

1889.

o nan
10,574
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APPENDIX 5.
Revenue Account, Railways,
1800, 1SS0, nnd 1888.
Expenditure.

Year
cruling
June 30,

Year
ending
June CO,

Year
ending
June 30,

1830,

1889.

IB884

£

£

Cr.

Revenue.

Year
ending
June 30,

Year
ending
Juno 30,

1890.

1889.

*

Dr*

ill?

17

r
£
To

maintenance

of

way,

works,

Carriages anil waggons............................

s.

d.

-was-1

E.

(1.

£

817,400 16

fl

811,839

£

ami

..,,

TralUc expenses..........................................................
Compensation...............................................................
(Jencral expenses ...................
....................

■i 1*2,014 3 O
Ki2,2«°»G fi S
158,025 2 11
^OoO 15 30
Ifi.SSu 7 3
07,023 18 2

528I902

77,35(3

400,452
127,82(1
420,028
27,090
00,144

1,034,002

1,530,551

148,20i

1,005,£34 12 10

Sermon tickets..

lfl0,-248

177,941

Cloak-rcom and parcels ....................................
Mails.....................................................................
Miscellaneous coaching items......................
Total coaching.........................................

Balance net profit...................... .....

967,251

.

2

7

003,S7o

764,-573

Live stf>ck.....................................................................
Minerals ...........................................................................
Wool
.............................................................................
Miscellaneous goods items
Total goods ..

....................
............................

£?]>ecial and miscellaneous receipts ...
£ 2,(333,085 15

5

2,538,47.

£

2.205,124

72,463

£
723,046

0

7

G5,5B4

69,091

8S9,$C*S 10
15,408 10
74,292 1

4
0
ft
0
4

877,403
19,013
03,539
55,304
1,080

783,336
29,190
59,312
45,727
1,512

1,011,600 14 10

1,017,245

910,oaa

164,847
145,456
217,071

1,302,809

55,370
2>012

0
0

225,073
152,753
256,515
9201272

4 11
2 0
G 0
2 4

4,137

4

0

219,962
175,423
249,957
So0,330
4,020

3,509,356

0

G

1,500,342

22,123

0

1

20,890

22,232

5 | 2,538,477

2,295,124

2,033,035 15

5,088

APPENDIX G.
Railways.—Schedules under Working
1890, 1889, and 1888.
Year
ending
June 30,

1

Year

(

ending
June 30,

Year
ending
June 30,

ending
June 30,

Year
ending
Juno 30,

Year
ending
June 30,

1889,

1888,

1890,

1889.

1888,

1890.

1
A.—ilAlNTENAVCK

QV

WaV VNU WoRKK.

.£■

k

£
£

..

Miles maintained—

1890.

ISS*1.

1SS3.

llouble ....
Sin[;l(!...................

70
2,103

77
S,i/Jl

72
2,042

2,132

2,171

2,114

D—TRArPIC EXPBS’SFS

^

269,407

55.492

7

7 |

C!),SM

55,456

350,164

'.)

1

333,243

:e2,'«g

|

207,4:10
Station-maslcrs and night officers .................
Pointsmen, signalmen, and gatekeepers

..

Porters, labourers, Ac..................................................
Stores for stations ..........................................................
20,923 12
31,047 18

1
4 |

43,427
32,918

43,187
50,450

58,571 10
8,375 11

ft
4

TOjMft
12,845

78,613
7,837

0

441/.2S

429,001

442,014

3

1

s.

d.

6,292 13

0

£

Traffic manager's ofti^c and staff.........................

Repairs, Ac., of bridges, signals, and othei
Repairs, &c., uf stations and buildings

Year

-c

rl.

Salaries, ofllcc expenses, and general super*
MAintonance and renewals of jKirmancnt
wav, viz.:—
Wages ......................
......................
Materials ..................................................................

Expenses.

'

£
8,347

7,lit

is,2ii6 M it

17,270

14,SIB

75,521 1 3
22.393 12 G
41,701 8 2
00,713 0 11
145,833 17 7
41.535 5 3

71,959
23,152
34,704
57,853
145,671
31,595

07,002
24,134
32,538
51,416
142,649
83,953

3

53,453

52,753

165,060 15 10

435,557

420,028

6,444
1,561

22,407
4,033

printing, Ac................................ 15,250 3 3
Tra\clKng and incidental ..
2,825 13 2
Sundries ............................................ 32,910 5 10
48,030

7

1

Ii.—Locohotivd Powf.i:.

L.—Compensation.

J/Oeemotivo superintendont mid clerks ..,
Locomoti\c foremen........................................................
Ijocomotive drivers and firemen .........................
Locomotive cleaners, coalmen, and labourerb
Locomotive sundries..................................................
Cord, coke, and wood ..................................................
Water
.........................................................................................
Sundry stores for cleaners
.......................................
Repairs and renewals of engines :—
Wages ..........................................£109,200 7 1
Materials
..................................
ssissfl 19 2

£

10,923 i;> 11
O.OM 7 0
]fl0,0i)l 2 4
52,303 2 19
14,2)3 2 7
02,509 19 7
19,737 7 0
19,750 4 11
4,b81 19 9

143,123

0

3

532,230

5

8

23,008
7,091
172,720
52,703
23,277
52,309
20.7*28
<>t
4*453

S,6Mi
6,848
157,808
52,257
24,185
54.392
14,102
18,042
4,104

105,SM
24,814

92,133
20,305

529,001

400,452

8,035 12
2,219 15

£

10,SS5

7

2
1

3

7,935
i

C.—Cakriaoes AXll Waiioons,

F.—Opsisual lixrh.vfcKS.

Greasing and oiling: —
Materials....................

Carriage rcpalra
Wages....................

27,000
i

Comln^s<5iollors, and Secretary'-^ oflico
1 raffle charge ^

4,401 9
19,'100 14

0
2

4,934
11,501

4,003
!),52i

l-LBCS

13,6)7

3

S

10,495

39,4(13 7
18,32; 17

1
G

34,530
22,333

67,791

7

50,874

54,521

48,0:17 n n
37j303 13 9

45 e? l
29^071

39,550
20,143

____

Stcain Perry Service, Hawkesbury River.,
...............................................

4

3>,2S5
35,230

10,805 2
8,518 17
9,448 I
b‘209 4

0
6
ft
0

20,991
553
ID,503

7,915*
7,145*
10,951

4

9
3
0

11,119
10,469
11,424
10,021
19,974
6,476
8,873

07,023 IS

2

77,356

60,144

1
G

22,209
1,141
3,095

Waggon repairs—

14
£

155,025
i

8

74,895

69,098

2 11

148,204

127,83(1

£

r

* Under the late administration, a portion of tho expenses in connection with the ofttcea of the Commissioner, Secretary, and Account Branch were charged to
Construction Capital Account, this is not now done

449—C

840
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APPENDIX 7.

Analysis

Comparative

of

Traffic "Working and Expenses for tlie years ending 30 June,
lb88, 1880, and 1890.
_

Train mileage—
Patrfeiiger
................................
Goodd
..
..

Particulars.
1

Total mileage

|

or
'
t Tonnage. ,

J
TRAmc.

Revenue.

£

...........

Horses., carriages, and dogs ..............
.

Cloak-room and parcels.........................

s.

723,644

169,850 |

..............

9

59,690 IS

1

£0,106

..

4

Per

..

■■ 3,395,970
• 4,J4ii,ui)9

Total mileage ..

.. 7,t>41,7C9

Train mileage—
Passenger
Goods
.

Numbers
or
Tonnage,

Per
Per
mile 1 train

Revenue.

lr 3,531,125
4,12;,701

Total mileage....................................8,01)8,8245

Numbers |
or
Tonnage.

..
.

open, j mile

Revenue.

Per
mile
open.

Per
train
mile.

45,727
i

1,512

(1.1

Numbers

7 _

10,234,030

4

3

£

177,041

j

s.

Numbers.

d.

£11,838

711

&S1-5

03,59)

3 4

30 3

19,913

05 |

0-4

£

s. d.

£

a.

10,737,307

817,400 15 9

375-5

198,248

72,463 0 7

33'3

19,468 10 9

8-9

S'

03,533

14 0

ED'S

74,292 1 5

34-1

4 11 j

55,304

1 0

£5*9

55,370 0 0

25-4

1,030

9 3

0 5

2,612 6 4

1-2

59,31111

..............
..............

Train mileage—
Passenger ..
Goods
..

Miles.
2,177

Average miles open for traffic

.i

Numbers.

Season tickets

Per 1

! mile 1 train
|opyti.| mile.

1

Passengers—First and second class P,072,785
Do

3,074,078
OjOltjOya

.. O.WOjdlS

Numbers 1

Miles.
2,1 Jo

J tiles.
5,044 Average miles open for traffic

Average miles open for traffic

Year ending 30 June, 1690.

Year ending 30 June, 1833.

Tear ending 30 June* 1333.

2

2 !

Miscellaneous, coaching items....
i
;
Total coaching

.................

..............
1
Turn.

Live stock
Minerals

.....................................................

2,105,140

74,145 '

General merchandise! ................

1,152,377 ,

&

(1

145,453 11

SO'i) |

1 j

217,6:0 IS

107,534
2,170,519

7M

4

10G‘4 |

$29,740 15 10

405'S !

...

Total goods

|

D,0S7 12

1

219,902
j

81,982
1,119,777

Miscellaneous, goods items

47S0

3

103 4

1,041,603 14 10

71-80

Tons.
104,847

j

Wool...............................

5

l

■

C3,101 1

..............................................

1,017,214 13

71-03

9io,032 io n

2 3|

|

.............

(5

8‘-'4

Toss.
103,232

225,678 4 11

103'7

2.330,435

162,753 2 0

74-8

175,423

13 j

249+&j7

2

1

117 41

83,459

236,515 6 6

IIVS

$50,380

2

9

393-0.

1,241,704

920,272 2 4

422-7

4,010

!>

0

2 2 j

4,137 4 9

1-9

2

2 17(15 0

..

8,309,772

.................

1,302,300

Sundries, special and miscellaneous

Total revenue

|

2,295,124

1

5

429,000 12

g

D0-4S

1,500,842

:),4Sj,839

20,RM 0 11

o-so

10*9

22,232

.

I

000-7

C 10

1122

2,538,470 10

S2-34

478-4 69-80

3,788.950 1,589,356 0 6

3i’S0

........... |

O'S 0-6(1

0 iH02-f

22,123 0 1

720'9 85‘07

10-2

0'66

2,633,035 15 5 1209-5 78-90

70-72

L
WOP-RING Ekprnsbs.
Maintenance of
stations.

way

works

.................

Carriages and waggons
Traffic expenses

200*9

15-S9

441,527 17 11

207-5

13 87

442,014 3 0

2030 13-24

22S-I

16-73

523,901 10

3

210-2

10-45

532,230 5 3

244-5 15-95

143,204

7

097

4-06

158.625 2 11
455,050 15 10

'

Ix>comolive power

Compensation

and

400,451 18 10

,.

420,023

......................

4

General expenses............

00,144

1

1,530,550 12

Total expenditure.

704,573

.................

8

4-30

j

1

15-07

4'

13-3

0-97

0 205*5

27,039 10

.........................

JTet profit

62-5

127,835 10 11

0

29-4

7

4

204-7

7,995

1

37

0-25

10,885 7 3

5'0

0-33

67,023 18 2

30-8

2‘01

2

77,355 19

3

36-3

2-43

1,034,001 15

5

703-1

51-31

1

424-7

28-3S

743-3

5491

8

374-0

27-43

4'75

435,556 IS

2-10

0

72-9

209-0 13-04

13-08

903,875

4

1,605,834 13 10 1 765'2 40-91
937,251 2 7

444-2 28 99

I
Increase in net profit over year
ending 30tli June, 1863.

i

202,677 13 11

139,30115 5

Expenditure percentage to proas Expenditure percentage to gross
revenue,
revenue,

Expenditure percentage to gross revenue

63-26%.

64-39%,

60-69%.

Percentage of Expenditure in eacli Division.
*
'

Divisions of Expenditure.

*
Maintenanco of Way,

Works,

and Stations

.

.

Year ending
SO June,

Tear ending
SO June,

Year ending
30 June.

1888.

1839.

1890.

%
£$'03
SO'*8
8’35
27-44
1'77
S'BS

y.

%

27'01
32-05
9-07
20-65
0-49
4-73

20'GS
31-05
0-54
27-81
0*65
4*02

100-00

100-00

100*00

appendix: s.

Lines Opened for Traffic, June 30th, ] 890.

Railttay Loan and Debenture Account—
Loans.

Amount
authorized

Vic.
39
40

18
18

38

20
20
22

1
31.
22
r.
10

23

23
2).

24

23

19

26
27
29
29
30
31
31
32

14
14
9
23
23

31
31

2
2

Var.
33
36
36

Acts

11
27
13

33
36
38
38
40
41
41
43
39

5
2
2

17

21
2
2
12
4
7

n
18
12

44
44

28

44

28

45

22

46
48

23
26
28
16
17
23
23

50
52
62
63
53

Total

.... £

200,000
300.000
720.000
.

88,370
8,320
1,476,059
29,907
552,107
91,800
639.000
33.000
7,l.tl
70.000
179.000

83.300
8,316
],476,<'00
29,938
552.100
94.300
639.000
33.000
1,000,090
7,122
70.000
179.000

300,124
137,257

219,013
300.100
137,200

6,7o9,309

7,081,842

1,901,500

1,901,500

1,000,000

Date.

£

£
217.500
666,81'0
112.500
203.000
299.000
722,083

217.500
621,734
112.500

& 40

Amount realized.

issued.

£

Ifi

Since renewed or paid off.

Debentures

2,523,352

2,523,300

6,826,000
75,000
412,000

412,000

s,
223,936 3
630,105 11
107,821 0
199,997 10
300,895 12
718,472 G
86,495
8,170
1,405,216
25,266
465,975
S3,597
605,991
31,015
981,655
7,148
69,581
177,338

14
17
18
15
10
14

Amount.

d.
4
7

0
0
6
0

July 1, 1889.
Jail. 1, 1890.

296,163
281,700

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
0
6

Jan. 1, 1890.

0

61,100

Outstanding
June 30, IStML

Interest payable
Year cmlinjz
June 30, It&O.

£

£

s.

2,700

135

0 0

46,229

5

Outstandlnjr
June 30, 1830.

d,
2,700

249,018
300.100
132,212
50.000

2,311 9
7,012 10
4,411
0
417 6
73,800 0
1,496 18
27,605 0
4,740 0
31,950 0
1,«50 0
22,472 10
356 2
3.500 0
8,950 0
5,000 0
12,452 8
15,005 0
6,610 12
2.500 0

0
0
0
0

219,048
300.100
132 212
50.000

232,495 15

0

5,115,*i78
1,901,500
48.178
196,333

5*
38,220
8,316
1,476,000
29,938
552.100
91,800
639.000
33.000
418,900
7.122
70.000
179.000

5

100.000

213,395 13
300,520 5
142,561 10

4
0
0

6,815,197

8

9

4,476,715

1,725,661

6 11

1,901.500

342,392
231 700

88,220
8,346
1,476,000
29 933
652.100
' 94,800
639.000
33.000
430.000
7.122
70.000
179.000

100.000

0

48,178
196,333

76,060
1,927
7,853

2
6

0
5
4

100,932

0

0

2,623,300
6,826,000

2,468,069

6

6

2,523,300

6,826,000

6,864,716

2

0

6,826,000

4

273,040

0

0

73,825

72,779

0 10

73,825

4

2,953

0

0

73,823

412,000

4

16,480

0

0

412,000

4
~4

12,612

0

0

315,300

491,857

S

9

12,206,436

|

409,138 17

O

315,300

315,300

313,110

9

4

315,300

12,053,152

12,051,925

11,853,475

1

7

12,296j436

6,605,700
500,000
1.215.000
1,496,500
1.963.000

6,605,700
500,000
1,215 000
1,496,500

6,057.451 14
449,758 2
1,119,897 8
1,138,801 13

8

6,605.700
500,000
1,245,000
1,496,500

0

0
7

875,600
1,920,859
14,606,559

9,847,200

33,449,520

28,983,967

£2,700 permanent and a small balance on 31 Vic. No.

281,700

3>

3

11,101,741

8

7

27,874,892

+ For

“"““i °f

t jnwsruiijiawe (*unaed

stock.).

3*
3*
3*

a'i

9,065,908 18
27,734,581

81

972,841

1 Interest for six months on £231,700.

et

Rate
per cent.

Si

231,199 10
17,600 0
43,575 0
52,377 10

6,605,700
500,000
1,105,000
1,496,500

8

'676,678

34,049

<tD

4,929 15
383,631

3

8

10,383,878

1,107,894

7

5

27,795,992

CC

6

apart to pay interest and principal.
t/t the end ot 1902 the loans raised at per cent, will have been redeemed, with the exception
I To make up the total o( the per cents loans tbe Intemunable Debenture! under 3C Victoria No* 21 must be added.
H Docs not include Tramway loans.

i

OC

OC
hJ

842
20

APPENDIX 9.
Return of the Number of Passengers, Tonnage of Goods, Earnings and Working Expenses
Total and per Train Mile, Percentage of Working. Expanses. to Gross Earnings, Net
Earnings, Capital Invested on Lines open, and Interest on Capital each year, from !8o5
to 1890, inclusive.

Year,

onnage of Train
Mileage.
Goods.

1jength Nuinjnyr of
Passengers.
c f Line.

ililes.

JP DrceutWork- \ igc of
Vorkng
ExEarnNet
var rungs EarnLnjs
Working in £9 i>cr [lenses i ng ex- Earn
from » rom Goods 'Total
per
|
Hnscs
rnxin
Coaching Traffic. Earnings. Jixponscs. Mile. Tram t*> Gross ings.
Traffic,
fikim.Mile.
inga,
£

£

No.

Tone.

No.

a.

a.

£

£

5,959 167-34 101-37

£

%

nteiCapital cx- est
on
>ended on Capi
1Jnes open. tal

£

%

9,003'

156|

9,249

68,37f

29,526

2,75 *

32,283

21,783 113-32 76-48 67-49 10'495

107,822

34,970

8,417

43,387

31,338 96-53 69-75 12-23 12,050 1,023,838 1-176

376,492

33,385 141,495

45,S5S

16,451

62,309

43,928 105-60 74-51 70-50 18,381 1,231,867 1-492

55

425,877

43,020 147,618

46,502

15,258

61,760

47,598 10011

70

551,044

55,304 174,249

45,429

16,841

62,269'

1860 ..............

50,427 83-37 67-52 80-93 11,841

1861 ..............

73

595,591

101,130 214,881

49,637

25,367

75,004

61,187' 83-77 68-34 81-58 1.3,817 1,536,032

1S62..............

97

642,431

205,139 274,565

62,096

41,775 103,871

63,725 90-79 60-07

1863 ..............

124

627,164

218,535 316,177

71,297

52,614 123,941

96,867 94-38 73-76 78-16 27,073 2,466,950 1-097

1864 ...............

143

003,174

415,422

81,487

66,167 147,653 103,715 85-30

59-92 70-24 43,938 2,631,790 1-060

1865 ...............

143

751,587 416,707 483,446

92984

73,04''

82 42

04-07 65'60 57,106 2,746,373 2-079

1866 ..............

143

663,330 500,937 490,475

S5>G3G

82,899 168,535 106,230] 82-40

61-09 03-64 62,305 2,786,094 2-236

1867 ..............

204

616,375

1868 ...............

247

714,563 596,514 763,529

1869 ..............

318

759,635 714,113 833,552

1870 ..............

339

776,707

766,523 001,139 117,854

189,288 307,142

1871...............

358

759,062

741,986 931,333 129,496

225,826 35Uj322 197,065 91-51 j 50-79 5546 158,257 5,887,258 2-688

1872 ..............

393

753,910

825,360 1,036,255 164,862

260,127 424,989

1873 ..............

403

S73j602

923,788 1,109,879 178,216 ■ 300,020 484,236

140

14.,107

2,469

829,019

20,847

65

1859 ...............

1855 ..............

14

93,846

1856 ...............

23

350,724

1857 ..............

40

1858 ..............

1874 ..............

!

403

t

87,564 101,503 ■ 189,072

517,022 600,751

1,472,204

109,427

J

515,347

•638

633,211 1-536

14,162 1,278,416^ 1,107

77-38 77-07

1,422,672j

-832

•899
I
66-16 35,146 1,907,807,1-842

62-08 71,748 3,282,320 2-185

1X7,324 8202 46-87

70-06 45'03 6L-29 30,158 4,060,950 1-973
4,081,32o| 1-892
lS3i>,y4-S 264,975 176,362 71-17j 47-37 GG'57 88,613

99,408 124,05]

224,359 144,201

206,003 81-81

i 54-86

67-08 101,139 5,666,092 1-817

98-V

48-15 48-92 217,071 6,388,727 3-307

238,035 104-7I

61*47 49-16 216,201 6,739,918 3 653

207,918

4S-03| 278,872 6,844,546 4074

257,703 103-09’ 49-51
1

347,9SC

536,575

205,941

408,707

100-2o| 48-28 48-lsj 318,474' 7,245,379
|
4-396
614-,648j 296,174

233,87C

450,35i

693,225 339,406 98-50 43-22

48-96 353,819 7,990,601 4-428

1,035,501 1,070,935 1,249,233 188,595
1,2S8,225I1,171,354

106,032 108,92

3,290

64-43

1875 .............

473

1876 .............

509

1,727,7301,244,131 1,688,964

1877 .............

598

2,957,1441,439,041 2,106,802 271,535

541,332 815,920 418,985

92-95 47-73

51-31> 396,931 8,883,177 4-468

1878 .............

638

3,705,7331,625,8B£> 2,655.17c

306,30

596,681 902,939, 636,9S8

81-62 43-54

59-4' 306,001 9,784,645 3741

734

4,317,864| 1,720,81'>2,932,463 319,950’ 632,416| 052,360 004,721

TT-OlJ 49-45

1879 .............

63-4 ) 347,645110,406,495 3-311

1SSG.............

849

5,440,138; 1,712,971 ^3,239,462

1

390,14'

)! 770,863^1,161,01

86-02! 47*95

647,715

55*7 9 513,291 11,778,815 4-358

1

...........

995

6.907.312 2,033,850 3,923,92E

488,67 3 055,551 1,,14*1,22 6 738,33'

51-12 703,891 13,301,59' 5-307

1882 .............

1,268

8,984,31 12,619,427,1,851,15'
10,272,037 2,864,5G6!s,937,2 61

587,82 j 1,111,0381,693,86 3
1
,
661,751 1,269,713 1,931,4641,177,78c
I
745,66 > l,340,572j2,086.23 7 1,301,25'

55-02 764,221 15,843,611 ■ 5*135

1881

1833 ........... 1,320
1884 .............

1,618

1885 .............

1,732

1886 .............

1,889

1837 .............

2,036

!
11,253,10913,124,42516,403,04

1
13,506,346 3,273,00 4 4,638,39

83-33 45-11
i
934.63.) Si'05! 46-2

830,90

1,343,4.6lkm,SCSI,458,151

1

7S-07| 47-6

60-9 7 753,67 ig,9o5,on 4-484

78-19, 48-7
1
78-Cl! 52-7

62-3 7 184,97 j 20,080,13. 4-201

1888-89 ...... . 2,171

7 2,160,O70'l,492,99. 80-01
14,831,604 3.2IS,58 2 6,479,26 849,-203 1,310,81
r
8
14,451,303.3,339,253 6,472,10 850,4-99 1,357,79 6 2,208,294'1,457,7 61
9 2,295,12-^1,530,33
I
82-3 4
15,174,115!3,399,77 2 6,639.31 3 018 97 >'1,376.14
16,086,OOsjs,4 35,83 9 7,614,769 1 1,025,001 1 1,512,876 1 2,538,47 7|l,63 4,60 1 79-7 2^

1889-90 ...... . 2,182

17,071,91 5 3,788,95

1887-88 ..... . 2,114

1

si-s

67-06 716,215 21,831,27

j| 3-370

'69-12 667,07 8 24,071,45 t 2-901

55-31

66-01 750,53 4 26,532,12 i 2-965
1
54-911 66*60 764,57 3 27,122,74 3 2-852

54-0

1

51-34 64-3

9 903,87 5 29,839,16 7 3-144

08,008,8261,059,791 j 1,573,29o|2,633,086|1,665,83 5 78-1 0 49-91 63-2 0 967,25 1 30,555,12 3 3176
1

The accounts were made up to the Slat December in each year up io 13S7, since that time np to the 30th June Ln each year.
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APPENDIX 10.
Hetiibn of the Total Amount paid for Wages on the different Branches of the
Hallways during-the years ending 30th June, 1888, 1889, and 1890.
Branches.
RAILWAYS i—
Muintcnimce Branch ..............................
Locomotive
,,
..............................
............. £

Total......................

1838.

j

£
394,891
431,229
235,269

1
|
|

1,001,389

|

1889.

j

1890.

405,569
466,392
244,742

1
1

1

£
462,576
465,254
271,966

1,116,703

|

1,199,796

£

Nom—Includes fill wages pfid by the Ucpnrtmenfcj whether on Jlaiutoumice or New Works,

APPENDIX 11.
Statement showing the cost of Construction and cost per Mile open on different
sections of the Railway Lines, on the 30th June, 1890.
Length in
Miles.

Lines opened for Traffic.

j
J

i
13
Buslom’s Creek Branch .................................................................................

i
374*
167
490
85
16
127*
34
22
106
70
93*
391
97
n
4
11
fa
5

Orange to Molong....,......................................................................................
Mumitnburnili Blaynoy..............................................................................
Sydney to Kiama.............................................................................................
Kewcastlc to "Wollangara...................... ........................................................ .
Bullock Island Branch........................................................................... ..........
Hornsby and St. Leonards..............................................................................
Campbclltow a to Cumdcn ) m
v
(
Kogarali to San Sonci
j T»m lines ................................................. *

2,182
Rolling stock .............................................................................. £3,460,860
Machinery ........................... ........ * ......................................
245,928
Workshops ............................................
627,828
Furniture...........................................
7,511
I
Average nnd total cost, all charges.................................. |

Total Cost.

Cost |i<n; Mile.

£
291,066
1,183,841
6,459
4,294,351
942,212
407,324
5,151,889
949,971
172,182
1,399,655
229,873
269,258
1,058,636
1,802,834
2,302,411
4,801,978
556,703
74,988
00,586
203,389
38,434
11,956

£
294,066
91,065
12,918
11,467
6,642
6.2CG
10,514
11,176
10,761
10,978
6,761
12,239
9,987
23,755
24-.G25
12,281
5,739
49,992
13,146
18,490
6,124,
2,391

26,212,990

12,013

4,342,127

...............
2,182

30,555,123

14,003

APPENDIX 12.

showing cost of Additions and Improvements to Stations, Buildings,
Siding Accommodation, &c., and Rolling Stock, the cost of which was charged
to Capital Account, during the year ending 30th June, 1890.

Statement

Amount.

Particulars.

Total.

V8,59S
2,593
4,680
4,600
35,784
38,0-10
2,251
36,390

Additions to stations and buildings ......................................
Equipment of stations, &c., cranes nnd weighing appliances
Overbridges and subways..........................................................
Improvements to water supply .............................................
Extending sidings and mating additional sidings, loops, &C.
Additions to signals nnd intcrloching.....................................
Additional flood-openinge and waterways............................. .
Cost of land resumed ............................................................

202,930

£87,414

Additional rolling stoct
Aditional machinery,...

2,166
89,580
292,516

Return

APPENDIX 13.
of the Mileage of Suburban Passengers on all Lines of Railway during
the years ending 30th June, 1888, 1889, and 1890.
Description.

1

1688.

7,413,868
Number of Passengers....................................................................... No.
,j
Workmen’s Journeys ...........................................
,, 1,738,284
3,227,760
.j
Season Ticket Holders’ Journeys ............................... ,,
12,379,912
Total, Passenger Journeys........................ >,
70,172,793
Number of miles travelled .......................................................... Miles
5'G7
Average mileage per passenger ......................................................
„
186,393
Amount received from passengers.............................................
£
0'04
Average receipts per mile per passenger.......................................... d.
N0IH

J

1889.
8,086,908
1,796,520
3,460,320
13,31-3,748
77,323,971
5-79
206,383
0'04

1890.
8,504,942
1,990,368
3,939,180
14,521,490
83,216,224
573
233,465
0-67

Suburban Lines indude only distances within 20 miles of Sydney aud Newcastle, Liverpool and Morpeth included

844
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AFPEMDIX 14.
Comparative Abstract of tbe Tonnage and Amount receded for the Carriage of
Coal aud Shale from the various Collieries during the year's ending 30th June,
18S9 and 1890.
‘
1839.

Companies.
Northern Line

Tons.

A.A. Company ..................................................
Blackball .............................. .........
Burwood................................................
Burwood. West.................. .
Bloomfield ...........................................
Black Jack..........................................
Co’Ooeratire .................. ........
Duhvicli..................................................
Fern dale..........................................
Greta, East...............
..........
..
Greta ..............................
.
Goose.........................................................
Hillside ..................................
...
Lambton......................................
Lambton, South Hew ____
.
Lambton, New..........................
Lambton, East........................
Minmi.......................... .
Maryvale.............................
Piuificd ......................
,,,
Rix’s Creek.................................
Bathluba..................... ............
Springfield..................................
Sneddon’s (Walisend) ......................................
Linwood.............................
.
Tunnel ..................................
Wullsend, Yonnfr..............................
Neneastle ..............................
AVnratah.............................
.
AYii kham and Bullock Island.....
...
Anvil (’reck ..................
.
Holmvillo ..................
Great Xorlhcrn.............. .
Coal Sidni^..................
Thornton ............. .....
Taornlcjgtl.....................................
Hetion ..........................................
Roset ill ........................
Gladstone .............................
West Walisend..................
Ceote arv .............. .........
South Walisend..................
CordifF.....................................
Thorlev ..................................
Key a ..................................
Northumberland ..........
.
Hestelow’s ..................................
South Greta ..............
.
.
Monkwearmouth ..........................

|
|
!

|
1

1G1.721
18,129
103.031
4,740
10,017
90,091
435
1,924
3n 007
ISO
18,815
32S
21
34
264

j Freight,

Tons.

£
81
49
6,244
361

4d,70
1,431
166,591
21,811i
;
(
6,83 140,657
29;
25f
02'
46,30£
2E
12,25C 125,04?
5
19
24f
13C
8,95£ 177,879
39,031
107
2 ISF
13,840
429
1 363
7,067 145,85;
294
133
4J42<i
1 Qtl
Tin t
a.q[
'
|
338 14
265 15,086
16,273 402,202
2,762
6,761 236,553
28,634
707
2,578 157,073
413
3,919
4,O'-9
806
35,£5(
5 311
125
49
80
7b
’ 890 sr: nnQ
" 908
07
98
11,470
1,231
932
15,648
19
2

23
1,786,083

j
I

1,653
2,107
20,505
11,929
135,969
439
4,393

s

40
6,251

84,113 1,930,20?

552
481
6,09.t
3 276

22,22 14

-90'

1i
i»
6,174i
12f
i,ie:

Freight.

1

Tons.

1

£
oe

£
.......

64;
4£
.......
21,324

3
2
663
167

18,16f
29C
53E
323

11,472
u
10
7,411
761
577
102
7,285

2,29:
12c j

8

120
1,641

39,100
8,689

1,682
327
294

m
i>51 1

956
518
22

...... i
5fif)
369
16,819
151
9,876
1,201
3,912
376
283
2,125
12

.......
4,905
4,588

191
104

2,762
74,83:

151
3,117

63,992

1,364

"25

76

’ 42
32
1,217
69
684

908

33

25
787

.....
2,611
37,044

1G
i, j. <1 j

Freight.

232

520

167
49
9
1

......

827
6,528
54,244
386
1,924
«<» . .

67
523
3,216
113
SO

92
7,346

35
14

'21
34
264

2
G
11

"682

28

192,355

9,831

103
50i
5.219
9,319
25,815'

150
83
1,935
2,465
6,502
144
3,496

1,263
42
"69

33

"40
445
86,653 335,880

12,37)

811
49,447
110
4,230
4,796

20,539
27,712

4,230
4,796

......

64,357

57,251

9,026

45,063

14,776

21,397 237,418

24,606

176,995

70,106 189,183

,903,678

154,219 !,119,391

18,293
5,071
203

6,110
2,325
P7

17,133
14,927
78

23,567

8,532

32,138

Grand Total, Coal and Shale .............. ,987,24f

£
1,74<
69

Tons.

Decrease, 1890.

1,550
1,603
15,286
2,610
110,154
146
25
704
3,606
29,539
27,712

Total, Coal............................................

Total, Shale .......................................

Freight.

28

Total, South and West..................

Joadia.......................................................
HnrUev Yale........ ............
Uoughboy Hollosv.............................. .

i

Increase, 1890.

ii
520

GS2

Total, Northern Collieries..............

Joadja..................................................................
Austermcre.,................................
Not Ik’s ..................................
,
Main Camp...................................
.
Litbgow Valley...................................
Carles’ Gap..........................................
Cox’s SidiTif?..............................
Helensburgh..........................
.
Bella mbi......................
.

19,47
l,2t
149,90'
8,52
4i
f
158,S2f
oil
24,98:
32r
122,751
fit
2,857
214,92E
2.577
511,241
10,25E
141,07S
11,745
3,214
2,891
515
22
9.10*8
10,498
389,314

1890.

402
401

5,568
5,160

162,751 2,151,529 161,764

< «•*

9,856

1,160

542

125

.......71

1,285

613

24,232 238,703

25,219

"2,835
2,835

402,987

1
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APPENDIX 15.
quantity of Coal expovtcd from Newcastle to Intercolonial aud
Foreign Ports for the years ending 30t3i June, 1881) and 181)0, showing the
increase and decrease in each.

Retupn of tlie

Countries.

Victoria ..............
New Zealand........
South Australia .
Tasmania ............
Western Australia
Fiji........................
Q ueensland ........
Total, Intercolonial,

Foreign—
Sumatra.................. .......................................................
Peru ................................. ...............;...........................
New Caledonia..............................................................
India ..............................................................................
United States ..............................................................
Hong Kong .................................................................
China.............................................................................
Mauritius ......................................................................
Philippine Islands..........................................................
Chili ...................................................... .......................
Sandwich Islands................. ........................................
Java ............................ .................................................
South America ..............................................................
Bankok ..........................................................................
Gnum ............................................................................
Meiico ..........................................................................
New G-uinea.................................................................
South Sea Islands ......................................................
Currigal.............................. ...........................................
Cape of Oood Hope......................................................
Solomon Islands ......................... ................................
Sinenpore (inc luded with India on previous returns)
Other countries.......... ..................................................

18SS-9.

1889-90.

Increase.

Decrease.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

686,434
132 5W
106,384
39,80?
14,275
9,098
5,540

841,882
160,761
174,289
04,054
16,215
7,397
4,362

153,448
23,-210
67,905
25,145
1,940

994,091

1,272,800

281,648

4,560
15,303
9,390
70,289
255,516
44,931

1,855
24,329
10,138
19,622
227,970
65,437
931
9,464
22,612
138,690
30,915
34.,609
1,103

11,422
50,704
165,146
21.832
64,318
20,693
725
2,528
8,504
483
6,392

1,701
3,178
2,879

2,705
9,026
748
50.658
27,546
20,486
931
1.958
28,092
26,456
9,083
19,709
19,530
725
1,728
4,378
485
6,892

800
4,186

480

918

S'*,147

28,973

10,835

1,030

Total, Foreign......................................

784,271

623,672

40,743

201,341

Grand Total .......................................

1,778,362

1,896,532

322,390

204,220

„

1,174
9,805

POET OF NEWCASTLE.

Foreign and Intercolonial Shipping out of Newcastle.
188S-9.
Tonnage.

No- of Vessels.

1,330

1,217,976

Number

No, of Vessels.

1,323

Increase,

Tonnage.

No. of Vessels,

Tonnage.

1,247,670

7

29,694

of Tons and Value of Coal exported—Foreign and Intercolonial.

1883-B

Tons,

Decrease,

1889-00.

1389-90.

Value.

Tods.

Increase,
,,,
Value.

Tons.

Value.

---------------------- 1
£

1,778,363

951,092

£ '

£

1,896,532

090,138

118,170

36,046

*
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APPENDIX 16.
Return of the number of Bales of Wool forwarded from the undermentioned
Stations on the New Sonth Wales Grovemment Railways, during the years

ending 30th June, 1889 and 1890.
Stations
j.m

Kvdnev......... ...........
Barling Harbour.....
Liverpool.................
Miuto ......................
Cnnipbelltown..........
Menanglc........ ..........
Bon gins Park.........

2,156
6,611
8,239
5
GS

Mittagong .............
Moss Vale ..............

28
264
1
764
692
6,271
309
1,814
93
3,218
1,802
3,773
366
1,761
345
132
1,633
4,380
7/5
972
1,266
385
16
7,SG8
829
4,139
3,023
998
82

1,850
3,332
4,844
13
11
11
10
33
99
196

Marulan .................
Towrnng ..................
G-oulburn...... ...........
Breadalbftiie...........
G’mining..................
■Terr.wa. ..................
Yass..........................
Boivning..................
Binalong..................
Roclij Ponds...........
Harden....................
Mumimbu rrab........
Nubba......................
AVallendbeen............
CootfiraundrA .........
Bethungrft ..............
Illnbo........................
Jiuiec Junction.........
ILarellehl..................
Bo men......................
Wajrga......... ............
Sandy Creek.............
The Hock..................
Ycrong Creek..........
Culeairn...................
Gerogcry ..................

Tnrago......................
536
Bungcndoro..............
1,534
Qneanboyan..............
3,033
JVliciielu.go.................
5,184
Cooma......................
Coolac............. .......
1,285
3,403
Griindafrai..................
King’s Vale ............ * ......
Young.................. .
14,265
Kooraivalba, ........
371
Govern ...................... 13,720
OldJnnce
..........
2,741
Coolaman............. .
4,397
Orong Cirong ........
798
Narrandera.............. 13,236
Yanko......................
1,375
Whitton ................ 10,874
2,360
Darhngton ..............
1,291
BnDgngee ......... .

807
727
7,331
321
2,229
72
3,907
2,417
4,155
933
1,638
332
154
1,741
4,556
S73
1,142
1,131
747
19
9,476
658
4j42d
2,818
3,542
1,177
3
1,446
2,719
5,0S0
619
8,474
1,783
3,504
33
14,191
437
21,480
3,999
4,214
1,803
11.138
1,310
8,684
2,405
2,783

1SS9.
Carrathool ........... .
Hay..........................
Colombo ..................
Jorilderie..................
Camden ..................
Kimnii......................
Blacktown ..............
Mount, Victoria ......
Hartley Vale ........... 1
Bowenfcls ............... 1
Wallerawang ..........
Rydal ....................... '
Tarana...................... 1
Locksley ..................
Brewonglo ..............
Raglan.................... .
Kelso ..................
Bathurst..................
Perth ......................
George’s Plains ......
Wimbledon .
. .
Ken-bridge ..............
Blayney ..................
Millthorps ..............
Spring Hill ............
Orange .....................
Mullion Creek.........
Kerr’s Creek ..........
Warne.....................
Store Creek..............
Stuart Tonn .........
jlumbil .................
Springs .................
Wellington.............
Ma ry V alo .............
Oeurie......................
Mumunbiiigcrie......
Dubbo......................
Karrammo.............
Trangic ..................
Ncvertire.................
Mullongudgery ......
Kyngan .................
Girilambonc ...........
Coolabah..................
Byrock.....................
Bourke....................
Rirerstono ..............
Mulgrave..................
Windsor.................
Clarendon ..............
Carconr ..................
Mandurama ..........
Lyndburst ..............
Woodstock ..............
Borcnore.................
Molong ..................

Number of Bales.

Stations.

Stations.

3839.

i

Number of Bales.

Number of Bales

4,609
9,914
1,891
4,915
34
1,013
277
10
62
69
88
873
36
354
i,0S2
1,140
1,321
203
817
155
1,220
124
1,059
28
523
160
001
1S9
1,681
90
1S8
7S3
3 5,773
4,925
9.181
10,527
583
22,073
3,043
3,557
7,740
40,861
102
843
Q
44
752
779
721
8,056
6,232

ISS9.

1890.

1S90.

5,140 Caperteo ..................
530
554
3,456 Rylstonc ...................
1,560
1,681
2,005
10,523
9,914
4,053 Brondmeadmv ......
1
50 Newcastle ..............
663
767
6 Hamilton..................
54
95
1,530 WnralJib ..................
l
30
309 East Maitland..........
42
5 Morpefh ..................
2
113
105 West Maitland .......
271
3,343
64 Farley...... ...............
2
2
63 Lochinvar ..............
8
185
870 Brauxton..............
138
45 Whittingham..........
83
96
152
161
• 2S8 Singleton ................
22
23 Glennie’s Creek.......
27
46 L
747 Ravcnsworth ...........
379
6,017
1,767 Musclcbrook ..........
4,299
345
1,137 Aberdeen..................
278
38
3,389
3,760
482
237 W ingen ..................
467
821 Bland ford .............
1,299
1,817
515 Mumirundi ..........
224
149
773 Doughboy Hollow ...
542
674
3,220
144 Willow Tree ..........
2,890
1,401 QumndL ..................
6,528
7,052
105
503
620
38 Currnbubnln ...........
1,111
1,570
543 West Tamworth....... 13,472
13,295
35 TamwortU ..............
479
470
173 Mooubt ..................
724
691
837 M’Donald River......
G98
488
265 Walclia Road ...........
4,933
4,000
1,714
1,511
1,340
4^602
83 Uralla ..................
6,107
198 Armidalc..................
2,390
3,032
752 JOuinnresquc ..........
550
807
18,526 Black Mountain......
230
336
5,876 Guyru ..................
1,235
1,208
7,885 Ben Lomond ..........
277
301
10,813 Glencoe ..................
167
9
502 Glen Lines..............
3.044
0,258
15,995 Dundee .................
498
1,030
5,309 Deepwater ..............
506
820
5,158 Bolivia......................
10
17
7,905 Tenlcrfleld ..............
233
192
55,799 lyallangarru, .........
21
273
1,022
161 Breeza......................
1,199
1,221 Curlewis .................
538
670
7,142
16
6,777
2,315
2,496
Boggabri.................
G Baan Baa ..... .........
47
71
1,115 Narrabri .................. 48,012 52,317
736
678
Total .......... 459,944 503,055
9,620
6,895

APPENDIX 17.
Statement

of the number of Persons employed on the Railways on the 31st
October, 1SS8, 30th June, 1889 and 1890.
"
Branches.

31st October,

j

30th June,

30th Juno,

1338.

!

1889.

1890,

Commissioners1 and Secretary's Oflice ......... .................... .................................. .......
Chief Accountant's Branch................................................................................ ............
Traflic Audit} Branch .....................................................................................................
Stores Branch—Salaried Staff,.......................................................................................
Wages Staff .........................................................................................
Permanent-way Branch—Salaried Staff..........................................................................
Wages Staff ........................................................................
Locomotive Branch—Salaried Staff .............................................................................
Wages Staff.................................................................................
Traffic Branch—Salaried Staff..... ....................................... ..........................................
Wages Staff ................................................... ....................................
Interlocking Branch*—Salaried Breach.................................... ..................................
Wages Staff.............. ..................................................................

54
46
60
37
60
159
3,274
141
3.204
842
2,389
S
72

32
41
60
39
26
140
3,271
128
3,151
821
2,287
9
05

29
43
60
19
28
133
4,235
150
3,600
853
2.411
15
218

Total, Salaried Staff..........................................................
Total, Wages Staff..............................................................
Ckand Totax ..................................................

1,347
8,990
10,340

1,273
8,830
10,103

1,305
10,522
11,827

;3

APJKEXDLX IS.
Revex ue

£ z »Q
■O'T'P

Stations,

K
d
« C J5
„
e £ *

No. of

AVa^os

Expenditure.

1890,
Sydney Contra] Office..
,,
Kedfern
.
. .
,, Dari inf? Harl>our

30

112
ISO
Eveleiffh
.............
|
21
MuciiOualdtown
.
..j
0
^.,c^vto^vn ,.,
17
Stan more ..
S
Petersham,..
22
Lewisham ...
7
Summer lid]
12
A^htield
.,
14
Croydon.....
Biirwood ....
StrathtieM,. .
Homchush ..
Flemingtori ..
Rookwood...
Auhnrti .....
Oranville ....
Merryland 3 .
Guildford ....
Fairfield............
Canley Vale
Gabmniatta...............
Liveriwol.......................
Inglchum........................

Mintc*

..................

C&Jupl>cl)town..........
Montyngle

... ,,,

Douglas Park
Picton
____
Thirlmere
Picton J^akos
Balmoral ....
Hill Top
....
(Join Vale ..
Mittagong.,
Bowral ____
Moss Vale ..
Exeter ....
Bundanoon

2,184 11 a

260,398
97,670
345,030

1,317 U
1,969 3
2,218 10

107,943

954 9
1,031 14

9
9

251,353
153,507
04,317
8,025
75,029

0 i

00,717
150,361
7,182
3,20?
21,053
6.800

1,147 3
5,105 7
215 10
145 0

558 0

Cl 32

3
3
1

4,748
37,904
1,170
3,845
19, no
2.101

8 U ]
17 &
7 7 >
3 11I;

8

7

10

0

5

2
6

J-

\
\
l
>

654 18 10
447 9 9
47G 0 4
2S1 18 6
243 0 2
14 6 0

8
4J
3^

3,232 9 5
11,479 1 04
0,148 12 llj
11,536 1 0*
11,762 9 11
7,299 0
12,790 4
10,335 2
4,082 7
284 11
8.841 IS

of each Station for the year ending 30 June, 1890.
HAY, STRAW,
AND CHAFF.

24
2,724
1,657
21,400

2,381
3,300
432

1,121

1,923
550

In.

Out.

In.

Out,

In.

Out.

Tons.

Tons.

Tong.

Trucks.

Trucks,

Bales.

189,346
04,770
9S7

4,850 |
403,531 I
2,072 1

148
9,843

27,394

3,022

52,579 I

134

23,870

*i*fii6

*10,213 ]

* "c

"23s 1

5,yn5
37,42 1
1,050
1,729
8,030
1.187

3,939
456
4,Si l
U J

8
03

4,844

is

”

408
1,015 I
4,217
467

5

1,200 '

261

185 12

1

1,304 [
73 '

123

1,682

0

126 10

9
0

3,804
0J
536 8 10
10
1,584
3
200 17

1

1,52*

110
8
10

17

"

1
9

10
33

2

3

i

0

4,057

i3

42
28

2io

Central.
Rcdfem,
Darling Harbour.
Evoleigh.
Macdonald to
0

0

1

2,S90 0
26,579 2
00 4
322 U

5
7
7
9

1.005 11

3

Newtown.
Staninore.
Petersham.
....
t Lewisham.
16 11 I Summer Hill,
. ..
| Ashficld.

Strathfield.
Hoinobush,

i

9

l

1

D
'

7
4
2

187 12
1,047 16
401

837
13,802

0

3

949 10
6,399 4
501 18

5

73 0
110

2

81

0

1
2

185

3

0

8
2

3

1,012 1

1

2 i Uabiamacta.

2,800 1G 11
........................

Liverpool.
Tngleburn.

.......................

Minto.*

154

5

_............

4

7
5

1 11
2

55 10
0

8,115

807
727

251

7.331

44

062

321

1,300

>,220

S30

61

72

1,056
972
1,101

2,802
574
1,409

$,067
1,417
,155

9S7

124

10

Camjibelltown.

Munanele,

Colo Vole.
0 0 I Mittagong,
10 94 Bowral.
~ f Moss Vale.
4 1 '1 Exeter.

71

180
18

Cl

Douglas Park.
Picton.
fThirtmere.
< Picton Lakes.
Balmoral,
Hill Top.

21

430 !
702 I

Auburn.
Gram ille.
Mcrrylamls,
Guildford.
Fairfield.
Cnnfoy Yale.

1

8
8

23 10 11

0,773

Croydon.
Burwood.

Flemmgton.
Ronkivood.

39

11
11

i

2,287 0 10
2,945 12 7*
122 3 1
01 15 1

-ii

75 11

5
693
714
41,060

2,004

43

8,411

’0

4,883

397 18

9

163 |

"

£
9,340

24
s,

230 11

134 19

H4
3.217
0,530

4

44

40
0,831

371
10,614
4,750

66S

290

431
32d

36
3
3
35

217
32

Oj

128 15

355

.9
3G

3,820
2,050 I
26,294 |

163

3,795
9,928
1,20(J
0
222

137 15 10
____ 82 4 3

18,686 19

407 3
709 14

8,002

49o i
9,784 I

d.

'** iri’o 's

....

1,144

7

g.

2
8

25

...............
...............
..
..
....
...............
....

3,337

2,303 j

1890.

17,578 16 7
52,935 12
55 9 10
80 17
»

10.550

6.071 |

3

1

i,8o0
3,332 373,449

0,073 r
62,331
93G
760
6,130 1
....
1

30J
&,9SS

3

9,5S1

4,339

4
10,297
1.034
3,973

a, 045
3,9J9

3 S
1.065 10
303 11

IS
1,757

Stations.

1890.

12

9,292 I

601 15 5
4,740 16 2
113 C 4
769 13 6
3,967 5 6
441
7 10

0 11

Increase.

1

8.127 j
33,647 1

2
0

Total Eamingf!, exclusive of
Special Rarmngs.

::::

3,851 1 1
7,810 10 3£
454
6 11
594 5 0
2,451 1 3
129 3 8

507
1,340

Revenue
collected at each
Station from
Goode Traffic,

£

1,205

3,770

ats

Out.

SO

8

WOOL.

Tons.

3,229

7,313

4,305

}

4,436 17
2114627
0,510 17

110 11
li i
2,756 19 10
3,404 7 7

1

5 9
18 11

(1.
0
7*

701
8,301
8,789

1,080
j-

£ e.
Gfi.344 13
245,569 10

304 13
661

275
0 0|
1,204 0
60S 9
‘
S04 fi
308
326 14
11
1

2,464
5.45G

bit

0 0
1 1 I

11

7

300,094
247,fci7

U
S
S

469 ]7
20 16
636 I
30 8
271 3
21
7
5

1G2)CK)2

2»101 10 10

5.246

5

232,820
123,387

1,006 4 1
2,718 5 II
821 18 8
1,211 9 5
l.Sfifi 10 1

298
153

Brcadalkanc..............
Yarra ..................................
Gunning ..........................
Razorback
....................
Jcrrawa .......................
Oolong....................
Bowning ..........................
Binalcng ..........................
Gatong
.............................
Rocky Ponds ...............
Cunninger ....................

30,009

250
301

21

1890.

1,597,114

294
1,190
305
183

4

1890.
6 9

ltbil

15
3
S

B

Revenue from
Tickets and
Couching Traffic.

48,470 G 11
2t,3GJ 2 5
2,414 2 5
714 19 1

3 4
107
1,611 10 4
91 0 10
145 0 0
1,100 12 10
379 19 1

13

Tidcota
issued.

d.

2
14
2
1
U
3

Winirello..........................
Wollondilb....................
Barber’s Creek
..,.
Marulan................................
Towrang ........................
Goulbum..........................
do
North...

YftgT’TTTT"..... ...

s.

Expenditure

GOODS.

Total Salarins
and

£

and

933

2

0

756 4
171 12

9
5

47,240 11 11
352 14

512

3

7

2,200

1

1

43

7

8

2
0,031 17
1,132 0 10
3,503 2 4

175 10

S

241

2

3 10
1,S21

1

475

3

4

7 Bundanoon.
i VVingello.
"1 Wollondilly.
Barber's Creek.
Marulan.
Towirmg.

1

7
0
0

05,933 10 11£
920 19

277

1,992 0
695 17

< Goulbum.

71,120 12

1

4

703

9

5

127

9 11

3,832 10 10

3,232

6

n

650

4

u

170

3

S

9,945 IS :it
1.66S Ifi 8
6,088 1 7
370 13

9

154 13
9,042
3
1,897 8
5,743 19
306 12

2
8*

do

01

\ Yarra
j J Gunning.
\ Razorback.

10

6

| f Jerrawa.
11 Oolong.

303 L5

3

7

N*rth.

_1 Breadalbanc.

8

228 12 11
655 18 I

8

10 18 11

Yass.
Bowning,
Binalong.
f Galong.
< Rocky Ponds.
(.Cunninger.

Kon.-Tbig Statement only Bhaws the stations' earn ngs proper, mtelusivc of earnings from special services, which cannot be allotted to any particular station upon the lines.
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APPENDIX 18—continued.
S c E

Stations,

Harden
..........................
.Mumjmburrah ...............
Nubba........................................
Wallendbecn .................
Cootanmndra
....
jlcthmigra ....................
lllabo .....................................
Juituo Junction
... .
HorefleUl................................
Boss on .....................................
Wuyga
................................
SaniJv fruek..........................
Tins Rock...............................
Yerong Crock....................
Cuhfairn
................................
Gerogurv ................................
Yajubla..................................
Taragb
.......................
Bungmidoro..........................
Quoaiilieyaii,.
JJiUiola^o , .
Cooma

.

-c5 «
e- a 'S
«« s a

Total Salaries 4

“ii

Wages
Expenditure.

O c> rt

1890.

GOODS.
Revenue from
No. of
Tickets and
Tickets
collected. Coaching Traffic.
1890.

1690.

3
3
7
IS

i*
1,509
341
241
509
1,825

<L
5
9
4
9
9

0,359
5,373
383
1,723
11,684

*
2,833
1,676
110
757
7,284

7
3
40
4
4
IS

427 7 4
316 10 f»
S.tifcO 18 2
274 0 6
272 IS 11
i.feoy 0 8

1,554
1,253
10,360
7:t7
571
12,383

443
433
7,505
150
392
in,7S.ri

0
7
14 11
13 ">
18 10
16
6 0

936
2,726
3,402
4,400
1,809
010

14

3
4
5
5
15
1
28
6
5

262
303
417
437
617
100

K
ft
8
17
15
19

3,017 19 11
409 2 4
3GU 17 2

4611 fl
214 10
044 10

13,561
4,672
4,274

DailliiK^11 •
Brirj^ai'eo. .
Carrathool
,.
H»y..........................
Morn uriah
Jenlilorie ....
Etiklnvillc

..

St. Peters .
.
Marriokvillo .
Tompc .. w..
Avneliffe ____
Kockdale
KojJarah
Cartton

HurstMllo
Oatley ...
Poiishurst
Como ..
Sutherland
Loft us Jmictio
Heathcote.
Waterf4dt
Helcnsburtf
Otford ...

In.

Tons.

Tons.

1,173
7,105
1,287
3,279
10,4:44

11 0
15 11
18 11^
12 10
3 0
ifl 2

2,080
2,060
3,161
1,005
725
10,291

1,076
7,921
104
429
7,155

i

1,413
1,893
1,707
1,592
2,194
054

245
599
907
1,125
707
272

15,742 13 0$
3.222 8 11
2,208 15 11

j,7f.3
3,386
1,193

7,862
2,326
4.704

r

4

2,084

143 13 4
135 16 S
r,
fl5Q 18
ii
6116 1
316 8 4
238 3 0
6118 0 n
9SS 1 9
1,292 S 4
602 16 0
640 0 6 I
873 16 1) 1
961
413
1,1 fiO
95
181
182

19 3
17 (S
j18 11
11 8
16 9
10 7 1

450 9 3
358 6 S
111 15 Id
300 0 10
285 11
260 14 9

155 3
1,592 19

70S
670
2,761
4.800
2,239
1,408

469
395
2,100
0,306
1,693
1,095

3
14
13
K
18
11

10'),904
128,010
124,253
(*1,854
03,475
128,422

2,1 h3
2,608
3,486
2,376
2,333
5.014

19
13
5
19
16
11

84,838
21),14G
02,0!B
6,120 I
3,847
12,213
2,350
1,312
2,038
6,660
2,543

4,302 1G
1,61(5 19
3,561 17
354
1
176 16
902
131
154
103
973
324

10
13
10
11
8
4

s. d.
10
1C
14
13
10
18
12
14

1
1
0
2
1
fi
11
8

48 9 8
12 i 1(1 O
136 15 1

Stations.

£ s. ri.
841 5 111 Harden.
Murrumburmh.
Nubba.
Wallintdbecn.
Cootamundra.
lluthungra.
Illnbo
Junce Junction.
Hcrefiold.
12 5 4 Rnsvcn.
7.939 18 1 Wagqru
Paridy Crock.
The Hock.
Yerong Crock.
27 3 11 Culuaun.
Geroffury.
21 11 1 Yambla.

2,408 6 2
4 11

..... szisii
■ 12,575'Vi
1,783
3,DO*
33
14,191
437
3,099

030

64
12

8

3

41

2

(i

5

4.244

2,301
10

1,S03
11,133
1,310
8,034

45

'337

1890.

671

1

0

1890.

05 12 0

13

131 14
354 U

Decrease.

1,104
33
19
1,693
94
269
1,602
90

424
2S7
20,248
91
52
9,474

169 n 7
n 11
1,468 17
9
1,630 2 3
670 S 8
27r' 12 10
1,001

Increase.

£

R. ll.
10 10
10 7
12 11
10 3
0 1

Coolac
Gunda-rat .
Ijemondrillc. s
Youn"
Kooui'.s-atilia
Old .hmi'Q , .
Coohman
Devlin s Siding
Cronjf Gronjjf
Narmndcr.i
.
Yanko ,.,,
Whihtnn . ,,,

Out,

4

82
2
3

2,4f>5
2,788
5,140
8,456
2,005
4 053

...

1

2,185 1
..

1

3

1
7
2
3
6

3,447 15

3

4,914

2 10

8,285 13

14 3
19 3
13 9
17 10

807
18,930
832
0,012

13 3
10 9
16 10
16 11

1,049 10
16,850 0
GOO G
5,705 17

96+
1,040
9,673
20,603
1,600
7,471

10 4
2 6
17
8
12 10A
4 8
17 G

1,077 1
761 4
9,060 0
23,111 16
1,306 6
5, bod 4

2,59+ 10 7+
2,014
3 n
8,304 3 10
2,378 13 5
r,k
3,022 6
G,035 14 11

1,933 14
2,425 8
6,855 7
2.110 0
2,353 19
!>
6,151

244
12,046
077
4,419

16
044 S
’,578 4
18
407 6
5,776 6

9
3
1
9
4
1

0
10
13
13
9
3

4
1
1

27

0
3,009

20

1,007

0

10

...............6
14
"’^ns
1

1,374 6 J1
17,014 1 11
104 12 3
22,514 7 9
702 4 11
3,123 13 4

8
17 1
10
10
11
3

710 17
12,184 2
51 1
15,803 10
278 2
2,860 11

4
40
11

21,082
1,269
660
1,268
430

I
12G |

996
18,307
25
22,120
350
1,790

9
5
1
0

4,793 10 11
1,017 2 10

3

5,250

2

5

1 0
3 11

354
196

2
0

8
7

18 11
39 6

15 O
10 2
1G 10
10 1
12 4
19 ft

1,134
U
67 IS

14
3
5

10
14
55
0
109 4
3
16

8
4

1
6
7
1

1,129
ISO
260
302
1,649
425

4,653 10
1,863 13
0,504

1,393
9+9
673

377 17

0
9
6
7

1,628

8

’ 2,0S(Vlb*’o
166 10

338 18
613 3

10,1.74 15
1,293 10

| j Oixdatnan.
| ( Devlin's Siding.

242 $ 1

IVJiitton.

122 2 2

4

1 |
5 1

2,503

3 10}

190 18
1.016 12

Gj(i

Darlhigtou,

Di injfagcii.

Carrathool.
Hay.
Momudah,
Jurildeiie.

ErNleittYjile.

4 11 r
18b 15 U
1,448 16 01,
252 7 1

St. Pot.er'i,
Marrickvillc.
Tempe.
Arncliffe.
lluckrialo.

668
484

”140"

Kognrab.
Cavlton.
f llurbtvillc.
It OatJe\.
Pen^hurst.
Como.

253

3
333 10
IMS 13

Grong Grong.
. Narrundora,

VanlcQ.

2

246 10 7$

Allmry.

Tara^o.
( Bun^cndore.
, Queanlieyan.
0 Mielu'lajfo.
| Cooma.
Coolac.
0i Cunda^ai.
Douiondrillo.
Vouny.
Koorawatha.
Old .InneR.

o’ 5

4

393 11
351 13
1,333 0
9

71

8
8

S»)ther]and.
82 11 10

200 1C 10

4
6
0

Kote.—This Statement only shows the stations1 canimgs prupcf, oxcSusivc cf earnings from siacebJ. ^erviceR, which cannot be allotted to any particular station upon the lines.

1,090

7 11

147 ’3”2

Loftus Junction,
Hcathcoto.
M'atcrfall.
Ilelensburg,

Otford.

r>3

APPENDIX 18—continued.
Ha
Stations.

^~ c
o « *

No. of
Tickets
issued.

Revenue from
Tickets and
Coaching Traffic.

6 o v

1890.

1890.

1890,

£
Clifton .....................................
South Clifton ......
Austinmcr ....................... ..
KoblnsviHc
Bulii ,, ,
Bollambi

3
5
1

171
353
126
151
462
859
104
,230
7
239
232
215

s. d.
17 ,6
12 4
13 0
17
1
1 4
U 7
1*2
17
6
19
17
IS

2
4
0
0
6
0

176 0
0 11
321
9
49!) 9
470 6
33 0
176 2

0

ChatawooJ

»Ht. Leonard1?.,
Hawke^bury
Harris Park .,
Parramatta ..,
’WenUs orth ville
Bev'cn Hills’
Blacktown
Booty Iliil
Mount Druitt
tSr. Mary’s.

Kin'rswood

.
Peurit.h . ...
Xmu Plains
Glenbrook...
Sprinj^wood

Jjindpn ... .
Lawson .......
Wentworth Tails
Katoomba
,...
....
Mount Victoria
Hartley Vale .. .
Bell.............................
Clarence SldlnR
Za*....................
Eskbank ...............
Lithyow
...............
Bowotifols

RwitJan

1,531
j

6.221
3.389 ‘
2,231

l
1

.11
0
o!

I

G4G
599
SOS

’ {
fiOfl 10 1)

2,453 19

1,721 16 6
810 0 0
436 7
3
250 12 H
500 7
9
302 14 S

271

3,003

74

1,411

6,003

3,920

8
2

300
2,401
653

934
534
814

3

1890.

075 13

441

2,610 16

0

7,707 15

7,594
65
144

731 13
237 2
606 19

3
7
3

1,373
836
1,375

210

3

1

76 15

y

005

2

2,S9G

7

7

7,233

2

2

4,G3S 19

0

2,594

3

1,000 17

7

4,055 10

o

3,799 17 10

SS3 13

2

2

3

2,235

5

1,065 0
219 7
1)59 17

1)
2
7

1^065

0

6

14

19S 4 10
43 4 1
300 16 7

1,357

4

0

307 6 5

27 |

660

1,574

0

1,013

s

43 17 S-!

621

3,710

123

1,220

5,0S3

279

1,343
1,217
4,530

1,0'te
378
1,753

13

19

1,779

0 I
50

n

8,785

914

0 10

653

19

3,756

259 13 10

527

1,01-2

7

54 IS .0

27
272
175

957
1,213
2,072

602
2,190
160

586 3
1,01S 17
0
102 O 10

9,556
1,331

20,079
339

4,774

1,016
2,191
3,044
32S
0,330

611
263
38

deb
7,529
720
no
1,460
244

7 10
19 11
10 1
17 6
18 4
16 8
14
11
3
16
16

0
2
o

2,932
9,79 i
13,199
6,3 Hi
30,270

1,608
17,824
3,307
982
3,078
361

211 12
4,043 IS
483 9
7
127
730
3
62 7

2
1
3
9
1
2

17,302
6,161
50,718
403
144
5

3,282
3,200
lO.tlOl
5,606
7,135

553 10
600 13
2,490 IS
1,091 2
2,240 6

3
4
0
8

10,155
330

7

J32S_ 1 11

too
431
213
0,123
3,783
1,799

254
70
35
2,224
1,541
724

7,792
3,203
2,673
705
2.435
1,209

9 0
2,4S7
831 IS 4
1,105 5 11
179 2 3
627
0 3
190 0 4

17 0
16 0
15 8
14 2A19 10
17 4

00
220

16,710
83
1,0 03

1,420 I
1,937
2,710
2,226
1,410
1,286

12
...............

14,803

6
100

IIS
364
64
20
cs
30

3

62
40
618
441
437

309

191
063
111,804

’ 765

"l 1,926
3,750
10,311
1,095
40
657
1,518

4

112
25

2

8

105

392
2,346

19
29

13
43

04
03
870

3
122
125

70
530
479

5

43
2S8
28

321

5

4J

1 11
7 9
f> 6

6S1 17 11

5

187 IS
6,330 17

S

14

502 16 4
1.306 9 11
191 H 11

11 ‘0
10 11
10 11
17 G
12 10
2

1,201
71.J
25,754

5
7
2

io
s

061 9
5,500 14
1,031 11
SI U
13
4S3 2

LtOS

5
4
4
5
6

.429 4
6.067 0
2,345 14
4fi0 !)
3,279 9

0
6
4
7
S

1,313 0 4
8,217 6 0
2.496 14
7
411 17 11
4.023 4

2,2S7 14
2,052 0
27 0
571
26 11

0
1
0
6
3
0

699
0.931
2,535
J54
1,351
Si

2
2

13

2,270 0 10
7,713 5 11
3,259 19 2
155 4
3,281
1
73 0 0

528 0
822
1,051 4
1,3*35 12
1,100 13
425 17

6
1
6
6
9
8

1,031
422
4,4.71
2.420
3,359
753

10 0
IS 4
2 10
14
0 3
19 7

113 13
124 2

0
2

20,531

0

3

1,634

3

4

373
194
35
22,756
1,541
2,409

1,683 1* 8
5,487 9
1,200 4
6
30 10 3
535 9 3
640 16 10

4,121
6,369
2,365
290
1,062
830

s

34
12
18
17
10

3
3
4
8

5

15 9
18 2
15 S
3 51
19 10
rj 8
3 S
7
10 5
12 11
15 11
17 2

fi

13
735

«
IS
H> f>
4

13 9
12 10
15 8
14 2
13 5
10 1

Sheilhnrbour.
Mount Kenibla.
Kiama.
Caunlon.
Hyde.
Concord.___________

n
5

9,

11

377

0

154

2

110

3

Eastwood.
Carlinjjford.
Thorn leigh.
Honssln.
Cowan.
Pymblo.
Gordon.

ChntMVuod.

11
1 320 16

1,130

0 10

1,630
151
48 11
743 14

4

to

St. Lconnrds.
Hawkcsbury.
Harris Park.
Parramatta.
Wentworthvillc.
Seven TTills!
IJlacktowm.
Rooty Hill.
Mount Druitt.
St. llarv’s,

"0 8 f Kin^HWoixl.
IS 9 1 Penrith.

1,670
781 IS
721 0 11 ! Emu Plains.
69 1*2
15 12
73
249

0 6 11
Glenbrook
...........................
Sjjring-ivoocL
.
.
..
i Linden.

3
7

Lawson,
Wentworth Tails.
Katoomba.
Blackheath.
Mount Viotmia,
Hartley Vale.

1,179 (»
31)0 17
19S 8

o
2

4

4,303
7,986
2,625
228
1,13S
390

Dap to.
Albion Park.

5
7

1
0

373 19
ii
72 18
20 2 0
12,419 6 ii
1,714 12 3
1,743
5

Unandcra,

7

2S5 12

8

fl

1,008
1,173 11
5,680 0
2,817 12
3,557 9
875 2

5

1 ,183 14

314
<Wf>

0
0

Corrinml.
Wollonsronj;
Mount Keira.

i 420 13

209

314 11 10
089
1,3*20
1,075
1,620
24,023
134

4S7 14

r, 17

0,671 14
2U 0

r,

2.610

8,701

770
3,097
1,032
344
1,162
2,025

083
3

500
1,103

South Clifton.
Austinmer.
Uobinsx ille.
lielhmiLh,

7

347
S

Clifton.
Bull!.

6

7

864 15 il
220 3 1
599
1 0

I

16

0

9

In.
Bales

8 I
13 I

204

21S

1,357

Out.

Total Earning, exclusive of
Special Earnlnjrs

765 L2 11

1,976

2,178 32

In,

Trucks.! Bales

I
Pcvenue
■collected at each ,
Station from
, Goods Traftie.

1,006

252

.S6n 14 1U

0

14

5

Out.
Trucks

12,233

3S0 6 3
,033 3 8
597 19 G
3 10
797
431
7 4
361 0
1

497 10

In.

7

767
1,166
1,344
378
1,470

4

Out.
Tons.

27,712

9,195
15,335

In.
Tons.

471 14 10

8,336
8,554
8,337
3,4ql
3.834

0

8
5
7

Out.
Tons.

1
1!>9
164
16 ;
4,103
84

HAY, STRAW,
AND CHAFF.

COAL.

S2
539
130
131
6,416
714

4,3S0 14

416 15
6
S09 S 1)
472 12 10
126 S (1
705 18 0

SLff 2 2

2

5,150 18

153
301
913
1,620
17,051
127

7
1
1
6
0

s. d.
1 5
12 3
17
1
11 8
32 6
<j
3

10,037

11,74+
3,0*0
6,150
l

104

2,542
4,260
4,184
25,703
205,417
2,313

425

15
8
4
2
0
4

20,050

£
627
276
430
309
2,375
455

70 4 U
79 1 0
858 19 10
201 15 4
,037 4 5
2
317 15

378 3
DSD 17
42l> 14
1,235 B
185 0

Blo^'jltlicath

4,401
2,579
6,351
3,430
17,534 |
5,003

i
6
9
n
8

123 12
135 0
504 16 11
220 9 3
70 0 0,
47 8 3

"NVaUerawanjf
Bydnl....................
Tarana ...............
Locksley ....
Brewotigrle ..
...............

GOODS.

Total Salaries
and.
Wages
Expenditure

-3 3 S
C iJ 3

121 2
0

Ilcll

3

121 10
15 13
H ,836 16
172 12
600

1
187 10
1,617 5
260 6
19 1
76 17

440

7

6

Clarence Siding.
Zig Zag.
Eskbauk,
Lithgow.
Hnwcnfcls

Waheraw^ang.
Rydal.
Tarana.

T-ockslo}'.
Raglan.

BrewonR’lc.

Note.—This Statement only shows the stations' earnings proper, exclusive of earnings from special services, which cannot be allotted to any particular station upon the lines.

oc
o

850

APPENDIX IB—emainued.
2 p ?= I
-n^ »
= a g
g .2 £

Stltions.

GOODS,

Total Salaries
and

No. of
Tickets
Uotied.

Wa«M

Expenditure,
6 0'
^ a.-/ J

Kelso..........................
]3.ifcliurat. ..............

Perth...................
George's Plaiua
Winiblnrlon .,
K cwUndgo
..

lilayney..........
Jiilltliorpo,.
,
Spring Hill ............

Orarure ...........
Mullion Creek
Kerr's Creek.....
Warne

£
s.
648 3
4,603 11
364 7
484 15
430 0
65S 1

15
9
10
82
5
a

1,360 3 1
641 4 1
565 16 5
3,414 Jfi 10
3-16 1ft 1
273 0 0

..............

314
303

300
207
1,926

.........

Jlary Vale.
G curie.................

.......................

Bourke*.......................
Riverstone ............

MulgrairC ,,., ,,
Windsor.................
Clarendon.............
Bieimiond.......... ..
5
C>
3
3
22
5

Moloug ........
JMprr'g Flat__

Caperteo ...
.
Brogan’s Creek

Ilford............
Bylstone

Lue ..............................................
Mudgeo.....................................
Gosford* ................................
Ourimbah...............................
Wyong .....................................
Slorris»ett ..............................
Mulletfi Crock....................
Awaba .
..........................
Tend ha.....................................
Cockle Creek ....................
Adamstown
....................
Uroadmcadow................. ...

3,898
2,093
20,632

1 l
5 j

8 [
3 l

M-id
200
2,403
1,203
835
5,187

480
09
913
251
SSL
4,041

12
13
9

1,004
10,405

272 1ft
11,515 17
I,300 5
J.801 16

320 ft

2.250

3,822 i

382 1

4,626
7M> .
034
2,4S0 l

2,4 57 10

4,.12 »

352 0
138 2
527 14
145 0

7,909
2,45ft

4,93ft 3
233 13
0,754 7
324 0
807 19
3,518 10

1,778

3tb0ft
j

1,207
4SD
314

18,193
145
217

3,350

2,210
12,042
1,031
172

200

i

■400
03
7ft
000
421
4,204

095
200
42
3.014

814
1,397
1,^79
6,504
2,250
4,211

118
<1S
177
8,301
S09
1,105

4,533
904
1,711
2,450

2,C6i
103
4,741
32(1
1,170
1,934

3,148
01

8,833

4

S

10 10 |
12 s
0 7
ii
7
10 81
15 0 1

2,1)31
0
406 16

1,691 10

0

C04

5,874

6

0,097

3

2,030 C
Jttft 5
8S3 1
500 1
410 16 5
1,097 9 10
1,174 12 4
022 19 0
5 SO 4 10

1,083
3.362

7,410
2,905

0,396
093
1,811
5J1
8

' *26 I

In.

Out.

Trucks. Trucks.

2,760
022 |
1,400
511 ]
320
1,393
3,443
1,018
44

Bales,
747
1,707
1,187

491
327
41ft
134

In.
Balos,

'277

515 |
7/3
144
1,40* 1

453
787
SOS
063

178
837

265
1,714
85
2^1
S29
6

1
3
.

4
43
23

6

....

.

6

440
582

US

750
63
1U1 i
01
6
* 4S

170
314
20
164
11
21
100
32
6

6
1,115
736
078
21,130
ft,62ft

142

4,412

2S

312
100
42

SS
198
752
13,526
6,870
7,885

16,813
502
15,095
5,301)
5,153
7.905
55,79ft
101
1,221
16

It

53

216
2,033

1,1S5
2,00)
1,145
35

1,560

176

0.914

13

Itovcnuo
collected at each
Station Lorn
Good-t Tru!1k.

1090.
£

264

33
237
821

407 |

roft |

WOOL.

103
33 I
542
35

773

6,230

12,509
10,579
7,700
5.029

2,037
572

G

f

0
7
0
4

4,078
4,301)

11,158
150
12

4,608

2,£3!>

390 2
258 17
2S2 11
450 1

272

1,085
30,330
534
267
7ft
2,240

’

HAY, STRAW,
AND CHAFF.

Out.

2,807
11,700
2,271
1,007
1,876
4,024

5G5 13 10

{■

"2

Tons.

4,440
2,224

|

"'’ais io’11

Tons.

6,722
2,432

4,445
1,312
1,302

2,400

Tony,

9
3

517 0 4
837
4 2
823 12 0
88 0 0
97 6 U
546 7 10

I
1
|

In

931
607
448
961
6,343
3,19.2

1,356
389
447
fl25
4,41ft
026

1

Out.

1,30-)
000
1,097
1,033
S.ftlS
8,161

atB 10 11 I

3,850
3,103
3,383
2,553
4,993
2,216

3,623

5
1

I

In.

15,294
2,400
79ft
4,476
223
2.743

o
0
4
4
5
8

Cloicd.

2

COAL.

23,057
3,002
4,ftS7
401
5,208

2,902

7,202
2,085

4
1
3

1,207 7 10
433 1ft 7
2,842 4 8

13,445

177 16 4
1,130 8 10
1,222 14 42
618 4
5
334 8 7
362 14 11

0
ft
ft
0
1
11

10,902 7 8

0,089 !
450 0
164 13
2t>3 2
285 15
1,124 4
534 0

!> I
ft
O

2 0

133 14

2,034

r»j

18 10 I
10 3 1

795

SkJS)

2
10
7
15
4
8

3
3
8
4

12,030
215
143

0

1.213

1,001

Obi 1ft 5
203 15 10
1,134 O 3
303 2 5
247 4 8
473 3 2

,

2 4
3.703 10 «
1,097 17 1
1350 12 0

11,649

2U2 ft

Nyhgun ...............
Ginlamhone.. ..
Coolabah .............

Lvndhurst ..........................
Woodstock....................
Conra..................................
Borcnore................................

2,972
1,358
5,628

Out.
Tons.

£
8, tl.
SOS IS 11
13,037 8 OJ
40S 15 8
477 f> 7
225
1,834 3 3

1,813

337
2
2,873 10
474 IS
421 15 10 |

Dubbo*.................
Narraminc
.. .
Trangic .................
Nevertirc ...........

Careoav ...................................

3
1
3

1600.

31,544
3,730

370 Hi

llumimlmiyoriG.

By rock

7
8

d.
1
6
O
11
11
10

400 11 1

Wellington .....

Mullongudgery

1890.

5
41
4
5
4
7

Creek
...
Stuart Town............
Muinbil n ..
,.

Springs

1890.

Rci’onuc Fiom
Tw*kct#> arifl
Coaching Trallia]

1880.

B.

1890.
£
B. d.
S5t
6 11
1,81ft 11 5j

5
0
11
8
6
0

F,lb6
2,970
920
',53;.
323
313

16 2
3
15
1ft TiV
13 10
17 1

202
055
241

............

652 JO 10
7 4 10
1,055 18 6
314 5 7
65 0 7
7,010 1 4

730
7ft
,600
532
641)
.612

lf» 1
IB 3
17 11
ft 3
18 11
4 7

3U2 14

4

<1

263 10 6

639

1390.

Stations.

£
B. cl.
S. d.
5 10
18 s _____
0 11
26 10 0
18 3
11 5
14 7

231) 6 2
31,021 8 11
3,7;*o 14 0
3,017 14 0

1,477

Decrease.

£
>,346
,310
,914
595
292
,906

3,692 0
21,669 IS
1,472 1
110 10
36 18
2,201 16
3,0150 4
2,557 7
505 0
26,345 7
ilO 11
53 1

130

310

Increase.

OjlJS'i 15 7 |
175 10 0 I
16,OSS 4 10
1,050 12 11 |
8,875 7 0
7,116 12 3 !
66,343 15 8
6,830 1 7
377 18 9
2,183 2 0
11) 13 1
_1,2£)1_ ft 0
1,742 2 11
1,009 6 9
049 1 10
1,430 8 S
17,952 17 S
8.214 2 ’!i
13,798“ 0 0
1,887 11 11
459 ft 3
2,012 1ft 0
17,233 2 3
1,113 0 0
012 3 0
S91 12 4
160 14 1
12 14 2
9* 10 4
344 5 11
703 10 C
113 13 4
100 17 2

313 is 4
500 0 2
512 5 11
42,1)37 ft in
3,061 1ft 1
4.87ft 11
5

Hid
651
451
41 ,840
3 ,141
4 ,081

13,975 18 11
414 3
1
23,442 32 1
1,371 13
1
4,773 6 5
10,635 S 4

IS ,427 3 11
334 18 8
33 ,221 14 6
1 ,91') 7 8^
3 ,004 0 1U
0 ,0S9 3 6

67,306 2 11
7,037 9 5
fill 18 4
4,9b0 7 2
434
ft 0
4,19.1 13 ft
3,127 1ft
1.3*d 10
1,096 2
2,301 16
2.2,372 S
8.809 18
111,724—7

ft
5
5
1
4J
2
3

2,204

S

7

1,025

3

1

3,004

ft

0

23,107 7 S
3,143 6 2
fe07 ft 0
1,779 13 4
650 15 0
2 14 2
505 0 9
1,441 15 ft
1,873 2 10
736 12 10
G90 2 0

12 11
m
8
in ft
9 10i
5 10
13 0

,ft79 1ft
,931
l
soft 10
,065
1
337 17
1
,018

7
3
1
3
2
2

3>603 17 11
1,226 13 10
DOS 2 11
2,301 ft S
20,951 12 S
0.14* 10 11
13,4l7" 7 ti
1,371 ft 0
1,002 1 1
4,105 10 3
22,847 15
2,189 7
830 12
1,573 19
760 16
2,087 2 ft
30 fi 11
1,055 19 3
1,160 IS 0
i’isi

i io

5
1
7

82 13

0
0
7

il
3
7
30 10 4
870 14 11

710 5
47 16
117
7

C
4
0

3 0
626 10

S
6

342 10

0

6
io

Kelso.

Hathurst.
Perth.
George’s Plains.
Wimbledon,
Newbridge.
Biayney.
Millthorpc.
Spring Hill.
Orange.
Mullion Crook,
Kerr’s Creek.
Warne.
Store Creek,
Stuart Town.
Muinbil.

Sin-m-fa.

445 16

0

Wellington.

5

5

60 10
6ST 10

2

S47 13

f>

iMavv Vale.
Geuuc.
M urrumbiilgcrie.
Dubbo.
Narraminc.
Trangic.

548 Ifi
7ft 4

0
5

8

1,76ft
1,546

61

(i

G

79

6

O

03

9,732 2
44 14

5
7A

8,078 10

3

6 7
4 10

1,056 8
2 8
15 5
03 11
145 12

2
3
11
10
7

lift
122
07
60
1,420
3.3CHJ
422
23

10
7
6
6
8g
6
7
0

1
6
1ft
6
15
1ft
3ft
2

Ncvertirc.
Mullengudgerj*,
Nyngan,
Girilambonc.
Coolabah.

llyroek.

Uotirko
Uiveistonc.
Mulgrave.

400 0 10
717 4 1
730 12 10

Note.—This statement only shows the stations earnings proper, exclusive of earnings from special services., which cannot bo allotted to Any particular station upon the lines,

-

Windsor,
CJarendon.
Hkhmond,_________

274 12 ft

C.ircoar,
Mandurama.
Lyndhurat.
Woodstock,
Cow ra.
Borcnore.
Molong
Piper's Flab,
Caperteo.
Brogan’s Creek.
Ilford.

Bylsnoiio.

953 IS 10
30 17 0
205 IS 10

to
CD

'io6”o io I

2,084 8 7
514 3 C
4S4 10 10

Lue
Mudgce.
Gosford *
Ourimbah,
Wyong.
MorrissctL
Mullctt Greek.
Awaba.
Teralha.
Cockk Creek ’
Adamstmvn,
liroadmeadow.

APPENDIX IS—continued.
ti
Stations

V3 V-d
« c
s.e
o'

Newcastle.....................
Haiwysstfckle Point .
JJuUouk islrmtl.............
iiamiltou ...................
Hamilton \V. B............
WArnt^h ......................
Walls&nd .....................
}?cx}iam .....................
Tarro ...........................
Thornton.....................
Knst MikitlAnd..............
Merpcth.........................
Hij?h-street
7777. .T
West Maitland.............
Farley .........................
Lochinvar.....................
Allandale...................
Greta..............................
13ran\Mm
.................
Whittinffhaso..............
ftinirletnik
.................
Glennie’s Creek .........
liavenswortli ............
Muftclehrook.............
Aberdeen................. ...
Scone .............................
"Wingeu.........................
Blandford .................
MurrurundL
.............
Dough hoy Hollow ..,
Wiilow-treo ...............
QulrindL.......................
Worns Creek ,..
.
Breeza
...................
Curlim is .....................
Gunncdali.....................
Boyyiibri .....................
Baan Baa ..................
Narrabri .....................
Currabubula .............
Wesst Tninuorth.........
Tamworth...................
Moonhi.........................
Macdonald River........
Walehn Rood
Kentucky
.................
Uralla...........................
Armirlalc...................
Duinaresti.....................
JJlack Mountain ........
Guyra............................
lien Lomond .............
Glencoe.........................
Clou Innos .................
Dundee
...................
Deepwater .................
Bolnia .......................
TentcrfieUl .................
WallangaiTa ...............

150
3G
41
IS
a
15
10
i
o

No. of
Tickets
issued.

Revenue fmm
Tickets and
Coaching Traffic.

ISML

1890.

1890.

*
10,204
2,150
•1,81!^
.VrO
2.1^2
i,tws
dll
11)0
13R
1,174
2.540
505
8,342
304
370
174
MS
043
164
2,678
145
2^9
1.741
487
816
381
257
2,031
350
573
1,072
feSO
450
1W
827
400
145
1,042
401
1,103
1.811
5(i 5
250
631
245
!)40
2.1fl9
245
178
507
104
244
I.IH

s
14
11
15
10
10
17
10
5
8
0
f>
2
l
0
12
0
13
11
J9
G
18
0
18

d.
0
11
4

4

8
21.

103,030
40,102
>' or’sM

£
25 2t3
a’fiao
26
3,S27

s.
15
13
K
13

d.
fl
7
6
Hi
0
0
L
1
1
3
0
4
7
2
1
0
1
4
5
Hi
10

ft

Victoria................

l,f5a
4,556
11,033
1,0m |
387
8,141
790
S03
0.352
952
8,500
922
5,044
3,721
25,412

South Australia........
Queensland .................

1,869

’ 3,670 19
2,128 1
3,442 16
G44 9
161 13
4,221 7
2,201 S
4,430 11
7,830 14
251 10
572 17
471 15
1.841} 13
1,1*4 3
464 1
6,844 17
207 IS
275 14
3,5)27 33
400 4
2,795 18
378 18
403 11
2,057 14
107 13
534 IO
2,393 8
2,003 1
609 14
337 3
3.464 15
007 0
201 4
G,VK5S ]3
4S3 19
906 15
0.73S 16
47U 17
141 17
2,017 9
380 5
2,698 13
11.457 ft
sui 14
263 0
1,043 IS
255 11
440 6
6,370 18
233 4
2,480 9
276 0
3.293 6
2,G90 7
35,045 7
2.077 8
0,908 11

6,576,870

990,091 14

Grand Total ...

d
20
4
•m

4
4
«
20
1
25
h
11
0
4
17
4
5
IS
10
G
i
n
i
15
0

ii

21
0
2
8

3

11
22
5

n
G
4
fi

lr.
3
4

1
11

,857

100
503
170
02 G

209,203

*>

11
13
0
17
7
10
2
3

fi
0
JC
14
17
0
7
1
7
10
18
0
IS
11
J2

G

2
14
16
13
19
1G
8
18
6
14

9

i
0
7
8
11
4
9
0
9
0
7
G
0
0
3
2

a

5
11
s
9
4
1
2
9
G
10
9

<>0
1
G
G
0
h
O
10
11
3
0
7
2
4
0

3

7
4

0
8
0

48,85')
■'6,519
15,665
G,5;il
2,412
24.494
20.102
23,341
27,883
2,862
2,728
2,792
7.829
5.040
1,161
14,043
S08
1.414
6,752
1,300
5,045
1W9
880
2,038
474
1,644
4,761
3,037
1,309
851
3.09 >
1,357
59S
2.11
1,507
1,5Jrt
3.793
1,732
440

J
11
2_
6
2
6
r»
0
10
6

*5
11
4
3
i

2
7

0
s
7

4

8
2
3

1
6
8
O
0

2
7
4
8
G
24
0
C

HAY, STRAW,
AND CHAFF.

COAL.

GOODS.

Total Sa lari es
am1
Wag es
Expend Uir 0.

In

Out.

In.

Tons,

Tons.

Tons,

Tons.

99
8
2,265
44
1,918,032
191

i.OGt.sie
ris
SG2,;i>U
1
309

53,223
4,573
2,157
1t4"I)
15,740
2,391
1,093
162
512
510
5,074
11,105
...........
12,558
902
703
1,003
703
2,228
332
4,483
no
183
2,483
233
2,2S3
Iflft
2S4
410
234
867
2,017
504
307
827
1.912
2,831
1,680
9,904
777
S.«7
5,240
710
230
1,075
389
1,993
4,015
442
1,497
2,742
677
504
4,412
1,051
3,039
352
1,810
437
7,434

32,3-*2
8,211
8,276
5,002
314
9,873
2,119
262
20
3,492
9,330
1,995
15,759
410
309
997
4,320
3,711
183
6,369
240
237
4,503
557
2,719
207
231
1,1S4
129
020
3,971
811
347
053
2,470
620
139
8,376
309
2,031
8,515
230
228
1,522
2.) r.
2,758
2,445
140
195

i,«rr
^55
194
7,114
308
2,408
96
2,430
812
3,105

‘

Trucks. | Trucks,

S.ftlfl

520
o
' 103
100
831
4,053
2,492
1,181

i “
1 In.

Out

Out.

377
4,077
099
493
10
S3
5t
1,063
25
270
35
229
122

ici
105
. . .
...........
_

........

202
6
sis
1

*
..........

135

Bales.

189(),

112

54
1

“ 42
47
SO
105
79

"is

115
198

74

1

is

33
1

IS
3
<K»
2
9
17

7
2
.. .
5
7

21
32

21

ft
1

___
1
41
20
252
23

7
9C
90
50
29
f)5
8

2

ii-i
34

262
11

420

332
40
201

GS.SGO

23
2
1
337
14
3
78
13

1

ic
c
5

10

”*30
113
3,448
2
2

185
83
161
22
461
6,017
345
3,700
4 82
1,317
224
074
3,220
7,052
G20
1,022
679
7,142
2,49(1
7)
52,317
1,670
13,295
470
724
4 S3
4.93.1
1,340
6,107
3,032
807
330
1,235
301
H.7
6,258
l,0.SO
820
17
192
273

13,107

34,271
2,385

G

159

....
D
..
4

16
13
....
32
4i&

£
d.
123,113 5 |
2,440 18
169 0 0
1,225 6 S
S74
2,0.16
537
06
S
2,149
17,757
177
11,074
195
509
313
1,319
sin
271
5,281
140
116
5,712
590
8,938
235
344
2,23ft
132
1,560
7,803
712
1,103
393
0,518
1.321
147
29.946

Total Earnings, exclusive of
special earnings.

189C .

s

2
...

0
31

Bales

CCS

S3
42
970

In.

1,393
65
17

3
O
12
jy

Out.

i
Jlevcr UC
collected rit e a eh
Station fro n
1 Goods T raft c.

430
3

....
0
170

WOOL.

n
rr 10
ii 6
0 10
3 0
19 Id
18 0
18
15 0
0 1
12 0
1 0
1 10
15 0
15 0
15 o
17 0
0 -1
9 3
1ft 7
8 o

i,

ft

6
7
16
1
12
IS
6
3
5
19
13
11
7
0,977 19
16,963 ft
261 39
87 3
3,915 5
192 3
G,770 ft
26,743 13
2 ft 2 8
172 9
5,413 7
334 2
37 L 6
16,901 S
231 11
5,867 14
75 16
7.020 11
1,903 i
1,073 0

9
10
o
4
C
0
1
0
10
11

4
1
$

1
1
0
9

c
3
5
3
2
4

0
10
1
0
4
2
4
8
n
0

« t: d.
154.357 2 0
0,071 17
105 10 0
5,053 0
4,651 o 11
4,104 isT 10
l.OSO 7 7
710 0 11
109 10 1
0,371 7 1
20,049 6 0
4,003 9 JO
isjooft 9
446 10
1,032 0 7
784 10 9
3,189 10 11
2,076 3 4
735 [0 11
12,126 IS H
318 16 4
332 0 9
0,040 s 3
907 0 0
0,781 0 4
4 1
837 )7 11
4,293 2 4
24U 0 7
2,144 11 4
10,787 1 4
2,781 0 ru
1,773 0 7
780 0 4
0,930
3
2,229 G 10
463 17 8
30,915 4 4
341 0 9
7,S34 t4 3
25,702 1 8
741 17 0
220 1 £
ftt932 14 9
572 13 7
9,464 4 1
88,201 3 5
463 2 r,
435 1) 5
7,057
6
559 14 6
811 11 1
23,272 0 0
499 15 6
8,348 3 9
352 2 S
10,318 18 4
4,503 0 5
37,623 13 8*

71

oioos 11
1,242,205

1,242,205

2,162,520

2,102,520

15,822

15,822

503,055

503,055 1,580,000

3

0

18S9.

6

2,570,100 17 11

iC
145,620
0,382
200
5,430
4,335
3,988
2,010
701
82
8,035
22,030
18,255
535
530
700
3.303
2,231
00n
10,480
334
370
8,935
1.155
5,994
501
759
4,217
303
1,357
9,610
R.7W)
1.349
4SG
11,195
2,475
357
40,3-18
829
7,288
24,374
1,220
21)9
0,936
633
S,8t>0
31,490
454
G,121
079
1,131
21,905
481
7,299
098
10,132
3,972
53,946

S. d.
IS 3
13 8
11 2
1 0
10 0 I
3' 5
2 5
19 8
7 10
19 2
3 11
.7 0
0 0}
ID
0 9
5 2
15 1
L5 11
0 1
10 2
ft 3
0
4 9
0 1
.fi 11
7
7 10
7 0
15 (>
]0 7
4 0
in
12 ft
17 1
16 3
3 3

1

■7

Decrease.

1890.

1890.

£ B. d
5,736 3 9

215
176

C 11
y 5

...........8 io’ 3
87 8 3

G50

7
9

89

789 10 5
no ft G
78 10 1
7ft 15 4

343

9

e

n

1
7

We-it Maitland.
Farley.
Lochinvar.
Allandale.
Greta.
Bran je ton.
Whittingham.
Glennie's Creek,
.Musclcbrook.
Aberdeen,
Scone.

157 19

Blandford,
5 11
.

r in m
70 11 10'
1,212 15
245 10

0
5

.3,933 0

1

K?

Douehboy Hollow,
Willow-tree.
^
Qulmidi.

Gunnedah.
Boggabri.
Currabubula.

0

473 12

8

1,003 9
65 13

7

0

Tamworth.
Moonhi,
Walclia Road.

.
1 13

ft ft

7 11

Newcastle,
‘
Honej suckle Point.
Bullock Island.
Hamilton.
Hamilton W. B.
Wnratah,
Wallsend.
Hexham,
Tarro.
Thornton.
East Maitland,
Morpeth.

3

004
0,704

A
ib

113 15 l2
155 12 7

OS
776 tl IT
1.146 16 7

8
0

2
12 9

S 10

130 16 10
1,637 2 Hi
14 7 1
7
70ft 3 0

11 12
59ft 9
827 3
...............

11
7
10
10
8
11

”23 U 10

fi*

216 8 L0
24 11 7

13
4
4
18
9
7
4

19
15
1ft
5
4
13
13

fi. d.

1,717 12 1
1,9S0 17 21

51 32

5
1
6
6
8
0
4
2
2 7
15 S
15 11

£

Stations.

10 10 fi
11 1 2
377 0 10£-J

ft

3
Si
9^054 19 3

2,480,610

Increase.

| ArmhJalc
0

2010
935

5

7

1.367 0 •>
18 10 IO '
1,048 y io

320

4

Glen Junes
340 10

ISO
061

5

7

9

0

?»

703

11

211,844 17

4

10,322 10 llj} Victoria.
j. .
. ,.
—
2,146
0 Queensland.

?r ~

7

125,300 7

4

Note —This Statement only shows the stations' earnings p roperj exclusive Of earnings from special sendees, which cannot be allotted to any particular station upon the lines,

OC
U

h J

852

30
■

APPENDIX 19.

_

Permanent Way Materials, Pails for Renewals, and Miscellaneous Articles imported for the
Hallways during year ending 30th June, 1890.
Am™?

Name oi Ship.

Sui'plieil' by

Description of Material.

TV Dhfht.

.
Invoice
Cost.

Halo.

I
i

I
'
English Colonial
jciiarge^ Charges

,

Total
Cost.

C<l5t.

Return of Miscellaneous Articles imported for the New South Wales Railways for the year ending 30th June, 1890.

J

1839.
11 Sept.

Oronsay...............

3 Aug.

Ardgowon...................

11 Sept.

Oronsay.........................

11 Sept.

Oronsay ......................

11 Sept,

Oronsa>.........................

11 Sept.
la Aug,

Oronsay.........................
Trafalgar ....................

11 July
11 July
IS July

Iberia..............................
Ibcna..............................
Valutta .........................

13 July

Yalctta .........................

T.

tyres,
100 c.-s. curriage and u aggon

I

A\i05.

2 19

Vickers, Sons, & Co , Ld.

19

4

S

8

19

4

3

8

41 17

0 1-2

\ ickcrs, Sons, & Co ,
Vickew, Sons, & Co., 14.

4 9
9 12

2 24
1 13

4

0 10

11 Sept.
11 Hcpt
2 Sept.

Oronsay.........................
Oronsay
...................
Thomas Stephens..

2 Sept.

Thomas Stephens..

2 Sept.

Thomas Stephens .

..

Patent Shaft anil Axletree Co., Ld.
1 ickers, Sons, i. Co ,14.

2 Sept.

Thomas Stephens..

50 c.-s. axles for above .....

Vickers, Sons, & Co., Ld.

4 Oct,

Brilliant......................

100 c.-s. carriage and waggon

Vickers, Sons, & Co., Ld.

G Aug.

Cu?co ..............................

axles.
500 volute springs......................

Chas.Camino11&Co.,Ld.|

14 Aug.

Ballaarat

....................

Lowmoor pan head rivets,..

14 Au?

Ballaarat

....................

13.T1.1I. best bead rivets

4 Oct-

Brilliant......................
Canara

.........................

4 Oct.

Brilliant.........................

4 Oct.
4 Oct.

Brilliant......................
Brilliant....................

ings>
Co . M
5 sets train tablet apparatus Tver & On...................................
SO pairs wheels
' Patent Shaft and Axle.
tree Co, Ld.
100 c.-s. tyres for above .... Vickers, Sons, & Co.,Ld.
60 tvs. axles for abo\c . „ . Vickers, Sons, & Co,, 14.
100 c.-s, carriage and waggon 1 iekers, Sons, & Co , Ld.
axles

50 pairs wheels..............

The Phtniix Bolt
KutCo.pLd.
The Phoenix Bolt
Nut Co., Ld.

...

CopjKjr rods.......................................
22 driving-wheel centre ca^ttogs.
50 pains wheels..............................

2D
29
4
13

Port Jackson ...
Fort Jackson.
. .
BuUiant......................
Parramatta ...........

6 sets train tablet apparatus Tver
Co.....................
50 pairs wheels......................
Patent Shaft and Axio
tree Co., Ld.
100 c.-s. tyres for above .
Vickers, Sons, & Co., 14.
50 c.-s. axles for abo\ c ..
Vickers, Sons, A: Ci>.,Ld
ftest spring steel......................
.Ino Hy. Andrew & Co.
Telegraph wire ......................
itichd.
liohnsen
and

30 Sept.

Orizaba

Copper mets

31 Dec.

Ladakh.........................

31 Poe.
31 Dec.

Ladakh .........................
Ladakh .........................

1 Nov.
ISuO.
4 I'cb.

Arcadia.........................

.................

6 sets train tablet apparatus

4 Feb,
4 Feb
ISdfl.
15 Nov,

Cambrian Prince.
Cambtian Prince .

200 c. s tyres for alwve
100 c.-s axles for above

lONoi,

Iberia..............................

Iberia............................

30
30
3)
15

Macquarie .................
Macquarie.................
Macquarie...................
Iberia............................

200 c.-s. tyros for above .
100 c.-s. axles ter alwive ..
Cleaning composition ...

Doc.
Doc.
Dee.
Nov.

27 Doc.
21 Doc.
1S90.
1 Fob.

Star of Victoria

.

Bungaree....................
Atlanta.........................

Mild steel

Patent; Shaft and Axletree Co., 14.
Vickers, Sons, ft Co.. 14.
Vickers. Sons, ftCo., Ld.
Robert Keai4ev ft Co...
TJie Steel Co of Scotland
Ti-cr ft Go

2$8 seamless brass loco tubes
3G ribbon dating presses ...

Windsor Park____

300 c.-s tyre."!, 2ft. 7,1 in. diam

Orient.........................

37

2

G

50 0 0
0 5 0
per ton,
IS 0 0

S00 0
312 10

0
0

351

S

3

19 10 0

187 12
4U7 1

0

312 10

0

Windsor Park .. „

4
7

;-7S 10

21

125

7

21

79G 10

0

38 15 ijao

0

0 20
1 18

9 10

3 21

5

174

4

61

333

4

G 5
)>cr ton.
Id 0
ID 10
each,
50 0
0 5
per ton,
IS 0

0

312 10

0
0

ail 3
1S7 12

0
0

309 0
312 10

0

51

1

312 10

53S

2 10

5

538

2

7

9 1 11

101

5

0

5
3

0 3
0 17

27 19

9

G14 1G fl

7

fi
7

33 0
19 4
10
5 0

1 12
3 8
2 3
0 0

50

0

5

3 10 (a OSD 2 01

19

3

8

1 14

per ton
27 1G 11}

G

535 1G

0,

S 10 G

953 18

S'

1 14

6S5 15 11

2 9 3 0 10

0G

2

4j

4

1
s|

21 10 0

G 0

0

7

284 15

7j

32 19 913 10 2

1

7

3SG

2

sl

52 14 10
cavh.
17 11 0

953 IS

8

19

1

0}

50

0

5

17 fi 5

173 11
3 1G

G

I

0 2

300 2 5

C

3 10

P52 10 111 ID 1 2}

7

4 12

7
St 4 12

4
fl

2

3

I

0

2i 0

l

4

s

0 24

0

2, 3 1G

4

0
0

4

73 11

$.24

20 7
79 13

ol

1

3
351
1B7 12

0 i
ps
3
i
0

[025

0
0

13 0 0
0

702
370

8
4

[ 147
5 )
0

50 0 0

300

0

0

104

S

2

025

0

0 )

702
375
19
45

G 5
4 0
8 0
1 11

323 3 2'
87U 13 11

IS 0
each
50 0

3

82 14

952 15 11

300

fi 48

9

7

.................

Patent Shaft and Axletree Co., T4.
Patent Shaft and A\l0'
tree Co., Ld.
Vickers, Sons, ft Co., Ld.
Vickers, Sons, ft Co., Ld.

50 pairs wheels ,

39
ID

2

5

300

fi

3

0

0

0 IS

1

D 48

0

0

7 13

0 33

9

100 c -s. tyres for alwc ..........
If) 10 0 20
„ 50 c.-s. axles for above
Vicker*,Sonq,ftCo., Ld. 9
\ IS
»40 Shelton Crown best iron The Shelton lion amll 3f! j 1 is
I

[Steel Co., 14.

\

0

0

222

0

0

0

70

4

0

0
4

070 9
233 12

0
1

47
15

S 11
0 4

0

1011 IS

u

71

3

312 10

0 "i

31-2 10

0

702
375

5 1
0)

6
4

D

5

3

SjI 'ft
o
187 12
335 f)

3 11

0 13

0

IS 0 0 I
19 19 0
I

14

G 5 0
per ten.

ID 10 0
each.
0 G 0
312 10
per ton.
1

Patent Shaft and A\fo
tree Co , 14.
Vickers, Soils, ft Co , Ld.

i u 1)
5 IS fl

309

5

3

300

18 0 0

0 1 12
4 3 S

»147

0

0

each.
19 1 1}

0

19

1

2

50

0

ft

119 19

0

per ton.
12 3 8

1 1905 16

5

each.
19 1 2

8|

21 1G

4

2

52 17

5

2

1

1 8 2 0
|0
0 0 0
0
0 10 fi

3
0

9
2
8
0

5

300

2

5

3

242 18

D

73

8 11
8 11

1 11

740 1,4 fl
200 17 10

1120 r>

ii
0,23
19 10

>147

3

5

j)Cr ten.
21 5 3
10 11 G
each.
fiO 0 ft
per ton,
GO 0 S
each,
2 0 7}
per ton.
19 17 41
GO b 10
10 17 3}
each.
50 0 5

0

0

2

2

1905 1G

O
11 12

4

0

per ton.
12 19 C4
17 10 Oj

)

"

50 O 0

27 10 11}
each.
O 3 10}
per ton.
31 15 8}

510 17

9

per ton.
GO 13
each.
1 19
per ton.
IS 0
GO 13

each.
19 1 C
]>cr ton.

SIS

0

9 0 4b

4 T S3
0 1G 11}

2 S

025

each.
GOO
]ier tun.
IS 0 0
ID 10 0
IS IS 0

35 7 G
27 10 5}
each.
50 0 4i
0 3 10
S 15 7}

2 14

300

10 12 Of

3}

27 19 3’
each.
101 5 9
per ton.
20 3 10

3 11

15S 12
269 2

£ n. d.
per ton.
20 13 9i

SI 3 11 12 0 7

G 5 0
per tun.
19 10
each.

0

1 14

8
G

0^
1

4 1J

4

3)1
3 3
1ST IJ 0
2b2 IS 11
7*7 14 11

5
0

79 0 8
each.
0 5 0
l>cr ton.
IS 0 0
19 10 0
each.
50 0 0

1 18

1 12
3 8

49 15
each.
15 7

10 19
15 15

0

0
4

4GS 10

ID 10 0

3 18
1 7
0

D

1 14

9 10DG

3

19 10

0

2 3 1G

4 31

714 10

31 17

0

02130

0 2 2 300 2 2
4 4 117 1 0 9 191 17 S
0 II 9 0 14 2 0 0
22 13 10
1 S 3 1 9 2 0 0 11 52 12 fi
0 10 0 1 5 10 0 0 2 3S 19 o|
0 2 300 2 fi!

0

SI

7
fl

£

23 15

5

Tyer ft Co........................

200 c -s. tyres for abavo .,
101) c.-s. tyres for nbo'.e ..

plates.

3

2

Viukcrb, Sons, ft Co., Ld.

9 sets train tablet apparatus

17 Feb.

17 Feb.
Windsor Park ....
17 Fob.
Windsor Paik ...
9 Jan. ’ Lusitania..............

49 10 0

li

each,
9 3 3
per ton,
29 10 0

37 11 2 12
3 IS 2 IS

17 Feb.
1SS0.
25 Dee.
1800
3 Jan.

Micronesia ...........
Micronesia.............

(1

11 17

2 19

0

3 13 0 21

200 c.-s. tyres.2ft.7}in.diamL Vickers, Sons, ft Co., Ld.
32u .seamless brass loco, tubes The Bioughton Copper
Co., Ld.
11

8 Jan.
3 Jan.

0

7

5 29 13

497 17

The Broughton Copper
Co., 14.
John 13. Edmundson
.

Micronesia
.............
WiWnma..............

50 pairs wheels......................

0

21

5

1

1ST 12

...................

31 Jam
3 Jau.

50 pairs wheels

300

S

5 10 1

7
7

3

each.

Micronesia ................

7

1
5S

d.l

per ton.

G sets train tablet apiiaratns

Jlicroncxia................

0

9

19 10 0 20

The Steel Co. of Scotland

..................

3 Jan.

0 14 10

19 10

S

Tjer&Co..................................

30 steel tees................................... .
100 [tairs wheels............................

23 H

2.

102 10 0

25 17 0
each.
0 5 0
pci ton.

ID 10 0 20
9 12 1 13

31
19

G| S 10

25 17 0

0

9 12

5 06 1
C14 7G

3

0

0 13

129 4
23 14

1 JS

fl 12

25 15
50 0

0
3
3

d.]£ e. d/Ji 8.

351

0 20

4

3

148 0
24S 18

6

s.

Id 0 0

19 10

19 10
9 12

Patent Shaft and Axletree Co., Ld.
Vickers, Sons, ft Co , Ld.
Vickers, Sons, ftCo., Ld.

C sets tram tablet apparatus

Macquarie...................

8

Tycr ft Co................................

____
..,

30 Dee.

3

...................

Patent Shaft and Axletree Co., Ld
Vickers, Sous, ft Co,, 14
Vickers,, Sous, ft Co., Ld

109 C.-S. tyres for abo\c
60 e.-Ss axles for abo\c ..

100 pairs v heels.............................

4

19

Kcphou.
The Broughton Co., Ld.

............................

Cambrian Prince.,

19

Patent Shaft and Axletiee Co., 14.
Vickers, Sons, &Co , 14.
Vickers, Sons, & Co., Ld.

Hankow ......................
Port Jackson ....

50 pairs wheels

0 20

9 12 1 18

The Broughton Copper
3 10 0
Co., Ixi
R. W. Cameron & Co...................................

100 e. s. tyres for above ..
50 c.-s. axles....................................

......................

19 10

and 27
,
and 24
[

15 Sept.
29 Oct.
Oct
Out.
Oct.
Sept.

33 0 0
25 17
each.
50 0
0 3
3 11

Lc Sterne & Co., Ld.

Garonne
...................
Oronsiv.........................

497 17

G

£

25 17 G
497 17 2
each
96 15 10
9G 15 10
per ton.
24 0 0 1004 19 7

Sir John Whitworth &

25 J ulv
11 Sept.

4 Oct.

25 17

Tyer A Co. ,,
...
Cliailos Camino]] A: Co..
1^3 Sterne & Co., I/d.

Thomas Stephens..

.

£ s. d.
£ g. d
jver ton,
24 0 0 2235 4 1

0 13 1 3

Tickers, Sons, & Co tLd.

2 Sept.

100 c.-s. tyres for above

lb.

2

100 c -h carriage and waggonf Vickers, Sons, & Co , U\.
axles
1 c.-s. crank a\le.........................1 Vickers, Sons,&Oo., 14.
200 c.-s. engine and tender
tyres.
2t c.-s. tender axles.................
60 c -a. carriage and waggon
axles.
0 sets train tablctappamtus
LOGO volute springs......................
0 Emery wheels, 15 in. x
41 in. x 7} in. x 15 in.
j
12 Emery wheels, 20 in. x
m. x 2^ in. x 10 in.
4li steelfcapsforboilcrmount-

c. q

YicfccrSjSonq, & Co.jLd.' 93

G

19 1 2

7 13

I 1905 10

3 10

7i 052 19

ID

5

per ton.
10 18 5&

)

p3 11
3 )
0
47 10
i

s

fi

0 2

Gj 3 G

395 12

1

2}

853
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APPENDIX 19—continued.
PERMANENT WAY MATERIAL, &:G.—continued,
Pate of
Arrival,

Xame of Ship.

Description of Material.

Supplied by

Pngllsh IColonial

Freight.

Invoice
Cost.

Hate.

Weight.

Total
Coat

Ch&rgcH.jCliargeg

Cost

Return of Miscellaneous Articles Imported^ &z.—conf'm<ed.
.

1800.

T.

0 Jan.
0 -Tan.

8 Mar.
8
8
22
22

Lusitania

800 Shelton Crown ii'on bars.

Lusitania...........
Ayncs Oswald .

100 wraiiylit-iron buffers .
.
150 pains wheels..............................

Ague" Oswald .
Mar.
300 c -s. tyre^.................
Aync^ U-nvaM .
J 150 c.-s a\les
Mar
..............
Mar. ' toucan Klizahctii , 1 No. 1 Shnfcts pig-iron.
Mar. J Qnccn MlizabctJi . No 2 Shotts I'ig-iion.

21 Jan. j

Oroya.

21 Jan.

Oroya.
i
25 Mar. | Tlieophanc .
25 Mar. 1j Thoophanc ..

The

Shelton

Iron

and

Steel C<»., Ul
Ooorgc Turton ...
,
Patent Shaft and Axle
troc Co . Ld.
|
Vickers, Sons, & Co , Ld.J
VickefJ, Sons, & Co., !xl,
Sc''>ott^ Iron Co....................j
Schotts Iron Uo.................

^00 r.-s. volute spring?............

Ihbotson Pins. A; Co., Ld.'

Cotter Steel.......................................

Sanderson Bros. & C0..1

10 0 ft, 5 in. gaa holders .
5 0 ft. yas holders.................

James Russell & Sons ,J

c. q. lb.

£

£

s. d.
per ton.

10 17 0 Jl

8 10
caeh,

71

d.

3.

1G9

7

271 17
937 19
53
23
25
25

H>
17
0
0

2 4
0 2’i
0 0
0 0

ft

18 0 0
19 10 0
3 S 0
3 0 0
each.
0 3 3
per ton.

1063
fifli 1G
85 9
75 0

11 0 0

£

ft
fl

1. ■e S. d.

s.
I

4

4

15

S 11

4

7

S

29

2 April

100 c.-fl. carriage and waggoi
axles.
100 c.-s. enrriaffo mid waygoi

.

ajilcfl.

1 pair loco, cylinders . ...
400 r„-s. volute spring*..............
100 wrought-iron buffers ....
100 wrought-iron buffers ,.,
10 12 ft. 6 in. gas holdel's
,
HX) wrought-iroii buffers____

Don....................................
Oroya .........................
Orova ...............................
Orova
.........................
Orizaba.........................

21 Jan.
21 Jan.
21 Jan
7 Feb
im
IS Sept.
180U,
20 rcb.
20 i’cb.

KcIiuca.........................

21 patent dust-proof axleboxes.
100 wrought-iron buffers____
100 wrought-iron buffers ...

Liguria.................
Liguria.........................

25 Feb.

Kchuca .........................

25 Feb.

Eehuca .........................

25 Fob

I&cliucn.........................

25 Fob.

Eelmca.........................

3 May

Cabul ...............................

3 May
3 Maj

CilIhiI...............................
Cabal............................

3 Mav

Calml...............................

30 April
22 Mar,
30 April

Rontenbuin..............
Iberia...............................
Rontenbum ...........

31 May

Lvndhurst .................

9 Mar

Arcadia.........................

IS Mar.

Culgoa

31 May

Lvtidlnirtt ...____

31 May
31 May

Lvndhurst .................
Lvndhurst.................

22 Mar.
22 Mar.
22 Mar.

Iberia..............................
Theria..............................
Iberia
....................

20 Moy

27 Mai.

Condor
..... ...
Coromandel..............

27 Mar.

Coromandel..............

27 Mar.

Coromandel..............

£7 Mar.

Coromandel

27 Mar

Coromandel............

27 Mar.

Coromandel

29 May

Condor .........................

29 Mav
21) .Mav
20 May

Condor .........................
Condor ................. ..
Condor .........................

29 May

Condor ...................... ..

.........................

k Co

1!)

4

J

3

Vickers, Sons,& Co., 1jd.[ 19

4

3

3

Viekqrs, Sons,

, Ld.

^23fl
s
0 ;
39
0
39
0

8

Dubs &. Co.................................
Ibbotwon Pros. S:Co., Ld,
Creorgo Turton....................
George Turton.................
.lamcfl Russell &Sons,Ld.

SO bars iron ...,
50 pairs

mheels..

100 e.-s. tyres for above
50 c.-s. axles for above

.
.

18 12 ft. 5 In. goa holders ..
5 9ft. 5 in. gas holders.
2 C ft, gas holders....................

Macncc & Co,

1

Vickers, Sons, & Co,, Ld,

7
7

2

fi

72 12

Vickers, Sons,’& Co....

Heiman Kofinstaiutti

.................

704 I.lt. cylindrical cushions

25 April | Carthage

................

22 May j Star of lingland .

J

I’oriclos ,.
Pericles .

27 April I Hubbuck
27 April I
Kubbuek

4

axle!:.

North

British

20 19
7

1

8 10 74
8 15

1

0 21

10 10 0 20
9 12
19

4

GO pairs wheels......................

27 bars Shell on Crown best
iron angles.
60 bars Shelkm Crown bofd
iron angles.

17

C

2 10
2 4

5
0

2
2

19

2'

73

3

9

7

2

0

0

0

7

9

8

1

1

0

9

9 10

0

0

p

3

1
0

1 19 3
9 12 11

0
0

20 10 12

644 14 10
644 14 11

4 14

509

5

4

23

S

2 14

fi n

1

600

fi

4

25

S

* u

7

0

1

1 13
2 10
7 5
7
2 12
7 7

4
f,

7
7

1
1

3

8

10 18

2

4

19 19
9 12

0 20
1 18

4

7

0

7

3) 11 1 0

Patent Shaft and Axlc-i
tree Co.. 1x1.
’

0
G
0

J

9

6

O
G
G

19

£

5 17

1

2

(1

0 11

0

0

27 10

3

1

0
€

509

4

5

92 4
643 15
911 is
500

0

ft
0
8

5

3

9

1 IS 10

5 121
0f292
9j

3

4

4

l|

3
7

1

2 IS

240 11

10 3 &}

7

10

J

9

78 19

2

U

3

Si

4

1

19

G 544 1G

1

0O 12 II

each.
1G

] 2L

G

2

3

059

2S

S

3 H

8

1

1 14

9 10 G| 3 17 1
24 14 U 14 10 11
1G3 15 7 2fl 18 n

0 ‘1 05 11 10
G
0

7| 584
7
81137 13

4

&! 1
1 H

5j 514 15

4

r>

7

5

7

fl 16

0

0

1

41 204

0

8

4

4

4 11

5

1

fi

o

3 10

G D5S

4

0

ft
0 IS
0 fi

2
9

fl

3 r
0 ;

157 19
32 8
8 12

0
4
8

47 15
2GS 4

0
3

7

48
13
5

1 24

4 10
S 0
7 3

4

211 0 5

9

40 17
14 0

4

9

19
40 2

0
4

1 19
7

i

5
3

1

0, 55
2 3LS

fi

fl fi

1

9

0

G5 1G

3

4 13

G

1 14

0

0

7

G

72 16

3

OJ

53

8

7

4

6

1

7 11

0

G

2

69

IS

2

2 10

9

2

93

1G5 14

4

23 15 10

4

fi 10

1 10

9

38 19

1 11

8 10 7£

S 14

52

0 29

0 14
lf>

4

1
3

9 12

3
8

14 10

0

803

332

3 10

6L

3

0

5SG

5

2

G3

0

0 15

2/ofl
0

0

174 11
10

7
1

fi

7G

G

218

>73 IL

J

6

0 3 8
0 5 0
per ton.

1,010 0 0

....................

9 2 10
312 10 0

3

3

fi

1

8 24

G 2 3»

10

3*

11 14 5}
9 7 5
7 3 0}
per ton,
12 13 6
10 3 4
19

3

19

5 101

6}

10 10 0}

4

10

075

3

12 19

3

4}*

41

19

l

2}

G

1

4

13

22 17

9

4 19 11

1

2 0 11 6 2

0 19

9

0 8 11

0

17 10

214
oU

7
4 in

4

11 17

S

Oh

0

16 12

S

4

80

7

7

2S 3 10
each.
0 2 3}

4ft

7

C

0 15 111 2S4 11

0

1

114

5| 542
8.

0

0

1

2

7

1

S

G 0

0

2S

3

17

7

0

273

3

343

2

1

4

2 loioSG

G

7

7 0 10

8

0

0

2

3}

stv

8

2
fi

0 fi 6}

4 , 952 19

fi

each.
19 1 2}

1(1
f

8 1C

0

0 0

0

1

4

o

2 10

17 13

5J

GO

0

3 14

8 17

0

0

JS

9

07 13 10

4 IS

0

fl 070

0

3

06 14

19 10

6

39

per ton.

15 0 0 351 3 3 V73 11 sVt 6 2
0

379 4 7
per ton.
23 C 3J
each.
O 0 nj
per ton.
11 3 9}

S9G

7

0 20
1 18

1ST 12

per ton.
23 0 2}
each.
2 It 74
2 IS fij

each.

20 1
1 1G

40 10

3}

196 13

0 )

7

500

7

3

3

I

......

Vickers, Sonfl, A Co , .1 ID 10
Viukeis, Soufl, & Co "
9 12
^ i
The Shelton Iron and, 2 10
Steel Co , Ld. •
The Shelton Iren ami
3 15
Steel Co., lid.

9

20 0 O
each.
0 2 2
0 2 2
0

„

03

9

1
1

3
8

17

2 IQ

S

each.
1C

17 11

2

S

22

fl I

2 14

0
1
5

0

18

5}

2 18 fifr
per ton,
10 3 8}

2

0 400

8

3
0

7

)

351 3
1S7 12

per ton.
IS 0 0
3nl 3
19 10 0
137 12
11 15 !$ GIL 12

4

3

B 11

23

S

0 20
1 IS
0 20

4
5}

4

I

19 10
9 12
52 1

12 2
2 IS

6

Its

S12 10

312 19

3
0}
6}
fij

4
4

0

24

29 0
each.
Cl 19
0 4
2 13
2 13

S

1

fi fi 0

5 8 0

per ton.
25 G 3

32

3 15

5
each,

2
2

3

250 3
per ten.
i
9 10 10J 100 IS

U

S
S
8

S

4

3

each.
0.3 7}
per ton,
13 G 10
each.
7 12 9

G 292
Gj 2D2

3

1

6

28

5

'

0

3 10

2

7

G1 19
91 6
202 3

fi 14
9 14

9

351 3
187 32

each,

7
;,

2 19

312 10

0 5 0
per ton.
18 0 0
19 10 0
each.
8 15 0
0 9 8
4 (1 34
per ton.
10 19 44
8 35 G

fi

4

2

31

7
7

5
5
b
5

70

0
0
fl 0
5 0
1 0 4
i) 9 14

9

2

per ton.
2(1 0 O
each,
o 0 10i

2 13
12
12

7
a,

19 14

67

0}

2
2
7
7
11
7

201 10

9 10 14
each.
0 5 0
per ton.
IS 0 0

3

4

£9 12
271 17
271 17

7

19 10 0
20 0 O
click
22 12
Si
14 4

fi
12
12
30
12

fl

4

813 19
19

fl
17
17
15
17

0
8
G
0
0

3G0

1 13
3

3

6

0

r,

3

per ton.
G 3
4 15 1}

6 15

7J

9

432 LR. cylindrical ciiflhicnis

100 C,-s tyres......................
60 c.-s axles ............................

S

3 21

Rnbber|

Co., Ixb
I
North British Rubber
Co., Ld.
22502 ft. 0-in. tubes, 1-in. tubes Stewart Bros...................
for interlocking
2 loco, boilers for pasi^on
Dubs & Co.........................
ger engines.
W. Pope & Son...................j
50 if size lamp glasses,...

4

1 24

James Russell
Co., Ld.
James Russell & Co., I>J.
James Russel] & Co., Ld.

Carthage

..,

2

.

Tho Slielton Iron ami
Steel Co., Ld.
Patent Shaft and Axletree Co*. Ld.
Vickers, Sons, & Go ...
Vickers, Sons, & Co.,

25 April

.

23 12

George Turton ...................
H. It. Mamdeti...................

Condor ...................

11 Juno
11 June

8 11

0

55
2 ( S3
271
4$' 271
0 1 87
271

2 14 41
2 14 4i
per ton,

Jaiucfl parltci & Sons ..

I Condor ......................

..

.

0 4
2 14
2 14
8 15

George Turton ...........
George lurton....................

510 bars Shelton Crown best The Shelton Iron and
iron.
Steel Co., Ld.
53 bars SheltonCrown angles The Shelton Iron and
Steel Co., Ld.
200 barsShelton Crown angles The Shelton Iron and
Steel Cu., Ld.
55 bars Shelton Crown angles The Shelton Iron ami
Steel Co,, Ld.
50 jjaire wheels......................
Patent Shaft and Axletree Co.? Ld.
Vickers, Soms,S Co,, Ldr
50 c.*s. axles for abuse .
Vickers, Son«,& Co., Ld
100 c.-s. carriage and waggon
axles
35 standard fcttlcr’s gau^
200 svrought-lron buffers____
S 24 ft. x 13 ft. stoiiO'
breakers
100 c.-s. carriage ami waggon
axles.
5713 square ft. morocco hides.

23 0 0
each.
1
55 0 0 i

George Turton ....................

29 May

25 April' Carthago
11 June I'orioles .

0

0

i

20 May

...

.

3

per ton,f
10 3 G
each 1
2 17 8i

66

(14 10
21 11

James Russell & Sons. J

CO fltoel sheets......................
The Steel Co. of Scotland .
427 bars Shelton Crown host The Shelton Iron, and
angle iron
Steel Co., Ld.
50 bans Shelton Crown best The Shelton iron and
angle iron.
Steel Co., 1/1
20 bars Shelton Crown host The Shell on Iron and
angle iron.
Steel Co., Ixl.
179 bars Shelton Crown best The Shelf on Iron and
angle iron.
Steel Co., Ld.
940 bars Shelton Crown l>est The Shelton Iron and
iron.
Steel Co., Ixl.
400 bars Shelton Crown host The Shelton Iron anil
iron channels.
Steel Co , Ld.
50 pahs whuila...................
Tho Patent .Shaft and
Axlctrce Co, Ld.
109 c.-s. tyres............................
Vickers, Konw, & Co ...
50 c-s. axles ......................
Vickers, Sons, & Co . .
400 bars bhdton Crown best The Shelton iron and
iron channels
Steel Co., Ld.
,
170 bars Shelton Crown best The Shelton Iron and
Steel Co , lx!.
|
iron angles.
Cotter steel.................................
Urown Rnylcy’s
Steel,
Work'. Co Ld.
}
100 e -s, carriage and waggon Vickers,S(msf&Co.,Ld.|

29 May | Morayshire

L

each.

l>on...

2 April | Don.

4

0

per ton

2 April j

£ a. d.

£

90S

4

I

0

1 17

0

5

65

7

74 17

per ton.
19 11 6}
19 19

0

854
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.APPENDIX 19—continued.
PERSIA KENT "WAT MATERIAL, &c.—continued.
j

Name of Ship,

Date of
Arrival.

Description of Material.

Supplied by

Weight

invoice
Cost

Rate.

Total

Knglieli Coloniai
Charges. jCharges

Freight,

Cost

Cost.

Return of Miscellaneous Articles Imported, Sk—continued.
1399.
27 April
£7 April

T. c.
Huhbuck ...................
Hubbuck

53 bars Shoitm Crown best

.................

Ci)

27 Anril | Hubbuck ....................

('Oj

27 April J lluhbuok

........... ..

5S9

27 April | Hubbuck..............
3
:s
1
1
1
3

SO

1 Victoria...................
Mav
j Ifi
Mny j Victoria.........................
_S
Wiluann'a................... liifl
June
June 1 ^ ib mum................. j 150
June j Vi Ncantiu .....
j 13'2
June Wdcannia.................

f

J June ! Wilcanuia................. I
1 June
1 June
20 Mav
?J May

Wilcarnila...................

The Shelton Iron and
7 1
iron angles.
Steel Co., Ld
i
Lars Shelton Crown best The Shelton Iron and
iron angles
Steel Co., Ld.
j
bars Sbeiton Clown best
The Shelton Iron and 25 0
iron.
Steel Uo., Ld.
,
bars Shelton Crown best The Shelton Iron and 11 7
com e\ iron.
Steel Co., 1a?,
I
hai i Shelton Crown lies: Tho Shelton Iron and 10 18
dsnnncls.
Steel Co.. Ld.
|
12 ft. 5 in, gas holders .
James Ku$sell& Sons, I/I j
0 ft. gas holders.................
James HusscIIhL Sons, 1x1. f
____
< arriago-bcariiipf springs
Thos. Turton & Son-;
.. .
carnage-bcanug-spri!:”'*
Thos. Turton & Rons
carr^gj-beariitg spriifgs.
Tho? Turton A, Sony
1 oeo, boilers for ijnssengy; Dubs
Co. .
.

2 11

1 loco, boiler for passenger

engine.
200 iron tubes, 4 ft, long ...

Taylor Eros, & Co.

Valutta..........................
Valelta.........................

37A I.U body blocks.................

Geo. Spencer ..
Geo. Spcnccr . .

10

Iron

and 31

Iron

and

Iron

and

27 June

Wilcwmia

...........

Rallamt.........................
Ballarat.........................
Ballarat ......................
liaharat......................
Jrifcshire ...................
Fifcshire

.................

27 June

Fifesbirc

...................

27 June

Fifcshirc

...................

27 June
IS
26
26
2ij

Fifesbirc

........... ..

June
June
June
Juno

Parramatta ...........
Liguria................. ..
Liguria
.................
Liguria .... . ,.

18 June
12 Jan.

Parramatta ..............
Firth of Solway ..

22 Mar.

Queen Elizabeth..

£2 Mar.

Riverina

19
19
19
19

June
June
June
June

...................

Orontcs.........................
Orontes ...
Orontcs....................
Orontes.........................

springs

10
10
310
750
200

32 ft 5 in, gas holders
H ft. 5 in. gas hoUkrs . .
huffor and draw cprniga.
lamp g’as^ej____ .
iron tubes, 4 ft lOng ,,,,

100Q brass loco, tubes...................
2 loeo. boilers for goods
engines
1 loco, boiler for passenger
engine.
1 loco, boiler for passenger
engine.
150 carriage bg. springs ...
200 carriage bg. spnng.; ,..
30 ribbon dating presses.,.
20 D retorts.....................................
50 head or tail lamps ...........
0 Mogul passenger loco,
engines,
f» Mogul passenger loco
engines.
302 brass loco, tubes .................
100

1O0
100
23

Orontcs.................

..

1

23 June
23 J ti n r
28 June

Oceana .........................
Oceana ...................
Oceana......................

150
250
103

20 June

Liguria.........................

Soft (copper) bolts,

ladoat for Raw Material required

25 July
11
11
11
11
11
11
20

Jnlv
July
Julv
Julv
July
Julv
Ju!j

0 Aug.
20 Julv
20 Julv
fi Sept.
5 Sept
5 Sept
f» Sept,
fl Sept
fi Sept
fl Sept,
fl Sept.
18 Sept.
Id Sept.
15 No\.

05 steel T bats

............................

45 10
5

9 10

3 25

0

5

4

1 Ifl

ji _

23 19

5

3

7 II

0 13

i

225 13

3

32 1G

7

14 IS

7

22

3

4

4fl IG
11 G
11 12
11 12
19 4
273 2

]
0
7
8
1

1 21

0

m

11

0 9 11

2

G

7

8

ISO 13

9

14 13

31 11
29 0

4

1

85

9

5

3

17

3

5}

30 10

3 18

1010 0 0

410 15 lli

1
1

1
1

57 10
39

5
IG 11

2
2
2
22

is

13 10

0 19

David Cob ille & Sons ..

119

2 17

9 plates iron.................................

David Coil ille k Sons .
David Colville & Sons ..
Darid Colville & Suns .

Britannia...................

2 ban els i is ets. steel .

David Cob ille k Sons ...
David Colville & Sons ..
John Wilson & Son

10
10

G
3

3 0
3 8
3 14

2 1
8 U O 22
■2 9 2 7
5 6 0 II
0 7 2 0

...

Britannia...................
Britannia.................
Lusitania....................
Lusitania
.................
Lusitania...................
LuKitanm...................
Lusitania ......

104 boiler plates..............................
boiler plates ............................
io angles
.......................................
SO channels..............................
9S bars iron.................................
10 angles iron ..............................
100 boiler plates.................

ThoStealCo. of Scotland
The Steel Co of Scotland)

38 0
33 12

The Steel Co, of Scotlandi
The Steel Co. of Scotland
The Steel Co. of Scotland
The Steel Co, of Scotland)

0 3
9 II
9 2
o 12

TheStct’lCo.oI Scotland,
'J he Steel On. of Scotland

21 0
4 1G

LuMtnma.................
Lusitania
...........
ParminiLta .. . .
Parramatta ...........
Iberia.........................

471
48
85
37
G5

Tho Steel Uo. of Scotland!
ThoStectCo.ofScotland
TheSteel Co. of Scotland
The Steel Co. of Scotland
The Steel Co of Scotland

G 14
G 4
1 15
5 3
2 0

3
2

7
0

0 2i
1 7
2 7
2 7
3

0

1

7

S 0
1 7
3 21
2 7
0 0

10 10*
10 10*
10 10}
0 0
0

0:

13 0
0 14 8
2 7 0
per ton.
01 15 6

of

7+

2

9

121

9

5

10 13

74

197 14

i

3
0
4
4
4
12

15 4
IS C
11 a
U a
R io
7 9

2

H 13 8}
cai h.

11 10 15

10
907 10

4
3*

007 19

1

1

109 IG

3

3

4 IS

9

J

0

4

201

G

1

0
0

1
1

1
0

3
4

0
0

0
9

3
3

33 14
31 1

3
0

1 11 14

9

4

3

0

4S4

4

3

0 11

7

47 15 11
22 3 9
27 12 1
53 2 9
7 8

f> 10

0
s

1

1 fi s

0 10 115

per ton.
19 10 3
each.
0 1 95

0 1 io

jver ion.
10 12
7J

5

)

2 17

2

330

2

7

10 ic 115

4 Ifl

0

0 17

f.

185 11

0

19 10

5

3

7

0

415 19

C

11 7 S
each.

3 11

0

2

7

E7

i

0
0

7
3

6
5
4
8
J

102
SS
225
21 fl
J09

S

2 10 10
0

3

0 0 0 191 0 1
0 3 3
40 13 1
0 14 b 189 8 10
0 14 10 1S«» 9 1
9 IS
107 2 G
4 2 1 1935 12 7

2

3

3 12
l 15
5 0
4 4
2 17

i
7
7
£

12
0
0

4
8

3

1

3 s
39 0
13 0
12 11
10 8

011

7}

75

12 0 2}
S 17 n
1 13 11

0 5 9|

r}

0

190 10

3 17 13

6

4 11

0 10 11}
per ton.
79 1G S
each.
o 2070 14 30il 035 7 5

0 0

113 17

4 21

4

7

2

1

0

945

2 11

945

113 17

5 21

4

7

2

1

0

945

3

0

945

3

0

189 19
252 Ifl
74 0
133 11

3
4
G
2
J

1

5
5

31

2 1
C 18

3.}
0}

1 15

2}

SOS

2705 0 0
pel* ton.
00 13 4
each.

S

10 13

S 23 10

0

2

10 13

0

37 36

9

2

5 10
5

9

803

9

0

04 10 9
191 8 0
159 0 11
99 2 6

Dubs & Co...............

4

23
207

9G7 19

0

8

803

Dubs & Co.........................

;
C

1

82 10

0

5

5

340

0

fl

10

1

8 15 0
0 9 8
1 13 0
0 4 2ft

no
2705 0

* 0
1
U

3

4G

0

J. Defries & Son
Dubs & Co.............

per ton.4
11 IS g*

0

2

3

1 3 0
13 0
1 18 103
4 0 0

£ 8.

9

0

0

0

Thos. Turton ■& Sons .
Thos. Turton & Sons .
Jao ]J. Edmondson. . ,
The
Glcriboig
Union
Fire Clay Co.

E. d.

S2

7

350

803

0 15

.e

3

9 15 0
each.
0 11 0

Dubs & Co.................

0

i

2 17

11 39 11

Eej cr, Peacock, & Co..

12

s. d

0 14

J

8

per ton.
74 12 OJ 895 14
each.
914 0 0 182S 0

The Broughton Copier
Co.

£

6

307 17

0 9 11

d

4 13 11 ' i 13 n

0
Ii
0
0
0

0

per ton,
9 0 4}

o

8
10
10
10
Ifl

99

per ton.
1" 15 104
each

G

140
31
172
172
151

SOS

0

B

2

0

John Drown & Co., T.d
W Rope & Sen...................
John Spencer......................

Ibcna.............. ...4
Iberia............................
Ibcna..............................

iHU'i Iron
............................
boiler plates......................
steel angles
.........................
casks s4:cul boiler rivets..
tecs ...............................................

9

SOS

Janice Ru&ell ......

David Colville & Sons ..
David Colville & Sons ..

U70 steel tubes, 2in.........................

£

0
0
0

.................

80 channels iron.........................

...

S, d

13
13
SOS 0

1 G
0

John Wilson & Sons..

Iberia..............................

Cuzco............................

0 10

fl
3*
O'

£

1
1

9 19 10}* 1GJ
finch.
8 15
4 0
1
3

the manufacture in the Colony

Garonne.........................

3

ad.

70 11

0 0 4^ 102 11

Matthews

PftScoe, Grenfell & Sous

for

5

Jl

,

The Broughton Copper
Co.. Ld.
wrought-iron buffers____
Geo. Turton
..............
wrought iron buffers ..
Geo Turton.................
wrought-iron buffers
.
Geo. Turton ................. ..
sets nut. brake fittings .
The Wcstinghouse Brake
Co., Ld.
patent magnetting ma- John Parkinson...........
clnnc.
carriage-bearing springs., Thos. Turton & Sons ..
wagon-bearing springs
Thos. Turton & Sons ..
bulfer and diaw Fiirings.
Chas Camincll & Co. .

19 June

1SS9.
IS.Tuly

James Russell

d. I

904*

0

1! June i Pericles ;...................

The Shelton
Steel Co.
The Shelton
Steel Co
01 bars Shelton Crown angle
The Shelton
Steel Co.
740 Lars Shelton Crown best The Shelton
iron.
Steel Co
150 Tnmuis draw and buffer Turton liras &

3

p.

0 1 8*

anil

June
June
June
June
June

0

1 20
1 21
1 20 I

Dubs & Co......................

Iron

4
4
4
4
27

0

John Spencer..............

rcnclca...................... 1050 bars Shelton Crown bcsl
iron.
[ Peridca........... ..
11 June
420 bars Shelton Crown angles

1 June

3

eii'rine4,

r.90 bars bead iron....................

31 June 1 Pericles......................

0 21

£

per ton. |
0 10 10^

. .

WNoamr.a...................

11 June

q. )b.

8 10 953 10

172 10

0|

230
70
SO

0
0
0

l>
0
0

75 0
18825 0

0
0

13325 0

0

271 10

9

17 19

3

7

0 11

1

206 10

234
284
284
616

G
0
C
0

10
10
10
6

1
1
1
G

s a 2 11
2 3 2 10
2( S 3 0
g'
17 12 G
i

9 IS
0 13
9 13
9 5

2
3
3
O
4^

303
393
303
612

1

3

5

0

7
7
7
O

IS 0 0
172 30

o|

11 13
ID 11
2 3
49 12

3
1
5
3

4 12
0 5
2 2
2 7

30 IG

G

2 3
221 4

0

221 4

0

178 2
256 10

IT
Q|

19 lo
17 10
21 13

634 10

0

25 19

New South Wales

7

7

0 18

0 a 14 10
0 0 19 U
7 9 0 6
a 1 11 <i
a

2

fll

4 11 4
4, 4 13 11
l1
0 12 9
I
5, 22 10 10

0

1

6

S3 0
1404G 4

8

1

2 11

lit

92

14049 4

0

02309 4 10
)>er ton.
G
GO 7 0
each.
4 10
3 0 7}
4 fl
3 0 7}
4 n
4 0
22 IS 8$

8 0 75

19 10 n

0 U 10
1 4 S'
1 10 4j
1
1 10 5'

1S8 11
201 n
2SG 11

e
0
2

8S4 10

8

19 Ifl n

1 5 1}

0 Ifl 11

2 13 OJ
per ton.
G5 10 0

10 Locomotive Boilers and

of

J

S 5 0
each.
0 7 3}
per ton.
0 10
n
9 O 4}
7 10 0
9 19 n
9 19 10}
14 2 9
14 2 9
each.
0 0 SI
per ton.
9 15 0
2i
8 8
7 8 si
9 12
8 17
8 S
9 15
9 15
8 17
7 17
S 8
13 3
8 17

2

IG

3

7

303

7

3

42 10

5

155 6 2
91 IS 2
0
1C
8
81 7 6
24 Ifi 3
74 ft 10
fi G 1

25 11

si

3

3

0

3

7

20

9 IG 11

1

7

9

417

8

4

4

1 10
0 IS

0
8

ISO IS

3

111

1

0 14
1

IG 1
3 fl
13 fl
3 13
S 5
1

1

7 4
it 2 U 2
7
0, ft 9
7' 2 5 0
0 0 13
7
G 2 4 11
0 0
S 9

0

3 10

0 15
0 4
0
0

8

0

0

G
R
3

I

S n

0

20
G 1
07 18 6
2D 11
4
85 fi 11
0 IG 6

1

391 14

9

45 17

1 ID 11 11
1

370 17 11
282 35 4
1
3 0
<19 2 0
0}
in
81 4 4
fi fl fi
0
205 2 6
0
46 19 1
n|
fi9 IS 10
si
52 f> G
n
15 2 3
3
74 14 9
in
17 13 10

59 13
52 19
0
3
n G
11
9
1
fl
20 Ifl
4 2
5 Ifl
7 19

4
3

2 12

8 15
2
7

9 17
7 11

f,
0

0 fl
0
1. 2 1ft 11
G1 2 5
4
8

0

0

2 10

5 fl 14
4 1 G
31 1 13
0
4
O' 0 S
»; 2 2
2

0 10

1

9

I

440 12 10

4 fl
3 15

8

444 19
847 r>

0

3
7

0

9 17
0 16
0

1

8

0
1
7

r,

1 18

2

0
3 10
0 12 4

fi
3
G
2

4

9 11
0
3
9 11
0
3

fi
ft
2
8

1

4
0

i\ n

100 ID

95
fl
2SD
52
67
62
18
SC

15
14
19
16
19
5

21

S

7
11
11
11

fi
10

G

6

0
3 10

°l

19 G 4
each.
0 8 4|
per ton.
11 8 9}
Id IS 8*
9 14 O
31 8
11 18

sv

10

4

p

18 S
each,
0 7 Si
per ton.
11 13 111
10 fl fit8 IS S'*
11 3 8
10 9 10}
19 15 0
11 7 8}
10 19 fi

10
10
10
15
10

t 10
0
3
8
11

855
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APPENDIX 19—continued.
PEltMANENT WAT MATEE1AL, guc.—continual
Date of
Arrival,

|
Name of Ship.

Description cf Material.

Weight.

f jiglish ^Colonial

Supplied by

Kate,

|

ln>oice
Cost

Freight.

Chaises Charges

Total
Coat.

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for Relaying Southern and Northern Lines, Eull-healel Rails, 30 ft,, 801b. per yard
and Fastenings,
1890.

T

C. (j. lb.

£

s.

d.

£

s. d.

s d. £

£

5. d. £

& d.

£

£ &. >1
per ton.

s*. d.

ij■20 Feb.
9 Mar.
1C Mar,
9 Mar.
-27 Mar
7 April
3 May
29 May
29 May
30 April
29 May

Kchuca .........................
Arcadia.........................
Damascus...................
Port Denison
...
Coromandel .
..
Port Fairv...................
Cabul...............................
Combcnucrc...........
Augerona...................
Routcubuni..............
Combcrmcre...........

27 April
14 April
14 April
25 April
22 May
3 May
20 May
28 June

TInbbeck .
..
Abcrilcen
.,
Aberdeen....................
Carthage
.................
Star of hiiglanti
Victoria....................
Vaktta.........................
Occtum .......................

12

7
10

m\U
....................................
c,-i, cliairs..............................
rails............................................
e.-5. chairs..............................
e.-i. chairs............................
10000 bolts ami nuts ..
.
091 rails...............................................

Bolcko\\\ VauirhaT! k
Head, Wrijrhtson A
Itokkow, Vauirhan &
Head, Wrightson &
Head. Wriglitson ft

45000 teak keys..............................

Haylis, Jene^fc Barliu

312
2409
283
3CC2
4578

Co. Ill S
Co, 50 8
Co, 100 15
Co, 73 5
Co. 92 4
1 lihotson Bros, k Co.. bd
H) 5
Dolckow, Vauirhan A Co, 200 0
w

2
0

8
8

2 24
3 0
0 0
HI 1
2 24

0
1

5
3
ft
3
3
IS
5

13
19
is
39
ID
2
13

19

8

6
0

G
0

G
G
0

o:s2 7 2 37
200 7 1 3!)
571 19 2 79
291 0 G 57
30G 9 II 6S
189 18
8
1135 4 ] 127

s

4 l

f

9

574 13

9

15 0
13 10
7 5
14 5
15 7
11 3
If) y

9
4
S
fi
G
3
13

33

SS IS 11

Hi

4

0
8

14
17
11
0

1 ucr 1900.

ftCft
281
2520
4997
10013
49GS
101)15

rails..............................................
mils............................................
fish-plates......................
c,-i, chairs
.................
e.*L chairs......................... ....
fish-plates...............................
c.-i. dian-s..
.
21 lvL chairs......................

DolckO'A, Vaii/rhai! A, Co, 109 11
Holckow, Vaualian ft Co. 109 0
Ilolckow, Vaughan A Co. 13 0
Head. Wrhrhteon A Co, 100 10
Head, Wuifliteon & Co 201 9
Bolekow.t an "him A Co. 35 9
Hoad, Wrightson A Co *207 17
0
Head, Wrightson 6 Co.
8

1 20

2 24
0

0

1 19
3
2 24
2
0
2

0
0

n
fi
S
3
3
S
fi

3

13
13
1
19
19
1
1!)

]!)

8

1

2

4 16
G 12

5

7

6 12

4

1

8
8

5

4
fl
4
4

4

0

S
ft
3 19 10i 243 1
2' 007 0
7 11
5 IG 1! SCO 11
10 7 G 0 439 ft
a 0 17 9 193 U
115 0 01295 14
no 11
ti o 3 8, 977 ft
1
i

4
7

0

0
2

5
Of

17 IG 514
S 19 11 7
2 0
2
5 1
S
7 6 S
3 In II 515
O
3 8 C 3
7 15 0 fi HI

G 1132 n G 157 8
G
5G7 14 0 73 15
0
144 IS 0 IS 5
a 79 3
G
399 11
G
&OQ 17 a 153 13
0
285 13 3 30 0
(i
i 103 13
S2(i 4
1 IS 10
0 G
G

4 32;
fl filW
2| 738

1

0

39
in
11

19
19
2

5
n

4 1322 10
1 002 19
G 1G0 15
2 494 0
0 991 1
0 88R
3
11021
8

2

7
0

18

12
&
18 &
15
0
19 a
2i
7
fi 1) el
til
fi ft s1
9 f 21 14
1 iKr 1000.
7
fi 12
c!
fl 12
1
ft 5
G
4 18 3!,
2
4 18
111
ft
fl 4
2
i 13 !Ur
8
5 0 0
8

4

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for Relaying Southern, Western, and Northern Lines, T Rails (801b.), and Fastenings.
*20
7
2
2
2
^0
20
20

20
9
18
18
Ifi

Feb,
Mm.
April
April
April
Jan.
Feb.
yob.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mur.
Mar,

Bcuelcuch
..
..
British Ocnctal .
Don...,.........................
Don.................................
Australasian..............
Kchuca .........................
Ijiyuria.........................
Port Denison

30000 ‘■crews
..
3.'070 kuious.................... ..
44100 spikes...................... ...
33540 bolts and nuts

..

130 rails............................
5C0 rails............................
1044 tails............................

.........

1 £9 rai U............................

Culgoa .........................
Damusrua.
...

10152 flblvplates...........
277 rally.........................

RuvlisSj Jones k Ra\liss
Run lis*, Jones & Rayliss
lbbotsoii.]Ji,os.& Co., Ld.
Ibbotsou Bros. «te Co,, Ld,

J3 10
15 15
18 0
1ft 10

ft

0

IG 10

0

222 15

0!

11 n

0

0

10 10

0

259 17
223 13
390 0

(
fl
o'

13
15
io

Tlolckou, Vaughan £ Co, 4fl 8
IMekow, Vaughan & Co. 200 0
Uokkou, Vaughan &Co. :!72 17
2
41
Bolekow, Vaughan A: Co. 67 10
Tfi
Bokkow,Vaughan & Co. 4R 14
Bolckow,Vaughan fo Co 98 18

2

0

0
0

12
2ft

8
0

1
2

s
0
10
14
0
*»o
18
8

5
5
5
8
fi
5
8
r>

13
J3
13
1
IS
13
1

•>

a

0

fl
0
0

G
0

2f3 9
G
G 1135 O
0 2115 1ft
0

0

G
ft

3S3

1

y.i

0
0

T.ioa
CGI

4
8

5 13

0

1058

5 13
IG 10
Ifl 10
h 13
ft 13
5 ia

G
0
0
0
G

1135 ft
25!) 17
371 5
I860 17
409 8

2ft
IG
12
5
8
5
12
5
8
8
fi
5
S
f,
5
12

0
0
6
G
0
G
G
G
0

9
0

7

30 11
0 157 10
3 203 12
Xl 41 fl
53 3
997 10
4ft 3
0.
rJ 77 18

0

22 Mar.
rails..................... ...
rails............................
wn'cwg....................
screws......................
lads.........................
rad*......................
rails.........................

1
3
1
3
1
31
3
29
31
29
29
2ft
29
29
31
14

Muy
May
May
3fay
Mav
Mav
Mav
Mav
Mav
Mav
May
May
Mav
Mav
Mav
April

Loch TivjoI
,.
MaeCallum More..
Loch Trool ____
MacCallum More..
Loch TreoJ
.

fHift
37070
oOKO
ftLb
202
1300

Combcrmcre
____
Lnulhuitit.
..
Combenuerc..............

11
11
3
4
Ifl
19

June
June
Slav
June
June
June

Ardeneaple ......
Pirlcles.........................
Victoria.........................
Ballarat....................
Orontcs.........................
Orontes....................

32109 bolts and mils
24790 sere«h....................
47450 spil.es......................
820 mils............................
7200 lleivplatca ... .
141 rallb............................
43SC0 spikes......................
U2fl rails......................
1440 ftslnplatcs...........
3800 fish-plates____
210 miN............................
84 rails............................
852 fibh-platcs ..
.
280 mils............................
478 rails.......................
39350 spikes
.................

Condor ...................
Condor ...................
Condor .........................
Star of Russia .,
Aberdeen....................

..

10

271 1C

0
G
0
2
3

127 10
13 fl
19 3
CU 5
45 10
9fl7 7

0

liolukovVjViutghan Jr Co 200 0
Ilatli'-s, Jones A; Bavliss 15 15
Bavliss, Jones & Bavliss 22 10
Bolckotv, Vaughan (e Co. 331 8
Bolelcow,Vaughan k Co. 72 2
s
J bbotson Bros, i Co,. 1/1
Baylisfi, Jones A Ba\ h*s
1 obotson Bros. A Co.. Ld,

ft
0
0
•>

0
0
0

8
3 12

1 21
8 12
-0 0
x *>n
11 0 8
0 2 24
0 0 O
7 0 IG
18 n 24
12 47 2
O 0 n
IG 1 20
1 3 S
0 0 0
4 1 4
3 1 20

IS 17
11
1ft 10

iJolekowj Vaughan A Co. 34
50
Rokkow, Vaughan k Cn
Ibbotson Bros. A Co., Ld, IS
llolckow, I’aughan^Co, 400
Rokkow, Vaughan A Co.
G
a
75
liolekow, Vaugiian A Co.
Bolukow, \'aughan A Co. 29
Uolckow, Vaughan A Co
4
Rolckow. 1'nughan A: Co. ICO
Rolukow, Vaughan & Co,1170
Ibbotson Bros. & Co. ,1/1. 10

0
10
s
13
1
13
8
13
1
1
IS
13
1
13
13
8

0

G
G
0
0
G
fl

1700
577
163
•242

8
0

278
as
223
2272
55
GO
425
HU
32
f07
cor.
200

3
19
13
0
12
10
12
4
IS
10
19
IS

0

fl
15
fl
8
10
9
1, 188
28
i
31
15
j 255
7,
0
ft
8
47
c
10
s
4!
4
78
0
4 103
o' 13

ir»
0
5
14
IS
18
0
4
Ifl
H
IG
O
2
15
10
10

4 5 4 1 4
4 18 0 1 8
4 4 4 1 »
9 7 5 2 1 10
i:» ift
2 4
5 s 3 9
0 17 13 1015 0
7 52 17
3 27 19
fl 4
7 3 11
1 G 1 4 5 1
s 33 fi O'Pi ft
2 5 3 4 4 4
7
6
3 8 10
4 1 12
4
7
fiEft s s's;, 17
0 B 4
4
10
0 18 0 1 15 0
0 4 18 3 1 8
1 Ifl
11 7 0
9 29 14 824 17
5 8
I ft 12
0 41 15 fl:H 19
A, 26 IS s’sa 9
4 7 110 1 12
10 3 10 1 0 19
8 4 12 5 1 13
IX 2G 11 4 22 4
7 3 IB : 3 0
fl •1 12 s 3 15
; 4 4 fl 1 13
7 35 17 10 SO 0
5 0 18 IL 0 12
4 0 Ifl n 0 1ft
3 0 10 11 5 12
3 2 17 3 2 4
£ 0 8 1 0 7
(l 8 8 10 7 10
2 is 7 e> 12 15
2 8 IG ■ii 1 8
0

7

8

0

23ft 15 4
279 Ll 3
G 214 0 a
1 10
11 415
■’V/l 6 s
7 3D7 15
ft
01325 3 H)
3'247!) 8 4
0 3«U 8 11
3 447 fi 11
11 2503 G *]
p 450 15 3
0

5 055
IJ 132
9 22S7
fl Gfll
01295
0 279
10 309
0 2140
3 407
b 3021
0 ^940
fl 401
11 197
1C 204
1 1917
1 IIJS
1 324
3 244
0 2593
(14
0
80
0
4*5
0
fl 193

11
15
0
I!)
10
13
fl
14
7
2
17

13
0
17
14
11)
4
9
3
2
0
IS
G
37 IG
0 aw 3
4 1102 12
3 219 13

G
ft
9
4
1
3
0
fl
9
1
8
8
4
8
IJ
S
7
G
11
0
2
11
3
10
0
7

17 15 2J
17 15 H
13 11 421
5 9
G 8 n|
G 12 7
0 12 «
0 12
0 5
G 12 01
b 12 0
9
fi »
G 12 6+
9 fi f>A
G 12 ai
G 12 4f
G fl fit
17 1ft J*
17 15 1
fi 12
cl
6 D
G 9
G ft G421
ft Hi
17 1ft !H
IS 11 8
G 9
fl 1 0"
fi fl 7
13 11
0 fl
9 5
9 5
G 0
G fl
0 ft
G 12
G ft
19 11

7}
«*
d
3
6}
'4
0

Si
tk

Si-

Indent for Permanent Way Materials. To repay Fastenings borrowed for maintenance from Construction Stock for T Rails
70 lb. per yard.
•
1880.

27 Dee.
31 Dee.
1890.
4 Feb
4 Feb.
4 Feb.

Battle Abbey ,,., 2GG2 fish-plates ..................... Chas, Caimvcll & Co.
Ladakh ............... 10th0 screws..........................
Patent Hut and Bolt
Co., Ld.
Cambrian rnncc.. filKfi .pikes ............................ Ibbotson Bros. & Co. ..
Cambrian Prince. 12203 screws...................
Patent Nut and Holt
Co., Ld.
Cambrian 1'rlncc ■2C0C0 screws............................ Pak-nt Nut and Bolt
Co., Ld.

12 11 2 fl
17 37 0 1ft

fi 17 G
17 10 0

86 fl 71 10
312 JO °i ifi

25 5 S 20
fi 8 3 23

11 2 fl
17 10 O

281 fl 0
ftfi 6 fl

17 10

lf,G fi °i

S 18

2

S

0

4

0
2

8, ft C 10 2
21
4 11 I0| 1 ifl 1 0
j

7 18 S

flfl 3 0
334 Ifl !f

18 15

2

3 11 310 2 fi
9 7 102 4

12 5
18 15

2
S

2 18 1 1 1
8; 6 17 1U 1 11

2

7 10 G 2 Ifl 4| 0 Ifi 7 107 10
l
1

!>

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for Renewals, Infra Fastenings for donble-headed Rails, 75 lb. per yard.
1SS9.

51 ]>cc. f T.o(lakJi........... 'IftOCO hottfl mid iiutp ....
17 Sept. Quubrlmi I’nnec . 2GCO Lviijiulor fish-plates
ft Nov. J Houckuch................. 1550 flsh’plfttcs ......

Bavliss. Jones. & Bnvlissl 8 11 3 0
CJhns, Canjwt-ll & Co .. Ifl 19 1 4
Guest k Co..................
J 13 3 27

vterialB for Renewals
1889.
SI Dec.

Ladflkli...................... pC00 bolts nnd nuts

27 3>cc.

Deittlc Abbey .... 1SCOO bolts mid inifs

27 Dec,

Battle Abbey

..
,,

40248 screws..............

1SPO.
Camhrian Prince
_
4 Teh.
SS3S augiitar
fi'h-p’ates
1 Fck Atlanta............ 7CfH> fiJi plates

51 ilfm.
17 Feb.

MinmiChM....................[30752 fcri'^e .

.

Windsor Pfuk .... SOOCO pplkes , .

d40—E

10 10
Ifi 1ft
7 1ft

0
0
0

141 13 11
2fl7 3 b
fill 13 f>

I xtra Fastenings for T Rsils, 70 lb per yard.

Patent Nut and Bolt
Co., Ld.
Ibbotson Bros. & Co.,

77 fl 0 17

IG 0 0

27G IS r,

10 14 1 1

IS 0 0

192 IG

Simpson A Co...........

17 11 0

37 3 0

£01 8 f>

Charles Cam well & Co.,
Charles Cam well & Co
Sinvpson k Co.............
Ibbotson Bios. & Co.,

33 0
se 0
17 fl
33 1

Ld.

7 311 2 15 3 0 14 11 152 s "i 17 15 0
13 15 8 3 2 4 1 8 7 2ifi 10 ft IG IG 7
C 7 11' 0 19 1 0 13 » 07 13 h| 8 15 10

2
3
2
ft

0

1
20
21
10

3ft
ft
17
11

15
17
3
*2

0
0
fi
G

524
247
297
3 07

17
IG
14
15

3

14 11 7 5 4 8 1 10 3 298 4

hi

8 IS 10 3 13 10 0 IS 7 2CG 7

id

19 fi
14 17 11 fi 13 10 1 10 11 323 11 il1 38 8 si

fl 27 4 5 5 IS 8 2 Ifl G r.ftfi 17
fl
4
3

17 4 7]

29 0 10 3 1ft 10 3 0 4 2fc8 13 9
14 1+ 4 5 12 5 1 ]i) 7 BIO 11 8
27 12 1 ft 18 2 2 17 4 405 2 10

l

1ft
7
IS
12

IG 1
17
8 W
5 li

856
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APPENDIX 19—coniinued.
PERMANENT WAT MATERIAL, &C.—contlnua<l
Date of

Anita].

Name of Siup.

Description of Material

Supplied by

xj

Weight.

I Invoice
Cost.

^

English Colonial
Charges, Charges,

Freight.

Total
Cost.

Cost.

*

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for Duplicating Line, Granville to Liverpool, Bulllieaded Rails, 30 ft, long
(80 lb. per yard), and Fastenings.
1805.
7 Mar.
2 April
9 Mar.
9 Mar.
7 April
3 May
4 April
11 June
Il June
3 May

T.

80000 ciiair-spikos..................|
British General

Patent

1
Port Denison ...
Arcadia...............
Port Fairy........
Cabul ..............
Ardencaplo . ...
Pericles ............
Victoria. ,, , .

19 Juno Orontcs

2fi2J chairs
2440 chairs
1420 chairs
1239 chairs

........................ J
...................
........................
.......................

844 rails........................
231 rails........................ i
231 rails............................

.......... 40000 teuk keys............. . ...

19 June
28 June Oceana ............... 4094 chairs.......................
13 June Parramatta ........ 10855 chairs ........................

and

Bolt1

Co, lid.
Ihboteott Bros. & Co.
Head, Wrighlson, & Co
Hoad, Wri^htson, & Co.
Head, Wrlghtson, & Co.
Head, Wrijfhtson, & Co.
Bolckow, Vaiiiriian, & Co.
Bolckow, Vaughan, & Co.
Jiolckow, Vaughan, & Co.
Bolukow, Vaughan, & Co
Head, ’iVrightsan, & Co.;
liaj'liss, June?, & Baj Iusj

Polckott, Vaughan, &CoJ
Head, Wri^litson, tt Co '

C. q- lb.

44 12 S J2
S
50
49
23
25
46
300
100
100
153

19
IS
2
12
10
19
8
1
2
15

2 6
9 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
3 12
2 8
1 20
0 Hi
0 20

49 10 1 4
95 0
0
213 4 1 14

£ s. d.
Per toi .
11 0 0
18 o 6
3 19 6
;j 1!) G
3 10 <i
S 19 6
8 1 0
5 13 G
5 n 0
5 Hi 6
3 19 fl
19 S fl
per 1000.
5 13 6
•A 10 C
A 19 6

£
491
162
202
195
113
103
374
1704
507
503
Gil
777

8.
1

a.

£

8.

fi 3712

14 fi
G 7
3 fi
13 8
6 0
13 rj
18
18
2 1
3 10
10 0

2SS 10 11
377 n 0
8G7 8 4

0

7 10
40 1
38 13
22 10
io
11
47 4
191 10
«;] 10
73 10
121 1
70 15

d.; £
fi 9
o'

S. a. £
2

2

3. a.

3 18

3 2 0 0 14
8 4 S 10 4 (I
4 3 12 7 3 17
G 2 G 3 o 5
5
4
1 3 2 7
4 4 10 fl 4 1
G X 19 fl 22 10
0 9 1 r, 7 10
9 3 4 11 7 19
9 Ll 3 fl 12 3
G L4 9 2 1 19

31 17 o' 4 32
74 IG 6 G 18
m IG 11 L5 15

1 3 Ij
7 7 10
3 17 fi

1

L

S.

541 13

<t.

£

E.

d

8

12

f>

Si

fl 171 1
2
7 250 17 S
9 241 7 1
3 140 16 1
G 121 6 1
4 430 9 7
8 1045 19 3
3 64B fi 8
2 GU2 13 11
fi 755 12 0
0 b70 IG 8
0 323 15
fi 406 19
G 1072 6

0
C
0

19 7 fl
4 18 7
4 IS 4
4 18 H
4 15 si
9
0
G 9 «i
fl 9 61
4
fl 12
4 IS 34
21 15 4
per 1000.
G fl 7
4 18 34
4 18 S!

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for Duplicating Line, Teralba to Adamstown. Eullheaded Rails, 30 ft. (80 lb. per yard)
and Fastenings.
10 Feb,
Bcucloueh____
65910 ch'nr-spikos ............................ Patent Nut and Bolt Co.) 30 16 0 5
11 fl 0
401 IG 6] GO 10 10 7 11 111 3 4 P 446 12 7l
2 S}
25 Mar.
Thoophanc ..
‘IIGOO bolts and cuts .................... Ibbotson Bros. A Co. ..
7 3 2 26
18 2 6
134 15 0
0 4
IS Mar.
{> April
IG Har,
9 Mar.
3 May
Jl May
3 May
29 May
30 April
29 May

Culgoa ...
.
Murrumbidgcc

27
10
3
19
3

Hubbuck ..
Port Phillip
Victoria .,
,
Port Victor .
Victoria ____
Oceana ...........

April
r.lay
May
May
May

2d dune

Dama^cui .. .
Arcadia __

MueCulluni More
Lymlliurst
Cabul ...........
Condor ____
Kontenbuni
Couibctmore

2aG
404
2SS0
2540
2991
1 050

rails ...............................................
ra Is
.......................................
fi'h-plates
.........................
chairs .......................................
chairs .........................................
rails .........................................

1243
22Gi
1551
33000

2 12 ll 0 11

chairs .
......................
fish-plates ..............................
rails
...
.
..............
teak kejs..
. .
,

BolckoWjVaughan^ACo,
Bolckow, Vaughan, A Co.
Bolckow, Vaughan, ACo.
Head, Wnglitson, & Co.
Head, Wrightson, A Co.
Bolckow,\ aughan, A Co.
Head, Wrightson, A Co.
Boickow, Vaughan, ACo.
Uolckow, Vaughan, ACo.
ItaylisSj Jones, A Bavltss

102 2 G 12
144 5 2 21
20 11 1 20
51 5 0 0
60 7 0 0
231 fi 2 24
25 S 0 0
16 4 0 0
fififi 0 0 0

102 IS chairs ,
.......................
2390 chairs .........................................
4514 chairs ..............................
5164 chairs
...............................
G43 fish-p’atcs
............................
2G9chai!s .........................................

Head, IVrighfcson, A Co.
Head, W rightson, A Co.
Head, Wnidit-jon, ACo.
Head, Wnghtson, A Co.
Bolchovr.Vaiitfhan, A Co.
Head, Wrigbison, A Co.

20-3 3 1 24
4S 2 0 fi
90 17 2 10
103 18 2 20
4 12 2 S
fi 4 10

fi 13
fi 13
3 1
3 19

3
5

A
8
fi
10
per
fl
3
3
G
8
3

6
579 13 2
G
818 Ifl G
0
105 12 0
6
203 14 4
239 1 7 10
19 G
13 G 1329 11
fi
19 G
99 39 4
ISO 8 2.
1 0
13 fi 3m 12 G
8 9
Oil 8 0
l
1000.
S10 10 ft
If) c
2‘
G
39
191 4
19 G
3G1 4 11
19 G
413 2 0
1 0
&7 5 2
19 6
20 14 fi

80 8
113 12
20 17
40 7
38 fl
119 7
IG O
13 Vi
35G Ifi
G3 4
162
37
71
81
4

i

4
ll1 7 13
fl
7 12 1C 110 16
2 5 fi i io
2 3 IB 7, 4 1
6
2

9 3

4 12 0 4 15
!1 0 ll 17 11

8 I 1 19
9 1 1 18
3
0

7 4
17 7
ll 4
16 10
13 0
2 0

15 17
3 10

5

1 19

4 1 b

5 41 12
7l 1 12
4 IC
M

3 11.ij

9 144
3! 070 19

fi OfiC 1 7
0 190
2 251 If) 3l
7' 2b7 14 11
5 If.17
11
19 B.
4 147 7 7
6 3594
1 718 3 5

10 10

10| ]]!>

10 !
M 8

0

51014 110
2 230 14 4
A 11, 440 12 10
4 7! fill 4 SJ
42 15 111
8 S|

fi| 3 10
0 12 b 87

S 0 7
0 S 11
0 17 0

0 $ 1[
0

8 11
0*

0 32

G 12
0 S

Gi
3

4 IS
4 15
0 9
4 15

4

G

GV

4

fi

9 1 11
9

21 15 3j

pc:
4
4
4
4
9

1000.
18 4^
IS fi
18
18 4 V
4 11

20 2 2, fi O H

Indent for Permanent Way Materials fur Renewals. D.H. Rails, 30 ft. C7611). per yard), and Fastenings.
1SS9. f
31 Dec,
31 Dec,
S Dec. Patriarch ............ 2552 c.-i. idmirs ..................
3 J>cc. Patrmi cli ........... 32000 chair-spikes..................
1800.
4 Feb. Cambrian Prince.. 3721 e.-i chairs ................
1889.
27 Dec, Battle Abbey .. . 751G c.-i chairs ................
1800.
10 Feb.
If) Feb. Ulrica................. 2f)4 rails ............................
7 Mar. British General .. 052 rads........................
20 Feb. Loehee ..........
29 S rails ........................
31 Jan
RaylfT ............... 310 rails............................

Head, Wrightson, fcCo,
Batliss, Jones, & Bayliw
Head, Wnghtson, & Co,
Ibbotson Broy. & Co. ..

25
3
29
IS

6
11
9
12

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
10

3
10
3
10

17
10
17
15

6
0
6
0

93
53
114
200

43 1 0 0

3 17 G

SG 13 1 S

3 J7 G 336

Guest Co- .............. I 15 7 3 2G
Bolckow ,Vaughan, iCo-f 90 15 0 0
Bokkow, Vaughan, &CoJ 221 4 1 4
!lnIokow,V.i,tij4,han,fcCo 1 90 15 0 0
105 3 2 8

7
4
4
J
4

10
IS
18
18
18

O
G

0 fl
11 fl
2 fi
0 0

1G6 Ifi 5
115

4

fi

IG
2
18
Ifi

2 t 1 10
10 b 1 4
15 G 2 fi
10 0 G IC

0
0
6
12

1 118 2 G
2 03 1 8
3 1G7 O 10
3 220 10 0

27 3 11 3 4 t- 3 S 2 200 17 11
55 fl 4

11 12 15 11
490
6 G3 11 10
G 1086 14 2 141 O 7
G 490 0 6 G3 11 10
3 510 13 0 82 IG 7
fl
0

2
0
2
1

I
G
y
0

fi

7

6 17 5 404 ID 7

fi

1 16 4 1 6 7 IG1 3 0
3 8 4 7 9 8 fiG9 10 4
18 8 10
1240 3 7
S 8 4
.102 0 8
S 13 0 7 17 10 (JIG G o

4
17
4
11

13 3}
15
13 fl*
IS

4 13 4
4 13

;» l

8 10

St

fi 14
5 12 8
f> 12 si
fi 17

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for Renewals Ballheadsd Bails (801bs.), 30 feet.
1S39
20 Nor.

Hubbuck .......... G4S00 chair spikes................

ilibotscm,
Co... 67 10 0 0
Hubbuck ........ ICiiflO oak keys..................... ItausoTncr & Rapier .
Bungaree ........... 40095 oak keys .................... Kansomer A Rapier.,..
SO Nov. Hubbuck........... S032 c. i. chairs .................. Head, Wrightson, & Co. IG2 17 3 2'»
Ibbotson, iiroa,, & Co
16 7 2 10
2 Dec. Bungaree........
Head, W'rightsoTi, & Co 70 3 2 0
21 Dee.
Ibbotson, Bros., A Co.. 27 18 3 9
2S Nov. Austral ............ 47&1 c.-l. Chains.................. Head, IVrightson. A Co. 96 16 O 0
0 Dec Cuzco.................. 659 rail*..................
Bolckow,Vaughan &Co 235 It
4
25 Dee Orient.................. 740 rails ........................
Bolckow, Vaugiian &Co 204 5 “ 24
1303.
2) Jan. Hldcndie . .,, , SiOrAils..................... .
Bulekow, Vaughan A Co. 300 0 0 0
2) Jan. UUlcrshc ........... 10500 Ihhp’atos.................... Bolckow,Vaughan A Co, 76 S 21
26 Feb. Loehee ...............
Bolckow, Vaughan & Co. 100 0 fl 0
2G Feb. Loehee ...........
Bolckow, Vaughan Co. 100 0 fl 0
0 Jan. Luy.taula .......... 379 rails........................... Bolckow (Vaughan A Co. 135 7 0 16
If) Feb,
Bolckow, Vatighan A Co. 70 0 0 0
19 Feb. Bcucleueh .......... 250 rads............................ Bolckow,Vaughan & Co. 100 0 0 0
J7.1an. Port Caroline....... 14655 c.-i. chairs .................. Head, Wrighteon, A Co. 295 O 1 fl
7 Mar, British General
2SO rails ............................ Boickow, Vaughan & Co. 100 y 0 y
8 Mar Agues Oswald ....
17 mils .......................... Bolckow,Vaughan A Co.
fl i 1 20
31 Jan Bavlcy .............
Head, Wrightyon, A Co. 303 18 3 10
Gi Jan. Bayley ............... 104S rails.......................... Bolckow,Vaughan A Co, 374 fi 2 24
20 Feb. Eehiica ............... 9304 c.-t. chairs .................. Head, Wrightson, & Co. 107 s 3 G

2J Nov.
21 J>e.\

10 0 0 330 fi • 37 u 8 G 17 13 5 0 414 1 O'
J
1
10 0 0 300 0 0 142 2 10 5 io ir 114 3 ♦49 S 0
10 0 0 400 0 0 189 10 0 7 16 J 2 7 1 509 12 o
3
14
:j
10
3
4
4

1/1
2
15
6
lo
17
17

4
7
4
4
4
4
4
G
4
4
3
4
8

17
fi
17
17
17
17
17
)5
17
17
Ifi
17
15

6
fl
fl
fl
G
3
3
„

614 13
231 3
265 17
2i7 15
355 8
114G 3
1285 1

10 128 5 7 12
6 16 ll 8 4
1 55 9 3 5
11 2S 2 9 5
(,
7G 4 7 7
G 185 12 fi Ifl
!) 203 2 n 22

2
2
11
9
4
10
I

230 fi 0 26
A
fi 7
u
G3 15 0 S
63 15 <1 8
106 11 10]11
44 12 6 5
G3 15 0 8
2G2 fl G 21
63 Ifi 0 8
3 17 0 0
239 j 2 22
204 Ifi 1 31
155 0 9 14

fi
12
8
8
ft
18
S
Ifi
8
12
4
8
9

1453 15 0
552 4 11
3 486 fi 0
3 486 r> 0
G 653 3 6
a
340 7 G
G 486 5 0
G 1113 IG 0
3 48G 5 0
3 29 10 fi
G 1147 7 7
3 1819 10 4
G 746 G 8

0

5.12
G 1
10 fi
4 2
10. 7
717
7 10

17
8
11
8
13
13
IG

5 22 10
4 G 13
1 ....
2 ....
710 3
ft! 5 5
fl 7 10
0 23 7
0 ....
8 0 ft
4 24 1
523 1
715 12
1

11
7
G
G
3

7U8
CfiG
£32
323
456
7 1360
F, IfiSfi

4
II
9
16
11
fi
2

0 1743 15
0 643 13
513 8
558 8
0 780 7
0 396 3
0 505 13
1 13f)l 2
659 8
1 84 0
3 1431 0
5 2174 4
7 930 IS

fl
A

8
G
1
10
4
jV
3
1
•>
11
ft
O
4
0
s
4
3
7

11 11 (\
ricr 1000.
14 Ifl 7J
14 19 OJ
per ton
■i H 4
15 fl 7}
4 14
11 n !H
4 14 4
r, IG
5 IG U
rt
IG 3
8 0 fl
5 11 8
6 11 8
5 IG
5 33 n
5 13 2
4 14 S}
5 11 A
fi 13 71
4 14 3*
£ IG
4 14 3)

857

35
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APPENDIX 19—continued.
•
PERMANENT MAY MATERIAL, &c.—continued.
Btvtc
Arri\’al.

Kum* of Ship.

Description of Material.

Supplied by

Weight.

Im’oice

Rato.

Knglish Colonial
•Charges! Charges

Freight.

Coist.

Total
Cost.

Cost,

Indent for Permanent-way Materials for Renewals S.T. Rails, 30 feet, 8011)., and Fastenings.
1839.
27 Dec.
8 „

T.
Battle Abbey .... l.^OO bolts and nuts
j,
I*atriarch ..................... 15200

..

..

....................

Thhotson Bros. & Co. ..
Patent Nut and Bolt
Cl

c. <1- ib.

17 17
1S90.
7 Feb.
17
17

„
„

Cambrian Prince.

40000

Windsor Park .... 80000 spikes .........................................
M2 rails
............................................

At .Tan
7
10
2ii
20

Mar.
Full.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
8 Mar.
SO Jan.

...............................................................

British General ..
Ohica................................
Thephane ......................
Loehee ............................
Bavlev ............................
Agnes Osttold .
Australasian ...........

1120
2S0

...........................................................

”

................................................

31S
f>30
1423
SSO
8t2
221

„

....................................................

„

....................................................

„

........................................

£

„

....................................................

„

....................................................

16

17 17 0 16
11
M
••
72 3 2 IS
Ibbotson Bros. & Co. ..
1 0 16
Bolckow, Vaughan, A- 133 II 1 20
Co.
400 0 0 0
100 0 0 0
M
M
••
124 5 2 21
M
II
• •
192 10 0 0
ll
)l
*
0 0 0
11
M
* *
314 6 2 24
II
II
• *
SOO 14 1 4
11
il
• •
10 2
,1
1.
-•

78

162 16
140 6

n
2

17

■112 10

0

10

10

17 10
0 17
11 2
5 1
r,
r>
f>
5
Ij

510

.................................................................

B. d.
ton.
18 0 0
0 0

£

S. d.

per

0 0 3 20
8 15
15

5
5
5

8

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
c
(5
R
G
i>
9
0
G

l n
o

1

312 10
m> 5
;1I17 If.
f)$2 7
2030

0
r.l>7 10
1.10 15
970 IS
2r.ss 5
1595 0
1520 2
400 11

(

0
-j
3
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

ti
it

£,

S. d.

£

8.

7
7

11
0
7 19

3

3

15

0

C

13 0 11
57 19 10
27 12 2
12a
8 0
2;.5 0
<■3 15
4
122 14
325 0
247 10
191 14

79

3

.1

£

d.

5

5
0

£ B. <1
per ton.
r,
10 5
17 5 0

0

5

18 15

2;

335 0 0
507 12 0
405 2 11
4 1130 14 11

18 15
7 17
12 5
5 17

2?
sf

£

0 15

0
3

0 15
0 15

S
4

174
151

0 IS

S

1 11

3

335

n 17 10 ] 11
7 G f c 0
0 18 n 2 17
26 9 ] 14 10

S
5

'

17

0 33
0 S 10

t 10
F. Hi
6 43
1 26
25
3

1

8.

6

3
4
12 9 1) 0
4 HI L4 S
2 {! 13 11
12 2 li 11
7
11
15 10 #

fj

•»

9. d.

c

4

2318
570
720
9 1130
1 2970
f, IS92
1 i705
475

lb •r'

17

3
15 4
J8 19
0 9
1 1
13 ft
s
8 9

13

APPENDIX 20.

Return of the number and nature of the Accidents and Injuries to Life
and Limh which have occurred during the year ending 30th JunCj 1890.

Railway

Date of
Accident.

Passengers killed
or injured.
Cnuso
Their om n
misconduct
beyond
their own
or want of
caution.
eontml.

18S‘). Killed fnjurrd.
1 June.
3

„

*

„

Injured

KilLtri Injurid,

Killed

Injured. Killrd
1
1

>i

i
1

1
1

I*.

1

...

1
1
1

23 „

i

4.4

.,

,r.

1

5 J uly..
» ..

1

]
1

12

13 „

1

i

20 „
22 „
21 „
2d, „

0

»
„

10

„

12

„

13
is
IS
17

20

1

<»i

1
1

...

i

...

i

4.4

1

«.■

...

i

...

i

,,,

...

4.4

1
1
1

,,,

„

„

. .

1

i

„

„

]
1

,.

7

...

1

i

„

7

i
...

i

...

„

23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
26 „
26 „
27 „
29 „
29 „
fi Sept...

i
1
1

27 ,
27 „
27 „
27 „
30 „
30- „
31 „
3 Aug...
3
6

*»«

i

.,

21 „
21 „
22 „
2d

...

..4

i

...

...

1
».»

2

...

...

i
...
...

i
...

...

...

4..
.4.

...

i

i

1
1
1

i
...
..»
*..

]
1

Nature or Causes of Accident,

Injured

1
•

5 „
JO „
13 „
13 1.
15 ,,
20 i,
21

Killed

Servants of the Department Trespassers,
or of Contractors killed or
Ac.
injured.
Cause
Their
on
n
beyond
Own want of
want of
their own
caution.
caution
control

Man found on line near OranTille; leg euf off.
Do
do
Redfovn 1 unnol.
Man run over, Darling Harbour.
Boy caught between 1 ruclv and sheep-race at Culeairn.
Boy tilled, liicclsior siding.
Fmplo^ec, shunter, Darling Harbour, crushed between buffers.
lady leaTing train in molion, Kewtoun.
Fireman broke arm. Old Junca.
Porter fell down, injured his knee, Kewcustlc.
Locomotive inspector killed, Bathurst.
Fcltlcr killed, Murrurundi.
Guard fell over crate, Fairfield.
Ganpcr injured, through trolly running over a dog.
Shunter’s hand crashed at Bullock Island.
Pa'.scngcr fell out of car bet ween Muswellbrcok and Aberdeen.
Shunter’s arm run over at Dubbo.
Little girl left train in motion nf Burwood,
Man run over at Darling Harbour.
Do
do near Glen field.
Woman fell on bridge at Hurwood and broke leg.
Man’s hand hurt in catch of dump-cur.
Man killed ; stone fell on his hand. Mudgcc line.
Boy’sleg injured ntllnmilton.geUing on eoal-waggou.
Guard injured leg at Tintinhull, entering van in motion.
Ganger injured at Stanwell Park ; trolly Mruck l»y engine.
Passenger lell nn platform at Arneliffc^ broke leg.
Man injured, Cockle Creek; fall of enrlh in cutting.
Portcr’tj foot crushed between points, Htralhlielcl.
Fettler knocked down at, Evi’leigh.
Little girl crossing line nt Croydon.
Fettler knocked down ; leg and foot cut off.
Gatekeeper run over at Wickham.
Man knocked down at Carlton.
Passenger entering train in motion nt Carlton,
Porter’s foot crushed loading machinery.
Gatekeeper knocked down bv goods, PowenfelsLittle girl knocked down bv trnln, Tbornleigh.
Driver of omnibus injured at Plnttsburg.
Porter’s hand injured ut. Honeysuckle Point.
Passenger foil from platform. Hot hungry; broke leg.
Pettier injured near Sprincwood ; trolly run into.
Porter’s foot crushed at Roofv Bill.
Fngincman’B finger broken.
Alan foil at Darling Harbour; fractured collar*bone.
Two young men knocked down at Hexham.
Young man knocked demn, samo train, at Hexham.
Porter crushed between buffers, Tenterfield.
Fettler fell over bridge between Carrick and Marulan.
Fettler knocked down at Strnthfield.
Man run over by engine, Bulloch Island.
Officer-in-chargo knocked down by train.
Porter jammed between buffers at Cunncdab,
Assistant guard's foot crushed at Auburn,
Man knocked down between P a e si fern and Teralba.
Do
do at Burwood crossing.

J{
7>S

fi 15 111
5 35 111
6
6j

5
5
(5

5
b

17
17
DJ16 ■4
0
17 6>
0 e
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APPENDIX 20—continued.

Date of
Acwlcub.

Passengcra killed
or injured.
Their own
Causes
beyond
misconduct
tbelr owti
or want of
caution.
control,

Servants of the Department Trespassers,
or of Contractors killed nr
Ac.
injured.
Causes
TJieLr own Own want of
beyond
want of
their own
caution.
caution.
control.

Nature or Causes of Accidents.

16SD. Killed Injured. Kitled 1 injure i1. KHIeri Injnrod KLUed Injured. Killed, Injured.
Shunter's foot crushed at JNcwcastle.
7 Sept...
... i
l
... I
Guard hurl, his back.
*
i
‘J „
... |
Shunter knocked down.
l
10 „
Woman knocked off bridge near Corrimal.
.4, 1
i
11 M
Porter’s log broken loading galvanized iron.
l
11 „
i
Boy fell between cars and platform at Blacktown.
It „
i
Pettier run over by empty train. Petersham.
...
.,.
17 „
i
.,.
Guard dislocated shoulder.
10 „
Guard’s hand injured a1; Granville.
23 „
i
2G
Man’s band injured at Stanwell Park.
i
Porter injured ab Coolaman‘t fell from waggon,
3 Oct. ..
»-4
i
Ganger and fcltlcr killed; trolly ran into.
2
4 „
Guard’s leg cun off, Sydney.
1
8 ..
Fireman crushed between buffers, Gunnagai.
1
6 „
i
Porter run over at Bathurst.
8 „
Porter knocked down, Svdney.
1
0 „
Passenger leaving twin in motion at Hamilton.
1
4.4
10 «
i
Fettler’s leg injured near Quirindi.
4.*
ll „
Telegraph porter fell from train at Bast Maitland13 „
1
...
Porter's band crushed.
i, ►
10 „
i
i
Man knocked down between Picton and Douglas Park.
17 „
i
Passenger left train in motion at Asbfield.
IS „
Do
do
Granville.
i
21 „
Man found dead on line near Teralba.
i
22 „
Fireman injured his back getting on engine at Evcloigh.
i
24 „
i
i
Man found dead on line at North Goulbnrn.
2t „
i
...
Man injured bv fall of earth, Gundagai.
Labourer's hand injured at Playnev,
20 „
i
Fettler knocked down at Sydney tunnel.
i
2S „
• »4
i
Man injured at Wentworth Falls.
31 „
i
Telephone boy run over at Evelcigh,
2 Not.. .
Shunter broke leg at Narrandern.
i
2 „
Cleaner’s leg crushed at Armidulo.
i
4 „
Gatekeeper struck by train at Orange.
i
..4
4 „
i
Woman left train in motion, Sydney; injured leg.
7 „
Do
do
Erskinvillc.
10 „
i
.
Fettler’s arm injnred at Muinbil.
i
11
Girl slightly injured at Hamilton; left train in motion.
. ..
18 „
i
i
Shunter's head injured, Darling Harbour.
19 „
* 4*
Ganger run over by train at Willow-tree.
23 „
i
Ganger seriously injured ; tricycle ran off road.
i
24 „
Fasacngcr's leg injured at Hawkcsbury RiTer,
i
20 „
...
Fettler’s finger broken ; stone fell on it at Eveleigh.
...
i
27
.44
Man found on line at Cardiff,
1 Dec ..
1
Boy dropped lighted match in spirit cask.
i
1 „
Shunter’s hips crushed afc JJavling Harbour.
i
2 „
Passenger foil in front of train at Clyde; leg crushed.
1
3 „
Fctfclcr’s Jicad injnred, iiathurst jard.
i
■ 44
3 „
Porter run over at Hurstvillo.
...
i
11 „
i
Child run over at Bullock Island.
13 „
Do
Hamilton,
13 „
i
i
Woman knocked down at Hamilton.
15 „
Man’s body found on linebefcwccn Otford and Xilydalo.
22 ..
i
Engine driver fell from engine.
23 „
i
Man atemptiug lo enter train in motion at Katoomha.
21 „
1
i Man’s foot run over bv engine, Darling Harbour
25 „
***
Dady injured her back leaving train at Burwood.
20 „
1
20 „
i Woman fell into culvertat Newcastle; slightly injured.
Lady’s foot injnred at Sydney.
30 „
i
1800.
Passenger's ankle sprained.
. .
4 Jan....
i
Fettlcrs injured near Narrandera; trollv derailed.
2
4 .>
Porter injured his side loading rails, Darling Harbour.
1
7 „
Man fell over viaduct., Mennngle ; broke arm .
1
—
12 „
Man run over near Austiimere.
13 „
i
Driver fcH off engine at Dora Creek.
1
_
_
_
_
_
Man knocked down, Redfern Tunnel.
25 „
...
i
1 ,,,
...
i Man fell over bridge, Farley.
25 „
Guard’s bond injured, Eveleigh.
■ *4
1
4 44
27 „
Foltler run over, Eveleigh.
20 „
1
—
Passenger injured; stone thrown through window.
4 .4
8 Peb ..
i
i Little girl’s foot crushed,
'
—
0 „
Shunter crushed between buffers, Sydney yard.
1
12 „
Do
do
draw-hooka at Harden.
1
| Boy run over, Sydney Station ; leg crushed.
1
■ '•4
4.4
17 „
Fettler broke leg at Wellington.
i
18 „
Assistant guard slipped leaving train, Old J unen.
i
—
10 „
. .
Man fell on platform at Burwood.
1
4,4
444
19 „
Passenger attempting to enter train at Burwood; leg injured.
...
444
1
4.4
*4*
>4 4
21 „
Woman attempting to enter train High-stroot.
22 „
1
...
Shunter injured, Sydney.
...
1 ilar,.
i
44.
TT1
Driver's arm broken at Nevcrtire.
1
5 ..
Shunter’s foot crushed, Junee*
i
5 „
Train derailed at 23 milea 75 chains, Richmond line.
i...
5
...
...
5 ”
i

APPENDIX 20—continued.

Date of
Accident.

Servants of the Department Trespassers,
pAKsengrcrs killed
or of Contractors killed or
or injured.
&c.
injured
Cause
Their own
Cause
Their
own
iKSJ-Ottd
misconduct
beyond
Own want of
want of
their OM'ii
or want of
their own
Caution.
caution.
control.
caution.
control.

Nature or Causes of Accident

189D. iKiLIn! Injured Killed Injured. Killed Injured. Killed Injured, Killed Injured.
...
...
i
Porter injured his b.ick at Sydney; goods.
i
i
Driver killed; fireman injured—liell accident.
11
...
14 „
...
... ! 1
Shunter injured arm shunting, Blayney.
...
l
Do
foot
do
Eveleigh.
..,
*4*
14
...
14 „ I ...
1
Porter run over by coal train.
i
Man leaving train in motion, Granville.
, ««
i
Xady
do
do
injured foot, Granville.
«*♦
20
„ , ...
i
Wife of fettler run over.
i
20
„
...
.. i
Shunter's foot crushed by door of waggon. Darling Harbour.
21
...
i
Potfclor’s finger crushed, Brogan’s Creek.
2G
! ...
i
Shunter knocked down at Red fern Tunnel.
27
i
Woman left tram in motion, Sydney; leg injnred.
April.
|
i
1
Shunter’s hand crushed at Bullock Island,
5
i
Porter at Qnirindi fell from ladder lighting signal.
i
8
...
...
...
...
Passenger by down mail pushed oft platform of car near Doonsiclc.
8
i
*44
Woman leaving train in inotion^at'Syducy; not mud) hurt.
l>
Lady leaving train m motion ; not much hurt.
i
11
...
i Man knocked down at Eveleigh by tram ; collar bone broken.
12
Man run over by up mail at QuirindL; leg amputated.
i
14
...
Man left train in motion, Rockdale; not much hurt.
i
.. i
i
18
Man fell over bridge at Mfc. Kiera'loop line, Wollongong.
-•.
i Man found dying conilitioiij Woy Woy, taken to Gosford; died.
10
I
i
Guard sustained severe bruises.
22 „ 1
Fireman injured at Flcimngton.
...
i
..*
3
Passengers killed and injured in collision at Bathurst.
• •*
as „ :
Ganger's foot run over, Willow-treo; smeo amputated.
25 „
'
i
■ ■■
i
.,.
Passenger jumped from train in motion, Croydon.
20 „
30 „ I
i
Shunter’s finger cut off by tail rO]« slipping at Armidale.
1 May...1
i Man struck on head bypieco stone, blasting, Coolabah.
«.+
. ■,
i
i
,,,
Ganger injured by goods running info his tricycle,
2
•"
Fettler’sfoot sprained, thrown from his trolly at Bourke.
i
3 „
1 1
j ,,,
Pet tier injured.
i
6 „
I
i Man aglcop on line at Cardiff; passenger train ran over and cut
...
• *«
5 »
] .
[his arms off.
Collision at Parley.
...
2
13 „
9
14 „
i
Man left train in motion at Lochinvar; slightly injured.
i
io
|
...
Fettler’s hand injured by a pick at Eskbauk.
Man crushed at Uralla, loading logs,
1 ...
1
io „ ;
■• i
i
Man run over at viaduct, near Canlcy Yale.
10
„
22
,, !
1
|
Pettier struck by oipresa at Bowning.
1
23 „
Conductor fell from sleeping-car, RavensWorth.
i
.
...
i
Lady fell down subway, Stamuoro; injured ankle.
1 ...
...
2-1' „
...
i
24 „
1 ... | ..
Fireman fell from engine at 200 milea, South , head, injured.
-»
24 „
i
Man fell through bridge, Bullock Island, and was drowned.
1 ... ' ...
28 „
Fireman injured head on tender,
i
Dcrailmcnfcof 8 p m. mailat 43Imiles 35 chains west.
28 „
. 3
...
Porter injured loading cattle at Scone.
31 „
■ *i
i
1
4 June.
Cleaner crushed between buffers at Harden, and much injured.
i
i ^
Man crushed between buffer-stops.
i
4 „
,*+
Shunter at Maitland injured leg.
i
5 „
Fireman fell into ash-pit.
i
8 „
Shunter’s hand crushed at Sydney, coupling up*
i
12
„
...
Guard's hand crushed at Grange while shunting.
i
12
„
Man fell from roof, Rcdfem Station, and broke his arm.
13 „
i
.*,
Man at Burwood; stepped in front of train.
i
...
13 „
Porter's thumb jammed shunting at Wnratah.
i
13 „
Pettier slightly injured; tricycle run into, 80 miles, South-west.
i
15 ,,
1 .**
1
1
Man in ballast gang injured his leg.
i
IV „
’ ... 1 ...
Man found dead under Dubbo Bridge.
17 „
i
.,*
...
1 ...........
Porter injured his leg.
20
„
i
...
Guard slipped while shunting and sprained ankle*
20
„
i
1
• 1
i ,.+
Man’s body found on line at Scone.
26 „
...
...
Shunter injured chest and neck slightly*
i
24 „
1
I ...
24 „
Shunter's Icjjg injured by waggon running over him at Penrith,
i
... 1 ...
26 „
Flagman's leg cut off, Rcdfem Tunnel,
j ...
...
i
28 „
Injnred in Sydney Tunnel*
2
...
...
1
\
10
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APPENDIX 21.

Return showing’ the Total Mileage of each Engine for year ending 30th June, IS89.
No. of
Engine.

Miles run by,
each Engine,

No. of
Engine.

Miles run by
e&ch Engine.

No. of
Engine,

Miles run by
each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

Miles run by
each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

Miles run by,
each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

Miles run by
each Engine,

i

28,478

79

31,459

151

23,483

223

28,499

295

20,274

367

10,627

2

31,174

80

26,313

152

27,658

224

28,60S

296

18,414

368

21,691

3

24,118

81

14,199

153

1.1,*77

225

23,799

297

30,095

369

30,785

4

21,534

82

22,211

154

22,708

226

30.031

298

27,791

370

24,547

5

153

83

31,1^2

155

13,286

227

25,982

299

24,495

371

28,343

10

20,350

84

20,586

156

19,439

228

17,926

300

17,414

372

23.793

13

3,689

85

12,227

157

36,688

229

33,769

301

17,443

373

16,619

14

36 166

86

21,191

158

15,136

230

29,673

302

22,128

374

37,503

la

16,951

87

16,314

159

22,870

231

29,189

303

13,308

375

33,330

16

16,373

88

15,569

160

30,153

232

20,532

304

30,275

376

34,277

17

11,126

89

18,593

161

20,373

233

2f),275

305

32,798

377

33,286

IS

10,639

90

26,553

162

26,214

234

32,391

306

34,813

378

31,440

19

22,774

91

11,441

163

£2,536

235

21,600

307

30,791

379

29,754

20

18,211

92

25,754

164

25,031

236

21,441

308

22,951

3 B0

30.374

21

16,770

93

30,847

165

22,050

237

28,641

309

£3,401

381

82.756

22

18,884

94

26,339

106

16,075

238

29,637

310

27,013

382

32,665

23

13,397

$5

27,114

167

13,315

239

19,621

311

28,522

393

23,453

24

16,773

96

21,791

163

22.933

240

25.922

312

23,232

381

29,441

23

16,008

97

41,977

169

23 983

241

28,799

313

16.274

385 ■

29.662

26

538

g*

17,740

170

13,136

242

21.498

314

30,356

386

20,621

27

19,441

99

29,686

171

26,157

243

29,739

315

26,637

3S7

19,452

23

11,517

100

16.814

172

7,676

244

29,82'.

316

£5 610

338

34,173

29

972

101

31,765

173

35,142

245

24.383

317

26,652

3S9

17,836

30

1,593

102

24,318

174

24,911

246

20,308

318

25 582

390

9,SOS

31

2.050

103

23.597

175

22,897

247

25,263

319

28,024

391

46 592

32

29,677

101

17,5)9

176

19,739

248

21.889

320

24,009

392

15,029

33

8,200

105

8,613

177

15,434

249

29.928

321

25,232

393

21,065

34

17,622

106

22,071

178

28,459

250

23,562

323

23 022

391

10,786

35

Nil.

107

27,143

179

19,518

251

28,772

323

23 691

395

24,825

36

19,332

103

13,338

180

7,448

252

30,814

324

24,916

396

27,053

37

19,692

109

22,778

181

11,864

253

24,151

325

25,237

397

26,254

38

13,572

110

21,713

182

26,222

254

24,,850

326

23,896

398

23,224

39

7,016

111

23,975

183

15,663

255

37,295

327

29,168

399

16,565

40

13.735

112

16,526

184

34,529

256

42,485

328

35,397

400

32,218

41

25,721

113

18,409

185

22,964

257

28,430

329

37,2,92

401

26,755

42

11,658

114

23,539

186

25.603

258

41,440

330

38,247

402

25,738

43

15,492

115

25,501

187

24,552

259

22,453

331

35,204

403

28,598

44

17,397

116

26,386

188

15,717

2f0 •

43,485

332

37,473

401

13,177

45

19.687

117

17,973

189

40,139

261

33,409

333

36,909

405

£5,597

4(5

32,524

118

17,081

190

28,561

262

30,817

334,

34,502

406

17,617

47

19,596

119

27,004

191

29,659

263

33,023

333

31,994

4'.i7

23,601

48

16.292

120

29,664

192

21,770

264

29,876

330

31,965

40S

21,976

49

16,892

121

23,711

193

17,996

265

29,002

337

25,668

409

£2,115

B0

23,439

61

122

30,310

191

27,965

266

15,561

338

28,217

410

24,900

23,170

123

21,014

195

16,349

267

34,576

339

34,947

411

31,564

52

9,242

124

24,32-)

196

21,909

268

34,304

3 JO

38,769

412

25,238

53

12,582

125

24,119

197

19,899

269

31,785

341

34,345

413

16,265

54

25,171

126

20.521

198

19,688

270

22,760

342

32,818

414

25,309

55

17,992

127

7,187

199

18,'158

271

24,812

343

33,354

415

24,344
25,844

56

11,056

128

9.444

200

15,309

272

36,271

314

30,150

416

57

22,631

129

10,512

201

22.115

273

32.780

345

26,041

417

£7,400

58

21,594

130

6,127

202

31,174

274

25,990

340

29,807

418

23,401

51)

9,805

131

30,715

203

28,480

275

34,765

?47

. 14,822

419

41,030

60

7,981

132

28,844

201

18,224

276

16,421

348

25,971

420

33,263

61

14,840

133

24,119

205

13,884

277

20,310

349

30,592

421

£4,749

62

29 902

134

34,053

206

24.001

278

19,694

350

33,116

422

35,370

63

23,613

135

Hil.

207

20,670

279

21936

351

16,950

423

25,279

64

21,4:04

136

979

208

21.733

280

32,417

352

12,583

424

30,340

65

20,945

137

11,574

209

17.693

281

31,370

353

15,734

425

30,653

66

12,000

138

19,108

210

20,016

282

31,604

354

£5,819

426

27,904

67

13,209

139

17,330

211

27,189

2S3

23,030

355

22,763

427

27,262

68

7,054

140

Nil.

212

25,392

284

25,792

356

J [1,397

428

20,346

69

10,303

141

19

213

15,637

285

18,917

357

23,344

429

17,476

70

7,192

142

23,408

214:

22,181

286

17,914

358

26,065

430

23,421

71

17,976

143

19,342

215

20,087

287

26,850

£59

19,854

431

27,439

72

6,511

141

20,039

216

20,767

288

19,385

360

26,511

432

13,976

73

22,826

145

21,388

217

20,269

2S9

20,275

£61

21,638

433

25,466

74

7,642

146

26,821

218

26,419

290

16,734

362

£3,117

434

32,246

75

22,363

147

16,660

219

20,977

291

34,924

363

18,018

435

21,302

76

£9 616

148

23,797

220

20,462

292

10,068

364

20,208

77

22,166

149

24,115

221

27,741

293

12,642

365

31,012

Total Kricines,

78

26,085

150

19,548

222

25,699

291

25,021

366

29,070

429

icta] milipjrc...

......................................................................

■

_________

9,t9&,G(i6 mi)ea.
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APPENDIX 22.
Return
No, of
Engine,

2i
S

showing the Total Mileage of each Engine for year ending 30th -June, 1890.

Miles run bv
each Engine*

No. of
Engine.

Miles run by
each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

1

iliic? run bv
| each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

Miles run bv
each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

Miles run bv
each Engine.

No. of
Engine.

Miles run by
eneli Engine.

34,782

78

31,033

152

.31,404

226

32,131

300

20,237

374

36,475

27,813

79

24,031

153

35,231

227

19,239

301

25,790

375

Nil.

28,831

154

29.930

228

21,535

392

2-4,914

370

20,738 .

22,172

so

4

23,131

81

30,950

155.

23,350

229

37,779

303

22.041

377

25,303

5

Nil.

82

38,021

150

25,074

230

31,470

304

13,118

378

31,204

16,188

S3

27,519

157

33,377

231

35,829

305

25,286

379

25,713

7

14,334

84

10,581

158

39,875

23*2

30,509

300

31,672

380

20,219

7,290

85

32,832

159

27,330

233

26,955

307

27,235

381

20,584

10

10,986

SO

21,072

160

36,243

234

28,2-21

308

27,067

382

26,934

13

153

87

101

25,356

235

29,6)7

309

38,403

383

27,025

14

31,002

88

22,718
19,132

102

37,483

236

20,357

310

24,225

384

35,235

15

21,707

89

26,153

103

37,305

237

35.325

311

23,537

385

20.490

90

33,305

104

27,287

238

24,914

312

34,127

3S6

29,673

22,852

239

32,420

313

25,052

387

27,503

0
s

10

10,748

17

23,501

91

14,510

105

IS

20,202

92

20,299

106

14.884

240

29,391

314

30.342

388

17,346

10

20

2J.001

93

19,724

107

28,639

211

29,918

315

33,61)

389

10,877

22.042

94

2m,024

108

33,122

242

33,294

310

31,097

390

188

21

10,818

93

35,218

169

33,187

243 ■

2S.S75

3)7

31,482

391

43,835

22

10,973

90

27,020

170

20,201

244

25,008

318

29,753

392

20,055

23

13,891

97

27.014

171

30,772

245

31.208

319

28,970

393

14,016

24

13,319

93

31,430

172

30.349

246

32,529

320

35,008

394

13,032

25

211,(194

99

21,238

173

28,732

247

29,418

321

25,708

395

20

23,190

100

35,759

174

20,559

248

33,918

322

27,006

390

Nil

27

14,745

101

22,528

175

28,481

249

35,135

323

29,302

397

28,181

28

19,266

102

11,216

170

21,894

250

24,840

324

33,205

398

26,859

29

4,171

103

18,930

177

30,149

251

35,602

325

34,719

399

30,004

30

4,211

104

27,957

ITS

20,349

252

30,997

32b

23,994

400

13,397

31

0,000

105

Nil.

179

35,355

253

30,972

327

36,429

401

9,685

32

29,132

100

23,591

180

21,140

254

31,050

323

32,037

402

8,573

33

Nil.

11)7

24,905

181

32,093

255

25,855

329

23,730

403

31,569

34

30,272

103

25,010

1S2

33,699

256

48,414

330

30,093

404

19,384

33

10,838

109

20,782

183

33,037

257

33,356

331

24,985

405

11,197

36

22,272

110

17,925

184

29,083

258

42,102

332

28,001

490

19,899

37

21,059

111

32,381

185

38,443

259

38,892

333

31,630

407

13,810

38

24.119

112

23,834

ISO

23,410

200

40,348

334

28,439

408

23,958

39

23,870

113

28,098

187

17,193

261

10,930

335

20,813

409

9.928

40

14,491

114

30,017

1SS

27,870

202

17,188

330

30,525

410

21,233

41

21,457

115

189

29,530

203

23,184

337

5,228

411

19,077

17,131

no

30,003

42

27,910

190

34.352

201

25,739

333

29,873

412

14,802

43

18,305

117

26,899

191

29,997

205

34,001

339

30,131

413

19,356

41

27,108

118

29,384

192

16,492

266

32,092

310

33,857

414

30,430

45

17,203

119

37,523

193

26,120

267

3 j, SGI

341

29,210

415

33,091

40

9,747

120

30,797

194

30,781

208

34,020

342

31,908

410

18,570

47

22,409

121

20,968

195

32,103

209

17,501

343

27,992

417

18,806

48

22,283

122

28,931

196

36,353

270

37,368

344

36,301

418

33,630

49

•21,281

123

17,925

197

23,008

271

10,349

345

34,085

419

27,617

50

15,293

124

22,104

198

.31,675

272

39,735

340

33,914

420

38,089

51

15,403

125

23,812

199

273

14,889

347

34,000

421

18,828

52

22,886

126

111,355

280

27,199
25.999

274

19,291

348

29,869

422

21,587

53

29,805

127

8,347

201

33,230

275

2:1,541

349

39,391

423

32,482

34

9,099

128

9,000

202

25,130

270

34.237

350

32,072

421

20,614

53

13,307

129

10,475

203

21,573

277

28,389

351

29,870

425

22,758

50

24,809

130

15,075

204

29,952

278

35,914

352

9,379

420

32,405

57

22,074

131

27,353

205

19,407

279

41.860

353

12,889

427

27,410

53

20,313

132

2=1,443

206

21,941

280

3 >,508

354

31,403

428

26,218

59

28,759

133

23,557

207

23,652

281

23,379

355

29,021

429

30,309

09

29,070

134

18,127

208

15,920

282

36.135

350

35,843

430

15,755

01

31,833

135

10,758

209

27,158

2-3

41,155

357

31,651

431

32,380

02

19,836

130

34,1100

210

29,269

281

18,800

338

25,744

432

25,901

83

16,1137

137

7,527

211

21.050

285

27,013

339

22,983

433

25.694

04

20,403

138

35,539

212

19,770

280

12,130

309

14,222

434

29,177

05

30,152

139

10,048

213

25,050

■ 287

16.842

361

24,327

435

22,533

00

31,109

140

28,879

214

22,334

2SS

11,420

362

23,807

436

10,297

07

27,062

141

Nil.

215

31,036

2S9

19,274

303

21,253

437

8,744

68

14,108

142

33,027

210

23.930

299

10,780

364

25,560

438

1,813

09

21,312

143

30,259

217

34,821

291

17,592

365

24,131

439

7,048

0,641

70

3,338

144

22,929

218

20,906

292

12,074

306

18,600

410

9,214

71

11,743

145

28,373

219

33.052

293

16,049

307

19,681

441

2,510

72

8,080

146

23,090

220

27,470

294

15,90$

368

16,200

442

4,673

73

10,081

147

31,465

221

20,783

295

26,415

369

27,307

443

2,501

74

20,893

148

28.510

222

31,532

296

39,547

370

27,413

444

1,597

75

14,253

149

29,305

223

15,131

297

10,103

371

20,966

445

1,424

70

18,408

150

20,042

224

20.338

298

12,077

372

25,785

77

22,984

151

25,058

225

32,394

299

19,375

373

30,736

Jolal mileage..................................................
Comparative
Miles.
Nil...............................
Under 1,000..............
1,000 to 3,000 .......
3,001 to 5,000 .......
5,001 to 7,500 ......
7,501 to 10,000 .......
10,001 to 12,500 ......
12,501 to 15,000 .......
15,001 to 20,000 ......

442 Engines.

10,808^894 miles.

Summary of Engines running a given mileage, years ending
30th June:—
1889.
3
5
2
1

7
9
14
18
79

1890.
U
2

5
4
5
12
12

19
59

Miles.

to 2.3,000 ............
25.001 to 30,000 ............
30.001 to 35,000 ......
35.001 to 40,000 ......
40.001 to 45,000 ......
Over 45,000 .............
20.001

1889.

1890.

110

101
50
14
0
'
1(40,592)
429

78
113
35
30
5

1(48,414)

442
APPENDIX 2-3.
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APPENDIX 23.
Dates

Date of opening

of Opening and the length in miles of the different seciions of Kaihvay
Lincs, from the commencement to 30th June. 1S90.
From where
opened.

Length
in
Date of opening.
Miles.

To where opened.

From where
opened.

Length
in
Miles.

To where opened.

1
26 Sept., 1355.. Sydnev

20

„

.............

1E5G..

u April, issr.. Near Newcastle .
0 Mar.,

East Maitland...................

185S.. Near Newcastle .. Newcastle............................

14

1 June, 1SS0..

0

1 Sept., 1SS0 .

17

|
!

1 Feb., 1S87.. Wellington ... .

Dtihho ..............................

1

3

„

1SS1

12

28

„

1331.. Juncc..................... Narrandcra

IT Maj,

135S-- Liverpool .............

1358.. East Maitland . .. West Maitland.....................

2

1 Sept., 1SS1.. Narraudara ....

Darlington ........................

1SC0

7

9 Jan., 1332.

Moonbi................................

S

IMar., 1SS2 ■.

2
^

..

West Maitland

. Lochinvar...........................

ISfiO..

J2 Dec.,

1SG1.. Black town,.

24 Mar.,

1SG2 . Lochinvar

Rooty Hili
... .

1 Mav,

1SC2,, Hootv Hill....

7 Jul^,

1SG2

South Creek.

BrauAton .

...

...

.................

10

15 May, 1SS2,. Wallcrawang ..

5

11 July, 1SS2.. Gunnedah

3

■1 July,

1SG8..

2 May,

1SG1.. East Maitland ..

Morpeth...........................

3

1 Doc.,

1SG4.. Blacktown.............

llichraond.........................

16

1 Mar,,

1SCT.

.. Singleton............................

14
13

Pictoii..................... Mittagong ..........................

1BU7 . Penrith.................

V'eatherboard.................

24
23

2 Dec.,

1SC7..

1 Mar,

1S63.

15

6 Auy.,

1308..

23

Campbelltown

Camden................................
Capeitee

.........

EOfnaln-i ...........................

.........

Narrabrl

9.0

.

Bispalni

14

„

IMS

1SS3

Nevertirc ..

.

Nj-ngan ....

Albury.................

3 Jan,, 1SS4,. Joppa Junction

River Murray
Tarago

9 Snpt 1SS4
„

2334.. Kylstone . ...

Mudgoo.............

27

1SC9.. Mamlan...............

Goulhurn............................

20

1C

„

1881.. Narrandera___

Jcrildcric .

IS Oct.,

1SC9 . Mount Victoria .

Bowcnfels............................

20

loOel., 1334.. Pidney

1S70

WaJIctawang .....................

8

i

1S70 . Wallerawang .... Rvdal..................................

0

26

1370 . Muselebrook..

-

.. Aberdeen.................... ..

17 April, 1871

Aberdeen.............

1 Aug,, 1871

Scone .....................

1 Jan.,

Liverpool .............

5 April, 1S72.. Winffcn ...
,,

1872

Scone ...................................

10
Siding’s, Collingwood, i&c..

... Murrnnmdi.......................

Rvdal...................

0

Locke’s Platfonn .

..

2

20

78

10

22

1

19 Aug , 1SS4..

31

1S72

. .

31

Muswellbrook.....................

20 Out.,

:J6

.................

Singleton.............

July,

15

..........
. ,

1SCD

1

24

C3

o

Bowcnfcls.............

7t
23

•Tt

.

3 Feb., 1883.. Uralla................. Anuidale.....................
0 Juno, 1SB3.

12

51

2 Aug., 18S2..
1 Oct., 1SS2

3S

;!}
.........

19 Mat,

1 Mar.,

GO

34

3

1S03.

11 July,

.. .

s

7 Maj,

.

1832..

Tamworth

..............

4 July, 1SS2..

... Penrith................................

1 Sept., 1SG2.. Campbelltonn
Hrau\ton

„

30
18

27 July,

Cani]>lio11towii...................

66
£„

Mar., ISS.'i
„

.............

Tarcgo .............

...........

Huiatvlllo...........................
Bungcndon*

1S35,. Mumunburrah

......

...................

. Vuung .............

..

3 Sept., 1885..

„

C.5
9

20
13
<13

21 Dec., 1SS5.. Orange...............
26

112

Molong

........................

Waterfall

. .

1SS5 .

22
0

OMar., 18S0., Sutherland ...

n

1 June, ISSQ..

19

1 Sept., 18S6.. Glen limes . .. . Tentorfleld .

Cootamundra

.. Cundagai --

...

l>

...

34

...

.'w

1 Julv,

1S72.. Lockes Platform ..

.4 Mar.,

1878..

5

1 Nov., 183G..

■13

1375.. Raglan .................

3

7 April, ISS7 .

15

4

Feb.,

1? Xov.,
A

JS75..

8 Julj,

1870.. Gunning ...........

1 Nov.,

1370 ,

1

1S7C . Bathurst .............

12 Mar.,

191-

31

April, 1376.. Kelso.................

»

14

Struthfield.............

Bathurst ............................
Bowij big .............

$
20
14

Blayncy................................

97

ISAup;., 1SB7.. Gosford

............

8 Sept., 1S87.. Euugendorc........
10

n

Wand ah............................

CO

Quefliibcyan

.. ..

171

..............

211

1SR7

0 Nov., 1SS7-

fi
Wollongong. . .. North Kiama

1877 .

20

IS April, 1877..

20

10 .Tan

19fifi

24

1G

1883..

11

25

23 Feb., 1SSS..

45

13 Aup.,
1 Nov.,

1S77

Alurrurundi.........

1377.. Murrumburrah

,

2 April, 1S7S

11

»

1878-. Cootainundra .... Bcthungra .........................

15

0 Jut..

1378

Bethungm...........

Juuec....................................

IS

3 Sopi, 137S

Junoe...................

North Wagga Wagea

IS

14 Oct,

1S7S..

2j Mar,,

1879 . IVoitU Creek ___ Breeza ............................

1 Sept, 1S70
11

„

lS7f),

..

„

3 Oct

1 May, 15SD,
31

,,

nifton

1888
Brooklyn

..

,, JIuMet Creek....................

1S89,. Midiclago............. Ccoina

.....................

C

39
—

33

North IVagga .... South Wagga Wagga..
Brccza ...............

15
..

1 Jan., ISilO .

Hornsby ...........

St.

Lcoi aids

.....................

101

5

2G

2,11:2

41
.

APPENDIX 24.

,

New South "Wales Goyebnmekt Kailwats.

in accordance nrit]i clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the
Appointments of Employees from the 1st duly, 18S9, to the 30th June, 1890.

Retuun,

Date.

Position,

Name.

lUto.

Remarks.

He/d-quartehs’ Staff,
less,
i
1 Dec, ____ Corns, J. O. S.........................................
1S90.
1 Jen.............. Hodgson, C« A.......................................

1889.
1 Sept.____

Franck, Harry* ....................................

1890.
20 Jan...............
17 Feb..............
^4 April.,.,
OJune ...

Williamson, D. C........... .....................
Easterling, W, Q..................................
Garlick, John.........................................
Tjrer, Walter H..................................

Traffic Officer........................................

„

£600 per annum.

................. £500 „
Secretart’s Branch.

Clerk

(Junior)..............
(Apprentice)
(Junior)..............

£170 per annum

Transferred from Stores Branch.

£150

ShorthandAnd Typewriting.

„

£110
£30

„
„

FfornTramways, ties F, Martin.

£52

Chief Aooouxiast's BuANCfr.
1839.
|
1
1C Doc,....
Seale. Ernest G.....................................
1890.
1
1 Jan............... Hall, Thomas......................................... Chief Accountant....................
16 .................... Watte, F. W.............................................
17 Mar. .... Butler, J................................................... |
do

Transferfed from Traffic Branch.

£80 per annum

£1,000 ,,
£75
£52

Transferred from Traffic Branch.
Exchanged with John Oag.

H
„

Traffic Avpitor'o Branch.
1830.
[
1
27 Aujr.............. Ire and, IT..................................................
1800.
I
,
30 June____ Holt, Arthur B. '.............................|

10/-pcr week
do

Engineer
1839.
17 July ....
6 Aug. ....
7 ....................
10 „
••
23 „
....
39 ....................
1
.................
9 „
....
14 „
. ..
20 ,,
....
30 ....................
1 Oct...............
I „
■*..
1 ....................
In
■
i „
....
12 ,,
....
30....................
7 Nov. ....
1 Dec. ,...
1890.
1 Jan...............
10 ....................
SI
....................
13 Feb...............
3 M&r. ____
7 .....................
17
....................
1 June ....
9 ....................
10 ....................
10 ....................

Connor, Henry....................................
Bushby, Frederick ......................
Allen, John
.........................................
Moor, Fred. C..........................................
Lee, George .........................................
Do) lo, Joseph ....................................
Kerr, Gregory A.............................
Simpson, David C................................
Roberta, F..................................................
Coulter, William ..............................
Rawden, Thomas..............................
Laughton, William .........................
Higgins, Thomas ..............................
Birrell, James D...................................
JJatJc), John.........................................
Tyndall, H. J...........................................
Inrics, Fetor .........................................
Cusack, James....................................
Allan, John .........................................
Nichols, Alan
....................................
FaxleOtW ..............................
Cochran, John ....................................
Oliver, WlIJi&m....................................
Lough, William.................................
Gambii, Frank L.................................
M'Kandcr, John ..............................
Cross, John............................................
Dillow, Thomas.....................................
Wood, Thomas ....................................
Watson, John H...................................
Vegan, Harold S...................................

Tine

£30 per annum

Henry Thomton.

for Existinu Dines Branch,

Pettier.

7/0 per day

____

Reinstated.
He-employed.

7.0 .............

Ganger
Cadet ..
Pettier.
Cadet
Clerk
.

District Engineer .
Clerk ...............

Watchman.......
Clerk (Junior) ...
Storekeeper ..
Clerk......................
Storeman...........
Store Clerk ..,
Lnbovirer...........
Pettier.................

Ganger.......

Clerk.....................
Deputy Engineer......................
Clerk .....................................................
Messenger .......................................
Labourer...........................................
Junior Clerk................. ...............
Labourer............................................
Inspector and Adjuster of
Weighing-machines.
Labourer .........................................
Draftsman ......................................
Clerk
...................... .....................
Draftsman.............................. .......

£00 per annum ..
7/0 per day
£110 per annum.,
£2^0
„
£225
„

£000

„

£125
„
7/0 per day

£110

„

,.

.

£155 per annum
£2J5
„
£185
8.0 per day
___
£[50 per annum
7/0 per day
...
7/0
„
...
0/.........................
£200 perannuin.

Transferred from Account Branch.
Transferred from
Transferred from
Transferred from
lte*employed.
Transferred from

Stores Branch.

Re-employed.
Transferred from Stores Branch.

From Tramways. Exchanged with W, Butts
Reiaslated, cic# Ashwouil.
Transferred from Secretary’s Office.

£700 per annum
£150
M
.
8/- per day
...
7/0
.....................
£50 per annum .
7/0 per day
,,.
£250 j>er annum

To fill vacanc3T.

O/G per day

Fice Langford.

...

Construction Department.
Traffic Branch.
Stores Branch,

Shorthand and Typewritiig.
Transferred from Secretary's Branch,
lie-employed.
Reinstated,

£140 per amium
£150
„

£200

„

Locomotive Enginber’s Biuycn.
1SS9.
13 Julv ....
81 ....................
31 ....................
19 Aug.............
19 ....................
2fi ....................
in Sept..............
10 ....................
21 ....................
1 Oct...............
2S „
....
2d „
,.
fi Nov. ..

18

20
1
2
13
15
1C

„
..
„
..
Dec. ..
1800.
Jan. ,,
„
■■
,,
..
..
■■

20 „ ..

14 Feb. ..

14 „
15
15

11
„

..
..

35 „ ..
17 o
l(

..

17 M
11 M

17

..

„
,,
„
M

..
..
..
..

27 „
27 ,,
23 „

..
..
..

22
24
25
27

3
*

5

17
21
28

Mar. ..

,>

-

t,
„
„

..

m

..

M'Kenzie, David ...............................
Roohnti, Patrick ...............................
CarrutheM, Henry .........................
Sixurnltti, George..............................
Smith, ChurlcH ..............................
Bavlcy, .lohti W...................................
Burns, John ..........................................
Petrau, M............. .....................................
Summers, W..........................................
Beattie, William H...........................
O’Brien, John ... ................................
Quaylc, Thomas
woolley, William.
Dike, Charles.. ,»
Smith, Albert W. .
Walk, Johii A ....

Apprentice.................................
Fireman .......................................
Locomotive Accountant.
Fitter ............................................
Turner............................................
Clerk
.......................................
Fireman .......................................
Clerk (Junior) ......................
Cleaner ........................................
Clerk ............................................
Labourer.........................................
Cleaner

2/G per day
10',,
£450 per annum..
10/- per day .. 10'*
.........................
£310 per annum
Hiper day ...
£110 tier annum.
7/' per day
...
£105 per annum.
7/- per day.............
7/*
,,
,
3/6
,,
............

Assistant Fuelnmn ..
Gas Superintendent...

G'6
...........................
£350 per nimnrn.

Denison,Gcorgo ...................... ....Clerk ,—
Muir, W..........................................................J Cleaner ...
Lovell, Henry ....................................
Striker............
Almond, Peter......................................| Blacksmith.
Gerrard, James......................................! File-cutter
Hayes, John D...........................
Fischer. John G........................
Broadhurst, Joseph .. ,.
Walles, Edward L..................
Beardsmore, Chas. E. ..,
Gray, Alexander M.............. .
Gilder, Georgo A............... ...
Wenman, William.................
Franck, H J............................
Haasveli, John Y.......................
.Schubert, Robert...................
Buchanan, Arthur W...........
Whit|>ains, Charles ............
Jordan, George E....................
Roberts, William...................
Mountain, R.................................
Hill. Henry It. .........................
Burridge, C....................................
Hallctt, WilUam _________
Allway, Henry .........................
Hampton, Thomas.. ...
Mortimer, James ...................

440—F

Clerk (Apprentice)
(Junior) . ..
(Apprentice)
do
(Junior) ....
Boilermaker's Helper .
Clerk ......................................
Draftsman............................
Storeman..............................
Clerk (Apprentice) ,,
Striker
.................................
Clerk (Apprentice) ...
Painter .................................
Cleaner .............. ..................
Draftsman............................
Cleaner .................................
labourer.................................
Blacksmith............................
Coppersmith
.................
Labourer.................................

w- .............

£150
„
G/- per day.............
7/„
.... ,
10/3 „
....

8-fi .............

£30 per annum ..
£150
„
..
£75
„
£30
„
..
£30
,,
.
£110
„
..
£150
„
.
7>‘ per day.............
£170 per annum.
£325
„
..
7/0 per day ..
.,
£30 i>cr annum..
7/6 per day..............
£30 per annum ..
10/* per dai
....
..............................
£235 per annum,,
0/* per day .... .
6/0
„
..............

Of*

9/- ..............
9/* „ ......
7/0

„

...............

]le*cinployed.
Transferred from Secretary’s Brandi.
Transferred from Tramway!!.
Transferred fiotn Stores Branch.
Romstatcd,
Transferred from Stores Branch.
Re*omployed.
Trausfcrrcil from Stores Branch.

From Existing Lines Branch, Tramway 8.
From Tramways.
Reappointed.

Transferred from Supernumerary Staff.
Ffee C. Langhum.

IVcr B. Howe.

Vice D. Scjrth,

Vice S. Wheatley.
New System of Accounts.

Viec M, Burke.
Transferred from Secretary’s Branch.
Increased work.

Vice iTeudrrdOn.

Vic*
Vice

E.Wailcs, transferred to Intei locking Branch,
B. Llo>d.
New System of Accounts.
Vice Thompson.
Vice G. Wray
Increased work.
Vice M'Bride.
Vic& M'Grcgor.
From Supemumcrary Staff, rivf Hopklna.
Re-einployed, vice Maxwell.
Reinstated.

864
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Date.

81
15
10
21
9
12
14
19
3
5
6
9
9
9
10
23
27

1890.
Mar ...
April...,
„
...
„
....
May ...
....................
....................
„
....
June ...
„
..
„
..
„
....
„
....
....................
„
....
.................

24~eoniimeJ.

Name,

Position,

Rate,

Gutliford, Chas E.............................
Hadlev, Nicholas W..........................
Wright, Robert....................................
Hal pin, James ....................................
Butterworth, Herbert...................
Kavanagh, Joseph .........................
Allen, K.......................................................
York, Samuel W...................................
Nieoolls, HoOert O..............................
Smith, Thomas..................................
Wilson, James................................. ...
Dawson, Herbert..............................
Westlake, William .........................
King, Robert.........................................
Tonkin, Enicat...................................

Clerk (Apprentice) .........................

£30 per annum ..
10/- per day . ..

New System Of Accounts.
From Hujicrjiumemry St&fl,

6/6
..............................
7/„
..............
2-6
..............................
12/Gper week..,.
9/4 per day . . .
lOd. ,,
... ,
7/..............
9/4
„
..............

Vice

Cameron, Donald..............................

Boilermaker's Assistant.,....
Cleaner ....................................................

Fitter

.......................................................

4/10d.

Fitter .........................................................
Cleaner ....................................................

Remarks*

..............................
V,
..............

v-

::

6/6
4/-

„
”

10/*

..............................
;;
..............

oi-

..............
...
..............

ttIm

HickBOiL

vice

Hearn,

McGregor.
Ptce Burke.
From TraQic Branch.
FiVe DooJy
From Tralfie Branch.

Vice Poole.
Reinstated.
From Supernumerary Staff,

I-'rom Tramways,
VT« Gcelcte.

Vice Morrison,
Vice MLllg.
From Permanent Way Branch.
From Supernumerary Staff, ties Nightingale.
From Traffic Branch.

Chiep Traffic Manaqbr’s Branch.
18S9.
6 June ....
10 „
....
22 ....................
2July ....
3 „
4 ....................
6 ....................
5 ....................
12 ....................
12 „
....
10 ....................
22 ....................
23 ....................
23 ,,
....
23 ....................
23 ....................
24 „
....
26 „
....
so „
. ..
9 Aug. ....
10 „
....
10 ,,
....
27 Sept............
10 Oct..............
12
15
19

„
„
,,

....
....
....

Scotting, John ....................................
Reid, William
.................................
Picken, Paul X.....................................
Brown, Frederick..............................
Foster, Annie ......................... .........
Joed vh, Mr?.............................................
Carroll, Margaret..............................
Marshall, Emma ..............................
Carroll, Mary.........................................
Campbell, James..............................
Watson, Mrs .........................................
H'Cann, James....................................
Allen, Edward ....................................
Bingham,’Thomas .........................
Hudson, hfrs..........................................
Walton, Storv ....................................
M'Donald, Mary ..............................
J^airijairn, Mrs.......................................
Homcry, Mary Ann......................
Duggan, Mari' ....................*.............
Tonkin, Mary.........................................

Porter’...
Clerk
...
Gatekeeper

6^-per day.
...
£125 per annum..
10/' per week____
15/...........................
Free house..............

i•

V*

Gatekeeper

»

........

„

..............

„ ...

5A
10/5/10/15A
15/-

Porter ....
Gatekeeper

„
„
n
„

.
.
.
.

Porter
Clerk

3 Jan...............
22 ....................
24 „
....
25 „
...
1 Feb..............
11 ....................
12 ....................
IS „
...
2i) ....................
21 ....................
2L ....................
5 March .,
10
„
.
IS
„
..
1*
„
..
18
„
21
M
■■
21
..
28
„
..
31
„
..
2 April ....
9

Holbornc, Elixa.............................. ...
Brown, Charles .................................
Levy, Harriett ....................................
Puckett, Catherine.........................
Ledger, W.................................................

Gatekeeper..
Porter..............
Gatekeeper..

2 ^6 per week.
5/6 per day..............
2j6per week ....

Junior Porter
Gatekeeper .
Operator..........
Porter...........

20/„
Free house..............
£95 per annum ..
7/- per day..............
7A
...........................
5/- per week ....
2/G por day..............

7
7
7
7
11
11
14
15
IS
19

..................
,,
____
,,
....
,,
...
..................
..................
..................
„
....
,,
. ..
„
....

21

„

Bendoll, Emily .................................
Fitzgerald, Annie..............................
Donohue, Patrick..............................
Hunt, Thomas .................................
Kennv, Marv.........................................
Waplc, Alfred ....................................
Dewimrst, Elirabeth....................
Dewhuret, Sarah Ann..............
Higgins, Ellen
...............................
Adams, Jennie....................................
Costello, Ada.........................................
Hopking, Henry ..............................
Roberts, Sarah .................................
Leman, Mrs
......................................
Ferguson, Mrs. E................................

,...

May, Charles.........................................

9 May ....
1 „
...
3....................
10 „

Slicperd, Annie....................................
Winter, Matilda ..............................
Dwvcr, Walter....................................
Wvbourne, Mary Aim...................

10
15
35
16

„
....
....................
„
..
„
....

Fulton, John.........................................
Driscoll, Marv ....................................
Driscoll. Thomas ..............................
Baker, Mary Ann..............................

19

„

Daley, Thomas....................................
Lithgow, William............................
Kiss, John A..........................................
Furhv, William...................................
Coll, Edward.........................................
Webb, Arthur ........... .. .................
Cole, Charles.........................................

....

26 ,,
....
4 June ....
3
,,
..
6
„
....
7
„
....
9
...................
9
Jt
....
12
..................
1
„
13
„
. ..
13
..................
14
„
. ..
16
,,
.

Robertsr Sophia....................................
Masson, William
.........................
BelUngtOrt, Emily..............................
Ouglov, J. H...........................................
Langford, Henry ..............................
Fairbanks, Ernest...........................
Wood ward i William.........................
Pavnc, Eli
.......................................
Hunter, William .............................

»

10/* „

7A

............................
lYee house..............
2/6 per week ____
15/.......................
Free house..............
7/-per week ....
7/„
....'
5/*
„
....
7|-por day..............
7/6 per week ____

Porter.................................
JiOoking after Siding
Gatekeeper ....................
Porter.................................
Gatekeeper......................

LV-

>r
Porter.........................................................
Gatekeeper..............................................
Porter.........................................................

.........................................

7/- per week and
free house.

..............

ob

.........................................

,f

'

..............

2/0 per week
7/* *

Gatekeeper

....

7/- per week ,,
7/- jicr day..............
Free house.
10/- per week ...
23'* per week and
free house.
10/- per week and
free house.
7/- per week ....
Free house ..
.,
6per day..............
5/- per week and
free house.
6/- per dav..............

C'CT
Telegraph Probationer

„

6/- per day..............
7/- i>or.week ,...
7/„
....
Free house...........

Porter...........
Gatekeeper.

Gatekeeper

„

7/-

............

„
;;

’ ..............
..............

3/4
.............................
7/- per week
...

Mitchell.

From Existing Lines Branch, vice Emclhaing.
From Existing Lines Branch, vice Bayfield.
From Existing Lines Branch, vice llarrii.
From Existing Linos Branch.

Vtcc

Winifred Porter.

Vice

Margaret Ryan.

Vice

Margaret Carroll,
Pitt^Mrs. Fisher.

From Existing Lines Branch, vice Bradshaw
Pice Mrs, Herbert.

Vice

Mrs. Treadwell.

Fire Picken.
Vice Mrs. Wood.

Vice Arrowsmith,

Vice 11. Twyford.
Reinstated.
From Tramways.
Reinstated.
Vice Mary Mawdsley,
Vice Lightfoot,
Transferred from Existing Lines Branch.
FiccMra. Hcathcote.
Vice Robert Wilkinson.
Vice W. Irwin,
Vice L. tVllbow.
T tee Ami Applcby.
V«ee Fanny Cameron.
T7w S. Upton.
Vice J. M‘Nutt.
TVce Johnstone.
Fuse Graham.

Vice C,

Jones.
Fi’cc Regan.
F?'ce Regan.

Vice Wnghlson.
V7ce Costello
Free Richards.
From Permanent Way Brandi,
Vice Campey.
Vice Bidden.
Vice Whitcly.
Veer F. Ross.
IVcc Larkin.
Vice Carroll.
Ficfi Drake.
From Supernumerary Staff, vice Croeknell.
Viet Galbmorc.
From Permanent Way Branch,
Vice May.

„
..............
25/* per week

Vice Morgan.
Fjcc Wytho.
From Permanent Way.Branch.
Vtcc Anderson.
‘

Vtre Kenny. 11

M

From Permanent Way Branch.
O'-'

..

'

..............

vice Gallimore.

J-T-om Supernumerary Staff, tice Brown,
Vice Hare.
Vice Arrowamith,
Vice Rutterworth.
From PonnanentjWay Branch.
Fico Hancock.

Vice Downey.
From Permanent Way Branch.
7tGatekeeper..............................................

vice

From Existing Lines Branch, trice Cahill.

Transferred from Existing Lines Branch
Vice Mrs. Hart.

Manson, William ..............................
Millican, Joseph ............................. '

West, Julia............................................
Young, Thomas...................................
Milligan, Mrs...........................................
Smith, Marv
.................................
Newell, Angelina..............................

Harriet Roach,
Jane Cannon.
From Existing Lines Branch,

From Tramways,'vice C. Mann.

Leary, Catherine..............................

12 Dec. .. .
3 Dec..............

Gatekeeper..
Junior Porter
Porter..............
Gatekeeper..
Probationer ,
Gatekeeper..

Vice.
Vice

>i
*
„
.
2/6 per week and
house.
7/- per day..............
Free house ...........
2/6 per week and
house.
30/* per week ...
6/- per week and
house.
7/- per day..............

12 Nov.............
20 j,
...

Burns, Mrs................................................
Patfield, George ..............................
Bond, Frank .........................................
Smith, E L. G.......................................
McDonald, Francis .........................
Binkley, J..................................................
Ro^s, John M. .................................

O’Brieiij transferred.

...

....

Free house .,,
30/. per v.cek____

?>
r>

M‘Donald, Ann...................................
Grantham, Henrv..........................
Robinson, Mrs.......................................
Holland, Mary ....................................

„

15/.....................................
7/- per day..............
Free house..............
7/- per day..............

?/■
7/0/-

Vice

........

lo/* per week

Porter____
Gatekeeper
Porter .

Re-employed,

Vice

Witalan.
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Verne.

Date.
1889.
10 Juno .

so „ .
20
22
23
23
20

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
»

SO
27
37
»

.
.
.
.
■
.
.
.
■

SO

„ .

30

„

.

Bate.

Position.

Gatekeeper,
Porter...........
Gatekeeper,
Porter -------,,
....
,,
....
Shunter ..
Gatekeeper

Jeffrie?, Alice.................................
Bull, John .......................................
Trivcs, Margaret ......................
Taylor, John................................
M'Cftrthy, Jamca....................
Harvev, James.........................
Ford, Walter..............................
Gchan, Herbert,......................
Hines, Bridget .........................
Marshall, Henry ....................
Bult, Levina...............................
M'Kay, James .........................
Marlin, F. K..............................

Remarks.

Free house ....
G/- per day ....
25/- per week ....
7/- per day ,,.

V-

„

CA

„

...

V-

»

...

15/- i>cr week
Free house ...
7/- per week ,
7A
„
10A
M
.
£75 per annum ..

u
;Clerk’{Junior)

FfiM'Lainh,

*

„ Cameron.
^,, Adair.
From Permanent Way Branch.
„
Vice Stafford.
From Supernumerary Staff,
Fire Brazil
,, Richardson.

vice

Carlyle.

„

Doughan.
tl Scholes.
,, Kent.
From Secretary’s Office.

COHPTBOLLRR- OP STORES' BRANCH.
1
10
27
12

1890.
Feb. .
March
May .
June .

27 „ .

Klngsmill G.

...............

........
ib/>

,,

*

..............

6/M'Auley, George H.

£30

...................

PnopERiy

and

Property and Estate Agent

1800.
f
1 Feb.............. | Vernon, John....

.

....

Transferred from Traffic Branch.
,,
,, Existing Lines Branch.
Ko-emi>loycd.

„

Estate Branch.
.. I £060 por annum.. | Promoted from Assistant Accountant.

SlQNAr, AND*INPERLOCKINO BRANCH.
1389.
I July .

1
1

•
M,

•

Johnson, William K..........................

Cadet

..........................................................

1 P>
■
1 ,P
1 „
■
1 St
•
IS Sept. .
12 Nov. .
1890.
22 Feb. .

r’

£450 ]K;r annum.
£260
„
.
£90
n
£125
„
.
£260
„
.
£230
„
.

£200

,,

.

£248
£7S

,,
„

.
.

Transferred from Existing Lines Branch.

?»
Locomotive Engineer’s Branch.
Traffic Brandt

£30 ]>er annum .

Locomotive Branch.

Return, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the
Removals of Employees, from 1st July, 1889, to 30th June, 1890.
Position.

Name.

Date.

Rato.

Remarks.

SECtiriART’s Branch.
1839.
31 July
31 „
31
„
31 Aug.
„
30 Sept.

Clerk

1 Pec.

Badham, C. A............... ...
Carrufchers, Henry.................
Morgan, Dr............................ .......
Vernon, Donald ...................
Read, W. V.....................................
Roberts, Sir Alfred..............
Nichols, Alan.............. ...............

1890.
31 Jan.
15 Feb.
1 June

Oliver, William.........................
Frank, H. J...................................
Martin, F. R...............................

Messsnger ....
Clerk.......................
„
(Junior)

SI

........... ...

Medical Officer ,,
Secretary...................
Acting Secretary
Medical Officer ..
Clerk .........................

£400 per annum.
£450
1P
.
£160
,,
.
£750
„
,

£1,000 ,,
£150
„
£200 „

.

.

Transferred to Public Works Department,
Transferred to Locomotive Accountant.’
Office abolished.
Retired.
Office abolished.
Transferred to Existing Linos Branch.

8/* per day..............
£170 per annum..
£75 per annum ..:

Locomotive Branch!
Traffic Branch,

Chief Accountant's Branch.
1880.
1 Sept.

1
8 Pee.
1890.
1 Feb.
17 Mar.

...
Thornpaon, Fred. C.

J

Clurk................................................... ...

... ____ 1 Pay Clerk

.................................................

Ong, John ..................................

Transferred to Existing Linos Branch.
£215*
£250

,,
”

.
..

Retired.

£520
£<r.

,.
„

,.
..

Promoted to Property and Estate Agent.
Exchanged with J. Butler of Troffic”Braucb.

Traffic Auditor’s Branch.
1880.
\
12 Aug............. Hay, A..........................
31 „
....| Watson, U. J, ..

Clerk

....................................I £135 per annum,.

„ ............................. £200

1890.
23 June____ | Thornton, Henry

,,

Retired.

„

(Apprenticc)||......................... I £40 per annum ..

Resigned.

l Engineer for Existing Lines Branch.
1SS3.
20 Juno

Dismissed.

20 „
20
20 „

27 „
1 Julv

y/G*

7/0

g/-

7/6
Kenway, Arthur G..................

In

Johnson, William K................

Cadet

Thomas, Alexander.........................

Sub-Iiisp*cetor

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

i*

13
13
15

„
,,
,,

IS

„

Bingham. Thomas

IS
18
18
19
19

„
„
„

Cox,

M
»
»
>.
H
„

charge
of
Mcatworks,
Darling Harbour

............................................... ....
....................................

" _

................

Joseph ..........................
White, Robert ......................

"

M
”
”
„

r .........

......

.........
..........

£:i50 i>cr annum..

Resigned.
Transferred to Treasury Department

£450

Transferred to Signal and Interlocking Branch.

.

”,
”
„

£260
£90
£125

..
..

£200

..

--

£200

h

ft/- *
9/. ;■
7/6 ”

' . .
.........
.. ..

y/C

\\

.........

7/G

‘i
J’
”

.........
.........
.........

it.

''

7/ft

”

7/fl
7/R
7/fl

31
„
2 Aug.
7
„

Thomas, John

......................

fjalmurer................................

Transferred to Traffic Branch.

Resigned.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Resigned.

„

20 „

Dismissed.
Deceased.
Dismissed,
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Resigned.

..

..

7/0
7,
.. .
£350 per annum..

Dismissed,
Resigned.
Transferred to Construction Department.
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APPENDIX 24—continued.
Date
1B39
9 Aug.

1*
15
. 15

„

22 m
20 „
26 ,,
20 „
31 M
31 „
31 „
31 ,r
3 Sept.
3
3
11
10

„
„
„
„

17 y |
25 „
2 Out.
8 11
3
»

,,

IT
17
10
26

„
„
„
,,

9 ,,

7 No\'.
7 M
13
13
1*

„
„
-T

U

it

21

2i „
6 Dec.
1* „

10 >t
4,
1*2 „
12
13
21

„
„

21 „
21 i,

1850
8 Jan,

9
12 ii
10 ,,
n
20
31

i,
„
,,

7 Fob.

IS

i,

14 „
Ifl

||

22 ||
25 ,|
26 it
26 ||
^ ..
7 Mar.
ID „
13 it
13 „

20 n

31
„
2 Apr.

8
10
10
11

„
„
,,

14 it
22 ,i
20
30

„
„

20
22
23

t,
„
„

8 May
9 M
15 „
1ft n
31 „
1 June

* tt

7

,t

0 ,t

10
12
18

n
„
„

17

„

14
1*
10
10

i,
..
„
.t

Name.
Love, GeonTo.......................................
Cook, Geot^fe......................................
Allen, John .......................................
O'firleu John......................................
Tomlmson, Anthony .................
B1 a Iceway, Edward
Hol^ate, John .................................
Cooko, CharlM.................................
Stephens, 11 D.................................
Thojnson, Max .................................
Hollis, William.................................
Lansilown, Joseph ......................
Johnson, John.................................
WriffJeyi William.........................
Smith, John
....................................
Douglass, Btiriress......................
Du^an, Andrew ............................
Glen, William
...............................
Hastings, James .............. ...
Hayes, William.................................
Kenny, Edward ..............................
Hall, William ....................................
Cockburn, Hoary............................
Gmntham, Heniy............................
Large, John ......................................
Picken ii", John ............................
Bray, James
....................................
I^ewU, James......................................
Ashwood, James.........................
Smith, Thomas..................................
Reid, John .........................................
Crisp, Robert......................................
Wilson, John......................................
Mitchell, John
............................
Goodwin, Hu"h ...............................
Dwall, George ...................
Cunningham, Peter
.................
Ross, David ......................................
Scanlon, John .................................
Ueidy, Daniel ....................................
Lanyon, EdwarJ .........................
Yeatcs, Henry .................................
Garbutt, Joseph ............................
Grace, James....................................
Glen, William ..............................
Gorman, Michael............................
DulTeli, William . i......................
Bolts, William
...............................
Fitzpatrick, Francis....................
Cahiil, Jerry
....................................
Brown, Charles ...............................
HubbcU. Richard............................
Crossinjftnm, James .................
Riddle, William...............................
GNlipin, Jnhn .................................
Hilzingcr, W. J..................................
Schubert, Robert............................
Williams, George .........................
Sherman. James ............................
South, William.................................
RosS, John M.......................................
Rowlands, J T....................................
Thompson, Thomas......................
Wilson, William ............................
Frnhcls, James.................................
Clifford, John.......................................
Chapman, George
......................
Rickards, Charles..............................
Richards, Thomas ......................
Bowen, William ............................
Boddington, Isaac ......................
Johnson, John ................................. .
Johnstone, Alfred.............................
Now, Alfred ................. ....................
Hopkin, Henry.................................
Russell, Peter .................................
Nelson, Thomas .............................
Datiiells, Geo........................................ .
Driscoll, Thomas............................
Doyle, A....................................................
Turner, Vf.................................................
Lawrence, Fred....................................
Madden, Darnel.................................
Woodlands, James ......................
Coll, Edward...................................... .
McKay, James .................................
Langford, Henry............................
Helior, John ......................................
Wasson, William .............................
Martin, David .................................
Tonkin, Ernest.................................
Bicwood, Gcorgo..............................
Fairbanks, Ernest .........................
Payne, Eh
.......................................
Harvey, James...................................
Fielding, James ..............................
Taylor, John....................................
McCarthy, Janies............................

Position.

Remarks.

Rate,

7/6 per day .

Pettier...
Ganger...

&/IV-

Labourer .
Fcttler.
Labourer .....................
Surveyor......................
Deputy Engineer.
Sub-Inspector ...
Fettlcr...........................
Fitter ...........................
Turner...........................
Ganger............................
Pettier...........................
Ganger...........................
Labourer.....................
Ganger.,
Labourer
Pettier..
Labourer.

7/0
7/6
7 0
7/C
7/6
£300 per annum.
£525
„
.
£300
„
.
7/G.pcr day
H
•
s/e
10/6
•
0/7/6
0/7/C
7/6
0/9 7/0
7 6
7/G
7/6
7/0
7 0

Labourer .

Striker ...
Pettier .
Plumber .
Pettier ...
Labourer.

»
»
,

M

-

)>
j»

■

7'6
7/6
7/0
7/6
0/-

Pettier...
Labourer

Pettier..
Labourer.
Bricklayer's Improver.

Messenger .............
Labourer.................................

Killed.
Resigned.
Retrenchment
Resigned.
Dispensed with
Resigned.
Discharged.
Dismissed.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Discharged*
Resigned.

Resigned,
Transferred to Traffic Branch.

Resigned.
Transferred to Interlocking Branch.

8/*/11
■
£5 per week
7/6 por day .
7/(1
7.0
7 0
7/0
W
'
10.*
fr
•
7/6

Resigned.

Deceased,
11
11
,1

m
Improver............................................
In charge of meat market .
Pettier ..............................................

Deceased.
Dismissed,

Resigned.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Resigned.

Deceased,

Resigncd.

n
n
Deceived
Dni-bargcd.

Resigned.
**

Discharged.

7/6
76
7/C
7/C
7/6
4/6
..
£125 per annum.
7/- i»er day
7/0

”/0 ..

Inspector
Labourer,
Pettier ..

AS10 pur rinmini.
7/0 |>cr day

Labourer..............
Fcttler...................
Sub-Inspector
Carpenter ____
Labourer..............

Z/g
//6

■0

Deceased,
Resigned.
Exchanged with Jas. Cusacli of Tramway b
Deceased.
Resigned.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Retired.
Deceased.
Resigned.

,
‘

Retrenchment.
Resigned, ‘

7/0

£230 per annum
per day

Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Retrenchment.
'
Transferred to Stores Branch.
Resigned.

Discharged.
Resigned.
Deceased,
Resigned,

Carpenter
Fettlcr____
Ganger...,
Labourer..
Fettlcr.

it
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Discharged,

Labourer..
Pettier ....
Ganger....
Carpenter
Labourer..

Deceased,
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Resigned.
n

Deceased.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Discharged.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.

Ganger..
Labourer.

Deceased
Transferred to Traffic Branch,

Deceased.

Transferred to Locomotive Branch.

Improver.
Striker...
Labourer.

Resigned.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.

Discharged.
’
Transferred to Traffic Branch.

Locomotive Engineer's Branch.
1989
29 May ....
20 June ....
27 ....................
6 July ....
6 ....................
D
. .
io ;;
....
12 ,,
.. .
18 ....................
23 „
....
27 „
,...
3L ....................
1 Aug.............
1....................

Outtridse, L. P.....................................
Falconer, J................................................
Pike, A.......................................................
Close, Alfred.........................................
Edwards, C................................................

Fitter .........................................................
Fireman....................................................

Photllflc, Joseph ..............................
Ticmen, Peter
.................................
Williams, William...........................
Watson, T. ............................................
Summers, W............................................
Lennox, J...................................................
Shcperdj Jessce
.........................
Horton, John R. 4.............................

Rri'-cr.......................................................
Cleaner.........................................................
Fitter .................................................
Cleaner ....................................................

Office-boy ...............................................
Fitter ....................................................

Foreman....................................................
Gasrnaker ...............................................
Clerk
.........................................................

g/Opcrdav. ..
10/.............................
10'.............................
10/- per week .. .
H)/8pcrday....
7/G
.............................
]3/- "
..............
7/10,8
7/-

.............................
„
...........
........................

V.............................
£335per annum..
8'- per dav
.
£275 per annum..

Resigned.
Dismissed.
Deceased.
Resigned.

Resigned.
Dismissed.
Deceased.
Resigned.
i
Rctirefl,
Discharged.
Retired.

•
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Date-.

Position.

Morton, Henry .........................
Hums, John
.........................
Richardson, James.................
Bryant, R. H.............................
Cavan, M....................................
Cremen, John Brown.............
PhiljKifcL. John........................
Payno, Goorge ........................
Oakley, W. A.............................
Laing, Scott U..................
D&vcj, Frcdericli............
Brown, John ................. ...........
Hampton, T........................... ..
Gee, G.................;......................
Halliwell, George...................
Sowell, Thoro&q........................
Carroll, William .....................
Willey, M...................................
Taylor. E....................................
Swinfiekl, Albert.....................
Bums, John ............................
FiUgcrohl, Arthur .................
Watkins, William ..................
Suter, Francis ........................
Gosnoll, George........................
Sutton, William .....................
Turton, William ...................
Blanchard, William.................
Cobb, John................................

Striker................. ...................
Fireman ....................................
Driver................... ...................
Sheddnspector.........................
Fuelman ..................................
Clerk (Junior) .........................
Ganger........................................
Painter ................................
Storeman ..................................
Clerk ............... ........................
Inspector....................................
Oiler...........................................
Coppersmith............................
Patternmaker .......................
Boilermaker ..........................
Draftsman ................................
Turner.......................................
Fireman........... ^......................
Pumper ....................................
Driver........................................
Fireman....................................

ResignedLeft.
Deceased,
£270 per annum Resigned.
S'- per day ...
Dismissed.
Left.
£120 per annum
10- per day......... Deceased.
10'$ .................... Dismissed,
£274 per annum.. Retrenchment,
Resigned.
£200 „
£300
„
.. Retrenchment.
8/ per day......... Dismissed..
3/0 .................... Dispensed with.

Driver.................
Labourer
.. ..
Caretaker .........
Grinder ............
Fireman .............
Turner.............
Striker .............
Blacksmith ........
Storeman ............
Cleaner .............

12/
7/

18&.

2 Aug,
7 M
21 „
23 „
23 „
24 „
24 n
2i „
31 „
31 ,,

1 Sept.
5 „
11 „

11 M

12 ,,

15 ,,
IS „
15 „

21 M
23 „

25 **
19 Oct.

2<3 f i
26 „
2 Nov.
10 „
18 ,,
27 ,,
2

lt

2 Dec,
6 »

10 „
10 „

IS ,t
23 „
23 ,,

24 „

31 ,,
31 „

%
1890,
7 Jan.
8
9
13
13
H
15
16
17
18
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
81
31
5F ti.
S

8
12
17
20
22

23
4 Mar.
5
6
S

11
20

31
31
31
1 A >rit
15
23
28
10 May

10

13
13
13
13
15
JO

22

23
J
4

12

17
21
26

Remarks,

Name.

Foster, John
........................
Chisholm, James.................
Dunn, Richard........................
Lawton, George Y....................
Morrison, James ...................
Rungc, John ........................
Murphy, James...................
Evans, Samuel ........................|
Whitlow, James
Gcckic, ^Valter......................... 1
Cillanl, .lames ..................... j
Mason, Thomas....................... 1
i
Richards. Arthur.....................
Walsh, F/lwarl........................
Fnitjnahur, James .................
Wheatley, Samuel .................
Langhatn, C.............................
Kissel, Joseph ........................
Howe, Benjamin.....................
Searth, Dawson........................
Henderson, James.............
Dawn, John ............................
Fitzpatrick, Denis .................
Taylor, James ........................
RoV'los, George........................
Asplet, George........................
Lloyd, Benjamin...................
Riley, John
........................
Gill, C.....................................
Hopkins, Evan.........................
Davis, Edward.......................
Wh,jtc, William ......................
Thompson, Joseph .................
Burrows, Joseph ............. ...
Crowes, Richard .....................
Richardson, Thomas
.. ..
Weedon, Leonard.....................
Nlmmo, M..............................
Hand, John ............................
Maxwell, Henry .....................
Grlsdalc, Charles.....................
Burke, Michael.........................
Cameron, James .....................
Wailes, Eduard .......................
Wray, George ..........................
MMtrhlc, Patrick .....................
M‘Gregor, George.................
Reid, Henry............................
Mortimer, James
...............
Heron, David..........................
Baker, Thomas . ...................
Phillips, Richard .....................
Evans, John ............................
Baker, John ............................
Permn, Maurice .....................
Hickson, John .........................
Nichols, Robe. G.......................
Poole, Frank............................
Doody, Joseph .........................
Morrison, George.....................
Buchanan, John .....................
Famham, John.....................
Hearn, Samuel........................
Nightingale, David ...............
Madden, William.....................
Munroe, David.........................
Mills, Janies II..........................
Ashbun, Thomas.....................
Brood, Albert E.........................
Cook, James............................
M'Vic, Thomas.........................
North, John.............................
Mays, Robert............................
Day, Percy................................ 1

.R&te,

7/G per day.

10'- „

9r&

.

„

.

........

10 B.............

Resigned.
£248 per annum.. Transferred to Interlocking Branch,
11/4 per day .... Resigned.
Deceased,
Resigned.
n/>>
Decwwcd,
10/.
Resigned.
$/
Deceased.
Carnage-builder ..................... 10 0
Waggon-builder ................... 10/Discharged.
Clean* ................................
Retrenchment.
Carriage and Wheel Examiner 12/„
.... Resigned.
Driver........................................ 13/Discharged.
Oiler.......................................... 7/„
---Locomotive Foreman............. £430 per annum ; Retired.
£50 per annum
house-rent.
Fireman.................................... 10'-per day __ Left.
Disreliargcd.
Station Engine-driver............. 7/0n
Striker....................................
7, ,,
....
Labourer ............................... 7/6
„
.... Resigned.
................. Retrenchment.
Fitter ........................................ 1D2
,,
. . Deceased.
Driver ...................................... 14 Discharged.
„
..
Labourer ............................... 7i6
Carnage-builder ..............
10,6 .,
.... Deceased.
Resigned.
Fireman.................................... St,,
....
Apprentice.............................. 10/3 per week,,..
Driver .
........................... 14'-per day ___ Discharged.
„ ' ,
Fireman
.............................. yj.

General Foreman
Labourer ...........

Blacksmith's Assistant
Striker...........................
Carpenter ...............
Boilermaker.............
Blacksmith .. ...........
'

...............................................

Brass-finisher............................
Car Painter......... * .............
Labou rcr..................................
Machinist ................................
Coppersmith..........................
Boilernmker'H Assistant.........
A$ri*tant Foreman .................
Hnilermakor ............................
Coppersmith.........................
Painter’s Assistant .................
Boilermaker's Helper...........
Carriage and Wheel Examiner
Clerk (Apprentice) .............
Fireman....................................
Labourer
Driver___-...............................
Fireman . ............................
Clerk ........................................
Carriage & Wagyon Examiner

Dccposod.

Resigned.

Retired.
Deceased.
Discharged.

V*

12'.

12-2

„

,,

...

St-

j. -

„

...

7/-

„

...

...

£350 per annum,
7/0 per day ...
7/0
7/G
7/6

Resigned.

Di^hanred.
Deceased.
Retrenchment.
Retired.

10.8

10.3
11/3

12r2
10/6
10'-

7/6
9 2
12 4

"/■

...........
................
...........

„
..
................
................

n

..........

£255 per annum. Transferred to Locomotive Tramways
10,0 per day .. , Deceased.
10/8 „
.... Resigned.
6/* ............ Discharged.
Resigned,.
7/,>
...
10/8
..................
£30 per annum .. Transferred to Interlocking Branch.
10/- per day .... Retired,
ft/- ............ Discharged.
7/6
.................. Deceased.
.
7/*
................ Transferred to Tnunwayi
Discharged.
7/0
„
..
14/- „
.... Deceased.
8/.................. Resigned.
£160 per annum . Retrenchment.
14/8* per day___
12/..................
£125 per annum . Retired.
10,8 per day ---- Incapacitated.
7/*
.................. Discharged.

Clerk ...................... "............ !!
Fitter ........................................
Storeman ......... ............... .. ..
............ Deceased,
Apprentice................................ fi'Discharged
Office Boy ............. ............... 12/6 per week..
Striker.......... ................... 7/- per dav ..
Fireman ................................
10/*
Driver........................................ 14/*
Resigned.
Fitter ........................................ 12/4
Labourer . .
Fireman .......

Draftsman

Labourer ...
Pumper
Giobc-clcancr
Fireman___

10/2
10,-

Discharged.

77
10/
£110 per annum..
7/6 per day ....
S/*
..................
36
.................

Resigned,
Deceased.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged*

-

V

8/- ............
8/- ............
Chief TRA?nc Mas/gbrs* Branch.]

im
0/- por day.........
10 .............. Warren, George G..................... Telegraph Operator................. jCCO per annum..
30/- perweok ,.
1^ .
1 July ---Howarii, Patrick.....................
5/- per week ....

Dismissed.
Transferred to Public Telegraph Department.
Diimlssod,
Resigned.
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Date.

Kate,

Position,

Name-

Remarks.

1889.
12 „
....
12 „
....
16 „
....
1« .................
16 ....................
22 ....................
25 ....................
26 ....................
SI „
....
81 „
....
8 Aug, ....
8 ....................
9 ....................
is ....................
24 M
...
26 ....................
31 „
....
29 „
....
29 „
....
H Sept.............
17 „*
....
13 .....................
25 ....................
27 .....................
30 M
...
3 Oct. ....
10
10
10
15
20

M
....
„
....
....................
„
....
„
....

2* ....................
25 ....................
29 ♦,
....
1 Nov.............
2 ....................

7

„

7 „
....
7 „
8
„
....
8 ....................
12 „
....
18 „
....
28
....
1 Dec. ____
Iti

....................
1890
1 Jan..............
7 ....................
H ....................
14
....
16 „
...
90 ,,
....
20 ....................
51
..................
1 Fab. ....
1 „
.. .
1
....................
2 „
....
2 ....................
12 ....................
17 ....................
20 ....................
22 „
26 „
....
1 Mar..............
i ....................
10 ....................
11 ....................
14 ....................
15 „
...
18 „
....
16 ....................
17 ....................
20 ....................
20 „
....
26 .................
29 ....................
3i ;;
....
SI

rr

...

Gee, G....................................................
Cannon, Jane .......................................
Hvslop, George....................................
Maroncy, M..............................................
M'Ncill, W.................................................
Gleeson, James .................................
Porter, Winifred ..............................
Vickers, S...................................................
Richards, Thomas .........................
Day, F. 0..............................-..................
Ryan, Margaret...............................
Dobson, John.........................................
Croall, A..................... ...............................
Ottoway, Thomas..............................
Townsend, J............................................
Scotland, D. .........................................
Knapp, Alfred ....................................
Beresford, J..............................................
Gates, W. C. .........................................
Hnrtup, R............ ..................................
Hughes, Henry...................... ...........
Muuro, James ....................................
Carroll, Margaret..............................
Bradshaw, John ............................
Ryan, Bridget ....................................
Banfield, Mrs. ....................................
Elliott, S. A..........................................
Lewis, Mrs., .........................................
Herbert, Mrs............... ...
.........
Treadwell, Mrs......................................
Roberta, Henry .................................
Svmingtop, James .........................
Elyard, Martha....................................
Wrightson, Joseph .........................
Currie, Thomas L...............................
Nash, William ....................................
Ashwood, Mrs. W...............................
Wood, Mrs.................................................
Irvin, Hugh .........................................
Darcev, Patrick...................................
Collins, W. H..........................................
Crapp, Albert ....................................
Mann, Charles ....................................
Carpenter, Abraham ....................
Scale, Ernest G.....................................
Curran, John ... ............................
Dwyer, Patrick....................................
Irwin, William ....................................
Wilkinson, Rolwrt .........................
Watts, F. W.............................................
Johnstone, Sarah ............................
Hart, Caroline ....................................
Smith, E. L. G.......................................
Hartigan, James
.............. ...
Arrowsmith, J. T* .........................
.Mitchell, Francis J,.........................
Kingstmll, C,.........................................
Wheeler, K. .........................................
Twford, Harriett ..............................
Mawdsley, 5lary ...............................
Lightfoot, Robert .........................
M'Swceney, M. ....................................
Muir, John...............................................
Hussey, Roliert'J................................
Hcathcote, Mrs.....................................
M'Intosh, James..............................
Collingwood, Edgar.........................
Wont, William II.................................
Richards, Sirs.........................................
Hickey, Louisa...................................
Butler, J. .........................*...................
Appleby, Ann ...................... ............
Cameron, Fanny ..............................
Upton, Selina.........................................
Johnstone, Mrs.
Johnstone, John

...................... .. .
..............................

Porter .

?f-per day ..............

Deft.

Gatekeeper ....
Porter (Junior).

12f6 per week... .
30/„
....
7/- per day..............
20/- per week
..
7/* per day..............
5j-per week ....
SO/........................
6/6 per day..............

Resigned.
Dispensed with,
Resigned.

Clerk (Junior) ..............
Porter....................................
Gatekeeper ......................
Shunter (Junior)____
Gatekeeper ......................
Porter....................................
Gatekeeper ......................
Porter....................................
Ticket Collector ____
Jtclipvm# Signalman
StatKM-jn&stbr ..............
Clerk ....................................
Porter....................................
Clerk
......................
Horse Driver . ..
Assistant Guard
Porter
...................
Gatekeeper ...........
Porter.........................
Gatekeeper ..........

7/„
..............
5/* per week .....

S5/-

....

7/- per day..............
7/C
.............................

81-

..............

£270 per annum,,
£180
„
7/- per day —
7|6
......................
£125 per annum
7/- per day —
8/6
„
7/6
„
....
15/- per week____
7/6 per day...
5/- per week .

J/-

M

-

2/a

”

!

Free house ...
2/C per week and
house.
7/* per day ....
42/- per week ...
Telegraph Operator
Guard
..............................
Porter
..............................
Gatekeeper.............. %

SO/„
..
£80 per annum
10/6 per day ,,.
7/6
„
............
5/- per.weck ...

51Porter
Junior Porter ...........
Telegraph Operator.
Porter.................................
Station-master____
Junior Porter . ..
Officerdn-Charge..............
Station-master....................
Porter.........................................
Station-master .................
Junior Porter ...................
Gatekeeper..............................
Station-master....................
Porter.........................................
Gatekeeper
.........................
Junior Porter ...................
Telegraph Probationer
Sheet Repairer....................
Operator....................................
Gatekeeper ............................
Porter ,
Station-master
Gatekeeper . .
Foreman ...........
Porter.................
Inspector..............
Gatekeeper ...
Clerk (Junior)
Gatekeeper ...

In charge of siding at Doodle
Cooma.
Porter .... ....................................

31 „
....
2 April
5 ....................
6 „
....
7 „
.. .

M'Nutt, John ....................................
Graham, Bridget..............................
Davies, Isaac....................................
Regan, William............v....................
Wnghtson, Jane ..............................

8
12
13
13
16
16
16
18

....................
....................
,,
....
,,
....
....................
„
....
„
....
,,
....

Colquhoun, William ...................
Dvmond, Thomas.........................
Berkeley, Mrs.....................................
Costello, Jennie ................................
Abbott, John T. ..............................
Gallimore ...............................................
Gallimore, Lillian..............................
Liddcn, Mrs.............................................

20
21
23
25
30

„
....
„
....
,,
....
„
,,,.
....................

Whitelv, Grace....................................
Phelan, Samuel....................................
Jones, George ....................................
Adair, John .... ............................
Larkin, Margaret..............................

Guard ...........
Porter...........
Gatekeeper.

1 May ....
S ....................
9 „
...
10 „
...
10 „
...

Allen, Richard ....................................
Morgan, Charles ......................
Butterworth, Herbert.................
Cracknoll, Edward C.....................
Drake, Catherine............................

Clerk .................
Night Officer,
Gatekeeper...
Night Officer.
Gatekeeper...

10
12
12
15

.................
„
...
,,
..
..................

Thompson, Samuel......................
Carroll, James .................................
Hart, William ..............................
Mav, Charles ....................................

Shunter
Porter ..

1»

„

Brown, Samuel .................................

Porter............

Head Shunter
Gatekeeper^...

Dismissed.

Resigned.

Killed.
Dismissed.
Resigned.

Retired.
Deceased,
Retired.

■

Dismissed.
Resigned.
Transferred to Existing Lines Branch.
Killed.
Deceased.
Resigned,

*

i*

Discharged,
Resigned.

Vale gatos'at Bathurst closed.
Resigned. *
Vale gates at Bathurst closed.
Transferred to Queensland Service.
Resigned,

..............

7/6 per day .. .
7/„
............
30/- por week
,
£98 per annum ..
7/- per day..............
£225 per annum..
20/- per week..

Deceased,
Transferred to Interlocking Branch.
Discharged.
Transferred to Tramways.
Retired.
Transferred to Account Branch.

£140 per annum..
£225
„
..
7/6per day
....
£200 per annum..
20/- per week....
5/.........................
2'0
........................
£255 per annum..
7/-per day..............
30/- per week____
20/M
...
2/6
.........................
7/- per day ..............

Discharged.
Retrenchment
Deceased.

£130 per annum..
30/-per week
..
5/„
....
7/- per day..............
7/„
..............
£225 per annum..
10|- per week____
Free house..............
11/-per day ....
7/0 per day..............
13/„
..............
7/- per week ..
5J- per week ____
£52 }Kir annum ..
7|- per week ,
7/„
•
5J„
.
Free house ...
5/- por week ,

Retrenchment
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Transferred to Tramways.
Retrenchment.

7/-

,

*>

„

Transferred to Account Branch.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment
Discharged.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Transferred to Store* Branch.

Discharged.
•
Retrenchment.
Deceased.
Retrenchment
Resigned.
Discharged.
.
Exchanged with J, Gag of Account Branch.
Resigned.
Left
Resigned

•

7/- per day ...

15/- ,,
10/- per day .
5/- )>
■

Retired.

Discharged.

2/G per week and
free house.
45/- p6r week____
Night Officer ...
Gatekeeper ...

£120 pur annum..
Free house ...

Operator
.
Porter...........
Gatekeeper

£125 per annum.
7/-per day ...........
Free house ... ,
25/- per week anil
free hon'd.
Free house..............
12/- per day .

Gatekeeper .

Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.

Resigned.
Retired.
Discharged.
SO/- per week____ Retired.
2/6
M
and Resigned.
free house.
Transferred to Locomotive Branch.
£125 por annum.
Discharged.
£130
„
.
Transferred to Locomotive Branch.
2/6 por ilay...........
£120 per annum
Discharged.
5/- i>er week and Resigned.
free house.
Discharged.
7/6 per day ..

7/-

„

0'7/-

n

••

„
..
10/- per week and
free house.
7/- per day ..

'

>»
>>
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APPENDIX 24j—continued.
Remarks.

1890
27 May

28 M

Carlisle,

J..............................................

.

G June
G ,,

7 f>
10 ,,
11
12 ,*
13

l3
20
25
2G
26
S7
M
30

„»
„
,,
„
,,
„„

8 May

6/0*

Dlscliarged.

„

'

...........
..,
..,,.

7/- per week

Anderson, Caroline.........................

Free house
7/-

„

............
.

15/* per week

.

30/- per week ...
G/- per day
,,,
30/- per week ...
Seboies, Ellen .....................
Campey, Mrs.

ji

....................* *.....................

n

J....................................

11

»1 >.

„
»it

7/- per week
10/- „

,..
...

7/*,per week ...
5/- per day............
£140 per annum.

„

31 „
2 June

12
W
17
W
10
M
26

Deceased.

»

18 April
27

£200 ]>er annum.

Milder, li....................................................

8/- „
............
7/- per week ...
£110 per annum.

Deceased.
Resigned.
DLscliargod.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Tm)sfcrred|to Locomotive Branch.
Rcsipned.
Discharged.
Resigned.

Discharged.

Deceased.

Discharged.
M
Resigned.
Discharged.

n

.,
»„

Resigned.

Maloney, James .............................. Gatekeeper.............................. ............... 80/\pcr week ...
Carlyle, George.................................... Shunter ................................. ............... .. 7/6 per day............
COMFTROLLBK OF'StORES’ BRA.SCH.

1889.
24 July
24
30 „
31 „
31 „
31 ,,
31 „
31 „
8 Aug.

Retrenchment.
7/- *
7/.

Nkhotl, John.........................................
"

Fitzgerald, Edward.........................

„
”

'

......
...............

ifii-

Stationery clerk (Junior)____

20 „

..............
..............
7/.
..............
7/..............
£105 pdr annum..

£110"

1C Sept.

£170

f,

..

...

LIT 4*
1 Oct.

1
1 ii
1 „
1
„
4 »

»»
Transferred to Locomotive Engineer’s Branch.

Clerk

Junes, Peter

...................... ..................

.......................................................

Labourer...................................................

Estata

and

£225*
£185
£lGri
7/6‘

„
”,
^
„

'

..
..
..

Transferred to Secretary's Branch.
Transferred to Existing Lines Branch.
it

ii

i>
t> ■
Transferred to Locomotive Branch.
Retrenchment.

..............

Property Bran err.
Nil.

Signal
1889.
14 Oct. ,,.
1390.
8Mar, ...
9 June ...
23 „
..

and Interlocking

Branch.

Discharged.

IMmlley, Charles..............................

.....10/4... 9/Labourer ...................................... ............h/e

•„

..............
...............
............................

Deceased.
Resigned.

TRAMWAYS
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TRAMWAYS.
APPENDIX 25.

Report of the Tramway Locomotive Superintendent.
To the Commissioners for Railways,— ‘
.
Gentlemen,
Randwick, li August, 1890.
I have the honor to report as follows, with regard to the Tramway Locomotive Branch under
my charge, during the past year:—

t

Workshops.

The whole of the machinery in the engine-repairing, boiler, and carriage shops has been maintained
in efficient working order. Two machines have been transferred here from the Railway Permanent-way
Workshops, to meet the increased work now performed by this branch for the Permanent-way of the
Tramways.

Electric Lighting.
The engine and dynamos in this department have been kept in running order, and the lighting of
the Randwick Yard and Running Shed efficiently carried out.
:
' Engines.
The total number of engines on the books is 88, but 80 onty are available for present traffic*
These have been maintained in efficient condition, and tho requirements of the traffic met without
interruption.
‘
Boilers.
.
.
.
Extensive repairs have been carried out in this branch. Thirteen boilers have had their fire-boxes
taken out and all defective parts renewed; 12 have had all tubes taken out, internally examined and
repaired, and one new boiler has been made and turned into service.
Cars,
Eorty-sevcn new cars, including one built by tho department, have been supplied during the year.
An average of five ears per month have been repainted, or touched up and varnished, and the whole stock
has been maintained in efficient running order.
.
General Bemarks.
In addition to the ordinary work of the Locomotive branch, one new travelling iron water-tank
was made and turned into service. Now points and crossings, point-boxes, &c., have been niado and
supplied to the Permanent-way branch. A large number of wood blocks, for road paving, were also cut
and supplied to the latter branch.
During the year, tho number of engines in steam daily was increased by 3'72, and the extra mileage,
compared with that of tho previous year, amounted to 1G5,G56 miles, notwithstanding which the
locomotive service, as a whole, has been conducted at a less cost for maintenance than on the preceding
vear.
•
NORTH SHORE CABLE TRAMWAY.
Cable.
The new wire rope put in in November last became stranded in January, after working about two
and a half months. It was with difficulty kept running until April, when it had to be replaced.
Bunn ing Gear,
The running gear has been partially remodelled, after the most modern pattern, with good results,
and the further improvements authorized are being pushed forward as rapidly as possible.
Cars.
Eour new cars have been added during the year to cope with increased traffic. Four cars have
been thoroughly repaired and repainted, and the remainder maintained in efficient working order. The
dummy cars require overhaul, and will be taken in baud shortly.
Bumps.
The pumps originally fixed and worked by the cable have been taken out and an improved supply
secured by effecting a connection with the new main of the Water and Sewerage Board, adjoining the
engine-house, to the tanks for supply water to the boilers at the dep6t.
General Bemarks.
Tho working of this line has not been as satisfactory as could be desired, but when all the improve
ments authorized by the Commissioners have been effected, the line will bo in a more efficient condition
than it has been at any time since it was opened for traffic.
■
.
GEO. DOWNE,
•
Locomotive Superintendent.
.''APPENDIX 2C.
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APPENDIX 26.
Report

of Tramway Engineer.

Tramway Deparhneni, Oifioc of Engineer for Tramways, 18 August, 1890.
To the CoimnisEioncrs for Railways,—
Gentlemen,
I have the honor to report as follows on the condition of the Existing Tramways for the year
ending 30 June, 1890.
Owing to the unusual amount of ram which fell during the year the work of maintaining the lines
in good order has necessitated great care and heavy expenditure. This is especially the case in Georgeslrect West and Oxford-street, where the existing rails are unsuitable for streets paved with wood.
When the rails of heavier and altered pattern, expected to arrive shortly, are laid, the cost of maintenance
in these streets will be considerably reduced.
During the year portions of the EanAwiek line, through Moore Parle and the Centennial Park,
have been relaid for a distance of 2 miles IS chains with 601b. steel rails, in place of the 421b. iron rails
used when the line was first constructed.
3 he Botany tram-line is in course of duplication, a new departure being made in discontinuing the
concrete foundation. By this it is believed the life of both rails and sleepers will be greatly extended,
and the cost of maintenance reduced.
1 have. &c.,
G. If. COW DEBT.

■HO- G
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APPENDIX 27.
Cr.

Reyoue Account—Tramways.

Dr

Expenditure.

City

and

Suburban.

Year
ending
June 30,

Year
ending
June 30,

Year
ending
Juno •ii'*,

1890.

1339.

1833.

£

To maintenance of wav, works, and stations
I.ocoinoth empower.......................................................
Cars und waggoub.......................................................
TraJflc c\pciiflOS....................................
Compensation..................................................................
General charges .............................................................

s,

d.

*

,C

42,231
2,302
5,270

0

206,092

204,227

1,054 in 7
5,010 3 11
1 2
1,400 li 5
100 0 0
220 17 7

1.1S1
3,701
20 J
1,03

PZO
4,031
459
1,1.02

8,333

3

0,020

0,833

1,011 10 2
5,010 18 2
414 0 0
1,00.) 6 10
50 O 0
i:o o o

835
4,355

750
4,13(5

h'j5
2,090

2,843

172

129

V)\m
20,217
42,500
1,405
7,904

3 1L
17 2
HI 7
13 11
13 0
13 5

207,517

‘2

23,501
111,813

City

29.002
115,8157
13,078
41,403
003
4,10d

23,373

I4,avj

North Shore Cable

and

Year
ending
June 30,

Year
ending
June 30,

1890.

1889.

1888.

d.

£

£

2-*.k4ns 19

2

0,101 1J

4

221.470
4,363

215,375
fi,705

245,507

n

0

225,003

221,000

9,457
' 25

3
7

5
0

8,103
' 10

7,232
* 16

9,482 10

6

8,ns

7,248

3 10

0,300

8,085
120

£

Survehan.

Br
Faros, No. 57, 403, G59
MUceihneous receipts

Year
ending
June 3i)>

......
..............

...
....

s.

North Sliore Caelf.

To maintenance of way, works, and stations
Cars and wairgons..........................................................
Trafllc expenses...............................................................

Compensation...............................
General charges................
......

.5

is:

By Passengers—
Miscellaneous receipts

.........................

.

221

Newcastle A; Plattsm, no.

Newcastle & Pehttsbitio.

maintiuiiince of way, works, and station*
Locomotivc-pnwcr ............................
Cars and wa^goni*..................................
Traffic expenses...........
.............
Compensation.....................................
General charges
................................

To

*.210 1« 11

Tot.!, Tramwavj..................................
To net profit

Reveune,

.....................................................................

22^073

¥

44,333 13
263,902

6

4

0,117

S,13{i

221,835

210,100

5

21,723

17,323

0

243,503

236,510

Bv Passengers —
Karcs, No. 2.030, aoi
Mjsccllaucoui reeuipts

.................................
.................

9,972

‘HI

0,072

Total, Traraways

.

................

S 10

203,002

C

0

0,7.52

8,211

210,503

236,611)

APPENDIX 28.
City and Suburban Tramways.—Schedules under Work mg Expenses.

A.—Maintexaxce

op

Way

and

Works.

Year
ending
June 39,

Year
ending
June

Year
ending
June 30,

Year
ending
June :i6,

Year
ending
June 3U,

v
Year
ending
June 3U,

1890,

1889.

1839.

1800.

1889.

1888.

s. d.

£

£

£

Traffic Manager’* office and stafT
lt042 12

6

752

530

37,335
10,060

17,304
0,132

Maintenance and renewals of permanentway, viz. :—
Materials .........................................

8,199 19

7
27,876

Repairs, &c., of bridges, cuherts, and other
wurkn.....................................................................................
Repairs, fire., of waiting-sheds and buildings
Sundries! ................................................................................
Total, Maintenance of Way and Works..

r

D.—Traffic Expenses

Salaries, oifire expenses, and general super-

8

9

1 13 9
376 16 10
80 17

D6
373
9b0 i

29,378 S 11
—

29,501

2,641 1 5
639 3 4
41,774 19 8
0,577 3 3
i.oyo 6 3
12,470 0 0
Sioll 8 19

3,053
812
39.597
10,265
7,777
ll,4i-5

2 11

452

4W
1,045
277

.................

Sfcnffmcn, iJOintsmen, and flagmen....................
Conductors , ,
,.
.........................................
Car cleaners, shunters, lampdrinuncrs
,,
Stores
..................................................................................
Ad'crtising. printing, and statUmtuy*-...
Travelling and incidental
...............................
Sundries.........................................................
....
Total, Traffic J-'j-.pcu'ies

.

...

S.

d.

£

£

2,368 14 R
l lact 11 10
o,S59 IS 0
21,073 12 0
fj,8f0 3 3
2,409 6 0
811 13 1
570 9 0
2,5)5 5 7

2,3s5
1 078
0,086
19,053
5,470
1,861
78
2Sti
5,470

6,833
30,433
5,393
1,S33
817
215
3,892

42,560 13 It

42,281

41,409

2,131

29,002
* Formerly shown in sundries.

35,—Locomotive Power.
Locomotive superintendence and clerks....
Locomotive foremen..........................................................
Locomotive drivers and firemen.........................
Locomotive cleaners, coalmen, anil labourers
J/jcomoti'e sundries..........................................................
Water...........................................................................................

537
Repairs and renewals of engines: —
Wages ...............................................£21,175 0 Si
MateriaU.........................................
6,161 11 £

26,74(5
5,610

12.350
7,312

115,307

----------------------------

30,336 12

4

Total, Locomotive Expenses.........................

105,989 17

2

111,813

U2 15
114 14

0
6

225
14(5

5,889 9
14^075 16

3

0,S7i) |

C.—Cam

and

3.925
SOO
.17,523
10,724
7,067
11,818
LIU4

Waggons.

Greasing and oiling
Wages.........................................
Materials
.
...
Car repair?! :—

For damage to

chicles, &c.................................

1SR

$

220 10

0

29

1,405 n

9

2,362

603

631 6 0
600 0 0
05(1 30 4
10
I,3s7

Oad
0S7
r>si
1,753

*07
659
553
1,040

0
0

' 20

J 12

204

547

7,901 18

5

5,270

2

e

603

F.-General Expensw*.

............................
....
..

Materials ..
.....................................................
Waggon repair";;—
Wages...................................................................................
Materials....
.....................................................
Total, Cars and Waggons

E.—COSirENt-ATION.

............................

230
121

Commissioners
..
Secrohm’fi office
.
AccouutanlS uflicii
...
Audit office
............................

....
. .

.
.
..

..
..

.

.

7 !*.V>
3 55.)

20 IS
3 17

l>
«>

Ill
116

07
61

20,217 10

7

14,850

13,678

Telegraph braucli..........................................................
SundriOd
.
...
...................
..
Total, General Expenses
Grand Total

..

‘ .

............................................................

f This includes commission cn sale of tickola whicli was formerly deducted from earnings.

3 12
f3,4J2 1

207,517

206,092

4,103
204,227
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Cable Tram.—Schedules under Working Expenses.

North Shore

1
Year
ending
June 30,

Year
1 ending
| June 30,

1890,

Year
ending
June 50,

1869.

1

1688.

Year
ending
June 30.

Year
ending
June 50,

Year
ending
June 30,

1890.

1889.

1888.

223

414

Permaskmt Wat Bjiancij/
£

s

d.

£

!

Maintenance of Way :—

Superintendence and of!ice expenses

12 0
14 13

Q

12
104

3
0

i
0

1,054
10

1,054 1G

7

1,180

Repairs and renewals of buildings ____
Repairs mid renewals of line, Hidings,

itc.........................................

Sundries

............................

...................

90S
SO

.....

Total Permanent Way expenses .

..

0

£

i
’

Cars

12
159

;
I

and

Waggons.

rCar Repairs
Repairs and renewals of uairiagcs and
dummies..........................................................
Repair* and renowais of grippers

749

.

Total Cars and Waggons expenses .
,

s.

d.

423 14
57 7

f>
2

'

481 1 2

59
202

46

459

920

Locomotive Branch.

Traffic Branch.

General Expenxet.
Superintendence and (dHce expenses ....
Repairs and renewals of machinery, tools,
and implements..........................................................
Lighting buddings and depots...............................
Sundries ..........................................................................

164

2

4

11 17
111 15
168 15

7
1
6

456 ID

5

50
7S

43
1

(8
84
70

98
107
328

Managemmt and ofilce expenses ..: ...
Repairs and renewals of furniture, fittings
and implements..................................................
Fuel And lighting.....................................................
ages of clerks, conductors, fee.
, . .

Sundries.........................................
Cleaning grooves........................................................

I

42

2

46

14 1
23 1
1,278 15

CO 19
47

C

1,406

G

1

4

34
1,079
47
56

27
1,071

20
80
1,202

274
Total Traffic expenses...................

TJunntnjjf

£

6

1,263

Expenses.

Wages of grlpmnen and stationary enginedrivers ...............................................................................
Wages of cleaners, firemen, pulley-oilers,
and running shod labourers
......................
Cost of fuel ...............................................................................
Running stores for engines or cable, oxelusi rr
of fuel ........................................................................
Cost of water .................................................................
Cleaning grooves .......................................................

100 12

1,486

1,389

217

278
676

635
120
133
01

500 14
190 0
50 11
83 11
2,R26 10

2,652

9

Compensation.
Personal injury....................................................

76
j

General Charges.

2,020

Jiepairin-Q Expenea.
Repairs and renewals of stationary engines.
Repairs and renow?ala of cable ...............................,
Repairs and renewals i>f running gear and
other cable fittings
............................................
Repairs and renewal of water supply pipes

U

&

89

0

2

583

74
836

293 1G 9
05 d G

09

175

13

3

208
3,436

Ac........................................... i

2,033 10
Total Locomotive Expenses....................

5,010

9

7S4

l

1.137

3 11

3,764

|

4,031

1

100 0 0

160
38

Proportion of general establishment.
Store excuses .....................................................
Olfico expenbes and contingencies . .
Sundries........................................................................

3S 8
67 16
37 1
72 12

0
0
1
0

Tnlfd General expenses.................

220 17

Grand Total............................

8,339

5

4ft
50

.

0!

|

7

157

J

221

8

6,620

i

6,833

.

68
63

14

100

i

APPENDIX 30.
Plattsbttrg

Tramway.—Schedules Under "Working Expenses.
For the

For Ihe j'ear
ending
30th June,

1830.
A.—Maintenance

op

Way

and

For the
year
year
ending
end mg
30th June, 30th June,

1869.

For the year
ending
SOth June,

1688.

1890.

Wohks.

C.—Cam
£

Salaries, office expenses, and general super
intendence .....................................................................

40

s.
0

d.
0

£

Sundries

EOS 1 7
36 15 10

£

1 8 11

.....................................................................................

582

721
111

I

Total Cars and Waggons expenses ..
29
11

50

3 10

1C

0

0

7

1,011 16

2

835

27
3

1889.

s.

it.

£

IS 16 10
13 0 1

..

s'i
6

651
127

176

414

9

805

287

0

0

Travelling and incidental......................
Sundries.....................................................................................
Total Traffic expenses....................................

Locomotive Superintendent and clerks

I

Locomotive drivers and firemen .........................
Locomotive cleaners, coalmen, and labourers!
Locomotive sundries
..
. .
I
Coal, coke, and wood
................................................... I
Water................................................................................................
Oil, tallow, and waste ...............................................
Stores lor cleaners...............................................................
Ropairfi and renewals of engines ;—
Wages ....................................
£1,010 13 8
Materials....................
313 2 4

Compensation.
£

d.

in o o
1,373 8 6
705 4 1
34 1G 3
623 8 19
32 4 10
100 10 3
40 IS 0

£

£

50
1,370
073
38
769
23
131
40

1

0

1,259

6,010 IS

2

4,355

£

n a

441 IS 6
721 1 9
820 11 11
67 11 0
110
12 3 0
2 10 C
1,609

C 10

£

e.

d.

60

0

0

108
1,202
796
601
103

160
1,213
673
517
72
3

1S5

105

2,909

2,843

£

£

£

£

£
47
1,422
077
^6
791

I3
04
43

i

F.“General Charges.
Proportion of general establishment , ...
Store expenses ... ..........................................................
Sundries......................................................................................
Total General Charges

lt921
Total locomotive expenses

H.

84

750

w.

’

23

322 19
54 10

.

Staffmcn, pointsmen, and flagmen...................
Conductors................................................................................
Car-cleaners, shunters, fee..........................................
Stores................. .........................................................................

B.^Locomotive Power.

£

5
22

R—Traffic Etprnbes.
Total maintenance of Way and Works.

1888.

Wacoon*.

Gi casing and oiling :—
Wages ....................................
....................................
Materials..........................................................................
Car repairs
ages ................................................................................
Mateiinls
.....................................................................

1
J

Maintenance and renewals of Permanent
Wav, vix :—
Wages ..........................................................................
Materials..................................................................
Repairs, fee., of bridges,
culverts, and
other works....................................................................
Repairs, fee, of waiting sheds and buildings

and

£
G

For the
For th*
year
year
ending
ending
SOth June, SOth June,

’

..............................

£

R,

d.

90
73
9

£0
66

0

172

120

8,210 10 n

9,117

91 6
27 12
1 31
120

9

0
0
0

I

4

1,023
4.13G

)

8,136

874
52
APPEX.D.TX 31.
CUT AKD SUBUEBAX LINES.

Total Tramway Bolling Stock on City and Suburban Lines and Vehicles renewed or
replaced out of Be venue.
Total Stock.
Year ending
Motors.
81 December, 187!)............ . .
31
„
1380..................
31
„
1831..................
31
„
1882............. .
31
„
1833..................
31
„
1834..................
31
„
1885...................
31
,,
188G..................
31
.,
1887.:................
30 Juno,
1888..... ............
30
„
1880...... ...........
30
„
1890..................

4
10
29
40

57
75
95
96

83
83
88
SS

Renewals out of Revenue,

Goods
trucks.

Cars.

6
20
47
S3
99
108
108
127
114
125
129
146

Water
tanks.

4
4
13
16
10
11
14
14
1-1

Motors,

Cars.

Nil.

Nil.

Goods
trucks.

Water1
tanks.

*

"'

Nil.
2
2
2
3
3
3

Nil,

**

1
Nil.

Ji

it
10

4

3)

1

JJ

NOTH—DurinET the year errtinii: 31st December, 18S7, cijfht motors ami thirteen cars were transferred to the Ncwcastlc-rinttsbur"
and during- the ycur ending SDtli June, 1S-39,
additional cars were similarly dealt with.

Tramway

APPENDIX 32.
NORTH SHORE CABLE TRAMWAY.

Total Bolling Stock on the isorth Shore Cable Tramway and Vehicles renewed or
replaced out of Bevenue.
Total Stock.
Year c.-dinjf
of Revenue.

31 December,
.‘U
.,
30 June,
30 „
30 „

ISSG
ISS7
1SSS
1SSD
1300

Dummies.

Cars.

<

Total.

8

-8
8

1
1

1G

8
8

8

S
S

10

IS

14

22

Nil.

16

1G
1

>1

APPENDIX 33.
PLATISBURG TRAMWAY.

Total Bolling Stock on the Plattsburg Tramway and Vehicles repaired or replaced
out of Bevenue.
1

Motors

Cara.

30 June, 1889 ..................................................................................

8

IS

o

28

30

S

18

2

28

Year ending

„

1390....................................................................................

Trucks.

Total.

APPENDIX 34.
Statement showing the cost of Construction and cost per Mile open on different
Sections of the City and Suburban Tramway Lines on the SOth June, 1890.
1

Length
.
*n
j Miles.

Particulars.

Railwny Station to Brklge-street. .. ................................
Lifcrpool-street to Randwifik ami Coogec........................
Darlinphurst Junction to Waverlcy and Woollahm .....
Wavcrley to Bondi Bench ................................................. .
Waverley to Randirick.........................................................
Crown-street Junction to Cleveland-street .....................
Railway Station to Glebe and Forest Lodje.....................
Newtown fGlebe Junction) to Dulwich Hill .................
Forest Lodge Junction to Leichhardt .............................
Railway Station Junction to Botany.................................

Cost per Mile.

—014
4i
2J
Gi

£
90,375
107,587
■t 9,099
25,409
8,147
16,069
38,021
57,591
35,891
83,651

£
51,643
20,493
14,028
14,519
5,431
21,425
16,898
13,551
13,051
12,393

30)

511,840

16,781

5-1
31
U
H

o:

Average cost of Construction
Tramway Workshops
Rolling Stock............
Machinery................
Furniture .................

Total Cost,

£□5,180
210,07!)
11,337
3,113
278,715
SO)

790,555
1

25,920

D3
APPENDIX 35.

Retuun of the Number of Passenger Pares collected, Earnings and Working Cost,
Total and per train mile, Percentage Working Cost to Earnings, Capital
Invested, and Interest on Capital returned by the City and Suburban Tramways
for each year from 1879 to 1890 inclusive.
i Percentage !I Net
Capital
oI.
Earnings Working [l Working
per Car Oort per [ Cost 1 Earnings. 1 invested
on
lines
Mile.
Car Mile. * toCioss
open.
Eurnings.
\

Year.

Length of Number
Passenger
of
Fares
Line,
collected.

Car
mileage.

Total
Earnings

Working
EKjiejises.

Interest
on
Capital.

443,341

13,270

£
4,416

£
2,278

79-87

41-19

51-50

£
2,138

£
22,269

33-00

4

2,086,897

84,074

18,980

13,444

5418

38-38

7083

5,536

60,218

12-31

9t

7,090,125

296,906

62,549

52,107

50-56

42-12

83'31

10,442

169,450

6‘10

mo*............

ii

1880 ...............
1881.............
1882 ..............

22

15,269,100

670,610

126,202

103,136

4516

36-91

81-72

23,066

412,561

6-80

18S3..............

23

25,684,285

1,076,096

190,699

173,877

42-53

39-80

03-SO

11,822

541,105

2-22

1884 ..............

27*

30,202,003

1,242,491

219,942

215,167

42-48

41*56

07-83

4,775

643,111

0-76

1883..............

271 *39,591,753

1,220,500

223,340

207,095

43 91

40 90

93-13

15,345

708,100

2-17

1886..............

27m

52,077,578

1 222,043

226,367

201,737

44 42

39-59

89-12

24,630

742,113

332

188“..............

201

50,108,236

1,220,026

214,125

201,458

42-12

39-63

Oi’OS

12,657

731,582

1-76

1888..............

29*

51,563,197

1,216,313

221,060

204,227

42*56

39-32

92-38

16,833

742,505

2-27

1880 ..............

29V

52,810,026

1,338,386

225,833

206,002

36-95

91-25

19,741

771,255

2-56

JSPO..............

30*

57,463,650

1,474,616

219,303

207,517

3C-40

83-17

41,901

799,555

0-31

40-49 '
40-60

* Tiio lino \va<i opened for three and a half mouths only in 1879, and for part of thfa pried was worked with horse-power,
t Up to the year 1335, 3d. cash fares and 2d. tickets wore counted ns single faros; from ISSQ, inclusive, all ticket 9 is sited were at Id. values,
mid cash fares paid arc in this Hoturn calculated at same rate.

APPENDIX 3G.

Statement of the number of Persons employed on the Tramways on the 31st October,
1888, SOth June, 1889 and 1890.
Branches.
locomotive Branch—Salaried Staff .................................. ............... ...........................
Wages Slaft!..................................... ............................................
Ti-affic Branch'—Salaried Staff..........................................................................................
Wages Staff ..........................................................................................
•Maintenance Branch—Salaried Staff .........................................................................
Wages Staff ..........................................................................
Stores Branch—Salaried Staff..........................................................................................

189S.

yQth June,
1830.

25
592
22
200

20
571
17
210

198
4
7

170
2
1

51
097

39
052

42
1,068

1,018

991

1,110

31st October,

Other Branches—Salaried Staff....................................................................................
Wages Stall ......................
...
........... .......
triattshureh Trnmwav—Troilic Wsirrca.........................................................................

Giiaxd Total ..................................................
* The Salaried

BOth June,

1890.
18
597
13
230
6
222
2
1
1
3
15

Staff for 1SSB and 1SS9 w n* part of Maintenance Branch, Railways,

t Was included in Traffic Branch, Railway's, for 1838 and 1359.

APPENDIX 37.

876
54
APPENDIX 37.

Retuiin of the total Amount paid for Wages on the different Branches of the
Tramways 1887-8,1888-9, and 1890.

1

Branches.

1883.

1890.

1889.

TRAMWAYS
30,824

24,534

21,721

Locomotive

97,751

89,867

88,362

Traffic

31.087

*38,854

37,244

159,662

*153,255

147,327

Total, Teamways.................... ............. £

Note. Includes all wages paid liy the Department, whether on maintenance or new works.
■
' * Adjusted figures

APPENDIX 38.

PlETUKY of the number and nature of Accidents, and the Injuries to Life and Limb,
which occurred on the Tramways from 1st July, 1889, to dOth June, 1890.
Servants of
Department.

Passeng-era.

Other than Passengers.
Nature and Caus’d of Accident.

Killed.

Injiired.

Killed. | Injured.

Killed.

Injured.

i
1SS9.
1 July ........
27 „ ........
5 August ....
21
„
.. .
3 September.
15
„
.
24
„
.
4 October ....
4 ...............
7
..............
26
„
....
29 ..............
30 „
....
*4 December .
6
„
6
.
10
„
.
26
.
29
„
.
1890.
9 January..,.
14
............
23
............
6 February ,
14
„
.

la

„

8 March ...
£0 „
...
5 April ......
9 „ .......
18
„ .......
2 May ......
8 „
......
22 „
.......
27 „
......
27 „
.......
29 „
14 June
14
14 „
18 „
23 „
23 „

.

Man killed, entering tram in motion.
Man rarii against motor, King*&trect.
Man killed, entering tram in motion.
j'

!

1

>>

Man run over.
Conductor jammed between cars, Bridge-street.
Mmi jumped on tram in motion.
Women injured—cart collided with tram.
Conductor knocked off oar, Waverley.
Boy in|ured.
Conductor knocked off car.
Man injured—cart collided with tram, North Shore.
Mars knocked off car, Btdmore.
Boy injured—jumping off tram in motion.
„
crossing in front of tram.
Man injured—knocked down by motor.
Child injured—knocked down by motor.
Man fell from tram whilst in motion.
Chinaman jumped off tram whilst in motion.
Child run over.
Man injured—cart in collision with motor.
t

,1^

.i

j-

j,

Driver killed—motor turned over.
Onr-examiner jammed between cars.
Child run over.
Chinaman injured—cart in collision with tram.
Conductor knocked off tram.
Woman crossing in front of motor.
Chinaman jumped off train in motion.
Man stepped suddenly in iront of curs.
Chinaman injured—cart in collision with tram,
Man jumped off tram in mol ion.
Man injured—vehicle in collision with motor.
Child rim over—leg amputated.
Junior Conductor injured by cart running against
him.
Man injured—cart in collision with tram.
Boy injured—fish-cart in collision with tram.'
Boy jumped off tram in motion.
Lady left tram whilst in motion.
Man left tram in motion.
11
}J
>S
Woman left tram in motion,

-65
APPENDIX 30.

Return of Miscellaneous Articles imported for the Tramways during the year ending
30th June, 1890.
Date of
Arrival.

Kamo of Ship.

Description of Material.

Supplied by

Weight.

Invoice

Rate.

Coit.

Freight.

English ^Colonial
Charges Charges

i

Total
Cost.

J

Cost.

Return of Miscellaneous Articles imported for the Tramways.
18B9.
|
15 A us. Trafalgar.......... . 10G c.-s. motor tyres .......... Vickers, Sons, A: Co.
4 Oct Brilliant............ .j 100 c.-s. motor tyres
.. .
4 Oct.
i

Oct

oct.
* Oct.
4 Oct.
22 Aug
111 Sept.
SO Sept.
15 Nov.
15 Nov.
15 Nov.
8 Dec.
isno.
29 Feb.
6 May
0 April
i

Canora ..........

.] GOO pairs plain couplings comT
plcto (Gaiiics’ vacuum
,
brake fixtures).
Canara............. 1 500 pairs plain couplings coinj
iilotc (Games’ vaeuum
1
brake fixtui-cs).
Canara ............. .' 100 diajihiugmn, complete .
Canam .......... .1 250 diaphragms, rubbers ... I
Canara ............. .1000 rubber gaskets............... I
Victoria............. .| 60c.*s caruheels.. . , .
Oritaba.............
Il*om...............
Hicria..........
Jleiia .............
Tort Victor ...

.j
.1
.!
.1
.
i
Kcliuca............. .
Cabu ........
.j
Murnnnbidgee.. 1

i 13 ft li 3
! IB 14 0 10 I

32

Bi

0 10

R. W. Cameron & Co..

O

R. \V\ Cameron & Co. .
It. W. Cameron & Co.
R. W Cameron & Co .

5 13

Hflfield* Fteel FoTUidrj Co
Foundry Co
HtolifM-. Steel Fcufidr\ Co.
Uoillleldfi Steel I'oundry Co 1
Tlft'irkhl'. ^tu?l Foundry Co
llntlflcUls. Stei'l Foundry Co
lindiltltls Steil Foimdiy CoJ
Hodfuldfi Steel roiiutlry I’oj
Iladtivld> Steel Foundry Cfc '
HadfMd* Stetl loundr) Co

£0 Jan.
20 .Ian.

2

7
7
7
7
7
7 6
7 5

2

8
6

per ton.
20

0

. 13

43S 7
445 7

11

480

10

6

18 9 31 19

0 0

3

144 G 7

1

14

1

0 11

6

17 5 37

13

4| 507 0 2
335 1 1
oA 25 15 5
r> 118 10 6
5 its 10 6
5 177 15 8
* 177 15 8
5 177 15 S

22 8

237
414

0 11
10 &

n 3T4 13 9
Vi 354 13 0
vs 213 2 6

IS 14
17 0

0

13

10
1

1
1

4 9 471 8 7
5 1 477 5 1
2

627 15 3

0

2 9
361 2 1
27 15 9
12:> 14 8
125 17 4
1SS 12 0
138 8 0
18S 8 1
S 251 2 i
6 440 3 0

0

0

0 3
0 2
0
0
0 G
0
0
0 9
0 12
1 1

17 18 4 0 15 10
14 14 11 10 9 10
u 14 4 c 13 5

0 19
0 19
0 12

C

4

1

2 21

G 3 1
3 12 8 3
3r, 12 8 3
8 U 4

0

8

1 7
17 9
13 11
5 5
8

18
8 11 4 14
5 9 0 4 14
7 5 3 0 3
12 14 4 11 11

5

2

8
2
2
11

0

7

155

34 13 ii
Si 10
each.
1 1 H

5

10

D

6

10

on

1

0 2
0 2
1
9 3
9 3
3

393
Gl 390

7 5
18 0

G

2J

2 2}
1 8 104
0 0 6
2 10
10
10 31
10 2}
2 10 21
2 10 23
10 Si

DT
loh
31
H

2
2
2

2

61
lit
5i
per ton.
2 12
2 12
12

2

3

0

7 11 2 3 4 13 11 0 1G 0 170 15
18 Pi XI 15 3 c 2 4 1) 7 G 247 3
105 19 3
8 12 1 6 5 1 0 5 5 210 1

10
10

76 13 Si
87 11 2

« 11 10
1225 14 S
!)5 10 9
(13 15 6

25 3 0
7 1 sj
18 4 8i
20 13 10}

9

2G2

o mo 3

70 0 O
SI 13 4

Indent for Permanent Way U]

20 Jan.

0
0

o
2
■i

29 May Condor ............. ,| 1O0 steel axles.................. | Steel, IVoch, & Torer ,
8 0 0 20 ,
27 April llubbuck.......... J GOO brass loco tubes .......... Muntz Metal Co., Ld .| 3 r> 1 8 1
27 Apnl Hubbuek .
400 copper loco tubob .... i Munty Metal Co., IM. .
2 7 3 27
1S0Q.
15 Nov.
8 Dec.
8 Dec.
2) Jan.

n

0

1
0
2
2
2

I HadfiH'i

75 c. s car wheels.......... t
75 c.-s. caruhoels.............. |
75 c -s. oar a heels...........
100 c.-s. car wheels............. I
175 c.-s. car wheels.............
l&Dc.-s car u heels............... I
150 c.-p. car wheels............. I
100 c -s car wheels .... I

0
0

each.

k Co...

It. \Y\ Cameron

10
10

22*

ft

22

1

6

Tramways—Leichhardt to Five Dock.

Iberia................ .i 5500 fish-bolts and mits .
Port Victor
.. .| 1320 rails.......................
port Victor ....... .. 2050 fish-plates................
Eldershc .......... JlSGOO intermediateImlts.......

Ihbotsonnros.ikCo.,Ld ’ 1
Steel. Pcech.diTozur.Ld ll72
Steel, roech,&To7.er,Ld 7
The Phccniv )5olt and1 4
KutCo.
EMerdic ,. ,. j 11500 screws , .................
I he Phoniix Bolt atnl 2
Kut Co.
1
Elcterslic ..
.jllGOOipikes ......... .......... Tnc lJliceni\ Bolt and 2
Kut Co.
I
Flrier^lic .......
5500 ferrule j. .
.,
The 1'hccmx Bolt and 0
Kut Co.
1

13 0 5
19 1 2
4 10
0 2 & '
|
6 2 3 1

23

0 17
7 12

SS 16 7
1 IS 10 0 18
1059 S 0 130 4 8)17 3
SG 12 0
7 5 11 1 0
87 G 1
4 10 6 1 10

19

10
2
0
10

0
0
0
0

19

10

0

44

9 fl

2

G

15 9

0

15

0

0

30 4 S

2

0 10 0 11

1

0

$
3

23

10

O

1ft

0

7

2 0

0

6
12

8

10

0 0

1 0

3

0 0 2 11
0 12 19 6
0 12 7
10 0 7 10

3

4V 15

2

20 10

6

38

0

1

1G

7

8

9

1

l)

25

0

11

8}
e
4|

Indent for Permanent Way Materials for extension of Tramways—Waverley to Cemetery, Bondi Aquarium to the Beach,
and Marrickville to Dulwich Hill.
20

1889.
Aug.

Orient

.........

SO Aug.

Orient

..............

22 Aug.

Victoria............

5 Sept,

Lusitania............

13 Sept. Farmiimtta ..
23 Nov,
2G Nov.
20 Non .
SO Nov.

177 rails........................

,

Hubbuek............
llubbuck............
Hubbuek............
Hubbuek .....

. Darlington Steel and
1 Iron Co.
4320 fish-plates ,
Darlington Steel and
1 Iron Co
522 rails .....................
i Darlington Stool and
| lion Co,
602 rails ............ . ,.. < < r Darlington Steel and
j Iron Co
224 rails
..................... ..Darlington Steel and
| Iron Co,
30031 steel stud bolts .... ..| IbbotsanJJros.&Co.jLd
2S95C steel fish-bolts
. i lbbotsunBi‘os.&Co.,Ijd.
18274 dog spikes . ...
..| lbbotsonIBros.itCo.,Ld.
S610 iron ferruloa . .. . j Ibbolson Bros,&Co.t 1/1.

J

25 5 2 24 1
11 15

"41

7

74 11

20

5

G4 9

■1

24 17

143 1G S

5 13 9

■

6

3

fift

cl

rj

0 11

1
0

0
0
8

19 19 O
13 19 0
15 10 0
17 10 0

15ft 17

m

0

0

5

52 19
13

0
1

ft

i

G 15

7

1

3 10 74

11 1ft

504

10

4

6

15

8i

4 16 s 43G 11 4

6

16

6}

1

111 9 G

J
31

1) 2 3 6!
I
ll 2 14 gl
8
8 IS 0 2 16 2,
S 9 3| 0 17 11
0 11 2] 0 3
i

22

0

100

1

5 4

1

59 4 vj1 K 17

10

ft

2 7 3,

3G0 12

0
11

4,

0

r> 13 9
5 13 ft

S

12

GS 30 3i G 5

0

S
3

G

sl

424 2 G

13 9

2

8

'0

23 4

5

0

17 4

17

4I

17 a 171

0
0

ft
0

11
11
11
1 0

34
5

10S

7 4

171 6
174 3
57 32
10

8

8
6
1

7

APPENDIX 40.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT TRAMWAYS.

in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the
Appointments of Employees from the 1st of July, 1889, to the 30th July, 1890.

Return,
Date.

6

Name.

28 Jan.
5 Fob.
U Mar.
13 „
24 April
2G ,,
20 May
6 June

6 ,,

J4 ,,

B3 ,,
24 „

27 „
27 „
27

29
23

23

30

Hate.

Remarks,

Locomotive Branch.

1889.
Dec.

(, ti
<J i >
WJQ

27
27
27
27
27

Position.

|
I
1

|
.
.!
..

Baiker, diaries H.
O’Haley, William
Dolan, Daniel.......

Mrssengcr
Cleaner ,

Knight, Wtn. J.. .
Kimnlo, .11..........
AiDheful Joseph TT,
CoITey, Edward ..
Uu*bcU, Thomas
Williams, Charles.
Fairclofi, Ernest J.
Pert, Ale-\ander .
Laing, Walter ..
Clarki’, Archibald,
Roc. John
...
KlctUicr, Herbert
Yoniipf, Chas. P. .
QuiikjJohn ..
Richardson, Waiter
Flumiijr, William J
W.U.-Ii, Clin?, i'l .
Jnnts, Albert .
O’Kccfo, Houry Wi .
Ewan, Alfred II, .
Walker, John T . .
Smith, Thomas W.
Tob\, Albert K.
Horsalicld, William .
Wliite, lltnry
..
Ware, Alljej-t H...

Labourer..............
AuUtant foreman
Hlftcksmvth
...
Cleaner ............

i

G per dav

6 0,,
I fi'b ,,

Apprentice.........
Cleaner

___

Labourer............
Cleaner ............
Cai filter .. ..
Watchman ...
Assistant oiler .
Clcnnei
.. ..
Shop-bcVi

2

..

7/- ,,
....
£255 per annum.
Id?-per day . .
4G
4/*

-.10

4/
G/G
4/

I 9/4
1 7/
3‘-

I 2{‘
2L

| if-

2^3

Plumber ...

Cleanot

.

-ft
4-

2/0
4/
4,
4

5V-

Transferred from Suj)emumerary Staff.

Vice.}. TyrcllTransferred from Locomotive Brandi, Railway*
ricc J. Clarke.
G. Wihon
M’Ginlcy.
Cullen.
Logan.
R, Scott.
Wilson.
C. Ford.
Bristowc.
Bodcn.

,

From Supernumerary Staff.

6}

G 15
21
20
16
18

7 8
7 5
7 S
17 11

878
56
APPENDIX 40—continued.
Name*

Date.
ISS9.
SJulv ....
S „ ....
10 ,, ,*..
10 ............
25 „ , .
............
1S90.
2Uan ..
2d Fob........
OMar. ....
13 ,, ....
2$

1S90.
27 June
97
27 ;;

RAtc.

Position.

THAPFIO RhANCill.
1
Brennan, George................. Assistant Conductor ...........
\ycv day
Polackt W*..........................
V„
Ticmcv, M............................ Car ckancr............................ </- „
tl
........... .............. 7/* „
Wntsforrl, .loscjdt..................
Millar, E................................
7 - ,,
ijann, diaries .....................

V-

Remarks

From Rail wans, vice Sutherland.
..
M
tke Robertson.
. ..
vitc man promoted.
........
........
,,
iN.cr " atson.
....
„
ivee ScarL
,,
r/ccManson.
■
■

..
Rent free.......... EiciMn?. Ahnon.
From Railways, cxchangcJ ivirti '7. T, Gorton,
7/................
6'■ ........ Ytcc \'\ Hinton.

Furloncr, Mrs........................ Waiting-room Attendant ..,
M’Svhl'ciiVj M........................
llcul, Hcnw ........................ Flagman ............................

MaISTBXAJiCJI ISr.toii.
Beckett, Henry W.................. Labourer............................... C/6 per Jay ....... From Supernumctary Staff.
(FG ,,
........
:.. Boultoiij William.................
........
!1
.............................. w ;;
ii
)*

<

NUW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT TEAMWAYS.

in accordance 'with clause No, 4ii. of the Railway Act, si lowing1 the Removals
of Employees, from fclio 1st of July, 1889, to the SOth of June, 1890.

PlEtuknt,

Name.

im .

Remarks*

Rnte.

Position,

Loooaiotivk Dra.mjil
1 T'T

. Bert,
S'- per day
* J n email , ..
Poylo, Albert V, **.
.j Tn^ulssed.
l*about'Cr... .
.
M'Arthur, James ,
. Resigned.
.j I'iromaii ....
Evans, Thomas ...
&/.
. Dismissed,
1 IkiiJemakcr .
..j 11 -2
.
Warner, James__
i Deceased.
. Tjabonrer. .
ash Erodcrkk.......
. Kesigncsl.
,1 Driver.......
Wuldon, George . *.
■
,
Transfci red to jlaiiwavs
.
Fitter
.
.
.
George .
Turner..........
Smith, Ulmrics
■■
..
.
RotrcuchmsnL
Rrcakss'cH. John \V.
Fitter ........
f
..............
T7iol‘nfo:i, Sulficv
■ 10m
Dismis^cd.
.1 Lalxmi'cr ...
O'Shau^ltnfrjy, W. .
, iletrcnthmeilt.
Jiluclcsmitli. .
5 Scirt. , J Coliuhoun, John
.! niI I>isehargc(,.
Driver .
. Ilcrc-Ji, Juljios. , ..
11 Oct.
Retrencluucm.
. nlaclunist ...
,, • 1 J {order, Chn.rh.'h .
\ Divt’liar^e 1.
J>riser..........
n
19 ,,
. Hmitll, John
.......
1
Left.
, WAteluuan .
llhkiy, W.iUiaui ,,
.wJllprranHtiiii R'.trcnchment.
(korj.^
. Foreman . ..
Jt
*
. IJrowu, John A ..
..
C270
„ . . Allen, Wjlbuu .. .
Dcce^.suL
Blacksmith.
I n i jiLi ihy
5 Nos .
Misit »’n William .
1 Uesi-iiLd*
Musxi, WilUam
Labourer
Ketruithniciit.
, ... . ..j S-3
u ;; . , liuiLlinm«v\ Gcorjo ... .. Michi’iDt
Loft.
12 », .. White, Willhin ........ __ Station Fngine-drh Ci .. .. Ml'Tmuiferrcd to RailsvayA
Cleaner ....................... ...
r.'u
. Bike. Charles..........
18
llctrcrichmc'it.
............... . ... il'Ucndy, G..................... . ,,, iJriHer
11 Dec. .
1 Resigned.
.. ' Labourur...............
• ■ 7/ifi
. .. JJascv t John...........
• ■ 7/21 „ . ,.. ‘ Taylor, Arthur........
,.. Cornwall. \\ 3 Hi am ....
.. . y/d
24 „
•Disoiinrgcd.
I'D
21 ,, . . . Hewitt, John................ , . Apprentice ............... ..
i
°
2i „ *.. ,i Scott, Robert.............. .... ]>rivcr........................ ....111'... 1 12.'.
11 „ . . Wtl-on, George B............
Left"’
... Firuinan..................
.. . s/
27 M ... ,| Munguall, Robert... .
1890.
1 ..
Resigned.
1 Illaeksmith.
f'larkc, Jainc-;
.
IV*
3 Jan. .
. labourer .
1 Tyrol!, John R .. .
31 fJ .
I 10-3
Discharged.
j JduinbcT ,
21 „ - 1 Christie, Thomns . .
Resigned,
. Lalnnirer.. .
7/*
Multien, JnmeL ...
.1
. Cleaner ., .
1 66
SO ., . J Bradley, George .
. DischarjcJ,
1 Fireman ..
0'Brausch, Umno . .
Jt
.
Resigned.
10-S
Siifmcr, Napoleon ..
. Iknlonnakfr
1 Feb. .
. RctrenUmiont
J Diivcr........
Bi Logan, .lames . ...
C/6
. Cleaner ...
Alovaniler, Andrew.
17 j, .
■ C'7 April .
M'Cmlcy, Neil .......
Discharcfcd. *
Labourer.......
12 .> . 1 WilMann. Thomas
7».1 Resigned.
Apprentice..
Gulleii, Robert J. ...
19 „
Left,
Fireman .......
1’5
.
Bo Jen, Samuel ..
• Deceased.
Fitter ,. ,
r 10/2
M'CilFerv, Henry ...
27 „ .
Discharged,
I (Jw-b under ..
n June
1 Fur.I, Charles..........
I
,
liesigned.
1
Our-cxamincr
Whittaker, Joshua .
„ .
J
Discharged
Cleaner
.
I
C‘0
Podrott
v,
jlugli
..
,
1') .T .
.' Resigned
Watchman
I Brlstowc. Gaorge
i Apprentice ..
...............I 10'' „
WntsforJ, SVilllaru
-I
'
21 ,,
Tn si vie Bra.nul
li'O.
................ ^ O'- per duv
Resigned.
. Conductor .
8 July . J Robertson, John
DLim-sad.
20 „ . . Watson, Horatio
, Car-clnaiicr
^ C mdurtor
. ...
I 80
Williams, James
„ .
. Dtsveny, Timoth)
. (Jar-eloftncr
................ I 7/27
RoigiuMl.
Conductor
Discliartrcd
„ i
.................70
DOjL ... . Itodgcs's, Simiiid . ..
Deceased.
31
, J Seaii, Reuben ...........
Disclmigod.
<70
14 Nov. .. ,... Whvw, George . ...
...............7-0
14 „ .
Yeomans, Joseph .. ..
Fir-idoanor
Hi . ...,Lane, John W..............
Transferred to Riilnays, v.'cc (J Maun
Condui'tor .
12 Doc. . .,. 1 Manson, William ... .
Dischai'gud.
■
.
.
Steel,
Thomas
...
.
'21
„ - •
7
. .' Hinton, F. J................
Car-eloancr.
HDD.
rKpsnfioi.1 with.
. Waiting-room Atlendant . / O'-]>er week .
.............
i'l Jan. ..,,, Aliticn, Mrs
Discharged,
9*,
’ Btaltfimn............................ I 8/-per day ..
.j OConnell, Mtrtin.......
Transferred to Railwa.N.0
Assistant Conductor
x ........... 1 7/„
....
IS i'tiP. . . Bond* Frank .............
O[
Exchanged with M‘b\Hcency of l.ailwajB
.. Gorton, W. T...............
i P'*
Retrenchment.
1' .'Jar.
. J Menary, William........
Assistant Conductor ...
,,
.... Discharged.
..
S April . .. | Scott, Ambrose *
Clerk (Junior) ................... J £;>2 per iumum . TrahsfciTcd to Secretary’s Oflico,
3J June . . ' Tvrcr, W U............
June
oJuly
13 „
27 ,,
fi Aug.
i
-.f
„

n
292919
27
11}

„,,„
„

.
...

J
*
]
.
.
.
J
.
,■
.

C ,

.J io:. iu*
]2<i

i

.. 15h
:ie
I

:U:;i

2$ „ .
« ,, .

;i “*•

_

2‘!)/•(j
VS'i

12
21 „ .

.... i
........ 11 ......
....... 8 0

23
^0

iS‘
IP

1SS9.
4 July .. . ,
4 .. .. . .j
4 ,, .. . j
0 Aug. .. . j
4 S;pt... ..
12 Doc. .. ..
1890.
28 Mar. .. . j

Lewis, William ........
Rn’ifc, Fduurd . . .
Mun^hv, Peter...........
TJovd, Edward . , ..
Piiol, H^polit ...........
Baxter, Jarnos ...........
Gordon, John ..........

Horse and Dray

Labourer*

MA1XTTSAXCF* JRiAXCU
I 12/-per dav.
I 12'1-2;-„ „* . .
„

.

.

Deceased.
Resigned.
Retired.

„

■

Retrenchment,

7/0

.

i 7/0

,,

7/tt

1 7/G

Retrenchment.

879.
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List of concessions granted to the Staff since the Commissioners took office:—
The wages of all extra men increased from 6s. to Gs. Gd. per day, and a further increase to 7s. at the end
of twelve months.
The salaries of Night Officers raised and the minimum rate increased £10; maximum rate, £20 per
annum.
A new classification of signalmen introduced, giving a large number of advances to men in the Metro
politan and Newcastle districts ; advance of pay given to signalmen continuously employed in country
boxes.
Enginemen and firemen s hours reduced from 55 to 51 hours per week, and nothing less than half-day to
he paid for Sunday duty. Sunday duty also to be paid for at the rate of time and a quarter.
Pottlers time to count from the time they were inside the railway fences and starting for work.
Permanent-way men paid 7s. 6d. per day after eighteen months’ service, 7s. being the maximum for new
hands when the Commissioners’ took office.
Gangers allowed one quarter day’s pay for walking their lengths on Sundays, and also supplied with
tricycles. Also allowed six days good conduct holidays, instead of three which had been granted in
August, 1888.
Good conduct holidays, six each year, extended to shunters, signalmen, assistant guards, and assistant
f conductors.
The minimum pay to gate-keepers increased to 7s. per week, in place of 2s. Gd. per week as previously.
An allowance of Gd. per night made to extra gangs when away from home. In addition a number of old
carriages are being fitted with sleeping accommodation for the use of extra gangs, and vans with
cooking-stoves, &c., are also being built. More liberal arrangements also made for visits to their
homes.
"Wages of workmen in shops more equitably adjusted.
Junior porters paid for Sunday duty, formerly the weekly wage covered the seven days work.
Goods-shed porters, Sydney and Darling Harbour, paid overtime at increase on ordinary rates. Ordinary
pay only previously given.
Employees temporarily filling superior positions paid the rate attaching to the superior grade.
In addition to the above a large number of other concessions have been given which, although not of
general application as they would only affect certain branches, yet all have a bearing upon the improve
ment of the Staff and have entailed an increase in tho expenditure. For instance, the expenses to
3rd class operators were increased from 3s. to 5s. per day; additional holidays given to head porters,
foremen, and platform inspectors ; Sydney car examiners increased to a maximum of 8s. Gd. per day ;
gripmen, North. Shore Tram lino placed on same footing as conductors; conductors on Newcastle
Tram lines pay increased to same standard as Sydney; employees detained through late running of
trains not to lose pay; medical certificates not to be demanded from fettlers except in special eases;
sick pay allowances to be paid irrespective of any consideration as to whether employees belong to
benefit society.
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APPENDIX 40.

.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.
By-law No. 34.

.

;
. '

Ute -Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, in pursuance of the powers
conferred by the Government Railways Act of 1888, do hereby malce" the
following .By-law in respect of .permanent appointments in the'Railway Service’;
and all .previous regulations conflicting therewith are hereby repealed.
-

Conditions of Employment of Staff in the various Branches.
GENERAL CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE 'WHOLE STAFF.
All future appointments and promotions will

be

-

made under the following regulations

. - No person over the age of 3o years shall be appointed to any grade in the Traffic Branch, or over
the age of 40 years in the Engineering and Stores Branches, except with the special authority oi: the
Board of Commissioners, and no one having once left the service (except in consequence of reduction of
staff) will be readmitted except upon similar authority.
■
, .
Whenever the Commissioners require additional -permanent officers, notice thereof will he given
'three'times in a Sydney daily paper; this notice will stale the branches for which sucldadditional officers
are required, the necessary qualifications, and also the time and place of examination, which will bo eo
arranged that, where it is considered necessary, persons residing in the country districts shall have reason:able'facilities for being examined in the district in which they reside.
No person shall be appointed as an additional permanent officer who has not obtained a
'certificate of -fitness from the Examiners.
..Ha greater number of candidates than are required for appointment obtain certificates from the
^Examiners, the Commissioners will appoint as many persons as are required, in such grades and to such
situations as they may consider best. The persons in excess of the number required wall be eligible for
appointment for a period of twelve months then next ensuing from the date of such determination,
without further examination. If the number of candidates for examination exceed three times the
number to he employed, the most eligible candidates for examination will he selected, not exceeding tho
number specified.
All appointments will he made to the lowest position of the grade in each of the various branches
of the Railway service, and on probation only, for a period of six months. After the period.of .such
probation, and upon production of a certificate of fitness from the officer at the head of the branch in
which such probationer was employed, and upon proof to the satisfaction of the Commissioners that
all the provisions of the Railway Act have been complied with, such appointments will bo confirmed by
the Commissioners,
"
Mr. A. Richardson and Mr. D. H. Nealo to be tho Board of Examiners of candidates for
employment. The heads of each Branch to be ex officio members of the Board.
No probationer shall have his appointment confirmed nntil he shall have insured his life as
provided for in By-law No. 35, of the 12th December, 18S9, issued in accordance with section G4 of the
Government Railways Act of 1888.
■
Every person in the Railway Department will hold his situation conditionally on his being subject
to'and etridtly observing the rules and regulations established from time to time for his guidance, whether
published with -the General Rules and Regulations or otherwise; and every employe must consider all
Tules of general 'application equally as binding upon him as those specially pertaining to his own par
ticular position or duties.
Men who leave the service in consequence of reduction of staff or slackness of work, and are
subsequently re-employed within six months of having left, to be paid at the same rate as they were pre
viously in receipt of, if they are engaged on similar duties.
Promotion and increases of pay in all grades of the several branches will be made, except where
scales are in operation, according to merit, and will he considered by the Commissioners on, the recom
mendation of the head of the Branch.
The annual advances of pay, where scales are in operation, will be dependent and continued upon
a certificate of efficiency and good conduct being given.
Only competent workmen will be engaged for service in the Locomotive, Permanent “Way, and
other shops; they will bo paid the average rates of wages found to be prevailing iu private establish
ments for wrork similar to that which they are required to perform.
No employe is allowed to engage in any business or employment outside the duties of his office.
All employes in every branch of the Railway Service, whether the same be officers or servants, shall
retire from the Railway Service at the age of sixty years. Provided, however, that the Railway Commis
sioners may at their discretion, and with consent of the parties, require any of such officers or servants to
continue in the said service after the age of sixty years, if it shall appear to the Commissioners that the
retention of such officers or servants would be advantageous to the Service.

Before

59
Before any one ia appointed to the Bail way Service he must undergo a medical examination, and
produce a certificate from the authorized medical officer that he is free from all bodily and mental
infirmity, is physically able to perform the duties of the position he seeks, and that his eyesight and,
hearing are perfect. He must also produce certificates of good character.
'
J
Sons of employes of the Department afe not to' be employed at stations or inoffices under tbeir
father’s charge, except youths receiving salaries under £80 'per annum, who are to beremoved to some
other station or office when their salaries'are £80 per annum br upwards.'
' ■

.

.

. EXAMINATIONS.

■

. .

, . .

Salabied Staff.

'

■

.

.

...

The educational examination for clerical apprentices and telegraph operators is to bo as follows:—
Arithmetic.—The

simple rules, and proportion, practice, interest, fractions, and decimals.
Beading, and writing from dictation.
*

In the case of telegraph operators such technical examination shall he added as the TelegraphInspector shall think fit.
.
The candidate having had a sufficient opportunity of looking over tho arithmetical examination
paper, shall be timed in working it, and shall not be passed unless he obtain such marks as tho Examiner
may fix upon as the minimum number to be obtained.

AlTItliNTJCE CLERKS.
Apprentice Clerks-will bo taken on from 15 to 17 years of age at the following rates;—
35
.16
17
18

to
to
to
to

16 years
17 „
18 „
19 „

£30
40

per annum.

50

»}

70

)5

And subsequently according to merit and the class of work which has to be performed.

JuiaoE OijErks nr Chief Offices.
Candidates for employment in tho chief offices and the principal offices of the District Officers
will bo required to pass a superior examination, and if appointed, to make themselves proficient in
Bitmap's system of Shorthand within 12 months of entering the service. Bailing to do this, they wijT
not be eligible for promotion, and will be liable to be removed from their offices,
.
The examination paper to be specially prepared and signed by the Secretary, Chief Traffic
Manager, Locomotive Engineer, and Engineer for Existing Lines for their respective Departments, and
submitted to the Commissioners for approval.
Youths appointed to vacancies in the offices named must not be under the age of 16 years.
The following scale of salaries to be adopted, subject to an annual report of efficiency to the
Commissioners:—
1st year
£60 per annum.
2nd „
£80
3rd „
£100
4th „
£120
Subsequent promotion to be by merit.
Youths who are already in the service, and who arc not under 16 years of age, will bo allowed to
compete for those appointments.
'

Clerical Staef.
To bo paid according to merit and class of work to be performed.
Minimum salary
Maximum „

...........................................................................
...........................................................................

£75 per annum.
350
„

The following are the conditions for the various Branches
LOCOMOTIVE BEANCH.

.

. .

. .

Workshops.

Lads will he taken into-the shops as required, to learn the trades of fitter, turner, Ac. They will
not be taken in under the age of 15-years, and will not be out of their apprenticeship until tho age of
21 years. They must be of good constitution, and able to read'and write with facility ; they will not bo
bound apprentice, but will be able to resign, and will be liable to dismissal, in the same way as the
men ; they will also be subject to the same rules and regulations as tho men. The remuneration for
their services will be as follows:—
“ ~
,1st period — or up to 17 years of age
2nd
„
of a year
..................
di'd
„
„
..................
dth
„
„
.................

5 ih
.'

^

„

lOd. per day.
Is. 3d. „
2s.
„
3s.
„

..............

At the end of the term of apprenticeship they will be paid wages proportionate Ip fbe value, of

thc;r spivipcs,

'

’

‘

..............

,
ISnop
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Shop Bors,

'

Boys, other tlian apprentices, 'will be taken on to assist workmen in tho running sheds and work
shops at the following rates of pay:—■
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

to
„
„
„
„
„
„

15 years
16
17
18
19
20
J?
21
ii

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

*<*
** *

♦ *.

...

Is.
2s.
2s.
2s.
3s.
4s.
5s.

9d, per day.
Od.
„
3d.
„
6d,
„
Od.
„
Od.
„
Od.
„

The following will be the conditions for acquiring the positions of Cleaner, Eroman, and Engine-driver:—

ClEANEES.
Only youths between 15 and 18 years of age will be eligible for appointment as Cleaners, Each
youth must undergo a medical examination, and produce a certificate from the authorized Medical Officer to
the effect that he is free from bodily or mental infirmity, possesses good eyesight and hearing, and is not
afflicted with colourblindness either by day or night; ho must also produce satisfactory testimonials
of character, and be able to read and write.
The rates of wages will be as follows:—
1st year—15 to 16 years
2nd
„ 16 to 17 „
3rd
„ 17 to 18 „
4th
„ IS to 19 ,,
5th
„ 19 to 20 „
Cth
„ 20 to 21 „
7 th „
21 and over

2s. 6d. per day.
3s. 3d.
„
4s. Od.
„
4s. 9d,
„
5s. 6d.
„
6s. Od.
„
7s. Od.
„

6d. per night additional will bo allowed for nigbt work.
'When additional Eremon are required, Cleaners will bo promoted according to efficiency aud
seniority, provided tbeir general conduct has been satisfactory, aud that they are eligible in all other
respects.
Fikemes.
Alt Firemen must have served as Cleaners, or have acted as Firemen or Drivers on other
Hallways. Before being appointed as Ereman, each man who has not previously passed a medical exami
nation will have to produce a certificate from the authorized Medical Officer similar to that required
from Cleaners when entering the Service. He must also undergo an examination in the Holes and
Begulations applicable to Enginemen, especially those relating to the working of trains, signalling, &e.
The rates of wages will be as follows:—
*
3rd class—1st 18 months ...
...
...
...
8s. per day.
2nd
2nd 18 months.............................................
9s. „
1st „
after 3 years’ service (maximum rate)
10s. „
Firemen must always commence in the 3rd class.
As vacancies for Drivers occur, Firemen who have been not less than twelve months in tho 1st
class, or Firemen who have previously served as Engine-drivers on other Hailways, will be promoted
according to efficiency, provided their general conduct has been satisfactory.
Engine-dhiveus.

No person will be allowed to undertake the duties of Engine-driver unless he has previously
served as Fireman on the New South Wales Railways, and is eligible for promotion.
Before being
appointed as Driver, each man must hold a certificate from the Locomotive Engineer, showing that he
has passed the necessary examination, and is competent to take charge of a Locomotive Engine.
The subjects of examination must embrace a knowledge of the road, gradients, approaches to
stations and sidings, positions of signals, &c,, the examination of engine before joining a train, firing,
trimming of syphons, oiling, testing of valves and pistons, and the various modes of uncoupling engines1
when they fail on the road, and tho methods to ho adopted to surmount any slight breakdown, &c., &c.
The rates of wages will be as follows:—
Shunting Engines
...
...
...
..................
...
11s. per day.
5th class
11s.
1)
4th
after 1 year's service as Driver of Goods or
Passenger trains
...
12s.
3rd
„ 2
13s.
-2nd
« 3
14s.
1st
15s.
9)
’
The position of first-class Driver will only bo obtainable as vacancies in that grade occur, and
after serving as a Driver at least ten years. The number of Drivers in tho first class shall never exceed
one-seventh of the whole number of Drivers employed.
Drivers must always commence in the fifth class.

_

PERMANENT-WAY BRANCH.
The Permanent-way labourers must be strong able-bodied men, in good health, and capable of per
forming rough hard work. They must have perfect eyesight and hearing, be of good character, and
able to read and write. Promotion and increase of wages will be in accordance with merit.
These
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These conditions will not apply to temporary men such as are employed in the flying gangs (except
as to their ability to porform the work required of them), but qualified temporary men will be eligible for
the permanent staff as vacancies occur.
The rates of wages will be as follows :—
I'ettlers

a>T)

Lauourees.

Tirst G months
...
...
...
...
... Gs. Gd. per day.
];’rom 6 to 18 months
...
...
...
... 7s.
„
After IS months’ service....................................... 7s. Gd.
„
G-angees.

When gangers are required suitable men will be selected from the fettlers or labourers. They
must be steady and reliable, thoroughly understand the work, be able to read and write, and be quite
competent to undertake all the duties of the position.
Gattgees.

Tirst G months............................................................... 8s. Gd. per day.
After 6 „
on certificate of fitness
............... 9s.
„
For inspecting their lengths on Sundays Gangers will bo allowed one-quarter day’s pay.
IjfSPECTOES AND FOEESIEN.

Gangers and Mechanics will bo promoted to Foremen and Inspectors as required, in cases where
they are qualified to fill such positions.
Inspectors

Minimum salary ...
Maximum „
...

...
...

and

Foeemen.

...

£200 per annum,
300
„

...
...

£300 per annum.
400
„

...
...
...............

Chiep Inspectors.

Minimum salary ...
Maximum „
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Tool Collectors.

Youths, from 15 to 17 years of age, will bo taken on as Tool Collectors at tho following rates
of pay;
15 to 16 years of age
...............
...
... 2s.
per day,
10 to 17
„
2s. Gd. „
17 to 18
„ '
3s.
„
IS to 19
„
4s„
,
.
At the end of the term they will be paid w'ages proportionate to the value of their services.
TRAFFIC BRARCH.
General Out-door State.

The employes comprised in the general out-door staff will be classified and paid as follows:—
Plateorm Inspectors, Foremen (Goods, Coaching,

and

Shunting).

10s. to 12s. per day; increases of Gd, per day per annum.
Suburban Passenger Guards.

Ss. Gd. per day for 2 years; 9s., 2 to 5 years; 10s., 5 to 10 years,
If promoted to Through Passenger Guards, to take up pay applicable to length of service as
Guards.
Through Passenger

and

Goods Guards.

9s. per day, first year.
9s. Gd. after 1 year and up to 2 years.
10s.
„ 2
„
5
„
10s. Gd. „ 5
„
10 „
11 s.
„ 10 years.
Coal Train Guards.

'

8s. per day first G months; 8s. Gd, second G months; 9s. 1 year to 4 years; 9s. Gd. per day after.
Assistant Goods Guards,

8s. per day for first 6 months, Ss, Gd. per day after.
Shunters.

2nd class, 7s. per day for six months, 7s. 6d. after six months,
1st class, 8s. to 9s.; increase of Gd. per day per annum.
Signalmen.

4th class (men who do not deal with passenger trafllc), 7s. per day first year, 7s. Gd, after one year.
3rd class, 8s. per day first year; 8s. Gd. after one year’s service. _
_
2nd class, 9s.
,,
„
Gd. per day per annum nntil maximum of 10s. is reached.
1st class, 10s. 6d. per day for first year; 11s. per day after first year.
All men appointed as Signalmen must have had 12 months railway experience.
Porters
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Poetises (Goods and Co aching) ,
3rd class, Gs. per day for first G months; Gs. Gd. for second 6 months j 7s. after 12 months.
2nd class, 7s. Gd. per day.
1st class and Leading Porters, 8s. per day.
Head Porters, 8s. 6d, to 10s. per day; increases of Gd. per day per annum.

Lad Poetees

Will he taken on from 16 to'18 years of age.
2s.,Gd. per day upto 18 years of age.
3s. 4d.
„ 18 to 19
„
4s. 2d.
„ 19 to 20
„
os.
„ 20 to 21
„
Over 21 to he appointed to first vacancy for 3rd class Porters.
Vacancies for Guards will be filled by promoting the most suitable men from tho other grades.'
Every Guard must have had at least two years’ railway experience before being allowed to take independent
charge of a tram. Every man must also pass an examination in the duties, &c., before being appointed
Assistant Guard, and also before being promoted to Guard. The chief subjects of the examinations will
be as follows:—■
.
'
Assistant Ghahds.

'

Knowledge of Pules and Begulations, especially those relating to train working.
Shunting.
“
Signalling.
Working of brakes.
Securing of loading.
Single and double lino working under the difiorent systems.
Protection of trains. ■ ■
‘.
Steep gradient working.
■
Guaeds,

Will be carefully re-examined on the subjects for Assistant Guards.
Knowledge of road, gradients, &c.
positions and description of signals,
approaches to stations aud sidings.
■
station yards.
General railway working.
■
1,v^lcl ^ave not PreTiously undergone a medical examination—such as those who joined the
Service before these conditions came into operation—must be examined as to their eye-sight before being
b
allowed to run as Assistant Guard or Guard.
The minimum height for Out-door Staff will be 5 ft. 6 in.
STATION STAEF.
In all cases the maximum salaries are to he obtained by merit, and the importance of the post filled.
Opficees

in

Charge.

Minimum salary, £130 per annum, with house, or 10s. per week in liou thereof.
Maximum „ £150
„
„
jf
Night Oificebs

Minimum salary
Maximum „

in

Charge.

..................................................
...................................................

£120 per annum.
*£140
„

Station-masters.

Minimum salary
Maximum „

.......................................

1

.....................................

£150 per annum, with house.

400

„

„

Believing Station-mastebs.

Minimum salary
Maximum „

■
...
...
...
................................................

£180 per annum.
300
„

Station-masters.

Only persons having a thorough Railway experience, and who are able to compile the various
returns and accounts required by the Department, will be eligible for promotion to the position of
Station-master, The officers must possess a knowledge of all the outside duties, such as signalling,
shunting, and general yard work, loading and unloading of all descriptions of traffic, and the working of
trains, &c., as well as be able to perform the inside or office work. The position of Station-master is
therefore one which any member of the staff can obtain by making himself thoroughly conversant with
the duties of the office. A practical acquaintance with Morse telegraphy (which should be acquired
by every employe in the Traffic Branch) will also be greatly conducive to such promotion, as some of the
positions -will only bo given to those officers who are conversant with tho telegraph. Good conduct will
aiways be indispensable.
The foregoing classification does not include small wayside stations and platforms which are in
charge of Dorters.
IS o person will be appointed Station-master until the Chief Traffic Manager and Traffic Auditor
have reported to the Commissioners that he is thoroughly conversant with the general working of a
Railway, and also with the mode of keeping the accounts,
Telegraph
*

Subsequently advanced to r 150.
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Teleohai'h Operators.

Lada of not less than 15 years of age will bs received into the Service, as required, to learn the
duties of Telegraph Operator. Before any la'ds are''appointed, they will he required to pass an
examination. 'While on probation they wilTreceive a nominal salary of 2s, Gd. per week.
-

"

Leave.

Every servant, except Salaried 0Dicers, will be entitled to a day’s leave on full pay for each
proclaimed general public holiday. Those s’ervantd who cannot take such leave on the proclaimed holidays,
in consequence of being required to work, will, on making application, be allowed the same number
of days at a future time, provided the head of the Branch decides that they can be conveniently spared.
Should, however, tho exigencies of the Service not admit of the whole or any of the holidays being taken
before tho 31st of July of the year following that for which they are due, an equivalent in money will
be paid.
In addition to the above, Engine-drivers, Eiremen, Guards, Signalmen, and Gangers of Fettlers may
be allowed six days’ leave of absence in each year, on full pay, if their general conduct has been satisfactory.
This leave will only bo granted at times most convenient to the Department, and the Locomotive
Engineer, Engineer for Existing Lines, or Chief Traffic Manager will have the power to disallow it
altogether, or reduce the time, m cases where it is considered the employe is not entitled to the full leave.
Officers paid by annual salary will, if tlioy can be conveniently spared, be allowed three weeks’
leave of absence iu each year. Leave not taken when due will lapse,
'

Free Passes.

Holiday free passes will not be granted to employes who, through misconduct, are not deserving
of such indulgence, nor at times when there is likely to Be any difficulty in providing sufficient carriage
accommodation for the public.
Appeals.

' In any case where an employe considers he has been unjustly dealt with, he must, in the first
instance, appeal to the head of his Branch, and then, if he still consider he has been unfairly treated,
after such appeal, he has the right of appealing to the Commissioners, such appeal to pass through
his Departmental Head.
The Commissioners will hear any appeal made by on employe against the adoption or confirmation
of the advice or decision of the officer at the head of his branch, with regard to his right to promotion, or
with respect to any charge made against such employe, or with respect lo any penalty imposed by such
officer; and will confirm or modify such decision, or make such order as they think fit; and their decision
will be final. Every such appeal will be heard within thirty days from the date of the appeal being lodged
with the Commissioners.
E. M. G. EDDY, Chief Commissioner.
(l.s.)
W. M. FBHOH, Commissioner,
CHAELES H. J. OLIYEli, Commissioner.
The Common Seal of tho Railway Commissioners of Hew South "Wales was hereunto affixed this
second day of December, in the year of our Lord 1889, in the presence of—
Huge M'Lachlan,

Confirmed by the Govcrnor-in-Council on .the 10th day of December, 1889,—
.

Alex. C. Budge,

Clerk of the Executive Council.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.
By-law No. 35.
The Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, in pursuance of the powers con

ferred by the Government Railways Act of 1888, do hereby make the following
By-law regulating the conditions under which persons appointed to the Railway
Service must effect insurances on their lives; and all previous regulations con
flicting therewith are hereby repealed.
■

GENERAL REGULATIONS—LIFE INSURANCE.
RsGULATroks Issued

is accordance with section

64

op the

Government Railways Act

op

188$.

All officers or servants appointed or to be appointed’ after 22nd October, 1SS8, to the Railway

{service, must insure their lives, and shall hold their offices on the express condition that a deduction will
bo made from their salaries or wages for the payment of the premium on the policy to keep their lives
insured, should they fail to pay the necessary premium to the Insurance Company.
Tho insurance shall be effected with some Life Insurance Company carrying on business in
New South Wales approved by tho Commissioners, which shall have agreed with. the Commis
sioners, upon a condition, to increase tho amount of insurance from time to lime according to these
Regulations, at the rates specified in the tables of the insurance company forming the basis of the
contract, aud without any further medical examination beyond that instituted by the said insurance
company when the agreement or policy with each officer or servant shall have been taken out; it beings
the intention ot these Regulations that the contract shall continue until the assured shall die or attain'
tho age of sixty, whichever'may first happen.
1
■
.
The '
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The amount of the insurance shall at all times be in accordance with the following scale:—>
Salary or Wages.

Amount of Insunmoo.

Tinder £100 a year
£100
£100 to £199 „
£200
£200 to £299 „
£300
£300 to £399 „
£400
'
£400 to £499 „
£500
£500 and over ,,
£600 as a maximum.
_ All insurances shall ho for a fixed sum and at rates according to tables of the Insurance Com
panies, which shall he signed by the manager or other accredited officer by order of tho Board of
Management, and shall be deposited with the Commissioners, and the premiums shall bo payable
in advance. The contract once entered into with a company shall not be varied, but all succeeding
increases are to be made with the same company. The said increases, as hereinbefore provided,
shall be made at the rates fixed by the said tables according to the ages of the assured at the time of
increased insurance being required consequent upon increased salary or wages according to these
Begulations. All promotions shall be advised to the insurance company by the Railway Accountant.
f
All insurances shall be in the names of the assured; but all policies shall be lodged with the
Bailway Commissioners, aud shall remain in their possession, and shall be unassignable either at law or
in equity.
'
Provided that the amount so insured shall he payable to the employe on his leaving the service
upon attaining the age of sixty, or to his legal representatives should he die before attaining that age.
Provided further, that in case any employe shall be retained in the Bailway Service after
attaining the age of retirement, the amount then due to such employe under such contract of insurance
shall be by him invested in Government stocks or debentures, mortgages, or such other securities as shall
he approved by the Commissioners, and the securities shall be handed over to the Commissioners
until such employe die or leave the Bailway Service, when they shall be handed over to him or to his legal
representative in the event of his death.
i
No company shall be compelled to insure the life of any officer or servant for a larger sum than
is provided by these Begulations ; hut any additional insurance shall be matter of contract between tho
assurer and the assured, and the policies in such cases shall not be lodged with the Commissioners,
or be in anywise subject to these Begulations.
A record of all insurances made in pursuance of these Begulations shall be kept by tho Railway
Accountant, and shall show the date and amount of the original insurance, and of each successive increase.
The insurance shall be by way of endowment, and shall bo payable when tho assured attains the
age of sixty years, or sooner in the event of earlier death.
The Commissioners may require any persons appointed by them under tho 63rd section of tho said
Act, without examination or probation, to insure their lives as nearly as may be after the method pre
scribed by these Regulations.
_ Any employwhether officer or servant, on resigning, being dismissed, or otherwise leaving the
service of the Commissioners, shall have all policies in his namo delivered to him, and the Commissioners
shall not thereafter have any charge, of tho policies or liability in respect of tho premiums; but the
Accountant shall give notice to the insurance company interested, and the said policies shall thereafter
cease to bo subject to these Regulations, but shall not be otherwise affected as a contract between the
insurer aud the insured so long as the premiums thereon are paid by the insured.
E. M. G. EDDT, Chief Commissioner.
(l.s.)
AV. M. EEHON, Commissioner.
CHARLES N. J. OLIVER, Commissionor.
Tho Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners was hereunto affixed this second day of December,
in the year of our Lord 1889, in the presence of—:
Hugh M‘Lachlax.

Confirmed by the Governor-in-Council this 10th day of December, 1889,—■
Alex, C. Budge,
Clerk of the Executive Council.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT TRAMWAYS.
By-law No. 36.
The Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, in pursuance of the powers con

ferred by the Government Railways Act of 1888, do hereby make the following
By-law in respect of permanent appointments in the Tramway Service; and all
previous regulations conflicting therewith are hereby repealed.
Conditions of Employment of Staff in the various Branches.
'

GENERAL CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE "WHOLE STATE.

All future appointments and promotions will be made Under tbe following regulations
No person over the age of 35 years shall be appointed to any grade in tho Traffic Branch, or over
the age of 40 years in other Branches, except with the special authority of the Board of Commissioners,
and no one having once left the Service (except in consequence of reduction of staff) wall be readmitted
except upon similar authority.
Whenever
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‘Whenever the Commissioners require additional permanent officers, notice thereof will be given
three times in a Sydney daily paper; this notice will state the branches for which such additional officers
arc required, the necessary qualifications, and also the time and place of examination, which will he so
arranged that, where it is considered necessary, persons residing in the country districts shall have reason
able facilities for being examined in tbe district in which they reside.
No person shall be appointed as an additional permanent officer wbo lias not obtained a certificate
of fitness from tbe Examiners.
, If a greater number of candidates than are required for appointment obtain certificates from tbe
Examiners, the Commissioners will appoint as many persons as arc required, in such grades and to such
situations as they may consider best. The persons in excess of tbe number required will be eligible for
appointment for a period of twelve months then next ensuing from the date of such determination,
without further examination. If the number of candidates for examination exceed three times the
number to be employed, Ibe most eligible candidates for examination will be selected, not exceeding tbe
number specified.
'
All appointments will be made to the lowest position of the grade in each of tbe various branches
of the Service, aud on probation only, for a period of six months. After the period of such probation,
and upon production of a certificate of fitness from the officer at the head of the branch in which such
probationer was employed, and upon proof to the satisfaction of tbe Commissioners that all the provisions
of the Railway Act have been complied with, such appointments will be confirmed by tbe Commissioners.
,
^IT- J- Roberts, Mr. G-. Downe, and Mr. Geo.Cowdery, junr., to be the Board of Examiners of can
didates for employment.
,
Ro probationer shall have his appointment confirmed until he shall have insured his life as pro
vided for in By-law- No. 35, of the 121 h December, 1889, issued in accordance with section Gi of the
Government Railways Act of 1888.
Every person in the Tramway Department will hold his situation conditionally on his being subject
to and strictly observing the rules and regulations established from time to time forbis guidance, whether
published with the General Rules and Regulations or otherwise ; and every employe must consider all
rules of general application equally as binding upon him as those specially pertaining to his own particular
position or duties.
Men who leave the Service in consequence of reduction of staff or slackness of worh, and are
subsequently re-employed within six months of having left, to be paid at tho same rate as they were
‘
previously in receipt of, if they arc engaged on similar duties.
Promotion and increases of pay in all grades of the several branches will be made, except where
scales are in operation, according io merit, and will be considered by the Commissioners on the recom
mendation of the head of tho Branch.
_ Tho annual advance of pay, where scales are in operation, will ho dependent and continued upon
a certificate of efficiency and good conduct being given.
_
Only competent workmen of labourers will be engaged for service in the workshops; they will he
paid the average rains of wages fonnd to be prevailing in private establishments for work similar to that
which they are required to perform.
No employe is allowed to engage iu any business or employment outside the duties of his office.
All employes in every branch of the Tramway Service, whether the same he officers or servants,
shall retire from the Tramway Service at tho age of sixty years. Provided, however, that the Railway
Commissioners may at their discretion, aud with consent of the parties, require any of such officers or
servants to continue in the said service after the age of sixty years, if it shall appear to the Commissioners
that the retention of sucli officers or servants would he advantageous to the Service.
Before any one is appointed to the Tramway Service he must undergo a medical examination, and
produce a certificate from the authorized medical officer that he is free from all bodily and mental infirmity,
is physically able to perform the duties of tbe position he seeks, and that his eyesight and hearing are
perfect. He must also produce certificates of good character.
Sons of employes of tbe Department are not to be employed under tbeir father’s charge, except
youths receiving salaries under £S0 per annum, who are to be removed to some other position when tbeir
salaries are £80 per annum or upwards.

EXAMINATIONS.
*

Salabied Staee.

The educational examination for clerical apprentices is to he as follows
Anllimetic,—The simple rules, and proportion, practice, interest, fractions, and decimals. .
Reading, and writing from dictation.
The candidate having had a sufficient opportunity of looting over the arithmetical examination
paper, shall he timed in working it, and shall not be passed unless bo obtain such marks as the Examiner
may fix upon as the minimum number to be.obtained.
Apprentice Clebks.

Apprentice Clerks will be taken on from 15 to 17 years of age at the following rates:—
15 to 16 years
................................................................
£30 per annum.
1C to 17
„
40
„
1? ^ 18
„
50
„
18 to 19
„
70
„
And subsequently according to merit and the class of work which has to be performed.
140—I
Clebical
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Clericat.- Staff.

To be paid according to merit and class of work to be performed.
Minimum salary
Maximum ,,

........................ ......................................
...................................................
...

£75 per annum.
350
,,

The following are the conditions for the various Branches:—
LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.
"Workshops.

.
Lads will be taken into the shops as required, to learn the trades of fitter, turner, <fcc. They will
not be taken in under the age of 15 years, and will not be out of their apprenticeship until the age of 21
years. They must be of good constitution, and able to read and write with facility; they will not be
bound apprentice, but will be able to resign, and will be liable to dismissal, in the same way as the men;
they will also be subject to tbe same rules and regulations as the men. The remuneration for their
services will be as follows:—
1st period- •or up to 17 years of age
2nd „
of a year
...
3rd „
4th „
5th ,,

lOd. per dav.
Is. 3d. „ ‘
2s,

5>

Bs.
os.

»
At the end of the term of apprenticeship they will be paid wages proportionate to the value of
their services.
Shop Boxs.
Boys, other than apprentices, will be taken on to assist workmen in the running sheds and work
shops at the following rates of pay:—
14
15
1C
17
18
19
20

to
„
„
„
,,
„

„

15 years
16 „
17 „
18 „
19 „
20 „
21

Is. 9d. per day.
2s. Od.
„
2s, 3d,
„
2s. Gd.
,,
3s. Od. „
4s. Od.
„
5s. Od.
„

„

The following will be tbe conditions for acquiring the positions of Cleaner, Eiremau, and Engine-driver:—■
Cefaeebs.
Only youths between 17 and 18 years of age will be eligible for appointment as Cleaners. Each
youth must undergo a medical examination, and produce a certificate from the authorized Medical Officer
to the effect that he is free from bodily or mental infirmity, possesses good eyesight and hearing, and is
not afflicted with colour blindness either by day or night; he must also produce satisfactory testimonials
of character, and be able to read and write.
The rates of wages will bo as follows
1st year—17 to 18 „ ..
2nd ,, 18 to19
„ ...
3rd
„
19 to 20 ., ...
4th „ 20 to21 „ ...
5th ,,
21 and over ...
6d. per night additional

...
...
...
4-s. Od. per day.
...
...
...
4s. 9d.
„
...
...
...
5s. Gd.
,,
...........................
6s. Od.
„
...........................
7s. Od.
,,
will be allowed for night work.

When additional Eiremen are required, Cleaners will bo promoted according to efficiency and
seniority, provided their general conduct has been satisfactory, and that they are eligible in all other
respects.
’
ErttElfEN.
.All Eiremen must have served as Cleaners, or have acted as Eiremen or Drivers on other Lines.
Before being appointed as Eireman, each man who has not previously passed a medical examination will
have to produce a certificate from the authorized Medical Officer similar to that required from Cleaners
when entering the Service. He must also undergo an examination in ihe Buies and Begulations
applicable to Enginemen.
The rates of wages will be as follows:—
'
3rd class—1st 6months...
...
...
...
7s. Gd. per day.
2nd „
from 6 months to 3 years service ...
Ss. Od.
■
1st ,,
after 3 years service (maximum rate)
9s. Od.
,,
Firemen must always commence in the 3rd class.
As vacancies for Drivers occur, Eiremen who have not been less than ]2 months iu the 1st class,
or Firemen who have had previous service qualifying them for the position, will be promoted according
to efficiency, provided their general conduct has been satisfactory,
Engine-drivers.
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EsGINK-DBIVjinS.

]STo person will be allowed to undertake tbe duties of driver unless he has previously served as
Fireman on the New South "Wales Tramways, and is eligible for promotion. Before being appointed as
Driver, each man must hold a certificate from Ihe Locomotive Superintendent, showing that he has passed
the necessary examination, and is competent to take charge of a motor.
_
The subject of examination must embrace a knowledge of the road, approaches to stopping
places, positions of signals, &e., the examination of engine before joining a train, firing, trimming ot
syphons, oiling, testing of valves and pistons, and the various modes of uncoupling trams when they fail
on the road, and the methods to be adopted to surmount any slight breakdown, derailment, Ac., Ac.
The rates of wages will he as follows;—
For shunting engines and water-tanks
...
...
11s. per day.
1th class for first year...
...
...
...
...
lla.
,,
3rd „ from 1 year to 3 years
...
...
...
_ 12s.
,,
2nd „ after 3 years ...
...
...
...
...
13S'
»
1st class...
...
...
...
...
... '
Ids.
„
The position of first-class Driver will only be obtainable as vacancies in that grade occur, and after
serving as a Driver at least five years. The number of Drivers iu the first class shall never exceed oneseventh of the whole number of Drivers employed.
Drivers must always commence in the fourth class.
PERMANENT-WAY BRANCH.
Tho Permanent-way labourers must be strong able-bodied men, in good health, and capable of per
forming rough hard work. They must have perfect eyesight and hearing, be of good^ character, and
able to read and write. Promotion and increase of wages will be in accordance with merit.
These conditions will not apply to temporary men (except as to their ability to perform the work
required of them), but qualified temporary men will be eligible for the permanent stuff as vacancies
occur.
‘
The rates of wages willbe as follows:—
Fettlers and . Lauourees.

■

First G months
...
...
...
...
From G ,,
to 18 months
...........................
After 18 months’ service...................................... .

Gs. Gd. per day.
7s.
„
7s. fid. „

Gan gees.

"When gangers arc required suitable men will be selected from the fettlers or lahourers. They
must tc steady and reliable, throughly understand the work, bo able to read and write, and be quite
competent to undertake all tbe duties of the position.
CLufGKRS.

First 6 months................................................................Ss. fid. per day.
After 6 months, on certificate of fitness
............... bs»
I.X6P.KCTORS AX'D FOBKMEK.
Gangers and Mechanics will be promoted to Foremen and Inspectors as required, in cases where
they are qualified to fill such positions.
Inspectors and Foremen.

Minimum salary ...
Maximum „ _ ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

£200 per annum.
300
,,

TRAFFIC BRANCH.
G-enebax, Out-door Staff.

The employes comprised in the general out-door staff will he classified aud paid as follows ;—
Inspectors—Min., ] 2s. per day; Max., las.
Foremen—Min., 10s. per day ; max., 12s.
_
Junior Conduciors—Young men between the ages of 18 and 21 years will be eligible
for appointment as Junior Conductors, and will be paid—
........................... 5s. per day.
1st year
...
2nd „
...
........................... Gs»
........................... “s.
„
3rd „
...
4th „
...
........................... Ss„
After 4 years service tbey will be appointed to tho position of Conduciors, as vacancies occur.
Conductors—8s. Gd. per day first 12 months ; after 12 months, 0s.
Sloff'men—8s. per day.
Head Fointsme.n and Shunters—Ss. Gd. to 10s. per day.
Pointsmen—3rd class—'7s. per day.

2nd class—7s, Gd. ,,
1st class— Ss,
,,
labourers—Gs. fid. per day, first G months ; aflcr 6 months, 7s,
Watchman—£2 2s. to £2 !3s. per week.
Every man must pass a satisfactory examination, and hold a certificate from the Tramway Manager
that he is competent to perform the duties required of him.
A. good address and respectful bearing will be essential qualifications.
'

Leave
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Leave.

.
Every servant, except Salaried Officers, will be entitled to a day’s leave on full pay for each pro
claimed general public holiday. Those servants who cannot take such leave on the proclaimed holidays
in consequence of being required to worlf, will, on making application, be allowed the same number of
days at a future time, provided the Iload of the Branch decides that they can be conveniently spared.
Should, however, the exigencies of the Service not admit of the whole or any of the holidays being taken
before tbo 31st of July of the year following that for which they are duo, an equivalent in money will ho
In addition to the above, Engine-drivers, Firemen, Conductors, and Gangers of Fettlers may he
allowed six days’ leave of absence in each year, on full pay, if their general conduct has been satisfactory.
This leave will only be granted at times most convenient to the Department, and the officers in charge of
branches will have the power to disallow it altogether, or reduce the time, in cases where it is considered
the employe is not entitled to the full leave.
Officers paid by annual salary will, if they can be conveniently spared, be allowed three weeks’
leave of absence m each year. Leave not taken when due will lapse.
Appeals.

In any ease where an employe considers ho has been unjustly dealt with, be must, in the first
instance, appeal to the Head of his Branch, aud then, if he still considers he has been unfairly treated,
after such appeal, he has the right of appealing to the Commissioners, such appeal to pass through his
Departmental Head.
The Commissioners will hear any appeal made by an employe against tho adoption or confirmation
of the advice or decision of the officer at the head of his branch, with regard to his right to promotion, or
with respect to any charge made against such employe, or with respect to any penalty imposed by such
officer; and will confirm or modify such decision, or make such order as they think fit; and their decision
will be final. Every such appeal will be heard within thirty davs from the date of the appeal being lodged
with the Commissioners.
’
a
o
t>
E. 31. G. EDDT, Chief Commissioner.
"W. M. E'EHON, Commissioner.
CHARLES N. J, OL1YEB, Commissioner.
The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of New South 'Wales was hereunto affixed this
second day of December, in the year ot our Lord ISSfh in the presence of__
(l.s.)

Hugh M'Lacuxas.

Confirmed by the Governor-in-Council, on the 10th day of December, 1SS0,—
Alex, C. Budck,
Clerk of the Executive Council.

[11 diagrams and 2 winju io follow.']

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1S90.
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RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(IJlirORT OL' RAILWAY COMIITSSIOXIIRN, QUAHTKR KXDINCr DECEMBER. ISSR.)

pnv^umit to JUt 51 ILr. $e. 35, see. 44.

jlirscnici) to

Offices of the Haihvny Commissioiiors of Iscw South Wales,
31 -Tanuary, 1890.
To TRE IIONOllAllLE Tills MlXISTEU OP EaIWAYS,—

Sir,

_
In accordance until the provisions of tlic 41th clause of the Railway
Act of 1883, 51 Vic. A’o. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of
Parliament, our Report for the quarter ending 31st December, 1889, upon the
subjects specified, viz.:—
(i.) “ The state of the traffic returns, -with the approximate cost and earnings
of trains, per ton per train mile, in respect of goods and passengers
respectively, carried during the past quarter.''’
(n.) <cThe general condition of the lines, and accommodation for the
traffic.”
(m.) “ The special rates, if any, which have been made, and the reasons for
making such rates.”
(rv.) “ The appointments and removals, with the circumstances attending
each case.”
I.—State op the Tkappic.
(Juartar finding
Quarter ending
31st December, 1SSS. 31et December, 1889.
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......................................

-

Xorii.—Information aa to the cost and carninps of trains per ton per mile cannot be given, as a large proportion
of the train mileago is used for carrying both goods and passenger tralfic.
•Ruti:.—This column shows adjusted figures after fiual settlement of accounts for quarter,
49—
f 1,403 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £0 ;s.]
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...

...

...

14,349,102

16,015,250

Train miles run

...

...

...

...

...

...

377,387

414,597

Earnings per train mile

...

...

...

...

...

3/3 i

3/3#

...

...

...

...

...

3/H

2/10#

Percentage—Expenditure to Earnings

...

'...........................

9422

S7'30

...

Expenditure) per train mile ...

Note,

This column shows adjusted figures after final settlement of accounts for quarter.

II.—Condition or the Lines.
A report as to the condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix,
page 4.
III.—Special Rates.
A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for mating the same, will
be found attached—Appendix, page 4.
IV.—Staef.
These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 and 6, showing a saving
of £9,655 per annum.
General Remarks.

The traffic as a whole shows a satisfactory increase over the corresponding
quarter of the preceding year. The improvement shown in the passenger traffic is
specially marked, as during the 1888 quarter the Melbourne Exhibition and other
attractions existed, which induced an exceptional traffic, while in 1889 there were
no special inducements for travellers beyond the facilities offered by the improved
train service and cheap Excursion Trips.
In goods traffic a very large increase is shown, arising mainly from wool,
328,078 hales having been carried, as against 284,746 halos during the quarter
ending 31st December, 1888, showing an excess of 43,332 bales. Allowing for the
quantity short carried during quarter ending 30th September, 1889, as compared
with the corresponding quarter of the preceding year, the increased traffic to date
reaches 16,625 hales.
Condition op the Lines and Accommodation for the Traffic,

The condition of the lines is being improved as rapidly as possible, and
relaying, &c., is being pushed forward.
Hie accommodation for the traffic is also being improved as occasion demands.
The various duplication works on the Southern, North Coast, and lllawarra
Lines are progressing satisfactorily, and it is hoped that in a few weeks the plans
for the quadrupling of the lines from Evcleigh to Homcbush will he sufficiently
completed to enable tenders to be invited.
TRAMWAYS.
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TRAMWAYS.
The improved facilities given on the tram-lines continue to encourage the
traffic, and the quarter’s working shows a net increase in revenue of £5,100 after
defraying the cost of eleven new tram-cars out of the working expenses for the
quarter.
We have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servants,
E. M. G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EEHOlSr,
Commissioner.
CHARLES OLIVER,
Commissioner.
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APPENDIX I.

Minnie from The Acting Engineer for Eiisting Railways to The Secretary to The Railway Commissioners.
New South Wales Government Railways,
Engineer for Existing Lines Branch, Sydney, G January, 1800.
Subject:—Report on condition of lines for the quarter ending 3lst December, 1S!)0.

the honor to report as follows on the condition of the Railways for the quarter ending Jlst
December, 188!): —
During the last three months considerable progress has been made in the improvement of the
lines generally, by rosloeporing, relaying, and reballasting. There lias been some difficulty in getting a
sufficient quantity of ballast; but, now that the Kiama quarries have been purchased, we shall have greater
facilities for obtaining it.
The new permanent-way materials which were ordered some few months ago are now coming in,
and the relaying will be pushed on rapidly.
The station buildings, goods warehouse:-, bridges, and other works have been well maintained, and
the whole of the lines are now in fair running order.
The duplication works have made considerable progress, and a tender lias bean accepted from
Messrs. Angus & Co. for the completion of same.
Plans for suburban widening arc well in band, and I expect that wo shall be able to let the work
during next month.
b
J. ANGUS,
Acting Engineer.
I

hatr

APPENDIX II.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

STATEMENT, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the special rates which
have been made, and the reasons for making such rates, quarter ending 31st December, 188!).
Article.

Kate.

Reason for such. Ratus

li cwt. of luggage each, free......................................... To foster traffic.
do
Of not less than six to be allowed 1st class tickets at.
2nd class rates between Sydney and Brisbane.
da
'To be issued at the following rates:—1st class—single,
Tickets from Adelaide to Brisbane
£10; return, £15. 2nd class—single, £6 10s. ;
return, £9 15s.
do
Erce .................................................................................
Meat books on return journey.
do
A. rate. Minimum, E tons; four-wheeled truck ......
Hair for plastering purposes .
do
Baggage, horses, itc. ; 20 per cent, reduction allowed,
Circus and theatrical ......
also 20 per cent, allowed if part of Company travel
2nd class.
do
Milk from Wilton’s Siding to Darling lOd. per van per mile earned in owners’ vans ........
do
Coal...................................................... Hauled over Government line in owners’ trucks and by
their engines and men; from Mount Kcira to
Mount Kembla Jetty, 2d. per ton; from Corrimal
to Mount Kembla Jetty, Sid. per ton.
do
Meat trucks shunted into Mort’e Is, per four-wheeled truck..............................................
Siding at Darling Harbour,
do
Coal, L.V.C. Co. to brick-yard .... Hauled in Department’s vehicles, 5s. per four-wheeled
truck, at Litbgow.
do
Eish baskets ......................... ............ Empty returns ; free.........................................................
do
Empty jars.......................................... Sydney to Cooma ; to be fiHed with mineral water, and
return by rail; free.
do
Ale and beer
................................ Returned to brewers, half rates hack journey.............
Charges at Bullock Island same aa at Darling Harbour; /To obtain traffic.
Steam and crane charges............
] jd. per ton to bo pn id to the contractor for shipping
general cargo, from 1st January, 1S90.
'
Mineral water .................................. Katoomba to Darling Harbour in owner’s truck, Is. To foster traffic,
per mile.
do
Small quantities of goods. Weal May bo sent lo Newcastle or Morpeth to make up
truck load, same rate as from Newcastle, viz.,
Maitland to Guyra and stations
£5 os. per ton for 1st and 2nd class, and £6 for
uorlh.
3rd and 4th class goods ; no charge to bo made for
haulage from West Maitland to Newcastle or
Morpeth.
■
do
Bcof, veal, or pork, 21s. per van ; mutton, ISs. per
Meat, Clarendon to Sydney...
van ; minimum, 4 tons.
do
If 3,000 bales belonging to one owner be sent during
Wool, from Narrabri .........
present season, rebate 10 per cent, allowed.
Members of theatrical companies
Do
do
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APPENDIX II
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETURN, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the Appointments of Employees
• from 1st October to 31st December, 1889.
Remark*.

Hate.

Position.

NaiRO.

Date.

Branch.

SeosetauVs

Nil.

1

AOCOUKTAKt’S BltATfOff.

1G Deo.

C)]01-h...................................... | £80 per annum I Transferrod

...I Seslr, Eriioat G.

I

Traffic

from

Traffic

Branch.

Annnon’s BrAsen.

Nil.
Enoinf.ek

20 Sept.
1 Oct.

I „
1
1 „
12 „

7 Nov.
1 Dec.

Coulter, William ..................... I
Laughton, William ...................j
Higgins, Thomas ....................... i
Birrclt, Jiutios D..........................
Bailey, John ..............................
Innes, rotor ..............................
Allan, John.................................. |
Nichols, Alan .............................. |

for

Existing Lines Branch.

7/0 per day
...
£155 per annum
£225
„
£185
„
S/S per day
...
7/0
...............

Watchman
Clerk .......
Storeteepor
Clerk........
Storeman .
Laborer...
Ganger ...
Clcik.......

Transferred from
Branch.

Stores

„
... Reinstated, rice Ashwood.
£200 per annum- Transferred from Secretary's

0/-

Office.

Locomotive Engineer's Branch.

1 Oct..
23 „
28 „
5 Nov.

BeaUie, William II......................] Clerk......
O’Brien, John ......................... Laborer .
Quaylc, Thomas..........................
„
Woolley, William ...................... Cleaner .

18 „

Bike, Clmrlcs ....
Smitn, Alhert. W.
Work, John A.

25 „
1 Deo.

Assistant ruehnan ..
Gaa Superintendent

Cm*F

Traffic Manager’s Branch.

10 Oct.

M'Donnkl, Ann ...

Gatekeeper

12

Grantham, Henry

Porter .....

Robinson, Mrs. ..
Holland, Mary ..

Gatekeeper

26 „

Robte, Otto .....
Leary, Catherine

1]

12 Deo. ..

Manson, William

Porter .....

15

19

H

12 Nov.......

£1G5 per annum I Transferred from Stores
7/- per day
... t Branch.
7/‘
..
- From Eiisting Lines Branch,
3/6 per day
...
Tramways.
5/„
- From Tramways.
0/0
„
... Reappointed.
£350 per annum

2/G per week and Flee Mrs. Fisher.
house.
7/- per day ....... From Eiisting Lines Branch,
vice Bradshaw.
Free house ...... Ftce Mrs. Herbert.
2/6 per week and Vice Mrs. Treadwell.
house.
10/- per week ... Vice Picken.
5/- per week and Vice Mrs. Wood.
house.
7/• per day ....... From Tramwaysetce C. M anil.

JJ

tk

Comptroller

of

Stores Branch.

Nil.
Signal

12 Nov. ... Collins, William 1L.

and

Interlocking Branch.

Junior Clerk

.......................[ £78 per annum j Transferred
Branch.

from

Traffic

Tramways—Locomottve Branch.

Nil.

'

Tramways—Traffic Branch.

]8Nov. ... |Bond, Frank ............................I Conductor............... ...............I 7/-per day
28 „
... |\tunn, Char.es .......................... 1
„
.......................... '
>>

,| From Xtnilmayf, vice Searl.
, From Railways, rice Manson.

Tramways—Existing Lines Branch,

Nil.

.
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APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETURN, in accordance with clause No, 4*1! of the Railway Act, showing the Removals of Employees,
from 1st October to 31st December, 1889.
Date.

Name.

Rate,

Position,

Rcjufuks,

Secketaet’s Bra sen.
1 Dec. ...I Nicholas, Alan

Clerk ..................................

£200 per annum [ Transferred to Eiisting Linos
I
Branch.

AeoonsTAsr’a Beakch.
Nil.
Teaffic Auditor's Branch.

Nil.

Ekoiwebe
2 Oct.

3 „
■3 „
8 „

9
W
17

»
„

10 „

toe

Existing Lines Beancii,

Hayes, William ...........................
Kcnnv, Edward.................. .......
Hall, William..............................
Cockburn, Henry
............. Kettlftr .................................
Grantham, Henry............. ........
Largo. John ..............................
Pickering, John........ .................
Brev. James ......................... .

26 „
7 Nov.

7 „

13 „
13 „

14 „
14

„

20 it
22 .
fi Dec.

9 ..
10

12 „
12 „
13 „
21 „
21 „
24 „

Ashwood, James..........................
Smith, Thomas ..........................
Reid, John.................. ...........
Crisp, Robert ............................. Pettier ..............................
Wilson, John........ .....................
Mitchell, John ..........................
Goodwin, Hugh...........................
Dwall, George ...........a___ ___
Cunningham, Peter ................. .
Ross, Ihmd...,............ ................
Scanlon, John..............................
Reidv. Drtnicl................. ........... .
Lanyon, Edward..........................
Yefttes. Henrv...................... .....
Gnrbutt, Joseph................. ........ Rettlcr ...__,....................
Grace, James ......................... .
Glen, William......... ....................

^/B
HCy
716
7/fi
7/6
7/6
'r/B

.
„
..
tt
.
.

9/.
4/-

. .
.

*

7/6
7/r>
7/fi
7/6
10/7/7/6
7/-

Resigned.
Deceased.
»>
Resigned.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.

.
..
..
.
.................

n
n

l>
j.

Resigned.
Transferred to Interlocking
Branch.
Resigned,
Transferred toTrnflic Branch.
Resigned.
Deceased,
Resigned,

II
II
Pi

.

>1

DcceOBpd.
,

Disclmrped.
.

7/6
7/S
7/6
o/-

HcaigTiecK
ii

n
.................
ii
„
.
Discharged.
;;
......
tt

Locomotive Enoineeb's Bbanch,
19 Oct.

2S „

Fitagcrald, Arthur,.....................
Watkins, William ......................
S iiLer? Francis......... ....................
Gosnell, George................. ........
Turton, William................ ..........
Blanchard, William ................... Oiler......... ....................
Cobb, John..................................

2
6
10
10
18
23
23
24
31
31

Foster, John ................. ............
Chisholm. Janies..........................
7/6
..
.
Dunn. Richard ..........................
7/. .
Lawton, George Y......................
7/6
..
Morrison. James.................. ....... Fitter...................................... 11/2 „
..
Range, John ............ .................
14/- i.
Murphy, James...........................
Evans, Samuel .........................
10/6 ,................
Whitlow. James.................
Fireman ............ .................. 8/„
Geekie, Walter .......................... Apprentice ........................... 19/3 per week

20 „
26 „
2 Nov.

18 „
27 „

Dec.
„
„
„
„
„
„
,,
„
„

8/- per day ......
in/B .............
10/7/..
13/- ..
. .
7/„
......
£430 per Annum,
per annum
houso-rent.

Resigned.
Deceased.

11
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Retired.
Left.
Discharged.
><
Resigned.
Rotrcndimont.
Deceased.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned.

Chief Teaffic Manaobb’b Beanch.

3 Oct.

10 „
10 „

10 „
15 „

20
24
25

Rvan, Bridget..............................
BonGcld, Mrs................ ..............
Elliott, S, A..........................
Lewis. Mrs...................................
Herbert. Mrs................................
Treadwell, Mrs.............................

fi/. ^
7/2/6

Discharged.
..............
Resigned.
.................
11
.................
11

house.
>>

20 1*

1 Nov.

2 II
7 l»

7 M
7 >1
8 11
8 h

Roberts, Henry ............. j....... .
Svmington. James......................
Elvard, Martha..................... .
Wrightson, Joseph......................
Currie, Thomas L........ ...............
Nash, William ..........................
Ashwood, Mrs. W......................
Wood. Mrs,.........................
Irvin, Hugh
..................
Darcey, Patrick ...........................

11

"

' ' 1 • ■ ■ A J ^ —..... “ - “

'

11
11

Vale gates at Bathurst closed.
Resigned.
30/-1 „
....... Vale gates at Bathurst closed.
£80 per annum... Transferred to Queensland
Service.
Resigned.
7/6
n
S/s* .................
11
»l
7/- 1 „ ' ...... Deceased.

7

18S0
12 Nov,
18

28 „
1 Dec,
16 „

Chief Teaffic Mavacke’s Branch—continued.

Transferred to Interlocking
Branch.
£96 per annum... Discharged.
7/- per day ....... Transferred to Tramways.
£22b per annum Betired.
20/- per week ... Transferred to Account
Branch,
30/-porweelt

Colline, W. H,.

Junior Porter

Crapp, Albert............
Mann, Charles ........
Carpenter, Abraham
Seale, Ernest G........

Telegraph Operator..
Porter ....................
Station-master.........
Junior Porter .........

CO.MFTEOI.T.EE OF SlOBES BEAHCH.

Watchman ...........................
Clerk.......................................
Overseer ..............................
Clerk................................

1 .»

Coulter, William ...
Laughton, William
Higgins, Thomas ...
Birrell, James D.......
Beattie, William H.

1 „
4 „

Lins, Joseph
Innos, Peter

Issuer .,.
Labourer

19 Sept.
1 Oct.

1 „
1

„

Signal

14 Oct. ,..| Conn, William

and

7/- per day
£155 per annum f Transferred to Eiisting
f Lines Branch,
£225
£185
„
Transferred to Locomotive
£165
„
Branch.
Bctrenchment.
8/- per day

f/6
Interlocking Branch.

....| Signal Pitter

........ ............. J 9/-per day ........| Discharged.

Tramways—Locomotive Branch.

11 Oct.
13. „
19 „
£3 „
31 „
31 „
31 „
5 Nuv.

8 „
11 „
12 „

18
11
19
21
24
24
25

„
Dec.
„
„
„
„
„

Heron, James...........
Border, Charles.......
Smith, John ...........
Hickey, William ...
Woods, George
Brown, John A........
Allen, William ......
Mas ton, William ...
Musto, William......
Burch more, Georgo
White, William......
Pike, Charles ..........
Hendy, G..................
Casey, John ..........
Taylor, Arthur .......
Cornwall, William..,
Hewitt, John ......... .
Scott, Eohert ......... .

Driver ..........................
Machinist.................. .
Driver ..........................
Watchman ..................
Foreman .......................
Blacksmith .................
Labourer .....................
Machinist.......................

Station Engine Driver.,
Cleaner .........................
Driver .........................
Labourer .................... .
Machinist...
Apprentice

13/- per day.......
7/-6 >>
11/- i*
..... *
7M
......
£230 per annum.
£260
£270
>>
...
11/4 per day.........

7/-

>»
7»

5/6

ft
»>
JJ
»l
>»

8/8
11/11/7/7/8/8

1/9

......

Discharged.
Eetrcnchment.
Discharged.
Left.
Bctrenchment.
Deceased.
Designed.

....... Bctrenchment.
Left.
..V--* Transferred to Endways.
...... Bctrenchment.
....... Designed.

......
......
...... Discharged.

11/-

Driver ........

Tramways—Traffic Branch
m..

12 Doc,

Bodgers, Samuel...
Searl, Beuben.......
"Whyte, George .„
Yeomans, Joseph
Lane, John W. ...
Manson, William

28

9 Oct.
31 ..
14 Nov.

14 „
16 „

Conductor

Car-cleaner
Conductor

..................

7/6 per day ........ Discharged.
8/6
»
..... * Deceased.
7/6
»
...... Discharged.
7/6
it
.H'H
8/-

J»
J*

Steel, Thomas.

9/-

J,

12 Dec. ...] Baxter, James.,

...... [ Labourer ...............................I 7/C

7/-

......
....... Transferred to Bailways, vice
C. Mann.
...... Discharged.

Tramways—Existing Lines Branch.

„

Sidney: Charles potter, Government Printer.—1S10.
[Cd.j

Betired.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR QUARTER ENDING- MARCH 31, 1800.)

IJrtscnicii tu fjitvlunmtt, yursuimt lo

51 Dir. $<>• 35, scr. ^4.

Offices of flic llailway Commissioners of JSew Soutli Wales,
20 April, 1800.
The Honorable The Minister

of

Kailways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 4-lth clause of the Railway
Act of 1888, 51 Yic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of
Parliament, our Report for the quarter ending the 31st of March, 1890, upon the
subjects specified, viz.:—
(i.) “The state of the traffic returns, with the approximate cost and
earnings of trains, per ton per train mile, in respect of goods and
passengers respectively, carried during the past quarter.”
(n.) “ The general condition of the lines, and accommodation for the
traffic.”
(in.) “ The special rates, if any, which have been made, and the reasons
for mating such rates.”
(iy.) “ The appointments and removals, with the circumstances attending
each case.”
I.—State of the Traffic.
Quarter ending
31st March, 1889.

Railways.

Quarter ending
31s>t March, 1890.

#
2,120

2,182

...

£587,985

£615,512

Expenditure........................................................................................

£388,563

£388,324

Train miles run

1,780,194

1,896,027

Miles open

........................................................................................

Revenue from all sources

..................................................

...............

....................................................

...

...

...

...

...

...

6s. 7pi.

6s. 6d.

Expenditure per train mile ...

...

...

...

...

...

4s. 4id,

4s. Ifd.

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings

.......................................

66-08

6309

Number of passengers

...

...

...

...

3,975,581

4,164,998
820,586

Earnings per train mile

...

...

...

...

...

...

949,671

Tonnage of live slock traffic...

...

...

...

...

...

26,342

Tonnage of goods traffic

■

23,621

Note—Information as to tlic co&t mid oavniups of trains, per foil per mile, cannot be given for goods and passengers
Separately, as n large proportion of the train mileage is used for carrying botli goods and passenger traffic.
** This column shows tlm adjusted figures after final settlement of accounts for the quarter,

144—
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[1,103 copies—Approximate cost of printing (labour and material), £11 Ss. 3d.]
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1 Quarter ending
j 31st March, 1889.

Tramways.

Quarter ending
31st March, 1890.

#
...

38^

39i

Eevenue from all sources

...............................................................

£62,120

£68,509

Expenditure ...

....

£52,307

£53,553

380,996 ‘

411,425

3s. 3d.

3s. 4d.

Miles open

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Train miles run....................................................................................
Earnings per train mile

................................................................
...

...

...

..

2s. 9d,

2s. 7qd.

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings

...

...........................

8P20

7817

....................................................

15,211,755

15,599,802

Expenditure per train mile ...

Humber of fares collected ...

...

1
j
* This column shows the adjusted figures aflcr final eetllemenfc of accounts for the quarter.

IT.—Condition op the Lines.
A report as to tlic condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix, page 4i.
III.—Special Hates.
A Statement of tlic Special Hates, and the reasons for making the same, will
be found attached, Appendix, page 4.
IV.—Stape.
These Hot urns arc given as an Appendix, pages 5 to S.
General Hemaktcs.

The Passenger Traffic shows an increase both in numbers and revenue.
The tonnage of Goods Traffic shows a decrease of 129,085 tons. This arises
in consequence of the great impetus given to the shipment of coal in the Newcastle
district after the “strike” in the latter part of 1S88, which made the quarter
ending March, 1889, an exceptionally heavy one.
The general Goods Traffic, however, shows a large increase both in tonnage
and revenue.
It is satisfactory to find that the revenue lias improved, when it is borne in
mind that the grain and other agricultural produce rates have been reduced by
20 per cent.
The economies effected in various ways have enabled us to provide for the
carrying on of the largely increased traffic without increasing the working expenses,
although heavy additional expenditure lias been incurred on tbo Permanent Way in
consequence of the unusual floods, and also in pushing forward with the work of
repairing and renovating the locomotive and carriage and waggon stock.
The branch line between Hornsby and St. Leonards was opened for traffic on
the 1st January last, but we regret to say the traffic docs not provide for the
working expenses, and we would call attention to the following extract from our
report, dated January, 1889, upon the proposed lino of railway to connect this
branch with the waters of Port Jackson :—
Tlic constritciion of the lino is, however, essential in connection with the line of railway from
Hornsby to fierce’s Corner, now almost complete, as without the extension to the waters of Port .lackson
the former line can prove of but limited commercial value, having no outlet.
The lino from Pierce's Comer passes through country admirably adapted for residential purposes,
and ill probably at no distant date become, with the aid of railway communication, an attractive suburb,
capable of furnishing a traffic which will make the line a profitable one.
Condition
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Condition of the Lines and Accommodation foe, the Teaffic.

The condition of the lines has, dining the quarter, been a source of consider
able anxiety, as the exceptional rainfall seriously affected the condition of the roads,
and rendered it necessary to run the trains at considerably reduced speed so as to
ensure safety.
The had state of the hush roads also prevented the contractors from bringing
in sleepers for relaying, and consequently retarded this important ivork very
materially.
'
The accommodation for the traffic is being improved at various places.
Team ways.

The working of the tramways continues to show improved results. The
expenses of the quarter have been debited with the cost of six new cars, and we
fully expect to show a surplus for the year ending 30th June next, after paying
working expenses and interest on the capital outlay.
We have the honor to be,
Sir,
Lour most obedient Servants,
E. M. G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EEHON,
Commissioner.
CHAELES OLIVER,
Commissioner.
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APPENDICES.
APPENDIX I.
Minute from The Acting Engineer for Existing Lines to The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners.
New South Wales Government Railways,
Engineer for Existing Lines Branch, Sydney, 18 April, 1800.
Subject;—Report on Condition of Lines for the quarter ending the 31st March, 1890.

I have the honor to report as follows on the condition of the Railways for the quarter ending the
31st of March, 1890°
_
During the last three months the work of maintenance hashcen considerably affected by the heavy
rains, especially on the Metropolitan, Northern, and Western Divisions.
"
'
Several heavy slips have taken place, more particularly at Katoomba and Bell, on the Western Line,
Ben Lomond on the Northern Line, Clifton on the lllawarra Line, and on the Mudgee Branch, and it
has been found necessary to lay in short deviations at the two places first named, and it would be advisable
to consider the question of deviating several portions of the Mudgee Line, to prevent delays to traffic in
consequence of slips.
'
The continued wet weather has, to a great extent, prevented any large quantity of stone being taken
out at Bombo Quarries, and consequently retarded the work of reballasting. The new machines for these
quarries will shortly arrive, when we shall be able to turn out a much larger quantity than at present.
The Up Line, Evcleigh to Petersham, and the Down Line, Eveleigh to Newtown, have been lifted,
rcballasted, and drained.. Instructions have been given for the relaying and fencing to be pushed on as
rapidly as possible, but in consequence of the very wet weather we have had, the contractors have been
unable to deliver either sleepers or fencing materials.
The station buildings, goods warehouses, and bridges, have been well maintained.
.
Good progress has been made with the duplication works, and the portions Hurstville to George’s
River and Sutherland to Loftus Junction, are nearly completed.;
D
_ Plans for widening the suburban line are nearly completed, and I expect tenders for this work may
be invited in a very short time.
The extension, Hornsby to. St, Leonards, a length of 10 miles 37 chains, was opened for public
traffic on 1st of January last. During tlic late heavy rains fhc embankments have suffered considerably, and
several slips have taken place.
"
•
J. ANGUS,
Acting Engineer.

APPENDIX 13.
New South Wales Government Railways.
Statement, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the special rates which have
been made, and the reasons for making such rates, quarter ending 31st March, 1890.
Article.
Scrap tin.....................
Iron and steel .........

Rate.

Same aa scrap zinc. " E ” rate......................................
For manufacture by Jfeesrs, Dull & Co., of Gloulburn,
of 100 railwaj- waggons. “ M.” rate.
Old sleepers .............
From Kiama to Darling Harbour and Eookwood.
“ M” rate.
Wool .........................
Greasy, from Tarngo, Eungendore, and Goulburn to
Qucanbejon ; then scoured and sent to Darling
Harbour, To bo charged actual mileage propor
tion ouly, without the additional 2s. 6d. per ton
previously charged,
Graphite or plumbago
“ M” rate, and conditions..............................................
Grapes.........................
Albury to Sydney by mail train, at goods rates........
Contractors’ material..
2s. 6d. per 4-vvbcelcd truck, from Jtookwood to head
of contractor’s private lines. (Subject to usual
demurrage charges.)
Do
Penrith Station; 5s. per truck for trucks loaded
locally, and Is. for those arriving by train.
Live-stock ..
10s. for every ten or part of ten trucks convoyed from
Penrith to Kingswood, in addition to ordinary
mileage rates.
Coal
£d, per ton per mile for haulage over tiie Government
line, from lllawarra Coal Company’s Mine to
Mount Kembla Jetty, in owner's trucks, and
hauled by colliery engines. Bmpty waggon trains
free of toll.
Phosphorizcd wheat for extermina “A” rate..........................................................................
tion of rabbils.
Coal...................................................... Coal carried between Gicta and Newcastle in excess of
■150,000 tons per year to bo allowed a reduction of
Id. per ton on the whole quantity, if conveyed in
full train loads,
_

Reason for such Rate.
To equalize rates.
To encourage inland manufac
tures.
To obtain traffic.
To encourage industry in I,ho
interior.

To foster tralfic.
do.
To increase revenue.
To obtain traffic.
To obtain revenue.
To increase revenue.

To foster traffic.
To encourage traffic,
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APPENDIX III.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

HETUEN, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Aet: showing the Appointments of Employees
from the 1st of January to the 31st of March, 1890.
Date.

Position.

Kawc.

Rate.

Remarks.

Heah-quartebs’ Staff.
1889.
1 Dec. ... Corns, J. G. S............................... Traffic Officer ......................
1890.
1 Jan. ... Hodgson, C. A.........................
37
......................

£600 per annum,
£500

.......... '

Seceetabt’s BEAHCn.
SO „
17 Feb.

..I Williamaon, D. C.
..| Easterling, W. G.

I £150 per annum Shorthand and Typewriting,
j £110
... i

Clerk

»

Chiei1 Accoustawt’s Biukck.

3 Jan.
10 „

Dal!, Tboniaa
Watts, F. W.

17 Mar.

Utiller, J.......

Chief Accountant ............... £1,000perannum
Clerk...................................... | £75
,,
...| | Transferred from Traffic
Branch.
„ .................................. ! £52
„ ..J Exchanged ivith John Oag.

Tea me Aueitoe’s Be arch.
Nil.
Ebcineeh

1889.
.1 Tyndall, H. J.
1 Oct.
J Cusack, James

„

13 Rob.
3 Mai'.
7 „
17 „

Existing Lines’

Store Clerk
Fattier ......

1890.
1 Jan. .1 Eoxlcc, W.............
. Cochran, John ...
10 „
31

for

Beanch.

£150 per annum Re-employed.
7/B per day ...... From Tramways. Exchanged
with W. Bolts.

£700 per annum To dll vacancy.
£150
„
... Shorthand and Typewriting.
8/- per day ....... Transferred from SrcrDlury’s
Branch.
Labourer .............................. I 7/0 „
...... Rc-employcd.
Junior Clerk.......................... £50 per annum,,.
7/0 per day ...... Reinstated.
Labourer .......................... .
Inspector and Adjuster of £250 per annum
Weighing-machines,
]

i Deputy Engineer
Clerk...................
Messenger..........

| Oliver, William ...

.1 Lough, William ..
J Gambill, Frank L.
, M'Kander, John,,
.1 Cross, John........

l

Locomotive Engineer's Beanch.

2 Jan.
13 „
15 ,,
10 „
29 „
14 Feb.

14 „
15 „
15 „
15 „
17 „
17 „
17 „
18 „

22 „
24 „
25 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
28 „
3 Mar.

4
5
21
£8

i)
„
„
„

31

„

Transferred from Super
numerary Stall’.
T'ice C. Langham.
Muir, W.......................................
7.
.....................................
rVee B. Howe.
Lovell, Henry..............................
. . .. I'ice D. Searl li.
Almond, 1’etir............................. Blacksmith .......................... 10/8 „
8/6 .................. Vice S. Wheatley.
Garrard, James ..........................
*
Hayes, John D............................. Clerk....... ................................ £30 per annum
£150„
...
Fischer, John G........................
£75
„
...
Broadhurst, Joseph ..................
£30 „
... -New System of Accounts.
Wailes, Edward L.......................
£30
„
..
Beardsmore, Chas, E...................
£110 „
...
Gray, Alexander M......................
£150 „
. .
Gilder, George A..........................
Vice M. Burke.
Boilermakers’ Helper......... 7/- per day .....
Wcnnian, William
.........
Franck, H. J................................. Clerk ............................................................................. £170 per mmum Transferred from Secretary’s
Branch.
Increased v, o; k.
...
Haawell, John F.......................... Draftsman ..................................................... £3^5 ,j
7/6 per day ........... Vice Henderson.
Schubert, Itobcrt .................. .
Buchanan, Arthur W................. Clerk .......................................................................... £30 per annum... Vice E. Wailes, transferred
to Interlocking Branch.
Striker ................................................................... 7 ’’6 per day ........... Vice B Lloyd.
Whitpaine, Charles ..............
Jordan, George E........................ Clerk............................................................................. £30 per annum... New System of Accounts.
Roberts, Willliam ...................... Fainter..................................................................... 10/- per dav............. Vice Thompson.
6/„
.............
Vice G. Wray.
Mountain, R................................
■
Hill, Henry R............................... Draftsman .................................................. £235 per annum Increased uork.
C/- per day .............. Vtee M'Bride.
Burrldgc, C....................................
lice M'Gregor.
Hallett, William..........................
Re-employed, vice Maxwell.
9/- ,,
.............
Hampton, Thomas.......................
7/6 ....................................... Reinstated.
Mortimer, James ........................
Gulliford, Chas. E........................ Clerk............................................................................. £30 per annum.,. New Sytcm of Accounts.
Denison, George..........................

Clerk..........................................................................

£150 per annum

Chief Teaffic Manager's Branch.
1889.
3 Dec.

Clerk......................................

1890.
3 Jan.
Porter ................. .
24 „
1 Feb.

11 „
12 „

10per day......
2/6 per week .....
5/6 per day ....... Transferred from Ex. Lines
Branch.
2/6 per week....... Vice Mrs. Hart,
20/-' ................ Vice Arrousmith.
Free house ....... Vice H. Twyford.
Reinstated,
£95 per annum

A-

90
6

Date.

1S90.
20 Feb.

21
21 „
6

Mar.

10 „
13 Mar.

14'
IS
21
21

„
„
„
..

28 „
31 „

Name.

Position,

CniFF Traffic Manager's Beanch—con timed.

' Smith, E. L. <J.......
M‘Doiiald, Francis.
Binkley, J...............
Ross, John M........
West, Julia .................................
Young, Thomas.........................
Milligan, Mrs..
Smith, Mary .......
Kcweli, Angelina..,
Bengali, Emily
Fitzgerald, Annie
Donohue, Patrick

Porter ..........
Gatekeeper ..
Junior Porter
Porter ..........

?/- per day .
5/- per week..
2/6 per day .
7/-per day

Gatekeeper
Probationer
Gatekeeper

Free house ..
2/G per n cck..
15/- „
..
Free house ..
7/- per-week.
* /■ n
■
*!„
■
7/- per day ,,

10 March..

of

Sheet OTerscer...................... I 8/- per day

Thompson, Thomas

Timber Inspector.................. I 10/Property

and

Beinstaled.
T'tce Mary Mamdsley.
Vice Li gin foot.
Transferred from Ex. Lines
Brirarb.
Vice Mrs. Hoatheote.
Vice Robert Wilkinson,
Vice W. Irwin.
Vies L. Wilboir.
Vice Ann Appleby.
Fice'Fanny Cameron,
Vice S. D])ton.
Vice J. M‘Nutt.

Stokes’ Branch.

Kingsmill, C. ..........

1 Feb.......[ Vernon, John ,

„

....

Transferred from Tralfic
Branch.
Transferred from Existing
Lines Branch.

Estate Bbanch.

Property and Estate Agent...) £660 per anmimt Promoted from
Accountant.
Signal

22 Feb. ...

-w...............

Porter

CourTnoLiEK

1 Fob. ...

Remarki;.

Kate.

and

Assistant

Ikteblocking Bbanch.

Vailcs, Edward L....................... ' Clerk......................................j £30 per annum

Transferred from Locomotive
Branch,

Tfi.uiways—Locomotive Branch.

1889.
6 Dec.......
6 „
..
e ;,
..
1890.
28 Jan........
6 Feb.......
11 March...
13 „
...
14 „
19 „
...
21 „
...
28 „
...

Barker, Charles H........................'
O'Malev, William ...................... 1
Dolan, Daniel..............................

[Transferred from
, nuuierair Staff.

•j 5/C

Knight, Wm. J............................
Ninimo, M..................................

.1 7/-

Adshcad, Joseph H..................... Blacksmitk
Coffpy, Edward ..................... ,, Cleaner......
Wal&h. diaries E........................
Ewont Albert H...........................
Walker, John..............................
Jones, Albert .............................. Plumber

............i 10/- per day

........... I 4/6
........... i/6

„
„

........... 4/6
............I 9 6

„
»

............. 4/6

„

Super-

Vita J. Tyrell.
Transferred from Locomotive
Branch, Baihvays.
Vice J. Clarke.
Vice G. Wilson.
Vice G. Bradley.
Vice R. Mangnnll.
Vice A. Alexander.
T7ce T. Christie.

Tbamavays—Traffic Branch.

21Jan........ Furlouc, Mre.............................. Waiting-room Attmdant..... Bent i'ree
26 Feb....... M'Sweeny, M............................... Conductor.......... ................. 7/- per day
8 March
Flagman ,.
15 „
... Hassall, Samuel .......................... Car Cleaner

?/6/-

Vice Mrs. Alincn.
From Railways, exchanged
w,th W, T. Gorton.
From Railways.
Vice F, Hinton.

Tramways—Maintenance Branch,
Nil.

APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETURN, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the Removals of Employees
_______________________
from 1st January to 31st March, 1890.
*

Date,

Name,

Position.

Remarks.

Kate.

Seoeetahts’ Beanch,
31 Jan. ... Oliver, William ..................
15 Feb. ... Frank, H. J.............................

Clerk ..........................

8/- per day ...... Transferred to Eiisting Lines
Branch,
TkA»
Branch,

Chief Accountant’s Branch.
1889.
3 Dee. ... Thompson, Fred. C.
1890.
1 Feb. ... Vernon, John..............
17 Mar. ... Oag, John ......................

Retired.
Assistant Accountant .........

£520

„

Clerk. ...

tu

,,

Traffic Auditor's Branch.

Nil.

... Promoted to Property and
Estate Agent.
.. Exchanged with J. Butler of
Traffic Branch.

905
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Dnte.

I
Engineer

1890.

Rato,

Position.

Nami!.

foe

Existing Likes'

8 Jan.
9 „
10 JJ

G-orman, Midi sol
Duffoll, William..
Bolts, William ..

Labourer ........................

12 f 1
17
20 it
31 >»
131Feb.
14 JI
16 11
22 >!
25 J)
26 Jl
26 11
28 li
7:Mar.

Fitzpatrick, Francis
Cahill, Jerry ..........
Brown, Charles ......
Hossetfc, Richard......
Kiddle, William......
Gilli^an, John..........
Hilzinger, W. J.......
Schubert, Robert ...
William!, George ..
Sherman, James......
South, William __
Boss, John M..........
Howlands, J. IT........
Thompson, Thomas
Wilson, William .
Francis, James .....
Chapman, Goorgo .

Labourer

10
jj

13
13
31

n
!)
it

8 „
9
13
13
14
15
16
17
13
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

„
„
„
„
.,
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

5 Feb.

8 „ '

8
12
17

.,
„
„

20 „
22 „

23 „
4 Mar.

5 „
6 „
8 „

11 „

26
31
31
31

„
„
„
„

14 „
14

16 „
30

.,

20 „
31 „
1 Feb.
1
1 i,

2 „

Deceased.
Resigned.
Exchanged with Jas. Cusack
of Tramways.
7/6
„
... Deceased.
7/6
„
. Resigned.
4/6 ,,
.. Transferred to Traffic Branch
£125 per annum Retired.
7/6 per dny ...... Resigned,
7/C
„
...
II
£310per annum Retrenchment.
Resigned.
7/C per day ... .
7/C
„
...
7/6 .................
7(6
,,
Transferred lo Traffic Branch
7/6 „
.
£230 per annum Retrenchment.
10/- per day ... . Transferred to Stores Branch
7/6 „
. . Resigned,
7/6 „
...
9/- n
■ Discharged.
7/6 per day
7/6 „
7/6
„

Bricklayer's IinptOTOr..
Messenger.....................
Labourer .....................
Inspector
Labourer
Fettler ...
Labourer ................
Fettler ....................
Sub-Inspector ........
Carpenter..............
Labourer ................
Carp niter.

Beanch.

Sulton, William ......................
Gillard, James.....................
Mason, Thomas ......................

Carriage and Wbccl Examiner 12/-per day.......( Retrenchment.
Driver ................................. 14/- „
. ! Discharged.
Fireman ...........................
9/,,

Richards, Arthur ..................... j
Walsh, Edwird ..........................
Fnrqulnr, .Tallies ........................
Whont.loy, Samuel ..................... i
Langham, C.
....................... '
Kissel, Joseph..............................
Howe, Benjamin..........................|
Scarth, Dawson ........................
Henderson. James......................
Dawn. John..................................|
Fitzpatrick, Denis ....................... ■
Taylor, James..............................
Rowlcs, Georgo ........................... |
Asplet, George .........................
Lloyd, Benjamin......... ................
Riley, John...................................I
Gill,' C...........................................
Hopkins. Evan ........................... I
Davis, Edward ...........................
Whyte, William...........................
Thompson, Joseph.................. I
Burrows, Joseph .........................
Crewcs, Riehnri.........................
Richardson, Thomas ..................|
Woedon, Leonard ..................
Nimmo, M.................................... .

Driver ................
Labourer .....................
Carol alter ......................
Grinder..........................
Fireman
. . .
Turner ..
,
.
Striker
...
.
Blacksmith .
Storeman
.............
Cleaner .............
.
General Foreman
Labourer
, .
.

Hand, John........
Maxwell, Henry
Grisdale. Charles
Burke, Michael
Cameron, James..
Wailes, Edward

Boilermaker...................... .
Coppersmith ........................ ‘
Painter’s Assistant .
....1
Boilermaker's Helper ,
...i
Carriage A Wheel Examiner
Clerk.......................................I
Fireman ..............................I

Wray, George... .
M'Jiride, Patrick...
M'Grcgor, George
Reid, Henry .......
Mortimer, James
Heron, David......
Baker, Thomas .
Phillips, Bichard
Evans, John ......
Baker, John .......

}S

.^

.

•

.

Blacksmith’s Assistant
Striker
.................
Carpenter
, .
.
Boilermaker .............
Blacksmith.................
Brass-finisher ......................
Car Painter ........................ '
Labourer
.........
Machinist............................
Coppersmith .................. I
Boilermaker's Aisistunt
Assistant Foreman.............

.

I

10/6 per dav...
10/3 „
5/„

7/‘

„

Deceased.
ResigneJ.
Retired,
Deceased.
Discharged.
II
Resigned.
Discba'gotl.
Deceased.
Retrenchment.
Retired.

Transferred to Locomotive
Tramways.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.

Trateic Manager’s Branch.

Curran, John .. . .
Dwyer, Patrick ....
Irwin, William ,,,,
Wilkinson, Robert.
Watts, F. W.........

Olicor-in-chargc
Station-master . .
Porter ...............
Staiion-masliPr ...
Junior Porter

Johnstone, Sarah ................
Hart, Caroline........................

Gatekeeper ... .

Station-master
Porter ..................................
Smith, E. L. G......................
Gatekeeper ......................... ’
Hartigan, James...................
Arrowsmith, J. X.................
Junior Porter .......................|
Mitchell, Francis J...................... | Telegraph Probationer
Burns, James ..........................

12/- „
..
V„
7/- „
■
12/- „
10/- „
.
H/2 „
7/„
■ J
1212
SI„
.
7/i,
£330 per mu urn
7/6 per day ...
7,6
7/6
„
7/6
„
..
10/S „
.
10/8 „
.
11/8 „
12/2
..
10/6 „
10/- „
.
7/0
„
9/2
..
...
12/4 „
7/„
£255 per annum

10/8 ,,
»t
.
£30 per annum Transferred to Interlocking
Branch.
10/-per day . .. Retired.
9/„
... Discharged.
7/6
„
... Deooised.
Labourer
Transferred to Tramways.
7/„
i/6
„
... Discharged.
14/- „
... Deceased.
Driver............................
Fireman
...
................ Si„
■■ Resigned.
Clerk ...................................... £150 per annum Ketrenohment.
Carriage & Who;l Examiner 14/8 per dev......
12/- „
' ...
Chiee

1 Jan.
7 „

Braonh

Fettler ........................

Locomotive Engineer's

1880.
16 Nor.
9 Dec.
9 „
1890.
7 Jan.

Romarkc.

£140 per annum
£225
„
7/6 per day ...
£200 per annum
20/- per week
2/0 per week... .
£255 _per annum
7/- per day
30/- per week
20/„

2/6

Discharged.
Retrenchment,
Deceased.

JJ

Transferred lo Account
Branch.
Retrench merit.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Discharged,
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Discharged.
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‘

Date.

Name.
Cmiir

1830.
2 Feb.

12 „
17 „
20 „
22 „

20 „
1 Mar.
1 „
10 „

11 „
14 „
15 „
16 „
17 „

20 „
20 „

Kingsmill, C............ .
Wheeler, E.............. .
Twford, Harriett......
Mawdeley, Mary..... .
Lightfoot, Robert
M'Swoeney, M..........
Muir, John......... .
HuBsey, Robert J. ...
Henthcote, Mrs........
M'lntosh, James......
Collingivood, Edgar
Went, William H. ...
Hickey, Louisa ......
Butler, J...................

26 „
20
31 „
31 „

Appleby, Ann ...,
Cameron, Fanny
Upton, Selina.....
Wilboir, Louisa .
Johnstone, Mrs.
Johnstone, John,,

31

M‘Nutt, John .

„

Bate.

Position.

Remarks.

Traffic Mansgee's Bbakch—cenitnuerf.

Sheet repairer
Operator .......
Gatekeeper ...

li- per day ......
£130 per annum,
30/- per week ...
5/„
7/-per day ......

Porter
Station-master
Gatekeeper ....
Foreman ..
Potter .....
Inspector ,,
Gatekeeper
Clerk .........
Gatekeeper

Transferred to Stores Branch,
Retrenchment,
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.
7/- >,
.... Transferred to Tramways.
£223 per annum. Retrenchment.
10/-per week ...
11
Free house ...... Discharged.
It/- per day...... Retrenchment.
7/C
.,
....... Deceased.
13/- „
...... Retrenchment.
5/- per week .... Discharged.
£52 per annum.,, Exchanged with J. Oag of
Account Branch.
7/- per week ,
Resigned.

7/-

„

5/.,
.
Free house .
6/- per week.

Left,
Resigned.

In charge of eidhig at Doodle. 7/„ ..
Cooma,
Porter .................................. 7/- per day .......I Retired,
CouTTiioiLEii oi Stores* Beanch.

Nil.
I'Roi'RRTV

and

Estate Bkaxch.

Nil.
Signae

8 Mar.

Brandi, William,

and

Intehiocking Branch.

,...| Slot, engine-driver .............. j 10/- per day

Deceased.

TnAxnvArs—Locojeotiye Beanch.

1880.
11 Doe,

on
W >1

1890.
3 Jan.

11 „
U
28
30
31
1

„
.,
„
Feb,

G
17

„

Wilson, George B..
Mangnnll, Robert .

Driver .,
Fireman

Clarke, James
......................... Blacksmith .
Tyrell, John R............................. Labourer
Christie, Thomas
................ Plumber ....
Madden, J ames .......................... Labourer .,.
Bradley, George.......................... . Cleaner........
Brauseb, Bruno..........................! Fireman ....
Sunncr, Napoleon ...................... | Boilermaker .
Logan, James .............................. I Driver .........
Alexander, Andrew..................... ' Cleaner.........

12/- per day...... i Discharged.
Left.

8/

11/

Resigned.

10/8

Discharged*
Resigned.

7/

6/6
9/

10/8
13/
6/6

Jl
u

Discharged.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Left,

Teamwats—Teamio Branch.

1889.
7 Dec.
1890.
23 Jan.
25 „
26 Feb.
2 Mar.

Hinton, F. J.

Car cleaner

Ahnen, Mrs............
O’Connell, Marlin
Gorton, W.T..

Waiting room attendant..
StufFmnn ............................
Conductor............................

Mcnary, William

7/- per day .......j Discharged,
9/- per week.......>
8/- per day ...... .
8/,,
.......
I
‘ 9/„
........

Dispensed with.
Discharged.
Exchanged with M'Swceney
of Railways,
Retrenchment.

Tramways—Maintenance Branch.

28 Mar.

Gordon, John.

....| Labourer ......................... .

I 7/6 per day ...... I Ketrenohment.

Sydney : Charles Totter, Government Printer.—1S80.

[<W.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
{REPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR QUARTER ENDING- 30 JUNE, 1800.)

JJrcscnicii to Jjariinmmt, pursuant to Jixt 51 ‘Sic. ^o. 35, see. 44.

Offices of the Railway Commissioners of New South "Wales,
Sydney, 29 July, 1890.
To

The Honorable the Minister of Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Railway
A.ct of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of
Parliament, our Report for the quarter ending the 30th of June, 1890, upon the
subjects specified, viz.:—
(i.) “The state of the traffic returns, with the approximate cost and
earnings of trains per ton per train mile, in respect of goods and
passengers, respectively, carried during the past quarter.”
(n.) “The general condition of the lines, and accommodation for the
traffic.”
(m.) “ The special rates (if any) which have been made, and the reasons
for making such rates.”
(iv.) “The appointments and removals, with the circumstances attending
each case.”
I.—State of the Traffic.

1

’
Quarter ending
30th June, 1889.

Railways.

Quarter ending
30th June, 1890.

....................................................

...

#
2,171

2,182

Revenue from all sources

..................................................

...

£645,962

£583,584

Expenditure ...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

£411.514

£436,612

Train miles run

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

1,834,579

1,925,313

................................................................

5s. 11yd.

6s. Oid.

Expenditure per train mile...............................................................

4s. 6d.

4s. 6R

...

75-37

74-64

Number of passengers

................................................................

4,100,577

4,420,107

Tonnage of goods traffic

...

...

914,955

978,525

Tonnage of live stock traffic................................................................

23,946

26,441

Miles open

...............

Earnings per train mile

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Note—Information os to the cost and earnings of trains per ton per mile cannot be given for goods and passenger*
separately, as a large proportion of the train mileogo is used for carrying both goods and passenger traffic.
* This column shows the adjusted figures after final settlement of accounts for the quarter.
'
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Q.iiartev ending
30th June, 18H0.

Tramway;.

i
Quarter ending j
30th June, 1890. |

*
Miles open

39^

........................................................................................
■■■

£63,505

£67,476

•••

£50,075

£58,573

...

384,447

416,761

...

...

3s. 3-Jd.

3s. 3d.

...

...

3s. Id.

2s. 9hl.

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings

...

■■■

02'80

86-81

Number of fares collected...............................................................

14,148,862

15,841,187

Revenue from all sources

...

...

...

...

Expenditure ...

...

...

...

■■■

•••

Train miles run...........

...

...

Bamings per train mile

...

Expenditure per train mile ...

•••

...
•••

•••

|
i

* This column shows the adjusted figures after final settlement of accounts for the quarter.

II.—Condition

op tiie

Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix, page 4.
III.—Special

Rates.

A statement of the Special Rates, and the reasons for- making the same, will
be found attached, Appendix, page 4.

IV.—Stapp.
These Returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to S.
General Remarks.

The revenue for the quarter shows an increase of £37,022 over the corres
ponding period in 18S9, all descriptions of traffic (except coal) having contributed
to the improvement. This is a satisfactory state of things, having in view the
continuous wet weather experienced throughout the quarter, and the consequent
had state of the country roads in all directions.
The increase in goods, live-stock, and other traffic amounts to 00,065 tons.
Rolling Stock.

The contractors are beginning to deliver the new rolling stock more rapidly,
and shortly all the fast trains will he composed of carriages of the new description.
Several new Suburban Trains are also in work, and others are approaching
completion.
Special efforts continue to be made in improving the condition of the
locomotives and waggons, and also in renovating the best of the existing carriage
stock.
Condition
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Condition of the Lines and Accommodation foe the Tkaffic.

The rainfall during the quarter amounted to 21,69 inches, making a total far
the 14 months ending June of lOSAS inches. Lor the corresponding periods of 14
months for the years ending—
49‘49 inches.
June, 1889
46-08 „
1888
i3
62-90 „
3881
47‘78 „
188G
3}
This continued exceptional rainfall has been the cause of great anxiety in
connection with the Railways, and has called for the greatest vigilance and care on
the part of the officers and men, to keep the lines open for traffic in some places,
and in fair running order generally.
A large additional staff has been employed, and it has been necessary to run
the trains at reduced speed in many places. This has materially interfered with
punctual working, and little improvement can be expected in this respect until more
favourable weather is experienced.
The work of relaying, draining, and reballasting of the lines has been
pushed forward as expeditiously as possible, but progress has been much retarded by
the almost incessant rainfall, and also by the inability of the contractors to deliver
sleepers, in consequence of the all but impassable state of the bush roads.
The heavy floods in the Darling River caused serious damage to the railway
line approaching Bourkc, and an expenditure in repairing the lino was incurred in
the current quarter of £13,300, and this expense is still continuing. When the
waters have completely receded, a large expenditure will have to he incurred in
dealing with the bridges and waterways, and providing more flood openings.
Unremunerated services were also rendered to the Bourke people, in various
ways, amounting in value to £4,000.
Teamways.

The working of the Tramways continues to show improved results. The
receipts exhibit an increase of £3,871, and the expenses show a slight decrease.
Lour (4) new cars have been debited to working expenses during the quarter,
making a total of tliirty-onc (31) during the current financial year.
A water-tank waggon has also been provided out of revenue.

■

Wc have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your most obedient Servants,
E. M. Gf. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EEHON,
Commissioner.
CHARLES OLIVER,
Commissioner.
.
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APPENDICES.
APPENDIX I.
Minute from The Acting Engineer for Existing Lines to The Secretary to the It ailway Commissioners.
New South "Wales Government Railways,
Engineer for Existing Linos Branch, Sydney, 24 July, 1890.
Subject;—Report on Condition of Lines for the quarter ending the 30th .Tune, 1890.

I ha.ye the honor to report as follows on tho condition of the Railways for the quarter ending tho
30th of Tunc, 1890 :—
The continued wet weather has rendered the maintenance of the road both difficult and expensive,
especially on the Northern and Western Divisions.
The heavy floods in the Darling caused immense damage at Bourke, where several miles of line
were entirely destroyed. The work of reconstruction was pushed forward as energetically as possible ;
but although the line was speedily opened for trafiic, the complete repairs have, on account of the slow
subsidence of water, taken longer than could be unshed.
Several slips have taken place on the Mudgoe Line.
_
The work of relaying and reballasting the Suburban Lino has been seriously retarded by the heavy
rains, but has been completed to Summer Ilill on the down, and Ashfield on the up, line.
Pair progress has been made with the duplication works. The portions between Sutherland and
Loftus Junction, and between Llmstville and Oatley's, were completed before Easter, and the other
portions are being energetically pushed forward. The section which composes the Darling Harbour
widening, from Redferu to Eveleigh Junction, has been let, and tho contractor is making good progress.
The plans for the other portions will be completed without delay, and it is hoped that tenders may be
invited in a month.
The bridges and buildings have been carefully looked after, and at many stations additional accom
modation has been provided.
J. ANGUS,
Acting Engineer.

APPENDIX II.

*

New South Wales Government Railways.
Statement, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the special rates which have
been made, and the reasons for making such rates, quarter ending 30th June, 1890.
Article.

Rate.

Reason for such Rate.

Coal...................................................... Corrimal to Australian Coal Company’s Siding, Is. per To create revenue.
ton loaded in Commissioners' trucks, hut hauled by
owners' engines.
Koburite, Non- ................................. Third class
Bonos of deceased Chinamen ..........

................................................................... To encourage manufacture

Fourth class.

Butter.................................................. From Mudgoe to sUtions west of Wallerawang by To foster traffic.
mail-train, goods rates.
Meat .................................................. In refrigerating car, Tenterfleld to Sydney, lid. per
ton per mile.

do

Chicory .............................................. Grain rate........................................................................

To encourage traffic.

Marble duet ......................................

To foster traffic.

“ M ” rate.........................................................................

Gravel.................................................. Coolabah to Bourke, 8s. 9d. per ton.............................. To obtain traffic.
Specimens for the
Museum.
Leather .................. .

Technological Free ................................................................................ For educational purposes.
......... Reduced from first-class to "B” rate for 6-ton loads

To encourage traffic.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX III.
NEW SOUIH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETURN, in accordance with clause No. 41 of the Railway Act, showing the Appointments of E nployees
from the 1st of April to the 80th of June, 1890.
Namo.

Date,

Rato.

Position.

ftomarka.

Secbstaex’s Biujich.

30 June

Tyrcr, Walter H.

14 April

Garliek, John ...

Clerk ....................................

U ■** ....... ........ ...... •

£52 per anntim... From Tramways,
Martin.
£30
„ ...

vice F,

Cheep Accountant's Branch.

Nil.
Teafpio Achitoe’s Beanch.

30 Jane ..., Holt, Arthur B............................ J Junior Clerk ..........................[ £30per annum,,.] Vice Henry Thornton.
K NO in feu

foe

Existing- Lines Beanoh.

16 „

Vice Langford.
6/6 per day
£140 per annum
„
...]
Clerk ..................................... £150
„
...I
Yogan, Harold S............... .......... Draftsman .......................... £200

15 April

Hadley, Nicholas W.................... Fitter ..................................

10 „

Wright, Kobcrt ......... * ..........

1

DilloWj 1 homaa.......................... Labourer ..............................

June

9
10 „

Locomotive Engineee’s

Beanch.

Fine Burke.

21
9 May

12 „

19 „
3 June

9
9 „
16 „
23 „

York, Sarnud. W.........................
■ Nidiolls, R .bert G......................

1

i
.j
,i

Apprentice ..........................
Storeman ................*...........
Fitter .............................* ..

‘
Wilson, iTnincs ......................... Cleaner..................................
Dawson, Herbert ...................... Apprentice ..........................
Westlake, William....................
Striker ..................................
Khitf, Robert ............. * ............ Labourer ...... .......................
Tonkin, Ernest ......................... Apprentice ..........................
Hitching, William...................... Fitter .................................

2? ..
17 Mar.
14 May

. .. From Permanent Way Branch
Vice Doody.
lOd.perday
. Vice Poole.
7/.,
... . Reinstated.
9/4 ................. From Supernumerary Staff,
vice Hearn.
4/„
....... From Tramway s.
10d. „
....... Vice Geekie.
7/..... Vice Morrison,
6/6
„
..... Vice Mills,
41.
From PermanontWayBranch,
10/„
...... From Supernumerary Staff,
vice Nightingale.
6/„
...... From Traffic Branch.
9/"
..... From Supernumerary Staff,
vice Hopkins.
9/4
„
....... From Traffic Branch.
2/6

h

6 „
9 „

per day .. .. From Supernumerary Staff
rice Hickson.
G/6 „
....... i/rc M'Gregor.
10/-

Allen, R.......................... .............. Turner .............. ...................

„

Chief Teapfic Manaqeh's Beanch.

2 April
2 „
7 „

Looking after Siding
Gatekeeper ...........
Porter .....................
Gatekeeper
........
»
..... .......

11
11 „
U „

Hunt, Thomas..........................
Kenny, Mary ..........................
Waple, Alfred..........................
Dewlmrat, Elimbeth .............
Deivkurst, Sarah Ann..............
Higgins, Ellen.........................
Adams, Jennie .......................
Costello, Ada ................. ........
Hopking, Henry.......................

15 „
18 „
19 „

Roberts, Sarah .........
Leman, Mrs.................
Ferguson, Mrs. E........

Gatekeeper

21 „

May, Charles .............

7 „
7 „

7 „

9 May

J»

.4. ..................

)1
..........
It
.............
Porter ......................

1 ..
3 „
10 „

Sheperd, Annie .........
Winter, Matilda.........
Dwyer, Walter .........
Wybourne, Mary Ann

Porter __
Gatekeeper

10 „

Fulton, John ..........

Porter

15 „
16 „

Driscoll, Mary,...
Driscoll, Thomas

Gatekeeper
Porter .....

16 „

Baker, Mary Ann

Gatekeeper

19 „

Daley, Thomas .

Porter

19

Lithgow, William
Kiss, John A. . ..
Furby, William ..
Coll, Edward .

Telegraph Probationer
Gatekeeper ................
Porter
....................

Webb, Arthur...
Cole, Charles ....
Roberts, Sophia .
Wasson, William

.Tumor Porter
Gatekeeper
Porter .........

„

22 „
26

4 June

3 „
6 „
7 „
9 „

J|

,, .

.

7/6 per week . . .
15/................
G/- per day ......
V/* per week......
7/„
... .
Kree house ......
Free house ........
7/- per week......
7/- per day .......
Free house ......
10/- per week ...
25/- per week and
free house.
10/- per week and
free house.
7/- per week......
Free house .......
6/- per day ........
5/- per week and
free house.
6/- per day ......

i'ice Johnstone.
Vice Graham.
Vice G. Jones.
Vice Regan.
Vice Regan.
Vice Wrightson.
Vice Costello.
Vice Richards.
From Permanent Way
Branch.
Vice Campcy.
I'ice Lidden.
Vice White ly.
Vice F. Ross.
Vice Larkin.
Vice Carroll.
Vice Drake.

From Supernumerary Staff,
vice Cracknel!.
Vice Gallimore.
Free house
From Permanent Way
7/- per day
Brandi, Wee Gallimore.
7/- per week and Vice May.
free house.
6/- per day ....... From Supernumerary Staff,
rice Brown.
Vice Hart.
6/6 per day
Vice Arrowsmith,
2/6 por week
Pice Butterworth.
2/6 per day
From Permanent Way
7/- per day
Branch.
Vice Hancock,
6/6 „
Fiec Morgan.
3/4
„
Ftcs Wythe.
7/- per week
From Permanent Way7/- por day
Branch.

T
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Date.

Xtvnic,

Position.

Remarks.

Kntc.

1S90.
Chief Tuatfic Mi^aoeh's BnAycn—
0 June . I Bdlington, Emil}' ...................... I Gatekeeper
Free liouse
.. I Ongley, J. H............................
12
Porter .....
3/4 per doy
Langford, TTenry ..................

ia
13

14

J?

3*
33

j

Fairbanks, Ernest .................... r
11 * • *
... Woodward William................ ! Gatekeeper
... Payne, Eli ......................... ........ Porter .

1G
iy
20
20 n
22 :>

. .
.
...
...
. .

23 !1
23
20 3)

,, If'Carthy, James ......................
33
... Unrrey, James ..........................
... Ford, Walter .............................. Shunter

25
27
27
29
30
30
25
18

... Gchan, Herbert..........................
... Bines, Bridget ..........................
... Marshall, Henry..........................
... BuL, Larina ............................. .
M'Jvny, James..............................
... Martin, F. B...............................
... Puckett, Catherine.....................
.. Bond, Frank .............................

„
„
„
„
„
„
Jan.
Feb.

Hinder, Wdiiam .........................
Jeffries, Alice.............................
Bull, John ..................................
Trivcs, Margaret.........................
Taylor, John ............................. .

Dwyer, John .........
Hanson, Eustace H.
IPAulcy, George H.

‘3

v-

..

•

Branch.
Vice Whslan.
Vice Lamb.
6/* per day ..... Her? Cameron.
25/-per weak ... Vice Adair.
7/- per day ...... From Permanent-Way
Branch.
7/ >3
Fiee Stafford.
6/
From Supernumerary Staff,
7/vice Carlyle.
15/- per week ... Vice Brazil.
Free house ....... Vice Biehardson.
7/- per week...... Vice Doughan.
7/„
...... ' Vic e Scholes.
JO/- ................. Vice Kent.
£75 per annum... From Secretary’s Office,
7/- per week.......
7/- per day ....... From Tramways.
«/•.
• ■
Prco house . ..

Gatekeeper
Porter .....
Gatekeeper
Porter .....

Gatekeeper
u
n
3)
Clerk........ .
Gatekeeper
Porter . .

BrASCH.

Jjabourer .............................. 0/- per day .
Clerk...................................... £30 por annum.

I

£30

J!

Estate

............................................. ..

ash

•

25/- per week ... J "ire Kenny.
7/-per dny .... From Permanent Way

COJD’TKOLIEII OF Stores’

27 May
12 June

7/'

7~ice Anderson.
V'ice Downey,
From Permanent Way
Branch,

Bo-employed.

„

.....................

Pbofeett Bbaxch.
Nil.

SlGi'.U, AM) IBIEELOOKIXO BllAi'CH.
Kil.

24
26
20
5
14
23
24
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
29
28
28
30

April
Bussell, Thomas.....
„
Williamg, Charles ..
May .... FaireloiT, Ernest J.
Juno ... Pert, Alexander.....
... Lain", Walter.........
19
JJ ... Clarke, Archibald
... Eoc, John .............
tt
... Fletcher, Herbert ..
n
... Young, Chas. P......
13
... Q,uirk, John .. . .
13
... Biehardson, Walter
it
... Fleming, William J.
33
... Walsh, Chas. E........
73
39 ... Jones, Albert .........
... O’Maley, William ..
31
... O’Keefe, Henry W.
11
.. Ewan, Alfred if......
j!
... Walker, John T......
JJ
... Smith, Thomas W...
11
... Toby', Albert E........
31
... Horeileld, Wdiiam..
13
... White, Henry.........
33
Ware, Albert S........
31

Tiiahavats—Locomotive Bitaxch.
Cleaner ..........
<1/ per day
Apprentice ...
lOd.
Cleaner..........
4/
Labourer ......
G/G
Cleaner...........
4/.
Carpenter......
0/
Watchman ...
7/
Assistant Oiler
y
Cleaner ..........
2/
2
33
..........
4/
Ol
Shop Boy ....
-j
4/
Plumber ......
3/
33
..............
G/
4/
4/
4/
3»
33
33
I 4/
*1
Cleaner
*!
31
4/

! 2/

33

it

7 7re TPGinlcy.
77fee Cidlen.
Vice Logan.
Vice B. Scott.
Vice Wilson
Vice C. Ford.
Vice Bristoxvo.
Vice Bodcn.
From Supernumerary Staff.
n
>j
Ji

jj

13

33

3>

3*

»

13

3*

»*

i)

33

33

33

J3

JJ

13

>

»
tt

1J

if

33

33

i>

Teajiwavs—Teatfic Bbajtch,
Kil.
Tramways—Maintekas'CE Beakch.

27 June
27 „
27

Beckett, Henry W....................... Labourer
Kirehner, John ..........................
„
Boultoii, William ......................
>1
.
I

G/G per day

6/6
6/6

„
,,

From Supernumerary Staff.
J*

J>

ii

ti
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APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETURN, in accordance witli clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the Removals of Employees,
from the 1st of April to the 3Uth of June, 1SH0.
Bate.

Name.

Gate,

Position,

1890.
1 June ...]JtIartir, E. R,

i

Remarks.

Secbetaets’ BiiANCir.
ClcrL...................................... ] £“5 per annum ..| Transferred to Traffic Branch
CniEi- Accountant’s

Bbanch.

Nil.
Tiipnc Auditoe’s Beanch.

23 June ...[ Thornton, Henry

.......[ Clerk........... ......................... | £10 per annum ..( Resigned.
Engineep.

2 April

4
5

8
10
10
11
14

22

29
SO
7 Ecb.
20 Mar.
8 Slav.
9
16
16

20
22
28
31

1 Ji
4
7
9

10
12
13
14
14
16
16
17

Rickards, Charles ............
Richards. Thomas............
Bowen, William................
Koddington, Isaac............
Johnson, John ................
Johnstone, Alfred ............
New, Alfred ....................
Hopkin, Henry ................
Russell, Peter....................
Nelson. Thomas................
Haniclls, Geo.....................
Crossingham, James ........
Clifford, John....................
Driscoll, Thomas ............
Doyle, A.............................
Turner, W........................
Lawrence, Bred.................
Madden, Daniel................
Woodlands, James............
Coll, Edward ....................
McKay, James ................
Langford, Henry ............
Helior, John ...................
"Wasson, William ............
Martin, Darid...................
Tonkin, Ernest ................

foe

Existing Lines’ Beanch.

Pettier ...
Ganger ...
Labourer

7/6 per day
9/..

6; 6

„

Fettler

7/6
0/
7/6

„

.

Labourer ,
Fettler ....
Gauger
Carpenter
Labourer

y/-

Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.

„

„

7/6
7/6

„

Transferred to Traffic Branch
Discharged.

»;•
8/-

..
,.

Deceased.

77/7/6
77/6
76
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/0
9/-

„
„
„
„
„

Resigned.
Transferred to Traffic Branch
Resigned.

'/6

,i

ImproTcr

4/-

„

Bigwood, George........................... I Striker ..
Fairbanks, Ernest .......................jLabourer
Payne, Eli ...................................1
Harvoy, James ...................... I
Fielding, James ........................I
Taylor, John ...............................I
McCarthy, James .....................,,j

7/6
7/7/6
7/6
7/6
76
7/6

„
„
„
„
„
,,
„

Ganger ...
Labourer

7/6
7/6

„
„
„
„
„
„
„

JJ

Deceased,
Transferred to Traffic Branch
Discharged.
Transferred to Traffic Branch
Deceased.
Transferred to Traffic Branch
Deceased.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Resigned.
Transferred to Traflic Branch

JMgchargiwL
Transferred to Traffic Branch

Locomotive Engineer’s Beanch.

1 April
16 „
23 „
28 „
10 May

10 „
13 „
13 „
13 „
13 „

15
16 „

28 ,,

1 June
4
12 „

17 ,,

25 „
26 .,
22 May

Perrau, Maurice ...
Hickson, John........
Nichols, Robert G..
Poole, Frank ........
Doody, Joseph .....
Morrison, George .,
Buehanan, John.....
Farnhnm, John __
Hearn, Samuel ...
Nightingale, David,
Madden, William .
Monroe, David .....
Ashbury, Thomas ..
Broad, Albert E......
Cook, James ........
M'Vie, Thomas .....
North, John .........
Mays, Robert.........
Day, Percy.............
Mills, James H........

Clerk ..............................
Fitter .
...........
Sloieman ........................
Apprentice ....................
Office Boy........................
Striker ............................
Fireman ......................
.1 D river ..................... .
Fitter ..........................
Labourer .....
Fireman .....
Draftsman ..
Labourer .....
Pumper.........
Globe-eJenncr
Fireman ...
,

£123 par annnm Rctiiod*
10/8 per day..
Incapacitated*
Discharged,
7/- „ ‘
Deceased.
5/„
12/G per week
Discharged*
7j- per day ..

10/- „
14/- „
12/4 „

10/2 „
10/- „
7/‘

„

10/-

„

£110 per annum.
7/6 por day
8/
3/6

8/
8/-

I Labourer .....................

Resigned.
tt
Discharged.

H

Deceased.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.

Chief Teafi-ic Manager’s Branch.

16 Mar.
2 April

6
6
8
12

13
13
16

10
10

18

Richards, Mrs...........
Graham, Bridget ...
Davies, Isaac ..........
Regan, William .......
Colquhoun, William
Dyuiond, Thomas ...
Berkeley, Mrs...........
Costello, Jennie .......
Abbott, John T.........
Gallimore, Frank ...
Gallimore, Lillian ....
Lidden, Mrs..............

G utekeeper ..........
Head Shunter ...
Gatekeeper .....
Night Officer
Gatekeeper .
Operator ...
Porter ......
Gatekeeper

1 7/ per meek .......
15/I 10/-per day .. .
&/„
...
43/- per week . .
£120 per annum
Free house ......
>1
£125 per annum
7 /- per day ... ,
>'ree houpe ,,, .
25/- per week and
free housr.

Resigned.
J)
J»

Discharged*
it

Retrenchment.
Rfisiffned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.

4
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Date.

Kamo.

Position.

Remark?.

Rato.

Chief Traffic Manager's Branch—coniitmcd.

20 April

21
23
25
30

„
„
„

1 May
6 „

9 „
10 „
10 „

10 „
12 „
12 „
15

„

19
27 „
28
6 June
6 „
7 „
10 „
11 » .

12 ,,

13 „
13 „

20 „

25
20
20

„
„
„

27
29

„
„

30 „
7 April
18 „
8 May
27 „
31 ..
31 „
2 June

12 „

16 „
17 „
19 „

19 „
19 „
26 „

Free house .......
12/- per day.......
7/'
:>
- 30/- per week ...
2/6
,,
and
free house.
Alien, Bichard .......................... Clerk ........•........................... £125 per annum
WbitelTj Grace ..........................
Phelan, Samuel ..........................
Jonea, George ..........................
Adair, John.................................
Larkin, Margaret ................. . .

Gatekeeper .........................
Guard ..................................
Porter ..................................
Gatekeeper .........................
>1
• ■ • ................

„
...
Morgan, Charles.......................... Night Officer ...................... £130
Butterworth, Herbert .............. Gatekeeper ......... ................ 2/6 per day .. ..
Craekucll, Edward C................... Night Officer ............. ........ £120 por annum
Brake, Catherine
.................... Gatekeeper .......................... 5/- per week and
free house.
Thompson, Samuel..................... Shunter .............................. 7/6 per day ......
„ ‘
Carroll, James.............................. Porter .................................. 6/Hart, William..............................
..
Ji
............................. * * " V/May, Charles ............................. Gatekeeper ........................... 10/- per week and
free house.
Brown, Samuel .......................... Porter .................................. 7/- per day . . ..
Carlisle, J...................................... Foreman .............................. £200 per annum
Stafford, Edwin ..........................I Porter .................................. 7/- per day ......
Irwin, George............................. f Assistant Guard ................. 8/6 „
.....
Wythe, Jane ............................. Gatekepper ........................ 7/- per week .. .
Free house ,
Anderson, Carohne......................
.....................
7/- per day
Richards, Thomas ...................... Porter
White, John .............................
>>
.....
.
• • - 7/„
Kenny, Mary .
.... Gatekeeper........................ 15/- per week
......................... 7j- per day .
Whalan, E................................... Porter
Downey, John1............................. Junior Porter ...................... 30/- per week
Parsons, John A............................| Acting Night Officer . . . 6/- per day .
Gatekeeper
.................... 30/- per week
Brazil, Patrick .
. .
Richardson, Mary Ann...............|
JJ
........
* Free house .
Cameron, Donald .......................| Porter................................. 5/- per day ,

1

Gatekeeper

Doughan, Mrs...........................
Scholes, Ellen........................
Kent, Sophia ................
Wrightson, Jane.........................

.....................

>J

Campcy, Mrs. J........................
Ross, Fanny ......................... |
Hancock, Herbert
, ,
Fletcher, James......................
Langford, Henry ......................
Bfilder.H.
. ‘..........................
Cromaek, Mrs........
............
Greig, James .............................
GnfEths, John..............................
Lamb, Rose.................................
Ryan, J. J.....................................
Maloney, James ........................
Carlyle, George ..........................

......... ............

JJ
Junior Porter
Officer-in-charge
Porter .............
Signalman .......
Gatekeeper ....
Clerk .................
Gatekeeper ... .
Porter .............
Gatekeeper .....
Shunter ........

Comptroller

of

Resigned.
Retired.
Discharged.
Retired.
Resigned.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Discharged.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.

Deceased.
Ji
Discharged*

Resigned*
»>

Deceased.
jj

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.
JJ

Resigned.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Free house ....... Resigned.
'
7/- per week__ Discharged,
10/- „
...... Resigned.
2/6 per week and
free house.
Free house ...
7/- per week......
5/- per day ... • i Discharged.
£140 per annum!
7/- per day ...... I
S/' Deceased.
7/- per week.......■ Discharged.
7/- per day ......
£110 per nnnnm
Free house ...... Resigned.
7/- per day ... . Discharged.
30/- per week ...
7/6 per day ......

Stores Branch.

Nil.
Estate

and

Property Branch.
Nil.

Signal

and

Interlocking Branch.

9 June ..I Coburn, William ............. ........1 Blacksmith .......................... I 9/-per day ........I Resigned.
..| Whallcy, Charles ....................| Labourer ............................... | 7/6 „
...... I
„
23 „
Tramways—Locomotive Branch.

7 April

12 „
19 „
13 „
27 „
3 June

12

JI

19

»

20
24

JJ
JJ

M'Ginley, Neil ......
Williams, Thomas ...
Cuilen, Robert J, ...
Bodcn, Samuel ......
M'Caffery, Henry ...
Ford, Charles..........
Whittaker, Joshua...
Pedrotto, Hugh.......
Bristowe, George ...
Watsford, William...

Cleaner .........
Labourer .....
Apprentice ,
Fireman .....
Fitter ........
Car Builder ..
Car Examiner
Cleaner .........
Watchman ..
Apprentice ..

6/- per day

7/2/6

„ '
„

9/-

„

13/4

„

6/6
7/'
/10

„
„
„

10/2 „
10/6 „

Left.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Left.
Deceased.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Discharged.

Resigned.

Tramways—Traffic Branch.

18 Feb.
8 April
30 June

Bond, Frank ..
Scott, Ambrose
Tyrer, W. H.

Assistant conductor,
»
tt
t
Clerk.......................

7/- per day ........ Transferred to railways.
8/„
...... Discharged.
£52 per annum.,. Transferred to Secretary's
Office.

Tramways—Maintenance Branch.

Nil.

Sydney: Charles hotter, Ckmmmcnt Printer.—1890.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REFORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR QUARTER ENDING 80 SEPTEMBER, 1800.)

io JJnrliamfnt, tnirsuimt to Jlct 51 ^ic. ^Eo. 35, str, 44,

Offices of llic Railway Commissioners of New Soutli Wales,
Sydney, 28 October, 1890.
To

Tee Honorable the Minister of Railways,—

Sir,

,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Railway
Act of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of
Parliament, our Report for tho quarter ending tho 30th of September, 1890, upon
the subjects specified, viz.:—
(i.) “The state of the traffic returns, with the approximate cost and
earnings of trains per ton per train mile, in respect of goods and
passengers, respectively, carried during the past quarter.”
(n.) “The general condition of the lines, and accommodation for the
traffic.”
(m.) “ The special rates (if any) which have been made, and the reasons
for making such rates.”
(iv.) “The appointments and removals, with the circumstances attending
each case.”
I.—State of the Traffic.
Quarter ending
Quarter ending
30th September, 1880. 30th September, 1890.

Railwnjs,

*
2,171

2,182

...............

£029,461!

£655,172

Expenditure......................................................................... .

£405,111

£430,437

Train miles run

2,020,449

2,054,340

__

7477

76-54

Expenditure per train mile...............................................................

4812

50'29

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings

64'3G

6570

Milos open

..........................

Revenue from all sources

....................................................

...........................

...

...

Earnings per train mile

...

ri,
...

,,,

,,,

*

.......................................

Number of passengers

...

...

...

...

4,120,915

4,458,478

Tonnage of goods traffic

................................................................

997,424

881,384

Tonnage of live stock traffic................................................................

28,388

30,471

---- -- ..

__ ---- 1

-

-

—

Kotjs Information as to tlm coat nix! oariiings of trains jier ton per mile cannot bo given fof goods and passenger^
fiCjmrately, aa a largo proportion of the train mileage ia used for niirviug both goods and passenger traffic.
'
’
* .LUis column shows tho ndjustotl figures after final BOttleuient of accounts for the quarter,

772—j\
lh*~M

copies-Appiosiinatc cost of prmtijig (Inborn’ ami material},

103, 0<U

2

Quarter ending
Quarter ending
30th September, 188D. 30th September, 1890.

Tramu'aye.

Miles open

..................................................

39£

...........................

39£

£65,111

£67,597

Expenditure.......................................................................................

£51,880

£52,094

Train miles run ...

403,183

421,249

38*75

38*51

Revenue from all sources

...

......................................

...........................

Earnings per train mile

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

Expenditure per train mile ...

...

...........................

...

30'88

‘

29*68

...

79*68

77*06

Number of fares collected...............................................................

14,701,282

15,556,749

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings

...

...

...

* This column shews the adjusted figures after final settlement of accounts for tho quarter.

II.—Condition

of the

Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix page 4.

III.—Special

Hates,

A statement of the Special Hates, and the reasons for making the same, will
be found attached. Appendix, page 5.

IV.—State.
These Heturns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to 10.

General Remarks.

The traffic for the quarter shows an increase of £25,708, the passenger branch
contributing £22,690 towards this result, 331,563 additional passengers having been
carried.
The Maritime Strike, which began on the 15th of August, and which was
soon after followed by the stoppage of work at the collieries in the Newcastle, South
Coast and Lithgow Districts, has seriously interfered with the revenue from the
Goods Department, the mineral traffic showing a decrease of 168,765 tons, whilst
in wool only 62,395 hales were carried during the quarter to Darling Harbour, New
castle, .and Morpeth, a decrease of 25,086 bales.
Extra work on the permanent-way in repairing the damage done by the floods
during the winter season has increased the working expenses in that Department
for the current quarter by over £15,000.
The traffic expenses also show a considerable increase in consequence of
additional staff employed owing to the extension of the absolute-block, tablet, and
interlocking systems, and concessions granted to the staff.
Condition
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Condition of the Lines and Accommodation foh the Traffic.

Special steps continue to be taken in improving the condition of the lines, and
a considerable amount of relaying and reballasting has been done.
The accommodation for traffic has been improved in various directions.
Tramways.

The working of the Tramways continues to show improved results.
We have the honor to be,
Sir,
Tour most obedient Servants,
E. M.

G.

EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.

W. M. EEHON,
Commissioner.
CHAELES OLIVER,
Commissioner.

APPENDICES.
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APPENDICES.

APPENDIX I.

Minute from tlie Acting Engineer for Existiog Lines to the Secretary to the

Railway Commissioners,
Now Soutli Wales GovernmentEailways,

Engineer for Existing Lines Branch, Sydney, 23 October, 1S!)0.
Subject .—Report on Condition of Lines for the quarter ending the 30th September, 1890.
I naxe the honor to report ns follows on the condition of the Eailways for the quarter ending tho
30th of September, 1890:—
Luring the quarter many portions of tho Permanent-way, which had become defect ire in conse
quence of continuous heavy rains, have been repaired, and I hope, if the weather will permit, to dispense
with all notices for the reduction of speed on that account, in a very short time.
Tho work of reconstructing tho Western Line, near Bourke, will now be pushed on rapidly, and
more waterway openings provided.
The heavy slips on the M'udgce, Northern, and Illawarra Lines havo received every attention, and,
to prevent stoppages from slips on the Mudgcc Line, the work of deviating the worst portions lias been
commenced. The lllawaira Lino has also received special attention with respect to slips, particularly at
Stanwell Park and Clifton.
Considerable progress has been made in re-ballasting and draining the Suburban Linos, which have
been completed on both up and down lines to Burwood, as also the Nor thorn Line, between Slrathficld
and Eyde.
Belaying and rcslecpering have also made considerable progress generally, but the work is still
delayed through slow delivery of sleepers, caused by the contractors being unable to get them from
the bush.
The duplication works arc making rapid progress especially on the Illawarra section, The portion
from Oatley’s to Como Station, as also from Sutherland to Hcathcotc will he open for iuaflic m the course
of a few weeks.
The Southern Lino from Granville Junction to Picion is also in. a forward condition, tho whole of
the earthwork in the.cuttings having been completed, a considerable portion of ballasting done, and a
large number of bridges and platform walls built, Owing to the difficulty in procuring sleepers the
laying down of permanent-way has been retarded.
The duplication between Teralba and Adamstown has also progressed in a satisfactory manner,
and thc'work of ballasting and layiug permanent-way. which is in hand, only remains' to complete the
section.
Tho duplication from Strath field to Byde is also in an advanced state.
The quadruplication of the line from Eveleigh to Macdonaldtown is being carried out with
considerable energy by the contractor.

.

The contract for connecting the Northern and Southern Lines by a curve atHomcbush, as also
tho quadruplication of tho line to Strathfield, has been let and is progressing satisfactorily.
Tenders have also been invited for quadrupling the line from Macdonaldtown to Lewisham to
include the Petersham Viaduct.

'

The deviations necessary for improving the mountain curves between Springwood and Katoomba
are also well in hand.
Several buildings have been completed and a large number of others are progressing satisfactorily.
J. ANGUS,
Acting' Engineer.
APPENDIX
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APPENDIX II.
Nov,- South "Whies Government Eailways.
Statement, in adcordande with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the special rates which hard
been made, and the reasons for making such rates, quarter ending 30th September, 1800,
Article.

Hate.

Reason for such Rate.

"Eureka” (Meal) .................... .......

"A” rate and conditions. A new article of con To provide rate.
sumptionGrass Ropo...................... .................. Eirst-class rate and conditions ...................................... To secure traffic,
Haulage of goads (moslly gravel) in Is. per truck, subject to usual demurrage charges.....
do
4-wlipeled trucks on the Green
wood Tram-line.
Coal, from Greta Colliery to Kow- Is, ejd. per ton if less than 150,000 tons is sent per To increase traffic.
castlo.
'
year, and Is. 7£d. per ton if over that quantity.
The company to haul by their own locomotive tlie
coal between the pit and railway junction.
Coal
Hauled over tlie branch line of the Centennial Coal To provide charge for new
and Coke Company at Curlewis, other than for
service.
Bailway Department. The Curlcwis distance plus
2 mites.
Coal for shipment, earned in Com- Ordinary rates to bo charged ns per classification, and
nmsioners’ hopper trucks to
a charge of 3d. per ton to he added for the use o!
Hullock Island or Darling Har
the cranes.
bour.
Coal......................................................... Hauled over the branch lino of tlie Centennial Coal
do
do
mid Coke Company for tho Bnilwny Department-i
From tlie pit to Curlcwis, Is. per truck ; minimum.
C tons; empty trucks, free.
|
Gravel.........................................
Coolabah to Bourke, 3s. Od. per ton.......................... „.i To facilitate repair of damage
to public: roads caused by
floods.
Hiseuiis, Newcastle to Sydney...
1st class, 35s. Gd. per ton in 4-whceled trucks; mini-, To secure traffic,
mum, 5 tons ; and loaded by senders.
Oysters .............. .................... .
Wnllangarra to Sydney, £24 per truck of G tons ; and
do
proportionate rate from Sydney to Albury,
Milk ..... ....................................
In owner's vans, lOd. per mile ; minimum, 30s. per To increase traffic.
truck.
Eresh Fruit and Flour..............
From Sydney to Brisbane, 45s. per ton ; minimum of To secure traffic.
2 tons.
Wood Blocks (rough) ..............
For Municipal Council, Waterloo, from Kingswood to To increase tmffi
.
Alcinndria Siding, M ' rales.
1st, End, and 3rd Class Goods,.,
From Sydney to Melbourne, and m'ce ro-ta, £7 por ton,
do
or £2!) per 4-wheeled truck load of G tons. Ficight
to be apportioned on mileage basis, and each Colony
to Way-bill tlie goods according to its own classi
fication.
Woolpaeks and Bags.
Going into the country to be filled. Actual weight, Continuation of concessions to
agriculturists.
“ B " rote.

APPENDIX III.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETURN, in nccordanco with cl,aviso No. 44 of the Railway A ct, show! ng the Appointments of Employees
from 1st of July to 30th September, IbOO.
Date.

Name,

Position.

Remarks,

Rate.

Sechitabt’s Branch,

25 Aug.
28 July
28 „

.1 Burbidgo, Alfred J.
. Moore, G. M...........
| Bray, J. V................

Shorthand Clerk

£150 per annum)
£223
„

ii

£200

„

Vice

W, Aztoni,

I

Chief Accountant's Branch.

Nil.
TRArnc Auditor's Branch.

17 Sept.
19

n

. I Crawford W.
-J Jobson, A. ..

Apprentice Clerk...................I £30 per annum...I
„

.................... | £30

„

I

Engineer for Existing Lines Branch.

H July
7 Aug.
19
1 Sept.
15 Sept.

Burnett, Jackson
Patterson, Walter
Taylor, John . ...
Deans, Peter .....
Azioni, Walter ..

Ballast Guard .
Clerk................ .
Laboarer ........ .
Chief Inspector
Clerk................

8/6 por day
£160 per annum
7/6 per day .....
£280 per annum
£180
„

From Traffic Branch.
From Interlocking Branch.
From Traffic Brunch.

From Tramways.

From Secretary’s Branch.
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--------------- 1------Date.

i
1

Name.

Position.

Rjite.

Remarks.

Locomotive Ekginbeb’s Brauch.

4 July

4

7 „

8 „

H G-regor, A, ............................... Labourer ..... ........................
Robins, Chris............................... Boy labourer ......................
Black, John................................. .
Cook, Gcorce ...... ...............
.

6/6 per day ...... Vice Munroe.
„ Cook
2/6
................
6/„
......
„ North.
8/’
„
..............
Prom PernuiDcnt Way

Lovett, Walter ..........................
Cotterill, William .....................
Mnvs, Kobort..............................
Watson, John.................. ...........

10/8
10/8
8/10/8

Branch.

9
9

J5
Jj

10 JJ
11 JJ
11
11
11
11
11
11
H
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

ti
jj
jj
jj
jj
jj
jj

JJ
>J
JJ
Jj
J»

»

14
15
16
16
25

JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J>
JJ

31

jj

1 Aug.
4

JJ
0 JJ

IX >J
11 JJ
11 JJ
12 JJ
19 U
20 JJ
22 1>
29 JJ
29 JJ
29 IJ
17 Sept.
It „

28 „
25

.................
JJ
»
"
......
JJ
JJ
„
....... Bo-employed.
Prom
Permanent
Way
.................
Branch.
West, John.................................
10/8 .................
JJ
id's
„
......
t>
Youl, John ............................. ..
7/6 „
......
JJ
Boylen James..............................
10/8 „
.......
JJ
Lynch, Thomas ..........................
10/8
......
JJ
"
McLean, Malcolm ......................
10/- .................................
JJ
12/- "
......
Williams, Phillip .......................
JJ
Cordv, John..................................
9/6
„
......
JJ
6/.
"
...........
Notus, Honrs- ...............................
JJ
Emmett, Frederick.....................
4/„
.......
JJ
Seymour, William ...................... Labourer ............................. 7/6 „
.......
JJ
Armstrong, William ..................
7/6 „
..............
2*
.....
JJ
4j”
..............
Frost William.............................................................
JJ
Fuller, Henry.............................................................
7/6
„
..............
)J
Dowling, John .....................................................
4/9
"
.............
JJ
it.
'
......
Grille, Richard .....................................................
JJ
Buchanan, J,
..........................
8/....... Beinstated.
Farnham, J......................... ..........
9/.
..................................
Carpenter, Ralph ......................
Pro in Permanent Way
7/.................
Branch.
Irwin, Peter ............. .................................
7/..................................
JJ
JJ
Cundv William .....................................................
7/6
„
.............
»
JJ
O’Brien, John...,..........................................
Vice Winter.
Knight, William J..............................................
10/- ................................. Prom Tramways, vice
Boberts,
Reinstated.
Ncvison, William .............................................
8A
.................................
Pattie, David .............................................................
From Permanent Way
10/8
„
..............
Branch.
Wright, Thomas...................................................
10/8
„
.............
JJ
JJ
LO/"
..............
Christie, Alexander .....................................
Vice Carson.
6/6
"
.............
„ Holland.
6/6
,/
.............
Homer, Charles .....................................................
„ Ryan. _
RungOj Mrs* ..........................................................
20/- per Tveck
To clean Driver's Barracks.
Genge, Samuel .....................................................
Prom Permanent W ay
Branch.
Hampton, Aaron .................................................. Assistant Plumber
. ......
8/„
.......
11
JJ
LO/,,
............
JI
JJ
Chalmers, George .............................................
Vice Lander.
to/„
..............
Foi, JCdwarc! P............................. Junior Clerk........*................. £120 per annum Prom Stores Branch.
Cox, James .................................. Tinsmith ............................. 10/6 per day ....... Prom Permanent Way
Branch.
EUwood, Charles.................. .......
10/6
.................

CniEi’ Traffic Manager's Branch.

2 July

Carroll James.......................... .
McCormack, William............. .

5 II

Kelly, E........................................
Adamst F* L......................... ........
Parish, Mary ..............................
Witt, William..............................

7 JJ

8 J>
9

»

11 n
11 JJ
15 J)
15 JJ

20 JJ
21 IJ
Jj
JJ

28
28
29

30 „
31 „
1 Aug,

8 tt
4 JJ
7 »

12
20
21

jj
jj
jj

6/- per day ......

Pice Byan.
Prom Permanent Way
Branch.

7/jj
.......
JJ
JJ
£50 per annum... From Tramways.
Vice Hftmil.
From Permanent Way
Branch.
Keane, James .............................
7/6
„
....... Prom Interlocking Branch.
it.
"
...... From Permanent Way
Reid, George ......... *...................
Branch.
Irwin, George.............................
8/6
„
...... Re-employed.
Dwver, John ..............................
£180 por annum Prom Telegraph Department
Meehan, Lizzie ..........................
7/6 per week and
house.............. . Vice Mrs. Meehan.
Denshire, Percy......... ................
New Gates.
Coombes, Ephraim......................
Vice M'Cartie.
Wheeler, Edwin..........................
£125 per annum. Be-employed.
Bolton, William..........................
Prom Permanent Way
Branch.
Gow, Arthur ..................... ........
6/................. Vice Harvey,
f'/G
*„
....... From Locomotive Branch.
Fleming, John.......................... .
if”
...... Prom Permanent Way
Farmer, George ..........................
Branch.
Devine, Mary ..............................
?/■ per week...... Vice Taylor.
Rowland, William E.................. Porter ................ ................ ?/- per day ...... Prom Permanent Way
Branch,
Heathcote, Maria ......... ............
7/- per iveek ... Vice Pearce.
Barton, Jane ..............................
Holland, Frederick......................
Prom Locomotive Branch.
it.1
„ ' ...... Prom Permanent Way
Fisher, George ..........................
Branch.
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Name.

Date.

Bate.

Position.

Ronwks,

Cjiiep Tbaifio M.anageb's Bb.vnck—ccmtimed.

■98 Aug.

White, Theresa
M‘Ghce, Robert ....

26
1 Sept.

Bult, Elizabeth ....
Towuley, John W...
Green, James ........

2
4 »
13 sr
20 »>
25 rr

Gatekeeper ........................... 7/-per week ... Vice Soeiy.
Porter .................................. 7/- per dny ...... From Permanent Way
Branch.
Gatekeeper ........................... Free house ...... Vice M'Mahon.
Clerk ......................................... £165 per annum, From Locomotive Branch.
Porter .................................. 7/- per day ....... From Permanent Way
Branch.
Shunter.................................. 7/-6 „
....... Vice Unity.
Gatekeeper .......................... Free house ......
6/- per day ....... Vice Watson.
IS
..............****** ***•-'»■•»
V
.......................... 7/-per rroek ... „ Lodge.

Stevenson, J. H.....
Walker, Sarah Ann
Forrest, Percy W...
Pully, Mary Jane .

COMETBOEEEB OT

16 Sopt.
16 }>

STORES BEANCII.

I Barr, Thomas H......... ............... I Apprentice Clerk................... | £30 per annum.
| Hogg, William .......................... I
„
.................. | £30 „
.....
Signal

4 July

*S

Inteblocking Beanoh.

and

11/- per day M„,. From Permanent Way
Branch.
71.................
From Traffic Branch.
Clerk..................................... £150 per annum. From Supernumerary Staffi,
vice Patterson.
Labourer .................... .......... 9/. per day ...... Ee-cmployed.

15
7 Aug,
Coburn, William

E. Foi.

Patternmaker ......................

Martin, Benjamin ......................

1 Sept.

Vice

................. .

Pbopebti

and

Estate Branch.

Nil,
Tramways—Looomotive Beanch.

Bonfield, F. G......
Hunt, Percy..........
Boxall, Charles ...
Chambers, Thomas
Stokoe, John .......
Hippett, Jesse.......
Vargen, Herbert...
Outridge, George
Hinson, R. ...........
Beckhouso, F.........
Boyd, James .......
Lukor, George.......
Moon, Arthur......

1 July
1 „
1 „

1 „
11 „
11
17
25 „
25 „

26 „
25 „
10 Sept.
29 „

Cleaner..................................I 3/- per day

,

............................. 3/-

17
1)
11
11

3/.
4/6
Si-

4,16

Fitter .
Cleaner ,

10/
4/6
4/6
3/

Fitter ................
Apprentice Clerk.

From Supernumerary Staff.

il
13
If
fl

Vice M'Caffery.
From Supernumerary Staff.

i>
!>

7/
10/- .

n
»

From Loco., Railways.
£30 per annum... F?ce Adams.

Tramways—Tbaific Bbanch.

1 Aug,
2 Sept.

1 Sept.

I

Collins, Noah .......
O’Leary, Herbert
Dawes, William C.

Car Cleaner
Pointsman
Car Cleaner

6/6 per day

7/6
6/6

i,
„

Re-employed.
Vice Williams.
„ Cook.

Tramways—Maintenance Bbanch.

Sileocks, Edward

Inspector

£250 per annum,.! From Railways,

vice

Deans.

APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

E.ETITBN, in accordance with clause No. 44 of tho Pailway Act, showing the Kemorals of Employees,
from tho 1st of July to the 30th of September, 1890.
Date,

Kivme.

Rntc.

Position.

Remarks.

Secretary’s Branch.
1890.
15 Sept. ...I Azzoni, Walter .........................( Clerk................. ......................I £180 por annum.! Transferred to Permanent
I
I
I
|
Way Branch.
Chief Accountant’s Bbanch.

Nil,
Thatrio Auditor's Branch.

20 Sept. ...[ Rash, T. F................................... | Junior Clerk.......................... j £105 per annum [ Deceased.
Engineer

3 July
4 „

U 11
5 „
7

„

8 „
8 „

for

Existing Lines Branch.

Dodd, Thomas ......
Martin, Benjamin ...

Ganger ....
Carpenter .

9/- per day

M’Corinack, William
Kelly, Thomas ......
Kelly, Edward .......
Robins, Frederick ...
Will, William ........
Ross, David...............

Labourer

7/6
7/6

..
„

7/6
7/6

„
„

7/0
7,0

„

))

Fettler
i

11/-

Resigned.
Transferred
Branch.
Transferred
Deceased.
Transferred
Discharged.
Transferred
Resigned.

to Interlocking
to Traffic Branch
to Traffic Branch
to Traffic Branch
1
'
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Cate.

9 July ..

9
9 ,,
1L
H „

11 „
11
11

„

11 „
H ».
11 „
11 „
11 ,,
H „
11 „

11
11 .i

l
j

Same.

Esoiseeb por Existing Seines Biiancu—continued.
Cook, George.............................. Striker ................................. 7/fi per day
CoUerill, Williitm ..................... Plumber
LotbU, Walter ......................
Williams, Phillip .....................
Wnteon, John............................
West, John .................................
Lynch, Thomas .........................
liovlen, James...........................
Cordy, John ..............................
M'Lean, Malcolm .....................
Negus, Ircnry..............................
Assistant..
Emmett, Frederick ....................
Armstrong, Willium .................. Labour
Seymour, William .....................
Youl, John.................................
Held, George ..............................
Dowling, John ......................
Boy

>»
it

Ganger......
Lahouror ...
Fettler .......
Labourer ...

!)/-

2 „
11 »

Keating, Michael.........................
Pattie, David ......... . ................. Tinsmith

7/

n

Wright, Thomas..........................
Courtney, Edward......................
Staunton, Thomas .......................
Proctor, Samuel........................
Rose, James..................................
Murphy, Daniel..........................
Harris, Joseph ...........................
Fisher, George ...........................
Lyons, E.......................................
Merrifield, Arthur......................
M'Ghee, Robert..........................
Way, Alfred ...... .......................

14
14

15
1G
18

20
20
21
23
2G
23
23
23
28
23
23
28
1 Sept.

2
r>

6
11
11
21
20
20
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30

Genge, Samuel..............................
Hampton, Aaron.........................
Muldoon, Thomas .....................
Forrester, Peter..........................
Neild, Thomas.............................
White, Frederick .......................
Sileocks, Edward.......................
Green, James ..............................
Griffiths, John..............................
Cooney, John ..............................
Butler, Joseph..............................
M'Phillips, Cornelius..................
Phillips, Edward......................
Cox, James..................................

Fettler ..........
Sub-Inspector
Labourer ......

Hoy Labourer .
Asphaltcr......
Tinsmith ......
Plumber ...............
Assistant Plumber
Labourer ..............

0/.

7/G

10/8

Acting Chief Inspector
Labourer ......................
Ganger ...
Labourer
Tinsmith

EUwood, Charles..........................
Duggan, Hugh .......... ............... Ganger .,
Bannard, Edward ...................... Labourer
Bourke, John...... .......................
Barrett, Thomas..........................
Byrnes, George ..........................
Byrnes, Henry ..........................
Pyrnes, Patrick ..........................
Burton, Arthur .........................
Cook, Henry ..............................
Croker, John ..............................
Charlesworth, R...........................
Collins, John ..............................
Donnelly, Charles ......................
Kndo, Joseph ............. ...............
Jennie, William..........................,
Joger, Jacob ..............................
Lalnff, Thomas ..........................
lynch, James..............................
Lynch, Michael ..................
Moluney, Mirluel......................

„

...

7/„
. .
7/G
„
...
7/6
„
...
£230 per annum
7/6 per dav ...
7/G
„ ' ...
7.'...
7/G
„
...
41
„
...
S(0
„
...
10/- „
...

-

10. G

„

„

...

7/G
7/G
7/7/15/7/G
7/G
7/G

„
„
„
„
„
.,
„
„

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

9/-

„

...

8/-

...

7/G
...
7/6 .............
10/6.............

10/6
8/6

Transf erred to Traffic Bran eh.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Transferred toTrafficBraneh.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Discharged.
Transferred to LotomoUvo
Branch.
M
II
Resigned.
Deceased.
Retired.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Transferred to TrafiicBranch.
Resigned.
tt

Transferred to Traffic Branch,
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
ii
ii
J>

JJ

M
i>
Transferred to Tramways.
Transferred to Traffic Branch.
Deceased.
Resigned.
•
Discharged.
JI

Resigned.
TrauaicrvocE to LoeomoliTO
Erancli.

7/6

>1

7/G
7/6

7/G

7/G
7/G
7/C
7/G
7/fi
7/G
7/fi

11

ji

Transferred to CotilruclorB.
jj

7/6

JJ

Discharged.

7/G
7/6
7/G
7/G
7/G
7/G
7/G

j/

Discharged.

7/G
7/G

10/8
Labourer

jj

Transferred to Traffic Brnnilh
Transferred to LueomoLvo
Branch.
Disehnrgod.
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.
Resigned.
n
u
Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.

7/
7/
7/6
7/G

o
2 „

tt

7/G
7/G

Innes, Jacob..................................
Boulton, William .......................j
Irwin, Peter...................................I
I
Lough, William......................... I
M'Gregor, John.......................... Fettler ....
Parmer, George ..................
] Cai'peut.er.
Cundy, William ......................... , Labourer .

31
1 Aug.

a
tt

4'
7/G
7/G
7/G
7/G
3/

Allen, John.............................. .
Joyce, Peter ...............................
M'GIyn, Frederick
............
Carpenter, Ralph ........................

30 „

>}

10/
6/

12
19
19

2R „

if

9/6

7/6
7/G

2G „

tt

10/3

Labourer

25 ]]

17

10/8
10/8
10/8

Russell, Peter..............................
Grills, Richard .........................

„
„
„

Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.

10/8
10/8
12/

12 >,

13 „

Itomorits.

Hate.

Position,

M

JJ
)l

JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ
JJ

JJ
IJ

>j
U
IJ

JJ
II

JJ
Ji
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Knme.

Date.

Ench^ebb

fob

30 Sept. ... Murphy, Alexander ..................
30 „
... Moore, John ..........................
30 „
... Nolan, Edward ......................
30 „ ... Noonan John .......... ...............
30 „
... O’Loughlan, John...................
30 „
... Robertson, Peter .......................
30 „
... Reddan, John..............................
30 „
... Ruatin, John ............... ...
30 „
... Roberts, Richard ......................
30 „
... Walsh, John ..............................
30 „
... Conlon, John ..........................
30 „
... Dego, Alfred ..........................
30 „
... Coppock, Joseph......................
30 „
... Cahill, Michael ......................
30 „
... Davinett, George......................
30 „
... Guilfoyle, Martin ...................
30 ......... Gorman, James ......................
30 „
... Howe, George..........................
30 „
... Hammond, Richard ................
30 „
... Hammond, Joseph.......... ........
30 ......... Harvey, Bernard......................
30 „
... M'Donuld, William ................
30 ......... O’Donnell, Frank ...................
30 „
... Bunyan, John..........................
30 ......... Ryan, Johni............................
30 „
... Eckersley, John......................
30 ......... Grenan, John..........................
30 „ ... Mayhow, Thomas ...................

Komarks.

Bate.

Position.

Existing Lines 33rancr—^ontinu^d.

Labourer ........................

Tronafeixod to Contractors,

7/6 por day

7/6

Carter .,.
Labourer

Boy .......
Labourer

7/6
7/6
7/6
7/G
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6

„
„
„
„
„

7/-

„

7/
12/7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/G
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/-

2/-

7/6
7/6

„

Left Serrico.

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

Discharged.

„

Bcsigned.

„
„

Locomotive Enginbee’s BEAuen.

June ... Power, James..........................
July .. Ncvison, William ...................
5 ......... Gordon, John .........................
7 „
... Hunter Robert ... ..................
Holliday, Charles ...................
9 „
9 „
■- Winter, John ..........................

21
2

16 .........
17 „
...
17 „ ...
18 „
..
23 „
..
25 „
..
2S „
...
30 .........
30 „
...
5 Aug. ..
16 „
in „ ..
21 „
...
1 Sopt. ..
1 „ .3 „
..
4 „ ..
4 „ ..
5 „ ..
9 „
..
15 „ ..

Primrose, Frederick ................
Rowlands, Samuel ...................
M’Guffin, Alfred......................
Carson, James..........................
Somers, John T........................
Quelch, William......................
Roberts, James ......................
Lynch, David ..........................
Fleming, John..........................
Townley, John W.....................
Bankin, John..........................
Holland, Frederick...................
Borg, Frank O.........................
Hughes, E. .............................
Counter, Robert.....................
Guerin, Denis........................
Lander, James.........................
Morales, Henry .....................
Rvan, John............ .............
Lukor, George....................
Waterworth, Frank ...............

..

Tobin, Nicholas .....................
Fox, Thomas ..............................
Pridham, Walter..........................
Hamil, Ann..................................
Hewitt, John ..............................

Fitter .........
Claud Packer
Driver .........
Fireman ....
Labourer .....
Assistant Car and Waggon
Examiner.
Fitter’s Improver ,
Pumper....................
Fireman ................
Fitter ....................
Q-asfitter’e Assistant
Fireman ................
Painter ....................
Cleaner
Brake Examiner
Clerk

10/- per day.

Discharged.

8/16/8/-

„
„

■
.
■

Resigned.
Discharged.

7/6

„

.

9/6

„

.

7/-

»

............

Resigned.
Discharged.

7/8
8/-

................
...............

10/6/'
10/-

.....
ii .....
............. Deceased.
ft
...............

9/8
6/6
7/6

„
„

......
......

£165 per annnm.
10/- per day.......

7/6
7/Clerk
Striker
Fitter
Boilermaker’s Helper
Fuelman....................
Turner .....................
Cleaner......... ............

*r

„
......
...............

10/„
.......
£220 per annum.
7/-per day ......

10/-

.............

7/-

...............

7/G
10/6/6

„
„

.......
......
......

Discharged.
Transferred to Traflic BranchResigned.
Transferred toTrafficBraneh.
Deceased.

It

Resigned.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned.

Discharged.
Transferred to Tramways.
Deceased.

C

Chief Traffic Mahageb’s Bbaxcii.

2 June
10 „
30 „
7 July
12 „
14

...
...
...
••

Clerk................................
Probationer
Gatekeeper
Porter .......

........... Burnett, Jackson ....................... Ballast Guard

16 „
.. Curran, Thomas.......................... Operator ...
19 ........... M'Callum, Mrs............................. Gatekeeper
20 „
...1 Meehan, Mary ............. ............
31 „
...
31 „
...
31 ...........
3 Aug. ...
5 „
...
fi ,,
...
8 „
...
12 „
...
13 „
...
17 „
...
19 „
...

Rynehart, George W...................
M'Cnrtie, Joseph .................. .
Harvoy, James ........................
Taylor, Mary ..............................
Donaldson, Frederick..................
Pearce, Annie..............................
1 Nash, Mary.................................
Le Messurier, Henry..................
Burns, Mary ......... ....................
Skene, Henry ..............................
Taylor, John .............................

Operator
Porter ..
Gatekeeper ......
Officer-in-cbarge
Gatekeeper .......
Officer-in-chargo.
G atekeeper ........
Porter ................

22 „
... Soerv, Ellen................................ Gatekeeper ....
tt
25 ........... M‘Mahon, Mrs.............................
27 „
... T’ittcrlon, Willium J................... Station-master .

772—B

£200 per annum. Discharged.
£165
„
...
2/6 per week...... Resigned.

7/;

„

.....

Transferred to Interlocking
Branch.
Transferred to Permanent
S/G
Way Branch.
£110 per annum.. Discharged.
Free house ....... Resigned.
7/6 per week and Deceased.
house.
Discharged.
£95 per annum
7/-per day ...
7/- „
...
Resigned.
7/- per week...
£130 per annum Discharged.
Resigned.
7/- per week,,.
7/j,
£140 per annum] Deceased.
Resigned.
7/- per week...
Discharged.
7/6 per day ...
Transferred to Permauent
7/- „
...
Way Branch.
Resigned.
7/. per week ..
Free house ..
£270 per annum

7/- per day .....
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Name.

Date.

Rate.

Position.

Remarks.

Chif.f Tbatfic Mawaoib’s Beanch—cortlimted.

31 Ang.
1 Sept.
<5 „
12 „

Johnson, George......................
Armstrong, Alex......................
Minch, Ignatius...................... Porter .............................
Luxford, Mary ....,................ Gatekeeper ......................

13
15
18
19
22
23
24
30
30

Selmes, Charles ......................
Fullalore, John .....................
Anthers. Louis .... ...... ....... .
m
•*,J
Unity, John.............................
7/6 .................
Watson, M. A...........................
Free house .....
Bullen, E. .................. ...........
7/-per day ......
Lodge, Martha ......................
7/- per week......
Smith, Annie ..........................
7/n
Owen, John............................. Clerk................................ £120 per annum!

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

. .1
...I
...|
’...!
...1

Cojeptkolt.ee

25 July
11 Sept.

Meuney, Michael .
Kingsmill, Charles.
Fox, E.....................

Roane, James......
Patterson, Walter

and

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
ft

Retired.
Resigned.
Discharged.
^ tt

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.

Stoees Beanch.

Storeman ....
Sheet-dresser
Junior Clerk.
Signal

10 July
7 Aug.

op

7/- per day ......
£200 per annum
9/- por day ......
5/- per week and
house.
25/-per work ...
7/-per day ......

9/- per day ......

8/-

„

Discharged.

..... Retrenchment.

£100 per annum

Transferred to Locomotive
Branch.

Interlocking Beanch.

Labourer
Clerk .....

7/6 per day ...... Transferred to Traffic Branch.
£150 per annum Transferred to Permanent
Way Branch,

Pbopebty and Estate Branch.
Nil.
Tramways—Locomotive Beanch.

7 July
27 „
7 Aug.
16 „

...
...
...
...
21 „ ...
13 Sept. ...
20 „ ...

Adams, E. L..............
Russell, John H........
Knight, William J.
Cummins, Thomas J.
Branch, William......
Crowe, Thomas .......
M'Caulcy Patrick ...

31 July
31 „
21 Aug.
23
30 „
27 Sept.

Campbell. William......... ............ Assistant Conductor .......... 8/- per dav ... . Discharged.
Bhmch. William..........................
7/6
„ ’ ......
Ij
Williams, Joseph ..... . ....
7/6 „
....
>1
Cook, James
..........................
9/.....
))
Huxman. George ...............
7/.................
Pollock, W, A............................... Assistant Conductor ........... 8/„
......

Apprentice Clerk,
Cleaner...............
Labourer ............
Fitter ................
Driver ...............
Labourer ............
Fuelman ............

£60 per annum
4/6 per dny

7/- „
10/3 „
»?'
7/-

„

Transferred to Railways.
Resigned.
Transferred to Railways.
Resigned,
Deceased.
Loft.
Discharged,

Tramways—Traffic Beanch.

Tramways—Maintenance Beanch.

1 Sept.

[9AJ

Deans, Peter

Inspector .............................. I £250 peraimum..l Transferred to Railways.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Oovenunont Printer.—1890.
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RAILWAYS.
(REPORT OF BOARD OF INQUIRY OY ACCIDEYT AT BATHURST.)

Ordered by ike Lcgislatite Assembly io be printed, 21 May, 1890.
(In substitution for paper laid on Table 14 May, 1890.)

of the Board of Inquiry appointed under the 51st
section of the “ Government Railways Act of 1888,”
together with the remarks of the Railway Commissioners
thereon.

Report

Accident to No. 2G Up Mixed Train at Bat! Hirst, at 143 miles G2-?, chains from
Sydney, on 25th April, 1890.
The Report of the Board of Inquiry appointed, in accordance with the provisions
of section 51 of the “Government Railways Act of 1888,” to inquire into the recent
accident at Bathurst, is forwarded for the information of tlie Minister.
Tlie draw-bar which broke, and caused the unfortunate accident, was one of
the light description which was referred to when the condition ox the rolling-stock
was under discussion in Parliament on the 15th August last. So far back as 1884
it appears to have been decided to replace the then existing draw gear by gear
of a stronger description,—(the reasons which prompted this decision cannot,
however, be stated by us, as the papers are, unfortunately, not now obtainable)
and, although the defect was recognized so far hack as 1884, at the close of the
year 1888 only 500 waggons had been dealt with. Luring the year 1859 and that
part of the current year which has expired the draw-gear has been changed in 627
waggons; at the present time the work is progressing at the rate of ahout 100
waggons per month, and the progress will shortly be accelerated, over 3,000 waggons
still remaining to be done.
While forwarding this Report, we deem it necessary to allude to an attempt
made at the Coroner’s inquiry into the accident, to divert attention from the
main point into side issues, with the evident desire to attack the present Railway
management.
One of the points raised was in respect to an order said to
have been issued prohibiting the use of side-chains, which order has had no
existence; and another point in regard to assistant guards not being nm on the
through goods trains.
As
1GG—A
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As to the first question. it is well to give an extract from the official records
of our action on the subject of side-chains, and also the result of a reconsideration
of the whole question in September last.
The first minute was passed on a tour of inspection of the Northern lines in
January, 1889, when the question of the utility of side-chains was discussed with
the Officers, and the Commissioners decided that side-chains should be discontinued
on all vehicles fitted with the strongest draw-gear. Chains to remain in those
vehicles having the light draw-gear until such gear was replaced.

In August last, some members of the Amalgamated Hallway and Tramway
Service Association waited upon the Commissioners on various subjects regarding pay
aud other concessions, and the subject of side-chains was referred to as follows:—
< “The deputation drew attention to a circular which had
recently been issued by the Traffic Branch, instructing the men,
even when side-chains were provided, that they were not to be
used. -The centre coupling might at any time snap, and they
thought that the side-chains should be used for the protection of
the men, particularly as in many cases the trains running in the
distant districts were mixed trains. They had several instances,
one particularly, of a train arriving at Harden where the trucks
were held in three places by the side-chains only.”
The Commissioners stated in reply that they were unaware of the order
referred to, but would look into the question.
The Commissioners on the 9th September last had a meeting with the Chad
Traffic Manager and Locomotive Engineer, and it was found that no order of the
kind referred to had been issued. The whole question of the use of side-chains was
then reconsidered, and it was agreed—
“ That the present description of side-chains was of little
value, and if they were to be continued and looked to as an
element of security, the arrangement and strengthening of same
would have to be reconsidered, and that it was unnecessary to
do this in view of the proposed early adoption of continuous
automatic brakes on the goods stock.”
It will therefore he seen that no order has been given which in the slightest
degree justifies tlie allegation made that something had been done by the Com
missioners to reduce tlie security of the traffic. The order No. 221, dated 2nd July,
1889, issued by the Chief Traffic Manager, referred to, is a reproduction of the
following order, viz.:—
“ The staff are hereby informed that all vehicles fitted with
the strong draw-gear are being marked with a cross (thus X), on
the buffer beam on each side of the draw-bar on each end of the
vehicle.
■
“Waggons marked in this manner are only to he single
'
coupled.
.
“ In cases where strong and weak couplings come together,
. vehicles are to he attached by the strong couplings only.
'
“ Please acknowledge receipt.
. “W. V.READ,
'
"“Traffic Manager’s Office,
“Traffic Manager.
This
'
“ Sydney, 10th Eebruary, 1888.”
•
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This order was issued, as will he observed from the date, before this present
administration came into office, and we fail to see any objections to its provisions.
Tlie order that the vehicles should be attached by means of the strong
coupling when a waggon so fitted came next to a waggon with weak couplings,
referred to the non-user of both sets of coupling-chains, as illustrated by diagram
attached hereto, and had no reference whatever to the side-chains;—this system of
coupling is from experience found to be the best.
f

The side chains of the vehicles of which the draw-bar broke should have been
hooked into the main connecting chain (the strong coupling referred to in the order
quoted) of the vehicle in rear, but we quite concur with the Board of Inquiry,
that had this been done the result would have been the same, the staff however, has
been warned to invariably do this in future as required by rule No. 235, which is
as follows:—
“Coupling

op

Yehicles.

“ Eule 235.
“ Carriages or waggons must be properly coupled by tho
side-chains as well as the centre couplings—no side chains or
couplings to be left hanging down, and no one is to pass between
buffers of vehicles, but must get over or stoop under them. The
lamps must be lighted, or removed when not required.’*
Side-chains in goods waggons are a source of danger to the working staff, as
they necessitate the shunters and guards going between the waggons to couple and
uncouple, and for years past railway companies have been discontinuing their use.
When the whole of the waggons are fitted with the strong draw-gear without sidechains this work can be accomplished from the side of the waggon by means of a
properly constructed pole and hook. This question of risk to the working staff has
occupied great attention in other parts of the world, and the English Board of Trade
has pressed the subject strongly upon the railway companies; this led to the intro
duction of the shunting-poles, and, from returns just received from the Board of
Trade, it would appear that the mode of working we are anxious to introduce, and so
ensure greater safety to our men, is now almost universal in England, Wales, and
Scotland, as out of a total of 15,192 guards, brakesmen, and shunters employed,
33,156 are supplied with these poles. "
With regard to the question of assistant guards, it was also raised without
any justification. It will be seen from the Chief Traffic Manager’s Report appended
hereto that no change has been made in this respect for years past, and unless two
brakes arc run (except with local shunting trains with which two men are on duty,
the object of sending the second man being solely to assist in tlie shunting operations
at stations without reference to tlie brake question) there would be no advantage
gained. Our stock of vans is so deficient that, if we wished, we could not supply
two vans to throngh trains.
The stock of brake-vans is being increased as rapidly as possible, and a
number of exceptionally heavy vans have recently been ordered for trains running
on the heaviest parts of the lines.
In connection with the break-away at the Baglan Station, it is proper to point
out that the station is situated on a very severe grade (1 in 50), and is unguarded with
the security of runaway points, which would have effectually prevented the accident
which
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which, occurred, as the trucks would have only been able to run a few yards before
being arrested. With regard to tills very important matter, we have given directions
for the station to be removed a short distance nearer Sydney, where it can be placed
on an easier grade, and for a double lino to bo provided through the station with
throw-off points, as provided for by the regulations of the English Board of Trade.
W e shall deal with all similar stations on the lines as speedily as possible ;
but so much has to be done in all Departments that time must necessarily be
occupied in bringing the lines and stock up to a proper standard.
The adoption of an automatic continuous brake on the goods rolling stock is
a most important matter. Dad such a brake been on the train which met with the
accident, the separated section would at once have been arrested. The importance
of this subject was referred to as under in our last annual report, dated 31st
October, 1880 :—
“ Looking at the severe grades upon our lines, it is very
desirable to provide continuous brakes for tlie goods trains. Tlie
following statement, showing grades steeper than 1 in 150, and tbc
total length of same, will show how necessary it is to have the
maximum amount of controlling power upon the trains. This
subject of brakes lias, previously to our taking ofS.cc, received
special attention, and a Board reported upon the subject in May,
1887. We propose to gradually introduce a continuous automatic
brake on all the goods stock.”
Since that date tlie South Australian Government decided to have some
brake trials before settling the form of brake for use in that Colony, and, in view of
the desirability of having an uniform continuous brake for Australia, as inter
changing of rolling stock must come ahout in a few years, we endeavoured, through
the Government, to get these experiments conducted by an Intercolonial Board. This,
however, the South Australian Government were unable to agree to, and we then
decided to carry out experiments on our own account, and the Wcstinghouse and
Vacuum Brake Companies undertook in Eebruary last to each fit up a train, and
their experiments will, we trust, be made on an early date, the Westingkouse Co.
having their materials on band, and those of the Vacuum Co. are upon a steamer
which will arrive before the end of the month. When the trials are over we purpose
asking that Parliament be moved to vote tbc needful money to fit up all the stock,
with this great security.
E. M. G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EEHON,
Commissioner.
CHARLES OLIVER,
Commissioner.
Office of the Railway Commissioners,
Sydney, 12th May, 1890.
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Chief Traffic Manager’s Office, Sydney, 6 May, 1890.
I HEG- to report for the information of the Commissioners that no order has
ever been issued, or even contemplated, authorizing tho disuse of side-chains on
vehicles of any description whore they are provided. And the general practice has
been that where waggons with the old or light description of draw-gear have boon
attached to the new vehicles, which arc provided with strong centre draw-gear and
without side-chains, to place tlie coupling of the strong on tlie draw-hook of tlie
light draw-gear, and to place the hooks of the side-chains on the latter in the centre
chain of the other or strong gear.
With respect to tlie assistant guard question, I am in a position to state that
no alteration has been made in the practice for the last ten years at least. Except
between Penrith and Katoomba, whore the gradient is of ;tn exceptionally long and
severe character, it has not been customary to provide assistant guards for through
goods trains.
Where assistants have been employed on through trains, it has been simply
to utilise the services of men returning to their homes, after having run either as
head or assistant guards in the opposite direction, or when on their way to a station
to take charge of a train.
The practice has been to provide assistant guards only on local or “ pick up”
trains which have a considerable amount of work to do at stations in transit.
The Secretary for Railways.

l(iG—B

DAVID JUDKCALDIE,
Chief Traffic Manager.
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Government Railways of iNew Soutli Wales,
Sydney, Gtli May, 1890.
Gentlemen,
We liave the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions
of the 27th ultimo, wre havo held an inquiry into the cause of the accident which
occurred to No. 26 lip Mixed Train from Bathurst to Penrith on. the evening of the
25th April.
We find this train was due to leave Bathurst at AoO p.m., hut did not depart
until 5'10 p.m., being 50 minutes late. The train was made up as follows :■—
1 American 8-wrheeled coupled Bogie engine and tender, ■weigliing 72 tons.
12 loaded goods waggons.
1 first-class carriage.
1 empty horse-hox.
1 compo. brake-van, ahout 12-| tons weight.
The total weight of the train, exclusive of engine and tender, was 117 tons.
The train left Bathurst as before stated at 5'40 p.m., and arrived at Kelso at
5*46 p.m., where four waggons of goods were detached, and eight vans, containing
800 sheep were attached. The train left Kelso at 6-10 p.m., having been delayed
by waiting for the arrival of a Down Goods Train, which had to bo crossed. The
train then consisted of :—
8 waggons of goods next the engine.
8 vans of sheep.
1 empty horse-box.
1 first-class carriage.
1 compo. brake-van.
The total wreight of train, exclusive of engine and tender being 184 tons 4 cwt.
Nothing unusual occurred to the running of the train between Kelso and
Raglan. On arriving at the latter place at 6*23 p.m. tlie rear end of the brake-van
came to a stand at the wrooden column, which supports tlie platform awning at the
Bathurst end of the station. Immediately tlie train stopped, the draw-bar of the
third waggon (No. 3,008) from the engine broke, and the rear portion of the train,
consisting of sixteen vehicles, weigliing 154f tons, began to move quickly backwards
down the incline of 1 in 50 in the direction of Bathurst. The guard was in the
brake-van and endeavoured to further screw on his brake (which was already on),
but the recoil caused the waggons to move so quickly that, although the guard
jumped out of his van and attempted to sprag the waggons he failed in doing so,
owing to the velocity they had attained. The telegraph operator also attempted to
put a waggon brake down, hut was unsuccessful.
The train ran down the incline at a great speed, and was not in any way
checked until it dashed into tho engine of No. 28 Up Goods Train, which had just
left Bathurst Station at 6*30 p.m., and had travelled about 250 yards. The collision
occurred at a point about 70 yards on the east side of Russell-street level crossing,
the distance from where the train broke loose at Raglan to this point being ahout
4 miles 4 yards; the first 2 miles 56 chains of the distance being down a gradient
of 1 in 50.
The rolling stock of No. 26 train was considerably damaged, as follows :—
Compo. brake-van completely wrecked.
Kirst-class carriage completely wrecked.
Horse-box completely wrecked.
Eight sheep-vans completely wrecked, and about 300 sheep killed.
Goods waggons only slightly damaged.
Unfortunately, four people were killed, namely, Rebecca Franklin, Maud
Radford, Michael Downey, Henry O’Connor, and three injured, viz., Mrs. Condon,
William Condon, Jeremiah Noonan.
The engine of No. 28 up train was also considerably damaged, as also four
waggons slightly.
The permanent way was hut slightly injured.
The estimated cost of damage to rolling stock being £2,660, and the per
manent way £2 17s. 6d.
Evidence.
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Evidence.
James Palmer; I was driver of jS’o. 26 up goods train, which left Bathurst on night of 2uth
April; the number of engine being 132, an American engine; 1 had two firemen; we left Bathurst
at 5'40 p.m., and stopped at Kelso; we detached four tracks of goods and put eight of stock on;
this made up our full load; we arrived at Kelso at 5'15 and left at 6'10 p.m.: between Kelso and
Katrlan I had no occasion to slacken the speed of my train; it was a direct pull; I was. advised by
theDguard to pull up at Itaglan; he did not tell me for what purpose I had to pull up ; it would bo
about 90 yards from the Sydney end of the platform where I pulled up ; I pulled my tram up m the .
usual way; the brakes on engine and tender were put on by my firemen; the firemen took up the
signal given by the guard ; 1, believe the guard showed the firemen a red light which caused them to
put on the brakes; the engine came to a stand in the usual manner ana I felt nothing to cause
me to think that anything had taken place to the train; I felt no jerk;.a jerk might have
taken place without my knowledge; there must have been a recoil of tho tram ; I was standing
on tho right hand side of the engine, which would be the inside of the curve, looking out tor, a
hand signal light from the guard (as it was dark), when I noticed the side lights of the brake-van dis
appearing ; I immediately thought the train was running hack ; I immediately got off the foot-plate ot
the eiminc with my hand lamp and went to the rear of the train ; I found that there were three viaggons
(loaded waggons) attached to the rear of the tender, but that the remaining port.on ot the tram
was out of°sight; the first thing that I did was to look at the couplings of the last waggon, when
I found that the draw-bar was hanging half way out of the waggon head-stock; side chains wore
hanging down; I. pulled the draw-bar out; I looked for broken end of the draw-bar three times, but
coufd not find it; I have no idea when it was found; when I arrived at Raglan I could not see
without a lamp or light to do any work; the first time 1 saw Guard Davis was when he camo up to me
where I was standing on tho rails near tho third truck, and the station-master came shortly atterwards ;
the first question I asked Davis was, “ Have you blocked the road ? he said he had done so, so it shows
that Davis had been to the telegraph office ; I could not say what time had elapsed from the moment 1
pulled my engine up till I spoke to Guard Davis ; 1 did not ask him what precaution he had taken to stop
the runaway train; X could not do anything myself ; I was powerless to prevent the tram from running
away; total number of vehicles on leaving Kelso was eighteen and brake-van; the brake-van, then the
carriage—I could not say what class of carriage it was—horse-box next,—could not say whether anything
was in it—ei^ht of sheep came after the horse-box, then eight loaded goods waggons; J did not count
the number of vehicles' myself, but was informed by the guard; I cannot form any idea how the centre
chain came off the draw-bar hook; if anything, the draw-bar and hook were inclined upwards ; the
position that I pointed out on ground, as where the rear end of the tliird waggon \ias standing atter the
runaway took place, is about as near the point as possible; this distance is about 66 feet on Sydney side
of three-quarter mile post.
.
, ,
, t • . -ni
Su Mr. Kirkcaldie After the train had parted I put the engine and three trucks mto siding, and
remained at Raglan for orders.
, T.
Jii/ Mr. Thom : Engine did not move back when wo stopped ; I have no recollection of it on tins
occasion , I cannot remember that either guard or station-master .suggested that. I should go biick after
the train that broke away ; the rails were in good condition on this night, and quite dry ; I saw the lights
of the brake-van disappearing from my side over the hill; the first indication 1 had of tram having
parted was the lights going over the hill; I have given yon all tho information that I possibly can on this
matter. I have been an engine-driver on these lines eight years; altogether have been twenty years a
driver. When I first commenced on these lines I was a third-class man; I am now a second-class driver.
JAMES PALMER, l/u/90.
James PMmcr, recalled. 'When passing Raglan Station fireman Donald was looking out for a
signal and said “ Whoa”; at this particular time I was steaming ahead; as soon as I heard fireman
Donald sing out “ Whoa” I shut the regulator put the reversing screw full forward and the two firemen
applied the brakes of engine and tender; at that particular moment I do not think we were travelling
more than 3 miles an hour ; I cannot say how far I travelled, but the train was stopped as quickly as
p0SMble‘
JAMES PALMER, 1/5/90.
James Donald states : On night of 25th April I was fireman on engine No. 132 of the No. 26 up
); engine was one of tho consolidated class; lam first fireman; 1 cannot say what time we lett
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going into Raglan Station ; 1 cannot say
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j.
p.m.; we were standing at Raglan about 0 or 6 minutes before 1 hoard that a portion or the tram fi..d
broken awav ; the driver was off the engine during this time ; we had been stopped about a minute when
driver had got off his cugine; he returned in about 3 minutes; as the driver was. getting up on tile
engine Guard Davis got up on the opposite side ; 1 was then made aware that uhe train had broken away ;
tho next thing that was done we put the engine and three waggons in the siding ; the engine was standing
about 100 yards from platform when we pulled up; 1 went into the office and inquired of the stationmaster if it was a fact that train had broken away; I knew that the van was at the platform when the
train stopped ae the guard gave me a red light to stop ; I was on the left hand side or engine, app le
the engine brake hard on whilst we were moving ahead and when I got a red light from the guard; the
engine was steaming when I saw tho red light; I am positive I felt no jerk and felt nothing unusual
in stopping; I cannot give any idea as to tho cause of the draw-bar breaking; 1 have seen a little
shuntnm; I have been a fireman five years; I have seen several draw-bars broken; I have seen them
broken during shunting operations ; cannot say that I have seen any draw-bar. broken m running.
Di/ Mr. Thoio: 1 was subpoenaed by the Court but did not give evidence; no one asked me
what information I could give; this is the first time I have been asked any question about the
matter; I never heard what the driver said; I was not in tho Court; the driver did not ma re
any remark to me when ho got off the engine; it was a very dark night; the engine never «n^ed

#
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after we stopped at Raglan; from the conversation winch 1 heard between the driver and the
guard I made out that the train had broken away ; just at the tune that this conversation was going on
the station-master came up and said, ‘"There is room for the engine and three trucks in the dock wo
then shunted into the dock ; this occupied only about a couple of minutes ; the driver and guard then
left the engine and proceeded up the line to get tho drawbar ; the drawbar was in tho fourf'oot on the
main line ; I remained on the engine during the time the guard and driver were getting tho har; I did
not see where they put the har; the driver, cm his return, told me to see that the tail-lamp was lit; after
lighting tho tail-lamp I went to the station to make enquiry about the breakaway,
Ba Mr. Kirkcaldie: I am perfectly certain that a'frer the engine had passed tho platform at
Raglan some distance ] looked hack and saw a red light from the guard’s van ; at that moment we were
still steaming ahead, and I at once said “ 'Whoa,” to the driver, and put on the engine-brake myself, and
the other fireman put on the tender-brake at the same moment.
JAMES DONALD, 1/5/90.
Thomas Prince states
I was one of the firemen of the Ko. 2(5 up train on night of 25th April ■
do not know what time I left Bathurst; do not know what time I arrived at or left Kelso ; at Kelso we
put off four trucks of goods and took on eight trucks of sheep ; we made two or three shunts in doing
this work ; after leaving Kelso and before arrival at Raglan 1 noticed nothing unusual to the train ; 1
was firing between Kelso and Raglan ; when we arrived at Raglan I stood by the tender brake ; I pnt the
tender brake on; 1 believe the brake of engine was put on ; I cannot say whether the tender brake was
put on at the same time as the cugine brake; 1 put tender brake on because the other fireman told me that
guard had given him a red light, and the fireman sang out “ whoa, whoa; ” when we got the signal to stop,
the engine was about opposite the sheep race; we were going very slowly when the brakes were applied
we were travelling about four miles an hour when wo got the signal to stop ; I did not know for some
considerable time that the train had broken away; it would be fully eight minutes: aider tho irain
had stopped I was going to open the firediolc door, and I noticed the driver looking out of the cab,
driver being on the right side of the engine looking back, and he suddenly asked me for the hand-lamp ;
I gave him a signal-lamp, and be got off the engine and went back; I watched him; J had no idea what
he was going back for ; I saw him disappear as I thought in between the trucks ; I then went across
to the firemen’s side of the engine to look for the signal for starting, and saw the driver come up from
the other side of the trucks; the guard came up to him and both walked up towards the engine ; I did
not hear what they said, and I thought we were going to do some shunting ; presently ] heard the stationmaster say, “ There is room for three in the dock.” and he gave us the signal to put back over the points;
] thought we went back very easily and stopped easily; we then went ahead to get into the dock, and
backed into the dock and stood there ; after a minute or two the other fireman life the Hare-lamp/ and
went along the platform to the station-master’s office; at that time I was not aware that anything was
wrong; I thought I would go and inquire for myself what was the matter; when I arrived at the office I
heard some one say that they would not mind so much if fhere were not some passengers in the train ;
I said, “ What is the matter?” and the reply was, “ Don’t know until we get word"; from the remarks
I heard made at the door X learned for the first time that the train had broken awav; they were then
waiting for a reply from Bathurst whether she had gone clear ; a few minutes after word came that she
had struck No. 28 up ; everyone seemed excited that were about the station door ; I waited for orders;
X know the station-master asked for line clear for us to go back to Kelso ; during this time the driver
was at the office; word came to keep the engine at Raglan for the present; we then stood by for further
orders; the driver had previously gone to see what was the cause of the accident; while I was standing
at the office door I saw tho driver, guard, and station-master go and pick up the drawbar, which they
found about where the third truck stood after the train came to a standstill; I did not feci any unusual
jerk while the train was pulling ; I cannot form any idea as to what caused the drawbar to break; I
could not be certain whether tho driver got on to the engine again before train was put in the doc'k ;
I did not hear the conversation between the guard and driver; the guard rode on footstep of the
engine; I think it was the fireman’s side ; I was a fireman on the leading engine of a train on one occasion
when the signal was against ns, and then signal was lowered for us to come in when the drawhook of
second engine broke; this was between the two engines and at Lawson Station ; X have been a witness
to a good many drawbars breaking when shunting operations were carried on at Eskbank.
«
-Bl! ^r-Kirkcaldie: I feel satisfied that the engine was steaming until the other fireman said
“Whoa,” and as soon as X heard the other fireman say “ Whoa” I began to apply the lender brake; I
cannot tell how many yards we travelled after we put the brakes on ; X fancy that while X was puttiim
the brakes on the tender the other fireman was putting the brakes on the cnaine.
°
B</Mr Thom: When! arrived at the station-master’s office the other fireman was there; the
driver was also in the office ; I had no conversation with the driver or fireman ; the driver did not give
me any information as to what had happened when he came hack to the engine ; I was not suhpu’nacd
to appear at the Court, but was instructed by the driver that I had to be there; I did not hear the
driver’s evidence.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: I have been four and a half years in the service ; for the last five months as
fireman.
THOMAS PRINCE, 1/5/90.
Kdwin Brady Davies states
I have been about nine years in the Railway service ; I was first at
Darling Harbour ; 1 have been running assislant guard and guard for a period of about seven years ■ I
have been running principally between Penrith and Bathurst; J have run all classes of goods trains and
have had all classes of goods brakes on ; on the night of tho 25th April I was guard of No. 20 up goods
Iram from Bathurst to Penrith ; my train is due to leave Bathurst at T50 p.m., but on the night of the
accident I did not leave till 5AO p.m.; on leaving Bathurst my train consisted of twelve loaded goods
trucks, one first-class carriage, one empty horse-box and compo. brake-van, a total of fifteen vehicles
altogether; I examined the whole of the couplings between the brake-van and tender of engine- 1 did so
by
UP on© side of the train and down the other; the station-master gave me the word “ alright ” to
start from Bathurst; we arrived at Kelso, time booked by me at 5AG p.m.; at this place we detached
tour waggons of goods, and attached eight vans of sheep; we left Kelso at GAO p.m.; the reason for
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licing bo ]ong at Kelso was owing to tlie delay in consequence of waiting a down goods train; we pro
ceeded safely along the road from Kelso to Raglan ; on leaving Kelso the train from the engine consisted
of eight trucks of goods, eight trucks of sheep, one empty horse-bos, one first-class carriage, and compo.
brake-van—nineteen altogether; we proceeded safely untilwe arrived at Itaglan station ; I felt no unusual
motion or jerk temy train between these two points; on approaching Kaglan station I gave the
signal to engine-driver with tho white light, waving him forward ; when I gave the signal my van would be
somewhere about the gate at level crossing on the Kelso side of station; I afterwards gave the engine a red
light; these signals were given on the station side of the van ; when J gave my last signal the van would
be about the point where my van came to a standstill. The rear end of the van came to a stand at the
wooden column carrying the awning of platform at Bathurst end of station ; the telegraph operator
stepped right into the brake-van just about the time the brake-van came to a stand ; I then found that
my van was travelling backwards, and I said to tho operator, “ What! is she away? ” At the same time
that I spoke to him I had hold of the brake-wheel, and feeling that the train was travelling backwards I
applied greater force 1o the brake ; I. am positive that I did not skid the wheels by applying the estra
force; I am positive I put the brake on as hard, as it could be; after doing this 1 took a sprng from the
shelf and jumped out on to the right-hand side of the line ; tho place where I jumped out would bo about
11G feet from where the brake-van had come to a stand ; (this is the place 1 pointed out on the ground to-day
as being tho distance from awning-post on platform ; it is as near as I can tell the spot where I jumped
out;) I attempted to sprag the wheels of the first sheep-van, the third vehicle from (he brake-van, but
failed to do so ; in doing this I was knocked over, and at tho present time 1 feel the effects of the blow
I received from the sprag; I then made three more attempts with the sprag, but 1 could not succeed
in spragging ; I then threw the sprag on to the rails in front of one of the wheels, but it was knocked off;
I did not feel any recoil or sharp jerk when my train came to a stand ; the only thing I felt was the
train coming back, and all at once it seemed as if a great weight bad come upon the brake-van ; it was
sufficiently dark to require to use a lamp; when I jumped out of the brake-van I thought the train had
broken away, but I was not sure of it until the last vehicle had passed me ; 1 then ran to the telegraph
office and called out to wire Kelso and Bathurst.
7?// Mr. Kirkcaldie: I believe the engine was steaming ahead when I showed the red light to engine;
tho train was just moving ahead when 1 showed the red light; the train only travelled a few yards after
I held it out; I did not feel any recoil of the train; have been goods guard for seven years; my experience
is that I have had a goods train stop at Raglan without tho slightest recoil, and have had them start away
bodily, and other times drivers have attempted to start away, and have had to put back to get a start; ns
a rule, more often than not, 1 feel a certain amount of sagging and stops of the train at Raglan on tho
up journey, and I have known what I call sagging, that the whole train and engine came back ; many a
time I have jumped out of my van to put a sprag in the wheel of a waggon atllaglan, owing to the whole
train, including the engine, coming back.
By Mr. Thoio : I should think the speed would be about 33 miles an hour up the bank between
Kelso and Raglan; the strain on the draw-bar would be greater going up the bank at this rate of speed,
and I cannot account for the draw-bar breaking at Raglan when the train was only travelling 3 miles an
hour; I cannot give any reason for coupling breaking; the train was travelling about 15 miles an hour
when I jumped out of the brake van ; I jumped out of the van on the station side of Home Signal; at
the time I said something to the Raglan operator I thought something had gone wrong, but I could not
tell what; X did not think the engine was backing the train; my idea was that the train had parted.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: The telegraph operator was some distance on the Bathurst side of platform
before I jumped out of the brake-van, and my conviction then was that something had broken away ; in
tins particular case the brake was a good one.
E. B. DAVIES, 1/5/90.
Francis Davidson states : J am station-maslcr at Raglan ; on the night of the 25th April, when
the Xo. 2G up-goods came to the station, I was standing on the platform opposite iny house door; when
the engine passed me they were not going more than 2 miles an hour; I noticed one man was looking
out on the side next the platform when the engine passed me; she was going under steam ; the brakevan came up and stopped about the Bathurst end of platform awning; I saw the guard then; he was
stooping in his van to hand out some parcels ; I do not think ho got out of the van ; I saw him signal to
tho engine ; it was a white light which 1 first observed, and he afterwards waved a red light to the engine;
he then stooped down, and appeared to be sorting parcels.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: After the guard turned the red lighten to the engine the train travelled
about tbe length of a carriage forward.
By Mr. Angus: Then I noticed that the train was moving backwards ;. I thought when I saw the
train moving backwards it was a rebound of tbe train ; I believe tbe guard bad his brake on at this time;
I cannot say whether the wheels of the brake were skidded ; i afterwards saw the guard jump up to tho
wheel of the brake, and he was exerting himself to a considerable extent, so much so that it appeared the
brakes were hard on; I then turned up tbe platform and noticed that the train was then moving gently
backwards, and I turned a red light on towards tho driver; at the time 1 showed the driver a red light 1
was under the impression that the train was moving back with the engine and tender attached; it is a
very common thing to sec a train move back at the same rate of speed ; I was beginning to be aware that
there was something wrong with the train owing to the speed it was coming backwards, but was not aware
that train bad parted until the last waggon had passed me ; when the last waggon passed me it would
be going about G or 7 miles an hour; 1 jumped clown off the platform on to the lino with the intention
to stop the train, but before I could do so it was out of my reach.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie .- I am confident that the speed of the waggon at the time it passed me was
not: more than 7 miles an hour, and it was impossible for me to check the runaway portion.
By Mr. Angus: I did not see the guard on account of the darkness ; when 1 found that I could
do nothing in stopping the train, I waved my hand-lamp to the driver with the view of bringing him
back for the purpose of seeing if he could caich his train, and 1 called out to bim to try and come back
and catch his train; at the time I called out to the driver X was standing about opposite the ladies’ wait
ing-room door ; as I found he was not coming back, and would ho useless for him to do so, I jumped on
to the platform, with the intention of going to the opetalor, and on glancing in the office I did not see
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him there, and. as I saw a light on. the Bathurst end of the platform I went towards it and found it was the
operator, and as I was running down the platform I called out to him to come here and wire Bathurst and
Kelso that the larger portion of No. 26 Up had broken away ; from tho time I saw the last waggon pass me
the operator was at the instrument in. about a minute and a half, and would not take more than half a
minute to get a message off; the train arrived at Raglan 6'23 p.m., and from the time of the arrival until
the last waggon passed me would not be more than one minute: no exertion on my part would have
prevented the train from running away after I found that the train had parted; when the operator was
sending away the message and while I was standing in the office Gmard Davis came in and called out to the
operator, “ Wire Kelso and Bathurstafter the message had been sent away I went in the direction of
the portion of the train that was left behind attached to tho engine and found the driver beside the draw
bar, which was lying in the four-foot, and looking at it: the driver made some remark to “ Wire Kelso
and Bathurst ” ; Guard Davis then spoke and said that Kelso and Bathurst had already been advised ;
after taking the draw-bar away' and putting it beside the lamp-room, I shunted the train into the siding.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: According to instructions from Mr. Duff, X looked for the broken end of
draw-bar, and found it on Sunday afternoon about 12 or 15 feet on tho east or Sydney side of where the
draw-bar was found.
'
By Mr. Thow: This train passed mo at a rate of about 2 miles an hour ; this is the usual speed for
trains eomiug into Raglan Station ; I did not see guard jump out of the brake-van; I did not see any
lire from the wheels of the brake-van as the broken part of the train passed the platform ; when train
was coming back I took it to be the recoil; I have seen them go back two or three truck lengths, and
sometimes with tbe engine attached to the waggons; this is a usual experience with all. goods trains to
go back more or less ; I have jumped across the couplings and put a sprag in ; it is my usual practice
when I see anything going away like that two or three waggons length backwards; X saw brake-van and
fifteen waggons pass me while I was standing on the platform ; it was impossible to put a sprag in as the
train was between'the sprags and myself, and the speed was high.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: I cannot account for the draw-bar breaking.
By Mr. Thow: I have seen when a train is about to start that the whole train has come bade four
or five truck lengths ; generally put a sprag in under such circumstauces ; I have been station-master at
Raglan five years, and nearly eleven years in the Service.
R. DAVIDSON, 1/5/90.
John Collins states : I am the operator at Raglan Station; I remember the night of the accident
(25th April, 1890) ; No. 26 arrived at C'23 p.m,; on its arrival I went to the carriage and called out
“ Raglan,” and no passengers seemed to get out; I then went to the brake-van; I stood on the step of
the brake-van ; the front end of the brake-van was just at the post of the Bathurst end of the awniug of
Raglan platform; brake-van was not stationary, but still travelling towards Raglan—only a few feet,
when the recoil of the train caused it to go in "the Bathurst direction : I did not feel any jerk, and the
train continued to move gradually faster in the direction of Bathurst; the brake was hard on, but the
wheels 'wore not skidding ; I rode on the footstep of the brake-van to within 5 yards of the end of the
platform, when the guard said. “Is she away?" I did not reply; I ran down the platform-ramp and
put one waggon- brake down near the centre of the train; had there been a sprag on tho platform I
would have attempted to sprag one of the wheels; I never have done anything of the kind; when I put
the brake of one of the waggons down I was nearly knocked down in doing so; tho train would be
going at a speed of about 7 to 10 miles an hour; it would be above 10 yards from end of platform
close to where I jumped down when train had got away; I immediately rushed to the telegraph instru
ment to call Kelso; it would not be more than two minutes after train arrived; I only called twice
when 1 raised him and informed him that a portion of No. 26 Up had broken away ; this would only
take half a minute; Kelso at ouce called Bathurst; I heard him on tho instrument; I heard Kolso call
Bathurst about a minute before he got him; and I am of opinion that Bathurst would receive tbe
message about No. 26 Up breaking away about three and a half minutes after tho train arrived at
Itaglan ; tho station-master was at the office door when I rushed to the instrument; he was coming down
the platform towards Bathurst and I was at the end of platform when 1 heard the station-master
call; I wired Kelso hut did not wire Bathurst as I thought No. 28 Up would he at Kelso ; the guard
came into the office just as I had told Kelso; he said, “Have you told Kelso and Bathurst?”
I have been in the Service about four years, and have been telegraph operator at Raglan for the last
eight months ; I have seen trains arrive at Raglan, and recoil, and have never seen a train on the up
journey arrive without arecoil; I have seen the trains recoiling, the engine has also gone bade occasionally;
I have seen a train recoil about 6 yards, the usual practice of guards on arrival at Raglan is to only put
the brake of brake-van on, sprags are only used to put in wheels of trucks when engines are detached
for shunting, and sometimes the waggon brakes are put down.
By Mr. Thow: Brake was hard on ; I saw a guard putting it on ; I did not see any firo fly from
brake-van wheels ; guard asked me, “ Is she away” before I got off the footstep of the brake-vau ; I did
not think control of the train was lost; I knew when I put the brake down the train had broken away;
I have seen the station-master go across couplings to sprag a truck for shunting purposes only; this is
the first occasion in my time that I have seen an accident of the kind at Raglan ; I saw the guard waving
the driver up near the home signal, which is about half-way between level crossing and platform ; when
brako-van was at end of platform guard gave driver a red light; I was at the office door when engine
passed mo; I noticed it passing; engine was travelling at rate of 4 to 5 miles an hour; driver did not
increase the speed when he got the guard’s signal to go on; the driver steadied a little before he got the
signal from guard to go on; he was then running at about 3 miles an hour; I do not remember the
buffers striking together; I have often heard them strike when waggons come together; I think the
breaking of coupling was due to recoil, but I did not observe anything unusual in the motion of the train
during its up journey.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: When I was standing on platform engine was steaming ahead, and driver
shut off steam after the engine passed me; after steam was shut off they pulled up pretty quickly;
when they pulled up I do not remember hearing buffers striking ; yet aft trains stopping at Raglan on
the up journey have a certain amount of recoil.
.
JOHN COLLINS, 1/5/90.
-----------------Georye
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George Watsfori states: I am station-master at Kelso, and liave been in tbe Service fifteen years
next August, and station-master about five years ; have been station-master at Kelso about three years,
previous to which I was twelve months at Brewongle as station-master ; on the night of 2;jth April, No.
26 Up goods train arrived from Bathurst at Kelso at 5'4'7 p.m. and detached four loaded J) trucks and
picked up eight loaded sheep vans containing about 800 sheep; it left Kelso at 6'9 p.m; it did not have
much shunting in attaching or detaching; the reason why the train was so long at Kelso was waiting
the arrival o£ a Down train which it had to cross at Kelso ; I was advised from Itaglan by wire about from
twenty-five io twenty-seven minutes past six that the train—26 Up—had broken loose ; I was standing
at the office door when informed of it, and I immediately advised Bathurst, and. at the same time, told
one of the porters to run and open the level-crossing gates ; the porter had just time to open them when
the train dashed through the station; I have no idea of the speed at which it was travelling, but I
never saw a train travel faster ; the porter had a distance of about sixty yards to run to open the gafes ; ho
ran back from the level-crossing gates and jumped on plaiform, at the same time exclaiming that the
train had crossed over the bridge (Macquarie Bridge) ; it would take porter about half-a-minute to run
from gates to platform.
_
By Mr. Thow: I did not think a brake was on ; so far as I could see there was no fire coming
from the wheels of brake-van; mv porters informed me that they did not see any fire.
G. H. WATSFOKD, 1/5/DO.
Joseph Bowling states: I am the telegraph-operator at Kelso ; have been operator at Kelso about
ten months, and have been in the Service about two years ; I was on duty when the No. 26 Up passed
there ; I cannot say what time she arrived, but she loft at 6'9 p.m.; after the train had left, Baglan told
me that it had broken away ; this was about 0'2S p.m.; 1 was in the office the whole of the time, so that
Kaglan had not to call much before I answered ; when I received the message, “ A portion of No._26 Up
broken away,” I called out to the station-master, who was standing opposite tho door, and told him No.
26 Up had broken away; I then proceeded to call Bathurst at the request of station-master, Mr,
"Watsford ; I raised Bathurst in about three-quarters of a minute, and I told him No. 26 had broken
away, and was running down the bank ; I know the operator at Bathurst received the message ; from the
time I received message from Kaglan to the time train passed Kelso it would be about a minute ; I
cannot say tho time definitely ; I cannot say what time had elapsed after train had left Kelso to the time
of collision ; I did not hear the collision; 1 stood by the instrument all the time.
JOSEPH DOWLING, 1/5/90.
William Mash states: I am operator at Bathurst Station; on tho night the accident occurred I
was on duty, and received a message from the operator at Kelso that the No. 26 had broken away and
was running back into Bathurst; I received the message at 630 p.m.; 1 immediately informed the
station-master ; I did so instantly, as the station-master, Mr. Earquhar, was standing at the office window.
By Mr. Kirkcaldie: Mr. Farquahar immediately rushed away out on the platform, with tho
purpose of stopping the train.
By Mr. Angus .- The accident or collision occurred almost immediately I informed Mr. Farquhar.
W. NASH, 1/5/90.
George Farquhar states: I am station-master at Bathurst, and will have been so six years on the
14th of September; No. 26 Up is recorded as having left Bathurst station at 537 p.m. on the 25th April,
making her 47 minutes late leaving here ; the train on this occasion had about its usualload on ; I started
it myself; on the departure of No. 28 Up atOuO p.m. I went to the window of telegraph office and entered
the train number in the Train Book, when the operator turned round to mo and said, “ No. 26 is broken
away" ; I do not remember him saying where she had broken away ; I then rushed out on the platform
exclaiming “ Too late”; she (No. 28) had then just started and was going through the Kusscll-strcct
gates ; 1. exclaimed at the same time, “ 26 has broken away,” and Goods-guard Payne, who was standing
alongside mo, said “ Acs, and there she comes across the bridge”; 1 may here state that immediately
afterwards the collision occurred; it was out of human power for anything to be done then to prevent
the collision ; I, with others, proceeded to the spot aud commenced at once to search for the injured;
everything that was piossible was done to alleviate their sufferings; I may add that I received valuable
assistance from the residents of the town in looking for tho injured and clearing up the debris; from the
time I received the message to the time tho collision occurred scarcelv a moment had elapsed.
GEOHGE FAKQUHAK, 1/5/90.
Hugh Miller, driver of No. 28 Up Goods train, states: I was driver of train on the 25th April; I
had a big Consolidated engine, No. 140; I bad two firemen, Henry Bannister and Charles Towle ; I
usually leave Bathurst at 5 40 p.m.; on this date I left at 630 p.m.; I believe there were eleven waggous and
brake-van on the train, and one guard ; it is a pick-up train generally ; I got about 70 yards on Sydney
side of Kussoll-street crossing when the collision took place ; tho first intimation of an approaching train
was a red light hanging very low; this, no doubt, would be the tail lamp of the train with which I
collided; I never heard or noticed any noise of an approaching train until I saw the fight; I shut the
regulator and called ont “ 'Whoa, whoa” ; I remained on the engine until she was struck, and possibly
half a minute afterwards, when I was swung off the engine and rolled half-way down the embankment;
I was slightly giddy, but not unconscious; somebody came tome and said, “You are hurt, old fellow,
you bad better sit down,” which 1 did; the firemen also remained on the engine and put tho brakes on ;
I believe the engine brake was put on by Henry Bannister; cannot say whether tender brakes were put
on ; I believe the fireman was putting coal in the fire-box at the time ; I would be going about 10 miles
an hour at the time of the collision ; I had run about 250 yards before the collision took place ; there was
nothing that I could have done to prevent the accident.
_ _
To Mr. Kirkcaldie: I believe my engine was driven back by tbe force of the collision to Bathurst
side of Kussell-street crossing, a distance of about 70 yards ; I do not think that any of the waggons
were knocked off the road; my engine was not derailed.
To Mr Thow ■ I. had engine No. 140 ; I did not know that the engine and tender had parted after
the accident.
HUGH MILLEB, l/S/SO.
----------------- William
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William Henry Bannister states: On the night of the 25th April I was first fireman of No. 28
np train ; No. 28 Up is due to leave Bathurst at 5'40 p.m.; according to the driver’s watch it was G‘30
p.m. when we lett there ; we had eleven loaded trucks and C vans, chiefly loaded with grain ; wo started
from a point near the turntable at the carriage dock, Sydney end of Bathurst platform ; we had travelled
about SO yards on the Sydney side of Eussell-strect crossing when we came into the runaway train; I
just watched our own train over tho Eusscll-street crossing and looked forward and saw the tail lamp of
a train coming; when 1 first saw the tail lamp of the runaway train it would be about the length of the
.engine and tender from us; I made for the engine brake and was screwing it on all the time until
wo came to a standstill after the collision; I kept screwing on the brake after wa were struck;
I was not knocked down by the force of the collision, nor yet was I injured ; the bogie wheels of the
engine were on liussell-strect crossing, so that we must have been knocked back; we would be going
about 10 miles an hour at the time ot the collision ; our engine was not knocked off the line ; the casting
securing the draw-bar on the engine, which secures the draw-pin, was broken, as also the draw-bar pin
itself, allowing the tender and train to go apart from tbe engine to a distance of about 48 feet; sido
chains were connected between engine and tender; when we came to a stand I found that tlie tender had
parted, and on looking round I found that the driver was not on the foot-plate ; I took the staff-ticket
from the rack and put it in my pocket; I then made an attempt to go past the engine on driver's side,
but was unable to get past; however, on getting round to the other side, 1 found the driver in charge of
two or three persons, who were assisting him, and took him to driver AYatlcy’s, who resides near the
Eusscll-strcet gates ; I. then assisted the other fireman to put the tire out in the firebox; tvhile we were
doing this our attention was drawn to a little boy on the top of the boiler whose name was O’Connor ; my
mate handed him down from the top of tlie boiler; afterwards wo searched about the tender to see
if any others were about the tender of tho engine; nothing that my driver, mate, or myself could do
would have prevented the collision.
.
H. BANNISTER, 1/5/00.
Charles Towle: I was one of tbe firemen of No. 28 Up goods train (second fireman), op night of
25th April, 1SOO, and was making up the fire at tlie time the collision took place, and the first intimation
I had was the driver calling out “ Whoa, whoa
I made to put on the tender brake on hearing this,
before I could reach the brake-handle I was knocked dowrn, and fell on the tender foot-plate on the coals ;
I was not hurt that I know of ; 1 cannot say whether I was rendered unconscious; 1 got up aud got
hold of the cab stanchion, as I felt the engine and tender was parting ; I was partly knocked off and fell
on the ground; I did not roll down tho embankment; the coupling between the engine aud tender
parted owing to the pin on the draw-bar being broken on the foot-plate of the engine ; it was a plain
draw-bar; there were two side chains; I cannot remember, whether the side chains were
broken; I heard no noise of an approaching train prior to the driver calling out ‘‘whoa;”
this train was due to leave Bathurst at 5'40 p.m.; I think we left at about 6'SO p.m; wc
were standing at the end of the platform near the signal box; I could not say what
distance wc had travelled when tho collision took place; I could not say exactly how far the
engine was knocked bad: ; the tender and portion of the train were a greater distance than tlie engine
as the couplings had parted ; I believe my driver and fireman did all they could to prevent the accident;
I did all I could possibly do myself; I may also state while I was endeavouring to put the fire out after
the accident had taken place I got my foot scalded, but it is getting on fairly well; it was I who found
the little hoy O’Connor ; I found him on the top of the boiler, between the dome and sand-box; he was
Rung on his side ; he was not dead, but crying ; I handed him down to fireman Bannister ; I could not
say if he was scalded ; I do not think the fire-box was injured.
By Hr. Thow: "\Ye had engine No. 140 ; the first thing I did after tlie accident was to look for
the driver; I put the fire out with water; I did not know the full extent of the accident until about
half an. hour after it occurred; we were travelling engine first.
CHARLES TOWLE, 1/5/90.
Georqe Weehes states : T am an examiner of carriages and waggons at Bathurst, and hare been
seven years in ihe service, and seventeen years in railway service in England; I remember the JS’o. 2G up
goods leaving Bathurst on tlie night of 25th April; every part of each vehicle, so far as examination
could go, I examined ; I examined the brake of the brake-van on No. 26 up, and the brake gear was good ;
in my opinion, if the brake had been put hard on, as hard on, as the guard could possibly get it, the wheels
would have skidded; the same class of van going out of Bathurst with brakes on, I have seen the wheels
skidded.
By Hr. Thow: But I am aware that the rails in Bathurst yard are more greasy than between
stations ; I therefore think the wheels would be skidded more easily in tlie yard than between stations ;
the van started from here; I went inside and tried the handle; lately I have known of nuts being
stripped, and this has caused me to always go and try the handles of brakes ; I see where the brake
screw is broken off, and I examined the other part left on, and the conclusion I come to is that the brake
must have been hard on judging from the position of the screw in the nut.
By Hr. Anyus: I also examined the brake blocks—they were about half worn out; about three
weeks to a month is the maximum time for brake blocks to be on vehicles; there would be four blocks on
the brake-van, and I am perfectly sure they were in good order.
.
G-. WEEKES, 115/90.
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Conclusion.
Prom, the foregoing evidence the cause of the accident was tlie breaking of
the screwed end of the draw-bar of the third waggon (No. 3,008) from tlie engine.
This waggon was built by Messrs. Hudson Brothers in 1882, and we have no
reason to doubt that the broken draw-bar was the one originally supplied with the
waggon; at all events it is a duplicate in all respects with the standard draw-bar of
that date ; it has thus been in use for seven or eight years, and engaged like others
of the same kind in the ordinarv traffic of the railways. The original links and
shackle have been changed and stronger links substituted. The strain which passed
through tho draw-bar due to mere haulage of the load behind it, up the grade on
which it broke, did not amount to 1 tons, and from the section of the iron which
broke we have no doubt that a strain of not less than 28 or 30 tons must have been
sustained by it before fracture ensued. This additional strain must have acted on
the draw-bar as the result of the recoil on the stoppage of the train at Baglan
Station.
Tlie evidence of engincman, James Palmer, and his firemen, James Donald
and Thomas Prince, who were engaged upon the engine of Ho. 26 train, shows
clearly that at a red signal from guard’s-van steam was shut off, and both engine and
tender brake applied with force. The stoppage of the engine on this rising grade of
1 in 50 would thus be suddenly checked, and the waggons following it would run in
upon the engine compressing their buffers, and creating a recoil, and a strain at least
sufficient, but in all probability much more than sufficient to fracture the draw-bar.
Wc cannot accept the statement of the station-master at Baglan, and other wit
nesses who said that no recoil occurred, as there are four facts in the case which
seem to us to render such a view incredible.
Pirst.—The sudden breaking of tbe draw-bar on stopping, when the stop
page and haulage strain were least.
Second.—That to cause the fracture the draw-bar must have been subjected
to a strain about eight times that of tbe haulage strain.
Third.—That the steam was shut off, and the brakes of both engine and
tender applied with force at the same moment.
Pourth.—That the draw-bar of waggon No. 3,008 was not drawn completely
out of the waggon, which would certainly have been the case had
there been any gentle parting ; but from tbe engineman’s evidence it
will be seen that he found tbe draw-bar sticking half way ont of the
waggon and pointing upwards, showing that it must liave sustained a
disturbance sufficiently violent to jerk the heavy centre coupling links
of the following waggon off tlie book, and at the same time throw the
inner end of the draw-bar downwards, allowing it to catch underneath
some framing timbers of its own waggon.
Tlie evidence of John Collins, telegraph operator at Baglan Station, is very
pertinent to this point of recoil. He shows that the train made a rapid movement
backwards, and such would be tlie exact result caused by tbe compression of the
buffers. It would be a smooth movement, comparatively speaking, not as if tbe
engine had pushed the train in a backward direction.
The side-chains of waggon No. 3,008 were not made use of as required by
Buies 235 and 372; but we are of opinion that if the side-chains had been in use
they would not, under tbe circumstances of tlie recoil which, we believe, occurred,
have prevented tbe accident. We consider the recoil must have been violent, and far
more than enough to fracture both main and side couplings from the fact disclosed
by tbe evidence of the witnesses at Baglan Station, which show that the train
immediately began to descend tbe incline at a high velocity, estimated by them at
from 7 to 10, and even up to 15 miles an hour before many yards had been traversed.
In consequence of this high speed their efforts to sprag the wheels were defeated.
The brake-van of No. 26 Up Goods Train on tbe date of the accident was a composite
van, No. 59. It weighed 12|- tons; it has a brake-power equal to skidding the
wheels of a van weighing 10| tons, and therefore is, we consider, as powerful a
retarding brake-van as any in use for this service on the lines. The engine, No. 132,
of No. 26 Up Goods Train was capable of taking a load up the incline in question of
211 tons; it will therefore be seen that tbe load behind it was well within that mark.
It
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It is also known that the strongest draw-gear which has been made is liable
to fracture through violent shunting or undue strains by jerking, and that, such
being the case stations should not be erected or sidings laid down on gradients such
as the one where this breakaway took place unless an up and down line be put in
through the station or sidings which enables runaway points to be used, thereby
preventing such mishaps; and we strongly urge the necessity for these precautions
to be carried out, as also avoiding the erection of stations on gradients of less than
1 in 260, which latter grade has been found from long experience to be the heaviest
for safety.
_
It is clearly proved that the guard put his brake as hard on as it was in his
power to do, but the recoil of the waggons, owing to the steep grade of 1 in 50, was
of such a sudden nature that no other means, either spragging or putting brakes
down, ‘could be effected, and that, had there been two guards, it would not have been
avoided as the evidence of the Raglan telegraph operator proves, who, it will be seen
from his evidence, endeavoured to do what a second guard would have attempted.
’

JAMES ANGUS,
Acting Engineer for Existing lines.
W.

THOW,
Locomotive Engineer.

DAYID KIRKCALDIE,
Chief Traffic Manager.
The Commissioners for Railways.
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
(DEPOSITIONS TAKEN AT INQUEST INTO EAILWAY ACCIDENT NEAJI BATHUEST.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 June, 1890.

KETUEN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,
dated 29th May, 1890, That there be laid upon the Tabic of this House,—
“ Copies of the Depositions taken in the late Inquest into the Railway
“ Accident at Bathurst.”
{Mr. Crick.)

The Coroner to The Under Secretary of Justice.
gjr
.
Coroner’s Court, Bathurst District, 2 May, 1890.
' I have tho honor to forward herewith depositions at the inquest heard before me on the
26th and throe following days into the cause of death of Rebecca Franlclin at the late Railway collision
The proceedings would have boon forwarded earlier hut for iny unavoidable absence at Sofala on
dutjr'
1
A. STEEL,
_____
Coroner.
A copy of the verdict and rider in this case might be forwarded for the information of the Rail,
way Commissioners. Submitted.—A.C.F., 5/5/90. Approved. A.J.G-., o/o/90.

The Under Secretary of Justice to The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners.
gjrj

Department of Justice, Sydney, 8 May, 1890.
Referring to an inquest held at Bathurst on the 2Gth, 2Sth, 29th, and 30th ultimo, by
Watson A. Steel, Coroner, touching the cause of dfeath of tho woman named in the margin, I am directed RCi,ecca
by the Minister of Justice to forward herewith, for the information of the Railway Commissioners, a Fra.,win.
eonv of the verdict and rider in the case referred to.
.
I have, &c.,
ARCH. C. FRASER,
___________
Under Secretary.
\_Enclosure.'\
Now South Wales, )
Jvqumm/y0held at the Bathurst Hospital, at Bathurst, in the Colony oi New South Wales, this 26th day of April, 1890,
Before me Watson Augustus Steel, one of the Coroners of our Sovereign Lady, the Queen, for the Colony aforesaid, on
view d the body of Kebecca Franklin, then and there lying dead.
v u w
Upon the oaths ol William J, Pascoe, Alfred WT. Avery, Charles J. Pmen, John M‘Donald, James Kollaher, Walter
Hall, Alfred Jones, William Mackie, Frederick Lumloy, Richard Kcmm, Robert Waters, Patrick J. Parker, good and
lawful men of Bathurst aforesaid ; who, having been sworn and charged to inquire on the part of our said lady the Queen)
when where, how, and by what means the said Rebecca Franklin came to her death, do, upon their oaths say that the
deceased Rebecca Franklin met her death at the Rnssell-stroct Crossing on the 25t.li of April, 1890, caused by an accident
through the breaking away of a portion of No. 20 up train, which collided with No. 28 leaving the Bathurst fetation
In witness whereof, as well the said Coroner ns the Jurors aforesaid, have to this Inquisition set their hands and
scale, this day and year aforesaid.
Wr. A. Stetsi.,
Waltkb ITali.,
.
Coroner.
WTlliam Maokik,
’
Ciias. J. Pruev,
AlfredyoKES,
Foreman.
James Kelauer,
Roisekt W. Waters,
J. M. Macdonald,
Patrick

•

J.

Richard Piin.ir Kenna,
William Pascoe,

Parker,

Alfred

W.
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Avery,

Jurors.

Frederick Lujilev,

..
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And that the jury arc of opinion that the safety of the travelling public and tho railway employees has been
endangered by the discontinuance of the use of side-couplings while the weak gear is in operation, and recommend the
use of side-couplings to he resumed pending the fitting of all rolliug-stouk throughout the Colony with the strong gear ; and
they further recommend that the practice of carrying assistant-guards on all goods trains he resumed. And the jury
desire further to exonerate Guard Ifavies and the engine-driver, 1’almer, from all blame in this accident.
On as. J. Rruen,

Foreman.
Walter J. Hall,

Alueed Joses,’

R. W. Waters,
Aleked W. Avery,

P. J. Parker,

James Kelaiier,

W, jMackie,
J. M. Macdonald,

Richard Phillii> Kknna,
William Pascoe.

Fredk. Lumlky.

New South Wales, |
Bathurst, to wit. j
Information and depositions of witnesses, taken on oath, before me, Watson Augustus Steel, one of tbe coroners of Our
Sovereign Lady the Queen, for the Colouy of New South Wales, this 2(ith day of April, 1SOO, at Bathurst Hospital, at
Bathurst, in the said Colony, on view of the body of Rebecca Franklin, then and tbere lying dead.
Richard Musgrom, having been sworn, states
I am a senior constable of police stationed at Bathurst; at 10
minutes to 7o’clock last night I received information that an accident happened at the railway station, near tho Russell- street crossing ; I hastened down, and there saw the body of the deceased flebecca Franklin lying on tbe town side of tho
embankment; I had the body removed to the gates, and had it put on the police van and forwarded lo the hospital; I also
saw the body of a man, Michael Downey ; that body was cut to pieces.
By Mr. Webb: Tho body of deceased was about 75 yards from tbe gate.
.
R. MUSGROVB.
Taken on oath before me, this 26th April, 1890,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
Thomas Franklin, on oath, states:—I am a blacksmith, living at Mount Victoria; I have viewed the body of
Rebecca Franklin, now lying dead ; she was my mother ; I have not seen her for some months; she was 60 years of ago,
and a married woman ; she lived at Parana.
.
THOMAS FRANKLIN.
Taken on oath before mo, this 20th April, 1830,—

W. A. Steel, Coroner.

This inquest stands adjourned until Monday, the 2Sth instant, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at the Bathurst Court
house.
IV. A. STRKL,
Coroner.
Court-house, Bathurst, 28 April, 1890
Adjourned inquest from 26th instant.
Sidney Ferguson, on oath, states :—I am a carpenter ; I was standing on my back door on Friday evening last; I
heard a great noise, as if by a collision, and saw the steam escape; I saw the steam escape from the engine ; I saw an
engine standing at the gate, and went to the broken carriages ; I saw a woman lying near tbe broken carriages, and she
was stilt alive ; her name was Mrs. Connor ; I proceeded to look about tho wreckage, and saw the body of a dying woman :
she was about 12 feet from tbe rails, and when I felt her face she was still alive ; her name was Mis. Franklin ; afterwarila
I saw her dead at tbe hospital; I assisted in removing the body from the wreckage ; I live in Seymour-strcet; I saw there
was a collision between two trains.
■
■
SIDNEY FERGUSON.
Taken on oath before me, this 2Sth April, 1S90, —
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
Arthur Henry, on oath, states :—I am a legally' qualified medical practitioner, and Resident Medical Officer at the
Bathurst Hospital; about 8 o’clock on tbe evening of the 25th instant, I remember the body of Mrs. Connor being
brought to the hospital at the same time as the bodies of Michael Downcyr and Rebecca Franklin were ; they were put
under treatment at the Bathurst Hospital; I examined the body of Rebecca Franklin on tho 2Gth instant ; on the external
appearance, there were marks of bruises on both sides of the body ; the left thigh was fractured, midway between tbe knee
and tho body'; there was a lacerated wound at tbe back of the head, extending one inch and a half to tbe bone ; on opening
tbe skull the brain was veiy pale, paler than natural; tbere were no signs of injury to tho brain ; on opening tbe chest, I
found there bad been hemorrhage behind the right lung, while on tbe left lung, it was still more marked ; I then noticed
that the fifth, sixth, and seventh ribs on tbe left side were fractured ; tbe broken ends piercing the lungs ; on opening the
abdomen, I noticed no injury at all; these are the injuries I discovered on the body ; I think an injury to the brain and to
the chest would cause instant death ; the body must have been crushed very severely ; tho brain was paler than if death
was due to natural causes; four other patients were brought in ; they were a little girl, named Maud Radford, and a little
boyT, named Harry Connors : tbe boy died at 11 o’clock in the same night; the little girl died at half-past five on Saturday
morning; a man named William Condon and Jeremiah Newman, are still id tbe hospital.
Jiy ilfr. A'funy.- Condon was brought into the hospital about the same time, and he was injured, and the two
children were injured in the same accident; Mrs. Franklin was a well nourished woman, and I did not detect any disease.
ARTHUR HENRY.
Taken on oath before me, this 28th April, 1SD0,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.

Edwin Brady Davies, on oath, states
I am a railway guard at tho Bathurst railway station, and 1 was the guard of
the train that left Bathurst railway' station at 5'40 p.m, ; the number of the train was 2G, and it was a mixed train ; 1 started
on my journey' to Penrith ; the train consisted of twelve of goods, an empty horse-box, and a first-class carriage, and a
brake-van ; I arrived at Kelso, 46 minutes past 5 o’clock ; I left at 10 minutes past 6, having attached eight sheep vans,
loaded with sheep, a D truck, and four of goods ; speaking from memory', I arrived at Raglan at G'23 p.m. ; before leaving
Kelso, I told the driver to stop at Raglan, Brewongle, and Lnuksley ; on approaching the station, there wns a green light
shown me ; I waved tho driver up with a white light, and turned a red light on to stop him, having a number of parcels to
put out of the van at Raglan; Indore the brake-van came to a- standstill, I applied the brake on ; .1. thought it was
sagging ; I caught hold of the brake again, and tried to put it on tighter than it was ; it immediately' came away so fast,
and the brake being on as tight as I could put it; I opened the sand-box, took a sprag, and jumped out; 1 had a light in
my hand also ; I attempted lo sprag the track ; it flew hack knocking me on my chest, and knocking me down ; j then
made three attempts to sprag tho lower part of the wheel and failed ; the sprag flying each time; I then threw tho
sprag on the rails; the truck knocked it away ; I made an attempt ah the brake, hut could not stop it; 1 then ran
towards the station calling out, “AVire Kelso and Bathurst
when 1 got to the station, I looked round, hut could not
see the train at all; at arriving at the office, I saw the hoy at the instrument; after a few minutes I wrote out a
telegram to the Superintendent and Out-door Superintendent; hearing of tho accident, 1 proceeded on foot to Kelso,
thinking it possible some passengers had jumped out; the fettlers overtook me, and I then proceeded to the scene of the
accident at BathurstI knew there was a break away when I noticed the trucks passed mo ; I did not know how many
passengers there were in the train ; I had no assistant-guard; there was nobody in the van hut myself; it is a very common
occurrence for the guards to travel alone.
By

3
By Mr, Thompson : It is a common occurrence for flic guanls to travel alone ; I Lave been on the Railway for ton or
eleven years; 1 can’t say how long it Las been that guards travel alone ; tbere was no special brake on tins train ; I would
certainly call it a heavy brake-van compared to tbe light brake-van ; a part of the train did not come away ; fifteen trucks
and a van broke away ; it was stopped as carefully as ever a train was stopped ; I examined the couplings at the break
away ; Isaw the truck with the draw-bar drawn out, and the side-chains banging on the truck that was left; this produced
is the one I refer to, it is known as the light-gear, and when light-gear is used there should be side-chains, but it could not
be used, and when light-gear comes together wc must use it; there were no means of fastening the side-chains; rule 372
(means) side-chains, but I could not comply with it because they were not there; rule 519; there are general orders put
in the books for our guidance; circular 221 ; I have seen and signed a book, and I have acted in accordance with the
circular; the gear produced is not strong gear, one track had the strong gear, and the other had the light gear; I have
known cases where the centre eoupling has broken or been disconnected and held together by the side-chains going up an
incline ; the brake on the present occasion was not one ol the best; if there had been an automatic brake this accident
would not have happened.
By Mr. Kenny : There arc some in the compo. part of the brake-van, but I did not know how many ; I know Mrs,
Franklin ; she was in the carnage at the time ; she got in at Uathurst; I knew a man named Condon at the hospital who
got in at Bathurst.
By Jury: It is possible if it had side-chains it would not have occurred; it has never been represented to the

Commissioners about doing away with the side-chains ; we always couple the sido-chaina if it is possible as an assistant,
first, because it is required, second, because of promotion ; I had to do without an assistant; I would have been pleased to
have one ; I think 1 was there five minutes writing the telegram, it took six or seven to go to Bathurst; I have heard of
trains going without a van, the brakes were slow of action and were used in a horizontal position.
By Mr. Webb; This was a mixed train, by that I mean a stock goods and a passenger train ; it is known as a through
train on the time-table; I had some shunting at Kelso ; I would have had to put the carriage off at hlsk Bank, as it only-went
that far; the next shunting would possibly have been at Bell or Mount Victoria—some of the through trains have at the
present time an assistant-guard, they arc just the same as this train ; some of the through trains carry an assistant-guard ;
I have been running as a guard in this train for a long time at a period; 1 have run with an assistant and without
one ; the brake is regulated by the screw ; I had my brake on as wu came up to the station so as to prevent a recoil ; there
is a sagging at times ; sagging means fetching the train back, in most cases the train always goes a little back; when I
reached Raglan there were eight tracks of sheep, eight of goods, an empty horse-box, a carriage, and the van ; fifteen of
those trucks broke away and the van ; they were all loaded except the horse-box and the carriage ; rule 516 relates to
passenger trains; I can’t say when the Department did away with the light gear; at Wentworth Falls I was in charge of a
train which had its draw-bar broken whilst travelling, and reached Lawson before I was aware of the fact; it was an up
train and broke opposite Wentworth Falls ; it is not quite a level ground ; I took it off at Lawson ; the truck that broke
was nearer the engine than the middle ; the draw-bar broke going up grade near Wentworth Falls ; the rest was down
grade; the telegrams were merely to report to the superintendent; I attempted to put the sprag in the first truck but it
had gained too much speed to do so.
By Mr. Thompson : Rule 516, referring to passenger trains ; nils 520, referring to all heavy vans.
By Jury ; The grade from Wentworth Falls is 60, and a bit 33 ; tho grade hero is GO ; I had a break away two or
three weeks ago, when the side-chains parted ; it took place at Hartley Vale platform ; it was a similar case as this.
By Mr. Thompson : Wc were just steadying up when it broke, but we did not use the sprag ; I had an assistant
with me ; there was no jerk whatever.
By Jury: I have seen instance in shunting when I could couple on ; I have seen them pulled by the side-chains ;
the brake was as good as tbe average.
By Mr. 7k'eitn,v: I would not consider it an inferior van of its class ; I do not know how long it has been in use; I
cannot say what its defects were; there arc brakes of the same description which held better; it was not one of the
heaviest trains, and they are not supposed to take a heavier load up that grade; a train loaded with wheat would bo
heavier than this : there is no order to take up a heavier load with two engines in front that grade ; a double load means
■ equal to two engines ; on this side of the mountains wc never use two engines, one in firait and one behind ; the assistants
are nearly always running as full guards, and there are less men to do the work ; 1 think it advisable to have an assistant; it is
very unsatisfactory among the guards to have no assistant; at one time it was, on this particular train, a custom to have two
guards, and I cannot tell when this was altered ; it might be a couple of years ago ; it was dark and 1 bad to use a lamp ;
I would have to have a lamp in one hand and a sprag in the other ; it is almost an impossibility to stop a train at night
time ; if I had had an assistant, the assistant might have attempted sooner to stop the train ; I could do nothing until I had
stopped the brake ; the weight of a sprag would be about 20 to 23 pounds; I screwed the brake on as hard as I possibly
could do it, but it was not sufficient to stop the train ; there is no brake power possible to stop tbe train ; the grade is 1
in GO; there is no brake that would bold the train; the brake-van was a compo. brake, but it is not as heavy as some of
them ; tbe light brake-van never cornea up hero, and tbe one 1 was using was strong.
By Mr. Webb; The draw-bar broke at Wentworth Falls.
By Mr. Thompson: I would not say that, knowing tbe same draw-bar to draw heavier loads, it struck me tbe iron
was inferior because it broke so short.

Taken on oath before mo, this 26th April, 1390,—

K. 11. DAVIES.

W. A. Steel, Coroner.

Jamm Palmer, on oath, states :—I am an engine-driver on the Bathurst Station, and am driving between Bathurst
and Penrith ; Ilwas driver of engine No. 26 up on Friday night; it was a mixed train ; it left Bathurst at 5'40 p.m. ; I
arrived at Raglan at C'25 p.m. ; tho draw-bar of the third track from the engine broke; sixteen trucks broke away; I was
looking for a light from the guard, and 1 saw the light from the brake-van disappearing, so I concluded there was some
thing wrong ; this is the draw-bar from the truck 3008,
By Mr. Thompson; I stopped the engine at Raglan in the ordinary way, but felt no jerk ; the guard told me to stop
at Raglan ; there was nothing but hand-brakes on the engine, and I could not stop it suddenly so as to jerk it.
By Mr. Kenny : 1 did not go far from the station ; the brake-van was pretty near tins end of tbe platform ; I did
not consider it a heavy train ; I have taken up heavier loads up the same grade ; I call a heavier load eighteen and the
brake ; I saw some of the passengers, and I saw the girl and boy running to get into tho brake at Kelso ; I saw the draw
bar half-wsu' out of the truck ; 1 could not tell whether this draw-bar is any different.
){y Jury ; I think if the side-chains were on it would have been a preventive.
By Mr. Thompson : I have boon driving nine years, and it was usual to have two guards ; we have always had two
guards in this train, as far as I can remember.
'
'
By Mr. Kenny; It is exceptional not to have two guards on this train, especially in a pick-up train.
Taken on oath before me, this 2Sth April, 1890,—
JAMBS PALMER.
W. A. Steel, Coroner.

Thomas Parry, on oath, states :—1 am a carriage and waggon examiner ; I was so on the 2fltli instant; I recollect
No. 26, and I examined the train that day ; I saw it was in proper working order, and safe to go on any journey ; I am a
ooach-huihlor by trade, and have twenty years experience on the railway.
By Mr. Thompson; I noticed all couplings ; I noticed that several trucks had a strong draw-gear, and were fastened
on light gear; that coupling was safe to travel on its journey ; the side-chains were hanging down ; I don’t know what the
side-chains were for; I know that in accordance with the rales of the working of the Department the side-chains should
he coupled ; I have seen the order before, but the couples were not in accordance with the order, but they were safe to go
on the journey ; I was to see if it was in the proper running order, but it was not in accordance with the order ; I did it
in custom with the Department; I passed the train on Friday, ns it was properly coupled with the rules of the working of
the Department for coupling of the tracks ; I do not couple the tracks.
By Mr. Kenny; The shunters couple the trucks, and I examine them on the platform ; J go by my common-sense
and experience that tliey were coupled light; I have an intimate knowledge of stock tracks ; when the weak draw-gear is
used we use the side-chains; the draw-gear produced is one of the weak gear; tho last couple of yeans the continuance
draw
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draw-gear ha^ been introduced; the strong gear is inch thick at the end, and the weak is 1§; tlio weak draw-gear is
not connected from end to end; the strong draw-gear is expected to be the stronger draw-gear of the two; there are no
side-chains in the strong gear; there is a strong draw-gear on that produced ; when the weak gear wants repairing we
replace them by strong gear.
Tty Jury : I cannot say whether the new gear came in before tbe Commissioners arrived.
By Mr. Kenny : I have seen a few small draw-gears break, and within the last few months I have seen them broken
at tho end, and one or two more broken through accident at the shoulder, and 1 have seen some with flaws in them; I have
seen, within the last two weeks, similar draw-gear broken at Brewongle at the screw end ; I never saw one come from
Tarana, but I saw one with a broken hook.
By Mr. Thompson: 1 am not aware of any rule, and I don’t know whether it is printed or not.
Taken on oath before me, this 28th April, 1S90,—
THOS. PARRY.
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
George Farqtihar, on oath, states
I am the railway station-master at Bathurst; on Friday, the evening of the
25th of April, instant, about 0'32 p.m., I received intimation from the operator that 20 up-goods had broken away an hour
previous ; I had despatched it from Bathurst; on receiving that intimation 1 rushed out on the platform, exclaiming “ Too
late, too late,” and the guard said “There she comes, across the bridge”; 2S goods had started about two minutes pre
vious to that; it was drawing up by Russell-strcct gates ; from the time tbe runaway train and up train Struck I may say
it was only a moment; by the time I had got to the scene of the accident a number of people bad congregated there, every
one exerting himself to the utmost looking for those who were injured; I sStit for tho doctors, and on turning back to
whore the engine was standing, inside Russcll-strect gates, I found the body of Downey ; from the description of Ins
clothes I took him to he the guard; he was gnite dead ; I arrived at the tolograph-oflico, and reported, by wire, all what
had taken place ; I saw the remains of Rebecca Franklin taken out, but could not say where she was found ; I did not
examine anything that led to tbe accident; ten trucks were demolished and six were intact; the train consisted of nine
teen of goods, and there was one passenger carriage ; I know nothing that caused tho accident, except that which was
reported.
By Mr. Thompson: I have been station-master at Bathurst for six years ; it is not customary to have two guards,
but they do when they are not required otherwise ; only one guard has generally gone out with this train, and 1 cannot see
that it is necessary for two guards ; 'when two guards go away it is because they are not wanted ; I have gone through as
a guard up to my present position ; wc don't usually change men on tho railway when they can be of use on their way,
and home-guards who have been acting as assistant-guards have been sent to take charge of a train ; the rules require not
only centre couplings, but also side-chains ; the side-chains would have gone just the same in this accident; a strong gear
being fastened onto a weak gear would be quite sufficient; side-chains were used, but they did not hold the trains when
they broke away; it is because of the strengthening of the centre-chains that they did away with the side-chains ; if it
was necessary to make a centre-chain heavier it was necessary to make the draw-bar heavier ; the strong bar is marked with
a cross : the centte-chams and the old gear we considered quite sufficient to hold the train with the side-chains; if the sidechains had been applied it would not have held the train ; so far as the appliances we had at hand it was properly made
up; rule 235 I am acquainted with ; there was no means of complying with the rule.
By Mr. Kenny: I did not see another body carried away or any other passengers except Idrs. Connors, who was
brought into the waiting-room ; 1 did not know what the injuries were ; we don’t run an assistant-guard west of Bathurst,
aud on the east of Bathurst in stock-trains the assistants are sometimes used ; the van used in this train was a heavy van ;
she was a 12-ton ; she was a compo., and it is ainon^ the heaviest class of vans among goods trains ; sometimes wo have
been ordered to put heavier centre-chains on ; there is no provision for the aide-chains to be used : the new trucks are used
with the old trucks, aud having no pio\ ision for the side-chains; I have known instances where the draw-bars have broken,
and side-chains have hbld the train.
By Mr. Webb : Tt would depend upon the weight of the train which the chains had to hold; sixteen trucks, equal
to 100 tons, broke away ; the side-chains are-Vinuh thick ; they were pulling on dead wood, and there are no springs with
tho side-chains ; there is a spring with the draw-bar ; two similar trains broke away at tho bottom point of tho Zig-Zag ;
the coupling broke and the two side-chains broke away, which caused a collision with the other train ; it was equal, if not
more, to tram in question ; I don't believe the side-chains would have been any use in the grade she stopped in ; I have
observed the brake, aud I think it was the rail of the train running on to the engine ; the brakes could not stop it from
recoiling; a G track has been used as a brake-van, and lias the same weight of a van ; these rules wore promulgated about
five years ago, and there is general order book for tho guard’s information ; under the general order the train was coupled,
as it should bo ; the van was one of the heaviest used on the. lino for goods train.
By Mr, Thompson: The driver told me that at the Zig Zag the side-chains at the brake snapped like a bit of ware;
tbe brake, 1 think ; it was the recoil that caused the draw-bar to break ; there are very few springs on the side-chains ; I
cannot say there were side-springs on these tracks; there is a general order referring to single couplings, and that is the
order produced ; this order is our authority.
By ihr. Kenny : There was a first-class carriage and compo. brake-van for second-class passengers that was wmecked ;
all passenger carriages attached to the train have a centre coupling screwed on, mid two side-chains, which are always used,
in addition to centre coupling, the kind used in all passenger trains; it was not reported to me that a similar break had
taken place near Raglan ; the side-chains would not have held ; they may have held if they had springs between them.
.
GEO. FARQUHAR.
Taken on oath before me, this 2Sth April, 1890,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.

29th April, IS90.

on oath, states I am station-master at Kelso ; T recollect Friday the 23th, and remember being
at Kelso ; the train took eight more trucks on at Kelso ; they were eight sheep trucks ; the couplings were examinad on
the sheep trucks before leaving Kelso by tho carriage examiner, named Weeks ; the train left Kelso at 9 minutes past (i;
shortly after the train left Kelso I received a telegtam from the station-master at Raglan that 20 had run away and was
running towards Bathurst; 1 then sent one of my men to open the gates at the level crossing ; by that time the train
dashed through the station ; I had just got the gates open ; I than got on the platform, and asked the operator if ho had
told Bathurst; ho said he had done so.
By Mr. Thompson : I have been employed for fifteen years on the railway ; 1 was employed in Sydney as stationmaster’s clerk; my occupation only gave me experience in the suburban trains ; I was employed as a porter first on some
trains ; there are tivo guards used, aud on some one.
By Jury : I have never been shunting : I have been as guard in a second brake-van.
By Mr. Tlton>2>son : On a train that would pick up or do shunting there would be two guards, and on through trains
there would be one guard ; there would be two guards if the men were available ; two guards would be necessary over tho
mountains.
By Mr. Ktnny : While at Brenongle [ never heard of a similar accident between Raglan and Brewongle; I never
heard of one last night ; Maud Radford and Edward O'Connor got in at Kelso; no one else got in ; I did not not notice
any other passengers; 1 know the centre chains have been strengthened ; I have seen instructions about coupling of the
trucks ; I have seeu some of the strong gear marked with a cross ; the strong gear is stouter; where two trucks como
together with strong gear we only use one coupling ; when two trucks come together one strong gear ami one weak we
connect the strong with the weak gear.
By Jury : I put the trucks with the perishable stock next tbe engine, and the live stock next the brake-van.
By Mr. Webb : On this side of the mountains a good load would he eighteen trucks, and from Penrith to Sydney
forty-five trucks ; the train in question that left Kelso was a through train, and it is the custom in through trains to have
one guard; I never beard of any break in the gear since I have been at Brewongle.
By Mr. lliompson: Two guards are required between Sydney and Penrith to do the shunting ; in a shunting train
between Bathurst and Penrith there ought to be two guards ; on a through train from Penrith only one guard is used.
By Jury: I have seen a coupling smash at a station and tbe side-chains hold.
George Watsford,

Taken on oath before me, this 29th April, 1890,—
W. A,

G. H. WATSFORD.

Steel,

Coroner.
Hugh

%
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Ihtijh SUlien, on oath, states : I am an engine-driver at Penrith station, No 2 section ; I drove 2S np on Friday, the
Siith instant ; I left Bathurst station at G'30 p.m. ; shortly after I left Bathurst station I collided with No. 20, about one
or two minutes after L left Bathurst; No. 2G was about 10 yards off when I first saw it; it would bo about 75 yards from
the Russcll-strect gates ; I had no time to avert the collision ; I had only just time to shut the regulator ; I was swung
outside the engine ; I had hold of the panne] ; my firemen wore Henry Bannister and Charles Cowle.
J3)/ Mr. Thomvson : I have been driving four years and five montbs ; I have some times two guards and sometimes
one ; until lately, on all through trains, wc had on up the journey two guards ; it is within the last month or two I have
had only one guard ; in a shunting train it would be better to have two guards ; in a train such as No. 20 it would be better
to have two guards ; in my experience I have known tho centre-chain or draw-bar break ; r.idc-cbains were used on those
occasions ; on a grade 1 in 00 it would very likely break the side-chains; No, 28 was a through train ; I have been in about
six smashes ; some through trains stopping.
By Jury: There are four guards from Penrith to Katoomba.
By Mr, Ktnny : I do notknow what sort of brake-van this was

on No. 20 ; the compo. van has accommodation for
passengers ; I could not say if it was the largest kind of van.
_
_
By JUi\ Thompson .- With the assistance of the brake power on tbe waggon I could have power with my engine ; in
some parts of road wo have to stop the goods train and put on the hand-brakes altogether.
By Mr. HTfifi: If a train is divided into two trains it would be necessary to have two guards on ; the trains from
.Sydney to Penrith, we run more carriages, on account of an assistant engine from Bathurst to Penrith ; on through trains
I think two guards would be the best, but it all depends on the work thev have to do.

'

'

HUGH MILLNN.

Taken on oath before roc, this 29th April, 1890,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner,
Oeoryt TFeei*, on oath states I am a carriage and waggon examiner, stationed at Bathurst; I recollect Friday, the
25th instant; I inspected all the trains at Kelso, aud found them all in good order and fit for the journey ; I could not say
anything about the truck tiiat broke.
By Jury: I did not examine the train at Bathurst.
By Sir. Thompson: I examined a part of it at Bathurst and also at Kelso ; I examined all the sheep-trucks and
couplings belonging to them ; I did not examine the couplings where the break was ; I understand what is known as weak
gear ; two years ago, about February or March, we used both couplings, and my colleague wrote to Mr. Turton for instruc
tions, because the shunters got into the habit of using one coupling ; wo have to use the materials we have, and they arc
coupled according to the rules aud instructions I have to go by ; until the issue of general order No. S, trucks were coupled
according to the rules and regulations, and from the time of the issue of that we have made a departure from that rule, and
have not used tho side-chains ; the aide-chains were not thought necessary when a weak gear and a strong gear came
together ; tho side-chains were used to make it stronger ; I examined the van of No. 2(i ; it was what you call a medium ;
I have found some of the light vans very good ; under ordinary circumstances it was a good brake ; I have seen two guards
and have seen one on this train.
By Mr. Ktymy: I have seen the circular produced ; the strong coupling only is attached to the strong gear ; to tho
weak gear ; I went to Brewongle, and attached a draw-gear to a truck out of which it had been drawn ; I replaced it by a
stronger gear, and it was stronger than tho one produced ; it was fitted the same, only it had a steel spiral spring; tho
spar was broken near tbe nut.
_
By Mr. Kenny : Last week a train of empties came in with both side-chains and centre-chains broken ; I do not
know how it was coupled when it came in ; the side-chain had drawn and cracked ; it was the last truck next the guardvan ; when the shunters began to use only single couplings wo asked for instructions ; when the side-chains were there I
always used them : tho side-chains are a check ; I have seen trains come into Bathurst with centre-chains and side-chains
broken, which wore replaced by the guard on the journey ; tlie centre-chains can be broken by shunting ; if the train had
come up easily it would have held.
_
By Jury: 1 might pass a draw-bar out of the yard with a flaw in it: you cannot tell whether there is a flaw till you
unscrew it; 1 cannot tell for a certainty if it’s safe.
■
_ _
By Mr. Kenny: I think some precaution should be taken about the draw-bar ; if there was a flaw I could sec it in
the continuance ones but not on the others.
By Sfr. IVrbb: I hook them up when there are side-chains; it is more often that centre-cliaius break than centrebars ; centre-chains arc often broken while shunting; when the centre-chains break and the side-chains hold it would be a
great strain, 1 in 50 ; I should say more than ordinary care is taken in this engine.
By Mr. Thompson: Cross-coupling is used as an exti-a precaution; I have crossed them on my own authority ; I

cannot say if they wore cross-coupled ; I call the gear produced a strong gear ; heavier links arc put on the weal; gear ;
the weak gear have hooks on them as strong as strong gear.
By Jury: I was seventeen years on the railway in England
By Sfr. Thompson I heard of no break last night.

Taken on oath before me, this 29th April, 1390,—
W. A.

Steel,

ami seven years here.

Coroner.

GEORGE EDWARD WEEKS.

AVowets JOnuid,-icui, on oath, states : I am station-master at Raglan; I reeolleet Friday, the 25th instant, and I also
recollect No. 20, which arrived at Raglan at 6'23; Palmer was the driver, and Davies was the guard ; on the arrival of the
train at Raglan the brake-van drew up nearly opposite the door of the station ; the train then stopped ; I went to the
brake-van, together with my porter, to assist in taking out parcels, and to see if there were any passengers requiring to get
out; Guard Davies was stooping in the act of handing the parcels out when the train seemed to be coming back; Guard
Bavies immediately jumped to the brake-wheel, and he seemed to be iu the act of turning it on when I last saw him ; think
ing it was only the recoil of tho train 1 turned up tho platform towards the engine, and turned the red light on the driver
and sang out, “ What the devil arc you doing” ; seeing the train still going by I continued up towards the engine ; when
I saw the train had parted I jumped down the forefoot, and crossed the line, and sang out to the driver, “ For God’s sake
come hack, and try and catch the train ” ; realising it was too far away to hear me I rushed back on tbe platform towards
where I had last seen the porter, and called out lo him, “ Jack ! Jack ! come on quick, and wire Kelso and Bathurst ” ; he
was then at the cud of the platform nearest Bathurst; he ran into the office, and went to the instrument immediately ;
Guard Davies then ran in crying out, ** Wire Kelso and Bathurst ’■ ; I sent a message to Kelso to look out, that the larger
portion of 26 train had broken away, and was proceeding towards Kelso at a terrible rate ; as soon as that was done, I
turned my attention towards the engine that was standing on the line ; I saw the driver there with a light and broken
draw-bar'laying on the forefoot; I took charge of the draw-bar and instructed the driver to come back and put the train
in the siding ; this he did ; I then went into tho office, and instructed the operator to wire Kelso for line clear ; Itliink the
answer returned was, “ The station-master is away,” and the operator could not give line clear ; I had sent over for my
night officer and all the available men that were about the station, and instructed them to put the trolly on the line, and
proceed down the road as quick as possible ; myself and Guard Davies then procreded down the lino ; the gauger and one or
two of his men had already proceeded on foot down the line ; wc overtook them, and I gave then instructions to the ganger to
go back aud put the trolly on and bring Ins men, and I and Davies would walk on and see if anyone had been thrown out or
jumped out on the line ; wo found nothing along the road, and when tho trolly pulled us up about 2 miles from Raglan ; ,
wc got on the trolly, and proceeded to the scone of tho wreck ; I there saw Mr. Farquhar and several other officials but 1
do not remember any particular conversation, beyond a few questions as to how the train got away ; that is all I know
about tbe accident.
By Jury: 1 have never scon a train bold by side-chains ;'it is quite possible if there had been two guards it would
have been prevented.
By Mr. Kenny : I have been station-master five and a half years ; I could not say if there was usually always two
uarda ; the draw-bar produced on this particular occasion is the same that was broken ; 7. have not examined tho bar; I
elievc there was provision for the side-chains on the truck that broke away ; I could not sec the guard spragging the
truck ; tbe passenger trains have a centre coupling and two side-chains always fastened ; I do not think passenger trains
1
are
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are as heavy as goods trains ; sometimes there were passengers carriages attached, and sometimes only the brake-van on this
train ; the chain produced is the side-chain that is generally used in stock trucks, and it is about tho ordinary sise of sidechains ; if they had been hooked, the side-chains would not have felt the jerk that broke tho bar until after tbe bar was
broken,
By Mr. Kenny • There is not the slightest doubt about it; I don’t remember ever seeing a train stop steadier than
that; I think if the side-chains had been on the train, it might have been stopped by the spragging ; the side-chains would
have held it temporarily and we would have had time to put the sprag in.
By Mr. li'ebb : There is always a certain amount of recoil; the guard should have his break on when the train stops;
heavier the train, more the recoil; the strain would just come on the bar, and then on the side-chains, some trains run
with two guards and some with only one ; the guard would not get out till the train did stop.
By Mr. Thompson : 1 have never known them to stop without using tho brakes at all.
By Jury • I have heard of two or three breakings latcfy ; I didnot hear of two or three draw-bars breaking lasfcnight.
Taken on oath before me, at Bathurst, this 29th April. 1890,—
G, DAVIDSON.
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
William Brady, on oath, states
I am a carriage and waggon builder by trade, but a carriage examiner now and am
employed at Bathurst; I remember Friday the 25th instant; I did not inspect the trucks and carriages attached to No.
20 ; I saw No. 28 go out; I was standing on the down platform about 25 yards from the signal-box ; I heard a noise and I
looked oyer towards Kelso, and saw a red light, and saw a train shoot over the bridge, it was travelling very fast ; I could see
the earriages lighted up ; I saw tho engine No. 28 go outside the gate; I threw the tools I had in my hands down ; I had
not run very far when the collision took place ; when I got to the engine 1 met one of the firemen, he said “ Book for my
mate, the driver, I don't know where he is, I ran round the fence, the driver was lying down the bank, his name was
Milieu ; I asked him if he was badly hurt, and he said, “No " ; I then left him and went down further and found a man
about thirty yards from the driver ; he was a fcttler on the lino, his name is Condon ; I could see ho was badly hurt, and
my mate and I moved him ; one shunter came up and he sent for the doctors ; when I left him I went up a bit farther
and I saw a woman under a pair of wheels, that was Mr,;. Condon ; more assistance came then ; I saw a little girl on the
top of bank, two axle-boxes were across her legs and a piece of panel of a carriage, I believe her name was Radford ; 1 lifted
her out to Signalman Stewart; I could then see her two legs were broken ; some one sang out there is some one on the
other side ; I wont round and I could see he was jammed with a spring across his legs ; I have heard his name was Jeremiah
Newnan ; I removed the spring off his leg, and 1 could see the foot was taken off the other leg ; some assistance came then and
we took him to where the other injured people were lying ; when we were carrying him down the hank, ho asked ns what he
had been doing ; I went up again and picked up a log of a man with a boot on it; I brought it down to the bottom of the
bank where I had loft the other ones ; I went up again on the Ttusscll-streot side and some one told me there was a woman
at the bottom of the bank ; there I saw a woman lying on two cushions ; I thought first she was alive, and felt if her
pulse was beating, I could then see that she was dead ; her name was Mrs. Franklin ; 1 went hack to the other side and
picked up another leg and brought it where I had left tike other one ; I went then and assisted in getting the wreakage off
the line, while doing so a man picked up another part of a human being, this is all I know about the accident ; the body
of Mrs. Franklin, and tho other people were taken to the hospital.

By Jury; I have heen eleven years at England in the railway, and six years here.
By Mr. Kmny: I was engaged in County Down the last time at home.
A By Mr. Thompson: I have been six years here ; there is only one guard running now ; I used to sec two ; lately I
have seen one : it is about the last six months that I noticed one guard; I examine trains leaving Bathurst, and have a
knowledge about the couplings ; one of the trucks at the breakage was a weak gear, and one strong gear ; I fastened tho
weak gear and strong gear, according to instructions, and tho side-chains left hanging, as the weak gear go into the shop;
they are taken off, and the strong gear put on ; the weak gear and the strong gear are coupled together, as they cannot do
otherwise.
J
By Mr. Kenny ■ I did not sec the body of Downey : I only saw the legs ; I never saw the order about coupling tho
weak and strong gear, but the late Mr, Turton told me that an order was out to that effect; where the side-chains'could
he used they were used ; the new truckshave no provision for side-chains ; I have heard the men speaking alwut the order,
but no dissatisfaction ; I know the matter has been represented to the Commissioners about the side-chains within the last
twelve months ; I saw that in the paper, passenger trains have a centre coupling, two side-chains always hooked, and have
automatic brakes.
By Mr. Webb • 1 did not see train No. 2G go out ; when trains draw up, there is always a recoil, unless there was
tight coupling ; I know nothing of the deputation to the Commissionem, except what I saw in the newspapers ; the coupling
up of the trains is done by the shunters ; I have to see it is properly done ; they are putting the strong chain on the old
trucks but I cannot say about the bar ; by'single coupling only ; one chain is fastened on, and the other left hanging
down ; it was the custom to hook two centre-chains ; the passenger trains are coupled by screw couplings, and it would not
be more than six seconds when the train collided after I saw it; I have nothing to do with the arrangement of the guards ;
I cannot say it is customary for one guard to run on through trains.
By Mr. Kenny: If the chain is left slack, it will not come out of the hook.
By Jury: I have known an instance where the train has como in drawn by tho side-chains.
By Mr. Webb: The centre coupling was broken and drawing on the side-chains; I have seen it lianpcn a couple of
times; the last accident like this, the train was partly loaded and partly not; the last one was about twelve months ago,
and the draw-bar was pulled out,
WILLIAM BRADY.
Taken on oath before me, this 29th April, 1890,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
_ _ IFfffiam Mash, on oath, states I am an operator at Bathurst Railway Station ; I recollect tho night of Friday, the
25th instant; I received the ware from Kelso about 6'80 p.m. that No. 26 had broken away, and was rnnning back into
Bathurst; I immediately informed Mr. Farquhar ; I told Mr. Farquhar verbally.
By Mr. Kenny • As far as I can remember, I got the telegram about 6‘30 p.m.
By Mr. Webb ■ Mr. Farquhar was standing near the window of the telegraph office, and I told him at once; I did
not see the collision.
By Mr. Kenny I believe No. 28 had just started when we got the message ; it hud started about a minute.
W. NASH,
Taken on oath before me, this 29th April, 1800,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.

Edwin Davies recalled.
By Mr. Thompson : I have heard the evidence of Mr, Weeks about the cross-coupling ; the erosa-couplings spoken
of by the witness Weeks conkl not have been defective in this case.
By Mr..Kenny : I do not recognize the heavy draw-bar ; I only recognize the centre-chain ; the cross directs me to
the centre-chain.
By Mr. Webb : The gear produced I do not recognize as strong gear; I hooked the chain on the other carriage into
this hook produced, and left the chain hanging; I hooked the strong gear into the other chain according to instructions.
m ,
K. B. DAVIES.
Taken on oath before me, this 29th April, 1S90.
W. A, Steel, Coroner.
David Kirhmldie, on oath, states :—I am Traffic Manager ; I have been so for twrelve or fourteen months ; as Traffic
Manager I have the management of rnnning of tho trains under my supervision; from Sydney to Penrith is practically
the same on all portions of the lino exeept Penrith and Katoomba, where there is much shunting to do on the journey or a
quantity of goods put in trucks or taken out of trucks at intermediate stations; tho practice is to give the guard an assistant
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80 as to minimise the delay at stations ; under no circumstances do we provide assistant-guards on through trains except
when sent to take charge of a train at that point or returning to his home, the only exception being between Penrith and
Katoomba, where assistant-guards are provided fur all goods trains in consequence of the exceptional character of the road ;
No. 26 would he considered a through train ; this train would not require two guards; beyond detaching the carriages at
Esk Bank and reducing the load at Katoomba in order to allow the train to go down the heavy grade safer ; there would
be no shunting all the way to Penrith ; I have a good deal of practical experience ; I have had nearly thirty years
of it, over since I loft school; I know what the contents of this train was, and the weight would bo about 190 tons ; I
considered a toad from this end for that class of engine from 205 to 210 tons ; tho grade at Raglan is 1 in 48 ; 1 do not
consider it possible to draw up this train without a recoil; if the side-chains had been attached they would not have held,
but they might on a level road; there have heen no instructions from the Commissioners about curtailing tbe number of
guards; we have not redipced the number of guards; I have no knowledge about tbe deputation to tbe Commissioners
about the removal of the side-chains ; had such boon made, I would certainly have heard it.
By Jury : They frequently increased their loads from Bell to Katoomba.
By Mr. Thompson : I would not call it a shunting train unless it shunted at nearly every station ; we have not shunters
at every station; it has not been customary to have two guards on this train ; these through goods trains have been
running for some years; Brady’s evidence is incorrect ; notwithstanding the evidence of Brady, I say he is incorrect;
they only send two guards when one is returning home, but they are not employed ; they go in uniform, and we make use
of their services on their return to their home ; tho guards are paid for the hours on duty, and they would be paid for their
work mi their way home ; they help to a certain extent; a very heavy train would be over 210 tons (about) ; the running
of assistant-guards is loft for tho Bistrict Superintendents, and it might not come under my notice ; rule 379 : the guards
arc supposed to use their brakes to the best advantage ; on a level road they could stop a recoil ; on a bank they could not;
I know about the side-chains being coupled, and they were sot aside because of a stronger centre draw-gear being put on
the trucks ; the alteration was made by the authority of the late Commissioner, about five years age ; tbe circular produced
was printed before I became Traffic Manager, and it was reprinted since I was Traffic Manager ; the Commissioners can
make rules and regulations, approved by the Executive Council ; the circular is sent to all the men ; the Commissioners are
using the strong gear as quickly as they can ; all tho light draw-gear should bo replaced by strong draw-gear ; I say the gear
produced was suilicient for the train ; the side-chains can be used when the strong and light gear meet; stronger centre
couplings are to be used ; there is no reason why the side-chains should not be used ; if the side-chains had been used it
might have helped to hold it; they could have been used by cross-coupling ; the side-chains should have been hooked on the
centre-chains ; no order was made as to the cross-coupling ; the guards are to take every precaution to ensure tho safety of
the trains; the weak draw-bars are being replaced by strong draw-gear as soon as possible ; strong gear has been put on to
the weak draw-bar (produced) since 1SS4 ; all the waggons that have been built have had strong draw-gear ; within the
last twelve or eighteen months they have altered 550 with strong draw-bars; an accident like this might happen at any
time j every precaution has been taken to prevent accidents ; the Commissioners are putting down special machinery to deal
with it as quickly as possible ; 1 have never heard of a deputation waiting on tho Commissioners ; I know a number of brakes
have been ordered from England ; I don’t know if a deputation waited on the Commissioners in September about automatic
brakes ; there is no goods train in the world controlled with automatic brakes ; there was a trial made soma years ago with
tho automatic brakes ; I remembered trials were made five or six years ago between the Westinghousc brake and the Vacuum
brake.
By Mr. h enny: In two places there arc 1 in 33, and several grades 1 in 40 between Kelso and Katoomba, but tiiey
are very short pieces ; in a great many cases we run double trains between Penrith and Katoomba, hut we have an assistantguard, because it is an exceptionally difficult part of tbe line ; more empty trucks go eastwards from here than so
westward.
_ By Jury ; 1 think it a great mistake to use double coupling; tbere have been instances where both centre couplings
and side-chains broke ; the break in this ease was caused by recoil.
By Mr. Webb ; You always feel a recoil; I attach no blame to Guard Davies ; 1 have heard of representations for
assistance to guards; I have not seen it in the Press.
By Mr. Ktmry : I don’t tliink the side-chains would have held if they had been hooked ; formerly both centre
couplings were used ; the train in question was a mixed train ; no greater precaution is taken in a train like this ; links
frequently break through rough shunting ; we cannot take any extra precaution more than we do ; those side-chains are
done away with in England; there are heavier grades between Penrith aud Katoomba than between Kelso and Katoomba.
By Jury : There is a bond in other colonies to be signed before you enter a goods train.
By Mr. Webb : lYc have between 4,000 and 5,000 old waggous, and daring the last eighteen months 550 have been
altered, and wc arc altering them at the rate of 1,0110 a year, and that will be doubled with tho new machinery; on the passenger
trains we have screw coupling side-chains, and Westinghouse brake ; guards arc always expected to keep other guards,
and in order to utilize, we send them as assistant-guards.
■
By Jury : I don’t think if they had had six assistants it would have done any good.
. Mr. T/iomyson : I have heard the evidence of Davidson, Palmer, and Brady, and still say it must have been caused
by a jerk ; I have known Davies as a very intelligent man ; there is no order to the contrary of not using side-chains ; I
think Davies’ evidence about an assistant-guard is incorrect.
Taken on oath before me, this 29th day of April, 1890,—
DAVID KIRCALD1E.
W. A, Stukt,, Coroner.
■

Police Court, Bathurst, 30 April, 1800,
Adjourned inquest from the 29th instant.
David Kiricat/Ue., recalled, on oath, says
There were other orders issued beside order No. S; this order docs not
supersede any rules and regulations excepting so far as relates to the central draw-bar ; I remember general order No. 4,
relating to screw couplings aud side-chains ; there was no order ever issued from my office authorizing the disuse of sidechains, aud whore possible they arc used ; it does happen that screw couplings are used between vehicles, one only of
which arc fitted with side-chains ; in this ease tho side-chains would be used by hooking into the screw couplings; it is the
only way they could be used.
"
'
By Mr. Thompson : General order No. 4 relates to screw couplings, and screw couplings were used on the stock
trucks on this train in question ; the side-chains are not intended to upply to the rule referred to ; it ia a rule of tho
Department to make all orders explicit; I don’t remember whether there was an assistant-guard at the accident at Bell,
as I was out of the colony ; No. 23 down train was a fast through goods train ; 1 have never heard an instance where a
goods train has been brought up a grade 1 iu 40 with side-chains ; I can’t speak from memory about the accident at
Harden, on the 22nd June, 1889; I could not tell how it occurred, whether it was a centre-chain that broke, or whether
the end was drawn out of the waggon ; I have no doubt that a notice of that accident was brought before tho Commissioners ;
it would be a private inquiry about the break at Harden.
Mr. Kenny : Tbe trucks are only supposed to be marked with a cross when they have been fitted with strong gear;
I am surprised to learn that the men think they are forbidden to use hide-chains.

The side-chains would not be as effective aa if they were used opposite each other as when coupled to the
■
Wrbh .■ f don’t think the side-chains would be any use.

By Jury .-

centre coupling.

By Mr.
By Jury : 1 think it has been the custom for men to couple the side-chains to the centre-cliaius.
By -Vr. Wibb : The carriage on which this bar produced was fixed was not marked with a cross.
By Mr. Thompson: Tiie side-chains have not been removed from the old trucks, but the new

ones have not Bide
'
By Mr. Kenny: The side-chains that have been tlirown naiJe are From oil'the old trucks that have heen broken up.
DAVID KlitKOALDIE.
Taken on oath before me, this 30tli April, tdao,—
IV. A. Stkku, Coroner.
chains.

William
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Jnffiam Thom, on oath, states I am Locomotive Engineer on the New South Wales railways; I have charge of the
volling-sfcock ; I have been in this position in this Colony nearly twelve months; when I came here I found the rollingstock in a somewhat decayed condition, and have used my best endeavours to remedy this; we have changed a great many
axles, aud have strengthened about 450 waggons since I came here ; it was in process of being done before 1 eamc here—
about six or twelve months before ; this work is proceeding as rapidly as possible ; we aro putting fresh plant down, a now
steam-hammer, and we are building a furnace for the purpose of increasing the output of new draw-bara ; about 4,000 were
considered to be defective when I came here ; the other repairs to the vehicles arc extremely heavy; we have now work
shops full repairing trucks, carriages, &c. ; I estimate the weight of No. 20 train to bo about 190 tons, exclusive of the
engine ; the haulage power of the engine would he something over 200 tons up the grade in epuestion; the load was a fair
one ; the weight of the part that broke away was about 160 tons ; the resisting power of the broken bar equals 28 or 30
tons, assuming the iron to he of good quality ; one of the continuous draw-bars, of equal diameter to the one produced,
would have been subjected to the same strain under the same conditions ; I think that the broken draw-bar, if it had not
heen subjected to any severe jerk, would have been sufficient to bold the train together ; in order to haul ICO tons up the
grade the force passing through the bar is not quite 4 tons; there must have been some unusual strain to have broken the
bar produced ; this bar appears to bo fair iron ; it is following a natural law of decay, as all iron does, after being in use
for some time ; I think tbe strain must have been caused by a recoil of the tiain ; when the engine-driver stopped his
engine with the brake, the vehicles which were not braked ran forward upon the engine, compressing the buffers as they
did so, and when they began to recoil the strain brought upon the bar by tbe recoil of the buffers was sufficient to snap it;
wc arc not putting side-chains where we are putting stronger draw-gear ; tho side-chains are not being used in England
now ; the side-chains cannot he tightened up in going round curves, and there is no strain on them unless the draw-gear
breaks; if the mam draw-gear breaks the strain is so great on the side-chains that they snap ; I do not think each chain
iu a case like this would bear more than a strain of 8 tons; I do not believe the side-chains would have held the trucks on
the train which broke away ; the strain was, in my opinion, too great: the weight of the van was a little over 12 tons, and
the power of tho brake was equal to skidding the wheels of a van weighing 10J tons ; this is a high proportion of brake
power; this brake was just about the same as the mountain brakes, the same power ;■ the brake on the train, No. 26, was
a very good one ; I understand the principle of the couplings of trains, aud am conversant with tho rules and regulations
of the Department; the strong coupling ought to have been, thrown over the hook of the waggon next to the one that
became detached, over the weaker draw-bar ; the side-chains, I take it-, would he attached to the strong chain from the
draw-gear; rule 372 provides that the side-chains were to bo used as effectively as the circumstances would permit; the
general order, No. S, refers, I take it, only to tho centre couplings.
t

Mr. TAompvm; The draw-bar broken produced is defective, not sufficiently strong ; I think where tbe accident
occurred the line is nearly straight; if the side-chains were of tho same length, the strain, no doubt, would take place on
each chain at the same time ; this would have added a resisting power of about 16 tons ; the bar in its present condition
would stand a breaking strain of 2S or 30 tons ; tbe side-chains have heen discontinued in all new stock ; the cross mark
would show that the waggons were supplied with new draw-gear not requiring side-chains ; I think the side-chains not
being used on the occasion of the accident was a violation of the rules ; to my mind, rule 221 does not convey that the sidechains were to be discontinued ; the stronger draw-gear was commenced to be used at the latter end of 1881; there aro
side-chains on the passenger trains, also the automatic continuous brakes; the passenger trains arc all fitted with screw
couplings and are of a weaker nature than the ordinary bar ; if the train was drawn np very gently there would be no
recoil; the mere hauling of the train up the incline would not be sufficient to fracture the bar ; the only way to explain
the fracture, in my opinion, is a sudden ant violent jerk ; it must have been subject to a sufficient strain to break it p I
detect no flaw in the broken parts of the bar ; 1 do not think the draw-bars frequently break ; they do break on all rail
ways ; the workshops arc full at Eveleigh ; we have no steam-hammers anywhere, except at Evcloigh, that would make
the draw-hooks ; a full load would he about 200 tons ; tbe guard would have a fair idea of the weight of tbe trucks h o
has every means of ascertaining the weight.
By Juror: I have been connected with railways for thirty years in Great Britain and South Australia, from the
time I was 17 years of age.
By Mr. Kenny: The haulage of the strong draw-gear will be aud is from 48 to 50 tons ; the side-chains and the barproduced would draw up steadily, without any jerk, a weight of 600 or 700 tons ; if there had been no jerk the side-chains
M ould probably have held the train, that is, if the train had been drawn up very steadily.
By Mr. Webb : If tbe side-chains bad been fastened there would have been a severe jerk on these chains after the
breakage of the bar; side-chains are not used on the waggons of the Loudon and North-western Railway; I attach no
blame to Guard Davies : I believe lie acted up to what he thought was intended by the circulars.
By Mr. TAoxipson • Tho -whole weight of the train would be on the draw-bar ; this bar would hold tho weight of the
train, and a good deal more under ordinary traction ; side-chains have been done away on most of the leading railways in
England.
By Mr. Kenny : The side-chains were done away with in January, 1SS9, in this Colony, on trucks on which the
strong gear has heen fixed ; there are some very steep grades in England—several 1 in 40.
Bp Juror: I have known strong bars to break in all parts ; the side-ehains were attached to tho waggons in which
the new draw-gear had been fixed—thoso made between ISS4 and ISS0.

W. THOW.

Sworn at Bathurst, this 30th day of April, 1890, before me,—
\Y. A. Si'kk;,, Coroner.
Gtort/e Farquhar, recalled, states :—I have the books which show the running of tho trams ; I produce them ; No, 26
is a through train ; on the 1st April this train had two guards ; 17th April, two guards; 22nd April, two guards; 23rd and
24th, tivo guards ; and on the 25th, the night of the accident, one guard ; on these occasions, when there were two guards,
the second guard was returning, either to his home or to take charge from another point.
By Mr. T/tompxon : I produce the book showing the tune-table for April, 1889 ; train No. 40, I find that two guards
travelled on the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, Gth, 9th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th,
26th, 27th, 29th, 30th April, 1SS9; I cannot say why there was only one guard on the 3rd and 10th April, 1SS9; this
train was a pick-up in April, 1SS9 ; this is the reason there were two guards ; pick-up trains going out now do not take
two guards ; No. 40 ran as a pick-up for a considerable time before April last year; the second guard was in many
instances returning to bis home ; I have had no instruction to send an assistant-guard with No. 26 train : I do not send an
assistant-guard with the guard of 23 for the purpose of assisting the guard ; during February, 1SS9, tho train was run as a
pick-up; in February, I8SS, it was running as a pick-up and numbered 10; in October, 1SS9, she was running as a
through train ; I produce the guard’s hook for this month ; she, earned two guards on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th,
11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 21st, 24th, 25th, 26th, 28th, 29th of this month; on the 30th October thirteen trains
went away, all carried only one guard, with the exception of one they all went eastward
•
Bp Mr. Webb : I take November, 1889, and find that on the 7th there were ten trains, and only one assistant-guard,
and he was returning.
Bp Mr. Thompson : I cannot say how it -was the train carried two guards nearly every day in October, 1SS9 ; the
assistant-guards were returning as assistants on their way homo; they were run as assistants because they were not
required for other work.
Bp Mr. IFafifi; October is generally a month of heavy traffic ; the trains would not wait for these assistants if they
were not in readiness to proceed.
GEO. FARQUHAR.
Sworn at Bathurst, this 30th April, 1890, before me,—
\V, A. Steel, Coroner.
William Francis Schcp, on oath, states ;—I am aware that representations were made to tho Commissioners that the
practice of coupling with centre couplings and no side-chains was dangerous to the public safety ; I brought under the
notice of the Commissioners the fact that a tram had broken away at the Fish River just prior to tho deputation that waited
on the Commissioners ; a train travelling from Harden to Goulburn had broken away near the Fish River hank, and had
run back a distance of about 4 miles : tho train consisted of twelve trucks and a brake-van ; ten of the trucks, a passenger
carriage, and a brake-van became detached by the breaking of the centre coupling ; the special point made upon was
that

that (m order had lately been issued that side-chains were not to he used ; and the employees expressed this opinion con
cerning it, “That it is desirable in the interests of the travelling public, aud the railway employees in general, that the
Commissioners be interviewed or communicated with respecting the Acting Traffic Manager’s order regarding the coupling
of vehicles in use for the carriage of coal and goods, as it is contrary to the rules laid down in the book of rules and
regulations ; and further, that wc are of opinion that sooner or later some serious accident will happen owing to the disuse
of the necessary couplings " ; the Chief Commissioner told us that the Commissioners were about to tit automatic continuous
brakes on all goods stock, and that would cure the risk ; a remark was further made to him as to what might occur in the
interval, to which he replied that we might remain satisfied, as the responsibility on the shoulders of the3Commissioners
was much greater than rested on ours; this is substantially what took place between the Commissioners and me; X know
that it is a matter of general complaint among the goods guards that the assistants have bean done away with ; my service
ended in August, 1886 ; I had been seven years on the railways ; up to this time, as far as my knowledge went, it was the
custom to have two guards on all goods trains, except under exceptional circumstances ; I referred to order No. 8 when we
waited on tho Commissioners ; Mr. _ Eddy said he did not know anything about the order, and did not say that it had not
the effect of doing away with the side-chains ; in my opinion it is the general opinion of the guards that the order does
away with the aide-chains; No. 221 was also referred to at the deputation.
J3ij Mr, Webb : I was stationed part of the time at Darling Harbour, at Granville, and at Parramatta ; as a labourer
at Darling Harbour, as a porter at Granville, at Parramatta the first portion of the time as a goods clerk, and the latter
part as parcels clerk ; I wns specially engaged at shunting at Granville.
.
WM. P. SCHEY.
Sworn at Bathurst, this 30th April, 1890, before me,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.

I#aac Hadden, on oath, states :—I have been an acting-guard between six and seven years between Penrith and
Bathurst; No. 26 has been running all this time; as a rule there were always two guards ; the praotice has been discon
tinued ; I was employed as assistant-guard ; had to work up hero and back; 1 never returned as a passenger ; before
leaving i’onrith I was marked down as No. so-and-so up and No. so-and-so down.
ISAAC HADDEN.
Sworn at Bathurst, this 30th April, 1890, before me,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
Charles William Lavm, on oath, states I am a guard, running between Penrith and Bathurst about eight years ; I
have frequently run No. 26 train of late, odd times by myself; formerly I had an assistant-guard; this was the rule; I am
acquainted with order No 8 ; if there are side-chains we used them; if a vehicle having the strong gear is attached to a
vehicle having the weaker bar and the side-chains we use or attach, if possible, tile side-chains ; I believe the purport of the
order is to do away with side-ehains.
By Juror: If I had been guard of No, 26 at the time of the accident I would have coupled the trucks as they were
coupled.
By Mr. Webi : Of late years it has been the custom to keep assistants back, so that they can travel by certrain
trains.
By Juror : There are many instances where the train has been carried by the side-ehains after the centre coupling
has given way.
C. W. LAWES.
Sworn at Bathurst, this 30th April, 1390, before me,—
W. A. Steel, Coroner.
Charles Davidson, on oath, states :—I found the end of the broken bar about 1 foot from the rail, aud about the
length of a rail from where the mark appeared made by this draw-bar.
By Juror : I found it on Sunday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
■
C. DAVIDSON.
Sworn at Bathurst, this 30th April, 1890, before me,—
W. A, Steel, Coroner.

The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners to The Under Secretary of Justice.
G-overnmcnt Railways of New South Wales,
Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 May, 1800.
In reply to your letter of the 8th instant, referring to the verdict and rider of the Jury in
connection with the accident at Bathurst, whereby Rebecca Franklin met with her death, I am directed
to say that tho rider appears to have heen framed in consequence of a complete misapprehension
of the Jury of the facts regulating the traffic management of the New South Wales Railway Service.
The Jury say “ they aro of opinion that the safety of the travelling public aud the railway
employees has been endangered by the discontinuance of the use of side-couplings, whilst the weak gear
is in operation, and recommend the use of side-couplings be resumed pending the fitting of all rolling
stock throughout the Colony with strong gear.” This implies that something has been done which lessens
the safety of the travelling public, whereas there is no foundation for such an imputation, as evidenced
by the report herewith from the Chief Traffic Manager.
The Jury further say they recommend “ that the practice of carrying assistant-guards on all goods
trains he resumed.” In this respect also the Jury has been under a misapprehension, as from the Chief
Traffic Manager’s Report, it will be seen that no change has been made in the mode of running goods
trains; and that there has been no alteration in the number of guards accompanying trains for the past
ten years,
I am to add that the Commissioners regret the evident desire of certain persons who attended
the inquest to influence and mislead tho Jury in regard to tho management of tho Railway Department,
and which interference resulted in the rider accompanying their verdict.
I have, &c.,
H. M'LACHLAN,
Secretary.
Sir,

[ISnchsure.']
Sir,

Chief Traffic Manager’s Office, Sydney, G May, 1890.
I bog to report, for the information of the Commissioners, that no order has ever been issued, or even contem
plated, authorising the disuse of side-chains on vehicles of any description where they aro provided. And the general
practice has been that where waggons with the old or light description of draw-gear have been attached to the new vehicles,
which are provided with strong centre draw-gear aud without side-chains, to place the coupling of the strong on the drawhook of the light draw-gear, and to place the hooks of the side-chains on the latter in the centre chain of the other or
stronger gear.
With
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With respect to the assistant-guard question, I am in a position to state that no alteration ha* heen made in the
practice for the past ten years at least. Except between Penrith and Katoomba, where the gradient is of an exceptionally
long and severe character, it has not been customary to provide assistant-guards for through goods trains.
Where assistants have been employed on through trains it has been simply to utilize the services of men returning to
their homes after having run either as head or assistant-guards in the opposite direction, or when on their way to a station
to take charge of a train.
_
The practice has been to provide assistant-guards only on local or “ pick-up ” trains which have a considerable
amount of work to do at stations in transit.
1 have, &c.,
DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
The Secretary for Railways.
Chief Traffic Manager.

Sydney: Charles Potter, GoicranaentPrinter—18D0.
[OA]
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RAILWAYS.
(PAPERS RELATING TO CHARGES MADE BY THE COMMISSIONERS AGAINST Mr. SCHEY, M.P., IN
REFERENCE TO ACCIDENT NEAR BATHURST.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 120 August. 1S00.

of Interviews, Minutes, Correspondence, Investigations, Resolutions, &c.,
between the Kail way Commissioners of New South Wales and the Representatives
of the New South Wales Amalgamated Kailway and Tramway Service Association,
and of tho last named "body, having reference to the position of the Association
and of the General Secretary thereof, towards, and relating to, the late Kailway
Accident at Bathurst, on 25th April, 1890.

Transcript

Ox 20ih Slay, 1800, while the Annual General Sleeting of the Association was in session, a special
messenger delivered the following letter to Hie President:—
Dear Sir,
New South Wales Railways, Secretary's Ollice. Sydney, 20 May, 1800. .
11 J am directed by the Railway Commmsioners to fay that they would like lo have a few minutes
conversation with yourself, Mr. Schoy, and two or three other members of your Council, and would bo glad if
you could como down this afternoon, as one of the Commissioners will be leaving town to-night and will
not bo back for some davs.
“ Yours. &c.,
'
“ H. M‘LAC ULAN,
“ Mr, H. C. Hoyle, President,
“ Secretary.”
“Railway and Tramway Association, Temperance Hall, Pill,-street.”
The letter having been read to the Conference and received, the following resolutions in regard thereto
aro transcribed from the official Minutes:—
“ Resolved,—That so much of tho Standing Orders ho suspended as will admit of the letter of tho
Railway Commissioners being dealt with.
“ Resolved,—That tho Executive, together with Messrs. Young and Dean, attend to the Commissioners.
##**##■##**
“Resolved,—That this Conference do now adjourn, to allow the Delegates to wait on the Commissioners.
“ Conference rose at 4 p.m.”
A few minutes later the deputation was ushered into the presence of tho Commissioners, who then
addressed the deputation as per following copy, furnished to Dir. Hoyle, President of the Association, in
answer lo bin request, on behalf of 1 he deputation for same, a week or so after it had occurred.
On receipt, the Executive of the Association handed it over to Mr. Schey, the General Secimtary,
to reply to, before going into a searching investigation inio the grave charges made therein against Mr.
Schoy. His reply is attached to the report in parallel columns.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of Mr. President and Gentlemen,—
New South Males,
After very careful consideration, I have como
_
_ ;
Sydney, 2D May, 1800.
to tho conclusion that this list of grave charges
Notes of interview between the Railway Commis will be best answered, for the sake of accuracy, and
sioners aud Representatives of the Railway and rendering it capable of being easily understood, by
Tramway Association, re relationship of the adopting tbe parallel column method, which I have
Society and the Commissioners.
accordingly done.
Present-.—The Railway Commissioners; Mr. Iloylo
(President of the Association); Mr. Schoy
(General Secretary of tbe Association); RoproRentatives of tho Amalgamated Society.
Tho Chief Commissioner slated that the Commis
sioners had deemed it advisable to aslc tho representa
tives of the Association to meet them, in view of
events which had recently occurred :d the Coroner's
inquest which had been held at Bathurst in con
nection with tho breakaway of a goods train at
Raglan on the 25th April last,
041—A
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(1) Of course I cannot presume to say what see a
course or position is likely to be taken up by the
Association in any future case; but, so far as this
Bathurst case is concerned, J, as General Secretary,
certainly did not appear as proserutor; neither did I See 27.
misrepresent ang or/ter, nor did I in any way endeavour Sefl 4Si
to fix Mamc on ang one. I acted throughout with the
fixed purpose of eliciting the whole truth, or as much
of it as circumstances rendered possible ; and if the
evidence elicited bad the effect of fixing the blame in
any particular direction, I submit that 1 am in no
way blamable for it.
(2) What this is intended to convey, I am at a
(2) whole proceedings showed it was not a question of
getting evidence. Of course ho was speaking of Mr. loss to understand, and can therefore say nothing in
Scbey’s action, and referred to him as their repre regard to it. This remark seems to me to require a
sentative aud not as a Member of Parliament, lie further definition and explanation.
held two positions, and the Commissioners had their
views about that'also; but in this matter he (the Chief
Commissioner) was simply dealing with Mr. Schey as
the representative of the Association, (d) He knew
(3) I f/ar.e no evidence as to the circumstances of the scs «.
nothing whatever of the accident itself, but went into
the witness-box as a witness against tho Hallway Com accident ', f went into the box merely to prove tho
fact that the deputation of employees waited on tho
Commissioners in August, 1889, to draw attention to
their opinion of the dangerous practice of disusing
side-eliaiuB and of using single coupling only.
.
(4) I certainly did not give the lie to the Chief 3m «.
missioners (4) and gave the lie direct to him, as the
Chief Commissioner for Railways, in connection with Commissioner; 1 simply told the truth, as my oath
bound me to do; and I submit that I cannot be
blamed if that should contradict tho statement of any
person whatever.
(5) As to the order (221, I presume), I have my Scose
a certain (5) order, which order had no importance
in connection with tho case at all. It had never been opinion as to its importance, which certainly does not swi:,
submitted to tho Commissioners, and if it had it coincide with that of the Commissioners. It is cer
would have heen approved, because it was simply a tainly not my business to inquire whether such order
was submitted to the Commissioners for approval or S(,c 1(i
no; neither can I have anything to say as to whether
it would have heen approved of or no, if it had heen soeia.
so submitted.
_
((>) As to its being a repetition of a- previous
(6) repetition of an order which, as ho would show,
had been issued before they took office, and which had order,—that is true, but with this qualification : that
nothing objectionable in its provisions. This order the previous order (No. 8) was never fully issued,
had been referred to by a deputation which waited but was withdrawn and cancelled within a week of its
upon the Commissioners, when they (the Com first issue, and was never acted on at all. Everyone
missioners) stated that they had no knowledge can have his own opinion as to whether the provisions g,,0
whatever of the order; and, notwithstanding this, of the order were objectionable or not, and the s0[l
Mr. Schey stated, and he was specially recalled by Association certainly did tliink them objectionable,
for they waited on the Commissioners in August last
and expressed tho very strongest objections.
(7) This is variously stated by various newspapers.
counsel to again make the statement, that (7) “he
had very good grounds for knowing that the Chief Tbe Bathurst Free Press, which gave tbe best and
Commissioner was well aware of it, although he had fullest report, and whose leading articles on tho
informed the deputation that it was not a fact that matter were favourable to the Commissioners, reports
he knew the order had been issued.’’ Then state me as saying, “ I have the best of reasons for saying
ments were made by Mr. Schey to people that the that the order was issued by immediate authority of
result of the inquest would get the Commissioners the Commissioners, yet I have told the jury that
into trouble, especially the Chief Commissioner; and he (the Chief Commissioner) said he knew nothing
this, it must be remembered, was at a place where about it.” I his I believe to be quite correct, and I
there was a strong feeling against him personally, and have already fully explained the circumstances, and
the Commissioners as a body, for doing their dutv my reasons, botli in tho public press and to Mr. Eddy
in transferring workmen to other places where they personally, (As see copy correspondence marked
could be employed with greater advantage to the “ X ” attached to these papers.)
(8) If this statement were made, it is a thing inci
Department. (8) Within an hour or two of the
accident it was stated that a verdict of manslaughter dental to all such occurrences ; hut it was not made by
would he brought against myself, although the cause me, as I did not arrive in Bathurst for about thirtythree hours after the accident, and then went imme
diately to bed for another five hours or so, and I did
not say so afterwards.
(9) I took six copies of each of three issues of
of the accident was unknown. (9) The Association
newspaper also, detailing an interview with the Com the Be view to Bathurst with me, out of which I
missioners on the subject of side-chains, was dis brought back more than half, giving the remainder
tributed iu Bathurst, and extracts published in the to the local press ; but not until after the jury had
Bathurst papers, all apparently with one object. returned their verdict. Of course, many men there
The counsel employed by the Association also had already the Beview in question in their possession,
(10) 1 iid not suggest this to the Association’s Seels.
tried to influence the jury (10) by saying that he (the
Chief Commissioner) had shown great callousness in solicitor, and, of course, cannot direct any such per
not being present at the inquiry. But how were the son as to wlmt be should say in his address to the
railways to be administered if tho Commissioners jury. No solicitor would submit to such dictation,
were to go to every inquiry ? There was one, for and certainly I bad no idea of interfering iu that way.
(t) The Commissioners felt compelled to ask
whether the position taken up by the General
Secretary of the Association at the inquest was one
that the Association intended to take up in connection
with the Kailway Commissioners—that was. to appear
ns prosecutors, to misrepresent orders, and to do
everything that could be done to Hi blame where
blame was not attached. It- went so far as that, as the
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instance, being held at Maitland now, winch should
have been settled in three hours; but Air. Kirkcaldie
had already been there for a neelt, and. from in
formation to hand, it appeared he might be there
until the end of the present week. If the Commis
sioners attended to all these cases, how could the
administration go on ? "What greater attention could
have been paid than was,in sending the three principal
officers of the railways (the Chief Traffic Manager,
the Locomotive Engineer, and Engineer for Existing
Lines) to attend the inquiry P (11) The whole of
the examination and address of the Counsel for the
Association revealed the strongest animus against the
Commissioners personally, he having been directed,
apparently, to make a direct attack upon him (the
Chief Commissioner), and endeavour to influence
the jury to bring in a verdict adverse to the Com
missioners. (12) Was that calculated to make
cordial relations between the Commissioners aud
the Association ? He did not say it would make
the slightest difference. They would do their duty
in every respect to the staff; but it was not the
fair play Englishmen should expect, and it was to
him degrading that he should have to defend him
self, and he thought it wrong that the Association
should have taken up the position of attempting (13)
to show to the country that he had failed to state
the truth, as, if such was the case, he was not fit for
his position. Then again, it appeared in the last
issue of the Association paper (14), and the paper
misrepresents the verdict oi the jury when it states,
“ The verdict, condemning as it does the imperilment
of human, life by single couplings only.” Asa matter
of fact it did nothing of the sort. The verdict simply
said what the Itailway Commissioners say, as he
would show presently, the rider to the verdict of the
jury being, ‘‘ The safety of the travelling public and
the railway employees have been endangered by the
discontinuance of the use of side couplings while the
weak gear is in operation, and recommend the use of
the side-chains be resumed, pending the fitting of all
rolling stock throughout the Colony with the strong

gear." That (15) was exactly the order of the Kailway
Commissioners. The jury thought it unnecessary for
side-chains to he used when the strong gear is in opera

tion. (10) Mr. Schey seemed to be trusting to Mr.
Midelton, and to believe him before the Chief Com
missioner, as in the Association paper he states ;—
“ Mr. Midelton, who was Locomotive Engineer at
the time the order was issued, states just as empha
tically that the Chief Commissioner gave him the
order personally, and that he executed it against his
own better judgment, and with fear as to 1 he con
sequences’’ ; (17) but, as a matter of fact, Mr. Midel
ton did not utter one word of objection when the
subject was under discussion, and Mr. Kirkcaldie,
the Chief Traffic Manager, who was also present,
said he remembered distinctly that (18) Mr,
Midelton stated at the time that, lie saw no use for
side-chains with the strong draw-gear. The Chief
Commissioner did not recollect that, but he knew

The solicitor conducts the case, and must be left to
use his own judgment as to his address.

(11) This is a matter of opinion, and X do not coin- s®*10 *0<1 **•
cide with the opinion expressed by the Commissioners,
and need only add that no instructions of the kind
insinuated were given by me to the Association’s
solicitor. Most assuredly there was no idea of making
any special attack on the Chief Commissioner.
(12) This would appear to me to indicate that
suppression of the truth, when so desired, is expected
as the price of cordial relations. I have never under
stood that I was to govern my official actions by any
such consideration.

(13) No such attempt was made. I cannot he
held responsible if the sworn evidence contradicts
any statement which may have been made by any
person.
(14) The Iteniew does not misrepresent the verdict
of the jury. Tho verdict, of which 1 attach a copy,
certainly does condemn this disuse of side-chains, and
the sentence in tho Review is synonymous with the
corresponding sentence in tho jury’s verdict. The
jury found that public safety was “ endangered ’*—
“ That the deceased, Kebecca Eranklin, met her death
at the Knssell-street crossing, on the 25th April
instant, caused by an accident through the breaking
away of part of No. 26 up train, which collided with
No. 28, leaving Bathurst Station; and the jury
further find that the safety of the travelling public
and the railway employees has been endangered by
the discontinuance of the use of side couplings while
the weak gear is in operation, and they recommend
the use of the side couplings be resumed, pending
the fitting of all rolling stock throughout the Colony
with the strong gear; and they further recommend
that the practice of carrying assistant guards on all
goods trains be resumed; and the jury desire further
to exonerate G-uard Davis and Driver Palmer from
all blame in the matter.”
(15) This was not the order of the Commissioners, se* *8 »n|1
They ordered side-chains to be taken off vehicles with
strong draw-gear, while the jury recommended that
they be replaced on all vehicles until all were fitted
with the strong draw-gear. The strongest proof of
this is found in the fact that side-chains are being
replaced on all vehicles, in accordance with the recom
mendation of the jury.
(16) I did not trust to Mr. Midelton. Both se# 29.
statements, directly contradictory, were made in tho
public press, and the Review simply drew attention
to and contrasted them, and said, in relation thereto,
“ It is not our province to decide.”

(17) Here Mr. Eddy admits that the subject See 6, is, 20, so.
was discussed with Mr. Midelton prior to his leaving
ollice.
(18) If Mr. Midelton did say what is alleged, it
certainly does not say that he said side-chains were
of no use while weak draw-gear was still in use,
which was the case at the Bathurst accident, and
apparently tho record referred to in No. 20, presently
considered, was disobeyed by some person as to the
“ chains.1’
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that not one word o£ objection was raised. (19)
The original minute taken down at the time of the
Northern Inspection Tour in January, 1889, when
the question was discussed with the officers,
which he now quoted from the original record book,
was as follows: — “ The Commissioners decided
(20) that side-chains should be discontinued on all
vehicles fitted with the strongest draw-gear, chains
to remain on those vehicles having the light draw-

gear until such gear is replaced. (21) How, that
was exactly the verdict of the jury. Then the Com
missioners had an interview with representatives
of the Association in August last, when the matter of
side-chains was mentioned, and the following minute
was written:—(21c) “The deputation drew attention
to a circular which had recently been issued by the
Traffic Manager, instructing the men, even when
side-chains were provided, that they were not to be
used. The centre coupling might at any time snap,
and they thought that the side-chains should be used
for the protection of the men, particularly as in
many cases the trains running in the distant districts
were mixed trains. They had several instances, one
particularly of a train arriving at Harden, where
the trucks were held in three places by the sidechains only.” (22) The Commissioners then slated
that they were unaware of the order, but pro
mised to look into the question, and shortly after
wards (28) they had a meeting with the officers, and
it was found that no such order had been issued.

(24) There was evidently some misapprehension in
Mr. Schey’s mind with regard to the whole matter.
He did not wish to say that it was intentional; but
there was a misapprehension in his mind as to the
meaning of the order Ho. 221 (which was evidently
the one referred to by the deputation), which was
simply a re-issue of the order (23) of the 11th
Pehruary, 1888. which simply deals with the double

shackling of the waggons. (26) The question was
first raised in 1885 by a memo, of Mr. Loughrey’s
recommending the discontinuance of the double
couplings, which was endorsed by Mr. Scott asking
for an order to be issued. Copy of memorandum
given below.
.
“Memo, to Locomotive Engineer.
“Sir,
“I have to report, for 3rour information, that
the practice of double coupling the centre chains on
our goods stock is still continued, even with the last;
new couplings, which were made considerably stronger
than the old ones, and were intended to be used
singly,
“ As the couplings are apt to be damaged in this
way, I think an order should be issued to the effect
that whenever the new couplings are in use they
should only be single coupled.
“E. A. LOUG-HREY.”
“I forward these reports for your information. I
trust that you will issue an order to prevent the
double coupling of the strong couplings in the
future.—"W. Scott, 4'/9/85. Traffic Manager/’

(19) This was therefore six or seven months see it, s, 20.
before the issue of Traffic Order 221.

(20) ThcCommissioners here admit that a median- Sec 5, is,
ical order was given to remove these side-chains
from vehicles with strong draw-gear, thus doing the
very thing which, as soon as carried out, caused the
issue of Traffic Order 221 in July, 1889, and the
deputation to point out the danger and objection in
August, 1889.
.
(21) As already shown, this order and the verdict See is,
of the jury are not the same, but radically different.

See 24.

(22) They have been unaware of the actual issue see c, 17,
or wording of Traffic Order 221; but, as above, they19> 29have already admitted giving the very mechanical
order which caused the state of tilings here brought
under notice by the deputation.
(23) Jf such were found, when we had already
explained to the Commissioners that the employes at
large understood order 221 as complained of, why
were we not informed that we had misread the order;
and as it was known that it was so misunderstood,
why was not another order issued, making the exact
meaning of 22.1 clear to all persons.
(24) There was no misapprehension on my part. Seo 2ie.
If I did not understand Traffic Order 221, neither did
the men at large. It was they who complained; I
acted only as their mouthpiece.
(25) Tliis order of 11th 'February, I have already Sea 8,27.
explained, was never acted upon, and was cancelled
within one week of its first issue. Mr. G-oodchap
saw that it was not only dangerous but contrary to
the Regulations, and so had it immediately cancelled.
(26.) This is not correct; the question was first
raised some years before 1885—in 1883,1 think.

17,

19
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“ GrOTcrnment Bail ways,
“Locomotive Engineer’s Branch,
“ Junco Station, 28 August, 1885.
“ Memo, to Locomotive Engineer re Double Coupling
of Trucks.
“ I noticed a few days ago that our travelling watertanks, furnished with continuous draw-gear, the new
standard hook, and 1^-inch couplings, were double
coupled. If I remember aright, the 11-inch couplings
and new hook were intended to do away with tliis.

“ X should be glad if you would give me some infor
mation on the subject.
' “ T. A. SOWELL
{fro

J. Close).”

(27) A lot of correspondence passed on the matter,
ranging over 21 years, the order finally being issued
in February, 1888, and repeated by Mr. Kirkcaldie
in July 1889. There are no papers showing how the
order came to be reissued, and Ihe reason for it can
not be traced, but it would probably bo in consequence
of some of the inspectors seeing tbo waggons double
shackled being a source of weakness, and drawing
attention to the matter.

(28) That was the story of the order concerning
which so much had been said; and after all it had no
bearing on the question of side-chains in any shape,
as it simply dealt with the mode of using the two
main chains. The side-chains, as he had shown, have
not been disused except in the case where the strong
draw-gear had been put in. Tests had been made as
to the breaking strain of the draw-gear. Some of
the strong draw-bars stood a test of 42 tons, whilst
the sidc-cham on the truck concerned in the Bathurst
accident broke on a strain of 7J- tons. These tests
were made by the use of a machine which brings the
strain gradually upon the iron ; and the strain upon
the side-chains would not he so severe as in the case
of the Kaglan accident, where the chains would have
been subjected to a sudden snatch. Cases might be
brought forward where, with a falling or an easy
gradient, or where the parting had been effected with
out any severe jerk, side-chains have held; but that
had no bearing on a breakaway on a gradient of one
in fifty when the strain must have been so great;, and
this has been proved by Mr. Thow, by actual tests.
The Association paper goes on further to state:—
“ Neither is it our province to decide on whom must

rest the responsibility of issuing (29) General Order
221, which is the cause of the disuse of the side-chains.
The Chief Commissioner states emphatically that he
gave no authority for the order, while (30) Mr,
Midelton, who was LocomotiveEngineer at the time the
order was issued, states just as emphatically that the
Chief Commissioner gave liim the order personally”;
so that the man who was put up to give him (the
Chief Commissioner) the lie direct, and on whoso
authority he was held up toevery man as unfit for his
osition, was Mr. Midelton, who was further said to
ave been the Locomotive Engineer at the time the

E

(27) 1 repeat, G. Order No. 8, of February, 1888,Sco G *26was never acted on. The double coupling was con
tinued until the issue of_G. Order 221, in July, 1889.
X have already given the reason above. The former
Commissioner would not sanction such an order. Sec sin.
’Whatever may now be contended, it is patent to all
that the men understood the order 221, as doing away See 2iu.
with side-chains, and if not aware of it before, the
Commissioners were certainly aware of the order
and the way it was construed, and also that the sidechains were being disused in consequence of sucli
order. This was plainly told to the Commissioners
by the Association deputation, in August, 1889, eight
months before the Bathurst accident. Again, the Soo13, it, io.
Commissioners admit that they had a consults- aniiNo'0lion with the officers, in September, 1889, when
they saw the order 221, and notwithstanding what
the deputation had pointed out, they found no fault
with its provisions (vide Commissioners’ Report to
Minister on the accident). Surely then, from Sep
tember, 1889, the order 221 existed -with the full
knowledge, authority, and concurrence of the Com
missioners. Again, side-chains were taken off many See 20.
trucks, thus rendering it impossible to use them in a
great many eases.
(28) 'With these tests 1 have nothing to do. It
is within the knowledge of a large number of our
guards here, that side-chains have held heavier trauis
than the one which broke away at Kaglan, and on
heavier grades than the one at Raglan : witness the
accident at Singleton, on 28th May, 1890. I can
quote several other instances. All the sworn evidence
at the inquest proves that there was no “ sudden
snatch.”

(29) I have already abundantly shown that this See ic £ 2i»
order (221) was the cause of the disuse of side-chains.
(30) Mr. Midelton was LocomotiveEngineer at See 17.
the time the mechanical order to take off the sidechains was issued. Mr. Eddy has already admitted
that fact, and states that Mr. Midelton raised
no objection. Traffic Order 221 was merely the
result of what had been done to the trucks, and
which naturally took some time to carry out; and,
as already admitted by Mr. Eddy, tbe order was
given to Mr. Midelton, wko was Locomotive Engineer
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order was issued. As a matter of fact Mr. Midelton
left the service on the 1st April, 1»89, months before

the order 22 L was issued, so (31) that simple fact
shows that Mr. Midelton is not to be relied upon.
Regarding the statement previously referred to in
the Association paper as to (32) Mr. Midelton having
carried out the order about side-chains against his
better judgment, was there any man, in any position,
worthy of the name who would do anything to
IttHtodso

imperil public safety without putting on (33)
record his objections ? Mr. Midelton was the
technical adviser of the Commissioners, and if he
had any objections to any course being followed,
he should have written back a minute stating he
considered it unsafe ; he did not do so, as he
was a consenting party in the discussion. (3f)
Then with regard to the alleged statements from
the staff, as to the risk of running without sidechains, we have the direct assurance of the officers
that they have not had one word of complaint from
any man on the subject, therefore if the men had
any feeling surely they ought to have gone to their
own officers. (34;) He did not believe in a system
by which the staff would go to people oilier than
their officers regarding the work, and if that is the
way matters are to be conducted, the railways could
never be managed properly. Then a further matter
was taken up at the Bathurst inquiry (35) as to
assistant-guards being knocked off. He said with all
seriousness that since the Commissioners had been in
office they had been untiring in their efforts to press

the officers (33) in the direction of safe working.
Tor instance, with regard to increased appliances,
they authorized, on going over the Illawarra line, the
introducing special signal-boxes for the block system
instead of allowing the system they found in operation
of the station-masters working the block to continue,
and on this and other lines the cost of increased
staff was between £5,000 and £6,000 annually
for signalling alone, and, as they mentioned last
night, where 28 miles of block working existed when
the Commissioners took office there was now 194
miles worked under the block system. They had
done everything to increase the safety of working
since they took office, but notwithstanding all that
Iteis, to, 4B. had. been done the Association, (37) through their
representative at the inquiry, endeavoured in all
ways to fix the blame upon the Commissioners.
Mr, Commisssioner Tehon stated that they should
quite understand the spirit in which they had been
asked to call. The Commissioners felt they had no
explanation to make, but it was simply with a desire
that cordial relations (38) should exist between the
society and the Commissioners that they deemed it
wise that the interview should take place. The
Commissioners have their duties to fulfil, and thexe
iw ji,10,is,ST should be no such spirit of hostility (39) to them as
was shown at the Bathurst inquiry.
The Chief Commissioner stated the principal point
that they wished to know was, if it was by the
instructions of the Association that Mr. Schey’s action
was taken (40). The Commissioners had no desire
to limit fair inquiry, as their instructions to their
counsel and the officers who attended the inquest
.
were that everything should he done to bring out
the actual state of things, and that he took to be
the object of the inquiry, and no one had more
interest than the Railway Commissioners to see

at the time. The record is in January, 1889, while
Mr. Midelton was Locomotive Engineer. He left
in April, 1889. The record is turned into an order
(22 Lj in July, 1889; the objection is in August,
1889.
_
'
_ '
(31) This has no hearing whatever on Mr. Midel
ton's reliability. He did not make the statement,
but the writer of the article.
_
(32) Of course on this matter 1 can say nothing,
but it was universally understood, when the Board
took office, that it was not healthy for any officer to
raise any objection or protest to any order given him
by the Commissioners.
(33) Here again Mr. Eddy fully admits his
responsibility for the mechanical order, of which traffic
order 22 L was merely the natural sequence. Ho. 20
says, “The Commissioners decided, &e., &c.”
(34) Wc have on this point direct assurance that
representations were made to the responsible officers
on the subject of order 221 and its effects; that
they were pooh-poohed, and no notice taken of them.
Therefore, of course, no record can he found of such,
and no officer would condemn himself by remember
ing any such circumstance after the accident.
They did not go to “ other people.” Surely they
went in proper departmental fashion when they
respectfully represented the matter to the Com
missioners failinc: the lower officers, a practice, it
must be observed, which Mr. Eddy sedulously com
mends when speaking publicly.
(35) I did not, nor did the Association, ever lay it
at the door of the Commisioners that these assistantguards were taken off the trains. When in the box
at Bathurst, and asked the question as to whether
complaints on this head had reached the Commis
sioners, I distinctly said I could not say that they
had, as many complaints had a habit of stopping
short before they reached the Commissioners.
(36) With all this 1 have nothing to do. I admit
at once that I believe not only that these statements
are quite correct, but that the Commissioners have
evinced every desire to make the railway work and
travelling as safe as possible in the directions
indicated.

(37) I have already pointed out that I did not do so,
and must again disclaim any such intention.

(38) No one has striven harder after cordial rela
tions than myself, and, certainly, I have not been the
first to rupture tnem.
(39) I again repeat that there was no such spirit of
hostility as is here attributed.

(40) On this point I leave the Association itself to
decide. I need only point to my duties and instruc
tions under Association rules 23 and 93 ; also to the
plenary authority from the Council under which I
have always acted in all such cases. The Council
also have approved, by resolution, of my actions At
this Bathurst inquest, and I could also remind you
of other consultations and authorities having refer
ence to this class of cases.
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tin at ihe truth was arrived at (-H). To show their
wishes in this mat tor, in connection wirh the Farley .
accident, a request was made to Mr. Thow by a
deputation of the drivers that one of their number
should he allowed to go and sit by the side
of Ihe drivers’ counsel fo prompt him in questions as
to the rules and regulations, so as to ensure every
thing possible being brought out on behalf of the
driver concerned. Mr. Thow, knowing the spirit of
the Commissioners, said certainly permission would be
granted. We had nothing to hide, and in every
inquiry that is conducted fairly the Commissioners
knew that they would stand with clear consciences.
Ho was alraid that they might go away without
understanding the matter, and that was the reason in
asking them to come (42). so that they could really
ascertain whether Mr. Sehey appeared at Bathurst,
taking the line of action he did, at ihe instance of
the society, so that the society should appear as prose
cutor ; putting in the general secretary as a witness,
although he knew nothing whatever of the merits of
the case, to give the lie direct to him as the Chief Com
missioner, and that ihe counsel for the Association
should urge the jury to fix the responsibility on him
in the first place (43), and also on the Commis
sioners, although, as he had shown, what the Com
missioners had done had not had one fraction of
weight in connection with the matter, and they were
simply the administrators of the Hallways (44), and
not the executive officers, who could bo held per
sonally responsible for the carrying out of the details
of the workinu.

(41) This is entirely foreign to the matter under
discussion, and L have therefore nothing to say to it.

(42) I have already traversed the whole of this
matter. I repeat that l proffered no evidence on see s.
the facts of the accident, and what I did give was
not proffered at all but given at the request, and in
answer to, questions of the A ssociation’s solicitor, who
must be permitted to conduct any case committed
to his charge as he thinks best.
(43) This is not correct, Mr. Thompson, in com- Scemndii.
mencing his address to the jury, said “ Ho must state
at the outset that he was not present, as some persons
might think, to endeavour to fix the blame of this
dreadful occurrence on the shoulders of any particu
lar person, 1 Nothing of the kmd.’”
(44) On this I have nothing to say, but, of course,
we all have our own opinions on the matter.
In conclusion, I have only to say that I think, in
view of the foregoing, that the serious charges made
against myself must fall to the ground. Of course,
a portion of fhem arc nominally directed against the
Association, but, after all, only through tho way in
which I have administered ifs affairs. Tho whole
thing therefore is, I take it, directed personally
against myself. I need only add that, had I so chosen,
I had abundant facts in ray possession which, if pro
duced at the coronial inquiry, would have badly
damaged and discredited two of the principal depart
mental officers who weni into the witness box, and
who certainly had no more right than myself in the
box. for if, as Mr. Eddy contends, I knew nothing of
the accident personally, neither did they, but no
objection is raised to their going into the box and
giving evidence, some of which, at all events, was
deliberately untrue. I have to say, therefore, that
everything was not done either to prosecute or dis
credit the Department or the Commissiouers. I
now leave the matter confidently in your hands, feel
ing that I have fully vindicated the position of the
Association as well as my own in the foregoing
pages.

Copy of correspondence marked “ X,-’ and referred to by that designation in No. 7 of foregoing papers.
Tho correspondence fully explains itself:—
Sir,
2 May, 1890.
T do myself tho honor to enclose herewith n copy of a letter which I have this dav addressed
to the editor of the Australian Star for publication. ^Reference to Mr. Angus will corroborate tbe
statement which 1 have made therein as to tho explanation of the answers given by me to questions asked.
I deem it due to you, as to myself, to make this explanation to you as well as to the public Press.
Bcgretting that such a construction should have been put upon the words used,
I have, &c.,
WM. F. S CHE S',
E. M. G. Eddy, Esq., J.P.. Chief Commissioner for New- South 'Wales Railways.

General Secretary.

[-EW/ostwe,]
The Bathurst Accident.—An Explanation.
To the Editor, Australian Star.
2 May, 1890.
_
1 notice in your “ Current Topics" of last night that I am represented as having made “a most serious charge
against Mr. Eddy” in my evidence at tho late inquest into the Bathurst disaster. I admit that the evidence bears that
construction ; hut had I been permitted to explain, as 1 did immediately nttenvnrds to the Departmental Solicitor, Mr. S.
E. Webb, and to Messrs. Angus and Kirkcaldie. my meaning would have been at once clear. I said 1 was of opinion that
general order 221 had been issued by the authority of the Chief Commissioner, as undoubtedly it was, because no traffic
manager.
Sir,
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manager, or any officer of similar grade, under our system, has power to issue any such order without the authority of the
heads of the Department. At the same time it is perfectly possible that Mr. Eddy was quite ignorant of this and many
other orders which have been issued under his authority. Thus the “serious charge’’ vanishes into thin air. These
things are necessarily so, and 1 had no intention of imputing untruthfulness to Mr. Eddy.
I am, &c.,
Thanking you in anticipation,
WM. F. SCHEY,
General .secretary.

Hatliursi Accident.
gjrj
5 May, 1890.
’
I have received your letter of 2nd May, hut I cannot think you really expected that I could
accept any explanation” of the statement you made with so much deliberation on oaih, and which, no
doubt, inttucnccd the verdict of tho Coroner’s Jury.
Tho statement was absolutely false; yet you practically reiterate it in your letter above referred to.
"
I am, Ac.,
E. M. G. EDDY.
yy. E, Sehey, Esq., M.P., Secretary, hv.S.W. Amalgamated Railway and Tramway Association.
Bathurst accident.
gjr_

9 May. 1890.
I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 5th inst., in reply to mine
of 2nd idem, both dealing with the above subject.
I deejjly regret that you should have considered it necessary to impute to mo so grave an offence,
as you virtually do by drawing my attention to my evidence on oath, and by then declaring that such a
statement was absolutely false.
_
_
,
I am far from imputing to you a desire to he offensive or insulting to me, as I still consider that
von are under a misapprehension of what really did occur, aud of the effect of my evidence ; and X am
sure that your sense of what is right will induce you tu withdraw this imputation, which is necessarily
offensive, even though not intended to be so, if I can convince you that I have in no way departed from
the truth in my evidence.
_
_
On the 10th August, 1889, a deputation of the railway employees waited upon yourself and your
respected colleagues, and were courleously favoured w'ith tho opportunity of discussing many matters
which they considered of moment to them. Amongst others, the subject of ceutro couplings only was
dealt with, and tho attention of the Commissioners drawn to the then recent Rule or General Order 221,
which virtually docs away with side couplings: and the interview oil that point terminated by your
promising to look into the question and by your saying that without knowing the facts you could not say
that you would countermand the order.
_
_
...
“ I now assume that the portion of my evidence lo which you take such grave exception is that in
which I say, “ L have tho best reasons for saying that the order was issued by immediate authority ol the
Commis'boners.’'
■
.If I am correct in my assumption, x\ ill you permit me lo point out that as you ami your colleagues
were then vested with supreme authority in sush matter*, no one in the Department could have ventured
1o promulgate so serious an infraction on previous rules without some knowledge or authority or
acquiescence on the part of the Commissioners.
In the interview referred to you did not appear to he aware that there was so grave a difference
between some of the Rules and Regulations guiding guards on trains and that comparatively new Rule or
General Order 221, yet you did not in any way lead, your doputationists to believe that the rule or
order had been issued' Without sufficient authority, though you said you knew nothing of it.
Surely, therefore, it must be admitted that I am right in stating that 1 have the best reasons for
saying that "the order was issued by immediate authority of the Commissioners; and yet, iinmediately
afterwards, in reply to vour solicitor, in stating that he (meaning yourself as Chief Commissioner) said
he knew nothing about it, which I do not for a moment dispute.
_
X beg you to observe that 1 do not say that I know this, but my reasons are so plainly the natural
inference arming out of what had occurred, that I cannot help feeling amazed that you have not seen that
this is the true way of reading the matter.
_
In my previous letter to you I referred to my having stated in explanation what my reasons were
both to Mr.''Webb (who prevented me stating them on oath when 1 wished to do so) and to Mr. Angus;
and the reasons were that 1 was perfectly satisfied that uo traffic manager, or any officer under you and
under our system, could have power of bis own motion fo issue such an order or rule.
_
Jf you take any exception to any other part of my evidence, or if I am incorrect in supposing that
the portion quoted is that which you consider open to so grave a charge, I hog that you will state it—so
that! may have an opportunity for reply; as 1 am sure that your sense of justice will incline you to
what appears fo me a fair and right course.
_
1 regret that anything should have arisen to disturb Ihe otherwise friendly relations between
myself, as the accredited'official of the Railway aud Tramway Service Association, and yourself; and 1 havo
every hope that a little further explanation will pave the way to a restoration of such relations.
X have. &c.,
E. M. G. Eddy, Esq, J.P.,
Wit. 1T. SOJIEY,
Chief Commissioner for Railways.
Gen. Sec.
Svdnev. „
■
Sir,

.
13 May, 1890.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your further letter regarding the Bathurst accident, hut
the action you took on behalf ol your society, at the inquiry, was so extraordinary and without justifica
tion that I must decline to correspond any further on the subject.
’
1 am, Ac.,
W. E. Sehev, Esq., M-R.
, _ E- M. G-. EDDY
Secretary, JS'cvv South Wales Amalgamated liailway and 'Tramway Association.
Tho
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Tho day after the deputation, viz., on 2lst May, Mr. Hoyle was sent for privately by the Chief
Commissioner, who showed him a private report which had been received by him from the solicitor and
departmental officers who attended at the inquest at Bathurst on behalf of tho Commissioners, [Copy of
this report is attached in fall further on, and is marked A.] This report detailed other and still more
serious charges against Mr, Sehey, and was shown to Mr. Hoyle by the Chief Commissioner in strict conndonee. Mr. Hoyle, feeling that, in justice to all concerned, such further charges should bo thoroughly
investigated, wrote to the Commissioners on 5th June, asking for a copy of such report, for the purpose
of enabling such inquiry to be made. On 9 th Juno the Secretary for Kail ways furnished Mr. Hoyle with
a copy of tho said report, at the same time stipulating in a “private” letter that the same should be used
only tor “the purpose of confidential inquiry,” and that it should not be “made public.” Mr. Sehey
bein<r informed of the receipt of such report, at once informed Mr. Hoyle, in the presence of a witness,
that he had already had a copy of such report in his possession for nearly a week, and was also prepared
with an ample refutation of all it contained. On investigation this was found to be true, Mr. Sehey
having obtained possession of it in tho following way:—■
In the course of an ordinary letter to Mr. Sehey, under date IGth May (thus being before the
conference, deputation, Ac.), Mr. Alfred'G. Thompson, the solicitor at Bathurst, who represented the
Association at the mquest, wrote: “ Can yon not get the report on the inquest as furnished by Webb,
Kirkcaldie, Angus, and Thow ? It is a tissue of lies, and will go far to show how little confidence can be
placed m any report they may prepare.—I can. The Coroner, any of the jurors—in fact, the whole panel if
necessary with Kenny ’ (another solicitor) “and myself to give the lie direct to most of the statements.
Let mo have a line to-morrow as to chances of getting this document before tbe public,” This aroused
Mr. Sehey 8 suspicion, who^ seeing that the remarks could not apply to the departmental report on tho
accidcntj ^hich had been laid before Parliament, and that'he was unaware o£ any other report being in
existence, at once wrote to Mr. Thompson for further informatiou and explanation. Mr. Thompson then
said that he had a copy of the report in question, which he would send to Mr. Sehey, together with refu
tations of the statements made therein. This he did, forwarding the papers, covered by a letter of
explanation, on 5th June. Thus the report and the refutation were in Mr. Schey’s bands four days
before the copy furnished by the Commissioners reached Mr. Hoyle. The following is the report referred
to, and is marked A, and is the document previously referred to in these papers by that designation :—
.
. Kailway Department, Office of Engineer for Existing Lines, Sydney, 2 May, 1890.
Inquiite into accident at Bathurst commenced at Hospital on Saturday, when the various parties were
represented by Mr. Palmer, solicitor, instructed by Mr. Thompson’s clerk. On this occasion Mr. Sehey
was not present.
J
On Monday morning Mr. Sehey appeared at the inquiry, instructing Mr. Thompson, as we were
informed, on behalf of the Kail way and Tramwav Association. Mr. Thompson also appeared on behalf of
Guard Davis and Driver Palmer.
During the progress of the inquiry Mr. Sehey instructed Mr. Thompson both as to the mode of
conducting the inquiry and as to the questions that should be asked, in almost every instance his
questions bemg directed particularly in attempting to attach blame to the Department generally, and to
tfie Commissioners in particular.
.
instructions in this respect at length became so irksome to bis solicitor that he was impera
tively ordered to desist from this course of procedure.
j
*i i'11 attemPting
Mame to the Department, Mr, Sehey went into the box himself, and
detailed at great length a conversation which he said he had had with the Chief Commissioner at one or
two interviews, tending to show that the Chief Commissioner was aware of the defectiveness of the
rolling stock of the order dated 10th February, 1888, and that this order had been issued under his direct
instructions, though the Commissioner had asserted, when a deputation of the railway employees waited
upon him, that ho had no knowledge whatever of the order,
, On being recalled, Mr. Sehey reiterated the statement having reference to the Chief Commis
sioner s personal knowledge of the order, stating that lie had very good ground for knowing that the Chief
Commissioner was well aware of the order, notwithstanding that he had informed a deputation that ho
had no knowledge of it.
.
, .
During the progress of proceedings Mr. Sehey distributed liberally a newspaper published, we
believe, by his Association, which contains a long account of the meeting of the Commissioners with the
deputation above referred to, and he got the various local papers to insert this report in extenso.
So persistent were the attempts of counsel and Mr. Sehey throughout to attach blame to the
Commissioners, and particularly to the Chief Commissioner, and also to the heads of the various depart
ments, that at last tho foreman of the jury rose in his place, and in open Court called the Coroner’s
attention, and the attention of counsel, to the fact that the inquiry was one being held to inquire into tho
cause of the death of Mrs. Franklin, and not as to the working and management of tho Kailway Depart
ment and tho conduct of the Chief Commissioner or other Commissioners, and those remarks were
endorsed by two or three other jurymen, who said they considered a great waste of time was being carried
^ course of procedure; and this matter wont so far at last, that, after the remarks of tho foreman
of the jury, the Coroner himself stated that he considered matters irrelevant to the inquiry were being
introduced unnecessarily, and apparently with an object.
On Monday, after the morning sitting, during lunch-hour, Guard Davis, who was the guard in
charge of the train which was wrecked, stated to the Commissioners’ solicitor, and to one or two of the officers
of the Department, that he had no knowledge that such a course of examination was to be pursued, and
he was very much annoyed at Mr. Sehey for instructing the solicitor as he had done, and Hat until the
questions wore asked he had no knowledge whatever what questions were to be asked, or of tbe course
k0 Pursued. Again, several other times during tho inquiry Guard Davis expressed his disgust
and disapprobation of the course which was being pursued by his counsel, and informed several parties
that so far as he was concerned he repudiated having given any instructions for such a course of procedure,
av
^*e
®00 that he could in any way be held responsible for it, as the instructions were
wholly Mr. Schey’s, Several other railway employees stated outside Court to officers of the Department
concerned in the inquiry that Sehey seemed to have a particular “ edge” on the Commissioners, and that
he had expressed himself as being certain that the finding of the juiy would get the Commissioners into
trouble, especially the Chief Commissioner.
541—B
The
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The counsel appearing for Mr, Sehey and Davis appeared to find himself in a very awkward
position, considering the position taken by Davis aud that taken by Sehey, and asserted in the commeneeinent of his address that he did not desire to attach the blame to the Commissioners, or to the Chief
Commissioner, or to anyone, in fact; still the whole burden of his address was to the effect that the
Commissioners had been grossly negligent, and that Mr. Eddy had shown an utter want of feeling and
consideration for human life in connection with this matter by remaining absent from tbe inquiry, and by
merely sending three officers of the Department.
_
...
He urged the jury, in very impassioned language, to add a rider to their verdict which would fix
the blame of this accident on the shoulders of the Chief Commissioner in the first place, and of the
Commissioners in the next place. During the whole of the inquiry Mr. Schey’s conduct and behaviour
was indicative'of the "keenest feelings of animus towards Mr. Eddy and the officers of the Department.
Whenever any circumstance was elicited tending in any way to make a point against the Department or
against Mr.'lidcly, Mr. Sehey would throw himself back in his chair and laugh and nod at the representa
tives of the Department in a way which indicated as plainly as words could speak, “ I have got you on
that point.’’
,
_
* ' ‘ During Mr. Thompson’s address his conduct in this respect was very unseemly, and, also, his
manner when Tie went into the box as a witness indicated the strongest ill-feeling and animus towards
Mr. Eddy in particular, though this ill-feeling seemed to extend in some measure to the other Commis
sioners and the officers of the Department present.
_
_
'
’When the jury went to view the couplings of the train at the station, Mr. Sehey accompanied
them, with others, aud whilst the jury were inspecting the identical couplings which were the cause of the
inquiry, Mr. Scliey perched himself on top of the truck, over the couplings, and persisted in interfering
with the members of the jury, and in pointing out the various difficulties and improbabilities and other
matters tending to show that the contention of the officers of the Department was not possible, to sucli art
extent that the foreman of the jury on two occasions literally sat on him.
4 “
* .
J J
'
S
WEBB.
J. ANGUS.

DAVID KIRKCALDIE.
W. THOW.
Referring to the statement of Mr. Sehey, that the Chief Commissioner was aware of the issue of
the order dated July, 1$S1), 1 may point out that the general order was merely a reissue of an order
issued on the LOtli Ecbruaryj 18SS, by my predecessor months before the present Commissioners assumed
office, and was issued entirely on my own responsibility, and without reference to any of the Commissioners.
'
DAVID KIRKCALDIE.
■
The following is the covering letter, written by Mr. A. G. Thompson, when forwarding the report,
and previously referred to :—
W. i\ Sehey; Esq., M.L.A., Sydney,—
Bathurst, 5 June, 1890.
Dear Sir, '
'
_
' Ln reply to your letter of 26th May last, I have to state that I have had the report signed
by Messrs. Webb, Angus, Kirkcaldie, and Thow, perused by eleven of the jurors, and so that no doubt may
exist as to their opinion of its untruthfulne'ss, a document has been signed by ten of the number, which I
have annexed to the copy report, and forward herewith for your use.
. "
'
As to the portions of the report dealt with by the jiirors, I will have little to say beyond the fact
that I not only agree with what is stated, but go further and state emphatically that the report in those
particulars is wilfully false. The remarks alleged to have been made by me in my address to the jury
are without tbe slightest colour of truth, and in that I am supported by the jurors, by many who heard
me, and by the reports of my address contained in The
and Free Press.
_
With regard to what is reported of statements made by Davis, I can only say that in my opinion
the whole is untrue, but I am not in a position to give the best evidence of the uutruthfulness of what is
said by Davis,'although I could give cogent reasons for my opinion. Davis himself, however, would, I feel
sure,’add his share of denial of this fabrication.
I will not dwell upon what is stated with regard to yourself. Let it suffice for me to say that as
to your conduct during the inquiry, and as to my having asked you to desist from irksome instructions to
myself, the statements made are utterly false.
_
Now with reference to the whole report. Docs it not seem an appalling state of things that three
officers at the heads of various branches of our great Railway Service should have deliberately affixed
their signatures to a document which is absolutely, wilfully, and grossly untrue from beginning to end.
'
What confidence can the public place in future in any report of tbe result of any departmental
inquiry’emanating 'from men who could degrade themselves by tbo issue of an undignified, childish, and
withal grossly-perverted document such as that under consideration.
Apart altogether from the attack upon yourself, or the untruthful references tome, there is under
lying the whole matter a principle, viz., the credibility or otherwise of responsible public servants, whose
characters for reliability and integrity should be unassailable and invulnerable qualities, which, if open to
doubt, should' render them unfit for their positions. As to the other gentleman signing the report,qt is a
matter for his own personal consideration. If he chooses to affix his signature to a document which ho
knows to be misleading and untrue, be is not answerable to the public ; but it is not so with the others,
who are the servants of the public.
■
I may mention that I have spoken to the newspaper proprietors, who deny the statement that you
“ got them to publish the report of the deputation which waited on the Commissioners.” Ton will
observe that only ten jiirors have signed the document annexed to the report; of the other two, one
declines to sign, and the other is away from Bathurst.
_
Trusting that what I havo done may be of some service to you and to the public whom you desire
to serve. ’
’ ‘'
'
’
I remain, &c.,
.
--------A. G. THOMPSON.
In refutation of the statements made in the report as to the actions and words of the Coroner and
jury, the following is the refutation signed by ten jurors, referred to in Mr. Thompson's letter, which
also explains why the other two jurors did not sign also
.
We,
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"Wc, tho undersigned jurors, who sat as such at tho inquest on the body of the late Bebecea
.'Franklin, who was killed on 2-5th April last, through the breaking away of part of the No. 26 up-traiu
which collided with No. 28 leaving Bathurst station, having read tho copy report hereunto annexed, havo
to say with regard thereto :—
1. It is not true, as stated, that “ the foreman of tho jury rose in his place, and in open Court called
the Coroner's attention and the attention of counsel to the fact that the inquiry was one being
.
held to inquire into the cause of the death of Mrs. Franklin, and .not as to tho working and
management of the Kail way Department, and the conduct of the Chief Commissioner or other
Commissioners; nor is it true that such remarks were endorsed by two or three other jurymen,
who did not say that a great waste of time was being carried on by this course of procedure.”
2. It is not true that “ the Coroner himself stated that he considered matters irrelevant to the
inquiry were being introduced unnecessarily, and apparently with an object.”
,
3. Mr. Thompson did not say in his address 11 that the Commissiohers had been grossly negligent,
and that Mr. Eddy had shown an utter want of feeling and consideration for human life,"
4. Mr. Thompson did not urge the jury in “impassioned language to add a rider to their verdict
which would fix the blame of this accident on the shoulders of the Chief Commissioner in.tho
•
first place, and of the Commissioners in the next place, but he did say that he hoped the jury
would return such a special verdict as the evidence,war ranted.
4. Mr. Sebcy's conduct during Mr. Thompson’s address was not unseemly, as he listened atten
tively, having his hand to his ear the whole of the time. Mr. Schey’s conduct during the inquiry showed
great earnestness, hut in no way was his conduct unseemly.
5. It is not true that at the station the foreman of the jury “literally sat ou him,” meaning Mr.
Sehey.
Jaxeks Kelaiiet!,
K. 'W. Waters.

.

W Mackie,
Alfred W. Avert.
Alfred .Tones,
Frisdk. Lumlet.

Walter Hall.
P. J. Parker.
K. B. Kenna.
William Pascoe.

Further information being asked concerning the charges in the report that Mr, Sehey undiily
interfered with coupling operations, &e., &e., aud that “the foreman of the jury literally sat on him” (Mr.
Sehey), Mr. A, G-. Thompson wrote again, as follows :—
W. F. Sehey, Esq., M.L.A., Sydney,—
Bathurst, 10 June, 1800.
Dear Sir,
In reply to yours of 6th instant, I have to state that I was present at the railway station with
you when tbe couplings were being examined by the jury, and I assure you that you did not interfere
with the jury, and the foreman of tho jury did not complain of your conduct, or, to use the undignified
words of tho report, tho foreman of the jury did not literally sit on you.
_ Tbo Coroner being a public officer, 1 have not asked him to contradict what is said of him, hut if
he is asked for a report you may rest assured he will deny the statement.
.
I enclose two letters, one from the editor and general manager of the National Advocate., and one
from tho editor and senior proprietor of the Free Press, which will speak for themselves. I trust you will
now ho able to deal with the report, and that the House may see the importance of the matter.
Yours, &c.,
A. G. THOMPSON.
The following are the two certificates from the Bathurst newspapers referred to by Mr. Thompson
in his letter:—■
To A. G, Thompson, Esq., Bathurst,—
Bathurst, 10 June, 1890.
Dear Sir,
’
If it has been reported that Mr. Sehey induced the various local papers to insert a report
from tho Railway and Tramway Review, cluriug the inquest in connection with the recent railway accident
at Bathurst, so far as this journal is concerned, the report is altogether without foundation. An extract
from the report was published in the Free Press, but that was taken from the Sydney Daily Telegraph.
Yours, &c.,
C. & G. S. WHITE.
The National Advocate,
To A. G. Thompson, Esq., Bathurst,—
Bathurst, 10 June, 1890.
Dear Sir,
■
.
. If it is alleged by anyone that Mr. Sehey requested the National Advocate to publish anything
in connection with the late Bathurst railway accident, I desire to give the statement an unqualified denial.
No such request was made by Mr. Scbey, either as regards reprint or any other matter.
I am, &c.,
FITE-ALAN JAMIES.
Further, in relation to tbe charges made in the report that “ Mr. Sehey freely distributed a news
paper, and got the Press to publish matter condemnatory of the Commissioners, &c.,” Mr. Sehey desires
to add to the foregoing denials the fact that not only did he not attempt to “nobblo” the Press, as
charged against him in tho report, but that Messrs. Angus, Kirkcaldie, and Thow did most certainly
attempt to “nobble” such local press, as they invited the representatives of the whole of the Bathurst Press
to dinner at Hurley’s “ Koyal Hotel,” where said officers not only treated said pressmen to an excellent
dinner, but to champagne, cigars, &c., ad libitum.
To refute the statements made by the report as to the “ disapproval and disgust of Guard Davis
at the course taken by Mr. Sehey and tbe Association solicitor,” a copy of that portion of the report
was submitted to Guard Davis, who wrote as follows ;—
Penrith. 7 June, 1890.
In reference to the report laid before the meeting on the 7th June, 1890, which refers to my actions
during the inquiry into the lamentable accident at Bathurst, I did say I was not aware what course of
examination would bo pursued, or what questions would bo asked. I did not say I was annoyed with Mr.
Sehey instructing the solicitor as he had done.
I
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I did not express my disgust or disapprobation of the course which was being pursued by my
Council, nor did I say tbe instructions were wholly Mr. Schey’s.
Nor did I hear Mr. Sehey express the opinion that the jury would get the Commissioners into
trouble. Nor do I think Mr. Sehey desired any such verdict.
■ .
■
Tours respectfully,

E. B. DAVIS.
As to the opinions expressed by other employees, and the employees at large, which the report
states are or were condemnatory of the course of action pursued by Mr. Sehey and the solicitor who
appeared for the Association, acting under Mr. Schey’s instructions, the following are deemed amply
sufficient to refute any such imputation:—
At a meeting of the Council held on Monday, May 12th, after hearing Mr. Schey’s report on the
matter, and the steps he had taken, the following rosolution was unanimously carried :—“ That the action
of the General Secretary be approved and ratified.”
At a Meeting of the Penrith Branch of the Association held on Saturday, 7th June, it was
resolved that the Branch Secretary furnish Mr. Sehey with a copy of the vote of thanks accorded to
him by the members of the Penrith Branch, on the 3rd May, 1890. Mr. Henry Hoyle and Mr. Sehey
having paid the Branch an official visit, Mr. E. B. Davis, who is a member, and who was the guard of the
train which was wrecked at Bathurst, spoke at some length, complimenting Mr. Sehey for the action he
had taken at the recent inquiry held at Bathurst re the accident to his train, and he asked, as a member
of the Penrith Branch, that the members should express their approval of his action. It was then
resolved “ that a hearty vote of thanks be accorded to Mr. Sehey from the members of the Penrith
Branch for the action he took at the recent inquiry held at Bathurst?” This was carried unanimously,
and with acclamation, there being present fifty to sixty members. The minutes of that meeting were
read and confirmed at the meeting held on 7th June, when the following resolution was carried unani
mously, “ That the members of the Penrith Branch of the Association approve of Mr. TV. F. Schey’s
action re the investigation recently held at Bathurst re the accident to Guard Davis’ train, that they
consider that Mr. Sehey acted in accordance with the rules of the Association, and that he still retains
the confidence and esteem of the members of the Penrith Branch of the Association as their General
Secretary.”
Mr. E. B. Davis, guard of the train that was wrecked at Bathurst, was present at the meeting.
He stated that he did not say those things at Bathurst during the inquiry which tho report to the Com
missioners says he did. The Bathurst Branch met on Saturday, May the 3rd. The following resolution
was carried unanimously by the twenty-six members present, “ That this Branch approves of the course
of action pursued by the Branch officers, and also the action of the General Secretary in reference to
the recent accident at Bathurst.
On Saturday, 7th June, the Bathurst Branch met again, and the following resolution was passed
by the unanimous vote of the twenty members present:—“ That this meeting approves of the steps taken
by the General Secretary at the inquiry in reference to the late accident at Bathurst, in so far as the
employees were concerned, and we believe that his motive was to elicit tho fullest amount of evidence
necessary to show the cause of the accident.”
At the regular monthly meeting of the Sydney Branch,held in the Wesleyan School-room,Begentstreet, Chippendale, on Thursday, 3rd July, the following resolution, of which due notice had been given,
was discussed:—

“ That this meeting of the members of the Sydney Branch of the Railway and Tramway Service
Association hereby expresses regret that the General Secretary, Mr. Wm. F. Sehey, should have
taken so prominent a part in condemnation of the management of the railways by the Com
missioners, more especially with reference ,to the recent accident at Bathurst. Furthermore,
this meeting is of opinion that tbe best interests of the Association would be served if Mr. Sehey
would endavour to work more in sympathy with the Railway Commissioners.”
“That the foregoing resolution, if passed, be forwarded on to the Council.”
And being negatived, only a couple of hands being held up in favour of it, the standing orders
were then suspended by resolution, so as to admit of the following resolution, which, having been dis
cussed, was carried unanimously, amid great cheering, there being about 200 members present:—
“ That this meeting of the Sydney Branch endorse the action of Mr. Wm. F. Sehey, General
Secretary, at the recent accident at Bathurst, and desires to place on record its confidence in
his administration of the office of General Secretary,”
In the meantime, the matter of the accident having been referred to in Parliament, and Mr.
M‘Mi 11 an, the Colonial Treasurer, having stated that Mr. Hoyle, the President of the Association, had
expressed at a deputation to the Commissioners that he (Mr. Hoyle) entirely disapproved of Mr. Schey’s
course of action in reference to the inquest into the late Bathurst accident, and also that he (Mr. Sehey)
had gone to Bathurst without his (Mr. Hoyle’s) knowledge and consent, the following refutation was
drawn up and signed. A copy of the proceedings of such interview was afterwards furnished by Mr.
M'Millan to Mr. Sehey, thus putting beyond doubt as to what interview was referred to by Mr.
M‘Millan.
Hew South Wales Amalgamated Railway aud Tramway Service Association,
Sydney, Friday, Cth June, 1890.
We, the undersigned membors of this Association, having seen in the press that Mr. M'Millan stated in
Parliament that, in an interview between tbe Railway Commissioners and Mr. Hoyle, he (Mr. Hoyle)
stated that Mr. Sehey went to Bathurst to attend inquest at that place concerning late railway accident
at that place without his (Mr. Hoyle’s) knowledge, and that ho (Mr. Hoyle) entirely disapproved of Mr.
Sehey’s actions and sayings in that case, beg to declare :—
1. That the interview in question took place at the special request of the Railway Commissioners,
and was between the Railway Commissioners and a deputation of seven members of this
Association.
2. That we whose names ave affixed hereto were such seven members.
3. That we heard all conversation which took place.
4.
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4. That Mr. Hoyle did not say that Mr. Sehey went to Bathurst without his knowledge or consent.
5. That, on the contrary, Mr. Hoyle distinctly said that Mr. Sehey did consult him prior to starting
for Bathurst.
6. That Mr. Hoyle did not express cither disapproval or disgust at the actions or sayings of Mr.
Sehey at the Bathurst inquest.
7. Tho Commissioners having made several grave charges against Mr. Sehey, Mr. Hoyle did say that
“ If Mr. Sehey were guilty of the things charged against him by the Commissioners, he (Mr.
Sehey) had undoubtedly exceeded the wishes of the Association.”
'
8. We [cannot agree that such expression can be in any way construed into disapproval, as the
charges are now being investigated by the officers of tho Association, and, up to the present,
Mr. Sehey has not been found guilty of the charges made.
9. When such investigation is completed a full report will he communicated to the Railway Com
missioners.
H. C. HOYLE, President.
WILLIAM H. MANUELL, Vice-President.
J. REID, Vice-President.
T. PICKLES, General Treasurer.
'
W. W. TOTING, Delegate.
GEORGE DEAN, Delegate.
WM. E. SCHET, General Secretary.
P.S.—As our deputation was not informed by our Commissioners, prior to being interviewed, for
what purpose we were called, and as no direct questions were asked of our President, but simply a reply
to our Chief Commissioner’s charges, the whole substance of what transpired between the Commissioners
and our President is contained in clause 7, which I distinctly understood; and, so far as any expressions
of disgust, such never transpired. I affix my name to clauses 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, and 7, which was the
substance of what I understood at this meeting of our deputation with the Commissioners.—G. Deaf.
When the copy of the Report reached Mr. Hoyle from the Commissioners, he laid same before
the Executive, who decided to get some evidence independent of that in Mr. Sehey’s possession, and
which they had not seen. Mr. Hoyle accordingly wrote to Mr. A. G. Thompson, solicitor, Bathurst, aa
follows :—
The Bathurst Accident.
Dear Sir,
18 Jute.
I regret to say that serious complications have arisen in connection with the late lamentable
railway accident at Bathurst, in which the Railway and Tramway Association is concerned.
The Railway Commissioners have made the following charges against Mr. Sehey, for which, of
course, they hold the Association responsible:—
1st. That Mr. Sehey so instructed you that all the blame in connection with the accident should be
fastened on to the Commissioners, and that, if possible, a verdict of manslaughter should bo
secured against them.
2nd. That Mr. Sehey’s conduct was moat insolent towards tho witnesses for the Department, so much
that the foreman and another of the jury publicly protested.
3rd. That you yourself found it necessary to publicly protest against Mr. Schey’s conduct towards
yourself, and found it necessary to order Mr. Sehey to allow you to conduct the case your own
way, which protest was made within the hearing of the Court,
4th. That when the jury were viewing theeoupling operations, Mr. Sehey stood at the end of one of
tho tracks, and interfered in the most unjustifiable way with the coupling operations.
5th. That Mr. Sehey’s conduct was the subject of common talk in Bathurst after the inquiry.
The Railway Commissioners have laid the abovementioned charges before me in my official capacity
as President of the Association, and they further infer that the Association has taken up an antagonistic
position towards them.
You will observe that the charges are very serious as far as the Association is concerned; I will
therefore be glad if you will give me your opinion unreservedly on the clauses herein named, as we are
desirous of making the fullest inquiry into the whole matter, to enable the Council of the Association to
como to an impartial decision on the matter.
Soliciting an early reply,
I remain, Ac.,
H. C. HOYLE,
A. G. Thompson, Esq., solicitor, Russell-street, Bathurst.
President.
Note.—I will be glad if you would furnish me with tho names and addresses of the gentlemen who
were on the jury.

And eliciting the following reply:—
Bathurst, 21 June, 1890.
H. C. Hoyle, Esq., President N.S.TiV, Amalgamated Railway and Tramway Service Association, Sydney,—
Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 18th instant, which reached me yesterday
morning, and to which I would havo replied by return poet had time permitted.
1 regret that tho serious complications you refer to have arisen,-and can only say that while the
charges made against Mr. Sehey remain uncontradicted, it is quite natural that the Railway Commissioners
should regard the attitude of your Association, of which Mr. Sehey is General Secretary, as antagonistic.
I feel assured that the charges made against Mr. Sehey are based upon a report furnished a few
days after tho inquest at Bathurst by Messrs. Webb, solicitor for tbe Commissioners, Kirkcaldie,Thow,and
Angus, A copy of that report was supplied to me forthwith, but not by Mr. Sehey, nor with his
knowledge. My astonishment at its contents was followed by indignation, when I found it bore the
signatures of tho three gentlemen last named, inasmuch as it was an invention, to put it mildly, from first
to last, and entirely unsupported by facts. I at once obtained and have since forwarded to Mr. Sehey over
whelming refutation of the allegations in the document.
I
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I ttill endeavour to reply to the charges set forth in your letter seriatim:
1. I have carefully perused the instructions X took in writing from Mr. Sehey, and there is not one
word reflecting upon the Commissioners—and I assert that Mr. Scliey did not at any time
instruct me to fix the blame on these gentlemen nor upon any of them.
2. Mr. Schey’s conduct was not insolent towards the witnesses, and the statement that the foreman
, and another of the jury publicly protested, is a wicked and deliberate falsehood.
"
8. I did not aud had not the least occasion to complain of Mr. Schey’s conduct towards me. I would
not have submitted to conduct of the kind alleged against Mr. Sehey for one instant.
4. Mr. Sehey did not interfere unjustifiably with tbe coupling operatious.
5. 1 cannot say whether Mr. Schey’s conduct was common talk in Bathurst after the accident or
not, but I can say this, that t never heard any persons expressing opinions adverse to Mr. Schey’s
conduct, although personal references of an uncomplimentary character have been freely made
with regard to other persons concerned iu the inquiry. I attach as a rule very little importance
to “ common talk.”
I may add that, to far as Mr, Sehey is concerned, I have no interest to serve. My services have
been paid for in the ordinary way. Anything I have done since the verdict was given has been done as a
matter of duty, and in ho way as a matter of business. I find that Mr. Sehey has been grossly maligned.
All that he did was conscientiously performed as the trusted servant of the Association with the single
object of eliciting the truth; having in view as an all pervading incentive the protection of railway
employees, and as a natural consequence of such protection the safety of the travelling public.
I enclose tbe names and addresses of the jurors as requested. If I can give any further
information or assistance I will be happy to do so.
Tours, <fce.,
A. (5. THOMPSON.
Mr. Hoyle then wrote to Messrs. Kelaher and Pascoe, two of tbe jurymen, and also to Guard
Davis, making inquiry as to the truth of the statements made by the said report. He received tho
following replies;—
To H, 0. Hoyle, Esq., Sydney,—
Bathurst, 27 June, 1890.
Dear Sir,
With reference to your note of the 24th instant, regarding Mr. Sehey’s conduct at the Bathurst
railway inquiry, 1 have no hesitation in saying that the charges made against him, as quoted in your letter,
are a tissue of misrepresentations, and havo no foundation in fact. I have no acquaintance with Mr.
Sehey; in fact, have never spoken to him, consequently have no interest to serve. I believe tbe expression
of opinion I have given will bo borne out by nine-tenths of my brother jurymen.
I have, &c.,
JAMES KELAHER.
The executive of the Association met from time to time, thoroughly going into and investigating
the whole matter. At a meeting held on 25th June, the investigation being finished, tbe following
resolutions were passed :—
1. Resolved,—That after going very carefully into the whole matter, we find that the evidence
produced by the President and General Secretary completely refuted the whole of the charges
made against the General Secretary by tbe Railway Commissioners.
2. Resolved,—That this meeting recommends to the Council that tbe whole of tbo papers, &e., be
printed for the information of the Railway Commissioners and all concerned.
At this meetingthere were present, Messrs. Hoyle, Manuel], Reid, Pickles, Dean, and Sehey. The
whole of the papers were then taken to Bathurst, and submitted to Mr. Toung, who, on 27th June,
minuted his entire approval of all that had been done aud proposed by tbe executive.
At a meeting of the Council, held on Monday, 30th June, the executive presented their report,
when, the Council passed the following resolutions unanimously:—
1. Resolved,—That recommendations of executive re printing he carried out, and that a special
meeting of the Council be summoned to deal further with the matter.
2. Resolved,—That, in the opinion of this Council, the whole of the charges made against the General
Secretary have been entirely disproved.

Mr. Sehey then submitted the whole of the papers to Mr. R. W. Thompson, M.Ij.A., tho Associa
tion solicitor, for his advice on the question of publication. Mr. Thompson advised as follows:—
Sydney, 2 July, 1890.
W. F. Sehey, Esq.; M.L.A., General Secretary, N.S.W.A.R, and T.S. Association,—
Dear Sir,
_
I have perused carefully all the papers submitted to me by you with respect to the Bathurst
accident, with a view of advising your Council as to the best course to adopt to keep that body, your
executive, and yourself not only free from blame but from any chance of legal proceedings, either of a
civil or criminal character, by tbe publishing some of the documents placed before me for perusal.
Indisputably some of them arc libellous, though I assume that they are absolutely true, and
capable of proof up to tbe hilt, and by tbeir publication, whoever assisted or assented in any wray in their
publication, would render himself liable to action, or prosecution, provided such publication were made
before they became public property.
As tho very fact of an action or prosecution being commenced must damage not only the man.
against whom it is brought but the Association generally and its officials, even though I might safely
predict a successful issue for our side, I strongly advise that there beuo publication until that step can be
taken safely, or with comparative safety.
They can be published safely after they have como before the House on a motion for production,
aud with comparative safety if that motion is negatived, but the papers in the meantime have been in tho
hands of the Commissioners.
Your Council can however with safety, in my opinion, submit copies of all the documents attested
to the Commissioners: Firstly, because they &veprimdfacie privileged communications, coming from a
body .of men having an interest in the subject under discussion to the heads of the department to which
those men belong; and, secondly, because to a great extent they are a reply to accusations already
levelled against a responsible officer belonging to that body, aud invited by the letter of the Commissioners.
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I advise, therefore, that such copies he sosuhinittecl, and that immediately thereupon that a motion
be tabled in the Assembly asking for their production, and that thereupon, whether they be produced or
not, your Council take such action as they deem advisable.
1
I am, &c.,
ft,. 'W. THOMPSON.
The executive, having previously met and resolved to recommend to the Council compliance with
Mr._ Thompson’s advice, a Council meeting was held on Monday, 7th July, when Mr. Thompson’s advice
having been read, it was resolved,—
'
“ That the advice tendered by the Association solicitor, Mr, R. W. Thompson, bo acted upon, and that
action be continued on the lines therein indicated.”
'
A special Council meeting was then summoned for Monday, 14th July, to finally deal with the
whole matter, when the executive submitted the following report:—
‘
"
Bathurst Accident.
To the Council of the Railway and Tramway Service Association,—
Gentlemen,
The executive of our Association do ourselves the honor to report that having carefully gone
through the papers containing the charges made against the General Secretary, Mr. Sehey, by the Railway
Commissioners, and the report made by certain officers of the department reflecting very seriously upon
the conduct of the General Secretary of our Association in connection with the inquest on the late Mrs,
Franklin, arising out of the abovementioned accident, and having also carefully perused the report of
Mr. A. G. Thompson, the solicitor employed on behalf of the Association, and the documents accom
panying that report and some other documents bearing upon the matter, we have como to tho conclusions
as follows:—
r
,
, ,
„
1st, That the General Secretary in this matter acted after consultation with the President, Mr. Hoyle.
2nd. That, in so doing, he in uo way exceeded the authority given to him tp act in similar circum
stances.
'
3rd. That ho acted in the interests of our Association and the members personally concerned in this
particular matter.
4th. That the imputations and accusations made against the General Secretary, Mr. Sehey, are not
only not proved but in our opinion are absolutely disproved by the overwhelming evidence
disclosed by tho documents submitted to us, and without reference to Mr. Schey’s version of tho
matter, in which we have now every reason to place the utmost reliance.
In conclusion, we beg to express our strong desire to bring about the most harmonious relations
between the Railway Commissioners and the Association, as wo are convinced that the best interests of
the department can only beJ served by the existence of such relations.
Wo have, &c.,
H. C. HOTLE, President.
AT. H. MANUELL, Vice-President.
J. REID, Vice-President.
T, PICKLES, General Treasurer.
G. DEAN, Delegate.
W. W. YOUNG, Delegate.
^
After fully considering the whole matter the following resolutions were carried unanimously, there
being twenty members of the Council present:—
1. Resolved,—That this Council, having thoroughly investigated thewhole matter,and made searching
inquiry, hereby adopt the report of tho executive on the matter of the charges made by the
Railway Commissioners against the General Secretary, Mr. Sehey, and thoroughly endorse all the
findings of such executive.
2. Resolved,—That a copy of tho whole of the papers bo sent to the Railway Commissioners, with a
covering letter from the General Secretary.
3. Resolved,—That the draft letter, as read by the General Secretary, be approved as tho covering
letter for the purposes of the foregoing resolution.
Accordingly, on the 10th July, a full copy of all these papers was transmitted to the Secretary for
Railways for the Commissioners, covered by the annexed letter, which is the one approved by tho ahovequoted resolution of the Council of the Association:—
New South "Wales Amalgamated Railway and Tramway Service Association,
Head Office, Corner Elizabeth and Bathurst streets, Sydney, 1G July, 1890.

Sir,
_
I Jo myself the honor, by direction of my Council, and in compliance with a promise aleady
made in respect to the matters arising out of the late lamentable accident at Bathurst, to submit, for tho
consideration of the Railway Commissioners, the following replies to the two questions submitted by the
Commissioners to the deputation of this Association on 20th May last, and subsequently submitted in
writing by yourself on behalf of the Commissioners:—
1. That, in the course which was taken by myself, as the General Secretary of the Association, in
proceeding to Bathurst, and in instructing Mr. A. G. Thompson to act on behalf of the Associa
tion, I so acted after consultation with the President, Mr. Hoyle, and with his full assent, and
that our action in the matter has been ratified and approved by the Council.
I am desired to add, very respectfully, that the Council trusts that a perusal of the correspon
dence and documents w'hich accompany this letter will not only justify them, but myself, in the course
which was so taken, and thus ratified, and exonerate me from tho imputation or accusation of haying gone
out of my wav to attack or annoy the Railway Commissioners.
'
2,

*
i
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2. As to.whether the Association or its council would adopt a similar course under similar circumstances
is a question which the Council is not prepared to answer directly; but I am requested to say, with
very great respect, and with an earnest desire on the part of the Council, as representing tbe Asso
ciation, and as charged with its interests, to be in absolute accord with the Commissioners, that
they trust that, as in the present matter, they will succeed in convincing the Commissioners that
no wrong has been done to those gentlemen in the exercise of the high, onerous, and responsible
duties1 castj upon* them, and‘no’ offence intended to be offered to them, either officially or
1
personally,'in all future questions of a similar character arising, and in which the Council deems
it right'to act i or'take part, that their action will be such as will be in no way wrongful or
j
, .■ offensive or open to adyerse'criticism; and they trust that in any case, if a misconception arise, or
any apparent ground of complaint is given to the Commissioners, they may be at once fully and
fairly, apprised thereof.. ,
.
)
.■
With regard to the documents above mentioned, and which are the outcome of the report of
Messrs. Webb,'Angus, Kirkcaldie, and Thow, I am desired to request that the Commissioners will peruse
them as not only a justification of the action actually taken, but as a denial of all the alleged offensive
conduct on my part, as to which the Commissioners most justifiably took grave exception, and as to which
I am permitted to add I have given a most emphatic denial ever since I heard of it. J ■ ■
-*
It has been noted by the Council that the copy of the report as furnished by you is requested to be
treated as private, but I am desired to say that a copy was in the possession of the Council before the
office copy was received, and was in course of being dealt with.
'
The Council, in conclusion, desire me to say that they trust that this matter, which has given them
both personally,’as officers under the Commissioners, and officially, as members of the Council and Asso
ciation, very considerable trouble and anxiety, is now satisfactorily dealt with as far as they are concerned.
.
,
.
I have, &c,,
,
WM. I\ SCHEY,
H. M‘Lachlan, Esq., Secretary for Eailways.
General Secretary.,
, »

•
■
'

We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have seen and read the original documents, of which
the above are copies, and we further certify that these papers are true copies of the originals.
E. CHURCH,
■
N. E. VIEUSSEUX, _
Type-writers, 3, Barristers’ Court, Elizabeth-slrcet.
*r
*
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Sjdncy; Chiurles Potter, Government Printer.—1890.
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1890.
Legislative Assembly,
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RAILWAYS.

{FURTHETt CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING THE RAILWAY ACCIDENT NEAR BATHURST.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 Angust, 1890.

The Secretary for Hallways to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Government Railways of New South Wales,
^
,
,
Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27 August, 1890.
,”
reference to my letter of the 21st instant, forwarding a paper relative to the Bathurst
accident with a request that it might be placed before the Honorable the Minister, with a view toils
being laid upon the Table of tbe Legislative Assembly, and printed with the papers on the same subiect
placed upon the Table by Mr. Sehey, M.P., on the 20th instant, I am directed by tbe Railway Commismoners to inform you that the paper referred,to contained a complete refutation of the statements made
bj Mr. Sehey, Secretary of the Railway and Tramway Association, being a verbatim report of the Chief
Commissioner s remarks to a deputation consisting of the President, Vice-President, and other members
alhSmtSfn M
thf,Secrclar>r '-I;tn1d tliat while mating tho remarks it was impossible to avoid
allusions to Mr. Sehey s utterances m Parliament m his capacity as one of the Members for Redfern
It having been ruled that the paper could not bo laid on the Table of the House, the Commissioners
deem it proper to state m broad terms that the document presented by the Association to them and
which has been laid upon the Table, is in many respects untrue and misleading, and was evidently
prepared for the purpose of creating an adverse feeling towards the Railway Commissioners • and further
the paper on which the whole of that document is based was signed by many of the jurors under a mis
apprehension as to the real issues, and is completely refuted by the statements of the Coroner the
foreman of the Jury, by some members of the Jury, by the officers of the Court, and other residents of
Bathurst, who at the same time most distinctly confirm the report of the officers of the Department
tlt- • , n erlusT’ 1
^ ask- .m order t0 prevent the whole matter being misunderstood, that the
Minister will be pleased to ay this letter upon tho Table of the House, with a request that it may be
Parliament ^ PaFerS re atmS to tlie :Batlluret accident which have already been placed before
.
I have, dtc>,
IT. M'LACHLAN,
Secretary.

13d.]
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RAILWAYS.
(PAPERS, &c., )>' COUHECTIOK WITH ACCIDENT AT COOLABAH.)

Ordered by She Legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 August, 1S90

Minulo by 'J’lic Secretary for Railways.
Accident.
I have the honor, by direction of the liailway Commissioners, to forward herewith,
for the information, of the Honorable the Minister for Railways, copy of the Report
of the Board appointed to inquire into the accident to the down Western mail on
the 28th ultimo.
H. M‘LACHLAN,
The Under Secretary, Finance and Trade.
Secretary, 17/6/90.
Seen.—WARM., 18/G/90.
-------'
Accident to Down Western Mixed hi ail at 431 miles 33 chains, between Coolabab
and GlenarifT, on 28th May, 1890.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 3 dime, 1890,
III accordance with your directions, wc have held an inquiry into the
cause of the accident which occurred to the down Western mail at 431 miles 33
chains on Wednesday last, the 28th ultimo, and have now the honor to submit our
report ihereon.
The train, as is well known, runs as a “mixed” train between Nyngan and
Bourkc, and on tho date named left Coolabah at 2'30 p.m., made up as follows:—
Engine No. 120, weighing 52 tons, 1 tank truck, 6 loaded D trucks, 2
loaded L trucks, 2 loaded G trucks, 5 empty cattle waggons, 1 second
class bogie carriage, 1 first class bogie carriage, 1 bogie brake-van;
weighing approximately 226 tons, exclusive of the engine—tbe load
for this class of engine being 245 tons when working the mixed mail
trains on that part of the line.
'
The first intimation of anything having gone wrong was at 431 miles 30
chains, where there are distinct indications of a vehicle having left the rails, and
immediately afterwards the whole of the following vehicles except the brake-van
became derailed as well.
Tho speed at tho time of the accident is estimated to have been between 25
and 30 miles an hour, 29 miles an hour being the time-table speed.
Four passengers, who were travelling in the second class carriage, sustained
injuries, but, with the exception that one young girl bad her leg broken, all were of
an unimportant character.
Considerable damage was done to the rolling stock, the cost of replacing and
repairing which is estimated at £800 approximately.
In the permanent way 7 rails were hent, and 25 sleepers, 8 fish-plates, 566
fish-bolts, and 570 screws and spikes broken, the cost of which is £40 approximately.
■
Evidence.
292
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Evidence.
Thomas Mamrix,
stafcoi:—I have bsea nearly sii years in the servine, and liave been
ganger for twelve manths; 1 have been in charge of the length from 127 miles to 133 miles 50 chains since
the Lst September. 1SS9 ; I was on duty yesterday, the 25th May, and while at work with my men at d<31
miles 67 chains, shortly before 3 p.m., I saw the down mail train approaching and stepped back to lot it
pass, and the moment I did so 1 saw a lot of gravel dying from the wheels of the vehicles; I immediately
saw that something had happened, and held up both my hands and shouted to the driver to stop; the
engine was pissing me at that moment; ] did not see the driver, as I was on the fireman’s side; 1 could
see the fireman, and he was in the act of firing up; L do not think tint either the driver or the fireman
saw me, at all events they gave no indication of having done so; I cannot say whether the engine was
steaming at the time, but I should say that the train was travelling at a speed of from 27 to 3 i miles an
hour when the engine passed me; I saw that the train had parted about 30 chains before the engine
passed me; the previous evening I packed up three pints at 43L miles 33 or 31 chdns, but I am satisfied
that I left the road in perfect order ; that portion of my length has never given me any trouble.
THOMAS MAHHIX.
Michael Slattorif, fettlcr, states:—1 havo been sis years in the service, and have been in the length
from 427 miles to 433 miles 50 chains for the last fifteen months ; I was on duty on the 23th May, and
was at work with my mates at 4U miles 76 chains, and between 2’30 and 3 p.m 1. saw the down mail
train approaching; I stepped aside to let it pass, atad, pst as the engine was pissing me, X sawfish
plates falling from the rails and gravel flying from under the vehicles ; seeing that there wore only a few
trucks attached to the engine, and no brake-van, we all held up our bauds to warn tho driver or fireman;
T. was on tho driver’s side, and saw him, but do not think he saw me; I was excited at what I saw, and
canuot say whether the engine was steaming at the time ; immediately afterwards the engine and trucks
began to slacken speed and pulled up within a distance of 17 to 20 chains ; subsequently, I saw a number
of trucks and passenger carriages off the rails, but cannot give any idea of the cause of derailment; I was
at work all day yesterday, prior to the accident, about 431 miles 76 ebains ; two or three days previously
we packed some sleepers somewhere about the spot where the accident occurred, but did not perform any
other work of importance at that particular place ; I consider that the road was in very good order where
the derailments took place ; when the engine passed me, X could not tell at what speed it was travelling.
MICHAEL SLATTEItT.
John Southall, fettlcr, states:—I have been upwards of four years in the service, aud for the last
two years in the length from 427 miles to 433 miles 50 chains ; 1 was at work with my mates on the 28th
May^ within 3 or 4 chains ou the Sydney side of the 432nd mile-post; between 2 30 and 3 p.m. I saw the
down mail train approaching; it was then about 15 chains from where I was at work ; I stepped aside to
let the train pass, and first heard a peculiar rumbling noise, aud thou saw a truck off the rails; at that
particular moment I could not see that the train had parted, but I iinmediately held up my hands aud
shouted to the fireman; he was then firing up the engine, and did not see me; the driver did not see me
either, so far as I know ; to the best of my belief the train was then travelling at a speed of about 30
miles an hour; I cannot say whether or not the engine was steaming ; subsequently I saw that the train
had parted, and that a number of vehicles had got off the rails; I have not done any work for some days
to the permanent way in the immediate vicinity of where the trucks got off the rails; I consider that the
road was in very fair order ; I may add that I was standing on the fireman’s side when the engine passed
me; the ganger and Slattery were' on the same side; Acourt was standing on the driver’s side.
JOHN SOUTHALL.
Frank Acourt, fettlcr. states:—I have been seven years in the service, and for the last eighteen
months on the length from 427 miles to 433 miles 50 chains ; I was at work on the 23th May at about 431
miles 73 chains with my mates, and between 2'30 aud 3 p.m. I saw the down mail train approaching, it
was then about 15 chains from the place where f was at work; I thought I saw some lamps or coal falling
from the trucks, and I stepped further back from tbe line than usual so that I might not be struck ; 1
was on the driver’s side; I could see gravel flying from under the vehicles, and I at once drew the driver’s
attention to it as the engine passed me, he saw me do so, and at once looked back, and .to the best of my
knowledge stopped the train ; I cannot say whether or not the engine was steaming at the time, but 1
should say that it was travelling at a speed of 25 miles an hour or perhaps a little over; I do not think
the driver knew auy trucks were off the rails until I signalled to him ; at that particular moment I was
not aware that the train had parted, but immediately afterwards I saw that there was not a brake-vau
behind the trucks, aud I looked back and saw the remainder of the train some distance off; the ganger
and I went back to the rear portion of the train and saw that it was wrecked; the evening before the
accident my mates and I packed some sleepers somewhere about the spot where the trucks got off the
rails, but 1 consider that the road was left in perfect order; I could not see the engine-brake handles
from where I stood.
PRANK ACOURT.
llichard Joseph Cosgrove, states :—I have been twelve years in the service, aud for the last eight
years have held the position of guard ; I was in charge of the mail train from G-irilambone to Bourke on
the 2Sth May; when we left Coolabah at 2'30 p.m. my train was made up as follows—Engine and tender,
water tank, six I) trucks, two L’s, two G-’s, all loaded, and five cattle trucks empty; when we reached
somewhere about 431£ miles I noticed the luggage tumbling about and immediately afterwards I was
knocked down myself ; I attempted to get up and was knocked down again ; I got up again and looked
out and saw the passengers leaving the carriages; I at once got out myself and for the first time saw that
an accident had occurred, and that a number of trucks and the two passenger carriages were off the rails,
the brake-vau kept tho rails ; X saw that the trucks and the secoud class carnage were very much damaged;
by that time they were at a standstill, aud when I looked forward I saw the engine about a hundred yards
in
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in front steamiiiE; ahead, with several trucks behind ii; when 1 was first knocked down in the brake-van
I should say that wc were travelling at from 25 to 30 miles an hour; I did not hear the driver sound his
whistle for the brake?: I did not see either the driver or fireman looking back; no jerking was felt by me
during the iournev.
"

-

*

31. J. COSGROVE.

William Walker, slates:—1 have been in tbe service between seven and eight veurs. and with the
exception of four or five months, have been driving all that time; previously I had had three years’
experience as driver on the North British .Railway in Scotland ; I havo been principally employed driving
live stock and goods trains but have occasionally driven the mixed mail train between Nyngan and Bourke ;
I ran that train on the 28th May ; loft Coolabah at about 2'35 p.m. with four vehicles less than my full
toad ; the first thing I. noticed after leaving Coolabah was some fettlers at work on the line close to the
level crossing at mileage 431, 77 chains; they signalled to me look back and I did so and noticed that the
third waggon from the engine was off the rails, aud that the train had parted, the roar portion of it being
about | of a mile behind the place L stopped at; I walked back and saw that the rear portion was wrecked :
I should say that I. was travelling at a speed of 30 miles an hour when we passed the spot where the
veincloa left the rails ; I had been running without stonm for some distance and am of opinion tliat I put
on steam again somewhere about the place where the derailments took place; I have no difficulty in
graduating the application of steam on my engine ; I did not feel any jerk when I applied the steam ; my
fireman began to put on some fire as I opened tho regulator; the engine I had (No. 120) is in very good
order—one of the best in the district; I had the air-brake on the lender and the donkey was working
well, the air gauge showed a pressure of about SO lb.; I cannot account for so many vehicles having become
detached from my train without my knowing it; F had looked hack several times while running down the
bank and saw all my train intact, but I did not look back about the spot where the accident occurred ; 1
felt the engine give a lurch somewhere about the spot where the accident occurred, and 1 remarked to my
fireman that tliat was a soft part and it was time it was attended to but I took no further notice of it ar
the time ; it did not occur to me after the lurch to look back so sec whether all the train was following;
when 1 got to Byrack, about (i p.m., I asked one of the drivers (L’erkins is his name) whether he knew of
any bad spots on the line between there and Coolabah, and lie replied that there was a bad part at the
bottom of the gradient just somewhere about where the accident occurred ; T cannot account in any way
for the accident.
IVM. WALKER,
-------Driver.
George ]idk slates:—1 have bean about six years in the service, aud have been acting temporarily
as fireman, on and off, for the last four months ; 1 was firing on the mixed mail train from Nyngan to
Rourkc on the 28th May—engine No. 120; 1 cannot say at what time wc left Coolabah, nor what load
we had on ; I was employed firing several times after leaving Coolabah until the accident occurred; ]
cannot say how often I looked back after leaving that station, perhaps twice; I was not aware of any
thing being wrong until the driver called to me to stop just as we were passing the level-crossing gates;
I' was putting some fire on at the time, and I at once threw down the shovel and applied the engine-brake
as hard as I could, while the driver applied the air-brake on the tender; prior to that I should say that
we had been travelling at the rate of 25 miles an hour at the least ; we had been running without steam
for some time previously, but it had been reapplied before the driver called to mo to apply the brakes;
when I looked back I saw that a truck was off the rails close to the engine, and the rear portion of the
train in the distance, but.l thought there was nothing wrong further than the parting of the couplings;
I remained in charge of the engine while the driver went bade to the rear portion, and when he returned
ho told mo it was wrecked; I did not notice where the driver put on steam again; I did not feel any
jerk when he did so ; just before I applied the brakes the driver remarked that that was a bad bit of
road; 1 felt tbe tender give a lurch just then, hut it was not of such a character as to cause me to look
back to tbe train; I cannot account for the greater portion of the train becoming detached and being left
behind without my knowing it, nor do I know what caused the accident; I should say that we travelled
very nearly half a mile after the driver made the remark about the bad spot in the road until lie told me
to put tho brakes on.
GEORG-B EDIS.
John Beniley Hyslop, carriage and waggon examiner at Nyngan, for eighteen months, states;—I
examined the down mixed mail yesterday, the 28th inst., the trains consisted of—4 D trucks of coal for
Coolabar, 1D track of goods for Coolabar, 2 trucks of goods, 4 empty cattle waggons, 1 L truck of coal for
Byrock, 1 G- truck of coal for Byrock, and other trucks; I carefully examined every waggon with respect
to wheels, axles, drawgoar, and springs, everything was in first-class order as far as could be seen ; I have
no reason to think that the Tj trucks with spiral springs are not as safe as other trucks with the elliptical
springs.
'
JOHN B. HVSLOP.
Conclusion.

arc of opinion that the accident was not caused by any defect in the Permanent
Way (which appeared to be in perfect order), but that it was due to some sudden
failure of one of the waggons on the train. It is impossible, however, to say which
waggon with any degree of certainty, owing to the extent of the wreckage, but from
our inspection of the latter we are inclined to think that L truck, No. 25, was the
first to leave the rails.
It is shown, in evidence, tliat the driver applied steam to his engine some
where about the spot where the accident occurred, and it was most probably a jerk
occasioned thereby which, combined with the oscillation of the L truck, caused that
truck
We
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truck to become derailed; that this resulted in the breakage of the coupling con
nection between L 25 and cattle waggon No. 198, which was immediately in front of
it, and that then L 25 was pushed aside by the waggons which followed, and which
were themsdYcs derailed and upset.
It was also, we think, the jerk occasioned by the derailed trucks and the
breakage of the coupling referred to, combined with a sudden increase of speed con
sequent upon the sudden lightening of the load on engine draw-hook that caused
L 29 to leave the rails.
Wc canuot understand how it was that the driver and fireman failed to notice
that they had left about two-thirds of their load behind them. In his evidence the
driver states he felt a lurch when passing over the spot where a vehicle first mounted
the rail, which he attributed to a bad place iu the road, and that neither he nor the
fireman thought it necessary to look back. This lurch, we believe, was in reality
the jerk consequent upon the parting of the train.
Moreover the driver steamed on with a derailed truck, L 29, until signalled to
stop by the permanent way men who were at work upon the line, nearly J of a mile
bevond where tho accident occurred.
'
'
DAVID KIRKCALDIE.
C. H. STANGEE..
The Commissionevs for Rail ways.
J. B. SUTTOR.
Minute by«.’ The Secretary for Hallways.
e’

.

I have the honor, by desire of the Commissioners, to report, for the information of the Honorable tbe
Minister, that tbe down mixed mail-train from Nyngan to Bourke became derailed at 2'50 p.m. yesterday
at 431 miles 3-5 chains.
The following passengers have been injured:—Miss Low, fracture of left leg between knee and
ankle, right leg slightly bruised; Mrs. Low, injuries to left ankle ; Mrs, Miller, slight injuries to lower
extremities.
One first-class bogie carriage, one second-class bogie carriage, and eight trucks have been very
much damaged. The cause of the derailment cannot yet he stated. Medical assistance from Bourke and
Dubbo was obtained as-speedily as possible and the injured persons attended to.
The Chief Traffic Manager, Mr. Kirkcaldie, Dr. Woodward, Railway Medical Officer, and Mr.
Stanger, Inspector, Locomotive Department, left by mail-train last night for the scene of the accident.
About half-a-mile of line is damaged, and passengers from the up mail-train from Bourke to-day will, in
all probability, have to be transhipped. A large gang of men is already on ihe spot putting the road in
order, and it will be cleared, it is expected, by io-nigbt. An inquiry will be made in the matter, and
further information forwarded.
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
H.M‘L., 29/5/90.
Seen.—W.M'M., 13/6/90.

'
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1890.
Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(REPOKT OF BOAliD OF INQUIRY OE ACCIDENT AT FARLEY STATION.)

Ordered by ihe Zegidntive Assembly fo

20 Jane, 1800.

Accident to No. 25 Down and No. 10 Up Northern Mail Trains at Earley Station,
13th May, 1S90.
Gentlemen,'
H c have the honor to report that in accordance with your instructions
wre have held an inquiry into the cause of the above accident.
These trains should, according to time-table, have crossed at Lochinvar, but
in consequence of the down mail being 30 minutes late on the night in question and
the up mail running to time, it was determined to bring tho up mail on to Earley
and cross there.
The trains -were made up as follows :—
Down Mail.

Engine No. 418 (class C), weighing 59 tons, 1 horse-box, 1 carriage truck,
1 second bogie carriage, 1 sleeping car, 1 first class bogie carriage, 1
6-wheeled composite carriage, 1 mail-van, and 1 brake-van; weighing
in all 153} tons, exclusive of passengers, luggage, mails, &c. The
■whole of the train, with the exception of two vehicles, was fitted with
the Westinghouse Automatic Brake. The engine was fitted with hand
and the tender with air brakes. The driver had 19 tons of hand-brake
and 58} tons of air-brake power at command, total 77} tons brake
power.
Up Mail.

Engine No. 181 (class C), -weighing 59 tons, 2 composite carriages, 1 sleep
ing car, 1 mail-van, 1 first class' bogie carriage, and 1 brake-van;
■weighing in all 143 tons, exclusive of passengers, luggage, mails, &c.
The up mail "was the first to reach Earley Station at 12 9 a.m., and according
to the evidence it had not been many seconds at the platform when the driver hearing
and seeing the down mail approaching at a speed which caused him to think that it
could not bo pulled up in time to avert the accident, sounded his whistle for the
brakes to warn the down train, and commenced to back his own traiu, but had not
gone more than 4 or 5 yards when his engine was struck by the engine of the down
mail at a speed estimated at from 10 to 12 miles per hour. The point at which the
two trains met is about 21 yards inside the home signal,
A young man, named Bernard M'Eadyen, who was travelling in the horse-box
next the engine, was killed, together with the horse he was in charge of, and the
horse-box itself and the carriage truck next to it were totally demolished. There
were also nine passengers more or less injured.
The injury to the engines is not great. The approximate amount of damage
to rolling stock and permanent way is £300.
Evidence.
250—A
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Evidence.
To Mr. Kirhealdio:—David E. Palmer, night officer, Farley, states: 1 have been in the service about
seven years, and have held my present position nearly four years eight months; my hours are' 6 p.m. to
C a.m., and I came on duty at the usual time on Monday, 12th May; when I took charge from the stationmaster the whole of the signals were at danger ; I could see the whole of them distinctly, except the up
distant signal, the repeater of which showed that it was at danger too ; from the time I came on duty to
the arrival of the up mail two down trains and one up train had passed my station, the first being bio. 19
passenger, which passed at 6'10 p.m.; I lowered the signals for that train to come into the station, and
placed them at danger the moment it passed them ; the next train was the No, 29 down goods, at 8'55
p.m.; in that case too 1 lowered the signals, and am perfectly sure that I placed them at danger the
moment tho train passed them; tho signals stood at danger from 8'55 p.m. until the wreck of the damaged
train had been cleared away tbe following morning; I was iu aud out tbe office all tho evening of 12th
instant, and repeatedly saw the green back lights of tbe down distant and borne and up-bo me signals ;
about 10'30 p.m. I walked down tbe line in the direction of tbe up distant signal until I could see the
back green light, and then returned to the station ; the last time I saw the green back light of tbe down
distant signal was at 12'8 a.m.; I am aware of the importance of this statement, and am perfectly sure
that I saw the green back light at that particular time ; tbe reason I remember it so well is because the
up mail was coming into the station, and I knew that the down mail had loft "West Maitland^ station at
12'5 a.m. : there was a fog at the time, but not dense; not sufficiently dense to interrupt my view of tbe
down distant signal ; knowing that the up mail was coming in, and down mail bad left West Maitland
station, I kept up distant signal at danger for tbe purpose of ensuring the driver of up mail coming in
steadily, which he did, not overshooting tbe platform ; when up mail arrived at platform I. was opposite
the levers, and as soon as tbe train bad passed up home signal I placed it at danger ; I received line clear
report from the driver, and went along the train calling out name of “Farley,” banded the mail guard
post-bags, and gave tbe cash to train guard; I then ran to tbe points to bold them while up mail backed
into tbe loop; the points are 107 yards from tho platform ; assistant guard Went was on the platform ;
I told him to bring train hack into the siding, which he did; the train bad started to come back, but none
of the vehicles bad entered tbe points prior to collision taking place; tbe force of the concussion bad the
effect of driving the up mail back into siding about 50 yards ; Went had a lamp in his hand when I saw
him on the platform, showing a white’light; of this I am positive; my lamp also showed a white light;
I did not give the driver of up mail any signal with my lamp; when collision took place I remained
holding on to the points until Mr. Brett called me into the office, where I stayed for about quarter of an
hour, gending telegrams to West Maitland for doctors, and to the District Superintendent, Mr. Robinson,
as instructed by Mr. Inspector Brett; Mr. Brett told me then to go down to the engine, get the West
Maitland staff, and send it back to that station; I went down to the engine, and heard Guard W. Downio
tell Mr. Brett he bad sent a man back to West Maitland with the staff; after that I did not leave the
office more than twice until about daylight; tbe engine of up mail stood well within the down home signal
when it stopped ; I spoke to Guard Downie about the signals ; be asked me i£ I bad tho down distant
signal at danger, and 1 replied yes ; the station-master, Mr. Crothers, was in and out of the office all tho
morning; I had no conversation with the station-master about tbe signals, but about messages only; I
do not remember seeing Assistant-guard George Irwin that morning; I did not ask anyone any questions
about tbe signals, and am quite sure there was no fog sufficient to intercept my view of the green back
light of the down distant signal that night; I am equally sure there were no green lights at the station ;
Mr. Brett took charge of the place after the accident; the up-mail arrived at Farley at 12'9 a.m.; it
remained not more than a quarter of a minute before starting to back; it was hardly moving before down
train struck it.
_
To Mr. Thow: The distance (50 yards) the up-mail was driven into the siding was attributable to the
combined movement, i.e., tbe concussion and backing of train ; in admitting the up-mail into platform I
acted in accordance with rule 74.
DATID E. PALMER, 24/5/90.
To Mr. KirlccaWieGeorge Ernest Crothers, station-master, Earley, states: I have been at Earley
five years in the capacity of station-master, and in the service altogether seven years ; my usual hours
of duty are 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.; I left the station for a short time at 6 p.m. on 12th May, leaving it in
charge of Night-officer Palmer; when I left the signals were all at danger and the lights all in ; I
returned to the station at a little after 7 p.m., to proceed to Maitland in a goods train ; I noticed the
signals down home and down distant were both standing at danger, showing clear red lights front and green
at the hack ; I have not the slightest doubt about this ; I returned from West Maitland to Farley by
mail train, which left West Maitland at 12-5 a.m. on the morning of the 13th instant; I travelled, in a
second-class carriage, tho fifth vehicle from the engine, I think; when leaving West Maitland I did not
notice whether it was foggy or not, but if it had been dense I should have noticed it; I noticed by.my
own watch that down mail left West Maitland at 12-5 a.m.; about Maitland Colliery I heard the driver
whistle to challenge tho down distant signal ; I looked out of carriage when train was about 10 yards
Maitland side of down distant signal, which was then showing a red light; I realize tbe importance of
this statement, and am perfectly sure the light was a clear red one; there was no compound light; I did
not look back to see what tbe signal showed after train passed it; I have no idea what tbe rate of speed
was passing the down distant signal; I heard no whistling again until about a second before the collision;
just prior to this I had seen the down home signal from a distance of about 150 yards, and it showed a
red light also; I am unable to say at what rate tbe train was going then ; immediately after tbe second
whistle I felt a slight bump, as though the train bad been pulled up suddenly ; after train had come to a
stand I got out of carriage, which was over the bridge, and proceeded as quickly as possible to the wreck ;
it was slightly foggy then ; I could not call it a heavy fog; I did not look back to the down distant signal;
I noticed nothing resting on Ihe distant signal wire, but something between the down home signal and
the platform—some of the wreckage resting on the wires ; I did not look at my watch at the time of the
accident, but consider it was between 12-9 and 12‘10 a.m.; I met Mr. Brett at tbe wreck ; he asked mo
where I bad come from, to which I replied, " By No. 25 down”; he then asked me how the signals were,
or if I bad noticed them, meaning both down distant and home; I replied, “ They are right—both at
danger”; no further conversation' ensued ; I then went to the station office, and sent the necessary
telegrams
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telegrams to Mr. Robinson, District Superintendent, for accident ran, .and to Maitland for medical
assistance ; I spoke to night-officer Palmer, telling him to remain in the office and attend to telegrams ;
nothing took place about signals.
To Mr. Thow: I am quite satisfied, in my own mind, that the signals were right.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie: I had a few words with assistant-guard George Irwin about half an hour
after the accident; the first time I had spoken to him to my knowledge; he was on the Maitland end of
platform ; he asked me if I could get a sofa for an injured man to lie on j he said nothing about haring
been down near the down distant signal.
To Mr. Thow: After the accident I spoke to Farnham, driver of down mail, advising him to sit
down, as he was limping about the platform; I asked him if he was badly hurt; he replied he did not
think so ; there was nothing in his manner to indicate that he was not sober ; he appeared perfectly
sober; I do not recollect having any conversation with the fireman ; I did not know when I left West
Maitland, that the mail trains were to cross at Farley; I am sure that T saw the down home signal from
a distance of about 150 yards before reaching it; the light was clear and bright; the oil used is
kerosene, which gives a brighter light than colza.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie : I am quite sure that I did not see any lights, hand-lamp, or any other about
the station ; I merely looked at the signals ; when speaking to Farnham, he said nothing about the down
distant signal showing a white light, nor did I say anything to him about having passed a danger signal.
Gh E. CROTHERS.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie :—William Downie, guard of the down mail on 12th May, states; I have been in
tho service over twenty years, and have been running as guard on passenger trains for three or four years ;
on the 12th May, mail train left ^Newcastle 10'57 p.m., arriving at West Maitland at 11'58 p.m.; assistant
guard was Wm. T. Evans ; 1 left West Maitland at 12'5 a.m. on 13th instant, and train travelled at tbe
usual speed ; at West Maitland I noticed there was a slight fog, not dense enough to obscure signals to
any great extent; between West Maitland and Farley I was very busy arranging parcels, luggage, and
hills ; after leaving West Maitland I did not hear any whistle until near the down di-tant signal, when
driver challenged it; I did not look out at tbe time, being so busy ; I felt no check on tho train at tho
time, neither did Hook at the distant signal; but soon after the whistle, knowing that we could not he
far from Farley, I looked out of the small side window of brake-van. and noticed the home signal at
danger; train was then from 100 to 150 yards away from home signal; there was no perceptible
difference in the train’s speed than just the ordinary running ; I saw from the distance stated the home
signal, showing a bright red light; it was foggy then, hut to no great extent; I saw the signal clearly
when I looked for it; at that time I saw no other lights about the platform, ic., before the accident;
when seeing the home signal at danger I did not keep on looking at it, but turned my attention to other
duties, having confidence in the driver keeping train well under control; I bad every confidence in ihe
driver; I have never had any occasion when going into a station to apply the air-brake from the brakevan ; the manipulation of that bralce being always left to the driver; when tbe two trains met I heard
and felt the bump; lam satisfied that when this took place the engine of down mail had passed, the
home signal about 21 yards, as stepped by me ; I know that something serious bad happened, and made
all haste to attend to the requirements of passengers ; Inspector Brett was the first employee I saw after
the accident; I cannot be sure, but I think he spoke to me about tbe signals; he said shortly afterwards
that they were at danger; he then told me to send back tbe staff to West Maitland, which was done; I
took steps to protect the train, as required by rule 388; I do not remember having any conversation
with station-master nor driver about tbe state of tbe signals; the night officer (Palmer) distinctly told
me tbo signals stood at danger; about 9 minutes after the accident I saw assistant-guard George
Irwin, who was rendering assistance generally ; I remarked to him “ This is a bad job
be said nothing
about who was to blame; so far as I can remember ho was at tbe scene for some time; about 9
minutes from time of accident Irwin approached me from Farley side; be said nothing to me about
having been down or going down to see the down distant signal; be was at wreck for some time after
wards ; besides sending Evans to West Maitland with the staff about 20 minutes after the accident;
I also sent assistant-guard John H Went in the direction of Maitland with a red hand lamp; hut seeing
Went shortly afterwards I asked him had he carried out my instructions to protect train on the West
Maitland side ; ho replied he had got Irwin to do tho duty for him; I told Went that I did not think it
was right, and sent him back again to make sure that all protection was afforded; I did not look at my
watch at the time of the accident.
To Mr. Thow: As guard of a passenger train I 'know that it is my duty to keep an eye to
signals, and be acquainted with the rules relating thereto; I am aware of the provisions of rule 69; I
think that guards are called upon to act under tho rules 69, 306, 461; I did not carry out rule 380 on
approaching Farley ; I havo heard 381 rule read, which refers to brake or brakes, and particularly the last
clause of it, which requires guards to apply their brakes whether they receive signals from driver or not
when they see danger signal ahead, or any obstruction ; I understood at West Maitland from the nightofficer that the mail trains would cross at Farley on the morning of 13th; he having told me so; tho
night-officer at West Maitland told me the driver had the staff, and the mail trains would cross at Farley;
knowing that the trains would cross at Farley I did not look out for the down distant signal at Farley
because of other duties requiring my full attention; I could have looked out to see tbe distant signal, in
accordance with rule 380, had I not been so terribly engaged; there was an air-tap in the brake-van ;
I did riot apply it when I saw the home signal at danger, not having received any signal whistles from
the driver, and naturally thinking the road was clear ; I know the last clause of rule 381, hut did not
apply the brakes, not thinking the application of the brake necessary, no warning whistles having been
given by the driver ; I had every confidence in my driver, and considering the distance from station, when
home signal was noticed at danger by me; I thought the driver was able to pull up clear of any obstruc
tion ; I noticed the danger signal at 100 or 150 yards, but did not continue watching it, as I turned
round to attend to other duties required of me in tho brake-van; I consider the air-tap is put in van
for public safety in cases of emergency; I would apply tliis brake under the following circumstances;
seeing any danger ahead; a danger ahead I would consider to bo passengers getting outpf train in motion,
or any circumstances of that kind calling for instant action ; fixed signals are used to indicate “danger,”
or “ all clear ”; when a home signal stands at danger, I consider that it is a sign of danger ahead, and a
train is not supposed to pass it; when seeing danger-signal ahead I did not act on rule 381, as I consider
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tlie driver had ample time to pull up, were there any danger ahead, and I gave my attention to the other
duties, the extent of which can be supported by other guards (mail), not knowing but that my driver had
the clear road ; I did not neglect to carry out rule 3Sl on this occasion under the circumstances; I did
nothing to carry out rule 381, with regard to putting on the brake or brakes, i.c., hand or Westinghouse
as the driver applies the latter from the engine independently of the guard ; in the matter of protecting
train after the accident, I put down fog signals myself, and sent Assistant-Guard John II. Went to rear of
train with hand signal lamp showing red; after Went’s unexpected return, I cannot say whether he still
had this lamp, but fancy not, and tbink he had given it to Irwin ; about twenty minutes after the accident,
Evans went to West Maitland, with the staff, and Went ivas sent with red hand signal, about ten minutes
afterwards ; about three to five minutes after the accident, I looked back and saw a green back light to
the dow n distant signal; I am quite sure of this ; I never told Assistant-Guard Irwin anything about the
signals, and am positive that I did not tell him the distant signal was half down when we passed it.
----------------W. DOWNIE.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie;—William Thomas Kvans states: I havo been in the Service four years on the
21st of this month ; I am porter, but usually go to Lochinvar with down mail, and return by up mail to
assist; I went out to assist the guard of down mail on the 12th May ; I did not notice time of departure
from Newcastle or arrival at West Maitland ; after leaving there, 1 was very busy sorting parcels, &c.; I
noticed a sort of fog at Maitland, more particularly at East Maitland ; after leaving West Maitland I did
not hear the driver give any whistle, nor did I notice the distant signal when passing it, being so busy ; I
did not notice the home signal cither, and the first intimation I !md of the accident was the sudden stop;
I thought a coupling had broken, but did not think there wras any other accident until about ten minutes
after; immediately the train stopped, Guard Dowmie left the van and went forward ; when leaving the
van, I went to the opposite side from platform where passengers were calling me ; thev said some°w'ere
injured ; it was uot until about twenty minutes after tho accident, that I saw Guard Downio again, and
lie told me to go to West Maitland with the staff, which I went to do, but meeting three porters and a
policeman about 700 or 800 yards on the Maitland side of the Farley distant signal I gave the staff to
Porter Greig; when walking down the lino it was very foggy; I carried a hand signal lamp shewing
■white ; when I got out of van first the fog was pretty thick,'but it subsequently got thinner ; the men I
met were carrying lamps ; I saw the lights at a distance of 150 yards; after giving Greig the staff, I
returned to Farley; one of the three was M'Phillips ; the other I do not know ; I know Assistant-Guard
Irwin, w'hom I saw after my return from Maitland colliery; I had not seen him anywhere previously ; I
think it was close to the engine of the down mail where 1 first saw Irwin ; I did not speak to him unless
it were to say “ Good night ”; when I saw the men coining from Maitland the fog was about the same as
on arrival at Farley.
■
.
Mr- Thow: When goiug from Earley with the staff, I walked between the rails ; I saw nothing
resting on the signal wires; 1 saw no one between the vehicles of the down train and the distant signal.
■----------------W. T. EVANS.
2b Mr. KirkcaldieWilliam. Edwards, guard of the up mail train on the morning of 13th May,
states : I have been over twenty-six years in the Service, and been runniug trains for about twenty years ;
running mail trains about ten years. From Singleton and at all stations to Lochinvar inclusive I gave
the right away signal to driver; I did not see AVent, who was acting as my assistant, with a green lamp
at any time that night; I left Lochinvar at 12 0 midnight, and came on at the usual speed; I heard
driver challenge the distant signal, which was seen by me to be red ; he slackened speed; 1 did not
apply the break ; train passed the distant signal at about 15 miles an hour; when train passed the
distant signal the driver steamed away again, but at all times had his train under perfect control; I did
not alight from the train when it reached Farley; Mr. Inspector Brett got out; Assistant-Guard Went
got out of van immediately on arrival at Farley with lamp in his hand showing white; he got out at
platform ; I heard t>vo short whistles from tlie engine of my train ; immediately Mr, Brett got out on
the platform ; he had no lamp in his hand; I was just in the act of putting Farley cash in the box when
I was knocked down by the down mail running into my train; at that time my train had begun to
move backward; the van was just clear of northern end of platform ; when the collision occurred
and I had picked myself up, I left the van with a lamp showing a white light; I could then see
the carriage next the engine was off the road, and in a slanting position; I then called out to NightOflicer Palmer to leave the points and get to liis office at once, which lie did ; I then went along the train
opening doors which were shut, to see if anybody was hurt, until I came to Driver Sanderson, whom
I assisted from engine to the station; when this was done I went to see the wreck; It was not
very foggy when leaving Lochinvar; when I first saw the up distant signal at danger I considered
we were about half a mile from it; when leaving the van at Farley, it was not verv foggy; I could
plainly see the back light of tbe up home signal, which I should think is somewhere about 400 yards
away; I could also see the hack light of the down home signal when approaching the platform, and
about 100 yards away; immediately I got out of van I saw the back light of the down borne signal
sliowii)^ a green light at a distance of about 80 yards ; when I alighted my van was standing in siding
clear of the points, and I could then see the back light of the down home signal at Farley °Station; it
was very foggy at that time—the fog coming over in gusts ; I did not attempt to look at the hack light
of the down distant signal nor tho levers ; I did not hold auy conversation with anyone about the position
of tbe lowers ; only Mr, Brett mid Assistmifc-Gruard Vent were travelling in break-van witli metbatni^litj
I did not speak to Mr. Brett, the Station-master or night officer about ihe signals, nor did I hear any mention
of them; my train was driven hack about 50 yards into siding by the collision with down mail; I saw
Assistant-Guard Irwin at Farley ; he did not travel in my van so far as 1 could sec ; I cannot remember
where or when I saw him after the accident, but I think it was he who called out immediately I got out
of van that Driver Sanderson was dead ; no conversation ensued after that; up mail arrived at Farley at
12 9 a.m.; the train had not stopped half a minute before we got the alarm; 1 have never at any time
applied the Westinghouse brake when coming into a station, always leaving that to tho driver; I have
applied it at Wallscnd when the engine has been disconnected from the train.
’
To Mr. Thoic .- I don’t remember rule 331; seeing a danger signal ahead I do not think I would
^Pply the bra.ee if I saw that the air brake was in proper order by tlie pressure in my van, and if tbe
di-iver were travellmg cautiously ; I do not remember any other rule than 67 which justifies a train being
brought into a station by hand signal, the fixed signals showing danger; I would not allow a train to pass
home
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homo signal at danger at a speed greater than 5 or 6 miles an hour; I do not think the latter part o£
rule 3S1 is carried out by guards in practice in all cases; I hare only been able to point out one rule, i.e.,
07 which justifies a driver passing a home signal at danger.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie: As a matter of fact I have never known a guard to apply the "Westinghouse
brake when approching a station, and I would not apply it unless I saw au obstacle in the way, or somethink to he avoided.
WILLIAM EDWAEDS.
John Kerlert Went, acting assistant guard, Murruruudi, states: I have been in the Service about
years, and was acting ns assistant guard on up mail on 12th May; I travelled from Murruruudi; I
have no recollection, nor do I believe that I gave the right away, to driver at any station from Singleton and
Lochinvar inclusive; I am almost sure that I[did not give the right away at Lochinvar; we arrived at Farley at
12'9 a.in.,according to the clock there; I did not notice either of the up signals on coming into Farley station;
on arrival of train I put out a parcel, and walked along tlie platform with a lamp in my hand, showing a white
light; of this I am perfectly sure, as I looked at the light before getting out of tlie van; I could not say
whether it was foggy then or not; it may havo been, but I did not look for it; besides myself there were
in the van on arrival at Farley, Guard W. Edwards, Inspector Brett, and Aseistant-Guard Q*eo. Irwin; 1
did not notice any of them get out when I alighted; I passed JS'ight-Officer Palmer as I walked to southern
end of tho platform ; he came past on his way to Lochinvar end of platform, to the points, with a lamp in
his hand, snowing white light; I am sure it-was a white light; Palmer told me to call the train back,
while lie went to the points; I called traio back after walking a bit nearer to engine by waving a white
light; previously to Ibis I noticed tbe back light of down home signal showing a clear green light; lids
I had noticed immediately I got out of my brake-van; the distance walked to Sydne}1 end of platform
ivas about 12 or 15 yards from levers; I bad given signal to driver to come back before getting that
distance away ; while walking, as stated, I heard Driver Sanderson give two short sharp whistles, which
attracted my attention, as 1 thought something was wrong; after these whistles sounded I saw the
down mail approaching about 20 yards away; I had not seen it previously ; I could not form any idea at
what speed ttie down mail was coming; the accident then occurred; the engine of up mail was about
10 or 12 yards inside home signal; when trains struck I stood about a second, then went to look at tbo
levers, which all showed danger ; from the time of the accident until I saw them no one could havo
touched them ; just after I saw the position of levers Inspector Brett came up and asked me how the
levers were ; I replied, 11 All up”; I did not attempt to look for the back light of the down distant signal,
and cannot say whether it was foggy or not, as I did not look or take any notice at any time on the night in
question; Mr. Brett told me to stand by the levers, and see that no one touched them, which I did until
a man with a cut in his head came up after live or six minutes and asked if I could do anything for him ;
I took him into the lamp-room, aud dressed his head; I then went to look at the up mail; while standing
guarding the levers no one passed me; I did not see Assistant-G-uard Irwin pass me; about half an
hour after tho accident a man called to me to bring a light to where a horso was; it was then I
saw Irwin again, but did not have any conversation with him; I then, at request of Guard "Wm,
Downie, went down to rear of down mail with a red hand-lamp; I went a good three-fourths of the
distance between the distant signal and van, about I'30 a.m.; some men passed me on their way to
the wreck, hut I did not take notice of them; they held lanterns which I saw about 30 or 40 yards
from me; after standing awhile protecting down mail, about 2 a.m., G-eo. Irwin came up to me
from tho direction of Farley; I believe he had a lamp ; he said something about a big piece of
wood being on the plank near the signal wires, and asked me if I saw it; I replied “Yes; I think
it is a piece of a buffer ” ; feeling cold, I asked him would he protect the train, and I would go hack
to the wreck ; he complied and held a red light; while standing guarding the train I could see tho
homo signal aud hack light of distant signal which showed green ; I saw no one with a green light, either
on the arrival of up mail or after ; I am not quite sure it was between half-past 1 and 2 when Irwin came
to me as I stood protecting the down mail, but somewhere about that time as closely as I can judge.
To Mr. Thow: 1 do not think Irwin was among the men who passed me on their way to the wreck,
but he may have been, as I did not see their faces; I saw Irwin when down at the horse; three or four
minutes after seeing Irwin I went in the direction of the down mail van when Guard Downie asked me
to go and protect ihe train; before meeting the three men on tlie line, as stated, a woman passed me
walking along the line—no one else ; the piece of timber referred to as seen by me was inside the homo
signal; brake-van on up mail was a long one with ladies and gents’ compartments at the end ; assistantGuard Irwin travelled iu the luggage compartment; I believe he got in at Singleton; I think the guard
could have seen him; tho time I stood at the levers was about five or six minutes, during which time
Guard Downio did not come to me: Guard Downie requested me to go hack to protect down mail at a time
not less than three-quarters of an hour after the accident; I cannot say anything nearer as to tho time ;
I am quite positive that when I went to protect the train, as stated, I could plainly see the home signal
and the back light of down distant signal; after relieved by Irwin I went back to tbe station and saw
Guard Downie who asked me why I had left my post; I told him Irwin was there and he said “ Are you
quite sure of that ? ” I replied “ Yes.”
'
'
J. "WENT.
scvcj]

James Wht/hournc, night officer, West Maitland, states: I have been nine years in tho Service,
about five years as night officer ■ I have been not quite five weeks at West Maitland as night officer ; down
mail arrived at West Maitland on the night of the 12th instaut, at midnight, and left at 12’5 a.m.; I
handed the staff to the driver of the down mail on arrival, but he let it fall; it was then handed to Porter
Greig to give to the driver; train was thirty minutes late leaving West Maitland ; up mail was running
to time ; by that I expected trains would cross at Farley; I got the operator to ask the question of
Lochinvar, and reply came that he was going to see if arrangements could be so made to cross at Farley;
I did not speak to the driver of down mail at all, only to the guard saying to got away as quickly as possible, as
tho driver had the staff; I. believe I passed a remark to Guard Downie that the trains would cross at Farley,
but am not positive ; at I2‘10 a.m. I heard that a collision had occurred at Farley ; I called at High-street
to get medical men ; got the staff together and sent them out to collect as many permanent way men as
possible ; I then called Mr. Ferris, station-master, who got up and came to the station with mo ; he then
took
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toot charge, and I took a cab to Farley, as the cab was going out; it was very foggy in places, especially
in the low-lying ground ; I could see lights distinctly at near 400 yards ; about quarter to 11 arrived at
Farley; fog was heaviest in the hollow close to Farley Station; I was not in a position to see the distant
signal when parsing along in a cah, but could see the carriage-lights of train from the hill quite 150 yards
away ; I was not in a position to see the tail-lights of train, but could see the home-signal light quite 150
yards away ; this light was red ; on reaching Farley Station I saw Mr, Crothers, station-master, Inspector
Brett, and Night-officer Palmer, and spoke to them about what was the best thing to do ; 1 asked Palmer
how the signals were, were they at danger; he replied, " Yes”; I was at Farley about two hours; I did not
see Assistant-guard George Irwin; the fireman of down mail came off engine and asked me to send a wire
to Singleton for relief, as he was unable to proceed further.
To Mr. Thov>: I had no reason to suppose he ivas under the influence of liquor ; he seemed quite
smart and active.
J, WHYBOURNT1.

To Mr. Kirhcaldie:—George Irwin, assistant-guard, Newcastle, states: On the night of 12th May
I was returning from Singleton as a passenger in B van of up mail; besides myself there were in the van
Guard W. Edwards, Assistant-guard W ent, and Mr. Brett; Guard Edwards started the train from Sin
gleton, and Whittingham and I noticed that he gave the right away at all places; I cannot say
whether Went repeated it at any place ; I did not see Went use a green light at any of the stations so
far as I can remember; the up mail left Lochinvar to time at midnight; I heard the driver challenge the
distant signal which was at danger at Farley ; the driver slackened speed before he came 1 o the distant
signal and got his train well under control, in fact he had to steam to get into station ; when we came in
view' of the home signal at Farley I saw that it showed a green light, and the train ran into platform ; I did
not get out of van on arrival at platform; Assistant-guard Went got out of van as soou as train arrived at
platform ; he had a lamp in his hand showing a white light; I am quite sure it W'us a white light; a few
seconds afterwards Mr. Brett got out, and immediately called out, “ Look out boys, she’s into us ” ; f wrent
to look out of door of B van, but did not alight; when the collision occurred I fell in the van, and then
got out; the driver had given two short sharp whistles and backed the train a few feet into aiding before
the trains struck ; 3 did not notice how far the up mail was driven back by the impact; 1 got out of van
at the northern end of platform, and noticed it was foggy at Farley side, but not much at Lochinvar side ;
when I saw the hack light of home signal it was showing a green light, but, being misty, not altogetlier
clear, still 1 could see it ■ ] then went to inquire of down mail, and saw the number was 418; J thought
the driver was — Wallace, and seeing Fireman Buchanan asked who was driver of down mail; some one
called out it was “ Jack Farnbam ” : I went along the down mail and saw a piece of wood lying upon the
distant signal wire; as to the weight of the wood, I do not think it was as heavy as a sleeper ; it was
lying north end of the second bridge ; I did pot speak to anyone else ; to the query whether anyone was
hurt, I received the answer “ No ” ; I believe 1 saw Guard Downie coming along the down mail train, but
would not be certain ; 1 cannot recollect what remarks I made to him ; I did not see the station-master
at that time; I have never walked along the line between Farley and West Maitland before; to get along
over the bridge I had to hold on to the footboards of carriages; passengers wanted to get out of
down mail, but I advised them to stay; I went right down the line to the level crossing on the
Farley side of distant signal; I could then see a while light in the distant signal; I would not
say it was a round white light, although it was a distinct white oue; I could also see the
signal-arm, because of a fire burning brightly at the Maitland colliery; it was not very foggy
at this particular place; it was heavier near Maitland, also between where I was and Farley; the
extreme end of arm of distant signal was about a foot from the post; I was over a hundred yards,
say 150 yards, from the distant signal; the colliery is, I should say, more than 300 yards from
the signal; I should be surprised to hear that the distance was 700 yards; when down near the distant
signal, about five or six minutes after the accident, there was very little fog ; I am quite sure that I
saw the arm of distant signal, as previously stated, although such a distance away; I did not go
beyond the level crossing to see what sort of'a light was showing from the distant signal ; I could
see from where I stood the red light of home signal—that is, from a distance of over 400 yards;
from the time of the accident until the time I started to go to see the distant signal not a minute elapsed;
on the way X touched the piece of wood resting on the signal wires with my hand, and gave it a kick with
my foot; I had a hand-lamp with me, which would not bum ; I got down to the level crossing referred
to within five or six minutes of the time of the accident; 1 gave the wire a pull, i.e , a straight pull, and
then looking saw a green light; I then went hack to the scene of the accident, not meeting any one on
the Maitland side of van; on arrival at the train I met a commercial traveller—the first one I addressed
after return, hut did not speak about railway matters; this was about twelve minutes after the accident;
the railway men I then saw I cannot distinctly remember, but think they were Downie and Went; I
had a conversation with Downie, but am not sure whether it was at this particular time ornot; I remember
asking Downie how the signal, meaning the distant signal, was when he passed it, and he replied, “ Half
down
this conversation occurred about half-an-hour after the accident; after that I went back to train,
when some ladies expressed a wish to get out; I persuaded them to stay, but they insisted upon getting
out, and I assisted them; I then went down again to see the man who was injured ; he complained about
pains in the chest; I told him X would look out a place for him to lie down ; I saw the station-master, Mr.
Crothers, somewhere about the engine; I returned to the wreck about three-quarters of an hour after the
accident; about an hour after the accident, knowing the accident train had been telegraphed for, and not
knowing any one had been sent hack, I went a second time to the level crossing, and there met Assistantguard Went, who informed me Guard Downie requested him to comply with rule 388 ; I asked Went if he
had put fog signals on the line; he said, “ Yes also said that he felt cold, and asked if Iwould lake his place ;
I think I mentioned to him about the piece of wood on the signal wire; he replied,11 Oh, that buffer ”; I said,
‘‘ No, there was something else besides that”; he then left, and I stayed ; I do not remember telling him that
it was the second time I had been out to that spotthat night; I remember telling him “That signal was down”;
he said, “No”; I did not tell him that I had scon the back light of the distant signal, or thatl had found
it necessary to pull the signal-wire to place it at danger ; I remained until break-down train arrived about
3T5 a.m.; Went had put two fog signals south of where I stood; when the driver of break-down train
went over the second one he stopped ; I then went down and brought up the train ; it was about 5'30
a.m. when I first spoke to Mr, Brett, who called to me when I was on the platform, about 10 yards away,
to get the engines ready ; Mr. Brett travelled to Waratah in the sleeping-car, then got out and came in
break-van,
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■break-vfiii, -where he travelled to Hamilton ; I had no opportunity to apeak to Mr. Brett; I saw Mr.
Crothers, but had no further conversation than arranging a place for the injured man; nothing was said
on either side about cause of the accident; I did not see Night-officer Palmer to speak to after the
accident; I did not see Guard AV'. Edwards from time of accident until day-break, and did not say any
thing to him as to the cause of the accident; I arrived in Newcastle at 7'20 a.m., and signed oft in the
guards’ book, then made out my time and occurrence sheet; 1 spoke to Driver Farnham when be was
walking round the engine somewhere about fifty minutes after the accident; I asked him how he managed
it; 1 said, “ How did you manage this, .lack ? ” be replied, “The distant signal was off for mo ; 1 had the
staff ; I could not see the home signal until I was very close to it, it was so foggy; I applied my brakes,
but unfortunately it was too late ” ; the answer I gave him then was, “ From what I have seen there is
something in it,” meaning 1 had seen the distant signal showing a hack white light; 1 went out from
Newcastle again, running the 9'50 p.m. special on Tuesday 13th, and got back on Wednesday night about
IQ-45 p.m.; next time of leaving Newcastle was 5'13 p.m. next day, Thursday loth, and got back S)T5
Friday evening; I was in Newcastle Tuesday and Thursday, yet made no mention of the foregoing; I
came to Newcastle about 4 p.m. on Tuesday 13tb, and saw that 1 was to run No. 29- goods 7'15 p.m. ; I
arranged with Mr. Marehant, station-master’s clerk, to send word to the guard who was to run the stock
special to come and run No. 29 in my place, as 1 was feeling a bit sore about the shoulder, and the
stock train would be an easier one for me; when I got home I sat down to write a report of what 1 bad
seen, when 1 received word that there was a relative of mine dead at Dungog ; fhat is the reason 1 did
not make a written report that day ; 1 did not avail myself of any opportunity to make a verbal report to
any of tho officers as 1 consider that I was occupying rather a curious position; on Wednesday night
14th 1 was sent for to go and see Driver Farnham ; I went next morning to his house at S'45, when I told
him exactly what I saw about the signals; I then came to Newcastle and made inquiries as to the where
abouts of Mr. Robinson, District Superintendent; I saw Mr. Marehant, but made no communication to
him ; on Friday Mr. Robinson called me, when I made a statement to him ; I intended to see the
Superintendent that evening about the matter; I intended making verbal report to Mr, Nield, acting
station-master, but was thwarted by some one coming up claiming his attention; Farnbam told mo be
would call me to make a statement at the inquest.
To Mr. Thoio : I made my written statement on the Saturday following the accident, after seeing
Mr. Robinson ; I referred in it to seeing the distant signal showing off; I cannot exactly account for the
signal showing white light, but think it was the timber lying on the wire ; I saw the signal showing a
white light and the arm down after I had moved the piece of timber ; when I pulled the wire and looked
round 1 saw a green light; I pulled the wire in a straight direction with my back to the signal, pulling it
from Farley station ; J think I got it in about a yard, but cannot say exactly how much, perhaps 2 or 3
feet; when I pulled the wire it slackened up, and seemed to back towards the distant signal; in pulling
tho wire Ido not think my hands would slip that much ; there was a blaze from the furnace at Maitland
Colliery, winch showed a light all round ; this light was not immediately behind the signal, which is situated
on higher ground than the colliery; the height of the flame or blaze which showed mo tho arm of the
signal I cannot give ; I cannot say whether it was coming out of a chimney or not; I made one written
report only of what I had seen ; I wished to have advice from Mr. Robinson before making my statement,
simply because the driver and fireman belong to another department; I heard that I would very likely get
into trouble and get dismissed if I stated what I had seen ; I do not care to say who told me this; I would
rather suffer; it might do that man an inj ury ; I refrained from reporting earlier because I thought what
I had to tell would support the driver who oelouged to another department; I wished advice from my
superior ollicer, Mr. Robinson, but could not succeed in seeing him at Newcastle ; from Tuesday until
Friday I failed to report the occurrence to any of my superior officers, thinking 1 might get into trouble
with my own department; when I made up my mind after seeing Farnham I went to Mr. Robinson and
found he knew the circumstances, which I related again; among the majority of the men here there is an
idea that they would get disliked by their superior officers if they told the truth respecting matters con
cerning the men of another department, if by doing so it would implicate any of the traffic men ; I do
not care to mention the names of any others who hold this idea; I have been in the service since July,
18S3.
.
To Mr. Kirkcaldic: I do not know of anyone having got into trouble through telling the truth,
implicating nuy employees in either branch ; I think it very likely that the other men would say they
never made such a statement if I give their names; I decline to give the names of any of these men,
although it has been pointed out to me that the statements made are sweeping and damaging to the men
in the Traffic Department; my idea was that I might be disliked by my superior officers if I mado any
report about the discovery I bad made, if I did so without first getting advice from them ; to my know
ledge no one else other than Guard Downie, who said it was half down, and Driver Farnham, who said it
was off, saw the signal as I saw it that night; I have read the evidence wherein Guard Downie says he
did not see the distant signal on the morning in question, and although hearing Downie’s evidence that he
did not see the distant signal at all, I still repeat that Downie told mo on the morning of the accident
that the signal was half down.

G. IRWIN.

To Mr. Kirlccaldie:—John MlPhillips, porter, West Maitland, states:—I have been in the service
nine years, seven years of which have been served at West Maitland; Ido night duty, and was on on
the night of 12th May; I saw down mail pass; it left West Maitland at 12'5 n.m. on 18 th instant; it
was very foggy when mail train loft; at the time one could see a light about 150 yards away ; after train
had left I beard of the accident at Farley, which occurred about 12.15 a.m. ; night-officer then gave me
instructions to call tho men together, and set off to Farley as soon as possible, which we did ; Porter John
Tulip, James Greig, Constable Hickey, and myself, left about 12'25 a.m. for the scene, proceeding along
the line, and calling up three permanent-way men along tho road; I could see tho Farley down distant
signal about 200 yards before I came to it; it was showing a full danger signal; X walked on to the scene
of the accident, arriving there about 12-50 a.m.; on the road I met the assistant guard of No. 25 down
mail about midway between West Maitland and Farley ; he was carrying a hand-signal lamp showing a
white light, which we could see about 150 yards off ; he was carrying the West Maitland and Farley staff
back to West Maitland ; Assistant-guard Evans handed over the staff to Porter Jae. Creig, who took it
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back to West Maitland; Evana then accompanied us to the scene of the accident; before reaching Earley,
and just as we were going into the small cutting, about 350 yards from Farley home signal, we eould see
the home signal, showing a red light, although not so plainly scon, as the fail lights of the down mail; X
saw Assistant-Guard George Irwin at the wreck a few minutes after our arrival (say fifteen minutes) ;
the time would be a little after 1 a.m,; he was standing somewhere about the home signal; we had no
conversation about the signals whatever ; I think the fog was most dense between tbe distant and home
signal when we wore on the road to Farley : still I could sec the red light in tho home signal about 350
yards away; the fog was dnfting'a good deal on tho night of 12th May, aud morning of the 13th,
,
‘
'
JOHN M'PHILLIPS.
To Mr. KirkcahUe:—Arthur Lane, fireman, states : T have been about eight years in the service,
firing nearly six years; ago, twenty-nine years ; I was firing on up mail on night of 12th ; my mate told
me we were running to time ou leaving Lochinvar ; when we came in sight of the Farley distant signal,
about 200-yards, 1 saw the red light very distinctly ; we slackened speed and had the train well under
control; wc had to steam to get into the station ; when getting into Farley station, the home up signal
showed a green light, and we drew up to the platform, on which I saw no one; I saw the back light of
the down home signal, which showed green ; our engine stood about 10 or 12 yards inside tho homo
signal, not half a minute; I could not see the back light of the down distant signal; it was so foggy, that
it was useless looking for it; the first I saw of the down mail was the head lights about 10 or 12 yards
beyond the home signal; I could not see at what rate of speed tho down mill was travelling, as my driver
was making all speed to get back into siding: it was after we slopped at station that I heard a whistle
from down mail; my driver, after this, and before T saw the lights of down mail, sounded his whistle for
the brakes ; 1 turned on the sand because our engine gave a slip ; I then jumped, off on the side opposite
the platform ; next thing 1 knew was tbs down mail had struck up train ; when our engine stopped again
after being struck it was about 7 to 9 yards from platform, northern end; I saw no one on the Farley
platform, or anywhere else, with a hand-lamp before the accident.
To Mr. Thow : I heard the engine of down mail sound the ordinary whistle ; I was looking ahead
when I saw the head-lights of engine of down mail about 10 or 12 yards from home signal; I eould not
sec them further off because of the thick fog ; our engine was reversed and had started to go hack under
steam at the time of the collision ; I have no idea how tho regulator was shut; it was shut when I got
on the engine, which was stationary, I am almost sure it was the driver who had pulled the regulator back ;
from my position on tho engine it was not possible for me to see a hand-lamp on the station; on my
engine there wrere two head lights, both on the hufl'er beam, and burning brightly ; some of the vehicles on
up mail were derailed ; a bogie carriage next the tender was off the line altogether, i.e., all the wheels at
the Lochinvar end of platform ; I did not notice any mark on the ballast showing where the carriage had
run; I think this carriage must have got off at the points leading to cattle siding, and any marks shown
on the ballast might be caused by my drawing the carriage up to platform before it was again put on the
rails.
AETHHR LANE.
Driver William Jlolert Saniierson states: 1 was driver of the No. 10 up mail on the night of
the collision at Farley ; left Lochinvar about 12 (midnight), and reached Farley at 12 9 a.m. ; up distant
signal was at danger, so I ran with caution up to the home signal, which was showing a green light; I was
at platform about one minute when I heard No. 25 approaching; No. 23 was about 100 yards distant
when I first noticed it, and I at once commenced to clear, by backing my train into siding ; I gave two
short whistles before 1-commenced to back; almost immediately my train was struck by No. 25, both
engines colliding, buffer to buffer; the night officer must have had the loop points set for me to run back,
as my train went into the siding all right; cannot say at what rate No. 25 was travelling; I did not
notice the down distant signal; I do not think it could be seen from the platform, owing to the fog; the
dowm home showed a green hack light, and I noticed it as soon as I rcached'the platform ; the fog was
thicker on tho Maitland side of Farley than on the Lochinvar side; did not see the night officer (ouch
the leavers after my train arrived ; did not hear No. 25* whistle ; my train was struck on the Lochinvar
side of the home signal; I do not think my train stood more than half a minute at the platform before I
set back, and I had gone back about half the length of the engine befere the down mail struck me ; I sot
back of my own accord to get out of the way of the down mail; I did not get any hand signal to do so ; I
did not notice anyone on the platform with a hand-lamp.
M. SANDERSON, 21/5/90.
2b Mr. KirkcaMie:—Walter Brett, inspector, states:—I was travelling in up mail in brake-van
on the night of 12th May from Scone ; besides myself there were in the van Guard "Win. Edwards and
Assistant Guard John H. "Went; Assistant Guard Irwin might have been there but I did not see him ; I
invariably travel in tho small compartment, to look out of side windows ; up mail left Lochinvar to time,
12 a.m.; I cannot say who gave the rightaway signal from Lochinvar; I cannot remember hearing tho
driver challenge the Farley distant signal, which I did not see ; I cannot remember seeing the home
signal either, but I noticed that speed was reduced, and train ran cautiously into station ; I cannot say
who stepped out of van first at Farley, hut as a rule Went always got out first; train stopped about
three-quarters of a minute, and then started to go back ; I did not hear the down mail whistle ; I heard
Driver Sanderson, of up mail, give two short, sharp, whistles, which caused me to rush to brake-van door,
when I saw the down mail coming from where I stood in the van; down mail appeared to be some dis
tance the other side of home signal; of this I am sure, because I walked quickly along the platform aud
got as far as the station-master's door before tho two mail trains struck; I cannot form an idea as to
distance from van to where I saw down mail, but I am certain the train was the other side of home
signal, and I should take the distance to be 100 yards to the home signal from where I was; as soon as
I saw the down mail I called to the men to look out, and jumped from van to platform; immediately
after the collision I went to the signal levers and found Went standing a few paces away; I spoke to him ;
I fancy I asked him how ho found the levers, and practically we looked at them simultaneously aud found
them all at danger; Went had a hand-lamp in his hand, showing a light the colour of which I cannot
remember, everything being done so quickly; I then gave Went instructions to remain near the levers,
,
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allowing no one to toueli them ; I then proceeded to see the position of down mail; on finding it stood on
two bridges I called out to passengers to keep their seats; X should mention here that the moment I got
out of yan at tho Lochinvar end of platform 1 looked at iho down home signal and noticed that it showed
a clear green back light; as I was going along the down mail I noticed it was foggy towards Maitland,
but not thick round about Farley; I looked for the back light of distant signal, but failed to see it on
account of the fog; I think I met the station-master when going along down mail; I asked him where he
had come from; he replied 11 Out of this train then X asked him had he noticed the signals in passing
them; he replied “ They wore both at danger”; I then went back to station-master’s office; called tho
Night-officer Palmer, who was up at the loop points; ho came running along the platform; I gave orders
for telegrams to bo sent to West Maitland for the doctors, and to Newcastle for the accident van, and to
report the collision ; when I saw Night-officer Palmer he had a lamp in his hand, but 1 cannot remember
what light it was showing ; I then gave orders for all the injured people to be brought to waiting-room
and attended to; about twenty minutes after the accident 1 gave Guard Downie orders to work the staff
back to "West Maitland; I have no recollection of speaking to Downie about the signals; I spoke to
Driver Farnham, who said it was a bad job, but nothing passed about the signals; I saw Assistant-guard
Irwin; I have a slight recollection of seeing him about half-an-hour after the accident; I don’t
remember speaking to him then, but between 3 and X a.m. I gave him orders about the train that was
being worked back to "West Maitland ; he made no communication to mo about the signals; I have no
recollection of seeing him on our way to Newcastle; when next I saw him, for the first time after tho
accident it was Saturday; I remember seeing the night-officer (Whybourne), and Porter M'Phillips
who came from Maitland.
To Mr. Thow; As soon as I looked out of van of up mail I saw the down mail approacliing; I
spoke to Driver Farnham ; I have no reason to believe that he was under the influence of liquor; I went to
the doctor (Dr. Russell, I think) having beard some rumours that Driver Farnham was under the influenco
of drink, and I asked the doctor if Farnham was the worse for liquor, and he replied, “ I don’t know what
he may have been, but he is perfectly sober now.” Farnham was walking very lame, holding his hip,
when 1 spoke to him.
To Mr. KirTcealdie: I cannot say who gave rise to the rumours; Farnham being badly hurt
probably had something to do with these rumours ; I cannot say how long after the accident it was when
I spoke to Dr. Russell; I did walk a distance of about 100 yards behind the down mail, and from that
point looked for the back light of the down distant signal, but failed to see it on account of the fog; this
was after I had told Downie to work the staff back to West Maitland.
To Mr. Thow: Standing at a distance of about 412 yards from the distant signal, at which I
looked for the second time, but failed to see the back light, on account of a belt of fog ; I would not
consider it necessary to pnt fog signals at the distance signal, because I consider that had I been on the
other side of the signal I could have seen the large light in front of the signal.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie ; Where I was standing about 100 yards behind down mail there was no fog
worth speaking about at that point, or between that and Farley station; from that point I could plainly
soe the red light of the home signal.
To Mr. Thow : The grounds on which I arrive at the conclusion that the front of the signal light
could have been seen at a distance of 100 yards was because the fog was belty, and I consider tbe fog
was at the Farley side of the distant signal; I was led to this conclusion from general conversation with
different people about the fog being belty and in patches ; I took no steps to find this out, having no time,
and 1 accepted the statement of Mr. Crothers, station-master, Farley, as to his seeing both distant and home
signals at danger; the conditions under which I would use fog signals would be when a signal could not
bo seen at a distance of 40 or 50 yards ; I took no steps to see whether the Farley down distant signal
could be seen at a distance of 40 or 50 yards; station-masters should use fog signals when they cannot
see the fixed signals at a distance of 40 or 50 yards; on this particular night I think fog signals were
unnecessary, because I could see hand signal lamps about 300 yards outside the down home signal at
Farley, and I called Gruard Downie’s attention to the light; as near as I cun toll, the down mail ran
past the home signal at a speed of 15 miles an hour at Farley ; when I asked Fireman Buchanan what
light he saw at the distant signal he replied it was a green light; I then asked Buchanan if he did not
know that the distant signal showed only red and white; he said ho got a green light; the next day Mr.
M‘Carney and I looked at the spectacles which were both red on the distant signal; I then called
Buchanan over and told him to inform Mr, M'Carney what light ho got from this distant signal;
Buchanan then said he got a green light, but it was further away, near to the platform.
W. BRETT.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie :—John Farnham-, driver of the No. 25 down-mail on 12th May, states : I have
been upwards of twenty years in the service, driving thirteen years, and running passenger trains
occasionally, principally engaged on goods and stock trains ; I understand thoroughly how to manipulate
the XYestinghouse brake ; on this particular night, 12th May, I had nothing to drink before leaving New
castle, nor up to the time of the accident; I left Newcastle at 10'57 p.m., with a train equal to • fourteen
vehicles, twelve of which were controlled by the ’W estinghouse brake; we arrived at VV cet Maitland at
11'58 p.m., and left there at 12'5 a.m. on 13th inst.; X had no conversation with anyone at "West Mait
land, and did not see the night officer to speak to; I was not told at West Maitland that I was to cross
the up-mail at Farley ; some night officers tell where we are to cross certain trains, but it is not always
done; we have crossed the up-mail at Farley before, but cannot give dates; on the previous occasion,
when I crossed up-mail at Farley, I was told so at West Maitland, and twice when driving the up-mail
I have crossed the down-mail at Farley, and on each occasion I was told so by the night officer at Loch
invar ; it was foggy, but not extraordinarily so, when leaving West Maitland; we ran at usual speed, and
on approaching Maitland Colliery I challenged tbe Farley down distant signal, which I could not see; I
cased the steam, but did not shut it off altogether; I eased the speed then from 28 miles an hour to 15 or
1G miles an hour, when crawling up steadily to the distant signal; this signal I saw when within 20 or 25
yards of it; it showed a white light; X saw no part of it red in front, and in passing looked up and saw a
clear white light; I generally look back, although 1 see a white front light, to see the back light, and I
did so on this occasion; after passing the distant signal I put on light steam, and proceeded on tbe
journey; when passing the down distant signal, which is on the fireman’s side, he was standing on his
250—B
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side locdting out; he was not engaged firing at the time; he made no remark about the signal, but said it
was very foggy ; after that, when about midway between the distant and homo signals, I sounded the .
ordinary challenge whistle again, without having shut oft’ steam; immediately after I did shut oft steam ;
it was then so foggy in the cutting that I could not see where I was ; I did not see the fireman using his
hand-brake; after shutting off steam I mado one slight application of the air-brake; I did not think we
were through the cutting, but after proceeding along my mate said, “ Por God's sake stop the trainI
could not, at that particular moment, see the light of the home signal, nor the head lights of the up mail;
I applied the ’Westinghouse brake with full force, and my fireman likewise applied his engine-brake ; I
did not see the home signal at all, but immediately afterwards saw the two headlights of the engine of
up-mail, about GO yards away ; the reason I could not see the home signal was because the fog was rising
at the time; my fireman applied the sand, which was applied both sides ; I was in the act of reversing
the engine when the collision occurred, and I was knocked stupid for a few seconds; my hip was
hurt badly; after tho collision I got off the engine and walked round, and could then see that the
horse-box and carriage truck next the engine were smashed up; I looked at the back of the tender,
and could see the legs of a man; not being able to stand on my legs or render any assistance,
I went on to the platform, where I saw a lot of people; I saw and spoke to Mr. Brett, to whom
I remarked that it was a serious job; I saw Guard William Downie a few minutes afterwards, and asked
him if he noticed the distant signal; he said he did not, as he was sorting the bills, parcels, &c.; I saw
the station-master some time afterwards, but did not speak to him; I saw Kight-offieer Palmer, but did
not speak to him; I saw Assistant-guard George Irwiu very shortly, just a few minutes after tho accident,
say 10 or 15 minutes; he spoke to me first saying, “ This is a bad job Jack; how did it happen ” ? I
replied, " The distant signal was showing a white light, aud we were travelling with the staff ; the night
being very foggy I could not see exactly where I was, and was further advanced than I thought I was” ;
Irwin then said he had every reason to believe the signal was as stated by me, or words to that effect;
nothing else took place ; I do not remember his giving any reason for the signal showing a white light;
it was about 20 or 25 minutes after the accident that I went from tho engine to the platform; it
was before I went to the platform that I had the above conversation with Irwin; when I wont to the
platform those who assisted mo were a constable and some others, who were not railway men so far as I
remember; so far as I am awaro I did not ask any of the mon on the station what they meant by having
the distant signal at all clear while there was a train at tho station; when my train struck the up mail wo
were travelling at the rate of 10 miles an hour; I have got a copy of weekly notice Kb. IS, dated Gth
May ; beyond asking the guard whether he had noticed the down distant signal, I had. no conversation
with anybody else about the signa.ls that morning, except G uard Irwin ; I was too unwell to make any
report about the accident; I saw Irwin again on Thursday morning, after the accident, having sent for
him; what transpired at the interview was tho following: I asked Irwin if it was true that ho walked down
the line and saw the back light of the distance signal showing white light, and he replied “ yes,” and also
said that ho had removed a piece of timber from the signal wire ; this was all the conversation I had with
him ; I heard in conversation at my own home on the previous day that Irwin had walked down the lino
to the distant signal, and that was the reason for my sending for him ; I have had no conversation with
him since about the accident; I am acquainted with rule 456, aud my reason for going into Parley as I
did was the fact of the distant signal showing a white light, and I considered tho home signal would be the
same; after leaving Newcastle on the night in question wc stopped at Honeysuckle Point, Hamilton,
Waratah, Hexham, East Maitland, High-street, and West Maitland ; I found the brake acted well at all
these places.
To Mr. Thow: Tho light I saw at the down distant signal was a full white one—no red about it,
and the backlight of this signal showed full white—no green about it; while the tender was passing the
distant signal I looked up and saw it; when looking up and seeing the full white light of distant signal
in front of me we were 16 or 20 yards from it; I did not look hack at back light of the distant
signal after having seen once when the foot plate passed it showing it was white ; it may have been 00 or
70 yards or more from the home signal when my mate called out “ For God’s sake, stop”; at that
moment we were travelling 15 or 16 miles an hour; when I looked at my watch at Parley it was 12T1
a.m.; I cannot mention any rule in the rule-book which permits of an engine passing the home signal at
danger unless called on by hand lamp; on this occasion I was not called in to Parley by hand lamp ;' I
believe there was a hand lamp being waved, but I did not see it; I cannot say who told me about the
hand lamp being waved, hut I heard it mentioned; I do not say that the reason I passed the home signal
at danger was because I had been waved in by hand lamp; the reason was on account of the fog being so
thick in the cutting I had got further advanced than I thought, consequently could not stop outside the
home signal; I know the rules and the working of them, also the wording ; there are many rules forbidding
tho passing of home signals at danger, but practically I did not violate the whole of these rules on that
occasion ; I cannot say that I obeyed any of these rules on this occasion.
To Mr. KirTcealdie: It was about a minute after the accident that I looked at my watch, and it
was about 5 minutes from the time I left West Maitland until we struck up mail; the fireman, from
his position on the engine, would get a clearer view of both distant and home signals than I could.
To Mr. Thow : I am aware that when I look at a signal too close to it that I cannot see the light
so well as from a further distance off ; I must admit that when I looked up at the distant signal as foot
plate of engine was passing and saw a white light with no green at all; I did not look back after getting
further away; I do not consider that the fireman neglected his duty in the breaking of tho train in any
way; in ordinary cases it is not usual for the firemau to apply the hand-brake some distance hack from
a station on trains controlled by the Westinghouse brake.
JOHN FARNHAM.
John Buchanan, fireman of the down mail, I2th May, states: I have been in the Service over
seven years, firing five years nine months; our train left Newcastle about 11 p.m., and stopped at several
stations between Newcastle and West Maitland; the Westinghouse brake worked satisfactorily at all
those places ; I only applied my hand-brake at the platforms so as to admit of the driver releasing the
air-brake; I have no idea when we arrived at West Maitland, where I noticed tlio night-officer holding
up the staff; it was not caught in the first instance, but dropped on the platform; I did not sec the
driver receive the staff, but'knew wo were travelling with it to Parley; I had a conversation with tho
night-officer
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nigM-offiecr at Vest Maiiland whom I told to wire to the Locomotive "Department at Singleton, saying
I was unwell, and did not think I could go beyond that station ; that was all that took place between us;
I noticed it was foggy when at Vest Maitland, but nothing extraordinary; after getting the
signal we left there and proceeded at the usual rate; the driver sounded whistle challenging
tho down distant signal when we were opposite Maitland Colliery and then travelling at about
20 miles an hour; speed was then reduced to 14 to 16 miles an hour; at that particular time
I was looking out for signals ahead; I saw the distant signals, but not before train was within
20 jmrds of it, and the light was white, not full; there was a speck of red on top of tho
signal, the rest was white; I did not notice the arm of signal; could not see it, being prevented by the
darkness and the fog; X said nothing to the driver about this, because I thought from what I saw that it
was a clear signal; if I had any doubts I should have drawn his attention ; I still kept looking ahead,
and did not speak to the driver; I was standing erect, looking towards Farley; next thing I saw was the
home signal, which showed a red light; it was very foggy between the distant and the homo signal, right
up to the latter up to the time 1 saw it; the home signal was about 50 yards away wrhcn I first saw it,
and wc were travelling about 11 or 12 miles an hour ; the first thing I did on seeing the home signal was
to say to my mate, “ For God’s sake, stop her ”; I was in a better position to see the home signal than the
driver, as it was on my side; I saw the head lights of up-mail before I saw tho home signal, and it was
tho sight of them which caused me to call out to the driver, “ For God’s sake, stop her”; it was in the
interval between seeing the head-lights of up-mail and the home signal that I called out to the driver to
stop ; 1 heard two sharp whistles from driver of up-mail; it was not these which caused me to look and
soe the two head-lights; I saw them before hearing the two short sharp whistles referred to; I then
applied the hand-brake ; tho driver had applied the air-brake before I heard the sound of the whistles ; I,
immediately after the accident occurred, went and inquired for the men belonging to the other engine;
the .engine struck inside of tho home signal, about 16 to 18 yards from the signal; I inquired of the
driver if he was hurt; he replied he did not feel tho effects of the concussion at the time; I then
went and inquired about the men in the up-mail; I was not hurt; I then came back to my own engine,
and remained there for a little while, when Inspector Brett came to me, inquiring how we were; we then
went round to the front part of the engine; Inspector Brett remained with me about 7 minutes; I
cannot remember whether he said anything to me about the accident, or that X made any remark about
tho signals; I did not speak to tho station-master or night officer; I did not ask any one at the station
what they meant by having the distant signal at “ all clear,” while there was a train at the platform ; our
guard, Downie, came to mo, and I gave him the staff, but said nothing to him ; 1 heard Inspector Brett
telling him to go and get tho staff; I cannot say that I saw Assistant-guard Irwin that morning; I did
not hold any conversation with him; I heard no one speak about the position of the signals ; it was very
foggy when we got to Farley; I remained there until 8'30 a.m.; the fog was very dense at tho time of
the accident; it did not seem to clear at all about that time, but kept drifting.
To Mr. Thow: I saw a green hand-light either on the platform or under the home signal; it was
about 60 yards away; I saw tho green light before seeing the red light of the home signal because the
fog was lifting at the time; my impression as to the cause of the accident was the green hand signal
which I saw first; 1 did not mention this to anyone at the time ; I took no further trouble to ascertain ‘
whether there was a green light or not; I did not see the red home signal until we were within 50 yards
of it; although many have stated that they could see the green light of home signal more than 50 yards
away from Lochinvar side I cannot say why I could not see the larger red light of home signal more"than
50 yards away; from the time of passing Homeville Colliery I did nothing but look out for signals; this
colliery is between the distant and home signals, so far as I can say, and about 250 yards from the home
signal; I still say I did nothing but look out for the home signal, 250 yards away; I looked out for the
distant signal when opposite Maitland Colliery, about 300 yards from this signal.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie: I do not remember saying anything to Inspector Brett about the signals; I
may have said that I saw a green light at the distant signal, but do not remember; I was aware that
when travelling on this trip in question there was no green light at the distant signal; I will undertake
to say that I did not mention to either Mr. Brett or Mr, Newton that I did see a green light at the
distant signal; when I saw the green light on the platform or near homo signal I took it to be a signal
to come in as it was a waving light.
JOHN BUCHANAN.
To Mr. KirkcaMie:—William Henry Tieraril slates: I am employed at the Maitland Colliery, and
was on night duty on the night of 12th May ■ on this night it was very foggy; I noticed the Farley
distant signal about half-an-hour before the mail train from Newcastle passed; it showed a red light
towards Maitland, a clear red light; when tho train was approaching I heard it coming, but did not hear
it whistle; it was then so foggy that I could not see the signal; I saw tho train pass; I looked to see if
I could see the signal when I thought the train would be about passing it, but could not see it, and I
could not toll whether the train slackened speed ornot; at the colliery that night there was no great
blaze except from kerosene lamp, unless from the chimney of the boilers, which frequently takes fire ; it
takes fire 5iearly every night; about an hour afterwards I looked again and saw the signal, showing red
same as before ; the fog had cleared away by that time; during that night the fog lifted, and fell frequently ;
at one time I could scarcely see ; at another moment it was quite clear ; I could see the red lights (taillamps) of the train as it passed mo, but that was all; I was then about 60 yards from the line, and that
would be 150 yards from the tail-lamps when I saw them; I think the distant signal is about 700 yards
from where 1 was at work that night.
To Mr. Thoio : When the chimneys take fire the blaze rises about 2 yards above their tops ; tho
blaze is a dull rod light, not a big flame, and does not illuminate very much all round,
W. H. BLEZAED.
To Mr. Kirkcaldie:—David Williams states ; I am employed in the bridge gang, Eailway Depart
ment ; I travelled from Ben Lomond to "West Maitland on the night of 12th May in up mail, and was in
second carriage from engine awake; I remember the train arriving at Farley, and consider the train was
at Farley Platform about half a minute before it started to set back ; I heard tho train approaching from
Newcastle, but did not see it; I did not get out but looked out and saw the night-officer, who was
standing
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Bttmding opposite tte station door calling out “ Farley ” as the train drew up to platform; then I saw
him change the mail-bags, and he seemed to run back to the points; I think ho had a hand lamp while he
stood, hut did not see it when he was running back to the points ; T saw the assistant guard of up mail
who had a lamp showing a green light; he seemed to be calling the train from the north back; no was
standing opposite the waiting-room door, about 50 yards behind where I was, and I saw him wave tho
green light several times from side to side; I did not see the down mail at all before it struck the other
train; I am quite sure it was a green light I saw, and that it was 50 yards behind from where I was in
the carriage; the fog was very heavy overhead, but I think I could see a light about 100 yards ahead ;
I said to Permanent-way Inspector Lee that I thought the driver of dowm mail had mistaken the green
light waving on platform for a signal waving him in, and that was the cause of the accident; I also spoke
to Night-officer Palmer several days after to the same effect; he said he thought it was a white light
which called the up mail hack into siding.
_
To Mr. Thom : I did not get out of tbe carriage; I was leaning out when I saw the green light;
there were four or five in same compartment with me ; we chatted nearly all the way down ; I got out
after the accident, but spoke to no one about the cause of the accident, except Lee, to whom 1 spoke
about an hour after the engines struck ; I am quite sure the green light was not in front of me towards
Maitland, but about opposite the waiting-room door ; when I heard the down train puffing up the hill I
looked at the hack light of home signal, and saw that it was green ; I could just notice this light through
the fog; I was in the carriage when the collision occurred, and was not pitched about, but humped by a
fellow passenger.
To Mr. Kirlccaldie: I was sitting the whole time with my back to the engine, and merely turned
my head to notice the back light of the home signal.
'

D. WILLIAMS.

Conclusion.
The evidence as to the density of the fog is conflicting, but all witnesses agree
that there was more or less. Some of the witnesses such as Palmer, Crothers,
Downie, Edwards, Went, MThillips, Whyoburne, and Brett describe it as very
slight, hut others as very foggy.
«

It appears to have been a shifting fog not sufficiently dense to render tho
fixed signals invisible at a distance great enough to give timely warning to men
looking out for them, as to make the use of fog signals advisable.
W. H. Blezard gave very trustworthy evidence on this question. He is an
independent witness (not connected with the railway staff), and was engaged
at the boilers of the Maitland colliery on the evening in question, which is situated
about 60 yards from the line on the left hand side going north, and about 700 yards
on the Maitland side of the distant signal. Prom where he stood, 700 yards away,
he saw the distant signal showing a clear red light half an hour before the accident
occurred, and although this signal was obscured from his sight when the down mail
passed the colliery he saw the red tail lamps of the train as it passed at 150 yards
distance. With regard to the fixed down signals, neither of them is high; the distant
signal especially is short and low, and well within the line of vision of an approaching
train. They were burning brightly at midnight on the 12 th instant, and we consider
that the evidence is conclusive as to their having been both at danger when the down
mail approached and passed them. On this point the evidence of Palmer, Crothers,
Downie, Blezard, Brett, Went, and others, is very strong. The only witnesses who
contradict them are the engineman, fireman, and assistant guard Irwin, who was a
passenger in the up mail. We do not place the slightest reliance upon Irwin’s
evidence. His refusal to furnish us with the names of his fellow employees in
support of his extraordinary statement produced in our minds an adverse impression,
and wc consider his statement as to seeing a white back light at a distant signal,
and also that the arm of that signal had fallen to within 1 foot of the signal-post,
as seen by him at tbe distance of fully 150 yards—immediately after the accident—a
mere fabrication. On that account we have excluded from our consideration tho
whole of his evidence as utterly worthless.
.
The
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The engineman and fireman admit that the home signal was at danger when
they approached and passed it, hut they assert that the distant was off. Against
their testimony, which was given in a feehle and indirect manner, we place the
opposite testimony of numerous witnesses, and do not entertain a doubt that both
signals were against the train.
We cannot account for the men of the down mail passing the home signal,
except on the supposition that they did not loot out for it until just before entering
Earley Station, and when too late to avoid the accident. The engineman admits that
he did not see the home signal at all and only toot steps to stop his train when the
fireman called out to him to do so. The fireman shelters himself for disregarding
the home signal on the plea that a green light (hand lamp) was waving from or
near the platform; but the rules are very explicit on this point; they emphatically
forbid the men to pass home signals when at danger, except under clearly expressed
conditions which have no bearing in this case.
The engineman of the up mail, W. Sanderson, appears to have acted with
great judgment in starting to move his train back immediately he saw the speed at
which the down mail was approaching tho station. There is no doubt that the
accident might have been much more serious but for the prompt action of this driver.
DAVID KIDKCALDIE,
Chief Traffic Manager.
W. THOW,
Locomotive Engineer.

The Commissioners for Railways.
26th Mav, 1890.

APPENDIX.
{Evidence given hj Mir. Henry Lee on ZQth May, 1890.)
To Mr. Thoio :—Henry Lee, Permanent Wav Inspector, Glen Innes, says:—I was in the up mail
on the 12th May ; left Glen Innes on 12th, and arrived at Farley Station ; was not asleep at the time of
arrival at Farley ; was travelling in the van; I rememher Guard Edwards, Went, another man, and Mr.
Brett were in tho van ; just as the train was stopping I stepped out of the van ; Mr. Brett followed me,
and said, “Look out, she will he into us ” j walked 10 or 12 yards towards the Maitland end of
Earley platform; as I stepped out of the van I heard a long whistle from tho engine of the down mail;
then I hoard Driver Sanderson on the up mail give two sharp whistles as a warning to tho other train ;
I saw Sanderson's engine moving backwards, and heginning to slip; he turned towards the sand-hox as if
to put sand on the rails ; he had moved back about tho length of an engine when the collision occurred ;
before the collision my attention was called to the home signal by Mr. Brett, and I saw the green back
light plainly from where I stood soon after getting out of the van ; it was not foggy at Farley Station ; it
looked hazy ahead, towards Maitland, but clear overhead ; I did not look for the back-light of the distant
signal, as 1 am not acquainted with Farley Station; 1 saw the head-lights of tho down mail engine at
least four or five seconds before she passed the home signal; I did not notice any hand-lamp being
used on tho platform that night; I saw a man named D. Williams in the train ; he came with me from
Glen Innes ; he travelled in a second-class carriage ; I said to him, “Are you hurt, David and he said,
“ I have lost my hat” ; he showed me a mark on his forehead which looked like a scratch, and blood was
flowing from it; I told him he was not hurl much, and he had better keep to one side, so as not to alarm
passengers; he did not say to me that he thought that the driver of the down mail had mistaken a green
light waving on the platform for a signal waving him into the station, and he did not say to me that he
thought that that was tho cause of the accident, neither at the time nor afterwards; I remained at Farley
until the road wras clear, assisting as far as I could in tho matter; the clouds overhead were not so low as
to obscure the home signal; tho green light was dislinctlv clear at the back just before the accident.
‘
HENRY LEE.
[Two plans.]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(REPOET OF BOARD OF INQUIRY ON ACCIDENT TO EXPRESS TRAIN AT THIRLMESE.)

Ordered hy the Leyidathe Assembly to bo printed, SO July, 1S90.

Accident to Up Express Train at 57 miles 58 chains south, 23rd July, 1890.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 24 July, 1890.
Having, by your directions, held an inquiry into the cause of the accident
to the Up Southern Express yesterday, we have now the honor to submit our Report
thereon.
The train was made up as follows :—Engines Nos. 271 and 273, each weighing
63 tons 10 cwt. 3 qrs.; 1 mail-van, 1 first-class lavatory carriage, 1 composite
carriage, 1 first-class lavatory carriage, 2 sleeping-cars, 1 mail-van and brake-vanall bein0’boiric vehicles with the exception of the two mail-vans, and tho weight,
exclusive of the engines and of the passengers’ luggage and mails, was 129 tons 14
cwt. 2 qrs.
It left Albury 7 minutes late, owing to the late arrival of the Victorian train;
15 minutes more were lost at Binalong waiting the arrival of the down mail train,
and it left Mittagong at 9'55 a.m.—20 minutes behind time.
According to the evidence of all tho engine-men aud the guard, the train ran at
the usual speed until when passing a gang of men who were engaged in rc-slccpcring
the line at 57 miles 58 chains from Sydney both drivers felt their engines lurch;'
the train engine having, according to the evidence, lurched considerably more than
the one in front of it, and, on looking back, the drivers observed that the mail-van
next to the engine was off the rails, and that, after running for some distance in that
manner, the lavatory carriage immediately behind it became derailed too.
The guard at the rear of the train also felt the lurch, and, on looking out to
sec the cause, noticed that the mail-van next his brake was also off the rails. The
air-brake was immediately applied by both the driver of the train engine and the
guard, but the train ran 25 chains after the first vehicle became derailed before it
it was pulled up.
'
I’lie speed at tbe time the lurch occurred is estimated at from 30 to 35 miles
an hour, and it may he here observed that the speed from Mittagong to the spot
where the accident took place barely averaged 35 miles an hour.
The train parted in three different places, viz.:—Between the engine and
mail-van, between tho second and third vehicles, and between the mail and brake
vans at the rear.
No one was injured.
The damage to the rolling stock is estimated at £50; in the permanent way
390 chairs were broken, and 15 sleepers rendered useless, tbe cost of which is,
approximately, £45.
Evidence
464—A
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Evidence.
Wilham Qox, statesI have been twelve years next month a «uard, and seven of these on the
express tram; we were seven minutes late leaving Albury on the night of Tuesday, 22nd July j\tel
bourne train late; delayed fifteen minutes at Binalong Crossing through the down mail
" ’
which was
Mitta'mn^—5 ^ ^ tW° Cngines 011 traiu’ alld ieEt ^littagong at 9'57 ; train made up on leaving
Leading engine...
Train .
„
.
Mail-van
...
Lavatory carriage
Composite
„
First-class lavatory
Sleeping-car ...

...

FTo.
>,
,
„
»
»
„
»
„

273
271
2
103
so
103
16
2
In
131

Mail-van
...............
Bralce-vau
...
...
All being bogio vehicles with the exception of the two mail-vans; mail v'an jSto, 2 was attached next engine
We ^ at ^'3^ a-ln-; did not stop anywhere till acciaena
nappcnect; the
accident happened;
the accident
accident
happened at 10 30 a.m.; I looked at my watch ; after passing Pieton Lakes I was looking out on righthand side of brake-van, and turning round, a box of (lowers came dowu and struck me on the shoulder
kb the osmllation of train ; before looking to soo \ihat was wrong—1 knew there was something
amiss—1 applied the air-brake lull force ; I then looked oul of the window and saw the mail-van next mv
brake was off the line ; I did not notice any other vehicles off tbe line ; when I put on air-brake I should
think we were running at the rate of 30 or 33 miles an hour—not more; am a pretty good fudge of speedthe tram ran. I should think. 20 or 30 chains after the accident; the first thing J observed when I
got out of my B van was that mail-ian No. 15 was off tbe rails, and my B van. which was on tho rails, had
become detached; I am not sure whether the couplings were broken or not; 1 did not look, being anxious
to attend to the passengers ; I next called out to the car-conductor to see whether anvone was hurt and
went to fore part of train; at the end of the compo. SO and lavatory carriage 1G3 the draw-bar’was
broken ; 1 did not notice tbe side-chains; between these two carriages there wore eight lengths of rails
displaced; I found lavatory car i\o. 1G3 alid M van No. 2 were both off the road, and tho engines were
standing some distance ahead of them, so that the train was in four parts; the leading engine was sent on
orora-10 C:U'ria=’C5’riud 16 i;raia ena'ue weni’to Thirl mere ; 1 am positive wo were not going at 50 miles
To, ?Tr: I have an idea that tho buffers of lavatory carriage 1G3 wore locked with mailvam No. la, but I did not_seo any other carriage's buffer locked; T sent the conductor back to Picton
(Lakes to protect the tram, while I remained by the train; I have never travelled 50 miles nor hour
1
down the grade where the accident occurred,
■11 ^
^*■ 1 doji’t care for a four-wheeled vehicle on tho express train ; I have noticed more
oscillation with the small vehicles ; 1 did not pass any flagmen or see the man in charge of relayiim gaim ■
we have travelled GO miles an hour m places between Wagga and Albury.
°b
°
WM. COS, 21/7/90.
James Foyimon, driver of the leading engine on the up express, on Wednesday, 23rd July
states: My online, 2/3, four-wheel coupled, was in good order; I left Mittagong at 9-55 a.m, bellitwenty minutes ate; we did not stop anywhere; on approaching the place where the accident happened
T sounded toe wbisflc, and they all cleared away ; when passing over tho place where the men were at
work 1 felt a nasty jar right side ot engine, as if there was a bad bit in tbe road; looked back immediately
to see if the tram was coming, and saw the ballast flying; the brake was immediately applied by tbe train
engine ; T could not say how tar tho train ran before it was stopped; when the train did stop, I went
back and bad a conversation with the guard regarding the passengers: at the time tho accident happened
I am of opinion that we were travelling at a speed of from 30 to 35 miles an hour; there were three
vehicles off the lino altogetner—tho first was mail-van No. 2, second lavatory carriage No. 103
third was mail-van next the brake with overland mails ; the mail-van loaded with milk was the first to go
oft the road ; J. noticed that the train ran a considerable distance before the next one left the rails; the
draw-bar broke between the lavatory carnage No. 103 and the composite carriage No. 89.
cn
The couplings between the train and tbe second engine lumped off in eonseeuence
of the derailment ot tbe mail-van, and the iron pipe for tho air-brake broke; the flying gang were at work
where the accident occurred ; did not got any signal; 1 challenged them by whistle; did not see any fla"-1 did not go back to see how the road was after the accident.
°’
2b Mr. Afigy : Slight curve where the engine left tho line ; I did not notice anything wrong with
the road before 1 felt a severe jerk ; have been a driver hero thirteen years : have felt a"severer lurch, and
train lias not loft Imo; there were a large number of men at work where I felt tho jerk ; no fla-nnen out
and J was not slackened in any way ; examined my engine before leaving Goulburn ; tlie’mail-van first left
tho road ; have never heard of such a van being off tbe road before ; it is customary to put on at Mitta
gong a similar vehicle every morning.
‘
To Mr. Kirlccaldie: Did not notice whether any of tbe buffers were locked after the accident.
To Mr.Anfftts: Was not exceeding 30 or 35 miles an hour at timo of accident; could not see any
thing wrong with engine ; tho jerk would be on inside of curve on the right-hand side of the engine.
To Mr. Thou:: Was not slackening at time accident occurred; after passing Picton Lakes wo
cheek speed ; consider the road brought about the accidcut.
"
To Mr. Kirkcaldie .- Did not notice any buffers locked.
J. S. FERGBSSON, 24/7/90.
The buffers were in a direct line at Mittagong.
Khcne~er
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Ehenczer Tngteton : I was fireman to driver Ferguson assisting engine of up express yesterday;
have been two-and-lialf years a fireman ; have frequently run on the express, ran from Goulburn yesterday;
wo left Mittagong at about O'oo or ;)'o7 a.m. ; did not stop anywhere after leaving Mittagong ; we came
down on a bit of level road and saw a number of fcl tiers working there and driver whistled, and they got
out of road ; did not see any signal of any kind ; tho road looked alright; felt the road rough about
20 yards from where the men were at work ; my driver seemed to put the air-brake on a bit; at the same
time I pnt engine brakes on hard and driver sang out to stop ; driver looked back ns soon as he felt
engine jump ; I did not notice anything more till train was brought to a stand ; I remained on engine
while driver went back ; the engines had become detached from the train ; when the driver returned to
the engine wo proceeded to Thirlmcro with the tablet, and went on to Picton with tablet, and to see
whether there were any carriages there ; after that went on to Douglas Park with tablet and returned to
Picton, and then took part of the carriages which had come hy thoO‘30 a.m. train from Sydney into which
passengers were transferred at the scene of the accident; I could only seo two carriages detached from
the train ; I think we were travelling at 30 or 35 miles an hour, not faster than usual; when the accident
happened J think wo ran a i of a mile after feeling the jerk.
EBBNEZER IXOLEION, 24/7/90.
^
Joseph Paul states :—I have been a driver about ten and a half years, principally on the Southern
Tune ; have bepu running the express and passenger trains for the past four months between Sydney and
Goulburn; I was driver of the up express from Goulburn to Sydney on "Wednesday, 23rd July; at
Mittagong we attached a mail-van next to my engine, and left there at 9'5ti a,m.; did not stop anywhere
alter leaving Mitiagong till accident occurred; slackened down at Picton Lakes to pick up tablet; I saw
the men at work at tho foot of the 1 in 40 grade on a straight road : there were about eight or nine men
on my side ot engine ; I hoard the whistle from leading engine as a warning for the men to get out of
the way ; I noticed, within a very few yards where the men were at work, I felt the surging of the engine
to such an extent that 1 thought she was off the road; did not soo any signal exhibited ; 1 think we were
travelling at about 35 miles an hour, not faster ; when 1 felt surging of engine was running with steam
off, applied the air-brake ; when I looked back 1 saw that the milk-van next the engine was off the road,
hut no others ; then wo ran some considerable distance before the lavatory, next the mail-van, left the
road; the draw-bar between the second and third vehicles from my engine was broken, and tbe hose of
air-brake was uncoupled ; wo must have run between 20 and 25 chains after we saw tho mail-van off
the road ; 1 cannot account for train running 20 to 25 chains, hut I had the air-brake applied and sand
running; the next thing 1 noticed was that the coupling had become disconnected; the side chain was
broken, also the air-pipe on the train engine was broken; the engines when tliey came to a stop were
about 50 yards in front of the mail-van ; went hack to see if anyone was hurt (driver Fcrgusson and 1),
and guard made arrangements with fettlors to go back and protect the train ; the guard then arranged
with driver bergusson to go to Picton for carriages, while wo went on to Thirlnicre and was put in siding
in order to let the break-down train pass ; I went back to place where milk-van first left tho rails, and
found the road out of line ; I am of opinion that the road was soft when the first engine passed over it,
and that 2mt it out of lino, which T think accounts for my engine rolling about when we passed over the
spot; T noticed that the permanent-way men had been at work putting in new sleepers at the place
where the accident occurred; the ballast had been removed away from sleepers ; 1 spoke to somo of the
permanent-way men and they seemed to think the accident had been caused by tbe mail-van; my engine
was disconnected from the mail-van. then the lavatory was disconnected from the 1 ted fern typo carriage ;
tho draw-bar of the lavatory carriage was broken ; I did not see any oilier part of the train, but was told
the couplings had parted between the mail-van and brake-van at tbe rear of train; the only vehicles which
perc off the road wero the mail-van. next the engine, the lavatory-carriage next, and the mail-van
immediately before the brake-van ; J" didn’t notice any of the buffers looked.
To Mr. Thow: "When I went back to examine the road I noticed 25 chains hare of ballast; I
tbink tbe accident was caused ibrough the had slate of the road where it occurred; tho men have been
relaving 1 our mbuths, from Picton up ; could not say how long tho men have been working at this par
ticular place ; the air-brake gripped as soon as it was applied ; between the derailed portion of the train
and (hat on flic line, it; was about G5 lect, 3 think ; I applied the air as soou as I felt the lurch ; I noticed
lavatory-carriage come off.

To Mr. Angus : I did not take particular notice of the position of tho buffers between engine
and mail-van at Mittagong. On the right-hand side I received the jerk fir.-t; there were a larger number
of uten than usual at 1 ho place; was on tho right-hand side of engine when jerk was felt on straight road;
there were 50 yards between engine ami mail-van ; 1 ran a considerable distance after I felt the jerk—
about 25_ chains ; .1 felt the leading engine-brake go on; I last travelled over this part of the line with the
same train on Saturday morning last; the sleepers wore bare; have never been slackened with a flag at
this place ; when wc left the line it was 10'29 ; left Mittagong at 9‘53 ; the brake was in good order in
coming down the inclines—of 1'30 from Mittagong.
JOSEPH PALL, 24/7/90.
JTcnry Alfred Pcnnelt states —Have been a fireman for this last seven years ; have been employed
on Southern Line for about eighteen months between Sydney and Goulburn ; I was fireman of the train
engine of express on "Wednesday last; at Mittagong a mail-van was attached to my engine and tho
shunter attached all the couplings ; the driver looked at the couplings ; we left Mittagong at 9'55 a.m.
with an assistant engine in front; after pc^sing Picton Lakes some distance the first thing I heard
was a whistle, and saw the fettlors stepping back from road; the next thing X noticed was the leading
engine oscillating, and then ielt our engine oscillate too; was looking out at tho time; driver remarked to
mo that it was very rough, and at once applied the air-brake while I applied the engine hand-brake aud
opened the sand ; I then looked behind and saw ihat the mail-van next my engine wras off tho rails ; tho
lavatory carriage next the mail-van did not leave the rails till sometime afterwards ; I think wo ran about
20 chains after brakes were applied ; X think speed w'as 30 to 35 miles an hour at this timo ; did all in
our power to stop the train; tho soft place in the road was about 10 yards from wdiero fettlors wore
standing; the driver got off the engine and went hack whilst I stopped to fill the boiler up; while the
driver was away X got down and looked at the couplings, and I noticed that the air-pipe on the tender was
broken
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broken and one side chain of the mail-van banging to the side chain of tho tender; the main coupling
was hanging on the hook of the engine, having jumped off; tho mail-van was about 30 yards from my
engine; I noticed that the train had parted again beuveen tho lavatory and Kedfern carriages (Xos. 1(13
and S3), but did not see any other parting in the train; we went down to Thirl mere and got into siding ;
there were no signals out for us coming down ; after the train stopped I noticed that the buffers between
lavatory carriage aud mail-van were locked; did not see any others; could, not say where milk-van left
the road.
IIEXBY A. BENNETT, 24/7/30.
John Beenes states:—I was driver of an up special goods which left Mittagong at 8'30 a.m. on
23rd July; I passed Thirlmere at about 10 5 a.m. ; speed was about 15 to 25 miles au hour after passing
Thirlmere; did not notice any soft place where men were relaying; I saw John Sladen, relaying ganger,
coming back with a flag, as if he had been out; J did not see a flag-man on tbe Sydney side of the men ;
I was driving engine 204. inside cylinder; I thought line in good order, with good top,
JOHN BEEVES, 24/7/90.
Thomas Cornthwaite states:—1 am Chief Inspector of the southern division of permanent-way, and
I have been rerailing and resleepering a portion of the permanent-way between Picton and Picton
Lakes ; have not been doing the reslcepering under tbe slackening notice ; flag-men have been placed,
and recalled when road has been made safe; I examined the road about a fortnight ago; the sub-inspector
(White) bos taken his instructions from me ; the relnying ganger has been carrying out my instructions
through Sub-inspector White ; I am satisfied that if those instructions wore carried out there was no fear
of accident; have had no trouble to keep the embankment up at the place where the accident occurred ;
there are from G to 7 inches of ballast under the sleepers; width of ballast on formation about 11 feet
wide, or 1 foot at each end of sleeper; the ballast is clean sandstone ; I consider that the road was well
packed, in fact as well as any man could make it; trains could travel at any speed they liked over the
line where accident happened; my opinion is that the accident was caused through the milk-van between
the engines and a heavy train—I don’t tbink that the road had anything to do with it; have been an
inspector since 15th April, 1878 ; I have had derailments before ; I never remember seeing one of these
small vans on a fast train ; have never beard of them oscillating very much ; I consider Ganger Sladen
an experienced man for relaying and reslcepering; I do not know that be has bad any accident before ;
I saw ibis particular spot about’a fortnight ago, and examined the line about 2’40 p.m. on the day of the
accident; Sladen has never represented to me that tho speed was too great for the road until yesterday ;
1 did not consider it necessary for a slackening notice to be issued; when ] saw the road at 2'40 p.m.
yesterday it was safe to pass trains over at any speed, but, of course, I could not tell what condition it
was in at the time of the accident; I don't think it would bo better for the flagmen to remain out all
day when resleepering.
THOMAS COKNTHWATTE, 24/7/00.
John White .* F am Sub-inspector of permanent-way from Pic ion to Tarago: have been
reslcepering tbe portion of lino where accident happened having been previously rcrailed ; we are
resleepering between 57 and 58 miles without slackening notice, and at the time of tho accident there were
no flagmen out, as the inspector states lie had made the road right, and bad recalled the flagmen ; I think
wc have put in about sixty sleepers a day : have been doing this work without a slackening notice ; have
had flagmen out in both directions till the road wras made good ; have no idea how many sleepers the
ganger had put in on the morning of the accident; have recalled flagmen when road has been made good ;
this is the practice; tho ganger lias no other instructions than those contained in the rule-hook ; I was at
"Wangello. and proceeded to tho spot as quickly as 1 could and arrived there nhout a quarter to 3 ; the
ganger bad not touched the line only where it had been knocked out of line by the accident; I walked
over the line and saw that the sleepers were very fairly packed underneath ; I am of opinion that tho road
was good enough to carry a train running at 40 miles an hour; cannot account for the accident; should
think train tvas running considerably over 40 miles an hour to cause the accident.
’
JOHN WHITE, 24/7/90.

John Sladen stales :—I am the ganger in charge of the relaying gang ; have been relaying road ;
have been putting in sleepers; have not bad a printed slackening notice, but flagmen have been out
800 yards on all occasions; bad just called flagmen in before express came, as I considered road safe;
have sixteen men at work; could not say how many sleepers had been put in—average, eighty a day;
more than a foot of ballast was under the sleepers ; the ballast extended 2 ft. 6 in. from the end of
sleeper; ballast is sandstone ; road was well packed and in line, and consider it was safe; might carry a
train at 35 miles an hour; do not consider it safe for greater speed; I noticed tbe road go out of line
when the train passed ; should say speed was not less than 50 miles per hour ; I think the train was
going excessively fast; the carriages and engine were oscillating; I noticed the milk-van attached to
second engine leave the rails first; it was on an embankment where the engine lurched; itis n soft
formation; there is sand in tho bank, and therefore I should think it is soft; have had no difficulty in
keeping a top on the road ; after a fast train lias gone over it I have seen it go slightly out of line, both
in cuttings and embankments; 1 saw the van leave the road, the front wheels first; did not notice
the back wheels leave the rails then : the train ran about 25 chains after tbe carriages left the road ;
flic milk-van got off the road at 57 miles 58 chains, and train stopped at 57 miles 32 chains ; J am
a judge of speed, and consider train was travelling at 50 miles au hour; have seen trains travel at
this speed before; I do not tbink that the road is fit for a train at a greater speed than 35 miles an
hour, and yet it is pointed out that the express is timed to run from Mittagong to Picton at a speed of
3G miles an hour, which points to the necessity for a slackening notice; have never reported that road
was not fit for over a 30-mile an hour speed ; would think I am correct in saying that train was travelling
'
at
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At oQ miles an hour at time of accident, in the taco ot tho speed of 35 miles, as por time-tahlc; I am quite
sure that the train was trarelline; more than 35 miles an hour; I called the flagmen in about 23
minutes before express was due; the names of flagmen wero Peter Moran and John Watson; tho road
was thrown about G inches out of line for a considerable distance.
•TOl-fX SLADEN, 2-1/7/90.
"Flagman Moran had been out since 9 a.m. when recalled ; I have u full supply of flags and
detonating signals ; L did not say T could not signal train for want of them ; Watson was the flagman iu
the other direction.
JOHN SLADEN, 21/7/90,

Conclusion'.

We arc of opinion that the accident was caused primarily by a defect in the
permanent-way.
It is shown in the evidence ihat the first engine
lurched heavily,
O
f 7 that the
second moved still further, and that in consequence of the depression or movement
in the road the light vehicle immediately behind the engines jumped the track.
It will ho seen from Ganger Sladcn’s evidence, however, that ho considered
the line so safe that he recalled the flagman, who had been out protecting the
operations in the usual way, about 20 minutes before the express was due; and
it may also he mentioned that he had some reason for this belief in the fact that an
up goods train passed safely over the road, although naturally at a speed much slower
than the express, about 20 minutes before the accident occurred.
DAY ID KIRKCALDIE.
W. THOW.
The Railway Commissioners.
J. ANGUS.

[One pltin.]
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Plan shewing Derailment of N®24 Up fessenger train at 57M58C. Great Southern Line on Jujy 23- 1890
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(REPORT OP MR. E. ii. PRICE, TEMPORARY EXAMINER OF PUBLIC WORKS PROPOSALS, ON
PROPOSED BRANCH LINE TO BALLINA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 December, 1890.

Lismore to Tweed Railway.—Proposed Branch to Ballina.
Sir,

_
1 beg to report that I have been through the district traversed by tho route of this proposed
branch to Bailina.
With tho exception of tho swamps about Ballina, the whole country is of tho richest description,
and when cleared and cultivated should yield largo crops of sugar-cane and other semi-tropical products.
Owing to there being navigable water along tbe course of tbe proposed line for nearly half its
distance, the wayside traffic in heavy goods and cane could never be grout; and certainly at present the
wayside traffic would not make a line pay working expenses.
All traffic which may be gained from the interior will ho so much lost to the line between Lismore
and Byron Bay.
As at present authorised the line will connect two ports, neither very good, but both capable of
very great improvement.
It appears to me that Byron Bay, even in its present unprotected state, will get all tho goods traffic
from Murwillumbah, and also a portion of the traffic towards Lismore,
Lismore will get the remainder, but if this line is mado it will go to Ballina instead.
Certainly passenger traffic would come that way, and save 75 miles of river journey from Lismore
to Ballina; and this saving to passengers is about the only point in favour of the line.
When Byron Bay Breakwater is constructed (as it eventually will he) the whole trade of the
district will be drawn to an outlet at Byron Bay. Passengers will then come by rail from Lismore and
Casino to Byron Bay.
So that no traffic would remain for the branch to Ballina, unless what was derived locally.
The conclusion I have arrived at is that this line, though of benefit to Ballina, does not present
sufficient advantages to warrant its construction at present.
E. B. PRICE.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(REPORT ON PROPOSED BRANCH LINE FROM BYROCK TO RREWARKIKA.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to Imprinted,
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1890.

Mr. P. Scan- to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Proposed Brandi Railway, Byroclc to Brcwarrina.
sir
Department of Public Works, 9 October, 1890.
5
In accordance with your instructions I went over this line, and made inquiry respecting it, and
have the honor to report.
■

Eoute.

Prom Byroek as far as Charlton Station, where the trial survey crosses the Bogan River, the line
passes through undulating country, unaffected by flood, and free from engineering difficulties.
Prom Charlton to the crossing of the Tarrion Creek (an ana-branch of the Bar won), the country
is all flooded to a greater or less'depth—first by the overflow channels of tho Bogan, and next by those
of the Tarrion, the two waters meeting during floods.
.
.
Altogether, between these two points, there is 16 miles of flooded ground where extensive openings
and cmbankmcnls would have to he provided, adding materially to the cost ot construction, so that tlns
lino will probably not be found to be so inexpensive as might, from the level nature of the country, have
been cW®^cAduced t(j draw attention to this fact from observing that through the papers and arguments
in favor of the line, tho very level nature of the country has been dwelt upon as' a strongly favorable
feature in the case.

Area to be served.

The proposed line would drain a tract of country within Now South Wales approximately 100
miles ‘-nuare Having Goimolgan as its most southerly point, and bounded on the west by the Bogan
River ti its junction with tho Bnrwon, and thence by a line northerly fo the QueensLand border; on tho
north bv the border as far as Its intersection with the Aarran River; and on the e,nt by a line ll“ 1 o
south lb tbe Barwon, at about 20 miles below Walgelt; and on the south by a line
an area of about 10,000 square miles. This piece of country is purely pastoral and fiom it no Produce
can be expected oilier than that arising from pastoral operations. On it there are at present l,lo8,000
,tC0P'

Colony, the Mfc from ., consider.!* tr,ct lying beyond tho

border
.,]rc!l,|v finds its wny from Southern Queensland to the Sew South W ales
Railways at Bourkc and Narrabri i and it is claimed that Brewarrina, being so much easier of access than
cither of those places, this Queensland traffic would be largely increased by the proposed extension, bo
much so, that it is estimated the wool from more than 1,000,000 sheep depasturing m Queensland would
bC ^''Vhis assertion is probably, in the main, correct; but not to over estimate, ^
Td^
ouantitv hv one-fourth, whicl. would give, roughly, 2,000 tons wool to come from Queensland, making
with the 3,000 tons from within New South Wales, 5,000 tons of wool per annum to be trucked at
Breuaimia ^
^ be romemljerci timt (bo greater part of this traffic already comes to the existing
railwavs either at Narrabri or Bourkc. and it would be only such additional traffic as tfie easier access to
Brewarrina would draw Horn Queensland that could be considered new; m tact to provide the traffic I
have stated above for the proposed lino, the existing lines must be made to sufler heavily.
,
It is claimed that Brewarrina is the natural outlet lor the tract of country lime indicated, and
that it is in both wet and dry seasons more accessible than either Bourke or ^mbri.
TVulliwa
Takintr Angledool for exampleI have a letter written by Messrs. Shervuu A Co., of INulima,
Angled'ool wherein it is stated that a carrier who left Walgctt in May last had not reached Angledool on
thc^Oth August, when the letter was written, whilst one who left Brewarrina m July delivered is
loading at Aimledool in five weeks, and “ saved the people from a famine.
Y'hat applies to M algelt
wouldhso quite as strongly, to Narrabri. The distance from Angledool to Narrabri is 200 miles, whilst
1° Bjc''^rrrl''na1rds1^u outwiirt(g or return traffic to be expected, the lines of traffic arc

A0
d
disfurhance that it is difficult to obtain any reliable estimate ot tbe probable anuunl amountof goods to
be sent out, and the figures arc likely to mislead.
,
..
During wet seasons, when the rivers are navigable, Iho station supplies are obtained by steamcra,
and dcliveiT.Ut places along (henvov where most convcnienl, whilst during dry seasons they are senlby
road direct from the railway stations.
•
739—
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Stock Traffic.

A large number of both sheep and cattle, entering this Colony from Queensland, at Barringun,
travel by way of Brewarrina, and thence up the Bogan, on the Mitrra River, to Ryngan and Novertire, and
it is very probable that with a railway station a considerable number of these would be trucked at
Brewarrina.
During 18S9 there crossed the border, at Barringun, 95,926 cattle. Of these, between 60,000 and
70,000 crossed the Barwon, near Brewarrina, only 29,879 crossing at Bourke.
Tho numbers of Queensland cattle trucked at Nyngan and Never tire I could not ascertain, ns no
record is kept at the railway stations ot whore the stock came from,
■
Of sheep, there entered this Colony at Barringun, during 1889, 97,948, but as they enter a district
stocked with sheep it is not possible to trace them further. .
There crossed Brewarrina bridge during that year 165,432 sheep.
These figures will suffice to show that a large traffic in stock exists at this place, and it is only
reasonable to suppose that of these large numbers a considerable proportion would make use of the
railway at the first point of contact.

Passenger Traffic.
It is not possible to obtain any reliabio estimate of the probable numbers of passengers. Tbe
coach proprietors keep no record of the numbers travelling, and in any case that would be no reliable
guide as to what might be expected on the railway. Nor is it likely the passenger traffic would be an
item of much importance on this line.
‘
'
It is chiefly from the wool, stock, and goods returns must bo looked for.

Increased Settlement.
Since the Laud Act of 1884 came into operation almost the whole of the available land in tho
Brewarrina Land District has been taken up under homestead lease. There onlv now remains east of tho
Culgoa four blocks available, and to the west of that river very little. 237 homestead leases have been
taken m all.
This means an important increase to the population, and also, probably, a considerable increase to
too production of wool, as the land Trill no doubt be made to carrr a much larger number of stock than
it did under the pastoral leases.
"

Need for improved access to Brewarrina.
Tills town does not present tbe appearance to a stranger of one rapidly increasing-. There are no
evidences of activ^ in building, but it was stated io mo new premises for the Bank of Nuw South Wales
were shortly to he erected.
It is as a depot from which supplies are distributed to the adjacent country it has importance.
. -*■" consequence of the bad road to Byroek, aud the infrequency of the river being navigable, it is
practically cut off from obtaining these supplies readily, and it is to remedy this evil the railway is
asked for.
’
■'
Both roads to Byrock—that via Gongolgan, and the more direct one via Charlton—arc had, and
pass over a good deal of flooded country, making traffic most difficult in wet weather.
Material for road making is scarcely obtainable, aud to construct a road would be most expensive.
The capitalized cost of constructing and maintaining the 55 miles of road between the two towns
would bo httlo short of £150,000.
\Vhether such an expenditure is ever likely to be undertaken it is not my province here to discuss
but, as has been pointed out by the Hail way Commissioners, the choice between an expensive road and a
railway is an aspect of the case worthy of consideration, apart from the commercial view- of the question.

Possible Extension from. Narrabri.
Should the North-western line be carried on to Walgctt and the branch to Brewarrina also be con
structed, these two lines would be in direct and commereinlly disastrous competition,
1 f, on the other band, any extension from Narrabri took a more northerly course, say to Mungindi
the competition would not be so great.
'
j
s
>
T he two lines would bo merely bidding for tho Southern Queensland traffic at different points, and
practically no greater competition would take place than if the termini were at Brewarrina and Narrabri.

Conclusions,
TIpon careful consideration of the case the conclusions I arrive at are :—
1. That upon the proposed line, if carried out, the traffic will be confined to the items of wool, stock
station and store goods, and a limited number of passengers. No agricultural produce is likely
to be raised for many years. '
J
2. That the proposed line upon its own merits affords a fair promise of sufficient traffic to make it
commereinlly successful, as compared with similar lines running into purely pastoral country
■
But that such success must bo at the direct expense of the existing lines. Of this there can be
o nu ^v^011^3 aS
ai’oa' b’om which the traffic must come is already commanded bv those lines.
3. That there is a fair prospect of a considerable slock traffic, which docs not at present touch tho
railway until it reaches Nyngan and Ncvcrfire, but that this new traffic in stock will be insuffi
cient to compensate for the loss to the existing Hues by the competition created in the wool and
goods traffic.
4. That if in the policy of the Government any extension from Narrabri to AValgett is contemplated
the proposed Byrock to Brewarrina should not he carried out, as the two lines would be in
ruinous competition. ■
1 have Ac..
*
•
: PERCSr SCARR,
Examiner Public 'Works.
[3<£]

Sydney:

Charles Potter,

Government Printer.—1650,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(REPORT OF MIL E. B. PRICE OX PROPOSED COLO VALLEY LIKE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 19 November, 1890.

Mr. E. B. Brice to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
gjr
Kovember 10, 1890,
■
’
In connection with iny recent report on the Blachtown-Blayney and Eichmond-Esk Bank
alternative lines, I have tho honor to submit the following short report on the Colo Valley Railway:
Not having gone over this route I can only judge of it from what appears in previous papers.
The line has been surveyed from Emu Plains to Rylstone on the Mudgee line ; but I believe no
survey has been made of the second section, from Mudgee to where it rejoins the existing line at Narramine ; there appears to be little doubt that 1 in 100 grades, and 20-chain curves can be obtained right
through, though at enormous expense,
Mr. Townsend estimates the cost at £3,500,000, hut Mr. Whit ton considers tho line could not be
constructed under £5,000,000.
The greater portion of the new country that would be opened up appears to be of little value—so
the additional traffic which would be brought to the railway system must of necessity be small—too small
in fact to do more than pay for the maintenance of the lino.
. .
Its principal traffic therefore would bo derived from the area at present served by the existing
railway, so that nothing is to be gained except what can be set down to the saving in carrying the extreme
western traffic over a line with 1 in 100 grades and a lower summit level.
_ _
The cost per ton mile on the Colo Valley line would certainly bo much less than on the existing
Mountain line; and if only sufficient tonnage could be diverted over it, the saving in working expenses
would, of course, finally warrant its construction.
But as only about one-fifth of the present western traffic could be diverted over the Colo line, the
saving in working expenses would go but a short way towards paying interest on even £3,500,000
(Mr. Townsend’s estimate).
_
,
And at tho same time tho present congestion of traffic would be very little relieved.
In the future, when the western system is extended to Broken Hill and South Australia, and the
Darling District developed by irrigation, the traffic from tbe extreme west will probably become so great
as to justify tbe expenditure of a large sum in order to obtain a really good line with flat grades.
From the nature of the mountain ranges it would seem to be impossible that such a line can be
obtained, except by enormously expensive works.
_
It is not in my province to look for new lines but simply to examine those schemes submitted to
me, and no scheme has yet ■been brought under my notice which offers equal advantages to the proposal
to duplicate and improve the mountain section of the existing railway.
_
_ _
Even should a suitable alternative line be afterwards discovered tho money spent in duplication
would not bo lost, as the mountain traffic alone will, before long, become too great for a single track.
I have, &c.,
EDW1). B. PRICE.

[One map.]
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Department of Public Works, Sydney, 8 December, 1890.
Proposed Railway from Gralong to Burrowa.
'
The Under Secretary for Public Works,—
Sir,
_
In accordance with your instructions I hare the honor to submit the following report upon
the proposed lino of railway from Oalong to Burrowa.

Area to be Served.
This will be comparatively limited, extending from Kalangan (half-way between Galong and
Burrowa) on the south, to Numby and Kenyu on the north ; Rye Park and IS'arrawa on the cast, to
Calabash and Douglas on the west,—an area of about 7o0 square miles.
Beyond these places the tralHc would go southward to the Great Southern Railway, eastward to
Goulburn and Gunning, northward to Cowra, and westward to Young.
_ _
It will thus be seen the existing railways practically so drain the outlying portions of the district
that no traffic can be expected from distant places, as in other places where branch railways have been
constructed.
_
...
,
Xo back country would be drained by this line. The district itself would have to entirely support
it—that is the area I have named above.
_ _
_
And further, if the proposed extension to Crookwell he eventually carried out an additional slice
of the traffic from the east and north-east will in all probability he filched from Burrowa.

Nature of the Country.
I have traversed a considerable part of the Burrowa district in several directions and followed the
course of the line between Galong and Burrowa.
The country through which the line passes as well as that in the vicinity of Burrowa is of good
quality and a large proportion fit for agriculture.
Such as is not adapted for that purpose may be called superior grazing country.
This character prevails for some miles in every direction round the town, but to the north and east
the land gradually becomes more hilly, whilst to the north-east a good deal of rough broken country
exists, having only a small proportion fit for agriculture, chiefly along the hanks of the creeks, where
some good alluvial flats exist.

Size of Holdings.
At present the laud is generally held in large estates, ranging up to 10,000, 13,000, and even
25,000 acres. These are within 20 miles of the town of Burrowa fourteen or more estates of 5,000 acres
and over, besides numerous others between 1,000 and 5,000 acres.
The average size of the holdings in the electorate is 883 acres—a high average as compared with
others in the eastern division. These estates are used almost entirely for grazing purposes.
The holdings used for agricultural purposes are small and comparatively few in number.
It would appear that in years past a much larger number of selectors existed in the district, and
that for some years a process of absorbtion of the small holdings into the large estates has been steadily
going on until the result as stated above has been reached.
On the whole, the agricultural industry throughout the district is evidently languishing, noth little
prospect, so far as can be seen, of a revival.
92dr——
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Agriculture.
The total area cultivated in the whole ol the Burrowa Electorate for the year ending 31. March,
1890, is given in the Statistical Begistcr as 8,(555 acres, being but I'flS of the total area alienated, or
0’89 of the whole area of the electorate.
’
_ The wheat produced being 78,403 bushels, besides other produce which appears to have been onlv
sufficient to supply local wants.
"
In the article flour it does not appear that the oue local mill now at wrork has been able to compete
successfully with those on the existing lino of railway.
The flour produced has beeu used principally for home consumption.
, , A® au agricultural district, then, Burrowa does not compare favourably with other districts haviim a
similar climate and position.
D
The following table will afford an easy reference for comparison with some of these districts :_

District

Careonr .......................
Gundagai ..................
Young .........................
Orange ........................
.......................
Tumut .................
Invcrcll........................
Burrowa ....................

Distance from
Sj dnoy.

Miles.
18i
2S7
219
192
307
ICG
232

Proportion of Dawi
Cultivated to
Area Alienated.

Area Cultivated.

Remarks.

Acres.
4-82
4'63

0-33
11'(57
2 78
4-3S
1-98

33,023
35,047
57,991
31,24-3
11,396
14,453
S,055

20 miles from rail.
J6

„

„

■
.9^ ^<e ^xly-two country electorates Burrowa stands forty-first on the list, both aa to the propor
tion of land cultivated and to the average size of holdings
'
These statistics will give some idea as to the position of the agricultural industry in the district at
the present time.
*
As a source of rcmunerative'employment to the proposed railway it affords little encouragement.
And unless it can be shown that an extensive change would be likely to take place as a result of the
opening of the lino traffic must be looked for from sonic other sources.

Prospective increase in Agriculture.
It bas been asserted that the cause of the present position of things has been brought about by
the absence of railway communication with a market for produce—and that with the construction of the
proposed lino the present position of things would be so altered as to cause large areas of land to be
placed under cultivation ; either by the division of the larger estates, by sale or lease, amongst
agriculturists or by the present holders themselves cultivating on a large scale.
b
After careful investigation and consideration, and comparing the position of this district with
others m which agriculture has been successfully carried on, I have come to the conclusion that
sufficient grounds do not exist for these expectations.
As a matter of fact a large quantity of the best land in the Burrowa district lies between that
tov\n and the railway line at Bmalong and Galong and yet ia not largely cultivated.
Burrowa, itself surrounded by excellent farming land, is but 16 miles from Galong and 20 from
Bmalong—not a sufficient distance to bar profitable cultivation entirely.
Take the case of Tumut ; where maise is grown to the amount of 231,468 bushels per annum aud
sent by road m large quantities to Gundagai Bailway Station (20 miles) for the Sydney market.
Whilst it will be found upon inquiry, that in the other districts referred to above, grain and other
produce are carted long distances to the railway.
Only two of the railway stations of the districts quoted are nearer Svdnev than Binalonc ami
Galong,
'
‘
°
It would not appear then that to the distance from the railway is the absence of cultivation to be
attributed, but more likely to the fact that the land can be applied more profitably to sheep farming by
capitalists than to agriculture by others.
1
° J
_ And instead of the large estates being subdivided or placed under the plough, instances are not
wanting to show that the reverse is taking place, even along with the existing railways.
In the Burrowa Electorate during the last few years the immense Bendininc Estate, having the
Great Southern Itaiiway running through it, lias been accumulated bv the aggregation of the smaller
holdings and by selection.
"
, '-Fhe selectors have been bought out and farms added to the estate until now, as I am informed, it
consists of considerably over 50,000 acres. A large quantity of the land being eminently adapted for
agriculture.
'
1
The whole tendency throughout the Colony seems rather to be in the direction of the accumulation
of Jaige estates than iho breaking up of those already existing, and there is no apparent reason why the
Burrowa district should form an exception.
At the sale of the Ballyryan Estate near Burrowa twelve (12) months since, the principal
purchaser was an adjoining land owner who bought largely and now uses the land entirely for "razing
purposes.
“
.
e> ■ &
Instances of landholders cultivating for market on an extensive scale arc exceedingly rare
throughout the Colony.
°J
Is or
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Kor arc cases where leasing of land for this purpose prevails numerous.
The principal enception, aud almost the only one, is on the Bathurst riaius, unless it be where
very rich alluvial land along river banks are used for special purposes.
I have dwelt at some length upon this question of the extension of agriculture, as a possible result
of the construction of the proposed railway as it appears to be the key to the whole question.

Wool and other Traffic.
The district to be tapped is now heavily stocked with sheep, on many of the estates up to one and
a quarter to one and a half sheep per acre, and the chief product of the district consequently is wool.
There was received from the Burrowa district at Binalong, during the year ending 30th September,
1S90, 502 tons wool, and at Galong 169 tons.
Allowing for soine'increase in the quantity from places which now send wool to Goulburn, Cowra,
and. Toung, yet no substantial increase can be expected in this item of freight.
The present quantity may be therefore almost taken as a fixed quantity.
The extension of the line to Crookwell would be to some extent competing with the extension to
Burrowa.

Mineral Traffic.
A good deal has been said as to the probable traffic from the mines of the district.
The principal one is the Wallah Silver Mine, 20 miles cast of Burrowa.
I visited and went through the workings of this mine, and so far as can he seen and judged by one
who is not an expert, there appears to he a large body of ore available.
'
Of its value I do not presume to offer any opinion. The shareholders however, appear to be very
sanguine as to the ultimate results of their operations.
If their expectations are realised no douht the mine will support a considerable number of people,
and produce a corresponding amount of traffic.
But so far the eventual success of the venture does not appear so well assured as to make it an
important factor in the present question.
At Brogmore, 1G miles north of* Burrowa is a copper mine at present being worked. This I did not
see.
This mine was first opened some fifteen years ago, and after several attempts to work it, which for
certain reasons proved failures, operations were renewed by the prescut owners who arc sanguine as to
their prospects, which are reported to be very favourable.
So far there is not yet sufficient development to prove the ultimate success of this venture, as a
means of support to a large population.

Passenger Traffic.
This is a difficult item to estimate.
issued at the two stations for the year.

I have credited Burrowa with two-thirds of the total tickets

Summary.
The whole question of the prospect of the proposed line proving a financially successful under
taking must depend upon how far it would have the effect of improving the industries of the district to
be tapped.
It has been shown that at present the laud is hold in large estates which aroused as grazing farms,
and that little agricultural produce is at present available for export.
No other industries exist on a scale worth bringing into consideration.
Therefore the chief product is wool; and as the land is already stocked up to, or nearly up to, its
full carrying capacity, little or no increase can be expected in the quantity of wool to be produced.
To the increase in agricultural operations, thou, must be looked such an increase in freight as
will afford remunerative employment for the railway, unless the mines of the district arc so developed in
the future as to provide a means of living for a population to come in from outside.
This last probability is so uncertain as to make it unwise to at present take it into consideration.
The question then presents itself: Is there such a prospect of the district being so devoted to the
pursuit of agriculture as a result of the construction of the railway that a payable traffic will arise from
that source!1'
Bronx no other source docs it appear at present is such a traffic likely to be obtained.
The result of my inquiry leads me to the conclusion that this is not likely to come to pass.

Conclusions.
After careful consideration, and being guided by Ike experience of what has taken place in other
parts of the Colony I arrived at the following conclusions :—
1st. That the present traffic is altogether insufficient to provide even for working expenses.
2nd. That the traffic would not increase sufficiently within a reasonable time to return working
expenses and interest upon the cost.
3rd. Therefore that for years the line, if constructed, must be run at a heavy loss, even if it should
ever become payable, which, from tho small area to be drained by it, is very doubtful.
4th. Consequently, looking at tho question from a commercial point of view, the railway should not
be carried out.
1 have, &c.,
--------PEltCX SC ABE.
Proposed
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Proposed Railway Galong to Burrowa.
Traffic Burrowa to Binalong and G-along, to and from, during year ending 30tli September, 1890.
£
s. d.
Estimated revenue per annum:—
3,419 0 0
Interest at 31 per cent, on capital expenditure
3,780 0 0
Working expenses.......................................
Total......................................
Ecceipts for year to 30th September, 1890:—■
"Wool,
671 tons, at local rates ...
...
...
...
Wheat, 763 „
,,
...
...
...
...
Goods, 1,053 „ at second class average...........................
Stock, Sheep, 42 tracks ")
Cattle, 6 ,,
j
■”
""
Passengers, two-thirds of all tickets issued at Binalong and
Galong ...
................................................................
Mails (say) ...........................................................................

..............
£
s.
100 13
19 1
504 11

7,199 0 0
d.
0
6
5

36 0 -0
144
200

5 0
0 0
1,004 10 11

Total
Deficiency ...

...

...

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1891.

...

... £6,195 0

0
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RAILWAYS.
(KEPOBT OP COMMISSIONERS ON PROPOSED LINE, WAGGA WAGGA TO TOIBERUMBA.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 ilfay, 1890.
i

Proposed branch line of Railway, Wagga Wagga to Tnmberumba, 65 miles.
Sydney, June, 1889.
In accordance with section 13 of the Public Works Act, 1888, we beg to report as under:
i

Cost of construction.

The Engineer-in-Chief estimates the cost of construction of a single line of railway,
exclusive of land and compensation, at
...
...
...
...
...

^
£/00,000

Annual cost.

Interest on cost of construction, at 31 per cent.
The cost of working the line would be as under :—
Traffic expenses
.......................................
Permanent-way expenses
...........................
Locomotive expenses ...
...
...
...

.

...

£24,500

£1,360
8,125
3,300
-------- 12,791

Total annual cost ...
...
...
...
...
£37,291
The district through which the proposed line passes is very fertile, and no doubt capable of
considerable development if supplied with railway communication to a market.
.
With regard to the revenue which is likely to be derived in the near future from the line, if
constructed, no reliable statement can be made. Not many months ago the question was gone into by
the Traffic Branch, and an estimate given of £8,610 per annum from all sources. Assuming that this is oO
per cent;, below what might prove to be the actual result, even the increased amount would but pay working
expenses, leaving the railway revenue from other sources burdened with the payment of £24,500 per
* annum for interest on the cost of construction, to which must bo added a considerable sum for the
interest on the cost of resumption of land and provision of rolling stock.
In. view of other extensions into agricultural districts at a much lower cost already favorably
reported on and from a commercial aspect, the construction of the line cannot be recommended until the
railway revenue is in position to bear so large an additional burden.
If the line is made at some future date wo consider that the residents in the district should
combine together to have the land necessary for the construction of the line conveyed to the Department
free of cost, and that a substantial sum derived from the enhanced value of the Crown lands should be
credited to the cost of construction.

[3d.]
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Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 31st May, 1890.
Minute Paper.

.

RAILWAY EXTENSION—NORTHERN DISTRICT.

.

Minister desires Messrs. Scarr and Price to at once proceed to undertake the
following inquiry in connection with Railway Extension in the Northern districts
of tins Colony.
The first matter for determination is the best way of connecting Inverell with
the Great Northern Railway, for which the following points of junction have been
proposed, viz.:—
t
(1) Glen Innes.
(2) Guvra.
(3) Uralla.
(4) Kentucky.
It -will be necessary to give these routes the most careful investigation, with
tho view of determining which of them presents the promise of securing the most
favourable results in the general public interest.
The second branch of the inquiry will embrace the consideration of the
question as to the best means of connecting the Great Northern Bailway with the
proposed coast line. Eor this purpose the following routes have been suggested,
viz.:—
Tenterficld to Casino,
v
Glen Innes to Grafton, and
Guyra, via the Don Dorrigo Scrub, to Grafton.
The third matter for attention is the connection between Guyra and the
Coast about Coff’s Harbour.
The merits of the proposed line from Tamworth via Manilla towards Inverell
should also be inquired into.
The
The

*
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The placing of these instructions under distinct headings must not be taken to
imply that the different sections aro each independent of the other. On the contrary,
every branch of the inquiry must be looked at from the standpoint of its relation to
the others. Tor instance, in taking up the subject of the connection of Inverell
u'ith the Great Northern Hail way, regard must be had to the trend of its traffic,
whether to Queensland on the one hand, or to the coast on the other. This will then
bring in the question of the connection of the Great Northern Railway with the
proposed CoastLinc, either via Tenterfield or perhaps Guyra; and in the event of Guyra
being found to afford the best means of connection, that may he taken as determining
the best connection between Inverell and the Great Northern Railway—that is to say,
if the trade of Inverell is likely to ffnd its outlet (say) at the Clarence or Goff’s
Harbour. This must not he taken as an indication of what may he the solution of
the qucstionjjut merely as showing the inter-dependence of one branch of the inquiry
on the others.
In carrying out these inquiries, Messrs. Scarr and Price should carefully
abstain from expressing any opinions on the subject-matter of their inquiry, but
they are empowered and enjoined to obtain every kind of information hearing on
Cue questions submitted to them, from whatever sources may he available. No
statistics should he regarded as data which have not been carefully verified; and, in
f ict, the inquiry should he of such a character that whatever the conclusions arrived
at may be, it should not be in the power of anyone to say that the whole of the
facts have not been collected.
All available office plans and papers will be placed at their disposal.
These instructions are purposely given in outline only, with a view of leaving
the freest scope to the judgment of the Officers selected to carryout the important
work entrusted to them.
J. BARLING.

BAILWAY EXTENSION—NOETHERN DISTRICTS.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 12 August, 1S90.
.
We have the honor to report that, in accordance with the instructions contained in minute No. .
1.072 of 31st May, 1899, we proceeded to the Northern Districts to prosecute the inquiry forming the
subject matter of these instructions,
As our inslructions stated wc were “ to investigate with the view of determining which of the
routes submitted, presents the promise of securing the most favourable results in. the general public
interests,'1 we understood that we were to evamiue and report in a comprehensive manner upon the whole
question, havin' regard rather to its commercial aspect than to enter into a discussion on the engineering
merits of riv.il lines.
To do which thoroughly would require a great expenditure of time, with a view to discovering
possible improvements, and would be trespassing unnecessarily on the duties of the Railway Construction
BraiK'b.
We trust 1 hen this report will betaken as an expression of the views of two independent and
unprejudiced persons, engineers, who have gone carefully over the whole district, and looked at the
question from every outside standpoint, but who, not having at the time seen the plans or sections of the
lines, had no means of judging the engineering merits of any line further than by the knowledge gained
from following ils route as closely as possible, and from a rough statement furnished to them of the
estimated cost, length, curves, and grades of some of the lines ; anil have, therefore,gone only briefly into
engineering matters.
The necessity for this plea will be the more apparent when it is borne in mind the great extent of
country travelled over, and that the survey of one of the most important lines is not yet completed.
An inspection, sines our return from the Held, of the existing plans and sections of the several
lines has given us no reason to in auy way modify our views.
We went over each of the several routes of proposed railway lines referred to us, examining the
land passed through, and as far as possible the adjacent country—trying to gather from every source
available all information bearim; at, all upon the question.
IVi th this aim we invited the heads of public bodies, such as Municipal Councils, Progress Committees,
Am , as well as the residents generally to make such statements as they might wish, and to furnish us with
evidence tor or against an}- proposed route.
And in order to afford every facility for their so doing, wo arranged for interviews with those
bodies euHcctively, and with the residents individually—noting the statements made and evidence furnished.
!'o that no consider no person can justly say that full opportunity has not been afforded for
bringing forward any evidence or statement in support or otherwise of any particular line.
And here we might remark that wc were met at tne outset with this difficulty, namely, a disincli
nation cm I be part of the people to undertake the labour of again supplying the same statistical informa
tion, Ac., they had already furnished to various olfieinls and Government Departments.
Again, sonic statements made tons proved, on investigation, so utterly biassed ami unreliable that
we had, whilst refusing to hear no one, to put a good deal of what was stated aside, and trust largely to
our own observation, and to information denied from disinterested persons.
At
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At tlic sam<j time we feci called upon to recognize the great trouble taken by pome of the .public
bodies and private individuals in the mailer, and the large amount of information llicy supplied us with.
Tn this report we do not propose furnishing a mass of statistics to show the probable traffic of any
particular line or lines either for comparison or otherwise, for the reason that the whole traffic area under
consideration is of such a comparatively untouched character that it appears to us any comparative
calculations; based on present statistics, would be misleading, and no guide as to future traffic development.
The whole question of production and the consequent traffic must be very largely speculative, and
can only be estimated from an investigation of the apparent capabilities of the country passed through
and the facilities offered for settlement.
"With this view then, we propose to give a detailed description of the nature of the country along each
route separately as to its fertility, present and latent resources, settlement, and trend of traffic, and after
wards to summarize the whole, and state such couclusious as appear to us may be fairly drawn.
The routes travelled over by us were as follows:—
'
"
1. G-uyra,
Tingah, to Inverell
............................................................................
55 miles,
2. Glen Tunes, via Swanhrook, to Inverell................................................................
dTJ- „
3. Glen Tunes, via "Wellingrove, to Inverell...............................................................
4-l£- ,,
4. Inverell, citt Bundarra, to Kentucky
...
...
...
...
...
>2| „
5. Inverell, em Tarrowick, to Uralla
...
...
...
...
...
S0£ .,
0. Guyra,
Don Dorrigo Scrub, to South Graftou (estimated at)
...
145
„
7. Grafton, ij;« Newton Boyd, to Glen limes
...
...
...
...
...
102
„
8. Tenterfield, ufa Fairfield and Tabulam, to Casino
...
...
...
80
„
0. Inverell, via Bingcra and Barruba, to Tamworth ...
...
...
...
147
„
We also inspected the country adjacent to Goff’s Harbour, with a view to a connection between the
Guyra and Grafton line, and the coast at that, place.
.
Of the routes named, the surveys of No. 0, Guyra to Grafton, and the Coff’s Harbour connection
have not yet been completed. The former is in progress, but there remained, at the time of our visit, an
interval yet unsurveyed of (say) 40 miles, between Guy Fawkes (to which point Messrs. Jamieson and
Thornbury had worked from Guyra), and the head of Tallawadja Creek, near Glen Beagh. to where Mr.
Gumming had surveyed from Grafton.
The connection between the Guyra-Grafton line and Golf’s Harbour had not yet been even explored.
Of these unsurveyed portions then we can only speak in general terms from an inspection of the
intervening country.

Guyra to Inverell.
Statements much at variance with facts have been persistently made by some of Ihc opponents of
this route, as-to the quality of the land over which it passes, Itjbcing freely described as “ worthless,"
" thoroughly rotten," Ac.
On the contrary, though a considerable portion of the country traversed bv the line is of very
inferior character for agricultural purposes, tbc wliolesalc condemnation of the country is certainly not
justified.
From Guyra, for a distance of S miles, the soil is of a rich red volcanic nature, capable of producing
heavy crops of cereals, &e., suitable to the climate.
Thence to Wade’s selection, 3 miles west of Tenderden and about 23 miles from Guyra,. the laud
consists of black alluvial flats and volcanic ridges.
This class of country extends for some miles on either side of the line. On the northern side
merging into the Ben Lamond Itangc, and on the south into the high granite country bordering on the
Bundarra Biver.
■
■
From tho point last named (23 miles from Guyra) the line passes over poor stony land of
porphyry and granite formation, to a point about 3 mile beyond Moredun Creek, whence to New
Valley Bunge the country is fair pastoral land, but unfit for cultivation.
From New Valley to Tingha (40 miles from Guyra) the soil is decomposed granite of the worst
quality, poor grazing land, and quite unfit for agriculture.
This character prevails for some 4 or 5 miles beyond Tingha, when volcanic ridges of red soil are
met, which extend at intervals, alternating with granite slopes to the Gilgai, 5 miles from Inverell and
50 from Guyra.
Thence to Inverell the soil is generally rich and good, with the exception of some, rocky ridges.
On the whole the land along this line may be said to consist for 30 out of the total length of 55
miles of soil, good above the average.
'
The other 25 miles being unfit for agricultural, and of only second rate quality for pastoral
purposes.
A considerable portion is held in freehold by Teuterden and Ollera Stations.
There is, however, not nearly so large a proportion of land held in this way by the stations on this
line as on tho Glen Innes to Inverell route.
Timler-

There is along this line little timber fib for bridge building or other railway purposes.
Between Teuterden and New Valley are some ridges of stringy bark, with a little ironbarlc, and
along the line are forest reserves amounting to 14,000 acres : but as two sawmills have been working
there for some time, no doubt the limited quantity originally available has been much reduced.
So that nearly all the timber for railway construction would have to bo brought from elsewhere.
Minerals.

At. Tingha is a large reserve for tin-mining purposes, from which, during the last eight years, a
large quantity of stream tin has been obtained, stated to be 10,000 tons, valued at £828,722.
The output for last year was 3,200 tons, of a value of £02,000.
The question of the probable permanency of this field appears to depend largely uprn the develop
ment of the tin lodes, ns the output of stream tin is steadily decreasing.
On
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On this point, we find in tlie Annual Report of the Department of Mines for 1899, Mr. Warden
Fraser says:—“ Several reefs have been discovered and are being tested, and X havo no doubt the
prosperity of this field will mainly depend upon the many reefs which are known to exist all over the
field, and which prospectors are from time to time discovering. Then when capital # « * and
approved appliances * * * are brought to bear on them, I anticipate a permanent source of profitable
industry for this field.”
Mr. Litchfield, one of the oldest residents, and who is intimately identified with this field, also
states that with greater facility for carriage of machinery and tin ore by railway, and tho encouragement
tins would give to investors, he is sanguine the Tingha tin-field will bo a lasting and important one.
At present there seems to be no doubt that tin-mining on this field is languishing, a steady decrease
in the output being apparent for several years past.
The prosperity and permanence of the field is therefore contingent upon fresh development.
Whether this will occur remains to be seen.
If it does, and the output of tin be maintained, Tingha, as a feeder to the railway, will be of
considerable importance.
On the other hand, tho failure of the tin yield, aud the comparative unfitness of the land for other
purposes, will inevitably lead to the complete or partial disappearance of Tingha as a town.
From Guyra Railway Station there were forwarded to Tingha during the year ending 30th June,
1800, 512 tons of goods, and received from that place for despatch by rail, 500 tons, the greater part of
this last being tin.
For other places on the line, distant over 10 miles west of Guyra, there were forwarded during
the same period 150 tons, and received for despatch by rail, 148 tons.
A considerable proportion of the Tingha tin is now sent to Glen Innes Railway Station.
JPopula/ion,

The population residing on the Tingha mining reserve is 2,500, most of whom are depending more
or less upon the tin mines.
Of these 1,000 are miners, three-fourths of whom are Chinese.
The population within G miles of Tingha is 1,800, a large proportion being Chinese.
Omitting that around Tingha, the population residing along the line is comparatively small.
The numbers between Guyra and Tingha, within 5 miles on either side of the line, as given by the
police, are 250. Those within a radius of 5 miles of Guyra arc not included.
Within that radius there are eighty-five families residing.
Between Inverell and Guyra there are ten public schools (excluding Inverell and Guyra), having
500 children on tho roll, representing 110 families. Of these 171 children, representing 74 families,
attend Tingha School.
The land for the first 30 miles out of Guyra is capable of supporting a much increased population
so far as it extends. But as the area feeding the railway along this length will be limited in width, this
population in the aggregate cannot ever be very large, as tbe good land bordering the line is bounded on
the south and west by a tract of hilly and somewhat barren country between it and the Bundarra River,
country too hilly to admit of traffic being freely drawn from that direction; and on the north and east by
the hilly country in the direction of Ben Lamond and the head waters of the MTntyrc River, where also
it comes within the influence of the Great Northern Railway.
Engineering.

There appear to be no engineering difficulties to contend with on this route, much of it being a
surface line, the curves and grades are easy, except through tho New Valley Range, and at a few other
points.
.
By slightly increasing the cost of works, we believe tbe ruling grade of 1 in 40 could be reduced,
and the curves improved.
The line as laid out will terminate in the centre of Inverell, after crossing tho MacIntyre River at
the town.
The necessity for this does not seem clear, as the line might be very well stopped at the southern
side of the river, and so save the cost of a large bridge, and the purchase of valuable town allotments, as
well as avoid the necessity of a second bridge in the event of tbe line being extended still further westward.
There is already one road bridge, and a new one under consideration, which could be erected to
suit tbe traffic to and from the railway station.

Glen Innes, via Swanbroolc, to Inverell.
This line, after leaving the Great Northern Railway, near Glen Innes Station, crosses Furrucabad
Plain, and the range forming the watershed between the creek of that name and Reddeston (or
Clairvaux) Creek, and the latter creek near its source then descending 'Waterloo Range by a steep gorge
emerges on Waterloo Plain, above Balaclava Station, thence ascending by an easy grade by the summit of
the watershed between Waterloo (or Wcllingrove) Creek and Swanbrook, tributaries at tbe same point
as the main road from Glen Innes to Inverell, goes over ibis range, crossing and re-crossing the road near
this point—say 16 miles from Glen Innes.
The land along the line to here, with the exception of the descent to Waterloo Creek, where it is
stony, is of the best quality—rich black or red volcanic soil—and extending for some miles on either side.
Fully three-fourths of the land on (his length is fit for cultivation.
It appears to be all alienated and chiefly used for pasturage.
From the point last named, 1G miles from Glen limes, the line descends by a steep grade to the
head of Swanbrook Creek, and for, say, 4 miles passes through barren stony gullies, and along rocky
sidelings, on the right bank of the creek, until it again comes out into less hilly country, near Mansfield’s
selection. Which open country continues through Young’s selections, and to a point where tho
line again crosses from left to right, near the road crossing.
At Swanbrook Village it crosses the creek about 12 chains below the road, and again threequarters of a mile lower down.
From Mansfield’s selection to this point, about 3 miles, the land is good, and the greater part fit
for cultivation.
From
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From tins second crossing of Swanbrook, tbe line follows closely tbe right bank as far as
Littler’s selection, at the western boundary of tbe Newstead Pastoral Holding, where it crosses the creek
a third time.
_
The greater part of this GJ- miles, between the second and third crossing, is closely shut in by a
high range on the north, and on the south is cut off by the creek from a considerable area of good land,
which lies in the direction of the main road.
From the third crossing of Swanbrook, at Xcwstead boundary, right through to Inverell—a
distance of 15 miles—the land, with the exception of a few stony ridges, may be said to be of first-class
quality, rich black or red soil for miles on either side of the line—a considerable area, as on tho Long
Plain—being free from timber.
■
Out of tbe total length of 4-1 miles, we estimate that 25) miles of first-class land is passed through,
the remainder being excellent pastoral land.

Timler.
There is along this line no timber of any value for construction purposes, and the whole of that
required for the works would have to be brought from a distance.
Minerals.

There is no mining of any kind in progress on or near the line, except a little tin mining at
Flsmore, 5 miles to the south,
Here, we find from tho Jteport of tho Mines Department for 1589, there were raised 113 tons of
tin during that year, valued at £5,923.
Population.

The population is sparse throughout, and settlement, for other than pastoral purposes, small.
Me find the number of schools, exclusive of Inverell and GHcn Innes, to be 10, with an enrolment
of 2G3 children, representing 73 families.
Tho numbers of persons residing along the line wc were enable to obtain, but tbe school numbers
will afford a fair comparative test.
The laud throughout the greater part of the length is undeniably capable of supporting a
large population, being of the most fertile description, and a large percentage of it fit for the plough. _ _
lint it would appear that so far comparatively few persons reside and cultivate tho land, as it is
chiefly held in four large estates, vin., Inverell, iNewstead, "Waterloo, and Balaclava.
And as a very large portion of these estates are either freehold or conditionally pureliased there
appears little prospect of further settlement on a large scale taking place. As, although it was asserted
to us, that some of these estates would he cut up and sold as soon as the railway was made, wo, judging
from results where railways have already been made through large estates, cannot place much value upon
such assertions.
The tendency at the present time throughout the Colony being apparently to increase the size of
estates, rather than to break them up.
Engineering.

The chief difficulties on this line are at the descent of the ^Waterloo Eange, where a grade of 1 in
33 occurs, and in following the Swanbrook Creek, above Swanbrook Village.
Tbe Waterloo Eange is so steep and difficult at this place that we fear tbe grade can only be
improved at the expense of much injury to tho curves, which are already sharp, or by the substitution of
tunnels.
The cross section of the land is very steep, and will considerably add to the apparent quantities of
excavation and embankment.
To avoid the descent of Waterloo Eange at this place a lino was surveyed up Maid's Valley to
connect the first portion of the Wcllingrove line with the remainder of the Swanbrook line.
This, though an easy connection, would much increase the total length between Glen Innes and
Inverell, without corresponding advantage.
This line terminates about 1-} mile to the north of the centre of the town of Inverell, and if
extended to the westward would require a bridge across tbe M'lntyre Kiver,

Glen Innes, via Wellingrove, to Inverell.
Leaving the Great Korthern Lino immediately north of Glen Innes Station, this line crosses Furrucabad Plain, and ascends the range between that and Keddcston (or Clairvaux) Creek, on the northern side of
the Inverell Eoad, with which it runs parallel and close to as far as Beaufort School, 5 miles from Glen
Innes.
_
.
Here it leaves the road and crosses Clairvaux Swamp and Creek, ascending the Waterloo Eange,
which is here comparatively 1owt, reaching the Head of Punch’s Gully, down which it runs, crosses Wcllinggrove Creek, about li mile above Evan’s homestead, 15 miles from Glen Innes.
From Glen Innes to this point, tho land is generally of excellent quality, the exception being the
descent of Punch’s Gully, where the granite crops out, and the laud, though well grassed, is unfit for
agriculture; also in some places the tops of the ridges aro too stony for cultivation.
From Waterloo Plain the line ascends a somewhat difficult range, aud, descending to Greer’s
selection, passes through the King's Plains Estate for 11 miles, until the travelling stock reserve is met,
27 miles from Glen Innes.
_
This 11 miles is open, undulating country, of first-class soil, little of it being unfit for cultivation,
tho only exception being a length of 2 to 3 miles, where the country is ridgy, and the soil not of very
good quality. There appears to he a comparatively small extent of this.
From the intersection with the travelling stock route the line follows more or less close to the
road, through first-class red or black soil, to near Munzie’s selection, where it crosses Swanbrook Creek;
and thence to Inverell it is nearly identical with tho Swanhrook route, tho lines at two places almost
touching, and at no point between this crossing of Swanhrook and Inverell more than a mile distant from
each other.
Land.
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Land.
Estimating in the same way as we have done in the cases of the two lines previously dealt
with, out of the total length of 44 miles, 37 miles of first-class land is passed through, the remainder
being escellent pastoral land.
_
A large proportion of the country passed through is, however, held in large estates—Inverell,
King’s Plains, Waterloo, and others.
The amount of land taken up and occupied by Iona fide selectors being comparatively very small,
and unless the estates referred to he broken up, which experience shows is not at all certain,'there would
appear to be little prospect of any large quantity of traffic being obtained by the way apart from what
may bo gathered from country further back to the north.
'
Timber.

Of timber for construction purposes, there is none along the line, and what will be required for
railway purposes must be brought from a distance.
Minerals.

Of minerals, there do not appear to he any on this line.
Population.

_ The land being, as already stated, held in large estates for grazing purposes, the ponulation along
the line is small.
*
The schools have been included in those referred to on the Swanhrook line. The two routes being
so close to each other, it is difficult to separate the schools.
Engineering questions.

The chief difficulty, as on the Swanhrook line, is tho descent of the Waterloo Eange; this is
accomplished by a long grade of 1 in 40.
The crossing of the range from Waterloo Plain to King’s Plains will also be rather difficult, but
on the whole this would appear to be a superior line to that via Swanbrook.
_ ^ie extension of this line westward from Inverell would also necessitate a bridge across tbe
Maeintyre River.

Inverell, via Bundam, to Kentucky.
. Reaving Inverell, on the left or southern bank of the Mac kin tyre (the opposite side to the main
portion of the town), tbe line as far as GHlgai is common to tho Guyra-Inverell lino already dealt with,
and to that point, as described under that head, tbe soil is generally rich and good, with the exception of
some rocky ridges.
"
Land.

t
^Erom the point of divergence, o miles from Inverell, at Gilgni, for a distance of 3 miles, the laud
is good, consisting of low ridges of red volcanic soil.
From that point, however, so far as soil is concerned, it may he described in a few Words ; granite
and slate formation, inferior second class or fair third class land for agricultural purposes, excepting
round Bundarra, where there is a limited area of good land.
Being undulating and generally lightly limbered, it might, in course of time, be taken up for
combined agricultural and pastoral purposes, and would, perhaps, for a few years produce light crops of
wheat of good quality, but the soil is too light and shallow ever to support auy considerable population.
_
The line, as far as Torybum, runs at no great distance from the Bundarra River; at some places
quite close.
This, to some extent, cuts it off from the country beyond, as the river is, in most places, difficult
to cross.
The land on the opposite side is generally of the same quality as that traversed by tbe line—
granite formation, with some good flats of limited extent along the banks of the river and its tributary
creeks, but with no largo extent of agricultural land.
'
On the western side of the line this same inferior quality of soil prevails gcncrallv, right back to
the ridge between Bundarra and the Namoi waters, where high broken country prevails. ‘
There is a considerable quantity of land available for selection along the route, and some large
reserves.
Timber.

Throughout this line there is little or no timber of any value, and that for railway purposes would
have to he brought from a distance.
Minerals.

#
f n former years a considerable quantity of tin was produced between Bundarra and Gilgni, in the
neighbourhood of the now deserted village of Kimberley (on Cope’s Creek), and at Stanborough, where,
however, very little is now obtained, and this little is included in the return from Tingha.
At the present time very little mining can he said to be carried on in close proximity to this line.
Population.

I he land between Gilgai and King s Gap, 5 miles from Bundarra, being chiefly a mining reserve,
few, hut miners, live along it, and these arc included in the estimate of the Tingha mining reserve.
The population residing in the district between King’s Gap and Toryburn, through which the line
runs for 27 miles north and south—and which extends 25 miles buck towards Barraba on the west, and
to the hilly country east of the Bundarra River—is stated bv the police to be 1,500. includin'1, the popula
tion of Bundarra Village (about 500).
“
'
°
The line cresses tbe Bundarra River just above the iron road-bridge (a large bridge will here be
necessary), and passes through the village of Bundarra, which is the only settlement of any importance
on this line.
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The wayaide village of Bundarra, containing about 500 inhabitants, is substantially built, and is
tho commercial centre of a limited district,
.
There is a moderate quantity of fairly good land in the vicinity; but farming does not appear to
be carried on to any large extent, the chief support of the town being the pastoral industry.
The town can hardly be said to be a progressive one, as would appear evident from the fact of the
only bank which existed for some years having lately been closed.
'
The traffic of the place could not be considered of much importance in connection with railway
extension. The Guyra-Tnvorell line would secure its traffic at Tingha, 1.8 miles by road; but the Glen
Innes-Tnvcrell line would not, as the nearest station on that route would be Invorell, 80 miles by road;
whilst XIralla, 124 miles nearer Sydney, is but 52 miles.
*

Inverell, via Yanwick, to TJralla.
Ibis line branches from the Inverell to Guyra line at Swinton’g station, miles from Tingha, aud
runs generally parallel with tho Inverell to Kentucky route, varing in distance from 4 to 10 miles from
that route, and passing about 7 miles to the east of Bundarra.
,
The country passed through is. on tbe whole, of the same inferior quality ns that on the Kentucky
line, with the exception of some limited areas of good land near the hanks of the creeks tributary to the
Bundarra River, being generally of granite formation with poor gravelly soil.
The country is more rsdgy Hum on the Kentucky line, but little distinction as to quality of soil
can be made between tho two lines.
‘
The comparison being rather in favour of this route.
The same remarks will apply to this line as to the Kentucky line as to population, resources, and
prospective traffic.
'
Timltn-.

There is scarcely any timber of value, and all required for purposes of construction would have to
be brought from a distance.
Minerals.

The only mineral being worked is gold—in tho vicinity of Ur alia on the old Rocky River Gold
field—and this in a limited way.
'
,
-A-8 these workings arc so near the Great Northern Railway, the proposed line would not be affected
in any way by them.
‘
*

Grafton, via Newton-Boyd, to Glen Innes.
In the inspection of this line we were, at the outset, met with by the difficulty of traversing it
throught at all, and the impossibility of doing so on horseback on account of the mountainous and
broken nature of the country along a considerable part of its length.
From Grafton to Jackadgery, near where the line enters the .valley of the Mann River, the
country is described as being fairly level, undulating, good grazing country, with only a limited quantity
of arable land, and this of only medium quality.
‘
.
Tvero advised by persons well acquainted with the country and 1 lie route that it would he
impossible to follow it through except on foot, and then only in line weather, when tho rivers are
crossable.
'
This being the case, after examining the country round Grafton, wo decided to travel byroad to
Newton Boyd, and there, striking the line, follow it down the valley of the Mann River, and theu in the
reverse direction towards Glen limes.
, blerc, again, we were stopped by a fresh in the Mann River preventing us crossing, and, as we
were informed that to carry out our intention it would be necessary to cross aud re-cross the river many
times, we were, compelled to give up this idea.
'
In order to obtain a view of the surrounding country at Ncwton-Boyd, we ascended one of the
mountain ranges rising out of the Mann River to a height of 2,000 feet, and from this, so far as the
eye could reach, little could he seen hut precipitous mountain ranges similar (o that upon which wo
stood, excepting a strip of fairly good laud lying along the banks of the Maun and Henry Rivers, in the
vicinity of Newton Boyd, which, we were informed, bedonged to the station of that name."
, From Newton Boyd the line follows tbe Mann River up for 19 miles to the foot of the Big Hill,
and is hemmed in on both sides the whole distance by broken, mountainous country, presenting no
appearance, so far as can bo seen from tho road or line (which are near each other) or from the mountain
tops, of any land available for settlement.
Prom the top of the big hill, on the main road, 2,501 feet above the river, a point commanding an
extensive view—the same prospect is afforded as that described above—high mountains and broken
country.
. To quote from official papers, we have Mr. ITyndraau, Railway Surveyor, in September, 1873,
saying :—“ The country along the Mann River is high granite ranges, with rough rocky peaks. Prom
Big Hill to Jackadgery is of tbe same character, loose trap and clay slate on schist—mountains fall
steeply to tbe river. Steep rocky bluffs at every bend. Country is inaccessible for horses. Prom
Jackadgery to Grafton the country is undulating.” (8ee Parliamentary papers to order, 20th April,
1875,)
Mr. Cowdery in the same year, 1873, says:—“The granite mountains rise up on either side to a
great height—some at least 1,000 feet, and the bed of the river is full of boulders, making it impassable
for horses,” (See same paper.)
Mr. Palmer says :—“ The whole of tbe country is very mountainous. The creeks, as they approach
the table-land, become a succession of falls and rapids, and are very often enclosed by perpendicular
slopes of great height.” (See same papers.)
"
Our own observations confirms these reports, and shows not only tho enormous expense of construcling a line here—an expense so great as to make it in effect eomalerciaily impracticable—hut also
that little or no traffic would come to the railway by the way, except perhaps a little timber.
Of this we saw little or none, though it is stated that patches of good timber do exist nmoimstthe
ranges.
The
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The inaccessibility of the country would, however, militate very much against this being brought
to the railway.
_
_
The line for about 50 miles would, if constructed, be practically inaccessible from [any little good
country that may exist adjacent to it amongst the ranges, because of the steep broken nature of the
mountains.
_
In fact, speaking in general terms, from where the line enters the valley of the Mann Biver, near
Jackadgery, to its exit on the table-land a few miles from Glen Innes, it runs through a mountain gorge
hemmed in, and cut off from the surrounding country by precipitous ranges, rising in not a few places
to a height of 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the beds of the rivers.
This being the case, it must be apparent to any unprejudiced and disinterested person that to adopt
this line as the coast connection would be to throw upon the 45 miles between Inverell and Glen Innes
the strain of earning interest upon the whole of the enormous capital required for the construction of
this line. That is to say,—the 45 miles between those two places would have to earn interest upon the
whole of the 147 miles from Inverell to Grafton.
_
We cannot think it necessary for us to say much more upon the subject of this line.
The nature of the country through which it passes is admitted on all sides. The consequent cost
is in evidence from the reports of the Enginecr-in-Chief, who estimates this at £19,600 per mile, or n total
of £1,999,000, and the impossibility of this section earning even a reasonable proportion of working
expenses must be apparent.
_
_
The grades and curves arc also shown to bo such as are beyond the limit of a reasonably safe rail
way—S-cbain curves and 1 in 33 grades,—and the cost of working must necessarily be great.
And though even improvements in curves and grades should be found possible, the barren and
rugged nature of the country and the absence of any probable wayside traffic should be sufficient to
condemn it.
In the face of all these facts, we feel justified in reporting this line to be an impracticable one,—
commercially, if not absolutely so from an engineering point of view,—and we do not therefore feel called
upon to say more on the subject of it.

Guyra, via Don Dorrigo, to Gratton.
This line leaves the Great Jforfhern Bailway, near Llangothlin Platform, 7 miles north of Guyra
Station, and after crossing a small stream which is the head of the Paleoner or Guyra Biver, rises to the
summit of the range forming the watershed between the Macleay and the Clarence Bivers, aud follows it
to near Alfreida Station, a distance of 43 miies. Throughout this length it leaves the actual summit for
no great distance at any point, and only to avoid high points and maintain grades.
Prom Alfreida—the range bearing away to the south and rising to a considerable height in the
Snowy Hills—the line is carried in a more easterly direction to Bigncy's Station, ■where it crosses the
Armidale and Grafton Boad. Thence it continues easterly" pnsl Moles’s house and through tire Guy
Eawkes country.
_
_
At the time of our visit, the suncy had been carried by Mr. Jamieson to Biscuit Creek, 48 miles
from Guyra, and within 2 or 3 miles of the point where he would connect with Mr. Thornbury’s starting
point,
_
Mr. Thornbury had carried the survey on some 17 miles further, making a total of 65 miles from
Guyra.
_
From that point, a gap of about 40 miles remained unsurveyed, to the point at the head of Talla
wadja Creek, whore we saw Mr. Camming who had carried tho survey thus far from Grafton, via Glen
Beagh, a distance of 40 miles.
Land.

From Guyra, for a distance of 43 miles, the land is of superior quality, consisting for the most part
of rich volcanic soil, a large proportion of which is fit for cultivation. The only obstruction being a few
stony patches on the summit of the range.
Tho same character of land appears to prevail for some miles on either side of the line, and from
the elevated plateau along which tho line runs, commanding an extensive view throughout, wc had full
opportunity of seeing this.
_
The country presents the appearance of open ridges, free from deop gullies, lightly wooded, and
well adapted for agricultural purposes.
_
From the point referred to—43 miles from tbe Great Northern Bailway—an interval of poor
granite country is passed through, extending for (say) 7 miles until approaching the Armidale-Grafton
Boad, where the rich volcanic soil again appears and extends for several miles in length.
_
This character of soil prevails over the whole of this Guy Fawkes country, embracing a considerable
area from tbe coast fall on tbe south of Bigney’a to Tvringham (Porrott's) Station on theArmidaleGraftou Boad, 25 miles in one direction northwards and right through to the Little Nvmboida, north
easterly along tho proposed line of survey.
_
’As we failed to obtain a guide through the Don Dorrigo scrub, along the course of tho proposed
line, or to ascertain that any track existed in dose proximity to it, practicable for horses, we travelled by
the Armidale-Grafton Bead, as far as Perrott’e, and then struck across via Bostobrick and the Little
Murray Creek through the Don Dorrigo scrub to Coghlan's, on the Brelsdown Creek, and thence to the
head of the Bellinger Biver.
Thus cross cutting the country and the scrub from north-west to south-east.
Mr. Simpson had previously explored, on foot, the proposed lino from north-cast to south-west
through the scrub. He describes ^the land thus :—“ From the Armidale-Grafton Boad to the Deer Park
the land is open for considerable stretches and of a very superior nature, covered with a hue growth of
natural grasses.”
“ From the Deer Park, right away to the Little Nymboichi, the land is very good, and is covered
with a fine forest of beautifully grown timber.”
“ The whole district is abundantly watered by perennial streams.” (See Mr. Simpson’s report,
23/8/89.)
_
"
_
4
Our route was for 25 miles, as far as Perrott’s, generally parallel with and on the average 10 miles
distant from Mr. Simpson’s ; and then at right angles to his hue for a distance of 25 miles, through tbe
Don Dorrigo to where we descended the coast fall to the head of the Bellinger.
'We

9
We found, from the crossing of the Little Murray Creek right through to the verge of the coast
slope above the Bellinger, tho land to he of the richest description of scrub land, and capable of producing
heavy crops of cereals, &c.
°
This tract of country, so far as the dense scrubs permitted, has been veil examined and found to
possess land or superior quality throughout.
A large part of it is covered with so dense a growth of scrub and vines that except along tracks cut
by the cedar getters, it is impossible to force a way with horses.
_
As Guy lawires is at about the same elevation as Guyra—4,400 feet above the sea-level—the rigorous
climate of New England prevails there.
°
Thence through the Don Dorrigo scrub to the head of the Little Kymboida the fall is considerable
though gradual, and a more temperate though still cold climate prevails, which will permit of the growth
of cereals, potatoes, and other products of temperate climates.
This stretch of country appears to be au elevated tableland, falling abruptly towards the coast on
*
i 6?, ’ ’!nd 6loPinS> ^ first gently, to the north, and finally pitching suddenly into the valley
ox the Nymboma, with a gradual inclination throughout to the north-east.
„
^ailS° ?ormi],£ tlie di' ieion between the heads of the Oraraand the Little Kymboida Hirers,
we iound Mr. Cumimng’s camp.
'
Here the elevation was about 2,300 feet above sea-level.
.
, T'hcnco to the valley of the Orara at_Glcn Reagh—12 miles—iho country falls rapidly, and, in the
immediate VKTmty of the lino, consisis of high ridges with deep valleys between, prescnting'along’this 12
miles no land fit tor cultivation except small flats close to the creeks in the vicinity of Glen Reagh.
I'Vom Glen Reagh to Grafton tho land is generally of good quality.
*
’
^ Along the valley of the Orara it is superior, whilst the slopes are,'though lighter and sandy, fairly
Taking the whole length of line from Guyra to Grafton, a distance we estimate at from 140 to 150
£
a ™ma,rkaWe stretch of country is passed over ; for with the exception of tho space of 7 miles west
ot Guy Jawkes, and the length of 12 miles west from Glen Reagh, both referred to above, there is no
part which does not present largo areas of land fit for cultivation.
J keSrcater part of it is of the most fertile nature, with a temperature ranging from the rigorous
climate of New England, 4,400 feet above the sea, to the semi-tropical one of the northern sea-const.
And it is probable that in no part of New South Wales is there a finer stretch of rich land of equal
extent so little broken in upon by barren intervals as this.
Hie rainfall is considerable, and the whole is intersected at short intervals bv perennial streams.
Timber,

Not only is the soil of tins tract eminently fitted for cultivation and capable, when properly tilled
of supporting a dense population, but the splendid forests of marketable timber.’of almost every kind
indigenous to the colony, which prevail over a largo extent of it would, with railway communication, find
employment tor hundreds of persons and supply the principal markets of the colonies for many years to
come. Commencing about the Deer Park, and extending northwards bevond the Armidale-Grafton
Road and eastwards to the sea shore, a forest of magnificent timber covers tlie whole face of the country.
In the Don Dorrigo scrub is cedar, beech, pine, and all the varieties of scrub timbers, whilst bevond
tins vme scrub itself m the densely-timbered land extending right up to the town of South G lafton forests
ot the finest iron bark, tallow wood, turpentine, black butt, &c., exist in lavish abundance.
‘
Eortumitcly very large areas of this splendidly-timbered country have been reserved, so that the
forests may he said to ho practically untouched, aud directly railway eommum'e.ition is eslnblk-hed a hums
trafiic must at once spring up in carrying timber to the nearest port as well ns to 1hc badly-limbered
country towards the western interior.
.
Unlike many timber forests where the land is comparatively valueless after removal of tho
timber, the greater part of this land may be at once put under the plough, and support a largo population.
The value of this stretch of country can scarcely he exaggerated.
_
We take leave to suggest for consideration whether, large as are the existing forest reserves alom?
this route, they might not be extended with advantage. This suggestion we would apply also io tlie
'lenterfield to Casino route.
‘
Minerals.

'

At Nana Creek and the vicinity mining for gold has been carried on more or less for some vears
past, but at present this industry does not appear to be giving very satisfactory results,
*
Near Glen Reagh Station wc were informed coal existed, but nothing'appears to have been done
towards proving or developing the seam.
.
Thirty-five miles from Guyra, in a north-easterly direction, is the Kookoobookra Goldfield, upon
which there is a population at the present time of 250 persons, and between the two places 70 others.
This goldfield does not at the present time appear to be in a very flourishing condition.
J?ojntlaHon.

Tho population along this lino is very small. From Guyra to Guy Fawkes there are very few
selectors, and only some half-dozen stations. A large quantity of the land is imalienated. About Guy
Fawkes are a few selectors, and three or four stations chiefly stocked with cattle. Thence to Glen Reagh
the country may be said to be practically unsettled and uninhabited, except bv a few cedar-cutters.
From Glen Reagh to Grafton the country is more thickly settled, and on the betler land arc a good
number of selectors.
. On
whole the tract of country along this line has a sparse population, but is capable, when
supplied with railway communication, of supporting a large number of people.
Engineering,

Tbe line from the Great Northern Railway to near Guy Fawkes appears to be very easy ; in fact
the greater portion is a surface line, requiring no’large bridges and few culverts. For the next 10 miles
occasionally difficult pieces occur. _ Tho following 40 miles is still unsurveyed. hut wc think no difficulty
will be found in securing a good line.
The
670—B
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The descent from the Don Dorrigo table-land to G-leu Reagh is considerable, and some difficulty
is being experienced in the route now under survey, and it may be necessary to try a line down the valley
or along the spurs of one of the creeks further west—perhaps Kangaroo Creek,
Ifrom Glen Ecagh to Grafton presents no difficulties.
Advantages.

As a link between the Great Northern Railway and the proposed coast line, this route has the
following advantages:—
1. So far as has been yet ascertained, it will be comparatively inexpensive for 60 miles at tbe Guyra
end, and also for SO miles at the Grafton end. Tlie intermediate portion, the position of which
is yet unfixed, will be probably found more expensive; but as far as can be seen no great
difficulty will be encountered.
_
(2.) For the greater part of its length it passes through land of excellent quality and abundantly
watered, most of which is still unalienated.
(3.) Along 70 to 80 miles of the route it runs through a forest of fine timber of nearly every descrip
tion known in the Colony.
(4.) Along the route a range of climate exists, gradually changing from tho cold of New England to
the semi-tropical heat of Grafton, thus pertnif ting of the production of a variety of crops.
(5.) It will afEord direct connection between the coastal districts of the Macleay aud Bellinger, as
well ns those further north, witli New England and the west.
(6.) That it will, at Guy Fawkes, where it crosses the Armidale to Grafton Road, be within 36 miles,
by a fairly good road, of the Hillgrove Gold-field, which has, at the present time, according to
the statement of the police, a population of 3,000 persons.
■
This field is now in a prosperous condition, and likely to be permanent.
Disadvantages.

The only serious disadvantage in connection with this line, so far as can be judged before completion
of tbe survey now in progress, is the somewhat circuitous route between Invorell aud Grafton.
The distances by the alternative routes would be :—
Inverell, via Glen Innes and Llangotblin, 210 miles.
„
„ Guyra and Llangotblin,
207 „
as against 140 miles by tbe more direct, but almost impracticable route, via Glen Innes and Newton Boyd.
The distance from Llangothlin (the actual point of departure of this line from the Northern
Railway) to Grafton being estimated at 115 miles.
in the absence of this completed survey, it is not possible to say what engineering difficulties may
exist, but it is not thought there arc many to be encountered, nor can the exact distance ho stated until
the survey is completed.
.
If this line be found practicable throughout, the length of it would appear to be the only real
disadvantage it has.
And this objection is modified to some extent by the quantity of excellent land passed through,
and the abundance of timber on the way.
■

Goff’s Harbour Connection.
Tins is a question which must depend largely, first, upon the route finally determined upon for that
part of tlie Guyra to Grafton lino, between tho Don Dorrigo scrub and the Orara Valley, and, secondly,
the position of that section of the projected North Coast Railway between Goffs Harbour and Grafton.
At present the former line is being surveyed from the Orara Valley, at Glen Reagh, up the right
or east bank of the Tallawadja Creek, on to the table-iand.
If this survey result in a practicable line being obtained by that route, it would appear more
judicious to deviate the proposed coast line north of Coff's Harbour from its present position, and
striking off a little north of Coffs Harbour to cross the coast range (which is here very low) and run into
the valley of the Orara, near Sherwood’s, and then, via Bagawa to join the Guyra-Grafton line at Glfin
Reagh, making the one-line serve thence to Grafton, and so avoid having two lines nearly parallel in close
proximity.
Tin’s would form a fairly good connection with Coff’s Harbour, and the fertile countrj’ lying along
the sea and the coast range from the Bellinger northwards, and also bring the Macleay District into touch
with New England and the interior.
If, however, the rise from Glen Reagh, via Tallawidja Creek to the Don Dorrigo, is found too
abrupt, it may be necessary to look for a line up tlie valley or along the spurs of one of the creeks further
west—for instance, Kangaroo Creek; in which case, as a greater distance would exist between the two
lines, it might be advisable to continue the coast line, via IFoolgoolga, as originally proposed. Considera
tions of coast defence may be of weight here.
As to a direct connection between the Guyra-G rafton line at the verge of the table-land and Coff’s
Harbour.
Tho.most direct course would be to leave the Guyra to Grafton line on the water-shed between
the heads of the Little Nymboi and Orara Rivers, and striking nearly due east, descend by the head
of the Orara, which here apparently flows nearly west to east, and, crossing the coast range, skirt the
northern side of the high bluffs which abut on the sea above Coff’s Harbour.
Without some exploration it would be presumptuous to offer any decided opinion on tbe possibility
of a practicable line being obtained here, but from observation of tho country from several commanding
points, it appears likely that considerable difficulty will be experienced in doing so. It is entirely a matter
for exploration and survey.
Should, however, this be found a practicable route, it becomes a question whether it would not be
advisable to continue the Guyra to Grafton line direct to Coff's Harbour, and there connecting with the
North Coast line carry the traffic over that line to Grafton, either by Woolgoolga as surveyed or by the
suggested deviation, via Bagawa, Glen. Reagh, and the Valley of the Orara.
From
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From the Bellinger northwards along the littoral there is a large qunntity of most fertile scrub
land, and the table-land connection being made at CoS's Harbour, greater facility would be given for the
interchange of produce between that part of tho coast, and New England.
The land from CoS’s Harbour across the coast range to the Orara Valley at Sherwood's, and thence
down that valley to Glen Beagh, ia of tho most fertile description, the greater part being thick scrub aud
heavily timbered.
The whole question of this connection with CoS’s Harbour, however, is, as previously stated, a
matter for exploration and survey, but we think it well worthy of attention before a final decision is
arrived at.

Tenterfield to Casino. .
From Tenterfield, for some 7 miles, the line runs through moderately hilly country, which gradually
merges into ranges, and thence to Black or Plumbago Crock, near Tabulam, a distance of 45 miles from
Tenterfield, the country consists of high ranges with steep slopes, but not generally of a rocky or broken
character.
From Tabulam to Casino tbe country is of an open character and the ranges more moderate in
height, presenting no great engineering difficulties.
The land as far as Barney Downs Station, some 6 miles out of Tenterfield, is good, and a consider
able quantity of it is under cultivation. From that point it gradually merges into the high ranges men
tioned above, and until Tabulam is reached there is little land adapted for cultivation. Though the soil
on some of the hills is good, they are generally loo steep to admit of tillage.
'
From Tabulam to Casino the land is generally very good, and a large proportion of it fit; for agri
culture ; it consists of rich black soil flats, with lighter sandy loam on the ridges. On the Kichmond—or
Sandilands—Range and its spurs, the soil is of the rich nature usually found in tho dense vine-scrubs
such as cover this range.
AVe have statements from police officers and other reliable persons that the good land extends
north to tho Queensland.border, and south as far as Tulgilbar, and that of this a considerable quantity
is rich scrub land.
Tho forest land is good, except in places where broken.
Along the valley of the Upper Richmond there is a large.area of good land fit for cultivation.
■
Timber.
From Sandy Hill, 20 miles from Tenterfield, right through to near Casino, the proposed
railway line runs for about 60 miles through a forest of splendid timber of varied kind, a forest probably
unsurpassed in the Colony.
On the Richmond Range large quantities of “hoop pine " exist, whilst cedar is found in the same
district.
This timber forest, we learn from good authority—tho police and others—extends north to the
Queensland border, and for many miles southward.
A large and profitable timber traffic may therefore be relied on as soon as this line is constructed.
A limited trade now exisfs in wattle-barlr, which is forwarded from Tenterfield into Queensland.
Tlie quantity exported through AVallangarra Station for the year 18b0 was 107 tons, and for the half-year
ending 30th June, .1.890, 80 tons.
It is claimed that this trade would bo largely developed if this line of railway was constructed,
and this, we think, probable, as much of the rich land between Tenterfield and Drake, too steep for other
purposes, is now clothed with wattle.

.

Minerals.

An important point in connection with this proposed line is, that it would pass through the
extensive mineral field in the vicinity of Drake, known as Fairfield.
Tho Prospecting Board, in a report dated 12th of March, 1889, say:—
“ From the foregoing it will be seen that in this district there are numerous ore deposits, containing
gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, &c.
*
#
#
#
AVith more efficient gold-saving
appliances
*
*
*
*
steady and profitable yields may be anticipated.1’
AVe find that large sums of money have been spent in erecting machinery, and in-mining on a
number of claims on this field, and several are still working more or less actively, but, on the whole, so
far unsuccessfully as regards dividends, and mining would, therefore, appear to be at a low obb.
It still remains to be proved how far the field can be profitably worked. Tbe construction of a
railway, and the consequent saving in freight, would materially assist towards the successful working,
especially of the baser metals.
The yield of gold would appear to havo steadily increased during the three years 1887, 8, and 9,
amounting to £4,798, £5,999, and £8,522 in those years respectively; and at the time of our visit good
yields were being obtained at Long Gully. .
At the Richmond Range, in close proximity to the proposed line, we saw the coal seams which had
been discovered near “Ross’ Inn.”
There were five seams varying in thickness from 9 inches to 4 feet 3 inches.
These cropped out of the hill in the bed of a watercourse where we were enabled to take samples,
of which we obtained the attached analysis kindly furnished by the Mines Department.
Tlie analysis goes to show that the samples we submitted contain too large a percentage Of ash to
he of commercial value.
Should exploration of those seams prove that good steam coal can he obtained at a greater depth
or further into the hill, it would be au important factor in connection with this line by providing coal for
railway and other purposes in the north.
'
"AVe append a statement furnished to us by the Tenterfield Progress Association giving statistics,
and setting forth the case generally in favour of the construction of this line. It was impossible for us
to verify this in every particular as to figures, but, taking it as a whole, it appears to be a fair statement
of the case.
Population.
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Population.

The population is generally small along this route, except on tlie [Fairfield diggings.^ Here the
numbers given by tbe police are 1,283 Europeans and 62 Chinese for Drake aud the neighbouring district,
and for Tooloom, whence the traffic would join at Tabulam, 200.
.
The population along the other parts of the route—exclusive of Tenterfield and Casino—would
probably amount to less than another thousand.
_
_ <
tbe numbers of the present population along those lines affords but little criterion, however, as to
tbe value of the country as a support for future railways.
The whole country mav be said to be nearly in a virgin state and the results of railway communi
cation can only be estimated by taking tho whole of the circumstances as to each lino together, and can
only be speculative,
Cattle Tra-ffle.

The land along the route is principally occupied by large cattle stations, and some of it will never
be fit for any other than grazing purposes, owing to its hilly nature.
_
It is probable that a considerable traffic would accrue to tbe railway in fat cattle. At present tbe
greater part of the fat cattle go to liamornie Meat Preserving Works, near Grafton, or are consumed
locally. Tlie remainder aro driven to and trucked at Tenterfield for the southern markets.
We were unable to obtain any reliable estimate of the number of fat cattle likely to be forwarded
by rail in the event of this line being constructed, but it would probably be large judging from the total
number of cattle in the [Richmond Electorate, viz., 152,000, and from the fact that fat cattle deteriorate
so much when sent by sea that few are despatched that way, and only low prices are given at Enmornio,
Engineering.

With regard to engineering matters, the opinion we arrived at as to this lino was that [the curves
would prove the chief trouble.
The nature of the mountain ranges should allow of good grades being obtained.
As much of this line will he along steep sidelings of a rather unstable nature, precautions will bo
necessary to guard against land slips iu wet seasons.
'
Several tunnels will be required, but none of them of very great length, and one large bridge
across the Clarence at Tabulam, where, owing to the great height to which [the flood rises, a very long
approach will be required on the western side.
This line would appear to be capable of great improvement in some places.
Advantages.

Tbe advantages possessed by this line are:—
1st. That it passes through a large extent of good land between Tabulam and Casino. In addition
to which it would afford an outlet to another large area of good laud which extends some
distance north of Tabulam, along the Upper Eichmond in the direction of Mount Lindsay, and
also to tho fertile country on tbe Clarence below Tabulam.
.
2nd. It would tap and connect with the interior tbe districts of the Eichmond and Tweed, which, wo
gather from the evidence given before the Works Committee on several occasions, are unsur
passed in the Colony for fertility, and have a rapidly-increasing population.
3rd. That, upon the completion of the proposed harbour works at [Byron Bay, a capacious port, with
deep water, will be afforded to the inland districts within a reasonable distance—232 miles from
Inverell.
4th. That it passes for nearly tho whole distance through a fine forest of magnificent timber, in
which there must be a large traffic, both towards the interior and the coast.
Tho Eorcst Deserves here, as on tbe G uyra to Grafton line, are very extensive.
5th. That it will traverse and assist to develop the very promising mineral field about Drake—a field
which, although at present not yielding largely or profitably, may later on when tbe evil effects
of rash speculation have passed away become a valuable one.
It has been stated that “ of the sixty-seven known minerals, forty-seven have been discovered in
Drake and the neighbourhood.”
’Whether ibis be literally correct or not we arc unable to say, but it appears very certain that a
large number of tbe metals of commerce exist here, and it is possible that this field may yet become so
developed as to support a very large population,
6th. That by this route, upon tbe completion of the line from Casino to tbe Queensland border at
the Tweed, with the short interval thence to the present Queensland terminus, near Southport, a
second connection with Brisbane will be bad ; and by altering the gauge on this length (about
50 miles) of the Queensland line an uniform gauge would be bad between Sydney and Brisbane,
and the distance lessened by 16 miles as compared with route via Wallangarra and Toowoomba.
■
Disadvantages.
Tbe disadvantages are :—
let. That tho line between Tenterfield and Casino will be a costly one, estimated at £15,000 per
mile, and a total cost for 86 miles of £1,21)0,000. The curves between Tenterfield and Tabulam
numerous and sharp, and the grades iu some places steep. There is, however, nothing imprac.
ticable about the route and further examination will probably prove that these objections may bo
considerably modified.
2nd. That for the greater part of the distance between Tenterfield and Tabulam (50 miles) the land
is unfit for cultivation ; an objection largely compensated for by the wealth of timber and promise
of a valuable mineral field upon it.
3rd, That iho line would be so far north as to neutralise in a great measure any benefit the more
southern coast districts ivould otherwise derive from a connection with tho interior.
And it is here the Guyra-Grafton line possesses the advantage. That it would strike the coast
line fairly midway and so, as far as auy single connection can do, afford equal facilities to all parts of the
coast between (say) tbe Macleay on the south and the Eichmond on tho north.
Tamworth
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Tamworth, via Manilla to Inverell.
"Wo travelled from Inverell to Blngera and thence via Barraba and Minilla to Tamworth.
Land.

Although there is along this route, between Tamworth and Bingera, a considerable quantity of good
land, it, on the east, quickly merges into the high granite country running out northward from theMoonbi
Itangc and that forming the watershed between the Bundarra and Minilla Rivers, whilst on tho westward
tlie better country soon falls within the influence of the Narrabri line of railway.
"Wc, therefore, do not consider that at present this line is necessary.
A large traffic, however, now exists, coming from Warialda aud the north and north-west, in the
direction of Goondiwindi and Moree, and trending to Tamworth Railway Station.

Inverell to Bingera Extension.
And this, we would suggest, may be best'mot by tho extension of tho Inverell line to Bingera, thus
effectually intercepting this traffic at Bingera,
This extension would also serve to carry produce such as flour, forage, potatoes, &c., from New
England and Inverell to the westward, as well as to bring in further traffic from the west to tho sea coast
when the coast connection is carried out.
This Bingera extension would run through one of the most fertile parts of the Inverell District,
Eor nearly 20 miles this is thickly occupied by farms, and on it aro some of the best in the district.
The rich red or black soil extends for 15 miles further, though principally occupied by tho Myall
Creek Station, while the remaining 12 miles to Bingcra is on the whole fairly good land.
The land at Bingera, and for about 12 miles in the direction of Tamworth, is also of a very rich
quality, and will doubtless be cut into farms aud cultivated—when the alluvial gold-mining ceases—and
prove an additional feeder to this suggested extension from Inverell,
ffl'afflc.

The question will probably he asked,—Will the Warialda to Tamworth traffic make use of the
railway if extended to Bingcra ?
The position would be this,—Bingcra is 100 miles from Tamworth by road, the greater part of
which is still unmetalled, whereas Bingera would be, with a railway via Inverell and Glen Innes, from
Tamworth 23 L miles.
It may he thought that goods can he sent 100 miles by road at less cost than 231 by rail.
Taking wool, at present one of the most important items of carriage,—The Railway Commissioners
carry wool from Glen limes to Sydney, 422 miles, at ,C3 15s. per ton ; add to this the full ordinary rates
for wool 90 miles, Bingera to Glen Innes, say £110s.. and we have a total of £5 5s., Bingera to Sydney
per rail.
The road freight, Bingera to Tamworth, 100 miles, would ho say £3 10s.; add rail freight, Tam
worth to Sydney, £3 15s.; total, £7 5s. per road and rail. Showing a saving in carriage by rail against
road of £2.
And if the wool traffic be intercepted and taken by rail it follows tho return loading must go by
the same route.
As to passenger traffic.—The coach fare, Bingera to Tamworth, 100 miles, is £1 17s. 6d., and rail
Tamworth to Sydney, 281 miles first-class, is £2 7s. 5d.; total, £-1 4 s. lid.
Bingera to Sydney by rail would be say 512 miles, and wre find tbe first-class fare for that distance
would he say £1 3s. Od., or in round numbers, about the same amount for a first-class rail fare (with
comfort), as for a day and a night’s coaching with a night’s train travelling to follow.
If the extension from Glen Innes stops at Inverell, this large traffic now passing from the north
and north-west, via Warialda and Bingera, to Tamworth will continue as at present, and none, or very
little of it, be obtained for the railway until Tamworth is reached.
This Inverell to Bingera extension, as wo have above stated, passes through a rich stretch of
country studded with farms, so that considerable wayside trafiic would be picked up.
AVe, therefore, after due investigation, confidently urge consideration of the advisability of this
extension to Bingera in connection with any from the Great Northern Railway to Inverell, and tho
proprictry of drawing sooner to the rail a traffic which, although not sufficient to pislifv the construction
of a railway for itself, is large enough to become a very valuable addition to that of the Northern
Railway and proposed branch.
A railway from Tamworth to Inverell would he practically a competing one against the Great
Northern and any connection with Inverell.
Trend of Traffic,

Assuming Inverell to be connected with the Great Northern Railway either at Glen limes or
Guyra, and no connection made with the coast, it is clearly apparent that by far tho greater part of tho
resulting trafiic must be with Sydney and Newcastle.
'
As part of the trafiic going south, taking the item of wool, we estimate that the clip from 750,000
shoep—equal to 2,000 tons—which is at present sent to Sydney and Newcastle from the country around
and west of Inverell, would he trucked at Inverell; to which must be added 1,352 tons of tin now
trucked at Glen Innos and Guvra—tbe produce of the Elsinore and Tingha fields. {8se Mines Report,
1889).
AVo also find that for the twelve months ending March, 1890, 2,043 tons of general goods wore
received from Sydney and Newcastle at Glen Innes Station for despatch to Inverell, aud that 512 tons
were received at Guyra for Tingha, which would probably come by rail to Inverell in the event of the
Glen Innes line being made. So that, without going into the consideration of probable increase, we have
this large amount of tonnage going to or coming from the south ; and, until a connection is made with
the coast near Grafton, and an interchange of products established between there and the west, this
Sydney and Newcastle traffic must be the principal.
The
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Tlie coast connection effected, however, a considerable traffic will no donbt arise in supplying the
coast districts near the Clarence with breadstuffs and other articles not produced there, and a corres
ponding return of products from that semi-tropical district.
'
This will also apply to the coast districts north of the Eichmond Eiver, where the population is
increasing at a rapid rate, and if the connection from Tenterfield to Casino and Lismore were also made,
these districts would he supplied with the same products, breadstuffs, Ac , and a northern traffic established.
•
It is contended that, with a railway to Grafton, tlie products of Inverell would all go to that port
for shipment to Sydney; but a comparison of the rates of carriage would hardly support this.
From Inverell to Sydney, via Glen Innes, 4(5(j miles, calculated at present rates, wool would be
carried to consignees’ stores for £3 los, per ton.
From Inverell to Grafton, via Glen Innes and Don Dorrigo lines, at present mileage rates would
lie £3 Is. 8d., add to which, sea freight, extra handling, insurance, and cartage from wharfs in Sydney,
and the margin of difference would hardly he enough to divert the traffic, once loaded.
"With an improved port, however, goods would probably be sent to Grafton for direct shipment to
other countries.
It has been stated that with tho construction of the Inverell-Glen Innes line, a considerable trade
in breadstuffs would spring up betweun Inverell and Queensland, in supplying the country west of
Toowoomba.
It does not, however, appear that such is likely to occur at present, as the following will show.
The distance, Invorell to Wallangarra,
Glen limes, is 112 miles, and the freight upon wheat
would be 9s. per ton, or 2'92 pence per bushel.
Wallangarra to Toowoomba is 132 miles, aud lire cost of carriage, at Queensland rates, 11s. 9d. per
ton, or 3'S1 pence per bushel. Total, 6'73 ponce per bushel, Inverell to Toowoomba.
Brisbane to Toowoomba is 101 miles, and the cost of carriage, 10s. 5d. per ton ~ 3'38 pence per
bushel, leaving a difference in favor of Brisbane of 3'35 pence per bushel, to cover the cost of landing sea
borne wheat at Brisbane.
Inverell to Sydney, via Glen Innes, would be 4G6 miles, and the cost of freight, 17s. 4d. per
ton ='5B2 pence per bushel to land tho wheat in a large market, as against G‘73 pence to land it in a
limited one at Toowoomba.
Further, the area put under wheat in the three districts in the Darling Downs, xiz., Allora,
Warwick, and Toowoomba was, for 1839, 14,212 acres, as against 10,485 acres in Inverell, Glen Innes,
and Tenterfield. And Queensland statistics show that the area put under wheat was an great in 1889 as
in any previous year, except 1SS1 when it was slightly in excess of 1889.
With regard to maize, the area planted in the three Darling Downs Districts above named has
steadily increased, being iu—
1887—13,209 acres-)
1888—16.G51 ., ) Darling Downs District,
1889—19^39 „ )
with an average yield equal to that of the Inverell District, and an area under cultivation largely in excess
of Inverell, Glen Innes, and Tenterfield Districts combined, which stand for those years respectively.
1887—G,541 acres )
1888—7,332 ., > Combined districts of Inverell, Glen Innes, and Tenterfield.
1889—7,971
)
Tins would go to show that wheat and maize growing has been so fairly successful in the Darling
Downs District as to make any competition in tlfesc products a very questionable matter from places so
distant as Inverell.
It has been proved to us that at present neither Glen Innes or Tenterfield, which claim to be
wheat-producing districts and possess mills, are sending wheat or flour (in quantity) into Queensland,
as we find that, although a considerable quantity of flour crosses tlie border at Wallangarra, it is all
brought from Sydney and sent only a few miles into the adjacent Colony, principally to Stanthorps aud
the vicinity. And it would appear that the special rate charged in Queensland on imported flour is
practically prohibitive, nevertheless tins Toowoomba market would still be open, to Inverell, when
paying prices prevailed, owing to failure of crops in Queensland.
But that a traffic must eventually spring up across the border is inevitable, as it would seem
inconceivable that with federation accomplished and tariffs as-imilalcd two great Colonics should not have
an important interchange both of passenger aud goods traffic, more particularly when an uniform railwaygauge is adopted.
SuiniAitr,

Of the immediate necessitj- for connecting the magnificent and extensive country about Inverell with
the Eailway system, no one who has travelled through the district can have any doubt.
It requires neither figures nor statistics to prove it—it is self-evident (and it is to be regretted
that want of unanimity amongst the people should have delayed its construction so long).
We, therefore, confine ourselves to the question submitted to us, namely: What connection, will
be conducive of the greatest good to the greatest number ?
The Uralla and Kentucky lines, though possessing many engineering merits, aud having the great
advantage of being tbe most direct route1! to Sydney, bssides having been shown to run through very
poor country, present to us the insuperable objection, that neither would form any direct link towards
connecting the western interior with the north coast districts.
We, therefore, dismiss them from further consideration.
We also dismiss the “Swanbrook" route from Glen Times, as that via Wellingrove seems Superior.
This leaves only the Guyra to Inverell, and tlie Glen Lines to Inverell, tun Wellingrove, to be
discussed, and their advantages and disadvantages compared.
As a connection with tiie Great Northern Railway, the Guyra to Inverell lino has the following
advantages :—
1st. It is the least expensive, the estimated cost being £103.861.
'
2nd. It is, as to grades and curves, the better line.
3rd. It passes through a fair quantity of good land, much of which is unalienatod.
4th. It offers the more direct conuection with Sydney,
5th.
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5t1i. It would also be tlie more direct connection between Inverell and the proposed Guyra to
Grafton line.
6lli. It passes through tho mining district and town of Tingha ; though, as pointed out previously,
the permanence of this tin-field remains to be proved.
7th. It would get the Bundarra trallie, which would-hardly come to the Glen Innes line.
The single disadvantage is, however, that in the possible event of the Tenterfield to Casino line
being constructed at no distant dale, as a second connection with the coast, all trafiic to and fro between
Inverell and the country north of Grafton, as welt as that with Queensland, would have to he taken 48
miles out of tho way, via Guyra, as compared with the Glen Innes to Inverell route.
The advantages possessed by the Glen Innes to Inverell line arc :—
1st. The length to he constructed and worked is less than the Guyra line, although the cost of con
struction will be greater.
2nd. It passes for almost the whole distance through land of the most fertile character.
3rd, It strikes the main line nearly midway between the proposed coast connections from Guyra and
from Tenterfield, and, as the result of our investigations, tends to show that both these con
nections will be justified within a reasonable future, it seems desirable when this occurs that the
line to tho western interior should be midway between them.
4th. That it is the shorter route to Queensland from Inverell.
5th. That it will connect two important towns, viz., Inverell aud Glen Innes, between which there is
at present a considerable local traffic.
On the other hand the disadvantages are:—
1st. That tho estimated cost of tbe line is £492,400, or £SS,539 in excess of that io Guyra,
2nd. The grades are heavier and tho curves sharper.
3rd. That the traffic to Sydney and southern parts, and that to the coast at Grafton, by way of the
Don Dorrigo, would be taken 2(3 and 12 miles respectively out of the more direct course via
Guyra.
4th. That almost tho whole of the land along the route is alienated and principally held in large
pastoral estates.
Taken by itself, as a connection between Inverell and the Great Northern Railway, tho Guyra line
possesses advantages over its remaining rival from Glen Innes.
Wc must now consider how the proposed connections with the coast wiil effect it, and this is really
the key of the whole question.
The Grafton to Glen Innes line we havo already dismissed on account of its many disadvantages
both engineering and commercial, which the saving in mileage, it single advantage is quite insufficient to
out weigh.
The line from near Guyra, via Don Dorrigo to South Grafton, though rather circuitous in route,
possesses many merits and is apparently tho best lino that can he got from Grafton to the table-land.
That the present and future prosperity of the Clarence depends on such a connection being made
is pretty well apparent, for it has now practically ceased to be the Seaport of New England.
That the present prosperity of Inverell or New England depends on getting this connection, has
not been made clear to us, although we heard it freely stated, though the future in a measure does.
Eor if the Clarence is made a first-class port for direct shipment to England, as Sir John Goode’s
Report indicates, it will be when the proposed improvement works are carried out in their entirety. It
will then he a matter of great importance to the interior to have this port as an outlet, and be able to
ship produce by deep-sea vessels.
Wc, therefore, think that the Don Dorrigo line, from near Guyra to Grafton, should be
constructed.
If this were to be the only connection with the coast, then the G uyra to Inverell line should
undoubtedly be made as being the more direct.
But wc cannot help being impressed with the necessity for constructing, in the future, the line
from Tenterfield to Casino, for the following reasons:—
It will connect the fertile and populous Richmond District and Byron Bay with Tenterfield and the
interior.
It will tend to devclope the important mining district of Fairfield.
It will open up a large area of good land n route.
It will pass tlirough one of the finest forests in the Colony.
.
It will form a link in a more direct route between Sydney and Brisbane.
And will open up a traffic area, which would not be served by any line to Grafton from the table land.

Conclusion,
Being, therefore, convinced that soon after the completion of the Guyra to Grafton line, the
Tenterfield to Casino Railway must also be constructed, we arc of opinion that the general interest of tho
whole country would he better served by the line from Glen Times to Inverell than by the line from
Guyra to Inverell, for the reason that Glen Lines is between the two points of connection with the coast.
The advantages of such a position were fully shown when discussing tho trend of traffic.
It would appear to us desirable, rather, for all time, to take the southern traffic 2(3 miles round
than, by effecting this saving to commit, what appears likely ultimately to be a considerable Queensland and
Richmond traffic, to a detour of 48 mites, with the ascent and decent of Ben Lomond, and at the risk of it
afterwards proving necessary to construct a second western connection to meet this northern traffic.
And on these grounds we found our disposition to favour—
1st. The construction of the Glen Innes to Inverell line.
2nd. The construction of the Guyra., via Don Dorrigo to Grafton line.
And at a later date that from Tenterfield to Casino.
We have, Ac.,
PERCY SCARR,
EDWARD B. PRICE.
Proposed
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Proposed Railways, Northern Districts.
Table of Distances.
Existing Lines.
Miles,

Sydney to Kentucky
.................................................................334,
„
Uralla.................................................................................343
„
G-uyra................................................................................. 3S5
„
Glen Innes.....................................................................422
„
Tenterfield .....................................................................470
„
"Wallangarra.....................................................................490
Guyra to Llangothlin ...
...
...
...
...
... 7
Llangothlin to Ulen Innes
...
...
...
...
... 30
Q-len Innes to Tenterfield
...
,,,
...............
57
Tenterfield to Wallangarra
...................................................
11
Pjioposed Likes.

Inverell, via Swanbrook, to Glen Innes
,,
., Wellingrove, to Glen Innes
Guyra
Yarrowick, to Uralla
...
...
Bundarra, to Kentucky ...
...
...
t)
„
to Bingera...................................................
Bingera via Barraba, to Tamworth
...........................
Llangothlin, via Don Dorrigo, to Grafton ...............
Glen limes. via Ncwton-Bovd, to Grafton ...
...
Tenterfield to Casino ...
...
...
...
...

...
82f
• ...
45
... 109 J
... 145*)
... 102 )
...
86 )

Inverell, via Guyra and Llangothlin, to Grafton
...
Glen Innes and Llangothlin, to Grafton
tl
Newton-Boyd, to Grafton
...............
G uyra and Tenterfield, to Casino
..,
Glen Innes and Tenterfield, to Casino ,,,
Glen Innes, to Sydney ...
...
3>
Guyra, to Sydney.......................................
?>
Uralla, to Sydney.......................................
33
Kentucky, to Sydney
...........................
i)

... 207*")
... 219*
... 14G
... 235
... 187 ... 466
... 440
... 423
... 417 J

441r
55
...■

m

Queensland Lines.

Wallangarra to Toowoomba
Toowoomba to Brisbane...

...,
...

.......................

...
...

* Esttmatcd,

[One Plan.]
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW: SOUTH .WALES.

PYRMONT AND GLEBE ISLAND BRIDGES-TRAMWAY
TO BALMAIN.
(REPOET OE BOARD APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO QUESTION OP CONSTRUCTION OP.)

Ordered, by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 September, 1B90.

Pyrmont Bridge—Glebe Island Bridge—Tramway to Balmain.
The appointment of a Board, consisting of C. YV\ Dabley, Engineer-in-CRief for Harbours and Rivers,
Chairman; R. R. Hickson, Commissioner and Engincer-in-Chief for Roads, etc.; H. Deane, Acting
Engineer-in-Chief for Railways; T. Angus, Acting Engineer for Existing Lines; Q-. Q-oueon, Hydraulic
Engineer of Melbourne,—
To consider the above questions originated in a minute of the Minister for YVorks, dated 21st October,
1889, The duties of the Board were at first to be confined to the consideration of the qnestion of the
construction of a new bridge to replace the existing Pyrmont Bridge, hut that of the G-lehe Island. Bridge
was added by order of the Minister on the 18th Hovember. Eurther, on the 23rd November of the same
year, the Under Secretary informed the Chairman of the Board that it was the wish of the Minister that
the question of the tramway communication with Balmain should also be considered by the Board as an
opportunity seemed to oiler itself of connecting that suburb with the proposed cable tramway in Harmstreet, by taking the Pyrmont Road, crossing the Grlebe Island Bridge, the design of which might possibly
bo adapted for the passage of sucb a tramway.
_
i.
j - u +
Much delay has occurred in collecting information and preparing the report, and. the Board wish to
point out that at first there was difficulty iu finding days to suit Mr, G-ordon, who is a resident of Mel
bourne, and whose duties when in the Colony took him to the Hunter River District and other places.
With a view to meet the difficulty of calling together all the members, the Minister, on the 23rd of
November, decided that for the purpose of deliberation three should form a quorum. This improved
matters very much, but it has never been easy to fix upon a day or an hour when even three members
(heads of branches) can make it convenient to meet, and the Board finding no other time have repeatedly
(had evening sittings. Again, there was the delay in getting witnesses to come; it has frequently hardened
that important witnesses have disappointed the Board and the proposed meeting has had to be put off from
time to time in order to get their evidence.
_
_
The Board from the commencement felt the great difficulty of dealing with these matters, especially
with that of the Pyrmont Bridge. It was most desirable therefore that they shonld not come to a hasty
conclusion, but should weigh the matter in tbe mosA careful manner, and with that end in view evidence
has been taken from some of the loading residents, business men, and Members of Parliament, who seemed
likely to be in a position to give valuable and impartial opinions on tbe question at issue.
The Board began their deliberations by considering all tbe schemes that had been proposed; they
visited the sites of the present bridges and examined on the ground other routes which had been suggested
with a view to divert the present traffic and obviate the construction of new bridges with swing spans, but
it was soon apparent to tbe Board that it would be absolutely necessary that the Grlebe Island Bridge at
least should be rebuilt closely adjacent to its present position, and that the question of tramway com
munication with Balmain would have to be taken on its own merits and adapted to. the bridges after those
matters bad been decided, that is to say, that the question of the renewal of the bridges on their present
sites or removal to others must bo treated as tlie main point at issue, and that the tramway must either
be made afterwards to fit in or must be treated as a separate question altogether.
Pyrmont Bridge.

Tho Board having come to this conclusion as regards the tramway, then had to consider what they
should recommend as the best means for providing for the heavy and increasing traffic across Darling
Harbour at present passing over Pyrmont Bridge, and in dealing with this question they, found it
surrounded with many difficulties, more indeed than could possibly at first sight appear, owing to the
numerous interests affected.
_.
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These may be classed as follows
In favour ofpresent site.

1. Vested interests in present bridge by owners of property adjacent to each end of tlie bridge, and
the thoroughfares leading thereto, viz.:—Market-street on the east, and Union-street on the west.
2. Those of the Commissioners for Railways who are now fitting up the large goods-shed, recently
erected, with all modern appliances to enable almost the whole of the inward and outward goods
traffic to be conducted at the Pyrmont end of the Darling Harbour yard, and therefore require
easy and direct access with the City,
3. Those of a large labouring population who work amongst the stores and wharfs on the City side,
but reside over the water and pass to and from their homes, in many cases several times a day.
Tbe census of traffic taken (see Appendix A), showing clearly how large this interest is, and how
necessary it is that it shonld be provided for.
Opposed to present site.

1. Those of wharf-owners above the bridge whose property would he enhanced in value by having
uninterrupted communication with the rest of the harbour.
2.- Those of the residents of Balmain and of other suburbs who drive to the City, and who suffer from
the inconvenience arising from the frequent opening of tlie bridge, and would prefer a fixed
bridge with a certainty of crossing higher up the harbour. Keeping these interests in sight,
what the Board had to consider was that of the reconstruction of Pyrmont Bridge on its present
site, its removal higher up the harbour, or the erection of a high-level bridge, which would give
sufficient headway for vessels to pass clear underneath, and thus obviate the necessity of a
movable span.
Several schemes have been brought forward.

1. Renewal of the bridge on or near the present site.
2. Erection of a new bridge on line of Druitt-street.
3. Erection of a new bridge on line of Bathurst-street.
4. Erection of a fixed bridge on the line of Liverpool-street, and reclaiming the small severed

portion of the head of Darling Harbour.

5. Erection of a high-level bridge somewhere near the position of the present bridge. Two or
three positions have been suggested for such a bridge, but the various proposals may be treated
' as one,
_
Commencing with the latter proposals, viz., that of a high-level bridge, this would seem at first
sight to have much to recommend it, and its advantages have been urged by many who gave evidence to
the Board ; but it is evident that unless the trade of the upper part of the harbour is to be restricted to
vessels with low masts, and as a consequence of doing so the Government is prepared to pay very large
compensation to the wharf-owners thus injured, the headway of such a bridge must be sufficient to enable
vessels of all classes to pass under it unimpeded. Captain Chadfield, of the U. B. S. Co., whose premises
are now established above the bridge, says masts vary from 125 to 150 feet, and many masts of the latter
height cannot be struck; a bridge should therefore possess this clear headway. The adoption of a bridge
giving the maximum headway would have the effect; of sending all carts and other vehicles passing from
Pyrmont to Sydney, and vice versa, over a height of 90 feet above Tork-street, and the traffic between the
Railway Goods Station and Sussex-street would have to mount 150 feet when proceeding from one side of
the harbour to the other, and the length of the journey would be increased from 1,500 feet to 0,200 feet,
and on gradients of 1 jn 17-j from the city and 1 in 18j- to the city. (See diagram, section attached.) It
is evident that such a bridge would he a serious impediment Io road traffic, and drivers of vehicles would
probably much prefer to pass round the head of the harbour than rise this useless height. Root-passengers
would also have serious cause for complaint. The cost also would be excessive. The question of tlie
construction of a high-level bridge may therefore be dismissed.
Several gentlemen, who gave evidence in support of a high-level bridge, explained afterwards that
they meant a bridge of 50 or 60 feet headway, which would allow most of the trafiic to pass under, and
that they would have a movable span in the centre for large vessels. A bridge of this height would
obviously he very little better than one with 22 feet clear headway; it would only he productive of cost *
without having any of the advantages of a fixed bridge.
The proposal to erect the bridge on the line of Druitt-street appears to have very little to
recommend it, and the difficulty of giving suitable access to the Railway Station yard caused, the scheme
to he laid aside.
The proposal to erect the bridge in line of Bathurst-street is open to the same objections.
There remain therefore two proposals, which, in the opinion of the Board, are alone worthy of
consideration, and about these they have had very great difficulty in coming to a conclusion. These are
the erection of a bridge of improved construction adjoining tlie site of the present one, or the erection of
a fixed bridge in a line with Liverpool-street.
The relative merits of these two sites will now be compared, and for that purpose it must be
assumed that the bridges which would occupy those positions are the most suitable for their respective
purposes. The assumed new bridge on the present site for example would he one with greater headway,
broader roadway, and a larger opening span than the present structure, while the Liverpool-street site
would involve a bridge starting from Sussex-street, and rising to such a height as to pass over the Darling
Harbour Station yard, without interference with the traffic or the arrangements of the yard, and
terminating at Pyrmont-street,
The evidence in favor of these two proposals appears to he nearly equally divided, and were it not
for one most important consideration, to be mentioned below, the Board would have decided to recommend
the removal of the bridge from its present site, and so do away for all time with the hindrance and
obstruction to navigation which must necessarily exist even with the most approved structure.
Residents in Balmain, Birkenhead, and all those not immediately adjacent to the present bridge
strongly advocate the Liverpool-street site. It is also evident that the same site would be supported by
wharf-owners on the eastern side of the harbour above the present bridge.

'

On

3
On the other hand Pyrmont residents and those having business adjacent to the ends of the bridge
on either side of the harbour strongly object to its removal. Further, there is a large daily foot passenger
traffic between Balmain and Sydney, people having been induced to take up their residences in Pyrmont,
and these would lose much were the bridge removed. The claims of these persons, however, could well
be met, the Board consider, by means of a subsidised ferry.
■ In order to test the importance of the bridge on its present site the Board obtained a return of
the traffic across tho bridge for seven days between the hours of 5 a.m. and 7 p.m. A synopsis of this is
appended.
.
Before deciding on any recommendations as to the bridge, it has to be carefully considered bow
each proposal affected the goods traffic at the Darling Harbour Station. It was found, after consultation
with the Chief Commissioner for Railways and Mr. Angus, one of the members of the Board, that it would
be very difficult to meet the requirements of the Railway Department as the station-yard is now constructed
at the Liverpool-strect site, as the existing goods-shed would be completely useless. Had the goods-yard
to be freshly laid out it might be possible to so dispose the sidings and goods-shed as to suit that site, but
with the yard laid out as it is the Liverpool-strcet site would involve sending the traffic a very long way
round, wbicli would prove injurious to all concerned, and the approaches to the goods-shed would have to
ho the same as if the present bridge were renewed, and the removal of the goods-shed would involve very
great expense in itself and a radical alteration in tho arrangement of the sidings.
Having taken these matters into consideration the Board find themselves compelled, though some
what reluctantly, to recommend the erection of a new bridge adjoining the present site.
Tho description of bridge recommended is one with iron or steel superstructure on cast iron
cylinders, roadway 42 feet, two 12 feet footpaths, surface of roadway to be wood blocked, and a clear
headway of 20 feet above high water, two opening swing spans 60 feet clear with a headway of 22 feet
under the span to enable the small steamers and lighters to pass. The estimated cost of such a structure
being £220,000.
Glebe Island Bridge.

With regard to the Glebe Island Bridge the Board decided, as already mentioned, that the new
bridge ought to be built at a point adjacent to its present site as shown in plan herewith by which the
heavy grades now existing can be abolished.
The Board recommend the construction of a bridge with cast iron cylinders, wrought iron or steel
superstructure, roadway 36 feet wide, two 7 feet footpaths, and clear headway of 12 feet. A draw span
to be provided in the centre of the bridge. The estimated cost of which would he about £140,000.
Tramway to Balmain.

Various schemes for connecting Balmain and the City by tramway have been under consideration,
and may briefly be enumerated as follows:—
1. Via Market-street, Pyrmont, and Glebe Island Bridges direct.
2. Via Harris-street and Glebe Island Bridge.
■
3. Via the Glebe, extending present tramway from end of Glebe Point by a new bridge over Rozelle
Bay to Darling-street.
4. Via Forest Lodge, extending existing tramway round via Annandale, heading Rozelle Bay up to
Darling-street.
'
The first two projects were proposed on the cable system, and the latter two on the steam motor
system.
*
■
Owing to the opening spans in the two bridges referred to we consider the cable system inapplicable,
as to work No. 1 scheme from Market-street would necessitate the establishment of three different enginestations, with driving power for the cables,—first on the Sydney side, second at Pyrmont, and third on
Balmain side, with two breaks in tho route, viz., on the bridges, where it would be necessary to horse the
care over the opening spans. On the other hand the cable system may be the only one suitable for
working a tramway safely on the Market-street gradient of 1 in 11; were it not for the opening spans we
would have no hesitation in recommending this route as it would open up direct communication with the
cable system proposed for the eastern suburbs, ’Wbollahra, &e.
No. 2 scheme is open to tho same objection as No. 1, though in a lesser degree, as it would require
two separate engine-stations and one break.
Either of these routes, however, would probably be capable of being worked by electricity, and we
are of the opinion that if the experiments now being conducted by the Railway Commissioners should
prove that electricity can he successfully applied as a motive power that force should be made use of for
the tramway to Balmain, in which case they would recommend the advisability of taking the tram to the
foot of Market-street where it might bo found necessary to have a transfer to change into the ears worked
on the cable system up Market-street.
Should electricity not be found suitable, it will be necessary to consider the schemes Nos. 3 and 4.
No. 3 being the prolongation of the Glebe Point tramway by a new bridge across Rozelle Bay to
the Abattoir road, thence along Western-street, or along Mullins and Beattie Streets to Darling-street.
By casing the grade at some points along those routes a ruling gradient of 1 in 18 can be obtained, and
steam traction could he adopted. The erection of a fixed bridge across Rozelle Bay would cut off valuable
frontages, and considerable compensation will have to be paid to owners. The cost of works only by this
route would he about £37,000, iubMullins-strcet.
No. 4 is tho prolongation of the Forest Lodge tramway through Annandale, heading Rozelle Bay
to the junction of Western and Darling Streets, Balmain. By some slight alteration of present road
level in Weston-street this route can also he adapted to steam traction. The Annandale people as well
as the Balmain residents would he benefited by this route. We estimate the cost at £13,000, one half
of which might be debited to Annandale. , We are of the opinion that unless electricity can be proved
successful and suitable for the direct route from foot of Market-street, that route No. 4, via Forest
Lodge and Annandale, is tho best to adopt, and accordingly have no hesitation in recommending it.
A
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A comparison of the distances by the various routes proposed is given below:—
Hrom Market-street via G-eorge-strcet, Harris-street. Pyrmont, Globe Island Bridge, Weston-street
to Darling-street—3 miles 77^ chains.
Prom Market-street via Elizabeth-street, George-street (West), Glebe Point Road, Bridge over
EozeBe Bay, Weston-street to Darling-street—4 miles.
Prom Market-street via Elizabeth-street, George-street (West), Porest Lodge, Annandale, Westonstreet to Darling-street—4 miles 4 chains.
_
The direct distance from George*street, to the same point via Pyrmont and Glebe Island Bridges,
is 2 miles 26 chains.
0. W. DARLET, Chairman.
ROBT. HICKSON.
H. DEANE.
*
J. ANGDS.

•

Appeoxihate Estimates of Schemes mentioned in this Report:—
Bridge Darling Harbour, present site
....................................................
£220,000
„ Dmitt-street..................................................
210,000
„ Bathurst-street
........................................
180,000
„ Liverpool-street
...
...........................
...........................
160,000
„ at Glebe Island
............................................................................
140,000
Tramway via Porest Lodge............................................................................
13,000
,,
„ Glebe Point ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
37,000
Eleotrie tram over bridges from foot of Market-street to Darling-street, via
Weston-street ...............
...................................................
...
60,000
C. W. DARLET, Chairman.
ROBT. HICKSON.
H. DEANE.
J. ANGDS.
G. GORDON, M. Inst., C.E.

Sydney; Clmrlcg Potter, Corcriuneht Printer.—1S90.
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LOCOMOTIVE WORKS IN TILE COLONY.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING ESTABLISHMENT OF.)

Ordered hj ihc Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 May, 18SJ0.

No. 1.
The Chief Commissioner of Railways to The Minister for Railways.
Establishment of Locomotive Works m the Colony.
m, r
■ ■
■
.
.
14 May, 18S0.
. J 1,0 Commissioners are^ anxious to see locomotive engines manufactured in tho Colony ; but
the experiments which have been tried in the past havo been very unsuccessful, and at this moment vve
are placed in a very awkward position in consequence of the loss of time during the hist three years
in ordering new engines so as to endeavour to get fifty built in the Colony, as within tho last'week
one of the hrms which had a contract for twenty-five has notified its inability to go on with the work,
and we shall experience great difficulty in carrying on the traffic until we cangct engines built in England,
ihere is no proper machinery in the Colony for manufacturing engines, and no persons skilled in the
work ; and wc would suggest to the Government the wisdom of advertising in England and the Colonies
simultaneously somewhat as under:—
Slri

The Government of New South Wales is anxious to see workshops for the construction of loco
motives erected in the Colony, either in the vicinity of Sydney or Newcastle.
The works must he capable of turning out locomotives equal in character to the best English-built
engines, and the managing director or manager, who must reside on tho spot, must he an
engme-biuldcr of known repute. No restrictions will be placed upon the firm in regard to
importing any parts of the engines, if such a course is found to be advantageous.
°
The price to bo paid for the engines must he nearly approximate to the cost of the present imported
engines when erected and ready for work in the Colony.
The Railway Commissioners will be prepare.d to place orders for at least seventy-five engines duriiw
the next five years with any firm starting works under the conditions above referred to.
°
The number of locomotives at present in use on the New South Wales Government Railways is 420.
It will therefore be seen that ordinary renewals will call for a good number of engines to be
built annually.
&
A considerable sum of money is about io be spent in building new passenger and goods rolling stock.
Preference will be given io any firm prepared to begin operations at once.
In the ■Loudon advertisements:—Communications are invited through the Agent-General Sir Saul
Samuel, 5, Victoria Chambers, Westminster.
’
*
In the colonial advertisements:—To the Railway Commissioners,
Tho Commissioners will he glad if the Government will come to an early decision hereon.
I am, &e.,
E: M, G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.

08-
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No. 2.
A. Greenwood, Esq., to The Colonial Secretary.
Proposal for tlie establishment in New South "Wales of Works for the entire manufacture of Locomotives,
Carriages, and Waggons.
Dear Sir,
Albion Works, Leeds, 15 August, 18S9.
In view of the rapid development of the railway system in the Australian Colonics, and the
consequent growing demand for locomotives and rolling stock, we venture to lay before you tbe following
proposal for the establishment in the Colony of New South Wales of works for the entire manufacture
of locomotives, carriages, and waggons, on tho system of duplicate parts, adopted by the best managed
railways in this country, and equal in every respect to those manufactured by our leading makers.
We are prepared to form a private limited company, with a capital of £200,000, ol which we
propose to subscribe at once £100,000, in ten shares of £10,000 each, so that in fact the company will
be a private partnership, and not brought out for stock exchange or speculative purposes.
One of the subscribers is one of the most able and distinguished mechanical railway engineers in
this country, who has had great practical experience iu designing and building locomotives and rolling
stock. He is prepared, if a suitable arrangement can be made with your Government, to give up his
present position, and to settle permanently in the Colony and take the management of the company's
proposed works.
The works would be established on the latest and most improved principles, with the best and
most powerful macbmc-tools and appliances. '1'heir capacity would be for an annual output of—
50 locomotive engines,
300 passenger carriages, and
1,000 waggons.
It is proposed to establish these works within twelve months of a satisfactory arrangement. being
arrived at with your G'ovcrnment. To enable us to carry out the above programme, we venture, in the
first instance, to approach your Government in the hopes that, not only to secure an ample and reliable
source of supply for your own railway system, but to encourage a new and important industry in your
Colony, you will give our proposal favourable consideration.
The conditions we would respectfully submit to your consideration, upon which we are prepared
to carry out the scheme, are as follows :—
First—That the Government of Now South Wales make us a free grant of land, of suitable area
for the erection of our works, in direct communication with your railway system, at or near the
town of Newcastle, and within reasonable distance of tbe harbour. We have selected this town
from its central position in tho Australian railway system, its harbour, and its being the centre
of tbe Australian coal-field.
Second—That the Government of New South Wales give us a monopoly of the supply of locomotives
and carriages for a period of ten years, on the condition of our being able to supply all your
requirements at prices to be agreed upon, these prices to be based on those paid to first-class
English builders, with a reasonable allowance for freight of material and the extra cost of labour
in the Colony. In fact, all wc ask is that we may stand upon the same footing as first-class
English builders.
Third—That the Government of New South Wales agree to take annually a reasonable minimum
number of engines, carriages, and waggons from the company.
Fourth—That the company, so long as they supply your requirements, arc at liberty to build all
descriptions of engines and of railway and tramway plant for other Colonies'and companies.
We are prepared to give you any references you may require as to our financial ability to carry
out this scheme, and wo shall be glad to furnish any information to your .Agent-General in London, the
Colonial Office, or elsewhere. We are prepared to find all the capital ourselves here, but at the same time
we have no wish to exclude colonial capital ; indeed we should welcome two or three colonial gentlemen
to join our company.
We are further prepared to send out at once, on hearing from you by cable, addressed “ Green
wood, Leeds,” a gentleman with full power and authority to discuss and settle the details of a contract
with your Government.
Trusting that our proposal may receive favourable consideration at your hands,
We are, dear sir, your most obedient servants,
(For the proposed Colonial Locomotive and Waggon Company),
ARTHUR GREENWOOD,
Chairman of Greenwood and Batley (Limited).
*
P.S.—The writer is also Chairman of the Colonial Ammunition Co. (Limited), who have recently
concluded a contract with the Victorian Government, through their Managing Director, Captain Whitney,
for the establishment of a cartridge factory in Bfelbourne, and your Government has agreed to take
cartridges from them. He hopes that the proposed locomotive company may be successfully carried out
in your Colony, and that it may take its place prominently in the development of the industries and
mineral resources of New South Wales.
The Secretary for Public Works.—H.P., 31/1G/S9.
The Under Secretary for Public Works,
B.C., 1 /11/S0.—C.W., Principal Under Secretary.
B.C., Railways.—W.S., 4/11/SO.
The Under
Secretary for Finance and Trade. Please sec report to Minister herein.—H.McL., 7/ll/SO,
No. 3.
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No. 3.
The Railway Commissioners to The Minister for Railways.
Proposal for Establishment; in Now South "Wales of Works for the entire manufacture of Locomotives
anrl Polling Stock.
7 November, J889.
We havo carefully considered this question, and we feel that if works for the construction of locomotives
of the character described could be successfully carried on in the Colony, it would be a very material
advantage to the Department, and would in all probability lead to the establishment, on a substantial
basis, of a new industry of a most desirable character.
'
We could not advise the Gfovernmont to agree to the proposal to give a monopoly for the supply
of locomotives, carriages and waggons to the proposed company; but we consider it absolutely necessary
that a guarantee of some kind should bo given, and would advise an order being given for 100 locomotives
to be supplied within a period of three years, if suitable terms could be arranged. As there are already
several manufacturers of carriages and waggons in the Colony, the company should take its chance with
those firms in securing orders for that class of stock.
Tho question of a free grant of land which is raised injthc letter wc feel that the Government will
not require our advice upon.
.
Wc must without delay place orders for further supplies of locomotives, and it is therefore very
necessary that a decision on this question should be arrived at as early as possible, as unless the new
company be started and able to commence the manufacture of engines within twelve months we must
place orders with the home makers; and, of course, to place a number of engines under order in this way
would of necessity mean tho reduction by a similar number of tho total of 100 that we recommend
should he guaranteed lo tho proposed companv.
'
E. M. G. EDDY.
W. if. EEHON.
CHARLES OLIVER.

No. 4.
Cablegram from The Minister for Railways, Sydney, to The Agent-General for New
South Wales, London.
Leeds, have submitted proposal for locomotive works this Colony.
for tenders here and in London. Particulars by post of ISlth November.

Greenwood,

19 November, 1SS9.
Decided will advertise

No. 5.
Cablegram from The Minister for Railways, Sydney, to Greenwood, Leeds, England.
pHorosED locomotive works.
General Ibis mail.

Public tenders to be invited Colony and England.

19 November, 1889.
Particulars scut Agent-

No. 6.
The Minister for Railways to Messrs. Greenwood &■ Batley, Albion Works, Leeds.
Gentlemen,
The Treasury. New South Wales, Sydney, 19 November, 1889.
In reply to tbe proposal, dated the loth August, addressed to the Honorable Sir Henry
Parkes, Colonial Secretary, I have tbe honor to inform you that tho subject of the establishment of
locomotive works in the Colony has been under the consideration of my Government, and it has been
deemed desirable to call for proposals, both in tho Colonies and at Home, for the establishment of works
of the nature described by you, and 1 have pleasure in enclosing herein, for your information, a copy of
the draft advertisement which the A gent-General has been requested to arrange to appear in the English
papers.
I have, Ac.,
McMillan,
Minister for Railways,

w.

No. 7.
The Minister for Railways to The Agent-General.

'

Sir,

The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 19 November, 1889.
Referring to my cablegram of this date, 1 have the honor to inform you that a proposal has
been received by tho Government from Messrs. Greenwood & Hatley, Limited, Albion Works, Leeds,
to establish works in the Colony for the manufacture of locomotives and railway rolling stock. The
Government is anxious to see first-class locomotive works established in the Colony, and have decided to
invito public tenders, both in tho Colony and in England, and with that view forward herewith draft
advertisement for insertion in tho English newspapers which will in your opinion be tho most suitable.
I. shall feel obliged by your sending forward the communications you receive on tbe subject as
early as possible, in order that the Guveniarcnt may consider the same iu conjunction with similar pro
posals which may be received iu the Colony.
J have, &e.,
W. McMLLLAN,
"Minister for Railways.
[Abm/cwarc.]
(Advertisement inserted in Colonial papers).
Establishment of Ijocoruoi.ivo Works in Now Snnlti WuIpf.

The GovcrnTnmL of Now South Wales arc prepared to receive proposals for the establishment in the Colony of n firsl-clixq
firm of locomotive builders, for which there exists a pood opening—a largo number of engines being required both for renewals
and additions to the present stock of 431 locomotives.
The
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The works must be fully equipped with the best modern machinery, and be capable of building loeoraotiTcs equal in
every respect to those made by tho English makers. It ia estimated that a capital of about £125,000 would be required.
The Managing Director or Manager must reside on the spot, and be a locomotiye builder of known repute,
The firm may manufacture or repair any class of machinery or rolling stock, and, as regards G-overnmont contracts for
this class of work, will bo on the same footing as other builders in the Colonies.
The firm may, subject to any Customs duties which may be m force, import any parts, materials, or machinery for the
manufacture of locomotives, which cannot be reasonably made in the Colony, such articles to bo subject to tho approval of the
Railway Commissioners, and to he set forth in the proposal for establishing the works.
Proposals should bo accompanied by satisfactory references as to financial standing, technical ability, and manufacturing
experience.
Proposals should state the price per Ion of engine and tender empty at which locomotives built in the Colony can ho
delifered eomplete in steam. If considered desirable, a sliding scale of prices may be named, based on the variations in tho
market prices of copper, speller, best Yorkshire iron and stool boiler plates.
The Railway Commissioners are prepared lo give any firm established under the above conditions an order for 100
locomotives, lo he supplied within the nest three years, provided the price quoted docs uof materially exceed tho price of
similar engines built by first-class firms in England and delivered in steam in Sydney.
”
Tho first engine must be delhered not later than 1st July, 1S01.
'
’
Proposals wilt ho received up to the 14th Pcbruary, ]890.
Communications areinuted through the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, New South Wales,
'
W. M'MILLAN,
_
Minister for Railways,
Note.—Although well advertised in the colonial papers, no local offer was received.
*

No. 8.
Sir Saul Samuel to The Minister for Railways.
Print.

In original
tender*

Sir,
.'I, Westminster Chambers, Westminster, S.W., 1-Ji February, 1890.
_
_ Referring to your letter of the 19th November last, No. If. 89-62, on tbe subject of tbo estab
lishment in the Colony ot a lirst-class locomotive works, I have the honor to enclose herewith copy of tho
advertisement which has been extensively circulated in tho United Kingdom, inviting proposals for tho
establishment of the works in question ; and I have now to report that only one lender, that of Messieurs
D. Drummond, Arthur Greenwood, Henry Hudson, and ,1. E. Popper (being “ Tho Australasian Loco
motive Engine "Works, Limited"), has been rcecived by me. I forward the same herewith, for your
information.
‘
I have, Ac.,
*
-------SAUL SAMUEL.
The Secretary for Railways.—G.E.
The Treasury. B C., 24/3/90.
■

[Enclosure.]

(Advertisement inserted in English papers).
Establishment of Locomotive Works iii'Now South "Wales.
Government of New South Wales are prepared to receive proposals for the establishment in the Colony of a first-class
firm of locomotive builders, for which it is considered there exists a good opening—a large number of engines being
required by the Government both for renewals and additions to the present stock of 431 locomotives. The works must bo
fully equipped with the best modern machinery, and be capable of building locomotives equal in every respect to those
made by English makers. It is estimated that a capital of about £125,000 would be required. The Managing Director
or Manager must reside on the spot, and he a locomotive builder of known repute. The firm may manufacture or repair
any class of machinery or rolling stock, and, as regards Government contracts for this class of work, wilt he on the same
footing as other builders in the Colonies. Tho firm may, subject to any Customs duties which may bo in force, import any
parts, materials, or machinery for the manufacture of locomotives which cannot be reasonably made in the Colony, such
articles to be subject to the approval nf the Railway Commissioners, and to he set forth in the proposal for establishing the
works.
Proposals should be accompanied by satisfactoi'y references as to financial standing, technical ability, and manu
facturing experience. Proposals should state the price per ton of engine and tender empty at which locomotives built in
the Colony can he delivered complete in steam. If considered desirable, a sliding scale of prices may be named, based on
the variations in the market prices of copper, spelter, best Yorkshire iron, and steel boiler jilates.
The Railway Commissioners are prepared to give any firm established under the above conditions an order for 100
locomotives, to he supplied within the next three years, provided the price quoted does not materially exceed the price
of similar engines built by first-class firms in England and delivered in steam in Sydney. The first engine must he
delivered not later than 1st July, 1S01.
Proposals, accompanied by satisfactory references, should be sent on or before the 14th February, 1890, to tho
Agent-General for Now South Wales, 9, Victoria-strcct, London, S.W.
SAUL SAMUEL,
6th January, 1S90.
Agent-General for New South Wales.
The

'

Tender..

'

16, Groat George-street, London, S."W., 13 February, 1890.
To the Honorable Sir Saul Samuel, K.C.M.G..
Agent-General of the Colony'of New South "Wales, London,—
Dear Sir Saul,
We, the undersigned, are prepared to establish a Locomotive Building Factory in New South
Wales, in terms of your advertisement of 19lh November, 1889, fully equipped with the best modern
machinery, and capable of building locomotives equal in every respect to those made by the leading
English makers.
Tho general conditions we would submit for your acceptance are as follows :—
That our company shall be placed on the same footing as other builders in the Colony as regards
Government contracts, and be at liberty to manufacture or repair all descriptions "of railway or tramway
rolling-stock for other Colonies or companies.
That, after the satisfactory completion of the one hundred (100) engines now specified, a further order
of one hundred (100) engines he guaranteed on the terms of and in conformity with your advertisement
dated 19th November, 1889, namely,—a sliding scale of prices, based on the variations in the market price
ruling to-day of copper, spelter, best Yorkshire iron and steel boiler plates, and sub ject to the fiscal duties
existing at the present time. This stipulation we consider reasonable, as tho company established by us
will bo permanently and purely a colonial factory, having no connection with any English or foreign
company,—the present number of locomotives offered being, of itself, wholly inadequate to induce a
first-class firm ot builders to expend their capital and settle in the Colony unless further substantial
orders be received to keep their works employed.
We
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We consider, from careful inquiry and practical knowledge, tlial three types of engines will suffice
to meet the whole of the working requirements on your system of railways. Of these, the first or main
line engines which.we recommend, are designed for working either passenger or goods trains ; each engine
to have all its parts interchangeable, or duplicates of each other, and bo of the most modern design, and
the materials and workmanship equal to the higbesf class of .English manufacture*. Tho second class are
designed for local passenger traffic. The third class for shunting and working shorl-distance goods and
mineral traffic, and are of the same quality of material and workmanship as the main-lino engines.
.
These engines are the well-known types built; for the Tsorth British, the Caledonian, and the London,
Brighton, and South Const Bail way Companies. They arc specially designed to work over heavy gradients
and sharp curves, and are provided wil It copper fire-boxes, brass tubes, and brass axle-boms. Their
working steam pressure is 170 lbs. per square inch.
We are prepared to supply your G-ovcrnment with one hundred (100) engines of this typo, and
deliver them in steam on your line within two years and six months from date of order, for the sum of
sixty-five pounds (rGGS) per ton for main-line tender engines, and setcnl.y pounds (£70) per ton for tank
engines ; payments to be made within one month of the delivery of each engine in working order. ^
Wc may remark that tbe manufacturing cost of these engines m England at the present time is
£60 per ton, while the cost per train mile for working and repairs is considerably less than that of any
other engine running in this country,
Future prices to be based on a sliding scale, according io the variations in tho market, as may be
from time to time arranged, on tbe basis of our present tender,
'
That the Government afford every facility for the purchase by the company of suitable land to
the extent of 10 acres or thereby, belonging to the Government, in the immediate vicinity of their
railways that wo may select for the purposes of the company, and at. a reasonable price.
Our Managing Director, who is a well known locomotive builder and engineer of acknowledged
skill and repute, and Member of the Institute of Civil Engineers and of the institute of Mechanical
Engineers, will reside on the spot.
For our financial standing, technical ability, and manufacturing experience, we refer you to—
W. L. flack son, Esq , M.P., Financial Secretary io the Treasury.
Messrs. William Williams, Brown, & Co , Bankers, Leeds.
The Yorkshire Banking Company (Limited). Leeds.
Messrs. Williams, Deacon, Thornton, & Co., Bankers, London.
Wo annex a statement of the machinery and parts or materials of engines winch require to be
imported, presuming that none of the articles named therein can at present be made or procured in the
Colony.
Wo are, Sir,
Your obedient servants,
D. DltUMMOND,
Managing Director.
ABTHUB. Git EE Y WOOD,
HENEY HUDSON,
,
J. E. BEPPEli,
(Tho signatories being the partners in the proposed The Australasian Locomotive Engine Works, Limited).'
Stateicest of parts and materials of engines to be imported r—
Frame and boiler plates—in tbe rough.
Copper fire-box plates—in the rough.
Brass, iron, and steel tubes.
Tyres—in the rough.
Crank axles—in the rough.
Cast-steel wheels—in thorough (wrought and cast iron wheels will ho made
in the Colonies.)
Spring steel.
MACHisnnr to be imported;—
3 steam engines.
1 cupola.
2 steam boilers.
1 hvdraulic ensrine and accumulator.
1 paint grinding mill.
3 power overhead cranes.
1 engine adjusting weighing machine.
3 wheel lathes.
1 10-ton weighing machine.
4 slot,ting machines.
1 nut tapping machine (G spindles).
1 frame slotting machine.
1 nut making machine.
12 drilling machines.
1 plate planing machine,
27 lathes.
1 plate bending machine.
4 shaping machines.
50 bench vices.
,
1 horizontal boring machine.
2 largo forge furnaces.
1 cylmder boring machine.
1 punching and shearing machine.
3 screwing machines.
1 Oliver.
1 quartering machine.
3 large grinding machines.
1 slot drilling machine.
1 American turret lathe.
1 saw bench.
Complete plant of hydraulic riveting ma
1 wood planing machine.
chinery.
1 hydraulic forging and flanging press.
Complete set of emery grinding machinery.
4 hydraulic riveting machines.
Complete equipment of brass and iron mould
1 bolt and rivet machine,
ing machinery.
1 Roots’ blower.
Complete equipment of machines for spring
5 steam hammers.
making.
IS smiths’ hearths.
Complete equipment of machinery for making
15 anvils.
wheels and axles.
4 iron and brass moulding machines.
1 pug mill.
Alt the machinery to be specially designed, and with all tbe most modern improvements.
No. 0.
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No. 9.
Tlie Railway Commissioners to The Minister for Railways.
Proposed establishment of Locomotive Works in New South Wales.
Office of the Paiiway Commissioners of Kcyr South Wales,
g'r
■
Sydney, 27 Blareh, 1890.
’
We havo carefully considered the enclosed proposal which has been made in response to tho
advertisements put out by the Agont-Greneral on the subject, and consider that the offer is a most adyauta^coiES one—tho advance upon the price of the engines made by Lnglish manufacturers bo mg small as
compared with the verv material advantage that would be gained by the Department if the locomotives
were constructed ou the spot under the supervision of the officers of the Department, and the greatly
accelerated delivery as compared with that wc are now experiencing in obtaining engines from abroad
There are other and material advantages which will accrue to the Department by tlie establishment ot
such works which wc need not now enumerate.
, ,
.
,
.
.
Attached hereto is a minute from tbe Locomotive Engineer, giving the prices at which engines ha}e
recently been built for tlie South Australian dovcrnmont, delivered free on_ board in London and m
steam in Adelaide, and also colonial prices for similar engines which were obtained after very keen com
petition. You will see that the figures ot the “Australasian Locomotive Engine Works Company,
Limited,” are extremely favourable, looking at them in all ways.
,,, .
We therefore strongly recommend the acceptance of the offer, and would be gbm 't tlie Minister
will say if wc may proceed with tbe matter under the powers given to us in clause 47 of the Government
Hallways Act, 1888.
«- -« ' • ■
J
E. M. Or. EDDY, Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EE H ON, Commissioner.
CHAltLES OLIVER, Commissioner.

'
No. 10.
Memo, to The Railway Commissioners hy Mr. Thow, Locomotive Engineer, New
South Wales Government Railways, late Locomotive Engineer, South
Australian Railways.
r
Locomotive Works.
■
CossiDEiim; tho several attempts made—without success—to establish the manufacture of locomotives
in this Colony, as evidence of a desire to establish that industry here, 1 regard the offer of the Australasian
Locomotive Engine Works Co. (Limited) as most favourable for that purpose. There cannot bo a doubt
entertained as to the convenience of having a well-equipped and well-managed locomotive factory in
Sydney assuming, of course, that the work would be executed at a fair advance on English prices, l ie
pi-ices asked by this new company are most reasonable. For purposes of comparison I give below the
cost per ton of 5-3-miuge locomotives of the best types, but of ordinary simple designs, delivered byMessrs. Beyer, Peacock, & Co., and Messrs. Dubs & Co., to the South Australian Railways during llio
last five years ; and in addition I give the prices obtained, after keen competition, by a colonial maker for
fiftv-two eugiues, exact duplicatcs'in all respects of the English imported engines alluded to.
" I consider tbe su^o'estion that a second order should be given for 100 engines, at corresponding or
relative’prices a reasonable one, which may be safely entertained, because the probable increase ot
traffic and extension of lines in two and a half years will render that amount of increase m our locomotive
stock desirable.
per ton.
£77
Suburban tank-engine, packed f.o.b., London ...
88
The same engine delivered in steam, Adelaide...
115-28
Tlie same engine, colonial made, delivered in steam .
Express passenger (inside cylinder) tender engine, packed f.o.b.,
60-25
London
...
...
...
...
'
69-9
The same, delivered in steam, Adelaide...
...
...
•
9037
The same, colonial made, and delivered in steam
...
■
Heavy slow passenger and goods (outside cylinder) tender engine,
55-46
„
packed f.o.b., Glasgow
... _....................................
63-86
„
The same, delivered in steam, Adelaide....................................
82-9
„
The same, colonial made, and delivered in steam
.
do
not
believe
any
profit
will be made.
Notwithstanding the seemingly high colonial rates, I
26/3/90.

W. THOW.

No. 11.
■
Memo, to The Railway Commissioners hy Mr. Neale, Mechanical Engineer.
Proposals—Colonial Loeomotivo Company.
Mechanical Engineer’s Office, 44, Phillip-street, Sydney^ 27 March, 1890.
I have carefully examined the figures, &c„ in the proposals to' build locomotives in the Colony, and
consider tlie terms fair and advantageous to the Colony.
.....................
As a locomotive engineer, Mr. Drummond’s reputation for ability and energy stands very high,
and be has achieved groat success in rebuilding the rolling stock and repair shops of two great railways.
He believes in using the best materials and workmanship in tho first instance, and has proved that this
pays in the consequent diminished repairs. Mr, Drummond’s well-known determination to always havo
good work should ensure our colonial-built engines beiug built up to tho mark.
Messrs.
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Messrs. Greenwood & Pepper are also well known men, eonneeted for many years with first-rate
firms, engaged respectively in making all kinds of machinery which has been most successful in
accomplishing difficult work, and in the manufacture of the best quality of iron made in Great Britain,
known as “ Best Yorkshire.”
The suggestion of making only three classes of engines is, I think, a sound one under our circum
stances. The same engine that takes a passenger train could then, if necessary, return with a goods
without waiting fora passenger train, while the present four coupled Diibs express (of which we have
forty-seven) could work light passenger trains or run on the easier parts of the line where the proposed
main-line engines would be unnecessarily powerful. We do, however, undoubtedly badly want more
powerful engines for tlie heavy parts of the line, and, as showing that one class of engine would do for
both goods and passenger traffic, I give the following figures for the desirable standard trains on gradients

L 40:—
Goons Trains.

Passenger Tkains.
2
1
1
1
1

Sleepers...
...
...
Car 1st (lavatory)
...
Car compo. (lavatory) ..
2nd
..........................
B.Y. (lavatory)..............

...
...
...
...
...

Ions.
25 "Waggons at 8 tons (loaded) . .. 200
1 B. van, Bogie....................... ... 10
Engine and Tender
...
. .. SO
.

—

296

... 140
... SO

6 Vehicles (loaded) weighing
Engine and Tender
...
Total

tons.
50
23
23
23
21

... 230

..............

The difference in weight, 70 tons, would bo offset by tlie higher speed required with the passenger
_
_
I estimate that an engine as proposed hy Mr. Drummond, with six coupled wheels, 1/0 lbs. boiler
pressure, and a poii3r truck in front, would do this work if made with 42 tons adhesion weight, or 14 tons
on each driving axle. The total weight of the engine would be about 00 tons, and the tender loaded 30
tons. The weights empty uould bo about, 46 and 14} tons respectively.
train.

Engines of similar weights and dimensions are coining into favour on the Canadian Pacific
Michigan Central, Erie, Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy, and other lines in the U.S.A. for passenger traffic
According to the terms of the offer, I estimate the cost of the different proposed classes as follows.—
Weight loaUcd,
K. only.
tons.
50
5H
45

Mai»'line Engine.................. ......................................
Shunting Taint—Mineral .........................................
Subui ban Tank .........................................................

Weight, H. and T.
empty.

Price per ton.

ton a.
60 i
45
o-t

|

Cost, cadi.
£
3,933
3,150
2,380

£
65
70
70

These prices, as regards the heavier engines, appear high, hut the engines arc far heavier and more
powerful than any we now have, and would also bo more durable.
Our best available engines haul a load of only IS trucks up 1—40, which is practically tho ruling
grade on the most important parts of our main lines. The proposed engine would, i estimate, haul easily 25
loaded wagons. This would not only mean an increase of nearly 40 per cent, in the load for 37.1 percent,
increase in the first cost of the engine, but would give a greater increase iu the earnings without any
appreciable increase in the cost of working, as shown by the following figures of tho estimated annual
earnings and expenses of a main lino engine, on tho basis of 25,000 train miles per annum.
Proposkd Engine.

Pkesekt Engines.
Earnings—■

Load of 18 wagons =

...............

£
8,750

...............

£
12,150

Running and repairs
... £1,100
Interest on cost of engine,
4 per cent, on £3,933...
157
Interest on proportion of
cost of workshops and
machinery
...
...
40

Kunning and repairs ... £1,100
Interest on cost of engine,
4 per cent, on £2,850...
114
Interest on proportion of
cost of workshops and
machinery
...............
40

Net earnings per annum

Load of 25 wagons =
Expenses—

Expenses—

Total expenses ...

Earnings—

...
...

1,254
£7,496

Total expenses

...............

Ret earnings per annum

1,297

... £10,853

While the extra charge for interest on tho first cost of the more powerful engine is £13 per
annum, the net earnings are over £3,300 per annum greater, figures that explain the great benefits
obtained elsewhere from the use of more powerful engines, and fully justify the greater cost of the pro
posed main line engines.
,
Such engines would have the flexible wheel base, great tractive power, ami consequent profitable
earning capacity, which are the strong points of modem American engines, united with the economical
consumption of fuel, careful design, and excellent materials and workmanship, which render English
locomotives so durable, trustworthy, and economical.
The
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The following table shows tlie cost of the most recent examples of various types of our existing
engines, the actual price as paid to the various English makers being compared with the cost on tbe
proposed scale. AH American type engines have been excluded, because tbe extensive use of east in place
of wrought iron increases the weight and diminishes tbo cost and renders impossible any comparison on a
priee-per-ton basis. .11 is believed that the following is a fair comparison:—
linker.

Weight—
U. A T. empty.

Chss of engiui;.

Dubs .................................
Jleyer ...............................
a ................................
Vulcan ...........................

Express jiassenger.................
Goods (Mogul) .....................
Suburban tank (itol) .........
Shunting tank (283).............

Average...................
Beyer .................................. Shunting Mineral tank .....

tons owt.
SO 0
02 0
S2 0
31 17
28 2

Cost—

l>roposcil icale

Actual
price paid.

Date price quoted.

,£ '
3,270
3,383
3,383
2,230
1,967

£
2,S77

2,290

January, 188,".
Latter part 1S84.
August, 1SSU.
1SS5.
Latter part 1883.

2,S47

2,627
2.7S0

August, 1889.

Meiirbt nut
accurately known

2,866

2,860

2,210

The proposed scale of prices is thus about, S'3 per cent, above the prices paid hitherto.
Tbe difference in cost must be considered against the great delay in obtaining engines from England.
Ten passenger engines were indented for October, 1SS8, but only five of these engines bad arrived up to
March, 1890. Thus five engines had been obtained in seventeen months after order, whereas the proposal
offers 100 engines within thirty months after order.
Another batch of twenty-live goods engines were indented for in June, 1S89, but, though urgently
wanted, little progress had been made up to the following February, the English makers being full of orders.
D. H, NEALE,
■
Mechanical Engineer.

No. 12.
Minute from Tbe Under Secretary for Uinance and Trade to The Secretary for
Railways.
Tire Secretary for Kailways, with copies enclosed of telegrams which have been passed upon the subject.
G-.E., B.C., 28/3/90.
[Enclosures.]

Cablegram from tlie Hon. Win. McMillan, Sydney, to tbo Agent-General for New South Wales, London.
28 March, 1890.
IjOCOMOtiye wovkft. Proposal riocepbed. "Railway Commissioners anxious fur plans of suggested engines, &c. Send first
mail if possible. Also enter into interim agreement, leaving final and detailed agreement to bo mode here.

Cablegram from The Agent-General for New South Wales, London, to The Colonial Treasurer,
New South Wales.
London, 11 April, 1890.
Locomotive

Works.

Interim agreement arranged.

Plana of locomotives posted to-day.

No. IB.
Prices per ton paid for Locomotives made in the Colonies.
Victoria,

South Australia.

Queensland.

New South Wales.
{ProjxisiKi Prices.)

Tender engines.. £72 3s. 7d.
Tank engines .. £91 18s. 9d.

(Grf.J

£82 ISs. to £90 7s. od.
£115 5s. 7d.

£G7 to £79 7s. 3d.
None being built.

BuLncyi Cliiulcg Totter, Government I'l'iutcr,—18110.

£70
n.MO,., 15/4/90.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PULLMAN OARS.
(CORHESl’OEDENCE RELATING TO USE OF, ON NEW SOUTH WALES LINES.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 July, 1800.

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, That there he laid upon the
Table of this House,—
“All correspondence, minutes, documents, and writings in anywise relating
“ to the proposed use on our lines of the Pullman cars.”
(Mr, Crick.)

Memo, by The Secretary for Railways.
Tie proposed use of Pullman ears in New South Wales.
With regard lo tho preliminary negotiations in this matter, it may be stated that, seeing it announced in
the newspapers that Mr/W'illmui Pullman, of the firm of Pullman & Co., the well-known carriage-builders
of America, had arrived in Melbourne, with the view of introducing the Pullman cars into Australia., the
Railway Commissioners placed themselves in communication with Mr. Griffin, tlie United States Consul,
with the desire of having an interview with Mr. Pullman so soon as he arrived in Sydney.
, . Jdr- Pullman soon after arrived in Sydney, and was duly introduced, through Mr. Griffin, to the Com
missioners. Several personal interviews took place, Mr. Pullman representing that he had power to
negotiate on behalf of the Pullman Company for the introduction of the Pullman cars to the Australian
railways, aud at an interview on tho Gth January, 1890, the heads of an agreement were drawn up, and,
after subsequent meetings, tlie arrangements stood as shown in paper. Before tho agreement was formally
prepared it was necessary for Mr. Pullman to produce his authority from the Pullman Car Company to
sign such au undertaking on their behalf, but, as some little time elapsed without Mr. Pullman again
meeting the Commissioners, a cable was sent to the Pullman Company, with the result as shown in papers
following.
H.M‘L.
Office of tho Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, G January, 1890.
Notes of interview relative to introduction of Pullman, Vestibule Trains into New South "Wales.
Present:—
The Railway Commissioners.
|
Mr. William Pullman.
_ 1. The general proposal of the Pullman Company to introduce their system of dining-car aud
vestibule train into New South Wales was discussed. The proposal of the Pullman Company to divide
the railway traffic was considered, but it did not commend itself to the Commissioners, and, as an alterna
tive, it was proposed to make a mileage allowance for the use of the carriages, as is the custom between
railway companies generally, and to allow an estra fare to be charged for the additional comfort secured
by these cars. It was ultimately proposed that 3d, per train mile should he allowed for the use of tho
carriages for a period of ten years, and after that 2d. per mile ; and, in order to increase the traffic, tlie
estra fare for the use of the vestibule cars, including sleeping-berths, to be limited to 8s. per passenger.
2. It was further stipulated that, in the event of better terms being made by any of the other.
Colonies for the running of the vestibule cars, tho New South Wales Railway Commissioners shall have'
power to vary this agreement so as to make it as favourable to the New South Wales .Government as
that granted to siicli other Colonies. Purther, that the Members of both Houses of Parliament, and.such
other holders of free passes as the Commissioners may decide, to be allowed "to" use'the' vestibule train
free of estra charge except for refreshments.
373—A
3.
IS82 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour aud material), £4 10s, Od.]
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3. Tlie rates to lie charged to passengers for refreshments to be subject to tho approval of the
Commissioners, and everything provided to be of the best character, The servants employed to be
subject to tbe approval of the Commissioners.
_
_
_
4. Mr. Pullman to arrange that every comfort now given in the vehicles running on the lines of
the United States shall be provided in the carriages sent io Mew South "Wales, and that tlie total weight
of the cars shall not exceed 20 tons, and the cars nhall not exceed 00 feet in length. Should any cars
become damaged through defective road or carelessness on the part of any servant of the Railway Com
missioners, such damage to be made good by tlie-Railway Commissioners.
_
5. Shelter-sheds to be provided by the Railway Commissioners at tbo respective termini,
G. It is proposed that the cars shall accommodate forty-six passengers for refreshments, each car to
be capable of sleeping thirty-two passengers ; three trains to be provided to make up tbe express service
between Sydney and Albury (1he present service being a train daily from Albury and Sydney, with the
exception of Sunday and Saturday), The Pullman Company to mipplv three spare carriages (one diningcar and two drawing-room cars). The service to commence by 1st October, 1SOO. The extension of the
system to tho section between Sydney and "Wallangarra to be the subject of further negotiations.
7. The allowance made to the'Pullman Company shall cover all expenses in connection withthe staff,
&c., required for attendance upon the passengers in every form, and shall include the upkeep, washing,
&e., of the rolling stock, and the keeping of it in first-class condition, and shall include the lighting of
cars by the electric light. The Commissioners shall arrange to make' the necessary examination of the
train, and provide for the necessary' oiling.
8. Should the public objcctfo double sleeping-berths, Mr. Pullman undertook to withdraw tho
double berths, and substitute single ones.
_
_
0. Should wayside passengers travel in the Pullman cars, and not require sleeping-berths, an extra
charge to be made of 2s. for the first 100 miles or part thereof, and Is. for each 50 or part of 50 miles
beyond that distance.
10. The Railway Commissioners shall have the right at any time during the currency of this agree
ment to purchase Ihe cars at a. price based on £0,000 for eacli dining-car and £-1,000 for each drawing
room car, proper nllowauce being made for wear and tear ; and should the Railway Commissioners and
the Pullman Company not be able to agree as to the amount to be paid, tho same to be determined by
arbitration in the usual manner; and should the cars be purchased by the Commissioners, the name of
Pullman to be removed.
'
_
11. It was agreed that the Commissioners shall bear half tho cost of freight and insurance of tho
cars from San Francisco to Sydney.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South "Wales, Sydney1,18 January, 1 SOD.
Notes of interview' relative to the introduction of the Pullman Vestibule Trains into New South "Waley
■
Present:—
Mr. Commissioner Fchon.
j
Mr. "William Pullman.
Ix the absence of tbe Chief Commissioner, Mr. Pullman saw Air. Fehon, who read to him the heads of
agreement, as talked over previously hy Mr. Pullman aud all the Commissioners.
Mr, Pullman objected to tlie Commissioners taking power to purchase the cars during the currency
of agreement at £G,000 per dining-car and £4,000 per drawing-room car, and stated he would require
£2,000 per car as profit on above figures, which be stated was the actual cost.
_
_ _
At a subsequent interview, after a cablegram had been received from the Chief Commissioner,
declining to pay £2,000 per ear profit, Air. Pullman agreed to reduce his proposition to £1,000 per car.

Cablegram from the Chief Commissioner, Ashburton, New Zealand, to AV. AT. Fehon, Sydney.
20 January, 1800.
PcnnxfAX. Our terms generally are liberal. Thiuk suggested figures for taking cars over too high.
"Would have no objection to £1,000 being added to price.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 30 January, 1800.
Notes of further interviews relative to the introduction of Pullman Vestibule Trains into New South
AValcs.
Present;—■
The Railway Commissioners
|
Air. William Pullman.
12. AVith regard to clause 8 of the memorandum of interview on the Gth January, it w'ns agreed
that single sleeping-berths only should be provided from the commencement of the arrangement, and that
provision should also be made for ladies, separate from the general passengers,
13. AVith reference to clause 10 of the memorandum of interview of Olh January, and Air.
Pullman’s subsequent communication with the Railway Commissioners, it was ultimately agreed that the
Railway Commissioners shall have the right at any time during the currency of this agreement, on giving
throo months’ notice, to purchase the cars at the cost price, less depreciation, and should the Railway
Commissioners and the Pullman Company fail to arrive at a mutual understanding as to the sum to he
paid the matter shall be settled by arbitration in the usual manner. Should, however, the plant be pur
chased within five years of the date of the arrangement coming into force, it was agreed that a sum not
exceeding £1,000 shall be added to the original'value of each car, so as to indemnify the Pullman Com
pany for the exceptional expenses whicli will be incurred in establishing and perfecting the new service.
If the arrangement is terminated after tho Pullman Company have been running for a period, of
five years or more the actual first'cost of the vehicles only, loss depreciation, to be considered in agreeing
Upon the sum to be paid for the purchase of the cars.
14. If the cars are purchased at any time by the Railway Commissioners the name of the Pullman
Company to be removed therefrom.
^

3
15. The Kailway Commissioners intimated that their existing arrangements with the ■refreshmentroom contractors would not terminate until the end of the present year, and should there be any difficulty
in making arrangements with these contractors regarding the required alteration in the present system
of providing refreshments in connection, with tlie express trains the dining arrangement could not bo
brought into operation until the 1st January, 189],
16. The Kailway Commissioners undertook to uso their best influence to obtain tbe necessary
authority for the sale of liquors in the dining-cars en route.
'
17. The Kailway Commissioners also intimated that should a uniform gauge be arranged between
the various Colonies, and tho cars are enabled to run through to Victoria, thereto to be agreed to be paid
per mile would have to be reconsidered.
IS. It was understood tiiat the "Westingbonse brake would have to be fitted to all the wheels of (ho
cars, and that tbe leverage must be arranged according to the standard adopted by the Master Car-builders'
Association; also that the wheels and axles must be in accordance with the Kcw South Wales Govern,
ment Kailvvays specifications, and all details such as buffers, &c\, to be agreed with tbe Locomotive
Engineer of tbe Kcw South Wales Government Hailways.

Nol.fbs, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioners for Railways.
Gentlemen,
Granville, 2-1 January, 1890.
I beg most respectfully to lay before you a few facts iu connection with a matter of tbe
utmost importance to my electorate and other portions of the Colony iu which industries are established
similar to those which are the mainstay of portions of Central Cumberland.
It is currently reported that you are negotiating on behalf of tbo Government with Mr. Pullman,
of tbo Pullman Car Company, of America, for the running by that company on tbe railway-tines of this
Colony of saloon, dining, and sleeping cars, and that certain concessions are ashed by Mr. Pullman which,
in my humble opinion,- are such as would, if granted, have an effect which could not but be extremely
prejudicial to some of our already-established industries.
If I am correctly informed, Mr. Pullman is to be free to supply the rolling stock ready-made from
bis American works, and retain the right to charge for certain-accommodation, and to the exclusive sale
of refreshments c.n route. If the first be correct, permit ine to say that to obtain ready-made carriages'
would be to strike a heavy bloiv at linns like that of Hudson Brothers (Limited), who are certainly able
to turn out carriages fit to rim on any line, and have expended a vast amount of capital in bringing their
works to such perfection as enables them to do it. I merely mention them as a typical firm, and one in
my own electorate. There arc doubtless many other firms which, if competition were opened, would
endeavour to secure tho work, and would be able to supply all that is necessary. They will undoubtedly
feel that they have been slighted and put to a disadvantage, as compared with a foreign competitor, hy
not being invited to compete for the work.
_
You will pardon my laying stress on the fact that at tho works mentioned, and others at Granville,
Auburn, and other places, many hundred men are employed, and any serious blow at such important
industries would have the effect of throwing a large number of industrious citizens out of work.
Peeling sure that you are actuated only by a desire to secure the greatest benefit possible to tbo
department, and through it to the Colony, Iain assured that you will pardon my protesting respectfully,
but strongly, iu the name of a large number of my constituents, against the proposed arrangement, until,
at all events, it has been conclusively proved that the manufacturers of New South Wales are unable or
unwilling to similarly supply the roiling stock required, and on terms equally advantageous to the Colony,
which is already indebted to your exertions for so many much-needed reforms.
"
I am. <S:c.,
JOHN NOBBS.

The Chairman, Hudson Brothers (Limited), to The Chairman. Railway
.
Commissioners.
Lear Sir,
2, O’Connell-strcet, Sydney, 27 January, 1890.
We notice in this morning's papers paragraphs referring to certain letters which Mr. Nobbs,
M.P., has addressed to the Kailway Commissioners and the Minister for Works, protesting, on behalf of
tlie alleged manufacturers, against the importation of the Pullman cars. We beg to say that, so far as
this company is concerned, we know nothing of the matter, and must strongly object to be made a political
stalking-horse for anyone.
We quite recognize the fact that the Messrs. Pullman, by their genius, have invented cars which
give the height of comfort in railway travelling, and it is our desire to assist in the adoption of the latest
and most improved facilities fortravelling, rather than to protest against the introduction of improvements,
and wc shall he glad to assist Mr. Pullman all we can to make his scheme a success.
I may, perhaps, add. with regard to tho introduction of improvements, that when in America some
time ago I obtained particulars of a dining-car, and on my return impressed upon the Kailway author
ities the desirability of doing something to popularize railway travelling by the introduction of such cars,
and at my risk built the dining-car winch now belongs to tho department.
Wc should feel very much pained if the Commissioners should thiuk we had anything to do wiih
any apparent reflection upon their splendid efforts to improve our railway travelling. Wc are too well
impressed with the courtesy whicli ha? been extended to us by the Kailway Commissioners, and beg to
assure them that our best efforts are at their disposal.
1 have, &c.,
KOBERT HUDSON,
Chairman, Hudson Brothers (Limited), Sydney.
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Tlie Secretary for Railways to J. Nobbs, Rsq., M.R.
^irj

_
Eailway Commissioners’ Office. Sydney, 7 February, ] 800.
I am directed to state tiiat tbe Commissioners are desirous of having, as far as possible, all
rolling stock made in tbe Colony, and if it is determined to obtain any special stock from outside the
Colony it will be for the reason that, owing to tbe making of certain vehicles being covered by patent
rights, they will have to be obtained abroad.
_ . I may add, tbe local builders are now practically full of orders, aud, as a matter of fact, tbe Com
missioners would be much pleased if the orders in band could be turned out at a much faster rate than is
now tbe case, so that tenders for further supplies of carriages could be called.
'
1 have, &c.,
HUGH M'LACULAN,
_________________________ •___
Secretary,

J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioners for Railways.
Gentlemen, .
Granville, 2G February, 1890.
] am in receipt of yours of 7th instant, in answer to my former representations to you on tbe
undesirability of arrangements being made with Mr. Pullman of an exclusive kind.
I am pleased to note that it is tbe intention of the Commissioners to obtain, if possible, all rolling
stock in tbe Colony, aud not to go outside the Colony unless tbe article is protected by patent rights .within
it; and, as X am informed by a competent authority that a careful search in tho Patents Office shows no
record of any patent as being granted to the Pullman Car Company, T presume the intention to introduce
American cars will be abandoned, and that they will be manufactured in tbe Colony.
t 1 am glad to hear that tbe Commissioners are in receipt of information fo tlie effect that some local
carriage-builders are full of orders, but regret tiiat my inquiries do not tend to prove that this is at all
general, at all events with tlie larger firms.
J am, &c.,
_______________________
3 GUN NOBBS.

Cable Message sent 6th March, 1890, from Eddy, Chief Commissioner, to George
Pullman, Pullman Citv.
Negotiations with William Pullman.

Are you preparing agreement?

Cable Message received 6th March, 1890, from George Pullman, Pullman City, to
Eddy, Sydney,
Party unknown.

The Secretary, Pullman Palace Car Company, to Mr. Chief.' Commissioner Eddy.
Dear Sir,
lour cable message was duly received this day, us follows:—
“To George Pullman, Pullman City,
“ agreement.

Keniittcd,-’

H.M'Ia

Chicago, 6 March, 1891).

Negotiations with William Pullman.

Are you preparing

“Enm', Chief Commissioner.”
This company has no foreign representative; except in London (England). Mr. Pullman does not
know the party “ William Pullman” referred to, and therefore directed me to briefly cable yon, which
has been done, and same is hereby confirmed.
”
'
“ Eddy, Sydney. Parly unknown.”
We were called upon to pay the cable charges, 818'20, which amount I will thank yon to send mo
by early mail.
Very respectfully,
A. S. WEINSHEIMEK,
Secretary.

The Chief Commissioner of Railways to G. Pullman, Esq., President of The
Pullman Palace Car Company, Chicago, 111., U.S.A.
Sir,

Bailway Commissioners’ Office, Sydney, 18 March, 1890.
1 beg to confirm my cable of Gth instant, 11 Negotiations with Pullman. Are you preparing
agreement,” and have to thank you for your prompt reply. I may say in explanation of cable that
a Mr. William Pullman (see card enclosed) came here with a recommendation from tlie United
States Consul and represented he was acting on behalf of your firm to endeavour to introduce your palace
sleeping and dining cars into this Colony, and negotiations wore opened up for the supply of Pullman
ears for the express train service between Sydney and Albury (for Melbourne). Tbe agreement only
wanted a final meeting to confirm, but as six weeks elapsed without hearing from him we thought it wise
to cable you.
Wc are disposed to introduce your cars into this Colony, and shall be obliged if you will say on
what terms you are prepared to supply eight sleeping-car's. The standard width and dimensions of the
ichicles we would require are shown on the accompanying statement and drawing. Tlie cars would
probably he sent out in parts, and they could be put together in the railway workshops.
' Tho sleeping-carriages wc now have accommodate twenty passengers each, and it is necessary that
separate berths should be provided fnr.e^li.alpppPT.______ _________

f. ■
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Our circumstances arc as follows
"We have a large sleeping-car traffic between Sydney and Melbourne, tbe cars running from Sydney
to Albury (386 miles), where there is a break of gauge. The gradients are heavy throughout, grades
of 130 feet per mile being frequent, while there are several miles of 176 feet per mile. .Our sharpest
curve is 528 feet radius, or nearly 11 degrees. At present wc arc running the 3SU miles in 12 hours
35 minutes, including one stoppage of 25 minutes for supper, and two stoppages of 10 minutes each
and two of 5 minutes each. Deducting all stoppages, the actual time iu motion is about 11* hours, and
the average speed 33 i-miles per hour, making no allowance for slackening speed at crossing-places on
single line. Only a few miles are double track. Our present train consists of two second-class passenger
day cars, a baggage and mail car, and two sleepers, ihe whole weight of tho train, exclusive of engine,
being about 200,000 lb. The present sleepers weigh empty 30,000 lb., and accommodate twenty
passengers each. You will sec from tliis that our present rolling stock is very light on account of our
heavy grades.
.
Tins weight cannot be materially increased without greatly increasing the cost of running the
trains, and, while wo wish tiic accommodation improved, the question of speed is very material, and a
reduction in time of one hour or more would be of great importance.
If you can provide a sleeping-car for twenty-eight passengers only weighing 56,000 lb. the weight
per passenger will not be increased.
.
•
Tlie accompanying brief specification will give yon particulars of our requirements on .points of
detail, but wc would also like a'proposition from you for cars of the “ Mann ” type, which arc now'running
with very satisfactory results in other parts of Australia, As, you can readily understand, the “ Mann ”
system of compartments is more congenial to English tastes (or prejudices) than tho open American car.
The Kailway Commissioners of Kcw South Wales arc therefore prepared to entertain offers from the
Pullman Car Company as follows:—
'
]. To provide eight Pullman sleeping-cars fitted with connecting passages, the arrangement for
attaching and dividing tho connecting gangway being of simple construction. The use of
shops, and machinery, cranes, &c., for putting the cars together, being given free in tlie
Commissioneis’ shops in Sydney ; wheels and axles to he supplied by tho Commissioners, but all
other expenses being defrayed by tbe Pullman Company.
2. To build and equip in tlie United Stales and erect in Sydney eight similar cars on the “Mann "
'
principle (these cars to bo in lieu of those referred to in paragraph 1). A fold-np basin for
washing to bo provided in eacli compartment.
.
Should tho offer of the Pullman Palace Company prove moderate and acceptable, the Commis
sioners may later on require additional vehicles for other services.
Payment will be made—75 per cent, on bill of lading being lodged with a San Erancisco bank to
be named by the Commissioners, and 25 per cent, one month after tho cars have commenced running in
Mew South Woles.
The insurance against sea risk to be dealt with by the Pullman Company.
If the cars, or any of them, could be placed on the line by October next it would be a great advan
tage, as a large traffic is corn-eyed to Melbourne for tlie races at the end of that month,
Eor the purpose of expediting the matter, I submit tbe following code for cabling:—
Phrase

Code.

Wo can supply eight “ Mann” cars landed in Sydney and erected ready foi'
running.
’
Wc can supply eight Pullman sleeping-cars landed in Sydney and erected
ready for running.
The -weight of "Mann ” cars will be tons of 2,240 lb.
The weight of Pullman sleeping-cars will he tons of 2.240 lb.
Wo will deliver vehicles in Sydney month of
The number of berths in “Maim "car will ho
The number of berths in Pullman car will lie
We will accept your terms for Pullman cars.
Wo will accept your terms for “Mann” oars.

“ Minutaglia, ”---- pounds.
“ Miratrix ’’----- pounds.
Mirrastes ”----- tons,
“ Mirtidaue ”---- tons.
" Misaltatc ”-----month.
“ Miscadere "----- number.
" Miscidate”----- number.
" Miscrodcncc.”
“ Misericers.”

Should you find occasion to add anything further you might make use of the A.B.O. code. I may
say that “ Eddy,” Sydney, will he my cable address,
,
I have, &c.,
E. M. G-. EDDY, _ _
Chief Commissioner,

Cablegram from Pullman, Chicago, to Eddy, Sydney.
Time, 10'30 p,m.; 24 April, 1890.
Impossible to deliver this year.

Cable sent 28th April, 1890, from Eddy, Sydney, to Pullman, Chicago.
Cable prices—state earliest date delivery.

Cable Message received April 28th, 1890, from Chicago, to Eddy, Sydney.
Have written.
The President, Pullman Palace Car Company, to The Chief Commissioner for Hailways.
Dear Sir,
Pullman Palace Car Company, Office of the President, Chicago, 26 April, 1890.
I duly received your letter of March 19th, confirming your cable message of March 6th, and
transmitting blue prints and specifications for eight Pullman sleeping-cars, and requesting terms upon
which this company would bo prepared to furnish the same.
373—B
The
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Tlie first intimation we tad that anyone claiming to represent this company was in negotiation witli
your Commissioners in regard to the building hy the Pullman Company of sleeping-cars, for service in
New South Wales, came to us in associated press despatches. This was confi rmed by your cable message
of March Gth. As you know, we promptly replied to your despatch, and advised you that the person so
claiming to act for this company was unknown to ns.
I regret very much that your Commissioners were so imposed upon hy one who had absolutely no
authority to make any dealings on our behalf, and of whom this company had no knowledge whatever.
I have caused careful esamination to be made of tho blue prints and specifications submitted with
your letter ; and, as requested, have sent you a cable response to your communication, stating that it
wras impossible for us to make delivery of the cars referred to Ibis year. Our works are now running to
their fullest capacity, and the condition of orders now being filled, and of others under which delivery
must be made during 1890, makes it impracticable for us to undertake to meet any further requirements
of the character specified in your letter during this year.
If your Commission desire to adopt the Pullman system of sleeping-cars next year, it would be
advisable for you to send to ns an engineer, in order that he may become acquainted with the Pullman
system of vestibule trains. His familiarity with your requirements, in conjunction with the practical
knowledge of our people engaged in the operation of such trains, would, no doubt, result in simplicity
and perfection of general plan, and ready adjustment of details.
_
We shall be glad to extend our field of usefulness into your country, and to confer fully and freely
with your representative, when you may he pleased to send one to us.
Yours, <!fcc.,
Q-. M. PULLMAN,
President.

[Otf.]

Sydney: Charles Pctltr, Government Printer—1890
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RAILWAY PROM BYROCK TO BREWARRINA.

No. 1.
Tlie Chairman, Public Meeting, Brewarrina, to The Secretary for Public Works.
[Presented by Russell Barton, Bsq., M.P.]
Railway Line from Brewarrina to line from Dubbo to Bourke.
The humble petition of the inhabitants of the town of Brewarrina and surrounding district —
Respectfully Siiowetu :—

That at a public meeting of tbe inhabitants of Brewarrina and surrounding district, the fol
lowing resolutions were unanimously adopted:—
That this meeting is unanimously of opinion that a branch line of railway to Brewarrina from tbe
nearest point of tbe proposed main trunk line from Dubbo to Bourke is an urgent necessity.
That tbe said branch line would very greatly increase the export of wool and other pastoral
produce from this district.
That Brewarrina being centrally situated with reference to some of the most extensive and best
pastoral properties probably in tlie Colony, tbe said branch line would be keptymployed at other seasons
than the wool season in tbe conveyance of cattle and sheep to tbe Orange Breezing Company's works,
and tbat tbe conveyance of merchandise in conjunction with these would keep tbe line occupied profitably
during tbe year.
'
That tbe said branch line would divert into New South Wales the large and profitable trade now
carried on with tbe neighbouring Colonies of Queensland, South Australia, and Victoria, by the River
Darling, when navigable.
That a petition be forwarded to the Honorable the Minister for "Works, conveying the sentiments
of this meeting upon this subject.
In compliance with these resolutions, we, the inhabitants of Brewarrina and tbe surrounding
districts, respectfully pray that a trial survey of such branch may be made as early as coiivenient to your
honorable Government; and we would respectfully point out the necessity of expedition, as, from tbe
state of tbe River Darling, one year’s additional trade would be a considerable item in defraying cost of
such trial survey.
'
THOS. THOMPSON,
Chairman of Public Meeting.
Brewarrina, V September, 1SS1.
Forward to Engineer-in-Chief.—Cn.A.G.,B.C.,-6/10/Sl.
Mr. Palmer to see me on this subject,
with plan of the district.—LW., 14/10/81. Mr. Palmer.
Saw Engineer-in-Chief—H.P., 18/10/81.
I see no objection to a trial survey being made if authorised by the Minister.—J.W., 21/10/81.
finder Secretary—P.W.O., B.C., 22/10/81.
I think it might be desirable to have the information
which a survey would give, with a view to future railway construction.—J.L., 3/11/81.
Mr. Palmer
to make arrangements to havo this survey made as early as practicable.—J.W ., 8/11/81.
Mr. Palmer
noted.—H.P., 10/11/81.

No. 2.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways to R. Barton, Esq., M.P.
Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chiefs Office, Sydney, 12 November, 1881.
.
.
I have the honor to inform you that instructions have been given for a railway trial survey,
to be made as early as practicable, from tbe Dubbo to Bourke Extension of tbe Great "Western Railway
to Brewarrina.
I have, Ac.,
W. H. QUODLING,
(For the Engineer-in-Chief).
Sir,

No. 3.
R, Barton, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Russell Lea, Five Dock, 3 April, 1882.
On behalf of the inhabitants of Brewarrina and surrounding districts, I have the honor to
request that the trial survey for a railway from the Bourke line to Brewarrina via Gongolgon may be
proceeded with at once. Tlis is the more important, as the trade of this extensive and rich pastoral
district is now being forced to Adelaide and Melbourne, from tbe fact tbat in times of drought or floods
tbe roads for teams to the present terminus of the Great "Western line of railway are impassable, many
clips of last season’s wool having been held over for the steamers that were only able to take it away in
consequence of the late rains, thus causing very serious loss to tho district.
_
Trusting you will give instructions to have this work pushed on with all possible despatch.
I have, &c.,
-------RUSSELL BARTON.
This survey having been authorised by tbe Minister, memo. 3rd November, 1881, a surveyor may
be sent as early as practicable.—J.W., 18/4/82. Mr. Palmer.
I have instructed Mr. "Whitlock to
carry out this survey, and to commence at Brewarrina.—H.P., 24/4/82.
No. 4.

8

’No. 4.
The Eugmeer-in-ChicE for Railways to R. Barton, Esq,, M.P.
Sir,

Department of Public 'Works (Railway Construction Office), 25 April, 1882.
In reply to your letter on behalf of tbe inhabitants of Brewarrina and surrounding districts,
dated 3rd instant, that the trial survey from the Bourke line to Brewarrina via Gongolgon should be
proceeded with at once, I have tho honor to inform you that a surveyor has received instructions to
commence at Brewarrina.
1 have, &c.,
W. H. QUODLING,
,
(For tho Engineer-in-Chief).

No. 5.
Minute Paper.
Residents of Brewarrina (II. Barton, M.P.) urging construction of a branch line of railway from

Brewarrina to the lino from Dubbo to Bourke.,
Surveys of this Hue have been made, hut I am not aware of the intentions of the Government as to
its construction.—J.’W., 1.7/5/83.
Resubmit in a month.—F.A.W., 5/C/S3.
Under Secretary, B.C.
Resubmitted as requested by the Minister.—Ch.A.G., fl/7/83.
These papers may be put away, as
it is not my intention to recommend the construction of this line.'—F.A.W., 28/7/81.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public "Works.
The humble petition of tbe residents of tbe town and district of Brewarrina,—
Respectfully Siiowetu: :—

1. That the main line of railway from Dubbo to Bourke is distant from here, at its nearest
point, about 45 miles, from whence to Brewarrina a trial survey has been made.
2. Tbat tbe construction of a branch line from the aforenamed point would be in fulfilment of tbe
expressed policy of the Government, to construct feeders to all trunk lines where such branches are
likely to become payable.
_
_
3. That during the past six months the settlors, and other inhabitants of the district, of which
Brewarrina is the centre, have been highly inconvenienced, and in many cases suffered from the want of
the common necessaries of life, owing to the difficulties and extreme rates of carriage of goods from
Sydney, aud the staple industry of tbe district has been paralyzed at the most critical time of tbe year,
owing to the utter impossibility of obtaining the necessary requisites for shearing purposes.
4. That the wool produce of this district will amount this year to about 35,000 bales, and the
quantity thereof is yearly increasing, owing to many of the stations substituting sheep for cattle.
5. Tbat when the river is navigable, which is the ease in two seasons out of three, the bulk of the
traffic connected with the transport of the wool of the district to the seaboard will be lost to this Colony,
inasmuch as the growers will prefer making one shipment thereof on board steamer, to having the same
transliipped several times, as will be the case unless accommodation be established by rail between
Brewarrina and tbe trunk line.
_
........................... 6. Tbat we estimate tbo quantity of goods required for consumption in this district amounts to
15.000 tons annually, and that the certainty of rail carriage to the centre of the district will ensure tho
goods being obtained from Sydney, whereas the want of such certain means of transit as a railway, will
throw the whole of the trade, during navigable seasons, into tbe hands of Victorian and South Australian
traders to the serious detriment of tlie commerce of this Colony.
7. That we believe the construction of the branch line now sought, will tap the trade of a very
largo portion of South Queensland, which will not be effected by any line now in course of construction
hy this Colony.
_
...
And we, therefore, pray that you will place the before-mentioned branch line of railway from
Byrock to Brewarrina in the next schedule of lines to be proposed to Parliament for construction.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[_Z[cre follow 490 signatures.']

No. G.
Report of Deputation.
Railway from Brewarrina to Bourke.
A deputation', comprising Messrs. Macbattie, Fergusou, Coonan, and Abigail, M’s.P., waited upon me
to-day, to ask for a railway from Brewarrina to Bourke. It was pointed out that the line could he con
structed cheaply, as the distance was not great aud the country level. Brewarrina aiso received a large
quantity of goods annually, and sent away a great deal of wool, and a large number of live stock.
I>etition presented in favour of line herewith, 1 informed the deputation that I.could promise nothing
definite in the matter further than that I would give their representations tho fullest consideration. If
tlie prospect of traffic indicated that the railway would pay I would be prepared to recommend it, but then
such recommendation would have to be ratified by my colleagues, and finally approved of by Parliament.
A comprehensive scheme of railway extensions would, as early as possible, be submitted to Parliament, but
1 was not in a position to say whether Brewarrina would be included in this scheme.
I had statistical and other information by me, and would give their application every consideration.
F.A.AV., 21/12/83.

No. 7.
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No. 7.
Report of Deputation.

Proposed Railway to Brewarrina.
A deputetiox, introduced by Mr. R. Barton, and accompanied by Messrs. Hammond, "W. P. Ferguson,
Macbattie, Cass, and T. E. Smith waited upon me to-day, urging the construction of a railway from
Byrock to Brewarrina. Tho petition enclosed was presented, setting forth the advantages that would he
gained by the adoption of the proposed line, and giving fully the nature and extent of the traffic that tho
line would probably carry.
'
I informed the deputation that I could give them no further promise than that which I made -when
a previous deputation waited upon me on tbe same question, viz... “ That when I submitted a scheme of
branch railways to Cabinet a line to Brewarrina would be included in such scheme.”
They were aware that the G-overnmenthad recently submitted and carried a comprehensive list of
railways, and it was not intended that anything further would be submitted this year by tbe present
Government; in fact, all the available labour and capital tbat tbe Colony could raise would bo utilised in
making the railways already approved of for a few years to come, and it was not probable therefore that
any railway scheme would be submitted for some time. I proraised, however, that should I he in power I
would not overlook their claims, and would adhere to what I had stated.
I took occasion to point out that they were in error in calculating the expense that would bo
incurred, as the line in place of being a cheap one would be, owing to the nature of the works that would
have to be provided, a comparatively expensive one.
F.A.'W, 2/4/85.
[Enclosure.']
To tlie Honorable the Minisfcr for Public Worts, Sydney.
Tho Petition of the Itesidents of the town and district of Brewarrina,—■
Hujiult Showkth ■—

That your petitioners are strongly of tbe opinion that it is desirable to conslrurt a branch lino of railway from
Byvoct to Brewarrina, and in rapport of this claim would submit the following arguments in its favour :—
1. Brewarrina, situated on the Darling Biver, is about 500 miles distant from Sydney, and 100 miles from the Queens
land border, and is the centre of one of the largest and most important pastoral districts in the Colony.
2. This pastoral district contains forty-four sheep stations, within an average distance of 72 miles, carrying over 3,500,000
sheep, and fifteen cattle stnliors, within an average distance of 61 miles, carrying over 130,000 head of cattle, the quantity of
wool represented thereby being 36,000 hales annually, and from I hese stations 1,000,000 fat sheep would be available for
export annually, besides 30,000 cattle, and a large number of horses.
■
3. From the Customs returns the revenue collected at Brewarrina daring the past six months, in the face of a very
sevrre season, 1ms been at tbe rate of £'6,870 ISs. lOd. per annum, sbowiug au increase of nearly £00 per cent, since 31st Julv,
1877, tbe date of the establishment of a Custom House here.
’
4. During the past fire years a large trade has been developed between Brewarrina and the south-western districts of
Queensland, which will be largely increased if tho facilities now sought for be provided, Brewarrina being the natural outlet
for the trade ofBiat portion of Queensland.
5. Wo anticipate that the requirements of the district, together with that portion of Queensland of which it forms tho
centre, would amount to a trade of the extent of 28,000 tons of merchandise, required from tbo seaboard, the profit on which
traffic alone would more than pay interest on tho cost of the construction of the line, independent of the revenue derivable
from tho carriage of exports of wool, sheep, cattle, horses, hides, skins, &c.
6. That, owing to difficulties of land carriage, the bulk of the trade of the diftrict in part years lias been through
Victoria and South Australia, both as to imports of merchandise and exports of wool, and, notwithstanding the rail wav exten
sion to Bourke, a large portion thereof will still continuo to drift, in the same channels, especially during the periods Ihe river
is navigable, unless direct communication be established between Brewarrina and Sydney hy means of tho branch line nowasked for by your petitioners.
7. The length of line now advocated is under 50 miles. A trial survey has been made, which shows that no engineering
difficulties exist, and that the line preposed will, if constructed, be the cheapest line ever made in the Oolonv.
Tour petitioners therefore pray that you will be pleased to take into tavourablo consideration tho request now presented.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
.

[Sere follov) signatures,^

No. 8.
■
Telegram from R. R. Machattiej Esq., M.P., to Tlie Secretary for Public Works.
Brewarrina.
Would you kindly meet deputation, Brewarrina, Friday, 28th instant, re railway. Have been deputed
by influential body to wait on you.
_____________________________
E R. MACHATTIE, M.P.

No. 9.
Report of Deputation.
Deputation.—R, R. Macbattie, M.P,—Railway, Byrock to Brewarrina.—ll'SO.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2Stb August, ISSo.
The deputation introduced by Mr. R. R. Macbattie, and accompanied by Messrs. Barton, OllifFo, Murray,
Hammond, and Targett, M’s.P., waited upon me to-day to ask tbat the claims of tbe Eyrock-Brcwarrina
railway might be considered. Their presence, they stated, was not due to any fear that tbe promise
previously given concerning this line would not be kept, but rather to strengthen the bands of tbo
Government, aud give them greater justification for submitting this extension to Parliament. It was
said that the line would prove easy and economical iu constructing, as the country passed through was
almost a dead level, and no expensive bridges or other works would be required. The Brewarrina
district ranked second to none in fbc west, and its importance could at once be seen by looking at the
business done at the local Lands Office, the residents appreciating the new Land Bill, and taking up a
great area of land under tbe homestead leases. In fact, while there were nine Lands Offices in tbe west
and some of the districts were four times as large as Brewarrina, the business done at Ibis jdace
equalled almost one-fourth of tbe whole transactions in the western pastoral area.
In
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Li regard to traffic, almost tlio "whole of tlie fat cattle for the metropolitan market passed through
Brewarrina, the stock coming from the cattle stations in'Queensland, and they would pass over the
extension if constructed, while in good seasons the district itself supported 2,000,000 of sheep, the clip
from which would go to the line.
I informed them that I was fully alive to the importance of their district, and the value of the
railway to it. I heard with great pleasure that thof people of Brewarrina appreciated the Land Bill, and
the provision made for homestead leases, which appeared tome one of its best clauses, and one which
would produce great good.
.
With regard to the railway, I fully intended to carry out my promise that, should the Government
submit a scheme for branch lines to Parliament, Brewarrina would he recommended hy me as a place
entitled to a branch line. During the coming Session the Government did not intend to submit any fresh
railway scheme, although they would ask for approval for tho Karrabri-Walgott and Dubbo-Coonainhle
lines, hut these, I pointed out were not fresh lines, but simply a modification of a Government proposal
last Session, Parliament deciding by a large majority to have those lines in place of the one proposed by
tho Government, viz., from Mudgce to Walgett. They were aware Ihut the Government had to with
draw the last loan, and as there were still some ]4,000,000 already voted to he raised, the Government
would not at present he justified in submitting further proposals lor new railways. .At the same time, I
would renew iny promise that, should tho Government decide at any time while we remained in power to
submit a scheme of branch lines to Parliament, 1. would recommend that the lino to Brewarrina should be
included; or if such aline were submitted at any time when I was a Member of the Legislature, I would
give it my support.
F.A.W.

No. 10.
W. Sawers, Esq., M.P., to Tlie Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Parliament House, 7 December, 1S85.
I have the honor to direct your attention to tho claims of Brewarrina and district to a branch
lino of railway. You may shortly be asking the consideration of your colleagues to fresh railway
proposals for the approval of Parliament. Should such he the case, I beg that the well-known proposal
to construct a branch line from Byrock to Brewarrina will not bo overlooked. Many deputations have
pleaded the claims of this line, and Mr. Wright, the late Minister for Works, became so satisfied of tho
necessity for this railway, that he pledged himself, should ho remain in office, he would never submit a
fresh scheme to Parliament without including the Byrock-Brcwarrina line. The Department is doubtless
in possession of ample evidence as to the probable paying character of this line, as also details as to
nature of the country and estimated cost, hut information can readily be produced. The survey has long
been completed, and I believe estimated vote required made up. The distance is about 56 miles,
I am sure the line could be completed at less than £150,000, and pay good interest on its cost. This line
would draw much Queensland trade to Sydney, and tend to develop much valuable country. Brewarrina
is the favourite Lands Office for homestead lease applications, and much settlement of this character
is taking place.
I believe that more than one of your colleagues has expressed himself as favourable to the con
struction of this lino. I submit, Sir, that should you bring down a railway proposal to Parliament, with
out including this line, it would be felt as a great hardship by a large section of my const ituents. I am
confident that if Parliament, in temper, to pass any railway proposals, the Brewarrina line would scarcely
be questioned, as many Members favourable and the money vote so small. The Brewarrna people are
anxious to send down a deputation, to wait upon you on this railway question, but refrain 1 rom doing so,
at my request, as I desire to avoid such public action during present political crisis.
I have. Ac.,
—
W. SAWEES.
My colleague Mr. Kussoll Barton is equally in favour of this line,
.
Place this with other papers on tho subject and submit to Cabinet.—W.J.L., 8/12/S5.

No. 11.
Report of Reputation.
Eailway to Brewarrina.
_
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 17 June, 1886.
A deputation, introduced by Mr. Sawers, M.P., from Brewarrina, accompanied by Messrs. Abbott, W.
Clarke, Dalton, Cass, Olliffe, O’Sullivan, Hungerford, Moore, Stephen, and D A. Ferguson, M’sP.,
waited upon me to-day, with reference to the proposal for a railway from Byroek to Brewarrina. The
statement enclosed was submitted by Mr. Sawers, showing the estimated traffic, and the probability that
the line would prove a paying one from the commencement, while, as time went on, the iraffic would
increase as tho district was developed, and it was said tho line was promised by a previous Government.
It was. mentioned tbat Brewarrina was a very suitable place for an irrigation scheme to ho initiated, and
following such scheme a large population would settle on the Barwon. That without the railway the
traffic would pass by the river from this Colony into Victoria and South Australia. That Brewarrina was
already an important place, as was evidenced by the extent of laud selection and tho Customs revenue
a greater increase in these particulars being shown at Brewarrina than in any other district. That tho
line would be easy of construction (no engineering difficulties being met with), and the cost would be
small. In connection with this matter, Mr. Abbott remarked that it seemed to him the earthworks to
Bourke were much more extensive than the requirements warranted, and that the traffic and wants of tho
district would he fully met by a train three times a week instead of daily, as at present, the reduction of
the trains lessening the expenditure, and, consequently, making the lines more remunerative. They con
sidered the Brewarrina line could bo made for a sum not much exceeding £150,000.
.
I informed them that I looked upon this Imo as one that would come within the category of cheap
lines, as proposed by Sir John Fowler in the report he submitted to me, I quite concurred in his opinion,
that it was unwise to expend large sums in making expensive lines over the level plains of the interior;
and
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and, so long as I was in office, I would, whenever practicable, adopt the system of cheap railways, as hy
this means we would be able to construct railways to localities which otherwise would not obtain railway
facilities, A principle was laid down in some recent railway proposals that whore a railway went into a
district, and enhanced the value of the local properties, the land actually required for the railway should
he given free, aud I trusted this principle would be observed in this ease. It was pointed out that this
line would pass almost wholty through Crown lands. I was under the impression tiiat some proposal was
to he madedn connection with this line, that the Government, if they constructed the line, would be
guaranteed against any loss, but no such proposal had been made. I had had an estimate prepared of
the probable cost, and found it to be £247,000 or £4,500 per mile, but this seemed to me altogether too
high an estimate for a branch line, such as the Byrock-Brewarrina Extension would be. .Regardmg
irrigation, I mentioned that the Commission was fully aware of the importance of Brewarrina, and that a
surveyor was now in the locality taking levels, &c. I stated finally I was not in a position to give any
definite promise, but I would submit tbe matter to my colleagues and, personally, 1. was in favour of it,
provided the line could he carried out cheaply and gave promise of a paying return. It would be a strong
argument in favour of it if the people would guarantee the Department against loss.
----------------'WJ.L.
[JEWoswre.]
Byrock to Brewarrina.
The country between and surrounding both these places is entirely pastoral, and for the most part
good. Both towns arc small. Byrock has only had an existence since tho extension from Dubbo was
commenced. Brewarrina, though on all sides the land is good, has not advanced as it might have been
expected it would. It is virtually the head of the navigation of the Darling, as, just above there, is a ledge
of rocks forming part of the famed fisheries, over which vessels cannot get unless the river is very high.
The country about the proposed line being pastoral, tho population is small and very scattered.
Erom Byrock to Brewarrina the country is practically level, and the engineering difficulties to
overcome would be small.
The line, if constructed, would be a great boon to those who have now to send produce to or
receive stores from Sydney by the present roads. These, in fine weather, are good, but a very little rain
as the soil is heavy, sticky, and clogging, renders them impassable for wheeled vehicles.
A verv close approximate idea of what the returns from this railway should be could be obtained
from tbe Byrock books.
This line should attract some of the Queensland traffic, which now goes by other roads.
A matter for consideration with regard to this line is the competition which it would have to meet
of the steamers on the Darling. But judging from what the extension to Bourke has already taught
us, in the end the river unless locked would interfere very little with the railway.
Navigation is so uncertain {in my experience the Darling has only been open on an average for a
period once in every three years), the clhance of a steamer being caught in one of the bends when the
river is falling so imminent, the danger when the river is low so great, that until matters be very much
ameliorated, either by locking or some other means, a certain service by rail must prevail over the uncer
tain means of the river.
'With regard to all extensions into the interior of the Colony, if they are to pay properly, a very
different system of construction must be adopted in the future from what has prevailed in tho past.
In the purely pastoral portions of New South Wales, the population is so small and so scattered,
that in fixing a service, it may be neglected.
Eor the goods and the goods only should trains be run. To give an example of what I moan—
I left Bourke not so long ago, and I believe I was the only passenger in the train, A.t that time a train
for passengers and mails only ran right through to Bourke. It being conceded tiiat the goods traffic only
is to be considered (of course there would be accommodation for passengers on every train), a much loss
rate of speed than that at present attempted will sufiiee, aud consequently a much cheaper line,—half
ballasted, no fencing, sleepers on tlie sod—why in level country these are put on a bank not consolidated,
while the earth is available and is consolidated, is, to the unprofessional mind, incomprehensible. No
station buildings except sheds and residences which may be absolutely necessary, not as at present, erec
tions which, in many cases, are more than equal to the traffic of fifty years hence—such is the line which,
in my opinion, is suitable for our inland extensions. Let everything be good as far as it goes, and capable
hereafter of being made equal to the present lines, which are undoubtedly excellent—but such excellency
is not at present required.
______________________________

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to T. Waddell, Esq.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 13 April, 1889.
In compliance with your personal request, I have the honor to inform you that the Secretary
for Public Works will receive a deputation, in reference to the construction of a line of railway from
Byrock to Brewarrina, on Thursday, the 18th instant, at ll'SO o’clock a.m.
I am to add that Messrs. Willis and Davis, M’s.P., have been apprised of the arrangement.
1 have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.

No. 13.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Willis and Davis, M’s.P.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 13 April, 18S9.
I am directed to inform you that, in compliance with a personal request made by Mr. Waddell,
M.P., the Secretary for Public Works will receive a deputation, in reference to tho construction of a line
of railway from Byrock to Brewarrina, on Thursday, the 18th instant, at H'30 o’clock a.m.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.
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No. 14;
Report of Deputation.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 18 April, 1889.
Deputation:—Construction of Railway from Byrock to Brewarrina.
To-dat a deputation, consisting of Messrs. 'Waddell, Davis, Lakeman, Hayes, and Gormty, M’s.P., with
other gentlemen, waited upon tlie Minister to urge the desirability of the construction of a light line of
railway from Byroek to Brewarrina.
_
Mr. Waddell, M.P., who was the first speaker, said their object was to ask the Government to
take into consideration the construction of this line. The matter, he said, had been under tbe attention
of previous Governments, and Mr. Wright, when Secretary for Works, had expressed himself in favour of
it, and had stated that it would be included in tbe first batch of lines submitted by his Government. He
(Mr. Waddell) further pointed out tiiat Brewarrina was tbe centre of a large pastoral district, tlie richest
in the colony, and was certain to he a town of considerable importance in a few years. As a proof of the
richness of the district be would refer to tbe large number of homestead leases there were in the district,
which could bo seen by a glance at tbe map. Further, there were no engineering difficulties in tbe
way of tlie work, and on account of the level nature of tho country a railway could be made at the
cheapest possible rate, and that if the line wore not constructed the Government would be compelled to
make roads. He also stated that no district in tbo colony was more suitable for carrying out irrigation
works. The Barwon runs close to the town, aud there were other rivers in the locality ; and when tbe
irrigation works, proposed by tbe Government, were carried out, this district would be certain to be one of
the first for their operation.
_
_
_
Mr. Davies, M.P., said he supported all that had been said in favour of the lino by tbe previous
speaker.
Mr. Rich said that as an old resident of the district be could strongly advocate tbe line. In wet
weather trnflic between tlio two places was greatly impeded owing to tbe boggy nature of the country.
Traffic with "Walgctt would be served by the line, and it would also cause a considerable trade with the
Queensland district,
_ _
_
_
Mr. Gormly, M.P., stated that it would cost more to construct and maintain a proper road in this
district than it would for a railway, which could be made in tbe cheapest possible way ; and be considered
the fact of the saving of a large expenditure in road construction should be placed against the cost of the
line. He further stated that there was a rocky bar in the river at Brewarrina which rendered it very
suitable for tho construction of dams for conserving water for irrigation purposes. He added that the
line would have the effect of diverting traffic to Sydney which at present goes to Brisbane.
Mr. Hayes, M.P., said be was well acquainted with the level nature of the country, and ho
considered that a light line of railway would cost little more to construct than a proper road. He desired
to'refer the Minister to a report on the subject of light lines of railway which was made some time since
by Sir John Fowler.
_
.
Mr. Lakeman, M.P., said a great deal of money bad been thrown away in trying to make roads in
country similar to this. A properly metalled road would cost £1,000 a mile more than a railway ; and
instead of spending money in roads, he considered light lines of railway should be built. He thought the
estimate of the cost of tho lino by the Department was excessive, and he stated that a private company
had estimated the cost at £1,800 per mile, exclusive of rails and rolling-stock.
_
Mr. ’Waddell said the Queensland Government were getting a line built from Hormanton to
Croydon, through similar country to that between Byrock and Brewarrina, only more swampy, and
therefore worse, at the rate of £2,250 per mile.
_
Mr. Bruce Smith, in reply to the deputation, said he knew nothing of the country in question,
except from the papers in the office. These he had had the advantage of perusing, and they extended
back, he found, to the year 1885. Deputations had at different times waited upon Ministers, but he
found they had always received the stereotyped answer, which pleased a deputation without committing
the Government, viz., that they would look into the matter, and, if possible, recommend it for the
consideration of tbo Cabinet. [The Minister then read to the deputation minute of 2nd December, 1887
(Railways, 87-21,810), and extracts from replies given to previous deputations by Mr. Wright aud Mr.
Lync.] Ho further said said tbat not knowing tbe country he could only say he would look further into
the matter and get together all the information on the subject and endeavour, with the assistance of the
professional knowledge of tbe Department, to form such an opinion as would enable him to determine
whether or not he could recommend the application to the Cabinet.
BRHCE SMITH.
Send on to Railway Commissioners.—B.S., B.C., 20/5/89.

Railways.

No. 15.
Report of Railway Commissioners.
Office of tbe Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 15 July, 1889.
Proposed Railway from Byrock to Brewarrina—551 miles.
In' compliance with the request of the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works (89-1115), we beg to
report as under on tbo above proposal:—
■
■’
This line traverses a purely pastoral country, with a very limited population.
With regard to tbe township of Brewarrina, there is no evidence of any advance having been made
during the past five or ten years, and it is very doubtful whether the construction of a railway would give
it any great impetus. During the past four years large areas of Crown lands have been taken up as
homestead leases, and by this means tbe population of the district has been increased, but, even with this
improvement, tbe whole population which would be served by the railway is limited, and the freights
produced
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produced by aud required of it at present, and in the immediate future would fall far short of that neces
sary to being a profitable revenue to a railway. There is, it was alleged by some of the residents of
Brewarrina, a prospect of an extensive stock traffic arising north of this place, and extending some dis
tance into Queensland, which would drift to Brewarrina. This may be so, but it is exceedingly doubtful,
as it is unlikely that traffic now going to Bourke, where there is a railway, and to Morce, where there
probably will be one, is likely to be diverted to Brewarrina. For these reasons the construction of a Hue
cannot, upon commercial grounds, be recommended.
There is, however, another aspect of tho case which is, perhaps, not altogether beyond our
province, and may be mentioned in connection with the necessity for iheans of communication between
Byrock and Brewarrina. At present there are practically none, and to make roads would be expensive,
both tbe first cost aud maintenance, and consequently the question as to whether.an inexpensive railway
both as regards construction and workincr, should be provided, may bo worthy of consideration, not aa
a commercial undertaking, but as of affording a means of communication which, the Government should
provide.
We have not given the usual statement of estimated working expenses and traffic, as the figures
cannot be laid down with any degree of certainty.
Estimated Cost.
Tho estimated cost of construction cannot be given, as no proper survey of the line haa been made
by tbe Engineer-in-Chief.
fE. M. G. EDDY,
(ns.)
The Seal of the Bailway Commissioners of New |
Chief Commissioner.
South Wales was affixed hereto this IGthJ W. W. FEHON,
(l.s.)
day of July, 1SS9, in the presence of,— j
Commissioner.
W. Y. Bead.
j CHABLES OLIYEB, (i.s.)
Commissioner.
L

No. 16.
T. Waddell, Esq., ALP., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

_
Legislative Assembly, 24 July, 1S8!).
On behalf of the people of Brewarrina, I would like to know the estimated amount of traffic
that would be necessary to make the Byrock-Brewarrina railway pay ; also, if the Government would
accept a guarantee from a number of responsible people in the Brewarrina district that the line will
return a fair interest on the outlay.
Yours, <fce.,
T. WADDELL.

'

No. 17.
Purther Report of Railway Commissioners.

Office of the Bailway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 8 August, 1839,
Eailway—Byrock to Brewarrina—50 miles.
With reference to tho estimated annual cost of working the Byrock to Brewarrina line, the cost of the
Hue is set down ab £242,400; and the interest on this sum at 3-1- per cent, would amount to £8,484 ;
the working expenses are estimated at an additional £9,500; making the value of traffic to be obtained
£17,934.
_
It may be pointed out tbat only the proportion of the revenue that would be earned for tbe traffic
actually passing over tlie section must be given to it, and credit must not be taken for the total rate to be
received for carriage from and to Sydney and Brewarrina.

No. 18.
The Under Secretary Eor Public Works to T. Waddell and W. W. Davis, Esqs.,
M’s.P.
Sir,

_
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2G July, 1889.
lam directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th July, on the subject of
estimated amount of traffic required to make the Byrock-Brewarrina line pay, anil o inform yon that
tho same has been forwarded to tbe Eailway Commissioners, and when the requisite information has been
obtained, a further communication will be made to you.
I have, Ac.,
J. BARLING,
'
Under Secretary.

Sidney: Charles Potter, Co\emmentPrinter—JbDQ

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
{ALTERNATIVE ROUTES FOR RELIEVING CONGESTION OF TRAFFIC ON GREAT WESTERN LINE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 November, 1890.

25th October, 1890.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,
I have the honour to submit the following Report on the commercial and industrial aspects of
tho suggested loop-line from Blacktown to Blayncy, and also of tho proposed line from Richmond to
Esk Bank.
.
■

Black town to Blayney.
To obtain a personal knowledge of tbe country traversed I accompanied Mr. Burge and Mr. Gipps
over the line from the Warrngamba valley to Blayney, and subsequently examined the country between
the Nepean and Blacktown and Liverpool.
Liverpool connection.
The line originally suggested by Mr. Gipps would start from Blacktown, but Liverpool has since
been proposed by various persons as a more suitable counection.
•
The distance from Sydney to the Nepean is the same by either route.
As regards engineering the Blacktown connection would probably be a little oasior.
But on the other hand the line from Liverpool would open up a larger area of good land now
deprived of railway communication; and, in the event of the Marriekviilc and Liverpool loop-line being
constructed, would keep the traffic clear of the present suburban line.
Description of country.
By either route the line would pass through good agricultural land for 17 miles as far as the Nepean
at Mulgoa. .
Erom tlionce it runs for 14 miles up the narrow gorge of the Warragamba.
Here there is some good land along the slopes of the sandstone cliffs, but the strip is so narrow
and steep that when the necessary land is taken for the railway there will be little left for cultivation.
The route then lies up the valley of the Cox for 5 miles. Here, and also in the neighbouring
Wollmdilly valley, some patches of very rich land occur, but they are only patches in comparison to the
extent necessary to feed a railway.
'
The good land has long since been taken np, and the greater part is now under cultivation.
The line then leaves the Cox and winds up a ridge between Butcher’s Creek and the Kowmung
River. It follows this ridge for about 60 miles to where it joins the main range, near Shooter’s Hill.
There are patches of good land along the ridge, and some nice flats and swamps at Colong and
Bcndopk, but nothing of sufficient area to produce a traffic large enough to support a railway. In fact, the
precipitous and broken character of tho country precludes the idea of its being cultivated to anv extent.
Erom Shooter’s Hill to Blayney, a distance of about 60 miles, fully three-quarters of the land is
good, much of it being of a superior volcanic nature suited for tbe growth of English cereals and fruit.
This district would produce in time a large traffic, though at present it is undeveloped, owing fo
want of railway communication.
.
Agricultural
761—A
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Agricultural products.

As regards agricultural traffic, therefore, !. consider that the first 17 and the last GO miles would
central section would produce
eventually yield a traffic ot importance, hut that over /O miles of the ceutr
practically nothing.
Timber.
The timber along the route as far as Mount 'W'erong, or for half the distance, consists principally
of strm"vbark, ironhark, and gums. What grows on the ridges is generally of a poor quality.
fn some of the ravines good timber is visible, and 1 was informed that largo quantities of- good
ironbark are found higher up the Hirer Cos.
Cedar is also said to still exist in the Kowmuug valley.
_
Though we descended into several ravines I saw no really first-class timber of sufficient commercial
value to become an item of traffic, except in one valley near Mount Werong. Hero there was a good
forest of blackhutt, stringy bark, turpentine, and gum, hut yet not to be compared with what grows on
the Jsorth Coast.
.
. ,
,
, .
, , „ .
. ,
The long railway carriage would prevent this timber from being sent to bydney, but there would
ho a good market for it out west.
. ,
Prom Mount Werong to Blayney the timber is of no commercial value, being principally white gum
and willow.
Timber produels.
I have therefore come to the conclusion that, though sufficient timber could be got for construc
tion purposes, the timber traffic would be small, and principally local and westwards.
Minerals.
Valuable coal seams occur on the Warragamha which cannot possibly ho worked without a
Wrt 11 Tv’ll V

1
At Mount Werong is an extensive gold-field, which has been very little worked. Silver has also
been found in the district
.
, ,,
.
It is probable that with railway communication this field would ho developed—the present \\ orkings
bein°’only alluvial—and support a moderate population, and consequent traffic.
° The Wiirragamba coal-mines iiTC only 50 miles from Sydney \ so a largo traffic could be rebod ou3
especially as the analysis shows the coal to be of good quality.
Topulation.
The country as far as the Nepean at Mulgoa supports a very small population. It is principally
held under old grants, and is unimproved
„
.....
,
.
At Mulgoa. a new settlement is springing up ; and if Messrs. Chancy Bros, irrigation scheme is
carried out it will rapidly increase.
, „ , ,
, ,
,
, , , , f
All good land along the Warragamba and Cox has been taken up and supports about ten families.
From the Cox to Mount Werong is practically uninhabited, and is used as a cattle run.
Near Werong are half a dozen miners and two or three selectors. From thence to Blayney the
land is held by several large owners and a few selectors.
l
There is, however, a considerable area of good land along this section still unalicnated.
Probable traffic.
Tor the present I exclude the question of through traffic derived from the Western Line.
Goods,
With regard to goods it will be seen from the description of the country that over 70 miles of the
lino would ho through country from which little or no agricultural traffic could be derived, and that
the only mineral traffic of consequence would he in coal from the Warragamba, only oO miles from
SydnejThe first 17 miles of the line would have a traffic in fruit and vegetables for Sydney markets of
considerable importance.
....
.
, ,
3
,
The traffic from the last 60 miles would he principally gram, potatoes, and other root crops, as
well as fruit.
,
, , _
.,
. , ,
Sheep iire only kept west of Shooter’s Hill, so the wool traffic would not bo large*
Cattle and sheep, except fat stock, would seldom use the rail way.

_

Pigs are now driven in considerable numbers to Camden, after being collected from the dittorent
selectors. These, if fat, would probably he trucked or else come as dead meat.
Passengers.
As far as the Nepean a considerable suburban passenger traffic might he expected in course of
timej and probably a tourist traffic up the Warragamba and Cox, and to the Jenolan or \V hombeyan
The line Would pass within 12 miles of the Jenolan aud 15 of the Whombeyan Caves.
_
It is also certain that settlement would immediately increase on the Warragamba with the opening
of the coal mines.
■
Total traffic.
Making every allowance, therefore, for further development along the line, I am forced to the
conclusion that at least 50 miles of this lino would he devoid of wayside traffic.
Arguments
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Arguments for and aqainst.
Unless it can be shown that the loss sustained through constructing and working this 50 miles
of most expensive lino is compensated for in other ways, it should be sufficient to condemn the route.
It may be argued that the opening up of 17 miles of good land at the beginning, and 60 miles at
the end, is sufficient compeusation.
_
But this good land can be opened up at much loss expense, and equally well, by the construction
of a line as far as Mulgoa, and by extending the proposed branch from Perth to Rockley, a little further.
A private line from the Nepean would be sufficient to develope the coal mines. The Government
can hardly be expected to construct a line for the sole benefit of a Mining Company.
'
■
Diversion of traffic.
The main contention, however, of the promoters of the Blacktown-Blayney loop is, that the relief
it would afford to the present congestion of traffic on the Mountains, by the diversion of all the traffic to
aud from places west of Blayney over the new line, and the saving in working expenses effected by having
to haul it over a 1 in 60 grade line, instead of over the existing railway with its ruling grade of I bySO,
wmdd not alone compensate for all disadvantages, but actually pay off the whole capital cost within a
few years.
_
_
Pamphlets have been published professing to prove this. They are, however, entirely wrong in
their premises, and therefore false In the conclusions arrived at.
Briefly, it is argued that because a lino has a ruling grade of 1 in 60, it must have a larger traffic
than one with a steeper grade. This is absurd !
'
Tiie traffic depends not on the grade, but on the resources of the country passed through.
The working expenses alone will bo reduced by having a flatter grade, and this in a much less
degree than is commonly supposed.
“ Figures,” it is said, “ are dangerous things,” and “ will prove anything; ” in the case referred
to they have proved an absurdity.
In order to he in a position to judge of the commercial value of the Blacktown-Blayney Line, as an
alternative to the ’W’cstorn Line, it will be necessary to investigate these two questions of relief to con
gestion of traffic, and saving in working expenses.
Jflcaiis of relieving traffic congestion.
There are four ways of relieving congestion of traffic—
1. Increasing the weight of locomotives. This can only be done to a limited extent.
2. Improving the grades and curves. The grades on the Western Line cannot be improved to any
extent, except by cutting out the two Zig Zags. The curves arc now being improved.
3. Constructing an alternative line.
'
4. Duplicating the track.
Comparison of an alternative with a duplicate line.
An alternative or loop line with similar grades, length, summit, level, and character, will simply
double the capacity of tho railway system affected.
But to duplicate tho existing track would increase the capacity twelve-fold, as will bo explained
further on.
The Blacktown-Blayney Line, it is claimed, will have no grade steepor than 1 in 60. To obtain this,
the length must bo increased by 5 or 6 miles in one place alone.
The summit level will, 1 believe, be several hundred feet higher than the present line.
The line will therefore be longer, and rise to a greater elevation than the Western Line,'but will
he superior as to grades.
Steep grades involve reduced loads and increased working expenses.
The gross weight of a train varies directly with the grade, but the gross working expenses do not
thus vary.
Capacity.
It will be shown later on that the capacity of the Blacktown-Blayney Line will be about double
that of the present Western Lino, so that by its construction the capacity of the Western system would
be increased threefold.
As regards capacity, therefore, it would bo four times as advantageous to duplicate the present
track.
_
By capacity is meant the greatest amount which, under the most perfect arrangements and with
improved appliances, can he carried over a line. In practice of course the amount would he much less.
Capacity depends upon two things;—(1) The number of trains it is possible to work; and (2) the
weight of each train,
Single trade capacity.
On a single line, with trains passing each other every 5 miles, and travelling at 15 miles per hour,
allowing 10 minutes loss at each pas sing-place, it would be possible to run one train each way every
hour — 4S trains per day.
An average “Consolidation” engine will draw (exclusive of its own weight) 106 tons up a 1 in 30
grade : 48 x 106 ■ 9,408 train tons per day. The same engine will draw 410 tons up a 1 in 60 grade:
48 x 410 = 19,680 train tons per day.
Double trade capacity.
On a double track, with automatic block signals every mile, trains might safely follow each other
a mile apart, or (say) at five-minute intervals = 12 each way every hour, or 2SS trains per day. This on
a 1 in 30 grade would amount to 288 x .196 = 56,448 train tons per day each way.
These figures are given for tho purpose of showing that where the number of trains must be
necessarily great, a duplicate track possesses enormous advantages over a single one, even though this
single line has better grades, aud provided that both arc high grade lines.
.
_
Difficulties
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Difficulties of viorhing f resent traffic.
The goods traffic on the "Western Line is now very large, and the congestion is severely felt
between Penrith and Lithgow, owing to the single track and heavy grades. The grades necessitate the
trains being broken up, so increasing the number of trains and train-crossings. If the track were double,
this inconvenience would not be felt, as the trains would simply follow each other at short intervals.
The working capacity of a single track is limited, but noth continuous brakes and a proper block
system the capacity of a double track is almost unlimited, amounting to a constant stream both ways.
These remarks apply to slow goods traffic.
_
Past passenger trains running over the same tracks will of course disorganise the procession of
goods trains, so that sometimes it becomes necessary to quadruple the lines.
By the time it becomes necessary to quadruple the Western Line, the Colony will have become
wealthy enough to construct half a dozen alternative railways.
'
Single track railways, where the tonnage carried per mile is small, are more economical than double
tracks, especially when constructed through level country.
Por instance, to duplicate the line from Junee to Hay, would add about GO per cent, to the capital
cost without reducing the working expenses at all.
■

■ 'Economy of double tracks for heavy traffic.
But when the grades are heavy, and the traffic is large and increasing, the proportion of the total
working expenses chargeable to shunting and delays at passing places becomes so great, that it is a matter
of economy to duplicate.
This time must soon arrive for the Mountain section of the Western Line.
It is claimed by the promoters of the Blacktown-Blayney lane that it would bo bettor to construct
their line than to spend any money on the improvement of the existing one, In fact, if their argument
is pushed a little further it would be better to close the Western Line altogether.
Estimate of cost of duplication and improving.
Mr. Deane, Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, has furnished me with the following rough
estimate of the cost of duplicating the existing line the whole way between Penrith and Blayney. Tho
line is already duplicate as far as Penrith: —
,

Permanent-way ...
Ordinary works ...

por mile.

...
...

140 miles at
Tunnels

...
...

...
...

...
...

£2,000
2,500

...
...
... £4,500 ...
...
...............................................................

£030,000
200,000

£830,000
This includes the avoidance of the two Zig Zags.
_
For the expenditure of (say) £850,000 tho carrying capacity would be increased fully twelvefold,
delays avoided, and working expenses per ton reduced.
Branch Lines.
Add to this the cost of the Perth aud Hockley branch—estimated at £196,000—with a further
extension of about 10 miles, costing (say) altogether £260,000.
_
Also add the cost of a short branch from Liverpool towards Mulgoa, say 15 miles, at £6,000=
£90,000, or a total extra sum of £350,000, which will be necessary to tap the traffic-producing areas of
the Blacktown-Blayney Line, and the result is, that for the expenditure of £1,200,000, as much advantage
will accrue to the country at large as if the Blacktown-Blayney Line were constructed.
Private Coal Line.
The few settlers on the Cox River and Warragamba would not be long without a railway in the
event of a branch being made to Mulgoa—that is, if the coal seams are as good as tho analysis would
lead one to suppose.
Tourist traffic.
I have excluded the question of tourist traffic, as I believe the larger proportion would continue
to visit the Caves by the present routes. Tourists like generally to visit Katoomba or Mount Victoria,
and take in the Caves as one of their excursions. The shortening of the road journey to 12 miles would
hardly compensate for the tamer scenery of the new route.
_
In any case, whatever traffic there was might be said to have been stolen from tho present line..
It must be now seen whether the saving in working expenses on the Blacktown-Blayney Lino
would compensate for the additional expenditure it would involve in its construction to what would be
required to duplicate the Western Line, and construct the two hranches referred to.
Engineering—Cost of Blacktown-Blayney Line.
Mr. Burge, who has had large experience in railway construction in this and other countries, has
gone into the engineering merits of the line.
1
He reports that, in his opinion, the 1 in 60 grade claimed can be got throughout, but only at great
expense, and that be is very doubtful if 12-chain curves can be obtained.
He estimates the cost of construction at £2,193,000, and remarks that it might be much more, and
’
_
is not likely to be less.
I fully concur with him. and consider that, if anything, lie has underestimated the difficulties and
cost.
_
It is, of course, impossible in a case like this for anyone to give more than a rough estimate of the
probable cost previous to actual survey. Barometric levels will show whether a line is possible, but are
useless in determining details, an estimate of which can only be formed from one’s previous knowledge of
railway construction.
Total

lofal cost
■
If tho cost of survey is added to Mr. Burge’s estimate, the total will amount to about £2,200,000,
or £1,000,000 in excess of what it would take to duplicate the present line and construct the Perth and
Hockley branch, and also the branch from Liverpool to the Nepean,
•
The question therefore resolves itself into this: Will the saving in-working expenses pay 4 per
cent, interest on £1,000,000 ? Otherwise, will the saving be £10,000 per annum ?
Working expenses.

■

Comparing tbe Blacktown-Blajncy Line with the Western: The summit level of the former will
Ije higher than the present line. But allowing that they arc equal; then the actual work done in foot
pounds in hauling a given gross load to the top will be the sama in both instances.
]f tbe traffic was light the working expenses would alsq be practically tbe same, although one may
have a grade of 1 in 00 while tho other has T in 30; that is to say, if one train per day each way would
cany all the traffic.
It must be borne in mind that if one line has steeper gradients than another over similar country,
it will also have more stretches of level or of low grade.
Aud it is quite possible to have a line with a ruling grade of 1 in 00 between two places which
will be more expensive to work than another line with 1 in :-t0.
Tins would occur whore the I iu 00 was obtained at the expense of a great increase of length, or
where tho 1 iu 00 grades were scattered, while the 1 in 30 was all in one place, and could be worked
advantageously with an assistant engine.
Good location.

.

Many tilings have to be considered besides grades when laying out a line ; for instance, first cost
wayside traffic, bunching of grades, direction of traffic,.length and cost of future maintenance.
Tf too much weight is attached to one of these to the neglect of others, the resulting line may
prove a financial failure.
If the Western Line had stilt to be constructed, less weight would be attached to the question'of
first cost, which at the time must have seriously hampered the engineers.
Improvements to Western Line,
Several improvements had to be given up on account oftthe extra expense entailed.
Per instance, tbe avoidance of both Zig Zags, the great Zig Zag especially, where the direction of
the grade is against the heavy mineral traffic.
This can be avoided by a tunnel, the cost of which, as veil as the doing away with the other
Zig Zag, has been included in Mr. Deane’s estimate.
'
All things being equal, a line with 1 in 60 grade must be much superior to a lino with 1 iu 30, so
that if the western line were not already constructed, tiie Blacktown-Blayney should be certainly surveyed,
even though it would leave out many important towns and districts; a true balance could then be struck.
The present line being constructed, tho case is totally different.
It cannot be dosed; tbe same staff of station-masters, porters, &c., must be maintained, as well
as the additional staff required for the new line from Blayney to Blacktown.
So that the only saving in working expenses will be the amount represented by the cost of
keeping that number of additional locomotives in steam which would be necessary to work the present
goods traffic over a 1 iu 33 grade instead of over a 1 in 60 ; and from this should bo deducted the cost of
the additional staff required for the new lino—not to speak of tbe cost of maintaining so many more miles
of works other than permanent-way.
To arrive at the number of additional locomotives required we must investigate the effects of
grades upon haulage.
'
Mfect of grades upon haulage.
The tractive power of an engine depends on—
. .
,
(I.) The -weight on its driving wheels—constant for the same engine.
(2.) Adhesion, or the proportion of that weight which can be turned into traction before the
wheels slip, This varies from one-third to one-fifth, and depends on the state of the rails
whether dry, or very wet, or moist and dirty. Average (say) one-fourth,
(3.) Internal power of engine.—Constant for each engine, and supposed to be always greater
than adhesion, and therefore can be disregarded except in calculation of speed.
Typical Locomotive.
The economy of using heavy locomotives has long been recognised, and the tendency is to increase
tbe weight still more.
I have tbeforc taken as a standard the average consolidation type from Baldwin’s catalogue:—
Average Consolidation Engine.

Total weight of engine and tender in working order
...
Do
do
only
do
...
...
Do
on all driving wheels
do
...
Total tractive power (one-fourth adhesion).......................................

American—
Tons (2000 lbs).

English—
Tons (2,240 lbs).

75
51.
44

66-75
454
3916
9-8

11

Moiling
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Rolling friction.
The rolling friction of a train moving at 15 miles per hour may he taken at about 8 lb. per ton.
This has been determined by actual experiment by Sir Daniel Gooch and others.
Using American tons of 2,000 lb. so as to avoid complications.
'
Tho consolidation engine could haul 11 * 2000,— y- __ 9^75 fona on the level.
On a grade, by the first principles of mechanics, the weight sustained by a given pull, is to tbe pull
as tbe length of the grade is to its height, or
^ This is when friction is so small that it may be
disregarded.
'
_ In all except English countries grades are expressed by the number of feet risen in 100 feet.
Tliis simplifies calculations. Thus:—
1 in 60 = TGG per cent, grade.
1 in 40 = 2'5
.,
„
1 in 33 = 3’
„
„
1 in 30 = 3 33
..
Then for a 1 in GO grade ^
To move the load rolling friction must be overcome as well as grade resistance—8 lb. per
2,000 lb. = 0'4 per cent, grade.
Therefore, for a moving train up 1 in 60 -p-- =

'W —

=

_ 100 x 11 tons __

^0(1

533

tons gross.
Deducting weight of engine, tender, and (say) a 4-ton brake-van, in all 70 tons:—
534 — 79 = 455 = weight of loaded trucks.
Raging load.
If wo allow the paying load of a goods train to average GO per cent, of the total waggon weight,
and calculating for other grades in the same manner, remembering that rolling friction is constant for a
given speed and for all grades, and in fact varies hardly anything under any circumstances when once
the train is started, we obtain the following table:—
Table showing effect of grade upon haulage.
Loads hauled by Average Consolidation Engine.

Traction = 11 American tons.

Paying Load.
Grade.
Per cent.

Gross Load.
American tons.

Waggon Load.
American tons.

1 in 60

0
1-66

2,750
534

1 in 40
1 in 33
lin 30

2-5
33-33

379

2,G71
455
300
244
216

Grade.

Level

323
294

-

American Tons
(2,000 lbs.)

English Tons
(2,240 lbs.)

1,602
273
180
146
130

1,430
244

160
130
116

It will he seen that the paying load for 1 in 60 is a little less than twice the paying load of a
I in 33, and a little more than twice that of I in 30.
Ruling grade.
Though the steepest incline on the'Western Line is 1 in 30, only a short length (If miles) of
this occurs, and all in the direction of the heaviest traffic—1G£ miles of 1 in 33 grades occur; they also
are, with one exception, in the right- direction, so that properly speaking 1 in 40 is tho grade which might
he taken as the limiting grade; 1 in 40 would necessitate loads being about one third less than on 1 in GO.
If therefore I assume that the net paying loads on the Blacktown-Blayney Line would be twice as
heavy as on the present line, it cannot be said that I have underrated tho advantage of a 1 in GO grade.
Expenses per mile.
It might he hastily assumed that because an engine could haul double the load over the BlacktownBlayney Line its working expenses would he only half. This is not so.
If it were possible to use an engine twice as heavy on the present line the same net tonnage could
he hauled for about 15 per cent, extra to what it would cost on the line with 1 in 60 grades.
I find that this result has been obtained on American lines.
Our typical engine could not be doubled in weight, therefore the number of trains must be double.
Then the total extra expense per train mile including interest on cost of additional Locomotives
would he under 50 per cent. This means that supposing the working expenses of the Mountain section
of the "Western Line amount to three-quarters of a penny per ton per mile, then tho working expenses
of the Blacktown-Blayney Line would amount to one half-penny per ton per mile.
Unfortunately I cannot find what the working expense per ton per mile of the Mountain section is.
It would be obviously unfair to take the working expenses of the whole line, and divide by the number of
tons.
English railways.
.
The average working expenses on English railways with moderate traffic is about 3s. per train mile.
American

7
American Railways,
On Amcricnu railways it amounts to about 1 dollar = 4s. 2d., per train mile.
_
_
Mr. A. M. Wellington, M. Inst. C.E., one of the greatest living authonties on Hallway Economy,
who lias studied tho subject for years, in the last edition of his wort on Eailway Location, gives many
valuable tables.
_
....
Tbe (iiiestion of the extra cost of working steep grades is fully gone into by him. _
Tho following table is based on his American experience and has been amended since tho former
edition of his wort was published, though the totals remain the same :—
Estimated average cost per train mile of doubling the number of trains to haul a given traffic, or proportion
of expenses which varies directly with the number of trains—the car tonnage remaining constant.

Item.

Cost per cent,
or in cents.

Per cent, added
by doubling number
o£ trains.

Added cost—
cents.

Rucl ............................................................................
Oil, waste, and water...
...
...
...
...
Engine repairs
...
...
...
...
■■■
Shunting engines
...
...
...
...
...
Train wages and supplies
...................................... .
Car maintenance
...
...
...
■■■
...
Renewals—rails
...
...
...
...
Adjusting track
...................................................
Renewals—tics
............. .
...........................
Earthwork aud ballast
...
...
...
...
Switches and sidings ...
...
...
...
Bridges and buildings
...
...
...
Station terminal and general...........................
...

76
T2
5-0
5'2
15-4
120
20
60
3-0
4-0
2-5
5'5
300

67 per cent.
67
„
75
„
Unaffected.
100 per cent.
10 per ecnl:.7m,
100 per cent.
100
„
100
„
100
„
100
„
Unaffected,
20 per cent.

51

1000

47-8

Total for operating items

...........................

Add for interest on cost of extra locomotives ...

...

Grand total cost per mile pier cent, added

...

,»M

*«•

o-s
4-2
15'4
(-1-2)
20
60
3-0
40
2‘5
6-0
47-8

**«

1-7
49-5

"■

Tims if we double the number of trains to carry a given traffic—otherwise double the train miles—
tho cost per each additional train mile will be only 50 per cent, of the cost of the original train mile.
Relative cost per train mile.
Therefore the average cost per train mile for the two lines will be as:—
1 : t—
or aa 1 : 'ft>
New South Wales Railways.
Tho average cost per train mile for all the New Sontb Wales Hallways—as given in the Railway
iOU.
Commissioners’ Report, was 49‘91 pence for year ending June, If''"
‘
Tho items arc given thus
Working Expenses, 1890.
Maintenance of way, worts, and stations.,,
Locomotive power ...
...
...
...
Carriages and waggons
...
...
...
Traffic expenses
...
...
...
...
Compensation
...
...
...
...
General expenses ...
...
...
...
Total

...
...
...
...
...
..

d.
13-24
15‘95
4-75
13-64
0-32
2-01
49'91d.

It is curious that this should agree so exactly with the amount given by Air. Wellington as th c
average of American Railways, viz 1 $ — 50 pence.
,
The Blacktown-lllayney Line, with 1 in 60 ruling grades, and supposing 12 chain curves also to
have been obtained, would bo about an average line to wort.
Assuming, therefore, that all the traffic in goods and stock to and from places west of Blayney, to
and from places east of Blacktown passed over the line when constructed, we may fairly say it would be
carried at 50rf. per train mile.
,
Then, applying the result arrived at in a preVious Table, we find that the same tonnage could be
carried over tbe existing line for .'H!'1 = 2>7'§ii.])cr iram mile.
_
Tliis result may appear strange, but when it is recollected that a train mile on the BlacktownBlayney line would mean 244 tons of paying load moved 1 mile, against 130 tons for the present line,
it will not ho wondered at, especially-when it is remembered that locomotive power bears such a small pro
portion to total working expenses.
■
.
‘
Melanvc
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Grade,

1 in (30.
1 in 3'J.

Relative east of working a given traffic.
Cost per Train mile.
Cost per Ton mite,
50 pence.
'20 pence.
37'5
■20
7)

.
Traffic Returns.
I have had considerable difficulty in obtaining a return of the traffic that would be diverted from
the existing Jmo to the Blacktown-Blayney, owing principally to tbe press of work in the Traffic
Department.
‘
‘
t.
thereto™ was incomplete I have extracted the information from the last Annual Report of
the Kaihvay Commissioners.
1
^Hra'ffic which would he diverled over the l^locktoivn'Mlnyney Aldernalivc Line,
General goods
............................................................... 8!,61-3 tons = 18,007 trucks.
Dive stock lk,
^ q ,7Q7
"oo1
........................................................................... 25,771 „ = 4,295
„
...................................................
/ipnou
„
mu'
avera8c load for goods truck to be 6 tone, and average gross weight for all, 12 tons.
Inis would be an average traffic of 86 trucks per day, allowing 310 working days per year.
, J.T° C?,T1ry ■this tra,ffic 0T.er P^sent line would require 8 trains per day or 4 each' wav, aud over
Blacktown-Blayney Lino 4 trains per day or 2 each way per day.
v
Relativ* working expenses.
. ,
Then giving the Blacktown-Blayney Line tho benefit of supposin': it to be as short as the present
line—say 150 miles:— ■
.
1
150 x 8 x 310 x 37‘5d, =: £58,125 - Annual v'orking expenses of that portion of traflic to be diverted,
loO i 4 x 310 x 50d. ~ £38,750 = Future cost by new' route.
■
■
. To working expenses of new route must be added-cost of ■maintenance of over 100 miles of
additional line and annual cost of at least ten additional stations and platforms, to what would be required
on the Rockley and Mulgoa branches.
1
By maintenance! mean wages of milesmeu or track walking. • Other items, such as wear of rails,
have been allowed for in estimate of cost per train mile.
,
Maintenance men,-at £25"per mile
...
...
...
Stations’wages, ten at £300
.......................................
Traffic working expenses ...

...

Blacktown-Blayney annual expenses

,,,

,,,

2,500
3^>00

£5,500
. 38,750
£44,250

Loss sustained by construction of Blacktown-Blayney Line.
The actual saving in working present traffic would be £13,875.
-m ,
0I<tr ^26,000 short of what is required to pay 4 per cent, interest on the excess of cost of the
BJacktown-Blayney Lme over the sum required to duplicate the present line from Penrith to Blayney, and
construct the lerth-Rockley branch, and a branch from Liverpool to Mulgoa.
"ollId be necessary then for tbe present traffic to considerably more than double itself, in order
tor the saving.m working expenses to justify the construction of the alternative line.
But as the traffic from places west of Blayney is not one-fourth of the whole traffic of the western
system—the Lithgow Valley coal trade alone exceeding it—the relief afforded bv the Blacktown-Blayney
Lme wjpj-ld be completely nullified by an increase of one-third in the whole of tho western traffic.
. .
1 he duplication of the western line across the mountains is, therefore, inevitable, and the sooner
it is done the better, unless a really good alternative line can be got from the Lithgow Valley,

Richmond to Eskhank.
Description of route.
.
This line would cross the Hajvkesbury about half a mile above tbe road bridge at Richmond, and
wind up the Kurrajong slopes, lamnelling through the summit unto the long ridge forming “Bell’s Line,”
which extends to Mount AVilson, or. Bell Siding, The length ia about 42 miles.
Land. Por the first 12 miles the land is of the richest quality, and the high grounds arc uradually
becoming covered with fruit gardens.
J
•i i
01!® mile of wort1>less sandstone then intervenes, after which Bell’s Line is reached. The
soil along this ridge, as far as Mount Tomah (about 28 miles from Richmond), is generally poor and
sandy; some better patches, however, occur here and there.
Mount Tomah is covered with basaltic soil of the richest kind.
The remaining 12 miles are through worthless sandstone country.
Summary as to Soil.
■i -i a1* u 111 v6 Seen’ *’hcrefo.rc> that oui: of a total length of about 42 miles, 14 miles is through very rich
80 j -To
through light soil of not much value, and extending only a short distance on either side,
and 18 miles through absolutely worthless land.
Timber. Hardwood of a good quality grows on the Bilpin Forest Reserve, and in the ravines, also
near Mount Tomah.
There would he sufficient to construct the line and produce a small traffic. There are about
6 square miles of forest reserve in all,
Kurrajony.
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Kwrrctjontf,

a map.

,S

It is

7 n°'Va a3 " Tho ToP>” the Hawkesburj Plain and Richmond appear as on

1SoS^^XPOW3',,e, en0rm°U8 advantageS °Ter Eatoomba OT Mbnnl Victoria,

milk. 1,116 WaySide tTaffiC f°r tllG first 12 miIes wouM consi£t principally of fruit, firewood, and probably
produce a krIe'Lffif ^ ^ L° gr°Wn at Mount Toma]l> but

^ea of good land is too small to

The passenger traffic with tho Kurrajong during summer months would eventually prove very large.
_
of .

Conclusion as to traffic.
SiS pfc3 ".‘otto ttrotI.LmilM 'r°nld W f0r the C0“Str"Cli»''

.f tho >w ii”

iv.

"’o"H

,we11110 C0'‘

rC<|li”! "““S'”11' *• ■"*%.*«* bocon.
_

Rthcf to traffic on Western Line.

on the tria/turvey8^011 ^ ^ 1

'Engineering.
" mei0n™ °£ 0Pinion amo”S tbo surveyors who have boon engaged

11»1,e o6t"“ed' «“•

°“8

Xfcrd aay tw

the 10-mile rieQ7from thc^ilawkeBhnry buTtatpom'thp1'"11J,
?rildo tb.a,: cal1 be got on
increased expense.
7’
rom £berc on 1 m ij0 mighfc be obtained at a greatly
^eaTy 7?vk! wil1 be squired over 30 miles of line.
Tunnels, viadncts. and bridges, will prove a large item.
bridge itself wilfbeabJut
bngyand60fJS hiA
aPPp0acb ncar]f a “i]e Ion.S> while the
bury bridge, fully £100,000.
g
teet h gh ; C0Btlug. ^ made as cheaply as the Ilawkes,
_
Sough estimate of new line.
A line with 1 in 40 grades would cost about £1,000.000 to construct as far as Bell Phtfnrm
belongs^to the^improvement^of the'lVe^,0U^ f"10 grea?: ^ ^g, as that portion of thrirojcctToally
excluded from Sstimatf
VerieBI ^ aild therefore for Proses of compariso'n may be
rough Sim^Sout”SOoToot
from Richmond.

’

_

Cost of duplication.
“ .t m “l,'0"!'1

“CCOrli"S

£/00,000 less than what it would cost to construct tho alternative line
Saving in working expenses

before

£28’00° P°r an,1Um

deferring to tables previously given.

Relative loads.

Difference...

much thc'IimtVsl1 p-c^t!

Average
Tons.
Trucks,
160 = 26
130
21
—
—
30
5

Relative cost per mile of working. '
mileagC Would be 80 8ma11 tbafc

cost per train mile would be

Gtra^e.

Coat per Train Mile.

Cost per Ton Milo.

1 in 40
1 in 33

42 pence
37-5 „

0'2f> pence.
029
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Traffic to he diverted.
The traflic winch could lie diverted over this line amounted Inst year to about 00,000 tmclts-allowing an average truck of 12 tons—equal to an average of 100 trucks per day or IS trams on tbe
present line.
.
A 1 in 40 grade would reduce the daily number of trains to 14. _
Taking the distance as being the same by each route, then we obtain:
Cost of working traffic West of Bell, over different routes from Bell to Blacktown—Estimated cost of
working per annum.
miles.

Present line
Via Richmond

...
...

...
...

...

dal's.

trains,

jw'™..

00 X 310 x lb X 3/ o
GO x 310 x 14 X 42

Difference

...

= £52,312.
= 45,570.
£6,742.

Wayside revenue.
The Kurraiong would eventually produce a nett revenue of £5,000 per annum, while the passenger
traffic to Mount Tomah and Mount AVilson would pay for cost of stations and maintenance men.
Total revenue.
■
The net revenue from the line from all sources would therefore only amount to about £12,000 per
annum, or £10,000 less than what is required.
A 1 in 50 grade would reduce the working expenses considerably; but I fear that, even if it were
possible, this grade could only be obtained at such an enormous expense that 1 in 40 would show a bettor
return for the money invested.
_
Concentration of grade.
It would, however, be worth spending a good deal of money to concentrate the 1 in 40 grade in
one place, namely, the rise from the Hawkesbury to tho top of the Kurrajong, and so derive tho full
benefit from an assistant engine.
Reward for survey and plans.
As Mr. Sharkey appears so confident that he can get a grade of 1 in 50 with 12-chain curves right
through, would it not settle tho matter if a suitable reward were offered for complete plans and sections
showino-this grade and curves, with lino staked on the ground—cost of railway not to exceed (say)
£25,000 per mile, or whatever amount it is considered might be spent in order to obtain a suitable line .

Conclusions.
As the result of my investigations I have arrived at the following conclusions

(1.) That it is necessary to take steps to relieve the congestion of traffic on the Mountain section ot
tho AVcstem Line.
,
„ ,
.
(2.) That the Blacktown-Blayney Line would not divert a sufficient proportion ol the_ traffic to give
permanent relief, or the saving in working expenses and wayside traffic be sufficient to justify
its construction.
(3.) That tbe traffic producing districts opened up by the Blacktown-Blayney Line could be more
economically served by branches from the main line.
, .
(4.) That the lino from Richmond to Eskhank would divert fully half the traffic of the whole
AVestern system, and therefore its point of connection is geographically correct.
(5.) That the ruling grade of the Eichmond-Eskbank Line would be so little superior to that of the
present line that the consequent working expenses would be little reduced,
(6.) That the saving in working expenses on the Richmond-EskbankLinc, together with the wayside
traffic would not pay interest on its cost of construction. _
(7.) That it would be more economical, and better serve the interests of the country, to duplicate
the present track and construct branches than to make either the Blacktown-Blayney or Richmond-Eskbank alternative Line.
.
..
(8.) That the construction of a branch from Liverpool to Mulgoa and from Perth to Hockley is well
worthy of consideration.
• . ■
(9.) That the extension of the Richmond Line into the Kurrajong would eventually pay interest on
the cost of the construction of a cheap railway, and, therefore, no permanent concessions should
be granted to any private company.
I have, Ac.,
'
EDAVD. B. PRICE.

[One Plan,]

Sydney: Charles I’ottcr, Government I’rlnkr. [Is.]

APPENDIX

Existing Railway Lines shown thus
Proposed Line Blacktown to Blayney shown thus
"
Richmond to Bell
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1890.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(ROYAL COMMISSION APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO PROPOSED EXTENSION INTO THE CITY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 May, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly in accordance with a promise made by the Secretary for
Public Works, in reply to Question No. 14 of the 1st May, 1890.]

VICTORIA, by tbe Grace of God, of the tfnited Kingdom of Groat Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the I'aith, and bo forth,—
To our trusty and well-beloved—
SYDiuor Buudeein, Esquire, M.P., Mayor of the City of Sydney, President,
The Honorable Samuel Anon Josei’h, M.L.C.,
The Honorable John Macintosh, M.L.C.,
The Honorable William Hilson Pigott, M.L.C.,
Henry Cheichaed Phaser, Esquire,
John Hat Goodlet, Esquire,
James Hayes, Esquire, M.P.,

■

Alexander Kethel, Esquire,
James Martin, Esquire, M.P.,
George Muneo, Esquire,
John Macpheeson, Esquire,
Charles Frederick Stokes, Esquire,—
Greeting:
Know ye that we, reposing great trust and confidence in your ability, aeal, industry, discretion,
and integrity, do, by these presents, authorize and appoint yon, or any seven of you, as hereinafter
mentioned, to make a diligent and thorough examination and investigation into the several proposals
which hare been made for extending Railway accommodation into the City of Sydney; to inquire into
the whole subject for tho information of the Government;—such inquiry to be primarily in view of the
present circumstances of tho Colony and the present wants of the City population; and secondly and
independently in view of the progress of tbo Country, the extension of the metropolis and its suburbs,
and the increase of the population within the next twenty years or other estimated period. Further, to
include in such inquiry the expediency of bringing into existence such suburban lines as may be necessary
in connection with the main Railway system, and also the expediency of connecting the North Shore by
means of a Bridge not obstructing the harbour navigation: And we do, by these presents, grant to you,
or any seven of you, at any meeting or meetings to which all of you shall have been duly summoned, full
power aud authority to call before you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may
be better informed of the truth in the premises, and to require the production of all such books, papers,
writings, aud all other documents as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same at the
offices or places where the same or any of them may be deposited, and to inquire of the premises by all
lawful ways and means : And we do give you power’at your discretion to procure such clerical and other
assistance as you may deem necessary for enabling you duly to execute this our Commission : And our
134,__
further
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further will and pleasure is ihat you do within three months after the date of this our Commission,
certifv to us. in the Office of our Colonial Secretary, under your or any seven of your hands and seals,
what you shall find touching the premises : And wc hereby command all Government Officers and other
persons whomsoever within our said Colony, that they be assistant to you and each of you in the execution
of these presents : And wc appoint you the said Sydney Burdekin, Esquire, M.P., to he President of this
our Commission, which said Commission wc declare to bo a Commission for all purposes of the Act
44 Victoria; Ao. 1, intituled, “An Act to regulate the taking of Evidence by Commissioners under the
Great Seal.”
In testimony whereof, wc have caused these our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal
of our said Colony of Aew South "Wales to be hereunto affixed.
Witness, our right trusty and well-heloved Councillor, Charles llOREitT, Barox
Carui-VOIOX, Knight Grand Cross of our Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and Saint George, our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of our Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New
South Wales aforesaid, this nineteenth day of March, in the fifty-third year of
our Keign, and in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
(ii.s.)

GARBING TON.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
Entered on record by me, in Register of Patents, No, 13, pages 515-16, this nineteenth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
Eor the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

Sydney: Chtirlca Potter, Coveniment Printer.—4890,

13d.]

1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NLW SOUTH WALES.

EAILWAY S.
(CONDITIONS, SPECIFICATIONS, Ac., Ol1 TIIE CONTRACTS FOR RELAYING ANT) DUPLICATING THE
SOUTHERN LINE.)

Ordered by the Lryislafive Assembly to he printed, 10 December, 1S90.

[Laid upon the Table in reply to Question Ao, 1, 10 Decemhr, 1S1K).]

Questions.
(1.) Durr.K'A'no.Y of Soutiiehn' Railway Link :—Mr, McCoukt ashed Tin; Colonial 'Tbeasuiifu,—
(1.) Hare the contractora for relaying or duplicating the Southern line any responsibility beyond
employing and controlling the men ?
(2.) What price per day arc such con tract ora allowed for gangers, platelayers, and pick and shovel
men ?
(3.) What ia the amount por day paid by such contractors to gaugers, platelayers, and pick and
shovel men ?

Answers.
Jsew South Wales Railways.—Duplication of Existing Lines.
Specification.
1. This Contract is for the completion of Duplications of the following lines
Ilurstvillc to Geoi-ge’s River,
.‘Sutherland to Waterfall,
Campbelltown to Picton,
St rath field to Ryde.
Teralba to Adamston,
and from Granville to Campbelltown.
2. The works for which tenders are invited, and to which this specification refers, comprise the
providing of all materials (except such as hereafter specified to be otherwise provided), labour, scaffolding,
tools, implements, and every other thing requisite and necessary for the full and proper completion of all
tho earthwork, brickwork, masonry, timberwork. fencing, and ballasting required in the construction of a
single line of railway, in accordauce with this specification, and to the entire satisfaction of the Commis
sioners for Railways.
3. The contractor shall state in his schedule prices per cubic yard at which he will execute all tho
excavation, brickwork, and masonry ; the timberwork at per cubic foot; the ironwork iu bolts, straps, aud
other similar ironwork at per lb.; the fencing per lineal yard ; the ballasting at per cubic yard, at the
thickness specified hereafter; and ironwork in the construction of iron bridges at per ten, finding all
materials and labour, the work being paid for on the net measurements as executed.
Earthwork.
4. A ditch at least 3 feet wide at top. 1 foot wide at bottom, and 1 foot 0 inches deep, shall be made
on the higher side of the ground to be occupied by the railway, and at a minimum distance of 12 feet
from the top of cutting or foot of embankment. These drains are to be made to fall into the ditches or
water-course at present existing for tho drainage of the adjoining lands, or into the diverted channels, as
the ease may bo ; the side ditches arc in all cases to bo executed in advance of the cuttings and embank
ments.
5. The bottom of the cuttings is to have 5 inches rounding, unless otherwise ordered.
G. The cuttings to be sloped at such batters, as mnv be ordered during the progress of the work.
7.
02G—A
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7. Tlio embank men is throughout the contract to have slopes of 1| to 1 properly trimmed, and tho
width of formation to he as may he directed.
8. The formation of the cutting shall be trimmed to such level, and he of such width as may ho
directed during the progress of the works. No ballast shall be laid in cuttings or on embankments until
the formation has been properly trimmed.
>
9. The excavations shall at all times bo kept free from water, and so conducted as always to aftori
the utmost facilities for tho escape of water, by casting and keeping properly cleaned out ditches (which
shall in no case be deeper than the formation level) on each side of tho excavation, and also by pumping if
necessary.
_
_
10. No compensation will be paid for any damage or loss caused by slips, heavy rainfall, or floods.
The actual excavation only will be paid for at schedule rates.
_
11. The contractor must deposit the material from the cuttings to such place, not exceeding a mile
lead, that may be directed during the progress of the works, at the price stated in the schedule for
“ excavation from cuttings taken to embankments/’
_
12. Any stone or gravel that may be found in the cuttings suitable for ballasting may he laid aside
by I he contractor, at his expense, instead of being taken to embankments; but any deficiency in the
embankments caused by such appropriation of materials from tho cuttings shall be supplied entirely at the
expense of the contractor.
■
_
_
_
13. The price stated in the schedule for excavations from cuttings is to he the average price per
cubic yard, whatever the nature of the material excavated may he, and the contractor must therefore
satisfy himself as to the nature of the excavations iu the different cuttings before sending in his tender.
14. The earthwork must be well punned for such distance as may he required on either side, and
one yard in depth, over the top of all culverts, to ensure their safety during tipping, without any charge
beyond the price stated in tho schedule for earthwork.
15. In cuttings which have already been formed and embankments which have already been tipped,
the formation of which has been interfered with by carting will have to ho reformed by the contractor at
a price per yard super.
16. On embankments, the stumps of trees, Ac., must he cut off 2 feet below formation, or removed
altogether, if necessary, before the earthwork is commenced. On the sites of bridges and waterways,
when required, all stumps must bn removed. This cost will not be paid for as a specific charge, but must
be included in the price stated in the schedule for earthwork.
17. All embankments which have to he formed on side-lying ground must have benchings cut, so
as to prevent the bank from slipping, and such benchings shall he done to the satisfaction of tho superin
tending officer. Tho excavation for these benchings to he paid for at the price stated in the schedule for
side cuttings.
18. ."During tho progress of the works every protection shall he afforded to the public by the
erection of proper fences alongside all excavations which join upon any public road; and when the road
is crossed by the railway, temporary crossings or diversions shall be made at the expense of the contractor,
and lights shall be kept burning between the hours of sunset and sunrise at all intersections or diversions
of all public roads. (Temporary fencing must also he erected between the works in progress and the
existing line.) Tho contractor will be held responsible for any accidents which may occur at any of these
crossings during the progress of the works.
19. Tour miles of rails or fastenings for a single line of railway will he lent to the contractor if
necessary,
■
2U, All rails and fastenings lent to the contractor for temporary purposes must be mturued by
him aud stacked in the line where ordered, having been first straightened to tho satisfaction of the
Engineer. Any rails or fastenings cut, broken, lost, or so damaged by the contractor as to ho rendered
useless must bo paid for by him at the price per ton at which similar articles are valued in the Colony.
(No rail must he bent to suit sharper curves than 7 chains radius.)
21. Benchings not less than 2 feet on the base must in all cases be made on the slopes of original
embankment -where directed. These will be paid for at per chain. If necessary, all grass must be chipped
off the slopes of original embankments, and the seats of new embankments, if considered necessary by
the superintending ofliccr. The cost of this work will not be paid for as a specific charge, but must bo
included in the price slated in the schedule for earthwork.

Bridges, Culverts, &c.
Briclcworlc and Masonry.
22. The brickwork and masonry in bridges, culverts, Ac., is to be similar in every respect to that
already built in the original line between Adamstown and Teralba, By do and Strathfield, and Illawarra
lines, unless otherwise directed by the engineer or superintending officer; but between Granville
Junction and Picton new drawings will bo made.
23. No masonry or brickwork shall be commenced without an order from the engineer or super
intending officer ; and when the excavation is ready to receive the brickwork or masonry, the contractor
must give notice to the engineer or superintending officer to that effect, so that the foundations may be
inspected before the work is commenced.
24. If any work shall sustain damage from carelessness on the part of tho contractor in not
sufficiently backing up the masonry or brickwork, the whole of such work will be condemned, and must be
rebuilt at the expense of the contractor.
25. If earthenware pipes be used for drains they shall in all cases bo sunk not less than their out
side diameter below the surface of the ground, and the joints made with properly tempered clay.
Concrete.
26. "When the foundations, in the opinion of the engineer, require it, the contractor shall provide
cement concrete, composed of one part of Portland cement and six parts of stone and sand or of approved
gravel, the stone to be broken to a 2-in. gauge and tbe sand to be in such proportion as the engineer may
direct; the whole to be mixed with water and carefully filled into the foundation pits in layers not less
than 1 ft. in thickness, every portion being carefully punned. The sand and stone to be measured
separately to make up six parts.
,
Cement.

Cement.
27, The cement to bo Portland cement of tbo best quality mid of approved brand, gauged in the
proportion of four of clean sharp sand to one of cement, or in such other proportions as may be ordered,
and must be used fresh.
The contractor is to submit samples of every brand of cement used by him on the contract (as
often as he may bo required in do so) to the Department of Harbours and Divers, for tho purpose of being
tested as to its teusilc strength, -weight, and fineness ; and he must produce satisfactory certificates of the
results of such tests, together with samples of the cement so tested, before any cement will be accepted
for use in the works.
Timberworlc.
23. The timberwork in viaducts, bridges, &c., is to be constructed in every respect similar to that
already built in the original line, unless otherwise directed by the engineer or superintending officer; but
no round timber will be allowed.
20. ‘White gum timber shall not be used'for any purpose in this contract.
‘
30. The timber used in the viaducts and bridges must be free from sap, wane, knots, gum-veins,
aud all other defects, and must be sound and well-seasoned. All timber less than 12 in. x 12 in. scantling
must be free from heart. Great care must be taken iu forming the work and fitting the ironwork, which
must he done with tho greatest accuracy.
31. Tho girders, trusses, headstocks, sleepers, transoms, and corbels shall be of ironbark timber,
perfectly square, and the walings, braces, planking, and sheeting shall he of sawn timber of any approved
hardwood, straight and sound. All beds and joints of the timberwork to have a thick coat of red lead
and oil previous to being fixed. The cost of this is to be included in the price stated in the schedule for
timberwork.
32. When the piles arc being driven every precaution must be taken to prevent splitting during
the driving, as no split piles will be allowed to remain in tho work.
33. Each pile must be driven with an iron ram, weighing not less than 25 cwt., and every pile shall
bo driven to such depth as may he required by the superintending officer.
31. The contractor must ascertain for himself the required length of each pile, as no scarfing to
any of the piles will be permitted, aud all piles pitched too short must be drawn and others substituted
of the required length,
35. An allowance will be made to the contractors of 3 feot iu each road pile beyond the net
measurement (when cut off for the reception of the headstoek) for waste iu driving. Ko allowance will
be made on wing piles or on trestles fixed on sills, as tho length of these can be ascertained beforehand.
36. The whole of the bolts, nuts, straps, spikes, plates, washers, strap bolts, and pile shoos to he
of wrought iron of the best quality, and of similar form and dimensions to those iu the original bridges.
Tho whole of the ironwork, excepting pile shoes, to he heated and dipped in linseed oil before
being taken on to the works.
37. The whole of the exposed timber work is to have three coats of lead and oil, two coats to be
put on as the work is finished, the third coat to be put on just before the completion of the contract of
approved colour. The wings to bridges, sheeting, and decking which will be covered, to have two coats of
tar laid on hot. This work will be paid for at the price named in the schedule.
Permanent Way and Ballasting.
38. All .iron work for the permanent way, rails, fishplates, holts, nuts, spikes, and screws will be
provided for the contractor. These permanent way materials will be delivered to him where required,
free of cost.
39. The bottom ballast shall consist of broken stone of approved quality not larger than a T-inch
cube, to be laid to a thickness of 9 inches. (See clause 61.)
40. The ballasting, as described in clause 39, when laid complete, will bo paid for at per cubic yard
at the price stated in the schedule, and no allowance will be made for any loss by subsidence in embank
ment or otherwise.
41. The price per lineal yard for laying the permanent way includes laying down and fixing the line
of rails to the sleepers and to lifting and boxing up with top ballast provided by the Commissioners in
accordance with drawings that can be seen at the office of the Engineer for Existing Lines.
42. The sleepers will he provided by the Commissioners, and must be placed such distance apart
as may he directed. Tho bed for rails to be machine planed by the contractor.
43. The rails must be fixed to tbe sleepers with screws and spikes, tbe holes for which must be
bored iu the sleepers to prevent their splitting when inserting the fastening.
14. Tho rails must be laid with the joints at nearly right angles with each other as the length of
rail will permit, but in no case shall the joint of one line of rails have a lead or be in advance of the joint
in the opposite rail of more than 3 inches,
.
45. All the sleepers must bo laid as nearly as practicable at right angles to the centre line of
railway; they must bo well and thoroughly packed so as to cause the upper surface of the rails when
finished to be at such level as may be directed; and the two lines of rails shall he laid uniformly parallel
to the centre lino throughout, and must be perfectly straight ou all the straight portions, and on the curves
they must be laid to a uniform specified curve.
Miscellaneous.
46. The contractor shall maintain all works which he may have executed under this contract in
good order and repair for a period of six months after they have been certified by the engineer to have
been satisfactorily completed.
47. The contractor shall pay all stamp and other duties which the Government may now or here
after require to be paid on any document forming part of this contract.
48. The Government foremen, gangers, mechanics, and labourers at present employed on those
duplication works must bo employed in their present position by the contractor for a period of one
calendar month after the contract is signed,
_
49. The plant at present in use on these duplications is to be taken by the contractor at a valuation.
50.
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50. Flagmen will have to be provided when necessary for prelecting the line and trains, as in the
ease of blasting, &c. These men will be provided by the department, but must be paid by the contractor,
51. "When cuttings are through rock the face must be dressed off to such batter as may be deemed
necessary. This u ill be paid for at superficial yard.
_
_
52. The contractor must furnish a list with his tender showing the rate per day at which he will
supply the different classes of labour,
_
_
53. Each person tendering must enclose with his tender a Treasury deposit receipt for £30,
u ithout which his tender will not bo taken iuto consideration. Such deposit will be returned to the
unsuccessful tenderers forthwith, but should the person whose tender has been accepted fail to find the
necessary security within the lime named in the general conditions, then the said sum of £50 shall bo
forfeited by him to the Commissioners.

Iron Bridges.
51. The whole of the cast and wrought iron work for these bridges must be provided aud erected
by the contractor, and must be of the same form and dimensions as shown on the sample drawings which
may be seen at the office of the Engineer for Existing Lines, 58, Bridge-street.
55. The wrought-iron to sustain a tensile strain of 22 tons per square inch before fracture, and
10 tons per square inch before loss of elasticity, and the contraction of area of fracture to be not less
than 12 per cent.
50. All edges and ends of plates in girders to be planed, and all rivet-holes to be drilled on the
lop aud bottom flanges and in the angle irons.
57. The whole of the ironwork to be subject to such tests of its strength as may be deemed
necessary by the engineer, and the contractor must be at the whole expense of executing such tests.
58.' The whole of the wrought-iron work on this contract to receive one (L) coat of petroleum oil
of tho best quality, and the iron must be thoroughly cleaned from oxidation by steel-wire brushes before
such application. Every portion of the ironwork to receive one (L) coat of red lead oil paint before
leaving the works, and the second coat immediately after its permanent erection. Two more coats of
paint must afterwards be put on of such colour, and at such time, as the engineer may direct. The paint
must in all cases be of the best quality, and the entire cost of painting is to be included in the cost of
ironwork,
5!). The whole of the east-iron which may be used in the construction of bridges, either in the
form of girders or screw piles, will have to be of the best quality, and subject to such tests as may be
ordered by the engineer. It must be free from air-blows, and to the sections shown in drawings. In
the case of girders the castings will have to he made with the bottom flange down ; in the case of screw
piles they will have to be cast on end,
(5J, The whole of the timber used in these bridges must be of ironbark, excepting the deck
planking, which may be of approved hardwood.
01. A portion of the bottom ballast is now being supplied by contract, and will bo delivered on
the lme, and the contractor must furnish a price per yard (superficial) for spreading and levelling.
NEW SOUTH WALES EAILWATS.—HUPLICiTION OF EXISTING LINES.
Fonir of Tkndeb.

Dn/e,
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hereby propose to execute the whole of the works required for the duplication of
the existing lines, as specified, in strict accordance with the plans and specifications, at the following
prices, viz.:—
Description.

Amount.

Excavations from cuttings taken to embankments—average price...........................................

,,

,,

. per cubic yd.

from benchings to embankments—rock..............................................................

rock .......................

■**

•

jy

• ■■

0
0

1
1

0
0
0
0
0
3
3
1
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

1
1
0
]
4

mile lead—earthwork
rook.
. per sup. yd. ...
dressing hatters of rock cuttings .
per chain ,,,
per cubic jd__
,,
,,
,,
1 cement to 4 sand.................
Portland cement concrete to foundations, 1 of cement to G of gravel or broken stone..
,,
,,
1 of cement to 8 of gravel or broken stone..
Brickwork to culverts, bridges, &c., in Portland cement, 1 cement to 2 sand.............
,,
,,
„
1 cement to 4 sand ............
per cubic ft. ...
hardwood, in planking, sheeting, walings, and braces—any approved timber.............
in bridge piles, fixed (squared).............................................................................................
in box drains, 3’ 0" x 1' 6", fixed complete, including ironwork and tarring two coats,. per lineal ft. ...
,,
1' 0" x 1' 0"
,,
,,
...
..
„
0'8"x0'8"
„
,.
.,
Iron work (wrought) fixed in bolts, nuts, straps, plates, spikes, washers, and pile-shoes ..........
per lb.
per lineal yd....
per yd., super..
Tarring
(2 coats)
per cubic yd__
„
,,
(as per clause Glj ................................
per yd., super.,,
Laying
,,
(as per clause 41) ................................
per lineal yd..,.
Earthenware drain-pipes laid, G in., including foundation.............
,,
,,
12 in.,
,,
...........
j.
,,
IS in.,
„
.............
?! ,
t >)
^ hi.,
,,
............
>1
If in cutting, to be not less than 3 feet below formation

4

G
G

yj

exceeding 6C yards lead—ear lit work ,
rock.

9
o
0
G
9

■

from side ditches and forming mound alongside of ditch—earthwork.............
,,

8, d.
2 0

0
1
0
0 1
0 0

from side cuttings taken to embankments—earthwork ...............................
_ j,
rock...,. ,, ..
....................

j7

£
0
0
0
0

G
G
G
G
0
8 0
7 0
14 G
12 G
8 0
5 0
4 3
3 G
3 9
15 G
10 G
G G
0 5
1 3
1 G
0 9
4 G
0 4
2 fi
4 6
10 6
1G 0
0 0
3 0
Inou

5
Inox Hiiiuans,

lit

Description.

£ s. d
24
17
0
0

Constructing anil erecting wrought-iron work ..................................................................................
l)Cl' ton
,,
,,
cast-iron work...........................................................................................
>>,
Framing and fixing ironbark timber .................................................................................................... Per cubic ft.
,,
approved liarrhvood ............................................................................................
ii
■Wrought-iron in spikes, bolts, nuts, &c................................................................................................
Per
Allow for maintenance for six months, as per clause 43..................................................................
per■ mile
SciiEDcr.n

xok

0
10
4
3

0 0
62 0

Day IjAhouji.

Mechanic .......................................................................................................................................................... *.......

...........................................................................................................................................................

2/-

per hour.

1/3
1/3

Fencer .......................................................................................................................................................................
Smith and striker, including coals, use of forge, and tools ................................................................................
"”
Hoy......................................................................................................................................................................................
PJ >'
Labourer ..........................................................................................................................................................................
j/i *’
CHuger ...............................................................................................................................................................................
/' ”
Horse, cart, and driver...........................................................................................................................
i\OTC.—It is only in exceptional cases that these would apply, as the contract would he carried out under the
schedule rates for the different classes of work, and paid for at per yard or foot, as the case might be,

The prices in tlic preceding seltedtile include nil labour, material (excepting permanent-way
material, top ballast, and sleepers), scaffolding, and workmanship of every kind necessary for the full and
perfect completion of the works to the satisfaction of the engineer.
A?vTGUS & Co.
To the Commissioners for Railways.
32, Klizabeth-strect, Sydney.
Should the foregoing tender be accepted, wc the undersigned, hereby undertake to deposit with
tho Commissioners for Railways, within six days from the notification of the acceptance of the said
Tender, the sum of four thousand pounds (£4,000) as security for the due performance of the contract.
ANGUS & Co.
32, Elizabeth-strect, Sydney.
A sum of fifty pounds (£50) has, according to tho conditions of this specification, been deposited
with the Colonial Treasurer, which sum we agree lo forfeit to the Commissioners should we fail to provide
the cash deposit and complete the bond at the time specified.
ANGUS & Co.
32, Eli/abelh-street, Sydney.
Ann

it ratios'

Ci.ause.

1. All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting the true construction or meaning of the
drawings or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials
necessary for the whole or any part of the contract, and all questions and disputes respecting the matters
next hereinafter mentioned, when the aggregate amount claimed in respect of such last-mentioned matters
shall not amount to the sum of one thousand pounds, shall bo decided by the Engineer for Existing Lines
of Railways, whose decision shall he absolute and final.
2, But all questions as to the cancellation of the contract, as to the right of the contractor to
extension of time, as to the infliction of penalties, as to the true value of any extra work that has not
been previously agreed upon, or as to the value of work omitted from the works specified to be done
under the contract, shall, if the aggregate amount of tho claims in respect of such matters shall he one
thousand pounds or upwards, upon the completion of the works under tho said contract, and before
payment of the retention money and the money deposited as security for the due carrying out of the
contract, be fixed and determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
,
3. If the contractor or the Minister in charge of the department under which the works in the
contract have been or arc being carried out considers that he has claims in respect of the several matters
mentioned in paragraph 2, as those in which arbitration may be claimed, he shall furnish to the other of
them full particulars in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of
which he desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under
each item; and the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such
matters, irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims; and the party furnishing the same shall be
bound by such particulars; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration
at such arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action; and the claim or respective claims so made
as aforesaid shall be determined by arbitrators, to be appointed as hereinafter provided, that is to say—
4. If the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways and the contractor concur in the appointment of
a single arbitrator, then the matter and question aforesaid shall be referred to and decided by such sinde
arbitrator; but if the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways and the contractor cannot concur in the
appointment of a single arbitrator, each party, on the request in writing of tho other party, shall, by
writing under his hand, nominate and appoint an arbitrator, to whom the said questions and matters shall
he referred. Every such appointment shall be delivered to the arbitrator, and be deemed a submission to
arbitration on the partjof the party by whom the same shall have been made, and neither party shall have
power to revoke the same without the consent in writing of the other, nor shall the death of either party
operate as a revocation.
5. And if, for twenty-one days after the notice in writing by the contract or or by the Engineer for
Existing Lilies of Railways that the contractor and the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways cannot
agree shall have been served, and for seven days after a request in writing to appoint an arbitrator shall
have been served by the one party on the other, such last-mentioned party fail to appoint such arbitrator,
then, upon such failure, the party making the request, and having himself appointed an arbitrator, may
appoint such arbitrator to act on behalf of both parties; and the arbitrator may proceed to hear and deter
mine the matter or question in dispute, and in such case the award or determination of such single arbitrator
shall be final. If, before the matter so referred shall be determined, either arbitrator shall die or become
incapable, the party by whom such arbitrator was appointed may nominate ami appoint some other person
as arbitrator to act in his place ; and if, for the space of seven days after notice in writing from the other
party for that purpose, he fail to do so, the remaining or other arbitrator may proceed cx parte; and in case
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the matter in dispute shall stand referred to a solo arbitrator in default of the appointment by the other
party, and such sole arbitrator shall die, the party by whom he was appointed shall appoint another sole
arbitrator in bis place; and every arbitrator so to be substituted in either of tho cases aforesaid, shall
have the same powers and authorities as were vested in the former arbitrator at tho time of his death or
disability.
G. If more than one arbitrator shall be appointed, such arbitrators shall, before they enter into the
matter or question referred to them, nominate and appoint, by writing under their hands, an umpire to
decide. on the matter so referred; and if such umpire shall die or become incapable of acting, they shall
forthwith,^ after such death or incapacity, appoint another umpire iu his place, and the decision of oveiy
such umpire on the matters referred to him shall be final.
■
‘
i. If, in cither of the cases aforesaid, the said arbitrators shall refuse, or shall, for seven davs after
request of either party, neglect to appoint an umpire, a Judge of tbe Supremo Court, upon application
made to him by cither party, shall appoint an umpire whose decision shall be final.
®a single arbitrator shall be appointed, and be shall die or become incapable to act before he
shall have made his award, the matters referred to him shall he determined by arbitrators appointed
hereunder, as if the arbitrator so dying had not been appointed,
'
9. If more than one arbitrator be appointed, and either of them shall refuse or for seven days
neglect to act, tho person by whom such defaulting arbitrator was appointed shall, within seven days after
notice in writing, proceed to appoint another arbitrator to act for the arbitrator so refusing or neglecting,
or tho other arbitrator may proceed e.v parte; and the decision of such other arbitrator shall be as effectual
as if ho bad been tho single arbitrator appointed by both parties.
10. If more than one arbitrator shall he appointed, and neither of them shall refuse or ncntect to
act as aforesaid, then if such abitrators shall fail to make their award within thirty days after the day on
which the last of such arbitrators shall have been appointed, or within such further time as may be
^a
Supreme Court on application by either party, the matters so referred to them
shall he determined by tho umpire appointed as aforesaid.
11. The arbitrators, or any two of them, shall have power to hear, receive, and examine evidence;
and the witnesses on any reference herein may be examined on oath or affirmation, Neither of the
parties hereto shall he at liberty to appear before the arbitrators by counsel or solicitor.
12. Tho award of the arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire shall be in writing, ready to be delivered
to either party within the time appointed for making the said award. This submission may be made a
rule of the Supreme Court The amount of costs, umpire's and arbitrators’ fees, shall be decided by the
arbitrators, arbitrator, or umpire; the amount of costs, including arbitrators’ and umpire’s fees and
witnesses expenses, tne items thereof, being shown in the account annexed to said award.
13. If upon an arbitration in respect of claims made by the contractor the sum awarded to tho
contractor shall be less than one-half of the amount of his said claim, all the costs, charges, and expenses
of and incident to the said arbitration and award shall bo borno and paid by the contractor ; but if the
amount awarded shall exceed one-half of the amount of the said claim, then each party shall pay his own
costs and one-half of the arbitrators’ and umpire’s fees.
1 J
14. It is to be distinctly understood that all claims by the contractor or by tho Minister to have
any of the matters which under paragraph number 2 may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with
must be made upon the whole of the work being completed, and before payment to the contractor of
the retention money or of the money deposited as security for the due performance of tbo contract and
that the acceptance by the contractor of payment of the retention money in case where a bond to
secure the completion of the works has been given, and in other cases of the retention money or of any
balance thereof, and of the money deposited as security for the due performance of the contract, shall
be conclusive proof that the contractor has no such claim or claims.

Duplication of Existing Lines.—General Conditions.
Interpretation clamt.
,
L
^ords “ Superintending Officer” in these conditions shall mean any person who may from
ime to lime ho appointed by the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways to supervise the works or
buildings, and the word‘'Engineer” shall mean the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways for the
time being of the Commissioners for Railways.
‘
Dismissal of workmen, removal of improper materials, fyc.
2. The engineer shall have the power of immediately dismissing any agent; or workman employed
l>y the contractor, and_ of having removed off the line of railway (or any land bclomrin^ to the Com
missioners) any materials, plant, or implements which in his opinion arc iusufficieutafor the purpose
intended, or at variance with the moaning and intention of this specification. The cost of the removal of
any such plant, materials, or implements, to be paid bv the contractor.
Instructions to be,obeyed.
. 3‘ Shou'd it'e contractor refuse or neglect to carryout the instructions of the engineer or the
superintending officer, the engineer shall have the power of suspending the usual monthly certificate
until such instructions have been complied with,
J
Extra tcorks, omissions of works,
.
^ ,r'd i111/ ti'nc whilst the works are in hand it shall be deemed expedient by the engineer to
increase or diminish the dimensions of any works to be done, under this contract, or to alter their
situation or to vary the materials or form or dimensions of any of the said works, or of any part thereof
he shall have full power to do so, and to order and direct any such increase, diminution,'or alteration,’

which
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which shall he executed by the contractor if of the class of worts provided for in the schedule of prices;
and no such increase, diminution, or alteration of works shall in any way annul or set aside this contract,
or extend the time for the completion thereof, but such additions or alterations shall be measured and
allowed aud paid for, or such deductions credited to the Commissioners for Hallways as the case may
require, according to the schedule of prices ; and if any portion of the works so ordered to be done shall
not be of tbe class of works provided for in tbo schedule of prices, the same shall be executed by the
contractor at such price as may be agreed for with the engineer ; but if the contractor and the engineer
cannot agree as to tho works required to bo done, which are of a class not provided for in the schedule of
prices, tho engineer may order and direct the same to he done by such person or persons as he may
think fit,
Measurements.
0. The whole of the work to he^exccuted as per instructions of tho engineer, aud to the dimensions
given on the drawings.
■
Labour, materials, plant, Sfc.
G. The contractor shall provide, at his own costs and charges, all materials, labour, tools, plant,
tackle, machinery, scaffolding, &c., for the proper completion of the works at the prices stated in his
schedule.
Damages, fye,, to be paid for hj contractor.
7. The land inside the fences of the railway may bo used for the purpose of carting the materials
for the works on this contract, but all damage that may he done to any land not actually tho property of
the Commissioners must be paid for by the contractor, whether such damage be caused by the carting of
materials, or the straying of cattle in consequence of the destruction by the contractor or his workmen of
the original fences, or of the fences alongside the railway, or by any other cause connected with the
construction of the works ; and should such damage not he at once paid for, such an amount as shall
appear reasonable to tho Commissioners may be paid by him iu compensation for the same, and deducted
from any money that may be due to the contractor for work done under this contract,
Setting out works.
8. Tho works will ho set out for the contractor,but he must satisfy himself of their accuracy, as no
work incorrectly set out or improperly executed will be paid for by the Commissioners.
Contractor to be represented.
9. Tho contractor, at all times during the progress of the works, when he is not personally superintending them, must have a responsible agent or overseer stationed on thorn to receive instructions from
the superintending oilicer or Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways, and to represent the contractor
for all the purposes of this contract.
Progress qfworhs.
10. Should the engineer be at any time dissatisfied with the mode of proceeding, or at the rate of
progress of the works or any part thereof, the Commissioners shall have full power, without vacating this
contract, to take the works wholly or in part out of the hands of the coutraeior, and to employ, procure,
and make use of all labour or materials which they may doom necessary for completing tho works, the cost
of such labour and materials to be deducted from any money that may he then due, or may hereafter
become due to the contractor ; and if tho money then due, or thereafter becoming duo to the contractor,
shall not be sufficient for that purpose, the balance remaining unpaid may be recovered in an action for
damages for breach of contract, or as money paid for the use of the contractor.
Cancellation of contract.
11. The Commissioners shall have the option, and full power and authority, in lieu of proceeding
under the last preceding clause of these conditions, if the contractor fail to proceed in the execution of,
and to carry on the works in the manner and at the rate of progress required by the engineer, of
cancelling this contract so far as relates to the works remaining to be done; and in such case the moneys
which shall have been previously paid to'the contractor on account of the works executed shall be taken
by him as full payment for all works done under the contract; and upon notice in writiug under the
hand of Commissioners that they, under the authority of this condition, cancel the contract, being served
upon the contractor, or left at his last-known place of abode, the contract shall be cancelled, and there
upon all sums of money that may he due or unpaid to the contractor, together with all implements in his
possession, aud all materials provided by him, upon the ground upon which the work is being carried on,
or adjacent thereto, and all sums of money named as penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract
within tho time specified, and the sum of four thousand pounds, which, under section 20 of these conditions,
the contractor shall have deposited as security for the completion of the contract, shall also be forfeited
and become payable to or receivable by the Commissioners, and tbe said implements and materials shall
become and be the absolute property of the Commissioners, and with the moneys so forfeited and payable
or receivable as aforesaid shall be considered as ascertained damages for breach of contract'.
Time of completion.
12. The contractor shall complete the whole of the works comprised in this contract on or before
the thirty-first day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one; and in the event of their
non-completion at the specified time, should the Commissioners not have proceeded under clauses Kos. 10
and 11 of these conditions, or cither of them, the contractor shall forfeit and pay fifty pounds sterling
per week or every part of a week that shall elapse after such specified timo until their completion, and
which sum or sums may be deducted from any money payable to tbe contractor under tin's or any oilier
contract or (as hereinafter provided) from the money deposited by the contractor as security for the due
completion of the contract.
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Belay hy Commissioners, §‘c.
13. K the contractor shall not be able to obtain possession of any portion of the ground required
for tho formation of the railway, or of any of the worhs to be done in connection therewith, or if from
the n on-del ivory, or any delay in the delivery to the contractor of any materials which under tho contract
the Commissioners for Railways are to supply, or from any cause whatever arising out of the acts or
defaults of the Commissioners for Railways, or any officers or servants iu their employment, or from
any accident happening to the said works during their progress not arising from the neglect or default of
the contractor or his servants or workmen, the contractor shall be delayed or impeded in tbe execution of
his contract, the contractor may, from time to time, within seven days of the happening or occurring of
such act, default, or accident, apply in writing, setting forth the cause of such application, to the
Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways for an extension of time on account of such act, default, or
accident, who shall, if he shall think the cause sufficient,, but not otherwise, allow by writing under his hand
such an extension of time as he shall in his uncontrolled discretion think adequate ; and the penalties,
sets-off, aud deductions to which under the contract the contractor is liable shall not attach until tho
expiration of such extension of time, but shall attach and the contractor shall become liable to the same
from the date of the expiration of such extended time or times. And unless the contractor shall make
such application within the time and in manner aforesaid, and unless and until the Engineer for Exist
ing Lines of Railways shall allow such extension or extensions of time as aforesaid, the contractor shall
not, by reason of any delay arising from the cause or causes aforesaid, or any of them, be relieved in any
way or to any extent of his liability to finish and complete the works within the time in this contract
specified; and in default of his so doing to pay and be subject to the penalties, deductions and setWoff
as in these conditions provided; nor shall the Commissioners for Railways be deprived in any way or lo
any extent of their right to deduct or recover penalties or liquidated damages, or to make deductions or
sets-off which under the contract they are entitled to make, receive, deduct, set-off, or receive from the
contractor for or by reason and on account of any delay in the completion of the work or any portion
of the same, nor shall the rights, powers, and authorities, by these conditions given to or vested in them
be in any way affected. And the Commissioners will not be responsible for any compensation for any
delny that may be caused through the working of the ordinary traflic.
Copies of draivings, tj'c.
14. Copies of all drawings will be supplied to the contractor whose tender is accepted.
Free passes, tj'c.
15. No free passes on any of the Government Railways will be granted to the contractor or his
agents, but tbe material and plant will be conveyed from Sydney aud Newcastle and along the various
sections free of charge.
Liability of contractor.
1G. The care and maintenance of all works under this contract shall remain with the contractor
until six months after their completion, and until the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways shall, by
notice in writing under bis hand, inform the contractor that he has taken charge thereof; anil until such
notice shall have been given, the contractor shall be responsible for all accidents from whatever cause
arising, and shall make good ail damage thereto.
Contractor not to assign ivorksor moneys.
17. The contractor shall not assign over this contract or assign all or any of the moneys payable
or to become payable under the contract, or all or any part thereof, or any other benefit whatsoever
arising, or which may arise under tliis contract, to any other person, without the consent in writing under
the seal of the Commissioners for Railways first obtained. The contractor, for each and every breach of
this condition, shall pay to the Commissioners for Railways the sum of five hundred pounds as and for
liquidated damages ; and the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or
sums duo to the contractor under this or any other contract with the Commissioners for Railways. And
any permission to assign over this contract shall not discharge the contractor from liability to see that
the works so assigned are executed and completed in terms of this contract, unless on the assignment
thereof tbe Commissioners expressly declare that tbe contractor is discharged from further liability.
Truck i git cm not allmcctl.
18. The workmen, tradesmen, and labourers of every class employed on the works to which these
conditions refer, shall be paid their wages, in full, in money, current coin of the Colony, at least once iu
every month, and no ticket or other system of payment by provisions, liquors, or goods, will on any pre
tence be allowed; nor shall the contractor, or any person or persons employed by him, or in any way
connected with him, establish any shop for the supply of provisions, liquors, or goods; nor shall tbo
contractor oblige his workmen to take provisions, liquors, or goods of any kind from any person in
particular. The workmen of every class shall be paid on the works if it be possible, or in some building
adjoining; and in no ease shall they be paid at a public-house or other place where liquors or refresh
ments arc sold.
Bankruptcy d>r insolvency.
19. If the contractor shall become insolvent, have his estate placed under sequestration, or shall
make an assignment of his estate for the benefit of bis creditors, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners,
without previous notice to the contractor, or to the official or other assignee or assignees of his insolvent
estate, or to the trustee or trustees under the assignment, to take the works ont of the hands of the
contractor and of the assignees or trustees of his estate, and to reeontraet with any other person or
persons to proceed with and complete the same, upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions as shall be
deemed expedient; and all the then remaining materials, implements, and plant aforesaid may be used in
and applied for tbo purposes of the works ; but on the final completion of the works, the surplus of such
materials, implements, and plant shall cease to belong to tbe Commissioners, and shall become the
property of the said assignees or trustees, without any allowance for or payment by the Commissioners,
or on account of any loss or diminution, wear, tear, or injury they may have sustained in the meantime.
Security.

9

Security.
20. Within six days after notice of the acceptance of his tender shall have been given to the
contractor or posted to the address of his last-lmown place of business or residence, the contractor shall
deposit with the Commissioners or at the option of the Commissioners in some bank or banks in Sydney,
npon fixed deposit in tho name of the Commissioners the sum of four thousand pounds, to be held by tbo
Commissioners as security for the due and proper performance and completion of the contract until the
Engineer for Existing Lines of Endways has certified that the whole of the work in flic said contract has
been completed to his satisfaction, or until the contract has been cancelled by tbe Commissioners under
the power given to them in that respect under clause 11 of these conditions—in which last-mentioned
event happonning the money so deposited will become forfeited. If however the contract shall not be
declared to be cancelled under tbe said 11th clause, and if the works comprised in this contract are not
completed within the time mentioned iu clause 13 of these conditions, the weekly penalty which under
the said last-mentioned clause will be payable to the Commissioners may be deducted and taken from the
money so deposited.
Should the contractor fail to deposit the said sum of four thousand pounds as hereinbefore
provided, within six days from tbe acceptance of the tender, or should the contractor fail to execute the
contract for the due performance of the works mentioned in the said tender, the Commissioners will have
the option of and full power and authority to declare such acceptance to be annulled.
No tenderer will be allowed to proceed with the work tendered for until he has made tho deposit
as aforesaid, and has executed the required contract for the due performance of the said works—it being
hereby declared that for all or any work done or materials found ami provided by tbe contractor belore
the due execution of the said contract, or the said money being deposited as aforesaid, he shall not have
any right of action, claim, or demand against the Commissioners.
The contractor will be entitled to receive any interest that may be payable upon the fixed deposit
of tho money if the money shall be placed in a bank at fixed deposit as such interest becomes payable,
but it is expressly declared that the Commissioners are not to be held liable or answerable in any way for
any loss of tbe money so deposited by reason of the same having been deposited in a bank as fixed
deposit, or for any loss of interest from the fixed deposit not being renewed.
Progress payment without prejudice, Sfc.
21. No eertificafo given to the contractor for the purpose of any progress payment shall prevent
the Engineer for Existing Lines of Bail ways from at any future time before the termination of the
contract rejecting all unsound materials and improper workmanship discovered subsequently to tlie giving
of the last previous certificate; and notwithstanding the giving of any certificate that portions or the
whole of the works have been satisfactorily performed, the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways may
require the contractor to remove and amend at any future time previously to the final payment on account
of the construction or maintenance of the works, any work that may be found not to have been performed
in accordance with the contract; and the contractor must remove and amend at his own cost all such
work when so required, notwithstanding any approval made or given by tho superintending officer : and
the Commissioners shall have power, on the report of the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways that
the work approved of as aforesaid is not in accordance with tho contract, to deduct from any moneys that
may be due or that may become due to the contractor, the whole amount that has been paid on account
of such work.
,
If, in the opinion of the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways, further inquiry is necessary or
desirable before any certificate ia given, be shall have power to wilbbofd such certificate for a period not
exceeding one month from the date at which in the ordinary course the certificate would have been given.
None of tbe conditions of this contract shall be varied, waived, discharged, or released, either in
law or in equity, unless by tbe express consent of the Commissioners testified in writing under their seal.
Payments,
22. Payments will be made once in every month, unless same shall become not payable by reason
of anything contained in these conditions, on the engineer's certificate, as the work proceeds, in the pro
portion of 90 .per cent, of the value of the work satisfactorily executed, aud the remaining 10 per cent,
will be paid in tbe proportion of 5 per cent, on tbe expiration of tho contract, the remaining 5 per cent,
to be paid at the expiration of the six months’ maintenance.
23. Should any portion of the contract be opened in sections, the contractor’s maintenance for
such sections will commence on the dates of such openings, and his retention moneys will be dealt with
in accordance with such openings.
■
New South Wales Government Railways, Office of Engineer for Existing Railways,
Sydney,
, 188 .
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New South Wales Grovernmcut Railways.—Relaying, Reballasting, &c.—Southern
Division,
Specification to bo observed in carrying out a contract for relaying, roballasting, draining, fencing,

and other extra works in connection with the Permanent-way of the Southern .Division of tho New
South Wales Railways.
Position and mileage of division.
Prom Picton to Goulburn ...
..
„ Goulburn to River Murray.............
Goulburn to Cooma
..
„ Cootamundra- to Gundagai .............
„ Demondrille to C'owra
..............
„ ‘ Junee to Hay......................................
„ Narrandera to Jerilderlc
...
.
Total length ofline ..

Miles. yards.
81
528
252
GO
130
550
33 1,144
G3 1,144
167
638
G5
220
703

700

Conditions of Contract.
Contractors' workmen.
The contractor will be required to provide men for carrying out the various works specified on
any portion of the division, and at such times as may be determined. These men, when relaying, to
consist of gangs with not less than thirty-six men and one ganger, and one leading man, who will have
to work under instructions from the engineer for the division, and who will have the right to object and
cause to be discharged any ganger, foreman, or workman whom he may consider incompetent, or who
fails to carry out any order or instructions given by his inspector.
Machinery and tool repairs.
The contractor will also have to provide and keep in repair all and every kind of tools and
machinery necessary for the due performance of such work, viz., bars, levers, beaters, picks, shovels,
augers, hammers, spanners, portable and other drilling machines, adzing and boring machines, portable
engines for driving same, and any other tool or tools found requisite for the due performance of tho
work, as also portable forge or forges for tool repairs.
Materials for relaying.
The Railway Commissioners will provide all the necessary materials for relaying, viz., rails, chairs,
fishplates, fishbolts, screws, spikes, and sleepers, as also ballast, drain-pipes, and all fencing materials.
Loading'and unloading materials.
The contractor will be required to load and unload all such materials at any place where directed
on the division, and to distribute same on the ground in such a manner as to facilitate relaying and other
operations.
Loading and unloading ballast.
The contractor will also bo required to lead and unload ballast required for relaying.
Traffic not to be obstructed.
It must he distinctly understood that under no circumstances will auy delay, impediment, stoppage,
interference, or obstruction of whatsoever kind to the traffic, either on the railway or public roads, be
permitted in carrying out this contract, and the whole of the works under the same must be done in
such manner and at such times as not in any way to interfere with such traffic. The contractor will he
required to provide at his own expense, and at all times during the currency of the contract, all neces
sary means and provisions that may he required for the carrying on of the traffic as before described,
without obsiruetious or delay; and he must carryout without delay any instructions, whether verbally
or in writing, that may be given for this purpose by the engineer or the superintending officer. And it
must further be understood that the contractor will be held strictly and exclusively responsible for all
delays, accidents, or damage to property or persons, of whatever nature, that may occur through the
carrying out of the work.
If tho contractor refuse or fail to carry out immediately any instructions given by the engineer
or the superintending officer during the currency of the contract, the said engineer shall have full power,
without vacating this contract, to take the works wholly or in part out of the contractor's hands, and
carry the same out by his own Department, at the expense of the’ contractor.
The contractor must make himself thoroughly conversant with the time-tables and tbe rules and
regulations in force for working fhe traffic on the railways (copies of which will be furnisbed to him on
application), and a responsible foreman or overseer, who must also he thoroughly acquainted with the
said time-tables and regulations, shall be placed wherever directed while the works are in progress. The
contractor must also comply with all usages of conducting the traffic on the public roads.
Passes.
The contractor will be provided with one first-class pass for himself, one second-class pass for one
foreman, and second-class passes for gangers and workmen. The passes for the contractor and foreman
will be made available from Sydney and over the division. The workmen’s passes will be confined to tbe
division only.
No portion of this work to be sublet by the contractor.
The contract to be let for a term of five years from date of signing contract.
Nature
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Nature of Relaying.
Relaying.
The contractor will have to remove the old Bleepers, rails, fishplates, spikes, and screws; also
chairs where they exist. This old malcrial lo he loaded into ballast wagons, and unloaded at the various
depots arranged for old materials on the division. After unloading all sleepers, if any have chairs
attached, tho chairs must be unspiked and removed from the sleepers, as also nil old spikes and screws,
and each kind of material must be stacked in such a manner as will be directed by the Permanent-way
Inspector for the district.
Description of bottom and top ballast.
On removal of the old permanent-way material, the ballast, if worn out, will have to bo removed,
and new bottom ballast substituted of a thickness not less than 9 inches. Such ballast will consist
generally of broken sandstone or other similar stone, not less than d-ineh cubes. The lop ballast will
consist of hard broken stone, not less than 1^-ineh cubes, or larger than 2-inch cubes. Tliis ballast will
have a thickness of 5 inches below the sleeper, and be boxed up level with the top of sleeper, or not
more than 1 inch above same. (See drawing. Pig. 1.)
Lowering formation.—Variable widths of ballast.
Jt may bo necessary in some cases to lower and remove the formation between station platforms
and under overbridges, in order to maintain the rail level at their respective heights (or such heights as
will be directed). In some cases the existing ballast may be found sufficiently good, not requiring the
full depth of 9 in. of bottom ballast, or it may be found ihat only the top or hard ballast of y in. below
the sleeper and lo the top of the sleeper may be necessary, but all such depths and widths of bottom and
top ballast will have to be carried out as may be directed.
Number and position of sleepers under 30-//. rails.
After the ballast has been properly levelled for tho reception of the sleepers, the latter must be
placed nt their respective distances, which in no ease must exceed 2 ft. 8 in. from centre to centre; the
position of joint sleepers to be so arranged as to allow' tbe intermediate sleepers to be so spaced. Any
alterations iu this respect, viz., reducing the distance of 2 ft. 8 hi. to a less distance, will be paid at a
rate per extra sleeper or sleepers which reduces tliis distance. (See drawing, Pig, 2.)
Size of sleepers.
The sleepers will generally be of the following dimensions, viz,, 9 ft. x 10 in. x 5 in , but cases will
occur when sleepers of a less size, viz., 8 ft. x 9 in. x 4 in. to 4r or 5 inches will be used. In all such
cases tbe space between the sleepers, more especially on sharp curves and soft formations, will be reduced
iu distance.
Adzing and boring sleepers.
The sleepers must bo adzed by machinery to allow of the proper gauge, either in case of chairs or
T rails, aud also to give a (rue bed for the chair or T rail, and for the proper cant. All the holes for the
spikes and screws must be bored to such a depth, and be of such a diameter as to allow of those being
driven so as not to split tho sleepers (the size of augers used in boring to bo decided by the engineer),
and if the contractor fails to carry out these conditions, and is found driving tho screws and spikes with
out boring, lie will have his contract cancelled.
This condition will bo strictly enforced, and contractor must carefully consider same.
Gauge of line, and packing with ballast.
After the chairs (if chaired road he laid down) or T-headcd rails have been properly secured to
their respective gauges—for straight line and curves over 15 chains radius the gauge must not exceed
4 feet 8£ inches, and for curves betumen 8 chains and lo chains must belaid to 4 foot Sf inches—the road
must be properlv packed and lifted, such packing to be stiffly done for a length of 12 inches from the
centre of the rail on either side, the middle and extreme ends of the sleepers to be only slightly packed,
and it would be advisable for the road to be thoroughly bedded before it is finally packed aml straightened,
preparatory to completing the boxing up. (See drawing, fig. 3.)
Jdwpansion at joints.
The rails must be fished-up wfitli tbe plates, and screw-bolts provided, and such expansion given as
the engineer may direct, but not less expansion than one quarter of au inch must be given at each joint
for 30-foot rails,
'
Dishplates and nuts.
The fishplates must be screwed up, and the nuts of each bolt left with tho square or hexagon sides
of same in one level, as shown in drawing. (Sec drawing, fig. 3.)
Rail joints.—Short rails for curves.
The rail joints must be placed opposite each other, and as square as can practically be done. The
sleepers must also be equally spaced, and placed square to the rails. In going round sharp curves, great
care must be used in keeping tbe joints square by putting in short rails (these short rails to bo picked
out by tbe men when laying out the rails preparatory to relaying).
Cant for curves.
The necessary cant wilt ho decided by the engineer, and each curve must have its full cant at the
tangent, and be run out on to the straight, if it is straight road, with a grade of not less than 50 feet for
every inch of cant given. In the case of reverse curves with little or no straight intervening, tho full
cant cannot be given for some distance from the tangent, but such cases will be specially directed by tho
engineer.
Drainage
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Drainage,
( Iu some cases it will be found necessary to lay in socket drain-pipes at a depth of not less than
12 inches below formation level; and as the size of pipes will vary in diameter, the contractor must put
m a price for laying pipes, as given in his schedule of prices. He will also have to load and unload
same.
Fencing,
The contractor must state a price per lineal yard for removing old fencing, and loading and
unloading and erecting new fencing, as per drawings Nos. 14 and lo, and for loading up the old material,
and unloading and stacking same at the depot.
Femoral of carthcorle, refuse material, and worn ont ballast. Measurement for loading and unloading
bottom and top ballast. Hopper ballast -wagons and ploughs.
It may also be found necessary to load and unload earthwork from slips and cuttings where silting
up of grips has taken place, as also worn out ballast and refuse earthwork generally, such material to bo
paid for by the cubic conteuts of tbe wagon—the wagons to be full in all eases. Bottom and top ballast
will also be paid for in the same manner. As the sizes of the wagons may vary, tho wagon numbers and
sizes will be registered, and when tho contractor returns his statement of wagons loaded and unloaded,
he must specify the wagon No. Special wagons for ballast are being provided with hopper doors in the
bottoms to drop the ballast into the 4-foot, and a brake van with a plough is also being provided for
levelling down the top ballast. These wagons and ploughs will be introduced as early as possible.
As cases may occur where measurement cannot be arrived at, the contractor must give a schedule
of day-work prices.
Laying in points and crossings.
The contractor will be required to use great care in laying in points, crossings, and diamonds to
the drawings provided. In every case the points from the toe to heel of points will be laid on special
sized sawn timber; as also the entire crossing, which includes crossing, Vs, wings, and check rails.
Diamonds in all cases to be placed on similar timbers, and they must be laid in long enough to allow of
double slip points being put iu, the timbers to extend from heel to heel of crossings, as shown on drawing.
The leads between heel of points and heel of crossings, or between diamonds and junction leads may or
may not be laid with sleepers or timbers, as directed.
Size of augers fa' herring timbers.
All holes in timber for securing chairs or rails must be bored with an auger of suitable size for
either screws or spikes. The timbers for all points, crossings, and diamonds will have one sawn face.
Payment,
The contractor will be paid monthly for the whole of the work executed, no retention money being
held.
The contractor will also have to deposit the sum of £100 on sending in his Tender, which amount
will be retained until the expiration of the contract, and to find two responsible sureties for the due
performance of tiie work.
Supply of materials.
In the event of the Commissioners being prevented from supplying any of the materials in connec
tion with the above contract, by causes reasonably supposed by them to be beyond their control, thereby
causing delay to the contractors in the carrying out of the works, or should delay arise from tiie exigencies
of the working of the traffic of the railways, or from any other cause or causes whatever occasioned by
the act or default of the Commissioners, which in their opinion could not bo reasonably avoided, the
contractor shall have no claim npon the Commissioners for compensation for such delay.
Terminating contract.
Provided also that the Bailway Commissioners have the option of terminating this contract at any
time by giving three months’ notice in writing to the contractors, should the Commissioners at any time
be dissatisfied with the progress of the works, or find in their opinion that the contract is interfering in
any way with the working of the railways, and the contractor shall not, by reason of such termination of
the contract, have any claim whatever against the Commissioners for such termination of contract.
It is also agreed that the contractor, on his part, may at any time terminate the contract by giving
to the Commissioners three mouths’ notice in writing of his intention so to do.
J. ANGUS.
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ScitEDTO'E OF PltlCES FOE EEI/ATING SnfOLE LlSE OF EilLWAT.
Taking out old sleepers rails, fish-plates, spikes, screws, and nnspikiiig chairs, loading same into
wagons, and unloading and stacking at Dep&t, os specified ..................... .
........................... per lin. yd..
Loading and unloading new materials for relaying, viz,, sleepers, chairs, rails, fish-plates, fishholts, keys, spikes, and screws.............................................................................................................
„ .
Adzing sleepers, and relaying new material (secDrawing, Fig. S), as specified ....................................
,, .
Loading, unloading, spreading, and levelling bottom ballast 9 in. thick, as specified (see Drawing,
Fig. 1) ................................................................................................................................................... per cub. yd..
Loading and unloading top ballast, levelling, packing, and boxing np, as specified (see Drawing
Kg. 1)........................................................................................................
Lowering formation not exceeding 12 inches :—
Excavation in rock....................................................................................................................................
,,
.
Do
clay or other earthwork.........................................................................................................
„ .
Ecmoving old baliast, loading and unloading, asspecified..........................................................................
,, .
Laying iu socket drain-pipes at an average depth of 3 ft. 15 in. below surface of rails (including
excavation and jointing same with cither clay or cement), also for laying in perforated pipes
without sockets:—
( cement.............................................. per lin. yd.,
G in. Socket Pipes (see Drawing, Fig. 4) jointed j
clay
| cement.
do
do
9 in.
do
I. clay ....
f cement
do
do
12 in.
do
lelay ....
6 in. Perforated Pipes (sec Drawing, Fig. 81......
do
9 in.
do
do
do
12 in.
cement.
G in. Single Junctions (sec Drawing, Fig. 5 and
5a) jointed ..............
(clay ....
COincnt.
do
9 in.
do
do
.clay ..............
( cement..........
do
12 in.
do
do
(clay
G in. Double Junctions (see Drawing, Fig. G and
1ia) jointed ..............
9 in.
12 in.

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

0 0 6
0 0 6
0 1 o
0 1 6
0 1 6
0 3 0

0 1 9
0 1 2

0 1 0
0 0 11
0 1 1
0 1 0
0 1 2
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1

0
10
0
0

0

1

4

0

2

0

1

5

0

1

4

0

1

S

0

4

1 8

clay ....
cement.

0

1

4

clay ...
cement.

0

1

9

clay .........
cement.....

0 2 0
0 1 0

clay ......
cement...

0 1 0
0 1 0

0 1 8

do

0 2 0

do

G in. Bends (see Drawing, Pit'. 7) jointed.
9 in.

Rate.
s. d.

£

do
..
..

0 1 0

(clay .......................................................
,, ..
14 in. x 14 in. brick cesspits aud grids set in cement (as per Drawing, Fig. 2), the inside depths of
same to be 4 ft. 6 in. below' surface of mils, tho top of grids 10 in. below surface of rails, aud
to have J brick openings left on each side from formation level to underside grid frame, to be
put in where directed...............................................................................................................................
each ,,
Taking down old fencing, loading same into wagons, and unloading same at depot .... ^.............. per lin. yd...
Loading and unloading new fencing and erecting same, as per drawings, Figs. 14 aud 15.............
„
..
Loading and unloading earthwork and old hal)asttas specified............................................................ percub. yd...
Price for cutting rails...................................................................................................................................
each
Price for drilling holes ...............................................................................................................................
.>
Platelayers ,.

0 1 0

12 in.

clay .......................................................
j cement...................................................

,,
„

do

!

Excavators ..
do
Excavator
do
..................................................................................................................
do
Platelayer
do
..................................................................................................................
do
Bricklayer
do
......... ........................................................................................................
do
Mason ... .
do
..................................................................................................................
do
Carpenter
do
..............................................................................
....................................
Laying in points and crossings, single junction to heel of crossing, as shown on Drawing, Fig. 9... per lin. yd...
baying in cross-over road, as shown on Diawing, Fig. 10
T

*

“

1*

£.lt_

—..J—

a ...»

_ — ‘l IfrtA w

av

0

1

3

0 0 4

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0
12

1
2i
0
8
0

0 10 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
9
13
13
11
5
5

0
0
0
0
3
0
0

0

8

(i

0 6 0
0 10 0

Excavating for and fixing point lioxes
Horse and cart hire—Cost per day of 8 hours—
Hire of cart, one horse and driver.................
Hire of cart, two horses and driver.............
Hire of one horse and driver (no cart) .........

Sydney: Charles I’olter CoTomment Printer.—1SK1.
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each

0 5 0
0 13 0

0 16 6
0 11 0

»•
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIGHT RAILWAYS.
(INFORMATION RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 26 August, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table in answer to Question Aro. 4, of 4 June, 1890.]

Questions.
(4.) Lionx IUtlwats:—Mu. O'Sullivan ashed The Secuetaky fob Public Wobks,—

(1.) Is it a, fact there has recently been adopted in France a system of light railways, which can
he laid down for £1,200 per mile, on gradients of from 1 in 12 upwards, and with engines, carrying
water and fuel, weighing only 12 tons ?
.
.
. .
(2.) Is it a fact that these railways are now being sent from France to various portions ot. the
world at the rate of 120 milesj per month, and that one of them is now in operation in Melbourne in
connection with the Metropolitan Gasworks r'
.
(3.) Will ho lay upon the Table of this House all the information he may have respecting these
railways, in order that it may be ascertained if they are suitable to the plain country of New South
Wales?
,
*
(4.) If he has no information respecting these light railways, will he have a report made upon the
matter without delay ?

Answers.
(L.) The system referred to is probably Docauville’s, or some other such system of portable
railways, but the idea is by no means new. From the lightness of the engines and the steepness of the
grade, it is evident that the system is only applicable when extremely small loads have to be drawn.
(2.) I am unable to answer this question at present, but am seeking information on the point.
(3 and 4.) I have already given orders that the necessary information be obtained, which shall,
with pleasure, be placed at the disposal of Parliament.
Royle’s Chambers, Bond-street, Sydney, 10 April, 1890.
Cheap Railways for Australia.
Sir,
.
The great success obtained by the Hccauvillc system of narrow-gauge railways has long since
been practically demonstrated in nearly every part of the world, and a splendid test of the carrying
capacity, general utility, and adaptability of this famous railway was only recently afforded at the late
International Exhibition at Paris.
_
Over the Company's line connecting the Concorde Station with the Champ do Mars an aggregate
of no less than 6,000,000 passengers were conveyed without accident or impediment of any kind, the
maximum for one day alone numbering 63,276. The lino was of 2-feet gauge, with 191b, steel rails
riveted on steel-dished sleepers. The locomotives, on the compound system, weighed 12 tons in working
order, and were able to run over curves of 65 feet radius, and to ascend 8% gradients.
_
The comparatively small cost of the plant, and the easy and speedy method of construction, would
render this narrow-gauge system best adapted to parts of this country where a more extended means of
railway communication would not bo warranted by reason of the greatly-increased cost, and where
probably no Government railway could be expected for many years to come.
The Decauvillo railway is fully capable of meeting all the requirements of a large passenger and
freight traffic, and no system, it may ho confidently asserted, would so adequately open up the country
and assist in developing its many and varied resources.
,
,
I shall be prepared to afford all practical assistance by every possible means in farthering the con
struction of railways on this principle, where it can he sufficiently shown that an adequate return on the
outlay can he obtained.
There
553—
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There is ample evidence as to the financial success o£ narrow-gauge railways wherever they have
been tried, and there is no reason to believe that their success would be less in Australia,
I shall be gratified to afford any information on the subject which may be required.
I am, &c.,

To Hon. Bruce Smith, M.L.A.

._

CLEMENT VAN HE VELDE, C.E.

Department of Public Works, Bail way Construction Branch,
Sir,
.
,
.
Sydney, 4 June, 1890.
_ _ Allusion having been made in the Legislative Assembly here to the light railway now- in
operation in Melbourne, m connection with the Metropolitan Gasworks, I have the honor to request
that you will kindly furnish me with the fullest information in your power relative to the same.
I have, &c.,
HENRY DEANE
{fro A.R.M.),
.
.
Acting Engineer-in-Chief.
E. Watson, Esq., Engineer-in-Cliief for Railways, Melbourne.
Sir>
Railway Department, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Melbourne, 7 June. 1.S90.
.
.
I'1 reply to your letter 90-252, dated 4th instant, I have the honor to inform you that, on
inquiry, X find the Metropolitan Gas Co. have constructed a small Decauville railwav from the wharf to
their works.
.
'
It is about 18 or 20 feet above the level of the street which it crosses, and is used for conveying
coals, &c., from the ships to the works. Its length is about 300 yards, and there are branches at both
ends. The gauge is 2 feet 6 inches, and it is worked by a small Decauville locomotive engine. No
dnubt full particulars could be obtained by writing to tbe Secretary or Manager of the Company.
I have, &c.,
’
T(
‘
ROBERT "WATSON,
H. Deane, Esq., Acting Engineer-m-Chicf, Sydney. ■
Enginoer-in-Chief.
Mr. Deane,—Please add your own remarks to this. Is it necessary to seek further information?—
J.B., 21/7/90.
■
1. think little may be said. It is evident that the system is not capable of earning a lar^e amount
of traffic, and quite unsuitable for adoption as a substitute for the present tramwoys'or railways.—H.D.,

IM.J
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Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS,
(GE0S3 RETURNS OP THE COOMA LINE PROM DATE OP OPENING TO 3Ibt MAY, 1890.)

Ordered htf the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 August, 1890.

[ Laid upon the Table in answer to Question No. 6, oflOth June, 1890.]

Question.
(6.) Cooka Railway
Mr. Stevenson {for Mr. Miller), asked The Secretary for Public
Works,—Will lie inform the House of the gross returns of the Cooma Railway Lino for the first

twelve months ?

Answer.
RETURN showing the Value of Inwards and Outwards Traffic at all Stations on the Cooma Line from date of
opening to 31st May, 1890 (12 months).
IXYERALOCHY.

■BaNGA-LORE.

Lake BArniritST.

Fairy Meadow.

TAR.AGO.

Buxorndojik.

Descrip'
tion.
Inwards.

Co&cliin#
tioods ..

£ a. d,
20 7 10
0 10 7
S2 18 5

Outwards.
£ a. d.
11 13 tt

24a H 4
257

4

10

MOLOffOLO.
Jmvards.

Outwards,

h. d.
10 ;t

210 13 2 2,840 7 0 2,377 16 10

150 17 7

84 0 0

109 14 1

342 12 5

Outwards.

235 0 9

TUOGERXOXa.
Inwards.

Outwards.

5,377 15 3 6,004

Inwards,

11 11 S

4,200 1 11 4,951 12 9

45 1 3

8 12 6

9 13 11

a i ii

4 10 2 5,791 8 G 7,030 6 4

S3 1 0

54 2 G

22 0 0

Inwards. | Outwards,

U.MERAliLA.

£ s, d.
0 10 2
34 11 5

353 14 8

44 7 7

551—

3

Outwards.
£ s. d.
19 ft 11

19 0 11

Cooma.

Inwards.

Outwards,

Inwards.

£ s. d.
£ s. <1.
22 7 4 1,4^6 1G ft

£ s, d.
11 15 4

Outwards,
£ a. tl.
2,1*28 12 ft

0 ft 11

0 3 0

7,287 0 0

5,150 8 3

13 5 3

22 10 10

S,70S 3 3

7,235 1 0

MlCEJKLAOO.
Inwards.

Outwards.

£ s. tl.
250 15 :$

£ s. d,
GOG 1G 11

543 15 0

G47 IS ft

800 io

:i

1,164 14 11

OOMNTOX,
Inwards.
£ s. a.
32 3 G

Outwards.
£ s. d.
353 17 3
01 14 2

no o s

220 11 5

Total.
Orantl Total all Stations.

Inwards.

£ s. d.| £ s. d.l
70 IS 9 174 17 7 i
282 1ft 6 763 11 8 |
933 0 3

BL-N'VAN.

2

Rob Rev.

£ b. d.
12 12 10

BUEliliO,

Outwards.

£ s. d.
£ s. d.
£ s. d.
24 2 7 2,52$ 3 3 3,216 5 5

84 11 B

Inwards.

Inwards.

£ a. d.
253 12 5

IS4 15 10

Qceanfikyan.

Outwards.

£ s. d.
45 0 11

Goods ..

[3<S.J

£ b. d.
18 Id G

Inwards.

£ 3. d.
37 10 0

£
9

Goods ..

£ 3. d.
100 4 2

Outwards.

£ s. d.
£ s. d,
£ s. d.
4 1ft 2 1,501 0 7 2,075 IS 7

Coach in#

Coaching

Inwards.

Outwards.

Inwards.

Outwards.

Inwards.

Outwards.

Inwards.

£ e. d.
£ 5. <1.
£ f. d.
£ s. d.
70 7 7 4,055 9 0 5,503 12 8 34,094 9 6

Outward?.

£ s. d.
7ft 7 6

£ s. d.
15 13 S

130 10 3

74 3 9

342 G 4 8,057 15 S 10,221 3 3

210 G S

ao 17 o

412 13 11 12,713 5 2 15,784 15 11 '34,094 9 0 39,891 3 8
1

£ s. d.

£

s. d.

39,894 3 8
74,533 13 2
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SEW SOUTH WALLS.

RAILWAYS.

.

{RlCXUBTf OJ COAL CONTKACTS FOR 18il0.)

Ordered by the Legislative. Assembly to be printed,

1

October,

ISflO,

{Laid upon the Table, in answer to Question Xo. S, of lit October. 1890.]

Questions.
(S.) (JOS'J’HACTS FOR Sui'l’f.y OF Co.\ 1. XO
Treastjheb,—

Ratlwav Dei'artmfxt

Mii.

Rabuovr

ashed the CoLO.viAr,

(1.) The namps of the firms owning collieries (and tlie names of the collieries owned by them) which
wm11’61'™' ,mt° a"I)eemeuts
supply the G-overnment Railways with coni during the current; year?
ra' \ tr
coa^ re(lulyctl for nil the New Soulh Wales Government jt-ailways ?
(3.) How is this total amount subdivided among the various collieries; will he table a statement
showing the subdivision of supply, if any ?
J
(4.) If more than one contract has been entered into for supplv of coal for the Government Rail
ways for the current year, will he, in addition to giving information ns to subdivision of the whole
quantity, table the price per ton quoted by either one or several contractors ?

Answers.
(1.) Names of firms owning collieries, and names of collieries, contracting to supplv coal during 18!>0.
Price per Ton.

Contractori’ Nntnus.

Jf nines of Collieries.

8. tl.

4 1
5

6

4 C
!) 10
7

3

C 6)
and >

Metropolitan Coal Co. (Gresley Lukin, Manager)

Helensburgh Mine

'Thomas Wilton

Eskbank, LithgowValley, ami HmmtngeCoal -Mines.

Vale of Clwydd and Zigzag Coal Association (H. Chad
wick, Secretary).
Mittagong Coal Co. (Thomson Mooie, Secretary)
Cullen Sullen Coal and Coke Co. (W. H. Chapman.
Secretary).
_
Waratah Coal Co...................................................
Read and Longworth ............................................

Vale of Clwydd and Zigzag Mines.
Mittagong Coal Mine.
Cullen Bullen Mine.
Waratah Colliery.

Rix‘s Creek Colliery.
Centenary Coal and Coke Co. (J. Barnard, Secretary) Curlewis Colliery.

(2.) Total estimated quantity of coal during year 1890. 221,700 tons. Mittagong Coal Companv’s
contract was cancelled in June, 1890, and the supplies were ordered from Mr. Wilton for the remainder
ot month.
(3.) How is it subdivided amongst contractors? Metropolitan Coal Co., 31,000 tons: Mittagong Coal Co., 19,100 tons; Thomas Wilton. 109,500 tons; Cullen Bullen Co., 1.800 tons- Yale of
Clwydd and Zigzag Association, IS.bOO tons ; Waratah Co., 22,000 tons; Read and' Longworth, 10,000
tons; Centenary Coal Co., 15,000 tons.
“
’ ’
contraet has been entered into to supply from more than one colliery, how is it subdividedf Ihomas Wilton’s contract is for supply from three mines—Esk Bank, Lithgow Yallev, and
■ -YePartment ^as Ilot specified particular quantities from any one of these iiiines;
the distribution is therefore left to option of contractor, who has supplied to 31st August as under:—Eak
Bank, 26,443 tons; Lithgow Valley, 32,490 tons ; Hermitage, 26.656 tons

[3rf.]

C69—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(RATE ROE THE TRACTION OF COAL ON THE NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Ordered bj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 July, 1890.

[Laid upon the Table of the Lionse,[in accordance with a promise made by the Colonial Treasurer, in
reply to Question No. 1, of the Qth July, 1890,]

Questions.

'

1. Me. Burns asked The Colonial Treasurer,—
(1.) Is there any general rate for the traction of coal on the Herr Smith. Wales Railways ?

(2.) The different traction rates for coal in the owners’ waggons and in the G-overnment waggons
respectively ?
(3.) Has permission been given to any company to use its own locomotives on the Government
Railways ; and, if so, for what distance, and at what rate?
(4.) The minimum rate charged for coal traction at Newcastle?
(5.) The rate payable by the Commissioners to the contractors for shipping coal at Sydney, Wol
longong, and Newcastle respectively ?
(6.) The difference in the rate per mile for traction in the Government and owners waggons in the
Southern and Western districts ?
(7.) The like information in relation to the Northern districts?
(8.) Are the Commissioners prepared to provide waggons for the Northern collieries on the same
terms as they are provided for the Southern and Western ?

Answers.
(1.) Yes.
(2.) On the Southern and Western lines the rato for coal in owners’ waggons is Id. per ton per
mile, with a minimum charge of 2s. for the first 50 miles; for distances over 50 miles the rate is Id.
per ton per mile, plus the rate for 50 miles, with a terminal charge of 3d. per ton added. Minimum
charge 4s. 3d. per ton.
On the Northern lines the rates in owners’ trucks are as follows :—
For distances not exceeding 1 mile..........
Over 1 mile and not exceeding 7 miles
7
„
„
10

10
12
14
16
18

12

14

16

18

20

per ton.
s. d.
0 6
0 10
1 0
1 11 2
1 3
1 4

. 1 5

per ton
s. d.
Over 20 milefl and not exceeding 22 miles .............. 1 6
24 „
.. 22
............... 1 7
is
si
26 „
............... 1 8
JV
J1
„ 24
28 „
.............. 1 9
}J
„ 26
t)
30 „
............... 1 10
„ 28
tf
Si
32 „
.............. 2 0
,, 30
s?
is
34 „
.............. 2 2
„ '32
ss
SI

For distances exceeding 34 miles, |d. per ton per mile,

The rates for coal in Commissioners’ trucks are the same on all lines, and are made up on the
following basis:—
Bor the first 15 or portion of 15 miles, Is. 6d. per ton.
For every mile exceeding 15, but not exceeding 35, l-}d. per ton per mile, plus the rate for 15
miles.
For every mile exceeding 35, but not exceeding 55, Id. per ton per mile, plus the rate for 35
miles.
For every mile exceeding 55, but not exceeding 150, Id, per ton per mile for the whole distance.
Minimum, 5s. 3d. per ton.
For every mile exceeding 150, but not exceeding 250, |d, per ton per mile, plus the rate for 150
miles.
■
For every mile exceeding 250, -3d. per ton per mile, plus the rate for 250 miles.
397—
Modified
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Modified rates are charged for coal wlien sent in truck-loads of not less than 6 tons, as follows:—>■
Rato per Trade.
£ s. a.
120 miles .. ...... 2 17 10
o 19 2
19C>
s 0 G
ino
....... 3 1 0
135
1^0
...
3 3 0
. ... 3 4 4
f)
inn
.
3
........ 3 7 i
left)
........ 3 & 4
160
. .
3 0 8
170
10 11
.
3 12 2
3 i:t 0
180
........ 3 1/1 10
1S>
3 in 1
100
3 17 A107
3 IS %
200
. ... A 0 o
205
210
........ 4 i 3
215 1>
■' ........ 4 2 G

Rate per Truck.
£ e. d.
220 miles ........... 4- 3 10
225 .................... 4 5 o
230
.... 4 G
.......... 4 7 a
23.>
........... 4 8 11
240 *
.......... 4. 10 2
24.5 „
4 11
250 "t
255 »
.......... 4 12 5
.......... 4 13
260 „
.......
4 14
205 j j
.......... 4 15
270
275 D *
4 ir> 0
2S0
17 6
....................4 18 0
285
200 ................... 4 10 G
205 ................... ft o 6
1 6
300
305 „
... 5 2 G
...... ,, i> 3 6
310 jj
33-3 J!
.......... 5 4 G

Rato per Truck.
£ s. d.
320 miles .......... 5 G 7
G ?
325
V 7
330
8 7
335
K o 7
340
3d 5
........... 5 10 8
11 S
355
...j..... 3 12 7
13
360
3(i5
14 4
........... 5 15 3
370
1G . 2
....... s 17 0
3S0
3^5
17 11
.......... 5 18 10
300
305
19 9
.......... 6 0 S
400
.......... G 1 7
........... 6 2 5
410
.......... 6 3 4
415 „

Rato per Truck
£ 5. d.
420 miles .. ...... G 4 3
....... G 5 2
425
...... G C 0
430
....... C G 11
435
...... C 7 10
440
415
....... G 8 9
....... G !) 8
450
455 tt
»■ ....... G 10 7
...... G 11 5
460
....... G 12 4
....... G 13 3
470
...... 6 14 2
...... 6 15 0
480
...... G 15 11
4S3
....... G 1G 10
490
...... 6 17 9
...... 6 18 8
500
....... G 19 8

(3.) Yes. The following Coal Companies have been granted permission to haul coal in their own
wagons, and by their own locomotives, from their junctions with the main line to the Southern Coal
Company’s junction with ihc same:—
Mount JCcira Coal Company, 3 miles, 2d. per ton.
Mount Pleasant Coal Company, 3^- miles, 2nd. per ton.
Corrimal Coal Company,
miles, 3-f4. per ton.
Bellambi Coal Company, 7} miles, 3^d. per ton.
Illawarra Coal Company, lli1- miles, (id. per ton.'
as it is not convenient for tiie Department to provide locomotive power.
(4.) Sixpence per ton for distances not exceeding 1 mile.
(5-1 The Commissioners do not undertake tho shipping of coal at Sydney and TVollongong. They
pay 1-gd. for the service at .Newcastle, in addition to providing cranes, &c.
(G.) This is shown fully in answer to question NTo. 2, but it may be mentioned that the Commis
sioners arc not required to haul coal in owners’ wagons on the Southern or Western Lines.
(7.) Tliis information is contained in the answer to Question 2.
(S.) The Commissioners would be prepared to provide wagons for the IVorthem Line on the same
terms as they' are provided for the Southern and Western Lines.
’

Sydney : Charles roller, Government Printer,—18^3.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(RETURN 01 0001)3 CARRIED TO GLEN INNES AND GOYM RATLAVAY SUTIONi DURING YEAR 1880.

Ordered hy the Leyislative Assembly to be, printed,

8

May,

1890.

[Laid ttpon the Table of the Legislative Assembly, in accordance with a promise made in answer to Questions
JSTo. 7, ofSth May, 1890.]

Questions.
(7.)

Goods Tiuittc ,at Glen
Colonial Treasurer,—

Innes

and

Gutda

Railway

Stations

Mil

Wmodt

ashed

The

(l.) The number o£ tons of goods carried by rail to Glen Innes for the year 18S9 ?
(2.) The number of tons of goods (ciclusivc of wool) despatched bv rail from Glen Innes for the
year 1889 P
"
(3.) The number of bales of wool (and weight of same) sent from Glen Innes during tbe year 1889?
(4.) The like information regarding Guyra station?

Answer.

.

New South Wales Government Naihvays.—Comparative Statement showing the Gcocls traffic at
*
Glen Innes and Guyra Stations for the year 1889.
Description.

Glen Innes.

j

Number of tons of goods carried by rail ...........................................

7,090 tons.

Number of tons of goods (exclusive of wool) despatched by rail.......

2,992

Number of bales of wool sent by rail...................................................

6,191 bales. '

Weight of bales of wool sent by rail ............................................... .

1,288 tons.

[3d-]

201—

„

Gnyra.

1,587 tons.
•

2,395 „
1,060 bales.
225 tons.

1080
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(RETURN_0F RECEIPTS ON DURING MONTH OP AUGUST.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 June, 1890.

f

^Xoinf upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly in aecordanee with a promise made by the Colonial
Treasurer, in reply to Question No. 1, of 2nd October, 1889.]

Questions.
(1.) Receipts on Government Railways foe Month of August:—Mr. Hugh Taylor (for Dr. Ross)
asked the Colonial Treasueeu,—
.
(1.) The amount of receipts for first-class passengers, and the number carried, during the month
ending 31st August, on the Government Railways ?
(2.) The same for second-class passengers during the same period ?
(3.) Amount received for parcels ?
•
(4.) Amount received for mails ?
(5.) Amount received for horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, and dogs, and numbers ?
(6.) Amount received for goods ?
(7.) Amount received for minerals ?
(8.) Tbe same information for tho corresponding month of last year ?
(9.) Total number of miles run for same period, and amount of expenses incurred for coal, wages,
wear-and-tear, &c. ?
(10.) Same information, corresponding number of miles, last year ? ,

Answers.
(1 & 2.) Number of passengers, 1st class ...
Number of passengers, 2nd class ...
>14
Amount for passengers, 1st and 2nd
,rl
(3.) Amount for parcels
...........................
.»•
(4.) Amount for mails.......................................
(5.) Amount for live stock traffic—
850
Number of horses in horse-boxes ...
1,526
Dogs
...
...
...
626
Horses in cattle trucks...
13,050
Cattle ...........................
959
Calves ...........................
Sheep ...
...
... 176,441
3,973
Pigs
...........................
(6.) Amount for goods.......................................
(7 & 8.) Amount for minerals
...
...
4 >.
(9.) Train mileage
...
...
...
...
(10.) Running expenses
...
...
...

* ■«

•••

1888.
259,699
517,192
£56,210
£5,191
£4,574

1,853
980
11,790 - £26,133
1,149
188,854
3,304,,
£90,342
£18,750
679,170
«4 »
« >•
£28,740
...............

1889.
279,680
581,156
£57,909
£5,690
£4,637

£24,444

£86,310
£15,835
679,170
£26,129

*
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NEW SOFTS WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &c., IN CONNECTION WITH DUPLICATION OF LINE FROM TERALBA TO
ADAMSTOWX.)
■
'
'

Ordered by the Leyislative Assembly to be printed, 1 May, 1800.

[Laid upon the J.able of the Lcyislatiee Assembly, in accordance with a promise made by the Colonial
Treasurer, in reply io Question No. 1.8, of the ISi* December, 1889.]
‘

Memo, to The Secretary for Hail ways.
.

.
Oir.ce of Engmcor for Existing Lines, Sydney, 27 February, 1SS9.
Lxthact Iroin the minutes of tho Railway Commissioners on their recent tour of inspection of the Great
.Northern Railway, viz.:—
“ Cockle Creek—Engineer to submit plan for duplicating line, West Wallsend Company’s Junction
to Newcastle,”
i •t
^ere'v*9,i- The total estimated cost is £3o,G00, in which iu included making all the duplicate
Images ot iron on brick abutments and piers. The present timber bridges arc very much attacked by the
white ants, and consequently it would not be a wise policy to continue constructions in timber on this
section.
4
r. n
howdery, Please say what would be tbe cost of duplieatimr line from West Wallsend Com
pany s siding to Toralba.—H.M‘L. {pro Secretary), 11/3/80.
About £ LOGO.-Cv.C., 12/4/80. Secretary.
Refer to Mr. Angus.—JI.M‘L.. 13/4/89.

Memo, to Mr. Oowdcry.
.
.
. . ,
58, Bridge-street, C July, 1889.
Will you please furnish me with your estimate for duplicating tbe bridges between Te'ralba and
Adamstown.
b
j. ANGUS.
Urgent.
______
^

-D^ded estimate herewith. Estimated cost between Tcralba and West Wallsend Junction,
crossing to Adamstown, £11,528.—M.T, {pro Eugineer for Existing
Lines), 9/7/89. Mr. Angus.
____________ mo
a
t-Mllllseud

G.N.R.

Dnplient.ion ot Bridges, Tcmtba to Adamatown—Approvimato Bill of Estinuited Quantities and Cost.

Xo.

2
3
4
5

6
7

Item.

Bridge at 8!) miles
00 )>
fJ
00
»
90 JJ
>1
01
}|
))
It

8
0
10

;»

n

n

12
13
14

}f

n

tr

ji

if

02
!I2
93
94
94
91
03
97
97

9

JJ

)}
J>
>3
7*
ii

G3 chains.
25
it ...
3S
...

68

Amount

r
Bel,ween Tcralba and West Wallsend Junction

9l

...J

4
55
61

t>

...)

JJ

...

0
8

if
tj
27 £ a
35
it
34
it
47 )’

■■ [
j- West Wallsend Junction to Adamstown

s.

d.

738
4,Cl 2
1,096 0
1,033 O
701 0
723 0
311 0
■i
090 0
| I
50!) 0

|

..

£
1,207
657
023

012

...

13

Total Amount.

0 O

0
0
O
O
0
0
O

2,4-13

O 0

f; 2,237

0 O
31,628 O 0
£16,240 0 0

G.F., 9/7/89. M.T., 9/7/30.
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Will you please furnish full details of your estimate for each bridge.—J.A., 17/7/89. Engineer
for Existing Lines.
No detailed estimates have as yet been made for these bridges, as the plans for tbe
same are only just being prepared. The estimates submitted are merely approximate.—M.T. (fro
Engineer for Existing Lines), 28/7/89. J. Angus, Esq.
Keeommended to be carried out in timber
deparfcmentally.—G.C. (per D.H-4.), 11/10/89.

Memo, to Secretary for Railways.
Offico of Engineer for Existing Lines, Sydney, 25 July, 1889,
"Will you please lot me know whether plans are to he prepared in this office for the bridges, culverts,
(fee., in connection with the duplication of the line from Adamstown to Tcralba.—G-.C.
Yes, in vour office.—H.M'L. (fro Secretary), 20/7/89, George Cowdcry, Esq.
carry out.—G.C., 31/7/89.
______________________________ ■

Afr. Fischer to

Memo, to Mr. Cowdcry.
58, Bridge-street, 4 September, 1889.
I wounn like to see you early with reference to tho bridges between Adamstown and Tcralba. The
progress of the work is bein j greatly retarded in consequence of the work of widening the structures not
being carried out.
J. ANGUS,
-------(for G.L.)
Mr. Kendall as to plans—G.C. (per D.H.A.), 5/9/89.
Mr. Shaw. Robt. Kendall, 24/9/89.

To Engineer for Existing Lines.
M«. Arsons intimates that the earth-works on tho duplication, Teralba to Adamstown, is progressing
rapidly.
_
_
Tho Commissioners will be glad if vou will submit at once tbe plans of bridge works necessary.
'
IT. M‘L.,
-------- (fro Secretary), 22/8/89.
3 recommend that these bridges be carried out in timber in accordance witli attached memo.—Gno.
CownTUiT (per It.K.), 11/10/89. Secretary.

Memo, to Engineer for Existing Lines.
(Re widening bridges between Teralba and Adamstown.
'
The existing timber bridges on this section are of recent construction and in very good order. I therefore
suggest that the widening be also carried out iu timber, and as this work will necessitate some alteration
in the existing bridges, which, if carried out by contract, would require for the safety of the traffic a great
deal of supervision, owing to the work being distributed. I therefore recommend the work be carried
out departmentally.
The total estimated cost of widening the bridge and culverts is £0,000.
-------EOBT. KENDALL.
The Chairman verbally approved yesterday of these bridges being constructed by day labour.
Have the work put in hand and completed without delay.—J. Angus, 29/10/89. Mr. Kendall.
This work has now been let to Angus & Co.—J.A., 12/12/89.

Extracts.
Extract from Draft List of "Works submitted by Commissioners to the Honorable tbo Minister for
Railways:—
Duplicating Railway Lines.—Teralba to Adamstown, £35,300.
F
J

Amount passed, 10th October, 1889.

E.M.G.E.,
W.M.E.,
GO.,
27/8/89.

Tenders.
Department of Railways, Sydney, 13 November, 1889.
Tenders will be received at the Railway Commibsioners’ Office until 12 o’clock on Monday, the 25th
November, from persons willing to contract for the completion of the duplication of the following
Railway Line:—Adamstown to Teralba.
_
,
Specification, form of Tender, and further particulars may he obtained at the office of the Acting
Engineer for Existing Lines, 58, Bridge-street, on and after the 8th instant.
Tenders are to he endorsed “ ’Tender for duplication of Railway Lines.”
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any Tender.
By order of the Commissioners,
H. MLACHLAN,
------ Secretary.
Twelve tenders received. Messrs. Angus A Co.’s accepted, as per attached schedule of prices.
—

The
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The Secretary for Railways to Messrs. Angus & Co.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 4 iDcccniber, 1889.
I am directed by the Railway Commissioners to accept your tender, dated 25th ultimo, tor
Railway duplication works, viz., Hurstville to George’s River, Sutherland to 'Waterfall, Campbelltown to
Picton, Strathfield to Hyde, Teralba to Adamstown, and from Granville to Campbelltown, for bridges and
culverts only, at your schedule of prices, and subject to your entering into an improved agreement.
I have, &c ,
H. M‘LACHLATsT,
Secretary.
£

Excavations from cuttings to embankments (per cubic yard)
.....................................................................................
Do
bcnchinga to embankments, rock (per cubic yard) ..............
..........................
Do
side cuttings taken to embankments, earthwork (per cubic yard).................................................
Do
do
do
rock (per cubic yard).............................................................
Do
side ditches and forming mound along side of ditch (per cubic yard)
...
...
...
...
Do
do
do
rock (per cubic yard)
..........................
Do
inlet and outlet drains to bridges and culverts taken to embankments not exceeding 6G yards
lead, earthwork (per cubic yard)......................................
.........................
.
...
Do
inlet and outlet drains to bridges and culverts taken to embankments not exceeding 66 yards
lead, rock (per cubic yard)..........................
.
.............................................................
Do
diversions of water-course taken to embankments not exceeding on J mile lead, earthwork (per
cubic yard)...................................................................................................................................
Do
diversions of water-course taken to embankments not exceeding on J mile lead, rock (per cubic
yard).............
........................................................................................................................
Do
reforming present formation (per superficial yard) ..............
..................................................
Do
dressing rock cuttings, average price (per superficial yard)...........................................................
Do
benebings in taken of existing batiks, average price (per chain) ...
...
...
..
...
Masonry culverts, bridges, &c., in Portland cement, 1 cement to 2 sand (per cubic yard)......................................
Do
do
do
l cement 4 sand (per cubic yard)
......................................
Portland cement, concrete foundations, 1 of cement to (i gravel or stone (per cubic yard)......................................
Do
do
1 of cement to S
do
(per cubic yard)......................................
Brickwook to culverts, bridges, &c., in Portland cement, 1 to 2 sand (per cubic yard)
......................................
Do
do
do
1 to 4 sand (per cubic yard)
......................................
Timber—Ironbark framed and fixed in superstructure of bridges and works (per cubic foot)
..........................
Do
Hardwood in planking, sheeting, &c., approved timber (per cubic foot)
..................................................
Do
in bridge piles fixed square (per cubic foot)
................................................................................................
Do
in box drains 3ft. x 1ft. fiiu. fixed including ironwork and tarring two coats (per lineal foot) ..............
Do
do
1ft. Gin. x ]ft,
do
do
(per lineal foot) ..............
Do
do
Sin. x Sin.
do
do
(per lineal foot) ..............
Ironwork fixed (wrought) in bolts, nuts, straps, plates, spikes, washers, and pile slices (per lb.)
Poncing as per drawing (per lineal yard)
......................................
Painting bridges 3 coats (per superficial yard)
..........................
Tarring bridges 2 coats (per superficial yard)
..........................
Ballasting Permanent Way (as per clause 3ft)—(per cubic yard)...
Do
(
do
01)—(per superficial yard)
Laying
do
(
do
41)—(per lineal yard) ...
Earthenware drain pipes laid G inches including foundation
...
Do
32
do
...
Do
IS
do
...
Do
24
do
...
If in cutting to be not less than 3 feet below foundation..............
Ieon

0
0
0
0

0ft
1 2
0 6
1 6

0 0 9

0 1 6
0 1 6
0 1 6
0 1 6
0 0 6

0 3 6

0 4 0
3 8 0
3 7 6
1 14

1
2
2
0
0
0

6

12 6
8 0
S 0
4 3
3 6
3ft

0 15

C

0 10 6
0 6 6

0 0 o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

1 3
16
0 ft
4 G
0 4
2 6
4 6
10 6
16 6
0 0
3 0

jskidgks.

Constructing and erecting wrought-iron work (per ton).......................

Do
do
cast-iron work (per ton)
..............
Framing and fixing ironbark timber (per cubic foot)
..............
Do
approved hardwood (per cubic foot) ..............
■Wrought-iron in spikes, bolts, nuts, &c. (per lb.) ..
..............
Allow for maintenance for six months tclause 45)—(per mile) ..

Sydney: Charles Potter,

[3d.]

s. d

0 2 0

crmneiit Printer.—1SD0

24
17
0
0

0
10
4
3

0
0
6
6

0 0 5

62 0 0
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

KAILWAYS.
RETURN OF IE A VEILING UIM'AKCES TO OEFICEltS ENGAGED IN ENG I. AND FOE SERVICE IN THE COLON T.

Ordered by the Leyislative Assembly to be printed, 11 June. .ISHO.

{Laid upon the Table in accordance iciih promise made in answer to Question 2, Totes ID, 10 June. 1SD0.]

Questions and Answers.
(1.)
Tiic names of all the Officers
encaged by the Goimmssionere
liv-rit any abce outside the
Colony.

The positions and salaries for which
they were so engaged.

Position.

!D. H. Kealc ..........
James Angus ...........
J. G. *S4 Cams .
Thomas Hall ..
C. A. Hodgson
W. T. Foxke..
William Thow

...

The amount1
paid lor las-1
sage money
and eYpcnses'
to each of i
them.
I

The positions and salaries they now
occupy and receive.

Salary.

Position.

I Salary.

£
£
per nnnuiu
pov annum
Nleclianieal Engineer
Mcdumical Kngiuccr.
550
B50
Civil Engineer ............
Acting Eneineer tor
■too
(100
-hjxisting Lines.
Traliic Officer ..............
TrnfficOftirer(ActinH
GOO
500
District Supt.)
Cliicf Accountant .....
1,000
Chief Accountant ... 1,000
Traffic Officer ..............
oOD
500
Deputy Engineer ......
700
Deputy Engineer ...
700
Locomotive Engineer.,, 1,200
Ijoconiotire Enginecrj 1,200

The dntu on which
their snlaries
coiniitcncwL

i:
47
63

1 Dcccmhcr. 1SSS.
1 January, 1SS0.

70

1 Ikcemlier, 3SS9.

70
70
£87 Ss.
Nil.

1 January, 1S0(X
a
1 May, 1SSD.'’

(2.) Bid any of sucli Officers receive passnge money for oilier incmljers of their families besides
ihcmselvcs P Yes.
(3.) If so, which—specify the relations and the amount in each case ? blrs. Angus and family,
£153; Mrs. Hall and three sons, £230; Mrs. Healc, £47; Mrs. h’oxlce and children (part of
expenses), £170.
(4.) Did any of such Officers receive passage money for any servants?
(5.) If so. which, and how much in each case?

|3L]

301—

Ho.

Answered hy Question Ho. 4.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(TIME OF ARRIVAL AT SYDNEY AND ALBUUY OF SOUTHERN EXPRESS TRAINS, FROM 1st JANUARY
TO 31st OCTOBER, 1890.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 14 November, 1890.

[Laid vpon the Tabic in ansiecr to Question No. 1, 7 November, 1890.]

Question.
(1.) Aunmy Express Timx:—Me. Ltkii asked The Colonial Treasurer,—
How many tiinrs since 1st January last has the Albury express train run late, and how late on
each occasion, both from and to Albury.

Answer.
Return showing the arrival at Sydney and. Albury of tho Southern Express Trains, from 1st January to

31st October, 1890.
Up Train.
Number of days arrived Sydney to time ...
Daily average number of minutes late ...

...
...

Baton Train.
Number of days arrived Albury to time ...
Daily average number of minutes late ...

... 85
... 104

8
34$

Owing to the defective state of the line, which has been reported upon to Parliament, and wincn
has seriously increased by the exceptional rainfall experienced for so many months, it was necessary,
in order to ensure the safety of the travelling public, to run the trains at reduced speed, varying from
4 to 25 miles per hour, over long sections of the line, during a large portion of tbe time referred to.
The lines are now getting into better condition, and it is hoped ere long that punctual working will be
obtained.
_
_
„
.
The more punctual working on the down journey arises in consequence of thirty-nve minutes
additional running time being allowed.

[3AJ
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(mOPOSED PLATFORM AT OR NEAR OURIMBAH CREEK.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 19 August, 1890.

HETUPlN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 26th June, 1890, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
.
“ Copies of all petitions, letters, reports, minutes, and other documents
“ relating to a proposed platform at or near Ourimbah Creek, on the Great
“ Northern Hallway Line.”
{Mr, Crick, for Mr, Edmunds.)

SCHEDULE.
X. Memorial from certain residents of Wyong to tlie Hon. the Minister for Works, forwarded by R. Stevenson,

Eb^., M.P................................................................. ...................... ...........................................................

2, Beport by Mr. Mann, of Engitieer-in-Chterg I)eparfcnieEit.................................................................................................*
3. Minute by tbo Secretary for Railways .................................. ................................ .............................................................
4. Letter from ComrmsBioncr for Railways to R. SterenBonj Eaq., M.Pf MiniEter has decider! that question of
providing platform is to remain in abeyance ................................. ................................................................................
5, Letter from Commissioner for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.J?., re Mr. Allison, offering land free ...................
G* Letter from Hon. John Eavies, M.P., C.M.G., to Commiesioner for Railways asking that a party be set down at
Ourimbah Creek ; also re petition for platform at tbe spot............... .........................................................................
7. Letter from Secretary for Railways to Hon. J. Baries, M.F., C.ftf.G. Party of gentlemen will be set down.........* ..
8. Extract from letter from R. Stevenson, Esq, M.P., presenting petition nnd urging orcctum of platform ...................
9. Memorial from certain residenta of Tuggerah Labes and others, presented with letter by R. Stcvcngon, Esq.? M.P,..
10. Memorial from certain residents of Tuggcrah Lakes and others, presented by the Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., M.L.O ,
in conjunction with a petition presented by R. Stevenson, Esq., M.l\, on 7th May, for a siding on tbe north side
of Ourimbah Creek ......................................................................... ........................ ................................. .........................
11. Letter from Mr. T. Hinchcliffe to Mr. Leo re waiting on Minister for Works with the Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
M.L.C., and presenting petition for platform................................................................................................................
12. Letter from R. Stevonsoiu Esq., M.I\, to the Commissioner for Railways urging tho erection of a siding at
Tuggerah Lakes, Ourimbah Creek .................................................................. ............................. ............ *.................
13. Report by Acting Traffic Manager, Mr. P. R. Keild j Memo, by Acting Traffic Inspector Willis; and minute of
Commissioner for Railways ........................................................................................................ ....................................
14. Letter from Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., informing that Commissioner does not intend to
erect further accommodation on this line................................................................ ........................................................
15. Letter from R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., to Railway Commissioners presenting petition and urging erection of siding.
Chief Traffic Manager^ report.......................................................... ................................................................. ........... .
1G. Letter from Secretary for Railways to R, Stevenson, Esq., M.P. Commissioners cannot see their way to put
siding in ................ ........................................................ ...................................................................................................
17* Memorial from certain residents between. Wyong and Ourimbah Creeks, presented with letter from R. Stevenson,
Esq., M.P..........................................................................................................................................
18. Extracts from Notes of Commissioners^ visit to Newcastle. Engineer to prepare plan and estimate..........................
19. Memo, by Mr. Commissioner Fehon. Mr. Stevenson, M.P., called and neked what has been dono re putting in
siding ..........
20. Secretary for Railwaye to Mr. Angus asking what hag been done ve aiding. Engineer's report and estimate. ComrnisBioncra1 approval for work to bo carried out.....................................................................
21. Letter from Mr. T. Smith to Chief CommissioDer for Railwavs ...................
22. Letter from Secretary for Railways to Mr, T. Smith. Plane prepared and submitted to Commiggioners for
approval ....................................................................................................................................
23. Memorial from certain residents and others between Ourimbah and Wyong Creeks, asking for early erection of
platform and siding...................................................................................................................
24. Letter from Secretary for Railways to Air. W. Smith and others. Commissioners have approved of accommodation
being provided...............................
25. Office memo. Engineer for Existing Lines asking for return of papers, with report .................................................
26. Letter from Mr. M7. Smith to Railway ComnuEsionerg ............................. .
........................................................ . ...
£7, l^etter from Mr W. Smith nnd others to Railway CommiEsioners re material for platformbeing laid down at G1
milog 10 chains, instead of GO miles 50fr chains..............................................................................................................
23. Letter from Secretary for Railways to Mr, W. Smith acknowledging receiptof letter.....................
29. Letter from W. J. Chapman, Esq,, J.P., to Secrclary for Railways; siding notnecessary ; bridge across the creek
is what is required........................................................................................ ....................................................................
30. Letter from Mr. T. Smith to Railway Commissioners re site for siding ...................
31. Letter from R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., to Railway Commissioners re sitethat siding shouldbe erected at .................

«

448—A.
{970 copics—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £13 14s, Id.
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2
1’AOH*
32.
33.
34.
33.
3G.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
48.
44.
45.
4G.
47,
46.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
65.

Report of Mr. C. A. Hodgson to Secretary for Railwaye re site ........................................................................... ........ *
Memorandum by Mr. J. Angus to Chief 'Iroffic Manager.................................................................................................
Letter from R. Stevenson, Esq.. M.P., to Railway Cotmmesionere .......................... .......................................................
Letter from Mr. G-. Fowler to Railway Commissioners presented by R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P...................................
Letter from Mr. G. Fowler to Secretary for Railways re Thos. Smith, opposing tho removal of material..................
Memorial from certain inhabitants of Wyong and Tuggerah Lakes re removal of site G1 miles 10 chains ...............
Letter from Mr. J. Lees to Secretary for Railwaye re petition being sent against the platform being erected at GO
miles 52J chains......................................................................................... ......................................................................
Letter from Secretary for Railways to J. Lees ; question under consideration ...................................................... .
OUlce memo. Engineer for Existing Lines to Chief Traffic Manager when arranging visit—Mr, J, Rankin and Mr.
Stevenson, M.P., to be present................................................................................................... .
...........
.....
Letter from Mr, H. Bennie to Secretary for Railways in favour of platform being erected at GO miles »0£ chains ...
Letter from Mr. H. Foote to Railway Commissioners. Platform would be of more benefit at 60 miles 52.f chains...
Letter from Mr. J, Bennie to Secretary for Railways in favour of it being erected at GO miles 52£ chains ..............
Letter from Mr. B. J. Goldie to Secretary for Railways. Siding should bo put at 60 miles 52J- chains ................ .
Letter from Mr. F. Ebert to the Railway Commissioner forwarding lelter from the Secretary of the Fishermen’s
Association, Tuggeroh Lakes...... .....................................................................................................................................
Letter from Mr. G. Fowler to Railway Commissioners re site ..........................................................................................
Letter from Mr. C. Allison to (Jin Railway Commissioners re site ................................................................................
Office memo, for Mr. W. H. Smith to visit, the place and report.....................................................................................
Report of Mr. E. Coole to Chief Traffic Manager ............. ............................ ........................ .......................................
Telegram from Mr. T. Hinchcliffe to the Secretary far Railways, re. work going on at G1 miles 10 chains ...............
Letter from Secretary for Railways to Mr. IV, H. Vivian, Esq., M.P. Chief Traffic Manager and Engineer for
Existing Lines, going to visit site ......................................................................................................................•
Letter from the Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P, Chief Traffic Manager and Engineer for Exist
ing Lines, going to visit site ................................................................................................. ................
..................
Memo, from Secretary for Railways to Chief Traffic Manager and Engineer for Existing Lines, to visit site ..........
Memo, by Railway Commissioners ; inspected eite and find that accommodation is being provided at the right spot
Letter from Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P......................................................... ............................

9
9

10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
14
14
14
14
15

No. 1.
Memorial from certain residents of Wyong,
To the Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Tiie Memorial of the undersigned residents of Wyong, in the district of Brisbane Water,—
IItjmblt Ssoweth,—

1. Lying between Wyong and Ourimbah Creeks, and the Crosford and Maitland Bead and
Tuggerah Lake, is a portion of country occupied by a large number ol settlers.
_
2. The Borne bush-Waratah railway now in course of construction passes through this land.
3. The railway stations or platforms as proposed are both on the opposite sides of the creeks
named, and the residents of the locality referred to have no access to them but by travelling a distance of
from 4 to 8 miles.
4. That though the distance between the stations or platforms referred to is probably not more
than 4 miles, to give access to either of them from tho land mentioned it would he requisite to build a
very expensive bridge, and resume land along tbe route for tbe formation of a road.
_
5. That it will entail far less expense on the G-overnment, and be more convenient for the
inhabitants for a platform to be erected; that the best site for such platform is on the road nearest to
Ourimbah Creek, leading from the Gosford and Maitland Hoad to the water reserve on the said creek,
and thence to Tuggerah Lake; and that Michael Smith is prepared to give the Government half an acre
of his land—lot Ho. 12—as a site for a platform.
_ _ _
C. Your Memorialists therefore ask that a platform bo erected on the site indicated.
And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray, <£c.
[Here follow 82 signatures^
I recommekd the memorial to the favourable consideration of the Minister. It is probable that Mr.
Allison will make a similar offer of land in order to get the platform erected on his private^ estate; but
the site now submitted would bo equally central, and far more available for the general public, as a road
has, I am informed, lust been opened to the spot named.
R. STEVENSON,
12/12/86.
Member, Wollombi.

No. 2.
Minute Paper.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office.
Mb. Mask for report.

W.H.Q., 3 January, 1887.

The position applied for for platform is near where surveyed road crosses line at 60 miles 5H chains.
This road leads from Tuggerah Lake to main road, between Gosford and Maitland, when there is a small
settlement at the foot of Rangy Angy Mountain. This settlement is about
miles^north of BIuo Gum
Elat Station, 5 miles south of Wyong Station, and 2 miles from site of proposed platform. A platform at
this place would accommodate the settlers on the western side of Tuggerah Lake, lying between Ourimbah
and Wyong Creeks, for in order to get to AVyong or Blue Gum Elat Stations the traffic would have to go
from 5 to 7 miles round by' main road or means ot crossing the creeks provided. The inhabitants of the
district arc small farmers and timber-getters, timber being the principal produce. About thirty families
would use this platform: not the greater portion of the timber would probably go to Blue Gum Elat
Station.—G.E.M., 6/1(87.
,
„
„1(r „
Eor rhe Minister’s consideration.—J.W. per W.H.Q., 10/1/87.
Railways, 12/I./87. J-R.
Submitted for Minister's decision.—Ciias.A.G., 15/1/87. Eor my successor,—W.J.L., 17/1/87. Better
stand over for a time until experience sliowa wfhat course tbe traffic will take.—J.S., 11/2/87.
—------ -

No. 3.
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No. 3.
Minute Paper.
Please let me have papers about a siding applied for at Ourimbah Creek on the Hawkesbury Line.

Wanted to-day.
. -------D. C. M‘L., 25/2/87.
Papers re platform herewith.—C.H., 25/2/87. Chief Clerk.
Mr. Stevenson, M.P., is moving
again in this matter and requests an answer.—.15.T., 1/8/87. Commissioner.
Inform in terms of
Mr. Secretary Sutherland's Minute of 11/2/87.—Cuas.A.G-., 1/8/87.

No. 4.
Tho Commissioner for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.

■

Sir,

Department of Hallways, Sydney, 8 March, 1887.
Keferrlng to your personal interview on the subject of the application made for a platform at
Ourimbah Crock, on the Hawkesbury lino, I have the honor to inform you that Mr. Secretary Sutherland
lias decided that the question of providing a platform at this place shall remain in abeyance nntil
experience shows what course tho traliic will take.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. G OOD CHAP,
Commissioner for Railways. 1
-------(Per D.V.)
Mr. Stevenson says he would like to know whether Mr. Allison offered any land for the erection of
a platform. Please search records, and inquire at Construction Branch.—Cuas.A.G-., 14/3/87.
1 can find
no record, either in this office or Engineer-in-Chiefs, of the offer of land by Mr. Allison.—M.A.O.B.,
14/8/87.
Inform Mr, Stevenson, and in so doing refer to memorial ho presented, and to his subsequent
personal inquiry.—Chas.A,G-., 21/3/87.

No. 5.
The Commissioner for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 21 March, 1887.
Referring to tho memorial presented by you from residents of Wyong for a platform at
Ourimbah Creek, on the Hoincbnsh-Waratah Railway, and fo your subsequent personal inquiry as to
whether Mr. Allison offered any land for the purpose, I have the honor to inform you that inquiry has
been made in tins matter, but no trace can be found, cither in this office or tho Engineer-in-Cnief's
Branch, of any such offer being made.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
_
Commissioner for Railwavs.
(jPer A.R.)
'

No. 6.
The Hon. John Davies, M.P., C.M.G-., to The Commissioner for Railways.
Casual Labour Board, 82, Goulburn-street,
My dear Mr. Goodchap,
Sydney, 22 March, 1888.
The Secretary of tho Board, Mr. T. C. Hinchcliffe, Captain Thompson, of the Marine Board,
nnd a parly of twelve gentlemen, friends of mine, are going to spend their Easter holidays at the
Tuggerah Lakes, leaving Sydney on Thursday, 29th instant.
Their camp is on Messrs. Hinchcliffe and Thompson’s land at Ourimbah Creek, 2 miles on the
Sydney side of Wyong station. Would you kindly send me memo, to give the station-master at Gosford, or officer in charge of trains, to set them down at Ourimbah Creek, as it is late at night when they
arrive at Wyong, and there is no made road to return. I may mention that there is a station called
Ourimbah., situated at Blue Gum Plat, hut this is about C miles from where the train crosses Ourimbah
Creek. They inform me that where they wish to alight the line is perfectly level and straight, and they
promise not to detain the train more than half a minute.
I am, &c..
JOHN DAYIES.
P.S.—A petition was sent some time back to the local Member, Mr. Stevenson, M.P,, for presenta
tion to the Minister, asking for a platform at this particular spot.—J.D.

No. 7.
The Secretary for Railways to The Hon. John Davies, M.P., C.M.G-.
Sir,

Railway Department, Sydney, 24 March, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 22nd instant, asking that a party of your friends may
be sot down near Ourimbah Creek on Thursday night next, I have the honor, hy directions of the
Commissioner for Railways, to inform you that he has approved of this beiug done, and instructions have
been given accordingly. It will he necessary, however, for your friends to speak to the station-master at
Mullet Creek when Ihey arrive there and advise him as to the exact spot where they wish to alight.
I have, &c.,
D. VERNON,
Secret ary for Railways.
Traffic Manager.—A.R., 26/3/8S.
I take it that the party wants to get out at Wyong, from tho
distance they give. Please see them on arrival at Mullet Creek nnd amuige for the stoppage.1—P. R.
NEimu, 28/3/88. Arranged. The place thev wanted to get out was 2 miles this side of Wyong.—H.C.,
29/3/88.
"
No. 8.
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No. 8.
Extract from Letter from It. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., dated 17 April, 1888.
For erection of Kailway siding at Ourimtiafi Creek.
Lv presenting tiie petition 1 recommend that the siding asked for at Ourimbah Creek be erected, for, as
tbe Tuggerah Lakes become known, it will be a place of great resort for excursionists from Sydney and
Newcastle, as well as the surrounding districts. At Easter last I am informed a large number visited
tbe Lakes, which is a lovely spot, with plenty of fishing, shooting, and boating. All that is required, is
the erection of the siding, and the opening of the Government road, which does not exceed a mile from
the site of the proposed siding, which has been wisely provided for in the construction of tho line.

No. 9.
Memorial from certain residents of Tuggeraii Lakes, and others.
[Presented with letter by E-. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.]
To tho Honorable the Minister for Works,—
.
Sir,
Kangy Angy, Brisbane Water.
We, the undersigned residents, landowners, and visitors to the Tuggerah Lakes, hereby
humbly petition that you will be pleased to have a siding made at the public crossing leading through
Michael Smith’s, senior, property to the water reserve and Tuggerah Lake, on the Northern Line from
Sydney to Newcastle.
■
*There is a large settled population between tho present stations, Ourimbah, situated at Blue Gum
Flat, and Wyong, to which the siding would be a great public convenience ; also to visitors to the Lake
from Sydney and elsewhere it would be a great accommodation. Michael Smith, senior, will give 1 acre
of ground free if required for siding.
By placing this siding here it will open up the surrounding country, and there will be dairy and
agricultural produce and timber sent out by rail, which, at tho present distance between tho abovenamed
stations, is not done.
And your Petitioners will ever pray,
[Here follow 52 signatures.]

.

No. 10.
Memorial from certain residents of Tuggerah Lakes, and others.

[Presented by the Honorable John Davies, C.M.G., M.L.C., in conjunction with a Petition presented by
E. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., on the 7th May, for a siding on the northern side of Ourimbah Creek.]
To the Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Sir,
Ourimbah Creek, £0 March, 1S88.
We, the undersigned residents, land-owners, and visitors, to the Tuggerah Lakes, hereby
humbly petition that you will be pleased to have a platform erected at Ourimbah Creek, on the Northern
railway line, from Sydney to Newcastle.
There is a large settled population between the present stations, Ourimbah (situated at Blue Gum
Flat) and Wyong, to which the platform would be a great public convenience ; to visitors to the lakes
from Sydney and elsewhere it would also bo a great accommodation, there being two Government roads
from near the platform petitioned for, one on each side of Ourimbah Creek direct to the lakes, besides
tiie waterway down the creek which is navigable for the largest boats.
A sufficient quantity' of land to erect the platform, &c., will be handed over free to the Government
at either side of the creek.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
•
[Here follow 57 signalurcs.]
I should be glad to have a report on this matter.—J.S., 2S/5/SS.
Traffic Manager, Newcastle.—
A.E., B.C., 29/5,88.
Please furnish a report.—F. E. Nield (per J. Bunss), 30/5/SS.
Mr, Willis.

No. 11.
Mr. T. Hinchcliffe to Mr. Lee.
Dear Mr, Lee,
103 and 105, Oxford-street, Sydney, 29 May, 18,88.
In company with the Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., M.L.C., I waited upon the Minister for
Works yesterday, and presented my petition for a platform at Ourimbah Creek. It seems that the
petition presented some few weeks ago by Mr. Stevenson, asks for a siding at Ourimbah, not Ourimbah
Creek, 1 told the record clerk that it was meant for Ourimbah Creek, and informed the Minister that
the petition presented by Mr. Davies and myself was in conjunction with tho one presented by Mr.
Stevenson, and was intended to strengthen the bands of that gentleman in procuring the boon asked lor.
You will therefore see that it was very fortunate that I called on the Minister for Works, and got
matters put straight. If there is anything required in the matter of roads I will be happy to assist at
any time.
I am, &e.,
■THOMAS HINCHCLIFFE.
No. 12.;

No. 12.
R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sil>

Siding at Ourimbah Creek, Tuggcrali Lakes.
I am astonished to learn by the enclosed letter that tho Railway Department has fallen into

error in regard to the petition presented by me some few weeks back, and about which I have made
frequent personal applications to know what was being done in the matter.
.
...
To tho petition I attached a letter, pointing out not only the locality—which I am intimately
acquainted with—but that provision was made by tho department for the siding, which is absolutely
necessary, as being about 1 mile, and the nearest point touched by the railway to the celebrated
Tugr'erah Lakes, which only requires the erection of tho siding to make it a place of great resort for
excursionists, not only from Sydney hut dfewcastlc. Last Raster the train, by special request, was
allowed to stop at this place, to enable visitors to alight w'ho were bound for tbe Lakes, but apart from
which, as the petition sets out, it is required for present public convenience.
Again asking that tho matter may receive attention,
I am, <&e.,

------

Lor report with other papers; please expedite.—II.M‘L., 4/6/88.

R. STEVENSON,

Mr. Ncild,

No. 13.
Report by Actin" Traffic Manager, Mr. E. R. Ncild.

1
15 June, 1888.
8S-2477c asks for a siding at Ourimbah Creek, and SS-2S41c makes a request for a platform
at same place. The distance between kVybng and- Ourimbah Stations is only 6 miles, and the erection
of a platform or siding, or both, between these places, distant only H mile from Wrong, is not
necessary for reasonable requirements. I think the department should pause for a long time to come,
unless very great changes occur, before erecting any more platforms or sidings on this line. The
Inspector's report enclosed, and I fully concur in it.
F. R. NEILD.
Memo, by Acting Traffic Inspector Willis.
Tit e petition for a Siding at Ourimbah Creek is, I think, one and the same with another petition (herewith)
for a platform at the same place. The place where these arc required is about
mile on Sydney side
of Wyong Station, and from such information as I can gather I do not think there is yet sufficient trade
round here to warrant a siding being put in. There is only a distance of 6 miles between Wyong and
Ourimbah Station, and I am of opinion that at present they are quite adequate to the requirements of
the district.
, ,
.
No doubt a platform would he a convenience for visitors to Tuggerah Lakes ; but as plntiorms
mean extension of journey time, very good reasons should be shown for putting up such, which I think
are wanting here.
.
...
I notice also, that in tire petition for the platform, out of 5/ names attached to it 17 are residents
of Wyong, where there is already a station.
A. WILLIS,
Acting Traffic Manager, Newcastle.
--------- _
Acting_ Traffic Inspector, 5/6/88.
I am sure there is no necessity for a platform at this place at present, I visited it on Gth September,
1888.—C.A.G., 7/9/88.
______________________________

No. 14.
The Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.
Department of Public Works, Railways Branch,
g]rj
Sydney, 19 June, 1888.
’ Referring to your representations in favour of the construction of a siding at Ourimbah
Creek, and for a platform at the same place, I am desired by the Commissioner to inform you that the
matter has had full and careful consideration, and under the reports of the traffic officers he is not prepared
to erect further accommodation on this line for the present;.
I have, &c.,
D, VERNON,
Secretary for Railways,

No. 15.
R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., to The Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen,
.
5 August, 1889.
In presenting the enclosed petition, I would wish to point out that the land has been reserved
for a siding at the spot indicated, and gates on either side of the line erected. _
_
Before the Commissioners wore appointed, petitions were presented, asking for the siding, and it
was decided to leave the matter to be dealt with by them.
I would be very convenient for the residents of Tangy Angy, where there is a largo centre of
population, with a public school showing an enrolment of about GO pupils ; in addition to which it would
he the nearest point for tourists hound for Tifggerah Lakes, which are largely resorted to in the summer
months, as it is only about tliree-quarters of a mile distant, with a good Government road all the way.
Under the circumstances, perhaps tho Commissioners would have the previous papers looked up, as, in
tho season, the siding would be availed of by excursionists, apart from the regular trade it must develop.
I am, &c.,
_____
R. STEVENSON.
Chief

6
Chief Traffic Manager to report.—'W.M.I',, 8/8/89.
Ourimbah is a little more than 56 miles distant from Sydney, and "Wyong is about 62£ miles
distant. The siding asked for at 6D miles 52 chains would be about 4| miles from Ourimbah and
mile
from Wyong. _ I am informed that many of the persons who have signed the petition reside either at
Wyong or Ourimbah, Most of the others are labouring men and hnshmen, There is nothing at the
place named to induce a population to settle there, and if the siding wore constructed the tratfic dealt
with at it would be withdrawn from either Wyong or Ourimbah. At the two stations named there is
plenty of accommodation for dealing with the traffic, and, under these circumstances, I cannot recommend
that the request he complied with.—D.K., 28/8/89,
lieply accordingly.—W.M.F., 30/S/89.

No. 16.

The Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.
®ir>

-1T. ,
.
,
2 September, 1SS9.
With reference to tho memorial signed by Mr. George Fowler, Mr. David Goldie, and others,
and presented by you, asking that a siding may be put in at 00 miles 52£ chains on the Great Northern
Line, 1 am desired to inform you that the matter lias had consideration, but the Commissioners re-wet
they cannot see their way to comply with the request.
B
I have, &c.,
H. M'LACHLAN,
__________________________ _
Secretary.

No. 17.
Memorial from certain Residents between Wyong and Ourimbah Creeks.
[Presented with letter by E. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.]
To the Honorable the Minister for Bail ways,—
Gentleman,
_
_
_
Eosebank, Tuggerah, Wyong, 29 July 1889.
"\\ e, the undersigned residents, chiefly freeholders on our homesteads, living between AVyong
and Ourimbah Creeks, in the parish of Tuggerah, in a prayer, hershv humbly petition that your Honor
will be pleased to cause steps to be taken to have a siding erected on the Great Northern Eailway, distant
60 miles and 52^ chains from Sydney, at the crossing of public road leading from Maitland andGosford
Eoad to water reserve and Tuggerah Lakes, as public money is being now expended" to put the said road
m fair order, as it would be a great advantage to the district in getting a large quantity of timber and
other produce away to market, and bringing a large quantity of good land into cultivation.
. We are at
present time most of us from 5 to 8 miles from Ourimbah Station by road, and 5 to
10 miles from Wyong Station by road. Our families, to get anything to or from the above stations, have
to go the above distance, or trespass on railway line ; whereas if the said siding were erected the majority
of us would be within 1 mile of it, and timber and produce could be got away to advantage, and finding
employment for our families. Wo still pray.
°
Yours, &c.,
[Herefollow 35 signatures,']

No. 18.
Extracts from Notes of Commissioners’ visit to Newcastle.
Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 2 December, 1889.
Memorial for a Platform and Siding at GO miles 521r chains, between Wyong and Ourimbah.
KEPiiESEirTEn that if a platform at this place were erected it would be most convenient for passengers
visiting the Tuggerah Lakes, besides being the means of increasing the traffic. A siding was also much
required to enable the farmers living iu the neighbourhood to send their produce to market, &c. Mr.
Angus instructed to have plan and estimate submitted at once. Work to be completed in time for taking
away this season’s produce.
°
J, Angus, Esq.,—Please submit plan and estimate as early as possible.—H.M‘L., Secretary, 2/12/89,
Mr. Baxter to obtain the surveys relative to the proposed station at this place.—LA.

No. 19.
Memo, by Mr. Commissioner Eel ion.
Memo, for Mr. Angus.
Mb._ Stevensox, M.L.A., called this morning to know what had been done about putting in a siding at
Oumnbah Creek, or more properly Tuggerah Lake siding, lie also asks that tbe District Engineer see
the Station-master at Gosford about a few small matters required while the workmen are there, such as
water at the urinals, a little fencing at Station-master’s house, &c.
.
■-------W.M.F., 3/1/90.
Engineer is preparing plan.—H.M'L.
No, 20.
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No. 20.
The Secretary for Railways to Mr. Angus.
Memorial for a Platform and Siding at GO miles 52J- chains, between "Wyong and OurimbahGovernment Railways of New South Wales,
Secretary’s Office, Sydney, ]G January, 1890.
R.F.FEimrao to the special inquiries which you were requested by the Commissioners to make hereon when
they were on their northern tour on the 22nd November last, will you kindlv let me know how the matter
stands?
" H. M'RACIILAN,
--------' Secretary.
Herewith I forward tracing showing proposed platform, waiting-shed, and siding at 61 miles 10
chains, North Coast line. The estimated cost will be about £305.—J. Alveus, 5/2/90. Secretary.
If
you concur, please initial plan and return to-day if possible.—H. IPLaciiuo' (per J.J.S.), G/2/90. Chief
Traffic Manager.
I have signed the tracing, but it appears to me that £805 is a large sum of money to
spend at a place from which 1 fear wc shall not get a great deal of traffic.—U.K., 8/2/90.
Approved.—
E.M.G.E., 11/2/90,
C.O.
J. Angus, please carry out early.—H.MlL.
Mr. Halligan to carry out.—
J. Angus, 13/2/90.

No. 21.
Mr. T. Smith to The Chief Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Tuggerah, Wyong, 30 January, 1890.
X hope you will excuse me for troubling about this platform. Ton may remember that you
aud other gentlemen came to see the place at about 60 miles 55 chains, and you saw me and another
man at tbe crossing, when I told you about my crops that I wanted to send a,way by train. Ton said
that the platform would be built so that I could get last year’s crops away. It will be a big loss to me if
I cannot do so. The old road is now blocked, so 1 cannot get away nohow. They say that it is not
settled where it is to be put up. I might say the most suitable place would ho anywhere near -the main
road (61 miles 10 chains crossing), it being the most central between the farmers, and would accommodate
every one of us.
I am, &c.,
THOMAS SMITH

No. 22.
The Secretary for Railways to Mr. T. Smith.
Sir,

5 Eebruary, 1S90.
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th January, received
to-day, relative to the provision of a platform between Ourimbah and Wyong, and to inform you that
plans have been prepared, and will be submitted to the Commissioners for approval to-day, and the work
if approved will be at once proceeded with,
I have. Ac.,
.
‘
H. MXACHLAN,
.
Secretary.

No. 23.
Memorial from certain Residents and others between Ourimbah and Wyong Creeks.
Sirs,

Ourimbah, 8 March, 1890.
We, the residents and landowners between Ourimbah and Wyong Creeks, beg most respect
fully to ask that you will cause to ho erected, as
as practicable, the platform and siding on the main
public crossing between the afore-mentioned creeks, which was promised by you some months ago.
We would point out that a large quantity of farm produce is now raised in close proximity to the
proposed platform, which at present can only bo sent to market at immense cost of money and time,
thus rendering our labour as farmers wholly unprofitable. Tins platform would also open up new timber
country, which timber, when cut and sent to market, would prove a source of revenue to the Depart
ment. Trusting you will give this matter your favourable consideration.
We have, &c.
[Here follow 40 signatures']
sooti

No. 24.
The Secretary for Railways to Mr. W. Smith and others.
Gentlemen,
14 March, 1890.
In reply to your letter of 8th instant, requesting tho erection of a platform and siding
between Ourimbah and Wyong, I have the honor to inform you that the Commissioners have approved
of the accommodation being provided at 00 miles oOJ- chains, and the engineer has been instructed to
expedite tbe work.
I have, &e.,
H. MXACHLAN,
Secretary.
No. 25.
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No. 25.
Office Memo.

'

Platform and Siding between Ourimbah and Wrong.
Pcease return at onco previous paper, with report
"
Mr. Halligan,
-------J.A., 17/3/00.
Previous papers and tracing attached. You will see that all papers, and especially the one
approved of, show the siding should go in at 00 miles 52^ chains. The plan sent to me to work to shows
siding to go in at 6L miles LO chains. Work is now delayed pending your instructions as to where siding
is to go. Please expedite reply.—21/3/90. Mr. Angus.
I am greatly surprised at the delay in carrying out this work. Please have the siding laid in at
once at the mileage shown on plan. (01TO). This must he completed within a fortnight. I have made
other arrangements with reference to platform and waiting-shed.—J.A., 29/3/90. Mr. Halligan.

No. 26.
Mr. W. Smith to The Railway Commissioners.
Sir,
Ourimbah, 10 March, 1890.
_
I have the honor to forward the enclosed document for your information, and trust you will
kindly excuse the liberty I thus take in addressing you.
_
I may also request you will let me know the result of the accompanying paper, as those who have
signed it are very anxious to hear about it.
1 bare, &c.,
WILLIAM SMITH.

No. 27.
Mr. W. Smith and others to The Railway Commissioners.
Sir,
_
Ourimbah, 19 March, 1S90.
_
In reply to yours of the 14th inslant, we beg to inform you, most humbly, that a part of the
material for the platform and siding was laid down to-day at 61 miles 10 chains, which we believe to ho
a mistake, as there is no access to that place at the present time whatever. The mileage in your letter is
in every way convenient for the public,—G_0 miles GOl- chains.
Your. &c.,
WILLIAM SMITH, and others.

. No. 28.
The Secretary for Railways to Mr. W. Smith.
Sir,
_
_
Department of Paihvays, 22 March, 1890.
_
I am directed by the Hallway Commissioners to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
19th instant, relative to the site of the new platform between Wyong and Ourimbah, and beg to inform
you that the matter is having attention, and a further reply will be sent to you in the course of a few days.
'
I have, &c.,
H. M'LACHLAY,
___________________________________

Secretary.

No. 29.
W. J. Chapman, Esq., J.P., to The Secretary for Railways.
Sir,

_ _
Wyong, 26 March, 1S90.
As I understand an agitation exists for the erection of a siding between ’Wyong and Ourimbah
Creeks, I think it my duty to point out a few facts that the Commissioners may not be aware of.
1. At the present time there are not more than eight families who would be immediately benefited
by tbe proposed siding,
"
_
2. Those people are so divided as to the site to be determined on that each party declares its
intention to make no use of the siding unless placed where it “ ought to be.”
3. The revenue derived at a siding in this locality could not pay interest on the capital expended
for the next ten years.
4. The same amount of money required for the erection of this proposed platform would build a
bridge across Wyong Creek; and now that the Government has granted a sum of £450 for the making of
a road to the hankjaf the creek, all that is required to give the people between Wyong and Ourimbah
Creeks access to "Wyong Station is for a bridge to be erected across the creek, which would cost not more
than £6,000.
5. This would be a much greater convenience to all parties concerned, and obviate any necessity
for the expense and delay to trains which must attend an additional stopping-place.
*
6. I have no purpose to serve in thus placing this matter before the Commissioners, except to save
a waste of the public money, and the creating additional inconvenience aud delay to the travelling public.
7. I would most respectfully suggest that, to meet the requirements of the whole case, the Com
missioners might urge upon the Department of Works tho necessity of erecting a bridge across Wyong
Creek, in close proximity to the railway lino.
’’ I have, &c.,
" 0
--------W. J. CHAPMAN, J.P.
Letter acknowledged.
No. 30.

9
.

No. 30.
Mr. T. Smith to Tho Railway Commissioners.

Sir,

Tuggerah, "Wyong, 27 March, 1800.
I believe a dissatisfaction exists between a few as regards the site of siding between Wyong
anil Tuggerah Creeks. I wish to bring under your notice that there is a very steep bill at crossing GO-55,
which will be a great drawback to us in getting our heavy timber aud other produce away, should the
above siding be crecte.d at this place, and he a great inconvenience to the sporting public in getting to our
lakes, as a glance at the parish map will show. I hope you will give this your earnest consideration
before having the above siding removed from GT.10 miles, as it is the most convenient place between
those two creeks, likewise avoiding a sharp curve in the lino at G0'55£.
Yours, &c.,
THOMAS SMITH.

No. 31.
11. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., to The Railway Commissioners.
Sir,

.
...
When in my electorate on Saturday last I visited the site chosen for the siding now in course
of erection at G1 miles 10 chains. I -would respectfully suggest that the siding should have been put in
the site petitioned for, and promised to the residents by letter from the Eailway Department, viz., GO
miles 52-1- chains, to which there is already good access by roads, with gates at the crossing alongside.
To complete the siding where commenced would, in my opinion, be a huge mistake, and could not bo
used when erected. I know the surrounding country well, and without wishing to be considered in any
way dietatory to the Commissioners, I would, after visiting the place on Saturday last,, respectfully
request the Commissioners to reconsider their decision, and erect the platform where petitioned for and
promised, which I am informed is the spot where the Commissioners drew up their special train aud met
the residents. It would be a large saving of money to put the siding in at 60 miles 521- chains, even now,
than to continue present work, which is a waterhole, with holey ground all round it; while the siding,
unless provision is made to carry ofi the water, will act as a dam and throw the water on to Mr. Smith’s
land, who informed me ho had written to the Railway Department asking for a drain to be constructed.
Tbe road at GO miles 52 chains is the one always used to reach the lakes, upon which tbe Govern- '
ment has erected a large bridge and culverts where required, being the direct route from the Gosford and
Maitland road to Tuggerah Lakes, and is extensively used by the fishermen; while for a very small
outlay a short but pleasant walk could be provided for excursionists, who would use the platform, which,
I trust, the Commissioners will, though rather late, yet see their way clear to remedy by placing the same
at GO miles 52|- chains, which, I am certain, tho whole of the correspondence will prove is the correct
site, the one frequently petitioned for. and, lastly, promised to my constituents by tho Railway Commis
sioners. Hence I ask, with every confidence, that the matter may receive reconsideration.
I have, &c.,
-------R. STEVEN SOY.
Platform between "Wyong and Ourimbah. Mr. Hodgson for report.—H.M'L.. 28/4/90.

No. 32.
Mr. C. A. Hodgson to TIkj Secretary for Railways.
Platform and Siding between Ourimbah and Wyong.
8 May, 1890.
I visiTun the site GL miles 10 chains where the siding has been put down, on Saturday last, and met
there a dozen or more of the inhabitants.
They all, with one exception, pointed out that tbe siding and platform had been asked for at
G0'52|, whore the Government road crosses the line, and they slated that the siding at Gl‘10 would be
of no use to them, as there was no road formed leading to it, and also that the land between them and the
siding was a swamp.
Plans of the district show n direct road leading past Gl'10, to tho shores of the lake, but the road
is only in existence on paper, and I understand that if the road is ever made it will have to be logged for
a greater part of tlie way, on account of tbe water lying there.
In your memo, of 16t.h January, 1890, to Mr. Angus, you give the site as 60-52^, but 1 now learn
from the Engineer's Department that tbe site approved on the ground was at Gl'lO.
At the present time tho siding has been laid in, and the front row of piles driven in for tho plat
form, but no road of access to the siding has yet been made.
The people of the district ask for a loading-bank to be erected, for timber, if tbe siding is removed
to GO'521.
C. A. HODGSON

No. 33.
Memorandum by Mr. J. Angus.
Railway Department, Office of Engineer for Existing Lines, Sydney, S May, 1890.
REi'EBTtiya to our conversation to-day, I herewith send you papers and plan, and shall be glad if
you will have tho matter looked up. It was decided for yon to send an officer first to make inquiry from
the two men whom we met on the ground, and, on receiving bis report, wo were to go ourselves and settle
the matter. As this has been a long time on hand, I shall be glad to know when you can go, when, if
possible, 1 will arrange to go with you.
I have, Ac.,
J. ANGUS.
8/5/90.
The Chief Traffic Manager.
448—B

No. 34,
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No. 34.
■ R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., to TIic Railway Commissioners.
i

Gctitlcmoii,
12 May, .1890.
This question is creating considerable attention at the present time, and, I am creditably
informed, a petition has been sent in—not through the representative—signed, it is alleged, by those not
directly interested, in favour of the present site. 1. know the place, but arn content to leave the
correspondence which was sent in—not to-day—which expresses the wishes of those interested, and
should be ample to guide the Commissioners in arriving at a decision. I have received a private letter,
from which 1 append an extract, as it puts the whole question very fairly:—
_
_
“if the platform were to remain where it is now being built, at 61 miles 10 chains, it would
necessitate the roads approaching it being cleared and made in all directions, as there is not a track
within 2 miles, excepting the present Government road, which crosses the railway at the other proposed
site, 60 miles
chains. This road work would be very expensive, but when done the platform would
be very convenient for the Lakes, Maitland Road, near to Tangy Angy, and also some of the farms. On
the otlier hand, if built at GO miles G2J- chains, or, in other words, at foot of the hill on Government
road, it would be very convenient for every resident in the vicinity, and for the fish-carts that come from
the navigable waters of Ourimbah Creek,'and cross the line at this place. I am informed that at times
twelve carts a day go to and fro. This site, however, would make the distance to the Lakes a few chains
further, but if the road was cleared it would be a very pleasant walk for excursionists, and there would
be no difficulty in getting there. To open new roads to where the platform is now being placed, 61 miles
10 chains would be costly, owing to the boggv nature of the soil.”
I am, &c.,
K. STEVENSON.

No. 35.
Mr. G-. Fowler to The Railway Commissioners.
[Presented by Mr. R. Stevenson, 12/5/90.]
Gentlemen,
Eosebank, Tuggerah, Wyong, 9 May, 1890.
I write to say we had the inspector to see the siding, and Mr. Hmchcliffe was up the same
time. We called a good muster of people to meet him. All seemed in favour of it being removed,
except Thomas Smith ; he has got up a letter of protest, and got a few outsiders to sign it. It was sent
on Monday last we understand, so you must oppose it strongly. Mr. HinehclifEe spoke strongly in favour
of it being removed ; likewise stating that they had an interview with Mr. MTfaden, the secretary to
Eishermen’s Union, who states that he is coming up with Mr. Stephen, Member for Ecdfern, to sec about
snagging Ourimbah Creek, and establishing a lishing station on the same. If you can see Mr. HinehclifEe
he will explain matters to you. Please let us know how things are going on,.as there are about 100 people
interested in this letter, and are anxious for a replv.
I am, &c.,
‘
GEORGE POWLER,

No. 36.
Mr. G, Fowler to The Secretary for Railways.
Dear Sir,
Eosebank, Tuggerah, Wyong, 12 May, 1990.
I write on behalf of the persons signing the petition for siding on Northern Railway, distance
60 miles 52s- chains, of which an officer was recently sent up to report on site. We understand that a
petition has been sent by Thomas Smith, opposing the removal of materials to abetter site, as bis house
fronts the materials laid down now ; he has got a lot of outside persons to sign it which have no interest
in the siding, and others that get their living by working on roads which they know would take an immense
amount of money to make to the present site; therefore we ask that you will be kind enough to send us
a copy of that petition and names of persons signing, so that wc can point out the interests of those
persons to the Railway Department.
Tours obediently, .
(For the petitioners),
.
GEORGE FOWLER.

No. 37.
Memorial from certain inhabitants of Wyong and Tuggerah Lakes.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Wyong and Tuggerah Lakes being concerned in the
erection of a Platform between Wyong and Ourimbah Creeks,—
Respectfullv Showetii :—

1. We hear with regret of the probability of the platform in question being shifted from the
site previously chosen, namely, 61 miles 10 chains to a position nearer Ourimbah Creek.
2. A glance at the parish map will show that in the near future, when the available land 'becomes
occupied, the site at first determined on will he very much more central and more easy of access, being
upon the only Government road in this locality leading from the Maitland Road to Tuggerah Lakes, and
at a point at which the roads from Wyong Creek and Rangy Hill converge.
_
_
3. That the proposed site will be for all time unsuitable to tho general public, and if erected at this
point will serve the purpose of a few individuals only, there being no room round it for any increase of
population, as Rangy Mountain is in such close proximity to the railway line at this point. This hill is
so steep as to form an almost insuperable barrier (o traffic leading to and from this proposed site
4. Should there be any doubt in your minds as to the suitability of the previous site above the one
now proposed we respectfully request that the matter be kept iu abeyance until tbe population becomes
more settled, when it will certainly be found that the original site is the proper one, aud indeed the only
one, that can ever possibly pay for the outlay.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 21 signatures.']
No. 38.
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No. 38.
Mr. J. Lees to Ihe t ecretai y for Railways.
Dear Sir, '
Tuggerah Lake, 13 May, 1890.
having I eard that a petition signed by forty or fifty local residents had been forwarded within
the last few days against the platform being erected at 00 r;2^, I would feel obliged if you would supply
me by return post with a copy of tho name and ndi!re;sej of the petitioners, as I feel sure, as an old
resident, that there are not one quarter who have an interest iu this matter.
Yours, &c.,
JOSEPH LEES.

No. 39.
The Secretary for Railways to Mr. Lees.
Sir,

_
16 May, 1890.
Tn reply to your letter of the 13th instant, I have the honor to inform you.that the question
of the site for the platform between Ourimbah and "Wyong is now under consideration,
J have, &c.,
H. M1 LACHLAN,
Secretary.

No. 40.
Office Memo.
Hailway Department, Office of Engineer for Existing Lines, Sydney, IG May, 1890.
The Chief Traffic Manager,
t
AVhen arranffing our visit to inspect the site for proposed station platform near Wyong,
mileage G2‘10 north, tho Commissioners desire that you will request Mr. Joseph Rankin and^Mr.
Stephenson, M.P., to be present.
I'- ANGLS.

No. 41.
Mr. H. Denny to The Secretary for Railways.
Dear Sir,
Ourimbah, 15 May, 1890.
Being informed, it, was proposed to hold a meeting to consider which would be the moat
suitable place to have the platform aud siding, ami on account of being a land-owner near the proposed
place, and have already laid out an orchard, I have an interest in giving my opinion as to the most suitable
place. I am decidedly in favour of it being erected at, GO miles 50J chains, and consider it the most
central position for tlic benefit of the inhabitants.
1 am, <tc.,

1

11. DENNY

No. 42.
Mr. H. Root to The Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen,
_
Ourimbah, 15 May, 1890.
.
I imderatfind there is a meeting to decide the interests of the people requiring the siding and
platform, therefore 1 state that I am living on my mother-in-law’s property, and we are cont.innally going
to Sydney and back on business, therefore tbe platform would be of tar more benefit to us if it was at
GO miles 52i- chains.
_
A ours. <vc,,
HENRY FOOT.

No. 43.
Mr. J. Denny to The Secretary for Railways.
Kangy Angy, 15 May, 1890.
J, Dkkny, teamster, landowner, and resident within a short distance of the proposed platform and siding.
I am in favour of it being erected at the public crossing, GO miles 50-t chains.
JOSEPH DENNY.

' No. 41..
Mr. D. J. Goldie to The Secretary for Railways.

‘

gjr

■
Golden Point, 15 May, 1890,
I am a landowner and teamster, and reside at Golden Point, near Kangy Angy, If the siding
is put at GO miles f>2i- chains 1 could draw to it as somi as completed ; if put at the place where the
material is laid I could not draw to it at all as it is impossible to get to it with a team,
1 have, &e.,
DAVID J. GOLDIE.

No. 45.
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^To. 45.
Mr. P. Ebert to The Eailway Commissioners.
[Letter from tlic Secretary of the Fishermen’s Association, Tucrgerah Lahes, to the [Railway Commis
sioners. I'orwarded per layour of Captain Thompson, 19/5/90.]
Si^
.
AVyong, 10 Ffay, 1890.
As the public of the parish of Tuggerah arc advocating the removal of the siding between
"Wyong and Ourimbah Creeks, I, on behalf of tho fishermen of Tuggerah Lakes, humbly showeth that by
placing the said platform as near as practicable to Ourimbah Creek it would be a great advantage to_ the
fishing industry, as the distance from Wyong Station to tbe said lake is 4 miles, and the distance from
Tuggerah bridge is only 2 miles; therefore the rowing daily of a heavy fishing boat 8 miles is a great
consideration to an ill-treated industry. Another important feature Is the enormous private carriage we
have to pay before getting our fish to the railway. Fraying that you will grant the said removal,
'
I have, &c.,
F. EBEET.

No. 4G.
.
Mr, G. Powler to The Eailway Commissioners.
Gentlemen,
Eosebank, Tuggerah, Wyong, 17 May, 1890.
I write on behalf of people signing petition for siding at GO miles 524 chains. We now find
out how our petition lias been undermined by Thomas Smith and a few others. He told the Commissioners
the day the train stopped at the place, when they asked him had he signed it lie said be did, which he
did not, as you will sec his name is not there. A short time after those promised it he writes a letter to
the department, pretending to be for the petitioners, unknown to them, asking them to put it at G1 miles
10 chains, fronting his own house. "When your officers came up on ] 5 May to take names of people inter
ested, he had several people on his side whose names are not on the petition, namely—Mr. Kankin,
Wyong; Mr. Allison, Wyong; Mr. Walmsley, Ourimbah; and tho latter told us all in the presence of
officer, he did not care if there were no sidings for twenty years, so yon can see the interest of these
gentlemen,
I have, &c.,
GEOEGE FOWLEE.

No. 47.
Mr. C. Alison to The Eailway Commissioners.
Gentlemen,
Wyong Estate, Wyong, 19 May, 1S90.
.1 hear that there is at present an agitation by a small section of people here to have the
proposed platform, now being erected, at 61 miles 10 chains on the Northern line, removed a mile or
more further south. The arguments in favour of the present site are—
1. That it is on a. surveyed main road to Tuggerah Lake, and would benefit greatly a large
number of people living at Kangy Angy.
_
,
2. There is a public road about to be constructed from the present site to Wyong Creek.
_
3. It would benefit a larger number of even the immediate settlers than the proposed alteration.
The arguments in favour of the alteration I am unable to imagine, and I have an intimate know
ledge of the country. If it were deemed advisable wc could easily secure an overwhelming majority of
names in a petition on the matter, as, so far as I ean understand, the agitation is confined to a very small
number (comparative) who would each like a platform at their door.
_
Hoping that the original site will he adhered to, and apologising for troubling you,
I have, &e.,
CHAS. ALISON.

No. 48.
Office Memo.
Memo, for Mr. W. B. Smith re siding at either CO m. 52 a ch. or G1 miles 10 chains.
When the Commissioners went north about November last (Mr, Kirkcnldic thinks), two men met them
there, also a surveyor, aud they suggested that a siding should he put down at Cl m. 10 ch.; now a lot of
people are saying that the siding ought to be at GO m. 524 ch.
Mr, Kirkcaldie wants Mr. Smith to go down there on Monday nest, and try and find out the
people who saw the Commissioners, also the surveyor.
When this has been done, make inquiries of all the people in the neighbourhood, so as to find out
which would ho the most convenient place for the siding.
Mr. Kirkcaldie wishes Mr. Smith to be very careful respecting this matter.
.-------- .
E.B., 10/5/90.
Memo.—Attached is a report re siding at 60 m. 524 ch., and at G1 m. 10 ch,—E. Cooj.e, 19/5/90.
C.T. Manager.
.

No. 49.
Mr. E. Co ole to Tlie CMef Traffic Manager,
Siding at either mileage GO m. 521 ch. or G1 m. 10 ch.
.
\
■
10
18ft0I wont to these mileages ou Northern line on "Wednesday, the 14th, but was unable to s< e
many of the petitioners concerned, as they were away from their homes. However I arranged for a
meeting the next day at 12‘30.
As arranged, I attended at this time and met a number of the petitioners, and on referring to this
matter I made them aware that I was not there to decide this question, but to gather infonnafcion for
your guidance.
■
I
Sir,
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I may mention that those present in favour of site 61 m. 10 ch., where the siding is laid in, gave
their names as follows, and, as far as 1 could learn, that, with one exception; they are directly interested
Thos, Smith, Thomas Collins, K. Douglas, -Too. Thompson, AV'm. Chaseling, and Tlsos. Douglas.^
.
Those present in favour of sito 00 in. 52} ch. were:—M. Smith, sen., Deo. Smith, Win. Smith,
Robt. Smith, Deo. Fowler, Joseph Lees, F. Sard, E. Mead, Win. Kdlon, D. Thompson, T. Stump, Thos.
Hawkins, Michl. Smith, jun., and Robert, David, and James Doldie.
_
I elicited from those present that in November last the Commissioners’ train stopped at
GO m. 52J- ch,, and that they were interviewed by Messrs. T. Smith and Win. Smith, residents of the
locality, aud by Mr. W. Smith (road surveyor for that district). Wm. Smith says that on that occasion
the Chief Commissioner was then in possession of a petition asking for a siding at 00 m. 52^- ch., and
that he did not hear any other site referred to.at that time. T. Smith, the petitioner in favour of site
G1 in. 10 ch., says that Mr. Smith (roads surveyor) produced plans when conversing with the Chief
Commissioner, atid pointed out to him that the next crossing at 61 in. 10 ch. was on the main road, and
that he recommended that the siding he laid in at this site, as he considered it the most suitable for
present and future traffic requirements.
_
__
I was unable to meet Mr. W. Smith (surveyor), his head-quarters being at Newcastle, and, as far
as I could learn, he was not in. the district; but it was well known by those present that he advocated
sito 61 m. 10 ch.
*
.
.
The arguments advanced in favour of site GO m. 521 ch. were:—That the hulk of the inhabitants
of that locality reside adjacent to this site ; that they originally petitioned for a siding at this site ; that
at the present time this site. 60 m. 52| ch., is only accessible to a Government road leading from the
main Maitland Road ; that the siding at 61 m. 10 ch. was not accessible to thorn, and therefore they could
not make use of it; that should the siding be removed to GO m. 52} ch., as originally petitioned for, they
would commence to clear their selections, and thereby open up a timber traffic similar to that at Wyong,
and for the first year or so their outward traffic would consist principally of timber, but to what extent
they were not prepared to say.
Thos. Smith, the principal mover and supporter of site G1 m. 10 ch., and who was present at the
interview of the Commissioners, is without doubt a bonajidc producer of farm and dairy produce, and
_
which industries are supplemented by the hewing of felloes for tho Sydney market.
He, with other petitioners mentioned, is in favour of present site at 61 miles 10 chains, and they
contend that the siding is laid in at the most suitable site, and at the main road crossing, and that the
opening up of now and accessible roads to this siding must follow as a matter of course, and it is only a
question of a short time, and that, as a matter of fact, a sum of money is already granted for the opening
up of a new road 66 feet wide, extending from the Maitland Road to crossing at 61 miles 10 chains,
thence to Tuggerah Lakes.
_
_
It is contended that this road will be available and accessible to all the inhabitants of the locality,
and that the same will extend a further development of traffic, and which must of necessity take place in
that direction. The petitioners admit that until new roads are opened out a siding at GO miles 52} chains
might at the commencement have some slight advantage in the way of an outward traffic, but certainly
not ultimately.
_
I have set before you, as far as I am able, the views of the petitioners, pro and con ; at the same
time I would say that it was a most difficult matter to get a fair expression of opinion from some of them
owin'1, to family connections and other influences.
0 It was represented by the petitioners in favour of site GO miles 52| chains that opposition petitions
had been signed by persons not interested in the locality. As far as I could see this charge cut both
ways. However*, I may say that all those who were present in favour of site 61 miles 10 chains on 15th
instant, with one exception, satisfied me that they were interested. The exception referred to is a man
named Douglas, who admitted that he was not a landowner, but he said he had already submitted an
application to the Railway Department to place a saw-mill on the platform, and if such was granted he
would commence work as soon as the platform was finished.
As the question of accessible roads to a railway station is of great importance, I travelled over
the road leadin"- from crossing 60 miles 52£ chains for some distance with the petitioners for the purpose
of seeing its condition, as it is referred to in petition dated Gth instant. This road is represented as being
well-nigh impassable with a heavy-loaded team owing to its gradient. As to its grade and condition the
petitioners have not overstated facts. This road on leaving the crossing at GO miles 52i chains rises
abruptly, and on reaching the crown of the hill it is very rocky and uneven. Of course there is this to
be said, the grade of this road is favourable to teamsters coming in the direction of the railway station.
This road, I am told, connects with the Maitland Road at about 2 miles from Ourimbah Station.
Mr. Hodgson’s report shows that the only road to 61 miles exists on paper only, and which is quite
true at the present time. But on referring to the parish map you will see the indication of a road run
ning from the Maitland Road to railway crossing 61 miles 10 chains—thence to Tuggerah Lakes. Hr
regard to this road, when at "Wyong Post Office on 15th instant, I saw specifications calling for tenders for
clearing and its formation, and the conditions were that the work was to be completed within two months ;
and further, that the amount sanctioned for this work was £470. I presume this is the book referred to
by Mr. Hodgson.
.
.
The question of opening up of the now roads in that locality refers, and is as of much importance, to
a siding at 60 miles 52 chains as at Gl miles, and certain roads which now exist on paper only, and which
I have indicated on attached rough sketch, must of necessity be opened up to make a siding at either side
of any use to the residents and payable to the Railway Department, so that the question of roads refers
equally to cither sites. As fo tho further development of traffic, I shall again refer you to parish maps,
and yon will sec that the land on the eastern side of tho railway and adjacent to site 60 miles 52^- chains has
already been selected to the water reserve, so that further expansion can take place in that direction;
and it is contended by the petitioners in favour of site 61 miles 10 chains that future developments of
selections aud population must take place in a northerly direction, and more adjacent to the site just
mentioned ; and in support of this contention Mr. Rankin, agent to Mr. Allison, produced plans showing
that a syndicate floated in England had purchased 1,500 acres of land off Mr. Allison, skirting tho selec
tions facing the new road, and that this acreage had been subdivided into 40 and 50 acre lots, and that a
sale was to take place shortly. The petitioners in favour of site GO miles 52f chains, in answer to this, say
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that the land referred, to is unsaleable, and unfit for anyone to settle upon it, as it is W and swampy, and
therefore tlic increase of population is improbable. You will see by the parish map that the site of siding
at 6L mites 10 chains will, on completion of new road, for which tenders arc called, be the nearest point
and the. most direct route to the Tuggerah Lakes—a holiday resort for excursionists. The "Wyong
Stauon-mastcr told me that at one time the Tuggerah Lakes where much frequented at holiday times, and
it seems to mo that it would he so again with i'icren-rd rail facilities. With tlic aid of the attached rough
sketch I may personally ho able to make my views clear to you
‘
E. COOLE.

No, 50.
,
Telegram from Mr. T. Hinchcliffe to The Secretary for Railways.
_

_

Work going on at platform 61,

Gosford Station.
10 Local residents very indignant; talk of bringing matters before

Parliament
THOMAS C. HINCHCLIFFE.
’
Orders distinctly given for this to be stopped temporarily. "Who is going on with work?—H.M‘L,
Wired instructions last Thursday to stop work. Wired ako and asked for explanation. 27/h/90.
Wire from Fj. If. Halligan to J. Angus, re siding at Gl miles 10 chains:—Work was stopped
immcd'Jitely on receipt of your wire, and nothing has been done to it since.

No. 51.
The Secretary for Railways to W. H. Vivian, Esq., M.L.A.
Sir,

_
13 June, 1S00.
I am directed bjT tho Chief Commissioner to inform you that the Chief Traffic Manager and
Engineer for Existing Lines will visit the site of the proposed siding between Wyong and Ourimbah, and
will be on the ground shortly after 11 o’clock on the 21st instant (Saturday). "
I have, &c.,
H, M'LACHLAN,
Secretary.

No. 52.
Tiie Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.L.A.
Lear Sb\
13 Jline, ISflO.
With reference to your many calls relative to the proposed siding between Wyong and
Ourimbah, 1 beg fo inform you that Messrs. Kirkcaldie and Angus have arranged to visit the locality in
question on Saturday, 2ist instant, and will be on the ground shortly after 11 a.m.
Yours faithfully,
H. M'JjACHLAN,
Secretary.

No. 53.
Memo, from The Secretary for Railways.
I beg to confirm the arrangement made to-day, that the Chief Traffic. Manager and the Engineer for
Existing Lines shall visit tlie site of tho proposed siding between Wyong and Ourimbah, on tiaturdny,
21st instant, leaving Sydney at 9'30 a.m.
-------H.M'L., 13/G/90.
Chief Traffic Manager and J. Angus, Esq., to note.
This matter will, I understand, be dealt
with by the Commissioners. Tho papers were handed to Mr. Angus in tho special train which left here
for Newcastle at L30 p.m.—L. Kirkcaldie, per W.H.C., 1S/6/90.

No. 51.
Memo, by The Railway Commissioners.

.

Siding 61 miles 10 chains, or 60 miles 521 chains.
The Commissioners inspected this section of the line again, and found that the accommodation was beino-

provided at the spot they agreed to when on the ground, and from the further inquiries made it would
appear to be the right spot, looking at all the surrounding circumstances. Decided that the work be com
pleted as early as possible.
E.M.G.E., W.M.F., C.O., 19/6/90.

No. 55,
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No. 55.
The Secretary for Railways to R. Stevenson, Esq., M.P.
giri

19 June, 1890.
With reference to my note to you of the 13th instant, intimating that officers of the Depart
ment would visit the locality between Wyong and Ourimbah, in connection with the proposed alternative
site for siding at 61 miles 10 chains, or 60 miles 53 chains, I atn now directed to inform yon that, taking
the opportunity of passing through the locality on Tuesday, the Commissioners looked into the question,
and carefully considered it in all its bearings, and it appears to them that the best position is that originally
selected, and where the works are now in course of construction. There is, therefore, no necessity for the
officers to visit the ground, as proposed, on Saturday next.
'
I have, (fcc.,
H. M'LACHLAN,
Secretary.
[Mr. Vivian, M.P., similarly informed.]
Acting Engineer for Existing Linos.—H. M'Lacjlo,
been issued.—J. Angus, Superintendent. 28/6/90,

J.. 19/6/99.
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1S90.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LEVEL CROSSINGS ON RAILWAYS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 26.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 16 July, 1890.

CARRINGTON,
Governor.

Message No. 25.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the G4th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to enable the Railway Commissioners
of New South Wales to close level crossings, and to substitute, where necessary, overhead bridges or
subways in lieu thereof.

Government House,
Sydney, 14/A July, 1890.

[W.]
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT AND PENSION
FUND BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 40, RECOMMENDING.)

Ordered Itj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 September, 1890.

CARRINGTON,

Message No. 40.

Governor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in tlie 54tn clause of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of tlie Legislative Assembly the expediency of mating
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill “To facilitate the establishment of a
provident and pension fund for the relief and support in sickness, on retirement, and other contingencies
of persons employed at weekly or daily wages ou the New South Wales Government Railways and
Tramways, and of their families; to authorise contributions by such persons and by the Railway
Commissioners; to protect the interests of persons entitled to the benefits of the said fund; to regulate
the administration of the fund ; to make certain provisions affecting liabilities of and contributions to
the Civil Service Superannuation Account; to allow contributions to the fund to stand instead of the
life insurance required by the sixty-fourth section of the ‘ Government Railways Act of 1888 ; to make
further provision in connection with the said fund, and for other purposes.
Government Mouse,
Sydney, XQtk September, 1890.

[8A]
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY PROM HORNSBY TO ST. LEONARDS.
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF NORTH SHORE, &c, IN FAY'O'U'R OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, G May, 1890.

To tlie Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of tho undersigned, residents and property owners of Hoith Shore, North
Willoughby, Chatswood, North Sydney, Gordon, Hornsby, and Gosford,—
Showeth :—
(1.) That the extension of the North Shore Eailway from its present terminus at Gore Hill to
Milson’s Point having been referred to the Public Works Committee, was, notwithstanding that thn
evidence was entirely in favour of such extension, not recommended by the Committee, for reasons
which, in the opinion of your Petitioners, are inadequate and invalid.
(2.) We therefore pray your Honorable House to take the premises into consideration, and affirm
the expediency of at once constructing the railway to Milson’s Point.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 2,118 signatures']

[3A]
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1890.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CLARENCE EAILWAY CONSTRUCTION AND
HAEBOUE IMPEOYEMENT.
(PETITION PEOM RESIDENTS OF THE CLARENCE IN FAVOUR OF).

■

Received by the Legislative Assembly, G May, 1890.

To the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Executive Committee of the Clarence Eailway Construction and Harbour
Improvement League, for and on behalf, and by direction of the Citizens of Grafton, and
the people of the Clarence in Public Meeting assembled, on the 16th day of April, 1890, in
the Theatre Eoyal, Grafton,—■
Humbly Showeth :—

1. That your Petitioners in the month of November, 1888, presented their two several Petitions
for the construction of Harbour Works at the Clarence Kiver on the designs of Sir John Coodc, and of
lines of Eailway from Grafton to The Tweed Elver, Grafton to Glen Innes, and Glen Innes to Inverell,
and your Petitioners crave leave to refer to the said Petitions herewith.
_
2. That your Petitioners are impressed with a profound sense of the national importance and public
expediency of tbe Harbour and Eailway Works above referred to, and believe that the adverse recom
mendations of the Public Works Committee in respect thereof are due solely to their failure to grasp this
view of the question.
.
_
_
3. That the Clarence is the principal sea-port on the north coast of this Colony which has not yet
been developed up to her capabilities and deserts, and that the designs of Sir John Coode alone arc
adequate to doing so, and worthy to fit her for her rightful service.
4. That the proposal for the line of railway from Grafton to The Tweed Eiver having been sub
mitted to Parliament as the first instalment of a national coast line, inquiry should be made into the
general merits of such a line before any isolated section of it is approved by your honorable House.
G. That your Petitioners, led by this reasoning, reiterate their desire for the execution of such
works as national undertakings, and at the meeting abovementioned have unanimously adopted Eesolutions
in the following terms:—
'
(1st.) That this meeting protests against the recommendations of the Public Works Committee
as regards the Clarence Harbour Works being only partially carried out, and would urge
upon the Government tho necessity of carrying out the works as designed by Sir John Coode
in their entirety.
_
(2nd.) That this meeting also protests against the recommendations of the Public Works Com
mittee that the Grafton-Tweed Eailway should only be constructed from Tbe Tweed to
Lismore, and would urge upon the Government the necessity for constructing the whole
line from Grafton to The Tweed as originally submitted by the Premier to Parliament as
the first instalment of a north coast line.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your honorable House will take into your early and
favourable consideration the execution of the aforementioned works, and afford such relief in respect of the
same as to your wisdom may seem expedient in the general interests of the whole Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\_Here follow 14 signatures.']

CM.]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY PROM LISMORE TO THE TWEED.
{PETITION FROM MAYOR OF CASINO, URGING CONSTRUCTION OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, Id Mery, 1SOO,

To tlic Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of
New South "Wales.
Tho Petition of Members of the Eailway League, Casino, Hichmond Eiver, in the Colony of New
South "Wales,—
IlusniLT Showeth:—

1. That the Public Works Committee having recommended the construction of a line of railway
from Murwillumhah (Tweed Eiver) to Lismore (Eichmond Eiver), your Petitioners would respectfully
urge your Honorable House to adopt that recommendation, so as to enable the Government to provide
for the immediate construction of the line in question and thus afford relief to thousands of settlers, who
at the present time have no means of getting their produce conveyed to the principal markets of the
Colony, except under crushing difficulties; and at the same time lead to the development of what is
admittedly tho richest Electorate—as regards agriculture, dairying, and pastoral pursuits—in the Colony,
and one that is capable of sustaining a population of at least one million.
2. Tour Petitioners wouldfurther urge the construction of tbe proposed railway from Murwillumbab
to Lismore, in that it must inevitably prove to be the first section of a line that will connect these
northern districts with the main Eailway system of the Colony, at or near Tenterfield,
3. That your Petitioners feel this Electorate is justly and equitably entitled to the expenditure
necessary for the construction of the proposed railway from Murwillumhah to Lismore, and ultimately to
Tenterfield—apart altogether from the important factors that such a line will not only he a commercial
success hut also an undoubtedly national undertaking, especially in view of the almost assured early
accomplishment of the federation proposals so wisely and ably promulgated by Sir Henry Parkes—in view
of the fact that this northernmost portion of tbe Colony has not participated in the benefits directly and
indirectly derived from the expenditure of over forty million pounds of loan votes, for which the residents
iu this Electorate have been and are paying a proportionate share of the interest payable on such loans.
4. Tour Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will take these premises into your
earnest and favourable consideration; and with the view of assisting the residents of this Electorate, and
promoting tbe welfare of the Colony, will so view tbe request of your Petitioners as to speedily grant the
boon and relief they ask for.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
Signed for and on behalf of the members of the Casino Eailway League.
F. G. CEOUCH.
Mayor, Chairman.

[#A]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(PETITION FROM INHABITANTS OF CUDAL. PROTESTING AGAINST CONSTRUCTION OF—FROM
MOLONG TO PARKES AND FORDIS.)

Received by ihc Legislative Assembly, 10 June, 1SS)0.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned, inhabitants of the farming settlements of Cudal and
surrounding districts,—
RlISL'EtJTFL’LT.Y SuOVETII : —

That your Petitioners humbly yet most emphatically protest against the decision of the
Parliamentary standing Committee on Public AVorlts re tbe Molong to Parkes and Forbes and the
Borenoro to Forbes Railway lines, as being contrary and opposed to the great bulk of evidence given,
thereon.
That your Petitioners view with surprise that the Borenore to Forhes line should have been
dismissed from consideration by tbe Public Works Committee on account of the steep gradients thereon,
whilst, according to the evidence given by Mr. Surveyor Kennedy at Molong before tbe Sectional
Committee, there arc no less than three portions of the line from Molong to Parkes with gradients quite
ns steep.
That your Petitioners would respectfully ask that a fresh survey bo made on that portion of the
line where the steep grade occurs, having no hesitation in saying that the gradient can he considerably
reduced if a further survey were granted, such fresh surveys having already been carried out twice on the
Molong to Parkes lino for the same purpose.
That your Petitioners assert that a line from Borenore, via Cudal to Forbes, will pass through an
agricultural district with a population of at least three to one over that of Molong to Parkes, which can
bo verified by reference to the Educational and Postal Departments, and is more centrally situated.
That your Petitioners further state that the line from Molong via Bocoble G-ap to Parkes will
not serve the district of Cudal, as the majority of the population are south of Cudal and of the BorenoreForbes line, and that they would be at considerable loss if they had to cart their produce to the Parkes
line, a distance in ninny instances of over 18 miles, the nearest point on the Parkes line from Cudal being
not less than 8 miles by any charted road, besides having to pay for 2(i miles haulage from there to
Borenore, whereas the distance from Cudal to Borenore by road is only about IS miles.
Your Petitioners also state that they have every reason to believe, from the nature of tbe country,
that if a survey ivcro made from Eugowra to Parkes it would bo found that a line could bo constructed
from Borenore via Eugowra to Forbes, and from Eugowra to Parkes, at about the same cost as a lino
from Molong to Parkes and Forbes, and would thus give Forbes, Parkes, Eugowra, Murga, Toogong,
Cargo, and a large district south of Cudal, railway communication with the Sydney market.
Your Petitioners would further point out to your Honorable House that the line from Borenoro
via Cudal to Forbes having been passed by three successive Parliaments with very large majorities, and
the report of the Railway Commissioners showing that the construction of the Molong to Parkes and
Forbes line would involve a loss to tbe Colony of £15,000 per year, your Petitioners are of the opinion
that the Borenoro to Forbes line should be constructed in preference to the Molong-Ihvrkes Line.
Your humble Petitioners, considering the vital importance of obtaining direct railway communicatiou wdth the metropolis, and being convinced that the Borenore to Forbes linewdll prove one of tbe best
paying lines in the Colony, a fact of which your Honorable House “ has long been convinced,11 now solicit
your Honorable House to take such steps as will secure the adoption of that line,
And your humble Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Sere follow 218 signatures.']
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(PETITION EKOM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF FORBES AGAINST CONSTRUCTION OF—FROM MOLONG
TO PARKES AND FORBES.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 June, 1890.

To the Honorable Mr. Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
May it please your Honorable House,—
The Petition of the residents of Forbes and surrounding districts,—
Respeotfult.y ShowF:m:—

_

That at a public meeting held in the town of Forbes, New South Wales, on the twenty-eighth
day of May last, and which meeting was duly convened by the Mayor of Forbes in response to a
numerously signed requisition, the following resolutions were duly proposed and carried: ■
“ 1. That the report of the Sectional Committee, wherein they state that they have made careful and
minute investigations concerning not only the proposed lino (Molong to Parkes and borbes), but
also of the rival routes, Borenore to Forbes and Cowra to Forbes, is incorrect, inasmuch as a
distance of 40 miles of the last-named route was not traversed by any Member of such
Committee.”
“ 2. That the recommendation of the Commit too, as embodied in the final paragraph of their report,
is contrary to twidcnce.”
“ 3. That this meeting is of opinion that before tbe sanction of Parliament is obtained for tbe purposeof carrynm out tbe Cfovernment proposal, petitions should be at once sent in from tbe residents
of Cowra° Q-oolagong, Canowindra, Nyrang Creek, Eugowra, Forbes, Condobolin, and the
residents on the Lachlan River generally, praying Parliament to withhold its sanction to any
proposed line of railway to Forbes uutil'a lull and complete report has been obtained respecting
railway extension from Cowra or Woodstock to Forbes.”
Your Petitioners, in support of tbe last-named resolution, respectfully beg to draw the attention
of your Honorable House to the particulars of a debate which took place in the Legislative Council on
the eighth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six (vide Hansard), when the
Honorable W. H. Suttor moved an amendment on the Government proposal to construct a railway from
Borenore to Forbes, substituting a line from Mandurama or Lyndhurst or Wood’s Flat to horbes in lieu
thereof, and which resulted in the original motion being lost, the Honorable John Lackey and the
Honorable G. H. Cox both speaking in support of Mr. Sutter's amendment.
Your Petitioners respectfully submit that the arguments against the construction of a line of
railway from Borenore to Forbes are equally applicable, and even in a greater degree to any extension
from Molong to Forbes, and that a line from one of the points named on the Murrumburrah-Blayney
line to Forbes would result as follows :—
(a) A large number of people settled on the land would he benefited by its construction; (S) it
would pass through first-class agricultural and well watered land tbe whole of the way; (e) it
would he shorter and cheaper to construct than any other line; (d) the question of elevation
and gradients is all in favour of the line traversing the Lachlan Valley as against any other.
On these grounds your Petitioners pray that you will give the third resolution embodied herein
your most favourable consideration; and, as in duty bound, they will ever pray.
[Sere follow 277 signaturesi]
Similar Petition from certain residents of Eugowra received 18th June; 290 signatures.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BAILWAYS.
(PETITION FEOM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF CANOWINDRA DISTRICT AGAINST CONSTRUCTION OP
MOLONG TO PARKES AND FORBES.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 10 June, 1890.

To the Honourable the Members of the Legislatire Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned residents of Canowindra District,—■
Humbly Siiowetk ,—
That your Petitioners respectfully protest against the proposed construction of the Molong
to Partes and Forbes Line of Kailway, for the following reasons, viz.:—
■
Firstly: That the merits of the Cowra to Forbes route had not been sufficiently inquired into.
Secondly: That the Cowra to Forbes route, as proved officially, can be constructed for £200,000
less than the Molong route.
Thirdly: That this saving of £200,000, with an extra £00,000, would construct a railway from
Forbes to Parkes, a distance of 20 miles, at £1,000 per mile, also a lino from Forbes to Condobolin, a
distance of 60 miles, at £3,000 per mile, when these three important towns would have railway
communication.
Fourthly: That the Cowra route is shorter than the Molong route by several miles.
_
FifthlyThat by adopting the Cowra route in preference to the Molong-Parltes route, a distance
of 70 miles would be saved by persons wishing to take advantage of the Southern Market.
Sixthly: That the difference in elevation between Cowra and Forbes is 200 feet, whereas the
difference in elevation between Molong and Forbes is 1,800 feet.
Seventhly: That the Cowra-Forbes route had not been personally inspected by the Sectional
Committee.
Eighthly: That tho inhabitanls of Condobolin, Forbes, Eugowra, Canowindra, Goolagong, Cargo,
and Cowra, are opposed to the adoption of the Molong route.
Ninthly: That the valley of the Lachlan is the true grand lino of railway that should be constructed
from a national standpoint, being the great highway of traffic, having the greatest population, and must
therefore benefit the greatest number of people.
We pray that your Honorable House will lake into careful consideration our earnest protest.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
[Sere follow 41 signatures.']
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ETAMA TO NOWRA RAILWAY.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF NOWRA IN OPPOSITION TO.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 2 July, 1890.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of tbe Legislatire Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Residents and Freeholders of Nowra, in the Electorate of
Shoalhaven and its vicinity,—
Humbly Showetu :—

1. That your Petitioners and others, through their representatives in past Parliaments,
requisitioned the G-ovcrnment to extend the Soutli Coast Railway Line to Nowra.
2. That a trial survey was made by the Railway Department, and an estimate of cost made,
3. That on the
day of
1883, your Honorable House voted £804:,000,
to construct a line of Railway from Kiama to Jervis Ray,
4. That on the 27th July, 1880, your Honorable House approved of the plans, sections, and books
of reference of section 1 of the said then proposed line, and that the same was on the 11th day of August
of the same year, laid on the table of the Legislative Council, which did not come to a vote on it m con
sequence of the dissolution of Parliament, and that the plans, sections, &c., of No. 2 section of the said
line, including the town of Nowra, were laid upon the table of your Honorable House on tho
dny’of
, 18SC, and was not come to a vote upon in'consequence presumably of tbe immedi
ately subsequent dissolution of Parliament.
’
5. That the line designated “ Kiama to Nowra,'1 as introduced in 1889 by the Hon. Sir Henry
Parkes, GhC.M.G-., Premier, amongst the Government proposals included the town of Nowra.
6. That tho proposed line was, subsequently, in accordance with section 13 of the Public Works
Act, submitted to the Railway Commissioners for report, the estimated cost then being £538,663,
including £100,000 for crossing the Shoalhaven River to Nowra.
7. That the Commissioners for Railways, viewing as large the excessive estimate of £100,000 for a
bridge, recommended the omission of the said sum.
S. That in evidence on oath before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works (ivife
Report of Parliamentary Standing Committee of Public Works, page 4, questions 117 and 118) Henry
Dean, Esq., Enmneer-in-Chief for Railways, states that the Hue can he constructed into -Nowra tor
£441,663, or £97,000 less than the estimate upon which the Railway Commissioners recommended the
omission of Nowra from the line.
9. That the Sectional Committee of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works visited
ihc district, made an extensive inquiry, and inter alia states in their report; “ Your Committee also urge
the necessity for taking the line into tho town of Nowra, in order to secure the maximum amount of traihe.
The speedy erection of a railway bridge would render unnecessary the proposed branch line from Eomaderry to the existing bridge over ihc Shoalhaven River.’
10, That the line, as at present proposed to your Honorable House, is not a line “ to Nowra, as
designated, but a line to a point by the nearest practicable highway 141 chains from Nowra, on the
Perry Estate, which tho line enters 7 miles south of .Kiama, and traverses the said estate alone for lo
miles, to the proposed terminus at a settlement called Bomaderry, on the said Berry Estate.
11.
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.
as ^10 terminus with the expensive station buildings, &e., may remain at Bomaderry for
nn indefinite number of years, the efiect will be detrimental to the interests of Nowra and the district
south of the bhoalhayen Biyer, and injurious to the monetary prospects of the line, inasmuch as the
public steamer wharf is much nearer Nowra, and much more convenient to the residents of the said
district for goods traffic than will he the proposed terminus.
12. That Nowra and tlie district immediately south of the Shoalhaven Biver of which it is the
cenri-e still contains much Crown Lands, is capable of considerable expansion and development as a centre
tor fruit-growing and other purposes ; and that the effect of terminating the line at Bomaderry for any
time will he to inflate the value of private land at the public expense, whilst the public estate south of it
will be reduced m value.
.
In view of the foregoing facts,—
^ur Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to cause such amend
ment to he made m the Bill for the railway designated' “Kiama to Nowra” as shall avert the consequences
foreshadowed by your Petitioners.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

[Here

DM.)

T

follow 98

signatures.']

Sydney: Charles TotUr, Gen eminent Printer,—1890.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

“RAILWAY TO WALGETT.
(PETITION FROM PROGRESS COMMITTEE OF WALGETT, URGING THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LINE OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2G August, 1890.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned members of the Progress Committee, of Walgett and surrounding
districts acting for and on behalf of the residents thereof,
Humei/y showetu

'

That, at a public meeting of the residents of Walgett and the surrounding districts, held at
the Walgett School of Arts on Wednesday evening, 2nd July, it was unanimously resolved:—
1. That, in the opinion of this meeting, it is most desirable that Walgett should have railway
Connection as early as possible.
'
2. That the resolution be most respectfully conveyed by Petition to your Honorable House by the
local Progress Committee on behalf of the residents aforesaid.
3. That, in view of the importance and urgency of the matter and of the previous agitations in
this behalf, and the constant promises of the different Governments in support of the very strong
claims of the district of such extension, the matter be represented to tbe Government by Petition.
And your petitioners most respectfully pray that, after taking the premises into your most
favourable consideration, you will be pleased to sanction the construction of a tine of railway to Walgett
as early as possible.
And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray, &c., &c,
[Here follow 17 signatures.}
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN SERVANTS, PRAYING THAT THE SERVICES OF EMPLOYEES, KNOWN AS
EXTRA HANDS, MIGHT BE RETAINED.)

Received iy the Legislative Assembly, 18 September, 1890,

To the Honorable the Speaker and tho Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of tho undersigned,—
Respectfult,x Showetu :—

■

1. That your Petitioners are servants of the Railway Department of New South Wales.
2. That about the middle of July last nearly 600 of the Railway employees, known as extra hands,
received a fortnight’s notice that their services would be dispensed with,
3. That, although the carrying out of the notice has not yet taken effect, that your Petitioners
verily believe that the same is to be carried out at the end of this present month of September.
4. That yonr Petitioners verily believe that there is much danger to pnhlic safety in giving the
work which has*previously been done by tbe men now under notice and other similar men over to public
contract.
5. That your Petitioners verily believe that no saving can be effected in the cost of such works as
carried out at present by such contracts as are proposed, except at the imminent and permanent risk of
the travelling public.
6. Your Petitioners respectfully point out that many of the men under notice as hereinbefore
described are old and faithful servants'of the Railway Department, some having been in the service for
periods varying from ten to twenty years. Some of them have also received special tlmnks from His
Excellency the Governor of Hew South Wales for special services in preventing accident, &e.
7. Your Petitioners respectfully point out that a large number of entirely new hands have been
permanently appointed to the Railway Sex-vice, while these old and faithful servants as aforesaid have
been continually passed over, and that, consequently, their discharge is now a grievance and an injustice
to them.
Wherefore, your Petitioners pray your Honorable House to make such inquiry as you may deem
fitting into the premises, and thereafter to grant your Petitioners such relief as your Honorable House
may deem befitting.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
"

\Tlere follow 442 signatures.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY FROM NEW ENGLAND TO THE COAST.
(PETITION I-KOM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE TABLELAND OF NEW ENGLAND AND DISTRICT
WEST OF INVERELL).

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 13 November, 1800.

To tlie Honorable tbe Speaker and Members of tbe Legislative Assembly now assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned residents of the Tableland of New England and district west of
Inverel),—
Iluinn.v

Showetu :—

That In the interests of the northern districts and the Colony generally a lino of railway
should be constructed at once from How England to the coast.
That tbe proposed line from Grafton to Guyra has been favourably reported upon by Messrs.
Scarr and Price.
That from tbe facts contained in their reports has been shown the central position of Guyra station
is half-way between Sydney and Brisbane. The nature of the country through which such a Hue would
pass, and the cost of construction being estimated at £88,539, exclusive of the bridge, less than the cost
of constructing a line from Glen Innes to Inverell, although tlie length of line from Guyra to Inverell is
longer, and the probability of tlie line from the coast being connected with the Great Northern Railway
at Guyra.
That the proposed line of railway to Inverell should have its starting point at Guyra, winch would
bring Inverell within easier distance of Sydney and tho coast, aud avoid the heavy traction ascending and
descending Ben Lomond and "Waterloo if tho line were constructed from Glen Innes.
That in view of all these facts, and that the proposed lines, while being tbe most economical as
regards cost of construction and maintenance, would also better serve the requirements of tbe northern
districts than any other lines suggested, and encourage tbe settlement of population upon Land that is
capable of sustaining it, and benefit tbe Colony generally. Your Petitioners humbly pray that the
proposed railway lines from Inverell to Guyra and Guyra to Grafton be referred to tbe Committee for
Public "Works for report and consideration at tbe same time as the Glen Innes and Inverell line is
considered.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[Here follow 177 signatures.^
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY ROUTE FROM GUYRA TO INVERELL.
(PETITION' FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OR OLLERA, WANDSWORTH, AND TENTEKDEN, &c.)

Received by ihc Legislative Assembly, 2 December, 1S90.

To tlie Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of Hew South "Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
Tlie innnblc Petition of tho undersigned residents of OUera, Wandsworth, Tenterden, and their
surroundings,—
Respectfully Sjeowktii :—
'That the railway route from Guyra to Inverell is tlie most desirable one, aud, on its construction,
the greater number will be benefited thereby, aud will prove romuncrativo to tbe Oolony at large.
Although your bumble servants fairly agree with Messrs. Scarr and Price in their report of this
route, yet wc mention that the above-named gentlemen overlooked the commodity of timber, there being
abundance of the finest quality and in close proximity to tiie line.
Your humble petitioners would draw your honorable attention to the ample supply of stone for
ballast-, as well as the suitable earth for bricks which already has been tested by buildings having been
erected thereof.
We therefore pray that this route will be submitted for consideration to the Works Committee,
With the foregoing, and many other advantages, your petitioners most respectfully pray, that is
your wisdom, your Honorable House will take such steps as will cause the speedy construction of thin
route.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\_H.cre follow 99 signatures.']

[M.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.

(XiriSUMPITON OF LAND AT COMO FOE ADDITIONAL SIDING- ACCOMMODATION.)

^rcscnttl) ter ftadiamcnt, jmtgiumt ter ^.ct 44 Die. ilo. 16.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OF 1S8S.”
New SonnilVALES, 1 Proclamaiion by His Excellency 'lire
to wit.
J Eight Honourable CnAitJJiS KoI'-eht,
Uaiumj Cakbikgtos, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
(l.s.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tho
Camingtos,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Michael and SaintGeorgo,Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
New South Wales and itaDepcndcncies.
Whereas (ho Railway Conmiiasioners of New South Wales
are desirous of ae(jui',ing the land described atthc foot
hereof, which is adjacent to other land belonging to the
said Hallway Commissioners, for (he purpose of erectiug
additional -siding aud other railway works and conveniences
thereon, and it. is estimated (hat the cost of carrying out the
said works will not exceed the sum of two thousand pounds ■
And wherojs under the provisions of tho “Public Works Act
of 18SS,” T, tile Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, have in due form directed that the said work
shall bo carried out under the provisions of (he said Act by the
Railway Commissioners, who in respect of the said work 1 have
declared, shall he deemed to he the constructing authority;
and also, (lint tho land required for carrying out the said works
shall be acquired under the “ Public Works Act, of 18HS :
Anti wlicreya t-he laml described ai. t'ie foot hereof, is the land
required for carrying out tlie said work :
therefore, Ij
Charles Roueet, Babon CARieli'GTON, the Governor afore
said, with the advice of the Executive Council of the said
Colony, in puisuanes of tho powers on this behalf given to or
vested in
bv iho “Public Works Act of 18^8, do, by
this notification published in the Gazette and in a newspaper,
that is to any, in the “ Daily Telegraphcirculated m the
Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare that the
land hereinafter described, has been resumed for tho purpose
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for the purpose of
constructing and erecting thereon additional siding and other
railway works and conveniences, to the intent that upon the
publication of this notification in the Gazette, the land herein
after described, shall forthwith be vested in the Railway
Commissioners, as the constructing authority on behalf of Her
ijjg

[3i.]
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Majesty for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate in fee
timplc, in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, nghtsof-wiiy, or other casementb whatsoever ; and to tho intent, that
the lemi! estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto’or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the said
Railway Commissioners as such constructing authority as a
trustee : And I declare that the following is the description of
the hind hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—
AU that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Sutherland, county of Cumberland and colony of New Soutli
Wales, being part of the Holt Sutherland Estate: Cbmmeneing
at the junction of the north-eastern boundary of the railway
from Sydney to Wollongong and Kiama with the south-eastern
boundary of Railway Road ; and bounded thence by the said
boundary of Railway Road bearing north 51 degrees 24 minutes
east 80 links; theneo by a line bearing south 38 degrees
33 minutes oast 3 chains i link ; thence by a line bearing south
fil dom-ees 4 minutes east 2 chains 31 J- links; thence by a hue
bearing north 5f> degrees 2 minutes east, 1 chain 254 links;
t.hrncc by the south-western boundary of the Novara Parade
bearing south 32 degrees 15 minutes cart 1 chain 17-,4u links,
south 28 degrees 45 minutes east 1 chain 17-,^ links, and south
25 decrees 30 minutes east 1 chain 17-1*5
! G‘?Bce by aline
bearing south 06 degrees C minutes west 2 chains 09 links;
thence by the eastern boundary of the aforesaid railway bearing
nortli 25 degrees 27 minutes west 1 chain, north 29 degrees
20 minutes west 1 chain, north 32 degrees 17 minutes west
1 chain, north 35 degrees 44 minutes west 1 chain, north
38 degrees 21 minutes west 1 chain, und north 38 degrees
33 minutes west 3 chains m link, to the point of commence
ment,—containing 1 acre 1 rood 354 perches, and said to be in
the possession of tho trustees of tho late Thomas Holt,
Given under my Hand and the Seal of tho said Colony,
at, Government House, Sydney, this nineteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-third year of Her
Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
W. M5MILLAN.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN !
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.

niT'SHMPTION OF LAND FOB WIDENINO THE LINE OF BAIL WAT FBOM SYDNEY TO EYELEIGH,
1
PARISH OF ST. LAWRENCE.)

IJtcstuiciI t(r JparHmneivt {nu^iumt tor J^ct 51

rroolamation by His ExooUoncy The
to wit,
j Right Honourable Ciiaf.i,v:S Robert,
Baron Carrington, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
(l.s.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Govctuot. Michael and SaintGcorgo,Governor aud
Commander-in-Chief of tho Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies.

New SouthWai.es, I

it is expedient that the public wort: hereinafter
mentioned shall bo constructed, that is to say, the Widen
ing of the Line of Rail way from Sydney to Evelcigh and the
erecting on the land required to he taken therefor of additional
railway works and conveniences, the estimated cost of which
public work will not exceed twenty thousand pounds: And
whereas it is expedient that the said public work shall be earned

Whereas

out under the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888
Now, therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of tho
Executive Council of the said Colony, and under and by virtue
of tho powers and authority veitoA in me by the said Act,
hereby direct that the said public work shall bo esrrioi out
under tho provisions of the said Act, and that the carrying out
of tho same shall devolve upon the Railway Commissioner;,
who shall in that behalf be deemed the Constructing Authority :
And I hereby further direct that the land described in the
Schedule hereto, being in my opinion required for the purpose

[3d.]
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of tho aforesaid public work, shall ho acquired for the aforesaid
purpose, under the provisions contained in Part IH of tho said
Act.

■
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the city of Sydney,
parish of St. Laurence, county of Cumberland, and Colony of
New South Wales : Commencing at a point bearing north IS
degrees 31 minutes east 186 feet Cl inches from the intersection
of i he eastern building lino of Regent-street with the northern
building line of Clovclsnd-street; and bounded on the west by
a lino bearing north 24 degrees 6 minutes east 121 feet; thence
on tho north by aline bearing north 89 degrees 45 minulcs cast
17 feet; thence on tlie cast by a line bearing south 28 degrees
20 minutes west 128 feet 4 inches; and thence on the south
by a line bearing north 63 degrees 54 minutes west 6 feet, to
tho point of commencement,—containing 4i porches, and said
to be in tbe possession of the Trustees of St. Paul’s Church of
England, Redfem.
Given under my Hand and Seal of the said Colony, at
Government House, Sydney, this thirl ecuth day of
September, in tho year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred aud ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year of
Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
W. MSMILLAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! '
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(■RESUMPTION OF LAND AT NEWTOWN IN CONNECTION WITH THE ERECTION OF ADDITIONAL
v
RAILWAY WORKS )

$rcscntcb ter JJiirliamfnt pursuant ter JUt 51 llic. Hu. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE "PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF ISSS”
') Proclamation by His Excellency The
J R.igl]t Honouriiblc Chakles Roberi,
Baron Carrinoton, a llcmber of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
(l.s.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tbe
Carrington,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Michael and SaintGcorge,Governor and
Commandcr-in-Chicf of the Colony of
New Sonth Wales and its Dependencies.

New South Walts,

to wit,

'

it is expedient that the public work hereinafter
mentioned shall be constructed, that is to say, for the
purpose of erecting thereon additional railway works end
conveniences, the estimated cost of which will not exceed twenty
thousand pounds l And that the said public work shall be
carried out under tho provisions of the " Public Works Act of
1888”: Now, therefore, I, the Governor] aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, and under
and by virtue of tho powers and authority vested in me by the
said Act, hereby direct that the said public work shall be
carried out under the provisions of the said Act, and that the
carrying out of the same shall devolve upon tho Railway
Commissioners of the said Colony, who shall in that behalf be
deemed the Constructing Authority) and I hereby further direct
Whereas

[3<?0

one-

that the land described in (ho Schedule hereto, being in my
opinion required for the purpose of the aforesaid public work,
shall be acquired for the said purpose under the provisions of
the said Act: —
Scdeduie.

All that piece or parcel of land situate at Newtown, in the
parish of Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of
Now South Wales : Commencing at the junction of the eastern
boundary of the Newtown Road with the southern boundary of
tho C rent Southern Railway; and bounded thence by tho said
boundary of railway bearing north-easterly 2 chains 63 links;
thence by part of the western boundary of tbe Mervalc Estate
bearing southerly 1 chain 9't links; thence by the northern
boundary of the Newtown Markets hearing westerly 2 chains
fO links; thence by the aforesaid eastern boundary of the
Newtown Road bearing northerly 93 links, to the point of
commencement, and said to belong to the representatives of the
late J. Donohoe.
Given under my Hand and Seal of tho said Colony,
at Government House, Sydney, this ninth day of
September, in tbo year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth
year of Her Majesty's Reign,
By His Excellency’s Command,
W. MSM1LLAN.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OP 1888.
{RESUMPTION OF LAND FOE TRAMWAY EXTENSION FROM LEICHHARDT TO FIVE DOCK.)

$3resmtc3> tv

puraurtnl to JUt 5t Hir, |to- 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1883.”

Naw S

Walh3, ) Proclamation by Hia Excellency The
to wit.
J
Honourable Chables Robbst,
Bahon CaBBINGTON, a Member oE Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
^g^
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Cabbington,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Jitichncl and Saint George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
New South Wales and ite Dependencies.
outh

Whereas the Minister for Public Worts of the Colony
of New South Wales is desirous of acquiring the land
described in the Schedule at the foot hereof for the purpose of
erecting additional siding and other tramway worts and con
veniences thereon, and it is estimated that the cost of carrying
out tho said works will not exceed the sum of twenty thousand
pounds: And whereas the land described in tho said Schedule
is the land required for carrying out the said works: Now,
therefore, I, Chables Roeebt, Babon Cabbing ton, the
Governor aforesaid, with.tho advice of the Executive Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of the“ Public Works Act of 18SS,”
do hereby direct that the said works shall be carried out under
the “Public Works A?t of 1S8B," by the Minister for Public
Works aforesaid, who, in respect of the said works, I hereby
declare shall be deemed to be the Constructing Authority ; and
in further pursuance of the provisions of tho said Act, I do
hereby direct that the land described in the Schedule at tbe foot
hereof may bs acquired for ihc purpose of erecting thereon the

[3d.]
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said additional siding and other tramway works and conveniences
under the provisions contained in Part III of the said Act:
Apd I hereby declare that the following is the description of
the land hereinbefore referred to :—
Sciieduib.
All that piece or parrel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of the land comprisid in certificate of title
vol. 804, folio 157: Commencing at the intersection of the
south-western side of Norton-street with the southern side of
Manon-street; and bounded thence by the said boundary of
Marion-street bearing 256 degrees 3 4 minutes 95 feet and 4
inch ; thence by the north-eastern boundary of a right-of-way
bearing 101 degrees 49 minutes 25 feet 4 inches; thence by a
line bearing 75 degrees 9 minutes95 feet; thence by the south
western side of Norton-street aforesaid bearing 344 degrees 54
minutes 22 feet 7 inches, to the point of commencement, con
taining 8 3 perches, numbered A over 1 on plan and book of
reference, and said to be in the possession of Agnes Findlay.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to he hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this sixth day
of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCH SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OE 1388.
fEESUMPHON OE LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXTENSION OF THE TRAMWAY FROM
CASTLEREAGH-STREET TO THE RANDWICK ROAD, PARISH OE ALEXANDRIA.)

Ijtmnicii ter jparliitment, pursuant to JLt 51 'Sic. ilcr. 37.

*

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
TEE “PCBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1883."
New South Wales, 1

to wit,

Proclamation by His Excellency The

\ ftjgjrt Honourable

Cuakles

Robert,

a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
Council, Knight Grand Cross of tlie
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and SaintGeorge,Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
New Soutli Wales and its Dependencies.

Baros Carrinoton,

(i.S.)
Caruisotov,

Governor.

"Whereas it is expedient that tho Public Work herein
after mentioned shall be constructed, that is to say, an
extension of the Tramway from a point on tho Botany tramway
line, in Castlerfagh-street, bearing northerly and disiant 118 feet
from the centre of Cleveland-streefc; thence along Clevelandstreet to the Randwick Road ; and thence along Moore Park
to a point near the Association Ground, the estimated cost of
which will not exceed R20,000, and that the said public work
shall be carried out under the provisions of the Public Works
Act of 1888
Now, therefore, I, tbe Governor aforesaid, with
tho advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, and .
under and by virtue of the powers and authority vested in me
by tho said Act, hereby direct that the said public work shall he
carried out under the provisions of tho said Act, and that tho
carrying out of tho same shall devolve upon the Minister for
Public Works, who shall in that behalf be deemed the Con

structing Authority ; and I hereby further direct that the land
described in the Schedule hereto, being in my opinion required
for the purpose of the aforesaid public work, shall be acquired
for the said purpose under the provisions of the said Act.
Sckeduib.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales : Commencing at the junction of tho northern boundary
of Cleve land-street with the eastern boundary of Castlereaghstreet; and bounded thence on tbe west by Castlereagh-street
bearing northerly 45 feet; on the north by a lino parallel with
Clcveland-strcet bearing easterly 95 feet; on the east by tho
western boundary of Pembroke-street bearing southerly 45 feet;
and on the south by the aforesaid northern boundary of
Clevcland-street bearing westerly 95 feet, to the point of
commencement,“Containing 15J perches, and said to be in tho
possession of Mrs. Wat-kin and occupation of Henry Lloyd.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the said Colony, at
Government House, Sydney, this twenty-seventh day
of August, in tho year of our Lord one thoifsand
eight hundred and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign,
By His Excellency’e Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD„SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAFD FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A LINTS OF TRAMWAY FROM ASHFII5LD RAILWAY
STATION TO PORTLAND PLACE )

}3rts?entet> lo llarlhiment pursuant ter JUi 51 Uic. ^lo. 37.

C>
Proclnmation by His Excellency The
j Right Honourable Charles Robert,
Baron Carrinoton, a Member of Her
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy
(l.s.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carbingtoit,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor, Miohacland SaintGeorge.Oovornor and
Commander-in-Chief of tiic Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies.

New South WALES, l

to wit.

it is expedient that the public work hereinafter
mentioned shall ho constructed, that is to say, a Lino of
Tramway from A eh fl rid Railway Station to Portland Place,
the estimated cost of which public work will not exceed
twenty thousand pounds: And whereas it is expedient that
the said public work shall bo carried out under the provisions
of the " Public Works Act of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council
of the said Colony, and under and by virtue of the powers and
authority vested in me by the said Act, hereby directthattlic said
public work shall he carried out under the provisions of the said
Act, and that the carrying out of the same shall devolve upon the
Minister for Public Works, who shall iu that behalf be deemed
the Constructing Authority : And I hereby further direct that
the lands described in the Schedule hereto, being in my opinion
required for the purpose of the aforesaid public work, shall ho
• acquired for the aforesaid purpose, under the provisions con
tained in Part HI of the said Act.
Whereas

Schedule.

let. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Burwood, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales : Commencing on the north-western boundary of the
George’s River Road, at a point bearing south-easterly and
distant 4 chains 61 links from the junction with the eastern
boundary of the Burwood Road ; and bounded thence by a line 1

heating north-westerly 3 chains G8 links and 1 chain 4 links ;
thence by the eastern boundary of the Burwood Road bearing
northerly 1 chain a links; thence by a lino bearing aoutheastorlv 4 chains 68 links ; thence by a curved line hearing
generally easterly 1 chain 70 links ; thence by the north-western
boundary of the George’s River Road bearing south-westerly
1 chain 60 links, to the point of nommcncoment,—containing 1
rood and 28 perches, numbered 5 on plan and book of reference,
and said to ho in the possession of W. H. Wilkinson, and
occupation of John Jones.
2. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish,
county, and Colony aforesaid : Commencing on the western
boundary of the Burwood Road, at a point bearing northerly
and distant 4 chains 88 links from its junction with the north
western boundary of the George’s River Road; and bounded
thence by a lino bearing westerly 26 chains
links; thence
by tho eastern boundary' of Portlaud-strcet bearing northerly
76,7,- links; thence by a line parallel to the first-described line
hearing easterly £6 chains Sd-jT, links ; thence by tho aforesaid
western boundary of tho Burwood Road bearing southerly 75^
Hubs, to the point of commencement,—containing 1 acre 3 roods
and 35 perches, numbered 7, 8, and 9 on plan and book of
reference,' and said to be in the possession of W. Foy, J. PLannarlz, and Frederick Hall.
Given under my Hand and Seal of tho said Colony, at
Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth day of
October, in tho year' of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and in tho fifty-fourth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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